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IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Fa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs
;

Rough-coated Collies

ChaiTipion The Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Ro»lyn \Srilkes,

20883 FEE $35.

Chal. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Ro«lyn Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir PCelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Champion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
Ka»h, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.]

Irish Setters

Seminole,
20088. FEE $20

Bleo,
(Ch. Klcho. Jr.—Red Rose.)

11450. FEE $15
Hxtended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
go d stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young .--tock always on hand. 13-^4

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOl'NOSTOWN, OHIO.

KOX TERRIBRS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF Tin-: FIRST MAGNITUDK.
VAI.KNS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAI Fee $15.00

CH VOF.l'NTKKK Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PIlOPKIETOll.

Full particulars :uldress

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
556 Bay Ridge, h. I.

tunlaw kfinnei-s' stud fox terrier—importf:d

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire of
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champion Uelgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won. in EiiRland six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-

onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand young dog is just
in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-
dress

THOS. C. CHALMERS, Proprlelor,

1419 F. street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

89-141

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 7711 Fee $25
REGENT BRISK, 16,618 " 10

REGF;NT TIPPLER '• 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

MOREY KENNELS
STUD FOX TERRIERS

RABY TRIGGER
(A.K.C.S B. 20046)

Sire, BiDselv Tack. Dam, Pearline. Fee, |io

VENDETTA
(A.K.C.S.B. 20420)

Wre, New Forest. Dam, Fibor Nettle. Fee, $10.

puppies out of finely bred bitches for sale.

H. E. TWYFORD,
l-ao BAY KIUGE, L I.

IN THE STUD.

(^Fox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25
Ch. Raby Mixer 15
Russley Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10

Puppies from these well-known tlogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiLLsms Kennels,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

PISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12.131) CH. ELCHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
62ti 1995 Main St., West Farms. N. V.

rjORDON SETTERS
^^ FIELD AND BENCH SHOW WINNER

FLASH.
BENCH SHOW WINNER

SHOT.
FEE FOR EITHER. $25. For particulais ad-

dress K. I. MARTIN,
4-29 Wilmington. Del.

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

STBBRNARDS.
IN THE STUD

BEN OR]VIONL)E, 17044.
12 63 CARD AND PHOTO FREE.

ROCHELLE KENNELS.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.

AT STUD

Broomfield Sultan, 20668

ADDRESS BOX 862, NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "'best Yorkshire in
America." Pedigree and winnings free

; photos,
50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
100-151 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

THE KENNEL.

ni IPO IP YOU WANT TO OWN A
r ItiN —GENUINE PUG PUP

—

1 UUU BUY AT HEADQUARTERS.
Young .stock from prize winners, |2o to $50.
If you've a bitch to breed, try one of our
STTin t Eberharfs Cashier (13901. Fee, $15
S/iff- Wii^ 1 Bradford Ruby II (9720). Fee $15

PTTfxS 1 J^*'" ^""- imported (17093). Fee', $15
it U V*S^ I Douglass II (ii.Soi). Fee, |io
Litter guaranteed. A "square deal" to all

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.
Leading and Largest Pug Kennel in America.

MANGE
•1

THE ST. BEI
.00 Per Cam

The bane of the kennel. Pos-
itively cur«tl. In one or two
H|>pli<«tl()n8, with St. Ber-

__ nurd Muiice Cure. For
lortlna goods, or
iAKI) MANUE CURE CO.,

OKAWVIU.B, Iix.

THE^K^NNEIL

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

DIPQ Cheaters, Berkshirea, Polands. Pox
nUOt Hounds, Beagles,Colliea,Setters.GBO.B.
UICKMAN, W. Cheater. Pa Send sUmp for dr

JOLLIES
Having decided at the request of several bieed

ers not to exhibit any of our Collies again loi

competition (except for specials), the

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS

0FFF;R THEIR ENTIRE

Kennel of Collies for SaU

With the exception of Flurry II and Flurry HI

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
CHFISTNUT HILL,

75-127 Philadelphia,' I'enna.

BOLINGBROKE. GA.
A grand lot of youngsters for sale out ol prize

winners. At stud, Irish setter Kildare (18,922);
beagle Count (19,134); Scotch terrier The Dodger
(18,977). Full particulars, etc., on application.
We also breed over thirty varieties of high-class
poultry and pigeons. Circu'ars fiee. 2-53

sCOXCH....I OIvI^IES

FORt>HOOK KENNELS

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-cOated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO..

79-130 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

^ PAMPHLET
ON

DOG DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

98-111 1393 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

THE MOOREFIELD BREEDING
AND TRAINING KENNELS

Have at stud PAXTANG, winner of the F;. F. T.
Club's Derby. Fee, $25. Considering the class
of bitches and the opportunities given his pup-
pies, they are equal to the best. No dog has
more ability to go faster, stay longer or show a
more superior nose on game than he. Will be
hunted constantly. The combination of Count
Noble, Gladstone and Sue blood can be obtained
only through him. We breed and sell Rough-
coated St. Bernards. Kennel at Colmar, Mont-
gomery County, Pa. F"or further particulars about
English setters address W. T. IRWIN,

Kennel Manager, Chula, Virginia.
A. H. MOORE, Proprietor, Phila., Pa. 49

^bGEwoot) Hennels.
ST. BERNARDS!

We have for sale a fine litter of St. Bernard
puppies out of Mascot Meda, sired by Mascot
Bernard, a worthy son of grand old Nero III
and a full brother of the world-renowned Sir
Bedivere, the best living St. Bernard. These
puppies combine grand blood on both sides and
will please the most exacting fancier. Send
stamp for descriptive circular and price list.

93 145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Pottsville. Pa.

JIJEJKENN^
THIS SPACE RESERVED

FOR THE

MARYLAND KENNELS
IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OF

ST. BERNARDS.
OFFICE 220 No. CHARLES ST.,

BALTIMORE, MD.
IN THE STUD

THE ROUOH-COATED DOG
COMTE, 14,540.

FEE $50.

B. F. LK\sris.

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Professional bench show handler. Dogs board-

ed and put in condition for shows.

BLM STATION,

Montgomery Co.. Pa.

DOGS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

WRITE FOR PARTICrLARS.

F. HOPE,
305 N. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

In Conjunction with
my business of
Dog Furnishing
ana Kennel Sup-
plies I have add-
ed a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of

. e V e T^ descrip-
tion.
Three will be a

registry kept at
my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee the na'me
and address of

parties wishing to purchase or sell dogs will be
entered. The fee for one dog will be |i.oo, and for
each additional dog fifty cents. This will be de-
voted to advertising and furthering the sales,
and a commission of 10 per cent will be charged
on all sales. I may confidently state that my
experience with dogs as a breeder,exhibitor, etc.,

with my excellent location for the business and
my wide acquaintance will make this one of the
verv best mediums to be found for the purchase
and sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.
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PHILADELPHIA, JUNE 27, 1801.

FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
Sept. 1-4.—Youugstowii. Ohio.

1-4.—Kingston, Ont.
9- 1 1.—Hamilton. Can.
15-18.—Toronto, Canada.
22-25.—Montreal, Can.
29-Oct. I.—Ottawa, Can.

Dec. 4-8.—Rockford, III.

10-14—Freeport, I"
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.

19-22.—Binghampton, N. Y.
Feb. 9-12—Chicago, III.

23-26.—New York, N. Y.
Ma'-''h 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.

8-11.—Baltimore, Md.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.

Poiiitry and Pigeon Shows.
Aug. 24-28—Hornellsville, N. Y.

25-29.—Tarentum, Pa.
Sep. 28-Oct. 2.—Trenton, N. J.
Dec. 2-8.—Rockford, III.

9-11.—Brockton. Mass.
10-14—Freeport, I"-

15 16.—Needham, Mass.
16-23.—Providence, R. I.

' 22-25.—Stoneham, Mass.
30-Jan. 2.—Meriden, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 4-7.—Worcester, Mass.

5-8.—Albany. N. Y.
5-8.—Lewiston, Me.
6-12.—Philadelphia, Pa.
12-15.—Leominster, Mass.
12-15.—Yarmouth, Me.
12-15.—Battle Creek. Mich.
12-16.—Columbia, S. C.
18-23.—Hartford, Conn.
19-24.—Shelbyville, Iiid.

19-27—Binghaniton, N. Y.
20-25.—Elmira, N. Y.
26-30 —Boston , Mass.

Feb. 2-5.—Worcester, Mass.

Field Trials.
Nov. 2.—United States Field Trials Club.

10.—International Field Trial Club.
16.—Eastern Field Trials Club.
30.—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1892.
Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Club Meetings.
July I.—Boston Terrier Club.

3.—National Beagle Club.
7.—Gordon Setter Club.

has won more first prizes than any other

bird of this variety living. He scored

first at Liverpool in 1889. 1890 and 1891.

In spite of the many shows exhibited at,

the bird shows little of the wear and tear

of the ordinary circuit goer.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

Kent's Singer out of their Hebe, Light-

foot by V. Pryses' Corsair out of his Lav-

ender, Remnant by South Herk's Rock-

wood out of their Rally, Driver by Whirl-

wind out of Dewdrop, bred by Sir J.

Thurshy, who is also the breeder of sev-

eral othtrs ; Baffler by Lord Pembroke's

Baronet out of his Mystery, Benefit by

LordPortman's Dashaw out of his Bribery.

« *

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.
— The Spanish Student.

The pack of harriers for the Penubrook

Hunt, Chestnut Hill, arrived last week.

As we could not spare the time to see

them on the wharf, we made a visit to

the kennels a few days since for that

purpose. Driving out to the Chestnut

Hill Kennels we found Harry Jarrett

reading a letter that gave a list of the

collies in their English kennels, which

are about to be shipped to this country

for sale. The string will be about as fol-

lows : Christopher, Bertha H, by Sefton

out of Ouida, with a litter of puppies by

Christopher ; Ouida, by Dublin Scott out

of The Lilly ; Wellesbourne Lady, by Sir

Jent out of Primula, and m whelp to

Great Alue Macduff; Wellesbourne

Comet, Wellesbourne Violet and an un-

named bitch, all by Christopher out of

Bertha H ; Wellesbourne Mabel, by Egbas-

tou Fox out of Egbaston Bess ; Lady

Sampson, by Orley out of Lady (rwynne
;

Welleslx)urne Wolf, by Egbaston Fox

out of Egbaston Bess ; Wellesbourne

Prince, by The Squire out of Wanda

;

Wellesbourne Duke, by Duke of Rutland

out of Ida ; two unregistered dogs by

The Squire out of Active and a litter of

puppies by Christopher out of Welles

bourne Lady.
«

» *

Taking Jarrett in, we drove over to the

quarters of the Pennbrook Hunt. The

club house is comfortably furnished. A

large stable furnishes stalls for most of

the members, and adjoining it are the

kennels which contained alx)ut twenty

couples of harriers. The sexes are sepa-

rated and the benches are after the Eng-

lish fashion, running the length of the

room, the dogs sleeping in one apartment

and the bitches in another.

« «

The pack looked to us like small-sized

fox hounds, their average height l>eing

alK)ut nineteen inches. They are very

even in quality. The dogs are still stiff

from their sea voyage, but on being

taken out for a little exercise they

showed their wonderful training and

obedience. Our American fox hound is

entirely unmanageable, and after he has

struck a scent cannot be whipped off of

it. This pack of harriers performed

beautifully. Following the huntsman

over fences, through thickets,they swept

the fields in great or small circles at his

guidance and direction, and finally he

brought them to a standstill in a bunch,

without a single one attempting to break

away. Their manceuvring was altogether

like that of disciplined troops, and the

members of the club look forward with

pleasure to the meets in September next.

Some of the meets will be arranged for

the afternoon, and the scent will be laid

by a drag, to enable those to attend and

follow who otherwise could not spare the

time.

On another page we give a picture of

the great stud collie Champion The

Squire. He has proven himself the best

stud dog in American by his ability to

get prize winners. He is a very attrac-

tive dogjin appearance and color, being a

bright sable with a perfect white collar,

feet and tip of tail. He is of large size

and symmetrically built. He carries a

profuse coat and well-formed mane and

frill.

been in force last year we know of a

couple of dogs that would have been

thrown out at a very early stage of the

proceetlings. This rule prevents owners

addressing remarks to handlers with the

evident intetition of influencinj^ the

judges in his favor.

»
* »

Colonel Ridgway and F. vS. Brown

have six very fine puppies by Rowdy
Rod out of Sue Noble, and will send

them in a few days to S. C. Bradley, who

will train the whole lot of them together.

Mr. Brown has besides about thirty

youngsters by Nat Goodwin out of good

bitches. A majority of these puppies

will be broken, and from such a large

selection Mr. Brown proposes to get

something that will be hard to beat.

*
* «

Mr. G. W. Ewing has sent Rowdy Rod,

King's Dan, Harry C. and his entire ken-

nel to Mr. S. C. Bradley, who will in the

future have charge of them. We under-

stand it is Mr. Bradley's intention to put

the dogs in the stud, in which case due

notice will be given in our advertising

columns.

Our Illustration.

We are indebted to our esteemed con-

temporary Poultry for the portrait of

Mr. H. W. Webb's grand frillback, which

We give the names and breeding of a

few of the pack to show its character

:

Sempler by Sir Thomas Bonghey's Mess-

mate out of his Skillful,Cardinal by Lord

Portsmouth's Sailor out of Duke of Beau-

fort's Crafty, Guilty by Holderness' War-

like out of their Gadfly, Heroine by West

* *

Mr. H. C. Goodrich, the president of

the Mascoutah Kennel Club, has ap-

pointed the following gentlemen the

Bench Show Committee of the club:

William V,. Hagans (chairman), Henry

Ives Cobb, William J. Bryson, E. W.

Bangs, H. G. Nichols, S. C. Payson, F.

S. Gordon, W. C. Gunu, W. F. Fox, Dr.

Denzlow Lewis, Ellison V. Armour, M.

C. Lightner, Dr. G. M. Chamberlin,

Norman Williams, Robert Fort. G. A.

Schwartz. William R. Lmn. C. W. Simp-

son, J. W. Brooks, Jr., Dr. N. Rowe and

Charles L. Hutchinson.
*

Entries for the Philadelphia Kennel

Club's Derby will close August i and for

the All-Aged and Members' Stakes Octo-

ber 15. The entry fees this year will be

|5 forfeit and $10 additional to fill. There

will be a Championship Stake, to which

the winners of first prizes in any stake

are eligible.

*

We are pleased to see that the P. K. C.

have followed the course of some other

clul>s in limiting the preliminary heats to

thirty minutes instead of forty-five min-

utes as formerly. In half an hour's time

the judges can easily learn if a dog pos-

sesses sufficient merit to warrant his be-

ing allowed to run in the second series.

*

Another excellent rule adopted by the

club for the first time is that the Field

Trial Committee shall appoint a marshal.

Last year at times members ol)structed

the view of the judges by actually plac-

ing themselves in front of them instead

of keeping to the rear, as the rules re-

quire.

»••

An additional rule says : "If a mem-

ber speaks to his handler in the hearing

of the judge during the running of a

heat, in which his dog is, such dog shall

be forthwith disqualified from further

running in said stake." Had this rule

*
* *

Our readers will be very much inter-

ested in the coniniunication of Dr. Hef-

fenger upon the type of the .\nierican

fox hound. Now that Dr. Heffenger has

started the subject, at our request, we
hope others interested in this valuable

breed will give their opinions and reasons

for the same.

»

W. Tallman has sold to Mr. James B.

Blossom the Gordon setter, bitch Bee-

mont, and has ptirchased from him the

bitch Perth of Beaumont out of Venus.
*

* *

Persons might think that Dr. Mej-er,

having sold his Gordons Beaumont and

Beemont, is now losing interest in the

breed, but such is not the case. He has

quite a nnml>er of youngsters coming on,

some of which he exjiects to come to the

front later on.

« »

Mr. Brailsford writes Mr. Thomas
Johnson that he has had the pleasure of

a visit from Messrs. Boggs, Lewis and

another .\merican gentleman.
*

The German authorities have now
trained shepherd dogs to find the woun<led

on the battle fields. The regiment of

lancers stationed at Huelben possesses a

dozen of these shaggy-coated meuil)ers of

the ambulance corps, which have been

taught to find any soldier hidden in the

woods and fields in the neighborhood of

the garrison. On finding a soldier they

rtin back and bark till the ambulance

wagon arrives.
»

» *

With a view to greater encouragement

iu the breeding of French sporting «logs,

says the Exchange and Mart, a society

has been formed, called the French

Sporting Dog Amateur's Union, and it

is looked upon with favor by such well-

known sportsmen as MM. J. de Coninck,

I'essart, Leon d'Halloy, Comte de Le-

coulteux, de Cauteleu, Comte Saint-Jal,

Comte de Vezins, Louis Triljert, Bonr-

garde. .\lfred Rousselet, Emanuel Boulet,

etc. The ol)ject of the union is to estab-

lish standard types of all the I'rcnch

breeds of sporting dogs on the lines laid

down by M. J. de Coninck, president of

the Havre Society for the Improvement

of Dogs. Special committees will ex-

amine and enquire into the peculiarities

of all breeds. The society will establish

the distinctive characteristics of the vari-

ous breeds, and will see that they arc

judged in a uniform manner throughout

the country. By means of pictures the

finest types of dogs will be made known,

which will facilitate the choice of breed-

ers in indicating to them the best points

to be aimed at.
*

* *

Mr. E. H. Moore, on the eve of his de-

parture for home, was entertained by

some St. Bernard friends. Among the

amusing reminiscences related over the

table, says the Stock-Keeper, the Rev.

Arthur Carter told the tale of a goggle-

eyed brute he turned out of the ring

when he was judging St. Bernards at a

certain show. After his laljors were con-

cluded the injured owner wanted to know

what was the matter with his dog, so the

reverend judge pointed to its lobster

eyes. '-Well," retorted the proud j^ro-

prietor, "that's the shape they should be

so as to look over the mountains.
"

Swivel-eyed, but useful withal.
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ON THINGS IN GENERAL
Correspondence Fanciers* Journal.

As Bums wrote—and I love Burns, for

I, too, am a Lad o' Kyle:

—

"Perhaps this may turn oot a song,

Perhaps turn oot a sermon."

In a recent issue you told us a little

story of a dog that went fishing. I

can cap that tale. Nearly twenty years

ago I spent a summer on the coast of

Kent, at that historical Roman site Re-

culver where the melancholy towers of

the legendary sisters stand looking north-

ward across the sea vainly waiting for the

coming of their Norse Vikings, for time

and tide have washed the land into the

sea so that no ship conies near the an-

cient graveyard, where the dead bones of

Roman, Dane and Saxon too often peer

out around the foundations of the old

Roman wall, plaintively asking to be

reburied. Close to these twin towers of

the ancient church stand the quaint, rose-

clad little inn rejoicing in the Saxon

name of "King Kthelbert."

The meadows stretching inland extend

for many a mile, affording rich pastur-

age, particularly for young cattle, that

thrive well on grass slightly salted with

sea spray. These meadows are divided

by wide ditches, and here the stately

heron haunts and fishes and the sea mew-

on slow wing floats above the water hen,

quick scuttling through the reeds, and

the wild ducks squatteriug in the sedges.

Here Joe, of the King Kthelbert, and I

essayed some fishing with rod and line,

and hunted the moor hens and the "flap-

pers" in the ditches, dykes or "fenders,"

as they are called in the far-famed cours-

ing Altcar meadows. It was the tamest

angling I ever tried, nothing approach-

ing to it in dullness had I experienced

since when a boy in pinafore I had ang-

led for trout with a hazel wand, a cotton

thread and a bent pin in the duck pond
at home— if ever a fishing rod would bear

the definition given to it by "the learned

lexicographer"—revered of Miss Pinker-

ton and Sister Jemima, of Chiswick

y\^\\—"a y-od and line, with a fool at one

end and a worm at the other." It was

the rod I used over the Reculver dykes.

Joe was too stolid and serious to be lightly

called a fool. There was, however one

of the party, not as yet mentioned, that

was no fool, and that was Joe's black

and white retriever, who I christened

I'iscator. I think I see some learned

doggie men prick their ears up at the

mention of a NacJt and white retriever,

as they whisper together, "the old man
must be in his dotage ! black and white

retriever ! ! ha, ha ! What fancier ever

heard of such a brute?" Well, I should

say but few of the modern fanciers, yet

it is but twentv years since at the Eng-
lish Kennel Club's show at the Crystal

Palace I saw a black and tvhite retriever

win in a good class.

I don't think Piscator would have

taken honors in the show ring, but he

was a dog of doughty deeds, and on one
memorable Monday morning Piscator

immortalized himself. As we approached

a rather wide and deep part of the dyke
there was a sudden but slight movement
in the water, and in a second a mighty
splash, and presently Piscator scraped

his way up the bank and deposited at my
feet a four pound pike, Jatk, ged, luce or

Lucius Esox—call him what you please,

but before you eat him stuff him as you

would a fillet of veal, and roast him in

the oven, not forgetting meanwhile a

thorough good basting of butter.

After a certain age men are apt to be-

come over-garrulous, and I have again

been digressing—forgive me, for I find

"my Ivint haffets wearing thin and

bare."
'

I have not finished my story of

Piscator's prowess. Half in, half out of

the mouth of that pike, and still alive,

was a gudgeon four inches long. Now
does not Piscator's performance lay over

that of the dog of Chester Creek ? I car-

ried pike and gudgeon, as lauded, to Lon-

don with me, and in the country, of

which I was then a departmental editor, I

duly chronicled Piscator's fishing exploit

in bold and attractive type.

Our papers lately went into ecstacies

over the young collie Sefton Hero (for-

merly vScotland's Hero)—a dog bred by
Mr. Alex. Baunochie, Jr., Aberdeen, by

Gladdie—Lady Wonder—when he swept

all before him at Liverpool, as he had pre-

viously done at Aberdeen when a nine

months' old puppy.
At the Kennel Club's show three

months later, with Mr. vS. E. Shirley

judging, Sefton Hero got no higher than

V. h. c. Now it was of Sefton Hero—or it

might have been, it is immaterial to the

issue—that you lately quoted one of our

London papers to the effect that in this

dog breeding had reached its utmost,

and produced an animal so near perfec-

tion that only those initiated into the

mysteries of collie knowledge could dis-

cover a flaw in him, and that only by

using one of Sam Weller's "three million

double-power gas microscopes." Now
the same dog's sire, Gladdie, made a

somewhat similar sensation when he was

brought out two years before, and for

Gladdie—good collie as he is—the
ecstacies are over. And so it will be

show after show and year after year, so

long as reports and the judging they are

supi)osed to criticise consist of varnish

and venier, instead of being clean analysis

of points intrinsic and comparative.

We see in the constant elevation to

apotheosis of one dog after another by
sellers, a duplication in directly inter-

ested form, of the mutations in the opin-

ions of the press. Whoever heard of a

gentleman dog dealer selling "the very

grandest specimen of his breed that ever

guarded a home, w ho had not at the same
time—/, e., just after the sale

—"one com-

sheep, which he took to the fields every

morning and brought them home at 6

o'clock every evening:' Could ignorance

further go ?

I observe that Mr. Vero Shaw has

fallen into a single error in a communi-
cation to the Stock-Keeper of last week.

He says : "Then again, there is the

modern collie. Is any rational being ex-

pected to believe that such modern win-

ners as , . , and others are

lineal descendants of W. W. Thomson's
Hero, Jubb's Mec, Shirley's Hornpipe or

Trefoil? If not, why is not the bar sin-

ister in the pedigree of each plainly

given ?"

Well, friend Vero, I am a rational be-

ing, and I believe in the lineal descent

from the old celebrities you refer to—not
merelv of some but of nearly all of our

bench winners ; in fact, the difficulty is

to find a winning dog of note that is not

so descended. Take the newest hero of

the bench, Messrs. Birch's Sefton Hero.

His paternal great grandsire was General

Trefoil by Trefoil, paternal great, great

granddam Lassie by Mec. His paternal

great granddam. Blue Bonnet, was also by

General Trefoil—Trixey, by Old Cockie—
Lassie by Old Cockie. Then Sefton

Hero's paternal granddam. Merry Fan,

was by Trevor, by Lingtrotter, who was

bv Trefoil, whilst his dam, Ling, was

by another old celebrity, Carlyle. It

is the same if we take Sefton Hero's

dam. Lady Wonder, by Metchley Won-
der, by Charlemagne, by Trefoil. Metch-

ley Wonder's dam, Minnie, had for

paternal great grandsire Trefoil, and one

WATER FOR DOGS.

They Should Have It Only at Stated
Intervals.

Vero Shaw in Sporting Review.

Whilst on the subject of water.I should

like to make an observation upon what

appears to me to be its effect upon dogs.

I have no personal or practical experience

of its merits as a beverage for human be-

ings, although I have satisfied myself

that it is not injurious to mankind, unless

taken internally. Whether it becomes

so then I cannot say, but in the case of

dogs I have proved that a change of

water has often been accompanied by a

complete and very often far from satis-

factory change of health and condition.

Consequently during the latter portion

of my career as an exhibitor I insisted

upon all my show dogs being supplied

entirely with water that had been first

boiled and then allowed to cool in earth-

enware vessels. When they went to

shows Curtis always provided them with

the same, and since I adopted the system

I found that their bowels were less af-

fected by their changed surroundings. I

venture to assert, too, that it is a far bet-

ter practice to water one's dogs at regu-

lar intervals during the day than it is to

have a constant supply before them. In

this respect I am a convert to the opin-

ions of others.

Mr. James Locke, of Selkirk, the Dan-
die exhibitor, and owner of Doctor and
other dead-and-gone cracks,was I believe

the first to lay his views before me, and
so far as my experieijce goes his judg-

ment was correct. A dog confined to his

kennel will often take a lap which he

does not require, as a human being will

have a whisky, just^o»r passer le temps,

and often with similarly disastrous re-

sults. The occasional drink will develop

into a prenicious habit, and loss of form

is likely to ensue. Greyhounds in train-

ing are given very little or no water by

many trainers, their fluid sustenance be-

ing restricted to very sloppy food and

broth ; and I could never quite see why
dogs should be encouraged, as it were, to

drink when the ill effects of too much
imbibing are so generally admitted.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.

SEMINOLE KENNELS' CHAMPION THE SQUIRE.

ing on that would knock the grandest

specimen of his breed into a cocked hat."

When 1 see opinions about particular

dogs expressed in the voluble style, the

sentences freely sprinkled with superla-

tives, I ask myself who wrote that report,

and what knowledge has he of the sub-

ject? There is a goodly sprinkling here

of men who are editors, reporters, judges,

exhibitors, breeders, dealers, and many
of them in addition to these qualifica-

tions for forming unbiased opinions and
expressing them are also members of

clubs that have the appointment of

judges where these men of multifarious

functions exhibit. Shows are largely

supported by specialty clubs, and mem-
bers compete in all classes, but other ex-

hibitors are excluded from competing for

nianv of the best prizes.and in the classes

they' do compete in it is under judges

they have had no voice in the election of.

Take these and allied facts, and see also

how champions are made by "walk-over"

where there is no competition, and you

begin to realize how big records are ruu

up. It is on big records that moneyed
Americans—and most Englishmen, tf o

—

buy and pay through the nose. I hope
they will continue to do so until they de-

serve better.

Speaking of the value of opinion, it is

now some three years since an article-

editorial—appeared in a London paper

on English sheep dogs in general and
one dog in particular. The ignoramus
who wrote the article, boiling over with

admiration for the dog told how in addi-

tion to his splendid exhibition points he
was such a workman with sheep as had
rarely been seen, and that this canine,

Admiral Crichton, had ''the care 0/1500

of her maternal g, g. g. grandsires was
Old Cockie. I might in the pedigree of

this one dog, Sefton Hero, show how he

through many others than those I have
mentioned in his pedigree goes back to

our old celebrities, Trefoil, Cockie, Car-

lyle, etc., and I might do the same with

the very large majority of the winning
collies on l)oth sides of the Atlantic.

Take, for instance, Christopher, now in

the Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia.

I have partially shown how through his

sire, Metchley Wonder, he also goes back
to these old heroes, and we may glance at

the pedigree of his dam, the Rev. Hans
F. Hamilton's Peggie II—a bitch I se-

lected to represent the breed by portrait

in my British Dogs. She was by Ruthven
out of Madge I, Ruthven by Angus out

of Luna, by Tricolor II, who was by
Shirley's Tricolor—own brother to Tre-

foil—Angus by Scott, by Trefoil out of

Waite, a smooth bitch. Madge I was by
W. W. Thomson's Marcus—another old

celebrity—ex Ruby III by Tricolor II.

It is only fair to Mr. Vero Shaw to say

that on this point of predigree I have at

present an advantage over him, having
just completed Vol. II of "The Collie

Stud-Book," which means having traced

and placed on record the pedigrees to the

most remote known ancestors of about
2000 collies.

Hugh Dai^ziel.

DoicH In the German Army.
From Shooting Times.

Some dogs are now being trained for

finding the wounded on battle fields, and the

Prussian Jager battalions have a number of

these dogs on trial. The experiments so far

have had excellent results. A number of men

hide ni a wood or behind hedges, lying on the

ground face downwards, and with orders not to

move. As soon as the dogs are let loose they

begin the search. When they find one of these

men they place their forepaws upon the prostrate

body and begin to bark, an exercise which is

continued till the bearers appear and carry the

man off, whereupon the dog starts afresh. Each

company of the Luben Jager has about twelve

of these dogs. Sporting dogs cannot be relied

upon on account of their love of game, and

therefore sheep dogs or Pomeranian Spitzhunde

are chosen for the work.

After the Honeymoon.

From Shooting Times.

Anxious njother — Why, my dear,

what's the matter?

Married daughter—Boo, hoo ! My hus—hus-

band doesn't love me any more.

Anxious mother—Mercy on us ! How do you

know ?

Married daughter—He's—he's stopped kicking

my (boo, hoo !) Fi—Fi—Fido.

The DoK Barked.

—Visitor (just arrived) : "Does your

dog bark when suspicious characters call,

Wiggle?"
Wiggle : "Yes, Listen, he's barking

now."

A Dor for Sale.

From the Rochester Talisman.

"vSee here, my friend, that dog of yours

killed three sheep of mine last night, and I want

to know what you propose to do al)out it ?"

"Are you sure it was my dog?"

"Yes."

"Well, I hardly know what to do. I guess I had

better sell him. You don't want to buy a good

dog, do you?"

—Unable to stop two dogs fighting, A.

J. Allen, of Cliftondale, Mass., threw

vitriol over them, burned their eyes out

and ears off, and was arrested and fined

|2o for cruelty.

The Ideal American Type—The Two

Standards Contrasted.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have often been asked to give the

type of an American foxhound, but have

always said that the general muddiness

and diversity of form and markings ren-

dered a definite statement well-nigh im-

possible. Some good and careful breed-

ing has been done of late years, however,

and a type well demonstrated in the best

of Mr. Cook,s hounds, has been produced

which differs decidedly from the English

in many points, yet it is superior to that

of any English hounds I have seen in

this country.

Joe Forester, sold by me to Mr. Hart,

of Kittanning, Pa., is one of the best

formed hounds ever bred in America, and

though .slightly English in appearance is

still my ideal of what an American hound

should be.

For an all-round American hound I

would have the standard as given here-

with, and add that he should be lighter

in bone and muscle than the English

type if he is to be a runner of endurance

with killing speed. Dogs should not be

over twenty-three inches and weigh more

than sixty pounds, while bitches should

be from twenty to twenty-one and one-

half inches and weigh no more than forty-

five pounds.

A hound scoring seventy-five per cent

of these points will outclass at every point

in hunting American game his larger

English congener. The imported Eng-

lish foxhound as a rule is inferior to an

equally well-bred American hound in

hunting sense, trailing, voice, speed and

endurance. They have been coddled so

long that it takes half a dozen men to

keep them on the trail, whereas if an

American hound can't keep his trail

without assistance he is generally shot or

given away by any good hunter.

Having said so much for the high-bred

American hound, I wish also to say that

they are few in number, and that the

bulk are miserable specimens of ignorant

breeding, weedy from head to foot and

incapable of producing decent progeny.

It is upon these unfortunate specimens

that crossing with the big boned and

strong muscled English hound is needed,

for it is the only way to get them into

proper form again. The best working

strains known in this country are the

Buckfield, Walker, July, Byron. Anent,

Wild Goose, Whittock, Goodman, Bidd-

song. Maupiu, Trigg and Robinson,

while the Cook hounds are the best bench

winners.
Below are given the English and

American standard, with the former in

nonpareil type and the latter following

in brevier.

The HEAD (value 15) should be of full size, but

by no means heavy. Brow pronounced, but not

high or sharp. There must be good length and
breadth , sufficient to give in the dog hound a girth

in front of the ears of fully sixteen inches. The
nose should be long (4J4 inches) and wide, with
open nostrils. Ears set on low and lying close

to the cheeks.

The HEAD should be comparatively

small, with the muzzle between four and

four and one-half inches long, square and
slightly expanded nostrils. The drops

short and well folded in. The skull may
be either domed or rounded, though the

latter is preferable. There should be

sufficient stop to give symmetry to the

head. The eyes should be dark brown
and the ears low set and closely pendant.

The NECK (value 5) must be long and clean,

without the slightest throatiness. It should taper

nicely from the shoulders to the head, and the

upper outline should be slightly convex.

The NECK should be slim, though
strong, and no trace of throatiness should

exist. It may be straight or slightly

arched on upper surface.

The SHOULDERS (value 10) should be long and
well clothed with muscle, without being heavy,

specially at the points. They must be well

sloped, and the true arm between the front and
the elbow must be long and muscular, but free

from fat or lumber.

The SHOUi<DERS should be of sufficient

length to give leverage and power, well

muscled, but with a clean run and not

too broad. The scapula shotdd incline

toward the centre at top.

Chest and back ribs (value 10).—The chesl
should girth over thirty inches in a twenty-four-
iiich hound, and the back ribs must be very deep.

The CRUST should be deep for lung
space, the English standard of thirty

inches in a twenty-four-inch hound being
good, though a shallower chest with well

sprung ribs gives just as good wind. The
back ribs should extend so far that only
a couple of inches of flank exists.

The BACK and loin (value 10) must both be
very muscular, running into each other without
any contraction or "nipuiug" between them.
The couples must be wide, even to raggediiess,
and there should be the very slightest arch in

the loin, so as to be scarcely perceptible.

The BACK and loins should be broad,

short and strong, straight or slightly

arched. There should be a straight line

from side of back to prominence of hip
to give proper strength of coupling. The
long, loose-coupled, hump-backed type
of American hound is a moustro.sity

which should Ije at once condemned.

The HINDQUARTERS (value 10) or propellers
are required to be very strong, and as endurance
IS of even more consequence than speed, straight
stifles are preferred to those much bent, as in

the greyhound.

The HINDQUARTKRS and lower thighs
should be powerfully muscled, if the
hound is to have speed and endurance.
The ham should be nearly straight be-

large, well-knuckled and horned, and

placed at right angle to leg. It is just to

^tate that some of the most noted native

strains have flat, well-trained feet and

stand upon frozen ground and crust ex-

ceedingly well.

The COLOR and coat (value 5) are not regarded

as very important so long as the former is a

hound color" and the latter is short, dense,

hard and glossy. Hound colors are black, tan

and white, black and white, and the various

•pies" compounded of white and the color of

the hare and badger, or yellow or tan.

A good hound cannot have a bad color.

Of course the black, white and tan mark-

ings with the various "pies" are con-

ventional, and should be given the

preference, though crossing with the

harrier has made blue mottled and tan

markings perfectly legitimate in the

American hound. The coat is finer and

more glossy than the English and less

dense.

The STERN (value ) is gently arched, rarried

gaily over the back and slightly fringed witli

hair below. The end should taperlto a point.

The STERN should be carried like a

saber, with less bush than the English,

and be more tapering. Several notetl

strains, however, have hooked and very

bushy sterns.

The SYMMETRY (valuc 5) of the foxhound is

considerable, and what is called "quality' is

highly regarded by all good judges.

The form of the hound should be har-

monious throughout, or he cannot be

expected to run fast or endure any length

hind. The stifles should be low-set, but

not too much l)ent. There is siich a

thing as having too much muscle in the

quarter for freedom of movement, and in

consequence speed is reduced and grace

of movement compromised.

Elbows (value 5) set quite straight and neither

turned in nor out are a sine qua non. They
must be well let down by means of the long true

arm above mentioned.

The ELBOWS should be set straight for

perfect freedom of motion, for otherwise

the hound would be liable to sore in

shoulder from friction during every long

run.

Legs and Feet (value 20).—Every master of

fox hounds insists on legs as straight as a post

and as strong, size of bone at the ankle being

speciilly regarded as all important. The desire

for straightness is I think carried to excess, as

the very straight leg soon knuckles over, and
this defect may almost always be seen more or

less in old stallion hounds. The bone cannot in

my opinion be too large, but I prefer a slight an-

kle at the knee to a perfectly straight line. The
feet in all cases should t>e round and cat-like,

with well developed knuckles and strong horn,

which last is of the utmost importance.

LEGS AND FEET are of the utmost im-

portance for if they are not of the best

they will never hold a hound up during

an all-day run in even a smooth country,

while in a rough one he would soon be-

come a quitter. The legs should be

straight, placed squarely under shoulder,

and have plenty of bone, without clumsi-

ness. A slight aukle at knee certainly

gives strength to the joint and maintains

straightness of leg. Of course, the foot

should be round, close, cat-like, not too

of tinle. He should show his blood and
quality in every asf>ect and movement.

A. C. Hekfenger, M. D.,

Vice-President Brunswick Fur Club.

Portsmouth, N. H., June 19, 1891.

Do Dogs 1r\iK ?

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

Well, monkeys do, in the opinion of

Professor Garner, and he has studied their

language and habits so diligently that we

are not inclined to dispute any of the

conclusions he arrives at in his very in-

teresting article on "The Simian Tongue"

—for such is the name of the new lan-

guage—in the current number of the New
Review.

Compared with the everlasting gibber-

ish of the monkey, the dog is a creature

of few words ; still, when we think of it,

what a wealth of language has been lost

for the want of a Professor Garner to dis-

tinguish their various barks from Sir

Bedivere down to Little Wonder. If

no attempt has yet been made to write

a doggy vocabulary and a canine gram-

mar, will no one now come to the rescue,

for surely if the monkey gutturals can

afford a comparatively easy interpreta-

tion — and Professor Gariier's experi-

ments prove this—then the dignified re-

monstrances of the St. Bernard and mas
tiff, the querulous inquiry of the hound
the sneezy muffled undertone of the bul

dog, and the itching interrogations of the

terrier cannot fail to offer an ample and
not too intricate field for similar research.

Who has not witnessed the beseeching
look of a dog as he gets up from the mat
when he sees you putting on your hat

and taking your cane out of the stand in

starting for a walk ; and what can the

subdued sound he utters mean but

plainly, "Won't you take me, please ?"

And when you say, "Are you coming,

Jack ?" the pent-up hope goes out in an
excited "Bow, woo-woo. I am so glad.

Thanks, awfully." Who has not heard the

sharp reinituler of the terrier who has
accidentally be shut out, always the saine

sharp sound, repeated again and again

until the door is opened ? That has no
other meaning than, "I am out here and
want to come in."

When a large dog is being annoyed by
a smaller one and does not want to waste

words unnecessarily on his puny tor-

mentor he simply draws up his lip aud
shows his teeth, and if he does make a

remark it is a studied effort in a familiar

tone, to the effect, "Now give it up, or

I'll ." And when he does retaliate

there is a good deal of "jaw" in the re-

mark, aud very likely if it could be in-

terpreted there might be some bad lan-

guage in it, perhaps, "You little d 1.

That's for your d d impudence." But

the dog, like the Frenchman, deals

largely in gestures. The faithful watch

at the approach of a tramp sniffs elo-

quently ; his disdainful gait, with erect

bristles, dour eye, and attitude altogether

of the night policeman, indicate that it

is most judicious to institute a kind of

preliminary inquiry on the quiet before

other measures are rest»rted to; but when
he does speak no one can mistake the

meaning, least of all the tramp, of the

angry growl accompanied by the tangible

expression of decided objection to his

presence, and which being interpreted

say, "You clear out, or I'll sample

you."
The hounds , too, always use the same

language iu giving "tongue," and many
a huntsman needs no other testimony to

the whereal>outs of Reynard than the

audible information conveyed to him by

the hound* and kennel terriers. But it

is useless multiplying cases. Language

there is among the canine tribe, and no
one doubts it. Dialects may exist in cer-

tain districts ; the Irish terrier may have

his "brogue," the cockney will insist on

dropping his h's, and the Skye will be

Highland, but the meaning is the same
and unmistakable. What is wanted is to

produce it in practical form.

Professor Garner's method with his Si-

mian friends was a simple one. He ar-

ranged a phonograph near the cage of a

female monkey, and then caused her to

utter a few soiinds. He then placed the

instrument near to the cage of the male,

and when the record was repeated the

monkey at once recognized the language

of his mate. He also imitated these

sounds, and by degrees got so familiar

with them that the monkeys easily un-

derstood them. For instance, he learned

the sound for "milk," and when he re-

peated it the monkey always expected a

drink.

The subject opens up a new field in the

doggy world, and an interesting one. We
have mentioned the matter, only indicat-

ing faintly the lines on which Professor

Gamer conducted his inquiries. .\ phono-

graph is not difficult to obtain, and some

of our readers may be inclined to pursue

this studv as an amusement, if nothing

else. The results of their experiments

we shall be glad to receive, and when the

grammar confts to be published we shall

be pleased to correct the proofs.

It Wa.s on IIlM Mlud.
From the Boston Herald.

"I want to ask you a question, Katy,"

he said, shortly before taking his departure. "It

has been on my mind all the evening, but I—
»

I—" •

"Well, what, Mr. Dingdong?" asked Katy,

encouragingly, her heart throbbing with expec-

tancy. "Speak right out.
"

"Well. Katy, will you be— I wanted to ask if

you would be kind enough to find out if the dog is

chained to-night.
'— .« '

"Did you see the feathers fly off that

bird when I fired?" "Yes," replied the

other, "I saw them fly off—with the

bird."
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BISCUITS AND BROTH.
From Our Own Corresi>otideiit.

London, KiiKiand, June 20.—The chief

event of the week has been the hound
sliow at reterl)oro, where as usual a

crowd of fox hunterers put in an appear-

ance. Thank goodness the weather was
very good this year, for even in a midst

of a lot of hounds it is not very agree-

able to set and watch the judging. How-
ever, the awards are now made under

cover, for a huge shed has been built over

the flags.

I don't think the judges at Peterboro

generally give satisfaction, and really

sometimes they make some very funny

awards. You see it is only perhaps once

in a lifetime they are asked to judge,

with the result that they are far from

practical. I think after all an all round

judge would make the proper awards.

Of course legs and feet are great things

in a fox hound, and this week at Peter-

boro we saw the usual good understand-

ing. Then again, hounds have Ijeeu bred

to a beautiful standard of excelL-uce,

their necks and set on of head being

lovely to look upon. Then again, their

formation of ribs has been thought out,

indeed there are specimens of fox hounds
living to-day absolutely perfect, which I

don't think can be said of any other

breed of dogs.

Uh
"Why has the fox hound then been

bred to such perfection ?" some of you

will ask. Simply because he is in the

hands of men who breed him for what he

is wanted. A hound should have a good
nose, great face, stamina and game too.

All these essentials the English fox

hound has. Thank God he has not yet

been touched by "the fancier," who
would soon turn him into a nondescript

mass of flesh and bones, until he was no
more use for his work than the modern
field spaniel or Knglish type of Dach-
shund.

I wish some of our fellows who chant

so greatly the praises of their dogs and

tell us such a lot of hashed-up sayings

about character, etc., would pay an an-

nual visit to Peterboro. They would there

be taught more about the proper make
and shape of a dog, or rather a hound,

than all the knowledge they get during

the other three hundred and sixty-four

days of the year. See there how he
stands with his lovely outline, great bone,

muscle, concave legs and flesh ! Surely

you don't see such a perfect outline at

our Kennel Club or Birmingham shows.

No ! there he is incomparable, bred to

perfection by sportsmen, and not by
"fanciers."

It will perhaps to some seem rather

odd why I should so "ruck" on "fan-

ciers," but there are times when one can-

not help it. Every now and Ihen you
run up 'gainst men, quite parrot like in

all their expressions. They think they

know all about dogs and gees« and have

not had the slightest practical experience

with them. These people we have to

thank for such unlikely looking dogs we
so often see lolling on the benches

—

spaniels especially.

The show of harriers on Thursday was,

I think, the largest ever known, but the

prizes went to nothing more or less than

small foxhounds. The old harrier is

practically extinct, and the fashion now
is to have the better outlined and cleaner

necked small hound. These undoubtedly

show every bit as good sport, but then

they haven't that deep and muscular

note, which is one of the attributes of

hare hunting.

We don't find very good beagles at

Peterlx>ro, and those to be seen on the

ordinary show benches can lick the

sterns off those we are accustomed to

look over at the great fox and hare

hunters' carnival. They all seem more

or less cloddy and have not the outline

one would expect to find.

More Barzois have arrived in this

country from Russia. They are said to

be very good ones, and of course like

every new broom are expected to sweep

the decks. But we shall soon see them,

and then I shall be able to report on

their excellency, if they possess such.

They were imported by Mr. Alcock, of

Sunderland, and Mr. Summersou, Dar-

lington.

A letter lies before me describing one

of these dogs that her ears are quite the

correct shape—upright. Now we mustn't

have too much of the ear business. Every-

body who looks at a dog for the thing he

is wanted must know that a wolf-hound's

ear should be like that of a greyhound.

You want an ear on them most sensitive,

for has he not to depend simply on his

eyes and ears ? Of course I do not mean
to forget his legs, but what I want to point

out is that bree<lers of Barzois must not

go mad over carriage of ears, and let the

other essential points go to the devil.

A gentleman writes me: "Dear .

You will be pleased to hear I have a

great curiosity in the shape of a fox ter-

rier puppy with a^/i^ legs. What is the

best thing to do with it?" Do with it

!

Why put it up at auction and notify the

fact to all the fox terrier rabbit coursers

in lx)th hemispheres. I think all readers

will agree that such a dog would be able

to go fast enough for anything.

^XX^
I was at a small show in I^ndon last

night, and a very great company turned

up. "The Albion," Upper Westbourne
Park, was crammed with doggy folk,

and many a well-known exhibitor was
there, too. There were classes for bull

dogs, fox terriers and variety terriers,

and the entry proved a good one.

These shows suffer greatly from lack

of room, but there I suppose the men
who love their dogs don't care two straws

for the inconvenience so long as they are

up to their necks in the midst of tykes.

Justice, a writer in your Chicago con-

temporary, has something to say about

the coming international show while the

World's Fair is on. It is to be hoped
that the arrangements will be got well

under way as early as possible, for then
owners on this side would know what to

be about. No doubt there will be quite

a move in the dog market in '92, for

everyone, of course, would like to win at

that important show.

^XX^
The summer number of the Fanciers'

Gazette is well worth the modest three

pence asked for it. There are colored

plates of dogs and poultry, and the read-

ing matter is exceptionally good and
should be in the hands of all those who
love their wows and cock-a-doodle-dos.

By the way, I ought to mention that

the "Reminiscences of Fox Terrier and
Fox Terrier Men," now appearing in the

Fanciers' Gazette are very good indeed

.

They are written by "Old Turk," who is

also known as "Big Smith." B. S. is as

hearty as ever, although he generally has

the cloth boot on, suffering from gout. He
is one of the old school, and only once I

ever recollect him being out of the hunt.

-^xx-^

When "Freaks of the Fancy" used to

appear in the Shooting Times he was

chipped rather hard once or twice as to

what he did at such and such a show.

Good "Old Turk" thought he had found

the writer, and spotted your humble cor-

respondent. He found out his mistake,

and then his wrath was switched on Mr.

H. Wyndhara Carter, and last of all on

to Dad Nichols, both of whom were quite

innocent of the whole affiair. At last

"Old Turk" gave the whole thing up as

a bad job. It is really regrettable that

he kept at it so long, for he could have

commenced earlier at these "Reminis-

cences," which are really most enjoyable.

^xx-^

The Stock-Keeper has l)een treading

on the toes of Mr. Frederick Gresham
(Fanciers' Gazette) over some of his

judging at Maldon. Frederick Gresham
treads back on the toes of the S. K. this

week. What miserable petty and paltry

differences, to be sure !

^XX^
Mr. E. H. Moore, of Melrose, has pur-

chased the celebrated mastiff Champion
Beaufort. This dog is well known, and
no doubt will be greatly used on your side.

^XX*-

1 cull the following, and I am sure that

all dog lovers will be sorry when they

read it. The owner of the celebrated

Krilutt, so it seems, has not an over-

bright future before her, but let us hope
the picture is not so bad as it is painted :

It appears that the ankle sprain which
Miss Kate Vaughn, the popular dancer,

suffered some time ago has proved a very

serious accident. There is talk of the

amputation of the limb. This would be

not only a terrible calamity to the Hon-
orable Mrs. Wellesley, the prospective

Duchess of Wellington, but it would de-

prive the public of the opportunity of

again seeing the most graceful dancer

England has produced during the past

quarter of a century. It was she who
originated the fashion of long skirt danc-

ing. Her grace and daintiness were un-

rivalled. It is a well-known fact that

many of our leading painters have made
it a practice to study her dancing, with a

view to suggestions of positions.

—Joe, the celebrated bull dog now
owned at the Cook stock farm, Danville.
Contra Costa County, Cal., has a record
as a destroyer of wild cats which beats
anything in this line of which we have
ever heard. He has killed the fatal num-
Ijer of thirteen and may be considered a
reasonably safe and sure winner up to
the numl>er twenty-three. His master
avers that all numbers are unlucky ones
for the wild cats when old Joe once gets
his jaws on them. When once the game
is started, old Joe's blood is up until the
enemy is laid out.—Breeder and Sports-
man.

• •

—A correspondent of a contemporary
says that he once wrote the familiar
proverb, "Take care of the pence and
the pounds will take care of themselves,"
and that a sporting compositor turned it

into, "Take care of the fence and the
tfbunds will take care of themselves."

•Just I^lke HIni.

A pug-faced young gentleman gave his

sweetheart a pug dog as a birthday pres-

ent. The grateful recipient was profuse
with her acknowledgments. "Oh thank
you, James," she said—"thank vou

!

You are so kind ! It's just like you !"

REMINISCENCES OF FOX TERRIERS

AND FOX TERRIER MEN.

"Old Turk" in Fancieis' Gazette.

I am now close upon sixty years of
age, and having l)een closely connected

with the fox terrier for the last half cen-

tury, I have a vivid recollection of the

dogs of the past and of the very many
changes that have taken place during

that period in this game and unique lit-

tle dog. I was bred, born and reared at

Whitechurch, in the county of Shrop-
shire, and about two miles from Marbury
Hall, the seat of Donville Poole, Esquire

(not Dom or Dumville, as most writers

who never saw him have it), and, serving

my apprenticeship in the place, it very

frequently happened that I had to go to

Marbury Hall on some business or other.

"The Squire," as he was called, seldom
left his seat, but spent his money in the

town. He kept, I should say, from fifty

to one hundred fox terriers, chiefly

smooths, with short, dense and hard

coats. I do not recollect one of his over

sixteen pounds or many much under

fourteen pounds, but occasionally there

were some under the latter weight. All

were dead game, or if they did not prove

themselves such they were not alive long

after having had their trial. I never saw
a terrier amongst his lot with black or
black and tan markings, and it was not
until many years after that the black and
tan marked ones began to crop up. All
the smooth-coated were all white, with
few exceptions, which were marked with
a brick dust kind of tan patch on back,
setting on of stern or head and ears.

The color was similar to that which is

now called the Belvoir tan. They were
perfectly compact and well-made little

animals, always on the qui vive, and full

of fire and go ; the ears of some were
carried erect like a fox's, but the others
are small (all thin in texture), nicely-
shaped and as well carried as they are
now, or rather should be, i. e., dropping
from the spring of the ear close to the
skull, the comer or point coming near to
the eye, and not set on wide, standing
out from the head. The head was much
smaller compared with the terriers of the
present day, more rounded in skull and
shorter in muzzle, the eye was more
rounded and prominent, with a flesh or
red colored cere round it, evidently show-
ing not a very remote cross with the bull

or bull terrier.

The wire-haired were little larger, as a
rule, in size, with coats of a fair length,
always of a strong pig's bristle, pin-wire
kind of texture, while the color of all I

ever saw was alike or nearly so, being
white with patches of a blackish-blue
grizzlv mixture, a la Mr. Shirley's cele-

brated Tip and Mr. D. H. Owen's Sara-
cen. Not un frequently red or plum-
colored noses appeared amongst the
smooth-haired, but to the best of my re-

collection I never remember seeing one
amongst the wire-haired ones. Under-
shot ones were always discarded.
The greater portion of the Squire's

dogs were sent out to be reared on walks
amongst the tradesmen he dealt with and
farmers, cottagers and his keepers, etc.;

my father always keeping two for him

—

one a smooth, the other a wire-haired
one. I remember we had a brace for a
length of time, one named Tyke the
other Trimmer ; these were with us, ex-
cepting when they were invited to the
Hall for a few days to perform before an
audience of visitors and neighbors, they
being of a sporting turn of mind, and
never so happy as when among the tykes
at work. I seldom reared a bad one, /. e.,

a coward that would not take his gruel
freely, because I used always to keep
them well up in their training whenever
an opportunity occurred, and when I

could get some game for sport, had an
occasional private rehearsal.

Trials of the Marbury young tykes
were held periodically, and these not
un frequently took place on Sunday morn-
ings, one of the Squire's maxims being,
"The better the day, the better the deed."
On these occasions the youngsters out at

walk were collected together for the fray,

and woe be to the tykes when the day
of trial came if they did not come up to

the Squire's standard ! It did not matter
how smart or good looking they were,

unless they answer the Squire's motto,

which, as 1 have before stated on more
than one occasion, was, "They must be
stout as steel, good as gold and hot as

h—," and if they were not all this on
their day of trial, death was their doom
very shortly. When sufficient game was
got together to give the tykes a trial, a

day was fixed, and on most of the occa-

sions no one except the Squire and his

keepers were allowed to witness it, ex-

cept a reverend divine occasionally, and
old Tom Rogers (there were two Toms

—

old Tom and young Tom\ who was gen-
erally there at the trials. Sometimes,
however, the Squire would invite a few
friends, farmers who kept terriers for

him, to witness the sport, and at such
times as these there was always a grand
field day.
Old Tom Rogers was a master sweep,

and such in those days earned ar. much or

more money than most men in trade at

that period. Sweeping chimneys with
machines was not in vogue then, but
small boys who were dressed in calico

knickerbockers down to their knees (no

shoes or stockings as a rule), and a calico

blouse and cap that could be drawn over
the face like a culprit's,weiit up the chim-
neys, the little imps, with hand-brush in

hand, climbing, brushing and scraping
as they went up, until they came out at

the top and shouted, "Sweep, aM alive,

oh !" Old Tom was very kind to these

boys, provided them with comfortable
living and sleeping apartments. He
never did any work himself, young Tom
superintending the business. Old Tom,
with his round, red (not black), ruddv
face, drove about dressed in breeches and
top boots, with a heavy chain and seals

hanging from his fob pocket, bright col-

ored waistcoat, bottle-green, swallow-tail

coat with gilt buttons, tall beaver
hat made of rabbit skins ; high white
shirt collar, with neckhandkerchief twice

round neck, and tied in two bows in

front. You will pardon this departure ; it

will help to let you see how the Squire
got together the great quantity of game
he required from time to time for his

trials. Old Tom was the Squire's facto-

tum, and foremost with him in all his fa-

vorite sports. He did most of the busi-

ness at gentlemen's residences for miles
round, so that this brought him in con-

tact with keepers, trappers of all kinds
of vermin, farmers and others,from whom
he got his diff"erent kinds of game, viz.,

foxes, badgers, wild and other cats,

fitchets, stoats, weasels, etc., etc., and at

Marbury Hall there were places where
these animals were kept and well fed and
attended to until they were wanted.

Early on the morning of the trials out
comes the Squire with his friends and
retinue, and the sport begins, the vermin
being placed at the far end of the recep-

tacles prepared for them, such as troughs
made of wood, with curves, etc.. in them,
drainpipes of different sizes, all laid

under ground, tubs, boxes and a heap of
faggots, etc. When all was ready the
Squire would give the signal, and an old

tried veteran would be let go, a tribe of
youngsters being held round and about
the entrance to show the youngsters "how
it should be done." Up the old tyke
would go, and come back with his game
most likely, and you would not hear a

sound. After this the young ones were
tried, either singly or sometimes a brace,

the keepers encouraging them, shouting
"Run in. Bunser !" Buster, Varmint,
Tinker, Tancrede, etc., etc.; this, with
the sharp ring of the bark of the tykes
waiting for their turn to come, the yelp-

ing, etc., of those who had just tasted

blood and were getting punished, to-

gether with the bottle and glass circulat-

ing freely, made one's blood all a-fire.

Some of the dogs came back again
quickly with their tails between their

legs, others came or had to be got out
hanging on like grim death to the var-

mint, both, oflener than not, having had
enough, not unfrequeutly one or two
dead as a door nail. Those that had
come out rudder down were never seen
any more, whilst the others could not be
bought. Still, the Squire gave many
away to friends, etc. He was a bachelor,

and thought of little else except his ter-

riers and sport. As soon as the perform-
ances were ended all adjourned to lunch,

at which entertainment, as well as at

these sports, I have often figured.

The Squire used to drive in a four-

wheel dog cart about the town of White-
church, sitting himself in front with

coachman behmd, with from three to i

eight or nine of his favorites running
about ; and woe be to any cat if they saw
it, or a big dog ! immediately they got
sight of one or the other, off they dashed
in full cry and chase, and if they caught
their object it would be hard lines with it

Ijefore the little varmints could l)e got off

by the coachman and other bystanders.
The Squire all this time (having pulled
up) would be sitting as erect as a marble
statue, turning neither to the right nor
the left, but any one in near proximity
to him would observe a very broad smile
on his face. I was ijnce an eye-witness
to one of these "Viils of fun," as I call it.

A miller's wagon was standing opposite
a flour and corn dealer's shop, and with
the wagoner was a large fox hound. The
Squire came driving up the street, with
alwut half a dozen of his varmints fol-

lowing, when they caught sight of Mr.
Fox Hound, when full cry and in at him
they dashed. He turned tail and ran

into the shop, jumping right into a bin
nearly full of flour, that would hold about
two sacks, the varmints jumping in after

him, when such a dust and scuffle en-

sued it is impossible to imagine. No
smoke was ever so dense, and when all

was quiet (which was not soon), and the

dogs got out into the street, such a lot of
d it has never been my lot see be-

fore or since.

[to be continued.]
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KENNEIi REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column ; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form :

NAMES CLAIMED.
GEORGE D. B. DARBY claim the name Lans-

downe Kennels, for fox terriers, at Lans-
downe, Pa.

LANSDOWNE KENNEI.S claims the name
I.^dy Velma for bull terrier bitch, whelped
December 17, 1891, by Regent out of Eage-
wood Belle.

LANSDOWNE KENNELH claim the names
Dixie, Nadjy, Warg, Josie and Ongo for fox
terrier puppies, whelped May 12, 1891, by
I Reckon out of Gip.

JAMES McALKER. Emsworth, Pa., claims the
name Prairie Belle for pointer bitch,whelped
March n, 1891, by Barney—Daisy.

FRED KINSINGER. Cincinnati, O., claims the

name Salonan for black and white English
setter dog, whelped October 21, (Ben Hill-
Blonde).

VISITS.

J. F. FRANKLIN'S English pug Flora to Cham-
pion Treasure {10,596), May 23, 1891.

MR. STREEPER'S Irish setter Bess to Seminole
(20,088), June 3, 1891.

J. P. HALL'S Irish setter Pearly to Seminole
(20,088), June 10, 1891.

SEMINOLE KENNELS'Scotch collie Takyr Dean
to Champion The Squire (E. 15.767). June 22,

1891.

EDWIN LONSDALFv'S Scotch collie Shep to Sir

Kelpie (i4.735). May 17, 1891.

M. RAMSDEN'S Scotch collie I<assie to Chal-

lenge Roslyn Dandy (17.577). June 13. 1891.

JOHN H. LAWS' pug bitch Cleo to Ebcrhart
Pue Kennels' Monsieur Dotsero (15,691), June
23. i89«-

O. P. KINNIES pug bitch Lady Thelma (10,858)

to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby II

(9720), June 22, i^i

.

J P. POTTS' English pug Madge to Champion
Treasure (10,596, June 2, 1891.

J. F. SMITH'S English Pug Lilly S.to Champion
Treasure (10,596), May 26, 1891.

MR. GEORGE STREEPER'S English pug Tiny
to Champion Treasure (10,596), May 14, 189:.

GEORGE H. COVERTS' red Irish setter Red
Belle (3794) to his Ch. Elcho. Jr. (3881), May
14. i89«-

FRED. H. FOWLER'S Irish setter bitch Dulcie

(20,981) to George H. Covert's Tearaway
(20,273), May 22. 1891.

GEORGE H. COVERTS' Irish setter bitch Kil-

dare Ruby (14,056) to same owner's Blue
Rock (20,564), May 28, 1891.

GEORGE H. COVERTS' Irish setter bitch Red
River Jessie (11.514) to same owner's Tear-

away, May 28, 1891.

HENRY SCHUBERT'S Irish setter bitch Anna
H. (16.189) to George H. Covert's Tearaway,
June 6, 1891.

GEORGE H. COVERTS' Irish setter bitch Gli-

delia (15.936) to same owner's Tearaway,
June 9, 1891.

KINGSTON AND BANCROFT KENNELS'
Irish setter Madcap (15.263) to George H.

Covert's Ch. Elcho, Jr.. June 9, 1891.

SHENANGO KENNELS' Italian greyhound Dot
to Shenango Kennels' Winks, June 15.

THEODORE WASSERBACH'S (Washington)
rough-coated St. Bernard bitch Veda II to E.

H. Moore's Ch. Plinlimmou, June 15, 1891.

MENTHON KENNELS' St. Bernard Berenice to

Menthon Kennels' Lord Thorndale, June 22,

1891.

J. SHELLEY HUDSON S English setter bitch Bo-

hemian Girl (8281) to Ch. Dad Wilson (3371),

April 22, 1891.

J. SHELLEY HUDSON'S English setter bitch

Tube Rose (14,071) to Ben Hill (10,158), May
19, 1891.

J. SHELLEY HUDSON'S EnfUsh setter bitch

Susie Gladstone (8383) to Ch. Dad Wilton,

June 18, 1891,

WORTHINGTON HOYT'S English setter bitch
Nellie T. (5119) to J. Shelley Hudson's Ch.
Dad Wilson, June 14.

L. JACKSON'S (Greeusburg, Ind.) pug hitch
Moxie to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Hbtrhart's
Cashier, June 16, 1891.

L. JACKSON'S (Greensburg, Ind.) pug bitch
Oiieita to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Eberhart's
Cashier, June 18, 1891.

P. KINNIES (Lima, O.) pug bitch Lady
Thelina (19,858) to Eberhart Pug Kennels'
Bradford Ruby II, June 22, 1891.

R. B. MORGAN'S Irish setter bitch Delleto Geo.
H. Covert's Ch. Elcho, Jr., June 20, 1891.

SEMINOLE KENNELS' Scotch collie Sfminolk
Dolly to Ch. The Squire (E. 15.767), May
13. «89i-

GEO. A. PATTERSON'S English pug Mollie
to Ch. Treasure (10,596^, June 6, 1891.

WHELPS.
SHENANGO KENNELS, Sharon. Pa., Tina

(13,817) Italian greyhound, whelped June 17.

Hve dogs by owner's Winks (Fred—Princess
Ida).

SHENANGO KENNEL'S Pansy Blossom (15,648),

Italian greyhound, whelped June 15, live (2

dogs and 3 bitches) by Owner's Winks (Fred
—Princess Ida).

D. M. RICHARDSON'S bull bitch Queen Bess

(17897), whelped June 19, 1891, one dog and
two bitches to F.W. Sacket's Harper (16,639).

GEORGE H. COVERT'S Irish setter bitch Ken-
mare Cora whelped June 15, two dogs and
seven bitches.

GEORGE H. COVERT'S Irish setter bitch Ileene,

whelped June u, seven dogs and four bitche.s.

J. SHELLEY HUDSON'S Daisy Cambridge II

(Racket—Daisy), wheH)ed April 21, four dogs
and four bitches by Ch. Dad Wilson.

JAMES B. BLOSSOM'S Irish setter bitch Rye
Lily (Ch. Garryowen—Bessie), whelped June
25, nine dogs and two bitches by his Kelso
(Ch. Glencho—Sweetheart).

J. SHELLEY HUNDSON'S Engli.sh se ter bitch

DoUy S. (Gath—Lit), whelped May 9, five

dogs and two bitches by Ben Hill.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' pug hitch Mable
E. (17,880), whelped June 16, 1891, one dog
and two bitches to their Eberhart s Cashier
(I3.9O0-

SALES.
SHENANGO KENNELS, Sharon, Pa., sold their

St. Bernard bitch Lady Le Roy, by Rex
Maximus—Hester to Mr. E- C. Register, Bal-

timore, Md.

GEORGE H. COVERT sold his Irish setter dog
Killarney Gypsy to Mr. William P. faber.

Long Branch, N. J.

B. F. KRAMER, Evansville, Ind., sold his Irish

setter dog Pearl of Glenmore to Mr. George
H. Covert. Chicago.

MARSH C. PIERCE, Syracuse. N. Y., sold his

black, white and Ian English setter bitch

Lillian P. (16,901) to Mr. J. Shelley Hudson,
Covington, Ky.

J. SHELLEY HUDSON sold his lemon and
white English setter bitch, whelped October
21, 1890 (Ben Hill—Blonde), to Mr. G. O.

Smith, Wheeling, W. Va. Also
Black and white bitch puppy, same litter, to

George G. Wharton, Marion, Ind.

Black and white bitch, same litter, to B. F.

Rice, Newton Falls, Ohio.
Black and white dog, same litter, to Fred Kin-
singer, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Orange and white bitch, same litter, to Cap-
tain Ed. S. Read, Covington, Ky.

Black and white dog, whelped May 9, 1891

(Ben Hill—DoUy S.), to WiU Wilson. Atlanta,

Ga.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS sold their pug
dog Don Carlos to Miss Georgie Barret, Jack-
son, Mich.

It Had the Desired Effect.

From Puck.

"You have seen the advestisement of

ray Universal Panacea, I suppose," said the pat-

ent medicine proprietor.

"Yes," replied his victim, ungraciously, "I've

seen it until I'm sick of it."

'
'Good ! Now take a couple of bottles of it and

you will be all right."

The Expected Happens.
From Brooklyn Life.

"Whatever became of that greyhound

you had ?"

"Killed himself."

"Really?"

"Yes, tried to catch a fly on the small of his

back and miscalculated. Bit himself in two.
'

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

The South Carolina Poultry and Pet

Stock Association (incorporated) is hard

at work arranging the premium list of its

coming show. The list will be ready Oc-

tober 15, 1891, and all fanciers should

send to Mr.W. A. Schrock for copies. A
long list of special premiums is promised.

Northern fanciers who intend going

South will meet strong coinpetion at Co-

lumbia, S. C, next January and that is

exactly what a true fancier likes.

«
* «

F. L. Sewell and J. H. Drevenstedt will

be the judges at the Columbia, S. C,

show. Mr. Sewell will also illustrate the

show for the press.
»

» «

The list of judges for the Philadelphia

show is almost complete, and will prove

a strong attraction. It is to be regretted

that all of the well-known judges' names

are not on the list, but prior engage-

ments prevented such a desirable fea-

ture.

* *

The Binghaniton Poultry and Kennel

show takes place January 19 to 22, 1891,

instead January 12 to 16, as formerly an-

nounced. Mr. F. H. Parsons, Vestal, N.

Y., is the secretary and Mr. Nat E. Luce

the superintendent. Binghaniton, the

parlor city of the Empire State, is one of

the best places for a poultry and kennel

show in New York, and the financial suc-

cess of its former exhibitions is a pleas-

ing guarantee of future success. The

Delaware and Susquehanna Poultry and

Pet Stock Association deserves the sup-

port it receives from the best fanciers,

and the coming show will no doubt be as

largely attended as usual.

* *

The first of the big fall shows occurs

at Hornellsville, N. Y., August 24 to 28.

A large poultry exhibit is expected, and

the able superintendent, A. S. Stillman,

will look after the birds in his best style.

*
* *

Elmira, Syracuse and Albany will fol-

low in order, and fanciers who do the

circuit will have grand opportunities this

year. Fall shows are increasing in pop-

ularity, and will beat the winter shows

unless the latter are conducted on a bet-

ter financial basis. With very few excep-

tions the fall shows pay their premiums

in full.
»

* »

The one notable exception last season

was the Wilmington F*air Association.

Why this concern failed to pay its offered

premiums is somewhat of a mystery. The

attendance was large, but too much

"hoss" is claimed to have reduced the

treasury. There will be no show in Wil-

mington this year.

How He Understood EDgllsh.

From Good News.

Fair customer—"You say you trained that dog

yourself. Can he understand me if I call him in

English? "

Dealer—"Yaw. Off you whistle to him."

—It is not unusual to hear of a dog rescuing

human beings, but an English exchange brings

along the story of a noble mastiff that plunged
into a stream and rescued a small terner tnat

was being carried towards death by the rushing
waters. •

—Says the Boston Transcript : A farmer whom
the Listener knows once had a shepherd dog
who at the command "Go down and keep the

crows out of the corn field," would Uke
charge of the field and keep away e\-ery bird of

them.
. ..

A Mr. Day advertises for his lost dog.

We trust he will succeed in finding him,

for it ifi only fair that u every dogh*»
his day Mr. Day thould aUo hava hi»

dog.—Judge.

« *

The perfection of the score card is not

so perfect after all. Mr. Felch in the

American Stock Keeper deals "sym-

metry" the following blow : "But the

section symmetry is a dead letter and of

no earthly use except to make extra work

for judges and furnish a fence behind

which any judge can retire with personal

ideals sufl&cient to control the awards of

any show, for the section has no stand-

ing only as shape, and every act of a

judge upon it only necessitates a second

consideration in the section when the

defect that has marked shape in the sec-

tion, symmetry, is actually located."

»
« »

It will now be in order for Mr. B. ¥.

Pi«xoe to trim up "the beacon light for

th« *mat«ur" and hang it on the outer

wall. Thos* two veteran judge*, Mectrt.
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Felch and Pierce, canuot agree ou the

sytiinietry question, but the score card

goes ou all the same with its monotonous

"symmetry" cut.

vScoring shape is of questionable value.

A bird trained in the show room will

respond to handling by looking its best

and receive a good score. Ten minutes

after a Cochin that may have scored beau-

tifully in shape will often look like a

shapeless mass of feathers.

« «

That's the time an amateur in studying

the score card feels rather dubious as to

the judge's ability. There is one way to

score shape correctly, and that is when

the bird is petrified into a statue or

stuffed.

•*•

We have seen Brahmas, Cochins and

Langshans handled by trained exhibitors,

and it was astonishing how gracefully

they responded to the desired type. Is

the score of a bird placed in such a favor-

able position of permanent value ? We
are inclined to think with Mr. Felch

that symmetry as now applied had better

go-
*

» #

The more our scoring system is an-

alyzed, and the more improved score

cards, each better than the other, we see

published in the poultry papers, the

njore we are convinced of the incomplete

method of scoring. To doubt its practical

value then is perfectly natural. Mr.

Felch's decimal score card is the best we

have seen and should be tried.

••
Editor Hamilton, of the New England

Fancier, is m favor of an association

composed of publishers and editors of

poultry papers. He suggests that Messrs,

Holmes, Drevenstedt and Atherton be

appointed as a couimiitee of arrange-

ments to take steps toward holding a

meeting in New York City sometime in

August. We are inclined to believe that

the sprightly nutmeg editor should be

one of the committee, and think Brother

Braden should be the "fifth wheel" in

the combination. However, we are in

sympathy with such an association and

propose Mr. B. Holmes, Jr., of Albany,

New York, as chairman of the Committee

of Arrangements.

« •

Trixie in last week's Journal gave his

opinion of Mr. H. P. Clarke's attacks on

the Indian games as bred by others, and

comes to the conclusion that such men
as Babcock, Drevenstedt and Sharp must
be "dunghill breeders" according to the

Clarke measurement. We will person-

ally relieve both Mr. Clarke's and

Trixie's mind by stating that we are not

breeding Indian games for commercial

purposes, in fact have just sold our entire

stock to Mr. T. Wilton Hill, who is satis-

fied with the Indian game as he breeds

it, as Babcock and Sharp breed it, and as

other American and English breeders

breel it. We tried the breed as we try

all new breeds, for study and experiment,

and consider the Indian games far more
thoroughbred than many of the motley

pit games.
•*•

As to Mr. Clarke's .American champion
strain and its fighting propensities, we
congratulate him. But he must always

bear in mind that not until Mr. O. K.

Sharp boomed the Indian game in the

poultry press as "the bird of destiny,"

the bird that would prove the best table

fowl, etc., did the American breeders

take hold of it, and now a host of the

best fanciers advertise Indian games. Not

one of these men advocate the fighting

qualities of the Indian game. To do such

would ruin the reputation of the breed as

a utility fowl and destroy the platform

which Sharp, Babcock and others have

built, and Mr. Clark at this late day calls

attention to what he has exclusively it

seems and which is so superior 10 every-

thing else that it is a wonder our Ameri-

can breeders have been asleep' so long

and not recognized the superlative vir-

tues of the American champion strain.

No man can build up a reputation of his

strain of birds by pulling to pieces all

other strains of birds. The breeders who
advertise Indian games in The Journal
have the genuine Cornish bird that has

been accepted in both England and

America as standard, and all efforts of

any single individual to prove the con-

trary will fail.

»
» «

Our English contemporary, the Stock-

Keeper, in commenting on the state-

ments of some American Munchhausen

remarks : "Our friends in America are

great on tabulated statements, and some

of them are enough to make the mouths

water amongst English fanciers. For in-

stance, one gentleman gives a record of

the number of eggs laid by the different

varieties of hens kept by him, from

which it appears red caps laid an average

of 230 eggs per annum to each nine hens,

Hamburgs came next, with 225 per bird,

then Dominique Leghorns show a record

of 221 >^, then Spanish with the highly

respectable average of 220, and Minorcas

206. Other varieties follow with slightly

diminishing numbers. This the gentle-

man considered a good record, and says

that he considered when a hen lays 230

eggs per annum it is as much as can be

expected of her. We think so, too."
*

» *

We should be pleased to publish a

handsome photo-engraving of the gentle-

man above alluded to. His ability and

assurance are too marked to rest in the

obscurity of private life. The best egg

record during the past two years we have

any fairly reliable data of, states a case

where a red cap pullet laid 224 eggs in

one year. There is so much humbug,

however, in the large egg laying state-

ments that we can safely advise our

readers to deduct just one hundred from

each of the above numbers, and they will

get far nearer to the average amount laid

by each of the above breeds. One hun-

dred and fifty eggs per annum for a hen

of any breed is exceedingly good laying.

A hen would pay $2 profit per year if the

latter were the case.

*
» •

The high average of 220 attributed to

the Spanish would place that breed in

the front rank as an egg producer, as the

large white egg that it lays would bring

wonderful returns in our fancy markets.

The product of 220 Spanish eggs would,

if sold at retail in the Broadway or Fifth

Avenue Markets in New York City, bring

the respectable sum of $8.80 ! Deduct-

ing the accepted $1 for keeping a hen

one year, the profit would be nearly seven

dollars for each Spanish hen. The Amer-
ican gentleman has it in his power to

make a fortune if his hens lay so prolifi-

cally. The columns of The Journal
are open to him, and we trust for his own
s.'.ke and the benefit of all struggling

poultrymen that he will tell us the plain,

unvarnished truth regarding his methods
of feeding and management of his pro-

lific hens, and also initiate us in the

secrets of his tabular arithmetic.

»
? * *

A clever writer in dneTof onrVagrjeul-

tufal journals writes that he has not seen

any lice in his buildings or on his hens

in three or four years. He claims that if

the "parent lice" are not admitted there

can be no progeny in the louse kingdom.

This is logical, but we are sceptical re-

garding all such assertions, and the

chances are that the lice will be found if

we only look hard enough. Cleanliness

may prevent their multiplication to a

large extent, but total extinction seems

almost impossible.

« «

There is but one thing to do in check-

ing lice, and that is to keep fighting

them whether they exist or not. It is

easier to prevent their multiplication

than to kill them after they have once

inhabited the chickens and houses.

Spraying the chicken houses thoroughly

once a week with petroleum is the cheap-

est and most effective preventative we

know of.
«

» »

The grey head louse that kills little

chickens in such a sure and often myste-

rious manner is easily destroyed by rub-

bing a little vaseline on the skull of the

chick. When chicks are droopy and

show no body lice look sharp for the

head lice and apply the above remedy.
*

» »

The Fanciers' Gazette, England, re-

marks : "Read, mark, learn what an

authority on fancy matters has lately

stated : 'That the Andalusian is much
improved in markings, etc., etc., if

crossed with a dark Brahma.' And we
believe that it was also stated that the

Asiatic played a part in its manufacture.

You are particularly requested not to

laugh when reading this solemn state-

ment, and to take it with as much salt as

will help to digest it."

» •

The opinions of some of our so-called

authorities are often "killing" no doubt,

but the above caps the climax. We dare

not laugh for it is a serious matter to ac-

cuse Andalusians of having dark Brahma

blood in their make-up. They have been

so variously "made" in the past by wise

writers that it is a question if the Anda-

lusians will stand the combined attacks

of the wiseacres.
*

* *

Candidly speaking, the Andalusian

fowl when well bred is one of the hand-

somest and best laying fowls we have.

It should be more popular than it really

is.
*

• «

Mr. Franklane L. Sewell is at James-

burg, N. J., making illustrations for the

Pineland Incubator and Brooder Com-
pany and for Mr. T. Wilton Hill. The
handsome poultry farm of the latter, as

well as a number of his choicest fowls,

will be illustrated in Mr. Sewell's best

style.
«

« «

Mr. George G. Fetterolf, Langhorn,

Pa., has built a new pigeon loft for his

archangels. It is twenty-four by nine

feet, with fly running the entire length,

divided into three compartments for light,

dark and young birds.

» «

Quite a discussion regarding the value

of barley as pigeon food is agitating

English pigeon fanciers. The Fanciers'

Gazette makes the following comments
on the subject : "Meanwhile there is only

one point to which we will draw special

attention for the present, namely, the ef-

fect of barley upon color. On this point

Mr. Fulton writes in our last issue : 'I

would advise all those fanciers desirous

of breeding, black, red or yellow pigeons

to ayoid the use of barley,-no matter how
good the quality,more particularly in the

breeding season, because there is much

more importance attached to the food to

be used procuring intensity of color than

is generally known. Not only during

the breeding season but also birds of ma-
ture age are affected during their moult-

ing. This is the principal fault attached

to the use of barley as pigeons' food.'

*
* *

"Then on the other hand, 'Frill,' who
we may state is a very well-known

breeder and exhibitor of owls andturbits,

states: 'For reds and yellows of any va-

riety I consider it deepens and improves

the color, especially so in the moulting

season.' Thus we have two of the best

authorities of the day differing on an-

other most interesting point, respecting

which we shall be pleased to have further

opinion from our readers."
*

* »
In the same issue of the Gazette Mr.

F. Thirkell states: "Respecting barley

for pigeons, I have tried it, but my birds

would not eat it if they could get any

other food. I have sometimes had a lit-

tle mixed with peas accidentally and have

found them leave it. This is about the

only grain I have tried that they do not

care for. Wheat and Indian corn I find

them very partial to, but I think it is too

fattening. Nothing I find suits my pig-

eons so well as good sound tares, with

peas for a change. These I look upon as

the two best foods for my varieties."

«
« *

Mr. Leith, however, sings the praises

of barley as follows : "My opinion is that

barley is one of the best foods, as I con-

sider pigeons are apt to take more food

than is really wanted to keep them in

good health. So I find that by giving

barley in a hopper and about equal parts

peas and tares, throwing the latter on the

floor (not too much) twice a day, they

will then take as much barley as they

want from the hopper. It requires more

care in selecting barley than any other

sort of food we use, as it is very seldom

it can be got at the corn dealer's shops

sweet. Only buy that which is short and

thick, of a fresh sweet smell and a pale

light color, weighing about sixty-three

pounds to the bushel. I have oflen had

pouters and other pigeons go out of sorts

by getting to feel soft and heavy in the

hand, and I believe they would have lin-

gered for sometime and then died with-

out showing any outward disease. I have

treated such birds on barley alone, and

kept them away from all others, and in

many cases they have got quite right

again. I have two pouter hens under

treatment at present belonging to a friend

of mine which would otherwise have been

dead some time ago I feel sure. Now
one of them is quite ready for pairing

and the other is all but well. These two

birds have received nothing but good

barley and water for six weeks—quantity

of barley given every day one and a quar-

ter ounces each. I consider barley is

good for keeping birds in good condition

and close in feather."

« *

Mr. A. F. Williams has built another

addition to his incubator factory. The

growth of the incubator trade has been

marvellous, and the Monitor Incubator

which Mr. Williams manufactures has

kept pace with the improvement in in-

cubators, as the large demand for it ne-

cessitated additional manufacturing fa-

cilities.

» »

A subscriber of The Fanciers' Jour-

nal kindly sends the following : "At

the same time the two stories of the re-

markable birds which Editor Long quotes

in the Poultry Bulletin appeared, there

also appeared in our daily papers a story

which Editor Long nmst have over-

looked. Hoping you will get ahead of

him on this story, I enclose the clip-

ping." The latter reads

:

Henry Curtright, of this township, has the

best paying turkey hen in the country. Early

in the spring she began laying, and after she

had laid the usual number of eggs went to sit-

ting. She was broken from sitting and soon

laid another sitting, and this time was permitted

to sit and hatched out a brood of young turkeys.

During the entire time she was sitting she laid

an egg regularly every other day, and since she

has been out with her young she has still laid

every other day. This information was given

us by Mr. Curtright, and he is a truthful man.
*

* «

We thank our correspondent for kindly

sending the above, but are rather afraid

of Brother Long's resources. He has

had such large experience among chick-

en fanciers that he may go us one or two

better. However, the weather is very

productive of yarns, so spin away, ye

Editor Long.

CROSS BREEDINQ.

Information for Trixie.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The English writers are greatly mis

taken in their supposition that our Amer-

can Carolina or wood ducks were created

by a cross from the Mandarin. We might

claim with as much assurance that it was

just the reverse, but without the data to

work on we will not be so foolish, neither

can we trace its gcneology back as far as

Noah's ark, but what we do know is that

the Carolina duck was known to America

long before the Mandarin first put in its

appearance in either England or Amer-
ica. Again I assert they are susceptible

of domestication, which can lie accom-
plished in two ways, one by confining
them in an aviary as Mr. Payne did, and
another by wing tipping them or taking
off the first joint of their wing and allow-
ing them to run in a large enclosure with
other domestic fowls. I have trietl the
latter with both them and the South
American wild goose, and have had them
so tame that they would come close up
to my feet to be fed. It would be non-
sensical to try and domesticate them by
turning them loose in a 1000 acre park.

In the first place that would not obviate
their wild proclivities, and secondly, they
would not stay there, as they are migra-
tory. I have never bred them, nor have
I ever heard of them being bred by any-
one. I obtained a couple of pairs some
twenty years ago through a sea captain
who was trading with China. I kept them
for four or five years, and reluctantly

parted with them by having the rats ban-
queting on the whole four in one night.

Now, Mr. Editor, we would like to know
who the deal Trixie is, as we are not in

the habit of answering queries from un-
known persons, who for some purpose
desires to hide their real identity under
a bushel measure, besides Trixie savors

of the work tricks, which we do not favor

having played on us, no matter how
we may enjoy them on others.

J. E. DiEHL.

Best Crosses for Table, Laying
and General Purpose Fowls.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

The system of breeding adopted in

England—that is amongst those who go

in for keeping show fowls—is to place

first those qualities that are of the lesser

importance, and hence it is that we find

a deterioration in profitable qualities

among so many of our varieties. Re-

crossing very largely remedies this, for it

is found that first crosses between suit-

able breeds at once give us hardier and

more prolific birds than were either of

the parents. This crossing, strange to

say, is very beneficial between two pure

breeds when it is the first cross, but, if

persisted in afterwards, as is too often

the case, without rhyme or reason, it

soon results in injury to the whole stock.

A pure-bred cock introduced into a lot of

mongrels will improve them, but a bird

so introduced that is himself a cross will

not have nearly so much influence. This

fact needs to be repeated over continu-

ally, for farmers and others seem very

slow to realize it. The thing is, however,

self-evident to all who have in any way

tested the question, and it is this fact

which accounts for the poor, miserable

specimens that we see in so many farm

yards. These have generally been
crossed for years without thought, ex-

cept that perhaps a new cock has

been introduced now and then, just as

fancy dictated—sometimes a Brahma,
now a Cochin, theu a game, and so on,

until the produce is a real niixed-up lot,

and the cleverest ornithologist would be

puzzled to tell what breeds have been

Mandarin Ducks.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In the notice in your capital illustra-

tion of Mandarin ducks I see it stated

that they rarely breed in confinement.

This I have found to be a mistake, for

given favorable conditions one can almost

always depend upon them breeding, if

not disturbed. I have bred them on a

large pond with an island in the centre,

thickly planted with grasses or shrubs,

where they used to lay every season, as a

rule, in the nest boxes provided for them.

They also breed pretty freely in the

Zoological Gardens in London. The
young, however, are very, very delicate

when first hatched and require the

greatest care. I have been most success-

ful in rearing them when the eggs have

been hatched by bantam hens.

E. Bardoe Elliott.

Bay Ridge, L. I., June 22.

—The
latest

"mottled" Langshan one of the

concerned in the business.

These results, as seen in only too many
farm yards, show that, whilst judicious

crossing is undoubtedly l)eneficial, with-

out proper consideration it is positively

injurious and does more harm than good.

For instance, a Brahma has a large frame,

fairly good meat, though this meat is not

in the right place, is a moderate layer

and a good mother. To cross it with the

Cochin, which is as large in frame and
something of the same shape and type,

would at once injure the quality of the

flesh and impair the productiveness as

layers of eggs, and do no good so far as

the size is concerned, only showing im-

provement in one point, if that be an im-

provement, namely, in the sitting quality.

Leghorns and Minorcas are good layers,

small eaters, non-sitters, and, being es-

sentially laying fowls, are only moderate

in quality of flesh. To cross in game
woiud certainly improve the quality of

the flesh, but it would at the same time

injure their laying powers, reduce the

size of the eggs laid, whilst the progeny

would be uncertain sitters, and not such

as we would care to entrust valuable

eggs. In order, therefore, to obtain the

benefits from crossing it must Ije done in

a proper manner, and the characteristics

and qualities of the fowls mated be so

blended as to best secure the object in

view, or the result is certain to be a great

disappointment.
From what we have here stated it will

be seen that one of the first things to do

is to ascertain the characteristics of the

fowls which it is proposed to use, both as

a breed and as individuals. In all the

pure breeds there are leading points, as

already indicated, that we can look for,

and which are to be found in all the

varieties specially noted either as layers

or as table fowls. For instance, all the

best layers are noticeable as having large

combs—large, that is, for the size of the

fowls themselves. Leghorns, Minorcas,

Andalusians and Spanish have large

single combs ; Hamburgs and red caps

large rose combs, and Houdans large

leaf combs—in every case this being a

very prominent feature. We do not say

that the comb is the unvariable sign of

good laying qualities, for Dorkings have

large combs, and sometimes Cochins also,

though in both these cases the comb is

not nearly so large in proportion to the

size of the fowls as in those breeds just

mentioned. With these exceptions it

will be found that the size of the comb is

a pretty sure indication of the laying

qualities of the birds, and in looking out

for good layers this will be found a pretty

safe guide when in conjunction with a

rather small body.
On the other hand, qualities which in-

dicate the best table fowls are to be
looked for in the body rather than on the

head, though, as we have already men-
tioned, in France a small, neat comb is

regarded as the sitie qua non of a good
table fowl. Dorkings, Creves, game and
Indian game, which stand in the fore-

front of this section, have thick»set

bodies, showing the greatest depth from
the breast to the back, and have flesh

upon the bodies rather than upon the

thighs. Game fowls are now bred long
on the leg foi show purposes, but, for

producing table fowls, we prefer them
shortish in this respect, though Indian
game are to be preferred even to the lat-

ter, and both Dorkings and the best vari-

eties of the French breeds are, or should
be, of this stamp. Birds with a lot of
flesh on the thighs are not well furnished

with meat on the breast, and, as the

quality of the meat on the former is de-

cidedly inferior to that on the latter, such
fowls are by no means so good for table

purposes. Hence it is that the Asiastic

varieties, /. e., Brahmas, Cochins, etc., are

not regarded as first-class on the table.

What is known as depth of keel should
always, therefore, be looked for in select-

ing birds intended for table purposes.

General purpose fowls are those which,
whilst not excelling in any one quality,

are yet good in all. These are very good
indeed, where it is found that a fowl

which is at once a fairly good layer and
yet a passable table bird, pays best. Of
course, in such a case as this the profit

will not arise from the one quality, but
from a combination. It is necessary in

crossing, therefore, to remember that

what is wanted is to have sympathetic
breeds put together—that is, breeds

which will produce their good (jualities

in an even stronger form in their pro-

geny. Unless care is taken to secure this

the crossing will only result in greater

hardiness of the fowls, but will not in

any way add to their greater profit. This
hardiness may be at the expense of some
intrinsic merit, and thus be purchased
dearly. We do not say that if a man has

a good table fowl, which he wishes to

make a better layer without losing the

good table quality, he cannot succeed.

But, unless he exercises very great care

in the selection he will injure the latter.

As a rule, we may take it as certain thai

a really first-class layer will not l>e a

good table fowl. There is a further point

to be kept in mind, namely, that as far

as possible color should be kept in view.

Fowls of all colors never look nearly so

well as those which have some uniformity

of type, and though this is by no means
an important matter, still it is desirable

to regard color.

Below we name some of the l>est

crosses :

rapid results, is to buy a few male birds

of the breed or breetls selected, and run
them with a number of selected hens,
breeding from these alone. If it is wished
to make the table properties stronger, a
cock bird of the following varieties should
be introduced : Indian game, old English
game, Dorking or Creve. If the laying
is to be improved obtain a Minorca, or
Leghorn, or Andalusian, or Scotch gray,

or red cap cock ; or if the birds are to be
made better all around secure a Lang-
shan, a Wyandotte or a Plymouth Rock
cock. In this way the quality of the
stock can be improved year by year, but
a fresh stock bird of the same variety

must be introduced every season.

A couple of cocks with twenty young
hens would be sufficient to produce sev-

eral hundred chickens in one season, the
co''.kerels of which could be killed off for

market poultry, and those of the pullets

which are best in size, most rapid in

growth and most nearly resembling their

fathers, should be again selected for

breeding the following sjjring, when they
should be mated with two fresh two-year-

old stags of the same variety as those
used the year before. By continuing this

process year by year, ere long the breed
will become almost pure, though there

will constantly reappear traces of the

mongrel blood. Still, these will be fewer

and fewer, for pure blood is usually

greater in its prepotency. After the sec-

ond or third year two-year-old hens only
should be mated for breeding with a

young cock, but pullets may be put to

run with an old cock. Of course, if a

fresh breed be introduced, all the pre-

vious efforts will be largely upset.

On large farms it is a wise plan to

keep two or three distinct breeds, which
can easily be done if each variety is

placed apart at different places. This we
have seen carried out to complete satis-

faction. By so <loing the breeding can
be kept thoroughly in hand. Further, if

a table variety, a laying breed, and a
general purpose fowl be selected, all the

needs of any market, both winter and
summer, can be provided fpr ; and, in

addition to early chickens, eggs will be
obtained all the year round. This is the

method we strongly recommend, where
practicable, and each variety can be
placed in charge of a farm servant, who
will easily undertake the duty of looking

after them. Where such a plan is adopted
the results ought to Ije more satisfactory

than if only one breed is kept; but, of

course, sufficient space is refjuired.

For Table Fowls.
Indian Game—Dorking.
Old English Game—Dorking.
Indian Game—La Fleche.

Old English Game—La Fleche.

For Laying Fowls.
Minorcas—Black Hamburgs.
Minorcas—Leghorns.
Minorcas—Houdans.
Leghorns—Black Hamburgs.
Leghorns—Houdans.
Leghorns—Scotch Grays.

For General Purpose Fowls.
Langshans—I^eghorns.

Langshans—Minorcas.
Plymouth Rocks—Langshans.
Plymouth Rocks—Wyandottes.

When it is desired to most rapidly im-

prove present stocks it is best to buy
fresh birds and commence de novo, for a

cock and six hens will in one season

breed sufficient chickens to stock any
farm of ordinary dimensions. The pul-

lets so bred will be ready in the autumn
to take the place of the oldest hens, who
can be killed off just before moulting, a

further supply the following season being

substituted for any remaining of the

older type. To secure the best results

no hen should be kept after she is twenty-

seven months old, or ere she enters her

second adult moult, for every year after

her second a hen's moult becomes more
prolonged,and she is longer ere resuming
laying.
• A much cheaper method, and one

which will probably recommend itself to

all who have a fair number of birds on

hand, because there is less disturbance of

present arrangements, and brings more

More Room on the Roost.

When the hens are crowded on the

roost in winter the animal heat of their

bodies serves to keep them more comfort-

able on cold nights, but as soon as the

spring weather sets in they should have

more room on the roost, or disease is

liable to occur. To attempt to economize

by keeping a greater number together

than is comfortable to each and all will

result in a loss of eggs. It is essential

that the hens rest well. If a hen is a

good layer, and is busy during the day,

she needs plenty of rest, and will be in

better condition the next day. Crowding
the hens induces the attacks of lice, and
increases the warmth coveted by the lice

to assist them in hatching out myriads of

others to prey on the fowls.—New Hamp-
shire Farmer.

Contagion.

The disposition of some fowls to pick

at anything on the ground renders it

necessary that all sick birds be removed

from the flock on the first appearance of

illness, as the droppings, the drinking at

the fountain, and the contamination of

the food, niav induce the spread of dis-

ease. In cases of roup the discharge

from the nostrils, which is one of the in-

dications of the disease, is sure to come
in contact with the birds, either from the

ground or from the drinking water, no

matter how clean the drinking water

may seem.—New Hanipsh.re Farmer.

—The beginner with poultry should

not be disturbed at seeing many differ-

ent rules given for success. The fact is

that fowls will thrive on several kinds of

treatment, provided they all keep the

comfort of the birds in mind. That is

the main general rule.
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CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK.

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the

Wingr for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIK.

So we are going to have a Sherwood

boom, are we? "Hemiian" in last week's

Journal, gives his little boomlet a start,

and as there is only one firm in the

country that breeds them, it does not

take long to figure out the identity of

the said "Hennian." If we all live until

the year 2000 we will see "what is what."

Oh, no, "ccsthetic" don't suit us, we

are no follower of the great and only

Oscar Wilde of blessed memory. P^ery

true man admires coura.^e, and the pit

game possesses it to the highest degree,

and they enjoy the excitement as much
as the most enthusiastic cocker. Our

kid glove sports see nothing cruel in

coursing, when in fact it is more "brutal"

than cock fighting. The kid glove sports

and dogs enjoy it, but how about the

scared-to-death hare ?

Yes, yes, all of our Christianity is a fear-

ful mixture of pleasure and profit. The
almighty dollar is our first consideration,

then we must put "our best foot fore-

most" and look down upon unregener-

ate mankind with a "I-am-holier-than-

thou" patronizing smile. Let us "let

up" on this cant and for once appear in

our true colors—^just for a change.
Uncle Mike and "yerself " can't agree,

so I see, upon the "corn" question. I

think I see what you both mean, l^ncle

Mike feeds corn but does not feed it ex-

clusively ;
you fee«I it exclusively after

mixing it liberally with bran and ground
oats. That makes a very good feed, and

f)erhaps you have secured letters patent
or saying "corn exclusively." Whole
corn is the best food we can give our
fowls at night in cold weather, but I

doubt the propriety of feeding it at this

season.
Mons. Lemoiue's table properties 0/

fowls is about as childish a production as

I have seen for some lime. He places

all French breeds as "very fine" and
"delicious." This is true. These breeds
are not bred extensively outside of
France, and the Frenchman knows just

how to feed to produce the best flavor.

Food, not breed, produces flavor ; the
texture and fibre are the result of breed,
but it takes proper food to prepare them
for food for man.
We will lake three cockerels or capons,

if you please, all of one breed, and sub-
ject them to a seperate course of feeding,
cooping them so they can get no food
other than what we give them. The first

wi will feed corn, and corn alone, the
second will receive table scraps, musty
corn, wheal and other food of a like na-

ture. The third we propose to feed dif-

ferently, simply to convince you that
food is superior to breed. We will feed
this one boiled rice, iu which we have
mixed celery cut up tine, once or twice a
day, sound barley or wheal as often, and
once a day we will give it about a gill of
walnut kernels.

When all three are fat, kill, dress and
prepare for the table exactly alike, then
tell me if you can detect any difference

in the edible qualities of the three.

You'll find the flesh of the one fed upon
the "odds and ends" to be, as Mons. Le-
nioine says, "indifferent," the corn fed
one much l)etter and the rice, barley,

celery and walnut fed one much the best
fowl you have ever partaken of. It does
not require an educated palate to make a
choice.

Mr. H. P. Clarke is still endeavoring to
hold up the pit end of the Cornish In-

dian game, but unless he can show some-
thing entirely different from anything I

have yet seen he has a very lonely job
upon his hands, and now John Henry
laments their "vicious and cannibalistic"
dispositions. Who would have "thunk"
it. They must be depraved creatures to

think of such things in New Jersey.

Why, if we bet over there we are liable

to all the horrors of the Inquisition, and
a fight is no fight if it does not make us

richer—or poorer—we must chance it.

I believe if their friends will slick to

the really good points of the "gentleman
from Cornwall" and breed them for mar-

ket, they have a breed they may well feel

proud of, but they are nothing but

"duffers" when in the company of such
"royal" blood as courses through the

veins of Grist's champions and their

well known "knockers."
Through the kindness of Patrick Henry

Jacobs I have his St. Bernard circular,

and now can readily tell why he aban-

doned the Pekin duck and embarked in

St. Bernard breeding. "They will guard

you at night and protect you during the

day." It is a pretty stale of affairs thstl

in moral Hammoulon one must be

"guarded" and "protected." Better come
out West, Patrick. We can discount the

St. Bernard ; we out here place our de-

pendence in the FvUglish bull dog—he
never fails us.

This reminds us that one of your cor-

respondents recommended "loaning"

out our bitches to our "worthy friends."

It struck me as being a "good thing."

and I hastened to give it a trial. Byron
"awoke one morning and found himself

famous." I awoke the other morning
and found myself minus a dog and friend

—did not care so much about the dog as

I did the friend. Now as they are gone.

I'll have no more to do with new-fangled

notions.
Duck-wing Leghorns have reached

this "land of the free and home of the

brave," the first assignment going up to

the Pine Tree State. As "Leghorns are

nothing but warm weather layers," I

doubt the propriety of taking them up
there. Florida might perhaps be warm
enough for them, but despite the rigors

of a Maine winter I predict that these

duck-wing Leghorns will be heard from
"as the years go by."

WASHINGTON FANCIERS.

"Oakview's" Visit to Some of the

Lofts at the Capital.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I spent .Sunday in Washington visiting

a few of the many breeders of fancy pig-

eons. In some cases I was unfortunate in

not finding the owners at home, but in

most instances I was enabled to see their

birds.

In Mr. Kranter's loft I found very nice

fans, also some pigtny pouters, the first

I had seen this season.

H. Boswell has quite an extensive col-

lection of fans, turbits and owls. He is

breeding a number of turbiteens. His

lofts are large and are models in their

way. In addition to the above varieties

Mr. Boswell also keeps homers.
Mr. Rabbitt, who was next visited,

makes a specialty of pouters. He was
the only fancier that I visited who con-
fines himself to one variety, and rather

singularly to pouters, as their reputation

as breeders is not good, and consequently
it is the usual thing to keep common
pigeons as breeders for them.
The loft of Mr. Lee has already been

described in these columns, but it is al-

ways a pleasure to see so many birds in

good health as his appear always to en-

joy. I noticed he has added satinettes

to his other varieties. I find quite an
inquiry for the varieties of Oriental frills,

and regret that there are so few really

good specimens to be had.
I was pleased to seek the shelter of the

Dorsey loft from one of the numerous
downpours that favored mj- visit, and for

this reason tarried longer perhaps than I

should in deference to other lofts that I

found it impossible to visit. Mr. Dor-
sey's loft is small, but contains some ex-
cellent specimens of ice pigeons, sati-

nettes aud magpies. Oakview.

BREEDINQ COCHINS.

a full

a small

—Hens do not eat their eggs unless
they learn the habit from having eggs
broken in the nest. Never use stale or
frozen eggs as nest eggs.

—Incubator-hatched chicks do not re-

quire food until twenty- four hours after

they are hatched. Keep them in a com-
fortable warm brooder away from light

or draughts.

—Wideawake farmers own pure-bred
fowls, which cost no more to feed, and
the ratio of profit is greater than with
barnyard stock. Why should not every
farmer do so ? Better test this matter
thoroughly this spring. Experience will

certainly prove its wisdom.

An Argument in Favor of Long-
bodied Fowls.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Under the above heading I read Mr.

Sternberg's last effort in June 27th issue

of The Fanciers' Journal. I think,

give him time enough he will get upon

my platform and we become of one

party.

Now, will you. Mr. Editor, or will Mr.

Sternberg, point out in any article I have

written, either over my own name or that

of "Broadax," in which I objected to soft

hocks,iio matter how profuse the feather-

ing. My war has been against vulture

hocks, and the demand that cuts be made

for evils found between these soft hocks,

and the condition which made vulture

hocks, such as Mr. Sternberg describes

in the standard written and promulgated

by him as the basis of forming the Amer-

ican Cochin Club.

In the illustration he gives you a long-

bodied bird in the Cochin sense, yet he

has not given you other than Cochin

characteristics. He gives you

breast, a nice convexed cushion,

pointed, almost buried tail, and no vul-

ture hocks. The latter may have re-

ceived a cut, but in the sense of disquali-

fication she is free, for the judge, as is

asserted, has given her a score of 96
points, and I understand the judge to be
Mr. B. N. Pierce. Now, Mr. vSternberg,

no breeder who thinks, nor will I whom
you condemn, suffer you to correctly pre-

sent this standard bird with the inference

drawn that I. K. Felch, or Broadax. ob-

jects to such, for it is the very bird he
has been fighting for and wants pro-

tected. I propose to show that it is your
action, not Felch's that is placing birds

not worth cents as compared to dollars

with her, and giving them a like scorce

in your proposed standard you say a five

or five and a half pound pullet in Decem-
l)er, and six and a half pound pullet af-

terwards shall not be cut for weight, yet

you show us in this illustration a ten and
a half pound specimen. Tell the readers

of The Journal what protection your
standard gives for that five pound more
of solid meat, a prime, large, healthy egg
producing specimen which by the present
standard gets a credit of three points

more and protects that much against a

bag of feathers and light weight in your
proposed new standard.

We thank you for bringing this new
specimen into court. She is a prime
witness for the evil effects you would
bring upon the existing standard of the
A. P. A. and for me when I said such
legislation was disintegrating to the breed
and to the A. P. A. in doing this. Do
you care now to tell the readers of The
Journal that you believe the admitting
of the five pound pullets in December to

compete and not be cut for weight, that

such scoring is equal to this 96-point
specimen ?

If Mr. Sternberg will keep on as he
has commenced this article in question
and leave out discussing me as a man he
will soon reach my platform, and I will

need to say nothing more iu defense of

the Cochin.
But suppose Mr. Sternberg goes ahead

and breeds the vulture hock blood to her
and makes her tail feathers longer and
stiffer, aud by stiffening the tail coverts
lifting the rear of the cushion and de-

stroying that beautiful convex line he
gives in the illustration and breed vulture
hocks on to 33 per cent of her progeny,
and then tell the breeders you believe

such breeding is the best, and that vulture
hocks should no longer be a disqualifica-

tion. Submit the question to the breed-
ers of the land which has at heart the
best interest of the breed, Mr. Felch or
Mr. Sternberg. Are you ready to go to
the jury on this issue and on these lines
with me, Mr. Sternberg ?

Mr. Sternberg in his article denies that
he and the breeders in this country de-
sire to breed the extreme English hock.
What has come over the spirit of his
dreams? Has a flea tickled his ear since
he wrote out the proposed standard ?

When I read that standard I thought

I

those few, of which the majority was Mr.
! Sternberg, at Topeka, were going even

beyond the English standard. Will any
rational breeder say that the standard
description, with its definite description
of a vulture hock and its accompanying
demand, that even that should not dis-

qualify, is not a demand even beyond the
English text? We are aware that while
the English say vulture hocks shall dis-

qualify, their judges ignore it as all stand-
ards are generally ignored by comparison
judging when the best, no matter whether
they have merit or not, are given the
award. But I thank you all the same for

saying you do not want the full English
hock, even if you do so by saying I am
mistaken for thinking you do. If you
mean what yon say, vulture hock will re-

ceive a disqualificatio!) in the American
standard as it should for all Asiatics.

To remove it for one variety opens the
way to remove it for all and common
courtesy would demand that. As it is be-

yond all discussion, it is best that it

should remain for the general good of all

Asiatics.

This western cyclone wishes full lib-

erty to think and promulgate a radical

change in our present standard, and say
in spirit while he may do this, "Broadax
shall not in the same spirit uphold this

action of the cyclone against the edifice

known as the A. P. A. by utterances
which are the result of his personal opin-
ion." This is about the size of it, and to

cover his pretended innocence of war
upou present law, characterises Broadax
as a dictator, a Bluebeard, a threatening
autocrat, etc. Leave out all personality

and solemnly discuss the real questions

of the hour. I have no time to answer
nonsense or abuse. The real questions
are : Can we lower the weight of the

present standard and protect the best

specimens? Can we in justice to all

Asiatics, and to the Cochins iu particular,

raise the disqualifications for vulture

hocks and do justice and secure the

greatest protection to, and secure the
best and largest exhibit and sale for the

breed ? Can any specialty club demand
absolute control of its breed in our gen-
eral exhibitions aud thereby antagonize

the A. P. A.? Or will it better serve the

general poultry industry, and its own in-

terest more by becoming kindly disposed

auxiliary departments of the old society ?

This is the grain and meat of this con-
troversy, froth does not fill the glass,

sectional jealousy does not serve the

building up of a union. The poultry in-

dustry knows no South, no North, no
East, no West. "The bloody shirt" of

sectional strife will not win in this cam-
paign. Ill this, as in all things else, a

house divided against itself will fall. It

is the sober second thought and action

of those who have the best interest of
poultry culture in America at heart that

we must look to, and in looking to them
the breeder will generally make no mis-

take. I. K. Felch.

PIGEON FLYING.

Washin^rton News.
From Our Regular Correspondent.

Washington, June 27.—Of the twenty

birds which were liberated June 13 at

Lawrenceville, Ga., 515 miles, and were

caught in a cyclone, but two have re-

turned. Mr. Glorious' Little May arrived

on the 25th, having been shot in head
and breast. She is the first hen bird

that made 515 miles to this city, and un-

der such adverse circumstances her owner
is quite proud of her. The other bird

home was one of Turner's Kettledrum.

He returned two days later than Little

May. This bird did 1260 yards from the

200-mile station, and Turner was very

glad to get her back in his loft again, as

he has had a deal of bad luck on account

of the wretched weather his birds have
had in their long flights.

Messrs. Hexsom, Humphrey, Wilson,

Glorious and Valland have shipped an-

other basket of birds to Lawrenceville,

and they were liberated at 5. 10 this morn-
ing. Cooper, Wallace and Stockman have
a basket at the 515 miles' station, which
were also liberated this morning.
The Federation here is in good running

order, and we are getting along in fine

shape. Members are now getting their

youngsters in order, and are training

them around the city to get them fit for

the road in September. We have two
gold medals for this race, one from
Charles Plitt the other from Edward
Schmid. Mr. Schmid takes great interest

in the homing pigeon fancy, and is al-

ways ready to lend a helping hand.

Night Owl.

"THE WORLD'S^ PIGEON TROPHY.

Won by C. A. Mahr, Jr.'s Blue

Checker Hen Little May.

In consideration of the success of the

flight of homing pigeons, which took

place ftom the dome of the Pulitzer

Building on the occasion of its dedica-

tion last December, the World offered a

silver trophy for competition among the

members of the several homing clubs

which took part in that flight. The ac-

companying illustration is a faithful rep-

resentation of the cup, which has finally

been chosen for the gift.

Flying Club ; George H, Bowerman.
Newark, N. J.. Empire City Flying Club

;

L. W. Spangehl, Brooklyn, N. Y.. Kings
County Flying Club ; Edward Riodan.
Brooklyn, Hudson Flying Club ; F. H.
Piatt, New York. Bedford Club ; George
R. Dietrick, Brooklyn, Brooklyn Club,

and T. Archer, Oxford Club.

Mr. T, Fred Goldman, of No. 832 Her-
kimer Street, Brooklyn, was chosen by
the committee as race secretary.

The liberation took place at Rocky
Mount, Va., on Saturday last at 5.24 A.

M. A strong southwest wind was blow-
ing but the air was clear.

The flying conditions on the whole
were very bad, which accounts for the

fact that only a few of the birds were re-

ported in loft on the day of the start. All

of the competing pigeons were shipped
from this city and Newark on Wednes-
day last. T. Fred GoMmaii, a fancier of

wide experience, says that he has never

known such quality and quantity of stock

in any contest as competed in this one.

In Newark only three birds reached home
on the day of starting. Two of these

belonged to C. \. Mahr. Jr., of the Em-
pire City Flying Club, and were reported

at 7.07 and 7.08 P. M. respectively. The
other reached W. B. Garrabrant's loft at

7.27. In Brooklyn only one bird was

reported. It belongs to John Cadoo. of

Kings County Flying Club, and he wins

the valuable trophy offered by that or-

ganization. This bird came in at 7.32 P.

M. Appended is a list showing the number
of bircls which started, their owners and
the clubs to which they belong.

Club. Member. Birds.

Empire Whitely 10

Empire W. Barwell 5
Empire G. W. Bowerman 4

Empire J. T. Jones 3
Empire Geo. Howarth 3

Empire H. Walker 10

Empire .

Empire

.

Empire

.

Empire

.

Empire .

Empire .

Empire
Empire

.

I-;m pire .

Empire .

Empire
Empire

. W. Bennert 7

. E. Mcirton 10

. W B. Garrabranls .... 6

. B. HoMen 6

D. H. ICvans . 4
. J. H. Jackson 3

. W. Johnson 3

. B. Elwell 6

. W. HalHday i

. C. A. Mahr, Tr 10

. J. W. Honset JO

. T. Fred Goldman 10

and the average speed made 809 yards

per minute.
The entry of Oilman E. Hook, New

Bedford. Mass., in the race for the prizes

and for record was liberated in Herkimer,
N. Y., at 9 o'clock, June 26. The first

return was Sleepy in the loft at 2.20 P.

M. The distance, 226>'2 miles, was cov-

ered in the average speed of 1245.7 y^rtls

per minute.
The birds in the race from Utica to

New Bedford on Sunday did not break

the record, but, considering the weather,

they did well. The start was at 5 A. M.
The first return was A. Dawson's Little

Dorrit, at 12.20 P. M.; distance, 234 ,'2

miles ; average speed, 973 yards per

minute.
Secretary M. Greenwood writes: "The

birds of the Falls of the Schuylkill Hom-
ing Club were liberated at Lexington. N.

C, 400 miles, at 7 A. M., Saturday, June
27, and considering the strong wind we
were fortunate in having the birds home
the same day. The first return j were to

the loft of W. Snowden, at 6.30 P. M.
Patrick Murphy, r. c. c. old 'BulUiead.'

H. 13,003, b. c. c. 153, b. c. c; John
Murphy and P. Murphy, X 13,940 b. c. c,

H. 10,298 r. c. c, arrived at 7 P. M. Tlie

bird of J. Murphy deserves special men-
tion, as he was given 200 miles of a jump,
his last liberation being at Orange, Va."
William Kerbaugh, of 3810 Nice Street,

Philadelphia, reports the loss of a black

checker hen, banded H 1337. Willie

Stuart, of 2141 Bainbridge Street, Phila-

deluhia, has found a blue pigeon marked
W 2415. C. H. Westbrook, of 1504 Wil-

lingtoii Street, Philadelphia, reports loss

of homers, one wearing open band C. H.

W. I and the other C. W. 4. Both birds

are also stamped on wing flights with his

name and address.

William M. Rose, 2172 Wariiock Street,

Philadelphia, reports the loss of two
birds, blue hen W 3132 and 3130 blue

checker with name stamped on the wings.

Charles W. Fouth. Jr., of 718 South

Fifth Street, Philadelphia, reports the

loss of black checkered hen H 17,725.

Empire J. Prior 6

Empire
Empire . .

Kin^s Co .

Kings Co .

Kings Co
Kings Co .

Kings Co

.

Kings Co .

Kings Co .

Kings Co .

Hudson
Hudson

-.1^

It is the work of one of the liest-known

silver manufacturing companies in this

country, and has been executed with care

and skill. The cup is of composition

metal, heavily silver plated. It stands

nearly twenty inches high and is of a

mould of great beauty. About the bowl
of the cup is an elaborate design of leaves

executed in relief. Over the bowl, as a

cover, fits a perfect half globe of pure

polished silver encircled with a delicately

chased baud. Several pigeons in flight

are engraved on the cover on one side.

On the other appears the inscription,

which reads

:

"THE WORLD'S" TROPHY
awarded to

MR. C. A. MAHR, JR.,

for the best performance
in 400-raile fly from

Rocky Mount, Va., to New York

by his bird Little May.

Average velocity 8to.8 >ards per minute.

JUNE 27, 1891.
«

Surmounting this half globe is a per-

fectly engraved miniature world, on the

top of which is perched a silver pigeon,

with its wings outspread. The cup was
designed by Jlerbert Atkinson and exe-

cuted by the firm of Simpson, Hall, Mil-

ler & Co., at Wallingford, Conn., under
the i>ersonal supervision of General Man-
ager G. W. Hull.

The management of the race was left

entirely to representatives chosen from
the various homing clubs which took part

in the original liberation.

The fanciers forming the Committee
of Arrangements with the homing clubs

they represent are as follows : T. Fred
Goldman, Brooklyn, N. Y., Empire City

Scholl 7

J. Clarke i

. L W. Spangehl 10

. J. Fisher 6

. S. Waudelt 2

. John Cadoo 9

. C. A. Tonak 2

. J. H. Watjen 10

. Dr. H. F. Aten S

. V. .Scharding 2

.J. L. Mackintosh i

. J. S. Ivcrson 4

Hudson E. Riordan I

Hudson John Bnllard S

Hudson E. I'upke 2

Bedford F. H. I'latt i

Bedford J. F. Read 3

Oxford HP Armstrong 2

Oxford Denoison Brosi 2

Total number of birds 195

The birds were reported as follow :

In lofl Distance.

Owner. (P.M ). (miles).

C. A. Mahr, Jr 7 07 402.50

John Cadoo 7 5^ 4io 50

W. B. Oarrabrants . . . 7 27 402.11

Average
speed
per min.

860.8

SS2.0

8395

other PiBoon FlyluK N'ewB.

The prizes won in the Item loo-mile

race are as follows : A. Heininger, first

prize, the Item trophy and I50 ; L. R.

Nuskey, second prize, ^30 ; J. D. Monro,

third prize, $20; L. A. Mehler. fourth

prize, I15 ;
Joseph Skelton, fifth prize,

i^io.

A special meeting of the Philadelphia

Section of the Federation of American

Homing Pigeon Fanciers was held Tues-

day evening at 1030 Poplar Street to re-

ceive and act upon the report of the Race

Committee in regard to the schedule and

route over which the young birds should

be flown in the fall. The committee pre-

sented two schedules, one over the south-

western course and one o^er the \*estern

route. Each contained three liberating

stations, viz. : 100. 150 and 200 miles, and

the dates for each route were the last

three Saturdavs in August. After con-

siderable discussion, it was decided that

the wisest plan would be to adopt the two

schedules as presented, and have it op-

tional with the members whether they

should divide their birds aud send part

one way and part another or all should

go over the one route.

Twenty-two birds of Theodore P.

Green's loft were liberated at Barbours-

ville, Va., June 25, at 740 A. M. The

first returns were four together at 4.50 P.

M., all entering the lofl within a minute.

The air-line distance is about 202 >^ miles,

CAUGHT ON THE WING.

Sayings and Doings in the Pigeon

Flying World.
Special Correspondence.

The total entry for the World's Prize

was 269 birds, over 200 of which were

contributed by the Flmpire Club, The

Kings County came up with 47 birds, the

Hudson, Bedford and Oxford Clubs mak-

ing up the balance. The start was at

5.24 vSaturday, June 27. The weather

was unfavorable for a long flight like

this, consequently the returns were

small, only five reaching home that

night, Conard Mahr once more demon-

strating the superiority by arriving first

at 7.07 P. M., capturing the finest trophy

ever offered for a homing pigeon race,

John Cadoo, of the Kings County, Brook-

Ivn, second, at 7.32, and W. B. Garra-

brant, of Newark, N. J., third, at 7.27.

Mahr having three of the five returns

can well be proud of his great victory.

Francis Whitely was apparently not in

it with his large entry of 66 birds. It

does not seem scarcely the proper thing

for one member of the Empire Club to

have the privilege of an unlimited entry

which runs up to over 100 birds in one

shipment and the expenses of shipping

be defrayed out of the club's funds while

others of the same organization with a

modest eutrv of eight or ten birds con-

tribute equallv the paying for a large

shipment of birds they do not own. This

does not seem just.

The Emoire Club members, like some

of the Philadelphia clubs we could name,

do not stand on ceremony and care not

whether it's cash or prize that is to be

flown for. Ben Elwell backed three of

his entrv against three of the Whitley

birds for $25 from 500 miles, and William

B. Garrabrant backed three of Conrad

Mahr's birds against the loft of Francis

Whitley for |ioo. Separate liberation

thirty minutes apart. The former match

from Statesville, N. C, and the latter

from Charlotte, N. C. the Charlotte bird

to be shipped one week after the States-

ville fly. First bird home wins the stakes,

which must be before noon following the

day of liberation, start to be at 5 A. M.

and 5.30 A. M., toss for choice of start

and birds to be let go rain or shine. It

is generally conceded, however, that this

style of betting does not tend to create
harmony and good fellowship, but other-

wise engenders discord ami bad blood.

Perry Baldwin has taken uj) the sport
again, and is about to join the big club.

There is some talk of the Kings County,
Hudson and Bedford clubs consolidating
with the Empire organization and train

their youngsters over the western route
this season to Hamburg. PentiR (irove

and Newport, P.j., and add to tlu-m next
spring the veterans and sentl them as far

as the capital of Illinois.

T. Fred Goldman, the popular secre-

tary of the Empire Club and a few friends

intend to look Philadelphia over for a
few days this month. Mr. Goldman is

willing to do all the work that is put up-
on him.and is taking his vacation during
the important race, and devoting the
same to ensure the success of theii

flights, and he is to be congratulated up-

on the results. He has also a schfine fot

a national organization, which he will be
willing to discuss with the fanciers when
here.

The flight of William vS. Torkington's
Young Harrison from 4(jo miles was cer-

tainly phenomenal considering the ex-

tracts from the daily journal of the Sig-

nal Department at Washington, whicli

shows the wind to be east stiutheast or

northeast all along the course. Six
hours the wind blew from the northeast,

three hours from the southeast and three

hours from the east, that is from 8 A. M.
to 8 P. M., with a uiaxinium velocity of

ten miles an hour from the northeast.

The bird dropped on the box about 7.20,

and was the only return out of an entry

of 201 birds. Mr. Torkington is proud
of the bird and its record. The bird was
bred from J. D. Munro's Harrison, and
has done some very fast flying this

season

.

The Philadelphia flights have l)een

very disastrous from 3(x> and 40*^ miles,

about 300 birds being lost in the latter

race. James Work had the largest entry

of twenty-five birds, and had eight home
a week later, Higgle seven out of nine,

and so it goes. .\s far as can be ascer-

tained the majority <lropped out.

In the 450-niile Inter-state race Phila-

delphia carries off the national record

and prizes. Owing to some hitch the

Jersey Central section had their birds let

go two days ahead of ihe Philadelphia

binls. The weather was severe for the

former and very disastrous, and not a

single arrival is' reported the same day,

Philadelphia l)eiiig more fortunate, pos-

siblv so in wind and weather and had the

gooil fortune to report four birds the

same evening. J. D. Munro's Black

Robin came in with a rush at 7.19. while

Messrs. Shepherd and Callaghau report

two five minutes earlier, and Charles

Hub one at 7.30. Mr. Munro has about

two miles further to fly than the Angora
lofts, and it appears to be a very close

race, which will l>e «lecided by the official

surveyor, "Witzel." 1). S. Rogers' entry

of one passed the Angora bob wires with

Mr. Shepherd's birds at about 7. 15. Mr.

Shepherd carried it over town to its home
about four and one-half miles. This de-

bars the bird from one-day record. His

action in this has been severely criticised,

as the bird had yet twentx to thirty min-

utes of daylight in which to make his

home. Mr. Shepherd says the bird was

tired and exhausted and could not have

made home that night. I guess Rogers

was not over joyed to see it brought home
in a basket.

The Belmont is doing some good fly-

ing this year, the only one from 400

miles, and a likely winner from 450. The
bird Black Robin has made some won-

derful flights to the Munro loft, and he is

without a doubt one of if not the best

homing pigeon in the Lulled Slates, or

for that matter anywhere else. Mr. Mun-

ro bred from this' strain the bird Nutty

that flew so well to the loft of J. C. Con-

ley in 1890, and was the first in from 400

miles. He also bred Young Harrison,

which was the only bird to home from

400 this year to Philadelphia, and then

flies a probable winner froui 450 himself.

Where's the 'Duffer" stock this year,

Spaugehl

?

The West Philadelphia fanciers are do-

ing some good flying with a few skates

from the West. They beat 1000 yards from

Greensburg, Pa., a few days ago, aud all

the birds came well bunched together,

with the loss of a single bird, which is

the only one out so far. Greensburg is

right in the mountain region of Pennsyl-

vania. Wings.
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THE OWL PIGEON.

be con-

varieties

The ex-

tumbler

Description of the Different Varie-

ties and Their Characteristics.

Rev. W. K. Lunilcy in Feathered World.

The owl is undoubtedly one of the most

characteristic of short- faced pigeons.

With two exceptions it may

sidered the projenitor of all

coming under that designation,

ceptions are the barb and the

(some writers, indeed, include the latter

as among pigeons partly of owl origin).

Both these breeds possess very different

features to those appertaining to the sub-

ject under consideration. The influence

of owl blood can be clearly traced in such

varieties as the short-faced Antwerp, the

turbit (V)oth Oriental and English), Ori-

ental frills generalK-, the ancient and

several sub-varieties. The chief points of

distinction of the owl pigeon are the

roundness and largeness of the skull, the

shortness and formation of the beak, the

width of the neck, produced by the en-

largement of the gullet, and the lengthy

and reversed feathers on the chest,

termed the "rose." All these are to be

found to some degree in a pigeon known
as the "Snierle." In fact, the name
"Smerle "is a Flemish word applied to

a itrain of longdistance messenger

pigeons much used in Belgium, obtained

by a cross with the mealy, brown-barred

pigeons of the dove-house type, were

formerly found in a wild state in Ant-

werp. The fanciers there and in the sur-

rounding provinces have in their turn

given the name "Antwerp" to a large

(and anything but swift and powerful on

the wing) pigeon now so often seen and

admired by pigeon fanciers. How often

is not this owl ancestry shown in Ant-

werps of all kinds by the unsought ad-

vent of gullets and frills in birds which,

but for these disfigurements, would be

accounted of the l^est of their kind.

The owl pigeon, as seen now in Eng-

land, has lost much of its alert and wild

appearance which gave to the original

its appellation. For instance, writers on
pigeon lore used to speak of the owl as
*' a small pigeon, round in skull. l>olting

in eye, thin in eye-cere, hooked in beak."

How many of these features do we find

in the average show owl of 1891 ? Small-

uess of size is superseded by the opposite

requirement ; the bolting eye has disap-

peared ; the cere and wattle are rapidly

on the increase, and as for the character-

istic "hooked" upper mandible of the

beak gracefully overlapping the one be-

low it is discarded. A true owl fancier

should not be led away by the " cutting

off" heresy, but try' and restore the

hooked appearance. Then, to the credit

of owl fanciers we should not witness that

which is so painfully observable at many
shows, pigeons with sore or bleeding tips

to their beaks.

Let it be remembered that to these di-

mmishing characteristics the owl owes its

name. It is my opinion that the original

owl pigeon—the source in its turn of the

present day standard owl and of the

Snierle—was itself the result of a careful

cross between a small white pigeon (short

in face, thick and hooked in beak, bolt-

ing in eye and frilled on the chest), a na-

tive of the north coast of Africa, with the

most convex skull of ordinary blue dove-

house pigeons duly selected. Thirty years

ago, when residing in Flanders, I con-

stantly came across these small owls;

they were to be found of all colors, but

those of blue or checkered plumage were
considered very good for flying purposes.

One little fellow I well remember, he was
a black checker al)Out the size of a small

turbit. He not only returned troni many
a long-distance match, but was sold by

his owner not once, nor twice.

But the origin of the ow 1 pigeon is not

my object in penning these lines. I de-

sire to offer my views on the owl itself as

an individual member of the peristeronic

treasury. Three varieties of pigeons

more or less reseniV>ling each other have
the name of the "owl" given to them.

These are the English owl, the African

owl and the whiskered owl.

THE ENGLISH OWL.

As a favorite with fanciers the English

owl holds an exalted position, as its very

term of qualification denotes. It has

been the result of careful improvement
by a section of fanciers who belong to

a race that has by its indomitable de-

termination added vastly to the improve-

ment of productions of more naturally

favored people, and not only may this

be said but I may add that it has attained

a nearer approach to the perfection of

standard requirements than perhaps any

other fancy pigeon. This may, however,

be partly owing to the fact that it does

not possess points ofmarking or peculiar-

ities of feather formation so numerous as

some other standard varieties.

The principal distinguishing features

of the owl, with the exception of the rose

and gullet are centred in the skull. The
skull cannot be too large, nor if meas-

ured by compass from the centre of the

pupil of the eye can it be too round. For

this reason a bird with a "central" eye is

much esteemed. A disproportionate

space between the centre of the eye and

the top ridge of the skull gives the ap-

pearance of a shallow crown . This is as

objectionable as a prominence at the back

of the skull, of an angular formation,

which detracts from the semi-circle which

should extend from the wattle to the

back of the skull, an imaginary horizon-

tal line being drawn midway through the

eye pupil, and extending on either side

at an equal distance to the tip of the

beak and the outer edge of the back of

the skull. Birds not answering to this

measurement must be either "facy" in

front or "stoppy" at the back of the head.

When viewed full-face the skull should

again appear arched from side to side

over the crown, and be very full down-

wards between the eye and mouth. This

fullness is a most important point, as it

ensures another necessary qualification,

i. (?.. a wide mouth.
Of course, such structural formation of

the head would lack completeness unless

accompanied by a thick, short, well-

downward set beak, of which the under

mandible should be straight and stout,

while the upper one should also be stout

and straight in its inner edging but curled

and overlapping slightly in its outward

ridge, thus completing the semi-circle

from the tip of the beak to the back of

the skull. From the horny substance at

the base of the under mandible there

should proceed a thin skin projecting

from the throat down to an inch below

its starting point towards the chest. This

is actually a dewlap, but is generally

called "gullet" The skinny substance

is of course fully feathered, and when
well developed gives a very broad and
massive appearance to the neck of the

owl from its front to back when viewed

sideways. There is, however, another

point which displays an equally massive

grandeur in the appearance of this

pigeon's head properties. I allude to the

cheeks, called by some " muffs." These
should be very full below the eye, gradu-

ally extending towards the mouth, and
also gracefully blending off toward
the back of the head. This tout

ensemble produces that grand, round,

large skull formation, the glory of the

true English owl. In the very centre of

the head, when viewed sideways, should

be nestled, as it were, a deep ruby gravel-

colored eye, watchful and grave in ap-

pearance, surrounded by a thin but dis-

tinctly visible dark eye-cere. The wattle

should be heart-shaped, and if presenting

a smooth though full and bloomy appear-

ance, so much the better.

I now come to the body structure of

this very handsome pigeon. The neck
should be rather short, arched and mas-

sive, the shoulders broad and chest prom-
inent, possessing a beautiful display of

ruffled feathers in its centre, as near in

shape as possible to a rose, not running
up towards each side of the gullet as is

desired in other varieties of frilled pig-

eons. The wing butts should be well de-

veloped but fitting closely to the body
and chest, without projecting beyond the

latter. The flight and tail feathers

should be broad and short, being closely

folded and carried well up from the

ground. When these are long and drag-

ging on the ground they destroy the ap-

pearance of the owl. The back is straight

but not long ; the legs are short and free

from all appearance of feathering below
the knee joints, and they should be coral

red in color. In blues, checkers and
blacks, both the beak and claw nails

should be ebony black ; in whites they
are pinky, in other colors dark horn col-

ored. In carriage the owl is very erect

and sprightly.

Owls of all three varieties are to be
found in all colors. Blues, powdered
blues, silvers and powdered silvers are

the most valued of the English style.

The powdery appearance of the neck

feathers of those called "powdered" is

very pretty, and adds I think greatly to

the characteristic of the owl pigeon as

such. While esteeming highly these

colors, it must be borne in mind that a

self-colored owl if good in skull proper-

ties may vet form a grand aim for an am-

bitious breeder. Those that are either

wholly black or white have already their

representatives in several lofts. But such

charming colors as dazzling yellow and
chesnut rgd are vet to be produced and

devoutly to be hoped for. Blues and sil-

vers, as also powdered birds of these col-

ors, should have broad bars across the

wings of black or very dark dun color re-

spectively. They should also be es-

teemed more highly if they are the pos-

sessors of sound blue or silver colored

rump feathers instead of being, as many
good specimens are, white on the rump.

But a white rump in whole-colored speci-

mens is even a greather blemish. The
dimensions of the English owl should be

about ten inches from the front of the

chest to the tip of the tail in length, and

four and a half inches across from the

outside of shoulder butt to shoulder

butt.

THE AFRICAN OWL.

This pigeon is sometimes called the

foreign owl, but considering that as all

testimony tends to its having been im-

ported into Europe from the north coast

of Africa, I am opinion that its correct

origin is "African." It is the smallest of

all pigeons, the short-faced tumbler not

excepted. So small is it that a healthy

specimen weighs not more than eight

ounces. The formation of skull and
structure of body is that of the English

owl in miniature, with one exception,

and that is that while the English owl is

not necessarily required to possess a bolt-

ing eye. with' the African this point is

essential. The eye cere, in whites, should

also be of a pale leathery color, not red

or pink. These pigeons are also found

of all colors, at present the best speci-

mens are whole whites. While the Eng-

lish owl is a free and good breeder, the

African is not so in this country. They
are delicate, breed late in the season and
require small long-faced tumblers to rear

their offspring. It is advisable for

health's sake to supply them with the

eggs of mongrel pigeons to hatch and

feed off the soft food, which, if lefl in

crops, causes certain disease and fre-

quently death. As the African owl has

undoubtedly been used to vastly improve

the skull feathers of its English name-
sake, so has it also been found very valu-

able in imparting beauties of eye and

beak formation to turbits, and not im-

probably to some other short-faced va-

rieties of pigeons.

THE WHISKERED OWL.

This pigeon is of similar build and for-

mation as the foregoing, but has not been

bred to equal point of skull and beak ex-

cellence. Its chief recommendation is an

enormous frill, extending in ruffle fashion

right up to the back of the ears. It is

supposed to be a pigeon of Chinese ori-

gin, but has little to recommend it beyond
the features already mentioned.

Preserving Esrss.

There have been so many methods of

preserving eggs given, and so few of the

methods worthy of trial, that any infor-

matio:: in that direction is liable to in-

duce the reader to attempt experiments

that may not only fail to profit him, but

may entail upon hini a loss. The fact is,

says Farmer's Home, more depends on
the eggs to be preserved than upon the

method used for preserving them. In

the first place, if there is a stale one. it

is liable to effect the others, and thus

hastens decomposition, especially if they

are immersed in solutions of any kind.

Next, one can not buy eggs and preserve

them, as "bought" eggs will not keep.

And why not? some reader may ask.

Because eggs should be fresh, and if pur-

chased, there is no guarantee of such

being the case. Even when purchased

of neighbors there may be a stale one

among the lot occasionally, as the neigh-

bor himself may be deceived. To have

success the eggs must be strictly fresh,

and that fact can only be made plain

when they are produced at home. Even
then the "nest egg" may occasionally get

into the basket. There is one other mat-

ter, and the most important of all, for

upon it, more than upon anything else,

depends success, and that is—there

should be no males with the hens. The
hens will lay just as well without the

presence of the males as with them, and

the eggs from hens not with males will

keep three times as long as will those

from hens which are with males. In

other words, a fertile egg will spoil in

one-third the time a sterile egg will. If

eggs are to be kept, do not grease them
nor pack them in anything at all, but

simply place them on racks, the racks to

be in a cool place—the cooler the better—

and turn them half round two or three

times a week. F^ggs from hens not with

males, so treated, should be perfectly

fresh at the end of four months (which is

long enough for keeping them), and if

kept as cool as forty-five degrees, they

should keep a year. Get rid of your

males, and do not buy eggs from else-

where, and you will succeed.—Orange

Judd Farmer.

Tipplers.

An ardent high-flyer is very anxious to

see a few words on tipplers. Now we

have published several letters on this va-

riety, and yet some readers are never

satisfied. At the same time, we are

always anxious to oblige correspondents,

and with a view to eliciting further in-

formation we give "A Highflyer's" ap-

peal. He says: "The Macclesfield tip-

pler is one of the prettiest pigeons, being

good breeders and feeders. They are

mostly light-colored birds, with dark

flights and tails, ticked more or less with

tortoise shell feathers. I think them
better than high-flying tumblers, but I

am afraid the Macclesfield tippler is be-

ing neglected. They are what might be

called medium-faced birds, with strong

black beaks, light pearl eyes, strong

butts, broad breast bones, broad across

shoulders, and tapering off to the tail

like a wedge. They have also broad

flight feathers, which accounts for the

very long flying feats they have to ac-

complish. These birds are very high
flyers as a rule, and in some districts

they can be seen soaring into the clouds

until invisible.—Feathered World.

Good Fowls for Laying.

A noted writer on fowls says: "For

laying hens select large, strong, healthy

birds of the Leghorn varieties, with large,

square bodies, without regard to fine

points, such as pure white, flat ear-lobes,

or very vellow legs, or combs with just

five points, or plumage that is perfectly

white in the white variety, or without a

white speck in the brown. It is not that

these points are anv detriment to the

health or the vigor of the birds, but the

constitution has been too often sacrificed

to them, which often results in a strain of

enfeebled though handsome fowls. The
Leghorns are acclimated American

breeds, which originated from birds

brought from the Mediterranean, and

they have been improved in this country

by circumstances that have given them a

pre-eminent position for the farmer, when
birds such as are above recommended are

selected. Other breeds, or crosses from

them, are much better than the Leghorns,

or any of the smaller breeds. Chickens

that are the result of a Dorking cock and

Brahma hens are large and mature much
earlier than the other. Moreover, thev

are hardy. fleshy, tender, and fine flavored.

Plymouth Rocks are a good table fowl,

and are good to cross with the above."

'

The Fanciers* Journal Is the Best.

From the Western Poultry Breeder.

For a breeder who can afford a weekly

journal Thr Fanciers' Journal of

Philadelphia is the best one we know of.

It is devoted to dogs, poultry, pigeons

and pet stock, and gives an immense
amount of interesting matter concerning

these every week. J. H. Drevenstedt is

the poultry editor, and his weekly notes

are very edifying and interesting. The
price of this journal is $2.50 per year;

we club it and our paper for I2.50 for

both.
. < '

—The modest and unassuming hen

never dreams of proudly seeking inde-

pendence in a profession. She is content

to remain a useful lay member of soci-r

ety.—Baltimore American.

SCRAPPLE.
Buda-Pesth Fowls—Appearance of

Young Chicks—Contagion.

Plymouth Rocks.

The following extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for

all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of The Fanciers' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we

therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons and fancy stock.

Appearance of Young Chicks.

Amateurs and others who are not famil-

iar with the appearance of young chicks

while in down are apt to conclude, when

the chicks first hatch, they are not pure

bred, as they have allowed themselves to

imagine the young chick should represent

the mature bird to such a degree at least

that any variety would naturally be rec-

ognized. Such, however, is not the case.

Very few of the pure breeds of fowls

show as young chicks the characteristic

plumage of their kind. Poultry breeders

who have made experience their teacher

can readily recognize the young chicks

of any pure breed, and in most instances

as quickly detect a chick if it shows any

evidence of being cross-bred. Poultry

breeders have been condemned because

young chicks of certain breeds did not

hatch adorned with adult plumage. To
give an idea of how entirely different

young chicks appear from the old fowls

of their kind, we will notice a few.

Neither space nor time have we to mention

all the different breeds, black Spanish,

for instance, are not when first hatched a

pure black, but are black on head, upper

part of neck and body, while the rest is

white or grayish-white. There is no sign

of the characteristic white face, but when

the chick is a couple of months old the

ear lobes begin to get white, and also the

face, though the latter is not in perfection

until the bird is from eight to fourteen

months old. The legs are only darkish,

and in some instances the feet will be a

shade or so lighter than the legs, yet in

due time the slaty-blue leg is developed.

The Dominique and the Plymouth Rock
chicks are similar in appearance when

first hatched (the combs excepted of

course). The chicks are rather dark on

backs and grayish elsewhere, with an in-

clination to be white on the breast. Legs

sometimes are quite darkish, but gradu-

ally turn yellow. Black-breasted red

games and brown Leghorn chicks are

quite alike. The games have a broad

stripe (dark chestnut color, rich and

velvety in appearance), starting at a

point on the head like a letter A, and

from the base of the head to the entire

length of the body of the same width.

On each side is a narrow stripe of white,

followed by a stripe of brown and the

rest of the body is a brownish-gray. The
brilliant stripes are very handsome and

give the chicks the appearance of a young

partridge. Brown Leghorns are marked

the same, except the centre and other

dark stripe is a lighter color, while the

body color is a little more of a maroon

hue and their legs nearly a yellow.

Partridge Cochins are a rich chestnut-

brown on the back, and blend off nicely

to a lighter hue to under part of body.

Dark Brahmas are grayish-mealy, and

none of the characteristic pencilling is

seen until the chick begins to develop

feathers. Light Brahmas and white Co-

chins, except combs, appear the same,

and some strains of each when first hatch-

ed appear quite buff in color, but gener-
• ally come out white. Hamburgs, so much
admired by all for their wonderful sys-

tematic feather pencilling or spangling,

are naught but dirty grayish little fellows,

with a few black spots scattered around

promiscuously on the head and upper

part of neck. Of the pure white breeds,

all should be white, though where a

tinge of yellow or buff appears on the

newly-hatched chicks it is no sign what-

ever of impurity. None of the black

breeds are entirely black when first

hatched, and as a general rule do not be-

come thoroughly black until the second

plumage. There is a decided difference

in the fledging of the different breeds
;

while some feather very rapidly, others

are slow. Those that are among the ones

that feather quickly are Leghorns, Ham-
burgs, games, Houdans, Sultaus, Domi-
niques, Plymouth Rocks, bantams ; while

those that feather somewhat slower are

light Brahmas, black Spanish; partridge

and white Cochin, buff Cochin and dark

Brahma. Our experience has been that

they feather about as enumerated. Of

the slow ones, light Brahmas first ; while

dark Brahmas are last. Leghorns feather

so rapidly that visitors to my yards often

ask if they are not bantams. They are

completely feathered at four weeks,

though with the browns the plumage is

not right until the second feathering.

They crow when five or six weeks old.

Eggs from any of the rapid-feathering

ones can be set up to the 15th of July

and they will §row like weeds.—G. O.

Brown in American Farmer.

Plymouth Rocks.

The Plymouth Rocks appear to hold

their own among the new breeds. They

have not lost their popularity as a gen-

eral purpose fowl. They are of good

size, .dress well, flesh toothsome, good

layers and they fill a void between the

Asiatics and medium sized varieties.

When well bred they are comely and

cannot help proving attractive to the

farmer, merchant, mechanic and others

who do not belong to the fancy. The
Plymouth Rocks are well adapted to the

practical poulterer as well as to the

novice. They are very hardy, easily

raised, mature early and attain large size.

In their case there is no need of keeping

two breeds to obtain a good share of

eggs and acceptable broilers and roast-

ers. They are also a clean-legged fowl

;

combs and wattles of medium size, sel-

dom injured by frost if ordinary care be

observed. They are good winter layers

if provided with comfortable quarters

and proper kinds of food. The pullets

lay at an early age, attain their growth

and are ready for market sooner than the

Asiatic breeds. A nice spring chicken

will sell for more money than a full

grown bird ; this being one of the chief

merits of the Plymouth Rock breed.—

Poultry Chum.

Ions, usually red or a mixture of red and

pink ; wattles long, the inside being

folded. The eyes are bay, face red, head

medium sized, neck well arched, breast

full, broad and deep, back broad, wings

ample, legs tawny yellow, tail large, with

abundant sickles and coverts. In color

the cock is brown red
;
good specimens

comparing with our exhibition brown
red game. The cocks will average seven

pounds, the hens five and a half.

This breed has the reputation of being

extra layers of good sized eggs, and their

flesh takes the lead in those markets

where the fowl is known. There is no
attempt that we know of to breeding

them to feather. Being a solid and com-

pact fowl, of a size generally considered

Dooular for buyers, and being also good

ayers, they are kept by a large number
of house-keepers and hucksters for home
and market use. They seem to thrive

under adverse conditions, for they can be

found in cellars and garrets, back alley

ways and confined places.

The Buda-Pesth breed is a general favor-

ite with the peasants of the surrounding

country. It is said that the Ornithologi-

cal Society of Vienna annually offers

gold and silver medals to the owners of

the best laying breeds, tests being made
at the Experimental Gardens. The re-

ports of several tests made of this and

other birds show that the Buda-Pesth, in

small flocks, have averaged from one

hundred and eightv to two hundred eggs

in a year. We suppose that selected birds

are usually chos^en for such tests, and

that for many years such prizes have

stimulated breeders to produce the best

laying strains, but we doubt that such

productiveness can be general among the

native fowl. However, the Buda-Pesth

enjoys a good name for egg production.

—Ohio Poultry Journal.

MISCELLAXEOUS.

GLIMIX DRINKING FOUNTiiN
FOK

POULTRY
MADE OF GALVANIZED IRON.

WILL LAKT A LIFETIMK.
lall k'.zp will 1h> wilt, Kxi>rpR8 Pal<l. to anv par
of tJi<< I ult.a sutfsoti ivoi'Ipt of 1^1 .35.

T^. 1«. T^<>ltl>, Burlington, Vt.

Buda-Pesth Fowls.

This is the name we have designated

the breed we write about for the want of

a better one. It would be well, however,

to state here that the few among the

many breeds scattered through Europe

have special names to designate them

from other varieties. In England, Bel-

gium, and France, varieties frequently

receive a local or provincial name, but in

the central and southern parts of Europe,

color, formation, or some special feature

of attraction give rise to a name, and

that is about all the information one can

get.

To illustrate this point we will mention

a few instances, which are more or less

known to American fanciers : Knobbed

geese, rumpless. curl crested Dalmatian

ducks, musk ducks, frizzled, redcaps,

dumpies, courtes pattes, whiskered Land-

bons, etc., named after some special fea-

ture. It is the same with pigeons ;
many

are named afler some real or imaginary

object.

The Buda-Pesth breed is of the "manor

born" so far as we can learn. The twin

cities, from which it derives its name, are

opposite each other on the Danube, in

Hungary, one hundred and seventy miles

from Vienna, Austria. They are fairly

good sized fowls, with large bodies, deep

breast, rather short legs, close plumage,

stately carriage, and lively disposition.

Their appearance is suggestive of useful-

ness, and at the same time they have a

serio-comic look. The comb of the male

IS almost as large as that of the red cap,

but its form is different ; it is wide and

flat, the points small, the rear end turning

down on the back of the head like some

Wyandottes ; the central portion of the

comb extends well over the skull on either

side. The jaws are whiskered like the

Russian breed, and reach around the deaf

ears. The earlobes are large and pendu-

Crooked and Lopped Combs.

A crooked comb is called sometimes a

"wry" comb and is, in a single comb,

wavy or wrinkled, instead of straight

down the centre. In a double or pea

comb the middle section alone may be

thus wrinkled or irregular, and to both

equally is the appellation of crooked

comb applied. Though this slight de-

parture from the perfect rule is not con-

sidered really a disqualification in judg-

ing, it is still so wide of the mark that it

will be cut in the scoring according to

the extent of the irregularity. Upon

light Brahmas is often seen another style

of crooked comb. This is where the

head-gear hangs jauntily over to one side

and is otherwise imperfectly formed
;

while a looped comb is one that falls en-

tirely on one side of the head. The top

of the comb of the Leghorn hen lops

over to one side properly ; but Brahmas,

Cochins and Plymouth Rocks should al-

ways stand upright, whether it is a single

or pea comb. The objectionable lopped

comb of the Leghorn is where the base

is weak and the whole comb consequently

lops. Such a hen will generally breed

lopped-comb cockerels. For crooked or

lopped combs judges usually cut the

score on the head and comb quite se-

verely.—American Poultry Yard.

fence a little to suit the breed by using a

few more laths. To give such a fence

strength and also have it at least five

feet high, without the use of boards,

which are expensive, place posts in the

ground eight feet apart ; fasten a strip to

the posts eight inches above the ground
and another strip to the posts one foot

above the first. Cut both in half and
nail the half pieces (which will be two
feet in length) to the two strips, first

driving the lower ends into the ground

two or three inches. Next fasten on a

strip to the posts three feet above the

second one and nail on whole laths, and
the fence will be stronger at the bottom

than at the top, thus preventing dogs

from breaking in and the lower laths be-

ing driven into the ground a little, pre-

vents the fowls from getting under. The
fence, will, of course, be a little less than

a lath and a half high.—Poultry Keeper.

Goslings.

Young goslings, like young ducks, re

quire but very little food until they are

a week or ten days old, and then you

need not be sparing of the corn meal

dough, which may be mixed like that for

chickens, with perhaps a very little salt

in it. When they get old enough to pick

grass thev require very little feeding.

Turn them out to pasture, giving them

shelter from storms, for strange as it may

seem they are very easily drowned until

their feathers are grown. Very early

goslings may be picked over in the fall

before fattening for Christmas. Those

kept over winter should not be stinted,

but fed grain regularly.—American Stock-

man.

A Cheap Poultry Fence.

A cheap fence should combine height

and strength. If the large breeds are

used a light fence four or five feet high

answers well, but as the small breeds are

good flyers, that active quality should

not be overlooked, and so we change the

Lice.

Lice is certainly a preventable ill, and

yet thousands of young chick are yearly

sacrificed to their greed. One way in

which the lice kill them is by swarming

upon them in such numbers that they

quite drain away the life-blood and liter-

ally murder their innocent prey. Another

way, and probably the larger numl>er are

thus carried off, is by a steady though

partial drain upon the system, lowering

the vitalitv and making the poor chick

peculiarly'susceptible to chill winds and

rains, or exposure to wet on the grass in

the early morning, resulting in looseness

of the bowels, which the weakened little

l>ody cannot rally against, and the result

is speedy or lingering <leath. It is easy

to clear out the lice. It only requires

the will to do it, and the application of

simple remedies. The coops must be ab-

solutely clean, the sitting hen well dusted

with Dalmatian (Persian) insect powder,

or some good insecticide three times, two

days apait just before the hatch, then

keep the chicks (and hens brooding them)

away from the others. One thing is cer-

tain, we cannot raise chickens and lice.

If we want chickens we must destroy

the vermin ; if we want lice let them

alone and they will destroy the chicks.—

New Kingland Farmer.

—One fowl with scurvy legs is apt to

impart the disease to others on the same

roost.

Sherldan'j^ Condition Powders

HENS
If Ton can't cet It send to ns.

We mall Olio naelt85c. Five$l. A 2 »-• "'C^tV^L^Jf'
ifi. Ex. paid, ^wittr*BaMng Ouidf-tr^"^^S^^^
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8TRAWHK1DGK & CT.OTIIIER.

AVITHOUT

SINGLE EXCEPTION
-THE-

LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

& E

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT SIS.,

F»HlIvAOELF»HIA, F»A.

98 ti

INCUBATORS.

me Best BrooJer
Ever invented for raising

^^„ chicks ; only ^5. Address

G. S. SINC.KR, Cardington, O., for circular.

Prairie §fafe Incubator • •

Twenty-seven ist premi-
ums awarded at the leading
shows including first at the
1890 show, New York City,

for best incubator in show
room. This was the great-
est incubator contest in the
world. Send for our large
catalogue. Address

G. A. McKKTRIDGK,
General Agent,

Atco, New Jersey.
76-127

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain owe free. Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
year. Large hfxik for stamp. A.
F. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Conn.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
ARK THK

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WKRK AWARDED
.

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in America.
Our mammoth catalogue

EyerytWug for the Poultry Yarl.

will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of 5
cents. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

POUIiTRY FARMS. POUL.TRY FARMS.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

<IINDIAN GAMES. WYAND0TTE8. PLYMOUTH ROCKS.>
Theleadingstiainsof prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NhW YORK SHOW I

won 1st on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State

Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 first';-
i^S?."'l*.' .''.*t'*''*^;\»!?5cfBf°ur^ *SfT :^^f^

for circular. Address T.WILTON H I LL, JAMfcSBURG, N. J. 96-148

AT NATIONAL SHOWS.
Since 18&S my BARRKD PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SILVER WYANDOl-TES have proved IN-

VINCIBLE Their great form and color make them WINNERS EVERY TIME. Al CHARLES-
TON JANUARY, 1H91, the National Show of the year and meeting of the A. P. A., on

p'l YMOUTH ROCKS— Fir.st prize and gold special on cock, ist for best mt.le and Jour best

females.'ist and 3d on cockerel, .special for highest scoring pair; 2d, 3d and 4th on pullets and

the grand special prize for largest and finest display.
, n . •

WYANDOrTES— ist for best male and four best females. All the cockerel and pullet prizes

but three and the grand gold special for largest and best display.
.

1 have hundreds of early chicks now growing and bred from the above winners They will

te GREAT SHOW BIRDS this fall. 200 PRIME YEARLING HENS for sale. Finely illu.s-

- • - .• •• Eggs from exhibition matings, one setting, $4; two settings, $7;
make
trated circular upon application.

three settings, I9. Address

IMPROVED EXCELSIOR INCUBATOn
,

Blaplc, Perfect aad 6*lf-B«g«lrtlt. Bun.
dredi) In suc-cp'vf ul operation. Oiiaruit«ed
to batch lanrer percentAflre of fertile sfrgr*

at leM coat tlian anr other hatcher. Send
ftOforlUulCaU. «ra. 1L8TAHL, Qalacy.liL

i-5» EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Amenla, Dutchess Coanty, N. Y

GAMES & GAME BANTAMS ^
Again we win, capturing the Game Club Challenge for best Game Cock or Stag, and va-

riety, at the Great Madison Squire Garden Show.

ai|Y EXHIBITION GA'^ES are of the most fashionable type, high stationed, hard feath-

er«i, kaii-heade(Lwhip-lailed birds and are winners wherever shown.

MY PIT GAMES are strong, savage, wiry fighters and guaranteed game to the CORE-

|U|Y GAME BANTAMS are of the most fashionable style and have always won highest

honors al the kadiiig shows in America. Remember I have one of the finest collections

of Games and Game Bantams in the country. Eggs in season. Stamp for circular.

A. F. PEIRCE,
LOCK BOX 200, WINCHESTER, N.

P. S.—PEIRCE SURE CANKER CURE by mail, postpaid, 25c.

H.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM .

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C.

Whiie Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Siher Cup on^my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record of America's leading strains of above
varieties. Can furnish eggs from C. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

lOI-tf J. FORSYTH, owEGo, tioga county, n. y

Woodsidc poultry Y^^^^
HACKENSACK, N.J.

-W. J. ANORUS-"
BREEDER OF

S. C WHITE LEGHORNS I LA FLECHE.
At the great N. Y. Show, 1S90, won everything

on La Fleche ,1891 won 2d on cock, ist on cock-

erel, 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th on hen, ist and 2d on pul-

let, specials for l>est display and best pullet.

My stock has always won high honors at Wa-
verly, Trenton, Bridgeton and Dundee Lake, N.

J., and Newburgh. N. Y.
La Fleche eggs, $5 per 15, $9 per 30 , Leghorn

eggs. J3 per 15. $5 per 30.

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
BVANSVILLB, IND.

THF

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLIiiHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany. N. Y.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
exclusivf: loft

white fantail
pigeons

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,
which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

ESTABI^ISIIED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry. Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):

One year, post free. United States and Canada,

I2.10.
Address Post-Office Orders and communications

to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E- C.

Kngland.

DIPIvOMAS
FOR

PIGEON • FLYERS
FOR THF; use OF

Cltib Secretaries.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars 01 station, at-

mosphere, start, entry, distance, speed and age,

name and sex of bird.

In lots of 50 or less, $2.50; each additional 50,

$2.00. Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

32 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

POUIiTRY.

H. S. BABCOCK,
flio. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

Indian Games, Peacomb Plymouth Rocks,

Barred and White Plymouth Rocks, Bantams.

SCHIPPERKES—The handsomest and most
useful dog for the poultry breeder. Circular
for stamp.

E CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OP ALL

LEADING BRFIEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

FANCIERS' PDBLISHING COMPANY,
Box 916. PHILADELPHIA, P-».

.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or
Kennel Pai>er you should send for my list of
papers. I can furnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate Ihaii if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five
papers and r« quest them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

IvBG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every Imnd regis-

tered, each 25^c. Open bands for old birds,

each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on whifh the band is to be used.

SF.VD FOR SAMPLE.
MRS E. S STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

84tt

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

EVr.R PRODUCED.

Personally selected durng our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of England. II

you want choice breeders or winners at the
winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, Anda-
lusians, White Wyandottes. ^ree catalogue.

88t(

A. SHARP & CO.,
Lockport, New Yoik.

WYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.

Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great
New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.

Prices for Birds and F'ggs lo7v for the class.

"The Best Is None Too Goo<l !

"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
15-27 Brainard Station, N. Y.

CMdc-Chick-er-re-Kee

[£J[£3

* CHICK CHICK ER-rtE-KtE MAKES HENS LAV

MAKES HENS LAYI
PREVENTS GAPES,
PREVENTS ROVP,
PREVENTS CHOIiCRA.. ^^_PREVENTS E.AY1NO HOFT EOGS,

PREVENTS EOO-EATINO,
If fed every day.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.
Dr. Wra. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

AlllllBflMorptiino Habit
ll|i|||Hto20<lay»). No paWr 111in OR. J. STEPHENS;!

IMorphino Habit Cured In 10
f>ajr till rured.

, Lebanon.Ohio.

A NEW BOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest and be.st work on the Mating, Breed-

ing, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.
A handsomely printed lxK)k of 60 pages.

PRICE, 5<) CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,
32 South Third Street,

-tf Philadelphia.

Chick-chick er-re-kee (poultnr food and preven-

tive of disease for pou Itry), the great egg food,

produces eggs prodigiously and is good for the

health of the fowling. It is the first article of its

kind ever Patented in the United States, Canada
and England. Try it. It costs only six cents per

pound. It 's no powder. Chickens will eat it.

That ought to convince you that it is good. If

vour Grocer, Druggist, Hardware or Country

Storekeeper will not get it for you, send mc one

dollar, and I will ship you a twenty-pound box by

freight, or one hundred pounds for five dollars.

A large box will cost you no more freight than a

small box. Attend to your poultry, if you want

to make a profit out of them, just the same as you

attend to your land. Unless you manure vour

land it will not pay you. Just so with poultry:

yo'i must give them something besides feed. Ihey
must have material to answer for grinders, and

material for the egg. If you feed Chick-chick-er-

re-kee (egg food) every day you will never have

any sick chickens, and your hens will lay eggs

when otherwise they would not. You will never

do without it after a fair trial. Do not pay twenty-

five or fifty cents a pound for medicine to feed

your poultry when you can get a better article

from your storekeeper at six cenU a pound. Don t

be a clam; try it Manufetctured in the United

States only by

Mechling Bros. Chemical Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

VERY VALUABLE FOR PIGEONS.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:

THE KENNEL.

KENNEL.

3.00
8.00

3.00

1.50

1.00
.80

3.00

.50

3.00

50
1.00

50

.75

3.00

•50

500

50

1.00

50

•50

American Kennel. Burges :

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalriel
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to XIII,each
Field Trial Training. White
Fox Terrier, I,ee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions
Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ;

col-

ored portrait. Dalziel

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

6&SCS .•*.•••••• ...••••
House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 300
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or

Great Dane Dog .

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fiflh gen-
eration •

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to

date
Practical Kennel Guide. Stables

Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . . .

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer)

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon,
Stonehenge on the Dog . . . . . . . . . .

Teufel the Terncr ; or, the t,ife and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F
Mercer

The Dog, by Idstone
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. I^averack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated ....
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits

li-om life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. .

Youatt on the Doe
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

THE PRIZE PUGS
-OF-

-AIRICA AND ElUl-

DOGS. ^

Advertisements without display inserted unier
this heading Jor 2 cents pet wordfor each insertion.

Irish Setters.

-BV-

M. H. CRYKR

JiiHT Published. Price, Postpaid, $1.00

Address This Office.

IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIFiS BY A SON
of Glencho and Mavourneen, out of a

daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address
P.. Box 916, Philadelphia. 5-tf

POULTRY.
Advertisements uithout display inserted under

this heading for 2 cents per wotdfor each insertion

Various.

Irish Terriers.

T^OR SALE-SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
H Breda Bill and Roslyn Murphy. Address

Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mange Cure.

FOR MANGE USE THE PASTEUR PINE
Lotion. Marshall Robbins, 70 E. 13th St.,

New York City. .
17-29

Prince Charles Spaniels.

2.00

2.50
.60

•50

•75

1.00

1.00

i.oo

125
2.50

7.S

1.00

1-25

1.25

5.00
2.50

2.75

•25

4.00
2.50

•50

•75

PRACTICAL TRAINING

OF THE

SHEPHERD DOG
BY

W. ^. WlCKHflM.

Price, postpaid, paper cover, socts.; cloth, $1.00.

AN EXCEPTIONALLY FINE SPECIMEN
for sale. Wm. Tallman, 109 W. 34th St.,

New York City. 18-20

Pointers.

-qRACE, dog and BITCH, BOTH WINNERS

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPRNY,

Box gi6. Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS.

on bench, fashionable breeding and both
first-class field dogs. Price, dog $250, bitch,

$150. Address W. Tallman, 109 W. Thirty-
fourth Street, New York City. 120-tf

,-*OR SALE.—THE LIVER AND WHITE
H pointer bitch Lady Judy {21,125) now in

whelp to Challenge Pommery Sec (15.503)

will be sold cheap. Also a very handsome
liver and white pointer bitch puppy,
whelped February i, 1891, by the above
pair. Price $25. W. H. Hyland, North
Tarrytowu, N. V. 20-21

Poodles.

CANICHE POODLES FROM PRIZE WIN-
NING stock. Two dogs and two bitches.

Strong and healthy. Will make winners.
W. Tallman, 109 W. Thirty-fourth street.

New York City. i8tf

Puirs.

CHOICE BARRKD PLYMOUTH ROCKS
light Brahnias, brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.
v.. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Fa.

FOR POULTRY, EGGS AND PF:T STOCK,
address A. S. Way, Chattanooga, Tenn S9-tf

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLF: L/.CED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. V.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb while Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill Reads, price lists, si hcd-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
ILshing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel
phia. Pa.

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted undet
this heading for 2 cents per word for each insertion

Baldhead Tiiniblers.

CHARLES SCHMKNNKR, 511 W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-face
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have too to
select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

Barbs.

FINE PUPS ON SALH.—Chequasset Kennels,
Lancaster, Mass. 75-eow

St. Bernards.

Advertisements vfithout display inserted under
this headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photograph;-

of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishmg Co., 32

South Third St., PhUadelphia.

Beaffles.

H
POULTRY.

All About Broilers. Boyer 25

An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard 50

Book 0? Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of orize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow . .50

Duck Culture. Rankin 50

Poultry Book. W. B. Teeetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir 9'«»

Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 1.50

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee 100

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5-00

CAGE BIRDS.

anary Birds. Paper cover 50

Cloth 75
Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 1500

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
F/iition i-5o

" George J. Bamesby. . i.oo

Birds. Adams 50
Barnesby .50

AVE THREE BROKEN BITCHES (IN
whelp, due July 7), two dogs and some
very choice puppies to dispose of Repre-
sentation ana satisfaction guaranteed.

Prices moderate. H. L. Kreuder, Nannet,
N. Y. '9-20

FOR SALE-SEVERAL VERY LARGE
brood bitches, two in whelp. Also a few
choice puppies. Swiss Mountain Kennels,
Germantown, Philadelphia. ii6-tf

T^OR SALE —THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE

^IFTY PAIRS IMPORTED AND HOME.
' bred from imported sttKk for disposal, at

from twenty to fifty dollars per pair. D. E.
Newell, foot West Nineteenth St., New York
City. l-tf

For Sale.

FOR SALE.—W-BANDED
related to 500 niilcrs and
per pair. J. A. Stovell
Philadelphia.

HOMERS. ALL
speedy. Price $3

10 S. Broad Street,
i6-tf

!:<

I
N

R

Collies.

oRDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud

dogs. See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee &Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,

The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our

best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Native Song Birds.

Cage and Singing
The Canary. G. J.

PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing diflfer-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts 8.00

Lofl Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50

Pigeon Standard (new) 50

Pigeon Book. W. B. Ttgetmeier 5-oo

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer 50

MISCELLANEOUS.

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .25

Book of the Game Laws 50

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 200
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . . 1.50

The Art of Training Animals ;
paper ; il-

lustrated • -50

Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals 1.50

Enfflish Setters.

G^
ATH'S^MARK PUPPIES OUT OF PEG-
BID bitch, whelped April i. Two broken

doKS ;
good ones. J. B. Stoddard, Concord,

N. C. 20-5t_

Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,

brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in

whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. S3-tf

THE STUD, KINGSTON REGENT
(Prince Regent—Lady St. Gothad). Fee $50.

Photogragh and description on application.

A. Fleming, 26 Beekman Street, New York
City. 17-23

OUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD DOG PUP
one year old for sale. Sire Berkshire
Prince (Ch. Merchant Prince—Miranda),
dam Kit (Ch. Duke of Leeds—Fanny).
Splendid pup, perfect disposition. For
particulars and price address Poultry
Monthly, Albany, N. Y. lo-it

Yorkshire Terriers.

H
Homers.

OMERS FOR SALE AT A
close out. Levin Collier,

Md.

SACRIFICE TO
Jr., Salisbury,

120

Orientals.

FRED ASHFORD, SAXMUNDHAM, ENG-
LAND, has been appointed by Mr. Caradia,
of Smyrna, his sole agent for Great Britain,

America and Canada. He has always a
large reserve st>K-k on hand. Prices very
reasonable. List on application. 17-20

Jacobins.

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus,
and breeder of Jacobins.

G«. Importer
7-58

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS, A FEW CHOICE
young dogs an<l bitches. Write for partic-

ulars. Wm. Tallman, 109 W. 34th St., NewWm.
York City. I»-20

Various.

For Sale.

ROKENAND TRAINED IMPORTED ENG-
LISH mastiff; most intelligent in country,

price $100, or would exchange for predi-

greed broken young red Irish setter. C.

H Ocumpaugh, 83 Main Street, Rochester,

N. Y. '9-3t

FOR SALE—GREAT DANE BITCH, SOON
in season, $35 ; two English Mastiff Bitches,

$15 and $20 ; English Greyhound Bitch, |io
;

Toy Black and Tan Bitch, $10 ; Fox Terrier

dog pup, I5. Send for descriptive list.

Shenango Kt-nnels, Sharon, Pa. 17-tf

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32

South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

LITTER, FULL PEDIGREE PUGS EIGHT
week old. beauties, fine bargains. Litter

mastiffs from finest blood in the country.

Strictly first class registered .stock. Pig-

eons, song birds and poultry. Write Wa-
chovia Kennels, Box 65, Salem, N. C. 20-it

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,

guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

A

SatinettcH.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, 1010 CLIN-
tou Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

P

V'arions.

LFXTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel-

phia, Pa.

RINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists. Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia.

POULTRY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

w

Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Gordon Setters.

OLD AND YOUNG, BY CHAMPION BEAU-
MONT, Angus, Becky Sharp, etc. Full

pedigrees, handsome, prices reasonable.

Address 938 Prospect Ave., near East 165th

Street, New York. 20-21

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices.

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. I9-70

For Sale or Fxchangre.

CkOCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; pointer dogs, bitches and

' puppies; greyhound and beagle puppies.

Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,

the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-

loading shot guns and rifles, folding boat,

field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top

desk. J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

Appliances.

I

1-52

NCUBATORSSOLD,BOUGHT,EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'

Monitor. Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-

mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-
ham, 26 Harrison St., Flast Orange, N. J.

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

Irish Setters.

ANICE LITTER OF PUPPIES FOR SALE —
Best of pedigrees. Sire and dam good field

dogs. Prices low. William Tallman, 109

W. Thirty-fourth St., New York city. i8tf

FOR SALE—ONE IRISH SETTER BITCH
puppy whelped January 3, 1891. For pedi-

gree, etc., address Wm. II. Child, Glenside,

Pa., Oakview Kennels. n-tf

kEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
> and matings. Winners at largest shows

for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee, Mass. c-6o eow

Artists and F:nKravers.

E HAVE arranged with Schieil)er Ik

Sons, who are acknowledged 10 be tht

best animal photogr.nphers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
forouv subscribers who want photograph".

of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishinv

Co S2 South Third St.. PhilnHelnhi- P«

Canker lleine<ly.

A POSITIVF: REMEDY FOR CANKER IN
fowls or pigeons. Recipe and full instruc-

tions 5 cents. Address Geo. G. Felterolf,

Langhonie^ Pa. a»-»t
_

Drinking: Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain

easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, fS per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vtf Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey

Harness.

Games.

kRIZE GAME FOWLS-E. F. DOTY, 47

Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada, can

spare a limited number of eggs for hatch-

ing from his prize winning Game Fowls
and Bantams at I3 per dozen. These fowls

won highest honors at the leading shows,

and several now in my yard won first and
second prizes at the last New York show.

Also some good birds for sale. Black Red.

Brown Red, Duckwing and Pile Game and
Black Red, Pile and Duckwing Game Ban-

tams. Address as above.

DON'T PAY SUCH EXTRAVAGANT PRICES
for Harness. Wanted 50.000.000 people to

send for Birch's carriage and harness cata

logue ; largest assortment in .\merica

;

very moderate prices. Address J. H. Birch,

Burlington, N. J. U-21

Various.

TAME DEER FOR SALE-18 MONTHS' OLD
Buck (castrated); verv tame and thoroughly

domesticated. Not afraid of dogs. Hand-

some and gentle pet for children. Price

low No charge for boxing. Address Wil-

liam Eldred, Dendron, Surry Co., Va. 19-21

MM&aMMKM^BKBCsMk—. —jt
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CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for

Pouhry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F SWAN. .^8 I'ey Street, N. Y.

HOOF\UG

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND AI.L OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KGGS FOR HATCHING.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. W. VAHLE,
313 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
79->3«

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGKONS OF ALL KINI>S FOR SALK.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washin^on, D. C.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

I will breed youngsters from two of the best
ofts in America from proven records of five
hundred miles and over. Send for new circular
and price list of 1891. 98-150

FOR POULTRY.
Boue Meal, Per 100 lb. Bag, ^.t.OO

100GrauiilattMl Hone,
Ground Beef
Scraps, - - -

Calclte, - - - -

Crushod Flint, -
Crushe<l Oyster
Shells, - - -

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. H. DEMPWOLF <& CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

100
200

900

».75

a.00
s.oo
s.oo

2.00

DO IT NOAV! AVHAT
WRIXE TO

F. W. BIRD & SON, East Walpole, Mass.

They will send you FREE, Samples and full descriptive Circulars

that will Convince and Save you Money.

Are Necessary to Every Farmer and Poultryman.

THE NEW MAIL FOR 1891
A DIAMOND SAFETY WITH CUSHION

TIRES FOR 8100.00. THIS WHEEL HAS

CREATED A GENUINE SENSATION, AND
IS BY FAR THE BEST AND HANDSOMEST
MEDIUM-PRICE WHEEL IN THE MARKET.

DIAMOND FRAME, BRAZED THROUGHOUT.
NEW MAIL LOW HANDLE BARS. THE

CELEBRATED GARFORD SADDLE. TAN-

GENT SPOKES, HALF NICKELED. BALL
BEARINGS THROUGHOUT. CUSHION TIRES

GIVING LIFE AND ELASTICITY AND AN-

NULLING .lAR AND VIBRATION. THIS

SUPERB WHEEL FOR $100.00.

I AM THE SOLE AGENT FOR THE NEW
MAIL IN NEW YORK AND VICINITY. AND
HAVE A Splendid stock on hand in

FIVE DIFFERENT STYLES. DON'T FAIL TO
SEE THEM, OR SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

V///7Q^ /7d3ro6dh)dy

iMease mention tliis paper.

EARMt»o<|3andacr
INDIAN GAMKS, BUFF COCHINS,

Bufl Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks Prizewmners wherever shown. Circular free.

F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. I^ng Island, N. "V.
10-61

I. K. FELCH
NAXICK, MASS. 5^ SON

Breeders ofUGHJ BRAHMAS, WHITE & BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS & WHITE WYANDOTTES.
SCOTCH COIJJK DOCS.-All progeny eligible to the American Kennel Club Stud-Book andpedigrees guaranteed, bend for circular. KGGS.-All pens tested. Over 62 per rent hatch"nincubators, bend for egg list and prices.

*^ "«iiLn in

BOOKS. BOOKS.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train
your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog-man can afford to be without.

F»RICK 50 CBNXS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BRKEDER OP

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE k GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show ot America
New York, February, 1891 my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;
first on breeding yard, I25 in gold for best dis-
play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBiLT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4
per 13, J7 per a6, $9 per 39. Stock for sale. 86

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at
least fifty per cent might be saved if fea on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fea on hard com, or
cornmeal only. They must have a healthy, di-
^stible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
in the crop : one that will furnish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-
ficient vegeUble matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now iising it with
wonderful success, as witnes3 such notA breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E- Bast ana
others.
This meal Ls not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 East 56th Street, New York.

THB

SPQRTSMENS
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET- AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia. Pa.

VOL,. 7, NO. a. \WHOLK NO., 131.;
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, JULY 11, 1891.

j I'KU ANNUM ri.50.
\ SINGLE COl Y, 5c.

\~ ', .- • -rt^ ;' 'l':.*^ -'*'<(

MONS. PINEL'S BASSET HOUND PRESTO,
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IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Chan^pion Xtie Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

CH. Ro»lyn Wilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

dial. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyii Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

CHampion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.]

Irish Setters

Seminole,
20088. FEE $20

(Ch. Klcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

Eleo,
11450. FEE $15

Kxteiided pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds

Tor sale at reasonable prices, including several

go xl stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young ^tock always on hand. i3-^4

IN THE STUp^

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

Fee $25
" 10
'• 10

DUSKY TRAP, 7711

RKCKNT BRISK, 16,618

RKGKNT TIPPLFIR

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address RKGhN 1

KKNNKIyS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

JlJ^JKEJ>nS|El«

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

fRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies bv the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,

62tt 1995 Main St., West Farms. N. Y.

GORDON SETTERS
FIELD AND BENCH SHOW WINNER

FIvASH.
BENCH SHOW WINNER

FEE
dress
4-29

FOR EITHER, I25
E.

For particulai s ad-

I. MARTIN,
Wilmington, Del.

THE KENNEL.

FOR SALE

ST. BERNARDS.
THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE

MARYLAND KENNELS

(JOLLIES
Having decided at the request of several biee<l

ers not to exhibit any of our Collies again (ot

competition (except for specials), the

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS

OFFER THEIR ENTIRE

Kennel of Collies for Salt

With the exception of Flurry II and Flurty III.

CONSISTING OF

STUD DOGS,
BROOD BITCHES

AND PUPPIES.
Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

qFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher I^S
Ch. Raby Mixer '5

Russley Joker '5

Reckoner I5

Suffolk Risk 10

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

Fairhill Kennels,
2S48 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. HKRNARDS.
IN THE STUD

Pa.

BEN ORIVIONDE:, 17044-
12 63 CARD AND PHOTO FREE.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL,

75-127 Philadelphia, Penna.

ROCHELLE KENNELS.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS,

-AT STUD

yiLLsmE Kennels,

5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

Broomfield Sultan, 20668

ADDRESS BOX 862, NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNC.SroWN, OHIO.

FOX XKRRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.

VALKNS, THE SON OF PITCIIHR and

already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee <i5.oo

CH. H.ACCHANAT Fee $15.00

CH. VOLINTKER Fee I15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
I'HOlMtlKTOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5.56 Hay Ridok, L. I.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free ; photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
loo-isi Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

FORtlHOOK KENNELS

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusivelv to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch

Collies.' We are now booking orders for puppies
sired bv Fordhook Squire, a son of Cn. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-

tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,

a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's

champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
79-130 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ni ir>r> if you want to own a

r fS —GENUINE PUG PUP
1 UUU BUY at headqi:artkrs.
Young stock from prize winners, {20 to I50.

If vou've a bitch to breed, trv one of our

Q'FTTTl I
Eberhart's Cashier (13901. Fee, $15^* *-J^ Bradford Ruby II (0720). Fee, f 15

UTTP' ^ ' J"l>" y"ll. imported (17093). Fee, $15X^UVro
]
Douglass II (11,804). Fee. $10

Litter guaranteed. A "'square deal" to all.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.

leading and Largest Pug Kennel in America.

W. STEWART DIFFENDERFFER,
34 Central Savings Bank Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.

B. K. LBAVIS,
HANDLER OF DOOS.
Professional bench show handler. Dogs board-

ed and put in condition for shows.

ELM STATION.

Montgomery Co., Vn

DOGS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

WRITE FOR PARTICVLAKS.

F. HOPE,
305 N. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

In Conjunction with

THE KENNEL.

SUNSET KENNELS,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

A grand lot of youngsters for sale out ot prize

winners. At .stu'd, Irish setter Kildare (18,022);

beagle Count (19,134); Scotch terrier The Dodger
(iS.977)- Full particulars, etc., on application.

We also breed over thirty varieties of high-class

poultry and pigeons. Circu'ars free. 2-53

my business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Su

have
dog

TUNLAW KENNFXS' STUD FOX TERRIER
IM PORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 1S474, E.K.C.S.B. 218S5)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire of

Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-

ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-

ty). Won in England six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-

onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several

cups and specials. This grand young dog is just

in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-

dress

THOS. C. CHALMERS, Proprietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W.. Washington, D. C.

THE MOOREFIELD BREEDING
AND TRAINING KENNELS

Have at stud PAXTANG, winner of the E. F. T.
Club's Derby. Fee, $25. Considering the class

of bitches and the opportunities given his pup-
pies, thev are equal to the best. No dog has
more ability to go faster, stay longer or show a
more superior nose on i;aine than he. Will be
hunted constantly. The combination of Count
Noble, Gladstone and Sue blood can be obtained
only through him. We breed and sell Rough-
coated St. Bernards. Kennel at Colniar, Mont-
gomery Count V. Pa. For further particulars about
English setters address W. T. IRWIN,

Kennel Manager, Chula, Virginia.
A. H. MOORE, Proprietor. Phila , Pa. 49

89-141

niPO Chesters. Berkshires, Poland*. Fox
rlbUi Hounds, Beagles,Collies,Setters.GEO.B.

HICKMAN, W. Ohwiter. Pn. Send »Ump for dr.

^DGEWOOt) HeNNELS.

ST. BERNARDS!
We have for sale a fine litter of St. Bernard

puppies out of Mascot Mkoa. sired by Mascot
Bernard, a worthy son of grand old Nero III

and a full brother' of the world-renowned Sir
Bedivere, the best living St. Bernard. These
puppies combine grand blood on both sides and
will p1ea.se the most exacting fancier. Send
stamp for descriptive circular and price list.

93-145 FRA/VCIS A. MORTIMER. Pottsville. Pa.

S2000.00

IN SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
^-UtO to the /Irst of the (Champion Gath's

Mark or Dan Gladstone) get, whelped in 1892 (or

after), who will win the United States Derby.

^•.2<MJ on the same conditions as above at East-

ern Derby.

!g»^J(><) on the same conditions as above at Cen
tral Derby.

jjiStH) on the same conditions as above at South-
ern Derby.

<150 to the /irst of the (Champion Gath's Mark
or Dan Gladstone) get, whelped in 1892, (or after)

who will win first place in open class at the West-
minster Bench show. New York.

!jS5<) on the same conditions as above at the
Mascoutah Bench show, Chicago, 111.

^"iH on the same conditions as above, at the
New England Bench show, Boston, Mass.

^35 on the same conditions as above, at the
Duquesne Bench show, Pittsburg, Pa.

fli-iii on same conditions as above, at the Wash-
ington City B^nch show, Washington, D. C.

if>'iii on same conditions as above, at the Mary-
land Bench show, Baltimore, Md.

^l()Oto the breeder of the winner of EACH of
the above ten special offers.

NOTE 1.—The owners of Champion Gath's
Mark and Dan Gladstone, reserve the right to

withdraw these premiums only in the event of
the death of either of the above dogs or their

disqualification for stud purposes.

XOTE '^.—The Blue Ridge Kennel has now
opened its books for the fall season of 1891 and
spring of 1892, for Gath's Mark and Dan Glad-
stone, limited to 50 services each.

P-
plies I have add-
ed a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogS of
e V e r[y descrip-
tion.
Three will be a

registry kept at

my e s t a b 1 ish-

ment, where up-
on the payment
ofa fee the name
and address of

parties wishing to purchase or sell dogs will be

entered. The fee for one dog will be |i.oo, and for

each additional dog fifty cents. This will be de-

voted to advertising and furthering the sales,

and a commission of 10 per cent will be charged

on all sales. I may confidently state that my
experience with dogs as a breeder,exhibitor, etc..

with my excellent location for the business and
my wide acquaintance will make this one of the

very best mediums to be found for the purchase

and sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

21

33
22
22

GATH'S MARK -

DAN GLADSTONE
FEE $75

50

The Blue Ridge Kennel

Sperryville, Va.
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prove to US that the Couteulx Basset

ought to be a slraij^ht-legged, short-eared,

snipy-nosed animal and in corroboration

of his argument, witnessed that such was

the Couteulx now to be found in Trance.

We, on the other hand, did not hesi-

tate to remark that whatever the type of

Couteulx to be found abroad now was, it

could not be the correct one, for ours

was bred down straight from Cotnte Cou

teulx's best hounds imported into this

country by Mr. Krehl ; and that what-

ever, as we have said, the French type

now was, we had the good and they the

bad. The discussion then assumed one of

crossing the Couteulx and Lane strains.

Presto, if we remember right, being a

three-quarter Lane, one-quarter Cou-

teulx.

It is needless here to go into a contro-

versy of this character, and we simply

allude to it to recall it to our readers'

memories. Suffice it to say that Mons.

Pinel having described Presto as the most

typical hound in France, and that it is

one which would have found favor in the

eyes of such well-known breeders as

Mons. Le Couteulx and Mons. Lane (al-

beit Presto has had his tail docked !), it

remains to us to put the illustration

which has just come into our hands be-

fore our readers, and to ask them if such

a Basset would find favor in their eyes.

We leave to our readers another ques-

tion, viz., if a bastard hound is the cor-

rect type as shown here in the illustra-

tion (and anyone who knows anything

about Bassets must at once see that it is

a cross-breed of the Couteulx and Lane),

what is the correct type in two strains

when pure? We were at the Jardin

d'Acclimatation recently, and nearly

every hound was a bastard—a very dif-

ferent thing to what it was when we first

went there.

Sic transit gloria viundi!

entries for its initial stake shows the

popular esteem m which the club and its

officers are held.
»

A regular meeting of the National

Beagle Club was held at No. 266 Wash-

ington Street, Boston, Mass., yesterday.

*

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

Our Illustration.

We are indebted to the Fanciers' Ga-

zette for our frontispiece this week. It

is the Basset hound Presto, the property

of Mons. Pinel, of Dieppe. The French

claim that Presto is a most typical Basset

hound, while the Gazette says he is not.

That journal has the following to say

upon the subject

:

Exactly two years ago a controversy

arose in the columns of this journal,

which tinally terminated in those of our

contemporary La Gazette des Sports.

The origin of that discussion is to be

found in the illustration we offer to-day

of Mons. Pinel's Presto, which that gen-

tleman described in our contemporary

L'Eleveur as the most typical Basset in

France, and one which, defeated at the

Paris show, 1889, under incompetent

judges(?) would, says Mons. Pinel, have

carried all before him had Mons. Le Cou-

teulx or Mons. Lane been judging. In

brief, the discussion came to this. We gave

it as our opinion that the type of Presto

was wrong, and compared him to a hound

over here known at the time as Paradox
;

furthermore, we insisted that the Cou-

teulx Basset should have the blootlhound

character of head, such as is to be found in

the following hounds in direct line, father

to son, viz., Fino de Paris, Fino V.,

Fino VI., Forester, Paris, and we may

add, Mr. Musson's late Carmen Sylva.

Or we said, to choose the other family of

Couteulxs, Bourbon, Chopette, etc., etc.

Mons. Pinel on his side stated that we

were utterly wrong, and attempted to

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports arc current here in town.

— The Spanish .Student.

Secretary Stone informs us that the

National Greyhound Club of America

will offer the following specials at the

coming Industrial Exhibition Association

bench show to be held at Toronto, Can-

ada, Septemlier 14 to 18. The bronze

medal of the club for the b.-st greyhound

(dog or bitch), best deerhound (dog or

bitch), and best Barzoi (dog or bitch).

We have to thank Mr. W. H. Hunting-

ton, secretary of the club, for his kind-

ness in securing the above medals for

this show, and they will be well worth

winning. They are now in the hands of

the die-makers, and will be three inches

in diameter, and are considered the finest

ever offered by any club. At a commit-

tee meeting held on Fri«lay afternoon the

following resolution was passed : That

the thanks of this committee are hereby

tendered to the American Collie Club,

the National Beagle Club and the Na-

tional Greyhound Clu!) for their kindness

in donating the different specials that

they have to be competed for at this

bench show in September. By a mistake

in publishing the list of classes to be

judged by the differentjudges greyhounds

were allotted to Mr. Davidson
;

they

should have been to Mr. Mason. Kindly

correct same. The premium lists will

be ready in about a week.

As will be seen in our advertising col-

umns, Mr. W. vStewart Diffenderffer offers

his entire kennels of St. Bernards for

sale. He is disposing of his entire stock

on account of selling his farm, and there-

fore having no place to keep his dogs.

Mr. Diffenderlfer's kennel has been very

strong in good bitches, and he gives

breeders an excellent opportunity to se-

cure such first-class brood bitches as

Hepsey, the best in America ;
Republican

Belle, Lakme, Zenith, Lady Myra, Pru-

dence and others not so well known.

» *

From a private letter we obtain a few

"pointers" from Mr. J. H. Winslow. He

is up in Maine, trout fishing, and writes

a friends : "J. S. and I caught thirty-two

on Thursday, one of the lot weighing

four pounds. My biggest one was one

and one-half pounds." Note the modesty

of the gentleman—he does not claim the

biggest fish. Mr. Winslow continues: "I

shot a loon at 100 yards with a Marlin

rifle and have sent him to Philadelphia

to be stuffed. There is an affidavit goes

with this loon shot." He reports deer

tracks as plentiful, but as it is out of sea-

son he confines his "plunks" to loons.

*
* »

Mr. W. B. Rolinson, an old English

mastiff fancier now residing at Roslin-

dale, Mass., has purchased the dogs and

title of the Ashmont Kennels from Dr. J.

Frank Perry. Included in the transfer is

the stud dog Ben Franklin, by Champion

Orlando out of Wunna, dam of Lady Bea-

trice and other good ones, together with

several finely-bred brood bitches, includ-

ing Ashmont Juno, who is the nearest

living descendant of those pillars of the

Stud-Book, Hanbury's Queen and old

Champion King, for she is by Tusco out

of Queen II, by Emperor out of Han-

bury's Queen ; Tusco by Mark out of

Nerpra, by King out of Phyllis ;
Mack by

Rajah out of Queen.

life. The plates, printed on heavy paper,

are eleven by fourteen inches, a size suit-

al)le for framing. The illustrations in

this number are the luaslid Caution's

Own Daughter, the l%nglish seller Count

Howard, the rough-coale«l St. Bernard Sir

Bedivere and a "cute" pictureof Mr. I'rank

P. Comstock's Japanese spaniel pujjpies

"three little maids from school." Each

portrait is accompanied with a brief de-

scription of the subject, breeding, win-

nings, etc. In its scope ami character

this is the most important art publication

relating to dogs ever undertaken in

America, and will, we predict, meet with

a hearty welcome.
•••

The season for shooting woodcock is

now open in New Jersey, and sportsmen

inform us that the birds are unusually

plentiful in Atlantic County. The gun-

ners from Philadelphia and New York

are also more numerous.

» «

*
»

One of the sensational St. Bernards,

Salvator Rosa, was recently sold by Mr.

J. F. Smith, of Sheffield, to Mr. Thomas

Shillcock, who has since disposed of him

to Mr. Sidney Smith, of Leeds.
*

« «

The St. Bernard Prnice Regent, a re-

cent purchase of Mr. W. C. Rieck, man-

aging editor of the New York Herald, has

arrived per the steamer Arizona. Prince

Regent is by Pliulimiuou out of Miss

Meg, and he has prove<l himself a worthy

son of the great sire of prize winners by

getting such cracks as Scottish Chief,

Princess Florence and others. Mr.

Rieck is also the owner of the Champions

Hector and Flora II, and of the excellent

bitch Altonetta.

# »

We have received from the Middleton

Kennels, Fiaukford, Mich., a capital

photograph of their beagle bitch June M.,

winner of first or second prizes at Detroit,

Ottawa, London, Chicago an<l Denver.

The Irish setter bitch Tillie Born, whose

portrait we published in our issue of April

4, was poisoned by strychnine on June

17. It will be remembered Tillie won

the special for the best Irish setter in the

Eastern Field Trials last fall.

* »

The annual meeting of the Manitoba

Field Trials Club was held at the Claren-

don Hotel, Winnipeg, June 23, and the

following officers were elected for the

ensuing year : President, W. F. F:ilis,

Manitou ;
vice-president, Thomas A.

Montgomery, Winnipeg ; secretary -treas-

urer, A. Holloway, Winnipeg. The en-

tries for the Derby close July 21, and

those for the All-.\ged Stake, September

10. Fifty per cent of the entrance and

starters' fees are to l)e given as prizes in

each stake, besides which it is expected

several valuable prizes will be given. Mr.

J. M. Avent was selected as judge, and

Messrs. Thomas Johnson and E. S.

Adams were appointed a committe to re-

vise running rules and constitution.

•%
We call attention to the stud card of

that capital little pug dog Sprake. whose

record of first prizes at New York, Balti-

more and Chicago is sufficient to make

him valuable an«l sought after as a stud

<log.

* »

The St. Bernard bitch Plevna, one of

the very l)est in this country, died July

4 of peritonitis, caused by a rupture of

one of the ovaries. Plevna was by Plin-

linimon out of La Mascotle, and was in

whelp to Sir liedivere at the time of her

death.
«

« *

Forest, Fiel<l and Shore is the title of

a new journal devoted to "gentlemanly

sports," published in San Francisco, Cal.

The paper is han«lsomcly printed and

well illustrated. The kennel <lepartmcnt

is one of the features, which is due to the

e.litor's tender feelings for anything

canine. Mr. A. R. Crowell is the editor

of Forest, Field and Shore, and we l)e-

speak for him and his excellent journal

a bright future.

*
* *

» «

The United Stales Field Trials Club

has seventy-five entries in the Derby with

a few more to hear from, which may run

it up to eighty. The large number of

Portraits of Dogs of the Day is a new

monthly periodical edited by H. W.

Lacy, and published by the Artotype

Publishing Company, 94 Reade Street,

New York. The first number now out is

a work of art both as to illustrations and

letter press. The illustrations, engraved

by the arto type process, are photographs

in printer's ink and consequently true to

#
* *

As we go to press it is rumored that

Mr. Luke While was thrown from a

wagon and received severe bruises. It

happened at Bridgeport. He was one of

a picnic party in a large four-horse wagon.

The animals ran away, and while Mr.

White was endeavoring to get the ladies

and children out he was thrown from the

wagon himself.
*
*

Mr. C. C. M. Hunt is in New York,

and says he will run Ben<ligo in the

Gordon trials. He has sold Champion

Belmont to Mr. J. B. Blossom.
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B1SCU1T8JND BROTH.

From Our Own Correspondent.

London, Eiik-, J""e 27.—The chief

show of the week has been that at Bristol,

and it proved a wonderfully good one,

too, so far as regards quality. However,

there was a very great dra\vl)ack, and

that the non-arrival of the catalogue un-

til the second day of the show, and then

it was full of errors.

This will be a warning to the Bristol

people in the future, who will no doubt

put their printing into responsible hands.

However, as I wrote before, the affair

passed off very well indeed, and the west

of England and Wales were well repre-

sented.

There were very few new dogs out.

The chief one I suppose was Challenger,

an old English sheep dog of very good

make. He was very soon purchased at a

very good price by Mr. Packwood, King's

Heath, Birmingham. Challenger is a son

of Wall Eyed Bob and Laveuder, and

only just out of his puppyhood.

-^xx^

All dog lovers will be sorry to hear

that Colonel the Hon. Le Poer French

has met with a severe accident whilst re-

covering a fellow creature from certain

death. The train, however, caught the

gallant Colonel and as before written he

was badly injured.

Colonel Erench is, of course, the great

enthusiast in Irish water spaniels here,

and he is never tired of talking about his

dogs. Some time ago I went down to

his place.close to London, and had a good

look over all the dogs. The Colonel is a

sportsman to the backbone, and his acres

are well stocked with game.

make people more suspicious of them

than ever.

^Xt^

Opinions varied considerably over this

tan business at Bristol, and it must be

said experts, too, were not of the same

way of thinking. One man whose name

is well known as a great black and tan

"fancier," said positively that the dogs

had not been "done." As for the ordi-

nary veterinary surgeon's certificate, as

often as not, it is not worth the paper it

is written on.

^XX^
By the way, a member of the Royal

College of Veterinary Surgeons, who has

had exceptional experience in dog dis-

eases, sails to-day for New York on the

Etruria. I refer to Mr. Thomas G. Sher-

wood, who for four or five years has been

Mr. A. Sewell's sole assistant. Mr. Sher-

wood means to take up his residence in

the States, and from the experience he

has had here with blooded dogs I should

say he will be welcome and patronized

by the dog lovers of America.

It is not at all unlikely that the

Duchess of Newcastle will organize some

Barzoi trials. However, more about these

anon.
-^XX^

^xx-

Mr. H. G. Miller, whose name is so

connected with greyhounds, has had an-

other stroke of good luck. A mare of

his, Maid of Dorset, happened to breed

the only foal of the year to Ormonde,

who has left this country. Therefore

this is the only Ormonde yearling living,

and he has just been purchased by Mr.

Singer, for the unprecedented price I25,-

000. This Mr. Singer I believe is of sew-

ing machine fame.

^;t-

There was quite a fuss over some black

and tan terriers at Bristol show. Mr.

Raper, the judge, was of an opinion that

two dogs. Pride of the Ring and Dandy

Turk, had 1)een tampered with, and this

was endorsed by two veterinary surgeons.

The owner's wife was with the dogs, and

she immediately wired for Mr. Smith,

who was soon on the carpet. Two other

vets were of the opinion the next day

that the dogs had not been faked, and

gave certificates to that effect.

Htt-

I fancy the first fuss was made over

some dark matter on the thighs. It was

alleged that such had been put on there

of course to cover up any tan hairs.

However this could have been easily

washed or rubbed off. On the second

day the tan—the richness thereof—was

called into question, but whether he was

done or not I should not like to give an

opinion. The color on the forelegs was

decidedly different to that on the vent,

and such certainly appears suspicious.

^XX^
This matter I think will have to come

before the Kennel Club for settlement,

and will hardly do much in the interest

of black and tan terriers, in fact it will

Mr. Rotherham Cecil is the new gen-

tleman who is coming out in terriers and

who means to beat creation. As he pur-

poses stocking his kennel with fox, Dan-

die, Scotch and Irish terriers, he will

have a sort of national collection. He

has engaged a very good man to manage

the establishment in I^wis Pugh, who has

been mixed up with dogs from his cradle.

•^XX^

It is proposed to established a memo-

rial to the late Mr. William I^ort, whose

death every dog man regretted. The

proprietors of the Field, Iwondou, have

consented to act as treasurers, and sub-

scriptions can be sent there, A very

touching account of the late sportsman's

death is recorded. His daughter was by

his side and stroked his head. Said he :

" 'Tis no use, dear Gwyny, the old horse

is played out," Poor old gentleman, and

I know of ::o one so greatly respected in

death

.

The St, Bernard Lady Flossie died this

week, and it is said from poison. This

bitch was owned by Mr. Tom Smith, Bir-

mingham, and was considered one of the

best out this year. She has only lieen

shown three times, and won on each oc-

casion, namely, at Leeds, Coventry and

Gloucester. I fancy the "fancy" have

lost a good one.

Another death in St. Bernard circles is

recorded, Scout, the property of Mr. A.

J, Gosling, having died suddenly. This

dog would have been bang in the front

rank had it not been for his crooked fore

legs. He owned a magnificent head and

was teeming with true St. Bernard char-

acters. Mr. Gosling purchased him at

the St. Bernard Club Show at Sheffield,

and gave a good price for him, too. Then

all sorts of things were tried to get his

legs straight, but all were more or less

unsuccessful. However, Scout won a lot

of good prizes and has left some good

stock behind him,

^XX^
The most remarked judge at Bristol

was, of course, Mrs. M. A, Foster, of

Yorkshire terrier fame. Quite a crowd

gathered round the lady while she made

the awards, and at the show dinner her

health was drank with great gusto. How-

ever, Mrs. Foster was too modest to

make a speech in reply, so Mr. Morris

Elve responded for the judges,

^XX^
And he made a sort of funny speech,

too ! Amongst other things he said he

had been trying to understand a bull

dog. You see four judges were divided

in opinion as to who should take the

dog special prize for the best non-sporting

in the show. Two went for the Captain

Piddocke's mastiff Ogilvie and another

two for Mr. Sam Woodiwiss' bull dog

Champion British Monarch, Mr. Morris

Elye went for the former, so he evidently

had not much sympathy for bull dogs, es-

pecially when it is remembered that he

believes the bull dog and the toad started

from the same object,

. m

RETRIEVING IN FIELD TRIALS.

A Test for the Dor to Show Ills Abil-
ities.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,,

I notice that the Eastern Field Trials

Club has adopted the rule that retrieving

shall not be required or considered in any

stake. This I consider a gross error for

the reason that a great many dogs are

good field dogs but few of them are good

retrievers. Another point. It is here

where a good trainer has a chance to

show his ability in teaching a dog to re-

trieve. It requires a good, level-headed

dog to became a tender-mouthed re-

triever. I have had many a dog that

would retrieve a winged bird without

mussing a feather, and this is a diflBcult

task for a retriever, as the bird is apt to

struggle, and if the dog is not thoroughly

trained he will mouth his bird. Therefore

I consider retrieving as a great test as to

a dog's ability and the thoroughness of

his training, consequently I for one would

rather see dogs required to retrieve in

all the stakes, including the Derby.

Prof. J. C. Schuylkr.

HiRAY, Va., July 6, 1891.

A NUPTIAL COMEDY.

Ilow a Hrldegpoom Got a Dor License
by Mistake.

From the New York Tribune.

In New York the other day a German

who could speak but a few words of English in-

quired of a policeman as to the proper place to

go to get a license, meaning a marriage license.

The officer directed him to the place where dog

licences are issued, and the happy suitor paid his

fee and received the precious paper.

That evening the German and his blushing af-

fianced went to the house of a minister to have

the Gordian knot tied. When the bridgroom

proudly handed over his dog license the worthy

pastor could hardly perform the ceremony for

suppressed laughter. But he married them all

the same. ^

Color In Dogs.

Correspondence Canine World.

Surely "One of the Olden Time" must

be very young. "A good dog, like a good horse,

can never be a bad color," he says. Would he

award a pure white collie a prize ? A Manches-

ter terrier with any other color than black and

tan ? Would he value an Irish water spaniel if

it was any other color than liver? And so on, in

nearly every breed, color is an important con-

sideration, and always will he, for it always must

count for or against a dog. If it has to be put

on one side and ignored then an alternation in-

deed will have to be made in our dog world.

Whil.st I agree with "One of the Olden Time."

when he says "the Canine World is evidently

contributed to by the writers who have a knowl-

edge of the practical side of dogs," I cannot see

anything practical in that letter of his.

The I.rfitest Scheme to Avoid Payment.

From the Agent's Guide.

Irate Advertiser.— I won't pay that bill,

my ad. is not in the position which the contract

calls for.

Publisher.—It isn't hey ? Position was to be

top of column next to pure reading matter. Isn't

it there ?

Irate Advertiser.—Yes, it's top column, sure

enough, but alongside particulars of a divorce

case. That isn't pure reading matter by a long

shot, and I won't pay you.

RECOLLECTIONS OF THE

RADNOR HOUNDS.

Ion in Illustrated Sporting News.

Everyone knows of the Radnor and West

Hereford hounds nowadays ; what a good

pack they are and what grand sport they

show, but I fancy few are aware of their

origin . About thirty-six or seven years

ago when I was living in Kington the

pack was first started. There had been

hounds before this, kept by that good old

family of Ricketts, who, alas, live no

longer at Coombe,but gradually this pack

had dwindled down to two, and a very

amusing story is told of H. Ricketts' last

day's hunting, when he and his man and

the remnant of the pack, Graceless and

Lofty, turned out for some sport in the

big woods at the back of the house.

"Hark to Lofty ! hark to Lofty !" shouted

Henry lustily, as he went along the up-

per ride. "Hark to Lofty !" echoed his

man from the middle of the wood, and

they spent a j.oyful morning exercising

their lungs before a stable boy took the

trouble to come and inform them that

Graceless and Lofty were gnawing bones

in the yard at home. It must have been

rather a blow to poor Henry's feelings—

at all events he never tried to hunt his

own hounds any more.

The country was too inviting, however,

for sportsmen to allow it to remain uu-

hunted for long, and Arthur Cheese, a

son of that good old squire and sportman,

John Cheese, of Castle Weir, bought
eight old otter hounds (from the Duke
of Beaufort I believe) as a nucleus for a

new pack. At first these only hunted ot-

ters. Rice Jones, who kept a small inn

in the village of Lyons Hall, acted as

huntsman,kennelhuntsman and whip,and

his father-in-law, at Llandudno, who had

a very beautiful harrier bitch called Rory
to walk for a gentleman in the neighbor-

howl, materially assisted in the advance-

ment of a new breed of foxhounds.

Somehow—I never exactly understood

how—whether she was supposed to have

come to an untimely end whilst at walk,

or whether Rice bought her—the bitch

found her way into our huntsman's pos-

session. The result was she bred some
wonderfully good pups by Trusty, the

best of the eight otter hounds, and we
soon established a pack that would hunt

foxes.

A couple of guineas apiece from the

few farmers and friends who hunted with

us maintained this inexpensive pack,

with the assistance of our master, Mr.

Cheese.
Old Rice rode a cream-colored stallion

cob, about 14-2, and was always with his

hounds, which I need scarcely remark

were not fast. They were never off the

line, however—such a thing as "no

scent" was unheard of in those days,

and every fox they found was accounted

for—they invariably killed him or ran

him to the ground. It took some time

to find very often in those big rough

woods above Kington, but when once we
did find we always had good sport. Many
a three or four hours' run do I remember

and many a fifteen or twenty-mile ride

home.
. , . ,

Our field at that time consisted of about

ten or twelve men—a few tradesmen out

of Kington, a few farmers from the

neighlwrhood, that good sportsman—

now dead—Peter Stephens, of Harpton,

and William Ball, who, I believe, still

lives at Lyons Hall . How the supporters

of the Radnor hounds have increased

and multiplied. The present master,

Colonel Price, is a first-rate sportsman

and rider, though getting on in years, and

a sporting curate, who knew him long

ago in Sussex, tells me that he never saw

so good a man on a young one. I have

hunted with a great many packs of all

sorts and descriptions in Devonshire,

Shropshire, Berkshire, Herefordshire,

Hampshire, Gloucestershire, Worcester-

shire and Wales, including the Llangibby

and Blandby Jenkins, and my experience

goes to prove that rough packs—those
kept at the least expense and the most

uneven looking—can hunt their fox far

better than the sweller style of hounds.

They do not throw up their heads after

twenty minutes and look for assistance.

I have seen the Llangibby kill two dog

foxes one day in April without ever being

helped at all. That was a day in 1871,

when the Duke of Beaufort came to see

them at Usk,
It always seems to me that the swell

pack run well enough when scent is good,

but if otherwise they will not try. Twenty

minutes and it is all over. They get

blown with the pace they have gone and

expect the huntsman to do everything

for them when they check. Not so with

the Ludlow, when Charles Wicksted

hunted them. He would let his hounds

puzzle out the lines for an hour, and

wonderful sport he showed during the

many years I hunted with him. Of course,

it is said that in countries that do not

carrv a good scent, when the field aver-

ages' from two to three hundred horse-

men, a huntsman must lift his hounds to

get them out of the crowd, and no doubt

It is so.

"Borderer" trulv remarks on the scarc-

ity of sportsmen and the preponderance

of riders, I go out to hunt, and not to

ride, and look back with nmch pleasure

to the days when I lived in rough coun-

tries that riding men would call unride-

able,' and really watched hounds hunt.

More than half the field go out for a

gallop and derive no enjoyment from the

working of hounds, and when I describe

a really good hunting run to one of this

sort he will reply: "Yes, and a nice

country you had all up and down those

beastly big woods !" The next day, if he

happens to be out, and I am not, he will

tell me I missed "the run of the season,"

over the very stiflFest bit of the country—

such fences—and only he and the hunts-

men were in it at all. Nice for the rest

of the field, think I.
.

Rare good runs we used to have with

the Hon. Mark RoUe's hounds long ago.

I remember once running a fox from

the Bideford County down to very near

Bude, in Cornwall, and Joe Witiiiore, the

huntsman, let his hounds do it all by

themselves. There is a story told of a

Welsh pack that never would give up

their fox. The huntsman put a stick at

the spot he had beat them late in the

evening, and went back the following

morning to begin again.

Rice Jones was almost as persevering

as this, and once when he had run far up

into the Radnorshire hills and lost our

fox at dark the indefatigable Rice, feel-

ing quite convinced that he was beat,and

determined that he should die, got the

horses and hounds taken care of at a

fann house, where we slept the night and

turned out at 7 the next morning to ac-

count for him. It is sad to be obliged to

confess that all our efforts were without

success. No hounds ever ran keener

than the Radnor, but it has often been

remarked that though they are so eager

to hunt their fox they never seem to care

to break him up. May not the original

harrier blood explain this inconsistency ?

There is no fear of being rated by whip-

pers-in and stopped and taken back to

the body of the pack in a rough Welsh

hound. He finds his fox and hunts hini

independently, and it does not annoy his

master that in a large covert the pack

should divide and each half account for

their fox in their own way. When Mr,

Powel kept hounds at Craig-y-nos Castle

they once had a marvellous run which

has been handed down throughout the

family and sounds almost too good to be

true They found at Nant-y-Gwarrydd

and ran up the Tre-Castle Valley and

over the big shoulder of the hill, and to-

wards evening everyone had had enough,

but still the hounds went on. On, and

on, and on, till at last very early on the

following morning the Morgans of

Bronllys were awoke by Valiant and No-

ble killing this rare old fox on their lawn.

Unless you know the country you can-

not properly appreciate the pluck of

those two hounds. But even the Radnor

have never cast their doings in the shade.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.

Several Interesting Letters on the Sub-

ject of the Standard.

Editor Eancikrs' Journal.

I have the opinions of a number of

practical hound men who have tested the

English foxhound that had been trained

in England. I have tried a pure English

foxhound, whose sire and dam were

from the Cleveland Kennels, Yorkshire,

England, and as far as my knowledge

and information extends the poor Eng-

lish foxhound is not the equal of our

modern foxhound for our style of hunt-

ing. Thirty or forty years ago our fathers

bred for nose and music, and a very fast

hound was considered a nuisance, and

was quickly eliminated from their packs.

Dun and grey foxes were their chief

game, and when the red fox first made
his appearance in Georgia, Tennessee

and Kentucky the hunters soon discov-

ered that the primitive deerhound was

not the dog they wanted. So they began

to cast about for a dog of more speed.

They imported the English hounds and

crossed them on our best natives, and in

a few instances their efforts were crowned

with success, and to-day there are some
wonderful hounds in this country.

The pure English was sadly wanting in

nose and voice, but they had the leather,

bone, muscle, speed and endurance. To
illustrate, about forty-five years ago

Messrs. Maupin, While and Walker, of

Kentucky, imported a dog and bitch

from England. The bitch whelped five

or six pups after her arrival, having been

bred in England. Those dogs were crossed

on the very best natives that money

could buy, for those gentlemen were

great lovers of the noble hound, and were

these

She Got Ahead of Illni.

From the Scottish Fancier.

Mrs. Nimrod.—How much are

partridges ?

Game Dealer.—Six shillings a brace, madam.

Mrs. Nimrod.-Well, lU take them. My hus-

band has gone out shooting, and if he calls in

here on his way back tell him that I have bought

one brace of birds already.

—A fox terrier is so called because he

never disturbs a fox but is rough OH rats.

—Pick-me-up. Is dat so ?

wealthy. This strain has been carefully

bred by a few gentlemen in Kentucky,

and to-day they are marvels of grit, en-

durance and speed. There may be other

strains similarly bred and equally as good.

I have tested these dogs (known here as

the Walker dog) and know whereof I

write
The corner-stone of the Walker broth-

ers in breeding has been gameness and

endurance, with sufficient speed to put a

red to earth or to death if they were not

too badly handicapped on account of

topography of country, bad weather, etc.

Some one has said "a thing of beauty is a

joy forever." But the exception is too

great—a beautiful sorry hound. As a

rule the Walker dog resembled the Eng-

lish more than the native,

I give you below old Mack's measure-

ment and also a short account of his per-

formances. When a mere puppy, about

ten months old, Mr. Walker had him in

a race one night. The pack had been

running about two hours when a party

ot hunters came on the grounds with

their dogs. The fresh dogs found the

aroma line some distance in advance of

the running pack and on the opposite

side of a knob. The pack that was runnmg

did not hear the fresh dogs when they

first put in, hence a loss of several min-

utes ensued when they came to where the

fresh dogs had taken up the line of run.

About that time a cur got hold of his

pup Mack, and the old man says
:

I

thought he would kill him l)efore releas-

ing him. By the time the cur got

through chewing on him the pack was

out of hearing, and I supposed the pup

would come to me or go home, if able.

An hour later the pack returned, the pup

was in and fighting for the lead. I have

never from that night until the present

time been uneasy about Mack ."

The Walkers hunt spring, summer fall

and winter, day and night, fudidark

nights as well as moonlight nights. Old

Mack has pulled out once, and that was

last year, after having run over nine

hours. He was a present to me, and is

not for sale. I am keeping him for the

rrood he has done and for stud purposes.

It is the first strain of hounds 1 ever saw

that a sorry one was the exception. I

suppose there are forty or fifty in this

country. I have hunted with fifteen or

twenty of them, and have yet to see one

that is not game and tough. Now for

the standard. ,11
HEAD,—Girlh in front of ears should

be just sixteen inches, tight measure.

Nose just four and one-half inches, and

from point of nose to lop of head nine

inches. Ears moderately low and a lUUe

pricked. Breadth of nose one and one-

half inches, with exceedingly wide open

nostrils.

Nkck.—English description perfect.

Shoulders.—The English standard is

good, but the value, ten points, is too

low. It should be fifteen, if not twenty.

From top of shoulder blade to front

point of shoulder nine inches. From
front point of shoulder to point of elbow

nine inches. FVom point of elbow to

knee joint nine inches.

Chest and Back Ribs,—Thirty inch-

es is ample heart and lung space in a

twenly-four-inch hound. For endurance

twenty-four inches (the standard) is

rather tall for the foxhound, I prefer

twenty-two and one-half inches at shoul-

ders and twenty-three at loins. Girth at

chest twenty-seven inches.

Back and Loin.—The English stand-

ard says : "The couples must be wide,

even to raggedness." If this means from

top of shoulder blade to point of hip

joint, then I do not agree. I also prefer

the elevation in loins to be rather pro-

nounced and not "scarcely perceptible."

Hindquarters.- I have my doubts

about the hindquarters being the prime

propellers on the dead run of either dog

or horse, but in crossing bogs, ditches or

high fences good hindquarters are very

essential. Stifles should be moderately

bent.

Elbows should be well let back as

well as down, to plumb the aroma line

on the trail with ease. The hound can-

not be too long from point of nose to

point of elbow,
. .

LEGS and Feet,—Girth of knee joint

five and one-half inches, I agree with

the English authority that the very

straight legs soon knuckles over, not

only in stallion hounds, for after few

years of hard running those exceedingly

straight legs not only knuckle over, but

give way and become weak in knee joint,

I also "prefer a slight angle at the knee

to a perfectly straight line."

Color and Coat.—Nothing is said in

the English standard regarding leather.

In a great many portions of our country

thick skin is very essential. Color is a

mere matter of taste. With us white,

black and tan predominate in the order

mentioned.
STERN should be very large at root and

taper to a point.

I will shortly send you a picture of my
old dog Mack Walker, He is now about

nine years old, and has been doing hard

service ever since he was a year old, and

even before. He is considered by all

the fox hunters who have hunted with

him the smartest fox dog they ever saw.

His physical and will powers are com-

mensurate with his fox sense.

Fraternally yours,

T. H, Craig,

Marshall, Texas, July 2, 1891.

giving my opinion as to what points

should go to make a standard American
foxhound. I have seen so many types

and, as a hunter, had so many occasions

to note merit in variou*i scraps and chips

from all breeds ag^MCgaled in one dog,

and this mony;rel praised as a "champiou
world beater," with a pedigree as long as

the moral law and as new as the latest

style of prints. As a lover of a good
working, well-bred foxhound, and as a

trained fox hunter, I fear my opinion

would only lead to controversy if I

should undertake to aid in building a

standard for bench show points for the

foxhound. Our foxhound, his uses and
purposes, his disposition and duties differ

as much from his English progenitor as I

do with my hunting friends about the

kind of fox dogs we should have.

How can 1 hope for niv opinion to

swell the harmony of an universal Ainer-

ican standard when I greviously differ

from such men as Major G. V. Young,

Waverly, Miss. ; Thad Murphy, of my
own town ;

Captain H. B. Ridley, of Cor-

nucopia ; the "Warhorse," A. H. S. Mc-
Kay, of Plenlitude, and George J. Gar-

rett, of Columbus, the last four believing

a dog should be as big as a calf, run mute
and catch a red fox in less than thirty

minutes or annihilate themselves or de-

stroy all the crops in the community.

Yet with all these adverse criticisms,

fears and doubts, if you think my opin-

ion will aid you or the fox hunters or fox-

hounds of this country, and you agreeing

to editorily fight all my battles or shield

me as no one but an editor can (when his

paper furnishes the battlefield), I will

answer when my business does not press

so much as at present and I get more
strength in a tlislocated finger on my
wrile hand. Yours truly,

S. A. Crump.

[Whatever Mr. Crump writes about the

.\merican foxhound will be read with in-

terest, coming as it does from one well

qualified to sj)eak upon the subject. We
assure him there will be no fight in the

columns of The Journal. We invite

all interested to express their opinions

freely upon the subject now being dis-

cussed, and avoid all personalities in so

doing.

—

Ed.]

Colonel Robert Gates, of Memphis,

Tenn., favors us with his comments upon

the English standard. He has no sug-

gestions to make regarding head and

neck The description of the shoulders

is aljout right, he says, for average run-

ning in this country. Chest a"a "bs

paragraph he pronounces good. "vveU-

arched loins usually denote speed. The

aich should not be excessive, scarcely

perceptible." "I prefer speea to endur-

ance,'' says Mr. Gates. "That is, I place

speed ahead of endurance for the follow-

ing reasons : First, because the red fox

must be killed in the first hour and a

half, that is, must be blown, or is rarely

caught, and, secondly, a race over three

hours long is unenjoyable and unprotit-

able to man and beast. It is ihepace and

the distance covered, and not the length

of time that is the true test of e«Hiur-

ance." "Straight legs with elbows slightly

turned in are a sine (lua non for speed.

Balance of 'legs and feet' description

O K " Regarding color and coat ue

prefers white, black and tan and thinks

the coat should be thick and tending to

long hair.
. ,

Colonel Gates ends his comments by

saying he regards the American foxhound

superior to his English ancestors 111 speed,

action and toughness. He is lighter

built, has a longer stride and is more

nervous ; that is, the well-bred American

hound, the best types of which are to be

found in Kentucky and Tennessee.

THE SQUIRES PICTURE.

Not a True lleprosenUitiou of the Great
Collie.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I must express astonishment at your

accepting for illustration such a travesty

on the dog as the cut of The Squire

which appeared in your last issue. It is

no more like The Stiuire tl. ui like the St.

Bernard Sir Bedivere. It is a setter muz-

zle, Irish water spaniel touknot, is a

chunky-built, characterless dog, in place

of a long-niu/./led, clear-headed dog of

large size and indicative all over of speed

and quality. As I cannot decipher the

name of the artist, I am trea ling on no

one's corns when I say that I have a faint

idea it is a copy of a cut I saw many
vears ago. The S(iuire is a collie all over

and not such a mongrel as is illustrated

last week. Yours truly,

jAMlvS W.\TSON.

PHILADELnilA, July 9.

Editor Fanciers' Journal,

Yours of the iSth inst, to hand. I

must express some liUle diifideuce m

PAINTED THE PUG DOG.

Vengeance of a Mute Who Had Fought

with IIIH Neighbor.

From the New York Telegram.

George Bay and Charles Sund are neigh-

bors, residing at N0.456 and 454West Fiftieth Street

respectively. Sund is deaf an.l dumb, but he

quarrelled with his neighbor nevertheless. He

could not give verbal expression to his opinion of

Bay but took a novel method of expressing his

sentiments. Bay owns a png dog, which holds

a warm place in his aflections. Sund being

aware of this, procured some paint and a brush

and transformed the pug from a respectable

mouse-colored canine to a hideous striiK.-d and

spotted brindle, making it look like a disrepu-

table bull dog. Naturally Bay caused Sund's ar-

rest in YorkvUle Police Court lo-<lay Justice

Murray held hhu in ^300 bail for future good be-

havior. ^ ,

—Aptitude in a«lvertising is an accom-

plishnieut that yields rcmnrkabk returns.

—Troy Tress.
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Lucifer as in Praesenti.

Kildare in Sporting Review.

There has seldom been a dog that has

borne so odd a nanje as this well-known

champion fox terrier, who has stood so

long at the head of Mr. Augnst Belmont's

famons Helmont Keniiels and of this

gamey little breed of terriers. And it is

donbtful if there has ever been a dog that

has been so oddly named as to cause the

wonderings and guesses as to its origin.

For a long tinie I have vainly looked into

my lexicon for a definition of "as in

praesenti" as it has invariably appeared

after the name of Lucifer in all his

entries and in all his stud cards.

I have frequently and vainly asked

many a man who was otherwise well

posted in all matters pertaniing to "dog-

dom" for an explanation of what I had

begun to think was to ever remain an

unsolved mystery to me. Many replied

that they had no idea of the meaning, a

few said they thought it referred to a

name that had been changed, and that

this was required to keep matters

straight. I was also told that it meant

that Lucifer's dam had changed hands

while in the act of whelping, and that

the "as in praesenti" meant that he was

not bred by tiie same man who bred his

litter brothers. This, however, did not

seem reasonable. One or two were hon-

est enough to tell me that they had
heard the explanation but could not re-

member what it was. At last, almost

discouraged, it occurred to me that if any-

one could solve the mystery it would
be none other than the genial German
Hopkins, Mr. Helmont's right-hand man,
andwho knows probably more al>out the

history of the Helmont Kennel fox ter-

riers than the owner himself. However,
I was compelled to wait some weeks after

this thought had struck me l>efore I had
the opportunity of seeing Mr. Hopkins,
and one night during the Chicago show,

with a lot of kindred spirits, German
Hopkins included, assembled in a room
of the Palmer House, spending a jolly

goo<l night, enjoying ourselves as only

dog men can when off at a show. After

we had talked for a little while I saw my
opportunity and propounded the question

to Hopkins. Everyone in the company
was as eager to hear the ex]>lanatioii as I

was, and in the course of a quarter of an
hour we had it cleared up, and quite an
interesting story it made, and I shall

give it to your readers as nearly as possi-

ble as we heard it as I can

.

Beginning, Mr. Hopkins said : "Kil-

dare, hand me that Iwttle. Thanks. Well,

some of you may know that Lucifer was
bred of a strain of dogs that had always
been called after something pertaining to

diamonds. For instance, his sire was
named Splinter and his dam was cklled

Kohinoor. Well, when this dog was
about a month old he was named Dia-

mond Setter, and was presented to a Rev.

Mr. C. T. Fisher, a man who was an ar-

dent admirer of the breed in England,
and from whom Mr. Belmont obtained

him. It happened that Diamond Setter

was a most ungainly and unpromising
looking creature as a puppy, and one
morninj; while the reverend gentleman
was engaged in writing a sermon in his

study, this little bit of ugliness came
bouncing into the room. Looking at

Setter he soliloquized about as follows :

'Well. you are the ugliest looking creature

I have ever seen. Why, you look like the

devil. Ves, that's it. you look like the

devil. I think I shall call you the devil.

No, that might shock the parishioners
;

I'll call you Lucifer.' Thus having de-

livered himself, he settled down to think

of this selection of a name for his un-

gainly but plucky little pet. But his

conscience was not easy, and thus he
soliquized again : 'Now. I've named that

little fellow after the devil simply be-

cause I imagine he looks like him. Now,
I've never seen the devil, how do 1 know-

he looks anything like this little dog ?

However, if I wanted to picture him I

don't think I could imagine a more fit-

ting subject than little Lucifer there.

However, I must l>e just to the little fel-

low. I must not accuse him of looking

like something that I have never seen in

the flesh or in auy other foroi to the best

of my lielief. Well, I have named him.

and that name must stick to him, but I

will qualify it by saying that he looks

like the devil as I imagine he is, that is

to say. as he presents himself to me in

my mind's eye, for I can think of noth-

ing that I have seen that 1 think more
fitting to be the embodiment of his Sa-

tanic majesty than that ugly, wicked-

looking, welbbred little chap lying there,'

and forthwith he named him Lucifer (as

in praesenti), that is, Lucifer, or the

devil, as he presents himself to me."
To say that we wereastonishe<l as well as

amused at this story, which is really the

fact, would be putting it mildlv. It really

has a very deep and philosophical mean-

ing, and possesses the merit of not only

being slightly uncanny, but of very keen

wit and deep thought and honesty. My
curiosity was well satisfied, and after dis-

cussing the matter at length we all de-

cided that it was well worth knowing the

meaning and origin of this little Latin

sentence that we had so often seen and

wondered at when placed after the nanie

of its innocent little bearer, who is quite

unworthy of such an appellation at this

date, for from one of the most ungainly

puppies he has developed into one of the

handsomest of his breed in the world.

The story was recalled to my mind
when I saw that excellent picture of

Lucifer (you left off the balance of his

name) which appeared in the Sporting

Review last month, and I at once de-

termined to give your readers this little

bit of interesting history in regard to his

curious name.

GORDON SETTER CLUB MEETING. CURING MANGE.

ENGLISH SETTER CLUB.

MeellDK of the Executive Committee
In New York City.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

A meeting of the Executive Committee

of the English Setter Club was held in

New York, July 2. The following gen-

tlemen were present : Richards, Glover,

Taylor, Long, Whitlock and Fiske. A

committee consisting of Messrs. Whit-

lock, Fiske and Long was appointed to

confer with Mr. E. A. Stone in reference

to the advisability of offering from one

to three medals of the club as s^wcials at

the Toronto show. The Medal Commit-

tee reported progress

The following new members were

elected : A. M. Tucker, Charles H. Hig-

gins. George J. Chandler, 1). A. Goodwin,

Jr., W. G. Miller, E. E. Haines, Charles

James Gaylor and J. N. Pike. Six bench

show judges were elected as follows: J.

M. Taylor, H. C. Glover, W. Tallman, P.

C. OhI, P. H. Brvson and J. M. Tracy.

Ten field trial judges were elected, but

camiot give names at present

son Fiske, the secretary pro

kindly furnistied me
notes. Yours truly.

New Y'ork, July 8.

KuMlnoHH Trausacte<l In llelatlon to the

Gordon Setter.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

A meeting of the Gordon Setter Club

was held here last evening at 8 o'clock.

The first business of the meeting was to

vote on the action of the commiite in re-

gard to the Malcolm case. Twenty-nine

votes were cast, all sustaining the action

of the committee. After this the new

constitution and by-laws were read and

adopted. The meeting then adjourned,

and a meeting of the F^xecutive Commit-

tee was held. The Field Trial Commit-

tee reported favorable progress, but as

yet have come to no definite conclu-

sions.

A communication from Mr. C. A. Stone

in regard to the donation by the club of

prizes to their coming show at Toronto

was read. The secretary was requested

to notify Mr. Stone that the club intends

to use all their spare funds for the fur-

therance of the coming field trials.

It was resolved to have the standard of

the club and constitution printed in pam-
phlet form. The Committee on Consti-

tution and By-Laws was dismissed, with

thanks. The power was given to the

Field Trial Committee to select judges.

Mr. J. B. Blossom was appointed a

committee of one to receive all donations

towards a field trial fund, also to receive

all communications, entries, etc., for the

same.
Mr. A. Quackenbush's resignation as a

member of the Executive Committee vvas

accepted on the ground of his inability

to attend. Dr. Goodman was elected to

fill his unexpired term. The delegate to

the A. K. C. was requested to look into

the matter of the eligibility of dogs to

compete as Gordons at Ijench sl\o*s and
field trials, and to report at the next

meeting. He was also asked to request

the A. K. C. to drop the name of black

and tan in connection with Gordons.

Four new members were elected. Mr.

C. C. M. Hunt stated that he had not re-

ceived the trophy donated by the Item

and won by his dog at the last year's

Gordon setter trials. It was ruled by the

Chair that as the trials were not held un-

der the auspices of the Gordon Setter

Club, but by individual members that the

club decline to lake any action in the

matter. Adjourned. W. Tallman.

New York, July 8, 1891.

What Is Thought of the Nature Method.
AVhat Is True Manse f

Editor Fanciers* Journal.

I notice a statement in one of the

sporting journals of a number of cases of

mange being cured by the nature method.

The dogs ware taken from their crowded

city quarters and turned loose in the

country, whereupon the mange gave up

the ghost and the dogs became the pic-

ture of health.

I am very sure that this is not the kind

of mange with which I am familiar—the

bane of the kennel, and which only eter-

nal vigilance will ever keep down, the
kind caused by a parasite that burrows
in the skin and stays there and reproduces
itself and works away as long as there is

any skin left or life in the dog. I can
readily believe, however, that eczema,
caused by close quarters, crowding and
insufficient or improper food, could be
cured by change of quarters and diet.

There is no doubt that the nature

method will do much for dogs, that to

give them their liberty in the country is

the best of all methods to keep a dog in

health, but there are some few things
that I don't believe nature will do for a
dog, and one of them is to cure mange.
Most people call every sort of sore on a
dog mange, and treat it accordingly,

which is well enough if used in conjunc-
tion with proper food and exercise, as it

will usually effect a cure.

I do not think that many dogs should
be kept in one enclosure. They should
be moved often if only a few rods to a

yard in which no dogs have been kept
for some time, and give the yard vacated

time to freshen up before putting dogs in

it again. J. B. Stoddard.

Concord, N. C, July 7, 1891.

Mr. Wil
tem., has

with the al)Ove

W. Tallman.

CHICAGO'S BENCH SHOW.

An IntelllKent I>ok.

E. M. Woo«l, proprietor of a large gen-

eral store in Bristol, is the possessor of an inlel-

lijrent dog. Tip is a black and tan of English de-

scent, is ju.st five years old, and is known by al-

most every man, woman and child in the town.

Tip can talk, says •Mamma" and "Papa," and

pronounces distinctly many leUers in the alpha-

l>et. He makes himself generally useful during

the busy hours, and can often be seen in the shoe

department cutting shoestrings with his fine set

of "ivories." During the Christmas holidays he

forms a very important part of ".Santa Claus'

Scene." dressed in a complete suit of clothes. He

sits with a pipe in his mouth and a pair of spec-

It Is lleBartle<l as a Certainty During
the World's Fair.

From the American Field.

A dog show in Chicago during the

World's Fair may be looked on as a cer-

tainty. In company with Mr. H. C.

Goodrich, the president of the Mascoutah

Kennel Club, last week we called, by in-

vitation, on Mr. W. J. Buchanan, chief of

the department of agriculture, World's

Columbian Exposition, Mr. Buchanan

desiring an interview with Mr. Goodrich

and the writer in regard to holding a

show at that time. Mr. Buchanan is

much interested in the matter and anx-

ious to see it an accomplished fact and a

great success. He has prepared a set of

rules prescribing what is necessary for a

dog to be eligible, and they are foundedtacles on his nose for two hours at a time, amu.s

ing the people as they view the interesting I q,,"^ proper appreciation of the value of a
Tip knows no end of tricks runs errands '.ju ^^ ^1,^ World's Columbian Exposiscene

and is a great lover of base ball, frequently

catching the ball from the bat. He stands for

hours watching a game, and when the ball goe.s

near him he will get it, and after running the

gauntlet and dodging all sorts of missies will

reach home with the ball safe and contented.

Liberty of the Subject.

From Shooting Times.

Magistrate.—You're charged with steal-

ing a dog. What have you to say ?

Prisoner (sullenly)—The dog followed me
'ome.

Magistrnte— But the constable says it did so

because you had some liver about you

Prisoner—(impudently)—Well, a

walk about without 'is liver, can 'e ?

tion's show. As such a dog would un-

doubtedly be bred from extensively, it

should l>e pure bred, and therefore a dog
will not be eligible for competition that

is not eligible for entry in the American
Kennel Club Stud-Book, and if from a

foreign country that is not eligible for

entry in the recognized stud-book of that

country, or of the stud book of the breed

in such countries as may not have a

national stud-book. Mr. Buchanan is

anxious to receive suggestions from those

interested in the matter. It is almost
settled that a meeting of the Mascoutah
Kennel Club will be called soon to con-

I

sider the subject, and that Mr. A. P. Vre-

man can't ' denburgh will be present to represent the

i American Keunel Club,

KENNKL. RKGI8TER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form :

SALES.

JAMES F. HALL, Philadelphia, Pa., sold his R.

C. St. Bernard dog Voltaire {18 423) to Mrs.
Kd. Shuman, Philadelphia, June 26, 1891.

EBERHART PUG KKNNF.LS, Cincinnati. O.,

S0I4 their pug dog Daniel (John Bull—Ruby
F.) to W. H. Shipley, Burton, Kan.

NAMES CLAIMED.
JAMES F. HALL. Philadelphia, Pa , claims the

name Ladv Ormonde (or R. C. St. Bernard
bitch, whefped May, 1889, by Monte Rosa—
Theon.

PROF. J. C. SCHUYLER, Luray. Va., claims the

names for his Llewellin setters, whelped
April 6, 1 891 (Breeze Gladstone—Abbott's
Joy) as follows :

Mark Gladstone, black, white and tan dog.

Hope Gladstone, black, white and tan dog.

Joy Gladstone, black, white and tan dog.

Herald Gladstone, white and lemon dog.

Hal Funso. white and lemon dog.

WHELPS.
E. W. IRWIN'S Mona (21,102) whelped June 18

three dogs and four bitches to Regent Ken-
nels' Tippler (Belgrave Sequence—Linden
Nettie).

JAMES F. HALL'S R. C. St. Bernard bitch Lady
Ormonde (21.197) whelped June 25twelve (six

dogs) to Chequasset Kennels' Sir Herbert.

W ATLEE BURPEE & CO.'S Fordhook Fash-

ion (11.652) whelped June 28. four dogs and
three bitches by The Bard of Fordhook
(11.631).

W ATLEE BURPEE & CO.'S Fordhook Hen-
rietta (17.425) whelped June 12, 1891, three

dogs and three bitches, by Fordhook Quality

(14,046).
^
^^

VISITS.

W ATLEE Bt^RPEE & CO.'S collie Fordhook
Scott (ii,.S99) to Merry Madge (2719), June 29.

ATLEE BURPEE & CO.'S R. C. S. collie The
Bard of Fordhook (11.631) to Fordhook Man-
gold (14.544). Ju«»e 26.

ATLEE BURPEE & CO.'S collie Clifton

Chief (10,445) to Forkhook Fleet (io.493). June
30, 1891.

ATLEE BURPEE & CO.'s collie Fordhook
Scott (11.599) to imported Whirpool (10.517),

July 2. 1891.

REGENT KENNELS' fox terrier bitch Rejoice

(7005) to Regent Kennels' Dusky Trap (77"i).

July 7.

REGENT KENNELS' fox terrier bitch Blemton
Consequence (6977)10 Regent Kennels' Dusky
Trap (771 O.June 1.

L & W RUTHERFURD'S fox terrier bitch

Warren Lena to Regent Kennels' Dusky
Trap, June 19.

MICHAEL GONGETRV'5(New Haven. Conn.)

Yorkshire terrier bitch Bud (Snyder—Mollie)
to P. H. Coomb's Chanipion Bradford Harry,

June i6, 1891.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' pu^ bitch Sara

Bernhardt (20,279) to O. P. Kinnie's Spokane
(13.602), June 29. 1891.

JAMES F. HALL'S (Philadelphia, Pa.) rough-

coated St. Bernard bitch Lady Lowden (21.196)

to Swiss Mountain KenneU King Regent

(21,115), June 15.1891.

W

w

w

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Our friend, Mr. H. S. Babcock, has

kindly sent us a little book entitled "The

Indian Game." The wonderful boom of

Indian game in America during the past

two years is almost unparalleled in the

history of the fancy. Pages that would

make a big book have been written, ex-

tolling the merits of the breed and trac-

ing the origin and history of the latter.

Printer's ink was lavishly patronized,

and altogether the Indian game was the

best advertised breed of fowls extant.

Mr. Babcock has, in his book, brought

out all the features in a clear and intelli-

gent manner, and every Indian game

breeder will read the book with interest

and profit. Mr. Babcock always had a

fondness for "suthin new," and when he

first imported Indian games he little

dreamed of the wonderful demand for

them at the present day. He no doubt

was satisfied that he had a good breed to

handle, and subsequent events proved

that he was right. He claims to have

been the first importer of Indian games

in the year 1887, Mr. Clarke importiug

birds during the same year.

one dollar per setting, and when they

reach five dollars for a single bird they

believe they have been doing a big

thing. A fancier who has a valuable

breed of fowls cannot afford to sell eggs

from his best pen except at a very high

price. In the case of the Indian games

cited above, the thirteen eggs were sold

for $20 we will assume. As Indian game

eggs hatch well, we can expect at least

eight chickens. The average price for

Indian games has been about $12 each,

show birds selling at about |20 to $30

each. Assuming a pen has won first at a

large show, the demand for cockerels

from that pen will be great, and |i5 to

$20 each is no large price for them. As-

suming the rural scribe's theory that

nine out of ten birds should be prize win-

ners from |2o eggs, it will be seen how

foolish a breeder must be to part with

eggs that would produce such. It is but

another illustration where the market

poulterer fails to grasp the ideas that

belong only to a true fancier. "The

cobbler should stick to his last."

marks that "above all things, the que.s-

tionable methods of the politician should

be discountenanced positively. When

the time comes that the pot-house poli-

tician tactics prevail in the management

of the A. P. A., then it is time the

old society died and was cremated. Every

day adds to the strength of our convic-

tion that the A. P. A. should be the ac-

tual and recognized head and centre of

the poultry world, as the A. K. C. is in

all matters pertaining to the doggy

world."
*\

In regard to the proposed poultry press

association, Brother Holmes in the

Monthly says : "We would amend the

nomination of Brother Hamilton, of the

New England Fancier, and name Messrs.

Drevenstedt and Long to inaugurate the

movement for a poultry press association.

We are in favor of an organization of

some kind, but believe it should be for

work and mutual help, and not pleasure

merely.

of the American Poultry Association as

between Charleston, S. C, and New York

City, in which Charleston won. This

rivalry grew out of the effort made prin-

cipally by the friends of the score card

and comparison system of judging. After

the place of meeting of the A. P. A. had

been determined, a like rivalry existed as

to which of the cities named should have

the annual meetings of the various spe-

cialty clubs. New Y'ork secured the

annual meeting of the Indian Game Club

and the American Exhibition Game and

Game Bantam Club, Charleston that of

the light Brahma and American Lang-

shan Club, and it was announced that it

had also secured the meeting of the

American Buff Cochin Club, as well as

the meeting of the Judges' Association."

»

•
Mr. Babcock in his monograph of the

Indian game, remarks : "The Indian game

is a courageous but naturally quiet, peace-

able fowl, agreeable to manage if it is

managed properly." Or according to

the irrepressible Mr. Clarke they must be

of the "dull and listless" sort of fowl.

«
» *

* «

%
We think a compromise between Mr.

Clarke's Indians and Mr. Babcock's In-

dians as they describe them would make

a more faithful description. We admire

much in the Indian game, but the gamey

and cannibalistic trait is pretty well de-

veloped in the breed, and let no breeder

delude himself that they are as docile as

the chickens of Asiatics, and Mr. Bab-

cock's very significant "if it is properly

managed" in the above quotation should

be carefully remembered.

We are indebted to Mr. J. B. Bowker

for a copy of the premium list of the New

England Agricultural Society. The latter

society, in connection with the Worcester

Agricultural Society, will hold an annual

fair on September i, 2, 3 and 4, 1891.

The cover of the premium list is such an

artistic and handsome piece of work that

we feel confident of what is contained in

the pages. The poultry department is in

able hands, the veteran Henry S. Ball be-

ing the superintendent. The premiums

are liberal in all departments, and Wor-

cester next September should prove a

strong magnet to all breeders and poultry-

men. It will prove to be the great fair of

New England.

We cheerfully endorse Mr. Long, but

will not recede one iota from the posi-

tion we took when he suggested Brother

Holmes as chairman of the Committee of

Arrangements. He was one of the prime

movers in this new undertaking, so we

cast our vote for him as chairman.

%

Editor Cloud is a strong advocate of

such an association, and suggests Phila-

delphia as the meeting place. Much as

we would desire the pleasure of enter-

taining our brother editors and publishers

we believe New York City to be the most

desirable point, as it is more central and

accessible to our eastern and western

friends.

•%

*
« •

The poultry scribe of an agricultural

paper unloads his mind as follows : "Just

listen. I quote from an Indian game

circular : 'This is the famous pen that

won first at , is perfection simplified,

all wool, a yard wide and warraiUed not

to run dry in the summer time. Eggs

from this pen will be limited to twenty

sittings at $20 per thirteen, |io per six.

Orders filled in rotation.' Oh ! ye doUar-

for-thirteen plodders ! Oh ! ye fellows

that get but $5 a sitting, go hide thy-

selves, I bid ye ; my sight is offended."

Eggs are among the most wholesome

and nutritious of all foods. They can be

served up in many appetizing ways, but

anew method of utilizing them is de-

scribed as follows : "It is said that the

whites of eggs may be dried by a slow

heat in the oven till they are entirely de-

void of moisture. They should then be

powdered and bottled. If they are kept

thoroughly dry in this state they keep an

indefinite time it is said,and may be used

at any time by dissolving them in the

equal of their bulk of water. It is claimed

that these dried eggs after they have been

dissolved may even be beaten to a stiff

froth. It would be interesting to try

this experiment and lest the matter, as it

is sometimes convenient to use the yelks

of eggs without the whites."

The Poultry News for June contains

some exceedingly spicy reading, and

members of the A. P. A. will find a few

morsels therein that will require consid-

erable chewing over. The Fox-Anders

case promises to be very meaty in its de-

velopments. The A. P. A. may have a

little "Peshall case" of its own after all.

It is certainly news to us to be informed

that New York and Charleston were

rivals in trying to get the A. P. A. meet-

ing. The rivalry was between Charleston

and Greenville, both in South Carolina.

New Y'ork had the A. P. A. in 1890, and

as far as we have heard never thought of

having it in 1S91. Souil New York men

did oppose Charleston, however, and

they were right, for the late Charleston

show was conducted in a manner not at

all flattering to a national show. The

despicable attempts to draw exhibitors

away from Greenville by circulating the

false report that no northern or Yankee

fanciers were wanted there is now too

well known. It is safe to state that men

who went to Charleston in 1891 will

never go there again, except under new

management. A show must pay its

premiums or die. Charleston has failed

to meet its obligations, and the opposi-

tion to a show there, by conservative fan-

ciers in New York and elsewhere prior to

the show, was based on the very thing

that subsequent events proved correct.

»
«

•*

*

*

As the Indian game circular is partly a

product of his imagination, there is little

danger of other breeders offending his

sight. Besides the latter is a trifle faulty

when he continues and says: "When

only eggs that will hatch are sent out,

and when nine out of every ten are prize

winners, then will eggs be cheap at |2o,

and not before. If I could get $20 a

sitting for eggs I should not l)e so foolish

as to limit them ; not much. I should

keep the mill going, night and day, Sun-

days on full time, and make up a stock

during the fall and winter to place on the

market in the spring."

The Poultry News remarks :
"What is

the matter with the Pennsylvania and

New Jersey State Poultry Associations ?

Are they slumbering ? We don't hear

anything of them nowadays. Wake up !"

The trouble with these two associations is

that the secretaries are following Walter

Elliott's example. The latter while sec-

retary of the A. P. A. seldom answered

the letters addressed to him, and the two

secretaries of the sister state organiza-

tions are magnificent imitations of El-

liott.

A writer in a recent issue of a leading

agricultural journal came to the conclu-

sion after one season's experience that

the Plymouth Rocks were the best layers

on earth. He thought the Leghorns

were not in the race with them when it

comes to laying eggs. We can wish the

Plymouth Rocks no greater injury than

extolling its virtues by ignorant and in-

experienced writers

There was a natural rivalry existing be-

tween New York and Charleston regard-

ing the meeting of the specialty clubs,

and Mr. Pierce is right in stating that

fact as well as making it a text for prov-

ing the Charleston meeting of the Cochin

Club the legal one.
*

»
»

The Leghorn was, is and always will be

in the front rank as an egg producer. It

is as natural for the Leghorn to lay eggs

as it is for the Plymouth Rock to take on

fat, and as much as we admire the Amer-

ican bird we must concede the little

Italian bird by far the best layer.

*
« *

• *

*
* *

There is but one excuse for a writer

who will write such stuff, and that is his

inexperience as a fancier. It is very hard

for the average poultryman, especially

those connected with agricultural papers,

to realize what fancy poultry means.

These men we satisfied to sell eggs at

The Poultry Keeper intimates that the

dog men are trying to run the A. P. A.

As the editor of that paper, which is de-

voted exclusively to poultry, is the only

active member of the A. P. A. that breeds

dogs, his warning is significant.

»

The editor of the Poultry Monthly.who

IS candid and conservative always, prac-

tically endorses what The Fanciers'

JOURNAL Uas so often said when be re-

The Indian game-golden Wyandotte

cross has again produced the finest chick-

ens we have ever raised. Mr. Hill, of

Jamesburg, N. J., has so much faith in

this cross that he has determined to

breed a large number next season for

market purposes. The quick growth,

beautiful breast development and gen-

eral symmetry of these cross-bred chick-

ens is remarkable. One of our leading

experiment stations has ordered a large

lot of these birds for caponizing aud other

purposes.
»

* •

air. B. N. Pierce in his Poultry Ga.

zette remarks : "As nearly all must be

well aware, a strong rivalry existed last

year as to the place of holding the annual

Nevertheless two buff Cochin clubs are

in the field, and seemingly both are de-

termined to remain. Both cannot be in

the right, and yet both claim to be. The

Journal has been favored with corre-

spondence relating to this club muddle,

and, candidly speaking, some of the let-

ters would not read well if published. It

is still our firm conviction that the two

clubs should "pool their issues" and

bury the hatchet. This would prevent fu-

ture unpleasantness and save a few souls.

Why Chickens Die.

A good deal of mortality amoug chick-

ens is due to their beginning life with in-

sufficient vitality. Experienced breeders

know that the first eggs a mature fowl

lays in any season are usually produced

wiien both hen and cock are in greatest

vigor. As the work of laying progresses,

the hen gradually loses vigor, becoming

drowsy and browly. If the last laid eggs

are set it is reasonable to expect that they

will not produce such thrifty, vigorous

and healthy chicks as the first laying. It

is not therefore because eggs are cheaper

later in the season that breeders reduce

their prices for sitting of eggs. The eggs

are not worth so much for ch'cken-grow-

ing as they are earlier in the season.

Hens confined in close yards, especially

the kinds that delight in a free range,

will not protluce as vigorous chicks as

those having more liberty. Neither will

1 their eggs be so uniformly fertile. Often,

indeed, a wide range for breeding fowls

is necessary to produce eggs that Will

batch.—Culvivator.
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Their Fighting Qualities and Can-

nibalistic Natures.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

The meaning or intent of any state-

ment or expression is usnally much qual-

ified by and dependent upon the other

statements with which it is connected. So

it is sometimes very unlair to the writer of

an article to copy a single extract from

that article and comment thereon in an-

other publication. It is very apt to con-

vey a wrotiK impression in regard to the

nature of the original remark. This is

the case with the reference to "dunghill

breeders" which Trixie quotes in your

issue of June 27, and for this reason it

seenii to me best not to give that subject

further notice in these columns, but

allow the discussion to be carried on

wholly in the journal in which it was

started.

As to the fighting qualities of the

Cornish In.lian, the writer did not intend

to suggest the adoption of the fowl for

pit purposes, but remarked upon the

abilities of this •particular strain only to

show that the fowls were games and not

Shanghaes. These birds were bred orig-

inally for naked-heel fighting, and while

I did not intend to so recommend them

in this connection, it may l)e well for

Trixie to know that I am always open for

matches. Though able to more than

hold their own in their natural weapons,

neither Cornish nor Aseel Indians can be

successfully fought in steel. They are

most powerfully built birds, and in a test

for lung power and endurance an Indian

can easily wear out two or three Ameri-

can birds each of his own weight. But

the Indians are slow in comparison to our

best native pit strains, and m a steel

fight a good American cock could have

everything his own way before the

superior strength and wind of the Indian

began to tell. I am speaking now of the

Cornish and Aseel Indians. The Kadir,

Abdullah and Makdul Indians have been

fought in steel with fair success against

the best Knglish and American pit birds.

In regard to the McDougall gaffs, while

a Cornish Indian would have no use for

such weapons and a pure Aseel Indian

could do imt little l>elter. there is in this

vicinity a strain of pit fowls which have

in their veins a little Aseel blootl, just

enough to increase their muscle and en-

durance. They never wore McDougall

gaffs, but thev have more than once

come against McDougall gaffs and Mc-

Dougall birds, ami never yet has one

been made to "bite the sawtlust." But

these annals of the c(x-k pit seem rather

out of iilace in your colunins, and if

Trixie wishes to continue on this subject

I hope it will be in the Game Fowl

Monthlv.
It is rather amusing to note the edi-

torial coinnients ui)on "the indiscriminate

use of the words 'Indian game' and

•Aseel.' " and then the comments u]K)n

the writer's "efforts to prove his strain the

true Indian games." Now I am breeding

four distinct varieties of Indian games.

They are all "true Indian games," but I

never made efforts to prove the trueness

of any particular strain of any one va-

riety in preference to or to the exclusion

of all other strains of that and other va-

rieties. The Abdullah Indian game is just

a«=i "true" as the Cornish Indian game, and

the Frayn strain of the Cornish is as

"true" as the American chamuion strain

of the same variety. What I did attempt

to prove was that the American strain of

the Cornish Indian represented a more

improved and higher type than any other

strain of this variety.

Again kt me impress upon the minds

of editor and readers that Indian games

are simplv game fowls from India. In

England where only the Cornish and the

Aseel Indians are at all plentiful it has

been the custom for the sake of brevity

to sDeak of one as "Indian game" and

the other "Aseel." But because English

breeders have fallen into this inaccuracy

is no reason why Americans should. In

this country we have at least half a dozen

different varieties of Indian ganies,which

should make us all the more careful to

adopt a proper nomenclature at the start

ftud stick to it. In huilding up any

science it is of the utmost importance

that that science has an exact terminol-

ogy This is just as true of poultry

breeding as it is of astronomy, and this

fact ought to be realized and appreciated

by everyone who has the welfare of the

fancv at heart.

The "vicious and cannabalistic nature

ofye editor's Cornish Indians may have

some connection with "Jersey lightning,
^

but it cannot have much with the birds

gameness. A fowl of Malay and Plym-

outh Rock cross would show just such

pugilistic propensities, but I am in-

clined to think that the former as well as

the latter would soon turn tail when faced

by a first-class pit cock, in fact that they

would lack both action and courage to

stand the racket. Mr. Herbert Atkinson

(well known as a breeder of Cornish In-

dian, Aseel Indian and Old English

game fowls and the author of the mono-

graph on the last naine<l breed just pub-

lished by the London Fanciers' Gazette),

in a recent letter remarked : "If your

Cornish Indian games have proved suc-

cessful as naked-heel fighters they niust

be very different in action from the Cor-

nish Indians we have here in England.

And they are different.
^

It is not necessary to take Mr. Geers

nor my own statement in regard to the

English birds being "vShanghaes ui form

and action." Ask any game breeder any-

where. Even Trixie knows that much.

Nor does the fact necessarily "libel the

intelligence of the best English and

American breeders." The Cornish birds

have not been bred by game fanciers.and

they show it. That's all. As observed

elsewhere, the old English game under

such treatment in such hands would soon

become an English Dorking, and any

other game race would have the same

tendency. Do vou suppose for one min-

ute that "Uncle' Isaac" could breed good

exhibition black reds, or that Patrick

Henry Jacobs could produce pit. winners?

As well imagine P. T. Barnum a poet, or

James Russell Lowell managing "the

greatest show on earth."

H. P. Clarkk.

Indianapolis, June 30, 1891.

OHOOSINQ A VARIETY.

"Shape in Buflf Cochin Breeding."

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

It is very gratifying to me as an ardent

admirer of the buff Cochin to see Mr.

Sledge-hammer vSternberg offer at least a

small sprig of palm to Mr. Broadax

Felch in your last issue. I am happy

that they l>oth concede one important

point, viz., that the long-bodied hens are

the best layers among buffs. There is

no doubt about that. But what says the

Buff Cochin Club and the standard about

it ? I have long contended that the buff

Cochin of the future will l>e more 011 the

accepted Brahma type than the dumpy,
yard-wide-l)ehind, fluffy hen of the pres-

ent, and in my judgment every breeder

should endeavor to influence the judges

to recognize the points of utility in the

breed and in that way influence a revis-

ion of the rather vague standard of the

A. P. A. instead of currying to a fashion-

able fad in shape.

Experience has taught me that the

long-bodied hens, of which I regard Mr.

Sternberg's Queen a very acceptable

type, are the best layers beyond doubt.

The short, fluffy hen invariably lays a

short, round egg. usually very few of

them and is by great o<lds the brocnliest

of the flock, for which the Cochius have

an unenviable notoriety.

H. A. NoECKEL.

Lansdowne, Pa,, July 3.

—Per-hennial comes the egg.

—Over-feed your hens and they liecome

lazy. Oblige them to scratch for their

food and they become lay sy.

—Painting the roosts and nests with

kerosene is one of the best plans of get-

ting rid of vermin. It can be done every

week with profit.

—A negro, being caught stealing from

a hen roost, excused himself by saying

"dat he only cum dar to see if de chickens

sleep wid der eyes open."

—An assessor asked a woman how
many chickens she had. and doubting

her word, proceeded to count them. She

took him to the beehive, kicked it over,

and invited bira to count the bees.

A Question Often Asked by the

Younfir Beginner.

Prom Feathered World.

What breed shall I keep? often asks

the young beginner in the pigeon fancy

to himself. As I have kept all, or nearly

all the popular breeds of pigeons since I

first joined the ranks of the pigeon fancy

I propose to give a few brief notes on

each variety I have kept, which I hope

will prove of service to some young be-

ginner in aiding him to choose one for a

hobby.

Of course a great deal depends on the

circumstances of the intending fancier.

If his means are small I should recom-

mend flying tumblers or Birmingham

rollers as they are called. They are hardy,

eat little and require only a small loft as

compared with other pigeons. These are

great considerations to some people who

have rather slender purses. They are

very tame and tractable, and are also

prolific breeders. They can be had of

all colors and markings, either muff"ed or

clean-legged, but the prettiest kinds in

my opinion are saddles, badges and

whitewings. It is a very pleasant sight

to watch them flying high up into the

clouds and then suddenly rolling over

like the bursting of a rocket, and again

steadilv flying up. There is one great

advantage of tumblers over other kinds

of flying pigeons, such as the homer, for

the tumbler fancier can watch his pigeons

from his loft and see them come down to

the trap, but the homer fancier cannot

Ijoth see the release and the return of his

birds at the same time. Another point

in favor of tumblers is that they are a

very profitable breed to keep.

Again, if the l)eginner's means are

large, or he has a large loft at his com-

mand, he could go in for sonie of the

high-class pigeons, such as carriers, pout-

ers etc Carriers are fine handsome

pigeons, worthy of the title of "king o'

doos," but they lire expensive to keep,

requiring a special kind of loft with

special perches and nesting places. They

are also rather subject to canker, and as

they are of a very quarrelsome disposition,

disease of the wattle is often the result

of their fights, and I have lost many
valuable birds through this cause.

Pouters are also very fine birds, but

they are expensive, requiring large lofts

and flights, and they eat a tremendous

amount of food, often getting crop-bound

through excess of eating. On the other

hand, pigmv pouters are all that one can

desire, and '
I strongly recommend this

breed to beginners, as they are tame,

hardy and handsome. They will also

stand a deal of showing in one season with-

out the disastrous results which occur

with pouters and carriers. They can be

had in red, yellow and black pieds, also

whites, but I prefer the yellow pied to

anv other color.

Barbs are also very handsome pigeons,

and should be treated in much the same

way as carriers. I saw, not long ago. in

your columns a letter in which the writer

advised beginners to keep barbs for

profit, but in this respect 1 differ from

him. as barbs are not profitable without

they are kept on a large scale, as they

are bad feeders and rather subject to

Dragons, or, as they used to lie called

in my time. Dragoons, make a very good

pigeon for beginners. They are hardy

and handsome, gootl feeders and prolific

breeders. They may be had in the fol-

lowing colors: Blues, silvers, grizzles,

blacks, duns, checkers, whites, reds and

yellows, but of all these colors I prefer

the latter two. Dragons are fairly profit-

able, but good birds are expensive.

Antwerps are pretty much the same as

Dragons ; thev are nice looking birds an<l

hardy. They are found in many colors,

but the two principal ones are the silver

dun and the red checker.

Homers, whether show or flying, make
good birds for a beginner. I will first

describe the flying variety. The best

way to obtain a loft of first-rate birds is to

buy two or three pairs of stock birds from

some noted breeder in Belgium who has

made a name for the quality he keeps.

Of course, such birds would be expensive

but they would come the cheapest in the

long run . The stock birds would have to

be kept prisoners and allowed to breed.

When their progeny are three months old

they may be trained, but I should not

advise training them earlier, though

many do. They should not be flowrf

more than seventy miles the first season.

In the long run good flying homers are

the most profitable of pigeons, as they al-

ways command a good price, whether for

stock birds or squeakers.

Show homers have of late been the rul-

ing birds of the day. I have never seen

the schedule of a show, however small,

without a class being provided for them.

The two chief points are roundness of

skull and shortness of feather ; a pearl

eye is preferable to a red one. Color and
markings also form a strong point in

show homers. The color mostly in vogue

is the black checker, but there are also

blue, red, silver and dun checkers, blues

and mealies.
Magpies and nuns are very pretty va-

rieties, and there are no pigeons recom-

mended so much for beginners—except

perhaps tumblers—as magpies. They
are hardy and very prettily marked.

Turbits are very pretty little pigeons,

but they are rather delicate, requiring a

warm loft, free from drafts and damp-
ness, and a covered flight to protect their

plumage from the sun. They are also

rather difficult to breed, and I should not

advise anyone to begin with turbits with-

out he is prepared to pay a good price

fgr them.
Owls are nice little pigeons, and the

only drawback to them is that they are

rather delicate. There are three varieties,

the English, the African and the
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of which the former is the
viz.,

whiskered,
hardiest. .

Fantails make nice pigeons for begin-

ners, but they require plenty of room.

There are two varieties, the English and

the Scotch, of which the former has the

largest tail, while the latter has the bet-

ter style or action. The prettiest colors

are, in my opinion, the white-laced and

the blue.

I now come to the smallest and, with-

out doubt, the prettiest of all our fancy

pigeons, viz.. Oriental or Turkish frills.

These include blondinettes, satinettes,

turbiteens, Oriental turbits, brunettes,

bluettes, silverettes, vizors and dominoes.

They may be obtained in all colors and

markings ; they are fairly hardy birds,

and I know of no more beautiful sight (in

the eyes of a pigeon fancier) than an

aviary full of various-colored Orientals,

German toys are, taking them collec-

tively, good pigeons to begin with, as

they are hardv and also good feeders.

Under this name there are many sub-

varieties, including spots, helmets, scan-

daroons, crescents, ices, Lahores, etc.

There how only remains for me to de-

scribe one more pigeon which I have

kept, namely, the show tumbler, includ

ing the almond tumbler and its sub-va-

rieties, the bald head, the beard, the

mottle and the self-color. All of these

are pretty little pigeons ; but there are

many drawbacks against their making

good birds for lieginners, chief among
which is that they are very delicate.

They are also bad feeders on account of

the shortness of their bea.ts. They used

to l)e the chief favorite of the pigeon

fancy on account of their being so diffi-

cult to breed.

—The keeping of 200 hens on a ten-

acre farm would not interfere with grow-

ing full crops of corn, potatoes or grass,

and by adopting a system of soiling a

small dairy, say four cows, might be kept

on ten acres in connection with poultry-

growing. The cows would furnish ma-

nure to keep a part of the land in a very

high state of cultivation, and the skim-

milk given to drink, used to mix the

dough or made into curd for young fowls

would furnish excellent food for them. If

one or two acres of the land could be de-

voted to potatoes all unsalable ones would

make good chicken feed. Just to what

extent any one should go into poultry, or

kinds they should keep, each one must

determine for himself. In some cases it

will pay best to keep only one kind of

thoroughbred fowls and sell the eg^ and

fowls for breeding purposes, but this will

require some skill in advertising and care

in breeding. The most successful poul-

try-grower of my acquaintance kept

pure Plymouth Rocks and also bred

turkeys, ducks and geese. — Poultry

Keeper.

Feeding and watering poultry are, says

Mr, Henry Stewart, generally much neg-

lected by those who keep fowls. The

active foraging of fowls and their patient

and uncomplaining habits tend to encour-

age neglect on the part of their owners,

and they consequently suffer more from

this cause than from any other to which

they are subjected. Fowls possess a very

active physical organization. Their di-

gestive apparatus works with surprising

rapidity. An ounce of corn is swallowed

early in the morning, and in two hours

the crop, which is a part of the stomach,

is empty and the food is in process of

conversion into an egg, which is laid

within twenty-four hours. The egg pro-

duct of a good hen in a year—and the most

of it is laid in the six spring and summer

months—amounts to about .seventeen

pounds, or three times the weight of the

fowl. To perform all this a hen requires

a high and vigorous organization, and

this she naturally possesses, for the tem-

perature of a bird's blood runs from 108°

to iio°,>vhich is about 10° more than that

of any quadrupe«l. This excessive tem-

perature and great activity of the repro-

ductive organs causes a correspondingly

large consumption of food, and water is

included in the term food.

The rapid digestion of food in a fowl's

stomach calls for an almost continuous

supply. Regularity of supply is of the

greatest importance when the consump-

tion is so rapid. If the supply is not reg-

ular there is a great loss. There is not

only waste of energy but a waste of time

in restoring this waste of power, and it is

on this account that so many fowls merely

live along and do not produce eggs as

freely as is expected, although the quan-

tity of food is supposed to be quite lib-

eral. The system of sending the fowls to

roost with a full belly and keeping them

all day hungering and thirsting for food

is to blame for much o^ the shortcom-

ings of the hens.

The quantity of food required by an an-

imal is estimated as about three per cent

of the live weight daily. This merely sup-

ports life ; all increase of weight, or any

product whatever, must be supplied by an

extra allowance, so that twenty hens

weighing one hundred pounds would

need three pints of solid nutritious foot!

daily to live, and do no more. This is

equal to three twentieths of a pint for a

hen. Two-twentieths, or one-tenth of a

pint, or about one and one-half ounces of

food, is then require*! every day for the

production of eggs, the total daily food

requirements being one-fourth of a pint,

and this is the established rule, from long

experience, among poultry keepers. One
quart of corn or other grain for eight

hens is the regular daily allowance given

in at least two meals, and it has been

found that a flock of hens when supplied

with a constant provision of grain before

them, will consume this quantity and no

more, in addition to what small things in

the shape of flies and other insects, grass,

etc., they may pick up. „ , ,

But it has been observed by all feeders

of animals that not only is the necessary

healthful appetite for food maintained

but digestion and assimilation—which is

conversion of food into bloo<l, flesh and

animal products—are greatlv aided by a

diversity of food, and moreover, that a

certain ration must exist between the car-

bonaceous elements of the food, as starch

and fat, and the nitrogenous elements, as

albumen, gluten, etc. This ratio should

be about five of the former to one of the

latter, and there are few foods which are

made up precisely in these proportions.

Indian corn, for instance, contains too

much starch and oil, while flesh contains

too much albumen and fibrin. \Vlieat,on

the other hand, contains almost the iden-

tical elements that flesh and blood contain

with the needed carbon to sustain the

animal heat, so that if one grain food be

selected it should be wheat. This, how-

ever, would be open to the other objec-

tion that one single food soon becomes

distasteful and the appetite is cloyed.

Moreover, feathers and eggs contain much
sulphur, and the egg shells are made of

lime, and these, of course, must be sup-

plied in the food.

It is, therefore, necessary to be more
particular in the selection of food for

hens than for any other animals, and
they cannot have too great a diversity of

it, Indian corn, wheat, barley, oats,

buckwheat, turnips, cabbage, animal

flesh, broken bones, grass, clover, all

need to be supplied ; while insects, seeds

of weeds and particularly mustard and

rape, or other foods which are rich in

sulphur, are all required in order to sup-

ply the indispensable needs of a flock of

hens that are expected to lay eggs. And
the daily allowance should be so regu-

lated that at least one-qnarter of a pint

of the grain should be given every twen-

ty-four hours. Finally, as seventy-five

per cent of a hen, or an egg. is water,

and as the hen grinds her own food in

the gizzard (a part of her multiple

stomach) by the help of coarse gravel, an

abundant supply of pure water an<l of

gravel must be provided for her, or she

cannot properly perform her natural

functions and satisfy her owner.

Club Meeting.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At a well attended and enthusiastic

meeting of the Mohawk Valley Poultry

and Kennel Club, held in the city of Glo-

versville, N. Y,, June 20, several import-

ant committees were appointed and thir-

ty-three new members were voted in

SOMETHING ABOUT EGOS.

A Short and Popular Description

of Their Formation.

All real animal life is developed from

the egg form, the only difference consist-

ing in the mode of development, which

in some case.- is entirely completed within

the body of the female, while in others

more or less of the process is carried on

after separation from her. It is in these

latter cases that some kind of hard case

of shell becomes obviously necessary for

the protection of the egg until the embryo

is ready to commence its active exist-

ence, and as in the case of birds we find

the whole egg structure in the most per-

fectly organized form, it may be proper

to give a very short and popular descrip-

tion of its formation.

There are properly two ovaries in every

bird, but one remains merely rudimen-

tary and undeveloped, the fertile one be-

ing almost always that on the left of the

spine, to which it is attached by means

of the peritoneal membrane. By the ovary

the essential part of the egg, which con-

sists of the germ, also the yelk,are formed,

each egg being contained within a thin

and transparent ovisac, connected by a

narrow stem or pedicle with the ovary.

These rudimentary eggs are of different

sizes, according to the different degree of

development, and during the period of
Our club now has 118 paid-up members, .—r

' :~ \, ° 4**4uur ciu.j uuw una ». ^ , ^. laying are coustaiitly comuig to maturity
no honorary members, and what causes

jjijue succession, so as to keep up the

us to rejoice is the interest taken in our

club and its next show by the very best

class of men in our city and the historic

old valley. Beside all the fanciers and

breeders of note we have a class of men
interested who own one or more good

dogs or a fine flock of fowls, and who
can afford to keep them simply for the

pleasure they derive from them. Men of

wealth, influence and refinement. Among
many others we could mention are such

men as Hon. J. H. Starin, Hon. Edw.
Wimple. Hon. Robert Wimple, Hon. A.

D. L. Baker (mayor of Gloversville),

Hon C. W. Stewart, Hon. J. J. Hanson,

W. J. Arkell, Esq., four of our aldermen,

viz.. H. S. Judson, J. Frank McKee, F.

Burton and John Filmer ; City Clerk F.

H. Wilmarth. City Chaiiilierlin J. Frank

Davis, etc. We shall endeavor to issue a

premium list that will attract brother fan-

ciers far and wide, and promise them a

good show and a good time if they will

visit the Glove City and show with us

next winter. F. B. Zimmer.

Gloversville, N. Y., July 2.

—At a recent Maine fruit-growers' con-

vention at Bangor, Dr. G. M. Twichell,

lecturer of the State Grange, said three

sources are open to us to fertilize the

orchard, which will insure results and

yield profit in and of themselves. One
is by use of sheep, another by swine, and

the third by hens. Give the hens the

waste places about the farm. You can-

not afford to yard them in the mowing
patch or cornfield. Get them into the

young orchard. Here is a field at once

inviting and profitable. He believed it

would be a paying investment to put a

lot of hens into a plum orchard even if

thev did not prodi -re an egg- Hardly a

farnier in Maine but might add hundreds

of dollars to his yearly income out of a

plum orchard, and the hens would take

care of the question of fertilization, and

also that more important matter, the cur-

culio. A poultry grower in Massachu-

setts fenced a portion of his plum trees

and stocked with poultry, and found in a

series of years that where those on the

outside had been stung to the extent of

sixty per cent, on the inside the loss was

less than two per cent.

Chauncey Depew relates the follow-

ing conversation he recently overheard

"down South" lietween a lazy old "aunty"

and her lazv young daughter. "Liza

Jane, hev yo'druv up all them chickens

yet?" "Yaas, ma." "Yo' slio' yo' druv'

'em aU up?" "Yaas, ma." "Yo' 'count

dem chickens, Liza Jane ?" "Yaas. ma."

"How many wus dere Liza Jane?"

"One." "Right, Liza Jane,"—Rural New
Yorker,

supply of eggs with which we are so fa-

miliar. It is worthy of remark that from

the germ of every egg a narrow passage

or canal runs to a small chamber in the

centre of the yelk, which can be readily

seen, if the yelk of a hard-boiled egg lie

cut across.

As the yelk becomes fully matured the

inclosing membrane or ovisac becomes
thinner and thinner, especially round its

greatest diameter or equator, which then

exhibits a pale zone or belt called the

stigma. Finally fecundation takes place,

the sac ruptures at the stigma, and the

liberated yelk and germ, surrounded by a

very thin and delicate membrane, is re-

ceived by the funnel-shaped opening of

the oviduct or egg passage, whose office

It is to convey it to the outer world, and
on its way to clothe it with the other

structures needful for its development

and preservation. It will be easily un-

derstood that not unfrequently two yelks

may become detached and enter the ovi-

duct at nearly the same time, in which

case they are very likely to be enveloped

in the same white shell, causing the

"double egg" so well known to every

poultrv keeper.

Thus received into the oviduct, the yelk

becomes enveloped in a glairy fluid called

the white, or by chemists albumen. This

is secreted by the mucous membrane of

the oviduct, and added layer by layer as

the egg passes on. These different layers

can be easily seen, and even peeled off in

succession, when an egg is hard boiled.

The uses of the white or albumen are

manifold. It is eminently nutritious,

forming, hideed, the chief nourishment

of the chick during its growth in the

shell ; as it becomes absorbed by the

little animal, and forming as it d»es l)y

far the greater part of the egg when laid,

it gives the fa^t-growing little body the

needed increase of room ; it is a very bad

conductor of heat, and hence guards the

hatching egg agauist the fatal chills

which would otherwise occur when the

hen left the nest ; and finally, it preserves

the still more delicate yelk au<l vital

germ from concussion or other violent

injury. The manner in which the last

purpose is effected is very beautiful. Be-

sides the ordinary white, two longitudinal

cords or strings of much denser and even

slightlv fibrous albumen are formed,which

are easily distinguished, if an egg be

broken into a basin. These cords are

termed the chalazd.- and are attached in

a spiral form to the under side of the

yelk, to which they therefore serve as

ballast or weights, and always keep the

germ uppermost, where it can best re-

ceive the heat from the sitting hen.

At a still further jwint of the oviduct

the egg becomes invested with the skin

or parchment-like covering which is

found inside the shell, and is called by

physiologists the membrana putaminis.

In reality this skin consists of^ two lay-

ers, which can easily be separated ; and
in fact at the large end of the egg they

do separate entirely, forming what is

commonly called tlie air bubble, or by
anatomists the vesicula (cris. How formed

is still a mystery ; but it is an ascertained

fact that the air'in this bubble or chanil)er

contains a far larger portion of oxygen
than the atmosphere. At first the chamber
does not exceed a quarter of an inch in

diameter, but as the egg gets stale it be-

comes larger and larger, so that even in

eggs stored it fills at length a large poi-

tion of the space within the shell, the

egg itself drying up in proportion. In

eggs on the ]x)int «f hatching it usually

occupies about one-fifth of the space. It

has been conclusively proved by experi-

ments that the i^erforation of this air

chamber, even by a needle point, is an

effectual prevention to successful hatch-

ing.

In the last portion of the oviduct the

egg becomes coated with that calcareous

deposit which forms the shell,after which

it passes into the cloaca 'ind is ready for

expulsion. In some breeds coloring mat-

ter is added to the solid ingredient, pro-

ducing the deep-colored eggs of the Co-

chin, and in other birds the splashed and
spotted patterns so well known. In fowls

which lay colored eggs similar splashes

often occur, and we have had Brahma
hens which laid eggs with a white ground
covered thickly over by chocolate-colored

spots. We have had others again lay

eggs covered apparently with a coat of

whitewash, which on being rubbed off

with a rough cloth revealed the usual

buff-brown tint beneath. All these things

obviously depend on some peculiar con-

dition of the secreting organs. as does the

shape of the egg of each bird when finally

laid.

Many occasional departures from the

ordinary type of egg will now be readily

understood. If the latter portion of the

oviduct be in an unhealthy condition, or

if yelks be niature<l by the ovary faster

than shells can l)c formed by that organ

"soft" or unshelled eggs will be produced.

If, on the contrary, the oviduct and its

glands be active while the supplv of

yelks is temporarily exhausted the dimin-

utive eggs, which consist only of white

and shell, and which not unfrequently

terminate the laying of a long batch, may
lie expected to occur. Any inflammation

of the middle portion of the passage will

result in eggs without even the membra-
nous skin ; and if the entire canal be in

an inflamed condition, yelks alone will

probably l>e dropped without any addi-

tion whatever, even of white. This last

occurrence, therefore, always denotes a

very serious condition, and should be

met at once by depletic medicines, or it

will probably be followed by the loss of

the bird.

As we have already remarked. the white

forms the principal nourishment of the

chick while within the egg.and we repeat

this because it is the very opixwite of the

popular idea. Many writers who ought

to know l>etter have slated that the yelk

furnishes the food of the chick, wher.-as

the fact is that uj) to about twenty-f nir

hours lieforc hatching the yelk suh'< rs

hardly any diminution. At al)<)Ut that

time it begins to beabsorbe«l through the

umbilicus or navel into the abdomen of

the chicken,and is in fact a wonlerful pro-

vision by which the newly hatche<l little

animal is supplied gradually with the

most highly nutritious focnl during the

earlier stages of its existence. Traces

of the yelk mav be found by dissection

in the alHlomeii of the chicken even after

ten davs have elapsed ; and in chickens

just hatched much is often not fully en-

tered within the abdominal cavity, and

can be ])lainly seen with the naked eye.

—Wright.

—Who killed the most poultry ? Ham-
let's uncle, for he said, "Murder tnost

/owl.''

—To hatch chicks or ducks for broilers

necessitates the use of an incubator. Al-

though hens may be used to hatch them,

it would not be very profitable, especially

on some of the t)r(>iler farms we read of.

But to hatch the ducks for a breeding

flock only, with no intention of selling

at nine weeks old. the hen may be used,

and when hatched place them in a

brooder, which is preferable, as ducklings

do not require brooding as long as chicks,

and the hen mav go about her business

again, laying eggs.—American Agricul-

turist.
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gflNTflMS AND Their Origin.

Stephen Beale in Country Gentleman.

The interest taken in the smaller varie-

ties of poultry which are known as ban-

tams is very remarkable indeed. It is no

uncommon thing in this country for the

classes of bantams to be the best filled in

the whole exhibition. At the Crystal

Palace show of 1886 there were close upon

600 pens of bantams alone, and some of

the specimens changed hands at prices

which would he thought great for any of

the larger breeds. Forty pounds has sev-

eral times been paid for a bantam cock,

of course, this being for one of the best

varieties, such as black reds. The rea-

son why bantams are held in such high

favor is not far to seek. There are many

breeders of poultry whose space is lim-

ited, and yet they do not like to give up

a pursuit from which they have derived

such pleasure. As bantams give teem

all the opportunities for the exercise of

their skill in breeding they can desire,

and can be maintained under conditions

which would never allow for the keeping

of larger breeds, it is easy to account for

the favor in which they are held. It is

quite true that there are many breeders

who have no need to select a small vari-

ety of fowl from considerations of space,

and in their case the fact is that these

small birds are sufficiently attractive in

themselves to demand their support.

Bantams are more easily kept than are

the larger varieties, they offer as great if

not greater opportunities for the skill of

the breeder, and where economic consid-

erations are not regarded they have ad-

vantages to account for all the approba-

tion they recieve. One of the principal

breeders has recently written that ban-

tams "are more profitable from the econ-

omist's point of view ; that is, they will

return a greater weight of either eggs or

fiesh for the same weight of food con

sumed" as compared with the large

breeds. This consideration may weigh

with those who intend to consume the

produce in their own households, but at

present there is no sale for dead bantams

or for the eggs produced by these small

varieties of the domestic fowl. I believe

that if the attempt were made and special

attention paid to the feeding fattened

bantams might become one of the delica-

cies of the day.

There has been a great amount of dis-

cussion as to the origin of the bantam.

Moubray says very little respecting them,

and what he does say is not very satis-

factory. He states that "this well-known

breed, originally from India, is valued

chiefly for its grotesque figure and deli-

cate flesh." And then goes to say that

"there has been lately (this work was

first published in 1816) obtained a variety

of bantams extremely small and assinooth

legged as a giuie fowl. From their size

and delicacy they are very convenient, as

they may always stand in the place of

chickens when small ones are not other-

wise to be had. They are a good substi-

tute for partridges. They are also par-

ticularly useful for sitting upon the eggs

of partridges and pheasants, being good

nurses as well as good layers. Sir John
Sebright, M. P. for Herts, is one of the

chief amateurs of this breed. Sir John's

bree«l are beautifully striped and varie-

gated. I have l)een informed that at

present the honorable baronet is raising

a breed of large fowls. In addition,there

is a South American variety, either from

Brazil or Buenos Ayres, which will roost

in trees. They are very l)eautiful, par-

tridge spotted and slreakeil. the ' eggs

small and colored like tltose of the pheas-

ant. Both the flesh and eggs arc fine fla-

vored and delicate."

There does not appear to \>e much more
than this known, for in Wingfield and
Johnson's poultry book, which was pub-

lished in 1853. there is no reliable date to

define just when and where these birds

originated. This work says: "There

can be little question but that it is to

the islands of Eastern Archipelago that

the origin of this liliputian family must

be referred ; but whether all our present

varieties owe their origin or descent to

any one primitive stock may be lUe sub-

ject of speculation, indeed, though hardly

at the present day capable of proof. Ban-

tam, however, a town and district of Java,

has afi"orded their present designation ;

and the wild Bankiva fowl is the bird to

which they are usually considered to owe

their origin. Early in the seventeenth

century the English possessed factories

at Bantam, and thence the introduction

of the domesticated bantam into this

country followed as a matter of course.

But whether such importations were only

of one sort, or included any of those va-

rieties in which we now see them, there

is no evidence to determine. But under

whatever circumstances they might have

made their appearance in England, it is

clear that for upwards of 200 years they

have maintained their ground ;
and al-

though fashion has undergone many
changes as to the particulars of form and

feather, she still continues to regard them

with a favorable eye. However highly

estimated in rural districts for their good

qualities as nurses for game and the

more valuable specimens of the smaller

fowls, their headquarters are usually

found in the manufacturing districts and

in the neighborhood of large towns, where

their diminutive proportions and con-

tented disposition within narrow limits

specially recommend them."
Teget'meier, in his poultry book, seems

to throw doubt on the statement that we

owe our original stocks of bantams to

the East, Vnit he mentions that dwarfed

fowls have been known since the time of

I'liny, who wrote: "There is a dwarfed

kind of fowls that are extraordinarily

small and yet fruitful." And also that

Aldrovandus describes a dwarf hen, and

he is quoted by Willoughby. writing in

1678, who states: "This variety is found

in England, is kept by the curious and

called Grigs.''

The real fact of the case as to the ori-

gin of the various breeds of bantams

seems to be that it undoubtedly was in

the East. This is borne out by the fact

that we now receive some of our quaint-

est specimens from China, Japan and

Burmah. Many of the more recently in-

trotluced breeds in the not-game varieties

have been brought over from these coun-

tries, and there must have been in the

East poultrv breeders who understood

the art of breeding very fully, and have

been inspired by some of the quaintest

i<leals. Take, for instance, the Japanese,

Nankin and Burmese bantams—human
devices could scarcely have gone farther.

And the time that must have been spent

in their production anrt perfection is not

to be measured by our western ideas of

the value of years. The eastern races

know much that we have not yet learned

in the direction of breeding. We must,

therefore, give credit, and acknowledge

that many of the bantams we have are

due to eastern nations. But on the

other hand, there can be no question that

the majority of our Viantams have been

bred down' from the larger varieties,

though in the operation it is more than

likely existing breeds have been used.

In fact, this is acknowledged by those

who are frank enough to reveal their

methods. All the game varieties of ban-

tams have been thus bred down, and
several of the not-game, so it will be seen

that such a collection of bantams as was
on view at the last Cry.stal Palace show
cannot exclusively be claimed as the re

sidt of either the East or the West, but

is a happy unification of the efforts of

l)oth Asiatic and European breeders.

Ai^to the l)eauty of the various races of

bantam little need be said. They speak

for themselves. Whether it is the rich

game bantams, the charming black and
white rose combed bantams, or the newer
breeds which have oflatel)een introduced,

all are most attractive. And it will not

be long ere every large variety of fowls

will have its counterpart in miniature,

for some of our most skilled breeders are

at work producing bantams of the breeds

not yet represented in this way.

the article, but with one pint of very

fine pulverized charcoal mixed with their

food—mixed meal and boiled potatoes.

They had also a plentiful supply of broken

charcoal in their pen. The eight were

killed on the same day, and there was a

difference of one and a half pounds each

in favor of the fowls which had been

supplied with charcoal, they being much

the fatter, and the meat being superior in

point of tenderness and flavor."—Poultry

World.

CHIPS FROM mPODLTRY BLOCK.

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the

Wingr for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIE.

THE WORLD'S FAIR.

Who Shall Be Superintendent of

the Poultry Department.

Below we give the result of the voting

for the different candidates suggested as

available for the office. The number of

ballots cast up to July 9, is as follows :

T. Fakrer Rackham 505

E. E. Bast ^

B. N. Pierce '

JAS. E. White '

It promises to be an interesting con-

test, and every reader and fancier should

send in his ballot. Results will be pub-

lished every week.

"Withdraws from the ContOHt.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Kindly withdraw my name from the

list of candidates for superintendent of

poultry of the World's Fair.

H. A. Bridge.

COLUMBU.S, O., July 8, 1891.

Another for llackham.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In reply to a request made in your

paper of March 14, asking all fanciers to

vote for the man they prefer as superin-

tendent of the poultry department of the

World's Fair, kindly cast my vote in

favor of T. Farrer Rackham, and oblige

yours truly, James Lindsay.

Madison Mills, O., July 3.

—A farmer who has raised turkeys

many years, and who takes pleasure in

making experiments, writes that char-

coal, turkey-red and diamonds are alike

in some respects. It is a fact that more
fat may be gotten out of charcoal than

one would suspect without a knowledge
of chemistry. Here is an account of

one experiment. "Four turkeys were
confined in a pen and fed on meal, boiled

potatoes and oats. Four others of the

! same brood were at the same time con-

I
fiued iu another peu aud fed daily on

Every Day Questions.

"What is the best feed for laying

ducks?" Bran, mixed with boiled pota-

toes or cooked vegetables.

"At what age is a duck matured?"

Two years.

"Does it hurt a duck carrying it by the

neck?" No, but we cannot say that we

like the method. We are also opposed

to carrying hens by the feet. The best

plan is to take them in your arms.

"Are sweet potatoes good for poultry ?"

They are very fattening, and can be profit-

ably used for that purpose. For laying

stock they should not be fed too freely.

The Irish or white potatoes are best,

"Which is the best incubator—hot air

or hot water?" Both have done good

work, but we find the plumpest and best

chicks to come out of hot water ma-

chines.
"Is the Hamburg a good fowl for the

farm?" They are great layers, but of a

delicate constitution. It is not advisable

to keep them in a cold country. They

do best in the South.

"Is there no other way of infusing new
blood than by changing male birds?"

Yes, adding several new hens to the flock

gradually makes a change.

"What is meant by graded stock?"

Generally crosses.

"Are the Anconas a good fowl, and are

they hardy ?" They are excellent layers,

and are said to be as hardy as the Leg-

horns. We never kept them.

"What is the best breed of turkeys to

keep?" We are only personally ac-

quainted with the bronze variety, and

•liave found them excellent. The white

Holland is also considered a good bird.

"What do you consider the best floors

for poultry houses?" Board floors, cov-

ered with about six or eight inches of

sand or dry earth. Wire netting (one-

half inch) under the lK)ard flooring to

prevent rats from getting through.

"Are nest eggs really necessary ?" We
do not use them. They have a tendency

of tempting the hen to lay in a regular

nest, but they cannot make biddy lay

oftener. A hen or pullet lays just as soon

as it has gathered together enough of

egg-producing material, and not before.

; —Gerniautowu Telegraph.

Hammonton must be a city of science,

for it was here that the worthlessness of

oyster shells as food for egg shells was

demonstrated by analysis, and now we

learn that another of her savants is pre-

paring an article upon the "terrible worm

known as sclerostoina syn^amus," Ter-

rible must be any creature bearing such

a cognomen, and I'm thinking Mr. Fox

will have his hands full if he masters it

—we "out West" call it "gape worm" for

short.

What is wrong that some ingenious

Yankee does not invent a "hen picker,"

one that would grade the feathers and

cut off the quill end of the large wing and

tail feathers and convert them into tooth

picks and all at one operation ? There is

"millions" in it. Next.

The fall shows will be here soon, and

it is to the interest of every fancier to

take some of his birds to them aud help

educate Farmer Hayseed to a full appre-

ciation of the benefits he can derive from

the breeding of pure-bred fowls, but don't

expect them to give you $10 for a trio—

seventy-five cents a trio is as high as

he'll bid.

There are numbers of bright, energetic

and progressive farmers who always have

an eye to business that you may succeed

in getting interested in this class of farm

live stock, and if you once get these to

thinking, they always think before they

act but when once convinced that there

is money in them they will make good

customers, and these are the very ones

you want to meet, and you'll not fail to

find them at the county fair, and they are

not crowded around the three card monte

and chuck a luck faker ; they are not

caught that way.
Several years ago I was 'doing a

large fair in company with Mr. Hayseed.

I took him to see the poultry ; he was

delighted. We at length came to a fine

exhibit of games, and just as we came up

the owner made a sale. He sold one of

the l>est stags I have ever seen. We saw

the purchaser count out and hand the

other five ten dollar bills for the stag.

"How many chickens do you get for that

money ?" asked Mr. Havseed. "Only this

stag." "I'll be if I would give

that for all the chickens here." 1 lost

him and found him patronizing a wheel

of fortune man. "How much did you

win?" I innocently asked as we wended

our way homeward. "Win, h— ,
I lost

over a hundred dollars. Guess I'll go

home, I'm kinder sick."

"Buff American," whoever that may

be, gets off" in July Poultry Monthly the

worst cross-bred breed hash I have ever

yet read of, and I hope it will be a long

time before I see such another screed. I

guess he wants a barred Wyandotte and

a silver-laced Plymouth Rock, and he

proposes to get these by crossing the two

breeds. Say, "Buff American," don t

ver know we have too many mongrel

breeds now. The Wyandottes and Plym-

outh Rocks are well enough as they are
;

we can't afford to allow you to spoil the

work of years. Both families now have

four members, let that suffice for the

present.

Why not let some of our editors enjoy

pictorial fame. Boyer, Jacobs and a few

more have been "focussed," but we of

the West are "just dying" to see the

phiz of Drevenstedt, Cloud, Long, Stod-

dard and a host of other "wise men of

the East " Let us have some of these

pretty pictures. They might amuse

"baby," or failing in that answer to

"wean the colts."
, ,.

.

j
Yesterday was a national holiday and

as is always the case our patriotism got

the better of us, and to-day we are suft^er-

ing with "swelled head." I wonder if

boracic acid would be eff-ectual. Thought

has flown away for a time, and I must

"lay down my pen" for the present ;
will

resume it again when the fumes of burnt

powder are blown from us.

Sunday, July 5, iS9i-

PIGEON FLYING.
ON THE WING.

The Camden Five Homing Pigeon Club

liberated birds in Lexington, N. C, at 6

o'clock A.M.. June 29. The first bird

passed through the barbed wires at 7. 15 P.

M., R. C. cock, owne<l by Wm. Suters.

Wni. Harbison and H. Suters had birds

early next morning. The birds were

liberated by J. M. Stener.
*

« »

ond place, as in good flying weather the

best speed is from the greatest distance.

The eight birds of the Butter and Oleo

team of H. J. William's loft, of Provi-

dence, were libeiated in Barboursvilje,

Va., at 6 o'clock. Not receiving a tele-

gram of the start, Mr. Williams supposed

the birds were not liberated, and did not

go to his loft nntil 3.43 P. M., when he

found seven of the eight at home, and to

all appearances they had been there for a

long time.

The World's watch so far this season

goes to Watrous, owned by Jeremiah

Clancy, of Providence, R. I., who on

Monday made the journey from this city

in 4 hours and 40 minutes, covering the

235X nnles in the average speed of 1479-1

yards per minute, which is at the rate of

I minute 1 1.3 seconds per mile. The best

record by American birds hitherto 1 as

been 1476 yards per minute, the mile in

I minute 11. 5 seconds.

*
* «

* »

The air line distance is 447 >^ miles,

and counting time of finding as time

of arrival the average speed would be

1345 yards per minute. The bird that

did not come to time is Swartley, giving

the victory to the "dairy maids." The

distance is the greatest by 59 miles that

has been covered in the day this season,

and the George W. Childs prize, held

here since Thursday, goes back to Provi-

dence once more.

home Monday afternoon from the start

in Atlanta, Ga., June 30. The air line

distance is 535 miles. The two birds

are nest mates and were both bred in the

Bishop loft.

»*•

The first return to the Cadwallader and

Belleview lofts from the start in High

Point, N. C, on Monday morning, were

one to each loft the next morning. The

delay was caused by bad weather in

Virginia.
•*•

The twelve birds owned by Theo. P.

Green, Woodbury, N. J., were liberated

in Montreal, Va., 240 miles away, Tues-

day morning, at 6.43. The first return

was at 2.55 P. M. The average speed

was alx)ut 850 yards per minute. The

birds encountered bad weather in Mary-

land.

» «

*
« «

The entry in this race was Jeremiah

Clancy i and Joseph Macken 6. The

start was to have been from Edgewood,

Md., a distance of 300 miles, but the

birds arrived in this city for counter-

marking too late to be forwarded that

night, and as, with the Fourth of July

and Sunday intervening, they could not

reach Edgewood for liberating before

Tuesday, it was thought Ijest to start

them from here and let them have the

chance to make a record for speed, the

weather being very favorable for fast fly-

ing. The basket was accordingly opened,

and the birds took wing as the last stroke

of 8 o'clock was soun<le<l from the State

House. The first rcluru was Watrous, to

the Clancy loft, at 12.40 P. M. The air

line distance, which is 235 miles and 558

yards, gives an average speed of 1479. i

yards per minute

We have it on good authority that

Theodore P. Green, of Woodbury, N. J.,

paid a round I360 for the nine pairs of

Wagner breeders he has recently pur-

chased. Forty dollars a pair is a rather

stiff price for the home-raised article.

»%

*
* *

The first bird, Washington, to the Jo-

seph Makin loft, with 1325 yards less dis-

tance to cover, made the average speed

of 14735 yanls per minute.
*

» ¥

One condition of the World's watch

race was that it was to be held by ea-h

increased speed as made from the open-

ing of the season, and then should be

awarded in November of the year in

which the existing record, 1476 yards per

minute, was broken . As it required six

years of flying to replace the record of

1464 yards with the 1476 yards made in

1889, it was thought the watch wouhl be

open for competition several years at

least. This journey, however, decides

that it shall be placed this year. But,

with four months still left for the compe-

tition, it remains to be seen whether

Watrous can retain it.

Philadelphia fanciers will well remem-

ber the handsome old bird Mayor Fit-

ler, owned by John Love, of the Star

Club, and with which he won the beauti-

ful silver urn presented for competition

by the Item for the best speed from 300

miles in 1887, making the phenomenal

flight of 1356 yards per minute from the

distance named. The bird was trained

over the southwestern course in 1889, but

for some unaccountable reason he failed

to return from the 400-mile station, Lex-

ington, N. C, until last week, when to

the surprise of his owner he made his

appearance at his old loft, with the name

of William Jennings, 232 Hamburg

Street, Baltimore, Md., stamped on his

wing.
« «

The record of Watrous has already

been broken this week by Sleepy, owned

by Mr. Oilman E. Hook, of New Bedford,

Mass. Sleepy's speed was 1691 yards

per minute.

The much-talked-of challenge race be-

tween the birds of Andrew Heininger, of

Manayunk
;
James Miller, of Kensington,

and L. R. Nuskey, of the same locality,

was flown from Odenton, the loo-mile

station, on July 5, the birds encountering

a northwest wind over the entire course.

There was considerable speculation over

the result, the Manayunk bird lieing the

favorite, owing to its previous perform-

ances over the same route. A. G. Cook,

the liberator at Odenton, acting upon the

instructions issued, liberated the birds

fifteen minutes apart, so each one was

compelled to make the journey on its

own merits. The stake was ten dollars a

side, in addition to which a number of

side bets were registered. Heininger's

bird made the speediest return, the time

out beini; two hours, forty-nine minutes

and fifty-two seconds. This beat Nusky

bv about seven minutes, the winner mak-

ing an average speed of 1054^ yards per

minute, 1005 yards per minute for Nuskey.

The remarkable and consistent perform-

ances of the Manayunk bird are full of

merit beyond all doubt, and its owner

is certainly entitled to the championship

of Philadelphia from the distance, a title

which he holds with the Item Challenge

Trophy, so recently won in open compe-

tition with the best lofts of the city.

E. Marshall, Gerinaiil*)wii, May 4. Washiiixttm,

D. C, 126.5S miles, speed, yards per iiiinute,

I297J4-

The Hargrave bird i.s H 216, a red check cock.

The Marshall bird is X 3733. a blue cluck hen.

1H)K 200-MlI.K I'LICIUTS.

G. Goebel, Philadelphia, Pa., May 30, OraiiKe,

Va.^i 99 miles, speed, |yards;per minute, 1265; J.

Digfjle, Philadelphia, Pa., MayJTg, lOraiige, Va.,

2X).o7 milep, speed, yanls per minute, 1214.

The|first;is|H 4746, a blue check' hen, andj the

second^H 2304, a blue check cock.

FOR 300-Mn.E FLIGHTS.

John Diggle, Philadelphia, Pa., May 22, Bed-

ford City, Va., 298.63 miles, speed, yards per min-

ute, 1171.S5; John DiKgle, Philadelphia, Pa,,

May 22, Bedford City, Va., 29S.63 miles, speed,

yards per minute, 1171.67.

The first is H 2317, a blue check cock, aud the

second II 2220, a blue cock.

FOR 400-MII.K FI.IC.HTS.

W. S. To'^kniRton, Jr., West Philadelphia, Pa.,

June 20, Lexington, N.C., 397 miles, speed, yards

per minute. S9754.

This bird is X 1937, black check cock. Young
Harrison.

FOR 450-Mn.E FLIGHTS.

John Shepherd, Angora, Pa., June 29, Char-

lotte, N.C , 449 (?) miles, speed, yards per minute,

953; G R. Callaghan, Angora. Pa., June 29,

Charlotte, N. C, 449 (?) miles, speed, yards per

miimte, 953.
«

* «

C. McCloskey, of 2068 Moore Street,

Philadelphia, has a visitor at his loft, W
8807. The owner can have same by call-

ing or writing. F. A. O'Neill, 21 16 Race

Street, Philadelphia, picked up a blue

check pigeon, W 123, that struck a tele-

graph wire Twenty-first and Market

Streets, and died in his hands. A. Merk-

less, of 103 West Norris Street, Philadel-

phia, has lost a young blue check, band

15, H.M. 9i,and another young blue check

without tail. H. W. Beck, of 246 North

Eighth Street. Pliiladeli)liia, reports the

loss of two red checkers, banded 804 and

805. W. P:isenhardt, 2023 North Third

Street, Philadelphia, has lost a blue hen,

banded Q.W. E. E.

» •

* *

The record of Watrous up to Saturday

was not a brilliant one, each journey

having been with adverse conditions over

the home stretch. From the Pulitzer

building on May 31 he was liberated a

half hour in advance of Dickinson, of

Fall River, and was seen in the latter's

company when going over Yonkers.

Dickinson had nine more miles to cover,

and it is supposed Watrous went home

with him before reporting at his own loft,

as he only average«l 735 yards per min-

ute. From Yardley a week ago this

bird was reported for distance only, and

as the time was poor it was not re-

ported.
*

« *

—"May your son never set," as the tur-

key said to the old ben.—DansvilleBreeze,

There was another trial on Monday,and

if the birds had not beaten the wires, and

their owner had known they were on the

wing and could have been on the lookout

for them, Watrous might now be in sec-

Sleepy claims the World's watch for

his journey from Lyons, N. Y., to New

Bedford, Mass. The birds of this loft

have done very well from the first. From

St. Johnsville, 200 miles, their first fly for

record, liberated a day earlier than was

expected, the seven were found home at

evening. Sent the next week to Herki-

mer, 225 miles. Sleepy was first at home,

making over 1200 yards per minute. The

fly from Lyons was the third journey for

record and the prizes. Sleepy has shown

himself to be a very wide awake flyer.

The next trial will be from 450 miles.

*
* *

Mr. H. J. Williams, of the South Provi-

dence Club, whose seven birds were at

home from 450 miles on Sunday, before

the telegram of start was delivered to

him, sent the countermark of the eighth

bird the same evening. With this he

placed on file the proofs that his entire

entry from the start, 450 miles away,

was home l)efore sundown—an unpre-

cedented performance. If the George

W. Childs prize, therefore, goes to no

greater distance, it will be held for a good

day's work. The only two missing from

this flight this season are Nice and Edson,

out from the start in Edgewood, Md., 300

miles.
*

* »

A second bird, Bel Ami, is reported by

W. L. Bishop, Washington, D. C, at

The two birds of John Shepherd and

G. R. Callaghan that made the one-day

record from 450 miles were l)oth flown

from the 400-niile station, and under the

adverse conditions then prevailing did

not return home until the third day

—

Monday. Two days later they were

shipped to the 450 mile station and made

the flight of their lives.

One of A. H. Kruger's late arrivals

from the 200-niile station Iwre the follow-

ing message : "Wilmington, Del., June

8^ 1891.—This bird let off^ from 802 Van

Buren Street, at l o'clock P. M. Please

inform J. K. Underwood of its arrival."

The message was written on a piece of

paper, folded about an inch square and

tied to a string, which being fastened to

the bird's leg kept spinning behind him

as he flew.

There is some talk going the rounds

about the Belmont, Fanciers' and Quaker

City Clubs having a friendly spin over

the western course with young birds in

the fall. The two former are willing;

now, how about the Quakers ?

ft

» «

The following are the winners of Fed-

eration diplomas for old bird flights of

1 891 to date :

FOR 100-MILE FLIGHTS.

W. Hargrave, Gcrmantown, May 4,Washing-

p, C, 136,7a miles, speed, yards per minute, 1343;

Macclesfield Tipples.

Editor Fancikrs' Journau.

In last week's issue of TiiK FancikRS*

Journal I notice an "Ardent Highfly-

er" is anxious for information concern-

ing Macclesfield Tipplers, and that he is

afraid that the tippler is being neglected.

1 am very glad to inform anxious high-

flyer that the interest is greatly on the

increase, and that the tippler is pushing

to the front as a pet l)oth for pleasure

and for sport. They are very pretty little

sprightly fellows, long and highflyers and

the very l)est of breeders and feeders.

I think that Philadelphia is far ahead of

her sister states in the tippler fancy. She

has Englan<l's very l)est blood in her

lofts, and I am satisfied that we can do

some very good flying. We have the

climate for it, our skies are clearer than

in England. an<l then, again, we do not

have the heavy fogs to contend with.

We are about starting a Macclesfield Tip- *

pier Highflving Club, and have four good

meinl)ers to start with. With a com-

bined force of about 100 good birds, we

would 1)e pleased to hear of any others

that would like to join us in Philadelphia

and vicinity. All those desiring to do so

can forward their names and addre.s.ses to

i8n F. Wellington Street, where they

will be thankfully received.

R. Grim.SHAW.

PHII.ADIil.PHIA, July 7, 189I.

Important Sale of Fowls.

W. J. Andrus, of Hackensack, N. J.,

bought the entire stock of La Fleche

fowls and chickens l)elonging to J. H.

Drevenstedt last week. Mr. ,\ndrus in-

tends breeding La Flcchc more exten-

sively in the future, finding the bree«l

very profitable both as a utility and fancy

fowl

.

«

—Visitor: "Mr. B., how do you feed

vour fowls to make them thrive and look

so well?" Mr. B. : "\V)iy. I f<'ed them

with care and judgment." Visitor : "Beg

pardon, but I should think corn and

wheat would be better."
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AERIAL MESSENGERS

BY EDWIN H. MORRIS.

Unlike the Americau eagle, the pigeon

is the emblem of innocence, and through a

combination of the blood and characterisi-

tics of several varieties man has produced

the homer, which undoubtedly ranks first

as an aerial messenger. Those who are

devoted to the fascinating hobby of rear-

ing and flying these birds will assure you

that a greater man than Columbus was

interested in them, and you may l>e fa-

cetiously referred to Captain Noah as

the founder of their ancient order.

Although none will dare to plead

ignorance when thus confronted, still it

is singular that in this age of the general

dissimination of knowledge so little is

known of the bird which has Ijeen of

such service to man, and which has se-

cured the attention of many of the bright-

est minds, not only in the long past ages

but right down to our own time. Ana-

creon (who lived 550 B. C.) in a charming

lyric refers to one of the birds used in

the production of the modern homing

pigeon thus

:

"Venus, for a hymn of love,

Gave me to the barb away ;

See me now his faithful minion,

To his lovely girl I bear

Songs of passion thro' the air."

Many other ancient Grecian writers re-

fer to the dove, just as the Scriptures in

mentioning this item allude to what we

know as the ordinary pigeon. Tasso, the

Italian poet, in his great epic "Jerusalem

Delivered," relates that a messenger

pigeon, pursued by a bird of prey, fell

amidst the Christian soldiers, and thus

they became aware of the intentions of

the Mussulmen. Pliny, too, refers to the

pigeon quite frequently. In one instance

(Lib. X 53) he says: "Many are mad
with the passion for these birds, and

build towers for them on the tops of their

roofs, and will relate the high breeding

and aucestry of each, after the ancient

fashion."
The reason the followers of Mahomet

hold this bird sacred is because a pigeon

or dove once saved the life of the prophet

when pursued by remaining on her nest,

where he was concealed. One variety of

pigeon is now called "the Mahomet,"
and is supposed to resemble the bird

which the prophet trained to peek in his

ear, by which means he induced his fol-

lowers to belive the Holy Ghost was
whispering to him.
Connng down to more recent times we

fin<l that Shakespeare was intimately ac-

quainted with the binl, for after referring

to the mode of feeding their young in

"As You Like It" (Act I, -scene 2) thus:

Celia. Here comes Monsieur le Beau.

liosalind. With his mouth full of news.

Celia. Which he will put ou us, as

r pigeons feed their young.
Rosalind. Then shall we be news-

crammed.

He makes Hamlet say :

"Rnt I am pigeon livereil, and lack gall
To make oppression bitter."

Many other writers of renown refer in a

similar manner to the pigeon, making it

evi«lent that their knowledge was of a

more than superficial nature, and al-

though modern ideas may leach us to de-

spise and sneer at those who find pleas-

ure and recreation in the rearing and
training of this bird, still we may look
upon the past and pronounce the hobby
innocent and elevating, calling forth gen-

tleness, kindness and love of life in one
of its most beautiful and entertaining

forms, an<l in looking in vain for a

mmlern pursuit to surpass it we cannot
help feeling that in the mad haste of to-

day the pleasure as well as the benefit

and satisfaction to be «lerived from the

bird have been overlooked, and that es-

pecially in such a country as America
the hoiner should have l)een in the van
instead of following in the wake of civili-

zation.

There has been much speculation as to

the origin of the modern homing pigeon.

Darwin speaks of their coming from the

blue rock [Columba livid) common to

Northern Europe, and generally known
there as the rock pigeon, which are simi-

lar to the mountain pigeon of the south

of P^urope, the chief distinction being in

the fact that the latter do not emigrate,

whereas the former seek warmer climes

as winter winds and snow succeed the

balmy autumn of the north, yet in plit-

mage, color, structure, beak and tail

there is scarcely any difference between

these two varieties. The head of each

kind is a light blue or dark color, the

neck is a shade darker, with metallic

green or purple shadings, merging into a

lighter blue tint down the back until near

the tail the color is almost white ; then

comes the tail feathering which is invari-

ably of a darker blue still, tipped with

black, and the wings add variety to the

points by being light gray, with two
black bands. The wing feathers are gen-

erally about seven inches in length, and
from the tip of one wing to the tip of the

other the measurement is frequently at

least twenty-four inches. The bill is

clear blue at the base, tapering to a black

point, and the eye is of a yellow sulphur

color.

Bisson differs from Darwin, and puts

the homing pigeon down as being de-

rived from the pigeon Roman {Columba
romona), whilst Temminck, Dr. Sculty

and several other well-known naturalists

see in the French ring dove or the Eng-
lish owl {Columda turbida) indication of

their ancestry, tracing these back to the

species common to Central Asia, and
known in their native country as the

Charbach. Although there has been

much speculation regarding the ring,

still the resemblance in beak and struc-

ture has been allowed considerable

weight in the deliberations of these de-

votees of nature. Structure is greatly

against the supposition that the Roman
materially helped in the production of

the modern homer, whereas the form as

well as the wide range (embracing both

Europe and Asia) over which the Colum-
ba agrestis or pigeon biset is found, and
his greater inclination to domestication

weigh greatly in favor of a cross between
this bird and the Persian or Turkish pig-

eon for the production of the homer.

In very early times the pigeons com-
mon to southwestern Asia were used by
the merchants trading between Egypt,
India, Persia, Arabia and the provnices

north of these countries, systematically,

and they were known as the "aerial cour-

iers or angels of the king." When Alex-

ander the Great had pressed his armies

thus far in their march of conquest he
wished for easier means of communicat-
ing with his generals in command at dif-

ferent points, when a merchant offered

to insure this, and for a fixed sum under-

took to convey his dispatches from Egypt
or Macedonia to India in five days. The
pigeon turc or Turkische Taube was un-
doubtedly the kind then in use, and
when the crusaders entered Palestine

they found the Musselmen had an estab-

lished pigeon port. Later on we find the

pigeon in use in Greece for the purpose
of carrying reports at the Olympian
games, an«i again for a similar purpose in

Italy. Were we to add to traditional his-

tory a little reasonable specidation and
conclude that with the march of civiliza-

tion northward, or on the return of the
Crusaders, the aerial courier of Asia
reached Greece and Italy, and eventually

France, Belgium and England, where a

judicious cross with the pigeons of the
North resulted in the ancestors of the
homers of Belgium and the carriers of
England (in each of which there is a
marked resemblance of the Turkish-Per-
sian variety), we should thus l>e giving
support to the theories of some of the
naturalists.

It is certain that there were at least three
prinjitive kinds of pigeons, which have
undoubtedly been crossed during past

centuries, jiud from these man has, by
wise selection, domesticity and careful

develo])ment, produced the many and
varied kinds of pigeons of to-day—with
distinct characteristics—topped by that

family, which is of the greatest use to

mankind, and whose innate qualities

have l)een so fostered and the impulse to
return to their home become so marked
a characteristic that they are now gen-
erally known as homers.

Just as they found it difficult or inter-

esting to determine on the origin, and
how much the livia, biset, culver, bouv-
renil, cumulet, barb, merle or dragon
contributed to this desideratum, so have
the uatttralists bad a contest over the

terra to be used in speaking of the im-
pulse which leads these birds homeward
over miles of trackless and unknown
land and water.

Instinct was not satisfactory to some,
for it was considered that there was
something of a higher order in the intel-

ligence which directed this bird which so

ordinary a word did not adequately ex-

press. Intuition was tried and found
wanting, and nothing having been discov-

ered in our vocabulary to meet the need,

it is left for someone to coin a word to

be applied to the higher order of mental

capacity which the homing pigeon, some
kinds of dogs and many animals are sup-

posed to possess.

The skull and brain of a record homer
has been compared with that portion of

the common pigeon and it was found
that there was comparatively more space

and larger brain in the former—a varia-

tion in the form of the skull was de-

tected, but these matters should not
cause speculation, for is there not a simi-

lar distinction between the cur and the
well-bred sporting dog? The occiputal

development is a mark of intelligence,

and is much more distinct in the latter,

the protuberation l^eing near the union
of the spine, just as the skull of the
homer is larger than that of the common
pigeon where the neck joins the head.

From the earliest ages the pigeon and
the dog have had special attention at the

hands of man, and like all domesticated

animals there has been a great intellec-

tual advancement, so that just as the
sporting or other dogs differ from the cur
or as the race horse excels the ordinary
teamster in form, courage and other
points so does the homing pigeon surpass

the primitive and other varieties in hom-
ing instinct, in speed and other charac-

teristics which make him of use to man-
kind.

It is not generally known though that

in the homer the eye has much to do
with results, and hence this is a most im-
portant matter, both to the l)eginner as

well as to the experienced. The red ej^e

is frequently preferred, but beyond the

fact that the birds from Belgium are most
generallv of this color there is no evi-

dence of superiority. Many look for a

dark eye in conjunction with a round
head for long distance races, because this

denotes a more recent mixture of owl
blood, and such birds are known to fly

later at night than those resembling or

having the characteristics of other varie-

ties of the pigeon family. The pearl eye
is to others an all-important matter, for

this is supposed to indicate the predomi-
nence of cumulet blood, insuring great

power of vision, of well-developed breasts

—so necessary for the expansion of the

lungs and development of muscle—and
strong wings be united with these other
desirable points there is presented a com-
bination of the most necessary qualities.

The pearl eye is also when combined
with a different shape of the head and a

broad cere said to indicate a barb cross.

The all important point though is to get

the extending eye ball, for when the bird

can get a view of the territory in front

and also behind there is a greater cer-

tainty of a quick and direct flight, the
greatest strength being on the powers of

vision, as seen by the eye ball being al-

ways very much dilated after along jour-

ney. Other important points in select-

ing the most promising birds have been
mentioned casually. If any need empha-
sis they are broad chests, strong wings

—

composed of flight feathers that are

closely webbed, springy and powerful
rather than long—the lx)dy should l)e

wedge shaped, the tail feathers only
moderately long, good full skull, and
legs free from feathers. Color of plumage
is of no importance unless it is intended
to exhibit, when you need follow some
such standard as that adopted by the
Manchester (Eng.) Columbian Society, as

seen in the picture.

It is therefore evident that a wise selec-

tion and careful development are cardi-

nal matters, and in order to l)e a success-

ful flyer and a winner of races the birds
will need much study and attention be-

sides considerable patience and persever-

ance.

It may be very interesting to be able
to ascribe the impulse which imp>els

these birds onward and homeward, but
as yet all the discussion has not got
beyond speculation ; to attribute it to

migratory origin is undoubtedly wrong,
for migration is invariably from north to

south and vice versa, and not from east

to west. Just so with regard to natural

instinct which so many are so positive

al>out, a conclusive answer to this is

found in the fact of its not doing any-
thing for the bird if thrown at night or

during a fog. The atmospheric and mag-
netic currents, too, may brace or ener-

vate, effecting velocity, but they have
nothing whatever to do with the direction

of the flight or the impulse itself.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Dark Brahma Fowls.

The introduction of Asiatic breeds of

fowls into the United States forty years

ago led to a complete revolution in the

poultry industry of the country. The

immediate effect was the outbreak of

what was facetiously termed the "hen

fever." Speculation ran high, and great

prices were paid for the new breeds. The
man who owned a flock of Shanghaes, of

which the rooster was tall enough to

stand on the barn floor and eat corn off

the head of a barrel, was the envy of

his neighbors and commanded his own
prices for eggs of the wonderful new
fowls. Out of all this ferment and ex-

citement came permanent benefit. Ridic-

ulous as was the "hen fever" in some of

its phases, it stimulated new interest in

poultry, and when the wild spirit of spec-

ulation had given place to steady business

methods, a new era in the poultry busi-

ness had set in. Instead of keeping a

few dunghill fowls in the old haphazard
way, people had acquired not only im-

proved breeds but also greatly improved
methods. The whole business of mating,

incubation, shelter, feed and management
is conducted in intelligent and successful

ways, and the results add many dollars

annually to the wealth of the country.

One of the earliest of the improved
Asiatic breeds which attained popularity

was the Brahma. It was originally called

the Brahmapootra, but the fowls are

found to flourish quite as well under the

less ponderous name by which they are

now known. Though Brahma fowls no
longer command fancy prices, they still

retain in a large degree their position

among choice, improved fowls. Other
and newer varieties have come, each in

turn enjoying the advantages of novelty,

but the Brahma is still one of the favorite

breeds with many well-known fanciers^

The Brahma presents the true picture of

a utility fowl. Tall and massive, with

full deep breast, small, neat head, long,

arched neck, powerful thighs and legs,

feathered to the toes, abundant hackle

and small tail. They are very quiet,

.thriving in comparatively close quarters,

with proper attention to cleanliness and
food supplies. It is this quality which
gives them great favor with mechanics
and others who wish to keep a few fowls

within the limits of a village lot. They
mature early, making fine savory broilers

when half grown. The pullets begin

laying when they are from five to six

months old. The eggs are dark colored,

rich and full-flavored. The hens are nat-

urally broody, showing an inveterate de-

sire to sit when they have laid a few

dozen eggs. If indulged, they make the

most careful and attentive mothers.

Though not pre-eminent in any special

particular, the Brahmas are "alued as

useful, general purpose fowls, easily

managed, and possessing fairly good
qualities all around.

In color the Brahmas are divided be-

tween the dark and the light. Both
colors possess the same characteristics of

form, size and general qualities. The
dark were at one time the favorites and
commanded quite fancy prices. Dark
Brahmas of both sexes present a beauti-

ful combination of white, grey and black.

The cocks have breast and tail of intense

glossy black, with hackle of silver or

creamy white. The rest of the plumage
is a rich combination of the two. The
feathers on the breasts of the hens are

gray edged with black, giving a beauti-

fully pencilled appearance. The hackle

is white striped with clear black ; the

tail black. The legs of lx>th sexes are

orange yellow.—American Agriculturist.

—A gentleman prided himself on his

fine fowls, and his neighbor was equally

vain of a fine coach dog. The dog worried

the life out of the chickens. The owner
of the dog received the following note :

"Friend, you keep dogs ; I keep chickens.

If my chickens worry your dogs, shoot

'era,'»

SCRAPPLE.
Keep Chicks from Exposure-

Good Poultry House—Bowel

Disease—Roup.

The follorving extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, j^ivin/r their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for

all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful pertisal of^he

readers of Thk Fanciers' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we

therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

io poultry, pigeons and fancy stock.

The Ideal Fowl.

The ideal fowl is a very practical sort

of a bird. One that is plump, fine fla-

vored and quick of growth, this is what

any one wants in a broiler—a good roaster

with heavy breasts, tender flesh. As

layers we want hens that will begin to

lay when six months old, that will lay

eggs two ounces each in weight, with

rich yellow yolks. Every hen should

lay at least one hundred eggs and rear a

brood of chicks the first year and a half

of her life. This is not wanting too

much, but there are many fowls kept on

the farm that fail to come up to what

constitutes good, practical stock. It is a

poor policy to retain poultry which does

not return an equivalent for its feed.—

American Agriculturist.

Bowel Disease.

Bowel disease carries off its thousands

of chicks also, and the principal causes

of it are improper food, a chill (from wet

and cold, or one of them), and want of

grit. It is difficult to decide which of

the three principal causes is most potent.

With some farmers it is one, with others

another, then, again, it is all three.

Probably the want of grit in the gizzard

to grind up the food there is the most

frequent cause, as it is one of the simplest

and easiest to prevent. Grit is to the

chickens what teeth are to us. Without

teeth, with which to masticate our food,

what a sorry plight we would be in. Im-

agine the condition of a hungry man
without teeth sitting down at a table and

getting the food into his stomach after a

fashion. What would the stomach do

with it? Imagine the stomach saying,

"Hello, what the mischief can I do with

this ?" It couldn't digest the unmasticated

food and there it would lie a sodden

mass, irritating the stomach until the

latter organ rallied to reject and sent it

out the way it came.—New England Far-

mer.

A Good Poultry House.

If you keep thoroughbred poultry you

of course should have a warm house for

them, but if this is your trial year do not

invest too much. There are as many

nice ways to build a poultry house as you

can read about. The most sensible one

is the plainest inside, if you want fixings

hang a few pictures on the wall.

The most convenient poultry house I

ever saw, excepting those costing hun-

dreds of dollars, was in B . It was

all glass." I think differently. If you

let in sunlight and warmth in the day-

time you cannot help letting in cold at

night ; therefore do not ptit in too much
glass. In the eight foot front these win-

dows were about four by four feet. Un-

less you have double glass do not put in

much. This house has no "nice long

narrow hallway ;" each pen was simply

slats and a door between them.

The floors were kept well sprinkled

with coal ashes or sand and cut straw.

The feed was scattered around, and in

this way the poultry could get exercise.

When you go into a poultry house and

have to peek through the gates, it seems

like a prison, dull and gloomv, but when

you can go into a pen of birds, take one

up, go to the window without going

through the prison door, examine it,

then let it go, it is much better than the

hallway plan. Therefore build plain or

fancy if you wish, but think of the clean-

liness necessary to have healthy poultry.

I have been into farmers' hen houses

that were cleaned only once a year.

Would it be possible for any living thing

to be healthy in such filth ? Every farmer

who keeps poultry should take care of

the house and keep it as clean as the

horse barn. What farmer but takes pride

in owning a fine horse ? What man that

keeps poultry is not proud of a flock ot

"full bloods?" How he likes to talk

about their laying or how nice a meal

they make, but when asked how much
care they get he has little to say only

that "the woman enjoys taking care of

them, so he lets her." It is seldom "the

woman" does not see to the little chick-

ens and feeding. Here is the trial of their

lives, the first four or six weeks, and a

woman who likes poultry is the l^est

hand. Careful, easv and watchful, she

soon has them so that they will climb

about her without fear. How many women
have the pleasure of being in their poul-

try houses on a stormy day ? And why

not ?—Country Gentleman.

except the crest, which is allowed to have

a narrow band of black feathers in front,

but the fewer the better. The Sultans

are a remarkably handsome fowl, differ-

ing in their leg and toe feathering from

any other variety, as legs and toes are

quite completelv covered. They are pure

white, with large, full, flowing crest, well-

developed beards, and strongly hock-

feathered, are usually very tame and ap-

pear to be very contented m linute«l

quarters. They are good layers and the

eggs are very large and pure white.

When the plumage is kept clean they are

as handsome as birds. The first ever

bred in this country were raised in Balti-

more County, Md.

for two different breeds, and at that time,

August I, contained some thirty or thirty-

five birds. The building was thirty-two

feet long, eight feet wide and seven and

one-half high in front, facing southeast,

four and one-half feet rear. It had four

pens, two for breeders and two for sur-

plus stock. The feed boxes, etc., were

in the first pens ; runs eight by twenty-

five feet.

The nests were in empty cheese boxes,

thoroughlv cleaned once a week. Roosts

were small saw horses, legs well apart

with trays underneath, which were

cleaned every other day.
.

Each pen had its dust box. Fixing

nests and roosts is where we fool our-

selves by nailing them fast, or in any

way fastening them to the building.

Another point of interest in this build-

ing was the light. Most writers say

"give lots of sunlight, put the south side

Management of Summer Poultry.

In summer vermin abounds ; the pens

and runs become coated over with drop-

pings ;
ventilation is needed ;

clean, fresh

water must be supplied, and wholesome

food funiished in such quantities that it

will not become stale and uneaten in the

pens. To attend to all these things re-

quires time and care ; but without time

and care what profit or success comes m
any line of effort ? Eggs fall off during

the very hot weather of summer in con-

sequence of the unfavorable conditions of

the season, unless these conditions are

met and overcome by prompt attention.

This being the case, the hens are healthy

and the mumber of eggs is kept up—two
results which always follow good care.

Remember, then, that the best economy

of the poultry yard demands that it have

daily care throughout the heated months

Fresh water, given daily, a change of

food, and a constant watch that an over-

supply be not given at any time ;
fresh

grass and sods placed in the yard at in-

tervals of a few days ; abundant ventila-

tion of the pens must be given ;
the drop-

pings kept cleaned up ; the perches occa-

sionallv coated with a mixture of lard and

sulphur : dust bath furnished, and a thor-

ough watchfulness. Toward night--say

during these long days at 5 or 6 o clock,

P M —turn the hens from their pens

and give them the benefit of a leg-stretch-

ine in the garden and among the grass

or fruit trees. While they are enjoying,

get a spade and dig over the earth in the

Sens. It will be a good exercise, and

the next morning the hens will think

they have new quarters. Attention to

these things will yield health to the hens,

and a good supply of eggs for the family

right through the hot weather.-New

England Farmer.

Cross-Breeding.

The practice of crossing the different

breeds of poultry never yet resulted in

the production of a perfect bird, and

never will. Fowls may be obtained that

answer every purpose for egg-production,

and a fair profit may be realized from

their flesh, but, as a general thing, they

can not be depended on. For market

chickens the common producer is satis-

fied, but the amateur requires something

better. Any cross not only affects the

quantity of eggs, but quality also suffers.

The object of the amateur is not direct

profit to himself, although this is in-

tended in the long run, but the pleasure

in beholding fine birds, that furnish fine

eggs and chickens for the table, all of

home production. The caterer to the

public market generally employs a cross

in which there is largely mixed the Brah-

ma blood. In this he obtains size, and I

by adulterating this blood with some
1

other the size often exceeds the original

fowl. Quick feathering is often sought

for, and this is found in the Leghorn

race. This cross makes tolerable layers,

pretty good sitters, but miserable flesh,

although answering well for the purpose

of early broilers. The epicure is fond of

broiled chicks, and so long as the flesh

produced had once worn feathers, the

appetite is satisfied.and the price obtained

by the producer is in reality more, owing

to the advance in weight, than for pure

breeds. But, when one has really had

the opportunity of testing the difference

between the pure, well-bred bird and the

mongrel, the decision is in favor of the

thoroughbred fowl for all purposes where

home consumption is concerned.—Dixie

Farmer.

MISCELLANEOUS.

CLIMAX DRINKING FOUNTMH
FOR

POULTRY
MADE OF CALVANIZEO IRON.

WILL LAST A LIFETIME.
2 Gall. Rise will be wnt. Exprewi Palrt, to any part

of tlm UulttU StuU'Son n-eelpt of 01 .25,
|

11. TX>1C1>, Burlington, Vt«

Keep Chickens from Exposure.

Chickens suffer very much exposed to

the sun when the weather is hottest.

They will pant and manifest their feeling

of discomfort as plainly as will the oxen

when tugging at the plow. They will

gladlv avail themselves of the shade of a

tree, or wallow in the cool earth in the

shadow of some building, stretching out

their wings and legs to cool themselves.

In the summer months, if they are con-

fined to a bare yard, with no trees, no

buildings large enough to make a protect-

ing shade ; nothing but the bare coops ;

it mav be seen that these get heated

through, being so small, and afford in-

adequate protection. Chickens thus ex-

posed are certainly in a pitiable condition.

They cannot thrive because uncomfort-

able, and when night comes it hardly

brings relief, if they have to huddle in

coops that are ill-ventilated. The chicks

should always have access to a good

shade in the hottest weather.—American

I'oultry Yard. ______
Roup.

Roup is the most troublesome, offen-

sive, and with the single exception of

cholera, the most fatal disease that the

poultry breeder has to fight against ; and

1 am not quite sure but that a good deal

of the so-called chicken cholera is noth-

ing more or less than roup.

Roup generally commences with

hoarseness and sneezing, and while in

this stage may be easily cured. In the

second stage of the disease, the eyes be-

come swollen, and nose and eyes dis-

charge a thin watery substance that

thickens and becomes very offensive as

the disease progresses ; ulcers form in

the mouth and throat and around the

eyes, the head swells, one or l>oth eyes

are closed, the comb turns black, the

fowl loses its appetite, wastes away and

dies.

Roup never conies without a cause, and

the cause may be found in damp, filthy

ill-ventilated houses, wet swampy yards,

impure drinking water, food that is in-

sufficient in (luantity and ciuality, crowd-

ing too many fowls in one building with-

out paying the slightest attention to the

sanitary regulations necessary to keep

them in good health, and lastly, but by

no means leastly, the "ravages of lice

which so enfeeble the fowls' systems that

they are unable to resist <lisease." If

none of those causes are to l>e found upon

your own premises, look upon the prem-

ises of your neighbor ; the disease had a

starting point somewhere.

Roup IS contagious, and when it once

nets started in a district the premises of

the most careful poultry breeders are

liable to be invaded, but if you permit

none of the causes that 1 have mentioned

to exist around your own premises, and

provide dry, well-ventilated houses, so

arranged that the fowls will not be ex-

posed to draughts, it will go a long way

towards preventing this insidious disease

from getting a foothold among your

fowls —Fannie Field in Prairie Farmer.

A FEW HENS
Is the motto and teaching of the^B«t,f^^ry^JJ{^ Parm%ULTRY."Bo'x'211h; B.>.t:.»IS ine mono anu LcntimiK" ^^^

' o ' il #.~»/»

mr.n thH2.5ct3. Cash or stamps. Sample free.

NOTHING ON EA,^^

It Costa Only SO ct«. * y«^r: rix
— Mass.

Poultry Notes.

Save the eggs from your l)est layers for

incubation. Stand them in a cool, dry

place, with the large end down, in bran.

The white crested black Polish fowls are

one of our old-time breeds. The poultry

books of 1 85 1 class them as remarkable

layers. When finely bred they are very

handsome but their crests become water-

logged in rainy weather if they are al-

lowed free range. The old-timers were

good in crest, but were allowed to have

•'brass marks" on their "wing butts."

Now they must be solid black in plumage,

WILL

n LIKE

CONDITION POWDER
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WITHOUT

SINGLE EXCEPTION
THE

LAR&EST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

POUL.TRY FARMS. rOUI/rilY FARMS. POULTRY.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.
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H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

Indian Games, Peacomb Plymouth Rocks,

Barred and White Plymouth Rocks, Bantams.

SOHIPPERKES—The handsomest and most
useful dog for 1

SmWBRM & GLOMEE

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT SIS.,
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..W. J. ANDRUS-
BREEDER OF

S. C WHITE LEGHORNS I LA FLECHE.

At the great N. Y. Show, 1890, won everything

on La Fleche ; 1891 won 2d on cock, ist on cock-

erel ist, 2d, 3d and 4th on hen, .st and 2d on pul-

let, specials for best display and best pulltt

My stock has always won high honors at Wa-

verly. Trenton. IJridgeton and Dundee Lake. N.

I., and Newburgh, N. Y. .„i,„,„
"La Fleche eggs, I5 per 15. $9 P" 30; Leghorn

eggs. $3 per 15, $5 per 30.

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLB, IND.

MOM/TOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain one fref. Twen-

tv-three first premiums in one

year. Large book for sUmp. A.

F WILLIAMS. Bristol, Conn

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS

ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-

er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in America.

Our mammoth catalogue

Eyeryttiiuj [or tie Poultry YarJ.

Will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of 5

cents. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

—thf:—
POULTRY MONTHLY.

The best magazine of its

M, kind, only $1.25 per vear.

^. Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany. N. Y.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

84tt

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,

which gives descrip-

tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-

toU. 94-146

CREAM OF ENGLAND.

600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES
EVER PRODUCED.

Personally selected durng our eight weeks-

search among the best breeders of England. II

you want choice breeders or winners at the

winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, Anda-

lusians. White Wyandottes. «ree catalogue.
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C. A. SHARP AGO.,
Lockport, New York.

e can furnish

electrotypf:s

OF ALL

LEADING BRF;EDS OF
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c

each.

W^YANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.

Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden. Feb., 1891.

Prices for Birds and Eggs low for the class.

"The Best Is None Too C.OfKl 1

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
fj J Brainard Station , N . Y.

PRACTICAL TRAINING

OF THE

SHEPHERD DOG
BY

W. fl. WlCRH^M.

Price, postpaid, paper cover, sects.; cloth, $1.00.

FiHCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Box 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

IMPROVED EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
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FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

LBG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIF:TIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for voungsters, every l.Hiid regis

tered each 2^c. Open bands foi old birds,

each Ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon

on whit h the band is to be u.sed.

Sf-:NJ) FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. B. S. STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

A NKW IU>C)K

WYANDOTTES
The latfSt and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ing Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.

A handsomely printed book of 60 pages.

PEDIGREES - PRINTED

-IN-

Address
IMllCK, 50 CENTS.

FANCIERS' 1»U1»T^IS1IING CO.,

32 South Third Street,

.^f
Philadelphia.

-HOUSE
-AND

iPEX DOGS.

Their Selection, Care and Training.

JTJ8T published ^^~"—~^ price, POSTPAID, 50C.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE,

ATTRACTIVE FORM

AT MODERATE TRICES.

XT XHIS OFFICE.

DIPIvOM:AS
FOR

PIGEON • FLYERS
FOR THE USE OF

Club Secretaries.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars of station, at-

mosphere, start, entry, distance, speed and age,

name and sex of bird.
. j:.. .

In lots of 50 or less, $2.50 ; each additional 50,

$2.00. Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

32 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

PUBLICATIONS.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS

RABBITS, ( AGE-BIUDS, &C.

It is the recognised English organ on these sub

jects. and enjoys the
^'^.^«^*'l'^''^^f''^''"\f^"Xfh^

oer of its class. American breeders will find the

Elst English stock advertised in its column..

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, »:J.lo,

Office: 139 & uo Fleet St.. E. C, London.

England.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB

Stud B°^*^-
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly Publication of the club, a>n-

tains the iudges' reports and certified prize lists

of thedrflerent shoi^. Stud Book ."-egistrations

and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel^ews of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44and 46 Broadway, New York.

Berkshire Pigs.
For pedigreed stock (all ages, both sexes), St.

Bernard Dogs, Light Brahmas.Caponizing Tools,

Strawberry Plants, address GEO. Q. DOW,
47-2wm North Epping.. N. H.

rpi^e {^omit\g exchange.

A monthly magazine of information concern-

ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pigeons. The official journal of "The Federa-

tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." $1

per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.
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Illustrations by Best Artists.
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Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
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^'Address Post-office Orders an^ communications

to the Fancurs- Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Im^"
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, l^ndon, E. C.

England.

OPIUM
Morphine
to 20 days. Nop
DR.J.STEPHENi,

Habit Cured In lO
No pay till cured.

L«banen,Oltio«

VOL. 7. NO. 2. XHE FANCIERS JOURNAL. 3"

300

BOOKS FOB FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

books on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.

American Kennel. Burges $ 300

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw . . . . ... S-oo

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by

Rawdon Lee •.••.•''
\

' a
Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait ;

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson. ... . . . •

Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont .
.

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond.
Dog Training and Points of Judging ;

new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment

in Disease. By Ashmont ........
Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1570 • • • •

Vn^lish K. C. S. Book, Vol. I •

English K C S. Book, vols. Ill to IX, each

Enllish k: C. S. Book,Vol8. Xlto XlII,each

Field Trial Training. White . . . . . •

Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

Fox Terrier, Breeding aad Rearing ;

ored portrait. Dalziel

Glover's Album, Treatise

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection. Care

Ou? Prize^Dols.- By Charles k.' M^s^^n.

Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

Hr.«« with XI illustrations from life; 588

THE KENNEL.

P STUD

THE KING OF PUGS

DOGS.
Advertisements tvithout display inserted under

this heading Jor 2 cenUper wordfor each insertion.

POULTRY.

col-

on Canine Dis-

c
For Sale or Excliantfo.

SPANIEL PaOCKER spaniel PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; pointer dogs, bitches aiirt

puppies; greyhound and beagle puppies.

Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,

the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-

loading shot guns and rifl.;s, folding boat,

field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top

desk. J.Otis Fellows, Hornellsville

Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading for 2 cents per word for each insertion

BarrtHl IMynioiith Uocks.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
and matings. Winners at largest shows
for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee, Mass. '^•60 eow

N. V,

Fox Terriers.

1.00

•50

50

dogs, with 31 illustrations from Uie; 5»»

pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog.
^}f'>^''^ \ ^ •{ ^°°

Modern Training, Handling and Kennel

Management by B. Waters. . • • • • • • ^.50

Monograph of the German Mastiflf or

Great Dane Dog . cAi,' "..;

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-

eration : : \,\ Jv.''
'

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. ...
Points ofjudging; new edition, correct to

date .•.••'.»' wi
Practical Kennel Guide, btables • - • • •

Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.

Wickham. Paper cover, 50c ; cloth . . .

Prize Pugs of America and I^ngland.
^^^

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan .• • .' j,' '

St Bernard, hi.story, rearing, breeeding.

i>oiuts, etc.; cold portrait ofpiinlimmon,

Stonehenge on the Dog . . . • • • • • •

TeufeltheTerrur; or, the Life and Ad-

ventures of an Artist's Dog ... . . . .

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.

Mercer
The Dog, by Idstone • V " 1. " •»

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits

The Mas^tiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack . . . • •

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated .. ..

Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits

ffora life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. .

Youatt on the Dog .:••„•,•/•
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

POULTRY.

sf»rak:e,
Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and i.st and Special at Chicago. 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,

I2itf AUBURN'PARK, ILL.

CHOICE PUPPIES FOR SALE, BY IM-
PORTED Raby Signal—Flip, Imported

Jack Splinter, Imported Fu sy. G. H.

Goodrich, care Mascoutah Kennel Club,

«!-22 Commercial Bank Building, Chicago, 111.

HIGH-GRADE FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE,
comprising stud dogs, brood bitches soon

in season and some promising puppies

three months old. Rustic Kennels, 1830

State Street, Chicago. 21-84

THREE SPLENDID DOG PUPPIES FROM
Toronto—Queen Bess (20.956) for sale cheap.

S. P. Strang, Owego

GaineH.

N. Y. 2I-lt

kRIZE GAME FOWLS-E. F. DOTY, 47
Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada, can
spare a limited number of eggs for hatch-

ing from his prize winning Game Fowls
and Bantams at $3 per dozen. These fowls

won highest honors at the leading shows,

and several now in niy yard won first and
second prizes at the last New York show.

Also some gootl birds for sale. Black Red,

Brown Red, Duckwing and Pile Game and
Black Red, Pile and Duckwing Game Ban-
tams. Address as above.

Various.

Gordon Setters.

oLD AND YOUNG, BY CHAMPION BEAU-
MONT, Angus, Becky Sharp, etc. Full

pedigrees, handsome, prices reasonable.

Address 938 Prospect Ave., near East 165th

Street, New York. 20-21

Irish Setters.

2.00

2.50
.60

•50

.75

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.25

2.50

•75

1.00

1.25

1.25

5.00

2.50

2.75

.25

4.00

2.50

•50

.75

IMANGE
Tho bano of the kennel. Pos-
itively <ure«l, in one or two
api'llcatloiis, with St. Uer-
nui-d MuiiBe Cure. For

'Xili> hv dealers In snortiiiu troods. or

THE ST. BKItSiAKU MANtJE CURE CO.,.

Sl.UOPerCan. Okawvillb, ll.L.

ANICE LITTER OF PUPPIES FOR SALE --

Best of pedigrees. Sire and dam good field

dogs Prices low. William Tallinan, 109

W. Thirty-fourth St., New York city. i8lf

FOR SALE-ONE IRISH SETTER BITCH
puppy whelped January 3, 1891. For pedi-

gree, etc , atUlress Wm. H. Child, Glenside,

Pa.,'oakview Kennels. n-"

TRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES By A SON
of Glencho and Mavourneen, out of a

daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address

P.. Box 916, Philadelphia. 5'"
i

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns, Brazilian

ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.

E. P. Cloud, Keniiett Square, Pa.

FOR POULTRY, EGGS AND PET STOCK,
address A. S. Way, Chattanooga, Tenn 89-tf

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PLEASURE POULTRY YARt S. PRICES
within the reach of everybo<ly. References
furnished that stock is as represented.

Stock for sale now as follows :
Indian

game cockerels. $2; black Minorca cock-

erels, $1.50; white Wvandotte cockerels,

$1.50; Barred Plymouth Rock cockerels,

$1.50; Irish grey game stags, $1.50. George
B. Ulrich, Annville, Lebanon Co., Pa. 21-it

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahnias.barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock

and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

Irish Terriers.

THE PRIZE PUGS

-Aim il EEIil-

-r-^OR SALE-SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslvn Murphy. Address

Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

XRISH TERRIER PUPPIES. CHOICE LITTER.
Champion pedigree stock, three months

- -• .-.- G. N. Weld, New
s. 21-4

t

i
old. Prices reasonable.
Rochelle, N. Y.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sihed-

ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel

phia. Pa.

PIGEONS.

ManKe Cure.

-BY-

T-^OR MANGE USE THE PASTEUR PINE
Lotion. Marshall Robbms, 70 E. 13th St.,

New York City. 17-29t
Pointers.

All About Broilers. Boyer . . »5

«.n Egg Farm. H. H. Stotldard . . ... 5°

SookoT Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George g. Dow .

Duck Culture. Rankin . • • ,
;

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Ham-
son Weir •_.. •.• • A • , ??^

500
•50

•50

M. H. CRYER

Jl'ST PUBLTSHED. Price, Postpaid, $1.00

ProtitaDle Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wnght. .

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch. . . .. .. .

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin . . . .

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,

Felch & I.,ee

The Game Fowl. Cooper

CAGE BIRDS.

anary Birds. Paper cover

Canaries aiidCage Birds. Blackston, Sways-

land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and

other illustrations . . . . • • • • • •

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
FVlition •„ L"

" " George J. Bamesby. .

Birds. Adams ....
Bamesby

Address This Office.

BRACE. DOG AND BITCH. BOTH WINNERS
on bench, fashionable breeding and both

first-class field dogs. Price, dog $250. bitch,

$150. Address W. Tallman, 109 W. Thirty-

fourth Street, New York City. 120-tf

.-^OR SALE.-THE LIVER AND WHITE
H pointer bitch Lady Judy (21,125) now in
"*- whelp to Challenge Ponimery Sec (i5..S03)

will be sold cheap. Also a verv handsome
liver and white pointer bitch puppy,

whelped February i, 1H91. by the above

pair Price $25. W. H. Hyland, North

Tarrytown, N. Y. 20-21

Advertisements without display inserted undet

this headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Baldliead Tumblers.

W. BIDDLK
of short-face

baldliead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511

St., Baltimore, Md., fancier

Barbs.

Native Song Birds.

Cage and Singing
The Canary. G. J.

PIGEONS.

L.S.Clark
Lewis Wright

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Candea and

others 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous

wood cuts ,• ^ ••
LoR Register, for fancy and homing pig-
'
eons, 100 pages. By Dr.

Practical Pigeon Keeper.
Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

MISCELLANEOUS.

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws . . . . . • • • . •

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) A •••,•
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

The Art of Training Animals ;
paper ;

il-

lustrated ,•••.•;,•.•..•* J
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals

1-50

1-50

.25

1-50

.25

1.00
5.00

.50

•75

15.00

1-50

1.00
•50

.50

8.00

2.00

1.50

.50

5.00

.50

.25

•50

2.00

1.50

Poodles.

siFTY PAIRS IMPORTED AND HOME.
• bred from imported stock for disposal, at

from twenty to tiftv dollars per pair. D. V..

Newell, foot West Nineteenth St., New York
City. ••"

For Sale.

FOR SALE.-W-BANDED
related to 500 milers and
per pair. J. A. Stovell

ifaPhiladelphia.

HOMERS. ALI.
speedy. Price $3

10 S. Broad Street,
l6-tf

Jacobins.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under

thir headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs

of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St.. Philadelphia.

CANICHE POODLES FROM PRIZE WIN-
NING stock. Two dogs and two bitches.

Strong and healthy. Will make winners.

W. Tallman, 109 W. Thirty-fouith -street.

New York City. >8tf

Puirs.

FINE PUPS ON SALE.—Chequasset Kennels,

Lancaster, Mass. 75-«>w

T.
W. TUGGLE. Columbus,
and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
7-58

Satinettes.

GEORGE W.
ton Street,

PETTIT. ARTIST, loio

Philadelphia, Pa.
CLIN-
ii-tf

St. Bernards.

Collies.

O'
RDFRS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-

lie pups sired by our best imported stud

dogs See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee &Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

ORDERS BOOKED FOR ^PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,

The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our

best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-

nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

English Setters.

GATH'S MARK PUPPIES OUT OF PEG-
BID bitch, whelped April i I wo broken

dogs ;
good ones. J. B. Stodaard, Concord,

N. C.
^°"5^

-r^OR SALE.-SEVERAL VERY LARGE
brood bitches, two in whelp. Also a few

choice puppies. Swiss Mountain Kennels,

Germantown, Philadelphia. M6-tf

T-VOR SALE.-THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,

brood bitches and puppies Four bitches m
whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. **3-"

THF STUD, KINGSTON REGENT
(Prince Regent—Lady St. Gothad). Fee J50.

Photogragh and description on application.

A Fleming, 26 Beekman Street, New York

City^^ l7-?3_

Various.

i

i-

r

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons

supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

i-^OR
SALE.-POUTERS, FANTAILS, BARBS,

* etc., $2. Satisfaction guaranteed. T. Beust,

M. D., New Albany, Ind. 21-it

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
..!<.= I oVwia Tnixs etc. The Faiiciers' Puh-

Third St., Philadel-
ules, labels. Tags, etc.

!^_ .r>_ .. iiouthlishing
phia.

Co., 32

MISCELLANEOUS.

A
For Sale.

.50

1.50

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices.

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage
road jouiney.

and a long rail-

19-70

ROKFN AND TRAINED IMPORTED ENG-
LISH mastiff; most intelligent in country,

price $100, or would exchange for predi-

greed broken young red Irish setter. C.

H Ocumpaugh, 83 Main Street, Rochester,

N. Y. '9-3t

GREAT DANE BITCH, SOON
in season, $35 ; two English Mastiff Bitches,

Sis and $20 ; English Greyhound Bitch, $10

;

Toy Black and Tan Bitch, |io ;
Fox Terrier

dog pup, $5. Send for descriptive list.

Shenango Kennels, Sharon, Pa. 17-tf

MASTIFF DOG, FOURTEEN MONTHS
old thirty-three inches at shoulder. Trained

pointer bitch, eighteen months old. George

A. Miller. Salem, N. C. 3i-«t

B

y-jkOR salp:

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something

"entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32

South Third Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

URCELLS FLOCKFINDER KENNEI^
will buy on commission or sell field dogs

guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("HickoryJ')

Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

Artists and Engrravers.

HAVE arranged with Schieiher »
Sons who are acknowledged to l>e lh«

best animal photographers in America• • be^w - -- ^
whereby we are ablelo"make special terms

for our subscribers who want photogrHph^

of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishinv
of their dogs
Co.. *2 Sonth Third St.. Philwdelpt'" P»

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserUd under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordJor each insertion.

Drinking Fountain.

rrMiF bf:st drinking fountain for
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain

easily cleaned. Price. 75 cents each. |8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator anfl

8vlf Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey

i

Appliances.

I

1-5'

NCUBATORSSOLD, B0UGHT,EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams

Monitor. Pineland. Prairie State and Iher-

mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Parrer Raclt-

ham, 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

Harness.

DON'T PAY SUCH EXTRAVAGANT PRICF.S

for Harness, Wanted 50,000.000 people to

send for Birch's carriage and harness cata

largest assortment in America

;

logue

;

very moderate prices.

Burlington, N. J.

Address J. H. Birch,
14-2X

V,
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CAN be ap-
plied byaiiy

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for

Puuliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-5»

A. F. SWAN. 38 iJey Street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES,

AND AM. OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

Squires' Catalogue for 1891.

HEN I issued my splendid catalogue of last year I had no idea it would

sell 10,000 copies in less than nine months, and run through four

editions; but it did, and now I am going to offer you something

infinitely superior even to last year. This book has cost me nearly

$2.00 apiece to produce, and is the finest catalogue of sportsman s

supplies in the world.

Besides new departments in Bicycles, Tennis, and Photography, I have added, at an

enormous expense, a most valuable collection of articles on Hunting, Fishing, Camping,

etc I will name some of them : Hon. Theo. Roosevelt has written a paper on Big-

Game Hunting in the United States, illustrated with full-page drawings by Charles

Graham • Bill Nye, a side-splitting humorous article, fully illustrated by Frederick Opper

of Ptick From the pen of W. Bruce Leffingwell, the daintiest thing he ever wrote, on

lack-Snipe Shooting, with illustrations on every page by J. Carter Beard; frorn Henry

P Wells a powerful paper on Salmon Fishing, illustrated by Harry Fenn. Dr. Henshall

gives hints on Black-Bass Fishing, illustrated by E.J. Meeker; from Charles Hallock, a

splendid paper on Salt-Water Fishing, beautifully illustrated by Harry Fenn, Dan Beard,

and E J. Meeker. C. B. Vaux, the canoeist, has written a paper on Canoeing, illustrated

by Fred. S. Cozzens; and that veteran sportsman, George O. Shields, an article of nine

solid pages of Points on Camping-Out, illustrated by Dan Beard.

The price of the book is 50 cents, and 1 pay the postage. There is also a coupon

in each copy that will be received as 50 cents on the first purchase of $5.00 or more.

The book is a literary treasure and a work of art.

PET AIVIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS von HATCHING.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

Please menllon this paper.

GAMES & GAME BANTAMS

H. W^. VAHLE,
319 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
79-13'

Kdward S. ScHmid,
Successor to Louis Schniid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIROS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGKONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALK.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Again we win, capturing the Game Club Challenge for best Game Cock or Stag, and va-

riety, at the Great Madison Square Garden Show.

MY EXHIBITION GAV1ES are of the most fashionable type, high stationed, hard fcath-
"" '

ereTl. Ican-headed/whip-lailed birds and are winners wherever shown.

MY PIT GAM ES are strong, savage, wiry fighters and guaranteed game to the CORK.

MV r AME! BANTAMS are of the most fa.shionable stvle and have always won highest
ivi T \ji« mji^D« i^'i

1^ leading shows in America. Remember I have one of the finest coIlt-cti<ins

of Games and Game IJantams in the country. Kggs in season. Stamp for circular.

A. F. PEIRCE,
LOCK BOX 200, WINCHKSTKR, N. II.

P. S.—PEIRCE SURE CANKER CURE by mail, postpaid, 25c.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM-

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blue Line Homers.

5. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand go/d Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record of America's leading strains of above

varieties. Can furnish eggs from C. 11. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

101 -tf J. FORSYTH, owEGo. tioga county, n. y.

At the Great CrysUl Palace Show of America
New York. February, 1891. my birds were award-

ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred

Plvmouth Rock C<»ck r first and .«ii)ecial, on
Ba'rred Plymouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Hatred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-

ond and fourth on liarre<l Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding vani, 525 in gold for l»e»t dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks At same show.
February, 1890. was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILTS GRAND
SPECIALPRIZE,$100 IN GOLD.

for best Barr.d Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four be.st Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth R<K-k cock and first and .<»pectal on
Barretl Plvmouth R<«k hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. E«gs from prize matings. $4

per 13. $7 per 26, Jg per 39. St<«k for sale. b6

o<13andacr Par7VYI>o
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Bufl Pekin Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. Circular free.

F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island. N. Y.
10-61

I. K. FE1_CH
NATICK, MASS.

5t SON
^OoLLiE Pups-

Send for Extended Pedigree.

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annnallv and at

least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal
It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock -f fed on hard com, or

cornmeal only. Thev must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog

in the crop ; one that will furnish animal or

insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-

ficient vegetable matter to stiniul..te a healthy

appetite. . . .».

This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digesiib e and nutritious form.

All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

Kngland use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with

wonderful success, as witness such noted breed-

ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley,

P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E- Bast and
others. ,. .

This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try

a sample bag. Write for circular.

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 P:ast 56th street, New York.

I will breed youngsters from two o( the best

ofls in America from proven records of five

Send for new circular
98-150

hundred miles and over,

and price list of 1891.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone M«'h1. - - Per KM) lb. Bag, »:i.<M>

GrRUulftt<»il Itoiio, " 100
C;round Hoof
HcmpH, - - -

r'alc-lto. - - - -

CruHluMl Flint, -

C'ruHlied Oyntor
Shells, - - -

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt ol

**""
C. II. DEMPWOLF A CO.,

York ChemlcBl Works, York, Pa.

l(K)

BOOKS.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train

your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog-
man can afford to be without.

PRICE 50 CENXS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

^ PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

1«93 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
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IN THE^TUD^

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud doRS :

Rough-coated Collies

CHampioii The Scitiire,

20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Ro»lyn W^ilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

Chal. Ro»lyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn Convsray,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Champion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.J

Irish Setters

Seminole,
20088. FEE $20

IN THE^Up.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

. Fee $25
. " 10

. " 10

DUSKY TRAP, 77"
REOKNT BRISK, i6,6i8

RKGKNT TIPPLER

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address RKC.KN 1

KKNNKLS, Catonsville, IJaltiniore Co., Md. 65

THE KENNEL.^^

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12.131) CH, ELCHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO-MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,

62tt 1995 Main St., West Farms. N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

Eleo,
(Ch. p;ich.), jr.—Red Rose.)

11450. FEE $15

Extended pedigree of any of the a»>ove on ap-

plication. Fine specimens o( the above breeds

for sale at reasonable prices, including several

go id stud dogs and bro<)<l bitches in whelp.

Young stock always on hand. i3-'^4

PORDON SETTERS^ FIELD AND BENCH SHOW WINNER

FIvASH.
BENCH SHOW WINNER

SHOT.
FEE FOR EITHER, $25. For particulai s ad-

dress E. I. MARTIN,
4-29 Wilmington, Del.

r-Fox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher 1^5

Ch. Raby Mixer »5

Russley Joker '5

Reckoner '5

Suffolk Risk 10

Puppies from these well-known dogs

out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. HKRNAR13S.
IN THE STUD

HEN ORJVIONOE, 17044-
12-63 CARD AND PHOTO FREE.

(JOLLIES
Having decided at the request of several bleed

ers not to exhibit any of our Collies again loc

competition (except for specials), the

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS

OFFER THEIR ENTIRE

Kennel of Collies for Salt

With the exception of Flurry II and Flurry 111.

FOR SALE

ST. BERNARDS.
THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE

MARYLAND KENNELS
CONSISTING OF

STUD DOGS,
BROOD BITCHES

AND PUPPIES.
Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

W. STEWART DIFFENDERFFER,
34 Central Savings Bank Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.

TN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL,

75-127 Philadelphia, Penna.

ROCHELLE KENNELS.

S^
COTCH....1 OIvIvIES

yiLLSItiB HENNELS,

5-56 LANCASTER. MASS.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.

AT STUD

Broom field Sultan, 20668

addrp:ss BOX 862, np:w rochelle, n. y.

J

ORIOLE KENNELS,
VOUNC.STOWN,- OHIO.

FOX TERRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MA(.NITUDK.

VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and

already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fc* f'.S-oo

CH. BACCHANAL Fee $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PUOPllIETOll.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
ygS Day Ridge, L. I.

YORKSHIRE TOY TF:RRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Descril>ed in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free
;
photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
100-151 Exchange Block. Bangor, Me.

FORtlHOOR KENNELS

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch

Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies

sired by Fordho<3k Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, liUer brother of Ch. Carac-

tacus; The Bard, a sou of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,

a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-

ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's

champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

79-130 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SRRAKE,
Winner of ist and Special at New York, 1st

at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE S20.
Special Rates to l.^rge Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,

I2ltf AUBURN PARK, ILL.

THE KENNEL.

TUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIK;R
1M rORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 1S474, E.K.C.S.B. 218S5)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire of

Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-

ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brf)ckenhurst Dain-

ty). Won in F;ngland six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-

onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several

cups and specials. This grand young dog is just

in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-

dress

THOS. C. CHALMERS. Proprietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

SUNSET KENNELS,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

A grand lot of youngsters for sale out ot prize

winners. At stu'd, Irish setter Kildare (18,022);

beagle Count (19,134); Scotch terrier The Dodger
(18,977). Full particulars, etc., on application.

We also breed over thirty varieties of high class

poultry and pigeons. Circu'ars free. 2-53

THE MOOREFIELD BREEDING
AND TRAINING KENNELS

Have at stud PAXTANG, winner of the E. F. T.

Club's Derby. Fee, $25. Considering the class

of bitches and the opportunities given his pup-
pies, they are equal to the best. No dog has
more ability to go faster, stay longer or show a

more superior nose on tame than he. Will l>e

hunted constantly. The combination of Count
Noble, Gladstone and Sue blood can be obtained
only through him. We breed and .sell Rough-
coated St. Bernards. Kennel at Colmar, Mont-
gomery County, Pa. For further particulars about
English setters address W. T. IRWIN,

Kennel Manager, Chi-la, Virginia.
A. H. MOORE, Proprietor, Phila., Pa. 49

In Conjunction with
my business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have add-
ed a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of
eve r.y descrip-
tion.
Three will be a

registry kept at

my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee the name
and address of

parties wishing to purchase or sell dogs will be

entered. The fee for one dog will be $1.00. and for

each additional dog fiftv cents. This will be de-

voted to advertising and furthering the sales,

and a commission of 10 per cent will be charged
on all sales. I may confidently state that my
experience with dogs as a breeder.exhibitor, etc..

with mv excellent location for the business and
my wide acquaintance will make this one of the

very best mediums to be found for the purchase

and sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

DOGS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

WRITK FOR PARTICULARS.

F. HOPE,
305 N. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

#*
PAMPHLET

ON

89-141

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.

Pr, Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

^DGEWOOt) HbNNELS.

ST. BERNARDS!
We have for sale a fine litter of St. Bernard

puppies out of Mascot Meda, sired by Mascot
Bernard, a worthy son of grand old Nero III

and a full brother of the world-renowned Sir
BedivERE, the best living St. Bernard. These
puppies combine grand blood on both sides and
will please the most exacting fancier. Send
stamp for descriptive circular and price list.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Potfsville, Pa.

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

1293 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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tiumber that he imported from Japan by

P. and O steamship vShanghai in Septem-

ber last. In Japan, bantams are getting

more difficult to obtain every year, and

the self-colors are more highly prized

than any of the bi-color varieties. This

tiny hen shows great quality and short-

ness of leg, in fact one always notices

finer quality in the selfs."
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FIXTURES.
Doj? Shows.

Sept. 1-4.—Youngstown. Ohio.
1-4.—Kingston, Ont.
9-11.—Hamilton, Can.
15.18.—Toronto, Canada.
22-25.—Montreal, Can.
29-Oct. I.—Ottawa, Can.

Dec. 4-8.—B' -kford. 111.

io-i4--Freeport, 111.

30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.

19-22.—Biiighampton, N. Y.
Feb. 9-12.—Chicago, 111.

23-26.—New York, N. Y.
M8»'''h 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.

8-11.—Baltimore, Md.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Poultry and Pigeon ShoAVs.
Aug. 24-28—Hornellsville, N. Y.

25-29.—Tarentum, Pa.
Sep. 28-Oct. 2.—Trenton, N. J.

Dec. 2-8.—Rock ford, 111.

9- 1 1.—Brockton, Mass.
10-14—Frceport, III.

15 16.—Needham, Mass.
16-23.—Providence, R. I.

22-25.—Stoiieham, Mass.
30-Jan. 2.—Meriden, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 4-7.—Worcester, Mass.

5-8.—Albany. N. Y.

Field Trials.
Sept. 22.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.

Nov. 2.—United States Field Trials Club.
10.—International Field Trial Club.

16.—Eastern Field Trials Club.
30.—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1892.
Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

purchased the interest of his late partner,

Colonel Wadley. Mr. Brown has found

the dog Vnisiness so profitable that he

will enlarge his kennels and breed more

extensively than heretofore. There is

now a brisk and steady demand for dogs

throtighout the Southern States, and as

The Journal is favored with quite a

large circulation therein, our advertisers

have had good cause to be satisfied with

the increasing business they are now

doing.
*

whelped on or after January i, 1S90.

First prize, )f4oo ; second, #250 ; third,

|2c». The All-Age Stake, open to all

setters and pointers which have never

won first at any recognized field trials in

America. First, $yyc) ; second, |2oo

;

thinl, $150. There will also be a sweep-

stake for all-age pointers, if six pointers

fill, 70 per cent to first and 30 per cent to

second, the clid) to pay all expenses. Tiie

Derby entries close August i.

»
« «

Our Illustration.

We are indebted to the Feathered

World for the illustration appearing on

our title page this week. Our contempo-

rary in speaking of the subject of the

illustration, a white Japanese bantam

hen, remarks : "This beautiful little hen

has on only one occasion been exhibited,

and that at Crystal P-^lace in 1890, where

she won second prize in a class of fifteen,

Mr. R. Terrot's black hen getting first

and cup. Mr. William's bird is one of a

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Studnit.

Secretary Chapman writes that the reg-

ular quarterly meeting of the National

Beagle Club was held at No. 266 Wash-

ington Street, Boston, Mass., July 10,

1891. The meeting was called to order

by Vice-President W. A. Power at 8.15

P. M., and the minutes of the April

meeting were read and accepted. The

Committee on Ivocation for Field Trials

asked more time before submitting a final

report, and on motion it was granted.

The report of the chairman of the com-

mittee to incorporate, which was to the

effect that counsel had been secured and

would be present this evening for the

purpose of incorporating the National

Beagle Club under the laws of the State of

Massachusetts, was accepted, and, on the

appearance of said counsel, a recess was

granted. During this recess the neces-

sary matters pertaining to the incorpo-

ration were adjusted and the following

gentlemen elected to and sworn into

office : Temporary clerk of the corpora-

tion, Mr. H. V. Jamieson
;
president, Mr.

O. W. Brooking ;
vice-presidents, W. F.

Rutter, Jr., W. A. Power, H. V. Jamie-

son ; secretary autl treasurer, F. W.

Chapman ;
Executive Committee, in ad-

dition to the above, W. S. Clark, Brad-

ford S. Turpin and George P. Berry. The

constitution and by-laws, as amended, of

the National Beagle Club were accepted

by the corporation intact. The above

business being transacted, the club re-

sumed its regular business relative to the

field trials. On motion it was voted to

provide the following classes at the next

trials : l-'irst class for dogs, fifteen inches

and under, second class for bitches fifteen

inches and under, third class for dogs

thirteen inches and under, fourth class

for bitches thirteen inches and under,

fifth class to decide absolute winner and

best dog in the trials of 1891. After

some disctission the question of entrance

moneys and prizes was left in the hands

of the Executive Committee.

.*»

Mr. James Watson is getting from

England a well-bred St. Bernard bitch in

whelp to Salvator Rosa.
*

# •

Apropos St. Bernards, an offer was sent

from this city to England for one of the

crack stud dogs. We cannot give par-

ticulars at present, but hope the sale will

l)e consummated in time to give details

in our next issue.
*

* »

Uncle Pete in the American vStock-

Keeper say : "I guess it was Joe Lewis

that wrote lionke that Gloucester was a

poor show, which was doubtless true of

some sections, although certainly not of

the whole." Uncle Pete is a poor guesser

and must try again. The par appeared

in The Journal, and our countryman

pronounced the show "a miserable af-

fair," notwithstanding the entries num-

bered 1250.

The St. Louis Kennel Club has been

reorganized as the successor of the old

chartered club. Mr. Stafford will handle

a string of dogs for the club at the I 'nited

States Field Trials Club's trials this fall.

» »

The genial proprietor of the Home-

stead Kennels dropped in to see us on

Wednesday while the thermometer was

up in the nineties. He has just bought

the English setter dog Gladstone's Gripe.

He is anxious to run a pack of beagles

against any private kennel in the country

for fun or money. His stud beagle Blue

Boy's Lee he claims to be the only sire of

a field trial and bench show winner com-

bined.
«

» »

The field trial judges elected by the

English Setter Club are as follows :

Major J. M. Taylor, 31 votes; P. H. Bry-

sou, 27 votes; A. Merriman, 25 votes;

W. Tallman, 24 votes ; D. C. Burgund-

thal, 23 votes ; H. B. Duryea, 20 votes

;

W. B. Wells, 18 votes; Patrick Henry,

18 votes; P. Lorillard, Jr., 18 votes, and

F. I.Stone, 18.

The club has changed its running rules

somewhat. Rule IV reads : "Dogs shall

be drawn by lot and numbered in the

order drawn. The first two dogs so drawn

shall run as the first brace ; the next two

dogs as the second brace, and so on in

like manner until all the dogs in the

se ies have run in heats. After running

the first series, the judges shall drop from

the list such dogs as in their opinion

have no chance to win. Another series

shall then be run and a similar spotting

out of dogs shall be done, and this sys-

tem shall continue until the judges are

able to select the best dogs uiuler these

rules ; but they may announce the win-

jier at any time after the third series, in

a race of sixteen dogs or un<ler ; an<l after

the fourth series in a race of over sixteen

dogs. Provided the first and second win-

ners have run together as a lirace the

judges have the right to go back and

take into the stake any dog that they

have previously dropped. F^ach brace in

the first series shall be run forty-five

minutes or more if the judges so desire."

*
» *

Nu' cracker, in his "From Over the

Sea" communications to the Stock-

Keeper, manages to make a tremendous

lot of blunders. So glaring are they that

we can truthfully say he wilfully mis

states well known facts in order to prove

what is not so. For example, he says:

"Mr. Watson was recalled by the Spaniel

Club as its delegate, but influence was

brought to bear on the California Kennel

Club, who threw over Mr. Wenzel and

substituted Mr. Watson."

«
* »

Mr. Loring Brown is now the sole pro-

prietor of the Sunset Kennels, having

Now for the facts : Mr. Watson was not

thrown over, but resigned. Mr. Wenzel

was not thrown over by the California

Club, and is still their delegate. Mr.

Watson represents the Southern Califor-

nia Kennel Club. He was elected their

delegate in the fall of last year, but until

now had not presented his credentials.

•
Harry Jennings, who died in New York

recently, deserves a passing notice. He

was an old-time dog fighter when this

brutal sport was in a flourishing condi-

tion twenty-five or thirty years ago. In

the establishments which he used to run

in those days Jennings had regular dog

pits fitted up, and many famous fights

that have gone down in history took

place therein. Jennings' dogs were well-

known in Boston and Philadelphia. To

the latter city in i860 he brought his dog

White Billy, but he and his friends went

home without their money, for old Billy

was vanquished. After the organization

of Mr. Bergh's society dog fighting l)e-

gan to decline, and when Jennings found

it no longer remunerative he turned his

attention to rat catching. He took con-

tracts to rid hotels and other large build-

ings of rats, and was most successful in

the business.
*

» »

The Southern Field Trial Club will

have two stakes for their next trials com-

mencing Monday, Fel)ruary i, 1892. The

Derby, for all setter or pointer puppies

« *

William Tallman has sold for Mr. L.A.

Van Zandt the Irish setter dog Dennis to

Miss C. J. Williams, who also Ixjught of

him a dog pup by Darragh Pat out of

Ruby Glencho.
»

« *

Mr. C. C. M. Hunt, Palmyra, N. Y.,

has purchased the English setter bitch

Galatia from Mr. Tallman, and he has

sold a black and tan setter dog to Mr. C.

R. Radcliffe, of New York.
*

« «

The F^lmwood Kennels has sold to Mr.

W. C. Reick, of the New York Herald,

the rough-coated St. Bernard bitch Zana.

Mr. Reick has also bought of Mr. W. S.

Diffenderffer the bitches Zenith, Republi-

can Belle an<l Prudence. He also made

an offer for Hepsey, but did not get her.

•
* »

Two years ago Mr. Wilson Fiske lost a

brace of English setter bitches, Passion

and Countess Peg. The former was quite

well known as a bench show winner and

was valuable for her breeding. She was

a pure Laverack, l)eing by Goodsell's

Prince out of Pebble. Mr. Fiske has

now found the bitches, biit the jiersons

having them refuse to return his prop-

erty. %
The prize list of the Ottawa show is at

hand. The dogs are provided with sixty-

eight classes. The premiums are I7, $2,

and certificate. There are no classes for

puppies. The judges are W. B. Alinon

Hill for Clutnber spaniels, Mr. W. B.

Palmer for Irish water, field and cocker

spaniels, and Mr. John Davidson all

other classes.

* »

Mr. W. L. Washington sends us a

handsome photograph of a group of his

famous Irish setters, with himself as a

centre figure. They are artistically

groui>ed upon a snow bank on the l)order

of a frozen lake. We have the picture

over our desk. It is so realistic that a

glance at it when the thermometer is at

ninety-six makes us shiver and the frosty

wind blows through our .
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From Our Own Correspondent.

London, England, July 4.—I think the

chief topic of the week is the price just

given by Mr. Megson for three collie

puppies. Two hundrefl pounds is a lot of

money for youngsters not over distemper,

but I must say these are quite a promis-

ing lot by Egbaston Marvel from Egbas-

ton Morna.

These puppies were owned by Mr.

Packwood, who lives at King's Heath,

Birmingham, and as 1 was that way yes-

terday 1 had an opportunity of inspecting

them. I do not know whether they will

carry very great coats, but they certainly

show a great deal of quality and their

ears are about perfect.

We have heard a lot about high and

fictitious prices lately, and no doubt the

hatchet is slung a little too far sometimes.

But so far as regards these young collies

I am in a position to state that such was

actually the price. Mr. Packwood has

only been at the game for a couple of

years, but he has had singularly good

luck, and I think with the stock he has

left in his kennels and some very good

judgment in his principle he will con-

tinue to hold a good hand in collies.

Such a quick rush to the front only

demonstrates how soon a breeder if he

goes the right way to work can get his

kennels to pay well. Mr. Packwood

bought good stuff to commence with,

and he at once reaped a rich harvest.

Here then is the same old story over and

over again. That when a man commences

to breed horses or dogs he nmst not for-

get to get the l)est he can afford. I have

heard of fortunes being made out of dogs

in England, and without a doubt they

pay better than any fancy stock in the

world if the thing is worked properly. I

^xt-^ I

There is a bit of a rise in bob-tail sheep

dogs here, and Mr. Megson has set the

market going. The old English sheep

dog, I must say, has fallen rather flat of

late, but now there is a move again. It

will be remembered that a specimen of

the breed—Sir Cavendish—was placed in

a very prominent position at the Northern

and Midland Collie Clul) show, an<l two

or three owners of collies there forthwith

made up their minds to go in for the

breed. Mr. Megson has started, and I

shall not be surpriseil if the game will be

kept well alive.

^XX^
It will be glad tidings to many collie

breeders in the States that the celebrated

"thousand pounder" Christopher will

sail for Philadelphia on Thursday next.

I hope he will arrive in good shape, for

he was in rare form at the Collie Club

show a month ago. It was admitted on

all sides that Champion Metchley Won-

der had all the work in the world to get

away from Mr. Harrison's dog. Christo-

pher is too well known to go into a com-

plete history of him here, but I will just

give a few particulars of him.

^XX^
Christopher was born April 16, 1887,

and was bred by the Rev. Hans Hamilton,

Woodmansterne Rectory, Banstead, Sur-

rey. He is a sou of Metchley Wonder

and Peggie II, and did a lot of winning

while the property of Mr. T. H. vStretch,

Ormskirk, Lancashire. When he came

out he was admittedly small, but his

beautiful quality was always most re-

marked on the bench. You would per-

haps be carelessly passing the benches,

but his presence somehow or another al-

ways caught your eye. He was one of

those dogs on the bench which you could

not help noticing, in fact he is a gentle-

man all through, and has the right cut

about him.
^XX^

"His upper lip has that peculiar curl

Which stamps the marquis and denotes the earl."

The above lines run through my head

as I write about Christopher. I don't

think I have written them rightly, but

for all that it can be seen what I mean.

There are some dogs, as all are aware,

that you cannot get away from while

judging. Such a one is Christopher,and

I hope he will keep his coat so that the

American , ablic can see him in all his

glory. I have noticed that collies have

fallen a little flat in the States lately, but

the importation of Christopher will no

doubt give them a lift into popularity

again.

Christopher, as I said before, will sail

next Thursday, and I hope breeders will

notify the fact, that is if the Chestnut

Hill Kennels mean to put hmi at the

stud. His breeding is second to none,

and he has won just as important prizes

as the best of 'em, in fact he carried

away the Challenge prize at the Collie

Club show held in London in 1890.

^XX^
Being in Birmingham yesterday I am,

of course, rather flushed with collie

notes, for in the Midland metropolis you

run across collie men all over the shop.

One who is very slow in collies now is Mr.

Sam Boddington, indeed he has had

nothing of much shape lately. As you

are aware, some time ago he held about

the strongest hand in England, but gui-

neas and dollars have told their tale. A

St. Bernard or two also used to have

quarters in the kennels, but the last of

these was seen yesterday—Wulfruna hav-

ing succumbed to an attack of paralysis.

So now poor Mr. Boddington is almost

dogless, but no doubt will soon restock

if he only has the opportunity.

Mr. Charles Wheeler wjis, of course,

another of the collie division whom I ran

against. He was full of the good puppies,

the get of Egbaston Marvel. And I

must say he is getting good stock, too,

with lots of length of head on them.

Mind you, by this I don't mean the Bar-

zoi head, but nice medium heads, and

capable of holding some brains, too. We
just missed "Tom" Shillcock, who, by

the way, is known amongst his Birming-

ham pals as "Barnum the Second."

^XX^
"Barnum," as he is called for short,

has ho doubt a very happy knack in the

way of advertising, and "Tom" only

knows what "the largest dog in the

world"—Lord Bute—has earned in the

genuine show business. Very often this

dog is hired by some swell menagerie as

a special feature, and thousands flock to

see the giant of the canine race. The dog

is also billed all over the different towns

visited and gets, of course, a huge ad-

vertisement.

Who then can wonder that I^ord Bute

is about the best paying St. Bernard stud

dog in P)ngland ? True, he has proved

himself a mighty stock getter, as Young

Bute, Sir Herewanl and others testify by

their very appearance. But then again

so many outside bitches are sent to him,

because the dog has such an ad. standing

to his credit all over the country.

^XX^
"Barnum" also has another dodge, and

he must smile a great smile when secre-

taries of shows write and ask him to send

the dog to their shows. "Yes," says

"Barnum," "if you will pay a price he

shall be sent. These runners of shows

are generally good enough for a tidy

sum, so Lord Bute gets this extra to the

prize. There is generally a special prize

offered which he is bound to win ;
the

whole town is posted with his name

;

thousands flock to see him and of course

all want puppies by such a celebrated

dog. Quite sharp work you will agree,

and that is the way why the Brunnnagem

boys have christened their St. Bernard

man "Barnum the Second."

^tx^
There is quite a rush of St. Bernard

news this week. Salvator Rosa seems to

be chopping and changing all over the

place. Dr. Inman has now purchased

him from Mr. Sydney Smith, so the dog

has been through four pairs of hands in

about as many weeks. F. W. Smith sold

him to "Barnum the Second," and then

S. W. Smith had a cut at him, and now

he has arrived in the neighborhood of

London. Why all this business, and is

there money making all the time ? He

has been through some clever hands, and

I am now looking forward to the name of

the next purchaser of the dog who came

out with such a flourish of trumpets at

the St. Bernard Club show at Olympia.

^XX^
The St. Bernard Club show is to be

held at Birmingham on July 21, 22 and

23. There will be enough room in the

Bingley Hall in all conscience, but I sin-

cerely hope it will be well attended. The

St. Bernard Club, it would seem, have a

hope that royalty will be present, for the

Prince of Wales will be at Birmingham

during the show time, and it is thought

that he will put in an appearance. But

perhaps some of the counting hypocrites

who have been so loud in denouncing

our popular Prince over the baccarat in-

cident will even object to his looking

over a bench of wows of the Holy Breed !

^xx-^

Bar the Collie Club, the St. Bernard

Club have been most unfortunate in

gates, and it is an open secret that the

hat had to be sent around. But I sin-

cerely hope that there will be a bit more

"go" in the Birmingham affair, and as

"Barnum the Second" is on the spot per-

haps he will be able to give the commit-

tee a hint as to the ways and means of

painting the town red by the aid of St.

Bernards.
^XX^

With the exception of the sale of dogs

held at Aldridges on Thursday, when

Mr. Heywood-Lonsdale and Colonel Cotes

sent a draft, the auctions have been fail-

ures. The sale this week was a success,

but some others have been miserable

frosts for the vendors. The truth is,

Messrs. Freeman do not advertise prop-

erly, for hardly a dog man put in appear-

ance at Mr. Panmure Gordon's sale, and

splendidly bred dogs went for a few shil-

lings. A couple of weeks ago, I am told,

a lot of Clumber spaniels were knocked

down at wretched prices, and one is apt

to pinch himself when he recollects that

he missed the opportunity of being pres-

ent. No doubt Mr. Mercer will hardly

feel comfortable when he reads that real

good Clumbers made from half a guinea

up to two

!

^xx^
However, the dogs sold on Thursday

made good prices, which only shows

what good a reputation is. Here were

dogs from the kennels of two of the best

known field trial men in England, and

their fame had been noised abroad. It

was well known that Brailsford and old

John Roberts would not say a dog was a

good one in the field if he was otherwise,

and the buying public knew this, bid

strongly and made a successful sale of it.

^xx^
You see now is the time sporting men

are buying dogs for grouse shooting,

which commences on August 12. There

are many people who simply have a few

days on some moor and the dogs are for

sale again, and often at a sacrifice. How-

ever, as I have before wrote in these col-

umns, there are some moors rented with

men and dogs complete. Then again

teams of dogs can be hired, and this

seems a popular hire, and several owners

seem to make a good thing out of it.

->-XX^

The only American I have met this

week has been Captain Bruce, of the

Tnrf, Field and Farm. He is over with

Mr. Logan, and both have been going

the rounds of the horse shows. I ought

to have mentioned the Royal Agricul-

tural Society's show was on last week at

Doncaster. This is the premier show of

the year, and is held by a very rich as-

sociation. Specimens of poultry are also

exhibited here, but somehow or another

they don't take on dawgs. Why, it seems

strange, inasmuch a sheep dog is one

of the greatest adjuncts to a well con-

ducted homestead. Captain Bruce has

purchased several hackneys, and one day

was entertained by the Baroness Burdett

Coutts, perhaps the richest and best be-

loved woman in England. Mr. Burdett

Coutts is a great breeder of equine show

stock, and his stables and paddocks at

Highgate must be seen to be appreciated.

-^xx^
Mr. Logan, I think, is on the lookout

for fox terriers, and I shall not be sur-

prised if he returns to his home with a

brace or so of cracks.

^XX^
Now there is all this Ixjther over the

shape of a greyhound's back it would

be just as well to have a say. There need

uot be so much said about long or short

bodies. The real thing that should be

looked after is how the shoulders and

hindquarters are fixed on to that body.

Judges too often nowadays overlook the

extent of ground a greyhound covers.

T/ial is the great thing, depend upon it,

for if you see a dog standing on very

little ground it is best not to have any-

thing to do with him as a greyhound.

When you see a dog extend himself with-

out any effort as he stands in the ring, I

am of opinion he is the one to win you

the money at his legitimate business.

W + +-
++

The bulldog Thornfield died this week,

and a par to that effect is going the round

of the papers. But ray friends on the

Stock-Keeper, you have rather antici-

pated the result of a certain case that is

to come off in the divorce court. Look

up the par again, and then for dreams of

contempt of court.

^XX^
The judges at the St. Bernard Club's

eleventh show will be Mr. H. G. Sweet

for roughs, and the Rev. A. Carter for

smooths.

Once more have I to note the sailing

for the States of the celebrated St. Ber-

nard Prince Regent, who has been pur-

chased by Mr. W. C. Reick, of the New

York Herald. I must at once con-

gratulate that gentleman in securing

this well known and immense dog.

Breeders in America should also shake

hands with themselves, for one of the

best ones that ever lived will be once

more among them. Prince Regent is the

sire of Princess Florence, Scottish Prince,

Earl Rosebery, Duke of Armadale, Lady

Gladwin, and many other well-known

winners. When Prince Regent was pur-

chased by Mr, Smith from America it

was thought breeders on the other side

missed an opportunity, and had allowed

the best stud dog to go out of the coun-

try. However, now as Mr. Reick has

bought him, American owners need not

trouble.

^XX^
The Fanciers' Gazette says that the St.

Bernard Beauvale has been purchased by

Mr. Warren, of New York. This, a rarely

bred dog, being by Champion Plinlim-

mon from Dacia, who was by that grand

fellow Bayard. Beauvale has been suc-

cessful on the bench here, and was third

at Bristol last week.
^XX^

Young Wallace, the St. Bernard, died

this week. He was by Pilgrim from Bes-

sie II, consequently full brother to Plin-

limmon. Wallace was a very good dog

and superior to his illustrious relation in

head, and I think he will be missed here

by breeders who used him a lot. We

have lost more valuable St. Bernards this

season than one cares to think over.

Young Wallace was owned by George

Lincoln, of Leeds.

Mr. W. Shearer Clarke has shipped the

St. Bernard bitch Clydesdale Nell to Mr.

F. E. Lamb, Baltimore. This bitch is a

full sister to the dam ofLady Livingstone,

and it is hoped she is in whelp to Lord

Bute. If such proves "to be the case,"

Mr. Lamb can make up his mind for

something good.

-^Xt-*~

An excellent portrait of Colonel the

Hon. Le Poer French and three Irish

water spaniels appears in the Canine

World this week. It should be in the

hands of every one who loves a sporting

dog. _^_

POINTERS IN FIELD TRIALS.

Too ^Vell Broken to Win Against the

EiikUkIi Setter.

Aloin in Breeder and Sportsman.

Sports Afield this month, in speaking

of the pointer, says : "If the pointer men

of America would have their dogs thor-

oughly broken and meet the setters in

the field trials with equal numbers each

year, the pointer would wear as many

laurels as the setter." Right you are,

me boy, as to laurels, but really now as

to having the dogs thoroughly broken as

a necessary requisite to meet the setter in

the trials, one would draw the conclusion,

from reading the article, that the point-

ers, as a rule, were not well broken, when

the exact contrary is the case. Why, niy

dear bov, you don't need a broken dog

for the fiehl trials, the wilder and crazier

the dog the Ijetter to compete at High

Point. Just turn the dog loose, and if

vou leave him you have a field trial win-

ner for sure. I have contended all along

that under rules which will compel dogs

to be well broken, the pointer would get

there every time under the present ex-

isting conditions as to well-broken point-

ers and setters.

THE PENNBROOK HARRIERS.

BoNSOR
MR. PirrS' BONSOR.

Picture of Ills llecent Purchase In

PuKS Abroad.

The alx)ve is a picture of Mr. A. E.

Pitts' recently imported pug dog Bonsor.

He is by Champion Diamond out of Mag-

gie, and is a winner of over fifty prizes in

PIngland, including many firsts and spe-

cials at the big shows.

LEOPARDS HYPNOTIZED BY DOGS.

What Browm Is This t

From the Breeder and Sportsman.

Mr. Brown had a "bird dog"—a very

handsome hunter-and I tnust tell you how he

was spoiletl for hunting. It was so funny a cir-

cumstance that his master always laughed when

he told the story, although he was much vexed

to lose so good a game dog. His housekeeper

had a parrot given to her, and the first lime the

dog came into the room where the bird was he

stopped and "pointed." The parrot slowly

crossed the room and came up in front of the

dog and looked him scjuare in the eye, and then

after a moment said: "You're a rascal!" The

dog was so much astonished to hear a bird speak

that he dropped his tail between his legs,

wheeled about and ran away, and from that day

to this \i% has qevcr b^cn HO^'^vft tQ "pomf *^ *

A Novel Way of Capturing the Fero-

cious Beasts In Mexico.

From the Chicago Herald.

"What is the most novel experience

you ever had in Mexico ?" was asked of

Judge Masterson at the Lelaud last even-

ing.

"Hunting the pumas or spotted

leopards," was the reply, and he related

the following: "About a month ago we

were in the southern part of the State of

Chiapas which borders on Central Amer-

ica. One day a party was gotten up to

hunt the spotted leopards. We left the

hacienda at sunrise with a pack of thirty

dogs, not the American hunting dog, but

those little hairless Mexican animals that

you see in the streets of this city once in

a while. As we rode away I asked the

guides where the guns were. They said

we needed no guns, and we rode on.

After going a few miles we reached the

celebrated runs of Palcuque. There the

dogs began to prick up their ears and

dash awav. After a short run they treed

one of the finest pumas I have ever seen.

It was an immense animal, anil as he

swung to and fro on a limb of a tree, his

picturesque coat shining in the sun's

rays I could oulv think of a study for

an artist. The dogs encircled the tree

and l)egan to bark. How they did yell

and howl ! It was the queerest, weirdest

sound that I had ever heard. Standing

and looking uu at the beautiful prisoner

these trained dogs howled like demons,

"Soon I saw the effect. The leopard

walked out to the end of the limb and

nazed fixedlv at the dogs below. He did

not appear fVighteued, but charmed. And

he was. The leopard had been hypnotized

by the dogs. The spotted beast acted

like a sheep walker, and if he had not

Ijeen under a spell he would have fallen

from the dangerous position that he had

taken on the tree. When he was declared

to be thoroughly hypnotized one of our

guides went up the tree and fastened a

little rope around the leopard's u^k.

The other end was tied to the tree. The

Kuide patted the dangerous aniuial as he

would his ponv, and the beast did not

notice it in the least. The man came

down the tree and we called off the dogs.

Then the leopard came out of the trance

with a start and attempted to junip away

from the little grass rope on his neck.

He fell downward and was hanged to

death.
,

"In this manner we got six leopartis

that morning. It is one of the greatest

sports in Mexico, and is rapidly taking

the place of the bull fights. The animals

captured this way are valuable too, for

their skins are not pierced with bullet

holes or scarred with knives."

Mitchell Harrison's Opinion of the

American and English Foxhound.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Referring to your article on the har-

riers of the Pennbrook Hunt, I beg to

correct the statement as to their size
;

their average is twenty-one inches, not

nineteen, and they compare well in height

with the bitch foxhound packs now being

used for fast work in England. Their

type, however, is totally different, especi-

ally noticeable in the more delicately-

cut heads, longer muzzles, and, if I am

not mistaken, rather deeper girth. The

Hunt is tremendously pleased with their

purchase, and they may well be, it being,

in my own experience, as fine a lot of

hounds or harriers as I have ever seen.

Referring to the article on American

foxhounds in your same edition—that of

July 4— I think the comparison between

the American and English hound is

hardly apropos. It has been my luck to

hunt with packs of each ; the American

foxhound we do not find so satisfactory,

where they are xvorked by hunt servants

and not allowed to hunt themselves, be-

cause of the utter impossibility, appar-

ently, of controlling them, as they are

now bred. Discipline on several genera-

tions would correct this, I suppose, and I

should like to see it tried. I cannot agree

with the writer of the above-mentioned

article as to the comparative speed of the

English and American hounds, I think

there is little difference upon certain

kinds of ground, although in very heavy,

muddy weather the more compact build

of the English type enables steadier and

hence faster work,
Manv .Americans, in my experience, do

not recognize the fact that an ICnglish

foxhound is trained to run mute ;
and

any dogs that give tongue are gotten rid

of in each year's draft, as far as possible,

the reason for which is easily understood

in the English hunting. Again, in Eng-

land (and I must confess, I think, here,

too) the pleasure in foxhunting is de-

rived from a good, rattling gallop close

to your hounds, keeping them always

in this country were it not for his run-

ning mute, and the fact that his feet, I

fear, do not stand the frozen ground as

we'l as those of his .\inerican brother.

To sum up, a man's preference for the

luiglish or the American hound will lie

largely based ujwii what kind of hunting

he prefers. It is like horsemen ; some
let the animal drive, while others prefer

to drive the animal.

As regards the relative power of the

two breeds of hounds, their noses, speed,

endurance, etc., I think there is little to

choose, provided they are both well kept

and well bred. Yours truly,

MiTCHKi.iv Harrison,

Philadelphia, July 15, 1891.

—Do"s should have fresh water twice

a day 4uriog ^Ue warm summer u|outi}s

in view, and the interest attached to see-

ing them well handled when any check

occurs or the scent is temporarily lost.

An English hound runs close to the

scent, while I had great difficulty last

winter in keeping the American pack of

hounds which the Pennbrook Hunt had

bought and trained near to the scent.

In other words, they would run perhaps

a hundred yards or so on one side or the

other ; and in dry weather, when their

speed' was not interfered with, it was ut-

terly impossible to handle and control

them when the scent was lost. And yet

it has been generally conceded in this

neighborhood that the American hounds

the Pennbrook Hunt followed last year

were the best trained pack that have been

seen in the East.

The prime objection to the h.nglish

foxhound in this country to my min«l is

the fact that he runs mute, because,

owing to the land covered by fox hunters

—at any rate in the neighborhood of

Philadelphia—being so heavily wood, at

times the riders must follow more by

sound than by sight. For this reason we

have preferred to use the harrier, which

gives tongue, and yet is easily trained

and under command at all times. As I

suppose vour readers are aware, it has

been a practice of late years in England

for manv of the hunts to gradually re-

duce the' size of their hounds, so that I

think some of the bitch packs now run-

ning in England only measure about

twenty-one inches.

There was a very interesting luint

given by the Radnor last winter by unit-

ing their pack of P:nglish hounds with a

veteran American pack owned in the

neighborhood. At the covert the Ameri-

can hounds scattered in every direction

and were under no control, whereas the

English pack worked well under orders

and when scent was found, of course, had

much thebest of it in L'etting away. At

the death, as I recollect it, there was but

one American hound in, but half the

Radnor pack were there. This trial was

decidedly m favor of the English animal.

For my part I should decidedly prefer

the E»gU&^ fox houud for real bujitifig

HUMAN KINDNESS.

A Street luchleut In Which a Koy, a
Doctor anil Two Doiss Figured.

From the Washington Star.

On F Street, opposite the Ebbit House,

one day last week a fine Gordon setter,

apparently dazed by the loss of his mas-

ter, whom he was vainly looking for,

ran under a herdic, was caught by

the wheel and his leg broken, besides

being pretty badly bruised all ovei his

body and having a cut m the mouth,

which bred profusely.

He lay in the street unable to move as

the herdic passed on, but a boy about six-

teen years old standing on the comer,

with a great big heart under his jacket

thumping away, was ready for the emer-

gency, and at once made a rush for the

sufferer.

The boy had no interest whatever in

the dog, and had never seen him before,

but he probably had a dog at home that

he loved, and was ready to do something

for this one.

vSo he picked him up carefully in his

arms and carried him over in front of

Dr. Stone's office, fixed him as comfort-

ably on the pavement as he could and

then went in after the doctor.

The doctor is tender-hearted himself,

and at once responded with arnica, ban-

dages, etc., and, assisted by the boy, went

to work to fix up the setter.

The dog, although among strangers,

appeared to know what they were about,

and he submitted to their ministrations

with oulv now and then a little whimper.

While'they were at work a friend of

Dr. Sione's came along, followed by his

own dog, also a Gordon, and this dog at

once took a great interest in the stranger,

and after watching him and the workers

intently for a time he licked the dog on

the head, and then crouched down on his

stomach and knees as close to the suf-

ferer as he could get and cried like a

baby while the doctor and the boy were

completing their work. It wastn't a howl

he put up at all, but a genuine low cry

of sympathy and pain, and he didn't quit

until the strange dog was ready to be

moved, and then he got up and fol-

lowed his owner away.

When the bandaging was done and the

arnica bottle was shut up the doctor

wanted to know what was to be done

with the patient, and the boy said he'd

take him home and care for him till he

got well, and keep him if the owner

never came for him. Then he picked up

the dog and hailed a herdic going down

F Street, The driver first refused to

take the dog into the herdic, but the

boy told him a herdic had hurt the dog

and there would be a row if a herdic

didn't carry him home. The driver con-

sented at last, and the boy laid the dog

down carefully in the aisle of the vehicle,

got in himself and that was the last seen

of them.
Taken all around, it was one of those

pictures in which the humanity of man
and the inferior animal is put upon the

canvas with a touch of tender tints which

makes nature greater than art, and gives

those who see it something they will re-

member always.

She Dlclu't Marry lllm.

A romantic young lady, who was

dragged out of a poud into which she had fallen,

oil coming rouud declared that shv would marry

her -preserver

That is impossiWc," said* young man.

•Is he already married then." she inquired,

'No •• said he -lie is a Newfoundlapd dq^,

ft
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ENGLISH CRITICISMS.

They Do Not Show Justice to Ameri-

can Doi{s.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I notice a paragraph in the Stock-

Keeper of KnglaiHl referring to the por-

trait of The Bard of Fordhook, and which

I think is rather uncalled for. The head

of the dog which you represented in your

journal of June 13, namely, The Bard of

Fordhook, I am very well acquainted

with, and as he was bred by our English

cousins, 1 should think that they probably

would be a little more careful in speak-

ing of Mf/r AnrtZ/w^'^ than they have in

these few lines. As is well known, The

Bard of Fordhook is sired by Champion

Smuggler. Now if vSnmggler is such a

dog that he has received champion prizes

in England, and is so much thought of

that the owner should have entered him

in the stud, it is supposed that the off

spring of such a dog, winner of numerous

prizes, would certainly be of some ac-

count.

The great trouble with our English

cousins I think is that they are a great

deal like the coUics they desire to possess

—narrow in the skull with comparatively

little or no room for brains, The collies

which are bred in the United States to-

day are bred with the intent of making a

first-class working dog, which is their

avocation, and not a dog to be admired
on the show bench only, which seems to

be the great case of all English-bred ani-

mals. I acknowledge there are Ameri-
cans who advocate the same style of

breeding as our Etiglish cousins, but

allow me to say, Mr. Editor, that I am of

the opinion that no collie is a collie that

has not a certain amount of skull room
to permit the dog to have brains enough
to drive a few sheep. I have seen many
collies on the show bench, principally

ones that have been imported, which if I

had l)een purchasing I would not have
given Jlio for the best.

Among the good dogs that I have seen
which have come from F^ngland are Sco-
tilla, Dublin Scot, Ch. The Squire and
probably a few others. Mauey Trefoil,

for instance, was a dog that was brought
over here, and ihe first time I saw him
on the show bench I pronounced him
then a poor specimen of English breed-

ing. I contend that he is, according to

the rules laid down by the Flnglish stand-

ard for bree<ling collies. In other words,

he is entirely too thick in the skull.

Now, Mr. FMitor, I would state that The
Bard of Fordhook is every bit as heavily
coated a dog as Maney Trefoil, with the

exception probably of the frill, but in

reference to the head he is by far a more
preferable dog than IManey Trefoil, hav-
ing at lea.st one imh longer muzzle than
the alwve named dog and is no wider in

the skull.

We all know that collies are liable to

go wrong in the head, but I would state

that I have not seen as many American-
bred dogs go wrong as I have seen Fyiig-

lish-bred dogs which have l>een imported
to this country, and after Ijeing shown
about a year were never able to appear
on the bench afterwards.

The mother of Bard, if my recollection

carries me aright, was a rather smallish
bitch naniedWhirlpool, which was bred by
Mr. Wheeler, of England. Now, this

bitch is certainly a typical collie as far as

Roints are required, neither being too
road nor too lengthy in the muzzle but

just about right, the only objection to

her being that she is small, although she
is otherwise wonderful. She has also

thrown some fine puppies since she has
l^en in this country, as I have made it a
point to see each and every litter she has
whelped.

It IS singular that the artists of this

country can do nothing, or comparatively
nothing, that pleases our linglish cous-
ins, and I venture to say there are com-
paratively few illustrations that appear
in the Stock-Keeper that are as near life

as some of the illustrations I see repre-

sented in your paper. I am very glad to

say, Mr. Editor, tliat I am not so blind

that I could not tell that the frontispiece

in your paper of June 13 was a collie,and
my opinion is that no man, woman or

child who could not distinguish The Bard

of Fordhook from a bull «log or any othei»

type without referring first to the letter

press is not competent to be on the staff

of any paper. Very truly yours,

H. L. Hoi,MES.

Lansdowne, Pa., July 16.

THE DOG A DIVINE GIFT.

RETRIEVING IN EIELD TRIALS

The Elder'M Statement and Why He
Keeps Do^s IIim»elf.

From the Cauiue World.

"I was readin' a newspaper paragraph

de odder day to the effeck dat de keepiu'

of so many dogs arouii' 'em would alius

keep de cull'd race poo," said the elder,

as the meeting came to order. "Let us

aualise dat statement a bit. It am esti-

mated dat de cull'ed people of dis keutry

own an ebeu 2,000,000 dogs. To feed dese

dogs requa'rs at least i,cxxj,ooo pounds of

crumbs, scraps, tater skins, apple cores,

old bones and sich, worth about two cents

a pouu*. In odder words, it costs about

fifteen cents per week to feed a big dog

which am tied up an' can't forage on de

uayburs. Now, what am de companion-
ship of a big yaller dog wuth to a family ?

Would ten times fifteen cents per week
offset dat ? When de cold wind howls

an' night shuts down, isn't it wuth a two
dollar bill to see the chiU'en gather clus

aroun' de stove—to h'ar the teakettle

sing—to watch de fish snap, an' to know
dat de dog am taking a sweet nap under

de bed ? Who created de dog ? Why de

Lawd, of course. What fur ? Why to be

a companion to man an' purtect his pus-

son an' property. Would it look berry

well to see a poo' cuU'd man get up an'

sniff at the handiwork of de Creator ?

Snail we refuse to accept the gifts created

for us? If de Lawd didn't know what
He war 'bout when He made an animale
an' called it a dog, den adwice from news-
papers am all right. I have estimated

dat de 2,000,000 dogs spoken of prevent

500,000 burglaries each year. Dey am
de cause of 6,000,000 chickens not bein'

stole ; likewise half a million cords of

wood ; likewise over 200,000 axes and
saws. I doaii believe in dog worship,

but I do believe dat it am our duty to

take de gifts of our Creator an' make de
best possible use of them. I keep a

vScotch terrier to bite Scotch burglars
;

an Irish setter to set down on Irishmen
;

an' I have one or two odders who pay
«lar way by killin' rats and bitin' tramps.

Nex' to de glorious sight of seein' a 200-

pound man wheeliu' a 10-pound baby
along de streets, am dat of seein' a cull'd

man pacin' his way down town arter a

co<lfish, wid five dogs foUerin' close at

his heels in single file."

IIumlre«lM at » l>otf's Fuuural.

From the Indianapolis Sentinel.

For a number of years Colonel J. B.

Dodge has been tlic owner of a most beautiful

and intelligent shepherd dog. He was very-

friendly with children. Two years ago Frank
while interviewing another dog on the railroad

track was run over by a passenger train, crush-

ing one of his hind legs and cutting off his beau-

tiful tail. On Thursday Frank, who had become

quite decrepit and deaf, wandered down to the

railroad again and was struck by a train, killing

him instantly.

The news flew like wildfire among the Ixiys,

and they conchided to give him a funeral such as

no dog ever had in this part of the country. Se-

lecting a suitable location the grave was dug and

a respectable coffin was made, and Frank was
placed in it in one of his favorite trick attitudes

—

that of playing <lead. The coffin was then closed

and the grave filled up in the presence of fifty

ladies and gentlemen, who were attracted by the

novelty, and at least 200 boys. The whole pro-

ceeding was conducted with the utmost de-

corum.
m

—FMrst fisher on right bank of river:

"I say, mon, hae ye got a bite yet?"
Second fisher, on left bank, exactly op-
posite, rubbing his leg: "Aye, I hae got a
bite, but it was frae the 'herd's dug !' "

—

Fanciers' Gazette."

—"I'm afraid I shall be compelled to

go to the seashore this summer, and I

wanted to go to the mountains," .said

Mrs. Blank. "Poor Fido's health is

threatened, and salt air is absolutely
necessary."

Angus' Belmont,
Oliver H. P. Belmont,
Alfred P. Vredenburgh,
Thomas H. Terry,

H. B. Duryea.
Mitchell Harrison,

J. Otto Donuer,
Frederick E. Lewis,

An Acquired Accomplishment Showing

the Handler's Ability to Teach It.

FIditor F'ancikrs' Journal.

All trainers are at liberty to teach their

dogs to retrieve at any age they may see

fit. There has been no rule adopted by

any of the field trial clubs that prohibits

it. The Eastern Club will not require re-

trieving in any stake, but all handlers

who think it an advantage for puppies to

retrieve can teach them to do it.

F'ield trials are designed to show the

the natural qualities of the dogs. It is

argued that retrieving is purely an ac-

quired accomplishment, and one that can

be taught to any dog of ordinary intelli-

gence ; therefore retrieving is merely a

test of the handler's ability or skill

in teaching that accomplishment, and
|

should not be considered in rating the

dog. The design is to give the prizes to

the dogs and not to the handlers.

It is true that a dog of ordinary qual-

ity who has been skillfully trained and

handled will win over a dog of much
finer natural quality who has been

spoiled by incompetent training. In a

case of this kind it- is really the trainer

who wins. That is unavoidable ; no rule

can be framed to prevent it. The rules

must suppose all trainers to be equally

skillful. I am going too far in saying
that no rule could be framed to prevent
an occurrence like the above ; it could

verv easily be done. The field trial clubs

could adopt something like the follow-

ing : "It being the design of this club to

promote the breeding of fine dogs and to

see that they are properly trained after

being so bred; and whereas, a great ,^-

many are spoiled in training; therefore ^^.^J^vtVyt"'
lie it resolved, that no incompetent
trainer be allowed to start a dog in these

trials." That might do. I am sure it

would "do" some of us out of a job at

least. To get back to the original propo-
sition, I do not see that there is any er-

ror or injustice in the rule doing away
with retrieving. F^very trainer can train

his dog to fit the rules. All are on an
equal footing. It is not designed to ben-

eht any particular person.

Retriviug will still be a necessary ac-

complishment, as nearly every trainer

will visit at least two trials, and as all clubs

except the Eastern require all-aged dogs
to retrieve, it is obvious that the rule of

the Eastern Club will not change the old

educational programme in the least, un-
less the dog is to run in the Eastern
only. If all the field trials clubs should
omit retrieving in their trials it would
still be many years before the handlers
could omit it from the education of the

dogs in their charge.

A great majority of sportsmen insist

upon retrieving. It is difficult to sell a

dog that does not retrieve in this coun-

try. The first question by a would-be pur-

chaser usually is : "Is the dog a good re-

triever?" Since every man or corpora-

tion who is proilucing something to sell

to the public endeavors to plea.se his cus-

tomers, and as breeders and trainers are

no exception to the rule, it is obvious
that so long as retrieving dogs are de-

manded they will l>e turned out.

I do not think that the "retrieving

cranks" of the profession have occasion

to be alarmed. It will be many years

before retrieving is dispensed with in

the setters and pointers of America and a

separate dog used for that purpose. We
are not likely to see it during the present

generation, and if it brings in its train

l)eaters, gun carriers, gillies, keepers,

tame birds and all the accessories of the
foreign sportsman it is not "a consumma-
tion devoutly to be wished." It may l>e

sport, the refinement of sport, to stand
in the shade of a tree and fire a gun that

has been loaded and passed to the shoot-

er at birds that have i>een driven past by
beaters, but in this country it would be
considered "flat, stale and unprofitable."

It is not my desire to be uncharitable,

or to pose as an exponent of "the only
genuine" sportsmanship, for I well know
that the conditions governing field sports

in the older countries are entirely differ-

ent to the conditions governing the same
in America. It is natural for one to cling

to old methods, and to think grandfath-
er's way the best, until a practical illus-

tration of something better makes him a
frequently unwilling convert to the new
order of things.
As a consequence to this element in the

human make up, -I presume we will long
continue to do an awfully hard day's
work to get a very little sport ; and will

continue to accept with good grace, and as

a matter of course, the blistered feet, the
insatiable appetite, the weariness and the
big stories of the American system of
sportsmanship, and our pointers and set-

ters will fetch for many years to come.

J. B. Stoddard.

Concord, N. C, July 15.

SUPREME COURT'S DECISION.

The Kennel Gazette's DlHquaHfled List

a I^lbellous Publication.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I enclose you a copy of the opinion of

the Supreme Court in the case of Gallup

vs. Belmont et al. This settles the ques-

tion as construed by me that the publi-

cation in the Kennel Gazette of the dis-

qualified list was libellous, and that every

associate member was liable for the same.

After Mr. Gallup had commenced his

suit the officials continued to publish this

list. Mr. Gallup can maintain action

upon each and every paper. Is it not

time that these incompetent officers

should get out and give the dog a chance ?

Peshall.

the court's decision.

Ne7a Y'ork Supreme Court, ")

Albany Coufity. J

George B. Gallup, Plaintiff,

AGAINST
Frederick R. Halsey,
John S. Hocy,
Pierre Lorillard, Jr.,
Winthrop Rutherford,
Frank R. Hitchcock,
Joseph D. Shotwell,
A. C. Wilmerding,
James L. Anthony,
William C. Rogers,

Defendants.

The issues of law raised by the demurrer of

the defendants heiein, coming on to be heard by

the court at a special term, held by the under-

signed, at the City of Albany, N. Y., on the 26th

day of May, 1891, and, after hearing Joseph M.

Keating, counsel for the said defendants, in sup-

port of .said demurrer, and J. Newton Fiero, of

counsel for the plaintiff, in opposition thereto,

and due deliberation being had thereon, I de-

cide and find as follows :

First.—That the said complaint states facts

sufficient to constitute a cause of action.

Second.—That the plaintiff is entitled to an in-

teilocutory judgment which shall adjudge that

the demurrer is overruled with costs to be ad-

justed by the clerk of the County of Albany, and

included in the said interlocutory judgment, and

shall direct that in case the said defendants do

not within twenty days after the service of a copy

of such interlocutory judgment on their attor-

neys with notice of the entry thereof, answer the

complaint and pay said costs to the plaintiff or

his attorneys then the said plaintiffs may enter

final judgment against the said defendants for

the relief demanded in the complaint, and for

that purpose that the plaintiff's damages be

assessed by a jury and that a writ of inquiry is-

sue to the sheriff of the County of Albany.

Third.—And I hereby direct judgment to be

entered as aforesaid.

[Signed] S. L. Mavham,
Justice Supreme Court State of New York.

Albany, N. Y., July 6, 1891.

Matching Her Piig.

From the New York Advertiser.

"Have you any material to match

that?" asked a pretty girl in a fashionable dry

goods shop on Fourteenth Street yesterday.

"To match what ?" queried the clerk, looking

over the counter to see a pug dog led by a

chain.

"To match Jack," answered the lady, quietly

stroking the dog.

Without a word patterns were exhibited until

the exact shade of Jack's silky coat having been

found a piece was ordered sent to a fashionable

dressmaker on the avenue, and that part of the

transaction was ended, as if matching dogs

was an everyday occurrence.

-

—The man who would climb the ladder

of fame mustn't linger too long on each

round of applause, or else the coming
tykes he has his eye on will be purchased

by a rival.—Shooting Times.

FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.

Candidates for the United States Field

Trial Club's Derby.

Editor. Fanciers' Journal.

The United States Field Trial Club's

inaugural Derby for setters and pointers

born on or after January i, 1890, closed

July I with eighty-four entries, of which

twenty-six are pointers, three are Irish

setter and fifty-four are English setters.

The list is as follows :

Pointers.
Abbess of Kent.—Liver and white ticked bitch

(King of Kent—Louise Bijan), Frederick Joy.

Black Chloe.—Black bitch (Black Joe-Scud-
der's Queen), St. Louis Kennel Club.

Black Wonder.—Black dog (Ike-Bang Bang's

Pride), Joseph H. and John A. Hunter.

Busy Croxteth—Liver and white ticked bitch

(Ossian—Fancy), Charles A. Paetzel.

Doc Fauster.—Lemon and white dog (Count

FaiLSter—Croxteth Nellie), J. G. F. Holston.

Don. Liver and white dog (Crup—Peach), J. L.

Adams.
Don of OssiAN.-Liver and white ticked dog

(Ossian—Cherrystone), George A. McLm,
agent.

DUDE N.— Liver and white ticked dog (Ossian—

Fancy), Oug & Shuttleworth.

Fannie Kirk.—Liver and white bitch (Kirk—
Croxteth Nellie), J. G. F. Holston.

Forest Lassie.—Lemon and white bitch (Shot-

Forest yueen), Horace F. Wood.

Hops II—Liver and white heavily ticked bitch

(Kingof Kent-Hops), Ossian Pointer Ken-

nels.

Little One.—Liver and white ticked bitch (Nic-

odeinus—Fannie V. Croxteth), U. R. Fishel.

Lord DRAKE.-Liver and white dog (Luck of

the Goat—Metior's Trinket), C. G. Stod-

dard.

Manton—Black an<l white dog (Luck of the

Goat—Clary), St. Louis Kennel Club.

McMann's ALONE.-Black dog (Black Joe—Di-
auorah), Thomas Ward McMann.

McMann's Ace of Spades.—Black dog (Black

Joe—Dianorah), Thomas Ward McMann.

McMann's Countess Wanda. - Black bitch

(Black Joe—Dianorah). Thomas Ward Mc-

Mann.
McMann's Hero.—Black dog (Black Joe—Di-

anorah), Thomas Ward McMann.

McMann's Wishbone—Black dog (Black Joe—
Dianorah), Thomas Ward McMann.

My Lady.—Lemon and white bitch (Shot—Forest

Queen), Horace F. Wood.

Phantom.—Liver and white ticked dog (Krup—
Zeka), St. Mark M. Mundy.

Promotion.—Liver and white dog (Lord Graphic

—Belle), John R. Daniels.

RoxAUNA—Liver and white ticked bitch (Corner

Stone—Queen), A. J. <Meason. agent.

Sarah.—Liver and white bitch (Black Joe, Jr.—
Scudder's Queen), R. A. Baker.

Sensation. — Pearl, lemon and white bitch

(Bounce—Minnie Ha Ha), G. A. Day.

Shot S.—Orange and white dog (Spring Bok—
Flush), W. B. Sheldon.

Irish Setters.

Eric Hlcho —Red dog (Le Grouse—Delia), B. F.

Kramer.

Fannie—Red bitch (Dick Swiveler— Frankie),

Tom Taggart.

Kildarb Carmen.-Red bitch (Elcho, Jr.,—

Ruby Glenmore). Gus Leisy.

English Setters.

Belle of Alma —Black, white and tan bitch

(Dan Foreman—Don's Nellie), A. J. Gleason

(agent).

Bella Baldwin.—Black and white bitch (Cap-

ta-n G.—Queen Blanche), A. J. Gleason

(agent).

Bessie L.—Black, white and tan bitch (Noble

Dan—Tennessee), A. M. Hildebrandt.

Bob Cooper.—Cream, white and tan dog (Roi

D'Or—Miss Nellie Y), Blue Ridge Kennels.

Booth —Black, white and tan dog (King Noble
—Queen Vashti), B. Ridgway.

Bohemian Lass.—Lemon and white bitch (Dad
Wilson—Bohemian Girl), A. Boustedt.

Boy —Black, white and tan dog (Ben W.—Nellie

W), T. J. Widrijf.

Bruce M.—Black dog (Richard IV—Rural Neva).

R. B. Morgan.

Camile.—Black, white and tan bitch (Jean Val

/ean-Haydee), J. M. Avent and Bayard

Thayer.

Cazador—Black, white and tan dog (Roderigo

—Maud), Bert Crane.

Charles Kean.—Black, white and tan dog
(Roderigo—Ollie S), J. M. Avert and Bayard
Thayer.

Count Druid —Orange and white dog (Ruby's

Druid—Cricketer), G. A. Day.

Colonel.—Black, white and tan dog (Jack W.—
Stocking), J. A. Balnier.

Dai>'sGirl.— Black, white and tan hitch (Dad

Wilson—Bohemian Girl), Blue Ridge Ken-
nels.

Dad's Mark.—Black, white and tan dog (Dad

Wilson—Daisy Hunter), Joseph H. and John
A. Hunter.

Doc QuiNN—Dog (Monk of Furness—Merry
Girl), Charles A. Travis.

Don.—Orange and white dog (Dom Pedro-
Fanny), J. R. Hayes.

Druid's Lilly.—Orangeand white bitch (Ruby's

Druid—Cricketer), G. A. Day.

Druid's Pride -Orange and white bitch (Ruby's

Druid—Cricketer) , G. A. D»y.

EVEUNF.—Black, white and tan bitch (Gath's

Mark—Fannie Gladstone), Blue Ridge Ken-
nels;

FiEL.—Black and white ticked dog (Roderigo—
Maud). Bert Crane.

FiRENZi.— Black, white and tan dog (Gath's
Mark—Flame Gladstone), H. J. Smith.

Flyaway.—Black, white and tan bitch (Gath's
Hope—Dimple), N. T. Harris.

Frank Doncaster.—Lemon and white dog
(Gladsom—Ruby Doncaster), M. C. Wiles.

Glorianna.—Black and white bitch (Dan Fore-
man—Don's Nellie), A. J. Glea.son (agent).

Hildegard.—Lemon belton bitch (Monk of
Furness—Countess Amelia), Paul H. Got-
ziaii.

Hoosier Girl.—Orange and white bitch (Dad
Wilson—Daisy Hunter), Joseph H. and John
A. Hunter.

Hope's Mark.—Black,white and tan dog (Gath's
Hope—Lady May), J. M. Lasseter.

Ildphonse.—Black, white and tan dog (Toledo
Blade—Lizzie Gladstone), J. E. Dager.

IzA.—Black, white and tan dog (Ro<lerigo—Ollie
S.), Royal Carrel and J. M. Avent.

Kino Ikex.—Cream and white dog (Coin Glad-
stone—Blanch Roderigo) A. Corrodi and C. S.

Greer

Lady Elgin.—Black, white and tan bitch (King
Noble—Queen Vashti), J. I. Case, Jr.

Lady Frances.—Bitch (MonkofFuruess—Merry
Girl), Charles A. Travis.

Latonia II.—Black, white and tan bitch (Paul

Glad.stone—Latonia), Poston & Burdell.

LiGERo.—Black and white ticked bitch (Roderigo
—Maud), Bert Crane.

Lucy.—Black, white and tan bitch (Roderigo—
Lee Gladstone), Blue Ridge Kennels.

Maid of Alma.—Black and white bitch (Dan
Foreman—Don's Nellie) A. J. Gleason
(agent).

Manitoha Pet.—Black and white ticked bitch

(Dick Bondhu—Manitoba Belle), iThomas
Johnson.

Marr TwAtN.—Black, white and tan dog (Ben

W —Cybella Lea), Mrs. S. A. Elliott.

May Girl.—Liver, white and tan bitch (Roder-

igo—May M), R. B. Morgan.

Miss Prim.—Lemon and white bitch (Roderigo
—Queen Ella Noble), Allen Mehle.

MoNNiE.—Black, white and tan bitch (King
Noble—Queen Vashti), J. I. Ca.se, Jr.

Nellie Noble.—Black, white and tan bitch

(Race Noble—Fannie S ), G. T. Kerr.

Pennbrook's Blue Don.—Black, white and tan

dog (Pennbrook's Don-Blue Cubas), W. J.

Hutchinson.

Prince Fonzo.—Lemon and white dog (Gath's

Mark—Flame Gladstone), H. J. Smith.

Queen of Alma.—Black an<l white bitch (Dan
Foreman—Don's Nellie), A. J. Gleason
(agent).

Race Noble, JR.—White and brown dog (Race

Noble—Fannie S.). J. E. Roberts.

Reil.—Black, white and tan bitch (Roderigo—
Lufra), Blue Ridge Kennels.

Robespierre.—Black, white and tan dog (Rod-

erigo—Ollie S.), Royal Carrel and J. M. Avent.

Ruby Gladstone.—Black, white and tan dog
(Gladstone's Boy—Diamond). H. J. Smith.

Sandborn—Black and white dog (Ben Hill-

Daisy Hunter), Joseph H. & John A Hunter.

vSappho—Black, white and tan bitch (Roderigo

—Ollie S.), Royal Carrel and J. M Avent.

Tough.—Black and white ticked dog (Ben W.—
Nellie W.), T. J. Widrig.

WuN Lung.— Black, white and tan dog (Captain

Bithel—Euid). N. T. Harris.

WuN Lung's Sister.—Liver, white and tan

bitch (Captain Bithel—Enid), S.J. McCartney.

P. T. MADISON, Secretary.

Indianapolis, Ind., July 12, 1891.

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Mr. II A. Bridge, of Columbus, O.,

sends us a few sample feathers from one

of his crack silver Wyandottes. As Mr.

Bridge contemplates sending Wyandottes

to the coming Philadelphia show, it will

be necessary for eastern breeders to look

sharply and select the best, or the hon-

ors may go west.

«**

The interest in the Philadelphia show

is widespread, and already exhibits are

promised from the far West and the

South. Keep your eye on the Quaker

City.

years ago. Those who keep them con-

sider them very profitable.

*
* *

Parrots are always in good demand,

especially those that can talk well. H.

W. Vahle is a large dealer in parrots,

and some of the latter are regular "spell-

binders" when it comes to talking. He
has just received a large and fine con-

signment of Cuban parrots. Now is the

time to buy the latter.

»

*
* *

KKNNKI^ REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that regi.stration be

made in the following form :

SALES.

C C M. HUNT. Palmyra, N. Y., sold his Gor-

don .setter bitch Champion Bellmond to Mr.

James B. Blossom, New York.

FAST LAKE KENNELS, West Jefferson, Ohio,
'

soUl their pug dog F:ast Lake Curtis to

Thomas I. Ballentine, Peoria, 111.

VISITS.

EDWIN A. WOODWARD'S bull dog bitch

Charmion (19,026) to same owner's African

Monarch (Claudian—Dinah), May 3, 1891.

FDWIN A. WOODWARD'S bull dog hitch
'

Duchess of Parma (18,949) to same owner's

Bo'Swain (Ch. Grabber—Susan), April 28

and 30, 1891.

EAST LAKE KENNFX'S pug bitch Lilly (8909)

to Champion Kash, May 26, 1891.

E I MARTIN'S F:ngli.sh setter bitch Fannie

illue to owner's Mark Time, May 16, 1891.

FRANK M. MOl'LTON'S bull terrier bitch

Loumont-Kit (Gully the Great-Kit) to his

Roscoe (Bendigo—Starlight), July 6, 1891.

GEORGE MEISTER, Jackson, Mich, Gordon

setter bitch Fly to James B. Blossom s

Champio'i Beaumont, July 6, 1891.

lAMHS B. BLOSSOM, N. Y., Gordon setter

bitch Champion Bellmont to James B.

Blossom's Champion Be.iumont, July i. 1891.

I T LANG'S black and tan terrier bitch Ro-

chclle Nadjv (Vortigen - Meersbrook

Maiden) to A. W. Smith's Ch. Buffalo General

(I3,S79). July 6- '^>'-

ST. MARY S FALLS KENNELS' English set-

ter bitch to Grouse D. (20,488) July 5>i89i-

WHELPS.
WACHOVIA KENNELS' Engli.-ih mastiffbitch

Kiltie (16,461) whelped July 12 four dogs and
two bitches to C. C. Richardson's Count Bis-

marck.

E. I. MARTIN'S Ruby R. (Racket, E. K. C. S.

B ,,45s,_Clio) whelped six (one dog) to

owner's Mark Time.all hlack.while and tan,

March 28, 1S91.

W. J. Andrus, of Hackensack, N.J.,

shipped a trio of La Fleche fowls to a

customer in Para, Brazil. Mr. Andrus

pins his faith on the white Leghorns and

La Fleche fowls as producers of fine

white eggs.

* *

Mr. Tegetmeier is an old and able

writer on poultry in England. Greater

men often make mistakes, but no greater

mistake was ever made by an acknowl-

edged authority on poultry matters than

that of Mr. Tegetmeier when he states

that Wyandotte fowls are "destitute of

any merit as table fowls." He should

shut his eyes to the fact that Wyandottes

have yellow legs and skin, and secure a

well-fed specimen of the breed to prac-

tice on. With such a fowl prepared by

any respectable cook little fault can be

found in the edible qualities.

«
* «

Mr. H. S. Babcock, the famous Rhode

Island "novelist," is preparing a bomb

which will explode about August of 1891.

He has written a new book on a new-

breed of fowls called "The Argonauts."

The latter are buff in color, but beyond

this we know nothing about them, and

await with intense interest and not a lit-

tle curiosity the appearance of Mr. Bab-

cock's book, which we hope will contain

the desired information now lacking of

the "Argonauts."
» »

This reminds us that the "buff" breeds

will have numerous additions in the fu-

ture. Mr. T. Wilton Hill, of Jamesburg,

now has a pen of buff Wyandottes under

way that look promising. The cock-

erel is a good type of a Wyandotte, has

nice clean yellow legs, good comb and

wattles, and barring hackle and tail has

good buff color. The hens are large, and

a few have very good buff plumage. Mr.

Hill, however, is simply perfecting t"he

breed, and will not sell either eggs or

fowls, so curiosity and novelty seekers

will save time and postage by not writing

to him.

In the Fanciers' Monthly for July the

Executive Committee of the Pacific Coast

Pigeon vSociety makes serious charges

against John H. Kuhn, of Louisville, Ky.

In the Fancier, of Baltimore, there ap-

peared a glowing description of a pair of

barbs belonging to Mr. Kuhn. On the

strength of this description Mr. I. Rosen-

crantz bought the two birds, and to his

utter astonishment found one of them

a very inferior bird, the other one having

died. The Executive Committee think-

ing there must have been some mistake

instructed their president to write to

Mr. Kuhn and received the following

letter in reply

:

"Yours of 4th inst., at hand in reply will say

I gave Mr. I. Rosencrantz the Barbs that were de-

scribed in the Fancier of Baltimore and I will

simply say he got all he Paid for he Paid for the

Barbs as Stated above descril)ed in Baltimore

Fancier and I don't think you will find in Mr.

Rosencrantz letter from me that I said they

would Win in any Company Birds being Fitt to

Show in any Company and winning is 2 different

things it depends on who the judge is Whether

he knows what a Barb is I wrote the Pardy that

wrote the article and told him to write to you

about the barbs now if you choose publish rae

and I will learn you a trick." Signed,

John H. Kuhn,"
«

« »

«
« *

The Orpington ghost has appeared

again. This time in our contemporary

the American Stock-Keeper. As a cross-

bred fowl the Orpington may have value

for market purposes ; as a thoroughbred

it can never hope to replace the black

Java in America

The Executive Committee in comment-

ing on this letter remarks : "We think

most fanciers after reading such a letter

would come to somewhat the following

conclusion, that Mr. Kuhn sent the birds

out here in the full knowledge that the

description given was deceiving, but that

the birds were going to the far West,

where probably good birds were un-

known, and that would be the end of it.

It is quite a significant fact that while

Mr. Kuhn advertises such fine stock we

fail to see his name in the premium lists

of first-class shows. Fanciers can draw

their own conclusions from this. East-

ern fanciers when you send first-class

birds to this coast remember they have

to stand alongside of birds from promi-

nent breeders, such as Ileroux, Haw-

kins, Newell, Crawford, Ewald and other

gentlemen who know what good birds

are and who ship what they describe.

Our standard is a high one and inferior

birds are unwelcome on the coast. We
do not call fanciers' attention to this in

any spiteful mood, simply as a caution

and to prevent bad feeling. Send us good

birds, ask us fair prices, treat us as you

would wish to Ije treated, and you will

have a fine trade on this coast,but impose

upon us once and in the words of our

classic writers your name will be Dennis."

« •

«
* «

Namoka is the name of another new

breed. It originated in the woolly West,

and resembles the Java type. It was

produced by crossing the game on the

Plymouth Rock. Nainokas weigh about

the same as Plymouth Rocks, are closer

feathered than the latter, have yellow

legs, small single combs and are red pile

in color. They are claimed to be an

early maturing chickeu and the hens are

said to be good egg producers. They

originated in Central Illinois about three

The above certainly demands a thor-

ough investigation. The Fanciers'

Journal calls attention to the matter for

the reason that a letter api>eared in our

issue of April 25, 1891, written by Henry

F:rdmann, which spoke in high terms

of Mr. Kuhn and his lofts. The Jour-

nal does not hold itself responsible for

the opinions of its correspondents, and in

justice to all parties concerned, directly

or indirectly, in the above transaction,

publishes what it deems necessary.

Purchasers should be protected against

such methods of doing business.

*
« *

We are profoundly grateful to "TriKi«"
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for requesting the publication of our

"phi/.," Imt babies down this way are

amused by playin>' "baccarat," the daddy

being the Prince of Wales. No, "Trixie,"

we cannot oblige you for the present, and

you must wean your colts on something

else—the bottle, for instance. ThkJouk-

NAI. will be pleased, however, to publish

the "phiz" of any and all editors and

poultrymen. All we ask is a respectable

photograph, not an ideal cut, but a plain

everyday likeness of our "notable." We

are preparing a gallery of the latter to

appear next fall and winter, so "Trixie"

you had Ixst get focussed at once.

*
* *

W. J.
AiMlrus, the well-known breeder

of white Leghorns and La Kleche, has ac-

cepted an important position with the

Pineland Incubator and Brooder Com-

pany, of Jamesbnrg, N. J. The business

of the latter company has increased

largely, and the active hustling services

of such a niHU as Mr. Andrus is known to

possess will prove valuable.

*
» «

An attempt to revive cock fighting in

England resulted in a miserable failure.

The Feathered World comments on this

subject as follows: "This old sport of

Hogarth's days has not been killed ;
it

was only scotched. Both in Nottingham

and the Black Country cock fighters are

numerous, and several mains have l>een

recently fought. The vStourbridge police

surprised a few 'sportsmen' who do enjoy

•old Knglish sport,' and ran them in. At

Nottingham a number of men agreed to

fight a 'main of cocks' for /S a side in the

barn of a farmer at Watnall, to which

they contrived to gain access. All the

old appliances of the cockpit were there.

The birds were duly trimmed and clipped

and steel spurs were put on the cocks-

legs, while another drew a chalk line.

At vStourbridge all the usual apparatus of

the old cock i)it—as steel spurs, scales,

weights, water l)ottles and sponges were

found upon some of the accused. They

had also in their i)ossession homers, sup-

jwsed to be wanted to carry the news to

distant places for the satisfaction of those

who had 'put money,' as Lord Salisbury

says, on the event. One of the cocks,

'scientifically trimmed and in fine fight-

ing form,' was j)roduced in court, and it

'crowed repeatedly.' The fines imposed

were trifling compared with the brutality

of this so-called sport."

ciers' Monthly.comes out strongly in favor

of an Amencan-born superintendent of

lM)ultry for the World's Fair, but he does

it in a manly fashion. He does not at-

tack a candidate for l^eing an Englishman,

and the editor of the Fancier^would do

well to adopt the California editor's

methods. Thk Fancikrs' Journal has

no candidate to push forward, nor has it

any desire to injure the chances of any of

the different competitors. We believe in

fair play, and to those that are posted

the fine Italian hand of the enemies of

Secretary Rackham is readily seen in the

attacks against him. Mr. Rackham. like

Mr. Mortimer,of the W. K. C, has come

to America to make his existence; like

Mr. Mortimer, he has been found adapted

to show management. No fault is found

with Mr. Mortimer because he is an Kng-

lishman, then why should Mr. Rack-

ham be the subject of bigoted abuse ? We

are to have a World's Fair, not a second-

class country "pumpkin show," and to

prove that we are liberal-minded Ameri-

cans we must remove all sectional feel-

ings.

owner, and this with a good fAriii range

ad('.edwill keep ahy flock itt "silk at-

tire," thoroughbl-ed or otherwise. The

whole subject involving the value and su-

periority of cross-bred fowls over thor-

oughbreds needs careful discussion. For

a long time we have accepted the "hatul

me down" from father to ftoli thfeory that

thoroughbred fowls wete less pJ-oliflt and

vigorous. No cattle btefeder will believe

a thoroughbred Jersey or Holstein Frie-

siaU inferior to either of their grades,

and the fact remains .that the most pro-

ductive milk and butter cows are thor-

oughbreds. Nothing in the fowl king-

dom equals the Campines, Hamburgsand

Leghorns in laying, so let us have more

light on the subject. The Journal in-

vites its readers to give such facts as may

prove interesting in this matter.

.%

The editor of the Fancier is in a bad

way. He relieves his mind of the fol-

lowing : " Independent and alone we

stand up for American rights, notwith-

standing the many slurs cast upon us for

so doing. No doubt many of our poul-

try editors fear that they may lose the

price of a few subscriptions if they stood

Up for American fanciers and American

rights. For shame ! That it has come

to pass in this our beloved country, for

which our forefathers fought so hard,

that we have to look to an ICnglishman

to le.Ml our poultry and ])igeon men out

of the wilderness by cramming us with

antiquated ICnglish ideas in regard to the

runnnig of our shows. For shame! say we,

that our fanciers cannot or will not look

to one of their own countrymen to lead

the van and see that justice is meted out

at the coming World's Fair."
»

« «

This is simply awful, and all poultry

editors should at once reform the error

of their ways and do as the Teutonic-

American editor of the Fancier proposes.

But the gentleman who wields the quill

plucked from an American eagle is very

much in error. HP JoeS not stand alone; qu

\\\^ contrary', Bro^licr HarHtri 9f Ih? Vm-

Uncle Mike Boyer is a trifle "cross"

this week, not mentally but in relation

to the value of crossbred fowls. He is

responsible for the following which ap-

pears in the Germantown Telegraph :

"Market poultry culture is a business

that must l)e conducted upon strictly

business principles. If success is to be

gained we must map out a system and

carefully follow it. One of the first con-

siderations is the proper stock. For

hardiness and quick maturity we have

always favore<l the systematic crossing

of fowls. We gave the matter much at-

tention, and found that a good cross al-

ways brought the quickest returns. Last

year we tried thoroughbreds, and while

we were well pleased with the results we

have failed to produce the same returns

we have from our former crossings.

*
« *

"Last January we visited the Hill Poul-

try Yards, of Jamesburg, N. J., and there

saw some excellent crosses, and learned

from Mr. Hill himself that they produced

the best broilers and the most satifactory

roasters. It is also well known that

crossed breeds are the most hardy. The

mixing of the different bloods sends new

vigor intc the veins of the offspring, and

they start on the trip from the shell to

the pot with rugged constitution and

rapid growth. There has l)eeu no weak-

ening by close breeding for fine feathers

and graceful forms. The one object is

sought after, and the one object is gained

—utility. But in this crossing thorough-

breds must be used, and once only. Take,

for instance, a thorouglibred Houdan

male and cross it upon a thoroughbred

Cochin female and we have a rapid

grower and a heavy carcass. It is the

ideal broiler cross, as we demonstrated

two years ago. But if we mate up this

progeny we go backwards, and we lose

the very objects we have tried to gain.

Dunghills are the result of false cross-

jug—we should have said, haphn/.ard

crossing We neither have one thing

nor the other. Therefore let all grading

be done with strictly pure breeds."

*
* *

One of our subscribers writes : "It is a

matter of considerable importance that

any one not thoroughly acquainted with

the different varieties of chickens and

ducks should be sure on such matters as

the best time to hatch for marketing the

young at an early age, the best kinds of

ducks to try on a sandy river side farm

and how long before being killed it Is de-

sirable to house ducks to prevent a fishy

or other flavor. Can some reader give

information on these points?"•
The above should certainly bring out

of temporary summer retirement some

of our sages and lead them to write

their experiences for the benefit of our

subscribers and readers. The Fanciers'

JouRNAU every issue contains some val-

uable information regarding the different

varieties of fowls, but in justice to our

numerous new subscribers the old story

needs to be repeated frequently.

*
* *

Our subscriber resides at Red Bank, N.

J., and his farm embraces the banks of

the Shrewsbury River. The location is

excellent for duck raising, and resem-

bles the location of the famous duck

farms of Long Island and Staten Island.

The breeding ducks have a glorious

chance to sport in their native element,

and secure that vigor of constitution so

necessary when good eggs for hatching

are required. But the rearing of ducks

for market does not require either a pond

or river. The little fellows when hatched

can be more easily raised in yards than

at liberty. The Pekin is the l>est duck

for the purpose of supplying spring

ducks and this year especially have lieen

profitable, bringing good prices. Our

subscriber lives so near Long Branch and

Asbury Park that his market is at his very

door, and as the season usually begins

about June 15, he can get his ducks ready

for that date and after. Pekin ducklings

are usually in prime condition to l)e

marketed at eight to ten weeks of age.

The demand for early spring ducks in

the New York markets, while some-

what limited, nevertheless secures good

prices for the first consignment, as the

supply is seldom larger than the demand

early in the season. We trust some of

our duck raisers will kindly give their

methods of rearing and marketing ducks.

Till OOOHIN OdNTROVBRSif

;

A Desire to Have It Bred as A

Cochin, Not aB A drAhilldi.

RDltOR t^AifClteRS' jOURNAti.

Thttse wiio baVe redd lliie seVeral drll-

cles in this Cdcbiti conlrdverSy will rle-

tiieitiber thai the keynote of the writer's

contributions to the matter was and is a

desire to see the Cochin bred as a Co-

chin, in its full panoply of fluff, feather,

leg and toe feathers, cushion and gor-

geous plumage—that the Cochin be bred

away from the Brahma type—that to this

end the disqualification of vulture hock

should be removed from the standard,

and that judges cease applying the stand-

ard so as to give a preference to the fowl

with bare middle toes ; that they cease

cutting in the score full-hocked Cochins

which have no vulture hock ; in short,

that the obvious tendency toward the

Brahma type be stopped ; that Judgeft fts

well as Cochin breeders return to the Co-

chin of the standard. The writer has

said that one object of the Cochin Club

was to make the Cochin standard so

plain that anyone who could read the

English language could tell whether a

potHtry judge was applviug the standard

or usinp his own private rule. We wish^
to take the colored man out of the wood-

pile. Was there a contraband in the

woodpile ?
, , ,

In some one of the voluniitlouB articles

of Mr. Felch he gaVe this good adviCe tO

beginners : "Start with but due breed, so

as to get a correct type of that breed itt

your mind. If you start with more than

one breed you will ^et the types confused,

and will never get in vour mind a correct

type of any breed." We have quotetl

from memory, so the language is ours,

but the idea is Felch's. This is excellent

advice for the reason that first impres-

sions are lasting.attd unconsciously color

the judgment forever after.

The entire poultry fancy well know
Mr. Felch by reason of his being a con-

sistent and perennial writer on poultry

topics. He has his fads and his fancies,

and is by no means backward in advo-

cating them in season and out of season.

Mr. Felch l)ecame known to the chicken

world as a breeder of light Brahmas ;
they

were his first love. He became a demon-

strator of the truth of the advice quoted

above. The light Brahma became his

measure by which all other Asiatics were

to be judged—they were good or bad to

him, just as they approached or fell away

*
*

There is little doubt of the value of

cross-bred fowls, but judicious handling

of thoroughbreds will attain the same

end and prove more profitable all around.

An out cross occasionally made with or

on thoroughbreds will maintain stamina

provided the natural surroundings of the

fowls are proper. We know of white

Leghorn flocks that have enjoyed care-

ful l?r??4iug wA sclccUoii by ihfir

Pigeons from Abroad.

Mr. Edwin H. Morris has just received

a pair of young pigeons from the loft of

Mr. A. Darbyshire, Farnsworth, England.

They are a present to him and are from

the most noted strains. They arrived per

the steamer Exeter City in fine trim, and

now look very vigorous and promising.

Mr. Morris has established his loft on the

banks on the North Shrewsbury River,

at Red Bauk, N. J., and is expecting a

second detachment from his friend. Mr.

T, rr?4 GoWma». of PiQoklyn, N. V,

from his self-constituted model.

The light Brahma of to-day is an

American production. The Cochin came

to us from England. There is no more

similitude to-day between either of these

breeds and their original Asiatic ances-

tors, the Brahmapootra and Shanghai,

than exists between the high-bred short-

horn and the Texas cow. Compactness,

flesh and l)eauty have been given these

breeds by those who love them, some-

thing their originals were utterly defi-

cient in. In the improvement of the

Shanghai into the Cochin, the English

led, the fowl was given shorter limbs.

Its scraggy leg feathers and bare toes

gave place to a full feathered leg and

toes. The l)eautiful undulating swell of

the cushion was put on its back, plenty

of soft fluff and feathers were added as

ornaments, until to-day a good colored,

full feathered,well-shaped Cochin is with-

out a peer in the show room. All of

this is gall and wormwood to the gentle-

man whose first impressions were of the

old Brahmapootra. If the general public

came to know and feel the pleasure inci-

dent to breeding Cochins, perchance the

Cochin would make the pace too lively

for his own ideal.
c t. k -o

vSo from the organization of the A. P.

A. Mr. Felch has not been a friend to the

Cochin class. His published works, his

current writings, have all a flavor which

smacks strongly against the Cochin-

Quite recently in Farm Poultry Mr. Felch

has an article which is intended to be a

severe attack on the Cochin as a class.

In this article Mr. Felch again insists

upon his old fad, which the intelligent

breeders of the light Brahma have long

ago sat down upon. It is ''middle toefeath-

ering optional:' That this is an attack

on the standard for which, as Broadax,

he so severelv raps the Cochin Club

OY^r the Knwckks, doesn't o^^^wr to hiw,

tie asks the hand which would "monkey
with perfection" to stay in its attack. He
tlrtlttis to 'f>e the father, mother and the

llflfcle; ebMslilS {fnd the allnts «f the stand-

ard: HesHetis tedfs jiieldphbritallv oVef

Ihe bi-otipsitioii of Ihe tdfchifi ClUb tb

rerilove iUe dis^uallflcdlioin 6f vltllufe

hocks, but in Farm Poultry he pulls dut

the end gate in favor of the Brahma-

pootra aiul Shanghai of thirty years ago,

without cariifg a fig that in so doing he is

breaking into the sanctity of the stand-

ard and smashing the tender and re-

proachful hearts of the aforesaid father

and mother, as well as the numerous
cousins, uncles and aunts, all to smith-

ereen->.

Mr. Felch receutly in The Journal
indicated and in the Farm Journal demon-

strated that his wonderful interest in the

standard and his desire to preserve it un-

changed was but a seeming interest not

at all real, and that the word disintegra

lion, which slips so readily from his pen,

really has no meaning to him, that he

only used it because it was a big word

and would strike terror into the hearts of

the western hucksters who, living beyond

the Mississippi, could not know its awful

In order to breed Cochins as Cochins

the Cochin Club would like to have the

disqualification of vulture hock removed

from the standard. Broadax Jumps on

the club with IJoth feet, his eyes sufl"used

With tears, a cdpyof the latest revision of

the standard in his hand and sniffles dta-

iniegtation.
^ .*.*«,

In Farm Poultry the gdod Dr. Jekyl

asks the breeders df Hght Brahmas and

Langshans td demand that the standard

in these breeds lie changed sd as td make
"middle toe feathering optional," and

the gl.ust of disintegration does not walk.

Mr. ^elch should read up on the toe

feathering of stan<lard Langshans.

In the last report of the Committee on

Revision of the Standard anioUgst other

changes called for is the removal of

"squirrel tail" as a disqualification, and

the ghost of disintegration is not dis-

turbed.
In Farm Poultry the colored man is

disclosed. By writing, acting and pos-

sibly in judging Mr. Felch and bis follow-

ers have bee-i and are the enemies of the

Cochin.
The Cochin Club has lieen opportunely

organized so as to save our beautiful

Cochin in all its glories from false friends.

If the breeders of light Brahmas wish to

turn back their grand bird towards the

model of thirty years ago— a model

which first impressed Mr. Felch and

which we cannot get rid of—it is their

privilege. The issue is now made. The

ends and objects of the Cochin Club are

now plain. Those who wish to breed the

Cochin true to the Cochin type will join

the Cochin Club and aid in holding the

Cochin at the front as the grandest pro-

duct of the fancier's skill. Those who
prefer the Brahma type will stay with

Felch, and those who with him are kill-

ing the Cochin—those who read Mr.

Felch in Farm Poultry—can no longer

doubt. The Cochin Club tbanks you,

Mr. Felch, that you have at last plainly

pointed out the location of the colored

man ; th^t you have at last demonstrated

that your interest in the Cochin was and

is hvpocritical ; that the tears you pre-

tended to shed over the standard and

your painful shriek of disintegration are

naught but stage thunder, clap trap and

crocodile weepings. Cochin breeders,

take your choice.
. .

If the breeders of all the varieties of

the Cochin and Cochin bantam unite in

one club, the Cochin will be irrisistible.

Then unite. Theodore Sternberg.

Eli^worTH, Kan., July 4.

POULTRY BNBMliJS. portion and is quite

"it for it.

—What do your fowls drink—water

that has been allowed to stand around

until it becomes stagnant, water from

vessels that have a regular slime on the

bottom and sides, or do you give them

fresh water one, two or three times a

day, according to the weather? We
empty the drinking fountains every

night, and have our birds start out on a

fresh drink. Disease lurks in the drink-

ing vessels; contagion spreads rapidly

through the drinking water if impure.

All life needs fresh water and cannot

thrive without it. The more fresh water

the l)etter health ; the more fresh water

the more eggs ; the more fresh water the

more choice meat, and the more fresh

water the less loss and the more clear

jjaiu, Mark H dow«,—l9>v^ Hom?stea4,

"Never Count Your Chickens Be-

fore They Are Hatched."

i'roih the flaltlrtiore Sun.

1*hei-e is afi did sayiMgj "Never count

yoiir fchitkeffs bfefofe they are hatched,"

to which might tie added, "l)d Udl Con-

sider them raised before Christmas

conies." Hatching chickens is only the

commencement in most cases of a strug-

gle for existence, and the poultryman

who concludes that even half the battle

IS over when the brood is hatched has

made a serious mistake in his calcula-

tions. Besides the nocturnal bipeds who

make thefts of poultry their occupation

there are many birds and animals that

prey on the denizens of the poultry yard,

in some neighborhoods the annoyance

from these sources is so great as to make

the raising of poultry not only exceed-

ingly discouraging but a positive strug-

gle to see which will get the greater part

of the brood—the owner or the thieving

and destructive depredators. Thieves

are hard to guard against, and about the

best devices that can be used against

theni are the electric appliances

that will sound an alarm at the resi-

dence. The wires can be so arranged

that the moving of the windows or doors

will sound an alarm, so that che poultry

keeper can investigate the cause of the

disturbance with a loaded shot gun,which

should at once be unloaded with the muz-

zle pointed in a direct line towards the

hen house. It does not matter whether

any moving object can lie discerned or

not. The noise of the gun's report and

the fact that it shows that your "flag is

still there" will l)e quite discouraging to

the uninvited visitor. It will also in-

form the "fraternity" that you are al-

ways prepared for visitors.

The mysterious disappearances of scores

of very young chicks which so puzzles

the owners can with a little careful

watching be traced to the dear old family

cat, "who wouldn't touch a young

chicken for the world"—when any one

IS around in sight. Where there is no cat

tolerated on the premises there is gener-

ally one from some near neighbor that

comes over to attend to the thinning out

process. Here again the shotgun comes

in as a handy accessory, but this time

one eye should be closed and the other

should glance down over the top of the

gun barrels, and when the end sight has

the neighbor's depre ating cat as a back-

ground pull the trigger with a firm nerve.

Cats in villages are one of the most de-

structive elements the poultry raiser has

to contend with. Fine wire netting to

cover the entire yards is about the only

effective remedy that can keep out the

Cftt-S*

After cats come rats—though this order

is sometimes reversed—and they are ter-

ribly destructive where they once get a

taste for spring chicken, and will Income

exceedingly bold to satisfy their chicken

appetite. Rats will not wait for dark-

ne-^s to make their raids on young chicks,

but will often watch from ambush

their chance to dart out and grab a

young chicken and drag it into their

holes. A place infested with rats is an

exceedingly difficult one in which to raise

chickens. The rats must be gotten rid

of but how ? Nearly everyone has a rem-

edy but all of them do not prove effect-

ive Chloride of lime thrown into every

rat hole that can be fouud, just enough

to fill them so that the rats cannot pass

ill or out without getting into it, will

soon cause them to leave the vicinity. It

is also claimed common coarse salt used

in the same way will answer a like pur-

pose, but this is doubtful.

A eood plan is to stand about sundown

near where the rats make their appear-

ance and pepper them with fine shot. If

they are not killed so much the better, as

it seems two or three wounded rats thus

allowed to escape have quite a stamped-

ing effect on the rest. Mink are often

veVy destructive, and if there happens to

be a ravine near the hen house, or a small

creek or swamp, a visit from them need

cause no great astonishment- The nimk,

if it secures a chicken too Urge for a

m^ftli 18 S**^^^
^^^ *^ ^^*^^ ^^^ uueate«

sure to return tile

following night Tor it. In such case the

portion of the chicken should be "fixed"

so that as soon as a mink touches it a

steel trap's jaws would snap on him. An-

other i)lan, if it can be discovered where

the mink gained access to the hen house,

is to set a steel trap there, on the inside

of the house, so that he would l>e obliged

to get into it as soon as he entered. An-

other plan is, take a ])ortion of the dead

Chicken and fasten it on the end of a

stick about eighteen inches long, and

stick it in a slanting position so the "bait"

w ill be thereby suspended over a set steel

trap, which niav be loosely covered with

drv leaves or dust. The mink will jump
up' to reach it and is sure to get in the

trap. The old time dead fall, which all

farmers know how to make with a "figure

four," is also a good mink trap.

Weasels are to be dreaded, as a single

one has been known to kill twenty fowls in

one night. They simply suck the blood

from the neck. The only way to catch

them is by placing a trap where they en-

ter the hen house, as advised with the

mink. Another successful plan is to take

an ordinary chicken coop and partition

off one-half of it with stout wire netting,

one-fourth-inch mesh, and put in two or

three live chickens of any age or size and

shut up the coop, leaving an open en-

trance place about four inches square on

the side away from the chickens, and in

front of this' opening, inside the coop,

place a set steel trap. Skunks, or pole-

cats as thev are called in some sections,

mav be caught in the same manner.

Crows are as destructive to chickens

when their young are hatched as hawks
are, and they are even bolder and will

dart down in a farm yard and take a

young chicken from the flock, and re-

peat the operation a number of time in

a day unless killed. The crow will usu-

ally sit on a tree near by and watch his

chance, and the fact should enable one

to hide within gunshot range and wait

for his return.

Hawks are troublsome in the country

places and even in open suburban dis-

tricts. When they once visit the poultry

they will l)e apt to make a return visit

about the same hour the next day, and

their second visit can, therefore, be an-

ticipated by being ready to give them a

warm reception. A tall pole, on top of

which is set a steel trap, will often catch

them as they are prone to alight on the

tallest point near the poultry yard, from

which they make a dart for their victims.

Of course, the trap must be chained to

the pole or they will fly away with it.

Another plan is to take a bit of inch-

thick board a foot sfpiare and run

through it eight or ten wires around the

centre ami one near the centre. Have

the wires six inches long and ground

sharp on the ends that are sticking up.

On the centre of this board fasten a

young chicken and place it some dis-

tance from the hen house. A hawk upon

discovering it will dash down and Ije-

come pinioned on the sharp wires.

While there are manv poisons that can

be used in destroying poultry enemies,

the danger both to human beings and

the poultry also is so great it is rarely

advisable to resort to them. In most in-

stances the losses from the sources named

above are the results of carele-ssness. All

wise poultrymen nowadays use fine wire

netting on the window openings, and

also galvanized netting under the floors

of the hen houses, which render them

vermin jiroof.

GAME FOWLS.

Not as Pugnacious as Is Gener-
ally the Belief.

Editor Fanciek.s' Journal.

It seems to l)e a general belief among
those not well informed in such matters

that the game fowls which are bred for

fighting are naturally the most savage

and quarrelsome of their kind, and thai

the more vicious in disposition the birds

are the better they will be adapted to the

purpose for which they are bred. This is

a great mistake. In fact, quite the re-

verse is true. The man who expects to

handle his cocks in the pit does not want

to bree«l crt)ss birds, for such are almost

as dangerous to their handlers as their

opponents. And besides, a savage, vicious

cock often seems to "lose his head" and
wears himself out in aimless exertion.

A good pit bird should be quiet and
calm, sliouhl conduct himself like a gen-
eral, not like a fanatic. And so the whole
family of pit birds—cock, hens and
chicks—should not be quarrelsome and
fussy, but quiet and peaceable, and any
game breeder will tell you that such is

usually the case. You often hear of
game chickens killing each other off

when scarce half grown, and how trouble-

some the flocks are to manage, but if

you will take the trouble to notice you
will find that such complaints nearly

always come from breeders of exhibition

games, and it is the Malay blood in those

birds which causes so much bad humor
to show itself.

In an editorial note some Cornish In-

dians are spoken of "as being as vicious

and cann ibalistic as the most (levout cham-
pion of the pit could desire. " But no devo-

tee of the sod would want birds of that

character,and this trait,instead of being an

indication of good game breeding, as the

editor supposed when making the state-

ment, is right the reverse. And so in the

human race, the truly brave man is sel-

dom a bully.

In my own experience with Cornish

Indian games, which has been with a

great number of birds of several different

strains, I have found the chicks as a rule

very peaceably inclined. Chicks of my
own strain have never prvned the least

bit troublesome in this respect, and I

never knew any young birds of any strain

to ever mutiny'and try to "do up" the

old cock, as other varieties of games

often do. When a Cornish Indian stag

is "under cow" to another stag or cock

he always remains so, and never questions

the old bird's authority, not even after

l)oth are adult and fully developed cocks.

Birds which are raiseil together can get

along very well, but of course strangers

will fight, and when they do start in they

fight most wonderfully hard.

H. P. Clarke.

INDIANAPOLKS, Iiid., July 10.

—The chicken-house produces a fertil-

izer that is of great value when properly

handled, but one that can l)e quickly

rendered worthless by mistaken methods.

Under the impression that these are

needed to keep the house clean and pure,

lime or ashes are frc(iuently dusted al)Out

and thrown l)eneath the roosts. When
these substances are mixed with the

droppings they liberate the ammonia,

which IS the niost valuable part of the

manure. The house should be kept clean

and no accumulation permitted l^eneath

the roosts, but it should be done by

scraping the floor thoroughly every

morning, removing the manure and stor-

ing it in barrels in a dry shed. To get

the best results from its use, feed it in a

semi-liquid form about the strawl)erry

and other small fruit plants. If you pre-

fer not to clean it out so of\en, sprinkle

drv clav, swamp muck or dry land plaster

i)lentifully about to absorb the injurious

gases and the excessive moistqrp, and

remove the wh9l« ^ttce a week.

—Sunflower seed is easily raised and

greedily eaten. A little of it, as a con-

diment, is of value ; but it is a laxative,

oily, and dangerous if not fed with care.

"Chickens alius come home to roos'
"

is a mighty good proverb, but dat don't

alius applv in dis part, ka.se I'm l)een

lookin' all'dav. an' -til I kin fin' ob mine

dat didn't roos' home las' niiiht war a few

fedders in de culled preacher's do' yaad.

—The results of the Cornell (Ithaca,

N. Y.) experiments with hens by testing

the effect of a carbonaceous diet with

one lot and of a nitrogenous diet with

another are interesting. Professor I. P.

Rol)erts thinks he is warranted in drawing

from the results the following conclu-

sions : "Chickens fed on an exclusive

corn diet will not make a satisfactory de-

velopment, particularly o^ feathers. The

V>ones of chickens fed \\\v^\\ a nitrogenous

ration are fifty per cent stronger than

those fe«l upon a carbonaceous ration.

Hens fed on a nitroneuous ration lay

many more eggs, but t)f smaller size and

ix)orer qualitv,than those fed exclusively

on corn. Hens fc<l on corn, while not

suffering in general health, become slug-

gish, fleposil large masses of fat on the

internal organs, and lay a few eggs of

large size and excell- nt (lualUy. The

flesh of nitrogeiu»ns fe<l fowls contains

more albuminoids and kss fat than those

fed on a carbonaceous ration, and i?5

(larKef 9oipred, jucier aii4 tp»4erer."
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CHIPS FROM THE PODLTRY BLOCK.

Fleeinsr Fancies Nipped on the

Wing- for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIE.

Brother Diehl, I thank you for the in-

formation concerning the Mandarin, but

it strikes me that if the S. P. C. A. was as

active as it should be you would stand a

good chance to plead "guilty or not

guilty" to a charge of cruelty to animals.

If I ever attempt to domesticale the Man-

darin I'll try the less objectionable one

practiced by the owner of the Victoria

Poultry Yards.

"Who the deal is Trixie ?" Now, my

friend, that's personal—decidedly so, and

for the present I decline to gratify idle

curiosity, but, friend Diehl, I expect to

pay Jersey a visit in the near future.after

the skee'ter has been gathered to his

fathers, and I shall assuredly drop in on

you and introduce myself properly. Re-

meml>er, I have a tooth for chicken, and

also a fondness for the "Little Club" ci-

garette ;
you can govern yourself accord-

ingly.

I'll tell you privately and confiden-

tially why I use a specially prepared pa-

per name ; think I have good grounds. I

know my failings as well as any one can

tell me, and at any time I am liable to

get off some praise of my favorites, and

when one does this over his own name

his writings are nothing if they are not a

free advertisement. I have read so much

"slush" bearing the signature of the

writer, and frequently his post office ad-

dress, that it has sickened me. Of course,

all who sign their name are not open to

this charge, but many are. We all read

the "Letters of Junius" because we can

only guess who was the writer, and we

love mystery. .

Then again, I can get the honest opin-

ions of my friends upon what I write,

thev having no idea who"Trixie" can be.

stie'ak out just what they think. Not

long since I gave a pouUry friend one of

mv articles to read, and he complimented

me thuslv. "Whoever wrote that is a

fool." He would not have expressed

"convert" to the standard of the Tus-

canev champion. You can depend upon

them' getting there.

The A. P. A. must get a move on itselt

or it will get left on the World's Fair

superintendent. We want our great

show judged by the score
;
yes, sir, that

we do, and whoever gets that position

will have much influence in deciding be-

tween the "new and old."

Our poultry men are getting in pretty

nearly as bad a box as the doggy ones. We
find this and that one in "arms" against

some brother. Mr. Anders has a griev-

ance against Mr. Fox for words spoken

bv the latter, but "dang my buttons" if

lean see why he kicks. Fox said he

was a "gentleman" and "honest," and

all that is lacking to make any man su-

premely happv was the "angel" and

"wings" racket. This was an oversight,

and I feel sure now. as his attention has

been called to it, Mr. Fox will make an

"amended declaration."

vSomeone lias been "stealing his thun-

der" and Harker is mad clean through.

There is a law against "petty larceny,

why not turn the "dogs of law" upon the

thieves? There is much of this kind of

thievery in the land ; the manipulation

of a pair of shears is the hardest brain

struggles indulged in by some editors,

and when they do notice the paper from

which they "clip" they fail to give credit

to the writer. We scribblers are pilfered

oftener than ye editors—fact.

What has Income of the Crystal Palace

show of America ? One year ago we read

of it a dozen times a day, if we looked at

half that number of papers. Did the A.

P. A. prove the death of it ? It looks

that way to a "man up a tree." Ross A.,

come out and let us know what you are

doing down in the "City by the Sea."

Do you want to know how you can get

a lot of advertising free of charge? If

so, I'll put you upon a "sure thing" in

that line. Send some birds to California

that do not fill the description and you'll

get a column or two of it. One poultry

and one oigeon fancier are now enjoying

the thing to their "heart's content."

THE HOUDAN.

THE WASHINGTON SHOW.

himself after that manner had he known

I was the writer.

Friend Clarke, I knew perfectly well

what you meant, and ouly "went a fish-

ing" to get you to come out of the deep

water. If any bird has a special "type"

all its own it is the game, and we may be

utK>n the top as a breeder of Brahmas,

Leghorns, I'olish and breeds of a like

character, but were we to attempt game

breeding it would lake us long years to

even approximate the true game "type,"

and you simply meant that our eastern

Cornish Indian game breeders were linng-

/ii//izhi£^ i\\c irv^e ^awe "type" of their

birds.

I must modestly decline your otter ol

a discussiou in the columns of the Game
Fowl Monthly, as I now furnish "copy"

for some twenty papers, and can't add

any more for fun aloUe. but I shall still

keep my eye on all you write, and if I

fiud m.Hterial for a par or two. rest as-

sured I'll be at you again. But, Mr.

Clarke, in all seriousness, I think you

should visit the Hast for once, for Drevy

tells us in the Ohio Poultry Journal that

a man out there can "for a V witness a

dozen mains in one night." That beats

„,e_one satisfies the ordinary cocker,

better clefine m-a-i-n to John Henry.

A bird that won't stand the steel is no

game, in my estimation, and as the Cor-

nish luilian will not, and "are slow in

comparison to our l)cst native pit

strains." they have not a single recom-

mendation for actual "business," but

thev might probably be kept to train, ex-

excise, and "fit" the genuine article for

battle ; l)e a Muldoon when a Sullivan

is preparing for a life and death struggle.

After you visit Tennessee and gather in

Brother CVeer's shekles, we'll see about

further matches.
" The Leghorne was, is and always

will l)e in the front rank as an egg pro-

ducer." Yes, I can sav amen to that,

and am thankful that Drevy has "seen

the error of his ways" and become «

Oflflcers Elected at the Meeting of

the Association.

The regular monthly meeting of the

Poultry. Pigeon and Pet Stock Associa-

tion of Washington, D. C, was held on

the evening of July 13. and resulted in

the following gentlemen being elected

for the ensuing year : President. S. W.
Stinemetz; vice-presidents. Richard Smith

and W. S. Stockbridge ; recording secre-

tary. A. G.Thomas; corresponding sec-

retary. W.J. Elstun ; treasurer, Edw. S.

vSchniid ;
F;xecutive Committee—-Samuel

Wallace, William G. Lee and Nelson R.

Wood.
Among the fanciers present were the

Messrs. F. hi Pvwell. Dr. Dorsey. W. G.

Lee V. Poesche, J. f:. Jones, William

Len'in. W. S. Merrill, T. Boyd, J. W. Mc-

Mahon, Charles I). Schench, R. H. Langs-

dale and others.

The meeting was held at Schmid's bird

store, 712 Twelfth vStreet, N. W. The

next meeting will be held at the same

place on Monday, July 20.

Derivation of the Name and from
W^hence They Originated.

George Bacon iu PouUry in California.

The Houdans were named afler the

little town of Houdan, in the Department

Seine-et Oise, France. It is not known

for certain how they originated, although

there are a good many suppositions. I.

K. Felch thinks that there is no doubt

that they sprung from a cross of the

black Polish and the colored or white

Dorking. They have the fifth toe of the

Dorking and a conformation of body be-

tween the two breeds. The posterior

weight in them is very much greater

than in the Polish. This, he says, has

come from an Asiatic source, as indicated

by the feathered legs sometimes seen,

but he fails to state which of the Asiatics.

Others think that at the time of the mak-

ing of the Houdan, the poultry men of

that part of the world had a native va-

riety called the Canmont. which closely

resembled the Creve Coeur, but were

more rangy in form.

To preserve the non-setting character-

isti-'.s and the crest and beard they tried

top crossing with the Padone(?). The

cross with the Dorking gave greater

depth to the breast, more compact frame

and better flesh. Another supposition

was that they originated in a flock of na-

tive fowls belonging to a gardener, who,

taking a great liking to them, kept them

away from his other fowls and kept im-

proving them as best he could under

such circumstances. However, be that

as it may, the farmers of France took

hold of them, and to-day they are the

most popular breed in that country.

They were first imported into the

United States in 1866. It was at first

thought that they would prove unsuc-

cessful, but later many breeders took

hold of them, and from that time they

were a grand success. We have yards of

Houdans that will compare with any in

the world. England claims first place.

butAmerican breeders dispute this.saying

that English stock is too rough, their

crests do not lie as they shouid.the comb
is large and of bad shape, their wattles

long and in fact, that their choicest spec-

imens will not score within twenty points

of the best American birds.

The Houdan needs little description at

my hands, as almost everyone is familiar
it- it.».« Tl<o<r nliinia(rf> ie >II»df> UD'of

enough. All males should have small

combs, well-formed crest and good broad

breast. Be very particular with the feet

and legs. The females should have large

crest of good color, small comb, large

beard, full breast and good feet and toes.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The Empire, Toronto, Canada, in its

issue of July 10, contains the following :

"Perhaps no sport has flourished in Can-

ada with such rapid pace in a very brief

period as pigeon flying. The Queen City

Homing Club has become the organiza-

tion of a large number of fanciers and

pigeon flyers, and it has been most en-

ergetic in holding races and in fostering

the sport in every way. On Saturday its

enterprise met with one of those rewards

which sometimes come where they are

most deserved. It came in the shape of

the honor attached to record breaking,

and the Queen City Club can now boast

of holding the record for 100 miles in

Canada and the United States. The race

was from St. Mary's a distance of 100

miles, for a pair of birds presented by Mr.

P. F. Boley, of Germantown, Pa. Mr.

Boley is a well known fancier through-

out Canada and the United States, and

his birds have made many a well earned

record. The race was an excellent one.

The birds making the best speed for 100

miles ever made in Canada, and the

United States will have to look up their

record book to prove Ijetter. The birds

were sent up to the Canadian Flxpress

agent at St. Mary's Friday evening, with

full instructions to liberate at 12 o'clock

Saturday. The judge, John Turner, was

stationed at College Street Fire Hall. The

first bird reported from Mr. A. Cotton's

loft at i.55>^, the second bird from Mr. F.

Park's loa at 1.37^. tl^e third bird from

Mr. F. Bankham's loft at i.^S'/i, «" others

following in rapid succession. The win-

ning birds flew at a rate of over a mile

per minute."
•%

No Rules.

The Iowa Breeder says : "Do not keep

poultry by any set rules. Use your own

judgment." That is all well enough.

No one disputes the value of good judg-

ment and sound common sense ;
but the

man that will undertake the managing of

a poultry farm without a set of imperative

rules is' very apt to go haphazard about

the matter, and make a poor success of

it. System conies from well-kept rules,

and those that are making money with

hens are good business people, and have

followed out a strict set of rules. There

is too much hit and niise work carried on.

and some people who have no iron rod

held over them are very apt to go down
with the first misfortune that besets

them.

IJke Many Another Klped.

From the Chicago Tribune.

Old Hen—"What are you cackling

about, I'd like to know?"
Rooster—"That double-yelked egg of

ours." (Resumes) "Cut-cut-cut, cut-dah-

cutl"

with them. Their plumage is made up'of

black and white, the large crest and muff

present a very pretty appearance on a

green lawn. One is struck with the

serio-comic appearance of both the male

and female and the matronly bearing of

the hens. , , ,

They are a splendid table fowl, having

fine, close-grained meat and lots of it. It

is claimed bv some that they will dress

one-fifth more than any other fowl of the

same live weight.

At the markets of Houdan. Drux and

Nogent-le-Roy there were sold annually

nearly |i.200,000 worth of fat poultry of

this breed. The cock should weigh seven

pounds, the cockerel six pounds, the hen

six pounds and the pullet five pounds.

They are also good egg producers, lay-

ing the largest egg of the non-setting

breeds, and they lay during the year

nearly as many as the leghorn. Their

eggs are very beautiful, being large and

pure white. They weigh al)out seven to

the pound. I think they are the hand-

somest and best eggs of any breed.

The Houdan l)ears confinement well,

but when given their liberty will forage

and pick up their living equal to tur-

keys. Both as fowls and chickens they

are' hardy. The chicks feather well and

grow very fast.

In mating these birds one should be

very careful. Do not mate all dark and

all light ones together. If a specimen is

too light to suit you, use it as a test of

their table qualities. The standard re-

quires that they be about evenly divided

in color, if anything the black predom-

inating, and as they grow lighter with

age one must take this into considera-

tion when mating them. A pullet three-

fourths black will moult to the regula-

tion color, therefore we should mate one

of this color with a male of standard

color or a little darker. Hens of stand-

ard color or a little darker to a cockerel

one-fourth white, and so on in this pro-

portion, as they will get light soon

The Suburban Club, of Fall River, is

again in the lead. Four pigeons, owned

by Harry G. Thurston, were liberated in

Franklin Junction, Va., Saturday morn-

ing, July II, to fly 535 mi^es. There

were no returns the same day nor the

next day. but at noon on July 13 three

birds were in the home loft with a record

for the best time for the distance this

year. The birds had favorable weather

for their start, but before they had cov-

ered 100 miles they struck the north

wind. The birds of Theodore P. Green,

liberated in the same vicinity the same

morning, had all they could do to cover

the 315 miles home, the first arriving at

7.35 P. M. The Thurston loft had eight

birds for the 165-mile fly, seven for 200,

six for 365, and has three at home from

535 miles. It holds the record for best

speed from 165 miles, and for a time

held all the honors for both speed and

distance in the day. Saturday, July 11,

the four birds of Fred Bowers, with one

of Brooks Borden's, were liberated by

John Hadvin, from the dome of the

Pulitzer building, New York City, at

10.44 A. M. The first return was Bor-

den's John, known at home as Romeo, at

4.35 P. M. The speed was about 817

yards per minute, the distance about 163

miles. Tom, Jim and George, of the

Bowers entry, were found home at 5.20

P. M.
»

* «

The first trial for the World's watch

by western birds was on Saturday, July

li, to the loft of C. H. Gale, Detroit,

Mich. The start was from the Post Office

Building, Covington. lud., at 9 o'clock,

and the first returns were Graod Chief

and Little Gus, at 5.06 P. M. The airline

distance is 265.5 miles, and the average

speed was about 746 yards per minute.

The birds left home the Monday previous,

and for all their wait for favorable

weather had contrary wind for the jour-

ney. Grand Chief is the son of old Sil-

ver Chief, father of Ned Damon, and

was hatched in the loft of C. O, Barrett,

Boston.
«

« »

The Theodore P.Green birds,of Wood-

bury, shipped on Monday, July 6, to fly

from Danville, Va., were not liVjerated

owing to bad weather until vSaturday,when

they were let go at 6.15 A. M. The first

return was No 184 at 7.35 P. M. The birds

had the wind against them over 200 miles

of their journey. The airline distance is

about 315 miles, and the average speed

was about 700 yards per minute. Birds

of the Green loft won the speed prize

last year, and it was expected they would

carry the honors this season. But owing

to bad weather in every journey thus far

this year, their average work has only

been about half a mile to the minute.
•

» *

There were no returns reported Friday,

July 10, from the start of the Stafford

birds from Washington for Fall River,

nor from the Bowers and Borden flyers,

also of Fall River, liberated from the Pu-

litzer dome on S:«turday. This «locs not

imply that the birds did not return, but

that they did not make the mile in the

minute that their owners expected of

them.
«

» •

W. Hargraves will start fifteen young-

sters on the western course within the

nex week. He entered five in the 500-

mile old bird C«ni course, all of them l)e-

ing jumped from the 300mile station.

« *

The bird that won the 300-mile race

for Charles Hub is one of the Hargraves

strain, named "William II." Its nest

mate is Hargraves' l)est bird, being the

first of his returns in all the races, and

one of the three that made a speed of

'343 yards from Washington, D, C, dis-

tance 127 miles.

* *

The F'itzgerald Homing Club, No. i,

had a race from Third and Mifflin Streets

on July 5, which was won by J. Bradley,

whose bird made a first-class record. This

active little club will have another race on

August 16. birds to Ije liberated at Tren-

ton, N. J. The event will be open to all

comers residing within a radius of one

mile and a half from Kensington and Al-

legheny Avenues upon the payment of

an entrance fee of |2 per bird. All entries

must be made at 3323 Kensington Ave-

nue on or before July 25, 1891.

«

There has been some talk of a match

Ijeing made between the birds of the

Fitzgerald and Richmond Clubs, with

Elm and Belmont Avenues as the point

of lil)eration. The Fitzgerald Club now

come out flat-footed and say they are

ready to fly the Richmond Club from

this point with ten birds or less, the aver-

age speed maile by the flock to decide the

winners of the race, which they would

like to make for $10 or |2o a side. As

the members of the Fitzgerald Club will

shortly be engaged in training for the

Trenton race they would like to hear

from the men as early as possible.

«
* «

At a meeting of the Fanciers' Club of

Germantown, held on Monday, July 6,

it was decided to fly the club's young

birds over the western course, and not

to enter the sectional races as a club. The
training dates arranged are as follows :

Wednesday, August 5, 100 miles ; Wed-
nesday, August 12, 150 miles; Wed
uesdmy, August 19, 200 miles.

The Theodore P. Green birds were

sent to their 450 miles station on July

14. The time to this loft has been good

considering the bad weather that has

been turned on for every journey, but

the losses have not been over three bird*

in both training and racing. Mr. Green

reports the return V)y express of his bird

No. 180. flown in all the journeys of last

year, but which stopped at the Vollard

loft in Washington from the 510 miles

start. This year Mr. Vollard put it on

the road with his own birds, and from the

500 miles start it returned to his loft. It

was thereupon sent to its home in Wood-

bury in a box.

CAUGHT ON THE WING.

Sayings and Doings in the Pigeon
Flying World,

Spt'cial Correspondence.

The Philadelphia section of the Feder-

ation of American Homing Pigeon Fan-

ciers shipped to Spartanburg, S. C, 510

miles, on Wednesday evening, July 8, for

liberation on the following Saturday, 130

birds, which were countermarked at

pigeon headquarters as usual by the race

.secretary and his assistants, and all en-

tries, with the exception of the Belmont
Club, were entrusted to the keeping of

Ex-Race Secretary J. D. Munro, the com-
petitors being :

John UiKKle 12 I). S. Rogers 3

*
» «

The South Providence and Wilson

Clubs' birds were in this city on July 14.

for countermarking and forwarding to

the 535 miles' station.
*

• *

jaiues Work. .... 9
Paul W. Krouse ... 9
John C Hunt .... 6

J. I'rinze 6

H. Oshorn 6
Warren C. Geary . . 5
H. Andrews 5
Win Hargraves . . . .s

J. J. Keating .... 4

G. Hult 4
John Blood 4
W. S. Torkmgton . . 4
T. M. Rivel 4
Herman Weinrick . 4

K. Friel 3
Louis Schreiber ... 3
hrank Schreiber
A. H. Kruger .

R. L. Hayes 3
W. Prawl 3
C. H. Carpenter . . 2

J. Fryer 2

H. Brooks .... 2

J. l>. Munro 2

H. Schaffer 2

J. N. Booz 2

James Boyd .... i

Howard .\vil . . . . 1

A. K. Caterson . . . i

Uaniel Kane . . . . 1

K. K. Howard . . . . 1

H. B. Stiles I

R. C. Clark 1

Wm. Hunter . . . . i

3 I R. Campbell 1

3 K- Marshall i

On Monday, Jidy 13, the second lot of

birds of Jeremiah Clancy left home to fly

from the Pulitzer dome on the following

day. The birds have had long jumps,

but, given the weather, they will prob

ably break the Thurston claim of 1026

yards per minute, and get the hold upon

the leg band. The distance is about 159

miles,

• «

C. H. Gale had all of his birds home

from Covington the evening of the stait.

He has not lost a bird this season. The

next trial for the prize will be from 450

miles, the 26th,

* *

Messrs, Goodby and Callighan, of the

South Providence Club, and Mr. Haden,

of the Wilson Club, decided on July 12 to

engage their birds in a race for the

George W. Childs prize and for the hon-

ors for the distance to Providence. The

birds lately made the journey from Bar-

boursville, 450 miles, and will have less

new distance to cover in their next race

than in the last.
*

» »

The Royal Blue line lofts shipped

eleven birds from Woodbury on the

night of July 13 to Danville, Va., 313

miles, to try for the World's watch.

Another return is reported from the

start in Atlanta, Ga., by W, L. Bishop,

Washington D. C. This gives him four

birds with records from 535 miles. Three

of the birds are hens.

«
* «

Romeo, the bird that was first in the

race on July 11, from the. Pulitzer dome,

has l>een sent back for another trial, and

was to have l)een liberated on Thursday,

July 16. His time last Saturday was

about six hours, the distance being 165

miles.
« «-

A Stray Pigeon.

Mr, William F:idted, of Dendron. Va.,

writes to Thk Fanciers' Journal uu

der date of July 15: "There is a blue

homing pigeon No. 11,456 in my loft.

The bird has another mark which I can-

not decipher, 637 or 537. PX or EX. It

reached here on the 13th. Kindly an-

nounce this so that the owner may send

for him."

Reward for Lost Pigeons.

Mr. William F. Englehart, 205 Market

Street, Philadelphia, offers a reward for

the return of three homing pigeons lost

on July 15. They are youngsters and the

bands are Nos, 646, 647, 648 "Star."

They were liberated on schedule time,

Saturday morning, July 11, at 5.20, the

telegram to the race secretary reading :

"Birds liberated 5.20; weather fair, wind
south and cool. The other basket re-

ceived and will follow out instructions."

The other basket was a batch sent down
Thursday evening to be held for favor-

able weather, and not to be let go with

the section birds. The weather here was
not favorable for a one-day race, and
subsequently proved not for a liberation.

However, all the contestants were more
or less on the alert for a possible return

until the darkness dismissed them,
liright and early Sunday morning, long

before 5 o'clock, fouiul many at their

usual station watching and waiting, and
waiting. At 11.45 P. ^- Clark, of Lans-

downe. Pa., reported to headquarters the

arrival of his. single entry, capturing the

first sectional Concourse diploma. The
second arrival was to D.S.Rogers, at 3. iS,

vouchecl for by a Mr. Hooke.
Twenty-four hours later there were no

more returns. The third day closed the

record with two birds alone reported.

There is no doubt but that the birds met
with a pretty rough storm somewhere
along the route. To say that the Philadel-

phia section received another slaughter, if

not ec^ual in number to the heavy losses

from 300 and 400 miles, yet eqiial in

value, as they are the cream of this sec-

tion's flying lofts, many of them being

old standbys, and nave been active in

races for several }ears past, and there is

a general dissatisfaction at the result.

Some seem to think that the l)irds in the

last competition were sacrificed for the

basket that was sent down the following

night. The birds in this second basket

were euteie«l by John Shepherd 3, George
R. Callaghan 2. M. vS. Maule 2, J. D.

Munro i and 1). vS. Rogers i. It is gen-

erally understood that those birds are to

l)e held for a more favorable day than

the Concourse birds got or they would
have been let go with them, as they ar-

rived l)efore the others were let go. Why
not hold all of them for a southwest

wind? It has been demonstrate*! again

and again that a bird cannot fly 500
miles in a day unless the wind is soiil/t-

ii'i'sl. Most of the birds sent down have

come the distance, ami now it's a ques-

tion of doing it in the day. They should

have been held two weeks if necessary,

and if properly cared for they will be as

fit to fly then as they would the day after

arrival.

It will be noticed that the nine birds

are owned by two ex-race secretaries and
the present one, last and this year's pres-

idents and the remaining one being a

Concourse committee member. Mr. Mun-
ro's Black Robin is in the bnsket and
will without a doubt give a good account

of himself as heretofore. This gentleman

also complains of nine birds being sent,

as the agreement he made was for five

birds, four of which came 450 miles in

the day and one of Mr. Maule's that

Mr. Shepherd wished to be allowed en-

trance, and which came 400 miles the

next day.

A new feature in pigeon flying in the

Quaker City is "professional" timers,

men who are paid for their services to

time birds. It appears there has been
consiilerable discussion in reference to

this, a Mr. Hooker having been hiretl to
act for a Germantown fancier. He is

selected by a member of the Concourse
Committee to time for him (this is simply
no more nor less than i)icking out your
own timer). He times and is again paid

by the owner of the birds he times, then
this race committee member sends him
to time for the race secretary, from which
source he first came. He is accepted and
again fired back to the race committee
member to time the next race and be
again paid by the owner whose birds he
times. Now should such records stand
good ? He is sent to the race secretary

by a fancier who has no entry in this

race and should have no hand in appoint-

ing watchers. Mr. Munro. as a member
of the Race Committee, ^ery strongly

objects to this kind of juiif^lery with
timers, and many fanciers think very
properly, too.

J. D. Munro, W. vS. Torkington and
James A. Stovell have about ten birds

which they expect lo ship to Fort Wayne,
Ind., to fly for 5(X)-mile reconl in a few
days. They have already crossed the

much drea(led mountains, having been
liberate<l at New Philadelphia, Ohio.

They struck a northeast storm, conse-

(pieiitly the speeil was not looked for.

Mr. Munro reports his entry of four in-

tact from h'ort Wayne. They will go to

Chicago then.

Howard Avil is booking quite a num-
ber of orders for young birds out of his

Belmont and Volunteer.

Jt)lin Cf. Hunt is "skunked" from 5<x)

miles, with an entry of six. five of which
came 450 miles by the next <lay.

Messrs. Stovell and Wood are out gun-
ning for "good ones." They will have
nothing but what is eighteen carat.

Munro says he never got left in a 500-

niile race before, and thinks his Black
Rubin will tide him over this year.

Paul W. Krouse has been doing some
very good lying this year.

James Work's loses have l)een very

heavy this year. Sixteen in one race.

He has plenty of company to console

him.
John niggle kept his entry up to

double figures all through the races, and
in this stands alone.

The young birds scheduled are appar-

ently a month too early.

After this year's attempt over the south-

western course the western course should

be given a trial.

The Fanciers' Club of Germantown
has not been in it since their Washington
fly, with a speed of 1343 yards, the liest

speed made this year from any distance.

The B'lmont with their entry of seven-

teen birds did not report a feather from

500 miles.

James Boyd represented the Star Club
with an entry of one bird.

The South I*;nd were not in it.

The (Juaker City Club has done some
good flying this year in comparison to

other clubs.

J. J. Keating, of Camden, is an enthu-

siastic pigeon flyer, and comes up when
the last horn blows with four.

The Germatiia Club is re])resented by
Messrs. Prinz and Weinrich with ten

birds. WiNivs.

Sold His Deer,

Editor Fancikr.s' Journal,

I have pleasure in telling you that

the little advertisement in your paper

sold my tame deer. The encjniries

I received came from first-class j)eople,

which ])roves your journal circulates in

good society. Yours truly,

WlI-I.IAM El.DRKD.

Dkndron, Va., July 15.

"Do Ducks Get Broody?"

We have never had a broody duck on

our farm. Why, we cannot say, unless

it might be that we never allow them to

get too fat. I^verything is in the feed-

ing. Pekin ducks, rightly fed. will lay

seven months iu the year—from Febru-

ary to October, and will average as many
eggs as a hen.

—"Eggs are higher this week." as the

hen remarked when she went away up on

the top of the haymow and stole a nest

in the darkest corner.— Burlington Press,
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Tlie bee has always been classed with

the pigeon in speaking of their homing

instincts, but some little while ago it was

said to have been ascertained, after tests

by some reputnble English authorities,

that the bee found his way to the hive by

remembering the different objects 111 the

course, and it may yet be proved ha the

wonderful powers of vision and ability to

keep in memory the prominent features

of the landscape or the elevation of a

nearer range have more to do with re-

sults than any new sense for which a

name has not yet been concocted A

voyage in a balloon, or the view taken

from a mountain top will greatly aid in

enforcing this belief.yet it may be argued

that the dog will find his home overland

when taken by water, or when conveyed

to a distant part in such a manner that

mental notes were impossible.

Birds, bees.cats.horses. sheep and other

animals have the homing instinct more

or less developed, and it would be a diffi-

cult matter to refute an assertion that the

love of home is one of the strongest im-

pulses of animal life, and that it is also

common to many kinds of birds. Some

ordinarv birds will make their nests year

alter year in the same bush or tree, even

after being disturbed and the eggs or

young removed. Swallows will budd

under the same roof for generations, the

young ones returning with or without

the parent birds after the migration, and

where they were hatched make nests and

rear their young, and the attachment of

pigeons for their first home is undoubt-

Sw similar, but it is not love of their

mate nor is it affection for young which

draws them homeward, for after chang-

ing their quarters once or twice and find-

iu| fresh mates pigeons have been known

to return to the first loft, leaving Ix) h

young of a tender age or eggs apparently

for the sole purpose of claiming for

awhile the old perch or box. and it an-

other pigeon claims these there is sure

to be 4 battle. .>r should a happy cooing

pair have set up housekeeping in the

Lne spot a desperate struggle wdl en-

sue, denionstrating that possession has

littie to do with the law which regulates

'Not long since a young friend had the

following experience : He built a dove-

cote on the top of a pole in the garden,

near the htmse, and proceeded to pur-

chase his first stock-they were a trio

from the loft of a friend in the same

neighlK)rhood-wliich he kept prisoners

for a rather long time, so that a nest had

been ma<le. eggs laid and the duty of

producing therefrom "peei)ers was l>e-

Kun. Su<ldenly the slip was opene<l and

li»)erty reigneil. but that night the loft

contained but one bird who seemed to

prefer dutv to lilK-rtv. The following

day. though, her mate was seen to visit

the loft, and these visits continued, but

onem,uiry it was found that on being

lil)erated he had returned to the ol<l loft

and made war with those who were occu- I

pyini' his old quarters and remained boss

of the loft. As this disposition of his and

his combative nature were unsatisfactory

to both parties, he was captured and sold

for the trap shooters, but the fates were

anainst so ignominious a death, and one

day he was seen vainly seeking for the old

lot't, which had been ren ^ /ed. Later in

the day a disturl)ance was noticed in lolt

number two. and it was found that tins

bird ha<l returned, with his tail cut by

the trap shooters, and that he was mak-

ing havoc for the binls who had usurped

his perch and box, for he not only made

the feathers flv, but eggs, nest and all

the furniture was forthwith distributed,

and there he stood with an air w\\\c\\ said

that "his home was his castle." This

somewhat disconcerted the young fan-

cier, making him seek the advice of his

friend, and the sentence of death was the

result, but bv a singular coincident its

execution was averted. Sunday was de-

cicled QU for tUis, ftu4 tUre^ day§ ]iad

intervened. When Sunday came the

owner had leisure to reconnoitre, and the

result was a reprieve, the renaming of

the bird "The Flirt" and a change ot

opinion on the part of this begmner re^

garding the title of the pigeon to be the

emblem of innocence.

On this occasion he noticed the flirt

was remarkably demonstrative with some

females he had "o^ «^^" .^.^^f.^J,,^""!
that after wriggling his short tail and go

iny through the whole list of cooings

ami coaxings they were safely ^"troduced

to their new home, when soon after away

flew "the flirt," returning this time with

aiiother female, who did not seem to rec^

oeni/.e anything lacking in her beau s

Xmage, or else his winning ways were

So fascii'iating. Those who had bmigh

piiieons from the fancier before his re

fnovalGradually found that their stock

Tc^me'reducei and when the locality

of the missing birds was ^^'^^overed a„d

they were invited to go and take them

back out of the loft they looked at the

nolewlch supported the dovecote, ex-

amined the ladder, reflected on the pos-

Sty of having to make Sequent perd-

ous attempts, and went ^^^ ^^^f^^^^^:
gratulations to their friend on the poses-

sion of "the flirt."

There are many who imagine pigeon

flv ngto be one of the attainments of

th'is cVuntry. whereas the Chinese^ the

natives of Hindoostan.those of the North

AfHc^n states, Egypt and Persia, made

use of the homing mstmct of the pigeon

from the earliest ages-centuries before

the dawn of civilization. The Chinese

went so far as the use of whistles of suffi-

Tnt lightness for thdr l^mg -ttac^-d

to their "messenger birds yet wun

power enough to frighten birds of prej^

In the East Indies pigeons were kept in

large number, whilst from Barbary came

alpecieswhichwas considered very su-

ner^or The Egyptians. Persians and

fheTribes who in a later decade overran

Asia Minor and oart of Europe made a

systematic use of pigeons, so .bat when

we find them under the control of the

Tncient Grecians, and in use later on by

the Romans, we must recognize that the

natiat^s of northern Europe merely

adop ed and perfected to a greater degree

one of the most ancient means of com-

munkation. Of course looo-mile jour-

Tvs were not thought of in those early

davs. but there existed « system °f pig-

eon post with stages of fifty miles.

Rather more than a century ago the

rural population of France and Belgium,

devoted considerable attention to the

rearing and development of the pigeon

In some districts dovecotes were nearly

as numerous as houses; the aristocrat

had his pigeon house on an elaborate

scale at the home farm, on the estate

and the number and quality of their

birds were matters of great pride. The

farmer ha.l his pigeon fuyard in the

centre of a field near his dwelling, and it

was so with nearly everyone who had or

could find room had a dovecote. As soon

as the youths were old enough—or about

the age that the voung American takes

to cigarettes and a revolver-they would

uet a box of some sort, make the neces-

sary holes, put in perches, fix it to the

side of the house and revel m the posses-

sion of a small flock of pigeons.

The Revolution put an end to this in

France for with wisdom, not quite as

long-sighted as the pigeons the Revolu-

tionary Government decided that these

birds were too destructive to the gram

crops and forthwith issued a decree,

dated August 4. 17S9. which runs as fo -

lows- "The exclusive right of small

pieeon houses or dovecotes l)e abolished;

piKCons will l)e sei/.ed at times to l)e fixed

by the communality, and during these

times thev will be considered game, and

anyone will have a right to kdl on his

own ground." This law was more easily

enacted than carried out. and although it

meant destruction to the pigeons of

the wealthy, eventually it degenerated

into a general slaughter—not to prevent

"the jlestruction of the gram crop --

but on the principle of a general scramble

for the most birds.
, ^ ,

In one or two districts only—Toulouse

for instance-they smiled at the seizure

clause, and respected their neighbors

riyhts and property, so that m some parts

I
.,f France to-day will be seen the dove-

cotes as of vore. Whilst this was gomg

on in France, the lielgians were doing

their best to .teep and improve their

stock, so that eventually they brought the

pigeon from thesemidomesticity ot thosp

(J^yS to l^ecome subject tP ^b^ control ^f

man. Belgium may therefore be termed

the home of the modern homing pigeon,

and the interest now taken in them in

that country may be gauged by the ex-

istence of about twenty journals devoteU

exclusively to the pigeon, a";^ _^beir

beine four hundred societies of tlymg

clubs (Calombophilie) in Antwerp alone.

[TO BE CONTINUED,]

THE JACOBIN.

A Few Points for Young Fanciers

on Breeding and Buying.

Correspondence Feathered World.

It is with the greatest pleasuie that I

read each week the many interesting let-

ters from vour correspondents, some de-

tailing their experiences, and champions

standing up for their special favorites, and

most of them finishing up with "this the

most charming of all varieties." This I like

to see, as it shows there is no fear of the

variety going down for the want of some-

body to hold its head up. But in all the

mass of correspondence that has appeared

I cannot remember having read a letter

on the Jacobin pigeon. What is the rea-

son I cannot tell ; it certainly cannot be

because they are not cared for, lor, go to

what show you will, there you are sure to

find plenty of admirers especially of the

gentler sex. What I am about to write

is not intended for old hands, who could

no doubt tell me a great deal more than

I could others, but it is for the young

fanciers, especially those who contem-

plate taking the Jacobin fancy up.

The chief point of this pigeon is the

hood-the curved feathers that come

over the top and sides of the head, which

should come as far forward as possible,

and lie down very close. It is the practice

of many dishonest fanciers to pluck out

any feathers from the back of the skull

which have a tendency to keep its hood

from laying down as close as they would

Ike to sel It ; so it will be advisable

when about to buy, to carefully examine

This part of the bird by turning the hood

feathers backwards and looking at the

rc^ts to see if any have been plucked or

cut off After the hood comes the chain,

which consists of the feathers that range

down each side of the neck towards the

breast, where the two edges should meet

and come down as low as possible
,
there

should be no gap against the eye. and be

very even at the edges.

The next point is the one which caused

so much controversy a few years ago. but

settled by this time ; this is the "mane,

a range of feathers extending i» »" """

broken curve from the hood to the bot-

tom of the neck. In the old style of

pigeon thev had no mane, but a partmg

went from one side of the neck round the

back to the other, the hoo«l going up

from this parting and a kind of rnnge be-

low Since niaue came into fashion an-

other point was thus made, the rose, from

whencethe whole of the feathers diverge

in all directions, showing a centre ot

white fluff, which gives the head proper-

ties a finished appearance ; a good b,rd

when viewed from the front or back has

the appearance of a very thin neck. The

waist or girth should be small, the same

1 with the pouter. The bo.ly should be

colored to just below the thighs, and they

should have ten white flight feathers

each side, but in high-cut birds you will

generally find them deficient by one or

two aside. The carriage of the Jacobin

should be very sprightly, with the head

well thrown back, so as to show their

head properties off, and the flights just

resting oITthe tip of the tail. The skul

shoul(ll)e very broad across the top and

between the eyes, with a short downface

and a pearl eye. They are found 111 all the

standard colors-black.yellow red, straw-

berry, blue, dun, white and splash.

In breeding blacks it is a good plan to

mate a black to a red, and pair the pro-

geny of whatever color to blacks again,

and some capital colored youngsters you

will have. To breed yellows, mate a yel-

low with a red, and breed back to yellows

occasionally throwing in a red. »o "ot

mate two vellows together unless they

hAve plenty of red blood in them, as the

color pf the young will be ^ur« tQ com
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washy The reds shown at the present

time are something splendid, and it only

requires a black bred in occasionally to

keep up the lustre. You can also breed

reds by mating a black to a yellow

Strawberry is a color that can be mated

to nearly all the others with very good

results. Whites are generally paired to-

jrether, and, as there are no colors to

contend with, they breed pretty true.

There are very few blues about, and it is

a iob to get a suitable pair, so you must

try a blue with another color and breed

back. Dun will do to mate with any of

the colors with good results.

In selecting birds for breeding get the

cocks good in feather and pay attention

to the stvle in the hens. In buying Jac-

obins never buy a bird just because it

looks good without you know some-

thing of its pedigree, as it may be only a

chance bird bred from inferior specimens,

and to breed from such birds is the worst

possible plan ; rather go to a well-known

man, tell him you are starting in the

fancy and what you want, and you will

get value for money, and always some-

one to go to for advice. I think the

middle of February quite soon enough to

mate this variety ; the youngsters will

be much stronger than if bred prior to

this, and the old ones are more ready by

this time. It is not well to let Jacobins

have a large fly, as it makes the feather

so very loose that it is a job to get it

right again. The best food I find is

small tick beans, maples, tares and bar-

ley, and during moulting season I think

linseed is the finest thing out. They are

very hardy and good feeders, and can

stand plenty of hard weather. G.ve

them a bath every other day and your

birds will always be a pride to look upon.
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"Washington Gossip.

From Our Regular Correspondent.

WASHINGTON, July 8.—There are sev-

enteen returns from Lawrenceville, Ga.,

515 miles, this season. All of these birds

were jumped from 328 miles to 5 15.which

is considered a good jump, and it has to

be a good bird that will make it. The

returns are: Volland 2, Pumphery i,

Wallace 2, Stockmau 2, Turner i, Hick-

son I. Hile I, Casper 4, Bishop 2 and

Glorious I. Pumphreys bird has done

well, as it was jumped from Rocky

Mount, Va., 205 miles, to Lawrenceville,

Ga S15 miles, and returned on the

eighth day. He is the youngest fancier

tn this city to make this fly. as he has

not been in the fancy a year yet.

Where is the great bird of George

Stebbins that was shipped to Atlanta,

Ga., to win the Childs Cup ?

The Alpha Club will start this week

and train a basket of birds west, in order

to get them to Chicago in time for the

World's Fair. ^ , ^

Mr. Ringgold has gone out of the fancy

and has Sold the l>est bird he had to

Clem Pumphery. , , ,

The last fly the Federation had from

Lawrenceville, Ga., seven birds were

sent. Four of them are home and one

was reported shot. This «/ot so bad

flying for the fanciers m tbeir first at-

te'mpl and I think they -^^^^^^--^
better next year. N 1 GHT uwi..

—The nights are long and hens are

hungry whin they come off their roosts

in the morning, so don't keep them wait-

ing for their breakfast.

_\ sandy soil is desirable in the poul-

try yard, and for sundry reasons a clay

soil or a low wet location should not be

chosen when it can l)e avoided.

-in putting eggs aside to keep for set-

ting care should be taken to keep at as

even a temperature as possible; they

should be turned regularly every two or

three days.

—A spread-eagle orator in New Yort

wanted ?he wmg% of a bird to Ay to every

village and hamlet in the broad land, but

he wilted when a naughty boy in the

crowd sang out, "You'd be shot^ for a

goose before you had flew a mile.

—As an eim promoter there is no ele-

menfuia"eqSays raw crushed bone,^d

as a balancing food with other rations^

For growing chicks it furnishes 1 oth a

Jicli nutritious food and a good grinding

element. The meat bones from the

tabk are also valuable, but the beat ha§

f^n^QV^d ^Rie p( tU? best el§mept§,

SCRAPPLE.
Toulouse Geese—A Good Hawk

Trap—"White-Crested Black

Polish—Late Chickens.

The following extracts are from the

pens 0/fanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, ^iviiif: their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for

all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of Thk Fancikr.s' Journal. It

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we

therefore invite cotitributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons and fancy stock.

How Much to Feed,

A western paper says: "In fattening

turkeys, they should have all they will

eat clean everyday." What is true of

one is true of the other. Always, in

feeding, give all the fowls will eat up

clean, whether you are fattening for

market or raising eggs. But, of course,

the food varies according to the object in

view. In other words, if you let laying

hens have all the corn they will eat it

would not be long before egg production

would stop, and overfat fowls would be

the result. But if a morning mash, with

bran as the leading article, and wheat or

oats at night, all the birds will eat up

clean will go to the production of eggs,

and will keep the fowls in a good con-

dition. There is more in the quality

than the quantity of feed given.

"White Crested Black Polish.

The white crested black Polish is the

prince of the ornamental breeds. No

late hatched chicks are not in condition

to meet them and their growth is usually

stopped, or very much retarded, so much
so as to render them unprofitable to their

owner, they re([uiring more and better

feed and warmer housing than they are

worth to keep them in growing condi-

tion. Late chicks should be pushed
along through the warm weather, and
placed in market before they are caught

by cold weather to make them objects of

value to their owner.
Late chicks usually make small fowls,

and if under-size at maturity it is an evi-

dence that the constitution has been
weakened, and if so, they are unfit to

breed from where the object sought is

the highest types. Hens placed on eggs

now will bring chickens fourth in July,

and what are July hatched worth to the

fancier ? In addition to the trouble above
mentioned, the hot weather will be so in-

tense that they will live in a constant

state of wretched distress, and usually

turn their "toes to the daisies" before

they are a month old.

Even the sturdy farmer who has only

given poultry a casual thought, knows
this quite well, and if he finds a hen,

which has stolen her nest away and is

setting steadily away in haying time, he

at once "breaks her up," breaks her

eggs, and stuffs her nest full of hay, if in

the haymow, or otherwise obliterates all

traces of her nest if found elsewhere, un-

der the impression and belief that chicks

hatched out in haying time will never do

any good.—Pierce's Poultry Gazette.

their hocks as if tired, while in bad cases

they are unable to stand on their feet at

all. Fowls that have been given bone

meal regularly while growing are rarely

ever troubled in this way. In the first

stages give soft food, and the following

pill two or three times a day which is

usually sufficient : Sulphate of iron, one

grain
;
phosphate of lime, five grains

;

quinine, half a grain. If the weather is

warm, dip the legs in cohl water twice a

day and feed with non-fattening sub-

stances, such as wheat, barley ami meat.

—Poultry in California.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Buff Leghorns.

On April 17 "Galabrig" asked my
opinion of buff Leghorns. They are a

variety which I believe will l>econie pop-

ular ; they are splendid layers, and pro-

duce larger eggs than any other variety

of the Leghorn. In a few years' time

they will probably be one of the leading

breeds, as the color itself is very striking

to the eye. I have not yet written on

the buff Leghorns, because I always like

to try a thing before writing upon it, so

that I can put it in its true light before

the public. "Galaorig" wants to know
what color they should be. Buff through-

out, but this is very difficult to produce,

as they are made up on one side with

white fowls, and when they come to be

examined the white feathers underneath

show through. A cock bird entirely buff

CLIMAX DRINKING FOUNTAIN
FOR

POULTRY
MADE OF CALVANIZED IRON.

WILL LAST A LIFETI.MK.

I 2 Gall, size will be wnt, Kxpn-Hs Pal<l, to anv part I

of tlic Uiiltfil Stiiifsoii rcfi-l|it<>r gl.'i.'S.
I
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nest boxes and burned them. Then we
thoroughly cleaned out every crook and
corner about the hen house and sprinkled

kerosene on the si<les of the walls and

the floor and poured it on the roosts.

That course of treatment killed untold

thousands, but still there were some
about the place. Our next move was to

wash the perches, the inside walls and

the floors with a very strong solution of

other breed shows so well the beautiful

contrast of snowy white and greenish

black. This combination is one of the

best for effect to be seen in fancy plu-

mage. Black and white is quite effectively

combined in the laced and spangled

plumage of silver Wyaudottes, silver

spangled Hamburgs, silver Sebright

bantams, etc., but no breeds present the

two opposite colors in such startling con-

trast and in such a taking way as do the

white crested black Polish. Combined
with an attractive plumage, they have a

graceful high-bred carriage, seen only in

fowls of good breeding. A good healthy

demand always exists for first-class speci-

mens of this breed, in spite of the fact

that they are not lx)omed and lauded sky-

ward in every poultry journal we pick up.

They sell on sight at a poultry show when

the public has a chance to compare the

attractions of the different ornamental

breeds. The uninitiated sight-seer at a

poultry show is not bothered much by

the prejudices and special hobbies of the

old fancier. He buys the "prettiest"

birds and the ones that strike the eye in

the most pleasing way. " For this reason

the coops which contain the Polish,

Hamburgs, bantams, etc., are always well

surrounded by enthusiastic admirers, and

the breeder of the ornamental breeds

finds the poultry shows his best market.

Th J Polish are not exclusively ornament-

al. In fact they are good practical egg

proflncers, and while not the best breed

for the table, they are not to be sneezed

at even in that p'articular. But even if

they were "strictly ornamental" they

would hstrdly go out of style. They are

as beautiful an ornament to a lawn as the

more costly and less useful pheasant.

Besides they are more easily raised and

are by nature of gentle disposition.—F.

M. Clemans in Poultry Bulletin.

Warm "Weather Advice.

The buildings and roosting places

should be cleaned out twice a week and

oftener in warm weather. An open shed

facing the south and kept littered with

hay or straw, and wheat sown among
this, keeps the hens busy and gives them
good exercise scratching for the grain.

Never keep but one male bird in a yard,

as they are always fighting, or the one

that is boss worries the other so much he

is always in fear of his life and don't

thrive. Keep one variety ; a flock uni-

form all through looks much better than

a motly crew all mixed up. Select the

kind you fancv most, stick to it, give it

care and the range of the place. Poultry

always does best where the owner takes

an interest in them, provides comfortable

buildings and good wholesome food, a

varied diet, etc.—J. A. Roberts in Poultry

Monthly.

is"very"difficuit ?o"get,'ihe lau' usuJl'^ I
W^^^^^^^ Still some mites are

being white, or partly so. I have not visible. The next course of treatment

seen one really true specimen up to the

present. I had a large number of them
last year, but they do not breed anything

like true to color yet, and I am having a

great many bred this year, but am not

selling eggs from them, as I want to im-

prove them Ijefore I do that. Those who
take this breed up will not be disappointed

in the laying qualities, but they may be

in the color of the progeny, which, how-

ever, I think English breeders will very

soon improve.—W. Cook in Poultry.

will l)e a thorough application of lime in

the form of whitewash, following which

there will be more kerosene, when we
venture to say there will be no more mites

in that locality.—Tennessee Farmer.

A Good Hawk Trap.

Almost every poultry raiser is troubled

with hawks and crows carrying off more

or less of their chicks. Below we describe

a trap that will fix these thieves up nice-

ly. A short distance from your poultry

yard place in the ground a post about

eight or ten feet high from the top of the

ground, having one flat side at least.

Now get one of your played out mowing
scythes and drill two bolt holes in it near

the heel. Grind this scythe blade until

it contains no "nicks" and after wetting

it see that it is keen and razor sharp.

Bolt this blade on to the post, by boring

two holes in the post near the top and

place the sharp side of the blade up and

give it a good slant from the post to the

point of the blade, and your trap is ready

for use. A hawk or crow comes around

and lights on the sharp blade and "slides

off, minus his toes." His implements of

warfare are gone. You will find the toes

with their deadly claws attached lying on

the ground. He will never harm another

chick and will forever give your yards a

wide berth. This trap is cheap and effect-

ive and one farmer says he has gathered

up a half bushel of toes under his trap in

a few days' time. Make one and try it.—

Poultry News.

Limit to Variation.

W. B. Tegetmeier says that the limit to

variation appears to be the inability to

carry it beyon/t the degree at which it be-

comes injurious, or inimical to the well

being or life of the animal. Thus it is

impossible to rear pouter pigeons with

legs much exceeding seven inches in

length, as the young birds have not the

muscular ability to use them on leaving

the nest. Toy dogs and pigeons maybe
bred with jaws so short that they can

only eat with difficulty ; if bred shorter,

they necessarily die. The object of the

fancier is always to breed to the extreme.

The most beautiful never satisfies him ;

whatever quality a breed possesses, he

desires to push it to the utmost limit.

Late Chickens.

Owing to the early approach of the cold

season in northern localities, late chicks

are not desirable for the thoroughbred

poultryman except in the very small

breeds where size is not an important

consideration. June hatched chicks of

the Asiatic breeds will not get in their

full plumage before January i, and

smaller breeds not prior to December i.

As cold storms and severe weather

come on before either of those periods,

Leg Weakness.

Great care must be exercised not to

confound this disease with rheumatism.

It frequently arises from breeding in-

and-in too closely for too long a period

without introducing new blood ;
but is

usually caused by too high feeding, which

causes the bird to grow too fast, thus in-

creasing the weight of the body out of

proportion to the muscular strength of

the liml)S. It more generally occurs in

the cockerels of the larger breeds, sucn

as Brahmas, Langshans, and Cochins.

The symptoms are squatting around on

Experience with Mites.

Five years ago we had an experience

with chicken mites that we thought was

our last, as we vowed never again to per-

mit such things about our poultry (juar-

ters. But we are having a new experience

right now in these hot days of June.

Chicken mites are quite different from

chicken lice. They are much smaller,

multiply faster, are more numerous when

they get a foothold, are more active and

harder to exterminate than lice. There

are two varieties of mites, the red mite

and white mite, that looks like a little

white speck running al)out. Well, our

hens wouldn't set for us early in the

season, so we bought sitting hens when

ever and wherever we could find one that

wanted to sit, and took her home and set

her in one of our hen houses. But we

neglected to thoroughly disinfect these

sitting hens before setting them, and in

that way we introduced the white mites

into our hen house. Whenever one of

the imported hens hatched we thoroughly

disinfected her. as is our custom, and so

we kept our young chickens free of the

mites. But the latter got a pretty gootl

hold about the nest and sprea<l to the

walls and perches and throughout the

dust on the floor, and almost before we

knew it the house in which we set the

hens was infested with mites. This fact

filled us with consternation and shame,

and we set about at once to get rid of the

evil pests. We removed all the nests and

Toulouse Geese.

If one is situated where there is plenty

of waste land for pasturage, geese are

probably the most profitable of all do-

mestic fowls. They will feed over ground

that is scarcely capable of supporting

anything else, and get their own living

the greater part of the year. They are not

so greedy nor as inclined to eat garbage

as are their cousins, the ducks, nor do

thev ramble so far from home. Of all

the' thoroughbred varieties of geese the

Toulouse is generally considered the l)est.

They are the "great gray goose," so cotn-

mon in many parts of the world, especi-

ally France and England, but improved

like our pure-blooded fowls by careful

breeding. Of sober colored yet delicate

and pleasing plumage, scjuare built and

very massive forms, and attaining some-

times a size that is gigantic, the genuine

Toulouse goose is at once a majestic and
business-like member of our fowl family.

Thev take on flesh very rapidly when
once grown, but are rather slow in ma-

turing, though when the geese really set

in to lay none surpass them in nunil)er,

size and qualitv of eggs. For improving

the common kin<ls of geese by crossing

with a Toulouse gander they have no
equal. The standard weights for adults

are: Male, twenty-five i>ounds ;
female,

twenty-three pounds, but specimens have

l)een shown that would lij) the scales at

ten pounds al)Ove the standard. A goose,

however, that weighs twenty pounds is

no "feather-weight," and the ownership

of a good big flock of such out to pasture

will be apt to make any poultry keeper

feel a little exalted above his neighlx>rs.

-Fanciers' Monthly.
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STIlAWliUlDGK & CLOTIIIKII.

WITHOUT

SINGLE EXCEPTION
-THK-

I

LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

i
& IE

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT SIS..

F»HIIvA13BLHHlA, F»A.

98 ti

INCL'JJATOUS.

Tie Best Brooder S^'^::::t;V^'^^^
G. S. SINCKk, CaniiiiKton, ()., lor circular.

MOM/TOR INCUBATOR.
How to <>l)taiii o»e/r^f. Twen-

ty-three first preiniiinis in one
y'ear. I.arxe b<xjk Tor stamp. A.

i'". WILLIAMS. Bristol, Conn.

\ I

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
ARK THK

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WKRK AWARDKD

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-

er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in America.
Our mammoth catalogue

EveryttiiuE for tie Poultry Yarl

Will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of 5

cents. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

POUT/niY.

Woodsidc poultry Y^^^^
HACKENSACK, N. J.

-\S^. J. ANnKUS"
nRKKI>KR OF

—

S. C WHITE LEGHORNS i Lfl FLECHE.

At the great N. Y. Show, 1S90, won everything

on La Fleche ; 1891 won 2tl on c<x:k, ist on cock-

erel, ist, 2d, 3d and 4th on hen, 1st and 2d on pul-

let, specials for best display and best pullet.

My stock has always won high honors at Wa-
verly, Trenton, Bri<lgeton and Dundee Lake, N.

J., and Newburgh, N. Y.

La Fleche eggs, $5 per 15, $9 per 30; Leghorn
eggs. $3 per 15, I5 per 30.

Address
IMUCE, 50 CENTS.

FAN'C lEItS' ITHI.ISITING CO.,
32 South Third Street,

-tf Philadelphia.

THK

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.

^. Single copies, 12c. Address

FKRRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
BVANSVILLE, IND.

THK FINKST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF

—

whitf; fantail
PIGEONS

lu the world. Bted
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sohl.

Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
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ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K BOYBR.

ONLY 25 CKNTS. POSTPAID.-
IT CONTAINS.

RKAD WHAT

iLM'STRATioNS.— Portrait of the Author. Hen
House of .M. K. Boyer. Dr. I<;dw. North's Broiler

F.irm. Perfect Poultry Houses. An Outdiwr In-

cubator Cellar.

Chapter I.—Is Broiler Raisinga Failure? How
Much Capital is Required? How .Much Land
and How Much Time is Necessary? What Are
the Profits ?

CiiAi'TKK II.—Incubators, and How to Run
Them. Brooders, and How to Manage I'heni.

Feed, and How to Ciive It.

Chai'TEK III.—Mistakes in Broiler Raisine.
Purebreds for Broilers. Gojxi Cro.sses for Broil-

ers. How Broilers are Prepared for Market.

Chapter IV.—An Kgg Farm. How to Build
Houses. How to Feed Laying Hen;. How to

Get F'ertile Kggs. How to Market.

Chapter V—How to Fatten. Pure Breds the
Best. Caponizing. Money in Ducks. How Large
a Farm. Diseases and Remedies.

Chai-tkr VI.—Size of Breeding Pea. A Vir-
ginian's F^gg Secret. French Lice Remedy. F'.

C. Howe's Broiler Foo<l. "Sour-kronl" for Fowls.
Peterson's Feed fi)r Ikying Hens. Peterson's
Feed for Young Chicks." Poultry at the Experi-
ment Stations. How to Make a Poultry Farm
Pay.

K CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OP all

LEADING BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c

each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Box 916. philadf;lphia, pa.

LBG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every bniid regis-

tered, each 2^c. Open bands for old birds,

each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on whirh the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. E. S. STARR. Box 195.

Philadelphia, Pa.

DIPLOMAS
-FOR-

PIGEON • FLYERvS

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the ludiinents. It

?;ives away many things that have been hereto-
ore kept secret. Atldress

FANCIERS' PritLISlIIXG COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

IMPROVED EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
,

giBpIc, Perfcet Md 8«ir-Ba««la(lat. Bun.
dr«d!« In auccessf 111 operation. Onarmntetd
to batch lareer peroeiit«{re of fertile eprirt

at leM coat tlian any other hatcber. Brncl

to torlUusCata. 9Mb. ILaTAHL, <talac7.tii.

A NKW IJOOK

WYflNDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ing, Feeding and Judging the Wyantlotte Fowl.
A liaiidsomelv printed b<x)k of 60 pages.

THE SUN
Has secured as contrit)"

titors dviriiig 1891:

W. I). Ilowells, It. I..011IH Stevenson,

(eorge MercHllth, >VilIlHii) Klaek,

Andrew I>iin(j:. W. Clark ItusHell,

St. Ciieori^e >\livnrt, H. lilder llaurtfanl,

Kudyard KIplintf, Norman I.ioekyer,

Conan Doyle,

And many other Distinguished Writers.

-FOR THE USE OF-

Cliab Secretaries*.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars 01 station, at-

mosphere, start, entry, distance, speed and age,

name and sex of bird.

In lots of 50 or less, $2.50; each additional 50,

$2.00. Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

32 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

POUJiTRY.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

Indian Gaines, Peacomb Plymouth Rocks,

Barred and White Plymouth Rocks, Bantams.

SCHIPPBRKES—The handsomest and most
useful dog for the poultry breeder. Circular
for stamp.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or
Kennel Paper you should send for my list of

papers. I cm furnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscril>e foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five
papers and n quest then to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

84tl

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.

600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES
EVER PRODUCED.

Personally selected durng our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of England. II

you want choice breeders or winners at the

winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps. Anda-
lusians, White Wyandottes. *«'ree catalogue.

88tl

C. A. SHARP & CO..
Lockport. New York.

W^YANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.

Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden. Feb., 1891.

Prices for Birds and Flggs low for the class.

"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
,5.27 Brainard Station, N. Y.

Chick-Chick-er-re-Kee

0^\i^
^

IZJIXii

-HOUSE
AND

PEX DOGS.

Their Selection, Care and Training.

JCST PUBLISHED ^ PRICE, POSTPAID, 50C.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

The Sunday Sun
for 1891, will print more news and more pure

literature of the highest class and by the most

distinguished of ccjiitemporary writers than any

perio<lical in the I'nited States.

Price 5c. a copy. By mail $2 a year.

Address TIIK SIN, New York.

fpjjG ^omir\^ 6xcl?an|G.

• A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
Pu;eons. The official journal of "The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciets." $i

per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA,

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry. Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):

One year, post free. United States and Canada,
$3.10.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fancifrs' Gaxftte, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C.

England.

SHICK CHICK CR-AE-KiC MAKES HENS LAV

HAKES HENS LA7I
PREVKNTS MA PES,
PKEVENTN ROVP,
PREVENTM CHOLERA, „„«-PKEVENTH I.AYIWO MOFT EGOS,

PREVENTS EGO-EATINO,
If fed every day.

AMKRTCAN KEIVNEL CLUB

Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book
will l>e mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains theJudges' reports and certified prize lists

of the diflfereiit shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

Chick-chick er-re-ke* (poultry food and preven-

tive of disease for pou Itry), the great egg food,

produces cgps prodigiously and is good for the

healih of the' fowling, ii is the first article of its

kind ever I'aienied in the United States, Canada
and England. Try it. It costs only six cents per

pound. It !s no powder. Chickens will eat it.

That ought to convince you that it ii good. If

your Grocer, Druggist , Hardware or Country

Storekeeper will not get it for you, send me one

dollar, and I will ship you a twenty-pougd box by

freight, or one hundred pounds for five dollars.

A large box will cost you no more freight than a

small box. Attend to your poultry, if you want

to make a profit out of them, just the same as you

attend to your land. Unless you manure vour

land it will not pay you. ^ust so with poultry;

yo'i must give them something besides feed. Ihey
must have material to answer for grinders, and

material for the egg. If you feed Chick-chick-er-

re-kee legg food) every day you will never have

any sick thickens, and your hens will lay eggs

when otherwise they would not. You will never

do without It after a fair trial. Do not pay twenty-

five or fifty cents a pound for medicine to feed

your poultry when you can get a lietter article

from your storekeeper at six cents a pound. Don t

be a clam ; try i' Manufactured in the United

States only by

Mechling Bros. Chemical Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

VERY VALUABLE FOR PIGEONS.
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BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by maiL postpaid, any of the following

oooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.

$
i:

00
00

3.00

THE KENNEL.

col-

Dis-

1-50

1.00
.80

3.00

•50

3.00

50
1.00

•50

.75

3.00

•50

5.00

450
450

• 50

1.50

1.00

.50

50

American Kennel. Burges ....
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee : • ,

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait
Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson
Dog Training, Principles of. A.shraont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each

English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to XIlI,each

Field Trial Training. White.. .. . . .

Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions ••••.••
Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing

;

ored portrait. Dalziel

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine
^oo^s ..-.>>••

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care

and Training
Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables ...... 300
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters. ....... 2..S0

Monograph of the German Mastiff or

Great Dane Dog i^^- • •

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-

eration
Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to

date •

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables

Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.

Wickham. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . . .

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer)

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan ,••..••
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon,
Stonehenge on the Dog ••••••••••
Teufel the Terrirr ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F
Mercer

The Dog, by Idstoue
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illu.strated

Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits

from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. .

Youatt on the Dog •. • • •

Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

POULTRY.

B. F. ivE\sris,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Professional bench show handler. Dogs board-

e<l and put in condition for shows.

KLM STATION,

Montgomery Co.. P»

DOGS.

THE PRIZE PUGS

Advertisentfttts without display inserted under
this heading Jar 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

For Sale.

PUGS.—RARE SPECIMENS FOR FANCIERS
and breeders at half value, out of Lilly

Zardie and Puss B., dams of first prize

winners and sired by Champion Kash

;

half brothers and sisters to Sprake and
Curtis ; fir«t winners at New York, 1S91

;

bred by me and sold for more money than
any American-bred pugs. If you wish
finest stock on earth write F*ast Lake Ken-
nels, West Jefferson, Ohio. 22-it

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading /or 2 cents pet woidfoi each imeitinn

VarloiiB.

For Sale or Exehaiiffe.

-AlMCi m ENGUl-

c

-BY-

M. H. CRYKR

aOCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies; greyhound and beagle puppies.

Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,

the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-

loading shot guns and rifi.;s, folding boat,

field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top

desk. J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville. N. Y.

Choicf: barred Plymouth rocks
light Brahinas, brown Leghorns, Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.

F;. p. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

FOR POULTRY, EGGS AND PET STOCK,
address A. S. Way,ChattainK)ga, Tenn K9tf

NDIANGAMKS ANDSINt.LK L/.CED WY-
aiidottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PLEASURE POULTRY YARt S. PRICES
within the reach of everybo<ly. References
furnished that stock is as represented.
Stock for sale now as follows : Indian
game cockerels, $2; black Minorca cock-
erels, fi-.so; white Wyandotte cockerels,

$1.50 ; Barred Plymouth Rock cockerels,

$i.?lo; Irish grey game stags. J1.50. George
B. Ulrich, Annville, Lebanon Co., Pa. 21-it

I

Fox TerrlorH.

Just Published. Price. Postpaid, $1.00

Address This Office.
2.00

2.50
.60

-50

.75

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.25

2.50

•75

1.00
125
1-25

500
2.50

2-75

.25

4.00
2.50

•50

.75

PRACTICAL TRAINING

CHOICE PUPPIES FOR SALE. BY IM-
PORTED Raby Signal—Flip, Imported
Jack Splinter, Imported Fu sy. G. H.
Goodrich, care Mascoutah Kennel Club,

21-22 Commercial Bank Building, Chicago, 111.

HIGH-GRADE FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE,
comprising stud dogs, brootJ bitches soon

in season and .some promising puppies
three months old. Rustic Kennels, 1830

State Street, Chicago. 21-24

P

Irish Setters.

FOR SALE—ONE IRISH SETTER BITCH
puppy whelped January 3. 1H91. For pedi-

gree, etc., address Wm. H. Child, Glenside,

Pa., Oakview Kennels. n-lf

IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES BY A SON
of Glencho and Mavourneen, out of a

daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address
P.. Box 916, Philadelphia. S-if

HELPS & HARPER'S PRIZK WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas, barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyaiidottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, s» hed-
ules. labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel

phia. Pa.

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this heading /or 2 cents per Tvord for each inset tion

OF THE

SHEPHERD DOG

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE—SOME FINF: YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslvn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

y RISK TERRIER PUPPIES. CHOICE LITTER.
Prize winning stock, three months old.

Prices reasonable. G. M. Weld, New Ro-

chelle, N. Y. »• 21-4

Baldhead TtiinblefH.

CHARLES SCHMENNER. 511 W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore. Md., fancier of short-face

i)aldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-lf

liarbs.

i

KY

W. ?1. WlCKHflM.

Price, postpaid, paper cover, soots.; cloth, |i.00.

All About Broilers. Boyer 25

Au Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard 50

Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George g. Dow . .50

Duck Culture. Rankin 50

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir • 900
Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 1.50

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50

Sixteen Years F'xperience in Artificial

Poultrv Raising. James Rankin 25

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee i<»

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5«>

CAGE BIRDS.

anary Birds. Paper cover 50

Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illu.strations I5«>

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition • . .

I-50

George J. Bamesby. . i.oo

Birds. Adams 50
Barnesby 50

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPMY,

Box gi6. Philadelphia, Pa.

Mange Care.

FOR MANGE USE THF: PASTFIUR PINE
Lotion. Marshall Robbins, 70 V,. 13th St.,

New York City. 17-29

Pointers.

BRACE OF POINTFIRS—YOUNG, THOR-
OUGHLY broken dog and bitch, first class,

and for sale at low figures. Must sell im-

mediately. For full particulars address W.
Tallman, 109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New
York City. 22-tf

t-siPTY PAIRS IMPORTED AND HOME.
^ bred from iniporte<l stock for <lisposnl, at

from twenty to fifty dollars per pair. D. V,.

Newell, foot West Nineteenth St., New York
City; >-tf_

FantallH.

A"
LL COLORS FOR SALE CHEAP, TO RE-
DUCE stock. Harold M. Hoag, Lockport,
N. Y. 2 2- 23

For Sale.

FOR SALE—W-BANDED HOMERS. ALL
related to 500 niilers and speedy. Price $3
per pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,

Philadelphia. 16-tf

.Jacobins.

St. Bernards.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading/or 2 cents per word for each insertion

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.

Native Song Birds.

Cage and Singing
The Canary. G.J.

PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts ,•/••.*•'

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wnght

.

Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

MISCELLANEOUS.

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws . . . . . . ... .

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) :•••••
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; il-

lustrated • • • •

Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals

8.00

3.00

1-50

•50

500
•50

•as
•50

2.00

1-50

•50

1.50

Beagles.

FOR SALE-SEVERAL VERY LARGE
brofxl bitches, two in whelp. Also a few
choice puppies. Swiss Mountain Kennels,
Germantown, Philadelphia. 1 16-tf

-r^OR SALE-THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Jt^

I
N

Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in

whelp. Bargains to close out. R. J. Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

THE STUD, KINGSTON REGENT
(Prince Regent—Lady St. Gothad). Fee $50.

Photogragh and description on application.

A Fleming, 26 Beekman Street, New York
City^ ^I7::?3_

TW. TUGGLK. Columbus,

^ and breeder of Jacobins.
Ga. Importer

7-58

M

Various.

A
FOR SALE. — FIRST-CLASS FIELDERS,

youngsters and puppies from our well-

known pack. Old Homestead Kennels,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa. 122-tf

Bull Terriers.

BULL TERRIER—BENCH SHOW WINNER
in England and America ; fine stock dog,

and first-class in every particular. For
pedigree, winnings, etc., address William
Tallman, 109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New
York City. 22-tf

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32

South Third Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

URCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,

guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")

Gainesville, Va.

MacclewneUl Tipplers.

ACCLESFIELD TIPPLERS FOR SALE
or trade ; record of over 12 hours steady up
flying. I chose from some of the l>est

flocks in F;ngland and brought them with
nie ; also pure breed bull terrier puppies.
Want a double shot gun and outfit. Ad-
dress C. Howe, East Liverpool, O. 22-lt

.Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

6-tf

POULTRY.

Collies.

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices.

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South .
South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. ^9-70

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our be.st imported stud

dogs. See displaved advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee & Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

RDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,

The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our

best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-

nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

O

Advertisements without display insertM under

this heading/or 2 cents per ivotdjoreach insertion.

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers* Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

t-^OR SALE.-POUTERS, FANTAILS, BARBS,
* etc.. |2. Satisfaction guaranteed. T. Beust,

M. D., New Albany, Ind. 21-it

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Appliances.

-NCUBATORSSOLD, BOUGHT,EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'

Monitor. Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-

mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer R«ck-

5a ham, 26 Harrison St., F:ast Orange, N. J.

Fnsllsh Setters.

i-vATHS MARK PUPPIES OUT OF PEG-
BID bitch, whelped April i. Two broken
dogs ; good ones. J. B. Stoddard, Concord,

N.C. 2o-5t

U
For Sale.

Barred riymouth Hocks.

OCND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
> and matiiigs. Winners at largest shows

for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee, Mass. r-60 eow

W.

Artists and Eujjrravers.

E HAVE arranged with Schieiber &
Sons, who are acknowledge<l to be the

best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing

Co w South Third St.. Phil«''eloh'«. P"

Canker lleiiM'dy.

Games.

wRIZE GAME FOWLS—E.

Wellington Place. Toronto

FOR SALE-GREAT DANE BITCH, SOON
in season, $35 ; two English Mastiff Bitches,

$is and $20 ;
English Greyhound Bitch, $10 ;

Toy Black and Tan Bitch, $10 ;
Fox Terrier

dog pup, I5. Send for descriptive list.

Shenango Kennels, Sharon, Pa. 17-tt

F.DOTY, 47
Canada, can

spare a°liniited number of eggs for hatch-

ing from his prize winning Game Fowls
and Bantams at $3 per dozen. These fowls

won highest honors at the leading shows
and several now in niv vard won first and
second prizes at the last New York show.

Also some good birds for sale. Black Red,

Brown Re<l, Duckwing and Pile Game and
Black Red, Pile and Duckwing Game Ban-

tams. Address as above.

A POSITIVE RE.MEDY FOR CANKER IN
fowls or pigeons. Price, <i per bottle. Ad-
dress Geo. G. Fetterolf, Langhorne, Pa.

20-it

DrlnkluK Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each. fS per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and
8vtf Broo<ler Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey

Harness.

DON'T PAY SUCH EXTRAVAGANT PRICES
for Harness. Wanted scooo.txx) people to

send for Birch's carriage and harness cata

logue ; largest assortment in America

;

very moderate prices. Address J. H. Birch,

Burlington, N. J.
U-ai
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I

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or

flat roofs. Kxtra
Heavy Felt for

Poultry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-

ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

POUIiTRY FARMS. POULTRY FARMS.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

<I1NDIAN GAMES. WYAND0TTE8. PLYMOUTH R0CK8.I>

A. P. SWAN. 38 L»ey Street, N. Y.

il

M

ft I

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES,

AND AU. OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

for circular. Address 1 . W 1 1. I V-H'* niuL., j

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDKR OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYAND0TTE8.

AT NATIONAL SHOWS.

t!]S;'JaSuAKY, ,%.. the National «how of the year ^^^ 'ue'.t.ng of U.e A^P.^A^.^on^^^^
^^^

fen^Syr ^a^tS ^^t;;^:^^c^Arf:^^'^:^^^^ .d. 3d and 4th on pullets and

"'*^
^TiNU^TTVPs-rs[°forTesl '*£le"and"f^ttest females. All the cockerel and pullet prizes

but Sree and the grand gold special for largest «nd best d.splay^

I have hundreds of early chicks now growing and breTfrom the above winners They will

three settings, $9. Address

1-51 EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Amenta, Dutchess Coanty, N. Y.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show ot America
New York, February, 1891, my birds were award-

ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred

Plvmotith Rock Cock ; fir.st and special, on

Barred Plymouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plvmonth cockerel; first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard. $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,

February, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD.

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets; first and special on Barred

Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings $4

per 13, $7 per 26. $g per 39. Stock for sale. 86

GAMES & GAME BANTAMS

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

H. V^. VAHLE.
313 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

Aeain we win capturing the Game Club Challenge for best Game Cock or Stag, and va-

riety at the Great Madison Square Garden Show.
. , .».

M V r Y u I R ITIO N GA VI ES are of the most fashionable type, high stationed, hard feath-

M Y EX M^l^t^
',[a,r:i'eade;i whip-tailed birds and are winners wherever shown.

imv PIT GAMES are strong, savage, wiry fighters and guaranteed game to the CORE.

\!mZ r«AIUir RANTAMS are of the most fa.shionable style and have always won highest
^ ^ ^^

"^.mor^Jl til k-^ing shows in America. Remember I have one of the finest collections

orGames and Gam? Bantams in the country. Eggs in season. Stamp for circular.

A. F. PEIRCE,
LOCK BOX 200, WINCHESTER, N. H.

p. S.—PEIRCE SURE CANKER CURE by mail, postpaid, 25c.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM-

PHILADELPHIA.
79-131

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record of America's leading strains of above

varieties Can furnish eggs from (^ H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

lOI-tf J. FORSYTH, owEGO. tioga county, n. y.

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annuallv and at

least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.

It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or

cornmeal only. Thev must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog

in the crop : one that will furnish animal or

insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-

ficient vegeUble matter to stimulate a healthy

appetite.
, j • ^t.

This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digeslib e and nutritious form.

All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many protninent

breeders of this country are now using »t with

wonderful success, as witness such noted br'ecd-

ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley^

P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. B. Bast and
others. . . ...
This meal is not a spice. It is not a rawlicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try

a sample bag. Write for circular.

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 East 56th Street, New York.

Bdwarci S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street. N. W. Washington, D. C.

o<|3mdacR P^ARTvyix
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Bufl Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. Circular free.

,0^, F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

^THK

SPORTSMEN^S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

I. K. FBL-CH
•?• St SON

NATICK, MASS.

Collie Pups-
Send for Extended Pedigree.

BOOKS.

I will breed youngsters from two ol the best

ofts in America from proven records of five

hundred miles and over. Send for new circular

and price list of 1891. 9»-'5o

BOOKS.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,
Sporting Bool<s.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG

CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train

your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog-

man can afford to be without.

F»RICE: 50 CENTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

MANQE
Sale by dealers In spor

THE ST. BKr*^'
•

91 .0« Per Cam

The bano of the kennel. Pos-
itively eured. in one or two
appliciitioiis, with St. B«r-

__ nurd M»ii«e Care. For
lortinKKo***'"- <*r

AKI) MAN(;K CURE CO.,
OKAWVIU.E, III.

FOR POULTRY.
Boue Meal, - - Per KM) lb. Bag, »a.0O
GrftmiiattMl Bone, " lOO -.in
Ground Beef

_

f:al<lte, ----..
*J*I>CruHhed Flint, - " 200

^XVwI ''^'^'*-
•• 3<>«

"

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

**"*^*'
C. H. DKMPWOLF & CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

.1.00
3.(M>
8.00

«.oo

MOBERN TRAMS, IkWM & KEMEL MANAGEMENT.

?;!j:^o»ENTiTND TES^r^^^^^^^^ P'-Ce y^64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, ni.

Aai|||BaiVIorpliln(> Habit Cared in lO
lll'IIIHto aO day*. No pay till cured.
Ill lUniDR.J.STEPHENCl-ebanon.Ohio.

Chesters. Berkshlres, Polands. Fox
Hounds, Beagles.Collies.Setters.GEO.B.

HICKMAN, W. Cheater, Pa. Send tUmp for dr.
PIGS.

PUBLICATIONS.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS

RABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub

iects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany M-
per of its class. American breeders will find the

best English stock advertised in its columns.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, »8. 15,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., K. C, London^

England.

VOl« 7, NO. 4. \
»., i«a.fWHOLE NO.

PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, JULY 25, 1891.
j PKK ANMM, »y.50.
\ SINULF. COl'Y, 5e.

W. N. KUHN'S IRISH SETTER MACK N.
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IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

CHampion The Sqtiire,

20881. FEE $50.

CJi. Roslyn Wilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

Chal. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Champion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.]

Irish Setters

Seminole,
20088. FEE $20

IN THE STUD.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 77" • •

KKCKNT BRISK, 16,618

RKOKNT TII'PLKR

Fee $25
10
10

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

Puppies for sale from prize w»nnnig bitches.

For stud cards and particulars acldrcss RW'J^-N^

KKNNKI.S, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

ST. BERNfiRDS
AT STUO.

THE KENNEL.

FOR SALE

ST. BERNARDS.
THK KNTIKE STOCK OF THK

MARYLAND KENNELS
CONSISTING OF

STUD DOGS.

SCOTTISH PRINCE,
TIIK FINKSTST. BRRNARDYKT PRODUCED

FEK, - - $100.

AUTOCRAT,
Winner of more first prizes and spec-

ials diirlnjr 1»1M> than any
other St. lt<»rnard.

Eleo,
(Ch. Klcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

11450. FEE $15

FKE, $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poiijffhkeepsie, N. Y.

DAVID E. LOVELAND, Manager.

(JOLLIES
Having decided at the request of several bieed

ers not to exhibit any of our Collies again loi

competition (except for specials), the

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS

OFFER THEIR ENTIRE

Kennel of Collies for Salt

With the exception of Flurry II and Flurry III.

BROOD BITCHES
AND PUPPIES

Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

W. STEWART DIFFENDERFFER,
34 Central Savings Bank Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.

Extended t>edigree of any of the above on ap-

pliS? Finespecimensof the above breeas

For^ale at reas<,nable prices, including several

go d stud dogs and broo<l bitches 111 whelp.

Young stock always on hand. 13- 4

pFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher *'5

Ch. Raby Mixer
J5

Russley Joker
J5

Reckoner '5

Suffolk Risk
:

• •

Puppies from these well-known dogs

out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO—NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO-MAVOURNEEN.

Punpies by the above dogs. Ch. Elcho Jr. and

Iheri for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS.

1995 Main St., West Farms. N. Y.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL,

75.127 Philadelphia, Peniia.

62tl

13lLL5It)E HBNMELS.

5-56 LANCASTER, MASS. !

GORDON SETTERS
FIELD AND BENCH SHOW WINNER

FLASH.
BENCH SHOW WINNER

SHOT.
FEE FOR EITHER, $2S. For particiilai s ad-

dress E. I. MARTIN,
._2Q Wilmington, Del.

^^COTCH....^OLjLIga

FORDHOOK REMMELS

Are among the large.st in America devoted ex

clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch

Colhes. We are now booking orders for puppies

sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-

tacus The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,

a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-

ported bitches. Write at once for pncesaud full

descriptions. Also one litter sired l>y the world »

champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNOSroWN, OHIO.

FOX TBRHIHRS
Best Strains. P"ze Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAOMTrDE.

VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and

alre.idy llie sire in this country of prize

winners ^v^ J'S-""

CH. BACCHANAT Vec $1500

CH. VOLUNTEER Hee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
J'KOrUlETOU.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5.56 Bay RiiMiK, L. I.

Fairhill Kennels,
2S4S North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. BBHNAKDS.
IN THE STUD

HKN OR^^C)N13K, 17044-
12 63 CARD AND PHOTO FREE.

In Conjunction with
my business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have add-
ed a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of

.eve ry descrip-
tion.
Three will be a

registry kept at

my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
ol a fee the name
and address of

parties wishing to purchase or sell dogs will be

entered. The fee for one dog will be |i.oo and for

each additional dog fifty cents. 1 his will be de-

voted to a.lverlising and furthering the sales^

and a cominissicm of lo per cent will be charged

on all sjdes. I may cunfidently state that my
exiHfrience with dogs as a breeder.exhibilor, etc.

with inv excellent location for the business and

my wi.le acquaintance will make this one of the

very l)tsl mtdiiims to ^^c found for the purchase

and sale oldogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

79-130

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

475 North 5th St., Philadelphia. Pa.

j^DGEWOOt) HENNELS.

ST. BERNARDS!
We have for sale a fine litter of St. Bernard

puppies out of Mascot Meua, «»red ^^V ^^*»SHT
Bkknaru. a worthy s*m of grand old Nkko III

and a full brother of the world-renowned SIR

BKDivKRi:, the bfst living St. Bfrnard These

puppies combine grand blood on both sides and

will please the most exacting fancier Send

stamp f»t descwptive circular and price list.

93-i4.'i FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Pottsville. Pa.

B. F. LE\SriS.

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Professional bench show handler. Dogs Ijoard-

ed and put in condition for shows.

KLM STATION,

Moiitgotnerv Co.. P«.

ROCHELLE KENNELS.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.

AT STUD

Broomfield Stiltan, 20668

ADDRESS BOX 862, NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

TUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER
IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 1S474, E.K.C.S.B. 218S5)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire of

Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-

ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-

ty) Won in England six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-

onds two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several

cups and s^iecials. This grand young dog is just

in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-

dress

THOS. C. CHALMERS, Proprietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Descrilied in show reports as "l>est Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free ;
v)holos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
p^xchange Block, Bangor, Me.1110-151

THE KENNEL.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

r2ooo.oo

IN SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
W<M> to the first of the (Champion Oath's

Mark or Dan C.ladstone ;^W. whelped in i8«^2 (or

after), who will win the liiiled Slates Derby.

9>'HH} on the same conditions as above at

Eastern Derby.

!Ri*.>4H) on the san.e conditions as above at Cen-

tnil Derby.

!jf*.><M> on the same cohditions as above at

Southern Derby.

ttr><) 10 the /f/.v/ of the (Champion Oath's Mark
or Dan Oladlone) get. whelped in 1S92 (or after),

who will win first place in op-n class at the

Westminster Bench Show, New York.

«50 on the same conditions as above at the

Mascoutah Bench show, Chicago, 111.

ift'-i't on the same conditions as al>ove, at the

New England Bench show, Boston, Mass.

«•»*» on the same conditions as above, at the

Duquesne Bench show, Pittsburg, P^
«'*5 on same conditions as aljove, at the Wash-

ington City B. nch show, Washington, D. C.

f/!>'irt on same conditions as above, at the Mary-

land Bencii show, Baltimore, Md.

IJUKM) to the brfi-iifr of the winner of EACH of

the above ten special offers.

NOTK 1 —The owners of Champion Oath's

Mark and Dan Oladstone, reserve the right to

withdraw these premiums only in the event ot

the death of either of the above dogs or their

disqualification for stud purposes.

NOTE "i —The Blue Ridge Kennel ha« now
opened its books for the fall season of 1891 «"«

spring of 1892, for Oath's Mark and Dan Glad-

stone, limited to 50 services each.
.

PUGS
IF YOU WANT TO OWN A—GENUINE PUG PUP

—

. w^^ BIY AT HEAl»yUARTERS.
Young stock from prize winners, $20 to J50.

If youve a bitch to breed, try one of our

CjrpiTT^ i Kberhart's Cashier (1 3901 Fee, $15
?>i 1 Jl^ Bradford Ruby II (qy^o). Fee, fis

-ni ir^G John Bull, imported (17093)- Pee, J15

ifiJvJtp J Douglass II (ii.8o4> Fee. |io

Litter guaranteed. A "square deal to all.

FBFRHART PUO KENNELS, Ciucinnati, O.
' Uading and iMrgfst Pug Kennel in America.
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Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson. Frederick, Md.
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Our Illustration.

Mack N., the handsome Irish setter

whose portrait we give this week is, next

to Elcho, Jr., the best dog of the breed in

this country. He is owned by Mr. W.
N. Kuhns, and Mr. E. F. vStoddard has the

honorof having bred him. Ma";k N. is by

Norwood out of Shell. Mr. Kuhns does

not show his favorite often, but when he

does he generally scores first. He has

won first at Cincinnati, Columbus, Toledo

and Chicago, and this year was second in

the challenge class to Elcho, Jr.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

Th p. Fancikrs' Journal will l>e supplied by
newsdealers throughout the Uuited States and
Canada.

NEW YORK CITY.

BRF.TANOS Union Square

WM. TALLMAN 109 W. 34th St.

J. C. LONG, JR 21 Park Row
W. J. STANTON 56 Dey St.

P. O. NKWS CO . . . 103 Adams St., Chicago, 111

K. S. SCHMID . . 317 i3th St., Wasbingtoa, D. C.

PHILADELPHIA, JULY 26, 1891.

FIXTURES.

Doip Sho\¥S.
Sept. 1-4.—Youngstowu. Ohio.

1-4.—Kingston, Ont.
9-11.—Hamilton, Can.
15-18.—Toronto, Canada.
32-25.—Montreal, Can.
29-Oct. I.—Ottawa, Can.

Dec. 4-8.—Rockford, 111.

10-14—Freeport, 111.

30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1802.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.

19 22.—Binghampton, N. Y.
Feb. 9-12.—Chicago, III.

23.26.—New York, N. Y.
Maroh 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.

8-11.—Baltimore, Md.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6 9.—Boston Mass.
May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Poultry and Pljufeon Shows.
Aug. 24-28—Hornellsville, N. Y.

25-29.—Tarentum, Pa.
25-Sept. 4.—Detroit, Mich.
26 Sept. I—Albany, N. Y.

Sept. 1-9.— PUniira, N. Y.
1-4,—Worcester, Mass,
10-17.—Syracuse, N. Y.
,4.,8._Westfield, Pa.
14-19.—Columbus, O.
21-25.—Rochester, N. Y.
21-25.—Dover, Del.
2I-2S.—Waverly, N. J.

Sep. 28-Oct. 2.—Trenton, N. J.
Dec. 2-8.—Rockford, III.

9-1 1.—Brockton, Mass.
10-14—Freeport, III.

15 16.—Needham, Mass.
16-23.-Providence, •*• ^^

22-25.—Stoneham, Mass.
30-Jan. 2.—Meriden, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 4-7.—Worcester, Mass.

5-8.—Albany, N. Y.
5-8.—Lewiston, Me.
6-12.—Philadelphia, Pa.
12-15.—Leominster, Mass.
12-15.—Yarmouth, Me.
12-15—Battle Creek, Mich.
i2-i6.—Columbia, S. C.
18-23.— Hartford, Conn.
19-24.—Shelbyville, Ind.
19-27—Binghamton, N. Y.
20-25.—Elmira, N. Y.
26-30 — Boston, Mass.

Feb. 2-5.—Worcester, Mass.

Fieltl Trials.
Sept. 22.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.
Nov. 2.—United States Field Trials Club.

10.—International Field Trial Club.
16.—F>stern Field Trials Club.
23.—Irish Setter Club.
23.—Gordon Setter Club.
30.—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1892.
Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

THE KENNEL.

with entries and donations, and it is re-

quested that names l)e sent in as early as

possil)le, so that an early announcement

can he made of the prizes, which are ex-

pected to be liberal, in money and cups.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Mr. William Reiter, of Philadelphia,

has received from Germany a St. Bernard

dog and Great Dane bitch. The Great

Dane bitch, Minka, is a very typical

specimen, one of the best in this coun-

try, and was a prize winner on the other

side.

The Irish Setter Club will hold its field

trials at High Point, N. C, commencing

Monday, Novenil)er 23. The entries for

the Derby Stake will close August 15

and for the All-Aged Stake October i.

Entry blanks are now ready and can be

obtained of the secretary. Dr. G. G.

Davis, 1338 Walnut Street, Philadelphia.

If owners of the handsome red Irish now
show their girt and faith in their favor-

ites by rnnning them it will do more for

the breed than the barrels of ink which

has been split in controversial writings

upon their merits and abilities.

*
* *

*
* »

We hear that Mr. E. O. Damon's Eng-

lish setter Paxtang, winner of the East-

ern Derby, is dead. For the last year he

has been in the stud at the Moorefield

Breeding and Training Kennels, at Chula,

Virginia.

• »

J. J. Dwyer's pack of hounds, used for

the drag hunts at Newport. R. I., last

season, have been attached for debt. The

sport is dying out there.

» *

An Executive Committee meeting of

the National Beagle Club was held in

Boston, July 14. The field trial business

was taken up and it was voted that the

entrance money in each class be $5, and

that four entries must Ije secured to run

a class. Also that the prizes in all the

regular classes shall be forty per cent to

first, thirty to second, twenty lo third

and ten to the club for expenses. The

club will give $25 added money in every

class that has more than ten entries.

Entries to special class for absolute win-

ner will be free and the prize will be the

club medal. A class has been provided

for puppies twelve months old and

younger on same terms and conditions

as are providetl in the regular classes. It

is to be hoped that all beagle men will

give the club their earnest support by l>e-

ing lil)eial in their entries. We also ex-

pect to see in the field a few of those

phenomenal hunters whose owners extol

them to the sky but take good care to

keep them hid in their kennels during

the hunting season.

Mr. GustaveG. Pabst, Milwaukee, Wis.,

has purchased a one-third interest in the

Blue Ridge Kennels from Messrs. O'Ban-

non and Hulman. The triumvirate pos

sess all that is necessary to make the

business a great success, namely, love of

sport, the faculty for making friends atid

ample capital to run the kennels and

buy the best, which, by the-by, they now

own in Gath's Mark, Dan Gladstone,

Lilly Burgess, Fannie M., Esther, Belle

of Piedmont, Olivette, Ightfield, Sophie

and many more veritable blue bloods.

Champion King of Kent out of Lass of

Bloonio. This makes him a halfl)rolher

to Rip- Rap, Zig-Zag and other well known
prize winner-i sired by the great King of

Kent.
*

* *

Another sensation in St. Bernanl cir-

cles. This lime it is the purchase of the

biggest dog on earth. The Alenthon

Kennels, of PluL'tiixville, Pa., have just

secured through the medium of Mr. Jas.

Watson the "king of stud dogs" in Lord

Bute. He is the winner of twenty-eight

firsts and cups, and although a young

dog, Mr. Shillcock, his former owner,

claims he has sired more prize winners

than any dog that ever lived, which as-

sertion we suppose must be taken cum
grano salts. When Lord Bute arrives at

his new home we will make a pilgrimage

to Phtcnixville and tell our readers

about all we see there.

» *

*

Owing to ill health and pressure of

more important business, Mr. W. L.

Washington informs us he has disposed

of the greater part of his kennel of Irish

setters to Mr. E. B. Bishop, of Cincin-

nati, the owner of the Glenmore Kennels.

In this deal Mr. Bishop has acquireil

Ruby Glenmore, MoUie Bawn, Winnie

II, Sarsfield, Bess P. and Dan Malrea.

The most of them are ol<i in show honors

as well as years.

« *

*
* »

At the quarterly meeting of the Boston

Terrier Club, held July i. forty-eight

pedigees were submitted for registration.

Twenty-four were accepted, eight re-

jected and sixteen were held over for in-

vestigation. Eight new menil.ers were

added to the roll
#

* *

The Gordon Setter Club's field trials

will also Ije held at High Point, com-

mencing Monday, November 23. Entries

will close October 15, and entry blanks

can l>e had on application to James B.

Blossom, 938 Prospect Avenue. New York

City, or lo John H. Meyer, 159 West

Thirty-fourth Street, New York City.

*
* *

These trials are open to all Gordon set-

ters, whether owned by club members

or others, and winnings will he recog-

nized by the A. K. C. It is hoped that

owners of Gordons will respond liberally

Mr. A. Clinton Wilmerding's black

cocker spaniel Champion Doc died sud

denly last Sunday from congestion of the

lungs. Doc was bred by J. B. Rolierlson,

Jr., and is by Young Olx) out of Rose OIk>.

He was whelped June 15, 1885, and was

still a comparatively young dog. From

his first appearance on the bench his ca-

reer has l)een most successful. He cap-

tured thirty-six prizes, nearly all of

which were firsts. In the stud he will l>e

sadly missed, not only by his owner but

by breeders generally. He not only got

good ones but quite large litters,as many

recently as eight, thirteen and fifteen at

a litter.
*

• «

The Seminole Kennels have sold their

little stud pug Hayseed (11,807) to Mr.

James Bowden, of New York, whom we

believe will replace him in the stud.

• «

We are in receipt of the artistically ar-

ranged catalogue of the Semimile Ken-

nels A picture of the collie The Squire

adorns the title page, and a little cut of

the pug Treasure the last page. The

pamphlet contains the list of their stud

dogs and brood bitches, giving their sire

and dam, description, etc. All interested

in collies, Irish setters or pugs should

send for a copy, and also their price list

of young stock for sale.

*
• «

Mr. James L. Anthony has sold to Mr.

Frederic S. Webster the pointer bitch

Ridgview Bagatelle. She is by Cham-

pion Tribulation out of Bloomo II, and

will probably run in some of the field

trials this fall.

• •

Mr. E. H. Greiner, of Buffalo, N. Y.,

has presented to his sister, Mrs. G. D.

Hawley, of Cincinnati, O.. the St. Ber-

nard dog TrisUn G. hy Plmlimmon out

Cigarette.

* •

Thomas Johnson, of Winnepeg, Can.,

has sold to Mr. A. B. Truman, of San

Francisco, Cal., a young pointer dog

named Upton Blithe, by Ightfield Upton,

a field trial winner, out of Ightfield

Blithe, also a field trial winner. Mr.

Truman has secured another blue bloo<led

youngster in Kent of Bloomo, who is by

Mr. Bishop will, as soon as he has re-

covered from his recent accident, remove

to his farm near Los Angeles, Cal., where

he will locate the Glenmore Kennels.

* *

Mr. John A.Logan. Jr., arrived from

England on Wednesday, bringing one

fox terrier with him.

» *

Attention is called to the new stud

card of the Duchess Kennels. Their St.

Bernard dogs Scottish Prince and Aristo-

crat were described iii a recent uuml)er

of The Journal.
« *

Mr. W. Tallman has sold the pug dog

Rustic Freddie to Mr. John P. Haines,

of Baltimore, Md.
» •

The Riverview Kennels, New York,

have l)een doing considerable business

this week. They bought the white Great

Dane dog Crystal from Mr. G. Leibacher ;

the greyhound bitch Black Bess II from

Mr. J. B. Heffner, and the rough-coate<l

St. Bernard bitch Lady Stella and «log

Duke of Westchester from Mr. W. C.

Reick. They sold the smooth -coate<l St.

Bernard bitch to J. B. Heffner, Unions-

port, N. Y.
#*•

Mr. James Watson's St. Bernard bitch,

referred to last week as coming over, is

Lady Blanca (22.846) by Kathleen out of

Topsy, by Bayard. She won second at

Bangor and thinl at Birkenhead. On

June 16 she was bred to Salvator Rosa.

*
• •

We have received the premium li.st of

the Industrial Exhibition Association's

third annual international l)ench show

of dogs to l)e held in Toronto, Canada,

September 14 to 18. Entries close August

29, and premium lists can l>e obtained

upon application to the secretary, Mr. C.

A. Stone. Miss A. H. Whitney will judge

St. Bernards, Great Danes and pugs; Mr.

A. Clinton Wilmerding will have charge

of all the spaniel classes, Mr. C. H. Ma-

son mastiffs, bloodhounds, Newfound-

lands, Barzois, greyhounds, dearhounds,

bull dogs, bull terriers, poo<lles, whip-

pets, terriers and the miscellaneous

classes, while Mr. John Davidson, of
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, I

Monroe, Mich., will have Ihe fox houtuls,

pointers, setters, collies, harriers, Dachs-

hnnds and beadles.
*

«

The preniinni list contains 175 regular

classes and 59 special classes, the first

being the Industrial Kxhibition vSweep-

stakes for greyhounds for a silver medal,

value |2o, the winner to be known as

the Champion Runner, $5 entrance, to l)e

divided, 60 per cent to first and 40 per

cent to second ;
greyhound race (open),

|i5 to first, |7 to second and I3 to third ;

whippet race (open). |i5 to first, |7 to

second and #3 to third. Twenty-five dol-

lars is also offered to the party or person

making the largest number of entries at

the show, and |i5 to sccoml largest.

There are keiniel prizes for mastiffs,

rough-coated St. Bernards. smooth-

coated vSt. Bernards, Great Danes, deer-

hounds, greyhounds, English and Amer-

ican foxhounds, pointers, Knglish, Irish

and Gordon setters, collies. Imll dogs,

bull terriers, poodles, spaniels (other

than cocker and field), field spaniels,

cockers, beagles, fox terriers. Skye ter-

riers, black and tan terriers, Yorkshire

terriers and pugs. Also extra kennel

prizes for the following Canadian ken-

nels of St. Bernards, mastiffs,(;reat Danes,

greyhounds, pointers, Knglish, Irish and

Gordon setters, collies and fox terriers.

Bronze medals are offered for the best

mastiffs, rough-coated St. Bernards, great

Danes and fox terriers.

B18GU1T8JND BROTH.

From Our Own Correspondent.

London, England, July ii.-Weare

inst now enjoying glorious weather nu(\

London is quite herself, in fact it can be

said the place is iti holiday attire. Tlie

Emperor and Empress of Germany are

the guests of the nation, and I must say

they have met with a hearty British wel-

come. On everv hand they are greeted

with cheers, and society at the present

moment is on the tip-toe of excitement.

I shall never forget the sight last Wed-

nesday night at Covent Garden Theatre,

Royal. Probably there never sat in a

house such a lot of notabilities and

everyone had on their "bit o' best

too Never were there such diamonds

on view, for ladies vied with countesses,

countesses with duchesses, and duch-

esses with princesses in the wearing of

valuar)le jewels. Never was there such a

house,which was worth.sol am informed,

somewhere about |6o,ooo. No wonder

that Mr. 'Gus Harris could afford to

spend about a thrice of that on decora-

tions and talent

editors and journalists are somehow or

another afraid — absolutely afraid— to

speak out and write plainly what is in

their innermost hearts.

What a thing it must be to live two

lives in this wav—iu other words, think-

ing one thing and doing another. What

a splendid thing—I am not writing in a

vain and self-glorious manner—to have

the courage of one's own convictions. I

do like to call a soade a spade, and can-

didly 1 wish more of our writers on this

side would do the same. Many are abso-

lutely afrai«l of the Kennel Clul), but for

the life of me I cannot imagine the rea-

son, without a member of the K. C. is

something above the common herd.

However, there was a very good entry

at Colchester, an<l the attendance was

very fair. The dogs were fairly good,

but nothing new came out. Mr. Astley

made the awards, and in most cases they

were well received.

L++ .

^n-

*
•

«

In addition to the above specials the

American Spaniel Club offers a silver

cup, value |ioo, for the best cocker in

the show. The American Collie Club

offers a silver medal for the best collie

dog and a bronze medal for the best collie

bitch. The National Beagle Club offers

|5 in cash for the best beagle and the

National Greyhound Club offers bronze

medals for the best greyhound, deerhouud

and Barzoi. There are forty-seven chal-

lenge classes besides a large number of

novice classes. Four cash prizes are

offered in most of the large breeds, l>eing

|2o, |io, $s and $i, while three are offered

in the sporting classes, $15, $7, $3 and

diploma. In the other breeds $10, $5

and diploma Are offered in the majority

of classes, and in a few of the small breeds

$7, $5 a"*l diploma are offered.

*
« *

The Montreal Exposition Company's

first international bench show will lie

held September 22 to 25. Over 1 1600 is

offered in cash jjrizes, and in addition

diplomas and valuable specials in the

form of silver plate. One of the build-

ings on the groun s is being enlarged

and specially fitted up for the occasion.

Particular paius will be taken to ensure

a healthy show. In addition to extreme

cleanliness, good disinfection and venti-

lation, ornamental draperies will not be

permitted, as they tend to carry disease

from show to show, nor will there be

classes for puppies, which are also a

source of much disease. These extraordi-

nary and excellent precautions are due

to the intelligent superintendent, Dr.

Wesley Mills, who will, we warrant, see

that all entries meet with careful medical

inspection before they are allowed to

enter the building
»

« »

The judges are, for clumber, field and

cocker spaniels, Mr. P. G. Keyes, of

Ottawa, Ont., and for all other classes

Mr. John Davidson, of Monroe, Mich.

The judges will be instructed to with-

hold prizes when not merited, so that

the awards will have full value. Dogs

and bitches will in all cases compete

separately.

Yesterday the city of London was en

fete, for the Emperor and Empress were

invited to lunch at the Guild Hall. Early

in the morning troops took up their sta-

tion along the line of route from Buck-

ingham Palace to the Guild Hall.

Roughlv, this is a distance of four or five

miles and the best of men with the regi-

mental bands were drawn up at about

two paces apart on both sides of the

street. As for people, well, I don't think

I have seen so many since the memorable

Jubilee procession, when the (^ueen went

in state to Westminster Abbey.

^XX^
Yesterday also saw the great Eclipse

Stakes run for at Sandown Park, and if

was rather unfortunate that those who

had the arrangement of our Imperial vis-

itors' programme did not recollect this

great event, value |5o,ooo. I could not

help thinking yesterday when all the

great people passed that many would

have preferred l)eing at Sandown than

taking part in a royal function. How-

ever, the company down there was very

good I am told. The race was won by

Mr. Merry's Surefoot, the French horse

Gouverneur being second, and the Derby

winner Common third. Liddiard rode

the winner, which started at 100 to 8

against.

^XX^
We have had two or three shows this

week, the most important probably being

Colchester, a place noted for oysters and

soldiers and not far out of London. We
went down there on Wednesday morn-

ing and found a very fair show indeed,

but one could not close his eyes to the

fact that it had been boycotted by some

people because it was not under K. C.

rules. Dr. Salter lives in the neighbor-

hood and, of course, he has a very large

kennel of show dogs, but ne'er a one was

on the benches. There are lots of other

people interested in the K. C. who live

in the neighborhood, but who didn't ex-

hibit.

^XX^
While touching on these K. C. matters

I must call attention to the remarks in

Peto's article in the Canine World this

week. It IS full of common sense as to

the formation and workings of the Ken-

nel Club. It is quite free from abuse,

sensible and to the point. He asks is it

fair that a proprietary club should dictate

to the dog world, and enforce its fees.

Without a doubt the club belongs to Mr.

S. E. Shirley, and that he gets the profits

alike out of the chops, steaks and regis-

tration fees. Who can for a moment say

such is right? and I defy anyone inside

or outside the club to say it is. We can-

not stand it, and it is strange that the

whole body of exhibitors cannot see

through the game.

Personally, Mr. Shirley and his under-

strappers are jolly good fellows. I have

the pleasure of knowing most of them,

and I am not at loggerheads with anyone.

But you will grant that it is monstrous

for a man to start a club, take all the

fees and play old gooseberry with people

in the way of objections and so on. How-
ever, I fear that there is little hope to

remedy this crying evil, inasmuch even

There is a good deal of unnecessary

talk going on over the subject of all-

round judges. This is a good hardy an-

nual which turns up like the cocker span-

iel question—once a year. I must say I

am on the whole in favor of these all-

round men, generally moi e practical

than your specialist, who has often some

fad. The one-dog man sometimes does

more against a breed than for it by per-

severing to get some point which is abso-

lutely of no use.

^XX^

at Chatham Convict Prison. It is also

said an inquiry is being set afoot by Ivord

Clifton and let us hope the truth will come
out,

^xx^
Poor Harry Wyndham Carter, as most

of you are aware, was the j)roprietor and

editor of the Kennel Review. He was

one of the most clever writers of the

day, but exceedingly caustic and very

vindictive. He got in tow with the Jews,

and when the bailiffs came to take pos-

session he discharged a gun, and a pellet

was responsible for an eye of a man. For

this Mr. Carter was sent to prison for

five years and this is the sad result. His

greatest enemies, I am sure, will now feel

sorry for him.
^XX^

The F:arl of Shannon is just now going

hot and strong in Irish terriers, and has

claimed Blue Stocking at ;^ioo. This is

a rare good bitch and every one is pleased

to see this titled Irishman going in for

the national terrier with such a good

heart. Blue Stocking is a rare bitch and

has done a lot of winning for Mr, Black-

stone and Mr. Krehl, who was her late

owner.

I am told that Irish terriers are won-

derfully saleable dogs, in fact an owner

of them told me the other day that noth-

ing went better in the market. Now
this extra move is on iu the breed it will

be all the better for trade, for there can be

no doubt they are most useful and good

terriers.

No doubt there is a lot ofjealousy over

these judging appointments, for no one

can close his eyes to the fact that consid-

erable incomes are made out of the game.

There are three men to-day making a lot

of coin out of it, and it is an open secret

that some as good as ask for appoint-

ments, and will lower the fee, too. Of

course you will admit such is playing the

game rather low, but that doesn't affect

the truth of my statement. But after all

this is an age of business.

-^XX^

The Stock-Keeper last week published

a paragraph on the subject, and remarked

on this sort of growing evil—all-round

judges As it was written in an editorial

fashion, Mr, Krehl, the kennel editor,

has been made responsible for it, and now

he is being "chipped" on the subject, for

he has accepted the post of judge at the

coming Spa show, where he will take

nearly all the classes. Of course other

people who do not think the same way

as Mr. Krehl are on the "Practice what

you preach" lay, and certainly the whole

matter will take some explaining away,

^XX^
I must say there is a lot of bad blood

flying about here just now. What a pity

it is that a lot of gentlemen cannot agree.

The petty jealousies are grievous to look

upon, and a man doesn't require to be

lynx-eyed to see through it all. These

judging appointments have all to do with

it, for from these there is money to be

got, and an excellent advertisement, too,

^XX^
Poor Fred Gresham is on the Fanciers'

Gazette, and really it seems the Stock-

Keeper cannot leave the man alone.

There is no question that he is a very good

judge of a horse as well as a dog, and has

had great experience in country life—

in short, a sportsman. But there is al-

ways something the matter, and the

whole thing wants explaining,

^XX^
It is a poor time when papers take to

cutting up each other's staff because of

these little petty jealousies and judging

fees. There can be no other reason, so

far as I can see, and it is just as well to

let the outside world see a little of what

is going on inside, for it cannot be de-

nied that we who get our living out of

newspapers hear and see a lot of things

which never go into print, I often

thank my stars that I am able to look

after mys'elf and have practical knowl-

edge at my back, else long ago I should

have been hounded out of dogdom as an

usurper.

^XX^
The Shooting Times is responsible for

the statement that Mr. H, Wyndham
Carter is confined in Broadmoor Lunatic

Asylum and that his head was cracked

open by a warder while in confinement

The great objection to the Irish terrier

in my mind is his size. It is all very

well to say that you want to keep away

from the fox terrier type, but, bless my
heart, you must have a terrier, in other

wonls, a dog able to work for his grub

and show you a bit of sport above and

under ground. Keep their nice long

head on 'em and all that, but don't build

him up like a sack of flour on four

broomsticks. You don't want the Irish

terrier as a wader, and the general util-

ity of the animal should be always kept

in mind.
• ^XX^

But once one starts on this "utility"

lay it is hard to get off the line. With

the exception of foxhounds and grey-

hounds there are hardly any breeds suit-

able for what they are wanted. Ah, I

had forgotten pointers and setters ! But

perhaps I have now exhausted the list.

It is a pity, is it not, but there the fact

remains.

Once upon a time—well to be truthful

—last Wednesday, 1 led a real good grey-

hound into the ring, I have never been

guilty of cracking up my own dogs in

papers I have written for, but I will for

once in this case. This dog is a good

one from a show point of view, and fur-

thermore has won important stakes and

ran in the Waterloo Cup the season be-

fore last. Now this I think will show the

class of greyhound I had hold of. After

judging was over we were chatting about

him and his performances, A certain

party remarked, "Ah. he looks a worker,"

implying by that he was a greyhound

but not a show greyhound. Now this is

a sort of thing I for one cannot stand,

and when I have had the honor of judg-

ing greyhounds I have always looked out

for the workmanlike dog.

MX^
I wonder what points a greyhound

should be judged on if not on workman-

like ones ? Who is there can gainsay that

legs, feet, body, shoulders, back and

quarters are not the requisites is a grey-

hound ? And why? Simply becausfe

they are useful to him in his turn of

speed, which is the thing above all others

that a greyhound requires. Divest a grey-

hound of all his working points and you

have a very sorry object, and that is why
I think a greyhound is one of the most

difficult dogs to judge iu the world. He
requires looking at carefully from his

nose to tip of the tail, and one should

judge his hocks and general build as you

would a horse.

-^XX^

A well-known sporting editor has

passed away somewhat suddenly this

week from paralysis. I refer to the late

Mr. Blake, of the Sporting Life. The
deceased was a keen admirer of all the

loveliness of the country and was a good

judge of horse, too. He knew something,
for he was a fully qualified veterinary

surgeon and never spoke or wrote with-

out his book. Mr. Blake has left a large

family of boys behind him to keep the

name above the earth, and they are bred
sportsmen, too, for Mrs, Blake, I be-

lieve is the daughter of good old

"Charlie" Conquest, the well-known
coursing reporter.

^XX^
The fashionable Eton and Harrow

cricket match has been on this week,
too, so it can truly be said Londoners
have had quite a busy time. The lovely

ground at St, John's Wood must be seen
to be appreciated, for a more glorious

pitch it would be hard to find, especially

when you take into consideration that it

is in the midst of this great city, where
there must be five or six millions of

souls. Harrow has had the best of it,

they having scored 241 to Eton's 125 in

the first innings. Of course, the usual

crowd of sisters, cousins and aunts are in

attendance.

Now that bank forgers make a respect-

able living at telling how the thing is

done, I don't think it will be amiss if

some arch-faker would come to the front

and let us know how to do the trick in

the dog world. The black and tan case

at Bristol a couple of weeks ago, I fancy

—as I said before—will do a lot of harm
to the breed. I think there is a bit of a

hitch in the whole affair. It was a mis-

take to talk about the color of the fore

legs. Perhaps a little grease was put on
behind on the day of the show, and it

would have been well if the state of the

dogs on the second day had not been en-

quired into.

^XX^
Mr. Hedley Chapman is evidently in a

rage about the reported price given for

Sir Hereward, the St. Bernard, No doubt
there is a lot of bounce in these matters

of big sales, which appear larger in news-

papers than on the check giveu in the

deal. But then people who run newspa-
pers should have an eye open to these

matters. If you have half an eye you can

see through these things and take them
cum grano satis. People ought to fiud

the pits and not fall into them.

VERO SHAW'S MUSINGS.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.

A Letter fW>ni Mr. .Jester, of the St.

GeorKe's Kennels, Uelawure.

Editor Fanciers' Journal,

It was with much pleasure I read the

article on "American F'oxhounds" by A.

C. Heffinger, M, D,, in your issue of July

4, and in almost every particular I agree

with him. Of course many localities

have hounds that differ somewhat in type

from his standard, and I think there are

many good local strains that, from the

indifference of their breeders or owners

toward appearing in print as regards their

achievements, are uot as well known as

some of those he names, yet are equal to

any of them for good square work and
staying qualities.

We have a breed here that runs almost

solid red in color, as dark as an Irish set-

ter and color of a red fox. And we think

them just as good as any, and a little bit

better than a great many, and some of

them would fit the Doctor's standard

pretty well, too. We find them very

hardy and to wear well as working dogs,

not only for a season but for a natural

lifetime. Yours truly,

E. W. Jester.

St. George's, Del., July 21.

Quick Work.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

On July 1 1 my short ad . appeared in

Journal ; on the 13th I had enquiry

from R, J. Sawyer, Meuomee, Mich., for

description and price ; answered it on

the 14th ; this morning received his

check, and this afternoon delivered fox

terrier pup. Yours truly,

G. H. Goodrich.

Chicago. July 16, 1891.

—With the proper amount of idiocy

you can have a mad dog now almost any

day you want one.

Bull Terriers Past and Present—The

Pup and the Diamond.

From the Stock-Keeper.

A few weeks ago I met my old friend

Mr. A. H. Loveys, a well-known bull

terrier exhibitor in the seventies, and we
had a right down old-fashioned chat about

the best dogs of the days in which we
both had a good one or two. Of course

it was only natural that we should rather

discount the pretensions of the modern
dogs as compared with those of a bygone

decade, but I really do not think we were

unjust in doing so. The institution of the

twenty-five pound class by the Kennel

Club at their 1877 show sounded as I knew
it would, and wrote at the same time to

Mr. S, E. Shirley that it would, the

knell of the sixteen pounders and has

affected the all rouud excellence of the

heavy weights. When the objectionable

edict went forth to the world I had in my
kennel a bitch—Scarlet—that I knew
could not be beaten at her weight, nor, I

may add, v;as she, when properly shown.

Therefore I can claim impartiality and

the virtue of an unbiassed opinion on the

subject.

Now that fourteen years have passed

over our heads since the iunovatiou was

attempted, I think I am entitled to what-

ever credit there is attachable to the

possession of the gift of prophesy, as 1

do not believe that there is a sixteeu-

iwund bull terrier in existence that re-

sembles such old-fashioned champions as

Dick, Nelson, . Napper. Riot, and more
recently that good little bitch Quick. Re-

garding the heavy-weights, I do not, of

course, go so far in the way of condemna-
tion of the modern dog : but may I en-

quire of any man living who paid any at-

tention to the variety during the seventies

what odds he would require if he was
compelled to back the cracks of the

nineties against such specimens asHinks'

Old Madman, Godfree's Young Victor,

Rawe's Puss and Mars, Hinks' Pusses,

mere etjilte. My Own, Taniuin, Slaughter

orSallust; Mr, R. J. Hartley's Magnet
or Violet, Mr, Chorley's Countess or Mr,

Battersby's Masheyed Prince.

There were giants iu those days, big-

boned, deep-bodied dogs, rare combina-

tions of strength and activity, but the

natural tendency of the age is to amalga-

mate the heavy weights and the flyers in

the person of the five and twenty pound-

ers, and more's the pity. No one wants,

or ever did want, a great clumsy bull

terrier, chunipy in head, lippy and full

in eye, yet most of these faults are repre-

sented in the majority of the modern
heavy weights, bona fide heavy weights I

mean, not thirty-five pound dogs, dis-

guised by fat and masquerading as forty-

fours. That there are some few, unfor-

tunately very few. goo<l big 'uns still in

the flesh is a happy circumstance to which

I cheerfully give full promiuence. but at

the same time I must, with all diffi-

dence, express the conviction that for the

most part the over forty pound bull ter-

riers of the present decade are animals to

which we old fanciers of an unregenerate

age would have awarded but very little iu

the way of commendation.

The Pup and the Diamond.

The other dav I was visiting at the

house of a lady whose penchant for blood-

hounds is well known, and who has like-

wise owned one of the best dogs of the

variety that has ever l>een seen. One un-

happy looking whelp belonging to the

above mentioned variety was squatting

in the drawing-room, and his woe-begot-

ten appearance combined with his indis-

putable bloodhound character attracted

my attention.

"Oh, that's the diamond merchant,"

remarked my hostess, as she noticed my
glances falling in the direction of the

whelp. "We call him that because the

poor little creature was wrongfully sus-

pected of appropriating a diamond and

paid the penalty accordingly." In re-

sponse to an appeal for further informa-

tion on the subject, I learned that whilst

he was romping with his mistress and

licking her hand a valuable diamond dis-

appeared from one of the rings which
she wore upon her finger. Due search

was made for the missing gem, but all in

vain. To no purpose were rugs lifted

and shaken, and equally fruitless was
the search behind the cheffonier and un-

derneath the ottoman. No trace of that

diamond could be discovered, and as a

natural result, in the absence of that

most necessary animal, a cat, the blame
was by universal consent laid at the door
of the unhappy bloodhound whelp. F'rom
a family pet the little delinquent was
speedily promoted to the most important
position in the household. His outgo-
ings and incomings were duly watched
and faithfully chronicled, but still the
errant brilliant failed to come to view.

Strong medicines were steadily applied

with a persistency that would have not
discredited the most orthodox of old-

fashioned practitioners, but yet no signs

of the diamond.
The pup at length began to show signs

of his highly medicinal diet having
disagreed with him, as he lost flesh and
his energies commenced to flag, whilst

his disconsolate mistress on her side be-

gan to think seriously whether it would
be advisable to destroy the poor little

chap at once and remove the diamond
from his interior. This idea, however,
was repugnant to her feelings, but the

only other alternative left open to her

—

having the pup mounted in the ring in

place of the stone—was clearly out of the

tiuestion. Still repeated doses of oil,

buckthorne and other such like little del-

icacies were liberally applied, to the dis-

comfiture of the whelp and dismay of his

mistress, who really l>egau to fear that

her pup possessed a gizzard and was di-

gesting her diamond. At last, however,
the end came,and as is so often the case in

such circumstances, it arrived under un-

expected conditions, for one morning as

the housemaid was dusting the drawing-
room she discovered the long-lost treas-

ure safely stowed away in a corner near

the fireplace, where it had evidently

rolled after it lK:came dislodged from the

mounting encircling my hostess' finger.

The reputation of that pup was fully vin-

dicated, but if he never has another dose

of physic giveu him in his life, and still

lives to a ripe old age, he will still have
absorl>ed his full share of the canine
pharmacopcuMa,

THE IRISH SETTER TRIALS.

"OUIDA" ON DOG SHOWS.

The tjJreat Writer's Opinion AuythluK
but a Favorable One.

From the Loiidou Daily News.

Dog shows, in the opinion of "Ouida,"

have become "a pest," No man who

really cares for dogs would,she considers,

submit them to the torment of imprison-

ment at these competitive gatherings for

the sake of medals and prizes. More-

over, this lady scorns the notion that by

this means the breeds are improved.

The dog judges, she observes, are all of

them dog sellers, and set up a wholly ar-

bitrary and often most foolish standard

of excellence, setting down iu true Jus-

tice Shallow fashion mere fantastical

rules as to what is or what is not good
form in their sapient sight. As an ex-

ample, the fact is cited that the English

judges decide that the hair of a Maltese

dog should be straight, whereas the Mal-

tese dog in his full beauty should have a

wavy and even a curly coat, his fine, soft

hair falling in long ringlets like a child's

long hair. "Ouida" accounts for this by

the suggestion that one of these dog
judges who evidently knew nothing about

the original breed invented this unusual

condition because it suited some exhibi-

tor at some time or other.

EhkII^Ii OplulouH.
From the Stock- Keeper.

Iu the American press Watch is adver-

tised as "the king of St. Uernards," while Sir

Bedivere, namesake of King Arthurs gallant

knight, is called "the emperor of the entire

canine world." Is it not funny and so dignified ?

Cannot you hear the thumping on the drum, the

tootling on the pipes, and a beery voice exclaini-

ing "Walk up. walk up and see the fat lady !"

The difference is only that big dogs are on show.

It is possible that in this country we are just as

commercially minded, and as anxious to make

money out of our dogs, we think it is quite likely,

but at least we do not parade the fact, we pre-

tend to believe that we like the dogs a little for

their own sakcs, and not entirely for what they

can earn fur our sake.

Lovers of the Breed Should Bestir Thcm-

stives and Make Success Assured.

Editor pANCiiiRS' Journal.

Irish setter affairs have been progress-

ing of late, and the time has now come

for everyone interested in the breed to

act. That such action may be taken in-

telligently I, as secretary, have the pleas-

ure of submitting the following facts

:

The inaugural field trials of the Irish

Setter Club, open to the world, will be

held at High Point, N. C, beginning on

Monday, November 23, 1891, with the

Derby Stake, There are two stakes, the

Derby for puppies whelped on or after

January I, 1S90, and All-aged. Entries

for the Derby close August 15, and for

the All-aged October i. Those who de-

sire entry blanks should apply to the

secretary, whose address is below. They
should be properly filled in and returned

with the forfeit money enclosed to him.
The entrance fees for each stake are |io
forfeit, which must accompany each en-

try, and |io additional to fill, to be paid
before 9 o'clock of the evening before

starting.

The purses offered will be lilwral, but

it is impossible at present to state their

exact amount, as it will depend on the

amount of money received. The trials

will be run under the rules of the Eastern

Field Trials Club, which are the same as

those of the United States Club and al-

most identical with those of the Philadel-

phia Kennel Club. There will l>e three

judges. J. Otto Donuer and Mr. Luke
White have kindly consented to act, but

the acceptance of the third has uot yet

been received.

There still remains two things to do,

first, to get all the entries possible, and,

secondly, to get all the money possible.

To accomplish l)oth these things in a

creditable manner will require the co-

operation of everyone. Let all help in

this matter. If one has no dog of his

own to enter, let him induce one of his

friends to enter theirs, and I shall be

pleased to have the names ami aildresses

of all interested forwanled to me and I

will communicate with them and solicit

their aid aud send them blanks. The
club wants money particularly that suit-

able purses may l>e given, and as this is

a subject handlers are interested iu as

well as owners, the Field Trial Committee
will assure them that they intend to have

the stakes as larjje as possible.

For the benefit of "doubting Thomas-
es," if there be such, I would say that

enough money has l>eeu promised to en-

sure the running of the trials, and we
only want money now to make the trials

a grand success. To do this we want to

raise six or eight hundred dollars, and it

can be done. I can get two huinlred or

more right here in my own town, aud
surely New York will not be content to

play second fiddle? The enterprising

West will also be given a chance. Chi-

cago after gobbling up the World's Fair

will not strain at a little field trial. Never!

Its own self-respect demands that it head
the list. There are lots of other places

that can all contribute, and we want to

hear from them, too, and the sooner the

Ijetter,

Last year when a f\ subscription list

was started I di<l not contribute because

I felt that no trials could he held by any
such small contributions. No, if any one
really wants to help let them send from
five to twenty-five dollars, aud if you can

affor«l it make it a hundred. If we Irish

setter men want to have creditable trials

this fall we must work hard and be will-

ing to make some s icrifices for them.

Every lover of the Irish dog will be will-

ing to give at least I5. even if he has to

economize in other directions to do it,

and there ought to be many ten and
twentv-five dollar subscriptions, I am
not well off myself, but will give I25.

Mr. W. H. Child has promised fifty.

There is the pace, now start off. Sub-

scriptions should be forwarded to me as

secretary of the club and checks made
payable to (». O. Davis, treasurer. -\ny-

one who desires any information or can

give me any as to likely contributors

should communicate with

O. G. Davis.

Sec. and Trcas. Irish Setter Club.

i*j8 Walnut &tr«et, Philadelphia, Pa.
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DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

Sarcoptic or Common Mange and How

to Eftectually Treat It.

A. J. Sewell in Kennel Ga7.eUe.

This disease is also called scabies, and

is most contagious. Mange is a form of

artificial eczema, caused by a very small

animal parasite (sarcoptes canis), which

when seen under the microscope is not

unlike a tortoise. When fully developed

the acarus has eight legs, and the under

surface is covered with hairs and short

spines. The male is smaller than the

female. The young parasite has only six

legs, but it acquires two more after

shedding its first skin. The male lives

on the surface of the body, whilst the

female burrows under the epidermis or

outer skin, where she lays eggs \u a

small furrow or channel. The eggs take

alK)ut a fortnight to hatch. The young

parasites escape from beneath the epi-

dermis, but the parent does not leave the

channel, but dies after she has finished

laying eggs.

The itching that always accompanies

mange is increased as the patient be-

comes warm. It is partly caused by the

irritation set up through the parasites

burrowing under the outer skin, and

partly by an acrid matter excreted by

the acari. The irritation in some bad

cases is so great that a dog never gels

any rest day or night, and the constant

scratching and restlessness wears him to

a shadow. I have seen dogs reduced to

such a slate, the result of the disease,

especially when the appetite has failed,

which sometimes occurs, as to die from

the result of exhaustion, accelerated by

a form of sympathetic fever. It is slated

by some authorities that the acrid matter

excreted by the parasite does in some
cases—that is wheu the disease is spread

over a large surface of the body—induce
blood poisoning, and then the liowels

and other internal organs become con-

gested.
Mange affects all breeds, and also d«igs

of all ages. 1 have seen puppies at four

weeks old, when the mother has been

affected, covered with the disease. It is

on these young subjects that the true

nature and characteristic symptoms of

the disease can be best studied, as pup-

pies at this age cannot injure the skin by

scratching as is the case in older pa-

Young puppies affected withtienls. „ r rf
mange are always hdgely, and whine

and do not thrive. When picked up and
carefully examined the skin covering the

belly is found covered with a number
of small pin head vesicles or little blisters,

which look like slight elevations of the

skin. There are seldom any pimples or

pustules present, as is sometimes seen in

young puppies, the result of eczema or to

simple heated blood ; neither is the skin

red nor inflamed, but it looks of a dirty

grey scaly condition. The disease soon

spreads to the skin underneath the chest,

and then to the legs, and, liefore long,

more or less over the whole body, head

and face. There is only one way for a

dog to contract mange, and that is by
coming in contact with the parasite (sar-

coptes canis), which causes the disease.

It is not necessary for a dog to catch this

complaint to come in contact with an-

other one actually suffering from the dis-

ease, but a healthy <log being put in a

kennel where a mangy one has been, or

on a show bench, or even on the same
ground or floor, is sure to l)ecome in-

jected. Besides, persons are frequetitly

the source of conveying the parasitts

from one dog to another. It is not gen-

erally known, I iMilieve, that people

readily catch the mange from dogs, but

such IS the case, and I have known of

sever il instances— in fact, have seen

whole faniiiics more or less affected.

Fortunately the sarcoptes canis does

not propagate on the human skin, there-

fore the disease soon disappears if means
are taken to prevent fresh infection. Dog
mange, when affecting people, iliffers

from the ordinary human itch in that it

affects the face besides other parts, which

is not the case in the latter disease.

Whether the disease can be transferred

to other animals, such as hor*e6, cattle or

cats, I cmm\ say, I b«v? n«Y«r btcn aWc

to prove that it can be. One occasionally

hears it stated that keeping a dog dirty

will cause mange. This is impossible,

though I l)elieve a dirty animal more

easilv contracts the disease, and it cer-

tainly spreads more rapidly over the

l»odv of one neglected than it does upon

one'that is occasionally washed and well

groomed every day. In fact, with dogs

that may have contracted mange and are

regularly washed with soap containing a

disinfectant like carbolic acid, the disease

is often kept from spreading to any great

extent for a long time.

Symptoms.—The first symptom is

scratching, which begins a day or two

after the dog has been infected. In adult

dogs mange usually coniinences about

the elbows or the outside of the hock

joints, and if the skin l>e carefully ex-

amined at these parts small pimples and

vesicles will be found here and there. In

this respect mange differs from eczema,

as in the latter disease the pimples and

vesicles appear in clusters, often in dif-

ferent parts of the lK)dy at one time. Be-

sides, in eczema a dog is inclined to lick

himself a good deal, as there is a burn-

ing sensation with this disease. As a

consequence there are often large moist

patches about the body. In mange the

dog endeavors to relieve the irritation

by scratching and rubbing.

It is important to be able to diagnose a

case of mange in the early stages, espe-

cially when there are several dogs kept,

as by isolation and early treatment the

disease mav be prevented from spreading

to others in the kennel. If one of the

early vesicles of mange is carefully ex

amiiied a minute spot or streak may be

observed. This is the aperture made by

the insect on its first entrance within the

epidemis, and from this spot a whitish

fluletl line may btr traced, which gener-

ally runs in a slightly curved direction

into the epidermis. This whitish line is

called the cunniculus, which is the bur-

row of the acarus. It is generally about

the twelfth of an inch in length, and it

terminates under a slight elevation of the

outer skin ; this is where the insect lies.

If this elevation of epidermis is removed

with the point of a needle the parasite

may Ik- seen with a strong magnifying

glass. The spot or streak just descrit>ed

is not found upon all the esicles or pim-

ples, as many are formed, the result of

the irritation set up during the burrow-

ing of the acarus.

The disease quickly extends from the el-

liowsand hocks to other parts.especially to

the outside of the cars, around the eyes,

face ami, as lime goes on. more or less

all over the body. The hair falls off in

patches, partly the result of the constant

scratching, and also in part to the de-

structive influence of the parasites. The
skin is dry and scaly, and has a thick,

corrugated appearance. Small dark

brown and yellow scales form, due to the

rupture of (he pimples and pustules by

the scratching. In many cases of long

standing, the result of the irritation and

scratching, eczema appears, especially in

white dogs ; and. as in ordinary cases of

this disease, large moist patches then

develop. But this is not of much con-

sequence, for the eczema soon passes off

when the original disease is cured and

the irritation ceases. Dogs suffering

badly from mange l)econie weak and

emaciated, in spile of the most nourish-

ing foo<l freely given.

If the six following points are taken

into consideration when examining a dog

suffering from skin disease, there should

not be much difficulty in arriving at a

conclusion whether the complaint is

mange or not : First. The contagious

nature of the disease— if many dogs are

kept, several, or nearly all. will l>e simi-

larly affected. Second. The great irrita-

tion. Third. The loss of coat. Fourth.

The small pimples and vesicles, and the

little yellow an<l brown scabs. Fifth.

The steady progress of the disease from

one part of the IkmU- to another. Sixth,

and the most inijMirtant and positive sign

of the disease of all. the presence of the

acarus. Hut the parasite in some cases,

especially when the skin has been much
injured bv the scratching, is difficult to

find.

The treatnunt of mange consists in ap-

plying agents to destroy tlie parasite, and

the only remedy, in iny opinion, worth

mentioning is sulphur niixe«l with some
exiijiient as lanl. VHseline, or oil. to

make it more easily applied to the skin.

The sulphur treatment is most effectual,

and, however much the dog licks the

drtssipg, it cloes no harm Ucypiul acting

as a slight purge. There are numerous

other remedies recommended for the cure

of this disease, such as the different

preparations of mercury, which I never

use or recommend, as they are very

poisonous—also the different preparations

of tar and its products, as carbolic acid

(also very poisonous for dogs), oil of tar,

etc. • and then there is that most stinking

of all remedies, the lime and sulphur

lotion. This lotion is certainly effectual,

but when the skin is inflamed and tender

it often increases the irritation, though

only temimrarily. This remedy may

sometimes be applied with advantage to

a sore that has been formed by a dog con-

stantly licking or biting apart, and which

cannot heal in consequence, as a dog

will seldom touch the place that has

l)eeii dabbed with this preparation.

In using the sulphur preparation it is

not necessary to make the ointment or

dressing strong—one to eight, that is,

one part of flour of sulphur a<lded to eight

parts of vaseline, lard or oil, and well

mixed is sufficient. For short-coated

dogs I always use the ointment made

with vaseline, as it is more easily worked

into the skin, besides being, in my opin-

ion more easily absorbed than when

made with lard. For dogs with long

thick coats the sulphur is best mixed

with oil. Vegetable is the best ; it is just

as cheap as whale oil or train oil, and

there is no unpleasant o<lor from it, as

there is from the other two.

Whichever preparation is used, whether

it is the sulphur and vaseline or sulphur

and oil. to effect a cure it must l)e thor-

oughly and freely, but gently, rubbed

into the skin, not only into the parts

where the hair is off, but all over the

hodv. legs, head and tail ; not a part

must be missed. So much depends upon

the proper application of the dressing,

for if it is not well applied, but only

smeared over the hair, the case will last

an indefinite time, whereas, if the dog is

properly dressed, the worst case may be

effectually cured in a fortnight.

The dressing should be used every

other day for a week, then after a couple

ofdays or so the dog shou'd be thoroughly

washed. Some writers recommend that

the dog should be washed before com-

mencing the dressing. This is not neces-

sary. Besides by moving the dog alxjut

and using baths and towels you are run-

ning the risk of spreading the disease,

and the person who does the washing is

almost sure to catch the mange. About

a couple of davs after the washing the

.log should be dressed again as before for

another week, and then finally washed

and put in a kennel that has been thor-

oughly cleaned and disinfected.

For dogs that are kept in the house the

grease of ointment or the dressing made

of oil is objected to. In such cases the

Balsam of Peru mav be mixed with the

sulphur instea«l of oil or vaseline, and

applied as previously recommended.

This preparation is quite as effectual in

its action as the others and a good deal

more pleasant for the dog. but the cost of

the balsam is much against its being

largely used. The dressing made of

equal parts of castor oil, kerosene, olive

oil and cocoanut oil, as recommended for

general eczema, is also a very useful rem-

edy for mange, but Us action is increased

by the aildition of sulphur in the same

proportion as recommended for the sul-

phur and vaseline ointment.

It is quite useless trying to get rid of

mange from a kennel or even from a

house without the place where the dog

has been living during the attack is most

thoroughly disinfected. To do this the

dog should be removed from the kennel,

and the place first thoroughly fumigated

for twenty-four hours somewhat after the

following manner: All the crevices

around the windows, etc., should be cov-

ere<l over with strips of brown paper,

made adhesive with flour paste, so as to

make the place as air tight as possible to

prevent the sulphur fume escaping. Then

an old iron saucepan or a tin containing

alKJut a pound of sulphur, which is suffi-

cient for a kennel about six feet by ten

feet aiKl about eight feet high, should be

placed in the centre of the floor. If a

little melhvlated spirits be added to the

sulphur it is more easily ignited. After

this has l>een done it is necessary to leave

the place quickly, the door closed and

strips of paper pasted along the edges

from the outside.

After twenty-four hours the doors and

windows maybe opened so as to well air

the kennel and to allow the sulphur

fumes to escape. The woo4 work should

then l)e thoroughly lime wa.shed, applied

almost boiling hot and very freely, and

the flooring well scrubbed with a strong

solution (alMJut one in twenty) of some
disinfectant, like Jeyes' preparation or

the Augean Fluid, also applied hot. To
make quite sure that the process of dis-

infecting is complete, it is a good plan,

especially where mange has existed in

a kennel for some time, to repeat the

fumigating a second time, and, if the ex-

pense is not objected to, to destroy the

old benches and have new ones erected.

All collars and chains, dog benches,

combs, in fact everything that is used for

the dogs, must he also disinfected.

When a dog suffering from mange has

lived in a private house disinfecting is

quite as necessary if the dog is to be jHir-

manently cured as it is in a kennel. Mats

and baskets should be baked, and the

carpets, chairs, etc., where the dog has

been in the habit of lying, washed oyer

with a strong solution by Sanitas, which

does not stain.

It is much more difficult to eradicate

mange from a place Uian distemper.

When a dog is known to have been in

contact with another one suffering from

mange, a bath in a strong solution of

Jeyes' Fluid one in forty within an hour,

that is before the acarus has had time to

burrow under the epidermus, may often

prevent an attack of the disease.

—« -'

MEAT FOR DOGS.

A Case Where It Proved ItH Beneficial

Qualities.

Editor Fanciers* Journal.

A case has just come under my notice

which goes to prove the value of a meat

diet for dogs. A butcher in town has a

little setter bitch who lived about the

shop and was fed almost exclusively on

raw meat and bones. She whelped a

litter of seven puppies, and as soon as

they were large enough to eat they too

were fed raw meat. The whole outfit is

fat and healthy. The puppies are as fine

as I ever saw.

It is htiid to improve upon nature in

this respect. Give the dog his libertv

and what his appetite craves to eat and

his health is assured. It is true that he

frequently craves fresh laid eggs and new

chickens, but no one ever heard of any

injury resulting to the dog's health from

an indulgence in those delicacies, if he

could succeed in evading the angry

housewife, who is sure to l>e on his trail

with a declaration of war.

A good dose of cayenne pepper stirred

UD in the egg through a small hole in

the end will frequently change a dog's

idea alx>ut the desirability of eggs as a

diet. If he finds a few so highly flavored

he grows suspicious of all. For chicken

killers the homoeopalic plan of simi/ea,

similitus curanter works nicely at tonnes,

but it should be given in strong doses.

Take the chicken by the feet and apply

to the dog's head and face with all your

might. ... , .

I would draw the line at chickens, but

let him have a few eggs if he wants them.

If he is a good dog he will work and pay

for them. Most goo<l dogs earn a great

deal more than they ever get. and their

masters should not deny them a few ol

the luxuries of life,

J. B. Stoddard.

Concord, N. C, July 20, 1891.

A DoK Worth Ills Keep.

From the Breeder and Sportsman.

It would be useless to argue to Miss

Price, daughter of Mr. William B. I'rice, of San

Mateo, as to whether a certain large Newfound-

land dog is not worth his keep. On Stinday last

Miss Price, with a number of companions, went

in lathing at the beach. This young lady found

herself suddenly beyond her depth, and vainly

struggling against the tide, her companions

tried to reach her but in vain, and she was rap-

idly dritting away when a large Newfoundland

dog, a faithful companion of the young lady,

dashed into the water, and, seizing the young

lady, safely dragged her to the shore. What is

the value of such an animal ?

LETTER FROM MR. CHAPMAN.

The Recent Purchaser of Sir Hereward

Corrects an Erroneous Statement.

Editor F'ancikrs' Journal.

In your issue sent me this week I see you

copy from Stock-Keeper their remarks

respecting my purchase of Sir Hereward.

Doubtless you have done this in good

faith, but as their stutements are abso-

lutely incorrect (as I have mentioned

price paid to no one, much more any pa-

per), I must ask you to give the enclosed

cutting the same publicity that you did

from their copy and oblige

Hedley Chapman.
Franki^Eigh, England, July xo.

At the Bench Show.

Exhibitor to Judge.— I say, Jiidge,how

is it you put my dog second ? Why he has got

the best coat of any dog in the show.

jwdge.-Toots. mon ! H«ve«'t ye seen mony «

Krut) with a «lk hat on ?

The Purchase of the^ St. liernard Sir

Hereward.

To the Editor of the Canine World.

Dear Sir :—As your contemporary the Stock-

Keeper publishes an incorrect statement as re-

gards my transactions re purchase of Sir Here-

ward 1 ask. you to kindly insert the following

statement, "the public" can then judge who has

misled them, the Stock-Keeper or myself. Yours

re.speclfully. IIkdlky Chapman.

On May 29 a paragraph appeared in

the Stock-Keeper announcing Ihe sale of

a St. Bernard dog named Sir Hereward at

the price of ^1200. In the issue of the

paper of June 12 the following paragraph

appears :

There has been so much talk, doubt and ridi-

cule about the presumed price paid for the St.

Bernard Sir Hereward that we hope in future

purchasers will give us the "whole truth" in

these matters, or omit the figures altogether.

This time the sum, ^1200 has proved too large a

pill ; not even the most gullible gullet can be

stretched to swallow it. The parties to these

trumpeted deals are respectfully reminded that

our object is to supply news through the paper,

and that we cannot make it the medium for

flooding the fancy with fairy teles.

The latter paragraph was brought to

my notice, and as I was m no way re-

sponsible for the insertion of the para-

graph of May »9 I called upon the editor

of the paper for an apology, in the fol-

lowing letter :

To the Editor of Stock-Keeper.

Sir :—In your i.ssue of to-day you say,"we hope

in future purchasers will give us the whole truth

in these matters, or omit the figures altogether.
'

As the purchaser of Sir Hereward, the dog in

question, allow me to state, as you are well

aware, I have informed neither you or any other

paper even of the price I paid for the dog ; and

further, I did not even think it worth while to

communicate the news of the purchase to you.so

that your remarks are quite uncalled for and

untrue. Under these circumstances I must ask

you for a withdrawal of the alxjve steteinent and

an ample apology for the whole paragraph in

the next issue of your paper, otherwise I shall

place the matter in the hands of my solicitor.

Yours respectlully. H. Chapman.

fufie 12, iSgi.

In reply to this letter the following

paragraphs appeared on June 19 :

We have received a letter from Mr. Chapman,

the present owner of the St. Bernard Sir Here-

ward, referring to our paragraph last week,

wherein we remonstrated against the exagger-

ated prices that are sent to the press for publica-

tion. Mr. Chapman notes that we wrote of "pur-

chasers" supplying such figures, and draws our

attention to the fact that he did not favor us with

any information upon this subject. This is true ;

the figure in this case wa.-s not supplied by the

purchaser, so we express regret at having at-

tributed it by a slip of the pen to Mr. Chapman,

as the purchaser. As, however, our notice of

the sale appeared on May 29, and Mr. Chapman

did not write to us till June 12, we should like to

ask that gentleman if the price given is not cor-

rect why he for a fortnight allowed us and the

public to remain under the false impression that

he paid ^1200 for Sir Hereward ? We may rea-

sonably assume that if he saw the statement

which he now takes exception to he also saw the

other which he did not object to. Ifthe enor-

mous price of /" 1200 was not paid for Sir Here-

ward the public have been misled, and the dog

has obtained a spurious notoriety. To announce

a sensational sum which never passed is cer-

tainly the most effective form of advertisement—

and the cheapest. Mr. Chapman would, of

course, scorn to l)enefit by such a ruse, and

having already corrected the source he should

now write to amend the information itself.

The first paragraph certainly expresses

pjjret on the part of the ftlitor in buying

attributed the erroneous statement of

price to me. and il the matter had ended
iiere I would have allowed the matter to

rest. In the following paragraph I am
attacked for not having corrected the

error in the pajMjr of May 29. and the in-

ference to l)e drawn from the paragraph
is that 1 wished to mislead the public and
to gain for my dog a spurious notoriety.

Il seems cpiite evident that the editor of

the paper in question is annoyed with

me for not communicating particulars of

my sales and purchases. Why I should
go out of the way to inform a paper of

this description as to my business trans-

actions I fail to .see. In the following

paragraph, also taken from the issue of

June 19, reference is made to a sale by
me of three pups for ^'170 :

Me.ssrs. Shillcock and Smith are our authority

for chronicling that they have paid Mr. H. Chap-

man the remarkable sum of /"lyo for three pups,

six weeks old, by Marvel—Princess Florence.

Good business for Mr. Chapman ! and our in-

formants add, "we wisli success to Messrs.

Thomas Shillcock and Thomas Smith." -iodo

we.

THE BASSET HOUND.

This paragraph is incorrect. I actually

sold the two pups by Marvel—Princess
Florence and a pup from Bessie for the

^170 named, but the sale was made
to Mr. Thomas Smith, and not to Messrs.

Schillcock and Smith. I have now sent

the following to your contemporary :

To the Editor of Slock-Keeper

:

Sir:—I am dissatisfied with the tone

of your apology. It would certainly have
been in better taste to have unreservedly

withdrawn a statement which I still con-

sider a deliberate attempt to charge me,

as the purchaser of the St. Bernard Sir

Hereward, with having sent you an in-

correct statement of the price I paid for

the dog.
To attribute your error to a slip of the

"pen" seems at the best but a laine ex-

cuse. The subsequent paragraphs in your

issues are peculiar. I am not called upon
to satisfy you or your correspondents'

idle curiosity as to my purchases, nor to

correct any paragraphs which you may
insert for the purpose of selling vour

paper, yeilher do I desire any spurious

notoriety for my dogs derived from such

unsolicited and unauthorized advertise-

ments. I ignore your remarks, except

so far as they reflect on my conduct,

and shall lie obliged if in future you will

refrain from noticing my dogs. Yours

respectfully, II. Chapman.
•

EVOLUTION IX THE DOG.

A Most lutoreHtlnyr and liiMtriictlve

Sub.Iect In the I^wb of Nature.

From the Breeder and Sportsman.

The law of evolution or development

as illustrated in the breeding of the dog

furnishes one of the most instructive and

interesting of subjects to be met with in

nature. Can it l)e possible that in a few

hundred years the splendid specimens of

animal intelligence which we to-day be-

hold in the dog have been evolved from

the wild Dingo of the eastern desert ? It

seems wonderful, if indeed it does not

strike one as impossible, when viewed

for the first time. But yet it is true. As

one goes farther into the question and

sees that not only one form of intelligence

has been developed but that by grouping

these intelligences that a nuuil)erless

variety of animals have been bred, eacii

class of which stands out so clear and

distinct in their individuality that they

seem like a special creation, having but

little in common with other equally dis-

tinct breeds, all possessed of peculiar in-

telligences, so to speak, so that they may
be said to present more clearly divided

minds than are exhibited by any other

species of animals—differing to as great

an extent, if indeed not greater, in their

classes, than do other animals even of

different genera. Looking at what has

been accomplished in this line already,

what may not be expected of the future ?

Perhaps nature is also attempting to

produce the perfect man as well .
Proble-

matical as to the time when the task will

l>e completed did you say ? I^oks rather

that way.

The Doff l)rt.va.

From the New York Herald,

In the coming dog days many »

growler will t)e »ux?led.

An Admirer of Them Discourses on

Their Hunting Abilities.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

The first glance at Thk FanciKKS'

Journal of July 11, uSgi, presented to

my view the Basset hound Presto, and as

we are influenced by ilie great desire or

practice of Americans to purchase slock

abroad, their asserting or suggesting that

''the best'' must be obtained there, a shock

went over me, and the thought, well

somebody is wrong, this dog is a mistake

or our best Bassets are "way off"." And

I must confess I did not like the looks of

him. Upon turning over and reading

the criticism I was much relieved, for

my confidence was restored. I have seen

many of the best Bassets in America,

some iniportetl direct, others of the best

imported blood, and I believe as a class

they differ materially from Presto.

I'have in my kennels to-day imported

Babetle, winner of ten first prizes (never

defeated but twice, and then under the

same judge and by a much inferior dog),

who is on sire's side a granddaughter of

Pino VI and great-granddaughter of

Bourbon and on dam's side a grand-

daughter of Fino de Paris. I also own
Krooks, also a prize winner, and by Ne-

mours—Fleur de Lis, the former by the

great Champion Jupiter-Vivien, and the

latter by Nemours—Josephine. I have

raised youngsters from the above brace

(Krooks—Babctte), and I never saw more
uniform dogs in my life as regards type,

marking, size and disposition. They all

followed closely the outlines of the dam,

and she is admitted to be one of, if not

the best, in America, having beaten the

great winner Bertrand last March at

Washington, D. C, while very heavy in

whelp (whelping one week after her re-

turn).

A singular thing occurred regarding

Babette. She had been bred 1 think

more than once before I got her, a year

ago last May, yet never had any pups.

She whelped her first litter the day she

was three years old, in August, five dogs

and four bitches, and eight of this litter

are living to-day. She whelped again in

March, «our dogs and three bitches, and

was bred to Krooks yesterday.

It is a wonder to me that the Bassets

are not more generally known and used.

Now since our country has become too

thickly settled for cover for quail we have

t-^' depend upon other sports,among them

fox hunting. We do not use a gun in

this, but try to protect the foxes. Now in

rabbit hunting with beagles you cau en-

joy a fox hunt and a shooting trip. It is

remarkable what fine voices the Bassets

have, notes as clear, as strong and mu-

sical and nearly as much volume as a fox-

hound's, and with noses or scenting pow-

ers and endurance equalling the larger

hounds. If one wants to go for "meat"

let him take the straight-legged beagle,

and pop the bunnies over as fast as seen
;

if one wants music, a hunt that is con-

tinued without breaks or losses and to

shoot when he is tired of it, or continue

to listen until he has enough, then

the Basset will suit him. They have

more life, snap, vim and pluck than their

straight-legged colleagues, at least this is

mv experience.

Any person loving a beagle and Dachs-

hund cannot help admiring a Basset, as

the colors and similar (in some particu-

lars) form to the l)eagle is blended with

the length of liody anil crook of legs of

the Dachshund, and their voice is much

sui)erior to either. E. W. JKSTKR.

St. George's, Del., July 22.

bright crisp bills in his inside pocket,

and stopped at Millard. Sunday morn-
ing he saw a i)air of shoes in a neighl)or-

ing shop window and offered one of his

new bill in j)aynie!it. The shoe dealer

was shocked at the size of Mr. Rabbitt's

roll, refused to sell him the shoes and re-

ported him to the police as a counter-

feiter. Just as Mr. Rabbitts reached his

hotel a patrol wagon with four husky po-

liceman met him and took him to the

central station, where he was held for

several hours before he established his

own character and that of his cash. He
has been fighting shy of Omaha ever

since, but finally deciiled it would be safe

to visit the city without money enough
to astonish any one. Mr. Rabbitts repre-

sents Spratt's big London and New York
firm of manufacturers of dog biscuits and
animal food and medicine.

KKNNKL UFXilSTKK.

HE'S BROKE.

Mr. lUibblttH ComeH to Omaha In Safe

Financial Condition.

From the Omaha Bee.

William Rabbitts, Jr., arrived in the

city last night without a cent. It might

seem a little cruel to thus parade Mr.

Rabbitt's financial condition to an un-

sympathetic world were it not for the

fact that he had a method in visiting

Omaha with an empty purse. His money

caused him trouble the last time he was

here. It was about a year ago when he

came in one iiaturday night with U^ ^»

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form :

NAMKS claimed.
V,. E. TRUITT. New Bethlehem, I'a.. claims the

name Forest for white, black and tan beagle

bitch, whelped July y by Frank Forest—Nel-
lie Krue^er.

SALES.

EBF:rHART pro KF:NNELS. Cincinnati, C.
sold their pug bitch Beauty K- (Douglass II—
Sara Bernhardt) to Mr. B.C. Pratt, Sylvan,
Mich.

JAMF:s L. ANTHONY sold his pointer bitch

Ridgview Bagatelle (21236) to Mr. Frederic

S. Webster.

MENTHON KF;NNF;LSsold their St. Bernard
bitch Berenice (Celtic Iris—Celtic Rector) to

Wachovia Kennels, Salem, N. C.

CHESTNUT HILL KF;NNELS sold their collie

bitch Active (21,065) to J E. Dougherty .Lotus,
Ind.

VISITS.

R. J. McLAUOHl.IN'S Nellie (Champion Brad-

ford Harry—Trixv) to Lancashire Ben (Prince

—Lady), June 27, 1S91.

BEN HF;V'S pugCozzie to FIberhart Pug Ken-
nels' Bradford Ruby II (97^"). J*dy 10, 1891.

MR. I. W. BOWF;n'S fox terrier bitch Special to

Hillside Kennel's Russley Joker (20,070), June
7, 1891.

I I PATTERSON'S fox terrier bitch Brocken-

hurst Belle to Hillside Kennels' Raby Mixer

(6963). May 30-

MR O. M. CARNOCH.\N. New York, N. Y., fox

terrier bitch Democracy to Hillside Kennels'

Russley Joker (20,070), May 24.

HILLSIDE KF;NNELS' Lancaster, Mass., Deer-

hound bitch Hillside Ruth (15.05H) to their

Champion Bran (620 }), May 11.

H C CUMIXO'S collie bilch Lucy D. to J. K.

Dougherty's Boss (12,656), July 13. i89«-

J. H. DOl'OHERTY'S collie bitch Grizzle (11.658)

to his Boss (12,656), July 1 1. 1891.

P LORILLARD, New York. N. Y., fox terrier

bitch to Hillside Kennels' Champion Raby
Mixer, May 4-

MR. CLARENCE RATHBONE'S fox terrier

bitch to Hillside Kennels' Russley Joker.

May 12.

HILLSIDE KF;NNF:LS' Lancaster, Mass., fox

terrier bilch Hillside Mo<lel (12,626) to their

Suffolk Risk (15.451). May 5-

HILLSIDF: KENNF;LS' fox terrier Warren I^dy
(A. K. C. 4746) to their.Russley Joker (20,070),

May 5.
WHELPS.

HILLSIDE KENNELS' (Lancaster, Mass.) fox

terrier Lady Reckon (6^.) whelped two dogs

and two bitches to their Suffolk Risk, June
29.

HILLSIDE KENNELS' fox terrier Hillside Sap-

phire (15052) whelped one dog to their

Pitcher, June 29.

HILLSIDE KENNELS' fox terrier bitch Hill-

side Syren (20.072) whelped one tlog and one

i)itch to their Reckoner, lune 28.

HILLSIDE KENNELS' fox terrier bitch Rich-

mond Dazzle, (7003) wheli>ed two dogs by

their Russley Joker, June 14.

HILLSIDE KENNELS' fox tenier bitch Hill-

side Fre<la (12.62S) whelpe<l one dog and four

ijilclies to their Suffolk Risk, May 20.

HI I LSI DF: KKNNF:I„S' deerhouml bitch Brora

(i4,(>Si) whelped one dog by their Champion
Bran, May 9.

HILLSIDF; KENNF;LS' fox terrier bitch Freya

(S4RH» whelped five (three dogs) by their Russ-

ley Joker, May 9.

HII LSIDE KENNF;LS' deerhound Hillside

Ruth (15,05s) whelped four dog> and two

bitches i)y'Champion Bran, July 16.

HILLSIDF; KENNF:LS' deerhound The«xlora

(6229) whelpetl one dog and two bitches by

Champion Bran, June 13.

HILLSIDF; KENNELS' deerhound Hillside

Roinola (i4,9.»6) whelped four dogs and three

bitches by Champion Bran (6209), June 26.

K F: TRl'ITT'S beagle bitch Nellie Krueger

(18 50.S) whelped one dog and two bitches to

Forest Beagle Kciituls' Frank Forest. July 9-

ROCHELLE KENNELS' black and tan terrier

bilch Champion Meershniok Maiden (13.744)

whelped three dogs and three bitches to their

Broonilieltt Sultan (2o,(*S), July S.

ROCHELLF; KENNELS' black and tan terrier

bilch Broomticld Madge (20,010) whelped wo
dogs and four bitches to their Broomfield

Sultan (2o,t/>S) July i.

—Dogs, especially puppies, should

given £1 tlaily rnn of h few hours.

be
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POULTRY an*^ PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

The hatching season is over. What

the harvest will be remains to be seen.

From a number of sources we learn that

eggs have hatched fairly well and chick-

ens are thriving. Barring the unusual

torrid spell in June the weather has been

favorable to all growing stock.

»
«

the thoroughbred fancier who counts

beauty in any breed seldom stops to

consider its value as an egg layer or mar-

ket fowl. The sooner the distinction be-

tween a market poultryman and a fan-

cier is thoroughly understood the better.

The two don't harmonize.
*

Rain has been frequent enough to in-

sure fine grass and vegetation, which

everyone of the feathered tribe appreci-

ates. When nature is at her best all ani-

mals are at their best, or at least they

should be.
«

« »

The early shows will soon be here, and

preparations and speculations are already

made by many exhibitors. Early hatched

birds begin to develop their *'poiuts,"

and need careful nursing through the

"dog days" to put them in show con-

dition.
«

« «

There is nothing better for preparing

show birds than an orchard covered with

a velvety grass. The shade, the succulent

vegetation, the innumerable insects added

to a generous grain diet will prepare

birds beautifully for the show pen.

ft

« *

The old hens that have performed their

duty by supplying the eggs for the future

prize winners should now lie carefully

looked after. Kill off all doubtful and

aged specimens, retaining only those

that are known to be valuable breeders.

The latter should l>e turned out to pas-

ture and fed sparingly on grain, oats pre-

ferably. They will suspend laying opera-

tions, but the rest will do them good

and hasten their moulting. Hens treated

in this way need no tonics, they find

nature full of "restoratives."

If possible, separate the sexes of all

quick maturing breeds. It will be Ijetter

for both the cockerels and pullets and

larger and finer birds will result.

Uncle Isaac Felch pins his faith on the

black Langshans. He don't believe itl

sub-varieties of the latter. Read his man-

ifesto in this issue.

•\
Mr. Felch strikes straight from the

shoulder, but he is a Utile severe oil the

white breeds. The while Wyandolle is

certainly an exception to his rule, ahd if

anything is more popular than its pro-

genitor, the beautiful and useful silver

Wvandotte.
• »

The white Sherwoods, which are being

royally attacked by those who never saw

them, are a fowl that may hustle a few

other white breeds rather lively in the

future. They have a new name that is

attractive, and of their utilitarian quali-

ties reports speak very highly. Mr.

Felch loves utility and new names for

new breeds, so perhaps he will acknowl-

edge the merit in the Sherwoods.
«

« *

The infallibility of the immaculate

score card receives a sudden thump

from Editor Hunter, who remarks : "The

president of one of the local poultry as-

sociations told us that he exhibited at his

local show three partridge Cochin cock-

erels. He took first and second prizes on

tw o of them and the other was scored away

down to S8, so that a competing mem-

ber could get a prize (third) for one of his

birds. The low-scoring cockerel was sold

for |4 to a breeder who was an influen-

tial member of another local association,

was exhibited at his show and 'swept the

decks,' his score being 96X or 96 >^. and

the price went up in proportion. Such

revelations of the 'inside working' of

show scores cannot but arouse thinking

men to the need of a house cleaning."

|3 to the second. Single birds winning

first priKe receive $2, the second receiv-

ing $t. There are in addition Urge num-

bers of special premiums, consisting of

substantial cash and other valuable pri*es.

Klmira is a great show city, and our poul-

try fanciers should turn out lu full force

with good teams of birds. The dates are

September 1 to 9, 189!. Entrance fee ij

cents for single birds, $t for pehs. doopfe

are fUrttished by the Association free of

charge. A. S. Stillman is sUperintendefal

of the poultry department.

The prlie list of the Central Canadian

fair to be held at Ottawa, Canada, Sep-

tember 24 to October 3, offers $2 for best

pair of fowls and $1 for the second best

pair. The same prizes are offered on

chicks. Pigeons are awarded $t for first

and 50 cents for second in each class.

Entrance fee is as cents each pair.

Some of the journals devoted exclu-

sively to poultry occasionally forget their

good intentions and dish up articles on

horses, cattle, dogs and domestic econ-

omy. This is all very nice, especially In

hot weather, provided the articles are

interesting and the editors are not Con-

tinually harping ott the fact that poultry

is the only game they are after.

*
» *

«
* »

George Purdue calls the development

of fine pencilled tails in light Hrahinas

"progress." Such it really is, and no

fancier in America has done more to im-

prove the Brahma in this respect than

that thoroughbred fancier, George Pur-

due. It is no small task to produce Brahma

tails that show tail coverts a solid black

evenly edged with white, and the i>erse-

verance and skill of Mr. Purdue has met

with gratifying reward. His Brahma

hens and pullets are a study for the artist,

amateur and professional.

« »

It will now l)e in order to trot out the

old chestnut that the score card is a safe-

guard against fraud, and that comparison

judging fosters fraud.
*

* *

Pet stock and cage birds do not attract

as much attention in this country as they

deserve. In England cage birds, rabbits,

cavies and cats have innumerable admir-

ers, and specialty shows of these pets are

frequent. In the vicinity of Philadelphia

cage birds are becoming more popular,

while Boj.ton is taking kindly to cats.

The coming Philadelphia show will con-

tain among its numerous featured fine ex-

hibits of cage birds and pets of all kinds.
«

» «

Skimmed milk is apt to be cheap dur-

ing the summer. If easily attained it is

the best possible food for growing chick-

ens.
*

« *

Tastes differ. A noted French pheas-

ant and poultry raiser, M. Lagrange, be-

lieves Indian corn to be gooti food in

summer and prefers barley for winter

feeding. He considers corn more ra-

frachissant. On the some principle M.

Lagrange would consider "hot Scotch"

more refreshing in summer, and proba-

bly prefer ApoUinaris in winter.

« «

The shape of a fowl as viewed by its

outer covering of feathers is no correct

in.iication of its shape when deprived of

the latter. All arguments tending to

couple external sha])e with certain laying

propensities are of doubtful value. Kill

two totally dissimilar fowls in shape, and

when dressed note how little different are

the carcasses in shape.

«
» *

«
»

This question of pick out the best lay-

ers in a fiock is an interesting one, and

we would like to see it thoroughly dis-

cussed. There is, for instance, Mr.

Noeckel, of Lansdowne, Pa., who claims

he can pick out the V)e3t layers in any

flock by external appearances. Suppose

he tells our readers his tnodus operandi.

Mr. H.A. Noeckel, treasurer of the Phil-

adelphia Poultry and Pigeon Club, has

sold a number of his thoroughbred fowls

recently. He intends breeding the royal

buff Cochins in the future, and is now
preparing to enter the arena and soon

hopes to compete with the l^est of 'em

for the honors in the show room.

Some of the paid contributors to the

columns of our esteemed contemporaries

"are working the editors." Original arti-

cles over their own names, that have

been taken almost word for word from

Wright's Poultry Book is worse than

"faking." It is dishonest.
«

« •

« *

There is a strong disposition to harp

on the utilitarian qualities of our fancy

breeds in order to prove them valuable

in a pecuniary sense. To tell the truth,

Editor Long, of the Poultry Bulletin,

remarks : "San Jose, Cal., the headquar-

ters of friend Harker and the Fanciers'

Monthly, has l)een much shaken by

earthquakes latterly. No doubt there

will be plenty of chickens to report dead

in the shell, and it may be a badly fright-

ened editor." An old seasoned poultry

editor don't mind such trivial things as

earthquakes. They are used to "shakes."
«

The premium list of the great Inter-

State fair of Elmira is before us. The
regular premiums offered in the regular

classes of poultry are I5 for the best pen,

G. W. L., Jersey City, writes : "I would

like to as.t some questions in regard to

raising young chickens. I have noticed

that some of my young chicks (Leghorns

especially) when they are about one week

old they grow their wing feathers very

fast and l>ecome sick and in most cases

die. This does not happen to the Ply-

mouth Rock chicks, but only to the

Leghorns and black Spanish chicks.

Some of the chicks also get stopped up.

Can you give me a remedy ?" Leghorn

chicks when allowed full liljerty from the

start are hardy chicks. They cannot

stand confinement or fattening food.

What they need is muscle and strength.

Such food as rolled oats, bran with very

little corn meal added will start them,

but during the first week we would ad-

vise giving them milk to drink in addi-

tion. After that add ground treat scraps

to their grain food about twice a week.

Such feeding will prevent clogging of

the vent, but care should be taken that

the little chicks get plenty of exercise in

addition. If the hen or brooder is placed

on a grass plot where there is sufficient

shade nothing more is needed than care-

ful feeding. Where prepared foods are de-

sired, we would advise using Spratt's

poultry meal. The latter has given ex-

cellent satisfaction wherever used.

THB BUFF oooam.

Good Mothers, but Not Oottold-

ered Vefy Gk>od Layers.

KniTOR Fanciers' JouRJiAti

For many years the buff coChin en-

joyed the unique distliiction of being the

oUly distinct brtsed of fo>vls of this Colot

in the World. That distibCtion is ttOW

lost. Jbr we haVe a teghbrh with this

hue, ahd i/frfe Sobn Shjlll haVfe ftnblket

breed of ihfe "khiddlfe weights," as Mr.

t'eich would say, with a similar plumage.

It has taken fanciers a good while to dis-

cover the fact that if there is such a thing

as an "all-purpose" or "general purpose"

color buff is that color. It has the rich-

ness and difficulty of production in per-

fection that the fancier desires ; even

when imperfect it looks well, which

everybody wishes ; it does not soil read-

ily, which makes It adapted to all local-

ities ; the pin feathers are not prominent

on dressed poultry, which suits the

raiser for market ; it is the color that

best goes with the richest yellow of legs

and skin, which suits American taste.

Now all these things existed a quarter of

a century and more ago ;
in all these

years the buff Cochin has been illustrat-

ing them, btit it is only within a very re-

cent pferiod that they have been gener-

ally noticed. This discovery, like all

other discoveries, is extremely obvious

when made. It is as plain as the New
World was when first discovered, but it

had to wait for the ripeness of time to

have its Columbus born.

The buff Cochin enjoys .still the unique

distinction of being the efficient cause of

that remarkable psychic effect popularly

known as the hen fever. We in our days

know something of booms, when a breed

of fowls emerges from obscurity and

blazes like a new-l)orn sun on the poul-

try firmament, hiding for the time all

other lights, and then sinking beneath

the horizon as its night draws near and

letting the other stars shine forth, but

we find it difficult to remake the days of

the hen fever, when all classes of men
thought the only road to fortune lay

through the body of a hen ; when the

despised fowl formed the staple of street

discourse and the rhetorical ornament of

statesmen's addresses ; when the almighty

dollar had lost its omnipotent character

and bowed in the dust before its feath-

ered superior. But our fathers went

through this experience, and if they

Iwastfully think themselves of a wiser

generation than we it is only necessary

to allude to their "craze," and pride has

its sufficient fall. And the buff Cochin

produced this fever.

To a Cochin fancier this "craze" had
nothing insane in it. He regard it as a f er-

fectly sane condition, the natural outcome
of the sight of these immense fowls,

clothed in their coats of gold. How
could it be otherwise when these fowls

were a fresh revelation of the possibilf-'

ties of poultry breeding. Such size and
such figures were never known before.

They were in poultry the apparent Dur-

hams of the race, and the slenderer fowls

could not awaken such feelings.

Insane as this "craze" seems to us, and
laughable as some of its incidents as-

suredly were, it did two extremely valu-

able things for the poultry industry

—

awakened attention to its possibilities and
added fresh, strong blood to its stock.

The Cochin blood was good blood. Those
early fowls before fanciers began to breed
them for immense feather development
were extraordinarily good layers, and
they were thorougly hardy and healthy.

The liberal infusion of such blood among^
the common fowls of the country in-

creased the size and improved the produc-

tivity of fowls ; in a word, made them-

more profitable than they had been. This,

increased profitableness indicated the-

chance for still further improvement in

that direction, and laid the foundation

for a poultry business that would pay.

We can never be too grateful for the

genuine improvement and the valuable

results that were due to the advent of the

buff Cochin.
The buff Cochin to-day exhibits the

extreme development of Cochin charac-

teristics. It is more Cochin than any of

its near relatives. It has the softness

1
and abundance of plumage, the immense

development of fluff, the heavy foot and

leg fenthering that are prized by fanciers,

but which (say it un<ler vour brealh) are

incompatible with the largest yield of

eggs. A fowl which has so many clothes

ott doesn't seem to run well in the race

for eggs. But these same clothes keep it

warm, and, when properly fed and cared

for, It does lay well in cold weather,

when eggs bring high prices, and thus

makes sotUe amends for its decreased pro-

lificdcy; Wheii bred with less feather

deveioonient the buff Cochin iS a fairly

good layer. While most of the work of

fanciers deserves only praise, here is a

case where their improvements, practi-

cally considered, are certainly question-

able.

The buff Cochin is a very domestic

fowl. It does not fly high nor wander

far, is easilv prevented from trespassing,

is a persistent and faithful sitter, and

though rather heavy for thin-shelled

eggs, hatches its own eggs well, is a

mother that does not weary of maternal

duties and is faithful to her charge. It

has, in fact, many admirable qualities,

and deserves more popularity than it re-

ceives.

The buff Cochin is a sectional fowl. In

the East it is little bred, and but few find

their way, as a rule, to the exhibitions,

but in the W.st where range is abundant

and corn grows in almost unlimited quan-

tities the fowl is bred much more exten-

sively. Whether there is any reason for

such' a state of things may well be

doubted, though it is a fact that climatic

conditions influence the character of

fowls, and some breeds <lo better in one

section than in another. It is barely pos-

sible that the buff Cochin illustrates this

fact, and that the Western States are

really more favorable for its development.

It is certainly true that in the West it en-

joys its greatest popularity, and that there

some of the finest specimens of this fowl

are protluced. H. S. Babcock.
.-—

THE BLACK LANGSHANS.

Mr. Felch Gives His Reasons for

Breedinjr Them Exclusively.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal. .

Pirsi.—All past history has shown that

no breed has ever protluced a freak,

sport or cross-bred sub variety that was

equal to the original, and it's folly to

expect any of the sub-varieties of the

original black Langshans to secure a rep-

utation OH the merit of the latter.

Secouil —To uphold any of these sub-

varieties will only divide the trade now

held by the black Langshans. The latter

we know are first-class layers, and are

also sought after as prime capons in the

Baltimore, Philadelphia and Washington

markets. To maintain two or more

breeds to supply the same want is not a

gowl business policy.

Tliira.—To countenance these sub-va-

rieties is to me as a breeder of the blacks,

imiMjlitic, and makes the means of forc-

ing upon my patrons a poorer thing,

with no change whatever of its being bet-

ter. Then why do breeders strive to

multiply a worthv breed that has attained

a first-class reputation by sub-varieties

which differ only in color.

Fourth.—With tliis fact and thought

before me 1 can only protest against this

course, and breeders should frowu upon

all sub-varieties as mongrels, for any

imitation of less merit and sterling worth

than the original is a counterfeit, and

brings trouble to the counterfeiter.

Fifth.—If by new combination we can

proiluce a breed of sterling worth, I

would be the last man to object to its ad-

mission to the standard. But it should

be individualized and given a new name
;

it should neither lend to nor detract from

any other breed from which it has drawn

merit. Two or more breeds having by

commingling of their blood produced a

new breed, such a breed will have a good

and lasting influence and become the

means by which new men as breeders

come to the front. Such a breed, new lu

name, hurts no old breed of worth, cre-

ates no jealousy and is hailed with pleas-

ure by old breeders.

There is not a breeder of Plymouth

Rocks to-day that can say when handling

the barred and white Plymouth Rocks

that his sales are one dollar more than if

he had the barred variety only.

Let us take up the Leghorn class. The

white single comb Leghorn is beyond all

doubt the original Leghorn. It lays the

largest eggs, which are uniformly white
in color. It also lays the largest number
and as a breed is the largest. Is there

among all other varieties of Leghorns,
rose or single combed, a single one that

can stand comparison with the white

Leghorn ? Would there be less Leghorns
sold if all these sub-varieties were elim-

inated ?

With this thing in view, can a man
afford, if he would secure a lasting repu-

tation as a breeder of Langshans. to go
outside of the black Langshan race ? I

say no.

Every effort a man makes to sell a

specimen of a sub-variety hurts his influ-

ence and ill the end will lose his dollars.

One has only to note the advertisements

of breeders to see that a special effort on
the part of a breeder to boom one breed

detracts all other breeds he is identified

with, and we see many advertising to sell

the ones that suffer. I have come to be-

lieve that no breeder can keep two breeds

of a class with nearly similar character-

istics without suffering loss or injury.

One can take Brahmas and Langshans
and find size, shape and color so different

as to prevent coalition of shape and color.

One can keep barred Plymouth Rocks
and white Wyandottes and succssfully

advertise and sell both. The same is true

with white Leghorns and black Ham
burgs, but for a breeder to keep four

sub-varieties of either race is a mistake.

I may become identified with the Lang-
shan, and if I do it will be with the old

relialjle black Lani^s/ian.

Has the white Brahma ever made a

single dollar for anyone ? Has the dark

Brahma ever made one dollar when the

light Brahma has made a thousand dol-

lars ? These things are not accidents
;

it is the fate of all, the weak to fall be-

fore the strong, and every breeder must
see that this multiplying of races at the

expense of one breed will lead to dis-

aster.

The vote of the A. P. A. to accept no
more duplicate names will save many a

good breed that would otherwise suffer. If

the while Langshan is to )>e affected by

this rule, what is to l)e the name ?

The Langshan breeder will <lo well to

think over the situation. Look at the array

of new white breeds and mongrels that

have claimed recognition in the past ten

years—white Brahmas, white Plymouth
Rocks, rthite Wvandoltes, while Lang-

shans, white Hamburgs, white Wonders
and white Sherwoods.
Now, which two of all the number will

survive ? But two will servive and one

more have a tolerable existence, and not

a single one of them will ever attain the

reputation that the black Langshan,

barred Plymouth Rock, light Brahma
enjoy, and will have when all these

white breeds have "obsolete" written on

their tombstones. // is/aU'. All white

breeds, unless they were the original of

their race, decay, lose prestige, and by

comparisons in practical merit give way

to the superior hardiness, prolificness

and to the fact that a plain white plu

mage does not satisfy the masses for any

length of time. It is deplorable, but it is

/a/e. I- K. Fklch.

The White Java powL.

Egg-Bound Fowls.

How can they be relieved? Take a

feather and strip it until near the tip, and

then dip it in sweet oil, and let it remain

until it becomes thoroughly saturated,

then pass the feather up the egg passage

till it meets the egg, which you will find

will relieve the hen at once, and enable

her to proceed with her <luties ; if she

experiences any further difficulty repeat

the operation, getting the feather well

filled with oil whenever making an appli-

cation. Do not attempt to help nature

in the way of pressure, for in that case

the egg may be broken and prove fatal to

the hen. After you have made the appli-

cation as directed, let nature take her

course, and all will be right.—American

Stockman.
• "

It Pays to Advertise.

It pays to advertise in The Fanciers'

Journal in and out of season. Mr. T.

Wilton Hill reports selling $72 worth of

eggs in one week, and says The Fan-

ciers' Journal did it.

—Feed liberally of such grains as make
eggs. The same feed will not gain more

than one object.

H. S. Babcock in Poultry in California.

I used to breed white Javas ; I breed

them no longer. I liked the fowl, still

like it, and probably shall continue to

like it, but I found something I liked

better. It does not necessarily follow

because I found some fowls I liked better

than the white Java that it really was

better. It might be simply a matter of

taste, and as tastes differ, another might

find a fowl he would prefer to my favor-

ite. I really think I gave up the Java for

a better fowl, but that is high praise for

the fowl substituted for the Java, as the

Java is an excellent fowl.

While breeding the white Java, I came
to certain conclusions. They are to be

taken for what they are worth. They
may not be generally applicable. The
experience of another might differ from

mine, and his conclusions might thus be

modified. But there are conclusions

based upon several years of experience

with wliat I, at that time, regarded as the

best procurable strain. Let us look at

them.
First.—The white Java is a fowl of

good size. In the staiulard its weight is

a little greater than that given to the

Plymouth Rock. There seems really

to be little difference in their weights,

biit the Java is certainly as heavy as the

Plymouth Rock. The best hen I ever

owned was a very large bird, heavier

than any Plymouth I have owned, but

the average weight of the two breeds was
al>out the same.

S'.'cond.—The Javas were good layers

of good-sized eggs. They laid well in

cold weather. They were just about on

a par with the Plymouth Rocks in this

resi)ect. If there was any difference, it

was in favor of the Plymouth Rocks, for

while they usually begin to lay about the

same time, the Javas were the first to de-

sire to sit, so I infer they laid smaller

litters.

Third.—They were the earliest sitters I

had in the spring. As sitters they were

usually faithful, but the larger birds were

apt to l)e clumsy on the nest and broke a

good many eggs. But this is a common
trouble with heavy hens, and the skirts

of the female Plymouth Rock were not

entirely free from the slain of broken

eggs. They were very good mothers,

faithful to the chickens, remaining with

them until they were large enough to

shift for themselves.

Fourth.—The eggs were uniformly fer-

tile. Very few breeds with which I have

had any experience could surpass the

Java in this respect. I received many
compliments and very few complaints

uiKjn the hatching of the eggs sold from

this variety. Often they would travel

hundreds of miles and hatch nearly every

egg.
Fifth.—The chickens were hardy. The

little fellows lived and thrived. One
could raise a very high percentage of all

the chickens he hatched, and it was a

pleasure to see them grow. You could

almost see them grow as you looked at

them ; a week would sometimes make a

very perceptible difference in their size.

They fledged out reasonably early and

looked well during their growth. The
cockerels, however, had a more ganiey

look than Plymouth Rocks, not thicken-

ing* up so early as the latter.

Sixth.—They bred very true to color

of plumage and general characteristics,

but were uncertain as to color of legs.

White Java breeders had been striving to

get their stock to come with yellow legs,

and when the standard calle<l for willow,

there were only a few that could show a

good willow, some a compromise l)etween

willow and yellow, and very many a

good yellow leg. The yellow leg would

have been the easiest to breed.

Seventh.—The fowls. I found, were a

little inclined to apoplexy. I have had a

number of fine cockerels and several nice

hens drop off without any premonitory

symptoms— well one moment, dead the

next. Now. I do not know that this is a

peculiarity of the breed, for all heavy

fowls, if kept very fat. are subject to this

I
trouble, but I lost more Javas this way

than I did Plymouth Rocks. Perhaps

another breeder of the two kinds would

have had a different experience. But

this was my experience.

To sum up. I found the white Java a

fowl with characteristics and qualities

very similar to the Plymouth Rock, and
that is saying that it was a good fowl,

I like the Plymouth Rock the better, lie-

cause it is rather more compactly built.,

it has yellow legs and a yellow skin, and,

therefore, is better fitted to the require-

ments of the American market. The
white Java has. it is true, a yellow skin,

but its body is not quite so compact and
the color of its shanks is not so desirable

from the practical breeder's point of

view. But for the fancier, whose aim is

to produce the purest white in the plu-

mage, the willow leg is an advantage.

The whitest Javas I ever owned were wil-

low-legged birds. One cock, which I un-
fortunately lost, had very deep willow

legs and was almost immaculate in white-

ness ; he w;is one of the handsomest
white birds I ever saw. The yellow-

legged males are very apt to have more
or less yellow upon their backs and
shoulders, and there is apt to be a yellow-

ish glow throughout their plumage, as

if the yellow pigment so loaded the blood

that it' was obliged to show in the feather.

This is a common occurrence in all yel-

low-legged, yellow-skinned white vari-

eties. It is considered an exhibition de-

fect, but is a natural characteristic. It is

nearly or quite impossible to avoid it and
secure the richness of coloring desired

on the shanks.
This yellow tinge is what reduces the

score of white-pluinaged birds and makes
them take a position nearly on an e(|uality

with colored varieties. If they were
|)eriiiitted to have the plumage that is re-

(juired in a I'ekin duck the number that

wouhl sctire ninety-six to ninety eight

points would be very largely increased.

I have seen white Leghorn cockerels so

perfect in shape that, if they were allowed

to have this yellow tinge, they would
score very close to an even hundred
points. While Java breeders ought to lie

thankful that the difficulty of protlucing

high-scoring specimens was re«luced when
the willow leg was re(iuired. Though
for practical purposes Ihere was a loi»s,

for exhibition pur])osts there was a gain

which fully conii)cnsated for the loss.

The while Java enjoyed in common
with other white fowls <|uite a l)oom dur-

ing the years 18S7 and iSSS, but since

that time its popularity has not l>eeii

great. The boom on while Wyandottes,

white Javas and white Plymouth Rocks
collapse«l, and hemefortii the breeds

have ha«l to stand ujioii their merits, real

or imagined, and as the white Javas and
white Plymouth Rocks were the newest

rivals, and as the latter had the compacler

build and the yellow legs, it has con-

formed more closely to the American
taste, and has, therefore, taken the

greater part of the trade that falls to a

fowl like these two breeds. If there was

no white Plymouth Rock, the white Java

would be a more popular fowl than it is.

It is, however, bred by some who fancy

its shape, an«l who think it more lieautl-

ful than, and just as valuable as the

while Plynionlh Rock. It is a han(4some

and a valuable fowl.

About the Breeds.

Paste this in your hat, you may want

to know it sometime :

The egg machines are—Leghorns, Min-

orcas, Houdans. Spanish, Hamburgs,

Andalusians. and Polaiids.

The table fowls are— I$rahmas, Cochins,

Wyandottes. Plymouth Rocks, I)omi-

niques, Houdans, Gaines and Lang-

shans.
The Wyandottes, Plymouth Rocks,

Brahmas, Cochins an<l Langshans lay

dark colored eggs. The Houdans, Span-

ish, Minorcas, Leghorns, (iaines, Polish

ami Javas lav white eggs.

The Dorkings, Houdans, Malays, Silk-

ies and Sultans have five toes on each

foot.
. •

—A popular soprano is said to have a

voice of fine timbre, a willowy figure,

cherry lips, chestnut hair, and hazel eyes.

She must have been raised in the luml)er

region.—Norrislown Herald.

—In washing eggs that have l)ecome

dirty in the nest of the setting hen use

tepid water, and hold the egg in the

hand and wash with a cloth, hohling the

cloth still. Wipe dry and return to the

nest. Put a cloth on the eggs in the

nest after tliev have been washed (as

they chill easily under such circum-

stances) until the hen is ready to return

to the nest.
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ANNUAL FAIR LIST.

List of State and General Exhibi-

tions to Be Held This Pall.

The Country Gentleman, of Albany, N,

Y., publishes the following complete list

of fairs where poultry and pet stock can

be exhibited. Exhibitors should preserve

this list for reference.

STATK AND GKNKRAI, KXHIBITIONJi.

Alabama, Uirmiiighaiu ......... Oct. 20-31

American Institute, New York . . bept. 30-Nov. 2

California, Sacramento Sept. 7-19

Colorado, I'ueblo ^P^- 2430

Connecticut, Meridcu Sept. i5-i»

Delaware, Dover i>«;pt- 21 25

Detroit International, Detroit. . . Aug. 25-Sept. 4

tieorgia. Macon . • • Oct. 21-29

Illinois, i'eoria Sept. 2h-Oct. -

llhiioi.s Fat Stock, Chicago
Indiana, Indianapolis . . .

Iowa, l>cs Moines
KansfiS, Topeka
Kentucky, Lexington
I.oni.siana, Shreveport
Maine, I.ewiston
Maryland, Hel Air
Ma.s.sachusetts Horlicnltuial, Boston
Michigan, Lansing
Minnesota. Haniline
Missouri, Sedalia
Montana, Helena
Nebraska, Lincoln
New Brunswick, St. John ....
New Kngland, Woice.ster. Mass
New Hampshire (range, Tiltou

New Jersey, Waverly
New Mexico, Alburque

Nov. 11-21

. . Sept. 21-26

Aug, 2h-S€pl. 4
, . . Sept. 11-19

. . . Aug. 25-29

. . . . Nov. 3-7

. . . Sept. 7-11

. . . Oct. 13-16

Sept. 15-17

. Sept. 7-11

. . . Sept. 7-12

. . Aug. ih 22

. . Aug. 22-29

. . . Sept. 4-11

Sept. 23-Oct. 3
. . . Sept. I 4
. . S«ept. 1 -17

, . Sept. 21-25

Sept. 14-19

New York & New Kngland, Albany. Aug. 26-Sept.i

New York Interstate, Klnura Sept. 1-9

New York, Syracuse Sept. 10-17

New York, Western Rochester Sept. 21-25

Novia Scotia, Halifax Sept. 29 Oct. 2

Ohio, Columbus Sept. 14-19

Oregon, Salem Sept. 14 19

Pennsylvania, Bethlehem Sept. 21-26

rrince Kdward Lslaiid, Charlotletowu . Oct. 69
oncbec Provincial, Montreal Sept. 17-25

Khode Island, Providence Sept. 21-25

St. Louis ^ct- 5->o

South Carolina, Columbia Nov. 9-13

South Dakota, Sioux Fall* Sept. 21-25

Southern F;xiK)'n,Montgomery,Ala.Oct. 28-Nov.ii

.Southern Slates, Kaleigh, N. C. . . . Oct. i-Dec. i

Texas, Dallas Oct. 17-Nov. 1

Toronto, Industrial Sept. 7-19

Vermont, Burlington Sept. 1-4

Virginia. Richmond Oct. 27-29

Western Canada, London Sept. 1726

West Virginia, Wheeling Sept. 7-11

Wis<.ousiu, Milwaukee Sept. 14-18

Wyoming, Cheyenne Sept. 14 19

COUNTY AND LOCAL-NEW YORK

Allegany. Angelica Sept. 8-11

Hrookfield, Brookfield . Sept. 22-24

Broome, Whitney's Point sept. 1-4

D'jlaware, Delhi Sept. 1-3

Delaware Valley, Walton Oct.

Kssex, Wcstport Sept. 1-4

Franklin, Malone Sept. 22-24

Fulton, Johnstown Sept. 7-10

Oouverneur, Gouverneur Sept. 1-4

Herkimer, Herkimer Sept. 8 10

Hornellsville, Hornellsville Aug. 24-28

Jefferson, Watertown Sept. 7-10

j^ivingston, Oeneseo Sept. 30-Oct. 2

Montgomery, Fonda Aug. 31 -Sept. 3

Niagara, Lockport Sept. 17-19

Oneida, Rome Sept. 21-25

Ontario Canandaigue Sept. 29 Oct. i

Orange, Port Jervis Sept. 22-25

Orleans, Albion 'iept. 24-26

yueens, Mincola SepL 22-26

Racquet Valley, Potstlam Sept. 8-11

Riverside, Greene Sept. 8-1:

St. Lawrence, Canton Sep. 15-18

Schoharie, Schoharie Sept. 22-24

Seneca. Waterl.x> Sept. 29-Oct. 1

1

Steuben, Bath Sept. 29 Oct. 2

Tioga, Owega Sept. 8-10

Tompkins, Ithaca Sept. 8-11

Ulster, Flllcnville . &ept. 15-18

Union, Antwerp Aug. 25-27

Warren, (Jlens Falls Sepi. 15-18

Washington. Fort F;dward Sept. 7-11

Wiiid.-*or, Windsor .Sept. 15-18

Yates. Pcnn Yan Sept. 22-25

PENNSYLVANIA.

Beaver, Beaver Sept. 22-25

Benton, Benton Oct. 7-10

Berks, Reading Sept. 15-18

Bradford, F:ast Towanda Sept. 22 25

Butler, Butler Sept. b-ii

CarlmiiKm, Lehighton Oct. 6-9

Clarion, Clarion Sept. 15-18

Cochranton, Cochrantou Sept. 9-11

Columbia, Blooinsburit Oct. 14 17

Columbia North, Berwick Sept. 2-5

Crawford. Coiineaulvillc Sept. 15 18

Crawlord Central, Canibridgboro . . . Sept. 22-25

Cuiiibei land, Carlisle Sept. 29-Oct. 2

Dayton, Dayton Sept. 290ct. 2

Doylestown, Doylestown Sept. 22-25

Du Bois, Du Bois .Sept. 1-3

Schuylkill, Orwigshurg Sept. 1-4

Sullivan, Forksville Oct. 1-3

Tarentum, Tarentum Aug. 22-25

Tioga, Mansfield Sept. 22-25

Troy Farmers. Troy Aug. 25-28

Union, Burgett.stown Oct. 6-8

Union, Canton Sept. 15-18

Union. Dallas Sept. 30-Oct. 3

Union, Lewisburg Oct. 7-9

Warren, Warren Sept. 8-11

Wayne, Honesdale Sept. 29-Oct. i

Western Penna., Washington . . Aug. 31-Sept. 4

Westmoreland, Greensburg Oct. 6-9

Wyoming. Tunkhannock Sept. 16-18

York, York Oct. 510

MASSACHUSETTS.
Amesbnry and Salisbury, Ainesbury . Sept. 29-30

Aitleboro, No. Attleboro Sept. 22-30

Barnstable, Barnstable Sept. 15-16

Berkshire, Pittsfield Sept. 15-16

Black.stone Valley, Uxbridge Sept. 29-30

Bristol, Taunton Oct. 7-9

Deerfield Valley, Charlemont Sept. 17-18

K.s.sex, Lawrence Sept. 22-23

Franklin, Greenfield Sept. 24-25

Hampden, We.stfield Sept. 24-25

Hampden East, Palmer .Sept. 22-23

Hampshire, Amherst Sept. 29-30

Hampshire and Franklin, Northampton. Oct. 7-8

Highland, Middlefield Sept. 9-10

Hifiside, Cumniinglon Sept. 29-30

Hingham, Hingham Sept. 29-30

Hoosac Valley. North Adams Sept. 22-24

Housatonic, (ireat Barrington . . . Sept. 30-Oct. 1

Marshfield. Marshfield Sept. 16 18

Martha's Vineyard West TLsbury .... Oct. 6-7

Middlesex, Concord Oct. 16-18

Middlesex North, Lowell Sept. 23-25

Middlesex South, Framingham .... Sept. 16-17

Nantucket. Nantucket Sept. 9-10

Oxford, Oxfonl Sept. 22-23

Plymouth, Bridgewater Sept. 23-25

Spencer, Spencer Oct. 1-2

Union. Blandford Sept. 16-17

Weymouth, South Weymouth Oct. 8-10

Worcester, Worcester Sept. 1-4

Worcester F;ast, Lancaster Sept. 17-18

Worcester North, Fitchburg Sept. 29-30

Worcester Northwest, Athol Oct. ^-7

Worcester South, Sturbridge Sept. 17-18

Worcester We.st, Barre Sept. 24-25

CONNECTICUT.
Chester, Chester .Sept. 30

Simsbury, Sim^bury Oct. 7-8

Stafford, Stafford Oct. 7-8

Suffield, Suffield Sept. 22-24

Tolland, Rockville Sept. 8-10

Watertown, Watertown Sept. 22 24

RHODE ISLAND.
Washington, West Kingston Sept. 14-17

NEW JERSEY.
Burlington. Mt. Holly Sept. 14-18

Cumberland. Bridgeton Aug. 18-20

Salem, Woodstown Aug. 25-27

Trenton. Inter-State Sept. 28 Oct. 2

Tuesday night,

are : Turner i,

I, Stockman i,

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

F;dinboro, Fldiiiboro Sept. 8-11

Fayette, Uniontown Aug. 26-29

Gratz, Gratz Sept. 22-25

Greene, Carmichaels Oct. 7-8

Hanover, Hanover Sept. 15-18

Harford, Harford Sept. 23-24

Indiana. Indiana Sept. 30 Oct. 3
Inter-Slate. Williams Grove Aug. 24-29

Jefferson, Brookville Sept. 2225
Juniata, Port Royal Sept. 22-25

Lackawanna. Scranton Sept. 22-25

Lawrence, Newcastle Aug. 26-28

Lehigh, AUentown Sept. 28-Oct. 2

Mercer, Stoneboro Sept. 29-Oct. 1

Mercer Central. Mercer Sept. 15-17

Mill Creek Valley, Hookstown .... Aug. 19-21

Milton, Milton Sept. 29-Oct. 2

Monroe, Strondsbiirg Sept 1-5

Montgom'v, Berks it Chester, Pottstown . Oct. tj 9
Muncv Vaflev, Hughesville Oct. 7-10

Northampton, Na/.areth Oct. 6-9

Northwestern, Corry Sept. 1518
Oil Creek Valley, Titusville Sept. 1-4

Oxford, Oxford Sept. 23-25

Perry, Newport Sept. 15-18

potter, Coudersport Sept. 16 18

^iugtowi), Ringtowu . . . , Aug. 26-28

Washington Gossip.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Washington, July 20.—Some of the

meml)ers of the Washington Federation

will ship a basket of birds to Pensacola,

Fla., 815 miles.and try to make the long-

est fly ever known in this city. The

birds will be shipped

July 21. The entries

Volland i, Puniphery

Glorious 2 and Wallace i

.

The latest arrivals from the 515 miles

station are : Stockman i, Wallace i.

Glorious 2, Bishop 2, making 22 up to

date, much l)etter than one of our friends

predicted last spring, as he said we would
not get over six birds.

One of Glorious' 515 milers was ship-

ped from the 91 miles station to Law-
rence ville, Ga., 515 miles, and we are

proud to say that she has arrived home,
making the longest jump that any birtl

ever made in this cit^. She is named
Lawrenceville Maid, m honor of the

town she flew from.

Dr. Brothers has received some fine

young homers from Green, out of Wag-
ner's stock, and they are as fine birds as

I have seen for some time ; also some
nice birds from Samuel Hunt, of Fall

River, Mass. The Doctor is on the right

road now, and if he keeps on this road

he will make some of us look to our
laurels next year. Louis Schmid has

also received some young birds from
Hunt.
The Kettledrum seems to be all the go

here. Success to you, Louis. May you
do some fine flying next year, as you
have a fine loft and the experience to fly

birds.

What is the matter with George Phil-

lips, as we do not hear anything from
him ? Did he lose all of his birds? Weed
them out, George, and you will have
some fine birds that will do some good
flying. You have too many birds to

handle properly. NiGHT OwL.

The Feathered World states : "Experi-

ments are being made at Portsmouth with

a view to determining the value of pig-

eons in conveying messages from ships

at sea to the shore. In one case the

birds were released off the French coast,

and they came across the Channel to the

homing station at Kastney in satisfactory

time. The experiments are being con-

ducted under the supervision of Captain

Britten, of the Naval Intelligence Depart-

ment."
»

* *

Pigeon flying is a fascinating sport.but

it has its drawbacks. This season espe-

cially have the drawbacks been more

pronounced. Out of 600 birds sent out

from Philadelphia only 50 returned.

What became of the other 550 is a mys-

tery.

* «

Mr. Fred Bowers, of Fall River, Mass.,

sent a lot of flyers to Pensacola, Fla.,

on Tuesday, July 21. They will be lib-

erated next week.
*

* «

Five birds of the Belmont Homing
Club were shipped over the western

course to Fort Wayne, Ind., last week.

They were to be liberated on Monday,

provided the weather was favorable. The

distance is 535 miles. The birds are

owned as follows : J. D. Muuro 4, W. S.

Torkington i.

* *

The six birds of G. K. Hook, of New
Bedford, Mass., that hold the houois for

speed, were sent on July 20 to Dundas,

Out., for liberating on July 23, or the

first good morning after. The distance

is 465 miles. If the birds are home at

evening of the start they will get a hold

on the George W. Childs prize. They

have never been out on the wing over

night.

« •

The fine flying recently accomplished

by G. R. Callaghan's White Wings has

caused a large number of local fanciers

to credit it with being one of the most

speedy and reliable homers in the States,

a few going so far even as to hold the

opinion that it can outfly the world re-

nowned Black Robin belonging to J. D.

Munro. In order that a comparison may
be made of the best previous efforts of

these two speedy flyers we present the

following statement of the records they

made in 1S90 and 1891

:

200-raile Concourse race, 1890—Muiiro's Black
Robin, third diploma and first special prize in

200-tuile Concourse race of 1890, with speed of

1027 yards per minute.
300-raile Concour.sf race, 1S90—Bl.ick Robin was

the first bird to home to a Philadelphia lofl, and
made a speed of 1172 yards per minute.

—The Chinese population of Denver,
Colorado, it is sai<l, buy upwards of

20,000 ducks annually to eat. It is nat-

ural food for thcni. We American epi-

cures are fast falling in line, and the

dwck market is increasing each year,

Mr. Callaghan's best return made 1169

yards to the minute, but this was not

White Wings, whose name is not men-
tioped in the official account of the race

with the speedy returns.

400-mile Concourse race, 1S90—Both birds were
reported home at daybreak of the second morn-
ing-
500-mile Concourse race, 1S90—Black Robin ar-

rived at 7.25 A. M. of the second day, and made
the best tiiiie to a Philadelphia loft, though for a

time A. H. Kruger was erroneously given as be-

ing the winner, with Munro a close second.

Mr. Callaghan's bird did not return

until two hours after the time.

200-inile Concourse race, 1S91—Black Robin
gained sixteen hours and White Wings was not

reported in the first twenty-nine, although Mr.
Callaghan had another bird to return and secure

fourth honors.
^00-mile Concourse race, 1891—In this race

neither bird was reported home amongst the
winners.

In the 400-mile Concourse Munro's
bird was not entered, but Callaghan's

flew and, owing to bad weather, did not

home until second day.

450-inile Interstate race, 1H91 — White Wings
was the first bird home to Philadelphia, doing

the entire journey in one day—a remarkably
good performance.

Black Robin was the third home, and
also returned the same day, but some few

minutes later than White Wings.

5co-mile Concourse race—White Wings was
found in the box at 5.36 A. M. of the second day,
while Black Robin is not yet home, after being
four days on the wing.

* «
Z1340,black checker cock. Black Robin,

owned by J. D. Munro, West Philadel-

phia, Pa., was hatched November, 1888,

out of Pi 109, black checker cock. Young
Ivove, who holds first place for the 1890
hundred mile diploma, and Pn43. ^*lue

checker hen. His first flights were made
in the old-bird races of 1889, when al-

though but little over six months old his

speed in three different flights was as

follows

:

Distance. Speed.
Date. Station. Miles. Yards.
May 14 . . . . Manassas, Va. ... 150 1266 %
May 23.. . . Charlottesville, Va . 230 1366.00

June 10. . . . Liberty, Va . . . . 300 1281.00

Making the grand average in the three flights

of over 1300 vards.
*

* »

The Item has the following comment

:

The phenomenal record established by

the birds of the Empire City Homing
Club in the 500-mile race from Statesville,

N. C, cannot be passed over without

special mention, the record of Jockes and

others being knocked into smithereens

by nearly all the fourteen birds which

homed the day of the start. The birds

were helped along by a good southwest

breeze along the entire course, and proved

conclusively that under the most favora-

ble conditions, not only can the 500 miles

be accomplished in a day, but 600 or even

650 miles would not l>e a task beyond the

ability of a first-class homer. T. Fred

Goldman, the owner of the winning bird,

made the phenomenal speed of 1405 yards

per minute, and now holds the United

States record from the distance named.

Who can beat it ?

» *

Providence and Fall River birds were

liberated July 16 from New York City in

a race for the gold leg band offered for

the l)est speed from the Pulitzer dome to

a New England loft through the season,

and held since May 31 by the Thurston

bird Dickinson for 1026 yards per min-

ute.
*
« •

On Saturday, July 11, the Fall River

birds of Fred Bowers and Brooks Bordon

were liberated from the dome in the hope

of increasing the speed to the credit of

F'all River and thus strengthen its hold.

The weather, however, was unfavorable,

and Romeo's half mile to the minute was

the best that was made, but his owners

had great faith in him, and he was sent

to do better, and, to the surprise of all,

the birds of Joseph MaVin, of Provi-

dence, were found ready to do their best

in whatever offered. Romeo had the first

start. Let go at 10.15 A. M. he was in

the home loft at 2.30 P. M. The airline

distance is 163X miles, the average speed

was 1 100 yards per minute.

* «

Romeo, the fast-flying carrier pigeon

belonging to Brooks Borden, of Fall

River, was freed from the dome of the

Pulitzer building on July 16 at 10.15. He
reached home at 2.36, At 10.50 eight

pigeons belonging to Jeremiah Clancy,

of Providence, were released from the

same place. They were marked C C, A,

D T, H B, C, G Y, W, and C M. The

bird marked A reached home at 2.20.

»
* *

In response to the statement made by

the members of the Richmond Club, in

which they stated their inability to make

a match from Elm and Belmont Avenues,

having sent their birds further south-

west, but offering to race frcm Elkton,

the Fitzgerald Club secretary writes that

his organization cauuot fly from this

point at present, but will fly from ten

miles on the southwest course, or will fly

from Bound Brook, South Trenton or

Jersey City. In case none of these places

are agreeable to the Richmond fanciers,

the Kensington Club members will fly

them from the point they name, Elkton,

four weeks after the Trenton race. En-

tries are coming in at a lively rate for the

Trenton race, and it looks like being a

great success.

CAUGHT ON THE WING.

» «

Some fanciers, the Item claims, to

augment the ardor of their birds, and to

accelerate their return, feed them entirely

on hemp seed during the two or three

days before sending them away in the

races. This is not prudent, as it is well

known that hemp seed when fed abun-

dantly often produces contagious coryza.

It is only necessary in fact to feed birds

for a few days on this food to bring their

animal heat to the highest degree and

make them roupy.
*

* »

It is claimed that the best time ever

made in this country was April 29, 1879,

when fifteen birds owned by Newton

Adams and the late Judge Willard flew

from Chittenango to Ulica, a distance of

thirty-three miles in twenty-eight min-

utes, making an average speed of 2074

yards per minute.

Empire City Flying Club.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Brooklyn, July 22.—This organiza-

tion wound up its old bird flying season

of 1H91 with a glorious race from

Statesville, N. C, air line distance 500

miles, on Wednesday, July 15. Ninety-

three birds competed from fourteen lofts

as follows : Goldman 6, Prior 2, Garra-

brants 5, Mahr 5, Whitley 44, Housel 3,

Bowerman 2, Moreton 8, Holliday i,

Howarth 2, Jones 2, Bennert 4, Elwell 7,

Johnson 2.

The birds were countermarked and

shipped on July 8, and the start was to

have been on vSaturday, July 11, but a

continuance of northerly winds and

cloudy mornings delayed the lil)eration

until Wednesday, the 15th instant, when

the birds were let go by Mr. R. K. Mur-

dock, agent of the Southern Express

Company, to whom they were consigned

for liberation.

The start was at 5.15 A. M. standard

time. Clear weather and fresh southwest

winds, which favorable conditions no
doubt existed over the greater part of the

course. The following is the result of

the race

:

Owner. In Loft

T. K. Goldman* . . 3.49
W B Oarrabrants . 4.07

F. Whiteley .... 4. 10

C. A. Mahr, Jr . . . 4-4i

Ben Elwell 445
William Holliday . . .

Kli Moreton

Certi-
fied.

352
4.14
4-23

445
.S.40

6.00

6.23

Distance.
Miles. Register.

506.43 627 b.c.c.

498.96 660 s.b.c.h.

499-13 95 b.c.c.

499-35 1034 h.c.h.

49635 360 s.c.

497.60 106 b.c.c.

497-9« 3948 s.c.

Best one day 500 miles fly on record, average

speed, yards per minute, i4"5 9-

The prizes were to first champion silver

cup and first and special diploma ; sec-

ond, gold medal and second diploma ;

third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh,

diploma.
Fourteen birds were certified as home

day of start: Whiteley 4. Garrabrants

3. Elwell 2, Mahr 2, Goldman i, Morton

2, Holliilav I, all beating the 500 miles

record made by Goldman's Ned Damon
in 1885. T. Fred Goldman,

Secretarv.

Sayings and Doings in the Pigeon
Plying World.

Special Correspondence.

The Empire City Flying Club of New
York and vicinity is to be congratulated

upon the signal success of its series of

flights for the season of 1891, especially

the phenomenal performance of the 500-

niile race from Statesville, N. C, where

fourteen birds made the home loft in one

day. The weather conditions were almost

perfect, and they made by far the best

flight ever made by an American loft.

The start was at 5.15 A. M., with a fresh

southwest wind and clear atmosphere.

They simply got up and flew as we all

know they can when they get such a

day as this.

The Empire birds should have been

started on July 11, the same day as the

Philadelphia section birds were started,

but owing to northerly winds and cloudy

mornings they were held. It seems a

great pity that the Quaker City birds

were not also held for this day, although
New York and vicinity would very prob-

ably have won. It is only reasonable to

suppose that out of 130 birds we should
accomplish our desired aim of doinj< tlie

distance in one day. A few Philadelphifi

fanciers ha<l nine birds liberated the same
day at Spartanburg, S. C, 505 niiUs, and
the first arrival was to George R. Callag-

han. Angora, at 5.39 next morning. This

bird could not have been very far from
home the evening of liberation. A small

rain storm no doubt interfered with his

chances of a one-day perforniance. How-
ever, lia<l 130 l)irds been kt go instead of

nine the result would no doulithave been
different.

The Empirt- returns for secoinl and
third da) s' record have been very nu-

merous. Mr. Prinr, of Brooklyn, got

1)oth his birds home between 6 and 8 A.

M. the second day ; Garrabraiit had his

entire entry of five home ; Elwell six out

seven, four the second day ; Mahr four

out of five the second day ; Morion six

out of eight, four the second day ; Bower-

man got Black Tom home at 11. 15 the

second day ; Goldman three the second

morning and one later, making five out

six; Whiteley out of his entry of forty-

four had quite a number home the sec-

ond day. In the absence of exact time

allowance for reporting the first day

arrivals to T. I'red Goldman by certified

telegram the exact velocity to each loft

could not l>e determined, but whatever it

is it will not change the positions as

given in Thk Fanciers' Journal.
Mr. T. Fred Goldman's cup winner is

a verv handsome b. c. cock, reg. 627,

called Saxon G. He was bred in the loft

of Dr. Saxon Garlick, the editor of the

Homing News and one. of England's

leading flying fanciers. Dr. Garlick sent

this bird when a youngster to Mr. Gold-

man as a present, and he is bred straight

from the celebrated Gilson black strain,

a strain of birds which has become very

scarce in England. The first year

was trained he came along very

up to 150 miles, at which point

A. M., with a south wind and clear day.

while the weather conditions at home
were clear and the wind from tlie west.

The first arrival was Tom Brooks' Jocko
at 6.31;^ P. M. day of start. A minute
and a quarter later P. F. Bolay reports

his Black Jim. At 7 o'clock Kinzell re-

ports his Alexander, and two minutes
later Myers comes along with Little

Wonder. The first speed is 1151^4, the

fourth 1108 yanls per minute. Gold-
man's speed of 1405 yards heads the list

of the finest record ever made in the an-

nals of pigeon flying.

Mr. T. Fred Goldman, the genial and
popular secretary of the Empire City

Flying Club, has received very many
kind letters of congratulation, and find-

ing himself completely uverwhelined
with correspondence without the neces-

sary leisure to acknowledge it, desires to

convey to all through the columns of

Thk Fancikrs' Journal his deep ap-

preciation of the above kind letters, and
hopes tliat the glorious fly of the Empire
birds may serve as a stimulus to excel it

throughout all flying centres.

At a meeting of this club held July 15,

it was decided to go west with young
birds, 189 1, and adopted the following

schedule : Hamburg, Pa., alxjut 100 miles.

August 23 ; Pine Grove, Pa., about 125

miles, August 30; Newport, Pa., about

165 miles, September 6;Cresson, Pa.,

about 235 miles, September 13.

What has become of Black Robin, I

wonder, is the oft repeated (luestion of J.

I). Munro. He consoles himself with the

fact that it is not the General that is out.

However much he regrets the non-

arrival of his heretofore fast flyer, he
wo Id rather be deprived of him than
Harrison.
At 5.05 A. M. last Wednesday a week

the executive and ex-officio members of

the P'ederation had their nine birds lib-

erated by the telegraph operator at Spar-

tanburg, S. C, telegram reading birds

let go at 5.05, wind west and clear. To-
wards the afternoon it clounded up, and
about the time the birds were anxiously

looked for it l>egan a stea«ly rain, which
must have l>elated them, as no returns

were reported home the same day.

Out of all the birds that contested in

the Philadelphia Sectional Concourse
races, which is estimated at about 600,

there are probably not in Philadelphia

to-day 50 birds to tell the tale of what be-

came of the other 550 It's the most dis

astrous year in the pigeon flying world

that Philadelphia" ever saw, and trust may
never see again.

Should any one of the nine birds home
in one day from 500 miles, it does not

prove that they are any letter than those

that were not fortunate enough to Ije

flown under the same conditions.

Pen pictures and cuts of well-known
fanciers is a new departure by the Phila-

(klpiiia Item. Monday's sheet contains

a short sketch of our mutual friend J. D.

Munro, with a life-like cut of this enthu-

siastic and popular fancier. Wings.

Pall Advertising.

Fall advertisements should be sent

early. The Fancikrs' Journal

issue large extra_ editions to

buted at the large fall shows,

the wise is sufficient.

in

will

be distri-

A word to

—W. Cook, of England, says that in

all his travels through France, he has

never yet come across the big egg farms

we often read about,

he
slowly
he was

retired. This year, however, he showed
his gameness, ' speed and regularity in

every race, and proved his worth by beat-

ing the second arrival by about twenty

minutes. That he travelled in good com-

pany is well attested by the subsequent

returns.
Garrabrants' stock showed well up to

the front, three out of an entry of five

were home the same day, his first being

660, a b. c. hen, winning second di-

ploma and gold medal. Conard Mahr
was not left l>y any means ; he reports

two hens home'at 4.41 day of liberation.

They should make good mates for some

of his fast flying cock birds. This won-

derful flight proves a good homer can do

not only 500 miles in a day. but 600 miles,

and pos'sibly more. In this fly they had

nearly four hours of daylight. Two hun-

dred miles has been done repeatedly in

this time. It goes to show the capabili-

ties of our birds on a favorable day. This

record completely puts in the shade any

one-day soo-mile' flight made heretofore,

conspicuously among them being Ned
Damon's flight in 1.S.S5 and the famous

quartette of the old Germantown Club

that were liberated on July 2, 1S87, by J.

p. Green at Spartansburg, S- C, at 5.31

Classifying Eggs.

The Boston Chamber of Commerce

has decided to classify eggs as follows :

Extras, firsts, seconds, thirds and known

marks. Ivxtras shall comprise the very

best qualities fresh-laid, clean eggs in

season, put up in the l)est manner, where

every condition necessary to place fine

eggs in Boston market has Inren complied

with. Firsts shall comprise fine marks
of eggs such as come in carload lots, or

smaller lots, and are packed in fine order,

fresh in season and reasonably clean,

such stock as gives .satisfaction to most
consumers. Seconds shall comprise all

stock that is merchantable and inferior

to firsts. Thirds shall comprise all poor

stock in bad order, rotten, etc. ; stock

not considered really nierchaiitable.

Known marks shall comprise such sorts

as are well known to the trade under

some particular ilesignation or mark,

shall be of such quality as those familiar

with the mark generally understand it to

be, in the season in whirh it is offered.

Extra lo pass at the mark must not lose

to exceed one dozen per loo dozen, and

firsts not more than two dozen per 100

<lozen, or one and a half dozen per bar-

rel, if sold in barrels.—Farm Journal.

RECORDS FOR 1891 AND 1800.

A List of the Winners and the
Birds' Performances.

Below will be found a list of the win-

ners of Federation Diplomas for old bird

flights in 1H91 with the records made, etc.

Also similar list for i Sgcj in onler that some
idea may be gathered as to the difference

in speeds made :

1801.
l'"()R Hx) Mii.K Fi.iiiiiTS.—Will. Hargrave. C'.er-

iiiaiitown, WusliiiiKtoii, 1). C. ii(>.y2 milts, speed
yanls per miiuite 1.143 ; I'/lwin Marshall, Ger-
mantown, WashiuKton, D. C, 126.58 miles, speed
yards per minute 1297!^.

F0R200M11.K Flkwits.—(5. Goebel, Philadel-
phia. OrauKe, Va., 199 miles, stieed yards per
minute 1265 ; John DigKle. I'hila<feli)hia, Orange,
Va., 200.07 miles, spfc<l yards per minute 1214.

For joo-mh.k Fi.ir.iiTS.—John DiRffle, I'hila-

delphi.i, Iledford City. Va., 29^ h,i miles, .speed

vards per minute 1171.S5 : John Dijinle, I'hiladel-

phia, Hedford City, Va., 2«>8.63 miles, speed yards
per minute 1171.67.

For 4noMii.K Fi.KiiiTS.—W. S. Torkington,
Jr., Philadelphia, l.cxinKton, N. C, 396 miles.
Arrived 7.17.45 I'. M. same day.

For 450-Mihic Fi.KHiTS.—c;.*R. CallaKhan, An-
pora, Philadelphia, Charh)tte, N. C, 450 miles.
Arrived 7.1s P. M. same day. John Shepherd.
Angora. Philadelphia, Charlotte. N.C, 450 miles.

Arrived 7.15 P. M. same day.

For s^^-mii-k Fi.u;iits.—Cimcoursc Race— P.

C.Clark, I.ausdowiie, Pa., Spartansburg, S. C,
50s. Arrived 11.20 .\.M. second day. D.S.Rogers,
Philadelphia, Pa., Spartaiisburg, S. C, 509. Ar-
rived 1.20 P. M. second day.

Fedkration Si'KCiAi. Fi.KWiT.—O. R. Callag-
han, Angora, Pa.. Spartan.sburg, S. C, 507.

I'ound in lofl 5.36 .\. M. second day. S. O. M.
Maude, Philadelphia, Pa.. Spartaiishiirg, .S. C,
508. Found ill loft 8.40 A. M. second day.

1800.
For I0O-.MII-1-: Fi-ic.iiT. J.l). Muuro. Philadel-

phia, Pa., (xleiiton. Md., 100, 1161 ; J. I). Munro,
Philadelphia, Pa., Odeiiton, Md., 100, 1147.

For 2f)') mii.k Concoi'rsk Rack.—J. W. Mark-
ley. Philadelphia, Pa.. Orange, Va., 199)^,1048;
James Roberts, Phil.idelphia. Pa., Orange, Va.,

199^ 1032; J. I). Munro, Philadelphia, Pa.,

Orange, Va., i^%, 1027.

For 3oo-Mii,K CoNCorRSE Rack.—W. H. Gar-
rabrants. Newark. N. J., Charlottesville. Va.,

it/t}i miles ; .speed yards per minute 1339. T. F.

Pittingcr, Newark, N. J.. Charlottesville, Va.,
2</>'4 miles ; speed yards per minute 133S. J. R.
Husson, Jersey Citv. Charlottesville, Va., 299^4
miles; average speed yards per minute 1312^.

Fok 400MII-K CoNCouRSK Rack.— Dr. W. K.
Johnson, Kevport, N. J., Rocky Mount, Va., 388
miles; spee«f yards jKfr minute 912; I.. W, Span-
gehl, Hrooklyii, N. V., Rocky Mount, Va., 409
miles; .speed yards per minute 9<)6. H. Klwell.
Irvington, N. J, Rocky Mount, Va., i<j>)% miles;
speed yards per niiiiute xys'/i. J. C. Conley.
Phil.idclphia, Lexington, N. C, 395 miles; sjieed

yards per minute K70.

For 5f)o-MiLK Concourse Race.—H. J. Wil-

liams, Providence. R. I, Lynchburg, Va., sioVi,

arrived 5 02 A. M , second day. W. H. f.oodby
Provideiice, R. 1., Lvuchburg. Va., .sio'/i, arrived

5.07 A. M. sec<md day. WilUani Bennett. New-
ark. N. J. Statesville, N. C. 4<>«>4. arrived 5.45

A. M. second day.

From the above records it will l)e seen

that the records of the flights of 1891

compare favorably with those of 1890,

notwithstaiuling the fact that the weather

encountered this season has l)een much
more unfavorable. In the 100 and 200-

mile flights the speed made in 1891 shows
a marked improvement, while from 300

miles 1890 has the Ix-st of the argument,

the birds in that year having extremely

favorable weather and making a phenom-
enal record.

In the 400-niile flight the honors are

nearly even, notwithstanding the adverse

conditions encountered by the '91 birds,

while there is no 1H90 record to compare
with the "91 flight from 450 miles, in

which G. R. Callaghan and J. .Shepherd

made such a grand record. The 1890

birds have the best of the 500-niile race,

but it must be renicniliered that they en-

countered unusually favorable conditions

along the entire course.

—Don't neglect a morning feed of

bran. Bran is egg-proilucing. Oats or

wheat for evening feed are the best

grains.

—Russia l)egan pigeon establishments

in 1874. at Warsaw, Moscow, and Kieff.

Successful experiments were made in

grand inantL'Uvres of the Russian Army
in using pigeons to keep up communica-
tion between a detached turning force

and the main Ixidy. On such occasions

telegraphs would 'be extremely exposed,

or might be impracticable. Russian

cavalry scouting parties will probably be

supplied with liirds. A few years ago

3,ooo,cxx) pigeons were taken into France

in the course of one season for training

from (Germany and Belgium. The
German Goveriiinent in iS<S6 had nine

military lofts. The whole of the German
frontier is connected by pigeon post with

the interior and army headquarters. The
whole of its northern coast is studded

with i)igeon stations under the control of

the Minister of Marine. Ex|)eriments

have proved that i)igeons bred on board

ship have no diflicnlty in recognizing

their own vessels amongst a number of

others.—Feathered World.
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AERIAL MESSENGERS

BY EDWIN H. MORKIS—III.

birds from Chard, which occurred August

29, 1888:
T>isstntice.

Velocity.

[CONTINUED FROM I'AGK 44-]

Pigeoulflyiug is the national pastime

in Belgium,and on Sunday—which is the

race day—religion and all else has to give

way to it, so that a stranger visiting the

country would imagine that pigeon fe-

ver was a chronic complaint there.

Special trains are sent to different parts

freighted with the birds destined to com-

pete for the coveted honors of being first,

or perhaps the five hundredth to reach

home, for in some races there are as

many as 4000 competitors, and it is a

sight to witness either the start or the

arrival home of the pigeons.

A good idea of the absorbing interest

taken in the races was indicated by an

event at Ixelles, where a company of sol-

diers were at drill, when suddenly there

was a breaking of the ranks and a gen-

eral stampede. The officer in charge

was astonished, but looking round for

the cause of the sudden rubh for the

town he saw that the returning pigeons

were in sight, and being similarly inter-

ested in the result of the race he, too,

followed his men in their hasty retreat.

The day following a paragraph appeared

in the local press concluding : "If this

should reach the ear of the authorities

they would recognize the exigency of the

occasion and be lenient."

The enthusiasm created by a fast flight

or a broken record is beyond descrip-

tion, and when it is remembered that

there are sometimes nearly 4000 entries

for the Belgium Grand National, the

pigeon Derby of this country, and often

2000 competitors in an event confined to

one locality, the all-absorbing interest is

readily understood. Speed is the all-

important consideration with the Belgian,

and some very remarkable records have

l>een made. A mile in fifty seconds is

nothing unusual, and 4 journey of 100

miles is frequently taken at this rate.

With the present century commenced the

ambition in Belgium for long <listance

records, and an iilea of the imnu use pro-

gress made may be got from the fact that

fa i«ii the pigeon which made the jour-

nev from Lyons to Liege was carried

through the streets with a band of mu-

sic, whereas in 1886 there were no less

than 1.045,625 pigeons liberated from two

Liege stations.

We are indebted to Messrs. Hartley &
Sons, the well-known Knglish authori-

ties, for the following summary of the

National Concourse of Brussels :

Date.

Winner. Miles. Yds.

W. Stone 131 '050

I,. I,. Roberts I33 750

C. Steblings I39 »50O

C. SteblinKS i39 i5o°

h. L. Roberts 133 75°

h. L. Roberts J33 75o

W. Stone '31 "050

T. P. Pym "7 1360

A. H. Roberts 130 >o5o

C. Langton "8 400

Yards.
1654
1619
i6o8
i!»57

1545
I.S44

1544
1535
1464
1446

THE OUMULET.

More recently races from the continent

have been arranged from La Rochelle,

510 miles, and in 1889 Bordeaux was at-

tempted, that being a distance of 610

miles, but the losses have been so heavy

that it will be long years before any such

records as the Belgian can be given, and

the American flyers will have put them

all in the shade as regards long distances.

The early efforts of American pigeon

flyers, dating from as late as 1870, were

but feeble when compared with the

European records, and until |ioo were

off"ered in 1878 for the first bird doing a

journey of 500 miles nothing was accom-

plished worthy of special notice. After

this offer the attention was almost en-

tirely centered in the attempts tnade to

secure the prize, which was won in 1880

by Boss, owned by Oscar Donner, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., he having homed 111

about twenty-seven hours. This seemed

to satisfy the aspirations, and it was not

till 1885 that any notable feat was accom-

plished, when in a race arranged by the

Hudson Homing Club, from Abingdon,

Va, Ned Damon reached the loft of his

owner, T. Fred Goldman, of Brooklyn,

the same day, the time out being four-

teen hours and twenty-four minutes. It

was not long before this was eclipsed, for

the succeeding year a bird owned by G.

Waitt, of Keyport, N. J., made the jour-

ney of 505 miles in a little over twelve

hours, showing a velocity of 11 20 yards

per minute, and the same year the birds

of the Germantown Homing Club also

made a 500 mile journey in a day, show-

ing a velocity of 1151 yards per minute,

but the following year did not pass with-

out this being excelled, for Samuel Tay-

lor, of Baltimore, produced a bird which

made 526^ miles in a day, giving a ve-

locity of 1162 yards. Following this

really excellent work, Henry Wagner, of

Boston, in 1889 succeeded in getting a

bird home from Ontario, Canada, a dis-

tance of 530 miles, with an average ve-

locity of 1 200 yards, leaving this spe-

cial line, which for a numl>er of years

took up so much attention, we find the

following records have been made, which

compare favorably with those from

Europe : ^ j ,.•*^
Speed. Djs-

Yffs.Name of

Owner Bird Date. Minute

C.oldniau. .Frank Y. . . . April, 1885 1140

Abel.. . . Van Opstaljr. June, i««?

, per tance.

July 24, 1S80

Julv 2.S, iS«i .

July 22, |882 •

Julv 22, 18S3 .

July ly. 18H4 .

Julv 19. i^S
July 17. i>^' •

July 16, iS«7 .

July 21. iSHS .

July 2. iHSS .

July 20, 1SS9 .

July IV, 1890 .

No. of

Place. Winner. Pigeons.

. . I.aniotlie . Vtndelincx . . . 3630

. . Toulouse . Viellvoie .... 1H41

. . Morcenx . Hoone 1674

. . Morctnx . Mariettc .... 1257

. . Morcfux . Htrnalsteen . . 1353

. . Bayonne . Dardeunc . . . il6f>

. . Hayonnc . Uehalu 1572

. . Marccnx . Thirionet . . . 1935

. Dax .... Hraguard . . . 2923

. Calvi. . . . Hansenne . . . 649

Dax .... Thirionet . . . 33S4

. Dax ... Jolly 374*>

Cooper. ,

MaRuire . .

Whiteman
Ilults. . . .

Bennert .

Brooks . .

Taylor . .

I.ippincott
Bennert .

Hunt. .

No. 6 .

Little Jim
No. H8. . .

Albright .

B. 795- • •

. Ariel .

Calumet

May, i«83

. May. iRS.s

. July. 1K88

. June, 1883

. June. 18S8

. June, 1886

June, 1888

Bowerinan . Petroleum
•A fraction less.

1261 July. 1888

Serjj't Dunne July. 18S6

Alabama. . . Sept., 1885

Sept., 1890

>.3«4

1446

1439
1549*
1464
1232*
I4'9
m63»
i2d.

4d.6h. 875
2od. 1040
28d. 1093

Miles.

6.S

100

«50
200
300

3.V
400
450
,Soo

700

The Grand National Concourse of Dax

for 1S90 was i)roinoted by the Societe la

Coloinbe Fidele. the number of birds

competing being 374S- They were tossed

on Saturday. July 19. at 5 A. M. Sixteen

of these binls reached their lofts the same

day, having travelled a distance of 560

English miles. The velocity of the win-

ning bird was 1141 metres or 1235 yards

per minute. Many of the most noted

Belgian fanciers, such as Delmotle. Ple-

tincks, Mercks, Belholet. Toulet, Thiro-

net and Bauxtael were defeated, for the

winner belonged to Mine. Jolly, Hodi-

mont, Verviers. By dusk of the second

day 400 of the comi)eting birds had

homed.
The English fanciers have been some-

what hampered by the smallness of their

"tight little isle," and the following is a

fair criterion. It is the record of the

London Flying Club's race for young

Kerosene Ointment.

This is made by simply mixing kero-

sene and lard, or Ijetter, kerosene and

sulphur. I know of nothing so good to

rid poultry of lice. It should be kept in

a closed can in the poultry house, and in

the summer the roost poles should often

be rubbed with the ointment. An old

rubl)er or leather glove makes this an

easy and not unpleasant task. After the

poultry are on the roosts, some of this

ointment should l)e placed under the

wings, al)Out the breast and legs, once in

four or five weeks in the late summer.

If in addition to this we frequently spray

the house and yard, when the fowls are

out, with diluted crude carbolic acid, and
whitewash the house once a year, we
shall not only have a neat house but

healthy birds, if the other requisites are

provided. Chickens ought to Ije a very

profitable adjunct to every farm and will

be if the above suggestions are carried

out, and the birds well housed and fed.

—

Report of the Michigan State lioard of

Agriculture.

—If you discover a hen that won't lay,

better kill and roast it. It is far more
profitable in the pot than in the yard.

Splendid Flyers and Birds of Re-

markable Intelligenoe.

W. J. M. in Feathered World.

The cumulet is a pigeon remarkable

alike for its superior intelligence, its

power of flight, and its great attachment

to its home. The possession of these ex-

cellent qualities makes it a great favor-

ite with any columbariau who becomes

at all acquainted with this variety. Its

origin is to be attributed to the skill of

the fanciers of the neighborhood of

Antwerp, but at the present time numbers

are bred in this country from birds im-

ported from the locality of their origin.

In Holland these birds are called Volants,

which name implies their propensity for

high flying.

The cumulet is a smart-looking bird

of a very fair size, its plumage white,

with a cluster of red feathers on the

throat, something after the style of a

common red beard, with the colors re-

versed. The plumage is of a very fine,

soft texture. Head, symmetrical, rising

gradually from the beak, with a good

skull, round on the top and at the back.

Beak rather long, and of a pinky-white

color. Eye, pure pearl ; sometimes it is

as white as a piece of china, and the

pupil is smaller than is usual with pigeons.

Legs of a bright red color.

Such is a brief descriptipn of the greater

number of birds, but there are also pure-

bred specimens having tails of a reddish

tinge, whilst others are partly red about

the head and neck. There are also birds

splashed about the body and head with

red feathers, or marked with this color

throughout the flight feathers. A Dutch

fancier in formed me that there is also a

variety marked with black instead of the

red I have just alluded to ; but my own
experience has been w ith the red-marked

varieties only, and I must not forget to

mention that they sometimes breed pure

white ones. Although not uniform in

marking, they could no doubt soon be

bred to a nicetv by judicious selection,

hut when aiming at fine markings there

is usually a great risk of losing the

stamina of a breed, as such an object

leads to a course of in-breeding, and

everyone should know that, to keep up

the vigor and strength of a strain, the

first consideration when pairing the birds

should be to put together bir«ls only that

are al)solutely unrelated. Hence these

birds are paired together, regardless of

the question whether they match in ex-

ternal appearance. Still, under these

circumstances, there is a great tendency

to breed birds answering the first descrip-

tion I have given above. There is also a

very strong family resemblance running

through any flock.

Now, to turn to their flying capabilities,

they are pigeons that fly at a great height

in the air for* hours together. They fly

more swiftly in their circles than does

the Macclesfield tippler, and they do

not tumble. Al)out half a dozen birds

seems to be the l)est numl)er to turn out

together, and they will often mount up

until they l^ecome invisible to the naked

eye. Two birds will fly well together for

hours ; but should there be any neigh-

boring flocks in the air they are in this

case very liable to join with them, and

thus their habit of high-flying is deterio-

rated. It IS a very rare occurrence in-

deed that a cumulet becomes lost. They

seem to possess a much greater attach-

ment to their loft than is found in the

common tumbler, together with a superior

instinct. If kept in a district where the

atmosphere is clear and free from the

noxious acids and smoke of a manufac-

turing town like this, a flock of cumulets

has a snowy-white appearance and they

present a grand sight. But smoke and

soot, such as the air of this town is laden

with, soon Vjegrime the soft fine feathers

of the cumulet. It was no doubt on ac-

count of the sterling merits of this breed

mentioned at the commencement of this

article that the Belgian fanciers made
this variety one of the progenitors of

the present Belgian homing pigeons.

They are prolific breeders, and exceed-

ingly good feeders and nurses. A pecu-

liarity of this breed is the fact that the

young ones are almost invariably heavily

marked with red feathers, chiefly in the

flights and tail feathers, and on the

breast ; occasionally there is a youngster

almost entirely red, but these colored

feathers are cast for white ones at the

first moult. Barley is an excellent staple

food, and keeps them in good condition,

if they are also supplied with a change
occasionally to maple peas, tares, wheat,

and perhaps a little maize, hempseed,

rice, canary-seed, and, of course, they

should be supplied regularly with nice

sharp grit. To fly well they should not

be liberated too frequently. Twice or

three times a week is often enough, if

they are required to keep on the wing
for anv considerable time.

Pigeon Notes.

Young pigeons thrive and do well at

this season, and those that are hatched

now, and those already weaned, should

be cared for and encouraged to grow by

liberal feeding of good sweet grain to the

parent birds, and a variety to the "squeal-

ers."

Clean, pure water is very essential,

and drinking fountains, if used, should

be thoroughlv rinsed once a day, at least,

before filling' If open vessels are used,

the water should be changed often, and
something placed over the vessel, so that

the birds, while they may be able to

drink, cannot foul the water.

In breeding birds for color, a necessary

knowledge of their breeding or pedigree

is essential to produce good coloring.

For instance, a red bird of black parent-

age, if paired with a black mate, will be

likely to throw young whose plumage

will be of a rich lustrous black. So also

a bird of same kind, paired with a red

mate, will be likely to throw rich reds.

A yellow or buff, of red parentage, mated
with a red, is likely to throw reds or

yellows, but whichever it be, the color

will be richer than if two reds or yellows

of like parentage are mated together.

Has any one ever tried putting a little

salt in drinking water of pigeons, enough

to make it taste a little of the salt. They
are so fond of salt, that we believe given

in this way it would be relished.

Slenderness of girth or waist in a

pouter is a great point and very desir-

able. A bird with ^ood legs, slender

girth, and only a medium crop shows

better than one with medium legs, a

large crop and thick girth, the thickness

of girth detracting very much from the

globular appearance of the crop when in-

flated.
, ^

All the Oriental frill varieties, includ-

ing satinettes, blondinettes, brunettes,

bluettes, silverettes, sulphurettes and

turbiteens in their various colorings, are

interesting, and the difficulty of breeding

them makes them more so to their ad-

mirers, the production of a few gotni

specimens being satisfaction enough for

the care Ijestowed on them.

In judging pigeons much more liber-

ality is usually shown than in judging

fowls, and birds with foul feathers are

often given a prize, when, in fact, the

line in exhibition pigeons should be as

rigidly drawn as in judging poultry. If,

as is proposed, the new standard is

brought into use and pigeons judged by

a scale, this liberality must be set aside

and the birds scored according to its

merits.—Poultry Bulletin.

Pigeons Egg Bound.

Constantly we are asked questions on

this subject, and answers are duly given,

as we believe, to the purpose, but a case

that has recently come under our notice

has let in a flood of light on the matter,

and because of its general interest we
enter into the following particulars

:

Recently a well-known Antwerp fancier,

residing not a hundred miles from the

Tyne, brought us, for our advice and as-

sistance, a very valuable long-faced Ant-

werp hen, said to be constantly on the

nest, full in the lower pans, and yet

never laying. Others frequently give

similar testimony as to their trials, add-

ing, "the bird gets thin, goes light, and

dies." We, with competent medical as-

sistence happily at hand, duly examined

the bird in question, and came to the

conclusion that it had an egg within

reach of deliverance ;
yet no signs of

probable labor were manifest, but rather

the reverse. We resorted to the usual

remedies with regard to castor-oil and

anointment, with no successful result.

From the emaciated condition of the

patient it was evident that suffering and

want of proper food digestion had been

in existance for some time ; shortly after,

owing to exhaustion, the pigeon died.^

Feathered World.

SCRAPPLE.
Speed of Pigeons—Longevity

Fowls—Cut Bone Helps to

Make Eggs.

of

The foUojving extracts, are from the

pens 0/fanciers both on this and the other

side of the ivater, ^ivin^ their experi-

ences in raisinq;, feeding and caring for

all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of Thk Fancirr.s' Journal, ft

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we

therefore in7'ite contrihutionsfrom every-

one 7vho has anything to say pertaining

to poultty, pigeons and fancy stock.

Longevity of Fowls.

I have ia my possession, hearty and

well, and as sprightly as any pullet, a

common little bantam hen, of what I

call the partridge kind, being like that

bird in markings, and alx)ut the same

size. She can be proved to lie over fif-

teen years of age, and laying at the pres-

ent time ; she has laid her third egg this

season to-day, and last season laid as

many as five eggs in one week, .ind

brought up a brood of five chickens of

the common fowl kind. I always set her

as the season comes round, as she is a

capital mother, and tends her brood and

fights for them much better than a com-

mon fowl, and continues to look after

them till they become much bigger than

herself; in fact, it is quite amusing to

see her perching at such times with her

wings spread out, trying to hover her

brood. She has been kept in an enclosed

run with a number of common fowls, but

I have now given her a roaming com-

mission, and she wanders all over the

garden, singing and croaking as happy
and lively as any two-year-old. She has

brought up innumerable broods of both

bantams and common fowl in past sea-

sons. I have sent this little account

thinking it may be interesting to some

of your readers, and as I should also

like to hear from some of your contribu-

tors how long fowls generally live, and

keep in good health and laying condition,

as many of my neighbors express some
surprise when told of this fact, and on

witnessing the lively movements of this

ancient specimen of the fowl tribe. I

may mention that the fellow birds, of

which my little girl had six altogether,

have been dead many years.—J. Oxley in

Fanciers' Gazette.

flying at the rate of forty miles an hour.

In the North pigeons have long been
used to convey messages between country
houses and market towns, and in Russia

they are now being employed to convey
negatives of photographs taken in bal-

loons. The first experiment of the kind

was made from the cupola of the Cathe-

dral of Isaac, and the subject photo-

graphed was the Winter Palace. The
plates were packed in envelopes, impen-
etrable to light, and then lied to the feet

of the pigeons! which safely and quickly

carried them to the station at Volkovo.

Here is another interesting instance of

speed and staying power. The pigeons in

question flew from Bordeaux to Manches-
ter, and not only beat all existing records

but flew more than seventy miles further

than anything previously attempted by

English' flyers. The winning bird flew at

the rate of 1879 yards a minute, or over

sixty-four miles an hour, and that for a

distance of 142 >^ miles. The same club

has flown birds distances of 613 and 625

miles. These latter, however, were sev-

eral days in returning, and in their case

the only wonder is that they could ac-

complish the distance at all . The follow-

ing is still more interesting, as it entailed

a race between birds and insects. A
pigeon fancier of Haninie, in Westphalia,

made a wager that a dozen bees liberated

three miles from their hive would reach

it in better time than a dozen pigeons

would reach their cote from the same dis-

tance. The competitors were given wing

at Rhynhern, a village nearly a league

from Hanime, and the first bee finished

a quarter of a minute in advance of the

first pigeon, three other bees reached the

goal liefore the second pigeon, the main

body of both detachments finishing al-

most simultaneously an instant or two

later. The bees, too, may be said to have

been handicapped in the race, having

been rolled in flour before starting

for purpot-es of identification.—Cornhill

Magazine.

will soon explore it. Ferrets are some-

times troubled with a disease called foot-

rot ; this is the result of unclean quar-

ters, they should have a little fresh

bedding every day and their cage should

be cleaned alxDut twice a week. If treated

this way they will never be troubled, but

if you should neglect them and they do

get the footrot soak their feet in oil twice

a day for three or four days to losen the

dirt and then scrape it off with a knife.

The safest way to handle ferrets is with

a pair of gloves, although after you be-

come acejuainted with them it is rare that

they will bite, but you should use the

same rule that you would to handle bees,

viz.. make no quick motions.

Ferrets are used to hunt rabbits ; a

good hunter will put a ferret in a hole

and when the rabbit runs out will shoot

him, but our mode is (we not being a

crack shot) to put in the ferret and hold

a bag over the mouth of the hole and in

a very short space of time bunny conies

out as though he was in a hurry and he's

"our meat." Care should be taken not

to have too many in one box in warm
weather, for no matter how hot the

weather they will crowd together to sleep

and frequently some of them smother.

About the only danger of losing ferrets

in hunting is by their finding a nest of

yoiuig rats and eating their fill in which

case they sometimes lie down and go to

sleep in which case you must either dig

them out or wait till'they wake up, which

may be five or six hours. The demand
is generally for long slim ferrets, the

smaller round the better, but for us we
do not care to have them too small. A
ferret will go any where he can get his

head aiul wc never had a ferret that

could not go into a rat hole and the

large ferrets have the most endurance

and the large females make the best

breeders. Now in closing I wish to say

if you are troubled with rats get a ferret

and rid yourself of rats besides having

any amount of fun.—New England
Fancier.

MISCELLANEOUS.

JtGENTS WANTED!
I want a local agent in every village,

town and city, to sell

Prolific Poultry Food
TO MAKE HENS LAY,

DRINKING FOUNTAINS FOR FOWLS,

AND CLIMAX FOOD FOR

HORSES AND CATTLE.

All well readily and give uiilvcrBal

atlNraotloii.

HESn FOR TKRMS TO AOESTS.

L B. LORD, Prop., Burlington, Vt.. U. S. k.

still confidence in the sparrow, she'll

turn her back on it, but not for Inog,

Presently valor gets the better part of

discretion, and the sparrow hops up to

the corn. Then his doom is sealed. Mrs.

Hen gets within a sure striking d'stance,

her hea»l drops down and the sparrow is

no more. Two or three more pecks and
the hen, cackling like she had laid a half

dozen eggs, walks off and goes to scratch-

ing with the other chickens like nothing

had happened. I think I'll apply to

Secretary Rusk for a premium bounty,

wouMn't you?"—Globe Democrat.

Speed of Pigeons.

The power of pigeons on the wing is

proverbial. All trained birds of this spe-

cies have two qualifications in a marked

degree. The first is spee<l, the second

is long and sustained powers of flight.

This proposition can be amply demon-

strated, and the following are some of

the most remarkable records : On Oc-

tober 6, 1850, Sir John Ross dispatched a

pair of young pigeons from Assistance

Bay, a little west of Wellington Sound,

and on October 13 a pigeon made its ap-

pearance at the dovecote in Ayrshire,

Scotland, whence Sir John had the pair

taken out. The distance direct between

the two places is 2000 miles. An instance

IS on record of a pigeon flying twenty-

three miles in eleven minutes, and an-

other flew from Rouen to Ghent, 150

miles, in an hour and a half. An inter-

esting incident of flight is the case of a

pigeon which, in 1845, fell wounded and

exhausted at Vauxhall Station, then the

terminus of the Southwestern Railway.

It bore a message to the effjpct that it was

one of three despatched to the Duke of

Wellington from Ichaboe Island, 2000

miles away. The message was immedi-

ately sent on to his Grace, and by him

acknowledged. In a pigeon competition

some years ago the winning bird flew

from Ventnor to Manchester, 208 miles,

at the rate of fifty miles an hour. As an

experiment a trained pigeon was recently

dispatched from a northern newspaper

office with a request that it might be lib-

erated for its return journey at 9.45 A.

M. It reached home at i.io P. M,, hav-

ing covered in the meantime 140 miles,

Ferrets.

We believe there would be less com-

plaint among poultry raisers about rats

destroying chickens if people in general

understood better the value and care of

the rat's natural enemy. We refer to the

ferret, and as we have had considerable

experience with them we will give a few

points regarding them that may be of

value to some. In the first place ferrets

are of two colors, white or creamy white,

and brown. As far as practical useful-

ness is concerned we think there is no

difference as regards color although some

people would not take a white one as a

gift and vice versa. I have a friend that

raises over a hundred a year and he raises

nothing but white ones. His reason is

that the whites are the hardiest and the

easiest to handle, but I have raised l)oth

and fail to see any difference, the only

place where I could see an advantage in

the white over brown was in hunting

rats where you used a gun ;
a brown

ferret's nose looks very much like a rat's

and mine have had some narrow escapes

from being shot while in the act of pro-

truding their noses from under some

building where I had put them to drive

out the rats. Ferrets naturally breed

once a year although if bred in January

you can occasionally raise two litters.

Alx)Ut April I is the time I breed them,

they carry their young six weeks and

have from one to fourteen to a litter,

generally about seven or eight. While

carrying their young and for six weeks

afterwards they should have fresh meat

at least twice a week and as often as

once a week the whole time ;
their food

other than meat is bread and milk.

During the breeding season the females

should be placed one in a box and the

young should not be disturbed till they

come out of the nest of their own accord,

for if the young are handled the old one

is apt to eat them. Feed the mother

well and leave the rest to her. After

they leave the nest they may be handled

very much like kittens, the object being

to get them tame. After they are alx)ut

four months old they should l)e taken out

of the box and used for a few minutes at

a time on a barn floor or in the hen house

(have the fowls driven out first). When
they get so you can pick them up with-

out their being frightened and attempt-

ing to get away then you can begin to

use them to hunt with ; never try to

force a ferret into a rat hole
;
put him

near the bole and give him time and he

A Cat-Like Hen.

"I've heard and read all sorts of queer

animal and fowl stones," said Mr. Fred

Erwin to your Birmingham, Ala., corre-

spondent, "but I've got a common barn-

yard hen that beats anything I ever heard

of. She beats that trained wild turkey

story I read some time ago all hollow.

This hen of mine catches and kills an
English sparrow every day of her life,

and she does it with an amount of skill

and cunning not often displayerl even by
hawks. The first sparrow I saw her

kill was last Sunday a week ago, but I

didn't catch on to the way she did it, so I

watched her.

"A day or two after I saw her operate.

Here's how she does it : When the chick-

ens are fed she pitches in and eats all

she wants, then picks out fifteen or

twenty grains of cracked corn and will

not allow any of the other chickens to

touch it. This she uses as a stool-bait

for the sparrows. As soon as one hops

down to the yard Mrs. Hen saunters up
to the bait, picks at it, and effects to eat

it, though not a kernel of it gets into

her bill. The sparrow gradually gets

l)older, and ventures nearer the hen.

Her attention is seemingly riveted on the

cracked corn, and if it is necessary to in-

Cut Bone Helps to Make Eggs.

The universal topic among the poultry-

men at the present time seems to be

whether or no green bone is profitable to

feed. I am quite extensively engaged in

the poultry business, and when the mat-

ter came under my consideration, I de-

cided to give it a trial, and see for my-
self. I selected a pen of 100 Brahma
hens, procured a bone-cutter, and went

to work. The result was. my nnml)er of

eggs were increased more than half, the

100 hens laying only a few short of 1800

eggs during the month of I'ebruary,

1891, thus proving that the bone as an e^g

pro<lucer alone was invaluable. But m
order to find whether the only advantage

was in the increase of eggs, I concluded

to test the matter still further, and placed

some of the eggs mentioned in an incu-

bator, directly besi<le others where np

lK)ne had l)een fed. The result there was

equally as favorable. Many of the eggs

where no bone had been fed proved in-

fertile, while others started and died at

all stages. But not so where the bone

had done its work. Ninety per cent of

the eggs brought out strong chicks. I

have tried green bone to my entire satis-

faction, anJl feel that I can recommen«l it

toothers.— F. R. York in Farm Poul-

try.

—One of the most important items in

setting hens early is to have the nests

warm and dry. Make them tight and

set them in the warmest part of the house,

and put in a good supply of dry mate-

rial.

Ho^sT^r To IvdZa-lre 2v/£or3.e3r
-WITH-

A FEW HENS
Is th« motto and teachings of the Pe.t Poultry I^per

Vf^^'^^^rf^^^'S'oi^,]!;^^^^^^^
months i-i cts. Cash or Btamps. Sample free. Address tAK.M-POLLTK^. Box >11h. H..st..ii. .>i.t.sM.

NOTHING ON
EARTH

WILL

-, LIKE

CONDITION POWDER
IF YOU CAWT GET IT NEAR HOWE, SEXD TO TS.

It K. Absolutoly Pure. Highly Oonoent™t«Kl. Mort E-°"«'"'rjJ^- ^^""^^'STJI^TiM.^^^ of P.mUry.^* W«" h

winter " f«ysaPUMU.n«'r. F..rsal« by dnurirlsU, grucfT^, Sf'""™' ''tV!!, "^/..^.J J ih r" F vitMKKV I1 >l I.TKY
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8TUAWBUIDGK & CL.OT111EU.

AVITHOUT

SINGLE EXCEPTION
-THK-

LARGEST STORE IN AMERICA

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY

TO DRY GOODS.

STRAWBKE & CLOTHIEE

MARKET. EIGHTH and FILBERT SIS.,

PHIIvAUBLPHIA, F»A.

9R tf

INCTTIJATOUS.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain owe /rfe Tweii-

tv-three first premiums in one
v'ear. Larx*? IkjoIc for stamp. A.

F. WIMJAMS, Bristol, Conn.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

!'• AND BROODERS
ARK THK

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

ANI> WKRK AWARDKD

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in America.
Our mammoth catalogue

EyerytliinE for tlie Poultry Yari.

Will l>e mailed to all applicants on receipt of .s

cents. Circulars free. Address

PINEUND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO..

78-129 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

IMPROVED EXCELSIOR INOOBATOR
, liayl^ rarfMt4 B«lf BHalttlub ' Bun.
dreda In luoceaaf>il oper»tloD. Oiiaruit«ed
to hftteb ir

—— -• '—"
»t i«M OM.
•otorlUo*'

In luoceaaf111 oper»tloD. Oiiaruit«ed
eb lanrer peroMitage of fertll* efrKii
t otMt than Miy other hatobar. 8«nd
UloaOaU. ttn. a.BTAHI., QilMj.IU.

Ilif

A NKW HOOK

WYfiNDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ing, Heeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.
A liandsonielv printed book of 60 pages.

rilKJK, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIKltS' PUHLISIIING CO.,
32 South Third Street,

4f Philadelphia.

POUL.TJIY.

yi/oodside poultry Y^^^^
HACKENSACK, N. J.

"^V. J. ANIJRUS—
BRKKOKR OF

S. C WHITE LEGHORNS I LA FLECHE.
At the great N. Y. Show, iSt/j, won cvti ytliing

on I,a FUche: i8gi won 2d on cock, isl on cock-

erel, ist, 2d, 3d arid 4th on hen, 1st and 2d on pul-

let, .specials for best display and best pullet.

My -stcKk has always won high honor** at Wa-
verly, Trenton, Bridgeton and Dundee I^ake, N.

J., and Newburgh, N. Y.
I.a Fleche eggs, $5 per 15. I9 per 30 ; fceflrhacn

eggs, $3 per 15. $5 per 30.

THK

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FKRRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY,

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER.

ONLY 25 CKNTS. POSTPAID.-RKAI) WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

iLLi-STKATioNS.— Portrait oJ the Author. Hen
House of M. K. Boyer, Dr. FVlw. North's Broiler

Firm Perfect Poultry Houses. An Outdoor In-

cubator Cellar.

Chaptkr I.—Is Broiler Raising a Failure? How
Much Capital is Required? How Much Land
and How Much Time is Necessary ? What Are
the Profits?

Chapter II.—Incubators, and How to Run
Them. Brooders, and How to Manage Them.
Heed, and How to Give It.

Chaitkr III.—Mistakes in Broiler Raising.

Purebreds for Broilers. Good Cros.ses for Broil-

ers. How Broilers are Preparetl for Market.

Chaitkr IV.—An Kgg Farm. How to Build

Houses. How to Feed Laying Hen^. How to

Get Fertile F^ggs. How to Market.

Chaptkr V—How to Fatten. Pure Breds the
Best. Caponiziug. Money in Ducks. How I^rge
a Farm. Diseases and Remedies.

Chapter VI.—Size of Breeding Pen. A Vir-

ginian's Kgg Secret. French Lice Remedy. V..

C. Howe's Broiler Footl. "Sour-kront" for Fowls.
Peterson's Feed for Laying Hens. Peterson's
Feed for Young Chicks. Poultry at the P:xperi-

raent Stations. How to Make a Poultry Farn>
Pay.

This book has been written more especially
for the uovice. It teaches the rudiments. It

gives away many things that have been hereto-

fore kept secret. Address

FANCIERS' I»UHI.>ISIIIXG COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADKLPHIA. PA.

PRACTICAL TRAINING

OK THE

SHEPHERD DOG
KY

W. ^. WlCKHflM.

Price, postpaid, paper cover, sects.; cloth, $1.00.

PEDIGREES - PRINTED

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

-IN-

-ATTRACTIVE FORM-

AT MODERATE PRICES.

AX THIS OFFICE.

Box gi6. Philadelphia, Pa.

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLB, IND.

thf: finkst
—AND-
LARGEST

f;xclusivk loft
—OF—

whitk fantail
PIGKONS

In the world. Bied
toi pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-

tals. 94-146

K CAN FURNISH

KLFXTROTYPKS

OK ALL

LFtADING BRF;RDS0F
pigf;ons

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c

each.

FANCIERS' FUBLISHDIS COMPANY,

Box 916. PHILADKLPHIA, PA.

LEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIF:TIES of PIGKONS

Seamless, for voungsters, every liand regis-

tered, each 2j4c' Open bands foi old bird.s,

each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS, B, S. STARR. Box 295,

PHILADKLPHIA, PA.

OIF»LO]VIAS

FOR

PIGEON • FLYERS
FOR THK USR OF

Club Secretariea.

IN RED AND BLUE WITH NAME OF CLUB IN GOLD

Giving space for all particulars ot station, at-

mosphere, .start, tiitry, distance, speed and age,

name and sex of binl.

In lots of 50 or less, $2,50; each additional 50,

$2.oo. Ad<lress

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

52 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

I'oui/ruv

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providerice, R I,

Indian (ianies, Peacomb Plymouth Recks.

Barre<l and White Plyujoulh Rocks, Bantams.

SCHIPPBRKES-The hai!ds.,niest atid m..M
usiful (li.g (or the pouliry breeder. Circular
for stamp.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or

Kennel Pa|ier you should tiend for my list of

papers. I can furnish you any paper published

cheapet than the publishei 's price, and if you

subscribe fo! two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only

one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and n quest them to mail you sample

copies.
ADDRESS

S4tl

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

EVER PRODUCED.

Personally selected durng our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of F^ngland. II

you want choice hrkkkrrs or winners at the
winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, Anda-
lusians. White Wyandottes, ' "ree catalogue.

S8tf

A. SHARP & CO..
Lockport, New Yoik.

^VYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.

Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great
New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden. Feb., iHyi.

Prices for Birds and F!ggs lo7v for the class.

"The Best Is None To<i Goo<l !
"

Address BLYTHKCOTK FARM.
15 27 Brainard Station, N. Y.

OUR CLUBBING LIST.

We will send The Fanciers' Journal
or one year with any of the following named
publications, post free, upon receipt of price

named

:

ESTAHLISIIEI) 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free, United States and Canada,

I2.10.
Address Post-Office Orders and communications

to the Fanciers' Gasette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C.

England.

A monthly magazine of information concern-
ing the breeding, care and training of Homing
PiGKONS. The official journal of 'The Federa-
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers." |i

per year. Address

HOMING EXCHANGE PUBLISHING CO.,

GERMANTOWN, PA.

AMERICAN KElS^fTEL. CLUB

Stud Qook.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.
the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

Regular
Price.

American Angler $3«>
Americ.in Agriculturist .... 1.50

American Field 5-«>

American Fish and Game War-
den loo

.\nierican Garden 2.00

American Poultry Yard .... 1.50

American Stock Keeper . . . . 2.00

American Kennel Gazette ... i.oo

Canadian Poultry Journal ... .75

Canadian Poultry Review ... 1.00

Canadian Pigeon and Pets. . . .50

Century 400
Country Gentleman 2.50

lielaware Farm and Home . . 1.00

Fanciers' Gazette (F:nglish) . . 2.10

Fanciers' Gazette (American), i.oo

Farm Journal 50

Farm Poultry 50
Frank Leslie's

Popular Monthly 3.00

Illustrated Weekly 400
Budget of Wit 2.25

Pleasant Hours 1.75

Guide and Friend 25

Garden and Forest 4.00

Georgia Farmer 50
Harper's Monthly 4«>

Weekly 4-oo

Bazar 40^
Young People 2.00

Lippincott's Magazine 3.00

New England Fancier 50
New Jersey Agriculturist . . . i.oo

New York Mail and F^xpress
(Weekly) 2.00

New York Times (Weekly) . . 1.00

New York World (Weekly) . . i.oo

Ohio Poultry Journal 100
Poultry Bulletin 1.00

Poultry Chum 25

Poultry in California 50
Poultry Herald 5°
Poultry Keeper ; 50
Poultry Monthly 1.25

Poultry News * •
. . .25

Poultry World 1.25

Rural New Yorker 2.00

Scientific American 3.00
" Architects' Edition . 5.-0

Southern Fancier 50
Shooting Times (English) . . . 2 60

Spirit of the Times 5.00

Sports Afield 2.00

Stock-Keeper (English) 3.15

St, Nicholas 3.00

The Fancier i.oo

The Fanciers' Monthly .... 1.00

The Fanciers Review 35
Truth 4.00
Turf, Field and Farm 5.00

Practical Poultryman 50

With
Fanciers'
Journal.

I400
350
6 00

300
350
3-25
3.00
300
3.00
3.00
2.70

5.50
350
2-75

4.25
2.60

2,60
2,60

4.00
500
3 75
325
2.60

5.50
2.60

500
500
500
3.00

5.50
a-75

300

350
300
300
3.00
2.60

2.60

2.75

2.75
2.70
3.00
2.60

300
350
4.00
6.00

2.75

4.70
6 00

3-75
450
4-50
3.00
3.00
2.70
5.00
6.00

2.75

BOOK8 FOR FANCIKIIS. THE KENNEL.

•50

•50

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.

American Kennel. Burges $ 3<»
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdoii Lee

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait

Dogs, Di.sea.ses of. Dalziel

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashniont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol, I

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. HI to IX, each
English K. C, S. Book,Vols. XI to XlII,each

Field Trial Training. White
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions .••••;
Fox Terrier, Breeding aad Rearing ; col-

ored portrait. Dalziel

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 300
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or

Great Dane Dog . . 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to

date
Practical Kennel Guide. Stables

Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickhain. Paper cover, 50c. ; cloth . . .

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer)

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan • •

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait of Plinlimmon,
Stoneheuge on the Dog . . . . . . . . . .

Teufel the Terrier ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F
Mercer

The Dog, by Idstone
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Lawerack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated ....
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits

trom life of 31 prize dogs; in leather . .

Youatt on the Dosr
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 7 cents per word/or each insertion.

Bull Terrlerft.

ULL TERRIER -BKNCH SHOW WINNKR
in F*ngland and America ; fine stock dog.
and fir.st-class in every particular. For
pedigree, winnings, etc., address William
Tallman, 109 W. Thirty-fouith Street, New
York City. 22-tf

POULTRY.
Advertisements iftthou t display inserted undet

this heading for 2 cents per tvordfor each insertion

Appltauces.

i

Colllea.

RDKRS BOOKKD FOR PKDIGRKKD COL-
lle pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displaved advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee &Co.', Philadelphia, Pa, 85-36

RDKRS BOOKKD FOR PUPPIFiS BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,

The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

yNCUBATORS SOLD, BOUGHT,EXCHANGED
or repaired, Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor. Pinelaiul, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.
Corresptnidence invit«-d. T. Farrer Rack-

1-52 ham, 26 Harrison St , Kast Orange, N, J.

KiiritHi I'lyinoiitli HufkM.

SKND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RKCORD
ami inatiiigs. Winners at largest shows
for four years. Fowls and eggs for sjtle,

Bradley Bros,, Lee, Mass. <:-6o eow

SHRAKK,
winner of ist and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and 1st and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE S20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,

2.50
.60

•50

•75

I.oo

I.oo

I.oo

1.25

2,50

•75

I.oo

1.25

1-25

500
2,50

2.75

.25

4.00

2.50

•50

.75

podltry.

All About Broilers. Boyer
An Kgg Farm. H. H. Stoddard
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow .

Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illu.strations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir .••••,•
ProdUDle Poultry Keeping, Stephen Beale

Practical Poultry Keeper, Lewis Wright, .

Poultry Doctor. J. K, Dlehl

Poultiy Culture. I. K, Felch ., .

Sixteen Years F^xperlence in Artificial

Poultry Raising, James Rankin , . . .

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper

CAGE BIRDS.

anary Birds, Paper cover
Cloth

Canaries and Cage Birds, Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstem. New
Fdltion

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. .

Birds. Adams ....
Bamesby

Cage and Singing
The Canary. G.J.

PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts .•••.•••.•

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright

.

Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

MISCELLANEOUS.

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws . . . . . . ... .

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) A ••••,•
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

The Art of Training Animals ;
paper ; il-

lustrated • • • • ;. v-." J
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals

.25

•50

500
50
•50

9*00

1-50

1-50

• 25
1-50

.25

1,00

500

•50

.75

I5-00

1-50

I.oo

•50

•50

8.00

2,00

1.50

•50

500
50

.25

50

2.00

1-50

•50

150

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock),

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds,

Stock and F;ggs for Sale, Write for prices,

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. *9-70

I2ltf AUBURN PARK, ILL-

Eutfltsh Settei*8.

GATH'S MARK PUPPIES OUT OF PKG-
BII) bitch, whelped April i. Two broken
dogs; gootl ones. J, B. Stoddard, Concord,
N. C. 20 5t

Games.

For Sale.

FOR SALK.—GREAT DANK BITCH, SOON
In season, $35 ; two Kngllsh Mastiff Bitches,

$15 and $20 ; Kngllsh Greyhound Bitch, $10 ;

Toy Black and Tan Bitch, $10 ; Fox Terrier
dog pup, I5. Send for descriptive list.

Shenango Kennels, Sharon, Pa. 17-tf

For Sale or Exchaniee.

jRIZK GAMK FOWLS-K. F. DOTY, 47
Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada, can
spare a limited number of eggs for hatch-
ing from his prize winning (laiiie Fowls
and Bantams at J3 per dozen. These fowls
won highest honors at the leading shows,
and .several now in my yard won first and
second prizes at the last New York show.
Also some goo<l birds for sale. Black Red,
Brown Red. Duckwing and Pile Game and
Black Red, Pile and Duckwing Game Ban-
tams. Address as above.

Various.

DOGS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

WRITK FOR PARTICTLAKS.

F. HOPE,
305 N. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies; greyhound and beagle puppies.
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and rifles, folding boat,

field gla.ss, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

Fox Terriers.

HIGH-GRADE FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE,
comprising stud dogs, brood bitches soon
In season and some promising puppies
three months old. Rustic Kennels, 1H30

State Street, Chicago. 21-84

^Ir I

PAMPHLET
ON

Irish Setters.

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Snrjyeon,

I'SJR.I BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

FOR SALE.—ONE IRISH SETTER BITCH
puppy whelped January 3, 1891. For pedi-

gree, etc., address Wm. H. Child, Glenside,

Pa., Oakvlew Kennels. ii-tf

IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES BY A SON
of Glencho and Mavourneen, out of a

daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address
P.. Box 916, Philadelphia. 5-tf

Irish Terriers.

CHOICF: BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns, Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.

F^ P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

FOR POULTRY, KGGS AND PF:T STOCK,
address A, S, Way, Chattanooga, Tenu. 89-tf

INDIAN gamf:s and singlf: lackd wy-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N, Y,

PHKLPS & HARPKR'S PRIZK WINNKRS AT
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver ami white Wyaiuiottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
KeeseviUe, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, .s* hed-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Phlladel

phia. Pa.

The Best English Setters

If you want to purchase a finely bred puppy
we can supply it. We have been breeding to

get a collection of the finest In the land, sired by

(lath's Mark. Roger, Chance and Paxtang. The
dams are finely bred, plenty of Count Noble,

c;iadstoiie, Leicester and Darkle b'ootl. Three
litters now ready to ship We can supply some
youngsters readv for field this fall and several

good broo«l bitches, such as produce black, white

and tan pups. Let your wants be known by ad-

dressing

Moorefield Kennels,

FOR SALE-SOME FINE YOUNG
Breda Bill and Roslyn Murphy.

i

PUPS BY
Address

Chestnut Hill Kenne'ls, Phlla'delphla, Pa.

-rRISHTF;RRlKR PUPPIKS. CHOICK LITTKR.
Prize winning stock, three months old.

Prices reasonable. G, M, Weld, New Ro-

chelle, N. Y. »• 21-4

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted undet

this headingfor i cents per word for each insertion

Baldheail TuniblerH.

CHARLKS SCHMKNNKR, 511 W, BIDDLK
St,, Baltimore, Mtl,, fancier of short-face

baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddess stock. 8H-tf

KarbH.

MastlfF».

SIX MASTIFF PUPPIES FOR SALE CHEAP ;

sired by Max, No. 8814; dam Carrie F,,

No, 17,079. S. M. Miller, Darlington,

Ind. 123-it

Mange Cure.

FOR MANGE USE THE PASTEUR PINE
Lotion. Marshall Robblns, 70 f:. 13th St.,

New York City. 17-29

49 CHULA, AMELIA CO , VA.

-HOUSE
-AND-

Polnters.

*IFTY PAIRS IMPORTED AND HOMK.
' bred from lmi>orted stock for disposal, at

from twenty to fifty dollars i)er pair. D. K.
Newell, foot West Niueleeutli St., New York
City. «-tf

Fantails.

A'
LL COLORS FOR SALK CHKAP, TO RK-
DUCF: stock. Harold M. Hoag, Lockport,
N. Y. 22-23

For Sale.

BRACE OF POINTERS.—YOUNG, THOR-
OL'GHLY broken dog and bitch, first class,

and for .sale at low figures. Must sell Im-

mediately. For full particulars address W.
Tallman, 109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New
York City. 22-tf

Pubs.

FINE PUPS ON SALE—Chequasset Kennels,

Lancaster, Mass, 75-eow

:F»EX OOGS.

Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST PUBLISHED PRICE, POSTPAID, 50c.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

St. Bernards.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 2 cenU per word for each insertion

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs

of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.

T>OR SALE-SEVERAL VERY LARGE
brood bitches, two In whelp. Also a few

choice puppies. Swiss Mountain Kennels,

Germantown, Philadelphia. ii6-tf

T-^OR SALE -THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,

brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in

whelp. Bargains to close out. R. J. Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

WILL BUY OR LEASE SOME ST. BER-
NARD bitches. Address particulars Fid-

win Morris, Box 700, Red Bank, N.J. 23-it

THE STUD, KINGSTON REGENT
(Prince Regent—Lady St. Gothad). Fee $50.

Photogragn and description on application,

A. Fleraine. 26 Beekman Street, New York

F

I

r

*OR SALE.—W-BANDKD HOMERS. ALL
' related to 500 niilcrs and spee<ly. Price I3

per pair, J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,

Philadelphia. 16-tf

Jacobins.

TW. TUGGLK, Columbus,

^ and breeder of Jacobins.
Ga. Importer

758

SatlnettoH.

GEORGE W. PF;TTIT, ARTIST, loio

ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
CLIN-
ii-tr

Various.

ELECTR0TYPF;S of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

i-^OR SALE.-POITERS, FANTAILS, BARBS,
* etc., $2. Satisfaction guaranteed. T. Beust,

M. D., New Albany,
'

Ind. 2l-lt

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-

ules, Isabels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia.

A. Fleming,
City. 17-23

"Various.

* GENTLEMAN WITH STOCK, LOCATION

Beagles.

T-^OR SALK. -FIRST-CLASS FIKLDERS,
youngsters and puppies from our well-

known pack. Old Homestead Kennels,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa. I22'tf

Y

A

A

and experience will take partner for ken-

nel, poultry yard or pigeon loft. Address
Remunerative, Fanciers' Journal. 23-it

NF;W DOG WHISTLE, The loude.st and
shrillest whistle ever Invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32

South Third Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

,URCELL'S FLOCKFINDER .KENNELS
win buy on commission or sell field dogs,

guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")

Gainesville, Va.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Artists and Engravers.

6-lf

WE HAVE arranged with Schieil>er »
Sons, who are acknowledged to be th«

best animal photographers In America
whereby we are able to make special terms

for our subscribers who want photographc

of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishiiiv

Co.. f» Sooth Third St.. PhiUdelr.)'!* P»

Drinking Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Pountain

easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, J8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vtf Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey
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STAHOAKD
ROOFmG

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Kxtra
Heavy Felt for

Poultry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ingr. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A F. SWAN. 38 L»ey street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS.

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES,
AND Ahh OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

POUIiTRY FARMS. POUIiTRY FARMS.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

<11NDIAN GAMES. WYAND0TTE8. PLYMOUTH R0CK8.t>

The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the ORKAT NKW YORK SHOW I

won ist on Breeding Pen in Indian (ianies, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State

Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, 3 seconds, 4 thirds and 2 gold speeials. Send

for circular. Address T.WILTON H I LL, JAMKSBUKG. N. J. 96148

AT NATIONAL SHOWS.
Since iSSsmv BARRKD PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SILVER WYANDOTTKS have proved IN-

VINCIHLK. Their great form and color make them WINNERS EVERY TIME. AT CHARLES-
TON JANUARY, 1891, the National Show of the year and meeting of the A. P. A., on

PLYMOUTH ROCKS— First prize and gold special on cock, ist for best male and tour best

females. 1st and 3d on cockerel, special for highest scoring pair; 2d, 3d and 4th on pullets and

the grand special prize for largest and finest display. ^ „ » •

WYANI>OTTES— ist for best male and four best females. All the cockerel and pullet prizes

but three and the grand gold special for largest and best display.
, . . _.. ,,

I have hundreds of early chicks now growing and bred from the above winners. They will

make GREAT SHOW BIRUS this fall. 200 PRIME YEARLING HENS for sale. Finely illus-

trated circular upon anplication. Eggs from exhibition matings, one setting, $4; two settings, 57;

three settings, $9. Aadress

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

1-51 EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Amen la, Dutchess County, N. Y.

PET ANIMALS Of ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
SEND FOR PRICE IJSl

.

H. AV. VAHLE,
31J Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

• ^, PH^*AD^LPHIA.

GAMES & GAME BAMTAMS ———
-^

Again we win, Ciipturing the Oame Club Challenge for best Game Cock or Stag, and va-

riety, at the Great Madison Squ re Garden Show.

u|Y EXHIBITION GAVIES are of the most fashionable type, high stationed, hard feath-

ered, lean-headecf/whip-tailed birds and are winners wherever shown.

MY PIT GAMES are strong, savage, wiry fighters and guaranteed game to the core.

L^Y GAME BANTAMS ""^^ ^^ ^^^ most fashionable style and have always won highest

honors at the leading shows in America. Remember I have one of the finest collections

of Games and Game Uantams in the country. Eggs in season. Stamp for circular.

A. F. PEIRCE,
lock box 200, WINCHESTER, N. H.

P. S.—PEIRCE SURE CANKER CURE by mail, postpaid, 25c.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America
New York, Eebruary, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred
Plvmouth R<jck Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, .second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4

P«r 13. $7 per 26, $9 per 39. Stock for sale. 86

Bci>?vard S. ScHmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM .

5. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illu.strated circular giving full prize record of America's leading strains of above

varieties. Can furnish eggs from V.. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

lOI-tf J. FORSYTH, owKGO. tioga county, n. v.
*• ^_^

<5<^3ftNDACR Ml>

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at

least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.

It is really folly to think they will mature into
robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. They must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uuifurm food that will not sour or clog
in the crop ; one that will furnish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-

ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.

Tiiis meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digeslib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witness such noted breed-

ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E. Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 F.a8t 56th Street, New York.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blus Line Homers.

INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,
Bufl Pekin Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. Circular free.

1061 F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

I. K. FBLCH
•••

NATICK, MASS.
5t SON

OOLLIE PUPS^
Send for Extended Pedigree.

PUBLICATIONS.

THE SUN
Has secured as contribi^

utors during 1891:

W. D. Ilowells, R. Louis Stevenson,

George Meredith, William Black,

Andrew I^nff, AV. Clark Russell,

St. George Mlvart, II. Rider Ilamcard,

Rndyard Klpllns, Norman Ix>ckyer,

Conan Doyle,

And many other Distinguished Writers.

BRF.KDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

THRKE OF THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Havinjf purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of my own breeding,

I have a showing of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THRKK LOf-TS WITH PROVEN REC
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILF^S. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 9**-i50

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per 1<)0 lb. Bag, «.3.00
GraniilatcHl Bone, " lOO ** 8.76
G 1*011nd Beet
Seraps, - - -

Calelte, - - - -

CruHhe<l Flint, -

(JniHlied Oyster
ShellH, - - - " 200 " «.<M»

Send for our New Price I,ist and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

**""
C. II. I>EMPWOL,F & CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

BOOKS.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train

your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog-

man can afford to be without.

PRICE 50 CBNXS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

The Sunday Sun
for 1891, will print more news and more pure

literature of the highest class and by the most

distinguished of contemporary writers than any

periodical in the United States.

Price 5c. a copy. By mail ^2 a year.

AddresH THE SUN, New York.

1(H) .3.00
ao<) %AMi
aoo (< S.OO

MODERN TRAINING, HANDLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-

velot^d bv Field Work Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge

of the dog's nature and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
OF CONTENTS AND TESTIMONIALS FROM EXPERTS. Price $2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, 111.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all nevrs and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS
RABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the

best English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, i«. 16,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., K. C, London,

England.

OPIUi
Morphino Habit Cared in 10

OR. J> STEPHEN^, Lebanon,Ohio.
soto 20 daya. No pay till cured. PIGS.

Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox
Hounds, Beagles,Collie8,Setters.GEO.B.

HICKMAN, W. Chester. P«. Send aUmp for dr.

Sale by dealers In sportli

THE 8T. BKRNAU
S1.0« Per Cab.

The bane of the kennel. Pos-
itively cured. In one or two
applications, with St. Ber-
nard Munce Cnr«. For

rtlng goods, or
D MANGE CURB CO.,

OKAWVIU.B, Irx,.

vol... 7, NO. 5. \
WH01..E NO, PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, AUGUST 1, 1891. PBIl ANNUM, yS.ftO.

SINGLiB COPT, 60.

A CREVE-CCEUR COCKEREL.
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SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the servken of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion THe Sqtiire,

20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyn Wilkea,
20883 FEE $35.

Chal. Roslyn Dandy,
{ 17577. FEE $25.

Ro»lyn Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

\

FEE $15

English Pugs

Chq^«ipion Treasure,
10596.

"

Ka^h, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.]

lrish~Setters

Sentiinole,
20088. FEE $20

(Ch. Klcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

Eleo,
11450. FEE $15

Kxtended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

Dlication. Fine specimens of the above breeds

Ibr sale at reasonable prices, including several

go d stud dogs and brood bitches lu whelp.

Young stock always ou hand. J3 4

qFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher . . • 1*5

Ch. Raby Mixer '5

Russley Joker '5

Reckoner '5

Suffolk Ri.sk 'o

Puppies from these well-known dogs

out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiLLsmE Hennels,

5-56 LANCASTKR. MASS.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNOSTOWN, OHIO.

IN THE STUD.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 771 1 •

REGENT BRISK, 16,618

REGENT TIPPLER . .

Fee I25
10
10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches^

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

8T. BERNARDS
AT STUD.

SCOTTISH PRINCE,
THE FINEST ST. BERNARD YET PRODUCED

FEE, - - flOO.

AUTOCRAT,
Winner of more flrst prizes and spec-

ials during: 18UO than any
other at. Bernard.

FEE, - - $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS.
PouKlikeepsie, N. Y.

DJim E. LO¥ELAHD, Manager.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. ELCHO-NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13,426) CH. GLENCHO—MAVOURNEEN.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. p:icho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,

62tt 1995 Main St., West Farms. N. Y.

rSORDON SETTERS^ FIELD AND BENCH SHOW WINNER

FLASH.
BENCH SHOW WINNER

SHOX.
FEE FOR EITHER, |25. For particulai s ad-

dress E. I. MARTIN,
4.29 Wilmington, Del.

FOX XERRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.

VALENS. THF: son OF PITCHER and

already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAI Fee $15.00

CH. V0LUNTFF:R Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN. JR.,
IMIOPUIETOH.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridgk, L. I.

Fairhill Kennels,
2S48 North FHeventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. BERNARDS.
IN THE STUD

BEN ORMONDE, 17044.
12-63 CARD AND PHOTO FREE

ROCHELLE KENNELS.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

Colli
8T. BERNARDS

IRISH TERRIERS

COCKER SPANIELS

Best in the world in stud and for sale.

AT STUD

Broomfield Sviltan, 20668

ADDRESS BOX 862, NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

AT STUD
Christopher - - -

Wellesbourne Charlie

^50.00

50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, $35.

THE KENNEL. *

FOR SALE

BERNARDS.
THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE

MARYLAND KENNELS
CONSISTING OF

STUD DOGS,
BROOD BITCHES

AND PUPPIES.
Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

W. STEWART DIFFENDERFFER,
34 Central Savings Bank Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL,

I75.127 Philadelphia, Penua.

In Conjunction with
my business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have add-
ed a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of
e V e riy descrip-
tion.
Three will be a

registry kept at
my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee the name
and address of

parties wishing to purchase or sell dogs will be
entered. The fee for one dog will be |i.oo, and'for

each additional dog fifty cents. This will be de-

voted to advertising and furthering the sales,

and a commission of 10 per cent willbe charged
on all sales. I may confidently state that my
experience with dogs as a breeder.exhibitor, etc..

with my excellent location for the business and
my wide acquaintance will make this one of the

very best mediums to be found for the purchase
ana sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

sCOTCH....I OIvI^IES

TUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER—importf;d

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, .sire of
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won in KnKland six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-

onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand young dog is just

in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-
dress

THOS. C, CHALMERS. Proprietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in
America." Pedieree and winnings free

; photos,
50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
100-151 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

FORDHOOK KENNBLS
X

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch

Collies. We are now Ixxjking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Cn. The
Squire; Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-

tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,

a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our tiest im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's
champion, ScoTiLLA, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO..

79-1.30 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

^DGEWOOt) HeNNBLS.

ST. BERNARDS!
We have for sale a fine litter of St. Bernard

puppies out of Mascot Meda, sired by Mascot
Bernard, a worthy son of grand old Nero 111

and a full brother of the world-renowned Sir
Bedivere, the best living St. Bernard. These
puppies combine grand blood on both sides and
will please the most exacting fancier. Send
stamp for descriptive circular and price list.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Pottsville, Pa.

THE KENNEL.

89-141

Game BantaniH. IrlHh Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS, BEAGLFiS and
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties of
Fancy Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the
past four years. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price list' free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied
Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

" PAMPHLET
ON

DOG • DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

1S93 BROADWAY, NSW YORK.

BF»RAKE,
Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L. GOODMA ft.

I2ltf AUBURN PARK, ILL.

B. F. LKAVIS.

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Professional bench show handler. Dogs board-

ed and put in condition for shows.

ELM STATION.

Montgomery Co.. Pa.

IF YOU WANT TO OWN A—GENUINE PUG PUP-rUuO BUY AT HEADQUARTERS.
Young stock from prize winners, $20 to $50.

If you've a bitch to breed, try one of our

CT'TTI^ I Eberharfs Cashier (13901. Fee, $15^^ *^^^
I
Bradford Ruby II (0720). Fee, (15

"OTTr*Q 1 John Bull, imported (17093)- Fee, $15
A1LL5-LP I Douglass II (11,804). Fee, |io

Litter guaranteed. A "square deal" to all.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.

Leading and Largest Pug /fennel in America.
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FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
Sept. 1-4.—Youngstown.Ohio.

1-4.—Kingston, Out.
9-1 1.—Hamilton, Can.
15-18.—Toronto, Canada.
33-35.—Montreal, Can.
39-Oct. I.—Ottawa, Can.

Dec. 4-8.—Rockford, 111.

10-14—Freeport, ^H-

30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

18»2.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.

1933.—Binghampton, N. Y.
Feb. 9-13.—Chicago, ill.

33-36.—New York, N. Y.
Ma^'h 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.

8-11.—Baltimore, Md.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Poultry and Pigeon Sho^vs.
Aug. 34-38—Hornellsville, N. Y.

35-39.-Tarentum, Pa.
35-Sept. 4.—Detroit, Mich.
36 Sept. I.—Albany, N. Y.

Sept. 1-9.—KImira, N. Y.
1-4.—Worcester, Mass,
10-17.—Syracuse, N. Y.
14-18.—Westfield, Pa.
14-19.—Columbus, O.
21-35.—Rochester, N. Y.
21-35.—Dover, Del.
21-2-:.—Waverly, N. J.

Sep. 38-Oct. 3.—Trenton, N. J.
Dec. 3-8.—Rock lord. III.

9-1 1.—Brockton. Mass.
10-14—Freeport, III.

15 16.—Needham, Mass.
16-33.—Providence, R. I.

23-25.—Stoneham, Mass.
30-Jan. 3.— Merideii, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 4-7.—Worcester, Mass.

5-8.—Albany. N. Y.
5-8.—Lewiston, Me.
6-13.— Philadelphia, Pa.
13-15.—Leominster, Mass.
13-15.—Yarmouth, Me.
13-15.—Battle Creek, Mich.
13-16.—Columbia, S. C.
18-33.—Hartford, Conn.
19-34.—Shelbyville, Ind.
J9-27—Binghamton, N. Y.
20-25.—Elmira, N. Y.
26-30 —Boston, Mass.

Feb. 2-5.—Worcester, Mass.

Field Trials.
Sept. 22.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.
Nov. 2.—United States Field Trials Club.

10.—International Field Trial Club.

16.—Eastern Field Trials Club.
23.—Irish Setter Club.
23.—Gordon Setter Club.
30.—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1892.
Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Our Illustration.

We are indebted to Poultry for our
frontispiece this week. The subject, a

Creve-Coeur cockerel, is drawn by Mr.
Harrison Weir, in that vigorous and ar-

tistic style for which he is famous. The
Creve-Coeur is one of the French idols,

and when well bred is a grand looking

fowl, that not only pleases the eye but

when dressed tickles the palate. It is

exceedingly popular in France and divides

with the La Fleche the honor of being

the best table fowl. The eggs of the

Creves are large and white. The hens
are fairly good layers. Strange to say,

the best specimens are to be found in

England, and birds imported from there

last season showed up well in size and
crest. The black plumage and crest with

a rather delicate constitution have pre-

vented the Creve-Coeurs becoming more
popular in America, although here as

well as abroad there are localities where
the Creve would thrive and do well.

to the Swiss Mountain Kennels' King
Regent, the typical son of I'rince Regent,

who is shortly to be placed in the stud.

An advertisement in our columns will

inform our readers at the proper time.

We have a pointer. One of the crack

bird dogs of England is coming over and

will probably be handled by B. F. Lewis

at the Canada shows. Our informant

could not say whether the dog was a

pointer or an English setter. It might

be Saddleback or it may lie Sir AUister.

* «

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

The collie bitch Roslyn I^Uy, recently

sent to England, has been bred to Glad-

die, sire of Shefton Hero, and will re-

turn shortly to her old home, the Chest-

nut Hill Kennels.
«

« «

By-the-bye, we saw at these kennels a

bitch puppy by Christopher, which is

really better than Dolly was at the same
age. This is saying a great deal, as it

was impossible to find fault with Dolly

when a youngster.
••

The Chestnut Hill Kennels have re-

ceived per steamer Barrowmore, which
arrived on Saturday last at Baltimore,

twenty-two collies, including Christo-

pher, and six harrier puppies for the

Pennbrook Hunt.

• •

Christopher is so well known that a

description of him is unnecessary. Suf-

fice it to say he arrived in nice shape,

and it was evident he had been in goo<l

hands during the voyage over. As will

be seen in our advertising columns,

Christopher has been placed at stud at

'•ery reasonable terms. He will, with-

out doubt, lie a great l)eiiefit to tlu breed

in this country. His record as a pcud dog

in England is second to none.

We learn that Mr. Harrison has still in

his English kennels eight puppies by

Christopher and a couple of broo<l bitches.

They will l>e disposed of in England.
*

« *

Mr. James Watson writes us: "In your

last issue my imported St. Bernard Lady

Blanca is stated to be by Kathleen. It

should be Kastlehorn (E. 20,823). I am
pleased to say she arrived in good con-

dition last Saturday, having l^een brought

over by Charles Raftery, who had charge

of Mr. Harrison's collies. Lady Blanca

is a very nice, typical bitch. I don't want

to 'blow' about my own property, and

am quite content to say that I like her

and am not surprised to learn that she is

already the dam of some expected prize

winners in England. I am also well nigh

positive that she is in whelp to Salvator

Rosa."
«

« •

We are informed that the St. Bernard

bitch Donna Silva has failed to prove in

whelp to Plinlimmon, and that she will

be bred, when she next comes iu season,

Mrs. F. Rand, of Denver, Col., has

purchased the collie Maney Trefoil from

the Chestnut Hill Kennels. Mrs. Rand
has already quite a nice kennel of collies,

having been very successful during the

past two years with the stock she pur-

chased from the former owner of Maney
Trefoil.

*
« «

Mrs. Rand thinks of placing Maney
Trefoil in the stud for western breeders.

He is by The Squire out of Scotch Pearl,

and was imported two years ago, after

beating Metchley Wonder and his sire at

the Crystal Palace. He now holds the

President's Cup for the best collie owned
by a member of the Collie Club, winning

it at Boston this spring under Mr. Wat-

son, who placed him over Roslyn Wilkes,

Flurry II and Roslyn Dolly.
«

» •

The National Beagle Club's Executive

Committee had a meeting July 25, and

decided to hold the club's second annual

field trials at Nanuet, Rockland County,

N. Y., l>eginning November 23. The
judges have not yet been selected.

•
« «

Swiss Mountain Kennels, already well

known for their black cockers, now in-

tend to take up the reds on account of

their having become quite popular of

late. They are certainly a very taking

color.
«

• «

Chestnut Hill Kennels have made a

new departure by taking up cockers in a

small way. Is the cocker the coming

breed?
* «

Mr. J. B. Sto<ldard writes : "I think my-

self very fortunate in having l)ecome the

owner of Pansy, sister of the noted field

trial winning pointer Ivebaiion. She is a

handsome liver and white bitch, noted as

the possessor of an extra fine nose and

for her execution on single birds. I

value her breeding qualities more than

anything else, as she is an exceptoinal

mother, having raised over twenty pup-

pies at two litters. I think by breeding

her to one of the note«l field trial point-

ers I will get something extra in the

pointer line."

» »

We are requestetl to announce that the

Gordon Setter Club's field trials at High

Point, N. C, will lie so arranged as not

to conflict with the Irish Setter Club's

trials, although they will l)e run during

the same week.

Mr. C. H. Innis, of Boston, has pur-

chased from J. B. Gilmore the blood-

hound Bruno (14,740), a litter brother to

Jack the Ripper, and one of the best of

the bree<l in this country.

«
* *

A number of wild dogs make their

home iu the thickly woo- led part of Cen-

tral Park, New York City, on the extreme

northern end. The dogs hide in the fis-

sures of the rocks, where they are safe

against the attacks of the policemen.

They are very savage if molested, and

apparently live on what they can pick up

by roaming over the hill in the night

time. The jiolice have tried to get rid of

them several times, but in their hiding

places they cannot be got at.

* »

El)erhart Pug Kennels have changed
their city adtlress herause of rebuilding

of former location. They have sold Lady
Thurnian to Mr. L. J. Buell, who is go-

ing into pugs. Mr. El)erhart has lieen

fighting the dog catchers in his city and
has had several arre.sts and convictions.

As high as I50 and costs has been nieeted

out to them. Well done, Al.
»

* «

.\ppaiently the Great Dane is not the

trustworthy animal that are mastiffs or

St. Bernards. The Fanciers' Gazette says :

"A sad accident has taken place at the

residence of M. Bargean, a gentleman of

large means residing in the Rue Lennee,

Paris. M. Bargean had invited a large

numlier of friends to luncheon. During

the meal one of the guests, M. Defizal,

dropped a napkin, and while stooping to

pick it up a tnagiiificent Danish hound,

lielonging to the host, sprang at him
without warning and fastened its teeth

in his throat. A fearful scene ensued.

Every effort was made to force the dog

to release its hold, but in vain ; and

when, finally, they surcee«led, M. Defizal

was unconscious. He was iniine<liately

conveyed to a hospital, but die<l from his

injuries on the way."

* *

The Hamilton Kennel Club's premium

lists are out. Seventy-two classes are

provided for, the prizes lieing $7, $s and

a diploma, kennel prizes |io for most of

the breeds. The judges are J. F. Kirk

for all spaniels ; Miss Whitney for New-
foundlan«ls, St. Bernards, Great Danes

and pugs, and H. W. Lacy for the re-

maining classes.

« *

Allen Trebilcock, of Toronto, Canada,

lost at the Westminster Kennel Club's

show last spring a King Charles spaniel.

Since that time the club have used every

effort to recover the dog, and failing to

do so they have sent Mr. Trebilcock a

check for $75 to cover his loss, notwith-

standing the fact that he had no claim

upon the club at all.

» »

Mr. Trebilcock's fair treatment by the

Westminster people was quite different

from that receive*! by B. V. I^ewis from

the Charleston show management. At

Charleston a stupi<l doorkeeper allowed

the pug bitch Vesta to escape from the

show room. Lewis hunted the town

over and couhl not find her. He then

offered a rewanl of fin, which brought

her in. The manageinent might have

paid this rewanl, but they did not.

»
« •

An o<ld accident happened to a man in

this city a few <lays ago. He sliave<l off

his whiskers to play a joke on his wife,

hut at the front gate he was met by his

«log, which failed to grasp the situation,

but succeeded in getting a good hold on

the puffery of his master's trousers.

*
» •

A watchful Chicagodog "treed" aburg-

lar on a pile of trunks in the storeroom

and kept him there until the man of the

house arrived on the scene.

» *

The Cincinnati Finquirer gives a queer

case of ativism. A three-legged bitch at

Muncie, Ind.. has just given birth to four

puppies, each of which, like the dam,

lacks the fourth limb.
«

» »

And don't forget that Thk Fanciers'

Journal is the l>est advertising medium

of its class in the country.
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BACK TO AMERICA

S'il

m

RETURN OF THE VETERANS JOE LEWIS AND S.

L BOGGS FROM EUROPE.

What They Saw Worthy of Admiration

in the Land of Bluc-Hlooded Doys

and Thoroughbred Poultry.

Editor Fanctkrs' Journai..

Mr. Joe Lewis and myself arrived in

New York Saturday, the 25tli of July, on

the steamship Normania, from vSouthamp-

ton, after a pleasant voyage and a short

stay in England, and brought a few dogs

with us, among them five English set-

ters, four of which are from R. W. Pur-

cell Llewellin's kennel, viz., Viscount by

Moss, out of Nora III ; Moss is by Count

Windem out of Novel ; Nora III is by

Dashing Bondhu out of Nora II ; she is

by Count Windem out of Nora ; color,

black, white and tan ; head, evenly

marked with black ears and tan shadings

and white blaze up the centre of the fore-

head and a few tan ticks on muzzle and

legs, black spot on loin and at root of

tail and a few ticks on body. Date of

birth September 12, 1889. He is a large,

racy, upstanding dog, with good head,

neck, legs, shoulders and feet, with a su-

perb body built on the right lines to go

and stand plenty of work in the field,

with a fast, merry, slashing gait. He
was worked all last season on the moors

in Scotland, and Mr. Llewellin considers

him one of the best young dogs that he

ever bred, and was the dog of all dogs that

I saw while in England that pleased me
most, so I brought him home for a stock
dog,and I think he is just what is needed
in America to breeil from, now that
Count Noble is dead.

Victress, little sister to Viscount, is a
large, racy, upstanding bitch with plenty
of quality, bone and stibstance, and a
goo<l head, neck, shoulders, feet and
body ; color, black and white ; black
ears, white blaze up forehead, body
ticked. Nora III, dam of Viscount and
Victress, is by Dashing Bondhu out of
Nora II; she is by Count Windem out of
Nora ; color, lemon and white, ' evenly
marked, whelped June 2, 1887. She is

in whelp to Moss by Count Windem out
of Novel.

Moll Llewellin by Dashintr Bondhu out
of Nora II, litter sister to Nora III, is

quite a large, handy nice bitch, showing
much quality, bone and substance; color,

lemon and white, evenly marked. She
is in whelp to Mr. Llewellin's Jet, a very
handsome large black and while dog, by
Moss out of Blossom, she by Duke out
of Placid.

These four dogs are all thorougly
broken, and are graml field dogs and
were purchased from Mr. Llewellni only
after much trouble, as he was loth to part
with them, for he has about given up
breeding, and now only breeds on an
average of one bitch a year, consequently
his kennel has decreased in number and
is now very small, and contains mostly
old dogs, with few young ones, and it is

very difficult to obtain any of his blood,
so I consider myself very fortunate in
obtaining what I did, and trust that these
dogs may do much good for the breed
here.
Another English setter in the lot is

Nia, purchased from Mr. Joseph Tavlor.
She is quite a handsome black, white and
tan bitch of the right sort, by Blue Peter
II, out of Dora, whelped February 8,

1886. Her winnings are as follows : First
at Wardle. first at Worsley, second at
Great Harwood, first at Clitteroe, second
at Hastingden, first at Todmorden, first

and special at Oldham, first at Wack-
stead, 1890 and 1891 ; first at Darwin,
second at London (Cruft's), first and cup
at Poulton le Fyde, second at Thorne,
first at Bristol, third at Boston, first at
Winterton, third at Bradford, second at
Belper and third at Makefield.

I must apologize right here for having
an Irish setter in the lot, but when I saw
the Rev. O'Callaghan's kennels I just

thought I would like to try one of his

dogs and see how I got on with him, so

after looking them all over carefully I

selected Finglas III, which I described

in another letter in this issue.

The fox terriers that I purchased from
Mr. Edwin Powell will be shown at the

coming shows. They are Diver III, by
Dugilale Jock out of Sorrel II ; weight
sixteen pounds, markings black and tan

on head, body white ; whelped October

24, 1884 ; breeder, Mr. J. Edwards. Win-
nings, first and second at West Brom-
wich, second and third at Abergraving,
second at Shrewsburg, 1885 ; first at

Liverpool, second at Hanley, first at

Royal Aquarium, London, first and two
cups at Sheffield, second at Birmingham,
first and cup at Wenis, first at Ryde,
third at Stockton, second at York, first at

West Bromwich, first at Newtown and
many others.

Diver III is the sire of Rowton Ransom,
winner of three first prizes and other
wins. Rowton Safety by Stipendiary
out of Hatfield Pan«y, was whelped Oc-
tober 27, 1890 ; color, black head and
white body ; breeder, Mr. Rowland
Green ; winner of first in novice and
second in puppy class at Darween, 1891.

Rowton Flirt, white with black and
tan markings, was whelped August, 1890,

by Rowton Darkie out of Desiree. There
dogs, with Champion Paul Gladstone and
the remainder of the Mt. Washington
Kennels' dogs, will, I think, give me
quite a strong kennel. Yours truly,

S. L. BOCGS.

Pittsburg, Pa., July 28.

KETRIEVING IN FIELD TRIALS.

Mr. Schuyler Writes to Correct a State-
ment Wrongly Quoted.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
I notice a reply to my communication

regarding retrieving in field trials. I

did not state that the Eastern Field Trials

Club prohibited trainers from teaching

their dogs to retrieve. I merely stated

that they had adopted the rule that re-

trieving shall not be required or consid-

ered in any stake. This I consider an

error for the reason that a great many
dogs are good field dogs but few are good
retrievers.

I claim that in teaching a dog to re-

trieve the trainer is given an oppor-
tunity to show his ability. Of course, as

Mr. Stoddard has said, and of which I

am aware, trainers are at liberty to teach
their dogs to retrieve at any age they see
fit. Mr. Stoddard says retrieving merely
shows the handler's skill in teaching, and
consequently should not be considered in

rating the abilities of the dog. All who
have attended field trials know that a
good dog or a dog with good-natured
qualities if handled poorly, is often
beaten by an inferior dog. Who gets the
credit for the victory ? The dog, of
course, but the handler deserves it, surely.

I would like to see all dogs retrieve,
and Ijelieve it an important point in field

work. It takes a dog with good sound
sense, .ind that I claim is one of the most
important qualities in a dog.
As to the retrieving "cranks" ofthe pro-

fession being alarmed, while I do not care
to be classed among the cranks, I still

claim that all sportsmen should have an
opinion on this subject and a right to
express it. Why cannot our sportsmen
express their opinions without calling
names ?

I wish to say a word in favor of retriev-
ing and then have done. Retrieving is

an accomplishment upon which all

sportsmen place a high value. I do not
propose to argue the question as to
whether retrieving is detrimental to the
dog or not, I merely state that if he is

properly trained he should possess that
accomplishment. It cannot possibly harm
either his nose or steadiness if he is a
level-headed dog.

I hope all brother sportsmen will read
this with the same spirit as I have written
it. I am not seeking a controversy or an
a<lvertiseuient. I have all the dogs I can
handle at the trials this year, the greater
part of these customers were obtained
through my advertisement in The Fan-
ciers' Journal.. I have three entries
in the Eastern, three in the Central, three
in the Irish setter and eight in the Phila-
delphia trials. Yours truly,

Prof. J. C. Schuyler.
LuRAY, Va., July 27, 1891.

THE FOXHOUND STANDARD.

What the American Ho'.tnd Should Be

in Contrast with the English.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The standard by which the English

foxhound is judged is before me, and with

a little alteration can be adopted for the

American foxhound. My experience

with the English hound is very limited

and unsatisfactory. The specimens which

I have been presented with were inferior

hunters, poor trailers, with little or no

tongue, and were not as fast as the Amer-

ican hound.

The most improved strains of the

American hound of to-day are the result

of a cross of the English with the old na-

tive foxhounds, and the criticisms in-

dulged in at the expense of the English

foxhound does them great injustice. We
should recollect that our best blooded

horses, as well as the best blooded

hounds, came from the mother country,

and if we have by judicious crossing de-

veloped a better dog than either of the

original ones, half of this improvement

should be credited to the English dog.

The English people require a close-

knit, compact dog, with any amount of

endurance and pay very little to note or

tongue and they ride to the hound, and

always keep them well in hand and un-
der thorough control. Whenever a check
or loss occurs the huntsman is there to

take every advantage of the fox by plac-

ing them as speedily as possible on the
drag. The estimation in which a hunts-
man is held is in proportion to the suc-

cess he has in handling his pack. The in-

spiring music of the hounds is never once
thought of, but the chief pleasure con-
sists in a rattling gallop and the success
in which a huntsman makes his casts.

The hunting instinct so highly prized by
the American hunter is lost sight of, and
the English hound, from a long course of
training, is dependent upon the hunts-
man.
This country in most places being

heavily timbered and thick, the Ameri-
can sportsman requires a very speedy
hound, with lx)ttom sufficiently good as

to outwind the red fox. He has to con-
tent himself with cutting about and head-
ing them, as he can't ride to the hounds,
and therefore it is of the utmost import-
ance that they should have good tnouths.

The American hound should be above
medium size and of extra good sense,

with a sensitive nose and musical note,
possessing great speed, combined with
ample bottom. He should be lighter

built than his English cousin, and im-
bued with any amount of hunting in-

stinct. Speed should be his crowning
virtue, aided with ample bottom to catch
successfully the red fox by running. It

is the swiftness of the chase that tires

and not the long race. If the modern
foxhound is superior to the English
hound it is the result of training to hunt
and run in a particular manner. They
are both well suited to run in the way
each have been taught, and to compare
the one with the other is hardly admis-
sible. G. V. Young.
Waverly, Miss., July 21.

Mr. E. W. Jester writes regarding the
American foxhound as compated with
the English standard : I would make no
change in the English standard as re-

gards head except that it should be con-
sidered that there is a difference in the
size of the two types, the American be-
ing smaller with ears long, and the lower
half inclined to twist or rope.
Neck.—Same as English standard.
Shoulders. —The English standard

fits the American particularly in being
"free from fat or timber."
Chest and Back Ribs.—The Ameri-

can dogs as a rule do not stand over
twenty or twenty-two inches, and should
girth in proportion.
Back and Loin.—English standard

good. A perceptible arch is not objec-
tionable provided it is not extreme.
Hindquarters.—I do not want per-

fectly straight stifles, as we want speed
and prefer them somewhat bent. I do
not think it detracts from staying powers
if built right otherwise.

Elbows.—English description all right
but would prefer them a little more out
than in.

Legs and Feet.—The English idea is

correct in nearly all points, but I do not
like perfectly straight legs, as I want no
knuckling. Bone should be good and
strong for size, not out of proportion or
over-lieavy.

As to color. I prefer black, white and
tan or tri-color, evenly sliare my favor
with the solid red (not tan), the color of
the red fox or even Irish setter. We
have many over here that color and they
are all very good all round and are par-
ticularly hardy.

I do not care for a heavy coat or
fringed tail. I like a short coat and
whip tail with a gradual taper. Some of
our best have no more fringe than a
pointer, though many have light fringes.

The beauty of a pack or individual is

symmetry, size, form and color.
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KENNEL REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be
made in the following form :

NAMES claimed.
WACHOVIA KENNELS, Salem, N. C, claim

the names Duchess of Marlborough, Parepa
Rosa, Lady Wellin>^on and Lady Margue-
rita for pug bitches by Cricket II out of Daisy
W.

KBERHART pug KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.,
claim the name Paxtang for pug dog,
whelped June 8, 1891, by Spokane—Lalla
Rookh.

EBEKHART pug kennels claim the name
Lady Desmond for pug bitch, whelped June
8, 1891, by Spokane—Lalla Rookh.

KBERHART PUG KENNELS claim the name
Virgie E- for pug bitch, whelped June 8, 1891,

by Spokane—Lalla Rookh.

KBERHART PUG KENNELS claim the name
Dandy Boy for pug dog, whelped June 8, 1891,

by Spokane—I^lla Rookh.

SALES.
SHENANGO KENNKLS, Sharon, Pa., have

sold their St. Bernard bitch Lady LeRoy. by
Rex Maximus—Hester, to E. C. Register,
Baltimore, Md.

EBKRHART PUG KENNKLS have sold their
pug dog Monsieur Dotsero (15,691), by Ch.'
Kash—Fair Inez, to Mrs. Henry Lee, Lopeer,
Mich.

KBERHART PUG KKNNELS have sold their

pug bitch Lady Thurraan (13,968). by Dixie-
Silver Shoe, to L J Buell, Neenoh, Wis.

SHENANGO KENNEI^, Sharon, Pa., have sold
their Italian greyhound bitch Silver Bird to

James R. Williams, New Castle, Pa.

SHENANGO KENNELS, Sharon, Pa., sold their

Italian greyhound bitch Beauty (Tony

—

Idiein) to Mr. V. Jones, East Albany, N. Y.

WACHOVIA KKNNELS, Salem, N. C, sold
their pug bitch Lady Marguerita (21,411) to
Mr. K. W. Vaughn, Winston, N. C.

VISITS.

G. H. DKCK'S pug bitch Bess to Kberhart Pug
Kennels' Kberhart's Cashier (13.901). July 23,

1891.

W. V. PORTER'S fox terrier bitch Belle of Sha-
ron (17,540 to Mr. John E. Thayer's Suffolk
Risk (15.45'). July »5. '89«-

E. HUIDEKOPER'S English setter bitch Isa-

bella (2015) to J. Shelley Hudson's Ben Hill

(10.158). July 15, 1891.

A. RUFLE'S English setter bitch Bessie Roy
(i9,36i(toJ. Snelley Hudson's Dad Wilson,
Jr., July 8.

CHARLES T. HYDE'S English setter bitch
Fayette Nellie Bly (16,810) to J. Shelley Hud-
son's Ben Hill, June 29, 1891.

J. SHELLEY HUDSON'S English setter bitch
Bessie Marshall (20,368) to his Dad Wilson
(2371), July 12.

MRS. SHUMAN'S pug bitch Mopsey to Mrs. M.
Marshall's Mellie M., July 17, 1891.

MR. HOYT'S fox terrier bitch M'liss (15,646) to
Hillside Kennels' Raby Mixer (6963), July 17.

R. S. RYAN'S fox terrier bitch Pretty Picklea
(Regent Vox—Dudley Rage) to Hillside Ken-
nels' Russley Joker (20,070), July 12. 1891.

P. LORILLARD. TR.'S fox terrier bitch Mint
(Bacchanal—Julip) to Hillside Kennels' Raby
Mixer (6963). July 8, 1891.

MR. McALEE'S fox terrier bitch Tennis (10,961)

to Hillside Kennels' Pitcher (21,325). June 30,

1891.

GEORGE BELL'S fox terrier bitch Ebor Tatters
to Hillside Kennels' Pitcher (21,325), June 26.

L. GARDNER'S English setter bitch Sunol
(18.851) to his Roger (8252), July 13.

W. RUTHERFORD'S fox terrier ?»itch Warren
Jiffy to Hillside Kennels' Pitcher (21,325),

June 12.

WHELPS.
FRANK W. MOULTON'S bitch Ladv Melville

(Trentham Dutch—Old Lill), whelped three
dogs and four bitches by Roscoe Bendigo

—

Starlight.

J. SHKLLKY HUDSON'S KngH.sh setter bitch
Bohemian Girl (8281) whelped five dogs and
six bitches to his Ch. Dad Wilson (3371), June
23, I 891.

J. SHKLLKY HUDSON'S Knglish setter bitch
Tube Rose (14,074) whelped seven dogs and
two bitches to his Ben Hill (10,158).

H. H. LAWSON'S bitch Pascha whelped four
dogs and four bitches June 27, 1891.

—My dog is well trained, you bet.

When I say Waldo, come here or not, he
immediately comes here—or not.

A DAY WITH REV. O'CALLAGHAN.

Messrs. Boggs aod Lewis' Visit to the

Famous Irish Setter Breeder.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

After travelling around the various

dog shows in the United States and hear-

ing the lovers of the Irish setter there

expatiate upon the good qualities of their

pets, I concluded that when I reached

England I would endeavor to have a

look at the Rev. Robert O'Callaghan's

kennel of Irish setters and see the differ-

ence, if any, between them and the dogs

at home.

This genial gentleman has been breed-

ing this strain of dogs for over forty

years. Mr. Lewis and I boarded a train

about 9 A. M. on the London and South

West Railway at London, Chatham and

Dover Station in London, and after about

one hour's ride through a beautiful and

fertile country, we were landed in Ro-

chester, a very quaint old town of about

30,000 inhabitants, whence we were con-

veyed by carriage to Berstal House, the

beautiful residence of the reverend gen-

tleman on the outskirts of the town.

There we had the pleasure of being pre-

sented to Mr. and Mrs. O'Callaghan,

who extended a most hearty welcome,

and after refreshments we took a look at

the kennels, which were located in the
rear of the house. They are very large

and commodious, and only two dogs are
kept in one large kennel. The yards
and exercising grounds are quite large,

and cover several acres, just the ideal

J>lace for a kennel, and everything is per-

ection in itself.

After having a good look around the
reverend gentleman had his kennelman
bring the dogs out on the lawn in front

of the house, one at a time, for close in-

spection. The first that was brought out
was old Champion Grouse II by Cham-
pion Palnierstone out of Quail. She will

be fourteen years old next December,
and is now in good condition and quite
lively. The only place that she shows
age to any extent is being grey on the
muzzle. This old bitch, besides being
one of the noted champions of her day,
is the dam and granddam of more field

trial and bench show winners than any
other Irish setter bitch, and is the foun-
dation of the Irish setter in England. She
is the dam of Champion Aveline, Cham-
pion Shandon II, Champion Fingal III,

Desmond II, Drogheda and granfidam of
Champion Coleraine, the recent field trial

winner, and many more good ones.
Next came Champion Fingal III, by

Frisco out of Grouse II, a good upstand-
ing dog, with a good head, body, color,

legs and feet, showing lots of quality, a
very successful sire and winner of many
prizes, as follows : First at Olympia,
first at Brighton, 1889 ; first at Manches-
ter and cup ; first at Chelmsford, 18^0 ;

first at Liverpool, first at Maldon and
cup, 1891.

In Champion Aveline we found a rare

good bitch of the right sort, and one
that would take some l>eating over here.

Mr. Lewis, after looking her carefully

over for some time, passed the remark
that he did not know of a bitch that
could beat her. Her winnings are as

follows : Second at Field Trial Derby,
first at Crystal Palace, 1685 ; field trial

prize, Aquarium, first at Streatham, first

at Midstone, 1886; first at Crystal Palace
and field prize, 1887 ; challenge at War-
wich, challenge at Barn Elms and field

prize, challenge at Brighton, 1888 ; chal-

lenge at Brighton, challenge at Colches
ter, 1889 ; first and field prize at Agricul-
tural Hall, 1 89 1.

We were next shown Coleraine by
Champion Fingal III out of Champion
Aveline, winner of Puppy Stakes at New-
port, 189 1 ; Puppy's Stake, Kennel Club
Derby, and third and All-Age Stake,

1891, when only twelve months old. She
is a very typical racy bitch, and is built

on the outline of the Llewellin setter,

and I predict that she will yet win on the
bench. Mr. O'Callaghan deserves much
credit for breeding such a grand goo<l

specimen as this bitch is.

I would like to state for the Ijenefit of
my friends at home that it was very
amusing to ^lear the reverend gentlemai)

tell of the various letters that he had re-
ceived from gentlemen in America in-
quiring about this bitch, but uufortuately
none of them have yet mustered up suffi-

cient courage to reach the limit, as it

will take a very long price to bring her
to America. From present indications I

think she will remain in P^ngland,
Coleraine was followed by Finglas by

Champion Fingal III out of Champion
Aveline, whelped April 13, 1890 ; color,
dark red ; litter brother to Coleraine, the
phenomenal field trial winner. He is a
typical dog, built on the right lines, with
plenty of bone and substance, good head,
shoulders, legs and feet, a grand body,
built right to go in the field. He was
broken by the same handler that broke
and ran Coleraine, and was entered in
the same trials as she, but, being laid up
with distemper, could not start. Rev.
O'Callaghan considers him equally as
good as his sister, and after looking him
over carefully I came to the conclusion
that such a dog was needed in America to
breed from, so bought him. and surprised
myself when I did so, for I never could
see much good in Irish setters until I saw
this lot. Being bred directly from field

trial and bench show winners I think he
is what is wanted. Rev, O'Callaghan
considers him the best dog that has ever
been sent across the pond. I shall run
him in the trials and show him at the
bench shows, and if I am not mistaken
think he will make it warm for some-
body.
Next we were introduced to Shandon

II, a very good large dog, but do not
fancy him as much as Fingal III. His
winnings are : First and cup at Barn
Elms, 1887 ; first at Barn Elms, first at
Brighton, 1888 ; first at Manchester, chal-
lenge and cup at Brighton, first at Col-
chester. 1889; challenge at Agricultural
Hall, 1S90 and 1891. Then Geraldine II

was brought out, a bitch that we fanced
much. Her winnings are : First at Olym-
pia, first at Brighton, 1889 ; first at Man-
chester, first at Agricultural Hall, 1890

;

first at Liverpool, first and cup at
Chelmsford and first at Waldon, 1891.

Then came Fairy, winner of finst at
Maldon in 1891, only time shown. She
is a very good bitch with a bad mouth,
but did not fancy her. Next we were
shown Kinvara, winner of second at
Brighton and third at Birmingham ; then
Tyrconnel, winner of first at Dublin, only
time shown. Other dogs shown us were
Boyne, whelped April 19, 1890, by Try-
connel out of Kinvara ; Erne, sister to

Boyne—^Jester by Champion Shandon II

out of Mirth, whelped February, 1889,

and a few more.
Taking all things into consideration,

we were much pleased with this kennel,
as they are all of uniform type, the stud
dogs being very large and all of al)out the
same size and the bitches of a medium
uniform size with lots of quality,while all

the dogs have lots of bone and substance.

I am convinced that this is the only ken-
nel of Irish setters in England or Ireland

that are worth bothering with, and think
Mr. O'Callaghan deserves much credit

for breeding and keeping this strain of
dogs together for so many years and
bringing them to such a high state of
perfection at which no other breeder of
Irish setters has arrived.

S. L. BoGGS.

Pittsburg, Pa., July 27.

Had No I'so for Them.
From the Stock-Keeper.

We have received a post-card from

Gothenburg, Sweden, asking, "Dear Sir :—Can

you do with fox cubs, and at what price ? Please

let me know." Not being a M. F. H. ourselves,

we do not think we can do with fox cubs. There

is no cover in Fleet Street worth speaking of.and

the cover in the city at the Stock Exchange is re-

quired for bears and bulls. So we are afraid we
cannot avail ourselves of our Swedish correspon-

dent's kindness, but we hold his address at the

disposal of our readers.

Why Ho Named Ills Dog Fish.

From Shooting Times.

The boy's fishing-rod was fastened un-

der the root of a tree on the river bank yesterday

and he was sitting in the sun playing with a

dog. "Fishing?" inquired a man passing along

the road. "Yes," answered the boy as briefly.

"Nice dog you've got there. What's his name ?"

"Fish." "'Fish?' That's a queer name for a

dog. What did you call him that for ?" "Cause

he won't bite " TheiJ the man proceede<J on hi.s

THE BARZOI OR RUSSIAN

WOLFHOUND.

From the Stock-Keeper.

Some time ago we received a letter

from the vice-president of the National

Greyhound Club stating that this society

was desirous of drawing up a standard

for judging Russian greyhounds, and be-

fore doing so Mr. Nixon wrote us thev

wished to obtain our views on the sub-

ject. Our views at that time were in a

state of confusion, owing to the mass of

exceptionally light literature we had sur-

faced over in many numbers of kennel

periodicals. So we bethought ourselves

of a plan to bring our straggling knowl-

edge of the breed into form and order.

Our first thoughts travelled to the Hon.
Mrs. Wellesley's Krilutt. This dog when
he made his first appearance at an Eng-
lish show we had the pleasure to judge,

and we remember well the admiration

his graceful proportions excited among
the bystanders. We recollect, too, that

Captain Graham,one ofour best-grounded

authorities on the wolf-hound family, was

present and in the ring, and we can see

him now, as soon as the judging was fin-

ished, going over Krilutt's points with

the fervid satisfaction of a trainer exam-

ining the build of a fine racehorse. It

occurred to us that if we could secure an

interview with Colonel Wellesley we
should strike a vein of information that

would enrich our little stock of Barzoi

knowledge. During his residence in Rus-

sia we felt sure that the Colonel, having

a great fondness for these dogs, would

have profited by his position to make
himself acquainted with the history and
characteristics of the breed.

The hounds which Lady Charles Innes-
Ker used to exhibit were very beautiful

creatures and pleasantly colored, the rich

tawny orange patches making a rich con-
trast to the pure body white. They were,
we always understood, descended from
specimens in the Imperial Russian Stud,
which were originally presented to Lord
Cowley. Lady Emily Peel used also to

exhibit a very grand specimen of the
breed. The Barzoi, it is stated, owes the
high flavor he now enjoys at the court of
the Czar to an Englishman. It is said that

the enthusiastic admiration expressed by
H. R. H. the Prince of Wales for these

hounds caused the late Emperor to en-

courage the breed. However, to return.

We wrote the owner of Krilutt, and re-

ceived his reply asking us to go down to

Merton Abbey with our artist, as he had
numerous photographs and pictures of
hounds to show us, and also a large cor-

respondence thereto relating which we
were at liberty to peruse and make notes

on. We were fortunate in selecting a

perfect day for Mr. Moore, who was able

to sit out on the lawn and make his

sketch in the open air, with nothing to

disturb him but the disjointed observa-

tions and irrelevant remarks of a gray
parrot.

While artist and owiier were arranging
the pose, etc., for the picture, we indulged
ourselves in our favorite occupation

—

mooching—which we may explain to our
readers unacquainted with slang means
to us leisurely loitering and pleasantly

prying with no fixed purpose. We ex-

amined the old walls of the house and
felt happy when we found a date, 1702 ;

no wonder there are cracks in the yellow-

red bricks. When Captain Cook, the

great explorer who was butchered to

make a cannibal's meal, lived here, that

garret wall was air-tight, but it must be

somewhat over-ventilated now. Then we
examined the pair of cannon in front of

the house, and the present tenant tells us

that local tradition says they were placed

there by Nelson when he lived in the

neighborhood of the lovely and bewitch-

ing Lady Hamilton. Then we saunter

down by the lake, and look slantways

across the water to get a sight of the big

pike that lie motionless in the weeds.

Through the next meadow runs the cele-

brated trout stream, the Wandle. In

this field were several Barzoi pups play-

ing about ; some were out of Pagooba,

tUe others pm pf I'cggy, gu4 ?1} by

Krilutt. Peggy's were five months old,
and were finely grown ; Pagooba's were
born on June 3, and were more or less out
of sorts, but in their shape and size gave
great promise. Mr. Moore sketched one
for us, and we are sorry to learn that it

(lid not live.

Pagooba was next brought out of her
kennel and showed herself off with a
grand gallop. This bitch is three years
old. She was presented to her present
owner by the breeder. Prince Dinitri-
Galitzin, director of the Czar's sports.
She has been used for wolf-hunting in
Russia. Her coloring is pretty ; white
body with silver-gray and light fawn
markings. She is a most syn^metrical
bitch, has a long, graceful neck, the oc-
cipital bone is slightly pronounced, good
girth, perfect quarters, and stands very
sound behind. She is more snake-like
than Krilutt, and she is full of muscle.
Her loin is slightly arched, and the tail

is carried low and swooping between the
hocks. She still bore signs of the time
she had had with her litter of sixteen
pups. All round we admired her im-
mensely, and though we did not approve
the decision, we were not surprised to
hear that she had once beaten Krilutt in
the show ring.

.Another magnificent bitch, which was
formerly one of the ornaments of this ken-
nel, was Outekha. She strayed one day,
ami getting on the line was killed by a
passing train. We could judge from the
photo we saw how great a loss was suf-

fered by this accident. We also saw Elsie,

the dam of a litter by Krilutt, which were
consigned by their breeder, Mr. F. Lloyd,
to the American admirer of this variety,

Mr. Wade.
Elsie is nothing to look at, being

small, light and weedy, no bone, back
straight, very curly tail, and too bent in

the stifles. She also dips in l)etween and
below the eys. In a word she is not a
show Barzoi, but she has proved herself

a splendid brood bitch. We recently
had an ojjportunity to see the dog pup
out of her by Krilutt, which Mr. Lloyd
kept for himself, and were .struck with
his size and quality ; he bids fair to take
a high position in the breed. Among the
papers Colonel Wellesley placed at our
disposal was a Russian journal called

Sport and Nature, containing a criticism

on Krilutt as he appeared at Moscow
when he won the large silver medal. It

says : "Of all the male dogs only Krilutt,

a white dog with yellow spots, striped

with black, received the large silver

medal, having obtained forty and two-
third points out of a possible forty-five.

He is very regularly built, long, with
rounded back, very good head, good
nose, eyes and ears

;
perhaps he might

be a little leaner in head and more ele-

gant in build."

We now borrowed a tape to take Kril-

utt's measurements, which we give
herewith :

Inches.
Length of head 11

M

From occiput to between shoulders . . . . iij^

From between shoulders to between hips . . 23
From between hips to set-on of tail 6J,{

Length of tail (not reckoning hair) 21

Total length .• • • • 73^

Inches.
Height at shoulder (/<i*»v»/a/>7») 30}^
Girth of chest 33
Girth of narrowest part of tuck-up 23

Girth just above the stifle-bend 13
Girth round the stifle .11

Girth hock joint 6. _

Girth below h«)ck joint iji
Girth elbow joint 8}{
Girth above eU>ow joint H%
Girth midway l)etween elbow and pastern 6J4
Girth of neck 17

Girth of head, round occiput \f>%

Girth of head between occiput and eyes . . . i6Jf
Girth of head round the eyes 13)4
Girth of head round the muzzle, between
eyes and nose 9

We give these details fully, because
this dog being now proved to l)e the

handsomest of his kind in Pyiigland, we
think they must be not only interesting

but likewise of instructive value as a
means of future comparison. Krilutt has
the best feet we have seen on any of
these hounds ; they are more hare than
cat-footed. He is a little short in tail,

and his head could be somewhat leaner.

The name Krilutt is the Russian "wing-
ed" in the sense that Mercury has wings
—hence it means "fast in the wind."
Krilutt's markings are a silver fawn or

ash color. I.K)oking at Mr. Moore's pic-

ture as it appeared on our title page last

week, we could only desire two altera-

tions, first, the hea<l should be carried a
bit lower, making the neck a Jittle

straighter, an»l the tail should be carfied

Piore flownwflr4, falling )>etwen| |.U^
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hocks, liar Ihese two trifles we are of

opinion that the sketch is an adniirable

portrait of a perfect liorzoi, and our

readers may accept it with confidence as

the correct thinj" to breed to. Wilh re-

gard to the name, we w ish it to he under-

stood that the hounds known to us as

Russian or Siberian wolfhounds shouhl

be called "Borzoi," the meaning of which

is a coursing dog, whether he be used for

wolf, fox or hare.

Barzois areof two sorts, "goostopsovy,"

or rough-coated, and "cheesetopsovy,"

or smooth-coated. The latter is a cross

with the English greyhound. It is a great

mistake to think that the rough-coated

Barzoi is used only for wolves; on the

contrary, he is more commonly used for

foxes and hares, they being more abun

daut in the country than wolves. It is

therefore a mistake to suppose they

should have shortish necks on the ground

that they have not to sloop for their

game. The liarzoi, being a taller dog,

has to stoop lower for liis game than the

greyhound, ainl therefore recpiires a

longer neck.
At Merton Abbey there is a small room

entirely devote<l to things "Barzoi." Its

walls are covered wilh beautiful colored

engravings representing the most cele-

brated prize winners of that bree«l, and

Colonel Wellesley authorizes us to state

that he will l)c delighted to show them to

anyone who may be sufficiently interested

in the subject to run down to Merton for

the purpose.
In this room Colonel Wellesley also

showed us some excellent specimens of

leather work, for which the Russians are

so famous, in the way of collars and

leashes. The latter are black leather,

and measured close upon twenty-two feet,

without a visible join of any kind.

We shall now proceed to make use of

the papers kindly placed at our disposal

by Colonel Wellesley, dealing with the

code of points first. Owing to the ab-

sence of an a thorized published standard

of Barzoi points, irresponsible admirers

of the breed have formed opinions of

their own which they have pushed into

print ; needless to say, they are self-

dubbed connois.seurs, and their criticisms

are always arbitrary, and usually marked
by the absurdity of ignorance. It is our

privilege to supply the want that has

been felt, and we give below a translation

of the description composed by the Im-

perial Society for the encouragement of

sport in Russia.

PolntHof the HouKh-Coated Borzoi.

Extracts from the minutes of a meet-

ing of the Coursing Committee of the

Russian Imperial Society for the Encour-

agement of Si^>ort, held on March 4, 1889:

Head.—Generally lean throughout, with flat

narrow skull, leading over a hardly perceptible

stop to a long snout. The head, from forehead

to end of nose, should l)e so fine and lean that

the shape a«id direction of the bones and princi-

pal veins can be easily seen.

Nose— Black.
1.;yks.—Dark, exi)ressive,oblong,almond shape.

Kaks.—Small, not quite round at the lips, not

leathery, set on high, and with the tips when
thrown back almost touching behind the occiput.

Neck.—Not swan like, though not short nor
ri.sing straight up from the withers.

Shoi'Ldkks—Clean.
Chest.- rtomewhat narrow but not hollow.

Back.—Rather bony and free from any cavity

in the spinal cord (as,' for example, is often seen

in English grevhounds), wilh a well-marked arch

in the male but level and broad in the female.

I.01NS.—Broad and drooping.
Kius.—On no account round like a barrel, but

flat like a fish, deep, reaching to the elbow, and
even lower.

. . , .

Groin.—In the male short, in the female
roomy. , .

• Forelegs.—Lean and straight. Seen from the

front Ihev should l>e narrow, and from the side

broad at the shoulder and narrowing gradually

down to the foot.

HiNi> l,K«;s.—Should be the least thing under

the liody when standing still, not straight, and
the .stifle only slightly bent, and the hind legs

not loo far apart from one another. Free from
dewclaws.
MCSCLKS.—Those of the hindquarters, shoul-

ders and che.st should be long and not convex.

Pasterns.-Short.
Pkkt.—Long loes, closely joined together,

short and strong nails, and the animal should

stand more on the nails than on the heel.

Coat.- Soft, long, silkv and wavy, and in

places somewhat curly, the feet should be cov-

ered with fur like a hare.

Tail—Ivong and .sickle-shaped.

NoTKS.—The male should, in general,

be shorter m body than the female.

It should l)e possible to place the male

in a square, so that the withers, toes of

forefeet, and heels of hin«l legs should be

placed within the limits of the four lines

forming it. „ . ,

Colonel Tchebishoff, an excellent judge

of this breed, and who owns the famous

dog Nagrajdai. favors us with the follow-

ing remarks. He says that in his expe-

rience be wever saw the front ribs of a

Barzoi reach
continues

:

as low as the elliow. He

The dog .should have an arched back, and

when the bitch is more than ordinary broad her

back is arched al.so.
. .. i- .1

The arch should tugin gradnallv from the

withers. There can l)e no greatir fault than a

back level from the withers and suddenly arch-

ing at the hindquarters.
The vertebra; of the spine should be seen like

a row of knots.
The elbows should never be turned out, as they

are in a bull dog.
The hocks should be prominent.
The hind part of the body should be broader

than the fore.
. .^ .

The muscles of the hind legs should be narrow

and long, not as iu the English greyhound,

broad and thick.
Height of dog from 26'X inches to 33 '4 inches.

Height of bitch from 22K inches to 29K niches

Average height of dog Irom 28 inches to 33 Vi

inches. , . . . u
Average height of bitch from 24 inches to 28

inches. , , . _. j
On the head, the hair should be short and

smooth, the same on the ears and front of fore

The frill on the neck should be long and rather

*^"The che.st and the rest of the body should be

covered with long wavy but not curly hair.

The forelegs should be well feathered.

The tail and hindqiiarleis should l>e covered

with long but on no acxouiil curly hair,

Cou>K.-Nose.- Black. Eyes-Very dark, al-

though excellent s|)eciinens are seen with hazel

or s<mie other even lighter color. Coat.—nhould

be white, while with grey spots, while with yel-

lowish grey spots. Manv people object 10 tigei-

colored s{>ols, as in a bull dog.

Colonel Tchebishoff always disqualifies

black, black and tan, and while with

black spots, as he considers that these

colors indicate a descent from English or

Oriental greyhounds. He also adds that

the al)ove mentioned points are desirable

so far as perfection is concerned, but that

many a hound without them has proved

excellent in the field.

That the above given points are a trans-

lation is evident from the occasional use

of terms not generally employed in ken-

nel phraseology, but it has been deemed

advisable to keep literally to the original,

for whit a free rendering might have

gained iu smoothness it might have lost

in accurate rendering of the ideas of those

who framed the code.

Colonel Tchebishoff 's supplementary

remarks are valuable. The description

of the neck is interesting; "not swan-

like" means not arched. The Barzoi car-

ries his he«rd lower, with the neck nearer

the line of the back. It reads rather

strange to us that the bitches are not re-

quired to have the arched loins of the

dogs. A bull dog should be roach-backed,

Dachshunds and Bedlingtons should have

arched loins, and we lielieve that these

characteristics are desirable in both sexes.

The Colonel does not describe the texture

of the coat, but the society says it should

be soft. Colonel Wellesley explains the

absence of fur under the feet in England
to the fact that it is worn away by exer-

cise on hard roads.

A scale of points as we draw them up,

showing in nund)ers the relative value of

the various parts of the body, does not

appear to be understood in Russia. We
take 100 as perfection, an<l apportion out

more or less to each part according to its

proportionate value, e. ^., in one breed,

coat, being of great importance, might
receive twenty, and in another, where

coat is of less consequence, only five, and
so forth ; but the Russians, as will be

seen from the following table, take forty-

five as perfection, and give each point

the same number—five, it thus appearing

as if to set no higher relative value on hind

legs than ears. This apjiareut inconsist-

ency is in a measure rectified by the list

of parts placed according to the value

they are considered to have in proportion

to one another. General Boldareff makes
the Russian method comprehensible by

explaining as follows how four competi-

tors would be judged. The bitch Nega,
must, according to the table, be perfec-

tion, for she receives the full complement
of marks for each part.

For a certificate the total must l)e min-

imum 27, for a bronze medal 30, for

small silver medal 36, for large silver

medal 40, for gold medal five for each

point, but there have l)een instances

where a dog got it with only 42 marks.

In general the gold medal is only given

in extraordinary cases.

As to the valuation of the points in ref-

erence to each other they are placed in

this order:

General symmetry.
Muxzle, eyes and ears.

Tail.

1. Hind legs. 5
2. Forelegs. 6,

3. Ribs. 7

4. Back.

The main things are the working

points. The hind legs must be always

better than the forelegs. Then the ribs

enclosing lungs ; these have a grest in-

fluence on the character of the back.

The legs and ribs, when once formed, do

not change, but the back may, from dif-

ferent causes—iu consequence of the

lungs getting more develoiJed, from liet-

ter food, etc. The head and tail are

secondary.
I'Vom the al)ove we conclude that point

judging is in vogue at the Russian shows.

"What will probably strike an English

cynologist as surprising is the disparag-

ing manner in which the general and his

countryman regard what we hold to be

the most important point in every pure

breed—the head. In the Barzoi, too, this

part is so purely beautiful on account of

its distinctive character, marvellous

length, fineness and chisseled outline.

We attach so exceeding a value to the

head Ijecause We consider it the key to

every breed, and we are, therefore, the

more astonished to hear the Barzoi's

head, which is of such surpassing grace,

indifferently referred to as "secondary."

It is known tons that the Russian judges

would view with jealous disfavor any ex-

pression of strong dissent that might im-

ply we under-estimated their ability to

appraise duly their national dogs, so we
can onlv say that had England the honor

to claim the Barzoi as native, we hope the

head would be judged the primary point

of lieauty in so charming a breed.

A FEAR THAT KILLS.

Name of proprietor
and name of dog.

n o - s; 5 ? < B » i o

ft '

Col. Wellesley's bitch
, ,

Divna i6J4] 3, i», ^i j,

Dr. Scott's dog Zavla-

;

I M
dai 17 Vi * *

Mrs. Wellesley's dog
| |

Paraiai i7/^i 4i 5 5
Col. Vivian's dog On-

|

dar 15H! »! 3
Gen'l Baldariff's bitch
Nega

iriff's bitch I I

'^ N

People Years A|j:o Did Not Think Much
of a 1>ok's Bite.

From the New York World,

It is not many years ago, as "Ouida"

remarks, that nobody thought it a mat-

ter of the slightest consequence to be

bitten by a healthy dog. But now the

public mind bas been so inoculated with

senseless terror "that even the accidental

touch of a puppy's lips or the kindly lick

of his tongue throws thousands of people

into an insanity of fear."

This is putting the case a little too

strongly, but with the fact liefore us that

a laboring man in Rahway has just l>een

frightened literally to death by a healthy

dog's bite, the protest against the igno-

rant and exaggerated fear of hydrophobia

can hardly be made too v'.gor us.

We see no reason to doubt the sound-

ness of the dictum of a veterinary sur-

geon that a scratch from a rusty nail or

the jagged tin of a sardine box is much
more truly dangerous than a dog's tooth.

Had Charles Frank and his neigldx)r in

Rahway who aroused and fed his terror

of hydrophobia been instructed in this

simple physiological fact, there would be

one bereaved family the less to-day.

If the abject terror created by a dog's

bite continues to grow, sensible people

will l>e constrained to agree with Dr.

Bell that "Pasteur does not cure rabies
;

he creates it." As it is, we shall take no
exception to this sweeping statement of

"Ouida's :" "The dissemination of cow-

ardice is a greater evil than would be the

increase of any physical ill whatever. To
direct the minds of men iu nervous terror

to their own bodies is to make of them a

trembling and shivering pack of postrate

poltroons."

a 5^ 5'
5, 5I si 545

•Equal to 1.75 inch.

The prizes received were : small silver medal,
bronze medal, large silver medal, certificate of
tneril, gold medal.

Kough I'pon the Pug.
From the Indianapolis Journal.

"What do you suppose Thompson did

when the flat he lives in caught fire the other

day ?••

"Sent in an alarm ?"

'No; he became wildly excited, apparently,

and threw his wife's pug out of the third-story

window. Killed the brute, of course, and now
she is wondering if Thompson didn't know just

what he was doing all the time."

A CORRESPONDENT'S VISIT TO

COLONEL P. HENRY O'BANNON.

The Manager of the Famous Blue Ridge

Kennels in Virginia.

Editor Fanciers' Journal

You city fellows who have to be caged

up all the while and ponder over badly

written manusciipt as you select the fit-

ting and waste basket the remainder,

must feel refreshed to know that others

can get away, from the heated city during

the summer time and get a breath of

pure air. I have had such a pleasant

time lately that I fancy you will feel in-

terested in my story.

Having business that caused me to

stop at Culpepper, Va., 1 learned that by

taking a drive into the country the turn-

pike led to Sperryville, where, as you

are aware, resides a clever gentleman

known throughout the land as one of the

owners and managers of the Blue Ridge

Kennels. You are aware that I have

seen Oath's Mark upon the bench and at

field trials, and the desire to see how he

looked and Ijehaved at his harem was

sufficient inducement to cause me to take

a drive toward the foot hills of the mighty
Blue Ridge. A heavy shower coming up
prevented my reaching the home of

Colonel P. Henry O'Baanon until late at

night. So late was I that not even a dog
barked to announce a visitor. The colonel

came forth as though aroused from his

evening nap. But he was not long in

producing something to stimulate and
warm the inner man, and really I think

was glad to welcome a stranger in a

strange land. I was assigned comfortable

auarters and soon was in the land of

reams, where even the barking of a

whole kennel of dogs could not disturb

me. But a loud call caused me to realize

that the motto of the colonel was "Early

to bed, earlv to rise, will make a man
healthy, wealthy and wise." It has

proven so in his case. Then there is an-

other saying that he carries out : "Those

who wish to thrive must hold the plow or

drive."
Being a merchant, a farmer, a dog fan-

cier, etc., causes him to employ many
workers, and all get their directions from

him. At this early hour we had the

pleasure of an introauction to our host's

wife and daughter, who assisted in mak-
ing me feel thrice welcome. During my
stay I could not decipher the problem as

to which of the two had "the call" upon

his affections. Leaving that as it may
be, such a happy family I have not met
in many a dav. The mistress does not

object to Mark or Dan invading the

dining room occasionally, and for Miss

Louise, she can tell all the dogs' names,

colors and distinguishing marks much
faster than I can write them. To know
these hospitable people will always cause

me to regret that only twenty-four hours

was allotted to me to enjoy their society.

Meantime I was carted about the country

and shown the finest collection of dogs

and puppies that ever were collected as

one kennel iu this beloved country of

ours.

Now, kind readers, don't be hasty

;

don't say that I am writing from visions

caused by two freauent visits to the well-

stocked sideboard. Read this letter

through, then make your own compari-

sons if you like, A short time before

my arrival a change had been made in

the ownership, as Mr, G. G. Pabst, of

Milwaukee, had purchased a one-third

interest, and added his kennel of bitches

to, if possible, strengthen the collection,

so that the firm now comprises such well-

known wealthy business men as G. G.

Pabst, of the well-known Milwaukee

brewing firm ; Herman Hulman, Jr., a

prominent banker of Terre Haute, Ind.,

and the all-round business man and law-

maker, Colonel P. Henry O'Bannon, of

Sperryville. The first two gentlemen

are very content to trust the entire man-
agement of the kennel to their partner,

so they have or will send all their dogs to

Sperryville. I have seen many parts of

old Virginia, but this is the ideal spot.

Nestled among the very foothdls of the

big Blue Ridge where nature has pro-

vided everything to assist in making it

healthy for man and beast, and the beau-

tiful farm furnishing a plentiful supply
of quail. I know of no better place to

keep, rear and train dogs for hunting
purposes. Colonel O'Bannon was born
in tnis part of the country and has had
years of experience raising and shooting

over setters and |x>intcrs and therefore

has a practical experience that will result

largely l)eneficial to this new venture,

the establishment and perpetuation ofthe
largest English setter breeding kennel in

this country.
If any other kennel can show as many

brood bitches, I claim that the quality is

far inferior. Should a lover of fine

horses seek to establish a breeding farm
he would look al)out and endeavor to buy
some pro<lucing dams or some at least

with good records. There are men in

the kennel business who fancy that they

Can by getting a fine dog |)roduce the

best stoclt from any kind of bitches. The
fottttddtion for this kenrtel was not built

that wav. The most of the bitches now
" in the fcennel were formerly owned by
Mr. Hulman. After he began purchas-

ing I have noticed that no sooner had a

bitch won a first prize at a field trial than

he set about negotiating for her purchase.

The list is alwut as follows : Esther,

winner of Member's Stake, Indiana, 1889,

and dam of Lilly Burgess ; Reveler and
Jubilee, each winners; Fanny M., the

phenomenal Derby winner of 1889 ; Lilly

Burgess, the only dog that occurs to me
at this writing as winning the Derby and
then winning the All-Aged the next
year. In the latter she beat Prince Lu-
cifer, the absolute winner of the Central

All-Aged last year ; Tempest, not a win-

ner, but the perfection of breeding, by
Count Noble—Lit; Ruby's Girl, a close

second, if not an equal in breeding, by
Gladstone Ruby II (Druid—Rubv) ; Oil*

vette, by Count Noble--Ruby's dirl and
sotile young ones now in the hands of

trainers.

Those added by Mr. Pabst are not so

noted, yet deserve more than a passing

notice. There is Mollie Belton. She is

getting along in years, but is hoped that

she may yet produce another Bohemian
Girl. There is every chance in favor of

it when bred to Champion Oath's Mark.
Also Canadian Queen, by Locksley

—

Champion Liddersdale, bred by T. G.

Davy, of Canada. She is young, and will

have ample opportunity to prove her

worth, as she is now nursing a litter bv
Champhion Cincinnatus. The other ad-

who follow out his directions, and he was
only troubled because of their lieing fed
too much rather than too little.

Where there are so many bitches there
are' occasionally some disappointments,
one much lamented being the missing of
Fanny M., and only three of Esther's lit-

ter l>eing alive,yet these failures will all get

regulated in time, and ere a twelve month
shall have rolled around I am certain that
this kennel will have as many first-class

puppies as any in this land. They have
the proper stud dogs. They have the
greatest collection of field trial winners
and field trial producing bitches that I

know of and are not averse to sending
some of these to visit such well-bred dogs
as Pegbid.etal.,and if good judgment and
unlimited means cannot succeed, then
will the Blue Ridge Kennel have been
founded upon a rock that the wind and
rains have succeeded in washing away.

Johnny Cake.

THAT BLESSED PUO.

dition I believe is Gwinne, by Paul Glad
stone—Belle Ward. She is iu Joe Lewis'

kennel to be run in the Derby, Here's

luck to you, Joe, if you return from your
trip to Europe in time to get her to the

front.

I fancy this consolidation came about

through' Mr. Stoddard, who trained for

both Hulman and O'Bannon last year.

The union was made known at the meet-

ing of the Eastern Field Trial Club last

year. The Colonel had not been un-

mindful of the breeding-up theory, and
had already a prize winner upon the

bench in Reverdy, a son of Oath's Mark
and Rosa, together with Princess Belton,

Roti's Belle, Gossip. Princess Joy and
Miss Nellie Y., he was well under way.

Since the partnership was formed I think

the additions consist of Belle of Pied-

mont, twice winner of second at the

Eastern Field Trials and dam of many
good ones ; Sophie, the late importation

from the Heywood-Lonsdale Kennels, in

whelp to the last year's Central Setter

Derby winner Ian ; Laundress (Roi d'Or

—Belle of Piedmont), Roger her brother.

Bob Cooper, also a brother ; Lady Eva-

line (Gath's Mark—Flame Gladstone)

;

Oriole, same breeding; Lucy (Roderigo

—Lee Gladstone) ; Dad's Girl (Dad Wil-

son—Bohemiun Girl) ; Reel (Roderigo—
Lufra) and possibly others. The eight

last mentioned are entered in the various

field trials of this year.

With such an array of bitches and two

such well-bred and noted stud dogs, and

about forty puppies now on hand, it is

no wonder that as a business venture,

saying nothing about the pleasure af-

forded, that the kennel is now upon a

paying basis. In looking over the pup-

pies I found that though two of the dams
were orange aud white that but two pup-

pies were of that color, the others being

verv handsome in their glossy coats of

black and white, with a large majority

showing deep tan marks. It was a won-

der to me to see all in such fine condi-

tion. But I found out that the manager
found ample time to superintend the

feeding of both dams and puppies, and

has a trusty kenn«)mau and servants,

It Wan a Fl.v !>©«, but it (iet Itself Into

a Peck of Trouble.

M. Quad in New York World.

A Sixth .\venue confectioner, who has

a large soda fountain, found it necessary

the other day to remove a lot of goods

from a front window and spread a dozen

sheets of tangle-foot fly paper where they

would do the most good. The fly came

and saw and was caught by the feet and

held fast until his brief life went out like

a sputtering candle. The lx>ys who

looked through the window were con-

gratulating the confectioner as the sun

went down aud the silent shadows of

evening l>egan creeping noisely up and

down the long avenue.

They had just estimated the number of

dead at 10,000 when a young lady,accom-

panied by a sturdy pug dog in the usual

harness, swept into the store and called

for cream nectar. Her attention was no

sooner taken up with the foaming liever-

age than the pug began to investigate.

After taking a tour arouud the store he

leaped into the wiudow to see what dis-

coveries awaited him there,and he landed

square and fair in the centre ofthat broad

field of tangle-foot. He uttered a yelp as

he discovered he had put his four feet in

it_rolled over and over—yelled some
more, and then an object tumbled out on

the floor and made the circle of the store

and shot outdoors into the gloom. It was

a pug dog with the nine sheets of fly pa-

per attached to him in the most pictur-

esque fashion, aud his size was increase<l

until he appeared like a flour barrel roll-

ing around,
"It's my pug !" shrieked the young

lady, as she choked over the nectar and

let the glass fall.

"Stop the guyasticutus !" shouted the

boys, as they gave chase up the avenue.

The "thing" dodged in and out among
pedestrians—crossed and recrossed the

street—roUetl over and over and played

all kinds of circus, and at length dis-

tanced all pursuit and was lost sight of

perhaps forever. For two long hours a

frail female figure clothed in white wan-

dered up and down aud called, "Tommy!
Tommy !" in a voice bent all out of

plumb with emotion, but "Tommy" gave

no sign

.

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

The editor of the Fancier attempts to

explain his charmingly innocent opposi-

tion toward Secretary Rackham, but falls

into the serious error of becoming per-

sonal. Besides, he shows his hand in

making serious charges against Mr. Rack-

ham that were foreign to the subject un-

der discussion. He likewise makes the

absurd insinuation that "maybe Brother

Drevenstedt is after the position him-

self." Now, for the edification of Brother

Abel, we will say that we are not a candi-

date for any office within the gift of the

A. P. A. or any other association. We
belong to an old school, that does not be-

lieve in the peculiar methods of the pres-

ent day ; that makes a man seek an office.

We have seen enough of the latter iu the

past.
«

« »

We will state that The Fancier.s'

Journal opened its columns to all those

who care to use them for expressing a

choice for the superintendency of the

poultry department at the World's Fair.

We do not care who gets the position as

long as the encumbent is the choice of

the fanciers. This ends the matter as far

as we are concerned, and no further no-

tice will be taken of ill concealed per-

sonal attacks appearing in other jour-

nals.

once see in the golden fleece the rich buff

plumage of the Argonaut, in the various

trials that were encountered in its quest,

the difficulties, discouragements and fail-

ures that beset the path of anyone who

attempts making a new breed ; in the

fowl onslought of the Harpies, the sneers

and denunciations of those who think it

for their interest to opiK)se every new

breed, and who find in slighting epithets

and unclean abuse their strongest argu-

ments, and in the safe arrival of Jason,

bringing with him the coveted prize, the

final success which has crowned the effort

to prmluce a new and valuable breed of

fowls."

« «

Such is the interesting description, and

we may add manifesto of the originator

of the origin of the word Argonaut. Mr.

Babcock, not content with going back to

classic Greece, clinches his selection of

the name by citing the trials of the

"forty-niners" who, pushing their way

across the continent for the gold-bearing

fields of California, were called Argo-

nauts. This gives the new breed a double

send off, so we will conclude that the

name is happily chosen. Now to the

fowl.
*

» «

A Dots Finds «HOO Mysteriously.

DEPOSIT, N. Y., June 30.—A few days

ago two of O. D. Wakeman's children were play-

ing with their dog on the flats along Oquaga

Creek, when their dog, who had been scratching

and sniffing in a piling of rubbi.sh, came up to

the children with something in his mouth. It

looked like a small bundle of rags. The children

picked it up and found a fat pockelbook full of

money. They ran home and gave it to their

mother. She counted the money, and found it

amounted to nearly $400, all in five, ten and

twenty dollar bills. In one apartment in the

pockelbook was a paper on which was the name

of a widow living iu the vicinity. Mrs. Wakeman

went at once to her house and asked her if she

had I0.SI any money. The woman replied that

she had not, but subsequently opened a trunk,

and Uking everything out of it exclaimed that

she had lost some money,and descrit>ed the pock-

elbook and its contents. The property was re-

stored to her. She said she had put the money

in the bottom of her truafc weeks ago and had

not disturbed it svoce.

« »

Mr. Franklane L. Sewell, the well-

known delineator of fowls, has returned

to his home, Evanston, 111., after a long

and prosperous season in the East. He

returns East next winter.

*
« •

Trixie justly condemns the use of the

mercurial ointment for curing chicks of

the gapes. He recommends air-slaked

lime, which is a good old-fashioned and

effective remedy.
« *

Mr. H. S. Babcock, the editor of the

American Standard of Perfection, and

originator of the pea-combed Plymouth

Rock, has come to the conclusion that

what America wants is an "ideal general

purpose fowl," to quote the sub-title of

his new book. The latter has just reached

us, and sets forth the merits of a new

buff breed of fowls which the author has

felicitously named the Argonaut.

*
« «

The meaning of the word "Argonaut"

is described by Mr. Babcock as follows :

"Classical scholars, at the sound of the

name, will recall the famous voyage of

the good ship Argo, under command of

the hero, Jason, across unknown seas in

quest of the golden fleece which was

suspended on an oak and guarded by a

sleepless dragon ; they will recollect the

miraculous adventures by the way, the

encounter with the fowl-winged mon-

sters—the Harpies, the dangerous passage

between the opening and closing Symple-

gades, the arrival of Colchis, the yoking

to a plough the fire-breathing, brazen-

hoofed bulls, the sowing of the field with

dragons' teeth that sprang up as armed

men, they will call to mind the aid of

Medea, the daughter of Aetes, rendered

to Jason, whereby he was able to destroy

the field of armed men, approach the oak

bearing the golden fleece, having put to

sleep with an opiate charm the guarding

dragon, and bear away the coveted prize,

and they will not forget the pursuit of

Aetes, the charms of the Sirens, the

threatenings of Scylla and CharyMis and

the safe arrival home of the hero in com-

mand of the expedition. They will at

Mr. Babcock at length describes what

an ideal general purpose fowl should lie

like, which is essentially an American

ideal, embodying clean- yellow shanks

and skin, goo<l table and laying quali-

ties, a pea comb and a hardy constitution.

By adding the buff plumage he claims

the goal is reached where the eye of the

fancier and market poulterer is satisfied.

In other words, he considers buff supe-

rior to white, and it takes considerable

argument to prove the white less valu-

able than the buff. We are personally

very much iu love with buff fowls, but

still consider the white fowls of surpass-

ing value as dressed poultry. We do not

say this in criticism of Mr. Babcock's

plea for the buff Argonaut, but in justice

to the practical experience of breeders

of white fowls.

• *

To combine in a fowl features that

make it a fancier's fowl and a market

fowl par excellence is a task well worthy

of the "Argonauts." The two don't

harmonize very well, and while the buff

fowl may delight the fancier by virtue of

its difficulties in breeding the rich col-

ored plumage, it will also deteriorate in

the hands of the market poulterer. The

latter does best with a plain garl>ed fowl

like the white general purpose breeds.

However, if the Argonaut will prove it-

self adapted to general purposes so much

better than the white breeds we will

cheerfully acknowledge that the "ideal

fowl" has been found.

» »

The Argonaut has a pea comb, clean

yellow shanks, although occasionally a

chicken may appear with willowy shanks.

The plumage is buff, with the exception

of the main feathers or the wings and

tail, which show more or less black. The

shape of the Argonaut is claimed to be

peculiarly its own. It seems to be a

symphony of Plymouth Rock and game,

a little Dorking thrown in. However,

we will defer our criticism of the breed

until we meet in the show room. What

we have written is simply a review of the

book, and all readers interested in this

new fowl should send for the latter. It

is neatly printed, but the illustration

hardly conveys a sufficient idea of the

fowl.
«

The origin of the Argonauts is the re-

sult of crossing the pea-comb«d Plymouth
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Rock and the crimson game. This was

the first cross, but not proving satisfac-

tory, a cross of the Plymouth Rock and

Indian game with the crimson game was

made. The different crosses were bred

together and better results were obtained.

But the final steps in the building up of

this bred was made when some fowls

were used that are described as renniants

of the old-fashioned clean-legged vShan-

ghai or Cochin, so these Argonauts are a

combination of Indian game, crimson

game, pea coml)ed Plymouth Rocks and

clean-limbed old-fashioned buff Shan-

ghais.
*

* »

partment is liberally treated, $$ being

offered for the best collection in each

class, I3 for the best pair of fowls, with

$2 for the second l)est. Pigeons com-

pete for as follows: First premium $1,

second premium 50 cents, offered in

each class. Special premiums of |io for

the best collection (not less than five

varieties) and |2o for the best collection

of fifty white fantails are also offered.

There are also the special state premiums

of I50 and I25 for the best and second

best displays of i>oultry. Mr. J. H.

Baldwin, who has been superintendent

of poultry for many years, again offi-

ciates in the same capacity.

Uncle Mike Boyer explains his expla-

nations on the "corn (jue^tion" in last

week's issue of the Germantown Tele-

graph as follows : "This department has

stirred up a regular rumpus on two im-

portant subjects—feeding corn and cock

fighting. Our readers know our views

—

we do not believe in feeding corn to lay-

ing hens during the sunmier, nor do we

believe in cock fighting. Our views on the

com question have been somewhat mir?'

construed. We do not wish to be under-

stood that we do not believe in corn as a

poultry food ; far from it. For growing

young birds, for fattening and for warmth

in winter, there is nothing to equal it

;

but for the purpose of making eggs, well,

it simply can't do it. Corn is the food

for setting hens ; it is the best grain to

grow chicks ; the l^est for fattenmg food,

and the best article for evening feed in

winter. Our fight has not been in any

of these lines. We merely opposed it as

being an improper food for laying hens,

and there can be no egg gained by it. And

we think we are right."

« »

The solid fact remains, however, that

careful experiments made at the New
York Experiment Stations showed that

com produced more eggs than other

grains. Practical poultrymen know the

value of com as an egg producer. The

fact is there is too much speculation re-

garding the value of foods and not

enough thorough experimenting done to

find the exact value of all grain foods.

•
• •

Theoretically many foods are con-

demned as useless by our savants that

practically "pan out" beautifully. Po-

totoes, for instance, are considered poor

food for the human race, yet the poor of

Ireland manage to subsist on them and

enjoy physical superiority over other

races.
*

« *

We could multiply these instances in

other races and countries, but it only

proves that the occupation and surround-

ings of man determine largely what foods

are most suitable for him. In the animal

kingdom the same rule holds good, and

to a practical feeder of cattle, horses and

poultry the theoretic tables of the scien-

tific man often cause amusement. To
adopt a perfect feeding ration is to know
the effect of it on each individual speci-

men, a task which is obviously imprac-

ticable.

» •

Editor Boyer admits "that corn is the

best grain to grow chicks." It is if the

chicks have unlimited range, but when
confined in small runs corn alone would

hardly fill the bill of fare. It all de-

pends on how you use the corn.

»
« «

The annual premium list of the New
Jersey State Fair announces the fact that

$20,500 in ca.sh premiums will be offered

at the show to be held on September 21

to 25 at Waverly, N. J. The poultry de-

*
« *

The premium list of the Southern Ex-

position Company has been received.

The next show occurs at Montgomery,

Ala., on October 28 to Novemlier 11, and

as usual promises to be a great affair.

Poultry receives particular attention,

liberal premiums being offered in each

class. Mr. T. Farrer Rackham is again

the superintendent, while Spratts' Patent

coop and feed the fowls. Fanciers in-

tending to send birds to the South should

write for a premium list by addressing

Mr. II. C. Davidson, Secretary, Mont-

gomery, Ala.
«

« «

The Fanciers' Journal has received

so many complimentary letters regarding

the series of articles written by Mr. F.

M. Gill)ert on "Hints to Beginners" that

it is publishing the latter in book form.

The lK>ok is now in press, and every lover

of pigeons should have one.

» «

The value ofThe Fanciers' Journal
is becoming daily more appreciated. It

offers the best and most exhaustive arti-

cles and notes on everything occurring in

the poultry and pigeon world. While

there is a large quantity of original mat-

ter published every week,The Fanciers'

Journal acknowledges the merit and

value of its contemporaries by selecting

from them such matter as may prove in-

terestmg to our readers. We are striving

to make it the best printed, the best ed-

ited, the most reliable and the handsom-

est paper of its class published. Our
readers can help us attain this end by

sending in their views on all subjects

relating to poultry or pigeons. The
columns are open to all. No communi-
cations are cut up, knifed or garbled be-

cause the writer may disagree with the

editor, but all clean, honest expressions

on any or all subjects will find a place.

« •

Poultry and Pets is responsible for the

following : "Wood or coal ashes thrown

upon the droppings will keep down any

offensive odor that may arise. It is safe

to say that not one fancier in a dozen

knows how valuable arshes are as a fer-

tilizer when mixed with poultry manure."
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*
» •

It is safe to say that no fancier cares to

follow the alx)ve advice. Practical ex-

perience should teach every poultryman

that wood ashes and hen manure are the

two worst substances to mix together.

The dampness resulting from such a mix-

ture is bad enough, but considerable loss

of fertility in the manure will result.

Coal ashes are better, as they seldom

contain enough woml ashes to injure the

droppings. Nothing is superior as a de-

odorizer to land plaster. The latter ab-

sorbs instead of liberating the ammonia
contained in the hen manure, and the

two ingredients together make a must
valuable top dressing for a lawn or

meadow. Dump the wood ashes around

the trunks of the peach trees.

THE INDIAN GAME AND

SOME NEWER BREEDS.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

If ever a breed was put before the pub-

lic in style and varnished off b}' its

backers that breed is the Indian game,

but I wonder if it is absolutely necessary

in order to strike a happy medium in giv-

ing ordinary people a fair idea ofthe breed

for "the other fellow" to go to work with

sandpaper and rasp and take off not only

the varnish but also a large portion of

the real goo<l timber underneath ?

I was decidedly interested in reading

"Henman's" article on the comparative

merits of the Indian games and the Sher-

woods, but I think I would have been

still more interested had he owned to

some distinctive name. Of course there

are disadvantages in writing over your

own name. If you happen to be a

nobody your article may be ignored and

fall flat, and if you happen to be some-

Ijody, it may give some critic who knows

too nuich about you an excellent handle

wherewith to turn some crank that you
had not meant to have turned. Still, I

thmk there is a prejudice in favor of the
name.

But, however that may be, my inter-

est in the aforesaid article has led me to

considerable puzzling over opinions ex-
pressed and facts stated therem. I don't
seem to get hold of the idea as to just

how visiting the Sherwoods in tneir

breeder's yards is going to settle the
question as to whether they are hardier
and better layers than the Indian game,
neither can I grasp the thought that
their mere exhibition at some future

show will demonstrate their superiority

from the word go, or rather £^el there in

this case. There has never been a bird

shown, I judge, that made a better impres-
sion in the show room than this same
game, and the newer breed has neither

the coloring nor the markings to enable
it to outshine the other on dress parade,

and what has dress parade to do with
utility traits anyhow ?

I must confess to knowing very lit-

tle about the Sherwoods ; but I do
know that the games are about the
grandest birds ever brought to this coun-
try, hanly, superior layers, and not to be
e({ualled as pro<lucers of an unusual
amount of juicy breast meat. I know,
too, that they are not hardy, that they
are poor layers and a deteriorated, mixed
and altogether inferior breed ! These
apparently paradoxical facts I have
gleaned from the most reliable of writers

and papers. As for the breast meat,
alx>ut every new breed that has come up
of late years had "a preponderance" of
that, and some folks don't like breast

meat. For myself, I like common sense
pretty well for a steady diet.

When "Henman" expressed his sur-

prise that "some of the so-called poultry
writers do not post themselves a little

l>etter in even one variety of birds in

this country." he gave us all a pretty

good dig, which may possibly account
for some of my interest in his lucubra-
tions. Most people have an idea that

the men who write "many articles about
the different breeds" are breeders, he, on
the contrary, is well aware that numerous
writers on poultry subjects never bred a
bird in their lives. Now, the fact is that
there is hardlj' a man of them but adver-
tises in the fMjultry papers, and I have
been vexing my brain to find out what
they are wasting so much money for if

they haven't any birds. Then, too, I am
lost in wonder that the poultry editors
should have allowed them such continual
access to their reading columns. There's
mystery about this somewhere.

It is time we had a newer breed than
the Slicrwoo<ls, anyhow, and I think
I will now begin to work up one or two
new ones.

A few years ago I knew a farmer in

western New York who had been working
away at a flock of mongrels with plenty
of Cochin blood for years. He had suc-
ceeded in getting them pretty uniform in

color, was exhibiting them at country
fairs and called them "Gold Coin." I

haven't seen him nor heard from him in

five years, and I don't know whether he
is ready now to have them boomed or

not, but what is the use of having any
little bit of information like this if you
can't give it to the public ?

There is one breed, still newer, that I

would like to speak al>out ; indeed, it is

still so new that I think I may call it an
incipient breed. I mean to put it on the
market myself a score of years hence,and
this is the one breed that I will post my-
self on that "Henman's" strictures may
no longer be wholly true. Its starting
point I will give now, so that its future
history may not be lost in obscurity, as
is so often the case with our best breeds.
I lx)ught a setting of silver Wyandotte
^Rgs this season from a breeder
whose stock is superior to all others
and who "never had better hens
than this season." From one of these
eggs was hatched a chick that for

wildness from the very shell excelled
anything I ever laid eyes (not hands,
mind you) upon. It is black and golden
bay, or thereabouts, looks much like an
Indian game ; to tell the truth, was full

feathered before the Wyandottes awoke
to the necessity of pin feathers, and is as

plump and round as a partridge, and"
extra heavy. My sense of the necessity
of starting a new breed soon has decided
me to use this pretty pullet for a founda-
tion. Of course, I shall have to intro-

duce some foreign blood into the breed,
but I shall go alK}Ut it scentifically, and
I have no doubt whatever that I shall

succeed in getting something. This I

may say is the newest known breed.
Eggs for sale in limited quantities at

some future date. C. S. Valentine.

THE OOOHIN CONTROVERSY.

Poultry Manure.

This is the most valuable of the farm

manures, and is entitled to great care in

its collection and use. Beyond the

amount of water it contains, it is as valu-

able as guano, and therefore should never

be sold by practical farmers to morocco

dressers at twenty-five cents per bushel.

The poultry-house should be underlaid

with charcoal dust, when it can be pro-

cured, so as to receive the hen-manure as

fast as made. The surface of this char-

coal dust should occasionally be raked or

removed off to one corner with a portion

of the dung. This may be continued un-

til the manure is required for use, when
it should be thoroughly mixed with ten

times its bulk of soil before l)eing applied
to crops. When charcoal dust cannot be
procured, well decomposed swamp muck,
plaster of Paris, or even aluminous clay
may l)e frequently dusted over the floor

of the poultry- house, to l)e mixed with
this manure. The object of all this is to

receive and retain the ammonia, so as' to

prevent its liberation from injuring the
health of the inmates of the poultry-
house. All animals, man included, suffer

from breathing the effluvia arising from
their excretia, and this is particularly

true of the feathered trilies. Their natu-
ral habits, in the wild state, cause them
to pass through the upper strata of the
atmosphere, and with such velocity as to

readily rid themselves of the noxious
gases given off the surface of their

bodies, and to be entirely Ijeyond any de-

leterious influence from the fumes of
their excretia. We should, therefore, in

the poultry-houses, make such arrange-
ments as will prevent the poultry from
inhaling these
Mapes.

the
deleterious gases. —Prof.

Board Floors.

Speaking about board floors reminds

us of a conversation we recently had

with the manager of the Dunbarton

Poultry Farm in New Jersey. It was in

relation to board platforms under the

roosts. He said they were regular har-

bingers of lice. That in his experience

he found that where board floors were

used, and the roosts eighteen inches to

two feet high, the droppings could very
readily be collected and vermin kept at

bay. Nevertheless, it did not shake our
faith in platforms. We have our roosts

loose, and once a week we raise them up
and pour kerosene or coal oil over them,
and also give the platform a good soak-
ing. Crude petroleum is said to be even
better than kerosene, and considerably
cheaper.—M. K. Boyer iij Germantowji
Telegraph.

Agrain Mr. Felch Answers Mr.
Sternberg in His Caustic Style.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

We read the two columns of assertion

without fact, in which the author, Mr.

Sternljerg, introduces the "clap-trap."

He states that judges now give prefer-

ence to bare middle toes, and that they

are cutting for full standard hocks and
lending their influence for Biahma shape

in Cochins. He wants judges to return

to Cochins of the standard.

I wish to say that B. N. Pierce, H. S.

Ball, G. O. Brown, J. y. Bicknell and I.

K. Felch are not guilty. His assertions

may be of use for the "clap-trap" to ap-

plaud him, for there is no merit in the

acting. His garbling of what Felch has

said or written, and his assertion that

Felch's first love has influenced all his

subsequent actions, when I told him
(this is the third time in this controversy)

that my first thoroughbred sale was three

buff Shanghaes, with the same con-

vexed back, full breast and heavy mid-

dle toe feathering he showed us in his

illustration.

When the majority of the readers know
that no breeder has more strenuously de-

manded a distinct type for lx)th Brahmas
and Cochins, and so different that the

one shall not bring the other to mind
without punishing the specimen as very
faulty in shape, than I have, Mr. Stern-
berg again brings in his "clap-trap" ap-
plause for his boldness of assertions not
sustained by facts. When he asserts that
I, as a judge, subject a Cochin to any
other standard for shape, he oversteps
the line of a gentleman and treads on
the uncertain ground of assertions.

Again, he says, from the organization of
the A. P. A. Felch has not been a friend

of the Cochin, and cites as proof the op-
tional breeding of middle toe feathering
as a parallel with raising disqualifications

that the whole fraternity, even my oppo-
nents, condemn as an evil.

In his next two sentences he ridicules

Felch, the witness, to mystify you, the
jury, that he may make you forget what
the witness has sworn to as evidence.
The latter was that his proposed new
standard did not protect the Insst 10 per
cent of the Cochin class, and that he
has ruined their chances by raising a

five-pound pullet to the same standard
of excellence with one weighing ten
pounds, and he expects ^ou to wind up
his "clap-trap" and set it agoing again.

He would have you believe that a squir-

rel tail is on a par with vulture hocks.
If the Cochin Club has been formed to

save the breed from its enemies, all I

have to say is, watch for a Judas in your
midst. I have never yet mistook the
banging of a single gong for a full brass

band. I knew the rank and file of Co-
chin breeders too well to send personality
and "clap-trap" as argument to their

mills on any subject connected with
American poultry culture, and pity any
writer who takes the breeders of America
as being below the average in intelli-

gence. They know that I. K. Felch
never yet asked for a disqualification to

be raised, that the whole community of
breeders condemned as a serious defect.

They know he has never asked but has
always opposed every measure that

sought to raise the inferior to an equality

with the Ijest. He has never asked the

fraternity to open up a road to enable
him to sell his culls, or make it an easier

task to breed a 92-point specimen. Nor
has I. K. Felch been on record where he
advocated a change in the standard ex-

cept as a protection to practical worth
and usefulness of the breed, nor has he
asked legislation for |)ersonal gain or for

the gratification of a whim. He has al-

ways demanded a fixed and unalterable

standard for each breed, and all discus-

sion to the contrary will not l)e believed.

Reader, choose for yourself which
school you will follow, the Knglish
school whose own critics condemn it "for

having ruined all practical merits in the

breed," and losing its prestige in Eng-
land by converting tt into a bag of feath-

ers with stiff wings on their hocks.
Or will you follow the American school

of breeders that say to be American is to

be practical and for a breed to be practi-
cal and useful is no mean accompani-
ment with being beautiful.
For myself, I will take the ten-pound

pullet illustrated by Mr.Sternl>erg,with no
sage-brush attachment, and let him enjoy
the five-pound pullet of his standard,
with its street-sweeping appendages grow-
ing from her hocks. I prefer beauty to
the grotesque, and here ends any notice
of clap-trap or personality. If Mr. Stern-
berg will confine himself to discussing
what is best for the breed I will gladly
continue in the field. I have no time to
wash bloody shirts of jealousy or person-
ality. I. K. Felch.

DISEASES OP FOWLS.

HONEST FANCIERS.

Henry Erdmann Pays His Re-
spects to P. M. Gilbert.

EniToR Fanciers' Journal.

In the last issue of the Fancier, o( Bal-

timore, Md., I see that my worthy friend

F. M. Gilbert, of Evansville, Ind., rubs
it in on me in a manner as if I rather

supported F^nglish rascality in my article

recently published in The Fancier.s'

Journal, because he says he roasted the

English breeders in an article some time

ago.

If people would study matters that an

article often contains,and not take omens
of evil from them, they would not be so

hasty to condemn a thousand men on ac-

count of the rascality of ten. I never

mentioned a word in my article regard-

ing the honesty or dishonesty of fanciers,

either here or in England, but if I should,

our friend Gill>ert would find in America
a glorious harvest before condemning
that on the other side already cropped. I

have been salivated more than once

through importing birds, and yet could
name fanciers in England that treated
me better than I expected, and could not
have acted more honestly. My article

was written for the enlightenment of the
fancy in breeding, improving and the
standard.

Friend Gilbert, don't rub it in so ha'-d

next time. Study matters a little more,
for this I will tell you, had you not bred
birds from imported stock to Ijegin with
you would not have been where you are
now. You are enjoying the toils and la-

bors of your condemned English fan-

ciers, for I know stock that you are
breeding came out of imported birds, and
the men you purchased them of I am
well acquainted with. I ask for nothing
but what is right and submit to nothing
what is wrong. In»licate the character
of those by wliich you are g»)verned, for

I now draw this to a close by offering

you my sincere thanks, aiul hope your

I

remaining years may be as happy as your
toils. Henry P^rdmann.

A Ne-w Use for Feathers.

As is well known, whalebone is getting

to be a very scarce article and very high

in price. The catch of wh.ilebone by our

whaling vessels for the year 1854 was

3.445,200 jxjunds ; for the year 1870,

708,000 pound; for the year 1S90 only

309,710 pounds. The average price of

whalebone in the raw state, as taken from

the whale, for the year 1854 was 34 cents

per |>ound ; for 1880, $2 per pound ; for

1890, I4.22 \yex pound.

The figures show that the supjdy is

rapidly diminishing, while the price is

continually incre.ising, and the entire

product could be consumed many times

over for any one of the uses for which it

seems particularly adapted, and from its

high price it is evident that some substi-

tute must Ik? used.

Whip manufacturers are feeling the

scarcity and high price of tiie material

more than any one class of consumers.

The nearest to a satisfactory substitute

ever found is featherbone, made from the

quills of barn-yard fowls, principally

turkeys and geese.

Featherl>one is very dnrable and elas-

tic, and is now being used largely in the

manufacture of whips, and thus far is the

only substitute for whalebone found that

can supply the want satis fac'orjly.

—

American Poultry Yard.

Enteritis or Inflammation of the
Bowels and the Remedy.

Joseph Wallace in Puultry Monthly.

This is a common disorder among
poultry, pigeons and cage birds. It has

so many symptoms in common with

chicken cliolera,is so rapid in its course,

that many pronounce it real cholera. In

order to give the several forms of enteritis

and their distinguishing symptoms apart

from those of cholera, we must give our
subject more space on that account.

Acute, chronic, dysenteric and mem-
branous enteritis are the most common
forms. Acute enteritis is a disease that
often attacks fowls occupying confined
runs and uncleanly kept houses, or those
fed on damaged grains, decomposed
meat, sour meal, or irritating seeds or
plants. It is occasionally caused l)y

surfeiting the fowls with improper footl,

indigestion, the rupture of an ovum and
its escape into the alKlomiual cavity,
sharp splinters of bone piercing some of
the intestines, etc. The first period of
the disease often passes unnoticed, es-
pecially where the poultry does not re-
ceive the closest attention. However,
the first day the bird is dejected, loses its

naturally healthy and cheerful appear-
ance, and is without appetite. The sec-
ond day the crop is found empty, the
beak slightly open, the mucous mem-
brane of the mouth dry, the pulse quick
and irregular, and the skin hot. From
this time the symptoms Ijecome intensi-
fied as the disease progresses. A diarrhoea
is noticed from the first—the matter
passed being at first nearly solid, then
becoming semi-liquid and finally very
thin ; serous, of a whitish, grayish, or
yellowish color, and a disgreeable odor.
The course of the disease does not extend
over three or four days, and unless its

severity is mitigated, either by natu-
ral causes or proper treatment, the bird
at this time indicates extreme suffering
by agitating its wings, stretching its

neck and frequently opening its mouth

—

death soon following.
The symptoms of dysenteric enteritis

are quite similar ; they, however, are
more abrupt in their apjHfarauce ; the
fteces are li(juid from the first, yellow,
frothy and very fettd ; the bird is ex-
tremely debilitated ; and the rejection of
fieces often acconipan!e<l by a sort of
tenesmus or cramp that causes the bird
to stop suddenly in its walk, in a seem-
ingly involuntarj- manner. The disease
is more fatal, and death occurs even
sooner than in that just descril>ed.

Simple eueritis is usually confined to a
single })oultry yard, though most of its

occupants are apt to be be affected ; the
dysenteric form on the other hand, if our
diagnosis has l)een correct, may visit all

the yards in a locality, or even over a
considerable extent of country, almost
extenninating the fowls. There is no
doubt that this is often taken for cholera.
Cholera proper is a very different disease
from either of those just described ; sim-
ple enteritis is certainly, and dysentery
probably, a local disea.se ; in neither case
are the lesions outside of the aliniejitary

canal. Cholera, on the other hau<l, is a
di.sease of the blood, which affects more
particularly the intestines, but generally,

the liver, heart and other organs; in fact,

it is by no means a rare circumstance to

see an apparently healthy fowl stop siul-

denly while running for its foo<l, reel

like a drunken man and <lie almost im-
me«liately, when this ilisease is in the
yanl. Another peculiarity of cholera is,

the comb and skin of the entire body
are usually of a bluish or violet color,

which begins with the disease ami in-

creases till death ; while in either form
of enteritis, paleness of these parts is a
characteristic which mayor may not pass
to a bluish tinge just l)efore or at death.
Again, if we examine a fowl in which
death has occurred from cholera, we
shall find not ouly intlamniUion and ul-

ceration ot the intestines, but congestion
of the lungs, liver and the brain, and
the heart more or less affected.

Chronic enteritis occasionally follows

the acute form, accompanied with a diar-

rbcea, which promptly clebilitates the
fowls and cau.ses them rapidly to become
lean and thin. Such is the general «le-

scription of svniptoms given by English
veterinary surgeons, who have had ample
experience in post mortem examinations;
indeed, we might say, we .arp indebted to

them for much of that which is written
in this article. In simple enteritis, gum
water or a purgative drink should be
given ; an excellent one is made by dis-
solving one-half ounce of cream tartar in
a pint of water ; when the fowls will not
drink this of their own accord, a tea-
spoonful should be administered occa-
sionally. In the dysenteric form the
best drinks are thin gum or rice water, to
which has been added five or six drops of
laudanum for each fowl, or four or five

drops of chlorodyne ; the latter remedy
is usually a sure cure ; vinegar mixed
with half water is also goo<l ; boiled
milk with a teaspoon ful of chalk mixed
in is goo<l ; a strong solution of alum
water frequently corrects excessive loose-
ness. In cholera, we lielieve no medicine
has yet l)een tried which has proved to
be a specific of the slightest use when
the disease had become fixed.

The Antvrerp Pijfeon.

The Antwerp is a very prolific breed,

good feeders, and not subject to cancer

and other diseases so much as other

breeds. In making selections of stock,

always give preference to big, fine birds,
especially hens, for small hens cannot l)e

relied upon ; and it is the same as with
other varieties—always breed to form be-
fore color, for color can be attained
afterwards. There are four kinds of Ant-
werps—silver duns, red-chequers, blue-
chequers, and blues ; but there are also
four other colors, "off-shoots"—such as
silvers, creamies, silver-chequers, and
blacks. The head should l)e large and
massive, the skull wide, the beak short,
thick, close-fitting, hard, and strong.
The beak-wattle should l)e large and well
raised, but not lop-sided. The lower
mandible should also have an evenly-
shaped wart, but this is only found in
very good birds. The eye should lie

large and prominent, and set well in the
centre of the skull, and of a bloo<l-red or
orange color. The fleshy circle around
it should l)e of a fair size and compact.
The breast full and not flat or crooked.
The body long, and the legs should be
also firm and long. The wings long and
compact. I may add that some fanciers,

to get a good iMak-wattle, breed a white
or dun barb in ; but I do not recommend
them to do this, as the progeny are short
and stumpy in form, which should not
l)e seen in an Antwerp. I may say that
the Antwerp was never seen in a show
pen and was deri<led by fanciers ; but of
late years it has greatly come into con-
sideration, and good birds now fetch as
high a price as any breed going. The
.\utwerp is not a bird wliich excites h)ve
at first sight, but the love grows as they
are kept.—Osborne in Feathered World,

Poultry Association of Kansas.
EiMTOK Fancier.s' Journal.

The alK>ve association has deci«le<l to

hold its next show December 16 to 23.

We are laying our plans to make it warm
for the A. V. A. if it meets with us the

coming winter. Kansas has the assur-
ance of being one of the greatest poul-
try states in the rnion, as it is centrally
located and has material to push it ahead.
For the past three years the poultry

industry has increase<l here more than
half, and some of the breeders have im-
l)orte<l fine stock, and more is to follow.

The poultry cranks have proved to the
Kansas State Fair Association that it can-
not do without them.
The secretary of the Poultry Associa-

tion of Kansas would like to hear from
those who will semi birds to our show or
who will have an a«lvertiseinent in our
premium list. We are anxious to com-
pare notes with some of the eastern
breeders. J. I*. I.UCA.S, Secretary.

Toi'KKA, Kan., July 2S.

— The expense of maintaining a few
thousand lice through the winter, and
their invincible millions of progeny
through the summer is incalculable, for

if the fowls are not killed outright by
their ravages, these wee parasites still in-

sist 011 drawing their support from the
vital forces of the bodies of their unfor-
tunate victims. The l<>useencuml*red
hen therefore re(|uires not only foo<l for

her own sustenance, but a suri)lus to off-

set what she furnishes to the lice. Keep
your hens clear of them.—American
Agriculturist.

Ink.
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DEATH AMONG- PIGEONS.

A Correspondent Writes to Know
the Cause of the Mortality.

Editor Fancikrs' Journai,.

Within the past few weeks I have lost

a iiunil)er of pigeons hy death. Some

die a few hours after I notice they are

sick. In all cases a watery fluid ran

from their nostrils and mouths. They

are also in very poor condition, although

well fed. Can you prescril)C ?

R. IIuTCHlNGS, Brooklyn, N. Y.

ANSWKRKD BY HKNRY KRDMANN.

The disease mentioned alx)ve I claim

nothing more than an epidemic catarrh

or influen/a. It has been general among

birds in Philadelphia and vicinity, having

found it among my own flock. It is a

very difli'^nlt thing to overcome, although

I have fre<iuenlly cured birds aflected

with it, but to do this one must l)e a

strict observer and take it in hand the

first day. The eyes will be swollen and

a watery discharge l)e emitted, caused

froju the fever in the hcatl of the bird
;

it will als(» cause running at the nostrils

an<l mouth. You will liiid gathered un-

der the uj)per inaiuliblc a (juaiitity ofgum,
as we term it, for it resembles the latter.

This must be removed, which can l)e

done with a small piece of wood. I

squeeze both iiostils, which makes it

gather uiuler the mandible, just the

proper place to remove it. This may
have to be repeated three or four times,

as more matter is apt to accumulate be-

fore the running at the nostrils can be

sto])|>ed. Then put a few «lrops of cod

liver oil in the mouth of the bird, but do
not smear the whole plumage of the bird,

as I have often seen done. Keep a piece

of alum in the drinking water. This

treatment has saved many birds for me.

although frequently losing birds also. I

.hope the above will prove of advantage

to vour correspondent and to the fancy

in general.

A Cheap Disinfectant.

For the benefit of our readers who de-

sire a cheap disinfectant we will endeavor

to place one before them. What is the

best disinfectant? That depends on

what you want to disinfect. Dr. Paul

Gibier, who has a laboratory with over

100 animals in it, writes to the New York

Herald that he finds the usual so-called

disinfectant, such as the sulphate of cop-

per and sulphate of iron "absolutely in-

efficacious." He finds the best disinfect-

ants to be, for objects chloride of zinc

with a small quantity of chlorohydric

acid (four per cent) ; for persons, the

peroxide of hydrogen, which is composed

of two atoms of oxygen to two of hydro-

gen, differing from water only in having

an extra atom of oxygen. For an ap-

plication to the skin, he recommends the

use of warm water only ; but for a denti-

frice and for cleansing cuts, ulcers and
other sores, the f)eroxide of hydrogen is

the thing. He says: "The peroxide of

hydrogen, which is a sort of concentra-

tion of oxygen, is an energetic antiseptic,

and .n my experience I have been en-

abled to prove that when used in a degree

of concentration al>s<jlutely inoffensive

for the tissues of the human body it de-

stroys almost instantly the microbes of

hydrophobia, of typhoid fever, of cholera

and a quantity of other bacteria. Its

action upon the wounds is exceedingly

healing and curative." As to the acidu-

lated chloride of zinc, he says he uses it

in the apartment where he keeps his ani-

mals, and in summer "one may stay in

the apartment where the animals are

without being aware of their presence by
their scent. This substance, which I in-

dicate and advise for disinfecting pur-

poses, can be utilized in the closets, for

utensils and for rooms of the sick. The
price is very moderate, and the solution

is without danger and does not hurt the

furniture." If all this is true, here is

I most invaluable knowledge which every

1 one should possess.—Poultry Keeper.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The Belleview Club, of this city, sent

eleven birds on July 27 for liberating in

Greers, S. C. These were owned by L.

A. Mahler five, J. Skelton two, H. Skel-

ton two, T. T. Mather two. With these

were sent three birds owned by A. J.

Cadwallader, Yardley. The distance for

the Belleview fly is about 510 miles ; for

the Cadwallader's, 535 miles.

«
« *

The chances of an 1891 record from

Chicago gets more remote as the occu-

pants of tlie Belmont shipping basket

gradually decrease. Only five of the

original eleven were sent 525 miles and

none of these have yet been reported.

Who is the Jonah ?

*
« •

G. Krewson, 2828 Kirkbride Street,

Bridesburg, Pa., reports the loss of a blue

checker hen, open band, G K 55, stamped

Minerva Homing Club under wing, while

flying from Elizabeth, N. J.

a distance of sixty miles. Easter made

the best time—two hours. The rest all

returned within thirty minutes after.

*

The two birds Armour and Paul of H.

J. Williams' lofts, of Providence, were

liberated on Monday, July 27, in Pollard,

Ala., to make the journey of 1145 miles,

air line distance, to their home. The

greatest distance from which a bird has

yet returned is 1050 miles from Mont-

gomery, Ala., to Fall River.

«
« «

The Falls of Schuylkill Homing Club

sent a basket of young birds to Wilming-

ton, and all turned up in good shape.

The club is thinking about giving some-

body a good shake for the 100-mile fly.

Twelve of their birds are doing excellent

time.

These two birds, with Kauffman, Swart-

ley and Clement of the same flight, now

waiting in Danville, Va., to make the

start in a 560 miles' journey, and two

others kept at home, hold the George

W. Childs prize, their 447 miles in nine

and three-quarter hours being the great-

est distance covered in the day this sea-

son.

« *

* •

Three prominent

Media Homing Club,

five four-months old

lows: T. V. Cooper,

Easter, two birds

;

bird. Media ; Fred C.

and Dolly, two birds,

members of the

of Media, Pa., sent

youngsters as fol-

Jr., Polka Dot and

Joseph A. Eagan,

Duryea, Jennie and

to Perryville, Md.,

The sporting editor of the Item re-

marks : "The Fanciers' Journal is

stirring up the homing pigeon fanciers

these days." We acknowledge our in-

debtedness to the Item for much of the

valuable news published in The Journal
every week. Mr. A, M. Wood has cer-

tainly made homing pigeons a special

feature of the Philadelphia Item.

»
« *

The Item reports that Charles Hub

has been ruled out of the 300-mile Feder-

ation diploma, and same has been

awarded to John Diggle. The Executive

Committee decided that although there

is not the slightest doubt regarding the

validity of Mr. Hub's record, the rules

were not strictly adhered to, and there-

fore it would be creating a bad precedent

to allow the record to stand. Everyone

regards the necessity of such a course

being taken, as the only objection to the

record being accepted is the fact that Mr.

Hub failed to name a watcher to repre-

sent him at the loft of another contestant,

who, it appears, also had an early return,

and failed to report the same on account

of not having a timer at the loft. The
committee has no doubt adopted a wise

course in giving such a decision, but it is

very hard lines for Hub.
*

* •

There is a McGinty strain of homers.

The Item refers to it as follows : A. M.

Wood, 4910 Baltimore Avenue, has a

young ash cock in his loft, a visitor from

the coop of R. F. Drinkwater, to whom
it was sold as a squealer alx)ut two weeks

ago. The bird is of the famous McGinty
strain, and considering it had been out

of Mr. Wood's loft but a few times it was

a clever performance for it to return

from Kensington as soon as allowed its

liberty.
*

* «

It will be now in order to get up an

"Annie Rooney" strain, and then we can

have "Comrades."

* »

The Richmond Homing Club birds are

toeing trained hard for the next loo-uiile

race, for which the entries are now open.

All fanciers who wish to compete should

at once send in names and entrance fee.

» »

W. Hargraves states that if George

Bromhead is anxious to start a loft on the

grounds of the Germantown Cricket

Club, for use as messengers, he will

gladly present him with a few youngsters

as a foundation for the purpose. As there

are no doubt other fanciers who would

be equally pleased to do as much for

such a laudable purpose, there is no rea-

son why the loft should not be at once

established.

slating how the birds ^o away, etc. I shall take

pleasure in advising you of the result of the race.

1 enclose the usual fee for liberation."

Such intelligent instructions as the

above should enable even a Signal Ser-

vice officer to guess the weather.
*

* »

The Empire City Club will fly its

young birds from the West. The dates

and stations are to be : August 23, Ham-
burg, Pa., loo miles ; August 30, Pine

Grove, Pa., 135 miles; September 6,

Newport, Pa., 164 miles ; September 13,

Cresson, Pa., 240 miles.

»
* »

There were ugly rumors afloat last

week regarding certain matters connected

with the pigeon flying world, but on in-

vestigation proved to be groundless.

Pigeon flying, like other spcrts, is sub-

ject to the attacks of suspicious and

jealous patrons. It is beautiful to preach

honesty to others, but still more com-

mendable to practice it. When we hear

of a person who continually prods others

of their short-comings we are reminded

of the old saying "Honi soit qui mal y

pense," or evil he who evil thinks.

*
* »

The millennium has not yet arrived,

and to expect every fancier to lie a superb

specimen of a truly good and honest man

is absurd.
»

« •

It is a pretty good world to live in,

after all, and even the homing fanciers

are no better or worse than men in all

other vocations.

come right up to the scratch and state

their grievances, and have the matter

straightened out, as remarks aiul insinu-

ations of this character are not likely to

re<lound to the credit of the Philadelphia

section, or the Federation at large.

*
* *

Local fanciers will l>e delighted to learn

that J. H. S. Milligan has started a new

loft, and is stocking it with some of the

best bred youngsters in the country.

Mr. Milligan a few years ago was a mem-

ber of the Federation in active standing,

and his loft contained all the best strains

in the country, these having been accu-

mulated at an immense expense.

CAUGHT ON THE WING.

* «

The grand one-day record of Ned Da-

mon from 510 miles was made from

Springfield, Ohio, over the western

course.
«

« »

A number of birds were shipped on

Monday, July 27, to Montgomery, Ala.,

distance, 810 miles, for Federation record.

The entries included birds from the fol-

lowing well-known lofts: A. M. Wood.

I ; L. Schreiber, 2 ; F. Prinze, 1 ; J.

Eberle, 4; C. E. Hub, i, and G. Hutt, 2.

» •

The following is a copy of the letter

of instruction sent to the Signal Office

Observer at Montgomery, Ala., same be-

ing written by special request by the

pigeon flying editor of the Item :

"I have shipped you to-day per Adams Express

one basket of homing pigeons containing eleven

birds. They are to be flown from your station

for Federation record, and as it is very import-

ant they should only l)e liberated under the

most favorable conditions, and also properly

tak«;n care of. I have .sent them to be let go un-

der your personal supervision.

"As soon as they reach you please see that

they are properly fed and watered and attend to

this matter, particularly while they are in your

possession. I desire that you should hold them

until the first favorable day. By favorable I

mean a good clear day, with a south or south-

west wind. Do not let them go under any other

conditions, and when you do let them go let it

be as near sunrise as pos.sible. and please see

that they are fed and watered about halfan hour

before liberation.

"These birds are the pick of the Philadelphia

lofts, and it is earnestly desired that they should

break the existing record. It will in a measure

depend upon your handling of the birds whether

they do this or not ; therefore I again request

that you give them your personal attention, as

it IS a big task they have to perform. Please

telegraph me C. O. D. on the morinng you let

them go, giving time of liberation, state of

weather, etc., and follow this up by writing me

a letter giving the same particulars and also

A well-attended meeting of the Phila-

delphia section of the Federation of

American Homing Pigeon Fanciers was

held on Tuesday evening, July 28, at

1030 Poplar Street, the headquarters of

the Philadelphia "flyers." The chief

business discussed was the young-bird

schedule, and after thorough discussion

it was decided that the dates should be as

follows: 100 miles, September 12; 150

miles, September 19 ; 200 miles, Septem-

ber 26. The birds may be sent over the

southwestern or western course, at the

discretion of the fancier, but as the dates

will Ije the same over each course the

majority of the fanciers will probably

adopt the western route in order to avoid

the gunners. The only other matter of

moment that was brought up was the

question of Sunday flying, which was

quickly settled by the adoption of a mo-

tion to the effect that the birds shall be

let go on the regularly appointed race

day, or the first favorable day thereafter,

whether same falls upon a Sunday or not.

In case the birds are let go upon a Sun-

day the Concourse race and prizes issued

in conjunction therewith will be declared

off, but the birds may be reported for

Federation record from the distance

flown, and if any should prove the

speediest from that distance the owner

will receive the regular Federation di-

ploma. Before the meeting adjourned

Mr. Shepherd arose on a question of priv-

ilege and in reference to certain rumors

that have been going the rounds in rela-

tion to the 450-mile and other flights in

which he has been interested, denied the

charges in toto, and pronounced them

absolute falsehoods, and challenged any-

one present to substantiate them. As

everyone present was in full sympathy

with the speaker the meeting adjourued

without further debate. In reference to

the rumors referred to, it must be re-

marked that they are simply hearsay,and

it is extremely doubtful whether those

who are charged with originating them

have really been as foolish as they are ac-

credited. In any event, however, it

would be well for the party or parties to

Sayings and Doings in the Pigeon
Flying World.

Special Corresiioudeiice

.

George T. Morgan will train his young

birds over the western route this fall.

James A. Stovell will put about fifty

youngsters on the road very shortly.

W. S. Torkiiigton has the finest lot of

young birds this year, belter than any

previous season, and* they should give a

good account of themselves when prop-

erly tested.

T. M. Rivel has dropped all his super-

fluous stock, and is ready with renewed

vigor to try once more conclusions with

the best of them for Federation honors.

J. 1). Munro has all his first-class

bre-eders and a goodly number of their

progeny, which he thinks he will train

as far as Orange Court House, Va., this

fall.

George R. Callaghan is proud of his

victory with his white wing bird this

year.

Jacob Beiswanger is about to erect a

new loft and get back some of his old

reliable stock to breed from. He also

speaks of visiting New York to make a

purchase of some few pairs out of "one-

day" birds.

Alonzo Gordon has not done nmch in

pigeon flying this season owing to busi-

ness engagements ; however, he will be

on deck this fall.

Frank Devlin has a few pairs of good

birds left, which he is breeding from for

future work.
R. L. Hayes is not as active this year

as previously. He still has mauy valu-

ble birds which he intends flying.

Messrs. D. S. and F. K. Rogers have

done some good flying with their birds

during the past season. If not quite

there, always well up to the front.

H. H. Stites has licen breeding some

very fine birds from the choice stock

with which he commenced with. Among
his breeders are the progeny of Black

Jim, Milligan's Breeze Right and many
others that are well known in the pigeon

flying world.

Perry C'ark, also of Lansdowne, has

done goo«l flying for a new l)egiuucr,

winning first honors in the longest sec-

tional race.

James Work has a good stock of birds

left, whose relatives, parents and young-

sters, have done good speed in the past,

and will challenge the cranks as the sea-

son rolls around again.

John Diggle's binls have l>een very

actively engaged this season, in and out of

the .sectional races, and showed up well

with the l)est of Philadelphia's .slock.

Thev won diploma from 2(x> and 3'X)

mile's, fir-st and .second, outside of Con-

course races. He also has a goodly num-

ber in their loft to tell the tall.

Herman Dienelt did not interest him-

self as formerlv in this sjjring's flights.

Dr. Goebel is a hard worker and en-

thusiastic pigeon flyer, has a good stock

of homers and won the 200mile Con-

course race easily.

William Clementson, the active secre-

tary of the Star Club, is also a worker ;

however, we do not find his entry in the

latter part of the recent competition.

Charles Hub, of the Quaker City ag-

gregation, sent his entry of two birds to

Spartanburg, S. C, for vSporting Life

record. Mr. H. is the owner of Lexing-

ton and Lady Greensboro, besides a score

of others which have been noted for their

service to the Hub loft in limes past.

He also has a grievance in reference to a

place in one of the recent Concourses.

Alon/o Whilaker has sold all his birds,

and for the i)reseiit is not interested in

homers.
Warren C. (ieary as usual is taking a

lively interest and part in the sectional

flights, and he, with P. \V. Krouse, are

always found cugigcil with the lion sliare

of the lalK>r on shipping nights. They
are a couple of fanciers who at all times

are closely allied to good management.
John vShepherd is an old time fancier,

who has been actively engaged with

homers for nearly twenty years this si«le

of the Atlantic, and whose personality is

well known to any fancier of a year's

standing.

John G. Hunt has a few promising

young binls he intends to fly after the

gunning season is over, along about Oc-
tober. His birds did excellent work in

the Inter State race from Charlotte, N,

C. All five were home early the next

day. He, with many others, still regrets

for the majority from the next station.

Nearlv all the birds returned from New
Philadelphia, O., across the mountains,

but not a feather from Fort Wayne, Ind.

Z. H. Whiteman «lid not send his birds

to Fort Wayne, as he is away on an ex-

tended business trip in the West.

A. M. Wood, the Item representative,

leaves for Chicago, vSaturday, to play

cricket. His stay, however, will not l>e

much over a week or so. The western

birds will have to hurry along if they are

to be liberated by this gentleman in Chi-

cago. WiNt.S.

Washington Gossip.

From Our Special Corrfsjjoiidcnt.

Washioton, July 28.—We are getting

birds ready for the young bird races.

First race occurs Septeml)er 6, from

Covesville, Va., 120 miles. Prizes for this

race will be a handsome parlor lamp, do-

nated by Harry Jordan, and first and

second diploma. The secoinl race, from

Amherst, Va., 150 miles. First prize, a

gold badge, offered by K<lward Schmi<l,

and first and second diploma. Third

race from Frankling Junction, first prize,

a handsome scarf .pin, offered by the

Federation ; second, a gold badge, by

Charles Plitt, and third prize, a pair of

vases, by Shaffer Bros. The birds that

were shipped to Pensacola, Floritla, last

Thursday "were to l)e liberated on Mon-
day if clear, and we are on the lookout

for them. There is great interest taken

in this fly, as it is the first long flight that

has taken place in this city, and we are

waiting to see if any of the birds will

return. Clem Pumphrey says that if his

bird returns from this fly he will ship it

to Mexico, a <listance of 1300 miles, and

he is just the man to «lo it, as he has more

nerve than any mau I know of.

Nic.irr Owl.

A CoiTection.

KuiToK Fancikrs' Journal.

In the last issue of Thk Journal I

noticed that you reported me as shipping

birds to Pensacola, Fla.. for lilK-iation.

This is a surprise to me, as I had but one

return from Port Allegany on the west-

ern course and my .second lot has l)een

only as far as your city. I will think

myself fortunate if I am able to fly birds

from 5<M) miles this seaiuni, an«l 1 100

miles vkill l)e out of the (jueslion ;
never-

theless that is the mark that I am striv-

ing for, and another year there will »)e

fewer experiments. 1 think that the old

.southwest course w ill be good enough for

me in the future. Yours truly,

1'rki) Bowkr.s.

Fall Rivkr, Mass., July 27.

Cumulet Pigeons Wanted.

p;i)iToR Fancikk.s' Journal.

Please infoim me \\here I can purchase

a pair of cunudet pigeons. Yours truly,

Kl)\V. S. SCHMID.

Washington, D. C, July 27, 1891.

—To kill lice on chicks rub a little lard

on the neck and top of the head, but you

can overdo it, and kill the chick as well.
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LONG-FACED TUMBLERS.

The Chief Characteristics of the

Different Varieties.

J. W. Ludlow in Fanciers' Ga/.ette.

I will now detail the chief character-

istics of each variety of loiiK-faced tum-

blers. Mottles are either heavily muffed

or cleaned-legged ; in blacks, reds and

yellows, ;'. c, solid color all over, deep,

rich and of uniform shade, except only

at the shoulder, where within as near a

circular space as possible should appear

about a dozen pure white feathers, well

separated, so .is to form a nice rosette or

epaulette, each side alike and each spot

clearly separated ; upon the back at its

junction with neck should also appear a

clear V-shaped line of white feathers,

termed the "handkerchief back." The

difference between mottles and rosewings

is simply that the latter has no back

markings, otherwise Ijoth sorts are iden-

tical, and the course of breeding pretty

nmch on the same lines.

Of self-colors there are four sorts,

blacks, solid and intense, with a beetle

green sheen upon the neck, or (under full

play of light) even head, back and rump.

Green, remember, not pink, is the cor-

rect lustre of a black pigeon ; when there

is much pink or variation there is an-

other color cross at the bottom of it.

Reds should be deep chestnut all over;

all gloss, sheen or lustre should be of a

pure rich crimson or coppery bronze, no

green should be visible. Yellows should

lie deep, rich and uniform, and as near a

rich orange tint as one can get them ; in

this particular we have to be content

with various shades, from light to dark.

Pure, clear and uniform in tint is the de-

sideratum, dark preferre<l, but not to out-

weigh other considerations ; no green or

pink lustre on these, but a njere bronze

of the same hue as the general tint.

Whites should, of course, be pure and
spotless, and, as all others, have white

eyes.

Of barred varieties there are three

kinds, blues, clear, sound, true blue all

over, even to the rump, keel, vent an<l

hocks, at which parts white too often is

apparent ; neck, iri«lescenl hues of green,

pink and purple, very brilliant ; bars

medium width and of intense blackness

;

bands at end of tail also black and quills

of flights and iiuiffs of a dark sha<le, with

a pow<lery bloom thereon.

Silvers, clear and almost colorless, very

<lelicate ; bars black, which form a strik-

ing contrast ; band at extremity of tail

also black ; flights and quill of muffs
same color as body, but of a ilarker

shade. Silvers may be mixe«l freely with

blues, oft with advantage to both, as they
are but different shades of the one va-

riety.

Checkers when goo<l are very pretty
;

they, too, are offslioots of blues or silvers,

witii black or color cross ; any distinct

or alien strains mated are strongly pro-

<lurtive of checkers.
VVhitesides constitute one of the great

transformations in tlie pigeon fancy, in-

asmuch as in nest or first feather garb
the youug are self or solid colors, chang-
ing at first or sonielinies at second moult
to, or near to, the desired object. A lot

of plucking is done in this variety in

order to bring about at an early period

by artificial means what nature would do
in time ; still, apart from the whiteside

purity of strain and natural tendency,
no plucking or artifice is of avail, the

breed must have been refine<l, and the

quality or predisposition there or the

chance of making a while side is ftil. A
perfect specimen should i)resent sideways
a true elliptical or oval shape white side ;

hence the name, ;'. c, from shoulder to

flights pure white, all else colored ; head,
neck, breast, belly, vent, tail, rump,
bark, mutls and the ten primary quills

or flight feathers ; and when such is ob-

tained (and we fre«|uently obtain such)
they are truly beautiful and eflective in

appearance. Reds should be of a deep
and rich chestnut i>ink sheen on neck.

Yellows should be deep, rich and clear in

color ; ami blacks— well, they should l)e

as good as one can get them, but the
truth is that such are very scarce.

Myself and others have had a trial at

over each eye,

front and cen-
have a rough

making these, but the result in each case

was precisely the same and a failure in

all. My opinion is that black whitesides

cannot l>e produced out of reds and yel-

lows. No ; the combination seems to set

up at once a muddle altogether undesir-

able, perfectly reasonable and explicable

if space permitted, stil at the onset cer-

tainly not expected. Permanently solid

blacks, reds, bronzes and checkers were
the result of this trial, which was well

and truly tried, and proved useless, I

am of opinion—in fact, I know now

—

that black whitesides, as with the reds

and yellows, are the result of scrupulous
care and exclusive use of all "gay" (/. e.,

excess of white) mottles and rosewings,

with a certain amount of close breeding
in the produce of the finished article.

Of saddles there are seven kinds, blue,

silver, black, red, yellow, dun and
checker ; these being a Midland specialty

and somewhat complicated in markings
renders it diffcull to make clear what is

wanted. To those who are familiar with
the markings of a magpie a good start is

made. The head, neck and breast (to a

line across the keel) is dark ; rump and
tail to a line under termination of vent

also dark. The saddle is a triangular

section of feathers in saddle form, and
upon the shoulders and back ; this should
be well and clearly defined and dark, all

else being white. Upon the head we also

want white markings, which must be
even-sided, and thus a white beard ex-

tending the length#of under jaw and fin-

ishing off in a streak to centre or back of

eye. On either side of the mouth at its

gape should be a black or colored spot,

a sort of thumb and finger mark of equal

size ; this in local parlance is the "whis-
kers." Continuing from the tail end of

the beard should run a white line at back
of head, as would l>e indicated by the

lower line of a low-cut baldhead ; add
then to these a white dot
and a white blaze up the

tre of the head, and you
idea of a goo<l saddle. "Difficult to get,"

it may be said, but our forefathers had
them, and we continue to perpetuate

them. True, they are difficult to get up
to our ideal, but they are when obtained

well worth the effort. A good loft of sad-

dles of various colors is a spectacle worth
seeing—not often seen, but one to be re-

mem Ijered.

As to the colors, the satne applies to

these as to others—purity of color, accu-

racy of markings and true rotund tum-
bler shape are cardinal features. All

saddles of any note are muffed-legged
;

none others seem to find favor, and in

this I cordially agree. It may here be
said that blacks, blues, silvers and
checkers have dark tails, whilst all that

remained to us of the old red saddles had
white tails. Upon this almost extinct

s|>ecies myself and two other friends (Dr.

Henison and Dr. Creswell) have endeav-
ored to resuscitate the reds and to raise

a strain of yellows. Dr. Benison and
myself are "still on the job," and with
what success I gave some of my tumbler
friends a proof last year, and this year
ought to yield to friend lienison or my-
self tl'.e coveted treasure. Already we
have abundant "near enoughs," but we
want the absolutely perfect to look on.

Well, in the produce of this new article

we shall be able to fix the red and yellow
backs and tails as permanent, always a

trouble in these and badges and pouters
;

mixed and sandy tails will no longer be
the scare, at least in tumblers.
Dun saddles are the result of a mixture

of colors bearing the same markings, as

also are checkers ; they are not sought
for, but come as "sports" in the search
after higher game. Still, they are very
pretty, and are occasionally of excep-
tional beauty an<l accuracy. Blues and
silvers of course are closely allied ; the
former are so'ight for, the latter form a

very sni.-dl minority. The primary colors,

it will be readily seen, show off the
markings distinctly aiul at once display
the beautiful butterfly head markings and
general excellence.

Badges have six sub-varieties, all the
show birds of which are heavily muffed,
and are exceedingly handsome in a body.
Badges should be "butterfly marked" on
the head, exactly as s.iddles ; they are

otherwise whole-colored ; head, neck,
back, body, sides, breast, belly and hocks,
with ten white flights aside, and muffs
(from hocks downwards) .ilso pure white.

Probably the greatest difficulty in the
successfiil produce of either saddles or
badges has been the "butterfly" head
gijd face iwafkJJigs ; for a gcHeratiou tjjey

have been bred for, but a lack of una-
nimity of opinion has told against a fix-

ture of features. The Long Faced Tum-
bler Club will now remedy this by the
issue shortly of something special ou this

subject, so I leave it with just the remark
that saddles and badges have been exten-
sively mixed up in order to make perma-
nent the same "badging" upon both sorts

;

the severance and purification of each
have now been taken in hand, so that we
may look forward for good results. Beards
(/. e., tumbler beards) and beardless

black white-flighted ones have also been
called into requisition in the manufac-
ture ; they of themselves are remarkably
attractive when good. I have myself
found them very useful, and have had
several memorable victories with them as

show birds.

Of beards there are two sub-varieties,

the foreign (dark tail) and the British

(white tail). Each kind are, or should
be, precisely alike in every essential, ex-

cept only tail. It may be said that the
foreigner has a "chuck" beard, whereas
in the British the beard should extend
right away to a point under the eye.

Nonsense ! Both should be exactly iden-

tical, and to attempt an overfine distinc-

tion muddles the point and spoils both.

The beard should be of equal-sided for-

mation and finish off in spikes beneath
the eye ; to cavil over fractions as to ex-

tent or depth is useless and only ob-
scures the primary features.

It must be admitted that for depth,
richness and purity of color the foreign

or dark-tailed beard takes the palm
;

their superiority in that respect was on
their introduction most marked and cre-

ated quite a stir on all sides, especially in

Birmingham, where exceptional induce-
ments were offered to bring them out,

and a truly grand display was the result.

Since that time the foreigner has gone
down and the British product up,whether
byamalg^mation I cannot say.but in some
cases the fusion has been the making of
the one branch, probably at the tempo-
rary effacement of the other.

Balds are a numerous and beautiful

variety. According to present tastes

(which we must recognize) there are

"low-cut" and "high-cut," and whilst ad-

mitting beauty wherever apparent, I

shall still maintain that the low-cut (as

in the short-face) is the correct aim and
natural demarkation, and those who work
out the problem, as I have had to do,

must of necessity come to the same con-
clusion. I shall here pass the contentious
part.simply saying that the round-headed,
"ball head" or "bald," lo\y cut as its re-

fined brethren the short face, is my ideal,

and that one standard should govern
lx)th. I could expatiate upon this theme,
but must refrain ; but in justice to the
bald head it must l)e admitted upon his

foundation has been built, and most of
the white winged varieties owe much that

is good in their composition, either as

show birds or workers ; in case the latter

capacity be questioned, I may say that I

know to-day of a kit of bald heads, pure
strain, which, without any attempt at

selection for either flying or rolling prop-
erties, have become famous as extraordi-

nary rollers.

To those familiar with the short-faced

almond I have only to refer to the long-

face, and say "ditto," repeated on a larger

scale, except head properties, wherein
the difference is great, the long-faced al-

mond being of a medium, or modified,

more natural formation, as becomes his

vigor and position as a flyer.

Of splashes, bronzes, tipplers,cumulets,
speckles and oddities I need not enlarge,

as their names sufficiently denote their

appearance, but be it said in truth that

out of this last group the experienced
flyer oft looks for and finds his "cracks."
It is in this medley of colors one often

finds the emlMxliment of quality and
vigor, trusty flyers and workers, "beauti-

ful as paint" when up aloft as specks in

the blue, yet but a motley crew indeed
when landed on terra firma. The show
tumbler is judged by apijearances, the
flying tumblers by his actions—his mar-
vellous flying powers and acrobatic per-

formances. Ah ! a duffer it may l>e if

judged upon his perch, but a marvel
when up aloft and in his true element.

PIGEONS SURPASSED

The Messencrer Swallow^s Looked
Upon as Their Successors.

Dr. Henri de Parville, in "Les Annales

Politiques et Litteraires," says: "We
have already carrier pigeons—we shall

soon have carrier swallows. Our time is

decidedl)' a utilitarian one. For more

than a year Mr, John Desbouvries has

been training swallows to new functions,

and he has already asked from the Minis-

ter of War the substitution of his pupils

for the homing pigeon. This idea is not

bad, but is not a new one. Plino relates

in fact that a Roman knight, named
Cceciua, who possessed racehorses, used

to carry from Volterra, a town in Tus-

cany, to Rome some swallows, which he

let fly away in order that they might an-

nounce to his friends the cart which had

won the race. In that time they did

things in the grandest way. For horses

used to run harnessed to the same cart,

and the carrier swallows came back to

their nests with the colors of the win-

ner.

"Pliny still relates that a Roman mili-

tary post, besieged by the Ligures, sent

him a swallow taken off the nest, in order
that, on tying up a knotted thread to its

foot, they might point out by the number
of knots the day of the succouring army's
arrival, the date on which the defenders

ought to execute a concerted expedition
out of the town. The use of swallows at

war-time was not then started yester-

day, and Mr. Desbouvries was right to

resume it.

"He has shown at Roubaix that the
taming of these birds was easy and re-

quired only a few weeks. A farmer
brought him fifteen swallows ; in three

weeks he made obedient subjects of
them. On July 27 he opened the swal-

lows' cage, which had a distinct riblx)n

fastened to their feet. The birds set off

with great speed in every direction. The
by-standers thought that they would not
be seen again, but half an hour later one
of them came back with the same swift-

ness, and perched upon Mr. Desbouvries'
finger. Ten minutes more, and they all

entered their house.
" 'Swallows,' Mr. Deslwuvries says, 'as

carriers, are superior to pigeons. Their
flight is higher and swifter ; they are

more faithful, more clever, and more
easily fed than pigeons. In their long
journeys they do not want to stop for

feeding ; they take their foo<l when fly-

ing. It even appears that the tamer can
walk a long way while being followed
continually by tamed swallows in the
air,'

"It has been objected that swallows
could not be utilized during the cold
season, since they leave our country in

winter. Mr. Desljouvries says that swal-

lows can live in all seasons under our
climate (France). The fact is that he
kept several of them during the two last

winters. They remained near him at

large. They can l>e fed as well as pig-

eons. The matter has its interest, and
since Mr. Desbouvries offers to train a

whole regiment of carrier swallows, we
should be very wrong not to profit by his

experience and good will.

AERIAL MESSENGERS

BY EDWIN H, MORRIS—IV.

—Down East—Wee wife—Love you?
Of course I do. You dear, blessed old
peach crop. Big husband (loving but
luckless)—Great Scott ! Why this new
title ? W. W.—Because you are such a
perpetual failure.

All in an Egrer-

A raw egg. if swallowed in time, will

effectually detach a fish bone fastened in

the throat, and the white of two eggs

will render the deadly corrosive subli-

mate as harmless as a dose of calomel.

They strengthen the consumptive, invig-

orate the feeble, and render the most

susceptible all but proof against jaundice

in its most malignant phase. They can
also be drunk in the shape of that "egg
flip" which sustains the oratorical efforts

of modern statesmen. The merits of
eggs do not even end here. In France
alone the wine clarifiers use more than
80,000,000 a year, and the Alsatians con-

sume fully 30.000,000 in calico printing

and for dressing the leather used in

making the finest of French kid gloves.

Even egg shells are valuable, for allo-

path ami homoeopath alike agree in re-

garding them as the purest of parbonate
of lime,—London Standard.

[continued from page 60.]

Curiously enough, the military author-

ities of Europe to-day seem to be taking

a lesson from the past. In France we
find the chien militaire and in Germany
"schools for dogs," but they are not to

be used as in the past, for instea..! of their

viscious propensities, their swiftness in

carrying dispatches, their watchfulness

as auxiliaries to the outposts and senti-

nels and their sagacity and faithfulness in

other ways, will be called into use. With
these important additions to the equip-

ment of modern military establishments,

we find the pigeon loft has also been rein-

troduced. This is perhaps one of the re-

sults of the Franco-German war, for it

will l)e remembered that when Paris was

besieged and all communication stopped,

pigeons and balloons were resorted to,

the birds left the city with the aeronaut,

and an idea of the alleviation their re-

turn afforded the unfortunate Parisians

may lie gained from the fact that one of

these aerial messengers was known as

the "Angel of the Siege." Six times did
this "courier of the air" escape the crack
shots of the German army, who were ou
the lookout for all such messengers.
During the seige about 1,250,000 mes-

sages were received from the outside
world, at least 150,000 being important
official dispatches, on which so much de-

pended. This was done by 57 birds.

Some ofthem made thejourney more than
once, and thus the number of journeys
was actually 73. As the Parisians did not
send any birds into the provinces prior

to the investiture, and as 363 birds were
taken out by the balloons, the loss was
very heavy. There were about 800 pro-

vincial birds in the city, and these were
used with much success, but the greatest

value was attached to the Parisiau birds,

and on the descent of a balloon the

hampers were immediately sent on to the

seat of the Government by special train,

if necessary. At Tours a large room was
set aside for their reception at the Pre-

fecture, and a special law was passed to

protect the birds from sportsmen.
The immense number of messages, or

rather communications, each bird was
enabled to carry was secured by the

adoption of photography, and further

increased by the use of films, until it be-

came possible for a single bird to carry

300 or 400 in a single quill, and thus the

Times—the well-known English news-

paper—was on many occasions reduced

to a microscopic forir, and on its arrival

in the besieged city it was enlarged and
eagerly scanned by the anxious crowds.

Soon after the war the German Govern-
ment decided to not only foster and in-

crease the lofts, so that each millitary es-

tablishment should be found with a com-
plete arrangement in the event of war,

but it also insured a reserve by inducing

private individuals throughout the coun-

try to rear and train these birds.

The Russians who would not injure a

pigeon liecause of religious sentiment

connected with the Holy Ghost having

^ been made manifest in the form of this

bird, were quick to put themselves on an

equality with their German neighbors,

and Italy followed suit, and although in

quite a different sense the pigeon is held

almost sacred in that country, in the fu-

ture the pets of Venice and the general

favorites of the sons of the sunny South

are to be used for the purposes of war, as

though Europe did not devote sufficient

noble energy to this purpose already.

There is something poetical in th«

reverence and affection of these little

feathered friends of mankind. Witness

the scene at the great square of St. Mark
at Venice when the bell is rung at 2

o'clock. The birds flock into the square

in immense numbers to be fed. They
are so utterly fearless and tame that on

your purchasing a bag of "feed" of the

children supplying it to visitors, you are

immediately surrounded with swarms of

birds, some perching ou your shoulders

in the most familiar manner and all

eager to share in the feast. Then as a

companion picture take the reception

given to I.e President Carnot a few months
since on his visit to Nimes—a summer
resort of the south of France. There
were 25,000 people assembled at the old
Roman circus, called "Les Arenes," who
intended to give him a novel reception,
and the scene presented was secona only
to that of St. Mark's Square, Venice, at
feeding time, and such as the warm na-
ture of those of the sunny South would
alone inspire.

Upon the entrance of the President
upon the stage fifty hampers containing
thousands of pigeons,which had been sent
in from all parts of the country and were
placed in a roped enclosure in the cen-
tre, were given their liberty, and circling
aloft, with the peculiar noise of the
wings, they made a poetical and novel
spectacle, and was acknowledged as a
beautiful and graceful tribute to the il-

lustrious visitor. There is no special
meaning in such a flight, and it was ar-

ranged simply for effect, and may be
taken as an indication of the great and
renewed interest of the French people in

the bird, which was of such inestimable
value to them during the dreadful siege
of the capital, in which every Frenchman
is so justly proud.
The military lofts of France are ou a

very large scale, the birds are selected

from renowned strains, and tests and ex-
periments are as carefully undertaken as

the trial of a new gun or torpedo. Offi-

cial returns give 250,000 as the number
of pigeons available for the use of the
Government of France in case of war.

In England it is considered by the
military authorities that the climate pre-

vents the possibilities of pigeons l)eing of
considerable value as a means of com-
munication in war times, and therefore

but little attention is given to them, ex-

cept by those who find pleasure and
recreation in flying them, or where iso-

lation makes their use of service. Mr.
Gerald Waller, F. Z. S., in writing to the
Times, advises their lieing adopted for

the carrying of telegraph messages be-

tween country places and postal telegraph

centres, he cites an instance where in one
of the southern counties a country house
is five miles from the telegraph, where
pigeons have l>een used very successfully

for some years. The plan adopted is for

those in the country to send in hampers
of pigeons to a store in the vicinity of^ the

telegraph office, taking in exchange a

hamper of the town birds. When a tele-

gram arrives it is delivered to the store,

and is soon ou the way to the destina-

tion, tied around the neck of one of the

country birds. It invariably gets there in

ten minutes, and should an answer be

necessary one of the town birds is forth-

with dispatched. Each loft has a plat-

form leading into it, connected with the

house by an electric bell, so that an im-

mediate notice is given of an arrival.

Although experiments have been made
and a pamphlet written by the authorit;y

of the United States Secretary of War, it

has not been deemed advisable to follow

the example of European nations and
make the pigeon loft a part of the mili-

tary system, hence it has been left for

those who take pleasure in rearing and

flying these birds to demonstrate their

usefulness. The wanton destruction of

birds of all kinds by "gunners," and the

absence of strict enforcement of the law

in the different states has made this a very

expensive and difficult task, and as a re-

sult many who would have derived much
satisfaction, saved much time, trouble

and monev, and others who might have

made use' of the birds in many ways,

have not done so because of the lack of

information. It has therefore been left

for the few to derive pleasure and satis-

faction from man's aerial friend and

courier—the pigeon. One noticeable in-

stance is that of Mr. Alfred de Gordova,

who on purchasing a country place at

Chetolah, North Branch, N. J., bought

some young birds, and so successful was

his venture and such valuable service did

they render in conveying business reports

from his office in Broad vStreet, New
York, that he afterwards obtained some
birds 'imported from Antwerp, and with

their aid he enjoyed his country place

and at the same time carried on his Wall

Street speculations.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK.

Fleeiiiif Fancies Nipped on
"Wingr for Our Readers.

the

BV TRIXIE.

—"Whose pigs are these, my lad?"

"Whov, they l)elong to that sow, there."

"No, I mean who is their master?"

"Whoy," again answered the lad, "that

little 'un theer; he's a rare 'un to

feight."

Mr. Fox has given us the promised

article upon Sderoslotnan Syn^ainus.

It is now public property. He states that

this gentleman, the gape worm, is to be

found in the trachea of (^uite a numlier
of our biped, and, among others, the

duck. If the duck is infested with the
gape worm it must follow that the duck
is subject to the gapes. This will, as I

ta'.ce it, be news to our duck breeders.
Ducks have heretofore been considered
exempt from gapes, cholera, roup and
scaley leg.

Holy Moses, what are you thinking of
when you recommend applying the fol-

lowing ointment to the heads of young
chicks ? Do you want each of us to
maintain a blind asylum? Mercurial
ointment, lard, flour of sulphur and crude
petroleum would certainly form an oint-

ment strong enough to kill anything in

which it may come in contact, and with
the greatest care it will occasionally get
into the eyes of the chick, and when it

does, blind chicks are the inevitable re-

sult. I would sooner attempt to cure
gapes than use such an objectional a
compound as a preventive.
Your remedy for gapes may l)e good,

and no doubt it is, but for the life

of me I can't make out what possible

use YOU can have for all five ingredients
composing your "sure cure." I have
had some experience with gapes, and the
best remedy I have yet met with is sim-
ply air-slaked lime. I put about a (juart

of this in a flour sack, insert the head of
the chick into the mouth of the sack
and close the sack around the neck of

the chick. Now agitate the lime so the
fine particles of lime will fill the air

within the sack, the chick will l)e com-
pelled to breathe this, the lime acts upon
the worms. Keep the chick in this un-

til nearly strangled, and when released it

will throw up "scads" of worms. One
application will generally affect a cure,

but if it does not, repeat as l)efore.

All you cranks rail out against thj Or-
pingtons as across-bred fowl; it may have
merit, but then it is not thorough-bred
like our Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes
(the buff especially), Sherwoods and
others of our purest of pure thorough-
bred fowls. I know nothing of the Or-
pingtons, except what I have read and
from what I have l>een able to gather. I

am constrained to believe the only
trouble with them is they were not cross-

bred on the prolific soil of America. Oh,
fie, gentlemen, accord our English cous-

ins the same privileges we have enjoyed;

let them cross and cross to their heart's

content—we make a new breed here in

one season, herald it as a l)etter market
fowl than the Brahmas, lay more eggs

than the Iveghorn—a perfect fowl. You
start your little Ijoomlet, make your
"pile" and then when breeders attempt

to make a breed of it you make another

cross, and lo, and behold,another world's

champion breed.

Really speaking, we have but few-

thoroughbred breeds. After we name
the game, Leghorn, Hamburg, Polish,

Brahma and Langshans you'll find it a

difficult matter to fiud many fowls that,

strictly speaking, are thoroughbred.
Many'ofour mongrel-bred breeds after

being systematically bred for a few years

have shown themselves worthy of culti-

vation, but in intrinsic value they have
never equalled those breeds of pure

blood. I am inclined to the l^elief that

the Orpingtons are a breed of this class.

I once read an article in one of the Klng-

lish papers in which the writer, who was
opposing them, based his opposition

upon the ground that they were only

smooth-legged Langshans, and if that be

so they should find many admirers.

It is plain to be seen that revision year

is Hearing from the number of new breeds

we see announced each month. Our
Illinois friends have the Namoka. Rho<le

Island the Argonauts and Georgia the

buff Plymouth Rock. This I don't ex-

pect to be the one-tenth of those that will

seek admission at the next revision. The
last time it was white "sports ;" the next

time it will l)e the cross-bred buff. I do
not kick against crossing established

breeds and thus forming new ones ; it is

our indecent haste to bring them out that

MISCELLANEOUS.

Agents Wanted!
I want a local agent in every village,

town and city, to sell

Prolific Poultry Food
TO MAKE HENS LAY,

DRINKING FOUNTAINS FOR FOWLS,

AND CLIMAX FOOD FOR
HORSES AND CATTLE.

All itell readily and elve uulveraal
•atlHfartion.

SUNT} rOH TEKMS TO AiiESTS.

L B. LORD, Prop., Burlington, Vt., U. S. A.

I object to. Take time and perfect your
new "offering" before you spring it upon
us.

What straits must our friends over the
"pond" find themselves in when debarred
from their once favorite sport, cock fight-

ing, aiul the e«litorial chair of the Feath-
ered World must be hchl down by a
fanatic after the stamp of Uncle Mike
or he would never have said : "The fines

imposed were trifling compare*! with the
brutality of the so-calle<l sport." I see
nothing is left for us old sports but to In-

come the superintendent of some goo<lie,

goodie Sunuay school. I've sent in my
application.

I am in accord with Al)el of the Fan-
cier, and l)elieve that the officers of the
Worhl's Pair shouM be Americans, not
but that the others could and would make
as competent officers as our best Ameri-
can ones, but when Kngland an<l Prance
hohl world fairs, do they ever seek their

officers in America ? No, they make a
choice of one of their own people, and
no one should feel aggrived if we do the
same.
That "Malay bloo<l" must l>e a potent

element ; we see it crop up all around
us. I don't see why we make use of it

at all if it is so "bloo<l thirsty." I have
never found the genuine pit games harder
to manage, as regards fighting, than many
other breeds. If we keep an old cock
that has had his spurs sawed off so he
can do no injury, with our stags we will

have a peaceful and law-abiding family.

If any of the young fry get pugnacious
he soon gives them to understand that

he is "cock of the walk."
Now, at once, we must cull our flocks

;

our early hatched chicks are sufficiently

develope<l to enable us to select out those

that will never attain standard perfec-

tions, and now is our time to dispose of

them in the city market, reserving quite

a numl>er for home consumption. At
this season pork is too greasy, beef too

dear and not half so good as a nice, fat

young cockerel, and we c»f the fancy love

the good things of life as well as the city

millionaire.

In an old P^nglish work I see it stated

that we can get five ounces of oil from
the yelks of fifty eggs. Has this oil any
commercial value? If it has I think I

see a small fortune to someone in the

extraction of "egg oil." What will we
do with the white of the egg ? I see it

stated that the white of an egg may be
drie<l, pulverized and kept for use. Ijeing

as good for all culinary purposes as the

fresh one. If this l>e true, there would
l>e no waste ; the whites would sell by
the box and the yelks prcKiuce the oil.

Sheridan'f) Comlition Powders

HEN^
Ifyon can't get It iiend to ns.

W«)mail OIK- [Muk t!*: Fiv.-fl. A t I 4 ll>. runfLW. Six,I one IMU'K t!»'. Mv>'fl. A t I 4 li>. riui tl.l

V.x. |>aid. h'ultry Raiitinij ';« iilr. frw, with |l order*
f.

Y.x. l>ai

iSUN« ou., iHCuAun Uuuwt M., Buatoo,
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INCUVATOUS.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain oiie/»<"<?. Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
v'ear. Large book fur stamp. A.

K. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Conn.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
ARK THK

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WKRK AWAKDKD

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-

er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and large.st ever held in America.

Our mammoth catalogue

EyerytWns for lie Ponltry YarJ.

Will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of 5

cents. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

POULTKY. PIGKON8.

POU
s
RY

Will positively cure and prevent all diseases of land or water fowls. No Chol-

era Roup, (iapes or any other disease when Pratt's Poultry Pood is fed. Costs

less than a cent a day for everv 8 or 10 fowls. As an egg producer it has no equal.

Price by mail, postpaid, a poinid 30 cents; 4 pounds, |i-oo. By express not pre-

paid, 8' pounds $xoo; 25 pounds, $2.50. Greir's "Superfine" Cracked Oyster

Shells-, $1.00 per cwt. Prices on large quantities cheerfully furnished on applica-

tion. Poultry catalogue free to all that send for it.

POUL.TRY.

H. S. BABCOCK.
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

Indian Games, Peacomb Plymouth Rocks,

Barred and White Plymouth Rocks, Bantams.

SOHIPPBRKBS—The handsomest and most
useful dog (or the poultry breeder. Circular

for stamp.

78-129 Jaiuesburg, New Jer.sey

0-

IMPROVED EXCELSIOR INCUOATOR
j^^^^^ llMlli. Pwfeet aa^ 8«I>-B«fIrttt. Bun.
fl^^^HTdred* In suocMafiil operation. Ouaranteed
WBBIn^to batch lanrer p«ro«ntag« of fertile «ggn
1 1 ca«»4 I at lew ooet than any other hatcher. Bend
'|iM imM toCorlUoaOata. OKk ILSXABU «il>«r.lll.

PUBLICATIONS.

THE SUN
Has sect-ired as contrib-

vitors during 1891:

W. D. IIowellM, H. UmlH SttiveuBon,

George MertHllth, AVllllnin Ultiek,

Andrew I^nie, W. Clark Uusm^II,

St. CieorureMIvftrt, II. Rider IIniacar«l,

Rudyjird Klpllne, Nornittii Ix>ckyer,

CouHU Doyle,

And many other Distinguished Writers.

WM. H. GREIR,
253 North 8th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

GAMES & GAME BANTAMS

MY
MY
MY

Again we win, cipturingthe Game Club Challenge for be.st Game Cock or Stag, and va-

riety, at the Great Madison Squ re Garden Show.

EXHIBITION GAWES are of the most fashionable type, high stationed, hard feath-
^

ertd leau-lieadecCwhip-lailed birds and are winners wherever shown.

PIT GA M ES are strong, savage, wiry fighters and guaranteed game to the CORE.

rAME BANTAMS are of the most fashionable style and have always won highest

honors at the leading shows in America. Remember I have one of the finest collections

of Games and Game Bantams in the country. Kggs in season. Stamp for circular.

A. F. PEIRCE,
LOCK. BOX 200, WINCHESTER, N. H.

P. S.—PKIRCE SURE CANKER CURE by mail, postpaid, 25c.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or

Kennel Pai»er you should send for my list o(

papers. I can fiiruish you any paper published

cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscrilie foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only

one. A Iways enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and r«quest them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS
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F. D. BECK,
Box II, WcUsburg, W. Va.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.

600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES
EVER PRODUCED.

Personally selected durng our eight weeks'

search among the best breeders of England. II

you want choice breeders or winners at the

wiuter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, Anda-
lusians. White Wyandottes. ^ree caUlogue.

The Sunday Sun
for 1891 , will print more news and more pure

literature of the highest class and by the most

distinguished of contemporary writers than any

perio<lical in the United States.

Price 5c. a copy. By mail $2 a year.

AddiHWH TIIK Sl'N, New York.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM «

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record or America's leading strains of above

varieties. Can furnish eggs from V.. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

J. FORSYTH, owEGo. tioga county, n. y.
lOI-tf

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OK—
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,

which gives descrip-

tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-

Uls. 94-146

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

88tf

A. SHARP & CO..
Lockport, New York.

WYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.

Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.

Prices for Birds and Eggs low for the class.

"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
,5.27 Brainard Station, N. Y.

Cbick-Chiclc-er-re-Eee

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER.

ONLY 25 CENTS. POSTPAID.-
IT CONTAINS,

-READ WHAT

IN PRESS.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

-BV-

F. M. GILBERT.
A complete guiile on the care and manage-

nifut of pigions. On*- of the most instructue

and valuable l><j<jks vvvr written.

Pritte, paper, 54K'. ; flotli 9I.04>.

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

yyoodside poultry Yards

HACKENSACK, N.J.

.-W. J. ANI^RUS-"
BREEDER OF

8. C WHITE LEGHORNS HA FLECHE.

At the great N. Y. Show, 1890, won everything

on lA Fleche ; 1891 won 2d on cock, ist on cock-

erel 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th on hen, 1st and 2tl on pul-

let specials for »)est display and In-st pullet.

My stock has always won high honors at Wa-
verly, Trenton, Bridgeton an<l Dundee Lake, N.

J., and Newburgh. N. Y.

La l-leche eggs, Js per 15, $9 per 30; leghorn
eggs. $3 per 15, $5 per 30.

^|i: Box gi6. Philadelphia, Pa.

A NKW llOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest an<l best work on the Mating, Breed-

ing, Fee<ling and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.

A handsomely printed l>ook of 60 pages.

1»KI< K, 50 CKNTS.
Address

FANCIKIW PUBLISHING CO.,

32 South Third Street,

.tf Philadelphia.

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The iK-st magazine of its

kind. Only $1 25 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Illustrations.—Portrait ol the Author. Hen
House of M. K. Boyer. Dr. E^w. North's Broiler

Farm. Perfect Poultry Houses. An Outdoor In-

cubator Cellar.

Chaptkk I.—Is Broiler Raising a Failure? How
Much Capital is Required? How Much I.and

and How Much Time is Necessary ? What Are
the Profits?

Chapter II.—Incubators, and How to Run
Them. Brooders, and How to Manage Them.
Feed, and How to Give It.

Chapter III.—Mistakes in Broiler Raisintf.

Purebreds for Broilers. Good Cros.ses for Broil-

ers. How Broilers are Prepared for Market.

Chapter IV.—An Egg Farm. How to Build

Houses. How to Feed Ikying Hens. How to

Get Fertile FIggs. How to Market.

Chapter V.—How to Fatten. Pure Breds the

Best. Caponizing. Money in Ducks. How Large
a Farm. Diseases and Remedies.

Chapter VI.—Size of Breeding Pen. A Vir-

ginian's V.Kg Secret. French Lice Remedy. E.

C. Howe's Broiler Foo<l. '"Sour-kront" for Fowls.

Peterson's Feed for Laying Hens. Peterson's

Feed for Young Chicks. Poultry at the Experi-

ment Stations. How to Make a Poultry harm
Pay.

This book has been written more especially

for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It

?fives away many things that have been hereto-

ore kept secret. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

^ CHICK CHICK (M-K-Wt MAN£S

iiAEES HENS LAYI
PREVENTS OAPEflL
PREVENTS ROITP,
PREVENTH CHOLERA, „^-^PREVENTS LATINO SOFT EClO**

PREVENTS EOO-EATINO,
ir fed every day.

IvKG BANOS
FOR ALL VARIF:TIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every Imnd regis-

tered, each 2j4c. Open bands for old birds,

each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon

on whit h the band is to be u.sed.

SJiND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. B. S. STARR. Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

E CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OF ALL

LEADING BREEDS OF
PIOFIONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c

each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHDifi COMPASY
Box 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Chicle-chick -«r-re-lcee (poultry food ani prevta-

tive of disease for pou Itry), the great egg food,

produces eggs prodigio usl^r and is good for the

health of the fowling. It is the first article of lU

kind ever Patented in the United States, Canada

and England. Try it. It costs only six cents per

pound. It -s no powder. Chickens will eat iL

That ought to convince you that it is good. If

your Grocer, Druggist, Hardware or Country

Storekeeper will not get it for you, send roe one

dollar, and I will ship you a twenty-pound box by

freight, or one hundred pounds for five dollars.

A large box will cost you no more freight than a

small box. Attend to your poultry, if you want

to make a profit out of them, just the same as you

attend to your land. Unless you manure your

land it will not pay you. Just so wiih poultry;

you must give them something besides feed. *"«/

must have material to answer tor grinders, and

material for the egg. If you feed Chick-chick -er-

re-kee (egg food) every day you will never have

any sick chickens, and your hens will lay eggs

when otherwise they would not. You will never

do without it after a fair trial. Do not pay twenty-

five or fifty cents a pound for medicine to teed

your poultry when you can get a better »•?"
,

from your storekeeper at six cenU a pound. Don t

be a clam ; try it. Manu&icturcd in the UniUd
States only by

Mechling Bros. Chemical Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

VERY VALUABLE FOR PIGEONS.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of published price:

KBNNBL.

THE KENNEL.

American Kennel. Burges %
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait

Dogs, Diseases of. DaUiel
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00

Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. 1.00

Dog Traiuiiig and Poiuts of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond ... .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6rao . .75

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont a.oo

DOGS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor 3 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Bull Terriers.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS.

F. HOPE.
305 N. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

•50

500
450
450

• 50

1.50

1.00

.50

•50

BULL TERRIER.—BENCH SHOW WINNER
in England and America ; fine stock dog.
and first-class in every particular. For
pedigree, wiunitigs, etc., address William
Tallman. 109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New

DOGS.
Advertisements ii'ithout display inserted under

this headingfor i cents per wot dfor each insertion

Various.

)URcf:ll's flockfinder kennels
will buy on coiiiniission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickorv")
Gainesville. Va. 6-tr

York City. 22-tf

Collies.

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576

English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book,Vol8. XI to XllI.each

Field Trial Training. White
Pox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions .••••;
Fox Terrier, Breeding aad Rearing ; col-

ored portrait. Dalziel

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

CftSCS *

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Priae Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00

Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2..S0

Monograph of the German Mastiff or

Great Dane Dog 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2-50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to

date 50

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75

Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c. ; cloth . . . i.oo

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer) i.oo

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-
• tice. Millan • • 100
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait olPlinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog . . . . . . . . . . 2.50

Teufel the Terrier ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog 75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.

Mercer >•<»

The Dog, by Idstone i-'S

The Greyhound. Dalriel; colored portrait 1.25

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50

The Setter. Laverack 2.75

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25

Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits

from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather . . 4.00

Vouatt on the Doe 2-50

Bob, the Spotted Yerrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir 5°

Cloth 75

PODLTRY.

All About Broilers. Boyer
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow .

Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry pook. W. B. Tegetraeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Ham-
son Weir .••::.•

Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. ,

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch . .

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin • • • •

The Philo.sophy of Judging. By Babcock,

Felch & Lee
The Game Fowl. Cooper

CAGE BIRDS.

The Best English Setters

If you want to purchase a finely bred puppy
we can supply it. We have been breedine to

get a collection of the finest in the land, sired by
Gath's Mark, Roger, Chance and Paxtang. The
dams are finely bred, plenty of Count Noble,
Gladstone, Leicester and DaVkie b'ood. Three
litters now ready to ship We can supply some
youngsters ready for field this fall and several
good brood bitches, such as produce black, white
and tan pups. Let your wants be known by ad-
dressing

Moorefield Kennels,

49 CHULA, AMELIA CO., VA.

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee &Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,
The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

EnicliMli Setters.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this headingfor 3 cents per word for each insertion

AppllauccH.

BLAC—M'Liss, whelped November 9, 18K9. Price
$ico each or $150 for the brace. Greenfield
Hill Kennels, Greenfield Hill, Conn. 24 25

-HOUSK
-AND

& PET DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST PUDLISHED PRICE, POSTPAID, 50c.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

GATH'S MARK PUPPIF;S OUT OF PEG-
BID bitch, whelped April i. Two broken
dogs; good ones. J. B. Stoddard, Concord,

_ N. C. _="*-5t_

For Sale or Kxeliause.

COCKER SPANIF:L PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies ;

greyhound and beagle puppies.
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and rifl-^s, folding boat,

field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Horuellsville, N. Y.

Fox Terriers.

INCUBATORSSOLD.BOUGHT.EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor, Pint-land, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-
1-52 ham. 26 Harrison St., F^ast Orange, N. J.

Barred Plyniotith Uoekw.

kF:ND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
\ and niatiiigs. Winners at largest shows

for four years. Fowls and eggs for .sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee, Mass. <-6oeow_

Games.

-jRIZE GAME FOWLS— E. F. DOTY, 47
Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada, can
spare a limited iiuiiiber of eggs for hatch-
ing from his prize winning Game Fowls
and Bantams at fi per dozen. These fowls
won hightst honors at the leading shows,
and several now in my yard won first and
second prizes at the I'a.sl New York show.
.\.lso some goo<l birds for sale. Black Red,
Brown Red. Duckwiiig and Pile Game and
llUick Red. Pile and Duckwing Game Bau-
tains. Address as above.

iule by dealers In si

THK ST. BKl
Yl.UO Per i'au.

The bniip of the kennel. Pos-
itively cured, in one or two
ui>|)hcati<»i8, with St. Ber-
nard Muiise Care. For

iortliiK istMMlR. or
AIID MANGE CURE CO..

OKAWVILLE, ILL.

HIGH-GRADE FOX TERRIERS FOR SALF:,
comprising stud dogs, brood bitches soon
in .season and some promising puppies
three months old. Rustic Kennels, 1830

State Street, Chicago. 21-24

Iloiidaiis.

FOR SALF:.—FIVE HENS AT $2 EACH. A.
Ketcham, Yonkers, N. Y. 24-25

Various.

Irish Setters.

FR SALE.—ONE IRISH SETTER BITCH
puppy whelped January 3, 1891. For pedi-

gree, etc., address Win. H. Child, Glenside,

Pa., Oakview Kennels. ii-tf

AMERICAN KENNEI^ CLUB

sTUD BOOK.

•25

•50

500
•50

.50

9'oo
1.50

1.50

.25

«.50

.25

I.oo

5.00

Blanks lor registering in the official Stud Book
will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-

tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows. Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES BY A
of Glencho and Mavourneen, out
daughter of Sarsfield and Florie

P., Box 916, Philadelphia.

SON
of a

Address
5-tf

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE-SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslyn Murphy, .\ddre8s

Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

yRISH TERRIER PUPPIES. CHOICE LITTER.
Prize winning stock, three months old.

Prices reasonable. G. M. Weld, New Ro-
chelle, N. Y. «• 21-4

1

Mastiff^.

P'

anary Birds. Paper cover 50

Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations • • • • '5«>

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition • • • '-50

George J. Barnesby. . i.oo

Birds. Adams 50

Barnesby 50

Native Song Birds.

Cage and Singing
The Canary. G. J.

PIGEONS.

Ludlow, Caridea andBook of Pigeons. ,

others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts •.•••."

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . .

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wnght

.

Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons atM Rabbits. Delamer

MISCELLANEOUS.

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws ; • •

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) ;•,•••
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; il-

lustrated •. ' J
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals

8.00

a.00
1-50

.50
500
•50

.25

50

2.00

1.50

.50

1.50

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists,

illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advamx):

One year, post free. United SUtes and Canada,

$2. 10.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications

to the Fanciers' Gaxette, Limited, 54 to 57 I«"Pf-

rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, I^nlon, E. C.

England.

SIX MASTIFF PUPPIES FOR SALE CHEAP ;

sire<l by Max, No. 8.S14 ; dam Carrie F.,

No. 17,079. S. M. Miller, Darlington,

Ind. «23-it

Manse Cure.

FOR MANGE USE THE PASTEUR PINE
Lotion. Marshall Kobbins, 70 E. 13th S^-.

New York City. 17-29

Pointers.

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
light BrahiiiHS. brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.

E. P. Cloud, Kcnnett Square, Pa.

FOR POULTRY, EGGS AND PF:T STOCK,
address A. S. Way, Chattanooga, Tenn. 89-tf

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bretl by
Irving Crocker. Seneca Falls, N. Y.

HELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas.barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white I.eghorn.s. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sthed-

ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel
phia. Pa.

PIGEONS.
Advertisements wtthout display inserted undet

this heading for 2 cents per word for each insertion

Halilhoad TtimhlerH.

Charlf;s schmknner. 5" w. biddlk
St.. Baltimore. Md., fancier of short-facr

lialdhead tunibU-rs exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaildess stocky 88-tf

ltni*l>s.

RACE OF POINTERS-YOUNG. THOR-
OUGHLY broken dog and bitch, first class,

and for sale at low figures. Must sell im-
mediately. For full particulars address W.
Tallman, 109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New
York City. 22-tf

T IVER AND WHITF;, WHELPED JULY,
1S90, by Akros II—Sorle, both impottetl.

Price $35. A bargain. Greenfield Hill

Kennels, Greenfield Hill, Conn. 24-25

B'

L
PUKS.

PEDIGREES - PRINTED
-IN-

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices.

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. '9"70

ATTRACTIVE FORM-
AT MODERATE PRICES.

AX XHIS OFFICB.

L"

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

Ihi.' headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Artists.

ITTLE KASH (19.567) SIRED BY THE FA-
MOUS Champion Kash (10,596), out of the

well known Daisy (^905). This little fellow

was whelpe<l Decenil)er 6, 1.S90. "« silver

fawn with correct black markings. He is

of small size and will make a great winner
as well as a great stud dog. Is full brother

to the famousKash,Ji(i7,«o4), winner of

nine first, second and special prizes when
only nine months old. Little Kash is with-

out doubt a beautv and a rare bargain. He
comprises the bloo<l of nine champions.
lowest price $35. We also have a few other

verv fine pug puppies at reasonable prices.

Address Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill,

Philadelphia, Pa. 24-tf

^IFTY PAIRS IMPORTED AND HOME.
I bred from imported stock for disposal, at

from twenty to fiftv dollars per pair. D. E.
Newell, foot West Nineteenth St., New York
City. ttf

F<»r Sale.

FOR SALE.—W BANDED
nlatctl to 5<io niilers and
jK-r pair. J. A
PhilatUlphia.

HOMERS, ALL
pfe<ly. Price S3

Stovcll, 10 S. Broad Street,
l6-lf

TW
.Jacob! US.

W. TU<;GLE, Columbus,
d breeiler of Jacobins.

(.a. IniiMrter
7-58

8»tiiiottes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT, ARTIST, 1010

ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
CLIN-
II -tf

8t. Bernards.

Various.

E

P

I.F.CTROTYPES of any

Southlishiiig Co., 32
phia. Pa.

variety of Pigeons
The Fanciers' Pub-

Third St., Philailel-
suppiied at low prices.

ig Co., 32 South
Pa.

RINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs

of dogs The Fanciers' PublisThing Co.. 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.

Beasles.

-f-sOR SALE. - FIRST-CLASS FIELDERS,
' youngsters and puppies from our well-

known pack. Old Homestead Kennels,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa. 122-tf
\>

FR SALE -THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,

brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in

whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

WILL BUY OR LEASE SOME ST. BER-
NARD bitches. Address particulars F,d-

win Morris, Box 700, Red Bank, N. J. 23-it

N THE STUD, KINGSTON REGENT
(Prince Regent—Lady St. Gothad). Fee I50.

Photogragh ami description on application.

A Fleming, 26 Beekman Street, New York

City. '7:23_

Letter Sheets, Hill iieads, Price Lists, Sche<l-

ules, Lal)els, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia. ^^^^_^^^^

Various.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32

South Third Street Philadelphia, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Artists anil KiitfraverM.

WE HAVE arranged with Schi^;il)er .V

Sons, who are acknowle«lged 10 In- tlit

Oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms

for our subscribers who want photographs

of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing

ro.. t» South T^^rfl «» T»>ii''"'Ho'" »•»

'

DrlnklnK Fonntaln.

HE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pinelaiul FounUiu
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $« per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vlr Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey
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Z'gt^VN^.

CAN be ap-
plied byaiiy

out on steep or
flat roofs. Kxtra
Heavy Felt for

Poultry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

BEST ^UTID OHZEA-FEST.

A. F. SWAN. 3« Uey street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND AH OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PEl ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KGCJ.S FOIt IIATCIIING.

SEND FOR PRICK US7

.

H. ^^^. VAHLE,
31 j Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
79-«3'

'ki 9^

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Sclimid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRO FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGKONS OP ALL KINDS FOR SALK.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blua Line Homers.

BRF.EDING

VOUNGSTKRS

FROM

THRKE OF TlIK

BKST LOFTS

ON THK

CONTINENT.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his chanipipn record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of my own breeding,
I have a showing of THIRTY PAIRS OF lURDS
IN MY thref: lo^ts WITH PROVEN rf:c
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILES. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 9^150

EPONSET" RED R30FING for Covering Poof and Sides.

"NEPONSET" BLACK SHEATHING for lining under Boards, Ac.

Thoy COST but Ona-Third th« pric* of Shingl«s and WEAR AS LONG.
POSITIVELY WATER-PROOF. Can ba put on by anyono. Vary Nacassary ta

Succassful Poultryman and Farmars. If your Daalar doas net kaap It, wrHa ta

// r ^ / us direct and wa will sand yau FREE, samplas and full dascriptiva circulars.

WRITE NOW. SHEATH INSIDE. VERMIN PROOF.

F. V/. BIRD ^ SON,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

Sold by all Dealers. EAST WALPOLE ,
= MASS.

poirr/niY faiims. POUJ/rUY FARMS.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

^^INDII'.N GAMES. WYAND0TTE8. PLYMOUTH R0CK8.I>

The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NF:W YORK SHOW I

won 1st on Hrecding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State

Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, t, seconds, 4 thirds and 2 gold speeials. Sen<l

for circular. Address T.WILTON H I LL, JAMESBURG, N. J. 96148

AT NATIONAL SHOWS.
Since iS>s my BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SILVFIR WYANDOTTES have proved IN

VINCIBLE. Their great form and color make them WINNF;rS F;vEKY TIME. AT CHARLF:S
TON. JANUARY, 1H91, the National Show of the year and meeting of the A. P. A., on

PLY.MOUTH ROCKS—First prize and gold special on cock, ist for best male and four best

females, ist and ^d on cockerel, special for highest scoring i»air: ad, 3d and 4th on pullets and
the grand special prize for largest and finest display.

WYANDOri'F's— 1st for best male and four l)est females. All the cockerel and pullet prizes

but three and the grand gold special for largest and best display.

I have hundreds of early chicks now growing and bred from the above winners. They will

make GREAT SHOW BIRDS this lall. 200 PRIME YFIARLING HENS for sale. Finely illus-

trated circular ui>on application. Flggs from exhibition matings, one setting, I4; two settings, $7;

three settings, $9. Acufress

1-51 EDWARD B. THOMPSON, A mflnlft, Dutchess Connty, N. Y.

0<|3^'^P^^" Par7VYI>o
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS.

Buft Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Came Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. Circular free.

1061 F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

1.1c. feLch
NATICK, MASS.

& SON
OOLLIE PUPS^

Send for Extended Pedigree.

IJOOKS. BOOKS.

J PRACTICAL BOOK.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, 4U).()0
C>niiiiilat<Ml Bone, ' lOO " a.76
Cjround Beet
SeraiM*, - - - " KM) 3.<K)

CalelUs ----'• ao<» S.OO
<;ruMhe<l Flint, - " 20O " ».00
Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - - " aiK) •' «.00

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

**""*
C. II. DEMPWOLF & CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise nnd common-sense treatise on how to train
your dogs for the field trials ami a book that no dog-
man can afford to be without.

PRICE 50 CENTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

MODERN TRAIING, HANDLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-

veloped by Field Work, Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
of the dog's nature and capabilities SF;NI) POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
OF CONTENTS AND TFISTIMONIALS FROM f;xpERTS. Price $2 64 by mail. Address

B. WATER t5, Box 925, Chicago, 111.

OPIUM
Morphitip ITabit Cared In lO
to 'Hi dHVN. N<>j)»y till rure«l.
OR. J. STEPHENS, Ubanon.Ohio.

PIGS.
Chesters. Berkshires. Polands. Fox
Hounds, Beagles,Collies,Setters.GKO.B.

UICKMAN, W. Ctacvter, Pa. Send stamp for dr.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 1 6, Patterson, New York.

brf;kder OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE A GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show ol America
New York, February, 1891, my binls were award-
ed the following: Second and fiflh on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, ou
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plynioulh Rock pullet;
first on bree<ling yard, $35 in gold for bNest dis-
play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIALPRIZE. $100 IN GOLD.

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special ou
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.

F'or ^wards on other varieties send for my
large circular free. F^ggs from price matings, $4
per 13, $7 per 26, $q per 39. Stock for sale. 86

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at
least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. They must have a healthy, di-
gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
in the crop : one that will furnish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-
ficient vegetable matter to stiniul.ite a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witness such noted breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown AtWadley,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, F^. E. Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 F>i.st 56th Street, New York.

THE

SPQRTSMEIVIS

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arnns, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMAI^. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRA TTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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PKU AXNITM, 98.50.
SINtiLK {J01»Y, 6c.

MISS HAMILTON'S POMERANIANS.
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INJ-HE STUD^

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Ctiampion The Squiire,

20881. FEE $50.

Ctl. Roslyn Wilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

Chal. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn CoriAvay,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
V 14735^ FEE $15.

English Pugs

Ctiampion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.]

Irish Setters

Seminole,
20088. FEE $20

(Ch. Rlcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

Eleo, ^
11450. FEE $15

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds

Tot sale at reasonable prices, including several

good stud dogs and brootl bitches in whelp.

Young stock always on hand. i3-*^4

IN THE STUD.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

Fee $25
10
10

DUSKY TRAP, 77"
REGENT BRISK, 16,618

REGENT TIPPLER

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

J^^JS^N N E L.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

c
ST. BERNARDS

AT STUD.

SCOTTISH PRINCE,
THE FINEST ST. BERNARD YET PRODUCED

FEE, - - $100.

AUTOCRAT,
Winner of more flpst prizes and Hpec-

lals dnrln» 18»0 than any
other St. Keraurd.

EEEj " ~ ipoU.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
I'oii|ffIikeei>Hle, N. Y,

D*¥ID E. LOVELAHD, Manager.

OLLIES

8T. BERNARDS

IRISH TERRIERS

COCKER SPANIELS

Best in the world in stud and for sale.

AT STUD
Christopher - - - - ^50.00

Wellesbourne Charlie - 50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, 135-

THE KENNEL.

FOR SALE

ST. BERNARDS.
THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE

MARYLAND KENNELS
CONSISTING OF

STUD DOGS.
BROOD BITCHES

AND PUPPIES
Send for Descriptive Catalogue.

W. STEWART DIFFENDERFFER,
34 Central Savings Bank Building,

BALTIMORE, MD.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

CHESTNUT HILL,

1-5.127 Philadelphia, Penua.

qFox Terriers.

IN STUD

Pitcher
Ch. Raby Mixer
Russley Joker .

Reckoner . . .

Suffolk Risk . .

las
. 15

. 15

. »5
. 10

Puppies froni these well-known dogs

out of priie-winning matrons for sale.

TRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

ST. CLOUD
(12,131) CH. EIXHO-NOREEN.

GLENMAR
(13.426) CH. GLENCHO-MAVOURNEEN.

Puppies bv the above dogs. Ch. Elcho Jr. and
others for sa'le. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,

62t» 1995 Main St., West Farms. N. Y.

IJiLLsiDB Kennels,

5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

GORDON SETTERS
FIELD AND BENCH SHOW WINNER

FIvASH.
BENCH SHOW WINNER

SHOT.
FEE FOR EITHER, I25. For particulais ad-

dress K. I. MARTIN,
^_29 Wilmington, Del.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX XKRRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.

VALENS. THE SON OF PITCHER and

already the sire in this country of prize

winners ^^^ J'S-oo

CH. BACCHANAL Vce $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PROPRIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5.56 Bay Ridge, L. I-

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

SX. BBRNAROS.
IN THE STUD

BBN ORMONDK, 17044-
12-63 CARD AND PHOTO FREE.

In Conjunction with
my business of
Doe Furnishing
ana Kennel Sup-
plies I have add-
ed a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of
c V e r|y descrip-
tion.
Three will be a

registry kept at
my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
ol a fee the name
and address of

parties wishing to purchase or sell dogs will be

entered. The fee for one dog will be $i.oo andlfor

each additional dog fifty cents. This will be de-

voted to advertising and furthering the sales,

and a commission of lo per cent will be charged

on all sales. I may confidently state that ray

experience with dogs as a breeder,exhibitor, etc.

with my excellent location for the business and

mv wide acquaintance will make this one of the

very best mediums to be found for the purchase

and sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

FORt)HOOK KENNBIiS

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch

Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies

sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, Utter brother of Ch. Carac-

tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,

a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-

ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's

champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE A. CO.,

79-130 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PUGS

STTII)
PUGS

IF YOU WANT TO OWN A
GENUINE PUG PUP

—

. w—

-

Bi:V AT HEADyUARTERS.
Young stock from prize winners, $20 to $50.

If you've a bitch to breed, try one of our
F:berhart's Cashier (13901. Fee, $15
Bradford Ruby II (q72o). Fee, $15

John Bull, imported (17093)- Fe«. I'5
Douglass II (11,804). Fee, $10

I itter guaVanteed. A "square deal" to all.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.

Leading and Largest Pug Kennel in America.

ROCHELLE KENNELS.

DOGS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

WRITE FOR PARTICMI-ARS.

F. HOPE,
305 N. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.

TUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER
IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 1S474, E.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer. sire of

Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-

ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-

ty). Won in England six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-

onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several

cups and specials. This grand young dog is just

in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-

dress

AT STUD

Broomfield Si-iltan, 20668

ADDRESS BOX S62, NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free ; photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
100-151 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

THOS. C. CHALMERS. Promletor

THE KENNEL.

1419 F. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

89-141

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS, BEAGLES and
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties of

Fancy Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the
past four years. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price list'free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied
Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

$2000.00

IN SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
9'JOO to the first of the (Champion Gath's

Mark or Dan Gladstone get, whelped in 1892 (or

after), who will win the United States Derby.

9*.i<>0 on the same conditions as above at

Eastern Derby.

!f|l'.2(M> on the same conditions as above at Cen-

tral Derby.

!J'4CK> on the .same conditions as above at

Southern Derby.

IgloO to \.he first of the (Champion Gath's Mark
or Dan Gladtone);?^^/, whelped in 1892 (or after),

who will win first place in open class at the

Westminster Bench Show, New York.

<150 on the same conditions as above at the

Mascoutah Bench show. Chicago, 111.

^-m on the same conditions as above, at the

New England Bench show, Boston, Mass.

935 on the same conditions as above, at the

Duquesne Bench show, Pittsburg, Pa.

925 on same conditions as above, at the Wash-
ington City Bench show, Washington, D. C.

$•25 on same conditions as above, at the Mary-
land Bench show, Baltimore, Md.

9100 to the breeder of the winner of EACH of

the above ten special offers.

XOTE 1.—The owners of Champion Gath's

Mark and Dan Gladstone, reserve the right to

withdraw these premiums only in the event of

the death of either of the above dogs or their

disqualification for stud purposes.

NOTE ',4.—The Blue Ridge Kennel has now
opened its hooks for the fall season of 1891 and
spring of 1892, for Gath's Mark and Dan Glad-

stone, limited to 50 services each.

MANGE
Tho hano of the kennel. Po»-
nivflv <iired, in one or two
n|))>li<'atlons. with St. Ber-
iiiird Muiise Care. For

5tT<"t)v Tcalors In snortlnif u<><k1s. or

THE ST. BKIl^iAKD MANGK CURB CO..

SI.00 Per Can. OKAWVILLB. Irx.
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FIXTURES.
Dog Hho-ws.

Sept. 1-4.—Youngstown. Ohio.
1-4.—Kingston, Ont.
9-1 1.—Hamilton, Can.
ij-ig.—Toronto, Canada.
22-25.—Montreal, Can.
29-Oct. I.—Ottawa, Can.

Dec. 4-8.—Rockford, III.

10-14—Freeport, III.

;.-Gl30-Jan. 3.

Jan.

lloversville, N. Y.

181)2.
5-8.—Albany, N. Y.
19-22.-Binghampton, N. Y.

Feb. 9-12 —Chicago, 111.

23-26.—New York, N. Y.
Ma«-<<h 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.

8-11.—Baltimore. Md.
15-18.—PitLsburg, I'a.

April ^-9.—Boston Mass.
May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Poultry and Pijjreoii Sho\T».
Aug. 24-28-^HorneIlsville, N. Y.

25-29.—Tarentum, Pa.
25-Sept. 4 —Detroit, Mich.
26 Sept. I.—Albany, N. Y.

Sept. 1-9.—Klmira, N. Y.
1-4.—Worcester, Mass,
10-17.—Syracuse, ^- ^•
14-18.—Westfield, Pa.
14-19.—Columbus, O.
21-25.—Rochester, N. Y.
21-25.—Dover, Del.
21-2S.—Waverly, N. J.

Sep. 28-Oct. 2.—Trenton, N. J.

Dec. 2-8.—RockJord, 111.

g-i I.—Brockton, Mass.
10-14—FreepoH, III.

15 16.—Needham, Mass.
16-23.—Providence, R. I.

22-25.—Stoneham, Mass.
30-Jan. 2.—Menden. Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville. N. Y.

1892.
4-7.—Worcester, Mass.
5-8.—Albany. N. Y.
5-8.—Lewiston, Me.
6-12.—Philadelphia, Pa.

Field Trials.
w^,,.. 22.—Manitoba Field Trials CUib.

Nov. 2.—United States Field Trials Club.

10.—International Field Trial Club.

16.—F^a.stern Field Trials Club.

23.—Irish Setter Club.
23._Gordon Setter Club.
30.—Central Field Trials Club.

14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1892.
I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Jan.

Sept.

Dec.

Our Illustration.

their respective classes, and thus beat

the entries of her Majesty the Queen.

Rob of Ro/elle was particularly admired,

and his mistress refused the tempting

offer of jC'icio for him.

vSchnceweiss of Rozelle, another addi-

tion which has lately been made to these

kennels, possesses a most excellent coat

and feather, and it is expected that .she

will distinguish herself in the ring. The

newly-formed Pomeranian Club niu.st be

congratulated on having elected Mi.ss

Hamilton for its president, as it is to that

lady's enthusiasm for the breed the club

owes not only its commencement, but

also the promising pro.spect for the fu-

ture. Miss Hamilton's love for dogs ex-

tends also to other breeds, and among

the inmates of her kennel are to be

found first-cla.ss pugs and St. Bernards.

dog was bred by the Blemton Kennels,

and i5 by Recent out of Rachel. He was

whelped October 10, 1SS7. Rubicon was

one of the dojjs Mr. Belmont sent to the

English Kennel Club's show last year,

where he got but an h. c. card. As we

remember Rubicon, he was short in muz-

zle, domed m head and wide in front,

but was otherwise a well-built animal.

We have received from the Shenango

Kennels their fall list of Italian grey-

hounds. It contains a full description of

the dogs in their kennels and two half-

tone illustrations.

« *

Feb.

TmportttTit Announcement.
Hereafter the subscription price of ThF.

Fanciers' Journal will be two dollars

per annum. This reduction is made at

We are indebted to the Stock-Keeper

for our frontispiece this week, Miss Ham-

ilton's PomeraHians Rob of Rozelle

(27,920) and Shirley of Rozelle (23.491),

both well-known prize winners. In

many parts of the Continent where the

iron road has not yet so universally be-

come the highway of the country as in

England there may still be seen lumber-

ing slowly along the carters' enormous

wagons, piled up high with merchandise,

and on top of bales and boxes one or two

Pomeranians, or Spitz, which is their

name abroad, are jealously guarding the

goods against the approach of suspicious

looking strangers. These dogs are the

progenitors of the animals which now

grace the benches at our shows. By the

aid of careful selection, the somewhat

rough and ragged raw material has been

transformed into a quaint-looking com-

panion dog, whose wonderfully abundant

and beautiful coat hides the fact that he

does not possess in the same degree the

graceful outlines which distinguish many

other breeds.

One of the most enthusiastic admirers

of the Pomeranian is Miss Hamilton.

About sixteen years ago she bought Min-

nie Pearl, who was then a really goo<l

specimen, and though only shown twice

won first prize each time. In 18S9 Miss

Hamilton decided to start a kennel of

this breed, and her efforts have been emi-

nently successful. To begin with, she

bought Mr. Megson's Shirley, now Shir-

ley of Rozelle, and her first win with

him was at Penzance. In the same year

he took second at the Crystal Palace, be-

ing defeated on this occasion by Mr.

Hutton's Rob, but in 1H90 the tables

were turned, Shirley of Rozelle taking

first and special over Rob. .U that time

Shirley of Rozelle sired Gretchen, who

as a puppy created quite a sensation at

the Hollx)rn show in I'-ebruary, 1890,

where she beat her sire, carrying off two

firsts and a cup. This triumph cost Miss

Hamilton dearly, as Gretchen caught dis-

temper and died the following week.

At Cruft's show in the Agricultural

Hall Rob was again to the fore, Shirley

of Rozelle taking second to him, but

Miss Hamilton won at that exhibition

with her bitch Garda, and also secured

the stud dog prize, breeder's prize and

team prize. Miss Hamilton at once took

in the situation, and determined to own

the best in the breed, she commis.sione<l

her head kennelman, Baxter, to buy Mr.

Hutton's Rob, Peggoty and Rolliker.

Rob appeared with the pretty affix "Ro-

zelle" the first time at Bath show, where

he won another first for his new kennel,

and at the Kennel Club show he even im-

proved on this performance by again

securing first and in addition the gold

medal. In fact at that show Mi.ss Ham-

ilton's exhibits took all the prizes in

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The S/xiHish Student

Attention is called to the advertise-

ment on another page of the Irish Setter

Club's field trials. Entries for the Derby

will close vSeptember 15, and for the All-

aged Stake October 15. These trials will

l)e of more than usual importance, if the

dogs containing the various strains of

blood now in the country are entered and

compete. It will be interesting, for ex-

ample, lo learn if the Elcho blood,

which has been here for years, is better

or not as good as the later arrivals of Mr.

Covert and Mr. Boggs. The Muskerry

strain of the former gentleman and the

Fingal of the latter are both famous an<l

have done good work afield.

»

Mr. George H. Covert does not propose

to play second fiddle to any one, not ex-

cepting the phenomenal prevaricator. He

(Mr. C, not the p. p. ) has purchased a

farm of seventy acres at Benton, forty

miles from Chic.igo, and will locate his

Killarney Kennels there. He has placed

in charge of his extensive establishment

Mr. A. L. Thomas, of Osawatoine, Kan.,

under whose able management the Kil-

larney Kennels will be the foremost Irish

setter kennels in America.

Blemton Kennels have a litter of fox

terrier puppies by Stipendiary. Hopkins

is keeping it (luiet, and proposes to show

something in the spring that will make

other breeders turn green with envy.

"Murder will out."
«

»

The St. Bernard Club's recent show

does not appear to have been as success-

ful as those lately held. There has been

a falling off in the number of entries

and quality exhibited. If this country

continues to buy their best dogs the

club will have to secure entries from our

side of the pond if they wish to exhibit

good specimens of the breed.
*

* *

Apropos St. Bernards, we hope Ameri-

can buyers will turn their attention to

the necessity of getting some good

bitches. We have all the stud dogs we

require, and more now than can earn

satisfactory fees at stud. But we need

first-class bitches badly, and we will

never breed good pups until we get a few

like Alta Bella, who, by the bye, won

the Halsey trophy, showing thereby that

she was considered the best St. Bernard

in the show.
* *

We hear that the Brenecke Kennels

have lost by lockjaw their stud fox ter-

rier Champion Blemton Rubicon. This

Dr. J. H. Meyer has presented to Dr.

August Kiilder, of New York, a Gordon

setter dog puj) by Champion Beaufort out

of Pansy, and a bitch pup of the same

litter to Josei)h E. Hughes, also of New
York.

»
* *

Mr. B. V. Lewis, the well-known bench

show handler, informs us he will attcntl

the fall .shows, and is ready to take charge

of dogs an«l condition aiul show them in

his u.sual efficient manner.
«

» «

Mr. W. Tallman has sold for Mr. W.

Phillijjs a Yorkshire terrier bitch to Mi.ss

h. R. Brown, of New York.

• «

:Mr. G. W. Price has sold his ft)x terrier

stud dog I reckon, by Reckoner out of

Tennis, to Mr. William Thompson, of

Pottsville, Pa.
»

» *

Secretary Ma<lison writes us that there

will be a sj)ecial meeting of the United

States Eield Trial Club at 2 P. M. on

Wednesday, August 12, at No. 18 When
Block, Indianapolis, Ind. By order of

the president.
»

« •

The Kingston Kennel Club's premium

list is to hand. Eifty-two cla.s.ses are

l)r<)vi(Uil for, the ])remiums being $7, $5

and card. Challenge classes are badly

treated, diplom.ns being the prizes in

those classes. We are pleased to see

that there are no clas.ses for puppies.

Entries close .\ugust 22, an«l premium

li.sts c.in be obtained upon application to

the secretary, Mr. C. H. Corln-tt. Dr.

Wesley Mills will judge setters and

pointers, Mr. Alfred Geddes clumber

spaniels and Mr. H. W. Lacy will have

charge of all the remaining cla.s.ses.

The Collie Club of America will give

two specials at the Ottawa show. A sil-

ver club medal for the best collie in the

open classes and a bronze club medal for

the second best. These specials are open

to club members only.
*

» »

Mr. C. A. Stone, secretary and super-

intendent, is a great hustler. In a letter

from him he says : From present indica-

tions the third annual international

bench show of dogs of the Industrial Ex-

hibition Association tobeh5ld in the city

of Toronto from the 14th to the iSth of

September will surpass anything held

before in Canada, and will compare more

than favorably with the best shows held

in the United States. Applications are

Ijeing received from all parts of the

United States and Canada for premium

lists, besides mailing over 2500 to known

exhibitors. Most of the large kennels

have signified Iheir intention of exhibit-

ing, and all the large classes are expected

to be well filled. The Industrial Exhibi-

tion .\ssociation are erecting a large open

enclosure adjoining the bench show

building, to be used for the storage of

crates and an exercising room. .\ll <logs

will be received there. Entries close

Saturday, August 29.
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BISCUITS AND BROTH.

From Our Own Correspondent.

London, Kng., July 18—The chief

event of the week is the Kisley meeting,

whereat our volunteers have their annual

shootinu bout. Winibleton used to be

the camp, and liisley is now known as

New Winibleton. The sensation of the

meeting, so far as it has gone, has l)eeu a

lady shootist, who made 27 out of a pos-

sible 35 for the Grapic prize at 500

yards.

The ladies indeed have been quite to

the fore this week, and <log shows have

had a free advertisement, for a sensa-

tional case has come into court,and wink

and blink as much as we like we cannot

get away from the fact that dog shows

have been (juite too prominent before the

public for these last few days. In a few

words it is alleged that Captain Ruther-

ford Smith, who has had a few bull dogs

and terriers in his time, has been at-

tempting to extort money from Mrs. E.

Williams, who shows Skye terriers.

It is alleged that vSniith attempted to

extort money from this lady on the pain

6f exposing their relations, and as the

two have been seen at dog shows a great

deal of late, of course, "the Captain and

the lady" is the talk of the doggy hour.

Smith has been committed for trial, and

if it is true that he has done such an

abominable thing I shall not be surprised

if the cross-examination will be sensa-

tional. Those of you who know Ivngland

will understand the important interest

taken in the case when I mention that

the parties concerned are illustrated in

the Police News this week.

There is a show on this afternoon at

the Ranelagh Club, Barn Kims, and I ex-

pect to see quite a grand affair.The Rane-

lagh is the smartest club in Kngland and

runs hand in hand with the Hurlingham.

Every Saturday during the season there

is Galloway racing or horse shows, but

this afternoon will be given to dogs. The
classes open to outsiders are Great Danes

and Barzois, and the latter will get such

a lift in fashionable circles this after-

noon that even your Mr. W. Wade never

dreamt of.

I.++.i^**

Mr. George Krehl, I think, will judge,

but I hope to be able to give you more

news about this show before the mail

leaves. Anyhow, if the weather holds

up our dogs will have a jolly outing.

The chief show this week has been

Bolton, which was under kennel club

rules, and had specialist judges for nearly

every breed. Strange to say, the entry

was but a moderate one, which goes to

prove, I think, in a great way that the all-

round judge gets the most entries. Kx-

hibitors know what Mr. Blank will do, and

keep away when the specialist is on the

job. Specialists are more or less faddists

in my humble opinion, and jmssess only

a superficial knowledge consisting of a

scale of points drawn up by another arch

faddist.

when I state an example. Some time

ago at a show in the North George Staples

came out and judged. He gave first

l)rize to a bitch and put her over every-

thing, even champions, for a special pirze.

Then there was Hades to pay, and George

had the discomfiture to see in the press

that he had made an unpardonable

mistake. In fact, the critics (?) cut him

np without mercy. But the laugh comes

in when I state that this same bitch has

always been placed first since. vSo you

see p'oor vStaples got a slating for finding

a real good winner.

By the way, I met Staples yesterday at

a big dog sale at Aldridges. Sir Hum-
phrey de Trafford sent a lot, but only

well broken and recommended pointers,

setters and retrievers made good prices.

There is nothing sells better at an Eng-

lish auction than a well-broken retriever.

It doesn't matter if he looks like a yard

(log—all that is wanted is a good reliable

dog, with a good nose and tender mouth.

These make excellent prices, ami there

seems to be no lack of customers.

Perhaps there is not a more common
dog in England than the black retriever.

He is the recognized yard or watch dog

and you meet him where e'er you turn.

But seldom or ever you run across a

show dog in the streets. They are only

kept by a few, and the curly variety take

a lot of doing, too. The breed well

shown is one of the most picturesque,

but it is said they fake 'em with a will.

Messrs. Dole and Comstock are back

in England, but as I have not met them

I am unable to give you any doggy par-

ticulars concerning them. There is

nothing much to see in the way of dogs

on the Continent after doing two or

three shows in doggy England.

Broken dogs, as I before remarked in

another par, sell wonderfully well at this

time of the year, but unbroken ones are

given away at these auctions, and it is a

great mistake for owners to send such

dogs to a sale without a reserve on them.

For instance, yesterday at Aldridge's I

had a brace of Gordon setters, twelve

months old, partly broken, knocked

down to me at the great price of one

guinea ! When I tell you that they are

by Champion Heather Grouse from

Heather Ann, a winner of several prizes,

and owned by Sir Humphrey de Trafford,

they appear being worth the money. It

doesn't matter about show stock at these

sales, all that is wanted being a gootl

sound working dog

St. Bernard breeders on your side are

having the severest of luck. Plevna was
considered one of the best bitches ever

benched here, and her loss to Mr. vSears

is not only to that gentleman but the

kennel world in general.

-^xx-^

-Uh

I see that Mr. Krehl is only going to

judge a few classes at Spa show next

month, so I owe him an apology for

what I wrote last week, namely, that he
had cried down all-round judges and un-

dertaken to judge nearly all the show at

Spa. However, any one could have
fallen in the same hole, for his name ap-

pears in the schedule against a great

number of breeds, but from a letter in

the press it seems to me that the com-
mittee of the show made the error.

^xx-^
Judges seem to be occupying the minds

of our writers a lot now. As I have be-

fore wrote, I am in favor of a good, sound
all-rouml judge. Truth to tell, there are

lots of handlers to-day wlio know a lot

more about the points of dogs than your

fullest fledged judge. But of course these

fellows are never asked to make the

awards. There are two good pickings

out of the game, and it has l)een said

that a new judge has been blocked by

others who have the privilege of writing

to the several newspapers.

It will be seen that I am not romancing

There were five champion bloodhounds

entered at the Bolton show, but only one

—Darby—put in an appearance. Why
was this, I wonder ? It looks like some-

body told somebody what dogs were go-

ing to be there and some were kept

away. Not that I mean to say that

Darbv can beat anything out ; in fact, I

should say he cannot by a long way, but

for such a number of champions to be

entered in one class and only one putting

in an appearance, it does seem strange.

-*XX^
"Uncle Dick" writes in the Canine

World, in answer to Mr. Farrow's letter

in reference to the get of Champion
Buckle, the black spaniel. I thought he

had a bit up his sleeve when he alleged

that some of his get had been exhibited

as cockers. "U. D." mentions adogand
a bitch, one shown in Canada, the other

in New York State, that have been ex-

hibited and said to be of Gipping Sam,

which was Buckle's old name. vSo now,

I expect Mr. Farrow will be on the war-

path.

^XX^
I am very glad to see "Uncle Dick"

hit straight out in the old style. None
of your namby paniby rouud-the-corner

business. I like to meet men with opin-

ions of their own, and can give reasons

for them too. Mr. Otis Fellows is one

of this kindey, and he is thoroughly right

not to let forty salters teach him that a

long an<l low spaniel is of any use in the

field compared with the shorter dog with

more leg. But there, I will drop this

subject which is as stale as a fifteen-yeart

old St. Bernard.

-^XX^

The vSt. Bernard Club opens on Tues-

day at Birmingham. It will be a busy week
in the midland metropolis, for the Prince

of Wales will be there performing some
public duty. If Albert F:dward can only

be persuaded to pay even a flying visit to

the club show it would make the same,

and go a long way to help the club in the

way of funds.

-^xx^

Mr. Morton Campbell, who goes in

greatly for collies, is a well-known figure

at our shows. His best dog is Stracathro

Ralph, a son of Christopher ; in fact, he

is the best dog got bv the celebrated dog

at the Chestnut Hill'Kennels. However,

I am going to leave collies for a while

and mention that Mr. Campbell owns a

pure white deerhound, and I believe that

he is in a fair way of proving that white

is the correct color. So far as utility

goes, I should say the white dog would

be the better,especially in snowy weather,

for it is likely that the white one would

be the best for stalking then.

-^xx^

The pointer Naso of Strasburg was the

crack who came out at Bolton. It will

be remembered that Mr. Raper bought

this dog over at Frankfort show. From
what I can hear he is really an excellent

pointer, and one that can be put down
against the l>est. The only thing about

him is his age, for he is close on six

years old, but still he is a very grand

one, and no doubt will be bred from

greatly.

I have just visited the show at Barn

Elms, and what a lovely affair it was to

be sure ! There are few more charming
spots in England than the Ranelagh

Club, and the best of it is it is right in

London too. There were seven classes,

with close on seventy entries, the chief

ones being for (ireat Danes (13) and
Barzois (11).

-*-xx-*--

The principal prizes in Great Danes

were taken by Mr. Reginald Herbert and

Mr. Stolte, while the Duchess of New
Castle and Mr. Kenneth Muir had the

pull in Barzois. These latter were indeed

a pretty sight, and it was certainly the

greatest help or lift they have yet re-

ceived. The* ring was surrounded by

leaders of fashion, and I expect to see a

bigger rush than ever after this breed.

^XX^

time. However, I should like to know
what sort of badgers you have in the

vStates.

There is a lot of badger baiting done

here, and it would surprise you to learn

how easy it is to give a dog a trial even

in the busy and populous London. Of
course it doesn't do to tell you exactly

where, for the authorities would soon be

on the look out, but then whenever you

are over and want to see a turn you can

be put on the right way to see a trial, if

you care to make inquiries at the proper

(luarter.

I have seen a very good portrait of Mr.

Washington and his Irish setters. From
what I can see those dogs from the Kil-

dare Kennels are gootl ones, and fairly

even, too. By the way, I also notice a

Kildare Kennel set of trade circulars.

Such a thing is scarcely ever done here

in that style, for your English exhibitor

thinks himself a bit above the so-called

dog dealing business. Of course I am
quite at one with Mr. Washington, and

like to make something out of my dogs,

and so do all the others, but they don't

care about acknowledging it.

^XX^
A man can breed horses and cows of

the blooded order, but he is not termed a

dealer. On the other hand, a man can-

not do the same in dogs in this country,

but surely it is about time the whole ob-

jection had died out. The dog dealers

of the old days of course were more or

less a parcel of rank sharps and thieves,

and it will take a long time before such

is forgotten. So all dog dealers are

reckoned a bit crooked in this country,

and few therefore of even our big breed-

ers care to be called D. Ds.

-tt-

And that I think will be the end of my
contribution this week. We have a

fairly big one before us next, there being

fixtures all over the country. Wales. I

think, will be my mart, for a big show

will be on at Haverfordwest. Generally

we find a lot of good greyhounds in this

country, and a new black spaniel now
and then. Anyhow, you shall have all

the news about what is going on next

week, and 'till then adieu !

^xx-

News is just to hand ofthe death of Plev-

na the St. Bernard bitch. Goodness knows,

Then, again, some very good collies

were shown, a tip top greyhound, some

bull dogs, bull terriers, pugs and bobtail

sheep dogs, etc., but I think the greatest

sensation of the show was a little black

Pomeranian, Miss Bogey by name. She

is owned by Miss Maude Mannelle, and I

think is the best I have seen. Miss

Bogey only weighs about three and a half

pounds, and is about perfect in make and

coat.

^XX^
I should like to see Miss Bogey put on

the regular bench, and she would make
the best lookout, too. She is so active

and retrieves a glove or a programme as

smartly as possible. Then she jumps
over sticks and has such taking ways

generally that Mr. George R. Krehl was

not far out when he gave her the prize

for the most remarkable dog in the show.

-^xx^
I think it is quite likely there will be

some Barzoi trials here on hares. They
will have no greater supporter than the

Duchess of Newcastle, who is just mad
for a little sport. By what her Grace

told me this afternoon I think she will

do all in her power to bring them about.

Then if the other coursing Barzoi owner.

Colonel North, has a fling, too, we may
expect to see some sport next season.

^XX^
Is it true that American badgers are no

use for baiting purposes ? I am led to

make this inquiry since I have a letter

from a gentleman wonderfully well

known in fistic circles asking that some
English badgers should be sent over at

once to New York. So far as I know
there are some half the way over by this

Haverfordwest, South Wales, July

23. I have to write you a somewhat

hurried letter, for I am a goodish way oflF

the usual mail route. Perhaps when the

Mulford Haven (only six or eight miles

from here) line is open it will then be

easier for British correspondents to send

on matter than it is now. There will un-

doubtedly be a great saving of time, and

all of us know that time means money
and money everything.

However, I am here at a dog show.

True the show was on yesterday, but to-

day I learn all the gossip and have quite

half a score invitations to go and see as

many different kennels of various sizes.

I am bound to say from what I have seen

this morning in and about the town that

the show was not well patronized yester-

day by local people, although there were

local gentlemen down to make the local

awards. This seems funny, you will

agree, but it is very, very seldom you

find a prophet has honor in his own
country.

^XX^
I have seen a good kennel of setters,

English and black and tans, also a brace

of black spaniels that would grace any

liench. Then after I finish this I shall

probably be shown one of the best St.

Bernards going, and what not besides I

am not prepared to write. But I fancy

I'm in for a good thing, and shall have

had enough dog for the day by the time

I drive out to see half a dozen bobtails at

walk, the property of Mr. James Thomas,

who owns Wall F:yed Bob, Rachel,

Herdsman and other good ones.

I fancy there is a lot ofjealousy among
the dog fellows here. They seem so fond

of gossip and scandal that one can only

wish that a better feeling will spring up

between them. In a small town with

every other man you meet interested

more or less in dogs, you perhaps cannot

wonder in running up against so much
of this bad feeling, but that doesn't alter

the fact that it would be better without

it.

^XX^
The feature of the show yesterday was

the class given for Sealyham and work-

ing terriers. It was a large class, and no

mistake, there being thirty entries in it,

and some funny ones, too. But I was

glad to see Captain O. T. F^dwardes, of

Tyrhos, show us some of the old family

breed—that is to say the Sealyham ter-

rier, for he IS one of the FMwardes of

vSealyham. This breed I have seen work

for several years— I was almost writing

"several years," but then I should per-

haps lead away readers to believe I am
the old hump-backed, grey-ljearded and

aged man that Frank Dole always took

your correspondent for.

^XX^
But returning to the Sealyham terriers.

They are well made little fellows, long

and low and able to get anywhere a fox

or otter can go. I know they perhaps

appear old-fashioned, but that doesn't

matter. I think there are few who can

laugh at our old people—maybe now old-

fashioned—but by all that is fair and

stjuare, I don't think the present genera-

tion can hold a patch on the old hands

who paved the way for our Jin de siecle

fighter or aught else. Therefore, the

fact that the Sealyham terrier is rather

old-fashioned in his appearance doesn't

interfere with his being a great and grand

one as a sportsman's terrier.

^xx^-
Mr. Astley judged here yesterday, and

I believe was shown a little sport last

night. This is essentially a terrier town,

and all the dogs are workers. The Cled-

dan, on which this town is built, has

several smaller streams running into it,

and the banks of these are well stocked

with rats and these afford great sport. So

the great fun about here is to go out with

a brace of terriers ratting on the brook

and riverside. The dogs either find the

rats laying out in some long grass or

rushes on the banks or mark them in

their holes. In the latter case the rodent

is soon bolted by beating or stamping on

the ground overhead, and then the rat

takes the water and the fun is on.

Now I think all will grant there is true

sport in this. As a matter of fact the rat

generally gets clean away, and there are

few finer sights than a dog swimming af-

ter a rat. Just as he gets up to him down

he goes, and pops up in some most unex-

pected quarter. I have often seen dogs

dive after the rat, and kill too. Now it

will be granted, this is the sort of terrier

we want, and not the gentleman dog of

the day, very often afraid to wet his feet,

much less take the water with a will.

Wirehair fox terriers are the favorites

here, and they don't care much for the

smooth variety. Maybe you can find a

smooth here and there that will work

like an otter in the water ; but as a rule

the wire-coated is the all-round dog for

water work. I know I am treading on

the toes now of the smooth fox terrier

men, but thev must not think hardly of

me for it. l' say individual smooth fox

terriers can be picked and prove excel-

lent workers in water, but all wire are

more or less letter. Perhaps there's

more devil in 'em, perhaps not.

^XX^
"Ah," said a rare good judge of a hound

and a horse to me yesterday, "the

Cap'n's terriers aren't much to look at,

Mr. — , but I'll l>e damned if they're

not game," and I think there was a lot

in that remark ; but still there is a deuce

of a lot in their appearance. True, they

haven't the short and well ribbed-up

body of the modern terriers, and are all

out of it when legs and feet and shoulders

are considered, but these dogs are bre«l

for going to earth and drain, and are not

expected to gallop say with the Quorn

hounds or others as fast. This country

wherein I am now writing is of an up

hill and down dale description. They

have not those lovely pastures, flat and

fertile, that you find in the midlands.

Hounds have to hunt here, and gallop

their fox down, as if a spurt race, and

these Sealyham terriers are almost fast

enough for this country. But, after all,

I think they have been bred more for otter

than fox hunting.

Captain Edwardes told me yesterday

^hat a team of them will bother a fox a

great deal, that is to say, that if they find

one they can depend on them more and
run Reynard to ground. Of course it

is then God help the fox, for only game
ones are kept. Plough lines (reins) are

very common in this country, and ter-

riers if they turn tail very soon find this

out, too, for a running knot is made and
all is soon over. The Sealyham terrier

although not a fashionably made one,

can show you a great deal of sport.

Now the Sealyham breed is an old one,

and I should not be at all surprised that a

lot of wiV^-coated terriers have come
from this strain. In the catalogue I find

the exhibitor (Captain Edwardes) gives

the following particulars :
" Pedigree

known for 100 years, and warranted to

go to earth, fox, badger and otter." Now
such looks well, for their owner used to

hunt otter hounds of his own, and per-

haps knows every holt in the country.

Now what I hope to get some day is the

pedigree of these dogs for "100 years."

Then perhaps we shall see something we
wot not of.

Decay in (Janine Piidelity.

Now there was one thing I noticed

with the Cap'n's terriers, and that is they

were all ofone type, and that you could

go round the ring, wherein thirty dogs

stood, and pick out his two brace. Now
this is saving a lot, and no one can gain-

say this fact. They are of the same type,

so I think they should be with a pedigree

of "100 years.'' lam aware that many
will cry down these terriers as old-

fashioned and all that, but for terriers in

a show country I should be inclined to

stick to them for showing sport.

1.++^'^++^

There are lots of people who crop up
every now and again who kid to them-

selves (and are kidded to) that they are

sportsmen, and above all judges of dogs.

Why bless my heart many of these have

never seen even a rat wfthout in a trap.

Then of course it is grand sport to see

a dog kill it I The trap has caught the

rat, not the dog, and then some people

think the canine something grand. But

I am of an opinion that the <log who
finds the rat with his nose and kills him
with his teeth while in his own element

is the wow after all.

Messrs. Dole and Comstock sailed from

Liverpool on Wednesday on the City of

New York. They went quite strong up

to the last and l>ought two bull bitches

on the day Ijefore they started.

Mr. Sackett called on me in London on

Wednesday. He of course has his weather

eye open for bull dogs He purposes

going on the Continent new week, and

will go as far north as Petersburg, and as

he has several friends in high positions

in Russia, he hopes to have some good

Barzois in his possession before he turns

his steps homeward in September.

^XX^
Somebody has written that Gully, the

bull terrier purchased by Mr. Dole, is no

good for show purposes. I am asked to

say that he can be backed for i^oo against

anything his weight either in America or

England.

KeasloH »« Slre«.

f:ditor Fanciers' Journal.

I notice in your issue of July 18 a com-

munication from Mr. H. C. Dallett, of

Philadelphia, in which he says he is in-

formed that in Blue Boy's Lee, alias Ken-

neally's Lee, he owns the only beagle in

America that is the sire of a champion

and field trial winner combined. I think

that without data such a statement is

apt to be misleading, as some who are

unacquainted with the circumstances

might be lead to believe that Mr. Dal-

lett's information was correct, which I

am sorry to say is not the case. Will Mr.

Dallett kindly reply through the columns

of The Fanciers' Journal and explain

who his informer was, for it is certain he

is not within gunshot of the truth ?

F. W. Chapman.

The pup looke<l lis at the summer star

And Biirgled a gush ol glee,

Exclaiming " 'tis easy to prove you are

By nature a friend to me ;

Of course, you're a gay astronomical elf,

I
But dont forget this. I'm a Skye dog myself."

W. Wade in Exchange and Mart.

I have always been a resolute supporter

of using dogs for the special function of

their breed, to maintain in them their

natural disposition for work that makes

up the greater share of a dog's value. It

is not what we train a dog to do, but

what he does of his own volition that

adds most to his value. Any cur can be

trained to drive sheep perhaps as well as

the most gifted collie or bobtail ;
but

your cur will probably only do what his

master orders him, while the true stock

dog knows pretty well what ought to be

done without orders. I have fought

"fancy" for years on this very issue,

claiming that a continuation of this in-

sane course of breeding dogs only for

looks could not but reduce their adap-

tiveness for work ; that a nervous collie

could not get his full average of iulelli-

geiit stock dogs, and that the savage or

cowardly mastiff could not keep up the

measure of magnanimous courage in the

breed that is its crowning glory ;
and I

may say that the co-operation of Mr.

Hugh Dalziel in this work added to lx)th

my personal pride and my conviction

that I was right.

However, with all my detestation of

the frenzies of fancy that elevate the

snubbiness of a mastiff's nose aljove his

ability to master a riotous tramp, or that

make the tapir-like character of a collie's

snout much more important than the

soundness of his legs or capacity of his

brain-pan, I must di.ssent most absolutely

from the conclusion of Mr. J. SuUv, as

stated in your number of Decembers,
that the mischief is already done ;

that

many dogs, perhaps a majority of tlieni,

have lost their ancient and worthy (juali-

ties. The preferred course of breeders

would certainly result in this if they were

able to carry out their mischievous inten-

tions ; but, practically, there always slips

in a few drops of the old bloo<l that main-

tains the temlency of the breed. I'or in-

stance, the best mastifl watch dog I e-er

knew was a bitch whose dam was cer-

tainly of iH) known breeding ; the next

l)est is the dog Lonl Raglan by Crown
Prince—The Lady Rowena, a brother of

such show cracks as Orlando, Hotspur,

The Ladv Isal)el, etc., and I believe that

Raglan is the only one of the many pro-

geny of this pair that was never awiuiier

at a show.
.

Now, Raglan shows, m the very high-

est degree, the (lualities that make the

mastiff the true watch dog : Amiable to

excess, with a wag of his tail for every

man, woman or cliihl he meets ; singu-

larly friendly with other dogs; never

seeking a fight, yet by far the mo.stefl^ect-

ive fighter I ever saw in mastiffs if an-

other dog must have a fight (and so far

he has met nothing that he «lid not dis-

pose of in ten minutes) when he always

proceeds on his way as if nothing of mo-

ment had transpired. Gentle and afi"ec-

tionate as he is to everybody, he thor-

oughly understands that everybody must

display the same measure of gentleman-

hood that he does, particularly on xwy

grounds, and any impropriety elicits his

immediate condemnation. Ilford Caution

was a singularly good-natured dog, and I

feel certain that on the grounds of a pri-

vate owner he would have l>een all the

watch dog that Turk and Lukey's Count-

ess were. Tainora, by Beau out of the

dam of Victor Hugo was another excel-

lent watch dog.

I believe that the Irish terrier Garry-

oweii was the foundation of the excel-

lence of Mr. William Gramham's dogs,

and he was a most redoubtable vermin-

killer and hunter. The vSt. Bernard Barry

was a champion, and the sire of many

noted dogs, and there was never a nobler

truer friend than Barry. The bobtail

Dame Bruin had as much pe.ligrce as

any bobtail ; and at ten months old,

when she had never been worked on

sheep, she met a neighbor with a flock of

lambs bunched at the crossing of the

road by a stream, over which they refused

to go, and, other means failing, without

orders, she grabl)ed a few, and dragged

them over by main force.

Surely these instances show that the

calamity has not yet overtaken us, al-

though there are signs of its coming, the
most prominent of which I note is the
growing frc<iuency of nervousnesss in

mastifi"s—that j)eculiar timitlitv best ex-
pressed by the owner of one such : "He
would face a lion without a tremor, and
run at the sound of a pennv whistle." I

have one in mind that absolutely docs not
know what fear is as far as other dogs are

concerned, and who, when she gets into

a fight, never knows when she is well

whipped
;
yet ofler to lay your hand on

her and she will crouch <l()wti as though
flogged. vSuoh a disposition is most fatal

to usefulness in a inastilT, yet it is most
objectionably ])rominent in the get of a

well-known crack, perhaps the crack of
cracks, although the dog himself is (juite

free from it. I have also noted this fail-

ing in certain lines of collie blood ; and
how a trainer ev«r makes a reliable worker
with such a disposition to conten<l with
is a Chinese puzzle.

The mischief threatened from the in-

sanity of "fancy" will be greatly jxist-

poned if brce<lers will steer clear of stud

dogs known to transmit objectionable

traits and if judges refuse to award prizes

to dogs showing fatal deficiencies, be they
the most perfect "specimens."

WHEN DOGS ARE OVEKFED.

IIow ai (iri'.vliouiHl Was Cured Who
FartMl Well but N<)t AVIsely.

Cheerful Horn in Canine World.

I am told that one of the best emetics

to give a dog when he has overgorgecl

himself is a lump of common washing

soda. Some dogs are very gross feetlers

on the bench, and soon get out of all

show form, and often lose their chance

in the ring. I once heard of a greyhound

who ran in the last course of the «lay

"when the .shades of night were falling

fast." His trainer failed to find him,

and the county was scoured, for he was

wanted for the next day.

Late at night Cupid—for such was his

name—was found stretched out before a

roaring fire in a farmhouse. The mis-

tress, good old soul, "thought the poor

dog looked hungry." and, as they had
been churning that day, she gave him a

good blow out of buttermilk and plenty

of bacon fat. Those who know what a

greyhound can eat after a day's work can

realize how Cupid enjoyed himself on

this mixture and "a few j)otatoes !" and
also imagine the state of mind of the

trainer, for his charge seemed to have

but little chance for the final for the great

event of the next ilay.

Well, Cupid was balled with so<la, and

kept on the move all night, until the but-

termilk, bacon, "taters," etc.. had re-

turned. It was a case of kill or cure,

and after ju.st a little U-ef tea was given

him, Cupid was i)ut in the slii)s again,

won the stake, was sold for .^xj guineas,

and, I think, subsecpiently won the Aus-

tralian Waterloo Cup.

Ixmgovlty of H Fox Terrier Wltliout

.M««Ht or Drink.

old Turk in Ihe l-anciti s' C.a/elle.

A short lime ago a farmer residing a

short distance from Shrewsbury, who owned .•»

fox terrier hitch, was threshing a rick of wheat

wherein' were a great number of rats. The bitch,

a gootl ratter, was very busy, as most terriers

usually are at such times. So soon as the bolt-

iugs of straw from the wheat rick were tied up

they were passed on. and ma<le up into another

rick adjacent to the one they were threshing,

on finishing it was first noticed that the bitch

was missing, and although every search was

made for her for days afterwards she could not

be found. Nearly three weeks afterwards the

farmers men had occasion to loa<l on wagons

the boltings of straw from the rick, ai.d when

near the bottom and in the centre they came

across the mis>ing terrier in a most em.iciated

.stale, yet still alive, although she could not lift

her head. She was carried into the farmhouse,

and some warm milk given her with :i spoon.

In a short time she rcvivetl a little, and with

careful attention Sf)on got all right again. She

has since changed hands and had a litter of pup-

pies, rhc place where the bitch was found in

I

the rick was for about the space of a s«|nare yard

I
a mass of dust and very small bits of straw, bit-

ten literally to chafl", I should presume through

the bitch eii.l.avoring to gel out. This is a true

version, aillioiigh I must confess I am somewhat

aslonislK-.l lo find a dog cuiiUI live so long a time

wilhont rating or drinking.

-^
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ABOUT THE 'YALLER" DOG.

The Street Curs of a City and What

Becomes of Them.

"Got a tag for your dog."

"No."

"Go'u ter git one ?"

"No."

"Ever git a tag for dat dog ?"

"No."
"Ever have him run in ?"

"No."
"How's dat ?"

"He ain't no fool."

This was the charming dialogue over-

heard by a reporter for the Washington

Star a few days ago. The dog in (jues-

tion was of the breed known as "yaller

dog." He had been born and bred in an

alley way. He lives in an alley way.

lie is not a good watch dog. He some-

times snaps at children and is dangerous

to women. He never fights, except with

little dogs and puppies. He is not affec-

tionate. He will leave his master at any

time to go after a bone, and he won't

come when he is called if he is out of

reach. He is a daisy, this dog. The old

man who owns him calls him a good

'coon dog, but he never caught a 'coon in

his life, and nothing is further from his

intentions than 'coon huntmg in the fu-

ture. Yet, although he is no sport, he

enjoys life. He likes to lie in the sun

when it is cool, and in dark, shady spots

when it is warm. He like to go about

the streets and visit the other dogs, and

aoove all he likes to hunt for bones. He

never had a bath in his life, and he is

covered with fleas and he is proud of it.

If you ever go to the dog pound yo»

will find that "yaller" dogs are the pre-

dominant class there, with occasional

exceptions in the shape of pet dogs that

are pretty certain to be bailed out. The

"yaller" dog is very rarely bailed out.

Rut considering how many "yaller" dogs

there are in the city, and how few of

them have tags, it is quite extraordinary

that more of ihem do not get caught by

the dog catchers. They are, moreover,

regular street arabs. and it would seem

that they put themselves in constant

danger. It is probably due to the fact of

their living so much in the streets that

they are so knowing. A pet dog unac-

customed to going out alone will stand

still bewildered and allow the dog catch-

er's net to be thrown over him, but a

yaller dog runs back to his alley way as

fast as his legs will carry him as soon as

he sees the dog catchers coming.

There are not nearly as many of these

street dogs in Washington as there are in

hirge cities further to the south of us. In

New Orleans, for instance, the curs about

the gutters and vacant lots are thick, al-

though large numbers of them are

poisoned every summer. They feed on

what they can pick up, and if they were

allowed to iucrease naturally would soon

become scavengers, as they are in Con-

:,tantinople.

An investigation of the "yaller dog

revealed the fact that nearly every poor

colored familv has at least one. It has

always l)cen a puzzle for the scientists to

account for the connection between pov-

crtv and children and poverty an<l "yal-

ler" dogs. Sam Wellcr was much wor-

ried to account for the fact that in Lon-

don wherever the people were poorest

there were numerous oyster saloons.

Povertv and ovsters, he rightly surmised,

must be dependent upon one ajiother.

If he had lived in Washington he would

have been struck with the coincidence of

tx)Oi colored families and "yaller" dogs.

"A fool for luck, a poor man for children

and a vellow dog for 'coon" is a country

proverb that seems to be a true one, ex-

cept that the "yaller" dog in the city

never has a chance to catch a 'coon.

"What mixture of breeds produces the

vallerdog?" was asked an expert dog

breeder the other day.

"I am inclined to think that he ought

to be classified as a breed by himself,"

was the reply.
, ^, i

"When the Washington Kennel Club

has its annual bench show next year there

ought to be a class for these dogs, and if

only a small proportion of them should

l)e entered there would be a very large

exhibit indeed.

When you come to think about it you

must confess that there is no combina-

tion of recognized breeds of dog that

could profluce the conventional "yaller'

dog. A Scotch terrier and a mastitl

might bring forth something near it if it

were not that the dog in question clearly

has something of a hound about him.

There is a dog breeder here who has a

horrible looking animal that is a cross Ije-

tween an fCnglish greyhound and a A'ork-

shire terrier. Nobody would ever sus-

pect that there is anything of either

breed in the dog, but he isn't a "yaller"

dog, nor can any one point to a single

instance where a cross of breeds ever

t)roduced one.

The points of a "yaller" dog are these :

First his color is important. The grey-

hound is seldom grey, the blue belton

setter is often white or coal black, but

the "yaller" dog must be "yaller" or he

is not good. The yellow is brighter than

aniastifi"'s dun color and lighter than

tan. It is rather the color of ordinary

light earth. The tail should l)e long and

thick like a foxhound's and carried well

up in the air with a graceful curve.

Upon the approach of danger it is imme-

diately brought down and thrust far be-

tween the legs. The back is long and

bony and the body is thin. The ribs

must show and so must the back bone.

The head is carried down toward the

ground. Considerable latitude should be

allowed in the shape of the nose, some

yaller dogs having exceedingly sharp

foxy noses and others having blunt

noses, like a clumber spaniel's. The

ears should be pendulous and of medium
length. The coat should be coarse, but

not shaggy, and should be worn away in

spots where the dog sits down. He should

weigh not less than thirty pounds or

more than fifty, and should demonstrate

his disposition by minding nobody, cha.s-

ing chickens, sucking eggs and if the op-

portunity presents itself tearing down in-

offensive sheep.

THE P. K. C. DERBY.

The Entries in the First Event In Field

Trials This Year.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

I send you the list of entries for the

Philadelphia Kennel Club's Deri)y of

1891. The conditions are as follows:

Open to all setter and pointer puppies

whelped on or after January i, 1890; f®*""

feit, $5, $\o additional to start ;
one-ninth

of all entrance fees, less expenses to win-

ner of first, second and third.

EnKllsh Setters.

FRANCIS R. HITCHCOCK'S black, white a"d tan

KtiRlish setter dog Tory Stoker (Rebel-Trin-

ket II), whelped September 15, 1890 ;
breeder,

T. K. Taylor, Virginia.

L Shustur It's black, white and tan English

'setter dog Philadelphia Press (Cincinnatiis—

Cornelia (l.),whelped April ai, 1890; breeder,

J. K. IJager, Toleao, O.

I SHiTSTKR. Jr. 's black, white and tan English
" '

setter bitch Hazel the Ulackle , (Cincinnatus

—Cornelia O ), whelped April 21, 1890;

breeder, J. K. Dager, Toledo, O.

B. RincwAY's orange and white English setter

dog Tenison (King Noble—Qneen Vashti),

whelped March, 1890; breeder, J. I. Case,

Racine. Wis.

B RiDC.wAV's black, white and tan English set

-

ter dog Booth (King Noble-Queen VashU),

whelped March, 1890; breeder, J. I. Case,

Rachine, Wis.

Francis (i. Taylor's black, white and tan En^-

KENNELi KEGI8TEK.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form :

H

ENGLISH CRITICISMS.

lish setter bitch Katie Noble II (Bree/e Gl

stone- Katie Noble), whelped .^pnl m, 1890;

breeder, Francis G. Taylor. Philadelphia.

Francis S. Brown and J. B. Eixison's black,

while and tan Knglish setter dog Nat's Boy

(Nat Goodwin— Hazel), breeders. F. S. Brown

and J. B. Ellison. Philadelphia.

Francis S. Brown and J. B. Ellison's black

while and tan English s^"er bitch Nat s Girl

(Nat G0.KIwin—Hazel) ; breeders. F. h. Brown

and J. B. F^llison.

Francis S. Brown and
J.

B. Ellison's black.

white and tan English setter bitch Sunset.

(Nat Gootlwin—Countess B); breeder, F. S.

Brown.

T O'H Di-nny'S black, white and tan English

setter dog Joe Lewis (Count Noble— Fannie),

"whelped April. 1890; breeder, Joseph Lewis,

Cannonsburg. Pa.

T O'H Dknny's black and white English setter

bitch Winnie Noble (Count Noble—Fannie),
whelped April. 1890 ; breeder, Joseph Lewis,

Cannonsburg, Pa.

OH. Dknny's black, white and tan English

Tlicy Do Not Do Justice to American
Dogs.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I notice in your issue of July 18 a letter

under the above heading, from Mr. H. L.

Holmes, complaining of a criticism of the

picture of The Bard of Fordhook, which

appeared in the English Stock-Keeper.

The dog having been bred in England,

Mr. Holmes appears to think the Stock-

Keeper should have been more careful m
criticising him, and as his sire was a

champion, the son must certainly be of

some account. Such arguments are con-

trarv to reason.

mV. Holmes' remark regarding the in

telligence of FInglish collie breeders are

not proper in his case, for it is evident

from his letter he has still considerable to

learn about the breed of which he writes.

Will the gentleman kindly give the names

of the many imported collies he has seen

on the show bench that in his opinion

are not worth ten dollars each ? Will he

also give the respective lengths of muzzle

of Maney Trefoil and The Bard of Ford-

hook, and explain why the dog longest

in muzzle is, in his opinion, the pest in

head ?

Mr. Holmes says of the imported bitch

Whirlpool she is smallish but is certainly

a typical collie. This "wonderful" bitch

Whirlpool was shown at Philadelphia in

1889, and was about the first ordered out

of the ring. Does Mr. Holmes include

Whirlpool and The Bard among the im-

ported collies not worth ten dollars each ?

The illustration in question may Ix; taken

for a collie, but might easily be mistaken

for Kirby's Russian terrier.

The Souire.

setter dog Sig Gladstone (Gladstone's Bay—
biamond). whelped March 18, 1890 ;

breeder.

Major J. M. Murnan, Keeling, Tenn.

Pointers.

C F CONNELL'S liver and white pointer dog

Hoxie Godwin (Duke of Hessen-Fan Fan ,

whelped May 7. 1891 ". breeder, C. E. Connell,

Philadelphia.

T H WiNSLOW's liver and white pointer dog

Dick Lee (Dick Swiveller—Bloonio HI),

whelped May 6, 1890 ; breeder. D. W. Oyster,

Washington, U. C.

Dr. John A. Hartman's liver and white pointer

dog Mack Naso (Nick of Naso-Lillie Dale),

whelped May 10, 1890; breeder, Dr. J. A.

Hartman, Latrol)e. Pa.

DR. JOHN A. HARTMANS livcr and white pointer

bitch May Downing (King of Kent-Chlo€)

whelped October 23, 1890 ; breeder, Dr. J. A.

Hartman. Latrobe. Pa.

Francis R. Hitchcock's liver and white pointer

dog Torv Squire (Duke of Hessen-West-

iniiister'lna), whelped September 6 1890

;

breeder, Westminster Kennel Club, Babylon,

L. L
Francis R. Hitchcock's liver and white pointer

dog Tory B.ron (Duke of Hessen-Westinin-

ster Ilia), whelped September 6. 1890 ;
West-

minster Kennel Club, Babylon, L. 1.

Irish Setters.

Horace E. Richards' Irish setter dog Adpnis

(Champion Tim-Currer Bell IH), whelped

July 29T 1890 ;
breeder, Dr. G. G. Davis, Phila-

delphia.

B M.VAUGHNS Irish setter bitch Bess (Cham-

pion Tim-Currer Bell III), ^^^]P^.^ l^^l^J^'
i890 breeder, Dr. G. G. Davis, Philadelphia.

NAMES CLAIMED.

S. BEVAN. Lamar, Mis.s.. claims the follow-

ing names

:

Pat Henry lor English setter dog whelped
April 19, by Jean Val Jean—Andromeda.

Rachel B. for F:iiglisli setter bitch whelped
April 19. by Jean Val Jean—Andromeda.

Mabel B for English setter bitch whelped
April 19, by Jean Val Jean—Andromeda.

Lottie W. for F;nglish setter bitch whelped
April 19, by Jean Val Jean—Andromeda.

Nona H. for English setter bitch whelped
April 19. by Jean Val Jean—Andromeda.
W B Gates for English setter dog whelped
April 19. by Jean Val Jean—Andromeda.

Arthur Merriman for English setter dog
whelped July 4, by Chance—Nettie B.

Violet R. for English setter bitch whelped

July 4. by Chance—Nettie B.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.. Philapelphia, Pa.,

claim the following names :

Fordhook Fay for light sable collie puppv
whelped September 24, 1890, by Fordhook
Ouality—Miss Constance.

Fordhook Rosheen for light sable collie puppy
whelped Sept. 24, 1890, by Fordhook Quality-

Miss Constance.

LANSDOWNE KENNELS claim the "ames:
Lansdowne Lorna for fox terrier bitch (fel-

ford—Doone) whelped May 26. 1890.

Lan.sdowne Tenny lor fox terrier bitch (Suf-

folk Toby—Temptation) whelped January

Lansdowne Dimity for fox terrier bitch (Raffle

—Warieu vivid) whelped July 4, i8yo.

SHENANGO KENNELS. Sharon, Pa., claims

the following names :

u t. ^a
Capital! for Italian greyhound dog. whelped

June 16. 1891 (Winks—Tina). u 1 1

McKoli for Italian greyhound dog, whelped

June 16, 1891 (Winks— rina).
. , ,

Winkle for Italian greyhound dog, whelijed

June 16, 1891 (Winks—Tina). u 1 „^
Garibaldi for Italian greyhound dog, whelped

June 16. 1891 (Winks—Tina). u 1 .^
Tiptop for Italian greyhound dog. whelped

June 16. 1891 (Winks— rina). ...
Festus for Italian greyhound dog. whelped

June 14. 1891 (Winks—Pansy Blossom).

Frixie. bitch, same litter.

Dolores, bitch, same litter.

Gladys, bitch, same litter.
,. , .

Lanoni for Italian greyhound dog. whelped

June 14. 1891 (Winks—Pansv Blossom)

Vilo for Italian greyhound bitch, whelped

April I, 1891 (Sprake-gueenie Elton).

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O..

claims the name Liltlc Goldie for pug bitch

by John Bull (17.093)— l'l«y">s ^^ l»3,433).

whelped March 29, 1891.

Bright Eyes, for pug bitch by John Bull (17,093)

-Ruby F (4454). whelped April 25, 1891-

VISITS.

SWISS MOUNTAIN KENNELS' (Germantowu
Philadelphia) rough-coated St. Bernard bitch

Florette (imported) to King Regent (im-

ported), July 11, if^i.

THOM \S PARVIN'S (Philadelphia) black cocker

bitch Parviu's Quecu to Snowball, April 20,

1891.

WALTER PIERSON'S (Philadelphia) rough-

coated St. Bernard bitch Hilda lo Prince Re-

gent. July 19, 189'-

WALTER BURPEE & CO.'S collie Fordhook

Quality (14,046) lo Nancy (9679J. July 16.

Fordhook Quality, collie (14,046). to Fordhook

MlHtakc In a l>o« Sale.

KlDiTOR Fanciers' Joirnal.

You have made a slight mistake in

your issue of last week saying that Mr. W. Tall-

man has sold pug dog Rustic Freddie to Mr. John

B. Haines, of Baltimore, Md. It should read thus:

Mr. W. Tallinan has sold for account of Mr.

George W. Wiinibach to Mr. John P. Haines, of

New York, pug dog Rustic Freddie. Vou'S re-

spectfully. George W. Wambach.

Baltimore, July 29. 1891.

Poor l»inclier.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

In the compound of the Travellers'

Bungalow at Chingleput is a raised masonry

grave, the upper flagstone of which bears the

following inscription

:

Here lies poor Pincher ;
greet him well,

Ve pas.senger, for who can tell

How soon you'll go his way ?

F:re long your journey must be made

To where now flits blithe Pincher's shade.

Since life is but a day ?

The proud, the humble, rich or poor

Depart alike by one broad door,

And Pincher did the same.

'Mongst upstart mortals look around.

How few so kind as Pincher found.

Or leave a belter name ?

Ohiit, .Xovember 19, 'S90.

—He: How does vour father regard my
suit ? vShe : Well. I heard him say last

night that he thought Towser could make
a w reck of it in less than three minutes.

—New York Herald.

Ba*;d "Jf 'Aofd^hoiklUie (11.630.10 Heather

Belle (6000), July 18.

c C TROUT'S fox terrier bitch Lottie (Belyoir

iaddie-M'Liss) to G. W. Price's I Reckon

(18.284). July 6, 1891.

C BUOB TR.'S fox terrier bitch Hillside Bounce

(Raby Mixer-princess) to G. W. Price's I

Reckon (18,284), July u, 1891.

M GOUGERTVS Yorkshire terrier bitch Bud
(Snyder-Mollie) to P. H. Combs' Champion
Bradford Harry. June 16. 1891.

WILLIAM LOEFFLERS Dachshund bitch Una
K (Feldman K.-Lina L.) to his Hunde.spoits

Bergmann (ao.268). July 23, 1891.

WILLIAM H. CHILD'S (Oakview Kennels) Irish

setter bitch Betsey Leigh to Seminole Ken-

nels' Seminole. July i, 1891.

o V KINNIE'S pug bitch Lady Verne (17,015)

to E^ari Pug Kennels' Douglass II

(11.804), July 30, 1891-

WHELPS.

THOMAS PARVIN'S (Philadelphia) black cock-

er bitch Parvin's Queen, served by Snowball,

whelped one dog and six bitches, June 20,

l8ql.

SWISS M(H'NTAIN KENNELS' (Germantown

Pa ) rough coated St. Bernard bitch Blush

whelped July 2, 1S91. six dogs and nine

bitches by Archduk
Hector, rough coated St. Bernard bitch,

whelped July 7, '89«, four bitch puppies by

Archduke.

FOUNTAIN CITY KENNELS' bitch Blanche

M (17.067) whelped January 18. four dogs

and three bitches, by then Spot Stmg.

AMERICAN ST. BERNARD KENNELS' St.

Bernard bitch Noble Ida whelped July 24.

nine puppies by Sir Bedivere.

F;aSTLAKE KENNELS' (West Jefferson. O..)

pugbitcl. Lilly (89<^,) whelped July 25. five

dogs and one bitch to Champion Kash.

JOHN L. JOLLY'S beagle bitch Shina (Boston-

Weasel) whelped June 26, two dogs and three

bitches to Dr. Clayton's Sam. u^i^^
Beauty, beagle bitch (Boston-Nell) whelped

July 3, three dogs and one bitch to Dr. Clay-

ton's Sam.
SALES.

SWISS MOUNTAIN KENNEI.S, Germantown.

Pa sohl their rough coated St. Bernard bitch

Archduchess (Archduke—Madam Barry) to

Mr Francis Hachmeyer, Lafayette, Indiana.

Grand Duke, rough coated St. Bernard dog

(Archduke—Mada»i Barry), to Mr. ^V ilheim

Ebcrhardt, Philadelphia.

Rough-coated St. Bernard dog (Archduke—
Darte) to Mr. John P. Persh. Germantown,
Phila.

Black cocker dog (Nig W.—Darkie III)to Mrs.
A. P. Smith, Germantown, Phila.

Rough-coated St. Bernard bitch puppy (Arch-

duke—Dart) to Mr. Francis Backiueyer, La-
fayette, Indiana.

Duke IV, rough coated St. Bernard dog, by
Archduke—Betsey Bobbett, to Mr. Flberhart,

Philadelphia.

W. ATLEE BURPEE A CO.. Philadelphia. Pa.,

have sold their collie puppy Fordhook Laurie
(Bard of Fordhook—Fordhook Mina) to

Jo.seph S. Hamilton. Avalon, Pa.

Black and tan collie puppy (Bard of Fordhook
—Fordhook Mina) to Flllis J. Hall, Camden,
N. J.

Fordhook Comas, collie dog pup (Bard of Ford-

hook—Fordhook Mina) to Mrs. David Mor-
gan, New Orleans, La.

Fordhook, colliedog(Ch.Scotilla—Daisy Dean),

lo K. D. Hcinemann, Asheville, N. C.

Fordhook Dash, collie puppy (Bard of Ford-

hook—Fordhook Mina), to W. V. Hixson,

Luzerne. Iowa.
Fordhook June and Fordhook Minette, two

collie bitches (Bard of Fordhook—Fordhook
Mina), to Mrs. M. C. Barfleld, Peoria. III.

Collie B. (Bard of Fordhook—Fordhook Mina)

to W. E. Bouggy. Philadelphia, Pa.

E L. ODOM, Opelika, Ala., sold his pointer dog
Dandy Bang (i7,3.Vj) to Fountain City Ken-
nels, Augusta, Ga.

LANSDOWNE KF:NNF:lS sold their Gordon set-

ter puppy, dog (Ro<lerick Dhu—Lufra II,

20585) to Miss F;. B. Boas, Reading. Pa.

Gordon setter dog (Roderick Dhu—Lufra II,

20,585) to Dr. Norman S. Essig, Philadelphia.

FRANK WINDHOLZ. New York, sold his F:ng-

li.sh setter dog pup (Count Howard—Princess
Beatrice) to Dick Newell, Mahoningstown.
Pa.

Flngiish setter bitch puppy (Count Howard-
Princess Beatrice) to Dick Newell, Mahon-
ingstown. Pa. .

F;nglish setter dog pup (Rockingham—Prin-
cess Phtcbus) to Dick Newell, Mahonings-
town, Pa.

F. B. GILMORE sold his bloodhound dog Bruno

(14,740) to C. H. Innis, Boston, Mass.

WILLIAM L0F;FFLER, Milwaukee. Wis., sold

his Dachshu' d dog Ludwig (Hundesports
Zaenker—Lina K.) to Mr. Phillip Conrad,

Hartford, Conn.
. ^ ,.. , .

Bavarian King. Dachshund dog (Hundesports

Zaenker-Lina K.) to Mr. R. L. Surtees.

Brighton. Mich.
Hiesel . Dachshund dog (Hundesports Zaenker-
Lina K.) to Mr. Jacob Falb.West Bend, Iowa.

Polly, Dach.shund bitch (Hundesports Zaenker

—Lina K.) to Mr. E- Schwarzrock, Milwau-

kee Wis.
Rufus. Dachshund dog (Hundesports Zaenker

—Alice) lo Mr. Guslave Pabsl, Milwaukee.

Wis.
Zankerl , Dachshund dog (Hundesports Zaenker
—Alice) to Mr. Lothar Harms. Rock Island,

Lore.Dachshund bitch (Hundesports Zaenker—
Alice) to Mr. Jacob Falb, West Bend, Iowa.

SHENANGO KENNELS, Sharon, Pa., sold their

Italian grayhound bitch Vilo by Sprake—
QiieenieEUou.toMr.C. F. Smith. Thomas-
ton. Conn.

FBERHART PUG KENNELS sold their pug

dog Roxie to Mr. S. S. Martin, Darlington,

S. C.
DEATHS.

CHARLFIS T. THOMPSON'S Irish setter puppy
Bessie S.. August 6, from dysentery.

POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Mr. H. W. Vahle shipped his first con-

signment of fancy pigeons per steamer

AUer from Bremen, Germany. One hun-

dred and eighty-four pair arrived this

week. Full particulars will be found in

next week's Fancikrs' Journal.

*»
Mr. Vahle has issued a new catalogue

which contains a full line of cage birds,

pigeons, poultry, etc., he deals in. The

catalogue is attractively printed and

should be in the hands of every fancier.

Send for one.
»

* «

LOST ITS BARK.

A DoK AVhich Dropped ItH Voice Be-

tween IMils and Nux Vomica.

Robert Dingee, who lives in Plain field,

N. J., has a full-sized healthy Newfound-

land dog which has no bark. This ex-

tremely desirable condition was brought

alx)ut by Mr. Dingee quite unintention-

ally. Last spring the dog had tire dis-

temper, and there being no dog doctor

within calling distance Mr. Dingee de-

cided to treat it. He began with the

rudiments of medical knowledge and

gave the dog medicine for a cold. First

he administered two anti-bilious cathartic

pills and six two-grain quinine pills,

which he concealed in a piece of meat.

The effect of this dose was so depressing

that a big drink of whisky and milk was

given to cheer it up. The next morning

a few drops of nux vomica were put into

its meat to tone up its system .
Then the

dog got well. Somewhere between the

cathartic and the nux vomica the dog

lost his voice. When the dog wags its

tail and opens its mouth you know it

would bark if it could. The dog is no

longer a terror to tramps and cats and

has developed great popularity with the

neighbors, who are recommending this

course of treatment to their friends who

take more or less interest in dog flesh.

We have just received the immense

catalogue of the Great Inter-state Fair of

Trenton, N. J., to be held September 28

to October 2. As usual the poultry de-

partment is very liberally provided for,

both as to accommodations for the fowls

anu the premiums offered. Five dollars

is offered in each class for the best col-

lection with three dollars to the second

best. The first premium for a pair of

fowls is three dollars, the second premium

two dollars. The premiums for chicks are

two dollars for best and one dollar for

second best pair. The prizes for pigeons

are one dollar for best and fifty cents for

the second best pair. Collection prizes ten

dollars fiir the best collection, not less

than twenty pairs of not less than eight

varieties, and five dollars for second best.

A special prize of ten dollars is offered

for the largest collection of white fan-

tails, not less than fifty birds. Cage

birds are liberally treated, the prizes be-

ing one dollar for first and fifty cents

for second liest bird of each variety. No

entry fee is charged and no coops are

required except for bantams and pigeons.

The two large buildings provide shelter

for all exhibits. Entries close September

23-

exhibit of birds ever gathered under one

roof, and it is expected that this year

will surpass all past records. The success

of this great fair is due to the fact that

the premiums are always paid in full,

and to the untiring efforts of the secre-

tary, J. G. Muirheid, of Trenton, New

Jersey. Write to the latter for premium

lists.

ferent degrees oftemperature for their pre-

servation,varying from 33° Fahrenheit for

eggs to from 15° to 26° for poultry and

various kinds of game." This virtually

means that jwultry and game must be

frozen in order to keep well. Eggs can

certainly be kept in a higher temperature

for a very long time than 33", provided

the eggs have been perfectly fresh when

stored.
*

» «

Mr. I. K. Felch, who is probably one of

the oldest of the veterans in the fratern-

ity now living, has lost none of that de-

cided vigor and forcible expression,which

is commonly defined as "character," in

his utterances of the present time. Felch

of forty years ago is Felch of to-day. Re-

cently he delivered an address on Poultry

for Profit, and the following are a few

extracts :

"Then what has the experience of thirty years

demonstrated are the best breeds upon which to

rely in producing a food supply? Do I err when

I say the Brahmas, Plymouth Rocks and Wyan-

doltes are the breeds whose use in this depart-

ment is universal ? This being the fact, do I risk

anything of reputation for truth in declaring

them the best. But this is only half the ques-

tion, for the egg product is of greater import-

ance than the meat. What is the demand of the

times if it is not for large, dark-shelled eggs?

From what breeds do they come ? In this do I

err when I say from the Brahmas. the Lang-

shans and the Plymouth Rocks? To produce a

layer of eggs we have lo produce a brother of her

for meat, and you may ask me here in New

England why I name the Langshan in prefer-

ence to other Asiatics. To which I say, they are

the only rival the light Brahma has among the

larger breeds as producer.-* of large, dark-shelled

eggs, so alike that no expert can tell them apart.

But you say their meat is white, and not appre-

ciated in the Boston market. Does this prevent

you from caponizing all the males not desired

for thoroughbred purposes, and diposingof them

in Philadelphia, where as capons they demand

the largest price ?"

While Felch has not changed his style,

F'elch has changed his opinions, and he

accords to the Langshans the credit it

richly deserves. Uncle Isaac never took

is what Mr. Campbell Newrington writes

to the Baziiar

:

I have kept fowls for several years past, both

for pleasure and for profit, and after trying nearly

every kind of breed I have cHJine to the conclu-

sion that for " all-round purixjses " nothing

equals the Wyandotte. I first took up the breed

seven years ago, and since then have reared over

1200 silver Wyandoltes. My experience with them

is this : They are first-class layers of a good

medium-sized egg (I have had several hens which

have laid over 200 eggs in the year) ; they are

goo<l sitters and very careful mothers. Another

thing I like about them is, if, when they become

broody, they are shut up for three days, they

begin lo lay again at once. They are capital

winter layers. During this last winter, which haft

been the severest on record, I had fifty pullets,

and all through January, February and March

I was getting twenty-five eggs a day when my
neighbors were not having one ; and they were

realizing a good part of the time two shillings

six pence a dozen. The chickens are very hardy

and bear the cold well. I had several weigh ten

pounds at ten months old. They are fairly good

table birds, but perhaps their fle.>-.h does not

equal that of a game fowl. Anyhow, they can-

not be so bad for market purposes as Mr. Teget-

meier and some of your correspondents would

wish your readers lo believe, because the higglera

give Ihiee shillings six pence and three shillingA

nine i)ence for spring chickens at four months

old ; and you cannot get more than this for any

other breed. They are collected by men who
drive round the neighborhood with crates ; they

are then taken on to Heathfield. where they are

fattened for the London market.

11 exnioiis. r.nmes ciu.c ocp ...... ^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^
Last year Trenton had the largest "^'""'^ "

fowls in the past.

*"»

* •

Read Secretary Sternberg's article in

this week's issue on the Cochin. Nothing

has attracted more attention in late years

than the Cochin controversy between the

two warriors, I. K. Felch and Theodore

Sternlierg. Both are ready to fight to a

finish, and now that they have eliminated

all personalities, the feathers will fly in

favor of the Cochin. Copies of The

Journal containing this controversy

have been sent to all parts of the globe,

and we must soon call a halt, as the de-

mand for back numbers exceeds the sup-

ply in certain issues.

* *

—A large dog came to the City Treas-

urer's office to-day to buy his own tag.

He had an envelope in his mouth con-

taining the money and a letter stating

that his name was Oakey Fly, that he

lived at Derby cottage. Wellington Street

South, and had earned the money him-

self carrying messages. He got his tag

and departed.—Hamilton Spectator.

We occasionally hear of huge poultry

enterprises in the East, but the latest gi-

gantic attempt at wholesale chick culture

occurs in the West, and the following

gives the particulars: "A Ukiah, Cal.,

man, the owner of a three-story hop

house, recently conceived the idea of

turning the building into a mammoth in-

cubator for the hatching of chickens.

He has given evidence of his faith in the

practicability of the scheme by setting a

hatch of 24,000 eggs.

He also remarked that "We have seen

in the past year one of our hotel kings

establishing a poultry plant to supply his

hotel with fresh, dark-shelled eggs. Now,

what breeds has he bought ? Brahmas

and Plymouth Rocks, because he has

found out by experience that from them

come the eggs which have the popular

demand. Why have I named the Wyan-

dottes as among the quartette ? For the

reason that they have been pronounced

the best flavored broiler at twelve weeks

old. They are the poorest producers of

desirable eggs, and we find our practical

poultrymeii who are using these four

breeds, sacrificing all of both sexes to

this demand, saving only the very best

of both sexes for their thoroughbred

trade ; while the females of the other

three breeds are suffered to live as egg

producers till from sixteen to twenty

mouths of age. This demand is larger

than the demand for thoroughbreds or

breeding stock, and it finds its home

here."

Thus we see that in England they are

great layers, and by a few considered in-

ferior table fowls. The intelligent reader

will readily see that they must l>e both

after reading the two opinions.

• •

Mr. Newingtou concludes by stating :

"I consider we are indebted to the Amer-

icans for one of the most useful breeds of

fowls ever introduced into this country.

I know of no other breed which can com-

pare with the Wyandotte in its laying

and sitting properties. All the heavy

breeds, such as Cochins and Brahmas,

are good sitters but bad layers ; on the

other hand, Minorcas and Leghorns are

very good layers but they do not sit, so

that if you wish to rear any chickens

from the latter two breeds you have to

keep another breed for sitting, and this

is not always convenient. I use nothing

but Wyandottes for rearing my pheas-

ants ; I like them much better than

game because they are not so spiteful.

I find them very quiet and gentle with

the little birds, and not so liable to tram-

ple on them as some of the heavier

breeds."

«
« «

«
* »

In a daily paper we read the following:

'Recent experience in cold storage shows

that different articles of food require dif-

Thus we see that Mr. Felch opens the

door to the Wyandotte because it makes

the best broiler. He makes a startling

assertion when he claims that Wyandottes

are the poorest producers of desirable

eggs. This will be a surprise to many

of us. In our own experience we always

found the Wyandotte at the head of the

list of all incubating breeds as egg pro-

ducers, quantity and quality considered.

This has been the experience of quite a

number of practical poultrymen. In

England the Wyandotte is evidently ap-

It will now be in order for such Wyan-

dotte champions as John D. Tompkins,

Irving Crocker, T. Wilton Hill, John R.

Ayer and others to speak up and deny

"the allegation and defy the allegator."

»
« »

Out of a flock of Wyandottes, Plym-

outh Rocks and cross-bred chicks, a

Plymouth Rock-golden Wyandotte cross

was the first pullet to lay an egg. She

was hatched February 4. and laid on

July 25, is wonderfully well developed in

size, has good barred plumage, with a

Wyandotte comb. The cockerels of the

same cross are wonderfully well ad-

vanced, and there is no doubt but what

the cross is a good one. No trace of

golden Wyandotte plumage can be de-

tected. This rather shows the potency

of the Plymouth Rock blood.

*•

What surprised us was the fact that a

black La Fleche cockerel crossed on

barred Plymouth hens should produce

chickens perfectly barred, showing the

La Fleche blood only in the combs of the

progeny. The shanks of the latter are

flesh color, with black specks. The chicks

predated more than in America. Here
|
grow very fast, and promise to make ex
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fit?

ccedingly good market fowls. Crossing

fowls is fascinating as well as profitable.

«
» «

H. R. Nortlirup, Watervale, N. Y.,

writes: "I have ten chickens, two are

barred Plymouth Rocks, two look as if

they were streaked with dirt, but it is

the natural color of the feathers, and one

that has several barred feathers in the

wing and hackles; the remaining five

are pure white. They were from one

setting of white Plymouth Rocks. Kindly

stete in Thk Fanciers' Journal if I

could expect pure white chickens from

the pullets of the above flock, if they are

mated to a fine yearling cock? Some

time ago I purchased a trio of exhibition

white Plymouth Rocks and saved and

set their eggs, and got eleven chickens

from one setting. Two of the chickens

show dirty spots on back and wings. If

I breed from these next season will I get

pure white chickens if I mate the pullets

with a pure white cock ? I like Thk

Fanciers' Journal better than any

other paper I take, and I subscril>e for

several."
«

« «

Our correspondent does tiot state the

age of his chikens, and it will be hardly

safe to pass on their merits until they

have moulted their chicken feathers.

The first lot we should certainly view

with suspicion, as the tendency to dark

blood is pronounced. White Plymouth

Rock chicks do not hatch out pure white.

being often streaky and of a rather

bluish cast. This applies to the down.

As soon as the real feathers begin to

grow, they should show up white, al-

though the chicken feathers often will be

streaked and spotted with black, and

occasional barred feathers are not un-

common. Mating to a pure white male

will certainly improve the progeny, but

it is safe to only breed from females that

are pure white in color, other points be-

ing equal. The best strain of bird is

often produced by using only a single

pair of fowls, selecting the best pullet or

hen and mating to the l)est male obtain-

able. The second lot of chickens men-

tioned by our correspondent should pro-

duce good stock, as they seem to come

reasonably true in color. In all new

white breeds it is well not to expect all

chickens to be of standard color. Out-

side of the white Leghorn we know of no

breed that will not occasionally throw off

colored chicks.
*

» *

Amenia, Dutchess County, N. Y., is a

charming rural city, and its annual fair

is looked forward to as a great event.

This year the dates are September i to 3.

Our genial and dramatic friend E. B.

Thompson is the superintendent of poul-

try. He reigns supreme on his own ter-

ritory, and extends a hearty invitation to

all fanciers to exhibit at Amenia this

year. There will be a regular kindergar-

ten of young Plymouth Rocks and Wyan-

dottes there, in training for the higher

schools later on. Mr. Thompson reports

a successful hatching season.

*
» •

Then there is that dangerous and se-

date competitor for the Rock honors,

Mr. J. IL Thompson, Jr., of Patterson,

N. Y., on the same line of railroad. Per-

haps the two unrelated Thompsons will

meet in preliminary skirmish at Amenia.

At all events it is worth dollars to see

the stock of these two famous chicken

farmers.
»

* »

E. P. Cloud, the editor of the Poultry

News, startled us the other day by an-

nouncing the fact that he will shortly

start a hog paper, in partnership with a

noted swine authority. At first glance

most readers would suppose that it will

be an organ of the express companies, as

the latter exist only in Editor Cloud's

vocabulary as "hogs." We are assured,

however, that the genuine "porker" with

four legs will have a spicy and formida-

ble champion in the still unnamed pub-

lication. The East needs such a paper

and success seems assured in advanced.

HBNMAN TALKS.

«
* k

The air has been thick with rumors of

libel suits of late. One editor and pub-

lisher has been notified that he is liable

to be placed in a "cooler" for saying

something unplea-sant about a poultry

dealer. The latter again, it is whispered,

will l)e "hauled over the coals" for injur-

ing the character and business of another

poultry dealer. Whether all the al)ove

is the result of the overheated condition

of the blood due to the hot weather, the

cool winds of fall will determine.
»

* •

vSome of our contemporaries are a trifle

unhappy in these dog days. That lively

Boston monthly. Farm Poultry, has

changed its name, it seems, to Farm

Poultry Monthly, which is treading close

on the toes of our Albany contemporary,

the Poultry Monthly. As the matter has

been commented on in several quarters,

the question naturally arises whether or

not this change of name was intended to

mislead or not. The advertisement ap-

peared in Printers' Ink, a publication de-

voted to the newspaper advertising trade.

Personally, we do not think there is any

intention on the part of Farm Poultry to

sail under false colors, and believe the

matter could be amicably settled between

the publishers of the latter and the pub-

lisher of the Poultry Monthly without

any loss of temper. A little Philadelphia

ozone would help a few of our unhappy

contenii>oraries.
*

• «

Mr. W. M. Johnston, Roanoke, Va.,

writes : "Please inform me where I can

get a guide for training game chickens for

the pit ; also where I can get some good

games." Write to the Game Fowl

Monthly, vSayre, Pa., for the book, and

to Ivoring Brown, Rolingbroke, Ga., for

fowls.

« »

The Feathered World in speaking of

the Pigeon Club remarks : "We regret to

note that again the club has had to pass

a penalty of twelve months' disqualifica-

tion from exhibiting at any other show

held under club rules, on two homer ex-

hibitors at the late Maldon Show for

having used artificial means to 'improve'

the appearance of their exhibits. When
will fanciers learn that 'honesty is the

best policy,' and save the valuable time

of the committee and its officers being

taken up with such uncongenial duties?"
*

» »

It is certainly refreshing to learn that

in England dishonest exhibitors are pun-

ished, and we would commend to the A.

P. A. and all the specialty clulis of look-

ing sharply after the fakers in the

American ranks of lanciers.

« *

.\nother rule shouM he rigidly en-

forced, and that is, no person shall be

allowe<l to handle binls in a show room

except the ju<lges and the owners. This

applies, of course, during the exhibition

of the birds in the coops.

* *

Wilmington, Delaware, will have a fair

this year notwithstanding rumors to the

contrary. Poultry and pigeons will be

generously provided for. Send for a

premium list to the address given in

their advertisement.

He Answers Mr. Valentine and.

Scores the Indian G-ame Again.

f:ditor Fanciers' Journal.

Replying to Mr. Valentine's remarks

in your paper of August 1, I would say

that I am a great deal like Trixie in re-

gard to the name "that is personal," and

also as Mr. Valentine remarks : "If you

happen to be a nobody your article may

be ignored and fall flat," but as he has

seen fit to reply to the same I am not to

take it to mean that the shoe fits me.

However, it is not at all times pleasant

to have one's name known, especially in

many controversies. I would state for

the benefit of Mr. Valentine that I am

an old poultry fancier, having bred al-

most every breed of poultry (with the

exception of some of the new and latest

"fandangles" that have presented them-

selves to public favor in the last weeks)

including all the Asiatics, American,

French and many other breeds. Right

here I must say that he must have a valu-

able pullet from the Wyandotte eggs

that he mentions. Would like to hear

whether he had any Indian game, par-

tridge Cochin, golden spangled Hamburg

or redcap on the nest when he hatched

these eggs. It may possibly be that the

mother (or what is generally termed the

mother, that is, the hen that sets on the

eggs) laid an egg after he had set his

Wyandottes. If so, what was the mark-

ings of the mother ?

It is generally supposed that a breeder

can pick out a utility fowl by inspecting

it, that is from many points that denote

a good laying fowl, such as having a long

deep breast, well extended out behind.

I do not mean to say that the breast

should come down on an angle from the

neck to the legs, but should be a square

cut bird in other words. You will find

that if you select your layers after this

fashion the chances are greatly in your

favor. The hardiness of the birds may
be told by the different ages of tlie chicks

which you may see running around the

farm or poultry yards, whichever it may
be. In the case of the Sherwoods I saw

the chicks myself at all ages, some of

them just coming out of the shell in the

incubator, others a week, two weeks, and

so on up to a year-old birds. You may
depend on it that if I thought I could

not tell the hardiness of a bird after see-

ing 200 at least together of all ages I

would give up breeding poultry alto-

gether.

I am glad to hear that Brother Valen-

tine is of the opinion that the Indian

games are one of grandest breeds ever

brought to this country, and I only wish

that I could say the same thing of these

birds. They are not (and I stand ready

to prove it) one of the grandest birds

that was ever imported. The Langshans

have by far a firmer hold on public opin-

ion to-day than the Indian games will

ever secure, in my opinion. They were

not in my yards a hardy bird by any

means, and I can also speak for others

in this respect, as many have told me
that the birds were by far inferior to what

they thought they were when they im-

ported them or bought them from stock

that was imported. I am, however, al-

ways ready and willing to give way in

all matters pertaining to poultry, and I

will say for the l)enefit of the Cornish In-

dian games that I do not doubt but they

would thrive well, provided they were

allowed the range of many acres ; but for

the farmer's fowl I do not think they

would meet the satisfaction of but very

few. If my birds had laid anything like

they should have laid during the egg sea-

son" I would certainly have l)ien many
dollars richer than I am to-day.

As I state<l in my last article, I not

only speak for my.self but for many
others. I have just received a letter from

a New York breeder who has imported
many fowls from the best yards in Eng-
land and his ideas range about the same
as mv own in this respect. They are cer-

tainly a good bird in every particular af-

ter they are grown, as far as eating qual-

ities go. and I am a little like Brother
Valentine, do not prefer the breast, but

would much prefer having the secoud
joint, as I consider it more delicious in

every way. Take, for instance, the ma-
jority of the poultry writers to-day and
you will find them principally judges in

the poultry show. This is where they
get the ii\formation and not from rais-

ing a bird from its infancy to maturity,

and I claim, as I stated before, that

a great many breeders, understand
me, I don't say all, but a great many
breeders, of to-day are not writers

on poultry sul>jects, but the principal

writers are men that judge poultry at

shows, and if not judges they are inter-

ested in some poultry journal and are not

familiar with many of the breeds that

they write about. It is true that many do
advertise in poultry papers and spend
their money lavishly, but can Brother

Valentine vouch that each and everyone
that advertises owns the birds, or does he
procure them from other parties ?

I am sorry that I am not acquainted

with you that we might not talk this

matter over l>etween us, but you must
give way in this matter somewhat. I of
course do not care to bring out different

parlies to whom I have referred in our
controversy, but I could name many who
do nothing else but purchase birds from
other parties and sell them in their own
names as breeders and writers on poultry

subjects as this.

As I stated before, I consider the

Sherwoods a breed of birds which will

hold their own in this country. There
are niauy objections to a pure white bird,

and I might also say many objections to

any other new breed of birds that is in-

troduced in this country. I am deadly

against any breed of birds being intro-

duced that has not the qualifications of a

bird that will make the farmer's fowl

in every particular, as it is the farmers

and not the fanciers, mind you, that I

consider are the people that should have
the right to know what is a good bird

and what is a bad bird, as their living

partially depends on this. Now suppose

you sold a farmer Indian games or ej^gs

last year. They are not a hardy bird,

and the farmer will learn this soon
enough after he gets them from the shell.

I have heard poultry judges and fanciers

state that the Indian games are just the

reverse of this, and they have their set

views, but you can rest assured I am a

friend of the Indian games at the present

time, as to their laying qualities prin-

cipallv, but should I at any time be

convinced that I am wrong, I will cer-

tainly apologize for my stubbornness in

the matter. I onlv hope that we will

see Brother Valentine at the Philadel-

phia show, which will take place some
time in January, I l)elieve. We then may
get a chance to speak alx)Ut this question.

Henman.
Philadelphia, Pa., August 4.

REARING PHEASANTS.

G-apes.

Chicks most subject to gapes are those

that run on damp, low places. It is gen-

erally understood now that gapes are

caused by small worms in the windpipe.

These can be removed by the use of a fine

horse hair twisted and run down the

windpipe ; a quick jerk after turning

around will remove the worms or kill

them. But one must l)e dexterous and
practiced to do this. A small feather is

perhaps better. Leave only the tip,

which wet with one ounce of glycerine

and twenty drops carbolic acid. Twist

it quicklv iu the windpipe, withdraw and
repeat. You will see the worms or a lit-

tle blood come out.

Here are two good gape remedies.

Give the chick a piece of camphor the

size of A pea. The fumes will kill the

little worms. Camphor in the drinking

water will prevent gapes. Another good
remedy is spirits of turpentine ; dose

five to ten drops at a time. Either of

these two remedies will do. If not, in-

crease the dose. If that fails use the

feather or twisted loop in the windpipe.

Change the chicks to high, dry ground

and put camphor in the water, and it

will save the rest of the flock.—Journal

of Agriculture and Farmer.

—Clabbered milk will be found one of

the best things for both chicks and fowls,

and fortunate are those who can obtain

it handily.

—Don't forget to supply your hens

with all the milk vou can spare. You
will be surprised to see how they will

"shell out eggs" under this treatment.

A Game Bird That Should Be
Raised More Extensively.

Correspondence Feathered World.

Throughout our country at the present

time great preparations are being made

so as to find sport for the many gentle-

men who look forward to the pheasant

shooting in the autumn. An ever-in-

creasing demand is made for pheasants,

so that many are taking up pheasant

rearing as a source of livelihood. This

is a branch which can never l>c overdone,

as the demand is now on the increase at

remunerative prices. Those who under-

stand their business make it pay well,

and in some parts of our country cottag-

ers who have a little ground at their dis-

posal are building pheasant runs and

rearing young birds. I have been much

interested on a recent visit to Bucking-

hamshire in going round to various

pheasantries and peeing the various modes

of feeding and treatment. I am always

interested in anything which is con-

nected with the poultry world, and it is

with much pleasure that I see cottagers

and small farmers are at last waking up

to the fact that it is to their advantage to

go in for fowls, ducks, turkeys and geese

of a good breed, but more of this later.

Now, with regard to pheasants, I visited

one breeder who rears a large number of

birds, and he gave me his views on the

subject of pheasant rearing which quite

coincided with my own. The best way

to keep the stock biids is in wooden
pens, which are boarded close up to a

height of al)out four feet, then for two

feet above they are latticed, or open

work is used. Fiach pen is made to hold

a set of birds—a cock with six or se /tu

heus. A door is made into each pen, but

no sleeping accommodation is provided.

The ground is covered with short dry

grass, and the birds lay their eggs about

as they will. They are very timid, and

it is not wise to frighten them m the

least. The attendant is careful always

to dress iu the same clothes when going

near his birds, as they are quick to notice

a change in his dress, and if a s ranger

approaches they are very restless, run-

ning to and fro in their pens. Some
of the cocks are much more handsome

than others, but I cannot think there is

a prettier sight than a pheasant cage filled

with healthy birds, all in their gayest

plumage.
When breeding the birds are always at

their best as regards appearance. When
a cock bird is active seven hens are given

to him, and very rarely any of the eggs

are found to be unfertile. I was asking

this breeder what he considered the main

points to be observed to ensure success-

ful seasons, and he said, "These birds

cannot thrive unless they have plenty of

very sharp grit." I was glad to hear

him say this, and I found out that he

keeps a big stone slab, on which he breaks

up flint stones into suitable pieces for

4iis birds, and gives them this every day

to peck at as they like. The young birds

he gives road sweepings to, which con-

tain much crushed flint. The eggs re-

alize a good price ; one shilling each and

upwards can be obtained for the large

ones, but after the last week in May no

eggs are sold for a time, but are put dowu
under hens so as to hatch as many young

birds as possible.

In every pheasant rearing country

there are dealers in pheasant eggs, who
collect the eggs from the various breed-

ers and then sell them to those who have

not sufficient stock birds themselves.

There is a difference in the size and color

of the eggs. Some are of a bright brown,

while others are of a deep olive tint.

They are certainly very pretty. It is al-

ways the aim of every successful pheas-

ant rearer to get a number of good hens

broody just at the time when they want

to put their eggs down. Big hens are

not suitable for this purpose, as heavy

birds frequently crush their eggs and
,

chicks. The best breed of hens for this

purpose is the game Plymouth Rock.

These are splendid sitters and mothers,

with very close feathers, compact birds,

and not too heavy. Pheasant rearers

give four shillings each for broody hens

all the time they are putting eggs down,
and they are well worth this to them.
• When the young pheasants are hatched
they thrive well if pro{>erly attended to.

They need constant attention. It is a
mistake to try and rear pheasants on the
same ground more than tv o years in suc-
cession, and it is belter if fresh ground
can be provided each year, both for the
stock birds and the young ones. A large

meadow is rc(|uired, and the birds are

cooped about it just the same as young
chickens. They are not allowed to run
in the grass when too long, and a small
wire pen is provided to the coops of those
which are very young. When the birds

are older they wander away in the day-
time, but always come back when it is

time for feeding. The best mode of treat-

ment is undoubtedly the one which takes

the most care of the birds, feeding them
judiciously. For food, scalded biscuit

meal is the best staple food. When first

hatched they are fed on hard-boiled eggs
chopped finely, mixed with bread cruml)S

just moistened with milk. Some people

have an idea that it is necessary to make
custards for the young birds, but this

system is not largely adopted, as it is

found to he much safer to feed with eggs,

groats, etc. The ohl groats are relished

by the young birds, and are a splendid

food.

Crissel or granulated meat is a neces-

sity, and many tons of this are used an-

nually in our country for the rearing of

pheasants. As a change from the biscuit

meal, the best barley meal is mixed with

greaves and water and given ; various

condiments are used in the soft food and
are found to be good. A stimulant is

certainly required, and especially in

damp seasons. Some rearers go in for the

no-water system as adopted in rearing

chickens, while others prefer to give

them a good supply of water. I am in

favor of giving them their food very

moist and very little water or none at all,

at any rate for two or three months.

They seem to thrive better on this sys-

tem. Undoubtedly those which have as

much water as they like to drink are

more apt to fall victims to the complaint

which carries off large num]>ers, if care

is not taken, viz. : gapes, and it also pro-

duces inflammation of the crop.

If the birds can be kept quite free from

gapes, very few are lost. ITudoubtedly

for this purpose some powder in their

food is beneficial, and should any bird

fall a victim to the complaint they should

at once be treated with the little bellows

and powder manufactured for this pur-

pose by a certain firm.

Pheasant rearing is a very pleasant and

profitable business, but, like all other

brances of bird-rearing, must not l)e en-

tered upon by those who do not under-

stand the matter thoroughly. As I have

said, the eggs always command a goixl

price, and as to the young birds, from

four shillings each and upwards is real-

ized for the cockerels for shooting, and

the pullets are worth from fifteen to

twentv shillings each for breeding pur-

poses,' readers will see from this that it

IS a profitable business, and I feel sure it

will increase very much, as the demand
is on the increase, and will continue to

be while this fine old English sport is

engaged in.

pERCHE5,HEST5 ^ DuST gflTHS

From the Live Stock Journal.

With the advent of warmer weather,

which we may reasonably expect will

soon be upon us, there will come various

pests which trouble the fowls unless they

are provided against. Perches and nests

are the worst harlMsrers of insects and

vermin, and many of our readers would

be astounded if they could witness the

advent every night of the black hordes

which swarm over the fowls, even when

they are thought to be free from them.

It is a commonly accepted belief that

where there are fowls there must be fleas.

But this we beg leave to deu}—there is

no in list about it. Certainly it is, how-

ever, that when neglected they are

present ; but it is equally certain that

they can be enormously reduced iu num-

ber, and we believe, exterminated, to the

greater comfort of the birds and to their

better thriving. But it must l)e acknowl-

edged that there is a great difference in

places, so far as the numljers of these

pests are concerned, for some fowls ap-

pear to be always infestcvl with them,

whilst others do not appear to fje so much

troubled. But it is at night they turn

out, and a peep into a poultry house then

would reveal their presence.

During the day they lie dormant in the

interstices and crevices which form their

lairs. Such is found more especially in

wooden houses than in brick or stone

ones, though if the walls of the latter are

broken or uneven they may be just as

bad. But, as a rule, they do not offer

all. As a rule, nests are very much ne-

glected, and the boxes are often made in

the most unsuitable manner that could
well be devised. Small boxes, of a bad
shape (to clean out whicii would be an
impossi1)le feat) ; straw unchanged for

weeks perhaps—and even when changed,
the earth below a mass of filth and dirt.

Such IS a not unfair description of some
nests we have seen, and it cannot Inr won-
dereil that they, form a harl)orage for

vermin. All such arrangements as sul-

phur balls are in vain, unless the nest is

kept projjerly clean.

We saw, some time ago, a capital form
of nest, which ai)i>eared to us one of the
simplest that could well be devised. It

consisted of two pieces of two-inch scant-

Marketing.

The best market for poor chickens is

at home—never away. Grade your

dressed poultry before sending it to mar-

ket. A strictly choice package brings

top prices always, never so with inferior.

A farmer who excels in catering to his

market is generally successful with the

raising of his chickens, and he knows

how because he studies to pro<luce profit

and give satisfaction. We have in mind

a farmer who markets broilers nine out

of twelve months of the year, by the aid

of incubators and brooders, and each

week finds him marketing his stock. His

neighbors do not attend much to poultry.

He is gathering in extra dollars while

thev are going to sleep. Do you keep

poultry, and does it pay ? If not. some-

thing is the matter ; find out what it is

and don't slumber longer.—National

Stockman and Farmer.

—Sentimental Lady—This world is a

vale of tears. Even the beautiful rose

has thorns. Prosaic Visitor— I wouldn't

mind that much, but that shad are so full

of bones is an outrage on the human
race.

such facilities for the vermin. In a stone

or brick building the walls should be

primed, and in a woo<len one the holes

and crevices can be filled up with an ad-

mixture of soft soap and clay, to which

a few drops of carbolic acid may be

added. This, when it hardens, will do
much to keep down the insects, which

cannot thrive without places of resort.

Over all. no matter what kind of wall it

may be, there should be a good thick

coating of strong whitewash, well charged

with carbolic acid. To this some glue or

lump tallow should be added, so as to

give an even surface.

Perches vary in accordance with the

place they are to occupy. The rests are

often a source of trouble, and offer a

place for dirt and vermin to gather. The
best kind of perch is a concrete block let

into the wall, but that can only be done

iu brick or stone houses. We once saw

this svsteni capitally applied. The perch

was of a T shape, and the three ends

rested upon blocks of the material

named. The perch was easily removed,

and as the only uneavenness in each

block was a slot in which the perch

rested, there were very few facilities for

vermin there. In a wooden house there

is nothing better than a couple of strong

iron eyes or staples fastened to each end

of the perch, with corresponding hooks

or catches in the walls, as then there is

very little space which cannot l)e seen or

got at. A perch is best made of a fir

pole about three inches in diameter. If

sawed in two, a couple will thus be ob-

tained. Failing this, we prefer a plain

piece of deal about three inches wide and

two inches thick, with the edges taken

off and the upper side rounded a little.

Smaller perches are objectionable, as

they often cause crooked breasts. Vermin

may be kept somewhat at bay if the ends

of the perches are painted with or dipped

into paraffin oil once or twice a month,

as this is greatly disliked by the insects,

and they cannot overcome the smell of

it. Should wooden rests be used for the

perches, they may also be treated in the

same way. Bv this means the comfort

of the birds will be greatly enhanced,

and this will be to the advantage of the

owner.
Whilst the neglect of perches contri-

butes to the development of vermin, that

of nests does so even to a greater degree,

for there is in the latter much more ma-

terial in which they can hide. We have

seen it stated that hens sometimes lay

awav, simplv because their nests are in-

fested with insects. Whether this is .so

or not we cannot sav, but it is a very

probable explanation, if the perversity

of some fowls needs any explanation at

ling, so nailed as to form a perfect square
of about fifteen inches. There was no
top nor bottom, and it was just a frame
of the size named. The great advantage
of such a nest as this is the ease with
which it can be remove«l. and no trouble

is involved in the operation. The wire
hanging nests are also very goo<l, as in

them the accumulation of filth would be
a constant reproach. There is an old
saying to the effect that "which the eye
does not see, the heart does not grieve

for;" and this is often true in the details

of poultry manageuK'Ht. With a nest

standing on the ground, the necessary

thing is to remove it entirely once a

week, to thoroughly sweej) the ground
below, and to supply fresh straw. Over
the latter, when the nest is made, a little

carbolic acid may be sprinkled, if that is

thought desirable. But, with the pre-

cautions already enumerated, this is not

imperative.
These are two most important jwints

of poultry management, but they will be
useless if there is not a good dust-bath

provided, for it is by means of this the

fowls cleanse themselves. In the summer
season, when at liberty, they can gener-

ally find a place by the road-side or under
a hedge in which to disport themselves,

but if in confinement, or when the season

IS wet and cold, they cannot do this. In

any case it is better to provide a goml
dust-bath, which can be placed in the

covered run or in a shed provided for the

purpose. The deeper it is the easier will

the birds be able to use it, and we prefer

a dust-bath fifteen inches deep. Nothing
is l>etter to put in it than fine ashes, but

fine dry earth or wood will do equally

well. These have a deodorizing effect,

and are highly beneficial to the fowls.

There should be some carbolic powder or

black sulphur mixed with the ashes, and
this will help to kill the insects. If com-
bined with a good bust-bath, there is

care in the matter of perches and nest.s,

such as we have spoken of, insects can

be kept down very easily, and this is well

worth the effort necessary.

—Not any one breed of fowls will meet

every expectation of their owner, and yet

every breeder has his favorites.

—Performance is what is called for to-

day, and unless your hens are from fami-

lies noted as layers, or as flesh formers,

the pedigree counts for nothing.

—If there is any one thing alxive an-

other that lice do' not like it is kerosene

oil. and as it is a cheap article we know
of nothing better to use in a hen house,

—There are no two breeds that have so

firm a hold on the breeders of America

as the Brahmas and Plymouth Rocks,

Those who keep fowls for profit and

those who are compelled to satisfy their

tastes inside the most practical breeds in-

variably keep the Brahma or Plymouth

Rock ; the demand will naturally l>e

greater for these two breeds.—American

Agriculturist.

—There are few excepting poultry fan-

ciers whose fo\\ls will not be greatly im-

proved by introduction of new blood.

Watch the advertisements of those hav-

ing birds or et'gs of fine-bre<l varieties,

and if your fowls have become mongrels

kill all vour own roosters and set eggs

from tiiose varieties that seem best

adapted to vour own needs, says the

American Cultivator. The next yea*^ after

this is done you will have pirt of your

flock pure-bred and part half bred, and

bv killing for eating; all the crosses that

are males, and breeding only from pure-

breds, there nce«l be no trouble in keep-

ing the flock for several years in good

condition for the purpose that has been

aimed at. It is the breeding from half-

bred males, in all animals that produces

mongrels of little value for anything.
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THE FANCIRRS* JOURNAIv

THE TRUE COCHIN.

How a Photograph from Life Rep-

resents the Bird.

KniTOR Fanciers' Journal.

I thank you for Kiving your readers

the portrait of Sultan. It is a half-tone

photo euKraviuK, and is the real likeness

of a real bird. I would like to have our

Cochin lovers compare this portrait with

the standard and with the cuts of Cochins

in Poultry Culture and the Philosophy of

JudKi"K, !>"<^ answer each for himself

which conforms the most to the standard,

this real picture or the i<leal wood cuts

of the books named? In this picture

Sultan is looking very nearly straight at

you. This position was selected .so as to

show the hock, leg and toe feathering.

The brea.st development of the bird is

great, but being without prespective, the

engraving does not show it. At the time

of photographing Sultan weighed twelve

and a half pounds. This cut also demon-

strates how even our English artists ex-

aggerate the hock and leg feathers in

many of their stock cuts. I do not claim

perfection for this bird at all, but I do

claim that he is a Cochin, and .such a

Cochin as the standard describes.

With the aid of this picture I can make

mv meaning plain. The true Cochin is

a massive fowl. This idea of ma.ssive-

ness must be in every part of the bird.

The legs must be feathered so that there

is no break in the strength of the fowl's

outline. A round hock such as is de-

scril)ed for the Brahmas and American

cla.s.ses is not strong enough to preserve

the impression of nias.siveness. Ihe

indrawing of the outline at the hock i.s a

violation of true form. This is the

trouble with all the cuts 111 the books

named. A roun<l hock such as the

stan.lard gives to the Plymouth Rock

and llrahmas is put on these ideal cuts of

Cochins The standard calls for a Cochin

with plentiful soft feathers at the hock,

standing out and at the lower part cun'-

inir inwardlv so as to hide the hock joint

on the outside. This illustrating of, as a

tvpical Cochin, a hock which is not a

Cochin hock is one of the means em-

ploved to kill the Cochin.

The true Cochin hock for the exhibi-

tion bird is neither the extreme of vulture

hock nor the extreme of bare toes and

scantily feathered legs. It is between

and is fairlv and plainly descril)ed 111 the

constitution of the Cochin Club. The

perfect hock should be one that you can-

not tell where the hock ends and leg

feathers begin the hock and leg feather-

ing should shade into each other. The

Cochin should have just enough hock

and leg feathers to preserve the fullness

of its massive outline; and more or less

should be cut as a defect.

I want to thank vou for your editorial

as to the distinction existing, and which

should alwavs be made l)etween the fan-

cier an«l his'faucv points and the poul-

terer and the requisites of the eggs and

nesh for market pro<luction. It is no

answer to a claim for the preservation of

a fancy point, the point injures egg pro-

duction. The chief point to the true

fancier's heart is Ijeauty. If the useful

qualifications also exist so much the bet-

ter but the fancv must l>e maintained or

all interested in ' the breeding of strictly

fancy fowls will die away, poultry shows

will no longer be held, the A. P. A. would

die a natural death and Hroadax's occu-

pation would be gone.
.

I think it safe to sav that the rule is

that cross-bred fowls will lay more eggs

and make as good market poultry as any

of the thoroughbreds. The portrait of

Queen demonstrated that a long-bodied

Cochin could also l>e a full feathered

Cochin. The fact is she has more fluff

and feather than any short-l)odied bird I

Iciiow

I do not believe that the question of

hocks or no hocks, cushion or no cushion,

feathered or no feathered legs, have any-

thing to do one way or the other with

egg production. Why? The Polish

which are classed as egg varieties have a

top knot. The Leghorn, big combs, sin-

gle rose etc. The French breeds have

almost I'lo combs at all. There is as

much variety in form and feather

amon 'st the distinctively egg breeds as

there is amongst the Asiatics. This cry

that breeding a full hock on our Cochins

will injure their substantial qualities is

simply poppy cock.
. .

I'll tell you what in my humble opinion

is the reason that some families of high-

bred fowls from year to year decline in

egg production (and this decline is not

confined to any one breed). It is close

breeding, the keeping the strain of the

cock, the roval one-eighth fresh blood,

advocated in' Poultry Culture. Our fan-

ciers have been too afraid of fresh blood.

Kach fancier is apt to think his particu-

lar flock so much better than any other

that he is afraid of fresh blood.

That diagram in Poultry Culture of the

breeding of a pen of dark Brahmas has

wrecked the egg basket for many an

amatuer who believed in the royal one-

eighth and tried to practice it.

Thkopork STKRNBKRG.

Cochin niu.,July 27, 1891.

CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK.

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the

Wing for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIE.

—The broiler industry, the rearing of

roasters and capons, and the egg farm

are in their infancy. Their growth is

going to be rapid. When this demand
has really begun to l)e felt, the breeders

of special purpose fowls will not want

for orders. The demand for Indian

Once upon a time I was skeptical con-

cerning the genuineness of so many

"sports" as we at times have "all in a

lump." I could not tell exactly why we

had been breeding Plymouth Rocks,

Wyandottes, Javas and Langshans for

years true to color and then all at once

have them throw white "sports." If

this staggered me, you may well imagine

my surprise to hear that these same white

"sports" were greatly superior to the old

and original standard breeds from which

they "sported."

It is perfectly clear to me now. Why.

bless your sweet innocence in nature, all

things were created dark. Adam and

Eve were black, and we the superior race

are nothing but "white sports." As we

are superior to the original color, as we
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games, Dorkings, Leghorns, Minorcas,

red caps and similar fowls is growing,

and the breeders of these varieties are

increasing with great rapidity.—Ameri-

can Agriculturist.

—A good laving hen, that will raise a

brood of chickens each year, will more

than pay for herself three times over the

first year.

—If possible give your chicks a good

grass run as soon as convenient, as they

will thrive on such a run when it is warm
enough for them.

—A quart of coal tar in half a barrel

of water .should always be kept on hand.

Stir it up well and sprinkle the water over

the floors of the house and against the

sides ; it will kill the lice and purify the

house.

—If your fowls get the roup, cure the

disea.se or kill all who have it at once.

After thev have all had the disease a few

weeks vou mav then cure them, but they

will be'much more liable to take the dis-

ease again thau fowls that have never

had it.

now find it, so must all "white sports"

l>e su^K^rior to parent stock.

One dav last week I took my gun and

went a .s([uirrel hunting. A violent .storni

came upon me. and I sought shelter in

the cabin of an old darkey. I received

(juite a lengthv dis.sertation upon guns,

dogs, a.stroiiom'v, astrology and the Bible,

an<l it was while upon this latter subject

that he convinced me that Adam was the

same color as was my entertjiiner—he

won me over. Wonder if we are not the

chiblrcn of Cain ?

"One cannot get white Indian games

from the Cornish variety without cross-

ing them." .says friend Clarke. Where

have vou been all these years, my friend,

when' all of our old "tried and true"

breeds have been throwing not only

white, but all imaginable colors of

"sports?" Just wait, my friend, until the

American fancier gets a good grip on the

Cornish Indian and you'll find he throws

"sports" as regularly and of as fa.shion-

able a color as any of them. By a year

from now we'll have on a regular boom
for Cornish Indian games.

When we Americans want a peculiar

colored "sport" we go out to our yards,

call our lowls about us, read them a

few extracts from the poultry papers de-

scribing the varied l)eauties of the plu-

mage of the coining fowl and end the

discourse by telling them ruin is in store

for us unless they "sport" us some chicks

according to fashion's l>ehests. The next

eggs we set will give us a number that

are just right ; even the artistic eye or

hand of a Lee could make no improve-

ment. .

"Enough is as good as a feast," and it

looks to me as though we had quite

enough "sport" breeds and should call a

halt in that line. Take the Plymouth

Rocks as an example. We started with

the old-fashioned barred fowl, then it

"sported" the white; "sported" again

and we had the peaconib barred ;
then

peacomb white ; now we hear of a buff

Plymouth Rock, another "sport," of

course. All that is now left to complete

the family is a ginger red and a black.

The "eggs for hatching" season is over

once more, and the hens that have been

yarded in small yards during the breed-

ing season should now be given their lib-

erty. Turn them out, let them have as

free range as your circumstances will

permit. Remove the males ; they are no

good now, but a positive injury to your

flocks. Don't neglect to feed the hens

dailv. The males, or one of them, may
be made very useful in quelling the "can-

niballistic" (if that is not a good word

you're responsible) instincts of the cock-

erels. Saw his spurs off, rounding the

edges, and turn him to run with them.

He'll keep them in the "straight and

narrow path."
Now is the time to prepare your pullets

for early winter laying. Keep them on

the grow, feed liberally but feed sparingly

of fattening foods. These will act just

the reverse from what you want. Yen
want muscle, vou want good bone and

you want an early development of the

organs of reproduction—the ovaries.

They tell us the McKinley tariff is go-

ing to do wonders for the henmen. Don't

just see how that will come about, but

judging next winter by those that have

gone before we may safely predict a large

advance over present prices along al>out

next November. And we, if we wish to

catch on, must have our pullets ready

for "business" when the "bulls," "bears"

or McKinley tariff advances the price of

"hen fruit" to thirty cents or more per

dozen.

Washington Gossip.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Washington, Aug. 3. -I would like

to say a few words in regard to some

fanciers who are always ready to say why

this one or that one should not fly this

station or that station. I would like to

ask if it is anybody's business but my
own if I fly 815 miles. I fly m^ birds to

win and not for the sake of loosing tlieni,

but there are some fanciers in this city

that are afraid to fly their birds, and do

not want to see those go ahead who want

to show the fanciers in other cities that

they intend to fly birds with any of them.

There are some fanciers here that have

been flying birds for some years who
could not get their birds any further than

128 miles, and were afraid to ri.sk sending

birds to the 515 n»»le station that are

causing all the trouble. Now that we

have a few fanciers that have made the

515 miles the fir.st year they have been in

the fancy they say'this is not right. If a

fancier sends his birds for a fly, no matter

if for a short or long one, let the other

fanciers encourage him, and not say do

not send your birds, as you will not get

them back, it is too big a jump, etc. The

way I look at it is that we keep birds to

fly and not to look at, and the more we
fl'y'them the better will be the results.

Of course judgment .should be used in

regard to age and conditions. If a fan-

cier's bird covers from 515 ""les why has

not his bird as much chance to make
1000 miles as any of the other birds that

have come from that distance, as no

man can sav that his bird will coine l>ack

when he ships them. Come, boys, drop

this kind of talk and fly birds, and see

if we cannot do as well as any of them.

Night Owl.

—Commeal and wheat bran, about half

and half, and mixed to a stiff dough, is a

fine soft food for the morning meal.

Don't forget to add a little salt.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

is a private or an official one, the evi-

dence of its performance must be clearly

substantiated.

The following startling news appeared

in the Philadelphia Ledger on July 31 :

If the report received from Providence

by certified telegram yesterday is con-

firmed the George W. Child prize will be

awarded this season, and from a distance

and with a speed American fanciers may
have hoped for but never expected their

birds to make. For more than a week
three birds owned by H. J. Williams, of

Providence, R. I., were waiting for fav-

orable weather in Danville, Va. Yester-

day morning, at ten minutes past 6

o'clock, they were let go. The report, as

rendered to the race agent in this city by

certified telegram, is that one wearing

the leg baud marked H. W., put on

the bird by the liberator just before

it took wing from Danville, arrived

there at 3.35 P. M. If the advice

from the liberator, given to the mail

after the birds were let go, and conse-

quently not due here until to-night, con-

firms this marking on the band, and if

the band was given to the mail in Provi-

dence last night, the claim must be ac-

cepted, as in no other way than by air

line and pigeon power could a material

thing have been carried the distance in

the lime specified. According to the fig-

ures given, the time between basket and

the lx>b wires at home was 565 minutes.

The air-line distance is al>out 556 miles,

thus making the average si)eed about

1700 yards per minute, and the mile in

im. 1.9 sec. This, if confirmed, will

break every record, l)oth at home and

abroad, and will give future flyers a hard

task to equal.
*

* «

In the New York Sun a dispatch from

Philadelphia dated August i stated

:

"There is no mistake as to the identity

of the bird Mandigo that arrived at H.

J. Williams' loft in Providence at 10

o'clock this morning from the start in

Danville on Thursday morning. The

distance, 556 miles, is the greatest cov-

ered this season, and the time is the best

made from over 447 miles."

* *

In the Ledger of the same date the fol-

lowing appeared :

The marking of the leg band reported

from Providence on Thursday was not

that used by the liberator at the 556-niile

station that morning, and 447 miles con-

tinues to be the greatest distance covered

in the day this season. The bird wearing

the baud returned from a near-by station,

and through the mistaken zeal of one

who happened to »>e m the loft (the

owner was absent) its marking was tor-

warded by certified telegram to the race

agent in this city. It is one of the rules

governing the competition for the George

W. Childs prize that the marks of the

leg band put on the bird by the lib-

erator before the start shall be reported

by the owner the day of the start and

given to the press for next morning's is-

sue, thus being made public before the

proof of its correctness is received by mail

from the only one who could give it—J-^^e

lilierator. Other proofs are called for, but

this, showing that the bird at home is the

one liberated and protecting the time of

arrival, is the most important.

« *

The New York World also states that

the birds of the Bellevue Club of Phila-

delphia were liberated in Greers, S. C,
at sunrise on August 2. The first return

reported was Harry vSkelton's Somerset,

found ill the loft at evening. The dis

tance is 510 miles and the time is the

best for over 447 miles made this season.

The entries were : L. A. Mahler, 5 ; T.

T. Mather, 2
;
Joseph Skeltou, 2 ; Harry

Skelton, 2. If Harry Skelton's Somer-

set made the best time for over 447 miles

the bird Mandigo must try again, for the

best time was also claimed for the latter

on that 556 mile fly.

*
« *

At a recent meeting of the Pimpire Fly-

ing club, of New York City, it was de-

cided to fly the young bird races over

the western course, limiting the longest

race to a distance of 235 miles. This

action was taken in order to prepare the

birds for the Chicago World's Pair lib-

eration, in case arrangements are here-

after made to participate therein. Prom

the discussion that took jjlace at the

meeting it could l>e seen that the club

members fully appreciated the dmiculties

that are likely to be met by the birds

.

when shipped to points beyond the

mountain ranges, but the majority of

those present were satisfied that the

obstacles were not insurmountable, and,

in view of the benefits likely to be gained

by a World's Pair liberation, decided upon

the following young bird schedule for

the fall: August 23, Hamburg, Pa., dis-

tance 100 miles ; August 30, Pine Grove,

Pa., distance 125 miles; September 6,

Newport. Pa., distance 165 miles ; Sep-

tember 13, Cresson, Pa., distance 235

miles. In these races the club's libera-

tions will be well to the east of the moun-

tains, and the birds are likely to make

good .speed if they encounter anything

like favorable weather.

day arrived, and the bird was let go and

the Philadelphia fancier advised of the

fact by telegram. The bird showed up at

its Quaker City home on the moining of

the second day, having made the remark-

able journey of 500 miles alone.

*
« •

The famous Black Robin has not re-

turned, although all others returned from

the 5(X)-mile station. Black Robin is a

serious loss to his owner. The progeny

of the great flyer are in great demand.

average speed to win. Fanciers wishing

to compete can arrange as to stations*,

etc., with the secretary of the l''e<leration.

No limit as to number of birds, but entry

l)lanks for this race must plainly state,

"in competition for I'ederation fShow

Prize."

* *

On vSaturday, August i. the third of the

series of races between the Providence

and Fall River birds was flown, the start

being from Washington. D. C. The en-

try was ; Jere Clancy, Providence, 8

;

Brooks Borden, i, and Fred Bowers, 6,

both of Fall River. The Clancy birds

were started at 5.30 A. M., the Fall

River's at 6 o'clock, and, as a conse-

quence, the Providence birds were beat-

en, the rule being that when birds are

liberated within an hour of each other,

those started last will, in seeing the others

on ahead, make haste to overtake them.

The result iu order of average speed was

as follows

:

Time cut. Dist. Yards per
Min. Miks. min.

. 573 3^S my
. . S>>o 7PA "".'>

. 5.S0 36.1 iios

. . 5K1 3.S8 i^***?

The Homing ICxchange thinks the

Philadelphia section has made a j-rave

mistake in changing the date as stated

above.

PIGEON FLYERS MEET.

Biril Owner.
Konie. Borden .

Washec. Bowers
Jerry, Bowers .

hchiuid, Clancy

Four Clancy birds arrived together, but

only the one was timed. The Bowers

birds lost time in this race, as in the one

from this city, in accompanying Roineo

to his lofts, and, after seeing him safely

past the bobs, returning to their own.

The next journey for the birds will be

from 535 miles.
»

* «

» *

In tbe Philadelphia Ledger, under date

of August 4, we read that "Lone Star, of

H. G. Thurston's lofts at Fall River, was

liberated in Pollard, Ala., at a quarter of

8 o'clock yesterday morning. The air-

line distance to l)e covered to home is

1 152 miles. The record to be beaten is

1050 miles, made in 1S.S5, the greatest

distance ever covered by a pigeon.

*
» *

This hardly agrees with tabulated

Tlie Belmont Club of West Philadel-

phia will add a few additional well-known

fanciers to their already large organiza-

tion, an(l will fly their birds as a club in-

dependent of any new aggregation.

*

James A. Stovell has purchased the en-

tire loft of George L. Morgan's fine se-

lected stock of homers. Mr. Stovell also

recently came into posession of the

"Sherr" birds, among which were many

excellent breeders and several 500-

milers.

* *

The Star Homing Club of Philadelphia

are already on the road with about fifty

choice youngsters, and flew them from

North F:ast on Sunday last. While the

speed was not phenomenal, the returns

were found correct early in the day.

The Annual Meeting? to Be Held

in Newark, December 9, 1891.

Sl-KCl.VI. TO THK I'ANCIKKS' JOIKNAI..

A meeting of the Fxecutive Committee

of the Federation of American Homing

Pigeon P'anciers was held on Wed-

nesday, August 5. at the residence

of Mr. William Bennert, Newark, N.

J. The following members were pres-

ent : President vS. G. M. Maule, vSec-

retary I). S. Rogers. John Shepard,

James Work. Paul Krausc. John Diggle,

G. R. Callaghan, all from Philadeli)hia ;

William lieiinert. W. 1'.. Garrabrant,

George Bowerman, C. .Main. A. Mahr,

Iv Morton, of Newark, and H. K.Tucker,

of lUizaheth. N. J.

The meeting was called to order by

President Maule, and the business trans-

acted was purely executive. .\t the re-

(luest of the lMiila(lel])hia section it was

vote<l to issue diplomas instead of certifi-

cates. They are to be called Concourse

diplomas to'distiuguish thetii from regu-

lar Federation diplomas. The IMiilatlel-

phia section recoinniended the exjnilsion

of one of its members for dishonest re-

turns. Referred to the annual meeting

for final action.

A motion was made to hold the next

annual meeting of the lV<leration in

Newark. N. J. This brought out consitl-

crable discussion, and some Newark
members seemed to think Brooklyn or

Plainfiehl would Ik- more desirable. It

was finally decideil to hold the next an-

nual meeting at Newark on December 9,

iSgi. the New Jersey central section to

make all necessary arrangements. There

will be no .show held in connection with

the meeting, although it was suggested

to exhibit all the prize winning birds of

the season.

After the nuetiiii.' adjourned the mem-
bers were treatetl to 1)«)unteous refresh-

ments and cigars by "mine host" Ben-

nert. and proceeded to visit the lofts of

the iatter and those of Mr. Garrabrant.

Most of the members left for New York

to attend the meeting of the luniiire City

Homing Club, a full report of which will

api>ear in next week's is.sue of TnK F.\N-

CIKR.S' JoiJR.NAI..

records. For the l)enefit of our new
| Messrs. Boyd, Markley, Love and Cater

readers we publish some of the best

American records prior to January, 1891 :

Speed. Dis-

Yds. per tance
Date. Minute. Miles

. April, i^S5 1140 65

*
« »

A dispatch dated Philadelphia, August

3, to the New York World states :

"The leg band put on the pigeon at

Danville, Va., 556 miles from its home,

on Thursday, was delivered in Providence

Saturday. The telegram announcing the

bird's return at 10 o'clock of that day

was received in this city about noon.

This establishes this claim to the greatest

distance covered this season, and until

to-day the best time for over 447 ""^es

this season."

* *

As one and the same authority sup-

plied the above papers with the various

items of news regarding the record

beater Mandigo, our readers can draw

their own conclusions as to whether the

claim of 1700 yards per minute is cou

1446

1439
1549*

1464
1232*

1419
i2d.

100

150
200
300
350
400

4.S0

700

zcxl.

2Stl.

1010

1093

Name of

Owner. Bird,

(.oldman . Frank Y .

Abel .... VanOpsalJr.. June, 1RS3

Cooper. . . No 6 . . . . . May, 1883

Maguire . . Little Jim. . . ^iay, t8^5

Wluteman. No. 88 J"'>'. '^f
Butts .... Albright . . . June, 1883

Bennert. . B. 79.^ J""*^' '^^
Brooks. . . Ariel June, 1!^
I.ippincott. 12^1 J«»iy. '2'^

Bennert . . Serg't Dunne . July. iSh6

Hunt . . . Alabama . . isept., iSh5

Bowerman. Petroleum . . Sept., 1890

»A fraction less.

It will be seen that Bowermaii's Petro-

leum leads all long distance records.

»
» •

It looks as if the George W. Childs

prize will be awarded this season.

«
* *

One of the birds of I'. Prin/. that com-

peted in the 500-mile Concourse race was

caught in Spartausburg, S. C, on the day

after its liberation. The person who

caught it advised Mr. Prinz that he held

sou are on the active list this season, and

will not lose their identity as a club.

Their future races will be conducted un-

der Federation management as hereto-

fore, outside of sectional or Concourse

flighte.

* *

The Kings County prize race was ar-

ranged for Septeml)er 5, and the Fan-

ciers' Club of Germantown had already

reached the loo-mile station, working on

the strength of the original dates, August

8, 15, and 22. F. F. Benson, the able

secretary of the Kings County Homing

Club, sends out the following notice: To

the exhibitors of homing pigeons at the

last Federation show, held at the Ameri-

can Institution, New York City, 1S90.

The Kings County Homing Clul) hereby

announce officially their prize of f^o as

promised. This prize is for young birds

bearing Federation seamless bands of

this year, distance to be 200 miles, Fed-

the bird subject to his orders, and the eration rules to govern an.l competition

latter requested him to allow the bird its so be restricted to exhibitors at the

liberty on the fir.st favorable day for fly-
\

above-named show only. The race to

clusively established. Whether a record
,
ing. It was nearly a week before such a \ be flown September 5, bird making best

—Says an exchange : "A little turpen-

tine mixed with the food is a good pre-

ventive of gapes."

—If your hens do not lay well feed

them at night some wheat and in the

morning obtain some beef scrajis and mix

it in their soft food.

To get good weight and a delicate

color only meal from grain one year old

should l)e useil when fattening for mar-

ket, and the water used in the mixture of

food should have suet a<lde<l to it in the

proportion of three eighths of an ounce

to a (piart of meal. .\ small (piantity of

coarse gravel should l)e added to the

paste thus made, so as to assist the 1>ird's

digestive functions. Special care should

be taken not to give them any food for

at least twelve hours Injfore they are

killed.

—At a farm in the district of Forest

Hall, savs the I'eathered World, one of a

brood of chi«kens was lamed. Unable

to follow the hen in its search for food,

the chick was soon half-star ve<l. The
chick was recently nii>sed. au<l next day

was found Iving wi^h three kiltons, the

mother of which gave the lledgling every

attention. Hvery day the cat has carried

the bird in her m'outh to the farmyard,

where it has obtaiue«l food, ami as regu-

larly conveyed it in the same •manner

back to lie with the kittens. Through

the care of puss the injured limb is grow-

ing stronger, and the chicken is thriv-

ing.
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AERIAL MESSENGERS

BY KDWIN H. MORRIS—V.

[CONTINUKD FROM PACK 77.]

There has l>een some satisfactory work

done by birds kept in Florida an<l other

parts of North America in connection

with the coast guard or the Custom

House service, but the best opportunity

afforded for the homing pigeon to become

better known and more highly esteemed

in America was in the case of the inter-

national yacht races. The birds taken to

sea for the Coronet-Dauntless race were

through ignorance exposed to certain

death, but during the Volunteer-Thistle

and other contests some hundreds of

these little feathered reporters safely car-

ried their messages to the different news-

papers, and thus millions were kept ad-

vised when there was no other means of

quick communication. It is probable

that much good may result from using

these birds for the purpose of keeping

up advices from light ships, and in se-

curing aid from land in cases of ship-

wreck. A test was made with the great-

est satisfaction in the Me<literranean,and

pigeons have been in constant use by the

fishing smacks on the Scottish and

east coast of England and France, and

by pilots in sending advices of overdue

vessels. Quite recently the Canadian

Minister of Marine and Fisheries,decided

to establish and maintain a line of com-

niunjcation between Sable Island and

Halifax, and has imported ten pairs of

birds from England for the purpose. Sa-

ble Island is about ninety miles from

Nova Scotia, and is in the track of ves-

sels crossing the Atlantic for Europe.

Hitherto a station has been maintained

on the island for the purpose of the relief

of shipwrecked mariners, but no regular

communication l)etween it and the main-

land has been kept up.

It was not long since the young Ger-

man Kaiser when on his way to visit

Queen Victoria at Windsor, sent a mes-

sage back to the Kaiserin by a hommg
of the German fleet.

the

pigeon from one

This is supposed to be the first use made

of these aerial messengers from a German
war vessel. A recent report also states

that the bridge master at the DusseMorf-

Rhine bridge has established a loft for

the purpose of signal service for regulat-

ing the river traffic.

With all such evidence of mterest in

the homing pigeon we cannot forget a

scene nearer home. At a small country

village not far from one of the great

American commercial centres there are

two cottages, each of which has an un-

pretentious fixture on the roof in the

place of one of the windows, and it is

astonishing how much pleasure is de-

rived by the owners of the little pigeon

lofts, for such they are. When the hus-

bands leave home in the morning for the

city they are frequently seen to have

each a small case in which have been

placed a brace of birds. Very often these

are not required for the usual messages

for home, and then there is a contest,

and the buying of gloves for your neigh-

lior's wife is the result. When such an

event occurs there is nuuh elation and

anxious expectancy at the two cottages

with the mysterious fixtures on the roof,

and much a<lo on the arrival of the hus-

bands from the city. The ladies—and in

fact every menil>er of these families

—

look upon their pigeon loft as a source

of great pleasure, and a visitor is always

compelled to go to the top of the house

to see the birds, when there is much talk

of Daisv, Beauty. General. Boss, or the

latest record breaker, "who had made the

journey in twenty-two seconds less than

any bird had ever done it Inrfore, either

from our own or our neighbor's loft."

The visitor is told how this bird is now
barred or has to give time in all the

friendly contests, and the good wife will

dilate on this kind of sport, having the

advantage of freedom from many of the

evils and objections of their more absorb-

ing pastimes, how you can enjoy the ex-

citement of a race where husband and

family are interested, instead of going to

the race track to the neglect of your

household duties, your husband's busi-

ness and to the almost certain profit of a

banker where no interest is obtained on

deposits, the lady of the house thus ex-

pressing her aversion to the book-maker.

Then the girls, what infinite pleasure

they derived from the beautiful plumage

of the birds, and the curious way they

have of courting, sitting close to one an-

other, covering each other in turn with

their wings, billing and cooing away to

their hearts' content. What leisure time

the young people must spend in the

room adjoining the loft, and how well

ac(iuainted they were with the habits and

requirements of the inmates. The male

selects the nesting place, provides hay

and other material for the nest, and then

there is a time of coaxing and fondling

until the female is induced to sit ;
how

these attentions are even more pro-

nounced when the flighty young thing

condescends to lay him a pair of eggs

;

how attentive he is to all her wants ;
how

tlie longer they are mated the more at-

tached they are. and how divorce is un-

known in the pigeon loft, would be more

interesting when told by several of the

family at once, and in their naive manner.

The boys take a turn weekly in clean-

ing the loft and feeding the birds, and

were ready to post your on such matters.

**Alf " had been told that to hang a salt

codfish in the loft was a good thing, and

this he had done, and tried to convince

his brothers it was right by pointing out

how greedily the birds devoured it.

Little Frank, only 9 years old. thought

barley, peas and beans were all that was

required, and he did not understand

about giving hempseed for a change and

anise seed to make them mate, but he al-

ways got some turfs of grass when it was

his' week to attend to them, and never

forgot to let them have water enough for

a bath, besides filling their drinking

fountain. Fred, though, knew every-

thing worth knowing. Knew that it was

the salt in the fish which the birds

wanted, and considered a lump of rock

salt much cleaner and better for the

loft ; that barley, rice and wheat mixed

and ' given three or four days a week

made the birds look better and more

vigorous than when the food was not

changed for a lengthened period. He

also knew that hempseed acts as a pur-

gative, and that the birds are too fond

of it, and that too much maize was also

bad. He had lately joined a club and

was very much inclined to look down

upon his younger brothers, and was, as

he said, "going to train a bird to do the

looo-mile journey," but after the loss of

a few hundred birds in the attempt, his

experience and cooled ardor will perhaps

lead him to reflect that in such exces-

sively long journeys there is much cer-

tain hardship endured by the birds, and

therefore it becomes a cruel sport, which

his humane instincts will teach him to

avoid. 1^1
On my way home I thought what a les-

son could be taken from the pigeons in

their love of home, their gentleness, or

from the dog in his faithfulness, and how

much of the earth would ever remain be-

yond the inheritance of those whose very

gaze is confined by bricks and mortar. My
city friends seemed to have gained some-

thing in taking the trip with me, for

from their remarks they evidently found

something new in the appreciation and

charms of life in its many and varied

forms, and a lady of the party remarked

that she wished her daughters were as

attached to home as much as the mem-
l)ers of the family we had just left, and

thought it must 1)e gowl training for the

boys, for their duties in connection with

the loft were a pleasure, and inculcated

habits which could not fail to benefit

them in after life.

Pigeons have undoubtedly monopolized

the messenger service, but rapidity has

had but little to do with this. Not long

since in Westphalia a resident of Hamme
startled the pigeon flyers by offering to

wager that a dozen bees liberated 300

miles from their hives would reach it in

better time than the same number of

pigeons would reach their cote. He was

taken up, and one morning the bees and

pigeons were liberated at Rhynhern, a

village about a league from Hamme.
The first bee finished a quarter of a min-

ute before the first pigeon, three other

bees reached the goal before the second

bird, the main body of the competitors

finishing together, an instant later. The

bees too may be said to have been handi-

capped, for they were dipped in flour be-

fore starting for the purpose of identifi-

cation.
Some very interesting experiments

have l)een niade by French vSevans with

birds commonlv known as swallows. It

is admitted that the swift is the most

rapid of these, and he has a speed of 200

miles per hour, whilst the martins and

swallows travel at nearly half that rate,

hence it will be evident that were there

no difficulties in the way the pigeon

would have to give place to them.

An officer of the army was deputed to

witness a flight and report, with a view

to the formation of a swallow cote at

Mart Valerian for military purposes, but

it may be presumed that he will judge

from a practical standpoint, and that he

will not only doubt whether in the future

wars will be arranged for the summer
months, but may also question whether

insects would be induced to "fly high"

during all kinds of weather, and particu-

larly when this would be of the utmost

importance. Birds of such rapid flight

require a continuous supply of food at

such an altitude that their selecting tid-

bits of insect life en route will not need

any divergence, besides it has been ascer-

tained that they have infinitely less en-

durance than the pigeon.

Of course, to be able to supply a bird

which shall outdo the crack shots of the

German army would arouse great enthu-

siasm, and it is easy to picture the French

savans in ecstacy over their supposed

discovery, but what a change will come
over thftn when they are brought face to

face with practice' and reality, what a

shrugging of shoulders and what looks

of disappointment there will be.

The greater rapidity of these birds, the

still superior velocity of the hawk, mer-

lin and falcon could not have been un-

known to the ancients, for falconry or

hawking was an established sport in the

earliest ages, yet the pigeon alone was

used as a message bearer, and we may
safely predict that this will continue to

be so, for he has become one of our do-

mestic surroundings, just as the cat and

the dog has. Tom Hood recognized this

for he wrote,

"No dog was on the threshold, great or small

;

No pigeon on the roof—no household creature-

No cat demurely dozing on the wall-

Not one domestic creature."

THERE IS PROFIT IN POULTRY

Extracts from an Address De-

livered by I. K. Felch.

To prove this I have only to say that

seventeen years ago I came home as a

commercial traveler worse than nothing

in this world's goods ; and for the whole

seventeen years since I have been com-

pelled to secure a living for self and

family from this industry, and I say here,

on this platform, the worst year of the

whole seventeen paid me a gross profit of

11280. I did not come here, however, to

disclose my business ; but have tried to

instill into your minds that where one is

willing to labor, and will give his Ijest

efforts of mind and hands to the industry,

it will pay. But my mission will fail of

its end if I have not excited a full dis-

cussion of the question.

To this point I have said little of the

profits of thoroughbreds. With fowls,

as with other fine stock, the extreme

prices come from the love of possession

among the rich. Such men, so far as their

own wants go, do not let money stand be-

tween them and their pets. Once they

buy they retain them, and the breeder

who lives by his skill in breeding and

the selling of these fine specimens, does

not suffer by competition from the sale,

but rather the sale becomes an advertise-

ment for the breeder, which sends other

purchasers to his yards. So true is this

that I consider the sale of jfiooo worth

of fine poultry far better than J^iooo

worth of advertising. With such a help

as a living advertisement, all paper ad-

vertising becomes of fourfold benefit.

In the first part of this essay I have

shadowed the importance of the use of

thoroughbred stock. I wish to empha-

size the importance of it here, and im-

press this fact: If you kill one-half the

thoroughbreds for praptical uses you be^

come able to ship superior stock for

breeding purposes, which makes every

sale a help to sell many. The greatest

evil men fall into is in selling at low

prices, to wit : One offers you $2 for a

specimen vou could sell for $1 to eat
;
you

are too apt to see the loss of |i, when to

refrain from selling that poor thorough-

bred you would have kept, it may be,

purchasers that would have left you a

profit of $10, it may be I50. Had they

Ijeheld this poor specimen they would

in it have seen a careless regard for your

reputation as a breeder.

This country is old enough to demand

$5 per head or more for all first-class

breeding stock. Many birds have changed

hands last season during our exhibitions

at prices from $25 to |ioo each. Is |ioo

a wonderful price for the best cockerel of

a season's get in light Brahmas ? Let ns

look this matter over and see. He is ca-

pable of l>ecoming the sire of 400 birds,

IS he not ? Well, cut it down to 100
;

then tell me if it would not be far easier

to sell these 100 birds at $1 each more
than you could from one of ordinary rep-

utation ; besides would not this fact se-

cure the sale of the 100 far quicker than

the birds from the more modest pen ?

All this is true, and it would be true at

prices from $3 to $5 more than could be

realized from a pen of no special reputa-

tion . The fact is no one in these en-

lightened days uses poor breeding stock.

The throughbred can fill every want

and demand required of mongrel or mixed
stock, but the mongrel or mixed stock

can bring you no added profit in your

poultry venture. There have been years

when I have sold |6ooo worth of thor-

oughbred fowl;-,, and years when the aver-

age price per head for Brahmas has ex-

ceed $7. Now, when one has achieved

the reputation of being a careful and in-

telligent breeder of a variety, he has no

trouble in selling such stock at a fair

price. These incidents of individual suc-

cess in thoroughbreds but tell you that if

you will pay the price—constant personal

effort—you may be equally as successful.

Chemistry tells us that when one of the

several constituents of the soil is ex-

hausted the crop stops short at that point.

vSo is it in poultry—at that point where

personal effort fails do we check the profit

in poultry culture.

Many fail ; but that there is room at

the top is true of all business. With
poultry, as the peer of any national pro-

duction, it is a shame if its supporters

shall be found wanting in personal effort.

The higher branches of poultry culture

demand the same study and effort, and,

in every way you can view the industry,

you find yourself surrounded, as in other

lines of business, with plenty of compe-

tition. Labor, then, with hands and

hearts, and show yourselves masters of

the situation.

Poultry Notes.

Having a regular hour to feed and

water the setting hens each day is con-

ducive of good results. It may save a

setting of eggs, as hens that are not regu-

larly attended to sometimes take strange

notions and come off at odd times, and

toll others ofl" at the same time. Then

two hens may take a notion to return to

the same nest, and if they do not fight

over it and break the eggs in that nest,

they will agree to sit on shares, and

one is left out in the cold and the eggs

ruined. Regularity pays with setting

hens.
Order a setting of pure bred eggs of

the variety you prefer to raise the chicks

this season, compare their qualities with

vour common stock, and pick out the

best pair and send to your county fair,

and see if you cannot win enough in pre-

miums to get back the amount paid for

eggs. Even if you do not, you will im-

prove your flock.

Now that the hens are getting a bite of

greens, the yelks of the eggs begin to

assume that dark rich color that people

claim indicates a rich egg. Soon the

butter will be also a natural yellow after

the cows have had a chance at some new

grass.

—Boiled oats is also an excellent food

to produce health, vigor and eggs. The

fowls relish a good meal of boiled oats,

and will cease eating any other food to

go to it. Boil for fifteen or twenty mm'
Utes and they are thoroughly cooked.

SCRAPPLE.
Summer Shelter for Fowls-

as Aflfecting the Color.

The Best Fowl.

-Soil

T/ie following extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for

all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of Thk Fancikrs' Journal. It

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we

therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons and fancy stock.

soil where fowl srun, and feed and swal-

low more or less earth and gravel, tq say
nothing of the vegetation of the locality

which they consume and which is also

modified by the chemical composition of
the soil.

Much, doubtless, is to be learned by
observant and reflective poultrymen re-

garding the best locations in which to

rear particular breeds. This country
contains every imaginable variety of

soil. There are reasons for believing

that the loose soil of the great plains will

prove favorable to the production of

high-bred poultry with plumage of ex-

ceptional lustre and vividness of color-

ing, since it has been observed that owing
to the grjat variety and abundance of

mineral matters in the soil the tints of

flowers in Nebraska, Wyoming, Colorado
and neighboring regions are of surpass-

ing brilliancy.—American Poultry Yard.

quire much more feed to produce a large

egg than a small one. But the producer

receives no more for his eggs when eight

will make a pound than where it requires

twelve for a pound. Our judgment is

that fowls of medium size, which will

produce eggs of moderate dimensions,

will be found most profitable, both for

eggs and their flesh.

Hard Crop.

This is the term frequently employed

by those who write requesting a remedy

for a certain affection to which fowls are

liable. This disorder is of two kinds-

dry caked, hard crop, and the undigested,

swollen, sour, watery condition of the

contents of this receptacle at times.

JtGENTS WANTED I

Summer Shelter for Fowls.

Without proper shelter from the sun

fowls cannot be kept in good health, and

you cannot expect to make any profit

from fowls that are out of condition. Of

course, if there are plenty of trees about

the run there will be quite sufficient shel-

ter, but if not you must make a place for

the fowls to retire to out of the rays of

the sun. Such a place may easily be

made without much trouble by fixing

four uprights in the ground, eight feet

apart, so as to stand three or four feet

high, and then nailing four pieces of

quartering to the top of the uprights
;

then lay some bows across the frame,

thus leaving the sides open. If the fowls

are kept in confined runs a sack should

be let down in front of the wire, and a

nice cool shady spot is then made.

Some people coop their hens and

chicks out on lawns in such small coops

that the poor hen can hardly move in

them, and besides this, there is not the

least protection from the heat of the sun,

and the poor hen has to sit there all day

gasping for breath. If they want to coop

them on grass the coops should be larger,

and at one end some straw should be

placed on top, with something on it to

prevent it from blowing off. Besides

sheltering the fowls, care should be taken

that their water is placed out of the sun

to prevent it from getting warm. Of

course, I do not mean that the fowls

should be kept altogether out of the sun,

for they could hardly live without it, but

always let there be at least one shady

spot in every run.

White fowls ought to be very carefully

shaded, for too much sun will turn their

plumage yellow, and that would l>e sure to

deteriorate their value in the show pen.

Fowls do not require much shelter at

night in summer. Indeed when at lib-

erty they nearly always prefer to roost

out on the branches of the trees instead

of sleeping in the roosting houses.

The Best Fowl.

Accurately there is no breed which can

be styled the "best breed," as most of

them have points of superiority in certain

characteristics and in certain directions.

One breeder may be a farmer living near

a city, having large range, and early ma-

turity is desirable to him so that he can

get his chickens into market when prices

are high ; while another does not care to

or cannot raise young chicks but desires

to sell a great many eggs. Then again,

a farmer may live a great distance from

market and prefers to feed his fowls un-

til they are of great size, as actual weight

in meat is most profitable to him. The
cities and their suburbs have many in-

habitants who are living on small lots,

and who wish to keep a few fowls for

their meat and eggs, then again, there

are those who live in places where dark

color is desirable on account of the dust,

smoke and filth ; in all of these various

cases there are breeds specially adapted to

them, and they will realize greater profits

to the owner in such places and under

such conditions than others, in fact, than

any other.

We republish the foregoing to empha-

size the fact that no breed of fowls can

fill all requirements, nor is it in fact su-

perior to all others. There are certain

breeds of fowls which will probably suit

the convenience and circumstances of

the average farmer better than others,

but that does not meet the case fully,

and it therefore becomes necessary for

each person who engages in the business

either for pleasure or profit or both, to

secure such fowls as will best meet his

requirements and conveniences. It is

advisable for him to take a little time to

study the matter over, so that he may
embark with a bree<l which will not cause

him regret only to be surrendered to dis-

a.ster and loss after wasting valuable time

and considerable money upon them.—
Pierce's Poultry Gazette.

I want a local agent in every village,

town and city, to sell

Prolific Poultry Food
TO MAKE HENS LAY,

DRINKING FOUNTAINS FOR FOWLS,

AND CLIMAX FOOD FOR

HORSES AND CATTLE.

All well readily and give universal

•atUfartloii.

Either is bad enough, and both are fatal sEyn roK terms to AtiKS'TS.

to fowl life, if not taken seasonably in
|^ g |^Qp|j^ p,.Qp^ BurlillgtOn, Vt., U. S. L

hand. It is not a nice job to perform, ^^^^^^^g^^^^a^mmm^m^i^
but an unpleasant though not very diffi-

^

. —-

—

cult operation
^°X';;d '''Thi; Ts^ndT i

^be noz.le of a small syringe, in which
up he crop thus affected 1 his is indi-

,

,^^^ ^^^^ .^^j ^^^j propelling
gestion, simply. The fo°4

^^^f^^'^ ^^^ ^^ dowli into the crop of the squak Do
not pass into the system in

wav, but lodges in the crop. This fer-

ments, swells, hardens, or sours, and

death follows, if the bird be not re-

lieved.

Cut near the top of the crop a slit,

lengthwise, with a sharp knife, and then

turn out the offending substances bv

gently pressing it away with the hand,

while another person holds the bird

firmly upon its side. When all is re-

moved, sew up the slit edges of the crop

skin closely with a small-sized needle and

fine white 'silk. Feed sparingly on soft

food for three or four days, and, gener-

ally, the hen will recover. This process

is for valuable fowls. With a common
bird a knock on the head and swift burial

is the least trouble and liest "remedv"

for swollen crops, as it is for every dis-

ease that is liable to leave the fowl in aease that is liable to leave the fowl in a
] ^^^^ squeaker dies,

ilelicate condition, requiring nursing and
empty the crop of as muc

care that its value will

Poultry World.
not guarantee.
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Soil as Affecting the Color.

In breeding exhibition birds, birds

which in the matter of "points" and

markings shall figure high up in the

scale, breeders have much to contend

with, and to those who are well-versed

on this subject it is not a matter of sur-

prise that fine exhibition ])irds should

command such an exceedingly high price,

considering the small numl)er which, in

any flock, come up to the required stand-

ard to be classed with the fowls or chicks

known as exhibition birds.

Among other factors the chemical

constitution of the soil has much to do

with the color of fowls' plumage. Es-

pecially is this to be regarded ir. birds

which have a free range, for then they

are more apt to have their color affecteil

by the soil or other local influences, than

are those in confinement, notwithstaml-

ing thev are far more healthy when per-

mitted full lil)erty. Keeping birds on a

soil strongly impregnated with iron will

tend to make them vigorous, and at the

same time will bring out the dark colors

on plumage to perfection. But it will

injure the white markings on parti-col-

ored birds, and tend to make the plu-

mage of solid white ones brassy. We
are not speaking now of the direct con-

tact of the soil on the feathers, but of

the influence on the pigments in the

blood, effected by the character of the

Large vs. Small Fowls.

In discussing the comparative value of

large and small fowls, the New York

Herald remarks as follows : Like other

live stock, fowls consume food in propor-

tion to their size, and will l>e profitable

or not, according to the treatment they

receive, if at all confined in their range,

or in proportion to the lil)erality of their

owner or keeper, if unrestricted and

placed where they are not sufficiently

numerous to interfere with each other's

comfort. The Brahmas, for example, are

large eaters ; they are large fowls, lay

large eggs and do not rove about as much

as smaller sorts. They are well adapted I

for some families, and for all premises

where space is limited, and one cross

with any nice active breed will produce

a good, useful fowl, fit for any common
situation or purpose,

.
|

It is wrong to condemn any variety for

the misbehavior of a few, in which some

unknown cause may have wrought a cer- I

tain propensity for evil. All heavy hens
j

require to have nests where they will
I

not have to descend, similar to a barrel
1

upright, and for light ones it is not well,

as they are liable to break the eggs.

As eggs are bought and sold by the

dozen, rather than by weight, as they

should be, producers will find it more

profitable to raise a breed of fowls that

will lay small eggs, which, of course, will

require much less feed to maintain the

fowls. No one will deny that it """ —-

Distemper in Pigeons.

Pigeons, like most other creatures, are

subject to distemper at some period of

their early growth. This shows itself in

different manners at different stages. The

first stage is when they are al)out a week

old ; at this time the natural foo«l supply

in old birds begins to be coarse, and con-

se(iuently more difficult of digestion. If

the young are not robust the food remains

in the crop, becomes obnoxious, and

causes the parent birds to neglect their

offspring, who soon perish. If signs of

this sickness, for such it really is, are <le-

tected, at once administer by means of a

glass syringe, four or five drops of castor

oil in a teaspoon or tablespoon of water,

according to the size of the bird. It will

drive out all offensive matter and relieve

the crop. The next morning administer

a like dose of cod-liver oil ; this, while

acting as a gentle, soothing purge, will

at the same time supply nourishment.

Should the parent birds not at once feed

the vounir. eive a little artificial foo<l

not over-feed the young in this manner,

but only give them sufficient to keep up
strength until in reply to their importu-

nity the parent birds resume their natural

office to their offspring.

The next stage at which distemper

shows itself is when the hen parent is

again about to lay. Both parent birds

become negligent of their offspring, who
are still unable to forage for themselves.

Food is forced down their crops hurriedly

immediately it has been devoured by the

old birds. It has not had time to soften

and swel' in their crops, and in this con-

dition is passed, like so many hard bullets

or hard matter, into the tender bodies of

the squeakers. It remains generally in

the crop, passing no further. The bowels

crave for food which is not supplied,

cold ensues, inflammation sets in. and in

two or three days the squeaker dies. In

this case empty the crop of as much of

the hard and foul food as possible, ad-

minister a stronger dose of castor oil and

cod liver oil night and morning alter-

nately for two days, giving by hand a

small supply of well-soaked small peas

and maize, with two or three lumps of

mortar and salt. By this time the hen

will probably have laid one or both eggs,

and l)Oth parents will return to their

duties with renewed energy.

Very often when young pigeons have

been very strong during their nest exist-

ence and have taken to the wing, a sud-

den change takes place, they mope, get

thin and die. This is genuine distemper,

and can l)e cured in nine cases out of ten

by extracting at one sudden pull the

whole of the tail feathers, administering

a good dose of castor oil m water, and

changing the food for a short whde to

that which is most easily digestible, such

as dari, small maize, and wholesome

wheat. vShould diarrhcL-a supervene, in

either case a small dose of laudanum in

a teasi)oonful of warm water will soon

allay it. Give from three to six drops of

laudanum, according to the age of the

patient. We are led to give these full

modes for the treatment of young pig-
the younii. Kive a luiie armunai hju«i i mwwt^ .^^ ...- -- - - - ., . »-

such as crushed and powdered grain that I eons in reply to a MV^^y from an old and

has l>een well scalded with hot water.
!

much esteeme<l fancier in the far South.

This can be administere*! by inserting 1
—Feathered World.
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A FEW HENS
Is the motto and_teachine:s of the ,;?-',,:P^^«'T^^P^{^,
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months 2.5 cts. Cash or sUtnips. Sitmple five.

It Conta Only SO ctR. a year; sl«
- Kostou, MasA.

^HERidaNS
CONDITION POWDER

IP YOW CAX'T «ET IT NEAR HOME, SE!V» TO IS.

will re-
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INCUBATOllS. _

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain oue/rre. Twen-

tv-three first preniiunis in one

year Lai Re book for statnp. A.

F WILLIAMS. Bristol, Conn.

rj

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS

ARK THK

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WKRK AWARDED

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-

er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in America,

our mammoth catalogue

EyerytHiuE for the PoBltry Yard,

Will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of .s

cents. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

^8.,2g Janifsburg, New Jersey.

PIGKONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
BVANSVILLB, IND.

THK FINKST
—AND-
LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE LOKT
—OK—

WHITK HANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,

which gives descrip-

tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-

tals. 94-146

POUIiTIlY.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange. Providence, R. I.

Indian Games, Peacomb Plymouth Rocks,

Barred and White Plymouth Rocks, Bantams.

SnHIPPERKES—The handsomest and most
^^

usfful dog fSrthe poultry breeder. Circular

for stamp.

1

PUBLICATIONS.

THE SUN
H«« wectired as contrib-

utoi-ss (UiriiiK 1891:

W. 1>. How«ns, IJ. I.<.iilHStov«Mison,

C!eor«eM«T<'dlt»i, >VlllIrtm Hhu-k,

Androw I^njc, W. (lurk UusHell,

Ht. <JtH»rKo Mlvurt, 11. UhJor HuKKanl,

RudyardKIpIIna:, Noniiun I^ukycr,

Coimii Doylts

And many other Distinguished Writers.

y^oodside poultry Y^^^^
HACKENSACK, N.J.

..W. J. ANDRUS--
BREEDER OF

8. C WHITE LEGHORNS SLRFLECHE.

on^^fl^lfc^hf: ?sJw»^^^^^"^
erel .St, 2d, 3d and 4th on hen, jst and 2d on pul-

let, specials for best display and best pullet

My stock has always won high honors at Wa-
.M Trenton Hrideeton and Dundee Lake, N.

BOOKS FOR FANCIKRS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

cooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.

American Kennel. Surges $ 300

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw • »•<»

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by

Rawdon Lee , '•5*'

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored

portrait • •

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill

Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchmson . . . . . . . •

Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmonl .
.

Doe Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training and Points of Judging ;
new

and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Ireatment

in Disease. By Ashraont . . ... . • .

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 •

t.oo

.80

3.00

50
3-00

50
1.00

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or

Kennel Paper you should send for my list of

papers. I can furnish you any paper published

cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you

subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only g«|;.^j^ ^ c"s."^ Book, Vol. I . .; • . • • • S-oo

one. Alwavsenclosea stamp when you write. English K. C
J.

B^^^^V^^^^^^^^^ 4-50

Field Trial Training. White . . . . . • •

Fox Terrier. Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

.50

•75

2.00

•50

one. Alway
Send ten cents (silver) and I will setid your name

and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and r.quest them to mail you sample

copies

verly, Trenton, Bridgeton
I., and Newburgh, N. Y.

La Fleche eggs, $5 per 15, $9 Per 30

;

eggs. $3 per 15. $5 per 30.

Leghorn

84tt

ADDRESS

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

450
.50

sions

CREAM OF ENGLAND.

600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

Fox Terrier, Breeding
ored portrait. Dalziel

1.50

1 .00

.50

•50

I**'*
The Sunday Sun

for 1S91, will print more news and more pure

literature of the highest class and by the most

distingnishwl of contemporary writers than any

periodical in the United States.

Price 5c. a copy. By mail $2 a year.

AddiM'SH TIIK Si:X, Now York.

THK

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Onlv $1.25 per vear.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany. N.Y.

LBO BANDS
-FOR ALT. VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Open bands for old buds.

EVER PRODLCED.

Personally selected durng our eight weeks-

search among the best breeders of Kngland. H
you want choice breki.krs or winners at the

winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, Anda

lusians. White Wyandotles. «ree catalogue.

C. A. SHARP 4 CO..
Lockport, New York.

88tf

Seamless, for youngsters, every, band regjs-

«c"lf Ic^" n. orderiu^imme the variety of pigeon

on whit h the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.

MRS E. S. STARR. b«x 29,<>,

Philauklphia, Pa.

W^YANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.

Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, heb., iSyi.

Prices for Birds and Eggs low for the class.

"The Best Is None Too Goo<l

!

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM
,5.27 Brainard Station, N.Y.

aiid Rearing ; col-

„.^„ ,
iel

Glover'sAlbum, Treatise on Canine Dis-

C8.SCS .>-•••*
House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care

Our Prize' Dofs.' By Charles H. Mason.

Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 600

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables . . - • • • • 3-00

Modern Training. Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters. . . . ... . • a.SO

Monograph of the German MastiR or

Great Dane Dog . knu ^^«
Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-

eration V ; ;, . '.ui-'
Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to

date .•,•••.. 'v.*!

Practical Kennel Guide, btables • • •• •

Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.

Wickham. Paper cover, spc.; cloth . . .

Prize Pugs of America and
^^-''^^^''^Yyer) i .00

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan .• • v • •,,• •

St Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

i)^™, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon, 1.25

Stoneheiige on the Dog . . ... . . • • • 2.50

Teufel the Terrier; or, the I.ife and Ad-

ventures of an Artist's Dog ••••••• '5

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F

Mercer. . '•??

The Dog, by Idstone .••.••!.••. Ji
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 500

k-ll Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
2.75

.25

2.00

2.50
.60

50
•75

1.00

IN PRESS.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

•\re llu- f.ishiou. an. I huii«lrt<ls

will want to l>e in the fashion.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYBR

POULTRY

-llY-

III

F. M. GILBERT.
A complete guide oil the care and manage-

ment of pigtons. One of the most instructive

and v.ilnable b«x>ks ever written.

Is booniinK o'er the land. Thor-

ouKhhrcd fowls now ornament

the .suburban homes of thousands.

PIGEONS

l*rlc'<», iMi|H'i% oOc. ; c-Ioth s^LOO.

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

A >KW BOOK

WYAND0TTE8
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ing, Ftcdiiig and Judging the Wyiuidotte Powl.

A handsomely printed lx.uk of 60 pages.

rUK K, 50 C'KNTS.
Address

FANCIKItS' JTBLISIIIXG CO.,

32 South Third Street,

.^f
Philadelphia.

Are the fancier's dcli^lit, but the

great sport of the age is

PIGEON FLYING

Do you want to know all about

these ? If so, send for

THE FANCIERS' JOURML

Sknd for our new terms to agents.

You will not be disapiminted. Address

TIIK I-ANCIKRS' JOURNAL,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

The leading weekly paper of its

class in the world. Sixteen pages

handsomely illustrated. Subscrip-

tion price, I2.00 per anmim ;
sam-

ple copies, 5 cents. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

SPECIAL OFFER

The Fanciers' Journal will be sent

from now until

JANUARY, 1892, FOR 50 CENTS

ONLY 25 CENTS. POSTl'AID.-RKAD WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

iLHSTRATioNS— Portrait of the Author. Hen
Hou^ of M. K. Hoyer. Dr. Kdw. North's nro.er

FHrin. Perfect Poultry Houses. An Outdoor In-

cubator Cellar.

Chaptkr I.—Is Broiler Raisinga Failure? How
Much Capital is Required? »"«' M"^h Land

and How Much Time is Necessary ? What Are

the Profits?

Chaptkr II.—Incubators, and How to Run

Them. Brooders, and How to Manage Them
Feed, and How to Give It.

Chapter III.—Mistakes in Broiler Raising,

purebreds for Broilers. Good Crosses for Broil-

ers How Broilers are Prepared for Market.

CHAPTER IV.-An Egg Farm. How to Build

Houses How to Feed Laying Hens. How to

Get Fertile Flggs. How to Market.

Chapter V —How to Fatten. Pure Breds the

Best Caponizing. Money in Ducks. How Large

a Farm. Diseases and Remedies.

CHAPTER VI.-Si/.e of Breeding Pen. A Vir-

einian's Kgg Secret. French Lice Remedy. E.

I Aowes Broiler Food. 'Sour-kronf for Fowls.

Peterson's Feed for Laying Hens. Petersons

Feeder Young Chicks. Poultry at the Experi-

ment Stations^ How to Make a Poultry Farm

Pay.

The Mastiff, the History <

The Setter. l^verack . . . .

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated .. . .

Tvpical Dogs Chas. H. Mason. Portraits

iroin life of 31 pri«e dogs; in leather . .

Vouatt on the Dog .; ••„•./ '

Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

POULTRY.

All About Broilers. Boyer.. 25

All Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard • • • • • -50

SookoT Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George g. Dow .

Duck Culture. Rankin . . • • :

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-

PrX^fe'^Poultr^ keeping Stephen Beale
j
.50

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wnght. . 1.50

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl.

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch. . ;^ • • •

Sixteen Years Experience in Artihcial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin . . . .

ThePhilosophy of Judging. ByBabcock,
Felch & Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper

4.00
2.50

.50

.75

500
• 50
•50

9*00

25
1.50

.25

1.00
5-00

This book has been written more especially

for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It

gives away many things that have been hereto-

fore kept secret. Address

FANCIEIW PUBI.TSniNG COMPANY,

BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

E CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OF ALL

CAGE BIRDS.

. anary Birds. Paper cover

Canaries andCage Birds.' Blackston. Sways-

land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and

other illustrations ... . . • •. • •• •

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
F^dition , W ' ' u' '

Native Song Birds George J Bamesby. .

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G.J. Barnesby

PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and

others 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous

wood cuts .••••.•••.•
Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L. S. Claj;^- • •

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wnght

.

Pigeon Standard (new) . • • •

Pileon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

MISCELLANEOtJS.

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws. . . . . . ... •

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) A • "i"
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

The Art of Training Animals ;
paper

;
U-

Glimpses of Animal' Life ;' the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals

.50

•75

I5-00

1-50
i.oo

•50

•50

8.00

2.00'

I..V

•50

500
.50

.25

50

2.00

1.50

•50

1.50

leading breeds of
pigf;ons

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c

each.

Be kind enough to mention this paper

in answering advertisements found in tt.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COHPAliY

Box 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices.

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for Ihe South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. '9-70

VOL. 7, NO. L -THE^ I^AKClftt^S JOtrt^NAL. 95

FIELiD TBIAL18. PIEIiD TRIALS. DOGS.

•• IRISH • SEJIER • TRIALS •?•

TIIK IRISH SKTTKR CLIIH

Will hold its Inaugural Trials at

HIGH POINT, NORTH CAROLINA.
Beginning MONDAY, November 23, with the Derby Stake.

Entries for the Derby for Puppies whelped on or after January i, 1890, will close September

15. Entries for the All-Aged Stake will close October 15. F;ntrance fee, $10 forfeit and $10 to

fill for each stake. Forfeit money must accompany the entry. For entry blanks and informa-

*'°"25 2^*^*° G. G. DAVIS, Secretary, 1338 Walnut St., Phlla., Pa.

Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor > cents per word/or each insertion

.

Collies.

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud

dogs. See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee &Co.', Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIFIS BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,

The Squire and Roslvn Conway out of our

best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 2 cents per wot d/or each insertion

Barred Plymouth HoekM.

SHOWS. SHOWS.

-THE GREAT

£nali»li Settern.

B"
LACK, WHITE AND TANS. BY RODERIGO
—M'Liss, whelped November 9, 1889. Price

$100 each or $150 for the brace. Greenfield
Hill Kennels, Greenfield Hill, Conn. 24 25

GATH'S MARK PUPPIF;S OUT OF PEG-
BID bitch, whelped April i. Two broken
dogs; good ones. J. B. Stoddard, Concord,

N. C^ 20-st

For Sale or Exdlianse.

VEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
\ and matings. Winners at largest .shows
^ for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee, Mass. r-6oeow

wiLjm
L.

FHl

/->vOCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies; greyhound and beagle puppies.

Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,

the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-

loading shot guns and rifles, folding boat,

field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top

desk. J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

Games.

»RIZE GAME FOWLS-E. F. DOTY, 47

Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada, can
spare a limited number of eggs for hatch-

ing from his prize winning Game Fowls
and Bantams at $3 per dozen. These fowls

won highest honors at the leading shows,

and several now in my yard won first and
second prizes at the last New York show.
Also some good birds for sale. Black Red,

Brown Red. Duckwing and Pile Game and
Black Red, Pile and Duckwing Game Ban-
tams. Address as above.

Iloudans.

FOR salf:.-eive HENS AT$2 i<:ach. a.

C. Ketcham, Youkers, N. V. 24-25

Various

-AT-

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE.
SEPTEMBER 8^9^10^ 11 & 12, 1891.

SKTS^I) FOR I)K.SCRIPTIVi: 1»RIZK LIST.

F. D. BROWN, MANAGER, - - - - WILMINGTON, DEL.

THIBD INHATIONAL BICH SHOW OF DOGS.

TORONTO, CANADA,

SEPTEMBER 14 TO 18, 1891.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 29.

Irish Setters.

FOR SALE-ONE IRISH SFTTER BITCH
puppy whelped January 3, 1891. For pedi-

gree, etc , address Wm. II. Child, Glenside,

Pa., Oakview Kennels. ii-tf

IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES BY A SON
of Glencho and Mavourneen, out of a

daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address

P.. Box 916, Philadelphia. S't"

Irish Torrlors.

^OR SALE-SOME FINF: YOUNG PUPS BY
< Breda Bill and Roslyii Murphy. Address

Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Italian CJreyhounds.

vEND FOR
S catalogue,
' Pa.

OUR NEW ili.ustratf;d
Shenango Kennels, Sharon,

25-28

CHOICE SII.VER-SPANGLED HAMBURG
and barred Plymouth Rock chicks at rea-

sonable prices. Arthur E. Manley, Bran-
don, Vt. 25-27

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
light Brahnias, brown Leghorns. Brazilian

ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.

F^ P. Cloud, Ken nett Square, Pa.

FOR POULTRY, EGGS AND PET STOCK,
address A. S. Way, Chattanooga, Tenn. Sy tf

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE L/.CED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker. Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PHELPS & HARPERS PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas.barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyan«lottes

and single comb white I.eghorns. Stixk

and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel

phia, Pa.

For Premluin IJsts <^tc., apply to

Mastlfl**.

SIX MASTIFF PUPPIES FOR SALE CHEAP ;

sired by Max, No
No.
Ind.

17,079. S. M
SS14 ; dam Carrie F..

Miller, Darlington,
la^-it

Mange Cure.

25-28

C. A. STONE,
Sec. and Siip't, Toronto.

FOR MANGE USE THE PASTEUR PINE
I..otion. Marshall Kobbins, 70 f:. 13th St.,

New York City. »7-a9

Pointers.

THE KENNEL.

-HOUSB • • » •.

-AND

PEX DOGS.

THE KENNEL.

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS

LIVER AND WHITE, WHELPED JULY,
i«oo by Akros II—Sorle, both imported.

' Price $3S. A bargain. Greenfield Hill

Kennels^ Greenfield Hill, Conn. 24-25

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted unde*

this heading /or 2 cents per word for each insertion

Kaldhead Tnniblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER. .sn W. BIDDLK
St., Baltimore, Md., fancit-r of short-facr

baldhead tumblers exclusivtiy, have 100 to

select from ;
(iaddess st<KW. '***'5.'_

Harbs.

PU«B.

Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST POBMSHED PRICK, POSTPAID, 50c.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

AMERICAN KENNEL CI.U1$

Stud gooK.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-

tains the judges' reports and certified P."'-e j'sj^

ofthediflerent shows, Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries^
«"^,f

"

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

u

FINF: pups on SALF:.—Chequasset Kennels,

I^ncaster, .Ma.ss. 75-eow

ITTLE KASH (19,567) SIRED BY THE FA-

MOUS Champion Kash (10,596), out ol the

well-known Daisy (H905). This little fellow

was wheljied December 6, 1890. is silver

fawn with correct black markings. He is

of small size and will make a great winner

as well as a great stud dog. Is full brother

to the famous Kash, Ji (i7,Ho4). winner of

nine first, secoiul and special prizes when
only nine months old. Little Kash is with-

out doubt a beautv and a rare bargain. He
comprises the 1»1o<kI of nine champions.

Jj07ve%l price $35 We also have a f..-w other

verv fine pugpuppies at reasonable prices.

Address Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill,

Philadelphia, Pa. 24-tf

MFTY PAIRS IMPORTED AND HOME.
I bred from imported st<Kk for disposal, at

from twenty to fiftv dollars i>er pair. D V..

Newell, foot West Nineteenth St., New York
Clty^ '•"

For Sale.

FOR SALK.-W BANDED HOMERS. ALL
related to sw milers and siK^edy. Price $3

jH-r pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,

Phimdelphia. ?^'_

St. Hornards.

T
•lacoblns.

, W. TUGGLF*. Columbus,
Hiid breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
758

Satlnett«fi.

KORGK W. PETTIT. ARTIST. 1010 CLIN-
ton Street. Philadelphia, Pa. ntf

Various.

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats Cavies and Cage B«rds^

Articles by the Leadinjj Authorities. L«"«"
and Notes on Current Subjects. P^oniPV^rolutt
liable Reports. Queries Answered by specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable "» a«J,'^»"^*2=

One year, post free, United States and Canada,

Address Post-Office Orders and communications

to the Fanciers' GazetU, Limited, 54 to 57 In»Pf
"

rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, K. v..

Kngland.

sm^AKK,
Winner of ist and Special at New York, 1st

at Baltimore and 1st ami Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L. GOODMAN,
AUBURN PARK, ILL.

A NICELY MARKED IMPORTED BIlCH
bv Champion Save—Miss Plinlimmon. A
first prize winner. William Tallman, 109

W. 34th St., New York City. 25-tl

FOR SALE -THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,

brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in

whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tr

aUPPIP'S bv rep (2I,335)-CEI.T1C Bh>iS
^ for sale reas<mable. Jacob Kauffman, 2H36

Stiles St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 25-it

I2ltf

DOGS.

Advertisemfiils without display inserted under

this heading/or 2 cents per word/or each insertion

Wanted.

NGLIS!I SETTER DOG,
or black, white and tan.

grouse, woodcock and
Tallman, 109 W 34th St

,

DRAGONS. BARBS, TURBITS. OWI S. TUM-
BLERS, pouters and Quakers for sale,

breeders and young stock. Nothing re-

scrve<l. Positive closing out sale. Will

exchange sonv.e of these binls for silver

spangled Hamburgs. or will make close

urice for cash. Williard Wilson. Wallace,

Neb. 25-28

EI ECTR0TYPF;S of any variety of Pigeonn

supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co.. 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

letter Sheets. Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-

ules, labels. Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia. ^^____^

BLUE BELTON
Broken on rough
quail. William
New York City.

25-tf

Varlons.

vURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
' will buy on coiiimission or sell held tlogs,

guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory'')

Gainesville, Va. °"''

MISCELLANEOUS.
Artists and EuKravers.

w.

Artists.

/-^PFCIAL engravings made from photographs

of dogs The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.iS

Boagrles.

FOR SALE. - FIRST-CLASS FIELDERS,
youngsters and puppies from our well-

known pack. Old Homestead Kennels,

POULTRY.
Advertisements imlhnut display inserted under

this heading /or 2 cents per wordJor each insertion.

Appliances.

E HAVE arranged with Schieiber A
Sons, who are acknowledged 10 be the

best animal photographers in America

whereby we are able to make special terms

for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' PublishiUK

Co.. 3a South Third St.. Philadelphis. P«

Drlukliiis Foiiutaln.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain

easily cleaned. Price. 75 cents each. $8 per

doxen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vtt Brooder Companv. Jamesburg, New Jersey^

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa. I22-tf

TNCUBATORSSOLD, BOUGHT.EXCHANGED
I or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Wi liams
* Monitor. Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-

mostatic alwayson view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer KacK-

1-52 ham. 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N, J.

l>heaHants.

CHINESE GOLDEN PHEASANTS IN
splendid plumage, domesticateil. Also

Lady Amherst, Reever, silver and ring-

neck pheasants. Send for prices to James
Morrison, gardener, Mr. Schieffelin s Place,

Tarrytown, N. Y. 25-26
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CAN be ap-
plied byany

one OH steep or
flat roofs. Kxtra
Heavy Felt for

Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 38 L»ey Street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND A1,L OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

POUIiTRY FARMS. rOUIiTBY FARMS.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

«<INDlflN GAMES. WYAND0TTE8. PLYMOUTH R0CK8.I>

The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GRKAT NKW YORK SHOW I

won ist on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State

Poultry ^iety ShoV held at Orange. I won 3 ^l^\^'
^%^P}^''^ ,\'^'''^r^V}UH^rK% '&''?

06S
for circular. Address T.WILTON HI LL, JAMKSBURO, N. J. 96 i4»

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BRKBDBR OP

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE 4 GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

AT NATIONAL SHOWS.
TON JANUARY, 1891, the National Show of the year and meeting of the A. P. A., on

PLYMOUTH ROcks-First prize and gold special on cock. '«y%bestn.ale and four best

females ist and 3d on cockerel, special for highest scoring pair; 2d, 3d and 4th on pullets and

''''
^TAm5STTfcPi'fs[°fofTesl '\;;ale"atd''fo&st females. All the cockerel and pullet prizes

'''''l'';r..TJ^rJi?or%lX^^^ tl^e above winners They will

make GREAT SHOW BIRDS this fall. 200 PRIME YEARLING HENS for sale. Finely illus-

trated circular upon application. Eggs from exhibition matings, one setting, $4. two settings, f?;

three settings, $9. Address

1-51 EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Amelia, Dutchess County, N. Y.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KGGS FOR HATCH IN«.

SKl^D FOR CATALOGUE.

GAMES & GAME BANTAMS -^

Again we win. capturing the Game Club Challenge for best Game Cock or Stag, and va-

riety, at the Great Madison Square Garden Show.

MY EX H I BITION GAM ES are of the mo.st fashionable type, high stationed, hard feath-m T "•'^
'^^'^.jj ieau-heade(Cwhip-tailed birds and are winners wherever shown.

MY PIT GAM ES ^^^ strong, savage, wiry fighters and guaranteed game to the CORE.

MV rAMIE BANTAMS are of the most fashionable style and have always won highest

honors at the leading shows in America. Remember I have one of the finest collecti«)ns

of Games and Game Bantams in the country. Eggs in season. Stamp for circular.

A. F. PEIRCE,
LOCK BOX 200, WINCHESTER, N. H.

P. S.—PEIRCE SURE CANKER CURE by mail, postpaid, 25c.

AttheGreat Crystal Palace Show oJ America
New York, February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE. $100 IN GOLD.

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4
per 13, |7 per 26, fg per 39. Stock for sale. 86

H. ^Sr. VAHLE,
313 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
79-13'

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM ^

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandoties and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record ot America's leading strains of above

varieties. Can furnish eggs from (*. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at

least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.

It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. They must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog

in the crop ; one that will furnish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-

ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy

appetite. .

This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.

All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many _proniinent

breeders of this country are now using it with

wonderful success, as witness such noted breed-

ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley,

P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E. Bast and
others. .

This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 East 56th Street, New York.

lOl-tf J. FORSYTH, owEGo. tioga county, n. y.

Kdvvard S. Schmid,
Successor to I.ouis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRO FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

pigeons of ai.i. kinds for sale.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Stret-t, N. W. Washington, D. C.

O^^^NDACR ParTV^I^

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,
Buft Pekiii Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekiii Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. Circular free.

F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Qungue. Long Island, N. Y.
10-61

I. K. FBLCH
Sl son

^DGEWOOD HeNNELS.

ST. BERNARDS!
We have for sale a fine litter of St. Bernard

puppies out of Mascot Mkda, sired by Mascot
Bkknakd, a worthy son of grand old Nkro III

and a full brother of the world-renowned Sir

Bediveke, the best living St. Bfrnard. These
puppies combine grand blood on both sides and
will please the most exacting fancier. Send
stamp for descriptive circular and price list.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Pottsville, Pa.

^ PAMPHLET
ON

NAXICK, MASS.

OoLLiE Pups-
BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

IIIKKK OK THE

HF;ST LOFTS

ON THE

continf;nt.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen

pairs of his champion record birds and having

eleven pairs of record birds of niv own breeding,

I have a showing of THIRTY I'AiRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THRKK L0»-TS WITH PROVFiN RFX
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILF;S. Send for cir-

cular an<l price list. 9^150

Send for Extended Pedigree.

1SOOK8. BOOKS.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A ojiicise and coninion-sense treatise on how to train

your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog-
hian can aflTord to be without.

F»RICE: 50 CENTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER.
Veterinary Surgeon,

189.1 BROADWAY, NKW YORK.

B. K. LKWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,

MontEomery Co.. Pa. -

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meiil. - - Per KM) lb. Bag, »:i.<M»

«ranulHte<l Hoiks " HM> 'i.Jii

(iroiiml B«*t^»
..

stiriipH, - - -
,. \Yy.

falelt<', - - - - " 2<M>
<?l.s»uMl Flint, - ' 200

ShellH. - - - Vint
Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped proniply by freight on receipt of

P"""
C. H. 1>KM I'WOI.F A CO.,

York Chemical WorkH, York, Pa.

MODEM TRA1NIN&, HANDLIN& & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.

3.00

9.00

This is the onlv work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Metho<ls de-

velooed bv Field Work Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
- *^ - ' \ r^QT^«»,ililies SKND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTA

Address
ofthe dog's nature and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
OF C0NTF:NTS and TESTIMONIALS FROM EXPERTS. Price $2.64 by mail

The Best English Setters

If you want to purchase a finely bred puppy
we can supply it. We have been breeding to

get a collection of the finest in the land, sired by

Ga*h's Mark, Roger, Chance and Paxtang. The
dams are finely bred, plenty of Count Noble,

Gladstone, Leicester and Darkie b'ood. Three
litters now readv to ship We can supply some
youngsters ready for field this fall and several

good brood bitches, such as produce black, white

and tan pups. Let your wants be known by ad-

dressing

Moorefield Kennels,

49 CHULA, AMELIA CO., VA.

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.

OPIUM
Mnrpliine Habit Cured In 10
tu'^OiiavH. No pay till cured.
DR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.

PIGS.
Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox
Hounds, Beagle8,Collie8,Setter8.GEO.B.

HICKMAN, W. Chester, Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

Berkshire Pigs.
For pedigreed stock (all ages, both sexes), St.

Bernard Dogs, Light Brahmas,Caponi«ing Tools,

Strawberry Plants, address GEO. Q. DOW,
47-2wm North Epping, N- H.

VOL.. 7, NO. 7. \WHOLE NO.. 130. J
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, AUGUST 16, 1891.

f PER ANNUM, »«.50.
1 SINGLE COPY, 5c.

•••'«Hi

SILVER DRAGON HEN.

LiL»
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IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

CHampion The Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roalyn Will<:e»,

20883 FEE $35.

Chal. Roalyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Ro»lyn Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Champion Treatstire,

10596. FEE $15

Ka»H, T**'*

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.J

Irish Setters

Seminole,
20088. FEE $20

IN THE STUD.

FOX TERRIERS

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

AT STUD
DUSKY TRAP, 77'

i

REOKNT BRISK, 16,618

REGKNT TIPPUKR . .

. . Fee $25
. . " 10

. . " 10

Puppies for sale from prize inning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address R^'^N ^

KFNNKI.S, Catousvillc, Baltiiuore Co., Md. 65

^GREENFIELD HILL KENNELS.-t
STUU I300S

ROWDY
8T. BERNftRDS

AT STUU.

ARISTOCRAT,
Winner <»f more flrst prlaww and spt^c-

lulM durlMjr l«»<> than any

other St. Hornar«l.

FKK, - - $«0.

Eleo,
(Ch. Klcho, Jr —Red Rose.)

11450. FEE $15

Kxtended pe<ligree of any of the above on ap-

BlU^tion Fine specimens of the above breeds

&le at reasonable prices, including several

go.4 stud dogs and brood bitches m whelp

Young stock always on hand. 13- 4

Fc

DUTCHESS KENNELS,

Poujflikoepsio, N. Y
For Stud Cards apply to

DA^ID E. LOVELAND, Manager.

KING'S DAN
(4503) winner 3d. Western Field Trial Club All-Aged Stake. 1887. FEE »3a.

HARRY C.
Winner 3d Eastern Field Trial Club's Derby, .889; 2d. Central Field Trial Club's Derby. .889.

FEK !8i•^^).

CLAUD
K.„.,K...en,tn».s. ,8,0, <'ef-J.d_,,^^

-.^.^^of ^r^.^-^^A^-" S.a.e. Wi„,„r o„ >.„ch .,

All ,ir^ar« limited to a certain number of approved bitches. Pedigrees, circulars, inforniation,

etc fur lished free'
'
Address lu communications .to S. (). BllAlJI.KY, Manager Box 24, Greeu-

field Hil P O via Southporl). Conn. P. S.-Choice broken dogs and pupp.es for sale.

GEO. W. EWING and S. il. BllAllLEY, PropB.

^ THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

I
RISH SKTTHRS AT STUD.

MINSTREL

pFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher *'5

Ch. Raby Mixer
\\

Russley Joker
J5Reckoner -^

Suffolk Risk /°

Puppies from these well-known dogs

out of priee-winning matrons for sale.

1

(a, 377) CH. KLCHO. JR.-BF.SSIE GLENCHO.

SHANMORE
(2,.378. CH. KLCHO. JR.-BESSIE GLENCHO.

pui>pies bv the above dogs. Ch. Klcho Jr. and

Q:OLLIES

ST- BERNARDS

IRISH TERRIERS

CnCKER SPANIELS

Rest in the world in stud and for sale.

s
the kennel.

coxch.^.iolljes

^Iridhook kennels^

Are among the largest in America devoted ex

clusivelv to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch

Colhes. ' We are now booking orders for puppies

sired bv Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire. Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-

tacus The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Srot,

a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our t>e8t im-

ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world s

champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE ^, CO.,

79-130 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia. Pa.

yibLsmE Hemnels,

5.56 LANCASTER, MASS.

Fairhill Kennels,
284S North Eleventh Street. Philadelphia. Pa..

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. I3BKNAROS.
IN THE STUD

BEN OKIVIONOE, 17044-
12-63 CARD AND PHOTO FREE.

AT STUD
Christopher - - -

Wellesbourne Charlie

J50.00

5o.o()

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOINC.STOWN. OHIO.

FOX TEKF^IEKS
Best Strains. P"ze Winners

STARS i)V THE FIRST MAONITIDE.

VALF:NS, THF: son of pitcher and

already the sire in this country of prize

Kee it ^.00winners '^'^'^ *'^-

CH. BACCHANAt Kee $1500

CH. VOLUNTKEK Kee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR..
I'KOl'KIKTOll.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWVFORD,
-_5 BAY Ridge. L. I.

ROCHELLE KENNELS.

BLRCK AND TAN TERRIERf^.

AT STUD

Hrcx^i-nfielcl Sultan, 20668

ADDRESS BOX V)2. NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

To Collie Club Meml>er. either dog. $35-

For Catalogue addres.i

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

CHESTNUT HILL,

Philadelphia, Penna.
I 75-127

CLOSING OUT 8ALE-Y0UR CHANCE

If you want to purchase a finely bred puppy

we can supply it. We have been breeding to

get a collec-tion of the finest in the land, sired by

Gaths Mark. Roger. Chance and Paxtang The
dams are finely bred, plenty of Count Noble

Gladstone, Leicester and Darkie b ood. Three

litters now ready to ship We can supply some
youngsters ready for field this fall and several

good broo<l bitches, such as produce black, white

and tan pups. Let your wants be known by ad-

dressing

49

Moorefield Kennels,

CHULA, AMELIA CO.. VA.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
DescnlKd in show reiwrts as 'b.-st Yorkshire in

America " Pe<ligree and winmiigs free ;
photos.

50 cts. A limited numl>er of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
Exchange Hl<K-k, Bangor. Me.

iix>-i5i

TUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER
IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 1S474, EK.C S.B. 218^5)

Bv The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire of

Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Daiii-

tv II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-

tvl Won in England six (6) firsts, hve (5) sec-

onds two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and severa

cups and specials. This grand young dog is just

in his prime. Fee $15

THE KENNEL.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH BETTERS, BEAGLES and

SCOTCH TF;RR1F:RS. AIso thirty varieties of

Faiicv Poullrv and Pigeons Over 4000 prizes the

past four veafs. A grand lot of stock for sale

Price list" free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

In Conjunction with
mv business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have add-
ed a dog ex-
change for the
purchase a n d
sale of d"jgs of

;. every descrip-
tion.
Three will be a

registry kept at

my establish-
ment, where up-

on the payment
of a fee the name
and address of

narties wishing to purchase or sell dogs will be

Fiuered. TheVee for one dog will be J..00 and for

each additional dog fii\y cents This will be de-

voted to advertising and f"'-^h«"."«
^^V^n^i^*^

and a commission of .0 per cent ^'" be.^»lfK^.

on all sales. I may confident y s^a^^^X"^ '">

experience with dogs as a breeder,exhibitor_etc

witb mv excellent location for the business ano

my wkle acquaintance will make this one of the

very iJest mediums to be found for the purchase

and sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

SPECIAL OFFER
The Fanciers' Journal will be sent

from now until

JANUARY, 1892, FOR 50 CENTS

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
PaRe.

'''ijjg Shows, Field Trials, Poultry and Pigeon
99

For stud card, etc., ad-

dress

THOS. C, CHALMERS. Pronrietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W.. Washington, D. C.

89-141

Game Bantams. IpIhIi Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

TM inr> !>• YOU WANT TO OWN A

P (i!s —GENUINE PUG,PUP
r UUO BL Y AT Hl'ADyUARTERS.
Young stock from prize winners. $20 to $50.

If vouve a bitch to breed, try one of our
F:berhart's Cashier (1390' Fee, |!.s

Bradford Ruby II (Q720). Fee, $15

John Bull, imported (17093). Fee, $15

Douglass II (11,804). Fee. |io

I itter guaranteed. A "square deal" to all.

EBFRHART PUO KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.
'

iJadine and iMr^est PtiR AV««^/in America.

Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street.

STUD
PUGS

#'
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgreon,

1893 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Shuwv
Thk Kk.nnil.
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Important AnnouiuuMlltMlt.
j
view of improving the field (|ualiliis ris Dr. I'rcMich writes us :" I was «)nly called

well as the bench show merits of their I niiin a])sence of my partner. Dr. (ilover),

Gordons.
|

to see the St. Mcrnard Do^. rrince Recent
«*»

I

an hour and a half before his death last

Mr. B. F. Hall's Gordon setter do}^ lri<lay morninj;. In the eveninj^ I made

Shot was run over and killed by the cars an auloii.sy and found that death was

while with bis handler. .Mr. Iv I. Martin, caused by internal lienu)rrlia).,'es, the

at VVilminjiton, Del. Shot did cretlitable result of a ruptured .spleen. He had I)een

work at the Phila<leli)hia Kennel Club's sulTerinj.,' from ijastritis recently for which

trials last year, iiis litter bro.her Tlash a local V. S. (Dr. llretherton). had been

took tliird pri/.e in the All A^ecl Slake
^

alten.lin}^ him. and when I .saw him was

at these trials. bealinf< s«>ine ^ood dogs
j

in a state of collapse."

sire«l by Count Noble, (iraphic and other
I

*»
dogs of marked field tnal honors. I'lash Prince Regent, born in February, 1R.S7,

Hereafter the subscription price of Thk
Fanciurs' Journal will be two dollars

per annum. This reduction is ma<le at

the request of many readers, who be-

lieve in even money, and do not believe

in fractional currency. The publishers

have contemplated this reduction for

some time, and now that the deed takes

the place of the will, we trust that our

friends will be satisfied and help us in-

crease the circulation of The Fanciers'

Journal to a large degree.

At the price no journal gives as good

valtie, (luantity and (piality con.sidered,

as The Fanciers' Journal. Agents

should write for special circulars giving

terms and premiums.

F'anciers' Pum.i.SHiNO Co.

Philadklphia. Aug. 6. 1S91.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second
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FIXTURES.

DojjT ShoAVS.

Sept. 1-4.—Youngstown. Ohio.
1-4.—Kingston. Ont.
9-11.— Hamilton. Can.
15-18.—Toronto, Canada.
22-25.—Montreal, Can.
29-Oct. I.—Ottawa, Can.

Dec. 4-8.—Rockford, 111.

10-14—Freeport, 111.

30-Jan. 3.—Glovensville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany. N. Y.

19 22.—Binghanipton, N. Y.
Feb. 9-12 —Chicago, 111.

23.26.—New York. N. Y.
M»rrYi 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.

8-11.—Baltimore, Md.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
May 4-7.—San Faiicisco. Cal.

Poultry and Pigeon Shows.
Aujr. 24-28—Hornellsville, N. Y.

25-29.—Tarentum, Pa.
25-Sept. 4 —Detroit, Mich.
26 Sept. I—Albany, N. Y.

Sept. 1-9.—FUniira, N. Y.
1-4.—Worcester, Mass.
10-17.—Syracuse, N. Y.
14-18.—Westfield, Pa.

14-19.—Columbus. O.
21-25.—Rochester, N. Y.
21-25.—Dover, Del.
2i-2i.—Waverlv, N. J.

Sep. 28-Oct. 2—Trenton. N. J.
Dec. 2-8.—Rocktord, 111.

9-1 1.—Brockton. Mass.
10-14—Freejjort, 111.

15 16.—Needliam. Mass.
16-23.—Providence, R. I.

22-25.—Stoneham, Mass.
30-Jaii. 2.—Meriden, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 4-7.—Worcester, Mass.

5-8.—Albany, N. Y.
5-8.—Lewiston, Me.
6-12.—Philadelphia, Pa.
12-15.—Leominster, Mass.
i2-ii5.—Yarmouth, Me.
1215.—Battle Creek, Mich.
12-16.—Columbia. S. C.
18-23.—Hartford, Conn.
19-24.—Shelbyville, Ind.
19-27.—Binghamton. N. Y.
20-25.—Elmira, ^- ^ •

26-30,—Boston, Mass.
Feb. 2-5 —Worcester, Mass.

Field Trials.
Sept. 22.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.
Nqy. 2.—United States Field Trials Club

10.—International Field Trial Club.
16.—F:astern Field Trials Club.
23.—Irish Setter Club.
23.—Gordon Setter Club.
30.—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

is, it seems to tis, the dog to breed to if was by the great Plinliininon. He had

Our Illustration.

We are indebted to the Feathered

World for the excellent illustration of a

silver dragon pigeon, which appears on

our front page this issue.

the (.iordon setter men want speed and made a great name for himself as a stud

dog. The Fanciers' (iazette says he was

"the most phenomenal stu<l dog that has

yet been known." He is the sire of some

of the Ijest dogs on the show 1)euch, such

as Scottish Prince, Princess Florence,

Ivirl RoselK'rry, Duke of .Armadale, Lady

Gladwin. Lord Dante and many others.

Prince Regent was thirty-five inches high

and weighe<l about two hundred iKUinds.

In color a very rich orange, good while

markings with the necessary dark shad

ings.

CURRENT REPORTS.

1 thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Stiuleut.

Without exception, advertisers of good

dogs in The Fanciers' Journal find

ready customers for them. A few weeks

ago we published a connnunicalion from

Mr. (i. H. Goodrich, giving the details of

a quick sale which he made through our

columns. This week we print a note

from Mr. S. C. Bradley, who, it will be

seen, has been equally successful. An

advertisement, like a retriever, is worth

" what it will bring." An advertisement

in The Journal always brings a cus-

tomer.
*

*

Mr. Bradley is so well pleased with bis

trial advertisement that he now gives us

a stud card. The Greenfield Hill Ken-

nels, and their fine string of field trial

dogs, headed by the great and only

Row<ly Rod, are too well and favor-

ably known to require a commendatory

paragraph from us.

*
» *

Mr. Bradley says he has a good string

of dogs for the trials this year.ainl among

them are three promising Irish setters,

Mr. Flynn's bitch Se«lan and Dr.Jarvis'

Duke FUcho and Maid.

Arrangements are all complete for a

bench show to be held in Lexington.

Ky., on September 23-26. The show is

announced to be held under A. K. C.

rules. Mr. George H. Hill will superin-

tend it. The association giving the show-

is called the Blue Grass Kennel Club.

Application has been made for admission

into the A. K. C.

« *

The Gordon setter breeders are look-

ing forward to good results from the field

trial arrangements. It was a year or

more ago that, on the suggestion of Mr.

Washington Coster, Mr. PMwin Morris

was induced to import some stock for

competition at the American trials.

Circumstances prevented the fulfillment

of this, but the produce of those then

selected are likely to play some part in

the coming trials. Some breeders are

securing the Ronald-Rhiiie blood, with a

"bird sense" in their animals, and that

these two recjuisites are wanting in Gor-

dons as a class was thoroughlj' demon-

strateil at their trials last year.

* «

Mr. F. S. Brown has just lost a hainl-

soine litter of puppies by Rowily Rod.

* «

The Kilmarnock Kennels, of Boston,

Mass., have purchased from Mr. A. H.

Megson, of Manchester, F^ngland, a col-

lie bitch of very high quality. Mother

vShipton. She has won many firsts ami

specials, inclinling the 50-Gninea Chal-

lenge Cup at Liverpool and the Derby at

Manchester. .She is iu whelp to Metch-
j

ley Wonder. Her new owner, Dr.

P'axon, IS to be congratuLiled upon his

purchase. He shov\s his good judgment

in importing a good bitch instead of a

stud dog.
«

» »

The number of registrations in the

Stud-Book this year up to .\ugust i is

2100, as against 1200 during the cor-

responding perio<l of 1890. The increase

of income will be quite welcome to the

A. K. C. at this time. Lawyers defend-

ing the club against the libel suits

brought by Mr. Peshall ami Mr. Mal-

colm will soon make the surplus a thing

of the p.tst. How long can the club suji-

port a legal bureau ?

«
* »

St. Bernard breeders continue to meet

with disaster. The alarming mortality

in their high-priced imported dogs has

reached the culminating point in the

deaths of Mr. Rei«k's Prince Regent an«l

Colonel Ruppert's vScottish Prince at

al)out the same lime on l-'riday, .August

7. The circumstances attending the d»

niise of the dogs are <piite singular and

interesting. Mr. Keick in a letter to us

says: " His death (Prince Regent's) and

that of his noted son Scottish Prince,

within a few hours of each other was a

most remarkable occurrence. On lMi<la\

I received a bitdi n.imed La<lv Fl<» from

a man in Ne.vark to Ix- served by Prince

Regent. An attempt was made to mate

him to the bilih at nine o'clock in the

morning when he luplnred his spleen

and fell over helpless. He <lied about

half-past twelve.
»

« »

"As soon as we saw that the Prince

was in no condition to serve the bitch

her owner was communicated with and

asked if he would like to have her served

by Scottish Prince. He replied that he

wouhl, and as she was shortly going out

of season and as there was no time for

delay, she was taken to Col. Ruppert's

kennels at Ponghkeepsie on the noon

train. She arrived there about three

o'clock. They attempted to mate her

at 4 o'clock to Scottish Prince when he

fell over with a stroke of apoplexy an«l

died at 7 o'clock in the evening."

*
« «

vScottish Prince was born April, 1889,

and is of the same color as his sire,

orange and while. He did (juite some

winning in Fnglaml. In grandeur, mas-

siveness ami character of head he was

said to excel both his sire and grandsire.

He was a phenomenal dog as a young-

ster, and was the most promising <log in

America.
*

« «

It will ever lie a source of regret to

lovers of this noble breed that death has

played such sa<l havoc among its best

representatives in this country. What

a grand spectacle they would have

made in the judge's ring. How the

great crowd of spectators wouhl have

pressed around the rail, awaiting anx-

iously the decision of the judge. We can

now see the judge, Miss Whitney, of

course, holding a pencil to her lips and

occ.tsionally tapping them with it as she

meditatively weighs the relative merits

of the animals before her, few »lefects

escape her critical eyes.

• »

Mr. Reick tloes not i)roi)ose to be dis-

couraged by his serious loss. With com-

mendable grit an«l good luck he has

already secured in Kingston Regent, the

best living son of Prince Regent. King-

ston Regent was two years old last Feb-

ruary, and is ont of La«ly St. Gothard.

He was brought to this country over a

year ago an<l has been owned by a private

familv on Stateii Island.

«

* *

We have l>een favored with the report

of the veterinarian. Dr. A. C. French, M.

R. C. V. S., who attended Prince Regent.

The bench show that was to be held at

Voungstt>wn, Ohio, has been abamloned

on account of its conllicting with the

Kingst«>n show.
»

• *

The Fxecutive Committee of the Eng-

lish Setter Club was to have had a meet-

ing last Wednesday, but a quorum was

not present, Messrs. Whitlock, Fiske

and Long l)eiiig the only ones to put in an

appearance.

* »

« 5,The Collie Club of America wish to in-

augurate sheep dog trials in this country,

ami the secretary, Mr. J. D. Shotwell,

Orange, N. J., recpiests the owners of

trained collies who «lesire to compete to

correspond with him.

»

Meteorologically, these are the dog

days, and it looks as if each dog would

get one. The Skye terrier in his heavy

coat must be Siriusly overheated.
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BISCUITS AND BROTH.

i
'

pTom Our Own Correspondent.

London, Kugland, August i.—Today
gunuers start flapper shooting, and I have

to think of happy days gone by and sit

down to earn au honest living l)y writing

an article on dogs and sport. (irouse

shooting, of course, doesift counnence

until the 12th of the month, but already

many of the dogs have l)een sent to Scot-

land, Yorkshire and Wales to get their

noses in order and to be taught proper

manners. It would not do for a team ot

dogs to make a mess of it on the first

great shooting dav of the season.

The fashionable Goodwood week has

just endeti, but I must say the weather

has been far from pleasant. Of course

all of you have heard of the pleasures of

glorious Gootlwood during the race week.

It is always a most fashionable place, and

finishes up what is called the Ivondon sea-

son. The great people stay in town un-

til the Goodwood week, then hie away

to the seaside.

Last week I had a lot to say about

Sealyham terriers, for I was in the midst

of them. I also saw a good lot of other

kinds of dogs, and on the Sunday went

for a most enjoyable excursion on the

river Cleddy. And how I should like to

be there to-day, for wild fowl there must

be there by the load. I don't think I have

seen so many herons as on that river.

Why, I must have watched the lazy flight

of quite three or four hundred single

birds. I should say that is a large num-

ber of these birds to flush in a morning.

And other fowl, too, we saw by the

score. Everything went well until the

evening, when an accident almost ac-

counted for seven lives—but there, all's

well that ends well.

There have been some big shows on up

in the North this week. Bury, in Lan-

cashire, was this year's resort of the

Royal Manchester, Liverpool and North

Lancashire Agricultural Society, and a

most successful show they had there, too.

The attendance was immense.and between

two and three thousand sovereigns were

taken at the turnstiles. A hound and

dog show was held in connection with

the fixture, and proved a great success.

The harriers were fairly numerous, and

great interest was taken in them. I have

oflen written that our dog-show caterers

do not offer enough inducements to mas-

ter* of hounds, for no one can gainsay

the fact that hounds lend a lot of class to

a show, and the best people will go to see

them.
-^tX^

I have often thought what a good

thing to draw a hound show would be

during the London season. I am sure

masters would enter if goo4l prizes were

offered, and how nice it would be for our

country squires to compare their hounds

here in London. Again, the public

would flock to the show, for a pack of

hounds in town would indeed l>e a novel

sight. The popularity of the foxhound

is immense, for fox hunting is very dear

to the heart of the true Hritisher. I was

not at Bury, but am told that the people

positively flocked round the hounds, and

I can quite believe it, too.

^xx^
The greyhound, or coursing season,

will soon be upon us. Rather an im-

portant sale was held in Liverpool last

week and fair prices were made. The
top price was made by Pilate Black, a

son of Northern Express and sister to

Petrarch. This is good blood, with a lot

of Cantango in it. Hares are fairly plen-

tiful this year, and there is plenty of

promise of good sport.

It is very seldom we see many work-

ing greyhouuils on the bench in this

country. Owners and trainers have l>et-

ter fish to fry than bench shows, and the

consequence is that only the pretty dogs

find their way to the judging ring. This

is especially so in P^ngland, but in Wales,

where there are not so many shows, I

have seen a class of between twenty and

thirty. Then they take some sorting, for

a lot of good greyhounds take some pull-

ing to pieces. Some, perhaps, carry too

much flesh on their shoulders; others

ftre somewhat short in neck. Then one

with suspicious looking feet meets the

eye, and so on. They take a tre-

mendous lot of judging, and I am sure

judges who have had to deal with such a

lot will bear me out in this.

I think Barzois should be judged as

carefully as greyhounds. I fancy there

is a growing tendency to hanker after

big, strong, hulking dogs of the Irish

wolf-hound order. Now I think this a

mistake, but. mind you, I am not writing

in favor of the small, weedy sort. Bar-

zois, we know, are used to course any-

thing from a wolf down, and he above

all should be a nimble, smart fellow that

could gallop with anything, more after

the style of the Scotch deerhound than

the Irish wolf-hound. Some of the hounds

I know, stand in a manner, which denotes

their utter inability to gallop. Their

owners of course will tell you the tale

that they can and all that, but you

mustn't believe half you hear.

^XX^
Dr. Grimes and Mr. Paul Hacke have

certainly made important purchases, and

I hope thev will turn out to be very grand

specimens' There is no doubt but that

the breed has been taken on greatly in

this country and they have been excep-

tionally lucky in the way of press pushes.

It so happens that the breed is greatly

admired by gentlemen connected with

papers in this country, and consequently

there has been a lot said and written

al)out them from time to time. I hope

the new hounds will arrive safely in their

new kennels.

Collies again have been well to the

fore this week, and great prices have been

made. Mr. Muddyman, who lives out-

side Birmingham, bred a litter from Mr.

Charles Wheeler's Qrmskirt Excelsior

and Ryland Lady. I think there were

six puppies, and /"soo was asked for

them. I know that Mr. Megson made a

big bid, but Mr. Charles has, it seems,

stepped in and given more, so I expect

they will now be shown by the Chestnut

Hill Kennels. So if I am right in my
surmise, it will be seen that Mr. Harrison

means to have the best that money can

buy, and be to the fore in England, like

he is in the States.

Charleroi II and Ormskirk Countess

have also produced a good collie bitch for

Mr. Stretch, who turned her into a hun-

dred pound note this week. Thus it will

be seen that collies are keeping well up

in the market. There is such a rush after

them now by breeders in England that

it is quite a case of high prices. Who
then can wonder that the breed is so very

popular when there is such a demand for

goo<l specimens of the variety.

^XX^
The last rabies order issued in London

has been almost forgotten. It was then

ordered—the muzzles being taken off—

that the name and address of the owner

of a dog when at large should Ije engraved

on the collar. People have neglected to

do this and several were fined this week,

just to show the order is not a dead letter.

It is very foolish I think on the part of

owners, who if they do not mind, will

have tiie oM obnoxious dog-muzzling

order on again, for there are plenty of

people who delight in making a fuss.

this week the great Wesleyau Confer-

ence praying for the conversion of the

Prince of Wales. Dear! O, dear ! O, me !

As if a man could not have a quiet gauie

of cards at which it is said one of the

party cheated ! Converted ! Then to cap

all, here is the Canine World telling

us that H. R. H. is giving all his bas-

set hounds to General Booth and other

religious fanatics. But this, of course, is

only a canard.

-^xx-^

By the way, I notice in that journal

that Mr. W. Wade takes me to task over

light colored eyes in sheep dogs. When
I wrote on the subject some time ago, 1

certainly never meant to include wall

eyes as light eyes. By light eyes I mean
yellozv eyes, or, after that shade, I like

the appearance of a wall eye in a bobtail
;

indeed, I thiuk I own some now with

them. I find wall eyes in sheep dogs

genernlly follow color. They are gen-

erally to be found in white aud blue dogs.

But in sporting dogs I must say I like a

dark eye. There is an old saying that

light-eyed dogs will not stand the whip.

That means that they are sulky, and we

all know what au abomination such is in

a sporting dog. As regards wall eyes, I

have always heard that a dog with one

never gets blind. I certainly have never

seen a wall-eyed dog go blind, and I

should like to hear the experience of

other people.

Mr. W. McDonald Graham, who judged
fox terriers at Bury show, went in great-

ly for the old stamp, and there was

weeping and wailing in the camp of the

Moderns. Whether Mr. Graham was

right or wrong I cannot say, but certain-

ly he had the courage of his opinions.

But it seems to me That terrier men are

too much on the universal terrier tack. I

don't thiuk it ever occurs to them that

different stamps o/' hounds and dogs are

required for different countries. I have

italicized this, for I fancy it is a happy

thought. Put some of our show terriers

in some thick, rough countries ; they

would be cut to ribbons, while the sort

useful iu that rough country would be no

good to gallop with hounds in a fast

country. If vou want to cross the Alps

you don't use English thoroughbred

horses, and when vou want to go hunting

iu England you don't put your leg over

a mule.

moving dog. He is a sou of Champion
Hesper and Winnie, a daughter of

Champion Plinlinimon, so there is plenty

of good l)loo(l in him, and I should say

he will be largely used at stud. You
cannot get away from his truly magni-

ficent heal, and I must again repeat that

it is a thousand pities that he went wrong
on his pins while l)eing reared.

-^xx^
There is nothing like plenty of exer-

cise to get dogs on their legs. When I

have puppies thev are out from 8 in the

morning until 8 at night. The more they

romp and play the better, and one thing

that I always like to see in the kennel

yard is a large pailful of nice clean aud

sound water. Then, with the usual

couple of feeds a day, puppies do won-

derfully well, and grow with legs as

straight as gunbarrels and with shoulders

placed iu the right place.

^XX^
Some people are very fond of sending

their dogs to the country to be reared. I

prefer to have them under my own no-

tice, for be it known, the average farmer,

even in this doggy country, doesn't ap-

preciate the value of a blooded dog. A
dog is a dog, aud that's all about it, and he

will look at you in a suspicious manner

when you tell him he is having a puppy

to rear that ought to grow into a 100-

pound dog. In short, he doesn't believe

vou, and when the puppy kills a chicken

he is forthwith locked up iu a pigsty and

there he's left. You acquaint him when

you are coming round to see it, and for

the dav your ruined dog is placed in a

more comfortable place. I have seen too

much of this sort of thing, and although

I live in the centre of the biggest city m
the world, I always have my puppies

reared in my own yard and ground ;
of

course, after all, but a limited space.

^XX^

^xx-

We know masters of hounds breed them

to suit their countries, and 1 think own-

ers of other dogs should always keep

this before their minds. How often do

we run across people who say, "Ah, he's

the sort of dog for my work." That man
works his dog, and knows the sort suita-

ble for his work, and will breed theni ac-

cordingly. So when a mau of experience

puts a certain type of dog to the front it

doesn't follow that his judgment is wrong,

notwithstanding twenty judges who knew
nothing about working dogs passed him

over.
-n^

1.++.'^++

I really forget whether last week I ac-

quainted you with a little incident at the

Haverfordwest show. A pointer, who
won a prize not so very long ago, suffers

from a twitching, left from distemper. His

owner has been in the habit of dosing

him with a preparation with a lot of

strychnine in it. This used to pull the

dog together and make him quite smart.

However, too much was given the poor

brute last Thursday week, and I thought

he had seen the last of shows. It curled

him up in an awful shape, and I don't

think he will be any good again. This

should be a warning to people who dose

their dogs with poisons to make them ap-

pear smart. 'Tis a poor game, and, I

think, a case of burning the caudle at

both ends.

Mr. Shillcock, of Birmingham, has just

sent two St. Bernard bitches across to

you. These are Maritana II and Lady

Blaucha. The first named is a full

sister to Duchess of Grafeureid and dam
of Lola IV. She is in whelp to Lord

Bute, and has been purchased by Mr. G.

W. Patterson, of the Lakeside Kennels.

Lady Blancha, who is in whelp to Salva-

tor Rosa, is consigned to Mr. James Wat-

son, of Philadelphia.

^xx-

I'pon my word, all the so-called re-

ligious l)odies here are all gone cranky.

Day after day, week after week, that in-

fernal baccarat scandal, in which the first

gentleman in the land was interested,

crops up in the papers. Here we have

The Irish Red Setter Club will hold its

trials ou September 15, 16 and 17, close

to Cookstowu, County Tyrone, Ireland.

The trials will take place on grouse and

the game will be shot to the dogs. These

are the only trials in this country where

game is shot. The other trials are held

in the spnug.wheu the birds have paired,

and to kill them then would be unsports-

manlike, cruel aud illegal. But still it

doesn't follow that birds should not be

shot to the dogs, aud I think English field

trials would be far more satisfactory if

the whole routine of a shooting dog's

work were gone through.

^xx^
Dounybrook Fair, the St.

changed hands this week,

purchased by Mr. Tom Shillcock, of Bir-

mingham . This is one of the best headed

St. Bernards in England, and always man-

ages to get in the money at our best

shows. But his very bad legs keep him

back when up against a sound aud good

Bernard, has
having been

It is wonderful the promising puppies

that go to the devil every year. They

are sent to a show and stricken with dis-

temper. I believe the fault very often

lays at the door of the rearer, who is

afraid of giving them fresh air. There is

nothing a puppy wants more than exer-

cise, and let him have it if he likes it it

it is raining heavens hard. He will go

back to his kennel when he is sick of it,

rest assured. And let their benches be

well off the ground, even if you have to

put some bricks on the kennel floor to

assist them to mount the bench. Give

them all the exercise you know, the best

food you can, with plenty of meat and

broth and plenty of fresh water, and they

will grow into what you want.

-^XX^

While going ou in this strain it occurs

to me that I am not a great believer in

milk and farinaceous foods for dogs.

Look at a dog's mouth and teeth antl ask

yourself are they built for chewing rice

puddings. No, of course they are not,

aud I believe there is nothing m the

world for dogs like meat, especially that

you get fresh from hotels or restaurants

every day in which they get a bit of all

sorts from fish to fancy breads,

^XX^
According to the Fanciers' Gazette, Mr.

Hutchings, of Exeter, has sent out an-

other mastiff to the States. This is Exeter

Dirce (Kennel Club Stud-Book, 27139),

and her new quarters are in the kennels

of Mr. J. W. Whitney, Rochester, N. Y.

She is believed to be in whelp to Exeter

Boanernes, a son of Champion Beaufort

and Bura, (24930).
-^XX-^

At last the Kennel Club Stud-Book for

1890 has appeared. Better late than

never, you will agree, but it doesn t look

like business, does it ? Here we are in

August before this volume comes out.

If the thing were properly worked we

ought to see it in February. There are

220^ entries in Volume XVII, but with a

proper system these could have been

handled with ease.

-*-xx-*-

I must congratulate Mr. Lamb, of the

Woodbrook Kennels, on his enterpnse in

sending the St. Bernard bitch Marguerite

back to England to be bred to Lord Bute.

I hooe he will have every luck. I am
sure'he has a good chance, for Lord Bute

is getting very good stock. Young Bute

is thought by several to be the coming

doe. By the wav, there is a persistent

rumor afloat that Lord Bute will soon

sail for America, and I fancy it wiU

shortly prove to be well founded.

gREEtiiNa HNt) Hearing

OF Puppies.

Stephen Beale in Country Gentleman

One of the most important parts of

the dog owner's duties is that relative to

the rearing of the puppies that may be

born in his kennel. The late Charles

Darwin in his Descent of Man said :
" It

is surprising how soon a want of care, or

care wrongly directed, leads to the de-

generacy of a domestic race !
" And

breeders of all kinds of live stock know

this to be perfectly true. No amount of

care and attention will turn an ill-bred

and badly formed animal into a good

one, aud years of anxiety, trouble and

expense go for nothing if proper regard

is not paid to the selection of the stock

from which to breed ! We will admit

that many good looking dogs, including

some that have wen no end of prizes,

have been bred in a haphazard or happy-

go-lucky fashion, but it would be most

injudicious to breed from such sires or

dams, for sooner or later the breeder

would meet with severe disappointment,

and probably throw up the whole thing

in disgust, regarding the business as a

lottery. That it is not a lottery is amply

proved by the fact of there being so

many specimens at the present day, the

result of careful breeding from pedigree

stock. We desire, therefore, to impress

upon the minds of all breeders the neces-

sity of exercising the greatest care in the

selection of stock and the importance of

adhering to one type.

Before commencing operations the

breeder must make up his mind what he

desires to obtain, but in the case of a

novice we should suggest his endeavor-

ing to secure the help of some one in

his neighborhood who has had experi-

ence in breeding. It is impossible to put

down on paper, with sufficient clearness,

rules to meet every individual case. So

much depends upon the animal to be

bred from, that we suggest the course

already mentioned in preference to any

other. Usually old breeders are most

ready to help the new beginner. But it

is very desirable that the owner of the

dog should know as much as he can, and

therefore he should study the uses of the

various breeds which have been brought

into existence ; so that in the decision

as to any variety, he may know which

is best suited to his purjwse. In select-

ing a stud dog. it is advisable to choose

one that conforms to the orthodox stand-

ard, and whose pedigree is pure. Even
though the well-bred dog fails to impress

his own likeness upon his stock, it is

more or less probable that some of the

puppies "will throw" back to a well-

bred ancestor of first-class proportions,

while in the case of a badly bred sire the

litter will be chiefly distinguishetl for its

variety in type, temper, etc.

The vexed question of in-breeding has

been fought out over and over again, and

like many other subjects has its cham-

pions both for and a^jainst. But from

the most reliable evidence l)efore us.

there seems to be little doubt that in-

breeding may be permitted to a limited

extent, and when not carried too far is

useful in maintaining certain features.

When adopted, it is much better to put

father to daughter, aud mother to son

than brother to sister. But the greatest

care is needed in the adoption of this

system, for when carried too far it not

only stops the growth of the progeny but

weakens their intelligence aud constitu-

tions. It is a general axiom that once in

and twice out is a safe ru'e for in-breed-

ing.

Very much depends on the selection

of the stud dog, and too much atten-

tion cannot be paid to the state of his

health. A delicate or unhealthy dog is

more likely than not to transmit some
of his defects to his offspring, the conse-

quence of which will be that there will

be greater difficulty in rearing the pup-

pies, and they will probably be of less

value when thev reach maturity, if ever

they do so. The'diet of a stud dog must be

good and liberal, and he should be ex-

ercised everv morning and evening.either

\>^ being taken out for a walk or having

a good scamper round his playground. A
plunge into cold water helps wonderfully
in keeping a stud dog in vigorous condi-
tion, and in warm weather this bath can
be allowed daily. Those who wish to se-

cure the services of a stud dog other than
their own, are advised to see it for them-
selves and then judge from its condition
and appearance whether it is likely to

suit or IS in a good state of health.

An equal amount of attention should
be paid in the selection of the female as

of the male. And it must be borne in

mind that the mother should be specially

strong iu those points wherein the sire is

deficient, so that the two may "nick"
well together. It is a generally accepted
fact iu breeding that the sire gives the
outward formation, while the dam con-

trols what may be called the internal

qualities, such as temperament. Both in

the case of sire and dam, the animals
should be well grown before they are

used for breeding, and it is inadvisable to

use either until they have reached a year

and a half old. Some young bitches show
a disposition to breed very eaily, and
when this is the case precautions will

have to be taken in order to prevent a

mesalliance. When the proper time has

come, and it is evident that the bitch is in

season, arrangements should at once be

made for the service of the stud dog. The
period of heat generally lasts about

three weeks, and the best time to use the

dog is after a fortnight has expired,when
a discharge which takes place about that

time ceases.

When it is clear that the bitch is with

pups she should be very well exercised

up to about the sixth week, after which,

though daily exercise is necessary ,it

must be gentle, care being taken to see

that she has no violent jumping, strain-

ing or galloping. It is also a goo«l plan

to lead her when out for a walk during

the last week of her pregnaucy. If these

directions be carried out a healthy bitch

will need no medicine. During all this

time her food must be regulated, and
care taken that she is neither too

fat nor allowed to get too thin, as

l>oth states of the Ixxiy are equally

dangerous. The happy mean must l)e

attained, and this will l>e most com-

patible with a high state of health. In

order to know whether the bitch is in

this condition the ribs may be taken as a

guide. If they can l)e felt but are not

evident to the'eye, she may be regarded

as in a proper state of body. The food

should be lil>eral, and consist chiefly of

slops, such as broth, gravy, milk and

bread, with scraps from the table and

vegetables. The quantity of meat shouhl

l)e very limited, though if she has always

l)een used to it a small portion may still

be given, as iu such cases it would be

unwise to withhold it altogether.

A week or teu days before her time

is up. the bitch will begin to grow rest-

less, looking out for a quiet corner where

she may make herself comfortable and

be at home during her coming trouble.

It is best to give her a (juiet place where

she will be alone, and free from inter-

ference by other dogs. All that will l)e

necessarv in her new alxxle is a flat,

smooth piece of board raised a few inches

off the floor, over which may be nailed a

piece of old carpet and some straw over

all. The board, which may be thirty to

forty inches wide, according to the breed

of dog, should have a flap nailed round

it so that the whelps may not roll or

tumble off. as they would otherwise be

very apt to do. The carpet is needed so

that the little strangers may hold them-

selves firmly, by their claws, while suck-

ling. While the whelping is going on

the chief thing is to secure perfect quiet

for the bitch, who should be disturbed as

little as possible. If she is in good

health and her time of labor is not un-

duly prolonged, the best way is to leave

her alone, for some bitches are very sus-

picious and easily made angry at such a

time. No feed should be given during

the process, but there should be some

water within reach. After the labor is

entirely over some milk-warm gruel

should be given the bitch, who should

have this every two or three hours for the

first three days. It is both strengthen-

ing and soothing, and can be made with

either milk or water. Half milk and

half water is a very good mixture. She

will also relish a little beef tea or gravy

after the first few dishes of gruel.

It has been already stated that at the

time of the bitch giving birth to her pups

she should not be interfered with, for

many bitphes are very suspicious aud

easily made angry at such a time. It

was also stated that she would require no
food, only needing a dish of water so

that she can quench her thirst now and
again. The milk-warm gruel shouhl be

the bitch's food for the first three or four

days. It is lx>th strengthening an<l

soothing, an«l can be made with milk and
water—half of each is very good. She
will also relish some beef tea or gravy
after the first few basins of gruel. The
mother should be coaxed to leave her

bench for a few minutes twice a day.

This will stretch her legs, aud also do
good in that it will cause the milk to flow

much more freely. Too many pups must
not be left with the mother, for in addi-

tion to their being too great a strain upon
her, it will l>e impossible that they can
all be reared, the sickly ones very soon
reducing the number by their death, or

what is much worse, all the litter being
sickly and delicate. Five or six are suf-

ficient for a moderate-sized bitch to bring
up successfully, and ten for a larger one.

Should there be more than these in the

litter, and the breeder does not wish to

destroy them, they must be taken over
by a foster mother, which useful animal
can usually be secured by advertising

and for a reasonable sum. Many breed-

ers, however, prefer to pick out the best

of the litter aud let the bitch bring these

up, destroying the others rather than
trust them to a foster mother or to bring-

ing them up by hand.
For the first ten days or a fortnight

the mother will give all the uourishmeut
to her family that is necessary, but when
the longer of these two periods has ex-

pired they should lie taught to look after

themselves a little. Some milk may l)e

placed in a saucer, and they be enticed

to drink. It is often necessary to teach

them to do this, and one of the best ways
is to dip the finger in milk and then

insert it into the mouth of the pup, at

the same time drawing their mouths
down into the saucer. They begin to

suck the finger, and learn from the result

arrived at what it is desired to teach

them. When once their eyes are opened,

which takes place about the ninth day

after birth, it is astonishing how soon

they begin to crawl about their nest, and
when they do this a very rapid increase

of strength and size takes place. About
a week after they begin to take the milk,

they will eat and relish bread and gravy,

and bread and milk. The latter, how-

ever, has been objected to as liable to

sour on their stomachs, and if cow's

milk, to breed worms. Considerable dis-

cussion has taken place on this point,

and there ap|>ears to be (juite an amount
of force in the objection to milk. Dur-

ing all this time the mother must \yc kept

on nourishing food, and have gentle ex-

ercise once or twice a day so that she

may not be subject to the constant perse-

cution of the whelps, which will now l)e

getting very strong.

When alx)ut five weeks old the wean-

ing may be begun. This must l>e done
gradually, as the puppies will thus suffer

less than if at once deprived of their

natural sustenance. A good method is

to remove the bitch for an hour or two

during the warmest part of the day,

gradually lengthening her absence until

she is beside them only at night. This

is a very critical period in the lives of the

puppies, as they are subjected to an

entire change in their mode of living.

.Sometimes, although the foo<l is within

a few inches of them, it does not appear

to enter into the head of puppydom to

hunt about for a feed, until some one

more bold than the rest breaks away and

begins to navigate the new world on his

own account. He is soon brought face

to face with his foo<l, which it is needless

to say he goes at without a mometit's

hesitation, the others very soon learning

to follow his example.
Puppies suffer greatly from worms,

which are the cause of very many of the

diseases to which they are subject, and

as soon as they are removed from the

mother means should be taken to rid

them of these pests. For this purpose

there is nothing better than Spratt's worm
powders, given in the doses recommended
on the packets. When the pups are

fairly weaned, their food should consist

of crushed dog biscuits, Scotch oatmeal

porridge, gravy, and a little chopped

meat and vegetables. They should be

fed several times a day, but as soon as

they are satisfied the food should all be

taken awav, as nothing disgusts them

more than to see the food standing about,

besides whic^ it ^ets dirty and sptir, ^ud

if then partaken of evil results will cer-

tainly follow. The whelps should be
kept in a warm and dry place where
there is no draft, and l)e permitted to

scamper about in a dry yard, or they will

not grow as they should do. If particu-

lar care be paid to food and exercise,

aud they are kept clean, there will be
less danger of distemper, or should that

disease attack them it will probably be
of a mild character.

The quantity of food required by a
growing puppy is from the twelfth to the
twentieth part of the weight of its body,
varying, of course, with the rapidity of
its growth and the breed. Thus a twelve-

pound dog would require between half a
pound and a pound of foo<l per diem, and
a dog three times that weight from two
pounds to three pounds. When the dogs
are fully grown they will not often, ex-

cept wiien hardly worked, need more
than the smaller of the weights jgiven

—

namely, one-twentieth of their own
weight, which may be taken as the
average weight of fairly substantial food

for dogs with but a mo<lerate amount of
exercise. Dog feeding is a simple thiug
nowadays, and as soon as the puppies are

well grown there is nothing better than
Spratt's dog cakes, which seem to be ob-

tainable everywhere, aud are easily pre-

pared—no light consideration in a small

kennel.
An all-important matter in the rearing

of puppies is exercise, which must on no
account be neglected, or all the labor,

care and expense will l)e thrown away,
for without exercise they cannot possi-

bly thrive. Those who are fortunate

enough to live in the country can gener-

ally secure any amount of exercise for

their dogs in meadows, or on common
lands, where they can scamper about to

their hearts' content without annoying
any one. And there can be no question

but that it is much easier to rear dogs in

the country thau in towns, the conditions

in every way being more favorable.

Tliose who live in towns are much more
restricted in their opp<jrtunities of time
for exercising their dogs, for to nervous
people nothing is more annoying than to

meet a troop of dogs on a busy street.

The l)est time to exercise dogs in towns
is in the morning before any people are

astir, or in the evening before the dogs
go to rest. In all cases, the dogs, whether
in town or country, should be exercised

in the morning before they are fe<l, as

after feeding they should be allowed to

rest.

A necessary provision for the rearing

of puppies is'that sufficient room should
be provided, so that the youngsters may
romp alK>ut their yard. A large bone,

too large for them to swallow, will often

l>e the means of causing them to exercise

themselves, and will affonl them hours of

amusement. A portion of the playground
should be covered over, as it is very bad
for any dog to be expose«l to the heat of

the sun, and nothing will so soon throw
him out of order as lying al)out in the

heat. If these few simple directions are

carried out, the breeding and rearing of

<logs will offer uo great difficulties to

any one either in town or country, but

be a source of very great pleasure.

IlHt CiubH in South Wales.

Perhaps it is not generally known, says

the South Wales Daily News, that there are rmt

clubs in mining districi.s of South Wales. Each

of the nienibtTS is the possessor of a little terrier,

and undoubicdly it is a most valuable menit)er of

the community, if the extinction of rats be of the

utmost importance to the general inhabitant*.

The rat clubs meet about 7 o'clock in the evening

in the immidiate vicinities of pig styes, or at>out

the entrances to some old culverts and drains.

If a club succeeds in catching ten rats after an

expedition of two hours' duration, the explorera

consider that they have done well, and the doga

are extolletl for their own quickness and ability.

Apparently the little terriers know as they trot

home about the heels of their proprietor* that

their services have given every satisfaction. Con-

sidering that these clubs consist o( about one

hundred members, it is obvious that the exist-

ence of the rat societies cannot l)€ overlooked

even by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. How-

ever, from a hygienic standpoint, some sani-

tarians question the utility of rat killers or rat

societies, for the alleged rodents purify the

drains by devouring the decomposed vegetable*

and other putrified matters among the sewage,

r.oschen does no doubt approve of the existence

of these clubs, for according to the rules each

member must be the pwner o| a terrier. It is

stated that thf. Rhondds Rat Clubs alone auf-

mcnt lt»e revenue apn\i£»lly by about £'fi.
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REMINISCENCES OF FOX TERRIERS

AND FOX TERRIER MEN.

"Old Turk" in Fanciers' (J.izeltc.

[cONTINl'ICn FROM PACK 7.]

Having coini)lete(l my term of ap-

prenticeship I set ont to see the worhl,

accompanied by a tyke of the varmint

type, named Jimmy. In the conrse of

my ramblings I met with one that was

ercommended to me as being up to show

form. I pnrcliased him an<l exhibited at

Middleton (near Manchester) show some

twenty-seven years or so ago, and with

him got a "card," but not the "cake."

This acted as a sort of stimulant to me,

for getting a canl in those «lay.s was con-

sidered a lot, and Middleton show at

that time was classed as one of our fore-

most, if not absolutely the foremost of

our provincial shows.

It was at this show, some two or three

years after, that I met and entered into

an engagement with the late Sir St,

George Gore, Bart., to manage his ex-

tensive poultry yards and large kennels

of <logs, which latter contained sonie of

the Ijest dogs of tlie day, particularly

deerhounds, |>ointers and other sporting

dogs, with Aivhich, as well as with his

poultry, he won all before him. This was

due in a great measure to the fad that, if

he saw or knew of anyone having a better

dog or bird than he had, he would pur-

chase it if at all possible, no matter what
the price was. I may here mention
that the prizes in those days were of more
value, l)Oth in <log and poultry classes,

than they are now ; for instance, at the

Old IJellevue, Manchester. Dog and
Toultry show, the prizes ranged from / 10

downwards, besides five and ten guuiea

cups.
Sir George kept but one dog as a com-

panion and house dog to sleep in the hall,

an<l this was the celebrated fox terrier

Young Trap (by Ohl Trap—White Vio-

let), afterwards the properly of the Mar-
quis of Huntly. Young Trap was a very

smart dog, good in make antl sha|>e, but

of a much smoother coat than his sire or

the majority of terriers are now. Still,

his coat was short, hard and dense. This

dog was what I considered the first stamp
of the blue blood exhil)ilion terrier I had
had to deal with, and the same blood

flows in the veins of the majority of the

fox terr.ers of the present day. I may
here state that Hopton Hall, then the

rt sidencc of Sir George, was about three

miles from Hogna.ston Rectory, where the

late Rev. T. O'Grady n sided', and I fre-

quently went over there to have a look

round his stock, of which he way justly

proud, for no one ever bred a l>etter stamp,
varmint-looking ones all over, and yet

gentlemen after all. He })red many good
ones in his time, and judged fox terriers

only at most of our principal shows, Hir-

mingham included. His face and figure

will l)e familiar to many old fanciers, and
his keen searching eye, especially when
he put up his glass and seemed to look
through one. M^ny a chat we have had
together all al)out fox terriers and game
fowls. Whatever he ha«l must be <lead

game, no matter what, as he was himself
" Dc tnortuis nil nisi bonum."'

I remained with Sir St. George Gore
until he broke up his establishment, and
went tf» reside on one of his estates in

Irelan«l. IV-fore leaving Sir George, I

entered into au engagement with the

Rev. \V. J. Mellor, of Colwick Rectory,

to manage his kennels ami {M)uUty yards,

and went from Hopton Hall to the rec-

tory, which is about two miles from Not-
tingham. One word for his reverence ; a

more ardent fancier, lover of the dug.

kinder-hearted, generous, genial gentle-

man does not exist in the fancy; long
may he live ! He is one of those whose
lightest word may be relietl on. He has
judged at many shows, an«l no gentleman
knows a fox terrier better. I reinHined

with him a length of time, and uiilil ill

health coni})elled him to give uji residing

at Colv\ick (his own living), and go to

reside in the South.

iJunng the lime I was with biin he

owned some of the best of terriers and
prize poultry, winning many prizes with

each
-,
and he bred many wiun«r«. He

ha<l also some of the best Dandle Din-
moiits and Manchester black atid tan
terriers, amongst the latter the ciiam-

pions Old Saff and Colonel, both winners^
of a great number of prizes. Amongst
the fox terriers was Oln Ragman, a true

son of Old Trap and White Violet, and
the sire of many good ones. He had
als«> Cottingham Nettle (afterward Mr.
Henry (ribson's), said to be by Old Jock
—Wasp, although I have grave doubts as

to this being correct ; still, she bore a re-

semblance to the old dog, but circum-
stances connected with her early life

make me feel convinced that her breed-

ing was uncertain. The first time I saw this

l)itch was tluring one of my frequent
visits to old Jack Terry's. On going into

his house (a public) he said, "You are

just in time. I have just bought a smart
bi'ch ; come upstairs and see her." We
wont to Jack's room, and there on his

be<l she lay, covered up with a rug, hav-

ing just l)een washed. At that lime her

ears were carried as straight up as ever I

saw a dog's I remarked this to Jack.

He sai<l, "Say nowt ; no one has seen
her except you, and when you see her
again her lugs will be all right." And
the next time I saw her they were carried

splendidly ; they were small and of gooa
shape and texture. The Rev. W. J. Mel-

lor was not cognizant of this, I am cer-

tain, nor do I believe he ever knew they
had been tampere<l with.

Living, as 1 have sai<l, Imt two miles

from Nottingham, and but a few miles

fn>m both Leicester, Helvoir Castle and
Derby, and but a few miles from the Rev.
O'Grady's and Mr. T. Wooton, of Map
perley renown, I was in the midst of the

principal fanciers and breeders of the

day. Mr. Luke Turner's kennels at Lei-

cester were (as they are now) under the

able management of Joe Foreman, whilst

in Mr. Fred Sales' kennels at Derby were
the following cracks of their day, viz

,

Topsy, Viper, Gadfly, Hornet, Nectar,

Sam, Tartar, Trumps, nroute.Tyraiit (Old

Tyrant), Myrtle. Jennie, Wasp, (Juiz,

Rul)y and Old Topsy, and were looke<l

after by poor old Cross ; those at Hog-
naston being attended by one of his Rev-
erence's men, under his Reverence's own
supervision. Mr.Wootlon kept very few,

not above two or three at a time at Map-
perley, the others being distril)uted here,

there and everywhere. It will therefore

lie seen I was in a perfect hotl)ed of fox

terriers, where it was said they "made
'em to order."

. Of course, after a lime, I was well

known to the fancy for miles round, and
many a " bit of fun " and sport I've wit-

nessed at different places, i)articularly at

old Jack Terry's. Many a good terrier

have 1 seen perform there on both small
and large game. The ])olice were on
Jack's track, and one member in particu-

lar made himself very obnoxious ; in

fact, he was over-officious, and therefore

a perfect nuisance. On one occasion

Jack got to know when this officer's l>eat

was in his neighborhood, and got up a

ruse to serve Mr. Robby out. I was an
eye witness of the «leed. Jack having
given me the tip that something was
coining off. A report was circulated that

there was a game going on at Jack's,

which the officer got wind of. Jack had
invited a lot of guests, and everything
was got ready for the lark. A number
adjourned to the back yard, over a i)art

of which, in a loft. Jack kept his brewing
utensils, etc.; perched up there, and over
the entrance door from the kitchen into

the yard was a man w ith a black face and
otherwise disguised, whilst there was
shouting and other noi.ses, •.ntermixed

with the barking of dogs, to attract at-

tention, though in reality there was noth-

ing taking place. In rushed the ' bobby"
through the taproom ami entrance door
into the back yard, when, directly he got

through the door, or partially so, pushing
his way on, Mr. Blackface eiii})tied a

bucket of gas tar right over him, there

lieing some one beiml him, as pre-

arrangetl, to keep him in position whilst

he had it. Directly he could get away
off he rushed—such a i)icture no one ever
saw—to the police station, where, upon
arriving, he was onlered out. a« he ma<le

such a mess with the gas tar dripping off

him. He could easily be tracked from
Jack's h«>use to the j)olice station

course, oflit-.-rs were immediatrly dis-

patched to Jack's to investi;iate the af-

fair, and when they got there they found
several men cleaning up the jtlace, Ja<"k

looking as solid and <lemure as could be,

but swearing most awfully at the careless

way in which the bucket of tar had been

put up in the loft ! Of course, "bitter"
was freely circulated, and it was reported

as an accident

!

HUDSON KIVER KENNELS.

A IMeasftnt Visit to thu 1>okh of Mr. li.

A. Van Zandt, of Yonkors, N. Y.

l<;nrroR Fancikrs' Journal.

The Hudson River Kennels, owned by

Mr. L. A. Van Zandt, are at Yonkers, N.

Y^ Not having anything of importance

on hand to detain me in New York, I

took the opportunity to run up and go

through them. Arriving at the kennels,

I found Mr. Van Zandt busy with the

dogs. Mr. Van Zandt informed me that

the kennels were rather empty, as Wil-

liam Tallman had sold a number of his

dogs lately. Ruby Gleucho was brought

out first. She is a good bitch, with a

good dark coat. This year she received

v. h. c. reserve in the open class at New
Y'ork. She looks as if she had been

used hard as a brood bitch. A four

months' old puppy of hers by Darragh
Pat will make a good one. On asking
for Darragh Pat, Mr. Van Zandt said that

he was dead, having been poisoned by
some one. liarragh Pat was a good one,

winning first in the novice class at New
York in ift90.

Rye Lillie,one of the brood bitches, had
a large litter she was nursing. They are by
Mr. Blossom's Kelso. Rye Lillie is light in

color and rather leggy, but otherwise a

good bitch an<l workmanlike. Next the

boy brought out Dennis, v. h. c. in pup-

py class at New York, 1891. He is a

good dog, and one tint I think will be

heard from on the bench and in the trials

this year, as Mr. Van Zandt intends run-

ning him with his sister Squaw, a nice

little bitch, light in weight, but who can

run all day. Both Squaw and Dennis are

by Darragh Pat out of Ruby Gleucho.
If this brace are well handled in the

Irish Setter Field Trials they will make
some of the larger kennels of Irish set-

ters think that as a brace they are "a
good one to follow, a bad one to beat."

The balance of the dogs were ai walk,

and as they were .some distance off we
did not go to see them, after Mr. Van
Zandt informed me I had seen "the pick

of his basket," the show of his shop.

"Hold on, there is one I forgot, and that

is the grand Gordon Chandos by Gordon
out of Kale, and although he is six years

old was good enough for h. c. in the open
class at New York in 1S91." Thanking
Mr. Van Zandt for his kindness, and l)e-

ing promised a sight of the others in the

fall, i left for town. "Coi.i.ing\vood."

BROWNS BY THE SCORE.

AceofdlnHT to the Following Thoy Are
BH Numerouw aw M«>t%«|UltoeM.

From the Breeder and Sportsman.

"What Brown is this?" asks Thk
Fancikrs' Journal in a hea«lline, on

copying our reference to Brown's dog

that "pointed" the parrot, and on the

bird saying " you're a rascal," ever after

refused to i>oint birds. Since then al-

most every kennelman in the city has

come into our sanctum with voluminous

evidence, documentary and otherwise,

claiming to be the owner of this wonder-
fully sensitive dog. One avers that the

dog took the aspersion on his character

so to heart that he died of grief; another
stated that his dog became reckless and
concluded that as he had the name of a

rascal he mi^lit as well have the game,
and that he took leave of his virtuous

kennel and became a nocturnal wanderer,

consorting with the mongrels of the

street and finally went the way of all

the wicked. Brown—this is the original

and truthful Brown of this narrative— is

.still in the ring, slightly disfigured from
the ravages of grief brought on by sor-

rowing over the untimely end of his dog.

He comes into the office frequently, and
we en<leavor to cheer him up as lie.st we

Of
j
can by preaching pure Orthodox views to

' him regarding dogs that have been
driven estray by thoughtless parrots' un-
truthful and malicious as.sertions. If Thk
Journal has any tracts of a comforting
nature and will send them to Mr. Brown,
in our care, we will «iee to it that they are

safely delivered.

ST. BERNARDS ACROSS THE POND

A Lament Going Up Abroad on Ac-

count of Recent Importations.

Conrad in Fanciers' Gazette.

The transport of so many of our best

rough-coated St. Bernards across the At-

lantic within the past two or three jears

is beginning to show its injurious ef-

fect, and breeders are much put about to

know where to find suitable dogs for

stud purposes. On the other hand, the

smooth or short-coated variety, of which

only one of special merit has been sent

away, were never of such high quality as

they are at the present time. It is to be

regretted that Watch left the country.

Watch stamped his good qualities upon

his offspring in a more marked degree

than any other St. Bernard, and when we

look at Lola IV, the grand young bitch

that has lately come into Mr. Gosling's

kennels, Mr. Rutherglen's fine dog Ar-

gonaut and others, the less to breeders

of the smooth-coated variety is very
forcibly put forward. At the same time
there are several of the same bloo<l left

liehind, so that as far as the smooths are

concerned the prospect is satisfactory,

and so long as Mr. J. F\ Smith keeps his

grand team at Norfolk I^odge there is no
need to search further for good stud dogs.

The o;ily consolation in losing Watch is

that Champion Keeper, who won the

100 Guinea Challenge Cup last week at

Birmingham, and has sired such goo<l

ones as Mr. Marsdeu's Barieigh anti

Mahalah, and Mr. Loft's Custos and
many others, remains.
What have we now in the rough-

coated division ? The time has been
when F)ngland could boast of half a

score of champions, with at least that

number of rough-coated St. Bernards
which were candidates for the honors of

championship. We believe we arc cor-

rect in saying that there are now only

two left who are qualified for the title

and available for use—Dr. Robert's capi-

tal stud dog Champion Pouf anil Mr. A.

J . Gosling's handsome brindle Angelo,

who became a champion this year. Miss
Dutton's Claudius and Mr. Shillcock's

Marvel are, however, quickly working
their way up to the challenge class, if

they have not already done so. It is still

fortunate that there is still lefl so finely

a bred dog as Marvel's kennel compan-
ion. I^rd Bute, who has made a name
for himself by siring such high-class St.

Bernards as Dr. Inman's Salvator Rosa,

who was so splendidly reared by Mr. J.

F. Stnrth ; Mr. Hedley Chapman's Sir

Hcreward, and Mr. S. W. Smith's Young
Bute, but he, we hear, will shortly cross

the Atlantic.

Of the dogs that went to America, Hes-

per and Alton would probably have Ijeen

of the most use to us, but they are un-

fortunately both dead now. Some very

good stock was left behind by the for-

mer, he having transmitted in most cases

to his offspring his fine head properties

and great size, the former notably in Mr.

C. C. Brown's Donnybrook Fair, whose
highly typical head is worth going a

journey to see, whilst Miss Gresham's
Minstrel Boy is another who takes after

his sire in most of his Ijest qualities. As
regards Alton, we have only to look at

Mr. Norris-Ivlye's magnificent bitch Alta

Bella, the holder of the loo-Guinea

Challenge Cup and Halsey Trophy, to

see how much might have been gained

from him had he been allowed to remain

in this country ; and another that has

proved himself a good stud dog that h s

gone abroad is Prince Regent, the sire of

Mr. Chapman's grand animal Princess

Florence, who owns an unbeaten record.

Plinlimmon we could spare, as there was

already so much of his stock in the coun-

try that we did not want any more ; and
Sir Bedivere scarcely proved himself so

good a stud dog as he was a perfect St.

Bernard.
It is fortunate for the future of St.

Bernards in England that American buy-

ers have turned their attention to dogs
rather than bitches, for we have still left

almost all our best, only one. Champion
Plevna, having been sent to the far West,

the sad tidings of whose death we gave

last week. So long as our best bitches

remain at home there is not so much to

fear, and with ordinary luck we shall
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soon be able to replace the crack dogs
which have been taken from us. Still it

is work of time, but with Princess
Florence and Alta Bella, before men-
tioned. Miss Dutton's Champion Peg-
gotty and Dorothy III, Mr. Morris-F^lye's
Champion Bellegrade, Dr. Inman's
Winona, Rev. Thornton's Andromeda
and Abyss, Mr. Harris' Lady Campbell
and the many other high class matrons
that might be named, there should be no
difficulty in breeding another Sir Bedi-
vere and a fresh supply of St. Bernards
to meet the wants of our enthusia-stic
friends across the herring pond, who are
always ready to plank down the dollars
when they find anything to suit their
taste.

We cannot congratulate breeders upon
the rough puppies that they have Ijeen
able to show this year. With the excep-
tion of Miss Dutton's Starboard, who is

by Dr. Robert's Champion Pouf, out of
Dorothy 111, by Champion Angelo, and
is one of the best grown youngsters we
have ever seen, with the characteristic
head and quality that his sire is 9,0 re-

nowned for begetting, nothing of special
merit has appeared ; In fact, the open
clauses for rough dogs all through are
weak, and so good a show cannot now be
made as ten years ago, when the Chflm-

fjions Bayard and Save were in the chal-
enge clas.Hj and Leonard, Plinlimmon
and Valentine headed the list at the
Crystal Palace, with such dogs as Gay-
lord and Correze whipping in behind
them. At the .same time the bitches are
better, and it is to them that we now have
to look for any improvement in the
breed.

Scotland has turned out some high-
class young roughs, but here again the
best have gone to America. Hepsey was
a bitch of undoubted merit, and if we
mistake not Scottish Prince was reared
on the other side of the border. Judging
from past experience, the climate of
Scotland suits St. Bernards, and they
thrive well on the oatmeal porridge,
which is a standing dish in l)onnie Scot-
land. Mr. W. R. Reid has a couple of
good young dogs in F)arl Rosel>ery and
Duke of Armadale, particularly the for-

mer. Mr. James Love, who bred them,
may l)e congratulated upon having pro-

duced three such good dogs in one litter,

as these two, together with Scottish
Prince (now dead) and Moss Rose, their

dam, must be a mine of wealth in

herself.

There is no iloubt that the greater part

of the success that has lieen achieved
with St. Bernar«ls during the past few
years is due to the club whose interests

are centred in St. Bernards. Most of the

leading members are large breeders, and
do not hesitate to put their hands deep
into their pockets when necessary for the
interest of the breed. The society 111

question during its existence has done
much good by ferreting out pedigrees
which were almost buried in oblivion,

and in other ways facilitating the task

of bree<ling S. Bernards. There are now
upwards of a hundred members, Mr. J.
Cumming Macdona, to whom the credit

of introducing St. Bernards into England
is due, being president, and Mr. G. W.
Marsden, Jr., honorary secretary. Mr.
Marsden has a fine team of the smooth
variety at his kennels at Datchet. and
moreover enjoys the esteem and respect

of all who are interested in St. Bernanls.

He has held the reins of power for sev-

eral years, and if he studies the wishes of

his brother members he will continue to

do so for manv vears to come.

NOTES FROM CINCINNATI.

"What Mr. El>erhart Finds to Talk
About These Warm Days.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

The dogs, backed up by a very strong

public opinion in Cincinnati, have

knocked out our more or less worthy

mayor and his brutal dog catchers. He
has ordered them to stop catching dogs

preparatory to turning over the whole

business to the Ohio Humane Society. I

shall celebrate this victory to-day by
taking out for a long walk, up in Walnut
Hills, ten of my late prisoners, all of

whom are licensed but have been kept in,

and simply l>ecause I would not put a

muzzle on my dangerous (?) pugs. They
will now get a "square deal " all around.

Let other cities fight as we did here and
they ciii accomplish the same happy

result. Am going to Toronto, also to
Lexington, Ky. (which gives its first

show SepteinVjer 23 to 26, with George
H. Hill as superintendent), with a string
of pugs and a lot of other canines.
Have a new pug bitch, Peggy Pryde, that
will astonish some of them—my own
breeding, by Cashier.

Yours for the dog,

Al. G. Ebkkhart.
Cincinnati, O., Aug. 11.

TORONTO'S BENCH SHOW.

Additional Classes and luformatloii for
the Benefit of Exhibitors.

Editor F'anciers' Journal. •

In the premium lists of the Indus-

trial Exhibition Association Bench Show
of Dogs to be held in the city of Toronto,

September 14 to 18, in Skye terriers the

number of class for open dogs is 155X
and open bitches 155)2 and toy terriers,

(other than Yorkshire), oj)en dogs and
bitches, 164)^. The above were ommitted
in printing. The following classes have

been added: 46X1 harriers, dog puppies
;

46)^, harriers, bitch puppies, and 169)^,

pug bitch, puppies, the prizes being I5.

and diplomas in each case. Diplomas

are added to classes Ii3, 113, 114 and
115, field spaniels, and I21, 122, 123 and
124 cockers. A broze medal, value $10, is

offered for best bloodhound, dog or bitch.

Peltries close August 29. For the benefit
of exhibitors from the United States I

beg to state that all dogs coming into

Canada for l)encli show purpo.ses are
allowed to pass Customs free of «luty on
Deposit, all the Canadian circuit being
placed on the same footing.

C. A. Stonf:, Secretary.

IMowIufj: ()ne*s Own Horn.

f;i)Itok Fa.mcikrs' Journal.

W. L. Washington in a contfniiK>rary takes

Mr. CajK-rs to task for writing up his (Mr.

Capers') (log Ticlcens a litlle. When weconsitler

liow Mr. Wasliington seized every opportiniity

and made opportunities to spout atmut his own
dogs, and evt-n used Mr. Hoggs' departure for

Kngland as an a vvrtisement for the Kildare

Kennels, it seems as if he might have a little

consideration for Mr. Capers' very, ve> v small

break. Mr. Washington made things very lively

for the little year he was in Irisli setters. He
Mandly informs the i)ul>1ic that he " has not lost

his interest in this beautiful breed, and when his

heaUh and business permits, or when he can

pick up any more winners for a s<.>ng, he will l>e

back with us." If his " intere.st " is going to

keep the same tone it had the past year—writing

whoppers t<j the papers, vilifying every other

Irish setter kennel, making extravagantly false

claims for his dogs and working the fabulous

price racket—he had better keep it in al)eyance,

as he will do more harm than good with his " in-

terest in this beautiful breed." Yours truly,

LOllS CO.NTOIT.

A l>oK with Peculiar Traits.

From the Philadelphia Record.

Harry Clayton, a jovial travelling man
of this city, while on a pleasure trip to Alaska

la.st year purchased and brought home with him

one of that species of dogs used in the Arctic re-

gions to draw sledges. He wishes now that he

hadn't, as the animal has caused him more wor-

riment ni the la.st year than he suffered in his

whole life before. The dog has a habit of killing

every cat that comes in his way, presumably

only for the purpose of determining the mate-

rials that go to make up the interior constniction

of poor puss. He is very much afraid of railroad

cars, and vigorously objects to boarding one.

Another peculiar characteristic of the dog is that

he prefers to burrow under a fence rather than

jump over it, be it only a foot high. Flvery

morning the homesick brute watches for the

coming of the iceman, and when tiie latter has

deposited the ice inside the gate the dog trots

over and lies on the ice with the greatest appar-

ent comfort. There is one thing about the ani-

mal that redeems many of his worst qualities—

he cannot bark.

Quick Sale.

EniTOR Fanciers' Joitrnal.

The pointer I advertised in The Fanciers'

Jour.sai. last week I have sold. This is quick

work for your paper. Yours truly,

S. C. Bradley,

ORE^KNFtELD HiLL, CoMn., AugUSt 12.

NOTES IN PASSING.

We publish a report of a meeting held

in Charleston, S. C, which announces
the fact that the vSouth Carolina Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, not incorpo-

rated, has been incorporated, thus making
two associations of the same name in the

state. A show is to be held in Charles-

ton January 5 to 9, 1892. Mr. Ross A.

Smith makes a lengthy explanation of

the financial results of previous shows,

and the fact that last year's show was a

financial failure is readily shown by look-

ing over Mr. Smith's figures. The unpaid

premiums and other bills amount to over

1 1000, and this in itself is a serious handi-

cap for the new organization. The confi-

dence of exhibitors and others has been

seriously shaken in Mr. Smith's associa-

tion, and it is to l)e regretted that the

many excellent members of this as.socia-

tion should persist in keeping up a feud

that will result disastrously to it. One
incorporated association in South Caro-

olina could do much to promote the

poultry industry of the state and in the

South, and we hope that such may be

the case in the future. The Fancikrs'

Journal has no personal motives to guide

its opinions in this matter, but it firmly

liclieves that no society can be successful

that fails to meet its obligations in full.

a catalogue will be issued, and the auction

will be held in a tent on the ground ad-

joining Mrs. vScriven's residence. The
disposal of such a celebrated stud of birds

is pretty sure to attract a large attend-

ance of fanciers, for many will be anx-

ious to get some of the Scriven strain of

Cochins."

« «

The vSteele County Poultry Association

will hold its annual poultry exhibition at

Owatonna, Minnesota, on December, 8,

9, 10 and II, 1891. Mr. F. H. Shellabar-

ger is engaged to judge the show. Mr.
C. E. Luce is the secretary. The premium
list will be ready on the ist of November.

«
* »

» «

The A. K. C. disqualifies all societies

that fail to pay their premiums, and the

A. P. A. should certainly do the same.

In order to do this it should make rules

governing all shows held under its juris-

diction. This is a reform that must be

made.
*

« *

We were led to make these comments

by the outspoken manner of exhibitors

who attended the southern shows last

winter. Not a few were inconvenience«l

by not receiving their premium money,

and are naturally reluctant to attempt

another trip. Those that attended the

Greenville show, principally dog fanciers,

were loud m their praise of the manage-

ment of that show,and as Greenville paid

its premiums promptly there was no ex-

cuse for any of the other shows in not

doing the same. The value of the pre-

miums offered was advertised, and there

should be provision made to guarantee

at least the amount of the premiums.

That's business,and the permanent value

of poultry shows is deiiendent on honest

business methods.
»

» *

Our Cochin fanciers will be interested

to read the following, which we clip from

the F^nglish Stock Keeper : " In our ad-

vertisement columns will be found a

notice of Mrs. Scriven's sale of buff

Cochins. We are, however, pleased to

hear that it is not Mrs. Scriven's inten-

tion to retire from the fancy, but when it

is remembered that Normandy Villa has

produced during the last five years some-

thing like 800 chickens, Mrs. Scriven

thinks it is time the ground had a rest.

In-and-in-breeding has been resorted to

without a cross for five years, and it is

consi<lered necessary that some new blood

should be introduced. Mrs. Scriven con-

sequently intends to commence afresh,

just as in 1886, when with about two cock-

erels and eight pullets, she made the

Matchless strain. We understand the

birds, which will be offered for sale, will

number nearly three hundred. Of these

there are about thirty cocks of last year's

breeding, rtome seventy hrns nearly all

hatched in 1890, and about two hundred

A. X. S., Brooklyn, N. Y., writes us,

a.sking whether a trip among the large

broiler farms and other poultry establish-

ments would pay him, and also where he
can find the best opportunity for study-

ing up the practical poultry business. As
this inquiry is a sample of dozens of

others the editor of Thk Fancier.s' Jour-
nal receives, we will answer it. Brook-

lyn is on Long Island, and our corres-

pondent can do no better than visit the

practical poultrymen on the latter, for

it is questionable if practical poultry rais-

ing has better specimens than are found

on Long Island. He will learn more
visiting the duck and chicken farms there

than all the reading of poultry papers and

books will convey. The latter are an aid

to every poultryman, but practical obser-

vation makes a man proficent. Take a

trip to Speonk, L. I., and visit the estab-

lishments of Messrs. Wilcox, Hallock and

others ; then go to Islip and Quogue and

drop in on Elmer Day and Frank Gaylor.

Before returning home visit the charming

])lace of Mr. Underbill at "Oyster Bay and

we assure you that chicken culture in all

its practical i>ossibilities will be demon-

strated to you.

Mr. Charles H. Crosby, one of the oldest

fanciers and a most popular judge, is dead.

Honest, capable, faithful and charitable

in all things,he was highly esteemed in the

fraternity, and his loss will be keenly felt.

«
« *

It has been reported that Mr. Benjamin

P. Wilson, the proprietor of the famous

Dunbarton Poultry Yards, is dead. Mr.

Wilson was a lawyer by profession, and

during one of his visits in France became

deeply interested in poultry farming

which led to the establishment of the

Dunbarton plant at Atco, N. J. Some-

thing like forty thousand dollars was ex-

pended in building up the latter, but the

untimely death of Mr. Wilson may seri-

ously hinder further operations on the

farm.

« «

Mr. A. F. Hunter, editor of Farm-Poul-

try, was in Jamesburg, N. J., on Tues-

day inspecting the Hill Poultry Yards.

We shall soon illustrate the latter in

The Fanciers' Journal.

« *

The American Poultry Journal makes

the following sensible remarks:

" The Iowa Homestead alludes to a trick

alleged to have been perpetrated 'at one
of the big shows held in the South last

winter,' but does not state which poultry
show it was. The charge is that an ex-

hibitor of brown Leghorns so artfully

painted the defective feathers in some of

his birds that they deceived the judges
and won the prizes. The Iowa Homestead
says, 'we do not wish to give names,'
and, therefore, allows the grave charge to

stand in an indefinite form, to the injury,

perhaps, of some one who chanced to win
prizes. Why not give the name aud ex-

pose the rascal ?"
*

• *

There have l^een numerous rumors cir-

Tery protnl&ing chickens^. In d»»e eourss ettV»t«d regarding the dishonest practice*
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of exhibitors that it is high time to have

a "round up," and corral the rascals.

The Iowa Homestead should come out

boldly and name the man who is guilty.

This will help the honest fanciers and

remove the lingering suspicions that now

rest on all of them, due to a random

charge against only one nameless indi-

vidual.
«

« «

tirely for their early chicks, but with-

hold their names, as the senseless and

ignorant prejudice against artificially-

hatched chickens is still too common,

and poultrymeu have complained to us

that if it were known that they use in-

cubators they could not sell as many

chickens.

The Manchester (N. H.) Union con-

tains the following :

"Here is an item which is going among
the agricultural papers : 'It is an impres-

sion on the part of some that fowls that

were hatched in incubators differ in some
respects from those hatched under hens.

Such is not the case. Whether hatched

in incubators or under hens it is only an

application of heat, and when the chick

comes out of the shell it makes no differ-

ence how the heat may have been ap-

plied to it, as it is then just what its pa-

rents are, and will partake of the same
characteristics.' This was evidently writ-

ten by some one who is interested in in-

cubators and may Ije mechanically true,

but there is an influence which one living

body has upon another with which it

comes in contact or proximity that is not

here considered. It may be called nni-

mal magnetism or any other name that

seems more appropriate, but the name
amounts to little beside the fact that some
individuals will by their simple presence

change the nervous condition of a room-

ful of strangers, that some people can

handle vicious animals which others can-

not approach, that a child can sleep eas-

ily with one person and with another can

not sleep at all. There are so nuiny

cases known where dogs have been im-

pressed by feelings of sorrow which af-

fected the family where they were kept,

and so many other proofs of this influ-

ence that it is more than probable that a

hen with her strong maternal instinct

would exert an influence on the chick,

even in the shell, that an incubator

would not. No intelligent man would

like to put a lot of eggs that he paid a

fancy price for under a hen that was af-

flicted with any constitutional disease,

and while chicks hatched in incubators

may be free from vermin and from all

danger of infectious diseases, and may
not miss what they ncer had, the heat

they will receive will be of a negative

kind and will not give them the strength

an<l encouragement which conies from

motherly affection. Of course, this will

be called sentimental, and it is probably

too fine a point to enter into any com-
mercial calculations where the sulyect

will so readily adapt itself to conditions

which surround it, but scientists might

amuse themselves by experimenting on

this subject."

CHIPS FROM TM POULTRY BLOCK.

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the

Wing for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIE.

«
» «

For pure, unadulterated ignorance the

above takes the "entire bakery." It is

well that the writer excuses his vapor-

ings by stating that they may V)e "called

sentimental." This is the only excuse he

can offer in defense of his attitude toward

the much abused incubator.

*
« »

The iM)ultry editor of TliE I'ancikR.s'

Journal is a firm believer ui natural

methods and has always defended the old

hen against the absurd and senseless at

tacks of interested and often unscrui)U-

lous inculjator champions, but he has no

patience with champions of the hen who

denounce incubators for " sentimental "

reasons, or "animal magnetism" theories.

The incubator of to-day is a complete

success in the hands of an intelligent

operator, and thousands of the best

chickens are annually hatched in the

"wooden hen." We have personally

made artificial incubation a study during

the past five years, and while skeptical

in the beginning as to its value for

hatching thoroughbred chicks, are now

so firmly convinced of its value that we

cheerfully place the most expensive eggs

in a machine. In fact, we prefer a good

incubator to the average hen. We could

name at least a dozen of our best fan-

ciers who depend on the incubator en-

*
* »

After these years of hatching and rear-

ing artificially chickens of one breed, we

find the latter just as good as when they

were hatched and reared by hens. The

hens of to-day lay as well as did the hens

of six years ago.

I^et those who are skeptical regarding

incubators visit Long Island and New

Jersey poultry farms and they will be-

come convinced that man in the science

of artificial incubation has rubl>ed na-

ture pretty hard, just the same as man

has mastered nature in other branches.

This is an age of progress, and the old

fogy is distanced, floundering in the dry

rot of his musty theories.

*
» «

We have received a copy of Ns. 2 of

Depuy's Popular Poultry Books, entitled

"Capons and Caponizing," by Geo. Q.

Dow. This is a cheap edition of Mr.

Dow's .veil known work and will be

mailed on the receipt of 25 cents, by

addressing the Fanciers' Publishing Com-

pany, Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

«
« »

The Forty-fifth Burlington County,

(N.J.) fair takes place at Mt. Holly,

vSeptember 14 to 18. The premiums in

the poultry department are as follows :

Pairs of fowls, first, $3.00 ; second, ^2.00.

For chicks the premiums are, first, |2.oo ;

second, I1.50. Turkeys, geese and ducks

are awarded #3.00 for best pair and |2.oo

for second l>est pair. A premium of

Ityo.oo is offered for largest and l>est

brood of turkeys, (not less than twenty).

The prizes for pigeons are : First, |i.oo
;

second, 50 cents in each class. The pre-

miums for cage birds are the same. An

entry fee of 10 cents per fowl is charged,

and 5 cents for each pigeon or caged bird

entered. Entries close on Monday, Sep-

tember 7. The superintendent is Wm.
D. Troth. Mt. Holly. N. J.

» *

The New York and New England Agri-

cultural and Industrial Society will hold

an immense fair at Albany, N. Y.. on

August 26 to September 1 . The premi-

ums in the poultry department are as

follows: Fowls.—Pens, first, I5.00; second

;|»3.oo
;

pairs, first, I3.00; second. |2.oo.

Turkeys and Geese.—Pairs, first, I500;

second, 3.00. Ducks.—Pairs, first, I3.00;

second, 2.o(j. Pigeons.—Pairs, first, I3.00;

second, $2.00. These are liberal premi-

ums and has made an entry of 1500 possi-

ble. Entries closed on July 25.

*
* »

The intense heat of August 10 and 11,

when our Philadelphia mercury footed up

to 97 and 98 degrees, made life a first-

class burden to all animate nature. Ex-

cepting the base ball "fans" all other

fans were out of humor. Should the

editors and the proof-readers commit a

little hari-cari in this week's Journai,,

the fact can be attributed to the heat.

* »

Bantam eggs can be advantageously

hatched this month and even later.

* k

The quickest and best way to keep a

hen-house free from lice is to use a kero-

sene sprayer. Mr. Irving Crocker writes

us that he has the operation down fine,

and claims that any force pump will do

the work, but everything depends on the

nozzle used.

Not being greatly interested in the

Langshans, black, white or of any other

color, I came near missing Uncle Isaac's

denunciation of one white breed and

laudation of another one. If the "white

Leghorn is beyond all doubt the original

Leghorn," why may we not assume, as

Uncle has, that the white Langshan is

the original Langshan ?

i admire the white Leghorn as much

as Uncle Isaac possibly can, but at the

same time I believe in "giving the devil

his due," and must admit that the cuckoo,

brown and black, is in everything the

equal of the "original" white. They
will breed as true, lay as many eggs, lay

as large ones and are as large a fowl.

What is gained then by being the "orig-

inal Leghorn?"
The fact of the matter is, as all know

who have looked the matter up, that the

pure white is the rarest fowl in Tuscany.

Ayres tells us that "even the Dominiques

were more plentiful than the whites."

Furthermore, the same authority tells us

that among tlie thousands of fowls seen

by him around the city of Leghorn that

he was unable to find a single one that

was pure white.

With these facts before him, as they

must be. it is hard to see why one should

continue from time to time to make
statements that the facts in the case will

not bear him out in. While I do not

countenance the statement that the white

is the "original Leghorn," I believe them

to be pure Leghorn, but no purer than

the brown, black and cuckoo ; that is,

where those varieties have been bred

pure as many, the majority of strains

have been bred,

"Is there among all other varieties of

Leghorns, rose or single combed, a

single one that can stand comparison

with the white Leghorn ?" If we are to

judge by the popularity of each variety,

we think Uncle Isaac will find the above

question answered every time he looks

over the advertising columns of a poultry

paper or visits a show. There are bred

in this country 106 per cent more brown

Leghorns (single comb) than all the

other varieties combined. If the white

is so superior, why do the browns lead

them by such odds ?

"Brown Leghorns are the result of

game crosses," so Uncle Isaac once said,

and like the statements regarding the

whites, it has no foundation upon which

to rest. The brown or red Leghorn , as

we once called it. is as pure as the white
;

that is, both are pure, and I believe the

brown will lay more eggs in a year than

any hen that "wears feathers." The
white lays a fine large egg, larger, per-

haps, than the one laid by the brown,

but we "out West" sell eggs by the

dozen yet, so size has no advantage.

No one admires the Leghorn more
than I do, yet I must call Uncle Isaac

down when he says: "It lays the largest

eggs, that are uniformly white." Uncle,

vou certainly are forgetting the W. F. B.

Spanish. If you have a strain of white

Leehoriis that will lay a larger egg than

the" Spanish they are simply " world

beaters," but then I guess you haven't

got an v.

E<lit'or Cloud has shaken the dust of

Hammonton from his shoes. The broiler

metropolis will know him no more. Un-

cle Mike and his seven "never let go"
dogs were enough to frighten a less

courageous man than Edward, but Uncle

Mike's canines now have formed an alli-

ance, offensive and defensive, and a cer-

tain Fox is waiting for him to show up.

Better stay away, Edward. I think I can

see a way to settle matters and yield^some

sport to yours truly. Arrange a "mill,"

let Uncle Mike sponge and rub his towns-

man, and Drevy "perform the same kind

offices for PMward, and I'll be on hand
and act as timer, referee or stakeholder,

or if available material is not at hand I'll

handle all three positions. Nothing "bru-

tal" or "beastly" in this, but it would
l>e enjoyable.

I used to enjoy reading Grecian history,

more especially Grecian mythology, and
from your extracts taken from Mr, H, S,

Babcock's new work on the "Argonaut's"
I think it would be a treat to read it, and
I think he is "hiding his light under a

bushel." Advestise Mr. Babcock, and as

soon as we know the price we'll send for

a copy. From the crosses made the "Ar-
gonauts" should be a prime table fowl,

and if they possess size, an exceptionally

market fowl and a 150 a year layer, but
not more,
A Kansas man has taken out a patent

for making eggs as good as the natural

article. Well, there is one advantage in

this, he can make them as small or large

as you want them. Leave your order at

the factory and it will l)e filled promptly.
Where will the McKinley tariff be now ?

Even the egg market will be in the hands
of a monopoly. Who wants to buy ? I'll

sell my IvCghorns and take stock in the

egg factory.

My daily paper, to-day's issue, states

that one fancier has entered 500 coops of

fowls at one of our state fairs to be held

in vSeptember. It is a cold day when we
of the West get left, and if a dozen or so

other fanciers "go and do likewise," we
may expect a larger entr^ than the New
York show of 1891, and if I mistake not,

B. N. Pierce is to do the judging, which
is equivalent to saying that it will be well

done.
Speaking of shows reminds me that our

various show as.sociations will soon be
soliciting donations of special premiums
to be awarded at their next show, and let

me suggest that they state in large bold

faced type, " Don't donate any eggs as

special premiums ; we don't want them."
That will break up the worst feature of

the special premium business.

It IS simply a free advertising dodge.

He who raises fowls of sufficient merit to

win at the shows has no use for these

eggs and the donor of them knows this as

well as anyone. He may offer twenty-

five settings during the show season and
not have a single setting called for.

If we want to give a show or a breed a

"lift" let us donate cash or a good bird,

or a pair of them, but donate no eggs,

and then our donation should l>e appro-

priate and hence valuable to the winner.

Suppose we breed IvCghorns and Brah-

mas, not one per cent of the breeders of

lyeghorns breed Brahmas also, and what
would be the sense of offering the follow-

ing special : "To the best pen of Leg-

horns I will give a light Brahma cocker-

el, value I5." He may lie worth that or

more, but not one Leghorn breeder out

of a hundred would pay the expressage

upon him for him. Donate Leghorns to

Leghorn breeders and Brahmas to Brah-

ma breeders.

THE NEW BREEDS,

Some Potent Reasons "Why They
Should Not Be Encouraged.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Probably at no time in the history of

poultry culture have there been so many

new breeds promised as at present.

Whether the promises concerning them

will ever be realized or not is a question.

Those engaged in their development no

doubt have golden visions, in which figure

|ioo pullets and |20 eggs, and more or-

ders than they can fill. But they should

not let their expectations run too high,

for in all probability not more than two

or three of the score or more in sight will

cut any figure in the poultry world or

know that they are in the race. Even if

these novelties are anything better than

mongrels—which is doubtful—they still

have nothing to recommend them that

the old breeds do not possess in a greater

degree, and at the same time have fewer

imperfections.
While I would not discourage the

crossing of different breeds in order to

get a varietv to fill a place not already

occupied, either for beauty or utility, I

think it is a great mistake to encourage

the multiplying of breeds when the dif-

ference is confined to the shape of the

comb or of the tail, the color of the skin

or the feathering of a toe, or some other

equally trivial claim,

A writer in a late number of the

Poultry Monthly gives a detailed account

of his experience in crossing and re-

crossing Wyandottes and Plymouth
Rocks, white, barred and laced, through

several years of trials and tribulations,

the result of which was what he calls

barred Wyandottes. Although he doea
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not say so, he no doubt expects to see it

classed in the near future with the other
Wyandottes,
Now, I am not an enemy of the new

breeds. I have a kindly feeling for the
whole Wyandotte tribe. If the occasion
required I might sing the praises of the
"mottled" Langshan,or swear—with some
mental reservations—that the " White
Indian game" is a thing of beauty. I

might see something to admire in the
Sherwoods or those many nameless
breeds which are promised, but I would
draw the line at this Dominique hodge-
podge forever. In appearance it must
be more of a Plymouth Rock than a
Wvandotte, and more of a Dominique
than either. Had this breeder given the
same amount of care, time and sludv to
the improvement of his Wyandottes or
Plymouth Rocks the result would have
been an honor to himself as a breeder
and a pleasure to all who visited his
yards. And this leads me to remark that
if breeders would strive to improve the
breeds they have instead of discarding
them to take up some novelty because it

is a novelty, the standard of thorough-
bred poultry would be very much higher
than it is and the successful breeders
more numerous.
This course need not interfere with

experiments in new breeds if the fancier
wants to satisfy himself as to their woith
or worthlessness, but it would identify
him with some one breed and make his
judgment on that breed of some value.
Besides, the man who is constantly
changing in order to have something
new and novel will find himself in a
will-o'-the-wisp chase. The new breed
of to-day is an old one to-morrow, not
only old, but possibly worthless.
Of the new varieties, the buff Leghorn

and the buff Wyandotte have the inside
track, and their prospects are most flat-

tering. Heretofore the buff Cochin has
had a monopoly of this very fashionable
color. The field is a good one and no
l>etter subjects could l>e selected to fill it

than the Cochin, Leghorn and Wyan-
dotte, differing as they <lo in all points
save color. The buff Leghorn is likely
to suffer somewhat from the too great
haste of those having it in hand to secure
the cream of the trade while the craze is

new. The fact is, they should have been
kept in the background for two years
more at least. The buff Wyandottes have
not been offered as yet, and it is to be
hoped that they will not be until they
have this most difficult of all colors to
breed right firmly fixed. There have
l)een various crosses resorted to to pro-
duce this variety, but those who have
kept with the Wyandotte family certainly
have the best showing. The introiiuc-

tion of buff Cochin blood will secure the
desired color, but with it there will l>e

the tendency to single combs and feath-

ered legs, which it will take a long course
of close in-breeding to wipje out.

As it is difficult to organize booms on
more than two breeds at the same time,
the other new breeds will have to wait
until these have had their innings, then
if there is any good in them those inter-

ested may have a chance to show it up.

Until that time comes they lietter possess
their souls in peace and wail.

Irving Crocker,

—Why are thoroughbred fowls better

than mongrels ? we are often asked. Be-

cause they are improved, will lay twice
as many eggs and mature in half the
time.

—A Pugnacious Owl.—A Mrs. Ix)ng, of
Portsmouth, Ohio, recently had a terrific

encounter with a» owl. The bird was in

the chicken coop, and Mrs. Long, arm-
ing herself with a club, attempted to

drive it away, when the owl savagely
turned on her. and it was with the great-

est difficulty that she succeeded in killing

it. The bird measured over five feet from
tip to tip.

—The incubator should be started in

late autumn and kept running continu-
ally until the first month of summer.
There is not much profit in chicks
hatched later. By the time June chicks
are hatched and ready for market it is

flooded with them from every section.

During early spring is when the profit is

obtained. Chicks sell for I1.50 per pair

then, and they cost about thirty-five

cents to raise to a marketable size. One
can readily see the profit at a glance.
An incubator handled properly should
pay handsomely. Try it.—American
Agriculturist.

TAKING A FRESH START.

The New Poultry and Pet Stock
Association,

Charleston News and Courier, August 4.

The South Carolina Poultry and Pet
Stock Association has been roosting for

some time. Nothing has been heard of
the incorporated and unincorporated or-

ganizations, or of the fair of the one or
the other as.sociation, but the South Car-

olina Poultry and Pet Stock Association,

which was organized yesterday, again
brings the entire matter prominently
before the fancier's attention.

The stockholders of the new company,
which is the outgrowth of the old organ-
ization, met and elected the following

directors : Eber Blodgett, John S. Horl-
beck, Ross A, Smith, Lewis S. Jervey
and J. Alw^n Ball of Charleston, and John
B. Gadsden, Summerville ; A, P, Hazard,
Georgetown ; F. D. Kendall, M. D., Co-
lumbia, and Alfred Aldrich, Barnwell.
The following committee on by-laws

was appointed : W, vSt, Julien Jervev.
Ross A, Smith and J, Alwyn Ball. At
a meeting of the Board of Directors the
following officers were elected : Ross A,
Smith, president ; Alfred Aldrich, vice
president; B, Mclnnes, Jr., secretary;

J. Alwyn Ball, treasurer ; W. St, Julien
Jervey, solicitor.

In accepting the position Mr, Smith
took occasion to give in his speech of
acceptance a complete and interesting his-
tory of the association. He brought out a
number of new facts.aiid sonic that will be
especially interesting to those who have
been anxious to learn the inside workings
of the society, Mr, Smith, after thank-
ing the memliers for the confidence
shown in him and the honor conferred
on him said :

"As thtre are a number present who are not

faniitiar with the history of this association, a

brief review of same may nol be out of place.

In 1KS4 the Charleston Pou'try Association was
orKanized by several of the gentlemen who are

now prominent in the pre.sent organization. At
that time a very limited interest was shown by
the citizens of Charleston, and none at all by the

state outside of Charleston, in consequence of

which, after several very creditable exhibitions,

the association, so far as its exhibitions were
concerned, ceased to exist, leaving a debt of sev-

eral hundred dollars. Three years later the same
gentlemen, assisted by others now present, reor-

ganized under the name we now bear, and as-

sumed and paid the debt of the old association,

the consideration l)eing its assets, which con-

sisted of the coops used by it for its several

shows.

"The first exhibition of the new organization

was held in March, 1889. This, it might be said,

was the beginning of a new era in the breeding

of thoroughbred poultry in South Carolina. It is

true there were quite a number of fancy poultry

breeders in the state before that period, ^ut the

standard then was not as high as now. This,

the first show, left a shortage of some $3oo,while

the assets were al>out $400.

"The second exhib tion was held in January,

1890. In preparing for this show it became

necessary, because of the large number of en-

tries expected, to increase the cooping and bench-

ing capacity. Coops, benches and other appli-

ances were, therefore, purchased at a cost of

J600. This show, though the largest and most

complete of its kind ever held in the South, left

a deficiency of $1000 ; it will be noticed, how-

ever, that the assets were equal in amount.
" Right here I would say few if any of the

poultry associations in the United States have

ever been able to make their exhibitions more

than self sustaining. The fact is, the objects of

these associations are achieved through their

exhibitions, which represent the progress of

their work during each year, and it must be re-

membered that poultry associations and clubs

are not organized for the purpose of financial

profit, but, on the contrary, their object is the

improvement of st»x:k, and by the co-operation

of their^mcmbership to more effectually attain

that end. The advantages of organized bodies,

pursuing systematic methods of breeding, and

with a certain fixed standard of perfection, are

obvious.
" Now, notwithstanding there was a debt of

$1000 that must be paid, the management,

though deserted and abused by a few, a very

few, of the members, determined to mvite the

American Poultry Association to meet with us.

This done, an appeal was made to our citizens,

who responded with that liberality known only

to them. The debt of |iooo was wiped out of

existence, and the third annual exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-
tion became the national show of America for

1891. No one but the management of this late

show can ever form any idea of the enormous
amount of work entailed, the worry and anxiety
caused, with shame be it said, by opposition from
our own state as well as elsewhere.

" This last great show was, in point of mag-
nitude and quality, the equal of any show ever
before held in the United States. It brought
together many of the prominent breeders and
fanciers of the country, it invoked a .stimulus

in the breeding of thoroughbred stock in the
South that will continue to operate to the South's
advantage, it brought thousands to the city who
contributed to the city's prosperity, it was a rev-

elation to our citizens, who are now beginning
to appreciate the importance of an indu.stry so
peculiarly adapted to the South. Some idea of
what a show of such proportions involves may
be had from the following, the treasurer's report:

CR.

Received from all sources 14,070 89

DR.
Paid out for all purpose.s—premiums,
rent, advertising, etc 4,046 77

On hand $ 24 12

DUK.
Spratt's Patent $532 53
On premiums ..." 248 ^7
For all other purposes 330 65

1,1 1 1 65

Total due by us $1,087 53
ASSKTS,

Coops, benches, etc $950 00
Cash contributed by members , , 137 53——^$1,087 53

"Here again is a debt of $1000 or more, but
again the assets equal the liabilities. Now it

is but natural that you should ask what caused
this deficiency? In answer I would say that

wherever the American Poultry As.sociation

meets there a 1.so nieets many other poultry or-

ganizations, such as specialty clubs, etc. The
many meetings being held by these different

bodies must necessarily interrupt the judging
to a consi«lerable extent, so much s<j, indeed,

that ordinarily two judges could do what it

takes six to do ; here we have an extra outlay

forjudging of some $600 that is not necessary ex-

cept at a national show.

"Again, the«exhibits being greater than our
cooping capacity, we were compelled for uni-

formity sake, and becjui.se of the occasion to use

Spratt's patent coops and benches, which co.st

us $632 83. This expense would not be neces-

.sary ordinarily, thus we had an outlay of

$1,232 83 at this show that would not occur ex-

cept at a national show,

"In conclusion, I would say that Mr. J. Alwyn
Ball and myself have been working assi<luously

for the past month in getting up this new organ-

ization, with two objects in view : The first, that

we may t>e able to transf r the proi>erty of the

old as.sociation to the new association for the

amount of the former's del)t, and with that

money cancel all its obligations. Second, that

the South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Asso-

ciation may be put upon a sound business basis,

and its perpetuity secured. No association can

do business without such prosperity as belongcti

to the ol<l association, and in recommending the

purchase of the same I feel that the new associa-

tion will get value received in actual prosperity

and good will."

Upon motion, which was passed, the
assets of the ohl association were pur-

chased for future use in the show room.
The next show of the association was

fixed for January 5 to 9 inclusive, and the
president was authorized to communi-
cate with competent judges with a view
to their employment. All of the stock
in the company has l^een subscril>ed

;

forty per cent of the stock of those hohl-

ing five or more shares was called in, anil

the full amount of those holding one or
two shares was ordered by the directors

to be paid.
—-•

—Size, egg pro<luction anil early ma-
turity—these are the three cardinal vir-

tues in the successful poultry establish-

ment.
—"Eternal vigilance is the price of

liberty," and that applies to raising

chickens about as well as anything we
know of,

—It is always advisable to select large

well-formed eggs whether intended for

raising chicks by incubator, or under an
old hen. Finer chicks cannot fail to

hatch under ordinary circumstances from
well developed eggs than from those

formed in contracted egg passages. Rich
brown and dark salmon in females, and
rich red in males are points to be sought,

with wing primaries of solid color in both
sexes, if p>ossible avoiding the edging of

yellowish brown.—-American Agricultur-

ist,

FROM THE SOUTH,

Doings of the South Carolina Poul-
try Association.

EniToR Eancikrs' Journal,

The weather is rather warm for writing

on any subject, but as poultry requires

work at all seasons, I will endeavor to

make this article as readable as possible

under the circumstances.

In no state probably is there more in-

terest manifested in the breeding of high-
class poultry than in {South Carolina.

This interest sometimes takes peculiar

forms and methods of expression, but
that the results are generally healthy and
beneficial goes without saying when we
recall our great poultry shows of last sea-

son and the bright prospects before us
for the greatest show the South has ever

seen at Columbia, S. C, January 12 to

16, 1892, We have alreaily the grandest

list of special premiums that ever tempt-

ed the eye of a breeder and exhibitor,

while our hard-earned reputation for hon-
esty and fair dealing in the prompt pay-

ment of premiums, etc., at our last show
at Greenville, combined with the assur-

ance of cordial support from almost

every breeder in the state, is evidence

that the people appreciate our efforts to

give them clean, honest exhibitions and
are not afraid to evince their confidence
in us by going down into their pockets
when called upon. This,as we all know, is

the severest test of friendship and confi-
dence.

In the premiuui list of our next show,
which is now in course of preparation,
we have made a cla.ss for all non-stand-
ard varieties of acknowledged merit,such
as buff Leghorns, Anconas, Erminettes,
.\rgonauts and others. The Indian game
class or exhibit promises to In; one of if

not the largest in tlie show, as we have
assurances from several breeders of this
variety whose entries will aggregate more
than 100 s{>ecimens, and all the returns
are not yet in.

While writing this my attention has
been calleil to a report in the Charleston
News and Courier of Auj;ust 4 of the or-

ganization of another South Carolina
Poultry and Pet Stock .Association (in-

corporated), with Ro.ss A. Smith as pres-

ident, together with a long address by
him on taking his seat. As this report
and aildress will probably be cf>pied by
the poultry press, it will or may cause
some perplexity in the minds of fanciers

generally as to the relations existing l)e-

tween the two associations. I ile.sire to
state here that there is no connection l>e-

tween them. That at Charleston is a
purelv local organization, gotten up al-

most solely for the purpose of bringing
people to Charleston by means of cheap
excursif)ns. We have no ipiarrel with
them, but wc»uld respectfully rei|ue.st all

fanciers to bear in mind the fact that ours
is the South Carolina Poultry and Pet
Stock .\sstKMation. The Charleston As-
sociation, even with its i)eculiar object,

is capable of doing much good f«»r the
fancy in the hands of such men as Ben
Mclnnes, Jr., and J. Alwyn Ball, and we
wish them abuuflaut success.

The slurs of Ross Smith at us in his

address we pass as unwoithy of com-
ment, for we have proved the purity of
our motives in witlnlrawing from the
former association, and have thereby re-

deemed the name of old South Carolina
from the obliipiv which attaches to every
state whose poultry or other cor|)orations

«lo not redeem promjUly and faithfully

their obligations. Respectfully,

W. A. SCHROCK,
Secretary S. C. P. A.s.sociation.

Camdkn, S. C, August 10.

—The grain crops of the United States

promise to be enormous this year, a fact

that every chicken fancier will hail with

delight. Corn at one dollar a bushel, as

was the case the past season, is an expen-

sive luxury.

—Games and Leghorn chicks hatched
this month and early in September do re-

markably well, and \sill surpass those

hatched early in July. vSeptember. Octo-

ber and Novenilxr are -p)lend>(l months
for the growing c'tickens.
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POULTRY FOR PLEASURE.

The City Fancier and What His

Ideas Might Lead to.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Whenever a man tells nie he "just

keeps fowls for pleasure" I look over

my spectacles at him. I have .seen lots

of that kind. They will stand up on

Sunday morning and say they don't care

to make anything from their fowls and

in the same breath ask what is the l)est

feed to nuike them shell out the eggs at

the rate of two a day.

Whenever a prospective buyer comes

to me and says he wants a few fowls "just

for pleasure," I .set it down that that man

is built to develop into a first-class

double-barrelled kicker. He usually de-

velops in about three or six months.

Every spring these embryo kickers

swarm, and just as regularly their epitaph

is found in the kickers columns of the

poultry press, or, more fre(iuently, some

filthy, deserted hen liou.se bears mute

evidence of their disappointment.

Now here is a sample candidate, whose

letter in the May issue of Farm Toultry

I copy

mu.st say that Mr. Sternberg's standard

is to my taste, with very slight modifica-

tions, 'l believe in very heavy feather-

ing for this noble breed, and deny

the as.sertion that feathers are increa.sed

at the expense of egg production. In-

crea.sed feathering means increased

warmth in winter, and increased warmth

is conducive to increased laying in cold

weather.
Again, take heavy feathering from a

fancier's point of view. It means beauty,

and that is what we fanciers are after.

Few true fanciers give a thought to util-

ity ; that part is left to the market poul-

try men.
In closing, let me ask why do outsiders

meddle in what does not concern them ?

Mr. Felch should attend the wants of his

favorites, the light Brahmas, and allow

buff Cochin breeders to take care of their

favorites and arrange their .standard to

suit themselves. This they will very

probablv do anyhow, Mr. Felch, and

the A P. A. to the contrarv notwith-

standing. G. P. RKYNAITD.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

INDIAN GAME CLUB.

Read our special report of the F:mpire

City Homing Club's meeting in this is-

sue. The club is in a prosperous and

healthy condition, and proves the won-

derful growth and interest in pigeon fly-

* *

The Federation of American Homing

Pigeon Fanciers now numbers 257 mem-

bers, and bids fair to largely increase its

membership at the next annual meeting.

*
« *

Thp; Fancikr.s' Journai, was the only

paper to announce the <late of the next

annual meeting and report the doings of

the pigeon fanciers at the meeting last

week. If vou want the news read Thk

Journal.

mile in 27 3^ seconds. When liberated

ihe quickness with which it starts for its

cage at home is ama/ing. Mr. Hester

will take the b.it to Youngstown and try

its homing powers from there. He is

confident it will outstrip a homing pig-

eon,

* «

The Philadelphia section recommended

that one of its members be expelled for

alleged fraudulent returns. The charges

were found to be true, and no doubt one

pigeon fancier will wish that he had

.stayed in the paths of the righteous. In

defense, he blamed his wife, as the latter

had a silk dress wagered on her hubby's

birds.

*
* »

Mr Kihtor— 1 am goiiiK lo *>«>> S"»"*^ chick

en's for pleasure, ami will keep Ihein cooped

most of tlie lime. Have a sninll yard ui the

citv What would you feed Iheni 011 Irom get-

tiiiK fat ?
A St'BSCRiHER.

Philadelphia, I'a.

Mark you ! He is going to keep his

fowls cooped up most of the time /or

pleasure. He asks: " What would yon

feed them on from getting fat?" Why,

that need give you no concern at all,

Mr. Subscriber, 'just keep them closely

penned up most of "the time" for about

six months, and in the meantime give

them absolutely nothing but parched

corn. Be careful, however, to stand a

plank from the floor .slanting to the

ceiling in the coop. Start to train them

from the verv first dav vou coop them to

run up this plank regularly for exerci.se

and the eggs will roll down the board all

over the Hoor. Shonhl they come too

fast, however, tlien your boanl is .-^ct

t«jo steep. Just slant it a little more

and you regulate the nunil)er un

til you get it right down to where

you want it. See ? Nothing easier in the

worhl when vou just know how. Now,

we wouM like to go one step fiirther,

Mr. .Subscriber, since you are a Philadel-

phian, and let yf»u into a little wrinkle

we intend to get patented. You know

there is immense pleasure in farming.

You've read that in books, haven't you .-•

Well, now. what is the matter with you

turning vour citv hou.se into a regular

farm. Nothing easier in the world to do

it_just for pleasure. Lay out your cel-

lar, for instance, in ro.se beds, and just

carry vour a.shes up into the third .stor;>-

and grow vegetables. Fun ! Why it

would be nothing but fun. The only

precaution vou will have to take is to

bandage your rose i>lants every morning

to keep them from shooting .so many
buds that thev wouhl break the stems ;

and, by all means, buy a few bunches of

wagon tires to jnit around ytnir beets and

parsnips to keej) them from bursting out

the sides of your house, and train your

corn to shoot nut of the w indows. See ?

The old style of farming, where yon have

to raise corn and potatoes to pay ofi the

mortgage, is hanl, up-hill work ; but this

new city plan is simidy immen.sc, es-

peci.Tllv if vou run it along with poultry,

and you ju.st do it for pleasure. Try it.

H. A. NoECKKL.

Lan.sijownk, Pa., August 12.

Where Will It Meet ?—The West
Probably the Place.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Fiver since its organization the Cornish

Indian C.ame Club has met in the F:ast.

It is now time for it to give the "wild

and woolly West" a show, and the Indi-

ana State Poultry Association has invited

the club to hold its next annual meeting

in the city of Indianapolis, January 19 to

24, 1S92.

From present prospects the club is go-

ing to accept the invitation, and breed-

ers of this variety in the Central and

Western States are going to work pre-

paring to make this the biggest Indian

game show ever seen in America. Local

breeders are making up a purse to offer

$<^ firsts and f2 seconds on cock, hen,

cockerel an<l pullet. These prizes, along

with the premiums on breeding pens

and collections ami, of course, a lot of

sj)ecials, will make the competition very

interesting, and as the entry lee will be

only fifty cents a l>ird everybody can af-

fonl to conn)ete.

There are a lew fanciers in the East

who do not like the i«lea of the club

leaving their section of the country. They

are inclined to waul everything kept in

the extreme l^ast ami run on the clique

order. .Some l)reeders in Iowa, Missouri

and Kansas think Imlianapolis not quite

far enough west, but before time for

making the final choice I believe all will

come to the conclusion that no better

place can l)e selected, and none more

fair for the breeders of all sections.

H. P. Clarkk.

The Cochin Controversy.

F:niTOR Fancikr.s' Journal.

This has been quite interesting, but I

regret to see that Mr. Felch, probably

unable to answer Mr. Sternlierg's argu-

ments, stoops to personalities and in-

vectives. What does he mean by ac-

cusing Mr. Sternberg of inlro«lucing

"clap-trap?" Assuredly this accusation

could be brought against Mr. Felch with

far more truth. Why not carry on an

intere ting discussion in gentlemanly

langu.ige? Why not advance theories,

draw out opinions and find out the wish

of the majority ? As a Cochin Vjreeder, I

Fall Shows.

The agricultural fairs will soon be in

full blast, and farmers, merchants, cattle

and horse breeders, ponltrymen and

fakirs await their advent with prospective

pleasure an<l profit. Many young chick-

ens that still need a nurse will find their

way to the jwultrv tent, and the owners

will be dissapointe«l when the "expert"

jud;;e fails to see their hidden jmints of

meHt. The fact is, exhibitors of poultry

must send pretty good stock in these

days to our fairs if they expect to win.

Times have changed, and the old system

of having "a committee of wise hay-

seeds" pass judgment on thoroughbred

fowls has departed. Experienced judges

are now selected by most agricultural

societies, and to this can be attributed

the improvement of our jwultry exhibits.

It is to l)e hoped that our agricultural

societies will go a stej) further and not

encourage every new cross-bred mongrel

to compete for a prize. New breeds are

desirable and should be encouraged pro-

vided they have merit, but why not place

all newcomers in a class by themselves

to compete together ? This will stimulate

the champions of the respective new
"best fowls on earth" to work harder

1

and keep improving until they have

I
something worthv of the name of "thor-

oughbred."—Ohio Poultry Journal.

The Philadelphia Ledger of August

10 states: "The George W. Childs prize

still remains with the birds of H. J.

Williams, of Providence, and for 447

miles as the greatest distance in the day

of the season to date, but it is not for

lack of trials that a greater distance has

not been covered. The first return of

the New Flngland birds liberated in Syca-

more, Va., last Wednesday, was Joseph

Makcn's General W., last Friday morn-

ing. The distance is 535 miles."

On Monday, August 3, Lone Star, of

Fall River, was liberated in Pollard, Ala.,

for the 1 152 miles journey. The lil)er-

ator says this bird wouM not bathe, nor

would it hardly eat or drink, but made

ceaseless efforts to escajje from its

basket. When let go it did not rise very

high and only made one circle before

taking its ccmrse toward the north. The

binl seemed in too much haste to get

home to be willing to take time to get its

l>earings.

» «

Harry Skelton, of the Belltview Club,

of this city, reports his Blue Jim at

home from 5"" uiiles. giving him all

that he sent away, whereas his brother

and T. T. Mather, in the same race,have

none, and L. A. Mahler has reported

only one. Mr. Mather's 423, out from

the second journey of the year, was

caught by a Washington, D. C, lad,

and sold by him to R.U. Boyle for thirty-

five cents, who places it at its owner's

disposal.

This action goes to show that members

of the Federation are determined to con-

duct pigeon flying honestly, and while

occasionally a delin<iueiit will be found,

the occurrence is too rare to warrant the

iusinuationsof those outside of the Fed-

eration as to the hitter's integrity.

*
« *

The fact is, a record made by members

of the Federation is ofiicial and is ac-

cepted as such. Private records are of no

avail, no matter how phenomenal the

speed of the winner may be.

*
* *

Mr. John vShepard believes that pigeon

flying amateurs should be trained and

nursed just the same as children. It

takes time to learn the art of breeding,

mating and training homing pigeons, al-

though .some accomplish as much in one

or two years as others do in ten years.

• *

There promises to be considerable dis-

cus.sion in the ranks of the members of

the Federation regaiding flying birds on

Sunday. There is considerable opposi-

tion manifested in certain quarters against

Sunday flying, which may result in a

serious split.
*

* «

This ([uestion of Sunday flying can

hardly be regulated by the l-ederation, as

the dilTerent homing clubs may fly birds

on Sunday or not, and those opposed to

it would no doubt join such a club as

meets with their ideas.

*
» *

*
* »

It certainly seems inconsistent to ship

birds on a Saturday and allow them to be

caged on a Sunday, because flying on the

latter day is counted as wrong. A bird

on the wing is better olf than in a basket,

all other things being etiual.
*

The first and only returns yet reported

of the eleven birds liberated at Mont-

gomery, Ala., a distance of Sio miles,

were to the loft of L. and F. G. Schreil>er,

having l)een so fortunate as to get both

entries home. The fir.st arrival was the

blue checker cock Trailer, reg. /. 6710,

at 10.16 A.M., Au^;ust 8, and next the

blue checker cock Dr. L., reg. No. 1619,

at 2.35 P. M., August 9. Had these birds

l>een favored with good weather the first

three days from the start the records of

the birds Sergeant Dunne and Buffalo

Bill of 8S4 miles in four days six hours

would probably have been beaten.

* *

—No choicer flavored meat than that

of the game.

Homing pigeons will have to get "on a

bat" hereafter if they wish to retain their

laurels as carriers. The following from

the Globe-Democrat shows what a bat

can do : "William Hester, of vSpring Hill,

Pa., has a large brown bat which he has

trained to carry messages like a carrier

pigeon. Yesterday Mr. Hester took the

uncanny bird to his place of business in

New Castle, and having made arrange-

ments at home to note the exact time of

its arrival let it loote. The bat flew a

Stray Homers.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

I have four birds probably worth .some-

thing to some one. They ate marked as

follows :

No , _H I 23-90, seamless band, marked

llegry Jones 613 S. Third St ,
Ihiladelphia, Pa.

No 2 _H ^722, seamless band, stamped 622.

,^_,Lc,.' ifcaught or shot. Starr 3880. Cannot

niake it out any plainer.

No ^.—John Adams. 1530 Seymour St., Phila-

delphia. Seamless band. H. 47^3 Seamless band,

J. A. I.—90. Stamped on wing feathers 1—4—

x

— 1—7.

No. 4.—Seamless t)aud. W. 9X75-

These birds have also strayed away

and are now awaiting the owners' pleas-

ure They are all seamless band birds,

marked R. 36. K. O. 1 1, Z. 8879, Z. 12613,

H. 12642. Stamped H. Suter'.s, 741 Spmce

Street, Camden, N. J. ^ ^. , „.

Owners can apply to me for birds with-

in ten days. Robert E. Cox,

62 and 64 Grace Ave., New York City, N. Y.

Recovery of a Carrier.

A lead-colored carrier pigeon from

Philadelphia is held in captivity at the

the United States Naval Academy at An-

napolis, Md. On one of the wings of the

bird is stamped "John Kunz, 630 W.
Huntingdon Street, Philadelphia, Pa..'

and on the right leg is a brass band, o»

which is stamped "X 3808."

FLYING FOR A RECORD.

Three Hominar Pigeons Trying to
Accomplish 1145 Miles.

From the .New York Sun. .\iiku-1 2.

Two l)ir«ls owned in Providence were
lately liberated in I'oUard, AIh , to make
the jotirney of 1145 miles airline to

home. A third binl, Lone Star, of Fall

River, was sent on Wcthus'lay to the

sime vii iuily and to cover a trifle greater

tlistance. The question is, where will

these bi I (Is l)e heard from next? This

will lead to a discussion as to their mis-

taking the way and getting lost in the

valleys of the mountains which have
their beginning just where these birds

will strike them if they lake the air-line

course to home.
The first journey from extreme dis-

tance was Helgian lofts, many years ago,

and to end a «liscussion in which it was
tnainlained that a bird might return from

a start in surroundings so strange that it

would not get inlt> know n territory for sev-

eral hours, but it must arrive within sight

of known objects before the ' turn of the

day," or it would roiisider itself lost and
rettirn to the point of lil)eration. That
is, should the bird continue on, and at

night find itself ni a suange plate, it

wotdd not lesiime its journeying.

Rome was the station helecled for the

test, and although l)Ut viiy few of the
birds .sv lit riluined.tlie.se were enougii
to prove thiit tlKories were apt to bv at

fault when ap]>lied to pigeon Hying.
Other tests wtre niiide from lUe saniesta
tion, and also from Lisl><>n, and -all had
returns. In all tlu se JMiirneys it was not
that tin distance wns so gr<at, as in one
it was only 725 nnles. ami in the o;lier

a)>ont (/>> miUs. bnt in e u-li the moun-
tains l\i'ig between llie li lerating sta-

tii>n and home formed an inipa.ssible

Jwrrier, inasmuch as the flying pigeon is

so consliiuteil ll at it cannot rise to a
height to got above tliein. 'J'lie few that
returned from each start must have taken
the course around bj- water, striking
France in one case at its southeastern ex-
tremity and at the southwestern in the
other.

The story ol the various attempts to
piove the inrd's ability to find the way
and to tsiajie the dangers fnnii hawks,
jK»t hunters, and trappers for American
lofts IS not without interest. When in

1880 ,\inerican birds arrive<l at home the
next morning from a start 475 miles dis-

tant, their (»wners believed them to be
fully capable of equaling Helgium's best
work, and 630 miles, from Iiulianapolis

to Jersey City, was alteni|»ted ami covered,
one biid making the journey in twenty-
one da}s, the other being out for nine
months. Then 70(j miles, from .St. Louis
t«) Cleveland, took the lead. The second
year after, this distance was increase*! to

725 miles, from Atlanta to Keyport, and
m lietter time.

It was in the year following this that
two binis were sent to make the jonrniy
from 1050 miles fnnii MoiUgomery, ,\la.,

to Fall River, ami l)oth returned and in

l>etter condition than when sent away,
showing the journey entailed no hard-
shi)>s. The honors heaped upon these
little travelets led to other ventures being
made which shouM ecpi.^l this record in

Inrlter time, if not Irom a greater distance,

but, although ioc)o miles has been covered
and two birds have credit for 950 miles,

the journey from 1050 miles remains the
greatest distance i-s yet covered by a
pigeon

.

Some of the ventures have had curious
results. One \ear birds owne<l in New-
York and Ke)-|M3rt were flown from sta-

tions along the Atlantic coast, with the
idea that the binls would follow the coast

line in their journeys from strange terri-

tory. Very singularly all of the visiting

and birds that were shot were reported
from inland, and when the birds were let

go in Key West not one would leave the
island. Day after day they would take
wing, circling over the island and above
the main land, but invariably they wonhl
return to the island. Although fully

thirty biids have at one time or another
been liberated from Key VV'est, none were
ever reported at home, and only one was
ever known to have reached the main-
land. The only reason given for this is

the numerous birds of prey known to be
upon the lower part of the peninsula.
Other birds were trained regularly from

the southwest and liberated from New
Orleans and vicinity. None of these are
known positively to have returned, al-

though last year one bird that was started
from there gave all the proof of its iden-
tity, not as a stranger would, but as one
fighting for its own. and in its jjcculiar
appearance. The bird had been absent
four years. Many of the birds starter!

from New Orleans have been caught in
towns directly north, .showing the birds
to have followed the course of the river.

Last year birds were liberated in Pensa-
cola and Tampa, and Evergreen, Fla
From the two last named no word was
ever received, but of those from Pensa-
cola it was possible to follow their course
almost from first to last, and to feel a re-

gret that the brave effort the little fellows
made to reach home was without result.

Pollard, the station from which the
New F^ngland birds now on the wing were
liberated, lies directly north of Pensacola,
and the difTicuhies which the birds of
a )'ear ago encountered will likely be the
experience of the Yankee flyers The
liberator says :

•' When liberated the birds
flew up very high and circled round sev-
eral times, getting further and further
away with each round, and finally look a
course a little east of north, and were out
of sight in about five minutes," Ha<l
their course been east northeast a speedy
return might be hoped for. 1ml east of
north was into <langer. The Appalachian
chain has its greatest elevation in the
north of (ieorgia and south of Tennessee,
where it is in three ranges. The north-
east course from Pollard or Pensacola
would cairy the birds directly into the
most westerly of the valleys belvvten the
hills, and into the very high mountaiws
above which they could not rise on their

way home. Last year the two birds on
the evening of the day of the start from
Pensacola were seen to come from the
northeast, and stopper! for the night
along the mountains close to the border
line of Tennessee.
The next morning when given their

liberty they took their course sr nlhwest,
and were next reported from the .second

valley toward the east. One was shot,

ami its marked wings nailed against liie

wall of a mountain cabin eliciterl the fact

that "there were two of these strange
birds, am! the other escaped." The
"other" was reported later on as having
stopped for the night at a farmhouse in

.soutliern Virginia, that is, a little further

north. Its wings had l)een cut before it

was noticed that they bore marks. The
bin! was therefore cri])|>le<!, and it was a
question whether it should remain until

it could grow wings or Iji; shipped by ex-

press. Ilsownerilecided to })ermit it to re-

main, and one night il d.sappeared. .All

that was to be found of it was a handful
of feathers under its roost. It is sup-
posed a cat caught it. The birds un-
t!ouble<lly look llieir first course into the

mountains, and finding an elevation be-

tween them and their home tliey stopped
for the night. The next morning they
continued their journey upon the same
line. In their second trial they were
lost in the same way in the next valley.

The one bin! that escajjed must have
made a third start, as the laiitl between
where its mate was shot and the Virgin-

ian farmhouse was too higli to rise above.

Tlie three binis liberated at Pollard

have done well tliissea.son. Armour and
St. Paul, of the Providence entry have
never been out over niglii, and were two
of the seven tliat hold the Oeorge W.
Cliihis prize for the season's distance in

the day, then 447 miles in 9V hour^, be-

ing ihe best day's work of llie year to

date. Lone Star, the Fall River bird,

hell! the honors for the l>est average
sjjeed for a time, but in otlier journeys

lost place in going to the loft in whicli

she was bre<l and from which she was
sold to Mr. Thursion. The journey be-

fore this from Alabama was 540 miles.

— For swelled eves, bat he the head with

a warm solution made by dis.solving a

teaspoon fill of powdered boracic acic! in

a pint of water and then annoint with

a few drops of glycerine. Repeat this

daily.

—Raw meat in moderation, chopped
fine and fed about thrice a week will

stimulate egg production. One pound
of meat is sufficient for fifteen hens.

Some cook it, but raw meat is by far

V>etter.

DOINGS OF THE FLYERS.

An Enthusiastic Meeting Held in

New York City August, 5.

I'rom Our Special Corresptindent.

Nkwark, .\ugust 13—Oneof llie most
notable, enthusiastic aii<! iniportant

gatherings of pigeon fanciers it has

ever been llie pleasure of your cor-

respondent to attend was the meeting of

the Fuipire City Flying Club's members
at their rooms, No. 5 Park Place, New-

York City, on the evening of .\ugust 5.

The occasion was their regular semi-

monthly meeting, but its attractions

were particularly interesting, not only to

the club's membership, but to the whole
flying fancy both at home and abroad.

At this meeting were to be awarded the

prizes and diplomas to the successful

lofts in the old bird racing season just

closed. The work of this clul) for the

season of 1891 is without ])recedent in

the history of American pigeon flying.

The number and (pialities of the lofts

engaged in the struggle for the many
beautiful and valuable prizes made hard
and faithful work compul.sory <»n the
pail of the club's ofiicers 10 insure il the
success il sought, viz. : To be phu ed on
record in 1S91 as the leading h<nning
club on the coiilimnt. In this it has
without doubt snccettled, and 1 am sure
your readers will coincide with me in the
statement when they have read my let-

ter through.
The meeting was called to order at 9

1*. M., First Vice-President (ieorge H.
Howerman, in the absence of Presi<!ent
Whitely, presiding. In respoii.se to the
roll call of Secretary T. F. Croldman,
noiessthan twenty ineiiil)ers were heanl
from as present. There were also

l)resent as guests of the Finpire Club
Race Secretary I). S. Rogers and Paul
W. Krouse, of Philadelphia, and Mr.
Benlley, of the Crystal Palace Homing
Club, of London, Kngland. The routine
work of the club having been gone
through with, your correspondent
awaited with interest the race report of
Secretary (loldmau, for in this was to be
learned what had been done during the
seas«)U of 1891 l)y the much talked of
Kmi)ire Club's experienced pigeon fly-

ers. An outline of lilt work accomplished
is given below.
The first club race frt)m Havre-de Grace,

INId., 130 miles, May 15, found 22 lofts

engageil, the total entries of birds being

359. The start was nnule at 10 30 A. M.,
weather clear, wind fresh, northwest,
which brought into play all the g(x>d

(jualilies of the birds competing. The
winner w.is Mr. Conrad A. Mahr, Jr., his

bird having an average s|>ee<l of 1215.02
yards per minute. The j)rize for this race,

to be selected by the winner, to be etpial

in value to Jfio. Mr. Morton's birds

came in second, with ii86«j8 yards per
miiiuto, fi)llowed by many others with
speed from 1 1 S2 to ii«x^ yards, showing
an excellent club average speed.

The secoiu! race was to liave been from
Washington, I). C, 2(X) miles, on May
24, but owing to a c<tiitiiiuaiice of un-
favorable weather for over a week the
race was <leclare«l off. Tlie entry was 344
birds from twenty-two lofts.

The third race was from Charlottes-

ville, Va., 300 miles, June 14. The entry
was 229 birds from nineteen lofts. The
prizes were six diplomas to the first six

lofts, and gold medal, value jj^2o. present-

eil by the .secretary to the winning loll.

The winner was Conrad A. Mahr, with
an average speed of 1270.7, the other
diploma winners being in the order
named : Secoiul diploma, II. Walker, ve-

locity 1247.3 yar<>s ; third diploma, I'M

Morton, velocity 12263 yanls ; fourth di-

ploma, T. F. Ooldmaii, velocity 12 16

yards; fifth diploma, J. Prior, 121 1.6

yanls ; sixth diploma, W. Harwell, ve-

locity 1 201.5.

The fourth race was from Rocky
Mount, Va., 400 miles, on June 27. The
prizes were six diplomas and gold me<!al,

value f20, presented by the clul)'s hon-
orary member, Mr. Frank Yonng. In

conjunction with this conifietition the
club also competed for the silver trophy
given by the New Yotk World to the
flying fanciers of this vicinity. Secretary
Goldman, of the Empire Club, was most
wisely selected to act as race secretary
in charge of the united competition.

The entry was : Kmpire City Flying
Club, 201 l)inls from twentvtwo lofts;
Kings County Club, 47 birds ; Hudson
Club. 3 ; Oxford. 4, making a grand to-
tal of 269 birds, of which 195 comi>eted
for the Worhl Irophv. The start was at
5.'>4 A. M. June 27 by Mr. W. H. Akers.
Wind west of soulli ; clear, but at home
and over the greater part of the course
flown the wind was fresh northwest the
entire day, rendering the journey an un-
usually .severe one, and the fly was a de-
cided Waterloo. Hut three birds were re-
jwrted to the race secretary the day of
the toss from the Newark entry and one
from Hrooklyn. The lofl of Mr. C. A.
Mahr was the winner of club medal, first

diploma and the World trophy, his re-
turns being two birds at 7.07 P. M., mak-
ing ail average speed of H60.8 yards per
minute ; Mr. W. B. Garrabrants second
diploma, with an average of 869.5 yards.
Mr. Cadoo, of the Kings County Club,
had one binl return at 7.32 P. M., with
an average speed of 852 yanls. This race
was the most severe one in the history of
pigeon flying in this vicinity, yet the
lioiiors went to the Hinpire City cMub.
The fifth and last fly of the club is the

one that makes the Ivm])ire boys feel

I)roud. and justly so too. It was flown
from Statesville, N. C , air line <ltstaiice
5<jfj miles. The entry was 93 birds from
14 lofts. The start was made at 5.15 A. M.
July 15, Standanl time, and with weather
conditions favorable to a fault, the wind
being southwest over the entire course.
The prize for this race was a handsome
silver cup to the winning |<»ft, and I25
gold medal to the second loft. lM»th pr«-
senieil by the club's President. Mr.
Francis Whitelev. Of the 93 birds shipped
no less than 14 were certified hcnne the
day of the loss, to seven different lofts.

Think of it, seven diflerent lofts, making
the 5(X)mile reci>rd day of toss and all in
one club. Was ever such a performance
ever thought of before? It was accom-
plished, however, and its accomplishment
pL-ices the limpire Club on the topmost
pinnacle of pigeon flying fame. The
record made to the seven lofts mentioned
is as follows:

Certified Speed
r. M. Yds.
X^ii I4"4.RT. K. Cfolihiian. . .

W. B C.arrabraiits
F. Whitelev. . . .

C A Mahr ....
Hen KIwrll
W llalli.lay

.4.14 i.M" i

.4.?.^ i.^zo.s

.44.S 12793
. ,s 40 1^4 O
6.00

Kli Morton 623 11JH.3

Mr. Halliday's velocity, owing; to a discrep-
ancy, has not yet he»'n adjusted, but |M)sition can
not tie chanije<l (Hher relnrns were reported
early Ihe niorniiiK of the second day.

The i)rizes and diplomas for the al>ove
races were then |)resented by I'iist Vice-
Presiflent nowerman, am! no em! »)f en-
thusiasm was given vent to as the for-

tunate members received the valuable
fruits of their birds' successes. Con-
gratulatory remarks were made bv tlie

club's guests, the Messrs. Rogers, Kronse
and Hentley, after which the dub busi-

ness meeting was declared atljourned, and
the balance «)f the evening was s|>ent in

the enjoyment of pigeon talk am! re-

freshments. All votetl the Ii)mpirc fK»ys

to be hail fellows well met. am! as pigeon
faiieiers they le.id the .\iiierican fancy
hands down. Such at le.ist is the opinion
of your correspondent. NoB.S.

Lost a Pigeon.

I'juToR Fanciiik.s' Journai,.

.As a new subscri!)er to your Jfuirnal

I am very much pleased with it. In train-

ing one of my yonng pigeons I threw him
up at .\shland. Camden County. New
Jersey. His leg band is niarke*! !•'. H. 3
.\. Should any of the sul>scribers of The

i

Fancikr.s' Jot'RNAi , <ir any of its readers,

find it in their lofts I should be pleased
to be notified. Very truly yours,

I'rank Huburt,
GiBRSBOKo, Camden Co., N. J., Aug. 7.

Pigeons Stolen.

Mr. I). K Newell, of New York City,

reports that a lot of his barbs have been
Stolen, including three white ones.

-^Keeping too many fowls in one
place, in one yard, or in one house to-

1 gether, is quite as often the cause of non-
I
retmiis from the flock a-* is any reason

thai can be given why hens don't lay,

1 why they get sick, or they "don't pay"

I

for their keeping—a» careless persons
I sometimes assert.
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The (Jhicks in ^ImsuMMER.

Correspondence Country Gentleman.

A healthy chicken is always ravenously

hunj^ry when it first wakes in the niorn-

inji, the yoiinj^ jjrowing chicks most of

all, and happy are they, if having escaped

the thraldom of coops, they are at liberty

to start off on a foraging tour right away.

Just now I have about 150 chicks of this

age, which I have just succeeded in coax-

ing to roost out in the trees, some low fruit

trees growing in the poidtry yard, whose

branches reach nearly to the ground.

During summer it is much healthier for

them to be out of <loors where they will

l>e free from parasites, and if a warm
summer rain does fall on them during

the night it will only wash off their

feathers nicely. About sunrise they get

their breakfast, which now consists of
boiled cracked corn and wheat bran, yes-

terday's stale 1)read moistened with sweet
milk and seasoned with drii)ping, and a
tablespoon ful of flaxseed. As soon as

the wheat is threshed they will get a

fresh supply of screenings, of which one-

thinl their daily rations will then con-

sist For drink they have clabber from
the creamer, as much I>eing put into their

troughs as they will consume by 9
o'clock, after which water is given until

5 in the afternoon. Milk in any form
gets so warm, even in the shaded yard,

that it seems to disagree with them. At
noon they have another meal of pretty

much the same thing, and a^ain at 6 in

the evening, their food l>eing always
placed in feeding coops out of reach of
the adult fowls, which at this .season have
only two meals daily.

The half-grown chicks could get on
with two meals, but I am trying to push
on the pullets for early fall layers, while

the cockerels need a little more size and
flesh to make respectable broilers. At
each meal only as much food is given as

they will eat up clean in half an hour, so

there is a long interval before the next,

and if I go out l>etween times there is

scarcely a chick in sight ; all are off" in

the orchard busily hunting grasshoppers
and pecking windfalls untier the fruit

trees. They are active, busy little birds

at this age, and even after a liberal sup-

per all scatter out on another insect

hunt which lasts late into the twilight,

and when I go out at closing-up tmie
they are scattere<l here and there, bound-
ing up in the air after moths and bugs,

which at that hour fly close to the ground.
There are few things more interesting

than watching the development of the
various breeds of chicks as they advance
toward maturity. Some are so much
more precocious than others ; in this rc-

s|>ect the brown I^eghorn, of all the
breeds I have ever tried, stand at the
head of the list. They feather out so rap-

idly, tlie pullets so soon acquire a trim
mature look and grow such extensive
tails—somelxxly says to act as sails in

getting over ground more (juickly. The
young Leghorn cockerels love to grow
tall retl combs and sit on the fence and
crow ; long before there is enough meat
on one to make a decent meal he is lift-

ing his thin, squawky, Uttle voice m a lu-

dicrous attempt at a crow. It is no small
effort either, judging from his severe bo<l-

ily contortions and vehement strainings.

But no matter how ridiculous the result

the spirited little brownie knows no de-
feat.

Just the opposite to this youngster is

the black Langslian, a staid, serious-

minded chick, wholly intent upon grow-
ing a large stocky body and keeping it

well covered with glistening black feath-

ers, the tail and comb being an after-

thought, added when he has nothing else

to do : while as for the crow, that is

never heard of until he is old enough to

do it properly. Of this breed one can
scarcely distinguish the cockerels until

two months of age, except by the little

"squeak, squeak" they utter when you
catch one. Unlike the Leghorns, it is

difficult to persuade the Langshans to

roost, being heavy of body and some-
what clumsj', but some of my neighbors
have had so many of their early chicks
caught by the weasels, rats and minks
that I do no feel mine are safe as long as

thev are on the ground. The mink waits

till the chicks are broiling size, then of-

ten destroys fifteen or twenty in a single

night, sucks their warm blood or eats

their brains, and leaves the coop strewn
with dead bodies. It is so very sly that

ordinary traps are of little avail, and al-

though its body is nearly the size of a do-
mestic cat, yet so pliant and muscular is

it that it can force its way through an in-

cre<libly small aperture. After the chicks
can roost in trees the owls are their only
enemies, and I am a little afraid the shin-
ing white plumage of my young white
Mmorcas may attract them. They are

my special favorites this season, are just

now fully feathered, and so graceful, sym-
metrical and handsome. They remind
me of white pigeons, having small heads,
full breasts and creamy white plumage of
a beautiful texture. In shape they also

somewhat resemble the Leghorns,though
the body is rather longer and more slen-

der, and like them they have tall, single,

red combs and bright yellow legs.

Though active and energetic they are not
so nervous and restless, nor are the
young cockerels quite so precocious about
crowing. As if aware of their beauty,
the white Minorcas like to stay where
they can be seen ; a bevy of them fre-

quents the front yard, forming pictur-

esque groups under the trees, their snow
plumage contrasting prettily against a
background of blue grass.

Disease of the Limb.

Many diseases of the limbs are due to

internal causes, and must be dealt with

in the context, and others are sympto-

matic of affections which are treated un-

der other heads. But there are those in

which the limbs are only affected.

Leg Weakness.—Young chickens are

esjjecially liable to this affection, and a

too rapid growth of the body, an inher-

ent weakness, or the want of proper bone
forming materials in the food may all be
the root cause. To avoid this it is an ex-
cellent thing to give bone meal to chicks,

for that material, if of the right kind
contains elements in which some soils

are deficient, and which are not available

when birds are reared in confiuement.
Rice, Indian corn, and similar foods are

objectionable if used alone, and in fact

Indian corn should not be used at all. A
good tonic is needed, of which many are

sold for the purpose, and the circulation

may be increased by rubbing the legs

well with turpentine. Lime should al-

ways be at hand.

Cramp.— P'arly chickens oflen suffer

from this complaint, the toes being drawn
together, instead of spread out in the
proper manner, dampness and want of
exercise are the cause and also weakness.
To remedy this the place where the birds

are kept must be dry, and they must be
encouraged to work for their food. Give
internal tonics, and after bathing the feet

in warm water, rub them well with tur-

pentine ; then encase them in flannel

moistened with the same fluid, and place

near a fire.

Rheumatism.—Other birds, more es-

pecially of the heavier and five-toed vari-

eties, sometimes suffer from this com-
plaint, those birds kept on very damp
soils especially so. Of course there is

some taint in the blood that umst be
eradicated. A good aperient twice a
week is helpful, and sulphur should be
mixed with the food. The legs should
be rubbed well every day with camphor-
ated oil, and three or four grains of ni-

trate of iHjtash should be administered
daily. To reduce the inflammation doses
of aconite may be given, and the food
should be rather stimulating.

Bumble Foot.—The five-toed variety

are subject to this complaint, which is a

swelling on the ball of the foot, either in

the form of an abscess or a corn. If the
former, it must be punctured ; if the lat-

ter, cut out. The place should be dressed
daily until healed, and the bird kept on
soft straw or hay. In other breeds than
these named, the same result is met with
due either to the injury of the foot, or

flying down from too high a perch.

Scaly Legs.—Of this there are two
forms, one due to the oily serretion,

which causes a dryness of the scales, and
the other to the presence of a parasite.

There are various ointments sold for this

trouble that are very efficacious. Or
these can be made. For the first named
vaseline and zinc ointment applied daily

will effect a cure, and for the latter or
parasitic form, wash the legs daily, scrub-

bing them with a hand nail-brush, and ap-

ply sulphur ointment. So treated this dis-

ease is easily cured.—CountryGentl^mao,

American ^awks
HNt) Thei^ Uses.

American hawks may be roughly di-

vided into two classes, though the two

grade together—large and small, or slow

flyers and swift flyers ; for most of the

big haw'.cs are slow of movement, while

all the small species are swift of wing.

Singling out two of the largest species,

which happen to be very numerous in

the eastern United States, we find them,

says a writer in St. Nicholas, to be the

red-tailed hawk and the red-shouldered

hawk. Though at a distance it may
trouble one to tell one from the other,

their larger size generally distinguishes

them from other kinds. These two

hawks are known as the "hen hawks"

by the farmer, and are considered to be

fair game for all, to be shot, trapped, or

poisoned, whenever seen, for the good of

the farmer. As a matter of fact, these

hawks do not deserve their bad name

—

poultry thieves.

The food of the two species has been

carefully studied, numerous specimens of

these two kinds being among the more

than a thousand hawks and owls which

have been examined by the Agricultural

Department at Washington, It would,

in all probability, surprise the farmers to

know that no trace of poultry, or indeed

of any bird, had been found in the food

of the specimens examined. These

"hawks are to be found near the edges of

small ponds and streams, and about
meadows ; and it is not surprising to

learn that in the spring, frogs and snakes
constitute the chief part of their fare,

and at other times the meadow-mouse is

their usual food. No one will begrudge
them that. No doubt both of these

species do some damage to poultry, and
occasionally snatch a rabbit or partridj^e,

but so heavy of wing and clumsy are

they that such acts are rare happenings
in their lives ; and it must be admitted,

that whatever mischief they do is made
up for many times over by their constant

warfare against rats, mice and smaller

vermin.
The red-legged hawk is another large

species—a little larger than either of the

others, and even heavier on the wing.

Breeding further north he visits New
England and the Middle States chiefly,

in fall and winter. He is often mistaken
for the "hen hawk," and is usually shot

on sight, if for no other reason than for

his fierce looks. And truly, with his

heavy hooked bill and cruel-looking

claws, he would seem to be dangerous to

poultry. Yet, notwithstanding his size

and strength, he, too, is equipf>ed for no
more daring raid than an attack on a de-

fenseless frog or snake, or the slaying

of field mice. Of the last, this hawk
consumes a great number—probably all

but a twentieth of his food consists of

them, while he rarely touches poultry or

birds at all.

Very different in appearance and habits

from the above is the goshawk, or. as he

is sometimes called, the "blue hen
hawk." When full grown, a hawk of

this sort measures from twenty to twenty-

four inches in length. It is bluish-slate

color above ; below white, crossed with

many zigzag slate-colored lines. For
strength and bravery this hawk is not

surpassed by any bird of prey. It feeds

upon ducks, pigeons, hares, grouse, and
poultry ; and unlucky is the farmer

whose' poultry yard becomes
ground to one of these hawks,
the frightened fowls have had
sound the alarm, it has selected

tim, and is away more quickly than the

gun can be snatched from its corner.

The American peregrine falcon, or ruck

hawk, is another notable species, al-

though a rather uncommon bird. Like
the goshawk it is dark blue above, while

the white underparts are barred and
streaked with black. Though smaller

than the goshawk, it is in no wise infe-

rior to it in prowess and strength of wing,

and has been known even to kill and eat

the sparrow hawk. Its favorite food is

waterfowl.- Few claims to mercy can be
urged in favor of this hawk, and as its

fpo4 consist largely of useful birds, and

familiar

Before
time to
its vic-

as its talons are against every creature it

can muster, so must the hand of man be
raised against it.

The broad-winged hawk has a just
claim upon gratitude, as its chosen bill

of fare includes snakes, toads, and frogs,

but not many mice, and very few birds
of any sort. The marsh hawk can be
easily recognized from his long tail and
slim body, with its white rump, and his

habit of "beating" lightly, but not swift-

ly, over meadows and fields just above
the tops of the grass. He sometimes
snatches a sparrow or lark, but the food
upon which he chiefly lives is mice,
ground squirrels, and such little knawers.
No impudent raider of the hennery is he,

but a living mouse-trap ; and so care-

fully does he quarter and beat over his

hunting-ground that he is called the
"marsh-harrier."
There are many other large hawks iu

the United States, but the above are the
ones oftenest found ; as will be seen,

with two exceptions, they are really use-

ful to the farmer, and the two injurious

species, besides being uncommon, may
readily be known from the others.

Passing now to what may be called the
small hawks, the two most important

—

important by reason of size and mis-

deeds—are the coopers and sharp-shinned
hawks. These two rascals, though small,

are remarkable for size and impudence.
Woe betide the flock of small birds that

attracts the attention of these winged
bullets. Well have both earned the
name "chicken hawk," for both of them
are true hardened thieves of the barn-

yard, and do not hesitate to snatch a pul-

let from under the very nose of the irate

farmer, and even to return in the after-

noon of the same day to repeat the rob-

bery. Little can be said in their favor,

but so sudden is their attack and so rapid

their flight that they seldom come to

grief, while their sins are visited on their

larger, more honest and more stupid rela-

tives.

The pigeon hawk, so-called from its

size and bluish color, makes a fit com-
rade to the other two. Although being
small, it must necessarily prey upon
smaller binls. It is a beautiful hawk,
but its presence is a constant danger to

everything it dares to attack. The spar-

row hawk, the smallest and most abun-
dant of its tril)e, is a valuable ally to the

farmer. When it can obtain them, grass-

hoppers are its favorite food, and it rare-

ly eats anything else ; but when these

are not to be had, it captures mice and
small binls—many more of the former
than of the latter.

The state of Colorado passed a law a
few years ago, offering a Iwunty on
hawks and owls, and vast numbers of
sparrow and other hawks were sacrificed

and paid for by the state. The time
may come when they will \ye glad to buy
back the aid of these winged friends of
the farmer at twice the price now paid
for their destruction.

SCRAPPLE.

Make the Hens Scratch.

Don't forget to make the hens scratch

for a living. When they suspend scratch-

ing they become inactive and unhealthy,

do not lay regularly and if fed plenti-

fully Iwcome over-fat, and what eggs

they lay are likely, many of them, to be

sterile. A persistent scratcher is com-
monly a good layer. Bury the whole
grain and make the hens scratch it out.

This doctrine was laid down originally

by us years ago, but many new boys
have entered our school since we began
to teach.—American Poultry Yard.

The Cholera.

Cholera may be known by greenish

droppings and intense thirst. Nearly all

cases supposed to be cholera are indi-

gestion, due to the lack of exercise or

overfeeding. For cholera remove all

sick birds from the others and add a tea-

spoonful of liquid carbolic acid to a

quart of water, allowing no other drink.

For indigestion give twenty drops tinc-

ture nux vomica in a quart of water, and
also give plenty of sharp grit.—Poultry

Keeper.
. .

—When fowls are kept confined to

runs, it is an excellent plan to dig up
part of the runs, thus giving them a place

to scratch in, and it will also keep the

runs clean by turning under the top.

A Good Chicken Coop—Broody
Hens—Bro^vn Leghorn Chicks.

The Phasianella Pigeon.

The following extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of Thk Fancikr.s' Journal. It

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons and^fancy stock.

Broody Hens.

There are two classes of broody hens

that excite the indignation of an im-

patient or unreasonable man. Firstly,

birds that commence with promise, those

cluck, ruffle their plumage, pick at the

hand, grow hot under the wings, receive

a sitting of eggs, sit on them with osten-

tation for about four days, and then

come off with a rumpus and stay off sev-

eral hours then go on again to remain a
few hours, then come offand have a lively
fight with another hen, break an egg or
two in the nest, and end off by clucking
very loudly and constantly while taking
position with other fowls to roost for

the night. A sitting of valuable eggs
has been spoiled. And the owner of
that hen feels "mad enough to wring her
neck," perhaps sits down in anguish and
pens a letter to an incubator man in-

quiring "the lowest price," etc.

Secondly, those birds that will sit

against the will of their owner. There
are chickens enough. The coops are full;

but one of the feathered female bipeds
starts suddenly with a most determined
and persistent purpose. She will sit on
eggs, but if those fail she will sit on a
white chip or a brickbat. She doesn't
cluck or bite, but she just sits. Remove
her to a close box and she croons in one
comer and sits. She is patient, hardly
notices food or water. There is nothing
under her but the so ft-shelled eggs of her
imagination, and she dreams on till the
rough hands of impatience and foolish-

ness seize her and she is thrown down
;

lucky for her if her owner has been con-
verted, for in that case he will not swear
out loud. With what devotion to a sin-

gle aim she creeps to the first nest she
can find, and sits again on china, wood
or on nothing. Ah, fool ! to feel mad-
ness toward a hen for manifesting the

strong instinct that nature has implanted.
Have you read of that mother overtaken
on the prairie by cold and blinding

storm, struggling on till heart and
strength failed, and the blood curdled in

her veins,sinking down in the cold snow,
dead before found, yet her infant clasped

to her heart wrapped thickly with its

mother's clothing alive. Love for the

young is an instinct strong as life, and
the person who would thrash alx)ut and
abuse a simple hen for this strong natu-

ral feeling ought to be punished by being

compelled to take a sitz bath in a

spoiled eggs

tem that the egg functions become stim-
ulated to steady work.
The organs of procreation, though

active in some at an early age, are the
last organs in the economy of life which
are perfected. This is a wise provision
of nature, which is seen in the flora, as
well as the fauna kingdom. The seed
ripens when full development has been
reached and passed, in order that each
representative variety or species would
be in the prime of growth and develop-
ment before it would reproduce a perfect
and healthy stock.
As the chicks grow larger they require

more range. They do better on new
pastures or runs, as the same rounds
daily become monotonous to them.
Scatter the coops farther apart and spade
up or plow the old beaten paths, so as to
get rid of the droppings and bad smell
of the same, and furnish fresh food, cal-

careous matter and scratching places for

them. If the chicks run at large it is

best to have feediug boxes or troughs at

different points in their runs, to which
they can have access without being de-
prived of sufficient food or injured by
larger birds in their endeavor to snatch
a morsel.—^Joseph Wallace iu National
Stockman and Farmer.

inside of the coop, and proves a handy
arrangement many times. At the back
end is a door opening upwards on hinges,
through which the droppings can readily

and quickly be hoed or shoveled out. On
each side are two small doors, for ventila-

tion, covered inside with wire cloth to
keep hen and chickens in and Intruders
out. In front are slats opening into a

yard, and l)ehind the slats a slide exactly
fits the place, which can be pushed in to
exclude rain or cold, and when the doors
too are shut no rain can get in and the
coop proves a comfortable place for

biddy and her brood on a cold night.
The yanl is three or four feet long, two
feet wide, one and one-half feet high,
made of a light frame, and can be cover-
ed with wire cloth or fine poultry net-
ting.—Practical Poultryman.

MISCELLANEOUS.

tub of
American Poultrv Yard.

Brown Leghorn Chicks.

The brown leghorn is one of the most

precocious birds we have. Often we .see

them in full dress at four months old,

and singing preludes to their deposit of

eggs ; but by far the greater number of

leghorn pullets do not lay until they

have passed their fifth month. Rapid
development is not a sure sign in a pul-

let that she is in proper condition to lay

steadily. While development is going

on in any part of the structure, append-
ages or covering there is not sufficient

nourishment from ordinary feeding to

supply several drains on the system at

one time ; or, in other words, while de-

velopment of the whole organism is

going on there is not sufficient nourish-

ment besides to develop eggs in regular

succession, so it is usually three or four

The Black-Skinned Fowl of India.

This may sound a queer title to some,

but to those who have resided any length

of time in the East the bird is quite

familiar, although not common, for it is

said to possess great medicinal qualities

amongst the Oriental Esculapii. The
fowl is not confined to any particular

breed or color, but is mostly to be found
amongst the commonest village poultry,

although I have seen instances of it

amongst the silky fcantams. It is gener-

ally distinguishable by having a black or

black and bluish face. The feathers may
be of a pure snowy white, but when you
see the black face and black legs you may
be sure it is of the species I am about to

describe. The blackness extends to the
very bones—that is to say, the bones are

covered with a cuticle of the dark tint,

and although it comes off after the pro-

cess of boiling or roasting it adheres very
tightly while the meat is raw. All the

veins are black, and black streaks run
through all about the muscles. How
this freak of Nature takes place, or for

what reason or purpose, my limited

knowledge of natural history does not
enlighten me, but f>erhaps some noted
authority may be able to enlighten your
readers.

In Sir Emerson Tennant's book on
Ceylon this peculiar bird is referred to,

an^ its anything but tempting appearance
on the table ; but the writer proceeds to

say, "But taste it," and the flesh has
certainly the most juicy and delicious

flavor of any domestic fowl I have ever

tasted, and the j)eculiar color of the flesh

does not affect it in any way. The na-

tives prize the flesh so highly that double
or treble the price can be obtained for a

bird of this variety. I have never seen a

brood of chickens all of this breed, al-

though a hen of the kind may have two,

or perhaps three, chicks of the same sort;

but, as I have said before, it is rare.

Have any instances of it occured in Eng-
land? I should like to know. Another
notorious fact in connection with this

subject is that I have never noticed it in

any of the goo<l. breeds of fowls or even
the very large breeds, it is generally con-

fined to the mongrel or mixed fraternity.

—Shikarri in Poultry.

A Good Chicken Coop.

We find that the essential points of a

good chicken coop are a movable bottom,

or one which can be cleaned easily and

having opportunity for plenty of light

and ventilation, at the same time being

so arranged it can be closed tightly in

case of a storm, and will prove water-

proof, no matter what direction the rain

comes from. For the further protection

of young chicks it is desirable to have a

wire run for them, as many valuable

chicks are caught by cats or rats, tram-

pled under foot, or pecked to death by

other hens, when getting into the wrong
coops.
We have a coop which to our mind an-

swers the purpose admirably. It is about

two feet square with a single slope roof,

the latter being movable and fitted in at

The Phasianella Pigeon.

This month we briefly describe another

variety quite unknown to the pigeon fan-

ciers of this country. Nature has com-

bined in this variety many prominent

characteristics which belong to the
pheasant species, and preserving at the
same time the marked characteristics of
its own genus. Of course, it is in plu-

mage and some exterior features that the
Phasianella pigeon bears some resem-
blance to pheasants, but otherwise there
is nothing in common between them.
The Phasianella pigeon is found in

Java, Southern Australia, and the Philli-

pine and Molucca Islands, though it is

supposed to be a native of the Philli-

pines, having been seen there in large
flocks by early Portuguese and Spanish
navigators, and none discovered on the
other islands till a later date. The flesh

of this variety is dark like that of the
pheasants, but is exceedingly highly fla-

vored, sweet and tender, owing to its

feediug largely on pimento and various
other aromatic spices and berries. The
length of this variety is alx)ut sixteen
inches. The head is slender and long,

the beak slightly curved at the tip, and
the plumage of head, sides of neck and
breast is orange brown ; the upper part
of neck, just under the throat, and
shoulders, a changeable violet, purple
and brilliant bronze, the wings an(l back
reddish brown, the tail long and some-
what drooping and folded, and the legs

reddish brown.
The Phasianella pigeon inhabits the

wooded portions of these islands. They
are domesticated on the Phillipines by
some European settlers for their Iwiauty

and flesh. It is said that if prepared by
the Spanish mode of cookery—that is,

by veal stuffing, butter, parsley, raisins,

and yams, it is the most tempting and
appetizing dish that can l)e gotten up.

—

Ohio Poultry Journal.

Agents Ranted i

I want a local agent in every village,

town Jind city, to sell

Prolific Poultry Food
TO MAKE HENS LAY,

DRINKING FOUNTAINS FOR FOWLS,

AND CLIMAX FOOD FOR
HORSES AND CATTLE.

All Mell readily and give uiilireraal

•atlHraotloii.

SENJ) FOR TERMS TO AOEXTS.

L B. LORD, Prop., Burlington, Vt., U. S. JL

weeks after the severe drain on the sys- the top. This affords easy access to the

Albinos and White Varieties.

Mr. J. E. Harting writes an article to

the P'ield of July 18 on this subject.

Albinism is an absence of normal colora-

tion in the tissues of animals, and is due

to a failure of the secretion of coloring

matter. In a state of nature albinos

seldom, if ever, pair with a bird in natu-

ral coloring. Darwin, speaking on this

subject and showing how important color

is m the courtship of binls, says: "It

can hardly be maintained that albinos in

a state of nature are incapable of breed-

ing, as they can be raiseil with the great-

est facility under confinemeut. It ap-

j)ears, therefore, that we must attribute

the fact that they do not pair to their re-

jection by their normally colored com-
panions." ("Descent of Man," 2nd ed.,

p. 419.) When speaking about albinos

care must be taken to distinguish between
a mere white variety and a true albino.

White ducks, etc., are not albinos ; some
may be, but the majority are not. They
are white varieties perpetuated by selec-

tion. The chief difference between a

white variety and an albino is the color

of the irides ; in the former it is normal,
in the latter pink or red. In albino

mammals this color extends to the nos-

trils, lips, and extremities, and in birds

to the beak, legs, and feet. With respect

to the color of the iris, says Darwin,
"deficiency of coloring matter is well

known to lie hereditary in albinos ;" but
as an exception to the statement that

albino mammals have the extremities

also of a pink hue, may be mentioned
the breed of rabl)its known as Hima-
layan. These animals are white, with

the exception of the ears, nose, all four
feet, and the upper side of tail, which
are all brownish black ; but, says Dar-
win, "as they have red eyes they may be
considered as albinos." Thus, contrary
to the general belief, it appears that an
albino is not necessarily all white. He
adds, "the Himalayans when first born
are quite white, and are then true albi-

nos ; but in the course of a few months
they gradually assume their dark ears,

nose, feet, and tail." The so-calle<l wild
white cattle, although they possess dark
ears, noses, and feet like the Himalayan
rabbits, have not pink eyes, and are
therefore not true albinos. White vari-

eties are of more frequent occurrence iu
nature than albinos. White pigeons,
pheasants, and partridges are commonly
to l)e seen, while grouse, quail, or snipe
are not common, as these species are not
so directly under man's influence.
Rooks, which, although not exactly do-
mesticated, build close to man's habita-
tion, feed with the poultry, and iu this

way eat a variety of things which they
could not get under other circumstances,
show a tendency to lose their normal
coloring, and to become white, or par-
tially so, as they get more under the in-

fluence of man. It is the same with
starlings and with sparrows. The Duke
of Portland, at Wclbeck Abbey, has a
herd of 150 snow-white fallow deer and
sixteen white red-deer. The former
have been bred, the latter are the off"-

spring of a pair presented by the Queen
to the late Duke of Portland, and are
supposed to be of (ierman origin.

Kills the Hens off.

Kill off the hens this mouth, as they

stop laying, and have the pullets ready

to take up the duties in Septemi>er. Here

is the line of profit. The hens will dress

more than at any Cyther time ; they will

sell for twenty to twenty-five cents now
against twelve to fifteen later, and at

least one-sixth of the cost of feediug
will l)e saved.—American Poultry Jour-
nal.

. •

—An Ostrich egg weighs al>out three
and one-half pounds, or the equivalent
of thirty fowls' eggs. The flavor of the
egg is less delicate than that of the eggs
of domestic poultry, but they are per-

fectly eatable. A singular fact is that the
eggs will keep fresh and eatable for two
or three months. The flesh of the Os-
trich is said to be palatable, and iu flavor

not unlike young beef.

Sheridan'^ Condition Powders

henC
ir yon raii^t get it aend to ua.

W» mtkll oUH riAOk <f>c. Kivt> |1. A X 1 4 ll>. <'aii tl.iW. Six,
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INCUIJATOKS.

MONITOR WCUBATOR.
Mow to ulttaiii oiif />*•* Twf II-

ty-tliree fiisl prt-iiiiunis in one
v'f«r. l,arK«' l»'>ok for stamp. A.
K. WILLIAMS, HristoL Conn.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
ARK THK

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WKRK AWAKDKI)

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and larKCst ever held '.n America.
Our nianinioth catalogue

Eyerytliing for the Ponltry Yard.

Will be mailed to all applicants on receipt o( s

cents. »:irc»dars Iree. Ad<lr«-ss

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 JaniesburK, New Jersc\

PUBLICATIONS.

THE SUN
Ha» secLired tiw contrib-

vitora cluriiiji iHc>i

:

W. 1). IfOWi'llH, 1;. I <mlMStt'V<MIKOIl,

UeorKt) MertMllth, AVIIIhiiii Itlack,

Andrew Ijiiiur, W. <:i»irk UiisHeil.

St. (ieorne Mlviirt. II. KI«U'r IIiiMTtfaitl,

Rutlyai*d Klpllnu. Nornuin I.rfM'k.viM*,

Conan Doyle,

And many other Distinguished Writers.

The Sunday Sun
for 1891, will print more news and more pure

literature of the highest class and by the most

distinguished of contemporary writers than any

periodical in the United States.

Price 5c. a copy. By mail $2 a year.

AddresH THE SUN, New York.

IN PRESS.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

-nv-

F. M. GILBERT.
A complete K"'''e on the care and manage-

ment of pigeons. One of tlu- most instructive

and valuable boi-ks ever written.

I'rlce, i>a|M>r. "»o<'. ; «loth .-ifl.lM).

ADDKKSS

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Box gi6. Philadelphia, Pa.

IMCiEONH.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THK KINKST
—AND

—

LARC.KST
KXCLISIVK LOFT

—OK—
WIIITK f'ANTAIL

pu;k<)ns
In the world Hied
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,
which gives <lescrip-

lioii of stock. No at-

tention i)uid to pos-
tals. 94-146

Woodside poultry Y3i*ci8

HACKENSACK, N. J.

—^V. J. ANURUS--
—brkkiji;r of—

8. C WHITE LEGHORNS S LA FLECHE.

At the great N. Y. Show, 1S90, won everything
on La Fleche : 1891 won 2d on cock, ist on cock-
erel, 1st, 2d, ,^d and 4th on hen, 1st and 2d on pul-
let, specials for best display and l»est pullet.

My stock has always won high honors at Wa-
vcrly, Trenton, Bridgetoii and Dundee Lake, N.

J., a'lul Newburgh, N. Y.
La Fleche eggs, $5 per 15, $9 per 30 ; Leghorn

eggs. $3 per 15. $5 per 30.

THK

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.

3^ Single copies, 12c. Address

FKRKIS PUBLISHING CO.,

4S1 Broadway, Albany. N.Y.

IvKO BANDS
KOR ALL VAKIKTIKS OF PIGK.ONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every Uaiid regis-

tered, each 2^c! Open bands for old birds,

each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on whii h the band is to be used.

SF.A'/) FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. B. S. STARR. Box 295.

Philauklphia, P.\.

-HOUSK
-ANU-

PEX I30G9.

Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST HVBLISHKD PRICE. POSTPAID, 50c.

ADDRESS THIS OffICE

AMKUK'AX KKNNKI. VlAli

8TUD BOOK

A NKW IJOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest ami best work on the Mating, Breed-

ing, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.
A naiidsomelv printed Ixjok of (x) ]>ages.

PllICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' Pl'KI.ISIIIXCi CO.,

32 South Third Street.

-tf Philarlelphia.

Send for otir new terms to agents.

You will not be disappointed. Address

THE FANCIKRS' JOURNAL,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book
will be maile<l on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official moiilhly publicati<»ii of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

<if the different shows. Stud Book registrations

aud iiuinl»ers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

FORPOULTRYMEN,
^^''^"'''*'

^% I ITO rUf^ rUULIIll nH.nft,i.iicHANTS.

Ill I ^^ fanciera, Nurserymen, florists, Beekeepert,

I ^^ I \0 Diiirymen, Gurilinfra, fruttmen, PrinUrt,

^V nr CTAPI/ **"• tiectrolviiini) don«. List fftlt.

Ul 1 Uulv Clahemce V. DiPur, SraACuae, M. V.

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL

I'OUI/rRY.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

Indian Clanies, Peacoinb Plymouth Rocks,

Barred and White Plymouth Kocks, Bantams.

SCHIPPBRKES-The haiid.somest and most
iiselul dog lor the poultry breeder. Circular
for stamp.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stork, Poultry or

Kennel Paper yon should send for my list o(

pfipers. I cm furnish you any paper published

cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you

sub.scribe foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only

one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten ceiils (silver) and I will send your name
and ad<lres8 to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and n jpiest theMi to mail you sample

copies.
ADDRFSS

F. D. BECK,
84tt Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

KVKR I'KOni'CED.

Personally selected duriig our eight weeks'
search anioiig the best breeders of F^ngland. II

you want choice i«kkki>i;ks or wi.n.ni-rs at the
winter shows, we can sunuly. Ked Caps, Anda
lusians. White W'yandottes. ''"ree catalogue.

C. A. SHARP & CO.,
s.St( Lockporl. New Yoik.

WYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

silvf:rs kxclusively.

Breeding Pen was awarded First at the (ireat

New York Show, Madison Sq. Ciarden. Feb.. 1S91.

Prices lo-.r for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too (ioo<l I

"

Address BLYTHFXOTK FARM.
J5-27 Brainard Station, N. Y.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K BOYER.

ONLY 25 CKNTS. POSTPAID.—RKAD WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

ILMSTRATIONS.— Portrait ol the Author. Hen
House of M. K. Boyer. Dr. F'dw. North's Broiler
Farm. Perfect Poultry Houses. An Outdo<jr In-

cubator Cellar.

Chapter I.—Is Broiler R.-iising a Failure? Mow
Much Capital is Required? How Much Land
and How Much Time is Necessary? What Are
the Profits?

Ch.\ptkr II.—Incubators, and How to Run
Them. Brooders, and How to Manage Them.
Feed, and How to Give It.

Chapter III.—Mistakes in Broiler Raisin?.
Purei)reds for Broilers. C.ood Crosses for Broil-

ers. How Broilers are Prepared for Market.

Chapter IV —An Kgg Farm. How to Build
Houses. How to Feed Laying Heii». How to

<iet F'ertile F^ggs. How to Market.

Chapter V—How to Fatten. Pure Breds the
Best. Caponizing. Money in Ducks. How Large
a Farm. Diseases and Remedies.

Chapter VI.—Size of Breeding Pen. A Vir-

ginian's I%gg Secret. French Lice Remedy. V..

C. Howe's Broiler Fikj-I. "Sour-kront" for Fowls.
Peterson's F'eed for Laying Hens. Peterson's
Feed tor Young Chicks.' Poultry at the Flxperi-

meiit Stations. How to Make a Poultry Farm
Pay.

This book has been written more especially

for the uovice. It teaches the riuliments. It

gives away many things that have l>een hereto-

fore kept secret.' Address

FAXCiEItS' Pl'HMSIIIXG COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The leadint; weekly paper of its

class in the world, ''ixteen paj<es

handsomely illustrated. Subscrip-

tion price, $2.(10 per annum ; sam-
ple copies, 5 cents. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

K CAN FURNISH

KI.FXTROTYPFIS

OF ALL

LKADINr. BREFIDSOF
pi(;f;<<ns

size of Pouter herewith for 50c

each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

JJOOKS FOU FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.

American Kennel. Surges | 3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00

Breeders' Kennel Recortl and Acc't liook. 3.00
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 150

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait 1.00

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel .ho

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill 2.00

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. 1.00

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . . .5,0

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6ino . .7s
Dogs, Their Management ami Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 3.00

F'nglishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 .... .50

English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
F:nglish K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XllI.each 4.5,0

Field Trial Training. White 50
Fox Terrier. Lee, 14 portraits and illuslra-

sions 1.50

Fox terrier. Breeding and Rearing ; col-

ore<l portrait. Dalziel 1 00
Olover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases .so

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training .50

Our Prize Dogs. By -Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions aud criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illistrations from life; 58«
1>ages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management l>y B. Waters 2. so

Monograph of the (>ernian Mastiff' or
Great Dune Dog . 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record; (all leather. ... .60

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date .V>

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . . . 1.00

Prize Pugs of America and F^ngland.
(Cryei) 1.00

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-
tice. Millan i.oo

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPliiilimmon, 1.35

Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50

Teuftl the Tern, r ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's I>og .75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F
Mercer 1.00

The Dog, by Idstone 1.35

The Greyhound. Dalziel: colored portrait 1.25

The Greyhound. Stonehenge: 25 portraits 5.00

The Mastiff", the History of M. B. Wynn 2.50

The Setter. Lavcraclc 2.75
Training Trick IX>gs; illustrated ... .35

Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
from life of 31 prize dogs; jn leather. . 4.00

Yonatt on the Dog 2.50

Bob. the Spotte«l Terrier. With 50 Illustra

tions. by Harrison Weir jo
Cloth 75

poultry.

.\ll Abont Broilers. Boyer 35

.%.ii FIgg Farm. H. H. Sto<ldard 50
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow. .35

Duck Culture. Rankin 50
Poultry Book. W. B. Tcgetmeier. 32 col-

ored'illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir 900

ProhtaDle Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 1.50

Poultrv Doctor. J. E. Diehl 35
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch. . .... 1.50

Sixteen Years F^xperience in Artificial

Poultry Rai.sing. James Rankin 25
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee i.oo

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00

CAGE BIRDS.

aiiarv Birds. Paper cover 50
Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrati(ms 15.00

Chamlier and Cage Birds. Bechsteiii. New
F^dition 1.50

Native Song Birds George J. Burnesby. . 1.00

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50

The Canary. C. J. Barnesby 50

PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts S.oo

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Practical Pigeon Kee'per. Lewis Wright . i.y)

Pigeon Standard (new) .50

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer .50

MISCELLANEOUS.

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .35

B<x)k of the Game Laws 50
Cats ; Their Points aiidClas.sification (illus-

trated) 2 00

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . . 1.50

The Art of Training Animals; paper; il-

lustrated 50
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals 1.50

Box 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Flggs for Sale. Write for prices.

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilitie s for the South . South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a loug rail-

road journey. 19-70
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8HOW8. SHOWS.

THE GREAT-

WlUmNGTON
FHIR

-AT-

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE.
SEPl^EMBER 8, 9, 10, 11 & 12, 1891.

SKNl) FOR DKSCIIII-TIVF IMIIZK LIST.

F. D. BROWN, MANAGER, - - - - WILMINGTON, DEL.

rm mRiTioML bigh show of dogs.

TORONTO, CANADA,
SEPTEMBER 14 TO 18, 1891.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 29.

For Proniliim Tjlsts, etc., ai)i>ly to

C. A. SXONB,
25-28 See. and Sup't, Toronto.

POUIiTRY. POITLTUY.

PRATT'S
POULTRY

Will positively cure and prevent all diseases of land or water fowls. No Chol-

era, Roup, Gapes or any otlter disease when Pratt's Poultry Food is fed. Costs

less than a cent a day for every 8 or lo fowls. As an e^K producer it has no ecjual.

Price by mail, postpaid, a pound 30 cents
; 4 pounds, |i.oo. By express, not pre-

paid, 8 pounds Ii.cxd; 25 pounds, I2.50. Greir's "Superfine" Cracked Oy.ster

Shells, li.ooper cwt. Prices on latge quantities cheerfully furnished on applica-

tion. Poultry catalogue free to all that send for it.

WM. H. GREIR,
253 North 8th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

THE KENNEL.

DOGS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

WRITK FOR IWKTICfl-AKS.
.X*' . \V" .\V .VV- XV .\V .W .XV R.XXlkW .XVV.Vk.X^\ X>»'|.\X"

F. HOPE,
305 X. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

^tlGEWOOt) XeNNELS.

ST. BERNARDS!
We have for sale a fine litter of St. Bernard

puppies out of Mascot Mkha, sire<l by Mascot
Brknakd. a worthv son of grand old Nkro III

and a full brother of the world-renowned SiR
Bediverk, the bfsl living .Si. lirrnant. These
puppies combine grand blixKl on both sides and
will please the most exacting fancier. Sen«l

stamp for descriptive circular and price list.

93-145 fRANCIS A. MORTIMER, Pottsville, Pa.

THE KENNEL.

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

KLM STATION,
Montgomery Co., Pa.

DOGS.
Advfrtisemfnts without display insftlfd undf*

this headingJor 3 cents per wordfor each insertion.

MANGE
The liiiit' iif lln' kennel. Pos-
ttivelv ciirecl, in one or two
appliciiMons, with St. Ber-
nurti Munse Cure. For

8ale by dealers In snortiiiK jtondH. or
THE ST. BKKNAUi) MA.NGK CURE CO.,

St.00 Per Cmu. OKAWVILLE, ll.r>.

Be kind enough to mention this paper
in answering advertisements found in it.

»I*RAKK,
Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and ist ana Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L. GOODMAN,
laitf AUBURN PARK, ILL.

DOGS.
Adi'erlisements without display inserted under

(his headingfor 2 cents per ivordfor each insertion

Artists.

C^PKCI.AL engravings made from photographs^ of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

1-^OR SALK. — HIRST CLASS FIKLr>KRS,
^ youngsters and puppies from our well-

known pack. Old Honu-slead Kennels,
Box 91C, Philatlelphia, Pa. 122-tf

CJolIleK.

ROKRS BOOKKl) FOR Pl-;i)IC.Rl<>;i) COL-
lie pups sued by our best imported stiul

dogs. See displayed advertisenienl. W.
Atlee Burpee &Co", Philailelphia, Pa. '^^-']f>

HUKRS BOOKKl) FOR PIIPPIKS BV
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,
The Scpiire and Roslyn Conway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.
.{dvettisemeHts withont display insetted uudet

this heading Jin 2 cents per w»t d for each tnstrtion

liuri>«><l l*Iyin<>utli ItoekH.

o
o

s

Kuicllsh Settei*s.

B

G

LACK. WHITK AND TANS, BV RODKRIOO
—M'Liss, whelped November 9, i8h»j. Price
fico each or $150 for the brace. Oreeiiliehl
Hill Kennels, Greenfield Hill, Conn. 24 25

ATH'S MARK PUPPIKS OUT OF PFO-
BID bitch, whelped April i. Two broken
dogs; good ones. J. B. Stoddard, Concord,
N.C. 2o-5t_

For Sale or KxchauKO.

S

c

C*ockf;r spanikl puppif;s and
^ trained bitches: pointer dogs, bitches and

puppies ; greyhound and lieagle puppies.
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and riflr;s, folding boat,
field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Horuellsville, N. Y.

Irish Setters.

FOR SALK.—ONF: IRISH SKTTFIR BITCH
puppy wheli)ed January 3, 1891. For pedi-
gree, etc., address Wm. H. Child, Olenside,
Pa., Oakview Kennel.". u-tf

IRISH RKD SKTTKR PUPPIKS BY A SON
of Glencho and Mavourneen, out of a
daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address
P.. Box 916, Philadelphia. 5-tf

K OFFKR \ FKW CHOICK IRISH SKT-
TERS, among them are full grown dogs
and bitches (some prize winners and field

broken) ; also fine puppies of both sexes.
Send for price list, .\ddress Seminole Ken-
nels, Chestnut Hill,i;hila., Pa. Discount of
ID per cent on all .sales if you mention this
paper. 26tf

w

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE—SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslvn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia. Pa.

Italian Greyhounds.

kF;NI) FOR
I catalogue.

Pa.

OUR NliW ILLUSTRATFID
Sheuango Kennels, Sharon,

25-28_

Manse Cure.

FOR MANGE USE THE PASTEUR PINF:
Lotion. Marshall Robbiiis, 70 F'. 13th St.,

New York City. 17-29

Puirs.

i^
y ITTLE KASH (19,567) SIRED BY THE FA-

MOUS Champion Kash (10.596), out of the
well-known Daisy (.S905). This little fellow
was whelped December 6, 1S90, is silver
fawn with correct black markings. He is

of small size and will make a great winner
as well as a great stud dog. Is full brother
to the famous Kash, Ji. (17,804), winner of
nine first, second and special prizes when
only nine months old. Little Kash is with-
out doubt a beantv and a rare bargain. He
comprises the blood of nine champions.
iMwest price $35. We also have a few other
verv fine pug puppies at reasonable prices.
Address Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill,
Philadelphia, Pa. 24-tf

kUG PUPPIFiS, COMBINING THF: BLOODS
of Champions Treasure, Kash, also that
great little dog Kash. Jr., for sale at rea-
sonable prices. Address Seminole Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Phila, Pa. Discount of
10 per cent oil all sales if you mention this
paper. 26tf

8t. Hernards.

Anicf:ly markf:!) imported bitch
by Champion Save—Miss Plinlininion. A
first prize winner. William Talliiian, 109

W. 34th St., New York City. 25-tf

FOR salf:.—thf; f:ntirf: stock of thk
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches aiul puppies. Four bitches in

whelp. Bargains toclose out. R. J. Sawyer,
Menominee. Mich. >>.3-tf

AVanted.

P-^NGLISH SETTKR DOG,
^ or black, white and tan.
"* grouse, woodcock and

Tallman, 109 W. 34th St
,

bluf: bklton
Broken on rough
quail. William
New York City.

25tf

Various.

kURCF:LL'S FLOCKFINDKR KKNNF;LS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display insert.'d under

this headingfor 3 cents per ivordjor each insertion.

Appliances.

INCUBATORSSOLD,BOUGHT,EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor. Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.
Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-

1-52 ham, 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

END FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
and niatings. Winners at larges' shows
for four years. Fowls ami eggs for sale.
Bra<lley Bros., Lee, Mass. '-6oeow

For Sale.

mCKKN FARM NEAR SIRANTON, PA.
One of the best niaikeis in the United
Slates. Aildress 4JI Webster .\ve., Scran-
ton, Lack. Co., Pa.

(>anieM.

>RIZK GAMK FOWLS-K. F. DOTV, 47
Wtllington Place, Tonmto, Canada, can
spare a limited nniiiber of eggs for hatch-
ing from his prize winning Game Fowls
and Bantams at J3 per dozen. These (owls
won highest honors at the leading shows,
and several now in my yard won first and
second prizes at the la.st New York show.
.Also some good birds for sale. Black Red,
Brown Re<l, Diickwing and Pile Game and
Hhick Red. Pile and Duckwing Game Ban-
tams. Address as alx>ve.

Various

CHOICE SILVER-SPANGLED HAMBl RG
and barred Plymouth Rcx?k chicks at rea-
.sonable prices. Arthur f:. Mauley, Bran-
don, Vt. 25-27

CHOICK BARRKD PLYMOUTH ROCKS
light Brahinas, brown Leghorns, Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.
K. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

FOR POULTRY. KGGS AND PET STOCK.
address A S. Way, Chattanooga, Tenn. 89 li

NDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE I./.CED WV-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

jHKLPS & HARPER'S PRIZK WINNKRS AT
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
R<K-ks, golden, silverand white Wvandottes
and single comb white Leghorn'.s. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-if

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill Heads, price lists, s« hed-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel
phia. Pa.

I

PIGEONS.
.Advertisements without display inserted undei

this heading /or 3 cents pe* tiwrd /breach insertion

Kaldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER. 511 W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-face
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

Marbs.

FIFTY PAIRS I.MPORTED AND HOME.
bred from imported stock for disposal, at
from twenty to fifty dollars per pair. D. E.
Newell, foot West Nineteenth St., New York
City. _1}[_

For Sale.

FOR salf:.—w-bandf:d homers, all
related to 500 inilers and speedy. Price $3
per pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,
Philadelphia

.

i6-tf

.Jacobins.

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importei
^ and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

Satlnettes.

GEORGF: W. PKTTIT, artist, ioio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

c
WantiMl.

ommon pigeons, ierrf;ts. addrf:ss
421 Webster Ave., Scraiiton, Lack. Co., Pa.

Various.

D'
RAGONS, B.\RBS, TIRBITS, OWLS, TUM-
BLFIKS, pouters ami Quakers for sale,
breeders and young stock. Nothing re-

serve<l. Positive closing out sale. Will
exchange some of these birds for silver
spangled Hamburgs. or will make close
price fbr cash. Williard Wilson, Wallace,
Neb. 25- 2«

E
-ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
* supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel-
phia, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Artists and Kiiurravei*s.

WE HAVF: arranged with Schieiber tn

Sons, who are acknowledged to be th«

best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special term*
for our subscribers who want photographr
of their dogs. The Fanciers* Pubrislun-.
To.. ^7 «onth Third St.. Phi1ii»'HT>>" • P"

Drlnkinte Fountain.

Thf: best drinking fountain fok
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easily cleaneil. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator aud

8vtl Broo<ler Companv. Jamesbnrg, New jersev

I'heasants.

CHINESE <;oLDKN PHEASANTS IN
splendid plumage, domesticated. Also
Lady Amherst, Reeves. Silver and Ring-
neck Pheasants. Send for prices to James
Morrison, ganlener.Mr. Schietfelin's Place,

Tarrytown, N. V. 25-26
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CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for

Poultry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A F. SWAN. ,^8 Liey Street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PEl ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EC>i»S FOR HATCHING.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

H. W. VAHLE,
31 J Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
79-«3>

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRO FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGKONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALK.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

POUIiTRY FARMS. rOULiTRY FARMS.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

«<1INDIAN GAMES. -0 t>* WYAND0TTE8.I>
The leading .strains of prize winning birds in America. At the ORKAT NKW YORK SHOW I

won ist on Breeding Pen in Indian (lames, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State
Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, 3 seconds. 4 thirds and 2 gold speeials. Sen<l

for circular. Address T. WILTON HILL. JAMKSBUKC, N. J. 96-14I*

AT NATIONAL SHOWS.
e 18R5 my BAKRKD PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SII.VKR WYANDOTTKS have proved IN-
LK. Their grorit form and color make them WINNKRS KVKRY TIMK. AT CHAKLKS

Since
VINCI ULK. Their g
TON, JANUARY, 1H91, the National Show of the year and meeting of the A. P. A., on

PLYMOUTH ROCKS— First prize and gold special on cock, ist for best nu.le and four best
f«males, ist and 3d on crx?kerel, special for highest scoring pair; 2d, 3d and 4th on pullets and
the gran<l special prize for largest and finest display.

WYANDOTTKS— ist f«)r best male and four best females. All the cockerel and pullet prizes

but three and the grand gold special for largest and best display.
I have hundreds of early chicks now growing and bred from the alxive winners. They will

make ORKAT SHOW BIRDS this tall. 200 PRIMK YF:aRLINO HKNS for sale. Finely illus-

trated circular upf>n application. F^ggs from exhibition matings, one setting, I4; two settings, $7;

three settings, $9. Aouress

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREKDKR OP

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER. WHITE & GOLDEN WYANOOTTES.

i-5> EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Ame?»la, DutehesB County, N. Y.

GAMES & GAME BANTAMS ^
Again we win, c:ipturing the Game Club Challenge for best Game Cock or Stag, and va-

riety, at the (ireat Madison Squ .re Garden Show.

MY EXHIBITION GA Vl ES ^^^ »<' the most fashionable type, high stationed, hard feath-
ert-d. lean-headetl, whip-laile<l birds and are winners wherever shown.

M Y PIT GAM ES J*""^ strong, savage, wiry fighters and guaranteed game to the CORK.
MY GAME BANTAMS ^^^ ^^ ^^^ most fashionable style and have always won highest

lionois at the leading shows in America. Remen)l>er I have one of the finest collections
of (James and Game Bantams in the country. Kggs in .sea.son. Stamp for circular.

A. F.

p. s.-

PEIRCE,
LOCK BOX 200. WINCHKSTKR, N. H.

-PKIRCE SURE CANKKR CURK by mail, postpaid, 25c.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM-

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandoties and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, Mew York,

12 firsts, 7 grand go/d Specials and Si/ver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record ot America's leading strains of above
varieties. Can furnish eggs from ('. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America
New York, February, i8yi, iny birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Kock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-
ond and fourth on B'arre<l Plymouth Kock pullet;
first on breeding yard, $j5 in gold for best dis-
play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD.

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special ou
Barred Plymouth Kock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Kggs from prize matings, $4
P«r '3, $7 per 26, $9 per 39. Stock for .sale. 86

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

ThousaiHls of chickens die annuallv and at
least fifty per ct- lit might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exliibiliun st(M:k if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. Thev must have a healthy, di-

gestible, unifonn food that will not sour or clog
111 the crop : one that v.\\\ furnish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-
ficient vegetable matter to stiinul .te a healthy
appetite.

Tliis meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-
fore ill the most digestib e and nutritious form.

All the large breeders of exhibition stock io
F^ngland use this meal, and mauy prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witnes3 such noted breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E- Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 East 56tli Street, New York.

lOI-tf J. FORSYTH, owEGO. tioga county, n. y.

o<]3andacr Par7\/^[>o
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buff Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekiu Ducks. Prize
winners wherever shown. Circular free.

lo^i F. W. GAY LOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island. N. Y.

I. K. FELCH
NAXICK, MASS.

5t SON

^THE

SPORTSMEN'S

OoLLiE Pups-
brf:kding

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

thkkf: of THK

best lofts

ON THK

CONTINENT.

Having purchased from II. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of my own breeding,

I havr a showing of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THRKK LO'TS WITH PROVEN RFX
ORDS FROM 510 T(J 700 MILKS. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 9'*->50

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per HM» lb. Bag, ^.'{.(N)

«ranulate<I Itoiie, " MM "i.lti

Cj 1*011 u<l Iteet
ScrHpH, - - - " HM* .I.IM)

C.alelte. - - - - " 2<M) '.J.<H»

<:riiMlie«l Flint, - " SO<> " 3.00
Crushed Oyster
SbellM, - - - •' liW a.OO

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt ol

price.
<;. H. DKMPWOLF & CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

Send for Extended Pedigree.

BOOKS. BOOKS.

J PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise nnd common-sense treatise on how to train
your dogs for the field trials and a Inxik that no dog-
man can afford to lie without.

F»RICE 50 CENTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMATE. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OP
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRA TTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia. Pa.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OF THIS

BOOK AT thf: popular price of 25

CENTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

MODERN TRAINING, HANDLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methotls de-

veloped by Hield Work, Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
of the .log's nature an<l capabilities SPIND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
OF CONTENTS AND TFiSTIMONIALS FROM F^XPERTS. Price }2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATER-, Box 925, Chicago, III.

Morphine Hmbit Cvred In 10
to 90 d«y*. No p»r till cured.
DR> J> STEPHENS, >-«l»anon,Ohto.

PIGS.
Cheaters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox
Hounds, Beagles,Collies,Setters.GEO.B.

HICKMAN, W. Chester, Pa. bend sUmp for cir.

DcPuy's Poular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled
Capons and Caponizing. This book has had a
very extens've sale at fifty cents per copy, but
the author, Mr. George Q. Dow, has kindly con-
sentetl to have it published in a twenty-five cent
edi ion, so as to put it within the reach of all, and
no person can anord to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The book contains all

that the fifty cent edition does besides adding
some new features not contained in that edition

that are really very valuable to poultrymen.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear

tvpe that can be easily read without straining
the weakest eyes. All persons should read this

book who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
CO 1 plete information on all the different details

of these subjects by a veteran capoiilser who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This book covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy, /.ddress all

orders to

Fanciers' Publishiag Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia,

VOL. 7, NO. 8. )

WHOL.B NO.. 1«7./ PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, AUGUST 22, 1891.
f PER ANNUM, fi.fiO.
\ 8. "SINGLE COPY, 5c.

THE OLD ENGLISH SHEEPDOG SHEPHERD'S DELIGHT.

^m
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IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

CHampioi^ THe Sqoire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Rowlyn WTilUew,
20883 FEE $35.

Chal. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Champion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kaah, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be pl.iced at stud July i.J

Irish Setters

Seminole,
20088. FEE $20

IN THE STUD.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 7711 Fee $25

REOKNT BRISK, 16,618 " 10

RKGENT TIPPLKR >«

Puppies for sale from prize winniuR bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address RK(^h,NT
KKNNF;IvS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

ST. BERNARDS
AT s rijo.

ARISTOCRAT,
WlniiiT «r iM"r<> ttn*t i>rlz<w* am! Hpec-

hils (liirliie IKIMI tlmn any

other ;^t. lltTnanl.

TH E KE N N EL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

([JOLLIES

ST- BERNARDS

IRISH TERRIERS

COCKER SPANIELS

Best in the worUl in stud an«l for siile.

THE KENNEL.

^^COTCH....! OIvIvIES

PORDHOQK RE&INELS

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusivelv to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch

Collies.' We are now booking orders for puppies

sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
S<4uire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-

I lacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,

a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-

ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's

champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

79-1.10 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

FEE, - - $50.

Eleo,
(Ch. Klcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

11450. FEE $15

Extended pedigree of any of the above on an

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds

for sale at reasonable prices, including several

good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.

Young stock always on hand. 13- 4

DUTCHESS KENNELS,

l*(ni«:hktH'psio, IST. Y.

I'or Stud Cauls apply to

DAyiD E. LOVELAND, Manager.

AT STUD
Christopher - - - - ^50.00

Wellesbourne Charlie - 50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, $35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

CHESTNUT HILL,

CLOSING OUT SALE-YOUR CHANCE
If you want to purchase a finely bred puppy

we can supply it. We have been breeding to

get a collection of the finest in the land, sired by
Oath's Mark. Roger, Chance and Paxtang. The
dams are finely bred, plenty of Count Noble,

(iladstone, Leicester and Darkie b'ood. Three
litters now ready to ship We can supply some
youngsters readv for field this fall and several

gootl brootl bitches, such as produce black. whUe
and tan pups. Let your wants be known by ad-

dressing

Moorefield Kennels,

CHULA, AMELIA CO.. VA.
49

75-127 Philadelphia, Penna.

c Fox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher
Ch. Raby Mixer .

Russley Joker . .

Reckoner ....
Suffolk Risk . . .

.$25

. 15

. 15
. 15
. 10

Puppies from these well-known dogs

ouAf prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiLLsmE Hbnnels,

5.56 LANCASTER, MASS.

GREENFIELD

HILL KENNELS
IN STUD

The Field Trial Winners

j

Rowdy Uotl . . - - Fee ^75

I King's Dan - - - Fee ^25

Harry C. Fee ps
Claud Fee ^15

Descriptivi- Catalogue A/m/fif Ftee.

Geo. W. Mil & S, C. Brailey, Prop.

Box 24, Greenfield HiU, Conn.

I> s —Choice Puppies and Broken Dogs for

.sale. 2739

ORIOLE KENNELS,
Y()rN<;ST()WN. OHIO.

FOX TKI^RIKRS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAC.NITUDE.

VALFINS, THF: SO.V OF PITCHER and

already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAI Fee $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee J15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.^ ;
IMMM'IjtlETpli

IRISH SFITTERS AT STUD.

MINSTREL
(21.377) CH. ELCHO,jR.-BESSlK GLENCHO.

SHANMORE
(21.378) CH. ELCHO, JR.-BESSIE GLENCHO.

Puppies bv the above dogs. Ch. F;icho Jr. and
others for sa'le. ST. CLOUD KENNELS.

62tl West Farms. N. Y.

In Conjunction with
my business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have add-
ed a dog ex-
change for the
purcha.se and
sale of dogs of

» e v e r|y descrip-
tion.
Three will be a

registry kept at

my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee the name
and address of

parties wishing to purcl.ase or sell dogs will be

entered. The fee for one dog will be |i.oo, andlfor

each additional dog fifty cents. This will be de-

voted to advertising and furthering the sales^

and a commission of 10 per cent will be charged

on all sales. I may confidently state that my
experience with dogs as a breeder.exhibitor, etc..

with my excellent location for the business and
my wide acquaintance will make this one of the

very best mediums to be found for the purchase

ana sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

\i\Y.\ BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SF:TrF:RS, IlEAGLFlS and
SCOTCH TF;rRIF:RS. AIso thirty varieties of

Fancy Poultry and I'igeons. Over 4000 prizes the

past four years. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price list" free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

Full paiticulars address

HARRY R."TWYF0RD,
5.56 B^Y Ridge, L. I

TUNLAW kennf:ls' stud FOX tf;rrif:r—imi'ortf:d—
Brockenhurst Quick

(A.K.C.S.i* 1S474, F:.K.C.S.B. 218S5)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire of
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-

ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-

ty). Won in F:ngland six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-

onds, two (2) thirds, three.(3) fourths and several

cups and specials. This grand young dog is just

in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-

dress

THOS. C. CHALMERS, Proprietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W.. Washington, D. C.

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North F:ieventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. BBRNAROS.
IN THE STUD

BEN OR1VIONI3E, 17044-
1263 CARD AND PHOTO FRFIE

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free : photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
F^xchange Block, Bangor, Me.100-151

ST. BERNARDS

89-141

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

AT STUD
**"3

$2000.00

IN SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
9'jOO to the fir^t of the (Champion Oath's

Mark or Dan Gladstone get. whelped in 1892 (or

after), who will win the United States Derby.

9'^<M> on the same conditions as above at

F^astern Derby.

ig>'j<><) on the same conditions as alwve at Cen-

tral Derby.

|l'i(M> on the same conditions as above at

Southern Derby.

950 to theyfri/ of the (Champion Oath's Mark
or Dan Gladtone) get, whelped in 1892 (or after),

who will win first place in open class at the

Westminster Bench Show, New York.

^•50 on the same conditions as above at the

Mascoutah Bench show, Chicago, 111.

IH35 on the same conditions as above, at the

New England Bench show, Boston, Mass.

8l*25 on the same conditions as above, at the

Duquesne Bench show, Pittsburg, Pa.

Wk-ZTi on same conditions as above, at the Wash-
ington City Bench show, Washington, D. C.

fl85 on same conditions as above, at the Mary-

land Bench show, Baltimore, Md.

$1 CX) to the breeder of the winner of EACH of

the above ten special offers.

XOTK 1.—The owners of Champion Gath's

Mark and Dan Gladstone, reserve the right to

withdraw these premiums only in the event of

the death of either of the above dogs or their

disqualification for stud purposes.

NOTE 2.—The Blue Ridge Kennel has now
opened its txjoks for the fall season of 1891 and
spring of 1892, for Gath's Mark and Dan Glad-

stone, limited to 50 services each.

T\\ \nCl IF YOU WANT TO OWN A
P lis —GENUINE PUG.PUP
1 UUO lU V AT HEAlJylAKTEKS.
Young stock from prize winners, $20 to $50.

If you've a bitch to breed, try one of our
Eberhart's Cashier (13901. Fee, $15
Bradford Ruby II (9720). Fee, J15
John Bull, imported (17093). Fee, $15

Douglass II (11,804). Fee. $10

I itter guaVanteed. A "square deal" to all.

F;IIERHART pug kennels, Cincinnati, O.

Leading and /jxrgest Pug Kennel in America.
Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street.

STUD
PUGS

SPECIAL OFFER
The Fanciers* Journal will l>e sent

from now until

JANUARY, 1892, FOR 50 CENTS

GATH'S MARK -

DAN GLADSTONE
FEE $75

50

COUNT
Some fine pups by Plinlimmou. Jr Also

brood bitches. G. W. PATTERSON,
27tf Lake View, Worcester, Mass.

The Blue Ridge Kennel

Sperry ville, Va.
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FIXTURES.

T>og Shows.
Sept. 1-4.—Youngstown. Ohio.

1-4.—Kingston, Ont.
9-11.—Hamilton, Can.
15-18.—Toronto, Canada.
22-25.—Montreal, Can.
29-Oct. I.—Ottawa, Can.

Dec. 4-8.—Rockford, 111.

10-14—Freeport, 111.

30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.

19 22.—Binghampton, N. Y.
Feb. 9-12 —Chicago, 111.

23-26.—New York, N. Y.
M8»^h 1-4—Philadelphia, Pa.

8-11.—Baltimore. Md.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Poultry and Pljifeon Slio>vs.
Aug. 24-28—Homellsville, N. Y.

25-29.—Tarentum, Pa.
25-Sept. 4.—Detroit, Mich.
26 Sept. I.—Albany, N. Y.

Sept. 1-9.—Elmira, N. Y.
1-4.—Worcester, Mass,
10-17.—Syracuse, N. Y.
14-18.—Westfield, Pa.
14-19.—Columbus, O.
ai-25.—Rochester, N. Y.
21-25.—Dover, Del.
2I-2S.—Waverly, N. J.

Sep. 28-Oct. 2.—Trenton, N. J.
Dec. 2-8.—Rockford, 111.

9-11.—Brockton. Mass.
10-14—Freeport, 111.

15 16.—Needham, Mass.
16-23.—Providence, R. I.

22-25.—Stoneham, Mass.
30-Jan. 2.—Meriden, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 4-7.—Worcester, Mass.

5-8.—Albany. N. Y.
5-8.—Lewiston, Me.
6-12.—Philadelphia, Pa.
12-15.—Leomin.ster, Mass.
12-16.—Yarmouth, Me.
12-15.—Battle Creek, Mich.
12-16.—Columbia. S. C.
18-23.—Hartford, Conn.
19-24.—Shelbyville, Ind.
19-27.—Binghamton, N. Y.
20-25.—Elmira, N. Y.
26-30.—Boston, Mass.

Feb. 2-5.—Worcester, Mass.

Field Trials.
Sept. 22.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.
Nov. 2.—United States Field Trials Club

10.—International Field Trial Club.
16.—Eastern Field Trials Club.
23.—Irish Setter Club.
23.—Gordon Setter Club.
30.—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

Our Illustration.

Our frontispiece this week is taken
from the English Stock-Keeper, which
journal decribes the picture as follows :

Few breeds have as good a title to the

appellation of "old" as the variety of
sheepdog whose popular name is the

bobtail. We do not know whether any
admirer of the breed has traced it back
to representations of Egyptian ruins,

which are the usual starting point of

the canine antiquarian, but better even
than this there is a living testimony of

the bobtail's antiquity in the fact that at

the present time the identical dog exists

as an indigenous breed in countries

which are far distant from each other.

A very good example in proof of this

opinion is the Owtchar, or sheepdog ot

the Ukraine, an account of v%hich, with

a very good illustration, we published on
May I. Since the establishment of a

club for the old English sheepdog the

breed has become better known amongst
the general public, and that was really

the only thing required to make the bob-

tail a favorite with the people who love

a dog for his own sake, because it would
be difficult to find an animal which is

more intelligent an<l easier to train as a

faithful companion. The specimen, a

portrait of which appears on our front

page this week, is a new dog in this old

breed, Shepherd's Delight, the property

of Mr. S. Kinglake, who made his first

appearance at the last Kennel Club show,

where, in a good class, he won second

prize and a special for the best novice in

all classes. He is a light blue dog with

white collar, and white markings on head

and chest, excelling particularly in head,

which may be described as most typical.

To judge from the promising appearance

of some puppies sired by him,* he is

likely to be successful at stud as well as

on the bench, and his owner informs us

that Shepherd's Delight does justice to

his bucolic name, as he is thoroughly

broken to sheep.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

The steady and healthful growth of

Thk Fanciers' Journal necessitates its

removal into more roomy quarters, and

in consequence of this we are now "flit-

ting " across the street, where our friends

can find us at No. 33. We take this oc-

casion for thanking our subscribers and

advertisers, as it is by their patronage

and good will that The Journal has suc-

ceeded in establishing itself upon a sound

and profitable basis. From a puny

bantling it has grown into a sturdy

seveu-volumed youngster with all the

promises of reaching a ripe old age.

» *

Mr. E. B. Bishop, proprietor of the

Glenmore Kennels, sends us the catalogue

of his Irish setters. It will be remem-

bered Mr. Bishop purchased the best dogs

in Mr. W. L. Washington's kennels and

since that has secured Finglas, the recent

importation which Mr. S. L. Boggs pur-

chased of Rev.O'Callaghan. Mr. Bishop's

circular is quite elaborate and is of in-

terest to all interested in this breed of

dogs. Irish setter breeders will cordially

welcome Mr. Bishop into their ranks, for

he is a thorough sportsman. To prove

the merits of his dogs he will use a gun,

not a pen.

• •

The Claremont Kennels.of Des Moines,

Iowa, will run four dogs in the coming

Irish Setter Club's field trials, viz., Clare-

mont Patsy, Rancho, Frisco, Jr., and
Rose of Claremont. Mr. Perry is a be-

liever in actual field work, and is one of

those who in a quiet way is doing much
to demonstrate the hunting ability of his

favorite breed.
«

* *

Secretary P. T. Madison writes us that

a special meeting of the United States

Field Trials Club was held in Indianapo-

lis, Ind., August 12, Dr. Rowe, the presi-

dent, presiding. The reports of the sec-

retary and treasurer showed the club to

be in a very satisfactory condition. The
club is entirely out of debt and has over

|i20o in the treasury. Mr. J.M. Freeman,

who lives at Bicknell, where the trials

will be run, was present at the meeting

and reported the grounds to be in splen-

did condition with an abundance of

birds. In order to protect the grounds a

motion prevailed prohibiting all persons

from shooting, hunting, handling or ex-

ercising dogs oji grounds south of the

railroad for three miles east and west and

four miles south of Bicknell. Disqualifi-

cation will be the penalty for disobeying

this rule.
«

• «

We have a communication from Dr.

Wesley Mills, superintendent of the Mon-
treal dog show, conveying the informa-

tion that the new building for the bench

show is now completed and has l>eeii

greatly admired. It is admirably venti-

lated and lighted. The building is 170

by 36 feet, and it is estimated that 600 or

700 dogs can be benched comfortably.

Two neat offices, one for the exhibitors

and pre.ss and one for the judges and •)f-

ficers of the show, have been erected in

an elevated position to economize the

ground space. If the reporters are given

the same conveniences they had at Bos-

ton and New York they will be quite

grateful. It's rather difficult writing re-

ports with a room full of exhibitors tiilk-

ing and trying to copy the awards out of

the catalogue that you are then using.

»
« «

The Montreal premium lists are to

hand. One hundred and nine classes

are provided for. The prizes in the more

important classes are $10, I5 and a di-

ploma, and in the less important classes

I7, I3 and a diploma. There are a num-

ber of kennel special prizes of $15 each

and specials for the best dog and bitch of

several breeds of |io each. The judges

are Mr. P. G. Keyes for Clumber, field

and cocker spaniels ; Mr. John Davidson

all other classes. Entries close Septem-

ber 8 with the secretary, Mr. J. S. Rob-

ertson.
»
»

The Canine World says the blue belton

English setter Sir Frederick will cross

the Atlantic this week. He is by Roy-

alty out of Olinda, who is by Sir Alister.

B. F. Lewis will handle Sir Frederick at

the approaching shows, and, as he is a

winner of over forty prizes and cups, he

will make the competition here interest-

ing for our best dogs.

«
* *

Mr. C. A. Stone, secretary of the To-

ronto show, states that the following ar-

rangements have been made with the

railroads and express companies : The

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern will

carry dogs free. Detroit, Grand Haven

and Milwaukee will carry one dog free.

The Erie Railway system charge not less

than twenty-five cents or more than one

dollar per dog, according to distance.

The Wabash from one to one hundred

miles twenty-five cents, one hundred and

one to two hundred and fifty miles fifty

cents per dog, over two hnndre<l and fifty

miles seventy-five cents per <log. The
Grand Trunk and Canadian Pacific Rail-

ways charge regular charges one way and
return dogs free, but certificates must be

procured from the secretary at the show
to enable exhibitors to secure the benefit

of the free return. The Canadian and
Dominion Express Companies charge

double rates going to show and return

free. There are several railways to hear

from yet. Entries close August 29.

»
* »

Premium lists of the Blue Grass Ken-
nel Club Bench Show, to be given Sep-

tember 23 to 26 at Lexington, Ky., can

be had by addressing Roger Williams,

secretary. In all of the most prominent

breeds |io is offered for first and I3 for

second ; in the others #5 for first and I3
for second. The entrance fee has been

placed at $2 and twenty-five cents extra

for unregistered dogs. The specials are

seventy-five in number and are in silver.

Application for membership in the

American Kennel Club is now pending,

and as all conditions have been complied

with they will without doubt be admitted

at the next meeting, September 17.

*
* *

We sl;ll continue t«» receive informa-

tion about the Sir Ilereward deal, says

the Stock-Keuper. One well-known vSt.

Bernard man tells us that he bad it from

Mr. Shillc<jrk's own lips tlial Mr. Chap-

man gave liini /,S<kj for the ilo}.^, not in a

luntp sum, but it amoiniled to that by the

time it was ])aid up ; there was no swap
in it. Then we are assured by a gentle-

man uliose word we can rely upon that

he saw Mr. Chapman's letter to Mr. Siiill-

cock, saying he would not give more
than ^750 for Sir Hereward, and this in-

formant affirms that that was the actual

price paid. So after all this trouble our

readers can lake it that the price must
have been either /"750 or /'800, a very dif-

ferent figure to ^'i2<x), which was the orig-

iual HCit's supplied to us for publication.

This brings us to another stage in this

interesting and peculiar in(ju'.ry. Who
was it that wished the public to believe

the price was /"
1 200? Did anyone? We

leave our readers to form their own con-

clusions. In a letter which appears in

the American Fanciers' Journal, pur-

porting to have been written by Mr. H.

Chapman, having reference to the Sir

Hereward affair, he says he fails to see

why he should go out of his way to in-

form us of his "business transactions."

This is a very plain avowal of his con-

nection with dogs, and out of his own
mouth, too. Candor of this sort we shall

always be prepared to welcome. The
prices that at present rule in the St. Ber-

nard market would indicate that this

branch of the dog business is a lucrative

one.
«

« »

Lieutenant E. S. Avis, U. S. A., has

sold the young pointer bitch Duchess of

Kent, by King of Kent—Lonnie Bijou, to

Mr. C. M. Rounds, of San Antonio, Tex.

Duchess has been well Vjroken by Mr.

Henry Christ, and she will no doubt

start in the field trials this fall.

W. Tallman has sold for Mr. Henry N.

Howell the English setter Ben, a grand-

son of Ro<lerigo, and said to be a grand

field dog, to Dr. Robert Millbank, of

New York.

« «

Mr. Hedley Chapman has placed all his

St. Bernards in the hands of Mr. James

Watson for sale. The string contains

such dogs as Sir Hereward, Champion

Princess Florence, Bessie HI, etc.

JiQ.UK4,(>J
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BISCUITS AND BROTH.
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second, and Oosslad third. Krilatka (the

new bitch) was second to Malodka in

her section.

From Our Own Corresx)ondent.

London, P^ngland, August 8.—T have

just returned from a flying but pleasant

trip into Wales, for we have been down

to look at the dogs at Penarth and

Neath. Both shows proved successes

but I must say the Penarth people did

wonderfully well. The entries were ex-

actly double that of last year.and I should

say the show right through averaged hf-

Uen entries to a class. Considering the

number of exhibitions we are having

just now, such an entry must be consid-

ered a very good or,e.

Penarth is a fashionable suburb of Car-

diff, and its esplanade and laid-out gar-

den's are very charming and most enjoy-

able. You have a good view of the vast

number of vessels that steam or sail up

and down the Bristol Channel. In fact,

all is business here, Cardiff being the

chief coal port of this kingdom, indeed

I should say in the world.

There are many people who think that

because Cardiff is a coal port that it is a

dark, dingy and dirty town. Quite the

reverse, for Cardiff is rather a nice place

and decidedlv modern in everything be-

longing to it.' And there are few places

whose inhabitants go in so much for

sport. Horse racing, prize fighting,

cocking, pigeon shooting, etc., etc., all

find most comfortable homes in the me-

tropolis of the principality.

^u-

^u-

"I want to trv a horse of mine," said

Committeeman Tom Wadley at Penarth

on Thursday, and accordingly we drove

out around Barry and Cadoxton. And

what a change to be sure ! I knew the

place a few vears ago, when all seemed a

great marsh, with a farmhouse dotted

here and there upon it. Now, I can as-

sure you, they are /(m>>is, and rows of im-

portant looking houses must spring up

here everv week. The new Barry docks

account for all this change, and full they

were on Thursday, too. The cry is for

more room, and they must have it. Here

again it is nothing but coal, which, of

course, comes from the far-famed Rhond-

da Valley, where there seems to be an

inexhaustible store.

Who can wonder, then, that amongst

all this i)ros])eritv that si)ort has a good

lime of it, but I am afrai<l the promoters

of the Sully Coursing Club (who hold

their nieetings in this neighl)orhood). will

have to <lo with less hares or shift their

(luarters. As a rule game does not flour-

ish very well when there are a lot of

navvies about, and goodness knows there

are plenty of these gentlemen in the

neighborl'iood of Barry, Sully and Ca-

•loxton.

The setters and greyhounds ]jroved I

think //le section at the Penarth meeting,

an<l the longtail Jenny Jones took away

Ibe c\\\) for the best <log in the show.

Tom Ashton, of Leeds, who owns this

bitch, has got her «lown into rare show

form.' When the ])rtseiit mayor of Car-

martlien had her she was too fat and

cloddy, but now she has been put through

the iiiill. and it will take a wonderfully

good one to take- lur number down. She

won in a very strong class at Darlington

last week, and I fancy she is about the

l>est seen out for years.

The news has arrived here that Lord

Bute, the St. Bernard, has changed hands,

and that he sails for his new (piarters to-

day. I lio])e the Menthon Kennels will

have every luck witli him, for undoubt-

edly he is a rattling goo<l stud dog. I

have heard that Mrs. Shillcock was

awfullv upset when she heard that her

lord and master had sold the dawg, but

no doubt dollars will do a lot in the way

of removing the dumps.

Owners of Barzois should be always

able to keep the wolf from the door.

The new Barzois did not lick creation

after all at Darlington. I have not had

the pleasure of seeing the latest importa-

tions, but I find that Mr. W. K. Taunton

placed Korotai first, H'vat (the new dog),

The bloodhound Chesterton Duchess

n is dead, she having died after giving

birth to a litter, five of which are, how-

ever, doing well. This bitch did a lot of

winning all over the country and was

owned by Mr. Le Gros, who also has a very

fine team of spaniels, which are always

to be found in the old Chesterton Ken-

nels, Cambridge.

I am told a very taking fox terrier

bitch lately came out at a small show at

Oakham, Rutlandshire. Her name is

Charnwood Lazy, and is a daughter of

Holcombe Splice and Violette. She is

owned by that veteran fox terrier man,

Mr. Luke Turner, of Liecester. I am
told by a good sound judge of a dog that

she is a very toppy one, and something

above the average.

^XX^
The rumor that Mr. Murchison was

dead has proved but too true, for he

passed away, it seems, about three weeks

ago, after an attack of influenza. Of

course, of late years he had kept out of

the madding crowd and personally I had

not seen him for three or four years.

One of his terriers, and a favorite one,

too—Cracknel—has been at Spratt's San-

atorium for a very long time.

-*xx^

John Rutherford Smith, who sent

threatening letters to Mrs. Euphemia
Williams, a well-known exhibitress of

Skye terriers, was yesterday sentenced to

five years penal servitude at the Sussex

Assizes. It will be recollected that

Smith demanded money from this lady

on the pain of exposing certain alleged

criminal relations between them. In-

stead of getting the money he has got

five years, and no one thinks Judge

Hawkins gave the man more than he de-

served.
-^xx^

By this morning's papers 1 find that

the St. Bernard Prince Regent is dead.

This is indeed a great loss to the St. Ber-

nard world, and to his owner in particu-

lar. By the way. what singularly bad

luck owners of this breed are having on

the other side ! Upon my word we are

getting gradually short of good St. Ber-

nards. The death of Prince Regent

should have the effect of enhancing the

value of the recent purcha.se of the stud

dog. Lord Bute.

The first stage of the doggy divorce

case, Craig versus Craig and Hamp came

on this week, when the Judge made an

order that a little girl should be given

up to her father, the petitioner. I be-

lieve this case is going to l)e defended up

to the hilt, so it is not unlikely there

will be much matter flying about which

will be eagerly clutched at by people in-

terested in exhibiting, in which circles

the parties concerned are so well known.

While at Penarth I was told that a cer-

tain local gentleman would not exhibit

because he had been circulared by the

Kennel Club not to support any show-

that was not under K. C. Rules. Now
such is rather serious. What on earth is

the harm of the Penarth people having a

show on their own account and not sub-

ject to the rules of Cleveland Row? I

"know that the registration shilling does

not tumble in. and that's where the rub

comes in. I really don't believe that the

K. C. cares about "anything so long as the

fees come in.

never been a statement of affairs given to

the public. I am not content with the

Stock-Keeper telling me I have been mis-

informed. If the editor of that journal

does know the real position of affairs,

then it is his place to let the public

know.
-^XX-^

The bulldog Enfield Grabber is dead,

and consequently Mr. Harry vShaw has

had a bit of very bad luck. Enfield Grab-

ber was a nailing little dog, and one that

was coming on steadily to the front.

There is no doubt that he died in conse-

quence of getting a fish head into his

gullet. I am afraid Mr. Shaw will be

some time before he gets hold of another

of the same stamp, and the death of this

dog will be a distinct los^ to the bulldog

"fancy" in the north of England, for

Mr. Shaw lives in Manchester.

-*XX^
The celebrated Irish terrier Breaden-

hill has changed hands this week, he

having been purchased by a new-comer

in the breed, Dr. Marsh, of Little Hul-

ton, BoHou, Lancashire. This terrier is

the one Irish terrier men swear by, and I

am not surprised that he made a good

figure ; indeed. I am told the figure was

the tallest ever paid for an Irishman.

There is a distinct move in Irish terriers

now, and I am glad to see they are not

forgotten in the Auld Countne, where

the Earl of Shannon is giving them—by
the aid of his purse—such a helping

hand.
^tx^

Mr. Rawdon B. I^ee, the kennel editor

of the Field, who has not exhibited for

several years, broke out in a fresh place

last week, and showed them an English

setter at Darlington, with which he won,

and also the special prize. The name of

this dog is Richmond, and I am told he is

a very good one. It is nice to see an old

hand come out again and go bang to the

front at the first time of asking.

^XX^
While on setters I ought to say that the

Canine World is responsible for the in-

formation that the English setter Sir

Frederick will cross the Atlantic next

week. He is a very good class dog indeed,

and a winner of several prizes. I am un-

aware of his destination.

thereon. The parcel was despatched ou

the usual day of the wlek, and the mis-

hU-

Some time ago I wrote to you that Mr.

Shirely got all the profits from every

thing at the Kennel Club. I am told in

the Stock-Keeper this week that I am
wrong, and that my remarks were in bad

taste. If I am wrong lam exceedingly

glad, and I would take this early advan-

tage to apologize in a most humble man-

ner, but as for the " bad taste " I have

my'own opinion. I am aware I chipped

the Stock-Keeper very hard in that

week's contribution. It was on the sub-

ject, you will remember, of one paper

running down the ring judgments of a

gentlemen, a member of another staff. So

if I tap anybody on the nose I must

expect to get one back. But this I do

want to know. If Mr. Shirley doesn't

get the profits, who does? There has

The stud greyhound O'Rorke sailed on

the Spain last week, consigned to Mr.

Massey, Great Bend, Barton County,

Kansas. As I cannot for the moment
call this dog to mind, I am unable to

give further particulars concerning him.

By the way, the Great EuUerton has

been placed at stud, so it is unlikely that

he will win another Waterloo Cup. I

suppose the old dog had got a bit cun-

ning, so it was deemed wise to withdraw

him from coursing before he made a fool

of himself and had his beautiful record

splashed with mud. I expect, therefore

that Colonel North will this year depend

upon Young FuUerton and Simonian.

As the Colonel's luck is still on, I shall

not be surprised to see the Short Flatt

Kennels again carry away the riband

which every courser worships—in other

words, the Waterloo Cup.

^XX^
I have seen a copy of "Illustrated

Dogs of the Day," edited by Mr. H.

W. Lacy. I must say it is nicely got up.

But by the way, did not Dalziel use the

title ''Dogs of the Day" quite fifteen

years ago ? I have an idea that a series

of articles with that heading was turned

into a work now known as*'British Dogs."

However, that has nothing to do with

the excellent photo reproductions, but I

am given to understand thaf'Corsincon"

hardly likes it, and he has written to a

friend in that strain , too. Of course, he

hasn't the slightest idea of upsetting

"H. W. L.," but an acquaintance showed

me a letter wherein was written, "I feel

much proud to see my cast-off clothes

worn by modem toffs." Characteristic of

the man, is it not ?

-^xx^

I have just received a card from the

management of this paper to say that up

to the time of writing they had not the

usual boiling of "Biscuits and Broth" to

hand. I hope, however, the same turned

up subsequently and was in time for that

issue, for it is my desire to keep the read-

ers of The Fanciers' Journal bang

up to date in English news and remarks

hap has not been from lack of punctual-

ity on my part.

-*xx-*-

The first two numbers of the Kennel,

the Farm and the Poultry Yard have

just appeared, and I must say it is a very

cheap weekly pennyworth. It is pub-

lished at Bachelor's Walk, Dublin, but it

is not true that only unmarried men
are engaged on the staff. I believe the

journal will be handled in such a way as

to give prominence to the dogs of Ireland,

or perhaps to be more exact to the breeds

of tlie Emerald Isle. Here you see the

old spirit of Home Rule crops up again,

and Ireland for the Irish is paramount,

for I am in a position to write that Irish

water spaniels, Irish setters, Irish ter-

riers, "taters," and so on will be given

great prominence.
-^xx-*-

Some time ago I mentioned that Lord

Clifton had taken up the cudgels of poor

Mr. H. Wyndham Carter, who, it seems, is

now confined as a criminal lunatic in

Broadmoor Asylum. The following is the

letter that Lord Clifton has sent to the

Press here. Reading between the lines

there can be no doubt but that somebody

is using might and main to keep the late

editor and proprietor of the Kennel

Review in durance vile, and the nasty

rumors which are about in reference to

this are all the more deplorable when I

state that it is alleged that people who
ought to be his best friends are his worst

enemies. However I will give I^ord Clif-

ton's letter to the London Evening News

in full : "Sir : Referring to my letter of

January 20, upon Mr. Harry Wyndham
Carter's case, I must ask you to let me
inform your readers of the great change

which has since taken place, accompanied

by greatly increased scandal. On May 7

this perfectly innocent, mistried, and (if

my writ of error succeeds), wrongly con-

victed prisoner, was removed to Broad-

moor Asylum as a criminal lunatic, not

because of insanity, but because the

Home office does not know what else to

do with him. His correspondence with

me being now unrestricted, the whole

hideous story is being gradually laid bare,

a story more worthy of Naples under
' Boniba ' or Chili under Balmaceda than

England under the 'fair-minded' Mr.

Secretary Matthews. It appears among
other things that if things had gone as

the conspirators wished in 1887 (whereby

hangs a very long and mysterious tale as

to events in this and in Mr. Carter's part

of East Kent), Mr. Carter was actually to

have been imprisoned for life in a sort of

'oubliette' at Chatham Prison, and this

was said at the prison to have been

ordered under royal sign manual for a

reason that Mr. Carter knew nothing

about. But when I, who had taken up

the case from the first, recovered from

my illness in 1888, and drew public atten-

tion to the atrocity of keeping an inno-

cent man in penal servitude, the tactics

were changed, and e'-ery possible form of

alternate bullying and cajolery was tried

to induce Mr. Carter to confess himself

guilty (and fairly convicted), and accept

a free pardon or a conditional discharge.

Rooms at a private hotel were offered

him, plans were laid to eject him from

prison, surrounded by armed warders

but all in vain. Then they threatened

him with the loss of his ' star '
class,

with removal to Dartmoor, with mixture

among many times convicted prisoners,

with removal to the County Lunatic Asy-

lum with a new trial for felony. He
stood firm in demanding unconditional

release and acknowledgment of his mis-

trial, and in revenge he was treated with

the utmost brutality, connived at if not

encouraged by the prison authorities

Among other things his head was split

open by a warder's staff (I have seen the

scar). All are agreed that there is some

tremendously potent influence behind

those who oppose his release, but whether

courtly, clerical, or financial remains to

be proved. Meanwhile, what will the

German Emperor think of us, an 'oubli-

ette ' discovered in Chatham Prison for

illegal detention under letlre de cachet.

Surely Mr. Matthews ought to disprove

this or resign. Clifton.

''Dumpton Park, Ramsgate:'

—No breeder need ever expect to suc-

ceed unless he advertises and lets his

friends know what he has and where to

find him. A successful breeder owes his

success to liberal advertising.

(Concerning ^porting Dogs.

I.—THE RETRIEVER.

Mark Over in the Canine World.

The retriever is now the most popular

of all sporting dogs, and to be the ov^'uer

of a really good one is to be an object of

envy to many. The style of shooting

has considerably changed since the tall-

hatted sportsman used to go out with his

muzzle-loader and steady old pointer or

setter, carry his own game and be con-

tented with his modest, but well-earned

bag of .seven or eight brace of birds.

Many people regret that this is so, and

there is no doubt much to be said on the

side of the admirers of the old .style, for

there can be no more beautiful sight

than to see a well-bred, well-broken .set-

ter quartering his ground, come sud-

denly to his point, and, if an old dog,

to see him look round to be sure his

master is coming ; there is, too, no more
exciting moment for the sportsman than

to walk up to his dog's point and make a

good double. On the other hand, to

others there is a much greater facina-

tion in a driving shot and a big bag, and
for this kind of shooting a retriever is

absolutely necessary. To my mind it is

equally interesting to see a well-broken
retriever at w'ork ; watch him on a run-
ner, when walking birds up in potatoes
in September ; he starts full face up one
of the rows, pops over to the next, after

going twenty yards, then to the next, till

he, maybe, goes the full length of the
field, then watch the bird jump in front

of him, and soon the keen-no.sed dog se-

cures it and returns with it at the top of
his sjjeed to his master, who feels quite
as proud of his dog as the dog does of
himself. Then, again, it is little short of
marvellous how a good retriever will

stick to the line of a wounded pheasant
in covert, when unwounded phea.sants

and rabbits have fouled the ground.
There are two breeds of retrievers, the

curly and the wavy or flat-coated retriev-

er. The curly was bred originally from
the Labrador and the Irish water spaniel,

and the wavy from the Labrador and the
setter. The former is, perhaps, the keener
and more dashing of the two varieties

;

they are, on the other hand, more head-
strong and difficult to break, and, in con-
sequence, their flat-coated relatives are

becoming greater favorites. The first

desideratum in a gentleman's retriever,

as distinguished from a keeper's is abso-

lute steadiness ; it should be put almost
before nose, for, after all, when walking
fields in line a gun is never allowed much
time for hunting for a runner ; that is

generally left to the keeper. The gentle-

man's dog should be perfectly steady to

heel, and free from chase, have a keen
sight and power of marking, and attend
instantly to the whistle ; if his nose is

also perfection, of course so much the
Ijetter, but steadiness first. No man can
shoot well if his dog is continually run-

ning in to retrieve birds on his own
account. The dog's master is more often

than not to blame for this ; hurry and
excitability spoil more good dogs than
anything else ; if a young dog is being
made, it is most necessary that his master
should never attempt retrieving himself,

he will often be sorely tempted to do so,

as for instance, when his dog cannot be
made to see a running bird nearing a

hedge, knowing well if the bird gains the

hedge, and his dog's nose fails, he will

lose his bird ; but it is better to lose

twenty birds thus than to run after the
bird himself and spoil his dog, which he
would assuredly do.
There are several methods of breaking

retrievers ; a few dogs do, of course, re-

• quire coercion, but, as a rule, patience
and kindness are the necessary qualities

in the successful breaker. A keeper's
retriever is very easily broken, but stead-

iness is, as a rule, absent ; it is not, indeed,

exp>ected of him, for he is used for many
purposes, from hunting up and driving in

pheasants to killing rats ; for all that a

keeper's dog often displays greater intel-

ligence than his better-cared-for brother,

owing in a great measure to his being at

the keeper's heels every day and all day.

To break a gentleman's dog the very
greatest care is required. It is not neces-

sary to commence breaking a puppy till

about six or seven months old, but when

tuition is commenced let the strict rule
be made that the pup shall never on any
pretense be allowed from Ihe very first

to retrieve anything moving—that is, if

a ball is thrown for him make him "down
charge" till it has stopped rolling, and
then wave him on ; after a short prac-
tice he will always drop when anything
is thrown, and in this way he will grad-
ually understand he is never to fetch
anything until he is told. Another
golden rule is to keep the pup entirely
to oneself, and not allow anyone else to
assist in his schooling. The first lesson
being leanit, the breaker will then pro-
ceed to teach his pupil to hunt by scent,
which is done by throwing a glove into
long grass.

To hunt a line is the next lesson, and
there is nothing better than a glove
stuffed with paper, with a bit of meat
inside

; let a boy drag it a short distauce,
straight at first, and when the pup has
easily found it, let the glove be taken
gradually further and further, and each
time a more twisting course ; the breaker
should always have small pieces of meat
in his pocket to reward his dog with when
he does his lesson properly. When he is

perfect at the early lessons, some pigeons
may lie shot to him (it is taken for granted
the dog is not gun-shy, which, as a rule,
a retriever never is). There is no better
plan than to put a few pigeons into holes
in the ground, with a tile over them, and
then walk up with the pup at your heels,
kick the tile away, and the pigeon flies

out almost from the dog's mouth ; he will
in all probability go down at once, though
watching the pigeon intently, then wave
him on ; he will very likely bring it back
the first time by the last feather of the
wing, and if he does the tenderness of the
dog's mouth is assured. In this way a
dog may be made quite fit for the field

when September comes round, or rather
August arrives, for there is nothing like
grouse driving for making a young re-

triever. In a butt one has such a chance
with a dog ; he cannot move without run-
ning almost between his master's legs,

and he is bound to lie, and watch the
grouse dropping all round the butt until

the drive is over. A fortnight's grouse
driving, and a retriever ought to be per-
fectly steady for September.
There are various opinions as to the

advisability of allowing a young dog to
retrieve hares or rabbits—it all depends
on the dog's nature ; if a very tractable

dog, he may perhaps be allowed to do so,

but as a rule it is safer not to let a young
retriever touch flick his first season ; it is

only natural he should prefer flick to

feathers, and he will very likely become
so keen about it that he will begin to

run in whenever a hare is knocked over,

and chase it when it is not. There are

many methods suggested for curing a
dog of "running in," but when he has
once acquired the habit it is most difl5-

cult to prevent. The only real cure is

the check collar and line, though it is by
no means easy to put in operation ; but
let a dog be pulled over on to his back
and nearly throttled more than once,

and he will soon find out he is not his

own master.
There is another way, but it is a dan-

gerous as well as cruel plan. I refer to

giving a dog a charge of shot in the hind-

quarters when chasing ; I tried it myself
once, and only once, and I am bound to

say it was in a way, most successful. It

happened thus : I was shooting in Sep-

tember with the l)est retriever I ever had
at my heels ; it was his second season.

He had always been quite steady and free

from chase, but at B , where I was
shooting, there were any quantity of

hares, and as they kept jumping up quite

close to the dog, he at last could not

stand it any longer, and off he went, and,

of course, in spite of whistle and voice,

he did not return till the hare had run

him out of view.

Having done so, he tried it on again,

till at length 1 lost patience, and when
he was in full chase of his fourth hare, I

took steady aim at his stern at about

sixty yards, and fired ; the dog stopped

instantly and sat down, and looked back

as much as to say, "What is it you
want?" then slunk' to heel, and I con-

gratulated myself on the success of the

experiment ; after lunch I found the dog
going very stiffly behind, and to my con-

sternation on examination found that

four pellets had struck him in the tes-

ticles ; luckily, however, only the skin

was cut, still it upset me very much, and
made me regi-ster a vow never to shoot at

another dog. In this case no real harm

was done, and the dog became a cele-
brated stud dog afterwards ; but for this
mishap, the experiment answered ad-
mirably, as the dog once and for all gave
up chasing ; still it is a very dangerous
remedy to try on a valuable dog.
A few words on feeding may not be out

of place here. The easiest way to feed
dogs is to throw a few dry meat biscuits to
them every day, and I much fear that
many dogs have to put up with this un-
palatable fare. The easiest way, how-
ever, is not the best. No ! Troul)le
must be taken in feeding. Meat, fresh
meat, and plenty of it, is absolutely
necessary. A good way of ])repariiig a
wholesome meal is to well boil a bullock's
head or .sheep's head, break some good
biscuits up small in a machine, then j)our
the .soup over them

;
put the meat from

the heads into an American meat-choj)-
piiig machine, which minces it so fine
it is impossible for the dogs to pick it

out, and then mix it up well with the bis-

cuit ; well Ijoiled oatmeal may be added
for a change, and la.st of all, add a little

salt; the importance ofsalt is not generally
known. I have given it a good and fair

trial, and I say that, like all other ani-
mals, dogs reejuire salt. Three times a
week fresh green vegetables should hv
boiled separately and added to the food.
Nettle tops al.so make a first-rate blood
cleanser.

The scourge of many a kennel is ecze-
ma, generally brought on through poverty
of blood, or, to speak the truth, careless
feeding—where this is so. good fresh meat
is almost the only cure ; horseflesh is use-
ful for a change, but my experience of it

is that a fortnight is quite long enough to

continue it. Fresh butcher's meat and
Jeyes' Fluid are the things to cure ecze-
ma. Perhaps worms have more to answer
for than any other pest in the kennel,
and the dog owner cannot do wrong in

dosing his j'ouiig dogs for worms, say
every two months, up to ten months old

;

indeed, it is safest to commence at the
fountain head, and dose the bitch for

worms three weeks after service, as there
is no doubt if the mother is absolutely-

clear of worms, the whelps will stand a
much greater chance of being clear also.

In concluding these remarks, my advice
to anyone desirous of being the possessor
of a "good retriever" is to goto any
well-known breeder and pick out a medi-
um-sized pup of not too heavy build,

with intelligent, clean-cut head, and with
plenty of length of nose ; its age should
be about four months, though seven
months is quite time enough to com-
mence schooling. Let the puppy be
about with his owner as much as possible,

and on no account let it be sent away to

be broken, which is not the way to arrive

at that mutual understanding which is so
necessary between the dog and his master.

THE TIME FOR EXERCISE.

TI1I.S Should be Done the VXvhI Six
Months of the Dojc'm Lllo.

From the Breeder and Sportsman.

There is no que.stioning the fact which

the experience of every kennel man
proves to a demonstration that the time

to exercise the greatest care with <logs is

during the first six months of their ex-

istence. Frequently the bitch, owing

perhaps to her pampered condition, fails

to exerci.se that care which nature in-

tended she should, and the puppies do

not receive that care and attention that

they otherwise would from her. Puppies
very early in life demand a small amount
of exercise, and this should be extended

to quite a run daily as they grow older.

A regular morning exercise should be

giveu them as soon as they are enabled

to follow one about, and never, except in

cold or stormy weather, should this be

neglected. Plenty of fresh air. moderate
exercise with wholesome food is the best

method for developing strength and insur-

ing health. To let puppies become un-

healthy for want of exercise is the rule,

and then l)egin a line of medicines is a

sure way to reach unsatisfactory results.

No one should be so cruel as to assunie

the care of a dog who cannot give him
exercise. To confine them too closely and
let them become cross and mangy for

want of care is to prove their worst

enemy. If you cannot care for a dog
properly, do not possess one. They are

too good and faithful to be allowed to

suffer from neglect.

WHITE MARKS ON MASTIFFS.

Not Ni't'esHiirlly an liullciitlon of Im-
purity (>r IMuixi.

IVDITOK FaNCIKK.S' JoikNAI..

It is astonishing how fast rooted popu-
lar fallacies are and how they resist (lo«>ds

of disproof, and, strange to say, the

more absurd the fallacy is the more ten-

acious it is of life ; the more imjirobable

it is, the more readily it is l)elieved.

Most old mastiff men have heard of the

notion that a mastiff must be free from

white. Not a few have been amused at

the triumph of some bigimier at his

mastiff having "all toe nails black" and
"not a white hair on him ;" but amuse-
ment is out of place when it comes to the

woes and worries of the novice about his

pup, got by The Best, out of The V'ery

Best, having one or more white toe nails,

a white toe or two or a white spot on
breast, and their anxious inquiries as to

whether this is a sure indication of

mongrel blootl.

Here was a party wlio had a lilti-r l)y

no less a dog than !5eaufort, and was
vexed at heart because some or all of
them had white toe nails, and as they
could not suppose that such a crack as
Beaufort had any foreign blood, the only
conclusion they could come to was that
either there bad l»ecii an "accident " or
that The Very Best might hide a drop or
two of outside blood in her veins. Now,
the joke is that neither Beaufort nor
any other niastiO livinjii is strictly

thoroughbred. All mastiff pedigrees
contain either Nell 111, with a bull and
terrier cross ; Druid, with a strong in-

fusion of deerhound blood; Raymond's
Duchess, with a bloodhoun<l infusion, or
a number of animals with "pedigree un-
known" attached to their names. Cam-
brian Princess and her illustrious brother
and sister, H. ai. King Canute and II-

ford Claudia, are not thoroughbreds in

the stud-book sense, as their granddani
was of unknown pedigree. This puts
such a crack as Jack Thyr in the doubt-
ful list, as he is the grandson of II. M.
King Canute. Minting is black-eyed by
dam being Cambrian Princess, and all

the Ilford Caution mastiffs in the world
are cocktails, because he was a son of Il-

ford Claudia ! So it is sure that there is

mastiffs no such thing as "pure" blood in

any more than in any other race of dogs.

But supposing that there are " pure "

bred mastiffs, of such double-distilled

purity that it will shine at night, what
has the presence of white j^ot to do with

it ? If we get back to the foundations

of mastiff blood we will ftn<l the noted

sires Bruce I and Bruce II, Ackroyd's

Dan, George White's dog, etc., with

white faces ! Mr. M. B. Wyiin mentions
some cases of absolutely white mastiffs

—

white all over. Blacks are certainly far

from unknown, brindles are common,
reds are among the foundations of the

modern bloo<l, st> what is the use of fuss-

ing about white spots of any kind ?

To add to the excjuisile al>surdity of

the silly notion, here was a man with a lit-

ter, said to be by Beaufort, doubting their

legitimacy l>ecause they had white toe

nails ! Now, if a litter said to be l)y either

Beaufort or his sire, Beau, was shown me,

and a majority did not have white toe

nails, I would strongly suspect the truih

of their alleged paternity. Mr. Richard

Cook, the first .secretary of the linglish

Mastiff Club, a warm a«lmirer of Ikau,

wrote me :
" I wonder if anybody ever

saw a pup by Beau without white toes and
white toe nails ? I never did." -\nd he

might have gone a step further back and
asked the same thing of Beau's sire,

Nichols' Prince, or whether Prince's dam,
Queen, ever threw a pup without such

markings? She inherited these markings
from both sire an<l dam, Druid and Phyl-

lis, and Druid's brother, Peveril, inherited

the white face of his grandsire, Bruce.

Black toe nails are preferable, as a

matter of fancy, but for common sense's

sake, do not give us any more such unut-

terable rot and nonsense as that white

ones indicate anything as to impurity of

blood. Just imagine the spectacle of

Mr. Mason. Mr. Wallack, Mr. Rolin-

son or Mr. Trickett judging mastiffs

by their toe nails ? Yours truly,

W. Wadk.

HutTON, Pa., August 15, 189I.
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JOE LEWIS' TRIP TO ENGLAND.

An loteresting Talk About What He

Saw in Dogs Abroad.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

1 have been so busy since my return

that I have uot had time before to give

your readers notes of our trip to Eng-

land. It was our intention when we left

here to see as many kennels aud dog

shows as we could during our short stay

abroad. It is difficult to visit some of

the English kennels without a letter of

introduction, and even armed with that

necessary document, at some of the ken

nels wc were not shown all the dogs, nor

were we permitted to inspect the kennels

in which they were secreted.

While traveling through Ireland on a

visit to the lakes of Killarney we got

talking to a gentleman in a hotel where

we were stopping, and discovered that

one of the winners of the English Derby

of '91 was owned in that neighborhood.

Wc drove down to and visited the kenuel

of Mr. Oraharrigan. He took great paius

in showing us his dogs and ki iinels. He

had a good lot of pointers, all upstand-

ing, racy looking dogs, workers showing

good (inality. The Irish setters were not

good.
Atter spending a few days in Irtlaiid

we crossed over lo ICnijland for a visit to

the Gloiu-esttT Dog Show, which was

held in the callle niarkel May 20 and 21.

The arrangements were goo<l ; the dogs

were benchid under canvas, three or four

tents biiiig used for the puri)ose. This

was a good idea, as it insured for the dogs

good ventilation. The roomy cattle

market was an excellent exercise ground

for the dogs. Dog shows under canvas

would nevei do in America, where the

thermometer goes up to 92° and 96° in

the shade. Why, the dogs could not stand

it. The benching was done by Spratts

Patent. We supposed when we went to

EIngland that the benching used there

would be a great improvement over that

used in America. It was quite the con-

trary, for it was the dirtiest and meanest

patched up benching I ever saw in a dog

show.
The management all through the show

was mean. The dogs were not cared for

properly. They suffered for the want of

water, and many were tangled up in their

chains. The kennels were so filthy and

the dogs had rolled in it, that it was im-

possible to have a goo<l look at half of

them. If the show bad continued four

days, like ours. I cannot imagine what

would have become of the dogs. Eng-

lish dog show superintendents should

visit the New York dog show and see

Mortimer run a show of 1400 or 1500

dogs. Always clean benching and the

floors nicely swept and free from litter.

Our show managers make all the attend-

ants carry brooms and sweep up and keep

things clean throughout the day. In

England they do not carry brooms, straw

litters the aisles, and one has to watch

where he is treadine.

One of our party spoke about the filthy

condition of the Gloucester show, which

was contradicted by our American cousin,

Frank Dole, who said it was all right.

He was, however, there only on the first

day, while we stayed until it closed, and

did not leave the town until the day after.

I would like to ask Mr. Dole if he saw

any show abroad run as well as those of

New York, Boston or Chicago, or even

any of our smaller shows. I must say

right here that I now think more of our

superintendents than I ever did before,

for I am satisfied they can learn nothing

in this line in England.
For the Gloucester show there was

1250 entries; total number of dogs 910.

The catalogue claims that the cups and
prizes given away amounted to ;^8oo. I

cannot see how they make the shows pay
when they give away so much money.
On the opening day they charge half a

crown admission, and after that one shil-

ling, yet they claim the show was a suc-

cess. They had fifteen judges. There

were some good specimens of the various

breeds, but a few of the classes were very

poor. As for the judging, some of the

awards could have been made a little bet-

ter had the judges looked a little closer.

There was a lot of kicking. The English

setter classes were poor. I saw a good
bitch in the pointer class. Irish setters

were poor, excepting a bitch in the chal-

lenge class named Drenagh. Garry

Owen, Jr., first in the open dog class, is

not right in the head, and with us would
get about h. c.

The reporter who writes for the Ameri-

can Fiela tries to make our American
readers believe these dogs are world beat-

ers, when in reality they are only third

or fourth raters. This correspondent has

cracked up several dogs which I have ex-

amined closely, and if he is correct our
judges must be wrong.
The day we left Gloucester we visited

the Worcestershire pack of fox hounds.

We saw over 225 hounds, and in one
kennel we noticed about seventy old

dogs lying and sleeping together. They
were all evenly marked black, white and
tan and all about the same height and
build. They were the best lot of fox-

hounds I saw in England. The whole
pack was in the pink of condition, and I

did not see a sick dog in the place. In

the stables were twenty old head of bunt-

ing horses, and they showed as much
bhxwl as did the fox hounds.
Our next stop was Birniington, where

we stayed a couple of days and saw
Fred Hink's place. We then went to

London where we went to the Stock

-

Keeper office with a letter of introduction

from Dr. Rowe to a friend of his in the

office of that publication. .After climb-

ing up three or four flights of stairs we
came to the office and were asked in by
one of the clerks. We told him our
business and showed him our letter. He
called one of the stockholders of the

paper and handed him our letter. He
quickly looked at us and told us this gen-
tleman could not be seen that day as he
was too busy. One of our party asked
him where he was, and was informed
that he worked for the paper, but had a

place of business about three squares

away. We were not even given the gen-
tleman's address, but were told that he
would be busy for two or three days, and
that we had better call again next week.
We quickly threw our letter down and
askea them to show it to the gentleman
when he came around. We arrived at

the conclusion that we had enough of

the Stock Keeper office, and we have
discovered that we were not the only

ones that have been treated that way,
consequently we would like to see some
of the English people get a letter from
the Stock-Keeper to Dr. Rowe and see if

they would not be better treated than

we were.
I see in the papers that there was

trouble about the Bristol win of my bitch,

so I wish to explain how the mistake was
made. I got a pedigree and her win-

nings which I sent to Mr. Boggs in Ger-

many. I left the bitch with George
Thomas and Mr. Toons in Sheffield.

They were to handle her for me, and in

making out the entry they put Blue

Peter instead of Blue Peter II. Some of

our doggy friends in England are just as

they are here—when they are beaten

they want something to kick about. We
will now show you what a sharp man
they have for secretary' of the English

Kennel Club. He wrote me July 4, ask-

ing how the error occurred. I was given

four days in which to reply. He mailed
the letter on the 7th and I received it on
the 8th in vShcffield. Do Engli.shraen

get disqualified when they make a sim-

ilar blunder ? Yours truly,

Jos. Lewis.

Canonsburg, Pa., August 12.

out Broadway, and as usual Nero accom-
panied it. In some way the dog was
thrown under the wheels, and one of his

paws was badly crushed. He was unable

to follow the ambulance, and the men in

it did not miss him for a time.

After considering the matter of his in-

juries, Nero turned and went by cross

streets, not back to the ambulance barn,

but to St. Alexis Hospital. Upon reach-

ing the hopital he went in, and exhibiting

his bruised paw to one of the nurses, in-

timated to her almost as plainly as

though he could talk that he wanted
medical care. The nurse carefully ban-

daged the paw, and the big dog, feeling

more comfortable, expressed his thanks
in a few shorts barks. He then went into

the doctor's room and prepared to sleep.

A little later the ambulance arrived, and
the men were told of his actions. They
tried to induce him to return to his home,
but he aljsolutely refused, and it was
plain to see that he intended to stay at

the hospital until his paw had healed.

Accordingly the men left him, and he
was regularly installed in the hospital as

a patient. He submits to the manipula-

tions of the nurses cheerfully, and ex-

presses his satisfaction in their care. As
soon as he is able to go back to his duties

he will l>e discharged from the hospital

as cured.

KOEBLER'S SAGACIOUS DOG.

ST. BERNARDS NEED EXERCISE.

Some ThouBhts SnKKested by the Many
Recent Deaths.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

After reading the many sad announce-

ments of the deaths of noted St. Bernard

dogs, the ordinary lover of the canine

race is apt to have Ouida's warning, that

dog shows are of no use, forcibly recalled.

The St. Bernard dog is a hardy and

long-lived animal when allowed to lead

the live such massive and well-furred

dogs were intended for. In the cool Al-

pine Mountains, where the original St.

Bernard doggy was wont to scratch and

dig in the snowy mountain sides and de-

velop the bone and sinew that only a

rich, open air and lil)eral exercise can

produce, it is not to be wondered at when
these royal animals die for the want of

exercise, as the report in the daily papers

state was the cause with the noble Scot-

tish Prince.

The dog shows have demanded huge
specimens of the vSt. Bernard race. The
larger the dog, all other points equal, the

better his chances of winning the blue

ribbon. The attempt to feed and condi-

tion the dogs necessitates closer confine-

ment than is proper, and the lazy bench

show life, with the consequent changeable

and often dangerous trips o'er the con-

tinent, would tax the strength of even

the strongest St. Bernards.

An animal that is over-fat is often use-

less as a breeder, and what is useless as a

breeder is certainly of no value in the

end. Better castrate the males if size is

wanted. Do not kill a noble race be-

cause pork is a judge's ideal.

There are St. Bernards enough in this

country, who, not being railroaded

around the country at the bench shows,

enjoy the health' and vigor a natural,

active life in the open air conduces.

These are but fleeting thoughts that

were occasioned by reading and obsery

ing the management of St. Bernards in

this country, and as a warm admirer of

the breed I would earnestly pray for a

more rational treatment of the noblest

breed of dogs in existence. Monk.

KEyyKIi REGISTER.
We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form :

names claimed.
J. HOFFMAN. Cincinnati, O., claims the name

Buckeye Kennels for his kennel of Irish set-

ters.

ARTHUR E MANLEY, Brandon, Vt., claims
the name Edenia for collie bitch by Roslyn
Wilkes—Flora I.

F. B. ZIMMER, Gloversville, N. Y., claims the
name Royai Rosey for white, black and tan

English beaKle bitch, whelped August 6.

1891 (Champion Twinkle—Champion Royal
Kreuger.

Leah L^e for white, black and tan English
beagle bitch, same litter.

MRS. E S. AVIS, Morgantown, W. Va., claims
the name Pen rice, Jr., for pug dog by Pen-
rice—Silksworth Monk, whelped June 18,

1891.

Chequasset Tota for pug bitch by Champion
Dude—Tresa, whelped March 20, 1889.

Pitti Sing II for pug bitch by Ben Hur—Pollie,

whelped October, 1890.

VISITS.
W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.'S (Philadelphia,

Pa.) collie dog The Mascot of Fordhook
(17,220) to Fordhook Thelma (20.338), July 30.

The Bard of Fordhook (11,631) to Fordhook
PhcEbe (15,510), August 6.

FREDERICK S. WEBSTER'S (New York)
pointer bitch Lassie Bang (13.179) to West-
minster Kennel Club's Kingot Kent, July 31.

VINCENT LIDDICOATT'S Scotch collie bitch

Wanigas (15,428) to his Clifton Hero, August 1.

Buff Gauntlett: Scotch collie bitch, to his Clif-

ton Hero, July 18.

F. L. CHENEY'S Irish setter bitch Peg (Cham-
pion Chief—Bizreena) to his Heumore Sham-
rock, May 20.

, Irish setter bilch (Chief—Leigh Doane)
is Henmore Shamrock, May 26.

W. H. WISE'S Irish setter bitch Harp to F. L.

Cheney's Henmore Shamrock. June 18.

BOYD & ROTHEROCK'S Irish setter bitch Yum
Yum ((Jlencho-Yum) to F. L. Cheney's Hen-
more Shamrock, July 31.

T. J. TYRRELL'S fox terrier bitch Ruby (Telford

—New Forrest Russet) to James Mortimer's
Suffolk Recall (Blemton Rubicon — Suffolk

Syren), August 3.

J BRAMLEOES(Cin..O.) pug bitch Tudle

to Eberhart Pug Kennels Eberharfs Cash-

ier (13901), August 7.

C USHER'S collie bilch Lady Carlo (Lothian

Boy— Queen of Edgcourt) to Kilmarnock
Kennel's, Kilmarnock Tam, July 14.

MANATANG KENNELS' greyhound bitch Fan-

nie M. (15164) to A. W. Purbeck's Gem of the

Season, August 3.

WHELPS.
H S. WILSON'S Euglish setter bilch Flit (Don

Noble—Princess Bess) whelped seven dogs

aud three bitches to Diamond (i4,8«»). July

39. 1891.

FBERHHART PUG KENNELS' (Cincinnati,

O.,) Dixie whelped three dogs and two
bitches by Rowdy, August 5-

F B ZIMMER'S (Gloversville, N. Y) English

beagle bitch Champion Twinkle (Champion
I^ee—Juliette), whelped one dog and two
bitches (dog since dead) by Champion Royal

Kreuge*-, August --, i«9i.

SHENANGO KENNELS' (Sharon, Pa.) Daisy,

Daisy,
to hi

H.

A.

"When Ills Paw Was In.tured He AVent
Straight to Hospital for Treatment.

From the Cleveland Leader.

Few people who have seen Koebler's

ambulance going at full speed through

the streets have failed to qotice the huge

Newfoundland dog Nero that accom-

panies it on every trip. The big dog

runs by the side of the ambulance, and

never falls behind, no matter what the

speed may be. If a pedestrian is tardy

in getting out of the way of the vehicle

he runs ahead, and by barking aud jump-
ing does all in his power to clear the

track. For several years be has been the

pet of the ambulance men, and at times

his intelligence seems almost human. A
striking example of his sagacity occurred

yesterday. The ambulance was called

He WaHH't Certain.

From the Philadelphia Record.

A pretty sorrowful dog fancier climbed

out of the New Hope accommodation at Ninth

and Green SUtion yesterday afternoon. It seems

that the dog fancier, his son and a valuable poo-

dle got on the train at Hatboro. The dog got

under a seat, the son took a station at the win-

dow to enjoy the scenery, and the old gentleman

made a sepulchre of a newspaper. At Glenside

the poodle got off the train calmly and without

noise or bustle. A couple of stations further on

the dog fancier thought he would Uke a safety

look at his dog, and at once began an exciting

search under all the seats. Suddenly one of the

passengers, who was dozing, wokelup and asked

the excited man if he was looking for a poodle.

•'Ye»," was the reply. "Well, it got offal Glen-

side. I thought it was your dog, but wasn't cer-

tain till DOW."

black and toy terrier bitch, whelped one dog
and two bitches by owner's Bob Hope, Aug-
ust 13.

SALES.
EBERHART PUG KENNELS have sold their

pug dog Paxtang (Spokane— 1.alia Rookh)
to Mr. S. Stanton, Grand Ledge, Mich.

Lady Desmond, pug bitch (Spokane—Lalla
Rookh), to Mr. Richard Graham, Mexico. Mo.

Dandy Boy. pug dog (Spokane, 13.602—Lalla

Rookh, 17.005), to Mr. Frank W. Hess,

Chicago, 111.

EDWIN H. MORRIS, Red Bank, N. J., sold his

Gordon setter bitch Montine(Ch. Beaumont-
Countess Flo) to Smith Bros., Deep River,

Conn.

J5MITH BROS . Deep River. Conn., sold their

Gordon setter bitch Lady Fenwick (Dande-

lion—N. Y. Roland) to Mr. F. B. Zimmer,
Gloversville, NY.

F B ZIMMER, Gloversville. N. Y., sold his

English beagle dog Handicap (Jack Banner-

man—Chimes) lo E. L. Stine, Philadelphia.

Lottie, American fox hound bitch (Tiger-
Freckled Nell) to Mr. Louis A. Helmbold,
Saxousburg, Pa.

Harkawav. American fox hound bitch (Tiger-
Freckled Nell) to Joseph Teetz, Glovers-

ville, NY.
, , _. „ ,

Tenor. American fox hound dog (Tiger—Freck-
led Nell) to Julius Miller. Gloversville. N. Y.

Lady Fenwick, Gordon setter bitch (New York
Ronald Dandelion) to George A. King, Glo-

versville, N. Y.

RAY HILLETRANT, Johnstown, N. Y.,sold his

English beagle dog Jack Ban netman (Ch.

Bannerman — Kate) to F. B. Zimmer,
Gloversville, N. Y.

SHENANGO KENNELS, Sharon, Pa., sold their

Italian grevhound bitch (Wink—Pansy Blos-

som) to Elbert Smith. Meadville, Pa.

Festus, Italian greyhound (Winks — Pansy
Blossom) to Dr. C. F. Smith, Thomaston,
Conn.

F B ZIMMER. Gloversville. N. Y., sold his

English mastiff dog Nero Palmer (Berkshire

Caution—Zetta) to Mr. Alfred Palmer, Salem,

N. C.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati. O.,

sold their pug dog Kounte (15.884) (Cham-
pion Lovd Nelson—Terra CotU) to Mr. L. G.

Buell, Neenah, Wis.
Lady Ruby, pug bitch (Bradford Ruby II, 9720

—Pearl) to Mr. O. P. Kinnie, Lima, O.

Mamie K., pug bitch (Spokane 13,602—Lady
Verne, 17.015), to L. G. Buell, Neenah, Wis.

HOWARD BROS., Columbus. O., sold his pue
dog Penrice, Jr. (Penrice, Jr.—Silksworth
Monk), to Mrs, E. S. Avis Mor^antown, W.
Va.

LIEUT. E. S. AVIS, U. S. A., sold his pointer

bitch Duchess of Kent (19,153) to Mr. C. M.
Rounds, San Antonio, Texas.
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SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS.

Entries for the Fourth Annual Derby, to

Be Run at New .\lbany, Miss.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
I send you the list of entries for

the Southern Field Trial Club's fourth

annual Derby, commencing Monday, Feb-
ruary 1, 1891. The list contains sixty-

seven entries, fifty-eight setters and nine

pointers. Yours truly,

F. M. Brumby,
Secretary and Treasurer.

.Setters.

W. C. SuERROOii's black, white and tan bitch
The Queen's Own (Gath's Hope—Phctbe).

J. N. Machn's black, white and tan dog Hal
Setter (Vanguard—Dora Berwyn).

J. N. M.\ci,iN's black, white aud tan bitch Little
Miss (Vanguard—Rhet).

E. H. HvDK's black, white and tan bitch Nancy
Dill (Gleam-Tuberose).

F. S. Ward's black, white and tan dog Rod Roi
(Roi d'Or— Mi.ss Nellie Y.)

F. S. Ward's black, white and tan bitch Cora
Palmer (ICubak's Dan—Bell Calhoun).

Manchester & Wartrace Kennels' black,
white and tail bitch Mark's Maid (Gath's
Mark— Maud Gladstone).

Manchester & Wartrace Kennels' black,
white and tan bitch Glady's C. (Gun Glad-
stone—Laverack .)

H. J. Smith's black, white and tan bitch Firan-
go (Gath's Mark—Flame Gladstone).

11. J. Smith's white and black dog Prince Fonzo
(Gath's Mark—Flame Gladstone).

H. J. Smith's black, white and tan bitch Ruby
Gladstone (Gladstone's Boy—Diamond).

B. M. Stephenson's black, white and tan dog
Sam'l of Posen (Gath's Mark—Maud).

Harrv Nortwood's liver aud white bitch Amy
Robsart (Dad Wilson—Bohemian Girl).

Harry Nortwood's blue belton and tan dog Sir
Bob (Royal Sandy—.Silver Queen).

H. S. Bevan's black, white and tan bitch Bell
Noble Gladstone (Count Noble—Florence
Gladstone).

J. W. Heard's black, white and tan dog Spencer
B. (Rotlerigo—Fannie G.)

Richard McGraw's black, white aud tan bitch
Huntress (Count D.—Jule R.)

Richard MctiRAW's orange aud white bitch
Tot (Ben Hill—Bland).

.Vllen .Merle's liver and white bitch Miss
I'riiice (Rodcrigo—Queen F^Ua Noble).

S. J. McCartneys liver and white bitch Wung
Lung's Sister (Captain Bethel—F^n id).

R. L- Shannon's black, white and tan dog
Hope's Mark (Gath's Hope—Lady May;.

J. M. Lasiter's liver, white and tan bitch Hope's
Gipsie (Gath's Hope—Dimple).

N. T. Harris' black and white dog Wun Lung
(Captain Bethel—Enid).

Omer Vili:re's black and white dog The Ghost
(Bob McCargo—Winnie D.)

J. W. Mi'RNA.N's black, white and tan bitch
Flash M. (Vanguard—Dora Berwyiid).

J. W. Murnan's black, white and tan bitch
Nancy Hanks (Gladstone's Boy—Flame M.)

A. W. Lewis' black, white and tan dog Comte
de Noble (Count Noble—Florence Gladstone).

A. P. GiLLiAMS" black, white and tan bitch La-
verne (Count Noble—Emma B.)

J. Shelley Hudson's liver and white bitch Ar-
line (Dad Wilson—Bohemian Girl).

R. P. McCarc.o's blue belton dog Spurgon(Gla-:
stone's Boy—Lady May).

J. M. AvENTand Bayard Thayer's black,white
and tan bitch Camile(Jean Val Jean—Haidce)

J. M. AVENT and Bayard Thayer's black,
white and tan dog Charles Keen (Roderigo
—Miss Llewellin).

J. H. AvENT and Ruyal Carroll's black, white
and tan dog Robesperie (Roderigo—Ollie S).

J. M. AVENT and Royal Carroll's black,
white and tan bitch Soho (Roderigo—Ollie S.)

J. M. AVRNT and Royal Carroll's black,
white and tan bitch Iza (Roderigo—Ollie S.)

J. W. Renfroe's black, white and tan bitch
Picciola (Ben Hill— Bonsiliiie).

J. H. and J. O. H. Denny's black, white and
tan dog Joe Lewis (Count Noble—Fannie).

J. H. and J. O. H. Denny's black, white and
tan bitch Winnie Noble (Count Noble—Fan-
nie).

J. H. and J. O. H. Denny's black, white and
tan dog Sig. Noble (Gladstone's Boy—Dia-
mond).

VV. W. Titus' black, white and tan dog Rod's
Rodney (Roderigo—Fannie G.).

W. W. Titus' black, while and tan bitch Mani-
toba Pet (Dick Bondhu—Manitoba B.).

W. E. Small's black, white and tan dog Rod-
eric D. (Roderigo—Topsy).

Blue Ridoe Kennels' liver and tan dog Bob
Cooper (Roi d'Oi-Miss Nellie Y.)

Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan
bitch Laundress (Roi d'Or—Miss Nellie Y.)

Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan
bitch Lady Eviline (Gath's Mark—Flame
Gladstone).

Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan
bitch Oriole (Gath's Mark—Flame Gladstone)

J. N. Macklin's black, white and tan dog Spot
Cash (Vangurd—Georgia Dell).

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch
Lear (Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.)

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s liver and white bitch Miss
Ruby (Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.)

P. LoRiLLAKD, Jr.'s liver and white dog Count
Antio (Count Noble—Gladstone Girl).

P. Lorillard. Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch
Virago (Rowdy—Liberty).

Whyte Bedford's black, white and tan dog
De Soto (Count Noble—Florence Gladstone).

Whyte Bedford's black, white and tan bilch
Delta Bell (Count Noble Florence G.).

Pat Henry's black, white and tan dog Roy
Prince (Glad.stone's Boy—Prince.ssMal).

Pat Henry's black, white and tan bitch Ruth
Oberly (Count Noble—Girly Gladstone).

B. M. Stephenson's black, white and tan dog
Tenn. Dictator (Roderigo—Pet Gladstone).

B. M. Stephenson's black, white and tan dog
Tenn. Axtell (Roderigo—Pet Gladstone).

B. M. Stephenson's black, white and tan dog
Tenn. Rod (Roderigo—Pet Gladstone).

Pointers.

Graphic Kennels' liver and white dog Ridge-
view Donald (Beppo III—Lady Norish II).

Frederic Webster's white and liver bitch
Ridgeview Bagatelle(Tribulation—Bloomo II)

C. G. Stoddard's liver and white bitch Jessie
James (Luck of the Goat—Meteor's Trickets).

C. G. Stodard's liver aud white dog Lord Drake
(Luck of the Goat—Meteor's Trinket).

J. T. Richard's liver and white dog Anthony.
W. B. Kendall's white and liver dog Avennel

(Beppo III—Bell Brandon).

Charles D. Bernheimkr's white and liver dog
Ridgeview Sinibal (Tribulation—Bloomo II).

George R. Thomas' white and liver dog Ridge-
view Faust (Boppo III—Lady Norish II).

J. M. Vaughan's liver and white dog Don (Crop
Peach.

HOr.AN'S WONDERFUL DOG.

ThlH UeatH All Your Flbh Stories by a
Juirnu.

"I s'pose my father has got the smart-

est dog in the country," said John IIo-

gau, the news agent in the Erie Depot,

according to the Corning Chronicle.

"The dog is a water spaniel, and there's

a good many men who don't know half

as much as he does. One thing he has

learned to do is buying the meat for the

family. He'll take a (juarter in his

mouth and go down to the meat shop

and get a pound of shoulder steak, give

up the quarter, but wait till he gets ten

cents change."

"But why don't your father give him
just the fifteen cents, so he won't have

to bother with waiting for change ?" in-

terrupted the reporter.

"Well, my father did that once," said

Hogan, "and the dog dropped a nickel

out of his mouth, aud he would never

go to the meat shop again with more than

one piece of money, so they have to let

him take a quarter.

"One day the meat market man tried to

put off on the dog a ten cent piece with a

hole in it, but the cute old fellow spit it

out on the floor and wouldn't stir a step

till he got a good dime. They used to

try all sorts of ways to fool him, but
f dy the market man thought he'd

'•' on the short change racket aud
. :^ave him a nickel instead of a

1 iiey had been fooling with the

'.o.i.; V -r.ach that he had lost all patience,

ami ^>;. when he found that they were
tryiug .0 beat him out of five cents what
do you think he did ?"

"Took the butcher by the neck, I

s'pose," Siiid the reporter.

"Naw," exclaimed Hogan. "He ain't

none of your common biting dogs. What
he did was this. He walked right out

of the shop, stopped a policeman on the

street, took him by the coat and led him
into the shop, right straight up to the

man who had tried to cheat him out of

his right change, as much as to say,

'Here, I want you to arrest this fellow.'

The butcher understood what he meant
in a second, and gave the dog his right

change, and the smart old chap marched
home with his meat and his dime with an
air that said as plain as words that you
couldn't fool him. There ain't anything
can beat that dog !"

— If dogs that have bitten people are

shot as a matter of punishment or to get

rid of them, there is at least reasonable

excuse for taking their lives, but the kill-

ing of them, after the fact, to prevent the

bitten person from being attacked by
hydrophobia is most unreasonable. It

would be better to keep the dog alive, for

in 99 cases out of a 100 it could then be
demonstrated that he did not have rabies,

and therefore that the victim of his bite

had no reason to dread the disease. The
dog being promptly killed, the important

question as to whether he was "mad"
is left in doubt.—Philadelphia Public

Ledger.

POULTRYan" PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

Our self-satisfied row/Vrff, Editor Abel,

congratulates himself in the last issue of

the Fancier that he has silenced the op-

position, or whatever he may choose to

call those who object to his personal at-

tacks. It is true that Thk Fancikrs'
Journal has no intention of noticing the

latter as far as is consistent with truth

and justice, but Editor Abel made serious

charges against vSecretary Rackhani which
if allowed to stand would create more or

less discussion.
*

« *

We mailed a copy of the paper to Sec-

retary Rackhani, who promptly replied

as follows : "I have no earthly knowledge
of what makes Abel so bitter against me,

especially when you take into considera-

tion that his charges are unfounded aud

untrue. Now, in compiling the directory

I never made or named any date when I

would complete it, and to all those who
asked me the question I always said I

did not know, further stating that I was

doing it at odd times. Another strange

thing is that he should say that he has

dozens of persons writing to hini, while

none of them write to me ; only one man
has written to me inside the last year,

stating that he thought it would be com-

pleted six months ago, and if I was not

in a position to hand him the book, to re-

turn the fifty cents. I wrote him prompt-

ly, saying the book was not completed,

and returned him the money. When I

first started on the book Mr. Abel wrote

to me that I had undertaken a task I

could never accomplish, which gees to

show it was no easy matter, and many
other fanciers wrote to the same effect.

Now, to begin with, there are not six ad-

vertisements in my book that have been

paid for, and they were paid of their

own free will, for I expected no one to

pay except upon receipt of publicatiou."
*

» »

Nothing could be plainer or more to

the point than the above, and while Mr.

Rackhani did not deem it necessary to

reply to Editor Abel's libellous state-

ments, Ijelieving that they were better

treated with the contempt they deserve,

he nevertheless scut us the above, with

instructions to use in the columns of

Thk Eancikrs' Journal. He further-

more offered to write a complete denial

for publication over his own name, but

our readers can rea<lily find in the above

sufficient evidence of Mr. Rackhani 's in-

nocence. A proof page of the directory

was likewise sent to us, and we trust that

whoever makes an attack on the charac-

ter of a fancier hereafter will fortify him-

self with proof, and not allow a pigeon

and poultry paper to l^ecome a black-

mailing sheet.
»

« «

The irrepressible Fannie Field has

written a new Iwok entitled "Our Poul-

try Doctor." One chapter on the pre-

vention of diseases is decidedly interest-

ing in its length and "don'ts," but we

opine that life is too short for the average

j>oultrynian to calmly sit down and fol-

low a lot of set rules.

«
« «

Diseases amoug chickens are always

traceable to neglect on the part of their

owners,or to constitutional liability of the

breed or strain. To a practical poultry

farmer, whose chickens have clean quar-

ters, wholesome food and pure water,

with the natural advantages of a farm

range, no preaching will be necessary.

Common sense should rule even a chick-

en bouse, and where we find a poultry-

man blessed with that article, healthy

chickens will be the rule.

•%
Doctoring chickens is guesswork nine

times out of ten. Few men are able to

diagnose the diease of a fowl, but this

does not prevent the all-wise charlatans

from mixing up doses for all the ail-

ments chickens may be afflicted with.
*

» *

Such books as above referred to are

valuable enough to intelligent people,

but we look upon them the same as we
do upon books that are called "The
Household Physician," "The Family
Medical Adviser," etc. They lead ignor-

ant people to use <lrugs where none are

needed. A physician must spend years

in study, and while it is no easy matter

for him to always apply the proper reme-

dies, how much more <lifficult it mirst l)e

for the layman to even approximate the

remedy. The fact is, too many men and
animals are drugged to death.

*
« *

For the benefit of our readers we pub-

lish the chapter from Fannie Field's

book on the prevention of diseases, and

they can paste the rules lad down in

that chapter on the chicken house door.

• «

A writer in the Poultry Monthly is

kind enough to take up the cudgel in de-

fense of the poor express companies. He
remarks : "In regard to high rates of

tariff, I think most of us bear on the ex-

press companies too hard. For instance,

a coop of birds in being shipped from

Boston, Mass., to San Francisco, ("al., if

the total weight of this coop is over ten

and not over fifteen pounds the charges

would l>e J^.yo via Wells, I'argo & Co.'s

Express. I have not the through tariff

from Boston to San b'rancisco, but think

the above correct. Now, if these birds

when shipped from Boston should not be

in perfect health and before they reach

San I'raucisco they die, consignee is no-

tified aud will not accept them; consignor

is notified of what has happened and says

it was not his fault and will not advance

tliej4.7o. Where will the express com-

pany get their pay for handling this coop

of poultry ? They are out so much, as

they cannot sell a coop of dead birds.

Thus it is they charge double merchan-

dise rates on pure-bred fowls to overcome

these losses."
«

* »

This is all very pretty, l)ut how often

do we hear of an express company pay-

ing for dea<l fowls, lost fowls, or dogs,

etc. It took one firm nearly six months
to convince an express company that it

was liable for what it lost. The express

company scjuealed worse than the lost

pig, and every obstacle was thrown in

the path of the shipper to save the com-

pany a few dollars.
*

« *

The above mentioned correspondent

concludes his plea as follows: "I think if

we say to the express companies that on

all pure-bred fowls the charges will Ije

pai<l in advance, we could easily get

birds transported at merchandise rates,

as this would guarantee the companies

value received for their work. I know a

great many express messengers who run

on different lines and can say that birds

are always sumptuously cared for on their

routes. I think it is safe to say this of

most all of the express messengers. We
must not blame express companies too

much, for we have a good many good

companies and what could we do without

them? When we think of a service of

about six and a half days from coast to

coast, this is rapid transit, is it not ? I

think if the matter, in the way I speak
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it

of it, was brought before the several com-

panies we might get merchandise rates

on pure-bred poultry. Light, strong ship-

ping coops are certainly essential."

»
* *

Any person that has occasion to ship

live stock or merchandise to any point

in United vStates express territory, and

is compelled to ship by Adams Express

Company, will find that he must prepay

all charges to the terminal point of the

latter, as the Adams accepts no goods

to be transferred to the United States

Express Company without charges on its

own route being prepaid.

ever spoke ill of them in the past when

you find them to surpass some of our

American favorites in egg production.

* *

Prepaying fowls to a point on the Pa-

cific coast is not apt to be satisfactory.

The wonderfully mixed up and unjust

schedule needs revising before such can

be done in a business-like way.

We believe in allowing the American

eagle to scream, and even if he twists

the British lion's tail geUtly at times

there is no harm done, but to continu-

ally pitch into everything that is English

regardless of truth or sense, is bringing

the A. E. in bad repute. England is

the cradle of fancy poultry, and while

we equal her in many things and surpass

her in others, there are still plenty of

poultry and pigeon fanciers in England

that can give us points when it comes to

producing fine birds

old way of smashing up bones with an

ax is wasteful and ponderous, but

fortunately the inventive genius of the

American race has produced a bone

cutter that fairly shaves and slices the

toughest fresh bones into small fragments.

Mann's Bone Cutter has proven to be

the most successful machine ever intro-

duced, and the fact that hundreds of ma-

chines have been sold to all parts of the

globe demonstrates its value. No poultry

farm should be without a bone cutter.

«
« »

«
* *

*
« «

We are informed that homing pigeons

are allowed to travel "single merchandise

rates" and divide with the hogs the honor

of doing so. Fowls and dogs continue

to pay double rates.

«

Editor Holmes makes the following

ripe remarks on a very mellow subject:

"The letter m the June Poultry News

from Mr. Anders contains a charge

against B. A, Fox, which the A. P. A.,

for its own good name, should not let

pass unnoticed. It emphasizes strongly

our claim in the June Monthly that there

should be a clause in the constitution of

the A. P. A. compelling the Executive

Committee or the Advisory Board to take

cognizance of any charge of dishonesty

of whatever nature. It should read

shall, not may, both as to question of in-

vestigation and expelling. The honest

members cannot afford to associate with

any whose record is not open and clean.

When the rotten wood is cut out the

balance of the tree is sound, and what

growth it does make will be solid."

The senseless fight against an English-

man which now amuses a few men, never

heard of in connection with a large poul-

try show, is but a result of the "Jingo-

ism" adopted by some American writers.

* *

The statement that full hocked and

profusely feathered birds are poor layers

is about as reliable as the Connecticut

goose-bone weather prophecy.

» »

*
« «

Such charges as appeared in the News

demand the attention of the Advisory

Board. Both parties should be heard,

and only on thorough investigation

should a man l)e judged guilty or not

guilty. The specialty clubs can wisely

study the above remarks of Editor

Holmes. With the exception of one

club all other clubs are too ready to gob-

ble up members regardless of the letter's

character for honesty and decency. A
club is not a social affair where caste

plays a part, but is organized for busi-

ness, and no business can be carried on

by allowing tricky and unscrupulous in-

dividuals to creep in as members.

* *

California has many attractions at

present. vSome of our poultry editors

and judges cannot say enough in praise

of that state. How the A. P. A. can re-

sist the appeals of these good men and

other good men on the Pacific coast re-

mains to Ije seen. In our own opinion,

the Executive Conmiiltee of the A. P. A.

have a very delicate responsibility thrown

on their shoulders in deciding where the

A. P. A. shall meet next winter.
*

» »

Editor Brauday, with charming frank-

ness, admits that he would like to be

sent to California, as he has relatives

there, and if the A. P. A. meets there

also he could kill two birds with one

stone.

*

It is not difficult to find out whether a

bird is a good layer or not. Import a few

of those abominable vulture-hocked

frights, the English Cochins, and keep

an egg record. You will regret that you

We commend for careful perusal to

all anti-Rackhamites the following calm

and gentlemanly remarks of that veteran

and highly respected fancier and editor,

Mr. J. C. Long, Jr.: "We note many

comments on who should superintend

the poultry department at the coming

World's Fair, some claiming that Ameri-

cans only should be eligible. While we

are thoroughly American in all our ideas,

we believe, as this is to be an interna-

tional exhibition, to which people from

all parts of the world are to be invited to

exhibit, the question of nationality should

not have any weight in the choice.

What is wanted is the man who has

proved his ability to handle large exhibi-

tions successfully, handled them so there

has been no complaint of him afterwards,

and one that is popuplar with the frater-

nity at large. This will likely be as ex-

tensive a display of fine poultry as the

country has ever seen, and it will need a

man with a good head, energy and abil-

ity to see it through. And such is the

man we want, be he American, English,

French, German, Hindoo or Chinaman."

•%
The showman is now in his element.

The large agricultural fairs offer tempt-

ing bait to cattle, horse and poultry breed-

ers. The premiums are usually liberal

and the entrance fee only a nominal

sum. Hundreds of birds will be sent

around the circuit to win money for their

owners, and few people have any idea

of the amount won by large exhibitors.

One prominent exhibitor told us that

he won something over I3000 last sea-

sou ; another pigeon exhibitor informed

us that he won from I150 to I250 at each

of the large fairs. While this is an ap-

parently good income, there are many

losses connected with showing birds.

Birds become sick and die, and often

fairs suffer the same way ; the living and

traveling expenses of the attendant are

considerable, and it takes big prize

money to make the balance come out on

the right side.

The Poultry News comes to our desk

bright as usual, notwithstanding the fact

that Editor Cloud has been threatened

with a libel suit. This is the third one

in a year, but we are of the opinion that

the editor can stand it. He uses a

forcible way of telling the truth, but no

matter how unpalatable that latter may

prove to some, sooner or later it will

conquer. An era of house-cleaning is

evidently approaching in the A. P. A.

«

Mr. George Peer, in the American

Stock-Keeper, comes out in favor of con-

solidating the three Cochin clubs into

one. We are glad that Mr. Peer has

taken the advice of Thk Fanciers'

Journal and made the first move toward

an amicable settlement of the existing

muddle.

The Cochin controversy is concluded

in this issue of The Fanciers' Journal.

Both Mr. Felch and Mr. Sternberg fire

parting shots at each other, and after the

smoke has cleared away the perfect

Cochin will stand on the battlefield, pro-

vided two breeders can be found who can

agree long enough to find the same ideal

correct.
«

» «

» «

There is nothing better in the whole

bill of fare that a well-fed chicken selects

from than fresh green bones and meat.

All birds depend largely on animal food.

Nature supplies the earthly fowls with

insects and grubs, and the "watery"

fowls find in the streams and ponds the

most desirable tid-bits. Fowls in con-

finement, and, in fact, all fowls under

domestication, require animal food sup-

plied to them, and the fresh beef bones

are unquestionably the best. The mar-

row and clinging meat of the bones is

ravenously eaten, provided the fowls can

get it in sufficiently small particles. The

Westfield, Pa., will hold its show on

September 14 to 18. Last season West-

field had a fine poultry exhibit, and

there is not the slightest doubt but that

the entries this year will be very large.

Mr. A. S. Stillman is again superin-

tendent, which is a drawing card of the

first magnitude.
»

Mr. F. H. Graves in the Ohio Poultry

Journal remarks that "Many Cornish

Indian breeders are breeding their fowls

too dark, in my opinion. The Cornish

is not a black fowl, and not intended to

be. Although the cocks are very dark,

it is a mistaken idea to encourage too

much black, though of course that color

predominates. I have seen some cocks

recently that were entirely black except

the wing tip, and that almost a seal

brown. They were not so pretty as

those with more red."
*

« •

There is considerable truth in the

above, and one of the results of breeding

such dark male birds is very dark females.

The latter should have feathers with rich

and rather open and large bay ground

pencilled by narrow lacings of black.

Such females are extremely handsome

whether viewed at a distance or on close

inspection.

—The Farmer's Call claims that the

only cure for gapes is to confine the

fowis under a store box and introduce

under it a red-hot shovel on which there

are a few drops of carbolic acid. Keep
the chicks in the fumes sixty to ninety

seconds—watch that they are not suflFo-

cated. Try it on only one or two at a

time till you get your hand in. It is the

only sure cure.

THE GRAND FINALE.

Mr. Sternberg Fires the Last Gun
in the Oouhin Controversy.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The cracker which on Independence

Day I playfully pinned to Mr. Felch's

coat tail seems to have exploded in great

style, and Mr. Felch has come down in

pieces. One fragment fell in the Poultry

Monthly, another in The Fanciers'

Journal and the smaller pieces are

looked for when the gravel train

comes in.

Somehow or other Mr. Felch has lost

his temper. This is all wrong. So quar-

relsome a man, so old a fighter, should

not get aiigry because he has had his own

weapons turned upon him, "hoisted by

his own petard," as it were. Can it be

that Broadax is not a cock of the game,

and squeals when he feels the steel—that

he is only a dunghill after all ?

On some pleasant Sunday after church

(if the gentleman is in good standing),

when all nature is peaceful and he feels

real good, let him take down his good

old family Bible, brush the accumulated

du.st off the covers, and after reading the

story of "Judas and the American

Poultry Association," let him turn to that

plea.sant little text which recommends

the removal of the beam from the eye of

Mr. Felch. Then let him get a steam

derrick and take the log out of his eye.

Then we beg him to re-read that Broadax

letter.

It is pos.sible that under such circum-

.stances my friend, the enemy, might

take a little diflerent view of his own per-

formances on that occa.sion, and with

clearer vision he would see that he richly

deserves the spanking he has received.

I do not like to be too severe on Mr.

Felch, but the Broadax-Hyde part of the

combination is not entitled to any con-

sideration whatever. Mr. Felch, sneak-

ing behind an anonymous signature,

l)egan this controversy. He set the pace.

He chose the weapons, and now that he

has discovered that his Broadax, with

which he was going to knock everybody

into the middle of next week, has proved

to be a boomerang, he ought to have

good sen.se enough to take his medicine

without making faces. The Brahma
rooster having flown over the fence into

the Cochin coop, with a " Nobody-dare-

tread-on-my-tail" crow and strut; now
that the Cochins have put a head on liim

and cleaned him out, he does not show
good taste in running over to the Poultry

Monthly and there exhibiting his bloody

head. A game cock would have finished

the fight where he began it. It is the

dunghill which runs and tells his mother.

In the last Fanciers' Journal it is

made manifest that the dual character of

Doctor Jekyl and Mr. Hyde is approach-

ing the point where he becomes all Hyde.

Mr. Broadax-Hyde complains that I do

not reply to certain of his alleged argu-

ments. One who makes an attack of the

character made by Broadax is not entitled

to any answer, save a castigation, but .so

far as his algebraic problem regarding the

best ten per cent and the reduction of

weight is concerned, Mr. Nevius has

very fully and effectually attended to that

matter. If, however, one Cochin is better

than another one the best will remain

the best even though the standard were

burned and Broadax dead, and I really

think that a way would be found to dis-

tinguish the good from the bad.

One of the objects of the club is to call

out a large exhibit to popularize the Co-

chin. It never occurred to us that low-

ering weights would lower quality. We
innocently thought that in case of a tie

we would decide it by giving the prize

to the heaviest bird. This is all that a

large bird should be entitled to by reason

of weight alone. We also thought that

the more Cochins raised the better it

would be for the breeder and the more
valuable would be the finest birds. I am
sorry to feel it my duty to call to prove

this a witness whom Mr. Felch has so

thoroughly discredited, but I shall have

to do so. On page 36, of Poultry Culture,

I find "The greater the number raised

the higher the price you will be able to

command for the best individual speci-

mens." Now, Broadax, did it ever occur

to you that because A chooses to raise a
smaller bird that you are not compelled
to do the same ?

In regard to hocks, as proposed by the
Cochin Club, you have been forced to ad-
mit that vulture hocks are used by dig-
nitaries of the A. P. A. in order to keep
the leg and toe feathers up to tlie stand-
ard. So you attempt to make a virtue of
the necessities of your position, and de-
mand "middle toe feathering optional."
In this question you are beaten. The
Cochin Club is right.

To cover your retreat, to throw dust in

the eyes of our rea<lers, you raise a howl
about destroying egg productiveness, and
claim that you are the bright particular
daisy who makes hens lay. As a tail

hold is said to be a good hold, and as you
have been driven from every other posi-
tion, you seize the Cochin by the tail and
bawl : "Vulture hocks increase the
length and stiffness of the tail feathers."
This is the substance of what you say in

the Poultry Monthly. This is not true
as a fact, but for the present we will con-
cede it to be so.

Quite recently, in The Fanciers'
Journal, you spoke of the black
Langshan as being the be.st la^ er of all

the Asiatics. The Lang.shan has the
longest tail of the Asiatics. If feathers
have anything to do with egg production
it stands to reason that the longer tail or
the Langshan accounts at once for its

laying <iualitics. More than that, the
Leghorn, the Hamburg, the Minorca, in

fact all of the distinctively egg breeds,
have large and fully developed tails.

Really, Mr. Felch, you have nnconscii)Usly
made a great discovery. Your tail hold
has panned out. You will now go down
to posterity as the brilliant genius who
has solved the problem of "how to tell a
good laying hen—measure her tail." I

congratulate you. Put it into a decitnal
.system and run it in on the A. V. A.
Your la.st and greatest objection to the

full feathered Cochin l)eing that its fluff

and middle toe feathering destroys its

egg productiveness, and for that reason
yousoviolently.oppo.se the removing of
the disqualification of vulture hock, and
favor removing the disfjualification of
".stjuirrel tail." This objection falls be-

fore your recent discovery that vulture
hocks increase the length of tail upon
which depends egg productiveness. Hrgo,
u.se vulture hocks and the Cochin will

lead in filling the egg basket. Of course
when you see the point clearly as you
must see it or at least feel it, I expect
that you will with that open manly,
generous, gentlemanly spirit, which .so

evidently guides your actions, make ha.ste

to ajwlogi/e, join the club and be a good
little boy for ever and ever.

In Poultry Monthly Mr. Felch asks us
this question : "What would tlie.se very
Cochin breeders say of a Langshan or a
Brahma breeder who would vote to re-

move the disqualification of 'shanks and
outer toe not feathered.' " This is easy.

If Langshan and Brahma breeders should
wish to have that disqualification re-

moved from those breeds we would .say

as Cochin breeders that it was none of
our business. And that is what we think
tlio.se breeders should answer on this Co-
chin matter.
By the way, it does seem to me that

Mr. Felch is engaged in rather a scan-

dalous flirtation with Lanshans, consider-
ing the time he has been married to the
light Brahma. However, he is only
giving Langshan breeders taffy, so they
will help him out of the hole he has
kicked himself into. The flirtation is

not .serious, and Mrs. L. B. need not be
alarmed.
Now, I want to ask Mr. l-'elch a (jues-

tion about which there is so much curi-

o.sity and some doubts. When, where
and from whom did you import Cochins
Uwenty of them)? What have you done
with their hocks ? Have you got the
birds yet ? Do you mean to breed them ?

Why did you, with all of your great

knowledge of the horrid vulture-hocked
English Cochins, import them ? Why
did you commit the offense you .so se-

verely condemn in me but not in Todd,
or Sprout, or Williams, or Felch, and
many other good A. P. A. breeders who
inijiort Cochins : Remember, good .sir,

you attacke<l me on this grouiul before I

had written a line in this controversy.
From your published works I have

truthfully (quoted you as authority for

every position of the Cochin Club save
the vulture hock disc|ualification position,

and if the verdict of the jury you refer to

proves adverse to the Cochin Club it will

be because you have successfully shown
that Mr. I. K. Felch. the only wit-
ness we have examined, is not entitled to
credit. Of course it will be improi)er for
me to find fault with such a verdict, for I

frankly say that Mr. Felch has made so
many conflicting statements on every
possible question that the jury would be
warranted in paying no attention to any-
thing he says.

In this, my final article in this con-
troversy. I apologize to the readers of The
Journal for taxing their good nature.
There was no real cause for the attack of
Mr. Felch on the Cochin Club ; there is

no serious disagreement amongst Cochin
breeders

; there is nothing which cannot
be satisfactorily settled by Cochin fan-
ciers, and they will in their own time set-

tle all these que.stions.

This controversy was not of my seek-
ing. My friends felt that such a wicked,
uncalled for, ungentlemanly attack as
that of Boadax, and followed up by Felch
in his own impetuous style, as he calls it,

but insulting style as it" is, .should be re-
sented and the aggressor punished. A
gentleniHii sometimes has to take the
club out of the hand of a bully and thrash
him .soundly with it. This is what I have
done in this case.

Mr. I'elch seeks to f|uit the field with
a good character, by means of a self-pre-
sented testimonial." When read it is of
the same effect as that of the servant girl:
" This is to certify that Miss Broadax had
a good character when she left the old
country, but she lost it on the ship com-
ing over." Theodore Sternberg.
Ellsworth, Kan., August 5.

Meeting of the Pennsylvania State
Poultry Association.

A meeting of the Pennsylvania State

Poultry Association took place at The
Fanciers' Journal oflice, last Mon-
day, August 10. Mr. H. Hoopes pre-

sided. Secretary Temple read the min-

utes of the previous meeting, which were

approved. Mr. N. G. Temple, who was
elected, with Mr. E. C. Vahle, a member
of the Show Committee, being unable to

attend to the several duties, was released
at his own request, and Mr. J. L. Riday,
of Coatesville, Pa., was elected to fill the
vacancy.
The accompanying cut was submitted

to the association, and adopted as the
seal of the P. S. P. A. The Show Com-
mittee reported progress and the pros-

pects good for the coming January show,
to be held in Philadelphia, under the
auspices of the Philadelphia Poultry and
Pigeon Club. A resolution of thanks
was offered to The Fanciers' Journal
for the use of its rooms and courtesies

extended. The meeting then adjourned.

N. G. Temple, Secretary.

Chicken Cholera.

If this troublesome disease should ap-

pear have the following prepared at any

drug store, and follow directions :

Black pepper, one drachm ; sulphur

flour, one drachm ; extract gentian
(solid) one drachm; extract stillingia

compound (fluid) one drachm. Mix.
Make twenty-four pills. Give two pills

night and morning for two or three

days.
I have thoroughly tried these pills and

have not lost a single fowl. When my
little chicks look droopy, I make twelve
pills of one of the large ones and give

the mnight and morning.—Correspond-

ence Plantation.

—Never place too many chicks under
one hen to rear.

FOWL FEATHERING.

The Critical and Trying Period of
a Hen's Life.

HV C. S. V.M.KNTl.NE.

Man moults, as well as his fowls, they

tell us ; or to speak more lucidly(?), "the

continual exirviation of the outer layer

of the epidermis is a ])rocess analogous

to" the moullitig which takes place gen-

erally among the lower animals.

Hennien are very apt to think that the

process of moulting applies exclusively

to fowls. Perhaps man's being ignorant

of or ignoring the fact that he is a fellow

victim may account for his evident lack

of special sympathy for the fowls at this

time, a lack even amounting to hardness

of heart, for it must be said that the

moulting season, if any, is the season

when the fancier ceases to be a fancier,

according to the strict definition of the

term, viz., "one who fancies, or has a

special liking for or interest in" fowls,

if he is a fowl fancier. When is a fowl

less an object of interest than when she

ceases to lay and strays dejectedly about,

strewing tail fe.ithers broadcast as long

as they last, and looking like the last

rose of summer ? She has ceased for the

time to be either an object of beauty or

a source of profit. Lacking the two

points which appeal to man's interest,

what wonder that she falls from her
wonted high estate, and that the fan-

cier's fad becomes all at once a bore ? Not
only the vested pride of her owner, but
her own pride sulfers. The hen which
makes the most complete and rapid ta.sk

of her moult often becomes a pariah.

Like other outcasts, she shows only too
plainly that she feels herself beneath her
associates, and often she becomes the
object of apparent dislike and real abuse
from all the more favored members of
the flock. This is more likely to occur
when fowls are yarded, as opportunity
for seclusion is not so easily assured.
A curious case of abnormal moulting

came under my notice last year. A cer-

tain hen entered her moult a silver Wyan-
dotte, and emerged from it what might
be called a silver frizzle (another new
breed?). .\11 her plumage was reversed
so that it ])ointed forwanl, and it has so
remained throughout the year. Still, she
has laid with the rest, and has seemed
reasonably ihrifly. if one could conceive
of thrift in connection with a fowl pre-

senting such an unkempt appearance.
Authorities say that moulting is a criti-

cal period, during which much vital

energy is used up. Ordinarily we see no
greater signs of exhaustion than that the
birds appear what we call "dumpy," but
an occasional hen takes the process so
hard that we cannot fail to see that she
is undergoing a serious drain upon the
system, rnfortunatelytho.se fowls which
suffer most are usualh- the very ones
which we want to keep, those which are
most valuable as layers, and which try

to carry on the operation of furnishing
eggs at the same time that they are in

the hands of the tailor, having a new suit

fitted to them. This was the case with
my frizzle, she couldn't stop laying.

Without the best of special care, the hen
that insists upon laying during her moult
finds the latter process necessarily a .slow

one, for she can hardly gather surplus
energy suftlcient to carry on these two
extra functions beyond what is needed in

the ordinary economy of life sustentation.

The greatest diifuulty wliich I have
met with in properlv caring for my flock,

—aside, possibly from the universal diffi-

culty in making them .'ihell out to the
tune of 365 a year—has laid just at this

point. Urged on by the advice of older
poultrymen, I tried for years to cull the
flock of all but the best and youngest
hens at midsummer. Were they not
past their usefulness, and therefore to be
replaced with jiullets? Year after year
hens would be shut uj) for fattening

about the last of July, under the supposi-
tion that that year's work was done.
But no .sooner did we begin to give e.xtra

feed than these members of the oppo.si-

tion would begin to lay. It wasn't on the
books, but no inaUer how small the pen

;

no matter if green feed and grit v/ere

almost lacking, it was all the same. , One
after another was relea.sed because we
would not kill laying stock, until often
we could not get enough together to
make it pay to sliip them before autumn.
Yet all the time the pens would be strewn
with feathers, showing that moulting was
going steadily forward.
Now, I do not by any means feel that

I know all about moulting fowls, but it

seems to me that the well-known fact

that this is a period of special drain uj)on
the system, coupled with the other fact
that extra feed may induce egg laying at
a time when the hens are not expectcvi
to lay combines with it to point in one
direction, viz., that of careful feeding to
sustain every function of the body. If
we know the constituent formation of
feathers, and can supply feed rich in
those constituents, surely this is sen-
sible.

I believe F. A. Mortimer says he feeds
the same as for eggs, except that he uses
a little linseed meal. "A little" is a very
hidefinite term. Ivlitor Hunter explains
his "little" as meaning a jjint in a barrel
of other meal—an infinitesimal quan-
tity. At any rate, we may feel abso-
lutely certain that whatever tends to de-
plete the life forces is the thing to com-
bat. The earlier part of the moulting
season is i/ie season for lice. Lice pos-
sibly, more than anything else, are to be
fought ; they take the bloo<l, which is

the life, and they are invisible millions.
There was once a poultry editor whose

favorite slogan was "lice." In less ex-
perienced days I had a hen that was
wasting away without apparent cause.
Being a constant reader of his paper and
knowing very well he was fond of saying,
"If you can't find anything else the mat-
ter, look for lice," I looked for lice again
and again, and sure that there were none,
I took heart of courage to address him
personally about my precious fowl, de-
scribing her symptoms to the best of my
ability. The answer came back, "Look
for lice." Knowing that that hen was
not lousy, I looked yet once more, and
found the lice ! There is a moral to this.

The man who has seen a hen whose
comb should be as red in spring as the
blood that courses through her veins
pass here and there with slow and feeble
movement, dull eyes and a comb about
the color of ol<l ivory, the sole effect of
an invasion of lice into her hatching
f)recincts. can well believe in danger of
axness in dealing with these pests.

Others would better take testimony than
to wait their own surely-coming expe-
rience. I l)elieve a good variety of food,

not too fattening, and a lil^eral allowance
of it, together with possibly an occa-
sional dose of Douglas' mixlure, or sul-

phur, with especial vigilance of outlook
for all ordinarily adverse conditions, to
be the proper treatment for moulting
fowls. If others have more to add to
this, no one will be more glad to hear it

than myself. The poultryman who is

too old to learn is about old enough to
retire on a pension.

Club Meeting at Fultonville, N. Y.
Editor Fanciers' Journ.\l.

The Mohawk Valley Poultry and Ken-

nel Club held a special meeting at Ful-

tonville, N.Y., August S, 1891, which was

attended by a goodly number of enthusi-

astic members, and considerable busi-

ness of importance was transacted. Sev-

eral committees brought in very favor-

able reports, and everything aj)pears to

be moving our way. Six new members
were taken in, which swells our list to

124. We already have a long string of
special premiums pledged, and the officers

of the club feel elated over the number
of memliers they have who are interested

and are proving themselves to be work-
ers. The club has every reason to be-

lieve it will be admitted to the A. K. C.
in September, and the fraternity may
rest assured if it does, and from the fact

that we have Charles H. Mason as our
judge on dogs secured, we will have a
"bang-up" bench show, as well as a

grand poultry show. F. B. Zimmer.
Gloversville, N. Y., August 13.

—A good plan of feeding ground bone
is to mix it with other food.

—Are you a veteran breeder ? Stick to

your old breed. Are you an amateur
breeder ? Then choose a new breed and
grow up with them.
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CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK.

Ill

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on
Wing for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIK.

the

Death has claimed another fancier who,

although young in years, was well known

to the fraternity, having been connected

with the Western Poultry Journal for a

year or more. Harry Leverick, of Cedar

Rapids, was drowned on the 7th instant,

while bathing in the river.

Why will some people persist in ad-

ministering mercury in some form or

another to their sick fowls? Mrs. May
Taylor recommends corrosive chloride of

mercury and vinegar as a remedy for

cholera. She may use it if it so pleases

her to do so, but for our part we have

no use for the drug in any of its various

forms.

Patrick Henry is after the A. P. A. be-

cause some of its officers don't own,

breed, keep or have a single chick that

they own, care for or have someone else

to care for. They are "back numbers"

in the business, and should be "laid upon

a shelf," and the management given en-

tirely into the hands of the enthusiastic

fanciers of the present.

Where shall the A. P. A. hold its next

meeting ? The best interests of the asso-

ciation and of the fanciers at large would

be attained by holding the next meeting

at Los Angeles, California. Many A. P. A.

njembers are now residents of the coast,

and it would be but fair to give them an
opportunity of attending at least one
meeting without a long and expensive

trip. Then a meeting upon the coast

would add many new names to the roll

—

new blood is what it needs badly.

Ye men of science, those who indulge

in scientific breeding and feeding, please

arise and explain the following, it is

above me : Take a goose, sheep and
steer, they are all three grazing animals,

and in summer will each fatten and thrive

uiKju pasture alone, but this same grass

will grow featliers upon the goose, wool

mxin the sheep and hair upon the steer.

Why do not the sheep and steer that

partake of exactly the same food as the

goose produce feathers as she does ?

hailed with delight by a large majority of

those who propose exhibiting at the

World's Fair.

New York City consumes between
2,000,000 and 3,000,000 of eggs daily and
Philadelphia gets away with 1,200,000

each day. This is in addition to those

laid by hens kept by residents and those

received by special contract. Have you
ever estimated the number of hens that

would be required to furnish eggs enough
for these two cities ? We may safely say

that there are bought in the open market
of these cities no less than 3,600,000 eggs,

or 300,000 dozen daily. This would re-

quire 109.500,000 dozen in one year.

Common hens will not lay over 130 each
in a year, and to supply only two cities

we must have 10,100,000 hens; if they
lay 150 each it will require 8,760,000;

when we get hens that average 175 each

7,508,060 will be sufficient. We have
hens that with proper care will average
200 each, and if these were kept exclu-

sively it would require only 6,570,000

hens, a difference of 3,580,000. Will any-

one say good poultry does not pay ?

Suppo.se the Leghorn hen, she that

will lay her 200 eggs a year, is kept ex-

clusively, and each egg farm of fifty

acres is the home of 500 Leghorn heiKS,

it will reejuire 13,140 farms to supply
the.se two cities, /inf zvill it pay f Tliat

is the vital (juestion. We can and should
be able to keep our hens for $\ each, 500
costing I500 for keep. They will furnish

8330 dozen eggs in a year Eggs will

average not le.ss than 20 cents a dozen
the year round, or ;J 1 666 as the product
of 500 hens. This leaves a 1)alance of

|;ii66 in the favor of the hens. Yes,

poultry for eggs when properly managed
will i)ay, but managed in a half-hearted

way they won't.
Small flocks of IvCghorns have fre-

([uently been made to average from
twenty-five to thirty more per hen than
we have limited them to, but to do so

they must be provi«k<l with every care,

and the owner of large flocks cannot, or

thinks he cannot, which is precisely the

same thing, bestow this .sjK^cial care upon
his fowls, and conse(iuently he must be

content with fewer eggs and less profit.

FA'erv egg laid counts when you strike

the balance at the end of the year.

THE TRUE COCHIN.

Mr.

We may boast of the achievements of

science, but there is a limit Ijeyond which
man has never l)een able to fathom, and,

while we have gained much by experi-

ment and research, we are profoundly

igorant of the fundamental laws of

nature. We write learned treatises upon
the value of certain foods and elements

for the productiiin of certain products,

but at the onset we find three animals
eating exactly the same food, yet pro-

ducing three essentially different pro-

ducts—feathers, wool and hair.

One of the principal, if not the chief,

causes for the dissatisfaction with the

score card in judging fowls is the high

scoring indulged in by some of our
judges. The standard is not perfect, far

from it, but if its requirements are rigidly

enforced, as they should be, we will

never, scarcely ever, see a bird that will

score ninety -five or more f>oints, while at

some shows we find numbers of birds

whose score is several points higher than
ninety-five.

Strict adherance to standard require-

ments will give us lower scores and more
general satisfaction with the .scoring sys-

tem. Our judges should meet together

several times each year, and, having
specimens of the different breeds before

them, compare ideas and the different

interpretations of the standard. By this

means the judges would be enabled to

form an ideal for each breed, and not as

now, when every judge has an ideal of
his own. We must have greater uni-

formity in scoring or the whole system
will fall to the ground.
Harker, of the Fanciers' Monthly, has

sprung a new candidate upon us for

the position of superintendent of the

World's Fair. J. C. Long, Jr., the accom-
plished editor of the Bulletin and a judge

with a national reputation, is the selec-

tion he has made, and although I believe

Mr. Long is not a candidate for the posi-

tion, I believe his appointment would be

Felch's Parting Shot in the

Cochin Argument.

KniTOR Fanciers' Journal.

"The Cochin whose beauty is portrayed

in convex lines except the throat proper,

and every line is a convexed one, the

hackle, the breast, the saddle or cushion,

the fluff, the full plumaged thigh and the

curling plumage of the hocks." Is this

statement true ? If so, wherein does the

English extreme of rough, straggling

thigh plumage and vulture-shaped hocks

represent the standard ? Surely you do

not find it in the portrait in The Fan-

cip:rs' Journal of August 8, and we

quite willingly submit to the comparison

of these cuts and the Cochin cut in the

"Philosophy of Judging."

I fear my opponent has mistaken shag-

giness and straggling plumage for mas-

siveness in structure. Massiveness makes

a sorry showing without great weight,

and my opponent shrewdly chooses these

specimens, both being overweight, to il-

lustrate his meaning, while his proposed
standard would let in birds three points

under weight. A novice does not see

this point in the little game of altering

the present A. P. A. standard, which I

think the majority of breeders of the Co-
chin believe it protects the breed in a

useful, practical form, and in lines of

beauty as well.

The bronze turkeys of fifty and sixty

pounds are truly of ponderous bulk,

solid, weighty poultry samples of mas-
siveness, and they need no straggling

giveto
need

feet plumage or vulture hocks
emphasis to the fact.

Had Sultan less thigh hock and foot

plumage and all convexed lines there

would have been a far more massive and
ponderous body. This rough, shaggy
condition which has destroyed his beauty
gives a disproportionate size to the legs

and the body. The actual measurement
by the rule is equal, if not greater, from

thigh to thigh than for the length of
breast quarter on the left side to rear of tail

proper. Is this condition of things beau-
tiful or does it approach the grotesque ?

It gives rise to the saying that comes
wafted across the sea to us that "the
English fancier in his insane desire to

carry a noticeable trait to the very ex-

treme his genius enables him to, until

his exhibits amount to many times hid-

eous monstrosities."
Mr. Sternberg remarks : "The perfect

hock and leg feathering is one which you
cannot tell where the hocks end and the
legs l)egin." Think of any specimen
horse, cow, sheep, fowl, duck or any
living thing with such conditions. My
school teaches me the individuality of the

sections with their harmonious grouping
as a whole. No feature detrimental to

the Cochin class can be stamped a stand-

ard which can be shown as <laniaging

either one of the class. Under color and
surface color are never alike for the rea-

son that the surface color of the web be-

comes sheeny by the action of the light

and shaggy hens with shaggy plumage
present two colors, thus making color de-

fective as a whole. Give a partridge Co-
chin hen this shaggy plumage which de-

stroyed the convexed- lines of surface

and you destroy the effect of the pencil-

ling, which is its greatest beauty. The
majority of breeders will be^r me out in

this, that a rough plumage partridge Co-
chin is a piece of property worth about
fifty cents on the dollar.

" The chief point to the true fancier's

heart is beauty." We subscribe to that

and say that what the fancier stamps as

standard l)ecomes l^eauty. To buiUl up a

false taste and a desire for the grotesque

and call it beauty, the question now is,

are vulture hocks beautiful ? Mr. Stern-

berg would have the perfect hocks up to

the danger lines. It must be a perfect

hock, beyond that it is a vulture hock.

Now, because of this teaching he wants
the sentries on the danger side removed
and the disqualifications removed. I say

this middle ground, the perfect between
the two extremes, is where the Cochin
presents its beauty in convexed lines.

We want no Hrahma-shaped Cochins
;

we want no vulture plumage Cochins
with their color streaked because of this

ragged, straggling plumage that shows
both surface and under color. Extreme
vulture plumage and vulture hock does

damage to the utility and beauty of the

Cochin. English authority says this, I

have said this, ami given individual ex-

perience to prove it, and have l)een sup-

ported by other American writers, but

uiy opponent does not disprove this, but

simply says " jwppy-cock." We say a

true Cochin should show solidity and
weight. Cocks should weigh December
1, eleven pounds; hens, nine pounds;
cockerels, nine pounds, and pullets,

seven pounds or more to pass uncut for

weight. This would l)e a far more com-
plete embodiment of massiveness than

legs out of proportion in size and baggy
clothing in small weight.

Scientific authority asserts with truth

that excessive feathering costs twice as

much to grow as flesh. This is true also,

the heavier and more profuse the feather-

ing the greater the death rate during the

moulting, and in those that survive

among all Asiatics great care and watch-

fulness is necessary to prevent the ac-

cumulation of fat after the moulting.

This fattening up of the back helps the

roll of the cushion, the heavy abdomen

fives prominence to finfif, yet both are

etriniental and the condition akin to

disease.

I ask Mr. Sternberg the question-
does a club do its duty in making a

standard if it does not take into con-

sideration all these things? Should

not a standard protect in the most
healthy and active condition every breed ?

Call this " poppy-cock " if you choose,

but it will not alter the facts. In the

eternal fitness of things perfection is

found only in the Creator ; all else is

comparatively perfect, I therefore say,

breed as heavy plumage as you like, but

all must lay upon the specimen in con-

vexed lines, the webless plumage must

be confined to the fluff. This may stand

out about the thighs, showing its ends to

the surface. The birds that lose their leg

and thigh identity, because one being

lost in the plumage of the other, a

shaggy mass of feathers is not the Cochin

of the standard ; not the Cochin of

merit ; not the Cochin to be sought after

by any considerable number of buyers.

I. K. Felch.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

123

The Item remarks :
" The Fanciers'

Journal, which has always been a

staunch supporter of pigeon flying, ex-

pects to boom the sport more earnestly

than ever from this time forward, having

recognized the interest that is being

taken in everything pertaining to the

homer."
»•

This is correct, and arrangements are

being made to give the homing pigeon

fanciers a national weekly budget of news

and information during the coming sea-

son.

« *

In answer to a number of inquiries we

will state that Mrs. E. S. Starr is not

connected with The Fanciers' Jour-

nal, and has not been for some time past.

*

Present indications poiut to the alx)li-

tion of the present system of Concourse

races and a speedy return to the old sys-

tem of Federation flights.

*
* *

It must not create surprise if T. Fred

Goldman again trains with the Federa-

tion next season. Mr. Goldman is one

of the best fanciers and ablest race man-

agers in the country, and as the sligiit

difference of opinion which some years

ago caused his retirement from the na-

tional organization have long since been

satisfactorily explained, it is extremely

probable that the present executive may

endeavor to again secure the benefit of

his aid and experience.
*

* *

The Item states that "the Federation

of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers is

increasing its meml>ership yearly, and

expects to receive a great boost at the

next annual meeting, which will proba-

bly be held in Philadelphia in conjunc-

tion with the annual exhibition.

*
* •

The next annual meeting will be held

in Newark on December 9, as stated in

The Fanciers' Journal two weeks ago.

*
* *

The birds for what will probably be

the last trial for the George W. Childs

prize this season will be shipped this

week, the royal blues, of Woodbury, N.

J., going to Greenville, S. C, 535 miles,

to day, and the nine of John Hicks, of

Allston, Mass., leaving for their station

in Canada on Wednesday. Of the nine

Hicksites four have made the journey

from Gasport, N. Y., 370 miles, whereas

the other five have been flown only from

Utica, N. Y., 250 miles. The royal blues

have all returned from Charlotte, N. C,

450 miles.

* «

The brothers Schrieber, of the old

Aerial Club, made a good record from

Montgomery, Ala., the station, And

should now make a trial to eclipse 800

miles, the long distance record of Waxem
and Petroleum.

*
« *

In regard to Sunday flying the sport-

ing editor of the Item says : "The Fan-

ciers' Journal is about right, and as

there are new clubs now being formed,

some favoring Sunday flying and some

opposed, it is an easy matter for the fan-

cier to take his choice. All will fly un-

der Federation management.
»

* «

The latest journey for the World prize

was from this city by the birds of John

Costello, Providence. The start was at

8.31 A. M. The returns together at 3.40

P. M. The disUnce 235 miles ; the best

average speed, 963 yards per minutes,

was by a youngster of April hatch. The
next trial will be also for the Schmid
prize from Washington next Sunday, 358
miles.

1
« •

Most of Conrad Mahr's speediest flyers

are bred from his old time white-beaked

variety of breeders, a strain of birds

which some years ago were inmates of

the Francis Whitely loft.

TVashington Qossip.

prom Our .Special Correspondent.

Washington, August 19.

On July 21 seven birds were shipped to

F. C. Humphreys, postmaster at Pensa-

cola, Fla., air-line distance 815 miles.

The entries were : Turner, i ; A. G.

Glorius, 2 ; C. Volland, 3 ; C. Pumphrey,
1. They were liberated on July 27, and

at 6 A. M. from top of the Government
building and started north like so many
arrows. On July 31 Mr. Reame received

a letter saying that one of the birds had

been shot and killed at Suggsville, Ala.,

July 28. This bird belonged to C. Vol-

land. On August 6 he received a letter

that another bird had been killed at

Octagon, Ala., July 29, belonging to A.

G. Glorius. The first arrival was to the

loft of Lewis Turner on Augu.st 12 at

5.05 P. M. His bird L. T. 39 FUectioneer,

hatched July 15, 1890. Timeout, i6days,

II hours and 5 minutes. This is the
greate.st distance covered up to date in

Washington. Brother Turner feels proud
of this bird, and well he may be, as the
bird is a late last year's hatch. I think
it is tlie youngest bird that has made the
distance up to date.

I will .say a few words in regard to the
attack of L. A. S. on me in the American
Stock-Keeper of last week. He says that
I flew 100 birds this .spring. I will let

him know just how many birds I had on
the road and the result. I started
twenty-three birds, and as the old 1)ird

races are over, I will inform him that I

have twelve birds home that made from
a hundred miles to five hundred miles,
and one bird out at 815 miles. If he will

take the trouble to call and .see me I will

show him these birds and prove to him
that they made the records that I claim,
a better average than L. A. S. made last

year with from 75 to 100 birds to pick
from and some of the best stock in the
country, so he claims. As he only flew

247 miles with his old birds, and I have
reached 515 miles with my young birds,

none of them over a year old, you can
judge for yourself who has the best of it.

Another thing that he claims that is

not so is that I have two birds out of his

two pair of breeders that made 500 miles.

I have one bird out of his stock that
made 500 miles out of seven I started.

The other six did not go over 150
miles, so I did not do so well with his

stock as he claims. Of the other two
5oc)-milers that I have, one Sam Taylor
made me a present of last August as a
youngster. This is the bird that I have
shipped to the 815-mile station. The
other is one of George Stebbens' Kraft
cock and a Taylor hen. As for the two
pair of breeders L. A. S. says I have, it

IS not so, as I told him some time ago
that I had lost the Easton cock, leaving
me one pair and one hen, which he can
get when he calls after them. If he will

remember, he asked me to take and keep
them until he had built another loft.

These are but plain facts that I can
prove at any time. Now, let him state

how many local Federation certificates he
has out of all the birds he started last

year, and see if I cannot show more than
he can in one year's flying. If he will

remember right I had only one bird to
fly in the old bird races last year and
sent it as far as he did with his loft full

to pick from.
In closing, I will say that I have no

quarrel with L. A. S., but as he has ac-

cused me of some things that are not so
I have a right to defend myself. Clem
Pumphreys just reported that his 815-
mile hen was wounded at Macon, N. C,
400 miles from home, on a direct line
for home. This makes three birds shot,
one bird home and three birds to hear
from. Night Owl.

"WINGED MESSENGERS.

The Homing Pigeon Fancy in Bal-
timore City.

From the Baltimore Sun.

Great is the power of steam and great

the power of electricity, but there are

times and places in which even these
mighty motors of the nineteenth century
cannot be called into action. Just when
and where the complicated machiney of
modern invention is inaccessible a little

winged messenger steps in, the homing
pigeon, all ready for a 500-mile journey
over land or sea, with no trunks to pack,
no railroad trains nor steamboats to

catch, no fare to pay.

Now that the United States Govern-
ment has liegun to seriously consider the
advisability of following the example of
many European nations in pressing the

sturdy fowls of the air into service as er-

rand-goers, particularly in the naval ser-

vice, pigeon fanciers in Baltimore will

begin to look with favorable eye into the

lofts wherein the hardy Antwerp homers
are stored, for these bright birds are the

great messengers of the pigeon fancy.

Although from the suggestiveness of
their name the carrier pigeon is gener-
ally spoken of as the one best adapted to

the messenger service, the carrier has
neither the endurance nor the keen home
instinct of the Antwerp homer, a de-

scendant of the carrier and the wild blue
rock pigeon, inheriting from both their

best and most serviceable qualities. It

is the race horse of the feathered tribes,

and with its long, tapering body, its

stout wings and long flight feathers it is

evidently built for flying.

great strength ok wing.
Novices taking in the hands one of

these Antwerp pigeons are always aston-
ished at its remarkable .strength of
wing, a ringing slap from one of the
softly-feathered ai)pendages proving an
effectual means of defense. And then,
too, these lovers of home have such
bright, intelligent eyes—eyes that can
see an immense distance, fully 200 miles
in clear weather. With their broad,
proniineiit skulls, giving them a very
wi.se and knowing look, the homers snap
their expres.sive eyes about as if they
knew all about the mes.sages they carry
so faithfully and felt themselves to be
very important birds, indeed.

In appearance they resemble the com-
mon wild American pigeon more than
do any others of fancy lireed. They are
mostly blue in color, but there are .some
varieties that are black and some of mot-
tled tints, known as "red checks" and
" blue checks."

BALTIMORE fanciers.

There are 4000 or 5000 homing pigeons
in Baltimore, owned by nearly one
hundred and fifty fanciers, who raise

them not as a trade nor as dealers, but
mainly for pleasure. No enthusiast is

more enthusiastic than the pigeon en-
thusiast, and the hours of nard work
spent in the lofls looking after the com-
forts of the inmates of the dovecote, after

the real work of the day is done, are

counted as the brightest spots in the day
and well spent when the owner looks
proudly about on the happy feathered
family. Strangely assortea as the mem-
bers of the pigeon clubs may be, they all

meet on a common ground when their

favorite pursuit is in question, the magic
word "pigeon" serving as an open se-

same to the heart of doctor, lawyer,

merchant, clerk, mechanic, day laborer

or gentleman of leisure pigeonly in-

clined. Men who might go through life

and never come shoulder to shoulder in

the ordinary course of events pour to-

gether over pigeon lore with entnusiasm,
and the one who is "chief of all "is he
who has the deepest knowledge of
gigeon-raising, or he whose pet bird has
eaten the record in the mid-air races.

On several occasions Baltimore-bred
homers have made the best time and the

longest runs in important races, winning
cups and medals for their happy owners.
Three or four years ago there was greater

interest taken in pigeon races than at

present, the clubs offering prizes for the
winners. Baltimore owners do not now i

belong to any federation, and conse-
quently have not the same opportunities
of testing the racing qualities of the
homers raised by them.

under federation RUtES.

In the Federation there is a regular
system of testing and protecting the
record. Representatives are stationed at
certain points to receive and lil)erate the
birds and test their qualities by a system
of marking. The main federation is

the Empire City Flying Club, of New
York, but the principal headquarters for
the raising of the homers is in Philadel-
phia and vicinity. In point of numbers in

stock Philadelphia conies first, then New
York, then Newark, then Baltimore, fol-

lowed in succession by Washington, Bos-
ton, Detroit, Milwaukee, Buffalo, N. Y.,
and other places.

Should the navy carry out its idea of
making use of homing pigeons, a great
incentive will be given to the fancy in

Baltimore, and advantage will Ije taken
of the superior facilities of the place for

testing the record of the flyers.

It is said that Baltimore is especially
accessible to home-seeking pigeons, who
have a clear entrance field from nearly
all points, small mountain ranges and
few large cities to pass over and a good
coast when messages come «ver the
water. The birds are apt to be made un-
certain in their flight by resting at night
in the trees of a city, subjecting them-
selves to the probability of being shot by
the unfeeling small boy ; therefore the
fewer tlie obstructions in the country be-
tween the liberating station and the home
loft the more unerring will be course of
the nies.senger.

SOME home records.
There is in Baltimore a decideil inter-

est among private fanciers in the raisiug
and training of Antwerp pigeons. The
first club of any importance was the Ex-
celsior Iloniing Pigeon Club, of which
Mr. John Abel was president. There
were many interesting contests in this

club, and races were aLso frequently ar-

ranged by the other clubs, including the
Baltimore Homing Club. vSouth Baltimore
Club and the Lord Baltimore Club, which
nursed the fancy. Among the goo<l

flights that Baltimore birds have made
were journeys from Gainesville, Ga., to
Baltimore, an air-line distance of 526 12

miles, in 13 hours and 17 minutes, the
average speed being 58 feet a second.
Another flight was from Lexington, N.
C, a distance of 311 '2 miles, in 6 hours
and three minutes, an average of 1508
yards a minute. Two other plucky Bal-

timore pigeons were sai<l to be the only
binls that ever ma<le 1054 miles, air-line

distance, in the world.
A nuni)>er of Baltimore fanciers regu-

larly take some of their homers wilh
them to the important base ball games
and send news of the innings home dur-
ing the progress of the game by their

trusty messengers.
One of the interesting features of the

Government exhibits at the World's
Fair will be the fast flight of pigeons. At
frequent intervals birds will be liberated

for flights to within 200 miles of Chicago,
and a special prize, valued at |ioo will

be offered to the owner of the bird mak-
ing the greatest distance in one day. It

is believed that attention will be thus di-

rected to these messengers on a large

scale through the agency of those most
interested in them. Temporary accom-
modations will be provided for the care
of a large number of pigeon.s, and clubs
and individual owners will l>e invited to

send their birds for liberation on a speci-

fied day. It is thought not improbable
that in order to fully demonstrate the
practicability of using pigeons as mes-
sengers. Government officials in Chicago
will employ them in carrying special

messages.

how birds are marked.
The usual manner of marking a bird

sent on special races is to attach a metal
band to its leg containing the private

number and letter of the owner. When
the bird is liberated at the specified sta-

tion the liberator imprints on one wing
of the pigeon by a rubber stamp a

special countermark. On reaching the

home loft the bird's countermark is ex-
amined by the agent of the Federation,

who notes the time of arrival and com-
pares it with the entry at the liberating

station.

When an owner expects the arrival of
one of his birds he shuts up all of the
other pigeons, and the wanderer is free

to enter undisturbed. Outside of the
loft a shelf is constructed, connecting
with a wire coop. The instant the bird
alights on the shelf it pres.ses on a spring
connecting with a gong or electric bell,
announcing the arrival to the expectant
owner. Once inside the coop the bird
cannot get out, the little swinging door
opening only from the outside. The
paper used for messages is tied to the
bird's leg, near the thigh, or to a wing
quill, and does not hurt nor im|)ede its
progress. It is of fine, .strong, light tis-
sue. In the Franco-Prn.ssian war obser-
vations were taken from a balloon, and
information was disi)atched from it by
pigeons, who bore on their legs messages
written on delicate gelatine films, .so

thin that it took 5(xxj of them to make an
inch in thickness,

IN.STINCT or reason.
The homing feeling of the Antwerp

pigeons seems to be something more than
instinct, bordering evidently on reason.
It is argued that if it were merely in-
stinct they couhl make their flights ju.st
as well in foggy as in clear weather.
They seem to guide themselves by famil-
iar objects, and often make nlistaken
calculations, which they correct on a
second gaze at the landscape. When
liberated the homing pigeon flies upward
to a height of 5(x) or 1000 feet. Then a
wide circle is made, repeated often a
dozen times, while the wary bird surveys
his ground until, it is thought, a familiar
object is espied ; then off he goes on a
bee line for home.
Home always means to the Antwerp

and carrier pigeon the place where they
were born, and no length of stay in an-
other loft will turn their loval'ty from
their native place. If sold and lil)erated
from their new owner's loft tliev will in-
variably find their way to the home of
their infancy. An unworthy dealer once
Iwasteil that he had fre(juen'tly sold birds
to purchasers who did not know that the
first home was the only one to the <lo-
mestic messenger, and in two or three
days the pigeons returned, ready for an-
other sale.

TRAINING young BIRD.S.

The only sjife way is to l)ny a pair of
homing jngeons and mate them. The
old birds will have to be kept prisoners
all their life, but the young ones will
consider themselves naturalized chihlren
of emigrant parents. The young birds
are given the freedom of "the loft for
three or four months, and then are given
their first "jump " Tliey are lil»erate«i

at first at a short distance from the loft,

perhaps five or six miles, then twelve or
more, and gradiially learn to cover safely
5fxj miles, or. in exceptional cases. 900
miles. If the pigeon messenger service
were established it would be easy to fur-

nish thousjinds of birds from Baltimore.
Of all the other pigeons bred the Ant-
werp homers exceed them by two to one.
They breed every six weeks and com-
mence to bree«l at five months. The
prices of the homing pigeons are regu-
lated by their race record, their homing
instinct being inherited in proportion by
their young.

A Greedy Chicken Thief,

A strange chicken thief has been mak-
ing depredations on the chicken houses

of Bucks County farmers for over a

month past. Amos Reeder. of Newtown,
who takes considerable pride and makes
a small income in the raising of chick-
ens, noticed one day that half a score of
his best marketable fowls had disap-
peared in a most unaccountable way.
The next day as many more were miss-
ing, and the farmer began to feel alarm-
ed. That night he sat at his window
with a loaded shotgun, but no thief was
to be seen. To the farmers' surprise,

however, ten more chickens were found
to be missing next morning.
The depredations stopped then, and

the affair remained a mystery until sev-

eral days ago when, upon tearing down
an old stone wall, the farmer found a
cavity underneath in which lay the bod-
ies of thirty chickens. Their life blood
had been sucked by a mink which was
found lying dead a few feet away with
the spurs of a dead rooster sunk deep in

its throat. Its last victim had been too

much for the chicken-thief

—Soft shelled eggs are caused by hens
being too fat or out of condition.
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HOW TO PREVENT DISEASE.

Eleven Rules to Keep Poultry in

a Healthy State.

Fanny Field in Onr Poultry Doctor.

It is easier to prevent disease than to

cure it, and about fifty per cent cheaper.

But I do not advise you to "dose" your

(owls continually with something to

"keep them well." If your fowls are so

"weakly like" that you must be always

bracing them up with chicken powders,

pastes, pills, elixirs and tonics of all

sorts, better let them die or kill them at

once and have done with it. Long ex-

perience in the care of poultry has con-

vinced me that proper food, drink and

care, together with strict attention to the

sanitary condition of the house and sur-

roundings, will almost, if not quite, ban-

ish disease from the poultry yard, I

have kept fowls in good health from the

time they left the shell until they were

killed for market without administering

a drop of medicine of any kind ; and I

can assure you that if the preventive

measures which I reconuneud are faith-

fully followed you will but seldom have

occasion to refer to the cure part of this

book.
1. Guard against dampness in the poul-

try house and chicken coop as you would

against a pestilence. If the place selected

for a poultry house be not well drained

naturally, drain it by artificial methods
;

and always place the coops for little

chicks on'the dryest spot of ground at

your command. In all new poultry

houses, and especially those that are

built late in the fall, there is a good deal

of moisture which comes from the ground,

and which, when the house is closed, as

it must be in cold weather, shows itself

in frost or dampness on the ceiling and
walls. Dry, ventilate this natural mois-

ture out of the house before the fowls are

put in.

2. See that your poultry houses and
chicken coops are well ventilated with-

out exposing the occupants to the danger

of sleeping in draughts of air.

3. Keep the poultry house, the yards,

the chicken coops and everything about

them clean. Allow no stagnant water,

no dc'caved or decaying animal or vege-

table matter, no filth of any kind, any-

where about the premises. Kvcry morn-
ing sprinkle some ab.sorbent, dry earth,

land pla.ster or coal ashes (never wood
ashes) over the droppings under the

roost ; and as often as once a week re-

move the droppings from the house.

Kverv spring and fall, and once at least

in midsummer (oftener if some con-

tagions poultry disease is prevalent in

your immediate neighborhood), white-

wash the inside of the poultry house

thoroughly. When contagious poultry

<lisease is present among your flock, or

among those of near neighbors, use some
disinfectant daily about the hou.ses, yards

and all i)laccs nuich frequented by the

fowls, until all danger is past. One of

the best disinfectants is prepared by add-

ing two ounces of carbolic acid to three

(|uarts of water. Another good disin-

fectant is made by dissolving three pounds

of copperas in five gallons of water, and
then adding half a pint of crude carbolic

acid. Sprinkle the disinfectants about

by means of a common watering pot with

a fine nozzle.

When the fowls are confined to yards a

portion of the yard should be spaded or

plowed up every week during warm
weather; and even when they run at

large the place where they are in the

habit of loafing should be purified by an

occasional spading and an application of

lime or ashes.

Chicken coops should be cleaned and
whitewashed whenever a new family of

chicks is moved in, and they must be

moved and the droppings scraped away
often enough to prevent foul odors. Af-

ter each cleaning sprinkle the ground
with a handful of air-slaked lime and

then throw on a shovelful of sand, gravel

or dry earth before the coop is moved
back.

4. Keep fowls and chicks free from

lice.

5. Avoid overcrowding. If you have

only room enough for a dozen fowls don't

try to keep over a dozen in that space.

Putting in "just one more" crowds ; it

IS like sleeping (or trying to) "three in a

bed ;" all are uncomfortable.

6. Feed only fresh wholesome food,

and let it be in sufficient (quantity to keep
the fowls in good condition. Semi-star-

vation and over-feeding should alike be

avoided. Keep pure water where the

fowls can have it at all times, and always

keep a supply of gravel, charcoal and
crushed oyster shells, or lime in some
shape, where they can help themselves.

When you get out of gravel or can't get

it, pound your broken crockery up into

bits of a suitable size for hens to swallow.

They will eat it, and it will take the

place of gravel for grinding the food.

Some poultry writers advise pounded
glass instead of, or in connection with,

pounded crockery or gravel, but it is my
opinion the less you have to do with

pounded glass the better for you and for

the hens.

7. Never breed from unhealthy fowls or

from fowls that seem " weakly like ;" and
especially would I advise you to avoid

breeding from fowls that have seemingly

recovered from a severe attack of roup.

8. Have some building or room apart

from the general quarters where sick

fowls can be confined and treated away
from the rest of the flock. This hospital

should be dry, light, have provision for

warming, and be so ventilated that the

supply of outer air can be regulated at

will. After this place has been useil for

fowls afflicted with any contagious disease

it should be thoroughly cleaned and dis-

infected.

9. When strange fowls are brought upon
the premises, no matter if they come
from the yards of the "best breeders,"

keep them apart from the rest of the flock

until you are sure they are free from dis-

ease.

10. When fowls are confined to the

limits of the house and a small yard, con-

trive "ways and means" to make them
scratch for exercise. Keep them busy.

Satan finds mischief for idle fowls as well

as for idle human beings.

1 1

.

When fowls mope about, act dump-
ish, eat but little, look and act half sick,

without any apparent cause, first look to

the supply of gravel or other grinding

material ; then if lack of grit be not the

trouble : cut down the allowance of food,

and once a day, until they are all right

again, give Douglass' mixture, a tincture

of iron, in the drink ; or else use Sheri-

dan's condition powders, or some other

tonic in the food.

^ (?HflT ON Fancy Pigeons.

THE RUNT.

DEATH OF CHAS. H. CROSBY.

Tribute to a Noted Fancier and
Lover of the Cochin.

EniTOR Fanciers' Journal.

This morning I read a copy of the

Bridgeport Farmer containing the sad

ne.vs of the death of Charles H. Crosby.

I had never met Mr. Crosby personally,

but from the time of the organization of

the Cochin Club I have been in frequent

correspondence with him. A man is

seen in his private correspondence. And

I had learned to love Mr. Crosby, for we

had so many things in common ;
his let-

ters to me were full of the kindliest feel-

ing towards all lovers of fowls. Not an

unkind word is to be found in his letters.

He must liave been one of those rare

natures filled with the milk of human
kindness, a genuine fancier, a gentleman.

Our correspondence was largely about

Cochins and Cochin breeding. He was

enthusiastic in his love for the Cochin.

We had arranged to meet either at New
York or Philadelphia this coming winter,

and I was looking forward with pleasure

to our meeting, but that is not to be. He
had written me of his illness, but seemed
to think it not serious. Not hearing from

him for a time. I had written making
incjuiries as to his health. Alas, that let-

ter will reach his late home to be opened

by his family, as my friend is on the

other shore. About a month ago I

received as a present from Mr. Crosby a

beautiful fox terrier puppy. This active

affectionate little dog is now more than

a pet— it is a memento.
I have written these lines to teach the

lesson that a love for our pets is a link

which can bind in friendship's gentle

chains those who dwell vast distances

apart. The eastern friends of Mr. Crosby

will pardon this tribute to a loveable

man, and accept the sympathy of one

who lives in the far West. Yours truly,

Theodore Sternberg.
Ellsworth, Kansas, Aug. 13.

W. F. Lnniley in Feathered World.

The term "runt" is frequently used

non-fanciers in speaking of common by

pigeons—occasionally in a contemptuous

sense as denoting a "mongrel." Never

was a term so misapplied, for not only is

the runt proper a fancy pigeon, but it

can claim, without fear of gainsaying,

the proud position of being the largest

of the cultured varieties of the Colum-

barian race. This is the attribute of the

type spoken of as Spanish ; for to this

variety belongs now distinctly the name

runt, as understood by British fanciers.

Roman runts are little more than a large

Florentine, that termed Leghorn being

of the same character as to erectness in

the carriage of the tail, bend of neck,

shortness of back, and length of legs,

while the Norwegian is a large, while,

feather-legged pigeon of no very remark-

able features. The Spanish pigeon is

par excellence the runt, as seen in the

show pen, as bred by fanciers, and as de-

picted in the standard issued by the

National Peristeronic Society.

To superficial observers the runt ap-

pears to be only a large pigeon of the or-

dinary dove-shaped stamp, but it has

many features (juite as distinct and sin-

gular as that of size, though it must be

borne distinctly in mind, size, not

weight, is undoubtedly its chief charac-

teristic. In order to speak as reliably as

possible I have not only taken careful

note of the best specimens I have had

the pleasure of seeing at shows, but I

have secured from one well-known runt

votary (Mr. J. P. Leach, pf Shoreham)
the exact dimensions of some of the

leading winning runts of the present day.

In size the show runt should not measure

less than twenty inches from the tip of

the beak to the end of the tail ; indeed,

the winner of the cup at the Crystal

Palace pigeon show in 1890 measured
twenty-one and three-fourths inches, but

length alone does not denote size ; a

long, narrow bird is most objectionable ;

width and compass of girth must be ac-

companying points, A runt twenty

inches in length should measure in girth,

i. e., around the upper part of the body,

at least fourteen inches, the former bird

measured no less than fifteen inches. To
one other point of measurement I must

allude. I refer to the length and sub-

stance of the flight and tail feathers.

This is a very important qualification of

the runt, which claims to be the longest

feathered pigeon existing. The wings,

when stretched out to their full limit,

should measure from tip to tip not less

than thirty-six inches, those of the Pal-

ace 1890 winner I have already alluded

to, measured no less than thirty-seven

inches. Some have been known to reach

nearly forty inches.

The next point is body-structure, and

that from head to foot. The head should

be of a very massive, dove shaped char-

acter, with a thick beak of proportionate

length rather downward im tendency

;

the wattle should be almond shaped, and

though full, not rough in texture ;
the

eye cere should be fine and plum color-

ed, showing a healihy whitish bloom.

The eye is rather sunken in the head,

presenting an observant and watchful

appearance. The iris of the eye should

be either silvery or golden red. The
neck is of medium length, of cobby for-

mation, well cut away at the throat, the

display of anything tending to a gullet

is most objectionable. A wide but not

too prominent chest is a great feature of

excellence ; the back is broad, rather

"hog" shaped at the upper part, but

very flat as it approaches the rump, the

longer the back the more it is valued.

The "hog" shaped formation I have re-

ferred to adds greatly to the gigantic ap-

pearance of the runt, for the deeper it is

from the surface of the back to the edge

of the breast bone—thus possessing a

good depth of keel and body fulness—

the more esteemed is the specimen. As

with the back, so should the breast bone

be, as long and straight as possible. The
legs should be rather short than long in

proportion to the size of the bird, and

be widely set apart, the thighs being,

however, closely set in ; this prevents

runts having an awkward bulgy appear-

ance, and enables them to carry their

flights well up to a level with the body,

instead of sticking out in an unsightly

maimer. The tail should also be well

lifted from the ground, but not cocked
upwards. Frequently even the best of

riints are rather feather-legged ; this

should be bred out, if possible, for a

clean straight shin supported on well-

spread, large, regularly-formed claws

adds greatly to the stolid appearance of

our subject-

In carriage the runt should be upright,

not horizontal or "boaty," as are some
large specimens often seen. In color

runts are of all kinds—blacks, reds,

mealies, checkers, blues and silvers.

These latter are the favorites, but it must
be borne in mind that as size is preferred

to weight, so does body structure take

tJiecedence of feather color. Of course,

a hard, close-feathered, broad, black-

barred blue, is much valued, if excelling

also in other primary points.

As may be conjectured from their

gigantic size and long flights, runts are

not good flyers. It is well, therefore, if

kept in the open, to place their dwelling-

places at not more than from six feet to

eight feet from the ground. They will

become very tame, and walk about the

compound in as homely a fashioTi as the

conunon fowl. If well tended they are

fair breeders, but it is advisa])le to take

every precaution to prevent their break-

ing their eggs, by in the first place sup-

plying them abundantly with mortar and
other grit, and also giving them suit-

able material wherewith to build their

nests.

Let their staple food consist of old

sound tick beans and a little maize.

They are wonderfully fond of dry crusts

of bread, but in this liking they should

not be too freely indulged. I think it is

a good plan to allow their young to be

fe«l for the first week by large mongrel

pigeons, to prevent their becoming de-

formed in breast bone through the great

weight of their own parents, for a crook-

ed or flattened breast bone is a consider-

able detraction to the worth of this

pigeon.
In conclusion. I would enumerate the

properties of the runt in order of merit,

size, shape (including straightness of

back, depth of keel, and massiveness of

skull), length of feather, attitude of legs,

texture of wattle and cere, shape and
cleanness of claws, and last, but not

\eASit, condi/ion. Surely we have in the

runt points sufficient to constrain even

the most ready to cavil to admit that

among fancy pigeons not only the larg-

est in quantity, but far from the least

in quality is the Goliath like runt.

SCRAPPLE.

Feeding Hens.

We have this week had a letter from a

faucier who says all his bantams are dy-

ing. He feeds on dari, wheat, barley

and other grain three times daily. How
would our friend like nothing but meat

for every meal year in and year out ? He

would soon refuse his food and grow

"light and mopy" So it is with birds.

They like change of food. The first

meal in the morning should be composed

of barley-meal or middlings wetted with

water to a thick mass, and scraps from

the house can be mixed with the meal.

Green food should be given midday
;

clover also is very good. Some one

whole grain at night. Do not le^ye the

food standing about for them to pick at

when they like and to turn sour in the

sun. Don't forget the grit to aid diges-

tion, nor the oyster-shells or coal-ashes

for the formation of egg-shells, (iive

plenty of water
;
put it in a shady place.

While hens are laying they require

plenty of food, but otherwise feed spar-

mgly^ not stintingly. During moult they

want a little tonic in their water.—Feath-

ered World.
* »

—The average length of the Belgian

canary, from tip of beak to tip of tail, is

from seven to eight inches. The Lancas-

hire canary is one of the longest of any

breed, and even in these more are under

eight inches than over it.

—Watery eyes of fowls, and for that

matter, the eyes of cage birds, rabbits,

and dogs, can be much relieved by bath-

ing them twice a day with five grams of

sulphate of zinc and five grains of pow-

dered opium in ten ounces of distilled

water. Filter before using.

Roup in Summer—Egg Production.

To Destroy Vermin—Money in

Poultry—Pall Shows.

The following extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the rvater, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of The Fanciers' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we
therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one rvho has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons and fancy stock.

Roup in Summer.
In many sections complaint is made

of roup among the poultry. Afthis sea-

son of the year this disease should be a

rare thing in a properly cared-for flock

of jKndtry. Over-crowded and badly-

ventilated quarters and poultry houses

that are only "occasionally" cleaned out
are the places that cause this disease to
appear during the hot spells of a warm
summer. Another rapid developer of
roup is where a flock gets wet during a
late afternoon storm and are obliged to
roost in the filthy quarters mentioned.
In houses that are kept in such un-busi-
nesslike ways, in addition to the deleteri-
ous or poisonous odors arising from ac-
cumulated droppings, there are sure to be
nocturnal mites, together with the regu-
lar body lice on the fowls, whose depre-
dations by day and night keep the vital-

ity of the infested fowls at such a low
point that they are ripe for diseases of all

kinds, and the very unhealthy conditions
of the surroundings invite the filthy and
fatal disease roup, a disease that is "noth-
ing more nor less than a dangerous pre-
liminary stage of diphtheria. The fact

that it is so contagious that it can be
easily spread among an entire flock if

the ailing and well use the same drink-
ing vessel, and that cases have been
known where man has unwittingly car-

ried the disease to his household after

handling or "doctoring" a roupy bird,

should be a sufficient warning to cause
people to avoid the causes and con-
ditions that result in producing roup.
The man who allows the poultry house
to invite a disease that endangers the
health of his own household is guilty of
criminal carelessness. Roup is easier
avoided than cured. After it appears in

a flock isolation of the ailing ones should
be the first order, and unless they are
unusually valuable the "hatchet" reme-
dy should be employed, which is the
safest and the only one that allows no re-

lapse. Remember that certain things
will surely develop it, and studiously
avoid them. A poultry house that is

daily cleaned—that is, from which the
droppings that have accumulated the
night previous are removed and a.little

air slake<l lime or road dust scattered

over the floor, the house doors and win-
dows thrown open to air and light—may
be considered a roup-proof house. Do
not be afraid of sunshine in the house in

summer if you keep your hen house
clean, A flock of poultry with the roup
is a disgusting sight, and even when an
apparent cure lias been effected it is ex-
ceedingly doubtful whether the fowl ever
regains its normal health and condition
again. Veteran fanciers claim they do
not, and that ever afterward at each sud-
den change of temperature they get out
of sorts at once,—Baltimore Sun,

To Destroy Vermin,

As all known, kerosene will not mix
with water, as it floats on the top. If we
can mix the two substances it will make
a cheap insecticide. It can be done,

however, by first preparing an emulsion.
Take half a pound of hard soap, and
dissolve it in three pints of boiling
water. That is, cut the soap into thin
pieces, put it in the water, and let the
water come to a boil in a pot. If pre-

ferred, soap suds may be used, enough
soap being added. When the water boils

take off the pot, carry it outside, add
six pints of kerosene (coal oil) and
churn the mixture, or agitate it briskly
in any manner (while hot) for ten min-
utes. A white cream will be the result
which, when cold, will form a jelly and
to each quart add twenty quarts of water
(cold or hot or soap suds,) agitate it well,
and spray or sprinkle over every part of
the poultry house. Unlike kerosene it

is not irritating and hens may be dipped
in it. The kerosene will be thoroughly
mixed with the latter. It is sure death
to all kinds of insects or parasites, is

harmless to man or beast, and may be
sprinkled on plants or flowers. It will
destroy squash borers, lice on trees, and
every other depredating insect, A
pound of soap and two gallons of kero-
sene will make twenty gallons of the
mixture, thus making it the cheapest,
safest and best remedy that can be used.
Do not add the kerosene while the pot is

on the fire. Do all the work away from
danger,—Poultry Keeper,

Egg Production,

The question of home production of

eggs is one which has received but scant

attention from the British public, and we
still find ourselves sending money out of

England by importing annually eggs to

the tune of ^3,500,000 sterling, which,

in my opinion, could, to a great extent,

be kept at home were the people gener-

ally to turn their attention seriously to
the question of egg production. The
success of poultry fanciers for show pur-
poses during the last few years has been
truly phenomenal, and their success
stands out as an encouraging example, of
what might be accomplished in a short
time if the people could only Vje induced
to take up poultry-keeping for the pur-
pose of producing eggs, with the object
of keeping the money in PyUgland, which
now goes to swell up the coffers of for-

eign countries, I should be very glad to

see a new class of fanciers rise up ; men
who would take up the separate breeds
of fowls with as much enthusiasm as
the present fanciers of show specimens,
and whilst still having an eye for beauty,
let it be but a minor quality, and make
the production of eggs their sole aim,
vying with each other in a friendly spirit

which can produce the greatest average
of eggs. In this waj', I have no doubt,
the quantity of eggs imported into this

coinilry would soon show a very substan-
tial decrease. Albeit, I should be sorry
if this increase in the home supply were
to be brought about by the use of condi-
ments. There are many preparations in

the shape of spices, powders, and so-

called egg-producers to tempt the un-
wary,Mmt I would advise poultry-keepers
to have nothing to do with them. An
old book which I have in my possession

gives a recipe for an infallible remedy to

make hens lay, and the principal and
only ingre«lient, if I except the vehicle,

is glanber salts, a certain quantity to be
given to each hen, with the result that

the hens would begin to lay in a few
days. I give this for what it is worth, as

I have never tried the experiment, as I

neither believe this nor any other method
to be of any use. The use of condiments
to make fowls lay is, in my opinion, the

cause of the hens laying soft and »le-

foniied eggs, and I make no doubt most
of the diseases of the ovary may also be
trace<l to the same cause. The only
practical and thoroughly reliable egg-
producers is strain, and if my suggestions
were to be carried out the egg supply of

our own country would be doubled many
times over in a few years' time, and all

the existing bree«ls of poultry couhl in

course of time be worked up into really

good egg-producers, without any great

deterioration in markings, color, or gen-
eral appearance of the birds taken in

hand. If we could but devise some
means of awarding prizes at all the lead-

ing shows to those who could show the
greatest average of eggs of each individ-

ual breed, the practice woidd soon be-

come general and laying qualities receive

more attention than they have ever done
before. Competition is the very soul of

the fancy, and without it, it would soon
fall to a very low ebb. Neither would it

have risen to its present position had it

not been for the stimulus given to it by
competition. ^The chief difficulty of
awarding such prizes would be in ascer-

taining the exact number of eggs pro-

duced by each person, and I confess

that it is a "hard nut to crack," and, at

present, quite beyond my own powers of
imagination. Certain, there are the ac-

count books ; but every poultry-keeper
does not keep his accounts, and. if they
did, it would want some more substantial
proof. Therefore, competition is entirely
out of the question for the present, and
poultry breeding for laying purposes
must be carried out on other motives

—

mainly for the benefit of the community.
One of the colored race over in the
States, on missing his favorite hen one
morning, is said to have mourned his loss

in the following outburst of feeling :

Whoeber stole our ole bluhen, had bettiir lettur
be

;

She alius lade tu eggs a day, an' Sundays she
lade three.

This hen must have been held up as a
model of the breeder's art, and I can
safely assert, had we as many in Fingland
"just like her" as we have "just unlike
her," we should be in a position, even
now, to export eggs ourselves instead of
importing so many as we do at present.
It is very probable that our colored
neighbor, in his grief at the loss of so
great a treasure, somewhat exaggerated
the qualities of this exceptional hen. If

some ardent breeders will take up poul-
try entirely for laying qualities, let their
motto be tiil desperandutn. In the near
future I have no doubt they would be able
to produce birds fully one-third as good
as this Yankee hen,—Feathered World,

MISCELLANEOUS,

Money in Poultry,

The railway president and magnate,

and from them down to the clerk at the

desk and the tape counter, are not diffi-

cult persons to find, says a writer in

Poultry-Keeper, but to find a man that

can live by the keeping of poultry is

(piite another thing. I wish to quote

from the sayings of Mr. Noynek, of

Lackawanna County, Penna. He says :

"When my wife and I starte<l our capital
was not large ; it consisted of thirty-five
acres of land, our house and two barns,
with one cow, all costing |i2oo, not paid
for ; furniture in house and twelve hens
pai<l for. The first year our procedure
was something like this : We bought
about forty sitting hens, also ran in debt
for six or seven luuidred eggs, and at

the end of the year our advance was
nothing to speak of; had not reduced
our debt, but had two hundred fine

young hens. Again our credit was used
lor nearly four times the amount of the
previous year for eggs. The production
of young chicks and eggs was large, and
at the eufl of the second year all interest
on onr debts and one hundred dollars of
the principal was paitl, and we had one
thousand one and two-year-old hens."
He says further : "Since that time I have
not tried to increase the stock of laying
hens, although we have .sometimes win-
tered i5fK)." The care of fowls means
business every day of the year, but it is

not unlike any other business in which
yon would succeed. The buildings are
made of matched lumber, and are
cleaned, painted and whitewashed sev-
eral times a year. Road dust, lime, to-

bacco stems, sidphur and forest leaves
are used for .litter and for nests. The
food, a largejpart of which is raised on

AGENTS WANTED I

I want a local agent in every village,

town and city, to .sell

Prolific Poultry Food
TO MAKE HENS LAY,

DRINKING FOUNTAINS FOR FOWLS,

AND CLIMAX FOOD FOR
HORSES AND CATTLE,

All Mcll readily and kIvo iiiiiver«al

satlNraotloii.

SEXn FOR TJ-:UMS TO AOEy'TS.

L. B. LORD. Prop., Burlington. Yt.. U. S. k.

the land, consists of clover hay cut fine,

all of the grains, cracked or ground
wheat, oats, corn, rye and buckwheat,
also vegetables, onions, potatoes, cab-
bage, beets, mangolds, etc., meat, bones
and shells and gravel, (the latter are
crushed), also skimmed milk in limited
quantities as the judgment of the pro-
prietor thin.cs best. The largest part of
food consists of cut clover, cracked corn,
scalded v^heat bran and meal, Mr.
Noynek's receipt for the cure of sick
hens and for the extermin.ition of lice I

think very good. "A diseased hen," he
says, "is worth ten cents for manure,
and she finally goes to the manure heap.
To remove lice from roosts cut new poles
and burn the old ones." I'urtlier. he
says : "My coops for summer homes are
eight by sixteen feet, five feet high, three
feet of one end being inclose<l with
matched boards and having a good roof.

The remaining portion, eiglit by thirteen
feet, is made of light timbers and in-

closed with wire doth, one inch mesh.
This has no floor. The whole is mounted
on wheels and is moved on to new grass
every other day. The winter (juarters

are long buildings, in which each fowl is

allowe<l al)out six s«piare feet of floor

surface. Now, after ten years, my in-

ventory figures up an income of about
;f.S<x) from six cows, icxx» hens, irx) maple
trees ami one span of mares per year.

The lancl and fixtures, bought for less

than ^2000, are now valued at #4.5«K),

showing a profit (^r gain <if J2500 for. say.

eight years—as it took two years to get
un«ler way—or a net incotno of Jikjo
per year over and above the cost of feed.

—The <iuestion has been often asked
why some hens lay pale colored yelks.

This may be due to two causes. First,

some hens naturally lay eggs with j)ale

yelks, just as sonie cows' milk makes
pale cream and butter. Secondly, the

absence of grass, green foo«l, and other
material deficient in rich coloring matter,

have something to do with it. Observa-
tions of pullets from the same broocl,

raised in cities, showed the yelks of

their eggs were nnich paler in color than
those of their sisters raised on the run of

a farm.—Ohio Ptmltry J«>urnal.

DSo^TT" To ILv1;q.1to lv£o2n.e'37-
-Willi-

A FEW HENS
Is the motto and teachings of tho Ppi^t Poultry Pnper piiMishe*!. It Costs Only 50 ots

months 'i5ct.s. Cash or sUiiiips. Sam ].!*' free, A'idresa FARM-POULTRY, Box SllH, M
It C'oxts Onl;/ 50 ots. ft roar; sir

'"iostini. Mas.s.

NOTHING ON EAR^j^

WILL

CONDITION POWDER
IF TOir CAVT OET IT 1VF.AR HOME, SEXD TO l')i.

It is Absolutely Piiro. HiRhly PotirontratPfl. Most Eoonomlonl. h«»f>au»p s\irh sninM fioso«. Strirtlv .» Modlcln*".

Ifot a Fofxt. Voii ran Imy or ral«<> food bm cheap as we can. rrevents and C^^^'s nil «liH«'a.si'« of roultry. Worth
more than prold when hens arc Moultinif. "One larpro can navod me $40, wml six more to prevent roup this

winter," snvs a customer. Kor sale bv dniptristn, (rrooerx, ireneral ctore and fool dealers. No other maile like it.

We will send post-pn ill by mail aa follows —A new eleyrantlv illiistriited copy of tho "K.XKMKliS" I't'l'LTllY

RAISIN(J oriDK" (prico U'l cents. Contains a daily poultry account worth the priceX ami fwosinnll iMwkasreH of
Powder for 60 cents; or, one lanje 2 1-4 pound can' for $1.30 (n-tfular priif) and (iuide free. Saniiife pai'lc. 2So.,

flyefor$l.no. Six lanre cans, expreia prepaid, $5.00. Send stainiM or cwih. In <piantity costs less than uno-t«nth
ceut a day per lieii. T««Uiuui.iaLiaent frae. I, ». JUHN.SUN A <Xi,, tt€Su*otaUoum: Slnx-t, Huiitou, Maasb
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INCUBATORS.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain one free. Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
year. Large book for stamp. A.

F. WILUAMS, Bristol, Conn.

I

'If

lit

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-

er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in America.

Our manunotli catalogue

EyerytWuE for ttie Ponltty Yard.

Will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of s

cents. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF

—

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circulai",

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

PUBLICATIONS.

THE SUN
Ha» secured aa contrib-

utors cliirinK 1891:

W. D. llowolls, 11. I..0UIS StoveuHon,

George Meredith, William Hlaek,

Andi*ew I>an(j;, W. Clark Uimsell,

St. c;eorKe Mlvart, II. lllder Haggard,

RudyaiHl Klpllnu, Norman Loekyor,

Conan Doyle,

And many other Distinguished Writers.

yyoodsidc poultry Y^^^^
HACKENSACK, N.J.

"W. J. ANI^RUS—
—breei)i:r of—

8. C WHITE LEGHORNS I LA FLECHE.

At the great N. Y. Show, 1890, won everything

on La Fleche: 1891 won 2d on cock, ist on cock-

erel, ist, 2d. T,i\ and 4th on hen, 1st and 2d on pul-

let, specials for best display and best pullet.

Mv stock has always won high honors at Wa-
verly, Trenton, Bridgeton and Dundee Lake, N.

J., and Newburgh, N. Y.
La Fleche eggs, $5 per 15, $9 per 30 ; Leghorn

eggs. $3 per 15, $5 per 30.

POUIiTBY.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

Indian Games, Peacomb Plymouth Rocks,

Barred and White Plymouth Rocks, Bantams.

SCHIPPERKES—The handsomest and most
useful dog for the poultry breeder. Circular
for stamp.

—thf;

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

The Sunday Sun
for 1891, will print more news and more pure

literature of the highest class and by the most

distinguished of contemporary writers than any

periodical in the United States.

Price 5c. a copy. By mail $2 a year.

Addre»w4 THE SUN, New York.

LBG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-

tered, each 2j4c. Open bands for old birds,

each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon

on whi« h the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. E. S. STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

-house:

OOGS.

IN PRESS.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

-BY-

F. M. GILBERT.
A complete guide on the care and manage-

ment of pigeons. One of the most instructive

and valuable books ever written.

Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST PUBLISHKD^ PRICE, POSTPAID, 5OC.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE

Price, paper, f»Oc. ; cloth 91.OO.

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or

Kennel Paper you should send for my list of

papers. I can furnish you any paper published

cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you

sub.scribe foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only

one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and r«>quest them to mail you sample

copies.
ADDRESS

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

84tt

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.

600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES
EVER PRODUCED.

Personally selected durng our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of F:ngland. II

you want choice brkkders or winners at the

winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, Auda-
Insians, White Wyandottes. «ree catalogue.

88tf

C. A. SHARP & CO.,
Lockport, New York.

^VYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.

Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great
New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.

Prices loit) for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Goo<l !

"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
15.27 Brainard Station, N. Y.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K BOYER.

Box gi6. Philadelphia, Pa.

A NKW ItOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ing, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.

A handsomely printed l>ook of 60 pages.

PRICK, »><* CENTS.
Address

FANCIER.S' PUBLISH INOi CO.,

32 South Third Street,

.tf Philadelphia.

AMERICAN KENNKL. CLUB

S^uD Book.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-

tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows, Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID.-READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

Illustrations.—Portrait of the Author. Hen
House of M. K. Boyer. Dr. Edw. North's Broiler

Farm. Perfect Poultry Houses. An Outdoor In-

cubator Cellar.

Chapter I.—Is Broiler Raising a Failure? How
Much Capital is Required ? How Much Land
and How Much Time is Necessary ? What Are
the Profits ?

Chapter II.—Incubators, and How to Run
Them. Brooders, and How to Manage Them.
Feed, and How to Give It.

Chapter III.—Mistakes in Broiler Raising.

Purebreds for Broilers. Good Cros.ses for Broil-

ers. How Broilers are Prepared for Market.

Chapter IV.—An Egg Farm. How to Build

Houses. How to Feed Laying Hens. How to

Get Fertile Eggs. How to Market.

Chapter V.—How to Fatten. Pure Breds the

Best. Caponizing. Money in Ducks. How Large

a Farm. Diseases and Remedies.

Chapter VI.—Size of Breeding Pen. A Vir-

ginian's Egg Secret. French Lice Remedy. E.

C Howe's Broiler Food. "Sour-kront" for Fowls.

Peterson's Feed for Laying Hens. Petersons
Feed for Young Chicks. Poultry at the Experi-

ment Stations. How to Make a Poultry Farm
Pay.

AUTO FOR POULTRYMEN,;;°S%.
*

I I I ^^ Fanciers, Nurstr^men, florlats, Beakteptrt,

I \^ I ^^ Dairymen, Gardenert, frultmen, Prlmttn,

^Jnr CTAAI/ «'£• tIectroliipingdoM. List fRtC.

Or Ol UuR CLAREnce c. otPur, SrnAcuse.tLr.

Send for our new terms to agents.

You will not be disappointed. Address

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED.
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

This book has been written more especially

for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It

?rives away many things that have been hereto-

ore kept secret. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY',

BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog 5.00

American Kennel. Burges $ 3.00

Book of the Dog. Vcro Shaw 8.00

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1.50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.oo

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel 80

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill a.oo

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00

Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. 1.00

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond ... .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo . .75

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 3.00

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5<»
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50

English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to XIII,each 4.50

Field Trial Training. White 50
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions 1.50

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ; col-

ored portrait. Dalziel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

Cflscs .. 'SO

House arifl Pel Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training 50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00

Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters J..so

Monograph of the German MastifT or
Great Dane Dog 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to

date 50
Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c. ; cloth . . . i.oo

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer) i.oo

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-
tice. Millan i.oo

St. Bernard, history, rearine, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50

Teufel the Territr ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog 75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.

Mercer 1.00

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50

The Setter. Laverack 2.75

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather . . 4.00

Youatt on the Dojr 2.50

Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir 50
Cloth 75

POULTRY.

All About Broilers. Boyer 25

An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard 50
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of orize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow . .25

Duck Culture. Rankin 50
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir 9'<»

Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 1.50

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee 100

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00

Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace 50

* cage birds.

Canary Birds. Paper cover 50

Cloth 75
Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations i5-«>

Chaml)er and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
F/lition I-50

Native Song Birds George J. Bamesby. . 1.00

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50

The Canary. G. J. Barnesby 50

pigeons.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts • 8.00

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
Gilbert, paper 50c : cloth 1.00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50

Pigeon Standard (new) 5°

Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier s-oo

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delaraer 50

Be kind enough to mention this paper

in answering advertisements found in it.

E CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OP ALL

LEADING BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c

each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHDH} COMPANY
Box 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

miscellaneous.

American Anglers' Book. Norris .... 550
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .25

Book of the Game Laws 50

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) • •
»•«>

Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus 2.00

Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells 2.50

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.

Grinnell 2 00

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus ... 1.50

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-

wood 'oo

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; il-

lustrated ._;
• ' \ -5**

Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals 1..S0

With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . . 5-«>

Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell .... 2.50

Woodcraft. Nessmuk 100

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen . . . . i-S®*

THE FANCIERS JOURNAI^.

SHOWS.
127

SHOWS.

THE GREAT-

WILMINGTON
FHIR

-AT-

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
SEPTEMBER S^O^^IO^ U & 12, 1891.

SKI^J) Foil I>ESCUir'TlVK PIIIZK J.IST.

F. D. BROWN, MANAGER, - WILMINGTON, DEL.

MED INTEENAINAL BENCH SHOW OF DOGS,

TORONTO, CANADA.
SEPTEMBER 14 TO 18, 1891.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 29.

For Preiiihiin Tilsts, etc., apply to

25-28

C. A. STONE,
Sof. ami .Sup't, Toronto.

THE KENNEL.

DOGS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

WRITE FOR PARTICtTLARS.

F. HOPE,
305 N. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

^tlGEWOOt) XeNNELS.

ST. BERNARDS!
We have for sale a fine litter of St. Bernard

puppies out of Mascot Meda, sired by Mascot
Bkknaki). a worthy son of grand old Nkro III
and a full brother" of the world-renowned Sir
Bf.divkrk, the best living St. Bernard. These
puppies combine grand blood on both sides and
will plea.se the most exacting fancier. Send
sttmp for descriptive circular and price list.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Poitsville. Pa.

THE KENNEL.
IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SF»RAKE,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist
at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891

FEE S20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,
"'If AUBURN PARK, IIX.

B. F. IvEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,
Montgomery Co., Pa.

MANpEI
Sale by dealersTn sportir

THE 8T. BKRNAHI
SI.00 Per Cad.

The bane of the kennel. Pos-
lively oured, in one or two
[iplicationH, with St. Ber-
ard Manse Care. For
ng goods, or
D MANGE CURB CO.,

Okawvillb, IIX.

ESTABL,ISHEI> 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Repwrts. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.
Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):

One year, post free, United States and Canada,
I2.10.
Address Post-OflRce Orders and communications

to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C.
England.

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL

The leading weekly paper of its

class in the world. Sixteen pages
handsomely illustrated. Subscrip-
tion price, I2.00 per annum ; sam-
ple copies, 5 cents. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

Clearing Out Sale.
TONY GLADSTONE (Paul Gladstone-

Belle Ward).—Whelped August 26, 1S89: color
black and white. Broken by Jess M. Whaite for
field trial purposes.

NEI.,LIE. — Color, black, white and tan;
whelped i8«8

; broken . Due to whelp September
18 to Paul Gladstone. Price, $75.

1>AISY.—Color, nearly white ; atwut 2 years
old. Due to whelp September 12 to Paul Glad-
stone. Price, I75.

GUl»(BossGladstone—Lennis).—Color, lemon
and white ; broken. Price, $40.

Two lemon and white puppies, four months old,
by above bitch ; sired by Paul Gladstone.
Liver and white pointer dog pup and bitch

puppies for sale, by Lord Graphic and Foxchase.
FELDMAX K.— Challenge Dach.shunde

stud dog
; whelped December 7, 1885 ; color, red •

winner of eleven prizes. LENA L. (7669).—
Whelped December 7. 1885 ; color, red. Price,
the pair, $100.

Three puppies by the above, $15 each.

COUNTE.SS BEN DIGO. -Irish water
spaniel

; whelped April 11, 1886; winner of
seven prizes. Price, $15.

A good brood beagle hound bitch, about 4
years old

; good hunter, but won't work with a
gun on account of being shot. Price, $25.

JOS. I.KWIS,

27-29

Box 304, Cannonsburg,

Washington County, Pa.

OOGS.
Advertisements im'thout display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisliing Co., 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

Collies.

O

o

RDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee &Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

RDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,
The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale or Exchange.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies ; greyhound and beagle puppies.
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the ^eat vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and rifles, folding boat,
field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Homellsville, N. Y.

|

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading Jor 3 cents per wordfor each insertion.

For Sale.

COLLIE DOG, TEN MONTHS OLD BY THE
SQUIRE, golden sable, white markings,
price reasonable. William
W. 34th St., New York City.

TWO GORDON AND TWO
TERS. 2338 N. 28th Street,
Pa.

Tallnian, 109
27-ft

IRISH SET-
Philadelphia,

27-it

Irish Setters.

FOR SALE—ONE IRISH SETTER BITCH
puppy whelped January 3. 1891. For pedi-
gree, etc , address Wm.H. Child, Glenside,
Pa., Oakview Kennels. n-tf

IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES BY A SON
of Gleiicho and Mavourneen, out of a
daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address
P., Box 916, Philadelphia. 5-tf

WE OFFER \ FEW CHOICE IRISH SET-
TERS, among them are full grown dogs
and bitches (some prize winners and field
broken)

; al.so fine puppies of both sexes.
Send for price list. Address Seminole Ken-
nels, Chestnut Hill,Phila., Fa. Discount of
10 per cent on all sales if you mention this
paper. 26tf

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE-SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslyn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Italian (Greyhounds.

SEND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED
catalogue. Shenango Kennels, Sharon,
Pa- 25-aS

Mange Cure.

FOR MANGE USE THE PASTEUR PINE
Lotion. Marshall Robbfns, 70 V.. 13th St.
NewJYork City. 17-29

I'UKS.

FINE PUPS ON SALE.-
Lancaster, Mass.

-Chequasset Kennels,
75-eow

LITTLE KASH (i9„Sf.7) SIRED BY THE FA-
. MOUS Champion Kash (io.50), out of the

well-known Daisy (S905). This little fellow
was whelped December 6, 1S90, is silver
fawn with correct black markings. He is
of small size and will make a great winner
as well as a great stud dog. Is full brother
to the famous Kash, Ji. (I7,8<m), winner of
nine first, second and .special prizes when
only nine months old. Little Kash is with-
out doubt a beauty and a rare bargain. He
comprises the blood of nine champions.
Lowest price I35. We also have a few other
very fine pug puppies at reasonable prices.
Address Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill,
Philadelphia, Pa. 24.tf

PUG PUPPIES, COMBINING THE BLOODS
of Champions Treasure, Kash, also that
great little dog Kash, Jr., for sale at rea-
sonable prices. Address Seminole Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Phila, Pa. Discount of
10 per cent on all sales if you mention this
paper. a6tf

St. Bernards.

I:'

r*OR SALE, THOROUGHBRED PUPPIES,
finelv marked, full pedigree, out of Thelma
(15,006) by Swiss New (9757); dogs Jso,
bitches $40. Address W. E. Newell, P. O.
Box No. 48, Doylestown, Pa. 27-28

FOR SALE—THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in
whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

' Various.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street Philadelphia, Pa.

ULL TERRIERS FOR SALE OR TRADE —
One dog and two bitches, nine weeks old.
pure white, by Keno (17,300)—Imported
Lucy. Also eight pairs Antwerp pigeons
of long distance strain. Setter or pug dog
wanted. Address Charles Howe, F;ast Liv
erpool, Ohio. 127-it

T-*OR SALE, SIX FINE BLACK AND WHITE
2^ foxhound pups. Also a pair of Llewellin

setters, four months oUI. Address L. A.
Knopf, 720 South Fifth Street, Richmond,
Ind. 27-28] I

PURCELL'S FLOCK FINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel
phia.

A

B

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor j cents per wordfor each insertion.

Appliances.

INCUBATORS SOLD, BOUGHT.EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor. Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.
Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-

1-52 ham, 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

Barred Plj'month Rocks.

VEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
) and matings. Winners at largest shows

for four years. F^owls and eggs for sale.
Bradley Bros., Lee, Mass. 9^ eow

POULTRY.
Advertisements Without display inserted under

this heading far 2 cents per 7vordfor each inset lion

For Sale.

CHICKEN FARM NEAR SCRANTON PA
One of the best markets in the United
States. Address 421 Webster .\ve. Scran-
ton, Lack. Co , Pa.

Games.

)RIZE GAME FOWLS-E. F. DOTY 47
Wellington Place, Toronto. Canada, 'can
spare a limited number of eggs for hatch-
ing from his prize winning Game Fowls
and Bantams at $3 per dozen. These fowls
won highest honors at the leading shows
and several now in mv yard won first and
.second prizes at the last New York show
Also some goo<l birds for sale. Black Red
Brown Red, Duckwing and Pile Game and
Black Red, Pile and Duckwing Game Ban-
tams. Address as alxjve.

Various

CHOICE SILVER-SPANC.LED HAMBURG
and barred Plymouth Rock chicks at rea-
sonable prices. Arthur V.. Manley, Bran-
don, Vt. ,^.,-,

CHOICE BARRKD PLYMOUTH ROCKS
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right
E. P. Cloud, Keniult Square, Pa.

FOR POULTRY. EGGS AND PET STOCK,
address A. S. Way, Chattanooga, Tenn. Hg-tf

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE L/.CED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS ATNew York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorn's. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PIGEONS.
Adverti<:ements without display insetted utidef

this headingfor 3 cents per word fot each insertion

Ital4llu>a<l TuMiblcrs.

^HARLES SCHMENNEK, 511 W. HIDDLK
f>t., Baltimore. Md., fancier of short-face
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddess stock. 8S-tf

liarhs.

U

FIFTY PAIRS IMPORTED AND HOME
bred from imported stock for disjwi.sjil, at
from tweiitv to fifty dollars per pair. D E
Newell, foot West Nineteenth .St., New York
Ci»y. ,^

For Siile.

I^OR SALE.-W BANDED HOMERS, ALL
^ related to 500 niilers an<l speedy. Price $3

per pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,
Philadelphia. . i6-tf

•lacobiiis.

T W. TUGGLE, Columbus,
^ and breeder uf Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
7-58

Sutlnettos.

GEORGE W. PETTIT, ARTIST, loio CI.IN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. • ii-tf

Wonted.
COMMON PIGEONS, FERRETS. ADDRESS

431 Webster Ave., Scranton, Lack. Co., Pa.

Various.

DRAGONS, BARBS. TURniTS, OWLS, TUM-
BLF;RS, pouters and (Quakers for sale,
breeders and young stock. Nothing re-
served. Positive closing out sale. Will
exchange stinie of these birds for silver
spangled Hamburgs, or will make close
price for cash. Williard Wilson, Wallace
Neb. 25.28

LECTROTYPFIS of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Artists and Engravers.

w.
E HAVF; arranged with Schieiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Pubfishinij
Co.. 3a South Third St.. Philadelphia. Pa

Drlukintc Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

Svtjf Brooder Company, Jajnesburg, New Jersey.

For Sale.

Y^OR SALE, LOT OF FINE BELGIAN HARES.
]^ mammoth bronze turkeys and buffCochins,

Golddust strain, prices low. H. McAleer &
Sons, Box No. 30, Emsworth, Pa. 27-41

Pheasants.

CHINESE GOLDEN PHEASANTS IN
splendid plumage, domesticated. Also
Lady Amherst, Reeves, Silver and Ring-
neck Pheasants. Send for prices to James
Morrison, gardener,Mr. Schieffelin's Place,
Tarrytown, N. Y. 25-26
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STAHDAV\D

rg".' TRADE MAHt>-.

CAN be Hp-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Kelt for

Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. P. SWAN. 38 l>ey Street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

£GG!8 FOR HATCHING.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

H. ^^r. vahle,
319 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
79-«3i

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schniid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

^:€)-<:

HKEEDINO

YOUNC.STEKS

FROM

1thrf;e of tiif;

ijest lofts

OX thf;

CONTINFINT.

POULTRY FAIIMS. POULTRY FARMS.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

«]IND1AN GAMES. <! • • l> WYAND0TTE8.I>>

The leading .strains of prize winning birds in .America. At the GREAT NF;W YORK SHOW I

won ist on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State

Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, % seconds, 4 thirds and 2 gold specials. Send
for circular. Address T.WILTON H I LL, JAMESBURG, N. J. 96148

AT NATIONAL SHOWS.
Since 1885 my BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SILVF:r WYANDOTTES have proved IN-

VINCIBLE. 'Their great form and color make them WINNERS EVERY TIME. AT CHARLF;S
TON, JANUARY, 1891, the National Show of the vear and meeting of the A. P. A., on

PLYMOUTH ROCKS— First prize and gold special on cock, ist for best male and four best

females, ist and 3d on cockerel, special for highest scoring pair; 2d, 3d and 4th on pullets and
the grand special prize for largest and finest di.splay.

WYANDOTTES— ist for best male and four best females. All the cockerel and pullet prizes

but three and the grand gold special for largest and best display.

I have hundreds of early chicks now growing and bred from the above winners. They will

make GREAT SHOW BIRDS this fall. 200 PRIME Yt;ARLING HENS for sale. Finely illus-

trated circular upon application. Eggs from exhibition matings, one setting, $4; two settings, $7;

three settings, $9. Acldress

1-51 EDWARD B. THOMPSON, AjmerUa, Dutchess County, N. Y.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

GAMES & GAME BANTAMS
Again we win. cjipturing the Game Club Challenge for best Game Cock or Stag, and va-

riety, at the Great Madison Square Garden Show.

IVIY EXHIBITION GAMES are of the mo.st fashionable type, high stationed, hard feath-
ered, lean-lieiulfd, whip-tailed birds and are winners wherever shown.

MY PIT GAMES are strong, savage, wiry fighters and guaranteed game to the core.
lyiY GAME BANTAMS a*"*^ of the most fashionable style and have always won highest

honors III Uk- leading shows in America. Remember I have one of the finest collections
of Games and (ianie Bantams in the country. Eggs in season. Stamp for circular.

A. F. PKIRCE,
lock box 200, winchestf:r, n.

p. S.—PF;iRCE surf; CANKF;r cure by mail, postpaid, 25c.

H.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM
S. C. and ft. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, Whiie Wyandoties and R. C.

Whiie Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Speciafs and Sifter Cup on my Specialties,"Liice

has begotten lilie," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record ol America's leading strains of above
varieties. Can furnish eggs from ('. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

lOI-tf J. FORSYTH, owf;go. tioga county, n. y.

0<]^ANDACR EM7VYI>
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Biifl Ptkin Bantams, Rose comb Blark Bantams, Game Bantams and I'ekin Ducks. Prize
winners wherever shown. Circular free.

10 61 F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogne. Long Island, N. Y.

I. K. FELCH
NAXICK, MASS.

St SON
OoLLiH Pups-

Send for Extended Pedigree.

«<M)KS. IJOOKH.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds and having
eleven pairs of record birds of my own breeding,

I have a showing of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREE LOKTS WITH PROVEN RFX
f)RDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILF;S. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 98-150

FOR POULTRY.

M PRACTfCAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train
your dogs for the field trials and a l>ook that no <log-

inaii can afford to l>e without.

PRICK 50 CBNTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show ol America
New York, February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock : first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;
first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIALPRIZE,$100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, I4
?€' '3. l7 PC 26, Iq per 39. Stock for sale. 86

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at
least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.

It is really folly to think they will mature into
robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. They must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
in the crop : one that will furnish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-

ficient vegetable mailer to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
brteders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witnesj such noted breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown StWadley,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 P^ast 56th Street, New York.

Capons and Caponizing.

a new and popular edition of this

book at the popular price of 25

cf;nts per copy postpaid.

DePuy's Poular Poultry Book No 2, is entitled
Capons and Caponizing. This book has had a
very exteiis ve sale at fifty cents per copy, but
the author, Mr. George Q. Dow. has kindly con-
sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent
edi ion, so as to put it within the reach of all, and
no person can afford to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The book contains all

that the fifty cent edition does besides adding
some new features not contained in that edition
that are really very valuable to poultrymen.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear
type thai can be easily read without straininjg

the weakest eyes. All persons should read this
l>ook who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
conplete information on all the different details

of these subjects by a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This book covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy, .^.ddress all

orders to

Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Box 916, Philadefphia.

SPECIAL OFFER
I'm: Vancfers' Journal will be sent

rom now until

JANUARY, 1892, FOR 50 CENTS

Bag, S'I.(M)IJ«)ii« Meal. - - Per UK) lb.

(iraunlatecl Hone, " lOO
Cjround Beet
Scraps, - - -

Calclte, - - - -

OtiMhcHl Flint, -

t:ni8li©«l Oyster
ShellK, - - -

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

^"*^^'
C. H. DEMPWOLF & CO.,

York Chemical Worlo*, York, I*a.

lOO .*i.<K)

MODERN TRAINING, HANDLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
This is the onlv work on Dog Tntining which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-

veloped by Hield Work. Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
of the dog's nalure and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
OF CONTICNTS AND TKSTIMC^NIALS FROM EXPERTS. Price $2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.

OPIUM
.Morphint- Habit Cured in lO
to ao d!i.v»<. No pay tiU cured.
DR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon,Ohio.

PIGS.
Chesters. Berkshires, Polands. Pox
Hounds, Beagles,Collies,Setter8.GEO.B.

HICKMAN, W. Chester, Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS
nABHITS, CAGE-BIRDS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-

per of its class. American breeders will find the
be.st English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 93.15,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

VOI^. 7, NO. J>. )WHOLE NO., 1*48.; PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, AUGUST 29, 1891. PER ANNUM, f',i.(>0.
SINGLE COl'Y, 6c.

T-w.ltonHiu-
-'-~^-*»'

T. WILTON HILL'S PEN OF INDIAN GAMES.
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DISPLAYED ADVERTISEMENTS
(14 agate Hues to one inch)

/ lime. I J times. 26 times. 51 times

I inch $1.50 I16.00 $28.00 $.^7-5o

a inches .... 2.25 25.60 44 80 60.00

3 inches .... 3«> 32.00 56.00 75<»
4 inches . . . . 360 3840 67.20 90.00

Four columns to a page, \2% inches to column.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
TWO cents per word each insertion. Copy

should be in hand on Wednesday at the latest.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

P. O. Box, 916.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

The Fanciers' Journal will be supplied by
news<lealers throughout the United States and
Canada.
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PHILADELPHIA, AUG. 29, 1801.

Poultry and Plgreon Shows.
Aug. 24-28—Hornellsville, N. Y.

25-29.—Tarentum, Pa.
25-Sept. 4.—Detroit, Mich.
26 Sept. I.—Albany, N. Y.

Sept. 1-9.—Elmira, N. Y.
1-4.—Worcester, Mass,
10-17.—Syracuse, N. Y.
14-18.—Westfield, Pa.
14-19.—Columbus, O.
21 -25.—Rochester, N. Y.
21-25.—Dover, Del.
2I-2S.—Waverly, N. J.

"-•eo. 28-Oct. 2.—Trenton, N. J.

Deo. 2-8.—Rockford, 111.

9-1 1.—Brockton. Mass.
10-14—Freeport, 111.

15 16.—Needham, Mass.
16 23.—Providence, R. I.

22-25.—Stoneham, Mass.
30-Jan. 2.—Meriden, Conn.
30-Jau. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 4-7.—Worcester, Mass.

5-8.-Albany. N. Y.
5-8.—Lewision, Me.
6-12.—Philadelphia, Pa.
12-15.—Leominster, Mass.
12-16.—Yarmouth, Me.
12-15.— Battle Creek, Mich.
12-16.—Columbia, S. C.
18-23.—Hartford, Conn.
iq-24. Shelbyville, Ind.
19-27.- Binghamton, N. Y.
20-25.- Elmira, N. Y|
26-30.—Boston, Mass.

Feb. 2-5 —Woicester, Mass.

Field Trials.
Sept. 22. -Manitoba Field Trials Club.

Nov. 2.—United States Field Trials Club
10.—International Field Trial Club.

16.—Eastern Field Trials Club.

33 —Irish Setter Club.
23.—Gordon Setter Club.
30.—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

string of dogs there, but would have had

more if the lists had been issued earlier.

The prizes are $7, $s and diploma, with

quite a number of |io specials. The

judges are Mr, J. F. Kirk for all spaniels;

Miss Whitney Newfoundlands, St. Ber-

nards, Great Danes and pugs, and Mr,

H. W, Lacy all the remaining classes.

*
« »

Mr. James E, Watson, of San Francis-

co, Cal., has received direct from Clon-

mult Kennels, County Cork, Ireland, an

excellent pair of harriers.

«
*

Swiss Mountain Kennels have issued a

stud card of their fine young stud dog

King Regent, who is a worthy son of his

celebrated sire, Prince Regent.
*

« «

A dog near Hannibal, Mo., was bitten a

few days ago by a copperhead snake and

was cured by ammonia, given internally,

and a mixture of ammonia and carlx)lic

soap applied to the wound.
»

« *

1888 ; first and cup at Pontypridd and at

Ashton-under-Lyne, 1888 ; first at New
Church, Southport, Edgworth, Boston,

Cleckheaton, Ecclesfield, Clitheroe, Tod-

morden, Radcliffe, Lancaster, Halifax,

Bingley, Skiptou, Middleton, Altrin-

cham, Cannock, Haslingden, 1888 ; Man-

chester, 1889 ; first and cup at Ashton-

under-Lyne, 1889 ; first at Otley, Prest-

wich, Keighley, 1889; first and special at

Barnsley, 1889 ; first at Padiham, 1889 ;

first and special at Harrogate, 1889 ; first

at Bingley, Peniston, Halifax, Birken-

head, Middleton, Market Rasen, Can-

nock, 1889 ; Pontefract, Penistone,

Keighley, Skipton, 1890; first and spe-

cial at Belper, 1890 ; first at Stacksteads,

Todmorden, 1890,
»

* *
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Our Illustration.

The pen of Indian games illustrfited

on our first page was considered by many

judges and breeders to have been very

typical specimens of the breed. Mr.

vSewell, the artist, sketched these birds

from life, and has succeeded in bring-

ing out the charcteristic plumage and

shape quite successfully. The birds

were bred in America, and Mr, Hill hopes

to surpass this pen at the next season's

shows. He has certainly the material on

hand, and if pluck and perseverance

amount to anything Mr, Hill will suc-

ceed in bringing his Indian games up to

the higest standard.

We are pleased to see that quite a num-
ber of doggy men are about to visit this

country, Messrs. Gordon, Bellin and

Chapman will not meet with a Boggs

and J^ewis reception, even should they

come without letters of introduction.

THE KENNEL.

FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
Sept. 1-4.—Youngstown. Ohio,

1-4.—Kingston, Ont.
9-11.—Hamilton, Can.
15. 18.—Toronto, Canada.
22-25.—Montreal, Can.
29-Oct. !.—OtUwa, Can,

Dec. 4-8.—Rockford, 111.

10-14—Freeport, 111.

30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

ISOii.

Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.
19-22.-Biiighanipton, N. Y.

Feb. 9-12.—Chicago, III.

23-26.—New York, N. Y.
March 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.

8-11.—Baltimore, Md.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass,
May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

OURRBKT REPORTS,

I thought it but a Iriendly part to tell yoiv

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Studeni.

The secretary of the International

bench show of dogs, to be held in the

city of Toronto from the 14th to the i8th

of September, has received a letter from

Mr. William Fleming, secretary of the

Trunk Line Association, stating that the

following railroads will carry three dogs

free in baggage cars (at owner's risk when

accompanied by owners or care-takers

who present for inspection the necessary

identification papers) to Toronto during

the holding of the show : The Grand

Trunk Railroad, New York Central and

Hudson River Railroad, West Shore

Railroad, New York, Ontario and West-

ern Railroad, New York, Lake Erie and

Western Railroad, Delaware, Lackawanna

and Western Railroad, Lehigh Valley

Railroad,Central Railroad of New Jersey,

Philadelphia and Reading Railroad,

Pennsylvania Railroad, Baltimore and

Ohio Railroad .ind Chesapeake and Ohio

Railroad,
»

* *

Those who have entered dogs in the

United States Field Trial Club's Derby

are reminded that tlie second forfeit of

$10 is due Septembei i and should be in-

closed on or before th.it date to the sec-

retary of the club, P. T. Madison, In-

dianapolis, Ind.

* »

The Hamilton Kennel Club's premium

list was received two days before the en-

tries closed, B. F. Lewis takes a good

We are in receipt of the premium list

of the Blue Grass Kennel Club's inaugu-

ral bench show, to l>e held September

23-26, at Lexington, Ky. Prizes |io and

^3 in important classes, and $5 and I3 in

remaining classes. Challenge classes re-

ceive diplomas. Entrance fee $2 and

twenty-five cents extra for unregistered

dogs. Quite a number of silver specials

are given. Premium lists can be secured

by addressing the secretary, Roger Wil-

liams. Mr, Williams informs us the club

has secured Brassfield's Pavilion for

their exhibition hall. The building is

particularly well adapted to the purpose,

J>eing all on the ground floor, circular in

form and one-eighth of a mile in circum-

ference, with large open court yard in

the centre, for judging and exercising.

It adjoins the elegant grounds of the

Kentucky Trotting Horse Association,

containing several hundred acres, which

have been secured for the purpose of

giving a series of fox bunts and deer

chases in connection with the bench

show. Arrangements have been made

to have all the celebrated packs of fox

hounds in the South present, including

Governor Wade Hampton's, of South

Carolina, Messrs, Young and Taylor's,

of Mississippi ; Chinn, Redd, Walker

and Whitlock, of Kentucky, have all

signified their intention of being present

with their packs, and as a number of red

foxes have been secured, some excellent

sport is assured. Mr. Frank C. Wheeler,

of Canada, will judge the non-sporting

classes and Messrs. Austin & Graves will

do the Vieuching and feeding.

•%
We give space with pleasure to the

communication from Mr, D, E. Loveland

re the death of Scottish Prince. Some
papers intimated that the dog was not

sufficiently exercised, but the report of

Dr, P'aust refutes this accusation, besides

Mr, Loveland's reputation as a compe-

tent man fcr the position he occupies is

too well known to admit that he could

have been negligent in this matter. The

sensational deaths of Prince Regent and

his son were a singular coincident, which

will hardly occur again.

«
• «

The Detroit Kennel Club has taken

into the club as a member Mr, John C.

Young, of Port Huron, Mich., and has

transferred all its dogs to Mr. Young's

place, which is well adapted to kennel

purposes. It is situated two miles from

the city of Port Huron, on the banks of

the Black River, Mr. Young will have

the care and shipping of the dogs, while

all correspondence will remain as hereto-

fore in charge of Dr, Saunders, 230

Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

* *

Our London letter is short this week

but unusually interesting, Frank Dole's

crack bull terrier Streatham Monarch is

now on his way here, as is also the Eng-

lish setter Sir Frederick, who is owned

by Mr. G, O. Smith, of Wheeling, W,

Va, We knew of the purchase of this

dog for some time, but were not author-

ized to give it out. Sir Frederick has

won prizes as follows : First prize and

cup at Stockton, 1887 ; first at Hasling-

den, 1889; first and special at Burnley,

*
« »

It is strange that so many St, Bernards

meet with sudden deaths in this country.

Can it be that the rapid changes in our

temperature have anything to do with it ?

It seems that these pampered animals

cannot stand our climate. Breeders now

go in for size and weight, and, as a con-

sequence, the obese animals have become

delicate and very susceptible to disease.

•
• »

"Uncle Dick" Fellows is to judge dogs

at the Fulton County, New York, Agricul-

tural Society's Fair to be held at Johns-

town, N. Y,, September 7 to 10. He will

probably also judge at Charleston, S. C.

We are sorry that bad luck still follows

Mr. Fellows, his wife has met with a pain-

ful accident, and he has closed up his

shop so that he can nurse her. Don't

some of our readers want cocker pup-

pies ? Uncle Dick has a fine litter for sale.

*
* »

More light is being thrown upon the

much talked of Sir Hereward deal . Mr.

Thomas Shillcock writes the Stock-

Keeper as follows : "I think the time has

come for me to acknowledge that the in-

formation that Mr, Chapman paid me
/"laoo for Sir Hereward was supplied to

you by me, but in justice to myself I now

state that it was not my wish but Mr.

Chapman's that the price should be un-

derstood /1200,
«

* *

A curious case is reported from Vin-

cinnes, says Fanciers' Gazette, of the ef-

fect that the death of her pet dog had

upon a middle-aged woman who was sub-

ject to tnental derangement. After her

dog died she became very excited, went

about the street on her hands and knees,

barking like a dog, and attempting to

bite everyone she met. It took four

men to carry her to the police station.

* *

In a letter from Mr, R, B. Morgan, he

says "I am killing quite a number of

woodcock these days, I have made bags

of 8, 18, 15, 8, 9, 6, 5 and 4 since the sea-

son opened. There is going to be a nice

lot of pheasants this season, I think I

have located ten different broods."•
Mr. Morgan will run dogs in the sev-

eral field trials this fall, and reports his
string in fine fettle.

«
« *

Jerome K, Jerome, in one of his essays
in his last book, says of the bull dog,
"What a splendid old dog he is, so grim,
so silent, so staunch, so terrible when he
has got his idea of his duty clear before
him

;
so absurdly meek when it is only

himself that is concerned."

« «

The Seminole Kennels are sending to

the Canadian shows a grand selection of
collies, Irish setters and pugs. They will

show a new specimen of each breed in

the open class. They claim their debu-
tant collie will be in the money. The
couple of new Irish setter bitches are ex-
tra good, and a wonderful little pug bitch

—a daughter of Ch, Treasure—will make
things warm for her competitors.

*
* *

Mr. W. C. Reick is still adding to his

kennels. He has just purchased from
George Boothe, of Hill, England, the
rough-coated St. Bernard Marquis of Ri-

pon, by Prince Regent out of Lady St.

Gothard. He is a litter brother of Mr.
Reick's Kingston Regent, Marquis of
Ripon is thirty-four inches high, and is

said to more closely resemble his sire

than any of the other Regent dogs. He
is already the sire of several fine litters,

»%
The Executive Committee of the Na-

tional Beagle Club held a meeting at

Boston, August 22, with Vice-President

Powers in the chair, Mr, S, W, Clark
was selected as one of the judges for the

next field trials. The selection of the

other judges was postponed. It was
decided that the closing of the entries

be November i. It was voted that to

hold a show liefore the trials are run the

same ju<lges shall act in both show and
trials. Three prizes will be given in all

classes at the show.
«

• «

Mr, W, H. Hyland, North Tarrytown,

N, Y,, has purchased from Mr. F, G,

Davey, London, Out., the black and
white pointer bitch Fan N. (15,598). He
con:,iders her about the best light-weight

pointer bitch in America. Basing his

claim upon her record he cannot lie far

wrong, as she has won the following

prizes without a single defeat, ^iz., first

at Boston, Chicago, Buffalo, I^etroit,

Toronto and London in 1890, and first

in challenge class at Chicago, 1891, where
she defeated Champion Queen Fan.

«
« *

We heard a remarkable story from

Indiana, A trainer in charge of a dog to

run in the United Stales trials says his

dog, an English setter, came to a point

on a fish that was chasing minnows in

the shallow water of a lake near a small

boat pier. He told the dog to "hie in,"

and in he jumped ; his head went down
in the water and he threw a large fish

high in the air. It fell in the water,

when he caught it again and brought it

ashore. It was a bass and tipped the

beam at two and a half pounds.

The toughest fish yarn yet comes from

North Haven, Me., where a dog fish is

reported to have barked so fiercely at a

bear clinging to an overhanging limb

that the frightened beast fell into the

stream and was drowned.

The Pasteur Institute, of New York,
has lost its first case by hydrophobia.

M<
and when we consider the fact that Dr.
Gibier, the physician in charge, refuses

to treat patients supposed to have the
dreaded disease, we wonder that he has
had his first fatal case. This first vic-

tim, Myron Adams, the five-year-old son
of Charles Adams, of Ashland, Mass,,

was treated at the Pasteur Institute, and
discharged after being pronounced cured.

His sisters who were bitten at the same
time and also treated are now well, but
we do not think that the treatment at

the Institute had anything to do with
their exemption from hydrophobia, Pas-

teur's theory and method are not scien-

tific, the nature of the virus is unknown
and it is used to counteract a poison
about which we know nothing definite.

It cannot be compared to vaccination,

as there are no definite symptoms from
the inoculation of the virus. If confi-

dence in the treatment prevents people

from being scared to death the institute

serves a good purpose.

«

The premium lists for the second bench
show, given under the auspices of the

Wilmington Fair Association, are now
out and can be secured by writing the

superintendent, Mr. F. R. Carswell, loi

West Sixth Street, Wilmington, Del,

The prizes this year will be four dollars,

two dollars and a diploma in the princi-

pal classes. Forty-four classes are pro-

vided, all open. There are no challenge

and puppy classes. Entrance fee one dol-

lar. Entries close Wednesday, Sept. 2. The
show will be held on the fair gounds,

September 8 to 11. We have no doubt

but that this show will be well patron-

ized, as it is of easy access from Wash-
ington, Baltimore, Philadelphia and New
York, and dogs that are not in the Cana-

dian circuit will take this opportunity of

securing a first, which will count for the

challenge class.
*

* «

The veteran judge and sportsman, Mr,

John Davidson, has been persuaded to

give us his ideas up>on the field trial dog.

His contribution expresses his views in a

practical, common sense manner, and it

will l)e read with interest by all.

*

It is reported that Mr. Washington

has sold the Irish setter Kildare for 1^575.

Wliat is that little story about G. W. and

his hatchet ?

« «

Mr. John Lewis has sohl the well-

known pointer Nick of Naso to Mr.

Homer B. Alden for I350.

An English mastiff, bought last week
by a man named Ryersoii, of Salem, N,

J,, to scare off tramps, has already dem-
onstrated that it is a wide-awake watcher.

It caught Ryerson the first night he came
in late and bit and tore liiiu in a rather

.serious manner, only letting up when the

son, attracte<l by the father's cries, came
to the rescue with a club and beat the

animal off.

* *

A very pathetic story is attached to the

death of seven-year-old Annie Keefe, of

Port Chester, N. Y. She was playing

"follow the leader," her pet dog l)eing

with her, and in scaling a picket fence

she fell forward on the pavement, her

curly head striking against the curbstone,

A playmate ran to pick the little girl up,

when she opened her eyes. Seeing her

pet dog beside her, she raised herself up,

and, putting her arms around his neck,

said :
" Oh, Dick

;
goo<l-by, Dick

;
good-

by, old follow." Then the little arms

unclasped and the child fell back dead.

Her skull had been fractured.

THE 8HEEP DOG.

Considered the Most Intelligent of the

Canine Race.
Grasshopper in the Live Stock Journal.

It may safely be said that amongst the
most intelligent of the canine race are
the sheep dogs. Whether it is that their

cleverness is hereditary, or that it is the
result of training, remains a question

;

but those people who pin their faith to

the transmi.ssion of good or bad (lualities

from parents may safely take for their

examples the three varieties of sheepdogs.
There are many reasons why collies

and the old English bob-tailed specimens
hold such a prominent place amongst
dogs, first and foremost being that more
than one writer on the subject has desig-

nated to them the origin of the various

canine species which are now cultivated

all over the world ; secondly, on account
of the intelligence displayed in their

natural avocation of minding sheep ; and
thirdly, for the elegance of their struc-

ture, which renders them attractive com-
panions for man.
When it is considered how different in

appearance many of the dogs of the

present day are it is difficult to imagine
that the sheep dog could possibly have
been the progenitor of the whole, or
that any amount of selection could
have converted it into a pug, a grey-
hound or a mastiff. These animals ap-
parently stand out as a positive denial
to the theory, and point to the supposi-
tion that the origin of the many varieties
of the domestic dog is to be found in the
admixture of more than one species of
animal closely allied to the canine tribe.

To anyone who has not been intimately
associated with dogs the stories which
are told of the sagacity of sheep dogs are
incomprehensible. It is nevertheless
true, that when accompanied by their
owners, engaged as shepherds in the
mountainous districts of^ Scotland and
Wales, they have been known to display
traits of the highest intelligence. They
are continually left with the sole "charge
of large flocks of sheep in districts

where there are no boundary lines, the
way in which they bring stragglers up
and keep the flock together being most
remarkable. It is usual for shepherds to
take them out when auite young with
older and well-trained (logs so that their
tutoring from the first is associated with
the habits of their masters, consequently
they soon learn to untlerstanil their
wishes almost before they are given, and
even when a long distance off are guided
by a gesture from their hands as well as
when they are close up to heel. Some
slight idea of the clever work they do
may be gained from the trials which
sometimes take "place in the lowlands,
how quickly these dogs from the moun-
tains fetch the sheep up to the f>ens and
stealthily work them in. Most interest-

ing contests on sheep took place at the
last Alexandra Palace dog show, but
with the break-down of the Palace ar-

rangements came the end of things doggy
in that quarter, and so there have b«en
no more trials, no place near to the great
centre of England being so suited for the
purpose.
Those who live in the sunny South look

upon the life of the sleek looking collie

as one of comfort and pleasure with the
few sheep to mind on the farm, and his
snug berth by the fireside when they are
folded for the night, but this picture by
no means portrays the life of the work-
man of the hills, whose lair is ofttimes
in the snow, with naught but the broad
canopy of heaven for a covering.
There are three varieties of sheep dogs

—the old-fashioned English bobtailed or
drover's dog, the rough-coated collie and
the smooth-coated collie. The first

named are widely different in appearance
to either of the others ; they are not so
active, and are chiefly used by drovers to
assist in driving cattle from place to
place. They are to be found in the larg-

est numbers in the south and southwest
of England, no less than fourteen being
shown in one class last year at a small
dog show in Cornwall. They are un-
suited to the snow-clad mountains, as
their coat, which is shaggy, soon becomes

clogged with show. In si/e they are
larger and more sturdy in build than the
collie (which is claimed by Scotland as a
Scottish breed), heavier in \xme, much
longer in coat, which is wiry in texture,
and they are generally seen without tails
—some being liorn tailless, whilst others
have been docked early in life. Beneath
the hair which covers the head a bright
and intelligent face is to be found, but
without the fire and sharp expression of
their cousins from over the border. Very
few of this breed are to be found on the
show bench.
The rough-coated collie is graceful in

appearance. When in full coat its sharp,
foxy head,with its small, semi-erect ears,
surrounded by its dense coat and massive
frill, forms a picture of elegance which is
not surpassed by the most handsome of
the canine races. On this account it is
often destined to give up its natural pur-
suits to become a lady's pet ; in fact, many
of the finest specimens are never broken
to sheep, but are kept solely as compan-
ions and for the show bench. In its na-
tive country, where it is reared for u.se
rather than ornament, it is sehlom to be
found with the slick and glossy coat that
one has become accustomed to' since the
institution of dog shows. The texture of
the coat is a most important feature in
the breed. Apparently, there should be
two coverings—an under and an over-
coat—the former being close to the skin
and soft in texture, the latter longer and
more harsh in substance. A wavy coat
is undesirable in a collie, and is seldom to
be found over a ^ood under-coat, but de-
notes a cross with the Gordon setter.
Difference of opinion exists amongst col-
lie breeders as to the carriage of the ears,
some preferring that they l)e slightly on
the side of the head, whilst others'like
them well up on the top, tliose who hold
the latter view considering that when
the ears are carried high greater character
is given to the dog ; but all agree that
when in repose the ears should be back
in the coat which encircles the neck, and
when in the act of listening they should
be semi-erect
The carriage of the tail is another im-

portant point in a collie
; it should be

bushy, not too long and never curled or
carried over the back. The forelegs
should be .straight and placed on well
set-up feet. The head should be long
and rather fox-like. We will pass over
the shape of the mouth bv merely stating
that the Collie Club, in 'its .stan<lard of
points lately <lrawn up, say that it may
lie slightly overshot ; but, with all due
deference tothatbo<ly, it is in our opinion
a decision which admits of grave cjues-
tion. The most fashionable color is sable
an<l sable and white. Next to the sables
the palm may be given to the harlecjuin
or merl. In dogs of this color a wall eye
is considered an attraction. Black and
white is admired by some bree«lers. Black
an<l tan, once so fa.shional)le a color for
a collie, is now less highly prized. The
smooth-coated collie differs in no resjiect
from the rough except in coat, which is

shorter.
• •

THE WKOXG PliDKJKEli.

Tliat<»f Taylor's (ioo. a i'oliitor liltcli,

<'aneelle«I In the StiMi-lt<M>k.

Editor Fancif.rs' Journal,

I wish to inform the party who pur-

chased a pointer bitch named Taylor's

Cleo from M. T. Mason, Northampton,
Mass., that they have l)een badly ini{>osed

upon in regard to said bitch's breeding.

Mr. Mason claimetl her to l>e by Pom-
mery Sec out of Larnock Elsa, whelped
May 18, 1889; breeder, F. E. Atkins, and
so registered her in the A, K, C. Stud-

Book. As the bitch is not by Poinniery

Sec out of Larnock Elsa, and was not
bred by F. E. Atkins, I notified Mr. A.
P. Vredenburgh, secretary of the A. K.
C, that the breeding claimed for Tay-
lor's Cleo was false, and he has cancelled
the registration. Larnock Elsa had no
puppies by Pommery Sec in 1889.

Mr, F, E. Atkins, Waterbury, Vt., now
owns Larnock Elsa, having purchased
her from me in January last, an<l I am
in receipt of a letter from him slating
that he knows nothing of M. T. Ma.son
or of the bitch Taylor's Cleo, and adds
that Larnock F^sa whelped a fine litter

by Pommery Sec on the Hth inst.

William H. Hyland,
North Tarrytown, N. Y , August 24.
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BI8GU1T8JND BROTH.

I'-nnn Our Own Correspondent.

I.oNDON, August 15.—London isenipty !

London is empty is the cry everywhere,

and to some extent it is indeed true. Few

but Londoners know what this great city

is like while the dtdl season is on. There

is not nuu-h to see, for there's hardly

anything going on. All have gone away

for their holidays, some to the seaside

and others to the grouse moors of Scot-

land, Walls and Ireland.

h+t-

The grouse season opened on Wednes-

day, hut reports to hand are not of a

very favorable character, fi)r birds are

somewhat scarce and weak. Vou see we

have ha<l a lot of bad weather, a\u\ rain

has fallen in torrents every now and

t!un. ni,d of course such has done great

inj'irv to young game, (irouse were

s-l'.in,' ii L'^i don on Wednesday at

•'' o .1 t i;tc (U I'ars a hrace.

+ !

"

Vac v.- ii'.iM- :•• v.a ::i and sultry, and

t e jxo' Ic V. havr jl'e lick to be on

/i'.e Miv.o ^ a " !'• ' (; i c so lu ky in their

'\cii'c 'jhc 'c c •. severely hamper

\: o vvoi-^.; I'd the .[.-^s sov u get knocked

p. .lud r ii- T lave b.fv..e loM you

r.-U i . 'h'5 ' •rA^ ;
• :
-

• "'ho rtnt

mo<r- r.".-: ) r :it 1 c .tn of uc. Tl e

r*rLriu>;';< rs <if su.'.i k nni £ aie Mt?«'-

Kob. r. Ch:i::.i •^. ;-...::cf», i^isnop an

A'tn.lrong. ai' i: d t .iv make a

t!d i.:iu!:i." ci.t -f it, .0 >.

Tl.c Spr. show \Nas not a wonderful

c c CSS jifler all, although a most liberal

(1 .S".ifu'a ion was given. There were a

few good English dogs at the Ik-lgiau

Glow, but there would, I think, have

l-eeu more had we not so many exhibi-

t ons going on here. There is a show

on about every day now, and those who

have to get about to them are almost

wuiked fjh their legs.

Hit-

Mr. W. J. Comstock's Irish terrier

Crate won at Spa, and I think she was

the onlv exhibit owne<l by an American

in the whole show. vSo he deserves con-

gratulation, and I am sure these little

international cimipetitions go a long way

to make show life far more ])leasurable.

Chester, who, with Mr. Domville Poole,

did so much forty years ago to popular-

ize the fox terrier. Mr. Bellin proposes

residing in Albany, N. Y.

The crack for shipment this week is

the bull terrier Streatham Monarch. This

dog goes out to Mr. Frank Dole, and I

am certain he is one of the best bull

terriers that ever walked a ring. I have

not seen the dog lately, but he always

struck me as a nailing good terrier, and

I am sure all lovers of the breed in the

States when they see him will like him

too. He sails to-day from Liverpool.

Streatham Monarch came out at Man-

Chester show iu 1890, and there at nine

months old was successful. At the Man-

chester show this year he won his cham-

pionship, so it will be seen that his

owners have not allowed the grass to

grow under his feet. Mr. Dole has I

hear also purchased the bull terrier

Cherub. This dog is a thirty pounder,

atid a well-bred one too. Cherub, how-

ever, will sail later on. I fancy Cherub

beat Streatham Monarch when he came

out at Manchester.

^xx^
"A few nice puppies from the oldest

pack in England for sale. Price /"i is.

each." So reads an advertisement iu

V.\e Cauine World this week. Well,

•s'Tcly that's low enough and you cannot

grinn.jle at the price. These puppies

I

uio fj. m hi I'enistone Hunt, whose first

I

T\.e^rded uiasLcv was Sir Elias de Mide-

hope, A. D. 1260. This is going back a

bit you will grant, and very pictutesque

hounds they are, too ; more like the

bloodhound than the modern foxhound.

I don't see why this breed should not be

taken up and made a show variety.

^XX^
The English setter Sir Frederick

(22,299) sailed this week on the Helvetia,

under the supervision of Spratts Patent,

who now undertake all shipping arrange-

ments. Sir I'^ederick was owned by Mr.

G. O. Smith, of Wheeling. W. Va., is a

son of Royalty (12,524) and Olinda

(3o,,^6o), and was bred by Mr. Steadman.

As I wrote last week, he is a wiuuer of

numerous prizes

own opinion if it pleases them ! But I

do think that judges very often are apt

to forget the countries that hounds have

been bred to suit. I think I have before

touched on this subject. I know in

some countries the high-class show hound

would be of no use at all. Therefore I

think there can be no wonder that very

many masters of hounds think there are

none like their own.

SCOTTISH PRINCE'S DEATH.

It Was Not CBUsed by LACk of the
Proper Kxei^clse.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Kindly allow me space in your columns

to correct an impression that may have

been gained by your readers through an

article in your last week's issue, written

by "Monk," in which he speaks of the

death of Scottish Prince having been

caused by lack of exercise.

The report was started by a man who

knows nothing of St. Bernards or their

requirements, and was intended to injure

me. Our local papers published and sent

it broadcast as they got it, and are not to

blame perhaps, but when a St. Bernard

breeder inspires an article, as one did in

the Boston Herald of August 11, 1 should

advise him to get facts before he rushes

into print. In the article he speaks in

glowing terms of his new kennel and his

eflficient manager, which is all right, and

no one will gainsay him the privilege of

praising his own stock, but when he says

that Scottish Prince's death was caused

It-

The well-know basset hound Iresco,

owneil bv Mr. Harry Jones, was suffo-

cated in Ills 1)<)X on the way to the Spa

show. Such is a great loss to the

"fanev," for lu- was a good liound and had

won a great number of important prizes.

It is a bad job to see an old bencher who

has done wonders on the >how bench to

be done to death at the finish. These

accidents continually o.-cur, and it is a

pity that exhibitors are not more careful.

1 hear Mr. I'm nnunc (Gordon, the pop-

ubir jiresidenl of ihe Scottish Kennel

Club, intemls crov-ing the Atlantic in

about three weeks' time. There are few

men who have <loiie such great things

for dogs as this rich city small. His

chief "fancy" is for collies, and bobtail

sheep dogs have a favor from him now

an<l then. Mr. V. Cordon is always

readv with the j>urse and i)atronage when

anvlhirg is wanted in the way of wows,

especially in .Scotland.

I-++-'^++

^U-

i\Ir. T. v^. r.ellin, who has owu'mI some

good fox terriers in his time, sailed on

the Teutonic on Wednesday last for

New York. Mr. I'.ellin has made the

awards in fox terrier classes at some of

our inii)orlant shows. By the way, he is

a nejlu w of Mr. James Stevenson, of

I suppose by this time Mr. Headley

Chapman is well on his way to America.

I have heard that he purposes visiting

some friends in British Columbia, and

that it is not unlikely that he will en-

deavor to have some sport iu the Rocky

Mountain district. Mr. Chapman has

owned a large number of great and good

St. Bernards, and amongst others he has

now It his kennels are Princess Florence

and Sir Hereward, the dog we have heard

so much about of late.

Olter hunting is now on here in full

swing, and from all sources come good

accounts of this great sport. Ireland,

Wales and Devonshire are the districts

best loved by the otter, and much sport

is given to the people who are lucky

enough to reside in the neighborhoo<l

where a pack of hounds is kept. I

must say there is nothing more invigor-

ating than a day with otter hounds when

they have sport, but on the other hand if

the honn<ls fail to hit off a drag it is a

mi.serable and tiring game.

There ha-s been a lot of writing in the

papers of late in reference to different

packs of harriers. Of course each mother

thinks her child the most handsome, and

on all fours are masters of hounds who

think their hounds are better than any-

body else's. Well, let them enjoy their

"mainlv through want of proper care and

lack of sufficient exercise" he speaks

whereof he knows not.

One of your contempc raries says he fell

while trving to serve Lady Flo, another

that he had served her,ueither ofwhich are

true, however, I had tried to breed Lady
Flo,' and not meeting with the best of

success, had put Prince in his kennel, in-

tending to wait until evening or early the

following morning, when it would have

been cooler probably. He had been in

his kennel some time before showing

signs that anything was wrong with him,

and as you all know died iu less than

three-quarters of an hour.

On the following morning, after hav-

ing seen the report of the death in the

New York papers, I asked Dr. Faust, the

veterinary whom I called to see him,

whether the matter of exercise had any-

thing to do with his death or not. He
said none whatever ; it was liable to have

occurred at any time, but was probably

hastened by trying to serve the bitch.

As to the amount of exercise the dogs

of this kennel get I will say that no St.

Bernard kennel in the world is better lo-

cated in that respect, and iu none do

they get more of it. The kennel is situ-

ated iu the Hudson River Driving Park

and Stock Farm, comprising 500 acres,

on which is one of the best mile tracks

aud plenty of hills and woods, through

which they roam every day. We have

two large play yards, and when turned

into them it is a pleasure to watch them

romp and play. By the way, I turn them

all out together, stud dogs, bitches and

pups, something few kennels can do

without inciting a free fight.

Scottish Prince was feeling and look-

ing Ijetter, barring coat, than at auy time

since arriving in this country ;
was full

of life and very agile for so lar^e a dog.

I little thought when putting him in his

kennel that he would so soon be dead.

Thanking you for the space this has

taken, I am yours sincerely,

D. E. LOVELAND.

FIELD TRIAL DOGS.

Mr, John Davidson Gives His Views

on This Important Subject.

EniTOR Fanciers' Journal.

As requested in your favor of the 19th

I herewith give you briefly my views of

what a field trial dog should be. Contrary

to an often expressed opinion that a dog

may be a good gentleman's shooting dog

but not a field trial dog, I contend that

the best gentleman's shooting dog is, or

ought to be, the best field trial dog, as

possessing the highest qualifications for

the successful pursuit and capture of

game. The object of using pointers or

setters in the field is to find and point

game. In this age of strife, when every

person is trying to get the most out ot

the least, the dog that can get the most
points in the shortest time, in the smallest .

area, must certainly, if under proper

control and is a cheerful worker, be the

more desirable. The fastest systematic

ranger, if equal in other qualities, must
always win in a field trial, simply because

he gets there first.

A dog possessing the speed of the

wiud, the dash of a lion, the style of a

dude or the staying qualities of time,

without a reasonable amount of intelli-

gence aud a fair nose is not a desirable

shooting companion. While very pretty

to watch cutting out afield, it is of no

more use than a table full of empty
dishes to a hungry shooter. In a very

long and large experience, alone and with

others in the field, however opinions

might differ iu the early forenoon, there*

was only one opinion in the evening, and

that was the best dog was the one which

had afforded the most sport, aud this dog
was invariably the one which best adapted

himself to the requirements of the shoot-

er, and the country shot over, by ranging

wide and fast or close and active as

needed, with the least possible noise or

interference, always keeping in front of

or well up with the shooter, and observ-

ing his direction. Even in cover, when
such a dog don't show up frequently, he

can be easily located from a knowledge

of where he ought to be when pointing.

With shooting companions, also, I

have observed the most pleasant even-

ings always followed the most successful

days in the field, when the events of the

day were rehearsed and the remarabklc

find made by such and such, after an in-

dustrious search, expatiated on, when the

blasted wind-splitter came with such a

rush and went into them like a falcon,

scattering them in every direction, undo-

ing in an instant for another what he

himself had not accomplished all day.

After being secured,and the birds allowed

to move a little, how nicely he picked

them up with No. i, how stealthily he

roaded and located this oue, aud then

how quickly he snapped into the point

on the one in the tuft of grass. No No.

12 boots needed to flush singles for that

dog ; he locates them himself, and there

is no tipie wasted in tramping over an

acre of ground to flush the bird possibly

he had not pointed. The dog combin-

ing the greatest qualifications as a

gentleman's companion in the field I

would consider the proper field trial dosj,

and no other ; the one that takes its own
course and goes where it pleases, without

regard to anybody I would think of little

value where sport was the object.

John Davidson.

Monroe, Mich.. August 24.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y., AUgUSt 25, 189I.

—A Dachshund, a perfect cripple in

front, was at one time in the ring at Col-

chester. He stood over forty thousand

cab horse strong, and his comic appear-

ance quite amused the onlookers ;
but

one gentleman, whose name I am unable

to give to the world, won the crook, when

he remarked, "Ha ! been playing marbles

a lot; used to putting.his knucks down !"

A good old-fashioned shout of laughter

greeted this funny and quaint way of re-

marking on the dog's deformity.—Canine

World.

Dogs and Meter luspectorM.

From the Philadelphia Record.

Many who in the course of the per-

formance of their duty have occasion to go into

a numberof strange houses and yards have come

to realize from actual experience that a dog can

make it very uncomfortable for a person when

met unexpectedly. To guard against a possible

contingency of this sort the meter inspectors

connected with the Bureau of Water and Gas, in

going the rounds of the various houses in their

districts, make a note of each house where a dog

is kept. Their books are so arranged that each

page is devoted to a certain house, where a state-

ment of the amount of gas consumed in the par-

ticular house is recorded. In the lower right-

hand corner of each page are the words, "Dog"

and -No dog," one;of which the inspector crosses

out as the occasion demands. This he does as a

safeguard in future for himself or his successor.

He often sees fit to append remarks concerning

the fierceness of the canine, or makes sugges-

tions as to how to win its favor.

THE FOX TERRIER.

A KKW IDEAS KOR HKCINNKRS.

Robert Vicary in the Fanciers' Gazette.

The fox terriers now form about the

largest aud most important group at all

the chief shows, their breeding is an ob-

ject of interest to a great mauy, and
this may justify my few crude remarks.

"Breeding is a lottery" that is certain,

but it has been abundantly proved that

it is within the capability of man to guide

and direct the breeding of all classes of

animals with wonderful results and suc-

cess, and we can all profit by the suc-

cesses and failures of our predecessors.

" Those who run may read." Blood will

tell ! Let the tyro in terriers write this

. down large on the tablets of his mem-
ory : Next to blood conies bone, quality

comes with blood and bone is a neces-

sity. Without the two in conjunction

the breeder's efforts are iu vain.

Let us begin with the search for the

first brood bitch, and this, if there is the

room and accommodation needful, is

how I would advise the tyro to make his

first step in the terrier world. It is not
necessary that our young friend should
rush in aud give a big price for a promi-
nent show l)each winner ; until he has
gained some experience, a more gradual
and easier path may be taken. Let him
get, from a kennel of reliable position

• and success, a big-boned, good-sized
young bitch, with good legs, feet, good
coat and ears aud a straight back.
Having got her home and studied her

make, shape and style and her pedigree,
hunting up all the family attributes, he
should seek in good time for the most
suitable sire. Follow a good lead. If

you see one of the best of the day is from
a bitch same family as yours by Nemo,
then use Nemo, if in other respects he
seems a suitable sire. Certain strains

have their paiticular direction, and care-

ful study with experience, can alone
make the tyro a proficient in breeding,

but he can always get helping advice.

There is one error he may avoid, and
that is not to be in a hurry. Build up
surely and gradually ; never breed from
a sire radically wrong in many points

simply because he has one or two points

of special excellence.

It would not come within the scope of
these remarks to attempt to dictate the
position and the qualities of the various

sires. The l>eginner would do well to

study the reports of the judges, and of
those critics in whom he may l>e advised

to place confi«lence, as to the various
merits and characteristics of the leading

dogs and the leading kennels. A few
visits to the leading and sj>ecialist shows
will soon put our friend in the way of
making his own selection judiciously.

Only keep well grown, healthy speci-

mens ; don't keep inferior animals eat-

ing their heads off, because there is a

distant dim possibdity that the weedy,
leggy, weak-kneed brute may bced a

gootl one. If your bad one may breed a

good one it is more than likely that your
neighbor's good one will breed a better.

As a rule, the cheapest way to get rid of

an inferior puppy is to destroy it. Never
offer for sale an animal tliat does not
come up to a goml standard of excel-

lence. In the selection of sire never
forget the best is the cheapest, but of
course I do not suggest that the highest

priced are the best, though this may often

follow.

The breeder who commences now starts

a long way up the ladder. The efforts of
the past twenty years have put terries on
a much easier platform than they were.

Now one can l>e sure with ordinary suc-

cess in the rearing to breed a good ter-

rier nearly correct in every point ; none
of the large eyes, crooked legs, splay

feet, huge ears and bare skins that used
to haunt the dreams of old breeders.

Careful selection has done wonders, and
has also made it equally if not more dif-

ficult to breed a really tirst-cla.ss winner ;

but there is this enhanced pleasure for

breeders, now one can hit the target

even if one misses the bull's eye, in the
past it has been a most difficult feat to

hit the target even. There are now a
|

very grand lot of terriers at .stud, and 1

any one who saw the bitch classes at the

late Midland show might well exclaim,
what can you want better? I for one
look forward to a great expansion and
some advancenietit in the fox terriers of
this country during the next few years,
and it is within reach of any one to ob-
tain success.

The rearing of the fox terrier puppy must
almost of necessity be carried out in the
cotmtry

; the system of walks as adopted
for fox hound whelps is the best arrange-
ment. Unless the young terrier has
plenty of freedom for exercise and is

well done, he is not likely to attain the
iwrfectness of shape and limb which is

now so necessary for successful exhibi-
tion.

It is far easier to find walks for terriers
than foxhounds. Terriers adaot them-
selves so readily to cottage life that as a
matter of fact they are preferred to any
other breed, and my experience with
them has been that where a brace of pup-
pies go and are done to your satisfaction
you can rely on being pressed to send
another brace when you remove them.

Visiting the walks is one of the most
enjoyable duties a breeder has

; granted
it IS often hard to find that your " swans
have degenerated into geese," and that
particular pet puppy which, with many a
chuckle, you have pictured putting down,
like an ace of trumps, in the next K. C.
show ring, has grown too big, not big
enough, short of coat, too much coat,
turns his toes out, or some other of the
thousand and one deficiencies to which
fox terrier flesh is heir to. But then
there is the other side of the picture, and
one day you find a real top-sawyer where
you had scarcely dared to expect such a
wonder. Then, indeed, is fox terrier
breeding a real good business, although
for years previous you have been en-
during a will o' the wisp sort of hunt.

But it is just the extreme difficulty of
pro<iucing the very best which adds zest

to the pursuit ; the showers an<l sunshine
of fortune invigorate our enerjjies ; con-
stant and easily-won .success would fall

on us almost as decidedly as constant ill

fortune, and as quickly. A plucky fel-

low takes a lot of knocks. "Be with
them I will." The breeder .scores one
big success, and the ninety-nine failures

are speedily forgotten.

Having bred a particular promising

Euppy,
let me advise the tyro to be in no

urry to exhibit him. How very many
grand animals have l)een lost by too early
exhibition ? For myself, to show a dog
once as a puppy is sufficient, and then
only when he is well matured and nearly
twelve months old. The result has been
in my case that I have never lost any
dog by any illness that could be in the
least degree attributable to any dog show,
and .so much for microbes, etc. A few
puppy prizes are no compen.sation for the
loss of a goo<l terrier, and besides the
risk of loss there is the danger that your
puppy may not attain his full develop-
ment whilst spending his youthful day«
on the show bench. Many a great future

has been ended with the puppy cla.s.ses,

from the fact that no growth or improve-
ment has been made .since the con.stant

showing was commenced.
Don't show your dog in a pampered,

fat condition. I must say it displeases

me to see fox terriers clothed like pet toy
dogs ; no need for it, either. A delicate

brute is of no .service as a fox terrier, and
no use to his species in any way since

they caiiuot eat him. Show your dog in

firm, hard condition ; although his ribs

should not be visible, they should easily

\yc felt. Get him used to the chain by
having him so exercised for a few weeks
prior to his first appearance. In the

ring keep him moving about as much as

you can, as he is more likely to stand to

advantage when his turn comes for the

judge to run his eye over him. Always
accept the decision whether for or against

you quietly. If you think an error of
judgment has been made you have the

option of not showing ajjain under that

judge, an(l the decision, if incorrect, yon
will get reversed on appeal to a higher

or another court. It is vexing to be
beaten by an inferior animal that you
readily, and perhaps correctly, surmise
will never again get into the prize list.

But to err is human, and every judge
must make a mistaken award at times,

however careful he may be. Breeders

and exhibitors also make occasional mis-

takes when estimating their own terrier's

particular merits. One's "own crow is

generally the blackest," so do not too

readily think the judge must be in error

if your expectations have not l^eeii

realized. If you have doubts, try again
;

dogs do not always show equally well,
and a few ounces even in condition does
alter a dog's appearauce.

Be careful to keep up the pluck, stam-
ina and con.stitution of your kennels.
When this fails all will have gone wrong,
but as long as you have this and plenty
of good hard bone and coat the other
weaknes.ses will not intrude.
To get a team together for exhibition

I believe the ea.siest way is to purchase.
A breeder is rarely able to bench a very
strong team at one time. Although soini-

breeders have done .so, the ca.ses are very
rare.

To many beginners it will stern as if

the fox terrier was a very small ni.ittcr

to thoroughly master every point and
peculiarity. The longer he is at the task
the less he will think it so. He will liuil

always something to learn, some frisli

point of interest to study, and the lessons
so learnt will be of service to him in
whatever other branch of breeding or
stock producing he may subse(iuently
a<lopt.

M.VDKMoisKu.i: I ixinn:.

CREATIONS OF BEAUTY.

Do^s 8hoiil«I Not Bo Itrcd and Ron red
for .Show I'urposos Only.

Fioin the Breeder and .Sportsiii.Tti.

The London correspondent of Tin-:

Fanciers' Journal, in speaking of the

greyhound, refers to the general impres-

sion which we are sorry and suro; is( d to

note is still held by many o( the k..inel

fancy, that there is and should be a in-

ference between the qualities of a dog ft)r

show purposes other and distinct from

that of field or working quality. We
quite agree with him. This useless idea

of rearing and preparing dogs for show
purposes alone has certainly already gone

too far. It is l>eneath the province and real

purpose of any great number or body of

men to have for their object the produc-

tion of dogs for show purposes only.

Such an object is not only degrading to

the men, but also to the dogs, and bids

fair to become their ruination.

The true and legitimate object of the
kennel is to develop his intelligence and
the most useful qualities that may be
found in the canine world. In saynig
this we do not forget or ignore the old

saying, which in this enlightened age
has become axiomatic that "a thing of
beauty is a joy forever." Iiuleed, we are

heartily in accord with the idea that a

beautiful annual, combining with this

feature the more beautiful (|ualilies of

the peculiar intelligences for which the

canine race is noted, presents the oiiu

ultimatum for which the fancy should
strive, but this in no sense implies llu-i

so important a feature as the interest of

the bench show is should be given over
to attaining mere beauty of coat and out-

line. Every quality has lines of beauty
peculiarly its own. There is a beauty of
speed and alertness which finds its ex-

pression in the greyhound ; the fine lines,

the graceful curves, the muscles of steel,

the large open eye and deep chest i)ro-

claim his character, quality and beauty.

The latter, however, is a resultant of the
former qualities, and depends entirely on
them for its existence, and its value is as

the tail to the head.
The setter is a beautiful animal, but it

is a beauty of another kind. The well-

marked nostrils, the depth of niuz/.lc,

the low hung, gracefully depending
silken ear, the eye held in* reserve ami
"backing" the fine sense of scent, to-

gether with the cautious movements of

the animal in approaching the game, all

are l>eautiful, but the beauty is a result-

ant of the peculiar expression of the
special intelligence of the animal. The
power of the kingly mastiff; the aggres-

sion and force of the Great Dane ; the

power softened by kindness of the St.

Bernard, all express special forms of

intelligence each reflecting a peculiar

type of beauty, but in order to obtain

tills beauty in its truest and highest sense

we must have the ruling quality of the

special intelligence belonging to the

separate breeds. It is the beauty of in-

telligence—mind, character, soul, desig-

nate It by what term you will, which by
the strength of its expression formulates
and expresses its own form of beauty.

So with all of nature's expressions be
they animal or vegetable.

How u Dortiir'.s Kortiini' Wa>. Mail«> I»y

(urinix LMniartlno's (>ri«yli<)un<l.
I'lDIll Itii- Volltlr> Coiii|>:itii<ill.

In the l.isl days of his life, L.nii.ir-

tine, the I'rcnch poet and statesman, lived

in the Hois de Boulogne near Paris, in a

little house given him by the nation.

Though much tt)riiunled by ciLclitors,

he livc<l in conij)ar;aive comfort, siir-

roundc<l by five or si.\ git yhouiids, to

which he was greatly altarhid, aiid culti-

vating roses, cabbages and a little litera-

ture. His favorite j;icyliuuiul was a p.ir-

ticularly sleiidi-r and graceful one ii.iiiied

Mademoiselle I'inelte. The ciii of her

was the lir^^t duty of his strvanls wlio

were iKMiiiiltcd to sjj'jak of ami to livi

only in the foiiiial third pci>oii.

One day during a fiatful laiii storm
Maileinoiselle iMiultf was taken wry ill.

]<aniarliue calkil a maid, who happi.ned

to be a "green" young girl. lu^U ir. ui

BuiguiKly.

"Run ami fetch a VLlt-rinary .siir;.4eo;5 in-

stantly," hecomniaiidid
; 'Otl i<icnici.''tlle

Finette is very ill."

The girl ^tarleil ulf ami L.r; :: :uj lir-

ing for the neu\'sl th.ctov. S le \«a> re-

ferred to Pr. Ixe, a >0'T;^ •,tli\>:«.i n
vh > h id li'ely 's. 'I'l i. i

'h n •.:;ii o 'ocii ' i

pati.U..^. .•' d fo'ir .,: I.

I i ^c f m
]i . I Had li^hl

(j'li.'kly pisM-t. ..-_< ^ L !• r»-. c
iC.l atie 1.! line.

Wlio V, f\'.y- ':>^ snrh a fl,i • n

••<l llv.

ui r:i.d-

U; '.C 0-'

I. G.'

U g M-

'It y ;. I.

r\ ij.
' •

.;r.

It

said Dr. Ix
bell.

"Oh, It's Moti>ic- t'.v-

she saiil, ".tiid yi t. iiiu^t

Madtinoiselle i'ii.v- > .•

Lamartim ? T". c \..;.'!^ d ••to- "js r»

a flurry. In spite ni ih • ...'ai.ici. a- ""uC

on his l)est (nukcoa:. a.- m •.* itjj.iei.. •

cut necktie and hi- .1...1 i o i. v ]j m ••*

gloves, ami lia>lened to Ltm.uii.n, .^ co:

tage. What an «>j)j.oiii.iiii\ I rhy<«ieiar.

to the family of L.nuarliiie ; lor— iu- said

to himseir --.Maik-moi-i IL' i-imtte is evi-

dently one of the great m.in's inriiedi.ite

family ; a niece periiajs. Rii?.liiiig up in

a cab, the doctor found L-iinailnu's i;.ile

opened, and the jioel hiniMlf .-^landing

near it under a bi;; iitn'nell 1.

"1 have been wailing for you, sir," said

the poet, "with cnul iini)alii nee. You
have come none too soon. .Mrt'leinoiselle

I'iiiette is very, very ill."

"How old is she .^" a^ked the doi tor,

lidgeliiig liiiiidly.

"Three years."

'Only tiiree ye.irs ! I >o yon think it is

the croin>, .Monsieur «le L.irinailine .""'

"The rron|i !•* ()li, I tiiiiik not; but
here we ;ire."

Laniartine tiptoed into a darkened
chamber, tl:e young tloctor following
him, im])ress.d iiml solemn, towanls a
curtained Iie<l.

"Here is our little sulfcrer," said the
great man, wilii a ileeji, poetic sigh.

•"Vol! shall see if I had not ample cause
to call y«ni 111 haste."

He lifteil the silk curl.iin, and there,

curled up ami sliiveiin;^ on a satin cover-

let, lay the givyliouiid.

"Wiiat !" exclaimed the doctor, it's a
dog! Is Mademoiselle I'iiielte a .ui«-y-

hound, sir .•"'

"Certainly," sai<l I.amarline, "but
what'sthe matter with \ou, sir.'"

"I—I'm not a veterinary surgeon!"
said Dr. Ixe.

"What are you, then ?"

"I am a physician, Monsieur de Lani-
artine."

The poet was in fresh ala: 111, though
he could not quite lielj) laughing at the
blunder. However, Dr. Ixe voiiinteered

to do what he c«>nM for .M.id«.nioi>ellc

iMiiette, and his services were accepte<l.

He treated the dog faithfully and she re-

covered.
I'roni that liiiu- t!ie younj.; doctor had a

powerful friend. He met peojde of ilis-

tinction at the poet's ln)use ; and when-
ever any one wis ill Laniartine ex-

claimed :

"Wity don't thev-lry Poetor Ixi ? Me
cnrtd iMiiette."

—"'A'liy do you itfii-f to associate

with me?" " Hecause yon are a puppy,
and I do Hot desire to have niy gotxi

manners cnr-rupted."— Boston Ga/.ette.
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POULTRY an° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

We publish iu this issue an article

written by James Rankin for the Rural

New Yorker. Mr. Rankin makes a

strong plea for the roaster as more profit-

able than the broiler. The whole article

will l)car careful perusal, and while some

of Mr. Rankin's statements are at times

tinged with a little enthusiasm and the

figures he gives are somewhat above the

average, there is much practical sense

distributed throughout the article.

use pills of this drug frequently for their

fowls while the latter are on the circuit.

« «

•#

Birds, especially growing chickens,

need much more watching in the fall

than in winter. The mere cold of winter

can be guarded against, and is apt to Ije,

but the delusive warm spells of autumn

are often followed by chilly blasts of

cold. All fanciers who have exhibited

birds in the fall know the dangers, so

let all amateurs be on their guard.

black and buff as worthy of the name
Wyandotte. Next we will have the blue,

mottled and even now are promised the

barred (?). After awhile the dunghill

fowls of America will become rare new
breeds.

« «

• «

We publish a letter from Mr. John I).

Mercer which reflects seriously on certain

eastern breeders, who after having re-

ceived the good money of Pacific coast

fanciers failed to send an equivalent.

Mr. Mercer mentions a few breeders

whom he exonerates,but under the clause

"and many others" the lightning is likely

to strike most anywhere. We gladly

publish the letter, but would advise Mr.

Mercer to name the guilty parties, and it

is certainly remarkable that Editor Ja-

cobs should have been shocked to hear

at a meeting of prominent poultryuieu

"that anything was good enough for Cali-

fornia or Manitoba," without his having

ventilated the fact iu the columns of his

paper.

# •

It is evident from Mr. Mercer's letter

that the guilty parties are known to him,

and the editor of the Poultry Keeper is

probably cognizant of the parties who

spoke as he reported. Let us have less

random statements and mere insinua-

tions, and more square, fearless truth in

all such matters. It will hurt no honest

fancier«
*

« *

Editor Cloud, of the Poultry News, in-

timates that Uncle Mike Boyer, of Ham-

monton, N. J., goes out driving with a

lady typewriter liehind a pony, and is

afraid they might "slope." We can re-

assure the editor of the News that the

typewriter is either the original Uncle

Mike himself or his wife. The only

thing that Editor Boyer rides is a goat.

«
* •

Young birds that are exhibited at the

fall poultry shows are necessarily con-

fined in coops and cages. This will in-

duce considerable growth of fat, and care

should lie taken not to feed such birds

too heavily with corn and raw meat, as is

the usual custom. Such a diet promotes

too rapid growth of comb and wattles,

which may result in spoiling the chances

of the cockerels at later shows.
*

• «

It is astonishing how the combs of

Leghorn Cockerels develop in the show

pen, and frequently the growth is so enor-

mous that the comlis fall over completely

and ruin the chances of the bird entirely.*
Wheat and oats are good grains to

feed to such chickens, and a little fresh

cracked bones will help matters wonder-

fully. A piece of cabbage, turnip or

carrot furnishes additional and necessary

green food. The point is to keep the

birds in good, not too high, condition at

this season of the year. High feeding is

apt to make the birds feverish if confined,

and during the changeable weather in

the fall of the year such birds are more

apt to catch cold.

»

A little whisky is a good thing to carry

around while showing birds. It acts as

a stimulant to a drooping fowl and may

prevent further trouble. Quinine is also

excellent, and several noted exhibitors

Our friend Branday, of the Practical

Poultryman, gives us the usual serious

advice for which he is famous when he

states

:

"And now they tell us that Etlitor

Drevenstedt has resigned the editorship

of the New Jersey Agriculturist and goes

to Thk Fanciers' Journal. Don't
our friend change pretty often ? Re-

member, Drev., the old adage, 'a rolling

stone gathers no moss.' Now don't

shoot back by saying neither 'does a

sitting hen grow fat.'
"

*
« *

This would be very proper if entirely

true. But it is not. The fact is.we have been

connected v/ith Thk Fanciers' Journal

since June, 1890. and the increasing work

on the latter, owing to its growing im-

portance, demands our entire time. Had

Editor Branday read the June Agricul-

turist he would have saved himself un-

necessary trouble. We appreciate his

almost fatherly care in our welfare, and

perhaps some day he can call us a "moss

back."
*

• »

The incubator business is increasing

wonderfully, and although it is rather

early in the season to sell machines, we

are advised by several manufacturers that

trade is very promising. The Pineland

Incubator Company shipped several ma-

chines to Eugland last week, and it looks

as if American incubators will be in de-

mand all over the globe.

Themostatic, Pineland, Prairie City

and Monitor incubators have been sent

within the past six months to Europe,

Australia and South America. The fact

is, America leads all other countries in the

production of incubators and brooders.

*
» •

Thk Fanciers' Journal has been the

medium through which a great many in-

cubators have been sold, and the coming

season should induce manufacturers to

advertise earlier than usual. This applies

to all other advertisers. It's the early and

persistent use of printer's ink that pays

best.
«

« *

The editor of game cocker's paper

cooly states that the Indian games are

in the tureen. They are no good, he

claims. It would be well to inquire

whether the learned gentleman ever had

any experience with the breed. Pre-

sumably not, or he would not rush to

such false conclusions.
«

The fact is, no safe estimate can be

made of the value of any breed until it is

thoroughly tried. This does not mean a

single year's trial, but careful selection

and breeding extending over a number

of years.
*

Send for our little pamphlet entitled

"Facts for Advertisers." It will instruct

how, when and where to advertise. A
postal card secures it.

» *

Thousands of copies of The Fanciers'

Journal go to great fall shows in the

next six weeks. New readers make new

buyers. A word to the wise suffices.

Advertise.

* »

The Buff^ Leghorn Club is the latest

specialty organization, and we will soon

have Sherwood, Argonaut, buff Wyan-

dotte and Namoka clubs. There is such

a thing as overdoing the specialty club

business, and we believe the Plymouth

Rock Club has done well not to confine

itself to the word "barred," but has

wisely chosen instead the word "Ameri-

can." This will enable the club to em-

brace all the new sub-varieties of the

Plymouth Rock. The latter promise to

equal the prolific Wyandotte family. The

latter now claim silver, golden, white.

Men rush into the fray whenever a

boom is on, and the "rushers" too often

sneak out when they find a boom to be

nothing but a boomerang—to them. The

Indian game has merit, but like all other

breeds, there are different types and

strains. One strain may prove exceed-

ingly good as regards egg production,

while another proves a failure in this

respect.

» •

After the Indian game has ceased to be

a mere show bird then will the latent

qualities be better understood. The game-

cock pit-fighting editor may have viewed

the Indians from a cocker's standpoint,

and probably found them wanting in the

pit. If they fail to fight there is no rea-

son to condemn the beauty and utility

of the fowl.

* «

Messrs. Sharp & Co., T. Wilton Hill,

F. W. Gaylor and others have abundant

faith in the Indian game, and they will

certainly reap the rewards that always

come to those who stick. It is the Wyan-

dotte history over again. The Wyandotte

fowl has been killed in the poultry papers

dozens of times, but always bobs up

serenely and gains popularity.

•
• •

Such shrewd practical poultrymen as

Mr. A. F. Hunter and T. Wilton Hill

would not pin their faith on the Wyan-

dotte fowl if the breed was lacking in

market qualities.

» •

It is even rumored that Miss Williams,

who was a devoted champion of the

Brahmas, has forsaken the latter and

taken up the Wyandottes.

•%
We do not imply by the above that the

Wyandotte is the best fowl. Far from it.

We simply illustrated a portion of the

history that every new breed must pass

through. •
The Brahma was and is a magnificent

fowl, and where carefully bred will prove

very profitable. The same is true of the

Langshans, Plymouth Rocks and hosts of

other breeds, and we again assert that a

breeder succeeds best with the breed he

likes best.

A BREEZE FROM THE PAOIFIO.

A Number of Eastern Breeders
Rapped Rather Hard.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

A gentle breeze is now blowing from

the Pacific coast toward several eastern

breeders, some of whom I am sorry to

say are members of the A. P. A. This

breeze is apt to increase in velocity, and
certain breeders get a more severe shak-

ing rip than Brother Harker, of San Jose,

did during the J. C. Long earthquake.

Once upon a time Editor Jacobs was

shocked to hear (at a meeting of promi-

nent poultrymen) that anything was

good enough for California or Manitoba,

and a number of eastern breeders seemed

to act upon that suggestion and very

naturally came to the conclusion that if

anything was good enough for Califor-

nia, nothing would do for Washington

and Oregon, and consequently when
several Washington fanciers sent money
east for stock they not only failed to get

stock but their money was kept as pocket
pieces.

Poultry in California fired the first

shot, and it hit poor Judge H., who is

the least guilty of those complained of,

and who we know has sent many good
birds out West. Now then, Mr. Editor, I

suppose you will say the fanciers out

here are mistaken, etc., etc., but I assure

you such is not the case. At this writing

I have three receipts about two year* old

and yet the stock ordered was ucTcr sent

nor the money returned, and in the last

few weeks two new cases have turned

up. In acting in this way are fanciers

doing justice to themselves? Would
they not be happier and richer if they

were to follow the golden rule ? I do not

think the fanciers out here are apt to find

fault, and in many yards that I have
visited on all parts of this coast I have
invariably heard some eastern fanciers

spoken of very highly, and among those

who are spoken well of by all are Philan-

der Williams, H. S. Babcock, Knapp
Bros., George E. Peer, Newton Adams,
Richard Twells and many others, and
are those gentlemen any poorer for hav-

ing gained a good reputation on this

coast? P. H. Jacobs is probably the

most popular eastern editor on the

Pacific coast, notwithstanding his score

card shows some heavy cuts in the East,

and he deserves the good will of the coast

breeders, as he is always ready to go out

of his way to do them a favor.

I am not writing this letter for the

purpose of stirring up hard feelings, but

rather to put the East and the West on a

better unaerstanding, and to convince the

eastern breeders that the Pacific coast

appreciates honest and courteous treat-

ment, and that the latter will look at the

matter in this light and not give the

breeders of this coast further cause for

complaint. Yours truly,

John D. Mercer.

Seattle, Wash., August 10.

HORNBLLSVILLB FAIR.

A Very Large Exhibit of Poultry

Oreets the Visitors.

Special Dispatch to The Journal.

Hornellsville, N. Y., Aug. 25.—The

Hornesllville, N. Y., fair opened here to-

day. The poultry exhibit is very large,

something like 2000 entries. This is un-

usual for an early show, and Hornells-

ville leads the way. Further particulars

will be given next week. Nomad.

—Tight hen houses with high roosts

are regular roup and other disease traps.

The upper strata of air in such houses

becomes vitiated by the presence of flocks

too large for the house and by the

ascending odors from the droppings.

Roosts for any breed should never be

more than two feet high from the floor

of the hen house. Feed the hens spar-

ingly with corn in July and August if

they have a good forage range. But

give the growing chicks a daily feed of

good, sound grain of some kind.—Balti-

more Sun.

—Once or twice is plenty often enough
to feed your fowls each day.

—Whole corn is best to feed at night,

just before the fowls go to roost.

—Clean out your hen house once a

week sure—every two or three days is

better.

—When culling, retain such only as

are reasonably sure to grow into good
specimens. There is a feeling that if a

fowl IS full-blooded that is all-sufficient

for breeding, and the purchaser "gets it

in the neck" when he buys it, and his

confidence in the integrity of poultrymen

takes a tumble.—Pierce's PoultryGazette.

(?ENERflL Purpose Powls.

To answer this question remarks I. K.
Felch in Our Country Home, in brief for

myself who has been identified with a

breed for forty years, which should at

least stamp my answer as personal con-

viction, I say light Brahmas. But this is

a question that involves more than the

mere asking and answering. It is a

question rather of what breed have you
made by care and study of the conditions

under which it does its very best, the

most practical. It is a fact that our
thoroughbreds when under favorable

conditions do much better than the

mongrel mixed native fowls seen on the
average farm.

There is a question collateral to this

which enters largely into securing the
greater profit with all the breeds. A
rather longish bodied fowl will lay the

most eggs while a plump, blocky speci-

men will present the most desirable car-

cass when plucked ; but a larger pro-

ducer of eggs, and this in winter when
eggs sell high, has a larger influence in

making our poultry stock practical and
profitable than any other consideration.

With this explanation I do not hesitate

to say light Brahmas and black Lang-
shans are the best of all the larger breeds
as winter layers for these reasons. That
the Brahma will make broiler to weigh
five pounds to the pair in eight weeks

;

that they have been grown under my
eye this season to ten and three-fourth
pounds to the pair, live weight, at the
age of 1 14 days ; that they at eight
months for males and six months for fe-

males will give you more pounds of poul-
try for the food consumed than any
breed I know, while their claims as thor-
oughbreds and exhibitor's stocks stand
without dispute, having enjoyed an high-
er average price as breeding stock for the
past forty years than any other breed,
and more specimens have been sold at
|lioo each from this breed than from any
other that can be named.
Now the black Langshan is an equally

good layer, some will claim better as a
winter producer, but their white skin is

against them for an eastern market for

poultry ; but when the males are cajwn-
ized they sell from February to June for

the very highest price in Philadelphia,
Washington and Chicago, eclipsing all

other breeds. This is because of the ne-
cessity for excessive fatness is supplied

;

the fat has the appearance of suet as
seen in first-class beef and is free from
the greasy appearance of an excessively
fat yellow-skinned fowl.

It will be seen we must make use of all

the breeds for that for which they are
l)est adapted. Again we must know how
to keep any breed in its best form to do
its work. The Brahma wants more
vegetable food than any other breed ; ex-
cessive feeding of corn will convert them
to a state of fatness that will diminish
their egg product to so large an extent
as to cause those feeding injudiciously to

declare them a failure.

Plymouth Rock and laced Wyandotte
would be our second choice. For the
farmer or those careless about feeding
they certainly are, to say the least, strict-

ly first-class as egg pro<lucers, but their

eggs are smaller and not as even color as

the two breeds before named, but as

broilers at twelve weeks old they are as

well thought of as any other breed.

They are surely the farmer's stocks in

the general acceptance of the word, and
we find many flocks that present an egg
record truly wonderful.
The single comb white Leghorn is the

best summer layer. When all other
breeds are hatching and rearing broods
they keep up the egg product, but the
chickens are not desirable as poultry.

But, when these facts are considered,
that the Brahma and the Langshan will

lay seven-twelflh of all they lay in the
year in the five coldest months, Novem-
ber to March inclusive, that the Plym-
outh Rocks and Wyandotte are prime
fall and spring producers, and that the

Leghorn lays the largest number of eggs
in a year than any other breed that lives,

but is a summer layer, one sees they be-

come the ones to associate in the poultry
yards, for it is the being able to market

a certain number of dozens daily that
secures the best and fancy prices. But
to answer the question put to me, i. e.,

"which in your opinion are the best
breeds for general purposes," I say for
myself, light Brahmas, Plymouth Rocks,
black Langshans, laced Wyandottes and
white Leghorns, and in their order
named, to secure the greatest profit for
practical u.se. I think also that the
sales for exhibition and other thorough-
bred uses they would stand in the same
order. Booms are not evidences of per-
sonal merit ; new concerns, by the aid of
printer's ink, will always have excited
runs, but in all past history we find it

takes ten years for the breeds of merit
even to establish themselves in the confi-
dence of breeders, and to gain the appre-
ciation of the general public.

Montgomery, Ala., Poultry Show.
The great Southern Exposition Com-

pany holds its third annual exhibition

next November at Montgomery, Ala.

The poultry department is handsomely
provided for. Birds must be in position

November 3, and the exhibition closes

November 11.

There is no entry fee, there is no coop
fee, and yet there is a liberal list of pre-

miums offered. Spratts Patent Crystal

Palace j^eus will be used and their sys-

tem of feeding carried out. All the pre-

miums at the previous exhibitions have
been paid in full and on the last day of
the show.
There are 344 classes in poultry, pig-

eon and pet stock. The premiums in the
poultry departments are for pens, first

prize I3, $2 to second. Best male I1.50
first prize, with $1 for second ; female

I1.50 first prize, $1 to second. Bantams
are treated just the same.

Turkeys, six classes, best pair I3, sec-

ond best 112. Geese, eight classes, first

prize I3, second $2.

Ducks, twelve classes, with $i to first

and $2 to second. Pheasants, |)ea fowl,

quail and guinea fowls are lil)erally pro-
vided for. Best display by one exhibitor
medal and ^50, second best display |l2o.

Pigeons seventy-five cents to first, fifty

cents to second, with I15 first display and
fio for second best display. Pet stock

1 1 to first, 50 cents to second.
Premium lists can be obtained either of

the secretary, H. C. Davidson, Montgom-
ery, Ala., or the superintendent, T. Far-
rer Rackham, East Orange, N. J.

Pleasant Employment at Good Pay
The publishersofSKKD-TiME and Har-

vest, an oM established monthly, deter-

mined to greatly increase their subscrip-

tion lists, will employ a number of active

agents for the ensuing six months at ^50
pjiR MONTH or more if their services

warrant it. To insure active work an
additional cash prize of Jioo will be
awarded the agent who obtains the larg-

est number of subscribers. "The early

bird gets the worm." Send four silver

dimes, or twenty 2-cent stamps with your
application, stating your age and terri-

tory desired, naming some prominent
business man as reference as to your
capabilties, and we will give you a trial.

The 40 cents pays your own subscription

and you will receive full particul.irs.

Address

SEED-TIME AND HARVEST.
La Plume, Pa.

—Feed your fowls soon after daylight,

or as soon as they leave their roosts.

—One fowl with scurvy legs is apt to

impart the disease to others on the sauie

roost.

—Chickens are like all other "crops,"

the y w ill not thrive when overcrowded.

It is folly to sow too many eggs to the

acre, as the crop will be "spindling,"

and perhaps die for want of breathing

room.

—The breeding of geese is a very sim-

ple process, where the farmer or poulterer

has the proper surroundings and facili-

ties on his place to grow them. But

water is a prime necessity for their ac-

commodation ; and without this—in the

shape of marsh, run, pond, swamp or

seashore estuary—geese cannot be reared

to advantage, of course, in any quantity.

—American Poultry Yard.

BREEDING FOR SPECIAL RESULTS.

From the Bazaar.

The heading to these remarks is not in-

tended to refer to the production of prize

poultry, or of birds of pure breeds with
any particular color, marking or fancy

points, either for the purposes of orna-

ment or for those of reprotluction ; our
object is to discuss the question of breed-

ing for economical results and in partic-

ular for eggs, it having been suggested
to us that this subject is one which may
assist breeders who are anxious to obtain

eggs at all seasons of the year. We need
scarcely remark that it is not diffi-

cult to obtain eggs during the summer
season, or between the months of March
and July, for no matter how inferior the
birds may be from the point of view of
the connoisseur, how ill-bred or how
much they are crossed, they are certain

to lay if they are healthy and have been
bred from healthy and vigorous pullets.

The production of eggs is as natural to

hens of all kinds as it is to the wild birds

which make their nests in our hedges and
trees ; but domestication, selection and
management have a great deal to do with

the encouragement of these faculties of
reproduction—in other words, the faculty

of egg production—at other than the

months we have named.

It is possible that if pullets were al-

lowed to become wild, and to breed as

nature dictated, they would be found in

the same category as other wild birds
;

laying much later in the year than well-
bred poultry, laying a diminished number
of eggs, probably eggs of a smaller size,

and certainly not laying very late iu the
year. Breeders, however, are able, by
the selection of the best-laying varieties
and by hatching their birds as early in
the year as possible, to obtain eggs from
selected pullets, not only by tne early
part of the autumn season, but in many
cases by the end of summer. We have
frequently known birds to lay in the
month of July, although they have been
hatched within the year ; and there is no
reason why the propensity to lay thus
early should not be common so long as
it is encouraged in the recognized man-
ner.

All breeds are not ecjually precocious.
Hamburgs, delicate as they are as
chickens, are invariably early layers if

they are early hatched. The same rule

applies to the Leghorn, the Minorca, the
Andalusian ; indeed, generally to the
Me<literranean breeds. It applies equally
to the Oriental breeds, and especially to

the Langshans, although the Brahma and
Cochin varieties do not lay so numerously
as those we mentioned earlier. Cro.sses

made upon the lines which we have urged
in previous remarks are also tolerably

certain to prove early autumn layers

when they are early hatched. The prac-

tical man is aware, however, that it is

one thing to hatch chickens in the month
ofJanuary and another thing to rear them
to maturity. In the ordinary way the
percentage of birds reared is much small-

er than those hatched, however they may
have been bred, and we do not see how it

is pos.sible under any ordinary conditions

to rear large numf)ers of birds in the
month of January in ordinary seasons.

If, however, we were asked to advise

wliat class of fowl to breed for late sum-
mer or early autumn laying, we should
assuredly recommend the first cross be-

tween the recognized laying varieties,

especially those which have been accus-

tomed to early hatching and to "rough-
ing it" in the winter months.
We have lieen asked to recommend on

what principle birds should be bred for

laying at different seasons. We can only-

reply, as we have frequently done in

other terms, that suitable pullets hatched
in the month of January, or indee<l,

early in February, will, as a rule, lay as

early as August or September, and con-

tinue to lay with but few intermissions

throughout the winter, unless it is unusu-
ally severe. On the other hand, birds

which are late hatched—and by late

hatched we mean those that are not out
of the shell until the end of April or May
—cannot be depended upon to lay before

Christinas, unless in a few special in-
stances where they .ire <»f a very hardy,
precious strain, so tha t a very large pro-
IX)rti(<:i of the eggs are lo.st just at a
season when they are of the greatest
value. Birds hatchc i between May and
June froqucntly do :iot lay at all until
early in the following spring, and it is

therefore questionable wli.;ther the co.st

of their first year's keep is not debited
against them for a sufficient time to make
them unprofitable servants during the
first two seasons. The bit?eder for egg-
profluction naturally desires to obtain
eggs when they are of the greatest value
—between the months of Octol)er and
March—and there is no plan with which
we are acquainted that will hel|- him to
attain bis object so well as that of Janu-
ary or early February hatching. We have
known birds produced in thi.s way to
continue to lay from the month of Au-
gust, with but few intermissions, right
uj) to the moult in the followini, July.
They moult early ; sometimes, in leed,
they moult twice, un<lergoing a short
moult in their first year, and they com-
mence laying again after the second
moult with undiminished ardor, and con-
tinue to lay, although with more inter-
missions than before, until the end of the
second .spring. There is, therefore, very
little to teach in the way of egg-pro<luc-
tion. Few persons woubl desire more
than to pro<luce birds capable of laying
in this manner, for they fulfill all neces-
.sary purposes.

Pullets hatched for the purpose of
summer laying would be of comparatively
little value, the cost of their winter keep
would be too considerable ; in a word,
it would be greater than the value of the
birds themselves, for in the country at
least, in summer, it is always possible to
buy strong young farmyard hens at from
one shilling nine pence to two shillings
six pence apiece ; indeed, when they are
sold by auction they seldom fetch even the
minimum price we have named, and we
have seen hundreds sold in this way upon
the farm at one shilling six penc e a head.
It ought not to be necessaiy to remark
that birds hatched after the mi(l<lle of
May are of comparatively ^mall value
for laying purposes, for the reason we
have already given, and the longer the
delay in hatching the lers the value of
the birds hatchedand reared.

It is by no means an uncommon sight
to see very large nmnbers of small chick-
ens upon the stubbles in coin-grow iig
districts. These birds would undoubtedly
lay in the course of time, but they are
not intended for this purj ose. As a rule
the feeder is aware that with good luck
he can get them off his hands at from
sixteen to eighteen weeks, when they
are worth as much for the table as they
would be worth the following summer
as layers, and probably more.
We have always advocated the system

of early hatching—hatching in the begin-
ning of the year, so that tlie birds grow
gradually as the spring approaches. In
this way they thrive and become much
stronger than if they are hatched l)efore

the winter season commences, and it is

a natual consequence that birds which .

are necessarily hand-fed throughout the
whole of a long winter cost a great deal
more than those which are hand- fed

during only half the winter, comin ; to

maturity when spring insect and vege-
table life is growing to assist them to

develop.

—The too-fat hen is the one that is

laying the soft-shelled eggs.

—Fowls, like pigs, are fond of milk.
Sour milk is consi<lered the best, and
brings on laying if given them daily
summer and winter. Many fanciers

have a surplus of milk, and the pigs get
all of it. Try dividing a portion, and
let the hens in on the quiet ; they will

soon show whether it benefits their gen-
eral health.

—August is the hen's vacation month
;

she has finished her laying, perhaps
hatched one or two broods of chicks,

and now spends the time in "changing
her dress" and recuperating from the
labors of the spring. If running at

large she will make herself comfortable
some way. If confined, everything that

can be done to make her comfortable
and contented during the hot weather
should be done. Feeding a variety twice

a day, plenty of green foo<l and pure
cool water will go far to render life en-

durable, and aid in building up her de-

pleted system.—Poultry Bulletin.
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THE SILVER-BEARDED POLISH.

Not a Popular Breed in This Coun-
try—Derivation of Its Name.

I'

BY H. S. BABCOCK.

All Polish, or polled fowls, as they

ouKht to have l)een called, for their name

is derivcil from the head, and has no c^i-

ncction with that little conntry, now dis-

membered and divided by the Great Pow-

ers, are interesting and l^auliful. This

special variety is selected as good as any

to serve as a text for a discourse upon

the breed. The Polish fowl is an excel-

lent illustration of the fact that even a

combination of great l)eanty and no in-

considerable amount of utility is not suf-

ficent to secure and maintain great popu-

larity. It is generally conceded that ni

this country the Polish is not a popular

breed, and it is true that in England,

while perhaps more popular than here,

it cannot count up nearly so many ad-

mirers as many other breeds. And yet

the great l)cauty of the fowl is univer-

.sally admitted. To a graceful shape it

adds an exciuisite crest and a full beard,

and to these is added a beautifully varie-

gated plumage of contrasting colors.

Wherever the fowl is exhibited it is ad-

mired. The Polish when bred with a

moderately-si/ed crest is an excellent

layer of white eggs of medium size. Few

breeds can surpass it in the numl>er of

eggs produced. But, as in the Cochin,

excessive development of feather leads

to decreased production of eggs, and hens

with the enormous crests that fill the fan-

cier's eye are less likely to fill his egg

basket. It is also a non-sitting breed,

and little time is wasted in clucking.

But it is not popular.

Probably the main cause of its lack of

popularity is due to the delicacy of the

chickens. The eggs are usually fertile

and hatch well, but the chickens after

they reach one or two pounds weight

have a very discouraging habit of droop-

ing their wings, losing their activity and

finally letting go of the thread of life.

There is scarcely anything that will make
a breeder like some other fowl more
quickly than this unfortunate habit of

the Polish.

And, then, the mature fowls seem to be

uncommonly liable to roup—whatever
that term may mean. Their large crests

catch and hold water, a cold in the head

results, inflammation of the mucous
membrane causes the nasal passages to

close up, swelled heads appearand finally

sickness, death, disaster and disgust end

the chapter. A farmer friend, who at

. one time kept Polish fowls and liked

them very much for their great laying

powers, found much fault with their

crests, because the fowls would go into

the fields and were unable to find their

wav back. This could have l>een ob-

viated by clipping the crests, which would

have impaired their beauty, or by putting

an elastic al)out them which would have

enabled them to see. But he whs un-

willing to <lo either, and preferred to sub-

stitute a different breed. This is not the

first instance where beauty has caused a

downfall.
Another cause of the lack of popu-

larity is the want of size. Large fowls

are popular in this country, and size is

really an imi)ortant element to a practi-

cal poultry raiser. There is always a lot

of cockerels to W sold for market pur-

poses, an<l those which will dress four

or five pounds will bring better prices

than those which dress a smaller weight.

The writer had a lot of culls to sell one
fall and he found that the dealers would
pay but nine cents a pound alive for

chickens under three pounds weight,

while for those above that weight eleven

cents a pound was paid. The buyer

stated that there was really more differ-

ence than this, for the labor of dressing

a small chicken was the same as that of

dressing a larger one, and the small ones

would bring but sixteen cents a pound at

wholesale and were not desired at that

price, while there was a ready market for

t'le larger ones at eighteen cents a pound.

Outside of any fancy for size, practical

considerations make a good-sized chicken
more valuable than a small one.

There is still another consideration

which seems to account for the lack of

popularity of this fowl—the color of

shanks and skin. We may call it all

nonsense, a mere whnn, but the Ameri-
can market does prefer yellow shanks
and yellow skin. J^uch chickens sell

THE ROASTER.

more readily and for a l)etter price per

pound. They may taste no better, but

so long as they sell better the lack of

these qualifications will always interfere

to a greater or less extent with the popu-

larity of a breed.
The bearded Polish illustrates the fact

that the fancier generally runs to ex-

tremes. When the first bearded fowls

appeared there were many to raise their

voice against them and to declare that the

beard was a positive disfigurement. But
this additional i)roperty added to the at-

tractiveness of the fowl in the eyes of the

fancier, and the bearded fowls won, so

that in England, outside of the white-

crested black, the unbearded fowls are

practically extinct, and in this country,

at the last revision of the standard, it

was seriously proposed to drop the un-

bearded varieties. They were saved, but

their existence as recognized varieties

hangs by a very slender thread, and un-

less they improve in number and qual-

ity it would not be surprising if at the

next revision they were dropped, except-

ing of course tile white-crested black,

which has no bearded representative.

The silver bearded Polish is also an
excellent illustration of the effects of a

flexible standard. It is permitted to

have two distinct styles of plumage-
feathers either laced or spangled. And
yet with this flexibility in its standard it

IS one of the most popular as well as one

of the most beautiful varieties of the

breed. The white-crested black is pro-

bablv the most popular variety, but the

silver bearded Polish stands next to it.

The dire effects, the confusion in breed-

ing and judging which the advocates of

a rigid standard have predicted as the

only outcome of a flexible .standard, have
never been realized in the silver bearded

Polish. But, on the other hand, this

flexibility has permitted the fowl to de-

velop great beauty and obtain much pop-

ularity for a Polish.

If one could by a judicious course of

breeding manage to introduce more con-

stitutional vigor into this variety, so that

the chickens would live and the fowls

keep free from disease, it would becoine

much more popular than it is, and its

great beauty and prolificacy would over-

come to a great degree the objections to

its size and the color of its shanks and
skin. It is a ticklish thing to suggest

the infusion of foreign blood, thus de-

stroving the thoroughbred character of

the "fowl, but sometimes it is better to do
this than to see a beautiful race become
extinct. The union of two not over-

hard v fowls of distinct breeds often pro-

duces great vitality in the offspring. If

anvthing of this kind were to be at-

tempted the silver spangled Hamburg
would seem to be the fowl to l)e selected,

for its figure is similar, its plumaj-e

similar, the color of its legs similar,

and it has a similar capacity for pro-

ducing an abundance of eggs. The first

cross would give a confusion of combs
and a decrease of crest, but the progeny

most nearly resembling the Polish in

characteristics, bretl back to typical

Polish fowls, would in the next genera-

tion bring much order out of this chaos,

and. in the generation following, would
be likelv to restore the Polish character-

istics almost wholly, with an improved

and revigorated constitution. Were I

making a .specialty of this beautiful

variety I should be tempted to make the

experiment, keeping only one pen of the

experimental birds and breeding the

other pens in their purity. If the experi-

ment succeeded the gain would a hun-

dredfold repay the expense, and if it

failed, the loss' would lie trifling.

long run to cull

a breeder of fancy
—It pays in the

closely, especially as

poultry.

—H. B. Mulligan, in Poultry Keeper,

say: "I believe sumac berries will cure

cholera. I lost half of my flock from
cholera, but as soon as I began feeding

them on sumac berries they ceased dy-

ing. Simply feed the berries. The fowls

will eat them readily. I hope others

will try it and report."

It Is Considered More Profitable

Than the Broiler.

James Rankin in Rural New Yorker.

P>ery one who has attempted to grow

beef, pork or poultry for market knows

that during the latter half of the work

flesh is put on much more easily and at

less cost than at first when the creatures

are young ; especially is this the case

with poultry. When chicks arrive at the

broiler age, when all risk from early mor-

tality is over, the thing is under better

control, the chicks naturally take less

exercise and are more quiet in their hab-

its, and their food should l>e of a more

carbonaceous nature. The flesh can l>e

put on at a much less cost to the grower

than in the earlier stage of growth.

Discrimination must be used in this as

in all other things and advantage must

be taken of the market. For instance,

during September, October and Novem-

ber larger quantities of heavy poultry are

rushed into the market from all parts of

the country and Canada—enough to

meet the demand and produce a large

surplus besides. This surplus,which can

be rated at hundreds of tons, is placed

in cold storage for future demand during

the winter and early spring months. As
there are very few small chicks in this

vast accumulation, the demand for broil-

ei« is naturally great and that for roast-

ers correspondingly small until about

the first of May, when the iced poultry is

about exhausted and the demand for

roasters begins. Growers anxious to take

advantage of the market before it falls,

force everything in that will weigh a

pound and a half ; consequently by the

first of June there are no roasters to be

had and the market is full of broilers,

and the price—which during the winter

and early spring months had been from

ten to fifteen cents per pound in favor

of broilers—is gradually changed until

by the first or middle of June the dis-

crepancy is in favor of roasters. During
the past June the price of roasters has

varied from forty to forty-four cents in

the Boston market ; while that of broilers

has Ijeen from thirty to thirty-five cents,

having sunk even as low as twenty-five

cents, and this discrepancy was greater

still before the close of July.
This is a state of things that the

poultry grower should take advantage of

and cater for. He should arrange to get

out his chicks during January, force

them for all they are worth, and so be

able to put them on the market during

May and June at the weight of from five

to seven pounds each. The Leghorn
tribe and all the small varieties are worse

than useless, as they never attain the re-

quired weight I have tried all the dif-

ferent varieties of the larger breeds and
find that the light Brahma will take on
more flesh in a given time than any other

bread, unless it is the dark Brahma ;
but

the color of their feathers is a little

against them. The greatest trouble the

grower will have to contend with at first

is to obtain an abundant supply of good,

fertile eggs in the dead of winter, and
what he must aim at eventually is to pro-

duce his own eggs, as he can do it not

only much cheaper than he can buy them,

but he can in a great measure control

their fertility, which is of greater im-

portance than all the rest.

This great question of the fertility of

the eggs in the dead of winter when
fowls are necessarily confined, is rather

an obscure one to most people and would

require a long chapter of itself, but after

years of experiment I am more than ever

satisfied that it is under control. Most
poultry growers know from bitter ex-

perience that the welfare, thrift and pre-

cocity, as well as the mortality of their

chicks depend largely upon the condi-

tion in which they are introduced into

the world. With some machines no
amount of petting and coaxing can in

duce the chicks to live ; with others they

seem bound to eat at all hazards until the

knife ends their days. When things are

conducted favorably a loss of from one to

two per cent is all that is necessary in

growing chicks.

It is well for all to understand that

chicks can be forced to a greater weight

in a given time when hatched and grown

artificially than can possibly be done
under hens. I was never able in a thirty

years' experience with hens to grow
chicks at four months old as 1 am now
doing artificially ; for instance, on April
10 last I put 300 chicks right from the in-

cubator into two of my outdoor brooders.
The loss among these was less than one
per cent up to Jo weeks old when quite a
large number of them tipped the scales

at four pounds each. In a previous
hatch I put twenty pairs on the market
when II weeks old, quite a number of
which weighed five pounds each when
killed, and I must say that they were the

heaviest chicks of their age that I ever
grew. It was a special test with me to

make the conditions as favorable as pos-

sible to see how heavy a Brahma chick
could be forced to weigh at a given time.

For the first six weeks the food given was
largely nitrogenous, after which I grad-

ually fed more corn meal together with
raw ground bone.

I always start my chicks with bread
crumbs—three parts, into which I mix
one part of infertile eggs boiled hard and
chopped fine. I do not feed any more
than that, as an exclusive feed of eggs
will surely give them the diarrhoea like

one of meat. I also feed granulated oat

meal two or three times a day, and after

the first three days two parts of corn
meal and one part of bran should be sub-

stituted for the bread crumbs and eggs.

It is well to scald for a while. Keep
water by them constantly. Care should
l>e taken to feed no more than the chicks

will eat clean, as food kept constantly by
them will always get more or less mixed
up with their excrement and an
abundance will sooner or later clog them

.

It is well to scatter a little sharp sand
upon their feeding troughs so that they

will naturally eat a little with their food

until they are old enough to supply their

own wants.
If brooders are used, great care should

be taken not to overheat them, as chicks

when uncomfortable will usually crowd
and if too warm the inside ones will be

in a sorry plight before morning. It is

necessary to examine them ju.st before

dark when large numbers of the chicks

are put together, and gently push them
apart with the hand for a week or so un-

til they get over the tendency to crowd.

Be sure to keep your brooders clean and
well disinfected. A great <leal depends
upon this, and if the chicks are neces-

sarily confined during cold and snowy
weather keep plenty of green stuff by
them in the shape of green rye or refuse

cabbage chopped fine ; in fact, no kinds

of vegetables come ami.ss. It is^a good
rule to keep the chicks a little hungry
when confined and not to feed too highly

of concentrated foods, as the youngsters

are apt to get weak in the legs. They
can be put upon the market at a weight

of from four to six pounds.

I usually watch my opportunity and
sell during a scarcity. A good Brahma
chick when four months old should dress

from five to six pounds, and if well fat-

tened and nicely dressed will readily

command from twenty to forty cents per

pound. During one week in June this

season roasters sold (juickly at forty-four

cents per pound in Boston. Now, as

these chicks can be grown for from five

to six cents per pound, the margin of

profit is large. Too much cannot be said

in favor of dressing chicks neatly and

putting them up in clean, tasty packages

and a.ssorting them carefully, as one or

two inferior chicks in a package will

oftentimes cut the price of the whole.
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—The time that should elapse before

the hen mother is taken away should vary

with the season. In cold weather eight

or ten weeks is not too long a time for

the younglings to enjoy the shelter of

their mother's wings, while in warm
weather four or five weeks is long

enough. The weanlings may be kept

for a while after the separation, in the

same coop as before, care being taken to

not allow too much ventilation during

cold nights, and to be sure and give

sufficient fresh air in sultry weather.

Two or more weaned broods may some-

times be united at this stage of proceed-

ings, to good advantage. To unite

broods, draw the c-ops a Uttle nearer

together each day for a few days, and

then take away a part of the coops alto-

gether. Of course, in order to huddle

together of nights to advantage, the

chicks must all be of the same age and

size.—American Poultry Yard.

•TWiLTow Hill ,Pf?oP.

THE FAMOUS HILL

POULTRY YARDS

A Mammoth Establishment for

the Raising of Poultry.

Convenient to the Markets of Both
New York and Philadelphia.

"What They Comprise,

The illustration on this page is a life-

like picture of the Hill Poultry Yards.

This on first thought may not seem to con-

vey much, but after careful consideration

it means a great deal. Readers of poultry

and agricultural journals have often been
startled by reading of immense poultry

establishments that on close investiga-

tion prove to be mere fakes, and they

have seen ideal illustrations of famous
poultry yards where the artist's pencil

has gone astray, and instead of being

content with representing the buildings

of the poultry farm, has encroached on

neighboring premises and qnietly sketch-

ed all the buildings within sight Such
pictures are misleading, and give a char-

acter to a farm that the latter does not

possess, and the owner is apt to be as

lacking in character as his alleged mam-
moth farms. Not so with our illustra-

tion. It is true to life. The artist, Mr.

Franklane L. Sewell, was instructed by
Mr. T. Wilton Hill, the proprietor of the

farm, to make as good a picture as was

possible, and to put in what buildings

were on the place exactly as they are.

This was sufiicient, and Mr. Sewell

proceeded to carry out the instructions

to the letter. We know the Hill Poultry

Yards, have been there many times, in

fact watched the growth of the buildings

from the time the first stick of timber

was drawn in the place until the com-
plete farm as shown in the picture was a

reality.

The Hill Poultry Yards are located

about one mile from Jamesburgh, N. J.

The latter place is about thirty-nine miles

from New York City and forty-nine miles

from Philadelphia, on the Aniboy divis-

ion of the Pennsylvania Railroad. The
location is exceedingly favorable for a

poultry farm, as the markets of New-

York, Philadelphia, Long Branch. As-

bury Park, Newark, Trenton and New
Brunswick are almost at the door.
The farm itself comprises twenty acres,

and is located on a gravelly hill, with
some of the land near the road some-
what level and moist. The latter has
been well drained, and produces luxuri-

ant grass for the growing stock. The
artist to get a good view of the farm was
compelled to ascend a small hill and cut
away the brush and trees that interfered
with a clear view. Mounted on a high
step-ladder he made the sketch. There
are twelve large buildings for laying hens
on the farm and four smaller ones. The
larger buildings are lo'/i by 32 feet in size.

A separate drawing shows the style of
poultry house that Mr. Hill considers the
best. These houses are really double,
and accommodate two separate flocks,

each flock having a yard iJi) by 15 feet.

The roosting room is two feet above
ground, having a wooden floor covered
with gravel. The nest boxes are on this

floor, facing the partition that separates

the alley-way.
is a platform to

the roosting room from
Above the nest boxes
catch the droppings from the movable
roosts above. This platform inclines to-
wards the partition. To gather eggs and
clean the house, the attendant simply
passes through the passage in the back
and lifting the trap doors he can do the
work easily and quickly.
The whole house is plastered and

sealed overhead. An air space is over
the ceiling, which is shown in the illus-

tration by the windows near the apex of
the roof and side. There is a trap in the
ceiling which is opened to permit foul
air to escape. No draughts can strike the
fowls, while the air is always pure in the
houses. The fact that both sides of the
house have openings nermits thorough
ventilation during the day time in warm
weather. The shed in front of the house
is very large, the front being covered
with the United States waterproof cloth,
which admits suflficient light, but no rain
or wind. The space under the roosting
room is also utilized, in fact the ground
of the entire shed is covered with leaves
for the fowls to scratch in.

The water is supplied from a cistern,
which is fed by leaders from the gutters
on the buildings, and by means of pipes
is carried to all parts of the farm. The
yards are partly shaded by apple trees,

but Mr. Hill believes in making even the
ground pay, so he planted it to peach
trees, which grow splendidly in chicken
yards.

The incubator house is located near
the dwelling of the superintendent and
has a capacity of turning out 3000 chicks
every three weeks. It is built on a side
hil! and two sides are practically under
ground. Double wells, an air space over-
head and an open fire-place are some
of the features of this building. The
brooder houses are three in number, two
being 100 feet long each, both being
heated by hot water from a boiler placed
in a building between the two. The ,

principal of these brooder houses is al-
1

I

most the same as the houses for fowls,
as the shed in front is considered an in-
dispensable feature. The chickens can

j

run out into fresh air from the first

I
without being in dangt-r of getting wet.

! The other brooder house is one of the
smaller Pineland sectional systems, which

j

Mr. Hill has used a number of years.
Besides this there are numerous small

j

out-door brooders, and no person who is

j

interested in artificial hatching and rear-
ing of chickens can fail to ])rolit by visit-

ing this farm, for art supj)laiits nature's
methods completely here. The old hen
is not forgotten cither. Hundreds of
biddies are on the farm who want to set,

and it is no uncoinnion sight to see two
or three dozen hens on well-prepared
nests covering choice lliorouj^hbrcd eggs.
The fowls kept are principally tlior-

onghbreds and their crosses. The white
Wyandotte is Mr. Hill's old favorite,

and until the Indian g.uiic made its

advent was the king of the farm. Now,
however, the Indian has boldly chal-
lenged the favorite, ami both are doing
well under Mr. lliU's maiiagitm-nt. On
the farm we find iirincipally Wyamioltes,
Plymouth Rocks and Hrahinas, the In-
dian games and Mr. Hill's bilust ac-
quisition, the buff WyaiidoUe, being
quartered in yanls nc.ir his n-sidence, in

the heart of the town. The proprietor
of all this is no novice, foi- he has served
the apprenticfsliij) ten ycais ago, and
from a mere fancy or bolibv a large and
complete poultry farm was evolved. It

is his pri(le, and uhilc he keeps im-
proving continually, no pcison can deny
the fact, after once visiting tin.- farm, that
brains and experience have made it a
model establishinenl. The proprietor is

a man of decided views, and while having
the courage of his convictions, is very
modest in speaking of liis own achieve-
ments. He is glad to welcoiiR- those who
are really earnest believers in poultry
culture, and to all such we can promise
a pleasant and protilablc time when spert
with Mr. Hill at his poultry yards.
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THE TURBIT.

The First Pigeon to Call Forth a
Specialty Olub.

Rev. W. F. Lumley in Feathered World.

This pigeon has made marked strides

both as regards improvement and popu-

larity during the last decade or so, in-

deed of all varieties it was the first to

call forth a specialist club, and with the

exception of the English carrier few spec-

imens of the Columbarian race have real-

ized so large sums of money as the tur-

bit. At most shows it has a liberal clas-

sification ^ and is much admired both by

fanciers and non-fanciers.

1 have no doubt that the English tur-

bit, Hke its namesake the Oriental, is a

pigeon of eastern origin. In its compo-

sition there is also every sign of the

presence of owl blood, both that of the

English and the African. The object of

those who by selection have produced

the P^nglish turbit has, however, been to

stamp upon the outcome of their lalx)rs

a totally different characteristic to those

appertaining to the materials used in its

accjuirement. While retaining the short-

ness and thickness of the owl's beak, the

fullness of gullet and the reversed feath-

ers on the chest, in all other respects the

English turbit differs entirely from the

English owl. and with the further excep-

tion of its bolting eye, also from the

African.
There has been in the transformation

of this pigeon from the courses of its

origin a decided process of discarding

some features and of substituting others,

so as to obtain as marked a distinction as

possible, and to justify the turbit being

regarded as a distinct breed of high-

class standard . The dividing line prob-

ably originated in the accidental advent
of parti-colored owls. As this was en-

couraged, it led to certain regularity of

markings being aimed at, resulting in

due time in the turbits of a century ago
—round-headed pigeons, white in body
plumage, except the shoulder and tail

feathers, possessing a rose on the chest,

and a gullet as do owls, but neither shell

nor peak crested, much less displaying

that marked and unicjue appearance of

skull formation. This feature of all

others accentuates the broad line of dis-

tinction not only from the owl pigeon

but from every other variety of pigeons,

and has constituted the subject of our
consideration a distinct breed, thus illus-

trating tlie triumph of patient breeding

and discriminate selection which have
led to the attainment of the most charac-

teristic skull formation existing in the

Columbarian race—termed the "frog-

face." This singular construction of the

turbit's head has its most pronounced
feature centred in the peculiar formation

of the supra-orbital ridge of the skull,

which, combined with the fulness down
to the wattle and juncture of the mandi-
bles on either side of the mouth, produces

the remarkable appearance which has

given rise to the aforesaid definition.

This structural formation, it will at

once be observed, is not in keeping with

the existence (as is the case with the owl
pigeon) of perfectly centrally placed eyes

on each sitle of the head. To give what
may l)e termed an architectural finish to

such a skull structure, the size and posi-

tion of the eyes must be in keeping with

their frame work—the eyes must be large

and bolting towards the front of the skull,

and not centrally nestled in the sides of

the head as are the eyes, I repeat, of the

English owl. It is this peculiar feature

that constitutes the English turbit, and
separates it from every other member of

the Columbarian family. Markings, peak,

frill, gullet, etc., are all secondary points

and belong not to the turbit pigeon alone.

Having thus at the outset called par-

ticular attention to this leading feature,

I will proceed to give a general outline

of the English turbit, which will, I trust,

be of interest to my readers, and may
enli.st many fanciers into the ranks as

admirers of a breed of pigeons which
was, till recent years, classed among toys,

but which has now a.scended to the top-

most rail on the ladder reaching to high-

class standard distiction.

The skull should present a round ap-

pearance, especially so when viewed
from the front. The crown of the head
is rather bevelled or level, but this is so

partly owing to the rise of the feathers

at the end as they proceed to blend with

the rising of the peak. Plain-headed
turbits are as round at the back part of

the head as the best of owls, showing that

this apparent flatness on the crown owes
its existence in some measure to the fact

of turbits showing it possessing peak
crests ; but it is also due in some degree

to the eyes being placed nearer to the

forehead and crown of the head than are

the eyes of other varieties of pigeons.

The head should be wide and well

filled in between the mouth and eyes,

the distance between these being an
eighth of an inch, giving both a short

and full appearance to the face. A
smaller distance takes off from the neces-

.sary fulness of the frontal and fre(|uently

accompanies a "stoppy" break over the

wattle, which I consider very objection-

able, while a longer space causes its po.s-

sessor to present a " mousey " appear-

ance.
The mouth cannot be too wide, sur-

mounted above the upjier mandible by a

full heart-shaped wattle, smooth in tex-

ture and not projecting beyond the limits

consistent with the profile of the head.

The beak should be thick and short,

the inner ed^es being straight, the upper
mandible being downward in appearance

and barely overlapping the under one.

The latter should have on its outward
ri<lge a slight upward tendency, produc-

ing in effect what is termed " a bullfinch

beak." This is a very valuable feature,

and is in marked contra.st with that of the

English owl.

The eyes are large and bolting to the

front from the sockets, even to the ex-

tent of occasionally showing a little white

edging at the back of each when the bird

is startled. The pupil is black, surround-

ed by a deep claret-colored iris. A red,

pearl, orange or split eye is very objec-

tionable.

The cheek feathers should present a

bulging appearance, well covering the

ear holes and extending fully to join

with and support the mane, rising to

meet the base of the peak, and thus pre-

sent an unseemly break at the ba.se of^the

latter, which should itself be full and
gradually tapering to a lofty point, hence

its appellation "peak crest." There are

also shell-crested turbits ; these are

valued, however, as are plain-headed

birds, for stud purposes rather than for

the show pen, though I maintain dis-

tinctly that there are as decided turbit

specimens ofthe latter sorts as those that

possess peak crests. Those possessing

dark tails, however, may perhaps be bet-

ter scheduled among Oriental varieties

than in the English turbit classes.

The neck of the turbit is rather short

and broad and somewhat arched in struc-

ture. The gullet is prominent, about one

inch in length, proceeding from the base

of the under mandible.
The chest is full and prominent, having

a well-shaped frill at its base, extending

upwards and evenly parted, opening to-

wards each side, until it reaches the base

of the gullet, at which point it tapers off

into two distinct horny-looking points

projecting sideways like the ends of a

necktie. This "frill-tie" appearance, to-

tally unlike the "rose" of the owl pig-

eon's, probably led to turbits being called

by French fanciers "le pigeon cravate."

I think there is very little doubt that to

it it owes its name turbit, this being de-

rived from the Latin word "turbatus,"

signifying "ruffled." So is the bird pos-

sessing ruffled feathers on the chest

known in a classical language as "Col-

umba turbita anglica," for in common
with the owl and carrier, it has been so

improved by English fanciers as to be

recognized by their Continental confreres
l)y the above designation, as also by that

<ff "pigeon cravate anglais."

We next come to color and marking.
Here the most conspicuous point of the
turbit presents itself. In marking, the

body, with the exception of the shoulder
coverts, should be white, though most
good skulled specimens have dark feath-

ers on the portion of the thighs iust

under the shoulders. This I regard as

no very great fault, though I would aim
at wholly white thighs. The shoulder
feathers, as also the inner flight feathers,

should be colored either black, red, yel-

low, blue or silver. These are the stand-

ard colors ; blues and silvers should have
respectively black and deep dun-colored
bars. The'other colors are checkers of

all shades, duns, strawberries, and even
pale satin grey, so pale as to be almost
undisceruable. There are whole-colored

turbits, but these, failing in the secondary
standard feature of shoulder marking,
seldom are recognized by judges, though
they are undoubtedly turbit pigeons if

possessing the characteristic skull I have
already described.

The remaining points of this most
charming pigeon are its build and size.

In size it should be midway l)etween the

EInglish and the African owl pigeons,

about nine inches in length, seven and a

quarter inches in height and four and
one-half inches in width. The carriage

is erect, tail and flight feathers short and
closely folded, the former resting on the

latter. Finally the legs ; these should
be rather short, and coral red in color,

free from all feathers from the knee
joints to the claw nails ; the latter, as

also the beak, should be of a pale pink
color.

So from head to foot we have a thor-

ough illustration in works of one of the

choicest breeds that enrich the Colum-
barian treasure-house. The turbit is an
excellent flyer and a free breeder, but

owing to the shortness of its beak it is

well to assist in bringing up the young
by hand feeding or the substitution of

foster parents.

"Washington Gossip.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Washington, August 27.—The mem-

bers of the Alpha Club will have a friendly

race from Calverton, Va., forty-four

miles, next Sunday. They will have

about 120 birds in the basket, and as

they have good birds some good results

may be expected, especially from Stock-

man's birds, John L. and Jack the Ripper,

as John expects to clean us all up with

them in the races this fall.

Clem Pumphrey is on the road again,

and is as wild as ever. He jumped his

youngsters from his loft to Alexandria,

a distance of six miles, without any city

training, and he says he has done well

so far with them. He will fly from Fair-

fax, Va., twenty-two miles, next Sunday.

Mr. George Phillips flew some forty

birds from twenty-tjvo miles last Sunday,

and he said they were doing well. We
hope George will have the same luck all

the way through, and that he will have

forty 200 milers at the end of the season.

What has become of Hixson and the

boys by the stand pipe, as we have not

heard anything from them for some time.

I hope they are not getting tired of fly-

ing birds already, as we should like to

see them do some good flying this fall

and next .season. Hixson has done well

as it is, having reached 515 miles the

first year he was in the fancy.

Brother Turner reports a stray blue

cock. Sporting Life band C. H. 2, 1890

;

name C. Hulse. Baltimore, with no ad-

dress. If this fancier should see this he

will please send for his bird, as he will

not leave. Clem Pumphrey has a bird,

open band 12, S. R. K.

We hear that Henry Hile and William

Mahr will pay a visit to your city the

last part of this week, when they will

take in New Jersey and New York also.

Night Owt,.

SCORING REYNAUD.

Was the Charleston Meeting of

the Bufif Cochin Club Legal ?

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

I see that "Vernon"—Reynaud—is dis-

turbed because I hand back to Mr. Stern-

berg his personalities, his claptrap and

poppycock expressions, which as he fails

to see the inelegance of in his own arti-

cles, Reynaud's dullness to not see them

until we repeat them is not to be wondered

at. Neither is his learned science in Co-

chins. Did he ever own one until this

Cochin muddle came up? Please note

his minute description of a Cochin : "A

rich cushion, with an abundance of sofl

fluff." New discovery for him. We are

aware that the word "rich" is very ex-

pressive and very enlightening to the

novice, as descriptions for form and

color, and especially in elucidating what

"Cochin science" is.

His a.ssertion that "Felch is far from

l^ing well versed in Cochin science," I

have no doubt, will go a long ways with

the friends of Reynaud, but a man

whose first birds were buff Cochins with

forty-five years' experience and with

twenty-six years of constant and active

occupation as a breeder and a judge in

America's best exhibitions having failed

to master the science of Cochin culture

and poultry breeding must come to Rey-

naud for advice.

Well, I will die in the gloom of doubt
and ignorance found outside the influ-

ence of this dazzling science in which
Reynaud revels and shut my eyes for fear

that their sight might be destroyed by
those "rich Cochins."
This "Charleston Runt," which shows

by letters signed and printed to have

l)een the legal one, worries Reynaud a

bit. Whitewash is not a fast color, and
we fear the real work of the New York
strain of Cochin Club science will prove

too much for Mr. R. The latter I pre-

sume is one of those few that give no
thought to the utility, but the majority

of breeders do, and they know the effect

of that utility. You cannot catch that

class by sophistry, they are breeders and
know thoroughbred men as well as chick-

ens when they see them, and know also

the principle underlying the breeding of

both. Yes, to save the truth "Felch

would crush error;" to save the legal club

Felch would, if in his power, crush the

illegal club. These facts are now history
;

they appear in the Poultry Gazette.

I saw these letters, know of Reynaud's
correspondence with the late president

and his neglect of the latter, and his

efforts lo carry the Cochin Club to New
York. Until he shows to the public the

full hand he played he will at least have

to submit to my believing the "Charles-

ton Runt" is the largest pigeon, so will

the Charleston poultry meeting stand

the largest and legal meeting in the esti-

mate of the majority of breeders in the

land. Usurpation is not an American

principle, and one breeder at least don't

l)elieve in it. L K. Fei,ch.
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Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I see that G. P. Reynaud, over the

nom de plume of "Vernon" in a western

journal, speaks of the Charleston meet-

ing ofthe BuffCochin Club as the* 'Charles-

ton Runt." Does he forget that the

American Stock-Keeper has shown that

it (the Charleston meeting) was the le^al

one, four out of seven of the Executive

Committee declaring they voted for

Charleston and two more that might be

heard from likewise, making six for

Charleston and one for New York.

Come, Mr. Reynaud, shake hands with

Mr. Peer and acknowledge the corn. The
club, the breed and the fraternity at large

demand it. Yours truly,

A. E. Felch.

—"Oh, by the way, my dear, I invited

the minister to take dinner with us to-

morrow." Mrs. Fangle (who is familiar

with her husband's language when carv-

ing): "Very well, love. I'll have the

cook carve the fowls before they are

brought to the table."—Feathered World.

—A good breed is a good thing, and

much may be done by careful breeding
;

but the trite maxim that care and feed

count more than breeding contains sound

sense, if eggs alone are in question. On
the carcass, breed tells quickly ;

even

feed and care cannot produce ten-pound

Leghorns.—Country Gentleman.

The gEflUTIFUL ?lRCHaNGEL.

Harrison Weir in Poultry.

Few, if any, of the old English works
on pigeons, snch as Moore and Girton,
mention this beautiful bird. It is better
known in Austria and Germany, and
there, too, the difficulty as to breeding it

true to color apparently is more easily

overcome, some of the best I have seen
being imported from the latter country,
while it is only within the last half cen-
tury that it has been recognized among
fanciers as a distinct breed, being one of
the family known as starlings, diamond
wings, Suabians and other names for the
same shaped bird, with the same form of
peak, though only varying in point of
markings and coloring.

About the archangel there have been
disputes as to what is right, some main-
taining the crimson, others the orange
breast and head to be the true, but the.se

are never got with the dense, brilliant

black wings and tail, there being always
a blueness and black bar in the tail of
the latter, while those with the deep
crimsom scarlet breast possess, as a rule,
the desired wing and tail coloring, but
even this or any color is often lost when
a good pair are bred from, so seldom do
they breed equal properties.
Of all the fanciers whose birds have

come under my own observation, the
archangels belonging to Mr. Adkins, of
LightwcKxls, Birmingham, were the best

;

shown in large or small classes or in
strong competition they always held
their own and were never beaten. I

have never seen their equal, and yet
their progeny were generally inferior in
all respects, and I believe they never
bred any offspring good enough to be
shown. They were of the dark colored
type, the wings and tail being a jetty
black full of iridescent colors of green
and purple, while that of the head, neck,
breast and body was a deep crimson
scarlet olive with brilliant lights of car-
mine, green and red, which gleamed and
dazzled as the birds clothed in such love-
liness moved in the strong sunlight.
And what a pair ! no variation of tint
either from the other. No wonder they
were never beaten, they were in all ways
so perfect, so neat and small ; birds once
seen never to be forgotten.
Next to these were some of my dear

old friend's, Mr. Mathew Wicking, one
of the best toy fanciers I ever knew. His
best pair were imported from Germany,
though fine in themselves, never bred
their equal nor any way near it. Old Mr.
Bowler, a grand old fancier, had one or
two of the dark variety, and tried to
breed them up to the mark, but with
more ill success than Mr. Wicking, for
the outcome of all his efforts were mostly
of metallic reds or yellow, and at last he
gave up in dispair.

As regards myself, I had one or two
good imported pairs of the deep orange-
red breasted variety and good in wings
and tail. Handsome birds, very, but
they never got more than second to Mr.
Adkins' or Mr. Wicking's birds. I got a
deep colored bird from Mr. Bowler, and
was better pleased with the results. I then
found how hopeless it was to try and
breed good birds from right and perfect
birds. I got on far better with a metallic
red and nearly a black, or a metallic
orange yellow and a crimson black than
any other way. I found that it was best
to have the hen red or yellow color, and,
by the way, these reds or yellows were
always of a different tone and metallic
lustre and hardness to any other breed
of pigeon, at least this was my experience.
None ever had the softness and sweetness
of tint that is to be found so often in the
tumbler or the yellow dragon. After a
while I bred several fairly good parti-
colored birds, and though nothing first-

rate, yet some were creditable, but yet
my ill-success was disheartening, al-

though I crossed in now and then with
imported strains, so I began to look
about for a fancier who would go the
same lines, but could find none.
One day I went to see a friend, a

farmer, who was very fond of pigeons,
and on inspecting his premises I came
across an old dovecot, a grand old speci-
men of the bygone times, when blue
rock pigeons were kept by the hundred.
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Yes, here was an opportunity forf^my
archangels. Insi<le the old place was a
marvel of neatness and order

; all round,
tier above tier, were holes in the walls
for nesting places, a swing ladder in the
centre, and in the roof opening for egress
and ingress of the stock. My friend
agreed to take my archangels and let
them breed as they would, matching ac-
cording to their likes and dislikes, and
no other pigeons should be kept nor al-
lowed to come. Well, the upshot was I

scut three pairs of niv best. They were
kept in until they bred, and all went
well so far. But now came in "rever-
sion." In a couple of years there were
blacks, reds, browns, a very few yellows
and some nearly blue. Blue was the
tendency. Another year or two and the
flight was large, but no yellows were left
excepting one old bird, and blues with
bars were appearing. In most cases the
peak had disappeared, and excepting the
shape of the archangel, which is very
much like that of blue rocks, some of
them might be taken for the latter bird.
My friend had done his work well,

and the result was almost what I ex-
pected. They had reverted to the orig-
inal stock, and on my telling him now
he might do what he liked with them, as
it was a very large flight, he commenced
lessening it by shooting, and the last I

heard of my experiment was nearly all
were blues or blue and black checkers.
As may be gathered from the forego-

ing, the old fanciers' points for the arch-
angel were a small, neat-made bird,
rather long in the head, a well turned
peak apart from the very slight mane,
eye bright red (though old Mr. Bowler
contended the eye should be pearl ; with
him in this I agreed), feet small and legs
rather long, both bright red, wings and
tail deep black, head, neck, breast and
belly a bright, deep, glowing, crimson,
purplish red, and the whole coloring to
shine and glisten with iridescent colors
of various hues ; thus when all the.se
points of beauty and excellence are pro-
duced a lovely bird is present. Of all
toy pigeons, I know of no more difficult
bird to breed to perfection than the arch-
angel.

——
Pigeon Notes.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Yours was the only paper that was

good enough to record the arrival of my
imported birds, and I can now inform

you that the 839 bird is bred from Mr.
Darbyshire's 9 and 10, and consequently

is of the Tekeman's and Renden's stock,

and the bird marked 850 comes from the
Dekmotte Grooter's and Bekeman's com-
bination, so that I am fortunate in start-

ing with strains the old veteran Mr.
Goldman has had so much luck with. By
the bye, his best success, as noted in
your issue of August 15, where 1404.8 was
attained, reflects great credit upon even
so experienced a fancier, for condition-
ing alone would insure such speed, when
the blood and weather were right. There
is a great deal in the strain, and "blood
will tell" even here. The winner in this
case comes from the celebrated Gibson
B. K. strain, now becoming very scarce.
The bird is a b. c. cock named Saxon G.,
and was sent as a present to Mr. Gold-
man by Dr. Garlick, the editor of the
Homing News. I only hope my presents
from abroad will turn out as well. Yours
truly, Edwin H. Morris.
Red Bank, N. J., August 18.

The Argus Pheasant.

The Argus pheasant is; thus described

by Darwin in his "Descent of Man :"

"Flach feather is ornamented with a row
of from twenty to twenty-three ocelli,

above an inch in diameter. These feath-

ers are also elegantly marked with
oblic^ue stripes and rows of spots of a
dark color, like those on the skin of a
tiger and leopard combined. These
beautiful ornaments are hidden until the
male shows himself off before the female.
He then erects his tail and expands his

wing feathers into a great, almost upright
circular fan or shield, which is carried in

front of the body. The neck and head
are held on one side, so that they are
concealed by the fan ; but the bird, in

order to see the female, before whom he
is displaying himself, sometimes pushes
his head between two of the long wing
feathers."

SUCCESS WITH PIGEONS.

Things to Be Remembered by Pig-
eon Fanciers.

From the Ohio Poultry Journal.

It is certain that at this season of the
year when all fanciers alike have their

chief interest centred in the breeding
loft, there are important things to be re-

membered and carried into practice if

success is to be attained and if the de-
sired end is to be reached. The breeding
season necessitates having everything at-

tended to, and in such a manner as to

leave no cause for failure, so far as man-
agement is concerned. The result of
non-success can frequently be traced to

some neglect or other on the part of the
fancier himself, rather than to the birds

failing in their part of the season's

work.

It does not require anything approach-
ing professional knowledge to enable a

fancier to discover that his pets have
wants peculiar to the breeding season,

and wants which are developed to a re-

markable degree in some varieties. These
wants must be carefully studied and pro-

vided for. Among the most important we
should be inclined to place the "grit sup-

ply." At all times asupply of grit should
be within reach of the birds, as essential

to their well being ; and although it may
possibly be neglected now and again,

this must never occur in the breeding
season. Unless we can afford to lose our
squeakers, or have soft-shelled eggs, we
must see that this never happens. We
have known instances where whole lofts
of breeding birds have been upset by
omitting to keep a plentiful supply of
grit before them. If any proof is needed
of the why and wherefore of this it will
not be difficult to produce.
Pigeons in their natural state have

every opportunity of supplying nature's
demands ; and what is more, they make
use of the opportunity. Who has not
seen them in their endeavors to obtain a
peck at a spot where old mortar can be
dislodged by their efforts, or at the edges
of pools and streams, selecting the grit
which has been so nicely prepared for
them by the flow of water ? In ^ct, they
are as constantly in the search of grit as
they are in search of food, and often
when they are supposed to be feeding
they are satisfying their wants in this re-

spect.

As we have referred to soft shelled eggs
and a loss of squeakers as a consequence
of the grit supply being neglected, this
is the more apparent in those varieties
which have difficulty in raising their
young, and which are commonly called
"bad feeders." The food (especially
during the squeaker's infancy) goes
through a remarkable process of trans-
formation, and which without grit very
soon ceases to take place. The result is

that instead of the tender squab being
fed with soft feed, it is gorged with
whole corn before its digestive organs
are sufficiently developed to receive it,

and it either fails to withstand this un-
natural mode of feeding or has its growth
very much checked thereby. The longer
the supply of soft feed can be kept up
the stronger and more robust the squeak-
ers are sure to be, and we are certain
that nothing assists the birds in this re-
spect like a plentiful supply of grit. In
many instances fanciers have succeeded
in so helping nature with selected food
and well prepared grit that they have
lx:en able to dispense with feeders, even
for the high class varieties. This is most
important where limited accommodation
exists, and nothing can \y& more gratify-
ing to a fancier than to be able to dis-
pense with his foster parents.
Another important matter depending

on the grit supply is the formation of
the egg shells. We frequently hear of
fanciers who are complaining of soft-
shelled eggs from their birds, and in
nine cases out of ten this is the result of
neglecting to supply them with sufficient
grit of the proper sort. In some cases,
where the shell is completely formed, it

is often of such a delicate nature that it

does not withstand the sitting process.
It is hardly necessary for us to point to
the loss occasioned by this failing alone,
as all fanciers are too well aware what the

loss of eggs from valnable birds meanWe must conclude then that the health
of the birds, and in a great measure the
health and vigor (an«l sometimes the
very life) of their young are risked by the
neglect we have referred to, and if we
add to this the Irxss of eggs occasioned
thereby, no further proof is necessary of
the importance of the subject of this ar-
ticle.

With respect to various mixtures which
are recommended as supplying the wants
of nature so far as the grit is concerned,
we shall say but little. No doubt they
all have merits to be considered, but as
this is not the place to di.scuss these mer-
its we shall simply pa.ss them by. and
proceed to give the component parts of a
mixture which anyone can make for him-
self At any opportunity that presents
itself such as the pulling down of an old
building, procure a good supply of old
mortar. Care should be taken to avoid a
blue kind of mortar sometimes used for
building purposes, as this is freciuently
mixed with refuse from gas and manure
works, and is highly injurious to birds
The mortar should be of a white or
creamy tint, and as much should be
stored as possible, it being often most
difficult to obtain. Crush it small and
mix It with fine buihling sand (such as
shows a large aniouiit of shell particles)
in the proportion of one of old mortar to
two of sand, and add about a pound of
coarse salt (also crushed) to every peck
of the mixture. This is all that can be
desired, but to make it still more attract-
ive to the birds add an ounce of cumin
seed with each pound of bay salt. Practi-
cal experience has proved that the mix-
ture has no rival, and Ijesides being
easily made, it costs next to nothing.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The members of the Belmont Homing
Club, of West Philadelphia, have decided
to train their youngsters of 1891 hatch
over the western course, and have se-

lected the last three Saturdays in Sep-
tember as the race days. The birds will
be flown from the same stations as se-

lected by the Philadelphia section, and
under Federation management.

*
* •

The members of the club will each con-
tribute a small amount to the prize fund,
with which suitable mementoes of the
victories will l)e purchased for the owners
of the winning birds. Wood and Stovell
have already trained their youngsters as
far as Downingtown, and the other mem-
bers will make a start Ijefore the end of
the present week.

«
« «

The latest trial for record from 150
miles and for the leg band offered for the
best average speed from New York City
to New England lofts was by nine birds

of Henry G. Thurston, Fall River. The
distance was 163. i miles. The start was
at 9.36 A. M. The first returns were seven
birds together, with one of the two
youngsters of the entry in the lead, at

1.35 P. M., the average speed 1104 yards.

—Bran is a valuable feed for poultry.

—The market for poultry and eggs has
been very favorable "for the poultryman
the whole season

; prices of both have
been unusually high, with no over sup-
ply at any point to our knowledge. This,
together with the best crops the farmers
have grown for years, ought to encourage
us all.—Poultry Monthly.

—California, with her prune growing,
has already discovered the merits of
poultry as an aid in securing good yields
of fruit. The consequence is the Califor-
nia papers are now giving accounts of
large "chicken ranches" on the noted
fruit farms out there. France and Ger-
many discovered these facts years ago,
and this country has been liberally pay-
ing them for it by purchasing German
and French prunes, a trade California
prune-raisers are gradually securing.

—

Baltimore Sun.
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SCRAPPLE.
Experiments with Poultry—Food

for Pijareons—Leg Weakness.

Soft-Shell Eggs.

The following extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for

all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of The Fanciers' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we

therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons and fancy stock.

Experiments with Poultry.

The temperatures of many hetis ob-

served in connection with the incubator

experiments are hardly consistent with

the theory of "incubating fever" so often

advanced. The temperature of hens not

sitting varied in summer months from
103° F. to 109", many being over 106°,

and of sitting hens from 102.4° ^- to

106.5°, the highest observed among those

just beginning to sit being 108.6°.

A few of the methods of packing eggs
dry for keeping have been tried. With
these the eggs were all wiped when
fresh with a rag saturated with fat or oil,

in which had been mixed some antisep-

tic, and packed tightly in salt, bran, etc.

Eggs packed during April and May in

salt, and which had been wiped with
cotton-seed oil to which had been added
boracic acid, kept from four to five

months with a loss of nearly one-third,

the quality of those saved not being
good. Kggs packed, after the same pre-

liminary handling, in bran, were all

spoiled after four months. Eggs packed
in salt during March and April, after

wiping with vaseline to which salicylic

acid had been added, kept four and five

months without loss ; the quality after

four months was much superior to that

of ordinary limed eggs. These packed
eggs were all kept in a barn cellar, the

ordinary temperature of which varied

from 60° to 70° Fahrenheit, and each box
was turned once every two days. Little

difference was observed in the keeping
of the fertile or the infertile eggs, and
no difference was noticeable in the keep-
ing qualities of eggs from different fowls

or from those under different rations.

During our experience in caponizing,

many "slips" have appeared among those

birds which were oldest when the opera-

tion was j)erformed. The most favorable

age seems to be within a few weeks after

the time when the sex can readily be
distinguished, and with those caponized
at that time very few slips have been ob-

served. Some have been operated upon
by means of the second incision from the
left side, but so far little advantage has
appeared in this method. None have
l>een lost here this year from the opera-
tion, and if care is taken in the fasting

of the fowls and in selecting a bright

day, there is no need of the fatality that

is so often reported.

Food for Pigeons.

I think that all fanciers will agree

with me that l»eans, maple peas, buck-

wheat, and tares are most excellent, to-

gether with dari and wheat. There are

some varieties, such as short-faced tum-
blers, owls, and turbits, too small in the
gullet to swallow beans or large maple
peas ; such varieties must be fed upon
the smaller grey peas and India peas,

with dari, wheat, buckwheat, and a few
tares. One food much forgotten and
taken little notice of by some voung
fanciers is "shell grit" or "Old Morton,"
also salt, which latter they are very fond
of. Green food, too, should not be for-

gotten, and is very beneficial and much
liked by pigeons. Barley for pigeons
was well discussed a short time back.

Some advocated it, others did not. The
greatest objection to it is, no doubt, the
sharp and pointed ends of the grain

doing damage to the crop
wavs found that if

the
I have al-

it is mixed with other

grain it is the last to go, and will prob-
ably be left by them, showing that it is

not liked by pigeons so much as other
grain. I notice some of our best and
most experienced fanciers cannot agree
as to whether it improves the color or

not
Among unsuitable foods I take maize,

as I think it not at all suitable for pig-

eons, especially for those kept in confine-

ment. Maize as we know chiefly con-
sists of fat-forming substance. Barley
has one great disadvantage, besides be-

ing sharp and pointed, it is too heating.

Hempseed is bad for all pigeons as regu-

lar food, being too oily and heating, but
a handful now and again acts as a medi-
cine and a gentle stimulant ; it is also

useful in matching-up and helping them
through the moult. Pigeons are very
fond of it—in fact, prefer it to almost
any other kind of food, and therefore

care must be taken in giving it to them.
Now, as to when to give the foods. Of

course, in the winter we want to give

them rather heating and some kind of
food to keep out the cold. For this sup-

ply beans, maple peas, tares, and dari,

together with a little barley, which latter

must be given to them good and sound,
weighing about fifty-six pounds to the
bushel. In summer, the case is very
different, as at this season a large portion

of the food goes to the youngsters in a
semi-digested state ; therefore, softer

food must be given . In summer, beans
must be exchanged for more peas, and
wheat must be given in place of the bar-

ley. Dari is a most excellent food in

the breeding season, together with a few
tares and buckwheat.

Before I close my letter I should like

to point out one or two things. I should
advise all fanciers to use hoppers to put
the "feed" into, not to throw it upon
the ground, as it gets very dirty and
looks bad and untidy, besides which
there is a lot of waste attached to it.

When buying foods, use both sight and
smell, see that the grain is not too old

and hard and not musty or mouldy.
Maple peas particularly get very hard
with age, and are very bad for pigeons,

especially during the breeding season.

The old birds cannot digest or make
pulp of them for their youngsters, and
are inclined to give them in an undigest-

ed state. It stands to reason that this

must be very bad and quite impossible
for them to digest, as the old birds can-

not do so themselves. Maple peas are

inclined to get musty and mouldy if

kept in a damp place, and pigeons will

not touch them if so. I always feed my
birds about nine o'clock in the morning,
and between four or five in the after-

noon, which is about the time the birds

change in the breeding season at—this,

when the cock comes off and the hen
goes on.—Show Homer in Feathered
World.

Feeding Fowls.

Where hens are confined to yards they

are too frequently gorged with food

which makes fat instead of producing

those elements which go to make up the

egg. As a general thing, corn is fed to

the exclusion of almost everything else,

and while it is fattening it is a poor food

for laying hens, especially if the hens
have but a small run. No single food

contains all the necessary elements in

proi>er proportion for egg production ; a

variety must be sought. The most suc-

cessful poultry raiser is he who is willing

to read, study and put into practice what
he learns. The recognized authorities

assert that the egg product of a hen in

her prime is aljout three times her own
weight yearly ; and in view of this fact

the importance of supplying her with
food rich in all the elements which make
the egg is at once apparent. An egg
contains all the elements of a living chick

— flesh, bone, sinew, blood and feather

—

besides the shell matter, which is mostly
lime. The principal elements in the egg
are sulphur, oil, phosphorus, lime and
nitrogen. The food which is given the

hen should contain all the elements
which exist in the egg. These are found
in wheat, oats, corn, bran, linseed, mus-
tard seed,crushed bone,sunflower seed and
vegetable matter. A reasonable mixture
of all these, varied more or less, with the

aid of crushed limestone or gypsum,
would afford every element called for to

produce a constant yield of eggs. But
there is another point. A prominent
writer on the subject rightly remarked

that one of the greatest mistakes in feed-

ing fowls is overfeeding. When persons
get the chicken fever they get enthusi-
astic in the cause, and stuff their fowls

instead of feeding them. If the hens are

allowed to run to grain in the barn they
eat twice as much as they should—and
the result is a short supply of eggs, and
a failure in reaching the desired results.

—Orange Judd Farmer.
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About Breeds.

Not only must one be more or less of

an enthusiast, but the variety that which

his fancy dictates. One man with a love

for Brahmas will realize many times as

much as his neighbor who attempts their

culture because somebody else succeeds
;

or another, full of admiration for tl.e

Leghorns, will score a grand success

after repeated failures with the larger

breeds. We must get back of the bird,

and learn the controlling thought of the
breader. A Brahma may be such in all

purity and be a cypher in all points of
excellence, or a Leghorn have all the
outward marks of the variety and be
sadly wanting in the power to produce
the luscious fruit of the hen bouse. The
ideal of excellence in the individual

breeder has more to do with success

than the breed ; any variety may be
transformed to meet the requirements of
the breeder. It was this spirit of unrest,

this desire to combine in a still more
marked degree the essentials of all breeds,

that first led to the crosses resulting in

the Plymouth Rocks, a variety ranking
second to none to-day in this country.

By the application of the same principle,

weeding out the inferior ones, breeding
only from the best and feeding for

specific results, I believe it possible for

any farmer to take what he now has, and
very soon reach an average of thirteen

dozen yearly, with small flocks.—G. M.
Twitchell.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Agents yyANTEPi
I want a local agent in every village,

town and city, to sell

Prolific Poultry Food
TO MAKE HENS LAY,

DRINKING FOUNTAINS FOR FOWLS,

AND CLIMAX FOOD FOR
HORSES AND CATTLE.

All neil readily and give nnlreraal
•atlsfartlon.

SEKli FOR TICRMS TO AGESTS.

L B. LORD, Prop., Burlington, Vt., U. S. I.
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Crop Bound.

A full-grown pullet became "crop

lx)und," and after trying for several days

unsuccessfully to force the contents of

the crop along in its regular channel, I

finally decided to try another method of

relief. I wrapped her with innumerable
turns of twine, tightly pinioning her
wings and legs to her body, then placing

her on her side on a narrow board, I

tied her down firmly. Then, by tying

back the longer feathers and plucking
five or six small ones, a space of about
half an inch wide and one and a half in-

ches long was made bare. Then with a

very sharp lance I cut a gash about one
inch long directly through into the side

of the crop, removed the contents, using

a button hook for the purpose, washed
the edges of the cut, sewed up the crop,

and then sewed up the skin. Scarcely a

drop of blootl was drawn, and by feeding

the subject on soft food for several days

she soon recovered.—D. H. Decker in

Scientific American.

Soft-shell EgKS.

The laying of soft-shell eggs in the

early summer season of the year is very

common, and many remedies are sug-

gested to prevent it. The fact is, the

causes are many, and if they are all

treated alike it will be a matter of chance
whether success is obtained. The most
common cause, and one on which the

most stress is always laid, is the lack of

calcareous matter in the chickens' sys-

tem, and hence in their focnl. The com-
mon remedy is a good one. Give the

fowls the freedom of beds of old mortar,

or of oyster shells broken up. If the

lack of this substance in the system is

the cause of the complaint, such treat-

ment will bring about a change shortly.

A second cause, very common among
the Dorkings, Crevecoenrs and other

heavy breeds, especially at this season of

the year, is undue excitement when they

are on the range than at any other sea-

son, and this induces them to lay soft-

shelled eggs. Fowls that are driven

about much, or worried in any way, will

be apt to lay soft eggs. The only remedy
for this, of course, is complete rest and
the removal of the causes of excitement.

Disease and inflammation of the egg
passage is another very common caure

which causes the production of eggs un-

fit for market, and those which are often
broken before they can be secured for

home use. The best remedy for this is

to give the hens a dose or two of calo-

mel one grain, and one-twelfth of a grain
of tartar emetic, in their meals. This
may be repeated a day or two after.

This complaint is sometimes caused by
over-stimulating food, such as highly
spiced food from the table. At such
times the food ration should be very sim-
ple, consisting chiefly of rice and pota-
toes, with no seasoning whatever in it.

Unwholesome food will also bring about •

the same condition.—American Cultiva-

tor.

Rations for Market Poultry.

The best ration for market poultry

should consist of thirty per cent each of

oats and wheat, twenty of corn and ten

of linseed, all ground together, and ten

of meat scraps added, says Mr. G. W.
Twitchell. This mixed into a dough

with skimmed milk I would bake until

thoroughly cooked, set away for a day or

more, and then pound fine and feed. In

this combination I consider linseed one
of the most valuable parts ; it is rich in

albuminous food, and hence valuable in

forcing growth. If these chicks were in-

tended to furnish future layers I would
change the ration to meet the changed
condition. No matter how choice the

stock, how careful the breeding, how
well balanced the ration, unless regular-

ity be observed m feeding it is utterly

useless to expect to succeed. Hunger
must be appeased at once or the system
draws upon its own stores for nourish-

ment. If regular hours are observed na-

ture adapts the animal to the condition.

Green food must be supplied liberally,

and for want of this many broods are

lost. A good plan is to sow oats or rape

seed in boxes, and cut when two or three

inches high, chopping fine and feeding

freely. Animal food before the broods

are old enough for meat scraps, may be

found in the meal worms, which may
easily lie grown in quantity in a warm
corner, using a little lint or woolen
sprinkled with meal and moistened with

sweetened water. With a few worms
from the bird store as a foundation the

supply will be abundant.

—Have you any chicks out? If so

keep them warm and dry, for a wet and
chilled chick is almost sure to die.

Sheridaii*!^ CoTidition Powders

henC
If yon can*t get It send to ns.

W9 mail one pack 85c F^e $1. A 8 1-4 lb. cantl.20. 81a,

f.
Ex. paid. Poultry Raising Ouide, free, with $1 orden.

8. JOHNSON * CO.,»Custom HouM St., BtMtoa,MMi.

1NCUBATOU6.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtaiu one free. Tweu-

ty-three first premiums in one
vear. Large b(K)k for stamp. A.
F. WILLIAMS. Bristol, Conn.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
ARE THK

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
AND WERE AWARDED

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of 189 1.

The finest and largest ever held in America.
Our mammoth catalogue

EyerytUng for lie Poultry Yart.

will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of 5
cents. Circulars free. Address

PINEUND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO..

78-' 29 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

PUBLICATIONS.

THE SUN
Has secured as contrib"

t-itors duriiijkj 1891

:

W. D. Ilowells, It. I^uls StevenHon,

tieorgre M«rcMllth, >VlllIam Black,

Andrew Lahk^ W. Clark Itussell,

St. Geori^reMivart, II. Itldor IIiQcKard,

Rudyard Klpllne, Xormaii IxK^kyor,

Couan Iloyle,

And many other Distinguished Writers.

The Sunday Sun
for 1891, will print more news and more pure

literature of the highest class and by the most

distinguished of contemporary writers than any

periodical in the United States.

Price 5c. a copy. By mail $2 a year.

AddresH TIIP: SUX, New York.

IN PRESS.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

-BY-

F. M. GILBERT.
A complete guide on the care and manage-

ment of pigeons. One of the most instructive
and valuable books ever written.

Pric«>, paper, .'>0<-. ; cloth $I.OO.

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Box gi6. Philadelphia, Pa.

A NKW HOOK

WYAND0TTE8
The latest and best work on the Mating, Bleed-

ing, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.
A nandsoinely printed book of 60 pages.

IMtICK, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIEIIS' PUBLISIIINCJ CO.,

32 South Third Street,

-tf Philadelphia.

Send for our new terms to agents.

You will not be disappointed. Address

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

PIGKONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

I.ARC.F.ST
KXCLUSIVK LOFT

—OF—
whitk fantail

pigf:ons
In the world. Bred
tor pleasure only and
surplus only is'sold.
Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-
tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

y^oodside poultry Yards

HACKENSACK, N.J.

"W. J. ANDRUS-
BREEDER OF

S. C WHITE LEGHORNS S LA FLECHE.
At the great N. Y. Show, 1890, won everything

on La Fleche ; 1891 won 2d on cock, ist on cock-
erel, 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th on hen, ist and 2d on pul-
let, specials for best display and l)est pullet.
My stock has always won high honors at Wa-

verly, Trenton, Bridgeton and Dundee Lake, N.
J., and Newburgh, N. Y.
La Fleche eggs, $5 per 15, $9 per 30 ; Leghorn

«K«s. |3 per 15, $5 per 30.

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The l>est magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany. N. Y.

IvKG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each 2'Ac. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on whii h the l)and is to be used.

SEND FOff SAMPLE.
MRS. E. S. STARR. Box 295.

Philauklfhia, Pa.

-HOUSB
-AND

F»EX DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

|l'ST PIIHLISHKO ^~ PKICE, POSTPAID, 50C.

ADDRESS THIS OffICE

AMERICAN KKNNEI^ CL.UH

8TUD BOOK
Blanks ior registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows, Stud Book registrations
and tiumbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretiary American Kennel Club,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

nilTO FOR POULTRYMEH,.YS%.
I III ^^ Fanciers, Murstirymem, florists, Beakeeptr*,

M ^0 I \0 Dairymen, Gardrners, frultmen, Printtrt,

%M nC OTnf*U *'" tiectrotitping (ton*. List fRE i.

Ur 1 UuK Clahemu c. OLPut, Syracuse, M. f.

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and F'ggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM eldrf;d,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Ditrct shipping facilitits for the South. South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey, '9-70

Be kind enough to mention this paper
in answering advertisements found in it.

POUIiTUY.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

Indian Games, Peacomb Plymouth Rocks,

Barred and White Plymouth Rocks, Bantams.

SCHIPPERKES-The handsomest and nuist
u.scful duj; lor the poultry breeder. Circular
for stamp.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock. Poultry or

Kennel Paper yoji should .send for my list of

papers. I cm furnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a

.still lower r.ite than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five

pai>ers and r« quest them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

84tt

F. D. BECK,
BoK II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

KVKk l-KOULCKI).

Personally selected duriig our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of F;iigland. II

you want choice ukkkdkks or winnkks at the
winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, Auda-
lusians, White Wyandotte*, '•ree catalogue.

88t(

C. A. SHARP A. CO.,
Lock port, New York.

^VYANDOTTES.
BIythecote Strain.

SILVERS E.XCLirsiVELY.

Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Oieat
New York Show, Madison Sjj. (harden , Feb., iSyi.

Prices low for the class. Male Birds a specialty.
"The Best Is None Too ('.oo<l !

"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
1527 Brainard Station, N. Y.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K BOYER

ONLY 25 CENTS. POSTPAID.- READ WHAT
IT C(»NTAINS.

iLi.rsTRATio.NS Portrait of the Author Hen
House of M. K. Boyer. Dr. F;dw. North's Broiler
Farm. Perfect Poultry Houses. An Outdoor In-
cubator Cellar.

Chapter I.— Is Broiler Raising a Failure? How
Much Capital is Require<i ? How .Much Land
and How Much Time is Necessary ? What Are
the Profits ?

CiiAPTEK II —Incubators, ami How to Run
Them. Brootlers, and How to Manage Them.
Feed, and How to Give It.

Chaptkr III.—Mistakes in Broiler Raising.
Purebreds for Broilers. Goo<l Crosses for Broil-
ers. How Broilers arc Prepare<l for Market.

Chaptkr IV.—An Egg Farm. How to Build
Houses. How to Fee«l Laying Hens. How to
<iet Fertile FIggs. How to Market.

Chaptkr V —How to Fatten. Pure Breds the
Best. Caponizing. Money in Ducks. How Large
a Farm. Diseases and Remedies.

Chapter VI.- Size of Breetling Pen. A Vir-
ginian's F^gg Secret. French Lice Remedy. E.
C. Howe's Broiler Food. "Soiir-kroiit" for Fowls.
Peterson's Feed for Laying Hens. Peterson's
Feed for Young Chicks. Poultry at the F:xperi-
meut Stations. How to Make a Poultry Farm
Pay.

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the ludimeiits. It

gives away many things that have l)een hereto-
fore kept secret. Adtlress

FANCIERS' PlIlLISHINt; COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

!•; CAN fi:rnish

ELECTROTYPES

OF all '

lf:adino bref:ds of
pigeons

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY
Box 916.

}

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

BOOKS I'Oli FANCIKltS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dookson receipt of published price;

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog 5.00
American Kennel. Burges j 3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw sioo
Breetlers' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdoti Lee 1.50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.oo

Dogs, Diseases of Dalziel .80
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. i.bo
Dog Training and Points of Juitguig ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond ... .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo . .75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont j.oo

F:nglishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50
F:nglish K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
F:nglish K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX. each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XItoXIII,each 4.50
Field Trial Training. White 50
Fox Terrier. Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions i_^

Fox I'erner, Breeding aiid Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. Dalziel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases JO

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training .50

Our Priie Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters a.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog j.oo

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration a.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. ... ^60
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date 50

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables ^75
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c. ; cloth . . . i.oo
Prize Pugs of America and F^nglatul.

(Cryer) i.oo
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan i.oo
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofplinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50
Teufel the Terrier ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog .75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By K. H. V.
Mercer 1.00

The Dog, by Idstoiie 1.25
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored (lortrait 1.25
The Greyhoun<l. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 500
The Mastiff, the Hi.story <Jf. M. B. Wynn 2..v>
The Setter. Laverack 2.75
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
from life of 31 prize (logs; in leather. . 4.00

Youatt on the Dog 2 50
Bob, the SjHJtted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir 50
Cloth 75

POULTRY.

All About Broilers. Boyer .25
.\n F'gg Farm. H. H. Stoddard .50
Book of Poultry. I..ewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. (>eorge ^. Dow . .25
Duck Culture. Rankin si,

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; wootVcuts. By Harri-
son Weir ^-00

Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 1 50
Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50
Sixteen Years Flxperieiice in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25
The Philosophy of Judging. By Bal>cock
Felch & Lee 1.00

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace 50

CAC.K birds.

Canary Birds. Paper cover 50
Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechsteiu. New
F/lition 1.50

Native Song Birds. George J. Barnesby. . i.oo
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
The Canary. G.J. Barnesby 50

pi<;kons.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing difl'er-

eiit varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts 8.00

I.oft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Pigeon Keeping, iliiitsto Beginners. F".M.
<".ilbert, i)aper Sfc ; cloth i.oo

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . i..so

Pigeon Standard (new) .50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00
Pigeons and Rabbits. I>elanier .50

MISCELLANEOUS.

American Anglers' Book. Norris .... 5.50
All About Ferrets anci Rats. Sure Pop. . .i.s

Book of the Game Laws 50
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 2.00
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus 2.00
Fly Roils and Fly Tackle Wells 2..S0
Pawnee Hero Stories an«l Folk Tales.
Grinnell 2.00

Practical Rabbit Keei)er. Cunicultis ... 1.50
The SiHirtsiiian's Directory. Will Wild-
wood I.oo

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; il-

lustrated 50
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals i..so

With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . . 5.\x)

Wild F'owl Shooting. Leffingwell .... 2.50
Woodcraft. Nessmuk i.oo

611 Hints and Points lor Sportsmen . . . 1.50
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81IOW8. SHOWS.

THE GREAT INTER-STATE FAIR,

TRKNXON, NK\Sr JKRSKY,
SEI^EMBER 28 TO OCTOBER 2, 1891.

Kasily reached, pleasantly located, hatidsoinely equipped, generous to both exhibitors and

the public.

POULTRY AND PET STOCK A SPECIAL FEATURE.

Accomniwlations for thiss class of exhibits are superior to those afforded by any other

institution of this class in the country. For Prize l,ist address

; 28-32

JOHN GILLIS MUIRHEAD, Secretary,
Box 105, Trenton, New Jersey.

raRD miAlNAL BENCH SHOW OF DOGS,

TORONTO, CANADA,
SEPTEMBER 14 TO 18, 1891.

ENTRIES CLOSE AUGUST 29.

For Preiuliiin Twists, etc., apply t<>

2528

C. A. STONK,
Sec. and Sup't, Toronto.

POUT^TIIY. POUL.TRY.

PRHTTS
POULTRY

Will positively cure and prevent all diseases of land or water fowls. No Chol-

era, Roup, Gapes or any other disease when Pratt's Poultry Foo<l is fed. Costs

less than a cent a day for every 8 or lo fowls. As an egg producer it has no equal.

Price by mail, postpaid, a pound 30 cents; 4 pounds, |i.oo. By express, not pre-

paid, 8 pounds |i.oo; 25 pounds, I2.50. Greir's "Superfine" Cracked Oyster
Shells, li.ooper cwt. Prices on large quantities cheerfully furnished on applica-

tion. Poultry catalogue free to all that send for it.

WM. H. GREIR,
253 North 8th St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY BREEDERS' DIRECTORY

THK

•UNITED STATES-
Is now in course of preparation and will

be issued as soon as a careful compi-
lation will admit. Its pages will be re-

plete with interesting and valuable infor-

mation which cannot be found in any
other publication. It will contain the
names and addresses of over 20,000 breed-

ers and fanciers, all dealers in poultry
supplies and appliances, all poultry peri-

odicals and publications, and all societies

or associations whose aim is the advance-
ment of thoroughbred stock.

A Voluminous ClasHlflecl Directory,

With the name of each variety or breed,
under separate classified headings, and
the name and address of the bree<ler

following in each case.

An Awartl Department,

In which all fanciers will have the privi-

lege of recording a complete list of prizes

won by them to date. As a book of ref-

erence it will be invaluable. To the fan-

cier, as an advertising medium, it can
have no equal.

Remember

!

There is no charge for inserting your
name, with the name of the varieties you
breed, in the regular order, and we there-
fore call upon all breeders to forward
their names, addresses and varieties bred,
that errors may be avoided.

llates of Advertlslnar

:

Full page .... $25.00
I

Half page .... $15.00
Quarter page . . 10.00 | Kighth page . . . 6.00

Subscription price to Directory |i.oo,

post paid. Every subscriber's name, ad-

dress and varieties bred, will be put in

display type without additional cost, but
to secure this display, subscriptions must
be forwarded at once.

ROSS A. SMITH,
Manager Southern Directory and Pub. Co.,

28-33 Office 28 Broad Street, Charleston, S. C.

SPECIAL OFFER
Thk Fanciers' Journal will l)e sent

from now until

JAMUARY, 1892, FOR 50 CEMTS

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Artists.

SPKCIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

Collies.

O

o

RDERS BOOKF.D FOR PKDIGRF.ED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee &Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

RDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,
The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale or Exchanire.

DOGS.
Advertisements vnthout display inserted under

this headingJor 2 centsper wordfor each insertion.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies; greyhound and beagle puppies.
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and rifles, folding boat,
field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

For Sale.

COLLIE DOG, TEN MONTHS OLD BY THE
SQUIRE, golden sable, white markings,
price reasonable. William Tallman, 109
W. 34th St., New York City. 27-ft

Irlsb Setters.

W
IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES BY A SON

of Glencho and Mavourneen, out of a
daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address
P.. Box 916, Philadelphia. 5-tf

E OFFER A FEW CHOICE IRISH SET-
TERS, among them are full grown dogs
and bitches (some prize winners and field

broken) ; also fine puppies of both sexes.
Send for price list. Address Seminole Ken-
nels, Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa. Discount of
10 per cent on all sales if you mention this
paper. 26tf

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE—SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslyn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Italian Greyhounds.

SFCND FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED
catalogue. Shenango Kennels, Sharon,
Pa. 25-28

Mange Cure.

FOR MANGE USE THE PASTEUR PINE
Lotion. Marshall Robbing, 70 £. 13th St.,

New York City. 17-29

Pointers.

N ASO PUPPIES—TF:n liver AND WHITE
ticked ; five dogs, out of Nadjy of Naso,
9438 (by Ch. Nick of Naso, 5553—Tempta-
tion, 5613) ; won ist in Boston in class of
16, ist and special in Providence, R. I. By
Spot Dash, 7923, a winner of 20 prizes. All
correctly marked. Dogs, $15 ; bitches, $10.
Write for particulars. Geo. H. Holtham,
Box 734, Bangor, Me. 28-it

PUKS.

FINE PUPS ON SALE—Chequasset Kennels,
I«ancaster, Mass. 75-eow

LITTLE KASH (19,567) SIRED BY THE FA-
MOUS Champion Kash (10,596), out of the
well-known Daisy (H905). This little fellow
was whelped December 6, 1S90, is silver
fawn with correct black markings. He is

of small si/.e and will make a great winner
as well as a great stud dog. Is full brother
to the famous Kash, Ji. (17,804), winner of
nine first, second and special prizes when
only nine months old. Little Kash is with-
out doubt a beauty and a rare bargain. He
comprises the blood of nine champions.
Ij07vest price $35. We also have a few other
verv fine pug puppies at reasonable prices
Address Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill,

Philadelphia, Pa. 24-tf

PUG PUPPIES, COMBINING THE BLOODS
of Champions Treasure, Kash, also that
great little dog Kash, Jr., for sale at rea-
sonable prices. Address Seminole Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Phila, Pa. Discount of
10 per cent on all sales if you mention this
paper. 26tf

St. Bernards.

FOR SALE.—THOROUGHBRED PUPPIES,
finely marked, full pedigree, out of Thelma
(15,006) by Swiss Nero (9757); dogs $50,
bitches $40. Address W. C. Newell, P. b.
Box No. 48, Doylestown, Pa. 28-29

FR SALE —THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in
whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF BROOD
Bitches and Puppies. Swiss Mountain
Kennels, Germantowu, Phila. 28-tf

Various.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street Philadelphia, Pa.

T-*OR SALE, SIX FINE BLACK AND WHITE
J^ foxhound pups. Also a pair of Llewellin

setters, four months old. Address L. A.
Knopf, 720 South Fifth Street, Richmond,
Ind. 27-28J

I

PURCELL'S FLOCK FINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimatesgiven for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules, I.,abels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 centsper wordJor each insertion.

Appliances.

POULTRY.
Advertisements wtthout display inserted unde*

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfof each insertion

INCUBATORS SOLD, BOUGHT,EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor. Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-
1-53 ham, 26 Harrison St., Bast Orange, N. J.

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

Barred Plymouth Rooks.

CLOSING OUT SALE OF FIFTY APRIL
and May hatched Cockerels, finely marked
and nicely barred. Both breeders and ex-
hibition birds in this lot ; the result of fif-

teen years' careful mating. Must be sold
before November. State what you want
and write to E. P. Cloud, Kennet Square,
Pa. 28-31

For Sale.

CHICKEN FARM NEAR SCRANTON, PA.
One of the best markets in the United
States. Address 421 Webster Ave., Scran

-

ton, Lack. Co., Pa.

Games.

PRIZE GAME FOWLS-E. F. DOTY, 47
Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada, car
spare a limited number of eggs for hatch-
ing from his prize winning Game Fowls
and Bantams at $3 per dozen. These fowls
won highest honors at the leading shows,
and several now in my yard won first and
second prizes at the last New York show.
Also some good birds for sale. Black Red,
Brown Red, Duckwing and Pile Game and
Black Red, Pile and Duckwing Game Ban-
tams. Address as above.

Various

CHOICE B.ARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.
E- P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas.barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyaudottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eg^s for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimatesgiven foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
and matings. Winners at largest shows
for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale,

Bradley Bros., Lee, Mass. 9-^ eow

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display insetted undet

this headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, $11 W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-face
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddess stock. 8S-tf

Barbs.

FIFTY PAIRS IMPORTED AND HOME.
bred from imported stock for disposal, at
from twenty to fifty dollars per pair. D. E.
Newell, foot West Nineteenth St., New York
City. i-tf

A'

H

Fantalls.

LL COLORS FOR SALE CHEAP, TO RE-
DUCE stock. Harold M. Hoag, Lockport,
N. Y. 28-30

OWARD BUTCHER, 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

For Sale.

FR SALE.—W-BANDED HOMERS, ALL
related to 500 milers and speedy. Price $3
per pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,

Philadelphia. 16-tf

.Jacobins.

TW. TUGGLE. Columbus, Ga. Importer

^ and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PE;TTIT, ARTIST, loio Cl.IN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Various.

DRAGONS, BARBS, TURBITS, OWLS, TUM-
BLERS, pouters and Quakers for sale,

breeders and young stock. Nothing re-

served. Positive closing out sale. Will
exchange some of these birds for silver

spangled Hamburgs, or will make clo.se

price for cash. Williard Wilson, Wallace,
Neb. 25-28

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia. Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Artists and Engravers.

W.
E HAVE arranged with Schielber &
Sons, who are acknowledged 10 be the

best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Pubfishing
Co.. M South Third St.. Philsdelphia. Pa,

Drlnklnir Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and
8vti Brooder Company. Jamesburg, New Jersey.

For Sale.

,-^OR SALE, LOT OF FINE BELGIAN HARES,
H mammoth bronze turkeys and buffCochiiis

Golddust strain; prices low. H. McAleer &
Sons, Box No. 30, Emswortb, Pa. 27-4*

THR FANCIKRS JOURNAL
JNjrHESTUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion The Sqt^ire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Ro»lyn W^ilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

Chal. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Bir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Champion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.J

Irish Setters
Seminole,

20088. FEE $20
(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

Eleo,
FEE $15

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

11450.

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brooti bitches in whelp.
Young stock always on hand. i3-'^4

pFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher J25
Ch. Raby Mixer 15
Russley Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10

Puppies from these welt-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

13iiiL5it)E Kennels,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNOSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX TH^RRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OK THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAT Fee $15 00

CH. V0LUNTEF:R Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
IMIOPHIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridgk, L. I

/pUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER
* IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire ol
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champion Belgi avian—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won in KnKlund six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-
onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand young dog is just
in hjs prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-
dress

THOS. C. CHALMERS. Proprietor,

.' V... J4'9 P- Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

89-141

Game Bantams. Irlnh Terriers.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

IN THE STUD.

FOX TERRIERS^
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP. 7711 peg tjcREGENT BRISK. 16,618 ... •• ,0
REGENT TIPPLER '.'.'.'.''

10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches
For stud cards and particulars address REGENTKENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md 65

ST, BERNARDS
AT STUU.

ARISTOCRAT,
Winner of more flrHt prizes and spec-

ials diirlniu: 1«SM> than any
other St. Uernard.

l^KK, - - $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,

Poiijurhkeepsle, N". Y
I'or Stud Cards apply to

DAVID E. LOVELAND, Manager.

JRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

MINSTREL
(2«.377) CH. ELCHO, Jr.—BESSIE GLENCHO.

SHANMORE
(21,378) CH. ELCHO, Jr.—BESSIE GLENCHO.
Puppies bv the above dogs, Ch. F;icho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
62tl We.st Farms. N. Y.

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. tJKRiXARDS.
IN THE STUD

tJBN ORIVIONDE, 17044.
1263 CARD AND PHOTO FREE

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Descnlied in show reports as "best Yorkshire in
America." Pedigree and winnings free; photos,
50 cts. A liinite<f nuiiilier of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS.
100-151 Exch.inge Block, Bangor, Me.

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD

COUNT - $2.5

Some fine pups by Plliiliimiioii, Jr Also
broo.1 bitches. G.W.PATTERSON,

27tf Lake View, Worcester, Mass.

RISK SETTER DOC

LIMERICK
AT STUD. FEE $20.

OAKVIBW KENNKIvS,
fJI.EXSIDK, I»A.

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SHRAKK,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, 1st

at Baltimore and ist ana Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMA if.

12ttt AUBURN PARK, ILL.

—Don't forgot to send advertisements
for our great Christmas number.

«4.1

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

O^LLIES
ST. BERNARDS

IRISH TERRIERS

COCKER SPANIELS

Best ill the world iti stud and for sale.

AT STUD
Christopher - - -

Wellesbourne Charlie

^50.00

50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, I35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL,

[75 127 Philadelphia, Penna.

In Conjunction with
my buKiiiess of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plie.s I have add-
ed a dog ex-
change for the
purcha.se and
sale of dogs of
e V e r|y descrip-
tion.
Three will l)e a

registry Wept at
my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payineiit
ol a fee the name
and address of

parties wishing to purchase or sell dogs will Ik.-

entered. The fee for one dog will be Ji.oo, and for
each additional dog fitly cents. This will be de-
voted to advertising ami furthering the sales,
and a commission of 10 per cent will be charged
on all .sales. I may confidently state that my
experience with dogs asa breeder.exhibitor, etc..
with my excellent Itjcation for the business and
my wiile aci|uaiiitaiice will make this one of the
very l>est tnediunis to be found for the purchase
aiiu sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN.
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

Clearing Out Sale.
TONV (JLAIJSTONE (Paul C.ladstone-

Belle Ward).—Whelped August 26, 1H89; color,
black and white. Broken by Jess M. Whaite for
field trial purposes.

NKI.,LIK. —Color, black, white and tan;
whelped i«hM

; broken . Due to whelp September
18 to Paul (iladstoue. Price, $75.

DAI.SY.—Color, nearly white ; al>out 2 years
old. Due to whelp September 12 to Paul Glad-
stone. Price, $75.

G II 1» (Boss <;i.idstone—Lennis).—Color, lemon
and white ; broken. Price, $40.

Two lemon and while puppies, four months old,
by above bitch ; sired by Paul Gladstone.

Liver and white pointer dog pup and bitch
puppies for sale, by Lord Graphic and Foxchase.
FEMIMAN K.— Challenge Dachshunde

stud dog
; whelped December 7, 18H5 ; color, red

;

winner of eleven prizes. LENA I.. (7669). -^

Whelped December 7, 1885; color, retl. Price,
the pair, $100.

Three puppies by the above, $15 each.

rOl'NTKSS BKM»IC!0. - Irish water
spaniel; whelped April 11, i8«6; winner of
.seven prizes. Price, $15.

A good brood beagle hound bitch, about 4
years old ; good hunter, but won't work with a
gun on account of being shot. Price, $25.

JOS. I.KWIS.
27-29

Box 304, Cannonsbiirg,

Washington County, Pa.

^DGEWOOt) HeNNELS.
ST. BERNARDS!

We have for sale a fine litter of St. Bernard
puppies out of Mascot Mkda, sired by Mascot
Bernard, a worthy son of grand old Nkro III
and a full brother of the world-renowned Sir
Bedivere, the best living St. Bernard. These
puppies combine grand blood on both sides and
will please the most exacting fancier. Send
stamp for descriptive circular and price list.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER, Poftsville, Pa.

THE KENNEL.

I^IES

FORDHOOK KENNELS
A

Are among the large.st in .\nierica devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Koiigh-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now Ixxjkiiig orders for puppies
sired by Fordh(X)k S<iuire, a son of Ch. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, litler brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a sou of Ch. Sniiiggit-r, and Scot,
a .son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full
descriptions. Also one litter sin-d by the world's
champion, Scotili.a, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
79130 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOSING OUT 8ALE--Y0UR CHANCE
If you want to purchase a fliicly bred puppy

we can supply it. We have been breediiig to
get a collection of the fine.st in the land, sired by
Gath's Mark, Roger, Chance and I'axlang. The
dams are finely bred, plenty of Count Noble,
c;iadstone, Leicester and Darkie b'ootl. Three
litters now ready to ship We can supply some
young.sters ready for field this fall and several
gocKl broo<l bitches, such as produce black, white
and tan pups. Let your wants be known by ad-
dressing

Moorefield Kennels,

49 CHULA, AMELIA CO., VA.

1^
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVKR,
Veterinary ISurjireoii,

189;i BKOAIIWAY, NEW YORK.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SI;TT1;rs. BKA<;I,f:s and
SCOTCH TFRRIKRS. Also thirty varieties of
Fancy Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4<ioo prizes the
past four years. A grand lot of slock for sale.
Price list free. My strain of Shawlueck Pied
Games are Champions of ihe South. 2-53

DI IPO "* Y<^1' W.ANT To OWN A

r ItiS —GENUINE PUG PUP

—

1 UUU Bl Y AT HHADglARl^iRS.
Young slock from prize wiuiiers, {20 to |.so.
If^yon've a bitch to breed, try one of our

Kberhart's Cashier (I3VOI Fee, $15
Bradford Ruby II (9720). Fee, (15
John Hull, imported (17093). Fee $15
Douglass II (ii,Ho4). Fee, )ib

I.itter guaranteed. .\ "square deal" to all
KBKRHART PUG KKNNKLS, Cincinnati, O.
leading and lAitgnt Pui( Kfitni-l iu America.

Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street.

STTII)

DOGS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

WRITE KOK l-AKTKrLAKS.

F. HOPE,
305 N. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

KLM STATION,
Montgomery Co., Pa.

Tin- lmii«> of the kennel. I'un-
i(iv<-ly I iiriMl. ill nni^ or two
!t|i|ili('uti(iti<*. with St. Hrr-

. ^ , . -r
nurd Muiice Car«. For

Sale DT dealers In Mportini;K<*<MiH. or
THK ST. BKKNAltD .MANliK CUUFJ CO..

Sl.OO Per Cab. Okasvvii.i.k, Ii.u

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL

The leading weekly pajier of it.s

clas.s in the world. Sixteen pa^es
handsomely illustrated. vSuliscinp-
tion price, |2.oo j)er annum ; .sam-
ple copies, 5 cents. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa,
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STANDAV\D

TRAOC Mftl"^

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Kxtra
Heavy Felt for

Poultry Houses
1 1.50 per ic» »q.
feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
qiid circular
free. 7-58

A. P. SWAN, 3H L»ey Street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ATJ. OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

VAiiiH KOIl IIATClIINtt.

SEND FOR CATALOGUK.

H. W^. VAHLE,
313 Market Street and 46 N. gth Stieet,

PHILADELPHIA.
79 13'

Kdweird S; Schmid,
Successor to I.ouis Schniid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

Pir.Kt)NS OF ALL, KINIIS FOR SAI.K.

Semi for illustrated catriloRue and price list.

No. 317 Twellli Street, N. W. Washington, I). C.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

HKKFUHNO

YOUNC.STF.KS

FROM

iHRKK OF thf:

Bi;ST I.OFTS

ON tiif:

CONTINKNT.

Iluving purchaseii from H. Wagner nineteen
pan not hi>> champi'jn leeord birds, and having
eleven pairs of reeoni liiids of my own breeding,
1 have a showing <if THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THki;i-; I,0»-TS WITH PROVHN RFX
ORDS FROM 510 TO 7cx» MII,f;s. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 98-150

FOR POULTRY.
Bone M«iil, - - Per 1<N» lb.

(ininiiliitol Itouts " KN)
Grtiiitul lt«>«'f

Sc'inipH, - - - " 14MI
falcltv, - - - - " '.»<M>

.riiMluHl Flint, - '• t»00
<;ru*<li«Ml <>yst<^r

SlH'Ils, - - - " 2«0

Bag, 9a. (M)
y.75

a. CM)

a.00

3.C)0
Send (or onr New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt o(

^""'
C. II. DKMI»WOLF A CO.,

York Cbemleal Works, York, Pa.

POUL.TBY FARMS. rOULiTKY FAUM8.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

<IIND1I1N GAMES. <<l I> WYANDOTTES.[>
The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NEW YORK SHOW I

won ist on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State
Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 fir.sts, 3 .seconds. 4 thirds and 2 gold speeials. Send
forcircular. Address T.WILTON H I LL, JAMKSBURG, N. J. 96-148

THERE IS NOTHING BETTER THAN THE BEST
So why seek fuither. My BARRF:d PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SILVER LACED WYANDOTTES

have stood the test of time and been handled at NATIONAL SHOWS by all the leading judges—
they always win a BIG SHARK OF THE PRIZES, TOO.

At Charleston, S. C, January, 1891,

the National Show of the vear and meeting of the A. P. A., they were awarded TWENTY OF
THE MOST IMPORTANT PREMIUMS. . My chicks this year are a PRIME LOT; they have
great FORM and COLOR and are hard to equal. I have also a full line of FINE BRF^EDING
BIRI»S and younjj hens and will quote reasonable prices for quality.
Send for finely illustrated circular. Address

1-51 EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Anie?ila, Dutcbess County, N. Y.

GAMES & GAME BANTAMS
Again we win, c.ipturing the Game Club Challenge for best Game Cock or Stag, and va-

riety, at the Great Madison Square Garden Show.
MY EXHIBITIONlGAIVIES are of the most fa.«hionable type, high stationed, hard feath-

ered, lean-headed, whip-tailed birds and are winners wherever shown.
MY PIT GAM ES are strong, savage, wiry fighters and guaranteed game to the CORE.
MY GAME BANTAMS are of the most fashionable style and have alwavs won highest

honors at the leading shows in America. Remember I have one of the fiiiest collections
of Gaines and Game Bantams in the country. Eggs in season. Stamp forcircular.

A. F. PEIRCE,
LOCK BOX 200, winchf;ster, n. h.

p. S.—PEIRCE SURE CANKER CURE by mail, postpaid, 25c.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM-

vanet

lOI-ti

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandoties and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties/'Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Sen<l for illustrated circular giving full prize record ot America's leading strains of above
ineties. Can furnish eggs from ('. H. Adams' New York Pri«e Winners.

J. FORSYTH, owEGo. tioga county, n. y.

o<I3andacr Par7VY[>o
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Bufl Prkin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Priije
winners wherever shown. Circular free.

F. W. GAY LOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.1061

I. K. FE1_CH
NATICK, MASS. & SON

OOLLIE PuPS'
Send for Extended Pedigree.

BOOKS. ItOOKS.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise .ind common-sense treatise on how to train
your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog-
man can afford to be without.

PRICE 50 CENTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

MODERN TRAINING, HANDLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Metho<ls de-

velope<l by Field Work, Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
of the dog's nature and capabilities. SF;ND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
OF CONTENTS AND TF;sriMONIALS FROM EXPERTS. Price $2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.

OPIUMS
Morphine Habit Cured in 10

ys. Noj»« _

OR. J. STEPHENt, Lebanon.Ohio.
«lHyB. No pay till cured. PIGS.

AUGUST 29, i«9i.

Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Pox
Hounds, Beagles.CoUies.Settera.GEO.B.

UICKlfAN. W. Cheater. Pa. Send lUmp for dr.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OK

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE k GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show ol America
New York, February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plytnouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth RcKk pullet;
first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-
play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD.

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special ou
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4
per 13, $7 per 26, $9 per 39. Stock for sale. 86

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at
least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think thev will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. They must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
in the crop ; one that will furnish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-
ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digesiib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witness such note<l breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E. Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

25-50

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 East 56th Street, New York.

THE

—

SPORTSMEN'S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OK

SKINS TANNED. P0CKF;TAND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NF:w and POPULAR EDITION OF THIS

BOOK AT THE POPULAR PRICE OF 25

CENTS PF;R COPY POSTPAID.

DePuy's Poular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled
Capons and Caponizing. This book has had a
very extensive sale at fifty cents per copy, but
the author, Mr. George Q. Dow, has kindly con-
sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent
edi.ion, so as to put it within the reach of all, and
no person can anord to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The book contains all

that the fifty cent edition does besides adding
some new features not contained in that edition
that are really very valuable to poultrymeu.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear
type that can be easily read without straining
the weakest eyes. All persons should read this
l>ook who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
complete information on all the different details

of these subjects by a veteran capouizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This book covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . /.ddress all

orders to

Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.
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FIXTURES.

Dog Shows,
Sept. 1-4.—Youngstown. Ohio.

1-4 —Kingston, Ont.
9-1 1.—Hamilton, Can.
15-18.—Toronto, Canada.
22-25.—Montreal, Can.
29-Oct. I.—Ottawa, Can.

Dec. 4-8.—Rockford, III.

10-14—Freeport, 111.

30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.

1^-22.—Binghampton, N. Y.
Feb. 9-12.—Chicago, 111.

23.26.—New York, N. Y,
March 1-4—Philadelphia, Pa.

8-1 1.—Baltimore, Md.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Poultry and Pigeon Shows.
Aug. 24-28—Hornellsville, N. Y.

25-29.—Tarentura, Pa.
25-Sept. 4.—Detroit, Mich.
26 Sept. I.—Albany, N. Y,

Sept. 1-9.—Elmira, N. Y.
1-4.—Worcester, Mass,
10-17.—Syracuse, N. Y.
14-18.—Westfield, Pa.
14-19.—Columbus, O.
21-25.—Rochester, N. Y.
21-25.—Dover, Del.
2I-2S.—Waverly, N. J.

Set.. 28-Oct. 2.—Trenton, N. J.
Deo 2-8.—Rockford, 111.

9-1 1.—Brockton. Mass.
10-14—Freeport, 111.

15 16.—Needham, Mass.
16-23.—Providence, R. I.

22-25.—Stonehara, Mass.
30-Jan. 2.—Merjden, Conn.
30-Jau. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

Jan.

Feb

1892.
4-7.—Worcester, Mass.
5-8.—Albany. N. Y.
5-8.—Lewiston, Me.
6-12.—Philadelphia, Pa.
12-15.—Leominster, Mass.
12-16.—Yarmouth, Me.
12-15.— Battle Creek, Mich.
12-16.—Columbia, S. C.
18-23.—Hartford, Conn.
19-24. Shelbyville, Ind.
19-27.- Binghamton, N. Y.
20-25.- Elinira, N. Y'
26-30.—boston, Mass.
2-5.—Woicester, Mass.

Field Trials.

Was it because

scruples agaiust

Sept. 22.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.
Nov. 2.—United States Field Trials Club

10.—International Field Trial Club.
16.—F:astern Field Trials Club.
23.-Irish Setter Club.
23.—Gordon Setter Club.
30.—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

Our Illustration.

We are indebted to the Canine World

for the cut of the black and tan terrier

Beaconsfield. He was bred by Mr. W.

Barlow and is by Peter out of Ruby. He
is now the property of Messrs. Toon and

Symonds. Beaconsfield is considered by

many to be one of the most typical

specimens of the breed on the bench

to-day, and he has sired many winners.

His owners claim that he has won more

firsts and specials than any other dog of

the breed. The list of his winnings are

too long to be given space here.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a Iriendly part to tell you

What strange reij..rts are current here in town.

— 77te Spanish Student.

We left Philadelphia Sunday evening,

so as to be at Kingston in good time for

the dog show. Our journey was a suc-

cession of disappointments, owing to the

way our train had of missing connections,

and consequently causing long and

tedious waits. Upon our arrival at Clay-,

ton, N. Y., Monday evening, we learned

that the last boat had departed for Kings-

ton and we could not be landed in that

city until about 12 o'clock Tuesday. As

judging was supposed to begin promptly

at 10 o'clock we could not wait for that

boat. On the wharf we found a little

steamboat and soon made arrangements

to be ferried across the river to Ganano-

que, and after a hearty supper were soon

speeding on our way. It was now rain-

ing in torrents and the night was pitch

dark. At one time the captain stopped

the boat to discover himself, or rather the

boat, for we were lost. We soon passed

around the lower end of Grindstone Is-

land, and in an hour and a half were

along side of the dock at Gananoque,

thoroughly wet but happy.
«

• «

Her Majesty's Custom House officer

opened my bag and spying a box of

cigars asked if they were good. We told

him to sample them, which he did, and

wished us goo<l night. Tuesday morn-

ing we came to Kingston by water and a

most enjoyable ride it was, through a

portion of the famous " Lake of the

Thousand Isles." Big islands and little

islands, inhabited and uninhabited, upon

some were built palatial residences, on

others a mere cottage of one or two

rooms. The water is a bright green and

as clear as crystal.
«

« «

Imagine our disappointment when after

hurrying to the dog show to be informed

that owing to the non-arrival of Mr.

I.acy, one of the judges, that the awards

would not be made until Wednesday.

Many are anxious to know why Mr.

Ivacy disappointed us.

he had conscientious

traveling on Sunday ?

»*»

Dr. Wesley Mills and Mr. Alfred

Gc'ddes, the two judges associated with

Mr. Lacy, were on hand promptly and

ready to begin work, but it was thought

best to postpone all the work until the

following day.

« »

One hundred and ninety-two dogs are

entered at Kingston, and most all are on

the benches. Nearly all the breeds are

represented by one or more good speci-

mens.

« *

As the judging had been postponed,

l)ijt few visitors lingered about the build-

ing. We noticed, however, Messrs,

Wixom and Kreuder discussing beagles.

The Hornell-Harniony Kennels have a

string of prize winners, while Mr.

Kreuder has a team of four. Sixteen

English setters are shown. B. F. Lewis

will handle the winner in both dog and

bitch classes. Irish setters are few and

poor, excepting Seminole Kennels'

Seminole and M. Flynn, Jr.'s, Glen

Jarvis. Dr. Dixon will make a clean

sweep in the Gordon classes. Pointers

are few, but good, Mr, W. H. Hylaud

having the best kennel. Cocker classes

are fair. Some new dogs will be shown.

Collies are few and moderate outside of

the Seminole Kennels' entries. Fox ter-

riers are numerous and range in quality

from good to bad,

« •

Mr. Daniel Mann, who has charge of

the New York St. Bernard Kennels, is on

hand. He carries that same good, natural

smile, Mr, John Naylor, of Chicago, is

showing four dogs,
»

• •

Mr. George Bell was one of the early

birds at Kingston. He now shows under

the name of Ancient and Modern Ken-

nels, He is also interested with Mr.

Ireson in the Scaton Kennels.
*

« «

At the International Dog Show held at

Kingston, Ont., the Seminole Kennels,

Philadelphia, took first prizes in Irish

setters and collies ; L. G, Dixon, Phila-

delphia, secured first and second prize on

Gordon .setters. In greyhounds and

beagles Harmony Kennels, New York,

carried off first prize. In the pointer

challenge class R. Leslie, Philadelphia,

was first. W. H, Hyland, Tarrytown,

N, Y,, was first for pointer dogs and

bitches. R. P. Keasby, Philadelphia, was

second in the challenge class for field

spaniels and bull terriers. W. C. Suden,

Brooklyn, was first in the bull terrier

class,

••*

The bench show, which will be held in

connection with the Westchester County

Fair Association's fair, promises to be

quite a successful one. The show will be

intrusted to Messrs. Tom Terry and A.

H. Lewis, proprietors of the famous

Hempstead Farm Kennels; Messrs. Frank

Hitchcock and Wintbrop Rutherford.

The principal money will be given for

St. Bernards, fox terriers, collies, point-

ers and setters, and the judge will prob-

ably be Mr, James Mortimer, the well-

known superintendent of the Westmin-

ster Kennel Club. The fair will be held

at Westchester, beginning the 29th of

this month and continue the entire week.

* «

Forest and Stream in an editorial last

week discussed A. K. C. affairs concern-

ing the numerous suits against it for pub-

lishing the names of those which have

been disqualified. The Albany court

has now determined that the publication

of the names in the Gazette was a libel,

and, of course, there will now be no end

of suits, and every associate or member .

of a club will come in for his share.

*
» »

We anticipated this trouble some time

ago,and as far back as May 9 we wrote : "It

seems to us that the next move in the

matter by the officials should be to end

the wrangle, which has undoubtedly in-

jured the influence of the A. K, C, The
best method of doing this would be to

have a thorough reorganization at the

next meeting. This will no doubt be a

very humiliating method, not alone to

the officers, but to all connected with the

association. We do not feel like giving

up a fight when there is anything to be

gained by keeping a bold front, but in

this instance it will only keep up a

wrangle which everyone now wants to

see stopped."
*«

We are pleased to see that our esteemed

contemporary, Forest and Stream, has

taken up this subject, but think they

should go a step further and do as we

did—suggest a way out of the entangle-

ments. Something must be done soon,

for the associate members are becoming

frightened at the prospect of intermin-

able litigation and there will soon be a

scramble to get out,
*

The Greenfield Hill Kennels have sold

their English setter stud dog Claud, by

Roderigo out of Lillian, to Mr, F. H.

Clark, Attleboro, Mass.
«

« »

Mr. A. P. Haywood-Lon.sdale has sent

a I25 special to the International Field

Trials Club,

» •

The Ohio Humane Society, of Cincin-

nati, who have had laws passed turning

over to them the dog catching business,

and who will do it right, will give a grand

fair in October, at Chester Park, the

proceeds to go toward putting up a fine

building on their property lately pur-

chased. This fair will consist of a horse

and pet animal show, bicycle tourna-

ment and a bench show of dogs. Mr, Al.

G, Eberhart has accepted the manage-

ment of the dog show and hopes that

his fellow breeders will send their dogs,

as the object is a most worthy one. This

show will stimulate the dog interest, and

it is hoped to give an annual show here-

after under A. K. C, rules. Mr. Frank

C. Wheeler (lately of Canada), the well-

known fancier, will judge all classes, and

the show will be fed by Austin & Graves,

of Boston. Exact dates will soon be

published and premium lists sent out."
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«
« «

The Blue Grass Kennel Club have se-

cured the ser\'ices of Major J. M. Taylor

for sporting and Frank C. Wheeler, of

Canada, for non-sporting classes. They

have added the following classes and

specials since issuing their premium

lists. There will be separate classes for

dog and bitch puppies in the following

breeds: Mastiffs, St. Bernards, grey-

hounds, pointers, English, Irish and

Gordon setters, foxhounds and pugs;

also separate classes for English fox-

hounds. I25 for best pack of ten fox*
hounds and |io for the best kennel of
four owned by one exhibitor in the fol-

lowing breeds: Mastiffs, St. Bernards,
greyhounds, Great Danes, pointers, Eng-
lish and Irish setters and pugs. |io will
be given to the handler having the largest
number of entries. D, D, Bell, of Lex-
ington, offers $s for best dog or bitch,

irrespective of breed
; Alf, F, German, of

Louisville, offers $5 for best pug, the get
of Eberhart's Cashier; Mrs. Herbert Ham-
mond, of Cincinnati, offers I5 for pug with
best curled tail ; Mr. George Heinbuck,
of Cincinnati, offers $5 for best pug bitch
puppy

; Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-
nati, offers silver cup for best collie dog
under eighteen months old, and James
E. Pepper & Co., distillers, offer a ca.se

of their oldest whiskey, value $25, for

best pointer, also same for best setter in
show.

that this displeased the animal, but,
nevertheless, it romped about with the
new-comer, and they were apparently
the best of friends. Soon the new-comer
was missing, and it turned out that the
old dog had taken it on a long trip into
the country and lost it.

*
* *

The Mercer, Cal., Express says that
the party who left Fresno Flats last week
to recover the body of James Bell, who
perished in the snow on Dunlap's Moun-
tain, found Bell's faithful dog guarding
the remains of his master. The dog
would not let the party approach the
l)ody and they were compelled to kill
him.

»47

»

Mr, J, M, Avent. of Hickory Valley,
Tenn., had a valuable dog killed by
being run over while he was on the rail-

road track, Mr, Avent proposes to sue
the company, and will carry the case to
the Supreme Court, As this is the first

case of the kind, and an important one
to all sportsmen, Mr, Avent needs any
suggestions or information that can be
sent him,

•••

We are in receipt, from the Glenraore
Kennels, of photographs of their Beau
Brumraell, Champion Winnie II, Cham-
pion Mollie Bawn and Champion Ruby
Glenmore, They are the work of
the well-known animal photographers,
Schreiber & Sons, and make a valuable
addition to our collection of the noted
dogs of the day.

«
» •

We noted last week the purchase by
Mr, F, Dole of the bull terrier Streatham
Monarch, We are now informed that he
goes to the kennels of J, B, Moorhead,
for whom he was purchased.

*
* •

Mr, E, B. Bishop, of the Glenmore
Kennels, writes us that he has retired

Sarsfield from the stud, having given him
to a friend who will keep him as a pet,

Mr, Bishop is in for ^e/d /ortn, and has
secured from Rev, Rol>ert O'Callaghan,
Rochester, England, the young Irish

setter bitch Coleraine, which was so suc-

cessful in the field trials this spring. She
is a litter sister of Finglas, Mr, B.'s re-

cent purchase from Mr, Boggs. He has
decided to locate his kennels in Kansas
as being more acessible than California,

•
* »

Professor J. C, Schuyler writes that he
will have some eleven candidates for

field trial honors to handle during the
coining season, that they are doing
nicely now with every promise of a fair

proportion of bread winners among them.
«

Secretary Madison, of the United States

Field Trial Club, writes us that he is

sanguine of fifty starters in the Derby,
This certainly is a wonderful showing for

this young association.

K M. Wood, proprietor of a large gen-
eral store in Bristol, is the possessor of a
very intelligent dog. Tip is just five
years old and is known by almost every
man, woman and child in the town. He
can talk—says " mamma " and "papa,"
and pronounces distinctly many letters
in the alphabet. He makes himself gen-
erally useful during the busy hours, and
can often be seen in the shoe department
cutting shoestrings with his fine set of
" ivories." During the Christmas holi-
days he forms a very important part of
"Santa Clans' Scene," dressed in a com-
plete suit of clothes. He sits with a
pipe in his mouth and a pair of spectacles
on his nose for two hours at a time,
amusing the people as they view the in-

teresting scene. Tip knows no end to
tricks, runs errands and is a great lover
of base ball, frequently catching the ball

from the bat. He stands for hours watch-
ing a game, and when the ball goes near
him he will get it, and, after running the
gauntlet and do<lging all sorts of mis-
siles, will reach home with the ball safe
and contented.

LE.XINGTON'S BE.NCH SHOW.

Tlio Wins Will Count and This Should
Uring: Many Dofp* There.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
The bench show of dogs to be given at

Lexington, Ky., Septemljer 23 to 26, is

going to be the best ever given in this

section. The prize list is liljeral, also

many special prizes. The entry fee is

only $2. Express companies carry dogs
at half rates. Every owner of a dog in

Cincinnati and neighboring towns should
encourage them and also stimulate the
dog interest an«l dog shows bv sending
one or more dogs. Expense' is light,
trip short and the wins count, as it is an
American Kennel Club show, I am go-
ing there with a string of various breeds
and shall be pleased to make favorable
terms to take some of your dogs, which
will have the best of care and attention,
and shown in the ring when judged by
myself. Bear in mind that no dog can
be entered after September 13. For
premium list and entry blanks, address
or call on, yours truly,

Al. G. Ebkrhart,
Cincinnati, O., September 3.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING.

The IrlHh Setter Club Will Hold One
Xext WediiOH<Iay,

Editor Fancikks' Journal.
A meeting of the Executive Committee

of the Irish Setter Club has been called
for September 9, at 14 South Broad Street,

Philadelphia. At this meeting the
amount of the Deri)y Stakes will probably
be decided on and announced. I have
received word from Dr. Jarvis that he
will offer a silver cup, to he known as
"The Elcho Cup," to become the ab-
solute proi)erty of the winner of the All-
Aged Stakes. He savs : "I will give
one worth winning."
We have also receive<l a most liberal

donation from Mr. E. B. Bishop, the pro-
prietor of the (ilenmore Kennels. He
forwarded me first |io, and then his
check for |ux> additional. One-half of
tins latter is to go to the winner of the
I)ert)y an<l one-half to the handler. This
is not the only |icjo contribution that has
been receive<l. I have succeeded in get-
ting the |2oo I promi.sed from our city,
and may perhaps get some more. Twenty-
five dollars of it came from the i;un edi-
tor of the Item.

I am still on the hunt (or on the still
Jiunt ?) We have not as yet heard from
the rank and file in a proper manner. I
would like to have more $5 an<l lio sub-
scriptions coming in so as to show that
we have the sympathies and support of
the smaller bree<lers ami owners of single
dogs. It is the duty of every one to tlo
something, and as has l)een said before,
if they cannot run a dog they can at least
send a five dollar bill.

Another thing that I particularly wish
to call attention to is the fact that the
Derby entries will not be so numerous as
the All-Aged, and therefore the chances
of winning will Ix.* greater. The prizes,
judging from our probable income, will
be nearly or quite as large as those of-
fered by the other trials, and this shouhl
encourage owners to make their Derby
nominations promptly. The entries for
the Derby close September 15. If any
have not received entrv blanks, etc., let
them write to 1338 Walnut Street, and I
will forward them. G. G. Davls,

Secretary and Treasurer.

THE KINGSTON SHOW.

*
• «

The Chestnut Hill Kennel's Collie

bitch Roslyn Dolly is expected to return
from England to-day, where she has been
on a visit to Gladdie.

A correspomlent at Eureka Springs,
Ark., of the St, Louis Glol)e-Deinocrat
tells of a sharp trick that a dog played
on a new canine arrival in the house.
After the second dog, which was a pres-

ent from a friend, put in an appearance,
the old pet received only a .share of at-

tention from the family. It was evident

The AwaniN In the KngllHh and Irish
.Setter Classes.

Special to The Fanciers' Journai-.

KiNr.sTON, Ont., September 2.—The
show opened yesterday. Fair attendance.

The following awards were made up to

noon :

English Setters.—Open class, dogs— ist,
Brown's Edge Mark; 2d, Northwoo<i Benzine; 3d,
Kingston Kennels' Kent's Rex; reserve, Hair's
Sir Edward. Bitches— i.st, Kingston Kennels'
Liberty; 2d, Kent's Ruby K.; 3d.Switzer's Mado.
Novice class— 1st, Kingston Kennels' Kent's Rex.
Irish Setters.—Open dogs— ist, Seminole; 2d,

Flynn's Glen Jarvis. Bitches— ist, King.ston
Kennels' Josie D.; 2d, Seminole Kennels' Aurora.
Gordons, challenge— ist and 2d, Dixon's Band
and Ivanhoe. Bitches— ist, Dixon's Duchess or
Waverly. Open dogs— 2d, Piatt's Victoria
Bitches— 1st, Dixon's Lady Waverly; 2d, Piatt's
Bloom.

MONTREAL BENCH SHOW.

Additional Specials to Ho orTerod-Kn-
trles Close September 8.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
It has l)een decided to offer the follow-

ing specials in addition to those pub-
lished in the premium list : For the best
bull dog, prize, value |io; for the best
bitch, prize, value Jio for the best ken-
nel of four or more bull terriers, prize,

value |io. For the best kennel of three
or more Russian Wolf-hounds, prize,

value 1 1 5,

For the special encouragement of Can-
adian breeding of high-class dogs, the
following s|)ecial prizes are offered : For
the best St. Bernard dog owned in Canada,
prize, value |io; for the best ixiinter or
setter dog, owned in Canada, prize value
|io

; for the best bitch, prize value |io.
For the best kennel of four or more
collies owned in Canada, prize value |io.
For the liest Irish .setter dog owned in
Canada, prize value 120; for the best
bitch, prize value I15.

Entries close Septemlier S. Exhibitors
will please state on the entry form where
their dogs, etc., are to be sent.

Yours truly,

Wesley Mills,

Superintendent.

VISCOUNT'S LETTER.

Some or the American I>otfs Tliut Will
Make the Camullun Clreiilt.

From an Occasional CorreAtKiiideiit.

The sensational bull terrier dog, Cham-
pion Streatham Monarch, winner of firrtts

and specials at all the leading kennel
club shows, including challenge prizes at
Birmingham, Derby and Liverpool, and
admitted to \ie the most perfect dog (if

his breed living, will arrive on the Bos-
ton Ian in charge of Mr. George Thomas,
manager of the Anglo-American Terrier
Kennels, from England for Mr. John
Moorhead, Jr., of Pittsburg, Pa.
The Mt. Washington Kennel, Canons-

burg, Pa., will show some of their recent
importations from England at the Can-
adian fall circuit of .shows. These inclu<le
the English setters Viscount (Moss-
Nora III), Moll Llewellin (Dashine
Boiidhu—Nora II) Victress Llewellin
(Moss—Nora III), and Nora III (Dash-
ing Boudhu—Nora II). These are some
of the noted ones from Mr. Llewellin's
kennel. The prize winning bitch Nia,
the one they won so many prizes with in
England, will also l)e shown, and the
old-time winner, Tony Gladstone, l)y
Champion Paul Gladstone out ol Belle
Ward. Besides these their fox terriers
Diver III and Rowton Safety will lie
benched. This is now a very strong
kennel, and our Canadian cousins will
have to look to their laurels or else the
kennel sj)ecials will come across the line,
Mr. John Moorhead, Jr., has just com-

pleted the purchase of a large tract of
land outside of Allegheny City, on which
he will erect large and spacious kennels
for his bull terriers Champion Streatham
Monarch, Queen Bendigoand many more
gooti ones, and as Mr. Moorhead will
show at all the leading shows, we predict
that there is fun ahead, and we take
much pleasure in wishing him every
success.

Mr. Joe Lewis, of Canonsburg, Pa.,
will show his Italian greyhounds Spring
Sprite and Star at the Canadian shows,
and will handle Messrs. Howard Broth-
ers' (Columbus, O.) pug bitch Satin
through the same circuit.
The Duquesne Kennel Club, of Pitts-

burg, Pa., is l)estirring itself and (juietly
getting matters in shape for a great
show next March.
Mr. E. B. Bishop, owner of the (Glen-

more Irish Setter Kennels of Cincinnati,
O., writes Mr. Joseph I^wis, manager of
the celebrated Mt. Washin^ton Kennels,
that he is well pleasetl with his recent
purchase of the Iri.sh setter dog Finglass,
and that he consi<lers him the best dog
in his kennel. So much for the Rev,
O'Callaghan's dogs. Vlscount.

**Whow! Smell Illm IJrefT."

Strange stories sometime^ leak out.
The latest that we have heard is of an
experiment one of our leading spaniel
breeders tried to rid his dog of fleas. The
idea is to first get all your cliampion,
ex champion and prospective champion
dogs, say a dozen in numl)er, quietly
snoozing after an evening meal. Then
have your neighljors carefully, zrty care-
fully drive a goml, healthv polecat
within a few feet of them ; next o|)en
fire on him with a dozen pocketfuls of
stones. Well ! We imagine the fleas em-
barked, but up to this writing have not
heard the result of the experiment. We
fail to see, though, why it was absolutely
necessary to have our most popular
spaniel judge present for the test.

Rattliiu with IMurs.

From Pudsey and Stanningly News we
take the following: "During a visit of the Prince
of Wales to Doiicaster, liis Royal Highness and a
friend were out for a stroll when they met a
miner near Wenlworth House. The miner was
accompanied by two bull pups, and the Prince's
friend asked how much he had paid for them.
'Two quid,' was the laconic reply. H. R. II. eyed
them over critically, and remarked, 'Don't you
think two pigs would have been a more profita-
ble investment for you, my good man ?' 'Hap-
pen so,' replied the collier ; but look 'ere, mis-
ter, what a blooming fool a chap would look go-
ing a ratting with two pigs.' "

The Kars of Terrlera.
From the Fanciers' Gazette.

With almost all breeds of terriers there
is a difficulty in getting their ears to lie or stand
correctly in the early days of their life, and
much anxiety is often caused when time goes on
and they show no signs of either being Hat or
l>ecoming erect, more particularly when the
puppy happens to l>e promising. Many fox ter-
riers do not drop their cars till they are light or
ten months old, and sometimes require a lot of
manipulating to make them do so then. On the
other hand, the ears of Scottish terriers seldom
l>ecome erect until they are six months old, and
sometimes are not quite firmly set bef<ire they
are out of the puppy class. They are, however
almost sure to come right in the end ii they are
bred from prick-eared parents.
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BISCUITS AND BROTH.

From Our Own Correspondent.

London, England, August 22.—Every-
thing is French this week, and even some
of the black poodles that we see in the

West End have the tri-color tied to their

collars. The French Fleet is at Ports-

mouth, and yesterday the Queen reviewed

it off Spithead. The weather is more or

less abominable, rain falling freely and
no doubt because of continuous exchange
of mutual salutes with the very heavy
ordnance on board the combined fleets.

So I have started with the French, and

for a while I will keep (so as to be in the

fashion) to the French breeds of dogs.

Unfortunately dogs do not go well in

France, They have certainly one or two

shows, but I am told by those who have

visited them that they are of a very com-
mon and even laughable description.

The judges very often know just as

much about the' dogs as the dogs do

about the judges, and take sometimes

half a day to separate a bean from a pea.

As a matter of fact, the frenchman is

not a wonderful sportsman, and many
are the old tales we have heard in our

time about them. Everyone knows about

the Frenchman who tried to gallop down a

fox much to the astonishment and amuse-

ment of the assembled field. Rut then

I'renchnien of course shoot foxes as they

do hares before Basset hounds.

But mind you. I do not write that it

i«4 unsportsmanlike to shoot a fox in

France. They do the same in all the

other continental countries, and so they

do in America, but here iu a fox-hunting

country it is of course next to high trea-

son to shoot at Reynard, but really I do
think this a bit unsportsmanlike to shoot

a poor timid devil of a hare before a lot

of cross legged, elongated canines. Let

everything have a chance to get away is

the true motto of a sportsman, and no
man can call himself such with a lurcher

at his heel an<l a gun under his arm.

Before now I have been in one of these

predicaments, for I could have been seen

with a greyhound an«l a gun at the same
time. But it was not my fault, and I

was often near shooting that dog—one of

the l)est Vjrtd that ever lived, by the way,

and a show dog, too. I was at that time a

mud student ; in other words, "learning
farming," and plenty of .sport was the

order of the day. The gun was my plow
an<l mv dogs my harrows, for that is

about all "learning farming" amounts
to in a good, old-fashioned English home.

It is the custom on Christmas <lay in

this count^ to give the farm servants

leave to go where they like and kill what
they can in the shape of ground game

;

in fact, all the hands turn out with all

sorts an«l sizes of weapons. Now, it hap-
pened that we had a greyhound, and a

dog that used to hold more than his own
at our private coursing meetings, and on
an unfortunate Christinas day these

mighty hunters (on the cjuiet) turned
Peter out of his kennel, and, of cour.se,

he was only too glad to join the party.

After that day I never saw a dog more
fond of the gun, an<l if he heard the

sound of a shot two miles away he would
make straight for the gunner, and dash
into brake or covert like a spaniel. Con-
sequently I had often to put up with his

unwelcomed appearance,and had either to

hide the gun or tie the dog up at a neigh-
boring cottage, for, as I said before, any
man would not be seen with such a double-
barrelled arrangement as a gun and a

greyhoun«l.

I started on poodles and nigh came
near the boundary line of poaching, so
will hark back to that most sagacious of
breeds, the poodle—one of the best sport-

ing dogs that man ever shot over. But I

wonder what people would say if they
saw a fellow strut «lown a street with a

pair of poodles at his heels and the
general etceteras of shooting on his per-

son ! I fancy he would be jeered at, but for

all that he would perhaps have the laugh
of a man with a sulky retriever or spaniel.

We all know how a poodle works with a

will, and, seemingly, it is the greatest

pleasure of his life to plea.se his master.

And those who have used pomlles at the
riverside wild fowl shooting I am sure

will bear me out that one cannot find a

more willing and sensible retriever.

It is pretty well known, but, I am
sorry to say, not universally, that the
fashion of clipping poodles started with
the sportsman. This time of the year
they are used extensively at flapper
shooting, and owners 01 them clip their

coats off so that they can be more active in

the reeds. I believe this is how the
fashion originated, and it seems to have
grown apace, too, for not only do we see
p>oodles with their loins and legs shorn,'

but with crests and monograms left on
their hips.

^tx^
Has it ever struck you what abomin-

able looking dogs .some ladies have as

companions? Where they find that
frizzly, podgy, goggle-eyed, foul-breathed
animal it is hard to say, but still they do
get 'em and no mistake ! I think were I

one of the gentler sex, and liked to loll

about in my carriage, I should go in for

a dog with a bit of blue blood in him.
They wouldn't think of having a be-

draggled mongrel of a horse strapped to

the pole, but any sort of a dog will do to

take up the space of a cushion. But
there they must have an affection for

them for other reasons.

-^xx^

I think the most useful of the French
breeds is the Griffon, and M. Boulet,

who lives somewhere in the north of
France, has brought them to great per-

fection. I wonder why someone doesirt

go in for this useful brefed, and I do not
think that the one or two-dog man can
have a better animal for all-round work.
F>eryone seems to admire them, but
srtill they don't catch hold of them. If I

lived in the country I would not be con-

tented until I owned a brace.

^XX^
A great implement—I will call it that

for the want of a better name—in French
hunting is the French horn, which, as

you know, is a clumsy arrangement which
is worn around the body. When there is

a big shoot on, beatens and dogs are not

used, but half a dozen fellows stand on
the windward side of the covert and blow
blue devils out of these horns. No wonder
that every foot is astir and every wing on
the move. But mind you, this blowing
of horns is often melodious, and at most
of the continental shows there is always
a contest in this line. While the men
are blowing the horns the hounds and
dogs join in their best voices, so the

noise can be "better imagined than de-

scribed.

^xx->-

There can be no doubt that English-

men once hunted with these horns, but
of course this was in the time when wild

deer were abundant. In some parts of
Wales horns on the same principle are

very general, but they are made of tin

instead of brass. But they are just of

the same crescent pattern as the horn
now in use on the Continent. The
people use them when they want to alarm
the neighborhood. When the sheriff's

officer and auctioneer come to sell stock

or corn so as to satisfy the Church of

England's parson's claim, the blowing of
horns at once commences. The whole
neighborhood is acquainted with what is

going on, and every man, woman and
child looks about for rotten eggs with
which to pelt the representatives of the

law.

-^xx^

About the most interesting article on
the old hunting laws of Wales that I have
ever read comes from the pen of W.
Morgan Evans, in the Canine World of
yesterday. I hope room will be found
for it in The Fancikrs' Journal, for

it is of great concern and demonstrates
what thorough sportsmen our forefathers

were. None of your two-penny half-

penny people who talk about hounds and
hunting, who have never viewed a fox in

their holes. According to Morgan
F>ans' translation—and he is a rare

Welsh scholar, too—no man was allowed
to wear a leash around his body without
he could answer all (juestioiis concerning
the Nine llunts People, had to go through
an examination as to what they knew
about hunting, and so on. I am afraid

THg FANCIBRQ' JOURNAL
if many of the wearers of pink to-dav
were Ciarpeted several would oe plucked.

^XX-^
All the English dog world has sym-

pathy just now with Mr. FMwin, other-

wise Pa, Nichols, one of the most popular
of men in that particular circle. This
sympathy is felt because of the death of
his son by misadventure, for an overdose
of laudanum was the cause of his death.

It seems he suffered from neuralgia and
such pains, and in courting sleep he
found death. Poor fellow, 1 knew him
well, and he was always ready to give me
any information I wanted when his father

was not at home. I am sure Mr.
Nichols' friends in America will join in

our sympathy.
^xx^

The recently constituted Canine De-
fense League is alive and about to de-

fend an action brought for damages
against the owner of a dog which bit a

man who subsequently died from hydro-
phobia, or, at least, it is said so. But the

funny thing about it is this : The dog is

still alive and kicking and as healthy as

a fish ; in fact, such is certified by one of

the best known veterinary surgeons in

England. While the dog was retrieving

a stick from the water the deceased tried

to get it from him, and consequently he
was bitten. Poor fellow, he is dead, and
it is not the thing to speak in an unkind
way about those who have gone below,

but really were it not for that feeling one
would be inclined to write that it served

him right in being bitten for meddling
with a dog he had no right to touch. A
writ for j^soo has been served on the

owner of the dog by the wife of the de-

ceased for compensation, but I don't

think an intelligent jury will find that she

ought to get it.

-^xx-*~

When this case comes on there will be

the old cry for the muzzle again, and sev-

eral doggy men will join in the shout,

too. I know some men whose names
are well known throughout the world as

great men in dogdom who have abso-

lutely no love for a dog. They love him
as a means of advertisement and profit,

but as a companion and friend they think

no more of him than the veriest villain

that ever walked. I don't like the man
who, when a dog rubs up against him or

jumps on his lap, hits him away with an
oath. Depend upon it that man in his

innermost soul is a brute and has no
thought for anyone save himself. But

how often do we see these men ! Aye, we
run across them unfortunately every day
of our lives.

Poor creature

!

"With eyes upraisKd his master's face to scan,

The joy, the solace and the aid of man ;

The rich man's guardian, and the poor man's

friend

;

The only creature faithful to the end."

-^XX^

Yes, when the true dog lover glances

over these lines he will realize the great

truths contained in the verse. Would
that all our dog men had these lines sewn
to the tips of their tongues, and that the

burdens would nearly choke them every

time they lifted their feet to a dog. I

am not one of those who do not like to

see dogs kept in their places, but I

am of an opinion, indeed I know, that

more can be done in that way V>y coaxing

than caning. In short, every honest

fellow who calls himself a man must
hate the cur who kicks his dog.

-^xx^

Young Hallam, who has accepted a po-

sition as dog breaker to Mr. T. G. Davey,

New Brighton Kennels, London, Ontario,

is a well-known handler here, he having

won the Breakers' Prize at the National

trials at Aqualate this spring. Hallam
is a very quiet, respectable and unob-
trusive man, and is worth a townful of

bluffing breakers.

^XX^
I see that Mr. Joseph Royle, of Man-

chester, is pulling up his socks again and
going in a ouster for dogs. There are few

men who can touch him while he is in

the humor, and let it be known he will

have the best or none at all. His name
will be always associated with such good
show spaniels as Zulu and Solus, while he
has had the best of mastiffs, St. Bernards,

bloodhounds and black and tans in his

kennels. I have only to name Triumph
and Burke of the last-named varieties

and all who know aught about hounds
or "Manchesters" will prick their ears.

Then the Duke of Marlborough in St.

Bernards, but for the life of me I don't
know whether this dog is alive or dead,
for it is here Mr. Royle's peculiarity

conies in. He has a great objection to

anyone knowing when a dog of his dies.

^xx^
When Solus, the celebrated spaniel,

died It was kept as dark as dark could
be, but the newspaper man was not to be
denied, and it came to him in the usual
fashion. The Stock-Keeper got wind of
it, and, being a contributor to that paper
at that time, I was told off on the job.

At last it was laid bare to the worhl,
and poor Mr, Royle got what is vulgarly
called "the needle."

^tx-^
Champion Solus died through being

not dried after washing. He was put
into some straw "under the stairs" after

he had been washed. The amount of
work to get at that little item of news is

only known to those who had to work up
the clue.

Mr. Royle, however, has built a new
kennel, so I suppose we are to see more
"stars." He is, I believe, a very wealthy
man, and has made it for himself out of
pork in the great and prosperous city

of Manchester. Mr, Royle is one of the
most genial and hospitable of men with
only one peculiarity, and that I have be-

fore named. As straight as a gun barrel,

reserved in manner, and a habit of keep-
ing everything concerning his kennel to

himself, is the Ixist pen picture I can
draw of him.

Mr. Moses WooUand is in a bit of a
tear about a report in the Field about
spaniels at the late Darlington show. In
his letter to the Canine World he .states

that he gave about seventeen hundred
and fifty dollars for Bridford Perfection.

This, I think, is about the top price given
for a field spaniel, or at least I have not
heard of such an amount being paid for

one. Seemingly, therefore, there is a lot

of money in the market for a good show
spaniel, and no one can wonder that

"fanciers" still persist in hankering
after the low and long .sort. Maybe
when "Uncle Dick" and your cor-

respondent are dead and forgotten the

craze will come about for animals on the

bench that ran work. The difficulty, as

I wrote l)efore, is that the right sort

are not encouraged, simply because there

is plenty of money in the market to pur-

chase show si)eciniens. Therefore I

think we shall have to keep our noses to

the grinding-stone until they are worn
down to the faces.

Perhaps the chief doggy event of the

week has been the publication of the

Kennel Club's proposed new rules. There
are several alterations, which space will

not allow me to give, but the P. R. No.

23 is rather a warm one and most despotic

in its bearing. Here it is :

23. The committee of the Kennel Club, as de-
fined by Rule 22, shall be the final court of ap-
peal or umpire in all questions or disputes of
any kind soever arising from the competing of
any dog at any shows or field trials held under
the Kennel Club rules, and whether such dis-

pute he between two or more exhibitors or be-

tween exhibitor or exhibitors and the committee
or secretary, veterinary inspector or judge or
judges of such show, or between any oneor more
of such parlies and another or others of them,
and any person or persons acting in any of the
capacities above mentioned at any show held
under the Kennel Club rules shall be deemed
thereby to agrr^^ to refer any dispute which may
arise l>etween them or any of them to the com-
mittee of the Kennel Club as above defined, and
such reference shall in all cases be deemed a

reference under the Arbitration Act, 1889, or any
statutory modification thereof.

^xx-^

Now this rule has evidently been made
up for the purpose of meeting such a

case as that known as "the Carrick case."

We all know that Mr. Carrick meant to

have a go at the Kennel Club for libel if

they had gone far enough. Now (as I

read it) they are going to throw stones

from behind a hedge and shoot people

like a lot of moonlighters from Ijehind a

stone wall. Surely even Mr. Shirley as an
Irish landlord is ashamed of such goings

on in the Emerald Isle, Then why not

sauce for the goose as well as the gander ?

Here the Kennel Club could ruin me in

the eyes of the world when I am per-

fectly innocent, I have no redress. They
are going to try and fight behind the

Arbitration Act of 1889. But after all

what can you expect from a self-elected
body ? Maybe I have read this P. N. R.
wrongly. If I have so much the better
for all exhibitors.

-*xx^
The fetters are getting tighter every

day, and how Englishmen—"lovers of
liberty," as they are pleased to call them-
selves—can sit down and see themselves
caged in is a wonder to me. Newspapers
toady to the K. C, and call themselves
"independent," Bah! I am thoroughly
radical on this point simply because I
object to be bossed by a club that I help
to keep by way of registration fees. In
a former part of this letter I had some-
thing to say about a man who would go
out with a gun and a greyhound. The
K. C. committee do this, and furthermore
have a mastiff in the shape of the Arbi-
tration Act, 1889, as a protection, that is
of course if this P. N. R. comes into force.
Instead of this being brought before a
general meeting of the club let every
man and woman who has registered a
dog during the past year be asked to
vote. The K. C, people have the ad-
dresses, let a plebiscite be taken, for
what right have a self-elected people to
pass such a rule that will prevent a man
(if treated wrongly) having his remedy
in a court of law ?

-^xx^
Professor Parker is going on all sound.

I saw him at the Trocadero on Wednes-
day, and at "Arcadia" Royal Agricul-
tural Hall on Friday. You will be glad
to hear that the greyhounds are thought
highly of because ot their splendid leap-
ing, and Parker is happy. He shortly
leaves for the Gay City, and wishes to be
remembered to his many friends at home.

•

THE DOGS ATTACHMENT.

"What the Great Novelist, Oulda, Sees
In Mau^s Falthftil Friend.

From the North American Review.

It has often been mooted as a vexed
question why all men of genius or great-

ness are so fond of dogs. The reason is

not far to seek. Those who are great or
eminent in any way find the world full

of parasites, toadies, liars, fawners, hypo-
crites

; the incorruptible candor, loyalty
and honor of the dog are to such like
water in a barren place to the thirsty
traveller. The sympathy of your dog is

unfailing and unobtrusive. If you are
sad, so is he ; and if you are merry, none
is so willing to leap and laugh with you
as he. For your dog you are never poor

;

for your dog you are never old ; whether
you are iu a palace or a cottage he does
not care, and fall vou as low as you may,
you are his Providence and his idol still!

The attachment of the dog to man out-
weighs and almost obliterates attachment
in him to his own race. There is some-
thing shocking to our high opinion of
him in the callousness with which he will
sniff at the stiff body of a brother dog;
he will follow his master to the grave,
and sometimes die on it ; but the loss of
his own kind leaves him unmoved. I
never knew more than one exception to
this ; it was, however, a noteworthy one.
I had two puppies of the Molussus, com-
monly called the Maremma breed

;

large, white, very beautiful dogs, with
long hair ; varying in size l^etween a
Newfoundland and a collie ; the old
Greek race of watch dogs to which, quite
certainly, Argos belonged. These pup-
pies, named Pan and Paris, lived together,
fed, played and slept together, and were
never separated for a moment for seven
months. In the seventh month Paris fell

ill of distemper and died. Now, by my
own observation, I can declare that Pan
nursed his brother as assiduously as any
boy could have nursed another ; licked
him. cleaned him, brought him tempt-
ing bits to eat; did all that he could
think of, and when his brother at last lay
there cold and unresponsive to his ef-

forts, his grief and astonishment were
painful to see. F'rom that time he ceased
to play

; from being a very lively dog he
grew grave and sad ; he had a wistful,
wondering inquiry in his ejes which it

was pathetic to behold ; and although he
lived for many years after, and was as
happy as a dog can be, he never re-

covered his spirits. He had buried his
mirth in the ^rave of Paris, Something
was lost for him with his brother which
he never regained. This is the only in-
stance I have known of a dog's love for
another dog.

HOUNDS AND coDBw IN America'

Highland in the Fanciers' Gazette,

Nowadays shows are a prominent
feature of American life. The first dog
show ever held in this country was in
Philadelphia, during our centennial year,
and from that moment up to the present
there has been a continued boom in all
the breeds. None were more needful of
encouragement and fostering care than
greyhounds and deerhounds, and the
first effort made in that direction was in
the organization of the Ea.stern Coursing
Club, and later on of the National Grey-
hound Club, the latter taking under its

protective wing, in addition to the before-
named breeds, the new and fashionable
one of Barzois or Ru.ssian wolf-hounds. I
well remember New York's first dog
.show and the specimens that were there
exhibited. Deerhounds were a wretched
lot, greyhounds still worse, and it was
not till Mr. Thayer became an enthusi-
ast and imported Chieftain and Wanda
as a nucleus for a deerhound kennel that
we had any defined notion how good a
dog a deerhound was, or how he should
be built in order to perform the work re-
quired of him.
From their produce we now have some

of the finest specimens to be found in
the world, as those recently imported do
not compare well with those bred here
Robber Chieftain, Hillside Warrior, Hilll
side Lassie, etc., are hounds that any ex-
hibitor may be proud of, Mr, Thayer's
stock is all over the country, and the
great improvement is discerned at every
show. He is one of the organizers of the
National Greyhound and Ea.stern Cours-
ing Clubs, and is ever on the alert to a<l-
vance the breeds represented by these
clubs. The marke(l improvement in
greyhounds is due largely to these clubs'
efforts. This breed was woefully deficientm character, quality and stamina, but
now our exhibitions bring forth as fine
specimens as can anywhere be found.
Unfortunately but few are natives, the
major part bowig either English or Iri.sh
dogs, selected not alone for their .show
l>ench qualities but for their coursing
records.

The first dog, if I remember right, that
had an English coursing record was Mr.
Huntington's Doubleshot, a grandson of
Master McGrath and Lady Stormont, one
of those long-cast beggars that could
never make a winner in good company.
Though somewhat extensively bred, as
greyhounds went in those days, his best
get was Champion Harmony, a winner of
some twenty firsts and specials on the
bench, and who divided the third and
fourth prizes at the Eastern Coursing
Club's meet of 1889, Soon after Mr,
Bartlett's Begonia and Lord Sefton's
School Girl found their way to Mr, Hun-
tington's kennels, while later on Memnon
and Mother Demdike left Messrs. Charles'
kennels at Neath and became the prop-
erty of our Mr. Smith, These were really
the first good stock imported here into
the East, and from a cross of this with
the old stock Mr, Smith bred Mystery,
which after she reached San Francisco,
and was just "fit," won the 1500 stake,
and the following year repeated, I be-
lieve, the victory.

Through the educating influences of
the two previously named clubs the
members, as well as exhibitors at large,
are no longer satisfied with second-class
dogs, and insist upon good-looking and
moving ones or none at all. They have
become a set of veritable cranks, and as
those are the very people who reconstruct
and bring al)out great results, the future of
show and coursing greyhounds and deer-
hounds in this country is indeed very en-
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a .score of other imported dogs, will
probably put in an appearance, and all
thanks are due to the K. C, C. and N, G,C for their efforts and large expenditure
of money to improve the hree<ls of dogs
they represent. Already these clubs have
each given a very elegant .solid silver
cup for prizes in the coursing field, an<l
the American Field, of Chicago, gave
also last year to the E. C. C.'s meet a
massive cup for the Derbv. The N. G
C. has this year given thirteen of its sil-
ver medals to the various dog shows, and
the result was some crack English dogs
were telegraphed for to compete for them.

It will at once be recognized what
great good these clubs are doing, and the
hopes of all of its members. Great things
are expected to occur within the next
three years in coursing, deerhound and
Barzoi circles, as the.se clubs are rapi<llv
increasing in membership as well as
popularity. A preserve is now in exist-
ence here in the East well stocked with
Kansas jack rabbits. At last accounts
they were breeding rapidlv, and leverets
were to be seen frecjuently. The jack is
beyond doubt the fastest of the rabbit
family. It varies in weight from .six
pounds to fourteen pounds, and its speed
may be realized when I state that at the
Great Bend meet of October 25, i8go, the
first jack was killed in the fourteenth
course. They will invariably go in a
.straight hue, our fa.stest dog. imported
or native, being unable to get hardly a
wrench. The result i.s, if the judge and
spectators wi.sh to witness the coursing
they must be well mounted. Whether
the jack is too fa.st or the greyhound of
to-day too slow the expenence of the
three coming years will have to demon-
strate, and we propose to «lo it with the
young stock we have, of the blood of Bit
of Fashion, Jester, Mullingar, Abbe-
bnante, Clyto, Minnie Station, Britain
Still, Drytime, Burnaby, etc.

THE AMERICAN FOXHOUND.

couraging.
The interference of the Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals in the
E. C, C's meet of 1889 only spurred the
members on to greater efforts, and the
fall of 1891 will see such marked im-
provement in the breeds as will surpri.se

even the most sanguine. Dolly Dollar
and Drytime will, no doubt, appear,
flanked by Mr, Pope's Kennel of young-
sters, while Messrs. H. C. Lowe, Phister,
Luce, Von Hummel, from the West, will
be on h^d to try conclusions in the
field. Lord Neversettle, White Lips,
Partero, Buenritico, Lancashire Lass and

A NEW BREED COMING.

.So Says an Kntrllsh Paper, and Wo
Hope It Is True.

The Pall Mall Gazette says it is prob-
able that we shall have a new dog. The
Schipperke has not been a great success.
He took well at first, and the fact that
he was born without a tail was all in his
favor Then came the distressing rumor
that this was not a fact but a fiction,

that in truth he has no tail for the same
reason that a fox terrier has a short one,
and this rumor has robbed him of much
of his distinction , Justice was then done
for a short time to the Irish terrier, who
added hardihood and fidelity to other
recommendations. But fiishion is ca-
pricious, and loves a change. A new
dog will have to be brought out, and it

has been already discovered. There is a
splendid breed in Morocco, of which the
Moors are excessively proud. They like
to keep it to themselves, and are jealous
of European interference. So jealous
are they that, until quite lately, no native
dog was allowed under any circumstances
to cross the frontier. The most strenu-
ous efforts were made to keep the breed
at home. It was not allowed to bring
the dogs into Tangier lest they might be
smuggled across the Mediterranean. The
law, though popular, was necessarily too
tyrannical in its application. The Sultan
was petitioned ; stringency is to be re-
laxed. Tangier is to be a free jwrt, and
the Morocco dogs are to cross the Med-
iterranean.

Mr. .1. W, Lewis' Idea as Kxpressed Iu
the Following Letter.

Editor Fancikr-s' Journai.,

In compliance with your request I

give you in brief my idea.s of the Ameri-
can foxhound. The .stan«lard given in
your journal of the English hound is all

right for the American dog, except his
bone need not be quite so large, or the
dog quite so heavy.

With us, unlike it is in England, our
dogs must vary with the country. In our
open, level country we want a large,
long dog, while in a mountainous
country we need a short, light dog, hence
the medium is the all round dog. Yet
he will be outrun in the level country by
the first de.scribed and in the mountain-
ous by the last. The medium dog should
be twenty-three inches tall, weight from
forty-five to fifty pounds an<l propor-
tioned as per English stamlard, but there
are other merits he must have that are of
more importance thau any yet named.
First, he must have a cohl, quick nose

;

cold, that you may remain at home till

after an early breakfast and then ride a
few miles in daylight and trail up a fox

;

quick, that on a run his nose will keep
pace with his heels, and thus avoid the
runs over and frequent los.ses we so often
see in a fox chase. This explains how it

iii that some dogs outrun others in sight
races and yet run Ijehind the same dog
on the scent. In both of these qualities
the English dog is badly deficient as well
as many of the American dogs.

Next, he must hunt like a pointer from
the time he strikes the woo«ls till a trail
is found, then he must have fox sense
and know that the fox is not where he
smells the scent, and that he must strike
ahead and find it somewhere else, and
not howl all day in one field. I am
writing of the red fox dog, as I presume
that it is impossible to have a good red
and a grey fox dog in the same animal,
as the habits of the two differ both in
their feeding and running as much as
though they were not of the same specie.s.

The grey will feed all night in a
hundred-acre field, while the red will
travel ten miles. The grey will run up
one side and down the other of a brier
patch while the re<l runs in one general
direction, either in wide circles of many
miles or on straight lines. The red for
dog knows this, hence he never runs
back on a run over, but strikes ahead
and catches it on the fly, frequently
gaining ground on the fox. A dog that
runs back on a run-over can never catch
a fox nor can he keep in the race with a
red fox pack. Lastly and more im-
portant than all else, he must have a do
or die devil principle in him, a heart as
big as the moon, will power that he will
go until he drops. These morits no one
can discover by looking at a dog—he
must be tried to find them out. I have
seen dogs of all shapes and sizes that had
these qualities and you could not make
them quit or leave them in a race while
some of the handsomest dogs I ever saw
were the most wortliless,

J. W. Lkwls.
Paris, Tenn., August 31,

THE TORONTO BENCH SHOW.

The Dog Days.

We owe the notion of the dog days to
the old Romans, says Little Folks Magazine.
These days embrace the period between the 3d
of July and the nth of August. Falling thus in

the height of summer, it need not have sur-

prised the Romans that July must naturally be a
very hot month. But this explanation was too
simple. So they made out that the heat and the
diseases that it gave rise to were due to the fact

that the star Canicula (the Little Dog) rose and
set at the same time as the .sun. This was an
absurd superstition, for the Little Dog does not
rise with the sun now till the end of August, and
yet July remains as hot as ever it was. But pop-
ular delusions die hard, and the "dog days" will

be a favorite phrase for ages to come.

Be kind enough to mention this paper
in answering advertisements found in it.

Indications I*olnt to Tills .Show Ilolnfc
the largest In Canada.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

All the arrangements are about com-
plete for the Industrial P^xhibition Asso-

ciation's bench show of dogs to be held

in the City of Toronto. September 14 to

18. There will be four judging rings,

two down and two upstairs. The dogs
wi'l be fed on Spratts' biscuits! From
present indications the show will be the
largest, by long odds, ever held in Can-
ada, and the largest fall show ever held
in America ; in fact, with a couple of ex-
ceptions, the Toronto show of 189 1 will
be as large, iu regard to number of en-
tries, as any of the shows of the spring
circuit. These specials have been do-
nated : $s for best progeny of Elberhart's
Cashier, and $5 for pug with best tail.

C. A. vStonr, Secretary.

TORO.NTO, .\llgUSt 28.

kii
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DOGS ON THE FARM.

Their Value to the Farmer and Poultry-

man, with Notes on Training.

There is no queslion about the value of

of a really good dog on the poultry-

man's ranch or on the farm. The collie

is, perhaps, the most popular breed for

such purposes, because it is not only a

watch dog, but a herder as well. The

temptation is often to make the beauti-

ful and intelligent animals pets and com-

panions, although the most efficient

workers are left to themselves except at

command.
An occurrence that goes far to illus-

trate the sagacity of the dog, and which

will serve in some degree to modify the

severity of those who look with pity on

the foibles of dog fanciers, took place

recently in a large and valuable block of

buildings in the market-place at Pudsey,

England. A chemist's shop and ware-

house are situated in the centre, and the

occupant (who is a bachelor and has as

his companion a black snd tan collie) was

asleep in an upi>er room, the dog having

the range of the whole building, when
he felt the rough tongue of his dog gently

licking his face and whining piteously.

His first impulse was to scold the dog
and send him away, but from a feeling of

suffocation he was almost powerless to

do so. At last, realizing that the prem-

ises were on fire, and that the faithful

creature was only giving the alarm, he
sprang from the f)e<l, opened the window,
gave the alarm, when the dog jumped
out and also gave the alarm. The fire

brigade was shortly on the sjk)!, the fire

(which was in the cellar) was at once

subdued, and the occupants saved as well

as the buildings. The <log is of the

Highland breed of collies, says the Stock-

Keeper, is pedigree bred, and we think

this goes far to prove that the so-called

fancy breeding of the collie has not yet

quite bred the characteristic intelligence

out of the breed.

In regard to training the dog S. M.
Cleaver says : It is a matter of much
more difficulty and importance to learn

how to train a sheep dog than to discover

what he should be taught. The colHe

and Iwbtail are controlled not only by
mstinct but by a higher intelligencp,

which, when properly developed, often

enables them to meet emergencies for

which mere instinct would be entirely in-

adequate. It should therefore be the

purpose of the teacher to train the mental

faculties of the pupil, to give him a lib-

eral education, rather than to teach him
a series of automatic tricks.

The first step is to secure the resi)ect

and affection of the pupil, so that he will

l)e anxious to anticipate his master's de-

mands and do his bidding. Kindness
and imperturable patience are virtues the

leachar must exercise. He should per-

sist in his efforts until the pupil thor-

oughly understands what is required of

him, and he ought never to be punished

to compel him to learn or for failing to do
what he does not understand, but only

for refusing to do what he thoroughly

knows. Only one thing should be taught

at a time, and not until it is thoroughly
mastered should another l)e undertaken.

The puppy should be shown in the sim-

plest way what his master wants him to

<l<). and the thing to be done should Y>e

associated in his mind with a very brief

command, or, if possible, with a single

word.
When the pupil is al)out three months

old he should l)e taken among the stock,

accustomed to it, and induced to like

an«l take an interest in it. He should

first be taught to lie down. Give the

command "down," or "lie down," in a

firm but gentle tone, and at the same
lime show him what it means by push-

ing him—never, however, roughly

—

^own to the ground, repeating the same
thing until he understands what is meant
by what is said. He will soon learn to

lie down by the motion of the hand or

bv the word alone.

When this lesson is thoroughly ac-

quired he should then be taught to He in

one place while his trainer goes some di.s-

tauce from him. After having compelled

him to lie down, the trainer should go
away a few steps, returning at the slight-

est sign on the part of the dog of a dis-

position to get up and follow, and re-

peating this each time, going a little

further, until the dog will remain in the

same place while the trainer goes any
distance. This having been accomplished,

the dog can easily be taught to follow

considerably in the rear by a motion of

the hand and the command *' back." He
should then be taken to the field in which
the sheep are and directed to lie down,
while the trainer passes around the flock,

so as to get it between him and the dog.

The trainer then starts forwanl, coaxing

the sheep after him with a pan of salt,

and calling the dog to follow, which
the dog. having thoroughly learned a

former lesson, will do, remaining at a

proper distance in the rear. .Soon he

will begin to .see the reason of the pro-

ceeding, ami to take an interest in it,

and will often, of his own accord, keep

the flock together by preventing strag-

glers from leaving the main body.

Einallv. he should be taught to go

around the flock either to the right or

the left. The dog being still at a dis-

tance, the trainer should, by a motion

of the hand, indicate the direction in

which he wants him to go, and, at the

same time, show him what is desired by
walking in that direction himself, and re-

jieating the motion of the hand. With
this much instruction the duties of the

trainer are practically at an end.
« '

KENNKL. IlKOlSTEll.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the following form :

SALKS.

JOHN L. JOLLKY, Denver, S. C, sold his beagle

bitch puppy, by Sam out of Shina, to W.
G. Hembree, Anderson. S. C.

Beagle biich puppy, .same litter, to L- G. Clay-

ton, Central, S. C
Beagle dog puppy, same hller, to L. G. Clay-

ton, Central. S. C.

Milo. beagle dog puppy (Sam—Beauty), to John
F Hall, Denver. S C

Echo, beagle bitch puppy, same litter, to John
F Hall. Denver, S. C.

Beagle dog puppy, same litter, to W. J. Hem-
bree, Fair Plav. S C.

Beagle bitch puppy, same litter, to W. J. Heni-

t>rce. Fair I'lay. S. C.

Beagle bitch puppy, same litter to W. J. Hera-

bree. Fair Play, S. C.

f:bKRHART pro KF;nNF:I.,S, Cincinnati. O.,

sold their pug dog Sir Bob (Spokane—Nellv
T.,to Mr. lohn Mott, Jr., New Harmony, Ind.

WACHOVIA KF;nNKL^. Salem. N.C., .sold their

pug bitch Lady Marguerite. 21,411 (Sir Crick-

ett II—Daisy W., 21,40s) to Prof. J. I.,. I.u.l-

lowe. Winston, N. C.

Duchess of Marlborough (21,409), pug bitch

(Crickett II—Daisy W., 21,408) to Mr. G.

Frank Wimmer, Salem, N. C.

MastifT dog puppy (Kitty, 16,461-Count Bis-

marck, i.^.3,i«) to Mr. Frank W. Stanbitz,

Natchez, Miss.

THE LOUP KENNKLS, Tuckerville, Neb.,

leased their red Irish setter bitch Flo F.

(Champion Chief—Gipsy Maid) to .Mr. H. K.

<;ray, Omaha. Neb.
Red Irish setter bitch (Jerry Jarvis—Rose Mor-
ton) to J. O. Lea, Charleston, S. C.

JOHN J. SCANLON, Fall River. Mass., sold his

Irish setter dog pup (Irchi(|uin—Jessie) to

Mr. George H. Stickney, Boston, Mass.

P. H. COOMBS' Yorkshire terrier Bradford Lill

(Tickle-'em—Judy) to Champion Bradford
Harry, August 22, 1891.

WHKLPS.
BUCKEYE KENNELS' Nancy Elcho (Brag-

Beauty Bell) whelped ten dogs and six

bitches, by Beau Brummell (19,961).

M.RAMSDEN'S collie bitch Countess whelped
Augu.st 5 four dogs and five bitches, by The
Squire (20,881).

SEMINOLE KENNF:lS' St. Bernard Ino (12,221)

(Scotch Bonivard—Madam) whelped August 3
two dogs and one bitch by Champion Plin-

limmun, Jr.

R. B. MORGAN'S Irish setter bitch Deele (Glen-

cho, Jr.—Nellie C.) whelped seven dogs and
five bitches, by Champion Elcho, Jr.

THOS. E. UNKS' fox terrier bitch Lilly (i9.8'2)

whelped August 8 two dogs and five bitches

to James K. Unks" Max (77>7)-

T J. TYRRELL'S fox terrier bitch New Forrest

Russett (New Forrest Rustic—Gay) whelped
August i9,three dogs and two bitches to John
A. Logan, Jr.'s Valens (Pitcher ex Flossie by
Velasquez out of Pickles.

J. E. DOUGHERTY'S (Lotus, Ind.,) collie bitch

Active whelpeil ten dogs and one bitch by
Seminole Kennels' Champion The Squire,

August 21, 1891.

W. H. HYLAND'S (N. Tarrytown, N. Y.,) pointer

bitch Lady Judy (21,125) (Judge-Ruby),
whelpe-l seven dogs and two bitches, August

14, 1891. by Pommery Sec (15,503)-

THE LOUP KENNFXS' Rose Morton (A. K.C.

S. B.. 12,582) (Elcho, Jr.— Floss), whelped Jnly

28, 1891, seven bitches and four dogs to Jerry

Jarvis (F:icho. Jr.—Maid).

JOHN J. SCANLAN'S Irish setter bitch Hazel-

nut II whelped August 24, five dogs and two
bitches to his Inchiquin (Champion Shandon
II—lona).

FRANCIS LARKIN, JR.'S Irish setter bitch

Daisy (Champion Tim—Red Belle) whelped
August 5. six dogs and five bitches to Inchi-

quin (Champion Shandon II—lona).

GEORGE W. WAMBACH'S pug bitch Rustic

Katti whelped August 5, five dogs and one
bitch.

O P KINNlE'S(Liina,0.) Lady Thelma (19,858)

1, SIX dogs and one bitch

POULTRYan" PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

We publish Mr. Felch's reply to Mr.

Sternberg this week although the Cochin

controversy was announced as closed. In

justice to Uncle Isaac we give him the

*'last word." Our readers can draw

their own conclusions, and in doing so

should eliminate the personalities that

are necessarily obvious in such dis-

cussions. While they have at times been

sharp and sarcastic, the humorous cloth-

ing has removed the caustic meaning.
*

« «

It was a fight between a pair of game

men, and like all newspaper and letter

controversies, more feeling is aroused

than by a wordy set-to between the com-

batants. Now, boys, give the Cochin a

fair show.
*

« »

Secure an adverti.sement in the Christ-

mas number of The FancieRvS' Journal.

« *

nil. \j«.v*iR^ .•• ''• T. ,—

.

.

Irish setter dog uup (Lhanipion Tim—hlsie

H.) to F. S. Ward, Oxinoor, Ala.

EBERHART pug kennels sold their pug
bitch Virgie H. (Spokane-Lalla Rookh) to

Mr. W. E. Jones. Cincinnati, O.

GF;oRGF; W. Wam bach, Baltimore, sold his

pug dog Rustic Freddie to Mr. John P.

Haines. New York.
Pug dog, whelped March ,^0,1891 (Ix>rd Balti-

more—Oriole Lilly), to Mr. Fulmer, Cherry
Valley. N. Y.

, . .,

Pug bitch, whelped May 18, 1891 (Othello Boy—
Dollie). to same party.

Pug dog, out of same litter, to Mr. F. H. Mar-
tin, Atlanta, Ga. .. ^ • „ .

Pug dog, out of same Utter, to Mrs. Crisp, Bal-

timore, Md.
Pug bitch, out of same litter, to Mrs. J. J. Hoft-

man, Baltimore, Md.
VISITS.

W ATLEE BURPEE & CO.'S rough-coated
'

Scotch collie Clifton's Chief (10.445) to Ford-

hook Frisk (11,656), Angu.^t 20, 1S91.

T. H. GIBBF:S" pointer bitch Mamie Bang to

Pommery Sec, Augu.st 21-22, 1S91.

JF;sSF; RHOADES' pointer bitch Fairy Lois to

Pommery Sec, August 17-18, 1891.

JOHN J. SCANLAN'S Irish setter bitch Elsie H.

(Ch. F;icho, Jr.—Maggie H.) to his Inchiquin,

August 24, 1H91.

GEORGF; W. WAMBACH'S pug bitch Rustic

Katie to Lord Baltimore. August 5.

REV. D. V. HERVEY'S (Granville, O.) pug bitch

Queen to A. E. Pitt's Bowser (21,054), Aug. 27.

L. S. HUDSON'S (Lansing, Mich.) pug bitch

Lady Shafto to Ch. Kash (10,592). July 23.

MRS. J. V. NEWTON'S (Toledo, O.) pug bitch

Flossie to Champion Kash (10,592), August 21.

SMITH BROS.' (Deep River, Conn.) Gordon set-

ter bitch Montine (17,225) to Mr. E. H. Mor-
ris' Rexmont (20,897). August 10, 1H91.

SF:mINOLE KENNELS' collie Metchley Sur-

prise (8736) to The Squire (20,881), August 6,

1891.

Trusty, Scotch collie (Metchley Star—Peggie
Lass), to Champion The Squire (20,881),

August 19. 1891.

I. DONOHUE'S (Central Park) fox terrier bitch

Violet to Dr. Berewne's Rodey, August 2,

1891.

whelped August 20, —

_

by Bradford Ruby II (9720)-

M L. JACKSON'S (Greensburg, Ind.) Oneita

(20 470) whelped August 20, five dogs and one
bitch by Eberhart's Cashier (13.901).

MRS. J. V. NEWTON'S (Toledo, O.) pug bitch

Rubv N. whelped Augu.st 10, two dogs and
twobitchef, by A. E. Pitts' Bonsor (21.054).

A E PITTS' (Columbus, O.) pug bitch Cilver

Queen (18.7%). whelped Augu.st 17, two dogs

and two bitches by bis Bonsor (21,054).

GEORGE GILLIVANS (We.st Jefferson, 0)png
bitch Zadie whelped July 4, one dog and four

tjitches by Champion Kash (io,.s92)-

MOHAWK INDIANOLA KENNELS' (Colum-

bus, O.) pug bitch Midget Nellie (16,229),

whelped July i.s, three dogs and two bitches

by their Champion Kash (10,592).

LOT DRFUSBACH'S (Columbus, O.) pug bitch

whelped July 22, four dogs and two bitches

by Champion Kash (10,592).

GEORGE GILLIVANS pug bitch East Lake
Lilly whelped July 2>, four dogs and two
bitches by Champion Kash (10,592).

NAMES claimf:d.

JOHN L. JOLLEY. Denver, S. C. claims the

name Samson for white.black and tan beagle

dog. by Sam out of Shina, whelped June 26,

Simon for white, black and tan beagle dog, by
Boston out of Nell, whelped June, 1891.

EBFRHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati. O..

claim the name Twister (or pug dog (Spokane

-Nellv T.). whelped July I. i8<ji

Sir Bob for pug dog, same litter, whelped July

The Count for pug dog. same litter, whelped

July I. 1891.

Alma for pug bitch (Flberharfs Cashier—Nelly
T), whelped Junt 9. 1891.

WACHOVIA KF;NNELS claims the name Dan
for mastiff dog pnppy, (Count Bismarck, 13318

—Kitty, 16.461). whelped Julv 12. 1891.

Count Zinzindorf for mastiff dog puppy, .same

litter.

Romulus for mastiff dog puppy same litter.

Jimraie for mastiff dog puppy, same litter.

Verlie for mastiff bitch, same litter.

Kitty II for mastiff bitch, same litter.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati. O.,

claims the name Duke Orlando for pug dog
(Bradford Ruby II, 9720—Lady Thelma,
19.85H), whelped August 20.

Hamlet for pug dog, same litter.

Lord Clifton for pug dog, same litter.

Count Bob for pug dog. same litter.

Sir Jack for pug dog. .same litter.

Blue Jeans for pug dog, same litter.

I'rank Gaylor is hobbling around with a

cane. Ninety pounds of ice dropped on his

foot not long ago, but the "cold wave"

did not cool his ardor, and he made

tracks for Albany with a carload of

birds. Albany without Gaylor is a strange

place.

• »

Gaylor remarked to us that " there are

more gootl judges than good .superin-

tendents." This is true, and no man
ought to know better than Frank Gay-

lor. The latter, when he was still in the

ring, ranked A i as a superintendent of

poultry shows.

* *

The .secret of his .success was system

and in<lustry. A coop for every pair or

l>cn of birds and a proper place for the

coop was a golden rule. Cla.ssifying a

poultry show is no easy task, and only

hard work ami perfect system will ac-

complish it. If you don't believe it ask

Uncle Rackham or Frank Gaylor.
«

Look out for the Albany .show, to be

held the first week in January of 1892. It

will 1^ a great affair. Rockcnstyre .says

.so, and that settles it.

*
« *

That reminds us that Trenton, N. J.,

will have an immense array of birds this

month. The great Inter-state l-'air is a

magnet that draws the hen men from all

parts of the States.

« •

A Dob's Sympathy.

From the West Chester Local News.

On vSaturday afternoon a case of re-

markable sympathy on the part of a dog was

witnessed on Church Street, near the post office.

A small dog .strayed out into the street and was

run over by a passing vehicle. He was not per-

manently crippled, but appeared hurt across the

back, and at first lay howling and squirming in

the street. Another dog of an entirely different

breed was standing on the sidewalk when the

accident occurred. Promptly he went to the

assistance of his injured companion, and by

pushing him with his nose aided him in rising,

and then escorted him to the sidewalk with

every possible demonstration of mute sympathy,

and stood by him until the partly paralyzed ani-

mal was able to hobble off. Persons who wit-

nessed it expressed astonishment at the unusual

spectacle.

—It is a good plan to prepare for dog
days by taking bark.—Phila. Times.

The Clinton County Poultry and Pet

Stock Association will hold its fifth an-

nual exhibition on December 16, 17, 18

and 19, 1891. F. H. Shellabarger will

judge. L. P. Kemper is the secretary.

His address is Plattsburg, Mo., and he

invites entries from all parts of the

Union. Premium lists will lie sent on

application.
*

« «

The English Stock-Keeper of August

21 contains the following:

"We are sorry to find that there has

been great mortality amongst youngsters

in turbits, jacobins and fantail.s, which
aggravates the situation still more. Can
it be part of the influenza epidemic ? It

will have the effect of making prices

much higher than usual, as the steady

flow of demand always goes on. One
fancier tells us he had two youn^i'.ers

from twelve pairs, another forty from

aboat thirty pairs, and probably three

per pair would be over the average. We
noticed last season that many of our

best jacobins were exported, and from

the quality of some of them very big

prices must have been given. Our turbit

friends do not let many leave their native

land, some, as usual, fetched big sums
last year. Fantails have not been mak-
ing the strides they should have of late

years, but last season did better. How
is it that grand property pigeon the
trumpeter does not come to the front
more ? Is it that the colors are .so few,
or do the fanciers of them lack the push
0/ turbit and jacobin admirers ? Spright-
liuess is not a trumpeter property, which
is greatly against it, as the poor bird is
moping and dull looking in a pen, but a
merry customer in his loft. The fantail
has it to excess, the turbit to perfection •

the jacobin without it is a very uninter-
esting bird. Color, again, say soldier
red to perfection, in turbits and jacobins,
IS very scarce, and for a perfect yellow
why, where is it to be found ? Head in
turbit and feather in jacobin have been
bred for at the expense of other valued
properties, a little more of feather on
turbits and head on jacobins would lie
an improvement, with more attention to
color in each."

*
» «

The above no doubt will interest many
of our pigeon fanciers, as England has
been the fountain head where America
has drawn many choice pigeons from.

*\
Do you want your trade increased ? If

so, advertise in the Christmas number of
The Fanciers' Journal. It will touch
all parts of the globe.

* «

Still they come. The latest breed on
earth is called the "Motley Bells." They
originated some eleven years ago from a
complicated cross of the Brahma, Cochin,
black Spani.sh, white Leghorn, white
Dorking and white pile game. This may
be too much of a good thing but the
originator remarks :

"As to the production of new breeds,
it is my opinion that as yet there never
has l)een a breed of fowls, with all the
qualities desirable in a breed, produced
by a single cross of two breeds, the
Plymouth Rocks and Wyandottes not ex-
cepted. Neither do I debeve that there
ever has been a breed, nor a variety of a
breed, produced from sports, so-called,
that has all the desirable qualities that
can or may be had in a single breed."

Bells, as they now are, not as they existm the mind of the originator, as we glean
from his letter, may be correctly de-
scribed as follows : They are as yet un-
certain as to comb, producing both single
and rose combs of medium size ; they are
clean-headed and throated, free from
crests and beards and leg-feathering

; the
shanks are yellow, and occasionally
shaded or mottled with dark spots

; the
ear-lobes are red, although white occa-
sionally shows upon them. The cock
has a mottled plumage of white and
black, with slight pencillings of red upon
the neck, back and saddle, and will
weigh about seven pounds. The hen is

also black and white mottled, though not
generally as dark or as evenly mottled as
the Houdan, and weighs about five
pounds. As layers the Motley Bells will
compare favorably with the leghorns.
The eggs are above the medium size, and
in color usually a dull white or light
brown."

»5i

edition, and the permanent value of the
Chri.stmas number as an adverti.sing me-
dium will be incalculable. There is room
for small and large advertisements, but
we advi.se all advertisers to send at once
for rates, as under no consideration will
the paper be enlarged or the reading mat-
ter curtailed to accoinmotlate tardy
patrons.

*

The Southern Massachusetts Poultry
A.ssociation will hold its exhibition at
Mu.sic Ilall, Fall River, Mass., January
19 to 22.

* »

«
« «

We have no comment to make, not
having seen the fowls, neither do we be-
lieve that they will fill the place so
fondly hoped for. This search after a
"general purpose fowl" is interesting
and perhaps fascinating, but like "per-
petual motion," is so near and yet so far.

Mr. George G. Fetterolf, of Langhorne,
Pa., has received through Mr. H. W.
Vahle three pairs of Archangels from
Europe. These birds prove fine additions
to Mr. Fetterolf 's large loft. An adver-
tisement appears in this is.sue of Mr.
Fetterolf 's Archangels.

THAT GRAND FINALE.

« •

•••

He then proceeds to describe the fowl
as follows : "My ideal fowl, the pro<luc-

tion of which I have labored for during
a number of years, and which is not yet
fully attained, may be briefly described
as follows : The hen is a first-class layer

of large eggs, has a 'rose comb, yellow
legs and skin, a heavy compact body, set

low upon the legs, a plumage of mottled
white and black, the white predominat-
ing, and weighs five pounds. The cock
has also a rose comb, yellow legs and
skin, a compactly built body, resting

upon rather short, strong legs, a plumage
of mottled black and white, interspersed

somewhat with red upon the upper por-

tions, weighs seven pounds, and is

sprightly and active. Both male and
female are destitute of all unnecessary
appendages, like crests, Ijeards and fifth

toes. They are beautiful in their full

plumage—handsome, alive or dead. My
object in bringing out the Motley Bells

was not merely to produce something
new, but to supply what I have long
deemed a real want—a breed of fowls
that would largely fill the place of sev-

eral breeds. I make no pretense of hav-
ing fully accomplished this purpose, and
as yet have only made an approximation
to this ideal. How near an approxima-
tion has been made let my work attest,

let the public judge."
*

* «
It seems that the originator's object

was to produce "the long felt want,"
something about every new breed hopes
to do. We are indebted to the American
Poultry Yard for the above information

regarding the Motley Bells.

*
* »

Our contemporary comments as fol-

lows on this new breed: "The Motley

Considerable value is placed on clover
as a food for laying hens in winter. Here
is what Mr. C. H. Wyckoff says in regard
to it in the Rural New Yorker :

A great deal has been said and written
of late in favor of feeding clover hay to
laying hens, with the claim for it that it
will increase the egg yield and greatly
cheapen the cost of feeding. While I do
not dispute the claim that clover hay con-
tains, to a large extent, the elements
necessary for the construction of the egg,
my experience in feeding it for the last
three years is that it will never take a
very large part in feeding, especiallv
where a large production of eggs is de-
sired, because, even when chopped fine
and scalded, it is too bulky to allow hens
to eat and assimilate enough of it to
keep up even an ordinary yield of eggs.
I consider it valuable as hen food only
when fed to hens that have become fat
and inactive from overfeeding and lack
of exercise ; then feeding it in part for
the grain lightens the food without re-
ducing the bulk, and therefore improves
the general tone and health of the fowls.
I find that with my hens when in good
laying condition and getting a daily feed
of green or .succulent fcKxl, I cannot
afford to crowd out the heavier feed of
grain for the purpose of compelling them
to eat so bulky a food as clover hay

;

e.specially is this so during the season
when they are doing their heaviest laying,
at which time I have abandoned the
feeding of it altogether; but I feed it

lightly during moulting and when they
are closely confined in winter. My
object in feeding the green food is to im-
prove and keep in order the digestive
organs, thereby increasing their power to
assimilate more of the heavier foods
which are necessary for a large egg yield.

*
» •

This is the experience of a practical

and successful poultryman, and our own
experience leads us to agree with him.

We shall have more to say on this sub-

ject in a later issue.

«
« «

The Christmas number of The
Fanciers' Journal will be issued on
December i. It will be a special num-
ber, and no pains have been spared to

secure the best original articles and il-

lustrations. Thirty-six pages of hand-
somely illustrated and printed matter, it

will prove the event of the last decade
in poultry journalism. Adverti.sing

.space is already being applied for, and
we beg to refer all progressive breeders

and advertisers to our announcement in

this issue. The advertising rates are

low for such an expensive and enormous

Mr. Felch Still Wants Another
Shot at Mr. Sternberj?.

FiDiTOR Fanciers' Journal.
I have read it, and say in parting if

Mr. Sternberg in his egotism believes
his firecracker has "disintegrated"
your humble servant, I simply congratu-
late him on his self-satisfaction. I am
glad al.so that we have a new meaning
for losing one's temper in controversy,
to wit

: "Hoisted by his own petard,"
but disclaim the squeal. Can it be that
the pricks he received in the weak places
of his armor as a standard-maker, make
him think all men are dunghills?

We will leave it to the readers of The
Journal to say who, Felch or Stern-
berg, is the "Judas " of the A. P. A. or
the American poultry industry, so long
as Mr. Sternberg admits that both the mote
and the beam exist. If he thinks he has
administered a spanking the self-satis-

faction is his, for I can truly say I

have been able to sit tranquilly at my
desk with no consciousness of pain or in-

convenience from the operation. The
moment I saw Mr. Sternberg was dis-

posed to make a personal matter of this

controversy, I came square out and as-

sumed all responsibility of both Broadax
and myself. If that was the part of a
dunghill, you, reader, shall decide, not
he. Who has dodged every point I

raised as Broadax in assailing the
.standard for buff Cochins, offered for

comment by the Cochin Club of
America ? Mr. Sternberg terms it an as-
sault upon him personally. I ask no
quarter and will die game. In discussing
the questions I raised I will not go into
abuse or personalties only as he shall
and has so far done. His refusal to
answer admits his inability to do so. His
assertion that someone else has done it

does not back up the assumption that he
is the game cock and I the dunghill.
Has I. K. Felch assailed the object of

the club in securing a large exhibit ? I
only offered what I thought a surer plan
to secure this very thing, and showed
that weight was a part of the standard
and that a low weight failed to protect
the best. Does he show that I took a
false stand? He simply says all that
weight is entitled to is to decide a tie

;

but did he say even this in his new
standard ?

I have never used the expression
" middle toe feathering optional with
breeders " in connection with the Cochin.
His use here in this article is an as-
sumption. I say here, however, that
vulture hocks are the result of the de-
mand in Brahmas for middle toe feather-
ing, and state that this evil in Cochins
has been the result of shaggy sujier-
abundance of plumage in the Cochins.

I say here that these hideous monstrosi-
ties are not necessary for the breeding of
first-class Cochins. They are used by
breeders with females equally faulty in
the other extreme, having bare toes and
thinly feathered shanks. When I assailed

the demand for raising the vulture hock
dLsquahfication, I said it opened the door
too wide for hucksters and breeders of
trash.

Does this Solomon meet the issue or
does he still demand the repeal of Vul-
ture hocks, that these poor specimens
may be .sold under stan<lard protection,
and the evils of hucksti rs l)reeding and
selling be hnmnht about to the disad-
vantage of the breeders of Cochins who
deserve the name.
Now comes another as'^umption. Have

I said one word aj^ainst a full feathered
Cochin ? I hive never assailed a Cochin
whose .shanks and outer and middle toes
were well feathered. Find it 111 anv arti-
cle, then read. Who has .said Huff and
middle toe feathering destrove-l egg pro-
duction ? Not Felch. I haCe said such
profusion of feathering as caused vulture
hocks, also destroyed the true roll to a
cochin tail, showing not only the evil
acknowledged in HuKlaud, but the loss
of points in the shape of cushion and
tail.

Mr. Sternberj/'s burlesques do not alter
facts. Fools may applaud them, and
like the man alluded to in the Bible, he
may laugh at his own foil v. We accord
him the privilege—but biirlesfjue is not
breeding, neither in man nor in chicken.
Any evil or rule that lowers the stand-

ard of American poultry breeding is
every breeder's business, 'let Mr. Stern-
berg say what he chooses. When one
set of breeders ignore the courtesy due
the entire interest, thev lay themselves
open to general censure. He asks a
question which shows his forxetfulness.
to say the least, but I will answer it. I.'

K. Felch never imported a cochin of any
kind. I. K. Felch never used a vulture
hocked Asiatic in his life.

He condemns in any breeder what
he would in Mr. Sternl)erg. and what-
ever he condemns in a standard he con-
demns in a breeder. Anv disqualifica-
tions shown in its use to lower the stand-
ard or usefulness in the progeuv he l)e-
lieves a crime in breeding, an<r no true
fancier will indulge in it.

Your assertion that my testimony is
conflicting does not show in the case
outside ofyour simple as.sertioiis.
His servant girl's story may l>e appli-

cable to his Cochins as well as in the
way he would have it applied. They
may have been prize winners in England
but now they are in America the case is
doubtful, so he would have the .\merican
disqualification raised that they may pass
as first-class here.

In leaving the question I forgive him
for his introductions of such terms as his
"clap trap," "poppy-cock" and his Hyde
alliisions, and if he will point out in any
article of mine where I have used such
terms except in answer to him who first
used them, I will make a public apology.

I only hope the Cochins have l)een ad-
vertised so that the classes will be larger,
that they will have all the fullness of
plumage consistent with the absen.se of
vulture hocks, and that the weight will
l)e maintained at that point where the
best ten per cent of the breed will not be
made to pay tribute to painted figures in
buff clothes. L K. Felch.

Piffeon Flyers Orgranize.
From a Special Correspondent.

Rochester, N. Y., Augiust 31.—

A

club was formed here Thursday, August
27, for the purpo.se of flying homing
pigeons. It is called tlie Rochester
Homing Club. N. E. Delaney, of Mount
Morris, was elected president, and A.
P. Mack, of this city, .secretary and
treasurer. A committee on rules was
appointed in the persons of John Tobias
and M. Vaisey. They were instructed to
report at the next meeting, which will
be held at the Whitcomb House, Septem-
ber 4, at 8 P. M.
Morris Elias was appointed race repre-

.sentative. There will be a race of fifty
miles over the southwest course on Labor
Day. An invitation is extended to all
persons interested in the sport to be
present at the next meeting, or if unable
to be present, to send your say on paper
to the secretary. I hope to report the
next meeting. o. s. B.

—The broiler men are sanguine of suc-
cess this year. They are pitching in to
win, and will not "let the grass grow un-
der their feet" either.
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Points on the gREEt)iN(5

HNt) I^EflRING OF (JeESE.

Correspondence Oardners' Chronicle.

The goose is usually considered the

emblem of stupidity ; my personal ac-

quaintance with geese has convinced me
that they are the cleverest of domestic

poultry. Did anyone ever know a hen

obey orders and leave the garden into

which she had strayed without being

either driven or coaxed out ? Yet my
geese had sufficiently developed con-

sciences to know perfectly well that they

had no business among the cabbages,

and if (their gate having l>een left open)

they strayed into the garden it was only

necessary to call out to them, even from

a distance, and they would instantly

stretch out their long necks as if to make
quite sure they were really seen, and then,

the gander leading the way, they would

march in single file along the garden

paths to the gate by which they had en-

tered, and so return to their own terri-

tory.

When we first set up geese I was very

much mclined to be afraid of them,

especially when they began to sit, but

we soon began to understand each other,

and I found I could do what I liked with

the sitting goose when I had once made

her believe that I was her friend and had

no intention of stealing her eggs. The

devotion of the gander to the geese al-

ways excited my admiration. My first

gander was a nio<lel in this respect—

a

most intelligent bird. He guarded the

nest without interfering with me, and
when the first goslings were hatched he
took charge of them and led them out to

feed while the goose remained sitting on
some eggs that were rather later. Another
gander that succeeded him was too de-

voted to his geese and not enough so to

me ; he objected strongly to anyone visit-

ing the nest, and when I wished to see

if all was going on right I had to steal

up quietly by the most hidden path to

reacTi the goose house while the gander
was feeding or swimming in the distance.

But he was generally too vigilant for me
to escape observation, and would l>e there

before me, barring the way. He was
a somewhat vicious bird, and his life was
shortened in consequence.
Our first purchase of geese was made

in the autumn ; we procured some young
birds and placed them in the upper part

of the garden, where their harsh cries

should not be too near the house, on
which they looked down from their sta-

tion. They also looked down on a large

conservatory, and in spite of the intelli-

gence with which I have credited them
mistook it for water. So one day a

goose thought to reach the desirable

water and flew over the garden to it, and
came crashing through the roof into the

building. Then we cut the wings of our
geese. Every year found it necessary to

re|>eat the process after the moulting
season. The wings may have grown
again, but my geese never gave me any
trouble by attempting to fly until the

autumn came. Then there was sure to

come a day when they would try to use

their wings
;
generally they

make the attempt together,

the question would arise

geese or from the young

would all

Whether
from the old

ones of that

year I cannot say, but the result would
be that my geese would rise on the wing,

fly over the hedges and road into the

fields lower down the hill, and there get

dispered, and an afternoon was generally

spent by all the men and lx)ys available

in searching for them and bringing them
home ; though I am bound to confess

that when one was lost it generally reap-

peared of its own accord at feeding time,

but our dread lest they should wander
into a certain wood abounding in foxes

or fall into dishonest hands prevented us

from trusting to that,

I should like to know whether this

autumnal nuisance was merely an at-

tempt on the part of my geese to try

their new feathers or whether it was a

last lingering instinct derived from the

days when they were wild, niigrator>'

birds. I never heard anyone else com-
plain of their geese flying, and perhaps
our peculiar position on a steep hillside

mav have had something to do with it,

as if the birds succeeded in rising on the

wing at all there was nothing to prevent

their descent into the fields below. They
certainly never flew up the hill. The
cusious part of it was that they never at-

tempted to do it except in autumn.
I have either read or been told that it

is hardly worth while to set the eggs of

geese which are not more than a year

old, as the goslings are sure to be puny
birds not worth rearing. I was therefore

rather surprised at my own success the

first year we kept geese, for we reared

about twenty goslings from three geese,

and they grew into fair sized birds. Cer-

tainly this is not a high average, but I

never equaled it in subsequent years, and
after six or seven seasons the preponder-

ance of unfertile eggs made me decide on
giving up geese. I am incline<l to think

that our Tnrds were overfed, and that

this was the cause of our failure, but as

I was unable to attend much to them
myself I cannot speak positively on the

subject.

When I was expecting my first brood of

goslings I consulted a farmer's wife as to

the proper way of feeding them. She
told me I miist mix oat meal with gin,

roll it up into balls and poke it down the

throats of the goslings, and that without

the aid of gin I should never be able to

rear them on our cold hill. I did not at-

tend to her directions. I allowed my
goslings to feed themselves from the first

and gave them no gin, and as the far-

mer's wife could only show five or six

goslings against my twenty that year I did

not think it necessary to consult her again.

When we wished to replace some of

the old birds by young ones we found
ourselves in a difiiculty. It requires a

practiced eye to tell a goose from a gander

at six months old, and it happened two
or three times to me (and I have known
the same to happen to others) that when
the following spring arrived the sup-

posed goose turned out to be a gander or

the supposed gander took to laying eggs.

I am certain that if well managed geese

ought to be very profitable birds, and
they are very little trouble to rear ; but

they require a grass range of sufficient

extent to render them almost indejwndent

of other food, and their uncleanly habits

make them less suited to be under a

lady's care than any other kind of

poultrv.
—--

Small Runs.

• A correspondent from Kansas writes

to Pierce's Poultry Gazette as follows

:

"There is a gentleman here living who

breeds Plymouth Rocks and Wyandottes,

keeping twelve hens and a cock in a pen

about sixteen by twenty feet. I pur-

chased a setting of eggs of him, and they

failed to hatch well and some of the chicks

died while other eggs hatched well. My
opinion is that the yards are too small,

while he maintains that they are large

enough and that the fowls get sufficient

exercise. What is your opinion ?"

Our opinion is that a yard sixteen by
twenty feet, in addition to the coop, is

not so small as to cause the trouble men-
tioned, says the same paper in reply.

Infertility of eggs and low vitality of the

young chicks do not come necessarily

because of the size of the yard unless

unreasonably small. There are so many
causes for this trouble that one should be

present and examine the situation per-

sonally to arrive at a satisfactory opinion.

The kind and quantity of food given, the

vigor of the male, the faithfulness of the

brood hen, the condition of the premises,

all figure in the case for or against, still,

it is correct to assert that, as a rule, fowls

closely confined do not produce as large

a percentage of fertile eggs or as vigor-

ous offspring as do those having un-

limited range. If the correspondent

means that twelve hens and a cock of

both breeds, Plymouth Rocks and Wyan-
dottes, are kept within a yard of the

same dimensions named, then we can

answer that it is too small for the good
of its occupants, and if they are discon-

tented and unhappy good healthy eggs

cannot be expected.

THE REDOAP.

TTHID FTANCIERS* JOURNAL.

He Didn't Know.

Jones—W^aiter, I don't think this roast

duck is entirely fresh.

Waiter— I really couldn't say, sir,

see, I've only been here a month.
You

Some Consider It a Superior Breed
to the Minorca,

From the Fealheied World.

The redcap continues to make progress

slowly but surely as an exhibition fowl,

and there is no doubt that it would make
is way in general estimation much more

rapidly were it not for the great amount

of apathy that exists ou the part of

many of those who breed it. There is no

reason why it should not become as pop-

ular throughout the country as the Min-

orca and Leghorn have done. Speaking

to one of our oldest and ablest northern

judges some time ago on the subject, he

remarked that he considered the redcap

a far superior breed to the Minorca in

every respect, and expressed his surprise

that breeders were not more energetic in

making it known.

It is one of our handsomest varieties,

and anyone who goes in thoroughly for

it rarely if ever forsakes it for any other,

especially if he commences with birds of

the right stamp. It will be evident to

any sensible person that the real genuine

article cannot be obtained at the rate of

a dollar per head. Yet how many there

are who expect to buy exhibition speci-

mens at this price. I know for a cer-

tainty that the purchase of inferior

specimens has disgusted numbers of fan-

ciers. There are hundreds of cross-bred

birds going by the name of redcaps in

the country. Ti ey are easily distin-

guished. The hens are very small in

comb, small boned, very light ground

color, with an apology for a spangle at

the end of each feather, and uften with

white earlobes. The cocks nntch the

hens in size. They have small Hamburg
combs, almost devoid of work. Such
birds as here described are a disgrace to

the name of red cap, and it would be one
of the best things for the breed if they

could be swept out of the country. They
constitute a great hindrance to the pro-

gress of the real old English redcap.

Properly bred, it may be confidently

asserted that there is no nobler or hand-

somer fowl, and there is no more striking

picture than that presented by a good
breeding pen of redcaps. Their rich

ground color and spangling, and their

large brilliant red ornamental combs, con-

trasted with the fresh green grass, con-

stitute a sight that once seen is not easily

forgotten

.

But some make the large comb an ob-

jection. They say the birds cannot see

to eat and fly up to their perches.

During the last ten years I have had a

good number of birds, and have very

rarely been troubled with combs being

too large, but have had many too small.

I am no advocate for having the comb
diminished, and it certainly will be no
detriment to any bird if bred according

to the standard. It is generally known
that the largest combed birds are the best

layers, not only in this variety, but in

most others. The comb should be large,

but not too large for the bird to carry. I

am aware that some of our judges look

at nothing else but the comb, often giv-

ing a cock first simply because he has

the largest comb (no matter how ugly),

and even though he may be both hump-
backed and crooked-breasted into the

bargain. The comb must be full of work.

Two shapes are in vogue—one nearly

round, the other longer and heart-shaped.

Both are ornamental, provided they are

regular and well set on the head, and do
not fall over too much at the sides, thus

blinding ea?h eye. There should be a

leader &hind.
Strange as it may seem, frost rarely in-

jures the large double comb, whilst it

makes fearful havoc of those varieties of

poultry which have single combs. This is a

great point in its favor. During the late se-

vere and long-continued frost, my birds

have been fully exposed, and not one has

suffered in the slightest degree, although

some pullets have been roosting in trees

in a small plantation every night. The
thermometer here on Sunday morning,

January 18, registered four degrees be-

low zero, or thirty-six degrees of frost,

and I fully expected to find these with

their-combs spoiled, but they flew down
from their boughs looking as fresh and
warm in comb as on a summer's day.
Now, with regard to their hardiness, I

am told by some who have tried to breed
them that they experience much difficulty
in rearing. I feel quite certain that this
is through some defect in the manage-
ment either of the breeding pen and
chickens or in the feeding of them. To
produce strong, healthy chicks that will
give no trouble in rearing, the breeding
pen should consis tof a strong, active
cockerel, mated with large healthy two or
three year old hens. On no account should
pullets be bred from, this being one of
the principal causes of failue. The num-
ber of hens in the pen should be from
four to sev n. They should not be con-
fined, but should have a free range, and
after being mated up should not be dis-
turl)ed in any way, either by sending to
shows, changing the cockerel or putting
in fresh hens.
Redcaps breed remarkably true to col-

or, but occasionally throw a few single-
combed chickens, especially if the cock-
erel is not of the same strain as the hens.
P'or breeding exhibition birds it is best
to stick to one strain.

March and April are by far the best
months for hatching. Nearly all my
winning birds for the last five or six
years have l)een hatched in the begin-
ning of April. They can liear cold bet-
ter than heat. If hatched in June or
July they are often apt to die off" very
quickly. No kind of fowl feathers quicker,
and hence a careful watch should be kept
for insects, especially in hot weather,
when they increase very rapidly if they
ouce gain a footing. There is nothing to
beat Keaton's insect powder for the ordi-
nary lice. For head lice, an ointment
made of sulphur, lard (or vaseline) and
three or four drojjs of carbolic acid is

very effectual, rubbed on the skin at the
roots of the feathers.

Good plain food will be found Ijest,

For very young chicks bread, milk and a
raw egg stirred in once a day brings them
on wonderfully. For other meals use
sharps and oatmeal mixed with l>oiling
water, rice pudding, bread crumbs, dari,
canary seed, groats and crushed wheat.
Get them used to dry hard seeds from the
very first. Do not forget small sharp grit.

Feed every three hours for the first few
weeks. When ten or twelve weeks ol«i

give three meals each day, morning and
evening hard corn, mid-day a little soft
food. After a few weeks leave off" the
soft food and feed chiefly on hard corn,
wheat in the morning and maize or good
barley in the evening. Overcrowding is

:atal to redcap chickens, and it is of no
use attempting to r«ar in confined runs.
Also they should not run with old fowls
or even with chickens of a different age.
Adult birds are particularly hardy and
long lived. I have never known one to
die of liver disease, and I never had a
redcap that was either an egg cater or a
feather eater.

As a layer the redcap stands unrivalled,
although they are not particularly good
winter layers, except where they are very
warmly housed. Hens of two or three
and four years old often lay better than
pullets. As a table bird it is not to be
despised. Cockerels reared in farmyards
or on good grass runs and fed with maize
and wheat are splendid on the table

;

they have good meaty breasts, flesh a
beautiful white, of delicious flavor, and
indistinguishable from that of the game
fowl. The egg of the redcap has the
reputation of being the richest laid by
any variety. The following is the
standard for breeding approved by the
Redcap Club,

THE MALE. PotntS,

Comb.—I^rfje neat rosecomb, of symmetrical
shape, with straight leader, full of fine work
or spikes, free from hollow in centre, set

straight on the head, not hanging too mnch
in front, earned well off tfie eyes. Size
about five and a quarter inches by three and
three-fourth inches 20

Head—Long and broad, beak horn, face red . 5
Karlobks and Wattles.—Bright red, wat-

tles long and rounded 10

Neck.—Moderate length, nicely arched, full

hackle, plumage red, striped with black . . 5
Breast.—Broad, full and rounded ;

plumage
black 5

Back.—Broad and of moderate length, plu-

mage red, spangled with black. Saddle red,

striped with black 10

Wings —Moderate length, neat and fitting

close to the side, primaries and secondaries
red. heavily tipped at the ends with black,
wing coverts heavily spangled with black . 10

Legs—Strong, smooth, mecfium length, slate

color 5
Tail.—Black, full, sickles long, well arched
and carried neatly upright, not squirrel

fashion. Fluff very dark 5
Size.—Large, cocks about seven and a half
pounds, cockerels six and a half pounds . . 15

Symmetry.—Graceful, rather heavier in car-
riage than the Hamburg jq

TotaJ ;^
THE FEMALE. Points.

Comb —Same as male, but smaller, as full ofwork as possible
joHead—Same as male, exceptingsize " " " " ,

Eari-obes AND WATTLES.-Harlobes rattier
.small and red, wattles smooth, medium size
and rounded

Neck.—Same as male
Breast.—Full and rounded, ground color
deep, rich, reddish brown, free from smutti-
ness, each feather tipped with a half-moon
spangle. The marking on breast, back and
wings to be as uniform as possible 10Tail—Black, large and full, carried rather
low

Back —Medium length and width, roior ^me
as breast

Wings—Primaries and .secondaries as iii
male, wing coverts evenly spangled c

Legs.—Same as the male, except .size
" * " " -^

Size.—Large, weighing from six pounds to
.seven pounds

Symmetry. — Graceful, rounder atid more "

massive than the Hamburg ,0

Total ;-

DISQUALIFICATIONS.
Comt) over, white earlobes, round backs

squirrel or wry tail, feathers on legs, legs other
color than slate, other than four toes
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BXHIBITING PIGEONS.

Some Hints to Amateurs on How
to Show Successfully.

Stephen Beale in Country Gentleman.
The pigeon is one of the easiest birds

to exhibit because of the facility with
which he can be taken about, and his
tameness, but probably there is no bird
or animal with which it is more difficult

to win prizes. The competition in near-

ly all breeds is so very severe, and the
perfection to which pigeons have been
brought is so great, that a bird has to be
really first-class ere he can hope to at-

tain the coveted distinction at any of our
leading shows. We have .seen classes of
twenty birds in which nearly every one
was worth a first place, but of course
nineteen could not secure it. Therefore,
it must not be regarded as an easy thing
to attain distinction in the pigeon world,
and a large amount of careful breeding
and preparation is requisite ere the de-
sired success can be achieved. Of course,
there are those who do this rapidly by
buying winners, and a very good thing
some make out of it, but with them it is

merely a matter of Jtuifos—ihey are not
fanciers in the true sense of the term,
for the man who breeds and wins must
<lerive a hundredfold more pleasure from
his pursuit than one who merely buys to
win, even though the latter is, from a
monetary point of view, the more suc-
cessful of the two,

I In fortunately there is another evil
which requires to be mentioned in con-
nection with the exhibition of fancy
pigeons, namely, that of trimming,
which happily seems to be on the de-
crease. Yet we are fain to acknowledge
that many winning birds iu some vari-
eties are "trimmed, though few of them
suffer disqualification, first, because of
the difficulty in proving that they have
been so dealt with, and second, because
of the supineness of judges, who do not
often care to risk the opprobrium which
results from taking this extreme course.
Now and again someone overdoes the
business, and the conscience of the judge
compels him either to pass the bird, or
to disqualify it outright. There can be
no question that this matter of trimming
is a most serious one. It is most dis-
couraging to a young breeder to find the
birds he has purchased, and which looked
so well at that time, develop all .sorts of
foul feathers, which, if left in, will de-
stroy all chances of winning in the show-
pen, and are also certain to be repro-
duced in the progeny. Many have given
up the pursuit in disgust rather than be
guilty of what they regard as unfair, to
say the least, and it would tend greatly
to the growth of the fancy if this prac-
tice could be stamped out. We are glad
to acknowledge, however, that things are
not nearly so bad as they once were in
this respect, and in some varieties trim-
ming, or "faking" is practically un-
known. That unblushing effrontery
which ouce prevailed as to the artificial

preparation of birds for the show pen is

a thing of the past, and, as a rule, what
is done is sud rosa. Birds are, of course,
still trimmed, but public conscience is

against the practice.
One of the most important points ere

» bird can be successfully exbibited, is

that of training, by which is meant that
It shall Ije at home within the bars
wherein for the nonce it is kept With-
out this preparation, which is uece.ssarv
and perfectly fair to all concerned, the
dangers are that it will be afraid and will
refuse to display its qualities before the
jiidge. Many birds have lost all chances
of taking a prize which they quite de-
served because they had uever been so
trained, and in vain attempts to escape
from their pen fail to display their good
qualities. The process is withal so
simple that it is within the reach of
every fancier, however humble. All that
IS necessary is to place them in a pen
similar to tho.se in use at shows a few
tlays prior to their being exhibited, aud
accustom them to being examined. It
is, also, desirable to handle them fre-
quently, teaching them that they need
not be afraid of being taken out of the
show pen. Of course, some breeds re-
quire more of this training than others
do, because of their disposition, but the
fancier will soon learn for himself all
that is necessary. If he has the oppor-
tunity of going into the lofts of other
fanciers he will see how they preform
and be able to follow their example'
When his birds come to regard the being
penned and looked at as all in the order
of things, and are quite at home under
these conditions, then there is no fear
but that they will show whatever quali-
ties they have to the best advantage, and
more he cannot look for.

Condition is one of the most important
matters in regard to success in the show
pen. By condition is siniplv meant that
the birds shall be iu the best of health
and bloom, for then and only then will
their plumage retain that gloss which is
so desirable. Some varieties, more es-
pecially those with very pale or white
plumage, require washing, but with the
great majority it is only neccs.sary to rub
the beaks, faces, legs and feet with a
damp siM>nge, drying them with a fine
towel.

In the early days of exhibitions all
kinds of contrivances were used for send-
ing pigeons to shows,* and even now
many and varied are the Iwxes and bas-
kets employed, from soap boxes to cheese
baskets. But it is far better, and cheaper
in the long run, to buy a proper pigeon
basket, for these are made very reason-
able indeed, and can 1^ obtained iu al-
most any size. They are fitted with in-
ner lids, without which, if there are sev-
eral going to a show at the same time,
there would l)e danger of their flying out
either in unpacking or repacking. Be-
fore sending off to a show a little clean
straw should be placed in the bottom,
and it is most essential that it be projwr-
ly cleaned out on their return. At the
end of a show .season let the hamper be
well washed aud thoroughly dried, so
that it may Ije clean and sweet when re-
quired again. In winter it is desirable
that, for the more delicate breeds at any
rate, aH baskets should be lined out with
thin canvas or thick calico, which can be
removed and washed as required.
One of the most potent factors in the

development of pigeon culture in this
country has been the various Colum-
barium societies in different parts of the
country. In the.se the members meet at
regular intervals for the discussion of
matters in which all are alike interested,
for the comparison of their birds, and
for the encouragement of social inter-
course between kindred spirits. At these
gatherings there is a most fraternal feel-

ing, and the young fancier can have no
surer means of learning the rudiments
as well as the advanced pigeon knowl-
edge than by joining the nearest pigeon
club, where he will assuredly find many
who are ever ready to yield to him of
their store of knowledge, and impart to
him information which they have only
learnt through long years of experience.
One of these societies, the National
Peristeronic, which has passed its jubilee,
has included on its roll many whose
names only remain to us. Without them
pigeon breeding would never have at-

tained its high position, nor pigeon
breeders have developed that skillWhich
commanded the admiration of Charles
Darwin, who was a member of the society
just named, to the members of which he
was indebted for considerable help in

his great work.

FoOtiS ^ gREEt)5 OF pOULTRY

—The careless farmer lets the fowls
roost on the wagons and carriages in the
shed rather than supply his feathered
tribe with suitable houses.

Correspondence Country Gentleman.

The subject, what kinds of foods may
be most profitably fed to the different
breeds of fowls in order to promote their
highest egg production, is one well
worthy of discussion. It is all the more
interesting because of its being one of
those questions capable of endless discus-
sion, owing to the many difTerent condi-
tions under which poultry is kept, the
amount and character of the foods which
the fowls may be able to glean for them-
selves, the leading characteristics of dif-

ferent breeds, and the tendencies of indi-
viduals of the same breed at different
ages. Then, too, people have such dif-

ferent ideas of the «iuantity of food requi-
site for a daily ration—that which seems
to one only a moderate allowance ap-
pearing a great deal too much in the eyes
of another.

Poultry keepers are also greatly biased
by favoritism. One who has f>een suc-
cessful with one breed cannot for the life

of him keep from eulogizing it as the for-

tunate possessor of all thccardinal virtues,

while he is unwilling perhaps to credit
his neighbor's flock with the possession
ofa single one. No one blames a man
for praising the bridge that carries him
over, but he iiee<l not run down other
bridges which he has never had the op-
portunity of proving.
My own experience in regard to feed-

ing the different breeds goes to .show
even those no heavier than than Plym-
outh Rocks cannot l)e ])rofitably kept in
the same yard with those of lighter
weight, as the Leghorns or Minorcas, for
if the mixed flock be fed highly enough
to supj)ort the prolific egg yield of the
non-sitters the heavier breeds will over-
eat, become lazy and phlegmatic, pro-
duce few eggs and indulge in an over-
weening desire to sit ; though I think
Mr, Webb Donucll takes rather an ex-
treme view when he says that a certain
heavy breed should see no coru or corn-
meal from the day they are hatched un-
til it is desired to fatten them for market.
In cold, inclement weather it seems a
mercy to allow all animals not artificially
warmed corn enough to keep them warm;
then, too, there is a great difference in
the results obtained from feeding corn to
young growing animals and to adults,the
extra nutriment which is used by the
former for promoting growth being con-
verted by the latter into fat. There is also
a vast difference between old hens and
young. A young Plymouth Rock hen or
pullet may be fed corn lil>erally until she
IS as plump as a partridge and all the
while will oroduce eggs in abundance,
while an old hen on the same ration will
make only a few small eggs and be really
unshapely from the amount of fat she has
laid up as a reserve fund for a cold and
hungry day. Still, I would not advocate
feeding a young hen in this manner, as
her usefulness would l>e of short dura-
tion ; for that much corn has a temlency
to produce fat and to impair the diges-
tion is proved by the results when it is

fed to larger stock, as cattle, hogs, etc.
Taking these facts into consideration,

we find that it would be l>est, if possible,
to feed all fowls under a year old sepa-
rate from adults, and to keep each breed
in a diffierent yard, allowing each its suit-
able regimen. That is, unless the kinds
are similar in their nature, the Leghorns
and Minorcas might possibly go together,
while the Plymouth Rock and black Lang-
shan would probably affiliate nicelv.
What special breed the farmer's hen

should be still remains a debatable tpies-
tion. As one of your contributors re-
marks, the general-purpose fowl is yet
to be di.scovered or rather invented, her
exact qualifications being in fact difficult
to .settle upon. Like our national floVer,
the final choice is rendered the more
difficult by the United States being such
a large country, including so many dif-
ferent climates, soils aud classes of peo-
ple. I am afraid that what we demand
IS an ideally perfect creation which the
world is not yet old enough to evolve,
and in lieu of all the desirable (qualities
combined into one. we are obliged, in
Kentucky, at lea.st, to do the next best

thing—keep two «listinct breeds In the
spring we want a hen that will hatch and
rear her own brood, and fortunately a
good winter layer like the black LanV-
shai, vv. 1 ,lo this, for after her spring
work of bringing up one or more families
IS done then she takes a summer vaca-
tion and gets herself in good fix for late
fall and winter laying. While the serious-
minded Langshans aud Ph mouths are
thus engaged iu caring for posterity the
more flighty nr.n-sitters are busy filline
the egg basket

; thev care for no summer
rest but prefer taking their holidav in
winter, utilizing all sj)are vitality then
in keeping themselves warm.

It seems to l)e a sort of a tie between
the Leghorns and Minorcas as to which
IS the best non-sitters, or rather the most
everlasting- layer. The Minorca cer-

tainly ha.s the preference iu point of size,
and Its admirers declare it to be less ner-
vous and meddlesome. Kach rejoices in
tall red combs and snow-white "ear-
locks," JUS my colored as.sistaiit expres.ses
It and soecjuallv matched are they in
other respects that both are likely to
remain popular.

Stray Notes.
Chicks hatched at this time of the year

usually thrive with much less attention
on the part of their owners than those
hatched early in the .season. This is

owing to the weather being warmer and
more settled. And it is a well-known
fact that the flocks running at large will
be able to obtain a large part of their
food in the shape of insects and green
foo<l. This ea.se of raising is the chief
cau.se of the large number of late hatched
chicks annually brought into market
And It is well that .such is the ca.se, as it not
only repletes many a rather lean jwcket-
lH>ok, as well as gives all lho.se who can-
not afford to jmrchase poultrv when it
first comes into market to have their
•share of this healthv fo«.d. It oft-times
happens that nianv «'>f the best layers are
among these late-hatched broiMls. Weknow a good manv progressive farmers
who follow the plan of keeping late-
hatched pullets for supplying their tables
with eggs during the harvest sea.son. Old
hens aud early-hatched pullets are usually
brmxly or hatching at that sea.son of the
year.

Pleasant Employment at Good Pay
TliepublishersofSKi:n-TiMKANi)HAR.

VK,ST, an old cstablishe«l monthly, deter-
mined to greatly increase their subscrip-
tion lists, will employ a numljer of active
agents for the ensuing six months at $50
PER MONTH or more if their services
warrant it. To insure active work an
additional cash prize of |!ioo will l)e
awarded the agent who obtains the larg-
est numljer of subscribers. "The early
bird gets the worm." vSend four silver
dimes, or twenty 2-ceiit stamps with your
application, stating your age and terri-
tory desire«l, namiiig some prominent
business man as reference as to your
capabilties, an«l we will give vou a trial.
The 40 cents pays your own sulwcription
and you will receive full particulars.
Address

SEED-TIME AND HARVEST.
La Plume, Pa.

Gastritis,

In this case the inflammation is of the
stomach. The symptoms are intense
thirst, constipation, quick breathing and
extreme prostration, and the causes are
over-stimulation, irritants in the stomach,
poisons or internal injuries. Treatment
should be a little sahul oil three times a
day, houKcopathic tincture of aconite,
with lime water and milk, an- 1 light but
nutritious food. Such «liseases as these
are difficult of cure, and even if that be
affected, the bird will be left so prostrate
as to l)e useless for a long period of time.

A Bird With Two Skeletons.

Dealer in Curiosities—Here's a skele-

ton of Milton's pet bird.

Collector—I don't want one so large.
What's this small one ?

Dealer in Curiosities—That's a skele-
ton of the same bird when it was hatched.
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POULTRY AT ALBANY.

An Immense Exhibit at the New
York and New England Fair.

It is our honest opinion that the show

of poultry at Albany, N. Y., August 26 to

September l, was the best in quality we

have ever seen at a fall show. In point

of numbers it was great, some estimating

the number of birds to be over 3000. It

W8S no easy task to judge the birds, as

the quality was so uniform in some

classes as to necessitate careful compari-

son, and the rather unclassified arrange-

ment of the fowls materially assisted in

increasing the task. The building was

large and roomy. There was plenty of

good light.notwithstauding the extremely

disagreeable weather that threatened to

drown out the fair entirely.

The rain came down in torrents, but it

did not dann)en the ardor of the fanciers

who were there. We need only mention

a few such well seasoned thoroughbreds

as Frank Gaylor, the tall and agreeable

Rockenstyre, the (luaint Weed, of the

Torhani Poultry Yards ; C. II. Barber, the

Albany poultry king
; J. Teller I)e GraflF,

the president of the poultry club of

Albany ; Will C. House, the secretary
;

"Buck" Andrus, the white Leghorn
breeder and now an incubator exhibitor

;

J. T. Cothran. J. Wilcox, 11. J. Quilhot,

and it will suffice to know that the coun-

try was safe. They made life enjoyable

to Superintendent Lewis, who assisted

royally to keep the ju<lge moving. A
catalogue containing the entries was a

welcome feature to all exhibitors, in fact,

nothing but praise can lie extended to

the management for the liberality and
business-like manner in which the poul-

try department was conducted.

To comment in detail on the many
features of this show would recjuire an
extra i'^sue of Tmc h'ANCiKRS' Journal.
We will briefly touch on a few notable

exhibits. Sautlacre Farm made a very

large display, closely followed by the

Torhani Poultry Yards, C. K. Rocken-
styre, Ihirn iS: Hausler and C. H. Barl)er.

The exhibit of bantams was simply
superb. The little black red games came
in for much attention, Gaylor and his

Canadian competitors having a hot race

for the honors. It was the Canadian
firm's first venture in the States, and
Messrs. Burn 6c Hausler are to be con-

gratulated for the fine shoeing they

made against the crack birds of our
breeders. The one black red game ban-

tam cock shown by them was a beauty,

but his mate failed to reach the high

<iuality of C.aylor's little crack hen. The
silver duckwings were trim and well

balanced little birds, while the red pile

bantams were "out of sight" in quality.

Mr. Weed, the manager of the Torham
Poultry Yards, had a little red pile game
that made a clean swath for first honors.

He is the best of his class we have seen.

Rockenstyre's kindergarten of bantams
was a rare sight. Such golden Sebrights,

Japanese, Pekin, rose combed whites,

Polish, etc., are a treat to look upon. All

were in the pink of condition and of the

highest cinalily. A glance at the awards
tells the rest.

J. Teller I)e Graff's black rose comb
bantams were as usual iti vincible. {Small

in size, with fine combs and loljes, they

made a fine showing. In silver Sebrights

H.J. (Juilhot carried off the honors with

a pair^of beautifully laced birds, but his

competitors were but a trifle behind him.

The Asiatics were out in jjood num-
bers, the light Brahmas and buff Cochins
leading in numbers and (juality. Lang-
shans were rather scarce, and excepting

one pair not in the best condition. The
American class was especially attractive,

and the barred Plymouth Rocks of Brad-

ley Bros, were as fine as silk. The pullet

in the first pair was exquisitely barred,

anil the color was as blue as could be ex-

pecte«l in the breed. Mattison's pen of

silver Wyandottes was decidedly above
the average, and both golden and silver

Wyandottes were interesting.

The white Wyandottes were very

scarce, only one pen of birds being

worthy of notice, and this pen was a good
one. Why such an excellent breed

should be nt-glected it a mystery. The
white Plymouth Rocks, on the contrary,

were excellent—as fine as could be ex-

pected in the largest winter shows. Leg-

horns were a nice lot, De GraflF winning
first on pen with some excellent white
Leghorn fowls. Torham Poultry Yards en-

tered two pair that easily won first and
second. Rosecomb whites brought out
strong competition, the young birds of
Messrs. Barney winning first honors.
They were evSpecially fine in combs,
lobes and rich yellow legs. Mr. House
won second with a good lot of fowls.

Brown Leghorns were fairly strong in

numbers, and a few birds showed up very
promising. The Hamburgs were a very
well filled class, but the fine excellence

of the golden pencilled variety over-

shadowed the others. It is questionable
if finer birds of this variety have been
seen in late years. The Spanish and
Minorcas were up to a high standard,

and the game class, while not numerous,
contained sonxe elegant black reds. The
Indian game exhibit of Sandacre Farm
was the attraction of the whole class, and
the male bird of the first pair looks like

a dangerous competitor at the coming
winter shows.
The display of water fowl was large

and fine, while the huge bronze turkeys

attracted much attention. Pigeons were
not numerous. The rest of the .story is

told in the awards.

Brah.mas (tight).—Pen. ist to C. S. Mattison;
2d to C K. Kockeustyre ; pair, ist to Rocken-
styre; 2d to John H.Warner. Dark—Pen, ist to

W. A. Fuller ; 2d to DeWitt M. Munson ; pair, 1st

to Burn *fc Hausler; 2d to DeWilt M. Munson.

Cochins (buff).— Pen, ist to John H. Warner;
2d to Sandacre Farm; pair, ist to Sandacre
Farm; 2d to Torham Poultry Yards. Partridge-
Pen, 1st to William Warner; 2d to John K. War-
ner; pair, 1st to John H. Warner; 2d to William
Warner. While—Pen, ist to DeWitt M. Munson;
pair, ist to Burn & Hausler ; 2d to Frank Jones.
Black—Pen, ist to J. M. Seymour; pair, ist to J.

M. Seymour.

Lan«;shans.—Pen, 2d to DeWitt Munson ; pair,

1st to Kirby & Smith; 2d to Burn & Hausler.

DoKKiNOS (silver grey).—Pen, 1st to Burn &
Hausler; 2d to L. I.tiit: pair, 1st and 2d to Burn
tfe Hausler. Colored— Pen. i.st; pair, ist and 2d

to Burn & Hausler. White-Pen, i.st to Burn &
Hausler; pair, 1st to Burn & Hausler; 2d to L.

Lent.

DoMiNiyiKS —Pen, ist to Jones Wilcox; 2d to

Frank Jones; pair, 1st to Munson; 2d to C. H.
Barl)er.

Pi-VMin'Tii Rocks (barred).—Pen, ist to Brad-
ley Bros.; 2d to Jones Wilco.x; pair, 1st and 2d to

Bradley Bros. White— Pen. i.st tolH. J. guilhot;
2d to J.' Teller De Graff; pair, ist and 2d to H. J.

yuilhol.

WVANIKJTTKS (silver).—Pen, ist to C. S. Matti-

son; 2(1 to Torham Poultry Yards; pair, ist to

Jones Wilcox; 2d to I,. H. Myers. White—Pen,
1st to Jones Wilcox; pair, 1st to K. Burlingame;
2d to'W. C. House. (;oMen—Pen, 1st to J. T.

Cothran; 2<l to C. S. Matti.son; pair, ist to C. S.

Mattison; 2d to J. T. Cothran.

JAVAS (black).— Pen. ist to I, I.ent; 2d to James
Secley; pair. 1st and 2d to L. Lent. White—Pen,
1st to I,. Lent.

HAMBCRt;s(silver spaiiKled).—Pen, ist to Jones
Wilcox; 2d to H. A. Jones; pair, 1st to Burn &
Hausler; 2d to Torham Poultry Yards. Golden
spangled—Pen, ist to Seeley; 2d to Shafer; pair,

1st to Burn & Hausler; 2d to Shafer. Silver pen-
cilled—Pen. 2d to Shafer; pair, ist to Shafer; 2d

to Wilcox. Golden t>encilled—Pen. 1st to J. T.

Cathran]; 2d to Burn & Hausler; pair, ist and 2d

to C. S.' Matti.son. Black—Pen. ist to D. S
Baird & Son; 2d to Burn & Hausler

;
pair, ist to

H. A. Jones; 2d to Mun.son.

Rkh Cats.-Pen 1st, pair 1st to F. W. Stewart.

Lkohokns (sinRle-comb white).— Pen. ist to

De Graff, 2d to B'lrliiiKame ; pair, ist and zd

to Torhani Poultry Yards. Single comb brown-
Pen, ist: pair, 1st and 2d to Wil<x)x. Rose comb
white—Pen, ist to K. H. & C. S. Barney; 2d to

Will C. House ; pair, 1st to Barney, 2d to House.
Rose comb brown— Pen, ist to Munson. Black-
Pen. 1st to Wilcox, 2d to Munson; pair, ist to

Wilcox, 2d to Munson.
MINORCA!* (black).—Pen, 1st to De Graff, 2d to

Burn Si Hausler: pair, 1st to Torham Poultry
Yards, 2d to De Graff White—Pen, ist to K. H.
Jt C. S. Barney; pair, 1st to S. G. Headley, 2d to

Munson.
Crevk Cckcrs.—Pen, ist; pair, 1st and 2d to

Seymour.

La Flkchk.—Pair, 1st and 2d to Seymour.

Polish (w. c. w.).—Pen, ist to Burn tk. Hausler;
pair, ist to Burn & Hausler. 2d to H. A. Jones.
W. c b.—Pen, ist to S. G. Headley; pair, 1st to

Burn Sc Hausler. fiolden—Pen. 1st to Burn &
Hausler, 2d lo James H. Girvin; pair, ist to Burn
& Hau.sler, 2d to Girvin. Silver—Pen, ist to C.

\V. Comins, 2d to James Seeley; pair, 1st to Burn
8: Hausler. 2d to Shafer.

Sii.KiKs.—Pen. 1st to Rockenstyre.

Gamks (brown breasted red).—Pen, ist to I.

Abbott, 2d to Frank Jones: pair, 1st to Ablwtt,
2d to Jones. Brown red— Pen, 1st to L. B. Gunn;
pair, 1st to Gunn, 2d to Jones. Silver duckwiiig
—Pen, 1st and 2d to (iiinn; pair, zd to Gunn.
Golden duckwing—Pen, ist to Burn & Hausler.
2d to Gunn: pair, 2d to K- H. & C. S. Barney.
Red pile— Pen, 1st to Burn ft Hausler; pair, 1st

to Gunn, 2d lo Burn 8t Hausler. Black—Pen, 1st

to Gunn; pair, 2d to Barney. White— Pair, 2d to

Barney. Sumatra— Pen, 1st; pair. 1st to Gunn.
Indian—Pen, 1st; pair, ist and 2d to Sandacre
Farm.
Bantams (brown -brea.sted red game).—Pen,

ist lo Sandacre Farm, 2d to Frank Jones; pair,

1st to Sandacre Farm, 2d to Burn & Hausler.
Silver dnckwing game—Pen, 1st to C. K. Rock-
enstyre; pair, 1st to Burn & Hausler, 2d to Sand-
acre Farm. Red pile game—Pen. ist to J. H.
Warner, 2d to Frank Jones; pair, 1st to Torham
Poultry Yards, 2d to Burn & Hausler. White
pile—Pen, 1st to Warner; pair, ist to Warner.
Yellow duckwing game—Pen, 1st to Sandacre
Farm; pair, 1st and 2d to Sandacre Farm. Brown-

red game—Pair, ist to Rocken.styre. White
game—Pair, 2d to Sandacre Farm.

Silver Sebright—Pen, ist to Rockenstyre, 2d to
Warner; pair, ist to Quilhot. 2d to Sandacre
Farm. Golden Sebright—Pen. ist to Rocken-
styer; 2d to J.T. Cotnran; pair, 1st and 2d to
Rockenstyer.
Rose comb black—Fen, ist to De Graff, 2d to

Sandacre Farm
;
pair, ist to De Graff. 2d to Burn

& Hausler. Rose comb while—Pen, ist
;

pair,
1st and 2d to Rockenstyre. White-crested white
Polish—pen. 1st; pair, ist and 2d to Rockenstyre.
Pekin—Pen, ist lo Rocken.styre, 2d to Cothran;
pair, 1st to Sandacre Farm, 2d to Rockenstyre.
Japanese—Pen, ist; pair, ist and 2d to Rocken-
styre

;
pen. 2d to Jones.

Turkeys (bronze).—ist to C. H. Barber, 2d to
James Seeley.

Geese (Toulouse).— 1st to .Seeley, 2d to Lent.
Kmbden— ist to F. Jones, 2d to T. W. Jones.
White China—ist to Blessing, 2d to Shafer.
Brown China— 1st to Gunn, 2d to Shafer. Wild
geese—ist to T. W. Jones.

Ducks (Rouen).— ist to T. W. Jones, 2d to J.
W. Seymour. Aylesbury— 1st to Seeley, 2d to C.
H. Barber. Cayuga— 1st to Munson, 2d to
Shafer. White Muscovy— ist and 2d to Barber.
Colored Muscovy— ist |to Barber, 2d to Munson.
Pekin—ist to Blessing. 2d to Barber. Crested
white— ist and 2d to Munson. Pearl guineas—
1st to Munson. 2d to Barber. White guinea— ist

to David Lidzy.

Pigeons (pouters).— ist to Jacob Bauer, 2d to
Bradley. Antwerps — ist and 2d to Bauer.
Tumblers- ist to Bauer. F'antails— i.st and 2d to

Shafer. Jacobins— ist and 2d to Bauer. Ring
doves—1st and 2d to Shafer.

,

Judge—J. H. Drevenstedt.

The pRESERvaiioN of ^ggs.

Stephen Beale in Country Gentleman.

Eggs can be kept in a cool place for a

considerable period without any special

preservative, and I have known eggs so

kept quite good for cooking at the end

of three months. If one has an ice

cellar, some portion of which can be

given up to keeping eggs, he needs no

other preservative, and I believe that

frozen eggs retain more of their original

qualities than those kept by means of

any of the preparations which have

already l>een described. The reason for

this is not far to seek. When an egg is

frozen, everything is held in suspension,

and no process of change or decay goes

on. Therefore, I should advise those

who have cellars of this description to

use the opportunities at their disposal, as

they need not trouble themselves any

more alxjut the matter. All that will be

needed is to fit up some shelves in which

are holes large enough for the eggs to

stand up in, but not to go through. Or

coarse wire lattice may be used, of a

mesh that will eflfect the same purpose.

The disadvantage of this system is that

if the eggs are not projierly thawed they

crack and it is often difficult to avoid

their cracking in any case. They should

l)e very gradually brought to their nor-

mal condition, first by placing them in

an atmosphere but a very few degrees
warmer than the cellar, and after two or

three hours there, gradually exposing
them in yet warmer air until the ordinary
temperature has been reached.
There are many poultry keepers who

only wish to preserve the surplus eggs
for a few weeks, and in this case it is

not necessary to use any preservative or

to freeze them. All that is requisite is

to have a cool cellar, larder or even closet

fitted with the perforated shelves already

described. The eggs should be placed

broad end downward on these shelves,

but they may with advantage l^ turned
about twice a week, keeping them, how-
ever, almost all of the time with the

broad end downwards. The reason for

this is that when so kept the air space

does not increase in size, and the egg
seems to keep better. It is a very good
plan to arrange the eggs in uniform rows
from front to back so that tho.se laid first

can be used first. I once knew a poul-

try keeper who had stoneware mugs for

keeping his eggs in. The.se would each
contain about a hundred, and the eggs
were placed in regularly every day as

they were laid. As soon as one was full

it was emptied into another mug so that

the first laid were in that case at the top.

This gentleman never appeared to take

any special care in the matter, and yet

his eggs were wonderfully fresh when
three and four months old, but he had a

very cool cellar where the mugs were
kept, and that must have been the rea-

son. Without a cool place it could not
have been done in such a free and easy

fashion. That was the secret of his success.

Claim has been made that eggs can be
preserved if the air coming to them is

first filtered so as to remove all germs
therefrom. In this way the eggs are
packed in cotton wool or wadding, and it

IS claimed that this succeeds very well
indeed. I have never personally tried

this process, and, therefore, cannot speak
of it, but I am not inclined to place much
reliance upon it, for the reason that it is

not enough in egg preservation to keep
germs away that are without, as in most
eggs there are the germs of decay within
the egg itself. Still this is only hypoth-
esis, and I should be very glad to have
some well authenticated experiments re-

corded.
Gypsum is .said to be a good preserva-

tive of eggs. They should be packed in

finely pulverized gypsum, and the only
experiment recorded showed that they
kept for .six months. But this was in a
cool place, and the cold air may have
had just as much to do with the effective

preservation as the gypsum. In fact, it

IS most desirable that whatever process is •

adopted the storage should l)e a cold one.
This I regard as of supreme importance,
and to my mind it explains the reason
why some processes succeed at one time
aiul in one place and fail at another.

In this matter of egg preservation there

is a consideration that has never yet had
its due weight, namely, the fertility or
infertility of the eggs to be preserved. I

have only once seen it suggested that in-

fertile eggs might keep much better

than those which have the germ of life

within them. But a little consideration

will .show that this may be a most im-
portant matter. The idea was suggested
to my own mind by thinking over the

fact that infertile eggs never go rotten

when sat upon by hens ; they dry up
and become fusty ; but it is only the fer-

tile egg that goes actually rotten. In
the former there is no germ of life to

die and become putrid ; in the latter it is

the death of the living organism which
causes the decay. This germ must have
actual life within it, for the life cannot
lie put there after the egg has been laid,

and the presence of life gives all the ele-

ments for putridity. I have met with
those who have declared they Can tell

whether an egg is fertile or not before it

is sat upon, and several times the experi-

ments have shown the test to turn out
right. The way in which this is done is

by placing the broad end of an egj

into the mouth, and, with the lips closec

around it, breathing thereon. If after

doing so the egg does not seem cold, or,

to put it in a better way, to give back
warmth, then it is fertile. But if, on the

other hand, it takes all the heat without
giving back any, then it is infertile.

Often have I proved this test to be cor-

rect, but I .should scarcely like to depend
entirely upon it in the case of valuable

eggs. But wliether there be any truth

in It or not, I do not feel that there need
be any doubt that the preservation of

eggs may depend greatly upon whether
they are fertile or infertile. As already

explained, the former have within them
the germs of decay, and the latter have
not. Therefore I should strongly advise

those who intend putting e^gs down for

the winter use to u.se only infertile ones.

Though I cannot go so far as to lay down
as a fixed rule that for which I have been
here contending, yet there is so much of

rea,son and of probability in it that I feel

(luite justified in going as far as I have
done. There can in no ca.se be any ad-

vantage in preserving infertile eggs, for

they can never be u.sed for hatching, and
there is little or no diflSculty in arranging

that the eggs be infertile.

To summarize the methods of egg
preservation, I should l)e inclined to

place the lime water system first, as best

for practical purposes, whether for home
use or for sale. It involves the least ex-

pense and the lea.st trouble. The eg^ is

least changed when preserved in lime

water, as there is little or no evapora-

tion. Next to that I should be inclined

to think that the freezing process would
come, but it would not be suitable for

those who produce eggs for the market,

and the expense would be too great if an
ice chamber had to be specially erected.

Therefore, it is only available in a few
instances. The other methods given can

be adopted if preferred, but some of

them, at least, are rather interesting ex-

periments than practical. I lay very

great stress upon the question of fertility

or non-fertility, for I believe that infertile

eggs will keep where fertile eggs will not.
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THE HORNBIiliSVILLB SHOW.
A Successful Exhibition with Over

Two Thousand Entries.

The poultry exhibit at Hornellsville,

N. Y., last week was unu.sually large for
an early show and clearly demonstrates
the growing interest in poultry raising
among farmers. The success of this
show is mainly due to the efforts of Mr.
A. O. Stillman, who has been the super-
intendent for many years, and beginning
with but a few entries and inadequate
quarters, he now finds .something like
two thousand entries and a good build-
ing. The latter is well arranged for the
comfort of the fowls, the system of feed-
ing introduced by Mr. Stillman being
practical and clean.

The fowls are fed from an aisle in the
back of the coops, a projecting board
some six inches wide furnishing an ex-
cellent place for placing the grain and
water pans. The fowls cannot reach the
latter except with their heads, which pre-
vents the .scratching and fouling of the
grain when thrown into the coops. The
exhibit of poultry was good in quality,
and in some clas.ses exceedingly meri-
tonous. The Hamburg class was above
the average in merit and one of the best
we have met in along time.
Bantams were very numerous, and the

game class was especially goml. Brown
and white Leghorns, white not as numer-
ous as u.sual, were as a class very good
especially the browns. This reminds us
that very few birds were disqualified, a
significant fact of the value of poultry
shows as educators. In the American
cla.ss some good silver, white and golden
Wyandottes were on exhiljition, but the
Plymouth Rocks were not numerous nor
were they as gotnl as we expected.
The Asiatic cla.ss was fairly well

stocked with I^nghans. Brahmas and
Cochins, but .somehow the Brahmas are
growing less in numliers as the years roll
by. Why this should l)e so is a mvstcry.
as no finer show birds exist than the
light and dark Brahma.s.
The ducks, geese and turkeys made a

large and good cla.ss, the Pekin and Mus-
covy ducks being particularly note-
worthy. There was a very nice display
of pigeons. The judge of the show was
J. H. Dreven.stedt, of Beverly, N. J. The
largest exhibitor was George E. Steven-
son, of Clark's Green. Pa., and carrie<l
with him really first-class birds. As an
assistant superintendent Mr. Stevenson
fills the bill completely, and to him we
are indebted for the prompt arrival of
the following awards:
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Brahmas (light)—Pen. i.st; pair, ist to S. H
Laney; pen. 2d to Knox & Tillinghaste

; pair 2d
to Charles McClave. Dark— Pen. ist; pair, 1st to
George K. Steven.son; pen, 2tl; pair, 2d to Knox& Tillinghaste.

Cochins (biift) —Pen, ist; pair, ist to H. A
Jones; pen, 2d; pair, 2d to Knox & Tillingha.ste
Partridge— Pen, 1st; pair, isttoKnox& Tilling-
haste; pen, 2d; pair, 2d to John T. Bird. White— Pen, 1st to Jones; pair, ist to Knox & Til-
linghaste. Black—Pen ad; pair, ist and 2d to
Bird.

Lanoshan.—Pen, ist; pair, 2d to George K
Stevenson: pair, ist to H. A. Jones; pen. 2d to
Knox & Tillinghaste.

^
American Dominiquk.—Pen, ist; pair, i.st to

George E. Stevenson; pen, 2d; pair, 2<1 to W.
Shiller.

Plvmoitth Kocks (barred).—Pen. ist to John
T. Bird, 2d to W. A. Alexander; pair, i.st to R. K.
Cox, 2d to George K- Stevenson. White—Pen,
i.st to Alexander, 2d to S. C. Drew; pair, ist to J.
M. Dexter, 2d to R K. Coe.

Wyandottes (silver).—Pen, isl; pair, 2d to C.
Hammerschmidt; pen, 2d; pair, ist to George K.
Stevenson. Golden— Pen, ist and 2d; pair, 1st
and 2d to George K. Stevenson. White— Pen, ist
to W. A. Alexander, 2d to Steven.son; pair, ist
and 2d to J. M. Dexter.

jAVAS (black).—Pen. 1st; pair, ist to C. H.
Hamraerschmidt: pen, 2d; pair. 2d to George K.
Stevenson. White—Pen, ist and 2d; pair, ist
and 2d to John T Bird. Mottled—Pen, 2d; pair,
I.st to Hammerschmidt; pen, 1st to S. C. Drew;
pair. 2d to J. M. Dexter.

Spanish (black).— Pen, ist; pair. 2d to S.
Headley; pen, 2d to H. A.Jones; pair, ist lo K.
M. Crossman.

ANDALUSIANS—Pen. 1st; pair, 2d to R. Cotton;
pair, 1st to Mrs. Anna Bird.

Leghorns (single comb brown).—Pen, 1st;
pair, ist to Jay Stevens; pen, 2d to Ben Barton;
pair. 2d to Charles McClave. Rose comb brown
—Pen. ist; pair, 2d to Nat Adsil; pen, 2d to
Charles A. Tuttle; pair, 1st to S. C. Drew.
Single comb white—Pen, ist; pair, 2d to S. Head-
ley; pen. 2d to T. R. Proctor; pair, ist to George
E. Stevenson. Rosecomb white— Pen, 1st; pair,
2d to W. Shiller; pen, 2d to S. Headley; pair, 1st
to Stevenson.

Dominique—Pen. ist; pair, ist to S. Headley.
Black—pair, 1st and 2d to George Udall.

Minorcas (black).—Pen. ist; pair, ist to C.
hammerschmidt; pen, 2d; pair, 2d to W. J.

r^of'^'c.
White-pen, 1st and 2d; pair, ist toGeorge Stevenson; pair, 2d to Bird.

*'•''"
P01.ISH (golden).-Pen, ist; pair, 1st to JohnT. Bird; pen, 2d; pair, 2d toS. Headley. Beardedgolden-pen. istj pair, ist to George E. Stev-en-son: pen 2d; pair, second lo F. w. Bird. Silver-Pen, 1st; pair, i.st to Headley; pair. 2d to S. C.

cy^Z-
Bf«.';de'»s»ver-Pair. istto Charles Mc-

?\Z T 15f n'^iT^i^"'
'"t and 2d; pair, ist and 2d

. .
'^^.'^

J*.-
B''ya"t Bearded white-Pair,

ist to E. J Thomas. Buff laced-Pair, 1st to

J^l'^^^'r.
While-crcsled black-Pair, 1st to E.

L. & B. F. Bryant.

i^ . u"- ^,
»"yler; pen. 2dlo H. A. Jones; pair2dtoE. M. Crossman. Silver .spangled-Pen

ist; pair i.st and 2d to J. E. Hazard; pen. 2d toGeorge E. Stevenson. Golden pencilled-Pen
ist; pair, 2d to John T. Bird; pen. 2d; pair, 1st
to H. A. Biiyler. Silver pencilled-Pen. ist;
pair. 2d to Buyler; pen. 2d to Jones. Black-
pen ist; pair, ist to Jones; pen, 2d; pair, 2d to
Buyler. While-pen, isl; pair, ist and 2d to
Stevenson; pen. 2d to Buyler.

-,/f'^^^''^~^V^- \^^'' P?'''- 'S' to J.T. Bird; pen-
2d to Clarence Lock; pair, 2tl to Mrs. Anna Bird
Creve-Cceurs.—Pen, ist to John T. Bird; pair

isl and 2d lo S. C. Drew. • h" ' •

Hoi'DANS.—Pair, 1st to R. E- Coe.
La Fleche.—Pen, 2d; pair, ist to S. C. Drew.
Games (blacked-breasted red).—Pen ist- pair

I.st to G. E. Steven.son; pen, 2d; pair, 2d to Frank
Strang. Brown red—Pen, ist; pair. 2d to Strang
pair, isl to Stevenson. Silver duckwing— Pen'
ist; pair, isl and 2d to Nat. Adsil. Red pil?—Pen'
1st; pair, ist to Steven.son; pen, 2d; pair, 2d toHarry Rial. Indian— Pen, i.st; pair, ist to C
Hamnier.schniidl; pair 2d lo G. E Keeler. Black—Pen, 1st and ad; pair ist and 2d to .Steven.son
Black Sumatras—Pen, ist and 2d; pair ist and 2d
to Stevenson.

Game Bantams (black -breasted red).—Pen ist-
pair, 1st to P. M. Orlh; pen, 2d; pair. 2d to B. c'
Thornton. Brown red-Pair, 1st to T. C. Stanton
Red pile- Pen, ist; pair, ad to P. M. Orlh & Bro
pair, ist to Thornton. White—Pen, 2d; pair 1st to
to M. Kleason. Silver duckwing—Pair, ist- Orlh& Bro.; pair, 2d to Stanton. Golden duckwing—
Fen, isl; pair, isl to Thornton; pen, 2d to Stan-
ton; pair, 2d to Kleason. Black—Pen, 2d pair
LSI lo Kleason. Golden Sebright—Pen i.st'- pair'
ist to Kleason; pen. 2d; pair. 2d to Maurice
Norlhrup. Silver Sebright—Pen. ist; pair isl
to Klea.son; pair, 2d to F. W. Bird. Black
rose-combed—Pen, 1st; pair, ist to Klea.soir
pen 2d to H. A. Jones; pair, 2d to Charles
McClave. White rose-combed—Pen, ist; pair 2d
to Jones; pair, isl to George E. Stevenson.
Booted while— Pen, isl; pair, 1st to Kleason
Japanese— Pair. 1st to Klea.son; pair, 2d to Mc-
Clave. Pekin—Pen, 1st lo Kleason; pen, 2d pair
2d lo Knox it Tillinghaste; pair, i.st to Thornton'
White crested white Polish—Pen, ist; pair isi
to Kleason.

Dorkings (colored).— Pen, isl; pair, ist to H
A. Jones; pen, 2d; pair, 2d to S. C. Drew. Silver-
grey— Pen. ist; pair. 1st to Stevenson; pen 2<1
pair. 2<1 lo Drew. White-Pen. ist; pair, i.st to
Jones; pair, 2d to Charles McClave.

Sii.KiKS.— Pair, ist to F. W. Bird.

Ti'RKKVS (bronze).— 1st to James Seeley 2d to
Charles McClave. White— ist lo R. F. .Seelev 2il
lojohn F. Bird. Slate— 1st to .Stevensim, Id to
R. F. Seeley. Buff, 2d to W. A. Alexander.
Di'CKS (Rouen).— ist to Charles McClave, 2<1

to John T. Bird. Aylesbury— i .si to James Seeley
2d to Charles McClave. Mu.scovy (white)— ist to
Stevenson, 2d to John T. Bird. Colored— 1st to
Bird. Pekin— isl to K. F. .Seeley, 2d to McClave.
Crested— I.st to Stevenson, 2d lo H. A. Jones
Cayuga— isl lo Bird, 2d to Stevensan. White
call— ist to Bird. 2tl to McClave. Grey— 1st to
McClave, 2d to Stevenson.

Geese (Toulouse).— ist to James Scclev, 2d to
Stevenson. Embden— 1st to McClave, 2d to R
K. Coe. White China— 1st to James Seeley, 2d to
McClave. African— i.st to .Stevenson. Canada—
isl to Stevenson, 2d lo John T. Bird.

GriNEAS.— Pearl, ist to McClave, 2d to R. F
Seeley. White— 1st to H. A. Jones, 2d to Steven-
son.

Pea Fowus. — ist to John to Bird, 2d to
Stevenson.

Pigeons (display of varieties).— 1st to Steven-
son, 2d to T. C. Stanton. Pouters- ist and 2d to
Stanton. Carriers— ist to .Stanton. Short-faced
Antwerps— 1st and 2d to Stevenson. Barbs— ist
to Stevenson. Owls— isl to Stevenson, »d to
Stanton. Fantails— i.st to Stevenson, 2d to Knox
^ Tillinghaste. Turbils— 1st to Harry Orr. 2d
to Steven.son. Jacobins— isl and 2«1 to Steven-
son. Trumpeters— ist and 2d to Stevenson.
Swallows— ist and 2d to Stanton. Magpies— ist
lo Stanton. Short-faced tumblers— 1st to Steven-
son. 2d to Stanton. Common— ist antl 2d lo
Stevenson. Dragons— i.st to A. K. Boyce, 2d to
Stanton.

Canary Birds.— 1st to T. C. Stanton.

Ferrets.— Pair, ist to W. H. Cobille, 2d to W.
K. Holmes.

Guinea Pigs.— ist and 2d to Stanton.

White Mice.— ist to Stanton

'.s.s

PIGEON FLYING.

Rabbits (lop-eared).— ist and 2d to Stevenson.
Angora— ist to John T. Bird, 2d to .Stevenson.
Himalayan— isl to John T. Bird.

ON THE WING.

The weather has been very unfavorable
for pigeon flying. Rain, fog and " misty
mornings" are not conducive to aerial
flights.

* *
The results of the young bird fly of

the Empire Homing Club are striking
examples of the above assertion.

* «
The crack of the sportsman's gun is

not as destructive to homing pigeons as
the villainous crack of the small lK)y's

gun or the crack of the gun carried by
one of the large class of grab-hunters,
men who shoot at everything.

* *
Certain districts in New Jersey are

death traps for all homing pigeons, and
the craze to kill everything that flies

should be severely handled. A law
should be passed which protects homing
pigeons at all seasons.

«

As the United States Government is

becoming interested in homing pigeons,
it might do much toward aboli.shing the
indiscriminate slaughter of the birds.

*
« •

Upwards of 17,000 Federation seamless
bands have this year l)eeii issued by A.
H. Kruger. the manufacturer, to fanciers
throughout the United States and Canada.
This number docs not inchnle the 20(X)

is.sued to the Kmpire City Mying Club.
nor yet the 1000 to the Washington. I).

C. Icdcration, both of which nrgani/a-
tions have a special mark stamped on
their bands.

* *

This emphasizes what Thf, Fanciers'
Journal has fic(|ucnlly .staled, viz.. that
pigeon flying is bec«»ining the great .sport

of the age.

II. B. Stites and P. C. Clark, of Kaiis-

downe, have decided to try the western
course this fall, and started training by
.sending a batch of youngsters to Ani-
more, Tuesday morning.

Mes,srs. Klemann. Padderatz and Mart?,

are expected to take a hand in organiz-

ing the Trenton section of the Federa-
tion.

« *

The South Ivnd floniing Club will fly

youngsters from Bedford City, a distance

of 300 miles, on September 12. The la.st

race was from Orange, Va. So far the
club has been very successful.

*
» •

Trainlnpr Show Birds.
The best plan, I think, is to commence

early, say about the age of three months.
At that time you should have convenient
to your hand a light penning,' stick, and
go into your poultry run, always taking
some oats with you, throwing thcin down
quite close to your feet, and the chickens
will then come forward to pick them up.
Now is your time to touch them gently
with your stick while thev are picking
up the corn. Working in' this manner
with your birds for a few weeks they
will soon get accustomed to both you and
the penning stick. My next plan is to
ijegin and handle them, taking note of
any defects, and, at the same time ex-
anunmg carefully for color and other
show points, which by this time are Ije-
ginning to show themselves. You can
now transfer them to vour pen, having it
in a nice shady place free from draughts.

It IS also a very good plan to have the
lK)ttom of the pen covered with .seeds or
sand, .so that the bird will not hear it.self
treading the boards. Place vour birds in
It for an hour or two every diiv, esjieciallv
the most promising ones, ami take great
care never to begin and .stick a bird the
moment you jilace him in the pen. It is
always best to let them stand a short
time before you start to stick them. My
reason for this is to allow vour bird time
to quieten <lown. You can' now get them
to inove about the pen, showing off" all
their goo<l points to advantage, but
always bear in mind that von will .suc-
ceed best by being gentle and kind to
your birds. I have seen proini.sing birds
lost for exhibition puriMises bv ill-treat-
ment in the pen. either bv not having
patience with them or woiking them too
hard. Therefore I would sav with gen-
tlene.ss and patience no fancier neeil have
that verdict, "too wil«l in pen," pro-
nounced by the judge. I have written
these hints for young fanciers, trusting
they will be of some use to them. They
are not perfect, and jicrhaps a little old-
fa.shioneil. but they li.ive served me for
many years, and I can sjifelv .s;iy with
marked success.—Credo, in leathered
World.

Indigestion.

This may arise from sudden changes

of the weather, as well as those causes

which have already been named, but if

taken in time need not cause much
trouble. Want of, or a depraved, appe-
tite, indolence, lack of lustre, scanty
droppings, and paleness in face are all

indications, as is a bad breath. When
noticed a mild aperient should be given,
followed by a rhubarb pill on alternate
days, and very plain food, somewhat lim-
ited in quantity.

——
—An occasional feed of bonemeal for

the young fowls will be a safeguard
against leg weakness. Plenty of scalded
bran is also good.

One of the interesting features of the

Government exhibits at the World's Fair

will Ix' the fa.st flight of pigeons. At
frequent intervals binls will be liberated

for flights to within 200 miles of Chicago,
and a special prize, valued at |ioo, will

be offered to the owner of the bird mak-
ing the greatest distance in a «lay. It is

believed that by this and other means,
which are still being considered, atten-

tion will thus l)e directed to the.se mes-
sengers on a larger scale, through the

agency of those most interested in them.
Temporary accoinniodations will be pro-

vided for the care of a large number of
pigeons, and clubs and individual own-
ers will be invited to .send their liirds for

liberation on a specified day. It is

thought not improbable that in order to

fully demonstrate the practicability of
using pigeons as messengers, Govern-
ment officials in Chicago will employ
them in carrying sj>ecial messages.

—— .

—An instance is on record of a pigeon
flying twenty-three miles in eleven min-
utes.

Empire City Plyingr Club.

The Kmpire City I'lying Club, of New
York, flew its second young bird race
from Pine Grove, Pa., on the 30th inst.,

engaj^ing 269 birds from twenty lofts.

The start was made by Mr. C. Iv. Logan,
agent of the United States Fixpress Com-
pany, at S A. M., wind west, weather
slightly overcast. At home it was l)otli
misty and raining, with a northeast wind,
and the birds that reached home the
same day had no easy task before them,
quite a number getting in late and com-
pletely exhausted. The slow velocity
and meagre returns tells the story more
completely than it can \tc written. The
following is the result of the race and the
only lofts whose returns were certified :

Owner. In loft.

C. A. Mahr, Jr . . 1 3(>!«

J. T. Jones .... 1.S2J3
F. Whileley . . . i.^ii
F^li Moretoii . . . i.v^^
Jam s W. Houst^-I . 2.11%

Distance
(miles).
119.29
118.8^

1 1 7..̂ 8

I ih.64

117.42

Average
speed
(yards)
per min.

M8.0
.*9.V3

.S82.8

.S82.4

556.7

T. Frf.I) Goi,d.man, Secretary.

Transfer of Pigeons.

C. Dorsey to J. William Kraeuter. one
pair of filack Jacobins. Washington, D.
C., September 2.

—Damp yards and floors cause the
roop. Top ventilation which alows
draughts induce wheezing ami sneezing.

—It recpiires experience and careful
selection for years to pro<luce just what
is sought for in irueness of markings, at
the same time fixing good combs, crests
and size of Iwdy, ami when a breeder
gets all these in Houdans he is in luck

;

still It is done successfully bv Mr Pinck-
ney.—Poultry Gazette.

First Turkey—We're both fat enough
to kill. Which of us goes first .'

Second Turkey— I'll match you !

First Turkey—Tail I win, head you
lose.

Second Turkey (after thought)— I've
got to lo.se my head, any way. Well, let
her go.
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SCRAPPLE.
A Qood Ration for Eggrs—Poultry
and the Farmers—Lesr Weak-
ness-Disease of the Liver.

The following extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving: their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for

all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of Thp: Fanciers' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and we

therefore invite contributionsfrom every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultry, pigeons and fancy stock.

A Good Ration for Eggs.

In my own experience, I found the

best results by mixing twenty-five per

cent each of oats, wheat and bran ground

together, ten each of corn and linseed,

and five of meat scraps. Cooking veg-

etables or steaming chopped hay, and
adding perhaps three quarts of this mix-

ed ration to the bucketful, I would allow

the mass to cook all night and feed when
warm early in the morning. To-day I

must rely more largely on clover. For
whole grain I would be governed by cir-

cumstances, finding the best results when
I reduced the corn ration save in the

coldest weather. Fixed rations per head

cannot be given because of the infinite

variety of temperaments, of habits creat-

ed and intensified by years of breeding,

warmth of buildings and watit of atten-

tion to regularity in feeding. It costs as

much to keep an active Leghorn as a

sluggish IMvmouth Rock.
The normal crop of a hen is small, but

may Ije distended many times by provid-

ing appetizing food and feeding gener-

ously. The idea that an animal will eat

only what it needs, is a heresy we must
break from as quickly as possible. The
smallest quantity consistent with health

and pro<luctiveness must be the motto.

Here is the economy of feeding. It is

not niggardliness, l)Ut true lil)erality, for

it seeks first of all perfect health by bal-

ancing the food to the needs of the ani-

mal. Nature's method is a grain at a

time, and a constant searching and

scratching for these ; ours too often is

to crowd the food into the crop in the

shortest possible time.—G. M. Twitchell.

Leg Weakness.

This trouble often manifests itself in

warm an«l damp weather, especially

among fast growing chicks, and is a

source of discouragement to the poultry

breeder. Leg weakness rarely attacks

robust fowls, but sometimes appears

when in the spent condition, at the

moulting period, a little after the bird

has its new plumage, seldom before, and

on the approach of cold weather. It is

a rheumatir or spasmodic affection,

brought on by the action of cold on the

victim when in a weakened or low con-

dition in consequence of moulting, and
the previous drain of egg-production.

This low condition may be occasioned

by the presence of vermin that continu-

allv sap the strength from the infested

fowl. Fowls that are bristling with pin

feathers seldom wallow, therefore have

no methotl of ridding themselves of

these pests.

With leg weakness the fowls do not

lose the appetite, and in every other re-

spect may appear to be well. I have
had theni entirely helpless, and so de-

pendent as not to move an inch without

assistance, yet they were warm and
hearty. The fowls were young hens and
goo<l layers that had V)ecome reduced
through the winter from cold and laying.

They were close bred in order to pre-

serve a particular strain. Of twelve

large pullets every one was affected

—

some more than others. All survived

with good care and came out strong in

the spring.

The remedy is cleanliness, generous
feeding on strengthening diet and
warmth. The fowls may be infected with

minute roost lice, almost invisible to the

naked eye as they secrete themselves in

the hollow places and cavities beneath
each feather. A warm ash bath is quite

Ijeneficial as well as strengthening. Give
the fowls a good and careful dusting.

Remove them from the flock, place them
by themselves in a warm room, and put
food within reach. With strict attention
all will recover. In a day or two the
patient will walk off as if nothing had
been the matter. The difficulty requires

good care and nursing, together with
strengthening food. It should be taken
in hand as soon as discovered, as if long
continued there is no help.—M. R. Wil-
ton in American Stock-Keeper.

Poultry and the Farmers.

At a recent lecture under the auspices

of the Vermont Experiment Station,

about seventy-five farmers assembled to

hear Editor Twitchell, of the Maine

Farmer, discourse on the subject of poul-

try. During the lecture he ventured to

put a few questions to his audience.
"Will some one tell me about how

many eggs per hen his flock of fowls
averages during the year?" he asked.
Deathlike silence followed the question.

"What do you consider the best gen-
eral purpose fowl, gentlemen ?" he con-
tinued. Blank amazement on every
farmer's face. Silence still unbroken.

"Well, will some one tell me what
breed of fowls he keeps ?" Extreme cou-
sternatioii visible among the audience.
Silence still complete.

"Well, then, will you tell me what you
feed your hens?" Here one or two
brainy-looking individuals in the front

row answered "most anything," and then
drew back quickly in their seats, embar-
rassed at their bold display of knowledge.
And yet people wonder why farmers don't

make a success of poultry raising.

Disease of the Liver.

The great development of this com-

plaint during recent years is of ver>'

serious import to poultry keepers, and of

high-class poultry there are comparative-

ly few unaffected by it. It is due, when

not hereditary, to over rich foods, to bad

water and to foul soil. It takes Several

different forms, but the external symp-
toms in nearly all cases are the same, so

that it is difficult to determine them un-
til after death. There is a moping alxjut

on the part of the birds, general lassi-

tude, an uncertain appetite, and a yellow-

ish hue on the face, comb, and wattles.

The treatment must be eradicative, and
the food of the plainest nature, but at

the same time nourishing. F'or medicine
give an aperient twice a week, and doses

of homoeopathic tincture of podophyllum
twice a day. It is to be noted that all

rich food must be carefully avoided, and
the free use of Indian corn has been
most injurious in spreading this disease.

When neglected it develops into active

inflammation of the liver, for which
there is no cure.

Diarrhoea and Dysentery.

A slight attack of diarrhoea is often

merely nature correcting herself, and we

should hesitate to stop it at first. If con-

tinued, it is then necessary to do so, and

with adult birds the V)est thing of which
we know is chloro<lyne, but it should l>e

given carefully. Rice boiled in milk,

and a little chalk mixed with it, is an ex-

cellent thing as a food. For chickens

the rice should only be employed at first,

and to it added bone meal which is a

splendid preventive of all such com-
plaints. Sometimes worms are the cause

of diarrhoea, and when they are noticed

the treatment recommended for them
may be adopted. Diarrh(Ea neglected

often becomes dysentery, or this may be
symptomatic of a more serious state of
affairs. The evacuations are very profuse

and most offensive. When it assumes
this form cure is difficult. The feeding

should be the same, and for adult fowls

give five drops of laudanum mixed with

the same quantity of fluid carbolate

twice a day. The patient must be kept
warm and dry.

THE RAISING OF DUCKS.

If Rightly Managed There Is Profit

in Rearing Them.
G. O. Brown in Baltimore Sun.

Many have an idea that there is little

or no profit in the raising of ducks. As
they are usually attempted to be raised

among the ordinary flocks of other

poultry in the farm yard, there certainly

is very little profit and a great deal of

bitter disappointment. If the leader of

the light Brahma flock does not succeed

in presenting his bill in a manner more
forcible than comfortable whenever the

little downy quackers come within reach

it is not because he does not consider it

is strictly in his line of duty to do so.

If the ducklings escape the danger of

this tyrant, they yet have gauntlets of

danger to run. They find on coming
within the domains of the domineering

turkey gobbler they are in great danger.

The motherly hen may be scratching for

her brood, who are standing on the alert

to hear the clucking invitation to the
feast the mother's industry may unearth,
when the quack, quack, of the ducklings
causes the upperneck feathers of the
mother hen to stand up with anger, and
she is seized with a spasmodic idea that
it is her sacred duty to annihilate all

the aquatics she can. These are a few
of the trials that are the usual and natural
results when ducks are raised with farm
yard flocks of poultry. Raising ducks as

a business, either with hens or incubators,

may be carried on with profit, and in

many instances with more profit than
there is in raising chickens.
One of the first things to consider be-

fore raising the ducks is the importance
of securing a market for them, so they
may at once be shipped when they are

in thtir prime. The most favorable prices

can generally be obtained in the large

cities, and after a reputation has once
become established for furnishing fine

ducks, no matter how many you raise

you can find a ready market for them.
The Pekin duck at present is considered
the best to raise for market. The Pekins
are rapivl growers, of a white-creamy
plumage, which renders their bcniies

when dressed of a most attractive, clean,

rich yellow color. It is not necessary, as

is generally supposed, to have a pond to

raise ducks, but when they are merely
to be raised and made ready for market
young they do as well or better never to

have access to a stream or pond. While
ducks are covered with down they should
be kept from the water and not exposed
to cold rain storms. Their houses should
always be warm and dry, for keeping
either old or young ducks in damp quar-
ters at night results in all the ills, or
nearly so, the ducks are heir to. Cramps,
partial blindness and rheumatism are the
direct efforts of damp quarters.

A good feed for j'oung ducks is equal
parts of cornmeal, wheat middlings,
thoroughly scalded, then covered over
with a coarse cloth and allowed to steam
until it has cooled to about blood heat

;

then feed. If cracklings are boiled to a
thin consistency they are also a most ex-
cellent addition. To six quarts of water

MISCELLANEOUS.

AfiENTS WANTED I

I want a local agent in every village,

town and city, to sell

Prolific Poultry Food
TO MAKE HENS LAY,

DRINKING FOUNTMNS FOR FOWLS,

AND CLIMAX FOOD FOR
HORSES AND CATTLE.

All nell readily and give universal
atlarartlon.

SEND FOR TERMS TO AGENTS.

L B. LORD. Prop., Burlington, Vt.. U. S. A.

put a chunk of the crackling the size of
a pint cup, to soak over night. In the
morning let the water boil long enough
to dissolve or readily separate the mass
and mix the fed with it. The more varied
the diet for growing ducks the better.

Boiled turnips and potatoes added to
their mess are both good. Oatmeal, if

bought by the barrel, can be used with
profit to miir with their food. Chopped
greens of some kind are quite essential,

and access to cru.shed oyster shells should
always l»e conveniently arranged, and it

is a good plan to furnish them in the
bottoms of their drinking water troughs.
Have shallow drinking vessels so ar-

ranged that the ducklings cannot puddle
in them.

If the ducklings have been properly
cared for and fed they will be reaciy for

the market in from six to eight weeks
after they are hatched. Ducks require
less care comparatively than chickens.
The young ducks should be confined to

small runs, where they can h.ive plenty
of sunshine or shade, as occasion may
cause them to prefer. A couple of boards
stood up edgewise will make a perfect

fence that will be high enough to keep
the young ducks within bounds. Of
course, stakes should be driven in the
ground, each side of the boards, so there

is no danger of the boards being blown
over on the ducks. Young ducks, as be-

fore stated, must be kept to themselves.

Care should be observed that the
young ducks are carefully shut up at

night, as minks and weasels are very

fond of them. It will be a good plan to

give fresh, dry litter for the coops nearly

every day. A single drake with about
six ducks insures egg fertility. Save the

duck eggs for hatching by placing them
with the large end down lu a basket of

dry sand or wheat bran. If the eggs

are set under a hen they should be

sprinkled three or four times during the

last week. This is best accomplished by
dipping an old hair brush in tepid water

and spattering the water over the eggs

while the setting hen is off feeding.

—While Brahmas are not big layers,

we know of instances where they were

hatched in February and March to lay a

great many eggs.

-WITH-

A FEW HENS
IsthoniAttonndt<«chinCToftheP''/»« Poultry Paper P"W'shed;^,,{' ^«'«^'W p^*

ct^. » yeaiv six

months SK cts. Cash or stamps. Sample free. Address FARM-POULTR\. Box 2118, Boston. -Ma-sa.

fjOTHiNG ON EAR-r^

WILL

—A couple of rusty nails kept in the

vessels out of which the fowls drink, will

l;e found conducive to the health of
fowls.—American Poultry Journal.
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SHeridaNS
CONDITION POWDER

IF YOU CAN'T GET IT NEAR HOIVIE, SEND TO ITS.

Tt is Abfiolutplv VrtTP. Hij?hlr Concentrate. Mo«t Economical, because snch small dofios. Btrjctly a Medlclna.

Kot A K.MKl. You can huy or m\^ food bls cheap as we can. Prevents and Cures all dlsM^ of Pp"jtjy-jJ;<>^/i
more than (fold when hens are MoultinR. 'One large can saved me •**>• .f^"^.

•'i.,1'2,™ iS. Rrt!"^JIT^ftrl, it
winter. " says a customer. For sale by dniprgrlsts, groem, ireneraJ »tor«,»"<l/ee^^«»'e">-.. p^VMro«J?P?fi " try
Wewillsendpost-pnlrt by mail as follows—A new elesrantly illustrated copy^f the rAWMu-ua mii.i.xhv

RAISI.NQ GUIDE
""

FARMERS'
E " (price 2.5 cents. Contains a daily poultry account worth the price), and two small packasea
pnts; or, one largetM pound can for flSO (reK«l&r price) and Guide free. Sample pack. S
i X larjre cans, eiprese prepaid. $6.00. Send stanape orcwh. In quantltycorts 1^ thM one-tM
„.. Je^^i,^^.^i.\.mm.>f*,J^ i a jonNRON a rx>.. ttfTustom-Hoiue Street. Boaton. Umm,

Powder for «Ocei

cent a day per hen, TestimoKiara Bent free. 1. S. JOHNSON * CO.,

POULTRY
of

*Sc..

THK FANCIERS' JOURNAL,
PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THK FINKST
—AND—
LARGEST

«XCL,USIVE LOKT—OF—
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.
Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-
tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

INCUBATOU8.

LEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OP PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each 2}4c. Open bands for old birds
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pijreoti
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MKS. E. S. STARR. Box 295.

Philadelphia, Pa.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain oi\e/tee. Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
year. Large book for stamp. A.
F. WILLIAM.S, Bristol, Conn.

THE

CHRISTMAS NUMBER
OH THE

[>ne4entk

Fanciers' Journal
will be the journalistic event in

the annals of the kennel and
poultry press of America.

It will consist of 36 pages,
including a handsome cover,
specially designed by our art-
ist. The illustrations will be
original and unique, as well as
profuse. The articles on dogs,
poultry, pigeons, etc., will be
from the pens of the most fa-
mous American and European
writers, and the entire num-
ber will be a complete Cyclo-
paedia of the best o/iginal liter-

ature obtainable.

No expense will be spared
to make the Christmas Num-
ber worthy of the patronage of
every dog, chicken, and pigeon
fancier.

The edition printed will be
very large, and will circulate
over the entire globe.

This assures the most valu-
able and permanent advertis-
ing, and all persons having
stock for sale should not fail

to avail themselves of this ripe

opportunity.

.
The advertising rates are so

adjusted that the largest and
the smallest advertiser can de-
pend on securing profitable

returns.

Our special advertising rates

will be sent on application. All

orders for advertising must be
sent in by November i ^, to in-
sure proper classification and
display.

The Christmas Number will

be ready for mailing on De-
cember I , and all orders should
be sent in early.

Single copies, 10 cents. Lib-
eral discount to the trade.
Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.
Box 916.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
ARK THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
AND WERE AWARDED

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in America
Our mammoth catalogue

Eyerytliiiig for lie P00II17 Yarl
Will be niailed to all applicants on receipt of «;

cents. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

»57

POUIiTllY.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

Indian Games, Peacomb Plyniouth Rocks,

Barred and White Plymouth Rocks, Bantams.

SCHIPPERKES-TJie handsomest and most
useful doK for the poultry breeder. Circular
for stamp.

Poui/rjiY.

y^foodside poultry yards

HACKENSACK, N.J.

—W. J. ANORUS-
BREEDER OK

S.C WHITE LEGHORNS i LA FLECHE.
At the great N Y. Show, 1S90, won everything

on La HIeche
: 1891 won 2d on cock, ist on coclc-

erei. ist, 2d, ^d and 4th on hen, 1st and 2d on pul-
let, specials for best clisplay and best pullet
.My stock has always won high honors at Wa-

verly, Trenton, Bridgeton and Dundee Lake N
J., and Newburgh, N. Y. '

.
^ •

La Fleche eggs, $5 per 15, $9 per 30 ; Leghorn
«8;g8. $3 per 15, $5 per 30.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or
Kennel Pai>er you should send for my list of
papers. I can furnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.
Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of
papers and r.que.st theMi to mail
copies.

ADDRESS

BOOKS FOR FANC'IKUS.
The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of publisheil price:

KKNNKI..
American Book of the Dog ... c^
.\merican Kennel. Burges ....''' t ^00Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw ....' soo
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book
Colhe or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee ....

Collie

300

1.50

twenty-five

you' sample

S4tt

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

KVKR PROULCED.

Personally selected dunig _..^ „^^
search among the be.st breeders of England.

our eight weeks'

you want choice HRKEniiKS or wiNNEKTat ' the
winter shows, we can .sunoly. Red Caps Anda
lusians, White Wyandottes, "

C. A
88tf

••'ree catalogue.

SHARP 4 CO.,
Lockport, New York.

-THE-

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine o( its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHINO CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N. V.

WYANDOTTES.
Hlythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the GreatNew York Show, Madison Sq. Oarden, Feb.. 1801

Prices lo7v for the class. .Male Birds a suecialtv
"The Best Is None Too Goo<l !

"
Address BLYTHECOTE FAR.M.
^ 54 Brainard Station, N. Y.

Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziej ...
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill
Dog Breaking. Floyd ...".'.
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson .'.'..''''
Dog Training, Principles of .^shmoiit
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond
Dog 1 raining and Points of Jiutging new
and enlarged etlition. Hammond'

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disea.se. By Ashmont .... j 00

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 .
' '

«>
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I .

'
" ,g^

EnglLsh K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4 so
English K. C. S. Book. Vols. XUo XIlI,each
Field Trial Training. White .

Fox Terrier. Lee, 14 portraits and iilii.stra-
s>ons

Fox Terrier, Bree.ling aud Rearing • col-
ored portrait. Dalziel

'

Glover's Album, Treatise on Caiiine Dis-
eases

House and Pet Dogs;' Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Prize Dogs. By Charle.s il." Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life- s88
pages. Cloth J3.50; leather . ....', 600

1.00
.80

3.00

•50

3.00
.SO

1.00

50
•75

450
•50

1.50

1.00

50

50

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B """

3.00

Waters 2,0
German Mastiff or

rearing, breeeding,
ofplinlii

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOfTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and F:ggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Den<lron, Surry County, Va.

Dirfct shipping facilitits for thf South. South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-
road journey. ig.70

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K BOYER

PUBLICATIONS.

IN PRESS.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
BV

F. M. GILBERT.
A complete guide on the care and manage-

ment of pigeons. One of the most instructive
and valuable books ever written.

ONLY 25 CENTS. POSTPAID -

IT CONTAINS.
RE.\D WHAT

I'rU'o, im|M>r, 50c. ; cloth JfjH .OO.

addrf:ss

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.

COTS
FOR POULTRYMEN,

iTOCKItth.
'MieRCHANTS,

Fanciers, Nurserymen, Fhrltts, Bethetpert,

Dairymen, Oanirnera, frultmen, Prlnttn,

' tie CTI\PV *^''' tleclroliipinqtlon*. Lilt fl>££.

U I 1 UuK Clak£mc£ C. OtPur, SritAcuse, M. r.

li,i.iSTRATio.NS.— Portrait ol the Aulh.ir Hen
House of M. K. Boyer. Dr. F;dw. .North's Broiler
Farm. Perfect Poultry Houses. An Outdoor In
cubator Cellar.

Chapter I.— Is Broiler Raising a Failure > How
Much Capital is Required? How Much Land
and How Much Time is Necessary > What Are
the Profits?

Chapter II —Incubators, and How to Run
Them. Brooilers, and How to Manage fhem
Feed, and How to Give It.

Chapter III.—.Mistakes in Broiler Raising
Purebreds for Broilers. Good Crosses for Broil-
ers. How Broilers are Prepared for Market.
Chapter IV —An Egg Farm. How to Build

Houses. How to Feed Laving Hens. How to
Get Fertile F:ggs. How to Market.
Chapter V.—How to Fatten. Pure Breds the

Best. Caponizing. Money m Ducks. How Large
a Farm. Diseases and Remedies.
Chapter VI.—Size of Breeding Pen. A Vir-

ginian's F;gg Secret. French Lice Remedy. K
C. Howe's Broiler Food. '•Sour-kront " for Fowls
Peterson's Feed for Laying Hens. Peterson's
Feed for Young Chicks. Poultry at the Experi-
ment Stations. How to .Make a Poultry Farm
Pay.

This book has l>een written more especially
for the novice. It leaches the rudiments. It
gives away many things that have been hereto-
fore kept secret. Address

FANCIKItS' PITHIJSIIINC; COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Monograph of the
(ireat Dane Dog

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth' ireu-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather.' '.

Points of Judging; new edition, correct' to
date

Practical Kennel Guide. '
Stables . . .

'

Practical Training of the Shepherd Doij
Wickham. Paper cover, scxr. ; cloth
Prize Pugs of America and F;nglaiid.

'

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac- '
*"

tice. Millan ....
St. Bernard, history,

points, etc.; col'd portrait 01 fiiniimmon,
Stonehenge on the Dog
Teufel the Terrier ; or, the Life and' A<!'-
venturesof an Artist's Dog. .

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H H
Mercer

The Dog, by Idstone ........'
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait
The Greyhound. Stonehenge: 25 portraits
The Mastiff, the History of. M.'b. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack . .

Training Trick Dogs; illustrate.l
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
Irom life of 31 prize dogs; in leather

Youatt on the Doe
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir ,

Cloth .'.*.'.'.'..*

poultry.

All About Broilers. Boyer
An Egg Farm. II. ||. Sto<ldard

.'.'*'*

Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . 5

3.00

2.50
.60

50
•75

i.oo

1.00

'•»5

2.50

75

1.00

i»5
laS
500
aso
2-75

.»5

4.00
250

•50

.75

25
50

32 col-
By Harri-

es
•50

9'oo

'50
'50

• 25
I 50

• »5

1.00

Send for our new terms to agents.
You will not be disappointed. Address

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

h can furnish

elf;ctrotypf:s

OK AM-

lf;ading breeds ok
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each

.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHM COMPANY,

Capons and Caponizing. George O Dow
Duck Culture. Rankin ....
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetnieier.
ored illustrations; woocfcuts.
son Weir

Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Be'ale
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wrieht
Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl. . .

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch
Sixteen Years Exi)erieiice in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin .

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock
Felch & Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper. c 00
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace. .' ' ' * .50

CAGE BIRDS.

>. anary Birds. Paper cover
Cloth .'.'.'.'''

Canaries and Cage Birds. Black ston. Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechslein. New
Petition

Native Song Birds. George J. Barnesby.
'

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams . . .

The Canary, t;. J. Barnesby
\

PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts

I.ofl Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . .

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
(Gilbert, paper siK- ; cloth

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright '.

Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetnieier '.

'. '. '.
' 5'^

.50

•75

1500

I 50
1.00

.50

•50

8.00

3.00

1.00

1.50

50

Box 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

MISCELLANEOUS.

American Anglers' Book. Norris ....
All Abnut Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws
Cats

;
Their Points andClassificatiim (illus-

trated) 2
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus
Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales,
(irinnell

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniciilus . .

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood

The Art of Training Animals; jiaper ; il-

lustrated
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the ilabits and

Intelligence of Animals
With Fly-ro<l and Camera. Samuels . . .

Willi Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell ....
WcKxIcraft. Ne.ssmuk
611 Hints and Points for Sportstueu . . .

'.

•50

5-50
.35

50

00
2.00

2.50

2.00

1.50

1.00

•50

I .50

5^oo
2.50
1.00

i.5»
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SHOWS. snows.

THE GREAT INTER-STATE FAIR,

TRKNTON, NK^V JKKSBY,
SEPTEMBER 28 TO OCTOBER 2, 1891.

Kasily reached, pleasantly located, handsomely equipped, generous to both exhibitors and

the public.

POULTRY AND PET STOCK A SPECIAL FEATURE.

Accoiuniotlations for thiss class of exhibits are superior to those afforded by any other

institution of this class in the country. For Prize List address

28-32

JOHN GUILD MUIRHEAD, Secretary,
Box 105, Trenton, New Jersey.

The United Stales Field Trial Clnli's Inanpral Field Trials

To be run at Bicknell, Ind., beginning with the Derby, Monday, November a,

i8gi, with eighty-four nominations, which will be followed with the

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor 2 cents per tuordjfbr each insertion.

CollleB.

SETTERS.
$200 to First.

$175 to Second.

$125 to Third.

ALL-AGED STAKES.
For all Sottors an<l I»<>Inters that liavo

never won a First Prize In an All-Ayred
Stake at any ltocoyrnlze<l Field Trial In

Anierltja. Kntrles Close October I.

POINTERS.
$200 to First.

$175 to Second'

$125 to Third.

>:A€II IJREED TO Rl X SKPATIATKLY.
Winnersof First in each stake to compete for Title of Absolute Winner and $200 additional.

Entries close October 1, 1891. Forfeit |io, which must accompany nomination. Twenty dollars ad-

ditional for starters, to be paid at starting. Judges—Colonel Arthir Mkrriman, A. A. Whipple,
Colonel A. G. Slog, Dr. N. Rowk and Mr. McCooK. Total Stakes, $1,200.

P. T. MADISON, Secretary, Lock Box 4, Indianapolis, Ind.

POULTRY. POITI^TRY.

0<]3^NDACR ar7V^|>o
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buff Pekin Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. Circular free.

10-61 F. W. GAY LOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

Clearing Out Sale.
TONY <;i.,Al)STONE (Paul Gladstone-

Belle Ward).--Whelped August 26,1889; color,

black and white. Broken by Jess M. Whaite for

field trial purposes.

NEI..I..IE. — Color, black, white and tan ;

whelped 1H88 ; broken . Due to whelp September
i« to Paul Gladstone. Price, $75.

DAISY.—Color, nearly white ; about 2 years
old. Due to whelp September 12 to Paul Glad-
stone. Price, $75.

GUP (BossGladstone—Lcnnis).—Color, lemon
and white ; broken. Price, $40.

Two lemon and white puppies, four months old,

by above bitch ; sired by Paul Gladstone.

Uver and white pointer dog pup and bitch

puppies for sale, by l.ord Graphic and Foxchase.

FELDMAN K.— Challenge Dachshunde
stud dog ; whelped December 7, 18S5 ; color, red ;

winner of eleven prizes. I.,KNA l.i. (7669).—

Whelped Dccemt>er 7, i8«5; color, red. Price,

the pair, |ioo.

Three puppies by the above, $15 each.

COINTESS BEN DKiO. —Irish water
spaniel ; whelped April 11, 1886; winner of

seven prizes. Price, $15.

A good broo<l l>eagle hound bitch, about 4

years old ;
good hunter, but won't work with a

gun on account of being shot. Price, $25.

JOS. LKWIS,
Box 304, Caiinonsburg,

27-29 Washington County, Pa.

B. K. LB\sris,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fill shows.

KLM STATION,
Montgomery Co., Pa.

SPECIAL OFFER
Thk Fanciers* Journai, will he sent

from now until

JANUARY, 1892, FOR 50 CENTS

THE KENNEL.

DERBY ENTRY FOR '92.

Owing to my moving to North Carolina, I offer

for sale my Breeze Gladstone—Abbotts' Joy
pups. Large, healthy and warranted not to be
gun shy. They are just the right nge to shoot
over this fall. Pedigree, price, etc. , address

PUOF. .1. C. SCIIUYI.,EIl,
Lock Box 213. Luray, Page Co., Va.

N. B.—Will ship on approval to responsible
parties. 29-32

PIGEONS.

ARCHANGELS ONLY.
Geo. G. Fett«r<»If,

Lanchome, Penii'a,
lias thrfc of III*- l:irKt-sl and lin-

t^t lon.s of AKCHAN(iEI,S In

Amcilca, If not In the world,
and now otrers for s»ile b ffw
tfntnd birds In Dark and LIclit

Bronze, jxiiiit am! slu-U (•r«'st<><l;

m1s4>, smooth iK-ads. I'rk-es m--

eordiu;; to «iunllty <»f sUx'k.

A NKW IJOOK

WYflNDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ing, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.
A handsomely printed IxJok of 60 pages.

i»kk:e,;5o cents, rrtrfr
Address

FANC:IERS' PI'KLISIIINO CO.,

32 South Third Street,

-tf Philadelphia.

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PF;dIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee &Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

RDKRS bookf:d for puppif;s by
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,
The Squire and Roslyn 'Coiiway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

o

For Sale or Exchanire.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies; greyhound and beagle puppies.
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and rifles, folding tKtat,

field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

POULTRY.
Advertisements unthout display inserted unde*

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

CLOSING OUT SALE OF FIFTY APRIL
and May hatched Cockerels, finely marked
and niceljr barred. Both breeders and ex-
hibition birds in this lot ; the result of fif-

teen years' careful mating. Must be sold
before November. State what you want
and write to E. P. Cloud, Kennet Square,
Pa. 28-31

For Sale.

nHICKEN FARM NEAR SCRANTON, PA.
One of the best markets in the United

For Sale.

COLLIE DOG, TEN MONTHS OLD BY THE
SQUIRE, golden sable, white mat kings,
price reasonable. William Tallman, 109

W. 34th St., New York City. 27-ft

FOX TERRIERS, BY IMPORTED RABY
(Signal— Flip, 20,764). Also pair beagles,

right for fall work. G. H. Goodrich, 717
Chamber of Commerce, Chicago. 29-31

FOR SALE—A FINE GORDON SFITTER
pup, six months old (female). Full pedi-

gree. For particulars apply to Frank V.

Smith, Lansdowne, Pa. it

V^
States. Address 421 Webster .\ve., Scran-
ton, Lack. Co., Pa.

Games.

kRizF: gamf; fowls—e. f. doty, 47
Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada, car
spare a limited number of eggs for hatch-
ing from his prize winning Game Fowls
and Bantams at $3 per dozen. These fowls
won highest honors at the leading shows,
and several now in my yard won first and
second prizes at the last New York show.
Also some good birds for sale. Black Red,
Brown Red, Duckwing and Pile Game and
Black Red, Pile and Duckwing (jame Ban-
tams. Address as above.

Polish.

Irish Setters.

W
IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES BY A SON

of Glencho and Mavourneen, out of a

daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address
P.. Box 916, Philadelphia. 5-tf

E OFFER K FEW CHOICE IRISH SF:T-
TERS, among them are full grown dogs
and bitches (some prize winners and field

broken) ; also fine puppies of both sexes.

Send for price list. Address Seminole Ken-
nels, Chestnut Hill,Phila., Pa. Discount of

10 per cent on all sales if you mention this

paper. 26tf

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE—SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslyn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mange Cure.

OR mange" USE THE PASTEUR PINE
I/)tion. Marshall Robbins, 70 E. 13th St.,

New York City. 17-29

Puses.

^EN GOLDEN POLISH, STRICTLY PURE,
$6. Houdan chicks $1 per head. S. A.
Pope, Bloomington, O. it

Various

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK6
light Brahmas. brown I.,eghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.

E- P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLF: LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PHFXPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas.barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorn.s. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimates eivenfoi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

LJ
ITTLE KASH (19.567) SIRED BY THE FA-
MOUS Champion Kash (10,596), out of the
well-known Daisy (S905). This little fellow

was whelped December 6, i8|90. is silver

fawn with correct black markings. He is

of small size and will make a great winner
as well as a great stud dog. Is full brother
to the famous Kash, Ji. (17,804), winner of
nine first, second and special prizes when
only nine mouths old. Little Kash is with-

out doubt a l^eautv and a rare bargain. He
comprises the blood of nine champions.
Louest price I35. We also have a f.:w other

very fine pug puppies at reasonable prices.

Adare.ss Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill,

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted undef
this headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Baldhead Tumblers.

/-CHARLES SCHMENNER. 511 W. BIDDLH
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-fac^

baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 tou
select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

Fantalls.

ALL COLORS FOR SALE CHEAP, TO RE-
DUCE stock. Harold M. Hoag, I.,ockport,

N. Y. 28-30

HOWARD BUTCHER, 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, I3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

Philadelphia, Pa. 24-tf

|UG puppif:s, combining the bloods
of Champions Treasure, Kash, also that

great little dog Kash, Jr., for .sale at rea-

sonable prices. Address Seminole Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Phila, Pa. Discount of

10 per cent on all sales if you mention this

paper. 36tf

St. Bernards.

FOR salf:.—thoroughbrf:d puppies,
finely marked, full pedigree, out of Thelma
(15,006) by Swiss Nero (9757); dogs $50.

bitches $40. Address W. C. Newell, P. O.
Box No. 48, Doylestown, Pa. 28-29

FR SALE —THE f:nTIRF: STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,

brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in

whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

For Sale.

FOR SALE—W-BANDED HOMERS, ALL
related to 500 milers and speedy. Price $3
per pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,

ila<'Philadelphia. i6-tf

Jacobins.

T.
W. TUOGLE, Columbus, G«. Importer
and breeder of Jacobins. 7 58

Satlnettes.

Various.

A

DOGS.

^bGBWOOt) HeNNELS.

ST. BERNARDS!
We have for sale a fine litter of St. Bernard

puppies out of Mascot Mkda, .sired by Mascot
Bkrnaki>, a worthy son of grand old Nkro III

and a full brother of the world-renowned Sir

Bedivere, the beU living St. Bernard. These
puppies combine grand hhxxl on l>oth sides and
will please the most exacting fancier. Send
Stamp for descriptive circular and price list.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER, Poifsville. Pa.

Advertisements ivilhout display inserted under
this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Artists.

kPFXIAL engravings made from photographs
) of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.

A'

Ball I>o{^.

STUD. SOLITAIRF: (19.249); HARPER'S
best son ; color brindle, weight 60 pounds,
winner of 2d, New York, 1891 ; will use to

few approved bitches. Fee on application.
Some good bull bitches for sale that are
winners. Andrew J. Hatch, 340 Norton
Street, New Haven, Conn. 29-32

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32

South Third Street Philadelphia. Pa.

lURCELLS FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,
guar^iteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

jRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel

phia.

EORGF: W. PETTIT. artist, ioio CLIN-
r tou Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Various.

KLECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. _The_ Fanciers'^ Pub-
lisnmg C — . .

•

phia. Pa.

„„„„ prices.
""^ lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

Wauted.

WANTED.—ONE HUNDRED PAIRS OF ANT-
WERPS. H. H. Hawley, Vineland. N. J. it

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordJor each insertion.

Appliances.

INCUBATORS SOLD, BOUGHT,EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'

Monitor. Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-
1-52 ham, 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Artists and Engravers.

W.
E HAVE arranged with Schieil>er «l

Sons, who are acknowledged 10 l>e th€

best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photograpl.s

of their dogs. The Fanciers' Pubfi'=»<inR

Co.. %2 South Third St.. Phil»»'1elphi» Pa.

UrlnkluK Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,

easily cleaned. Price. 75 cents each, |8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vtl Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersev.

For Sale.

,-^OR SALE. LOT OP FINE BELGIAN HARES,
H mammoth bronze turkeys and buflfCochins
-* Golddust strain; prices low. H. McAleer &

Sons, Box No. 30, Emsworth, Pa. 27-41

VOL. 7, NO 10. THE FANCIERS JOURNAL.
IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE Ke¥nELS^
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion I'he Scitiire,
20881. FEE $50.

CH. Roslyn Wilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

Clial. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Champion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.J

Irish Setters
Seminole,

20088. FEE $20
(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

JN THIE^ STUD.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 7711 .REGENT BRISK, 16,6.8
;;'•

REGENT TIPPLKR . . . .
,' ." ."

!

u,^"^P'f **
'°, **"'*"/'^""' prize winning bitches

K PNV vf«'''k^ V"^
particulars address RKGENTKRNNhl.S, Catonsville, Baltimore Co. Md 65

Fee $25
. " 10

10

ST. BERNARDS
AX SXUO.

IN THE STUD.

ARISTOCRAT,
Wlimor of mopo first prixes and spec-

ials (luring 18»0 than any
other St. liernard.

11450.
Bleo,

FEE $15
Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good .stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young stock always on hand. i^..e^

^ \\ *

QTOx lerners
a^««^M i» ^ w»<i^^Mi III 11 r:r^

IN STUD.

Pitcher ....
Ch. Raby Mixer
Russley Joker . .

Reckoner . . . ,

Suffolk Risk . . .

. .|25

. . 15
• . 15
• . 15
. . 10

FP]E, - - $.50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,

roii^likeei>sle, N. Y.

J
RISK SETTERS AT STUD.

MINSTREL
(21.377) CH. ELCHO, Jr.-BESSIE GLENCHO

SHANMORE
(21.378) CH. ELCHO, JR.-BESSIE GLENCHO.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Klcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
°2^' West Parnis. N. Y.

GREENFIELD

HILL KENNELS
IN STUn

The Field Trial Winners

Rowdy Rod . - . , fee ^75
King's Dan - - . Fee ^::5

Harry C. Fee ^25
Descriptive Catalogue Mail.il F,,r.

Geo. W, Ewiiig & S. C. BraJley, Prop,

Box 24, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

P. S.—Choice Puppies and Broken Dogs for

THE KENNEL.

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

Hillside Hennels,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. BE^RNARDS.
IN THE STUD

BKN ORMONDB, 17044.
12 63 CARD AND PHOTO FREE-

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

OOLLIES

8T- BERNARDS

IRISH TERRIERS

COCKER SPANIELS

Best in the world in stud and for sale.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Descrilmi in show reports as "t>est Yorkshire in
America." Pedigree and winnings free

; photos,
50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
100-151 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

AT STUD
Christopher - - -

Wellesbourne Charlie

- ^50.00

- 50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, $35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL,

27-7S Philadelphia, Penna.

FOX TERRIKRS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00
CH. BACCHANAL Fee I15.00
CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PROI»UIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridgr, L. I.

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD

COUNT - - - $25
Some fine pups by Plinlimmon, Jr. Also

brood bitches. Q. W. PATTERSON,
27tf Lake View, Worcester, Mass.

TUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER* IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 1S474, E.K.C.S.B. 218S5)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roy.sterer, sire of
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won in England six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-
onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand young dog is just
in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-
dress

THOS, C. CHALMERS. Pnmrietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

89-141

JRISH SETTER DOG

LIMERICK
AT STUD. FEE $20.

OAKVIKW KBNNKLS,
GLEXSIDE, 1»A.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SHRAKK,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist
at Baltimore and i.st and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE S20.
special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,
I2iti AUBURN I'ARK, ILL-

MANGE
The Iwne of the kennel. Pos-
itively c-ured, in one or two
applications, with St. Ber-
nard Mniise Care. For

S2000.00

IN SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
J^'iOO to the Jirst of the (Champion Gath's

Mark o»- Dan (Gladstone ^'^^Z. whelped in 1892 (or
after), who will win the United States Derby.
S'^OO on the same conditions as above at

Eastern Derby.

9«CK> on the same conditions as aljove at Cen-
tral Derby.

$t2(H) on the same conditions as above at
Southern Derby.

^i>0 to ihcjifst of the (Champion Gath's Mark
or Dan G\aMoi\c) get, whelped in 1^92 (or after),
who will win first place 111 open class at the
Westminster Bench Show, New York.

^("iO on the same conditions as above at the
Mascoutah Bench show, Chicago, 111.

iS>'i!i on the same conditions as above, at the
New F'ngland Bench show. Boston, Mass.

^'iii on the same conditions as above, at the
Duquesne Bench show, Pittsburg, Pa.

^'.Jii on same conditions asal)ove, at the Wa.sh-
ington City Bench show, Washington, I). C.

1^25 on same conditions as alnive, at the Mary-
land Bench show, Baltimore, Md.

S 1 <MJ to the bweder of the winner of EACH of
the above ten special offers.

XOTF' 1.—The owners of Champion Gath's
Mark and Dan Gladstone, reserve the right to
withdraw these premiums only iij the event of
the death of either of the above «logs or their
dis(]ualification for stud purjioses.

NOTE 'i.—The Blue Ridge Kennel has now
opened its Ijooks for the fall season of 1S91 and
spring of 1S92, for Gath's Mark and Dan Glad-
stone, limited to 50 .services each.

GATH'S MARK -

DAN GLADSTONE
FEE $75

50

The Blue Ridge Kennel

Sale by dealers In aportlng irixHis, or
THIL8T. BERNAUD MANGE CURE CO.,

SI.00 Per Can. OKAWVILLC, UX.

—Don't forgot to send advertisemeuts
for our great Christmas number.

s
THE KENNEL.

OUI^C()TCH....iOLI^IKS

FORt)HOOK KENNELS^
Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusivcly to the breeding of Rough coated Scotch
Collie.s. We are now bi«)king orders for puppiessired by Ford hook S<,uirf. a son of Ch The
Squire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, aiul out of our best im-ported bitches. Write at once for pries and full
descriptions. Also one litter sire.l by the worldschampion, Scotii.i.a, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
79 130 475 North slh St., Phil.^delphia, Pa.

CLOSING OUT SALE -YOUR CHANCE
If you want to purchase a tliielv bred uunnvwe can .supply it. We have been breeding to

Jv .;'^''il^*"V"" "' ''"^' "'"'^l "' l''<' land, sired byGath s Mark. Roger, Chance and I'axtanir Thedams are hnely bred, plenty of Count Noble,
(.ladstone, Leicester and Darkie b'o<Ml. Three
litters now ready to ship We can supply some
ycuiifjslcrs ready for field this fall ami severalgood brood bitches, such as pnxluce black whiteaim tan pups. Let your wants be known bv ad-dressing

Moorelield Kennels,

49 CHULA, AMELIA CO., VA.

^ PAMPHLET
ON

DOG • DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veteriimry Siirjareoii,

l*^».'J imOADWAY, NEW YORK.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SKTTKRS. BKAGI KS andSCOTCH TKRRIKRS. Also thirty varJetUrsoflancy Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4o<k. prizes thepast four vears. A grand lot of stock for sale
Price list free. My strain of Shawliieck PiedGames are Champions of the South. 2-53

DI IPO ^^ ^^^^ WANT TO OWN A
I I Itn GENUINE PUG PUP

—

I UUU Bi Y AT Hi:AD(jrAR-l>-RS.
Young Slock from prize winners, $20 to Jso
If you've a \ itch to breed, try one of our
STl;!) Kberharts Cashier fnuoi. Fee li<;

y,;
* ^^

Bra.lfor.1 Ruby II (9;^). V^^\,\
I U(JS ^"'"' .""" '"'Port*^'« 0709.?). Fee', I15\ VA.>J Douglass II (11.S04). Fee. %xq
Litter guaranteed. A "square deal" to allKBKRHART PI:G KK.V.NKLS. Cincinnati bLeading and /Airg,st I'lig Kennrlm America

Removed to No. 3 F;a.st Fourth Street.

DOGS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

WRITK FOR PARTICiri,AKS.

F. HOPE,
305 N. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

In Conjunction with
my business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have a<i<l-

ed a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale t)f ilogs of

. eve r'y descrip-
tion.
Three will l)e a

registry kept at
my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee the name
and address of

parties wishing to purchase or sell dogs will l>e
entered. The fee for one dog will be fi.oo. and for
each additional dog fifty cents. This will be de-
voted to advertising and furthering the sales,
and a commission of 10 per cent will be charged
on all sales. I may confidently state that my
experience with dogs as a breeder.exhibitor, etc..
with my excellent location for the business and
my wide acquaintance will make this one of the
very best mediums to l>e found for the purchase
and sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.
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STANDAPiD

CAN be ap-
plied byaiiy

one on steep or
flat roofs. Kxtra
Heavy Felt for

Poultry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. (Sample
and circular
free. 7-5S

A. F. SWAN. 38 l>ey Street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND AI,!. OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINK BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

Eti«S FOR HAT* III NG.

SEND FOR CAIAI.OCUE.

H. W. VAHLE,
319 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
7<)-i3i

Kdward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Scliniid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGF.ONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALK.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washingrton, D. C.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

nkKKDINC

YOUNr.STKRS

FROM

ITHRKK OF THF:

BF.ST LOFTS

ON THF

continf;nt.

Having purchased from IL Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of my own breeding,
I have a showing of THIRTY FAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THRKF L<*HTS WITH PROVEN RF:C
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILFIS. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 98-150

FOR POULTRY.
Bone M«ibI. - - Per 1<M> lb. Bag, |i:i.<M»

GranulHtoii Bone, " lOO " a. 75
CjroiuHl Boet
Scraps, - - - " 1(K> .l.iKJ

c;aicit«s ----'• a<M» a.(M»
CruHhwl Flint, - " aoo "

!4.UO
Cr"wl»«^l Oyster
Shells, - - - " aoo " «.(M>

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped proniply by freight on receipt of

^""'
C;. If. l>KMPWOL.F& CO.,

*

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

HOV/?

I /

How to Keep Poultry Healthy.

How to Keep Fowls Free from Vermin.
How to Build Good Buildingrs Cheap

/ How to be a Successful Farmer,

/ How to be a Money Making Poultryman,

ok^'mi^iT Use NEPONSET' WATER PROOF FABRICS.
THEY enable you to BUILD EXCELLENT HOUSES with a SMALL OUTLAY.
Being Non-Conductor of Heat, they ENSURE BUILDINGS being WARM In

Can Id put on bj anyone.

WINtER and COOL in SUMMER. As DURABLE as Shingles and COSTS
ABOUT ONE THIRD AS MUCH.

IfANTTFACTUBED S0LEL7 B7

F. W. BIRD & SON, - EAST WALPOLB MASS.
Your Dealer should have it. Write TO us and we will send you FREE, samples and full e.xplanations.

POIILTllY FAIIMS. rOULTllY FAllMS.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

-<INDIAN GAMES. <l l> WYAND0TTE8.!>
The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NKW YORK SHOW I

won ist on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State
Ponltry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, 3 seconds, 4 thirds and 2 gold specials. Send
forcircular. Address T.WILTON HI LL, JAMESBURG, N. J. 96-148

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM «^
S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandoties and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Speciah and Sitter Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Sen«l for illustrated circular giving full prize record of America's leading strains of above
varieties. Can furnish eggs from (\ H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

lOI-tl J. FORSYTH, owEGo. tioga county, n. y.

THERE IS NOTHING BETTER THAN THE BEST
So why seek fuilher. My BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SILVER I.ACEO WYANDOTTES

have stooil the test of time anil been handled at NATIONAL SHOWS by all the leading judges

—

they always win a BIG SHARE OK THE PRIZES, TOO.

At Charleston, S. C, January, 1891,

the National Show of the vear and meeting of the A. P. A., they were awarded TWENTY OK
THE MOST IMPORTANT PREMIUMS. My chicks this year are a PRIME LOT; they have
great PORM and COLOR and are hard to equal. I have also a full line of KINK BREP^DING
BIRI»S and younp hens and will quote reasonable prices for quality.
Send for finely illustrated circular. Address

'5' EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Amenla, DiitcheHH County, N. Y

BOOKS. BOOK8.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train

your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog-

man can afford to be without.

F»RICK 50 CENXS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

MODERN TRAINING, HANDLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Metho<ls de-

ve1oi>ed by Kield Work, Kield Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
of the dogs nature and capabilities SEND POSTAL POR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
OK CONTENTS AND TESTIMONIALS KROM EXPERTS. Price $2 64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.

O^LLiE Pups-

y^.M'^-^^^'^'^'-^^./iAJUa/tuc

OPIUM
Morpliiiie Habit Cured in lO
to 20 davH. Noj>ay till cured.
DR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.

PIGS.
Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Pox
Hounds, Beagle8,Collies,Setters.GP:o.B.

HICKMAN. W. Chester, Pa. Send atamp for cir.

J, H. Thompson, Jr.

Box i6, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OP

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE A GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show ol America
New York, Kebruary, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;
first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-
play of Barre<l Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
Kebruary, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special ou
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
Kor awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4
per '3i |7 I>er a6, I9 per 39. Stock for sale. 86

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at
least fifty per cent might be saved if feu on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. They must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
in the crop : one that will furnish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-
ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witnesj such noted breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown &. Wadley,
P. A. Webster, tieorge Purdue, E. E- Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked foo*l. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

25-50

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 K>st sfilh Street, New Y<jrk.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OK THIS

BOOK AT THE POPULAR PRICE OK 25

CENTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

DePuy's Poular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled
Capons and Caponizing. This book has had a
very extensive sale at fifty cents per copy, but
the author, Mr. George {i. Dow, has kindly con-
sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent
edi ion, so as to put it within the reach of all, and
no person can anord to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The book contains all

that the fifty cent edition does besides adding
some new features not contained in that edition
that are really very valuable to poultrymen.
Kiiiely illu.strated and printed in large, clear
type that can be easily read without straining
the weakest eyes. All persons should read this
b<x)k who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
complete information on all the <lifferent details
of tne.se subjects by a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This book covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . Address all

orders to

Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

'**fe?!r!3!'*

iJiV./. .« .

N 01.. 7, NO. til
wholj: no., i.ju.; PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1891. SINGLE C ()I»Y, 5c.

MR. FRED ASHFORD'S SILVER BARRED BLONDINETTE.
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ADVERTISING RATES:

DISPLAYED ADVERTISEMENTS
(14 agnate lines to one inch)

/ time. Jj times. 26 times, si times

1 inch fi.50 $16.00 J28.00 $.^7-50

2 inches .... 2.25 25.60 44.80 60.00

3 niches .... 3.00 32.00 56.00 75.00

4 inches .... 3.60 38.40 67.20 90.00

Four columns to a page, \2\i inches to column.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
TWO cents per word each in.sertion. Copy

should be in hand on Wednes<lay at the latest.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

rUILADELPHIA. PA.
P. O. Box, 916.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

The Fanciers' Journal will l>e supplied by
newsdealers ihroughout the United States and
Canada.
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FIXTURES.

DojiT ShoAvs.
Sept. 1-4.—Ycmnsiown. Ohio.

1-4.— Kiiiifsi 111, Ont.
9-11.—Hamilton. Can.
15-18.—Toroiiio. Canada.
22-25.—Montreal. Can.
29 Oct. I.—Ottawa. Can.

Dec. 4-S.—Rockford, 111,

10-14—Frceport, 111.

50-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N.

18{)2.

Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. V.
19-22.—Binghanipton, N. Y.

1-eh 9-12 —Chicago, III.

23-26.-New York. N. Y.
•'•h 1-4—Philadelphia, Pa.

K-i I.—Baltimore. Md.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

.\pTil ^9.—Boston Mass.
May 4-7.—San Faucisco, Cal.

Poiilti*>' and Pijfeon Shows.
A ig. 24-28—Hornellsville, N. Y.

ept

e-

De.

25-29—Tarentum, Pu.
25-Sept. 4.—Detroit, Mich.
26 Sept. I.—Albany, N. Y.
i-9.-Klmira, N. Y.
1-4.—Worcester, Mass,
10-17.—Syracuse N. Y.
14-18.—Westfield, Pa.
14-19.—Columbus, O.
21 25.—Rochester, N. Y.
21-25 —Dovr, Del.
21-2 .—Waverly. N. J.
28-Oct. 2.—Trenton, N. J.
2-8.—Rockford, 111.

8-11.—Owatonna, Minn.
9- II.—Brockton, Mass.
10-14—Freeport, 111.

15 16.—Needham, Mass.
1(5 23 —Providence. R. I.

22-25—Stonehain. Mass.
30 laii. 2.—Meriden, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan.

got away, and Mr. Fiske is of the opinion

that Don Quixote is still in the neighbor-

hood, but can hear or see nothing of him.

4-7. —Worcest'*r, Mass.
5-8.—Albany. N. Y.
5-8.—Lewi ston. Me.
6-12 —Philadelphia. Pa.
12-15.—Leominster. Mass.
12 16.—Yarmouth, Me.
12 15- Battle Creek, Mich.
12 16—Columbia. S. C.
18 23 —Hartford. Conn.
19-24 Shelbyville Ind.
19-27. Binghamton, N. Y.
20-25.- PUniira, N. Y
26-30^^ sicm. Mass.

Feb. 2-5 —Wo.cester, Mass.

Field Trials.
Sept. 22 -Manitoba Field Trials Club.
Nov. 2.—United States Field Trials Club

10.—International FieM Trial Club.

16.—Eastern Field Trials Club.
23 —Irish Setter Club
2^.—Gordon Setter Club.
3o.-Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1892.
Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Our Illustration.

We are indebted to our English con-

temporary the Feathered World for the

excellent frontispiece this week. It rep-

resents a silver-barred blondinette pig-

eon, the property of Mr. F. Ashford.

THE KENNEL.

CUiCr^.FTxT REPORTS.

; thought it but a Iriendly part to tell you

What strange re,...rts arc current here in town.
— The .'Spanish Student.

Mr. Rabbits, the traveling representa-

tive of Spratts Patent, dropped in on us

last Saturday and made his brief visit de-

cidedly pleasant. He has just returned

from an extended western trip, and after

a few days' sojourn in Philadelphia and

New York, expects to start on a very

long trip, embracing Canada and the far

North and North Pacific States. Mr.

Rabbits reports a wonderful increase in

the demand for the goods which his firm

manufactures. When one realizes that

only a few years ago such a thing as dog

biscuits was unknown, and now hears of

the almost universal use of them by dog

fanciers, the conclusion dawns upon us

that Spratts Patent have caused this

revolution by hard and steady work and

a superior article. The benching of

shows has also undergone a mighty

change since Spratts have assumed

charge of all the leading snows.
*

« *

We learn that Mr. Covert, of Chicago,

has made an assignment and that his

kennels will be sold out. We trust that

his affairs can be so adjusted us to enaMe

him to keep his famous keimel of Irish

setters ir.tact.
*

» *

Messrs. S. C. Bradley and W. W. Titus

have accepted the position of judges for

the Gordon setter field trials. The third

man has not yet been selected.

*
* »

*
» »

The premium list of the Ottawa show

is now out. Sixty-eight classes are pro-

vided for, and the prizes are $5 in chal-

lenge and $7 and $3 in open classes. The

judges are Mr. W. B. Aluion Hill for

Clumber spaniels, Mr. W. B. Palmer for

Irish, field and cocker spaniels, and Mr,

John Davidson for all other classes.

*
« «

We are in receipt of the premium list of

the bench show to be given by the Win-

nipeg Industrial Exhibition, September

28 to Octeber 2. The list includes some

twenty-two classes, one or two prizes in

each. The secretary's address is C. N.

Bell, Winnipeg.
•%

It was amusing to witness at the Kings-

ton show the awarding of the special to

he flog having the best muscular devel-

opment and shown in the hardest condi-

tion. A dozen or more dogs were brought

into the ring. There was Mann with the

St. Bernard Hector, George Bell with the

greyhound Ranger, several English set-

ters and pointers, Conners with the Irish

setter Seminole, Naylor with the bull

dog Bo'swain and the Skye Sir Stafford

in care of Lewis.

« «

The judges took a long time to arrive

at a conclusion. Mr, Lacy seemed to

prefer Ranger, which the spectators

thought would win, while Dr. Mills ap-

peared to fancy the pointer King Bow's

Bow, and they finally decided to divide

the prize. We considered Kanger an

easy first, with Sir Stafford or Bo'swain a

good second.

» •

v' uch specials are difl&cult to place sat-

isfactorily, but we cannot see how any

dog can compare in muscular develop-

ment with a well c nditioned greyhound.

Such breeds as pointers and setters are

"not in it with" him.

« «

We fear the Kingston dog show was

not a financial success. Still, as their

expenses are small, we hope they are not

enough out to put a stop to future shows

there. Their exhibitions are better each

year and public interest is growing more

general.

« •

The exhibitors from the States came

down from Kingston on the midnight

train to Hamilton. The journey was

made with more or less discomfort, while

a dissatisfied grumbler made the trip

particularly disagreeable. Did you ever

travel with a man whom nothing pleased ?

We have him in our party.
*
« •

We arrived in Hamilton Saturday

morning in a pouring rain, and although

not expected Mr. A. D. Stewart, presi-

dent of the club and superintendent of

the show, was indefatigable in his atten-

tions, and all hands are pleased with

their reception, excepting the grumbler,

of course.
*

« •

For a nice, quiet Sunday, we recom-

mend Hamilton. In the Quaker City

the bells on the street cars are dis-

pensed with on the first day of the

week. • Hamilton's street cars do not

run at all excepting before and after

church. The Hamiltonian Sunday be-
Mr. Wilson Fiske has lost his blue

belton English setter dog Don Quixote,

by Rockingham, out of Donna. He I gins Saturday, at 7 P. M., thus giving

went away from the kennel with a young
|
twenty-nine ^ood hours for rest and de-

bitch and the two were seen for a few votion.

days in the neighborhood. The bitch » »

finally returned, but the dog did not. It Mr. Roland P. Keasbey's field spaniel

is now about six weeks ago since they 1 Saybrook Lass, winner of several firsts

at Boston, Chicago, etc., is dead. The
owner thinks she was poisoned. Say-

brook Lady is very ill, and Mr. Keasbey

fears he may lose her also.

Lord Bute, the mammoth St. Bernard,

arrived on American soil Monday, Sep-

tember 7. He was sent to his new home,

the Menthon Kennels, Phoenixville, Pa.,

on the following day. The pedigree and

other particulars regarding this St.

Bernard appeared in a previous issue of

The Fanciers' Journal.

Geraldine, a handsome St. Bernard

bitch, accompanied Lord Bute on his

voyage. She was consigned to James

Watson, of Philadelphia.
«

« *

At a meeting of the National Columbian

Commission, held in Chicago, Septem-

ber 8, the Committee on Live Stock re-

ported a recommendation that a chief of

that division be appointed, and making

it independent of the Department of Ag-

riculture. The resolution was adopted.

This is a move in the right direction and

will simplify matters greatly, as it places

the live stock under the proper manage-

ment.
•%

We have read with interest the little

pamphlet entitled "How to Keep a Dog
m the City," and written by Dr. Wesley

Mills, a well-known Canadian writer on

doggy subject over the nom de plume of

"Mount Royal." The little treatise is

divided into eleven chapters, and tells

how to choose, manage, house, clean,

feed, exercise and train a dog. The

book contains many valuable suggestions

and is well worth the perusal of any dog

man. It sells for twenty-five cents, and

arrangements will soon be made to pub-

lish it in the United States, when it will

\)C on sale at this office.

*
« *

We made a mistake last week in com-

plaining of Mr. Lacy, one of the judges

at Kingston, coming a day late. It ap-

pears the dogs were not to be judged

until the second day of the show. Why
this procrastination we do not know.

*
« *

The meeting of the Executive Com-

mittee of the Irish Setter Club was held

on Wednesday, September 9, a full report

of which will appear in our next issue.

The amount of prizes for the two stakes

were decided upon but the committee

concluded not to give them out before

Saturday.

The coming bench show to be held in

Ottawa September 29 to October i, will

have lots of specials to be competed for,

but owing to the many show reports the

list is crowded out. There will be a cup

valued at |20 for the best exhibit of sport-

ing dogs and nearly every breed will

have specials, the money in these alone

amounting to I158. This will certainly

stimulate exhibitors to do their best in

bringing out large and good classes.

*
« *

The greater part of our English letter

has been crowded out this week by the

pressure on our columns in puidishing

the complete reports of the shows of the

week.
*

» »

That The Fanciers' Journal is forg-

ing ahead is evidenced by the fact that

The Journal has staff correspondents

at all the leading shows, both dogs and

poul.'ry, thus giving our readers the latest

and best reports right up to date.

• •

Many articles have been crowded out

this week but will appear next week.
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WILMINGTON'S THIRD

ANNUAL DOG SHOW

Quite a Good Showing for the

Diamond State.

What It Lacked in Quantity Was Made

Up in Quality—A Successful Exhi-

bition—FiUl List of Awards.

T'^HK elements

did not favor

the Wilmington

,

fair on the open-

ing occasion on
Tuesday, but a

bad beginning

generally has a

good ending,and
so it proved, for the weather the remain-
der of the week was as typical as some of
the dogs on exhibition. It was the third
effort at holding a fair that drew the
crowds to Hazel Dell Park, close to the
historical Brandywine, but the downpour
of rain that greeted the managers Tues-
day was like the crestfallen spirits of a
defeated dog man when the pride of his
heart dp-s not meet the favor of the
judge. The bench .show was by no
means a minor part of the exhibition,
but attracted large crowds both morning
and afternoon, and we are satisfied that
those who interested themselves in this

part of the fair did not do .so in vain, but
learned more about dogs in the short
space of time they were there than they
ever knew before.

The entry numbered 129, and there
were but ten absentees, making quite a
respectable gathering of dogs at a country
fair. What was lacking in quantity was
truthfully not so in quality, and Wil-
mington can certainly feel proud of the
exhibits made. While many of the classes

had but one or two representatives, these
generally proved good ones, and gave
the patrons of the show a capital idea
what blue-blooded dogs look like. It is
astonishing what an erudite (?) knowl-
edge the public have of dogs. One
young lady approached us while getting
the awards, and pointing to the only
representative of greyhounds, asked
what kind of a dog it was, and when told
replied that she thought it was a mastiff!
We will gamble on it that she won't
again mistake a greyhound for a mastiff
when the fourth annual Wilmington
bench show takes place. Had she mis-
taken the motmtatn beagle for a mastiff
she would not have been so far out of
the way.
The superintendent of the show was

Mr. Frank R. Carswell, of Wilmington,
and he was indefatigable in his labors iu
trying to make the show a success ; but
the room where the dogs were benched
was a miserable one, and the fair mana-
gers would do well to remedy this next
year. It was under the main building,
on the ground floor—dark and damp,
and not a fit place for exhibition pur-
poses. The judging was doue expedi-
tiously, and very satisfactorily, by Mr,
E. Bardoe P:iliott, of Bay Ridge, Long
Island.

The largest classes shown were English
and Irish setters, fox terriers and collies,
and among these were not a few winners
at New York's last show, and some rat-
tling good ones, too ; and if the mana-
gers of the fair had been a little more
liberal with that powerful agent printers'
ink, the entry might have run up to 200.
A word to the wise ought to prove suf-
ficient for another year's trial. Follow-
ing are the awards :

MastlflB*—Open, dogs.
I. Jefferson, John B. Nelson.
V. Brandy, William G. Cole.

Rouffh-ooated St. Bernards.
OPEN, DOOS.

1. King Regent, Swiss Mountoin Kennels.
2. Sir Lion, Cobb McLear,

I.

2.

K.
V.

OPBN, BITCHES.
1. Margharita, F. E. Lamb.
2. Lady Castleraagh, Swiss Mountain Kennels
3 Dart, Swiss Mountain Kennels.

Smooth-ooatea St. BernartlH.

OPEN, BITCHES.
H.Juno, Le Baron R. Barker.
Great Danes—Open, dogs and bitches.
1. Minka, William Reiter.

<« reyhounds—Open, ixKis and bitches.

H. Rex, Edward E. Brennan.
Pointers—Open, dogs (over 55 pounds).

I. Lad of Kent, George Jarvis.
3. Don, Woodbury Kennels.

under 55 pounds.
I. Major, Woodbury Kennels.

Engrllsh Setters—Open, dogs.
1. Carlton Pero, W. W. Kendall.
2. Glendon, Kosecroft Kennels.
3. Dick Roy, E. W. Jester.
K. Punch W., William H. Wallace.
V Mark Time, E. J. Martin.

open, bitches.
Spectre, William Bryce, Jr.
Peggie Dortch, E. W. Jester.
Lucy II, J. E. Borden.
Domino, Rosecroft Kennels.
RubvR.,E. J. Martin.

h. Pansy Blossom, William H Wallace.
Gyp, Allen L. Sharpe.

Irish Setters—Open, dogs.

Captain, Seminole Kennels.
Shanmore, St. Cloud Kennels.
Dennis the Gossoon, Ed. H. Brennan.

OPEN, bitches.
Bessie Glencho, St. Cloud Kennels.
Leda Glencho, W. W. Kendall.
Lassie, J. E. Smith.

Gordon Setters—Open, dogs.
2. Duke. E. I. Martin.

OPEN, bitches.
I. Viola, Woodbury Kennels.

Foxhounds—OPEN, dogs.
I. Dixey, Samuel McCall.
Field Spaniels

—

Open, dogs and bitches.
1. Toady Obo, Mrs. J. C. Meacham.
2. Pascha, Truman Wallace.

Cocker Spaniels—Open, dogs.
1. Snowball, Swiss Mountain Kennels.
2. Banjo, W. W. Barnes.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Beauty, W. W. Barnes.
2. Lady Gay, Swiss Mountain Kennels.
V. Brownie, Swiss Mountain Kennels.

Busy Bee, Swiss MounUin Kennels.
Collies

—

Open, dogs.
1. Major Jim, F. R. Carswell.
2. Dell Wilkes, F. R. Carswell.
3. Boskie, F. R. Carswell.
R. Prince Wilkes, F. R. Carswell.
V. The Scamp, Dr. William C. Johnson.

open, bitches.
1. Nancy Hanks, F. R. Carswell.
2. Collie B., F. R Carswell.
3. Fridena, F. R. Carswell.
R. Bessie Adair, F. R. Carswell.
V. Avena, F. R. Carswell.
H.Emeline, F. R. Carswell.

Bnll Dogrs—Open, dogs and bitches.
2. Young Tiger, M. Mentzinger.
Bull Terriers—Open dogs and bitches.
1. Dutchessof York, George House.
Basset Hounds

—

Open, dogs and bitches.
1. Bent, E. W. Jester.
2. Bow, E. W. Jester.

Beagles-Open, rxxis.

1. Tony Weller, Oakview Kennels.
2. Pete, C. I. Swayne.

OPEN, bitches.
I. Lady, William H. Wolf.

Fox Terriers-Open, ihkjs.

1. Regent Brisk, Regent Kennels.
2. Regent Domo, Regent Kennels.
3. Dandy B., Jonas B. Bottomly.
R. Jack, E. J. Martin.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Rosalind, Regent Kennels.
2. Positive, James G. Tomson.
Irish Terrlei*8—OPEN, dogs and bttches.
J. Breda Jim, Levi C. Bird.
2. Lady Ire, H. W. Bloomfield.

Skye Terriers—Open, dogs and hitches.
I. Pedro, M. H. York.

Toy Terries OtherThan Yorkshires.
open, dogs and bitches.

I. Dot, Alice Ethel Brown.

Bedllufcton Terriers.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Monko, Woodbury Kennels.

Pugs—OPEN, DOGS.
1. Bismark, Diamond Kennels.
2. Prince Royal, Diamond Kennels.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Diamond Dot, Diamond Kennels.
2. Diamond Daisy, Diamond Kennels.
V. Diamond Queen, Diamond Kennels.

Fleta, George T. Williams.

Kins Charles Spaniels.
open, dogs and bitches.

1. Philadelphia Chailie, Woodbury Kennel.s.
2. Manchester Teddy, Diamond Kennels.
Miscellaneous—Open, dogs and bitches.
1. Beauty, George C. Whiteman.
2. Rover, Woodbury Kennels.
V. Jack, Allen L. Aniscow.

Nellie, Allen L. Aniscow.

Italian Greyhounds.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Golden Rod, Diamond Kennels.
2. Pansy, Diamond Kennels.

Yorkshire Terriers—Open. dogs.
1. Prince, M. H. York.
2. Smart, M. H. York.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Beauty, M. H. York.
2. Lucy, M. H. York.

in

COMMENTS ON AWARDS.
Mastiffs.—Jefferson secured first

dogs, as he was far ahead of the only
other representative in the class, Brandy,
who was only entitled to he. Jefferson's

good body, legs and feet and typical ex-
pression entitled him to the blue ribbon.

St. Bernards.—King Regent was a
worthy representative of this much ad-
mired breed of dogs and could not help
but capture the blue ribbon. He was in
good coat and has a fine head with a
powerful muzzle and is well bodied and
a capital mover, with a lot of character
and expression to fall back on. Sir Lion,
who was the wearer of the red, does not
possess the good head and coat of King
Regent, but withal has a taking express-
ion, but would not be up very high iu
good society.

In bitches Margharita was the first to
get the judge's eye and to her fell the
blue riblx)n. She has not a very good
head and color, but better legs and feet,
while she is well built. The winner of
second, Lady Castlereagh, was shown in
bad coat, but has a good color, and may
show to better advantage later in the fall.

Dart, third, while having a fine coat, has
a bad head to offset this and would not
win in a large class.

In the smooths there were but two
representatives, Juno and Nero, and that
they were but poor ones is evident from
the fact that the former got only he,
while the latter was not even noticed.
Pointers.—Only two pointers in the

heavy weight class were benched, and
Lad of Kent romped in a big winner.
He was shown iu first-class condition, is

the happy possessor of a beautiful neck
and shoulders, has an excellent coat,
splendid markings and is capitally ribbed
up. When it is remembered that he
captured first twice at the Westminster
show, first in the puppy class and then
in the open and also the special for best
brace, we need not descril>e him any
further, for that is record enough to
travel on. Don got but third, and was
in poor condition and had not a very-
good color.

In the light-weight class Major was the
only one to compete, and having no op-
ponent he had nothing to beat and so got
first ea.sily.

English Setters.—In a bench show
of a little over a hundred dogs an entry
of twenty English setters is certainly a
big showing and made the competition
keen. Carlton Pero's good coat and ear,
nice body and splendid character won
first for him. He is a little high in brow
and a bit weak in muzzle, but is a capital
mover. Glendon, the second prize, is
also a ood gone, but is too high in skull
and a bit large in ear. A better coat
would have been an improvement in
him. Time will make a wonderful
change in him to his advantage. Dick
Roy, third, has not as good a head as
Pero, but is the pos.sessor of a fine, soft
coat, is large in ear and wide a bit in
skull. The reserve went to Punch W.,
who has a soft expres,sion, is of large eye
and thick in head, .short in muzzle, but
possessesgood ears.

The bitches were quite numerous and
brought out two goo<l ones in Spectre,
winner of first, and Peggie Dortch, who
got second. Spectre is a fine specimen,
has an elegant coat, is a splendid mover,
but a little bit wide in head. Peggy is

better in muzzle, has a good head, but
was not shown in the best of condition.
The reserve went to Lucy II, who was
entitled to what she got.
Irish Setters.—Captain, first, is a

well made dog, has good color and fair
in head, while Shanmore, second, has a
better head and formation of skull, but
is not so gootl in color and was out of
condition. Dennis the Gossoon had bet-
ter go soon and improve a great deal or
his name will be Dennis in stern reality,
for he was but a moderate specimen,
poor in skull aud lacking in peak.

Bessie Glendro in bitches won the
title of the wearer of the blue easily. She
has a good head and color, but might
have been in better condition. Second
fell to Leda Glencho, a fine hitch, but
poor in color and not as good in head as
Leda. Lassie, third, lacks character and
quality.

Gordon Setters.—This breed had but
one representative in each class. Duke,
got second in the open class, as he was

not a very taking one and has too large a
head. Viola, not shown in good con<li-
tion, took first in bitches. vShe has well
sprung ribs, good legs, but has bad eves.
Fox Terriers.—vSonie rattling sinart

dogs answered to the roll call in this
class and made the competition keen and
close. Regent Brisk, in good coat and
condition, was good enough to win first

from Domo, second, who is also the
owner of a good coat, but cannot come
up to Brisk's head. Regent Hrisk is a
nice-bodied dog, ofgood ear, hut is a little

high in brow and a trifle weak in muz-
zle, yet his overflow of character offsets
these defects. It was a close race for
second between Domo and Dandy P...

with the odds in the former's favor, who
was shown in good condition, but a bet-
ter coat would be an iinproveineiit.
Dandy has very large ears and is also
wide in skull, but has a .soft and good
coat.

Bitches had four representatives, but
the two called Nellie aud Nellie \\. were
miserable specimens, and helped the
winners on by their great contrast.
Rosalind came in first, owing to her
smartness in the ring. She was shown
too fat, but has a good body and coat.
Positive, a rattling good one, might have
captured first had she shown hers.df
properly in the ring. She lias a better
head than Rosalind.
Collies.—The superintendent of the

dog show, Mr. Carswell, had rather a
monopoly in the collie classes, but he
would not have had to fear competition,
for his string contained .some taking ones.
Major Jim caught the blue ribbon with
his good coat, legs and feet and his well
proportioned head. The red ribbon win-
ner, Dell Wilkes, would undoubtedly
have been first, but was knocked out by
his bad coat. He is full of character, has
beautifully carried ears, splendid legs
with good locomotive power. Boskie,
third, IS short in body, and was not in
good condition.
Nancy Hanks was first in bitches. She

has a good head and eye but a bad coat,
with a good tail, capital expression,
beautiful carried ears and well-built legs
and feet. Collie B., second, has a good
coat and color, head and eyes, and was
not far behind first. Fridena lacks in
coat, but outside of that was the equal of
Collie B. Bessie, reserve, while possess-
ing a good color has not a very taking
head, is wide in front and too short in
nose, and has not much quality. Hut
one smooth-coated collie was shown in
the miscellaneous class, and he was a
fine specimen and got a blue ribbon.
Beagles.-Tony Wclkr cajitured first

in the dogs, but if the winner of second
had been a few months older it is a (|ue.s-

tion whether Tony would not have plaved
second fi<ldle. as Pete has the where-
withal of developing into a fine beagle.
He is but six months old, and will l)e

heard from later. Tony was not in good
condition and is beginning to show age.
In bitches a good one turned up in Lidv,
who has many good i)oints in her favor.
Mi.SCELLANKOus. — In Inill terriers

Dutchess of York was alone in her glory,
and was .shown in fine condition, and of
course got a blue riblion. In Great Danes
Minka took first ea.sily from Rex, who
was hardly worth an he card. Minka
looked in gcxwl condition all over. The
pugs were all from the Dianion*! Ken-
nels, with one exception. Some few good
ones were shown, but would not have
won the ribbons in better company. Irish
terriers had a few nice ones, and brought
out the well-known lireda Jim, who liatl

no trouble in winning from the rest. The
remaining cla.sses had but few re])resen-
tatives, ami not very goo 1 ones at that.

An Intollftjrent IJog.
From the Philadelphia Rt-cord.

John Kelley, a well-known Kensington
character, is the proud owner of a dog of almost
human intelligence. The sagacious animal has,
under the careful training of his master, learned
many a trick not included in the repertoire of
the ordinary canine. Among other things Mr.
Kelley has taught his live "growler" to rush a tin
one, it being a daily occurrence for the dog lo
fetch beer from a neighboring saloon. The other
evening Mr. Kelley wrote a note to the saloon
keeper reading : "Give bearer ten cents worth of
beer." Putting the note and a dollar bill in a
small bag he tied the latter to the dog's collar
and ^ave him the kettle. The wise brute trotted
off with the kettle held lightly in his mouth, and
arrivingat the saloon mutelvcalled the attention
of the bartender to the small bag attached to his
collar. The barkeeper filled the kettle with
water and gave it to the do^. The animal
barked furiously, however, until the water was
replaced with beer, and then waited patiently
for bis change. "Go home!" yelled the bar-
keeper, but the dog refused to budge until the
change was tied up in the bag hanging on his
collar, when he trotted contentedly homeward.
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KINGSTON'S BENCH SHOW.

The Full List of Awards and the Com-

plementary Comments.

From a Staff Correspondent.

Kingston, vScpt. 5.—The second an-

nual bench show of the Kingston Kennel

Club was held in the Skating Rink,

Kingston, Ont., September i to 4, and

was an improvement every way over the

show held last year. Mr. C. H. Corbett,

the efficient superintendent, was ably

assisted by Mr. H. C. Bates, assistant

superintendent, and Messrs. Clark, Old-

rieve, Darby and other members of the

committee. The building is particularly

adapted for a dog show, beijig large, light,

airy and well ventilated. The club did

its own benching and feeding and did it

well. The building was kept scrupulously

clean, and during the whole show there

was not an unpleasant odor at any time,

while the aisles were always kept per-

fectly clean. The judges and their re-

spective classes were as follows : Eng-
lish. Irish and Gordon setters, pointers,

cocker and field sp.-iniels. Dr. Wesley
Mills ; clumber spaniels, Alfred Geddes

;

all other breeds, H. W. Lacy. The
awards follow :

MastlflR*—Opfn, dogs.

1. Mode, HuRh Falconer.
2. Minting Minor, Rev. T. W. Barry.

3. Eaufrid, Clumber Kennels.

OrEN, BITCHES.
1. Withheld.
2. Zilda, Henry Folger.

3. Bess, Hugh Falconer.

Smooth-coatod St. Hernards.
CHAI-LENCi; CLASS.

I. Hector, New York St. Bernard Kennels.

OPEN, iHx;s.

I. Kingston Regent. N. Y. St. Bernard Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Republican Btlh-, N. Y. St. Bernard Kennels.
2. Zenith N. Y. St. Bernard Kennels.
3. Nun Nicer, F. K. Lamb.

Greyhounds—CuAi.LE.NGE Class.

I. Ch. Harmony, Hornellllarmony Kennels.

OPEN, l>OGS.

1. Hazelhur.st, Hornell-Harmony Kennel.s.

2. Ranger, Sealoii Kennels.

3. Elcho, Mount Royal KLiinels.
R.Chester, F;d. H. I'ensc.

OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Clio, C. L. Curtis.

2. Withheld.
3. Withheld.
H. Bess, A. G. H. T.uxton.

Beaglt'H—Challenge, dogs.

1. Ch. Royal Krucger, Hornell-Harmony Ken-
nels,

a. Ch. Racer. Jr., H. L. Kreuder.

CHALLENGE. BITCHES.

1. Ch. Una, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Tricotrin, Horncll-Harnjony Kennels,
a. Ranger, C. I,. Curtis.

3. Roy K., H. U. Kreuder.

Open, bitches (over 12 inches.)

1. Elf, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.
2. Fannv K.. H. L. Kreuder.
3. BabyW. Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

CNDEK 12 inches.

1. Ava W , Hornell-Harmouy Kennels.
2. Dot, K P Robson.
3. Music, C. L. Curtis.

Enei:Iish Setters—Open, dogs.

1. Edge Mark, F. S Brown.
2. Benzine, H. Northwood.
3 Kent's Rex. Kingston and Bancroft Kennels.
V. Sir Edwards. Dr. H. K. Hair.
H.Glen II, G. H. Allen.

OPEN, bitches

1. I^iberty II, Kingston and Bancroft Kennels.
2. Ruby K., R. K. Kent.
3. Mado, M. Swilzer.

NOVICE class.

1. Kent's Rex, Knigston and Bancroft Kennels
2. Sir Harold, F^d. Sears.

3. Young London, John Theobald,
v. Glen II, G. H Alku.

Irish SetttTS—Open, docss.

1. Seminole. Seniin<jlf Ki.-nnels.

2. Glen Jatvis, .M. Flvnn, Jr.

3. Jock, J. B. Walkem.
OPEN, bitches.

1. Josie D., Kingston antl Buucroft Kennels.
2. Aurora, Seminole Kt-ir.icls.

Gordon Setters—Challenge, dogs.

I. Leo B., S. G. Dixon,
a. Ivanhoe. S. G. Dixon.

challen<.e, bitches.

I. Duchess of Waverly, S. G. Dixon.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Withheld.
2. Victor, George Flett.

OPEN. BITCHES.

I. Lady Waverly. Dr. D. G. Dixon.
c. Bloom. George Flett.

Pointers—Challenge, dogs.

I Poramery Sec, W. H. Hyland.

challenge, BITCHES (undcT 50 lbs.)

1. Fan N., W. H. Hyland.

50 LBS. OR OVER.

I. Ch. Belle Randolph, Robert Leslie.

OPEN, DOGS (under 55 lbs.)

1. Ossining, W. H. Hyland.
2. Dash, Thomas Briggs.

OVER 55 POUNDS.

(Tempest, William Ledya'^d.
'•

( King Bow's Bow, Kingston and Bancroft
Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Lady Graphic, W. H. Hyland.
a. Floss, Tim Rigney.

Great Danes.

I. Minerva's Fawn, Mt. Royal Kennels.

Clumber Spaniels—Challenge class.

I. Ch. Boss II, Clumber Kennels.

OPEN, dogs.

1. Darby, G. B. Smart.
2. Johnny. Jr., Clumber Kennela.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Lucy II, H. D. B. Bruce.
2. Vic, H. D. B. Bruce.
3. Lady Joan, Clumber Kennels.

Field Spaniels—Open, dogs and bitches.

2. Jack. Colonel John Campbell.

Cocker Spaniels—Challenge class.

1. Ch. Rabbi, Andrew Laidlaw.
2. King of Obos, George Bell.

OPEN. DOGS.

1. Oban, Andrew Laidlaw.
2. Obadiah, .^ncieu. and Moder i Spanie'. Ken-

ne s.

3. Rey Obo, T. McK. Robertson.
V. ' im Obo, Corktown Cocker Kennel.s.

H. Major, F. H. Cunningha n.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. I Sav, Ancient and Modern Spanitl Kennels.
2. Dot Smirle, Corktown Cock r Snaniels.

. Vic, W. G. McCullogh.
R. Coriune, 1 . H. Cunningham.
V. Obo G., Alfred Geddess.
H. Floss Obo, T. McK. V obertson.
V. Busy, S. D. G. Shaw.

OPEN DOGS, OTHER THAN BLACK.

1. Rufus, F. J. Leigh.
V. Jacco, D. S. Robertson.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Tottie, John Oram.
NOVICE CLASS (an\ color).

1. I Say, Ancient and M /de-n Kennels.
2. Totti. , John Oral '.

-. M .jor, William G bb.
R. Connnc, F. H C nningham.
V. Rex Obo, T. McK. Robe.tson.
H. Major, F. H. Cunninghair..

Jacco, D. f . Robertson.
Wand r, Corktown Cocker Kennels.

Collies—Challenge class.

I. Roslyn Dandy. Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. R wdv, Seminole Kennels.
2. Bob, Carl Y. Ford.
3. Ross, A. G. H. Lupton.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Cora II, Seminole Kennels.
2. Wii held.

3. Sadie, G. M. Oldrieve.

H. Reta, A. G. H. Lupt.n.

Bull Dofcs—Open class.

I. ! o'swain, Edwin A. Woodward.

Bull Terriers—Open class.

1. Watchful Wagtail, W. C. Sneden.
2. Duke f Wellii gton, R. Wright.

3. Baron II, Arch. Innles.

Fox Terriers—Open, dogs.

1. Blemton Trump, J. K. Macdonald.
2. Painter, Henry > )rt wood.

V Nobody's Child, Ancient nd Modern Ken-
nels.

H. Tupper, John J. Bennett,

c. Jo. n Peel, George Hausen.

OPEN, BITCHES.

r. Fussie, V. G. -looper.

2. Dudley SI ve, G. S. Oldrieve.

. Fly, A. W Garrett.

V. Doi, Arden Kennels.
Judy. Ard.n Kennels.

H.Lady Zi Za . Arden Kennels,
c. .\rden Belle. Arden Kennels.

Sallie. W. G. McC illough.

Vic, William Leigh.

Fox Terriers—Novice class.

1. Fussie. V. G. Hooper.
2. Nobody's Child, Ancient and Modern Ken-

nels.

3. Jacko. William Hopkins.
R.Jennie Grey, John J. Bigg,
v Dot, Arden Kennels.
H. Pepper, John J. Bennett.

Ladv Zig Zag. Arden Kennels.

C Arden Belle. Arden Kennels.
Zig Zag. Jr., Arden Kennels.

SItye Terriers—Challenge, dogs.

I. Ch. Sir Stafford, C. A. Shinn.

Dandle Dlnmonts—Open, class.

1. Valentine, C. J. Daniels.

2. Fan. C. J. Daniels.

BediinKtnn Terriers-Open, class.

2. Nettle. Allan Trcbilcock.

|{lael< and Tans—Open class.

1. Grace, A. K. FVimer.

2. Rochelle Scott. Mis.s Lizzie Wright.

Kins Charles and Blenheim Spaniels.
challenge class.

1. Calumet, A. M. Goldsmith.

I'ugrs—Challenge, dogs.

I. Bob Ivy. M. H. Cryer.

challenge, BITCHES.

I. Bessie, M. H. Cryer.

open, dogb.

1. Curtis, Miss M. Ballentine.
2. Kash, Jr., Seminole Kennels.
3. Fritz Emmett. M. H. Cryer.
R. Bradford Rowdy, J. Bromwell.
v. Nigger, A. G. H Luxton.

open, bitches.

I. Lady Victoria. M. H. Cryer.
2 Cribbage, M. H. Cryer.
3. Pearl de Jardin, Seminole KenneU.
c. Peggie, I. T. Catlin.

Fox Hounds—Open class.

1. Dan I, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.
2. Bell, M. Switzer.
3. Tuner, A. R. Milne.
R. Bell, A. R. Milne.
V. Grailer, M. Switzer.

Ilusslan Wolf-hounds.
I. Vlademir, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

Newfoundlands.
I. Czar, J. A. Minnes.

Miscellaneous Class.
1. Jack Shepherd (bloodhound), R. G. H. Hunt-

ingdon.
2. Gill. B. F. Lewis.
3. Friday (bull terrier) F. F. Dole.
V. Dweller (Esquimaux), G. E Rose.
H. Kathleen (Yorkshire toy), A. R. Milne.

Special Prizes.
Best mastiff in open class. Mode; best St. Ber-

nard in open class, Kingston Regent; l>est New-
foundland. Czar; best fo»hoi nd, Dan I; best
greyhound in open class Hazlehurst; best bea-
gle dog in open class. Tricotrin; best English
setter do in open class, Edgemark; best Eng-
gli-h setter dog in novice class, Kent'-* Rex; best
Irish setter dog in open class, Seminole; best Irish

setter biich in open class, Josie D.; t>est Gordoi
setter in challenge class, Leo B.; best pointer
dog in open classes, Os ining; best pointer bitch

in show. Fan N.; best clumber spaniel dog in

open class. Darby; best clumber spaniel bitch

in open class, Lucy II; best field spaniel in open
class, Jack; best cocker spaniel in challenge
class, Rabbi; best c cker spaniel in open classes,

Oban; best cocker sp niel bitch in open class.

I Say; best collie bitch in open class, Cora II;

best collie dog in op n class, Rowdy; best fox
terrier in open classes, Blemton Trumjj; bes fox
tcri r in novice class over tv elve months old,

Fussie: best fox terrier in novice class under
twelve months old. sir<^d by Zig Zag, Pepper or
Punch Arden, Belle; best Irish, edlington or
Airedale terrier in show. Nettle; best black and
tan terrier, Grace; best pug in open classes.

Lady Victoria; to the dog showing best muscular
development and in hardest condition, divided
b twe n the pointer King Bow's Bow and the
greyhound Ranger.

Comments on the Awards.
English Mastiffs.—Of the five en-

tries in the open dog class four made
their appearance before the judge. Mr.
Hugh Fal oner's Mode, winner of first,

is a dog of considerable character. He
has a good, broad head, which lac^s wrin-

kle, and is somewhat marn d by a light

eye, short, square muzzle, plenty of bone,

deep chest, nice coat and tail of moder-
ate length. He is weak behind and cow-

hocked. Minting Minor, winner of sec-

ond, is also a good one and pushed Mode
for first place. He has an excellent

skull, but lacks wrinkle. He is fair in

muzzle, light in eye and lacks bone ; nice

lK>dy, deep in flanks, eyes large and
light. Eaufrid, third, lacks mastiff

character, l>eing weak in head, light in

eye and deficient in bone. The remain-

ing dog in the class, Leo, was turtied

out for want of merit.

The bitches were far behind the dogs
and were not up to the standard by any
means. Mr. Lacy very properly with-

held first prize. Zilda, second, was
wedge-shaped in head, bad in coat and
light in bone. She was a trifle better

than Bess, third, in body and limbs.

Neither are show animals. Even the

color of their coats is bad and smutty.

St. Bernards.—The New York St.

Bernard Kennels h d it all to themselves

in these classes, their entries taking all

the prizes that was possible. Mr. Mann,
manager of the kennels, had his dogs in

first-class condition, and it was a pleasure

to gaze upon the noble animals.

The well-knowti Hector was alone in

the cli'llenge class and had a walk-over.

In the o' en class for dogs the recent ad-

dition to the kennels, Kingston Regent,

also had things to himself, but had he
competitors t would have taken a rat-

tling good one to do vn him. He has a

rich orange and white coat of excellent

texture. His head is large and wide,

muzzle short and of good depth. He is

strong and large in limbs and b me and
is a g '0«1 mover.

In the bitch class Republican Belle,

better in skull, bone and coat, beat

Zenith. Nun NicM, third, is too small,

light in bon i and lacks character.

Greyhounds. — Champion Harmony
was alone in the champion class, in cap-

ital condition, hard and well muscled
and every inch a beautifully headed and
well t roportioned greyho.ind.

Hazelhurst was first in the open class

for dogs. Good in head, perfect in neck,

legs and feet, excellent in forequart ^rs,

chest and loins. He is a trifle in at

hocks, but this should not interfere with

his speed. Ranger, second, was shown
in fine condition, but is a bit coarse. He
needs more bone, is a trifle straight at

hocks and open in feet. He should have
t ket. the special for the dog having the
best muscular dev lopment and shown in

the hardest condition. Elcho, third, is

prick-eared, but otherwise a good dog.
Chester, reserve, is a five-months' old

youngster, and consequently lacks 'le-

vel >pment. He has a nice body and
limbs, but seems a little thick in front of
eyes.

The bitches were hut moderate. Clio,

first, is a bit coarse in bead, too straight

behind and open in feet. She lacks chest
and rib development. Second and third

prizes were withheld. Bess, he, is not
straight in front and is bad at pasterns

and in feet. Her head is out of propor-
tion, being too long from occiput to eyes.

Beagles.—Two good ones appeared
in the challenge class for dogs ; Cham-
pion Royal Krueger, a little better in

l)ody, bone, ribs and coat, won over
Champion Racer, Jr. Both are dogs of
high quality and were shown in perfect

condition, as were all the entries belong-

ing to the Hornell-Harmony Kennels
and Mr. H. L. Kreuder. Champion Una
was alone in the challenge class for

bitches. She is a sweet bitch with a good
head, square muzzle and excellent body
quarters, legs, feet and coat.

Tricotrin, first in open class for dogs,

is a worthy son of Royal Kreuger, and
has his same excellent formation. He
would be better in head had he a little

more flews, which would make his muz-
zle square. Ranger, second, is a nice

little dog all over, but we do not like his

expression nor his ears, which should be
longer and better hung. He might have
exchanged places with Roy K., third,

who is better in head and his equal in

other respects.

In the class for large bitches Elf, not
in the best condition, owng to her having
just weaned a litter of puppies, was an
easy first. Her head, ears, body, legs, feet,

coat and carriage of stern make her a

rare good one. Fanny K., second, is a

bit flat in skull ami thick across same
;

good in body, legs, feet and coat. She
seemed a little lame in the ring. Baby
vV., third, is also wrong in head and her
ears pre not properly hung behind ; the
ears no fault can be found with her.

Music, reserve, is wrong in ears. They
are small and do not hang nicely ; other-

wise she has a good head. She lacks

depth of chest and is a bit short in coat.

Her legs and feet are good. Emeline,
vhc, is good in head and body, but is

leggy and not straight in front.

In the bitch class under twelve inches

Ave W., first, has a taking expression,

good head, ears and eyes, well sprung
ribs and coat of proper texture. She car-

ries her tail too far over her back. Dot,

secoiid, was shown too fat. She has a
nice head, good coat, but could be better

in feet and is a trifle throaty. Music,
third, is described above.

English Setter.s.—The open dog
class was quite good and uniform in type.

Edge Mark, winner of first, has a nice

head but we do not like his expression.

His excellent neck, body, limbs and feet

will always keep him to the front. He
was shown in the pink of condition, be-

ing heavier than he was a year ago, but
possesses none of that useless "lumber"
which Americans object to in an English
setter. Benzine, second, has a good head
and square muzzle. His light eye is not
nice. His body and limbs are excellent.

Kent's Rex, third, has a good body, legs

and feet, and should have done better

had he not been out of coat. Grouse,

vhc, is fair in head, muzzle and body,

but is leggy and could be better in feet

and action. Sir Edward, vhc, is bitch-

headed, snipy and splay-footed. Glen
II, he, is heavy in head, weak in pasterns,

too straight at hocks and carries a bad
tail badly.

In open bitches Liberty II, slightly

better in head and muzzle, beat Ruby K.,

second, who had evidently just weaned a

litter of pups, else it would have been a

close thing between them. Mado, third,

is coarse in head, wide in front, light in

bone and not right in coat or feet.

Kent's Rex won in the novice class

over Sir Harold, a promising seven-

months' old puppy. Young I^ondon,

third, is bad in head, out at elbows and
is too small. Glen II, vhc, is described

above.
Irish Setters.—But four dogs faced

the judge in the open class for dogs.

Seminole, better muzzle, beat Glen Jar-

vis, who is better in skull, but is a bit

leggy. Both dogs have a nice coat of

good, dark color.

Josie D. won handily in the bitch class

over Aurore, who is ligl t in bone, weak
in head and not so rich in color of coat.

Gordon Setters.—We do not agree

with the judge in his giving Leo B. the

prize over Ivanhoe in the challenge dog
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class. While Leo B. is better i:> skull,
Ivanhoe beats him in body, chest, loins,
hindquarters and condition. Duchess of
Waverly was alone in the corresponding
class for bitches.

In the open dog cl. ss a single speci-
men was shown. First prize was with-
held, and Victor, who was given second,
is weak in muzzle and not right behind.
He is a young dog and may improve.

In the open bitch class'a good puppy
was shown in Lady Waverly. She has a
nice head and muzzle and has good coat
and color. Bloom, c, got all she was
worth.
Pointers.—In the challenge class for

heavy dogs Pommery Sec had a blood-
less victory, as did also Belle Randolph
ill the corresponding class for bitches.
Fan N. won in the light-weight bitch
class.

We could not follow th'^ judge in his
awards in the heavy-weight open drg
class when he gave King Bow's Bow
equal first with Tempest. The former
dog is plain in head, heavy in ears and
short coupled. He is well muzzled and
in superb condition. Tempest beats him
in head, shoulders, chest and loin.
The light pointer dog class had but two

entries also. Cssining won, hands down,
over Da-sh. coarse in skull, snipey in
muzzle and is leggy. Ossining excels
him in head, chest, shoulders, nbs, loin
and feet. Dash is catalogued at I30, and
is dear at half the price.
But two entries showed up in the open

bitch class. Lady Graphic, better in
head, neck, shoulders, legs and feet,
fairly smothered Floss, who was given a
second. Floss is catalogued at $15, and
is worth just what her hide would sell for
and not a cent more.
Great Danes.—But one dog was

shown, and he was all wrong in head.
Clumber Spaniels.—Old Champion

Boss III was alone in the challenge
class. He is a grand-bodied, very heaw-
boned dog. He is not quite straight in
front legs and his coat is slightly wavy.
Darby, first in the open dog class, has

a nice head and expression, good body,
which is a trifle short, excellent short,
heavy-boned fore legs. His eves are too
pale. Johnny, Jr., is not right in head
and lacks in expression. He is light in
muzzle and his eyes are not deep set. He
is a little out at elbows, not straight in
front legs and short in coupling.
Lucy II, first in the bitch class, was

shown too thin and in bad condition. She
is good in head, bone, legs, body and
coat. Her eyes are not right. Vic, sec-
ond, is domed in head, light in eye and
not straight in front legs. She is fair in
muzzle, body and coat. Lady Joan, third,
lacks cluinlier character and is a bad
mover. Her eyes are too large and
light, ears not set on right. She is out
at elbows.
Field Spaniei-s.—Nothi ig worthy of

notice was shown in this bieed. First
prize was withheld, and Jack, who took
second, is a rank Dad one, with crooked
fore legs.

Cocker Spaniels.—In the challenge
class Champion Rabbi, a trifle full under
the eye, thick in skull, undershot and
not straight in front, beat King .f Obos,
who is better in head, front and hind-
quarters and is a better mover.
Oban, first in open dogs, is wrong in

skull and eye, undershot and falls off in
hindquarters, and is too straight iu
stifles. Obadiah, secon 1, is better in
head, front and hindquarters. Rex Obo,
third, has fair head, snipey muzzle, good
eyes and coat, is not straight in front
and is leggy. Tim Obo, vhc, is thick in
skull, cheeky and undershot. He has
well-sprung ribs and a nice flat coat.
Major, vhc, is coarse and not the proper
type.

I Say, winner in the open bitch class,

has a nice head and expression, good
body, quarters, legs and feet. Dct
Smirle, second beats Vic, third, in head,
body and coat, while Vic is better in

front. Dot's head inclines slightly to-

wards the field spaniel type, i'oriune,
reserve, has a nicer skull, but is weak in

muzzle, light in eye, lacks bone, is too
high in legs and has too much coat.

Busy, vhc, is weak in muzzle and plain
in head, good body and limbs. Obo G.,
vhc, is rather heavy in skull and a bit

out at elbows; she is on the large size.

Floss Obo, he, got all she deserved.
Two dogs were shown in the class for

other than blacks. Rufus, first, is fairly

good in head, with bad ears. He has a
nice flat coat and is a good mover. He
carries his stern too gaily and is a trifle

1^5

on the large size. Jacco, vhc, is badly
undershot, sour in expression, very widem front, out at elbows and short and
coarse m body.

In bitches, other than black, Tottie,
first, is a fair bitch, weak in muzzle and
too high on legs. Mollie, second, is a
good type but on the large size. Lady
of Learning, unnoticed, poor in head
and too high on legs. Low R.. unnoticed,
fair in head, leggy, should have had a
card.

In the novice class I Sav won handily,
with Tottie second, Gibbs' Major, third,
Coriune, reserve, and Rex Obo. vhc. Mr.
Gibbs' Major is long in face, too high on
legs and not sprung in ribs. Wander,
he, is small and weedy.
Collies.—The collies did not look

well, all being more or less out of coat.
Roslyn Dandy had a walkover in the
challenge class.

Rowdy, first in the open class for dogs,
is a handsome sable and white, with a
good head, ears and muzzle. He was
shown too thin. Bob, second, has a fair
head and nice body and limbs. He car-
ries his tail badly. Ross, third, is mod-
erate in head and light in bone.
Cora II had an easy win in the bitch

class, which brought out a wonderful
collection of animals. Cora II was shown
too fat and appears light in bone, but
has good head and expression. Second
prize was withheld and third went to a
blue marl, who carries her ears badly.
Reta. he, was a fairly nice sable, but too
small and light in bone. As she is but
five months old she may develop well.
We liked her head and carriage of ears.

Bull Dogs.—Bo'swain was alone. His
massive, well-wrinkled head, deep chop
and turned up jaw with protrucUng teeth
made him one of the star attractions of
the show. He was shown in excellent
condition.

Bull Terriers.—Watchful Wagtail,
a typical specimen, easily won first over
the other two entries. Duke of Welling-
ton, a nice seven months' old puppv, took
second, with Baron II third. The young-
ster has a cleaner and better head than
Baron, who is rather coarse all through.
Fox Terriers.—The fox terrier classes

were well filled, but the exhibits were
mostly poor in quality. Blemton Trump,
first in the open class for dogs, is a good
one. but carries his ears badly. Painter,
second, is too full in cheek, out at elbows
and carries ears like a hound. Nobody's
Child, third, is plain in head, soft in coat
and too wide in front. Pepper, he, is

also wide in front and is weak in head.
John Peel, c, has a fair head, badly
carried ears, poor feet and a soft coat.

Fussie. first in bitches, is a moderate
specimen, fair head and coat but wide in
front. Dudley Slave, second, is domed
in skull, ears not right, has a fair coat,
legs and feet. Fly. third, is coarse in
head and wide in front. Judy, vhc, we
did not see. Dot, also vhc. has a nice
head and coat but is too wide in front.

Lady Zig Zag, he, is a promising six
months' old puppy.
Most of the winners in the novice class

have been noticed above. None are of
much value.

Other Terriers—The well-known
Skye Champion Sir Stafford added one
more first to his numerous winnings. He
was shown in good condition.

Two Dandies were shown. Valentine,
a six months' old puppy, took first over
his dam Fan. He is better in head, body,
legs and coat.

The one Bedlington was not good
enough for a first prize and was lucky to
get a second.
A brace of black and tans represented

that breed. Grace, better in head and
tan markings, Ijeat Rochelle Scott.

The King Charles Calumet Alice rep-
resented the toy spaniels, and a very
worthy representative she was.
Pugs.—In the challenge class for dogs

Bob Ivy won over Champion Treasure
;

the latter loses to Bob in condition,
head, wrinkle and coat. Bessie, alone in

the corresponding class for bitches, scored
a bloodless victory. She was shown in
good condition.

Curtis, first in the open dog class, has
redeemed our promise made last year
that he would turn out a good one. He
has an excellent head, muzzle and wrin-
kle, a nice coby body and good limbs
and feet. He could be better in color of
coat. Kash, Jr., second, was out of con-
dition. Fritz Emmett, third, is a nice
pug : on the big side he stands out in
front. Bradford Rowdy, reser\'e,- lacks

bone and substance. Nigger, vhc, is a
fair dog, with no curl in tail.

First in the bitch class went to Lady
Victoria, a nice cobby bitch, good head
and wrinkle, but a bit snipey in muzzle.
Cribbage won second and Pearl de Jardin
third; the latter is weak in head and a
trifle leggy.

Fox Hounds.—Dan, winner of first, is
good in head, ears, muzzle, chest, ribs,
back, legs and feet. Bell, second, is
light in hour, has a pointer head and a
bad tail. Trailer, third, sh wed more
fox hound type, and we preferred him
for second place. Bell, reserve, is good
in head, light in bone. She was handi-
capped b« being heavy in whelp. Grailer,
vhc, is fair in body and limbs, but snipe

v

in muzzle.

Russian Wolf-hounds.—But a single
Barzoi or Russian wolf-hound was shown,
Vlademir, and he is a good specimen of
that beautiful and graceful breed of
dogs. He was not looking his best, be-
ing out of coat, but in perfect con lition.

Newfoundlands —Two dogs shown,
one Czar, winner of first, was better than
the ordinary run of the dogs seen at
shows of this breed. He was good in
head and body, and with a little care his
coat could have been put in proper order.

Miscellaneous Class.—Jack Shep-
herd, a bloodhound, took first prize ; is a
very fine representative of the breee.
Gill, a Dachshund, took second, and a
nice blacic poodle captured third.

AUSTRALIAN ROUGH TERRIER.

Another Xew Breed Manufactured by
the Australians.

The Australians are following in the
footsteps of the Boston Terrier Club and
have manufactured a new breed, to be
known in the future as the Australian

rough terrier. Our esteemed and wide-
awake contemporary, the Australian
Poultry and Dog Gazette, gives the scale

of points for this new breed as follows :

General Appearance of Dog.—Rather low
set, compact, active, with good straight hair,
coat about from two inches to two and a half
inches long, average weight, about ten or eleven
pounds.

Head.—Long and bold, full between the eyes,
with soft hair top-knot, long, powerful jaw,
teeth level, nose black, eyes small, keen and
dark color.

Ears.—Small, set high on skull, free from long
hairs, cut or uncut.

Neck.—Long, but proportional to body, with
decided frill of hair.

Body.-Rather long in proportion to height
;

well ribbed up, back straight, tail docked.
Legs.—Fore legs perfectly straight, well set

under the l)ody, slight feather to the knee, clean
feet, black toe-nails. Hind legs, good strong
thigh, hock slightly bent, feet small and well
padded, with no tendency to spread.

Color.—First, blue or grey body, tan on legs
and face, richer the better; top-knot blue or
silver. Second, clear sandy or red.

Disqualifying Points.— Flesh-colored nose,
curly or woolly coat. Uneven mouth will not al-

together disqualify, but be much against a dog.

Points.

Skull
5

Muzzle and teeth 10
FvVes and ears c

Neck c

Body
^ . . 5

Feet and legs _ 10
Coat 5
General appearance 5

Total points 50

ENTRIES AT TOROMO.

Five Hundred and Seventy-one Dog:.s

Will Compete Tor the Prizes.

The entries for the Industrial Exhibi- i

tion Association's bench show of dogs at
j

Toronto number 571, as follows :

DEATH BEFORE DRUDGERY.

The DotJT's Innate Hatred for Auytlilas
That LookH I.Ike Work.

"Every dog is either a born gentleman
or a confirmed loafer," said a Long Is-

land sporting man who keeps a dozen or
more canine pets and studies their habits
with an interest that never flags. "There
is not one of them who will work if he
can avoid it. The only difTeience between
the well-bred and gsiiteel dog and the
loafer in this resjiect is shown in the man-
ner in wliicli they support their idleness.

The dog whose birth and connections en-
title him to live without soiling his paws
by labor knows his social position very
well, and is not at all ashanit-d of the
aimless life he leads. On the contrary,
if, as accasionally happens, he is forced
to perform some light task his whole na-
ture is lowered, and he goes about his
uncongenial occupation in a half-hearted
perfunctory way, and evinces by his
drooping ears and depressed tail that he
keenly feels his degradation, and does
not know what he has done to deserve it.

He considers that his intelligent compan-
ionship, his unswerving fidelity and his
sleepless vigilance in protecting his mas-
ter's property when the heavier senses of
humanity are steeped in shiniber, should
exemjjt him from vulgar toil, and be ac-
cepted as sufiicient return for his board
and lodging. As his owner usually agrees
with him, the dog is not often asked to
sacrifice what he regards as his birth-
right.

"The dog of loafing tendencies yields
not a whit to his aristocratic brother in
his detestation for toil, but he cannot
carry off his idleness with the same air
of easy independence. He seems to
think that his owners expect him to
work for his living, and he moves about
in the family circle with an apologetic
bearing, but there his subservience ends.
Try to train him to the light but debas-
ing treadmill einployinent of turning the
wheel that works the mechanism by
which the cream is made into butter, and
you will be surprised to find how soon
he will learn to di.stinguish churning day
from the other six, and be conspicuous
by his absence while the dairymaid is do-
ing his work.
"A dog's abhorrence of labor, hard or

easy, cannot be attributed to laziness for
he is not at all lazy. All animated na-
ture shows no more active creature than
he. Arouse him from his sleep on the
coldest winter night and call upon him
to accompany you on any mission and
he will be delighted with the confidence
you place in him and shrink from no dis-
comfort or danger. It is clear to me that
his hatred for toil is due to his innate
gentility, and only when he is false to his
natural instincts and feels ashamed of his
lifelong i<ileness does he look and act
like a loafer. It is not easy to teach a
good dog tricks. He will not take
kindly to them, for they are too much
like work to accord with his tastes. Curs
sometimes make good tricksters, but how
often have you seen a Newfoundland or
a mastiff stand upon his ear or waltz ou
his hind legs?

"Well-bred dogs are like Indians. They
are at all times ready and willing to hunt
until they drop or fight until they die

;

but the motto by which they all seem to
be guided is, 'Death before Drudgery.' "

Mastiffs 18
St. Bernards 62
Bloodhounds .... 2

Newfoundlands ... 2

Great Danes 17
Barzois 3
Deerhounds 4
Greyhounds 32
English fox hounds . 4
American fox hounds 7
Harriers 5
Pointers 23
English setters . . . 39;
Irish setters 29
Gordon setters . . .18!
Collies 41
Bull dogs 3

!

Bull terriers 21

Poodles 21

Clumbers 6
Field spaniels .... 13
C )ckers 70
Dachshunds 7
Be 'gles 15
Fox terriers 47
Irish terriers .... 5
Daiidie Dinmonts . . 7
Bedlingtons 7
Skye terriers .... 1

Black and tan terriers 16

Yorkshires 6
Toy terriers 2

Pugs 20
King Charles spaniels 6
Blenheim spaniels . . 2
Toy spaniel; .... 5
Miscellaneous .... 4

A Four-I.,eirBed Thief.

A butcher in Berne was astoni hed
one day recently at seeing his dog run into the
shop and lay down at his feet the sum of 250

fraucs in the shape of a 200-franc note and one
fifty franc note. He carried the money immedi-
ately to the police office, but it was not until

some hours later that the owner was discovered

Another butcher sent notice that he had sud-

denly lost J50 fraucs. and could not discover the
thief The dog thief, according to the Berner
Zeitung, had paid a visit to his colleague in the
shop of the owner of the notes, and when the
owner's back was turned had stolen the mone.
and scampered off with it to his own masttt

.

It is possible, adds the Zeitung, that the dog had
come to his own conclusion about the value of

the bank notes.

—If you want fish to bite you must
keep your hook baited ; if you want the
support of the public you must keep
your names before it.
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BISCUITS AND BROTH.

From Our Own Correspondent.

London, Knglaiul, Augu.st 29.—Here
we are within a couple of days from the

opening of the parlridj^e .shooting season,

Init all the same there will be not much
sport for quite a time. The weather has

been so bad that farujers have been un-

able to cut their corn, so that most of

the birds are finding shelter therein, and
no true sjiortsmaii would think of tramp-
ling down corn even to supply the birds

to shoot at.

In one sense it is a very good thing

that this lot of rain has come so late. It

will not do nmch harm to the birds, who
a month ago were (juite strong and
looked like going even then. So shoot-

ers can reckon on good strong coveys
when the time comes round.

It has ust been decided here that a

dog cannot be used as a beast of burden.

A case came before a magistrate the other

<lay, the defendant being an owner of a

dog which used to be sometimes har-

nessed to a child's cart. True, the owner
of the Great Dane was not fined, but the

case was dismissed on his promising that

it should not occur again. Tie dog was
a fine animal and .seemingly enjoyed his

little outing amazingly. Yet here in

England you see in children's carts goats
hardlv out of their kidhood.

A very sharp letter appears in Land
and Water in reference to gun-shy dogs.

The writer says he bred from a cele-

])rated show dog, and all the puppies by
him are gun shy. He is of an opinion that

no sporting dog should be allowed to

compete in the novice class until it is

j)roved he is not gun shy, and no dog
ought to be able to compete in the chal-

lenge class without he ha.s been shot
over. I am <]uite at one with him that

there .should oe more of the working ele-

ment in our show dogs, but I think his

])lan can hardly be carried out.

I was at a show at Beckton (a place
clo.se to L<jndon) yesterday, and .saw a

very tidy exhibition, too ; for a good
many of London owners put in an ap-

l)earance with their dogs. But only a

few breeds were rejjresented. and they
were St. Bernards, mastiffs, collies, bull

dogs, fox terriers and toys. The St. Ber-

nards were r.ither a nice lot for such a

show, and Chami)ion Angelo, looking
very well, walked over in the challenge
class.

In the o])in class I noticed Baron Dacre,
from the same kennels (Mr. Gosling's),

and he is growing into a nice «log.

Chami)ion I'ouf has, of course, put a

head on him. Indeed, it is a wonder we
do not hear more of this excellent stud
dog's doings. Dr. Roberts' dog has been
as successful as most of them, and one
thing is certain—you can go along the
1 tenches and recognize his stock. "Ah !

that's a I'ouf bre«l one," is the common
saying, for they are unmi.stakable.

I don't think I ever saw a worse lot of
bitches than at Beckton yesterday. Tnie,
there were a couple of fairly good ones
there, but the rest were a lot of weedy,
wedgy-looking animals, more at home at

the iuittom of a poml than on a show
l)encli. It is a pity th.it the bitches are
u<it looked over more. There is such a
rush after dogs that people forget all

about bitches, ami we all know such is a
mistake. If breeders kept their eyes
open more in the way of bitches it would
be all the better for them.

How is it that bull bitches are such b d
breeders ? We know that a breeding
bull bitch IS exceptional, and conse-
(juently we see few puppies of any shape
coming out. Can it be that breeding to

h certain standard has been conducive to
health ? 'I'on my word, some of the
dogs of the day appear more or less de-

formed, and bull dogs and toy spaniels are

very forward in this batch.

I could not help looking at a bull bitch
yesterday at Beckton . Her under jaw
came out an inch and a half from the
iiytper jaw, and even her under holders

were some way removed outside the up-

per jaw. Of course, her nose was bang
m to her face, and I thought she looked
the ugliest thing I had ever seen. But
such bull dog breeders admire to a cer-

tain extent and go trying to breed such
monstrosities. Who then can wonder
that some of these malformed animals
will not breed. They should never have
been allowed to live in the first place.

Major T. C. Jameson has soM to Mr.
G. H. Covert, of the Killarney Kennels,
Chicago, a brace of Irish setters in

Nenagh and Killendaragh. They are

sisters, and by Ponto (22,405) from Dre-
nagh (24,622), who is a daughter of

Champion Ganymede and Hebe (10,325).

Nenagh has been exhibited several times
with success, and Killendaragh was sec-

ond to her at Southampton in June, the
only time she has been on the bench.
This brace left this day week on the Lud-
gate Hill, Sjiratts Patent being the ship-

pers.

We are waiting now for the big show
to be held at the Crystal Palace in Octo-
ber, and I think the Palace Company
will have no cause to regret the sending
out of a very extensive program. A show
in London always takes well, for it is a

good excuse for owners of dogs to take

a holiday in the metropolis. I cannot
call to mind a show that has been a fail-

ure, excepting those that have been held
under canvas, when the weather has
everything to do with the attendance.

The great show of the week has been
at Dublin ; for every man who loves a

horse and can find time journeys over to

the Iri.sh capital to see her horse show,
supposed to be the best in the world.
The Bally Bridge Ground must be seen
to be appreciated, the place being .so

beautifully laid out. Everything is sound
and well done ; nothing paltry, but every-

thing right up to the mark. You see the
very l)est cattle that can be produced in

this country, and the very finest riders

astride them ; in fact, a man who has not
seen Dublin horse shows can form no
idea of its excellence.

Sheep dog trials have also been amus-
ing some of the folk this week at Llam-
dloes. In the open class there were over
twenty entries, and all of the dogs did
their work splendidly. If any of the
sheep dog trials were held in the neigh-
borhood of London they would prove a
great success. I am glad to hear that the

American Collie Club mean to hold trials,

and if thej- are carried out properly I am
.sure they will take well. A man is

twice as proud of his dog if he is a good
worker, and show collies would become
more valuable still if they were able to

earn their biscuit at the side of the pen.

At this show at Llanidloes this week
there was a claiis for Llamdloes setters.

Now these dogs are like—well, white
curly-coated retrievers. That is the near-

est mark I can get on. I have no idea
how they were bred, but it is very likely

at some time somebody put a white .setter

to a curly-coated retriever, and by breed-

ing in got these white dogs ; and a very
useful dog for the gun, too, esp)ecially

in that neighborhood, where you don't
want a very fast dog. Therefore, a good
retrieving setter was just the thing, for

there must be lots of wild fowl in that

Severn Valley during the season, and I

think this dog has been bred for local re-

quirements. As I wrote in a former let-

ter, different dogs are required for differ-

ent countries, and the Llamdloes setter

is suitable for the .shooting round and
about Llamdloes.

The schedule prizes for the Crystal

Palace show will be ready next week. It

will be a big one, with over 400 classes.

I will give the list of judges, so that ex-
hibitors on your side can make their ar-

rangements if they decide on sending
some dogs over. This big show will be
held on October 27, 28 and 29. Mr. W.
K. Taunton is the secretary, and to him
all communications should be made. The
following are the judges as at present ar-

ranged : Mr. J.K. Farrow, beagles and
field spaniels ; Mr. W. Foster, blood-
hounds ; Mr. G. W. Richards, bull dogs

;

Mr. H. Droesse, Dalmatians ; Mr. W.
Evans, deerhounds ; Captain Graham,
foreigh dogs and Irii^h wolf-hounds ; Mr.

J. Thomas, Great Danes, Old English
sheepdogs; Mr. R. Cook, mastiffs; Mr.
G. Chapman, Newfoundlands ; Dr. Sal-

ter, pointers, retrievers, black and tan
and Irish setters ; Mr. L. C. R. Norris-
Elye, St. Bernards ; Mr. W. H. B. Cock-
erton, English setters ; Messrs. M. Camp-
bell and H. Ralph, sheepdogs ; Captain
Collis, toy spaniels ; Mr.W. Ward Higgs,
Airedale terriers and Old English ter-

riers ; Mr. J. Taylor, greyhounds, Pome-
ranians, poodles, Bedlington terriers,

black and tail terriers, bull terriers, toy
terriers, white English terriers and Italian

greyhounds; Mr. J. J. Clark, Dandie
Dinmont terriers ; Mr. A. E. Clear,

smooth fox terriers, wire-haired fox ter-

riers, Irish terriers and Welsh terriers
;

Mr, T, W. Mason, Scottish terriers ; Mr.
T. Young, Skye terriers ; Mr. J. Foster,

Yorkshire terriers and pugs.

There was a very fair sprinkling of ter-

riers at Beckton yesterday, for the Lon-
don Fox Terrier Club held their show in

connection with the Beckton Association.

But the judge, Mr. Whittle, was not very
consistent in his awards, and reversed
his decisions several times. The princi-

pal prizes were taken by Mr. Rotherdam
Cecil, of Dronfield, Sheffield, who has
come out quite smart in the dog line. He
is having a beautiful range of kennel fit-

ted up, and I am told he means to go in

for show dogs with a will. He has a

very sensible man as a manager. He is

doing very well with his tykes, and I

think will perhaps hold an important
position in dogdom before we are much
older.

I see it is proposed in Dublin to form a

coursing Irish terrier club. I read in a

paf>er that it will be "promoted by some
sporting bank clerks." Dear, me! A
very nice way to spend a Saturday after-

noon—killing rabbits in enclosed spaces
with big, legjjy, "dare-devil" Irish ter-

riers! "Sporting bank clerks," indeed !

I should like to know where the sport, as

I understand it, comes in !
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HAMILTON BENCH SHOW.

A Large Entry of Good Dogs Meets with

Substantial Patronage.

From a Staff Correspondent.

Hamilton, Sept. 8.—The first annual

bench show of the Hamilton Kennel Club

began here to-day under auspicious cir-

cumstances, delightful weather, a large

entry of good dogs and substantial pa-

tronage. The Hamilton Kennel Club

numl^rs 309 members, all of whom seem

to l)e working for the success of the show

and to make our sojourn with them

pleasant. Among the visitors and ex-

hibitors we noticed the following gen-

tlemen: S. L. Boggs, Joe Lewis, George

Thomas, B. Waters, S. Mann, George

Bell, B. F. Lewis, F. H. F. Mercer, An-

drew Laidlaw, }At. Gibson, Mr. Connor,

John Naylor, J. H. Pritchard, George

Douglass, V. L. Francis, W. B. Wells

and James Luckwell.

The .show is held in the Thistle Rink,

which is well adapted for the purpose,

being well ventilated and lighted.

Spratts Patent are feeding and benching
the dogs in their efficient manner. As
the judging did not be^n until this af-

ternoon, and as the mail closes early in

the evening we are only able to give a

few of the awards. The English setter,

pug and cocker spaniel classes were very

strong. Some of the awards :

ENGLISH MASTIFFS.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Ilford Chancellor, Flour City Kennels.
J. I4idy Coleus, Flour City Kennels.
3. Caution's Own Daughter, Flour City Ken-

nels.

OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Miss Caution, Flour City Kennels.
2. Mode, Hugh Falconer.
%. Minting Minor, John Massey.
H. Ilford Bess, W. D. Forl)es.

ST. BERNARDS, ROUGH OR SMOOTH.
CHALLENGE, DOGS OR BITCHES.

I. Hector, W.C. Reick.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Kingston Regent, W. C. Reick.
J. Othello, J. C. Guillot.

3. Caspar, Peninsular Kennels.
». Don Phyllis. Pottersburg Kennels.
H.Benmore, Jr., V. L. Francis.

Bruno II, Horan & Sweetman.

I.

2.

3-

R.
V.

1.

2.

3-

V.
C.

2.

3-

I.

2.

OPEN, BITCHES.

Republican Belle, W. C. Reick.
Zenith. W. C. Reick.
Gleuisla, Pottersburg Kennels.
Nun Nicer, V. E. Lamb.
Lady Amber, W. H. Thompson.

GREAT DANES.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHKS.

Favor, Woolverine Kennels.

OPEN, DfKJS AND HITCHES.

Brutus, Woolverine Kennels.
Minerva's Fawn, Dr. Wesley MilU.
Pascha II, Woolverine Kennels.
Gelert, Senator Sanford.
Ultima Plavia, Woolverine Kennels.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

2. Jumbo, Charles Clohecy.

BAKZOIS—Open, dogs and bitchks.

1. Leprichaun, Miss Hendne.

GREYHOUNDS.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHKS.

1. Gem of the Season, A. W. Purbeck.
2. Maud Torrington, Albion C. Pagv.

OPEN, DOGS.

Ornatus, A. W. Purbeck.
Pious Pembroke, A. W. Purbeck.
Ranger, Seaton Kennels.
Bute, Ernest Jarrett.

OPEN, HITCHES.

Lilly of Gainsboro, A. W. Purbeck.
Bestwood Daisy, A. W. Purbeck.

H. Beatrice, Charles Campion,
c. Grimsby Jess, W. }-'. Randall.

FOXHOUNDS—Open, dixjs and bitches.

1. Withheld.
2. Stormer, W. Proper.
3. Ranger, W. Proper.

BEAGLES—Challenge, dogs and bitches.

I. Ch. Racer, Jr., Rockland Keiniel.s.

OPEN, DOt.S.

1. Roy K., Rockland Kennels.
2. True Boy, Charles Campion.
3. Banjo, Charles Campion.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Juno, H. P.Breay.
2. Erameline, Rockland Kennels.
3. Dainty, Colonel Maybee.
R. Fanny K., Rockland Kennels,
c. Stella, Charles Campion.

POINTERS—Challenge, dogs and bitches.

1. Pomraery Sec, W. H. Hyland.
FanN.. W. H. Hyland.
Belle Randolph, Robert Leslie.

open, dogs.

Ossining, W. H. Hyland.
Tempest, W. Ledyard.

OPEN, bitches.

t. Lady Graphic, W. H. Hyland.
2. Phantom, Fred. W. Shaw.

ENGLISH SETTERS.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Cambriana, W. B. Wells.

OPEN, dogs.

Edgemark, Francis S. Brown.
Romney, W. B. Wells.
Viscount, Mt. Washington Kennels.
Tony Gladstone, Mt. Washington Kennels.
Matane, W. B. Wells.
Benzine, Harrj' Northwoo<l.

H. Oscar, George C Thompson.
Jack, P. H. Hamilton.

PUGS

—

Challenge, dogs and bitches.

Bob loy. Dr. M. H. Cryer.
Bessie, Dr. M. H. Cryer.
Cassina, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, DO(;s.

Eberhart's Cashier, Eberhart Pug Kennels.
Curtis, Mrs. M. M. Ballentine.
Friz, C. H. A. Lees.
Barney, A. H. Luxton.
Ka8h,'jr., Seminole Kennels.

H. Fritr Emmett, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Sateen, Howard Bros.
2. Mabel E., Eberhart Pug Kennels.
3. Fannie K., Eberhart Pug Kennels,
k. Peggy Pride, Eberhart Pug Kennels.
V. Lady Victoria, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

Cribbage, Dr. M. H. Cryer.
H. Pearl de Jardin, >eminole Kennels.

Flos , W. Elliott.

WATER SPANIELS—Open, dogs and bitches.

2. Jack, George Knox.
CLUMBER SPANIELS.

CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. I^ady Bromine, Mercer & Middleton.
2. Boss III, Mercer & Middleton.

OPEN, dogs.

I. Johnny, Jr., Mercer & Middleton.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Lady Joan. Mercer & Middleton.

FIELD SPANIELS.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Bridford Gladys, Arthur I.,aidlaw.

OPEN, DOGS.

Samson, Andrew Laidlaw.
Brantford Mohawk, Brant Cocker Kennels.
Toby. No Name Given.

COCKER SPANIELS—CHALLENGE, dogs.

1. Black Duke, Luckwell & Douglass.
2. Brantford Red Jacket, Brant Cocker Ken-

nels.

3. King of Obos, Ancient and Modern Spaniel
. Kennels.

V. Ch. Rabbi, Andrew Laidlaw.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. Miss Obo II, Andrew Laidlaw.
2. Bessie W., Andrew Laidlaw.

King Pharaoh's Sister, Luckwell & Doug-
lass.

OPEN. DOGS.

Black Dufferin, Luckwell & Douglass.
Oban, Andrew Laidlaw.
Obadiab, Ancient and Modern Spaniel Ken-
nels.

V. Sport, Martin O'Neil.
B. Brock. Andrew Laidlaw.
c. King Ravery, Joseph Kennedy.

I.

2.

3-

R.

V.

I.

2.

3-

I.

2.

^.

R.
V.

I.

2.

3-

3-

I.

3.

3-

POULTRY an" PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

During our two weeks' absence a num-
ber of letters and communications were
received that were obviously unanswered
or not passed upon. They will receive

prompt attention this week.

* *

We met a great many fanciers through-

out New York State, and the Worid's
Fair was naturally discussed. It is the

almost universal opinion that an eastern

man should be selected as superintend-

ent, and that i'ackham would be the

most suitable. We also found that Mr.
Pierce was well thought of, in fact he is

decidedly in the race as far as the west-

ern candidates are coneerued.
*

* *
This is refreshing after the attacks

made in poultry papers against Messrs.

Rackham and Pierce. Why these gentle-

men should be selected as targets by the

lilliputian opposition is not so difficult

to understand after all, but the opposi-

tion would do well to imitate the friends

of the two candidates mentioned. The
latter have thus far not placed themselves

in a position that might lead to a crow-

eating feast later on.

* «
The contest is an open one, and neither

abuse nor blackmailing will win a fight.

The man that wins will be supported by
the fanciers, no matter whether he is

from the East or West.

» «
Another point that interests fanciers is

the meeting of the specialty clubs next

winter. The consensus of opinion is that

all specialty clubs should meet in Chica-

go in 1893 with the A. P. A. If our

western friends fail to secure the special-

ty clubs in 1892 they can rest assured

that in 1893 "the motley crowd" will be

present in their best "bib and tucker,"
*

« *

Philadelphia will have an immense
show, and preparations are being made
by many fanciers to attend.

« »
This in spite of a disgraceful and cun-

ning attempt by some unknown enemy
to injure the show. It seems that one
poultry paper, and we are sorry to state

that it is published in Philadelphia, has

opened its columns to the enemy. As
the aforesaid poultry paper has not

reached our table, nor that of the officers

of the Philadelphia Poultry and Pigeon

Club, we cannot comment on its strict-

ures. We hope to secure a copy, and
next week proceed to analyze the attacks.

This may give a few men time to get in

out of the wet.

« •

The following we glean from the New
York Worid:

"The attention of the Princess of
Wales and her colleagues on this side the
water is respectfully invited to the fashion
plates of this fall. A public opinion has
oeen built up wliich removes the stuffed
bird from the female bat, but ano:her
and even more fatal fashion has taken
its place. Feather capes, feather ruffs,

feather trimmings, are all the rage, and,
accordingly, where one bird was sacri-

ficed before, the immolation of a score
is required now. If the barnyard could
do the decoration there would be no just
cause for complaint, but there is no style
in a hen feather, and the little wild bird
and the beautiful song birds must there-
fore die. Complete extermination awaits
our feathered friends, unless the Pr ncess
and her American peresses at once frown
down the present Otaheitan style."

scarce to admit a further slaughter. A
stuffed bird is fit for a museum, but on a
bonnet is a sorry travesty on nature and
the good sense of the wearer. Feathered
capes may be pretty, but why not utilize

the millions of chicken feathers that now
go to waste ?

*
* *

«
*

The butterflies of fashion will hardly

heed the alxive sensible advice. Our
song and wild birds are growing too

That reminds us to give a tip to those
who "hit the pipe" and enjoy the weed.
The primary feathers of the wings of
fowls are exceedingly useful in cleaning
the pipe stems, and it is a wonder that
some enterprising poultryman has not
seen the market value of a nicely cut
and prepared bundle of feather pipe
cleaners. This is a gentle hint.

ft ft

Probably a market for Leghorn and
Minorca combs could be formed in the
Chinese quarter ofNew York or San Fran-
cisco. The rice-eaters, on their native
heath, are said to relish pickled combs
of fowls. A poultry crank, reading an
account of this comb-eating propensity
of the Chinese, remarked: "That's cruel,

and it's Ah Sin to do it."

ft
« ft

We were amused recent'y at the fran-

tic endeavors of an exhibitor at a coun-
try fair to impress upon the judge of
poultry the necessity of disregarding all

disqualifications existing in the standard.
ft

ft ft

This exibitor, like many others who do
the country shows, had a lot of birds

that were "out for the stuff," to use a

Gotham sporting phrase. They must
ynu at all hazards, for the exhibitor was
a prominent factor in filling up the show,
and his liberality could not be resisted.

ft
ft ft

As it happened that several pens of
birds belonging to one of these autocrats

were of a breed that required clean legs,

without feathers, it also happened that

a bountiful supply of feathers were
found on the shanks of several birds.

•••
The birds and pen were disqualified.

This raised the ire of the exhibitor, and
he immediately proclaimed in no uncer-

tain tones that it was "the dinged last time
that he'd show at this dinged show."

ft
ft ft

He went on to state that he bought the

best birds, bred the best birds aud "jest

because" he didn't see "them dinged
feathers" he is deprived of what belongs

to him. He won at a big show only a

few weeks ago with the same birds, etc.,

etc.

ft ft

It is the old, old story, and reminds
us of one that we believe Uncle Isaac

Felch told. An exhibitor who was usu-

ally careful made a mistake once upon a

time in sendiug a pen of birds to a show
where Felch judged. Uncle Isaac has

an eye like a hawk and found a few dis-

qualifying feathers, which threw the pen
out of competition. The exhibitor was
wrothy, but on having the fatal feathers

pointed out to him by Uncle Felch he
exclaimed, "Ber gosh. Uncle, I went to

church and forgot to shave."
*

ft ft

Now, how many men do the same
thing? Many a prize is lost through
such oversights, aud many a temper is

ruffled in consequence. A conscientious

judge must disqualify all such specimens

even at a fall pumpkin show, aud yet

the heart and conscience of a judge

rebels at the very thought often.

*
ft ft

The fact remains, however, that a

enforces them to the letter. It is easy to
see why some men are popular as judges
and why others are not.

* *
It has injured many honest judges and

killed many amateur showmen, and not
a few promising breeds. That's why we
object to disqualification, except for radi-

cal deformities in any breed.
«

ft ft

doubtful measures, and where one-judge
is blind to such radical dematiUs another

Read the advertisement of our Christ-

mas number in another column care-

fully, then act promptly and order a
card, large or small, to be inserted in

that issue of Thk Fanciers' Journal.
«

ft ft

We shall publish from time to time
descriptive articles on noted poultry
farms and their proprietors. This week
we give a description of a visit to the
Mt. Pleasant Poultry Yards, owned by
Messrs. C. A. Sharp & Co.

*
* *

During our journey in the Empire
State we naturally met with a number of
devoted chicken fanciers. At Lockport,
N Y., we were pleased to meet Mr. R.

H. BuUey, of Canton, Ohio, who is a
.strong admirer of the Indian game. Mr.
Bulley was bent on a visit to the yards of
Messrs. Sharp in order to get an idea

what other stock besides his own looks

like. vSuch practice is highly com-
mendable and should be encouraged, as

nothing conduces to a more liberal ap-

preciation of what we possess and what
others possess than getting away from
home aud seeing the world.

ft
ft ft

Mr. Bulley impressed us as a fancier

who will not rest until the best birds ob-

tainable by intelligent breeding can be

called his own.
ft

ft ft

The In<lian game has been classed as a

tender and delicate bird by those who
have never bred them. The South is a

trying climate to all unacclimated fowls,

but the following letter written by Dr.

Joseph C. Merritt speaks for itself: "I
have tried thirteen different breeds in

Florida and they (the Indian games) are

the only ones that fill the bill all around."

*
ft

A drought must have struck some o
our exchanges. We are still waiting for

the August Fanciers' Monthly, New
England Fancier, Poultry News, Guide
and Friend aud a few others.

*
ft ft

We have just received a copy of
"Rackham's International Directory of

Pigeon Breeders." This is as complete
a list of breeders of pigeons as it is pos-

sible to compile. The arrangement is

admirable, the old alphabetical system
in vogue in most directories being dis-

carded, and in its place we find every va-

riety of pigeon aud all sub-varieties cata-

logued, aud under each class we find

every breeder who is identified with the

variety. This saves much time, and is

e .pecially valuable to the amateur, who,
being interested perhaps in only one va-

riety, can readily find the names of those

who breed his favorites.

ft
ft ft

It has taken something like two years

to compile this list, and only those en-

gaged in such work can realize the diffi-

culties incurred to make it reliable and
accurate. The book is well printed and
easily worth the fifty cents charged

for it.

ft ft

The publication, of this book should si-

faulty standard impo^s thes? often lence the carping critics who before its

issue were ready to attribute all sorts of

malice to Mr. Rackham. They even ac-

cused the latter of dishonesty because be
did not issue the book at a pace to suit

them. The "pace that kills" belongs to
the aforesaid critics, and they can now
contemplate the old saying with profit to

themselves, "Evil he who evil thinks."

Pigeon Notes ft-om Rochester.
From our Special Correspondent.

Rochester, Sept. 8.—At the second
meeting of the Rochester Homing Club,

September 4, little was done except to
make arrangements for the race whioh
took place on Labor Day.

The first race of the Rochester Homing
Club was over the southwest course
from Farmersville, sixty-five miles in an
air line. Mr. T. J. Delantie. agen'

the American Express Company at

station, kindly liberated the birds,

the club takes tins opportunit}* to '

hcly thank him for the serv ce.
There were twenty two entries-

Mack 14, Mr. Vogel 3, Mr. Tobiu
Messrs. Vaisey Bros. 2.

Messrs. Mack's, Vaisey Bros.' and Vo-
gel's birds, which went down in one
basket, were tossed at 10.10 A. M.and
passed the bob wires as follows : Mr.
Mack's at 12.03, Messrs. Yaisey Bros.' at
12.10. Owing to acci<lent the time of ar-
rival of Mr. Vogel's birds was not taken.
Mr. Tobin's, which went in a .separate
basket, were tossed at 1040 A. M. ami
passed the bob wires at 1 1.55 A. M.

Mr. Delantie wrote a postal card
stating that Farmersville is in a deep
valley, and that the birds when release«l
circled around twenty minutes, until they
raised out of the valley on a line with the
hill.s.

The weather was pleasant, with a light
wind in their favor.

Mr. Tobin's birds won handily. Fol-
lowing is the summary :

Distance
(yards).Name. ,, „,.

Tohin 110,880
Mack 114,400
Vaisey Bros 112,640

Velocity.

1478,40
1012.38

938.66

In a practice race last Thursday Messrs.
Mark and Tobin's birds made fifty miles
in sixty minutes.
Vaisey Bros, had the misfortune to

have two of their birds shot. As they
are beginners this is hard luck, these
two being the pick of their breeders.

Octagon.

Transfer of Fine Pigreons.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have bought out two of the most
successful short faced tumbler lofts in

the West, viz.: Mr. Otto Rentlinger's,

of Cincinnati, who won first on all short-

faced tumblers at the great Cincinnati

show, and special for finest short-faced

tumblers in the show room in a class of
nearly eighty birds ; also, Mr. Fre<l
Heyners' entire collection, which were
considered one of the finest studs in
America. Mr. Heyners has bred short-
faced tumblers for many years, adding
from time to time the best blood from
Mr. Henry Erdmann and Mr. T. S.
Gaddes. With these two lofts I thuik I

will have a few short-faced tumi)K rs to
show and breed from next season.

George Ewald
Cincinnati, Sept. 7, 189-.

World's Fair Superintendent.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I would, without disparaging the quali-

fications of the numerous candidates who
have been presenteil to the public

through the mediur: of the poultry

journals for the position ofsuperintendent

of the poultry department of the World's
Fair, to be held at Chicago, opine that
it should be a representative American,
one whom all fanciers would have the ut-
most confidence in and whose efforts in
the past to promote the interests of
fanciers merits the honor. I can recall
to mind no man more worthy of the
honor or think would give better satis-

faction to the North, South, East and
West than Philander Williams, Esq., of
Taunton, Mass. Who seconds the mo-
tion ? Yours truly,

George S. Pratt.
Bridgeport, Sept. 7, 1891.
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CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK.

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the
"Wing- for Our Readers.

HV TRIXIK.

Still Ihc'v come, new breeds and new

l)ai)ers. Of the latter the latest i.s tlie

Fanners' I'onltry and Swine Jonrnal that

will make its appearance September i.

It .should fin<l a liberal support, as it is

])ublished in tlie interest of two leadin^^

aj.(ricultural interests of the country.

Wonder if it will answer roll call on the

niornini* of January r, 1893.

Clond, of the News, claims to have

l>cen threatened no less than three times

in the short space of twenty-one months

with libel proceed inj.(s. If 1 were Uncle

Mike I'd turn the "doj^s of law" upon

him for his comments upon his "pony"

and "ly])ewriter," but I wonder which

of the two is responsi»)le for the late ap-

pearance of June and July Gxiide and
Friend.
We witnessetl an anmsinj^ scene one

day la.st week. The "fathers" of our town
directed that all doj^s found uj)on the
street without a niu/.zle should be shot.

Our chief not havinj; implicit confidence
in him.self as a revolver shot keeps a
loaded .shot j^^un in the enjjine house for

the shootinj< of unnmzzled canines. I'pon
the day in (juestion an Fjij^lish lady
came «l<)wn to the Initcher's, accomj)a-
nieil by a small terrier and unmuzzled.
The chief spied him, and j.(ettin>< his

jfun ready for action he advanced uj)on

the enemy, but as he, the doj.^, main-
tained a ])o.sition upon the sidewalk where
peo])le were constantly passinj( he u.sed

the muzzle of his i^nn to j^et him onto
open ;L;round. At this staj^e of the j^anie

I slipped into the .shop and told the lady
wliat was about to transpire. Out slie

ruslied, and if you are a lover of rich and
racy Kn^jlish it would have tlonc your
soul j.jood to have heanl her. He re-

tiealed the worst crest-fallen chief I

have ever seen.

Si)eakmj4 of ladies reminds me that
" Tennessee " objects to the word lady,

and says woman is the a])propriate term
to make use of, but then he is wrong, very
\\ronj<. All females are women, there is

no doubt of that, but then all women are
not ladies; tlie term lady is a title of
Mobility, as it were. Each grade of
society has its ladies and its women, and
the "coons" have as good a right to the
title t)f latly as we "white trash."
Why can't the I'^ast produce more thau

one lady ])oultry writer ? We of the
West have (juite a number of good ones,
among whoui we might mention Mrs.
Dr. Wel)ster, Mrs. May Taylor, Mrs. J.
1\. Howe, Mrs. HcUe'L. Sprowl, Mrs.
lid. HolTman. "Kit Clover " and dozens
more, antl they all have a host of appre-
ciative readers. Do the ladies of the
Hast take no interest in poultrN', or are
they too modest to " take their pen in

hand" and give us a few pages from
their book of experience ? Modest}- is

woman's fairest charm, but she may
carry it too far, so, la<lies, send along
your experience, I'll guarantee to read it

if no one else does.

And then I would like to see lady
judges at our shows. I am sure they
would be a success. Women arc never
satisfied with their work unless it is of a
high order, and I feel confident they
would soon be able to give "pointers"
to our old judges. Take Miss Wliitney,
the St. Bernard judge, if you please—who
stands higher than does she ? None, no,
n(»t one, and what one woman can do so
ran others. I vote for woman ju<lges.

" White " poults is worrying the News
editor, and he has applied far and near
to the breeders of bronze turkeys for a
solution of the question :

" Whence
come they ?" Some think they may be
"sports," and others are positive {hey
are, while yet others don't know what
they are. My benighted friends, don't
you know everything has a tendency to
albinoism, and why should a white bronze
ponlt not be a genuine "sport?"
Where is the Cochin controversy

likely to end ? Felch is accused of a de-
sire to Brahmaize the Cochin familv,
while goodness only knows what the sage
of Cochin Hill would do to them if he
iiad his own sweet will in all things. Our

American Cochin breeders almost to a
man are dead set against vulture hock.s.

Why, for my part, I think them an addi-
tional adornment to them, and would be
pleased to see all Cochins bred with the
thoroughly despised vulture hock. We are
now forced to exclude from the breeding
pen many birds that but for this so-called

defect are nearly perfect. I believe the
Knglishman's head is about level ou the
subject of vulture hocks.

If the weather " settles uj)," or "down,"
and l)ecomes " fair," I shall attend my
first fair of the season the present week,
and as it is held in a good chicken town
I expect to see a good show of "feathers

"

and secure some chips for my next com-
munication. Hope so, for the long con-
tinued "dry spell" has about pumped
me out.

During the next six weeks we expect to
attend fairs in three states, some of
which will be state fairs, and I hojic our
fanciers will be out in full force with
large exhibits of their best fowls. Of
course we do not expect either old birds
or chicks to make as fine a show as they
would next January, but, all the same,
bring them out. We all know the " obi
ones " are moulting, or about to, and the
chicks, unless early hatched, have not
attained the perfections of maturity, and
we'll make due allowances for these un-
avoidable defects.

Care of Chickens.

Now comes the season wht n even the

late broods of chickens are being weaned.

Some hens during the summer will wean
their chicks when they are quite young,

causing considerable trouble. The Amer-
ican Poultry Yard contains some prac-
tical suggestions on this point, which are
as follows

:

By ])ropcr management the early
chicks may be kept in thriving condition
througii the summer, and all turn to
valuaijle account either as breeding stock,
exhibition binls or broilers. Every one.
on coming to a fledged coiwlition. will

bring a rea«ly, profitable cash price or
live on with the prospect of still better
profits to the breeder.
The weanlings may be kept for a while

after the sei)aration in the same coo]) as
before, care l)eing taken not to allow too
much ventilation during cold nights, and
to be sure and give sufficient fresh air in

sultry weather. Two or more weaned
broixls may sometimes be united at this
stage of proceedings to good advantage,
so that they will keep each other warm.
To unite broods draw the coops a little

nearer together each day for a few
days, and then take away a ])art of the
coojjs altogether, when the young birds
will be forced to congregate. Of course,
in order to huddle together o" nights to
advantage the chicks must be all of the
.same age and size.

All who niKlertake the management of
domestic animal -1 find that the young
need .some special care bestowed upon
them when the mother casts ihem off ami
leaves them to look for food themselves.
While the mother hen broods her chicks
they cannot crowd and trample upon
eacii other to their damage, but when
she leaves them and flies up so high to
roost that they cannot reach her, they
huddle together in a corner or l)eside

some ct)op or box, and often smother,
some at the bottom of the pile. This
would be almost iiiipos.sible if only one
broo«l were in a jjlace. but, as among the
human family, misery often makes
strange bedfellows, so about the poultry
yard there will often be found some
younglings, after they have retired for

the night, giving forth that peculiar
chirp which to the practiced ear .'ays as
plainly as can be that they miss the
v^-outed maternal comforts, and those
which were left yesterday ap])eal to those
which have been motherless for longer or
shorter periods through this mournful
cry, and they literally pile up at night
only to make a goo<l share of their num-
ber still more miserable.
The best reme<ly for this trouble is to

]nit only broods of the same age and size

of birds loge'her, as above recommended,
and to allow not more than two or three
broods to minyle until they get over their
brooding haV>it. When you are ready to
break up their huddling by encouraging
roosting, prepare low perches, not more
than six inches from the ground to begin
with, when they are old enough to perch.
A little attention may .save valuable
chicks at this period of their lives.

HATCHING AND CARE OF CHICKS.

Fannie Dnncan in Atueriam AgricuUnrist.

In starting a poultry yard, the first

thing to be thought of is what breed of

fowls shall be chosen. This should be

done with reference to the object most
desired, whether it be beauty of form

and color, egg production, quality of

meat, size, hardihood, or early maturity.

Birds are to be had which have been

"bred to a feather" for each of these

qualities. To secure not only good

strains, but good individuals, the city

poultry -raiser should have the best to be

purchased. Only the best pay.

A first-class chicken is the result of

careful selection. Its ])arents have been

thoughtfully chosen, suitably housed,

wisely fed, and daily exercised. This

all goes to make a favorable heritage for

the young chick ; for the fine bird is pro-

duced id the egg, not in the raising.

Eggs for setting .should not be over two

or three weeks old. I're.sh eggs not only

hatch sooner than old ones, but produce

stronger chicks. I have a large shelf

nailed up in the cow-house adjoining the
hennery which is pierced with round
holes, into which are put the eggs for in-

cubation, large end downward. This is

directly contrary to the usual custom,
but I find that to place the small end
downward causes the "air-bubble" to

spread, detaching it from its membran-
ous lining, and so losing much of vitality

to the egg. The warm air of the stable,

moist with the breath of cows, is better
for the egg than the dry air of the house.
The sitter's nest, too, is safer in a

situation not too dry, as dryness and
heat harden the viscid fluid of the egg,
often causing the loss of the chick. The
mother hen knows this instinctively. If

left to herself she will, on leaving the
nest for daily exercise, go into long,

damp grass, and return cool and dewy
with the moisture ou her breast. But
let no beginner construe this as recom-
mending damp or chill situations. Noth-
ing is more important than perfect drain-

age for the henhouse. Nests with sliding
bottoms are best. Into these put plenty
of clean straw, well sprinkled with flour

of sulphur, being careful that the nest is

not too concave.
.Set only a moderate number of eggs,

especially for very early broods, as the
oiit.side eggs are apt to get chilled in the
inclement weather of early spring, and,
since the good hen turns her eggs every
day, each egg is liable to become an out-

side one. If an egg is broken in the
nest, as soon as it is discovered all the
eggs are removed, immersed in lukewarm
water, and thoroughly cleansed. If the
broken egg has smeared the mother's
breast, that also is washed and dried.

The albumen of a broken egg closes the
pores of the shell, and suffocates the
young chick. Hens for sitting should be
tame, and well feathered about the breast
and thighs.

The young chicks usually break the
shell in twenty-one days, though cold
weather, stale eggs, the comlition of the
mother, and other circumstances may
cause a variation. For the first twenty-
four hours the chicks do not require any
food ; and the)' do actually better with-
out it. After that, for about two or three
weeks, hard-boiled eggs, chopped fine,

with oatmeal and bread crumbs are
given. During this time food should be
given very liberally—five or six times a
day—giving no more at each feeding
than they will eat up clean. Very j'oung
chicks can not consume food enough at

a single meal to last for several hours,
as their crops are small and their growth
is rapid. After they are three weeks old
they may be fed different varieties of
food ; it pays to give cracked wheat, or
rice, bread crumbs, cabbage, chopped
fine, meat, raw or cooke*!, and corn
meal, wet with milk. As the chickens
continue to grow, more and coarser food
should be given. The more rapidly they
grow the more bone-making material
there should be given them. Broken
oyster shells answer the purpose as well
as anything.
An inflexible rule on our place is to kill

all chickens that show decided want of
vitality. It is the poorest economy of
time and patience to attempt to coddle

weak or sickly chickens. If the illness
is temporary, the fowl is kept separate a
few days. If not, off goes its head, and
the garbage box is its tomb. In this
way the fowls that are kept are the
healthiest and strongest. Out of these
again are selected the best specimens for
the winter. The rest are killed and
eaten. This chicken farm has been in
existence for five years, and in that time
there has been no epidemic of any kind
among young or old, no roup, cholera,
])aralysis, or other chicken disease. A
hen is never kept after the second sea-
son's laying.

•-«—

The Cackling of Hens.

Why do hens cackle ? This is one of

the numerous questions asked by each
one of us, without, however, giving any
satisfactory solution, for we cannot l>c-

lieve, as cocks do with the most sincere

conviction, that it is to inform the pro-

prietor of the hen hou.se that there 's a

new egg. Is it a kind of cry of satisfac-

tion at having finished, a noisy stretch-

ing of the liml)s, stiffened and fatigued

by the cramped position ? The fatigue

is not very great, we think. Is it a rem-
nant of a wild habit? or again, is it a

special characteristic of the domesticated
animal ? This is the important question,

and one which should put us into the

right track. It seems that in reality the
wild hen, the Gallus bankiva of India,
from which our domestic hens probably
descend, has the familiar cackling habit
of our poultry yards, and it is not long
since Nature published some notes from
correspondents affirming the fact in reply
to a question made on this subject by
one of its readers. It appears, however,
that the wild hen is less babbling than
our domestic fowl, which on account of
its mode of existence is better able to de-
vote time to conversation. And on the
other hand, domestic hens which fall

back into the wild state, as is the case in
South .\merica, according to L'Eleveur.
preserve their habit of cackling. It is

then here a question of natural in.stinct.

and not of instinct acquired in the course
of domestication. But before being able
to ascertain its utility, we have a right to
inquire whether it does not present a
great danger. Is it not dangerous for a
hen to run and announce urdi el orbi
that an egg has just been laid, when so
many enemies are in the neighborhood
who would devour with joy the hen itself,

or the egg. if not both ? Yes, without
doubt, but it is good to remark that in
the wil I state, at least, the hen never be-
gins to cackle near the nest it has just
left, but runs to a considerable distance
before doiv.g so. In this way the egg is

not endangered, and on the other hand,
if the cackling has the inconvenience of
attracting enemies, perhaps, it also at-
tracts the cock, which the hen wants to
do. It is a way of drawing attention to
herself, of saying, "I am here," and
many other things also * * « if the
domestic hen has become garrulous to the
extent within our knowledge, it is to be
ascribed to the greater necessity of at-
tracting the attention of the cock, which
in the midst of eight, ten, or twelve hens
more easily forgets its duties, and the
manner of dividing them, which is not
the case in the wild state with a very
limited household train, generally two or
three wive.s.—Reviie Scientifique.
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—A writer in the Rural New Yorker in

writing on the subject of "Feeding for
Flavor," says : "There are many more
varieties of wild ducks than of tame, but
there is only one kind (the canvas back)
seeks and eats wild celery ; and so far as
I know—and I have had considerable ex-
perience among wild ducks in the tide
waters of Maryland and Virginia, as well
as on the Pacific coast—no other ducks
have the peculiar flavor of celery. When
the ducks that breed in the immense
fresh-water marshes of northern Alaska,
and get fat on seeds, roots and grass,
first come down to salt water, they are as
fine flavored as the most fastidious epi-
cure could desire ; but there is a gradual
change, and in six or eight weeks after

they began eating shell fish, etc., the
fish flavor is so strong that very few can
eat them, and I don't believe that any-
one can relish them, and no amount or
style of cooking can destroy the fl.avor.".

ORIGIN OF THE FO'WL.

They Are Descended from One
Wild Original Species.

Krom the American Poultry Yard.
The great difference in the character-

istics of fowls is the favorite argument in
support of their descent from more than
a single species, an argument which is

not very potent because of the fertility of
the cross-bred fowls inter se, and because
even greater diversity of figure is seen in
domesticated pigeons, concerning whose
•lescent from a single species there is no
doubt. Those who argue in favor of
more than one species are too apt to
overlook the effects of domestication, of a
change in climate and food, of what Mr.
Darwin calls "correlation of growth," of
unconscious selection and other causes
which may have been active in effecting
the wonderful changes which have been
wrought. They attempt to find in the
gallus bankiva the ancestor of the games

;

in the gallus sonneralii the ance.stor of
the Spanish ; in the gallus varius the an-
cestor of the Malay and the Brahma

; and
so on. To the wild breeds now known
they would refer the long list of domesti-
cated fowls, cataloguing those which are
the descendants of each, from some real
or fancied resemblance that each variety
bears to one of the wild species.

It is argued that we have not suflicient
•lata to pronounce the hybrids from the
sonnerat fowl absolutely sterile, for one
hundred hybri«is were raised at Calcutta
by Mr. Blyth, showing great fertility
with the domesticated fowl. These hun-
dred were sterile, when bred inter se, it
is true, but as they were produced under
artificial conditions their sterility counts
for little. They were delicate, and, as it
is well known the pure sonnerat fowl is
delicate when placed under artificial, al-
though reasonably hardy when under
natural conditions', this delicacy of con-
stitution is taken as an argument in
favor of the unnatural conditions under
which they were kept, and as serving,
therefore, to account for their apparent
sterility. And upon the testimony of
Mr. Douglas the hybrids with him were
ver}' prolific and bred freely. There is

also the in.stance of three hybrids that
were fertile inter se at the Zoological Gar-
dens. The horuy plates in the cock's
plumage have been diminisiied or have
disappeared in the hybrids, if the testi-
mony of Mr. Douglas is to be accredited.
Nor in this is he unsupported, for Dr.
Horner refers to a remark made by Mr.
Hunt, then chief superintendent of the
aviaries at the Zoological Gardens, Re-
gent's Park, that there were but "two
cock birds in England really bred direct
from the sonnerat jungle fowl which ex-
hibit the peculiar golden plate on the
feathers." If, then, they say, the hybrids
are fertile inter se, and the'golden plates
disappear, may we not argue that those
<lomesticated fowls which mo.st clo.sely
re.semble in plumage and other charac-
teristics the .sonnerat fowl have descended
from this species ?

Concerning the gallus Stanleyii it is

argued that the sterility of the hybrids
rests solely on the testimony of two in-
dividuals, and, that as this fowl breeds
freely with the native fowls of Ceylon,
but will not breed in captivity, the sup-
posed sterility of hybrids may be owing
entirely to the change in their sur-
roundings, and not due to any inherent
incapacity to perpetuate their race. It is

also argued that the peculiar crow, so
very different from the crow of the do-
mesticated cock, if unsupported by other
reasons, would be regarded as an insufii-
cient rea.son for rejecting the bird as one
of the parent stocks. In many cases of
reversion among domesticated fowls there
is a tendency toward a red or brown breast
in the cock, and this tendency points
toward a red or brown-breasted ancestor,
like the wild variety under consideration.
In reference to the gallus varius it is

argued that the single median wattle is

not an insuperable objection, and Mr.
Wright gives an instance of this character-
istic appearing upon a light Brahma hen
sent by Mr. J. M. Wade, of Philadelphia,
to Mr. G. William Petter, of Streatham
Grove, Surrey. The hen is thus described
by Mr. Wright

:

" There is not a vestige of the ordinary
wattles at the sides of the base of the
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lower mandible ; but instead thereof an
immense single wattle hanging in the true
median Ime, giving the whole head a most
peculiar expression, which is added toby
the shapeless character of the comb "
Mr. Wright testifies that he has had

upon his own Brahmas the middle wattle
excessively developed, while the true
wattles were scarcely visible, and he
quotes Mr. F.Wragg, an extensive breeder
of Brahmas, of having had on several oc-
casions birds in which the two wattles
were joined together, although the di-
vision remained plainly perceptible It
IS further argued that the Brahma shows
the forked tail of the wild variety, and
this characteristic is occasionally seen
in other breeds, and that the shaded
bands across the tails of some Borneo
fowls mentioned by Mr. Darwin, and by
him attributed to a possible cross with
the gallus varius, which displays this
characteristic, are often present in the
tail feathers of dark Brahmas

; and that
there is to both the white and black, in
the hackles and saddles, of dark Brahmas
a greenish lustre not present in other
breeds. The comb of the Brahma, too,
is often lumpy and irregular, resembling
in some degree the comb of gallus furca-
tus

; while that of the silky fowl is purple
and unserrated, and more closely ap-
proximates to the comb of the wild species.
It is, therefore, argued that as there is a
tendency toward the median wattle still
perceptible in the Brahmas, as their pea
comb often comes in an irregular and
lumpy state and without serrations, some-
what resembling the comb of gallus va-
rius, as their tails possess the shaded
bands observable in this wild species, and
as the pea comb often appears by re-
version when the Asiatic races are crossed,
as there is a greenish luster to their
plumage, and as the silky fowl, which is
supposed to be allied to the Brahmas, as
they sometimes present a semi-silky
plumage, has a purple, lumpy, unser-
rated comb, it is not a violent pre-
sumption to find the ancestor of some of
our breeds in the gdlus varius.
The claims of the gallus bankiva to be

the progenitor, at lea.st, of the game fowl
will pa.ss unchallenged. Its wide distri-
bution, its variation in color and size, the
fertility of its hybrids with the parent
stock, its general resemblance in color to
the black-breasted red game, its crow
clo.sely resembling that of the domestic
cock, and its replacing its neck hackles
by short dark grey or black feathers after
moulting and before the reappearance of
the true hackles—a characteristic that
has been observed in some game fowls

—

certainly entitle it to be ranked as the
great sire of the game.
From this many would at once proceed

to refer each domestic variety to its prob-
able original. They would make out a
catalogue of the varieties under each
species. They would state positively
which wild fowl was the remote ancestor
of the game, the Dorking, the Poli.sh, the
Hamburg, the Spanish, the Brahma and
so through the whole li.st.

Upon all this evidence, however, Mr.
I^wis Wright asks: "What are we,
then, to suppose? That the gallus fur-
catus, for instance, was the progenitor of
the Brahma. Just as the gallus bankiva
almost unquestionably was of the game ?

By no means
; no naturali.st would come

to any such conclu.sion. What we think
is clear is simply that there are tenden-
cies in some of our domestic breeds w hich
certainly are not due to the gallus ban-
kiva, and which, as they are found in the
gallus furcatus, are probably the result
of natural rather than artificial develop-
ment ; a conclusion which is strengthened
by the fact that another feature of gallus
furcatus, not usually found in the do
mestic breed most resembling it, .still

appears occa.sionally by reversion in that
same breed. Hence, we are dispo.sed to
think the original type can only be found
-still further back ; that it diverged into
various sub-types, including the four
wild breeds still known ; and developed
through the gallus bankiva into the
games, while other breeds were reached
through collateral branches, now either
extinct or possibly still farther modified
into the present other three known races. '

'

Shall we accept this conclusion, or shall
we look for another? Is there any flaw-
in the reasoning by which it is reached ?

Let us see.

In the first place, there is no evidence
of an older race than the four now known,
nor is there any evidence of collateral
branches .now extinct. -We are aware
that the geological record" is neces.sarily

imperfect, and that there is a possibility
that all the four wild species descended
from some common and remote ancestor

;

but, while the doctrine of evolution has
many facts to support its acceptance, it
seems to us that this is pushing it farther
than there is any real neces.sitv of. There
are tendencies in our domesticated fowls
that are not seen in the gallus bankiva,
we admit, but that they are not due to
this .species—that is, that they have not
come from this species, under the influ-
ence of domestication, is by no means so
clear. We think that Mr. Wright lays
too much stress upon what he calls a
tendency in Brahams to revert to the
median single wattle and to the : ands
seen upon the tail of the gallus varius.
He goes .so far as to admit of having seen
in the game cock the forked tail, which
IS a characteristic of the gallus varius,
and yet we do no; think that he wouhi
for a moment .suppo.se that this was due
to the influence of that wild breed, or
that it tended to disprove that the games
were descended from any oth-r than the
gallus bankiva. If this tendencv, which
was unquestionably due to artificial rather
than natural cau.ses, appeared upon a
fowl that was descended from the gallus
bankiva, why may we not refer the other
tendencies which he has pointed out to
the same causes ?

We are inclined to think that he has
underrated the great changes that are ef-
fected by domestication, changes which,
as we have seen in pigeons, h.ive trans-
formed the clean-headed, clean-throated
and clean-legged rock pigeon into the
hooded Jacobin, the frilled turbit, the
feather-legged swallow, the globular-
cropped pouter and the tufted and crested
trumpeter,as well as other equally marked
variations in other breeds. He has, too,
it seems to us, underrated the tendency
to variation exhibited by the gallus ban-
kiva, an indication of the possibility of
exhibiting all the changes which have
been wrought in our domesticated fowls,
and furnishing a ready explanation of the
changes which are appearing to-day

; and
he has, we think, also underrated the
weight that is to be given to the wide
habitat of the gallus bankiva, and the
much narrower range of the other wild
species.

What are we, then, to conclude*? We
think that the sonnerat fowl, although
in its general structure closely approach-
ing that of the common fowl, may be re-
jected as the ancestor of our domesticated
breeds, on account of the horny laminte
which appear upon its hackles, even if
they disappear by cross breeding, some-
thing that cannot be regarded as settled

;

on account of the absence of true hackle
feathers upon its loins; on account of
the difference in the comb, and especially
on account of its entirely different voice,
and on account of the absence of comb
and wattles in the hen. We may do the
same with the gallus Stanleyii because of
its voice, which not at all resembles that
of the domesticated fowl, even granting
the possibility of the fertility of its hy-
brids with the common fowl. So far as
we have any evidence they are absolutely
sterile

; but the voice alone seems a sufli-
cient ground for rejecting this species.
We may, we believe, also reject the gallus
varius because of its utterly different
plumage, its unserrated comb, and its
single wattle.

SILVER WYANDOTTES.

Pleasant Employment at Good Pay
The publishersofSEED-Ti ME AND Har-

vest, an old established monthly, deter-

mined to greatly increase their subscrip-
tion lists, will employ a number of active
agents for the ensuing six months at I50
PER MONTH or more if their services
warrant it. To insure active work an
additional cash prize of $100 will be
awarded the agent who obtains the larg-
est number of subscribers. "The early
bird gets the worm." vSend four silver
dimes, or twenty 2-cent stamps with vour
application, stating your age and terri-
tory desired, naming some prominent
business man as reference as to your
capabilties, and we will give you a trial.
The 40 cents pays your own subscription
and you will receive full particulars
Address

SEED-TIME AND HARVEST,
La Plume, Pa.

Some Facts About the Dark Col-
ored Egrg Producers.

Editor Fanciers' Tolrnal.
In your i.s.sue of August 8, under

" Notes in Pa.ssing," finding items of in-
terest to breeders of silver Wyandottes.
I am also moved to give .some facts for
the benefit of the readers of The Fan-
ciers' Journal, from which they are at
liberty to draw their own conclusions as
to this valuable breed of fowls being ex-
ceptionally good i)roducers of the "dark
colored shell eggs. '

' J have kept several
varieties of pure-bred fowls during the
past twenty years, at Blythecote Farm,
but eight or nine years since discarded
them all, excepting the pure .silver

Wyandottes alone. As a general pur-
po.se fowl I find them pre-eminent both
for their eggs and their meat.
Some ten years ago, being reciue.sted

to furnish cake and ice cream for a
church .sociable, and finding our stock of
eggs on hand reduced to one dozen Iwas obliged to drive miles before the re-
quired three dozen could be obtained •

but never since the silver Wyandottes
occupied our poultry houses \to their
credit be it .said) has there been a repeti-
tion of such an instance

; our egg garner
summer and winter, is filled for ali
occasions.

La.st fall after the breeding sea.son was
over I sent a prize jKiir of silver Wyan-
dottes to Mr. P. p. I-Vitzinger, of Cleve-
land, O. March 13. 1.S91, he writes as
ollows concerning them: "The hen
laid the first day and finished with the
twenty-sixth egg. I .set thirteen of them
and hatched nine ; rats took four and the
other five—three pullets and two cock-
erels—did better than aiiv I ever had •

hatched September 27, tliev began lav-
ing March 5, and all were fullv matured
in the spnng. Am surprised at the rate
tho.se Wyandottes are laving. I have
mated the cock, the hen and five pullets •

yesterday they laid no le.ss than six ejrirs'
about three days in the week thev lav
five eggs and three and four right along
hnday and Saturday we had the worst
storm of the sea.son—a regular old-time
bhzzard-but the WyandoUes laid all the
same

;
six eggs from six binls yesterday."

The above was given me'unsolicite«l
and IS ([noted here to show a characteris-
tic of the ])reed. It is an unusual thing
for hens to lay regularly before weaning
their chicks. They are naturally hardy
fowls and ea.sy keepers; easily rai.se(l
but difficulty is found in breeding per-
fectly to the feather. The perfect lace
with pure white centres and pure black
outside is an uncommon feature. The
contii'ued production of this distinct
colon. -g requires time and .skill, and the
true fancier take, great plea.sure in
watching the deveh.innent of his flock as
they become more aii.l more distinct in
feather during each pa.ssing year.

Ti.ere remains ik. (luestioii as to utility
values of the silver Wvandotte.s. as these
are now .settled facts, and jiatience iu
breeding to the feather will in a few
years more result <lesiral)lv in their
plumage as it has with other breeds. He
who would obtain best results cannot be
"carried about with everv wind of doc-
trine." but must make h'is work a per-
sonal .stutly. When having a steady pur-
pose, closely adhered to, ultimate success
IS but a question of time.

J. D. Tompkins.

—A tablespoon ful of ginger to a quart
- of soft feed is a good remedy for scouring.

Hens Destroying: Insects.

A flock of hens in an orchard that per-
mits of an extende<l range for foraging
may not perform as efficient service in
destroying insects as may be desired, but
the case is different when the hens are
confined in small yards. We have a few
peach trees in our yards, savs an ex-
change, and the soil around each tree is
kept loose, while the grain is scattered
under the tree and also scratched in with
a rake. The consequence is that the
hens are at work around the trees all the
time, and any insects that appear are de-
stroyed by them. The trees are very
large, the leaves a deep green, and,
though but three years old, are larger
and more attractive than those two or

I three vears older.
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NEW ENGLAND'S FAIR

Over Twelve Hundred Entries in

the Poultry Department.

Those Who Exhibited and the

Number of Their Entries—The

Full List of Awards.

From a Staff Corrcspondeut.

Worcester, Mass., Sept. 5.—The New
England Fair opened Tuesday morning,

September i, at the Worcester Fair

Grounds. The poultry department brought

out over 1200 entries. In white Wyan-

dottes were found twenty-eight birds,

Mr. J. A. Sawyer showing four pairs. A
cockerel hatched F'ebruary 20 was by far

the best ever shown, and the pullet in the

same pen was very typical. The silver-

laced Wyandottes were represented by

Mr. F. A. Wier, Jr., and the Climax In-

cubator Company, the latter showing the

best male birds and the former the best

females. Golden Wyandottes were exhib-

ited by H. A. Jones and D. A. Upham,
the latter showing a pullet that was hard

to beat.

Dark Brahma? were represented by J.

H. Phillips, A. W. Andrews and Ballon.

Mr. Phillips' birds were young, but prom-

ise well for the later shows, while Mr.
Barlow's were more developed, one cock-
erel promising to be a hustler. One hen
shown by Mr. Andrews was very evenly
pencilled. Light Brahmas brought nine-

teen specimens, nine being shown by W.
H. Wilson. One cockerel when grown
will have perfect flights, they being as

black as coal. Mr. Edward Fiske showed
a breeding pen of old birds. Mr. Lewis,
who has lately purchased the stock and
good will of Charles Wheeler, showed
some grand specimens, both old and
young. We wish him well in his new
venture ; surely he has a good founda-
tion to build upon.

Partridge Cochins were shown by Mr.
Ballou, twelve birds. The pencilling he
has produced he may well feel proud of.

H. S. Sealey .showed white crested black
Polish, some of the chickens showing ele-

gant crests, Mr. Hopkins, Mr. Tucker
and Mr. Jones contesting with him for

the honors. White Plymouth Rocks
showed up in goodly numbers. F*. S.

Pingy, Charles A. Bowker, A. W. An-
drews and Wright & Sons being the con-
testants, one pair owned by Bowker be-

ing especially worthy. Barred Plymouth
Rocks were a hot cla.ss, sixty-two en-

tered, the famous John B. Bowker show-
ing eighteen. Mr. Pope will surely give
Bowker a rub; it will be a close race how-
ever. The class was by far the best and
strongest in the exhibition, there being
not one poor l)ird in the string. Daniel
Lambert will come in on the home-
stretch, while the veteran, D. A. Upham,
is full of hope, as well he may be. One
pair of pea comb Plymouth Rocks was
suitable lor a dime show ; they surely

looked out of place amongst thorough-
breds. In black Javas two pairs were
shown by D. A. Upham.

Black Minorcas were shown by I. H.
Rich, and good birds they were, too.

Buff Cochins by F. S. Pingy and Mr.
Jones, the former showing one pair of
excellent fowls. J. Reid was alone in the
white Cochin class, while Jones was alone
in the black Leghorn chick claims

W. J. Wheeler showed a string of
twenty-four games, comprising black,
red pile, golden duck wings and black-
reds. The Climax Incubator Company was
alone in the Indian game class. The
cockerel was a fine specimen.

Mr. C. W. Comins, Morton Mawy, Mrs.
Hopkins and Tierman & Putnam were in

the Polish class, the latter firm showing
Houdans also. White, silver-grey and
colored Dorkings were also represented
by the same firm. They also showed a
pair of Langshan fowls that cannot be
overlooked by judges.

Pigeons, bantams and rabbits were out
in force, as they always are in Worcester.
-The Climax Incubator and Brooder were
-on exhibition. Pekin ducks and St. Ber-

nard dogs were shown by the Climax lu-

rubator Company, Cayuga ducks by

Freeman & Button and white and colored
Muscovy ducks by F. H. Andrews and
H.A.Jones, the latter gentleman also

being well represented in the Pekin class.

H. E. Pope & Co. also showed some fine

young ones. Geese (Toulouse and China)
were shown by Andrews, Climax Incu-
bator Company, P'reeman & Button and
Ball & Horstman.
The show was under the care of Henry

S. Ball, of Shrewsbury, Mass. His du-
ties were arduous, owing to the great va-

riety in style of coops, ranging from the
fancy and artistic to the shoe box and
rustic. Judging, by H. B. May, com-
menced in the afternoon of Tuesday,
with the following results:

Plymouth Rocks (barred).—Chicks, ist to J.
B. Bowker, 2d to D, J. LarabeU; fowls, ist to
Lambert, 2d to Bowker. White—Fowls, ist to
Lambert, 2d to F. S. Piiigrey; chicks, ist and 2d
to Pitigrey.

Wyandottes (silver).—Fowls, 1st to F. A.
Wier; chicks, ist to Climax Incubator Co., 2d to
F. A. Wier. White—Fowls, ist to F. E. Pope &
Co., 2d to F. D. Rodgers; chicks, ist to J. A.
Sawyer, 2d to Climax Incubator Co. Golden

—

Fowls, ist to D. A. Upham, 2d to Jones.

Javas (black).—All to Upham.
DoMiNiQUES.—Fowls, 2d; chicks, ist to Up-

ham, 2d to Freeman & Button.

Brahmas (light).—Fowls, ist to C. B. Travis.
2d to E. E. Fisk; chicks, ist to W. H. Wilson, 2d
to Travis. Dark—All toC. A. Ballou.

Cochins (buff).—F^owls, ist to H. A. Jones, 2d
to Pingrey; chicks, ist and 2d to Jones. Par-
tridge—Fowls and chicks, all to Ballou.

Lanc;shans (black).—Fowls, ist; chicks, ist to
Freeman & Button; fowls, 2d to Jones.

Leohorns (white).—Fowls, ist to J. H. Wood-
head; 2d to A. Wright & Son; chicks, ist and 2d
to Woodhead. Brown—Fowls, 2d to F. H.
Andrews; chicks, 2d to C. A. Smith. Rose comb
brown—Fowls, 2d; chicks, 2d to Freeman & But-
ton. Black—Fowls, 2d; chicks, ist and 2d to A.
W. Andrews.

Minorcas (black).—Fowls, ist to J. H. Rich, 2d
to M.W. Honey; chicks, 2d to Rich. White-
chicks, 2d to K". L. Clarke.

Andalvsians—Fowls, ist; chicks, 2d to K. L.
Clarke.

White-faced Black Spanish. — Fowls, ist

and 2d; chicks, isttoA. W. McKinstuey; 2d to

Jones.

HAMnvRGS (silver spangled).-All to H A.
Jones. Golden pencilled— Fowls, ist to Jones.
Golden spangled—Fowls. !St to Jones. Silver
pencilled—Fowls, :st; chicks, 2d to Jones. Black
—Fowls, st to Jones.

Polish (white crested black) —Fowls, ist to H.
S. Seeley, 2d to H. E. Tucker; chicks, ist and 2d
toSeeley. Golden—Fowls, ist to N. M. Morey,
2d to Mrs. O. S. Hopkins; chicks, ist and 2d to
Morey. Silver—All to E. W. Corwin. White—
Fowis. ist and 2d to Jones. Buff laced—Fowls,
ist and 2d to A. H. Andrews.

Houdans.—Fowls, ist to W. H. Buck, 2d to
Freeman & Button.

Dorkings (silver grey).—Fowls, 1st to Free
man & Button. 2d to H. A. Jones. White—ist to
Freeman & Button. Colored—Fowls, 1st to Free-
man & Button. 2d to Jones.

Games (black breasted red).—Fowls, isl to W.
J. Wheel r, 2d to P. A. Donnelly. Red pile-
Fowls, 1st and 2d to Andrews; chicks, ist and
2d to Wheeler. Black—All to Wheeler. White
—Fowls, 1st and 2d to Andrews. Yellow duck-
wing—Fowls, 1st to Wheeler, 2d to Mrs. D. N.
Ransom.
Bantams (black breasted red game) —Fowls,

1st to Ballou, 3d to Daniel Love; chicks, ist and
2d to I'pham. Brown red—Fowls, 1st to Jones,
2d to I'pham; chicks. 1st to Upham, 2d to a. B.
Roy. Yellow duck-wing—Fowls, ist and 2d to
Upham. Silver duck wing—Fowls, i.st and 2d to
B. S. Upham. Golden Sebright—Fowls, ist to
Wilton Loud. 2d to B S. Upham; chicks, ist to
H. D Hendricks. Red pile game—Fowls, ist to
Upham; chicks, island 2d to S. B. Roy. Silver
Sebright—Fowls and chicks, all to D. A. Upham.
Black rose combed—Fowls ist and chicks ist

and 2d to Upham. Wh te game—Fowls ist and
2d and chicks 1st to E. Putnam; chicks, 2d to
Mayuard Johnson. White rose combed—Fowls
and chicks, all to Jone^. Pekin—Fowls, ist to
Daniel Love, 2d to Jones; chicks, ist to Jones,
-d to S. B. Roy. Japanese—Fowls, ist and 2d to
Jones; chicks, ist to Jones.

Ducks (Rouen).— ist to Wheeler Aylesbury

—

ist to Andrews. Cayuga—Old. 1st to Freeman &
Button, 2d to H. A. Jones: young, 1st to Free-
man & Button. Colored Muscovy—1st to Jones.
While Muscovy—Old and yo ng, isl and 2d to
Andrews. Pekin—Old. 1st to Climax Incubator
Company, 2d to Ball & Harkman: young, ist to
Ball ik. U'arkman, 2d to Climax Incubator Com-
pany.

Geese (Toulouse).—Old, ist to Ball & Hark-
raan, 2d to Freeman & Button; young, 1st to Cli-

max Incubator Company. 2d to Ball & Harkman.
Einbden—Old and young, all to F. E- Pope &
Co. Brown China— 1st to Andrews. White
China— ist to Fred Hayes.
H. B. May, judge. e.

THE HOME OF THE INDIAN GAME,

The Albany Sho-w.

The following letter received from C. E.

Rockenstyre will interest all exhibitors :

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
"There was an enthusiastic meeting of

the New York and New England Poultry
and Kennel Club held at the Albany Fair
Grounds August 29, and it was decided
to get up a guarantee fund of $1000, and
$500 was subscribed on the spot, and in

the course of a month the full amount will

be subscribed.. Mr. F. W. Gaylor,Quogue,
L.. I., was ^dded to the list ofju4ges on
poultry. The cry among " all prominent
nreerlers is "On to .\lbanv."

A Visit to the Mt. Pleasant Poul-

try Yards—A Qrand Col-

lection of Fo"wls.

XHB FANCIRRS' JOURNAL.

Nothing seems to satisfy a fancier more

than to visit other fanciers and indulge

in the customary "chicken talk." Even
an editor has such a weakness.and, finding

an opportunity, we recently stopped off at

the Mt. Pleasant Poultry Yards, situated

at Lockport, N. Y. No doubt many of our

readers are familiar with the latter place,

and the wonderful .system of canal locks

is a sight not easily forgotten. The tax-

payers of the Empire State do not forget

it, either, for the huge white stone ma-
sonry of the locks is a white elephant in

this progressive age of railroads. How-
ever, the fact remains that Lockport is

the home of America's most extensive

thoroughbred poultry farm, and to speak

of the latter is our object.

Many fanciers who attended the Buf-

falo show of 1889 will recollect the fact

that a pen of birds was sent from Eng-
land to this show to be sold, if possible.

These birds were Indian games. They
attracted but little attention, as their

condition was not improved during a
long trip across the ocean, and their odd
shape excited curiosity, if nothing more.
In fact, the birds were supposed to be
Malays, which they resembled.
There was present at that show a young

man by the name of O. K. Sharp, a
member of the new poultry firm of C.

A. Sharp & Co., Lockport, N. Y. Red
caps, Minorcas, Andalusians and white
Wyandottes were the specialties of the
latter.

The quiet young man mentioned above
looked over the Indian games carefully

and concluded to buy the pen. That
was virtually the first start of the famous
Indian game boom that has eclipsed all

previous booms in the poultry line. The
ner\"e, pluck and perseverance of O. K.
Sharp is creditable to him as an Ameri-
can and a poultryman
We might say that almost single-handed

he pushed the breed to the front. It

is true that there were others that had In-

dian games, but not until Mr. Sharp pro-

claimed through the columns of the
poultry press the fact that Indian games
were 'the birds of destiny" did the eager
public "catch on."

It was no easy matter, as the rumbling
opposition of the A. P. A. fathers aqd
the jealousies of breeders of other
varieties fought the English stranger and
Mr. Sharp as well. The breed was not
in the standard and that seemed to be
sufficient to kill it, but it didn't. That
potent factor, printers' ink, overcame
all obstacles, and to-day we find Indian
game fowls selling from I5 to $50 each
and eggs from $5 to $20 per setting. We
certainly do no others an injustice when
we state that Messrs. Sharp & Co. de-

serve the credit for creating this great de-

mand for Indian games.
In the summer of 1890 O. K. Sharp

went to England and bought up hundreds
of Indian games, which were readily sold

on their arrival in this country. During
the first four mouths of 1891 the sales of
Messrs. Sharp & Co. amounted to over
$5000. It is well to remember all these

facts, as the credit is too easily trans-

ferred to others who are ever ready to

proclaim their own instrumentality in

bringing out the Indian game. To-day
we find many noted fanciers breeding
Indian games, and the future promises to

see no decrease in the popularity of the

breed.

So impressed are Messrs. Sharp with
this that all other breeds have been dis-

carded by them and the Indian game
now holds the fort on their extensive

farm.
We could not resist the temptation to

spend several days at the latter, and
must honestly confess that the farm is a

genuine reality. It is not a paper crea-

tion, but the illustration that appeared
in a previous issue conveys a fair idea of

this extensive plant.

The whole place makee a business-like

appjearance. Everything is exceedingly
, plain, ia fact it is a mirror that reflect*

! the plain methods and solid character of

the owners. The houses are large and
devoid of all traps and fixtures, except
what is absolutely necessary for the com-
fort of the fowls. The yards for each
house are large and seeded to grass and
planted to plum trees.

The Indian games' breeding pens occu-

py twelve large houses and yards, and
here a fancier can feast his eyes on a
grand collection of birds. Outside of
these yards are smaller houses and coops
for the growing chickens. The latter

have the range of a large farm, rich in
grass and shade trees. Besides this, hun-
dreds of chicks are raised on other
farms.
We took particular notice of appear-

ance of the flock, and considering the
large number, found the birds to be in

prime condition. In the breeding pens
we found the New York winners of 1891,

and could not help admiring the grand-
ness of the birds when shown in natural
surroundings. The first prize cockerel
looked fine, and has developed into a
great cock. His mates are hens that
would delight the fancier as well as the
market poulterer. They were grand in

size and shape.
The jewel of the collection, in our esti-

mation, was the hen Lillian Russell.

The latter won first as a pullet at New
York, and bids fair to repeat the trick as

a hen. She is an ideal bird as to plumage,
the wonderful pencilling of her feathers

being so striking as to attract the atten-

tion of even the most inexperienced fan-

cier. The bay ground is clear and rich

and the doubl6 lacing narrow and sharp-
ly defined. The younger generation
showed up well, and a number of cock-
erels promise to eclipse their sires, unless

all signs fail.

Another striking feature of the place was
the collection of the white Indian games.
The latter have not been brought before

public notice, as Messrs. Sharp believe in

thoroughly treating the variety before

selling either fowls or eggs. The shape
of these white Indian games was good
and the uniformity of the flock was suf-

ficient evidence of the purity of the
blood. In a large pen and yard, all by
himself, we found old Agitator, tlie

founder of the strain of Indian games
bearing his name. The old fellow looked
somewhat like old Lear, "every inch
a king," albeit that his advancing age
brought out the white and grey in the
plumage.
We also noticed a number of Indian

game crosses, and the fact is pretty well

established that the Indian game exerts a

powerful influence when crossed on most
standard varieties of fowls. The redcap
game and Minorca game crosses are very
promising, the latter being a fowl of fine

size and symmetry, with solid black
plumage.

After feasting our eyes on the chickens
sufficiently we were invited to inspect

the large fruit evaporating establish-

ment of Messrs. Sharp, and asked to par-

take of the hospitality for which the lat-

ter are noted. After refreshing the inner
man we were driven to the city of Lock-
port and inspected its numerous at-

tractions, which are both liquid and solid.

Suffice it to say in conclusion that our
trip was very enjoyable, and we are of

the opinion that fancy poultry pays a

handsome profit when managed on busi-

ness principles.
' '

Information Wanted.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Can you inform me where I can pro-

cure the following foods: Tick beans,

maple peas, dari and tares. Have tried

several places, but no one seems to know
what they are. Old Subscriber.

[Write to H. W. Vahle, Market Street,

Philadelphia, Pa., and T. Farrer Rack-
ham. East Orange, N. J. They may be
able to supply the above.

—

Ed.]

—Double-yelk eggs are more numer-
ous in summer than in winter. If you
find a large number of eggs of unustial

size, some containing double yelks, it in-

dicates that your hens are too fat, and
that you are overfeeding. It is not a

matter of rejoicing to have hens lay

double-yelk eggs, as they will lay but
few of them before they will either cease

laying or break down with fat, dying
suddenly. When m the best condttion

the Taeus lay eggs of normal size', ind lay

regularly until tbey begiti to^ mbiilt ot be-

come broodv.

THE PEKIN BANTAM.
An Interesting Breed That Courts
Admiration Ovriag to Its Size.

by h. s. babcock.

>7i

Following the language of the Stand-
ard, I have called this interesting little

Pagan a Pekin bantam. This is doubt-
less geographically a correct name. But
inasmuch as we now have a full list of
varieties—bulT, partridge, black and
white—and, as all of these are but dimin-
utive Cochins, it is time that the breed
was called Cochin bantam, and this par-
ticular variety designated as a buff"

Cochin bantam. I hope that when the
Standard is revised in 1894 this change
of phraseology will be made, and the
other varieties now unrecognized by the
Standard will be admitted.

I am not going to retell the romantic
tale of the introduction of this bantam
from China into England and thence
into this country ; not but that it is in-

teresting, and probably true, but because
it has been told .so often that it now de-
serves to be allowed to re.st for a little

while beside the hatchet of the youthful
George Washington. I desire rather to
talk about the fowl itself.

The Pekin bantam is interesting be-
cause it affords such a remarkable con-
trast in size with its large relative, the
buff" Cochin. We grow accustomed to
things, so that their strangeness becomes
lost upon us

; but if we had never seen a
Pekin bantam, and a good specimen was
shown to us and placed beside a buff"
Cochin, and we were told that the one
had been bred down from the other, we
should be very greatly astonished, and
probably somewhat incredulous. And
yet, while we cannot prove that this is
the fact, we know that it is possible

; for
in our day, and in this countrv, one
breeder has bred the partridge Cochin
tlown to bantam size (not quite so
small as the Pekin, but growing smaller
each year), and has done this within the
past decade. If the partridge Cochin
can be so reduced in size the buff Cochin
can, and that it has been so reduced we
need ask no further proof than the Pe-
kin bantam affiords.

Buff" is an exceedingly handsome color,
but It has its difficulties in production.
There is a strong tendency to fade out
into white at the tips of the wings, to be-
come mealy about the shoulders and
back, and to lack in that richness of
shade which is the fancier's delight.
Rich buff"s are generally accompanied
with black, especially in the wings and
tail, and black is not desired. Yet as
black is the defect usually accompanying
a very rich buff" it ought not to be re^
garded as so serious a defect as white,
which is often the evidence of weakness
in coloring. But when a breeder suc-
ceeds in getting a bird a rich buff" on the
surface and holding a good buff" color to
the skin, free alike from white or black,
he can count himself fortunate. Such a
bird, if of the desired size, is nearly
worth his weight in gold. He certainly
is worth more gold dollars than he
weighs ounces, if he doesn't exceed the
standard or disqualifying weights.
There is it seems to me one serious de-

fect in the standard for male birds. The
tail is described as "rich, dark chestnut
or black, with coverlets a deeper chest-
nut color." A black tail is certainly not
very defective, a dark chestnut tail is

still better, but a deep buff" tail is to my
mind the perfect ideal. And yet such a
tail would have to be cut one-half point
as defective ! A black tail passes as per-
fect—the easiest tail to breed on a Pekin
bantam, and a deep buff tail the most
difficult of production, one that tries the
skill of the breeder to the utmost, and
one that harmonizes the most perfectly
with the plumage, is regarded as defect-
ive ! Now, I of all men ought not to find
fault with the present standard. And
yet I didn't make it—my work was to
systematize and arrange the labors of
others. Yet here I think is one of those
errors which seems inseparable from hu-
man efforts, and mark ^Ilibleon all that
man produces that needs correcting. It
is a mistake that doesn't require an eras-
ure but an interlineation ; nothing needs

to be taken away, but something ought
to be added. The standard needs to be
made a little more liberal so as to take in
this ideal tail to avoid leaving it consid-
ered as a defective one.
Pekin bantams are very desirable fowls

on two accounts
; first, they are tame and

do not fly high, and so are easily re-
strained, and second, the little hens make
admirable Incubators and brooders. I've
no fight with artificial hatching and rear-
ing, but I will guarantee a flock of Pekin
bantam hens to hatch and rear a large
or larger percentage of chickens than the
best incubator and brooder on the
market. They will come as near 100 per
cent as a fowl or machine can. It is true
that they are small, and each hen cannot
coin many eggs and bring up many
chickens, but they will do all they can
and do what they attempt well. More
than this no one ought to ask of them.
Pekin bantams that closely approxi-

mate to standard requirements * com-
mand good figures. Five and ten dollars
each are not excessive prices, but, of
course, such prices mean good birds from
a good strain. The dark red males,
which we once bred, are giving place to
the lighter bird, rich deep buff in color.
These dark birds were considered hand-
some in their day, and they were hand-
some, but they were not as handsome as
the rich buff birds uow produced. Blue
legs now disqualify, but any other shade
is admissible for exhibition, though
yellow alone is perfect, and any de-
parture from yellow is defective and
would have to be cut in the score. The
effort now will be to breed rich buff
birds, heavily feathered, yellow legged
and with true Cochin symmetry. Such
birds will bring high prices in the future.

PIGEON FLYING.

Arrival of Fancy Pigeons.

A hundred pairs of fancy pigeons for

the loft of W. H. Vahle, of this city, ar-

rived in New York from Bremen, last

Saturday, by the steamship Kaiser Wil-
helm II, and will reach here by express
to-day. These, with 200 pairs brought
over within the last month by the Fulda
and Elbe, make up what is probably the
largest single importation of the kind on
record.

It was intended, when the collection

was being made up, to send all over to-

gether by the Fulda, and, as is usual,

secure several state rooms for their ac-

commodation, but passenger traffic was
so heavy that only as many as could be
taken on any steamer as could be stored
in the boiler room, and it was necessary
to make three shipments.
The importation is mainly of toys and

frills, the only high-class birds being
English carriers (three of the four sent
died on the way) and barbs. Of rare
varieties there are scandaroons, frill-

backs, spot owls, baldhead trumpeters
and blue archangels. The few fans all
have colored tails, solids abroad being,
it is said, inferior to those in American
lofts. The importer tells of seeing
spangled and winged fans at the German
exhibitions, but held at I300 per pair, he
was not tempted to invest.
The collection of beards, swallows and

nuns are said to be complete in being of
all the standard colors, and some are of
markings that are new to American
breeders. Counting the toys alone the
collection is said to be the largest and
best ever made to this vicinity. Sixty
pairs of this last consignment have di-
plomas as prize winners at Berlin,
Bremen, Vienna and Liepsic shows this
year.

A portion of the consignment by the
Fulda will, it is said, be shown at Wil-
mington this week, and the others, if

sufficiently recovered from their journey,
will be entered at the Trenton, Mt. Holly
and Waverly fairs.—Philadelphia Ledger,
Wednesday September 9, 1891.

Soft Crop.

When the crop is distended with air or

water it is known as soft crop. Empty
the contents by holding the bird upside

down, and pressing the crop. Failing

this it must be punctured. Feed on
small quantities of soft food, and do not
allow much water, which should be
slightly acidulated.

ON THE WING.

The most important transfer of hom-
ing pigeons that has been recorded since
early in the year is the team of eight
record birds—the entire stock from the
loft of the grocer, B. W. Andrews—to the
Royal Blue Line Lofts, at Woodbury.
The birds are all blue checkers. Five
have returned from 515 miles, one from
450 niiles, one from 250 miles and one is

untrained. Some of the.se birds have re-

turned as message bearers to Woodbury
from both the coa.st and the interior of
New Jersey. In 1889 and 1890 the An-
drews and Royal Blue birds were flown
together in all the journeys of a record
series, and the Andrews flyers carried the
honors.

»\
The Royal Blue Line homers were a

decided attraction at several fairs in

New Jersey of late, being liberated on
the grounds every day and returned by
express from the lofts the .same day. The
opening of the baskets and the flight of
the birds homeward made a pretty pic-

ture, which, while not as hair-raising as
a parachute, was far more interesting

and instructive.
*

* *

The Belleview Club, of this city, has
sixty young birds on the road, and thus
far has lost but one in the training. This
was in the fly from Stemmer's Run and
to the T. T. Mather loft. The latest

training for the Mahler flight was a week
age, from Magnolia, Md. The start was
at 12 M., the returns at 1.57 P.M.; the aver-

age speed over iioo yards per minute.
The first race for the club will be from
Odenton (100 miles) early next week.
Picaninny, one of Mr. Mahler's entries

in the club race from Barboursville, Va.,

early last June, was brought in at 5 A.

M. last Friday by an officer of the South-
western Police Statian, Baltimore, and it

was reported by John Baker, captain of
the squad. It was picked up in the

street in an exhausted condition.
*

« *
With the end of the present week local

fanciers will be in the midst of the young
bird Concourse races. Already those
who were entitled to compete for the
Kings County piize have had their birds

down to the 200-mile station, and they
are not likely to bring their birds back
in order to compete in the 150-mile Con-
courses, but are much more likely to

give them an occasional toss at the 200-

mile mark until the others catch up,

when they will all join in the grand
final race. As has previously been
announced in these columns the local

fanciers this season are training over dif-

ferent routes, and in order that everyone
should be satisfied, liberating stations

were selected for the 100, 150, and 200-

mile Concourse races on each course, the

races over which route being arranged
for the same date, in order that a com-
parison may be made of the work done
by the different lots of birds, and in order

that the birds might all be counter-

marked, shipped and disposed of at one
and the same time. The two schedules,

which will open with the end of the

present week, are as follows :

YOUNG bird schedule FOR SEPT.
PHILADELPHIA SECTION (WESTERN COURSE.)
Date. Station. Distance

September J 2 . . Harrisburg, Pa

by at once starting their birds down the
road. The first shipment for record will
be on Friday night from the headquarters
of the Federation, 1028 Poplar Street,
where D. S. Rogers, the able race secre-
tary, will receive and countermark all

birds for the loo-mile station.

#
The following is a brief summary of the

speediest birds in the fall races of the
Fanciers' Club of Germantown, in which
W. Hargraves has made such a brilliant
showing :

yS-MII.E RACE.

start 9.03 A. M. Color and
Owner. Reg. No. Sex. In loft. Sp'd.W. Hargraves W1565 R. C. H. 11.24)^ IiSS

h. Marshall. .W392I B. C. C. 11.3.,^ ,098
^}ij<-\»fier

. vfSsn B. C. H. .1.39^ 106S
J. L. Bockius . w 73., R.C. C. 11.55 976

The result was most satisfactory. Har-
graves reporting his whole entry in by
1 1.4 1 A. M. Returns—Marshall eight out
often sent, Kruger all and Bockius all.

I34-.MILK RACE.
Start 8.30 A. M.

W. Hargraves W1312 R. C. C. 12 06 iog6
A. H. Kruger w 720 B.C.W.K.H. 12.21 1020

Mr. Marshall had two birds home at

12.30 P. M., but failed to report them.
Hargraves had eleven to arrive at 12.0$^,
the first passing the wires at 12.06.

155-MILE RACE.
start 10.53 A. M.

W. Hargraves W1359 R. H.
A. H. Kruger . w 723 R. C. C.
E Marshall . W3627 B. C. C.

3-30Ji 984
3-40}4 950
341 94S

Less than half a dozen birds were lost

in training—a good showing for the first

trial over the western course.

*
« «

At the August meeting of the Star
Homing Club, Philadelphia, the feeling

was that with the old time enthusiasm
for which this club was noted, when such
fanciers as John Shepherd, J. H. Arm-
bruster and others were the leading
spirits, the coining year would seethe
old club shining with its accustomed
brilliancy. The club is training over the
southwest course with satisfactory re-

sults.
*

« *

19. .Huntingdon. Pa
26 . . BlairsviTle, Pa .

100 Miles.

155 "
215 "

(SOUTHWEST COURSE.)

Septemt)cr i? . . Odenton, Md 100 Miles.
" 19 Manassas, Va . . . . 150
" 26 . . Orange, Va 300 "

Those members of the section who de-

sire to take part in these races can do so

Both John .\. Stovell and John Shep-
herd are thinking seriously of establish-

ing a loft of birds at their places of busi-

ness in the city. Both of these fanciers

have every facility for such an undertak-
ing.

^

"Washington News.
From Our Regular Correspoudeut.

Washington, Sept. 7.—On Saturday,
September 5 a basket of birds were
shipped by Frank Reamer, race secre-

tary of Washington Federation, to Coves-
ville. Va., air line distance 120 miles,

the first bird home to win a handsome
pair of vases donated by Shaffer Bros.
The entries were as follows : Wallace 7,
Turner 5, Youngs 9, Pumphery 3, Stew-
ard 6, Stockman 12, McLean 2, Glorious
4, Devlin 7.

The birds were liberated on September
6 at 7.15 A. M. by E. S. Birch, the agent
at Coyesville, Va. The birds arri%-ed
home in the following order : Stockman
11.07 A. M., speed about 919 yards per
minute

; McLean 11. 11, Turner ii.io|j.
Pumphery ii.io'/^, Devlin 11. 10. Wallace.
II. II, Youngs II. 10, Glorius, u.21, Stew-
ard 11.42;^.
This ia the first young bird race of a

series of three that is to be flown this
month. The next race is to be from Am-
herst, Va., 150 miles, next Sunday for a
gold badge, donated by Edward Schmidt.

Night Owl.

—Buckwheat is an excellent grain to
alternate with in feeding poultry. It is

an egg-making food, good for moulting
fowls. Wild pigeons prefer it to wheat,
and will fly hundreds of miles to partake
of it. At first fowls that have never
been fed on it do not touch it, its dark
color probably causing them to conclude
it is not a grain. After they have once
partaken of it, though, they eat it very
readily.
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ROUP IN PIGEONS.

What Causes It and How It Should
Be Treated.

The pigeon flying editor of the Item

in answer to an inquiry regarding the

the treatment of roup, replies as follows :

This disease is generally caused by

draught or damp, the first symptom be-

ing a running at the eyes or nostrils,

which when not attended to, becomes

thicker, and is followed by a swelling of

the head. In some cases severe swelling

is caused by the stoppage of the nostrils

by objectionable matter, which, if not re-

moved, may eventually get into the throat

and choke the victim to death.

Roup is not easy to cure, but if taken

iu time there is a chance for such a re-

sult. The first thing is to remove the

bird to a moderately warm pen, free from

draught, but within hearing of its friends,

at once bathing its head in water as hot

as can be lK)rne by the back of the hand.

In doing this, the bird should be wrapped

around with a cloth or slipped into the

top half of a stocking, that it may not

struggle, as its head should be carefully

kept downward in order that none of the

poisonous matter may be swallowed.

After bathing the head should be gen-
tly dried, first, however, squeezing out
from the outside any of the viscid matter
that may have collected in the nostrils

or passages, which after the warm bath-
ing is easily done.
Next dip the head in warm oil, of the

same temperature as the water, after

which give the bird two pieces of salt the
size of a bean, and let it remain in the
pen till the third day, when if no im-
provement the treatment sliouUl be re-

peated, but if better, only the oil need be
used, continuing the salt.

After six days, if the symptoms di«l not
abate we would administer two capsules
of castor oil every second day for a week,
and if after that the roup prevailed we
would give a jalap pill of the ordinary
size ; if the last did not succeed we should
have little hope of effecting a cure.

During treatment the birds should be
fed on a mixture of wheat, rice and good
hemp seed ; and if so bad that it will not
feed itseU it should be hand fed with peas
soaked in milk for several hours, giving
boiled milk instead of water to drink.
Our experience leads us to the con-

clusion that if true roup be found the
poison must be thrown off in some way,
if after or secondary symptoms, such as
canker, wing disease or other diseased
formations are to be averted ; and this
we find is best insured by the warm and
soothing bathing of the head combined
with the purgatives, the salt probably
acting merely as an antiseptic.

For the same reason, when subsequent
canker breaks out on the body it is little

use to suppress the discharge, as it will

generally i)reak out again ; but by simply
applying fuller's earth and leaving it to
take its course, there is often a gradual
drying up of the secretion and healing
of the wound. The only exception we
would make is when the apparently first

stage of canker on the body was observed
in the shape of a small pimpie. as this
might arise from s:)nie acciilental prick
or scratch, ami still, if ne^jlected, grow
into canker. In such a case, therefore,
we would apply citron ointment, which,
iftherebeno poison in the blood, will
generally cure.

Young birds iu the nest pan will some-
times be affected with roup or incipient
canker. There is a stage at which it is

really hard to know what to call it—the
beak aiui throat being so badly swollen
they cannot feed. Probably in most of
such cases the old birds have affected the
young ones, and when this is the fact the
death of the young will not inlrequently
cause the recovery of the old birds. We
have, however, known the young first

affected—usually higbly-bred birds which
have cauijht cold—and imi>art it to the
feeders, which, being coarse and hardy,
would never have beeu affected in anv
other way.

In some cases it may be that the ex-
citing cause is the old birds giving the
young food that has not become soft
enough to suit their tender digestive or-
gatrs, and whenever this is suspected we
would give both parents and voung a

dose of Epsom salts, or a jalap pill ; the
young of course having only half or a
quarter dose, according to size.

Medicine given to young pigeons does
not, of course, effect the feeders ; but
given to the feeders will, more or less,

affect both. Hence some give it to the
feeders only, but unless they also require
it ; this is unwise, as it makes the old
birds sick, and injures their feeding
power. It is better, therefore, to give
the salts d rect, the dose for a three
weeks' bird of ordinary size being about
as much as will lie on a three rent piece.

vSometimes a bird with roup will eat
nothing of its own accord, but will drink
to excess. In such a case it is best to
feed it on pills made with oat meal and
cod liver oil, and give it only an allow-
ance of milk to drink until it is better,

and begins again to feed itself. In all

such cases, and any others where it is

necessary to tempt tlae appetite, nothing
will surpass a mixture of the various
kinds of smaller seeds, which will often
be picked up when nothing else will be
touched.

MAGPIES AND TURBITS.

Plans for Keariner and Breedingr
for the Amateur to Follow.

Correspondence Feathered World.

I have been a great lover of pigeons

since I was seven years old. I remem-
ber the first pair I got—a blue cock tur-

bit and a dun-colored hen tumbler, which

I paired together for five or six years.

Since then I have had pouters, fantails,

owls, Autwerps, tumblers and homers
;

but now I only keep magpies and turbits.

My pigeon house is ten feet three inches

long by six feet broad, eight feet high,

sloped down to six feet. I have a glass

window the whole length of the house,

five feet or six feet from the ground, over

which I have wire netting (inside the
house) to prevent any of the glass being
broken. The roof is covered with corru-
gated iron, but I had to line the inside of
it with wood when I began to keep mag-
pies and turbits, as, in frosty weather,
the frost came through the iron, and
when the sun shone on it water dropped
off it and kept the house very wet.

On the outside of the house there
is a large cage, the front and sides of
which are wire netting. It is the same
height from the ground as the window,
anil the roof runs at the same slope as
house roof. I give my birds a bath twice
every week, all the year round, and find
this cage very useful for putting the bath
in, as it keeps the inside of house dry.
If any of your readers possess a turn-
ing lathe they can make perches and
nest pans, same as I do, a great deal
cheaper than buy them. The perches I

turn about two and one-half or three
inches' in diameter, by five inches long,
which I screw onto a boad fifteen inches
apart ; this is nailed onto the back of
my house with a shelf between each
row, which keeps the top birds from
soiling the ones below them. I keep the
perches low enough to get at the birds
on them easily.

The nest pans I turn about seven inches
diameter by two and a half inches deep,
which should be of hard wood and dry,
and should be kept on or near the floor,

as some of the young birds may fall out.
Dry heather makes a good lining for the
nests, with plenty of sawdust at the bot-
tom of pans, but as I cannot always get
heather, dry twigs of fir trees about
five inches long make a good substitute.
I clean out my house thoroughly every
Saturday, besides scraping the shelves
twice a week. During the winter I have
rough pine sawdust about one-half inch
deep on the floor, and sprinkle the
shelves and pens wi h satne after scraping
them. The sawdust keeps the birds clean
during the show season, but in the breed-
ing season I use rough sea sand for the
flfor. There are a great many people
who throw away their pigeon manure,
but I get as much as five shillings six-

pence per sack for it when kept diy and
free from much sawdust. When clean-
ing my house I put all the sawdust
through a sieve of about one-quarter-
inch holes, which keeps back all the
droppings, and lets all the sawdust or
sand through, which I make use of for
three weeks, and sometimes a month.
Lfiud magpies, and turbits y.ery h^qlthy

pigeons, if kept dry and clean, also good
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breeders, ^-nd need only moderate atten-
tion. My biids are fed on m^ple peas,
white peas, sound barley, with a little

maize, and a little hemp seed occasionally
at night for a treat, and I find that thev
thrive very well on this. They have full

liberty during summer, but don't get out
during winter, unless on a very mild day.
They are very fond of salt rock, which!
keep always in the house. From ex-
perience I have found out that anyone
who wishes to obtain good birds should
buy from a well-known and honest
fancier, give a good price for them, and
be sure and find out how the birds .ire

bred. I like to get a good color in the
cock, and markings and shape from the
hen. In turbits I like the hen to have a
good stout beak, and find this one of the
most difficult points to breed for. Tur-
bits that are over-flighted aie good stock
birds for breeding with birds that have
foul thighs. As red magpies, as a rule,

are clean-beaked, I pair a sound-colored
re'l to a sound colored black that has a
black beak, thus helping to get the young
blacks cleaner in the beak. I find that
my black magpies are always blacker in
the beak when they are allowed to fly

about in the sun. Keeping them ii:

during the show season tends to make
them cleaner when the shows come on.
I fancy black turbits and magp:es more
than reds and yellows, as they afford a
more decided contrast in color.

Turbits that have a broad pair of shoul-
ders usually have a good stout beak. I

find that duns are useful in breeding
with blacks. I keep a diary of my birds,

and at the beginning of the year I

mark down all my stock and number
them. Then, when the breeding season
comes round, I mark down the number
of cock paired to number of hen ; then I

mark when the hen laid, how many eggs
bad, how many of the young birds die
before moult or after moult, how many
killed, how many sold and at what price.

I also take a note of when I get iu their
food, and how long it lasts ; also any
new stock birds I buy in, and the price
paid for same. By doing so I see at the
end of the year which are the best breed-
ers, and also see how it has paid me
during the year, although I do not keep
them as a money-making concern, but
for the sake of fancy. As to doctoring
my birds, when I find any of them look-
ing ill I remove it from the others to a
warm pen, in hearing of the others if

possible, and give it a dose of Eosom
salts. I put the salts into a mortar and
mix it into a paste with a little fresh
butter, and give the bird two pieces of
this, the size of a pill, at night, and a
similar dose twenty-four hours after-

wards. For birds that are "going light"
a capsule of cod liver oil and quinine is,

I find, a good thing. The oil helps to
fatten the bird and the quinine gives it

an appetite.

—From the fact that the Pekin,
Rowen, Aylesbury and other ducks do
not need any bathing water is no reason
why they should be neglected in fresh
drinking water. Let the supply be liber-

al and constant. Deprive a duck for half
a day or so of both drink and feed, and
then put down both at once, and it will

be seen that the food will be passed by to
get at the water. A pair of ducks will
use up more water in a day than two
dozen chickens, yet very often they do
not get more than what would supply a
dozen fowls. No success in duck culture
can be secured when this particular item
is overlooked. Another important article

is oyster shells. Since we have kept
shells constantly before our ducks, we
get more eggs and have better birds.

Sheridan's Condition Powders

HEN^
_ If yon can'tcet It send to us.W« Tn*n oue pMk Co. Tire $1. A 8 1-i lb. cantl.ao. 8U,
15. Ez. p»i<L A>uttnrJZa<*in« Ouide. free, with $1 orden.
£8. JOHN80N&00.,ttOaatom HoueSt., BoMon,lUM.

MISCELLANEOUS.

AGENTS yyANTED I

I want a local agent in every village,

town and city, to sell

Prolific Poultry Food
TO MAKE HENS LAY,

DRINKING FOUNTAINS FOR FOWLS,

AND CLIMAX FOOD FOR
HORSES AND CATTLE.

All sell readily and give universal
•atlMfaction.

SEND FOR TERMH TO AOEXTS.

L B. LORD, Prop., Burlington, Vt., U. S. A.
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THE

CHRIsflVlAS NUMBER
OF THE

Fanciers' Journal
will be the journalistic event in

the annals of the kennel and
poultry press of America.

It will consist of 36 pages,

including a handsome cover,

specially designed by our art-

ist. The illustrations will be
original and unique, as well as
profuse. The articles on dogs,
poultry, pigeons, etc., will be
from the pens of the most fa-

mous American and European
writers, and the entire num-
ber will be a complete Cyclo-
pedia of the best oi'iginal liter-

ature obtainable.

No expense will be spared
to make the Christmas Num-
ber worthy of the patronage of

every dog, chicken, and pigeon
fancier.

The edition printed will be
very large, and will circulate

over the entire globe.

This assures the most valu-
able and permanent advertis-

ing, and all persons having
stock for sale should not fail

to avail themselves of this ripe

opportunity.

The advertising rates are so
adjusted that the largest and
the smallest advertiser can de-
pend on securing profitable

returns.

Our special advertising rates

will be sent on application. All

orders for advertising must be
sent in by November i ^, to in-

sure proper classification and
display.

The Christmas Number will

be ready for mailing on De-
cember I , and all orders should
be sent in early.

Single copies, 10 cents. Lib-

eral discount to the trade.

Address

Fanciers' Publishinq Co.

PIGEOJ^S.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLB, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF—
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
n the world. Bred

for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.
Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-
tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

LKO BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for younffsters, every l»Bnd regis-
tered, each lYiC Open bands for old birds.
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. E. S. STARR. Box 295.

Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY BREEDERS' DIRECTORY
OF THE

•UNITED STATES-
Is now in course of preparation and will
be issued as soon as a careful compi-
lation will admit. Its pages will be re-
plete with interesting and valuable infor-
mation which cannot be found in any
other publication. It will contain the
names and addresses of over 20,000 breed-
ers and fanciers, all dealers in poultry
supplies and appliances, all poultry peri-
odicals and publications, and all societies
or associations whose aim is the advance-
ment of thoroughbred stock.

A Voluminous Classlfled Directory,

With the name of each variety or breed,
under separate classified headings, and
the name and address of the breeder
following in each case.

An Award I>opartment,

In which all fanciers will have the privi-
lege of recordmg a complete list of prizes
won by them to date. As a book of ref-
erence it will be invaluable. To the fan-
cier, as an advertising medium, it can
have no equal.

Remember

!

There is no charge for inserting your
name, with the name of the varieties you
breed, in the regular order, and we there-
fore call upon all breeders to forward
their names, addresses and varieties bred,
that errors may be avoided.

Rates of Advertising

:

Full page .... $25.00
I

Half page .... $15.00
Quarter page . . 10.00

| Eighth page . . . 6.00

Subscription price to Directory |i.oo,
post paid. Everj' subscriber's name, ad-
dress and varieties bred, will be put in
display type without additional cost, but
to secure this display, subscriptions must
be forwarded at once.

ROSS A. SMITH.
Manager Southern Directory and Pub. Co.,

28-33 OflSce 28 Broad Street, Charleston, S. C.

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cat.s Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All
the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free, United States and Canada,
$2.10.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fanciers,' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C.
BngUnd.

INCUBATORS.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain oue/r^e Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
year. Large book for stamp. A.
F. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Conn.

-HOUSB
-AND

DOGS.

Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST PUBLISHED ^ PRICE, POSTPAID, 50C.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
AND WERE AWARDED

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in America.
Our mammoth catalogue

EyerytUiii for the Ponltry Yard.

will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of s
cents. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

POUL.TRY.

* H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

Indian Games, Peacomb Plymouth Rocks,

Barred and White Plymouth Rocks, Bantams.

SCHIPPERKES-The handsomest and most
useful dug for the poultry breeder. Circular
for stamp.

POULTRY.

yyoodside poultry yards

HACKENSACK, N. J.

—^V. J. ANDRUS—
BREEDER OF

8. C WHITE LEGHORNS X LA FLECHE.
At the great N. Y. Show, 1890, won everything

on La Fleche : 1891 won 2d on cock, ist on cock-
erel, 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th on hen. ist and 2d on pul-
let, specials for best display and best pullet.
My stock has always won high honors at Wa-

verly, Trenton, Bridgetou and Dundee Lake. N
J., and Newburgh, N. Y.
La Fleche eggs, $5 per 15, $9 per 30 ; Leghorn

«8;g8. l3 P«r 15. |5 per 30.

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per vear.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany. N. Y.

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED.
Deudron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for Ihf South. South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-
road journey. 19-70

PUBLICATIONS.

IN PRESS.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
-BY-

F. M. GILBERT.
A complete guide on the care and manage-

ment of pigeons. One of the most instructive
and valuable books ever written.

Prioo, paper, '»Oc. ; cloth 91.(M).

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Box gi6. Philadelphia, Pa.

GUTS
FOR POULTRYMEN,.VS%.
Fanchrt, Nurttrifmen, Florists, Btttitptr*,

Dalrumtn, Cnrdfneri, Fniitmtn, frint*n,

tto. Blectrolypinij dotM. Litt FRtt,

Claremcc C. DtPur, Svkacuu, M. Y.

Send for our new terms to agents.
\'ou will not be disappointed. Address

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or
Kennel Paper you should send for my list of
papers. I can furni.sh you any paper puhlisht^d
cheapei than the publisher's price, au<l if you
subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. A Iways enclose a stamp when you write.
Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five
papers and rrquest them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

F. D. BECK,
84" BoK II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

EVKR PRODUCED.

Personally selected durng our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of England. i(
you want choice brkkders or winners at the
winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, .\uda-
lusians, White Wyandottes. "^ree catalogue

88tf

C. A. SHARP d. CO.,
Lockport, New York.

WYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the GreatNew York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb iSoi

Prices /o7v for the class. Male Birds a specialty
"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
2 54 Brainard Station, N. Y.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K BOYER

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID.—READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

iLLrsTRATiONS.—Portrait oJ the Author. Hen
House of M. K. Boyer. Dr. Edw. North's Broiler
Farm. Perfect Poultry Houses. An Outdoor In-
cubator Cellar.

Chapter I.—Is Broiler Raising a Failure? How
Much Capital is Required? How Much Land
and How Much Time is Neces.sary ? What Are
the Profits?

Chapter II.—Incubators, and How to Run
Them. Brooders, and How to Manage Them
Feed, and How to Give It.

Chapter III.—Mistakes in Broiler Raising
Purebreds for Broilers. Good Crosses for Broil-
ers. How Broilers are Prepared for Market.
Chapter IV —An Egg Farm. How to Build

Houses. How to Feed Laving Hens. How to
Get Fertile Eggs. How to Market.
Chapter v.—How to Fatten. Pure Breds the

Best. Caponizing. Money in Ducks. How I^rge
a Farm. Disea.ses and Remedies.
Chapter VI.-Size of Breeding Pen. A Vir-

ginians Egg Secret. French Lice Remedy. E.
C. Howe's Broiler Food. "Sour-kront" for Fowls.
Peterson's Feed for Laying Hens. Peterson's
Feed lor Young Chicks. Poullrv at the Experi-
ment Stations. How to Make a Poultry Farm
Pay.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.
The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of published price:

KKN.NEL.
American Book of the Dog
American Kennel. Burges ........
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw ......'
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illu.strations, by
Rawdon Lee

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel .......*
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill
Dog Breaking. Floyd .'.*.'.

Dog Breaking. Hutchinson .....'.'.'.
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 ..."
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I . . . .

English K. C. S. Book. Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. XI to XllI.each
Field Trial Training. White
Fox Terrier. Lee, u portraits and illiistra-
sions

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ;* col-
ored portrait. Dalziel

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H." Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth J3.50; leather

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters

Monograph of the German Mastiff or*
Great Dane Dog

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather." '. '.

\

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables ....'.
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog*.
Wickham. Pap>er cover, soc.; cloth . .

Prize Pugs of America and England.

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-
tice. Millan

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait of Plinlimmou,

Stonehenge on the Dog
Teufel the Territr ; or, the Life "and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.
Mercer

'

The Dog, by Idstone
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits
The MastifT, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated ...!.'
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
Irom life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. .

Youatt on the Doe
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir ....
Cloth

5.00

$ 300
8.00

3.00

1.50

i.oo

.80

3.00

.50

3.00

50
1.00

•50

75

3.00

•50

500
4.50
4.50
•50

1.50

1.00

•50

50

6.00

3.0U

2.50

2.00

250
.60

•50

.75

1.00

1.00

1.00

'•as

250

1.00

>a5
1-25

5.00

2.50

2-75

•25

4.00
2.50

•50

.75

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It
gives away many things that have been hereto-
fore kept secret. Address

FANCIERS' PI BLISIIIXfi COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

E CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OK ALL

LEADING BRF:EDS0F
PKiFlONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY
Box 916.

J

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

POCLTRV.

All About Broilers. Boyer
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard ...".""
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . .

Capons and Caponizing. (ieorge Q Dow
Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illu.strations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir

Prohlaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright.
Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl. . .

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch ' " '

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial
Poultry Raising. James Rankin ....

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace ....'!.*

CAGE birds.

Canary Birds. Paper cover
Cloth ; ;

;

Canaries and Cage Birds. Black.ston,Sw«yi-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
FMition

Native Song Birds. George J. Barnesby. !

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby

pi<;eons.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, loo pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . .

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright .

Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier . . .

*.

'

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

MISCELLANEOUS.

American Anglers' Book. Norris
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-
trated)

Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus
Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. WeUs . . .

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.
Grinnell

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniciiliis . . .

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wihl-
wood

The Art of Training Animals
; paper ; il-

lustrated
Glimp.sesof Animal Life; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals
With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . .

Wild Fowl Shooting. Leflfingwell . . .

Woodcraft. Nessinuk
611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen . . .

•25

•50

5.00

•50

900
'•50

> 50
•25

1.50

•25

1.00

5-«»

5»

•50

•75

15.00

150
1.00

•50

50

8.00

3.00

1.00

150
.50

5.00

•SO

5-50
•25

50

2.00
2.00
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2.00
1.50

I 00
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150
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1.00
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Hiiowei. SHOWS.

THE GREAT INTER-STATE FAIR,

TRENXON, NP:WJERSKY,
SEPTEMBER 28 TO OCTOBER 2, 1891.

Kasily reached, i)leasantly located, handsomely equipped, generous to both exhlbitor« and

the public.

POULTRY AND PET STOCK A SPECIAL FEATURE.

Accommodations for thiss class of exhibits are superior to those afforded by any other

institution of this class in the country. For Prize List address

28-32

JOHN GUILD MUIRHEAD, Secretary,
Box 105, Trenton, New Jersey.

The United States Field Trial Cl's Iianpral Field Trials

To be run at Bicknell, Ind., beginning with the Derby, Monday, November 2,

1891, with eighty-four nominations, which will be followed with the

SETTERS.
$200 to First.

$175 to Second.

$125 to Third.

ALL-AGED STAKES.
For all Sotteps and Pointers that have

never won a First Prize In an All-Aged
Stake at any Recosrnlzed Field Trial In

America. Entries Close October J.

POINTERS.
$200 to First.

$175 to Second-

$125 to Third.

KAC'II BREED TO Rl N SEPARATELY
Winners of First in each Stake to compete for Title of Absolute Winner and |2oo additional.

Entries close October I, 1891. Forfeit |io, which must accompany nomination. Twenty dollars ad-

ditional for starters, to be paid at starting. Judges—Colonel Arthur Merriman, A. A. Whipple,
Colonel A. G. Sloo, Dr. N. Rowe and Mr. R. J. McCook. Total SUkes, |i,2oo.

P. T. MADISON, Secretary, Lock Box 4, Indianapolis, Ind.

Clearing Out Sale.
TONY tJLAllSTOXE (Paul Gladstone-

Belle Ward).—Whelped August 26. 1889: color,

black and white. Broken by Jess M. Whaite for

field trial purposes.

NEL.I..IE. — Color, black, white and tan;
whelped 1888 ; broken . I>ue to whelp September
18 to Paul (iladstone. Price, $75.

DAISY.—Color, nearly white ; about 2 years
old. Due to whelp September 12 to Paul Glad-
stone. Price, $75.

GUP (Boss Gladstone—Lennis).—Color, lemon
and white ; broken. Price, I40.

Two lemon and white puppies, four months old,

by at>ove bitch ; sired by Paul Gladstone.

Liver and while pointer dog pup and bitch

puppies for sale, by I.ord Graphic and Foxchase.

FELDMAN K. — Challenge Dachshunde
stud dog ; whelped December 7. 1885 ; color, red

;

winner of eleven prizes. LENA L. (7669).—

Whelped December 7. 1885; color, reti. Price,

the pair, )ioo.

Three puppies by the above, $15 each.

COUNTESS BENDIGO.— Irish water
spaniel; whelped April 11, 1886; winner of

seven prizes. Price, $15.

A good brood beagle hound bitch, about 4
years old ;

good hunter, but won't work with a
gun on account of being shot. Price, $25.

JOS. LEWIS,
Box 304, Cannonsburg,

27-29 Washington County, Pa.

THE KENNEL.

DERBY ENTRY FOR '92.

Owing to my moving to North Carolina, I offer

for sale my Breeze Gladstone—Abbotts' Joy
pups. Large, healthy and warranted not to be
guH shv. They are just the right nge to shoot
over tliis fall. Pedig^ree, price, etc. , address

PROF. J. C. SCHI'^YLER,
Lock Box 213. Luray, Page Co., Va.

N. B.—Will ship on approval to responsible
parties. 39-33

PIGEONS.

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.

A XEW BOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ing, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.
A handsomely printed book of 60 pages.

PRICE, SO CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,
32 South Third Street,

AI Philadelphia.

DOGS.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Is ready to take dogs
hiblt at the fnll shows.

to condilion for and ex-

KLM STATION.
Montgomery

Artists.

CvPECIAL

Co., Pa.

SPECIAL OFFER
Thk Faxcif.ks' Joi^RNAL will lic sert

from now until

JANUARY, 1892, FOR 50 CENTS

l^tiGEwoot) Kennels.

ST. BERNARDS!
We have for sale a fine litter of St. Bernard

puppies out of Mascot Meda, sired by Mascot
Bernard, a worthy son of grand old Nero III

tnd a full brother of the world-renowned Sir
Jedivere. the best living St. Bernard. These
puppies combine grand blood on both sides and
will please the most exacting fancier. Send
stamp for descriptive circular and price list.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. PoUsville. Pa.

^
BCIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanaers" Publishing Co., 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

Ball Dogs.

A^

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor 2 untsper wordfor each insertion.

For Sale.

T STUD. SOLITAIRE (19,249); HARPER'S
best son ; color brindle, weight 60 pounds,
winner of 2d, New York, 1891 ; will use to

few approved bitches. Fee on application.
Some good bull bitches for sale that are
winners. Andrew J. Hatch, 340 Norton
Street, New Haven, Conn. 2^-32

CoUIeH.

COLLIE DOG, TKN MONTHS OLD BY THE
SQUIRE, golden sable, white ma' kings,
price reasonable. William Tallnian, 109

W. 34th St., New York City. 27-ft

FOX TERRIERS, BY IMPORTKD RABY
(Signal— Flip, 20,764). Also pair beagles,
right for fall work. (i. H. Goodrich, 717
Chamber of Commerce, Chicago. 29-31

FOR SALE—A FINE GORDON SETTER
pup, six months old (female). Full pedi-

gree. For particulars apply to Franlc V.

Smith, Lansdowne, Pa. it

FOR SALE, OR WILL TRADE FOR PLY-
MOUTH Rock or dark Brahma chicks,
rough and smooth coated St. Bernard
brood bitches and puppies. Registered
stock. Ridgewood Kennels, 143 and 145

Java Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 30-34

POINTER BITCH BY DUKE OF HESSEN,
three years old, thoroughlv broken. Wil-
liam Tallman. 109 West Thirty-Fourth
Street, New York City. it

POINTER DOG, BY NASO OF KIPPEN.
Bench show winner and thoroughly broken
in the field. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty fourth Street, New York City, it

Great Danes.

GREAT DANE PUPPIES FROM FIRST
prize winners; also, Pug Puppies from
registered stock, for sale by R. R. Harrison,
84 Cherry Street, New York City. 130-133

Irish Setters.

IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES BY A SON
of Glencho and Mavourneen, out of a
daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address
P.. Box 916, Philadelphia. 5-tf

WE OFFER \ FEW CHOICE IRISH SET-
TERS, among them are full gfrown dogs
and bitches (some prize winners and field

broken) ; also fine puppies of both sexes.

Send for price list. Address Seminole Ken-
nels, Chestnut Hill.Phila., Pa. Discount of
10 per cent on all sales if you mention this

paper. 26tf

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE—SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslyn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Ptwcs.

FINE PUPS ON SALE.—Chequasset Kennels,
Lancaster,Mass. 75-eow

LITTLE KASH (19,567) SIRED BY THE FA-
MOUS Champion Kash (10,596), out of the

' well-known Daisy (8905). This little fellow
was whelped December 6, 1890. is silver

fawn with correct black markings. He is

of small size and will make a great winner
as well as a great stud dog. Is full brother
to the famous Kash, Ji. (17,804), winner of
nine first, second and special prizes when
only nine months old. Little Kash is with-
out doubt a l>eautv and a rare bargain. He
comprises the blood of nine champions.
lowest price $35. We also have a f.-w other
very fine pug puppies at reasonable prices.

Adaress Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill,

Philadelphia, Pa. 24-tf

PUG PUPPIES, COMBINING THE BLOODS
of Champions Treasure, Kash, also that
great little dog Kash, Jr., for sale at rea-

sonable prices. Address Seminole Kennels,
Chestnut Hill, Phila, Pa. Discount of
10 per cent on all sales if you mention this

paper. 26tf

St. Bernards.

OR SALE.-THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in

whelp. Bargains to close out. R. J. Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

Toy Terriers.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Barred Plymouth Rooks.

CLOSING OUT SALE OF FIFTY APRIL
and May hatched Cockerels, finely marked
and nicely barred. Both breeders and ex-
hibition birds in this lot ; the result of fif-

teen years' careful mating. Must be sold
before November. State what you want
and write to E. P. Cloud, Kennet Square
Pa. 28-31

Cornish Indian Games.

FOR SALE, FOR WANT OF ROOM, TRIO
Imported Cornish Indian Games, one year
old, |i8. F. W. Eberle, Girardville, Pa.

130-131.

For Sale.

CHICKEN FARM NEAR SCRANTON, PA.
One of the best markets in the United
States. Address 421 Webster Ave., Scran-
ton

, Lack. Co ., Pa .

Games.

T^RIZE GAME FOWLS—E. F. DOTY, 47
Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada, car

'" spare a limited number of eggs for hatch-
ing from his prize winning Game Fowls
and Bantams at I3 per dozen. These fowls
won highest honors at the leading shows,
and several now in my yard won first and
second prizes at the last New York show.
Also some good birds for sale. Black Red.
Brown Red, Duckwing and Pile Game and
Black Red, Pile and Duckwing Game Ban-
tams. Address as above.

WANTED -A TOY BLACK AND TAN
Puppy, full coated, from four to six months
old ; not to weigh over five pounds when
full grown. Address Terrier, care of Fan-
ciers' JODRNAL, Box 916, Phila. 130-132

Various.

A
Bull Terriers.

T STUD—ROSCOE (17,346). BY BHNDIGO—
Champion Starlight. A dog with great
length of head, smallest of dark eyes, fine

tail and plenty of bone. Fee, $10. Pure
white Puppies tor sale by Roscoe—Lady
Melville (20,719). Frank W. Moulton, 619
Fourteenth Street N. W., Washington,
D. C. 130-131

O

ABCHANGELS ONLY.
Geo. G, Petterolf,

Langhome, Penn^a,
Has tlirw of the largpsl ami fin-

.St lofts of ARCHA>(JEI>.S In

America, If not In the world,
Mud now offers for sale a ffw
grand hinls in Dark and Liirlit"

—

Brouzp, point and shell crested;
also, smooth heads. Prices a<>.

cording to quality of stock.

RDHRS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee &Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,
The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale or Ezchanire.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed 6n receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32

South Third Street Philadelphia. Pa.

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commis.sion or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va, 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
I.,etter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co.,
phia.

POULTRY.

Various

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns, Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.

E. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted unde*

this headingfor i centsper word for each insertion

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER. 511 W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-facr

baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

Fantails.

ALL COLORS FOR SALE CHEAP, TO RE-
DUCE stock. Harold M. Hoag, Lockport,
N. Y. 28-30

FOR SALE— FIRST-CLASS WHITE AND
black Fantails. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money refunded. Prices reasonable.
George N. Hoffman, 1711 West Laneal
Street, Baltimore, Md. it

HOWARD BUTCHER, 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

For Sale.

FOR SALE.—W-BANDED HOMERS, ALL
related to 500 milers and speedy. Price $3
per pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,

iU<Philadelphia. i6-tf

Jacobins.

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus,
^ and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
7-58

Satlnettes'.

GEORGE W. PETTIT, ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Various.

32 South Third St., Philadel

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches: pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies ; greyhound and beagle puppies.
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the ^reat vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and rifles, folding boat,
field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Homellsville. N. Y.

Advertisements without display inserUtd under
this headingfor 2 cents per wordJor each insertion.

Appliances.

INCUBATORS SOLD, BOUGHT,EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor. Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-
1-52 ham. 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia. Pa.

Wanted.

WANTED.—ONE HUNDRED PAIRS OF ANT-
WERPS. H. H. Hawley, Vineland. N. J. it

MISCELLANEOUS.
Artists and Engravers.

WE HAVE arranged with Schteil>er at

Sons, who are acknowledged to be the

oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terma
for our subscribers who wantphotographa
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Pubushing
Co., 3t2 South Third St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Drlnklns Fountain.

kEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
) and matings. Winners at largest shows

for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee, Mass. 9-60 eow

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland FounUin
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

Svti Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

For Sale.

,-^OR SALE, LOT OF FINE BELGIAN HARES,
H mammoth bronze turkeys and buffCochins

Golddust strain; prices low. H. McAleer fit

Sons, Box No. 30, Emsworth, Pa. 27-4t

THE FANCIERS JOURNAL.
JN^THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

CHampioo XHe Sqi^ire,
20881. FEE $50.

CH. Roslyo Wilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

Chal. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn ConAvay,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Champion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
KasH, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.]

Irish Setters
Seminole,

20088. FEE $20

J75

IN THE STUD.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 7711 Fee $21;REGENT BRISK, 16,618 ... •• ,0
REGENT TIPPLER .;.:•• 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address REGENTKENNELS, Caton.sville, Baltimore Co., Md 65

IN THE STUD.

8T, BERNARDS
AT STUD.

Eleo,
(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

11450. FEE $15
Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
gowd stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp
Young stock always on hand. 13-^4

ARISTOCRAT,
Winner of more first prizes and spec-

ials during: 1890 than any
other St. Bernard.

fp:e, - - $,50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,

PoHghkecpsle, N. Y.

pFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25
Ch. Raby Mixer 15
Russley Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

Hillside Kennels,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

JRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

MINSTREL
(21.377) CIL ELCHO, Jr.-BESSIE GLENCHO.

SHANMORE
(2i.37«; CH. ELCHO, Jr.-BESSIE GLENCHO.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
62^' West Farms. N. Y.

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. BERNARDS.
IN THE STUD

BKN ORMONDE, 17044.
1263 CARD AND PHOTO FREE.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

KOX TERRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PROPRIETOH.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridge, L. I.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in
America." Pedigree and winnings free

; photos,
50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

100-151

P. H. COOMBS,
Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD

COUNT $25

TUNLAW KENNELS- STUD FOX TERRIER
IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire ol
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won in England six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-
onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand young dog is just
in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-
dress

THOS. C, CHALMERS. Proprietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Some fine pups bv IMiiilininioii. Jr. Also
brood bitches. G.W.PATTERSON

27tf Lake View, Worcester, Mass.

JRISH SETTER DOG

LIMERICK
AT STUD. FEE $20.

OAKVIEV^ KENNELS,
ttI.EX'JIDE, I»A.

89-141

Game Bantams. Irish Terrlei-s.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md. j

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SPRAKE,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist
at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,
I2itl AUBURN PARK, ILL.

MANPESale by dealers fn sport

The banc of the kennel. Pos-
itively cured, in one or two
applications, with St. Ber-
nard Manse Care. For

I by dealers In sporting goods, or
THE 8T. BBRNARU MANGE CURB CO.,

•1.0« r»9 Caa. OKAWTIU.B, III.

GREENFIELD

HILL KENNELS
IN STUD

The Field Trial Winners

Rowdy Rod - - - - Fee ^75
King's Dan - . . Fee ^25

Harry C. Fee ^25

Descriptive Catal<jgue Muil.d F,,-f.

Geo. W. EwiiiE & S. C, Brailey, Proj,

Box 24, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

P. S.—Choice Puppies and Broken Dogs for
sale. 2*7.40

pOINTERS.-BENCH SHOW AND KIFI D
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6258. Fee $50
CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5550. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale Ad-

dress

THE KENNEL.

sCOTC H....I OLI^IES

FORDHOOK KENNELS
Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clu.sively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch

• J 1 ^^ ^J^ "°^ booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire: Chflon Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot
* ^J^L^^- Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full
descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world'schampion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
79-130 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

JOLLIES

8T- BERNARDS

CLOSING OUT SALE-YOUR CHANCE
If you want to purchase a finely bred duddvwe can supply It We have been breedfng to

?'^ .^^°il*'*^V°"
""^^^^ ^°«^«' '" the land, sired byOath s Mark, Roger, Chance and Paxtang. Thedams are finely bred, plenty of Count Noble.

Gladstone, Leicester and Darkie b'ood. Three
htiers now ready to ship We can supply some
youngsters ready for field this fall and ^veralgood brood bitches, .such as produce black, white
.-ind tan pups. Let your wants be known bv ad-dressing ^

Moorefield Kennels,

^'^ CHULA, AMELIA CO., VA.

#»
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surjareon,

1893 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

IRISH TERRIERS

COCKER SPANIELS

Best in the world in sttid and for sale.

AT STUD
Christopher - - -

Wellesbourne Charlie

^50.00

50.00

LORING BROWN,
BOLIIMGBROKE, GA.

SCOTCH lERRIhKS. Also thirtv varieties ofHaiicy Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes thepast four vears. A grand lot of stock for sale
Price list free. My strain of Shawlneck PiedGames are Champions of the South. 2-53

To Collie Club .Member, either dog, $35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
CHE.STNUT HILL,

27-7S Philadelphia, Penna.

DIIP Q U: JI^'^'
"^VANT TO OWN A

I Ulio —GENMINE PUG PUP

—

\ oung stock from prize winners, J20 to $soM you ve a bitch to breed, try one of our
STTID I

Kberharfs Cashier (t ^901. Fee Jis^^^^ Bradford Ruby II (07^0) Fee lisPUGS 1 ^P*"" ,"""• imported (1709J). Fee", $15

tT^ '' Douglass II (,,,804). Fee. |io
Litter guaranteed. A "square deal" to allEBERHART PUG KENnIxS, Cincinnati, O
Leading and Largest Pug Kennrl in America

Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street.

AMERICAN KE]S"XEL CLUB

Stud Book.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists
of the different shows, Stud Book registrations
and numl)ers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,

N08. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

BERKSHIRE PIGS.
For pedigreed stock (all ages, both sexes), St.

Bernard Dogs, Light Brahmas, Caponizing Tools,
Strawberry Plants, address GEO. Q. DOW,
47-2wm North Epping, N. H.

—Dou't forgot to send advertisements
for our great Christmas number.

DOGS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

WRITE FOR PARTICVLAR8.

F. HOPE,
305 N. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

In Conjunction with
my business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have add-
ed a dog ex-
change for the
purcha.se and
sale of dogs of
eve r,y descrip-
tion.

Three will be a
registry kept at
my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
oJ a fee the name
and address of

parties wishing to purchase cr sell dogs will be
entered. The fee for one dog will be Ji.oo, and for
each additional dog fifty cents. This will be de-
voted to advertising and furthering the sales,
and a commission of^ 10 per cent will be charged
on all sales. I may confidently state that my
experience with dogs as a breeder.exhibitor, etc..
with my excellent location for the business and
my wide acquaintance will make this one of the
very best mediums to be found for the purchase
and sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.
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STANDARD
aaoFVHG

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for

Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
find circular
free. 7-58

A. f. SWAN. 38 Uey Street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PE7 ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGCJS von IIATt'IIINCJ.

SF.ND FOR CATALOGUE.

H. W. VAHLE,
313 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Stieet,

PHILADELPHIA.
7<)-l3l

Kdward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIROS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blue Line Homers.

imF.EDlNC

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

THRF;K OF THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Having piirch.Tstil from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his cliampion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of mv own breeding,
1 have a showinu of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THRF.K I.OVTS WITH PROVEN REC
ORDS FKoM 510 TO 7<y) MILF^S. Send for cir-
cular and price li.st. s^^ijo

FOR POULTRY.

POUIiTRY FARMS. rOUIiTRY FARMS.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

-< INDIAN GAMES. -A !>> WYANDOTTES.I>
Theleadingstrainsof prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NEW YORK SHOW I

won ist on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State
Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, s seconds, 4 thirds and 2 gold specials. Send
for circular. Address T.WILTON H I LL, JAMESBURG, N. J. 96-148

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM-
S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record ot America's leading strains 01 above
varieties. Can furnish eggs from V.. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

lOI-tl J. FORSYTH, OWEGO. tioga county, n. y.

POUIITRY. POUIiTRY.

THERE IS mmm better than the best
So why seek hnther. My BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SILVER LACED WYANDOTTES

have stood the test of time and been handled at NATIONAL SHOWS by all the leading judges—
they always win a BIG SHARE OF THE PRIZES, TOO.

At Charleston, S. C, January, 1891,

the National Show of the vear and meeting of the A. P. A., thev were awarded TWENTY OF
THE MOST IMPORTANT' PREMIUMS. My chicks this year are a PRIME LOT; they have
great FORM and COLOR and are hard to equal. I have also a full line of FINE BREEDING
BIRDS and young hens and will quote reasonable prices for qualily.
Send for finely illustrated circular. Address

I -5

1

EDWARD B. THOMPSON, A>n«^nia, Dutchess County, N. Y.

o<I3andacrE • Ear7V^|>o
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buft Pekiu Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Petin Ducks. Prize
winners wherever shown. Circular free.

io-<5i F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

BOOKS. BOOKS.

J PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train
your dogs for the field trials and a lxx)k that no dog-
inau can afford to be without.

PRICE 50 CENTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

MODERN TRAININ&, HAPLING & KEMEL MAM&EfflT.
This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-

velooed bv Field Work, Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge

of the dog's nature and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
OF CONTFINTS AND TESTIMONIALS FROM EXPERTS. Price I2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.
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Bone Meal.
<iranulat«Ml li<»Mts
Uround JltH-t

Scraps, - -

Calfltf. - - -

C'ruHtuMl Flint.
C;rnHhe«l Oyster
shells.

Per HM» lb. Bag, 93.00 '

'.J00

JOO

a.00
'^.00
'^.OO

2.00
Send (or our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt ol
price.

C. H. DEMPWOLF A CO.

,

York Cbemleal "Works, York, Pa.

The leading weekly paper of its

class in the world. Sixteen pages
handsomely illustrated. Subscrip-

tion price, I2.00 per annum ; sam-
ple copies, 5 cents. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO..

Rox 916, rhiladelphia, Pa.

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS. POULTRY, PIGEONS
R.VBBITS, CAGE-BIRD.S, AC.

It is the recognized Eng1i.sh organ on these sub
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
best English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 113.16,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OP

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America
New York, February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;
first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-
play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE. $100 IN GOLD,

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, I4
P^i' I3i l7 per 26, |9 per 39. Stock for sale. 86

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at
least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fea on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. They muiA have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not .sour or clog
in the crop

j one that will furuish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-
ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witness such noted breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown &Wadley,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, V.. E. Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

25-50

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 F.a8t 56th Street, New York.

THE

SPORTSMEN^S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRA TTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OF THIS

BOOK AT THE POPULAR PRICE OF 25

CENTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

DIPQ Cherters, Berkshires, Polands. Fox ;

rluO, Hounds, Beagles,Collie8,Settera.GBO.B. i

HICKMAN, W. Cheater, Pa. Send aUmp for cir. OPIUN
Morphlnn Habit Cured In 10

ys. No PI
OR. J. STEPHENS, Labanon.Ohio.

to<to SO days. No par till cured.

DePuy's Poular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled
Capons and Caponizing. This book has had a
verj' extensive sale at fifty cents per copy, but
the author, Mr. George Q. Dow, has kindly con-
sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent
edi.ion, so as to put it within the reach of all, and
no person can afford to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The book contains all

that the fifty cent edition does besides adding
some new features not contained in that edition
that are really very valuable to poultrymen.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear
tj-pe that can be easily read without straining
the weakest eyes. All persons should read this
book whoiove poultry, as it gives thorough and
complete information on all the different details

of these subjects by a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This book covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . ^.ddress all

orders to

Fanciers' Publisbing Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

VOL. 7, NO. l«. )

I./WHOUI SO., 131. PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1891. / PER ANNUM, 92.00.
\ SINGLE COPY, 6c.

ANDALUSIAN HEN.
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I»UBLlSHi!'D EVERY SATURDAY AT
33 S. 3J Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

V.M.HALDEMAN -
'^-

- KENNEL EDITOR

H. DREVEN8TEQT - _^- POULTRY EDITOR

FHNCIBRS' f-UBLI5HIN3 (fo.

HkM.lCchlLD,

Busmeis Manage/*.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES (IN Al, /ANOB):

$2.00 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $1.fO EACH PER YEAR.

Foreig'n Subscriptions, 10s.

ADVERTimo RATES:

DISPLAYED ADVERTISEMENTS
(14 agate lines to one inch)

/ time, rj times. 36 times. 5? times
1 inch li'So I16.00 I28.00 137.50
2 inches .... 2.25 25.60 44.80 60.00
3 inches .... 3.00 32.00 56.00 75.00
4 inches .... 3.60 38.40 67.20 90.00

Four columns to a page, 12^ inches to column.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
TWO cents per word each insertion. Copy

should be in hand on Wednesday at the latest.

Make all remittances payable and ad-
dress all communications to

Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia. Pa.
P. O. Box, 916.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

^2-23.—Stoneham, Mass.
30-Jan. 2.—Meriden, Conn.
30-Jau. 3.—Gloversville. N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 4-7.—Worcester, Mass.

5-8.—Albany, N. Y.
5-8.—Lewiston, Me.
6-12.—Philadelphia, Pa.
12-15.—Iveominster, Mass.
I«-16.—Yarmouth, Me.
12-15.- Battle Creek, Mich.
i*-i6.—Columbia, S. C.
18-23.—Hartford Conn.
19-24. Shelbyviile, Ind.
19-27.- Binghamton, N. Y.
10-25.- Elmira, N. Y-
26-30.—JUjston, Mass.
28-Feb. 2.—Detroit, Mich.

Feb. 2-5.—Woicester, Mass.

Field Trials.
Sept. 22.—Manitoba Field Trials Club.
Nov. 2.—United States Field Trials Club

10.—International Field Trial Club.
i6.—Eastern Field Trials Club.
23.—Irish Setter Club.
23.—Gordon Setter Club.
30.—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1892.
Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

The Fanciers' Journal will be supplied by
newsdealers throughout the United States and
Canada.

NEW YORK CITY.

BRETANO'S Union Square

WM. TALLMAN 109 W. 34th St.

J. C. LONG. JR 21 Park Row
W, J. STANTON 56 Dey St.

P. O. NEWS CO . . . 103 Adams St., Chicago, 111

E. S. SCHMID . . 317 12th St., Washington, D. C.

Our Illustration.

Our frontispiece this week represents

an Andalusian hen. The drawing is an
excellent one, and we are indebted to the

Feathered World for the same. The
artist has certainly brought out the goo<l

features of an ideal Andalusian hen
very prominently ; in fact, it is the best

cut we have ever seen. Andalusians
should be more popular than they are,

being very handsome fowls and splendid

layers of large white eggs. We consider

them fully equal to the Minorcas and
the size of eggs they lay are considered

superior to the Le^jhoms.

CURRENT REPORTS.

PHILADELPHIA, SEPT. 10, 1801.
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Do]u: Shows.
Sept. 22-25.—Montreal, Can.

29-Oct. I.—Ottawa, Can.
Dec. 4-8.—Rockford, 111.

10-14— Freeport, HI-

30-Jan. 3.—Glover.sville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.

19-22.—Binghanipton, N. Y.
Feb. 9-12 —Chicago, 111.

23-26.—New York, N. Y.
MarrYi 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.

8-11.—Baltimore. Md.
15-18.—Pittsburg, I'a.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Poiiltrj^ and PIsreon Slio>vs.
Sept. 21-25.—Rochester, N. Y.

21-25.—Dover, Del.
2I-2S.—Waverly, N. J.

Seo. 28-Oct. 2—Trenton, N. J.
Deo. 2-8.—Rockford, 111.

8-11.—Owatonna, Minn.
9-11.—Brockton. Mass.
10-14—Freeport, 111.

15-16.—Needham, Mass.
16-23.—Providence, R. I.

i thought it but a Iriendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

Mr. W. C. Reick, who has had the

misfortune to lose his famous St. Ber-

nard Prince Regent, pluckily determined
to secure another to fill thelatter's place,

and on Monday, Sept. 14, the St. Bernard

Marquis of Ripon arrived on the steamship

Hindoo from England. The Marquis of
Ripon is described as a son of the la-

mented Prince Regent, and is said to

resemble the latter greatly in color,

markings and expression. He is de-

scribed as being a rich orange with the

orthodox white markings, stands thirty-

three inches at the shoulders, possesses a
massive head with good expression and
excels in bone and substance.

• •
His present owner writes: "He has

been a winner on the bench on the other

side, and but for a slight tendency to

chorea in one of his shoulders would
have taken the highest rank among the

P^nglish champions. His present owner
has every reason to belive that the Mar-
quis can be cured of his slight ailment,

but whether this is so or not doesn't alter

the fact that the dog is a welcome addi-

tion to the ranks of our good specimens,

and as he so strongly resembles his fa-

mous sire, it is only reasonable to sup-

pose he will transmit his many excel-

lencies to his progeny."
«

* «

We certainly hope Mr. Reick will re-

main in possession of his new acquisition

many years, and that the Marquis* quali-

ties as a breeder will not disappoint him.
*
»

The arrival of the St. Bernard Lord
Bute has been met with diverse criticism

by a number of papers. The New York
Herald comments on his Lordship as

follows

:

"Still another addition to the ranks of
the already heavy list of imported St.
Bernards is to be recorded. In this case

it is the well-known English rough dog
Lord Bute, whose reputation in the old
country has been earned more as a sire
than a bench winner. He is close on
thirty-five inches high, which is his prin-
cipal claim to being considered a good
specimen, as he is considerably lacking
in other essential points, such as color,
head and expression, and depth of ribs.
As a sire he has proved a success, such
bench show winners as Young Bute, Sir
Hereward and Salvator Rosa being sired
by him. His career on the bench has
been a checkered one, as he has been
defeated by Donald prior to the latter
being owned by Miss Cushman, of Frank-
lin Park, N.J. ; Autocrat, before he be-
came the property of Colonel Ruppert,
and the late Prince Regent. It is claimed
that Lord Bute is the tallest dog of his
breed living. This will hardly bear in-
spection, as Miss Cushman's Donold is

entitled to this position, while it is more
than possible that Mr. Moore's Lord
Melrose is as tall if not taller than Lord
Bute. It is fortunate for the latter that
both Scottish Prince and his sire. Prince
Regent, have joined the majority, other-
wise Lord Bute would have had a sorry
chance at the coming bench shows. As
it is he will have a difficult task of getting
into the prize against such dogs as Sir
Bedivere, Autocrat, Lord Melrose and
Kingston Regent."
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importance to importers and breeders of
dogs, and the only question that agitates

our mind is will the A. K. C. attend to it ?
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•*
It is reported that the Buffalo Kennel

Club has resigned from the A. K. C.

» #
Secretary Madison writes that seventy-

four Derby entries have paid the second
forfeit to the United States Field Trial

Club.
•

IRISH SETTER CLUB MEETING.

»
« «

In the New York Suu we find the fol-

lowing :

"Lord Bute is said to be the largest
dog alive, and was purchased by the
Menthon Kennels at Phoenixville, Pa.,
several weeks ago from Thomas Shill-
cock, of Birmingham, England. The
price paid was I3750. The dog measures
thirty-six inches at the shoulder and
weighs 247 pounds. Lord Bute is the
son of two famous dogs. Champion Save
and Sabina, the latter a Phnlimmon
bitch by Donna Bayard. His coat is of a
rich orange color, with white markings
and black face shadings. He is the sire
of more prize winners than any other
dog in the world. Among them are
Young Bute, Sir Hereward, Salvator
Rosa, Marchioness of Bute aud others.
Bute has taken twenty-six first prizes
and cups, and in England wore a minia-
ture barrel attached to his collar in which
he collected funds to maintain a bed in a
public hospital. He was also exhibited
throughout England and collected many
thousands of dollars for charitable pur-
poses in the barrel."

« »

Both these reports were written by St.

Bernard breeders evidently, and the

readers of The Fanciers' Journal may
not feel satisfied with the rather different

views expressed by the above. We will,

however, as soon as opportunity permits,

visit Lord Bute and give ourown opinion.

•*•

We regret that the South Carolina

Kennel Association will not hold a show
next winter. The exhibitors in this part

of the world who attended the show are

still praising the management of the lat-

ter and like Barkis, "are willin' " to go
again.

••
Here's what a modest dog fancier re-

marked to us : "How do you do it, any-

way ? The Fanciers' Journal of last

week was a great triumph of newspaper
journalism. Three complete dog show
reports in one is.sue, while the other

papers barely had one."

*
» •

We may be pardoned for feeling slightly

elated over the above facts. The Fan-
ciers' Journal manages to do these

things in a business-like way. It em-
ploys a large staff of correspondents and
pays them well and the mail and tele-

graph wires do the rest. Moral—If you
want the news read The Fanciers'
Journal.

*
* *

We respectfully call the attention of
the American Kennel Club to the article

appearing in this issue regarding the

importation of animals. It is of vital

The Amount of Prizes for the Two
Stakes Decided Upon.

At a meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Irish Setter Club, held in

Philadelphia September 9, 1891, there
were present Mes.srs. Child, Thompson
and Davis, and N. Rowe and F. L.

Cheney by proxy. Mr. E. P. Bishop,

of Cincinnati, and Mr. Boyd D. Rothrock,
of Williamsport, Pa., were elected mem-
bers. Mr. E. P. Bishop was elected a
member of the Executive Committee to

fill the vacancy caused by the withdrawal
of Mr. Moore.

The secretary announced that Dr.

William Jarvis had promised a valuable

cup, to be known as the Elcho Cup, to

become the property of the winner of the

All-Aged Stake ; also, that the gun edi-

tor of the Philadelphia Item had promised
a handsome cup or trophy for the winner
of the Derby. A contribution was re-
ceived from Mr. E. P. Bishop of $50 to
the winner of the Derby, and 150 to the
handler of same.

It was decided that the stakes of the
approaching trials will be as follows

:

For the Derby, to the winner of first,

I150, donated by the club, lioo donated
by Mr. Bishop (one-half to go to the
handler), and the Item Cup ; to the win-
ner of second, |ioo ; to the winner of
third, I50. For the All-Aged vStake,

|200, and the Elcho Cup, to the winner
of first; |i25to the winner of second,
a"d I75 to the winner of third. The cash
prizes in the All-Aged Stake will prob-
ably be increased later on.
The following contributions to the

field trial fund have been received :

E. B. Bishop |iio
C. T. Thompson 100
W. H. Child 50
T. B. Blos.som 25
F. L. Cheney 25
H. Fitzgerald 25
G. O. Davis 2'-,

J. H. Perry ,,
C. P. Hubbard

. 10
W. L. Washington 10
James Conlisk 10
F. C. Fowler 5
George H. Kunkel 5
Charles E. Connell 5
J. J. Monnion i

L. A. Van Zandt 1

C. P. Doerr ,

Total j4,9

We have Dr. Jarvis' and the Itemcup.s,

I145 in the treasury from dues besides, and
will have the entrance fees in addition.

G. G. Davis,

Secretary and Treasurer.

She Wa.s \VelI-Bre«l.

Tommy—Mamma, is baby well-bred?

Mamma—Dear me, yes, child ! What an ex-
traordinary question !

Tommy—As well-bred as my terrier Gyp?
Mamma—Certainly.

Tommy—Then hold her up by the ears, ma,
and let's see if she'll howl. Gyp don't.

—A favorite dog, which preferred
death to a beating, has been heard of by
the Waterbury American. He belonged
in Connecticut, and had contracted a
habit which his owner endeavored to
break him of by giving him a trouncing.
"After the second reprimand the dog
started out of the gate, and, notwith-
standing repeated calls, ran towards the
canal. When he came to the water he
deliberately jumped over the fence into
the canal. The owner followed him, and
when he saw the dog leap into the water
he ran to the edge, but Carlo sank with-
out making an effort to swim. The next
morning the body was found, and he was
fished out and buried. He was followed
to his grave by the wails of all the little

people in the neighljorhood.

"

TORONTO'S IMMENSE

_BENCH SHOW.

The Largest and Best in the

Canadian Circuit.

An Entry of Five Hundred and Eighty-

one Dogs—Result of the Awards

for the First Day.

From a Staff Correspondent.

Toronto, Ont., Sept. 14.—The grand
international dog show, held by the In-
dustrial Exhibition Association, of To-
ronto, began here to-day with 581 entries.

The show is much above the average and
compares favorably with the large bench
shows of Boston aud Chicago. The show
is held in a large permanent building on
the exhibition grounds. It is well
ventilated and lighted. The judging
rings were too small, however for most
of the classes. The judges were as fol-

lows : Miss A. H. Whitney, St. Bernards,
Great Danes and pugs; A. Clinton
Wilmerding, spaniels

; John Davidson,
fox hounds, pointers, setters, collies, har-
riers. Dachshunds and beagles ; C. H.
Mason, all other classes. The awards
made the first day were as follows

:

MBStllB*—Challengk, dogs.
I. Ilford Chancellor, Flour City Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
1. LadyColeus. Flour City Kennels.
2. Caution's Own daughter, Flour City Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
3. Elkson. Edwin L. Kimball.
3. Mode, Hugh Falconer.
H. Trust, Hugh Falconer.

King, A. J. Calhoun.
» OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Miss Caution, Flour City Kennels,
a. Mmna Minting, Flour City Kennels.
3. Bess, Hugh Falconer.
V. Greenwood Juna, C. C. Bennett.
H. Blondie, Hugh Falconer.

PUPPIES, DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Elkson, Edwin L. Kimball.
2. King, A. J. Calhoun.

RouKh-coated St. Bernards—Open, dogs.
1. Kingston Regent, William C. Reick.
2. Hesper's Son. Fred Stetteubens.
3. Monk, J. S. Williams.
4. Monarch,

J. S. Williams.
- Don Phyllis, Pottersburg Kennels.

Sir Leonard, G. A. McGillivray.
Oscar, (Jeorge Wright.
Bruce, S. F. Glass.

OPEN, BITCHES.

J
f Republican Belle. William C. Reick.
) Daisy May, Vanbladiom & Ferguson.

2. Zenith. William C. Reick.
3. Glenisly, Pottersburg Kennels.
4. Beulah, J. S. Williams.
R. Phyllis, Pottersburg Kennels.
H. Nora, J. S. Williams.
c. Nell Maida, G. A. McGillivray.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
I. Sir John, G. Bell.
a. Hesper's Son, F. Steltenbens.
3. Don Phyllis. Pottersburg Kennels.
R. Kildonan, Pottersburg Kennels.
v. Elector, J. S. Williams.

Dictator, J. S. Williams.
H. Benwore. Jr. V. L. Franci.s.

Kenmore, G. A. McGillivray.
• c. The Premium, A. J. Groves.

, James .Miller.

Konffh or Smooth-coated St. Bernards
NOVICE, DOGS.

1. Sir John, G. Bell.
2. Hasper'sSon, F. Stettenbens.
3. Don Phyllis, Pottersburg Kennels.
R. Monarch, J. S. Williams.
v. Oscar, c;eorge Wright.
H. Bruce, George B. Cook.
BIoodhoiindH—Open, ixk.s and bitches.
1. Jack Shepard, R. G. H. Huntington.
2. Beauty, Fred C. Matthew.

39^ewfoundlands—Open, dogs and bitches
1. Cham. Lead, D. O'Sliea.
2. Major, T. Langton.

IluHHlan AVolf-honnds—Open, dogs.
I. Vlademir, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

open, bitches.
1. Princess Irma, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.
2. Modjeska, H. W. Huntington.

Deerhounds—Open, bitches.
I. Silver Queen, N. Q. Pope.

Greyhounds—Challenge, dogs
Gem of the Season, A. W. Purbeck.
Ch. Highland Chief, N. Q. Pope.

challenge, bitches.
1. Ch. Cassandra, N. Q. Pope.
2. Spinaway, Woo<lhaven Keenels.

OPEN, dogs.
1. Ornatus, A. W. Purbeck.
2. Pious Pembroke, A. W. Purbeck.
3. Old Stone, N. Q. Pope.
R. Highland Donald, N. Q. Pop*.
V. Ranger, Seaton Kennels.

R.
V.
h.

1.

2.

*70

Gtreyhouuds-Open, dogs.
M. Dick. Fred Dixon,
c. BlUcher, Harry Habart.

open, bitches.
1. Bestwood Daisy, A. W. Purbeck.
2. l.ady of Gains.
3. Bert of Fashion, N. Q. Pope.
R.Lady Langtry. A. G. Fenton.
h. Grimsby Jess, W. F. Randall.

Elsie II, J. T. Fotherington.
c. Galatea, L. N. Bate.

puppies—Dooa.
1. Mlsterton, Fred Habart.
2. Jack, O. Demsey.

puppies—BITCHES.
1. Bed of Stones, H. P. Thompson.
2. Miss Glendine, Lily Nichols.
3. Grimsby Belle.
H.Gill, O. Deiupsey.

£n{cllsh Foxhounds—Open, dogs.
1. Genius, J. Gibbs.
2. Rouser, John John.ston.
3- Preacher, Fred W. Grey.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Vexation, J. Gibbs.

American Foxhounds—Open, dogs.
1. Ranger, Dan O'Shea.
2. Ringv ood, Dan O'Shea.
3. Bingo, Henry B. Nicol.
v.Brucp, Henry Hulse, Jr.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Hasty, Dan O'Shea.
2. Countess, Dan O'Shea.

Harriers

—

Open, dogs.
1. Racer, F. L. Mayhew.
2. Tomboy, Dan O'^Shea.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Withheld.
2. Molly, Dan O'Shea.

Pointers.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES (50 Ibs and ovcr).

I. Ch. Belle Randolph.
OPEN, DOGS (55 lbs. and over).

1. Tempest, William Ledyard.
2. Westminster Drake, T. G. Davey.

OPEN, BITCHES (50 Ibs. and over).
I. Revelation, T. G. Davey.
a. Ightfield Madge, T. G. Davey.

CHALLENGE, DOGS (UUder 55 IbS.)

I. Pommery Sec, W. H. Hyland.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES (under 50 Ibs.)

r. Fan N., W. H. Hyland.
OPEN, DOGS (under 55 lbs.)

I. Ossining, W. H. Hyland.
a. Shot, J. & Y. Mackle.
3. Axtel King Don, T. G. Davey.
v. Sam, Sam Holmes.
C. Snipe, W. Gibson Cassells.

OPEN, BITCHES (uudcr 50 pouuds).
1. Lady Gayspanker, T. G. Davey.
2. Miss Rumor, T. G. Davey.
.V Phantom, F. W. Shaw.
R. Lady Graphic. William H. Hyland.
V. Dodo, Sam Holmes.

NOVICE CLASS.
1. Ightfield Madge, T. G. Davey.
2. Dodo, Sam Holmes.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
I. Sting, Sam Holmes.

PUPPIES, BITCHES.
I. Bessie Girl, T. G. Davey.
a. Pepper, Sam Holmes.

EnsIIsh Setters—Open, dogs.
1. Edgemark, Francis S. Brown.
2. I(^htfield Rhuilas, T. G. Davey.
3. Viscount, Mt. Washington Kennels.
R. Tony Gladstone, Mt. Washington Kennels
V. Mt. Royal Stride, Mt. Royal Kennels.

Sir Edward, James E. Hair.

OPEN, DOGS.

H. Benzine, H. Northwood.
Forest Tatton, Arthur E. Davis.

OPE.N, BITCHES.

1. Nia, Mt. Washington Kennels.
2. Forest Heather, T. G. Davey.
3. All)ert's Nellie. Dr. John A. Hartman.
4. Victress Llewellin, Mt. Washington Ken-

nels.
R. Canadian LiHie, T. G. Davey.
V. Monk's Fan, T. G. Davey.

Vic, Sam Holmes.
Nora III, Mt. Washington Kennels.

H. Forest Gladys, Forert Kennels.
Scottish Bello, E. J. Walsh.

C. Dell, D. J. Keely.
Daisy, M. Wells.

NOVICE—DOGS.
1. Ig[htfield Rhuilas, T. G. Davey.
2. Viscount, Mt. Washington Kennels.
3. Mt. Royal Stride, Wesley Mills.
V. Forest Tatton, Arthur E.Davis.

Toby, Shirley Stewart.

NOVICE—BITCHES.
1. Victress Llewellin, Mt. Washington Ken-

nels.
2. Queen of Fashion, Arthur E. Davis.
3. Vic, Sam Holmes.

PIJPPIE.S—DOGS.
1. Field Marshal, R. W. B.>yle.
2. The Sultan, E. J. Walsh.
3. Forest Gem, Forest Kennels.
R. Forest Prince, Forest Kennels.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Queen of Fashion, A. E. Davis.
2. Forest Leaf, Forest Kennels.
3. Forest Swan, Forest Kennels.

Irish "Water Spaniels—Open, dogs.
I. Euchre, John Campbell.

Clumber Spaniels—Challenge, dogs.
1. Ch. Ross II, Mercer & Middleton.

challenge, bitches.
I. Ch. Lady Bromine, Mercer & Middleton.

open, dogs.
1. Johnny Junior, Mercer & Middleton.
2. Darby, George B. Smart.

OPEN.BlrCHES.
I. Lady Jo, Mercer & Middleton.

Field Spaniels—Challenge, dogs.
I. Ch. Newton Abbott, Rosedale Kennels.

I.

2.

R.

I.

2.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
I. Rudford Ruby, Rosedale Kennels.

OPEN, DOiJs (black).

1. Samson, Andrew Laidlaw.
2. flrantford Mohawk, Brant Cocker Kennels.

OPEN, HITCHES (black).
I. Rosedale Be.ss, Rosedale Kennels
a. Rosedale Belle, Rosedale Kennels.

open, dogs AND BITCHES (livCr).

I. Beau, Rosedale Kennels.
open, dogs and BITCHES (any other color).
I. Fancy, Andrew Laidlaw.
a. Billy. M. H. Douglass.
3. Toby, Thomas J. Fitzsimmons.

puppies—DOGS and BITCHES.
1. Bob. p. J. Keating.
2. Rosedale Scamp, Rosedale Kennels.
Cockers-Challenge, dogs (black).
Ch. Rabbi, Andrew Laidlaw.
Black Duke, Luckwell & Douglass.
Ch. Brant, Brant Cocker Kennels.

CHALLENGE. BITCHES.
Ch. Miss Obo II, Andr w Laidlaw.
Bessie W., Andrew Laidlaw.

CHALLENGE, DOGS (any Other color than black).
I. Brantford Red Jacket, Brant Cocker Ken-

nels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. King Pharoah's Sister, Luckwell & Doug-
lass.

*

OPEN, DOGS (black).

1. Black Dufferin, Luckwell & Douglass.
2. Oban, Andrew Laidlaw.
3. Dono, Mitchener & Farewell.
4. Black Brant, Mitchener & Farewell.
R. Obadiah, Ancient and Modern Spaniel Ken-

nels.
V. Brock, Andrew Laidlaw.
H.Major, F. H. Cunningha.n.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. I Guess, Herbert P. Mullens.
2. Woodstock Cora, A ndrew Laidlaw.
3 I Say. Ancient and M.-de- n Kennels.
4. Cleo II, Andrew Laidlaw.
R. Brantford Flirt, Brant Cocker Kennels.
V. Brantford Topsy, Brant Cocker Kennels.
H. Jealousy, Luckwell & Douglass.

Woodland Susie, Luckwell & Douglass.
C. Vixen, B. F. .Schran.

OPEN, DOGS (any other color).

1. Brantford Redman. Brant Cocker Kennels
2. Nugget, H. G. Charlesworth.

Bambo, Andrew Laidlaw.
Rufus, F. J. Leigh.

OPEN, BITCHES.
Mollie, Thomas J. Fitzsimons.
Lady of Learning, Andrew Laidlaw.
Brantford Red Riding Hood, Brant Cocker
Kennels.

Brantford Dolly Varden, Brant Cocker Ken-
nels.

Blushing Rose, Ancient and Modern Ken-
nels.

V. Northern Queen, Edw. Richard Marks.
NOVICE, DOGS (an- color).

1. Brantford Redman, Brant Cocker Kennels
a. Black Brant, Mitchener & Farewell.

Ontario. W. B Palmer.
Von Hood, Jeff Worden.
King Raven, Joseph F. Kennedy.
Major, F. H. Cunningham.
Cheevey, H. B. Cooper.

NOVICE—BITCHES (any color).

I Guess, H. P. Mullens.
Woodstock Cora, Andrew Laidlaw.
I Say, Ancient aud Modern Kennels.
Red Riding Hood, Brant Cocker Kennels.

V. Topsy, Mitchener & Farewell.
H. Mirza. Henry B. Nicol.
c. Jennie, P. J. Keating.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Brantford Redman, Brant Cocker Kennels
2. Black Brant, Mitchener & Farewell.
3. Black Robbie, George H. Alfwarg
R. Ontario, W. B. Palmer.
V. Madhi, Luckwell & Douglas.
H. Von Hood, Jeff Wonlen.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. I Guess, Herbert P. Mullens.
2. I Say, Ancient and Modern Kennels.
3. Brantford Red Riding Hood, Brant Cocker

Kennels.
R. Beatrice, A. Laidlaw.
V. Jennie, P. J. Keating.

Gill II, Henry Nicol.
H. Yoho, Robert Clark.

Ptigrs—Challenge, dogs.
I. Bob Ivy, M. H. Cryer.

challenge, bitches.
1. Bessie, M. H. Cryer.
2. Cassina, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Et)erhart's Cashier. Eberhart Pug Kennels.
2. Curtis A., Minnie M. Ballantinc.
3. Rowdy, Jack Broombeck.
R. Fritz Emmet, M. H. Cryer.
V. Kash, Jr., Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Satin, Howard Bros.
2. Mabel E., Eberhart Pug Kennels.
3. Cribbage, M. H. Cryer.
H. Fannie K., Eberhart Pug Kennels.

Princess Nellie. Seminole Kennels.
puppies—bitches.

1. Peggy Pryde. F^berhart Pug Kennels.
2. Topsey, Mrs. Webster.

3-

4-

I.

2.

3-

V.

3>

V.
h.

I.

2.

3.
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Xo Bench Show at Columbia, 8. C
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Please announce through your columns that

the South Carolina Kennel A.ssociation will not
hold a bench show in January next as previously
intended. Also remove our dates from your list

of fixtures. Our South Carolina Poultry and Pet
Stock Association, however, will have the big-

gest poultry show in Columbia next January
ever held in the South. The association is get-

ting in good shape and is here to stay. Yours
truly, F. F. Capers, Secretary.

Greenville, S. C, Sept. 9.

KENNEL IIEGI8TEU.

We make no charge for entries in this
column; all we ask is that registration be
made in the proper form. Blank fonns
will be furnished free by sending to this
office for tlieni.

.SALES.

FRANK W. MOl'LTON, Washington, D. C*
sold his white hull errier bitch puppy (Ros-
coe, I .3,6-Lady Melville, 20,719) to Mr.
Randolph C. Hyatt, Washington, D. C.

W. ATLEE BURi'EE & CO., Philadelphia, Pa..
sold their li.;ht .sable puppy (The Bard ofPordhook-Fordhook Mina) to Mr. Edgar L.Kline, Cata.'iauqua, P.-i.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.,
sold their pug bitch (Tr.xie) to Mr Frank
Milward, Cincinnati, O.

Proctor Knott, pug dog(Rowdv—Trixie) to Mr.Frank Milward, Cincinnati, 'o.

^If^ «r'',-l'9^'^^' P"S *'°8^ (^*'- Kash-Zadie), toMr W. E. Collins, Nevada, Mo.
WHELPS.

W. ATI EE BURPEE ik CO.'S Whirlpool (10.-17)
wlie ped three dogs aud three bitches bytordhook Scott (.1.599). .September i, i 91.Fordhook Fleet (10,49,), whelped three dogs
and two bitches, by Clifton Cuief (10,440,
S^teniber i. ,891. ^ ^^ '

Fordhook Marigold (14, •44) whelped two bitch
puppies, by Tne Bard of Fordhook (11,631).August 2.S, i8i,i. •' "

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Sara Bernhardt.
20,279 (Lord Roseberry—Cora), whelped two
bitches and three dogs, by .Spokane

( 3,6 2),August 31, 1891. \ o. /.

WILLIA.MH. CHILD'S (Oakview Kennels,Glen-
side, Pa.) beagle bite i Hazel Kirke whelped
three bitches and one dog, by ..is Tony VVel-
ler, Augu.si 2 , 1S91.

Merrv Bell, beagle bitch, whelped two bitches
and two dogs, by his Tony Weller, August
26, 1891.

"

VISITS.

WILLIAM LOEFFLERS Dachshund bitch
Alice to his Hundesport Bergmann (20,268).
August 27, 1891.

"

PHILIP CONRAD'S Dachshund bitch Waldine
to Mr Loeffler's Hundesport Zaenker (20 260)
August 24. 1891. '

^"

CHARLES F. GENTZ, JR.'S Dachshund bitch
Betty to William Loeffler's Hundesport Berij-mann (20,268), August 22, 1891.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.'S rough-coated
Scotch colhe The Bard of Fordhook (11 6«)
to Fordhook Mabel (15.508), August 27, 1801.

Fordhook .Squire, roiigh-coated Scotch collie
(10,454), to Daisy Dean (5987), August 31, 1891.

M. PODEVN'S Great Dane bitch Nora (Pasha I
-Bella) to W. E. Hagan's Imperative, Augu.st
29, 1891.

'^ *

J. B. DUFFY'S (Washington, Pa.) English set-
ter bitch Baldina II (Dan Bangor-Baldina)
to Mt. Washington Kennels' English setter
dog Viscount, August 29, 1891.

JAMES MCKNIGHT'S (Pittsburg, Pa.) English
setter bitch Lilly B. (Gladstone's Boy—Flame)
to Mt. Wa.shington Kennels' F:nglish .setter
dog Viscount, August 29, 1891.

L. GARDNER'S (Mt. Vernon. N. Y ) English
setter bitch Dora Deane (11,389) to his Gale
(18,850), September 6, 1891.

HAMPTON KENNELS' (Hampton, Conn.) Eng-
lish setter bitch I»earl of Hampton to L.
Gardner's Roger, August 16, i.Soi.

SWISS MOUNTAIN KENNELS' rough-coated
St. Bernard bitch Lakine ((>S72) to their King
Regent, August 14, iHyi.

Harinon^(2i ,53o).roiigh-coate<l St. Bernard bitch,
to their King Regent. Sei)teni»>er 2, 1891.

AX EXPU.XATIOX FROM ABROAD.

The Visit of Messrs. .Too T.owis aud L.
KntgHH to the Stock-Keeper.

F^ditor Fanciers' Journal.
It is not, I believe, necessary to vindicate tht

Stock-Keeper from a charge of discourtesy to-

wards American gentlemen, but out of respect to
Dr. Kowe, whose name has been mentioned, I

take the trouble to state that the description
which Mr. Joe Lewis has given of his call at this
office is not in accordance with facts. Your obe-
dient servant, George R. Krkhl,

Kennel Editor of the Stock-Keeper.

The Bull Jtnte.

The bull dog is a savage beast,

He uever fumes or rants.

But he will leave the daintiest feast

To tear a lover's pants.

(We trust our good Itostonian friends
Will pardon us this time.

For "trousers" would not suit our ends,
Because they would not rhyme).

And when he gets a solid grip

(We mean the purp, you know).
Until those nether garments r-r-rip,

He never will let go.

But sets his teeth and growls and growls.
With malice ill-concealed.

Unmindful of the lover's howls,
Until the cloth doth yield.

And then the lover climbs the fence.
And is unloath to stop.

But rapidly meanders hence
Unto the tailor's shop.

So out of evil good doth come,
For, though the lover swears.

It makes the tailors business hum
To mend the bull dog's tears.

—SomrrvilleJournal.
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MR. HACKE'8 BARZQI8.

Description of the Dogs in His Kennels

Situated in New Jersey.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

A beautiful ride on the Northern Rail-

road of New Jersey of something like

an hour, rendered doubly enjoyable by

the companionship of Messrs. Cleather

ami Vickery, of the Spratts Biscuit Com-
pany, brought us to the kennels, where we

found awaiting us their very able kennel-

man, John Brett, well known to nearly

all of our exhibitors and to very many
of the readers of The Fanciers' Jour-

nal. We were more than pleased with

the kennels and all their surroundings

;

but what pleased us most was the clean-

liness that was everywhere noticeable in

and outside of the kennels. We scarce

rememlier ever to have .seen such a well,

healthy, strong-looking lot of dogs to-

gether, and of the sixty now boarded

there, there was not to be seen one but

what looked both well and happy, clean,

though unwashed, .showing how wise a

selection Messrs. Spratt made in ap-

pointing such a man as Brett to care for

the <logs boarded by them. The affec-

tion displayed by the dogs for their

handler was an additional proof he was
both kind an<l consid'. rate to his charge.
Airy and well ventilated stalls were pro-

vided for the dogs, while paddocks of
several acres gave them ample room for

exercising. At the rear of the building,

at some 200 feet, we found a brook flow-

ing lazily 1)y, wherein the dogs can
bathe and sport to their hearts' content,
relieving themselves of some of their

fleas as well as cooling the blood.

Our trip being essentially to look at

Mr. Hackc's nine new Bar/oi.s, we pro-
ceeded to look them over an<l form an
estimate of them. It is greatly to l)e

regretted that Mr. Hacke should secure
his dogs in such bad order. Zloeem,
Prokaza and the others received la.st

February reached here more dead than
alive, and it was only the great care
that Brett gave them that the entire lot

did not die. This invoice was in some
respects even worse than the last, as far

as condition is concerned. First of
all, they arrived at London from St.

Petersburg in "B. O.," and, instead of
allowing them to fully recover, Mr.
Hacke cabled for them to l)e shipped to

New York at once, not knowing, no
doubt, but that they were all sound.
After a trip of fourteen days, the Hel-
vetia had to lay out in the stream for
over a week, as there was no dock room
for her. The result was that the dogs,,

when they reached Messrs. Spratts' ken-
nels, were a sorry lot, one and all, some
being so weak and emaciated that they
were unable to stand. It is a great pity
such should have l)een the ca.se, as it will

be manv weeks (perhaps months) before
they vnU be in anything like decent
form or condition of health. It was
therefore that we saw them at their very
worst, hence it seems unfair to criticise

them so seen. Great praise is due Mr.
Hacke for his courage to send so many
thousfind miles for these Barzois, and an
earnest hope is that they may fill out,
improve and so grow in popular favor
that he may never have cause to regret
having purcha.sed them. He stands to-

day the foremost enthusiast of Barzois in

America, but in .speaking of the four-
teen more to .soon arrive we cannot but
wish him better luck, and no dead or in-

jured ones among them.
The present kennel was but recently

purchased from his Imperial Highness
the Grand Duke George Michaelovitch,
of Michaelofka, near St. Petersburg,
Rus.sia, who in some way has displeased
someone at the court, and so "had to
leave town." So the tale goes. Those
that are to arrive later will come from
the kennels of Peter Michaelvitch and
will probably be equally valuable as
those now here.

We were intensely amused at the
phraseology of these Russians in their
writings as well as their ignorance of
America and some of its customs. In the
papers, accompanying the consul's cer-

tificates, etc., we noticed the following,
which struck us as being intensely amus-
iug, viz.:

"The sheep farmers of America, being
much in need of a dog that will attack
and beat off a wolf," etc. This proves
unquestionably how little these barbarians
know of the world outside of Russia. We
shall look forward to the coming fall

with a great deal of pleasure, hoping to
be present at the wolf hunting, which
we understand will be one of Mr. Hacke's
pastimes.

Despite the fact that the dogs were de-
livered to Messrs. Spratts in most
wretched condition, and we saw them all

unwashed and many covered over with
tar and dirty grease, we have endeavored
to give a true description of them, but
know full well that three months of care-
ful and intelligent handling will make
wonderful changes in many of them.
The following is as they appeared to us :

Abrkck.—The exhibition was opened
by the advent of Abreck, a grand up-
standing dog. pure white in color save
both ears, which were a beautiful lemon.
His head was of good length, and showed
great strength of jaw, but the wolfy ex-
pression and Ught eyes greatly marred
what would otherwise have been a good
face. Neck seemed too short, account-
able perhaps by a great muff of soft
white hair. He had a large and ugly
scar on the forehead, received, so the ex-
porting papers stated in a fierce conflict
with a wolf, an honorable one, and one
which rendered him all the more pleas-
ing in our eyes. Standing very wide in
front, on only fair feet, but good legs,
possessed of the very best and longest
coat and well feathered, he was a dog
that could not help but arouse great ad-
miration wherever he went.
Viewga.—The companion of Abreck,

was found in this bitch, pure white, ex-
cepting orange tinted ears. Her head was
good, expression excellent, stands on
very good legs and feet, covers much
grand, good bone throughout, and pos-
sessing both a strong and well-formed
back and loin, wins favor in one's eyes,
though she seemed to be badly deficient
of coat, which, though of good quality,
looked as though it had reached its full

growth of length.
OSPID.—Unfortunately this dog, con-

sidered one of the very best of the ken-
nel, died en route. He was of the Gustop-
sovy blood, so highly prized by the Rus-
sian wolf hunters for their fierce cour-
age and indomitable will, as well as their
speed, and hence he was no small loss
to Mr. Hacke. Single handed and alone
he attacked and killed a four-year-old
wolf, which, having been separated from
her young, made her doubly ferocious
and difficult to dispatch.

Armeda.—Armeda, a white bitch with
brindle markings and a black spot on
the middle of the back, was one of the
very best of the entire kennel. Whether
or not the black patch will in any way
militate against her winning in good
company is a question to l>e decided by
future judging. The objection of some
of the English judges to the slightest ap-
pearance of black is to us supremely
ridiculous and founded wholly on pre-
judice, which has no foundation what-
ever, nor is their objection supported by
a single authority on the subject. The
Russian Imperial Barzoi Club, of St.

Petersburg, or whatever may be its cor-
rect name, in publishing its standard of
excellence and in giving the points of
merit and demerit, says never a word of
di.squalifyingor penalizing a dog whereon
black appears, uor does its prevalence in
any way affect its beauty. Still, in spite
of all this, the English judges, in the ab-
sence of any discjualifying or penalizing
mention, speak of black as undesirable,
and show their dislike for it in their
awards.
The Barzoi is essentially a dog of the

chase, valued almost wholly for its speed
and courage, and where color can in
any way be dragged in or lie made of
value is a point upon which we feel we
want much enlightening. With equal
justice they might say a greyhound
should not l)e of certain colors and mark-
ings, for it is a sensible and well-estab-
lished fact that bitches are bred to dogs,
not for color in any case whatever, but
for spee<l, stamina, courage and blood.
Whites are bred to blacks, fawns to blues,

brindles to parti-colors, and why, when
the Barzois are used for the self-same
purpose, they should be penalized for

having aught of black, passes all under-
standing. As yet we have been uuable

to get a lucid and sensible explanation
from the English wh^ this antipathy ex-
ists, and until it is satisfactorily ex-
plained we sincerely hope the American
judges will judge the breeds as they do
greyhounds, of which they unquestion-
ably sprung. /. e., the Persian specimen,
and if they do so Armeda ought not to
be in the "rear guard," but well to the
fore, we should say. She is as good a
specimen as any Mr. Hacke has yet im-
ported ; so it seems to us, though her
beiug in most wretched condition of
health may, and no doubt, did give her a
seemingly less advantage over many of
the others. She has a fine head and
neck, first-class coat, fairly deep chest,
good feet and legs, on which she stands
well, rather long cast if anything, much
narrower in front than we like to see
them, as greater width gives greater heart
and lung room as well as an easier action
of the legs. When we saw her she was
a very sick dog, and if John Brett is able
to pull her through Mr. Hacke may
thank his lucky stars that she was sent
on arrival to Spratts Kennels, where she
would receive such intelligent and good
care and be constantly attended to by
Brett, supported by the gentle and
motherly offices of good Mrs. Brett, who
has taken poor Armeda under her foster-

ing care and coaxes her appetite with lit-

tle warm canine delicacies that are sure
to bring the sick to health again if any-
thing can. We hope soon to hear of
her full recovery and see her in the ring,

where she will be able to try conclusions
as well as convince us our judges render
decisions on form, not color. It is also
hoped the English Brazoi Club will make
a standard for these dogs and explain in

some way their antipathy to black.
OUDUFF.—Considering Ouduff^s teeth,

it struck us very forcibly that if the dog
was whelped in 1888 the Russian years
must l>e very like their dogs, for his
teeth had every evidence of belonging to
a dog at least eight or nine years old.
Still, perhaps Russian dentists are not ex-
perts, and his teeth are prematurely
gone. Ouduff is a big white dog with
lemon markings, grand coat as well as
ruff, as one might call the latter ; well
feathered on front and hind legs, excel-
lent feet and legs, but woefully out at
the elbows. His head is excellent, bar-

ring the fact that he is prick-eared, a trait

we do not heartily admire in the breed.
He is well filled out before the eyes, and
shows great strength here, as needed.
Though very straight behind, without
any apparent bend of the stifles, he still

covers a deal of ground and moves very
well, despite the painful fact that he has
received a very severe injury to the left

pastern, as if the bone had been gouged
out sufficiently large to almost admit lay-

ing iu of one's finger. Whether or not
this will interfere with his field work is a
question only to be decided by actual trial.

VoiLiA.—Voilia, marked almost ex-
actly like Ouduff, is a bitch with only
fairish head and neck, pos.sessing a long
flat back, strong loin and standing well
on goo<l feet, but supported by legs of
excelleuL bone, that are sadly out at the
elbows. Her hindquarters are very good
and her hocks well let down ; her head
not of the very best, her ears rather too
heavy to suit us, her eyes light in color,

short, too, of coat, will never, we think,
make her a bitch of phenomenal bench
record.
PoSPEKH.—Here we have a grand up-

standing dog, of white with lemon
markings. His action was of the very
best, having an easy and graceful move-
ment, but the eye at once detected his
most glaring faults, viz., extreme light-

ness of bone in comparison to some of
the others, and the existence of the de-
fect which seems so prevalent among the
Barzois—out sadly at the elbows. His
head is most excellent, being long and
clean cut, well filled out before and be-

low the eyes, which indicate great power
where greatly needed. Eyes goml and
•xpression plea.sant, good ears, neck of
fair length. His feet could scarcely be
worse, deep but narrow chest, roach back
to a very noticeable degree, gootl strong
loin and hindquarters, well let down
hocks and covering a good deal of
ground. A handsome racy looking dog,
with good coat.

Zanoza.—A white bitch with "Isa-

belle tint" is the description of Zanoza.
From all that could be learned of her
markings from the exporting papers we
found that the new tint is a beautiful
blending of orange and lemon, which
dropped in patches over a soft white body

coat makes a most pleasing combination.
Zanoza, like her companion Ppspekh, is

greatly marred by being very much out
at the elbows. She possesses a fair, good
head and neck, stands wide in front,with
not the very best of shoulders, has bad
feet, is rangy, covering much ground,
has good loin, back and hindquarters,
with hocks very well let down. Coat
good in texture and length and very
long on quarters and tail. Is light of bone
throughout.
OsMADAV.—Here we have a dog de-

parting from the others in point of mark-
ings, being white with bnndle patches.
The ver3' first quality that attracts the
attention is his head, which is as near a
collie's as anyone could possibly desire.

It would be better if his feet were good,
but they are not. Like many of the
others his elbows will turn out most em-
phatically, which prevents the dog from
looking well either from front or rear.

He has good loin, back and hindquarters,
a coat that is very pronounced iu its curl,

and was shown to be very lame ; why or
how (this latter) no one has yet been able
to discover, but Brett will no doubt soon
solve the mystery. Osuiaday is of the
much prized Gustopsovy blood, which
may, and probably does, account for the
coat Ijeing short and curly, and which
bears the same relation to the Tschtap-
sowi coat that smooth St. Bernards do to
roughs.
Odinor.—Odinor is the last of the im-

portation to be described. We saw hitn
in his kennel. We remained outside,

preferring not to be on more than nod-
ding acquaintance with him. Our ad-
miration for Barzois in general and Odinor
at a distance precluded our becoming
better acquainted. Familiarity breeds
very often contempt. He is a fairly good
siz^ed dog, white in color with lemon
markings. He possesses a light and un-
pleasant eye, plainly indicating he does
not wish to be handled. He has a fairly

goo<l neck, is out at the elbows and bad
in feet ; coat seemed far from good, hav-
ing a woolly appearance. (We did not
care to investigate beyond looking)

;

well feathered hindquarters and tail,

stands over considerable ground, shows
decided weakness in pasterns. This dog
has evidently been badly treated by
someone. He was, even under the
soothing touch of Mrs. Brett, in a con-
stant tremor, and in his eyes there was a
wild and hunted look as if he was in fear

of a severe beating and bodily harm. His
legs fairly shook under him, and at every
little sound or word, movement or even
look, he would crouch or start trying to
break away. He should be placed in the
hands of some kind-hearted and gentle
person, who, we feel sure, could soon
reassure him and make him as gentle and
affectionate as the other dogs.

Highland.

HAMILTON'S BENCH SHOW.

IMPORTATION OF ANIMALS.

The Treasupy Department AnkH Tor
KookH of Uecord.

Washington, Sept. 7.—I^ast month
the Treasury Department issue<l a circu-

lar to customs officers, directing them to

accept for their guidance in dealing with
questions of the free admission of ani-

mals specially imported for breeding
purposes the list of recognized breeds of
farm animals and of record books fur-

nished by the Agricultural Department.
In respect to sheep and swine the list was
confined to record books established in

Great Britain. In a letter to the Secre-
tary of Agriculture the Acting Secretary
of the Treasury .says that, as sheep have
lately been imported from Germany
which are claimed to be of pure and
recognized breed, it is impossible to au-

thenticate the pedigree from an English
book of record. Yet it is maintained by
the imp>orters that Baron F. von Hom-
eyer's sheep have a world-wide reputation
and are admitted to American record.

Also, that German and French Rambouil-
let sheep come from Government folds in

France, and are likewise admitted to the
American Rambouillet record. The Act-
ing Secretary therefore asks the Secretary
of Agriculture to furnish the Treasury
Department with the names of books of
record which may properly be accepted
as authority for the free entry of sheep
of countries other than Great Britain.

Also of books of record for dogs imported
for breeding purposes.
The Acting Secretary desires to know

if there are any of the American record

books of such authority as to justify their

use for the purpose mentioned.

Remaiader of the Awards and the Com-

ments on the Judging.

From a Staff Correspondent.

Hamilton, Ont, Sept. 11.—The Ham-
ilton Kennel Club's first annual bench

show closes to-day, and we are pleased to

state that it has been an evident financial

success, judging from the crowds of peo-

ple in constant attendance. The show

was under the able management of Mr.

A. D. Stewart, who ran it in the method-

ical manner of an experienced hand.

Spratts Patent did the benching and feed-

ing, and was represented by their super-

intendent of their show department, Mr.

W. C. Ehrmann. "Spratt" Murphy
looked after the food department and

the dogs voted him a great success. The
judges ofiiciating were Miss Anna H.
Whitney for St, Bernards, Newfound-
lands, Great Danes and miscellaneous

class ; Mr. J. F. Kirk, all spaniels ; Mr.

H. W. Lacy, all other breeds. The judg-
ing on the whole gave satisfaction. Be-

low we give the remainder of the awards

not published last wefk and comments
upon them.

Enfflish Setters—Open, bitches.

1. Victress Uewellin, Mt. Washington Ken-
nels.

2. Albert's Nellie, Dr. John Hartman.
3. Nia, Mt. Washington Kennels.
R. Nora III, Mt. Washinton Kennels.
V. Dinah C, W. B. Wells.

H. Daphne, W. B Wells.
May, John Smith.

c. Queen Dawn, George C. Here.

Irish Setters—Open, dogs.

1. Seminole, Seminole Kennels.
2. Glen Jarvis, Glendyne Kennels.

3. Klio, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Goldsmith Maid, Battersby Kennels.

2. Belle, Charles Campion.
3. Aurora, Seminole Kennels.

V. Rose Palmcrston, Seminole Kennels.

Black and Tans.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Ivanhoe. Dr. S. G. Dixon.

a. LeoB., Dr. S. G. Dixon.

3. Duchess of Waverly, Dr. S. G. Dixon.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Withheld.
2. Withheld.
3. Gordon, Robert Evans.
V. Victor, George Flett.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Lady Waverly, Dr. S. G. Dixon.

Cocker Spaniels (blacV)-OPEN. bitches.

1 I Say Ancient and Modern Spaniel Kennels.

2. Flirt,' Brant Cocker Kennels.

3. Jealousy, Luckwell & Douglass.

R.Topsy, Brant Cocker Kennelf.

V. Topsy, Charles Searles.

Clio II, Andrew Laidlaw.
Woodland Susie, Luckwell & Douglass.

B Lady Aberdeen, Henry Tyson.

Cora, J A. Spraclin.

Topsy II, J. A. Spraclin.

OTHER THAN BLACK, OPEN, DOGS.

1. Bambo. Andrew Laidlaw.

2 Brantford Red Man. Brant Cocker Kennels,

c! Garry, Senator Sauford.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1 Red Riding Hood, Brant Cocker Kennels.

2 Gipsey Queen, William McBonald.
» Lady ofl.earning, Andrew I.,aid1aw.

V. Brantford Dolly Varden, Brant Cocker Ken-
nels.

.

,

H Queenie. William McDonald.

C. Blushing Rose, Ancient and Modern Span-
iel Kennels. ...» j ,. j

Little Red Riding Hood, Ancient and Mod-
ern Spaniel Kennels.

Collies—CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I Roslyn Dandy, Seminole Kennels.

2! Metchley surprise, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

I Metchley Wonder II. McKwen & Gibson.

2. Sir Walter Scott III. John Hawkes.

3. Rowdy, Seminole Kennels.

R. Moonstone, A. Burland.

H. McGtegor. R. C. Mclean
c Ballentine, McKwen & Gibson.

Toronto Wonder, H. P. Harrison.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Mav Flower, McEwen & Gibson.

2. Vanity, McHwen & Gibson.

3. Cora II, Seminole Kennels.

R. Nancy, H. P. Harrison.

V. Parton Ella. T. R. Billett

c. Lassie, George Webster.

Bull UoffS—Open. dogs.

1. Bo'swain, Edwin A. Woodward.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Bloater Girl, Andrew J. Hatch.

Bull Terriers—CHALLENGE, dogs & bitches.

I. Starlight, F. F Dole.

open, dogs.

1. Prince Bendigo, Fred Church.
2. Common, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels.

3. Watchful Wagtail, Dr. W. C. Sncden.
V. Duke f Wellujgton, R. Wright.

Baron II, Arch. In^lis

H. King of Hearts, Anglo-American Terrier

Kennels.
OPEN, bitches.

I. Qupen of Hearts, Anglo American Terrier

Kennels,
a, :Qdgewood l-ancy, F. F. Dole.

3. Grove Duchess, Arthur T. Witgress.
v. Belle of Edgewood, F. F. Dole.

Smooth-coated FoxTerriers—Open, dogs.
I. Bleraton Trump, J. K. McDonald.
a. Tainter, Harry Northwood.
3. Eiidicliffe Spice, Anglo-American Terrier

Kennels.
R. Diver III, Mt. Washington Kennels.
V. Nobody's Child, Ancient and Modern Span-

iel Kennels.
Bob, J. A. Spraclin.

H. Jack, Miss Adelaide Dcwar.
open, BITCHES.

1. Suffolk Riot, A. D. Stewart.
2. Venus II, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels.
3. Rowton .Safety, Mt. Washington Kennels.
R. Hillside Baroness, Mrs. A. D. Stewart.
V.Vic, J. A. Spraclin.
H. Dot, G. W. Prescott.
c. Trixsey. J. A. Spraclin.

Arden Belle, G. W. Prescott.

Wire-haired Fox Terriers—Open, dogs.
1. Ad.swood Jam II, Battersby Kennels.
2. Stanley, A. Robert, Jr.
3. Eskdhle Bloom, Hendrie & Muir.
R. Barton Spring, Anglo-American Kennels,
v. Wentworth Wonder, Hendrie & Muir.

Green Gale Patch, Battersby Kennels.
Jack, Miss May McGiverin.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Repero Rosanna, Battersby Kennels.
2. Sally, Miss May McGiverin.
3. Miss Taylor, P. J. Smith.

Irish Terriers.
1. Exile, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels
2. Jack Briggs, Anglo-American Terrier Ken-

nels.

Black and Tan Terriers.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Meersbrook Maiden, Rochelle Kennels.

OPEN. DOGS.

1. Broomfield Sultan, Rochelle Kennels.
2. Rochelle Scot, Miss L. Wright.
3. J. M. Gibson, James Crooks.

OPEN, BITCHES.

X. Matchless,Anglo-American Terrier Kennels.

Scotch, Skye and Dandle Dlumont Ter-
riers—Open, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Sir Stafford, C. A. Shinn.
2. Kilston, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels.
3. King o' the Heather, Edward Brooks.
R. Mena, J. Butteriield.
v. Fan, C. J. Daniels.
H. Valentine, C. J. Daniels.

Goyoa, J. Butterfield.

Bedllngrton Terriers—Open, dogs & bitches
1. Sentinel II, H. Bedlington.
2. Nettle, Allan Trebilcock.
3. Phcebe, H. Bedlington.

Yorkshire Terriers.
challenge, dogs and bitches.

1. Toon's Royal. Anglo-American Terrier Ken-
nels.

2. Venus, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels.

OPEN, dogs.

I. Toon's Royal George, Anglo-American Ter-
rier Kennels.

OPEN. BITCHES.

I. Tot, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels.

Dachshunds—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Wiudrush Rioter, E. A. Manice.
2. Lina L-, Joseph Lewis.
3. Feldman K., Joseph Lewis.
R. Jill. B. F. Lewis.

Miscellaneous—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Jack Shepherd, R.G.H. Huntington.
2. Calumet Alice, Calumet Kennels.
3. Floss, Mrs. John Down.

Worry, K. R. Ricketts.

iack, Hamilton Police Force,
taisy, H. Ilawden.

H. Prin, Charles Smith.

Specials.
Kennel prizes for best exhibit of four mastiffs.

Flour City Kennels; St. Bernards, William C.

Reick; Great Danes, Wolverine Kennels: grey-
hounds, A. W. Purbeck; beagles. Rockland Ken-
nels; pointers, W. H. Hyland; English setters,

Mt. Washington Kennels: Irish setters, Seminole
Kennels; black and tan .setters. Dr. S. G. Dixon;
Clumber spaniels, Mercer & Middleton; cocker
spsiniels, Luckwell & Douglass; collies, Seminole
Kennels; bull terriers. F. F. Dole; <ox terriers, J.

A. Spraclin; black and tan terriers. An lo-

American Terrier Kennels; Yorkshire terriers.

Anglo-American Terrier Kennels; pugs, Eber-
hart Pug Kennels.

Comments on the Awards.

Mastiffs.—In the challenge class for

dogs and bitches IIford Chancellor won

handily over his kennel mates Caution's

Own Daughter and Lady Coleas, which

were placed second and third in the or-

der named. Caution's Own Daughter

has not the girth of skull of Lady Coleas,

but she is better in depth and squareness

of muzzle, while her light eyes are not

as noticeable as are those of Lady Coleas,

whose dark mask throws her eyes out

more prominently.
Miss Caution, first in open class for dogs

and bitches, is a bitch ofmuch mastiffchar-

acter. She has a good skull, muzzle and

wrinkle, nice dark markings and broad,

deep body. Mode, second, was described

in our Kingston report. Minting Miner,

third, has a fair skull, and good muzzle,

she lacks wrinkle and carries her ears

badly, Her eyes are light. She is good

in body, limbs and coat ; she is a bit

light in bone. Grimsby Caution, vhc,

has a fair skull but is weak in muzzle,

throaty and light in eyes. He has plenty

of bone and a nice body. Ilford Bess,

he, is a plain-headed, weak-muzzled dog

with fair body and limbs. Ca»ar, c, is

weak in head, light in eyes and carries a
coarse tail too high.

St. Bernards.—Hector, alone in the
challenge class for dogs and bitches,
added another first to his long list of
winnings.
Kingston Regent took the blue ribbon

in the open class for dogs, .second going
to Othello, a nicely marked dog, good in
skull but lacking depth of muzzle. He
is a good-bodied, big-boned dog. Casper,
third, was not on his bench when we
niade our rounds. Don Phyllis, reserve,
is a dog of good body and bone, fair in
head and weak in muzzle. Benmore, Jr.,
he, is another weak-faced, good-bodied
dog. Bruno II, he, is quite bad in head
and of an undesirable color of coat.

Republican Belle and Zenith were re-

spectively first and .second, as they were
at Kingston last week. Nun Nicer had
to take the reserve card to Glensila, third,
better in head, body and bone. Mary
Jane, he, is plain in head with fairly

good body and limbs.
Great Danes.—Favor, a gootl-headed

dog with capital body and limbs, was put
by mistake in the champion class, where
he is given credit of four firsts, none,
however, won in this countrj-.

Brutus, first in open class, has a good
skull but is pinched in muzzle. Minerva's
Fawn, good in body and limbs but weak
in head, was a handy second. In our re-

port of the Kingston .show we mistook
this bitch for a dog and probably were
too severe upon her. She is of high
quality and was shown in grand con-
dition. Pasclia II, third, is fairly good
in head, body and limbs ; he is throaty.
Gelert, vhc, is coarse throughout and
throaty. Ultima Plavina, c, is but a
puppy.
Greyhounds.—Dogs and bitches were

together in the challenge class, and Gem
of the Season, better in head, won over
Maud Torrington, better in neck, shoul-
ders, depth of chest and loins.

Ornatus, first in the open class for

dogs, beats Pious Pembrooke in head and
fore shoulders particularly. He is the
more powerful dog of the two. Ranger,
third, gives way to the winner of second
in head and is not quite as muscular.

Lilly of Gainslwro, first in the class for

bitches, won on her fore and hindquar-
ters, as Bestwood Daisy, second, was bet-

ter in head, although it is a trifle short.

Beatrice, he, has a nice head and good
body and limbs. Grimsby Bess, c, is

coarse throughout.
Foxhounds.—The two .specimens that

were shown were not the right type, and
the prizes could have been withheld and
no harm done.
Beagles.—Rockland Kennels' capital

litter dog Champion Racer, Jr., had
tilings all to himself in the challenge
class for tlogs and bitches.

Roy K., first in the open class for dogs,

was described in our Kingston report.

True Boy won easily over Banjo, third,

who is too big and coarse.

Juno, first in the class for bitches, has
a good bwly and coat, but is thick in

skull, out at elbows and has bad feet. We
preferred Dainty, winner of third, for

the first place. She was very timid,

which probably accounts for her not
showing herself and securing a better

place. She was l>etter in head, legs, feet

and bone to any in the class. Fanny K.,

below Emeline at Kingston last week,
scored a point above her here.

Pointers.—The one challenge class

brought Pommery Sec, Fan N. and Belle

Randolph together, and they scored in

the order named. The dog was in excel-

lent condition and had an easy win. Fan
N. is better in head and body than Belle

Randolph, who also moved badly in the

ring.

Ossining won from Tempest in the

opi-n dog class, as did Lady Graphic
from Phantom in the corresponding bitch

cla.ss.

English Setters.—This was, next to

the cocker spaniels, the most interesting

and strongest breed in the show. The
recently imported dogs of the Mount
Washington Kennels direct from the

kennels of Mr. Purcell-Llewellin were
seen in public here for the first time.

Most owners would have kept the dogs

at home until they had recovered from

the effects of their voyage, but Mr.

Boggs, knowing of the slrong desire of

the public to see his string, brought

them out regardless of the fact that

their being out of show form was against

them winning.
Canibriana was alone in the challenge

class. In the open class for dogs Edge

Mark repeated his Kingston victory. It

will always take a good one to beat him.
Romney, second, is a nice-headed dog
with good body and limbs. Viscount,
third, did not show well in the ring. He
is a dog of quality, excellent lx)ne, splen-
did legs and feet. He will yet make it

hot for the best of theni. Tony Glad-
stone, reserve, has a good skull but we
do not like his muzzle. He has good
body, shoulders, legs and feet. Mantane,
vhc, is a dog that stands inspection, and
in our opinion was about as good as any
in the class.

The bitch class was also a hot one,
Victress Llewellin, better in head, might
have exchanged places with Nia, third,
who beats her in body, shoulders, loin
and bone and is a better mover. Albert's
Nellie, second, has just weaned a litter

of puppies and was not up to her usual
show form, else she would have pressed
the winner. Nora III shows quality,
and will no doubt make a good brood
bitch. Dinah C, vhc, and Daphne, he,
were a little outclas.sed, but in them Mr.
Wells has a brace of good bitches.
Irish Setters.—The representatives

of this breed were few, Seminole and
Glen Jarvis met with a result similar to
that at Kingston. F)leo, third, is a dog
of excellent coat and color, rather light
in l)one and weak in muzzle.
The bitches were a fair lot. Goldsmith

Maid, weak in head and light in bone,
was first, Belle, second, is also light-
boned, also leggy and weak in muzzle.
Black and Tan Setters.—Dr. Dix-

on's team had the classes for this breed
almost all to itself Two dogs shown in
the open class were rank bad ones.

Spanip:ls.—Jack, a poor specimen and
out of coat, was the only entry in the
class for water spaniels, and he was
lucky in getting second. Messrs. Mercer
and Middleton had the Clumber spaniel
classes all to themselves. Their entries
were all out of condition and should have
been left at home. Bradford Gladys,
shown too fat and not straight in front,
was alone in the challenge class for field

spaniels. In the open dog class for the
same variety an excellent dog, Sam.son,
won easily. Brantford Mohawk, second,
is bad in front and looks small enough
for a cocker, which he resembles. Toby,
third, is not a show dog.
The cocker classes were very strong.

In the challenge class for dogs Black
Duke, first, is a good type, gootl head,
coat, l>ody, limbs and bone. Brantford
Red Jacket, second, is a trifle weak in

muzzle, but a nice-bmlied, good-boned
dog and moves well. King of Obos,
third, was placed over Champion Rabbi,
thus reversing the Kingston decision.
Miss Obo II, first in class for challenge
bitches, has a grand head and good body
and limbs. She stands straight in front
although well on in years. Bessie W.,
second, is weak in muzzle and has light

eyes, nice coat and body. King Pha-
roah's Sister, third, is a bit coarse when
compared with the first and second prize
winners.

Black Dufferin, first in the open class

for black dogs, won handily over Oban,
second, which he beats in head, eyes,

front, legs, feet, coat and condition. Oba-
diah, third, was not in good condition.

She shows white on hind foot and breast.

Sport, vhc, is not good in skull, is light

iu bone and has white on chest. He is a
field spaniel type. Brock, he, is off in

coat which is of good quality ; he is bad
in front. King Raven, c, is not straight

in front and is coarse throughout.
I Say, first in the corresponding bitch

class, was in bad coat and condition.

Flirt, second, is slightly better in head,
body and condition than Jealousy, third.

Topsy, reserve, is not right in head and
is out at elbows. Topsy, vhc, is sour iu

expression, out it front and undershot.
She was the worst in the class. Clio II,

vhc, is weak in muzzle and not quite

straight in front. She shows qualitv.

Woodland Susie, vhc, has a nice body
and coat. She is light in eyes and not
quite straight in front. Cora, he, is

weak in muzzle. She has good eyes,

body and linil)s. Topsy II, he, has a
fair head, good front, body, limbs and
feet. Lady Aberdeen, he, is poor in head
but good in ears, coat and bone.
Bambo, first iu the open class for dogs

other than black, is not quite straight in

front, beats Brantford Red Man, second,

in head, body and front. Garry, c, is

coarse and not a show dog.

The corresponding bitch class was a

good one. Red Ruling Hood, first, out

in front, is better in head, bo<ly and coat
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than Gipsey Queen, second, who is weak
in murzle. She is straight on her fore
legs and has good body and bone and is
a nit^ bitch, Latly of Learning, third.
IS sour in expression and not straight in
front. Brautford Dolly Varden, vhc, is a
light-boned, fair-headed puppy. Queeuie,
he, has just weanetl a litter of pups, so is
not in show condition and is all out of
coat. She is weak in niu/zle and light
in bone, has good eyes and ears and is
straight on front legs. Little Red Rid-
ing Hood, c, IS not right in head and
coat and is light in bone. Blushing
Rose, c, is bad in head and not straight
in front.

Collies.—In the challenge class for
dogs and bitches the Seminole Kennels
presented two entries, Roslyn Dandy
scoring over Metchley Surprise, who was
out of condition.

In open dogs Metchley Wonder II
won first. He is a dog of quality, good
head and coat of proper texture, nice
body and limbs. Sir Walter Scott III,
second, beat Rowdy, third, in head, coat
and carriage of ears. He carries his tail
too gaily, however. Moonstone, reserve,
is thick in skull and carries his tail too
high. McGregor, he, is coarse in skull,
has bad ears and is not right in front.
Balleutine, c, is weak in muzzle, large in
ears and coarse. Toronto Wonder, he,
is fair in head, light in bone and not
right in front.

In the open bitch class two good
bitches were shown in May Flower, first,

and Vanity, second, the" former being
better in head. Cora II, third, is too fat
and moved badly in the ring. Nancy,
he, is thick in skull and not right iii

coat. Parton Ella, vhc. is weedy and
bad in coat and feet.

Bull Dogs.—Two excellent represen-
tatives of the breed, a dog and bitch,
were shown in their respective classes!
Bo'swain was in good shape but Bloater
Girl was in bad condition.
Bull Tkrrikrs.—This breed was well

represented. Starlight was alone in the
challenge class. In the open class I>riuce
Bendigo won on condition over Com-
mou, second, who is better in head and
stands straighter in front. Watchful
Wagtail, third, was too light for this
class of heavy dogs. Mister Dick, re-
serve, is coarse and out-classed here.
Baron II, vhc, is coarse in head. Duke
of Wellington, vhc, is better in muzzle
and not so cheeky. Top Sparkle, he, is
out at shoulders, cheeky and weak iu
muzzle.
A grand-headed bitch, Queen of the

Dale, won first in the bitch class. She
l^eats Edgewood Fancy, .second, in head
and expression. Grove Duchess, third,
is a trifle cheekv and falls away in front
of eyes. Belle of Edgewood, vhc, is a
very promising puppy.
Fox Tkrrikrs.—In the open class for

challetigc class for dogs and bitches.
Broonifield Sultan had an easy win in
the open dog class. Rochelle Scot, bet-
ter in head, body and tan markings, took
second over J. M. Gibson, third. Match-
less was alone in the bitch class. In the
class for Scotch, Skye and Dandies each
breed got a prize. Sir Stafford, an ex-
cellent Skye, was first

; Kilston, a cap-
ital Scotch, was second, and the Dandie
Knig o' the Heather took third.
Three Bedlingtons were shown, none

of them first-class specimens.
Yorkshires were few but of high quaU

ity. Toon's Royal of course was first
over Venus in the challenge cla8». Tttoli*s
Royal George was first tn the open dogs
and Tot, a wry fair Bpe<iimen, fii^t in the
bitch clasa.

Puos.—Bob Ivy, Bessie atid Cassina
was the way they werT placed in ihe
challenge Class.

Eberhart'« CaShifer, first in the open
claw (bl- tiogs, has improved consider-
ably. He has an excellent skull, eyes,
muzzle and wrinkle, carries his ears
well and his tail curled as tightly as
possible. He is on the large side but a
hard one to beat. Curtis, second, has a
nice skull and muzzle, is fair in wrinkle,
good body and limbs. Could carry his
tail better. Fritz, third, has a good skull
and muzzle, but lacks wrinkle and curl
in tail. Nice body, legs and feet. Barney,
reserve, is on the large side, has a fair
head but badly carried ears. Kash, Jr.,
vhc, is a good dog, shown out of condi-^
tion else would have been further to the
front. Fritz Emmet, he, was in too
strong company.

Sateen, first in the obeii bitch class,
was better in head and wrinkle than
Maljel E., second, who excels the winnerm bodv, limbs, tail and color. Faiiny K.,
third, lacks wrinkle and could carry ears
better and could be better in feet. She
is the proper size and has good body and
limbs. Peggy Pride, reserve, Is but a
nine months* old puppy, but shows qual-
ity. The remaining dogs in the clas«
were described last week.

ANCIENT WELSH HUNTING LAWS.

Morgan Svansin Canine World.
When writing of dogs and hunting, in-

stead of everlastingly quoting from Arian,
Dr. Caius, the "Book of St. Albans,"
and other such like common sources of
information, the following translation
from the Welsh may aflFord a fresh field

for quotation by journalistB and others
prone to linger oti the early hlsttJry bf
dt)g8 and the cliase ill this cbuntry-. A
copy bfthe briginal cbttijpbsilibn iS iJrinted
in the '^Myv.yriah Arghaibiogy," biit no
fittglifeh i^ehdering iis given, as in the case
6f Ihe "Liiws of Howel Dda," which ap-
pears in the same volume. Nor do I

think a full and faithful translation of it

exists. It is entitled '

' The Nine Hunts.

"

The compilers of the "Myvyrian
Archaiology" assign no date to the pro-
duction, nor say whence the MS. was ob-
tained. From the form of language
used the version in the "Myvyrian
Archaiology" would appear to be a few
centuries old, and may possibly be a
rendering of a still older manuscript,
dating in the eleventh or twelfth century.
The following translation is a clofiely
literal one, in which I have tried to pre-
Herve the simplicity and quaiutness ofthe
original

:

tttE NINE ttUNtS.
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smooth dogs Blemton Trump repeated
hisKing.ston win, as did also Painter
FIndcliffe Spice, third, is fair in skull]
weak in muzzle, gotnl bodv and limbs]
excellent coat. Diver III, reserve, is
weak in muzzle, carries ears badly, is out
at elbows and soft in coat. Nobody's
Child, third at Kingston, got a vhc card,
as did also Bob, fair in head, weak in
muzzle, nice body and limbs and a good
hard coat. Jack, he, is thick in skull.

In bitches. Hillside Baroness, first
l>eat Venus II, second, in head and front'
the latter has the better coat. Kowton
Safety, third, has a fair skull and good
muzzle, carries ears badly and is soft in
coat. vSuffolk Riot, reserve, has a fair
head and good coat, body and limbs. Vic
vhc, is a nice little eight months' old
puppy. Dot, he, is wide in front and
too long in bo<ly. Arden Belle, c, is weak
in head and soft in coat.

Wire-hairs were a go(Ml lot. Adswood
Jim II, first in open dogs, is a capital
dog m head, carriage of ears and coat
Stanley, second, is too thick in skull
F^skdale Bloom, third, is fair in head and
poor in coat. Barton Sting, reserve has
an excellent coat, but is plain in liead.
Green Gale Patch is out of coat and too
soft, otherwise very good. Wentworth
Wonder, vhc, is weak in head and soft
in^coat. Jack, vhc, has a nice head, is
so.t in coat and too wide in front Re-
pero Rosanna, first, has a good head.
bcKly, Innbs and coat. Sally, second,and
AIissTavlor, third, were only fair and
both .soft in coat.
Othkr Tkrrikrs—But two of the

Irish were shown, and the bitch Exile
beat the dog Jack Briggs at all points.
She is an extra good one all through
J^'^ersbrook Ma idea was aloue in the

LETTER FROM MR. JOE LEWIS.

1118 Second Show Vl8lt While In Suy-
land Iteceiitlyt

The second show which t visited in
England was at Leeds, and was held in
the Royal Engineers' Drill Hall, a most
excellent place for a show, having plenty
of room out doors for exercise. It was
under the management of Mr. T. Ash-
ton, one of the most capable managers
we have met. The Hon. Sidney Smith
was there, and as he is well known as a
hard worker, did much to make the show
a success. There was nearly six hundred
entries and the dogs showed lots of
quality. The next show I visited was at
Bristol, and was held at the Colston Hall
June 23, 24 and 25. The dogs were
benched on tVje second floor in two
separate rooms. The building was illy
adapted for the purpose and benching
I>oorly arranged, and very poor light.
There were some six hundred and forty
entries and in many of the classes

; quality
was only fair. It was amusing to see the
reporters, who were so short of time that
they did not attempt taking the dogs off^
the bench for examination. I asked one
of them if this was their custom, and he
said they could see all thev wanted of
them while they were in the judging
ring. I do not see how they can do this
especially where there are several rings
and judging going on at the same rime.
I was surprised to find that Mr. George
Raper and Mr. L. P. C. Astlev were
familiar with nearly every prominent
dog 111 England, and they are probably
as well fitted as anyone to act as all-
around judges. It might be a pointer
for some of our show people on this side
to bring one or both of the above gentle-
men out. I was surprised that the classes
for setters m Bristol—the English, Irish
and Gordon—were all included in one
class, and no distinction for weight made
111 the pointer classes. Of course, this is
discouraging to ownersof these dogs, and
I think it would be a sad day for a show
in this country to attempt to follow this
P'*'*- Joseph Lewis.
Canonsburg, Pa, September 8. 1861.

—Don't forget that advertisement for
our great Chnstmas uumber.

Of the uitle hunts there are three eotttmon
hunts i

1. The stag;

2; A swarm ofbeM,
3. The salmoii;

Thert art IhfCc barkiiig hunts :

1. The bear.

i. ThetlimberB.

3. The cock of the wood;
And three ahoUtihg hunts :

t. thtfok.
a. the hare.

3. The roebuek.

"The stair is *aid to be a commnh huhl, bfc-

eause, firstly; he is tHe grandest ttnd hloSt
coufflgtmis artiiilal htint^ by hdllilds ktid grey-
hoUnds; sebondiy, because he is divided amongst
all who come near hira before he is skinned ; for
if a man be on his way at the time he has a share
by law as well as he who killed it.

"A swarm of t>ees is a common hunt, l>ecause
whoever finds one upon his own land, or upon
another's, it is shared alike by all, unless surety
be given that it is his ; thai is, that it is already
marked to show that he had it first. If this be
not done, everyone who comes has a share so
long as one-fourth goes to the owner of the land.
"Salmon makes a common hunt, because when

hunted by the net or spear, or any other way,
whoever comes up before it is divided has equal
claim to a portion of it as the man who caught it,

provided it was caught in common water.
"The bear makes a barking hunt, l>ecause it

has the choicest flesh of animals of the chase,
and because its chase is not for long, for it can
only walk slowly before it is knocked about,
barked at and killed.

"Climbers are all that climb trees to protect
themselves. And the hunter should not say mar-
ten, wildcat, squirrel or polecat, but grey climber,
black climber and red climber. And as a climt>er
cannot escape afar, but climbs up a tree, he is
there worried and barked at.

• The cock of the wood makes a barking hunt,
because when hounds come on his way they pur-
sue hira until he takes to a tree, and then they
bark at and worry him.
"The fox is a shouting hunt, t)ecause however

much is the shouting and blowing of horns
after him he keeps the chase going until he is
exhausted.

"The hare is a shouting hunt, because she keeps
the hunt however much she is chased.
"The roebuck is a shouting hunt for the same

reason.

"The l)e6t flesh of the chase is that of the stag,
the wild boar and the bear.

"If a greyhound be let loose after a stag or
other animal, and it is pursued by the grey-
hounds over a hill out of sight and afterwards
killed, the first greyhound when last seen as
they were getting out of sight has the skin. But
a bitch greyhound shall not have the skin, al-
though she wins it, unless she is in whelp to a
dog that has won a skin ; then she has it.

"As for the hare, howsoever she is killed, the
dog or anything else that rouses her from her
form has her if she is sought for to be pursued.
"Everyone who carries a horn should know

the nine hunts. If he cannot answer in respect
ofthemhewill lose his horn. And if anyone
comes to the hunt with his leash around him,
and cannot auswcr regarding the nine hunts, he

shall lose his leash. But he may have his leash
around his arm and go unavenged.
"No one shall let loose a greyhound, dog or

bitch, when the hounds are after her unless he
has hounds in pursuit ; if he has not, then any-
one following the hounds may hamstring tht
greyhound if he loosed it.

"It is not free for anyone to .shoot an animal
of chase when at rest, under penalty of forfeiting
his bow and arrow to the lord of the land. But
he may shoot it and kill it if he can when the
hounds ai e after it, but he must not »hrml amontt
the dotB;

"If ftnyBne gSes hliniJng aH anitiiai and idife

dogs meet it and it be killed, the tiastest dog lias
it, unless the idle dogs are the proberty of the
king.

"The animal hunted is claimed by the first

hunter, unless he turns his face homeward with
his l>ack on the hounds. But if his dogs are in
the hunt, and he leaves the dogs, he shall have
nothing as long as the idle dogs killed it, but the
owner of the idle dogs has it."

Such were the former laws of hunting.
The foregoing is not only a liberal trans-
lation, but I have preserved the idiom
throughout. I have not followed the
course of those who paraphrase rather
than translate, and who render archaic
Welsh into classic English. One passage
in the "Nine Hunts" is slightly obscure,
and apparently contradictory—"As for
the hare, etc.'' J51sewhere the "skin"
of the hare evidently means the whole
body. The word is not used In this
Sense in modern Welsh phraseology of
the chttse, at least so far as I know.
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MR. GALLUP AND THE A. K. C.

the Libel suit AtfrtihSt AuguHt helttlotat
libfofe Judges Learned And lAUdon.

from the New York World.

SARATOGA, Sept. 10.—The Supi-emfe

Court of the State df New Yttrk, *(eneWl
lefm, Sat §n ft db^ casfe to-day. It wash'

t

ahy due dog or any pack of dogs that
thadfe tile Case important) btit solely the
high standing of certain dwuefs and ad-
iilirfert Hfdogs. fhe Casfe Is ah eUllo Of
Hie fattidtis Peslidll indictment broiiglit

some tiirie ago, which resulted in the ac-

quittal of Charles J. Peshall, of Jersey
City.

G. B. Gallup, of Albany, sued August
Belmont, Oliver H. B. Belmont, Alfred
P. Vredenburgh, Thomas H. Terry, W.
Stewart DiffenderfTer, Samuel B. Duryea,
H. B. Duryea, Mitchell Harrison, J. Otto
Donner, Frederick E. Lewis, Frederick
R. Halsey, John S. Hoey, Pierre Loril-

lard, Jr., Winthrop Rutherford, Frank R.
Hitchcock, Joseph D. Shotwell, A.Clinton
Wilmerding and James L. Anthony for

libel and claimed |io,ooo damages. He
said the defendants, as members of the
American Kennel Club, published a news-
paper called the Amencan Kennel Ga-
zette, in which they named Mr. Gallup
and others as disqualified from parties
pating in further bench shows because of
the non-payment of prizes by the Albany
Kennel Club at a show in Albany in
March, 1889.

Mr. Gallup is secretary of the Young
Men's Association for Mutual Improve-
ment in Albany, and he thinks his repu-
tation has been injured. When the case
first came up l>efore Judge Mayham the
firm of Lowrey, Stone & Auerbach put in
a demurrer, claiming that the matter was
not libelous. The demurrer was over-
ruled by Judge Mayham, and an appeal
was taken to the general term.
To-day Judges Learned and Landon

sat to hear arguments on the demurrer,
Judge Mayham being disqualified because
the case was before him when it was l>e-
gun. Mr. Fiero, of Albany, appeared
for Mr. Gallup. Mr. Grosvenor Lowery,
of New York, argued for the demurrer
on behalf of August Belmont and the
others sued. The court took the case
under advisement. The suit has greatly
interested the sporting world because
both clubs are voluntary organizations
and the Albany is one of the many clubs
forming the American Kennel Club and
consented to the rules of discipline when
they were adopted. If there is any re-
sponsibility it IS claimed that the club as
an organization should be held liable and
not individual members. Mr. Peshall 's
trouble was also with the American Ken-
nel Club, and he is alleged to have fo-
mented the present suit.

FARM DOGS.

Mr. Wade Thinks the Bobtail Sheep

Par Excellence on the Farm.
Editor Fancikrs' Journal.
Excuse me for pointing out that by

failing to complete your quotation of Mr.
S. M. Cleaver's admirable monograph on
the training ofsheep dogs you give a rather
Incorrect impression as to his views. Af-
ter reciting his directions you quote

:

"With this much instruction the duties
of the trainer are practically at an end,"
raising the inference that all has been
taught that the dog need know. Mr.
Cleaver's conclusion explains that the
directions he has given are only for the
laying of the foundation of the dog's
knowledge and usefulness. "But the
dog does not cease to learn. Each day's
experience adds to his knowledge and
increases his efficiency."

I know that Mr. Cleaver (whose ad-
dress is East Bethlehem, Pa.) intended
that his monograph should simply lay
down the fundamental methods of in-
struction, such as start the dog in his ca-
reer of usefulness, and not to attempt a
complete manual of instruction. I have
urged him to take up his manual and
amplify it, making it a complete code of
instructions for training a sheep dog for
all his work, but he has always replied
that he did not see how such a work
could be prepared that would be really
generally useful ; that the higher ed-
ucation of a sheep dog to the finer
points of his development needed a mas-
ter hand, and that the average owner or
user of a dog could hardly accomplish
these, and to attempt to give instructions
would be only too likely to confuse the
teacher, negativing the good he might dom a more circumscribed field. Thus it
is a classical part of a sheep dog's educa-
tion to learn to count, to (fistinguish be-
tween "two," "three," or any other num-
Ijer of sheep. Some dogs can learn this
further than others and some dogs can
never learn it, while Mr. Cleaver made
quite a mathematician of his bobtail Bob.

Until Mr. Cleaver wrote his manual on
this subject no work on it had ever ap-
peared, to my knowledge, but since the
appearance of his, Mr. W. A. Wickham,
of Tiptou, Iowa, has taken the matter up
and carried it much further than Mr.
Cleaver did, although I am not quite pre-
pared to say that its value is much in-
creased, as Mr. Cleaver's directions are
so exceedingly simple that the learner
has the fewest possible things put before
him, and is therefore the less likely to go
astray.

Without wishing to detract in the
slightest degree from the value of the
collie, I must maintain that the bobtail
is par excellence the /arm dog. Admit-
ting equal intelligence in the two (and
this is as far as any owner of bobtails
will ever go) the bobtail's superior
.strength and vastly greater prowess as a
fighter puts him ahead. To tackle a
savage old sow, a tough old mule or a
vicious cow is no carpet knight jol), and
needs the most thorough, determined
and prudent of fighters, and if the bob
tail has an equal at this I never saw it.

Not only is the bobtail an admirable
herder and driver, but he is supreme at
the odd jobs of a farm dog, discovering
and reporting a disabled animal, seeing
fair play between animals feeding, driv-
ing trespassers off forbidden ground and
knowing what ought to be done without
orders.

I defy the production of an instance of
greater innate intelligence and adapting
means to an end than Mr. W. C. Ken-
nerlv gives of the bobtail Dame Bruin in
"The Old English Sheepdog." The
fighting of the bobtail is just what a
farmer wants in his dog, never picking a
fight, and never getting whipped if he
has half a chance to win. Then bobtails
are no bad vermin dogs. Dame Judith,
Snowfoot and Aj^ricola were very good
ratters, Judith and Sir Lucifer were first-

class rabbit dogs, generally getting av^ay
with one of those pests every day. As
companions they are absolutely without
equals. Mastiff man first, last and all

the time, as I am, I must admit the
superiority of bobtails in this ; very affec-
tionate and solicitous, they have the
charming knack of never making nui-
sances of themselves by their demonstra-
tiveness, jumping up to one—not jump-

ing on one, drawing attention by a light
tap of the paw, not by "pawing." I wish
I could keep one for my own use, but
as mastiffs are a necessity to me as
guardians, and as a bobtail will just as
soon fight a mastiff as anything else, the
result of keeping them together would
be disastrous ! Yours truly,

W. Wadk.
HULTON, Pa., September 8, 1891.

«

SCOTTISH PRINCE'S DEATH.

Mr. Sidney Smith Tells of the Dok'h
ItearluH: While In Hla Hands.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

Much as I dislike to enter into any
newspaper discussion, I feel bound not
only for my protection (or satisfaction I

might say) to defend St. Bernard breeders
generally, as the remarks made by one
of your contributors in the issue of 14th
instant are not only misleading, but en-
tirely' uncalled for. It does not require a
particularly clear-sighted man to tell that
I am intended for a hard knock, having
sent the bulk of the St. Bernards to
America.
To commence with, I deny that our St.

Bernards are at the present time shown
like prize fat pigs, "often unable to stand
up during judging." I at any rate have
seen but few of this class, excepting of
course aged dogs and bitches. I certainly
never had one affected as your contribu-
tor states. Judging from his remarks he
has had a few St. Bernards, and I should
imagine that he has some knowledge
that which many of us lack

—

i.e., "the
mysterious putting on of fat, and the
means that are had recourse to." Many
would be ^lad to know how to do it.

If Scottish Prince was troubled in this
respect I shall be glad to let your readers
know how he was nursed, so that they
may judge for themselves what my
"mysterious ways" are. I bought him
at eight weeks old ; he was born in Scot-
land, and I left him there until he reach-
ed the age of six months. During this
time he was never shut up in a kennel,
but wandered about the village and fields
as he liked, having a good shelter to go
to when he wanted, and to be fed. He
had as much vegetables and milk as he
required, and never at any time of his
career did he get a great amount of meat.
At six months of age he was sent to a
seaside resort on the East Coast and put
under the care of a man whose business
was to call upon the farmers in the dis-
trict within ten miles of his home, and
Prince accompanied him daily on his
rounds, generally on foot. He only got
the simplest of foods, such as any farmer
has, i. e., plenty of milk, bread, meat,
and vegetables.
When he came home, and just before

he commenced showing, he weighed
quite as much as he did at his death, and
whilst in Leeds he was used to his several
miles' exercise every day, only getting
plainly kept on biscuits, meat, vegetables
etc., the same as any other dog. I for
one took no notice of newspaper gossip
as to the cause of death, preferring to
have some authentic information before
rushing into print ; and now I have got
it, in a long letter from Mr. W. C. Reick.
of the New York Herald, a full copy of
which I send you for your private infor-
mation, and you may make extracts and
publish them as you think fit. I thiuk
this is the fairest way of doing things, as
if I made the extracts, someone, and per-
haps many such, would be only too ready
to say I had left compromising portions
out to suit the circumstances.
As to the "mysterious putting on of

fat, and the means that are had recourse
to," I, for one, am still in the novice
class. Sidney W. Smith.

[Mr. Smith was wrong in thinking
that our remarks applied to any particu-
lar breeder or exhibitor. We are glad to
hear that he does not use artificial means
to make his St. Bernards fat.—Editor
F'anciers' Gazette.]

POULTRYan° PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

No breeder of thoroughbred fowls can
neglect the opportunity offered to adver-

tise in the Christmas number of Tliii

Fanci«rs' Journai,.

—Lord Lurgan, who is the first Irish
landlord to sell out his estates to his ten-
ants under the provisions of the land
purchase bill, is better known as the
owner of a kennel of greyhounds than
for his parliamentary duty in the Lords
or as a landlord to his tenants. He
achieved the height of his ambition when
his dog. Master McGrath, won the Water-
loo Cup.

E. B. Thompson, the well-known
Plymouth Rock breeder, does not be-

lieve in single matings of barred Plym-
outh Rocks. He contends that matings
must be made for cockerels and pullets

separately. His experience in the last

few years proves the correctness of his

position.

»%
J. H. Thompson, Jr., who has always

been successful in producing fine pullets,

is of the same opinion, but there is still a
feeling abroad that a standard mating
will produce equally good females and
males, and we believe Mr. Felch is one
of those who believes such to be the case.

*
« •

There must be something fascinating

in buff color. All new breeds seem to be
possessed of that tint. The latest is the
buff Hamburg, now being nursed in

Pennsylvania.

* »

The writer of these notes was one of
the first to call attention to the buff Leg-
horns and Wyandottes, and the former
has already became very lively, while the
latter is being quietly groomed in a uum-
ber of quarters.

« •

Both of these new buff" breeds are far

from perfect, and the great trouble will

be iu getting good male birds. In the
buff Leghorns the trouble will be in get-

ting rid of white and black in tails and
wings, while the buff Wyandottes will

suffer in the same manner, with the ad-

ditional handicap of having "bearded
propellers."

*
« »

These feathered shanks are due to the
Cochin cross, which has made up some
strains. There are other strains that are

claimed to be pure white and golden
Wyandotte crosses and have clean shanks.

We have seen such birds, but did not see

the progenitors. An experiment made
last summer in crossing a light colored

golden Wyandotte cock on white Wyan-
dotte hens resulted disastrously, most of
the chickens resembling poor silver Wy-
andottes.

«
« «

New breeds are multiplying rapidly,

and where will all this end? Brother

Braden in the Ohio Poultry Journal
muses on the subject as follows: "An-
other batch of new breeds will be ready
for the American Poultry Association

when the solemn day of gathering into

one fold all the races of the American
continent will have arrived. Why should
not the fowls of the barnyard be as

plentiful, diversified and as various as

the fowls of the air ?"
*

• «
Nothing to hinder it, we assure you.

Brother Braden, and the "boys" are do-

ing their level best to surpass the record

of Dame Nature. Give them time, that's

all. We will, however, venture the asser-

tion that the man who first produces the

golden barred Plymouth Rocks will

gather in the shekels with a rapidity un-

equaled in the history of the fancy. It

would prove to be a breed of superlative

l^auty, and—the name will do the rest.

»
» «

Mr. F. H. Graves in the Ohio Poultry

Journal objects strongly to Mr. Babcock's

statement that "the Indian game is a

courageous but naturally peaceable fowl."

He says they are just the opposite, and
fortifies his case by giving plenty of evi-

dence. Mr. Graves is an admirer of the
breed, but his experience teaches him to

draw the line somewhere and he draws
it in the right place.

*
» »

We notice that there is still a tendency
in some quarters to praise certain Indian
game illustrations as correct, and natur<

ally condemn all others as incorrect. It

would be well to learn who in this coun-
try can set himself up as an authority on
what constitutes correct Indian shape.
The breed is still too new, and our Amer-
ican breeders and judges still in the nov-
ice class to speak in the autocratic man-
ner now possessed by some individuals.

We know that the Standard Committee
of the Indian Game Club is determined
to unite on an intelligent standard for

shape and color, but if it does not suit

one or two individuals it does not follow

that the latter are the Solons alone.

We have seen a great many Indian
games and about all the illustrations of
them, but it would be rank folly for us to

claim one illustration the only correct

one. Our individual opinion is only
worth as much as that of any other In-

dian game breeder or judge, but we do
not hesitate to express our opinion that

the illustration by Ludlow that first ap-

peared in this country struck our fancy
as the best one, and Mr. Scwell has
made some illustrations for Messrs.

Sharp, Hill and Gay lor that are decided-

ly typical of the breed. Mr. Pierce in

the ouly illustration he has made repre-

sentetl the station and shape of an In-

dian game male almost ideally. But the
above are simply opinions of one indi-

vidual.

• »

We remember one bird that was
cracked up to be the par excellence of
Indian game shape by a noted breeder.

The latter bred him, and that accounts
for it, for the bird, outside of his station,

was light in bone, deficient in breast and
too full in tail.

« «

Mr. Graves in the Ohio Poultry Jour-
nal gives a pretty clear idea of what an
Indian game should be like, and we clip

the following

:

"While I am enthusiastically in favor
of the low-legged style of Indian games,
I would suggest for the standard the
guarding against all tendency toward
anything but the true Indian characteris-
tics regarding carriage and closeness of
feather. I am not in favor of cutting
down Indian legs to encourage the intro-
duction of Wyandotte or other blood,
and for that reason the standard should
cut heavily for loose feathers, any ten-
dency toward fluffiness, and especially for
bagginess behind. Keep the bird cut
away underneath, and breed for heavy,
broad breast, massive shoulder, broad
and tapering back. Such birds, with
proper carriage, and standing on thick
legs wide apart, and not too much bent
at the hock, are bound to command ad-
miration. I have a spurious breed of In-
dian fowls called red Indians that are my
ideal for shape, and I am trying to imi-
tate them in the Cornish, except color.
These are only medium in length of leg,
with large thigh and thick shank placed
very wide. The style is very Indian,
except perhaps not quite so low in tail as
I think a Cornish bird should be. These
reds are wider birds both in breast and
on back than most Cornish specimens I

have seen, though the best Cornish birds
I have ever seen were very much like
these red fowls in shape. Shape, I be-
lieve, is or should be the main thing in
Cornish Indians, color following next in
order."

*
• «

M. K. Boyer in the Germantown Tele-

graph is inspired to say that "Now
that hens are moulting, what a hor-

rible sight they present. The motUting
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season lasts about a hundred days, and
during that time it is impossible for

'biddie' to lay," Strange hens you must
keep down there on the Jersey sands,

Uncle, Moulting hens may not look

nice, but they really do lay eggs during

those one hundred days, at least hens of

certain breeds will.
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«
« «

The exhibit of poultry at the Wilming-
ton fair was very meagre, and had it not

been for Mr, Vahle's fine collection of

pigeons the exhibit would have been a

failure. It is a pity that such a large

fair should pay so little attention to

poultry.

••#

Frank Gaylor has been added to the

list ofjudges of poultry at the coming
Albany show, to be held in the first week
ofJanuaiy. This is an excellent selec-

tion scientifically and socially.

*
* «

"Five Hundred Questions and Answers
on Poultry Raising" is the title of a new
book published by the Fanciers' Review,

of Chatham, N. Y. The questions and
answers were compiled from auuml^er of

sources, and taken collectively the book
contains much information of theoretical

and practical value. It is well printed.

We mail it to any address on receipt of

twenty-five cents.

greeable flavor and smell, watery all^u-
men, an especially small, dark-colored
yelk, with a tender vitelline membrane
which turned black after being kept sev-
eral weeks ; while the eggs of the car-
bonaceous-fed hens were large, of fine
flavor, of natural smell, large, normal al-
bumen, an especially large, rich, yellow
yelk, with a strong, vitelline membrane,
which was perfectly preserved after be-
ing kept for weeks in the same brine
with the other eggs,"

.*.

AMONG THE PLYMOUTH ROCKS.

A Visit to B. B. Thompson's Moun-
tain Farm—"Where Fine Chick-

ens Are Raised.

What those gentlemen at Cornell did

with their hens to produce such awful
eggs is had to tell. We have bought too

many eggs in the past to serve particular

customers in the city with to believe the

above, and again state that the best and
largest eggs, containing the richest yelks,

came from hens that were corn-fed.

« «

* «
The "corn question" that we have dis-

cussed with Uncle Mike Boyer has evi-

dently stirred up Editor Hunter so that

he joins forces with Uncle Mike and
takes a hand in the fuu. In the Septem-

ber issue of Farm-Poultry Brother Hunt-
er begins his fun as follows :

"Mr. Drevenstedt, in The Fanciers'
Journal, and Mr. Boyer, in the German-
town Telegraph, have been enjoying a
friendly l)out on the corn question, in

which Boyer seems to have ha<l the best
of it in that he had the strongest position,
but both disputants have made state-

ments which will not l>ear a critical ex-
amination. Our friends are always legit-

imate prey, and a good point is all the
more enjoyable when it is scored against
one whom we slap on the l)ack with a
'Well, old man, I got a good otie on you
that time !' But what if our desire for 'a

little fun with Uncle Mike' leads us into
making a statement which is against the
recorded fact ! Isn't there danger that
the innocent reader may be misled ? The
question of feeding corn is a delicate one,
and a reader seeing that Mr. Drevenstedt
said : 'The solid fact remains, however,
that careful experiments made at the
New York I-lxperinient .Stations showed
that corn produced more eggs than other
grains,' would be very likely to seize upon
that statement, and go on feeding corn to
his serious loss."

Why, we could call in to our aid dozens
of poultrymen who will swear by com.
Not long ago we met the proprietor of

one of the largest poultry farms in New
York state and asked him what he fed

his hens. " Well, to tell you, I think

com is about the best thing I give them.
Last winter some of the hens got a little

fat and I thought I'd best feed them a

ration such as is laid down in the books.

Well, I gave them bran, oats and wheat,
and the consequence was they stopi)ed

laying altogether."
«

« •

There is something in the above, and
while we never took the position that

corn should be fed exclusively, we simply
deny M. K. Boyer's statement that com
is a poor egg food

« «

*
« «

He then "goes for" us when he says :

"Will Mr, Drevenstedt give us chapter
and verse for that ? We suppose that it

is the 'Cornell University Experiment
Station Report ' (and not the New York
Experiment Station) that is the basis of
the discussion, and our copy of that re-
port directly contradicts Mr, Drevenstedt—the hens fed on nitrogenous food laid
seventy-nine eggs and those fed carbona-
ceous food laid twenty-six, (See page
348, May,) Why didn't you go down to
the record and throw that at him, Mike ?"

* «
The innocence of Brother Hunter i.s

simply delightful. We distinctly stated

"the New York Experiment Station re-

port," which, by the way, was published
in full in The Fanciers' Journal and
in no other paper. So Uncle Mike, who
reads The Fanciers' Journal as of-

ten as he eats, could not throw down or
at us what Brother Hunter would have
him do. Uncle is too cute for that.

Brother Hunter then quotes from his

report (the Cornell College Experiment
Station)

:

"The eggs laid by the nitrogenous-fed
liens w«re of small size, having a disa-

Bro. Harker, in the Fanciers' Monthly,
in commenting on our statements, re-

marks :

" Com as food for laying hens has long
been held in high esteem by some breed-
ers

; as a producer of eggs it is said to be
unequaled. On tlie other hand it is un-
doubtedly a heavy fattening food, which
is often harmful if fed lavishly to old or
young fowl.s. We on this coast may well
take part in such a di.scu.ssion, for one of
the very first and most important things
to leariT in managing fowls anywhere is
how to feed them so as to secure the best
results,"

« «

He hits the nail on the head when he
says /iozL> to feed them so as to secure the
best results. The intelligent use of corn
will produce eggs in quantity and qual-
ity, the abuse of it—neither.

«
•

Brer Hunter winds up by advising
Uncle Mike as follows :

" Boyer ought to

have looked over the files of The Fan-
ciers' Journal and found the follow-

ing, published in Drevcnstedfs column
of that paper about a year ago :

••An egg is concentrated food—sav,
weighing one and a half ounce, com-
posed of lime, soda, sulphur, iron, phos-
plioms, magnesia, oil, albumen. As a
writer says :

' The hen is the mill to
grind, the crop the hopper and the egg
the grist.' Every particle of the egg,
yelk, albumen and shell must come froin
the assimilated food through the bUxnl
celLs. If we feed fat and heat-fomiing
food there cannot follow the largest pro-
duction, because the material for making
e^gs will not l)e found. Corn contains
eighty-six per cent fat and heat ele-
ments, hence cannot be a perfect egg
food."

"That probably states the question
reasonably fairly."

«
* «

Well, well, to think that Uncle Mike
would be guilty of such a mistake. We
are sorry. Brer Hunter, but we never
wrote the above—not a line of it. " You
treed the wrong coon that time."

• *
Editor Boyer i.s now softly saying: "Corn

in the car is worth two on the foot,"

Some of the most charming spots on
earth are rarely heard of. We read of
the grand scenery of the noble Hudson
River valley, and like patriotic Ameri-
cans we love to "blow about" it to the
"furriners;" our admiration, or rather
awe, of the wonderful Niagara Falls is

pardonable considering the greatness of
the subject, but the quiet nooks of charm-
ing rural scenery we often lose sight of
in the desire for grander objects. Is it

not so with the chicken business ? We
do not often see in life what we read in

print, and our minds are "stuffed" with
the wonderful doings of such and such a
chicken farm, and perhaps the sights in

some wonderful poultry town. Printers'

ink has done this for us, and many are
apt to imagine that the sun rises and sets

in such places. Yet the fact remains that
thousands of the best chickens and hun-
dreds of the best breeders are situated
"far from the madding crowd," The
writer has Ijeen fortunate enough to get
around among chicken fanciers, and in
the series of descriptive articles to be
published in The Fanciers' Journal
will draw attention to the chicken farms
of men who have made poultry raising a
business and a success.
Two weeks ago we started for Amenia,

N, Y., intending to visit the annual fair
held at that place, and at the same time
visit our old friend, E, B. Thompson and
his chickens. About two and one-half
hours' ride from New York City, on the
Harlem Railroad, brought us safely on
the platform of the Amenia depot, where
the well-known form of Edward B.
Thompson awaited our arrival. He im-
mediately gave us the grip, and we were
soon seated in a carriage speeding behind
a trusty mare towards the fair grounds.
The latter are l)eatifully located in a

most charming country, Dutchess County
is famous for its fine grass lands, its
great hay production and its dairies. Sit-
uated close by is the celebrated Borden's
Condensory, where thousands of cans of
milk are condensed for the immense
trade that has sprung up for such pro-
ducts. Nature has filled this part of the
country pre-eminently for dairy pur-
poses, the rich pastures luxuriant growth
of trees and the cool, clear water being
an ideal place for the cow and dairyman
to live in. And such a country is an ideal
place to raise chickens. The Plymouth
Rocks, a product of New England, thrive
wonderfully here. It is a congenial and
natural home to them, in fact chickens
that would not do well under such sur-
soundings might as well be decapitated.
The fair itself was entirely mral in its

features. The cattle, sheep, swine, horses
and poultry were the attractions, with
the customary horse trot thrown in as an
appetizer. No fakirs were on the grounds,
although a few harmless side shows
amused the "mossbacks."
The poultr)' was in a te:it, and the

entries did not exceed 250. What it

lacked in quantity it made up in quality.
It is se'dom such a show of Plymouth
Rocks are found at one show. Professor
Thompson simply look all the best birds
he had and placed them on exhibition.
We found his famous New York Boy

in charge of a hanclsome harem of hens.
The old fellow, although somewhat out
of feather, showed his grand style and
the exquisite barring of his feathers
sufliciently to attract the notice of every
Plymouth Rock fancier. In another pen
we found Sumter, the son of New York
Boy. This bird won first at Charleston,
S. C, last winter, and was conceded to
be the finest cockerel shown in many
moons. Without intending to libel his
sire we candidly think he is a far better
bird. His plumage has more of the
"tme blue" cast and his symmetry- is
more sympathetic, ;. e., there is a better
"hamionious whole," no section being
defective. The younger generation showed
up surprisingly strong m cockerels, both
Sumter and the "old boy" having sired
some very velvety birds. Our host, how-
ever, was reluctant to have us spend our
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time in the tent, and thought the farm
where he raises his birds would be more
attractive, so we made haste to reach the
latter. After al>out three-quarters of an
hour's drive we alighted at the old home-
stead. We found the latter as natural as
when we visited it some four years ago.
There was, however, an important change
to be chronicled, the bachelor Edward
B is now a happy Benedict. We were
also surprised to find, not far from the
old home, a new and beautiful house be-
ing erected, where Mr. and Mrs. Thomp-
son will entertain their many friends in
the future. It is a pleasure to state that
the amiable wife of our host is as fond of
the chickens as her husband, and we
violate no confidence when we state that
she intends to take up the little Pekin
bantams as her pets, and will crowd her
husband for the show room honors in
the future.

The poultry farm of E. B. Thompson
is no different to-day from what it was
some four years ago, excepting perhaps
additional breeding pens. The owner
does not believe in expensive buildings,
but what he has is built for business.
The laying houses are situated on a side
hill in a i apple orchard, and here we
find his specialties, the barred Plymouth
Rocks and silver Wyandottes. Only the
best breeding birds are selected and
mated, and from these pens all eggs are
sold and all chickens are raised. We saw
something like 800 chicks out in the
fields, and a healthier lot the sun never
shone on. It is Mr. Thompson's method
of raising chickens that will interest our
readers most, and we can give the modus
operandi without mystifving the reader.

In the first place, Mr.' Thompson be-
li'.ves in "the survival of the fittest" the-
ory. He raises chickens by the natural
method as he calls it. The hen when she
has hatched the chicks is taken to a
coop. The latter is placed in a large
pasture which slopes toward the south.
There the hens stays until they are ready
to leave the chicks, and the latter stay
there until snow conies. We saw dozens
of strapping chickens in these large,
roomy coops, and the whole range of the
field and farm was theirs. Until a mink
got away with a dozen choice chickens
recently Mr. Thompson never closed his
coops at night. The chicks were out at
the break of day, rain or shine, seeking
the food that only a luxuriant growth of
vegetation can produce. At about 8 A.
M. the "gallant E. B." starts out with
buckets of cracked corn and fills the long
covered troughs. The chicks have this
corn before them at all times, and should
the owner oversleep himself occasionally
there is no danger, as the troughs are
large enough to stand "a mn" for a day
or two. Spring water supplies the needed
liquid food. That is all the feeding his
chickens get.

As to the roosting places of the early-
hatched birds we might say they are in
"the ambient" among the trees. Yet not
one of the hundreds of birds we saw had
a trace of cold or sickness, and some of
the chicks early in the morning were as
wet as the heavy dews of those mountain
locked valleys could make them. This
is no fairy tale, but the square tmth. Let
those who lielieve in pampering and
housing birds carefully consider the
al)ove. Practical experience makes a
man wise, and the financial success of E.
B.Thompson as a fancier and a poultry
raiser was due to his common sense and
his appreciation of nature's methods. He
raises the birds he sells, and as long as
we have known him we cannot recall a
single season where he failed to raise a
large number of healthy birds. More
than this is unnecessary, for deeds speak
louder than words, and while we may
indirectly come in conflict with those
who are theoretically opposed to such
methods, we stand by that which has
Ijeen tried and not found wanting. It is

old, but gets there.

In conclusion we extend our thanks to
our host and hostess as well as the rest of
Mr. Thompson's family for the kind hos-
pitality and pleasure they extended to us.
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—Provide a dusting and scratching
place where you can bury wheat and
corn, and thus induce the fowls to take
the needful exercise.

—The Farmer's Home Journal says :

"Eggs kept for hatching should be turned
half over every other day so as to rest on
the opposite side and also kept in a cool
place. If you follow the above instruc-
tions they will hatch when a month old.'

CHIPS FROM THE PODLTRY BLOCK.

FleeinfiT Fancies Nipped on the
Wingr for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIB.

Assuredly Editor Goodwin does not
aim to kill the Leghorns with "faint

praise." In August Poultry in California

he concludes a good article upon them
by quoting from a friend thusly : ''The

Leghorns will out-lay, out-fly and out-

devil anything I ever saw." So, every
word of it, but as long as they "out-lay"

'em all they may "fly" and "devil" to

their hearts' content. It is eggs we
want, and of course we must "grin and
bear" their imperfections, but covered
runs stop the flying and deviling pro-

pensites entirely.

This ••brown" and "white" egg matter
that I have been denying "lo these many
years" got the better of me last night. I

find that, directly contrary to all reports,

that the Leghorn egg out-sells all others,
and that their eggs are the only ones
that have a special market value and
that are separately quoted. The dis-
covery fairly "took my breath," and to
convince myself that I was not dreaming
I examined my file of F^'arm-Poultry and
found Leghorn eggs quoted separately in
every number examined.

Farm-Poultry for July gives this as
New York prices: "New York—Eggs
in liberal supply, selling at sixteen and
one-half to seventeen cents ; Leghorns,
twenty cents." This is a clear difference
of three cents a dozen over the best eggs
in market in the favor of the Leghorn,
and yet people will tell you we are "Leg-
horn crazy" because we advocate the
Queen from Tuscany. If the Leghorn
would lay no more eggs than others she
would hie the most profitable fowl to
keep for eggs. The ordinary hen will
lay thirteen dozen eggs in a year, and if

the Leghorn did no better her eggs
would we worth thirty-nine cents more,
and if we were running an "egg plant"
of 500 hens by keeping Leghorns ex-
clusively our income would be increa.sed

I195, and that amount is not to be
"sneezed" at. But Lejjhorn hens, with
anything like care, will lay seventeen
dozen eggs in a year ; but not to appear
as being "hoggish" we'll place her "out-
put" at sixteen dozen ; that is three
dozen more than we estimated the com-
mon ones at. This gives us sixty cents
more, and sixty cents added to thirty-
nine makes ninety-nine cents more "rev-
enue" derived from the Leghorn than
the others. Five hundred would give us

|495-
While looking up this egg matter I

discovered an adv. with a large "wanted"
at the head, and thinking it might be
some poor fellow that wanted the loan of
^100,000 or more with which to purchase
a "gold mine," and feeling disposed to
accommodate him I read on : "Wanted,
a party with I5000 to join nie on a hen
farm. Can keep 40,000 hens and sell

2000 dozen fresh eggs daily at five cents
extra. Each hen will pay net $2 to $i
yearly." Did this man find a "pard"
and where is that 40,000 hen plant
located ? Them's questions I woultf like

to have answered at once—because I

want to take a big slice in the capital

stock if not already disposed of,

I'm inclined to think that to purchase
40,000 hens, build suitable houses and
runs, incubator and brooding houses
and houses for the help required and
"provision," the "ranch" would knock a

f>retty big hole in a bank account whose
imit was, say, $250,000, and what use a
man could have for a I5000 ••pard" is be-
yond me, unless he wanted him for

bookkeeper and wanted that $5000 as se-

curity against loss. Oh, my, "what
fools we mortals be."
Not one poultryman in ten thousand

can take 1000 hens and make them pay,
and a 40,000 affair—that is immense,
and Braden would snort out "Ge whiz."

Is Kansas going to "set up shop" for

herself. It looks like it from the num-
ber of sp)ecialty clubs she is hatching
and trying to hatch. I believe in spe-
cialty clubs, but I l)elieve there is a limit
beyond which it is dangerous to go.

Each breed should have one (not a

dozen) club, and ail breeders of that

breed should be enrolled as members.
This club should hold yearly meetings,
and all who can should attend these
meetings, but it will, of course, be an im-
possibility for many to do so.

This is a large, very large countrv, and
while we do not favor a multiplicity of
clubs, we do favor dividing each club into
districts, and each one of these districts
hold their annual or semi-annual meet-
ings and discuss those things that are of
interest to breeders of that breed and fan-
ciers in general. Whatever suggestions
they have to make let them lay them be-
fore the club at its next annual meeting.
These districts should send one or more
delegates to the meeting of the parent
club. By this method no section of the
country will be without representation.
These districts should be of such a size
that no one need experience any difficul-
ty in attending all of the meetings.

I have read Mr. Babcock's new book,
"The Argonauts," and I find much to
interest me. especially as the author has
not followed the lead of many who cham-
pion the "general purpose fowl." He is
fair and just in his statements, and no
"Leghorn crank" or "Brahma enthusi-
ast" can object to any claims yet made
for the Argonaut As Mr. H., says the
great majority of American poultrymen
want the "general purpose" fowl, and he
does not make any attempt to defend it

as superior to the fowl bred for a special
purpose. But his object, as it appears to
us, was the production of the fowl for
which there is the greatest present de-
mand.
That he has succeeded fairly well I

have not the least doubt, and if he can
silence the twaddle of senseless "boom-
ers," who will before long want to claim
the "earth" for the Argonauts, I have no
doubt but that they will prove to be as
worthy a breed as the Plymouth Rocks,
one of their progenitors. The game
blood should give them good form and a
disposition to "rustle," and that insures
good solid flesh. Coupled with their table
qualities, they should at least prove aver-
age layers, but from their "make up" I

would not expect them to ordinarily ex-
ceed 150 a year.

In my last I told you I was going to at-
tend a fair last week—well, I didn't— I at-
tended two funerals instead, out next
week I'll "take in" a state fair—all my
friends lieing dead, I know of nothing
preventing my spending next week hov-
ering between the poultry and pool lx>x,

French mutuals.

Poultry for Profit.

Are you keeping poultry for profit,
either in large or small numbers ? No
matter if you keep only a dozen hens ;

are they paying you a profit over and
above their keep and eggs and poultry
used in your own family ? If not, can
you explain why not ? For poultry
properly kept pays the best of any do-
mestic animals. Do you care to learn
how a man of experience does make his
hens pay better than I2.50 per year for
each ben, from eggs alone ; and who has
to buy all of his grain and meat food ?

Do you desire to know how to make hens
lay the most eggs in a year ; how to dress
and sell your poultry and eggs to obtain
the highest prices ? Do you care to learn
about, and how to obtain the l)est breeds
and crosses from which to get the largest
number of eggs and most pounds of
poultry to sell ? And when and where
to sell them ? Do you desire to know
how to prevent and treat diseases of poul-
try ; how to get your hens through the
moulting season well and strong ; how
to bring your pullets to early laying, etc.?

Do you care to learn how to build the
Ijest poultry houses and yards economi-
cally, warm and dry ? In short, do you
d sire to know how to make money with
a few hens ? If so, for the small sum of
fifty cents you can learn all of the above
and much more. Subscribe for one year
to the Farm-Poultry, if for no longer.
Sample copy will be sent free. It is ac-
knowledged on all sides to be the "best
poultry paper published in the world."
Farm-Poultry is published by I. S. John-
son & Co., Boston, Mass., and edited by
Mr. A. F. Hunter, a well known, practical
writer and experienced breeder of poul-
try for profit. Send for index to last

volume free and judge yourself if as much
complete, instructive, practical matter re-

garding poultry raising can be found in

any volume costing four times the price
of Farm-Poultry one year. Subscriptions
can begin any time.

THE WYANDOTTE.
The Orisrin of the Breed Traced

Back to the Year 1872.
I. K. Fetch in American Poultry Yard.

In 1868 to 1870 a cross of Sebright
bantams with buff Shanghais was made,
in the hope of producing a Sebright
Cochin bantam. The chickens came so
large that they were exhibited first to

the public as Sebright Cochins. These
birds were at this time in but few hands.
In 1872, in the Rural Home, appeared a
cut of them, which was made from a pair

from the yards of John P. Ray, of Hem-
lock Lake, N. Y. This must be acknowl-
edged as the starting point or foundation
blood of the breed. Mr. Ray, in 1870,

had on his place these laced and spangled
birds, which from the Hamburgs and
"yellow and black Chittegongs" (to use
his expression) have sprung. To main-
tain the breed, he wrote to A. S. Baker
as follows

:

"AUGUST 7, 1871.

"Dear Sir :—I was at Lima last week, and
saw some Sebright chickens that were hatched
from eggs obtained from you. I have a nice lot

of the same breed, and wish to get two cockf to

cross with my hens, as mine are all related. If

you can spare those that are well marked, with
double or rose combs (that will make good-sized
cocks), you may .save them for me. I am par-
ticular about the combs, as mine are rose-

combed. I do not wish to breed them single.

Write me if you have them to spare, and at

what price. Yours truly, John P. Ray.
"To Rev. Mr. Baker."

Indorsed on the back of this letter is :

"HoNEovE Falls, Aug. 28, 1871.

"S. P. Ray, Dear Sir :— I have no fowls to

sell. I think you could get two cocks of Rev.
Mr. Benson if you should apply .soon. Mr. Ben-
son would probably want |i each.

"A. S. Baker."

Here, then, in 1871, are three men in
possession of the foundation blood of the
now popular Wyandotte fowls, and back
of this record we do not know a person
identified with them. In 1872 and 1873
John P. Ray sold to Mr. Hull, Mr.
Whitaker, H. M. Doubleday and others,
since which time birds the result of
cros.ses of .silver-spangled Hamburgs and
Cochins, and also silver-.spangled Ham-
burgs and dark Brahmas, have been in-
terbred with the original and first blood,
the grand result being the boom in
Wyandottes, which for three years (1883
to 1886) has excited the fraternity.

In 1876 these birds were presented, at
Buffalo, for acceptance by the A. P. A.,
their breeders petitioning for them a
place in the Standard as American Se-
brights. The Michigan breeder, Mr.
Whittaker, wished them accepted with
rose coinljs and smooth legs

; parties
from about Binghamton were partial to
single combs, and contended that they
could be as easily bred to the single
comb as to the rose comb type ; while the
Northampton breeder, who was using
largely the dark brahma cross, con-
tended a pea comb would redound to
their greater popularity.

The association, as a whole, deemed
the name objectionable, as giving too
much the idea of a bantam, and the peti-

tion was so far considered as to appoint a
committee, of whom Mr. Payne, of
Binghamton, N. Y., was chairman, and
the matter was referred to three for a
name, a standard and to settle the type
and color to be accepted. This com-
mittee failed to report. In 1881, after
several names had been in the meantime
suggested, by common consent rose
combs and smooth shanks had become
the type and breeding of them. The
writer wrote up a standard for them, by
request ofthe Poultry Monthly, under the
name of "Hambletonians." This was
the formula which was revised at Worces-
ter in 1883 and became the standard for
the breed, and the name Wyandotte
there adopte«l. From that time on the
breed has had a boom. They have be-
come the favorites of many breeders, and
decidedly popular with the fraternity at

large.

They are rather l>elow the medium in
size, having a plumage dark in under-
color, with centre of web of feather white,
the outer edge laced with black, so that
the white centres show largest at the
breast, smaller, with very heavy lacings
upon wing bows, being still smaller in

back, unless the centres are large in sad-
dle, when they are invariably pencille<l in
the white with black or other dark color.
The flights are black with an outer edging
of silver white. The secondaries are
much wider, edged with the same silver
white color. They have black tails, with
neck plumage that may be called silver
white, striped with black. Thus they
make a beautiful picture upon the lawn ;

while the males, with their silver and
black neck and silver-colored back and
wing bows, having a wide double spangled
bar across the wings, with full, round
brea.st of black, the feathers slightly
centered with white, black thighs and
yellow shanks, show them to be fine in
appearance, plump in structure and of
merits as practical, useful fowls.
We must confess for them a .seemingly

slow growth, their plumage failing to
come to that metallic black and bright
silver white so desirable no quicker than
the growth of plumage in Cochins, and
that their transitions from crude to thor-
oughbred breeding has tried the breeders
somewhat, and were it not that under-
neath there was a carcass that was at all
times ready for the griddle or spit they
would have been abandoned. They grow
slow, but there is no time from five to
fourteen weeks old that they are not fit

for the griddle as a broiler, and from that
time on the best of roasters—they are the
par excellence of fowls for the poulterers'
and farmers' uses. They lay at five to six
months of age, are more than average
layers of eggs, are easily kept, and with
care are among the three best breeds now
known. To .say they are hardy in the
sense that Asiatics are hardy would be
untrue. They must be protected from
damp and filthy quarters. Dry, warm
quarters and cleanliness they enjoy, and
succumb to disease in opposite condi-
tions more readily than any other breeds.
The denial by some that they have in

them the dark Brahma cross cannot stand
the test of analogy or fact. The fact that
the cross spoken of was made in North-
ampton in 1875 shows the use of the
cross to be general ; until it was used the
clear white and black in the plumage was
not so generally found.
By patience in its breeders this race

has come out and stands far more surely
on its merits than did the Plymouth Rock
at the same age of its production. We
look in the next three years to see a great
gain in average merit, but not to see the
record of the best si)ecimens much, if
any, beaten

; 93 is a fine score for a male
of any breed, and 96 for females has been
reached by them already. It is only that
we may hope to see them produce a
larger number in 100 to score 91 to 95.
We never scored one we believed over
95K.yet this season we scored them as high
as 94>^. The breed has lx;en perfected, so
to speak, and we have another cross-
bred, an American bree<i, to be proud of
in them. The race is a pleasure and
profit to the owners, and the pride of the
fraternity.

In looking over old manuscript we
came across this, being a copy of our
scribblings by a friend. We believe it

has never been printed. Its prophecy
seems worth its reproduction. We as-
serted, it seems, four years ago that it

would recover the evils that attended its

boom as a new breed, and to-day, with
all the multiplications of races under the
head of Wyandottes, the laced Wyan-
dotte stands out squarely and fairly the
best of them all, and those bearing its

name are but porteges living on its name
and merit.
The laced Wyandottes have seen as

this shows an existence of twenty years
since they were first illustrated, and
reached a point to interest breeders to
secure new bloo<l, and to an effort to
maintain them as a race. To-day they
are certainly among the best five practi-
cal and useful breeds. The very reasons
they have survived and are l>eing more
and more called for, are that they have a
carcass full of merit as a broiler and
roaster and that they are productive as
egg proilucers. There are a few breeds
only that lay larger and somewhat
evener colored eggs; but when we con-
sider the combined merits of the breed
they must be acknowledged as among
the best Here is their history and you
are seeing the fulfillment of the prophecy
of this article over four years old.

To have named any other breed Wyan-
dotte was an insult to the breed. They
should enjoy it solely, and have the
merit they will yet i)rnve to poultry cul-

ture as strictly first-class.

J^ — U-^
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A Qreat Display of Pine Fowls at
the New York Inter-state Fair.

From a Staff Correspondent.

The exhibition of the Inter-state Fair

Association at Khnira, N. Y., opened
Tuesday, September i. The poultry ex-

hibit was the larjj^est ever seen here, 1200

entries of 2750 specifiiens of jjoultry,

pigeons, etc. The largest exhibit was that

of G. K. Stevenson, who had 490 birds,

embracing 48 varieties of fowls and pig-

eons. Mr. vStevenson was assi.stant to A.

S. Stillman. the well-known superintend-

ent of poultry, and we can say that the

boys are always sure of being treated

fairly where these two gentlemen have
charge of the poultry department.

The second largest exhiliit was that

of Ihirn & Hausler. They showed 210

birds, including 35 varieties of land and
water fowls. They won many regular

and special premiums and a good many
friends among the fanciers. Mr. R. T.

Holley showed some very fine Indian
games, also the best pen of Buff Leg-
horns we have ever seen, one pullet espe-
cially being the true type of a buff fowl.
Mr. Holley ought to show some fine
specimens of his varieties the coming
season.
The Pineland Incubator and Brooder

Company h.'id one of their well-known in-

cubators and brooders on exhibition.
The Klmira Incubator Company showed
their new universal hatcher and brooder,
and were busy hatching chicks by the
score.

Messrs. Hazard, Batterson and Moody
gave the l)oys a very pleasant evening
and supper on Saturday evening, when
chicken matters were freely discussed,
and we can as.su re the boys a "bang up"
lime and square treatment at the show
of the Klmira Poultry and Pet Stock As-
sociation, January 20 25. Write for pre-
mium list to H. B. Batterson, secretary.
The judge of the show was J. Y. Bicknell.
The awards were as follows :

Bkahmas (light).—Pen, 1st to S. H. Laney, 2d
to C. H. Akerly; cock, ist to T^^uey, 2tl to
Akcrly; hens, ist and 2d to Akerly; cockerel,
ist to Akerly, 2d to Laney; pullets', ist to Ak-
erly, 2d to Uiney. Dark—I'ens, 1st to Knox &
Tillinghast, 2d to G. E. Stevenson; cocks, ist to
Burn & Hausler. 2d to Knox & Tillinghast
hens, ist to D. G. Kcker, 2d to Burn & Hausler,'
cockerels, ist to Knox & Tillinghast, 2d to
Stevenson.

Cochins (huff). — Pen, ist to Akerly, 2d to
Knox & Tillinghast; cocks, ist to Burn &
Hausler, 2d to Ackerly; hens, ist to Akerly, 2d
to Burn & Hausler; cockerel, .st to Burn &
H.iusler, 2d to Charles Decker; pullets. 1st to
Burn & Hausler. 2d to Akerly. Black—Cock ad-
hen, 2d; cockerel, 2d; pullet, ist to John T. Bird.'
Partridee—Pen, ist to D. G. Kckert, 2d to Kuox& Tillinghast; cock, ist to H. B. Batterson, 2d
to Knox & Tillinghast; cockerel, ist; pullet ist
and 2d to Knox & Tillinghast; hen, 1st to Bird-
2d to Knox «t Tillinghast. White—Cock, ist to
Knox & Tillinghast; 2d to Burn & Hausler-
hens, 1st to Knox & Tillinghast, 2d to Burn &
Hausler; cockerels, ist; pullets, ist to H. Dela-
inater.
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La.vgshans (black).—Pen. 1st to Knox & Til-
linghaste, 2d to Stevenson; cocks, ist to W. L
Keves, 2d to Burn & Hausler; hens, 1st to Knox& rillingha.ste, 2d to Keyes; cockerels, ist to
Keyes, 2d to Knox & Tillinghast. White—Pen
ist to Cunningham & Blair; cocks, ist to Knox& Tillinghast 2d to Cunningham & Blair; hens
ist and 2d to Knox & Tillinghast; cockerels ist
and 2d to Keyes; pullets, 1st to Knox & Tilling-
hast, 2d to Keyes.

Whitk I ACKD Black Spanish.—Pens 1st to
Burn & Hausler. 2d to S L. Headley; cocks 1st
to Burn & Hausler, 2d to H. B. Batterson; hens
ist to Burn & Hausler, 2d to Batterson- cock-
erel, 1st to Battcr-son, 2d to Burn «i Hausler- pul-
lets, 1st and 2d to Burn & Hausler.
ANDALfsiANS.—All to Bird.

MiNORCAS (black).—Pen, ist to Burn & Hau.s-
ler, 2d to C H. Adan:s; cock, ist to Adams, 2d to
Hammerschmidt; hen, ist to T. C. Cole 2d to
Hanimer.schmidt; cockerel, ist to Cole

'

2d to
Hammerschmidt; pullet, ist to Burn & Hausler
2d to K. S. Rockwell. White—Pen. 1st to Rock-
well, 2d to Stevenson; cock, 1st to Stevenson. 2d
to Bird; hen, i.st to Stevenson, 2d to Bird- cock-
erel 2d to Rockwell; pullet, 1st to Steven^n, 2d
to Headley. '

Leghorns (single comb brown).—Pen ist to
J. D. McClave,2a to F. H. Davey; cock, 'ist to
Hammerschmidt. 2d to McClave; hen 1st toHammerschmidt. 2tl to McCl^ve; cockerel, ist to
McClave. 2tl to B. M. & j. Snyder; pullet, ist toSnyder 2d to McClave. Rose Comb Brown-
Pen. 1st to H. h. Benedict: cock, ist; hen. 1st
cockerel ist; pullet, ist to Benedict; cock. 2d-hen, 2d to W. A. Alexander. Single Comb White-Pen, ist to S. L. Hcadlev, 2d to I. R Proctor
cock, i.st to Burn & Hausler'. 2d to Stevenson-
hen ist to F C Cole. 2d to Stevenson; cockerel,'
1st to Burn & Hausler. 2d to Benedict pullet ist
to Burn & Hausler, 2d to Headlev. Rose Comb
^'j"'e-Pen, ist to W. S. Miller, 2d to C H
.\dams; cock, i.st to Adams, 2d to Benedict; hen
1st to Miller, 2d to Stevenson; cockerel ist to
Proctor, 2d to Will Spencer; pullet, ist Steven
son. 2<1 to Proctor. Buff—Pen. ist to R T
Hollev. 2fl to L. D. Atwater. Black- Pen, ist to
.\kcrl\. jj to George Idall; cock, ist to Akerley,

2d to Udall; cockerel, ist to Akerley. ad to Head-
ley; pullet, ist to Akerly, 2d to Udall. Dorai-
nique—All to Headley.

Polish (golden).—Pen, 1st to Burn & Hausler,
2d to Headley; cock, ist; hen, 1st; cockerel, 1st;
pullet, ist and 2d to Burn & Hausler; all other
.seconds to Bird. Silver—Cock, 2d; hen. 2d to
Headley; hen, 1st; cockerel, 2d; pullet, 2d to
Burn & Hausler. White—Pen, 1st to Bryant, 2d
to Burn & Hausler; cock, ist; hen, 1st; cockerel,
1st; pullet. 1st to Burn & Hausler; the seconds to
Bryant. Bearded Golden—Ptn, 1st to Burn &
Hau.sler, 2d to Stevenson; cock, ist; hen, 1st to
Burn & Hausler; cock, 2d to Steven.son; hen, 2d
to Bird; cockerel, ist to Bird, 2d to .Steven.son-
pullet, ist to Burn & Hausler, 2d to Bird. Bearded
Silver— Pen, ist to Headlev. 2d to Burn & Haus-
ler; cock, 1st; hen, ist; cockerel, 1st; pullet, ist
to Burn & Hausler; cock, 2d; hen, 2d to McClave.
Bearded White—Pen, 1st to Burn & Hausler.
W. C. Black—Pen, ist to Bryant, 2d to Frank
JJlliot; cock, 1st; hen, ist; cockerel, 1st; pullet
1st to Burn & Hausler; cock, 2d; cockerel, 2d-
pullet, 2d to Bryant; hen, 2d to Bird.

Hamburgs (golden spangled).—Pen, 1st to
James Seeley, 2d to Terwilleger ; cock, 1st to
Burn & Hausler, 2d to Terwilleger; hen, 1st to
Burn & Hausler, 2d to Bird; cockerel, 1st to Ste-
venson, 2d to Terwilleger. Golden pencilled-
Pens, ist to Bird, 2d to Stevenson; cock, 1st to
Burn & Hausler, 2d to Davey; hen, ist to H. A
Beyler, 2d to Burn & Hausler; cockerel, ist to
Burn & Hausler. 2d to Bird; pullets, ist to Burn& Hausler, 2d to Stevenson. Silver pencilled-
Pen, 1st to H. A. Beyler, 2d to Burn & Hausler;
hens, 1st and 2d to Stevenson; cockerel, 1st, pul-
let, ist to Burn & Hausler. Silver spangled—
Pens—ist to J. E. Hazard, 2d to .Stevenson; all
others to Hazard. Black—Pens, 1st Burn &
Hausler, 2d to Stevenson; cock, ist to Stevenson,
2d to Beyler; hen, i.st and 2d to Stevenson ;cockerel,'
1st to Stevenson, 2d to Beyler; pullet, ist to .Ste-
ven.son, 2d to Beyler. White—Pens, ist and 2d
to Stevenson; cocks, ist to Stevenson, 2d to Bey-
ler; hens, i.st and 2d to Stevenson; pullets, ist
and 2d to Stevenson.

Red Cai'S.—Pens, 1st to Edward Joslin, 2d to
Akerly; cock, ist to Akerly, 2d to Bird; hens
ist to Bird. 2d to Cunningham & Blair; cockerel
ist to Akerly, 2d toBtrd; pullets, ist to Bird, 2d
to Akerly.

HouuANS.—Pens. 2d to George Udall; cock, 1st
to R. E. Coe. 2d to Udall; hen, 1st to Coe. 2d to
Udall; cockerels, 1st and 2d; pullets, ist and 2d to
Udall.

Creve CuiURS.—Pens, 2d; cockerel, 2d: pullet,
2d to Bird.

La Flkche.—Pen. ist; cock, island 2d; pullets.
1st and 2d to W. J. Andrus.
Dorkings (colored).—All to Bird. Silver gray

—Pen, ist; cocks, 1st and 2d; hens, ist and 2d-
cockerel, 1st; pullets. 1st and 2d to Burn & Haus-
ler; pen, 2d to Stevenson. White—Pen, ist; cocks,
ist and 2d: hens, 1st and 2d; cockerel, ist; pullet
ist to Burn & Hausler; cockerel, 2d; pullet 2d to
W. Shriuer.

Games (brown-breasted reds).—Pens, ist and
2d to F. W. Ro.ss; cocks, 1st to Ross, 2d to F. M.
Raytuond; hens, ist to Stevenson, 2d to Ross; cock-
erels, i.st to Stevenson. 2d to Raymond; pullet, 1st
to Raymond, 2d to Ross. Brown red—Cockerel.
2d, pullet, 2d to Stevenson. Silver duckwing—
Pens. 1st to Burn & Hausler. 2d to Ross; cock,
ist, hen 2d to Burn & Hausler; hen, ist, cockerel
ist pnllet, ist to Ross. Red Pile—Pens, 1st to
Burn & Hausler, 2d to Harry Rial; cocks, ist to
Burn «t Hausler, 2d to Stevenson; hens, ist to
Rial, 2d to Stevenson; cockerels, ist to Bum &
Hausler, 2d to Stevenson; pullets, ist to Burn &
Hausler, 2d to Stevenson. Black—All to Steven-
son. Sumatras—All to Stevenson.
Indian Games.—Pens, 1st and 2d to R. T. Har-

ley; cocks, ist to C. W. Hart. 2d to C. Whitlock-
hens. 1st to R T. Holley. 2d to Hammerschmidt;
cockerels, ist to Holley, 2d to Cunningham «t
riflir; pullets, 1st to Holley, 2d to Cunningham &
Blair.

stop & Smith. Red Pile Game—Cock, ist to Rial.
2d to Orth; hen. ist to Orth, 2d to C. L. Miller;
cockerel, ist and 2d; pullet, 1st and 2d to Burn &
Hausler. White Game—Pen, 2d to Kleason; pul-
let, 2d to Kleason. Silver Duckwing Game-
Pen 2d to George E. Horwell; cock, ist to Burn& Hausler, 2d to Orth & Bro.; hen, 1st to Klea-
son 2d to Bum & Hausler; cockerel, 2d to George
E. Howell; pullet, ist to| Eggleston & Smith, 2d
to Howell. Golden Sebright-Pen, ist to Klea-
son; cock, 1st to Burn & Hausler, 2d to Davey;
h^n, 1st to Kleason, 2d to Burn & Hausler; cock-
erel, ist and 2d to Stevenson; pullet ist and 2d
to Kleason. Rose Comb White—Cock, 1st to
Kleason, 2d to Stevenson; hen, ist to Stevenson,
2d to Kleason; cockerel, ist and 2d to Shriner;
pullet, ist to Shriner, 2d to Kleason. Rose Comb
Black—Pen, 1st to Burn & Hausler; cock, ist to
KleaSon, gd to Burn & Hausler; hen, 1st to
Stevenson, 2d to Burn & Hau.sler; cockerel, ist
to McClave, 2d to Stevenson; pullet, ist to Mc-
Clave, 2d to Stevenson. Silver Sebright-Pen,
ist to Kleason; cock, ist to Burn & Hausler, 2d
to Bird; hen, 1st to Hausler, 2d to Bird; cock-
erel, ist to Burn & Hausler, 2d to McClave;
pullet, i9t to Burn & Hausler, 2d to Mc-
Clave. Tapanese—Cock, ist and 2d to H. & B.
Drake; hen, ist to Drake, 2d to J. J. Bush; cock-
erel, ist to McClave, 2d to Kleason; pullet, ist to
McClave, 2d to Kleason. Burmese—Cock, ist;
hen, ist to Clark & Stillman. Pekin—Pen, ist to
Kleason, 2d to C. L. Miller; cock, ist to Kleason.
2d; hen, ist and 2d; cockerel, ist and 2d to Knox& 1 ilhnghast; pullet, ist to Miller, d to Kleason.
Booted—Cock, ist to W. Spencer, 2d to Kleason;
hen. 1st and 2d; cockerel, ist and 2d; pullet, ist
and 2d to Kleason. White Crested White Polish-
All to Kleason.

FOWL HABITS.

The Domesticated Compared to
Those in Their Natural State.

BY C. S. VALENTINE.

Pit Games—Pens, ist to F. R. Terwilleger, 2d
to Eggleston & Smith; cock, 1st to Stevenson, 2d
to D. Chamberlin; hens, 1st to Eggleston &
Smith, 2d to Stevenson; cockerels, ist and 2d,
pullets, 1st and 2d to Stevenson.

DoMiNiQUES.—Pen, ist to W. S. Miller, 2d to
Stevenson; cock, 1st to Walter Shriner, 2d to
Miller, hens, ist to Shriner, 2d to Stevenson;
cockerels, ist to L. D. Atwater, 2d to E. S. Rock-
well; pullets, ist to Atwater. 2d to Shriner.
Plymouth Rocks (barred).—Pen, 1st to G. M.

Divan, 2d to W. L. Keyes; cocks, i.st to George
Frost, 2d to Burn & Hausler; hens, ist to Bird, 2d
to Burn & Hau.sler; cockerel, 1st to Frost. 2d' to
McClave: pullets, i.st to C. E. Howell, 2d to Mc-
Clave. Pea comb—Pen, 1st to Akerley, 2d to F.
H. Davey; cocks, 1st to Ackerley, 2d toC. L. Mil-
ler, hens, ist and 2d to Akerley: pullets, ist to
Akerly. White— Pen. 1st to Joshn, 2d to Head-
ley; cocks, 1st to Ackerley. 2d to Dexter; hens, 1st
to Akerley, 2d to Bird; cockerels, 1st to Alex-
ander, 2d to McClave; pullets, ist to Alexander,
2d to MeClave.

Wvandottes (silver).—Pen, ist and 2d to F
H. Davey; cock, isl to Hammerschmidt, 2d to
Stevenson; hens, ist to Hammerschmidt, 2d to
George E. Howell; cockerels. 1st to George E
Howell. 2d to C. E. Howell; pullets, ist to George
E. Howell, 2d to Stevenson. White—Pens, 1st to
R. E. Coe, 2d to F. H. Davey; cocks, ist to Davey
2d to George E. Howell; hens, 1st to J. M. Dex-
ter, 2d to Davey; cockerels, 1st to George E
Howell, 2d to Dexter: pullets, 1st to Dexter 2d
to Davey. Golden—Pen, ist to Cunningham &
Blair, 2d to Stevenson; cocks, i.st and 2d to I J
Wells; hens, ist to Wells, 2d to Cunningham &
Blair; cockerels, ist to Akerley, 2d to Wells- oul-
lets, ist to Wells, 2d to Akerley.

'

JAVAS—Pen, ist to James Seeley; cocks, 1st to
Hammerschmidt, 2d to Stevenson; hens, ist to
Hammerschmidt, 2d to Stevenson; cockerels, ist
to Steven.son, 2d to Hammerschmidt; pullets' 1st
to Hommerschmidt, 2d to Stevenson. White-
Pen, ist to Akerley; cock, ist to Bird; hens, i.st
to Bird. 2d to Akerley; cockerel, ist to Akerel 2d
to Bird; pullet. 1st to Bird. Mottled—Pen, ist to
Terwilleger; cocks, i.st to Hammerschmidt, 2d to
Terwilleger: hens, ist to Hammerschmidt, 2d to
Terwilleger; cockerels, 1st to J. M. Dexter, 2d to
Terwilleger; pullets, ist to Dexter, 2d to Terwil-
leger.

Bantams (brown-breasted red game) —Pen
ist to P. M. Orth & Bro., 2d to H. «. Batterson-
cock. I.st to Burn & Hausler. 2d to P. M. Orth &
Bro.; hen. i.st and 2d to Orth; cockerel, 1st to H.
R. Rial, 2d to Batterson; pullet, ist to Batterson
2d to Burn ft Flaiisler. Brown Red Game—Cock!
ist; hen, is>l to M. Kleason; pullet, 2d to Eggle-

SiLKiKS.—Cocks, ist to Bird, 2d to Drake; hens,
1st to Bird, 2d to Drake.
Turkeys (bronze).- ist to J. Seeley, 2d to Mc-

Clave. White—1st to R. F. Seeley.' 2d to Steven-
son. Slate—1st to R. F. Seeley, 2d to Stevenson.
Buff—2d to W. A. Alexander.
Ducks (Rouen) —ist to R. E. Coe, 2d to Mc-

Clave. Aylesbury—1st to James Seeley, 2d to
McClave. White Muscovy— 1st to Bird. 2d to Ste-
venson. Colored Muscovy— ist and 2d to Bird.
Cayuga—ist to Bird, 2d to Stevenson. Pekin— ist
to Cunningham & Blair, 2d to McClave. White
call— ist to Bird, 2d to McClave. East Indian—
1st to McClave, 2d to Bird.

GEiiSE(Toulouse).—1st to James Seeley, 2d to
McClave. Emlxlen— ist to R. E. Coe. 2d to Mc-
Clave. White China—1st to McClane. African—ist to Stevenson.

Pigeons (pouters).— ist and 2d to A. P. Hall.
Carriers— 1st and 2d to Hall. Antwerps— 1st and
2d to Stevenson. Barbs— ist and 2d to Hall. Fan-
tails— ist and 2d to Stevenson. Tumblers ist
and 2d to Hall. Jacobins— ist and 2d to Steven-
son. Owls— 1st to Hall. Tmmpeters—ist and
2d to Stevenson. Turbits— ist and 2d to W
Harry Orr. Best collection—ist to Stevenson, 2d
to Hall.

Pea Fowls.— ist and 2d to Stevenson.
Pearl Guineas.— ist to Bird, 2d to Stevenson

White Guineas— ist to Steven.son, 2d to Bird.
Incubators and Brooders.— ist and ad to El-

mira Incubator Company. w. j. a.

Dryness in the Poultry Buildings.

The site for your fowl house must be
dry. Among the diseases caused, or at

least intensified, by damp, is the dreaded
roup. Besides, unless the houses are
kept perfectly dry, it will be impossible

to secure a proper degree of cleanliness.
To secure dryness, proper location for
houses is the first requisite. Altogether
the most common fault in building is set-
ting the buildings on a level with the
ground about, so that with the first rain
all is deluged. The houses ought to be
set upon a terrace. This is easily made
by digging a shallow trench all about
them, throwing the dirt toward the cen-
tre, or in conducting the business on a
large scale, by turning the earth up and
in with a plow. This is especially neces-
sary in coops for young chickens. A
good expedient for securing dryness
within the coop is the use of dry earth
scattered about under the roosts and over
the floor. This acts as an absorbent of
the moisture, as a disinfectant, and more-
over repays all the trouble spent over it

thereby better preservation of the useful
ingredients of the droppings, and the
great comfort to the attendant.
The utmost cleanliness must be aimed

at, and in order to render this pcssible,
the buildings must be conveniently ar-
ranged for cleaning. If they are too low
or too cramped, if the perches are badly
arranged, and if there are nooks and
corners that are difficult to get at, the re-
sult will be thf?t the cleaning operation
will never be perfectly accomplished, and
little heaps of decomposing filth will re-
main, to the disgust of the attendants
and the damage of the health of the
fowls. The most powerful aid in pre-
serving clean]ine.ss is the dry earth men-
tioned above ; this should be as oflen re-
newed as it becomes well mixed with
droppings. The perches and nests should
be whitewashed, and for this purpose
they should be movable.—Poultry World.

—If you wish your fowls to lay anv
eggs this winter when the price is the
highest you must lay in a variety of feed
and supply them with goo<i warm
quarters

It is rather humiliating when one
has ransacked the dictionary to find fit-

ting words to set his first paragraph out
in style to find that the proof-reader
(bless his broad shoulders, which must
take every blame) has improved on the
matter by using some that were not in

the dictionary. This doesn't refer to

fowls, however, but to "exirviation," in

the beginning of my last article, as the
types had it. I am pretty well hardened
to such things, as a rule, but when my
very biggest words are interfered with I

flinch even yet.

Leaving the consideration of the habits
ofthe proofreader for the sometimes equal-
ly puzzling one of the habits of our domes-
tic poultry, it may be said in leading up
to the main thought that there is a wide
difference in condition between fowls as

domesticated and those in their natural

state. It is natural for the fowls to like

free range, open roosting places at a good
elevation, secluded nests, etc. In mould-
ing the birds to our will, and making
them subservient to our needs, we have
taken from them all these apparently es-

sential things ; we have made them lay

almost in public, live in close buildings
and roost in them near the ground, and
have changed all their natural tenden-
cies and habits in defiance of the fact (or
ignoring it) that there is perhaps no
creature under our care so inclined to
form habits, and to stupidly and stub-
bornly adhere to them when formed in
spite of every in fluence that can be
brought to bear against them.
A hen free to roam has a favorite nest-

ing place perhaps, and every clutch for
the season will be laid in that particular
nest. If kept from year to year she may
even hold to that especial spot for years.
What hen does not love a barrel

for a nest ? I have freqttently amused
myself by experimenting in coaxing
a hen from one place to another,
and from one habit to another by
supplying some favorite condition. A
barrel gives a seclusion which few other
artificial cests, as commonly provided,
afford, and half a dozen hens may be
coaxed, on occasion, to leave their regu-
lar nests for a new, clean barrel. This is a
case in which a general tendency over-
comes a particular habit.

No one who has ever tried to make a
coop of fledgling chicks, for instance,
take to a new place without confining
them until they have become wonted,
will try to refute the assertion that fowls
are the creatures of habit. After he has
moved them to the more desirable place
the second, the third, the fourth and the
fiflh time, only to find them persistently
and apparently absent-mindedly going
back to the same old roosting place each
successive night he will need no convinc-
ing on this point. After the dozenth
time, it may be, or when it has become a
habit for the chicks to roost in the
new place, he will come out victor, but
not before ; and he may often come to
feel that pratience has cea.sed to bj a vir-
tue before that end is attained.

It may often be found, too, that each
flock and each bird has acquired special
habits of its own. One will lay in a cer-
tain place, as before noted, and will be
unhappy and restive, and obstinate, if

not allowed to deposit her eggs in
that particular place. Another, or per-
haps a flock, will form the habit of
feather-eating, or of egg-eating, and it

will need superhuman patience or inge-
nuity to break them of it. If they get
accustomed to a forty-foot yard a twenty-
foot inclosure is purgatory to them until
they become habituated to that in turn,
after which, if their needs are as well
supplied, they will do about as well as in
the other.

A coop of half a dozen get accustomed
to one another ; they will make life not
worth living to any stranger that may be
added to their number, and will be dis-
consolate and moping if placed with a
strange flock. They will become accus-
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toraed to having their furniture in one
corner of the room, and if they are
placed in another cell with the few
trimmings in a different respective posi-
tion, and with different neighbors on
either Side, they will be Uneasy until a
Mew habit as»erlii itself. If moved to en-
tirely new quarters while in full laying
trim they will even stop almost short for
a week or so until they become wonted
td the new place.

Tliei' ai^fe cleanl|r b^* nature, find filtfay
JjuarterS are an aboiriination to them,
which the^ will reSent by sullenly stalld-
ihg aroilnd ,witK closed e^es and in utter
idleness and disgust, the v^hile the owner
may be wpuderihg why those obstinate
hens don't lay. Even the little chicks
will whine and scold about a dark, damp
and filthy coop, but will become alert
and chipper and full of happiness when
given one which is clean and dry, with a
little scratching material and a ray of
sunshine.
The flock that is suited with its quarters

will testify to the fact with gay chatter and
song and a well filled egg basket, while
the unhappy ones are idle and profitless.
Old poultrymen no doubt understand
^ese points, but on the farms the flock

.
does net, as a rule, take enough of the
owner's time and thought for him to even
come to an appreciation of the fact that
the hen is far more a creature of habit
than even himself, and that when she
getn into the habit of humoring her no-
tion* »he will get into the habit of laying,
whether it be winter or itunimer.

It is abiiolutely essential that the
cfavings of the fowls be met as far as
possible if the fullest amount of profit is
to be expected frohi them, This is one
chief reason why it is necessary for some-
one to have sufficient time to give them
the proper attention and to study their
habits and their needs, This is why one
i»ho lov«B poultry usually has noticeable
6uc€esS with it. It is easy, too, for such
tt one to tell when any one bird is not up
to the standard of health and vigor.
KVeryoue Who keeps poultry and who

has not already considered this question
of the habits of the dome.«5tic fowl, will
find It A pro6table one to study. He
tvho Indies the hen sufficiently to become
aCqiiahited with her,- tO undersUnd her
motives and to see h«w she Is dominated
by habit, can hardly avtrid being led to
reason that if she is pleased with her cOh-
ditions and humorecf as far as is reason-
able as to her habits, she will be far more
contented and in proportionate degree
more profitable.

If It be possible then to make the
modern conditions of domestication con-
form in any measure to the natural ones,
even though in an entirely different
sphere, it is well worth while to consider
whether the fowls will not be better
satisfied ; will not give enough better re-
turns to make it a matter of cash profit to
cater to their whims. As a substitute for
free- range and foraging we can bury their
food so that it must be scratched for and
spied out, a kernel at a time. We can
supply the things that are most abundant
in the natural state—green food, grains
and nieat. We can give the hen a nest
that is dark and in a measure secluded,
especially when she is incubating. We
can provide her with a dusting bath and
can make it possible for her to obtain
fresh air anci sunshine as she desires
them without compelling her in connec-
tion with this privilege to endure the
scorching heat and cutting winds which
in the natural state she could shelter her-
self from at will. These things, at least,

we can do for her.

Possibly, then, in a close study of the
habits of his fowls more than in any
other one thing lies the solution of the
question to anyone who may keep poul-
try, whether poultry will pay him. If he
learns to understand the language of the
fowls, so that he can reason from their
habits and likings to their needs, he will
not fail to make them pay ; otherwise he
ha.s not enough sympathy with them to
gain their good will and their cash pro-
ducts in paying quantity.
To go back two or three weeks. I

must really applaud "Henman" a little.

When he takes my strictures in such a
kindly spirit I haven't the heart to quar-
rel with him, especially as he changes
ground so skillfully on the question of
poultry writers. I am quite satisfied
with the change from "numerous writers
—on poultry subjects—never bred a bird
in their lives" to "a great many breeders
of to-day are not writers." Anybody
will admit the latter. {jtiUj I don't quite

aiMMte

like his putting me on record as a whole-
sale Indian game admirer by quoting one-
half of a quizzical sentence, which was
in the original flatly contradicted by the
other half. ^—

^

As to the possibility of the egg from
which the pullet referred to was hatched
being laid in the nest by the sitter-
mother, I will say that I keep but one
breed, and when my Wyandottes take
to Iftylng Indian game eggs, while sitting
of otherwise, I sbrtll discard them as too
unreliable, no nlattef how goOd th« games
may be. —'
The matter has solved itself very

cleariy to my mind. The breeder from
whOnl I bought the sitting of Wyandotte
eggs kfeetis Indkfl games as well. Effect
may easily be tfaCed back to cause. At
any rate the pullet is as pretty as a pic-
ture (of an Indian game). The only
fault I find with her is that she is sd shy,
an attribute which I can scarcely fdrgive
in any fowl. This is the one fault o^
the Minorcas for me. Any of these fowls
are more interesting, far more "know-
ing" than those of the more sluggish
breeds, and it is as good as a show to
"converse" with them ; but I cannot
abide a bird that acts as though a hawk
were coming whenever I enter the yards,
no matter how fearless she may be in
reality.

However, the genial editor hints cau-
tiously that "practical" articles are pre-
ferred, and as Secretary Sternberg and
Brother Felch have had a monopoly of
the controversy business anyhow. Hen-
man and I will shake hands, especially if
we chance to meet at Philadelphia. But
how shall I know him, I wonder ?
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Avon last week which did not return with
the others.

N. E. Delaney, of Mt. Morris, has
trained considerably ahead of the others,
having flown ten birds from Oil City, Pa..
September 10, distance 130 miles. Birds
were tossed at 10.05 A. M., and first bird
scored at 2 P. M., a velocity of 97^ yards
per minute. Mr. Delaney will send these
same birds to Youn>?stown, O., 180 miles,
this week. It will be seen that the work-
iug members of this club are few, but
they certainly should be commended for
their efforts to further the sport.

Octagon.
RocHESttfi, !»epl. 17,

THE CARRIER PIGEON.

ON THE WINO.

The first of the Concourse races was
flown September 11 from the loo-mile
station. The entries were not large, but
the best of the homing pigeons were
tested, including the stock known as

Munro's Black Robin, Torkington's Har-
rison stock, Queen & McGraw and many
others, but still the first prize was se-

ettred by I. H. Avil, of the Belmont
club, atld one that he should feel proud
of, as the bird he bred and owns both pa-

rents. It was part of the stock he se-

cured from J. C. Conley, late secretary of

the Federation. The second place was
secured by J. A. Stovell a few minutes
later. At this time we cannot get the

full particulars, but will in next issue.

Pigeon News from Rochester.
From Our Special Correspondent.

Th ^ Rochester Homing Club flew a

nice on September 10 from Ashford Sta-

t on, eighty miles, eighteeu starters, fif-

teen of Mr. Mack's and three of Mr.
Tobin's. The birds were liberated by
E. Ewan, American Express agent at

that station, at 8.40 A. M., and eleven of
Mr. Mack's birds homed at 10.40 A. M.,
the others following shortly. Mr. Tobin's
homed at 10.38, but had two miles less

to go than Mr. Mack's. The following is

the summary

:

Di.stance. Velocity.
Name. (miles). (yards).

Mack 80 ii73'/i
Tobin 78 1163 46-118

The club also flew a race from
Salamanca ninety-eight miles on south-
west course on September 1 2. There
were eighteeu starters in this race also,
in fact, the same birds as in previous
race. They were tossed at 9.38 A. M. by
American Express Agent, O. H. Palmer,
who reported weather hot, bnt clear.
Mr. Mack's first bird homed at 11.52 and
Mr. Tobin's (two miles less) at ii.15. Fol-
lowing is the summary :

Distance. Velocity.
Name. (miles). (yards).'

Mack 98 i287 32-y34
Tobin 96 1090 10-155

. Mr. Tobin reported one of his birds
home at 10.10, and until it was known at
what time they were tossed he was sup-
posed to be the winner ; then the other
members rather had the laugh on him,
and it turned out to be a bird sent to

"Washington dcTssip.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Wa.shington, Sept. 14.—On Saturday,
September 12, a basket of birds of the
Washiflgton Federation were shi])ped to
F. Dearborn, ouf liberator at Amhurst,
Va., 150 miles. The entries were : Pum-
phery 3, Wallace 5, Ttiruer 7, Stock-
man 8, Steward 2, Devln 5, Youdgs 7,

McLean i. Glorious 7. The birds were
liberated on Sunday morning, Septem-
ber 13, at 8.35 A. M., with a northeast
wind. The arrivals to the lofts were as

follows : Turuer, 1.24 P. M.; Pumphery,
1.25; Stockman, 1.28; Wallace, 1.28; Glo-
rious, 2.01;^; McLeau, 2.28>^; Youngs,
2.33; Devlin, 3, and Steward, 3.10. Brother
Turner wins the gold medal donated by
E. S. Schmid. The next race -.vill be
from Franklin Junction, 202 miles, on
September 20. First prize will be a
diamond scarf pin, given by the Federa-
tion

; second, a gold badge by Charles
Plitt, and third, a handsome parlor lamp,
by Henry Jordan.
The homing pigeon fanciers of this

city had as their visitor last Saturday and
Sunday Mr. Fred Bowers, of Fall River,
Mass. Mr. Bowers is the secretary of
the Suburban Homing Club, and is the
owner of the celebrated homing bird
Dusky, whose record of 600 miles in two
days and nine hours stands as yet un-
broken . He is also the owner of Cutwing,
Right Bower and other noted birds.
Brother Phillips is having hard luck

with his birds this fall, as he shipped eight
birds to Covesville, 120 miles, on Mon-
day, which were to be shipped on the 4
P. M. train that day, but happening to
call at the depot Tuesday evening what
was his surprise to see his basket stand-
ing there yet. They were liberated on
Wednesday morning. He has received
three letters stating that three of the
birds were shot. Glorius' bird Surprise,
which was shipped to Pensacola, Fla.,'

815, is reported caught at Iron Rock,
Franklin County, Ga., about 450 miles
from home. His instructions are to
liberate the bird on the first clear morn-
ing at 7 A. M., so the bird will have a
chance to make home in a day.

Night Owl.

B

Recognized as the King of Pig-
eons by all Oolumbarianists.

Rev. W. F. Lumley in Feathered Worhl.

Y ALL Columbarian-
i.ststhis majestic \nn\

is recognized as the"King
of Pigeons." To attempt
to define a creature so
exalted and of such in-

trinsic worth is not an easy task. How-
ever, as strength conies by exercise, I
will endeavor to approach the same, and
dilate on the origin and characteristics-

of the English carrier. Some of my
readers doubtless know more of the sub-
ject than I do, but not being exclusively
a votary of the breed I may be able to-

both generalize and particularize on it

with no less justice to its merits because
devoid of all feelings of partiality.

The carrier has now for so long a period
been a recognized high-class breed among
pigeons that its origin might almost lie-

allowed to remain enveloped in clouds-

and darkness. It is the most remarkable
instance of evolution on record in orni-
thological history, for though it slilf
exists in the display of a most substan-
tial and remarkable physique, yet in es-
sence it has ceased to be. I'or the car-
rier is no longer a "carrier" at all ex-
cept in name ; but what is there not in a
name.? To the unlearned the carrier is
the most wonderful of long-distance per-
formers

; to the cultivated votary it is
the most symmetrically built specimen
of the race to which it'lends adornment
by its splendid display of equally tial-
anced features and bodily proportions.
The English carrier, though un-

doubtedly owing its title to the culture
subjcctetl into which

Empire City Flying Club.

New York, Sept. 14.—This club flew

its third young bird race from Newport,
Pa., on the 6th instant. The entry was
seventy-six birds from ten lofls. The
start, by Mr. C. W. Smith, was at 9.42
A. M., wind west and flying conditions
fairly favorable. The result of the race
was as follows

;

Dist. Av. vel.
Owner. in loft. miles. yds.

C. A. Mahr, Jr 1.39J4 158.92 1177.7
W. Harwell 1.41 155.96 1148.5
1>. H.Evans 1.44 157.5, "45 5
J- T.Jones 145.5-6 15S.46 1143.5
B ElweJl 1.43 ,54.69 1,29.7
Eh Moreton i 49'A 156.27 11 12.0
T.K.Goldman 2.35h 170.28 1021.1
T.J.Clarke 2.36 170.30 1019.SW. Bennert 2.33 157.52 952.7

The fourth and final homing bird race
was flown yesterday from Cresson, Pa.,
engaging eighty-two birds from eleven
lolts. The start was at 10 A. M., by
Mr. A. W. Graham, who wired the sec-
retary : "Wind northeast, clear." The
following is the result of the fly, and the
only lofts engaged whose returns were
protected by timers' certifications :

Owner. In loft.

James w. Housel .... 5.29%
Eli Moreton ....... 5.34)^
W. Harwell 5.34"^
C. A. Mahr, Jr 5.58

Di.st.,

miles.
231.02

230.24

229-93
232-89

Av. vel.

yds.
905-0
891.6
891.0

8575

T. Fred Goldman, Secretary.

it has iKreii

England, owes many of its' leading
points to pigeons of foreign sources. It
IS probable that in oder to give muscular
power and physical endurauce to the
ordinary "messenger" pigeon of days
gone by (itself the cultivated offspring of
the native dovehouse pigeon), fanciers
resorted to crosses derived from pigeons.
of large bodily proportions. This was ini

those days prior to the advent of the let-
ter post, and when the telegraph wire
was unknown. To the purposes for
which these now answer the "messenger"'
pigeon was of yore largely found to be
of service. Written messages on paper,,
vellum or similar materials lieing curled!
and fastened round the tail feathers, were
thus carried by the aerial messenger to
their destination. From its ability to
accomplish this feat the bearer of the
message was called a carrier pigeon.

In process of time these strongly-built
birds began to be admired for their bml-
ily and physical qualities. To add to
these further crosses were resorted to,
and undoubtedly one of these was the
large eye-cered and wattled pigeon called
the Persian carrier (now esteemed as l>e-
ing little more than a runtish variety),
but the principal known breed that has
been used to bring our subject within
reach of anything approaching its pres-
ent conditiou was the Scaiuhiroon. This
was done to secure length and substance
of beak, narrowness of skull, slenderness
of neck, erectness of carriage, as well as
depth and lustre of color amongst blacks
and duns. This ancestry will most vex-
ingly assert it.self from 'time to time in
"down-faced," bent beaked and pied pro-
geny proceeding even from the most cor-
rect specimens of ttie show tvpe of Eng-
glish carriers. In due course rage for
skull features and bcwlily requirements
entirely expelled the little remaining hom-
ing instinct of the variety, which is now
bred solely for these beai'itiful points.
The characteristics of the English car-

rier are two-fold—those relating to the
.skull and tho.se appertaining to the bodv.
As with all high class pigeons, so with the
carrier, the skull properties hold an in-
valuable position. I will, therefore, after
a passing allusion to size and plumage,
proceed to enlarge, first on its skull for-
mation, and secondly on its body struc-
ture.

Size is a great point, but should not be
allowed to supersede entiicly shape and
style. Still, it must be a Imilted that a
small bird falls far short of the measure
of the stature requisite in a show speri-
men . An exhibition earner should meas-
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ure from seventeen inches to eighteen
inches from the tip of the beak to the end
of the tail. The breadth from shoulder
to shoulder should be about five and one-
half inches.

The color most admired is raven black,

though soft duns are much esteemed and
valuable for retaining the lustre on the

plumage of blacks ; the latter if left to

themselves have a tendency to degener-

ate to a bluish tinge Next in order

come whites, with satin lustre on the

neck and chest feathers. These are gen-

erally flark or "bull" eyed, but should in

my opinion be, as are all other colors,

deep orange or red-eyed. Blues and sil-

vers are also in existence, but these as a

rule fail greatly in two points, i. e., want
ot narrowness ni skull and imperfection

of color. Some graud-.skulled and sym-
metrically-built carriers are to l)e found
pied in plumage ; the best of these are

blacks, now and again a dun.

Sometimes a strapping black will be
found, showing either white feathers

around the vent or the hrcks, thus giving

evidence again not only of their relation-

ship to pied but also to Scandaroon an-

cestry. It may help my readers to re-

member the necessary qualifications of
the English carrier if I remind them
that all through its components parts

there seems to be a play on the figure

three. For instance, in my dissertation

ou the first aspect of this pigeon we are

struck with tnree elementary matters

—

body structure, skull formation, feather

adornment. Each of these and nearly

each separate feature contained in them,
may also be described as containing three

necessary points of excellence, as we
shall see in the following diagnosis.

The skull should be narrow from side

to side, as nearly equal in width at the

back of the eyes as in front of them. It

should be long from the juncture of the
mandibles to the outer ridge at the base
of the cranium. It should be flat on the
crown, showing as level a line as possible

from the base of the wattle to the extreme
end, at which point it should gradually
slope|downward towards the neck with-

out showing a bumpy projection. Some
excellent specimens even show a slight

indentation on the crown of the head.
Unlike other features of the bird, these

points should vary as little as possible

with age. The appendages of the skull

are three in number—the beak, the beak-
wattle and the eye-cere ; the more or less

growth of the two latter distinguish the
carrier, the Dragon, the barb and to a
lesser degree the show Antwerp, all com-
posing a class of birds known as "wat-
tled" pigeons.

The beak should be thick, straight and
long. The thickness should be displayed
nearly, if not quite as much, in the under
as in the upper mandible, indeed, young
birds of superior quality are stouter in

the latter than former, in any case it is

essential that the beak should lie very
straightly put on— shooting out, I mi^ht
say—at a line iniaginarily proceeding
from the centre of the pupil of the eye.

A bird with a sloping forehead is called
"barrel-headed," and is very objection-
able, so is a downward set l)eaked one,
called "down-faced." This is most un-
sightly. The length of the beak is a
most important feature, as upon it de-
pends the chief point in the skull meas-
urement of the carrier, for length of face
is much valued. The best mode of meas-
urement is from the tip of the beak to
the centre of the eye pupil ; a length of
one and seven-eighth inches or two
inches from the one to the other of these
?5ints constitutes a first-rate specimen,
he beak is said to lengthen a little with

age, but It is not improved by age, as the
mandibles become thinner and rather
parted the one from the other in the
centre. We are hereby reminded that
the mandibles should fit close to each
other, and not overlap one another at the
ends, but they should l:)e of equal length
and rather stout at the extreme tips, pro-
ducing an appearance much esteemed
and termed a "lx)x-beak."
The wattle is a remarkable growth of

healthy skin substance found covering
the nostrils above the upper mandible
and the mouth edging of the under man-
dible. The former portion is the wattle
proper as found in dragons, but in car-
riers this should so blend with a similar
growth on the under mandible termed
the "jew," as in barbs, as to constitute
one whole and apparently continuous
mass of tough flesh composition called
the "wattle" of this pigeon. Great im
P'jrtaiice is attached to the shape as well

as the size of this adornment. The shape
is sometimes wide at the back and rather
narrow in front, the "jewing" being of
similar formation. This is called a
"peg" wattle. Others are almost as cir-

cular as an orange, being also completed
by the jewing. This is called a "walnut"
wattle, and is the kind most admired.
Such a wattle is well illustrated in the
portrait of the carrier published in the
Feathered World of January 2, 1891. I

need hardly add that ii is desired that
eacli side and diversion of the wattle
should be of even proportions. The su-

p :rficial texture and rooving should also

be evenly distributed, a deep indentation
oaly being found on the line of demarca-
tion or division between its two sides and
of course at the point where the upper
and lower mandibles open, constituting
the mouth. When the mandibles are
closed so well-pro|X)rtioned are some
specimens that the wattle on the upper
and the jew on the lower one present ap-

parently a continuous substance.
The eye ceres are the wide circular en-

largement of the ordinary fleshy sub-

stance surrounding the eyes of pigeons.
In the carrier the cere should be com-
posed of rim rising above rim of regular
circular dimensions until the outer ridge
presents a circle so wide as to be about
equal in circumference to a florin piece.

Tnis is a good cere, and it is even better

if the edging immediately bordering on
the iris of the eye be suddenly altered in

formation from its adjoining rim as to

form a diamond appearance. This is

called a "diamond" eye, and gives a
great finish to an otherwise completely
circular cere. A good healthy, well-

developed pair of eye ceres should at the
upper part rise like cart wheels in perfect

parallel position above the level of the
crown of the skull, so that if the bird be
viewed from the front the intervening
space between cere and cere should be
not only as narrow as possible but no
wider at the wattle end than at the back
of the skull. Such are termed parallel

ceres and are greatly esteemed.
We now come to the consideration of

the second division of the carrier's com-
position—the body. I have dwelt mi-
nutely on the skull and its appendages.
The qualities of the l>ody cover a larger

space, but are no less important. They
will, however, require less use of lan-

guage to define them, as they are more
easily discernible to even the untutored
eye. The neck should be long and slen-

der from head to shoulders ; it should be
straight and very well cut away at the
throat, presenting not the slightest ap-
pearance of a gullet. The plumage of
the neck, as of all the rest of the body
except the tail and flight feathers, should
be close fitting and rather short in feath-

er, giving the bird a sleek appearance.
The chest should be wide and full, but
not projecting overmuch at the front.

The shoulders should be wide and flat,

the back being slightly hollow ; a rising

or "iiog back" is very objectionable.

The butts of the wings should protrude
slighlty beyond the chest, and be very
firm and muscular. The body is long
both in back and keel. The breastbone
should be straight and well developed.
The flight and tail feathers are long and
closely webbed ; the legs are stout and
rather long, the claws being firmly set

and well spread, having no feathers be-

low the knee joints. A pale beak is an
advantage though not an essential point.

In carriage this bird is indeed a "carrier,"

erect, upright and sprightly, the balls of
the eye and of the foot being in a per-
pendicular line with each other. In fact

a model carrier is not only the "king of
pigeons" but the Adonis of its race.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Pouter.

All large p)outers are more or less

stooped in carriage, which ruins an

otherwise good bird. The carriage should

always be erect and dignified, but the

tail should never sweep the ground, as is

the case with many birds. The colors of

pouters are varied ; the standard colors

are yellow, red, blue, black and silver

pied, also Mhite and dun. The half-moon
or pied color should gracefully encircle
the centre or slightly upper p)ortion of
the crop. It should be as regular and
smooth in formation as possible. The
flight feathers are white and long, r sting
on the side close to the tail, but never
below the l)ody or touching the ground.
There is also a rosette of small white

CUMU DRINKING FOUNTAIN
FOB

POULTRY
MADE OF GALVANIZED IRON.
WILL LAST A LIFETIME.

2 QalL fAze will be Bent, Express Paid, to anjr part
of the Unltftl States on receipt of 01 .35,

I^. B. IL.OIir>, Burlington, Yt.

feathers on the butts of wings, forming a
rose which looks very beautiful when
properly bred. There are many pouters
that do not have this point of beauty,
but we consider it a fine point and
should always be bred for. The eye in

all colors, excepting white, should be a
gravel or black pupil and red iris ; but in

the white variety the eye is hazel color.

We think you would find pouter breed-
ing a very interesting study, and worthy
of all the attention you could show it.

—

Almond in Poultry Monthly.

Pleasant Employment at Good Pay
The publishersofSeed-Time and Har-

vest, an old established monthly, deter-

mined to greatly increase their subscrip-

tion lists, will employ a number of active

agents for the ensuing six months at I50.

PER MONTH or more if their services

warrant it. To insure active work an

additional cash prize of |ioo will be
awarded the agent who obtains the larg-

est number of subscribers. "The early

bird gets the worm." Send four silver

dimes, or twenty 2-cent stamps with your
application, stating your age and terri-

tory desired, naming some prominent
business man as reference as to your
capabilties, and we will give you a trial.

The 40 cents pays your own subscription
and you will receive full particulars
Address

SEED-TIME AND HARVEST
La Plume, Pa.

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL

The leading weekly pap^r of its

class in the world. Sixteen pa^es
handsomely illustrated. Subscrip-
tion price, I2.00 |>er annum ; sam-
ple copies, 5 cents. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE

CHRISTMAS NUMBER
OF THE

Fanciers' Journal
will be the journalistic event in

the annals of the kennel and
poultry press of America.

It will consist of 36 pages,
including a handsome cover,

specially designed by our art-

ist. The illustrations will be
original and unique, as well as
profuse. The articles on dogs,
poultry, pigeons, etc., will be
from the pens of the most fa-

mous American and European
writers, and the entire num-
ber will be a complete Cyclo-
paedia of the best original liter-

ature obtainable.

No expense will be spared
to make the Christmas Num-
ber worthy of the patronage of

every dog, chicken, and pigeon
fancier.

The edition printed will be
very large, and will circulate

over the entire globe.

This assures the most valu-
able and permanent advertis-

ing, and all persons having
stock for sale should not fail

to avail themselves of this ripe

opportunity.

The advertising rates are so
adjusted that the largest and
the smallest advertiser can de-
pend on securing profitable

returns.

Our special advertising rates

will be sent on application. All

orders for advertising must be
sent in by November i ^, to in-

sure proper classification and
display.

The Christmas Number will

be ready for mailing on De-
cember I, and all orders should
be sent in early.

Single copies, 10 cents. Lib-

eral discount to the trade.

Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.
Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

-\?VIXH-

A FEW HENS
Is the motto and teachinprs of the Best Poultry Paper published. It Cotta Only 50 ct«. a year; bIx
months 25 cts. CSash or KUmps. Sample free. Address FARM-POULTRY, Box 2118, Boston, Mass.

HOTHINGONEAR^
WILL

^HeridaNS
CONDITION POWDER

IF TOIJ CAIVT OET IT KEAR HOIVIE, ISEMD TO IJS.

It Ir Absolut<»ly Pure. Hifrhly Oonofntratefl. Mont Economical, becauM «ioh small done*. Strictly a Medicine.
Not a F'xxl. You can hny or raise food as rhoap as we ran. Prpvents and din's all disf'ases of Poultry. Worth
more than (fold wh»'n hens are MouUintr. "One Iar(;« can aaved me |40, wnd six more to prevent roup this
winter, " savs a customer. For Rale by dmarsrists, erocers, jreneral atore and fet-d dealers. No other made like it.

We will send post-paid by mail as follows -A new eleirantly illustrated copy of the "FARMERS' PtU'LTRY
RAISING GUIDE" (price 25 cents. Contains a daily poultry account worth the price), and two small nacka^es of
I'owdor for eOcents; or, one larc-e2 1-4 pound can for $1*1 (regular price) and fiuide free. Sample pack, £5i;.,

flveforeiOO. Six large cans, express prepaid. $5.00. Send stamps or ca«h. In quantity costs less than one-teoth
cent a day per hen. TetUmoiaals sent free, t 8. JOHNSON A CO.. aCuatom-Uous* Streat. Boeton,

"
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PKiKONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
BVANSVILLB, IND.

THE FINKST
—AND—
LARGEST

EXCI^USIVE LOFT
—OF—

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

II the world. Bred
ibr pleasure only and
•surplus only is sold.
Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-
tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

IvEG BANI3S
FOR AI.L VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every i»Hnd regis-
tered, each 2^c" Open hands "for old birds.
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on whii h the band is to be u.sed.

SF.yii FOR SAMPl.F..

MRS. B. S. STARR. Box 295,

PHlLAUbLflllA, Pa.

POULTRY BREEDERS' DIRECTORY
OF THE

•UNITED STATES-
Is now in course of preparation and will
be issued as soon as a careful compi-
lation will admit. Its pages will be re-

plete with interesting and valuable infor-
mation which cannot be found in any
other publication. It will contain the
names and addresses of over 20,000 breed-
ers and fanciers, all dealers in poultry
supplies and appliances, all poultry peri-
odicals and publications, and all societies
or associations whose aim is the advance-
ment of thoroughbred stock.

A Volnmlnons Classlfled Directory,

With the name of each variety or breed,
under separate classified headings, and
the name and address of the breeder
following ill each case.

An Award Department,

In which all fanciers will have the privi-
lege of recording a complete list of prizes
won by them to date. As a lK>ok of ref-

erence it will be invaluable. To the fan-
cier, as an advertising medium, it can
have no equal.

Remember

!

There is no charge for inserting your
name, with the name of the varieties you
breed, in the regular order, and we there-
fore call upon all breeders to forward
their names, addresses and varieties bred,
that errors may be avoided.

Raten of Adverttslnar:
Full page .... $25.00

I

Half page .... $15.00
Quarter page . . 10.00

|
Eighth page . . . 6.00

Subscription price to Directory $1.00,
post paid. Every subscriber's name, ad-
dress and varieties bred, will l)e put in

display type without additional cost, but
to secure this display, subscriptions must
be forwarded at once.

ROSS A. SMITH.
Manager Southern Directory and Pub. Co.,

28-33 Office 28 Broad Street, Charleston, S. C.

PUBLICATIONS.

JUST PUBLISHED.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
BV

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the
amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, paper, «»Oc. ; cloth fl.OO.

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

OPIUM
Morphine Habit Cured In 10

VB. NoJ»J .

OR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.
11tu 26 dnya. No pay tHI cured.

SHOWS. 8UOW8.

THE GREAT INTER-STATE FAIR,
TRBNXON, NKWJKKSKV.

SEI^EMBER 28 TO OCTOBER 2, 1891.
Easily reached, pleasantly located, handsomely eqjiippcd, generous to both exhibilors and

the public.

POULTRY AND PET STOCK A SPECIAL FEATURE.

Accommodations for thiss class of exhibits are superior to those afforded by any other

institution of this class in the country. For Prize List address

28-32

JOHN GUILD MUIRHEAD, Secretary,
B0.1C 105, Trenton. New Jersey.

Tie Ujitefl Stales Fielfl Trial CIbIi's Inaopral Fieli Trials

To be run at Bicknell, Ind., beginning with the Derby, Monday, November 2,
1891, with eighty-four nominations, which will be followed with the

SETTERS.
$200 to First.

$175 to Second.

$125 to Third.

ALL-AGED STAKES.
For all .Setters and I'olntem that have

never won a First Prize In an All-Aged
Stake at any Ueco{;iiIzed Field Trial In
America. Kntrles Close October 1

POINTERS.
$200 to First.

$175 to Second.

$125 to Third.

KACII UREED TO Rl'X SEPARATELY.
Winnersof First in each Slake to compete for Title of Absolute Winner and $200 additional

hntries close October i, i8yi. Forfeit $10, which must accompany nomination. Twenty dollars ail-
ditional for starters, to be paid at starting. Judges—Colonel Arthur Mkrriman, A. A. Wiuhplk
Colonel A. G. Sl(x>, Dr. N. KowE and Mr. R. J. MtCooK. Total Stakes, f 1,200.

31 P. T. MADISON, Secretary, Lock Box 4, Indianapolis, Ind.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

THERE IS NOTHING BETTER THAN THE BEST
So why seek hiither. My BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SILVKR I.ACKD WYANDOTTES

have stood the test of time and been handled at NATIONAL SHOWS by all the leadine judires—
they always win a BIG SHARK OF THE PRIZES, TOO.

sj •

At Charleston, S. C, January, 1891,

the National Show of the vear and meeting of the A. P. A., they were awarded TWENTY OFTHE MOST IMPORTANT PREMIUMS. My chicks this year are a PRI.ME LOT ; they have
great FORM and COLOR and are hard to equal. 1 hnve also a full line of FINK BREEDING
BIRDS and young hens and will quote reasonable prices for qualily.
Send for finely illustrated circular. Address

1-51 EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Amenla, Dutchess County, N. T.

o<13andacr pAR7VY[>>
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Hack Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Due
r free.

F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quoguc. Long Island, N. Y.

Buff Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Priee
winners wherever shown. Circular free.

1061

BOOK8. BOOKS.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise .nnd common-sense treatise on how to train
your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog-
man can afford to t>e without.

F»RICE 50 CBNXS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

POUT.TRY.

Woodside poultry Y^^^^
HACKENSACK, N.J.

"^^W. J. ANORUS--
BREEDER OF

8. C WHITE LEGHORNS I LA FLECHE.

At the great N. Y. Show, 1S90, won everything
on La F'leche : 1891 won 2d on cock, ist on cock-
erel, ist, 2d, 3d and 4th on hen, i.st and 2d on pul-

let, specials for best display anil best pullet.

My stock has always won high honors at Wa-
verly, Trentoti. Bridgeton and Dundee Lake, N.

J., and Newburgh. N. Y.
I.,a Fleche eggs, $5 per 15, $9 per 30 ; Leghorn

eggs. |3 per 15, I5 per 30.

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only I1.25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

POUL.trY

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Tlioroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Figgs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM KLDRED.
Dendron, Siirry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilitits for the South. South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-
road journey. 19-70

FOR POULTRYMEH,
"''''"'"*•

I III bV Panchrt, Nurt«nimtii, fhrltti, Bttkat/urt,

I \0 I %0 Dairumtn, Gardentrt, fniHmtn, Prlntmt,

Ur « I UuR CLAKEHQe c. oiPur, Sr»ACuu, «. r.

Send for our new terms to agents.
You will not be disappointed. Address

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

PIGS
Chesters. Berkshires, Polands. Fox

• Hounds, Beagle8,Collies,Setter8.GBO.B.
HICKMAN, W. Cheater, Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

l*OUJ..TUY.

H. S. BABCOCK,
fVo. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

Indian (;anies. Peacomb Pl\mouth Rocks,
Barred and White Plymouth Rocks, Bantams.

SCHIPPERKES-The han.lsoniest and most
useful dog i.ir the poulirv breeder. Circular
for stamp.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or
Kennel Pajier you should send for my list of

papers. I c.»n furnish you any paper jxiblished

cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cenis (silver) and I will s<'nd your name
and address t<j the publishers of twenty-five
papers and r< quest theni to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

F. D. BECK,
84tt Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

KVKK PRODLCKD.

Personally selected dunig our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of F:Dgland. If
you want choice bkekdicks or wi.n.neks at the
winter shows, we can suMoly. Red Caps, Anda-
lusians, While Wyandotles. «'*ree catalogue.

88tf

C. A. SHARP A, CO.,
Lockjjort, New Vojk.

WYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.
Prices low for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too tlood !

"

Address BLYTHFXOTE FARM.
2 54 Brainard Station, N. Y.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER.

ONLY 25 CENTS. POSTPAID.—READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It
gives away many things that have been hereto-
rt)re kept secret. Address

FANCIEItS' ITBLWHING COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED ft WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE A GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America
New York. February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fiflh on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;
first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-
play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDCRBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD.

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prixe matings, $4
P^r '3. $7 ?«« 26, $9 per 39. Stock for sale. §6-138

K CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OF ALL

LF:aDINO BREEDS OF
pigf;ons

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHM COMPANY,
Box 916. PHILADELPHIA. PA,
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INCUBATORS.

mS
MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain one free. Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
year. Large hook (or stamp. A.
V. WILLIAMS, Bri.stol, Conn.

SEPTEMBER 19, 1891.

THE KENNEL.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
ARK THK

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
AND WKRK AWARDHI)

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in America.
Our mammoth catalogue

EyerylWiii for lie Ponltry Yari.

Will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of 5
cents. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

B. K. LKAVia»
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dojrs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,
Montgomery Co., Pa.

DOGS.
AdvertisenuHts without duplay inserted under

this headingJor 3 cents Per wordfor each insertion.

For Sale.

POULTRY.

IJtiGEWOOt) HeNNELS.
ST. BERNARDS!

We have for sale a fine litter of St. Bernard
puppies out of Mascot Meda. sired by Mascot
Ueknard, a worthy sou of grand old Nero III
tnd a full brother of the world-renowned Sir
Jedivere, the best living St. Bernard. These
puppies combine grand blood on both sides and
will plea.se the mo.st exacting fancier. Send
stamp for descriptive circular and price list.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Pottsville. Pa.

78-129 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

POUI.TRY.

BUFF COCHINS
Without slightest reserve, at Normandv Villa

Shipley, Yorks, Kngland, Mr. K. C. Stretch will
sell on November 4 the whole of Mrs. Scrivens'

MalcUess Strain of Bnff CocWiis
Over 3<x) birds, including the I'alace Cup cockerel
and the Hath Cup pullet. Catalogues containing
cable code on application. 31-34

A NEW IJOOK

WYJ1ND0TTE8
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ing, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.
A hand.somely printed l>uok of 60"pages.

IMUCK, 50 CKNTS.
Address

FANCIEIW J»UJILISIII\« CO.,
32 South Third Strttt,

•t' Philadelphia.

THE BKST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS
RABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, AC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
best English stock advertised in its columnsANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, »3. 16,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

COLLIE DOG, TEN MONTHS OLD BY THE
Si^UIRE, golden sable, white mat kings,
price reasonable. William Tallman, 100
W. 34th St., New York City. 27-ft

FORSALE.-PURE BRED PUG AND MAS-
TIFF puppies, lis apiece. Ohilo Kennels,
Newark, O. 31.52

FOX TERRIERS, BY IMPORTED RABY
(Signal—Flip, 20,764). Also pair beagles,
right for fall work. G. H. Goodrich, 717
Chamber of Commerce, Chicago. 29-31

FOR SALE, OR WILL TRADE FOR PLY-MOUTH Rock or dark Brahma chicks,
rough and smooth coated St. Bernard
brood bitches and puppies. Registered
stock. Ridgewood Kennels, 143 and 145
Java Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 30-34

POINTER BITCH, BY DUKE OF HESSKN,
three years old, thoroughlv broken. Also
pointer dog by Naso of Kippen. Bench
show winner and thorougly brebc-a. W
Tallman, 100 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New
New York City. it

Great Danes.

AdvertisemenU without display inserted undJl
this headingforJ cents per wordfor each insertion

_^ Barred Plymouth Rooka. ^~

CLOSING OUT SALE OP FIFTY APRILand May hatched Cockerels, finely markedand nicely barred. Both breeders and ex-
hibition birds in this lot; the result of fif-
teen years' careful mating. Must be .sold
before November. State what you want
and write to E. P. Cloud, Kennet Square
til 28-«l

Cornish Indian Games.

FOR SALE, FOR WANT OF ROOM. TRIO
Imported Cornish Indian Games, one year
old,|i8. F. W. Eberle, Girardville, Pa.—

.

I30-I3I.

Games.

GREAT DANE PUPPIES FROM FIRST
prize winners : also, Pug Pupoies from
registered stock, for .sale by R. R. Harrison,
84 Cherry Street, New York City, 130-133

Irish Setters.

SPECIAL OFFER
TiiK Fancier-s' Journal will be .sent

from now until

JANUARY, 1892, FOR 50 CENTS

ESTABL,ISnED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs. Poultry Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All
the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free. United SUtes and Canada.
$2.10.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London. E. C
England.

CHALLENGE BEAU BRUMMELL PUPPIES
out of Nancy Elcho, whelped August 5,combining best field and bench show
blood. Also one dog whelped July i. 1890,
gartly broke, fa.-t and stylish. Address
uckeye Kennels, 42 Main Street, Cincin-

nati, O. 31.35

IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES BY A SON
of Glencho and Mavourneen, out of a
daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address
P.. Box 916, Philadelphia. j-tf

E OFFER K FEW CHOICE IRISH SET-
TERS, among them are full grown dogs
and bitches (some prize winners and field
broken)

; also fine puppies of both .sexes.
Send for price list. Address Seminole Ken-
nels, Chestnut Hill,Phila., Pa. Discount of
10 per cent on all sales if you mention this
paper- 26tf

)'^^ZE GAME FOWLS-E. P. DOTY, 47Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada, car
spare a limited number of eggs for hatch-
ing from his prize winning Game Fowls
and Bantams at $3 per dozen. These fowls
won highest honors at the leading shows,
and several now in my yard won first and
second prizes at the last New York show.
Also some good birds for sale. Black Red,
Brown Red. Duckwing and Pile Game and
Black Red, Pile and Duckwing Game Ban-
tams. Address as above.

White Liearhorns.

MNGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORN COCK-
) EREL and pullets for sale cheap for qual-

ity of stock. C. E.Howell, Elmira, N, Y. 1-34

Various

W

Irish Terriers.

DOGS.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OF THIS
BOOK AT TIIK POPULAR PRICE OF 25

CENTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., «
South Third St., Philadelphia.

Boll DoKS.

FOR SALE—SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslvn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia. Pa,

PUKS.

DePuy's Poular Poultry Book No. 2. is entitled
Capons and Caixinizing. This book has had a
very extensive sale at fifty cents per copy but
the author. Mr. George (j. Dow, has kindly con-
sented to have it published in a twentv-five cent
edi ion, so as to put it within the reach of all and
no i>erson can afford to be without this hof)k'now
as the price is so low. The book contains all
that the fifty cent edition does l)esides adding
s<mie new features not contained in that edition
that are really very valuable to poultrymen
Finely illustrated and printed in large clear
type thai can be easily read without straining
the weakest eyes. All persons should read this
l)ook who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
con plete information on all the different details
of these subjects by a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This book covers the entire field fromA to I. I'rice 25 cents per copy . /.ddress all
orders to

Fanciers' PuMishing Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

PIGEONS.

ARCHANGELS ONLY.
dco. O. Fettorolf,

Langhome, Penn'a,
II;lh llirc<' of till- lari,'<"st ami tin-
<st lolls of AHCHAN«;i;i-S in
Amfiidi, If not in the world,
ami now olTers for s»ile a tv-w
jrran"! hlnls in Dark and Liulii
r.n<ii/i>. |M>iiit and shell cTi'Sl»'<l;

111-", siiiooih beads. Prices a<<-
K.rdiii^ to (iiiulity of sUx-k.

Uaiiiu HuntAiiis. Irish Terriers.
Dr. Wm. Crawford John.son, Frederick, Md.

AT STUD. SOLITAIRE (19,249); HARPER'S
best son ; color brindle, weight 60 pounds,
winner of 2d, New York, 1891 ; willuse to
few approved bitches. Fee on application.
Some good bull bitches for sale that are
winners. Andrew J. Hatch, 340 Norton
Street, New Haven, Conn. 29-32

LITTLE KASH (19,567) SIRED BY THE FA-
. MOUS Champion Kash (10,596), out of the

well-known Daisy (8905). This little fellow
was whelped December 6, 1890. is silver
fawn with correct black markings. He is
of small size and will make a great winner
as well as a great stud dog. Is full brother
to the famous Kash, Ji. (17,804). winner of
nine first, second and special prizes when
only nine months old. Little Kash is with-
out doubt a beauty and a rare bargain. He
comprises the blood of nine champion.s.
lowest price $35. We also have a few other
very fine pug puppies at reasonable prices.
Address Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill
Philadelphia, Pa. a^-tf

PUG PUPPIES, COMBINING THE BLOODS
of Champions Treasure, Kash, also that
great little dog Kash, Jr., for sale at rea-
sonable prices. Address Seminole Kennels
Chestnut Hill, Phila, Pa. Discount of
10 per cent on all sales if you mention this
P«P<r. 26tf

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right
E. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS ATNew York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorn.s. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, si hed-
ulesj labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PIGEONS.
Advertixements without display inserted undet

this headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Baldhead Tumblers.
CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. BIDDLE

St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-fac/-
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

Fantails.

St. Bernards.

Bull Terriers.

AT STUD—ROSCOK (17.346). BY BKNDIGO—
Champion Starlight. A dog with great
length of head, smallest of dark eyes, fine
tail and plenty of bone. Fee, Jio. Pure
white Puppies lor sale by Roscoe—Lady
Melville 120.719). Frank W. Moulton, 619
Fourteenth Street N. W., Washington,
D. C. 130-131

Canker Care.

TALLMAN'S CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fi(\y cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Collies.

o

o

RDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displayed advertisement W
Atlee Burpee & Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

RDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesboume, Charlie
The Squire and Koslyn Conway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia. Pa.

For Sale or £xchanire.

FOR SALE—THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THIJ
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in
whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J. Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

Ttoy Terriers.

HOWARD BUTCHER, 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

For Sale]
~~

FOR SALE.—W-BANDED HOMERS. ALL
related to 500 milers and speedy. Price $3
per pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street.
Philadelphia. i&.tr

Jacobins.

T.
W. TUGGLE. Columbus, 0«. Importer
and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

Satlnettes.

WANTED -A TOY BLACK AND TAN
Puppy, full coated, from four to six months
old ; not to weigh over five pounds when
full grown. Address Terrier, care of Fan-
ciers' JousNAL, Box 916, Phila. 130-132

Various.

A

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches: pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies; greyhound and beagle puppies
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies
the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and rifles, folding boat
field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

FOR SALE OR WILL TRADE FOR PLYM-OUTH Rock or dark Brahma chicks, rough
and smooth coated St. Bernard brood
bitches and puppies. Registered stock.
Ridgewood Kennels, 143145 Java Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y. 31-35

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company 12
South Third Street Philadelphia. Pa.

ELEVEN NEWFOUNDLAND PUPPIES,
stud dog two years old, a beauty. Homing
pigeons with records from S07 miles. Con-
nelly, Carlisle, Pa. 31-33

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards
letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Li.sts, Sched-
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia. Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertlslnff.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Appliances.

INCUBATORS SOLD, BOUGHT,EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor, Pineland( Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.
Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-

1-52 ham. a6 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.
Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37.82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"
368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-
age paid, on receipt of price. Contaiiis a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the be.st papers
and class journals

;
gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-
formation at>out rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10
Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Artists and Fngravers.

W.
E HAVE arranged with Schieiber «k
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
best animal photogiaphers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Pubfishing
Co.. .V South Third St.. Philadelphia. Fa.

Drinking Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, %& per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vtr Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.
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IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion XHe Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyn W^ilkea,
20883 FEE $35.

Chal. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Champion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
Kaah, jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.]

Irish Setters
Seminole,

20088. FEE $20
Eleo,

(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

"^J""^ STUD.

'pUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIFR
IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer. sire ol

It /*;:i*^*'*""P'**" I>«adem)-Brockenhurst Dain-
yv"

(Champion Belgravian-Brockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won in England six (6) firsts, five (K\ sec-
onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and severalcups and specials. This grand young dog is just

dreJy^
P""»<'- Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-

THOS. C. CHALMERS, Proprietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W.. Washington, D. C
89-141

ST. BERNARDS
AX STUD.

ARISTOCRAT,
Winner of more first prizes and Hpoe-

lals dnrln^ 1 800 than any
other St. Uernard.

11450. FEE $15
Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young stock always on hand. 13-^4

cFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher tjs
Ch. Raby Mixer * ' >5
Russley Joker . . . ! 15
Reckoner ic
Suffolk Risk '.\\ 10

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiliLSlDE HENNELS,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

FEK, - - $.50.

135

DUTCHESS KENNELS,

Poujurhkecpsle, N". Y.

jRisH sf:tters at stud.

MINSTREL
(21.377) CH. ELCHO, JR.-BESSIE OLENCIIO

SHANMORE
(2t,37fi) CH. ELCHO. Jr.-BESSIE GLENCHO.
Puppies by the above dogs. Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KF;nnKLS,
6^^' West Farms. N. Y.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

KOX TBRRIKRS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

stars OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the .sire in this country of prize

w«n"er8 Fee $15.00
CH. BACCHANAL Fee $15.00
CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bav Ridge, L. I.

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Elewnth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. BERNAROS.
IN THE STUD

BEN ORMONOE, 17044.
1263 CARD AND PHOTO FREE.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in
America." Pedigree and winnings free

; photos
50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale!

P. H. COOMBS,
100-151 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 771 1

REGENT BRISK, 16,618 . . . .

REGENT TIPPLER

Fee $25
" 10
" 10

ST. BERNARDS

COUNT
AT 8TUD

* ^ f^MrfO

Some fine pups bv Pllnlimmon. Jr. Also
broodbitches. G.W.PATTERSON

27tf Lake View, Worcester, Mass.

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address RFXiENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

THE KENNEL.
^OTICE TO BREEDERS.-GRAND LITTER

FOX TERRIER PUPPIES
For sale cheap. By NEW FOREST, sire of more
first-class prize winners than any other terrier
living, out of HOLCOMBE JILL, winner of nu-
merous prizes in England- These puppies com-
bine the best blood of the present and past gen-
erations. W. H. WILLIAMS,

It 664 Carroll Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

JN STUD-IRISH SETTER

LIMERICK
GLENELCHO—NORA. pEE $20.

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIEW KENNBLS,
GI.EXSIDE, PA.

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SF»RAKK,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist
at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L. GOODMAN,
"itt AUBURN PARK, ILL.

»0l

INjrHE^STUD.

GREENFIELD

^"''

HILL KENNELS
IN SI'UI)

The Field Trial Winners

Rowdy Rod - - - , fee ^75
King's Dan - - . Fee ^25
Harry C. Fee ^25

Descriptive Catalogue Mailed Free.

Geo, W, EwiDg 4 S. C. Bradley, Prop.

Box 24, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

P. S.—Choice Puppies and Broken Dogs for
'^"*^-

2740

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW .\ND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH DUKE OF HESSEN, 0^58. Fee $50
CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5550. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken hitches for sale Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,
30-8r Hempstead, yufciis Co., N. V

THfJ^ENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

ST. BERNARDS

IRISH TERRIERS

COCKER SPANIELS

Best in the world in stud and for .sale.

AT STUD
Christopher - - -

Wellesbourne Charlie

^50.00

50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, $35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL,

^^ » Philadelphia, Penna.

In Conjunction with
my business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have add-
ed a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of
e V e Tly descrip-
tion.

Three will be a
registry kept at
my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
ol a fee the name
and address of

parties wishing to purc'-.ase or .sell dogs will be
entered. The fee for one dog will be Ji.oo. and,for
each additional dog fifty cents. This will be de-
voted to advertising and furthering the sales
and a commission of 10 per cent will be charged
on all sales. I may confidently state that my
experience with dogs as a breeder.exhibitor, etc.
with my excellent location for the business andmy wide acquaintance will make this one of the
very best mediums to be found for the purchase
and sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

THE KENNEL.

sconrcH....|oi.i.iKs

FORbHOOK KENNELS^
Are among the largest in America devoted e»
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies \Ve are now booking orders f.jr puppies
sired by Fordhook S»iuire, a son of Ch. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. CaraC-

i*f^»' V'^uK^- ^ '^" ^^^^ Smuggler, and Scot,
a SO" of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices anil full
descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world'f
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
32-S3 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOSING OUT 8ALE--Y0UR CHANCE
If you want to purchase a finely bred punnvwe can .supply it We have been breedfng*^ toget a collection of the finest in the land, sired byOath s Mark, Roger, Chance and Paxtang Thedams are finely bred, plenty of Count Noble,

(.lad.stone, Leicester and Darkie b'ood. Three
litters now ready to ship We can supply someyoungsters ready for field this fall ami sever.-ilgood brood bitches, such as produce black, whiteand tan pups. Let your wants he known by ad-dressing ^

Moorefield Kennels,

^^ CHULA, AMELIA CO , V.-^.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Si^m-H'-rKiu'.l/I.
^'-''''?:k«. HEAOLES an.lSLOILH IhRKIhKS. Also thirty varieties oflancy Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4001, prizes the

vriLuVr''' ,1
«'«"'? '«' of stock^^for sale.

I rice list free. My strain of Shawlneck PiedGames are Champions of the South. 2-53

D I IP Q U: Jr^'
'^^' ^ ^1' TO OWN .\

I UliO —GENUINE PUG PUP

—

Voung stock from prize winners, |2o to Sso

L^^i^Twv ';"^.!' '•i»"^«^^'».
try one of our '

SI ill) I
*"'l'*^«'hart's Cashier (nooi. Fee li«;—

-
^ ^^ Bradford Ruby II 07^0) Fee « fPUGS jr'^"

,»""• i\»p-rU(i7o^-,). \z: III•*7-^^^^^
I '>i>«K'a.ss II (ii,So4). Fee $10

wni-ifwfllMr""'*^':''
A 'square deal" to allEHhRlCART put; KKNNKI.S, Cincinnati OI^-adnig and /Mtf-eit Pug Kennel in America

Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street.

A
rr^,

DOCS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

WKITK FOR PAKTICfLAKS.

F. HOPE,
305 N. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

MANGE
Tholmno or the kennel. I^)<«-
Itively cured. Ill «>iie or tWo
upiilicatioiis. with St. B«r-_-__ -- - —-^ nord Maiire Cure, pyjr

Sale by dealers In sporting if<»f"lf . <>r

-- IS^ST. BKIINAIIIJ MAN(;K CURR CO.,•1.00 Per C«a. OKAWViLI.*, IiJ..

S2000.00

IN SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
**iO<> to the finl of the (Champion Oath'sMark or Dan Gladstone x'v/. whelped in 18.12 (or

after), who will win the United States Derby.
>*^tH> on the .same conditions as above at

Eastern Derby.

9*.2(H> on the same conditions as above at Cen-
tral Derby.

$*.24N) on the same conditions as alx>ve at
Southern Derby.

JfoO to \.\\e first of the (Champion Oath's Mark
or Dan CXaAlonc) get, whelped in 1892 (or after)who will win first place m open class at the
Westminster Bench Show, New York.

.^.lO on the same conditions as above at the
Mascoutah Bench .show, Chicago, IJl.

S'.JS on the same conditions as above at theNew England Bench show, Boston, Mass.'
I^'in on the same conditions as above, at the

Duquesne Bench show, pitt.sburg. Pa.

^'iH on same conditions asalxive. at the Wash-
ington City Bench show, Washington, D. C.

9'IH on same conditions as alwwe, at the Mary-
land Bench show, Baltimore. Md.
9100 to the hrefder of the winner of EACH of

the above ten special offers.

XOTK I.—The owners of Champion Oath's
Mark and Dan Gladstone, reserve the right to
withdraw these premiums onl\ in the event of
the death of either of the above dogs or their
disqualification for stud purposes.

XOTK !i.-The Blue Ridge Kennel has now
opened Its books for the fall season of 1891 and
spring of 1892, for Gath's Mark and Dan Glad-
stone, limited to 50 services each.

GATH'S MARK -

DAN GLADSTONE
FEE $75

50

The Blue Ridge Kennel
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STANDARD
ROQFmG

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on sttep or
flat roofs. Kxtra
Heavy Fell for

Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
N'ails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

jW*tn

A. P. SWAN, 38 L»ey Street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS.
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND Ahh OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold F'ish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

ECJG.S FOR IIATCIIING.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

H. W. VAHLE,
31J Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.
7<)-i3i

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIROS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PH'.KONS OF AM. KINDS FOR SAI.K.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washingfton, D. C.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM
I

THREE OF THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of recor<l birds of mv own breeding,
I have a showing of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THRKK I.OVTS WITH PROVEN REC-
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILKS. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 98-150

FOR POULTRY
Bone Meal, - - Per 1CM» lb.

C»ranulat«^d Bone, " lOO
C*round Iteef
ScrapH, - - - " 100

r;aicite, - - - - " aoo
<:ruHhe<l Flint, - " 800

•

Bag,

II

fa.oo
8.75

.3.00
2.00

CThhIkmI Oyster
ShellH, - - - " 200 "

S.fK)
Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped proniply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. n. DEMPWOLF A CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

^ALOaUEp
AEW FEATURES.

EIGHT ORIGINAL ARTICLES, ENTITLED:-
BigQ&nio tiuryjiivg iiythe U.S^lyy|oN.TlEO.|po$EVELT.

Illustr^^ted by Cha^.Cjivaham.

Sportiivg Notes ffom ^V CMslCilUbyBiullyE.
Illustro^ed by ri\CDERiCK Opper.

J«^k5i\ipe St\ootingbyW.0ivucE|^rnN(iwea.
IHustrMad l^yj. Carjtcr, Bcaiu>.

Siwlnypiv Fi^l^mg fey Henry PlftLLS.
lUufttrti^tad by HARRY Tcnn.

1Iii\ts oTvBk^k B^58 nsl\;ng byDn-HENSHALL.
Illufttrt^ted by E.J.AXcciCcr.

S«wh Vivtcr rising ly Chas-IIallock.
Tlluetmted by HARRY FcNN, Dan BEAf^tv^CJ.MEcKcR.

niuslrtited by Tred. S. Cozzens.
Poii^s oi\^Ct).mpii^ Out by Qeo.O Shields:

IllustrMed by Dan Bearp.

-AUo fvev/ depijimeivts iiv BkiYCLK.TENNIS M\jJ PHOTOORAI^fiV.
THE PRICC or THC h°°^ 15 50 CCMTS. THtREl 15 A COUPon IM tACH COPY
T+iAT WILL BE RCCtlVtD A3 ^CtnT5 <>« "mC TIBST PUHC41ASC OT |>00 OR MORE

•"^y^ 'x.,^

POUIiTRY FARMS. rOULiTRY FARMS.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

<1INDIAN GAMES. < > WYflND0TTE8.I>
The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NEW YORK SHOW I

won ist on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State
Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, 3 seconds, 4 thirds and 2 gold speeials. Send
for circular. Address . T.WILTON HI LL, JAMESBURG, N. J. 96-148

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM-
S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, Mew fork,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties/'Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record ot America's leading strains 01 above
varieties. Can furnish eggs from (".. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

( Thousands of chickens die annuallv and at
least fifly per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultrg Meal.
It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
corumeal only. They must have a healthy, di-
gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
in the crop : one that will furnish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-
ficient vegeUble matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success. a.<« witnes3 such notM breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E. Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

lOI-tl J. FORSYTH, owEGo. tioga county, n. y.

MODEM TMIHING. HAMLDfU & KEMEL MAM&EMENT.
This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-

veloped by Field Work, Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
of the dog's nature and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
OF CONTENTS AND TFISTIMONIALS FROM EXPERTS. Price $2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.

OOLLIE PUPS^

'Jii/Pla^

25-50

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 East 56th Street, New York.

#»
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG • DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary'' Surgeon,

1893 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

DERBY ENTRY FOR *92.
Owing to my moving to North Carolina, I offer

for sale my Breeze Gladstone—Abbotts' Joy
pups. I<arge, healthy and warranted not to be
gun sky. They are just the right age to shoot
over this fall. Pedigree, price, etc. , address

PROF. J. C. SCIIUYLER,
Lock Box 213. Luray. Page Co., Va.

N. B.—Will ship on approval to responsible
parties. 39-33

VOL. 7, NO. I a. )WHOLE NO., 138./ PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1891. PER ANNUM, fa.OO.
SINGLE COPY, 60.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS' KINGSTON REGENT.
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I>OJU: SllOWS.
29-Oct. I.—Ottawa, Can.

Dec. 4-8.—Rock ford, 111.

10-14—Freeport, 111.

30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

18V»2.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.

19 22.—Binghampton, N. Y.
Feb. 9-12.—Chicago, III.

23-26.—New York, N. Y.
Ms'-ch 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.

8-11.—Baltimore, Md.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Poultry and Pigeon Shows.
Scij. 28-Oct. 2.—Trenton, N. J.
Deo. 2-8.—Rockfbrd, 111.

8-11.—Owatonna, Minn.
9-1 1.—Brockton. Mass.
10-14—Freeport, HI-
15 16.—Needham, Mass.
1623.—Providence, R. I.

22-25.—Stoneham, Mass.
30-Jau. 2.—Meriden, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 4-7.—Worcester, Mass.

5-8.—Albany. N. Y.
5-8.-Lewi.ston, Me.
6-12.—Philadelphia, Pa.
12-15.—Leominster, Mass.
i2-i6.—Yarmouth, Me.
12-15.- Battle Creek, Mich.
12-16.—Columbia, S. C.
18-23.—Hartford, Conn.
19-24. Shelbyville, Ind.
19-27.- Binghamtou, N. Y.
20-25.- Elmira, N. Y-
26-30.—Boston, Mass.
28-Feb. 2.—Detroit, Mich.

Feb. 2-5.—Woicester, Mass.

Field Trials.
Nov. 2.—United States Field Trials Club

10.—International Field Trial Club.
16.—P:astern Field Trials Club.
23.—Irish Setter Club.
23.—Gordon Setter Club.
30.—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1892.
Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Our Illustration.

The rough-coated dog Kingston Re-

gent is the subject of our illustration this

week. Not long since, when the New
York St. Bernard Kennels had the mis-

fortune to lose the great Prince Regent,

Mr. Reick, the proprietor, immediately

began to look about for a stud dog to

take the place of Prince, and he was for-

ttuiate enough to secure Kmgston Re-

gent, who is said to be the best dog
Prince Regent ever sired. Kingston Re-

gent is certainly a worthy specimen of

the breed. He is a heavy-boned dog,

standing thirty-four inches high and has

a rich orange tawny coat with the white

markings and dark shadings that add so

mticli to the beauty and character of the

breed, and for this reason he is a most

desirable mate for bitches lacking in

color and size.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a Iriendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

The Canadian Kennel Club held its

annual meeting during the Toronto show
and passed some important resolutions

as follows: One wtek is to be given

after closing of entries before the open-

ing of the show. No alterations of the

premium list is to be allowed. No show
to last over four days. The rule debarring

a dog suffering "from mange or any con-

tagious disease" is made .0 read "from

mange, eczema or any objectionable dis-

ease." Only dogs entered in the regular

classes shall be allowed to compete for

specials. Dr. Foote, we understand, will

offer some of these amendments at the

next meeting of the A. K. C.

• «

Over eight hundred people visited the

Toronto dog show on Wednesday before

5 o'clock. The club should hang up
bigger prizes next year. It's rather ex-

pensive and very troublesome taking

dogs up from the States, and with jut

them the show would not be first-class

and one of the best in America, as it

now is.

*
* *

The greyhound races at Toronto were

interesting. Pious Pembroke won the

Wednesday race. On the following day

the sweepstake race for a silver medal
and the winner to receive the title of

"Champion Runner," was run. Orraan-

tus won first and Pious Pembroke and
Lady of Gainsboro divided second prize.

George Thomas handled all the winners,

who are owned by Mr. A. W. Purbeck,
«

* *
George Thomas and R. M. Fenlon ran

a hundred yard foot race. Thomas won,
although the "tip" was Feu ton.

« *
There is a good joke on a couple of

men from the States at the Toronto show.

They thought they would return from

the Exposition grounds by boat, and as

it was just leaving had a brisk run for

it, while two companions missed it en-

tirely. This particular craft which the

doggymen boarded was not going to

town but across the lake, where it carried

our friends, and they did not get back

until the following afternoon.

•*
Mr. T. G. Davey, the newly elected

president of the Canadian Kennel Club,

has put himself upon record that the

membership of the club must be doubled

during his term of office.

*
* *

During a recent trip through the State

of New York we stopped oflf at Elmira

and spent a pleasant hour in the office of

the Inter-State Fair. Secretary Robin-

son being out of town, Mr. Thatcher, his

assistant, kindly entertained us, and a

few matters of interest to all doggy men
were discussed.

«

It has always been a source of wonder
to us why such a great fair as Kluiira

holds every year should not have a ken-

nel show as an additional and attractive

feature. Mr. Thatcher gave us the rea-

sons in a very emphatic manner.

« «

He blamed the American Kennel Club

for depriving Elmira of a bench show.

Last March he wrote to the secretary of

the A. K. C, stating that the managers

of the Inter-State Fair were ready to put

up a building for a large bench show and

offer very liberal premiums provided the

A. K. C. would allow the dates selected

for the annual fair. He received a rather

curt reply, which announced the fact

that a show could not be held on the

dates selected, as the latter were already

taken by another bench show.
•
« •

The rather small show at Kingston,

Canada, was responsible for this, and to

an outsider the decision of the A. K. C.

seems ridiculous. Yet the rule forbid-

ding conflicting dates was applied, and

legally there was no wrong done. Morally,

however, the wrong was great. It de-

prived the large army of dog fanciers of

New York and Pennsylvania of a rous-

ing show.

« •

Would it not be well for the A. K. C.

to pay a little more attention to en-

couraging such shows, even if the dates

conflict with shows out in Canada or

other remote districts.

• »

The chances are that unless the A. K.

C. changes its aristocratic policy there

will be an independent association

formed, or future bench shows will be

held independently of that august Ixxly.

*
« «

We are certan that Elmira will pro-

vide good buildings and very liberal pre-

miums next September, and it will cer-

tainly be policy for dog fanciers to agi-

tate the matter of holding bench shows

in connection witli these immense fairs.

«
« «

A magnificent circuit could be ar-

ranged, taking in Albany, Elmira, Syra-

cuse and winding up at the great Tren-

ton Inter-State Fair of New Jersey. We
are certain that the wideawake secretary

of the latter would offer great induce-

ments for holding an annual bench show
at Trenton.

«
« *

Another feature which would be a

great attraction at these fairs would be

the collie or sheep dog trials. It would
draw out an immense crowd and show up
the dogs to belter advantage than on the

bench or in the ring. If the Collie Club
will correspond with the Elmira and
Trenton people it will hear something to

its advantage.

« «

Superintendent George H. Hill writes

us as follows : The entries for the Blue

Grass Kennel Club's inaugural bench
show to be held September 23 to 26

closed with 461, divided as follows :

Mastiffs 12 American fox hounds 89
St. Bernards 28 Shag^ fox hounds . 6
Newfoundlands ... 4
Great Danes 19
Deerhounds i

Greyhounds 53
Russian wolf-hounds
(Barzois) 6

Irish setters 14
Gordon setters ... 9
Pointers 24
F^nglish setters ... 62
Irish water spaniels . 4
Field spaniels .... 4
Beagles 3

English fox hounds . 5
Collies 12

Bull dogs 4
Bull terriers 3
Scotch terriers . . . . i

Dandie Dinmonts . . i

Fox terriers 40
Black and tan terriers 14
Yorkshires i

Pugs 28
Italian greyhounds . 5
Mexican hairless
Miscellaneous . .

3
13

«
»

The Toronto bench show was very

large, as was also the attendance, about

10,000 people daily Vjeing present.

»*
In a letter from Mr. Walter J. Com-

stock we glean the fact that "Irish set-

ters are booming in England, and to get

a good one you must go down into your

pocket pretty deep."

« »

There is a very healthy boom in Irish

terriers now growing in this country, and
we would not be surprised to see the Irish

terrier classes unusually well filled at

next winter's shows.
*

» •

Mr. Comstock sectired the Irish terrier

bi ch Crate during his trip in England.

She will not be sent to this country until

she has been bred over there.

* *

He also reports having a nice litter of

seven Irish terriers, whelped , September

I7by Kjllaloe Benedict—Breda Florence,

out of Ballymush, imported ; also a lit-

ter of Schipperkes by Midnight, out of

Darkness.

» «

There was a dog show held last week
by the Suabian Volksfest Society, at

Ridgewood Park, Brooklyn. There

were about sixty dogs l)enched, among
which were some good St. Bernards and
Great Danes, the latter exhibited by the

High Ground KeuneLs, owners of Pasha

and Superbus. One of the most inter-

esting exhibits was a cat that had adopted

a pair of pug pups. They were three

months old and were thriving nicely.

They are owned by F. H. Grossweiter. A
very pretty pair of Spitz dogs were also

shown by Mr. Waible. The show was

superintended by Mr. Leihbacher and
judged by Mr. Thiman, of Brooklyn.

The prizes were medals and diplomas.

There was also an exhibit of cattle,

horses, poultry, pigeons and rabbits.

•

Mr. John Grace, of San Francisco, will

judge at the American Coursing Club

meeting at Great Bend, October 20. This

is a good selection judging from reports

of his previous efforts.

«
« «

A printed copy of the code of rules for

coursing of the National Greyhound
Club and adopted by the American

Coursing Club has just been received.

One of the rules provides that all dogs

to compete in coursing meets of the

club must have been registered in the
National Greyhound Club Stud-Book.
The Greyhound Stud Book will be pub-
lished by the National Greyhound Club.

*
* *

The Canadian Kennel Club elected the

following officers for the ensuing year

:

President, T. G. Davey, of London ; first

vice-president, Dr. Mills, of Montreal

;

second vice-president. Dr. G. S. Millar,

of Victoria, B. C. ; C. H. Corbett, of
Kingston

; J. P. Keyes, of Ottawa, and
Thomas Johnson, of Winnipeg ; secre-

tary, H. B. Donovan, of Toronto; treas-

urer, S. F. Glass, of London.

DK. FOOTES SANITARIUM.

A Short History of the Rochelle Ken-
nels at New Itoclieile, X.Y.

Correspondence Baltimore Telegram.

Dr. Foote, who adds D. V. S. to his

M. D., has established at Brookside a

veterinary sanitarium, and everthing

around certainly conduces to successful

progress in his profession and its prac-

tice. At present there are thirteen dogs

as "boarders," ranging in size from the

huge mastiff to the tiny Yorkshire ter-

rier, as well as a number of horses. To
each one he gives his personal care and
attention. Dr. Foote's own private ken-

nel though—the Rochelle Kennels—is

ilevoted exclusively to black and tan ter-

riers of the purest and most aristocratic

breed. Each dog has a brilliant record
as a prize winner.
The bench record of the Rochelle Ken-

nels is unequalled. From January i,

1889, to May I, 1891, the stock from this
kennel had l)een exhibited in America
sixty-one times, resulting in forty-one
first prizes, sixteen second, four third
and twenty specials. Many of the sec-
ond and third prizes resulted from mak-
ing two or more entries in one class,

bringing the dogs of this kennel into
competition with one another. These
kennels have led all others in this breed
for the past two years, and at New York,
1891, won the special prize for the best
kennel of four black and tans in the
show.
Meersbrook Maiden, who was seen at

the first bench show of the Maryland
Kennel Club last year and carried off

first prize, has a litter of puppies, exact
counterparts of herself, not one among
them being in the least off color or pos-
sessing the smallest uudesired mark.
Broomfield Madge also has six puppies,
each one perfect in every detail. I can
imagine no puppies more lovely than
these twelve that look like bits of sable
plush. The "crack" dog is Broomfield
Sultan,who stands unequalled at the head
of his class. Sultan can trace his ances-
try back to great-great-grandparents on
both sides, and is of noble blood and tie-

scent. He is a beautiful dog, affectionate

and demonstrative. If it were |K)ssible

to create a favorite among so many at-

tractive dogs, I think I would choose
Sultan.

•

A (ji i*eat Dog:.

The Chicago News tells of a wonderful dog by
the name of Boz. Bank bills and coins of va-

rious denominations were placed on the floor

and the dog was requested to take his choice.

He immediately picked up a $10 bill, which was
the largest in sight.

"What piece would you give me, Boz?" .said

Mr. Harris.

Boz selected a nickel and dropped it in Mr.

Harris' hand. S. A. Kent came in while the dog
was performing, and said: "Boz, I want you to

bring me I5.50." Boz picked up a $5 bill and a 50-

cent piece, gave Mr. Kent an I'm-onto-you ex-

pression, and trotted over to Mr. Harris with the

money. "Find Mr. Richardson," was the next

order. Boz trotted up to that gentleman, looked

up into his face and wagged his tail.

"Pick his pocket," said Mr. Harris.

Boz grabbed Mr. Richardson's handkerchief

out of his coat pocket and trotted off with it. "I

want |i5," said Mr. Kent. Boz picked up a $10

and a I5 bill. "Bring me the rest of it." Boz

barked and growled. His next performance was
to bring a hat from the window and a piece of

paper from the waste basket in the corner.

THE MONTREAL SHOW.

—Our Christmas number invites the
attention of all advertisers.

The Judging: Belayed, but a I^rge
t;rowd Present the First Day.

Special Dispatch to The Journal.
Montreal, September 23.—The Mon-

treal bench show opened yesterday to an
immense crowd of people, over 10,000
passing the turnstiles up to 9 P. M.,
crowding the building to uncomfortable-
ness. The managetnent are away behind
in getting things in order, and the ju<lg-

ing, which started at 10 o'clock yester-

day morning, went along for a time,
when it was postponed until the same
hour this morning. Most of the winners
are dogs that have taken the honors in

the previous Canadian shows. The en-
tries number over 350, but there are
many absentees noticed. v. M. H.

.

KENNEL. UEGI8TER.

We make no charge for entries in this
column; all we ask is that registration be
made in the proper form. Blank forms
will be furnished free by sending to this
office for them.

WHELPS.
MR

J. SHKLLKY HUDSON'S English setter
bitch Susie Gladstone (Gladstone — Jessie
'I urner) whelped five dogs and five bitches
by Ben Hill, August 18, if^i.

MR. ADKMAR RUFLE'S Pinglish .setter bitch
Bessie Roy (Dick Roy—Lights Girl) whelpetl
four dogs and lour bitches by Dad Wilson,
Jr., September 6, 1891.

KILMARNOCK COLLIE KENNELS' collie
bitch Mother Shipton. 2i634(Stracathro Ralph
—Harmony) whelped three do;s and four
bitches by Ch. Metchley Wonder, August 22
1891.

W. F. PORTERS'S fox terrier bitch Belle of
Sharon (17,541) whelped four dogs and three
bitches by John V.. Thayers' Suffolk Risk
(15,451), September 15.

JAMP;s E. UNKS (Muncie, Ind.) fox terrier
bitch Rhoda (Blemton Rubicon—Moonshine)
to owners' Max (Mixture—Richmond Olive),
July 15, 1891.

Tickel (Warren Discord—Daze), fox terrier
bitch, to owner's Max, July 19, 18,1.

VISITS.
W. ATLEE BURPEE & Co.'S collie Fordhook

Squire (10,454) to Fordhook Abutilon (14,545),
September 16, 1S91.

T. FISCHER'S rough-coated St. Bernard bitch
Mollie (Marquis of StafToid—Hecla) to Swiss
Mountain Kennels' King Regent, August 29,
1891.

N. WALLACE'S (Farmington, Conn.) English
Setter bitch lennie III to L. Gardner's Roger,
August 25, 1891.

.MR. W. S. EATON'S English setter bitch Lucv
Bell Noble (Mac D.—Bell II) to Ben Hilf,
August 19, 1891.

MR. GEORGE G. WHARTON'S English setter
bitch Lilly Bondhu (Gus Bondhu — Lady
Dixie) to Vanity Fair, July 26, 1891.

MR. E. J. ENRIGHTS English setter bitch
Smut to Ben Hill, July 25, 1891.

FRANK A. COREN, JR.'S bull terrier bitch
Rosebud to Frank W. Moultoi's Roscoe,
September 5, 1891.

SHENANGO KENNELS' Irish terrier Shenango
Biddy to John Hawthorn's Mickey Muldoon,
September 7.

salp:s.

SHENANGO KP:NNELS, Sharon, Pa., sold their
Italian greyhound Winkle (Winks—Tina) to
Mr. R. S. Wheless, Yazoo City, Miss.

Italian greyhound /anoni (Winks — Pansy
Blossom) to Jamestown Bottling Co., James-
town, N. Y.

Black and tan toy terrier Daisy (Dandy—Min-
nie) to Mr. W. S. Welch, Sharon, Pa.

MR. J. SHELLK;Y HUDSON sold his black,
while and tan English setter bitch, whelped
June 23, 1891 (Ch. Dad Wilson—Bohemian
Girl), to Mr. B. F. Rice. Newton Falls, Ohio.

Bohemia Wilson, black, white and tan English
setter bitch, whelped June 23, 1S91 (Ch. Dad
Wilson—Bohemian Girl), to Dr. J. P. Bran-
don, Laura. Ohio.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.. Philadelphia, have
sold their collie puppy Donald McLean (Bard
of Fordhook—Fordhook Fashion) to Mrs.
Mary H. Wilson, Castile. N. Y.

Nancy (9679). collie bitch, in whelp to Ford-
hook Quality, to Mr. F. H. Hall. Jackson,
Mich.

F. L- CHENEY sold his Irish setter dog puppy
by Kenmore Shamrock out of Dai.sy to Wil-
liam H. May, Jr., Pitt.sfield, Mass.

Irish setter dog puppy by Henmore Shamrock
out of Moll to Mr. Philip Grey, Pittsfield,
Mass.

SWISS MOUNTAIN KENNELS, Germantown.
Pa., sold their St. Bernard bitch Betsey Bab-
bett (16,540) whelped April i, 1888, to Mr.
Dan McClinch, Gloucester, N. j.

St. Bernard bitch puppy whelped July 7, 1891
(Archduke—Blush), to Mr. Charles Rothfuss,
Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Bernard dog puppy whe1pe«l July i, 1891
(Archduke—Blast), to Mr. P. Isola, Pepperall,
Mass.

St. Bernard bitch puppy whelped July 7, 1S91
(Archduke—Hecla), to Mr. W. p:i)erhart,
Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Bernard dog puppy whelped April 5, 1891
(Achd ke—Dart), to Mr. Hastings,' New
York City.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & Co.. Philadelphia, sold
their black and tan dog puppy (Fordhook
Quality—Fordhook Henrietta) to Mr. W. H.
Calvert, Reading, Pa.

Fordhook Abutilon, collie bitch (14,545), to Mr.
J. W. Ingham. Phillipsburg, N. J.

The gHEEP Dog T^iai^s.

Australian Dog and Poultry Gazette.

A very pleasing feature of the show,

and most interesting from a utilitarian

point of view, were the sheep dog trials.

Mr. Cox very generously placed his

Moonee Valley race course at the dispo-

sition of the committee for the purpose
of holding these trials, and as the course

was only a little distance from wheie the

poultry and dog show was being held,

visitors to the latter could easily attend
the former.

We don't know a more interesting

sight offered to fanciers or the public who
attended the other show than to sit in

the grand stand and watch these same
trials. The whole conutry aiound, green
as an emerald, spread out before them
like a panorama, all thoroughly suggest-

ive of some English scene in the Mid-
lauds

; the flying showers, the passing
clouds occasionally lowering heavily as a
curtain, and anon broken up by some
brief glimpse of sunshine, the cattle be-

sprinkled fields, over which occasionally

scudded a hare or two, all contributed to
bring up memories of another land.
Whether it were the patience of the

owners in directing their dogs to the
work cut out for them, as the rain poured
steadily down with brief intermissions,
or the docility, tractability, and judg-
ment of the latter, in carrying their
masters* orders out, there was' much to
give food for thought and create excite-
ment in a contest, where time was the
great factor, to attain success.

In a corner of the course, some quarter
of a mile away from the stand, a yard
was erected, containing some five score
sheep—cross-bred wethers, strong, active,
and m good condition. P^ach dog, as the
time for his trial approached, with his
director took his place some hundred and
fifty yards away. Then three bouncing
sheep were let loose from out the yard,
and steadied themselves for run or scat-
ter. A l>ell then ruug out in the moist
air, and the dogs' trial had begun.
Away, like to a lioomerang describing

its peculiar circle, he shot out at once
from l)eside his master at his direction,
making the sheep his objective point,
but still half circling round. The three
sheep, meanwhile, have not been (juite

passive spectators of the pastoral drama
alx)ut to be commenced, but standing to-
gether, first one, then two, would break
away, only to return, however, as if in-
stinct taught them safety lay in numbers,
until at last they seemed to realize the
circumstances of their environment and
slowly moved from the impulse by the
approaching collie, now only some twenty
yards away, who also seeing them move,
also slowed his pace, but gradually edg-
ing them the while towards two hurdles
set apart, so that Ihe sheep could pass
between.
And now the tug of war between

sagacity and timidity began. As the
founders of our wool kings approached
the hurdles, first one sheep would make
a feint to bolt, and then another, and
sometimes two and sometimes all to-

gether, and then there was racing and
chasing across the green but sodden turf,

until the fleeing wethers again stood at
attention. After one or two sallies of
this description the sheep tired or steadied
down, some briefly, some a little longer,
in taking to it, and passed l)etween the
hunlles.

The next work for the dogs to be done
was to take the trio of sheep through a
hurdled lane across the ditch, which was
a somewhat more difficult task than the
other, and over which the most precious
time was taken up, passing away for each
candidate for honors all too quickly.
Gradually, steadily au<l patiently, the dog,
by sheer force of will and swift attempts
to be almost in two places at the same
time, by mere presence, always in front
of them when wrong, or at their rear
when right, slowly forced them through,
to face the next task.

This was to turn them, at the direction
of his master (as all through), round a
post, thence through between two more
hurdles, to a place across the course it-

self, whence an inviting gate lay open
for the now tire«l, wearied, and mud-be-
draggled, wether, who then retired be-

hind the scenes for good, to the peal of a
second stroke of the bell, that betokened
that particular trial was over.
A roar of applause, if the time were

goo<l, would issue forth from underneath
the roof of the grand stand, all un<ler-
neath hitherto so silent, all then talking
together, occasionally liroken into by the
chink of money, as the numbers went up,
and some admirer of that dog or some
other lost or gained, through results of
that brief canine's trial. The dog and the
dog's master were by this time close at
hand, the dog lathered with nmd and
dripping with rain, listless and unexcited,
following the heel of his owner, who
passed into the crowd of onlookers, to be
greeted witl: brief praise or muttered
criticism, and a new trial then began, as
the bell again tolled out a stroke for the
next one.
There were some thirty odd competing

dogs, and the time consumed by the bulk
of them in the execution of their task
was so short as to be simply wonderful.
Some seven or eight minutes were the
shortest, while others, through bad luck
with stubborn sheep, or other causes,
would take twice that number of minutes
and yet withal even with them, the work
was good, while with the prize winn< rs,

as we have said, it was simply wonderful.
When next a trial of the like kind should
come off, we trust the enterprising com-
mittee will be favored with better
weather, to permit the public, which if
they should appreciate something well
worth seeing, should roll up in u'lmbers
to see a contest carried out, worth a good
deal more to see than many, where they
unreasoning, flock to witness.

THE IRISH SETTER TRIALS.

The List ofKntrles for the Derby .Stakes
Numbers Thirteen.

Following are the entries for the Derby
Stakes of the coming Irish Setter Trials :

H. B. A.NOKKSONS Nugget (Retlferu — (;ypsy
Maid), whelped January .<, 1890. Breeders,
H. B. Anderson and W. B. Burlingarae.

E. B. Bishop's Finglas (Fingal 111—.\veline).
whelped April 13, 1H90. Breeder, Rev. Robert
O'Caflaghan.

v.. B Bishop's Colerain (Fingal III—Aveline).
whelped April 13. 1891J. Breeder, Rev. Robert
O'Caflagnan.

Gkor<;k H. Ki;nklks' Rose of Claremont (Clare-
iiiont Patsy—Nino), whelped January 20,
1890. Breeuer, F. H. Perry.

F. H. Perry's Pride of Pat.sy (Claremont Patsy
—Nino), whelped January 20, 1890. Breeder,
owner.

H. f;. Richard's Adonis (Champion Tim—Cur-
rer Bell III), wheli>ed July 29, 18 o. Breeder,
Dr. G. G. Davis.

B. M. Vauohan's Bessie Mauvorneen (Champion
Tim—Currer Bell III), whelped July 29, i8«jo.

Breeder, Dr. G. <;. Davis.

Wm. H Child's Leigh Doane VI (Fly—Betsy
I^igh), whelped Jan. 3, 1891. Breeder, owner.

HiDSON RiVKR Kk.n.nkl's Squaw (Darrah Pat-
Ruby Glencho). whelped .April 15, i>*fo.

Bree<ler, L. A. Van Zaiidt.

V. R. JoNKS' Queen Bon Air Bluff (Champion
F;icno, Jr.— Hipper), whel|>ed (Xtoln-r j, 1X90.

Breeder, United States Kennel Club.

J. Frank Bykr's Frank Blye (Champion lilcho,
Jr.— FlipiHfr), whelped Octol>er ,<. iSyo. Breed-
er, United Slates Kennel Club.

Nki.son McIntosh's Maid of Borstal (Inchiquiii
—Onoto Belle), whel|>e<l December 10, 1S90.
Bree<ler, owner.

Gkorge F*. Gray's Elcho Maid (Champion FH-
clio, Jr.— Mai<l). Breeder, Dr. Jarvis.

While the entry is not as large as I

desired, still I think it is fair, particu-

larly in view of the fact that an inter-

este<l memlier t)f the club wagered a
bottle of wine that we would not re-

ceive twenty entries in both states to-

gether. In view of the fact that there is

;^oo in cash and a valuable trophy to
be divided into three prizes, I rather ex-
pect to see a goodly i)roporlion to fill.

Some of the handlers I know mean to do
their best. Now for the All-aged vSt^ke.

We are going to make that interesting.

I am going to take a hand in it myself.
Let us all make some entries and may
the best dog win. G. G. Davls,

Secretary and Treasurer.

Wants an K.Yplaiiatlon.
E«>iTOR Fanciers' Joirnal.

In your issue of Septeml)er 19 in Ken-
nel Register you have under sales; F^berhart

Pug Kennels' Proctor Knott by Rowdy Rod
out of Trixie. As I am the owner of Rowdy and
cannot find the name of Trixie on my book, will

you please ask Mr. F^berhart through your col-

umns when and from whom he got service of

my dog. Yours truly, Jacob Bromb.ach,
Proprietor Diamond Kennels.

Philadelphia, September 23.
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TORONTO'S BENCH SHOW.

Comments on the Awards at Canada's

Largest Show.
From a Staff Correspondent.

The third annual bench show held by
the Industrial Kxposition Association of

Toronto is now u fixture of the past. It

was the most successful show both iu

nunil)C'r of entries, quality of doj^s and
receipts at the turnstile. The club could

easily double their premium list and still

make money.

The show was heUl in a large, well-

lighted and ventilated building, built ex-

clusively for that purpose. The bench-

ing is fastened permanently, as are also

the wire partions. Although Spratts

Patent did not feed, we noticed that their

biscuits were used. Mr. C. A. Stone, as

superintendent, was the right man in the

right place. The remainder of the awards

not published last week were

:

Hiiiootli-foated St. Ut^ruardH.

ciiallkn<;k, ixk.s.

I. Hector, William C. Keick.

OPEN, DOCiS.

1. Othello, Royal St. Bernard Kenuels.

OI'KN, HITCHKS.

1. Lady Swiss, k. W. I.uck.
2. liell, V'anbladicom & Ferguson.
3. Cemnii, C Hauschildt.
1. Nun Nicer, K. H. Lamb.

riJPPiES—iXKis.

1. Nero, C. C. Whnle.

J'UPPIIiS—BITCHKS.

I. flemmi, C. Hauschildt.

(ireat Danes—Opkn, r)o<;s.

1. IiMperalor, Iniperial Kennels.
2. Favor, Wolverine Kennels.
3. Brutus, Wolverine Kennels.
4. Pascha II, Wolverine Kennels.
c. Bismarck, A. McLean Howard, Jr.

OPKN, BITCHES.

1. Minerva's Fawn, Mt. Koyal Kenuels.
2. L'ltima, Wolverine Kennels.

PI ppiKS—ihk;s and bitches.

1. Miirrva's Fawn, Mt. Koyal Kenuels.
2. l'ltima. Wolverine Kenuels.
V. Seigfreida, J. K. White.
c. Pollux, J. Iv White.

Irish Setters—Open, dogs.

1. Seminole. Seminole Kennels.
2. Parnell, Douglas Mi Chambers.
3. Glen Jarvis, filendyne Kennels.
4. , James H. Uunnigan.
K. I.arry, Douglas it Chaml)ers.
V. liriu's Lad, A. W. I'earsall.

II. Kleo, Seminole Kenuels.
Hiawatha, Charles K. Farmer.

open, bitches.

1. Irene, Oiinglas Sc Chambers.
2. Duchess iif Avondale, J. II. Dunnigan.
3. (lOldMiiith Maid, Mutiro Mi Cleghorn.
4. Rose Palmerstou, Seminole Kennels.
K. Nellie I).. Douglas it Ciiambers.
V. Lalla Kookh, Charles K. Fanner.
H Aurore, Seminole Kennels.

I.ady Alice, A. W. I'earsall.

NOV ICB—docs.
1. Rufu<«, Samuel Coulson.
2. drill's Lad, A. W. Pear.sall.

N( >V IC E— illTCH ES.

1. Rosa Palmerstone, Seminole Kennels.
2. Lady Alice, A. W. I'earsall.

pippiES—ikk;s.
1. ParnaF Douglass it Chambers.
2. (lieu Jarvis, (llendvne Kenuels.
Z- , James H. Dunnigan.
R. Rufus, Samuel Coulson.

PUPPIES-BITCHES.
1. Lady Alice, A. W. PearsjiU.
2. Belle. C. Campion.
3. Rose F^Ich';, Joini F. yuill.

Klack and 'run or <;ordon S4<«tterH.

challe.n(;k DtMis.

1. Ivanhoe, S. (1. Dixon.
2. Leo B., S. C. Dixon.

CIIAI.I.EN<iE, BITCHES.

1. Duchess of Waverly, S. G. Dixon.
2. Becky Sharp, J. L. Campbell.

opE.v, I)(m;s.

1. Clyle, Charles ,\. Gibbs
2. Pen<lennis, J. L Campbell.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Dorothea, J L. Campbell.
2. Annie (iord(in, Charles A. Gibbs.
K. Miss Muffu, J. L. Campbell.
V. Cherry Ripe, J. L Campbell.

NOVICE— l)0<;s AND BITCHES.
2. Peud nnis, J. L. Campbell.
3. Cherry Ripe, J. L Campbell.

ITPPIES— IKM.S AND BITCHES.
1. Anni Gordon, Charles A. Gibbs.
2. Lady Waverly, S. G. Dixon. •

3. I'endcnnis. J L. Campbell.
R. MissMuffit, J. L Campbell.

C'oJlIoM—Chai-i.enge, do(;s.

I. Roslyn Dan«ly, Seminole Kenuels.

CHALLEN<iE, BITCHES.

I. Metchley Surprise, Seminole Kennels.
OPE.V, Do<;s.

1. Dowry, MtFIwen & Gibson.
2. Moonstone, A. Burland.
•;. Sir Walter Scott III, John Hawkes.
4. Metchley Wonder II, McKweii it Gibson.
K. Roslyn Conway, Seminole Keuuels.
V. Rowdy, Seminole Kennels.

H. Wait 'a Wee, Malcolm Walker.
Toronto Wonder, H. P. Harri.son.

c. Ross, A. G. H. Luxton.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Nancy, H. P. Harrison.
2. Dot, Seminole Kennels.
.'. Belle, William Rolph.
4. Reta, A. G. H. Luxton.
V. Maid of Dundee, Thomas McNally.

NOVICE—DOGS.
1. Sir Walter Scott III, John Hawkes.
2. F'glingtou, Mcb'wen it Gibson.
3. 'loronto Wonder, H. P. Harri.sou.
V. Napoleon, T. Jackson.
C. RO.SS, A. G. H. Luxton.

NOVICE—BITCHES.
1. F'ury, McKweii ife Gib.son.
2. Heather Bell, W. Robertson,
3. Reta, A. <;. H. Luxton.
V. Bessie, Malcolm Walker.

PUPPIES— DOGS.
1. Scotilla IV, Seminole Kenuels.
2. Kgliugtoii, McF;weu & Gibson.
3. Toronto Wonder, H. P. Harrison.
V. Colonel, A. G. H. Luxton.
H. Bruce, N. J. Taylor.
c. Tweed, Malcolm Walker.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. F'ury, McF^wen iic Gibson.
2. Heather Bell, W. Robertson.
3. Reta, A. G. H. Luxton.

Bull ]>ob:s—Open, dogs.

I. I'o'swain, Edwin Woodward.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Bloater Girl, Andrew G. Hatch.

Bull Terriers—Challenge, dogs.

I. Dufferin, William J. Bryson.

challenge, bitches.

I. Champion Starlight, Frank V. Dole.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Top Sparkle, Frank F. Dole.
2. Duke f Wellington, R. Wright.
3. Ben Battle, Henry Wright.
R. Prince Bendigo, H. F. Church.
V. Watchful Wagtail, Warren Sueden.
Common, Toon it Symouds.
King of Hearts, Toon & Symonds.

H. Royal, Dan O'Shea.
Mister Dick, J. Moorehead, Jr.
Buxton Baron II, Arch. Inglis.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Grove Duchess, Arthur T. Wilgress.
2. Fkigewood l-ancy, Frank F. Dole.
3. Queen of the Dale, Toon it Symouds.
H. Heb, George Jordan.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Duke of Wellington, R. Wright.
2. Belle of F^dgewood, Frank F. Dole.

Poodles—Open, dogs.

2. Friday, Mrs. F. Dole.

Dachshunds-Open, dogs.

1. Wiudrush Rioter, FIdmuud A. Maniiie.
2. Feldman, Joseph Lewis.
V. What's That, 1. J. Fitzsimons.
H. Bismarck, W. f:. MacKay.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I Jill, B F. Lewis.
2. Lina L., Joseph Lewis.
V. Nellie, J. H. Ames.

Beagles—Challenge, dogs.

I. Ch. Royal Krueger, Horuell-Harraony Ken-
nels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Ch. Una, Horuell-Harraony Kennels.
OPEN, IKXiS.

1. Tricotrin, HoruellHarmony Kenuels.
2. Roy K , H. L. Kreuder.
3. Roscoe, John Smellie.
V. Tallyho, A. B. Cooper.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. F°lf, Horuell-Harniony Kennels.
2. Ruby, Dan O'Shea.
3. Periwinkler, John Smellie.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES (uuder ij mos.)
1. King Krueger, Henry B. Nicol.
2. Guy, Hornell-Harraony Kennels.

BEST DOG OR BITCH UNDER 12 INCHES.
I. Ava W., Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

Fox Terriers—Open, i>ogs.

1. Dobbin, D. Munro.
2. Blemton Trump, J. K. McDonald.
3. Starden's Jack, D. Munro.
4. Diver Third, Mt. Washington Kennels.
V. Woodale Rival, D. Munro.

Painter, H. Northwood.
Kndicliffe Spice, Toon & Symonds.

II. Nobody's Child, Ancient and Modern Span-
iel Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. FIbor Nettle, D. Munro.
2. Kowton Safety, Mt. Washington Kennels.
3. Venus, Toon it Symonds.
4. Woodale Radiant, 1). Munro.
V. Woodale Refusal, D. Munro.

PUPPIES— Do<;s.

H. General Grant II, Charles Wagner.
c. Snowball, Jr., George Taunt.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Rowton Safety, Mt. Washington Kennels.
2. Woodale Radiant, D. Munro.
3. Arden Belle, G. W. Prescott.

WIre-lialred Fox Terriers—Open, dogs.
2 Barton Sting, Toon it Symonds.
V. Stanley, Robert Junor.
H. Sly Boots, P. J. hmyth.
Adswood Jim II, Battersby Kennels,

c. Gale Green Patch, Battersby Kennels.
NOVICE—Do<;s (smooth and wire-haired).

1. Nobody's Child, Ancient and Modern Span-
iel Kennels.

2. Live Boothan Spice, J. Bryce.
3. Sly Boots, P. J. Sinvth.
V. General Grant II, Charles F. Wagner.

NOVICE—BITCHES.
1. Rowton Safety, Mt. Washington Kennels
2. Suffolk Riot, A. D. Stewart.
.^. Arden Belle, G. W. Prescott.
K. Judy, G. W. Prescott.
H.Dot, G. W Prescott.

Overshow, P. J. Smyth.
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Irish Terriers—Open, dogs.
Jack Briggs, Toon & Symonds.
Nailer. Hd. Lever.
FCvictor, W Scully.

OPEN, BITCHES.
Exile, Toon & Symonds.
Kathleen, Ed. Lever.

Dandle Diuiiionts—Open, dogs.
King o' the Heather, Edward Brooks.
Valentine, C. J. Daniels.
Goyoa, J. Butterfield.

OPEN, BITCHES.
Fan, C. I.Daniels.
Litter of five pups, by Saba.
Saba, J. Butterfield.

Bedllngtons—Open, dogs.
Pica, Norman Baldwin.

, David Porkess.
Sir George, Dan O'Shea.
Stingr, Dan O'Shea.

OPEN, BITCHES.

Jerry, William Morris.
Zulo, Dan O'Shea.
Nettie, James Brown.

Skye Terriers—Open, dogs.
Sir Stafford, C. A. Shinn.
Sir John, W. H. Millimau.

Blaek and Tan Terriers.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

Ch. Meersbrook Maiden, Kochelle Kennels.

OPEN, DO<iS.

Broomfield Sultan, Rochelle Kennels.
/ Buffalo Rex, George R. Howard.
1 Rochelle Scott, Miss Lizzie Wright.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Matchless, Toon it Symonds.
2. English Lady, Kochelle Kennels.
3. Grace, A. F". Elmer.
V. Merry, Dan O'Shea.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.
I. Rochelle Carmeiicita, Rochelle Kennels.
3. Rex, George Jack.

Yorkshires—Challenge, dogs and bitches.
1. Toon's Royal, Toon it Symonds.
2. Venus, Toon it Symonds.

OPEN, DOGS.
I. Toon's Royal Gem, Toon & Symonds.

OPEN, BITCHES.

3. Miss Halifax, A. G. H. White.
H. Tot, Toon it Symonds.
Toy Terriers— (Other than Yorkshires).

OPEN, DOGS and BITCHES.
1. Trix, Frederick James Rice.
2. Cricket, W. R. Mumford.
3- , James Miller.

KIuK Charles Spaniels—Open, docs.
1. Royal Duke, York & Forshaw.

OPEN, bitchp:s.

1. Calumet Alice, A. M. Goldsmith.
2. Topsy, York it Forshaw.
3. Ruby, York & Forshaw.

Blenheim Spaniels—Open, dogs & bitches.

1. Romeo, York it Forshaw.

.lapanese and other Toy Spaniels.
2. Nellie, York it Forshaw.
3. Teaser, Dr. Hall.

Miscellaneous—(under 30 lbs.)

open, dogs and bitches.

I. Kilston, Toon it Symonds.

Special Prizes.

Best four mastiffs owned by one exhibitor.
Flour City Kennels; best four mastiffs owned in
Canada, H. Falconer. Best four rough-coated
St. Bernards, al.so best four owned in Canada, J.
S. Williams: best rough-coated dog, Kingston
Regent; best rough-coated bitch. Republican
Belle; best smooth-coated dog, Hector; best
smooth-coated bitch. Lady Swiss. Best exhibit
of four Great Danes, Wolverine Kenuels; tiest
dog, Imperator; best bitch, Minerva's Fawn.
Best exhibit of four greyhounds, A. W. Purbeck.
Best exhibit of four American foxhounds. D.
O'Shea. Best exhibit of four pointers and best
four owned in Canada, T. G. Davey.
Best four F:nglish setters, Mt. Washington

Kennels; best owned in Canada, T. G. Davey.
Best four Irish setters and best four owned 111

Canada; Douglass & Chambers. Best four Gor-
dons. S. G. Dixon; best owned in Canada, J. L.
Campbell. Best four collies, Seminole Kennels;
best four owned in Canada, McEwen it Gibson;
best collie dog bred by a member of the Collie
Club, Dowry; best bitch. Fury. Best four bull
terriers, F. F. Dole.
Best cocker spaniel in show owned by a mem-

ber of the American Spaniel Club, Black Duf-
ferin; best exhibit of four spaniels, Mercer &
Middleton;- best exhibit of four field spaniels,
Rosedale Kennels; best four cocker spaniels]
Laidlaw. Best four beagles, Hornell-Harmony
Kennels; best beagle in show. Champion Royal
Krueger. Best exhibit of four fox terriers, D.
Munro; best four owned iu Canada, G. W. Pres-
cott; best smooth dojg, Dobbin; best smooth bitch,
Ebor Nettle; best wire-haired dog. Barton Sting!
Best exhibit of four black and tan terriers,
Rochelle Kennels. Best exhibit of four Yoik-^
shires. Toon it Symonds. Best exhibit of four
pugs, F^berhart Pug Kennels; best dog with best
curled tail, Eberhart's Cashier.

(Joinments on the Awards.

English Mastiffs.—The Flour City
Kennel as usual took the prizes in the
challenge classes. Mr. Mason, however,
reversed Mr. Lacy's decision at Hamil-
ton last week by placing Caution's Own
Daughter second to Lady Coleas. In the
open dog class an old acquaintance, Elk-
sou, won over Mode, Elkson is good in
skull and wrinkle and square in muzzle,
eyes light, good length of body, but not
right in hind legs. Trust, he, is plain-
headed and weedy. King, he, is narrow
in skull, snipey, light in eyes, lacks bone
and has bad feet. In the bitch class
Bess, third, has a fair skull and square
muzzle

; she is light in eyes, has bad feet

and could be better behind. Greenwood
Juno, vhc, is weak in muzzle, light in
eyes and straight in hind legs.

St. Bernards.—Several new faces ap-
peared before the judge, but none of them
were world beaters. We mention the
new do^ only. Hesper's son, second,
lacks width of skull and depth iu muz-
zle. He is light iu bone and too straight
on hind legs. Monk, third, has a fair
skull and muzzle; he is a well-boned and
bodied dog. Monarch, fourth, is plain
iu head, snipey in muzzle and could be
better in body. Sir Leonard, vhc, is a
fair but plain dog, pinched in muzzle.
Oscar, he, is not right in skull and too
long in muzzle. Bruce, he, is not a show
dog. The wiuuers iu the bitch class
have been described within a week or so.
Daisy May, vhc, has a good skull, but is

weak in muzzle. Nell Maida, c, has a
wedge-shaped head and is bad in coat.
Lady Swiss, first iu the smooth-coated
bitches, was an easy winner in head,
body, limbs and condition. Dell, second,
was not on her bench when we passed by.
Gemmi, third, has good body and bone
and is just fair iu head. The puppy Nero,
second, is too small for his age.
Bloodhounds.—A very nice-bodied

and fair-headed bitch named Beauty was
shown and took second to Jack Shepard.
Newfoundlands.—Dan O'Shea, who

showed his old dog Lead, wou handily
over Major iu head and coat.

Grf;at Danf:s.—Imperator, first, is a
typical dog. He has a good head, neck,
shoulders, ribs, loins aud tail. He is a
bad mover. The Wolverine Kennels
captured the remaining prizes in the cla.ss

for dogs. In the bitch class Ultima, in
bad condition but better in hea«l, was
placed over Minerva's Fawn, who beat
her at Hamilton last week. Seigfreida,
vhc, in puppy class, is weak in head but
good iu body and limbs.
Barzois.—There were but three shown.

Princess Irma, a better type, particularly
in head, won over Modjeska in the bitch
class.

Greyhounds. — The classes for this
breed were very strong and the entries
double those of last year. Gem of the
Season beat Highland Chief in the chal-
lenge dog class. The winner is better,
especially in legs, feet, set on of forelegs,

ribs an<l hocks. Cassandra won easily
in the corresponding class for bitches.
She is looking well, but with age and
breeding her principle defect is becoming
more apparent. She is growing lighter
in thighs. She is better than Spinaway,
second, in front, particularly ui head,
expression, ears, neck and shoulders.
A better lot of dogs were never brought

before a judge in this country than the
open class for <logs. Ornatus, first, is

weak in front of ears, his jaws lack
squeezing power. He has a good, long,
clean neck, the average shoulders, good
legs and feet and * he stands over plenty
of ground. He is much better than the
average in quarters and shows quality all

through. Between Pious Pembroke, sec-
ond, aud Old Stone, third, it was the
closest kind of a fit. The former dog
falls away too nmch in front of eyes,
which gives him the appearance of being
weak in muzzle. He is built on the same
lines as Balkis but not on so large a
scale. He stands on good legs, has fine

quarters and hocks and possesses a very
gamey, resolute expression in face, which
makes up very much what he loses iu
front of eyes. Old Stone, like Pem-
broke, is not quite first-class in head
though the formation of it is vastly su-
perior in front of eyes. His ears are big
enough and neck just fair. He stands
on good lej^s and feet. What probably
beat him was his straightness behind, es-

pecially from hocks down. Highland
I)onal«i, reserve, has improved a lot. He
is a bit too wide through the chest and
is heavy in shoulders. His hindquarters
are too much under him.
Open class for bitches was also very

strong. Bestwood Daisy, a bitch of in-

tense quality, won easily. She has a
nice quality of head, fine shoulders, per-
fect neck, good legs down to knees, ex-
cellent feet and stands as straight as Cas-
sandra. vShe lacks spring of ribs and
would do with more power behind and
could be stronger at knees. Lady of
Gaiusboro, second, is built on a much
larger scale. She is weak before the
eyes, good in neck, ears and chest. Her
position of fore legs will always be
against her, being set too far under the
body, and for a bitch with her weight of
top she lacks strength from elbow to
knee. She is wheel-backed, not first-
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class in loins and brings her hind legs
forward in a manner not correct. Bent
of Fa.shion, third, is under size and too
small to compete against a good one
built on nice lines. Her worst fault is
her lack of size.

Pointers.—The winners in the chal-
lenge cla.sses are now well known. West-
minster Drake, second to Tempest in
the open class for heavy dogs, we did not
see. Ossiuiug won haudilv in the open
class for dogs. Shot, second, is fair in
head, too lippy, round in barrel and
stands out at elbows. We preferred Ax-
tell King Don, third, for second place.
He shows (quality and is a nice, clean-
limbed (log. Lady Graphic in the light-
weight bitch clas^ had to make way for
a couple better ones. Lady Gay Spanker
was an easy winner, aud is a pointer of
the highest quality. Miss Rumor, sec-
ond, is of the same type as the winner.
Dodo, vhc, has a good skull, but is

pinched in muzzle ; she stands too wide
in front. vSeveral entries of Mr. Davey
we did not see, but will describe them at
Montreal.
I'>glish Setters.—a grand lot. No

entries in challenge classes. lidge Mark
again landed a winner in the open class
for dogs, with Ightfield Rhuilas a good
second. The latter dog has the more
pleasing head and expression, but the
winner tops him in body, limbs and con-
dition. Viscount, third, is weak iu
hindquarters. Nia, third at Hamilton,
got her proper position at the head of
the bitches. Forest Heather, second, has
a sweet head, good body, limbs, feet and
coat. She beats Albert's Nellie, third,
in substance and bone. Canadian Lillie,
reserve, is rather heavy but well propor-
tioned and is a good one showing quality.
Monk's Fan, vhc, is weak in head and
.soft in muscle. Forest Gladys, he, is

wide in front, weak in muzzle, and is

cow-hocked. Scottish Belle, he, is plain
in head and carries ears badly.

Irish Setters.—A very fair lot. Sem-
inole, a proper stamp of dog, won. Par-
nell, .secoiKl. is light iu eyes, which are
also large. His head is of fair length,
body and limbs good. Glen Jarvis, third,
is better than Parnell in head. He
stands over at pasterns and carries his
tail too gaily. Larry, reserve, is short in

muzzle, poor ears and is too straight be-
hind. Erin's Lad, vhc, could also be
better behind. The remainder of the
class are not show dogs. Irene, first in

bitch class, has a good head spoiled by
her ears l>eing placed too high. .She is

symmetrical and well prof)ortioned.
Duchess of Avondale, second, is weak in

muzzle and a bit wavy in coat.

Gordon Sf:tters.—Ivanhoe again
won over Leo B. iu the challenge class
for dogs, and Duchess of Waverly won
over Becky Sharp in the bitch class. The
former is better in head, front legs and
condition. Becky has seen her best days
and should be retired from the bench.
Two entries in the open class for dogs,
Clj'de, better in head, beat Pendennis.
In bitches Dorothea, first, had the advant-
age of maturity, the others being but
pups.
CoLLiKS.—Roslyn Dandy and Metch-

ley Surprise had the challenge classes to
themselves, and they won iu their re-

spective classes. In the open dog class

Dowry, first, is thick in skull, carries
cars badly, not right in eyes and lacks
under coat. He has excellent body, legs,

feet and bone. Moonstone, reserve at

Hamilton, got second, while Sir Walter
Scott III, who beat him there, was put
next to him. Sir Walter is much the
l)etter type than the winner of either first

or second ; he shows more quality and
has much the best head, in fact was the
best dog in the class. Metchley Wonder
II, the winner at Hamilton, was fourth
here. Roslyn Conway, reserve, is better
than Dowry or Moonstone, iu spite of
his bis being entirely out of coat. In the
bitch class the judge stuck to his type

—

heavy, big-boned and coarse-headed.
Nancy, first, has a poor head, bad eyes,

is wrong in ears and soft in coat. Her
body and limbs are good. Dot, second,
is out of coat and lacks undercoat, light

in lx)ne but a good-headed bitch, and in

our opinion an easy first. Belle, third,

is also a bitch of the correct type. Reta,
fourth, is a promising puppy. Maid of
Dundee, vhc, is wrong in head, ears and
eyes ; a poor one.
Spaniei^.—Messrs. Mercer aud Mid-

dleton had the Clumber classes to them-
selves, excepting in the open dog class,

where Darby competed with Johnny, Jr.,

and was beaten by him, reversing the

Kingston decision. We described both
dogs in our report of that show. In the
cocker classes the winners have nearly
all been already described in our recent
reports. We have seen three gootl judges
in the last three weeks place the same
dogs differently, so it is very evident
that as Dr. Mills states in the Canadian
Kennel Gazette, "cocker type is at the
present time undoubtedly in a transition
state." In the open class for black
bitches a couple of new good ones were
shown. I Guess, first, is a trifle under-
shot, but is better in head, front and
body than Woodstock Cora, second, who
has a cankered mouth and is continually
twitching from Corea. Brant Flirt, re-
serve, is good in skull, weak in muz-
zle, and better on front feet than winner
of second. Brantford Topsy, vhc, is

short in muzzle, overshot aud out at el-
tows.

Beaglf:s.—Here again old faces greet-
ed us. Roscoe, third in open dogs, is a
coarse-headed, big dog. Tallyho, vhc,
is pinched in muzzle and stands too wi<le
in front. Two nice puppies were shown
in King Krueger and Guy.
Terriers. -Bull terriers, the same lot

as were at Hamilton, were placed here
entirely diflFerently. A new dog appeared
in fox terriers and a good one at that.
His name is Dubbin and he won first. He
is a bit weak in front of eye and could be
better in expression, good ears well car-
ried, good neck, legs and feet, bad coat,
which might be more dense on sides He
is a goo<l type aud will be heard from
again.

Black and Tan Terriers. — This
breed is worth more than a passing para-
graph. A good lot of dogs were shown.
Meersbrook Maiden was alone in the
challenge class, and was shown in good
condition. Her coat is a trifle wirey, her
left eye seems to be going. Broomfield
vSultan was first in the open class for
dogs. He has a good, long, clean, pun-
ishing head, rather a light eye. He lacks
depth of body, straightness of fore legs
and in stern, otherwise a good dog and
will take lots of beating. Buffalo Rex
and Rochelle Scott were equal third.
Both are bad in head. Rex is weak be-
fore eyes, which are light, poor in ex-
pression. His ears are not neatly cut.
His body is his best point. Scott is not
so weak under eyes as Rex but is not
right in muzzle, is not tight lipped and
could be truer on legs. He beats the
other in color and shows more character
in face. It is a close thing between this
brace. Matchless, first in bitch class, is

too large and full in eye and has a sleepy
expression, which is against her. She
is not first-class in color. She l)eats Eng-
lish Lady, .second, in length and clean-
ness of head, also hind parts, and has a
sound mouth. P^nglish Lady is very
much better in expression, also better in

color and stouter in bo<ly. Though a
young bitch, English Lady has lo.st her
front teeth.

•--•

CINCIXNAirS BENCH SHOW.

Mr. Kberhart "Writes C'onoernlnK It

froin the Canadian Shows.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I hear from Cincinnati to-day that the

comiug «log show which will be held

October 14 to 17, is the talk of the town.

Calls for entry blanks and premium lists

are coming iu already. Same will be out
this week and be mailed at once. Being
at the Canada shows I may overlook
some, so would be pleased to have breed-
ers write for them to No. 3 F^ast Fourth
Street, Cincinnati, O. Entries close Oc-
tober 3.

Mr. Hogan's celebrated Great Dane
Imperator, also Mr. William J. Bryson's
challenge bull terrier DufTerin will be at

the show. Mr. Frank C. Wheeler will

judge all classes.

Toronto is a great show and the boys
have had a good time. We were never
treated better than at the show at Ham-
ilton. Al. G. Eberhart.
Toronto, September 17, 1S91.

Strentham Monarch.
F'DITOR F'ANCIERS' JOURNAL.

I have received my new bull terrier,
Streatham Monarch, and am very much pleased
with him. He certainly has had a remarkable
career for such a young dog. Enclose find his
winnings. Yours truly.

John Moorhead, Jr.

PrrTSBCRG, Pa., September 23, 1891.

[We expect to print a cut and full description
of^Streatham Monarch at an early date—KD.]

BISGUITSAND BROTH.
From Our Own Correspondent.

London, England, Sept. 5.—The par-
tridge shooting season has commenced,
but I must say not under very favorable
circs ; in fact, the very wet summer
we have experienced has kept every-
thing back, and at the time of writing
very few of the corn crops have been cut,
so naturally the birds go for the shelter iu
the standing corn. Therefore partridge
shooting will not commence in real earn-
est until a couple of weeks hence.

The show of the week has been Birken-
head, and a very fine one it was, too.
You could see everything there in the
way of prize stock. It was indeed quite
a pleasurable .show, notwithstanding the
sloppy .state of the ground.

Birkenhead at her best is but a mi.ser-
able place, and bad as Liverpool is it is a
treat to cross the river Mersey and get
back into civilization. I think Birken-
head can hold her own so far as ragged
street Arabs go, and really they are quite
a nuisance, as they throw summersaults
alongside of cabs aud cars. I think the
poorer class of the Irish element account
for a lot of this.

I did not see anything particular at
the Birkenhead show. By that I of course
mean no new star to attract the attention
of dogdom. But there was also a big
show on at Bakewell the same day, and
a good many of the Midland exhibitors
patronized that fixture.

^XX^ '

A very funny incident happened at
Bakewell. Mr. Arthur Maxwell, who is

well known as an exhibitor of terriers
and deerhounds wherever doggy matters
are up to date, wired from Bishop Auk-
land to the landlord of the Rutland
Anns Hotel at Bakewell to keep him a
bedroom. The wire finished up with
"Maxwell Bishop Aukland." The land-
lord in question felt highly honore«l, for
he thought a real live bishop of the
Church of England was alx>ut to patron-
ize his hotel, and forthwith great prepa-
rations were made for the reception of
"Bishop Aukland." You can easily im-
agine the fun this all caused, when the
usual crowd of exhibitors put in an ap-
pearance. The whole house had been
turned topsy lurvy so that the bishop
should be comfortable, and I think it

will be a long time before the nickname
of "Bi.shop" will leave Mr. Maxwell.

XX-
Mr. E. B. Bishop, Glenmore Kenuels,

has purchased the Irish setter bitch
Coleraiu, who won for the Rev. Robert
O'Callaghan at the National and Kennel
Club trials this spring. She is a rare
bred one, too, I saw this bitch work at
Newport Salop, aud I must say she made
a most remarkable performance and de-
.servedly won. She is not an over large
one, but perhaps the work she had done
before the trials accounted in some meas-
ure for that failing when I saw her.

^XX^
Spratts Patent, who seem to be doing

a lot of shipping in the way of dogs uow,
also sent out this week a black poodle,
Black Nigger by name, consigned to Mr.
Ogden Mills, Broadway, New York. I

don't recollect this dog for the moment
as a show dog, so am unable to express
an opinion alx)uthim.

^xx^
I think the two best poodles in Eng-

land now are Achilles, owned by Mr. An-
gel, and Peter Jackson, the property of
Mr. Nye. I must say that they are
alx)ut the best that we have ever seen,
not excepting Champion Lyris, who un-
doubtedly was a grand dog and always
shown in the pink of condition. But
what a trouble these dogs must be to
their owners. The last time I saw Achil-
les his coat was tied up so that it should
not trail the ground, for as a matter of
fact about two inches of it does drag on
the ground when it is let down. What a
life for a poor animal, and I cannot help
but think that the poodle would l)e more
popular still were the woolly variety more
in fashion.

The coursing season opens next week,
and Haydock park will be the rendezvoMs.

The season has been pretty good for try-
ing saplings for the ground has been so
soft in consequence of the rain. There-
fore the younsters can extend themselves
and not get thumped and knocked up by
the hard ground. vSo greyhound men
will be having their fling for a while.

Last Sunday I drove ont to see Mr.
vSam Woodiwiss, for I wanted to have a
look at his saplings. It is his intention
to patronize the leash, and I hope all
will wish him success. He has engaged
the same trainer who was so successful
with his coursing terriers last season.
And what a lot of terriers to be sure ! I

should think that I .saw eight or nine
brace all kept for coursing. The cham-
pion of the lot is College Boy, al)out the
biggest devil of a dog I ever clapped eyes
upon, and he will worry anything alive,
he is so keen. I have heard that he once
smashed a glass case to get at a stuffed
cat. So no wonder that he has won
.somewhere about sixty slakes. The ter-
riers are all right, but^ candidly, I should
like to see some better long tails at the
training quarters at Wood Green.

^^ f
"^

One of the visitors to the big show at
Chicago while the World's I'air is on
will be Mr. Fred Hihks. of Birmingham,
whose name is a hou.sehold one in bull
terrierdom. Fred is now "living pri-
vate," that is to say he has given up his
public house, and has taken a very fine
place with plenty of ground in or near
Birmingham, where he can keep several
dogs. So as he is out of busiuess he will
be able to get away, and no doubt will
have a tidy string of dogs on the benches
at Porkopolis.

^\x^
The last noted bull terrier .sold by Mr.

Hinks was Grand Prior, now owned by
Mr. Diggle, of Manchester, who is re-
ported to l)e a very rich young man,
whose chief hobby in the way of dogs is

a collie. A stiffish price was given for
Grand Prior, and after the bargain was
struck the purchaser remarked he would
have given a thousand sovereigns for him
if Hinks had asked it. Fred now walks
about with a tear in his eye, but the ad-
vent of all this lUDuey into bull terriers
will give the breed a good, old-fashioned
jump.

-^xx^

Killeudaragh, sent out the week l)efore
last by Major Jameson to the Killarney
Kennels, Chicago, it seems has won more
prizes than second at Southampton. She
has l)een successful both at Brighton and
Dublin.

^XX^
The St. Bernanl Lonl Bute sailed for

Philadelphia on Saturday last, .so we
have no doubt seen the last of that big
fellow. The St. Bernard sale ol the week
has been Young Plinlinimon, who has
gone from Mr. Shillcock's kennel into
that of Mr. Green, of Gloster, who sent
Beauvale across the .Atlantic the other
day. Young Plinlinimon is a very good
.sort of dog, and I think he will do a lot
of winning for his new owner. The
price has not transpirc»l, but I should say
It was a large one.

^XX^
Mr. F. W. vSackett, Cai>e Vincent,

saile«l on the Trave for Southainptoii on
Wednesday la.st. He called to .see me on
Monday and .said that he had enjoyed
himself iminensely on the Contnient. .\

bull bitch, Mi.ss Dudley, has just been
shipped for him by Mr. Harry Laylon,
and as he is a bit Barzoi stricken it is

not unlikely that he will import a well-
known dog from this country.

I have been reading Mr. Joe Lewis'
letter in reference to his Ivtiglish trip. He
is wrong in stating that Spratts Patent
lx?uched at Gloster and that the state of
the show was a disgrace to them. The
benching was done by another firm.

The bull bitch Miss Dudley before she
sailed was turned to Guido, the property
of Mr. Jack Ellis.

-•.++-1-

I .see in the "They Say" column of the
Canine World that some Americans re-

cently visited some well-known setter

kennels in the North and that the owner
of these dogs would not sell because he
considered that the men who came to see
them didn't know whatthev were talking
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al)out. This, to say the least of it, is

curious, and rather a peculiar trait in this
a^e of business. Who the American j(en-
tlenien were I «lo not know, but rumor
has it that Mr. Cockerton was the }»entle-
nian who refused four times the value of
the dog he was asked to sell.

I also notice that a well known exhib-
itor keeps other than his show spaniels
for work. This no doubt refers to Mr.
Smith, the owner of Beverley Comet,
Nebo and other black spaniels. I have
heard him openly avow that he hated
those "damned show dogs," but he kept
them just for anmsement and the fun
of going to shows. Now here is a man
I think Mr. J. Otis l-'ellows would likr

to kno'v, and he is a real good sort of
spcrt, too.

A vSt. Bernard bitch from Mr. vShill-

cock's kennel sailed for Philadelphia on
the Nomadie last ^Saturday. vShe was
consigned to Mr. James Watson, and a
rough collie from the Wellesbourue Ken-
nels for the Chestnut Hill Kennels also
went out on the same boat.

I see by the last issue of a Dublin jour-
nal that a few young "sporting" n>en are
about to form an Irish terrier coursing
club. Well, I cannot exactly see where
the "sporting" comes in—coursing a
poor devil of a rabbit in an enclosed
place. I hope owners of Irish terriers

will try to put their feel on this move-
ment in its infancy, for no one with a
ghost of true sport in his heart would
think of using an Irish terrier as a rab-

bit courser in some back yard or pad-
dock r

Again, what a laughing stock this na-
tional terrier will become ! It will, I

think, be going away from the traditions
of true Irish sportsmen and gentlemen
to put »lown little innocent rabbits lye-

fore a brace of "dare devils." "iJare
devils," indeed! Why, bless my heart,

it would l)e just as sportsmanlike to put
a cat into a cage with a canary. If j'oung
Irish "sporting bank clerks" must have
some sport let them form a badger club
and keep it to themselves. A bit of
sport is always to be had if mouths are
kept close.

In a former letter I wrote strongly on
the question of big Irish terriers, and I

fancy there are many who must l>e my
way of thinking, too, for as a writer to
public journals I know that when you
tread on the corns of people thcv im-
mediately s(|ueak. However, as there
has l)een no squeaking up to the present
time I am led to believe that my friends
over the water are at one with me on this
question of big terriers, so I hope that
all true lovers of the Irish terrier will

give this proposed coursing business the
snubbing that it so rightly deserves,

I am writing this letter in the centre of
the largest city in the world, and were I

so disposed I could ^ive my terrier which
lies at my feet a trial in less than five

minutes. I could go and put him to a
badger, and the policeman perhaps stand-
ing on the pavement outside. The thing
is kept quiet, and there you are. There
is a bi'f of sport when an animal is willin|^

and able to take care of himself, but
coursing rabbits with Irish terriers is ten
times worse than the hobblehoy pastime
of turning bunnies down l>efore fox ter-

riers.

lyCaving alone the cruel and unsports-
manlike side of the question, think for a
moment what a lot of harm it will do to
the Irish terrier ! Goodness knows they
breed them leggy and big enough r.owa-
days, but if this coursing business comes
to a head and is patronized, then you
must expect to see a lot of red, elongated,
stuck-up dogs about. By the way, it is

not always the leggy dog that can gallop
the best ; indeed it is often quite the re-

verse. But do what you like, you can-
not alter the public mind from thinking
that length of leg means speed.

London, Kng., Sept. 12.—The great
event of the week has been the St. Leger.
the chief fixture in equine circles in the
North of England. It is held at Don-
caster, and is of equal imp>ortance to the
Derby ; in fact, the Northerners think
more of it. Common, who won the

2000-Guineas and Derby also was to the
fore at Doncaster, and therefore has
earned the "triple crown."

Those who have not been at Donca.ster
while the vSt. Leger is on can hardly
have an idea what the place is like. It

is alive with sportsmen of the best class,

and the sport-loving people from the
northern counties pour in by the thou-
sand. Special trains run from all parts,

and all are crowded, and as the weather
this week has l)een most pleasant the
company was greater than ever this year.

-^.^.-^-

So far as regards dogs there has not
been much doing, if I except the show at

Glasgow, which was a success. But Glas-
gow cannot hold two dog clubs or asso-

ciations, and the sooner the other show is

shut up the better. I think such is

likely to happen, for the Glasgow Canine
Society are in debt, so decay has set in.

It is wonderful how jealous some clubs
are of one another, and when there are
two in the same locality sooner or later

one has to go to the wall.

"•++•»—

Since writing you last I have had a so-

licitor's letter in reference to what I have
written in these columns about the Ken-
nel Club and Mr. Shirley. I am told
that I have grossly libelled that gentle-
man by saying that he owned the club
and received the profits. The letters in

full perhaps you will be good enough to
print. Mr. button's letters I considered
most offensive and full of "bluff," and I

fancy he has been mistaken in his man.

Since this affair has come to a head the
letters of sympathy I have received have
indeed been numerous. I had an idea
there was a feeling abroad that the gov-
ernment at Cleveland Row was somewhat
autocratic. That feeling is very general,
and whatever the Kennel Club will do in

my ca.se I can give them notice they will

be handled with ungloved hands.

—l-'^-t-

Why on earth is not a balance sheet is-

sued to the showing public who pay their
shillings to sombody at Cleveland Row?
It seems that no one is to dare to ques
tion the doings of this self-elected body.
If the Kennel Club do take action against
me in a court of law the public perhaps
then will Ije able to hear from the lips of
the president and his understrappers
where all the.se fees go.

I sent these letters to the press here
and the Stock-Keeper refused to publish
them, the case being subjudicc. At least

that is the reason given to me by the
editors. As that paper has been right in

the front rank in cutting my pars and
making adverse editorial remarks upon
them, one can easily see that it is palling
up to the K. C, and I cannot help re-

marking that in this controversy Mr.
Krehl and his co-editors have not fought
fair with me. The S.-K. sometime ago
prided itself upon its independence, but
fads go to prove otherwise.

There is one thing I am sure of. The
day will come when people will not stand
l>eing bossed by a self-elected body. The
movement is afoot, and everyone saving
members of the K. C. is of an opinion
that the ruling body should \ye more
representative. I was talking the other
day to a member, and chaffingly he said

it was too bad of me to rub it in so thick
in reference to that body. "There must
be some ruling body," said he, and of
course no one disagrees with him. But
why should this fellow rule over me
when I state without the slightest ego-
tism that I am superior to him m every
particular excepting purse.

vSome people who do not know me
may think that I have a grudge against
the Kennel Club. Such of course is out
of all question. They have never done
me a bad turn; on the contrary, they once
objected to a dog of mine who won at a
show, and withdrew the objections after

I had explained the matter. I therefore
have not the slightest ill will against it.

But as a man I do object to be thrown
into the cart with a lot of dead heads who
will accept as Gospel whatever is ruled
at Cleveland Row.

^xx^
Mr. Dutton no doubt is an estimable

gentleman in his way, but he has a knack

of writing most insulting letters, and the
one I have received since I sent the cor-
respondence to the press is couched in
very nasty terms. He gives me the lie

direct and says that I did write in a ma-
licious manner. I have over and over
asserted that I did not. Mr. Dutton no
doubt wrote in a fit of temper when he
knew that the public would be put in
possession of his over-bearing letters.

Bluff is all very well in petty police court
cases, but men of the world are apt to
tumble to it.

-^xx^

The harvest is now going on at a fine

rate, the weather being charming. Par-
tridge shooting is becoming more gen-
eral and cub hunting has commenced,
and coursing will be iu full swing in
about a week's time.

^XX^
It seems that Mr. Hubeit Wilson did

not please exhibitors of Irish setters who
came over to the show last week at Bir-

kenhead. I will just quote from a letter

published in Ireland : "To pass on to the
judging, I will oniy deal with that of the
Irish red setters as being the class in
which I was chiefly interested, though I

heard complaints from all quarters with
regard to the judging of other breeds.
Mr. H. M. Wilson acted as the judge of
pointers and setters, and his decisions in

these classes gave rise to the most unqual-
ified disapproval. In the class for red
setters Mr. Taylor had entered Torkiug-
ton Mark, a dog bred by the judge and
sold by him to Mr. Taylor. This dog was
awarded first prize, second honors being
awarded to Erin III, while the well-
known Colleen Bawn was relegated to
third place, Rathgar Rock having to be
content with vhc and r. It would be diffi-

cult to imagine what points .secured to
Torkington Mark the red card, he being
in the opinion of several good judges of
the breed far below what one looks for in

a first prize dog. His head was much
too broad and short, while his coat was
far and away too heavy, the feathering
under his neck being at least five inches
long. The hind legs were also too
straight, while the elbows were decidedly
"in."

"Then the placing of Erin HI before
Colleen Bawn completely reverses the
judments passed on these bitches at the
last four principal Irish shows, where
the latter secured four firsts and two
cups, while the former could only boast
of some two thirds, one second and one
vhc at the same shows. Colleen Bawn
on one of these occasions beat Garry-
owen, Jr., and, therefore, if Mr. Wilson's
judgment is to be relied on, Torkington
Mark is ahead of Garryowen, Jr. But
I think anyone having the smallest
knowledge of the points of this breed
would not for one moment consider
Torkington Mark anything like being
near Garryowen, Jr. The placing of Erin
III and Colleen Bawn at Birkenhead
would go to prove that there has been an
error somewhere with regard to the plac-

ing of these bitches. And either Mr.
Wilson must be right and the judges at

the four Irish shows must have been in

fault, or vice versa.

^XX^
"I think it would be well if breeders

and exhibitors of the various breeds of
dogs would take steps to impress on the
members of the Kennel Club the fact

that general opinion is very much against
the— I am glad to say not very frequent
—habit of allowing judges to adjudicate
on any class in which an animal at any
time his property was entered for compe-
tition. Either the entry for such ani-

mal should be refused or the judge should
not be permitted to adjudicate iu such
cases. It is unfair to the judge and un-
fair to the general exhibitor."

The coursing sea.son will soon be upon
us, and the Haydock Park fixture is the
most important one this mouth. The
draw takes place on the 14th, and there

is sure to be lots of sport, for there are

no less than 238 entries. The season has
been a very good one for trying saplings.

-^XX^
Hardly a week passes without some

noted dog being sent out to the United
States. You Americans will have the
best that money can buy, aud it must be
written to your credit that you love a
dog for his working qualities, too. The
celebrated Irish setter Colerain is the

latest purchase by the Glenmore Kennel,
Cincinnati, and it must have been a high
figure to make the Rev. Robert O'Cal-
laghau part with that well-known young-
ster, of whom he was so justly proud. It
will be remembered that Colerain won at
the National Field Trials at Newport,
Salop, and at the Kennel Club trials at
Ellington Park. I now hear the price
given for her was 250 guineas.

^XX^
I think the revival of the Newmarket

meeting will be much welcomed by the
great body of sportsmen in the racing
metropolis. But there are some good
dogs there besides Longtail—in fact, col-
lies hold high holiday in Newmarket and
the neighborhood. Some of the best
youngsters have been bred by Messrs,
Rae and Parsons and Mr. Percy Heaton,
who, as a stockmau, is the son of his
father. Captain Heaton. I was over that
way the other day, and I must say saw a
lot of quality bitches which will be sure
to continue to breed the right sort of
dogs for show purposes.

^XX^
I was looking the other day over the

description of a perfect collie in the Collie
Club Hand-Book. I read the words "color
unnatural." and I think there are few
people who don't think so too. But
how is it that the black aud tan collie
has been so lost sight of ? Sables and
sable and whites are all the go now, and
even the tricolor—black, tan and white

—

has almost fallen out of fashion. How-
ever, I hear that Mr, Brearley, who owns
some very nice collies, has bought one
of the last mentioned varieties this week,
and as an unshown dog he made eighty-
five guineas.

^XX^
I have a letter before nie which I am

at a loss to understand. Mr. James Light,
Lupas Cottages, Kingston on Thames,
Surrey, writes to ask if I know the ad-
dress of George Light or Liddle. He
further states that he was to take a dog
from me out to some kennels in Chicago.
I would like to state here that I know
nothing about the whole matter.

^xx^
Heads in collies have been exciting

considerable interest of late, but I no-
ticed a dog at Becktou the other day that
greatly surprised me. I refer to the pe-
culiar colored Archie, for he is of a choc-
olate and cream color, as Mr. Hugh Dal-
ziel once descrilied him in a report.
When he came out he had a very nice
show head, but soon afterwards we all

thought his head was going, or in other
words, it was growing coarse. However,
we were greatly mistaken, for his head
yesterday seemed to have fined down
again. However, his head is certainly
not so common as it was a few months
ago. He won two firsts and a sf>ecial,

but it must be added the collies down
there were very poor, and besides a great
big son of Caractacus there was nothing
there ofmuch account for the judge—Mr.
G. R. Krehl—to pass an opinion upon.

^XX^
At the show at Bray (Ireland) recently

a class was given for coursing Irish ter-

riers, and I am glad to see that already
some of the I. T. men 'cross the channel
are up in arms against such an innova-
tion going any further. "Good luck to
them " say all people interested in ter-

riers, for the Irish terrier is not leggy
enough. But after all it is a mistake to
think that the more leggy a dog is the
l>etter he can gallop. However, if these
classes are continued for coursing Iri.sh

terriers—well, I am afraid it will be a bad
lookout for the breed.

OFF TO THE FIELD TRIALS.

Several Xotod l>08;s Shipped to Be
Trained for the Trials.

The Greenfield Hill Kennel has with-

drawn from the stud the English setter dog
Harry C. The dog is now in training for the

All-Aged and Free-for All Stakes at the Central

and Eastern field trials. Rowdy Rod and King's

Dan will be kenneled after September 25 at

Thomasville, N. C. There their services will be

allowed to approved bitches. Thomasville, N.

C, is located on the Peidmont Airline Railroad,

direct line from New York to Atlanta, Ga.

Bitches may be shipped by express direct and
will be given best of care and attention. All

communications should be addressed to S. C.

Bradley, Thomasville, N. C.

POULTRYan" PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Westfield, Pa., is one of those quiet

little cities that one seldom hears about,

and yet it manages to hold agricultural

fairs that are fully equal to those held
by more pretentious cities. The poultry

exhibit last year was very large, but this

season was rather below the former
standard in quantity, but the quality was
superior. We saw nearly as many fine

fowls running around on the streets of

Westfield as were in the show room.

*
» »

Mayor W. V. Everitt and Secretary

Strong are responsible for the hen fever

that has struck Westfield. The former
with his white Wyandottes and ro.se-

conib brown Leghorns and the latter

with his games certainly have cau.se to

feel proud of their stock, and it has set

a good example to others in that beauti-

ful rural valley of which We.stfield is the

metropolis.
»

* *

There is no gainsaying the fact that

poultry shows are educating the farmers

in selecting better stock. At Westfield

we saw a brown Leghorn pullet exhibited

by a farmer that was about as good as

anything we ever saw. Last year the

same farmer "wasn't in it ;" this year he
was, aud the pleased expression of his

face denotes that he is in the business to

stay. He beat some of the professional

showmen.
. .

•%
It would be a good thing to beat the

latter frequently, as it will spur them on
to get better birds. Some of the birds

shown in the fall circuits are a trifle

shabby in quality.

« «

Our English contemporaries use no
gloves in handling the problem of ex-

extensive poultry farming. The Feath-

ered World remarks that

"Various attempts have been made
from time to time to start poultry farms

;

some of them have been simply gigantic
swindles, others have only been a failure

and have died, only ruining a few inter-

ested in them. Several companies have
been started for the same purpo.se, but all

have ended in failure, disappointment
and ruin."

» «

This is pretty strong language, but the

truth is best expressed forcibly. People

will not be impressed with sugar-coated

caution for the simple reason that the

wildly extravagant statements of un-

scrupulous poultry writers dazzle them
too much. If you can find one of those

perennial blowers who claim that chil-

dren aud invalids can make easy money
in the poultry business aud men can

make thousands of dollars that ever

made an honest living at the business

you will be lucky.

• •

The Fanciers' Journal has no land

boom annex, no interest in selling fowls

or appliances and does not doubt the in-

telligence of its readers. Its course is

conservative because those who shape it

have been through the practical ordeal.

To boom any business is folly, for the

law of supply and demand sooner or later

brings all business on its properlevel.

•••

Ask any successful poultry breeder

whether he has made the business pay,

and the answer will be "yes, to a certain

extent, but I had to depend on this or

that, etc." He had to depend on some-

thing outside, and in many cases the

practical part of poultry raising pays the

expenses, while the fancy fowls furnish

the profit. All fancy alone and all mar-
ket poultry alone are two different hills to

climb.

* «

Whenever we read of some of the huge
poultry farms to be started wj shiver.

The arithmetic of the projector is very
pretty on paper, and the profits always
figured out to be enormous. The fact

remains, however, that all attempts to

keep thousands of fowls on one farm
have failed in the past.

»
« *

A very successful poultry farm is sel-

dom over-stocked. The practical ex-
perience of the owner teaches him to

"farm out" his chickens, and even his

breeding pens.

*#
In regard to the wonderful poultry

farms of France we cal! attention to the

following from an English paper :

"Mr, C. L. Sutherlaud, one of the as-
sistant commissioners appointed under
the Agricultural Interest Commission,
says in his report which was presented
to both Houses of Parliament as follows,
'It is a commonly received i<lea in Eng-
land that there exist in France huge
poultry farms, where fowls are kept l)y

several hundreds, and it has been over
and over again urged on English farmers
to adopt this poultry farming on a gigan-
tic scale, as some sort of means of allevi-
ating the present depression and enabling
them to make money. A long acquaint-
ance with the chief French poultry-
breeding districts, as well as answers to
enquiries I have from time to time on the
subject, enable me positively to deny the
existence of such establishments. The
greatest number of heads of poultry that
can be kept profitably on a single farm
varies from 200 to 300, If a greater num-
ber than this is kept the ground becomes
poisoned, and it is found impossible to
rear chickens. Whenever large poultry
farms have been started in England—as
for instance at Bromley, in Kent—they
have failed, and chiefly owing to the
above reason—a reason perfectly well
known to and understood by all practi-
cal poultry keepers. The manner in

which so many fowls are reared and eggs
produced in France is as follows, inde-
pendently, of course, of climatic influ-

ences, which must be held to be of some
little account. Every peasant proprietor,
every bordier, with perhaps two or three
acres of land, keeps fowls, the produce
from which is collected by dealers who
.scour the country. In this way a ver>-

large number of fowls in the aggregate is

'•ept, but they are scattered about all

over the country.' "

»

The above contains much to ponder

over, although exception will be taken

to the statement that 200 to 300 head of

poultry is the largest number that can be

profitably kept on one farm. Allowance

must be made, however, that the farms

in France are small, seldom exceeding

ten to fifteen acres in size.

«
» «

Two hundred and fifly thoroughbred

fowls properly managed are enough for

most men to handle on one farm. The
chickens that can Ije raised from the eggs

of such a flock are apt to tax even the

average American farm and the poultry-

man severely. That is in real life. On
paper, of course, it is "child's play," or

some other dainty thing.
*

In the series of descriptive articles that

have appeared and will appear in The
Fanciers' Journal, our readers can

get an idea of the methods of successful

poultrymen ; men who have neither

time nor inclination to write about their

successes or failures.
«

« *

Elmira and Binghamton hold their an-

nual .shows both on the same dates. This

is calculated to divide the entries some-

what, and may cause a little friction be-

tween the Queen and the Parlor cities,

Binghamton was compelled to select the

same date as Palmira owing to the rules

of the A. K. C. This should lead El-

mira to consider the advisability of

changing its dates a few days earlier or

later, as the cities are so near to each
other that fanciers could visit both in the

same week.

» «

The sixth annual exhibition and bench
show of the Northern Illinois Poultry

and Pet Stock As.sociatiou takes place at

Rockford, 111., December 2 to 8, 1891.

This is a very successful organization,

always paying its premiums in full.

Catalogues can be obtained by writing to

the secretary, A. H. Currier.

«
* *

Alderman Forsyth has returned from
the wilds of the North woods to the city

of Owego, N. Y., where he is preparing

for the winter campaign. We will in

next week's issue give descriptions of his

famous Riverside Poultry Farm.
«

Read the advertisement of the sale of

Mrs. Scrivens' famous buff Cochins, to

be sold by Mr. F). C. Stretch, at Nor-
mandy Villa, Shipley, Yorks, England,
on November 4. This will be a fine op-

portunity to secure some of the choicest

buffs in England
«

« «

Dr, W, F, Roth once more joins the

list of correspondents that make TiiK

Fanciers' Journal both entertaining

and instructive. The doctor this week
delivers a little eulogy on his pets, the

silver Wyandottes,

* »

The interest in the coming Christmas

number of The Fanciers' Joitrnal is

widespread.
«

* *

A young fancier whose name we char-

itably withhold wants to know whether
he could obtain score judging to do at

fairs, and thinks he can do it O. K. by
simply following the American vStandard

of Perfection. This is on par with a

man who believes that by reading dog
books and the scale of points he must be

able to judge dogs. The fact is, no book
knowledge will help either a poultry or

dog judge without actual practical ex-

perience. Every honest judge will sub-

stantiate this, and every prominent judge

to-day has been a breeder of thorough-

bred fowls, dogs or cattle at some perio<l

of his life. It reminds us forcibly of a

story told of a shallow-pated young man
who, having bred a few chicks and hav-

ing visited the New York show last

winter, thought he was an authority on

poultry matters. He was .so possessed

with his own knowledge that he actually

condemned the comb of an Indian game
as wrong, and stated that the latter must

have a comb like that on a Wyandotte !

«
» »

Old fanciers will invariably smile at

such ignorance and conceit, but unfortu-

nately the many young fanciers are only

too eager to listen to the alleged wisdom
that drops from the lips of self-constituted

critics. The good work of the poultry

press, better illustrations and a better

standard of excellence in the future will

remedy such matters, and while we can-

not kill the egotist and fraud, we can at

least make him comparatively harmless.
«

« *

Our esteemed English contemporary,

the Fanciers' Gazette, makes the follow-

ing comments:
'

' Our contemporary,L' Echo d' Elevage,
last week, when speaking about the num-
ber of autumn shows in the United States,

and also the progress the fancy has made
on the other side of the Atlantic, made
the extraordinary and unfounded asser-

tion, that as our American cousins can

produce birds of equal quality, importa-
tions from England are seldom heard of,

thus implying that the trade for choice
poultry between England and America
has almost if not quite ceased. We would
point out to our contemporary that our
exporration of poultry to America is quite
as large, if not larger, than it has ever
been, and though only a few of the more
important consignments get chronicled
in the fancy journals, the shipment of
smaller lots is constantly being car-
ried on.

» «

The F. G. is correct. We doubt if ever

in the history of the fancy have there

been more importations of fancy fowls

than during the past season. When one
firm alone imports nearly 6rx> birds, and
others from 50 to 100 each season, there

is no danger of the trade ceasing. The
fancy is growing, and as long as England
will furnish first-class stock so long will

the trade continue and even increase.

The exportation of birds is also as-

.suniing more imiwrtance, and could

English and American breeders recognize

one standard, there is no knowing where
the reciprocal trade would end.

The Gazette concludes the subject by
saying that F^nglish breeders still hold

their own with their high bred .stock, and
we know of several cases where orders

have ha<l to be refused by breeders on ac-

count of the demand greatly exceeding
the supply. From facts that have come
to our knowledge there is very little

doubt but that the exportation of fowls

from England and America al.so has very

largely increased during the last ten

years, for though America has taken

much of our choice .stock, England drew
its first supply of Wyandottes, Plymouth
Rocks, etc., from the States. Whilst

there are such keen fanciers on both sides

of the Atlantic there is no fear of the

trade ceasing.

» »

The following question was asked in a

poultry publication : "Give a brief de-

scription of the Embden geese?" The
editor replies : "Large, nearly as heavy
as the Toulouse ; plumage pure white."

Brevity may l>e the soul of wit, but in the

above case it is the soul of mental vanity.
*

« «

A daily paper contains the following :

"Perhaps the goose that laid the golden

egg was not a myth after all. A short

time ago a Portsmouth, N. II., woman
found a one-cent piece in an egg laul by

one of her hens. Shortly afterward the

same hen laid an egg with a ten-cent

piece in it. The woman is carefully nur-

turing the hen and eagerly awaiting de-

velopments."

» «

This is certainly a profitable hen, as

long as the lucre is found on neighlwring

fields. As a safe deposit concern the

hen is a success.
«

« «

We have received the following state-

ment from a trustworthy source : "Three

light Brahma cockerels ninety-two days

old weighed fifteen pounds and fifteen

ounces. Such is the record produced this

year by a Natick lady,"
*

We congratulate the lady, and pay our

respects to the light Brahma. It is a

grand record for a grand breed to make.

The South Carolina Poultry and
Pet Stock Association.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
The fourth annual exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock
Association will be held in the city of
Charleston, January 5 to 9, 1892,

Benj, McInnes, Jr., Secretary.

Charleston, S. C, Sept. 12, 1891,
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THE LANQSHAN.

A Remarkable Fowl in More Ways
Than One -Its Origin.

BY H. S. BABCOCK.

The Langshan is a remarkable fowl. It

came to us handicappe<l l)y the color of

its plumage, black beitig au unpopular

color in this country ; by the color of

its skin, l)eing white instead of the de-

manded yellow, and by a rival Asiatic,

already established in the affections of

the people, having a black phiniage and
a yellow skin. And yet the I,angshan

has won a marked victory and has gained

and maintained great popularity. A fowl

that can do this deserves to be considered

remarkable.

The Langshan and the black Cochin

are of Chinese origin. They have feath-

ered legs, single combs, size and many
other characteristics in common. In the

early days of the black Cochin, before it

was bred to the prevalent type, it had a

symmetry very similar to that of the

Langshan, so much so that an English

fancier who was a breeder of the black

Cochins in the early days of that variety

declares that the two fowls were identical

in appearance. The Langshan sometimes
produces a yellow-footed and yellow-
skinned chicken ; the black Cochin oc-
casionally pro<luces a piuk-footed and
white-skinned chicken. Some Langshan
chickens have smallish tails and shortish
legs ; some black Cochin chickens have
well developed tails and longish legs. If
we add up these facts, origin in same
country, same color, feathered legs, sim-
ilar size, single combs, similar synmietry,
when first introduced and a tendency in
each to produce chickens with character-
istics arrogated exclusively by the other,
we shall not be surprised that for a time
at least breeders considere<l them identi-
cal.

But this is a matter which it is not ncc-
es.sary here to discuss. A full presentation
of the argumeuts advanced pro and con
upon this subject would require a goo<l-
si/.ed book. Such a discussion is of value
as a matter of history, but as a practical
matter is at this stage of the game entire-
ly valueless. The Langshan could be
no worse a fowl than it is if it could be
proved beyond a doubt that it is simply
a black Cochin bred to another type, and
it would be no better fowl than it is if it

could be proved as convincingly that it

had an entirely distinct origin. What is

of importance is that the two breeds ex-
ist, and while having a superficial resem-
blance, they have characteristics suffi-

ciently distinct to separate them and
keep them apart. Judged by preseul
standards they are different breeds, and
that is enough for our present purpose.
Why the Langshan has triumphed over

the black Cochin is worth considering.
Its success was probably due primarily to
the fact that it was a iK'tter layer. The
Laugshan has demonstrated its claim to
lie considered a good layer of large, rich-
colored eggs. Bred as it is with less de-
velopment of fluff and with a longer
Ixxly than the Cochin it has not had its

vitality diverted from egg to feather pro-
duction. The Langshan is an excellent
illustration of the fact that shape does
not influence egg production, a fact that
its present admirers will do well to bear
in mind. I am not prepared to say that
the type which some are advocatiug will
decrease the proflicacy of this fowl, but
if it does have this result its adoption
will mark the beginning of its decline in
popularity. If I am correct in supposing
that the main element in the Langshan 's

triumph over its competitors was its

utility, then the preservation of that
utility should Ije the chief thought in fix-
ing a type for the fowl. A short-backed,
short-bodied, compactly built and heavily
feathered type would, I believe, have a
disastrous effect upon the egg production
of the Langshan, and any approach to
that type would have such a tendency in
proportion to its amount. It seems to
me that as the lighter built birds have
proved the best layers, whatever type is

adopted should be based upon a similar
build.

Another reason of the popularitv of the
L'ingshan is that from its first introduc-

tion to notice the fowl had a remarkably
rich plumage. The black was not dull
and rusty, but full of lustre. In this re-
spect it surpassed most of the black
Cochins, which lacked in some degree
the green sheen so highly prized. So far
as my observation extends, the Langshan
was less liable to have red feathers in the
h'lckle and on the front of the neck than
the black Cochin, though the Langshan
is not entirely free from this defect. Its
plumage, then, was probably a factor in
winning its popularity.

Still another reason seems to be that
the Langshan has been admirably man-
aged. It had real merits, but so have
had other fowls that have been kept in
the background. But its o.vners kept the
inerits of the Langshan before the pub-
lic. They were skillful advocates. They
wrote up" the fowl. They described its
characteristics, told of its origin, gave
records of its production. They illus-
trated it fully and freely, employing the
best attainable artistic talent. They ex-
hibited the fowl at leading exhibitions
and let the people see what it was. All
this was perfectly legitimate work, and
this work told. Later they have formed
a live club to look after its interests, and
though it is possible the club may have
made some mistakes—its members are
human beings, and "to err is human"—
yet on the whole the action of the club
has, I believe, tended to advance the in-
terests of the fowl. Given a fowl with
such excellence as the Langshan posses-
ses such advocacy as has been described
cannot fail to assist it in winning and
retaining quite an amount of public fa-
vor. Had the Langshan l>eeu a fowl
without merit such advocacy would have
helped it to gain a fleeting popularity,
but the popularity so gained would
quickly cause a reaction that would
overwhelm the fowl in oblivion. It might
go up like a rocket, but it certainly would
comedown like a stick. But the Lang-
shan had the merit to back the advocacy,
and merit made known has won.

I've not a word to say against the
black Cochin. It is a better fowl than
the public gives it cre«lit for being. It
is probably the best laver in the Cochin
class. Were I to select the Langshan or
the black Cochin for a fancy fowl I
should select the latter. But there is no
use in disguising or attempting to ex-
plain away the fact that the Langshan
met the black Cochin in fair warfare,
and through l>etter laving qualities]
richer plumage and more skillful advo-
cacy, practically drove it from the field.
The Langshan is almost everywhere, the
black Cochin is practically nowhere.
The one has won, the other is defeated.
This is the verdict of the public, and
while, either through predilection for the
many properties of the Cochin or that
not uncommon ".sympathy for the under
dog in the fight," 'l cannot help wishing
that the result had been .somewhat dif-
ferent. I accept the verdict of the pub-
lic as substantially correct, and reassert
that the Lanshan is a remarkable fowl.

Peedinsr Poultry.

By some poulterers it is claimed that
fowls can not be fed too much, that
liberal feeding is essential to large egg
production. This depen«ls somewhat on
the way fowls are fed, and, also, on the
breed. The Asiatic varieties need exer-
cise, and unless this is acquired, which
they get by seeking food, they become
too fat and lazy to lay eggs. Scatter
their grain food where they will have to

"scratch for it" will very well answer
this purpose.

Hens, however, recpiire a variety of
food in onler to lay well. When running
at large in .summer they eat a little of al-
most everything that conies in their way,
•such as worms, and other insects, seeds
of all kinds, grass, cabbage leaves, and
other green food. It is advisable to feed
various kinds of grain ; and, also to sup-
ply them with green fof)rl, especially in
the fall and winter seasons, when not ac-
cessible to the fowls. Besides being nec-
essary for egg production it also serves
to keep fowls in a healthy condition.
Therefore, a supply of such green food
as cabbage, turnips, onions, potatoes, etc.,
should be stored away for fowls in the
winter season. Cabbage, ordinarily, is
the cheapest green food, and is undoubt-
edly the best for this purpose.—Poultry
Chum.

SILVER WYANDOTTBS.
Dr. Roth Sinsrs Their Praises in an

Interesting Article.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Thk Fanciers' Journal of Septem-
ber 12 was in all particulars a gem issue.

It was brimful of interesting and rock
solid reading matter and can never fail

to elicit favorable and profitable com-
ment from either of its three depart-

ments.

The article which most of all fancied

my attention was Mr. J. D. Tompkins'
opinion on the silver Wyandotte breed
of fowls, for I, with him, agree in every

utterance he has made in its defense. I

am confident from my own experience
with the Wyandotte and observation of
that of others that the claims made thus
far for this distinct American breed have
not been overdrawn, and that to my
mind the Wyandotte stands at the very
front of sitting breeds, considered for all

purposes. In my hands it has proven it-

self, as in Mr. Tompkins', a most pro-

lific layer, even rivalling the Leghorn. I

do not remember that we bought eggs
for any family purposes since I owned
silver Wyandottes, and my yard never
contained more than fifteen or twenty
laying birds of this breed at a time.

It is true I have always aimed at pos-
sessing as fine binds as I could get, and
maintain the standard of my pens at uni-
form quality, which to my mind is a
very large factor at reaching the highest
results in more directions than one. A
friend of mine at Manheim who has
owned and been an ardent enthusiast of
the white Leghorn for the last fifteen
years also bred the silver Wyandotte, now
about four years. His testimony is that
they outlay the Leghorn the year round.
In fact I never heard of any breeder or
fancier who was so successfi^in egg pro-
duction with any breed as my friend Mr.
Bro.sey was with the .silver Wyandotte.
His pen averages about twenty or twenty-
five laying birds, and these kept the egg
record at fever heat without abatement.
Any kind of weather was no drawback,
and while the Leghorns were lamenting
the cold the Wyandottes kept busy. Nor
were fancy quarters and large runs a
chief facto'r to success in Mr. Brosey's
case, for his yards are in the rear of a
small village lot, with dimensions in all
scarcely enough for a good chicken
hou.se. I was often surprised that he had
.so little sickness and other unpleasant-
rics with his fowls, but of all the breeds
he owned he says the silver Wyandotte
is way ahead in his precincts. I'can say
the same.
Then, again, the silver Wyandotte is a

distinctly American breed. Why always
dance to the music of some foreign fiddle
wheu a chicken boom is wanted ? Have
we not the reputation of getting up new
necessities that are the admiration of the
world ? and is not the Wyandotte fowl
one of them ? If I mistake not it stands
.second in the estimation of our English
cousins. It certainly deserves to. As a
table fowl it makes as good an appear-
ance on the platter as any market breed,
and as a palate tickler I do not even ex-
cept the Malay Indian game. (I say
Malay Indian becau.se my first opinion
was that they are very near in friendshaft
with the old fashioned Malay game. Mr.
Brosey, formerly mentioned, was long a
Malay breeder aud knows the breed
thoroughly. He now rears a few Indian.s,
and as they develop frequently remarks
that his conviction grows stronger every
day that the Mab<y characteristics in the
Indian can only account for Malay blood.
Mr. Brosey's opinion is worth something
from the fact that his observations and
experience cover over twenty years.)
Some are continually growling about

the trouble they have in breeding the
Wyandotte true to feather. This is one
of the interesting features of succeessful
breeding, and a solid colored bird cer
tainly reflects little skill for obtaining
uniform feathers. In the case of the
Wyandotte it is most scientifically true
that the fine feather demonstrates the
fine bird, and a fine bird it a.ssuredly is

wheu finely feathered. None finer, none
more beautiful.
This is a brief opinion of mine on the

Wyandotte. It is a candid one, and one

I have realized and observed to be true.
It is a breed I shall not do without.

Dr. W. F. Roth.
Florin. Lancaster County. Pa., Sept. 17.

PIGEON DISEASES.

Henry Erdmann's Answer to a
Letter on the Subject.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
I have often met with very curious

statements, both in print and in writing,

explaining the form of disea.se and the
remedy for it, but we all know that the
doctoring of pigeons is a very difficult af-

fair. Persons have frequently published
that they had a medicine for curing every
form of disease, yet roup is different from
canker, although it has led to and cau.sed

the same. Disea.ses originate in a great
niany different ways. I have often seen
it advertised that a certain medicine will
cure all manner of disease. Now, any-
one knows that such a statement is far
from lieing the truth. If such a remedy
could be found physicians would soon be
able to cure us in the same way by using
one remedy. Every sensible man knows
that the doctors have acquired their
knowledge by experimenting first with
animals, and have in this way become
familiar with the different di.sea.ses, and
have learned how to treat them sep-
arately ; thus it is with pigeons.
A certain fancier from Albany, Ind.,

writes that he is losing his young fan-
tails, and that they drop off very sud-
denly. He states that their droppings are
of a greenish color ; that they have a
greenish discharge from their no.strils

;

that they drink very freely aud drop off
suddenly. Had the letter been a little

more precise ; had the writer mentioned
the kind of feed he gives his birds

;

whether they get a change occa.sionally
or not ; whether they have a .supply of
coarse gravel, old lime or pounded
mortar, and whether the birds get any
loam. If I knew the position of the
loft ; whether .sunny or otherwi.se

;

whether the birds get a bath oc-
casionally and clean drinking water

;

al.so, the size of the loft, the number of
birds kept in it, and whether they are ex-
posed to a draught ; where and when
they are fed ; whether the lofts are dis-
infected, and the lofts and ne$t lx>xes or
pans thoroughly cleaned. If all this had
been mentioned I might venture to state
the cause of the disea.se and suggest a
remedy, which would not onlv check the
disease, but prevent its spreading and
might also effect a cure.

Henry Erdmann.

How to Tell a Good Egg.

A good egg will sink in water. Stale

eggs are glassy and smooth of shell, A
fresh egg has a lime-like surface to its

shell. The boiled eggs which adhere to
the shell are fresh laid. After an egg has
laid a day or more the shell comes off
easily when boiled. Thin shells are
caused by the lack of gravel, etc., among
the hens laying eggs. Eggs which have
been packed in lime look stained, and
show the action of the lime on the sur-
face. If an egg is clean and golden in
appearance when held to the light it is

good, if dark or spotted, it is bad. The
badness of an egg can sometimes be told
by shaking near the holder's ear, but the
test is a dangerous one. Many devices
have been tested to keep eggs fresh, but
the less time an egg is kept, the better
for the egg and the one that eats it.

The shtrangest oidea in the wurruld to me,
That is taxin' me noodle at present.

Is how can a poultryman make it to be
That a chiclcen is drissed when it isn't.

—Yorkers Gazette.

Common Pow^ls.

There is no argument we can possibly
use in favor of fooling away valuable
time and wasting our energies in keeping
common dunghill fowls, truly says the
Southern Planter. It costs no more to
rear good birds than bad ones. If you
rear a lot of scnibs you can sell neither
eggs nor poultry at any price. You will
take more pride in good poultry than in
poor stock, and will be much more apt to
make the busiuess a success if you are
proud of Your birds and delight to show
them off to visitors or fanciers. By all
means keep pure stock.
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INCUBATOR CONTESTS.

They Are of Little Importance in
Determining Which Is the Best.

That excellent publication, California

Orchard and Farm, in coninienting upon
the subject of incubator contests remarks

:

In a friendly spirit we wish to very severely
criticise the rules and regulations governing the
proposed incubator contest at the state fair, to
be held at Sarcramento next month. As we have
stated in a former issue, there never was a greater
farce on earth than the awards at various shows
on incubators hatching the largest number of
chicks. An expert can hatch eggs in a square
box, but the l)est machine is the one that is the
simplest in construction, has the most complete
regulator and the best means for application of
moisture, when in the hands of a novice or a
poultryman of ordinary mechanical ability. A
judge who has had an extensive experience and
understands the principles of succe.ss when in

ordinary hands can tell a good machine from a
poor one without hatching au egg.
Rules first and .second state that the machine

filled with tested eggs must be turned over to the
secretary Monday morning, September 7, and
must t)e set so as to hatch beginning with Mon-
day, September 14. Now what is to hinder the
eggs being set for two weeks in three or four
machines, and the eggs showing the .strongest

development being selected to fill the machine
to t>e exhibited ? The award for the largest num-
ber hatched means simply an award to the man
who is the greatest expert in testing eggs on the
fourteenth day. It is generally known that the
greatest danger is over by the tenth day. In
fact it is during the first seven days that it re-

quires the most careful regulation and greatest

care. With ordinary attention comparatively
few chicks die in the shell after the twelfth day.
Rules third and fourth are good.

The fifth rule, however, comes in for a severe
overhauling. It reads: "The percentage of hatch,
taken in connection with the following .score of
points, to be the basis of awards :"

Points.
Ventilation 25
Circulation and regulation of heat 20
Moisture j^
Capacity in proportion to price and size . . . 10
Heating apparatus and economy in consump-
tion of oil 20

Mechanical construction
. . 10

Total ."7^

We would suggest the following as an im-
provement :

points.
Moi.sture—application and regulation 20
Kqual distribution of heat 20
Regulation of heat

. jo
Safety of heating apparatus 10
Kconomy in consumption of oil 10
Ventilation 5
Mechanical construction in proportion to
price ,5

Capacity in proportion to size and price ... 10

Total ,00

As will be observed by comparison of these

two schedules, we consider ventilation of very
little importance. The fact of the matter is that

many more chicks are killed by an excess of
ventilation than by a lack of it, even though the
heat and moisture are very evenly maintained.
Ill regard to the circulation of heat, the more
equally di.stribuled it is, with as little circulation

as possible, or none at all, the better ; and its

constant equal distribution is of far greater im-

portance than its general regularity as shown
by the thermometer.

The injury caused by the variation of several

degrees, even if quite frequent, provided the

variation is equal in all parts of the machine, is

a fault greatly overdrawn and not nearly of so

much importance as the regulation of moisture.

Lack of space prevents us from touching on .sev-

eral other points, but we may do so in the next
issue.

This subject is a very meaty one, and
will be di.scussed no doubt from two dif-

ferent standpoints, l»ut we agree with our
contemporary that incubator contests are
as a rule of very little iuiportance in de-
termining which is the best incubator.
The fact is so much depends on the op-
erator that it would be almost as sensible
to award the premium to him instead of
the dumb hatcher. An incubator to be
of practical value must be simple in con-
struction and easily understood by the
average poultryman. There are plenty
of good incubators, but they all fail at

times under improper handling. The
.scale of points adopted by our contem-
porary will hardly meet with ajjproval
by mauy incubator experts. The valu <-

tion of five points for ventilation is too
little, as late experiments on Long Island,

New York, by experl.s have shown the
ventilation in incubators to be of vital

importance, especially in hatching duck
eggs. Many ducklings have been killed

in the pipping by insufficient ventilation.

Moisture is such an important problem
in the art of hatching that we often for-
get the fact that ventilation determines
largely the amount of moisture. They
are twin factors in the case.

All our American machines are con-
structed with veiy careful provisions for
moisture and ventilation, but the French
machines are run regardless of these pro-
visions, excci)t what the operator deems
advisable. We built one of the Vorttelier
incubators, which has been used in
France for the past twenty vears. The
heat is .supplied by circular tank contain-
ing hot water, which forms the sides of
the deep egg chamber. On the bottom
of the latter two inches of sand is placed,
which is kept moist from the start.
Through the bottom on opposite sides of
the tank two small tin tubes supply the
fresh air. The door of the iiicul)ator is
in the top and wheu turning the eggs
thi.s glass door is opened. This is all the
moisture and ventilation provided in
French incul)aturs, and we know from
experience that they hatch extremely
well.

In their case the scale of points adopted
in the above article would need con-
siderable readjusting. In our American
machines, especially the hot air incu-
bators, much dei)en(ls on the proper
moisture and ventilation, and we see no
reason why both of the latter are not
equally important. We do not agree
with the statement that few chicks die
in the shell after the twelfth day.
Thousands of them die just before the
nineteenth day, and nine-tenths of the
complaints state this fact. Another
point which should influence judges in
deciding whether an incubator is a good
one or not is the appearance of the chicks
hatched. It is easier to hatch chicks
than to raise them, and the incubator
that hatches the strongest chicks and
ducklings is the one to be preferred, but
this again depends on the skill of the
operator, so why not give to him the
prize ?

•-«-•

Contaminating Blood.

By way of illustrating some of the

queer, if not unaccountable, things that

are constantly haj)pening in the experi-

ence of poultry breeders, I would call the

attention of your readers to a circum-
stance that came under my observation

while on a recent trip through Michigan,
which my informant—a reliable and care-

ful breeder of that state—called the con-

taminating influence a mongrel hen may
exert on the jirogeny of a yard of thor-

oughbreds with which she was running.

This gentleman had a very fine breeding
yard of white Leghorns which he had
bred for .several years, knew them to be
strictly pure, aud of which he was justly
proud. One d.iy, just for the novelty of
the contrast in color, he allowed a black
hen to run with the white one.s. As he
could easily tell her eggs he left her there
during the sea.son. The following fall

when his young Leghorns became full

fledged, he was surprised to find that
nearly all of them had one or more black
feathers in their plumage. I had heard
of a precisely similar case Ix'fore, but it

was not so well authenticated. The
(juestion is, why these black feathers ? It

may l>e said that some of the black hen's
egRs were overlooked, but knowing the
man and his .systematic ways I cannot
believe it ; besides, this could not account
for all the foul feathers, for he had more
chicks with black in their plumage than
the source of the trouble could have laid

eggs. Now, if this breeder is correct in

his theory of contamination, an inferior
bird may exert a bad influence on the
progeny of better ones with which she
may be confine<l, and the inevitable con-
clusion will be that instead of mating
eight or ten females with one male, we
shall be obliged to reduce our matings to

single pairs. The writer has for a long
time believed the best results could be
ol)tained only by this system, regardless
of the theory alluded to. It would be
interesting to know if others have had a
like experience to this Michigan fancier;
for after obtaining all the information
possible concerning incubation, reversion
and other mysteries relating to poultry
culture, it would seem that we know is

very insignificant in amount when com-
pared with what we do not know or only
guess at.—Correspondence Poultry Bul-
letin.

BREEDING COCHINS,

Theodore Sternberg Gives His Rea-
sons and Preference for Them,

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

Permit me to tell your readers why I

breed Cochins. Permission being granted,
we will proceed. In the long ago be-

fore the war a boy fished in the head
waters of tiie beautiful Susquehanna.
Besides fishing he helped in the care of a

dairy farm. From his earliest childhood
he was fond of pets. He gathered the
matutinal egg ; he came to know each
aud every chick on the place. As .soon

as he was old enough he bought all the

poultry on the place and took complete
charge of that department. Very early he
came to know the value of pure-bred
fowls. Many accidents helped him. An
old

,
friend of his father's who was a

wealthy fancier became ill and had
to change climate, resulting in this boy
before he was 1 1 years of age being the
proud owner of a pair of golden Sebright
bantams, a pair of golden .spanglde Ham-
burgs aud a pair of Ivarl Derby games,
which had won first at Birmingham^
England, in 1^56.
That was a long time ago, but how

proudly he took a wagon -load of his pets
to the annual fair of dear old Otsego
County, which was held at Coopcrstown,
at the foot of Lake Otsego, vSu.squehan-
na's utmost .si)ring. His first real K,ve
was the Dorking, but he bred everything
he could obtain during those years of
the chicken fever save and except the
Brahmapootra and the Shanghai. These
lanky, slab-sided creatures had no
charms for him.
The war came ; he .served his country

and then went West. He located in St.
Louis. His old fancy was but in rest ; it

was as .strong as ever. Not a chicken
show was held within his reach that he
did not attend—Chicago, Indianapolis
and niany others, while others of his pro-
fession kept track of the races an<l ball
games. His relaxation was in watching
the developing jmultry iiwlustry

;
partic-

ularly was he impressed with the won-
derful changes made in the old Shanghai
and Bralimaj>ootra, as evinced in the
modern Brahma and Cochin.
Broken in health he came to Kansas,

and finally, after the lapse of years, he
found himself the owner of a home in a
beautiful village situated in the centre of
the .state. About two acres of land com-
prised his property—not enough to breed
horses or cattle on. but ample to gratify
his pa.s-^ion for ])ets by rearing poultry.
He had watched the development of the
Cochin. He desired to do more than
gratify his fancy. He wanted to give his
neighbors an object lesson ; to teach
them that there were fowls suited to tiie

village breeder ; fowls which would lay
at home, and with little expense be kept
at home, thus avoiding that fruitful source
of neighborhood difliculties, the unre-
strained hen ; that there were fowls
which would <lo well an<l yet not destroy
the vegetable garden or the flowers on
the lawn. That in a«ldition to all this
there were fowls adapted to such circum-
stances which were royally beautiful

;

which in the yard or in the .show pen
were things of beauty and a source of
pride to the owner ; a fancy fowl with
useful finalities of the highest value ; a
fow 1 which in its .several colors afforded a
wide latitude in exercising a taste in col«>r

;

a fowl the bree<ling of which to perfec-
tion exercised the mind and was a worthy
occupation and relaxation for ladies and
gentlemen ; a fowl whith would be a
foundation fr)r local clubs fif fanciers,
who would meet monthly in .social gath-
ering at inembers' homes and talk
chicken instead of gos.si]) ; a fowl which
would be under the full control of the
fancier and readily respond to intelli-

gent care and mating ; a fowl which in
thus being bred as a fancy by town fan-
ciers would in time increa.se the .size and
value of the poultry of the adjacent
farms; a fowl which in its varied and
rich colors would educate all the people
in a love for the beautiful in our feathered
friends ; a fowl which thus bred by the
townspeople would stimulate the rearing
of every variety of fowl in the locations
they were especially adapted to, so that
from such efforts the interest in and con-
.sequent care for them would advance the

interests of all the several breeds, to the
end that the handsome, useful thorough-
bred should be the rule on every farm in
the land. There is but one breed in this
Anno Domini which fills this bill. It is
the full feathered, full hocked, massive
and beautiful Cochin, in its rich plumage
of buff, black and red. black and white

;

the fancier's fowl par excellence of the
town and the pride of the .show room.

I have thus told your readers why I

breed Cochins. If thev live in town let
them breed Cochins, organize a Cochin
Club and obtain health and pleasure,
•IS has Thkodork Stkrnbkrg.
Cochin Hii.l, Septemt)er g, 1891.

Green Bones vs Dry Bones.
Poultrymen will do well not to con-

found green bone with dry bone for

poultry food. Green bone, fresh from
the market, is a valuable food. Dry bone
as found at poultry supply stores contains
little nutritive food. The former is not
bone alone, but contains a large per cent
of meat and gristle, and by a little .selec-
tion of these bones, they often contain
seventy-five per cent of nutrient material.
The dry bone is invariably produced by
prolonged boiling or steaming and often
])-)tash and naphtha are used in the pro-
cess, to extract the last particle of fat in
them for soap making purpoies. They
are not fed to poultry as a nutrient food,
but are given in small quantities, with an
idea that (in some way or other) the hen
needs something in her food out of which
the shell can be constructed. On the
other hand, green bones, meat and
gristle, are a direct foo<l. fully as much
as wheat, oats or corn, and take the place
of these cereals in as far as it is best to
feed any one concentrated foo<l. The
bone, meat, gristle, water and fat—in
short green bone is not so concentrated
as to be harmful to the fowls even when
fed in quite large quantities. The idea
of some that only small quantities can
be fed constantly without harm seems to
have l)een disproved by (piite a number
who have fed it iu large quantities for
two winters. We should, however, ad-
vise care iu this respect the same as with
any other rich food. It is generally ad-
mitted, we think, that ground dry l>one
must be fed in onlv small quantities or
harm will result. Certain it is that there
is no good reason for feeding it in large
quantities, as it is given only to produce
the shell. . Green bones and dry Iwnes,
as the terms are used, are practically
different things. The price of dry lx)ne
per pound should have no bearing upon
the price of green bone, and vice versa.
They are obtained at different places in
a different way. One can lie stored and
sold by the bag, the other cannot. One
can be ground and prepared by .steam
power at large factories and .sold at
wholesale, the other cannot unless it l)e

to a very liniite<l extent. Drv bones can
be ground or crushed, (ireen' bones must
be cut. The grinding or crushing of
them is impracticable. We have written
a little at length upon this subject, .since
it is quite an important one for poultry-
men, and because po.ssibly not all have
made just this comparison.— Farm Poul-
try,

•--•

Buttermilk and Poultry,

Buttermilk, .skim milk or curds, given
to poultry will prove as profitable as when
these substances are fed to pigs. When
milk is skimnuil the cream is removed
only, an<l as cream is the carlwnaceous
portion of the milk, and as it is of but
little value so far as its being an assist-
ant to egg proiluction is concerned, the
elements remaining in the buttermilk
consists very nearly of the same as those
existing in an egg. The cream does not
carry off any of the nitrogen or phos-
phates in the milk, an<l it is just as valu-
able after the cream is removed as before.
We do not recommend the mode of
placing the buttermilk or skim milk in
pans for them to drink, for though it

answers well in that manner, yet the
better plan is to mix it with soft food,
and occasionally, if skim milk is used, it

should be heated to boiling point and
thickened with ground oats and corn
meal for a change. Always give milk in

clean vessels to poultry, as disease may
be the resuld if they are allowed to par-
take of it when it is filthy or unfit ff^r

use.—Poultry Chum.
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FINE POULTRY AT SYRACUSE.

A Largre Exhibit of Fowls at the

Fair of the New York State

Asrricultural Society.

From a Staff Correspondent.

There were alx)ut 26cx> fowls and 400

pigeons on exhibition, competition being

very heavy in every class. The quality

of the birds was fine considering the

time of the year. The poultry was cooped

under a tent, but the society promise a

good substantial buildnig which will be

erected in time for next year's exhibit.
The premiums were small on single
birds, being only $1, 50 cents and 25
cents respectively on first, second and
third awards, and it was claimed that
this was a mistake, and next year it will

be as originally intended, I3, $2 and $1
on single birds, and on pens I5, 13 and
$1. Nearly all the old-timers and plenty
of new blood were there. It was one of
the biggest fairs ever held East. The
judges were J. Y. Bickuell and C. E.
Rockenstyre. Below are the awards :

Brahmas (light).—Ten ist to C. K. Rocken-
styre, 2d and -a to John H. Warner; cock ist and
2d to Rockenstyre, 3d to Warner; hen i.st to
Rockenstyre, 2d to T. O'Brien, 3d to C. E. Hart;
cockerel ist to Warner, 2d to O'Brien, 3d to C. T.
King.sbury; pullet, ist to Warner, 2d to O'Brien.
Dark— Ten ist to W. A. Fuller, 2d to O'Brien;
cock 1st to Burn & Haiisler, 2d to Fuller, 3d to
lohn Bird; hen 1st to Fuller, 2d to Burn & Han.s-
ler. 3d to Bird; cockerel 1st to Nelson Gardner,
adtoT. R. Froctor; pullet 1st to Gardner, 2d to
I'roctor.

Cochins (buff).- Ten 1st, 2d and 3d to J. H.
Warner; cock i.st to Burn & Hansler, 2d to li.

VanAlstyne, 3d to DeWitt Rose; hen 1st and 2d
to VanAlstyne 3d to Warner; cockerel, 1st to
John H. Warner, 2d to Burn & Hansler; pullet
1st and 3d to Burn & Hansler, 2d to Warner.
Partridge— Pen isl to Byron I). Sarr, 2d and 3d
to Warner; cock 1st to O'Brien, 2d to Sarr, 3d to
Warner; hen 1st to Bird, 2d and 3d to Sarr;
cockerel 1st to Warner, 2d and d to Sarr; pullet
ist and 3d to Sarr, 2d to Warner. White—Cock
1st, hen 1st to Burn id Hansler; hen 2d to O'Brien.
Black—Pen 1st to Jay M. Seymour; cock 2d to
Nelson Gardner; heii 1st and 2d to Seymour;
cockerel ist to Seymour, 2d to Bird.

Lanoshans.—Cock 1st to R. I>. Button. 2d to
C. H. Barber: hen 1st to Button, 2d to Charles H.
Lockwood, 3d to Burn & Hansler; cockerel ist
to Button, 2d to Barber. 3d to McClave; pullet ist
to McClave, 2d to I'arber.

Dorkings (colored).—Pen 1st to Burn & Hans-
ler. 2d to H. A. (ones; cock 1st to Burn & Hans-
ler, 2d to Button: hen isi to Burn «c Han.sler, 2d
to Jones, 3d to Button; cockerel ist to Burn &
Hansler, 2d to Button; pullet i.st and 2d to Burn
& Hansler, 3d to Button. Silver grey—Pen ist to
Burn & Hansler, 2d to L. Lent, 3d to Jones;
cock 1st Hiid 2<1 to Burn & Hansler, 3d to Lent;
hen 1st and 2d to Burn & Hansler, 3d to Jones;
cockerel isl, pullet ist to Burn & Hansier. White
—Pen ist, cock i.st, hen ist, cockerel ist, pullet ist
to Burn «t Han.sler; cock 2d to Button, 3d to Mc-
Clave; hen 2d to I,ent, 3d to Button; cockerel 2d
to A. L. Gardner, 3d to Lent; pullet 2d to Lent,
3d to Gardner.

DoMiNiuiTES.-Pen ist to J. Pierrepont Mor-
gan, 2d to Jones Wilcox, 3d to W. S. Miller;
cock 1st to Miller, 2d to Barber, 3 I to O. How-
land & Son; hen 1st to Miller, 2d to Barber, 3d to
Howland & Son; cockerel 1st, pullet ist to Bar-
ber.

Plvmoith Rocks (barred).—Pen ist to J. F.
Burleigh, 2(1 to W. A. Alexander, 3d to John T.
Bird; cock ist to Burn & Hansler, 2d to Bird, 3d
to McClave: hen ist to Burn & Hansler, 2d and
3d to Burleigh; cockerel 1st and 2d to Burleigh.
3d to McClave; pullet ist and 3d to Burleigh, 2d
to Torhain PouUry Yards. Pea comb barred-
Cock 2d, hen 2d, cockerel ist and 2d to R. 1).

Button. White—Pen 1st and 2d to D. F. Taylor,
3d to George F. Ransom; cock ist to Warner, 2d
to R. K. Coe, 3d to McClave; hen ist to Tavlor, 2d
to Warner, 3d to Coe; cockerel 1st to Warner, 2d
to Ransom. 3d to Taylor; pullet 1st to Warner, 2d
to Taylor, 3d to Ransom.
WvANDOTTES (silver) .—Pen ist to Torhara

Poultry 'V'ards, 2d to Harvev Andrews; cock ist to
Torham Po iltry Yards, 2d to Andrews, 3d to Coe;
hen 1st to Torham Poultry Yards, 2d to J. T.
Cothran, 3d to Andrews; cockerel ist Torham
Poultry Yards, jd to McClave, 3d to Andrews,
pullet 1st and 3d to Torhain Poultry Yards, 2d
to McClave. White—Pen i.st and 2d to Knapp
Bros., 3d to T. O'Brien: cock ist to Knapp Bros.,
2d to Burn it Hansler, 3d to Taylor; hen ist and
2fl to Knapp Bros., 3d to Taylor; cockerel 1st to
Knapp Bros., 2d to Coe. 3d to H. G. Haviland;
pullet I.st and 2d to Knapp Bros., 3d to Haviland.
Golden—Pen I.st and 2d to A. C. Chaffee, 3d to
A.J.Brown; cock 1st to J. T. Cothran, 2d to
Chaffee, 3d to Brown; hen ist to McClave, 2d and
3d to Cothran; cockerel 1st and 3d to Chaffee, 2d
to Brown; pullet i.st to Brown. 2d and 3d to
Chaffee.

JAVAS (black)—Pen ist to B. R. Knapp, 2d to
Lent, 3d to Seeley; cock 1st, hen 2d to Lent-
cockerel 1st to Lent, 2d to Bird; pullet ist to Lent
2d to Bird. White—Pen ist to Lent, 2d to Bird"
cockerel ist, pullet 1st to Bird.

Ha.mbi-kgs (golden spangled).—Pen ist to A
F. Bronson, 2d to W. A. Shafer; cock ist to
James Seeley, 2d to Burn & Hansler, 3d to Bron-
son; hen 1st to Bronson. 2d to Seeley, 3d to
O. Howland & Son; cockerel ist to Bronson, 2d
to Shafer: pullet i.st to Bronson ad to Shafer. Sil-
ver spangled—Pen 1st to R. F. Seeley, 2d to T. R.
Proctor; cock isi to James Seeley, 2 to Barber, 3d
to Burn & Han.sler: hen ist to Barber, 2d to R.
F. Seeley, 3d to James Seeley; cockerel ist to
Torham Poultry Yards, 2d to O. Howland, 3d to
Barber; pullet ist to Torham Poultry Yards, 2d
to O. Howland, 3d to Barber. Golden pencilled-
Pen ist to J. T Cothran, 2d to John T. Bird, 3d

to W A. Shafer; cock i.st to Cothran, 2d to Mc-
Clave, 3d to A. L. Gardner; hen ist to Cothran,
2d and 3d to Gardner; cockerel i.st and 2d to
Cothran, 3d to Shafer; pullets ist and 2d to
Cothran. 3d Bird. Silver pencil le<l—Pen ist to
Burn & Hansler, 2d to W. A. Shafer; cock ist to
Shafer; hen i.st and 2d to Shafer, 3d to O. How-
land ik. Son; cockerel ist to O. Howland, 2d to J.
T. Cothran; pullets 1st and 2d to Cothran, 3d to
Shafer. White—Pen ist to Nelson Gardner;
hen, cockerel, pullet ist to Gardner; pullet 2d
to Shafer. Black—Pen ist to Burn & Hansler,
2d to W. A. Shafer; cock i.st to Gardner; 2d to
Shafer, 3d 10 H. A. Jones; hen ist to (Gardner, 2d
to Jones, 3d to Shafer; cockerel i.st to Gardner, 2d
to Shafer; pullet 1st to<iardner; 2d to Shafer, 3d
toT. R. Froctor.

Red Caps.—Pen 1st, cock ist, cockerel ist, pul-
let 1st to John T. Bird.

Black Spanish.—Pen 1st to Burn & Han.sler,
2d to Arthur L- Gardner; cock 1st to W. D.
Barney, 2d to Burn & Hansler, 3d to Gardner;
hen 1st to Burn & Hansler, 2d to Barney, 3d to
Gardner; cockerel i.st, pullet ist to Burn &
Hansler.

Leghorns (white).— Pen 1st, 2d and 3d to
Knapp Bios.; cock ist, 2d and 3d to Knapp Bros.;
hen 1st to t,ent, 2d and 3d to Knapp Bros.;
cockerel i.st and 2d to Knapp Bros., 3a to Burn
& Hansler; pullet ist to Sheldon, 2d to Knapp
Bros., 3d to Torham Poultry Yards. Rose comb
white—Pen ist and 2d to B. R. Knapp, 3d to W.
L Miller; cock ist to W. D. Barney. 2d to Knapp;
hen I.st and 2d to Knapp, 3d to Barney; co«;kerel
ist, 2d and 3d to Knapp; pullet ist and 2d to
Knapp, 3d to Proctor. Brown—Pen ist to Mrs.
I. Artie Johnson, 2d and 3d to George H. Gal-
linger; cock ist to O. Howland & Son, 2d to Gal-
linger, 3d to C. C. Phelps; hen ist and 3d to
Phelps, 2d to Gallinger; cockerel ist to Jones
Wilcox, 2d to Mrs. 1. Artie Johnson, 3d to Gal-
linger; pullet ist to Mrs. Johnson, 2d to Wilcox.
3d to Gallinger. Rose comb brown—Pen ist and
2d to Burleigh; cock ist to W. A. Alexander, 2d
to Button, ^3 to Burleigh: hen 1st to Alexander,
2d to Burleigh, -d to Button: cockerel ist to Bur-
leigh, 2d to Button; pullet ist, 2d and 3d to Bur-
leigh. Black—Pen ist to Wilcox; cock ist to
Gardner, 2d to Burn & Hansl-r; hen ist and 2d
to Gardner.

Andamisians—Pen ist to T. O'Brien; cock ist,

hen tst to Bird; cockerel ist, pullet ist to P. A.
Webster.

MiNORCAS (black).—Pen ist and 2d to Willard
Knapp, 2d to L. Garrison & Co.; hen Ist to 'Tor-
ham Poultry Yards, 2d and 3d to Willard Knapp;
cock ist and 2d to Knapp, ^d to Torham Poultry
Yards; cockerel 1st to Knapp, 2d to L. Garrison
& Co., 3d to Burn & Hansler; pullet ist and 3d to
Knapp, 2d to Torham Poultry Yards. White-
Pen 1st and 3d to Charles W. Jerome, 2d to W. D-
Barney; cock ist to Bird; hen ist to Jerome, 2d
to Bird, 3d to Charles JCoolidge; cockerel ist to
Jerome, 2d to Gardner. 3d to Bird; pullet ist to
Jerome, 2d to Gardner.

Creve C<Et;RS.—Pen 2d and 3d,cock'2d and 3d,
hen ist and 3d, cockerel 1st. 2d and 3d, pullet i.st,

2d and 3d, all to Jay M. Seymour; cock ist, hen
2d to Nelson Gardner.

HofDANS.—Cock ist to Button, 2d to R. K.
Coe; hen ist to Coe, 2d to Button.

La Fleche.—Cockjist. hen i.st, cockerel ist, nul-
let 2d to Seymour; cock 2d, hen 2d, cockerel 2d,
pullet ist to Gardner; cockerel 3d,pullet 3d to Bird.

Polish (white-crested black).—Cock ist to
Burn & Hansl-rr, 2d to A. L. Gardner, 3d to Mc-
Clave; hen ist to Burn & HaiLsIer, 2d and 3d to
(iardiier; cockerel ist, pullet isl to Burn & Hans-
ler. White bearded—pen 1st and 2d to Burn &
Hansler; cock ist to Bird; hen ist to Rockenstyre;
cockerel ist, pullet 1st to Burn & Hansler. Gol-
den oearded—Pen ist and 2d to Burn & Hansler,
3d to DeWiit D. Rose; cjck 1st and 2d to Burn &
Han.sler, 3d to N. Gardner; hen ist and 2d to
Burn & Hansler, 3d to Bird; cockerel ist to Burn
& Hansler, 2d to Bird; pullet 1st and 2d to Burn
& Han.sler. Silver bearded—Pen ist to James
Seeley; cock 1st to Burn & Han.sler, 2d to McClave,
3d to"f)scar J. Lewis; hen 1st and 2d, cockerel ist,

pullet 1st to Burn & Hanskr; hen 3d to Lewis.

Games (brown-breasted red).—Pen i.st to L. B.
Gunn; hen ist to T. C. Stanton. 2d to O. How-
land & Son; pullet 1st to Burn & Hansler. Brown
red—Pen ist, cock 1st, hen ist to L. B. Gunn.
Silver duckwing—pen ist, cock ist, hen isl to L.
B. Gunn. Golden duckwing—Pen ist to Burn &
H nsler, 2d to Gunn. Red pile—Pen i.st, cock
1st, hen ist, cockerel ist, pullet ist to Burn &
Han.sler; cock 2d, hen 2d to Gunn; hen 3d to O.
Howland. Black—Pen 2d to L. B. Gunn.' White
—Pen 2d to O. Howland.
SrMATRA.—Pen 1st, hen 1st to Gunn; cockerel

1st, pullet i.st to W. A. Shafer.

MALAYS.—Pen ist to Gunn; hen ist to R. P.
Burghart; cockerel ist, pullet ist to Gunn.
Indian Games.—Pen ist to E. A. Sheldon, 2d

to A. C. Chaffee; cock ist, hen ist, cockerel ist to
Chaflec.

Bantams (brown -breasted red game).-Pen 1st
to Burn & Hansler; 2d to F. J. Adams, 3d to D.
VanAl.styne; cock ist to Eagleston & Smitii, 2d
to Burn & Hansler, 3d to T. C. Stanton; hen ist
to Burn & Hansler, 2d to Van.\lstyne, 3d to Stan-
ton; cockerel 1st to Burn & Hansler, 2d to
Adams, 3d to VanAl.styne; pullets ist to Burn &
Hansler, 2d to Eagleston & Smith, 3d to Adams.
Brown-red game—Pen i«t to Rockenstyre;

cock ist to Stanton, 2d to Kleason; hen is't to
Kleason, 2d to Stanton; cockerel 2d to Nelson
Gardner; pullets 1st to Stanton, 2d to Gardner.
Red pile game—Pen 1st to John H.Warner;

cock ist to 'rorham Poultry Yards, 2d to John H.
Warner, 3d to T. R. Proctor; hen ist to Rocken-
styre, 2d to Warner, 3d to Stanton; pullet ist
and 3d to Torham Poultry Yards, 2d to Burn &
Hansler.
VVhitegarae—All ists to Rockenstyre; hen 2d

to Adams.
Silver duckwing game.—Pen 1st to Rocken-

styre, 2d to Adams; cock 1st to Burn & Hansler,
2d to Stanton, 3d to Klea.son; hen ist to Stanton,
2d lO Burn & Hansler, 3d to Klea.son; cockerel
ist to Stanton, 3d to Eagleston & Smith; pullet
1st to Stanton, 2d to Eagleston & Smith.
Golden duckwing—Pen 1st to Rockenstyre;

cock, 1st to Kleason, 2d to Stanton; hen ist to
Kleason: cockerel ist, pullet ist to Stanton.
Golden Sebrights—Pen ist and 3d to Rocken-

styre, 2d to Kieason; cock ist, 2d and 3d, pen ist,
cockerel 1st, 2d and 3d; pullet ist and 2d to
Rockenstyre; hen 2d to Kleason, 3d to VanAl-
styne; pullet 3d to Burn & Hansler.
Silver Sebnghts.—Pen ist to Warner, 2d to

Rockenstyre, 3d to Kleason; cock, i.st to Rocken-
styre, 2d to Burn & Hansler, id to Rockenstyre;
hen 1st to Burn & Hansler, 2a to Rockenstyre, 3d
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to Bird; cockerel ist to Burn & Hansler, 2d to
Warner; pullet ist to Burii & Hansler, 2d to
Warner.
Rose comb black—Pen ist to Burn & Hansler,

2d to Gardner; cock, i.st to Rockenstyre, 2d to
Kleason, 3d to Burn & Hansler; hen i.s» to Burn
& Hansler, 2d and 3d to Rockenstyre: cockerel
1st to McClave, 2d to Gardner, 3d to Jones, pul-
let ist to McClave, 2d to Gardner, 3d to Kleason.
White rose comb—Pen 1st and 2d, cock ist,

hen ist and 2d, cockerel 1st pullets island 2d, all
to Rockenstyre; cock 2d, hen 3d, cockerel 2d, pul-
let 3d toM. Kleason.
Booted white—pen ist to Rockenstvre; cock ist

to Kleason. 2d Id Rockenstyre; hen 'ist to Klea-
son, 2d to VanALstyne; cockerel ist to Rocken-
.styre, 2d to Klea.son; pullet 1st to Rockenstyre,
2a to Kleason.
Japanese—pen isl and 2d to Rockenstyre, 3d to

VanAlstyne; cock ist to Torhain Poultry Yards,
2d to Kleason, 3d to Rockenstyre; hen 1st to
Rockenstyre, 2d to Torham Poultrv Yards, 3d to
Kleason; cockerel 1st to Rockenstyre, 2d to Tor-
ham Poultry Yards, 3d to Van Alslyne; pullet ist
to Rockenstyre, 2d to VanAlstyne, 3d to Kleason.
Pekin—Pen ist and 2d, cock 1st, hen isl and

3d, pullet ist to Rockenstyre; pen 3d, cock 2d to
Kleason; cock 3d to VanAlstyne; hen 2d. cocker-
el I.st and 3d, pullet 2d and 3d to Torham Poultry
Yards.
White-crested while Polish—Hen isl and 2d,

cockerel ist, 2d and 3d; pullet ist 2d and 3d to
Rockenstyre; hen 3d to Kleaso •.

Turkeys (bronze).— 1st to James Seeley, 2d to
McClave, 3d to Barber; white, isl to K. F. Seeley,
2d to O. Howland & Son, 3d to John T. Bird.

Geese (Toulouse).— ist and 2d to James Seely,
3d to McClave; white China, isl to W. A . Shafer,
2d to O. Howland & Son, 3d to L B. Gunn;
brown China, i.st and 3d to O. Howland & Son;
2d to Gunn; African, 3d to Bird; wild, ist toR. P.
Burghart, 2d to T. W. Jones; EmMen isl and 3d
to Barber, 2d to McClave.
Ducks (Rouen).— i.st to T. W. Jones, 2d to

Gunn, 3d to McClave; Aylesbury, i.st to James
Seely, 2d to Charles H. Lockwood, 3d to C. H.
Barber; Cayuga, ist and 3d to Button, 2d to Bird;
white Muscovy, ist and 2d to John T. Bird, 3d to
Barber; colored Muscovy, ist to Bird 2d to Barber,
3d to Gunn; Pekin, ist and 2d to Barber, 3d to
Lent; crested white, ist to Gardner, 2d to Jones,
3d to Gunn; East India, i.st to McClave, 2d and 3d
to Bird; grey call, ist to McClave. While Call—
ist to Bird, 2d to McClave, 3d to Gunn.
Pearl Guinea Fowls— i.st to Barber, 2d to

Fred G. Crofoot, 3d to R. F. Seeley. White
Guinea Fowls— ist to O. Howland & Son, 2d to
Bird, 3d to McClave.

Pea Fowls— ist and 2d to Barber, 3d to Bird.

Silkies— ist to Rockenstyre, 2d to Bird.

Pigeons—Pouters, isl to G. Fred Filsinger, 2d
to Jacob Bauer, 3d to George W. Frick; carriers,
ist to T. C. Stanton; Anlwerps, ist to Filsinger,
2d to Crofoot, 3d to Stanton; short faced tumblers,
1st to Stanton, 2d and 3d to Crofoot; barbs, 1st,
2d and 3d to Frank J. Adams: turbits, ist to Cro-
foot, 2d and 3d to Filsinger; owls, ist to Crofoot,
2d to William Burnes, 3d to Fil.singer; fanlails,
ist to Frick, 2d to Crofoot, 3d to W. A. Shafer;
Jacobins, 1st and 3d to Frick, 2d to Crofoot; ring
doves, ist to W. Burnes, 2d and 3d to Shafer; col-
lection of pouters, ist to Filsinger; collection of
Jacobins, 1st to Lena D. Holmes, 2d to Filsinger;
collection of Anlwerps, i.st to Filsinger, 2d to
Crofoot.

Rabbits—Angora, 1st to Bird; Himalayan, ist
to Bird, 2d and 3d to R. D. Button. "Rock."

American Plymouth Rock Club.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
This organization was formed at

Charleston, S. C, January, 1891, during

the great national .show and A. P. A.

meeting. The objects of the club shall

be the fostering and improvement of the

Plymouth Rock fowl and the protection
and advantage of the membership of the
club ; its management is solely in the in-

terests of the breed and all the members.
We are bound to make the organization
the strongest specialty club in America,
and to that end appeal to all breeders
and lovers of the breed to come forward
and join the club. The cost is trifling,

the advantages apparent. You will bene-
fit yourselves, swell the membership
and thereby improve and popularize the
breed, and add an impetus to trade. The
Plymouth Rock is the acknowledged ban-
ner fowl of America, and should have the
banner club as its support. The cost of
l>ecomiiig a member is but $1, and fifty

cents annual dues. Send for a copy of
the by-laws and constitution, which are
now published in attractive form and
will be promptly mailed on application.
Breeders, join the club ; it will help the
breed and help you. What more can
you ask. E. B. Thompson,

Secretary and Treasurer.

Amenia, N. Y., Sept. 23, 1891.

>->'.

—Raw meal stirred up with cold water
is still resorted to by many for feeding
young chicks. It is handy, and can be
prepared quickly. It is usually thrown
out to them in the same place day by
day, in quantities so great that it is not
all consumed, and the chicks return to it

from time to time during the day. It

soon sours, and the filthy ground it is

scattered upon imparts impurities to it.

It becomes sour and filthy, and very soon
operates as a poison rather than good,
wholesome food. It is then in condition
to engender sour crop, inflamed bowels,
diarrhoea, dysentery, and general sick-
ness, finishing up with death.

THE FANCIBRS* JOURNAL.
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

The following letter from G. W. L.,

Jersey City, was mislaid, which accounts
for delay in answering. He writes : "I

write you again for some advice." Being
one of the subscribers and having re-

ceived such good advice before, I again
write. I have some homing pigeons
(young ones) that have something like
warts on the side of the bill. I was told
it was the pox. And also what is good
for a canary bird when its toes are swol-
len (the two back ones) ? I give them the
s. w. gravel. Hoping you will do me
this great favor."
The warts (?) you mention are no

doubt the natural excrescences that are
found on all homing pigeons. This is

due to the carrier blood which flows in
the veins of all homing pigeons. The
pox are small blothes, slightly raised, on
the skin. The treatment is to touch
them with bluestone or vitriol. Bathe
your canary bird's feet in hot water
twice daily, rubbing gently for ten min-
utes each time.

R.Field,Haddonfield,NJ.—"Sometime
ago I saw an article in The Fanciers'
Journal on runts,describing their habits,
size, etc., and also mentioned some show
that the writer of the article had seen some
exhibited. I have looked over my back
numbers of your paper but failed to find
the article. Now I would like yon to put
me in the way of corresponding with the
man that wrote that article, as I am de-
sirous of procuring just such birds as he
descrifjes. You will also confer favor by
informing me where I can get copies of
the Stock-Keeper and Fanciers' Chron-
icle, which I see advertised in your jour-
nal."
Mr. H. W. Vahle or T. Farrer Rack-

ham, both advertisers in The Fancif;rs'
Journal, may be able to get the runts.
You will find the Stock-Keeper and Fan-
ciers' Chronicle advertised in The Jour-
nal. Copies can be seen at our office at
any time.

W. S. Wellman, Upland, Pa.—I would
like to ask where I can get the best
Hamburg chickens. I like your paper
very much ; it is the best I have yet seen.
Will keep up my subscription.
Some of our Hamburg advertisers

would do well to advertise in The Fan-
ciers' Journal, as the above inquiry is

a .sample of many others we receive.
The al)Ove inquiry has been answered by
mail.

William Crawford Johnson, Frederick,
Md., writes : "Please let me know through
The Fanciers' Journal m what num-
l)er was published details of the tariff"

bill as applied to importations of stock
for breeding purposes. I have looked
through my file of Journals for 1891
and cannot find the article. My impres-
sion was that it appeared in the spring."
The articles appeared in the issues of

December 20 and 27, 1890.
•

Coal Ashes.

Dry earth is unquestionably the best

thing in the world for the dusting bin. It

may be procured with very little trouble

during a dry spell in summer. But if not
attended to at the proper season, or if the
supply gives out, then coal ashes are a
very good substitute. One great merit
which they possess is, that as taken from
the stove or furnace they are so very dry.
The dust bin in the fowl house should be
so arranged as to not gather dampness
from the ground for the drier its contents
can be kept the better. Coal ashes
should be furnished in a separate box, in
case the dust bin is filled with dry earth,
for the ashes contain bits of burnt .slate

and other earthy matter greedily de-
voured by fowls in winter, and which
serve to promote appetite and digestion,
and contain materials for the formation
of egg shells. Wood ashes have been
recommended for fowls to roll in, as it is

said the potash they contain is noxious
to vermin. No doubt but it is too caustic
for the feet and skin of the fowls, and in

wet weather forms a biting lye. Hens
will not wallow in wood ashes when dry
earth is accessible, and they ought to
have something to say in the matter.

—
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THE MT. HOLLY SHOW.

Exhibitors of Poultry at the Forty-
Fifth Annual Fair.

The forty-fifth annual exhibition of

the Burlington County Agricultural So-

ciety was held at Mt. Holly, N. J., from

the 14th to 1 8th instant. The poultry

exhibit, one of its main features, was

large, though not quite equal to some of

the pa.st displays of that society, which

was probably owing to it being the first

time an entry fee was charged, together

with the earliuess of the season, old birds

not being in the best of plumage and

chicks not fully matured ; however, most

all the noted varieties were fairly repre-

sented by good specimens. The ex-

hibitors consisted of the following fan-

ciers with their specialties

:

W. A. Smith. Whitney's Point, N. Y.,

showed light and bark Brahma chicks,

black and partridge Cochins and Lan-

shans, Leghorns, black Spanish fowls

and chicks, white and black Minorcas,

white and golden Polish, Plymouth

Rocks, Wyandottes, grey Dorkings, red

game bantams, mottled Javas, practical

exhibition coop and lop-eared rabbit.

T. E. Burroughs, Hurffville, N. J.,
Brahma and Cochin chicks ; B. F. Lewis,
Gwynned, Pa., white and pearl guineas,
turkeys, ducks, white rumples and friz-

zles, bronze turkeys, gray China geese,

Aylesbury ducks, Pekin, Muscovey,
Rouen and common ducks, white Plym-
outh Rocks, Wyandottes, I^minique
chicks, Houdau fowls and chicks, white
and brown Leghorns, Cochins

; J. C. Ma-
ple, Trenton, duckwing and red pile

game bantams, gold-laced Sebright, Po-
lish and booted bantams, Japanese ban-
tams, Japanese silkies, water fountain,

feed hopper ; C. A. Reed, Englishtown,
buff" and partridge Cochins, breeding
pen, turkeys, Embden, white China, gray
and Toulouse geese, Rouen, gray call

and white ducks, Andalusian fowls.

T. B. Allinson, Burlington, N. J., breed-

ing pen of Houdans, La Fleche fowls

and chicks, Erminettes, Plymouth Rocks,
silver-laced Wyandottes, red caps, Silic-

ians, black Javas, buff', bronze, black and
wild turkeys, Bremen and Embden geese;

S. D. Headley, Union, N. J., black Span-
ish, Leghorns, Minorcas, Poli.sh, Plym-
outh Rocks, black and golden Wyan-
dottes, common fowls, silver-grey Dork-
ings, Brahmas, Indian games

; J. R.
Richman, Yardville, N. J., black Lang-
shans

; J. H. Holmes, Crosswicks, par-

tridge Cochins, breeding pen
; J. G. Pax-

ton, Houstonville, Pa., Brahmas and Co-
chins ; K. H. Shinn, Jobstown. heavy-

duck and turkey ; B. C. Davis, Bur-
lington, pea fowls

; Joseph Krouse,
Roselle, N. J., pea fowls, Sumatra fowls.

Samuel S. Shinn, Mount Holly, pearl

guineas; Japhet B. Deacon, Mount
Holly, duck and brooder; Dr. S. C.

Mover, Lansdale, Pa., mottled Anconas,
white and silver Wyandottes, Plymouth
Rocks; J. M. Kaighn, Camden, colored
frizzles, gray China geese; M. J. Diehl,

Beverly, Dominique creepers; W. Burtis

Pew, Mount Holly, white Holland tur-

keys; William H. Deacon, Mount Holly,

Muscovey ducks; P. M, Orth & Bro.,

Reading, Pa., red game bantams, red

piles and silver duckwiugs; R. C. Weible,
Philadelphia, golden duckwings, .silver

do and black breasted red games; B. C.

Thornton, Philadelphia, red games, white
and red piles, golden duckwings; Wester-
velt, Haywooti & Co., Rutherford, N. J.,

black-breasted games, duckwings, piles

and white Polish bantams; D. S. Miller,

Allentown, gold and silver Sebrights,

Japanese bantams, black .Africans.

G. W. Cres.son, Philadelphia, brown
Leghorns, breeding pen of chicks; J. C.

Darlington, Philadelphia, Dominique
chicks; C. T. Haines. Crosswicks, gold
and silver laced Wyandottes; Alonzo
Guth, East Alleutown, Pa., Brahmas,
Cochins, black and silver Hamburgs,
white Leghorns, Minorcas, .\ndalusian

chicks; James R. Gunagan, Doylestown,
Pa., red games, white and brown Leg-
horns, black Spanish, silver laced Wyan-
dottes, gray and white dorkings; John
Donnelly, Doylestown, Pa., Earl Derby
game, black red game; H. A. Beyler,

Reading, Pa., pencilled, spangled and
white Hamburgs, black Hamburgs, red-

caps; A. H. Robinson, Philadelphia,

Brahmas and Cochins; A. C. Treichler,
Elizabeth, Pa., Brahma fowls and chicks.
While the display of pigeons and pet

stock was not as large this year as for-

merly, yet it was a very creditable one.
The largest iudividual exhibitor was H.
W. Vahle, of Philadelphia, who showed
six varieties of runts, mottled and Rus-
sian trumpeters, blue and black Morden-
eser Gazzi pigeons, red fullbacks, Alton-
burger rollers, blue, red and yellow bald
hea«l tumblers, Moorcap tumblers, blue,
checkered and while pouters, German
helmets, Hyacinths, l>ooted tumblers,
vSuabian, golden larks, blue fire backs,
black and Dresden trumpeters, shield
trumpeters, starlings, spots, while bars,
black swallows, calumets, starling Quak-
ers, also a very large exhibit of white
fantails, German beard.s, dragoons, red
Lutz, p gmy pouters, ice pigeons, spang-
led shields, nuns, dun and yellow tailed
Chinese owls, turbits, Jacobins, crested
copper Archangels, homing pigeons, per-
forming tumblers, barbs, blue fantails,

booted and crested fantails, spangled fox
pigeons, also a large disylay of mock-
ing birds and canaries.

W. W. Caltiers, Doylestown, Pa., fan-
tails, turbits, Jacobins, Duchess, red-
booted tumblers ; F. A. Shafer, Reading,
Pa., Jacobins, carriers, dragoons, nuns,
tumblers, swallows, bars, German beards;
W. H. Orr, Reading, Pa., six varieties of
turbits ; W. A. Smith, Whitney's Point,
N. Y., ring doves with young, homi»ig
carriers, pouters, fans, English owls ; B. F.
Lewis, Gwy nied. Pa., tumblers and Ant-
werps ; W. S. I.^ntz, Allentown, Pa.,

Antwerps, Snells, short-faced tumblers,
satinettes, shell crest turbits, beards ; W.
L. Randall, Doylestown, Pa., owls, short-

faced frills ; Marianna Sharp, Columbus,
N. J., largest brood of guineas with hen

;

G. R. McCuUy, Mount Holly, yellow-

Angora cat, Belgian and English hares ;

J. Frank Shaw, Mount Holly, white Eng-
lish rabbit.

Mr. Wilford Corry, who was the prac-

tical superintendent of that department,
deserves credit for his admirable arrange-
ment and classification of the specimens,
as well as his genial treatment of the ex-
hibitors. J. E. D.

.

Ne-ws from Rochester.
From Our Special Correspondent.

Rochester, Sept. 22.—The Western

New York fair opened here yesterday

with the largest exhibit of poultry and

pigeons seen here in years, necessitating

the u.se of a tent in connection with the

large poultry building. The quality is

exceptionally good.

In poultry there are 530 entry nunil>ers,

mo.st of which are for pens and trios,

giving a total of over 1 200 birds. In pig-

eons there are 109 pairs entered, repre-

senting the following varieties : Jacobins,

white pouters, carriers, fantails, short-

faced tumblers, long-faced flying tum-
blers, solid turbits, crested-winged tur-

bits, English owls, barbs, .swallows, mag-
piers, Antwerps, red priests, yellow
{mests, black starlets, black moorheads,
)lue priest'*, blue Antwerps, silver Ant-
werps and nuns. The judging commenced
so late this P. M. that it is impos.sible to

give awards before next week.
Octagon.

To Fatten Fowls.

Corn meal, as everybody knows, is the

l)est and cheapest food for fattening all

kinds of poultry. The meal should be

fed raw one day, and made into a stiff"

dough and cooked the next. Feed every
four hours through the day, beginning
early and ending late, and give as much
at a time as will all be eaten immediately,
and no more. Season as plentifully with
salt as persons do their food, and add a
slight sprinkle of cayenne occasionally.

These condiments serve a double pur-

pose, that of improving appetite and di-

gestion and the quality of the flesh for

the table. For the sake of variety give

every day a very little meat and boiled

potatoes, and a small allowance of corn

in the kernel. The object being to ren-

der the birds too heavy to use perches,

there should be none in the fattening

pen. As quietness promotes fattening,

and light .stimulates into too much ac-

tivity, darken the coop as much as pos-

sible, excepting when the birds are eat-

ing and drinking, while at the same time
allow sufficient air.—American Poultry

Yard.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

In the Philadelphia item of September

19 we find the following : "Two or three

days ago it was stated in the Item that an

aunouncement wouhl appear in these

columns which would be of special inter-

est to the .short-distance fanciers of this

city. The news alluded to will be found

below. In past years the Item has given

a large number of prizes away to small

clubs in the effort to foster the sport of

pigeon flying, and by this policy has

been mainly instrumental in establishing

the sport on a firm basis in this city. It

is now thought, however, that these tro-

phies would be more highly esteemed,

and the records made in competing for

them would be more thought of if the

competition was greater. It was with

the intention of remedying this matter

that the Item at the beginning of the

present season put up a trophy for gen-

eral competition from a distance of 100

miles, and it is in furtherance of the same
idea that the announcement is now made
that the Item will donate a handsome
challenge troph v for an open competition

from a distance of about ten miles. The
trophy must be won three times (not

neces.sarily in succession) to become the

property of the winner ; and after it is

once won the holder will be subject to

challenge for its pos.se.ssion after holding

it a certain length of time. There will, of

course, be an entrance fee charged for

each race, and the amount thus raised

will be distributed in prizes. This should

make an interesting series of races for

the winter months, when it is unsafe to

fly birds for a longer distance. The first

race will probably come off" on Thanks-

giving Day, and might be followed by

others on New Year's day and Washing-

ton's Birthday. A meeting will be called

early in October of delegates from all

clubs desiring to enter, at which time a

committee can be appointed to arrange

a code of rules to govern the competi-

tion."
*

* »

The fanciers of Philadelphia are cer-

tainly indebted to the Item for the lib-

eral encouragement the latter has always

extended to pigeon flying in the past,

and the above announcement shows that

the future is to be equally well provided

for.
«

«

Francis Whitely has resigned from the

Empire City Club, after having a serious

disagreement with the other meml)ers of

that flourishing organization.
*

« *

In the 500-mile race of the Empire City

Club, Ben Elwell accepted a proposition

from Whitely to match three birds from

each loft of twenty-five dollars a side,

and although Whitely had a speedier re-

turn than Elwell, the latter won the

.stakes, as Whitely's winner was not one

of the three matched.

« «

The fact that Conrad Mahr, Jr., should

win all the FInipire Club races except

one, and be no nearer than third f)r fourth

in this is at last fully explained.

*
« *

Prior to the 500-mile club race of the

Empire Flying Club the birds were

backed for |ioo by W. B. Garrabrants to

outfly the birds of Francis Whitely, the

match to come off a week after the club

race. $10 a side was the forfeit. Under

these circumstances Mahr was advised by

intimate friends to keep five of his best

birds out of the club race in order to have

them fresh and in good condition for the

|ioo match race with Whitely. This ac-

counts for Mahr not doing better in the

club race, although as it was he made a

really fine record.
*

* «

At a meeting which took place after

the club race, and at which the stakes

.should have been put up in full, Whitely
would not live up to the original agree-

ment, but wanted to acct)nipany his birds

to the liberating station and have them
in his own po.s.session until the la.st mo-
ment. As the original agreement bar-

gained for them to be counterniarked

and shipped by disinterested parties,

Mahr's friends would not agree to the

proposal, and the match fell through.

The feeling created by the di.scussion was
so bitter, however, that Mr. Whitely's

resignation was handed in shortly after-

wards.
*

*

The Item remarks : "A large number
of Newark, New York and other fanciers

outside of Philadelphia, complain that

they cannot see what good they gain
from membership in a Federation which
is distinctly Philadelphian. They would
like to see a committee formed of dele-

gates from the leading homing clubs

with a view to re-organization on a basis

of more general usefulness. They ap-

pear to think that the sections should be

given more power and the rules of the

National organization fewer and more
general. Just what they want they
hardly know them.selves at present, but
they can plainly .see that matters are not

running just as smoothly as they might
do, and there are no doubt many fanciers

in Philadelphia who think the same. At
any rate, it does not api)ear very much
to ask that all the principal clubs in the

United States be invited to send a dele-

gate or possibly two delegates to a meet-

ing to be called in the near future, at

which any feasible plan for strengthen-

ing the National organization and render-

ing it more of a necessity to every large

club shall be seriously considered. While
there has lieen no perceptible decrease in

the Federation membership, the fact re-

mains that it does not control nearly as

many fanciers out.side of Philadelphia as

formerly, and yet those who have fallen

out are just as active in the sport as ever.

This shows there is something wrong,

and something which should at once be

remedie<l, and the sooner it is done the

sooner we shall again have a united

fancy ; so get your heads together, gen-

tlemen, i.ssue invitations to the meeting

and do your level l)est to bring back the

stragglers. '

'

*
* «

The above is sound logic and should l>e

carefully considered by the Federation.

Last Saturday's Race.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
On Saturday, September 19, all the

birds shipped for Concourse race from

150 miles were liberated to test the speed

of the Philadelphia section and about the

same were shipped on the Saturday

previous, with the addition of John D.

Monro's birds, to the western station,

and first and second prize was secured by

J. A. Stovell at an average speed of about
TOGO yards, and third went to John D.
Muuro, about two minutes later ; but had
it not been for the tinier letting the third

bird of Stovell's get away he would have
secured third place, as all the birds

passed in together. Those who flew

from southwest, I am infoimed, made as

a speed record about 700 yards. The full

particulars will be pui)lished later.

Wings.
»

—Ground coffee sprinkled on a shovel
of hot cinders, is a good disinfectant for

a poultry house.
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Are Capons Profitable?—The Great

Crown Pigeon—Kaffir Fowls.

Concerning Geese.

TAe following extracts are from the

pens offanciers both on this and the other

side of the water, giving their experi-

ences in raising, feeding and caring for
all kinds of poultry, pigeons and pet

stock, and elicit the careful perusal of the

readers of The FancikRvS' Journal. //

is the desire in these columns to give the

experiences of all true fanciers, and 7ve

therefore invite contributionsfrotn every-

one who has anything to say pertaining

to poultty, pigeons and fancy stock.

Are Capons Profitable ?

With ten years' experience in the poul-

try business I will assert without a mo-
ment's hesitation that capons are the

most profitable branch of the business,

not exceptinj^ spring broilers. I do,

however, exce])t that branch of the busi-

ness that permits the breeder to sell fancy

breeding stock at %^ and |io a bird ; but

few do that, and high prices for such

stock is the exception,

I keep an average of about 500 light

Brahmas and Plymouth Rocks, consist-

ing of hens, pullets, roosters, for laying

and breeding purposes, and generally
raise two or three hundred capons every
year. In my jmultry as well as the other
branches of my farming, a careful ac-

count is kej)t, and at the end of each
year I am able to know whether I have
made a dollar or lost one.

The proceeds or receipts of my poultry
department are divided into three items,
so that I may know from which direction
the money conies or goes, as follows :

Chickens, eggs, capons. After having
continued this care for a number of
years, I have come to the conclusion that
to raise chickens to maturity costs more
than they are worth, or the price they
can be bought for, unless one can sell

them at fancy prices. In forming this
conclusion I have taken the items time
and labor into consideration, which I lie-

lieve should always be done.
I find that eggs pay a fair to good

profit ; depending more or less upon
your market and whether one sells many
for sitting purjwses at extra prices.

I have never yet been able to make one
dollar a year profit on each hen with
eggs sold at strictly market rates for
fresh stock.

Perhaps it is because I keep too manv,
feed too much or don't know how to care
for them ; but it does seem that almost
any "chunij)" after being in the business
for a number of years would "catch on"
to how it ought to be <lone, especially
when he is doing it for his bread and
butter.

There is one branch of the business,
however, that i>ays big, and that is my
capons. If it were not for them I would
go out of the business altogether, l)eliev-

ing I could devote my time to better ad-
vantage with my pigs, dogs and straw-
berries. If it were not for my capons I

am afraid my poultry account would run
the wrong way. It is the capons that
fill up a big ga]i in the same and serve to
land a big profit for me.

I recently dressed and shipped to a
leading potiltry house in Quiucy market,
Boston, sixteen cockerels that I had se-

lected for breeders, but which, when their
feathers had all developed, did not suit
me to keep as such, and were too big to
caponize to any advantage. They were
in good condition, as plump and fat as
the average birds sent to the market. I

received i)ay for them a few days ago,
and they brotight me the enormous sum
of twelve cents a pound, a price below
what they cost me.
Suppose I had not made capons of my

other cockerels, early in the season, and
had two or three hundred of them to kill

and dress, n(»w what would have become
of my profits ? Where would my poultry
account have landed me ? Fortunately
previous experience in this direction had
taught me to proceed differently, and in

the months of July, August and vSeptem-

ber I caponized all the cockerel chicks
that I did not wish to keep to sell for
breeders or my own u.se, and to-day I
have a lot of big, fine capons, which are
adding to their weight every day and
which have not cost me as much as the
cockerels

; capons that dress from seven
to ten pounds and which would sell
quickly for twenty-five cents a pound. A
friend of mine sold last season 300 capons
in one lot for twenty-five cents a pound.
In the West prices may be livelier, but
even at eighteen or twenty cents, with
their natural increase of weight, brings
the seller a large profit. Capons do pay.—Geo. Q. Dow in American Poultry
Journal.

Concerning Geese.

The use of mattresses has not, in the

country at least, wholy abolished the u.se

of feathers for beds, nor yet in many city

homes. Feathers from ducks are reconed
the finest, but only if those from the
breast are taken. As usually sold duck
feathers contain as many coarse feathers

as do the average from geese, and the
latter make a feather bed good enough
for anybody. About eighty or eighty-
five geese picked once are required to
make a twenty-five pound bed, but as the
gee.^e may be plucked every six weeks
during the marm season, the required
weight may be secured in a single sum-
mer from a smaller number. But who
that has had experience in plucking a
single goose can forget what these figures
imply for the labor of the house-wife and
her daughter during the good old times,
when at least one goose-feather bed went
with the marriage portion, with farther's
and mother's blessing, to each son or
daughter marrying and setting up an es-
tablishment of their own.— American
Cultivator.

the "vStompstairtje." They are found on
almost every farmyard at the Cape, and
are of all shades of color. Their "great-
est peculiarity" to me is that they do not
breed when kept apart from other fowls.
The only way to perpetuate the kind is to
place a long-tailed cock with rumpless
hens, and even in this case some of the
progeny will have long tails, and some
half a tail hanging downwards. The
eggs of long-tailed hens running with a
rumpless cock generally prove unfertile.
The rumpless hens lay well and are good
mothers. The other variety mentioned
by your correspondent as having very
short legs is a distinct variety known at
the Cape as the "Kortpootje.'" This is
nothing else than the breed known here
as the Scotch dumpies —Afrikander in
Poultry.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Great Crown Pigeon.

A few specimens of this variety were
exhibited in Kngland and in this country
some years ago, but for some reason fan-

ciers have not given them a trial in

breeding, though in many respects they
are a very handsome and imposing vari-

ety. They are large, carry a double
crest, and their plumage is unique and
attractive. The great crown pigeon is a

native of India and the islands of the

Indian .\rchipelago. There are two or
more varieties, which differ in crest and
plumage, but in other respects are alike.
One is possessed of a double crest or
crown, the other a single one. They are
gregarious, and their chief feed is "wild
tari, rice, and berries. They perch on
trees at night, choosing their mates, coo-
ing in plaintive notes, and imitating the
manner of other pigeons.
The plumage on a large part of the

body is a brilliant shade. The central
curve of back to the tail coverts is a red-
dish l)rick color ; the primaries and sec-
ondaries ashen with maroon edgings ; the
breast and belly a bluish ashen ; tail

short, and tipped with ashen ; the crest
is upright and stiff, the feathers rising
from the crown like an aigrette, but
much larger—in fact, it bears some re-

semblance to the bushy hair of a Papuan
female dressed in Fijian fashion. The
feathers of this magnificent crown rise
from the base of the beak and spread
over the head like a Polish hen. The
variety with the double crown .shows the
bushy crest in two sections, the hind-
most one being small, the tuft of feathers
rising from the back of the head like
that of the California quail.—Ohio Poul-
try Journal.

Kaffir Fowls.

In your issue of August 14, under the

heading, "Old Notes from a Wanderer,"
there is a paragraph on "Kaffir Fowls."

In this the two varieties which your cor

respondent notices are first that which
he calls the Basuto fowl, whose "greatest
peculiarity is that it has no tail, or, f(t

any rate, a very minute one," and he re-

commends this to poultry fanciers as
likely to be, with a little careful breed- i

ing, an extremely useful bird. Having
spent a good many years of my life in
South Africa, where I always kept a large
stock of poultry, I am able to say that
this fowl is what is generally known as
the "rumpless fowl," or in Cape Dutch

About Lice.

While lime about the poultry premises
looks pretty, and gives things a bright

and clean appearance, yet the most ne-

cessary and effective agent in the de-

struction of lice is not found in lime.

Neither is it the best deodorizer. In fact

lime scattered under the roosts imparts a
strong ordor to the droppings, particu-
larly if the hen-house floor be earthen
and the least bit damp. We have found
ordinary road dust the simplest, most
natural and most effective thing in the
prevention of lice. Fowls become in-

fested with lice whenever they are de-
prived of a dust bath. Lack of this
simple remedy for lice is the great bane
of poultry keepers. Hundreds of old
fowls weaken and die, and untold thou-
sands of young chicks perish annually for
the want of dust in which to wallow.
To deprive the hen and her brood of

dust is to invite destruction of the litter.

They must have dust. .So should the
laying stock, and all the fowls on the
premises. Dust scattered about under
the roosting perches absorbs the moisture
from the droppings, and prevents un-
pleasant odors. It also keeps the ma-
nure in prime condition for application
to the garden or lawn, as a fertilizer.
The perches should be oiled occasionally
to prevent lice or mites secreting in or
about them

; but when this is done,
l^etter than lime on the wall or the floor,
is a box of dust in one corner, and plenty
of it under the roos s. We would white-
wash for appearance sake, but use dust
liberally for the destruction of lice.—H.
B. Geer in American Poultry Journal.

Pleasant Employment at Good Pay
The publishersofSkkd-Timk and Har-

vest, an old established monthly, deter-

mined to greatly increase their subscrip-

tion lists, will employ a number of active

agents for the ensuing six months at I50
PER MONTH or more if their services

warrant it. To insure active work an

additional cash prize of |i(x> will be
awarded the agent who obtains the larg-
est number of subscribers. "The early
bird gets the worm." Send four silver
dimes, or twenty 2-cent stamps with your
application, stating your age and terri-
tory desired, naming .some prominent
business man as reference as to your
capabilties, and we will give you a trial.

The 40 cents pays your own subscription
and you will receive full particulars
Address

SEED-TIME AND HARVEST
La Plume, Pa.

Sheridan's rondilioii Powders

HENS^
If yon can'tget It tiend to n*.

paid. Pnultry Raiitin, „_.„. .„
8. JOHNSON & CO., WOu»tom Houw St., Boston, Utm,

W? mail one paok SSc. Ffve $1. A 2 1-1 lb. cnn $1.20. Sis,
.
Et J>ald. Poultry Raiiiinq Oujdf. free, with tl orders.

CLIMU DRINKING FOUNTAIN

POULTRY
MADE OF GALVANIZED IRON.
WILL LAST A LIFRTIMK.

I

aOall. Mze will lie wnt, Kxpress Paid, to nny part
of the L'ntted StuU-Hoii n-fcipl of ^i .•J.'j,

L. It. 3L.01ir>, Bnrllngton, Vt,

THE

CHRISTMAS NUMBER
(JP THE

Fanciers' Journal
will be the journalistic event in

the annals of the kennel and
poultry press of America.

It will consist of 36 pages,
including a handsome cover,
specially designed by our art-

ist. The illustrations will be
original and unique, as well as
profuse. The articles on dogs,
poultry, pigeons, etc., will be
from the pens of the most fa-
mous American and European
writers, and the entire num-
ber will be a complete Cyclo-
p:vdia of the best original liter-

ature obtainable.

No expense will be spared
to make the Christmas Num-
ber worthy of the patronage of
every dog, chicken, and pigeon
fancier.

The edition printed will be
very large, and will circulate

over the entire globe.

This assures the most valu-
able and permanent advertis-
ing, and all persons having
stock for sale should not fail

to avail themselves of this ripe

opportunity.

The advertising rates are so
adjusted that the largest and
the smallest advertiser can de-
pend on securing profitable

returns.

Our special advertising rates

will be sent on application. All

orders for advertising must be
sent in by November i q", to in-

sure proper classification and
display.

The Christmas Number will

be ready for mailing on De-
cember I , and all orders should
be sent in early.

Single copies, TO cents. Lib-
eral discount to the trade.

Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.
Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THK FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OK

—

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Hieil
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.
Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-
tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

IvKO BANUS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each 2^c. Open bands for old birds,
each 10. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on whirh the band is to he used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. E. S. STARR. Box 295.

Philadelphia, Pa.

PUBLICATIONS.

POOLTRY BREEDERS' DIRECTORY

.

OF THE

•UNITED STATES-
Is now in course of preparation and will

1)6 issued as soon as a careful compi-
lation will admit. Its pages will be re-

plete with interesting and valuable infor-

mation which cannot be found in any
other publication. It will contain the
names and addresses of over 20,o(X) breed-
ers and fanciers, all dealers in poultry
supplies and appliances, all poultry peri-

odicals and publications, au<l all societies

or associations whose aim is the advance-
ment of thoroughbred stock.

A Voluminous C'lasslfleit I>lrectory,

With the name of each variety or breed,
under separate classified headings, and
the name and address of the breeder
following in each case.

An Award Department,

In which all fanciers will have the privi-

lege of recording a complete list of prizes
won by them to date. As a book of ref-

erence it will be invaluable. To the fan-

cier, as an advertising medium, it can
have no equal.

RonuMnlM^r

!

There is no charge for inserting your
name, with the name of the varieties you
breed, in the regular order, and we there-
fore call upon all breeders to forward
their names, addresses and varieties bre«l,

that errors may l)e avoided.

Itates of AdvertlNlnt;:
Full page .... I25.00

I

Half page .... $i.s.oo

yuarter page . . 10.00 | Eighth page . . . 6.00

Subscription price to Directory ^i .00,

post pai<l. Ivvery subscriber's name, ad-
dress and varieties bred, will be put in

display type without additional cost, but
to secure this display, subscriptions must
be forwarded at once.

ROSS A. SMITH.
Manager Southern Directory and Pub. Co.,

28-33 Office 28 Broad Street, Charleston, S. C.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

8HOW8.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K BOYER.

ONLY 25 CENTS. POSTPAID.—READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It

jives away many things that have been hereto-
fore kept secret. Addressf<

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

GUTS
^OF STOCK

FOR POULTRYMEH,;,r;S
fanclert, Nuner^mtn, Fhrlits, Beekeeptrt,

Dairymen, Oardrntrt, frultmen, Prlnttn,

etc. tlectrotiiping <t<m». List fKlC,

CLAHiitct C. OEPur, SrnACuae. M, \f.

snows.

THE GREAT INTER-STATE FAIR,
TRENTTON, NEAV JKRSKY,

SEPTEMBER 28 TO OCTOBER 2, 1891.
Easily reached, pleasantly located, handsomely equipped, generous to both exhibitors and

the public.

POULTRY AND PET STOCK A SPECIAL FEATURE.

Acconunodations for thiss class of exhibits are superior to those afforde<l by any other

institution of this class in the country. Eor Prize List address

28-32

JOHN GUILD MUIRHEAD, Secretary,
Box 105, Trenton, New Jersey.

poujyriiY. roi'i/riiv.

o<l3^'^p^^^ EMMO
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Bufl Ptkin Hantanis. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize
winners wherever shown. Circular free.

F. W. GAY LOR, Manager, Quogue, Long Island, N. Y.10-61

P()UL.TJIY.

y^oodside poultry
Y^''^^

HACKENSACK, N.J.

—W. J. ANI3RUS—
BREEDER OF

S. C WHITE LEGH0RM8 X LA FLECHE.
At the great N. Y. Show, iSyo, won everything

on I.^ Kleche : 1891 won 2d on cock, ist on cock-
erel, 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th on hen, 1st and 2d on pul-
let, specials for best di.splay and l)est pullet.
My stock has always won high honors at Wa-

verly, Trenton, Bridgeton and Dundee Lake, N.
J., and Newburgh, N. Y.
La Kleche eggs, $5 per 15, $9 per 30 ; Leghorn

eggs. $3 per 15, I5 per 30.

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Onl^ Ji.25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany. N.Y.

BLJKF COCHINS
Without slightest reserve, at Normandy Villa,

Shiplty, Yoiks, iMigland, Mr. V,. C. Stretch will

sell on November 4 the whole of Mrs. Scrivens'

Matchless Strain of Buff CocUus
Over 3C1) birds, including the Palace Cup cockerel
and the Bath Cup pullet. Catalogues containing
cable code on application. 31-34

KSTAHI.ISIIEI) 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry. Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports, yueries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
J2.10.
Address Post-Office Orders and communications

to the Fancifrs' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E- C.
England.

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL

The leatling weekly paper of its

class in the* world. Sixteen pages
handsomely illustrated. Subscrip-
tion price, %2.cya per annum ; sam-
ple copies, 5 cents. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

DIPC Chesters. Berkshires, Polands. Fox
rluOi Hounds, Beagles,Collies,Setter8.GEO.B.
HICKMAN, W. Chester, Pa. Send sUmp for cir.

POUL.TUY.

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-
road journey. 19-70

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

Indian Games, Peacomb Plymouth Rocks,
Barred and White Plymouth Rocks, Bantams.

SCHIPPERKES-The handsomest and most
useful dog for the poultry breeder. Circular
for stamp.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry 01

Kennel Pai)er you should senil for my list of

papers. I can furnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscril)e foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclo.se a stamp when yon write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and nquest them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

84t(

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

KVER PROr>UtKI>.

Personally selected durne our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of England. II

you want choice kkeedkrs or wi.vners at the
winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, Anda-
lusians, White Wyandottes. •'ree catalogue.

88tl

A. SHARP & CO..
I.ockport, New York.

WYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.
Prices lo2v for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good !
"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
2 54 Brainard Station, N. Y.

OPIUM
Morphine Habit Cured in 10

dr.j.stIpheni
to%

rpli
JOdays. No par till cared.

I, Lebanon,Ohio.

E CAN FirRNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OK ALL

leading breeds of
pigh;ons

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Box 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BOOKS Foil FANCIEIIS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

oooks on receipt of published price:

KKNNKL.
American Book of the Dog 5.00
American Kennel. Burges J 3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illu.strations, by
Rawdon Lee 1.50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.oo

Dogs, Diseases of. Dal/.iel 80
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Maininond . i.oo
Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond ... .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, 161110 . .75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 2.00

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. XI to XllI.each 4.50
Field Trial Training. White 50
Fox Terrier. Lee, 14 portr^iits and illustra-
sions 1.50

Fox Terrier, Breeding aiid Rearing
; col-

ored portrait. Dalziel i.oo
Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training .50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff" or
Great Dane Dog 2.00

Pedigree Jtecord Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration . 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date JO

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . . . 1.00
Prize Pugs of America and England.

(Cryer) i.oo
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan i.oo
St. Bernard, history, rearing, brceeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait orpiinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehcnge on the Dog 2.50
Teufel the Terrier ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog .75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.
Mercer 1.00

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00
The Mastiff, the Hi.story of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
The Setter. Laverack 2.75
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits

Irora life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. . 4.00
Youatt on the Dog 2.50
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir 50
Cloth 75

POULTRY.

.\11 About Broilers. Boyer .25
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard .50
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. (ieorge (j. Dow . .25
Duck Culture. Rankin .50
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; woodcuts. By Harri-
son Weir 9-00

Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 1.50
Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50
Sixteen Years P^xperience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin .... .25
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & I^e 1 .00

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace 50

CAOK BIRDS.

c aiiary Birds. Paper cover 50
Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Petition 1.50

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. , i.oo
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams .... .50
The Canary. G.J. Barnesby 50

PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts 8.00

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth i.oo

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50
Pigeon Standard (new) .50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delainer .50

MISCELLANEOUS.

American Anglers' Book. Norris .... 5.50
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .25
Book of the (>ame Laws 50
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 2.00
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus 2.00
Fly Rotls and Fly-Tackle. Wells 2.50
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.
Grinnell 2.00

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus ... 1.50
The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood I.oo

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; il-

lustrateil .50
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals i..<vO

With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . . 5.00
Wild P'owl Shooting. Leffingwell .... 2.50
Woodcrafl. Nessmuk i.oo
611 Hints and Poiut.s for Sportsmen . . . . i.y)
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The United States Field Trial Clnli'!! Inanpral Field Trials

To be run at Bicknell, Ind., beginning with the Derby, Monday, November 2,

1891, with eighty-four nominations, which will be followed with the

SETTERS.
$200 to First.

$175 to Second.

$125 to Third.

ALL-AGED STAKES.
For all SottcPH and Pointers that have

never won a First Prize In an All-Aged
Stake at any Itecoi^iilzed Field Trial In
America. Entries (,'loNe October 1

POINTERS.
$200 to First.

$175 to Second.

$125 to Third.

KACU JJKEEJ) TO IlUX SEPAllATKr^Y.

Winners of First in each Stake to compete for Title of Absolute Winner and $200 additional.
Entries close October 1, 1891. Forfeit $10, which must accompany nomination. Twenty dollars ad-
ditional for starters, to be paid at starting. Judges—Colonel Arthur Merrim.\n, A. A. Whipple,
Colonel A. G. Slog, Dr. N. Rowe and Mr. R. J. McCooK. Total Stakes, |i,2oo.

31 P. T. MADISON, Secretary, Lock Box 4, Indianapolis, Ind.

INCUBATORS.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain one free. Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
year. Large book for .stamp. A.
F. WILUAMS, Bristol, Conn.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

« * * • * « AND BROODERS
ARK THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
—AND wkrf: awardf;d—

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of i8gi.

The finest and largest ever held in America.
Our mammoth catalogue

EyerytMiiE for the Ponltry Yard.

Will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of 5
cents. Circulars free. Address

PINEUND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO..

78-129 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

POUI^TIIY.

A NEAV BOOK

WYflNDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Bieed-

ng. Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.
A handsomely printecfbook of 60 pages.

PKICK, 50 CENTS.
Ad«lress

FANCIEIIS' PrULISHINti CO.,
32 South Third Strttt,

-tl Philadelphia.

SPECIAL OFFER
Thf; Fancikr.s' Journal will l)e sent

from now until

JANUARY, 1892, FOR 50 CENTS

INDIAN GAMES
LANGSHANS

MINORCAS
MOTTLED ANCONAS
Hggs for sale sfter January, l8y2. No metre

birds for sale at this time.

VT UPPV \ piiC Choicest strains. Pups
OI. Di:,I\i\/\I\i;o for sale. Send 2 cent
stamp lor circular giving particulars.

93 >45 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Pottsville. Pa.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RKI) INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIC.HTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOKNIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. RKDS, RKD PII.KS.

SII.VKR DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THK BKST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNPXKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

—Don't forgot to send advertisements
for our great Christmas number.

PIGEONS.

ARCHANGELS ONLY.
Geo. G. Fetterolf,

Lianghome, Penn'a,
Has tliriH- of the lurKfst ami fin-

est lofts of ARCHANCiEI.S In
Ameiica, If not in the world,
Hiid now offl'rs for sile a few
grand birds In Dark and lAnUt
Bronze, |>oint and shell i-resteil;

also, Hnio«>th heatls. I'rices iu>
cording to ijuallty of stock.

SHOWS.
The Secand Annual Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry & P. S. Association,
At Columbia, S. C, Jan. 12 to 15, 1892, will be
THE GREAT SHOW OF THE SOUTH.

Send for Premium List which will be readv
October 15. We have thegrandest list of special's
ever offered by any Southern As.sociation.

W. A. SCHROCK, Secretary.
Camden, S. C.

Dr. S. T. Lea, President,
Cokesbury, S. C.

PEDIGREES - PRIIVTED
AT MODERATE PRICES.

AX THIS OFKICK.

DOGS.
AdverUsements witkoMt display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Artists.

SPECIAL engrravings made from photograph
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 3
South Third St., Philadelphia.

32

Beafclea.

Beaglf: bitch and three pi'ps—two
dogs, one bitch; price and pedigree on ap-
plication. R. C. Beaver, Brighton, Monroe
County, New York. Box 89. 3233

Bull l>OKS.

K

W

T STUD. SOLITAIRE (19.249); HARPER'S
best son ; color brindle, weight 60 pounds,
winner of 2d, New York, 1891 ; will use to
few approved bitches. Fee on application.
Some good bull bitches for sale that are
winners. Andrew J. Hatch, 340 Norton
Street, New Haven, Conn. 29-32

7antf:d—ONE PAIR off;nglish bull
dog puppies; large stock; not akin. Alex.
R. Matneson, Fort Gibson, Indian Terri-
tory. 32-it

A
Bull Terriers.

T stud—ROSCOE (17.346). BY BFNDIGO—
Champion Starlight. A dog with great
length of head, smallest of dark ej-es, fine
tail and plenty of bone. Fee, |io. Pure
white Puppies tor sale by Roscoe—Lady
Melville (2o,7Jiy). Frank W. Moulton, 619
F'ourteenlh Street N. W., Washington,
D. C. 130-131

Canker Cure.

TALLMAN'S CANKER Cl'RE BY MAIL FOR
fifiv cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Collies.

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee & Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

RDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie.
The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

o

For Sale or Exchanice.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies

;
greyhound and beagle puppies.

Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the ^reat vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and rifles, folding boat,
field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

FOR SALE OR WILL TRADE FOR PLYM-
OUTH Rock or dark Brahma chicks, rough
and smooth coated St. Bernard brood
bitches and puppies. Registered stock.
Ridgewootl Kennels, 143-145 Java Street,
Brooklyn, N Y. 31-35

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor g cents per wordfor each insertion.

Fox Terriers.

VERA (20,366, BACCHANAL — VERDICT).
Proven breeder and good mother, good at
all points. Whelped 1890. Charles D.
Cugle, Box 602, Baltimore, Md. 32-33

For Sale.

COLLIE DOG, TEN MONTHS OLD BY THE
SQUIRE, golden sable, white markings,
price reasonable. William Tallman, 109
W. 34th St. , New York City. 27-fl

FOR SALE—PURE BRED PUG AND MAS-
TIFF puppies, |i5 apiece. Ohilo Kennels,
Newark, O. 31-32

FOX TERRIERS, BY IMPORTED RABY
(Signal—Flip, 20,764). Also pair beagles,
right for fall work. G. H. Goodrich, 717
chamber of Commerce, Chicago. 29-31

POINTER BITCH, BY DUKE OF HESSEN.
three years old, thoroughly broken. Also
pointer dog by Naso of Kippen. Bench
show winner and thorougly br^soa. W.
Tallman, 109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New
New York City. it

Great Danes.

GREAT DANE PUPPIES FROM FIRST
prize winners ; also. Pug Puppies from
registered stock, for sale by R. R. Harrison,
84 Cherry Street, New York City. 130-133

Irish Setters.

CHALLENGE BEAU BRUMMELL PUPPIES
out of Nancy Elcho, whelped Augu.st 5,
combining best field and bench show
blood. Also one dog whelped July i. 1890,
partly broke, fa.'t and stylish. Address
Buckeye Kennels, 42 Main Street, Cincin-
nati, O. 31-35

IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES BY A SON
of Glencho and Mavourueen, out of a
daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address
P.. Box 916, Philadelphia. 5-tf

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE—SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslyn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

PuKS.

FOR SALE.—A PUG BITCH TWO YEARS
old, well bred and registered, with two
male pups, sired by a standard registered
dog. Cheap to clear. Price $50. Thomas
I. Ballantine, 601 Ellis St., Peoria, 111. 32-34

FINE PUPS ON SALE.—Chequasset Kennels,
Lancaster,Mass. 7S-eow

Scotch Terriers.

)URE BRED WIRE-HAIRED SCOTCH TER-
RIERS from imported and prize winning
stock. Robert McCosh, Burlington, Iowa.

32-tf

St. Bernards.

FOR SALE—THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in
whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

Toy Terrifrs.

WANTED — A TOY BLACK AND TAN
Puppy, full coated, from four to six months
old ; not to weigh over five pounds when
full grown. Address Terrier, care of Fan-
ciers' Journal, Box 916, Phila. 130-132

A
Various.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street PhiladeTphia, Pa.

LEVEN NEWFOUNDLAND PUPPIES,
stud dog two years old, a beauty. Homing
pigeons with records from V07 miles. Con-
nelly, Carlisle, Pa. 31-33

URCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commissiou or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

-|-jRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-r
ules. Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display insert.'d under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordJor each insertion.

Appliances.

INCUBATORSSOLD, BOUGHT.EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor, Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.
Correspondence invited. T.F'arrer Rack-

1-52 ham, a6 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

Barred Plymouth Bocks.

kEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
^ and matings. Winners at largest shows

for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee, Mass. 9-60 eow

For Sale or Fxchangre.

I
HAVE WHAT YOU WANT. HAVE YOU

any fowl to exchange ? Write Jesse Reif-
snider, Imported Fowls, Frederick, Md. it

White LieKhorns.

SINGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORN COCK-
EREL and pullets for sale cheap for qual-
ityof stock. C.E.Howell, F.lmira, N. Y. 31-34

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Games.

>RIZE GAME FOWLS-E. F. DOTY, 47
Wellington Place, Toronto, Canada, car
spare a limited number of eggs for hatch-
ing from his prize winning Game Fowls
and Bantams at $3 per dozen. These fowls
won highest honors at the leading shows
and several now in my yard won first ana
second prizes at the last New York show.
Also some good birds for sale. Black Red.
Brown Red, Duckwing and Pile Game and
Black Red, Pile and Duckwing Game Ban-
tams. Address as above.

Various

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns, Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.
E. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

FOR SALE—WHITE WYANDOTTE AND
rose comb Leghorn chickens, of the choic-
est strains at reasonable prices. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. W. F. Everett, Westfield,
Pa. 32-37

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahnias,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimates given fot circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted unde*

this headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-fac^
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

Fantails.

HOWARD BUTCHER, 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 38-53

For Sale.

FOR SALE.—W-BANDED HOMERS. ALL
related to 500 milers and speedy. Price $3
per pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,
Philadelphia. i6-tf

T.

Jacobins.

W. TUGGLE, Columbus,
and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
7-58

Satlnettea.

GEORGE W. PETTIT, ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
, supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
' lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertisinir.

IF YOU WISH TO ADVF:rTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.
Rowell & Co.. No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

I
AVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
^ on the subject of advertising will do well
"* to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers."

.-,68 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-
age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals

;
gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-
formation about rates ana other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10
Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Artists and Fngrravers.

WE HAVE arranged with Schieiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be the
oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fauciers' Publishing
Co., 33 South Third St., Philadelphia. Pa

Drlnkins Fountain.

^TpHE BEST DRINKING^ FOUNTAIN FOR

8vtt

chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and
Brooder Company. Jamesburg. New Jersey.

For Sale.

ONE I. B. R. PIT GAME COCK, $2. R.
Atkins, Esopus, N. J. it

Various.

W
w

ILLIAM A.BARTLETT.JACKSONVILLE,
111., leading varieties of poultry, pigeons
and ferrets. Send stamp for catalogue.

32-39

HYGOTO ENGLAND FOR WINNERS?
Finest lot pug puppies bred this season,
out of grand bitches by Champion Kash.
English lop rabbits and mammoth Belgian
hares. Show stock cheap. George Gilli-
van. West Jefferson, Ohio. it
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JNJTHE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Ctiampion The Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyn ^^Tilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

Glial. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Champion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
Kasln, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[will be placed at stud July i.]

Irish Setters

Seminole,
20088. FEE $20

(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

11450.
Eleo,

FEE $15
Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp
Young stock always on hand. i3-'^4

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25
Ch. Raby Mixer 15
Russley Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

IJlLLSIDE HeNNELS,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX XERRIKRS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHF:r and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee (15.00

CH. BACCHANAI Fee $15.00

CH. V0LUNTEF;R Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN. JR.,
PROPRIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Riuge, L. I.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

IN THE STUD.

DUSKY TRAP, 771 1 . . .

REGF:NT brisk, i6,6i8

regf;nt tippler . .

Fee $25
" 10

10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SRRAKK,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L. GOODMAN,
laitl AUBURN PARK, ILL-

rpUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER
* IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire oJ
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won in England six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-
onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand young dog is just
in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-
dress

THOS. C. CHALMERS, Proprietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C,

89-141

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUU.

ARISTOCRAT,
Wliiiior of more first prizes and Hj)ec-

IuIh diiriiiti: 180O than any
other St. Bernard.

FKK, $50.

135

DUTCHESS KENNELS,

PoiiH;hkeei)sie, X. Y

IRISH SETTF:rS at STUD.

MINSTREL
(21.377) CH. ELCHO, JK.-BESSIE GLENCHO.

SHANMORE
(21.378) CH. ELCHO. JR.—BESSIE GLENCHO.
Puppies bv the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
62tt West Farms. N. Y.

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. KKRNARUS.
IN THE STUD

BBN ORIVIONUK, 17044.
12 63 CARD AND PHOTO FREE.

^ORKSHIRF: TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free
;
photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

100-151

P. H. COOMBS,
Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD

COUNT $'J5

Some fine pups bv I'liiiliiniiioii, Jr. .\lso

brood bitches. G.W.PATTERSON
27tf Lake View, Worcester, Mass.

TN STUD—IRISH SETTER

LIMERICK
glenelcho—NORA. FEE $20.

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIKW KKNNKI^S,
GLEXSIDE, PA.

IN THE STUD.

# PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY CLOVER,
Veterinary Surgreoii,

1893 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

GREENFIELD

HILL KENNELS
IN SXU13

The Field Trial Winners

Rowdy Rod

King's Dan

Harry C. -

Fee ^75

Fee Us
Fee izs

Descriptive Catalogue Mailed Ftce.

Beo. W. Imi & S. C. Bradley. Prop.

Box 24, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

P. S.—Choice Puppies and Broken Dogs for
sale. 2740

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 0258. FeefSO

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

(JOLLIES

8T- BERNARDS

IRISH TERRIERS

COCKER SPANIELS

Best ill the world in stud and for sale.

AT STUD
Christopher - - . . ^50.00

Wellesbourne Charlie - 50.00

To Collie Club Meml)er, either dog, I35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL,

29-80 Philadelphia, Penna.

In Conjunction with
my business o(
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have ad«l-

ed a dog ex-
change for the
purchase a n d
sale of dogs of

.eve r,y descrip-
tion.
Three will be a

registry kept at
my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee the name
and address of

parties wishing to purchase or sell dogs will be
entered. The fee for one dog will be |i.oo, and, for

each additional dog fifty cents. This will be de-

voted to advertising and furthering the sales,

and a commission of 10 per cent will be charged
on all sales. I may confidently state that my
experience with dogs as a breeder,exhibitor, etc.,

with my excellent location for the business and
my wide acquaintance will make this one of the
very best mediums to be found for the purchase
and sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

Send for our uew terms to agents.

You will not be disappointed. Address

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL,
Box 916, I'biladelphia, Pa.

s
THE KENNEL.

COXCH....I OI^LIKS

FORDHOOK kennels""

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Kough-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire; Clifton Chief litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full
descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
32-S3 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOSING OUT 8ALE-Y0UR CHANCE

If you want to purchase a finely bred puppy
we can supply it. We have been breeding to
get a collection of the finest in the land, sired by
Gath's Mark. Roger, Chance and Paxtang. The
dams are finely bred, plenty of Count Noble,
Gladstone, Leicester and Da'rkie b'ood. Three
litters now ready to ship We can supply some
youngsters ready for field this fall ana .several
good broo<l bitches, such as produce black, white
and tan pups. Let your wants be known by ad-
dressing

Moorefield Kennels,

49 CHULA, AMELIA CO., VA.

L0RIN6 BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS. BEAGLES and
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties of
Fancy Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the
past four years. A grand lot of stock for sale.
Price list free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied
Gaines are Champions of the South. 2-53

STTTl)

FUGS

ni inO ^^' ^'OU WANT TO OWN A
r Ifi^ GENUINE PUG PUP
I UUV Bl Y AT HKADgLARTEKS.
Young stock from prize winners, |2o to I50.
If you've a bitch to breed, try one of our

Eberhart's Cashier (13901. Fee, $15
Hradfortl Ruby II (9720). Fee, ^15
John Bull, imported (17093). Fee, $15
Douglass II (11,804). ' Fee, |io

Litter guaranteed. A "square deal" to all.

EBERHART PL'G KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.
/^ailing and /uirgest Pug h'ennel in America.

Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street.

DOGS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

WKlTE KOR PARTICILARS.

F. HOPE,
305 N. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DERBY ENTRY FOR '92.
Owing to iny moving to North Carolina, I offer

for sale my Bree/e ('.la(l.stoiie--Al)botts' Joy
pups. Large, healthy and warranted not to be
t(uii shy. '1 hey are just the right nge to shoot
over this fall. Petiigree, price, etc. , address

PROF. J. ('. SCIHYLKR,
Lock Box 213. Luray, Page Co., Va.

N. B.—Will ship on approval to responsible
parties. 29-32

B. F. LEWIS.
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,
Montgomery Co., P«.

THF: best ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS
RABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, AC".

It is the recognized F^nglish organ on these sub
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will fina the
best English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, fUl.IA,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

Game Bantains. Irish Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
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ROQFVUG

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Kxtra
Heavy Felt for
Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 38 Uey Street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND A I.I. OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

V.liii^ FOR HATCH I NO.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

H. W. VAHLE,
31 j Market Street and 46 N. 9th Stieet,

PHILADELPHIA.
79-13'

Edward S. Sclimid,
Successor to I.ouis Schiiiid & Suns,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGKONS OF A I.I, KINDS FOR SAI.F..

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

THEO. F. GREHN,
Woodbury, N.J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

^-r- N. Bkl-KDINd

a^
\ VOUNOSTFRS

^ \ FROM
\ 1

IHRKK OF THE

f<h' \
1 / BHST I.OFTS

JM.l ... ..
k^^ ^ ON thf;

"«fflNP ^ CONTINKNT.

Havine pnrchastd fro«n H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record binls of my own breeding,
1 have a showing of THIRTY I'AIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THRKK I.OFTS WITH FROVHN RFC
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 .MII.f;s. Send for cir-
cular and price list. 9^150

FOR POULTRY.
Boue Meal. - - Fei
(jiraniilated Koiui, •

tjroiiud Beet

l<M> lb. Bat

Scraps, - - -

<;alelte, --.-••
C'rushfHl Flint, - "

<:niBhed Oyster
Shells, - - - "

Bag, 9.':.<M)

.'1.4M>

'j.04>

Send for our New Price I.ist and Samples. All
orders shipped pronjply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. H. DEMPWOLFA CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

EDMUND CLARENCE STEDMAN, the poet-
banker, has one of my Catalogues, and he

writes me that

"It is certainly unique, and the most artistic, elegant and comprehensive
catalogue, English or American, that
I have ever seen. The house that has
the taste and the means to make such
a showing deserves the custom of ^jOt^CCLCCu^ (^
American sportsmen. I shall come
to you for my next rod and tackle

of any sort."

High praise, this, from a high authority, and it should
excite your curiosity to see the book. The catalogue costs 50
cents, and contains a mine of information, and more than a
thousand illustrations.

wre^ /7<J3ro&du)diy

/^Q\0 Yor/c(s>

POUt.TRY FARMS. rOUXiTRY FARMS.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

»< INDIAN GAMES. < l> WYAND0TTE8.t>^
The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GRKAT NF:w YORK SHOW Iwon I St on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highe.st honor obtainable. At the New Jersey StatePoultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, 3 seconds, 4 thirds and 2 gold speeials Send

for circular. Address T.WILTON H I LL, JAMKSBURG, N. J. 96,48

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM-
S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record ot America's leading strains 01 above
varieties. Can furnish eggs from C. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

loi-U J. FORSYTH, owKGo. tioga county, n. y.

THERE IS NOTHING BETTER THAN THE BEST
So why seek fuither. My BARRHD PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SII.VFR I.ACKD WYANDOTTFS

have stood the test of time and been handled at NATIONAL SHOWS by all the leading iudees-they always win a BIG SHARK OF TIW. PRIZFS. TOO.
"Kjuigcs

At Charleston,. S. C, January, i8«ji,

the National Show of the year and meeting of the A P. A., they were awarded TWF.NTV OFTHF MOST IMPORTANT PRKMIUMS My chicks this year are a PRIMK LOT they have
great 1-ORM and COLOR and are hard to equal. I have also a full line of FINF; BRFFDINi*.BIRDS and young hens and will quote reasoirable prices for qnalily
Send for finely illustrated circular. Address

• 5« EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Ame»<la, Dutchess County, X. Y.

BOOKS. ROOKS.

MODERN TRAINING, HANDLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
1 "^^A^u^ V-*".*".",'.^

"^^^^9"^!^. 'I'raining which treats the subject after the Modern Metho<ls de-veloped by Field WorkHeld Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledireof the dog's nature and capabilities SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABI FOF CONfKNTS AND TFSYlMONIAI.S FROM FXPKRTS. Price J2 64 by mail. Address

B. WATER?, Box 925, Chicago, III.

>f PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train
your dogs for the field trials and a iMXjk that no dog-
man can afford to l>e without.

F»RICB 50 CKNTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

OoLLiE Pups—

^

.^mMmaj^

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

breedb;r OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America
New York, February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;
first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-
play of Barreii Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

for be.st Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.

F'or awards on other varieties send for my
large circular free. Ftggs from prize matings, $4
per 13, $7 per 26, I9 per 39. Stock for sale. 86-138

THK

SPORTSMEN'S

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.
Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND RF^PTILKS

M0UNTF;D AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNKD. P0CKF;T AND

HUNTING CUTLFIRY.

PHI/.ADELPHIA AGENT SPRATT.'s DOG
CAKES. .SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at
least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. They mu.st have a healthy, di-
gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
m the crop ; one that will furnish animal or
in.sect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-
ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

F^iigland use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witness such noted breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, V,. V,. Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

25-50

SPRATTS PATENT.
239-245 F^ast 56th Street, New York.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NF:w AND POPULAR FIDITION OF THIS
BOOK AT thf: POPULAR PRICF; OF 25

CF.NTS PFR copy POSTPAID.

DePuy's Poular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled
Capons and Caponizing. This book has had a
very extensive sale at fifty cents per copy, but
the author, Mr. (ieorj^e y. Dow, has kinoly con-
sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent
edition, so as to put it within the reach of all, and
no person can afford to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The book contains all
that the fifty cent edition does besides adding
some new features not contained in that edition
that are really very valuable to poultrymen.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear
type that can be easily read without straining
tile weakest eyes. All persons should read this
l>ook who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
complete information on all the different details
of these subjects by a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This book covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . .^.ddress all
orders to

Fanciers' Publishing Compaoy,

Bom 916, Philadelphia.

5tl*rt!!?»!.':ia!«;

VOF... 7, NO. 14. )WHOLE NO., laa.f PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1891. PER ANXHM, «'^.<»0.
SINGLE COrY, 6c.

AV. H. HYLAND'S POINTER OSSINING.
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Our Illustration.

Mr.W. H. Hyland's pointer dog Ossiu-

ing (13,325) appears as our frontispiece

this week. He is by Champion Robert
le Diable out of Countess Nellie D., the

dam of Prince, who divided second with

Bang Bang at the Eastern Field Trials in

1885. 0.s.sining is the winner of half a

dozen firsts and seconds, and is one of

those good young stud dogs that are now-

making their way to the front at the ex-

pense of their older and better-known

brothers.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— T/ie Spanish Student.

Mr. S. P. Howard, of Montreal, owner
of that capital brace of bull terriers

Thk fanciers* journal. 2tt

Champion Jubilee and My Queen has

purchased from Mr. H. A. Harris the

well-known White Wonder, about who,se

alleged deafness there was such a con-

troversy last year. Mr. Howard informs

us that a pea was taken out of White
Wonder's ear, since which time his hear-

ing is perfect. English bull terrier fan-

ciers wonder that this dog is not more
sought after in the stud. They consider

him one of the most desirable sires in

this country.
»

* *

The types made us say last week that

over eight hundred people visited the

Toronto show on Wednesday before 5
o'clock. It should have read eight thou-

sand, which was certainly a great show-

ing for the dog iu Canada, Another un-

fortunate error crept in when referring

to a letter from Mr. Walter J. Comstock
the paper stated that Irish setters are

booming in England instead of Irish ter-

riers.
»

« «

It is not right to criticise harshly the

first attempt at holding a dog sh(jw, but

we must say Montreal .should show con-

siderable improvement next year in va-

rious ways. The catalogue was full of

errors, and we doubt very much if any
paper will publish the awards correctly.

*
« «

A Yorkshire terrier was taken out of

the show, and a reward of $25 was offered

by the management for its return. We
were surprised that more dogs did not

disappear. Thieves had every opportu-

nity in the evening to take them. How-
ever, when we consider how few assist-

ants Dr. Mills had we think he did re-

markably well.
«

These Canada fair people run a dog
show in connection with their fairs to

make money. The dogs are really the most
important feature of the fair, and this be-

ing the case the premiums given should

be larger. Why shouM the dog depart-

ment carry the whole fair along ?

*
* »

Over thirteen thousand people paid to

see the dog on the second day of the

Montreal show. We noticed among the

visitors and exhibitors Mr. McEwen, the

collie breeder ; Blake and Campbell, of

Detroit ; H. Fred Church, of Taunton,

Mass. ; Tryford and his Orioles ; Colonel

Ridgway, of Philadelphia, and Messrs,

Shaw, Corbett and others, from Kingston.
*

« *

The Montreal Exhibition Company
cleare<l 150,000 this year, all of which sum
will be devoted to improving the grounds

and erecting new buildings.
«

• *

L. F. B. writes from Montreal, Can-

ada : "The FANC I ERS' JournAl has made
a great hit here among the breeders. It

was a great enterprise to get in three

dog show reports in one issue."
»

« *
This is true, and fanciers appreciate

the fact by sending iu orders for back
numbers at such a lively rate that our

supply is nearly exhausted.

However, some of the unwi.se who fail

to buy The Journal promptly will

probably get .sectional reports of the

shows for some weeks to come in our

esteemed contemporaries. If you want
the news read The Journal.

«
« «

Another gigantic St, Bernard has

joined the great majority. Watch, the

wonderful smooth-coated St. Bernard,

died last Thursday. He was undoubtedly

the best of his class, standing over thirty-

three inches high, with immense bone,

and weighing when in good condition

220 pounds. His loss is not only irre-

perable to Mr. Poag, his owner, but to all

breeders throughout the country. Watch
came to this country a little over a year

ago, Mr, Poag having paid I3000 for him.

*
* *

Advertisements for our Christmas num-
ber have come in in such grand style

that over one-half the space is already

taken, and we would advise all breeders

who have anything to sell and advertise

to order space early. No advertisement

will be received after November 15,

»
* «

The American Kennel Club held a

meeting on Thursday, September 24. The
meeting was remarkable for the absence

of delegates from the Westminster, N. Y.,

Philadelphia, Boston, Pittsburg, Cleve-

land, Baltimore and Washington Kennel
Clubs,

• *

The resolution offered by Mr. Shotwell

to expel the New Jersey Kennel Club
was amended to refer the charges of

having elected as delegate Mr. Peshall to

the Advisory Committee, with instruc-

tions to notify said club of the proposed

action,
«

* *

The charges against the New Jersey

Kennel Club amount to practically noth-

ing. The only crime(?) the latter has

committed is in electing Mr, Peshall as

its president and delegate,
*

• *
As every well-informed reader of The

Fanciers' Journal knows, there exists

"a little onpleasantness" between the A.

K. C. and Mr. Peshall. There is, how-
ever, no legal right to deprive the N. J.

K. C, from taking part iu the proceed-

ings of the A. K. C.

• •

Read carefully the new advertisement

of the Blue Ridge Kennels which appears

in this week's issue. The purse offered

is the largest ever offered in the world

for any one Derby. Three of the best

judges have been .selected, and although

the entry fee is smaller than asked at

regular field trial organizations, the

purses are much larger.

• •

The Blue Ridge Kennels will make no
entries, but all the get of their famous

stud dogs Gath's Mark, Gath's Hope and
Dan Gladstone will be eligible to start,

*
« «

It is certainly no small matter to hang
up fosoo in purses, especially by one

kennel, as it is an entirely new thing in

the dog world, and we hope that the ex-

pectations of the proprietors will meet
with the encouragement their liberality

deserves.
*

« *

If successful it is apt to completely

revolutionize the manner of successfully

conductiug kennel matters. The horse

interest owes its success to a similar man-
ner of conducting business, and if the

sporting public of the dog world is de-

sirous of following in the same track the

owners of the Blue Ridge Kennels will

certainly do their part.

*
• *

Immediately after the Kingston show
Mr. C. H. Corbett of that city lost his

pointer dog King Bow's Bow and Irish

setter bitch Josie D. Both were entered

at Montreal, but were not found until af-

ter that show had begun.
*

« «

It is rumored that Philadelphia will

soon have a new and strong kennel of

English setters. If the Quaker City

keeps on the hub of dogdom will be soon

located here, if it is not already.

LEXINGTON'S BENCH SHOW.

The Blue Grass Kennel's Successful

Exhibition of Dogs.
From a Staff Correspondent.

Lexington, Ky., Sept. 26.—This has

been one of the best bench shows ever

given, and despite of Barnum's circus

against it, the attendance has been very

good. The club will pull out even.

Roger D. Williams is a hustler, and
knows how to run a show as well as how
to treat exhibitors right. On Saturday

the exhibitors presented Mr. Williams

with an elegant and costly watch charm

.

Mr. Williams was greatly surprised, and
replied in a happy vein. Major Taylor

gave general satisfaction in sporting

classes (which were fijU of quality), and

Mr. FYank C. Wheeler made a decided

hit as judge of non-sporting classes. This

is Mr. Wheeler's first judging on this

side, but it won't be his last. A great

many of the boys were there, among
them Harry Lacv, B. Waters, George
Bell, Mr. J. Taylor'williams, Al, G. Eber-
hart, J. Shelley Hudson, Mr. Wallingford,
Mr. Cook and many others.
George H. Hill, the superintendent, as

usual was the hard-working and ever ready
to oblige same old ''George." The feeding
was done by the Eberhart Pug Kennels,
with their efficient John B. Walker as

head man in charge, and the food used
was Austin's dog bread. The club ex-
pects to give an annual show hereafter.

Weather was hot but dogs stood it well,

the building being a large open pavilion
with a five acre grass plot to exercise
them in. Fox hunts, deer hunts, etc.,

were given every day. Below are the
awards

:

Mastlflis

—

Open, dggs.

1. Wafe, Frank G. Ott.
2. Duke, Miss Mary Shaiiklin.
v. Onandaga, Frank G. Ott.
H. Jack, A. S. Allen.

OPEN, BITCHES.

V. Louise, Ben La Bree.

PUPPIES—ixx;s.
2. K. v., G. D. Weathers.

IlouKh-coated St Bernftnis—Open, doc.b.

2. Neiitie, Miss Anna Farrel.
H. Hindoo, E- D. Sayre, Jr.

open, bitches.

1. Beckie, F:d. M. Wickliffe.
2. Queen, Percy Talbert.
V. Lady Abbott, Meadowthorpe Kennels.

PUPPIES—IXK.S.

2. Nentie, Miss Anna Farrel.

Smooth-coated St. Bernardn.
OPEN, HITCHES.

I. Nadja, Meadowthorpe Kennels.

Ne'vvfoundlandH.
I. Flora, Meadowthorpe Kennels.

Great Danes—Open, dot.s.

1. Imperator, Imperial Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

2. Columbian Daphne. Frank S. Anderson.
V. Columbian Nell, Frank S. Anderson.

PUPPIES—DOGS A.ND BITCHES.

1. Columbian Daphne, Frank S. Anderson.
2. Columbian Nell, Frank S. Anderson.

DeerhouudM.
I. Thora III, Charles E. Rowland.

Greyhounds—Challenge, dogs.

1. Ch. Mister Rich, Rookwood Greyhound
Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

2. Ch. Miss Rare, Rookwood Greyhound Ken-
nels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Surplus, Hart Brown.
2. Blue, William Sanders.
R. Cyclone, Lawrence Gentry.
V. White Socks, Young & Knafl.

Highflight, Robert Wooley.
Minsoii, J. H. Wood.

H. Salvator, Mack Richardson.
Alfonzo. A. M. Young,

c. Cannard. Elizabeth L. Searles.
Bird Catcher, Rookwook Kennels.
Syntax, Rookwood Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Wild Idle, Rookwood Kennels.
2. Minnehaha, Samp. Lyue.
V. Mollie, D. K. Stine.

Skedaddle, Percy Talbert.
C. Creole Belle, Rookwood Kennels.

Belle of Elkton, Levi Grow.
PUPPIES—DOGS.

1. Faugh-a-Ballagh, V,. V. Paul.
2. High Flight. Robert Wooley.
H. Touchstone. Lewis Williams.
C. Avon, J. H. Weathers.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Wild Idle, Rookwood Kennels.
2. Belle of Elkhorn, Levi Grow.

Barzois—Open, dogs.

1. .\breck, Paul H. Hacke.
2. Oudoff, Paul H. Hacke.
3. Zloeem, Paul H. Hacke.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Brokaza, Paul H. Hacke.

H

c.

I.

R.
V.

H.

«..

I.

V.
H.
C.

C.

Pointers—Open, Dotis(55lb8. and over).

1. Krupp, John B. Castleman.
2. Meadowthorpe Duke, Meadowthorpe Ken-

nels.
H.Brown, Luther Kastin.

OPEN, BITCHES (55 Ibs. and over).

2. Roger, Robert Kennedy.
OPEN, BITCHES (uuder 55 lbs.)

I Naso Belle, R. B. Morgan.
2. May, Willie D. Herr.
C. Flora, Martin O'Neil.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
2. Maiiios, Jolin B. Castleman.
c. Reuben, Fabe Harrison.

Kiiifllsh Setters-Challenge, dogs.
I. Cincinnatus, J E. Dager.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Bohemian Girl, J. Shelley Hudson.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Toledo Blade, J. E. Dager.
2. Dad Wilson's Boy, G. O. Smith.
R. Gath's Mark, Blue Ridge Kennels.
V. Dan Gladstone, Blue Ridge Kennels.

Rajah, Blue Ridge Kennels.
Ben Hur of Review, W. H. Wallingford.
Gamester, J. Shelley Hudson.
Sir Frederick, G. O. Smith.
Sportsman Boy, J. Taylor Williams.
Teudor, Thomas L Martin.

OPEN, BITCHES.

Gossip, Blue Ridge Kennels.
Belton's Princess, Blue Ridge Kennels.
Sunshine, J. Shelley Hudson.
Lady Zoe, J. Taylor Williams.
Lady Dudley, Harry Northwood.
Lillian P.. J. Shelley Hudson.
Susie Glaclstone, J. Shelley Hud.son.
Belle Sportsman, J. Taylor Williams.
Lucille Hill, W. H. Wallingford.
Lou Gladstone, J. E. Smith.
Niobe, Thomas L- Martin.

PUPPIES—ixx.s.
Rex, Fabe Harrison

.

puppies—HITCHES.
Juno, Fabe Harrison.
May Win, P. B. Winn.
Flash, Oliver Redd.
Cute, C. P. Harp.

Irish Setters-Open, Docis.

Frisco Boy, George R. Doehrer.
Biz .Sarsfield, H. C. Sheunan.
Meadowthorpe Rover, Meadowthorpe Ken-

nels.

Tan, James F^ Pepper.

OPEN, BITCHES.

Lil VI, James F^ Pepper.

Gordon Setters—Open, dogs.

Don, George Perrin.
Meadowthorpe Heather, Meadowthorpe
Kennels.

Mea<lowtliorpe Laddie, Meadowthorpe Ken-
nels.

OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Janet, Mrs. J. E. Dager.
2. Sal lie, Meacfowthorpe Kennels.

Field Spaniels—Open, dogs.

I. Newton Abbott Farmer, Cook Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Whatnot C, George Bell.

Cocker Spaniels—Challenge, dogs.

1. King of Obos, George Bell.

ANY COL«)R, IKJGS.

I. Obediah C, George Bell.

ANY COIX)R, BITCHES.

I. I^dy Obos, George Bell.

Beaicles

—

open, do<;s.

1. Jesse, Lawrence Gentry.

OPEN, BITCHES.

2. Lucy, Lawrence Gentry.

American Fo.xhoiinds—Challenge, dogs.

1. Ch. Brave, Cook Kennels.

CHALLEN<;E, HITCHES.

2. Ch. Bernhart, Cook Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Ben, Asa R. Spahr.
2. Red Stone, Asa R. Spahr.

3. Risk, Asa R. Spahr.
R. Reese. W. S. Walker.
V. Scott, W. S. Walker.

Boston, W. S. Walker.
Bragg, \V. S. Walker.
Search, VV. S. Walker.
Troop, W. S. Walker.
Sam, W. S. Walker.
Tickler, Redd Bros.
Roderick, Cook Kennels.
Drum II, CtK)k Kennels.
Streak, Cook Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

J I. Topsy, Asa R. Spahr.
2. Nell, Bourbon Kennels.
3. Rho<la, Howard Tracy,
"v. Fly, Cook Kennels.

Je{, Cook Kennels.
Francis. Cook Kennels.

H. Fannie, Cook Kennels.
May yueen. Cook Keunels.
Fanchon, Redd Bros.
yueen. Redd Bros.
Kate, Asa R. Spahr.

<C. Wild, Cook Kennels.
Houti, Redd Bros.
Fly, Redd Bros.
Ida, Bourbon Kennels.
Belle Hamlin, Redd Bros.

PUPPIES— D(k;s (under 12 months).

1. Guy, Bourbon Kennels.
2. Commodore, J. M. Downing.

PUPPIES—HITCHES tuiuier 12 months).
1. Texia, Bourbon Kennels.
2. Lucilda, J. M. Downing.
3. Nell, Dr. W. L. Atkins.

Sliatsyry roxhounds—Open, dogs.

1. Bard, A. B. Whitlock.
2. Wilson, A. B. Whitlock.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Clara, A. B. Whitlock.

CJoIlies

—

Open, dogs.

1. Sir Walter Scott, John Hawkes.
2. Meadowthorpe Reality, Meadowthorpe Ken-

nels.

3. Dudlea, Meadowthorpe Kennels.

NOVICE class—dogs OR BITCHES.
1. Sir Walter Scott, John Hawkes.
2. Dublin Scotilla, Seminole Kennels.

PUPPIES—IK)GS OR BITCHES.
I. Dublin Scotilla, Seminole Kennels.

Bull l)Ot?H,

V. Toby, E. R. Pugh.
H. Irish Pat, Willis Call.

Gus, H. B. Boldeu.

Bull Terlers—Challenge, dogs.
I. Dufferin, W.J. Bryson.

OPEN, DOGS.
I. Grip, R. P. Buchanan.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Princess Pedro, William Mariner.

Scotch Terrlorw-Open, dogs.
I. Meadowthorpe Donald, Meadowthorpe Ken-

nels.

Dandle Dlniuoiits—Open, dogs.
I. Meadowthorpe Riever, Meadowthorpe Ken-

nels.

Fox Terriers—Open, dogs.
1. General Grant, H. Lachman.
2. Blemton Match, Matthew Wilson.
3. Gyp, Dr. E. B. Hagyard.
R. Dixie Tartar, Dixie Poultry Yards and Ken-

nels.
V. Quits, Miss Hermine Gratz.

Chepper, Pat Lamphear.
II. Blucher, Miss Israel.

OPE.N, HITCHES.

1. Blemton Lulu, E. C. Riedinger.
2. Little Typsey, Dr. E). B. Hagyard.
3. Hillside Marchioness, Dixie Poultry Yards.
V. Typey II, Dr. K. B. Hagyard.

Gypsy, f:. T. Clay.
H. Mabel, John Foster.

Scarsdale Folly, Meadowthorpe Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
1. Stormy, Frank Reiting.
2. Dixie Tartar, Dixie Poultry Yards.
V. Twig. Meadowthorpe Kennels.
H. Dr. ECd, Meadowthorpe Kennels.
C. Tom, John Foster.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.
1. Queen, Meadowthorpe Kennels.

Wlre-halred Fo.x Terriers—Open, dogs.
I . Columbine, Meadowthorpe Kennels.

Black and Tan Terriers.
OPEN, DOGS OR BITCHES.

1. Maryoline, W. T. Ficklin.
2. Guess, Miss Katherine Reed.
3. Mollie, M. K. Martin.
V. Jumbo, W. T. Ficklin.

Topsy, Mrs. J. H. Nelnis.

Pugfs—Challenge, DoriS.

I. F^berhart's Cashier, Eberhart Pug Kennels.

open, do<:s.

1. Bonsor, A. F'. Pitts.

2. Bradford Ruby, F^berhart Pug Kennels.
3. Dixie, C. Lester Connor.
V. Pug, L. Foyle.

Plug, Miss Willie Sayre.
h. Grover Cleveland, Louis Strauss.

OPE.N, BITCHES.

1. Beauty III, A. E. Pitts.

PUPPIES—iKK.s (under 12 months).

1. Plug, Miss Willie Sayre.
2. Koko, Miss Marie Leibins.
H.Nero, !•. W. Shapperle.

PUPPIES—BITCHES (Under 12 months).

1, Peggy Pride, Eberhart Pug Kennels.
2. Kentucky Belle, C. Lester Connor.

Italian (ireyhounds—Do<is or hitches.

1. Lavender, J. S. Rockwell.
2. Prince, J. F;nglehart.

Mexican Hairless.
I. Topsy. Dr. C. F^. Mooney.
V. Oyez, Marie Adair.

Miscellaneous—Do<;s OR bitches.

1. Fred (unknown), Joseph Bibb.
2. Poutoii (unknown), W. C. Samuels.
V. I^vitte (Pima dog). Miss Rosa Jeffrey.

Rags (Pima dog), Steele Thompson.
Pearl (English retriever), Megibbon Kins
brough.

Happy Jack (coon dog). Redd Bros.

H. Farley (unknown), Miss Joe S. Boswell.

KiiKllsh Fo.xhoiiiids—Ope.n, iKMis.

H. Fiddler, Meadowthorpe Kennels.

open, bitches.

I. Music, Meadowthorpe Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS.

1. Dick, Meadowthorpe Kennels.
2. Tom, Meadowthorpe Kennels
V. Harry, Meadowthorpe Kennels.

SiHH'lal Premiums.
Silver cup for hoinliest dog in the show.

Princess Pedro, bull terrier bitch; silver cup for
fleshiest dog 10 R. C. St. Bernard Bruno, Merrett
L. Davison; silver cup for best dog or bitch
owned in Franklin County, Kentucky, rough-
coated St. Bernard dog Fritz, Simon Bolivar;
silver cup for best brace (dog and bitch, same
breed,) owned in Lexington to greyhounds, Ch.
Master Rich and Ch. Miss Rare Rookwood Ken-
nels; silver cup for best non-sporting dog
owned in Cincinnati to collie Sir Walter Scott,

John Hawke.
Silver cup for best sporting dog owned in Cin-

cinnati to Nell Q., Flnglish setter bitch. Dr. L- A.
Quener; silver cup for best dog or bitch, any
breed, owned in Woodford County, Kentucky, to
English setter Shotover. M. G. S annon; silver

cup for best dog or bitch, irrespective of breed,
owned in Fayette County, Kentucky, to grey-
hound Miss Rare, Roodwood Kennels; silver

cup lor best dog or bitch, irrespective of breed,
owned in Lexington, Ky., to greyhound Miss
Rare, Rookwoo<l Kennels.
Silver cup for smallest grown dog in the show,

to Mexican hairless Topsy, Dr. C. E. Mooney;
silver cup for the largest (heaviest) dog iu show,
10 Great Dane Imperator, Imperial Kennels; sil-

ver cup for best deerhound, to Thora II, Charles
F^ Rowland; Jio special for best kennel of four
greyhounds, Rookwood Kennels; .silver cup for
nest greyhound owned in Kentucky, to Master
Rich, Rookwood Kennels.
Silver cup for best dog or bitch bred by Rook-

wootl Kennels, to Mirplus, Hart B'-own ; $10
special for best four Barzois, to Paul Hacke

;

silver cup for best Barzois in the show, to Abreck,

Paul Hacke ; silver cup for best Irish setter
owned in Kentucky, to Frisco Boy, George R.
Doehur ; silver cup for l)est Gordon setter owned
in Kentucky, to George Perrin

; J25 special for
best pack of ten or more foxhounds, to W. S.
Walker ; silver cup also to the some.
$10 special for best foxhound, dog or bitch, to

Brave, Cook Kennels
; I5 for best controlled

pack of foxhounds. Cook Kennels
; $5 for best

equipped mounted handler of pack. Cook Ken-
nels

; $^ for best handler of packs. Cook Ken-
nels ; silver cup for best collie in the show, to
Sir Walter Scott, ^ohn Hawke ; Collie Club
medal for best collie under two years old. Sir
Walter Scott

; $10 for best kennel of four pugs, to
Eberhart Pug Kennels

; $5 for best get of Eber-
hart's Kashier, to Peggy Pryde

; $s for pug with
best curled tail, to F.berhart's Cashier; I5 for
best pug bitch puppy, to Peggy Pryde.

OTTAWA'S BENCH SHOW.

Tbe Last One of the Canada Circuit.

Full List of Awards.

From a Staff Correspondent.

OTTAWA, Can., Sept. 30.—The Cana-

dian circuit of shows ended with Ottawa
this week, and while all the visitors were

well pleased with their trip, all were anx-

ious to get away and home. Both dogs

and men showed the effects of the five

weeks' knocking about and had gone off

in show form. About three hundred dogs

were l)enched. Nearly all the winners

are well known by this time, and as our

columns are very much crowded we re-

frain from commenting upon the awards.

Ottawa's show building was entirely

too small for the nearly three hundred
dogs which were benched, and it was

fortunate that other entries were re-

fused. Many dogs were benched over
others, which is quite objectionable as
well as dangerous. The benches are all

too high from the ground. Mr, Laid-
law's Woodstock Cora got off her bench
and was found strangled the first morn-
ing of the show.
The catalogue does not contain the

names of the judges, and the gentleman
who placed the awards on Cluml^r
spaniels we do not know. Mr, Palmer
gave the prizes in the cocker classes and
Mr. Davidson in all other classes. Mr.
Alfred Geddes superintended the show
and was ably assisted by Mr. F". H. F.

Mercer. Messrs. A. E. Cowan and F. H.
Cunningham performed their duties as
stewards in an efficient manner. The
awards were

:

MASTIFFS—Open, D0G9.

I. Eaufried, Mercer & Middleton.

ST. BERNARDS—Open, do<;s (rough or smooth)

I. Othello, J. C. Guillot.
OPEN, bitches.

1. Nun Nicer, F. F,. I<amb.
2. Minerva, J. C. Guillot.

3. Ttumps, J. Terrance.

NF:WF0UNDLANDS—OPEN,dogs and bitches.

1. Ch. Leo, Dan O'Shea.
2. Czar, J. A. Minns.

GRF:yH0UNDS—Challenge,dogs and bitches

I. Gem of the Season, A. W. Purbeck.
R. Scavenger, George C. Taylor.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Justinian. D. B. Gordon.
2. Pious Pembroke, A. W. Purbeck.
3. FHcho, Mount Royal Kennels.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Jetsam, D. B. Gordon.
2. Second Sight, George C. Taylor.
3. Bestwood Daisy, A. W. Purbeck.
R. Lily of Gainsboro. A. W. Purbeck.
V. Northern Queen, George C. Taylor.
H. Stylish Girl, D. B. (iordon.
C. Galatea, L. N. Bate.

DF;ERH0UNDS—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Robbin, Colonel Audet.
3. Hylda, Sir Adolpe Caron.
v. Brian, Sir Adolpe Caron.
H. Duff, A. E. Bradbury.

FOXHOUNDS—Open, ixkis.

1. King, W. Pownall.
2. (ienius, J. Gibbs.
R. Trailer, M. Switzer.
H.Johnny, W. Pownall.
c. Ranger,Dan O'Shea.

open, bitches.
1. Vexation. J. Gibbs.
2. Countess, Dan O'Shea.

BEAGLES—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Ch. Racer, Jr., Rockland Kennels.
OPEN, IXHiS.

1. Courier, Dan O'Shea.
2. Roy K., Rockland Kennels.
3. Donovan, Kingston and Bancroft Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Stella, Howard Bros.
2. F^meline, Rockland Kennels.
3. Fanny K., Rockland Kennels.
R. Ruby, Dan O'Shea.
V. Dot, F. P. Robson.

GREAT DANES—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Juno, Dr. Hurdman.
2. Minerva's Fawn, Mt. Royal Kennels.
3. Tonko, Dr. Hurdman.

POINTF:rS—Challenge, dogs.

I. Pommery Sec, W. H. Hyland.
R. Ossining, W. H. Hyland.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
I. Fan N., W. H. Hyland.
R. Ch. Belle Randolph, Robert Leslie.

OPEN. Do<;s.
1. Tempest, W. Ledyard.
2. King Bow's Bow, Kingston and Bancroft

KeiiU'ls.
OPEN, BITIIES.

1. Frivolity, Mt. Royal Kennels.

ENGLISH SF:TTERS.
Challenge, dogs and ritche<I.

I. Edge Mark, Francis S. Brown.
OPEN, IMKIS.

1. Kent II, Cohaunet Kennels.
2. Viscount Mt. Washington Kennels.
3. Tony Gladstone, Mt. Washington Kennels.
R. Kent's Rex, Kingston and Bancroft Ken-

nels.
V. Benziue, H. Northwood.
H. Sir Edward, James E. Hair.

•Mt. Royal Stride, .Mt. Royal Kenneli.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Nia. Mt. Washington Kennels.
2. Victress Llewellin, Mt. Washinton Kennels.
3. Albert's Nellie, Jolin Hartinan.
V. Liberty II, Kingston and Bancroft Kennels.
H. Nora III,Mt. Washington Kennels.

IRISH SP;TTF:rS—Open, dogs.

1. Seminole, Seminole Kennels.
2. Glen Jarvis, Glendyne Kennels.
3. Elio, Seminole Kennels.
H. Pat, W. H. Lewis.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Elfreda, Mount Royal Kennels.
2. Irene, Douglas & Chambers.
3. Gynett, Seminole Kennels.
R. Josie D., Kingston and Bancroft Kennels.
V. Aurore, Seminole Kennels.
H. Rose Palmerson, Seminole Kennels.

GORDON SETTERS—Challenc;e, dogs.
I. Ivanhoe. S. G. Dixon.
R. Leo B., S. G. Dixon.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
I. Hilda, Mount Royal Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Hector, W. B. McArthur.
2. Royal Nibs, Dr. Davidson.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Lady Waverly, S. G. Dixon.

IRISH WATF:r SPANIELS.
OrEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Countess Bendigo, T. A. Carson.
2. Marguerite, E*l. Pitt.

c. Drake, James Carter.

CLUMBER SPANIF:lS-Challenge, DO<iS.

I. Johnny, Jr., Mercer & Middleton.
challenge, bitches.

1. Lady Bromine, Mercer & Middleton.
OPEN, ikk;s.

1. Fop, F. H. D. Veith.
2. Rake. W. McMahon.
3. La Grippe, Harry Morrison.
V. Shell, H. B. D. Bruce.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Lady Nancy, Mercer & Mid'letou.
2. Lucy II, H. B. D. Bruce.
3. Vic, H. B. D. Bruce.

FIELD SPANIELS.
CHALLE.NGE, IKKiS A.ND BITCHES.

1. Sansom, Andrew Laidlaw.
2. Ch. Bridford (Madys, Andrew Laidlaw.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Bratitford Mohawk, Brant Cocker Kennels.
2. Withheld.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Woodland Sallie, Luckwell & Douglas.

COCKER SPANIELS-CiiALLE.NGE, dogs.
I. Brantford Red Jacket, Brant Cocker Keunels.

(Ch. Black Duke. Luckwell & Douglas.
(Ch. Rabbi, Andrew I,aidlaw.

R.Oban, Andrew Laidlaw.
V. Ch. Brant, Brant Cocker Kennels.

CH.VLLENGE, BITCHES.
I. Bessie W., Andrew laidlaw.

OPEN, Do<;s (black).
1. Black Dufferin, Luckwell & Douglas.
2. Bob Obo, Rideau Kennel.}.

3. Donovan, Alfre«l Geddes.
R. Tim Obo, Corktown Cocker Kennels.
V. Trumps, Dr. Garrow.
H. Rex Obo, T. M. Robertson.
C. Major, F. H. Cunningham.

OPEN, BITCHES (black).
1. I Say, George Bell.

2. Rideau Flossie. Rideau Kennels.
3. Cleo II, Andrew Laidlaw.
R. Dot Sraerle. Corktown CiKker Kennels.
V. Brantford Flirt, Brant Cocker Kennels.
H. Floss Obo, T. M. Robertson.
C. Rideau Romo, A. F. Grant.

Corinne, F. H. Cunningham.
OPE.N, DotiS (other than black).

1. Othello, C. A. MacHaffee.
2. Rufus, F. J. Leigh.
3. Bounty, Corktown Cocker Kennels.
R. Brush, f:. a. Black.
c. Jack, Alired Cowan.

OPEN, BITCHES (other than black)
1. Red Riding Hood, Brant Cocker Kennels.
2. Rideau Robina, A. F. Grant,
c. Daylight, T. M. Rol>ertson.

NOVICE—i)o<;s.

1. Donovan, Alfretl Getldes.
2. Othello, C. A. MacHaffe.
3. Tip Obo, Corktown Cocker Kennels.
R. Trumps, Dr. Garrow.
H. Major, F. H. Cunningham.
C. Patand, Charles E .Pelletier.

Bow, J. F. M. DesRiviere.
NOVICE—BITCHES.

1. Rideau Romola, Rideau Kennels.
2. Floss Obo, T. M. Robertson.

f Rideau Robina, A. F. Grant.
3' (Corince, F. H. Cunningham.
C. Flirt, J. F. M. DesRiviere.

COLLIES—CHALLE.NGE, DOGS A.ND BITCHES,

I. Roslyn Dandy, Seminole Kennels.
R. Metchley Surprise, Seminole Keunels.

OPEN, IHX'.H.

1. Dniry, McF^wen & Gibson.
2. Rowdy, Seminole Kennels.
3. Roslyn Conway, Seminole Kennels.
R. Jack, Fred Daubney.

OPEN. BITCHES.
1. Mayflower, McEwen & Gibson.
2. Cora II, Seminole Kennels.

BULL DOGS—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Bo' swain, FMwin A. Woo<lward.
2. Thunder, H. M. Lawless.
3. Nettle, John P. I^awless.

BULL TERRIERS—Open, Do<iS.

1. King of Hearts, Toon & Symonds.
2. Mister Dick, John Mooreliead, Jr.

3. Rough, George Spargo.

Continued on Pave '.!15.
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The First International Exhibition.

FiUl List of Awards.
From a Staff Correspondent.

MONTREAI,, Canada, vSept. 25.—The

first intern atioual bench show of dogs

held by the Montreal Exposition Com-
pany ended to-day and was a perfect suc-

cess as to the number of dogs, the qual-

ity of same and the gate receipts. The

work of the show fell upon the shoulders

of Dr. Wesley Mills, the superintendent
;

Mr. S. Coulson, assistant superintendent,

and the secretary, Mr. J. S. Robertson.

The building, erected especially for the

purpose, was entirely too small to accom-

modate the number of entries that had

been accepted. Upward of four hundred

dogs occupied the space that would bench

two-thirds of that number comfortably.

Judging took place in a small tent out-

side, and as the sides of the tent could

not be lowered on account of the outside

crowd the light was poor, and we suf-

fered from little or no ventilation ; as the

weather was quite warm, the place was
like a sweat box.
Mr. P. G. Keyes judged Clumber, field

and cocker spaniels, and Mr. John Da-
vidson all other classes. Spratts Patent
benched and fed the dogs m their usual

satisfactory manner. The aware were as

follows :

Mastlffti—Challenge, dogs.

I. Mode, Hugh Falconer.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Lord Caution, Mt. Royal Kennels.
2. Victor, (Jeorge Wonall.
3. Victor, Jeffry R. short.
K. Turk, Jeffrey R. Short.
V. Bill Nye, Jeffrey R. Short.
H. Monarch, Jeffrey R. Short,
c. Gladstone, William Kdniunds.

UouKli-coatctl St. IleruardM.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Republican Belle, William C. Reick.

OPEN, »OGS.

1. Kingston Regent, William C. Reick.
2. Duke of Wellington, T. S. Vi|K)nd.

3. Lord Dalhousie, .M. Arahill.
V. Prince, Mrs. N. J. Tabb.
H.Faust G. G. MacNaughton.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Zenith, William C. Reick.

Sinooth-eoated St. liernardH.
CHALLENGE, ]>Oc;S.

I. Ch. Hector, W. C. Reick.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Nun Nicer. F. K. Lamb.
HloodhoiiudH—Open, ixx.s.

1. Jack Sheppard, R. (1. H. Huntington.

N«'Wf<>undlaudM—Opk.n, i«m;s.

1. Czar, J. A. Minnis.

Cirttat I>anen—Open, do<;s.

1. Favor, Dr. Nicolai.

2. Fascha II, Dr. Nicolai.

OPEN, HITCHES.

I. Minerva's Fawn, Ml. Royal Kennels.

lUM'rlioiindH—(JPKN, i)o<;s.

1. Banff. F D. Monk.
2. Lennox, F. D. Monk.
3. Chic, Maxime Ingres.

Ol'KN, HITCHES.

I. Belle F I). Monk.
(ilrt'yIlOUndH—ClIALLE.NGR, DOCS.

1. CW-ni of the Season, A. W. Fnrbfck.
2. Scavenger, <i. C. Taylor.

CHALLENCiE, BITCHES.

1. Maud Torrington, Alhiaii Page.
2. tipinaway, W<XKlhaven Keenels.

OPEN, IMK.S.

1. Ornatus, A. W. Hnrbeck.
2. Fious Pembroke. A. W. Piirbeck.

3. Fllcho, Mt. Royal Kennels.
V. Nibs, George C. Taylor.
II. Milo, (ieorge C. Taylor.
C. Nap, Mrs. Rene Mason.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Second Sight, George C Taylor.
2. B'?stwoo<l Daisy, A. W. Purbeck.
3. Lily of <iainsboro, A. W. Purbeck.
V. Northern yueen, (ieorge C. Taylor.
II. Topsy, Cynlle Laurin.

Fox IfoundH—Ope.v, I)0<;s.

I. Trailor, Kingston & Bancroft Keuiiels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

J. Gipsy, George H. .\nderson.

Pointers—Challenge, bitches.

1. Ch. Belle Randolph. Robert Leslie.
2. Devon Nell, Mt. Royal Kennels.

CHALLENGE, DOGS (UUder 55 Ibs.)

I. Pommery Sec, William H. Hylaiid.

CHALLEN<iE, BITCHES (under .SO lbs.)

I. Fan N., William H. Hyland.

OPEN, DO<is (55 lbs. and over).

1. Tempest, William Ledyard.
2. Westminster Drake, T. G. Davey.

OPEN, bitches (50 lbs. and over).

1. Revelation, T. G. Davey.
2. Ightfield Madge, T. G. Davey.

OPEN, DOGS (under 55 lbs.)

1. Ossining, William H. Hyland.
2. Axtel's King Don, T. Ci. Davey.

OPEN, bitches (under 50 Ibs.)

Lady Gayspanker, T. G. Davey.
Miss Rumor, T. G. Davey.
Frivolity, Mt. Royal Kennels.
Lady Graphic. William H. Hyland.

KuKllsh Settei*8—Open, dogs.

Kent II, Cohannet Kennels.
Kdge Mark, Francis S. Brown.
Ijjrhtfield Rhuilas, T. G. Davey.
V'lscount, Mt. Washington Kennels.
Rent's Rex, Kingston & Bancroft Kennels.
Young Gladstone, Mt. Washington Kennels.

. Benzine, Harry Northwood.
Sir Edward, James K. Hair.
Mt. Royal Stride, Mt. Royal Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

Nia, Mt. Washington Kennels.
Forest Heather, T. G. Davey.
Victress, Mt. Washington Kennels.

. Albert's Nellie. Dr. Jchn Hartinan.
, Nora III, Mt. Washington Kennels.
Liberty II, Kingston & Bancroft Kennels.

. Patience, Mrs. John A. Pitt.

Flo II, Mt. Royal Kennels.
F;1 Cielo, Baker & Hebertson.
Jess, John J. Walker.

Irish Setters—Op E.N, DO(iS.

Seminole, Seminole Kennels.
Glen Jarvis, Glendyne Kennels.
Shot, James O'Rourke.

, Exile, Miss M. Ethel.
.Max, Grove Kennels.
. Red Kern, John Ryan.
Ranger, W. M. Blaiklock.
F^lcho, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

Elfreda, Mt. Royal Kennels.
Aurore, Seminole Kennels.
Ellen Vannon, T. W. Kermode.
Rose Elcho, Mrs. C. Coulson.
Rose Palnierstou, Seminole Kennels.

, Belle, Joe Lewis.
, Linden Smith.

Gordon Setters—Challenge, dogs.

Ivanhoe, Dr. S. G. Diyon.
Leo B., Dr. S. G. Dixon.

challenge, bitches.

Duchess of Waverly, Dr. S. G. Dixon.
Hilda, Mt. Royal Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

Kent, Grove Kennels.
Jim Dandy, James McVey.

OPEN, bitches.

Lady Waverly, Dr. S. G. Dixon.
Clip, A. Chisholm.

Collies—Challenge, dogs.

Roslyn Dandy, Seminole Kennels.

challenge, bitches.

Metchley surprise, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, dogs.

Drury, McEweii & Gibson.
Moss. William Rutherford.
Metchley Wonder, McEwen & Gibson.
Reality, John Duncan.
Grampion, Thyne & McFadden.
Ballaiitine, McEwen & Gibson.
Rowdy, Seminole Kennels.

. Roslyn Conway. Seminole Kennels.
Bruce. John Diincaii.
Wolf, E. W. Guaedinger.
Tip, M. H. Cochrane.
Don Christopher, William Cunningham.

OPEN, bitches.

Bernice, Flynn & McFadden.
Mayflower, McF)wen & Gibson.
Floss, John Duncan.
Cora II, Seminole Kennels.
Ro.slyn Belle. John Duncan.

. Lassie, L. Lusdecking.
Bess. M. H. Cochran.

Field Spaniels—Challenge, do(;s.

Samson, Andrew Laidlaw.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

Ch. Bradford (iladys, Andrew I.aidlaw.

OPEN, IXXiS.

Wo(Klland Sallie, Luckwell & Douglas
Branlford Mohawk, Brant Cocker Kennels.
Hiiidos, W. H. Drummond.
Clumber .Si>anlel8

—

Open, do<;s.

Darby, G. Bogue Smart.
Shell, H. B. D. Bruce.

OPEN, BITCHES.

Lucy II, H. B D. Bruce.
Vic, II. B. D. Bruce.

Coeker Spaniels—Challenge, tKXis.

Brantford Red Jacket, Brant Cocker Kennels
Oban, Andrew Laidlaw.

. Ch. Rabbi, Andrew Laidlaw.
, Ch. Brant, Brant Cocker Kennels.
Ch. Black Duke. Luckwell & Douglass.

challenge, bitches.

Bessie W., Andrew Laidlaw.

OPEN, DO<;s (black).

Black Dufferin, Luckwell & Douglass.
Donovan. Alfred Gedtles.
Major, J. H. Cunningha.n.
Nigger, C. H. Currier.
Sport, N. Roy.

OPEN, bitches (black).

, Ancient and Modern Cocker Kennels.
Woodstock Cora, Andrew Laidlaw.
Brantford Flirt, Brant C<x?ker Kennels.

. Busy, Kingston and Bancroft Kennels.

. Cleo II, Andrew Laidlaw.
Pip, Geo. Payne.

OPEN, DtKiS ( other than black).

Redman. N. B. Palmer.
Brownie, Blake & Hubston.
Rufus, J. F. Leigh.

OPEN, hitches (other than black).

Jessie C, C. H. Currier.
Brantford Red Riding Hood, Brant Cocker
Kennels.

. Topsy, George Payne.
Mollie, Thomas J. Fitzsimmons.

Irish Water Spaniels—open, dogs.

Handy Andy, Ed. Pitt.

OPEN, bitches.

Margurette, Ed. Pitt.

Keagles

—

Open, dogs.

1. Rov K., Rockland Kennels.
2. Guy, G. D. Weltou.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Vanity, Guy D. Welton.
2. Stella, loseph Lewis.
3. Fanny K., Rockland Kennels.
V. F^meliue, Rockland Kennels.

Dachshunds-Open, dogs.
1. Wind Rush Rioter, P^d. A. Morrice.
2. Feldmark, Joseph Lewis.
3. Chris, K. E. W. Guaedinger.
V. What's That, Thomas J. Fitzsimmons.

OPEN, hitches.
1. Jill, B. F. Lewis.
2. Liua L., Joe Lewis.
3. Ling, E. W. Guaedinger.

Bull ])oi>:s—Open, dogs.
1. Bo'swain, Edwin A. Woodward.
2. Billee, St. George Dillon.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Bloater Girl, Andrew J. Hatch.
2. Gladys, St. George Dillon.

Bull Terriers—Challenge, do(;s.

I. Ch. Jubilee, S. P. Howard.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Starlight, F. Dole.

open, IXXib.

1. Prince Bendigo, H. Fred.
2. Common, Anglo-American Kennels.
3. Topsparkle,- Frank F. Dole.
K. Beaton Baron II, Arch Inglis.
V. Watchful Wagtail, Warren C. Snedeu.

open, bitches,
1. My yueen, S. P. Howard.
2. EUgcwood Fancy, Frank F. Dole.
3. yueen of the Dale, Anglo-American Kennels
V. Kit, George Jordan.
H. Fly, George Jordan.

Fox Terriers—Challenge, dogs (smooth).

I. Blemton Volunteer, Oriole Kennels.

open, dogs.
1. Starden's Jack, Woodale Kennels.
2. Dobbin, Woodale Kennels.
3. Painter, Harry Northwood.
R. Driver HI, Mt. Washington Kennels.
V. Blemton Ransack, Oriole Kennels.

Woodale Rival, Woodale Kennels.
H. Endicliffe Spice, Anglo-American Kennels.

Live Boothian Spice, J. Bryce.
C. Dot, H. Grant Cochrane.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Ebor Nettle, Woodale Kennels.
2. Woodale Radiant, Woodale Kenuels.
3. Kawton Safety, Mt. Washington Kennels.
K. Venus, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels.
V. Woodale Refusal, Woodale Kennels.

Warren Sparke, Oriole Kennels.
Verdict, Oriole Kennels.

H. Fussie, V. G. Hooper.

Wire-haired Terrlei-s—Open, dogs.

1. Green Gale Patch, Battersby Kenuels.
2. Jim II, Battersby Kennels.
3. Barton Sting, Anglo-Amcricau Kenuels.
K. Dartmoor suowbroom, Fred S. Wetheral.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Rasper's Ross Anne, Battersby Kennels.

Irish Terriers—Open, DOGS.

1. Jack Briggs, Anglo-American Kennels.
2. Nailer, EU. Lever
3. Jack, James Lindsay.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Exile, Anglo-American Keunels.
2. Kathleen, Ed. Lever.

Blauk and Tan Terriers.
CHALLENGE, DOGS (over 7 Ib.S.)

I. Ch. Kaiser, John F". Campbell.

CHALLENGE, HITCHES.

1. Ch. Meersbrook Maiden, Kochelle Kenuels.
2. Nanon, Blake & Hebertson.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Broomfield Sultan, Rochelle Kennels.
2. Prince, Blake it Helnrrtson.

3. Birdie, William Gordon.

OPEN, HITCHES.

1. Matchell, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels.
2. Buttercup, Blake it Hebertson.
3. Grit, James F. Campbell.
K. Desdemona, Janics F. Campbell.
V. Grace, Albert E. F^lmer.

English Lady, Rochelle Keunels.

Yorkshires—Challenge, ixxis.

!. Ch. Toon's Royal, Anglo-American Kennels.

CHALLENGE, HITCHES.

I. Venus, Anglo-American Terrier Kenuels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Toon's Royal George. Anglo-Am. Kennels.
2. Little Pop, Mrs. J. A. Pitt.

3. Valkyrie. Thomas Kelly.

K. Romoe, Thomas Kelly.

V. Bill Nye, Mrs. J. A. Pitt.

H. Halifax Duke, J. R. Bourdeau.

Ol'KN, HITCHES.

1. Genesta, Thomas Kelly.
2. Nancy, Sam Ward.
3. Lottie, Thomas Kelly.

R. Tot, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels.

Dandle I>Iiiiiiunts—Ope.n. iio«^s.

1. King o' the Heather.
2. Valentine, C. J. Daniels.

3. Jack Pot, John Auld.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Fan, C. J. Daniels.
2. Miss Dandie, John Auld.

Scotch Terriers—Open, ixjgs.

I. Kilster, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels.

Skye Terrlei*s

—

Challenge, i>ogs.

I. Sir Stafford, C. A. Shinn.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Gleniffer, William Hall.

2. Laddie, F. P. Buchanan.

Other Terriers.
I. Jack, William F^dmunds.

1*UKS—Challenge, ixxis.

I, Bob Ivy, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.
I. Bessie, Dr. M. H. Cryer.

OPEN, DOGS.
1. Curtis, Miss Minnie Ballentine.
2. Fritz Emmet, Dr. M. H. Crver.

3. Kash, jr., Seminole Kennels.
R. Windsor, James McVey.
V. Punch, Alfred Pepler.

213
OPEN, UITCUKS.

1. Sateen, Howard Bros.
2. Cribbage, Dr. M. H. Cryer.
3. Judy II, Alfred Pepler.
R. Princess Nellie, Seminole Kennels.
V. Rustic Queenie, Seminole Kennels.
H. Peggy, J. T. Catlin.

Bijou, C. H. Currier.

Toy Spaniels—Open, dogs.

1. Pinee, Ed. Bradford.
2. Spot, Ed. Bradford.

open, BITCHES.

1. Calumet, A. M. Goldsmith.
2. Juliet, Ed. Bradford,
3. Fannie, FM. Bradford.

OTHER TOYS—OPEN, DOGS.
1. Jack, D. Clark.
2. Punch, Ed. Bradford

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Tiny, D. Clark.
2. Bezoine, Louis Baire.

Comments on the Awards.
Mastiffs.—In the absence of the

Flour City Kennels the mastiff classes

were quite poor in quality. Mode, alone
in the challenge class, scored his first

win there. Lord Caution, first in the
open class for dogs, is plain in head,
light in eyes, not right at pasterns and
light in bone. He has a good body and
coat. Victor, second, is narrow in skull,

light in eyes and his ears are too large.

He has a nice body and limbs but bad
feet. Victor, third, is light all through,
in head, eyes and body. There is noth-
ing suggestive of massiveness about him,
Turk, reserve, has an ordinary head and
nice dark eyes ; he is light in bone and is

too straight behind. His body is of good
width and depth. Bill Nye, vhc, is a
snipey-headed, big-eared dog with a bad
expression. Monarch, he, is a weed. Of
the eleven dogs shown in this class there
was not a real good one in the lot. No
entries in the bitch class.

St. Bernards.—In the rough coats
Republican Belle was the only entry in

the challenge classes. Although four
weeks on the road she was still shown in

good condition and scored a win. King-
ston Regent, in excellent condition, had
an easy win in the open class for dogs.
Duke of Wellington, second, has a skull

of good width but is too long in muzzle,
which also lacks depth. He is a heavy-
boned dog with good body and limbs.

His coat is a trifle curly. Lord Dal-
housie, third, occupied the same position

in Toronto. Prince, vhc, has a fair head
but lacks depth in muzzle He is a trifle

light all through aud was shown out of
coat. Faust, he, is snipey in muzzle and
has a nasty yellow eye. He has plenty
of bone and a good body. He is too
straight behind, curly in coat and carries

his tail too higli. The single entries in

the other classes are all well known.
Great Danes.—Wolverine Kennels'

dogs Favor and Pascha II won first and
second respectively in the class for dogs.

Their Ultima Plavia, having distemper,

was not shown. Minerva's Fawn was
without competition.
Def:rhounds.—Banff, better in head,

chest and in hindquarters, won over
Lennox. Chic, third, belied his name.
He is too wide in skull, heavy at shoul-

ders. Belle, first in Intch class, has a nice

body on good legs ; she is plain in head
and soft in coat.

Greyhounds.—In the challenge class

for dogs Gem of the Season won over
Scavenger, who has had the misfortune
to loose a good portion of his tail, an ap-

pendage almost as important to a grey-

hound as is a rudder to a ship. Maud
Torrington, shown in bad forni.won over
Spinaway in the corresponding bitch

class. The winners in the open dog
class are all old faces. Nibs, vhc, is weak
in front of eyes and was lame, having
been hurt, as was also Milo, he. In the

open bitch class it was a close thing be-

tween Second Sight and Best'wood Daisj'.

The former, better in muzzle, hindquar-
ters and condition,won. Northern Queen,
vhc, is weak in muzzle and could be bet-

ter in hindquarters. Topsy, he, was en-

tirely out-classed.

Pointers.—No entries in the chal-

lenge heavy dog class. Belle Randolph
won over Devon Nell in the correspond-

ing Intch class. The latter is better in

head and ears, while the former beats her

from the head back and was in better

show form. Mr. Hyland's entries had
no competition in the light-weight chal-

lenge classes. Tempest, better in head,

chest and feet, again defeated Westmin-
ster Drake in the heavy open dog class.

Revelation again repeated his win over
Ightfield Madge in the corresponding
bitch class. Ossining in the class for

light-weight dogs, better in muzzle, chest

and legs, took the blue ribbon over Ax-

tel's King Don. In the corresponding
class for bitches the superb bitch Lady
Gay Spanker was placed at the head of af-

fairs, with Miss Rumor a good second.
Frivolity, third, is not right in head and
ears, but has a capital body aud limbs
and is a beautiful mover.
English Skttf:rs.—Edge Mark, now

eligible for the challenge class, here met
his first defeat for this circuit by having
Kent II, which he beat at Lynn last year
and was subsequently defeated by him at

Boston, placed over him. It is a very
close thing between these two dogs, and
judges will continue to difTer as to their
respective merits. Ightfield Rhuilas,
third, is plain in head but a good one
otherwise. Viscount, reserve, is better
than winner of third in head, has a good
body and chest but at present is weak
behind. The other dogs in the class are
well known. The winners in the bitch
class were all at Toronto, and here occu-
pied the same positions as they did there.

Nia, first, has a beautiful head and ex-
pression, excellent body, legs and feet.

She was shown in soft condition. Forest
Heather loses) to the winner in head.
Victress Llewellin, third, is not right be-
hind and waddles when she walks. We
preferred Albert's Nellie, reserve, for

third place. El Cielo, he, is light in eyes
and snipey in muzzle. Flo II, he, is not
right in muzzle but was worth a letter

more than El Cielo.

Irish Setters.—The entries for this

breed was large and the quality of some
was considerably above the average.
Seminole and Glen Jarvis occupied their

usual positions of first and second re-

spectively. Shot, third, is a nice, big
dog, plain in head and could be better

behind. He is good in body, bone, coat
and color. Exile, reserve, is too oval in

skull and has a staring eye. He has
plenty of bone and a good body. Max,
vhc, has a good skull but is weak in

muzzle. He is a trifle too wide in front,

good body and coat. Ranger, he, is a
Ijetter headed dog than Exile and equals
him in other respects excepting bone. He
might have been up a little higher in the
procession. In the bitch class Elfreda,

better in head than Aurore, was placed
over her. Ellen Vannon, third, is plain

in head, bad in eyes and light in color of
coat.

Gordon Setters.—Outside of Dr.

Dixon's grand string there was nothing
worthy of notice, excepting Kent, first in

open dog class ; his head is marred by
water spaniel ears, but otherwise he is a

good dog.
Collies.—Roslyn Dandy and Metch-

ley Surprise both scored bloodless vic-

tories in the champion classes ; they
were the only entries. In open dogs
Drury repeated his Toronto victory.

Moss, second, is another thick-headed
dog,ofgood size, excellent bone,body and
coat. Mitchley Wonder II was third

;

he is better in head, ears and expression
than winners of first and second. He has
a fair coat and enough substance to have
stood at the head of affairs. Reality, re-

serve, is short in muzzle but better in ex-

pression than Drury or Moss. His coat

was good and of the best texture, ears

too large, nice body and limbs. Rowdy,
vhc, one of the best-headed dogs in the

class but sadly out of coat. Ballauline,

vhc, is coarse. Grampion. vhc, is also

coarse and big eared. Roslyn Conway
has a good head but bad expression. His
lack of coat would put him behind infe-

rior dogs. Bruce, he, was also out of

coat ; he has a nice head but bad ears.

Wolf, he, is coarse in head, Bernice.

first, is heavy in head, good in muzzle
and ears. She is light in bone and was
shown out of coat. Mayflower, second,

was at Hamilton. Floss, third, is a bitch

of quality, good head, ears, body and
limbs. She was out of coat and shown
too fat, as was also Cora II, reserve. Ros-

lyn Belle, vhc, is heavy in head and bad
in eyes. Has small ears and good coat.

Lassie, he, is not a show dog aud not

worth a letter.

Spaniels.—But five field spaniels were
shown. Samson and Bradford Gladys
won in the challenge classes. First was
withheld in the open dog class. Bradford

Mohawk, bad in front and apparently

under weight, was given second, aud an
ordinary specimen called Hindoo third.

Two clumbers were in the open class for

dogs. Darby, first, won easily over Shell,

who is too big and coarse. Lucy 11 had
an easy win over Vic in the bitch class,

as she is better in skull, expression aud
bone. The cocker challenge class of

dogs brought out five good ones. Brant-

ford Red Jacket won with Black Duke
but vhc. We preferred Duke for the first

place. Black Dufferin had an easy win
in the open dog class. Donovan, second,
does not move well behind. He has a
nice head, coat and lim])s. Major, third,
is snipey in muzzle, not good in coat and
too high on legs. The winners in the
bitch class are all known. In the class
for dogs other than black Redman, not
so good as Brownie but better otherwise,
won over him. Rufus, third, is too leggy.
In the corresponding bitch class Jessie,
first, is weak in muzzle and out at elbows,
and should have exchanged places with
Brantford Red Riding Hood, who was
second. Irish water spaniels were rep-
resented by three of the breed. Handy
Andy, first in the class for dogs, is short
in coat and short in ears ; fair otherwi.se.
Margurette, first in the bitch class, is a
good one, good head and eye but is out
of coat.

Beagles.—Roy K., better in skull,
muzzle and ears, beat Guy in the open
class for dogs. Vanity, first in the bitch
class, is weak in muzzle, undershot, out
in front aud has bad feet. Stella, second,
was not on her bench. Fanny K., third,
and Emeline, vhc, are both better than
Vanity, the bitch placed over them.
Bull Terriers.—There were but a

couple new ones. In bull terriers Cham-
pion Jubilee was alone in the challenge
class for dogs, as was Starlight in the
class for bitches. The winners in the
open dogs have been placed differently
each week by the judges, Messrs. Lacy,
Mason and Davidson. My Queen, first

in the open class for bitches, is a trifle

weak in muzzle, but a bitch of much
merit.

Fox Terriers.—Blemton Volunteer,
looking well, was alone in the challenge
class. Starden's Jack not so good in

head but better in body, won over Dob-
bin ill the open dog class. In the class
for bitches Verdict, vhc, we preferred for

first place, which was filled by Ebor Net-
tle. Verdict has equally as good a head
and better ix)dy and limbs. Warren
Sparkle, vhc, is a new face on this cir-

cuit. She IS fair in head and good in

chest and body.
Black and Tan Terriers. —Kaiser

was alone in the challenge dog class,

while in the same class for bitches Meers-
brook Maiden won handily over Nanon.
Broomfield Sultan had an easy win in

the open dog class. Prince, second, is

better in head, body and color than
Birdie, third. Matchless was first in the
bitch class with Buttercup, second, and
English Lady but vhc. English Lady is

better all over than Buttercup, which we
notice has lost as many teeth as has Klng-

lish Lady. Desdemona and Grit we could
not find.

Dandie Dinmonts and Other Ter-
riers.—The Dandie dog King o' Heath-
er, first, had a close shave to beat Valen-
tine, who has a better hea<l. Fan, a cap-
ital headed bitch, had an easy win over
Miss Dandie. Glenifl'er, the winning
Skye dog, is too short in head, but has
good body and limbs. Laddie, second is

l>elter than the winner in head, but stands
too high on his legs.

It is unnecessary to comment upon the

remaining classes, as the winners are by
this time well known to our readers.

This Hog Could Drive Sheep
Cincinnati Enquirer.

Tom W. Z mmerman was telling a

party of friends at the Burnet House last evening

of a display he had seen of the wonderful sagaci-

ty of a collie. The dog was driving a flock of

sheep out Spring Grove Avenue toward Ivory-

dale. When they came to the covered bridge

crossing the creek the sheep refused to enter

and simple walked around the entrance, but not

into it. After endeavoring to send them through

the dog ran across their backs, took one of them

by the ear and led it to the bridge. This was all

that was needed, as the rest followed with a

rush.
•

A Do>? and a Ilee.

Ea.STON, Sept. i6.—A strange thing

happened yesterday in Oxford. Captain John

Pyne had a pet Scotch terrier dog. While Mrs.

Pyne was fondling it a large bee flew in the

hou.se and buzzed around the dog's head. He
snapped at the bee and perhaps swallowed it, as

the bee disappeared and the dog at once went

mad. He ran from the house frantically and

howling fiercely, rushe<l to the wharf, where, in

the presence of a number of spectators, he

jumped in the river and remained under the

water until he drowned. A sad ca.se—worse than

a bee in the bonnet.

SOME IXTERESTI.NG LETTERvS.

Mr. Freeman Lloyd and the Kuerllsh
Kennel Club.

From the Stock-Keeper.

I wish to place before your readers the

following letters in reference to a para-

graph which appeared in The Fanciers'
Journal, Philadelphia, relative to the

Kennel Club. I shall be thankful to you
if you can give them space. I may say I

was, immediately on being made aware
of my error, willing and eager to apolo-

gize
; but the first letter from Mr. Dut-

ton, which clearly states that what I

wrote I /:ne7V to be absolutely false, pre-
vented me. I asked him to withdraw
those words, which inferred I was pur-
posely telling a malicious lie. This he
refuses to do, and until he withdraws
that stigma I can go no further.

Freeman Lloyd.

Ijetter So. 1.

40 Churton Street, S. W., Sept. 3, I891.

.1/r. Frreuian Lloyd, ijt Caledonian Road, .\'.

Sir : I am instructed by Mr. Shirley
and the committee of the Kennel Club
to apply to you for a written apology for

the very gro.ss libel written by you and
published in the American Fanciers'
Jotrnal of July 25 last. The statements
therein contained are known to you to be
absolutely false and without the least

foundation. Unless that apology is re-

ceived at this oflice before 12 o'clock to-

morrow, proceedings will be immediately
commenced against you without further
notice. I am, sir, your obedient servant,

T. Duerdin Dutton.

Copy of Ueply.

134 Caledonian Road, London, N. \
September 7, 1891. J

Afr. T. Dnerdin Dutton, re Kennel Club.

I have just returned to town and find

your letter of the 3d of September, by
which you give me to understand that I

have grossly libelled Mr. Shirely in The
Fanciers' Journal. Philadelphia. I ac-

cept your word as .showing that I have l)een

wrongly informed as to where the profits

of the Kennel Clul) go, and at once
apologize in the fullest .sense, but on con-

dition that you retract the words in your
letter as follows : "The statements there-

in contained are known to you to be al>so-

lutely false and without the least founda-
tion," which is altogether an untruth, for

I wrote in good faith that everything was
perfectly correct. Faithfully yours.

Freeman Lloyd.

Letter Xo. 3.

40 Chtrton Street, S. W., Sept. 7, 1891.

Freeman Lloyd, Esq., re Kennel Club.

Sir: In reply to your letter of this

date, I cannot accept the apology upon
the conditions named. Either you must
apologize unconditionally, or put up with

the consequences of your folly. It is

unneces.sary for me to refer to my former
letter, but if you say you wrote in good
faith, I accept your statement, and you
are at liberty to add that to your apology.
Personally, I should be extremely sorry

if my duty to Mr. Shirley and the Ken-
nel Club Committee compels me to com-
mence proceedings against you, but the

libel is so gross that I shall not hesitate

to carry out the instructions of my
clients if you do not retract, and apolo-

gize unconditionally for what you have
written. I am, sir, your obedient servant.

T. Dup:rdin Dutton.

Copy of lleply.

134 Caledonian Road, London, N. )

September 8, 1891. /

T. Duerdin Dutton, Esq.

Sir: I have yours of yesterday, in

which you state that your clients will ac-

cept nothing but an "unconditional apol-

ogy." In three words, "Such I refu.se."

The time has not yet arrived in my life

to plead guilty to the charge that you
have made against me, that I have made
statements 111 The Fancikr.s' Journal,
Philadel])hia, or anywhere else, that are

kno7un to me to be "absolutely false and
without the least foundation." I have
apologized as a gentleman ; but I refuse

to tell a downright lie, even to save my-
self from the consetjuences you threaten.

So that the kennel world at large can
see that I am agreeable to tend to Mr.
Shirley and the K. C. Committee an
apology, as mine of the 7th inst., and am
not open to be coerced, I am now send-

ing this correspondence to the press,

with little doul)t but that they will

publish it. Yours, etc.

Freeman Lloyd.

LORD CLOVERS PEDIGREE.

Mr. Itallantlue WlHheK to Make a Cor-
re<?tIoii III "Our l*rlze I'lijfM."

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
How much are dog men supposed to

endure, anyway ? For several months I

have been annoyed beyond measure and

pestered out of all patience through a

singular error on the part of Dr. M. II.

Cryer, backed as it is by the high estate

in which that notable historian of "Prize

Pugs" is held in the canine world. In

his book on pugs the doctor fathers

a mutilated pedigree of the dog Lord
Clover. Now, I happen to own this

animal, and have been in the habit of
telling the truth and nothing but the
truth concerning his ancestry.

I promptly appealed to the sapient
author of "I'rize Pugs." and my persist-

ence eventually acted like a poultice, for

it drew out a promise to correct mistakes
as soon as they could lie sifted out.

Now. no ordinary mortal as I am is

obliged to educate the historian of any
breed of dogs, but I nevertheless promptly
labeled the blunder, furnished the (acts

aud referred the author with the utmost
confidence to the highest authorities on
the subject in Englan<l. This was last

May, and it seems that my labors were
even more fruitless than those of the
mountain in the fable, for they did not
as much as bring forth a mouse.
There has been no correction made,

and no explanation offered, while I am
annoyed by constant iiKjuiries that vir-

tually amount to impeachment. No man
is likely to stand this sort of thing for-

ever, and I want it distinctly understoo<l
that Dr. Cryer's account of the pug Lord
Clover in his book "The Prize Pugs of
America and England" is faulty, mis-
leading and utterly unreliable. The dog
was not bred by any man named Chat-
terton. and neither is the pedigree of his

dam Nellie doubtful, obscure or one-
legged, as the doctor plainly intimates.

The fact is, on the contrary, that this

bitch Nellie is «lani and granddam of
half a score of notable prizewinners in

England, and her pedigree is just as well

substantiated and just as easily obtained
as the awards at any of our own .shows.

.\ll that is retjuired to get full particulars

is a five-cent postage stamp, the address
of any member of the Engli.sh Pug Club
and sufficient intelligence to apprehend
the advantages of trans-Atlantic mail ser-

vice.

One thing is very certain and that is

that the blunder is easy enough to re-

fute. There is scarcely a show of any
importance in England nowadays at

which the direct descendants of Lord
Clover's dam are not in the front ranks.

The history of Mr. Proctor's kennel at

Iveeds, Mr. Houlker'sat .\ccrington, Mrs.
Brittain*s, Rev. Decker's and others well-

known involves the pedigree of Gould-
ings' Nellie. Every English breeder of
note knows and will furnish the facts in

the case. She was bred by Mr. Proctor,

owner of Champion Confidence, her
gran<lson, and is by Champion Stingo
.Sniffles out of Champion Little Dorritt.

This pedigree is authentic and I dare Dr.

Cryer to deny it, his book to the con-
trary notwithstanding.

Thomas I. Ballantine.
Peoria, 111., September 14, 1891.

—The Wilmington (Del.) News has
this dog story. "A St. Bernard dog be-

came involved in a quarrel yestenlay
with two curs at Eighth and Shipley
Streets. The curs snapped and growled
at the canine bully, which turned and
made the little fellows 'Ki-yi.' Another,
dog, which was watching the row, saw
that the curs were getting the worst of
the fight, and immediately started for

help. At Whiteman's livery .stable he
found three collies and another lar^ie dog
to whom the situation was quickly ex-

nlained by barks. The four stable dogs
made a da.sh for the corner. When the

St. Bernard saw the reinforcements com-
ing he found that he had important
business in the direction of Market
Street. The curs thanked the collies for

their timely aid by wagging their tails,

and the collies went back to the stable."
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BISCUITS AND BROTH.
From Our Own Correspondent.

London, England, Sept. 19.—We are
not over busy just now, although there
are several small shows on the li.st, all of
them more or less appealing for entries.
Exhibitors are tired of hole and corner
events, and waiting for the big show to
l)e held at the Crystal Palace next month.
'I'he C. P. always had a great name as a
place for a show, and to the undogly pub-
lic the C. P. and Birmingham wins have
more value than any others.

I think I have told you before what a
great show they mean to have down at
Sydenham. The prize list is a most elab-
orate one, and has been well thought out
too. But really at times the game is not
vorth the candle, for no one can have
the impudence to state that a bronze
medal is worth an entrance fee of half a
.sovereign, without that medal takes the
shape aud size of a tidy cart wheel.

Some of these medals are indeed mis-
erable things. As I write I have a couple
of them before me, won at one of
the most important shows ever held
in London. J should not like to swear
to their solidity, although they are
but the size of a two shilling piece ;

indeed, I would rather say they are hol-
low. Now, surely this is a good game of
spoof sending out these hollow medals as
first prizes for important shows. But the
British dog man stands it like a lamb.
He doesn't care one jot if they sent
him a tin one. So long as a medal is for-
warded that is sufficient.

On the other hand, I look at a medal
sent me by the Dutch Kennel Club, who
held their show at Amsterdam some time
ago. It is worthy the name of medal,
and the die—a Great Dane's head—is

splendidly cut. It is always the same.
When events become common the win-
ners of them play lower to the public
every time, and even the Crystal Palace
schedule is not a good one, so far as true
prize value is concerned. The good old
days of /lo, /; and ^^5 are, I suppose,
over.

I have just Ijeen looking at a very nice
little picture from the pen of clever Mr.
R. H. Moore, of the Scotti.sh terrier
Ch.'impion Kildee, It appears in the
Fanciers' Gazette, aud Mr. Ludlow's
well-known dog looks as sharp as a bee
as he stands over a dead rat. And these
Scottish terriers are very popular, too,
with our dog people. They are so com-
panionable, and able to take their own
part without being quarrelsome. Again,
as terriers they are up to the mark, for
they will show you plenty of sport. I
fancy these terriers have been greatly
improved of late, for they have been
brought down to a nicer weight. Then,
again, their fronts have been improved.

Perhaps I am wrong, but it always
struck me that the great champion of
Scottish terriers Dundee was coarse.
Some years ago I wrote about him as
such, and brought a shower of uncompli-
mentary remarks on my head from the
corner that was interested in him. Still
I have no reason to go back on my opin-
ion as expressed. No doubt someone
will say that the club's rules say so and
so, but that doesn't matter. A man who
has been used to see dogs work can in
half a moment tell if a terrier is too big
or not.

I think bigness is the great fault in the
three national terriers. Irish terriers are
too big out of all sense, and the same can
be said of some of the leading Welsh
terriers of the day. The Scotchmen sin
the least, but then again their Skye ter-
riers are getting as big as Basset hounds.
Terriers are terriers all the world over,
and after all there is nothing on four legs
that is up to our fox terrier. I^ok at
several of our wire hairs built as work-
men, and their looks do not belie them,
either. Keep away from the fox terrier
type is the cry of the Iri.sh aud Welsh
terrier men, but for no earthly reason
can I see the use of it. Keep to a likely
shape and don't go away from it.

Irish terriers are extremely popular,
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especially bs companions. Their color is

attractive and the^ are able to take their
own part if a collie or larger dog comes
along with his back hair up. The smoke
and dirt of towns do not interfere with
his appearance, as in the case of a fox
terrier, who soon gets an unsightly object
and wants a bath quite once ft week; I
think for such reasons the Irishman is so
popular, but as working dogs in thi?
country you see but little of thehl. There
can be no gainsaying that the show Irish
terrier is too big, and breeders have got
them that way simply because they have
been moving heaven and earth to keep
away from that awful pitfall, "fox terrier
type !"

However, I think the day will come
when "fanciers" will have more sense.
If some of them only took a short holi-
day in the sporting season, and went and
had a look at country life and sport as it

is, their time will not have been spent In
vain. I am sorry to write I have often
heard "fanciers" say that life Is too
short to shoot over a brace of spaniels,
but I need hardly say that to such people
all sense of sport is dead, and it is just
like throwing water on a duck's back
when you try to convince them that
there is nothing more enjoyable on God's
earth than true sport.

Just now I was writing about Welsh ter-
riers, and I ought to add that I don't
think they are holding their own. The
promoters of this breed also suffered from
the fox terrier scare and bred great-
skulled dogs with short and weak jaws.
Oh, no. The fox terrier head was not to
be their dog's head, although these dogs
should be used for exactly the same
work ! Could there be anything more
silly than this? I recollect some time
ago being at a show in the Principality.
"Oh !" said; a very old breeder of work-
ing terriers to me as we looked at a cele-
brated Welsh terrier, "is that the way
they want 'em. Why, bless me, I wouldn't
own .such a teakettle-headed devil. Why,
he's more fit to kill cockroaches than
rats !" And I think there are few who
will deny that that man was perfectly
right.

An ounce of fact is worth a ton of the-
ory, and unfortunately doggy men are
very backward in the knowledge of shape
and make. They breed for "fancy"
points, as if they were working on pig-
eons, rabbits or white mice. We should
always recollect that the dog was sent in-
to the world as a helpmate to man. but
your "fancier" turns him into a perfectly
useless animal. Where should we be
without sheep dogs, gun dogs and grey-
hounds? Certainly, the net and snare
could be used, but without a dog a sheep
farmer would have a pretty time of it.

Therefore 'tis our duty to keep dogs and
breed them for what they are wanted,
and not hanker after some fancy point,
which actually puts them out of the field
when he is wanted for sport or herding
purposes. I must pull up on this sub-
ject now, for I am getting dangerously
near the show versus working spaniel
chestnut.

At the expense of being accused of
writing about my own dogs, I will state
that I was lucky enough to run across
and purchase one of the best (to my
mind) cocker spaniels that has lately
been seen. She is a liver, and in very
full flesh will weigh nineteen pounds.
But her make and shape is so good, and
she can jump on to a dining table with-
out an effort. Now, such is the thing I
have always been after in the way of
cockers. Mind you, I have owned a lot
of show spaniels, and ^«o?£' what use they
are in the field, and that is how I have
been continually pegging away at them.
Cockers should be altogether different
animals to the small, long and low sort.
Unfortunately, I have not yet got at this
little bitch's pedigree, and, moreover,
have not the slightest idea how she is
bred. The man who sold her to Mr.
James Hinks, although a dealer, didn't
know what kind of spaniel she was, and
the Birmingham man was hardly the one
to inform him before he bought her.
However, I think my spaniel-showing
and shooting friends will like her.

The smooth St. Bernards had a very
good time of it at the late Glasgow show,
and took down the numbers of two prom-
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inent rottghs. Lola IV is said to be the
best smooth bitch in England, and Scot-
tish Guide, a son of Guide and Sans Pent-,
beat Young Bute. vScottish Guide is the
property of Mr. Thofburn, w^htJ pickfed
him from the litter in pi^ference tb
Watch. I think it was Mn GrtShaiii who
judged at GJasgow.

Dogs do not seem to boom in Australia,
and 'pon my word no one can wonder
considering the amount of bother Austra-
lians have to put up with before they can
get a well-bred dog into the country. The
quarantine regulations are unnecessarily
severe, for all authorities tell us that
rabies would show itself in an affected
dog in a less time than six months,
which period dogs have now to be kept
in the Government quarantine. I read
that this order was slightly lifted ill the
Province of Victoria, and that ihifjortei's
could have the dogs ih quarantine at
their oWn homes. But such a relaxation
has again been taken away and doggy
Victorians are in as bad a way as ever.

I fancy authorities are making a mis-
take, and by all these over-sure regula-
tions they are opening the gate for
smuggling. Now I happen to know that
dogs have been smuggled into both Aus-
tralia and New Zealand lately, aud that
the same is likely to happen until the
end of the chapter. Who can wonder
that dog lovers in the Antipodes are not
above smuggling them in? Where there's
a will there's a way, and it is strange
that the authorities don't put themselves
in communication with the proper scien-
tific men who will give them all particu-
lars as to latent rabies, etc,

Donavound Ossian, the celebrated deer-
hound, is dead. Poor brute, he died a
violent death, too, having been shot by a
game-keeper who caught him trespass-
ing. It seems his owner, Mr. Gordon,
was going out fishing and left the hound
Mt an inn, but just as he was getting on
the riverside Ossian made his appear-
ance. I presume Mr. Gordou left him to
stroll away again, for he went into some
thicket and was shot by one of the
watchers of the tenant of Skibo Castle.
Perhaps Mr. (iordon will be blamed for
allowing the hound to get away, but all
fishermen will recognize what a nuisance
a dog is when you are fishing, for fish
are immediately scared by a dog. Perhaps
they take him for an otter.

I once saw a dog work a stream, driv-
ing the fish on the fords iuto a net. just
after the same fashion as a dog will beat
a field at night and run a hare into a
gate net. It was past midnight in Wales,
and with a companion I was enjoying a
pipe and a chat on a large bridge over a
well-stocked trout sewin and salmon
river. It was pitch dark, and we noticed
a flash of a lantern and a peculiar whistle,
so we crouched, watched and waited for
coming events. Presently three men ap-
peared and set a net across the river just
above the bridge, below which was a deep
pool. The fish were of course out on the
fords above feeding, and when alarmed
would rush to the big pool. After all
was ready a whistle was given and the
dog released about two hundred yards up
the river, and he (juartered that stream
all the way to within a few yards of the
net. There was a fine catch* for we could
see this from the lantern light. This was
the first time I ever saw a dog do that
kind of work.

The celebrated Barzois Krilett and Pa-
goobo have been given prominence in
the daily papers this week for Colonel
Wellesley hal neglected to take out the
necessary licen.ses to keep them. There-
fore the Colonel was summoned by the
authorities, and the Wadsworth magis-
trate fined him forty shillings and costs.
His defense was that the dogs, which
were worth ^looo apiece, were the prop-
erty of his wife, Miss Kate Vaughn, the
actress, who was on tour. These partic-
ulars have been given in all the papers
in London, so the Colonel has. I think,
scored by getting a nailing good adver-
tisement for his charming and gifted wife.
An actress owning a couple of hounds
valued at ^2000 is a wonderful advt, at
forty shillings and court costs.

The German Fox Terrier Club has
just held a show at Leipzig, and Mr.

George Raper weht ovfer tb do the judg-
ing for the meml)et-te, and he tells me the
entry was a good one, alid that fok ie¥^
fiers afe niakihg great stri(tes in the Paiii=
erlalld; 11 was eaky for a secdnd of thifd
i^ate dbg to ^o over there not so very loiij?
agb and scbdp the pdol

; but thai is all
over how, according to niy informant.
The club boasts of upwards of one hun-
dred members.

It may be of interest to owners of fox
terriers on the other side to state that
this club has had a bronze cast of a fox
terrier, which is said to be a very good
one, and can be had at the charge of one
guinea from Herr M, A. Eulda, of Planen,
the secretary of the club, who is .said to
be a jolly good fellow and very willing to
oblige anyone when fox ferriet-s are cOn=
earned, A ^ood jiidge tells me that the
model is an ideal one, so perhaps this is

an opportunity it would not be well to
miss.

Spaniels seem to be moving, and Mr.
Prate, who owns some good Clumbers
and blacks, has purchased the entire lot
ofSussexs in Mr, Newington's kennels.
But Mr. Mo.ses Woollaud, of course, holds
the best team of Sus.sexs, and continues
to breed a rare lot. Mr. W. is a sports-
man, too, and is now shooting in llamp-
vshire, where. I am glad to find from a
letter, he is having good sport partridge
shooting. Mr. Woollaud is one of the
largest drapers in the West End of Lon-
don.

The Irish red setter trials are on this
week in the neighborhood of Cookstowli,
County Tyrone. The running so far haft
been very slow, and I cannot help think-
ing they commenced somewhat early iti

the week. In the Puppy vStakes there
were only eight entrien, whl.h was sur-
prising, as it was open for puppies
whelped in 1890. The first prize went to
Mr. J, G. Hawke's vSiglial, second to Mr.
W. Hill Cooper's Regalia, third to Cap-
tain J. K. Mllner's AUeen, and fourth to
Mr. J. G. Hawke's Miss Signal. Both
signal and Miss Signal are by Muskerry
from Nancy Lee and are sixteen months.
Then Regalia is by Pouto (22,405) from
Henmore Snow, and Ailey by Bob from
Wee Anne, Regalia is eighteen months
and Ailey .seventeen months. The others
entered were Mr. Moriarity's Brendon,
Mr. C, C. Ellis' Flash III, Mr. Grant
Bellew's vShillelagh and Mr. C. C. El-
lis' Shottesbrook Val. It was nearly a
case of all prizes and no blanks.

OTTAWA'S BENCH SHOW.

MEETING OF THE A. K. C.

The Keieiilar Quttrt<>rlj' CiHtherliiK of
the Dele^utes In New York.

The regular quarterly meeting of the
A. K. C. was held at 44 Uroadway, New York,
Thursday, September 24, President Belmont in
the chair. The following delegates were pres-
ent: Messrs. Anthony, Richards, Shotwell,
Fiske, Mottimer, Schellhass. Whitney, Watson,
Foote, Muss-Arnolt, Uldhani aud Churchill. The
secretary's report was read and approved. The
treasure's rejwrt was also read and approved.

The receipts from all sources from Janu-
ary i, 1891, to date were t(r>\g.6t

Expenses for same period 6069 33

Balance on hand J2990.48

Stud-Book Committee reported an increase of
over one thousand registrations up to the ist of
September over the previous year, and recom-
mended the cancellation of several pedigrees as
being incorrect. On motion the report was
adopted.
The report of the committee .-ippoin ted to re-

port the best methcxl to bring field trials and
coursing meetings under the jurisdiction of the
A. K. C. was adopted, but upon the motion of
Mr. Anthony the vote was reconsidered and the
report laid upon the table.
Mr. Shotwell moved that the New Jer.sey Ken-

n>\ Club be expelled. This motion was amended
by Mr Richards that charges be preferred
against the New Jersey Kennel Club asking for
their expulsion, the matter to be referred to the
Advisory Committee, to take action after the
New Jersey Kennel Club shall have received the
necessary notice.
Upon a motion of Mr. Antlionv it was decided

that at any public meeting of the A. K. C. any
member of a club a member of the A. K. C.
and all associate members .shall be permitted to
be present.
The Mohawk Vallev Poultry and Kennel

Club, the Omaha Kennel Club and the Blue
Grass Kennel Club were elected members. The
resignations of the Buffalo Kennel Club and the
South Carolina Kennel A.ssociation were read
and accepted. Adjourned.

Continued fk^m Page 811.

FOX TKRRIERS—Challenge, docs & bitches.

I. Hl)or Nettle, Woodale Kennels.
». Blemtou Trump, J. K. McDonald.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Starden'8 Jack, Woodale Kennels,
a. Dobbin, Woodale Kennels,
3. Painter, H. Northwood.
K. Diver III, Mt. Washington Kennels,
v. Blemtou Ransack, Oriole Kennels.

Woodale Rival, Woodale Kennels.
C. Eucliffe Spice, Toon & Symouds.

OPEN, BITCHES,

1. Rowton Safety, Mt. Washington Kennels.
2. Woodale Radiant, Woodale Kennels,
3. Venus, Toon & Symonds.
R. Warren Sparkle, Oriole Kennels.
v. Verdict, Oriole Kennels.
H. Woodale Refusal, Woodale Kennels,

Clytie, Rideau Kennels.
C. Fussy, V. G. Hooper.

NOVICE—DOGS AND BITCHES.
1. Woodale Rival, Woodale Kennels.
2. Barton Sting, Toon & Symonds.
3. Arden Belle, G. W. Prescott.
R. Rideau Rettia, Rideau Kennels.
V. Sam, J. Warnock.
U. Lady, S. Simms.

Luke, F. H. Cunningham.
Jerry, Patrick Slattery.

c. Bob, E. S. Snead.

IRISH TERRIERS—Open, dogs and bitches.

1, Exile, Toon & Symonds.
2, Jack Briggs, Toon & Symonds.
3, Nailer, Ed. Lever.
V. Kathleen, Ed. Lever.

SKYE TERRIERS.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Sir Stafford, CliSbrd A. Shinn.
OPEN, DUGS AND BITCHES.

1. Bruce, B, F. Lewis,
2. Moss, G. W. Kerr.

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Zulo, Dan O'Shea.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.
CHALLENGE, DOGS.

I Bloomfield Sultan, Rochelle Kennels.
CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

1. Ch. Meersbrook Maiden, Rochelle Kennels,
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Matchless, Toon & Symouds.
2. Grace, Albert E. F^mer.
3. Euglish Lady, Rochelle Kennels,

YORKSHIRE TF:rRIERS,
CHALLENGE, IKXiS AND BITCHES.

I. Venus, Toon & Symonds.
OPEN, BITCHES,

1. Flossie, J. Terrauce.

TOY spanif;ls.
CHALLENGE, DOGS A.ND BITCHES.

I. Calumet Alice, A. M. Goldsmith.
OPEN, DOGS.

1. Royal Duke, Yorke & Forshaw.
2. —'— , FMward Bradford.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Fanny, F^dward Bradford.
2. , Yorke & Bradford.
3. Ruby, Yorke & Forshaw.

PUGS

—

Challenge, DO<is and bitches.

I. Ch. Bob Ivy, M. H. Cryer.
R. Ch. Bes.sie, M. H. Cryer.

OI'EN, DOGS.
1. Curtis, Minnie M. Ballantine.
2. Fritz Emmet, M. H. Cryer.
3. Pete, Miss Cheney.
V. Kash, Jr., Seminole Kennels.
H. Buzz, Miss N. Farries.

C. Moses, Mis.s N. Farries.
OPEN, bitches

Satin, Howard Bros.
Cribbage, M. H. Cryer.
Princess Nellie. Seminole Kennels.
Rustic ^ueenie, Seminole Kenuels.
.Judy, Mrs. H.S. Kirby.

SPITZ—Open, ixk.s a.nd bitches.

Fred, Mrs. W. Rogers
2. Beauty, Mrs. W. Rogers.

DACHSHINDF;s—Open, ixx;s and bitches.

I.

2.

3-

V.
H,

I,

(Jill, B. F. Lewi.s.

irFeldmann K., Joseph Lewis.

miscf;ll.\neois.
I. Fan (Dandie Dinmont), C. J. D'lniels.

I. Punch (Toy terrier). Edward Bradford.

I. Kilston (Scotch terrier). Toon & Symonds.
I. Jack Shephard (bloodhound), R. G. H. Hun-

tington.

SPECIALS.—Best exhibit of sporting dogs,
Mt. Washington Kennels; l>est pair greyhounds,
Justinian and Jetson; be.st pair Euglish .setters.

Viscount and Nia; best pair Irish setters, Semi-
nole and Gyneth; txrst pair Gordon setters, Ivan-
hoe and Lady Waverley; 1 est pair pointers, Pom

-

mery Sec and Fan N.; t)est pair Clumbers, John-
ny, Jr., and Lady Bromine; best pair cockers,
Rabbi and Bessie W.; best pair collies, Roslvn
Dandy and Metchley Surprise; l)est pair fox
terriers, Ebor Nettle and Starden's Jack; best
pair black and tan terriers, Meersbrook Maiden
and Broomo; best pair toy spaniels. Royal Duke
and Ruby.
Best mastiff, FCaufrid; liest St. Bernard. Othel-

lo; greyhound dog. Gem of the Season; bitch, Jet-

sam; deerhound, Robbin; foxhound, Vexation;
beagle, Ch. Racer, Jr.; Great Dane. Juua; pointer
dog. Tempest; bitch. Fan N.; English setter dog,
Kent II; bitch Nia; Irish .setter dog, Seminole;
bitch, FClfreda; Gordon setter, Ivanhoe; Irish

water spaniel, Countess Bcndigo; Clumber span-
iel dog. Boss III; bitch. Lady Bromine; field span-
iel bitch, Ch. Bradford Clladys; cocker dog. Black
Dufferin; bitch, I Say; novice cocker dog, Dono-
van; bitch, Rideau Romola; collie, Roslyn
Wilkes; in open class do^s Drury, Rowdy, sec-

ond; bull dog Do'swain; fox terrier dog, Starden's
Tack; bitch, Ebor Neitle; Skye, Sir StafTord: Bed-
lington. Zulo, black and tan dog. Brooinfield

Suitaii; toy spaniel. Fannie; Spitz, Fred.

POULTRYan° PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Detroit, Michigan, will hold a great

poultry show on January 28 to February

3, 1892, under the au.spices of the Michi-

gan Poultry Breeders' Association, a

stock company having a capital of I5000.
Mr. E.W. Grosvenor, Mineral, Michigan,
is the secretary and .superintendent.

* *

An invitation has also been extended
to the A. P. A. to meet at Detroit next

winter. This has aroused the ire of the

only man who is capable of running the

A. P. A., and the usual subterranean

methods of killing Detroit's chances

are being employed.
*

» #

—If you want your business to prosper
you must become acquainted with the
use of printer's ink.

—Our advertising space for our Christ-

mas number is limited, so send along
your ads so as to be in time.

It is a pity that this wire-pulling must
be resorted to everj' year. The members
who have a vote in selecting the location

for the next meeting of the A. P. A. are

able to cast ballots without being in-

fluenced by marplots,
*

« «
Los Angelos, Detroit, Topeka and

Worcester have all invited the A. P, A.,

and as far as known have taken honor-

able means to secure votes. The dishonor-

able means are those of the men who from

selfi.sh motives attempt to kill off one of

the above places. The vote will be badly

split up as it is without resorting to wire-

pulling.

» *

If you wish to reach the great mass of

readers in the world who are interested

in poultry and pigeons, advertise your

name and stock in our Chri.stmas num-
ber. Do not delay until too late. Space

is going rapidlv.
*

» «

We regret that we cannot give the

Rochester poultry and pigeon awards this

week. Our staff correspondent at Ro-

chester writes us as follows :
" Your tele-

gram received and I wish to make a

statement. The notice I sent of 'over

twelve hundred entries in poultry' at

the Western New York Fair is incorrect.

There were over twenty-five hundred

birds entered. The poultry superin-

tendent ran out of numbered cards, and

a grand mess is the result, which will

take two or three days to straighten out,

and it will be impo.ssible to obtain a list

of awards before the matter is righted, as

through someone's bullheadedness the

exhibitors' names were not allowed on

the coops, and the result is no name, no

number. How could one «letermiiie «'//<>

took the premiums."
*

* *

This will explain the non-appearance

of the awards and help to remind the

Rochester i)eople of the error of their

ways.

• •

An advertisement in our Christinas

number, no matter how small, will prove

a great card. Shrewd advertisers know

this, and contracts for large space have

been already secured by them. No
breeder can afford to miss such a grand

ojiportunity. Advertising rates sent on

application.
*

* *

We are informed that the poultry ex-

hibit at Topeka, Kansas, contained over

one thousand birds, and was very fine

quality. Our Western correspondent,

Mr. Theodore Sternberg, showed some

of his famous full-hocked and feathered

buff Cochins, which attracted consider-

able attention. "They caught on," to

use a popular phrase. The West is forg-

ing ahead in poultry matters, which will

do some of the eastern breeders a world

of good. The latter at present are con-

tent to hold the fort, believing their

birds to be alxjut good enough to clean

up anything in the chicken line out

West. There may he a few surprises in

store for them, however, when western

birds come Kast next winter. Making
due allowance for the beautiful exuber-

ance and natural "gift of gab" of our

western friends, we are certain that

they have designs on the plums in the

premium lists of our coming big shows.
»

» *
The communication appearing in this

issue from Secretary Sternberg will at-

tract attention by its boldness in sug-

gesting a radical change in exhibiting

Cochins at New York and Philadelphia

next winter.

The Cochins to be shown under Cochin

Club rules, which naturally means that

the full-hocked and full-feathered Cochins

will make a bird for public approval.
*

We will add that public approval will

deciile far more fairly than is commonly
suppo.sed, and can see no objection to

the plan suggested.

• •

However, we trust all Cochin breeders

will read the article in question, and

send in their views and suggestions pro

and con,

*»
The recent failure of "Deacon" White,

the head of a large firm that was thought

to l)c as solid financially as the rocks of

Gibraltar, will prove of passing interest

to our readers. In a well-informed and

caustic Gotham weekly the following

comment appeared :

"Fancy a much-advertised commis.sioii

house—so-called 'bankers'—the head
prominent in all church, state and other

public bodies temling to inspire confi-

dence, and thus becoming the custodian

of other people's money. l)eing the spec-

ulative holder of _/?/?f<'« million busluls

of corn! Fancy 'Deacon' White, the

friend of the great Heecher, the man
whose heart was large enough and whose
brain was broad enough to have a temler

yearning for the goo<l of all mankind,
being the head and front of a va.st specu-

lative deal to i)Ut the price of corn, the

poor man's bread and the dumb brute's

life to a prohibitive price !"

*
» «

The veteran F'x-Mayor John K. Diehl,

of Ik'verly, N. J., put it even more ter.'^ely

when he remarked : "Any man that will

speculate in chicken feed ought to fail."

«
« «

However, the corn crop is safe for the

present, thanks to the "Deacon's" col-

lapse. Twenty-five cents per bushel ex-

tra means considerable to the poultry

raisers of this country, and they should

co-operate with other feeders of Ameri-

ca's most valuable grain in protesting

against such illegal speculation as con-

ducted by the Keenes, Whites, Ilutchiii-

sons and others of the same ilk,

*
« »

The prospects are that corn will be

cheap. The wonderful scarcity of grain

reported to be imminent in Flurope turns

out to be but partly true. The latest re-

l)orts indicate a great croj) in Turkey,

and perhaps other countries will after all

fare better than the American vultures of

commerce would like,

*
»

Do fowls require grit? The an.swerwill

be in nine cases out of ten, "Yes." It

has been such a favorite topic with our

poultry Solons that fowls cannot dis-

pense with grit that powdered glass has

been recommended as an aid to di-

gestion. There ;'rc others, however,

who think grit unnecessary, and prob-

ably the most decisive article on the

subject appeared in Poultry, Kngland,

The writer, who signs himself "H."
.states that "at different times a great

many letters and articles have appeared

in your columns advocating the use of

grit for poultry. I am afraid, however,

that some of those who so .strongly urge

its beneficial claims are somewhat inter-

ested in its sale, judging from adver-

tisements which appear in different

journals. For many years I have kept

from 500 to 2000 head of poultry, and,

although I have tried many kinds of grit,

I cannot say I ever attained any bene-

ficial results, or that my fowls were one
whit the better for its use. During the

last two years I have discarded grit en-

tirely, and I am glad to say that my
fowls, averaging some 2(K)o in number,

have never been in better health. One
pen of birds, some fifty in number, have

a house in the inid<lle of a large green

field. The .soil is a strong clay, anil as

the field is divided from others by iron

hurdles, it is impossible for them to ob-

tain grit
;

yet, although several are

nearly three years old, they look a pic-

ture of health and coinlition. Young
fowls reared at this house have weighed

fifteen pounds per couple, and when
killed the gizzard has been quite devoid

of grit. Certain writers urge that grit

takes the place of teeth anil 'grinds' the

food in the gizzard. Surely a more fool-

ish theory was never advanced. The
food is digested by the juices of the

stomach, and the 'grinding' process ex-

ists only in the imigination of the writer,

I shall be glad to hear the opinions of

disinterested persons who have tried

fowls both with and without grit. Sev-

eral breeders whose opinions I have

asked mention that grit is quite unneces-

sary to keep fowls healthy, and as my
own birds after a fair trial seem just as

vigorous and healthy without, I shall not

go back to its use wi'.hout some very con-

clusive arguments in its favor,"

Why Eggs Spoil.

I'*ggs spoil of ineffectual attempt to

hatch. Whenever a fertilized egg is

raised to a temiierature of ninety-two de-

grees the hatching process begins, and

when the teni])erature falls much Ik'Iow

this ix>int the process ceases. These con-

ditions are found in the warm days and

cool nights of summer. During the long,

hot day the hatching process is at work
;

during the short, cool nights it ceases.

After three or four alterations of this

kind the embryo chick dies, and the rot-

ting i)rocess begins. Now, it is evident

that if the eggs were not fertilized the

h.atching would not begin, neither would
the rotting, and hence there would \ye an
absence oi rotten eggs.

The remedy, therefore, is to prevent
fertilization of the eggs, and this can be
secured by the destruction of the roosters.

Kverv rooster not intended especially for

breeiting should be killed or sold to

the huckster as soon as big enough
to eat. Not over one good rooster should

be kept on any farm, and that one
cooj)ed and inateil with not to exceed
ten hens, and the eggs from those hens
should be kept or sold expres.sly for

hatching. The other hens should be
kept especially for eggs for market or

table use, and no rooster should ever be
allowed among them. On the ordinary

farms al>out one-tenth of the fowls are

roosters, which is about nine times as

manv as there can be any possible use
for. I'nfertilized eggs are much sweeter

and better for table use. and will keep
from two to four times as long as ferti-

lized ones. Hens not kept with roosters

will lay longer and set less than others.

—Poultry Chum,

—When eggs are received after a long

shii)ment, unpack carefully, and put them
away for twenty-four hours before plac-

ing under hen, and the chances are yoix

will secure a better hatch.
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RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARMS

A Visit to James Forsyth's Ex-

tensive Plant for Rearing^

Thoroughbred Fowls.

There is a notable difference between
New Jersey and New York when it comes
to chicken farms. We are sure to hear

all about the latter in the mosquito state,

while those in the Empire State seem to

be lost in the vastness of the other re-

markable industries of that state. The
more we travel around New York the

more we become convinced of its numer-
ous and remarkable poultry farms. We
occasionally get surprised, and the Hon-
orable James I'orsyth, of Owego, N. Y.,

surprised us out of a year's growth when
he showed us around among his poultry

farms. We have known James Forsyth

for a number of years, and probably no
man in the fraternity is more popular
than "Jimmy," but no one would suspect

that the genial and lively Leghorn breeder

was a veritable chicken king, for he sel-

dom talks about his farm, which leads
one to suppose that his hobby was simply
confined to raising Leghorns and white
Wyandottes for the express purpose of
knocking the boys out at the big shows.

Well, as we said before, we were sur-
prised, and have not gotten over it yet,
for the simple reason that we could not
fathom the exact extent of Mr. Forsyth's
poultry culture. The readers of this ar-
ticle will agree with us before we get
through.
When we arrived at Owego we were

driven to the residence of Mr. Forsyth,
which is located in the heart of the town.
The proprietor was indulging in a siesta,
but the voice of a poultry crank soon
aroused him, and the hearty greeting we
received prepared us for the task of in-
specting the feathered tril>e. Th grand
old trees and beautiful lawns surround-
ing the residence gave no signs of any-
thing fowl around, but hidden behind
the shrubbery we found a large building.
Kntering the latter we were startled to
find a beautifully arranged poultry house,
containing a great number of pens for
single birds. We saw quite a number of
promising Leghorn cockerels getting the
finishing touches prior to being shipped
to customers. We were informed that
these birds were brought in by farmers
that were engaged in raising stock for
Mr. Forsyth.

In another building we found the white
Wyandottes, including the famous Silver
King and the New York winners of 1891.
A fine j>en of Houdans was allotted an-
other building, and while admiring all

these birds our friend the Alderman re-
marked : "Now, old boy, we'll take a
carriage and look at the chickens on the
Riverside Poultry Farm." The carriage
was soon at hand, and a beautiful drive
along the banks of the river brought us
to a ferry, wliich took the trusty steeds
and human freight safely across the "rag-
ing stream." After a few minutes' drive
we alighted at the, or to l)e particular,
one of the Riverside Poultry Farms. This
particular farm adjoins the stock farm of
Secretary Tracy, and is splendidly lo-
cated for a chicken farm. The soil is rich
and coverc«l with a dense growth of grass.
Apple and maple trees supply the very
necessary shade in grateful abundance.
One immen.se building greeted our eyes
first. This was the laying house for the
brown Leghorns and Houdans.
The fowls we saw in the pens of that

building looked as fine as silk, and no
wonder, as the airy and roomy quarters
with the large yards attached are a
health resort for fowls. Alderman For-
syth told us that he had a new plan for
ventilating that he thinks will prove a
success. He intends to fill the pens of
this building with Leghorns next winter,
and in cold weather will supply artificial

heat, using fans to keep a circulation of
l)nre an in the building. This to many
would seem unnecessary, but one must
recolU'it that Owego is located several
degrees from the North Pole—sometimes,
and that old Boreas makes the eyes of
man and fowl weep with chilliness.

Another long building was then in-

•^pected, which proved to be the roosting
?h°ds for the growing stock. AH tljese
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buildings are kept as clean as the most
fastidious could desire, and one could
lean against the walls without getting
the "poultry itch." But the growing
stock ! We saw enough of it running on
the grassy fields to make us feel dizzy.
Leghorn cockerels and pullets of fine
symmetry and grand color, white Wyan-
dottes, massive in breast and bone, so
characteristic of the Silver King strain;
pert and saucy Houdans, all these made
a picture that every poultry crank loves
to feast on.
"Now let us go and see the fowls on

the other farm," .says our host, and once
again we were driven down the beautiful
valley until we alighted at "the other
farm." Here we found houses of all de-
.scriptions and fowls again in large num-
bers. We became slightly bewildered,
and followed the proprietor into the dif-
ferent buildings. The first one we en-
tered was a large building filled with
black Minorca fowls, and built on the
plan u.sed by Knapp Bros. The main fea-
ture of these buildings is large floor
space, good light, high roosting places
and nest boxes under the drop board of
the roosts.

We then strolled out, and with a quizzi-
cal expression the Alderman remarked :

"There stands a building that is a monu-
mental warning to all amateurs. Never
build one like it." It was an octagon
chicken hou.se, one of those theoretical
niceties that turn out to be practical fail-
ures. It was filled with Leghorns, kept
for supplying eggs for the market.
Another fine building, situated in an

orchard, proved to be a brooder house.
Here all the early-hatched chicks are
placed to start in life while the weather is

cold and stormy. "They don't.stay there,"
Mr. Forsyth remarked, "any longer than
is necessary. Soon as they are large
enough out they go into the fields to grow
up in a natural and respectable way." A
large building looking 'like an ice hou.se
attracted our attention. "Guess what
that's for," our host asked. Not l)eing
good at guessing, he informed us that it

was his cold .storage house for eggs, hav-
ing a capacity of 25,000 dozen. We then
learned that the quiet Mr. Forsyth was
engaged in a very extensive egg bii.siness,

supplying the markets of Brooklyn and
New York. He also has a fine hotel
trade for the choice, fresh-laid eggs,
which must be unusually numerous judg-
ing by the immense amount of stock he
keeps.
We estimated that we saw at least 3000

head of fowls and chickens, but were
coolly informed that many pens of birds
were farmed out besides. Mr. Forsyth
don't believe in raising too many fowls
in one place, and comes to the conclusion
that farming out is the proper caper. He
intends building another poultry plant
on a farm that he has in view, and if he
keeps on there is no knowing where he
will stop. This we were again reminded of
when we drove back to the city of Owego,
for every few minutes we stoppeil to in-
spect some yard of fowls that were being
cared for on shares, and it is safe to say
that the city of Owego will be able to
hold a very respectable p)oultry show
without going out of the limits for entries.
The beauty of this whole business is

that it pays. The market poultry and
eggs and the fancy poultry seem to work
well in this case, although Mr. Forsyth
claims the fancy poultry pays by far the
best. After seeing all this stock we
naturally felt like resting, and the enter-
taining host was at his h^.st after supper.
Many a theory in breeding and feeding
fowls was discussed, and many little

points discussed relati'ig to brown Leg-
horns. We are satisfied that Mr. Forsvth
is determined to breed the latter fowl to
a high ideal, and the soft brown color of
his pullets, the fine striping of the saddle
and hackle of the cockerels, show that
the matings are correct. It was with re-

luctance that we departed at midnight,
but sleep on the cars was impossible, the
events of the day being vividly recalled
by the writer. It is our candid opinion
that the Riverside Poultry Yards are the
most extensive we have ever .seen, and
managed to the Queen's taste. We are
glad to state this, as the modesty of the
proprietor certainly never would allow
him to do so. Were the.se yards situated
in Chicago we would never hear the end
of it.

To those who are still struggling with
the problem of making poultry farming
pay we can advise of no better trip than
to visit Mr. Forsyth's farms. The pro-
prietor is a gentleman of experience and
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intelligence, with a genial, sunny dispo-
sition. Probably his worst fault is his
modesty, if Imsiness abilities are meas-
ured by flagrant misrepresentations, as is

the case with unscrupulous breeders. Mr.
Forsyth's advertisements are a sufficient
indication of the man, but they under-
estimate the capacity of his yards. Still
nothing succeeds like success, and in the
case of the Riverside Poultry Yards the
success was due to the merits of the
stock and the integrity of the owner. His
motto, "Like begets like" issvnonymous
with the fact that only the best is bred,
sold and exhibited.

RBYNAUD TO FELOH.

He Replies to Father and Son on
the Buff Cochin Affair.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

In your issue of August 29 I .see that
I. K. Felch once more launches in vaga-
ries. When I read his last reply to Mr.
Sternberg I was under the impres.sion

that Uncle Ike had lost his temper, but
I must have been mistaken, for he seems
to have a great deal left and of that kind
which causes him to forget .self-respect

and resort to insult and misrepresenta-
tions.

I do not claim to be on the verge of
the grave and to have bred buff Cochins
for half a century. I purcha.sed my first

buff Cochins seventeen years ago. Had
I known that Mr. Felch (for whom I ac-

knowledge my article was specially in-
tended) needed elucidation I would cer-
tainly have been more explicit, and I

sincerely regret that the meaning of my
words was beyond his comprehen.sion.
Reynaud is not in the least worried

by the "Charleston Runt ;" he is too
well aware of its utter helplessness.
There was no meeting held in Charles
ton. A few soreheads, not enough to
constitute a quorum, even had the call
been legal, met, .so they claim, and elected
officers, most of whom repudiated the ac-
tion and signified their loyalty to the
club by recognizing the New York meet-
ing as the only legal one.
Who were the members present at the

so-called Charleston meeting ? Where
were the reports of officers ? Where
were the archives of the club and where
are they now ? Why does Mr. Felch
wish to draw the late president into the
controversy? The dead .should be al-

lowed to rest in peace. In ju.stioe to my-
self I must, however, say that the state-
ment that I neglected the late president
is lacking of truth. I followeil the dic-
tates of duty, and submitted my action
to the proper authorities. Mr. Felch
presumes too much when he attempts to
govern the American Buff Cochin Club.

In closing I would refer Mr. Felch to
Mr.

J.
H. L. Todd, chairman of the Ex-

ecutive Committee, for any in forma' ion
he may wish, and I would al.so infonn
him of something he does not seem to be
aware of: Vituperations and mi.srepre-
sentations do not alter facts.

G. P. Rkynaud.

I l)eg to acknowledge Mr. A. E. Felch's
polite invitation, but must respectfully
decline it. Invitations of this kind
should be sent to Mr. J. H. L. Todd, Ro-
.sellc. New Jersey, chairman Executive
Committee of the .American BufT Cochin.
Al the annual meeting the matter was
taken out of my hands. Respectfully,

G. P. Rkynaud.
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The Blue Rock Pigeon.

It is a trifle smaller than the common
dove house pigeon, being more slender

in Us proportions. The bill is thin and
dark, the eyes a bright orange red and
prominent, the feet red, and nails dark.
The general color of its plumage is a
clear light greyish-blue, having a green-
ish gloss on the neck, varied with violet
and copper reflections ; the secondary
wing feathers and the larger covert
feathers have each a black spot, which
forms two distinct black bars on the
wings ; the rump is white, the tail has a
black band near the extremity, and the
external feather on each side has a white
outer margiu, a feature usually noticeable
in all blue pigeons,

THE FANTAIL PIGEON.

A Bird That is Well Known and
Popular with All.

Rev. W. V. l,umleyin Keathered World.
This graceful bird is undoubtedly the

most generally known and admired of
the many varieties Ijelonging to fancy
pigeons

; not only is it held in high es-

teem by the best of fanciers, but it is

eminently popular with the general pub-
lic. Immediately pigeons are mentioned
in any ordinary company of men, women
or children, the first expression heard,
even from the lips of the least enthusias-
tic, is "Oh, yes, pigeons are very pretty
creatures

; I do like to see those beauti-
ful fantails."

Of this charming and fairy-like bird I

would now give a brief outline. There
are two leading properties appertaining
to the fautail, one of these is very tangi-

ble—the tail—the other is wholly artistic—the action ; both together constitute a
standard specimen, for the structural re-
presentation consisting of body and
feather points without the accompani-
ment of constant tremulous motion and
high strung action may supply indeed a
beautiful .sample of Nature's choicest
feathered flowers, but, to use the
language of a well-known votary of the
"fan," such a sample is but "an image,"
beautiful indeed in its proportions and
delineations, but motionless and com-
pletely devoid of evidence of that life
and style which alone constitute a typical
fautail, known of yore, on account of the
aforesaid action and motion, under an
equally applicable name, viz., the broad-
tailed shaker, so that if I may venture a
new definition as being most suitable to,
and as conveying by means of the use of
a compound word that which constitutes
the /o«/ ensemble of the pigeon under
our consideration, I would design.^te it as
the fantailed shaker. How much is im-
plied in this name will best be gathered
by watching the tip-top, tip-toe fantail
go through its marvellous and graceful
performance in a commo<Hous and well-
adapted walking-pen, the pedestal on
which it exhibits its charms of feather
display and graces of bodily action to
the gaze of the spell-bound colunibarian-
ist ; for to take all this in one must be
not only an admirer of Nature super-
ficially, but rather a devotee of the fan-
tail itself.

I will, in the first place, proceed to de-
scribe the fantail's physical proportions,
and then, secondly, its artistic perform-
ances, the former under the heading of
body and feather, the latter under that of
motion and action.
The body should, in size, be rather be-

low that of the ordinary pigeon, a small
body is indeed much esteemed ; the back
and keel bones should be rather short,
the one very full at the brea.st and the
other wide and slightly raised in struc-
ture at the ])uttock end, thus supplying a
basis, both in the front and at the rear,
for a well displayed prominent chest and
a full, close-feathered rump or "cushion,"
rising in increasing fullness and without
any break from the middle of the back
to the ultimate rise of the secondary
feathers, which support the tail in a per-
fectly erect position ; on these two fun-
damental points of structure all the excel-
lences of feather display depend.

In shape the body, divested of all plul
mage, should present, except at the tai-

end, rather a round than oval appear-
ance ; in this the pigeon under our con-
sideration differs diametrically from most
others of its kind. A most important
part of its physical construction depends
on a great projection of the chest, .so that
while the length from the front of the
breast to the rise of the tail may .seem
not far less than that of many other vari-

eties, yet the neck being very much
thrown back, even to touching the cush-
ion at the ba.se of the tail, gives to the
fantail an appearance, which really is no
more than an appearance, of having a
short back, hence in show reports we
frequently read of a "good short back,"
which really means that the chest is so
prominent, and the head and neck
thrown so far back towards the tail as to
give the beautiful apparent formation of
a short spinal bone underlying the
feather covering.
Not only should the neck be well

thrown back, but it should be arched,

lengthy, and slender. The head should
be small, narrow, and rather dove-
shaped, presenting a somewhat snaky
appearance. The eye should in whites
and particularized birds be of a deep
hazel color, termed frequently, "bull-
eyed." In blacks and blues as well as
reds and yellows (the latter are at present
very rare among good fantails), the iris

may be either deep orange or pearl sil-

ver. The legs are rather short, but
should present a very sprightly and
spring-like appearance. They should be
free from all feathers below the hocks,
the claws are .slender and very flexible.

The next point is feather. I prefer a
fan to be neither exceedingly long nor
short in the tail feathers. As a rule, the
longer the feather the more "image-like"
is the bird, while on the other hand the
very short-feathered specimens have not
the tail so well spread, and at times they
seem quite incapable of maintaining their
balance ; in fact a well-proportioned tail

goes a long way, not only in exhibiting
a good feather display, but also in con-
trolling a graceful performance in action.
The tail cannot be carried too erect or be
too round, flat, and close in its spread-
ing. As a rule birds with from thirty-
two to thirty-four tail feathers prove the
most circular, flat, and well-fitting in

tail ; such birds are known to have the
feathers so evenly touching each other
without any break or irregularity as not
only to be quite close at the upper part
of the circle, but they so nearly join at

the extremes at each side as to present
an absolutely continuous circle, even at

the spot where being parted they meet
each other al the ba.se.

The wings should fit clo.se to the sides
at the upper end of the l>ody, sloping
gracefully downwards towards the tail

till thev just touch the ground at the
tips, in fact acting as a kind of support
to the tail feathers, and keeping them
from being soiled by contact with the
floor.

I next come to action and motion.
These can scarcely be «lescribed in words,
they should l)e seen to l)e understood and
appreciated ; but this .short description
would be quite incomplete did I not al-

lude to these most valuable artistic addi-
tions, which gives so much efdn to the
fantail shaker. In the first place let me
here observe that action and motion must
not be confounded the one with the
other. Motion is found in very ordinary
fantails, and consists of a constant trem-
ulous movement of the neck to and fro

to a greater or less degree, it is only
when this is combined with action, which
depends solely on the exercise of the
limb power, that those beautiful and
peaceful performances are achieved
which display the charms to which I

have already alluded. The birds best

able to accomplish these feats are those
which have the power of standing, as it

were, on the very tips of their claws with
jaunty agility, hence proceeds a spring-
like motion by which the whole body
seems in sudden turns to be twi.sted first

to the right, then to the left, and then
again round and round in small circles in

rapid succession, the chest hieing in the
meantime well projecting, the tail very
erect, and the head and neck seemingly
beating time to the dance then proceed-
ing. I know .scarcely any sight more
pretty in the pigeon fancy that to see one
of these high-bred and well-trained little

l)eauties go through this pirouette-like

accomplishment. To realize all that is

meant by the action and motion of a

gocKl fan must be left to optical evidence
rather than failing words.

Fantails are of all colors ; the whites,

however, are both the most popular and
attractive, but blacks, blues and silvers

are numerous and of gocnl standard
points, as are also some turbit-shouldered

and saddle-marked specimens. Of recent
years laced-feathered fans have been pro-

duced of remarkably good character, but
some of these are feather-footed, which,
according to standard requirements, is a

great fault. Now and again specimens
are found peak-crested, showing a prob-
able Mookee ancestry, for these Indian
pigeons veiy much resemble fantails in

tremulous action—chest fullness, arched
neck, narrowness of skull, and a ten-

dency also to width of tail ; moreover, in

common with the Mookee, the fan owes
much to eastern cultivation.

The fantail, if not too high bred, is an
excellent breeder and feeder and is very
T>rolific. It is the custom of fanciers of
high-cla.ss specimens to cut off the trials

of their show birds during the breeding

season. Without further comment I

would close by observing that as in the
past this pigeon has had a favorable wel-
come among all classes, so do I believe
there is a good future in store for its

votaries, for now that the unprincipled
tricks oijce considerably resorted to ob-
tain "unfair" advantage in showing the
fantail are pretty well known and easily
detected, the variety is likely to go on
improving with healthy emulation
amongst its many admirers. Of these
tricks little is generally known, and I

care not for enlightenment ; for of them
it may well be said that "where ignorance
is bliss 'tis folly to be wise."

SPECIALTY CLUBS.

Irving Crocker's Plea for a Club
for the Wyandotte.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In view of the great amount of goofl

which has been and is being accomplished

towards a better understanding of thor-

oughbred poultry culture by the specialty

clubs so far as the breeds they represent

are concerned, why has there never been

a laced Wyandotte club organized ^ In

travelling about the country and talking

with breeders and looking over their ex-

hibits at the fairs one Is forced to the

conclusion that something is needed to

spur these Wyandotte fanciers up, get

them out of the ruts they have been in

for years and give them a more correct

idea of what is wanted in the Wyandotte
of the future. I know of nothing, Mr.

Editor, so well calculated to bring about
this result as a thoroughly organized, effi-

cient and active Wyandotte club.
Occasionally one finds a breeder who

is alive to every improvement, but the
number of such is very small when com-
pared with the hundreds who have no
idea of bettering this breed and are
wholly ignorant of the methods to be
used to bring about any improvement.

It is sometimes urged against the
specialty clubs that jealousies are allowed
to creep in and lead to quarrels and per-
sonalities. This is a stale of things that
of course should be guarded against, al-

though they are not always an unmixed
soil. Take for example the little un-
pleasantness in the buff Cochin camp at

the present time. No one will question
the fact that the discussions which have
grown out of these troubles have done
more to firing the Cochin into notice
than any other scheme could have done.
No doubt the differences will .soon be
adjusted, each faction will have greater
rest)ect for the other than they possessed
before the little scrap took place and the
breed have increased popularity because
better known.
Now, Mr. Editor, I suggest that you

call out some of the Wyandotte breeders
and let us get an expre.ssion of opinion
on this subject. I believe there are
enough men who know the superlative

excellence of this breed, and knowing,
dare fight for it if necessary to make one
of the largest and most enthusiastic

clubs the poultry industry can boast.

Now is the time to take this thing up,
come to an understanding of the matter
and be able either at the New York or
Albany .show next winter to complete an
organization. Irving Crocker.

A Correction.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
In the report you published of the New

York State fair, held in Syracuse, I no-

tice an item that is wrong. I won the

third prize on light Brahma cock, and
not John H. Warner as published by
you. This was the first time I ever ex-

hibited, entering only one bird, and, of
course, want credit for the prize I won,
although small.

Clarence C. De Puv.
Syraccrk, September 28, 1891.

Gettingr Lots of Inquiries.

In a letter from Mr. Loring Brown, of

Bolingbroke, Ga., the following signifi-

cant sentence appears ;
•• « « Send

the money for my advertisement in The
Journal. I am getting lot of inquiries

from it."

(?0RN fls a Poultry Pood.

Prom the Baltimore Sun.

There is (juite a di.scussion going on in

some of the poultry papers relative to the

merits of corn as a poultry food. There
is no denying the fact that corn is very

extensively used as a food in the poultry

yard, both in the grain and ground into

meal. That its popularity as a food,

however, is due to any superior qualities

over anv of the other grains is exceed-

ingly doubtful. Its general use can be

more properly traced to the fact of its

being cheaper than most other grains,

will fill the fowls up quicker and that it

is less trouble on many accounts to feed

it. Corn is therefore the lazy man's
food for poultry. A man may conclude

in his own mind that constant corn diet

is not the proper one for his fowls, and
inwardly declare : "Well, to-morrow I'll

give them something else." To-morrow
comes, and about chicken feeding time

some other work needs attention, and it

is so much handier to "chuck out" the
corn that it is again fed to the poultry,
perhaps with another silent resolve of
giving them "something else to morrow."
Corn as a food for poultry is an excellent
grain, and it is more the abu.se of it than
the use of it that does harm in the
poultry yard. Poultry will not properly
thrive ou a corn diet alone. Some judg-
ment should lie used in feeding corn to
poultry. Sir Joshua Reynolds on being
a.sked how he mixed his paints to secure
such harmonious results, an.swered that
he u.sed "paint and brains"—mixed the
two together. This is a wise maxim for

the poultry breeder to follow who is in-

clined to use corn freely—corn and brains.

A case is known in which a poultry-
man devoted a whole season testing the
merits of grains in feeding poultry for

profit—eggs, table, growth and health
being the main things in view. It was
found that the best results were ol>tained

by feeding all A.siatics, Plymouth Rocks
and Dorkings very sparingly with corn.
The Leghorns and other active breeds
.seem to be proof against being ruined by
excessive corn feeding. They would not
stand and gorge themselves with corn
like the lazy large breeds. Corn fed
.steadily in summer will soon cause va-

rious diseases to appear in a flock. Con-
stipation appears to be the first trouble,

then undue looseness of the bowels re-

sults, and the affected fowl becomes
greatly debilitated. The best results

ever had with Brahmas and Cochins in

the case referred to were with a cock
and three hens, each of dark Brahmas,
white Cochins, partridge Cochins and
light Brahmas, that were kept in yards
from April to Octol)er without once hav-
ing a feed of whole corn. Hominy chop
(the heart of kiln-dried corn) at the rate

of two quarts to one of wheat bran was
the daily morning meal, occa.sionally

the table .scraps being added. Buckwheat
very sparingly was given at night, wheat
being the main grain at the evening
meal. The usual lil)eral allowance of
green footl was furnished each yard, and
oaLs buried was often a means of afford

ing proper exercise for the fowls. They
moulted evenly and were in goo<l show-
condition by the loth of December, and
proved to be the most liberal Asiatic

winter layers ever owned by the poultry-
man in question.

More Asiatics are ruined by l)eing fed

too much corn than inexperienced peo-
ple have any idea of. The Asiatic breeds
are naturally very close home stayers,

very little inclined to roam, if they are

furnished an abundance of corn. A corn
diet .soon fattens them, and then their

chief aim in life appears to be to lie

around the cool shady places and wait
for more. Among the farmers corn, as

before mentioned, is the principal food
allowed poultry, and it is quite usual to

hear of cholera sweeping from the face

of the earth nearly entire flocks. It

should be called cornorea, for the exces-

sive corn rliet has at last caused nature
to rebel, the bowels become relaxed and
a fat Asiatic fowl soon succumbs, as its

want of exercise has weakened it, and
the fatty degeneration accumulated
around the vital organs also hastens
the ending of its lazy existence. During
cold weather corn is good for any of
the breeds, as its heating qualities are

just such as nature at this seas<»n recjuires.

When the niercurv ranges considerablv
below the freezing, point it is, however,
positively cruel to throw the fowls
their fill of ice-cold corn. Is it any
wonder such fowls go to their roosts
shaking with cold ? .Vt such times the
corn to be fed should be warmed on the
stove or in the oven, and fed while it is

warm. Try the two ways and note the
different effect it has on your flock, and
you will ever after .see the inhumanity of
feeding to your flock corn that makes
your hands ache with the cold even while
throwing it out to them. Feed corn,
but feed it intelligently, not after the
lazy man's fashion.

American vs. European Shows.
Berlin, Aug. 19.— .\ few days since I

attrnded a poultry shoA- in an interior

town in order to form a comparison with

American shows. Poultry is very dear

and very poor here, probably from the

fact that it must be kept penned up and
fed upon grain. There are no insects in

the fields, even if the fowls were per-
initte<l to run at will, a.-cl fowls are never
fat when sohl. A sprint^ chicken which
alive weighs half a pound costs twenty-
five cents, and, strange as it may appear,
the chicken if kept until fall weighs no
more and costs just the same. I)ressed
poultry is not sold by the pound but by
size. A fowl weighing two pounds, with
head, feet, and not drawn, is cheap at half
a dollar ; a turkey weighing five ])ounds
is a monster, and sells at from Jl.soIo
J2.25. Ducks bring as iinuli as hens,
while geese are compaiativeh- cheap, one
very well dressed can l)e bought during
the winter months for about j; I. At the
show the smaller bri't-ds i)redominated,
a few very good sj)ecinu'ns of Cochins,
li^ht Brahmas, Pl\ mouth R<)cks, black
Hollands, etc., being shown, l)ut the ma-
jority were called "farmers' hens," Ix-ing

the viriations of tlie dunghill fowl.

Many of the prize birds were very poor
specimens and wouM not cvt-n be admit-
ted to a common county f.iir where the
judges are usually preachers, goo«l enough
judges of the fried article, but entirely
ignorant of the points thai a |M)ultry

judge decides by. Ivach coop has its

selling price marked in the catalogue,
which 'range<l from as low as #2.50 per
trio to J75. A trio of very common white
turkeys (first prize), and which might
have weighed alive twenty pounds, were
marked ;fy)! The i>ij;eon exhibition,
h«)wever, can not l)e praised too much.
There were over 5«>o cages and nearly all

the known varieties were rejiiesented.

The (lermans devote imich attention to

pigeon breeding, thoU).jh why, unless Iw-

cause they steal their food from the far-

mers, I df> not see. These latter com-
plain a good deal, but ilo not dare shoot.

Neither can he very well trap them, for

the fields are too sin.ill and the liouses so
close together in the village that he
could not prevent some neighbors .seeing

him trap the birds or smell them cook-
ing. There seems to lie a general clelight

among the farmers to inform on each
other where private property is taken,
but seldom can any evidence be secured
to convict where a farmer shoots or
snares a rabbit, hare, or deer which lie-

longs to the public. It may be strange

to an American farmer that he w»)uld not
be permitted to shoot or lra|> on his own
ground, but he is not permitted to do it

here.—Illinois in Chicago Inter Ocean.

Pleasant Employment at Good Pay
The publishersof.SKi.i)-Ti MK AND Har-

vest, an old establislie«l monthly, deter-

mined to greatly increase their subscrip-

tion lists, will emjjloy a number of active

agents for the ensuing six months at ^^50

PER MONTH or more if their services

warrant it. To iiisure active work an
additional cash prize of Jioo will l)e

awarded the agent who obtains the larg-

est nurnl)er of subscribers. "The early

bird gets the worm." Send four .silver

dimes, or twentv 2-cent stamps with your
application, slating your age ami terri-

tory desired, naming some prominent
business man as reference as to your
capabilties, an<l we will give you a trial.

The 40 cents pavs your own subscription

an<l you will receive full i)articu.r.rs

Address

SEED-TIME AND HARVl.^T

La Plume, Pa.
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POULTRY AT WAVERLY.

The Buildings Inadequate, Fowls

Crowded and Badly Arranged.

The Largest Display of Poultry

and Pigeons Ever Seen at the

New Jersey State Fair.

From a StafTCorrespondent.

Waveri,y, N.J., Sept. 27.—Never in the

history of the New Jersey State Poultry

Society has there been such a large entry

of poultry and pij^eons as the one of last

week. In the face of this avalanche of

feathers the managers of the society

made a serious blunder in transferring

the regular poultry superintendent to

another department, and in his place

were men who had never managed a

p3ultry exhibit. The result was the

worst mess in the entries it has been our

lot to witness in many a moon. The
cards were up on the coops, but the entry

lK)ok was fearfully and wonderfully made
up. in fact there were no books for the

judges at all. The latter had to take blank

sheets of paper, and with the aid of an

assistant went on a hunting expedition,

looking up the .scattered members of
every variety in each class. Under the
circumstances it would not surprise us if

some birds were overlooked, for they
were scattered everywhere, over and un-
der the regular coops, in the aisles and a
few were outdoors. The regular poultry
building was jammed, the annexed tent
was filled with curkeys, geese and ducks.
The upper story of the main building
was filled with pigeons and cage birds.

Mr. J. C. Long, Jr., spent two days
judging the largest cxhil)it of pigeons
ever held there, and a more tired mortal
could not \)c found. Messrs. Diehl and
I>revenstedt judged the poultry, the lat-

ter finishing up on Thursday, as Mayor
Diehl's pedestrian exercise hunting for
fowls on Wednesday entitled him to
a fat pension. The superintentlent, Mr.
Marshall, w.-is a nice, genial old gentle-
man, who frankly a<hnitted that he knew
nothing alxjut managing poultry shows,
and did the best he could under the cir-

cumstances, but the society owes it to
the great poultry interests of New Jersey
to provide better accommodations for
fowls, to secure a coni])etent superin-
tendent and instead of the go-as-you-
please entry book a<lopt the progressive
entry lx>ok now in vogue at all large
shows. We might aiM that the printed
catalogues as used at Albany, Syracu.se
and Klmira are a very desirable conveni-
ence to exhibitors and visitors. In con-
versation with the president of the New
Jersey State Agricultural Society we
learned that he was inclined to favor
smaller entries and better (|uality. This
can only be secured by charging a ten
per cent of the value of the first premium
entry fee. However, we see no reason
why Waverly should care to decrease the
entries ; all other large fairs strive to in-

crease them.
As to the r|uality of the binls exhibited

much can be said in praise, and some
classes were exceedingly good, especiallv
the Wyandotte class. The goldens were
the best lot we have seen in a long time

;

the silvers contained one pair of chicks
that were far above the average. The
whites were belter than usual.

There was one really fine pair of Wy-
andottes on exhibition. The rest of the
Americati class was good. lA'ghorns
were extra, especially the single comb
whites and the rose comb browns.
Several pair of good black Leghorns in

a large class attracted notice. Minorcas,
as usual, were a good class. Asiatics
were about the average lot in point of
numbers and of goo<l fjuality. Ham-
burgs were very strong in numbers and
fairly good in fjuality. Games weie not
numerous, unless we except the non-
standard varieties, which are virtually

pit games.
French, as usual, were scarce, but

La I'Meche an«l Houdans were of goml
calibre. Hantams were very numerous,
and in the game class ))rought out ele-

gant birds, notably brown-breasted reds,

red piles and golden duckwings. A pair
of red pile Malays were nearly as fine as
anything in the show. In the water fowl
tent were many good specimens. Row-
land's Pekin ducks were there, and that
is a show in itself.

Of the new varieties of fowls the best
pair was that of pile Leghorns. The
hen was a superb specimen. The buff
Leghorns on exhibition were not cal-
culated to help the breed very much in
the estimation of the public.
Indian games wefe really first-class

;

the first pair of fowls about as good as we
have seen anywhere. We cannot go
into a detailed description, and refer to
the following awards for further par-
ticulars •

Brahmas (light).—Fowls i.st to J. M. Kipp, 2d
to G. K. Moore; chicks ist and 2d to E. W. Mad-
den. Dark—Fowls ist to J. B. Huff. 2d to George
Stevenson: chicks ist to Huff, 2d to Stevenson.
Cochins (partridge).-Fowls ist toC. S. Thom-

as. 2d to C. A. Reid; chicks, i.st to W. A. Smith,
2dtoD. C. Hoff, Jr. Buff—Fowls i.st to J. G.
Kling, 2d to C. A. Reid; chicks ist and 2d to Reid.
Black—Fowls i.st and 2d, chicks ist and 2d to C.
A. Reid. White—Fowls ist and 2d, chicks ist and
2d to J. M. Kipp.

Lannshans (black).—Fowls isi to G. C. Evans,
2d to H. R. Barry; chicks ist to Evans, 2d to J. C.
Haynes. White—Fowls 2d. chicks 2d to George
Stevenson. Blue—Fowls ist to Barry.

Plymouth Rocks (barred).—Fowls 1st to C. S.
Thomas, 2d to C. A. Reid; chicks ist and 2d to
Thomas. White—Fowls ist to S. L. Headley &
Co., 2d to J. C. Haynes; chicks ist to W. A. Smith,
2d to Haynes.

WvANDOTTES (silver).—Fowls ist to George
Stevenson, 2d to Jacob Todd; chicks ist to
Haynes. 2d to W. A. Smith. White—Fowls ist
to J. C. Haynes, 2d to Stevenson; chicks ist to J.
L. Holmes, 2d to Haynes. Golden—Fowls ist to
John.son, 2d to Andrews; chicks, ist to Smith, 2d
to Stevenson. Black—Fowls ist and 2d, chicks
2d to S. L. Headley & Co.

DoMi.NiQUKS.—Fowls ist to Hayne.s. 2d to Ste-
venson; chicks ist to W. S. Miller, 2d to Steven-
son.

JAVAS (black).--Fowls ist to Stevenson, 2d to
T. H. Tones; chicks ist to Jones, 2d to Jones.
Mottlen- Fowls ist to Stevenson, 2d to W. A.
Smith; chicks ist and 2d to Smith. White-
Howls I.st to Kipp.

Lkghorns (s. c. brown).—Fowls ist to Haynes,
2d to Smith: chicks 1st to Haynes 2d to Steven-
son. R. c. brown—Fowls ist to B. H.Van Auken.
2d to Smith; chicks ist to Van Auken, 2d to
Smith. S. c. white—Fowls ist to Haynes, 2 i to
Smith; chicks i.st to Haynes, 2d Headley & Co.
R. c. white—fowls ist to S. L. Headley & Co., 2d
to Smith; chicks i.st to Headley & Co., 2d to
Smith.

DoMi.Nipi'K.—Fowls 1st and 2d toS.L. Headley
& Co.; chicks ist and 2d to Day. Black—Fowls
ist and 2d to Smith; chicks ist to George I'dall.
2d to Smith. Buff—Fowls 2d, chicks 2d to Rahn-
steck. Pile— ist to Van Auken.

to J. M.

Andalisians—Fowls ist to E. Day. 2d to
Smith; chicks ist to Day, 2d to C. A. Reid.

Minokcas (black).—Fowls ist to Haynes, 2d to
Smith; chicks ist to Haynes 2d to B. F.Moffat.
White— Fowls 1st to Steven.son. 2d to Headley &
Co.; chicks, 1st to Smith, 2d to Headley & Co.

White-kacei) Black Spanish. — Fowls ist
to Smith, 2d to Stevenson; chicks jst to Smith,
2d to S. L. Headley & Co.

Hambl'ROS (golden spangled).—Fowls T.stand
2d to Stevenson; chicks i.st and 2d to J.C. Haynes.
Silver spangled—Fowls 1st to Stevenson, 2d to

Mrs. Douglas; chicks ist Mrs. I. S. Douglas, 2d
t<i Haynes. Golden pencilled—Fowls i.st to H.
A. Beyler, 2d to Stevenson; chicks ist to Steven-
son. M to Beyler. Silver pencilled—Fowls :st
to Beyler, 2d to Stevenson; chicks ist to Steven-
son. White All to Stevenson. Black—Fowls
St and 2d to Stevm.son; chicks, ist and 2d to W

S. Miller.

Red Caps.—Fowls ist to Haynes, 2d to Beyler;
chicks ist and 2d to Haynes.

Houdans.—Fowls ist to Smith, 2d
Kipp; chicks, i.st to Smith.

I.A Fleche.—All to W. J. Andrus.
Creve C<eur.—Fowls I.st to Kipp.

Polish (white crested black).—Fowls, i.st and
2d to.S. L. Headly & Co.; chicks ist to Sn.ith, 2d
to Headley & Co. Golden—Fowls 1st to E. Day,
2d to Headley; chicks, 1st to Headley, 2d
to Day. Silver (plain)—Fowls ist and 2d to Head-
ley. White—Fowls ist to Smith, 2d to Headley.
White-crested while—Chicks ist and 2d to Ste-
venson. Bearded golden—Chicks ist to Steven-
son, 2d to Headley; fowls 2d to Headley. Buff-
Fowls— ist to Headley 8l Co. Silver bearded
Fowls ist to Headley, 2d to Day.

Games (b. b. red).—Fowls ist to A. R. Rhine-
hart. 2d to Stevenson. Brown red—Fowls ist to
J. Klemmer; chicks ist, 2d to Stevenson. Red
pile—Fowls ist to R. H. Struck, 2d to G. E.
St venson; chicks ist and 2d to Stevenson.
Black—Fowls i.st to H. Harnies & Bro., 2d to
Stevenson; chicks ist and 2d to Stevenson.
White—Fowls ist, chicks 1st to Harmes & Bro.
White pile—Chicks Lst to Rhinehart. Yellow
duckwing—Fowls ist and 2d, chicks 2d to J.
Kroiise. Silver duckwing—Fowls 2d, chicks
2d to J. Krou.se. Sumatras—Fowls ist,
chicks 1st and 2d to Stevenson, 2d to Krouse.
Pit—Fowls ist to Stevenson, 2d to Haynes;
chicks 1st to Stevenson.

Indian Games.—Fowls ist to F. Rowland, 2d
to Stevenson; chicks ist to Rowland, 2d to
Stevenson.

Malays.-Fowls ist to F. E. McNerney.
Rr.MPLES.—Fowls isl to K. Day.

Creepers (Dominique).—Fowls ist, chicks ist
to W. A. Smith. Black—Chicks i.st to Smith.
Erminettes.—Chicks ist to Smith.

Frizzled (colored i.—Fowls i.'-t to R. C. Kaighn.
Bantams (rose comb black).— Fowls ist to W.

G. KtK'pple, 2(1 to .Maple; chicks ist aiul 2d to
Koepple. Rose comb white—Fowls I.st to J. C.
Maple, 2d to Stevenson. Single comb white

—

All to Maple. Golden Sebright—Fowls 1st to
Maple, 2d to W. Heyward & Co.; chicks ist to

Stevenson, ad to Heyward & Co. Silver Sebright
—Fowls ist to Maple 2d to Heyward & Co. W. c.
white polish (plain)-Fowls i.st to Hev-
ward & Co., 2d to Maple. W. c. w. Polish
beatded—Fowls ist and 2d to Heyward
& Co. W. booted—Fowls ist and 2d to
Kipp. Buff Pekin—Fowls 1st to Heyward & Co.,
2d to Stevenson. B. b. red game—Fowls ist to
Van Auken, 2d to P. M. Orth & Bro; chicks ist to
Orth & Bro; 2d to Heyward & Co. Brown-red
game—Fowls 1st to Heyward & Co. Silver
duckwiiiK—Fowls 2d to Maple; chicks ist and 2d
to Orth & Bro. Golden duckwing—Fowls ist to
Van Auken, 2d to James Wilde; chicks ist to
Van Auken. 2d to Wilde. Red pile game-
Fowls ist to James Wilde, 2d to Orth & Bro.;
chicks ist and 2d to Orth & Bro. White pile
game—Fowls ist and 2d to Wilde. Red pile
Malay—Fowls I St and 2d to Wilde. White game
—Fowls 1st and 2d to Heyward & Co. Black
game—Fowls 1st to Koepple.
Silkies.—Fowls ist, chicks 1st and 2d to Dr.

J. C. Maple.

Turkeys.—Bronre, ist to William Lindsay, 2d
to J. M. Kipp; Narragansett, ist to D. C. Hoff,
Jr., 2d to C. A. Reid; black, ist to Reid, 2d to
Stevenson; buff, ist to Reid; .slate 1st to Reid 2d
to Stevenson; white Holland, ist to R. C. Kaighn,
2d to J. Todd.

Ducks.—Pekin, ist to F. Rowland, 2d to
Haynes; Rouen, ist to C. A. Reid; Cayuga, ist
and 2d to Stevenson; grey call, ist to Reid, 2d to
Stevenson; white crested, ist to Steven.son, 2d to
Kipp; white Muscovy, ist to Stevenson; heaviest
duck, 1st to S. P. Noe.
Geese.—White China, i.st to Todd, 2d to Ste-

venson; Toulouse, ist to Stevenson; African, ist

to Stevenson: grey China, 1st to Stevenson; wild,
ist to Stevenson.

Pea Fowls.—ist to William Lindsay.

Guineas.—Pearl, fowls i.st to Stevenson, 2d to
Kipp; chicks 1st to Stevenson; white, chicks ist
to Steven.son.

Incubator in Operation.—ist to Pineland
Incubator Co.

PIffoons.

shields ist, red shields ist; Quakers,iblue ist, red
ist, silver Lstand 2d ; starling ist and 2d, black
ist. red booted ist; white Dragoons, 2d; turbits,
yellow tail 2d, red tail 2d; dun tail 2d, blue tail
2d, white tail silver i.st, solid yellow 1st. blue
wing 2d, yellow wing 2d; barbs, red ist and 2d,
yell w ist and 2a, dun ist, white ist, black ist
and 2d; Jacobins, solid yellow 1st, s. red ist and
2d, s. black i.st and 2d; bald blue trumpeters ist
and 2d. bald black trumpeters ist, bald yellow
trumpeters ist and 2d; black priests, white
barred ist and 2d: blue priests, white barred ist;
Turbits, blue winged ist, red w. i.st, yellow w.
ist, silver w. ist, dun w. ist, solid white ist; ring
doves, ist to H. W. Vahle; fifty white fantails!
ist to Vahle; collection of cage birds, ist and 2d
to Vahle; be.st collection of pigeons, fifteen va-
rieties, William Kraft.

Blue pied pouters 2d to J. A. Lewis,
-ill.

Blue Ant-
werps 1st to George Ball. Homers, black, ist

and 2d, blue checker ist, red checker 2d, blue
2d, red ist to S. Chastock. Turbits, black tail 1st

and 2d, blue tail ist and 2d, red tail ist, yellow
tail ist. dun tail ist,silver tail ist,red spot ist and
2d; owls, red spot ist and 2d, blue tail ist and
2d. red wing ist, yellow wing ist, red Chinese
2d; tumblers, b. short-faced b. h. 2d: silver dun
Antwerps ist; turbits, solid blue 1st and 2d, Ori-
ental ist and 2d: red helmets 1st and 2d, white
satineltes 2d, black satinettes 2d to W. S. Lentz.
Black booted tumblers 2d to A. Lee. White pig-
my pouters 2d to W. A. Smith. Short-faced blue
bar carriers 2d to W. R. Bond. Blue magpies 1st,

red shield trumpeter barred ist, blue shield
trumpeter barred 2d. black priest white barred
1st, pigmy pouters blue ist, vellow ist, black 1st,

red I.st, white i.st,; archangels crested ist, black
stars white bars 1st, blue stars white bars ist;

Russian trumpeters ist, red Jacobins 2d, blue
archangels 1st, satinettes 1st, h\ue winged owls
white bars ist, blue saddle-back fans 1st, blue
crested fans ist, spangled ice pigeons ist, blue
swallows white bars 2d. red swallows white bars
ist, yellow swallows white bars ist, red pigmy
pouters 2d, blue Quakers white bars 1st, red
swallows 1st, blue Engli.sh owls ist, silver Eng-
lish owls ist, yellow English owls ist, yellow
Chinese owls ist, silver dun granite Chinese
owls ist, white Chinese owls ist, solid colored
turbits white bars i.st, larks 1st to William
Kraft.

Jacobins yellow 2d, white ist and 2d; carriers,
dun English 2d: black English ist and 2d; black
nuns 2d; tumblers, white ist, almond 1st; swal-
lows, blue barless 2d, blue checkec 1st, blue
barred ist, red 2d, black 2d, yellow ist, silver ist,

s. r. b. ist, s. checker ist, white Dragons to F.
Shafer. Silver German beards ist; yellow
priests ist, black priests 1st, yellow priests
while barred ist; black priests, w. b. ist and 2d:
blue priests, w. b. ist and 2d: trumpeters, black
w. b. ist; black mottled 2d toG. IV. Fellar.
Owls, black African 2d, black English ist, red

African i.st, red English 2d, White English 1st,

white African 2d, yellow English 1st and ad, dun
English island 2d, s Iver English ist, silver Af-
rican 2d, silver Chinese ist, powdered silver ist;

Blondinettes, white face ist, dark face 2d, red
face ist, red laced ist, dun laced 2d, dark laced
2d to G. W. F:ckert.
Black F'nglish tumblers ist. blue checker

homers 2d to J. F. Doremus. Blue swallows 2d,
blue dragons ist, red fans 2d, black Jacobins ist.

mottled long faced tumblers 1st, red long-faced
tumblers ist plain white turbits i.st, black
trumpeters 20, silver Antwerps ist and 2d. red
check Antwerps ist, dun check Antwerps toG.
E. Stevenson.
Pouters, white ist, red i»t and 2d, yellow ist,

blue checker ist, red pigmy 2d, yellow pigmy 2d,
blue pigmy 2d: Jacobins, blue ad, red 1st, yellow
ist, dun -.si, strawberry ist; owlsr, red China ist,
white China isl, blue English ist, dun tail ist,

yellow tail ist, yellow spots 2d: Scandaroons,
blue i.st; black Russian ttumpetei, ist; fantails,
plain white ist and 2d, dun ist, red ist, yellow
ist and 2d. black ist and 2d, blue ist and 2d,
crested white i.st, c. blue ist and 2d, c. black ist,
booted plain white ist, b. c. white ist and 2d, b.
c. blue 1st;.Starlings, 2d; frillbacks white ist and
2d, red ist and 2d, blue ist; nuns, dun i.st, black
ist, yellow ist, red ist and 2d; runts, blue ist
and 2d, black ist and 2d, silver isi and 2d, dun
2d; golden larks, i.st; Brun.swicks, crested, ist,

c. blue 1st; Hyacinths, red ist, yellow i.st, black
ist; helmets, black German crested ist. yellow
G. c. I.st, black G. plain 1st. blue G. plain ist;
crested Indian Magpies ist, plain Indian Magpies
2d; silver owls 1st to Vahle.
White trumpeters 1st, mottled trumpeters ist;

fans, black tail ist and 2d, blue tail 2a, dun tail
ist, blue wing crested ist, yellow wing crested
ist and 2d. red wing crested i.st, black wing
plain isl; tumblers, s. b. h. 1st aud 2d, red b. h.
I.st, yellow b. h. ist and 2d, black b. h. 2d; swal-
lows, red ist, black 1st, blue barless i.st, black
plain white bar 1st and 2d, black crested w. b.
2d, black snip w. b. ist; runts, blacic white bar
1st, while I.st, blue checker ist; trumpeters,
blue shield i.st, while s. ist, red s. ad, black s. ad,
yellows. I.st and 2d; Suabians, crested ist and
2d, plain 2d; German beards, black ist, red ist
and 2d: yellow ist, blue ist and 2d, yellow
barred 1st, red b. ist. silver b. 2d, blue checked
ist, silver checked ist, blue nioorcaps ist, Swiss
Crescents isl and 2d, moorcap Jacobins ist to
Vahle.
Archangels, plain ist and 2d, crested 2d, crested

copper 1st; black spots, ist and 2d; spangled

POULTRY SQUIBS.

—As soon as the cockerels begin to"
crow separate them from the pullets, as
they will develop into much better birds.

—As the .seasons go by we find many
new hands embarking in the poultry
business, either for profit or pleasure or
both.

—Milk is one of the best feeds that
can be given fowls, therefore, if you have
it keep it before both old and young all
the time.

—Now is the time to make your pur-
chase of new blood for your flocks. Be
sure and purchase better than you have
and thus improve your stock.

—Ventilate the building where your
poultry is kept daily. Let the foul air
out, and the fresh air in amongst the
birds. Thus only can you keep them
healthy.

—A little lx)y carrying .some eggs home
from the .shop dropped them. "Did you
break any.?" asked his mother when he
told her of it. "No, but the shells came
ofT some of em !"

— "Choose the breed you want and
then stick to it," as advised by Fanny
Field, is the hardest advice given to a
lover of fancy fowls. Few fanciers can
be content with one breed.

—Some one has said that corn pro-
duces cholera. Such has never l^een our
experience, but we have had it to give us
bad cases of indigestion, where grit was
not liberally supplied.

—The iiidications of good health in
fowls are a florid color of the combs,
bright eyes, free from moisture, dry nos-
trils, and bright. glos.sy plumage.—
American Poultry Yard.

—Don't fail to grease the heads and
upper portion of necks of your young
turkeys three or four times a week with
vaseline, with a drop or two of carbolic
acid in it. Prevents lice.

—"Under the equator, gentlemen," re-
marked an extensive traveler, "it is so
hot that the natives have to put the hens
in ice chests to prevent them laying hard-
boiled eggs."—Fliegende Blaetter.

—Keep your yards and houses clean.
This is one thing that cannot be too for-
cibly impressed on the mind of the
breeder. It is always cheaper to prevent
disease than it is to cure it after it once
gets a start in the flock.

—One of the most prolific causes of
disease among poultry is their being
obliged to drink the dirty, unwholesome
water of drains or stagnant pools in the
barnyard. Where water is provided for
them it should be changed every morn-
ing and afternoon, or at least daily.

—

American Poultry Yard.

—Ducks' eggs for eating are not so
palatable as are those laid by hens. They
are larger and more "meaty," but are
less finely flavored. These fowls are
easily and quickly fattened in the fall,

and as roasters, at eight to ten months
old, when in prime condition at killing,
they have no superiors. An advantage
in rearing ducklings for the table is that
they mature quickly, and though they
eat with an almost insatiable appetite,
they render a good account for their pro-
vender in flesh.—American Poultry
Yard.

—He who experiments carefully and
repeatedly under various circumstances,
as regards breeds and feeding, must
reach the certain conclusion that hens
do now in this country, and have for the
past twenty years, paid a high profit. It

is also true that the difference between
the money paid out for feeding fowls
and the same gained from their produce,
tends constantly to increase, as is evi-
dent from a comparison of the market
rates through a series of years. In other
words, poultry-keeping continually grows
more profitable.—Amer. Poultry Yard.
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THE TORONTO SHOW.

Poultry and Pigeons at Their An-
tiudl Eithibition.

i'foirt Otir Si>ecial Cofresjjondellt.

toiiONTo, Septeini>er29.—Tile poultrV

show at the Toronto exhibition was not

so large as on some former occasions,

but the quality on the whole was good
and the scarcity of early hatched chicks

was noticeable.

Buff Cochins were an immense class.

The winner in cocks turned up in the

bird recently purcha.sed while in

Kngland by Mr. George McCormick.
He is of immense size and splendid

Mhape all through and fine shade of buff.

Tlife secoHd pflze cock was a good bird,

except that he was a shade dark. Last

New York show winner stood third in

this class. He is of splendid color, but
not in it with the winner. The hens
were a fine lot and the chicks show
promise, although most are rather late.

Partridge Cochins were large and first-

class. The old cock winning first is a
splendid bird. The cockerels were good
in most respects, but most had coarse
combs. The first pullet is a gem. White
and black Cochins about the usual num-
ber

;
quality good.

Brahmas were a fair show. Fir.st,

dark cock in splendid feather. In
chicks the first prize pair are early in-

cubator hatched and a nice pair. Light
Brahmas were good in quality generally,
but the cocks mostly have such large,

ugly combs. The writer will be pleased
when they don't grow so large and un-
»ightly.

Plymouth Rocks, barred. Old birds
were mostly in poor feather. Some
splendid young.sters turned up, the win-
ning pair being both of splendid shade
of color and form. Second cockerel
loses on comb, but is larger and splendid
shape and color. Whites were not up to

the barred, but some good ones were
shown.
Wyandottes—This breed of handsome

(when good), hardy and prolific fowls
seems to be at a standstill. Several well-

known breeders in Ontario have recently
been agitating the formation of a club for

the purpose of improvement, but the
birds penned to-day arc no better than
those shown several years ago. There
should be more advance made in a new
breed than is shown in Wyond jttes. The
white variety are away ahead of the
laced in shape and comb.
Leghorns were a heavy show, the qual-

ity good and the winners hard to choose,
but the judging was somewhat erratic.

Houdans, Creve Creurs and La Fleche
were not shown in large numbers, but
the quality in most cases was good.
Some nice Sultans, imported by Mr. R.
Oke, were quite attractive. The Dorking
classes were smaller than usual. Game
were small classes, excepting black reds.

The first cock in black reds was Mr. Jas.

Main's recently imported bird, a large,

reachy cock of splendid head, top color

but splashed under stern, hocks bent and
short in neck. Second, la.st year's win-
ner, rare color and good throughout, not
as large as the winner. In hens the win-
ner was in fine condition. Second was
the winner of first last year, also first at

New York ; will beat first hen when in

.shape. In cockerels, fir.st and cup, Mr.
Main scores again. This is his second
win on the challenge cup. This year's

winnner is a large, reachy bird, rather

dark in color and inclined to l>e coarse.

Second, better color and finer all through,
but rather out of sorts. Mr. Main had
an imported .stag, not for competition.
He eats oats from a churn without much
difficulty. Pullets were fairly good. Brown
reds a small class. First cock far ahead

;

out of feather. Second hen better than
fir.st but nearly naked. Cockerels, first,

reachy and fine ; second not so good
shape, splendid color. Only one pullet

was shown. Duckwings had several good
birds ; second cock taller and better than
first. Piles, first cock a grand one ; tail

out. Second, dark in color. Hen, first,

large and fluflTy. Second, red on wing.
Third, of good shape but moulting. Cock-
erels, first was easily ahead and second
only fair. Pullets, three good birds

chosen. Hamburgs and Polands abt)ut

as usual. Ornamental bantams were large

classes. The Japanese were poor but
Sebrights better than usual. Game
bantams were a fair lot, winners easily

picked ; not up to last year's show. Tur-
keys, ducks aud geese were a splendid
display, and a show by itself. The pheas-
ants, pea fowls, guinea fowls, etc., at-
tracted attention.

l*igeons were not numerous, but the
quality wds pretty good. Wesley Mills,
M. D., df Montreal, showed some nice
carriers, short-faced tumblers and owls,
and several Dragons of the prdp^r type.
The class of short-faced tumblers was
perhaps the best ever seen in Canada.

Rabbits, guinea pigs, fancy rats and
mice, etc., had their innings and scored
hosts of admirers. Anon.

Recipient of a Handsome Present.
From Our Special Correspondent.

Toronto, Sept. 28.—On the afternoon

of Wednesday, at the Toronto .show, Mr.

Joseph Dilworth was the happy recipient

of aii addte***? afld set of handsome silver

plate, suitably engraved. These were

the gift of the several fanciers and ex

hibitors at the Industrial Exhibition

who appreciate Mr. Dilworth's desire to

make things comfortable for the birds
and their owners. Mr. Dilworth is a
director of the association and has been
on the board many years. As chairman
of the Poultry Committee he has been
successful in pushing forward the wel-
fare of the fiincy. He was mainly
instrumental in the movement which
provided the present new poultry hall,

and several improvements were inven-
tions of his. The address was read by
Mr. Thomas A. Duff. Among the
notables present was Major Cameron, of
King.ston, president of the Dominion
Messenger Pigeon Association. The
meeting adjourned and the committee
meeting of the Ontario Poultry A.ssocia-

tion was held. The Government grant
has been increased from ;f6oo to J900.
The judges selected were Messrs. S. But-
terfield, T. H. Smelt and T. G. Jarvis for

poultry and George E. Peer for pigeons.

The next show will be held at Bowman-
ville. Out., next January. Anon.

ORANGE COUNTY POULTRY.

—Mustard is gootl for roupy birds.

Take one-fourth of a pound of around
mustard, one half teaspoon ful of cayenne
pepper, and enough butter and flour to

work into pills. Ciive one pill, the size

of a common marble, every night.

—Hens must have lime, and will peck
at whitewash if they cannot get a supply
otherwise. Therefore, do not put car-

liolic acid with the whitewash. The best

wav to give lime to hens is in the .shape

of lime-water, which is simply the clear

water after a little lime has been stirred

into it.

—The importance of careful and intel-

ligent breeding to improve the intrinsic

value of our domestic fowls is generally

greatly under-estimated, not by the or-

dinary keeper of a "few chickens" alone,

but by even our progressive breeders,

who stand in the front rank as far as suc-

cessful breeding goes.

—In these progressive times hens are

displaced by incubators for hatching
chickens. There are good and bad re-

sults with incubators but remember the

route by the old hen is not always smooth
sailing by any means. The truth is the

failures with incubators are never for-

gotten, and one failure in the hands of a

prejudiced person is continually brought

to the front to discourage others. This

same person would let a dozen hens spoil

as many sittings of eggs and never say

a word "because that's the natural

method" of hatching.—Farmer's Home
Journal.

—There is seldom any scarcity of eggs
in our city markets, but there is never a

glut of strictly fresh. Consumers do not

generally appreciate the difference be-

tween eggs that might be cooked and
eaten in the dark, for instauce, and the

eggs of commerce. A large majority of

consumers look upon an egg as at all

times an object of suspicion. Galveston

is the only market in the state where
freshness is duly appreciated and liber-

ally paid for. Probably there has not
been a day in ten years when strictly

fresh eggs would not be sold for forty

cents a dozen—fifty cents is the custom-
ary price, year in and year out. The
fault is principally with the producers.

Any community can be educated up to

the Galveston standard if the proper
course is pursued.

A Largre Display at Port Jervis,

Where Fine Birds are Bred.
From Our Special Correspondent.

Port Jkrvis, N. V., September 2S.

We will not go into details about the

Ulster County fair, but will state that

350 birds went up from Orange County,
aild brought back loo pair and pen prizes,

includin}> everything on light and dark
Brahmas, silver and white Wyandottes
and white Plymouth Rocks. Wc have a

new breeder of light Brahmas and Pekin
ducks in the person of Mr. F. W. Fidler-

ton, and some extra fine birds are being
bred here in Orange County.

As usual the poultry exhibit at the

Orange County fair held at Port Jervis,

N. Y., was larger than the building. The
competition was the hottest, the quality

of the .stock the best and the judging in

some clas«Jes the poorest of any Orange
County fair that I can remember. In the
brown Leghorn class, with the exception
of the awards mentioned below, all )»irds

were disqualified for white in plumage
except one pen of chicks thrown out be-
cause the tail of one wjis carried a very
little to one side. Is not this last rather
autocratic, Mr. FMitor? An extremely
fine pair of mottled Leghorns was mis-
taken by the judge for cross-bred. Mr.
Hoagland is doveloiiing into a first-class

.superintendent, and I recommend him
fr.r the World's F"^air. The jirizes were
awarded as follows :

Brahmas (light).—All prizes to F. W. Fuller-
ton except 2d on pen of fowls to James Vande-
rocfaiid2don pair of chicks to W. I. .Minturn.
Dark— ist on pen and pair of fowls; pen and pair
ot chicks to Minturn.

CticiiiNS (buff).—Fowls, pen ist, pair ist to F.
H. Davy, pair 2d to Dr. F. M. Robinson, chicks,
pen 1st to Robinson, 2d to Davy:pair ist to Davy,
2d to W. G.Tice. White— ist on pen of fowls, i.st on
pair of chicks to Tice. I'artridge- Fowls, pen ist
to Davy; chicks, pen ist to Minturn, pair 1st to
Davy, 2d to Minturn.

I.ANUSHANS (black).—Fowls, pen and pair;
chicks, pen and pair 1st to Dr. F. M. Robin.son.

'

Pi.VMoiTH Rocks (barred).— Fowls, pen ist lo
Vanderoef, pair ist to I'elton Hros.; chicks, pen
1st to FuUerton, 2d to Vanderoef, pair ist to Ful-
lerlon, 2d (worth a dozen of the ist prize pair) Id

J. J. Morgan. While—Fowls, pen ist to George
H- Howell; chicks, pen 1st to Howell, 2<1 to Davy,
pair ist lo Howell, 2d to D. H. Cosnian.

WvANiiOTTKS (silver).— Fowls, pen i.st lo Davy,
2d to Howell, pair ist to Howell, 2(1 lo S. (i. Car-
penter; chicks, pen ist to Davy, 2d to C. W.
Clark, nair first to Howell, 2d to Minium.
Whic— Fowls,pen isl Davy, 2d to .Minturn; chicks,
pen 1st to Minturn. No other i)rizes awarded;
reason unknown. c;olden— Fowls, jieii i.st toG.
H. Fisher, 2d to Davy; chicks, pen isl to Vande-
roef, 2d lo Davy, pa^r 1st and 2d lo Davy.
Mi.MORCAS (black)—Fowls, pair ist; chicks, pen

isl lo F. H. Ge»aghly. White—Fowls, pen ist;

chicks, pen ist to Davy.

Andahtsians.—Chicks, pen ist to Davy.
Polish (w. c. black.)—Chicks, pair 1st to How-

ell.

DoRKiNdS (Silver grey).—Fowls, pen ist, pair
isl to C. D. reltoii; chicks, pen isi and 2d. pair
ist and 2d to Pelton. White—Chicks, isl and 2d
to Pelloii.

I,KOHORNS (Brown).— Fowls, pair ist to Davy;
chicks, pair ist to Minturn, 2d lo Davy. White-
Fowls, pair ist to Pelton Bros.; chicks, pen and
pair isl and 2d to Fullerlon. R. C. Brown-
Chicks, pair ist to J. Van Gordon. R. C. White
—Chicks, Pair 1st to Fullerlon.

HA.MHrRC.S (Silver Spangled).— Fowls, pen isl

to Davy, 2d to G. H. Fisher; pair 2d lo C. I). Pel-
ton; chicks, jieii ist to !•*. L. Van Ktteii. Golden
Peiici'iled— Fowls, pen 1st lo Davy. Golden
Spangled— Fowls, pen ist to Fisher.

GAMh:s (Pit).—Fowls, pair 1st to George D.
Westbrook. While Pyle—Chicks i.st to Matthew
Sampson. B. B. Red—Fowls isl to Pclloii Bros.

I.NDiAN Gamks.—Chicks ist to C. D. Pelton, 2d
to Geraghly

Bantams (B. B. Red Game).—Fowls, pen isl to

O. A. Mt-rchaiit, 2tl lo Davy; pair i.sl to Merchant;
chicks, pair isl to Davy. Golden Duckwing—
Fowls, pair i.st to Howell. Silver Duckwing—
Fowls isl, chicks isl and 2d ti> Howell. Golden
Sebright—Pair 1st to Davy. While—Pair ist to

C. P. Rawling.

Dicks (Pekin).—Young and old ist lo Fuller-
ton.

Display OK Pir.EONS.— I.st and 2d to William
H. Dennis.

TcRKEVS (Bronze).— isl to R. Carr, 2d to G. H.
Swartout. White— 1st to Carr.

Capons.— 1st to Davy.

Pka Fowls.— 1st to R. Carr.

PorLTRv FixTVRKS.— ist to Howell.

Pkn Common Fowls.— i.sl to J. K. Cuddcback.

Incubator and Brooder.- ist prize to Daisy.

"Bill Jonks."

Louisville Pigeon Show.
F^DiTOR Fanciers' Joirnai..

The Louisville Colunibarian .Associa-

tion will hold an exclusive pigeon show January

21 to 25 inclusive, 1S92. Will you kindly give

notice of same in your "Fixtures' column, and

oblige yours truly, W. H. Adams, Secretary.

"Washington Qossip.
From Our Sj>ecial Corres|K>iidiiit.

WASHiNGTO>f, vSept. 2H.—Glorius wins
another diamond prize. Thin time it is

a diamond scarf jnn. The third and last

of the series of young bird races of 1891

was flown Septeml>er 20 from Franklin

Junction, Va., air line disUmce 202 miles,

under the management of the Washing-
ton Federation of Homing Pigeon
Fanciers. The birds belonged to the

following members : R. B. Youngs, A. C.

McLean, F'. Devlin, S. Wallace, Lewis
Turner, I. H. Stockman, A. G. Gloriu.9,

C. Pumphrey. The birds were liberated

at 9 A. M.. weather clear. The arrival.si

were as follows : To Glorius loft Lady
Diamond at 2.42 P. M., Volunteer 2.42,
average speed jier minute 1050 vauls. To
J. H. Stockman John L. 2.5o''< P. M.,
average speed 1025 yards. To Turner's
Pretender. Pomeroy and Clipper at

^S^yi P- ^L respectively, average speed
1023 yards. To Wallace W. F. 179 at

2.53 P. M., average sj)eed 1016-100-353
yards. To Devlin .\melia at 2.52 P. M.,
average speed 1016 2-1 1 vards. To Mc-
Ivean Faith W. F. 13 at 2.57 P. M.,
average spee<l 1012 yards. To Young's
W. F\ 14 at 3.53 P. M., average speed
101 1 yards. Glorius' birds Lady Diamond
and Volunteer making the first an<l sec-

ond best average spee<l and won first and
second prize, viz. : The (tiamond scarf
jiin presented by the Fe<leration and the
gold badge donated by CharU's IMitt.

John Stockman's bird John L. making
third best average wins the parlor lamp
donated by Henry Jordon. Mr. Stock-
man's bird Herman. Jr.. making the
best official average spee«l of the season
wins the box of cigars donated by Mr.
Bas. Ringgold, an old fancier of this
city. Glorius' birds Lady Diamond and
Volunteer making the best avenige
speed for young birds wins the gold leg
band, also donated liy Mr. Ringgold.

Brother Turner has resigned from the
Federation and will fly under some other
management next year. We wish him
luck, as he has some great binls and will

open the eyes of .some of the fanciers in
time, as he has jiroven by his bird
Hlectioneer making S22 '2 miles in sev-

enteen days eleven hours and five min-
utes.

Stockman has done some great flying

this .season, having won six jiri/.es this

year. Glorius comes next with three
jirizes, and Turner third with one prize.

Maurice Joyce, of 922 M street, N. W.,
leports the loss of his blue checker hen
M. 6.S. Mr. vSteward. 1143 Ivighth Street,

has a stray rc«l checker hen. S. B. H. C,
year '91, No. 54. NiGiiT Owl..

—The smallest bantams are the most
valuable. Do not force them in growth,
yet do not allow them to get out of con-
dition.

— If a hen will leave her nest when
anyone approaches she should not be
used for setting purposes. She will gen-
erally prove an iinsteaily sitter and
breaker of eggs.

—You cannot tell from the outside of
an egg whether it will ])ro<luce a cockerel
or pullet

;
you must hatch out the chick

and raise it before you cm do more than
guess at the result.

—New beginners with jiure bred poul-
try are (juite apt to over-feed. ICspecially

is this the case when the fowls are tame.
The fact that fowls run toward their

owners every tiim- ihev ajipcar with a
dish or anything of the kind furnishes

no reason for feeding them on every oc-

casion. It is a bad plan. I'\ed them at

regular intervals, and if they want any-
thing between times let them hunt it up.

— In France the fattening of geese for

market is the business of men who do
nothing else. They contract with the
dealers to get their stock in marketable
condition at a certain time and for a
price agreed upon. I'Vance is considered
the largest poultry market in the world,

the keeping of poultry being done in a
manner that makes it pay. It is not un-
common to see the French peasant
driving into market a llock of several

hundred geese, selling them as we would
so many sheep or hogs. There are also

many who go among the farmers, pluck
the geese feathers and market them on
percentage ; this gives iiiiployment and
a living to many jioor people.— Balti-

more Sun.
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A NOVEL SUGGESTION,

Classes to be Provided for Full

Hocked Cochins at the New York
and Philadelphia Shows.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

"The proof of the pudding is in the
eat in j( and not in cliewinj^ the string."

Permit nie to suggest to the New York
and Philadelphia poultry shows that

classes be made for the full-hocked, full-

feathered Cochin of the P:nglish type.

This will in a year or two settle the ques-
tion as to which is the proper type of
Cochin to breed, which is the most beau-
tiful, which will please the most people
and which is the greatest attraction in

the show room.

The breeding of the full-breasted, full-

feathered, full hocked bird is rapidly in-

creasing. I am confident that it is the
Cochin of the present and will be the
Cochin of the future. If such a class be
made permanent in these great shows,
our breeders will soon see birds which
will never be cut on weight, with a depth
and richness of color now almost un-
known. The breeders of the full-hocked,
full-feathered Cochins are not afraid to
have their pets compared with anything
which the present American type can
produce. We are willing to leave the
(juestion as to whi< h is the finest fowl to
unprejudiced minds, and have no fear of
the result.

^
I make the charge that the tvpe of

Cochin bred in this country is the result
of the light Brahma influence in the A.
P. A.; that the sland.ird as it now is is
read through light Hralima si>ectacles

;

that in addition is tlie selfish motive of
freezing the J'jiglish type out for fear of
it and because if let in it will occupy the
ground.

I shall not mention names just now,
but I have twenty or more letters froin
one eminent A. P. A. lireeder who will
listen to no compromise, who is dead set
again.st the full hocked bird, and yet he
writes me of his many and continued im-
portations. To get the sliajK- and feather
his methotl is to use the full-hocked hens,
but he does not succeed in holding the
glorious shai)e of the real Cochin. The
way indicated is the way to .settle the
Cochin controver.sy.

T

1

1 KO I )( ) R K vStkrn bkrc
CocHi.v Him,, Seplctiiher 2.S, iS.ji.

MISCELLANEOUS. POUI^TRY.

CLIMilX DRINKING FOUNTAIN
FOR

POULTRY
MADE OF GALVANIZED IRON.
WILL LAKT A LIFETI.MK.

I

2Gall;«lze will »>«• wnt. Express PakI, U, anv part
I of tlio LuitiMl StuU'Boii receipt of ig.i.isT
T^. It. I^OItl>, Bnrllugton« Vt.

INDIAN GAMES
LANGSHANS

MINORCAS
MOTTLED ANCONAS

ST. BERNARDS F^S. ^S^

.

"^^llstamp for circular giving particulars.

FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Potfsville, Pa.
93-145

INCUBATORS.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain one free. Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
year. Large book for stamp. A.
F. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Conn.

with a full crop, and allowed to lie for
hours before it is "drawn" (or relieved of
Its internal organs), it gets an unpleasant
flavor. Fowls should be caught and shut
up without food for twelve hours or more
before they are beheaded. Then the
crop and intestines will be eniptv, and
the task of picking and dressing will be
greatly les.seued. Old fowls are not
necessarily tough— only cook them long
enough. They are more tender twenty-
four Hours after they are killed than if
eaten immediately.—The Leader,

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Profes-sipnal Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.
RED INDIANS, be.st table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
"'^^^^ ^^^^«

OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.
DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

Chickens Pit to Eat.

Don't imagine that it makes no differ-
ence how your chickens have been
brought up. Don't suppose that they
will be good anyhow. Chickens have
been carefully dressed, deliriously stuffed
and yet they were not fit to eat. There
was a flavor about them that no soda
rinsings coul.l cleanse and no seasoning
conceal. These were chickens that had
picked up their living around pig .sty and '

other unclean places. A chicken mav be '

sjwiled m dre.ssing it to cook. If killed

A MISSIONARY WANTED.
One That Will Educate Farmers

on Thoroughbred Poultry.
KdITOR FANCIKR.S' JOURNAL.
In travelling up the valley of the "Del-

aware" I have come to the conclusion
that the farmers need- a missionary to

teach them the value of thoroughbred
fowls. Not a decent bird is to be .seen,

and although I a.sked always if anyone
was breeding the thoroughbred article,
could find nothing Init the weediest of
mongrels. The rest of their stock is
fairly good, but the chicks are so poor
as to l>e hardly fit for the gridiron. The
farmers say that they cannot afford to buy
the settings of eggs at prices .so much
above the market price for eggs, and that
if they should get good birds they would
receive no more for the eggs from the
boarding-house keepers, who abound
through this locality and make the mar-
ket. Their birds are not sold bv weight
but by the dozen. What is to' be done
with .such people. Verily, "There is no
fool like an old fool," is'very applicable
in this region. To-morrow' the Inter-
.state Fair begins at Trenton, and I fancy
the entries of fowls will be rather light
from this region, although there are pre-
miums offered for best common fowls.

"Collingwoon."
Cresco, Pa., September 27, 1S91.

yyoodside poultry yards

HACKENSACK, N.J.

—^V. J. ANIDRUS—
BREEDER OF

S.C WHITE LEGHORNS i LA FLECHE.
At the great N. Y. Show, 1890, won everything

on La Fleche : 1891 won 2d on cock, ist on cock-
erel, ist. 2d. xA and 4th on hen, ist and 2d on pul-
let, specials for best di.splay and be.st pulletMy stock has always won high honors at Wa-
verly, Trenton, Bridgeton and Dundee Lake N
J., and Newburgh, N. Y. ' '

\A Fleche eggs, $5 per 15. $9 per 30; l>ghorn
eggs, fe per 15. fc per 30.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
. ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
AND WERE AWARDED

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in America.
Our luamnioth catalogue

ETerytUflg for lUe Ponltry Tarfl.

Will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of s
cents. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

78-129 Jame.sburg, New Jersey.

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

PUBLICATIONS.

POULTRY BREEDERS' DIRECTORY

THE FINEST
—ANr>—
LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE LOFT
—OF—

whitf: fantail
pigf;ons

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.
.Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-
tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

THE-

—It is better to confine the chickens
to small yards than to let them worry
the neighbors.

-WITH-

A FEW HENS
Is tho motto and trachines of the lieitt Poultry Pann- published It Cntta Onh, 'VS Ma < ^»»-. d-months -^-.cts. Cashorsuxmps. Simple free. Addi^ F-ARM-TOULT'"- — " '^

-^
^^

POULTRY, Box 2118, Koston. >ia.s8.

fjOTHlNG ON
EAfl^^

WILL

e». LIKE ^

^HEridaN'S
CONDITION POWDER

IF YOU CAX'T GET IT KKAR IIO.TIR, SEXD TO IS.

Winter, "says a customer. Fnr snip bv dniire ^f* ^?,^pA%^,Vr^^.^J^^^^ ,""""*'
l? P»-^*«'"t r""!" this

_ We win 8^nd post-paid hy mail as /oll"«!?'iT;?^^»^r?;i^/.'^'^^.lf""."'.^''/i^.l I'i^^^^ J^." "'hf-r ma.)., likf- it,

UNITED STATES-
Is now in course of preparation and will
be issued as soon as a careful compi-
lation will admit. Its pages will be re-
plete with interesting and valuable infor-
mation which cannot be found in any
other publication. It will contain the
names and addresses of over 20,000 breed-
ers and fanciers, all dealers in poultrv
supplies and appliances, all poultry peri-
odicals and publications, and all societies
or associations whose aim is the advance-
ment of thoroughbred stock.

A Volumlnou.s Classlfled directory.

With the name of each variety or breed,
under separate classified headings, and
the name and address of the breeder
following in each case.

An Award Department,
In which all fanciers will have the privi-
lege of recordmg a complete list of prizes
won by them to date. As a book of ref-
erence it will be invaluable. To the fan-
cier, as an advertising medium, it can
have no equal.

Remember!
There is no charge for inserting your
name, with the name of the varieties you
breed, in the regular order, and we there-
fore call upon all breeders to forward
their names, addresses and varieties bred,
that errors may be avoided.

Itates of Advertlslnsr

:

Fnll page .... $25.00 I Half page .... $15.00
ynarter page . . 10.00 | Flighth page . . . 6.00

Subscription price to Directory |li.oo,

post paid. Everv .subscriber's name, ad-
dress and varieties bred, will be put in
display type without additional cost, but
to secure this display, subscriptions must
be forwarded at once.

ROSS A. SMITH,
Manager Southern Directory and Pub. Co.,

2S-33 Office 28 Broad Street, Charleston, S. C.

IvEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, everv band regis-
tered, each 2j4c. Open bands for old birds
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeoti
on whirh the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. B. S. STARR, Box 295.

Philadelphia, Pa.

ARCHANGELS ONLY.
Geo. G. Fetterolf,

Langhorne, Penn'a,
Ua.s thrw of Ihc lurvcst uiid fin-
est lofts of AI«HAN<;KI-S in
Amerii-a, If not in the world,
and now offers for wile a few
Krand birds in Dark and Liitlit
Hron7.p, iMjIiit hihI shell rrcst.Ml;
also, smooth hearts. I'rit'es a*'-
i-ordlng to quality of stoik.

SHOWS.
The Second Annual Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry & P. S. As.sociation.
At Columbia, S. C, Jan. 12 to 15, 1H92, will be
THE GRFIAT SHOW OF THE SOUTH.

Send for Premium List which will be readv
October 15. We have the grandest list of specials
ever offered by any Southern Association.

W. A. SCHROCK. Secretary,

^ « — Camden, S. C.
Dr. S. T. Lea. President,

Cokesbury, S. C.

POUI.TRY.

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Onlv $1.25 per year.
Single copi'es, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

OPIUM
Morphine Habit Cured In lO
to 30 days. No pay till cured.
DR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon,0hi9,

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or
Kennel Pai>er you should send for my list of
papers. I can furnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscril>e foi two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when von write.
Send ten cents (.silver) and I will send vour name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five
papers and rffpiest them to mail you .sample
copies.

ADDRESS

84lt

F. D. BECK,
Pox II, Wcllsburg, W. Va.
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G. G. PABST, Milwaukee, Wis.

^
H. HULMAN, Jr., Terre Haute, Ind. P. H. O'BANNON, Sperryville, Va.

¥^

BL-UeRIDGE KENNeUS'
^ FUTURllfliE 1,500.00. ><>

OPEN ONLY TO THE PRODUCE OF CHAMPION OATH'S MARK, GATH'S HOPE, OR DAN GLADSTONE, WHELPED IN 1892.

The Stake to be a Derby, to be run directly after tbe Kastern or Central Triiil», December, iWgj, or
after tbe Southern Trials, January or February of 1894, tlie location and date of rtinninjr of

the Stake to be later on decided by the Gentlemen who liave consented to jtidjre, vise.:

MA). J. M. TAYLOR, P. H. BRYSON, CAPT. PATRICK HENRY,
NKW YORK, N. Y. MEMPHIS, TKNN. CI..\RKSVIIJ.K. TKNN.

The Blue Ridge Kemiel will make no entry in this stake—the purse being entirely to the advantage of its patrons. Ihe Spotting system has been adopted and
the time limit of heats abolished. Retrieving not to be required. The judges selected are of the best in America,

being entirely qualified to use their best judgment in selecting the winners.

$500 to Winner of First. $400 to Winner of Second.

$200 to Winner of Third. $100 to Winner of Fourth.

Silyer Cnp, yalne $100, or Cash to the Breeder of Wiiiuer of First.

Sllyer Cnp, yalne $100, or Cash to llie Breeier of Winner of Second. Silyer Cnp, yalne $100, or Casli to tlie Breeder of Winner of Third.

ENTRIES CLOSE JAN. 1ST., 1893. FORFEIT $10.00. $15.00 TO START.

$2,000.00 IN
SPECIAL PREMIUMS

92(K) to the first of the (Champion Gath's
Mark or Dan Gladstone je-c/. whelped in 1892 (or

after), who will win the I'nited States Derby.

9'^(>0 on the same conditions as above at

Kastern Derby.

$2(M) on the same conditions as al)ove at Cen-
tral Derby.

9'.i<><> on the same conditions as above at

Southern Derby.

9>tiO to X.\\e first of the (Champion Gath's Mark
o»- Dan Gladtone)^^, whelped in livja (or after),

who will win first place in open class at the
Westminster Bench Show, New York.

<|50 on the same conditions as above at the
Mascuutah Bench show, Chicago, 111.

9'^R on the same conditions as above, at the
New England Bench show, Boston, Mass.

l!!8',I5 on the same conditions as above, at the
Duquesne Bench show, Pittsburg, Pa.

1S>'i^ on same conditions as above, at the Wash-
ington City Bench show, Washington, D. C.

!!|l*.Ji5 on same conditions as above, at the Mary-
land Bench show, Baltimore, Md.

9H>0 to the breeder of the winner«f KACH of

the above ten special offers.

NOTK 1.—The owners of Champion Gath's
Mark and Dan (iladstone, reserve the right to
withdraw these premiums only in the event of
the death of either of the above dogs or their
disqualification for stud purposes.
NOTK '4.—The Blue Ridge Kennel has now

opened its Imoks for the fall season of 1K91 and
spring of 1892. for Gath's Mark and Dan Glad-
stone, limited to 50 services each.

THK HI.l'K IMlxa: KKNNKL,
SPERRYVILLE, VA.

POUIiTRY.

WYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.

Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Scj. Garden, Feb., 1891.

Prices tow for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
2 54 Brainard Station, N. Y.

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the Sijuth. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. '9-7°

CREAM OF ENGLAND.

600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES
EVER PRODUCED.

Personally selected durng our eight weeks'

search among the best breeders of FIngland. If

you want choice brekders or winners at the

winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, Anda-

lusians, White Wyandottes. *?ree catalogue.

C. A. SHARP 4 CO.,

ggtf Lockport, New York.

POULTRY. POUT/niV.

INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,
Bufl Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. Circular free.

F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.
10-61

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

«<]|NDIAN GAMES. << l>> WYANDOTTES.[>

The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NF:w YORK SHOW I

on ist on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State

3ultry Societv Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, 3 sec<mds. 4 thirds and 2 gold specials. Sendwon
Poultry
for circular Address T. WILTON HILL, JAMESBURG, n. j. 96148

BUFK COCHINS

Malclless Strain of Bnff CocUns

Over 300 birds, including the Palace Cup cockerel

and the Bath Cup pullet. Catalogues containing

cable code on application. 3'-34

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM '

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandoties and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record of America's leading strains 01 above

varieties. Can furnish eggs from V.. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

J. FORSYTH, owEGO, tioga county, n. y.
lOI-tl

SPECIAL OFFER
The Fanciers' Journal will be .seat

from now until

JANUARY, 1892, FOR 50 CENTS

—Don't forgot to send advertisements

for our great Christmas number.

nilTO FOR POULTRYMEN,;SS.
* I I I ^ Fancleri, Nurserymm, Florists, Beekeeptrt,

I ^ I ^^ Dairymen, Gard-nerf, fruitmen, PrinUft,

%M nr CTt\l\V *(o- ilectrotiipmij don*. List fH££.

Ur OTUuK Clahimce c. DLPur, Stracuse, N. Y.

rOl'LTKY.

H. S. BABCOCK.
IVo. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANT.\MS AND
PEAC(iMB I'LV.MOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPI'ERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls ami eggs for

sale in season. Orders lor puppies booked to be
delivered in rotation.

A >KW IJOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Uieed-

tig. Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.
.\ handsomelv priiite<l b«x)k of to pages.

PllIC K, .'SO CKNTS.
Address

FANCIERS' Pl'ltlJSIIINCi CO.,
32 South Third Strtcl,

-tl I'hiladelphia.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K BOYER.

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSIPAID.
IT CONTAINS.

-READ WHAT

niPO Chesters. Berkshires, Polands. Fox
ribu. Hounds, Beagles.Collies.Setters.GEO.B

HICKMAN, W. Cheiter, Pa. Send aUmp for cir.

This book has lieen written more especially

for the novice. It leaclics the rudiments. It

gives away many things that have been hereto-

fore kept secret, .address

FANCIKIW l»l'HMSlIIN(i (OMI'ANY,

BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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FIELW TUIAr.8. FIEf.D TRIALS.

IRISH SETTER FIELD TRIALS.
The Innugural Field Trials of

THE IIIISII SETTER CI.UB
Will be run at

HIGH POINT, NORTH CAROLINA,
Beginning- with the Derby on MONDAY, November 23,

K. V. T. Rules to govern. Kntries for the Derby closed September 15.

KNTRIKS FOU THK AI.T.-A(JKl) STAKE AVILI. CLOSK 0('T. 15.
Kntrauce fees fio forfeit, to accompany each entry, and |io additional to fill, to be paid by 9

o'clock on the evening before starting. I'rizes $200 and the Elcho cup to first, $125 to .second
and $75 lo third. The cups proniised are to become the absolute property of the winner Compet-
ing dogs are not to be worked on the preserved grounds under penalty of disqualification and for-
feiture of entrance fees and prizes. For blanks and information apply to

(J. Gi. DAVIS, Secretary, IJI.'JS AValnut St., Phlla., Pa.

Tin;

CHRISTMAS NUMBER
OH THH

Fanciers' Journal

will be the journalistic event in

the annals of the kennel and
poultry press of America.

It will consist of 36 pa^jes,

including a handsome cover,

specially desi^med by our art-

ist. The illustrations will be
original and unique, as well as

profuse. The articles on dogs,

poultry, pigeons, etc., will be
from the pens of the most fa-

mous American and European
writers, and the entire num-
ber will be a complete Cyclo-
p:tdia of the best original liter-

ature obtainable.

No expense will be spared
to make the Christmas Num-
ber worthy of the patronage of

every dog, chicken, and pigeon
fancier.

The edition printed will be
very large, and will circulate

over the entire globe.

This assures the most valu-

able and permanent advertis-

ing, and all persons having
stock for sale should not fail

to avail themselves of this ripe

opportunity.

The advertising rates are so
adjusted that the largest and
the smallest advertiser can de-
pend on securing profitable

returns.

Our special advertising rates

will be sent on application. All

orders for advertising must be
sent in by N(wember i ^, to in-

sure proper classification and
display.

The Christmas Number will

be ready for mailing on De-
cember I, and all orders should
be sent in early.

Single copies, 10 cents. Lib-

eral discount \s) the trade.

Address

FaNCIHKS' PUBlJSHliNG CO.
Box 916. Philaclelpliia, Pa.

SPECIAL OFFER
Thk Fancikk.s' Journai^ will be sent

from now until

JAHUARY, 1892. FOR 50 CEMTS

LOOK.
Iniportefl Indian Game Cock Chief,

winner of second prize at Orange, and
three hens, price |2o. All young birds
at a bargain if taken soon, Minorcas a
specialty.

C. R. DE HART,
DOVER, N. J.

-HOUSE • • • • •

AND

F*ET DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST published"^^- -^ price, postpaid, 50c.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographti
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.. 32
South Third St.. Philadelphia.

Beasrles.

BEAGLE BITCH AND THREE PUPS—TWO
dops. one bitch; price and pedigree on ap-
plication. R. C. Beaver, Brighton, Monroe
County. New York. Box 89. 32-33

Canker Cure.

TALLMAN'S CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fifty cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Collies.

U

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee &Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

/-^RDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,
The Squire and Roslvn Conway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia.. Pa.

TWO COLLIE BITCHES, PEDIGREED, SA-
BLE and black and tan. Excellent heads,
etc. |5 each f. o. b. C. H. Crandall, Spring-
dale, Conn. it

English Setters.

T-*OR SALE.—CHOICE PI:PPIES BY EDGE
2^ MARK, A. K. C. S. B, 16,360, bench and field

trial winner, out of Nancy, A. K. C. S. B.,
19,432. Address Lock Box 2020, West Che.s-
ter. Pa. it

For Sale or Exchanire.

CkOCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
^ trained bitches; pointer dogs, bitches and

puppies ; greyhound and beagle puppies.
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the ^reat vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and rifl-^s, folding boat,
field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Homellsville, N. Y.

FOR SALE OR WILL TRADE FOR PLYM-
OUTH Rock or dark Brahma chicks, rough
and smooth coated St. Bernard broo<l
bitches and puppies. Registered stock.
Ridgewood Kennels, 143-145 Java Street,
Brooklyn, N Y. 31-35

Fox Terriers.

VERA (2,366, BACCHANAL — VERDICT).
I'roveii breeder and good mother, good at
all points. Whelped 1890. Charles D.
Cugle, Box 602, Baltimore, Md. 3z-33

For Sale.

FR SALE.—CHOICE OF TWO REGISTER-
ED pointer bitches. Broken. W. B. Mc-
Cloud. Hyattville, O. 33-36

FOR SALE —A LITTER OF POINTFIR PUP-
PIES, whelped Aug St 3, sired by the im-
ported field trial and bench show winner
Poiitiac (6270) and out of Seph G. (5262), win-
ner of first. New York, 1SH6. Send for
price and printed pedigrees to H. H. Peck,
162 Main St., Hartford, Conn. it

P
lOINTEK BROOD BITCH, GOLDSMITH

Maid, A. K. C. B. No. 15,525, and three
dog puppies by son of Trinket's Cash-
Maid ; also, twenty-pound white, with
brindle ear, bull terrier bitch ; very hand-
some and game; breeding A. No. 1, and
two of her puppies by Keiio II. A. N.
Binkerd, Dayton, O. it

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor 3 cents per wordfor each insertion.

For Sale.

THOROUGHLY BROKEN CHESAPEAKE
Bay dog two years old ; color sedge ; re-
trieves from land and water ; registered.
Address William Tallman, 109 W. Thirty-
fourth St. , New York City. 33-tf

Great Danes.

GREAT DANE PUPPIES FROM FIRST
prize winners ; also. Pug Piipuies from
registered stock, for sale by R. R. Harrison,
84 Cherry Street, New York City. 130-133

Irish Setters.

CHALLENGE BEAU BRUMMELL PUPPIES
out of Nancy Elcho, whelped August 5,
combining best field and bench show
blood. Also one dog whelped July i. 1890,
partly broke, fa?t and stylish. Address
Buckeye Kennels, 42 Main Street, Cincin-
nati, O. 31-35

IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES BY A SON
of Glencho and Mavourneen, out of a
daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address
P.. Box 916, Philadelphia. 5-tf

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE—SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslvn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

I'ointers.

VERY CHOICE YOUNG STOCK. SIRES
Champion Robert the Devil and Duke of
Hes.son. Dams, winners, registered and
field broken. Particulars. E. W. Vine,
North Pearl St., Albany, N. Y. 33-36

PUKS.

-^OR SALE.—A PUG BITCH TWO YEARS
"< old, well bred and registered, with two

male imps, sired by a standard registered
dog. Cheap to clear. Price $50. Thomas
I. Ballantine, 601 Ellis St., Peoria, 111. 32-34

)UG PUPPIES, OF CHOICE QUALITY, BY
Lord Clover — Sprake and Chequasset
Taffy. Thomas I. Ballantine, 601 Ellis St..

Peoria, 111. it

Scotch Terriers.

jURF: BRF;D WIRE-HAIRED SCOTCH TER-
RIF^RS from imported and prize winning
stock. Robert McCosh, Burlington, Iowa.

32-tf

St. Bernards.

FOR SALE—THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in
whelp. Bargains toclose out. R. J. Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

A
Various.

NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street Philadelphia. Pa.

^LEVEN NFIWFOUNDLAND PUPPIFIS,
' stud dog two years old, a beauty. Homing

pigeons with records from ."^07 miles. Con-
nelly, Carlisle, Pa. 31-33

vURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

kRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched'
ules I.,abels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordjor each insertion.

Appliances.

INCUBATORS SOLD, BOUGHT.EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor, Pinelan<l, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.
Corresix)iidence invited. T. Farrer Kack-

1-52 ham. 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

Bantams.

FOR SALE—WHITF: GAMF: BANTAMS.
Winners. Flrnest Putnam, West Sutton,
Mass. it

For Sale.

W f: are sfxling out. -you can now
buy birds you never could buy l>efore.
Silver and white Wyandottes and white
Plymouth Rocks that have won in every
part of New York State. Write for what
you want. George V,. Howell, Howell's
Depot, N. Y. 33-36

CJames.

GAME FANCIERS—I AM 0FFF:RING FOR
sale nearly all of my prize-winning game
fowls, old and young, including winners
at New York, and have added about 20
prizes to my already large numlier by win-
ning at the late Industrial Exhibition. See
the list. These fowls are for sale cheap.
Black red, brown red and pile games and
black red, duckwing and pile game ban-
tams. Describe what you want. E. F'-

Doty, 47 Wellington Place,Toronto, Can.tf.

White J.ieKhoms.

SINGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORN COCK-
) F;REL and pullets for sale cheap for qual-

ity of stock. C. E-Howell, Elmira, N, Y. 3-341

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per word'for each insertion

Various

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns, Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.
E. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

FOR SALE—WHITE WYANDOTTF: AND
rose comb Leghorn chickens, of the choic-
est strains at reasonable prices. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. W. F. Everett, Westfield,
Pa. 32-37

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLF: LACFID WY-
andottes. FMnely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Phk;lps & harpf;r's prize winners at
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eg^s for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING e.stimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Archangrcls.

FINE BIRDS FOR SALE CHEAP; ALSO,
brown-breasted red game bantams. Victor
Poesche, Washing^ton, D.C. it

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMF:nNF:R. 511 W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-facr
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

Fancy Plieeons.

ALL KINDS, CHEAP; AI^O, HOMERS.
F:dw. S. Schmid. 712 Twelfth Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 33-36

H
O

Fantails.

OWARD BUTCHER. 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

UR WHITF: FANS FOR SALE. MAIEN-
THAL BROS., New Albany, Ind. 33-37.

For Sale.

FOR SALE—W-BANDED H0MF:RS, ALL
related to 500 milers and speedy. Price $3
per pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,
Philadelphia. i6-tf

ACOBINS, YELLOW AND RED FANS,
blue Chinese owls, etc. ; to clear. R. S'
Groves, 1433 S. Fifteenth St., Phila. itJ

.Jacobins.

T.
W. TUGGLF:, Columbus,
and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
7-58

Satlnettes.

GEORGF: W. PETTIT. artist, ioio clin-
ton street, Philadelphia, Pa. u-tf

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Puli-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.

I

Advertising:.

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.
Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

Evf:ry one in nef:d of information
on the subject of advertising will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"
368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-
age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals ; gives the circulation
rating of every one, and a good deal of in-
formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Adverti.sing Bureau, 10
Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Artists and Kngrravers.

WE HAVE arranged with Schieiber at
Sons, who are acknowledged 10 be the
best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing
Co.. .V South Third St.. Phil«»delohi«. P»

.Drlnklnfc Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pinelaiid Fountain,
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, |8 per
dozen. Addre.ss Pinelaiid Incubator and

8vtt Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

For .Sale.

ANE I. B. 3. PIT GAME COCK, %2. R
Atkins, Esopus, N. Y. It

Various.

wILLIAM A.BARTLF;TT,JACKSONVILLE,
111., leading varieties of poultry, pigeons
and ferrets. Send stamp for catalogue.

32-39
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IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Clnampion The Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyo ^Vilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

CHal. Roalyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn Con^vay,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Champion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.J

Irish Setters

Seminole,
20088. FEE $20

Eleo,
(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

11450. FEE $15
Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young .'^tock always on hand. 13-^4

qFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher las
Ch. Raby Mixer 15
Russley Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiLLSIlDE HENNELS,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNOSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX TERRIBRS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OK THE FIRST MAGNITUDF:.

VALF:NS, the son of pitcher and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAI Fee $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEF:r Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
rUOPUIETOU.

Full particulars ad<lress

HARRY F:. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Rit)GE, L. I.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

jN^THE STUD.

q^UNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER
* IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire ol
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champion Belgravian—Bnxrkenhurst Dain-
ty). Won in EMelaiid six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-
onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand young dog is just
111 his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-
dress

THOS, C, CHALMERS. Proprietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W.. Washington, D. C.

89-141

dusky trap, 7711 . . ,

regent brisk. 16,618

rf;gent tippler . .

Fee $25
10

10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SHRAKE,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, 1st

at Baltimore and ist ana Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARHY L GOODMAN,
I2itt AUBURN PARK, ILL-

ST. BERNARDS
AT SXUO.

ARISTOCRAT,
AVlnnor of more flpst prlKOM and wpoc-

luls during 18i)(> than any
other St. Hernard.

FKE, - - $50.

135

DUTCHESS KENNELS,

Poiiji:hko<»psie, N. Y.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

MINSTREL
(21,377) CH. ELCHO, Jr.—BESSIE GLENCHO.

SHANMORE
(21,378) CH. ELCHO, JR.—bf:ssie glf:ncho.

Puppies bv the above dogs, Ch. F^lcho Jr. and
others for sa'le. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,

62tl West Farms. N. Y.

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. BERNARDS.
IN THE STUD

BEN ORMONDE, 17044.
12-63 CARD AND PHOTO -FREE.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free ; photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

100-151

P. H. COOMBS,
Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD

COUNT $25
Some fine pups bv PHnlimmoii, Jr. Also

brood bitches. G.'W. PATTERSON
27tf Lake View, Worcester, Mass.

INjm£STU^

greeMlI
hill kennels

IN SXUU
The Field Trial Winners

Rowdy Rod - - - - Fee ^75

King's Dan ... Fee ^25

Harry C. Fee ^25

Descriptive Catalogue Mailed Free.

Geo. W. Imi & S. C. BraUey, Prop.

Box 24, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

IN STUD—IRISH SETTER

LIMERICK
GLENELCHO-nora. fee $20.

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAK:VIE^V KENNELS,
GI.EVSIDE, I»A.

^ PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinai-j" 8urgfeon,

1«93 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

P. S.—Choice Puppies and Broken Dogs for
sale. 27-40

KINGSTON REGENT.
This grand dog is the best son of the great

F RINCE REGENT, by Lady St. C.othard. He is

33H i»- high and has the heaviest bone and rich-
est dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in
.\merica. His bead is remarkable for its size,

<lepth of muzzle and expression. Win ings : ist

Kingston, Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal, 1S91.
" The more one sees of this dog the more cer-

tain it is that he will prove a very hard one to
beat in the very best company."— Forest and
Stream.

PEE, $60.

MARQUIS OE RIPON.
Litter brother to Kingston Regent, and more

like Prince Regent than any of the other Regent
dogs. He is the sire oi some splendid stock in
F^iigland.

FEE, $50.

PUPPIKS FOR SALE.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS.

138TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN,ii2s^. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

THE KENNEL.

sCOTCH....IOLLIES

FORtiHOOK kennels'

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a .sou of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out o? our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's?
champion, Scotii.i.a, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO..
32-83 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

(JOLLIES

ST- BERNARDS

IRISH TERRIERS

COCKER SPANIELS

Best in the worltl in stud and for sale.

AT STUD
Christopher - - -

Wellesbourne Charlie

^50.00

50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, f35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL,

29-80 Philadelphia, Penna.

Sf;nd for our new terms to agents.

You will not be disappointed. Address

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOSING OUT 8ALE--Y0UR CHANCE

If you want to purchase a finely bred puppy
we can supply it. We have been breeding to
get a collection of the finest in the land, sired by
Oath's Mark, Roger, Chance and Paxtang. The
dams are finely bred, plenty of Count Noble,
(lladstone, Leicester and DaVkie b'ood. Three
litters now ready to ship We can supply some
youngsters ready for field this fall an*! several
good broo<l bitches, such as pro<luce black, white
and tan pups. Let your wants be known by ad-
dressing

49

Mooretield Kennels,

CHULA, AMELIA CO.,VA.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE. GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS, BEAGLES and
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties of
Fancy Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the
past four years. A grand lot of stock for sale.
Price list free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied
Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

STUD
PUGS

niTOO IP YOr WANT TO OWN A
r tn —GENUINE PUG PUP

—

1 UUU 111 Y AT HKAUyUARTERS.
Young stock from prize winners, J20 to I50.
If you've a bitch to breed, try one of our

Eberharl's Ca.snier (13901. Fee, $15
Bradford Ruby II (0720). Fee, 1 15
John Bull, imported (17093). Fee, f i.s

Douglass II (11,804). Fee, Jio
Litter guaranteed. \ "square deal" to all.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.
Leading and luirgest Pug Kennel in America.

Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street.

DOGS,
PIGEONS,

PETS.

WRITK FOR IMKTICI'^I.AKS.

F. HOPE,
305 N. Ninth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for an<! ex-

hibit at the frill shows.

ELM STATION,
Montgomery Co., Pa.

ENGLISH PUGS-DIAMOND KENNELS
winner of more first prizes in open class this

year than any other pug breeder in America, in-

cluding New York, New Orleans, Charleston,
(ireetiville, Wilmington, etc.

PUPPIES for '^'^- A" registeretl priie
winning stock.

SIX PUG DOGS .\T STUD.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS

DUKE OF WELLINGTON
AND MANCHESTER TEDDY

AT STUl)

F!xtended pedigree of any of my dogs on ap-
plication, (iood specimens of the above breeds
and bro<xl bitches in whelp to al>ove dogs for

sale. Send stamp for circular to

JACOB BROMBACH, 304 Diamond St.,

35.45 Phi adelphia. Pa.

FERRETS YS. RATS!
First-class FERRETS, voung and old, fur sale

by Adolph Isaacsen, "SURE POP," 92 Fulton
Street, New York City. My celebrated hand-
book, 'ALL ABOUT FERRETS AND RATS"-
secoiid edition— revised and illustrateU—mailed
to any address on receipt of 25 cents. 33-49

CJaiuo Itimtains. Irish Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
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STANDARD
ROOF\UG

TRADC MAtils

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for

Poultry Houses
I1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

DO IT. NOAV! Vv^HAT
A. F. SWAN. 38 Uey Street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS.
FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS.
GOLDFINCHES,

AND AIJ, OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KtiGS FOK irATCIIING.

SKNn FOR CATALOGUE.

H. W. VAHLE,
31 j Market Street and 46 N. 9th Stieet,

PHILADELPHIA.
70-131

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sonn,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD,

PIGKONS OP ALL KINDS FOR SALK.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

HRKKDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM
I

thrp:f; of thf:

BKST lofts

on thk
CONTINENT.

llaviiijj purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs ofreconl birds of mv own breeding,
I have a showing of THIRTY PAiRS OF BIRDS
IN MY thrkp: lofts with proven rf:c
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILP:s. Send for cir-
cular and price list. 98-150

- --
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Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. II. DEMPWOLF&CO.,
York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

^VRIXEi TO
F. W. BIRD & SON, East Walpole, Mass.

They will send you FREE, Samples and full descriptive Circulars

that will Convince and Save you Money.

Are Necessary to Every Farmer and Poultryman.

SENATOR JOHN T. MORGAN, of Alabama,
who has one of my Catalogues, writes that,

"As an illustration of the art of printing, engraving
and photography, it has great merit, and is very
pleasing. As an evidence of enterprise and business
success it is honorable to you and honoring to our
country."

These are the thoug^htful words of an eminent statesman,

and that they should be said of a catalogue is praise indeed.

You will wish to see one. The price is 50 cents post-paid.

u/ras
/7d3/v6dh>dy
/Veuf Vor/C- (9

POUIiTRY FARMS. rOUI^TRY FARMS.

THER IS NOTHING BETTER THAN THE BEST
So why seek fuither. My BARRP:d PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SILVER LACED WYANDOTTES

have stood the test of time and been handled at NATIONAL SHOWS by all the leading judges—
they always win a BIG SHARK OF THE PRIZES, TOO.

At Charleston, S. C, January, 1891,

the National Show of the vear and meeting of the A. P. A., thev were awarded TWENTY OFTHE MOST IMPORTANT PREMIUMS. My chicks this year are a PRIME LOT : thev have
great FORM and COLOR and are hard to equal. I have also a full line of FINK BREEDING
BIRDS and youn^ hens and will quote reasonable prices for quality.
Send for finely illustrated circular. Address

1-51 EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Amenla, Dutchess Coanty, N. Y.

BOOKS. BOOKS.

MODERN TRAINING, HANDLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-

veloped by Field Work. Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
of the dog's nature and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
OF CONTENTS AND TESTIMONIALS FROM F:xPERTS. Price J2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.

4 PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train
your dogs for the field trials and a b<K)k that no dog-
inan can aflford to be without.

PRICE 50 CENTS.
Send in Yoiir Orders to This Office.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BRKKDKR OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE A GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show o« America
New York, February, 1891. my birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;
first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for be.st dis-
play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE. $100 IN GOLD,

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4
per 13. l7 per 26, I9 per 39. Stock for sale. §5-138

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at
least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think thev will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. They must have a healthy, di-
gestible, uniform food that will not .sour or clog
in the crop : one that will furnish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-
ficient vegetable matter to stimul .te a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England u.se this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witnesj such noted breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley.
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E. Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked foo<l. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

25-50

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 Kast 56th Street, New York,

Capons and Caponizing.

A Ne;w AND POPULAR EDITION OF THIS
BOOK AT THE POPULAR PRICE OF 25

CENTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

DePuy's Poular Poultry BfX)k No. 2, is entitled
Capons and Caponizing. This l>ook has had a
very extens ve sale at fifty cents per copy, but
the author, Mr. George Q. Dow, has kindly con-
sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent
ediiion, so as to put it within the reach of all, and
no person can anbrd to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The book contains all
that the fifty cent etlition does besides adding
some new features not contained in that edition
that are really very valuable to poultrymen.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear
type that can be easily read without straining
the weakest eyes. All persons should read this
book who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
complete information on all the different details
of these subjects by a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This book covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . ./.ddress all
orders to

Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Box 916, PhiladBlphia.
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FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
29-Oct. I.—Ottawa, Can.

Dec. 4-8.—Rockford, 111.

10-14—Freeport, 111.

30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville. N. Y.

181»*J.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.

19-22.—Binghampton, N. Y.
Feb. 9-12.—Chicago. 111.

23-26.—New York, N. Y.
March 1-4—Philadelphia, Pa.

8-1 1.—Baltimore, Md.
15-1S.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Poultry and I*iv?eon Shows.
Scr.. 28-Oct. 2 —Trenton. N. J.
Dec. 2-8.—Rocklord, 111.

8-11.—Owatonna, Minn.
o-iT.—Brockton. Mass.
io-14—Freeport, 111.

15-16.—Needham, Mass.
10-23.—Providence, R. I.
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22-25.—Stoneham, Mass.
30-Jan. 2.—Meriden, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. V.

1892.
Jan. 4-7.—Worcester, Mass.

5-8.—Albany, N. Y.
5-8.—Lewiston, Me.
6-12 —Philadelphia, Pa.
12-15.—Leominster, Mass.
12-16.—Yarmouth, Me.
1 215.— Battle Creek, Mich.
12-16.—Columbia. S. C.
18-23.—Hartford, Conn.
19-24. Shelbyville, Ind.
19-27.- Binghamton, N. Y.
20-25.— Elmira, N. Y
26-30.—]k>ston. Mass.
28-Feb. 2.—Detroit, Mich.

Feb. 2-5.—Woicester, Mass.

Pl/Ufooii Show^s.
Jan, 21-25.—Louisville, Ky,

Field Trhils.
Nov. 2.~United States Field Trials Club

10.—International Field Trial Club.
16.—F:a.stern Field Trials Club.
23.—Irish Setter Club.
23.—Gordon Setter Club.
30.—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1892.
Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Our Illustration.

The dark Brahma cock illustrated on
our title page represetits the English type

of Brahtna. We are indebted to the

Feathered World for the illustration.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you
What strange reports are current here in town.

— T/ie Spanish Student.

Advertisers are fast learning the value

of the The Fanciers' Journal as an

advertising medium. We call attention

this week to the new stud cards of the

New York St. Bernard Kennels, Hemp-
stead Farm Kennels, Jacob Brombach
and the Westminster Kennel Club.

«
« «

Our sumptuous Christmas number,
profusely illustrated and containing

nothing but the best original articles of

permanent value, will be an event in

American journalism. As an adver-

tising medium it will prove of invaluable

and lasting benefit, and we are pleased

to announce that our patrons appreciate

this fact, judging from the liberal space

they have already engaged. All reliable

breeders should write for rates now, as

no advertisements will be accepted for

this special issue after November 15.

«
• «

Attention of agents and canvassers is

called to our announcement in the ad-

vertising pages. The liberal sum of I500
will be paid to the persons who will se-

cure subscriptions for us—|2oo to the

person sending in the largest number,

|ioo to the next largest, etc. Read the

particulars and go to work with the in-

tention of getting the first money. The
Journal sells itself; every dog and
poultry fancier must have it ; they al-

ways subscribe when it is brought to

their attention.
«

» *

The American Kennel Gazette prints

in its September number an excellent

form of a breeder's certificate. Every dog
sold should be accompanied with a cer-

tificate, which should be transferred with

the dog whenever a change of ownership

occurs, as a means of identification. The
Gazette says : "It is very desirable that

the transfer of all dogs should be accom-

panied by a certificate describing and
identifyijig the dog. The American Ken-
nel Club being anxious to promote any
good plan that will give greater security

to purchasers, has decided to publish a

breeder's certificate, and expects that in

time it will become the universal custom
for breeders to furnish such a certificate

with everv transfer of stock. Purchas-

ers should demand a certificate with
every dog bought by them."

« «
The Elmira people were denied recog-

nition by the A. K. C. because the show
dates conflicted with Hamilton. In this

great, large country are we to be con-
fined to but fifty-two show s a year ? Why,
the time should come when we will have
520 shows yearly, and the A. K. C. should
encourage the holdiug of shows as much
as possible. An important matter of this

kind should be referred to the Advisory
Committee to decide. In this instance

Elmira would not have drawn a single

dog that was on the Canada circuit, con-

sequently the Elmira date did not really

conflict with Hamilton.
*

« *
Trenton had a very successful fair this

year, and a dog show would have been as

great a drawing card as it was at the Can-
ada agricultural fairs. The Trenton peo-

ple think of having a bench show next
year, and we hope they will. By consult-

ing with the New Jersey Kennel Club we
have not the slightest doubt but that a

succe.ssful and profitable show could be

held in conjunction with the fair.

*
« •

Instead of following Punch's advice,

Mr. William Rabbitts, Jr., the popular

traveler for Spratts Patent, has joined

the ranks of Benedicts. Miss Annie
Cross, the bride, is a daughter of Mr.
William Cross, master mechanic of the

C. P. R. The nuptials were solemnized

at the St. Johns Cathedral, Winnepeg,
Manitoba, September 23, and the happy
couple are now on an extended trip

through British Columbia, California and
the Western States. May their journey

through life be a never-ending honey-

moon excursion.
*

* •

The Flour City Kennels have lost a

valuable dog in the death of the mastifl"

Horace. The dog worried considerably

at the absence of Minna Minting, his

kennel mate, and tried his best to get

out of his keunel inclosure. The exertion,

it is thought, caused the rupture of a

blood vessel, as he died very suddenly

without warning. Mr. Whitney, how-
ever, has a dog coming on which will

more than take'his place in the stud. We
refer to Cardinal Beaufort.

* «
We have received from Mr. Rowland

P. Keasbey, secretary of the American
Spaniel Club, a nicely bound volume
containing the list of officers, members,
judges, constitution and classifications of

the club. We do not know of any spe-

cialty club in this country that has done
more to further the interests of their fa-

vorite breed than the American Spaniel

Club, and we wish it the continued suc-

cess it deserves.

* «

The New York and New England Poul-

tr>' and Kennel Club has just issued a

very attractive prospective of it first an-

nual show, to be held at Albany, N. Y.,

January 5 to 8. They have engaged the

well-known judge Mr. James Mortimer to

pass judgment on the dogs, and the pop-

ular C. E. Rockenstyre to superintend

their show. The premiums are as fol-

lows
;
|lio for kennels of four be.st speci-

mens in all the popular breeds, and I7
and $3 for first and second prizes. They
have a guarantee fund of |iooo, and all

prizes will be paid on the last day of the

show. Address for premium list Mr.

Will C. House, Fort Plain, N. Y.

«
« *

We had a pleasant call from Harry Jar-

rett this week, and he informs us that

Roslyn Dolly's recent visit abroad to Mr.
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Lumsden's Gladdie has had a fruitful

result. Gladdie is the sire of Sefton
Hero, and of that good young dog Kintore
Diamond, who won second at Glasgow and
first at Inverness.

•
« *

The following unique advertisement
was cut from our esteemed Western con-
temporary, the American Field :

FIVE large brick BUILDINGS DE-
STROYED and twenty lives lost by explo-
sion of natural gas on chicken shooting
over King Don puppies.

« «
Pessimists, misanthropes and those

wearied of the struggle for existence,

should they contemplate suicide, are ad-

vised to try shooting chickens over King
Don puppies. It offers a novel and ex-

citing way of terminating one's earthly

career, but is rather expensive to real es-

tate owners, if it is necessary to tumble
down five brick buildings upon the head
of each .suicide.

* *

We print this week the World's Fair

premium list. It is very evident compe-
tent dog men have not been consulted

when it was arranged. There is no cash

premiums for champion dogs. The
show will be from June 12 to 17. Seven
days are entirely too long a time to keep
the dogs on their benches, particularly

in the month of June, when it is most
probable the weather will be very warm.
It is not too late yet to make the changes
in premium list, date of show and the

number of days it is to be held that are

neces.sary to make it a success.
*

« «

A meeting of the national Beagle Club
was held in Boston October 2. No busi-

ness of importance was transacted. It

was voted to hold a special meeting of

the club on October 17, at 7 P. M., at 266

Washington Street, Boston.

« »
Mr. H. S. Babcock, the well-known

writer on poultry subjects, has just pur-

chased, through The Fanciers' Jour-
nal, the pointer bitch Christmas Roxie
from J. Otis Fellows.

«
* »

We have received a handsomely
framed picture of that typical St. Ber-

nard King Regent, the property of the

Swiss Mountain Kennels. Dr. Kimball
has also favored us with a large handsome
photograph of the head of his grand
mastiff Elkson, one of the best dogs ever

bred in America.
*

* »
"Brockeuhurst" contributes an excel-

lent article on "The Fox Terrier ; Their

Feeding and Management," in last

week's Turf, Field and Farm.
*

« •
The last number of the Canine World

contained the following notice :

The proprietors of the Canine World beg to

intimate that from this date the weekly issue of
this paper will be suspended pending negotia

tions for its sale, and that they are open to re-

ceive inquiries and offers from persons diposed

to treat. In the meantime all accounts will be
received and paid by James lyakeman, chartered

accountant, 30 St. Swithin's Lane, London, E. C.

N. B.—Any moneys due to subscribers and ad-

vertisers for subscriptions and advertisements

paid ill advance will be returned in full.

«
« »

The Ottawa and the Hamilton shows
were not financial successes.

«
»

The judges for the Central Field

Trials will be Mr, J. M. Tracy, New York
;

Mr. N. Wallace, Farmington, Conn.,

and Mr. J. S. Churchill, Middleborough,

Ky. The All-Aged Stake closes October

15 and the Free-for-All November i.

Philadelphia may be a little slow, but

she is sure. The Chestnut Hill and
Seminole Kennels, with their famous
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collections of collies, Irish terriers, har-

riers, etc., the Swiss Mountain Kennels,
with its famous St. Bernards, the numer-
ous Irish and English setter kennels, the

pointer kennels, and we may add the

kennels of many other popular breeds,

are located in or near this city.

» *

The coining dog show, to be held in

Philadelphia next March, should easily

convince other cities that the Quaker
City is entitled to be called the hub of

dogdom, as above remarked.

* *

The Dog Fancier is the title of a new
monthly publication. As its name indi-

cates it is devoted to the canine race ex-

clusively. It is well gotten up, and the

pro. rietor, Mr. Eugene Glass, deserves

encouragement for his boldness in pub-

lishing a monthly paper that has to enter

what is really a new and uncertain field.

We wish it success.
*

James H. Dunnigan, of Tecumseh,
Mich., showed the Iri.sh setter bitch

Duchess of Avondale at Toronto and
took second prize. He was profuse in

his thanks to Mr. Davidson, the judge,

but no sooner does he return home than
he informs a reporter of the Detroit

Evening News that he never saw such
favoritism in his life. "Belong to

Toronto or Canada and you are certain

of a prize against your opjjonents. Why,
it was shameful the way they worked
matters. Imagine my dog the Duchess
taking a second prize to a mangy bitch.

People who witnessed the award actually

hooted the judges. But I di<l not kick

much, as I could not afford to bring out

these worthy gentlemen and treat them
to wine suppers,"

* •

The above is about one-half the para-

graph furnished the News by Mr. Dun-
nigan. Of course every item is a false-

hocxl. The exhibitors from the States

are doing remarkably well. The judges

were not given any suppers ; on the

contrary one of the judges entertained

some of the exhibitors, but, of course,

men of Mr. Dunnigan's stamp were not

there. There was no hooting of the

judges at any time.

Mr. Dunnigan winds up his tirade

against Mr. Davidson by saying he will

back his kennel against any other in the

country. We hope Mr. Bishop will offer

to accommodate him, in which case we
are confident that Mr. D. will hide him-

self in a hole and pull it in after him.

A TRIP TO HTTSBURG.

And All Tor Nothing, Too—A .Joke on
a .Jii«lKe.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
If this should catch the eye of German

Hopkins, who is located on Long Island,

it is requeste<l that he take a trip to

Pittsburg for the purpose of seeing a fox

terrier there said to have a head more
like Rachel's than any other fox terrier.

Mr. Hopkins' expenses and a check for

I50 will be paid him if he decides the

claim to l>e a fact.

Wasn't that a good joke on the as-

sistant black and tan terrier judge who
wante«l to give a bitch second in the
open dog class at Ottawa ? He had ex-
amined her vent to see the tan markings,
too. Black and Tan.

—Corn meal is hot a suitable fowl for

dogs. It is entirely too heating.

—Some kennelmeu do not put salt on
their dog's rations. All animals crave
salt, and dog food should be seasoned
with it.

A SET-B,\CK FOR A DOG-CA.\NER,

IIow a Brooklyn Small Hoy SuflTered
Grievous Dtsappolntiiient.

From the New York Times.

There is a Brooklyn small l)oy whose
highest ambition is to tie cans to the tails

of such wandering curs as happen his

way. The capture of a victim and the

subsequent spectacle of the animal strik-

ing up a record-breaking gait to escape

from the rattling addition to his anatomy
is a thing from which the average small

boy, and this one in particular, generally

succeeds in extracting much enjoyment.

Owing to the pound claiming so many
for its own, the supply of material has

been somewhat limited of late, but next
door to the youth's paternal abode resides

an old lady who possesses a magnificent

greyhound. She is, of course, perfectly

familiar with the ambition of her young
neighbor, and has taken many precau-

tious to keep her dog from falling a vic-

tim. Many and dire were the threats of

vengeance upon that small boy by the

old lady if he ever dared tie a can to her

dog's tail, and many were the devices

used to entice the animal to a spot where
the can-tying operation could be safely

performed. The difficulty of the case

only served to heighten the boy's ardor,

and, after many vain efforts, he finally

came to the conclusion that life would

not be worth living unless he could can
that dog and see him start up the street

on a race against time.

Fortune at last favored him, and his
heart almost leaped into his mouth when
he saw the hound playing in an alleyway
and no one near to hinder. Whipping a
string from his pocket, he hastily tied

the dog to the cellar grating and rushed
excitedly off to find his companions, as
it would be too bad to have them miss
the show. The clan quickly assembled
at the call, and the ever-ready can was
soon produced. One of the number was
delegated to play sentry, while the others
went to where their victim was tied. The
can was filled with an unusually large
amount of nails and other rattling sub-
stances, and while two of the lioys hel<l

the dog's head another fastened the can.

"Now, then," said the leader, triumph-
antly, "you'se fellows get out there ni

the street, so you can get a good, square
sight, and when you are ready whistle,

and we will untie hitti, and then look out
for sport."

The boys scampere«l off to their sta-

tions, and waite<i with l)ated breath for

the advent of the dog and his rattling

can. The dog, meanwhile, did not seem
to be much impressed with the arrange-
ment, and. when the string was cut,

gazed benevolently at his young persecu-
tors, and stretched him.self at full length
upon the ground.

"That's all right," said the leader, con-
fidently, "Just you wait until he hears
the can rattle, and then see bim scoot."

They waited impatiently, but the dog,
for some rea.son best known to himself,

did not scoot.

Seizing the can one of the boys rattled

it vigorously. The dog looked at the caii

in a disinterested sort of way. Then get-

ting upon his feet he stretched himself,

an«l, walking to the rear of the alley,

leaped into the yard of his owner's resi-

dence and lay down upon the grass,

A more disgusted lot of youngsters
than those who came sneaking out of the

alley a few minutes later would be hard
to find,

•--«

Rowdy, Not Howdy Itod.

F'ditor Fanciers' Journal.

Mr. Brombach wants an explanation as

to a sale we made o» a pug pup sired by Rowdy
Ro<1 out of Trixie. The sire was not Rowdy Rod
but just plain Rowdy, without the rod. We
owned Rowdy then (sold now) and think Mr.

Brombach will find in sales of your issue of Sep-

tember 19, the sale recorded as Rowdy the sire.

If it is otherwise then it was the mistake of the

printer, and not of yours truly,

F'berhart Pi'<; Kennels.
Cincinnati, O., September ;:o.

I

—Clean kennels, daily exercise and
regularity and variety in feeding will

keep your dogs in a healthfnl condition.

A GRAND DOG.

How a Bright Setter Found His Way
from .Mannahawkin Inlet.

One of the most "gentlemanly dogs"
who ever enjoyed the respect of his kind

and the affectionate regard in a large cir-

cle of human friends belonged to one of

the most highly respected and honored

families in town, and he, the writer's

dear dog friend, was well known to

Stock Exchange magnates as "The Thir-

teenth Director of the Reading Railway."

He frequently accompanied his master,

Mr. Henry Lewis, to meetings of the

l)oard of that corporation, at which he

looked as wise and behaved himself with

as much dignity as any of the assembled

gentlemen ; and he never was even sus-

pected of making public the proceedings,

or of having ever been successfully in-

terviewed.
Dash was highly bred and he did credit

to his blood, upholding on all occasions
the dignity of his own and his master's
family. He was the direct descendant,
"in mail tail," of one of the proudest and
most distinguished old English setter

families, prize winners of long ago. He
was a grand all-around bird dog, he went
over the field with wonderful alacrity,

and even when superintending the per-
formances of the most inexpert and try-

ing "gun," he exhibited a gentle patience
and tireless precision.

Some time ago the writer was one of a
party of guests at Mr. Lewis' house boat
Comfort, which lay anchored in the
Mannahawkin Inlet. Early one fore-

noon, he, whose mo<lesty shall here pre-
vent the mention of his name, requested
Mr. Lewis "to direct" Dash to conduct
him to the Mannahawkin uplands in pur-
suit of game. After an uneventful ex-
pedition during which Dash's companion
gave many bad imitations of a sportsman
shooting quail— for the many birds that
the goo<l dog discovered did not fly to
suit the peculiarly exacting aim of the
"gunner"—Dash became discouraged at

the fewness of the chances given him
and gave up the hunt.

.\fter giving up the sport Da.sh disap-
peared, and in some mysterious way was
prevented from finding his way back to
the Comfort for two days, until his sor-

rowing friends broke camp and departed
from Mannahawkin, leaving advertise-
ments of a goodly reward to l)e paid for

his return to his owner, or news of him
which would lead to his finding. The
advertisements appeare<l in the news-
papers of the vicinage, an«l were placard-
ed at the post offices, "the stores," on
barn sides, and on telegraph poles within
a Sabbath day's journey of Mannahaw-
kin. But no Dash !

Three weeks latter the writer received
a telegram worded as follows :

Dash is home—he walked all the way. Al-
though somewhat thin is well. Come dine with
him to-morrow. (Signed) Hknry I.iavis.

The reader may be sure that all of the
"comforters" who couhl beg or borrow
the price of a ticket to Phila<lelphia. sat

down promptly at seven o'clock the next
day with their knees under the mahogany
of Dash's master. In the place of honor,
at the right elbow of the founder of the
feast, sat Dash. He had offered his hos-

pitable paw to each ami everyone of the
invited guests—even the shamefaced
companion of his last hunting experience
was not forgotten.

"After we left Mannahawkin," said

Mr. Lewis. "I received several letters

from 'Joe' and 'Mac,' the boatmen, saying
that Dash had been seen, but that 'no-

bmly couldn't get nigh him.'
"Then he disappeared from Mannahaw-

kin, and for three weeks no more was
heard of him.
"One day I received a postal card from

a farmer living down the Delaware below
Camden, saying that he had a setter

chained up in his yard ; the dog had a

collar w:ith a plate upon it. on which was
engraved my name and address, and that

I could have the dog by sending for him.
I'd have gone myself, but I had to attend
a bank meeting ; so I sent a young man
from my office.

"The farmer told the young man he
had noticed the dog prowling around the
farm for several days, had seen him twice
try to swim the Delaware, failing each
time, and barely managing to get back to

the Jersey shore. The last time the dog

tried he was so tired out that he was un-
able to run away, and so the farmer's boy
caught him and tied him up.
"My messenger led him to the ferry-

boat and Dash rested quietly, licking his
paws and making himself presentable.
Vviien the boat got near the Market vStreet

slip he became restless, and sniffed the
Philadelphia air. As the boat touched
the ferry bridge. Dash gave a jump, jerk-
ed the chain out of my messinger's hand
and 'took up' Market Street.

"Meanwhile," said the master of the
homing pilgrim, "I had returned from
the bank and was seated at my desk.
Suddenly I heard a commotion in the
front of the store, and before I could say
'Dash,' with a bound as if he were clear-
ing a six bar New Jersey snake fence, my
dog landed plump on my desk on top of
letters, invoices, pens, and inkstands.
Utterly regardless of the fact that he had
never before even so much as 'taken a
mat' in my private office, without being
specially invited to do so. Dash rolled all

over the desk, tumbled into my lap, lick-
ed my face an«l hands, juinpe«l <lown to
the floor, tore round the office, leaped in-

to my lap again, tried to hug me, poked
his head inside my coat, then, for a mo-
ment sitting on my desk, he looked
earnestly at me ; and then, gentlemen,
he began to whimper. He crawled to
the floor and squatting close besi<le me,
with his chin on my knee, howled for
two or three minutes as if his heart
would break."

If the writer ever longed to make the
humblest and most contrite apologies to
mortal man or noble dog, he yearned,
yes, fairly yearned, then and there lo
beg that grand dog's pardon.

.

THE WORLD'S FAIR BENCH SHOW.

It Will Be Held from the l'.jth to the
17th of.Iune, lHi»:t.

The great bench show to be held in

connection with the World's Columbian
Exposition will take place in June, l)e-

ginning on the 12th and closing on the

17th, an<l as it promi.ses to be the great-

est show of its kind in the history of the

A. K. C, the entry no doubt will Ix? very
great. The premiums are very liberal

and will cause the keenest kind of com-
petition. We give below the rules that
will govern the show and also the pre-
miums which will prove of great interest

to our readers :

Exhibitors of dogs owned in the United
States or Cana<la must furnish with each
application for entry a certificate signed
by the secretary of the American Kennel
Club, showing that the dog has l>een reg-

istere«l in the American Kennel Club
Stud Book, un<ler one of the twti following
rules of saitl club : Where the sire and
dam are already registered, and where
dogs possess an authenticated pe<ligree

extending back three generations. Such
certificates must also contain the stud
Ixiok number assigne«l to such dog.

Exhibitors of dogs owned outside of
the Inited Stales and Canada must fur-

nish satisfactory evidence that such dogs
are recorded, or are eligible to record in

some recognized foreign stud book, in

which purity of breeding is the basis for

registration.

All applications for entry in this di-

vision will be considered by a committee
of three, to be appointed by the chief of
the Department of Live Stock, to which
comniittee all applications aii<l evidence
relative thereto will l)e referred. The
report of this committee will be the basis

upon which the chief of the Department
of Live Slock will determine the eligi-

bility of such animal to entry.

The w«)rd "dog" as used in these rules

includes both sexes.

Special rules and regulations govern-
ing the exhibit in this division will be
issued hereafter.

The premiums in the various classes

folUiw: In the challenge classes medals
will l)e given. In mastiffs, (ireat Danes,
St. Bernards (rough and smooth), deer-

hounds, greyhounds, American fox
hounds, English fox hounds, blooil-

hounds, Russian wolf hounds, (iriffons,

English setters, Irish setters, black and
tan or Gordon setters the first prize win-
ner gets f4o, with ;f2o to second and cer-

tificate of merit to third.

In Newfouiullands and collies the
prizes are I25, I15 and certificate of merit.

In all other classes the first prize i'^ |2o,

with |io to second and certificate of merit
to third.
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ST. BERNARDSJAST AND PRESENT.

Mr. Dalziel's Talks on Some of the Fa-

mous Dogs of This Noble Breed.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

I have recently received from my
friend Mr. H. Schumacher, of Hollingen,

Berne, a most interesting letter, together

with a photograph of his grand old dog
Barry I, to whom our best St. Bernards

of the day trace back. This picture of

Barry I was discovered in a singular way
after the greater part of it had been hid-

den for no less a period than thirty-five

or thirty-six years.

Mr. Schumacher writes to me : "The
finding of the original picture of Barry I

came about in a .strange way. In the

year 1855 or 1S56 I had my.self daguerre-

otyped with my wife (photography not

having been then invented). In this

picture Barry I lies at my feet. Of him
was only visible the forhead, one eye and
part of the neck. This small portion of

Barry did I gaze at for thirty-five years,

regretting that I had not at least a pic-

ture of the whole head. This spring,

1891, I took the picture out of its frame,

and found with glad surprise that the

whole head of Barry I appeared. The
picture was bigger than the overlapping

frame. The finding of the likeness is

doubly important, first, as a photograph

copied from the oldest-known daguerreo-

type of a St. Bernard dog ; second, as a

portrait of Barr>' I, who must be looked
upon as the regenerator of the St. Ber-

nard race. The beauty and complete-
ness of the head of Barry I have I, since

then, never again beheld."
For the foregoing literal translation of

Mr. Schumacher's letter I am indebted
to Mr. W. O. Hughes-Hughes.

I need scarcely say that I value this

photo of the "speaking part" of Barry I

very much. As a photograph from a
daguerreotype it is not all that could be
desired, being somewhat faint, and the
part representing the muzzle and part of
cheek had been rubbed by the picture

frame during its thirty-five years' im-
pri.sonment. Still, with these unavoida-
ble defects it is something to be thankful
for, and every true lover of the noble
race of Barry will sympathize with the
"glad surprise" of the father of St. Ber-
nard breeders, Mr. H. Schumacher, on
the discovery of this important picture of
his ohl favorite, the resuscitator of the
race of St. Bernards.
The photograph indicates a dog of no-

ble proportions—the massiveness and
depth of head, with smallish, well-carried
ears, sfjuareness of muzzle and the well
set-on swelling neck all suggest a mas-
terpiece of the breed such as Mr. Schu-
macher has always described Barrj' I to
me as having been, and Mr. Schu-
macher's descriptions of his dogs are al-

ways solid and sensible, plain and clear,

and quite free from the exaggerated
praise and inflated language too com-
monly in use by many who advertise the
superlative (jualities of their fav. rites, or
get others to do so for them.

Barry I was wheli)e<l in Lowenburg, in
1.S54. He was short-haired and was
white in body, with a red head. He was
bred from long-haired parents and had
thrown back, as so commonly occurs in

breeding, as all of much experience must
have observed. From his short coat and
color his owners looked upon him rather
as a mongrel than as a rarely grand
specimen of the breed in which, by re-

version, the best type of the race stood
revealed.

This being so, the dog was sold as
valueless to Mr.Klopfenstein,of Neunegg,
and very soon after became the property
of Mr. Schumacher, who at once recog-
nized in Barry I a striking resemblance
to the world-famed Barry of the Hospice,
the saver of so many lives, and who was
not buried under an avalanche, as one
legend has it, nor shot in mistake for a
wolf, as authority goes, but was brought
alive to Berne in 1815, afterwards sub-
mitted to the taxidermist to prove one
of the most interesting objects of the
Natural History Museum there. Mr.
Schumacher knew the descent of Barry
I to be from Hospice dogs, the family of

Count Rougemont having taken his an-
cestors from the Hospice so far back as
the period of the great Thirty Years' war.
The immediate parents of Barry I were

white with red marks, or, as we should
probably now say, orange tawny and
white, and they had double dew claws.
Many of our best living St. Bernards

have in them the blood of Thor or Jura,
that noble pair imported by the late Mr.

J. H. Murchison, and in many cases
there h ve been a good number of gen-
erations between. Barry I was great
grand sire of Thor through his sire Leo,
and great grandsire of Jura through her
sire Barry II, having both beeu by Soul-
dan I out of Favorita I. who were son and
daughter of Barry I. Turning from the
past to the present, I have an interesting
letter from Mr. W. O. Hughes-Hughes,
respecting two dogs he has just brought
from Switzerland.
We are constantly exporting St. Ber-

nards to America, and as regularly, if

not in such large numbers, importiug
specimens from their native Switzerland,
so that the St. Bernard motto might well
be, "Westward, ho!"

I am of opinion that we have the best
of it in our imports and exports, and the
reason I conceive to be this : We have
always had among us admirers of the
breed possessing a deep and sound
knowledge of the dogs, who make their
selections with judgment, are justly
proud of a good find, yet unostentatious
respecting it all, although some of us
truly make noise enough. Americans
have been in a vast number of cases in

far too big a hurry and have over and
over again made the fatal mistake of
buying dogs on their record without p)os-

sessing any very reliable information or
sound knowledge of their intrinsic quali-

ties. I believe it will be conceded by all

St. Bernard men that for sound and thor-

ough knowledge of the St. Bernard race
of dogs, their history and pedigree, Mr.
W. O. Hughes-Hughes stands pre-emi-
nent. He has always favored the smooth-
coated variety, holding it to be, if not
solely representative of, the original
Hospice dogs, certainly so of the race
from which they were originally selected,

and also certainly the kind preferred by
the monks for practical work.
The latter was indeed a necessity, for

a long-haired dog is not so well suited
for constant work in snow as one with a
short, thick coat. We have proof of this

with our sheep dogs on the northern
hills, where the shepherds sometimes
find it necessary to clip off much of the
long hair from their dogs, as the snow-
clings to it, forming balls and so loading
the dog as to interfere with his work,
which demands great exertion and light-

ness and nimbleuess.
Mr. Hughes-Hughes during a pleasant

Swiss holiday has purchased two dogs,
one for his friend Mr. Gosling, which
will in future be known as Odin III. He
is by Max of Rychigen (a dog of Herr
Schumacher's strain) out of a litter sister

to Champion Guide, and Mr. Hughes-
Hughes thus describes Odin III : "He is

a tall dog, measuring honestly thirty-two
and one-half inches at shoulder, which is

true of very few of the dogs advertised at

thirty-four and thirty-five inches. He is

white with large orange tawny patches
and a perfectly and evenly marked hea<l,

with the most lovely expression ; his

one noticeable fault is a slight straight-

ness in the hocks, which fault seems to

come from the Guide blood. It was a
conspicuous fault in Champion (iuide."

The dog Mr. Hughes-Hughes has se-

cured for himself has been named Caliph
III. He stands thirty-one and one-half
inches at shoulder and possesses great
bone and substance. His color is white
with large rich orange patches, but lacks
the dark face markings which set off a
dog so well and are now much valued by
fanciers. Caliph III has not a very pleas-

ing expression, and has ridiculously

small ears.

Caliph III combines the two best
strains of smooth blood, those of Guide
and Apollo. His sire is Mont Velan (lit-

ter brother to Odin II); dam, Bernice
II, by Champion Apollo out of Bernice I.

With dogs of such blood and quality
occa.sionally brought to England to

strengthen the stud there is no fear of
St. Bernards degenerating, however great
the export strain on our resources.

Hugh Dai,ziei..

REMINISCENCES OF FOX TERRIERS

AND FOX TERRIER MEN

THIRD PAPER.

—Don't forgot to send advertisements
for our great Christmas number.

Old Turk in Fanciers' Gazette.

Continuing with the Rev. W.J. Mellor,

I berame acquainted with most breeders

and fanciers for miles around. The ma-
jority of these men have now passed

away. After leaving the Rev. W. J.

Mellor, and exhibiting on my own ac-

count, I ULcd to make frequent visits to

Nottingham and neighborhood to see if I

could meet with anything I thought worth

purchasing. I resided at that time at Beck-

bury, near Shifnal, Salop, where my ken-

nels also were. On one of my frequent

visits to Nottingham I was shown a dog
by Messrs. Ingoldby and Oram, both of

whom were fanciers, and did a bit of

trade together. The dog was then from

ten to twelve months old, and the price

asked me was jCiS, afterwards lowered to

jCi3- Although a fair moderate dog, he

was, as my friend Astley would say, "by

no means a flyer." I made inquiries as

to his pedigree, but found he had none. I

then traced the dog to a person who
bought him, when a very small puppy,

for half a crown, from a man he did not

know, who was passing by a bakehouse

window with the puppy under his arm.

This man was a baker to Mr. Silvester,

who, beside being a master baker himself

also kept the Milton's Head Hotel, the

rendezvous of fanciers, especially at dog
shows.

After a time, when the puppy was
nearly grown up, it fell into the hands of
Messrs. Ingoldby and Oram, and this was
the same dog that was offered to me, and
afterwards purchased by Messrs. Douglas
and Handley, and sold to the late Mr.
James Fletcher, of Stoneclough, and
named Rattler ("the dreaded Rattler").
The dog was shown under one or two
different pedigrees (in one it was said he
was by Lancer, afterwards Mr. Vicary's),

which fanciers would not accept or recog-
nize. One was at last obtained for him,
which fanciers did not care to trouble
themselves about. The dog had been
doing a lot of winning, and I happened
to be again at Nottingham, and in course
of conversation with the baker, a respec-

table man, whose word might be relied

upon, be showed to me that beyond all

doubt the dog then winning as Rattler

was the same he bought when a puppy,
and he was quite sure he had no known
pedigree.

I agree with Mr. R. B. Lee, in his work
on "Fox Terriers," where he says : "This
dog's career was nothing short of phe-
nomenal as an exhibition dog," but I

would ask, what alx>ut his capabilities as

a stud dog ? Where has there been a

dog that had more bitches than he had,

and where is there or has there been a
dog that got more rubbish or less win-
ners ? I only remember one, and that

was but a third-rater. This I consider is

conclusive proof that the dog had no
known pedigree. It has l)een said he
was from eighteen to nineteen pounds
weight. I myselfonce saw him placed on
a pair of adjusted scales atone end and
fourteen and seven |>ound weights at the

other end. This the dog brought <lown
bump, and he was immediately snatched
off the scale, so that his exact weight was
not got at, but it would certainly not be
less than twenty two pounds, and the
dog looked all this when in form.

Whilst on the subject of Nottingham I

shall not readily lorget a Nottingham
show, got up I should say from what
took place at it, expressly for the Not-
tinghamites. This I believe was the

largest show they ever had, and was held
in a spacious building erected for the
purpose in the large market place ; and
1 may here go so far as to say that if this

show had been properly managed it

would have developed into one of the
largest shows in the kingdom and been
in existence now. It was held at the
time when "Nottingham Goose Fair," a

noted week's fair in October was held. A
great deal is often written and said about
the bad judging at shows, but if ever
there was or has been a worse judged

show than this was, and in such a glaring
point of view, why—may I never see an-
other.

Some of the best dogs of the day were
there, and had to take a back seat, infe-
rior animals taking the front. Amongst
other exhibits there were the Rev. J.
Cumming Macdona's noted team ofsplen-
did St. Bernards, at that time the best of
their day, and these had to be content
with cards vhc and he and such like, the
prizes going to inferior animals. I also
exhibited a small team of very fair fox
terriers that had held their own and won
many times in good company, but here,
like his reverence's, they had to be con-
tent with a notice. The show was held
for several days, and I and Emerson, the
Rev. Macdona's keeper, held a council
and decided to try a ruse and get away
next morning. In this we succeeded,
but it would take too long to tell how.
Suffice it to say that with improved ar-

rangements nowadays it could hardly be
followed. Some time afterwards I was
presented with a leather medal in com-
memoration of my agility, I presume. It

was at this show that that grand dog Buf-
fet, bred by Mr. Henry Gibson, and by
Buffer—Frolic, made his debut and won,
and was claimed and afterwards sold to
Mr. Shepherd, of Beverly, Yorks, who
won many prizes with him, and who af-

terwards sold him to Mr. Hyde, of Strat-

ford on-Avon.
About this time I met with the late Mr.

Leon Biuney, of Manchester, and entered
into a sort of partership with him, the
dogs (both his and mine) being shown in

his name. We owned some very good
dogs between us, of different breeds, but
chiefly fox terriers. It was at this time,
when at Hauley show—then a very good
all-round show, and held for two or three
days—that I met with and claimed a very
smart showy young dog, afterwards
named Mac. He was without exception
the most difficult dog I ever knew or
heard of to keep in condition. It is

scarcely credible to believe that he had
in a manner to have his food partly
forced on him. He would often turn up
his nose at the daintiest bit, and refuse a
mutton chop or beefsteak, either cooked
or raw ; I frequently—in fact, almost
daily—had to give him four and six raw
eggs a day when preparing him for a
show, and these seemed to get him in

form better than anything else, and he
got to like them. The mode of giving
them was to get someone to hold and
steady him, while I cracked the shell of
the egg, opened his mouth and let the
contents drop down into the back part of
the mouth, when it quickly went down,
often, I believe, without the yelk being
broken.
We exhibited this dog very success-

fully, winning nearly all before us for

some time, and until the late Mr. Biggs,

of Bradford, made me a tempting offer

for him about a month before Birming-
ham show. I sold him, and Mr. Biggs
paid all my expenses to take the dog
down to Bradford for him, as he was
afraid to trust the dog to travel alone. A
day was fixed, and I took him, and was
right royally treated ; and over lunch I

tried every possible means to persuade
Mr. Biggs to let me take the dog home
with me, and deliver him into his hands
at Birmingham, where he had entered
him ; I told him I felt certain he would
never be able to bring him to the post in

form. He said he felt quite certain he
could manage that. However, when Bir-

mingham show came, poor Mac's bench
was empty, and I was told he had gone
to a skeleton. Be this as it may, he was
never shown after he left me, but if I

had been allowed to have kept him until

the show I feel sure he would have been
"in it." He was a very smart, handsome,
showy, taking dog, but rather too long
cast, and particularly smooth and glossy

in coat, possibly owing in a measure to

the eggs he had. I believe it was the

year following that his son, Mr. R. B.

Lee's Mac II, won. Mac II was by Mac
out of Astbury's Venom. Mac was also

sire and grandsire of many winners, and
was bred by Mr. Charles, V. S., and was
by Jack out of Brass.

VERO SHAW'S MUSINGS.

Correction In Awards.
EniTOR Fanciers' JonRNAL.

In pug bitches, open class, at Lexing-
ton, our Fannie K. won second instead

of he as^ published. Please correct and
oblige yours truly,

Eberhart Pug Kennbi<s.
Cincinnati, O., Octot>er6.

Pluck In Fox TerrlerB and the Value
of Bull Blood.

From the Stock-Keeper.

One can scarcely write of canine pluck

without asking oneself the question.

Should fox terriers be game, and if so,

how game ? Ought to they be game to

death, impulsive in attack, aud real glut-

tons after their quarry ; or should they

be a calculating sort of beasts, just plucky

enough to go to earth aud bolt their

enemy by barking and snapping at him,

or failing to effect this object, should

they be noisy euough to direct the dig-

gers-out where to guide their spades and
tools ? Of course a certain amount of

gameness is required to effect either of

these objects, and far be it from me to
deny to the fox terrier his full meed of
courage, so far as it goes. But I never
could see the use of an "ultrahard" (if I

may coin the expression) fox terrier, as
surely men who follow hounds do not
want the little red rascal murdered in his
earth and the pack to be deprived of
their just reward in the breaking up line !

It is, therefore, purely upou the ground
that a fox terrier may be too hard bitten

to fulfill his duty in life properlj' that I

question his claims to be placed high up
in the category of thoroughly game ter-

riers, by which I mean those who are al-

ways ready to go in and stop there—and
upou this point I have many a time and
olt joined issue with admirers of the
breed. Still, if pluck is wanted, it can
always be obtained by introducing a dash,
greater or less, of bull blood. This never
fails, and it is as remarkable as it is true
that this imported courage will last

through many generations.

I trust that I shall not give offense to
enthusiastic dog lovers if I venture to
express the conviction that many varie-

ties of the animal we all love are natu-
rally of a cowardly nature. The Pariahs
of the Orient, and the Dingoes of Aus-
tralia, are very poor creatures indeed un-
less present in strong numbers, and even
then they will turn tail if resolutely

faced. Many varieties of English dogs
that have never been crossed with the
bulls, are deplorably soft, whilst the vir-

tue of an infusion of the blood is appar-
ent for generations. Now, so far as I am
competent to arrive at a conclusion, ar-

rived at after a good deal of research and
hard thought, the fox terrier is the pro-

duct of a beagle and white English ter-

rier cross, and I don't think any huuting
man would claim that either of these

varieties were hard enough to preform
even the comparatively easy duties which
I claim are the functions of a fox terrier.

The ancestry of the bull terrier is too

well known to require explanation, but

it is evident that the bull blood upon the

white English terrier produced too hot a

dog for hunting purposes Else why
was he not generally used ? The obvious

deduction therefore that presents itself to

my mind is the one that suggests that a

dash of bull terrier blood was introduced

into the original fox terrier, and so pro-

duced an animal that was suflicently

game to go to earth, but scarcely keen
enough to remain there and take his

gruel, whilst worrying his quarry. But
l>e this as it may, it is notorious that

years and years ago some greyhouud
breeders introduced bull blood into their

kennels with the idea of engendering
stoutness. In my opinion they erred by
not going to the bull terrier and thus

saving time ; at all events, the experi-

ment never succeeded, as the animals

proved too slow. About ten years ago I

tried the bull terrier cross myself, just

for the fun of the thing, and one or two
of the whelps showed fair form, but in

came an epidemic of enclosed coursing

meetings, when only gallopers, aud not

staying clever greybounde were of the

sligbttst use, and so the poor brutes were
all put down.

•

—Captain Arthur Harding, of the

Boston steam tug C. M. Winch, tells the

following storv of a Newfoundland dog :

"When off Race Point light a fishing

schooner set signal, asking to be towed
to Boston. A line was thrown to the

schooner that fell short, and quick as a

flash a large Newfoundland dog aboard

the schooner jumped into the water,

caught the line in his mouth and swam

back to the schooner. A bight of a line
was lowered over the side, and the dog,
putting his fore paws in it, was drawn on
board with the end of the line held firmly
between his teeth."

FIELD TRIALS IN BRUNSWICK.

The Fur Club Will Hold Its Third An-
nual Contest Next Month.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
The third annual field trials of the

Brunswick Fur Club will be held at

Princeton, Mass., commencing November
9, 1891, and continuing until the several

classes have been nxn off. These trials

will undoubtedly surpass any the club
has ever held, for experience gained in

managing those of tne past few years
will enable the officers to make every
detail with thoroughness.
The prizes to be competed for are the

American Field Cup and club's medal
for highest general average, both of
which go to .same hound ; Mr. Bard's En-
durance medal, Mr. R. D. Perry's steel

engraving, "A Promising Litter," which
is to be held for one year by the best
puppy ; aud cash prizes in each class
offered by the club. Arrangements have
been made with Pratt's House, Princeton,
to take hunters and hounds for a dollar
a day. Members only may enter hounds,
which must be owned by members mak-
ing the entry.

Princeton is sixteen miles from Wor-
cester, and may be reached from Boston
or New York over the Boston aud Albany
Railway, via Winchenden branch of
Fitchburg Railroad. Trials l>egin at 10.30
A. M., November 9. Foxhunters from
all parts are cordially invited to attend,
antf if any have crack hounds they wish
to race with those of the club a private

match can be arranged after the trials.

A. C. Heffengkr, Secretary.

Portsmouth, N. H., October 6.

CINCINNATI'S BENCH SHOW.

A Ctood Entry Promised for the Show
Next Week.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
We are going to have a real dog show

here sure enough. The entries, both as

to quality and numbers, are ahead of

our expectations. I feel highly gratified

that my friends have responded so gen-

erously, considering that this is not an

A. K. C. show, many noted dogs being
entered, among them Imperator, the

Great Dane ; Mr. Bryson's bull terrier

Dufferin, Mr. Mariner's bull bitch Prin-

cess Pedro, Roger William's greyhounds,

J. Shelley Hudson's English setters,

George Bell's cockers, Mr. Lewis' St.

Bernard Champion Victor Jo.seph, Hos-
pice Kennels' Champion Hector and
many other well-known kennels are in-

terested. Our special prizes are numer-
ous, and no chain on most of them,
either. The show runs only four days,

October 13 to 16, closing daily at 5 P. M.
Will be fed by Eberhart Pug Kennels,

with dog bread and good cooked meat.

Mark dogs to Al. G. Eberhart, superin-

tendent dog show, Carthage, Ohio (not

Cincinnati), and either Adams, United

States or American will deliver on the

grounds, returning free when paid com-
ing. Frank C. Wheeler, of this city (late

of Canada), will judge all classes. Dogs
must reach here not later than 10 A. M.,

October 13. Al. G. EberharT.
Cincinnati, O., October 5, 1891.

Ansel of Mercy to Stray Dours.

One does not have to travel beyond the district

limits to find in real life all manner of strange

things which, if woven into romance, would be

scouted by the public as too highly improbable

to have even a semblance of probability. In this

category may be included the singular fancy of a

certain wealthy woman of this city, who has be-

come a regular angel of mercy to all the stray

dogs and cats of which she hears.

She lives in a large house in one of the most

fashionable of the northwestern sections of the

city, where the entire upper floor of her hand-

some residence is given up as a habitation for

the otherwise homeless quadruped. The philan-

thropist is a woman of large means, connected

with a number of well-known New Yorkers

prominent in society, but elects to devote her life

to caring for starving and neglected animals.

The children of the neighborhood are her aids,

and the number of cats and dogs brought by

them to her hospitable doors are legion.

BISCUITS AND BROTH.
From Our Own Correspondent.

London, England, Sept. 26.—It is

cjuite a racing week and the horsemen
have been busy at Leicester. The Great
Royal Handicap was run for on Wednes-
day. It was a valuable stake, being
worth 130,000. This was won by a light-

weighted outsider, Rusticus by name, a
.son of the renowned Hermit. Rusticus
started at 33 to i against, and Mr. Hamar
Ba.ss,who owns him, is said to have won a
great stake.

Mr. Hamar Bass is one of the firm of
the great brewers who.se pale ales arc
known all over the world. Mr. Ba.ss is a
rare good sport and one of the most
prominent supporters of the leash in this
country, and dogmen only hope that his
wins will be as prominent in canine af-

fairs as the success at Leicester this week.
He is al.so master of the Meynell-Ingrani
Hounds. Amphion, undoubtedly the
grandest horse in England had too much
weight put on him in this race. That
game horse tried all he knew, but he
could get no nearer than fourth place.

To day the Lancashire people are old
alive, for the\' are lovers of .sport from
the crowns of their heads to the soles of
their feet. The very rich Lancashire
Plate worth |55,ooo is ou the card, and
some of the best horses in England will

have a fling at it. Consecpiently all

sporting men have come North this

week, for the flat racing season is draw-
ing to a close, and betting men cannot
afford to let the gra.ss grow under their
feet in ca.se there will be no keep for them
over the winter.

And upon my word the weather has
changed and the crisp, invigorating air

of September is about us. We have had
no summer, and the leaves are turning
yellow and kindling into red. The
sportsman's moon is upon us, and when
one wakes up in the morning in the
midst of this great city he feels that he
ought to be out somewhere in the coun-
try enjoying himself 'midst healthy field

.sports. But nowadays it is not given to

all to follow their heart's de.sire, and so
they have to sit down and be content
with their lot.

Cub hunting has commenced in .some of

theshires.and where the corn is pretty well

up the young hounds have been entered
and blooded ami tooled into the ways of
fox hunting proper. On the other hand,
otter hunting has about ceased, for the
water is getting colder and the late rains

have flooded the rivers greatly. Otter
hunting on the whole has been very goo<l

this year, notwithstanding the flooded
state of the streams, which of course ma-
terially helps the otter, especially if the
river be of a deep running nature.

I see Mr. Worthington has sold his

pack of otter hounds to Mr. Foster, of
Cheshire, who, however, next season
means to hunt the South Walian rivers

with them. This pack is a mixed lot,

several fox hounds being amongst them.
By a letter I find a very gootl account of

their last days of the season. They kiUed
a brace—a dog and bitch—after two rat-

tling hunts, the bitch Otter being held by
a terrier on a shallow until some of the

hounds came up aud helped to do the

rest.

Now this terrier. Ruff by name, must
l>e a bit of a devil, and were I Mr. Worth-
ington I shouldn't like parting with
such a dog. We all know that the ter-

riers used in otter hunting must be small

and suitable for going up .stone dams
such as we find running into brooks and
rivers. Therefore a terrier of sixteen

pounds must be a sterling good one to

hold on to a twenty-two pound otter in

her own element. Such was the weight
of this bitch otter, and I think Ruff a

develish smart terrier to hold on to her

;

for an otter is perhaps the very best var-

mint at his weight that walks or swims.

An animal that can kill a fifty-pouud

salmon in his own element must be won-
derfully strong. But apart from that the

otter seems to have such a wonderful
natural defense in his skin. One day I

was out with the late Hon. Geoffrey Hill's
hounds, and when they were killing I

was asked by Joe, the huntsman, if I

would care to have the skin. I (lidu't

think it would be much use after sixteen
or eighteen couple of hounds had been
pulling the carcass out of it. However,
the hounds were whipped off, and after I

had cut the legs ami thighs out of the
skin it was sent to a skin preserver, and
I can assure you that hide was not per-
forated. Such then is the ugly customer
yclept the otter, and a terrier that is

smart enough to hold him on a ford is

worth his weight in gold.

xt^
The shooting .season is still backward,

for as I have told you week after week
since this month opened, the harvest is

very late. However, those birds that
can be got at are in rare condition, and
October will see the game market glutted.
'Tis now the custom of proprietors of
large shoots to send most of their game
to the dealers, but it must be said that
it has been estimated that every pheas-
ant shot on one of these rearing and
highly preserved estates costs to the pro-
prietor from twelve to fifteen shillings.

So after all no one can wonder that a lot

of game from the large estates finds its

way into the public markets. The check
in return for it goes against the cost of
preserving.

There has beeu nothing particular in
the way of shows this week .save Altrin-
cham, a small place not far from Man-
chester. The show is of the general and
one-day order and opens at 1 1 and closes
at 5. The weather there on Thursday
was not up to much and the dogs were
most uncomfortably benchetl, if such a
term for it can be u.sed. At some of
these North country .shows they do not
move with the times, and stakes driven
into the ground and some straw on
the turf is though a sufficient tie up
and bed for a show dog. But in these
days of highly-fed and pampered exhibi-
tion stock this must be wrong, aud no
doubt many dogs die off in direct conse-
quence of the exposure.

A general complaint reaches me from
several well-known owners of dogs. It

is that their kennels and dogs this year
suffer greatly from fleas. Can it be that
the wet weather has sent the little, nim-
ble devils indoors ? Some people ask for ad-
vice. My dogs have suffered the same way,
aud I had them dipped like a lot of sheep
in a strong solution of Jeyes' Fluid, and
afterward had the kennels thoroughly
"sloshed" out with the same excellent
disinfectant. I am also told that fleas

have a great abhorrence of petroleum
and collapse when they come in contact
with it, so it is a good plan to give your
buildings a brush over with that all-

round comuioditv.

The breeding sea.son is about at an end,
but it cannot be .said it has been a suc-

cessful one. Many of the best l)itches,

when put to the best of dogs when the
time has arrived proved to be not in

whelp, and to add to such los-ses several

good puppies have died. I don't think
we have heard so much lately about dis-

temper at shows. Probably the subject

has grown stale and out of date, or it

might be that disinfecting has l)een car-

ried out in a better manner. However, I

have reason to believe that draughty
shows of long duration are the death
traps after all.

And that reminds me. we have had no
large show in London lately. The dis-

ease after Cruft's great show was very
great, especially among the Dandie Din-
monts. Some of the best youngsters
ever seen died. Of course, the next big

show in London will be at the Crystal

Palace, and by what Mr. Taunton tells me
he expects a very great entry. When
the next K. C. show will be no one seems
to know. These private ventures, the
C. P. Co.'s and Cruft's great show seem
to have taken a lot of the wind out of
the sails of the club show.

As to witness to the heels-over-head

policy of many of our show promoters in

the provinces, I will mention that three

dog shows are to be held next week on
the same dates. When I state that High
Wycombe, Market Rasen and Bedford

are all close to or getable from London
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you will ajjree that such is a suicidal
policy, if these committees really care
about getting entries. However. 1 shall

have more to say about these shows next
week. I always think the High Wycombe
show a most charming one. It is held in

Lord Carrington's lovely park, and with-
in gunshot of Hughenden Manor, which
will be ever associated with the name of
the late Lord Beaconsfield, who lived

there.

Leominster, I ought to mention, had a

show this week, and the entry in most
of the classes, especially fox terriers, was
very good. However, I am surpri.sed to

see there were .so few Dandie Dinmonts
there, when it is taken into consideration
that Mr. Alfred Weaver was the chief
runner of the show. Mr. Weaver is a

very popular Dandie judge, but perhaps
the classes were not plentiful enough to

fetch the owners of the.se game and his-

torical terriers. Mr. James Clark won
with Land of the Heather in dogs, and
Mr. W. Walker held a similar position in

bitches with Elzevir, Mr. Rotherham
Cecil's Kelso King and Coning.sby Nell
being second in both sections.

There can be uo doubt but that the
Dandie Dinmont is one of the gamest
terriers that ever stood on four legs.

They can fight, too, like very demons,
and take punishment to boot. That Is

the sort of terrier you want, but I must
say I should like to see the Dandie with a

smaller eye. The optic in the terrier should
never be unduly ex^>osed for obvious rea-

.sous. An old fighter wfis telling me the
other day that it is in the eye the bull

dog of to-day first shows distress when he
is in a fight, but by this I do not mean to

say that the "bully eye" is encouraged
by breeders. On the other hand, they
fight shy of it, but amongst Dandie Din-
monts I fancy are too often to be seen
those big prominent eyes which would
greatly handicap them in a fight with a

varmint that could take his own part.

By the way, a goodish fight came off

iu London last Monday night between
two well-known dogs, one Ben by name
belonging to the Duke of , and the
other Jvion, the property of a well-known
sporting Commoner. I purposely leave
out the names of the owners of these
dogs, for dog fighting is, as you well

know, against the law here, and many
people are only loo busy to poke their

noses in and "round" for the sake of
earning a dollar or two. Anyhow the
fight took place in the West End of Lon-
don after midnight on Monday, and uo
harm w;is done. I have never seen a
more orderly company at a pitside, and
the "upper ten thousand" were there,

too.

The Northern and Midland Sheep Dog
Club, whose head<juartersare at Manches-
ter, seem to be in a very flourishing con-
dition, which cannot be .said of .several of
the specialist dog clubs of Great Britain,

if rumor lie true. Anyhow the North-
erners are going on well, but I find that
they lost money over their .show. Is not
this the same, same old cry ? Specialists

shows never did or will pay, but then I

suppose some of the more important as-

sociations nmst have their annual shows
just to keep up their importance iu dog-
dom.

The vStock-Keeper this week quotes a

couple of my paragraphs anent the pro-

posed new rule XXII I of the English
Kennel Club, and I am glad to find they
liave not a word disagreeing with what I

have written in regard to that proposed
new rule. But I see that paper hopes to

outlive my remarks in reference to "inde-
pendent" papers. Really it seems as if

the cap fitted. My late corres]>ondence
with the Kennel Club solicitor, the S. K.
refused to publish when the other pa-
pers did. No one will deny but that I

had the best of it and was on toj). The
S. K. saw that no doubt, too, and refu.sed

to publish them, saying the case was sub
juaiir. Surely the conductors of that
journal ought to know that until a notice

Irom the courts has been served a case is

tiof sub jiidiic. As a matter of fact, no
notice has been served up to the time of
writing.

I like fighting fair, and hope it will

be never said of me that I take an unfair

advantage. I have before written strongly
on this very same rule over the fairly

well-known signatures of "Cheerful
Horn" in the Canine World, London,and
"Thames Tattler" in the Kennel, Earm
and Poultry Earm, Dublin, but not until
the same ideas appeared in America were
they taken notice of by the S. K. Per-
haps it was thought that a quotation from
a trans-Atlantic paper would not take the
form of a free advertisement. I have
written strongly on this point in England
and Ireland and the S. K. did not quote.
Why not ?

It seems to me a curious thing that
the Kennel Club of America, whose con-
trol of doggy affairs is in the hands of
properly elected delegates, can be abused
and handled without gloves by an occa-
sional American correspondent to the
Stock-Keeper, but that as soon as ever
anything is said about the self-elected

English Kennel Club in an American
paper, the Stock-Keeper is up in defense
of It. Surely one of the editors of the
S.-K. being a member of the E. K. C.
cannot be the reason for this double-
fronted policy, and the S.-K. hunting
with the American hounds and running
with the English hare.

^XX^
The writer over the inevitable "we"

'his week on the subject of English cor-

respondents to American papers, tries to
cut the ground under them by saying
that their writings fall very flat in this

country. Evidently they fall very sharp in

some quarters else so much notice would
not be taken of what is written. There
was a time when American papers were
contributed to by anonymous English
writers who were even afraid of the
shadows of their own signatures. Then
anything a'ld everything could be said
about people, for the writers' names were
kept .secret, and cowards sent out sting-
ing and deadly shafts from behind the
fence. Now, sirs, you American readers,
have not things changed ? I write know-
ing fully well that most people are aware
who the writer is, and that his nani;: will

be given to anyone by Mr. Haldeman.
The English correspondents of to-day
have the courage to write what they
think over what is as good as their
names, and do not slink behind assumed
names as did English correspondents in

days gone by.

I don't want particularly to go on with
the.se matters. I have endeavored to

give the readers of The Fanciers' Joir-
NAi. a true account of kennel affairs in

England. That is, so far as I know. I

like a little lively intere.st taken in what
is going on, for such will do a lot to
check the evils that have t)een going on.

Will any Englishman dare to say that
prominent members of the K. C. have
not been passed over in the way of ob-
jections, and outsiders had a line passed
through their entries at shows? I repeat
again, will any fair and scjuare Britisher

say such has not been the case, yet papers
whose proprietors ought to have seen all

this .stood aloof when the whole thing
was exposed to the world ! And why ?

Simply because they had missed the op-
portunity. What miserable depths party
papers can descend to ! And yet some
people claim to be independent. Twaddle,
and I will give a case in point. "Out of
your own mouth you stand convicted"
is an old saying, and the following quo-
tation from an English (?) newspaper will

perhaps do more than columns of my-
notes to explain what I mean :

In the June number of the Fox Terrier

Chronicle appears the following: "The
editor of this journal is Mr. L. P. C. Ast-

ley, also chief reporter to the paper
which treats with contempt my ideas as

to the independency of some of the P^ng-

lish kennel press. Now this is the par.,

and I ask any outsider, or let me say dis-

interested man, if the whole kennel
world of England doesn't appear rotten

after such a statement as this coming
from one of quite the nio.st prominent
members of the travelling press in Ivng-

land. As I remarked before. I like to

play fair. Some one in the Stock-Keep-
er pooh-poohs English correspondents,
myself among them, and I want to show
that they are felt, and will be felt so long
as they can expose what the kennel press

will not do this side."

^XX^
I have delayed this cutting long enough

now, and if any honest man or woman

can believe in the independency of some
portions of the kennel press after this,

well then I will kneel down and acknowl-
edge I am greatly mistaken. You will
notice it is written in an editorial man-
ner, and as a particular favor, Mr. Print-
er, I will beg of you to set it up in usual
mourning adornments :

The readers of the following par. in the

Fox Terrier Chronicle of June last, 1891,

do hereby subscribe a lasting memento
to the Dependency ok the English
Kennel Press :

"Why do 50U not write stronger ? Ciive
it 'em hot ! I'm sure we would like that
style far better than the present mild and
inoffensive effusions that appear in the
papers. Our answer was that 'we could
not afford it.' Such a course would mean
loss of advertisements and loss of sub-
scribers to the paper, loss of friends and
loss of judging engagements to our-
selves."

"Be it better, or be rt for worse, be ruled

by him that beareth the purse."

"Business is the salt of life."

"Catch not at the shadow anti lose the

substance."

"Fancy" may bolt bran and think it

flour.

++

The Irish Red Setter Field trials are at

an end, but on the whole there were but
poor entries. In the AU-Aged Setter
Stakes the judges. Captain Gresson and
Mr. Smaile, made the awards as follows :

Captain J. K. Millnei's Spalpeen first;

Mr. W. Hill Cooper's Wrestler second,
same owner's Regalia third, and Mr. J.
G. Hawke's Signal fourth. In pointers
Mr. Nicholson's Bertha of Drayton and
Bang of Ercall first and second, Mr. Mori-
arity's Cherry third, Mr. H. W. Wilson's
FViar Solo fourth. In setters Regalia,
Signal,Miss Signal (Hawke's) were placed
as named, Captain Millner's Ailey and
Mr. Wilson's Tarbat being placed etjual

fourth. In the Grand All-Aged Brace
Stakes (setters and pointers) Dr. Woods'
Fred first, Mr. Wilson's Nip of Kippen
(setter) second, Miss Signal third and Mr.
Cooper's Sure Death fourth. The Grand
Brace Stakes went to Nicholson's Bang
of Ercall and Bertha of Drayton, Spal-
peen and Ailey (Captain Millner's) being
second, Devonshire Lady and Devonshire
Sail third and Wrestler and Sure Death
(Cooper's) fourth. The Challenge Stake
was won by the Irish Wrestler, the run-
ner up being the Engli.sh Fred. Not an-
other injustice to Ireland

!

SHE CHECKED HER DOG.

TreaHiirer MfCiuIre Makes the BeHt of
iin I'nwelcoiue Auditor.

From the New York World.

A funny incident occurred at the Four-

teenth Street Theatre la.st night. About

8 o'clock a tall, handsomely dressed wo-

man walke<l up to the bos office and pur-

chased a couple of seats. An elderly

woman, plainly dressed, accompanied
her, and the two were shown to their

places, pretty well down front. The play
proceeded smoothly, until a certain por-

tion where there is a noise like the crack-

ing of sticks.

Suddenly there was a small bark. It

wasn't loud and few people noticed it,

but the wily usher was not to be de-

ceived. He walked slowly down the

aisle with his rubl>er-clad feet. He said

nothing, but his eagle eye .scanned

several rows of seats. The handsomely
dressed woman was soothing something
in her lap. It was a dog. The mean
man tapped the lady on the shoulder and
whispered something in her ear.

She spoke to the other woman, arose

and left the theatre. When she reached
the lobby she turned and going to the
ticket window addressed Treasurer Mc-
Guire, who had heard of the intruder

and who was frightened to death as he
saw the blazing eyes of the animal's

owner.
He was equal to the occasion, how-

ever.

"Let me keep the little doggy," he
said, "until the performance is over."

The woman's anger had vanished.

"Oh, you're so kind," she said, and
she took the treasurer at his word, hand-
ing the canine through the window.

"I made the best of it," said Mr. Ma-
guire last night, "but I'd ha-e taken
anything when I saw those eyes."
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POULTRY AN » PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

Dr. A. T. Beckett paid us a visit last

week, and if there is anything about sil-

ver Wyandottes that we don't know we
can learn it from the Doctor. The latter

has been remarkably successful in the

show room with his Wyandottes, and
from the conversation we had with him
we are inclined to think that he will

make the silver Wyandotte breeders

hustle next winter in order to win a few

honors from him.
«

« •

Dr. Beckett belongs to the rather scarce

class of men that are fanciers for love

onlj'. Money plays no part with such

men except as a means of securing the

best stock. What they sell is often a

a small item compared to what they buy
and give away.

*
« «

It is a noticeable fact, however, that

fanciers of the above kind are becoming
more numerous, and as they spring from
a very intelligent class, we can congratu-

late ourselves that the fancy is making a

healthy progress in the right direction.
*

« «
The day of the tricky, dishonest and

ignorant huckster is slowly passing away.

Suckers are still plentiful, however, and
will bite at the bate offered to them by
men who do not deliver the goods they

represent.

»*»

It is with pardonable pride that we
state that such breeders are not advertis-

ers in The Fanciers' Journal. We
have received but one complaint during

the past year against an adverti.ser, which
on investigation proved to be groundless.

We seek only the best breeders' patron-

age, and this is the best protection we
can give to our readers.

*
* «

Christmas comes but once a year. So
does our Christmas number. Shrewd ad-

vertisers know this and will not get left.

They have already secured over one-half

of the advertising space in that grand

issue.

»•
The F^xecutive Committee of the New

Jersey State Poultry Society held an im-

portant meeting at Trenton, N. J., on

October 2. It was the first time since

last February that a majority of the com-
mittee was pre.sent, and the auditing of

the secretary's account wasaccompli.shed.

This means that all premiums will be

paid iu full by the treasurer.

«
* •

No show will be held next season, but

a twenty-five dollar special premium will

be offered for the best exhibit in any

class or classes by a New Jersey breeder

at the coming Philadelphia show next

January.

* «
The annual meeting of the above so-

ciety occurs in December at Trenton, N.

J. All Jerseymen who are fond of fowls

and a good time are invited to be present.

Axes will be ground and sharpened in

the meantime.
«

» *

Jones Wilcox made a raid on the Jer-

seymen at the Trenton Fair. He came
down from the Empire State and scooped

in the majority of the prizes in the

American class. He was left on Ham-
burgs, however, and with his fellow vic-

tims. Brothers Stevenson and Haynes,

sang a touching song entitled, "It

wasn't a fair Diehl."

« »

But Judge Diehl was all right—with

the other fellows that won, and taking

in consideration the fact that the ex-

Mayor had to judge all the fowls in that

immense Trenton exhibit the good-
natured exceptions to some of his

rulings were to be excepted, while the

absence of the vicious kicker was re-

freshing. However, the Trenton man-
agers should provide more judges next
year.

* «
A judge can of course pass on the

merits of some 2500 birds, but the time it

takes is apt to wear out most judges, and
slow, considerate work is often impossi-

ble in the crowded aisles.

*
* «

The pigeon department at Trenton
was judged by Mr. Ivins, one of the

most conscientious fanciers in the state.

He was three days at the job, and while

exceptions were taken to his critical

judgment, it was but natural, as many
specimens were not up to high water

mark, and the endless sub-varieties made
strictly standard judging a farce. Mr.

Ivins frankly admits this, and we cer-

tainly commend him for the stand he
takes against inferior specimens.

«
« »

Fall shows, however, demand large ex-

hibits, and to apply the rules that govern
winter .shows would meet with a decided

loss in the entries. Still it is to be
hoped that quality will be as good as

quantity in the future, and the only way
to accomplish that is to support strictly

standard judging at the fall .shows.

George E. Stevenson, of Clark's Green,

Pa., has been engaged as assistant super-

intendent of poultry at the Philadelphia

show. Mr. Stevenson is one of the

hardest workers and best-natured men in

the business. Superintendent Rackham
and his assistant, Stevenson, will make
a hustling team. They will be aided

by a few of Penn.sy's brawny citizens in

the person of A. H. Anders and F. G.

Bean, so all exhibitors at the Philadel-

phia show can feel comfortable iu the re-

flection that the work will be well done.
*

« »
The party who was so previous in pre-

ferring charges against the management
of the Philadelphia show has decided to

make a retraction in his paper. He made
a mistake. This is quite natural, as he
never met the officers of the Philadelphia

Poultry and Pigeon Club, and was in-

fluenced by rumors that had no founda-

tion. "It is never too late to mend."

»%
We are informed that the bedding used

for birds in the F^nglish shows consists

of sea shells. This is a vast improve-

ment over the filthy .sawdust and shav-

ings used in this country, and it seems

to us that our large shows should adopt

sea shells in preference to the latter.

Philadelphia will probably do it, and do

a few more things that will prove benefi-

cial.

This is a progressive age, and the old

system of running shows will soon disap-

pear.
«

« «

This is glorious weather for the grow-

ing stock. Dry, warm days and cool,

calm nights are rushing the chickens

along to meet the more vigorous weather

to be expected next month. It has been

a good season for chickens, notwith-

standing the dismal prediction of Editor

Cloud, who believes in sign days.•
Brother Cloud as a weather prophet is

a failure, but his News is a success. It is

bright, pithy and original.

»

The articles on poultry in the Christ-

mas number of The Fanciers' Journai,
have been written by the best breeders in

the country. No lover of poultry should
fail to secure this great issue.

«
« «

The approaching cold season behooves
the careful poultryman to look out for

supplies of dusting material. Road dust
is good enough for any hen, and at pre.s-

ent it is extremely easy "to raise the
dust." Fill up all the sugar barrels you
can find with dust.

*
« «

The floor of the winter hen house needs
attention also. We prefer a board floor

covered with about four inches of sharp
gravel. Gravel is always loo.se and dry
and easily kept clean.

» «
Land plaster should be used on the

drop boards. As a deodorizer and fertil-

izer it is unsurpassed. Hen manure and
plaster thoroughly mixed and kept dry is

worth more than most commercial fertil-

izers. Plaster is worth about |6 per ton.

Mixed with hen manure a ton is worth
nearly three times as much.

»
» *

As a top dressing for a lawn it is mag-
nificent. Add a little Kaint to it and
you will get a complete manure, worth
when dry fully as much as the $\o per

ton fertilizers. Some men will not be-

lieve this, but we have tried both on the

farm and know whereof we .speak.

« «

There is nothing better to cover a hen
house with than paper or tar roofing, and
there is nothing better in the market
than Neponset red roofing paper and
vSwan's tar felt. They are the best, and
that's why they are adverti-sed in The
Fanciers' Journal. Our readers want
the best.

A small card in the Christmas number
of The Fanciers' Journal will be seen

by over 100,000 people. Can you afford

to mi.ss such a chance ?

»
« »

Uncle Mike Boyer, who was thought to

be lost to this world, as the non-appear-

ance of the Guide and F'riend led many
to suppose that the editor dropped out of

existence, suddenly apper.red in the

Quaker City this week, and was as mad
as a hatter. Two issues of his paper were

set up in type, but the man that does

the printing for Uncle Mike gave him
the "dinky-dink," and now our Ham-
nionton poultry editor and publisher has

taken the bull by the horns, bought a

complete outfit of type and will run a

printing office of his own.

»

Pigeon fanciers should secure F. W.
Gilbert's new book entitled "Hints to

Beginners." It is ready for mailing.

Price fifty cents in paper or one dollar in

cloth.

• *

A new adverti.sement appears this

week from the Torham Poultry Yards.

The latter are among the best and most

reliable in the country. George M. Weed
is the manager, and a more capable and

conscientious man than the latter is hard

to find.
«

* *

Thomas J. Hillard, of Palmyra, N. J.,

manager of George C. Boldt's restaurant

in the Bullitt Building, has just received

five pairs of Birmingham rollers, which

will improve his already well-stocked

loft of tumblers.
»

» »

Where will the A. P. A. meet next

winter ? This question is now uppermost

in the minds of the members of that

body, for notices have been sent to the

Executive Committee to decide it as soon

as possible.
*

« «

The usual efforts have also been made
by the champions of respective localities

that seek the honor to influence their

friends. Some of the methods have

not been entirely above reproach, but as

a rule the rivalry has been good natured

and perfectly legitimate.

*

The following places have sent invita-

tions : Worcester, Mass. ; New York,

Denver, Col. ; Cincinnati, O.; Topeka,

Kan. ; Los Angeles, Cal.; Bowmansville,

Canada, aud Detroit, Mich.
*

* *

Of the above but three are in the race

as far as we can determine, viz. :

Worce.ster, Los Angeles and Detroit.

Were California as accessible as either

Worcester or Detroit the location of the

next meeting of the American Poultry

Association would be a cinch for Los
.\ngeles. Many members believe Cali-

fornia entitled to recognition, but the

po.ssibilit}' of a handful of men repre-

senting something over three hundred

members will take many votes away
from California. Detroit is making a

strong fight and is well located for the

meeting, but the World's Fair at Chicago

in 1893 leads many to think that the

West should wait until then for the A.

P. A. meeting. Worcester is in New
England, and the latter part of the

United States has not had an A. P. A.

meeting in many moons, which will

throw a considerable vote in favor of the

Bay State city. This represents the

situation at the present time.

*
* «

It is imi)ortant that the next meeting

be a repre.sentative one, as the old society

needs careful piloting. The committees

for preparing the new standard must be

appointed, and the work they do in 1892

must be ratified in 1893, and what better

chance is there than at Chicago during

the World's Fair? It will be apt to bring

out an over-flow meeting, such as the A.

P. A. really needs to make it national in

character and the new standard accept-

able. The importance then of preparing

for the "coming event" should be care-

fully considered by the Executive Com-
mittee in voting on the location for next

winter's meeting.

* «

The poultry exhibition at the World's

Fair will be held October 18 to 30, 1893.

This will make a change nece.ssary in

the constitution of the A. P. A. which

requires the meetings of the latter body

to be held during the months of Decem-

ber, January and February. An amend-

ment covering the above case has been

submitted to the officers of the A. P. A.,

and will be brought up at the next an-

nual meeting.
«

We publish the rules aud regulations

with premiums to be off'ered at the

World's Fair poultry exhibit in another

column of this issue. Read and preserve

for future reference.

* *

The time set for holding the poultry

exhibition is rather unfortunate, as Oc-

tober is too early for young stock unless

very early hatched, an<l certainly not a

good time of the year to show old birds,

.^s the dog show will be held in June, the

poultry exhibitors can't afford to growl,

the dates of their show being far more

satisfactory as to the time of year.

ANSWERS T0_C0RRESP0NDENT8.

A. Rkauer.—"Will you kindly inform

me if the silver spangled Hamburg is a

distinct breed or a cross? If a cross,

what is it ?

It is a distinct breed, and of F*nglish

nativity and of considerable antiquity.

The pencilled varieties were imported

from Holland, and while differing from

the spangled variety in markings, shape

and other points, there is sufficient

ground in the belief that thej- all came
from one ancient progenitor, although

both trace back to di.stinct origins.

P., Munich, Germany, writes: "Being

an admirer of Hamburg class, and much
interested in red caps, was of course

greatly pleased to see an article in The
Fanciers' Journal, and am now going

to ask your opinion of the breed, know-
ing that you have thoroughly tested

America's importations of new foreign

varieties. Although never having had
any personal experience with the red cap,

the latter is, from what I have been able

to learn, one of the liest if not the best

(certainly the most lo my taste) of all

varieties lately imported, commencing
with the Minorca. I have ^iven the last

mentioned bird quite a trial with any-
thing but satisfactory results, and came
to the conclusion that a hen of the Ham-
burg or original Leghorn family is worth
three of the best Minorcas obtainable.
Please give in The Fanciers' Journal
your experience with or opinion of the
red cap fowl."
Red caps when proj)erly managed are

verj' profitable birds. The hens are
among the best of layers, occasionally
reaching individual records of 220 eggs
per annum. The chicks have l)een

found .somewhat delicate by many, but
this is caused by improper surroundings
and handling. Like Hamburgs, the red
caps love liberty, and the little chicks
prefer picking their food over a large ter-
ritory lo being confined in small yards
and .stuffed with grain. We found no
trouble in raising them, but in fact we
allow the chicks to raise themselv s.

They roosted in the trees, and the only
food they received from us was cracked
corn, which was placed in a trough under
a shed, where they could help them-
selves. They grew up into strong,
healthy birds. Another party who al-

ways exhibits unusually large birds, has
all his birds reared on farms, and he
never has any troble with red caps. We
shouM advise our correspondent to stick
to red caps, for his letter indicates his
preference for them, and a man always
succeeds best with what he likes best.

—Those of ye who advertise should se-

cure space at once in our Christmas
number.

Ne-ws from Rochester.
From Our Special Corresjiondent.

Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 6.—Messrs.

Mack and Tobin shipped to Warren, Pa.,

130 miles, week before last, and birds

after being held three days in basket

were tossed on September 17, at 8.30 A.

M. Weather at Warren clear and warm,

south wind, but here weather was very

warm, ninety degrees in the shade, and

wind blowing a regular gale, con.se-

quently no birds were looked for on that

day, but at 1.04 P. M. Mr. Mack found
three birds in loft, two of Ihem being
only fourteen weeks old. There were
thirteen birds from this loft, and seven
more came in later, making only three
lost. Mr. Tohin sent three birds, one of
which homed at 2.15 P. M., and the
other two the next dav.

These same gentlemen shipped to
Tidiente, Pa., 150 miles, last week, and
the birds after being held in the basket
for two days were tossed on October 3 at
S.50 A. M. Weather there was clear

with a light east wind, but at home strong
wind in same direction. Mr. Mack's
first bird honied at 1.45 P. M., other birds

scattered, no two coming together. Out
of ten sent by this gentleman six have
homed. Mr. Tobin sent the proverbial

three and only two have homed. Owing
to some misunderstanding the time of
Mr. Tobin 's birds was not taken.

Octagon.
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THE WHITE LEGHORN.

Not Only an Excellent Fowl, but
a Very Prolific Layer.

BY H, S. BABCOCK.

*l

The Leghorn is an excellent fowl. It

is a most prolific layer, the eggs are very

white ; the eggs are large for the size of

the fowl, looking to he nearly or qnite as

large as those of the Plymouth Rock.

White eggs have one advantage over col-

ored—they are uniform. While my per-

sonal i)reference is for brown eggs, the

deeper the tint the better, it is a fact that

brown eggs are not uniform in shade.

They run from nearly white to very dark,

an<l a lot of them have not the thorough-

l)red look that one finds in a lot of Leg-

horn eggs. It is my impression that

white eggs look rather larger than they

are—larg r than a brown egg of the same
size. Here in New Etigland we prefer

the brown-shelled eggs—there is an im-

pression that they are richer and more
highly flavored, and this impression

makes them sell. In some markets the

white eggs are preferred, there an im-

pression existing that they are more del-

icately flavored than the brown ones.

There is, if one can believe what he
hears, also an impresssion in certain
quarters that fresh eggs are always pure
white, and that as they grow stale the
shell becomes colored, so that very dark
eggs are supposed to l)e very stale, fit only
to entertain disagreeable lecturers and
ultra-reformers with. It is not worth the
while to correct this nonsensical notion,
especially when you have white eggs for

sale.

The Leghorn is a most precocious fowl.

Cockerels crow when they are not much
larger than bantams, and I have had
white Leghorn pullets lav when they
were but fourteen weeks old. I know I

run a ri.sk of having my veracity ques-
tioned by making such a statement, l)ut

it is tine, nevertheless. Such precocity
is exceedingly rare, but quite a number
of well-fed pullets of this variety will

lay when four months old. Al)out five

months I believe to be the average laying
age of well-bred white Leghorns—when
hatched in .\pril or May.
The Leghorn is not a good winter lay-

er. It is a simimer bird and needs
wannth to be productive. But eyen in

the winter if kept in a warm house and
well-fed not a few eggs can be obtained
from a flock of Leghorns. There are no
winter layers. The breeds we call such
lay in the winter Ijetter than some others,
l)ut even they prefer a moderately warm
temperature, and in the mouths which
are mild are apt tobeat their best. Winter
laying is simply an abnormal trait, more
highly developed in some breeds than in

others, but natural to none of them.
This abnormal trait, however, is a valu-
able one and deserving of cultivation,
and breeders are to be commended who
by selecting fowls with more abundant
plumage or with combs little likely to

freeze have contributed to its establish-
ment.
The white Leghorn is a beautiful fowl.

I shall tiever forget the impression made
upon my youthful mind by the sight of
a white Leghorn cock. I was returning
from an agricultural fair just towards
evening. The .slanting rays of the sun
were making lengthene<l .shadows and
the sky was l^ginning to be tinged with
red and gold. Upon the top board of a
fence, his plumage looking like snow and
his comb and wattles like blood, stood a
handsome Leghorn cock. The sight of
that bird made me a leghorn fancier.and
I could scarcely sleep until I ha<l become
the happy possessor of a small pen of this

variety of fowls. For quite a number of
years I bred white leghorns with una-
bated enthusiasm, and though I have
practically given up this variety, I never
.see a pen of these lovely birds without
experiencing a slight sensation of that
early enthusiasm. At one time I had
some twenty or thirty cockerels of this
variety in one house—all picked birds

—

and as they stood on their roost they
made a very beautiful sight. I can see
them now as I write.

But Leghorns, like other fowls, have
their drawbacks. No fowl, except the

one which is our present fancy, is abso-
lutely perfect. And if we have had ex-
perience with many breeds we are apt to
have a suspicion that our present idol is

not quite perfect ; at present we see only
its head of gold, but it may have feet of
clay when we inspect it in its entirety. I

found the Leghorn to be a very active
fowl. Activity is a good thing—especi-
allv on a farm—but in thickly settled
neighborhoods there can be too nujch ot
a good thing. So long as my Leghorns
were on the farm, where they had free
range, this activity was admirable, but
when some of them were transferred to
my village home it lost its attractiveness.
The fowls would scale high fences, they
would forage on neighbors' flower beds
and vegetable gardens, and. as all neigh-
bors were not chicken fanciers, they did
not approve of such doings. Then, they
were rather delicate as chickens—you
could hatch nearly a hundred per cent of
the eggs but you couldn't raise a hundred
per cent of the chickens. It is true, they
were not so delicate as .some varieties
with which I had experience, but I .should
have liked them better if they had been
hardier than they were. The' hens, too,
were .so busy about egg production that
they were careless of health, and I have
known some of them literally to lay
themselves to death.
Among the Leghorn family there are

several admirable varieties, but my first

choice has always been the white. It
does not have the variegated plumage of
the brown—a most exquisite fowl—nor
the metallic sheen of the black, but it

does have a beauty all its own, and the
contrast of comb and plumage and legs
makes a beautiful picture. I fancy, too,
and I find that my fancy is in accord
with the opinions of others who have
carefully observed the breed, that the
white Leghorn lays rather tlie largest
egg of any of the varieties of this breed.
This is a consideration that is not likely
to be overlooked by the practical poultry
raiser. Were I going to start an egg-
farm to-day, to cater to the markets where
while eggs were considered desirable,
the white Leghorn would be the one
breed I should select for summer layers.
For winter eggs I know what breed I

prefer, but consider it not advisable to
here mention it.

The white Leghorn, take it "by and
large," is an extremely valuable fowl. It

has great beauty, wonderful prolificacy
and moderate table qualities. It is an
excellent forager, early to mature and
with free range to a considerable ex-
tent, in the .summer months, self-sup-
porting. Kept for eggs it will pay a very
handsome profit. To do itseU justice it

.should be kept on a farm, and not in

confinement, where it can range the
fields freely and where its great activity
can find suitable employment, but even
in confinement it will lay freely and
prove profitable.

EEYNAHD ENDORSES STERNBERG.
_ •

A Cochin Sho^w Under Cochin
Club Rules Advocated.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.
I write to second the proposition of

Mr. Theodore Sternberg that the New
York and Philadelphia poultry shows
arrange clas.ses for "full-hocked, full-

feathered Cochins of the English type."

The above-named shows will undoubt-

edly be the largest and best of the sea-

.son, and it is only natural and proper

that they should lead in all improvements.

Discussions that degenerate more or

less into personalities can never settle

the question ; a test is needed, and fan-
ciers and the public should be given an
opportunity to compare the birds and de-
ciae which type is the most beautiful.

I would also suggest that Mr. Stern-
berg prepare a standard for his favorite
Cochins and submit the same to the
managers of the two shows in question,
the birds to be judged by said standard.
Let progress be our watchword.

G. P. Reynaud.
Bkuoklvn, N. Y., October 5, 1891.

The Protected Hen Egs-

The hen-egg tariff does not appear to
have stimulated the egg business. Eggs
have this year decayed more than ever
while waiting for purchasers.
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FOWL CLEANLINESS.

It Necessity as Conducive to the
Health of the Birds.

BY C. S. VALENTINE.

In the article upon fowl habits the

statement has been made that they abhor
filth and greatly enjoy clean quarters.

Seemingly in direct conflict with this

—

for a moment only—I am now con-

strained to say that of all foul things I

sometimes think that a fowl is the foul-

est. No one who has not had the care of

fowls for .some time could even imagine

the amount of their voidings, and the un-

conscious ease and thoroughness with

which they will manage to mix those

voidings with everything el.se in the

houses. More than once I have been on
the point of anathematizing them as too

filthy to live, but that is only man's way
of trying to shift the blame from his own
shoulders. It always comes back to the

same point, the birds do not love this

filth ; man compels them to live in his

houses to suit his purposes ; he therefore

owes it to them to take proper care of

them. With full freedom they roam
over sufficient area and have sufficient cu-

bic breadth (if only Davies and Robinson
would allow us the expression) of air to
keep them in cleanliness and health. If
man will have all tlie voidings of a dozen
fowls on a surface of but a few square
feet let him see to it ; that is only fair.

Probably only a very small proportion
of those who keep fowls clean the houses
every day, but I think that if they would
visit those houses at midday during.some
of the blazing August days and remain
just long enough to get a few good whiffs
of the odor that smells to heaven there
they would be almost ready to rescue
the birds from having to breathe the
dreadful stench. With a box of some ab-
sorbent near at hand and a recognized
place of deposit for the droppings it needs
but a moment's work in each house to
change this condition of stench for a
measurably decent one. The man who
puts a platform under the roosts for the
express purpose of catching the tlrop-

pings has thereby one more duty toward
the hen, for the platform compels her to
roost with her head directly in the fumes
from the droppings,whereas if left to her-
.self she will get high enough to be at
least partially free from them.
The first poultry book which came in

my youthful way was Wright's and I

remember that I thought him quite rabid
on this subject, and that he made the
gain from cleanliness greater than facts

could substantiate. I have since sus-
pected that Wright was a irifle the more
experienced of the two at that early date,

and I have had time to grow up to his
ideas in some measure.
The relation between cleanline.ss and

health, and therefore between cleanliness
and egg-production, is far closer than
the majority of people are willing to ad-
mit ; and I have a quiet suspicion that
not least among the reasons why hens
lay so much better in summer than in

winter is that they are neces.sarily much
confined during the latter season to
houses which they are dependent on
the care of their owners to keep respec-
tably clean for them. Too often the
owner plays them false, and they are
obliged to live in an atmosphere of filth

which the almost universal dampness
makes as much worse as may be.
Among those who study these ques-

tions, the persuasion of this close and
vital relation between cleanliness and
health is shown in the recital of the
causes of the leading poultry diseases.

We find it .stated again and again that
gapes is a filth disease, that roup is a
filth disease, that cholera is pre-emi-
nently a filth disease. Truly, it would
seem to be time for us to put our wits

together to devise all possible means of
keeping clean. Dampness almost invari-

ably aggravates ill conditions ; it adds
also both to the apparent filthiness and
to the ill odor of filth. The filthy streets

of New York are the derision and the
shame of the city, yet when the sun is

shining clear'y on not too hot days, and
the bright, fresh air is in just the degree
of circulation to keep it sweet without

stirring up the dust, even the lower
streets do not seem so bad. But let a
short rain work the black dust and
crumbled manure from the numberless
teams into a viscous mud which the
throng of pedestrians carry to the side-
walks on which to slip and stumble, and
the streets reek with vile odors which the
moisture sets free and the heavy air pre-
vents from rising, the situation becomes
at once intolerable.

Dampness is thus plainly to be avoided,
for its effect upon the fowls and their
houses is perhaps more than equally bad
with its effects upon people and their
cities. It is plain that the only possible
way to avoid these effects and still keep
thi birds confined is to remove their
causes. With the proper platforms and
absorbents,to keep the roosts in a fair con-
dition as regards cleanliness and dryness
is .so easy a task when performed daily
that its very ease renders it liable to be
neglected, except among tho.se who make
a business of caring for poultry, exactly
as they make a bu.siness of doing any
other work which they may have to do.
The floors are more of a problem. Theo-
retically I incline to board floors strewn
with cut straw, frequently renewed, but
it has never been practicable for me to
try this plan, so that I am not able to
say from experience whether the straw
would absorb too much dampness or
would need renewing so often as to
make it a failure in practice.

I suppose it has often been tried by
others, but I have a weakness for know-
ing from experience how a thing will
work before I say much about it. A
heavily sanded floor, calculated to last
through the season, can be freed from
droppings to some extent by the use of a
fine rake, while a free use of disinfectants
may settle the question of odors pretty
effectually. If, however, the disinfectants
which have ill odors of their own are as
distasteful to the fowls as their owners,
the u.se of them might be questionable.
Plainly remembered by my olfactories
IS my first visit to a real fancier, a few
of whose birds had taken premiums at
the New York show years ago. It was
in early April, and the birds were yet
huddling in the small pens. Carbolic
acid had been lavishly used, and the
otlor inside was such that throughout my
visit I was mightily inclined to imitate
one of Helen's babies and "throw up
Jonah and a whole floor full of other
things." The birds were the wor.st con-
ditioned that it has ever been my lot to
see. even among the worst caredfor of
farm mongrels, and no prejudice was ex-
cited in my mind, at that time, in favor
either of the carbolic acid or of the
beauties of premium birds.
There are, of course, degrees of dirt

and degrees of dampness ; there are de-
grees also in the feeling of responsibility
which people have for the care of the
helpless animals under their charge

;

there are perhaps no degrees in the uni-
versal feeling among poultry' owners that
no matter what has been done for them
the hens are in duty bound to shell out
when eggs are high. A special instance
comes to mind of a man who had always
"kept" poultry. I knew him well, and
have often reasoned with him on the sub-
ject of proper housing and care of fowls.

I have seen his poultry shed in the fall

in such condition that the occupants
must wade in .several inches of well-min-
gled water and droppings in order to

reach the perches ; it would freeze in

this condition, and would be floored with
either ice or this thawed mess, according
to the weather, for nearly half of the
year. Yet the owner of the unfortunate
hens that miserably haunted it berated
them as strongly for not laying in winter
as anyone who ever held forth on this fa-

vorite topic. What can we do with peo-
ple like this ? There ought to l:)e a law
against their keeping fowls.

A late clipping from some poultry pa-
per is to the effect that a very essential

point in poultry culture is to give the
fowls various inducements to scratch up
the dirt floors till the houses are filled

with the dust, the idea being that it is

such a good disinfectant and the practice
bo healthful therefore for the hens. Score
one more for the .scratchers. If it were
pure, clean dust in motion all right,

but with the floors so contaminated as is

almost sure to be the case after the fowls
have been a short time in confinement
such disinfectant woulc need to be dis-

infected before using.

Vermin are in one sense filth, and
filth encourages vermin. As the mo.st

efiFective agent against these and disease
I vote for kerosene. It has had many
good words said for it and some bad
ones. Before learning a more wholesale
way I used it for the gape-worm, injecting
a drop into the chick's wind pipe. Wise-
acres declared that this treatment would
kill them. I have known but a single
instance in which this was true ; this was
the ca.se of a chick so badly infected that
when the stuff touched the mass of worms
they coiled up. completely filling the
wind pipe ar.d instantly choking the poor
victim to death.
Only a few weeks ago a "freshman"

wrote to one of the poultry papers that
he had taken off down, skin and pretty
nearly th; flesh from his chicks by the
use of this caustic oil, adding : "We green-
horns will do anything."

I call for meditation upon this asser-

tion ; it contains pith. Here is a full and
sufficient explanation for the existence of
the empty houses so often referred to as
monuments testifying to the fact that
poultry cannot be made to pay. Did I

not read only last night in the Poultry
Monthly queries from a city man who
wants to start a ranch with 5(xx) "chick-
ens," and don't even know his poultry
a b c's ? He's another ; he needs medita-
tion to fit him for letting poultry alone.

But to get Vjack to kerosene ; lime and
carl)olic acid are the only rivals at all in

the race. In some ways whitewash may
be better than kerosene, as it leaves a de-
lightfully clean smell, and a coating of it

makes the houses so much lighter. Car-
bolic acid is effective, but its odor in

combination with that from the fowls is

so sickening that I should be tempted to
give up poultry if obliged to use it. The
odor of kerosene is not of the most de-
lightful, but it can be endured. It is

both cheap and easy to handle ; it pene-
trates crannies as whitewash does not,

and is immediately fital to vermin, while
its influence lasts a long tfnie.

Crawford, N.J., October j.

CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK.

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the
Wing for Our Readers.

The Requirements of Pigeons.

How little is apparently known by the

majority of modern fanciers as to what

is and what is not requisite to keep pig-

eons that are "aviary-bred" in that pei:-

fect state of health and condition that is

so essential to success. It is only by

closely .studying and then carrying out

the laws of Nature that this desideratum

can be attained, and thereby many of the

ailments that affect our feathered friends

prevented. Firstly, then, let it be noted

that any animal or bird that is kept

under artificial conditions, is as a matter

of course, prevented from partaking of
many substances that, in a wild state, it

would freely devour—whether by reason
or instinct we have not time to discuss,

but, which, according to the laws of
Nature, are as necessary for the well-

being of animal life as are the many et

cetcras that go to make up a perfect

dietary for mankind. For instance, iu

addition to a goodly supply of sound
grain and clean water, pigeons need some
sharp, gritty sand to promote and assist

digestion, calcium or lime for bone and
egg-shell formation, etc., iron to enrich

the blood, sodium to cleanse and purify,

and various other health-giving sub-

stances that do not at the moment sug-

gest themselves to the writer, but which
are regarded by all who have given the

subject any serious attention, as neces-

sary as the air we breathe, if that much-
to-be-desired perfection of health and
vigor, bloom and beauty, is not only to

be attained, but al.so maintained.—Fan-
ciers' Gazette.

The New York and New England
Poultry and Kennel Club.

The New York and New England

Poultry and Kennel Club, which will

hold its first annual show at Albany, N.

Y., January 5 to 8, 1892, has just issued

its prospectus and has concluded to of-

fer the following prizes : On single birds,

I3 to first, |2 to second, vhc, he and c on
cock, hen, cockerel and pullet in every
class, and also offer a long li.st of

specials. They have e;igaged five

judges and all stock will be scored by
the middle of the second day sure. Send
for a prospectus to Will C. House, Sec-

retary, Fort Plain, N. Y.

BY TRIXIE.

They come and they go, double up or

die. Poultry in California is the last to

"give up the ghost" as an exclusive

poultry paper, the September issue be-

ing the last, the California Cultivator and
Poultry Keeper taking its place on
October 15. I believe friend Goodwin
will still be at the helm, and while we
regret to part with the old, the new will

be a great ac^iuisition to Southern Cali-

fornia.

That reminds us that Los Angeles is

just dying to give the A. P. A. a royal

welcome next winter, and I see no rea-

son why she should not have her wi.sh.

The A. P. A. has in the pa.st visited

every section except the coast, and as

California and adjoining states have in

the last few years developed into a great

poultry country it seems to me to be the

proper "caper" for the A. P. A. to give

fanciers in that .section all the encourage-

ment possible by making Los Angeles

their meeting place in 1892.

I am, as you know, in favor of a na-

tional poultry a.s.sociation, a delegate as-

.sociation, composed, of accre<lited dele-

gates from all the show associations and
specialty clubs ; no life membership and

back number officials to become a feature

of the national. While the A. P. A. are

journeying westward why should not we
form a new one ? I know of no better

place than Indianapolis, and if a few
fanciers of the right "stripe" would issue

a call for a meeting to organize during
the Indianapolis show they would beyoiKl
a doubt have a large meeting.

Editors Hunter and Keller at one time
announced their determination to fight

for a national, but if they are actually
"enlisted for the war" they are making
a "still hunt" of it. It would scarcely
be prudent to accuse the A. P. A. of dis-

tributing "grease" to discontented ones.
I think friends Keller and Hunter have
overlooked this matter in their scramble
for subscribers, and when their books
show the coveted 100,000 subs, they'll

wake up and boom the N. P. A. Wish
they had them now that they might begin
the fight at once.

The subject of a ten-cent standard is

again being agitated, and I believe it

would be to the advantage of the A. P.

A. and the fancy at large if we had a

cheap standard for each breed, and a
number of bound volimies of the com-
plete ones of all breeds for those who
have sufficient interest in poultry to in-

vest a dollar in the standard. Many
small breeders who keep but one breed
do not feel justified in buying a .standard

of all breeds simply to get a standard for

their fowls.

To be candid, I do not believe that the

A. P. A. shouhi be entru.sted with the
preparation of thejstandard, but I see no
reason >\hy it should not publish them.
They can do so cheaper than can the

specialty clubs, but the clubs should in

every instance prepare them for publica-

tion. This should satisfy the k. P. A., as

they will still be able to gather in the

"dust" from sales of standards, and that's

all it cares for.

"Bob Wliite," a crank who writes for a

Chicago paper, says that "love" is not
essential to success in the fancy, and that

"he" has not the least of it for his fowls

or his work. That may be the truth as

far as it goes, but does not tell the vliole

story. When I hear anyone say they
"love" to work I set them down as de-

liberate prevaricators. No, "Bob," you
don' I love to clean out poultry hou.scs,

run incubators, assume the duties of ma-
ternity as you regulate the "patent"
mother, exterminate lice, build coops,

whitewash, gather greens, whitewash,
prepare broilers and fowls for market and
a thousand and one other duties ; neither

does your humble servant, and what is

more I would be the last one to think of

doing them were it not for the "revenue"
they bring us, not to mention the "egg

and whiskey" "cobweb duster" we are
enabled to enjoy by doing these small
favors for our fowls.

Without "revenue" we would find but
few fanciers in the land, yet to the true
fancier "revenue" is only a secondary
consideration. "Bob White" is, as 1

take it, only a market poultry raiser, and
ihe filling of his coffers is the sole pur-
pose for which his poultry ranch is run.

"He" does not breed for exhibition, but
for eggs and meat, and I have no doubt
would drop poultry entirely if he could
find something better. Yes, "Bob," fan-

ciers "love" their fowls if you do not,

and they don't love their work.
The Turf. Field and Farm tells of a

flock of guineas that numbers two hun-
dred strong. This monster guinea plant
is located in Virginia, London County, I

believe. The citizens of that neighbor-
hood must be "saints," and are only
waiting to be transplanted to a more
"congenial clime" if they can stand the
noise and cry of two hundred of these
fowls. I like to see a small flock, but
when it numbers over a dozen it "un-
nerves me," and even the excellent edi-

ble qualities could not induce me to re-

main in the same county with a flock of
two hundred. Surely Virginia must have
awakened from her long slumber ; it has
not been many years since my first love,

the pit game, was the only fowl bred in

the Old Dominion.

The Other Side of Duck Raising.

With duck feathers selling at sixty

cents per pound and ducks of ordinary

size at seventy cents per pound in New-

York, there are certainly few reasons for

a.sserting that the duck is other than a

profitable fowl, says I'ami and Home in

the issue of July 15. It would be hard to

find a brief statement which holds out

like promise of pecuniary succe.ss with

such absolute certainty of failure as the

above. The farm papers are teeming

with reports of wonderful successes and
profits in duck raising, most of them
coming from two men in Eastern Massa-
chu.setts, with both of whom duck raising

for market purposes is secondary to the
sale of breeding slock and eggs* at fancy
prices. No variety of poultry yields the
ordinary farmer or producer who raises

but few so little profit, oftener not paying
the co.st of raising. As a fact, the highest

price paid in the Boston market this sea-

son was thirty-five cents per pound a

price which dropped rapidly till on May
16 (notice how early in the season) they
were selling at sixteen cents and July 8

were thirteen and fourteen cents ; this

for fancy ducks raised by professional

poultrymen, while ordinary grades such
as are produced by the great majority

have ruled from two to five cents per
pound lower in value, and sold slowly at

any price. Live ducks have sold for

from thirty to fourty-five cents each,

when a buyer could be found. Before

going into the business extensively, visit

the home markets and find what propor-

tion sell "green" ducks, and how many.
This one precaution will be apt to settle

the question, as it does not pay to raise

ducks to ship to a distant market on
commission, while the demand is so

limited. And any dealer who handles
ducks knows it is a limited demand.

—

George H. Pollard in Farm and Home.

A Flight of Eagles.

The inhabitants of Bjelgorod, in south-

ern Russia, witnessed last spring a very

extraordinary event. An enormous flight,

composetl of several hundreds, of eagles

passed over the town, and went off to

alight in a neighboring forest ; the troop

was so numerous and compact that the
rays of the sun were intercepted for some
instants. The woodmen working in tLe

woods fled in a state of con.sternation,

and they acted wisely. After the depart-

ure of these unexpected visitors, which
made off towards the southwest, the peo-

ple found that they had devoured ten

horses, several .sheep, and a multitude of
smaller animals. The ground on which
they alighted was covered with the feath-

ers of their victims, and all the birds of

the environs deserted the country in

terror. Only one of these birds was
taken ; it was of immense size and was
one of the Siberian species.

SOOTH CAROLINA POULTRY fPFAIRS

The Premium List for the Second
Annual Show Almost Ready.

Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

I have just completed the compilation

of matter for the second annual premium
list of the South Carolina Poultry Asso-

ciation (incorporated), and placed it iu

the hands of the printer, who will have
it ready for distribution on or about Oc-
tober 15. It will be, without exception,

the handsomest publication of the kind
ever issued, and will well repay the hard
work that has been bestowed upon it.

We have about fifty advertisers, a large

majority of whom are fanciers, which
speaks well for the confidence of the peo-

ple in our j)roniises to make the book a

good advertising medium, while the

cheering words which have accompanied
nearly every ad. and donation of special

premiums have made glad the hearts of

our working members and incited them
to renewed efforts for a great and suc-

cessful exhibition at Columbia, S. C,
January 12 to 16, 1S92, and that it will be

both great and successful is now beyond
question.

Our list of special i)reiTiiums excels that

of any ever offered by any association,

3gK''^Kating in value nearly ;f6oo, and all

of them good soli»l specials, averaging in

value about ^^5.50 each. We publish but
few egg offers, and these only from the
best known breeders. The jiremium list

will also contain a brief sketch of Colum-
bia, showing what she has been, is and
will be when her magnificent canal is

completed and the various mill sites

along its banks develt)ped. This canal
will have a capacity of about I3,ok) horse
power, the utilization of which through
the erection of various factories will prove
of incalculable benefit to Columbia, and
will place her in the van of Southern
manufacturing cities. Her people, too,

are active, earnest and energetic, and al-

low no obstacle to stan<l in the way of
progress. We have .secured reduced
rates of board from all the leading ho-
tels for visitois during the week of exhi-
bition, and the C<)lunii>ia Board of Trade
has signified its desire to co-operate with
us in the good work by providing other
attractions for the entertainment of visi-

tors. A petition signed by our president
and secretary of Coluiubia's Board of
Trade has been forwanled tf> the presi-

dent of the Southern Passenger Associa-

tion strongly urging that the very lowest
pa.ssenger rates be ma<le over all roads
under liis jurisdiction, and recjucsting his

assistance in securing a corresponding
reduction over all roads in the North and
West, as the show will be national in char-

acter, many fanciers .ind others from
the.se sections having pronii.sed to attend
with exhibits if suitabU' rates could be
obtained.

In conclusion, allow me to tender the
thanks of this as.sociation to the poultry
press generally for many courtesies, and
extend to all those who desire to partici-

pate in the greatest exhibition of poultry

the South has ever seen a cordial invi-

tation to attend our coming show. Yours
truly, W. A. Sen rock. Secretary.

Camden, S C, September 2S, 1891.

Pleasant Employment at Good Pay
The publishersof Si:i;i»-Ti MK and Har-

vest, an old established monthly, deter-

mined to greatly increase their subscrip-

tion lists, will employ a number of active

agents for the ensuing six months at I50
PER month or more if their services

warrant it. To insure active >\ork an
additional cash prize of ;floo will Ije

awarded the agent who obtains the larg-

est nunil)er of subscribers. "The early

bird gets the worm." Send four silver

dimes, or twenty 2-ceut stamps with your
application, stating your age and terri-

tory desired, naming .some prominent
business man as reference as to your
capabilties, and we will give you a trial.

The 40 cents pays your own subscription

and you will receive full particu.rrs

Address

SEED-TIMF A.NI) HARVEST
La Plume, Pa.
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POULTRY AT ROCHESTER.

The Western New York Pair's
Large Exhibit of Fowls.

From Our Si>ecial Correspondent.

RoCHKSTER, N. Y., Sept. 30.—The
largest and finest exhibition of poultn-

and pigeons ever seen in this city was
shown at the Western New York Fair,

held at Rochester September 21 to 25,

over 28<»o speoiniens being present.

Among the largest exhibitors were L. A.

Olnistead, Lima, N. Y.; Bnrn & Hansler,

Tilsonburg, Ont.
;
John T. Bird, Wright's

Corners, N. Y. ; N. S. Perkins, Fairport,

N. Y. ; S. P. Howard & Son, same place
;

W. A. Shaffer, Mil ford, N. Y. ; Knox &
Tillinghaste, Hamburg, N. Y. ; C. Ham-
merschmidt. South Buffalo, N. Y., and

J. O. Moore. Mt. Morris, N. Y. The
quality was exceedingly good, although

of course many of the birds were moult-

ing, which detracted from their present

beauty.

J. Y. Bicknell, of Buffalo, judged
poultry and George Peer, of this city,

pigeons. Entries were received up to
noon of the 2 1st and the committee, not
being prepared for such a large entry,
some confusion resulted. For one thnig
they did not have near enough of the
numbered cirds to tack on coops. How-
ever, under the able management of the
superinten<lent, George Peer, everything
was straightened out so the judge's sec-

retary could tell who was who, but for

one not having access to the judge's
lKX>k it was impossible to get the awards
at the show except on Asiatics, Dorkings,
pigeons and pet stock.

J. A. Ott, of Batavia, had a cocker bitch
and six pups on exhibition, also a rat-

tling good fox terrier bitch, Brocken-
hurst Bell, by Imported Brockenhurst
Trimmer, out of Imported Barmaid. It

was notable how much attention these
dogs attracted, which gives strength to
the opinion that we ought to have a dog
show in connection with the next fair,

if not sooner. Prizes for pens were $^,
for fowls $3 and ^2 and for chicks $2
and $1.

Poultry.

Bkahmas (light).—Pen ist to I. (). Moore; pair
ist to East Avenue Poultry Yards, zd to C. Hani-
mcrschmidt; chicks 1st and 2d to J. O. Moore.
Dark—Pen ist to Knox & Tillinjfhaste; fowls ist
to Knox it Tillinghaste. 2d to Nelson Gardner;
chicks ist to Knox & Tillinghaste; 2d to Nel.son
(iardner.

Cochins (partridge).—Pen 1st to Knpx & Til-
linghaste; pair ist to Knox & Tillinghaste, 2d to
I,. A. Ohnstead; chicks ist to Knox & Tilling-
haste. HiiflT-Pen ist CJeorge Peer; pair ist to
C.eorge Peer. 2d to George W. Phelps; chick.s ist
to Charles Fisher, 2d George Peer. White—Pen
1st to George Peer; pair ist to Burn & Hansler,
2d to George Peer; chicks ist to C. S. Whiting,
second to George Peer. Black—Pen i.st to C. S.
Whiting; pair 2d to Nelson Gardner; chicks ist
and 2d to C. S. Whiting.

I.A.NOSHANS (black) —Pen ist Knox & Tilling-
haste; pair 1st to Knox <fc Tillinghaste. 2d to
Burn & Hansler; chicks ist to Knox & Tilling-
haste. 2d to J. T. Bird. White—Pen 1st to Knox
«t Tillinghaste; chicks 1st to Knox & Tilling-
haste.

DoRKiN(;s (white) —Pen ist to Burn & Han.s-
ler; pair i.st and 2d to Burn & Hansler; chicks ist
to Bnrn *t Hansler. Silver gray—Pen 1st to
Burn & Hansler; i)air ist to Burn & Han-
sler; chicks ist to Burn it Hansler, 2d to S. P.
Howard ft Son. Colored— Pen 1st to Burn *:
Hansler: pair ist and 2d to P.urn St Hansler;
chicks Tst to Burn & Hansler.

I><).MiNiyfKS — Pen ist toL A. Olnistead; fowls
ist to Wilson Gardner. 2<l to Olmstead; chicks
ist to C. S Whiting, 2d to Olmstead.
PuvMofTH Rocks (barred*.—Pen ist to S. P.

Howard & Son; fowls 1st to Bnrn vSc Hansler, 2d
to Howard ^t Son; chicks 1st and 2d to Howard
& .Son. White— Pen ist to Howard & Son; fowls
ist to J. M. Dexter, zd to Howard & Son; chicks
1st and 2d to Howard !t Son.

WvANDOTTKS (silver).—Pen 1st, fowls ist to
Hammerschmidt, 2d and chicks ist and 2d to
Perkins. Golden- Pen 1st to f. O. M<X)re; fowls
1st to Davis Bros, second to H. Sibbett; chicks
ist and 2d to Moore. White—Pen 1st to Perkins;
fowls 1st to J M Dexter. 2d to Perkins; chicks
1st to J T. Tallinger, 2d to Perkins. Black-
Fowls 1st to Olmstead; chicks 1st Whiting. 2d
to Olmstead.

JAVAS (black). Pen i.st. fowls i.st, chicks 1st
to Hammerschmidt, 2d to James Sceley; chicks
1st to Whiting. Mottled— Pen mt, fowls 1st,
chicks ist to Hammerschmidt, 2d to Dexter;
chicks 2d to Whiting. White— Pen 1st, fowls 1st
to Bird, 2d to Perkins; chiks ist and 2d to Whit-
ing.

Hamh!k«;s (golden spangled).—Pen 1st to H
A. Beyler; fowls -st to Burn & Hansler, 2d and
chicks ist to Crossmati. .Silver spangled—Pen
1st, fowls ist to olmstead, 2d to Davis Bros
chicks ist to C. W. BIv. 2d to Crossman. Golden
spangled—Pen 1st. fowls 1st to Bird, 2d to Bevler;
chicks ist to Crossman, 2d to Bird. .Silver pen-
cilled—Pen 1st to Burn & Hansler; fowls ist to
Beyler; chicks ist to Burn & Han.sler Black-
Pen ist. fowls 1st to Burn & Hansler. 2d to H.
A. Smith; chicks 1st to Gardner. 2d to Smith.
White—Pen 1st to L D. Ely; fowls ist to Gard-
ner, ad to Ely; chicks ist to Gardner, 2d to Ely.
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Black Spanish—Pen 1st, fowls 1st, chicks ist to
Burn & Hanslrr, 2d to Crossman; chicks 2d to
Guenther.

Leghorns (white).— Pen i.st, fowls ist, chicks
ist to Howard & Son. 2d to Ely; chicks 2d to
Burn & Han.sler. Rose comb white—Pen ist,
fowls 1st and 2d to Atwater. Single comb brown
—Pen ist, fowls ist to Hamnifrschniidt, 2d and
chicks ist to Bryant, 2d to Burn & Hansler. Rose
comb brown—Pen 1st, fowls 1st to Perkins, 2d to
Moore; chicks 1st to Perkins, 2d to Moore. Black— Pen 1st to Whiting; fowls 1st to Hammer-
schmidt, 2d to Ely; chicks ist to Hilbert, 2d to
Whiting.

Andalusians.—Pen 1st, fowls ist, chicks ist to
Bird, 2d to Dexter.

MiNORCAS (black).—Pen 1st, fowls ist to Hani-
nierschmidt, 2d and chicks 2d to Sutton. White-
Pen 1st to Olmstead; fowls ist to Bird, 2d to Sut-
ton; chicks ist and 2d to Olmstead.
Ckkvk CiKiRS.—Pen ist to Bird; fowls 1st to

N. (iardner, 2d to G. W. Phelps, Jr.; chicks ist
and 2d to Bird.

La Flkche.— Pen ist, fowls 1st and 2d, chicks
2d to Gardner; chicks 1st to George Peer.

Houdans —All to Olmstead.

Games (black-breasted red). —Pair, fowls ist to
Phelps, Jr., 2d and chicks ist and 2d to Perkins.
Yellow duckwing—Fowls ist to Burn & Hansler.
Silvtr duckwing—Fowls ist to Burn & Hansler.
2d to William Hall. Red pile—All to Burn &
Hansler. Indian—Fowls ist to Hammerschmidt,
2d to G. E. Keeley; chicks ist to Hammer-
schmidt, 2d to Phelps, Jr. Pit—All to Phelps, Jr.

Game Banta.ms (black-breasted red).—Fowls
isl to Burn & Hansler, 2d to W. H. Splaine;
chicks 1st to Burn & Hansler, 2d to J. .Scfenear.
Brown-breasted red—Fowls 1st to T. C. Stanton,
2d toM. Klea.son. Red pile—Fowls ist and 2d to
M. Kleason; chicks ist to Stanton, 2d to Burn &
Hansler. White—Fowls ist to M. Kleason. Sil-
ver duckwing—Fowls ist to Phelps, Jr., 2d to
Burn & Hansler; chicks ist to Stanton, 2d to
Phelps, Jr. Yell w duckwing—Fowls 1st to
M. Kleason, 2d to Stanton; chicks ist to Stanton.
2d to F. Guenther. Black—Fowls i.st to M.
Kleason, 2d to J. Kleason; chicks ist to M.
Kleason, 2d to W. H. Splaine.

Bantams (other than game).—Golden Sebrijfht,
fowls 1st to Guenther, 2d to Kleason; chicks
ist and 2d to Perkins. Silver Sebright—Fowls
ist to C ossman, second to Kleason; chicks ist to
Burn & Hansler, 2d to H. Sibbett. Rose comb
(black)—Fowls i.st to Burn & Hansler, 2d to
Cros.sman; chick ist to H. Sibbett, 2d to Burn &
Hansler. Rose comb (white)—Fowls ist to J.
Kleason, 2d to M. Kleason; chicks first to M.
Kleason. 2d to J. Kleason. Japanese—Fowls ist

to M. Kleason, 2d to Guenther; chicks 1st and 2d
to Whiting. White Japanese—Fowls 1st to W.
H. Splaine, 2d to Kleason. Buff Pekin—Fowls
ist to J. Kleason, 2d to Kleason; chicks ist and
2d to Whiting. White Pekin—Fowls ist to J.
Kleason, 2d to M. Kleason; chicks 1st to M.
Kleason. Black Pekin—Fowls ist to Knox &
Tillinghaste; 2d to M. Kleason; chicks ist to
Knox & Tillinghaste; 2d to M. Kleason. White
Polish—All to M. Kleason. Dominique—All to
L. D. Ely. Golden friss—All to Howard & Son.
Silver friss—All to Howard & Son.

TrRKF.YS (bronze).—Old i.st to B. W. Bly, 2d to
James Seelev; young ist to James Seeley, 2d to
Bly. White—Old ist to Bly, 2d to R. F. Seeley;
young, Bly. Slate—Old ist to R. F. Seeley; young
1st to R. F. Seeley.

Geesk (Toulouse).— :>ld ist to H. Sibbett; 2d to
James Seeley; young ist to James Seelev. 2d to
J.O.Moore. White China—Old ist to'H. Sib-
bett; 2d to James Seeley. F^mbden-Old 1st to
H. Sibbett, 2d to R. K Coe. Canada gray—Old
and young ist to Bird.

DucKs(Rouen).—Old 1st to H. Sibbett. 2d to
Bird; young ist to VAy 2d to Bird. Aylesbury—
Old I.st to Ja res Seeley; young 1st to H. Sibbett.
Cayuga—Old ist to L. A'. Olmstead, 2d to Bird;
young ist to Olmstead, 2d to Bird. Muscovy
(colored) -Old ist to Bird. .Muscovy (white)—Old
:st and 2d to Bird. Pekin—Old ist to Perkins,
2d to R. F. Seeley; young ist to Perkins, 2d to J.
O. Moore. Crested white—Old ist to N. Gard-
ner. Black Fiast India— ist to Bird. White call
—Old ist to Bird; young 1st to H. Sibl>ett.

Pea Fowls.- Pair 1st to C. W. Bly.

GiiNEA Fowls (white).— i.st to J. T. Btrd, 2d
to H. Sibbetts. Pearl— ist to Bird, 2d to Sihl>etts.

iNcrBATOR IN OpERATio.N.- ist to Barbour.

Brooder id Operation.— ist to Barlxiur.

]*Iu:oons.

Prizes $3 and $2 for best exhibition of not less
than five varieties, for best exhibition on any
one variety (not less than four colors) one dollar;
no second.' For pairs, seventy-five cents and fifty.

Best exhibition, 1st to August Kckert, 2d to
T. C. Stanton. Best exhibit of pouters, ist to
Eckert; pair white ist and 2tt to Eckert; pair
yellow ist and 2d to Fxkert; pair red 1st and 2d
io August Eckert; pair blue 1st to August Eck-
ert. 2ti to W. H. Dutcher; pair black piM 1st and
2d to August Kckert.

Carriers (black).— Pair ist toC. S Rauber, 2d
to J. J. mutton. Dun—Pair ist to Sutton, 2d to
Stanton.

Fantails (white).— I'air 1st to August F^ckert,
2d to J. J. Sutton. Blue— Pair i.st to Sutton, 2d to
W. H Dutcher. Black.—Pair ist to Kckert, 2d
to Dutcher.

Tt^MBLERS (short-faced) —Best exhibit to T. C.
Stanton; pair 1st to Stanton. Long-faced flying
—Pair 2d to Stanton.

Ti'RBiTS (red wing).—Pair 2d to C. S. Rauber.

Owls (blue F^nglish).— Pair ist and 2d to
Splaine. White Engli.sh—Pair ist to .\ngust
Kckert. 2d to Splaine. Yellow F^nglish-Pair ist

to Splaine.

Barbs (black).— Pair ist to Charles Fisher, 2d
to Splaine. Red— Pair ist toStanton.

Jacobins (red).—Pair ist to E. Rodenbeck, 2d
to G. Schwab. Yellow- Pair ist to Eckert, 2d to

J. J.Sutton. White—Pair 1st to Sutton.

Swallows—Best exhibit ist to Kckert. Red

—

Pair 1st to Eckert. 2d to Charles Fisher Black
Pair 1st and 2d to Eckert. Red barred— Pair ist
to Fisher. Yellow—Pair ist to Eckert, 2d to
Fisher. Yellow barred—Pair ist to Fisher. Blue
Pair 1st to Eckert, 2d to Splaine. Barless blue-
Pair 1st to Eckert. Checkered—Pair ist to
Eckert.

TRrMETERS.— Pair black Russian ist to W. H.
Splaine.

Magpies (red).—Pair 1st to T. C. Stanton-
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H.Black—Pair ist to August Eckert, 2d toW.
Splaine.

Antwerps.—Best exhibit to T. C. Stanton;
pair I St to August Eckert, 2d to T. C. Stanton.
Priests—Pair 1st to August Eckert, 2d to

Charles Fisher. Blue—Pair ist to Charles
Fisher.

Starlings.—Pair ist to August Eckert.
Moorheads.—Pair 1st to August Eckert, 2d to

T. C. Stanton.
Pet Stock.

Rabbits —Best exhibit, prize $3, to J. T. Bird.
Pair Belgian hares, prize |i, to N. S.Perkins.
Pair Angora Rabbits, prize |i J. T. Bird. Pair
Himalayan rabbits, prize |i, to J. T. Bird.
Guinea Pigs—Prize |i, to East Avenue Poul-

try Yards.

Ferrets.—Prize $1, to L. A. Olmstead.
White Mice.—Prize $1, T. C. Stanton.
Cats.—Prizes |i. Tortoise shell to S. P. How-

ard, Maltese to S. P. Howard, white to W. H
Splaine, black to W, H. Splaine.

Fox.—A good specimen of the red variety was
shown by T. C. Stanton.

Octagon.

THE WORLD'S FAIR EXHIBITS.

Rules and Premiums on Poultry,
Pigeons and Pet Stock.

The exhibit of livestock »tthe coming
World's Fair will begin on the 24th of
August and clo.se on the 30th of October.

The period devoted to the exhibition of
poultry, pigeons and pet stock will be
from October 18 to the 30th of the
month. Following are the rules for the

government of exhibitors :

Poiiltr.v.

General Rile.—All poultry offered for ad-
mission under an entry from the United States
will be examined by a committee of three, who
shall return to the exhibitor any bird which in
their opinion is inferior, sick, out of condition,
or which will not score eighty-five points in its
class, according to the American Standard of
Perfection

.

LiMiT OF Entries—No one exhibitor of
poultry from the United States and Canada will
be allowed to enter more than four birds, /. /-.,

one cock, one hen, etc., in any one class, and but
one breeding pen in any one class.
PorLTRV FROM FOREIGN COUNTRIES.-Poultry

from foreign countries will be admitted under
the rules governing the admission of fowls
at competitive displays in said countries.
Additional Rules.—Additional rules and

regulations governing the poultry exhibit, and
the system ofjudging to he adopted, will be is-
sued hereafter.

PiireonH.

General Rule.—Prizes will be withheld
where specimens are of inferior quality.
Must be Named Correctly. — Specimens

must be named with what the exhibitor believes
to be their correct title; all known synonyms
(provincial or otherwise) may be added. Birds
entered in a wrong class will be excluded from
competition. All specimens mu.st be exhibited
in their natural condition

; quality, beauty of
plumage, purity of race and uniformity in
markings, will be required in each instance.
Number ok Birds Under o.ve F^ntrv.-Pan-

tries shall consist of single birds of the following
varieties : Pouters, carriers, short-faced tumblers,
barbs, fantails, Jacobins, turbits, owls and Rus-
sian trumpeters. All other varieties shall l)e

entered in pairs, one male and one female con-
stituting a pair. F'xhibitors will not be allowed
to enter more than two specimens, /. a. two
cocks, two hens, etc., of any one color of each
variety.
Mus't be Owned by Exhibitor.—All birds

entered for competition must be the property of
the exhibitor.
Right to Return Birds.—The right is re-

served by the Chief of the Department of Live
Stock to return to an exhibitor any bird offered
for admission under an entry that in his judg-
ment is inferior.
Special rules.—Special rules, with the sy.s-

tem ofjudging to be adopted in this division,
will be i.ssuednereafter.

General Uegriilutlous.
Scope ok FIxhibit.-The FIxposition being of

an internal character, it is desirable that every
species, breed, variety or family of animals, do-
mesticated or otherwise, throughout the world
be represented thereat.
Animals to be Admitted, but Not kor

Award.—The Chief of the Department of Live
Stock is therefore authorized to admit for exhi-
bition, but not for competition or awards, animals
which in his opinion possess sufficient merit,
interest or utility to entitle them to admission at
an international exhibition.
Latest Date F^ntry Can be Made.—Appli-

cations for entries in all divisions must be filled

by the Chief of Department of Live Stock, on or
before June 15, 1893.
The poultry department is Division F., and

classed the same as in the standard and as fol-

lows: Class I, American; 2, Asiatic; 3, Mediter-
ranean: 4, Polish; 5, Haniburgs; 6, French; 7,

English; 8. games and game bantams; 9, ban-
tams other than game; 10, miscellaneous; 11,

turkeys, entries, single specimens, adult fowls
only; 12, ducks, entries in pairs,male and female;
13, geese, entries in pairs, male and female.
(Black Wyandottes, white I^ngshans and In-
dian games are classed in their places). 14, Or-
namental, golden, silver and F^nglish pheasants,
single, pea fowls, single, pearl and white (guinea
fowls, pairs; 15, entries in pairs, male and female,
lop-eared Himalayan, F^^yptian, Jack, Dutch,
Angora and F^iiglish rabbits and Belgian hares.
Minor pets.—Collection not less than three breeds
to compete; common, Abyssinian and wavy-
haired guinea pigs, fitch and white ferrits, white
and black rats, grey, red, black, fox and flying
.squirrels and prairie dogs.
The pigeons are in Divison F, and premiums

offered on the following varieties in their many
different colors, but each color separately , Car-
riers, pouters, pigmy pouters, barbs, short-faced

tumblers, short-faced baldheads, long-faced or
flying tumblers, inside or parlor tumblers, Jaco-
bins, English owls, African owls, Chinese owls,
tail-marked owls. Trumpeters, fantails. Oriental
frills, turbits, magpies, swallows, priests. Nuns
dragoons, homers, open class, homers, record
class.

Premiums on Poultry.
In classes 1, 2, 3,4,5, 6, 7 and S, exceptinggame

bantams, specimens are to be shown singly,
cock, hen, cockerel and pullet in each variety.
The premiums on these will be $10, I5, $3, p, vhc
and he. Pens to consist of one male and three
females. All ages may compete. First prize |io,
second $5.
In classes 9 and 10 and bantams in class 8 are

also to be shown singly as above, and the prizes
in the.se will be $6, J3, $2, vhc, he and c. Pens in
these classes the same as above, and the prizes
will be $6 to first and $4 to second.

Ill class II specimens are to be shown singly,
with prizes only for adults, and these will l>e |io,
|6 and $4.
Classes 12 and 13 will be for pairs, male and fe-

male, the prizes to be |8, $4 and $2. Class 14 will
also be for pairs, male and female, and prizes |6
and $3, except guinea fowls which are $3
and |i.

Class 15 is for pet stock. Rabbits will be en-
tered in pairs, male and female, with prizes at
$2 and |i. Minor pets to be entered in collections
of not less than three breeds, the prizes to be |io
and I5.

Premiums on Pigeons.
Prizes of I4 and $2 will be offered for best and

.second best male and for best and second best
female of any of the varieties named.

Native Birds.

Collections to consist of not less than
twenty-five varieties not less than one pair,
male and female, of each variety. The
prizes will be $75, $50, $35 and I25 for
largest and best collection of native birds. Cor-
rect names, with all known synonyms to he fur-
nished with each collection, together with his-
tory, habits, localities where found in greatest
numbers, and other facts and information of in-
terest.

TRENTON'S GREAT SHOW.

The Banner Poultry and Pigreon

Exhibition of the Season—Fine
Buildiners and Coops.

The Great Inter-State Fair held at

Trenton, N. J., la.st week was a glorius

success financially and artistically. Over
loo.ixx) people visited the wonderful

sights provided for them by the liberal

management. To Secretary Muirheid
the credit for carrying out to a success-

ful termination such a vast fair is

honestly due. Progre.s,sive, active, tire-

less and accessible to all, Mr. Muirheid

fills a niche long vacant in the state of

New Jersey.

The buildings provided for horses, cat-

tle, sheep, swine and poultry are alone a

small city. They are as comfortable as

it is possible to make them. The im-

mense grandstand, the great main build-

ing and the fruit building are shows in

themselves, to say nothing of the side

shows that contain the "only and great-

est living curios," etc. All Trenton
needs is a dog show to make it a com-
plete and unsurpas.sable fair. The
poultry buildifgs, two in number, pre-
sented a fine appearance. The coops
provided by the managers are the best
we have seen at fall fains, and since last

year the number has been increased by
250. There are now three tiers of coops,
the lower tiers being used for water
fowls. The buildings are very roomy
with high ceilings. The latter are
liberally provided with sash that can be
o|>ened in warm weather.
The light is excellent and the ventila-

tion perfect. Broad aisles make mat-
ters pleasant for the visitors, but the
crowd on "big Thursday," .some 50,000
people, was too much for any aisle. Life
was a burden that day to the boys who
had to take care of the fowls. B. F.
Lewis was the superintendent, and A. H.
Anders and J. C. Hayues were his assi.st-

ants. The poultry building was a Mecca
for fanciers, the following being present
on Friday : T. Wilton Hill, T. Farrer
Rackham. J. H. Baldwin, H. L. Holmes,
secretary of the Philadelphia show ; H.
A. Noeckel, treasurer of the same .show

;

John K. Diehl, W. J. Andrews, J. C.
Haynes, George K. Stevenson, Jones
Wilcox, Thomas Powell, W. A. Smith,
E. C. Vahle, W. Ridav, David Smith, C.
A. Reid, I. L. Headley, F. G. Bean, Dr.
Maple and many others.

As to the pK)ultry on exhibition, we
were disappointed somewhat. The quan-
tity was immense, probably over 3600
birds being present, including pigeons

and cage birds, but the quality was not
as good as we expected to see, except in
a few classes. The American class was
good, especially the Plymouth Rocks.
In silver Wyandottes there v/ere a num-
ber of exceedingly good specimens and
auite a few poor ones. The white Wyan-
ottes were pretty fair as a class, but the

goldens were not up to high-water mark.
The Leghorns and Minorcas were fine, as
is always the case in Nev Jersey. Asiat-
ics might have been more numerous, and
excepting the Lang.shans might have
been better.

Gantes were very slim, and while there
was a large entry, too much pit game
spoiled the class. The condition of a few
cocks in this class showed that their
owners mu.st have settled a dispute by
pitting their birds. The French and
Polish classes were not particularly at-

tractive. The Hamburg class, especially
the silver spangled variety, was excel-
lent, Wilcox having a very good pair of
old birds in the latter. The water fowls
were notably good. The bantams were
very numerous, and often meritorious,
but there were some varieties that might
as well have staid at home. The pigeon ex-
hibit was immense, and to enumerate the
different varieties and the sub-varieties
would require an extra issue. It strikes
us that the varieties are getting a trifle

too numerous, many being so closely re-

lated that even a judge mu.st hesitate at

times to distinguish them. Mr. H. W.
Vahle's exhibit of cage birds, pigeons
and pet stock was a great feature and at-

traction. The judges were John K. Diehl,
poultry, and W. Ivins, pigeons. The
rest of the story appears below in the
awards

:

Brahmas (light).—F'owls 1st to A. C. Freichler,
2d to S. D. Darlington & Co.; chicks ist to
Freichler, 2d to T. E. Burroughs. Dark—Fowls
1st to J. B. Huff, 2d to F. H. Keller; chicks ist to
H. M. Thomas, 2d to Huff.

Cochins (buff).—Fowls 1st to J. (i. Darlington
&Co., 2d toT. E. Burroughs; chicks 1st to D. C.
Powell, 2d to J. R. Richman. Partridge—Fowls
ist to C. A. Reid, 2d to Haines & Holmes; chicks
ist and 2d to Haines & Holmes. White—Fowls
1st to J. M. Kipp, 2d to Steven.son; chicks 1st to
Kipp, 2d to I. M. Crossman. Black— Fowls ist

and 2d, chicks 1st and 2d to C. A. Reid.

Plymouth Rocks (barred.)—F'owls ist to C. V.
Beaumont, 2d to Jones Wilcox; chicks 1st to
Wilcox, 2d to C. L.Thomas. White—Fowls ist

to Headley, 2d to John W. Hunt; chicks ist and
2d to D. C. Powell.

Wyandottes (golden).—Fowls ist to C. W.
Johnson, 2d to Stevenson; chicks 1st to Headley,
2d to W. A. Smith. Silver— Fowls ist to Jones
Wilcox, 2d to Edward Miller; chicks ist to Wil-
cox, 2d to Haynes. White—Fowls ist to Wilcox,
2d to Stevenson; chicks ist to S. C. Moyer, 2d to

J. R. Ounagan. Black—Fowls 2d to Headley.

DtiMiNiQUES.—Fowls 1st to Wilcox, 2d to W.
L. Miller; chicks 1st to Wilcox, 2d to J G. Dar-
lington & Co.

F^RMINETTES.—Fowls ist and 2d to T. B. Alli-

son; chicks 1st to Allison, 2d to W. A. Smith.

Common Fowls.—All to Allison.

Games (b. b. red).—Fowls ist to A. D. Rein-
hart, 2d to J. R. Ounagan; chicks ist and .d to
Reinhart. Yellow duckwing—Fowls ist to C. F;.

Rogers, 2d toJoseph Krause; chicks 2d to Krau.se.

Silver duckwing.—Fowls 2d, chicks 2d to Krause.
White—Fowls ist and 2d, chicks ist and 2d to H.
H. Harnies & Bro. Black—Fowls ist and 2d.

chicks ist to Harines & Bro., 2d to Stevenson.
Pit— 1st to Game Breeder's Cocking Club, 2d to

J. C. Haynes; chicks 1st and 2d to Stevenson.
Ginger red—Fowls, ist to Edward Quinn; chicks
ist to Stevenson. Brown red—Chicks ist to
Krouse. Red pile— Fowls 1st, chicks ist and
2d to Stevenson. Blue—Fowls ist to Steven.son.

Earl Derby—F'owls ist to Stevenson.

Indian Games.—Fowls ist to D. C. Powell, 2d
to Stevenson; chicks ist to Stevenson, 2d to A.
C. Keyser.

HAMBi'Ras (black).—Fowls ist to Stevenson,
2d to J. C. Maple; chicks ist to W. L. Miller, 2d

to Stevenson. Golden spangled—Fowls 1st to W.
A. Smith, 2d to Stevenson; chicks ist and 2d to

J. C. Haynes. Silver spangled—Fowls ist to H.
A. Beyler, 2d to Stevenson; chicks i.st to Beyler,

2d to Havnes. White—Fowls 1st and 2d: chicks
1st and 211 to Stevenson. Silver pencilled—Fowls
ist and 2d. chicks 1st and 2d to Stevenson. Gol-
den pencilled—Fowls 1st and 2d. chirks i.st to

Stevenson.

Minorcas (black).—Fowls 1st to J. C. Haynes,
2d to Franklin Bean; chicks 1st to Haynes, 2d to

James Reed. White—Fowls ist to Stevenson, 2d

to W. A. Smith; chicks, ist to Headley & Co., 2d

to Smith.

Black Spanish—Fowls i.st to Stevenson, 2d

to James Gunagan; chicks 1st to Stevenson, 2d

to W. A. Smith.

Andahsians—Fowls 1st to A. C. Key.ser, 2d

to W. A. Smith; chicks 1st to Keyser, 2d to C. A.

Reid.

Leghorns (white).—Fowls 1st and 2d, chicks
1st to John C. Haynes, 2d to Headley & Co.

White (r. c.)—Fowls i.st to W. A.Smith; chicks
2d to James Gunagan. Brown—Fowls ist to

Jones Wilcox, 2d to W. A. Smith; chicks ist to

Wilcox, 2d to Smith. Brown (r. c.)—Fowls ist

to James Gunagan. 2d to C. A. Reid; chicks 1st

to Jones Wilcox, 2d to H. A. B-yler. Black-
Fowls 1st and 2 1 to W. A. Smith; chicks ist to

Jones Wilcox, 2d to George Udall, Jr. Domi-
niques—Fowls 1st and 2d, chicks 1st and 2d to

Headley & Co.

HouDA.NS.—Fowls 1st to W. A. Smith, 2d to

J. M. Kipp; chicks, ist to Kipp. 2d to George
Udall, Jr
La Fleche—Chicks ist to T. B. Allison.

Creve Cceur.—Fowls 1st to W. A. Smith.

Polish (white).—Fowls, ist to W. A. Smith. 2d
to Stevenson; chicks 1st and 2d to Stevenson.
Golden—Chicks 1st to W. A. Smith. Plain gol-
den—Fowls ist to Stevenson, 2d to Headley & Co.
Black—Fowls 2d and chicks ist to W. A.
Smith. White-crested black—Fowls ist, chicks
2d to Headley & Co. White-crested buff—Fowls
ist Headley & Co. Bearded golden—Fowls ist to
Stevenson, 2d to Headley it Co.; chicks ist and 2d
to Stevenson. Bearded silver—Fowls ist and 2d
to Headley & Co. Plain silver—Fowls 1st and
chicks 1st to Headley & Co.

Dorkings (silver gray) —Fowls 1st to W. A.
Smith, 2d to Stevenson; chicks 1st toj. M. Kipp.
2d to Stevenson. White—Fowls ist and 2d and
chicks 1st to Stevenson. Colored—Fowls ist and
chicks 1st to B. !<•. Lewis.

Langshans (black).—Fowls isl to Haynes, 2d
to Bean; chicks 1st to Bean, 2d to George W.
Waite. White—Fowls ist to H R. Barry, 2d to
Stevenson; chicks ist and 2d to Bean. Blue-
Fowls ist to Barry.

jAVAS (black).—Fowls ist to Allinson, 2d to
Glendola Poultry Yards, chicks ist to Allinson.
White—Fowls 1st W. A. Smith. Mottled—Fowls
1st to Stevenson, 2d to C. A. Reid; chicks ist to
Reid.
Anconas.—All to Dr. S. C. Moyer. ,

Creepers (Dominique).—Fowls 1st, chicks 1st
to W. A. Smith . Black—Chicks 1st to Smith.
ScMATRAS—Fowls ist, chicks 1st and 2d to Ste-

venson, fowls 2d to Joseph Krouse.
Sicilians —Fowls ist, chicks ist and 2d to

Allinson.
Silkies.—All to Dr. Maple.
Red Caps—All to J. C. Haynes.
White Malays—Chicks ist to M. Kleason.
Frizzlies.— Fowls I'-t to R. C. Kaighn; chicks

ist to Allinson. White—Fowls i.st to H. M.
Thomas.
Rl'Mi'LESS (white).—Fowls 1st to H. M.

Thomas, 2d to B. F. Lewis.
Bantams (black-breasted red game) —Fowls

1st to C. M. Orth & Bro , 2d to J. G. Darlington &
Co.; chicks ist to Haywood & Co., 2d to Orth &
Bro. Sefton game—Chicks ist to Haywood &
Co. F^arl Derby game—Chicks 1st to John Don-
nelly. Brown fed game—Fowls 1st to Haywood
& Co. Silver duckwing game—Fowls 1st to Dr.
J. C. Maple, 2d to Darlington & Co.; chicks 1st
to Orth & Bro.
Golden duckwing game—Fowls i.st to Haywood

& Co., 2d to Darlington it Co.; chicks isttoFilkin
& Wilde.
Red pile game—Fowls ist to Orth & Bro., 2d to

Haywood & Co.; chicks ist to Orth & Bro., 2d to
Stevenson. White pile game—Fowls 1st to Hay-
wood & Co.. 2d to Filkin & Wilde; chicks 1st to
M. Kleason.
White game—All to Haywood & Co. Black

game.—All to M. Kleason.
Silver Sebrij^ht-Fowls ist to Dr. Maple, 2d to

Stevenson; chicks ist and 2d to A. C. Treichler.
Golden Sebright—Fowls 1st to Dr. Maple. 2d

to Haywood & Co.; chicks ist to Kleason, 2d to
Stevenson.
Black rose comb—Fowls 2d to Haywood & Co.;

chicks ist to Dr. Maple, 2d to Stevenson. White
rose comb— 1st to Maple, 2d to Kleason; chicks
1st to Klea.son.
Buff Pekin—Fowls 1st to Kleason, 2d to Dar-

lington & Co.; chicks 1st to Dr. Maple, 2d to
Kleason.
Black Pekin—All to Kleason. Japanese—F'owls

ist to Maple, 2d andchicks ist to Klea.son. White
Japanese— ist to Kleason. White booted—Fowls
ist to Maple, 2d to Kipp; chicks ist and 2d to
Kleason. Black b(X)ted—2d to Kleason.
White single comb—All to Maple. White

Polish plain—Fowls ist to Haywood & Co., 2d to
Maple. Bearded w. c. Polish—Fowls ist, chicks
1st to Haywootl & Co. .Silver Polish—Fowls 1st

to Maple. White Pekin—Fowls ist to Headley &
Co. Mottled buff Pekin—Fowls ist to B. F. Lewis.
Turkeys (bronze).— 1st to R. C. Kaighn, 2d to

Allison. White— 1st to R. C. Kaighn, 2d to Reid.
Buff— 1st, blue I.st, I lack 2d, Narragansett 1st to
Reid. Black— ist to Stevenson.
Geese (F;iiil>den).— ist and 2d to Alli.son.

T.'ulouse— ist to Reid, 2d to Steven.son. White
China— ist. African ist, wild 1st to Steven.son.
DfCKS (Pekin I.— 1st to Stevenson, 2d to

Havnes. Rouen— ist to Reid, 2d to Stevenson.
Ayle.sbury— ist to H. F. Lewis. 2d to Rackham.
Colored Muscovy— ist to Frank Wilson, 2d to

Lewis. Cayuga— ist to Rackham, 2<t to Steven-
son. White Muscovy— i.st to Steven.son, 2d to

Tallman. Grey call ist. F^ast India 1st, white,
crested 1 .st and 2d, white call 2d to Stevenson;
white call ist, grey call 2d to Reid.
Pea Fowls.—ist to R. C. Kaighn, 2d to Ste-

venson.
Guineas (pearl).— 1st to Stevenson, 2d to

Lewis. White— i.st and 2d to Stevens<iii.

Wood Ducks.— 1st and 2d to H. W. Vahle.
iNCi'BATORS.— ist to Piuelaiid Incubator and

Brooder Company.
E<VG Tester.— ist to Pineland Incubator and

Brooder Company.
Drinkin<; Fountains.— I.st to Dr. Maple. 2d

to Pineland Incubator and Brooder Company.

PIGEON FLYING.

A New Homing Club.

The New Brooklyji Hotning Club is

the name of a society recently organized,

and for outlandi.sh names the following

board of officers takes the cake : Presi-

dent, J. J. Boedigheimer ; first vice-pres-

ident, Joe Kroeder ; second vice-presi-

dent, William Chapel ; secretary and
trea.surer, Louis Kaelin ; Race Commit-
tee, L. Kaelin, J. J. Boedigheimer, J.

Kroeger, l'\ Schnibblo ; charter mem-
bers, L. Kaelin, J. J. Boedigheimer, J.

Kroeger, F. vSchnibble, T. Gibbons. Wil-
liam Chapel, J. Muller, M. Ebert, J.
Bier, William Kroeger, A. Kaelin

;

honorary memViers, T. Fred Goldman
and Jo.seph Scholl.

A Stray Homer.
Editor Fancikrs' Journal.

A stray homing pigeon came to my
loft last \veek—R. C. C., banded 91-624.

The owner can have him by sending his

address to E. Riordan,
791 Fourth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

ON THE WING.

The second article of the constitution
of the P'ederatiou of American Homing
Pigeon Fanciers reads as follows: "The
affairs of the Federation shall be admi!:-
i.stered by an executive committee, con-
sisting of the following officers : Presi-
dent, two vice-presidents, secretary and
treasurer, and race secretary, together
with three other members, to be elected
at the annual meeting, an<l whose terms
of office shall be for one year, or until
their successors are elected.

» «
"The choice of officers for the ensuing

year shall be made known to the .secre-

tary between the dates of October i and
15 previous to the annual meeting by
each member of the P'ederation naming
his choice for president, two vice-presi-
dents, secretary and treasurer, race secre-
tary and three additional members of the
Executive Committee. The secretary is

to make known in November the names
thus received, with the votes given to

each, and shall declare the two for each
office receiving the highest number of
votes to be nominated for such office.

The election is to take place at the an-
nual meeting in December following."

«
« »

In voting for choice of Federation offi-

cers for 1892 those who are entitled by
reason of being in good standing in the
I'ederation .should enclose their vote in

an envelope addressed to David S. Rog-
ers, secretary. 1028 Poplar Street, Phila-
delphia, not later than the 15th instant.

*
* »

H. W. Buschman, of St. Louis, Mo.,
has forty-two birds in his flying loft

which he has so trained that when re-

turning from their practice flies they can
all be gotten into the loft within forty
seconds from the time of their arrival, a
trait which may bring their owner many
a prize in future closely-contested races.

Mr. Buschman recently purchased five

pairs of fine record stock from the well-

equipped loft of Alexander Westerman,
of Baltimore, Md., the lot including the
bird V. P. 2, a black checker cock, which
is said to have three times made a one-
day record from 427 '2 miles, also havnig
record from .\tlaiita, (ia., distance 58S
miles. Another bird of the lot is B. C,
register 107, which is said to have flown
5iomiles twice, and as a young bird eight
months old flown from Spartanburg, S.
C, 427>i miles in eight hours and forty

minutes.

* *

The above records are claimed by Mr.
Westerman. and if correct the transfer is

an unusually valuable one.
«

« »

On Monday morning, October 5, at

9.30 o'clock the eight birds of (leorge
Goebel, of the Virtue Club, of this city,

were lil)erated in Barbourville, Va., to
cover the 2f)9-mile course to home. .\t

the start, and as far north as Washing-
ton, the weather was favorable, but by
the time the biriis reached Maryland the
wind had changed to northeast, and was
so gusty that only the most <leterininc(l

of travelers woul<l willingly keep on the
wing. The returns timed were the three
hens Colleen Bawn. Blue Gown and Maid
of the Mist at 4.21 '^ P. M. The average
speed was S94 yards per minute. All of
the birds engaged are youngsters, ami
one of them had never been flown pre-

viously.
*

« *

The American Hontiiig Exchange edi-

torially remarks : "Certain influences
have been (piietly at work for some time
pu-st looking to the thorough reuniting
of the strong pigeon flying .sections of
Philadeljihia, New York, Newark and
several other local centres into one
brotherhooci of pige<»n flyers—surely a
most commendable object, and one well

worth the most earnest and persistent ef-

fort on the part of its promoters. We
can fully appreciate the herculean task
to be accomplished, having more than
once been delighted lo act as arbitrator

between these same factions of pigeon
fanciers with but different success ; we
hope, therefore, that the present move-
ment will give assurance of a strong,

permanent and harmonious reorganiza-
tion. The influence of the Federation
of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers

for a higher elevation of the fancy and of
a strong and deeper attachment in all

those elements which have made the fly-

ing of homing pigeons a national sport,
has not weakened or diminished one iota.

* *

"The assaults made upon it by those,
who through disappointed ambition or
petty personal spile, by fanciers, who
through ignorance, misplaced confidence,
or probably downright misrepresentation,
have been led to believe that the grand
old organization had been shorn of its

national character and was fast losing its

hold ujion the fancy, has not weakened
the structure one iota, its foundation
stones are as simnd to-day as when first

laid at that first meeting in Pliiladelphia
January, 1890. The sectional rules as
carefully formulated by a representative
committee of fanciers in the early part of
this year are, with one or two amend-
ments, broad enough to cover the most
exacting requirements and needs of our
rapidly spreading antl p»)pular pastime of
pigeon flying. What is absolutely
needed, however, in order to make the
coining season the best in the history of
this popular sport is for the fanciers of
these sections to stf)p splitting hairs, -

stop quarreling over imaginary personal
grievances. Come together on one com-
mon basis, putting aside all selfish, per-
sonal and local interests and work to-

gether for the common good of the whole
family. A long pull, a strong pull and a
pull altogether will not only give us a
new Federation, but will infuse new life

and new blood mto the sjiort throughout
all sections and centres."

* *

The able pigeon flying editor of the
Item makes the following jiertinent com-
ments on the above: "While glail to
welcome the Homing h'xchange as a
supporter of the movement for the re-

uniting of the various flying sections
througiiout the states, pigeon flyers gen-
erally will hardly agree that the l-'edera-

tion has not lost con.siderable of its na-
tional character. In fact it is simply the
cau.se of this loss, which must be reme-
died in the new organi/ation, or the latter

would also prove a failure.

«
#

"The Feileration has become virtually
a Philadelphia organization, and there is

no gain.saying the fact. Its race secre-

tary's time is nearly entirely engrossed
by the management of Philadelphia
affairs, and under its banner the Phila-
delphia pigeon flyers cuuld easily man-
age without the trouble and expense of
a local section, while no otlier city or
flying center has such facilities. This is

radically wrong, and, moreover, is unjust
to outsiders, who, under the circum-
stances, cannot be blamed for complain-
ing. What api)ears to be needed now is

a national league, whose affairs shall

have general national functions only,
and those rides shall be broad enough to

give general .satisfaction.

* «

"This league should consist of a large
number of clubs, and these shotUd have
the management of their own races, sub-
ject to the rules of tlie national body. It

would appear at the first glance as if it

might be a gocwl plan to do away with
the national race secretary an<l supply his

])lace with a reconling secretary, whose
duties should be to keep a recor I of all

races flown by league clubs. s;ime to lie

mailed to him by the sectional race sec-

retary immediately after a race.

* *

"The dutiesof the present race secretary
could then l)e divided amongst several,

each large club or section having a race
secretary of its own. In this manner no
.section would be more highly favored than
another. Of course each race .secretary

wouhl be paid by the nieiubers of his own
section, and the lar^^er the .section the
bigger the salary. .Slitmld a national con-
vention be convened, as at present ap-
pears probable, all these matters will

have to be seriously considered, and
from the propositions made the be.st can
be selected. In the meantiine those who
desire a successful issue to the movement
will let bygones be bygones, and thus by
coucilatory measures aid those who are
earnestly attempting to solve a most
difficult problem.

—Space is going rapidly for our gteat
Christmas number. Be sure and get in

on the ground floor.
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A TALK ON EGGS.

An Instructive Article on a Very
Interesting Subject.

Stephen Beale in Country Gentleman.

At a uieeting of the Loudon Society of

Arts Mr. P. L. Sinimonds, K. L. S., read

a most instructive paper on this subject,

dealing in a very exhaustive manner with

the varieties of eggs, their forms, their

chemistry and uses. Much of the infor-

mation here given has been published

in scientific works, notably those of Mo-

(juiu-Tandon and O. Des Murs, but is

here brought together in a more popular

form. The following is a summary of

the leading parts of this paper, so far as

it concerned the domestic fowl

:

The number of eggs laid is less at the

commenceineut and end of life. With

hens, for instance, the number laid is

less in the first and fourth year than in

the second and third, and after the fifth

year they fre(iuently cease laying, though

there are exceptions to this rule. Chick-

ens and ducklings, which can generally

shift for themselves soon after emerging

from the egg, are more numerous in a

brood than young pigeons, which have to

be fed by the parent. It has been said

by the author of "British Oology," that

"in every instance we shall find the same
beneficent influence acting for our wel-

fare ; increasing rapidly, by the number
of their eggs, those species which are of

the greatest use to us, and bestowing
upon those intended for our more im-

mediate benefit a most wonderful power
of ova-production ; and at the same time
curtailing in their numbers those species

which, in their greater increase, would
soon ixicome injurious to us. Most of

the rasores (or scratchers), which as game
form .so agreeable an addition to our
tables, as well as the duck tribe, lay nu-

merous eggs."
Domestic fowls have larger eggs than

those in a wild stite. The eggs of the

wild duck, for instance, are only fifty to

fifty-five millimetres in diameter, while
those of the tame ducks are sixty to six-

ty-five millimetres. In general the eggs
of land birds in respect to size are more
in proportion to the size of the bird than
those of acjuatic fowls. The standard
yield and weight of eggs for the different

varieties of the <lomestic fowl may be
taken as follows : Light Brahmas and
partridge Cochins, eggs .seven

. to the

pound ; they lay, according to treatment
and food, from eighty to one hundred
per annum, sometimes more if kept well

;

dark Brahmas, eight to the pound and
about seventy per annum ; black, white
and buff Cochins, eight to the pound, and
one hundred is a large yield ; Plymouth
Rocks, eight to the pound and lay one
hundred per annum ; Iloudan. eight to

the pound, and lay one hundre<l an«l

fifty per annum, being non-sitters ; La
Fleche, seven to the pound, and pro<luce

one huiKlred and thirty per annum

;

black Spanish, .seven to the pound, and
lay one hundred and fifty per annum

;

Doininiques, nine to the pound, and lay

one hundred and thirty j)er annum ;

game fowl, nine to the pound, and lay

one bunilrecl an<l thirty per annum ;

Creves. seven to the pound, and one hun-
dred an«l fifty per annum ; Leghorns,
nine to the ])oun«l, and from one hun-
dred and fifty to two hundred per an-

num ; Haniburgs, nine to the pound, and
one hundred and seventy per annum

;

Polish, nine to the pound, and one hun-
dred and fifty per annum ; bantams, .six-

teen to the pouml. and .sixty per annum
;

turkeys lay from thirty to sixty eggs per
annum. weighing about five to the pound;
ducks' eggs vary greatly with the differ-

ent species, but range from five to six to

the pound
;
geese, four to the pound, and

twenty per annum
;
guinea fowls, eleven

to the pound, ami lay sixty per annum.
These figures are all approximate, and

in some instances will not be found to

agree with general practice, but .so much
depends upon the way in which the
fowls have been bred and fed that the

results obtained in one place would be
altogether at variance with those obtained
in another. There is little doubt but
that on the whole the size of eggs and
the fecundity of our domestic fowls has
greatly increased within the last thirty

years. Some varieties may have suflfered

in both respects, <lue to close breeding

and attention to mere external qualities,

but we have many other breeds tnat have
more than taken their places. In Mr.
Simmond's paper it is stated that in the

markets of France the largest eggs come
from Normady, the smallest from Picar-

dy, and the mean or average from Flan-

ders. In Normandy the fowls have been
most carefully bred for a long period of
time, both for their egg and table quali-

ties, and the eggs produced there are

above the average in size. Good feeding
will do much to increase the size of eggs,

hence the reason why eggs from the
yards of those who only keep a few fowls

are usually larger and richer than are the
regular market eggs.

The shell of all eggs is studded with
small orifices, which are the means of
absorption and exhalation by which the
little animal in the egg respires. On this

knowledge are grounded all the methods
of preserving the egg by closing the
pores. These pores are more or less

visible, according to the species of egg.

They are very apparent in the egg of the
ostrich, and scarcely visible to the naked
eye in other species, but their functions

are no less active. Many eggs are laid

naked, dry and smooth ; others are im-
pregnated with a greasy or glutinous sub-

stance. The latter are chiefly those of
sea birds, or those which live in moist lo-

calities. This glutinous coating is doubt-
less intended to preserve the eggs from
the water, or to maintain the degree of
heat necessary to preserve life. Some-
times there are soft eggs laid entirely

without shells, or without the albuminous
inner membrane. This occurs chiefly in

hens that are too fat, or have been over-

.stimulated, or have not been able to ob-

tain calcareous substances with their

food. Egg shell is much used in medi-
cal preparations. When calcined at a

low red heat they afford a very pure form
of carbonate of lime.

There is not much that can be brought
forward as to the preservation of eggs,

for this question has been very fully dis-

cussed and experimented upon in recent

years. Cadet de Vaux suggested the
plunging of eggs for twenty seconds in

boiling water, in order to coagulate that

portion of the albumen nearest the shell,

and then to pack them in vessels half filled

with sifted cinders. This process—which,
by the bye. has l)een well known in some
parts of Scotland for many years—yields

excellent results, but if neglected but for

a second or two, tlie eggs are liable to

harden. For home consumption the

French peasantry have for ages preserved
their eggs in a very simple fashion. They
take a wooden case or a large barrel and
pack them in thick layers of sawdust,

fine sand, chalk, bran, cinders or coal

dust, so that they do not touch each
other. In the maritime provinces the

peasants u.se layers of ashes moistened
with salt water. The late Dr. F". Grace
Calvert found by experiment Ihe follow-

ing results in the action of different sub-

stances in the preservation of eggs. In

dry oxygen gas eggs are unaffected un-

less punctured ; moi.st oxygen decom-
poses the eggs. In moist hydrogen or

nitrogen eggs will keep three months.
Eggs pierced or whole are perfectly pre-

served in carbolic acid, dry or moist.

In chlorine water (one to five hundred)
eggs kept three months in a closed ves-

sel ; in a solution of dilute chloride of
lime, eggs would not keep two days

;

lime water and sulphate of lime kept
them a little longer ; carbolic acid (one

to five hundred) preserved them.aix)ut
six weeks. F^ggs immersed in an iodide

of calcium solution were, after a month,
not to be distinguished by smell or taste

from perfectly fresh eggs. M. Durand, a

chemist at Blois. .steeps them in a solution

of silicate of potash. This being very
viscous, is kept liquid by adding warm
water. The eggs are placed in a ve.ssel

containing the silicate and afterwards

dried. Then the part upon which the

eggs rested is covered, because the sili-

cate may have fallen off at this place.

When each egg is completely covered all

over the eggs are placed in any recep-

tacle, and may be left for a year, if neces-

.sary. without any fear of their spoiling.

Within recent years egg powder has

been produced, not a chemical combi-
nation, but the contents of eggs dried or

condensed. It is stated that these are,

for omelets and other cooking purposes,

quite equal to new-laid eggs.

MISCELLANEOUS.

^37
BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

ing ; whole wheat, oats, sunflower seed,

and buckwheat are the best for growing
fowls, and to furnish a gocnl supply of
eggs-

. .

Pigeons Moulting.

Moulting season is now at hand in the

pigeon loft, and as this is the most criti-

cal and dangerous point of a pigeon's life

the fancier must watch his birds closely

and see that they have a plentiful supply

of good uutritous food on hand at all

times, and also good fresh water to

drink. During moulting season the birds

look droopy and do not feel like showing

up in full glory as they will other times
;

neither do they feel like laying and rais-

ing young. The food should now consist

of a variety of food, a mess of peas is

very much relished by them now ; if any
of the birds get very sick, put them in

nice dry and warm quarters and give
them a little hemp seed daily, and they
will come out all right. Some birds will

get sick from wanting to moult and can-
not, in this case they can generally be
started by pulling out their tail and treat-

ing as mentioned above. Be sure to keep
them out of draughts and wet weather
while moulting, as they are very delicate

at this stage and cannot stand much
hardship. Put a small piece of copperas
in their drinking water about twice a
week, the size of a hazel-nut to a pail of
water ; this is a great preventive of dis-

e.-ise.—Western Poultry Breeder.

Difference in Eggs.

The difference between an egg laid by a

plump, healthy hen, fed with good, fresh

food daily, and an egg laid by a thin,

poorly fed hen is as great as the difference

between good beef and poor. A fowl fed

on garbage and weak slops, with very lit-

tle grain of any kind, may lay eggs to be
sure, but when tho.se eggs are broken to

be used for cakes, pies, etc., tqey will

spread in a weak, watery way over your
dish, or look a milky white instead of

having a rich, slightly yellow tinge. A
"rich egg" retains its shape as far as

possible and yields to the beating of the

knife or spoon with more resistance, and
gives you the conviction that you are

really beating something thicker than
water or diluted milk.—Poultry Chum.

—Study economy in feeding your
fowls. Corn is the best food for fatten-

Sheridan's Condition Powders

henC
If yon can't get It send to na.

W« mail one pack 8Sc. Five $1. A 3 1-t lb. caa tl.ao. Biz,

f.
Ex. paid, ftyultry Raising Guide, free, with $1 ordera.

8. JOHNSOMftOO..»Cua(om House St., Boston,Mut.

The Fanciers' Publishiag Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

oooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog
American Kennel. Surges $
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill
Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashniont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmout

Bnglishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to XllI.each
Field Trial Training. White
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions
Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ; col-

ored portrait. Dalsiel
Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $3.50; leather

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration .

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to

date
Practical Kennel Guide. Stables
Practical Training of the Shepherd Doyj.

Wickham. Paper cover, 50c. ; cloth . . .

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer)

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-
tice. Millan

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon,

Stonehenge on the Dog
Teufel the Terner ; or, the Life and Ad -

ventures of an Artist's Dog
The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F
Mercer

The Dog, by Idstone
The Greyhound. Dalziel: colored portrait
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated ....
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Ma.sou. Portraits
from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. .

Youatt on the Dosr
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

5.00

300
8.00

3.00

1.50

1.00
.80

3.00

•50

3-00

50
1.00

•50

•75

3.00

•50

5.00

450
4-50

• 50

1.50

1.00

•50

•50

<').00

300

3.50

2.00

3.50
.60

•50

•75

1.00

1.00

1.00

1-25

3.50

75

1.00

1-25

1-25

500
3.50

2-75

•25

4.00
3.50

..so

•75

POULTRY.

All About Broilers. Boyer
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow.
Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry Book. W. B. Teeetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; woodcuts. By Harri-
son Weir

Prodtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale
Practical Poultry Keep«r. Lewis Wright. .

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Rai-siiig. James Rankin ....
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace

CAGE HIRDS.

anary Birds. Paper cover
Cloth

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition

Native Song Birds. George J. Barnesby. .

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby

PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing difler-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By'Dr. L.S. Clark . . .

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, H.M.
Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright

.

Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delaraer

MISCELLANEOUS.

American Anglers' Book. Norris ....
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated)
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus
Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.

Grinnell
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . .

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; il-

lustrated
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals .

With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . .

Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell ....
Woodcraft. Nessrauk
611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen ....

.25

•5«

5.00

• 25
•50

9'oo
I. so

1.50

•25

150

•25

1.00
5-0O

.50

..so

•75

15.00

"•50
1.00
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8.00
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•50
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.35

50

2.00
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PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF—
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.
Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-
tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

LEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each 2V6C. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on which the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. B. S. STARR. Box 295.

Philadelphia, Pa.

ARCHANGELS ONLY.
Geo. G. Fetter* ilf,

Lianghome, Penn*at
HiLs ttin-)' of ttif liirK<*sl and fin-

est Idtts of AH<lIAN»iEL.S In

lAinoriciv, If not in tlie world,
and now otTors for Riile a fV-w

grand birds in Dark and Lii;>it

llroiiZH. |)oint and slicll {•r»»st<'<l;

also, smooth heads. I'rice.s a<'»

c'Dfdint; to (quality of stooli.

. W"^
E CAN FiyiNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OF ALL

LEADING BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY
Box 916. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

SHOWS.
The Second Annual Exhibition of the

Soirn Carolina Poultry & P. S. Association,
At Columbia, S. C, Jan. 12 to 15. 1892, will l>e

THE GREAT SHOW OF THE SOUTH.
Send for Premium List which will be ready

October 15. We have the grandest list of specials
ever offered by any Southern Association.

W. A. SCHROCK. Secretary.
Camden, S. C.

Dr. S. T. Lea, President,
Cokesbury, S. C. 33-,?6

POUL.TRY.

^VYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.

Prices loiu for the class. Male Birds a specialty.
"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
28 54 Brainard Station, N. Y.

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

ever produced.

Personally selected durne our eight weeks'
search anioiig the best breeders of England. If

you want choice breeders or winners at the
winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, Anda-
lusians, White Wyandottes. ^^ree catalogue.

S8tf

C. A. SHARP ^. CO..
Lockport, New York.

FOR POULTRYMEN,;-^'^'*'^*'AIITOi run ruuLiniiiii.n|«,fffCH>i/vrs,

I III ^^ Fanciert, Nunerymtn, Fhrlits, Bfkttptr*,

I ^^ I \0 Dairymen, Gardenar; fruitmen, Prlnttrt,

^9 t\r OTAPV **"• tiectrotiiping done. List fPtC.

Ur 5 1 UuK CHREMCE C oefur, SrfiACute, M, t.

POUIiTRY. poiriyniY.

o<13andacr Par7VYI>o
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buf! Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize
winners wherever shown. Circular free.

F. W. GAY LOR, Manager, Quogue, Long Island, N. Y.

INCUBATORS.

1061

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

<1INDIAN GAMES. o<\ >» WYAND0TTE8.[>-
The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NEW YORK SHOW I

won I St on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State
Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, 3 seconds, 4 thirds and 2 gold specials. Send
forcircular. Address T.WILTON HILL, JAMESBURG, N. J. 96-148

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM-
S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record ot America's leading strains 01 above
varieties. Can furnish eggs from C H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

DIPQ Chesters, Bcrkshires, Polands. Fox
rluOi Hounds, Beagle8,Collie8,Setters.GEO.B.
BICKMAN, W. Chester, Pa. Send sUmp for dr.

lOI-tt J. FORSYTH, OWEGO. TIOGA COUNTY, N. Y

T^bRHAM PouLtRY YAJRbS
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

FOR SAT^K—100 Fine S. C. White l.eprhorns and Black Minorca
Pullets. Karly llatctuHl.

Address all orders and correspondeuce to

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
34-^5 Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

THER IS NOTHING BETTER THAN THE BEST
So why seek fuither. My BARRED PLY.MOUTH ROCKS and SILVER LACED WYANDOTTES

have stood the test of time and been handled at NATIONAL SHOWS by all the leading judges—
they always win a BIG SHARE OF THE PRIZES. TOO.

At Charleston, S. C, January, 1891,

the National Show of the vear and meeting of the A. P. A., thev were awarded TWENTY OF
THE MOST IMPORTANT" PREMIUMS. My chicks this year are a PRIME LOT; thev have
great FORM and COLOR and are hard to equal. 1 have also a full line of FINE BREEDING
BIRDS and young hens and will quote reasonable prices for qualily.

Send for finely illustrated circular. Address

i-5« EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Ajnonia, Diitctaeas County, N. Y

POULTRY

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N.V.

POUL.TKY.

Woodside poultry ^divds

HACKENSACK, N. J.

—W. J. ANDRUS-
BREEDER OF

8. C WHITE LEGHORNS J LA FLECHE.

At the great N. Y. Show. 1890, won everything

on La Fleche ; 1891 won 2d on cock, ist on cock-

erel, ist, 2d, 3d and 4th on hen, ist and 2d on pul-

let, specials for best display and best pullet.

My stock has always won high honors at Wa-
verly, Trenton, Bridgeton and Dundee Lake, N.

J., and Newburgh. N. Y.

La Fleche eggs, $5 per 15, $9 per 30 ;
Leghorn

eggs. $3 per '5. l5 pe«" 30-

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry ot

Kennel Paper you should send for my li.st of

papers. I can furnish you any paper published

cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscril)e foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. A Iways enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty five

papers and request thera to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

F. D. BECK,
84t( Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

INDIAN GAMES
LANGSHANS

MINORCAS
MOTTLED ANCONAS
Eggs for sale sf\er January, J892. No more

birds for sale at this time.

ST. BERNARDS ^T^: """^

.

S
.stamp for circular giving particulars.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Pottsville. Pa.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SU.MATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT (lAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap \n fall. 32-44

BLTFF COCHINS
Without slightest reserve, at Normandy Villa,

Shipley, Vorks, England. Mr. E. C. Stretch will
sell on November 4 the whole of Mrs. Scrivens'

MalcUess Straiu of Bnff CocUus

Over 300 birds, including the Palace Cup cockerel
and the Bath Cup pullet. Catalogues containing
cable code on application. 31-34

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain one A*"*"- Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
vear. Largt- book for stamp. A.
v. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Conn.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

« « « AND BROODERS
ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
AND WERE AWARDED

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in America.
Our mammoth catalogue

EyerytMiig for Ihe Poultry Yard.

will be mailed to all ajiplicants on receipt of 5
cents. Circulars free, .\ddress

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

130-181 Jaiuesburg, New Jersey.

rOULTllY.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange. Providence , R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN G.\MES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCMIPl'ERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls an<l eggs for
sale in season. Orders for puppies bo<jkedto be
delivered in rotation.

A NKW BOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest aud best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng, Feeding and Judxing the Wyandotte Fowl.
A nandsomelv printed book of 60" pages.

Address
PRICK, 50 CENTS.

FANCIEIW PUHLISIIINW CO.,
32 South Third Strtet,

-tf Philadelphia.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY,

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K BOYER

ONLY 25 CENTS. POSTPAID.-RI;aD WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches tiie rudiments. It

?fives away many things that have been hereto-
ore kept secret. Address

FANCIEKS' PritMSIIING COMPANY,
BOX 916. rHILADELPHIA, PA.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OF THIS

BOOK AT THE POI'ULAR PRICE OF 25

CENTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

DePuy's Poular Poultry Book No. 2. is entitled
Capons and Caponizing. This Ixxik has had a
very extensive sale at fifty cents per copy, but
the author, Mr. George y. Dow, has kinaly con-
sented to have it publishe<l in a twenty-five cent
edition, so as to put it within the reach "of all. and
no person can arford to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The bixjk contains all

that the fifty cent edition does besides adding
some new features not containetl in that edition
that are really very valuable to p<')ultrymen.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear
tvpe that can be easily read without straining
the weakest eyes. All persons should read this
book who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
complete information on all the different details
of these subjects by a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This b{)ok covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents i)er copy . .^.ddress all

orders to

Fanciers' Publishing Compuny,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

OPIUM
Morpliino Habit Cured In lO
to 30 days. Nn pay till cured.
DR. J.STEPHENS. Lebanon,Ohio.
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FIELD TRIALS. FIEIiD TRIALS.

IRISH SETTER FIELD TRIALS.
The Inaugural Field Trials of

TIIK IllISII SETTER CLTTR
will be run at

HIGH POINT, NORTH CAROLINA,
Beginning with the Derby on MONDAY, November 23,

K. F. T. Rules to govern. F;ntries for the Derby closed September 15.

EXTKIKS Foil TIIK ALL-A(JKI> STAKE "\VIL.L CI^OSK 0('T. 15.

Entrance fees $10 forfeit, to accompany each entry, and fio additional to fill, to be paid by 9

o'clock on the evening before starting. Prizes |2oo and the Elcho cup lo fir.st, $125 to .second,

and $75 to third. The cups promised are to become the absolute property of the winner. Compet-
ing dogs are not to be worked on the preserved grounds under penalty of disqualification and for-

feiture of entrance fees and prizes. For blanks and information apply to

G. G. DAVIS, Secretary, i:W8 AValiiut St., I'hila., Pa.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 3 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Irish Setters.

CHALl,Em;E BEAU BRUMMELL PUPPIES
out of Nancy Elcho, whelped August 5,

combining best field and bench show
blood. Also one dog whelped July 1. 1890,

partly broke, fa>t and stylish. Address
Buckeye Kennels, 42 Main Street, Cincin
nati.O. 31-35

IRISH rf:d settf:r puppif:s by a son
of Glencho and Mavourneeu, out of a

daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address
P., Box 916, Philadelphia. 5-tf

THE
-HOUSE

KENNEL.

-ANI

IN-

CASH PREMIUMS

To the iMM-soii ScndlnjiT in tho

larjjfC'st .voarly list of subs<Tn)-

Sfroinl ljir«:*'st Hst, $1<M>.

Tliir«l largest lisl, $75.

Fourth hirjr<'^t list, %T^i^.

Firth hii-Rcst list, %ir^.

Sixth, sevonlh, c'ijjrhth, ninth

and tenth hirjcost lists, )J<IO.OO

each

.

7^^rr . F»EX DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST published"^- — -^PKICE, POSTPAID, 5OC.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

BERKSHIRE PIGS.
For pedigreed stock (all ages, both sexes), St.

Bernard Dogs, Light Brahmas,Caponizing Tools,

Strawberry Plants, address GEO. y. DOW,
47-2wm North Epping, N. H.

Irish Terriers.

OR SALE-SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslyn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pointers.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted unde*

this headingfor 3 cents per wordfor each insertion

White I..eg:horns.

S-
INGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORN COCK-
EREL and pullets for sale cheap for qual-
ity of stock. C. E.Howell, Elraira, N. Y.j-341

Various

VERY CHOICE YOUNG STOCK. SIRFIS
Champion Robert the Devil and Duke of

Hesson. Dams, winners, registered and
field broken. Particulars. E. W. Vme,
North Pearl St., Albany, N. Y. 33-36

PUKS.

FINF: pups on sale.—Chequasset Kennels,
Lancaster.Mass. 75-eow

FOR SALE.—A PUG BITCH TWO YEARS
old, well bred and registered, with two
male pups, sired by a standard regi.stered

dog. Cheap to clear. Price I50. Thomas
I. Ballantine,6oi Ellis St., Peoria, ill. 32-34

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS
light Brahmas. brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.

E. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

FOR SALE.—WHITE WYANDOTTF: AND
rose comb brown Leghorn chickens, of the
choicest strains at reasonable prices. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. W. F. Everitt, West-
field, Pa. 32-37

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas.barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eg^s for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

PIGEONS.

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL

The leading weekly paper of its

cla.ss in the world. Sixteen pages
handsomely illustrated. Subscrip-

tion price, I2.00 per annum ; sam-
ple copies, 5 cents. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS.

Scotch Terriers.

JURE BRED WIRE-HAIRED SCOTCH TER-
RIERS from imported and prize winning
stock. Robert McCosh, Burlington, Iowa.

32tf

St. Bernards.

FOR SALE-FINE PEDIGREED, PERFECT-
LY marked puppie.s from champion stock.

Warl Smith, Mansfield, Ohio. 33-2t

FOR SALE —THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five sthd dogs,

brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in

whelp. Bargains to close out. R. J. Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

Wanted.

This offer is open from OCTOBER
16 to JUNE 1, 1892. Subscriptions

can be sent in at any time, but cash must

accompany them. This umpiestionably

is the l)est opportunity ever offered to

our friends, and all <lesiring to compete

for these premiums should send in their

names at once.

The coming Dog and Potdlry Shows

offer a glorious op])orlunity to secure

subscrijUions, and agents desiring saUiple

copies should ad\ ise us promptly.

Remember that Till-:

the leading

subscription

Address

1

JOrkNAL is

class, and tlu-

rANCIKRS'
paper of its

price is only

I2.00 per annum.

PANClEkS I'lBLlSHING CO.

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

KSTAUI.ISHKl) 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons,' Rabbits, Cats. Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles bv the Leadinjj .Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Cut rent Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries .Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.
Only

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisning Co., 32
South Third St.,^ Philadelphia.

Canker Cure.

TALLMAN'S CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiftv cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Cocker SiMinleJs^

rr-MIE BEST LOT I FIVER BRED; BLACK,
' seal brown, chestnut and tan ;

workers
from working sires and dams ; no croco-

diles or cripples in the lot. J. Otis Fel-

lows, Hornellsville, N. Y. s _

CqUles.

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee &Cor, Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

ORDERS bookf:d for prppiF;s by
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbonrne, Charlie,

The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

For Sale or Exehunee.

COCKER SPANIF:L PUPPIES AND
trained bitches: pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies ;

greyhound and beagle puppies.
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and rifl^;s, folding boat,

field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville. N'. Y.

FOR SALE OR WILL TRADE FOR PLYM-
OUTH Rock or dark Brahma chicks, rough
and smooth coated St. Bernard brootl

bitches and jiuppies. Rei istered stock.

Ridgewood Kennels, 143 US Java Street,

Brooklyn. N Y. 3'-35

For Sale.

FR SALF:.—CHOICF: of two REr.ISTER-
f;D pointer bitches. Broken. W. B. Mc-
Cloiul, Hyattville, (). s.S^'i

FOR SALE—ONE ANI) A HALF COUPLFIS
thoroughbred Virginia foxhounds. Well
broken, good trailers and very fast. Also
one couple eight months old. Prices low.
Captain A. C. Evans, Independence Hill,

Prince William County, Va. ,v4it

i-*OR SALF:—RED IRISH SETTER BITCH,
< cheap. For particulars and pedigree ad-

dress B.C.Tnorton, Station A, Pi

AN EXPERIENCED ENGLISHMAN WILL
train and run one or two gentleman's dogs

" on seven farms in North Carolina. Plenty

of quail. Well up in care of valuable guns.
Address "Pointer," care W. Tallman, K19W.
Thirty-fourth Street, New York. 34-tf

Various.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Maile<l on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32

South Third Street Philadelphia, Pa.

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,

guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules. Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel

phia.

Advertisements without display inserted undei
this heading for 3 cents per word for each insertion

Baldhead Tumblers.

W. BIDDLK
»3i.., xjo.i.....^.^, «— ., .....w.^. of short-facT

baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddess stock. 8»-tf

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511

*t., Baltimore, Md., fancier

EngUsli Rollers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS, THOS.
Grist, Livery Stable, Atlantic City, N. J.

34-37

Fancy IMareons.

ALL KINDS, CHEAP; ALSO, HOMERS.
F:dw. S. Schmid, 712 TwelRh Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 33'3^

Fantalls.

H'
OWARD BUTCHER, 146 N. FRONT ST.,

Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

OUR WHITE FA^S FOR SALE MAIEN-
THAL BROS., New Albany, Ind. 33-37.

For Sale.

OR SALE.—W BANDED HOMERS, ALL
related to 500 milers and speedy. Price $3

l)er pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,

Philadelphia. 16-tf

TWELVE PAIRS OF HOMERS, WITH '91

Sporting Life liands. Good stock, cheap.
Address W.T. Innes, 1831 Camac St., Phila-

delphia, Pa. 34-it_

Jacobins.

W. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga.

PQULTRY.
Advertisements without display insert.'d under

this headingfor 3 cents per wordjor each tnsettion.

Appliances.

tNCUBATORSSOLD, BOUGHT,EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor, Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-
ham, 26 Harri.son St.. East Orange, N. J.

i

I ^ and breeder of Jacobins.
Importer

7-58

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT, ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. n-tf

Various.

> LECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeon*
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-

^ lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia, Pa.

1-52

Bari*ed Plymouth Itoc-ks.

kEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
\ and matings. Winners at largest shows

for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee, Mass. 9-60 eow

For Sale.

,-*OR SALE—A 600 EGG MONARCH INCU
H BATOR in good condition. Price $50. John

C. Haynes, Annandale, N. J. 35-tf

WE ARE SELLING OUT. -YOU CAN NOW
buy birds you never could buy before.

Silver and white Wyandottes and white
Plymouth Rocks that have won in every

part of New York State. Write for what
want. George V,. Howell, Howell's

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertising:.

I

you
Depot, N. Y. 33-36

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free, United Stales and Canada,
|2.I0.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus. London, E. C.

England.

Game HantaniH. Irish Terrlei*8.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

liladelphia

Pa. It

^AWO FIRST CLASS FO.\ TERRIER DOGS
I and three brofxl bitches. Also some young

stock. Good chance to procure some fine

blood at reasonable prices. W Tallman,
109 W. Thirty fourth St., New York. 34-tf

THOROUGHLY BROKEN CHESAPEAKE
Bay dog two years old ; color sedge ; re-

trieves from land and water ; registered.

Address William Tallman, io»j W. Thirty
fourth St. , New York City. 33 tf

dames.

AME FANCIERS. -I AM OFFERING FOR
sale nearly all of my prize-winning game
fowls, old and young, including winners
at New York, and have added about 20

prizes to my already large number by win-
ning at the late Industrial Flxhibition. See
the list. These fowls are for sale cheap.

Black red, brown red and pile games and
black red, duckwing and pile game ban-

tams. Describe what you want. F;. F.

Doty, 47 Wellington Place,Toronto. Can. tf

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY onf: in nf;f:d of information
on the subject of adverti.-iing will do well

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"

2<)8 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals : gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, NY. 3 '-8a

Artists and Engravers.

E HAVF; arranged with Schieiber tk

Sons, who are acknowledged 10 be tht

best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing

Co.. ja South Third Bt. Phi'«Help>iii». P»

w.

DrlnkluK Fountain.

White J.«Khorns.

50
CHOICE SINGLE-COMB WHITE LEG-
HORN cockerels bred from a 97-point

male and other prize winners, $1.25 to $5

each. Also a few equalU- choice pullets at

same price. C. Wistar Thompson, Salem,
N. J.

34-36

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountein,

easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and
8vti Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

Various.

WILLIAM A.BARTLETT,TACKSONVILLE,
111. leading varieties of poultry, pigeons
and ferrets. Send stamp for catalogue.

32-39
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SEMINOLE KENNELS^
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion THe Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

CH. Roslyn Wilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

Chal. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn Coiivv^ay,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Champion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.]

Irish Setters
Seminole,

20088. FEE $20
(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

Eleo,
11450. FEE $15

good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young .•^tock always on hand. 13-64

Fox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25
Ch. Raby Mixer 15
Russley Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10

Puppies from these welt-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

IJiLLsmE Hennels,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ORIOLE KENNKLS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX TKRRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THF: FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PROPRIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
S^ Bay Ridge, L. I.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP. 771 1 . . .

REGENT BRISK, 16,618 .

regf;nt tippler . . .

Fee $25
" 10

10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address RFIGFINT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SHRAKK,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist
at Baltimore and ist ana Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAM,
mtl AUBURN PARK, ILL-

THE FANCIKRS JOURNAL.

jNTHE STUD.

mUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER* IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 1S474, E.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire ol

r^?T AtZ ''".'P*'^" Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
:^} (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty) Won in England six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and severalcups and specials. This grand young dog is iust

dress^
P"'"«- J'^e $15. For stud card, itc, ad-

THOS. C, CHALMERS. Proprietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W.. Washington, D. C.
89-141

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUIJ.

ARISTOCRAT,
Winner of more first prizes and spec-

ials during 1800 than any
other St. Bernard.

FEK, - - f50.

135

DUTCHESS KENNELS,

Poiijfhkeepslo, X. V.

JRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

MINSTREL
(".377) CH. ELCHO, Jr.-BESSIE GLENCHO.

SHANMORE
(21,378) CH. ELCHO, JR.-BESSIE GLENCHO.
Puppies by the above dogs. Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for .sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
62tl WVst Farms. N. Y.

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North FUeventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. BERNAROS.
IN THE STUD

BEN ORMONUE, 17044.
1263 CARD AND PHOTO FREE

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in
America." Pedigree and winnings free ; photos,
50 cts A limited number of his puppies for sale.

1 00-151

P. H. COOMBS,
Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD

COUNT fi55

Some fine pups by Pliiiliiniiiuii. Jr Also
brood bitches Q. W. PATTERSON

27tf Lake View, Worcester, Mass.

IN STUD-IRISH SETTER

LIMERICK
GLENELCHO—NORA. FEE $20.

PUPPIFiS FOR SALE.

OAKVIEW KENNKIvS,
CiJLENSIDK, I»A.

#"
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Siirsreon,

1«9.3 BROADWAY, NKW YORK.

IN THE STUD.

GREENFIELD

HILL KENNELS
IN STUD

The Field Tri.il Winners

Rowdy Rod

King's Dan

Harry C. -

Fee )?75

Fee ^25

Fee ^25

Descriptive Cataloguf Mailrd Fn;\

Geo. W, Ewii & S. C. BraJley, Prop,

Box 24, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

P. S.—Choice Puppies land Broken Dogs for
sale. 2-.^o

KINGSTON REGENT.
This grand dog is the best son of the great

FRINCE REGENT, by Lady St. Gothard. He is
3354 in. high and has the heaviest bone and rich-
est dark orange coat of anyliSt. Bernard in
America. His bead is remarkable for its size,
depth of muzzle and expression. Win ings : 1st
Kingston, Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal, 1S91.
" The more one sees of this^dog the more cer-

tain it is that he will prove a very hard one to
beat in the very best company."'— Forest and
Stream.

FEE, $60.

MARQUIS OF RIPON.
Litter brother' to KingstonijRegent, and more

like Prince Regent than any of the other Regent
dogs. He is the sire o» sonie||splendid stock in
F^ngland.

PEE, $60.

1»UPPIKS FOR SALE.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS.
13MII STREET AM) THK HUDSO.N RIVER.

INTERS—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

po

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6-'58. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le OfABLE, 555O. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hemp.stead, gueens Co., N. Y.

^T STUD. FEE «160.

THF; well KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., h2f,4),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap,Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided ^d (Pointer Stakes), C F.

T C, at Lexington, N. C. Decenil>er, iS.k), and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land : ist. New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn,
'89; 1st, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. .MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134 1^5 Babylon, L. I.

In Conjunction with
my business o(
Dog Furnisliing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I haveadd-
etl a dog ex-
change for the
purchase a n d
sale of tlogs of

X eve r.'y descrip-
tion.

There will be a
registry kept at
my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
ol a fee the name
and address of

parties wishing to purchase or sell dogs will be
entered. The fee for one ilog will be fi.oo, andifor
each additional dog fit\y cents. This will be de-
voted to advertising and furthering tht- sales,
and a commission of lo per cent will be charged
on all sales. I may confidently state that my
experience with dogs as a breetler.exhibitor, etc..
with my excellent location for the business and
my wide acquaintance will make this one of the
very best mediums to be found for the purchase
and sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

-5.^9

THE KENNEL.

s JOLLC0XCH....i0UUiKS

FORt)HOOK KENNELS
'

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough coate<l Scotch
Coiiics-. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch The
Squire; Clifton Chief litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus: The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot
^ '^Z^J'i^^- "opscotch. and out of our best im-ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full
descriptions. Al.so one litter sired by the world''.-champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE d, CO.,
32-83 475 North 5th St., Philsidelphia, Pa.

CLOSING OUT SALE-YOUR CHANCE
If you want to purchase a Hnely bred pupDvwe can supply it We have been breeding to

Oath s Mark, Roger, Chance and Paxtang The
rlanl.'"''' ^"^'y *''^'*' P'^"'y of Count Noble.

• ladstone, Leicester and Darkie b'ood. Three
litters now ready to ship We can supply someyoungsters ready for field this fall a n.l severalgood broo<l bitches, such as produce black whiteand tan pups. Let your wants be known by ad-uressing '

Moorefield Kennels,

49 CHULA, AMELIA CO., VA,

D I IP Q U: ^Vy '^^' ^ -"^T TO OWN A
rUlllS —-GENUINE PUG PUP

—

i' ^r , r
^^'^' ^"^^ HKADyU.\RTF-RS^

\oung stock from prize winners, «2o to Iso

J^^wiw** ^^^^^ '** breed, try one of our
'

STTTI) ^''berhart's Cashier (M90I. Fee lis"^^^^ Bradford Ruby II (97^). vlV til
John Hull, imported (1 7093). Fee', $15
Dough-iss II (,,,804). Fee, fio
nteed. A 'square deal" to allPUG KF:nnELS, Cincinnati, O.

PVAjS
Litter guaranteed.

EBERHART „.. ,,..,. ^..„..„„an,
/fading and /Mrgesi /'ug Kennel in America

Removed to No. 3 V.-asX. Fourth Street

ENGLISH PUGS-DIAMOND KENNELS
Winner of more first prizes in open class this

year than any other pug breeder in America in-
cluding New York, New Orleans, Charleston
Oreenville, Wilmington, etc.

PUPPIES for sale. All registere<l prize
winiiin^ stock.

SI.\ PIG DOGS .\T STUD.
KIXC. CHARLES SPANIELS

DUKE OF WELLINGTON
AND MANCHESTER TEDDY

AT STUD
Extended pedigree of aiiv of my dogs on ap-

plication. OtKxl specimens of the above breeds
and brood bitches iu wh«Ip to above dogs for
sale. Send stamp for circular to

JACOB BROMBACH, 304 Diamond St
,

3J-4.S Phi adelphia, Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

(JOLLIES

8T- BERNARDS

IRISH TERRIERS

COCKER SPANIELS

Best in the worhl in stml ami for sale.

AT STUD
Christopher - - -

Welleshourne Charlie

;?5o.oo

50.00

'I'o Collie Club Member, either «h)g, $35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
CHEST.NUT HILL,

29-So Philadelphia, Penna.

"DTI PO INSTANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15

lILlPin ''"y*- Never returns. No purge. No
•* *•"•*-•*' salve. No suppository. Remedy
mailed free. Address J. H. REF'VES, Box 3290,
New York City N. Y. 35 85
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P>

STANOA?.D

2.'gc^VV^<

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or

flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for

Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and

' Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 3« l^ey Street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES,

AND AM. OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGG.S FOll HAT< IIING.

SEND FOR CAlAlAlGUE.

SENATOR WM. P. FRYE, of Maine, who ha5 one

of my Catalogues, writes me that

"It is the finest book

of its kind I have ever

seen in my life. Some
of the engravings are

superb. Being both a

hunter and a fisherman

it will afford me great

delight to look it over

from time to time.*

It will doubtless afford you deligrht too, dear reader, if you

send for one. The book costs 50 cents, post-paid, and contains a

thousand illustrations, and is brimful of information.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BRBSD£R OP

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

BOOKS. BOOKS.

MODEM TRAININ&, HANDLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-This IS tne only wont on uog i raining wnicn ireais ine suujcci aucr mc mixjcm mciiiuus iic-

veloped by Field Work, Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
of the dog's nature and capabilities. SEND P<JSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLK
OF CONTENTS AND TESTIMONIALS FROM EXPERTS,

POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
Price |2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATER?, Box 925, Chicago, III.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America
New York, February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 iii gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4
per 13, $7 per 26, $g per 39. Stock for sale. 86-138

THH

CHRISTMAS NUMBER
OF THE

Fanciers' Journal

H. AV. VAHLE,
319 Market Street and 46 N. gth Stieet,

j

PHILADELPHIA.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schniid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL^TRAINING.
BY LUKE^W. WHITE.

A concise and common -sense treatise on how to train

your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog-

man can afford to be without.

PRICE 50 CENTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blue Line Homers.

-Collie Pups-

-THE-

SPORTSMEM^S

BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM
I

THREF: of THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Having purchasul from H. Wagner nineteen

pairs of his ihainpion record birds, and having

eleven oairs of record birds of my own breeding,

I have a showing of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREF: LOFTS WITH PROVEN REC-
ORDS FROM 510 TO 7o<, MILES. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 9^150

WAREHOUSE

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at

least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

EDWARD ANscHUTz. 1 Sprstts Patent Poultry Meal.

Fire Arnns, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,
Sporting Bool<s.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHrLADELPHIA AGENT SPRA ITS DOG

CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

PhUadelphia, Pa.

It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or

cornnieal only. They must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog

in the crop : one that will furnish animal or

insect' food in a proportion not to scour and suf-

ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there

fore ill the most digestib e and nutritious form.

All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witness such noted breed-

ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown &Wadley,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E- Bast and
others. .

This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

SPRATTS PATENT,
25-50 239-245 East 56th Street, New York.

FOR POULTRY.
Boue Meal. - - Per M»0 lb. Bag, »JJ.OO
WranulatcMl Boiif, " lOO 'i.l&

(iroiiiul K«M>t
ScrapH. - -

<;alclt*N -.-^-
<:ruMht'd Flint,
CnislitHl Oywter
ShellH,

l(M» :i.oo
2.00
ii.OO

B. F. i^E\sris,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

FERRETS ¥S. RATS!
First-class FERRETS, young and old, for sale

by Adolph Isaacsen, "SURE POP," 92 Fulton

Street New York City. My celebrated hand-

book, "ALL ABOUT FERRETS AND RATS"-
seoond edition—revised and illustrated—mailed

to any address on receipt of 25 cents. 3349

Send for our New Price Lixt and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

*•""•
C. H. DEMPWOI.F & CO.

,

York Chemical WorkM, York, Pa.

Send for our new terms to agents.

You will not be disappointed. Address

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS, BEAGLES and

SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties ol

Fancy Poultry and Pigeons. Oyer 4000 prizes the

past four years. A grand lot of stock for sale^

Price list'free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

will be the journalistic event in

the annals of the kennel and
poultry press of America.

It will consist of 36 pages,

including a handsome cover,

specially designed by our art-

ist. The illustrations will be

original and unique, as well as

profuse. The articles on dogs,

poultry, pigeons, etc., will be

from the pens of the most fa-

mous American and European

writers, and the entire num-
ber will be a complete Cyclo-

piBdia of the best original liter-

ature obtainable.

No expense will be spared

to make the Christmas Num-
ber worthy of the patronage of

every dog, chicken, and pigeon

fancier.

The edition printed will be

very large, and will circulate

over the entire globe.

This assures the most valu-

able and permanent advertis-

ing, and all persons having

stock for sale should not fail

toavail themselves of this ripe

opportunity.

The advertising rates are so

adjusted that the largest and

the smallest advertiser can de-

pend on securing profitable

returns.

Our special advertising rates

will be sent on applicati(jn. All

orders for advertising must be

sent in by November i ^, to in-

sure proper classitkation and

display.

The Christmas Number will

be ready for mailing on De-

cember 1 , and all orders should

be sent in early.

Single copies, 10 cents. Lib-

eral discount to the trade.

Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.

,
Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

VOL.. 7, NO. I«. )WHOLE NO.. 1.-15.; PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17, 189L PER ANNUM. 93.UO.
SINGLE COPY, 5c.

MR. FRANK WINDHOLZ'S ENGLISH SETTER CHAMPION COUNT HOW^ARD.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
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FIXTURES.

Doj? Shows.
29-Oct. I.—Ottawa, Can.

Dec. 4-8.—Rock ford, 111.

10-14— Freeport, 111.

30 Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.

19 22.—Binghanipton, N. Y.

Feb. 9-12.—Chicago, 111.

23-26.—New York, N. Y.
Ma"'h 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.

S-i I.—Baltimore, Md.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
May 4-7-—San Fancisco, Cal.

Poultry and Pljyfeoii Shows.
!)e.' 2-8.—Rockford, 111.

8-11.—Owatonna, Minn.
9-1 1.—Brockton. Mass.
10-14—Freeport, 111.

15 16.—Needham, Mass.
16-19.—Kalamazoo, Mich.
16-23.—Providence, R. I.

22-25.—Stoneham, Mass.
30-Jan. 2.—Meriden, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 4-7.—Worcester, Mass.

5-8.—Albany, N. Y.
5-8.—Lewiston, Me.
6-12.—Philadelphia, Pa.
12-15.—Leominster, Mass.
12-16.—Yarmouth, Me.
1215.— Battle Creek, Mich.
12-16.—Columbia, S. C.
18-23.—Hartford, Conn.
19-24. Shelbyville, Ind.
19-27. - Binghamton, N. Y.
20-25.— Elmira, N. Y-
26-30,—Boston, Mass.
28-Feb. 2.—Detroit, Mich.

Feb. 2-5 —Woicester, Mass.

Pigeon 8ho>vs.
Jan. 21-25.—Louisville, Ky.

Field Trials.
Nov. 2.—United States Field Trials Club

10.—International Field Trial Club.

16.—Eastern Field Trials Club.
23.—Irish Setter Club.
23.—Gordon Setter Club.
30.—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1892.
Feb. 1.—Southern Field Trials Club.

24.\

Our Illustration.

The portrait of one of the best known
English setters in this country and one

of the most typical of the breed a<lorns

our front page. Champion Count How-
ard was bred by Mr. George Potter, of

England, and is by Sir Alister out of

Meiia. He is a brother to Monk of Fur-

ness, Sir Tatton and Cora of Wetheral

.

Count Howard has had a very successful

career on the bench, and is now a cham-

pion of record. He was a champion be-

fore he left England. In the Autumn of

1 888 he was imported by his present

owner, Mr. Frank Windholz, of New
York City, the owner of Rockingham,

Cora of Wetheral and other good speci-

mens of the breed.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.
— The Spanish Student.

One of the most numerously attended

meetings of the Philadelphia Kennel

Club was held last Tuesday to take

action ui)on Mr. Hrown's proposition that

the club witlulraw from the American

Kennel Club. Each member had been

sent a communication by Mr. Brown no-

tifying him of the proposed action, so

that all could come prepared to discuss

the matter. Many memlnrrs who could

iiot attend the meeting wrote Mr. Brown

that they were fully in sympathy with

his proposition, and but one suggested

delay. When the motion was finally

made, after mature deliberation, it was

carried with but one dissenting vote.

*
* *

In another column Mr. Brown gives

some of the reasons for the club's with-

drawal, so we will not repeat them here,

except to more fully explain the rejection,

without apparent cause, of the report of

the committee appointed to "report the

best method to bring field trials and

coursing meetings under the jurisdiction

of the American Kennel Club." The

gentlemen composing this committee

consisted of Mr. W. H. Child, chairman,

and Messrs. G. W. La Rue, L.C. Whiton,

T. H. Terry and J. M. Taylor, an excep-

tionally strong and competent committee.

Their report was as follows :

The committee appointed at the meeting of the

American Kennel Club held May 21, 1891, beg to

report as follows : This committee recommends

the reconsideration and repeal of the resolution

pa.s-sed by the Executive Committee of the Amer-

ican Kennel Club May 22, 1890, relative to the

definition of field trial record, so far as it relates

to the same. Respectfully recominends the

adoption of the following resolutions by the Ex-

ecutive Committee of the American Kennel

Club.

1. Resolved, That only such field trial a«d

coursing winnings be recognized at the Ameri-

can Kennel Club bench shows as are made at a

meeting held under the auspices of a club, a

member of the American Kennel Club, or if held

under the auspices of a club not such a member,
at a competition open to all.

2. Rksolved, That a dog winning two first

prizes in stakes open to all at field trial or cours-

ing meetings held under the auspices of a club a

member of the American Kennel Club, shall

have won the title of field trial champion.
*

« «
On motion of Mr. Watson the report

was accepted, whereupon Mr. Anthony

had the acceptance reconsidered and the

report laid on the table. No explanation

was given for such action.*
This policy of the A. K. C. is so direct-

ly against encouraging field^trials and

coursing meetings, one of the objects for

which it was formed, that the members

of the Philadelphia Kennel Club now

feel that they could not in justice to

themselves continue their membership

therein.
«

* •

The P. K. C. is not a local club by any

means, as it numbers among its members

many prominent owners of field dogs

living in various parts of the country.

Its field trial stakes are but nominal in

value, consequently none of the mem-
bers can be accused ofrunning their dogs

for lucre, l)Ut simply for honor and glory.

*
« «

Last Saturday we took a day off and

ran up to Phcjenixville to have a look at

"the largest St. Bernard in the world,"

Lord Bute. Menthon Kennels is but a

stone's throw from the station, and we

were soon sitting in the office of Mr.

Knowles Croskey, the proud owner of

this grand dog.
*

« *

The Menthon Kennels are plain, unas-

suming buildings, most conveniently ar-

ranged for the purpose for which they

are intended. On entering the first ken-

nel Lord Thorndale meets our view. He

is by Champion Hesper out of Duchess

of Heathfield and is orange and white in

color, with the proper dark shadings.

He has a good head for a youngster, ex-

cellent body and limbs. He stands at

present thirty inches at his shoulder, and

has not yet done growing. When two or

three years of age he will be a hard one

to beat.

» »

Madame Bedivere, a beautiful headed

bitch, occupied the next bench. She is

two years old, and is by Nero out of

Bena. Her color is of the fashionable

orange and white, with black markings.

She is one of the best bitches we have

seen for some time, and will always be in

the money at any of our shows. She is

now in whelp to Lord Bute.

An unnamed puppy by Scotch Boni-

vard out of Lady Prince II was in the

next stall, and adjoining was the bitch

Kara II, by ex-Secretary Whitney's Pe-

trach out of Kara. She is in whelp to

Lord Thorndale. A couple more young-

sters, and two or three bitches sent to

Lord Bute, comprise the list of occupants

in the kennels at present, as Mr. Croskey

has disposed of all his inferior bitches,

and will in future breed none but the

best.
«

» •

On entering Lord Bute's kennel we

surprised him gnawing on a Spratts bis-

cuit. As we had been informed but a week

previously that the dog would eat noth-

ing but meat we were surprised to see

him relish a dry dog cake, but his owner

informed us that he stopped the exclu-

sive meat diet, and after a couple of days

Bute was only too glad to have a biscuit

to chew on . When Bute was turned out

in the yard we found him as lively as a

kitten. He immediately ran to a rat

hole which he watched with the earnest-

ness of a terrier. He is a famous ratter.

In color Bute is a rich orange and white

with black shadings. His muzzle is

white on the left side only, and he lacks

the white blaze up his (ace, nevertheless

he has majesty and character through-

out, and looks every inch a typical St.

Bernard. Mr. Croskey has his own ideas

about keeping a dog in a healthful con-

dition, and at present Bute is quite low

in flesh, but is physically in excellent

condition. Our readers have already

had a detailed description of Lord Bute,

taken from the New York papers on his

arrival. We can only add that he is the

most tractable and obedient dog of his

breed we have ever seen. His disposition

is perfect, and on sight this great, big, in-

telligent animal impresses us with his

friendliness and affection, And we do not

wonder that kind-hearted people contrib-

uted liberally in the miniature barrel at-

tached to his collar funds to maintain a

bed in a public hospital. I<ord Bute is

particularly famous as the sire of prize

winners, and for this rea.son alone will be

a valuable acquisition to breeders in this

country. He will shortly be placed in

the stud, and will no doubt hold the

record he had in England of being about

the best paying stud dog.

The Central Field Trials Club announc-

es to the owners of pointer dogs that

the Pointer Club of America offers a

special cash prize of |ioo to the best

pointer, either sex, competing in the

Central Field Trial Club's trials at Lex-

ington, N. C, said trials commencing

November 30, 1H91, this special prize to

be awarded by our regular judges in any

way they think best, either from work

done in the regular heats or by a special

heat. The competition for this prize is

to be confined to dogs belonging to

members of the Pointer Club.

»
It is evident that our information was

not correct when we stated last week that

"the Elmira people were denied recogni-

tion by the A. K. C. because their show

dates conflicted with Hamilton." Secre-

tary Vredenburgh writes us as follows :

"This is not the case. Elmira has not

asked recognition, neither has it applied

for admission. And further, I had no

knowledge that it intended holding a

show this fall. As far back as December

5, 1890, I returned an application of the

Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

tion because it tlid not comply with the

requirements of the A. K. C, having

particularly advised them of what was

necessary in a former letter dated No-

vember 8, 1890. In January, 1891, I re-

plied to a letter received from the secre-

tary of the Inter-State Fair, Elmira, N.

Y., advising him that the Elmira Poultry

and Pet Stock Association had been

dropped the previous spring for the non-

payment of its annual dues, and stating

what was necessary in order to become a

member, and also advising them of the

date of the following A. K. C. meeting

(February 26, 1891), ending my letter

'that the following dates had been al-

ready claimed : September i to 4, 1891,

Youngstown, O. ; September 15 to 18, 1891,

Toronto, Canada. Again under date of

January 29, 1891, I replied to a letter

dated the previous day received from the

secretary of the Inter-State Fair, Elmi-

ra, N. Y., that the A. K. C. does not per-

mit a conflict of show dates, and quoted

Youngstown, O., as conflicting with the

dates it desired, but said further that if

Youngstown would file its consent for

any other club to hold on its dates that

then the A. K. C. would permit it. This
is the only correspondence this office has
had with the Elmira people, and who-
ever furnished your paper with the in-

formation above quoted mi.sled you."

« «
Mr. A. F:. Pitts informs us that the

Columbus Fanciers' Club will give a

local bench show in December. There
are quite a number of good dogs of vari-

ous breeds owned by members of the
club, and, with some outside assistance,

will undoXibtedly make a creditable

showing.

»»
We regret to learn that Mr. Hugh Dal-

ziel is suffering from a serious affection

of the eyes, and that for the last two
weeks he has been nearly blind, but an
eminent oculist views his case hopefully,

and we sincerely trust that the trouble is

but temporary.

»%
The National Greyhound Club has is-

sued a nicely bound volume of its "Code
of Rules." Copies of same can be ob-

tained from Mr. A. L. Page, 69 Wall
Street, New York, by remitting twenty-

five cents for the book.
«

Mr. W. T. Irwin has severed his con-

nection with the Moorefield Kennels to

take charge of the Glenmore Irish Setter

Kennels and pilot them to the front as

field dogs. We are pleased to see that

Mr. Bishop is not satisfied to run his dogs

in newspaper field trials, but proposes to

practically demonstrate their hunting
abilities afield. Mr. Irwin has been work-
ing the dogs for the last six weeks on
chickens in Kansas, and is already very

much plea.sed with their work. It is for-

tunate for these dogs, and the breed n

general, that they are now owned by a

true sportsman and handled by a comf)e-

tent trainer. Their future career should,

and we hope will, be successful.

«
« «

We are informed that Mr, C. J. Dan-
iels, of Toronto, has had the misfortune

to lose by poison both his Dandie Din-

mont terriers Valentine and Fan, with

which he has done so well on this fall's

circuit. We are not informed whether
their fatal dose was the result of an acci-

dent or the well-known poison fiend's

dastardly action.
«

Mr. J. K. MacdonaM, of Toronto,

known in the kennel world as the owner
of the fox terrier Blemtou Trump, has

taken up bull terriers, and has recently

imported two youngsters from the tight

little isle. •
At the annual meeting of the New

England Kennel Club the following

officers were elected : F. Blackwood
I'ay, president ; V. M. Curtis, vice-presi-

dent ; E. H. Moore, secretary ; George
A. Fletcher, treasurer ; Board of Gover-

nors, Messrs. F. Blackwood Fay, F. M.
Curtis, E. H. Moore, G. A. Fletcher,

John E. Thayer, C. S. Hanks, H. A.

Harris, Jean Grosvenor and J. W. New-
mon ; Bench Show Committee, Messrs.

F. Blackwood Fay, F. M. Curtis, H. A.

Harris, C. S. Hanks and E. H. Moore.

Delegate to A. K. C, F. Blackwood Fay.
•

The sportsmen of Western Michigan
are talking of organizing a kennel club,

and if successful will hold a dog show at

Grand Rapids or Kalamazoo.
«

« «

The PCnglish Stock-Keeper has a goo<l

thing on clown judges who "play to the

gallery." We have all seen them linger-

ing over awards when there is not the

slightest doubt where the prize should

go. The Stock-Keeper says : "Some

people are under the impression that
this plan ensures certainty

; we have
always looked upon it as a proof of weak-
ness, and a fairly suggestive indication
of inexperience and bookish knowledge.
As most shows last only a certain num-
ber of days, it is rather fortunate for

those who pay the rent that every man
does not need to judge after the way of
these pedagogic dodders, who look for

every flea in a dog's coat."
*

* *
Mr. Winchell has sent Champion Beau-

fort to England, where he will arrive in

time for the Crystal Palace show.
*

* *
Forest Beagle Kennels write: "We

would respectfully announce to the bea-
gle men of America that Frank Forest
will not run in the field trials this year,

as in the interest of the National Beagle
Club we desire that dogs other than win-
ners of last year should make a record
this year."

*
•

The Boston terrier will have to bide its

time for recognition. This is probably
the best course, and it behooves the Bos-

ton Terrier Club to endeavor to have
classes made at some shows outside of

Boston. The exhibition of these dogs
throughout the country would soon de-

termine whether they "filled a long-felt

want," and merited recognition as a new
breed.

*
* *

The dogs of New York City, according

to the census just completed, number
36,5031 of which only 3387 are licensed.

The police will now hunt up the 33,116

delinquents and compel them to pay up
the $2 per head which the law requires.

Part of the dog tax will go to swell the

Police Pension Fund.
*

* •
The following gentlemen have been

selected to judge at the trials of the New
England Field Trial Club, to commence
November 3 : Messrs. N. Wallace, Farm-
ington, Conn., and C. Fred Crawford,

Pawtucket. R. I.

*
* *

The following clipping has l)een sent

us to show what the ordinary newspaper
reporter knows alx)ut dogs : "The bench
show pre.sents some splendid specimens,

but most of the entries are mastiffs, New-
foundlands and other big dogs, such as

farmers have to protect their cattle and
sheep."

»

F^rank Dole has purchase*! all of Mr.

Sackett's kennel of bull terriers,

*
»

Mr. W. C. Reick has just cabled from

England : Bought Princess Florence

and Young Keeper. The former is one

of the very best St. Bernard bitches in

England.

U.WBURY DOG SHOW.

The Full l.lst of Awardw In Tlielr Ko-
Npectlve CiasMes.

The Danbury, Conn,, Fair management
held its usual successful little show in

that city last week. The awards were as
follows

:

Mastlflh—Open, docs.

1. Scipie, G. B. Helton.
2. Grover, Jos. Atchinson.
V. Kaiser William, G. E- Scar.

Ol'E.V, BITCHES.
1. F^thel. Miss L. Lyne.
2. Medusa, G. B. Hefton.

St. BernardH—Oi'KN, i>or,s.

1. Le Roi, W. B. Houseman.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Withheld.
/ Ravenwood Jura, Arthur Ritter.
( Margaretta, Arthur Ritter.

Greyhounds—Open, do«;s.

Clyto, Mrs. Adam Forepaugh.
Fi<lo, v.. Adkins.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Spinaway, L. C. Whiton.
2. Topsey, J. V,. F^llis.

PUPPIES.
I. Nellie, Dr. Knox.

2.

I.

2.

(•reat DaileM—Open, dot.s.

>. Pascha, High Ground Kenuels.
2. Nero, Hi)4h Ground Kennels.
V. Tigi. John Henderson.

OPEN, BITCHES,
1. Flom Flonda, High Ground Kennels.
2. Lucy, High Ground Kennels,
v. yueeu, Everett Tice.

lleerlioiinds—Open, docs.
1. Brave, G. H. Davison.
2. Douglass, D. L. Billings.

OPEN, BITCHES,
1. , G. H. Davison.
2. , G. H. Davison.

PIHPIES.
1. , G. H. Davison.
2. , G. H. Davison.

Fo.xhoiindH—Open, doc.s.

1. Frank, Mrs. T. H. Bradley.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Bess, W. H. Colepaugh,

Poiuters—Open, dogs.
I. Dash, G. W. Forthye.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I Bessie Girl, P. E- Roberts.

PUPPIES.
I. Gilbert Orris, Gilbert Orris.

Enellsh Setters—Open, docs.
1. Reverdy, V. L. Bosso.
2. Rockford, F. F. Dole, agent.
R. Canadian Locksley, Wild Crow Kennels,
v. Tim. C. H. Birch.

Sir Fklward, J. E. Haire.
H. Count Robert, Louis Contoit.

Planet, J. Pierce,
t-'- Jep. J Thomas.

Sung, J. Pierce.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Belle, J. Pierce.
2. Nancy, J. V.. Haire.
v. Lady Likely, J. E. Haire.

PUPPIES—DOGS.
f Nancy, J. E- Haire.

*
( Lornei Locke, Wild Crow Kenuels.

2. Lady Likely, J. f:. Haire.

Irish Setters—Open, ixMis.

I. Shanmore, Louis Contoit.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Bessie Gencho, Louis Contoit.
2. Sport, G. W. Mead.

(ordon Setters-Open, do<;r.

1. Dickmont, Smith Bros.
2. Nip, Augusta Hull.
v. Dan, Mrs. T. H. Bradley.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1

.

Montine, Smith Bros.
2. Feathers, B. E- Roberl.s.

Collies

—

Open, Do<is.

1. Fordhook Star, W. H. Perkins.
2. Luthiau Prince, David Hull.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Withheld.
2. Flirt, C. H. Crandall.

Field Spaniels—Ope.v, ixxis and hitches.
1. Fidele, Miss Lynes.
2. Jet, H. F. Brownlee.

(docker SpanlelH—Open, imx-.s.

1. Prince Obo. L. C. Sanford.
2. Sambo, G. W. Mead.

OPEN, bitches.
1. F'idele, L- A. Long.

I'UPPIES.
1. Dixie, H. F. Brownlee.
2. Daisy, L- A. Long.
V. Pippin, v.. R. Rickett.

Bull Dogs—Open, ixMis.

I. Ch. Harper, F. F. Dole.
open, bitches.

I. Countess of Norfolk, F. F. Dole.

Hull Terriers-Open, ikk.s.

1. Topsparkle, F. F. Dole.
2. Placid Jim, F. F. Dole,
v. , Howard Davis.

OPEN, bitches.
1. Ch. Starlight F. F. Dole.
2. White Matchless, F. V. Dole.

PUPPIES.
1. F^dgewood Princess, F. F. Dole.

Fox Terriers—IJpen, rnxis.

1

.

Woodale Rifler, A. L. Spencer.
2. Beauty, W. Storme.
v. Rabbi, W. H. Hayward.

open, bitches.
1. Randy Stanley, Mrs. E. M. Baldwin.
2. Flirt, W. Mead.

Hlack and Tan Terriers—Open, immis.

1. Rochelle Salts, Rochelle Kennels.
oPE.v, hitches.

1. Broomfield Madge, Rochelle Kennels.
2. Withheld.
H. Nan, S. W. Bradley.

PUPPIES.
I. Rochelle Otero, Rochelle Kennels.
i. Daisy, Joseph Charter,
c. Dot, S. W. Bradley.

Tot, S. W Bradley.

Yorkshire Terrier.
I . Gyp, T. V. Jones,

Irish Terriers.
I Biddy Mahone, F. F. Dole.

Dachshundes.
1. Windriish Rioter, Mr. Manice.

Poodles.
I. Friday, F. F. Dole.

Dandle DIninont Terriers.
I. Kingo' the Heather, E- C. Brooks.

Blenheim Spaniels.
I. Pearl, C. E. Krott.

Dalinntlaiis.
1. Cute, John Doyle.

Skye Terriers.
I. Prince, John Norris.

Ketrlevers.
1. Withheld.
2. Jack, E. G. Thompson.

Toy Terriers.
1. Withheld.
2, Dixie, L. Poschsher.

Toy Terriers (other than black).

I. Nellie, G. W. Mead.

Miscellaneous.
I. Leo, S. S. Mead.

PRESIDENT BROWN EXPLAINS.

He Gives the Reasons for the 1', K. C.

Withdrawing from the .\. K. C.

Editor Fancifrs' Joirnal.
As the withdrawal of the Philadelphia

Kennel Club from the American Kennel
Club will no doubt be the subject of dis-

cussion by the sporting papers and among
dog men generally, it is not inappropri-

ate that I, as president of the club and as

the one who prompted this action, should
give some of the causes which impelled
us to this separation. I have always ap-

preciated the almost unlimited field of
usefulness of an institution such as the
American Kennel Club ought to be, but
when I saw, as I have seen, and as every-
one who has read the .sporting press
must have seen, that the club was being
run not for the interest of the dog but for
those of a few men who live in New
York City or near thereto, I became
.satisfied that this society which had been
conceived in good for the dog had re-
sulted in the injury of the cause.
The American Kennel Club should be

governed by the delegates from the
several clubs which compose it, and each
delegate should in its deliberations have
an equal voice with another, and when
our delegate informs us that not only
once or twice, but time and again that
his voice is never heard, and that all of
the proceedings of that organization are
"cut and dried" before tne meetings, I

think every man ofseu.se will agree with
me that a proper respect for our club
and for ourselves justifies us in refusing
to send such delegate to such meetings.
This "cut and dried" business has been
a cause of complaint for a longtime, and
when the A. K. C, or rather the "cUque"
that runs it, deliberately laid upon the
table, without a reason, a report of a
committee favoring the recognition of
our field trials, forbearance ceased to be
a virtue, and I brought it to the atten-
tion of the club with the result men-
tione«l,

I don't complain about the refusal of
the A, K, C, to recognize our trials, but to
the "manner" in which such refusal was
made,

I think that I can truthfully say that the
Philadelphia Kennel Club has done as
much as any other for the development
of the dog, and when a committee of the
A. K. C. favorably reporte<l the recogni-
tion of our trials it would have been at
l)est scant courtesy for the A, K, C, or
rather the 'clicjue," to give the reasons
for their action. I know of no law to
compel them to give reasons, nor do I

know of any which conif>els self-respect-
ing men to be humiliated by men whose
chief and only aim seems to be to fight a
few members who have dared tO([uestion
their methods.
The Peshall l)usiuess has been simply

disgusting, and should have been ended
long ago, but with that we have nothing
to do, except to suffer with others the
humiliation that such a matter inflicts. I

mention this as one of the many things
that have disgusted our members and
have compelled us to take the course we
have taken.
What the dog men of this country

need is an American kennel cluli (not
a "clique" organization), wherein each
club shall have equal voice and in which
the only object shall Ije the development
of the dog and not the personal ambi-
tions or passions of the officers. I couhl
give many other reasons for the action
of our club, but the gist of them all is

that the American Kennel Club has
ceased to represent the several kennel
clubs of which it \a composed, and has
outlived its day of usefulness, an«l we
have nothing to gain and all to lose by
connection therewith under its present
management ; and that by its unmanly
action toward the report of its commit-
tee recognizing our field trials and its

continued disregard of our delegate it

has forfeited our respect. We have not
taken this course with any degree of
pleasure, I can assure you. We have
been driven to it, and I express the sen-
timents of our members when I say that
if the A. K. C. will so conduct itself as

to fulfil its mission and will select for its

officers men who will <lo their full duly
we will be only too glad to renew our as-

sociation with them. I remain yours
truly, Francis S. Brown.
Phil.*delphia, C^lober 15. iSqi.
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SOME FAMOUS DOGS.

Mr. P. H. F. Mercer at Home with His

Clumbers.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Whilst at the Ottawa Dog Show I had

the pleasure of visiting the home of

Champion Johnny, a <log that has been

more associated with the press than any

other dog in America. He was the first

real good Clumber that Mr, Mercer

owned, so naturally his fondest affec-

tions were bestowed upon him. Under

the nom de plume of "Dog Whip" much
has been said of Johnny, who accom-

panies his owner everywhere he goes and

takes care of him when asleep—to John-

ny alone is Mr. Mercer itidebted for hav-

ing to-day the best collection of Clum-

bers both in Canada or America, and I

will say England. About half a mile

from the city will bring you to Mr. Mer-

cer's house and kennels, and you have

only to put your foot over the threshold

when you will immediately discover that

you are surrounded by dngs—dogs on

the floor, dogs on the walls, dogs every-

where. This was my greeting with about

a dozen of them, with old Champion

Johnny at the head. Mr. Mercer in his

own peculiar dog language, which is first

"Mudsy" and then "Pudsy," addresses

them. He is on the floor and they all

around him, looking at and watching

him, understanding apparently all that is

said and waiting for the next. A more

obedient, intelligent, handsomer and

cleaner lot of animals one never set eyes

on, and peaceable is not the wonl.

Mine host, who is so wrapped up in

his dogs, suddenly remembers that I'm

here and quickly introduces me to

"Walker's Club," which takes the place

in Canada of Ilood's Sarsaparilla "for

that tired feeling." After that I scan
around the room rudely and can plainly

.see that trophies, medals and cups make a

brilliant display, convincing me that not
only did Clunil)ers occupy his attention,

but rowing and other athletic sports. To
return to the clogs, never yet di«l I come
across a man who was more devoted to

his pets. Many keep dogs for the honor
and name and saying that they have a

kennel of so and so. Not so in Mr. Mer-
cer's case, who likes them round him all

the time. It is a sight to see a dozen or

more flop themselves on the floor wher-
ever he is, no matter what room, upstairs

or down, and without the slightest trace

of doggy smell to be perceived.

We adjourn to the kennel, where I am
duly introduced to the rest of the dogs.

On entering there is a total absence of
odor, unslaked lime is the disinfectant

use<l, the floors being washed with it

daily. The main kennel is twenty by
thirty feet, wocmI flooring. A movable
bench with no legs to it, but stayed from
the wall, built on a slant, sixteen feet

long and four feet wide and about two
feet high, with cedar shavings on it

makes a comfortable bed for ten. It is

water tight and washed twice a week. To
the right of this is a small yard, with two
puppy houses lea<ling into a large grassy
run, well shaded, with a wooden shed
for the dogs to get under in ca.se of rain.

Adjoining the main kennel is the re-

lief kennel, which is about the same
size, with a previously descril)ed bench,
but in addition a furnace of brick is built

four feet square, and lined with cement,
which is used in the winter to burn coke
—they getting the heat through the brick,

the smoke being carried away with pip-

ing. Three pupping kennels so situated

from any draught and well ventilated
with patent windows, dropped from the
top with pulleys, and with double glass

throughout beyond another yard com-
plete the kennel arrangements. The
hospital has two large rooms over the
kitchen, and Mr. W. Weston, who has
charge of the culinary department and
general care of the dogs, sleeps in a room
overlooking the kennel.
Seven A. M. is the time for getting up,

when the dogs are let out for exercise.

In the meantime the kennels are thor-

oughly cleaned out with unslaked lime,

this being preferred to any patent disin-

fectant or sawdust. They are kept out
all day, and in the afternoon taken for a
long walk. In the summer they have a
swim daily, or are washed at home.
Their food consists of meat four days in

the week, par-boiled, leaving a lot of the
goodness in, mixed with cabbage or tur-

nips, milk and stale bread the other days.
In the morning one-half a Spratts biscuit
with a good drink of milk is given to
each, puppies at a certain age faring the
same, is the general run of the diet. You
will notice that the dogs all sleep on one
long bench, Mr. Mercer contending they
like it better. If it adds to their happi-
ness and his, so be it, but in the summer
time it must be risky,

I will now give your readers and all

dog lovers—especially those who admire
the Clumber—a minute description of
the cream of his kennel. Commencing
with Champion Johnny, the pet of the
kennel, who was seven years old on the
nth of June, and was exhibited five

times, winning first on every occasion,
beating all comers, besides seven specials,

cups and medals. In head a most typical
one, whose most noticeable fault is the
stop not being marked enough, expres-
sion capital, color of eyes and shape of
ears perfect, neck long and muscular,
shoulders, legs and feet splendid, body
long but weak in loin and might be
lower on the leg, coat, color, markings
and general appearance seldom seen, and
withal a most handsome and striking
dog. His breeding is by Ben out of Joan.
Champion Boss III, the next favorite,

was eight years old last May, and is by
Damper out of Lotus. He is a celebrated
English winner, and has probably won
more prizes than any dog living. So far

back as six years ago he beat Psycho and
other celebrities. Before Mr, Mercer
purcha.sed him it was impossible to obtain
a correct number of his wins. He has
frequently taken the cup for the best dog
of any breed in the show. He was im-
ported in June, 1889, and no dog has yet
defeated him, except when competing for

specials, by Mr, Mercer's Bromine and
Snow, and then he was rery much out of
condition. His head is large and mas-
sive, greatly lacking Clumljer type. Be-
hind his hea»l he is impossible to be
beaten with the exception that he coiihi

be somewhat straighter in front,

Johnny, Jr,, is five years old, by Cham-
pion Johnny out of Nell III, so named
after his illustrious sire because he is his

best son. Johnny, Jr., is on the small
side, but a very taking, capital little dog,
full of Clumber quality. He is pointed
in muzzle, which makes him appear a
little light, head markings make his skull

appear narrow, otherwise being massive
and deep, neck good, shoulders well set,

feet are simply stunning. I never saw
their equal. He is not straight in front

and if not carefully handled when in the
ring will throw the elbows out ; body
capital but might be improve in loin

.

Drake, litter brother to Johnny, Jr., is

an old time winner. He has a grand
head but flat on top, ears good and well

set, neck good, capital front. He is light

of l>one, but has a clinking bo<ly, mark-
ings perfect and he is lacking in some
points, as is his well-known brother.

(juester, two years old, by Drake—Lady
Lilian, has a grand head, eye too light,

body good, but during paralysis became
bowed in back, which makes him move
somewhat stiffly behind. He has won a

number of prizes, only being beaten by
Boss III previous to his illness. When
three months old he won five prizes, so

was bidding fair to have made a clinker.

In bitches Lady Snow takes the palm.
She is seven years old, by Ch, John O'
Gaunt out of Fonley Beauty, She and
Lady Bromine before imported here were
the best bitches in England, winning at

all the leading shows and twice in suc-

cession in the challenge classes at Bir-

mingham. She is the best in the kennel,
which means the United States and Can-
ada. Though undersized she makes up
in quality what she lacks in quantity.

Her head cannot be beaten, feet open
and poor, body and rest of her simply
superb. She is all white. At New York,
the only time exhibited, she took first and
special for best Clumber in the show.
Lady Bromine stands only second on

earth to Lady Snow, and many prefer

her to the all white bitch. She is large

and of perfect Clumber type and charac-

ter, hence all that is desired. Her teeth

are bad and ears could be better carried,

her front is unusually good, excepting
her feet are open and poor, body and
coat splendid, feather fair, action sluggish.

Her prizes are innumerable, with no like-

likood of her colors being lowered for
some time to come.
Lady Belle, at present in England,

ranks next to Snow and Bromine, She
is by Boss out of Lady Judy, She won
over there in a very strong class of field

and cockers. Matrimonial duties neces-
sitates her staying in England, as she
has the first service of Mr, H. H, Holmes'
Hot Pot.

Lady Joe by Ch, Johnny out of Jill is

five years old. She lacks but one win
for the challenge class. She is defective
in head, capital body and front, light in
bone ; coat, markings and color very
good.
Lady Nancy was picked up in Toronto,

pedigree unknown. She won easily at

the last Ottawa show. Her head is very
good but light and pointed, front and
feet fair, b<xly excellent, carriage and
movement badi, coat exquisite and feather
good, ear well shaped but somewhat light

in color.

Lady Laurel, in England, is four years
old and is by Champion Rover out of
Nell, the dam of Hot Pot. She is waiting
for service to Champion Kever,
Lady Nell, also in England, is by Hot

Pot out of a Psycho bitch. She will

probably be bred to Lightwood Bruce or
Moston Veau,
Lady Lilly, by Smash II out of Romp

II, is four years old. She is under-sized
and too small in head, legs and feet

;

body and coat cannot be improved upon.
Never yet exhibited, but as a brood bitch
is the dam of Quester and Bustler, both
well-known winners on the bench.
Lady Dulcie, by Drake out of Madge,

never yet exhibited, and never fortunate
yet in having a litter. Her head is poor
but makes up in body, a trifle leggy with
capital front ; feather and coat good but
on the wavy side.

Lady Judy is six years old, by Cham-
pion Johnny out of Jill, She is no show
bitch but a most reliable brood bitch, and
possessing wonderful qualities. She is

the dam of Lady Belle, Darby, La Grippe
and others. Of those out at walk I no-
ticed two which were above the average,
and when sprung upon the public will

speak for themselves ; as yet they are

unnamed and a hidden secret.

From the above list described it would
be impossible to find a bad one, but
there never was yet a dog born that didn't

have some fault. You may be sure that

the owner of Johnny doesn't keep bad
ones, so in reading this description you
can reckon that the bad points are doubly
made up by the good. In 1883 Mr.
Mercer commenced his kennel, and for

the la.st five years he has held the sway,
never yet having met a serious defeat. I

think if he retired for a year or two and
gave the young breeders a chance there

would be more Cluml^ers in the country,

J)ecause at present no one will show
against him. After having spent a most
enjoyable day with the Clumbers, and
driving through beautiful scenery on
magnificent country roads, combined
with the society of "Dog Whip." it is

only to be supposed that everything went
well, or I ought to be taken away in a

blizzard, Brockenhurst.

BULL DOGS OF OTHER DAYS.

They Are Kuilt for Show Now, Not
for Utility.

Thames Tattler in the Kennel, Dublin.

There is nothing like commencing the

week well, and on the first evening of

this I went to see a very good show of

bull dogs in the east end of London,

"The Blue Anchor," Shoreditch, is quite

an historical place in its way ; indeed, I

do not think there is a better known
sporting house in England, and from this

place have issued some of the finest lads

that ever stepped into a ring, and perhaps

the same can be said about the dog.

Perhaps, after all, you find the true

lover of a dog in "the lower grades of

the fancy," as some people choose to call

the poor men who keep dogs for their

amusement, pleasure, and often profit.

But these fellows do look after their dogs,

and no mistake ; for they are put down
on the floor as clean as new pins and as

healthy as possible. There are no great

prizes to go for, either. The other night
the premium was a silver watch, with a

bull dog's head painted on the dial.

About a score of dogs turned up, out of
which half a dozen very good ones were
picked out. At last the award went to a
Rustic King bitch in Mr, J. Harris' Rose,
the runner-up being Mr, Thomas' Coco,
a nailing little bnndle by Musket from
Bilali, These style of shows were the
forerunners to the huge events we have
now ; for was it not at Jenny Shaw's tav-
ern, in London, that the first canine asso-
ciation was formed ?

In those days—say about the years
'58-60—the big shows first started, and all

arose through those shows that used to
be held in the neighborhood of Seven
Dials, All the "swells" in the land in-

terested in dogs and sport used to pay a
visit to Shaw's, for all sorts of amuse-
ment were at hand. You could be pro-
vided with a cocking entertainment, a
bit of rattling, or if you preferred larger
game, well, then, a bear could have been
out for the asking. So smart dogs be-
came fashionable, and we know what a
pitch the game has reached at the
present moment.
The premises at the "Blue Anchor"

are just suited for shows and glove com-
petitions, and I don't think a finer lot of
portraits of celebrities connected with
the various sports can be seen than those
on the walls of the large rooms. On
Sunday night about one hundred and
fifty men turned up to see those bulldogs
judged, and I can assure you that every
man among that as.sembly "knew a dog,"
too. A bull bitch to these fellows is

worth as much as a cow to a farmer, as it

behooves him to keep abreast of the
times, and this he does by visiting these
shows, and he finds out the style of dog
they are going for.

But I must say that some of the old-
timers look with a not very respectful
eye at the bull dogs of to-day. I was
talking the other night to one of the best-

known men in the field of sport for this

last half century. Such a man as the
one whose opinion I am about to quote
you rarely run across nowadays. It is

worth a lot to a sporting journalist to sit

down and listen to all he has to say, and
his rea.sons for his sometimes strong
opinions, too. "No," said he, "there
were not like that years ago. You see
we'd no use Jor them .'"

Now, here is a smack at the modern
show dog with a vengeance. This old
man, one of the greatest sports in the
world, and who has seen a,s much bull

baiting as any man living, to say, "they'd
no use for thevt I'' Of course, I knew
what he meant, for I hold very decide<l

views on the question of show versus
utility dog, "No," he said, "it is a pity

to see them in a fight now, with their

poor blootishot eyes. They are not built

as bull dogs, whatever those who breed
them now may say to the contrary."

I don't think we see so many Irish

water spaniels at shows as one could
wish for, but those we see now and then
are quite ahead of the old style lot which
used to appear up to their eyes in filth,

and smelling worse than a polecat. ' I

think all lovers of this quaint variety

ought to be extremely thankful to Col-

onel the Hon. W. Le Poer Trench, who
has done so much, and succeeded in

keeping the ill-kept animals off the
bench. The way Champion Harp and
Shaun are exhibited is really a good ex-

ample,
I once went down to lunch with the

colonel at his place close to Uxbridge.
And how well all his dogs looked, to be
sure, and how wonderfully careful he is

about their comforts ! I don't think I

ever saw such a well behaved lot of ani-

mals. At some distance from each corner

of the table a dog was down charged.

Not one of them aimed to move until a

man servant brought in some Spratts bis-

cuits on a salver. Then each was called

up in turn and given a share, which, by
the way, they greatly enjoyed. The col-

onel, I verily believe, worships his dogs,

and I know that they will do anything
for their master.

A Conple of Barks.

A dog out in Idaho turned into bone
and died. He died hard,—Statesman.

Wild dogs never bark ; they simply
whine and howl. Wise men say that

barking is but an effort to speak on the

part of the animal,

"Get out o' this, you nasty tramp, or

I'll set the dog on you!" "Set away,
ma'am ; he'll never hatch nothin', I'm
a bad egg,"—New York Sun.

BI8GU1T8 AND BROTH.
From Our Own Correspondent.

London, England, October 3.—The
pheasant shooter is afoot and by this
time everyone more or less has laid him-
self out for sport. The flat racing season
is drawing to a close, so we shall soon
see the end of what is called the legiti-
mate racing season. The crisp October
air is driviug people away from the sea-
side, and London is commencing to
look herself again. The theatres are
opening, so soon we shall be in the midst
of this merry-go-round and hey-dey
world.

Cub hunting is in full swing, and this
week the Royal huntsman and whips have
been capturing the deer to be used for
hunting this season. The best and strong-
est are picked from one of the Royal
parks, and to accomplish this they are
driven into a series of nets. The season
indeed has commenced and the time-
honored custom of the sheriffs' venison
dinner has taken place at the Guild Hall.
On such occasions the Sovereign sends a
fat buck for the Lord Mayor, sheriffs and
other officials of the city of Loudon to
dine on.

Coursing meetings are also general,
and I should say the Lichfield meeting
has been the most popular one of the
week. Mr. Haniar Bass—the renowned
brewer—has had his luck in again, for he
divided no less than three events of the
card with his longtails. Half of the
Derby fell to his Bailie, a puppy by
Greater Scot from Arnilla, and his sister
Budget divided the Oaks Stake, while
for the Anglesea Cup his Blackcock, a
son of Laocoou and Lady Bruce, was
bracketed at the end. So it can be truth-
fully said that Mr. Bass' luck just now is

anything but "bitter."

There is more excitement here just now
in the way of Barzois or Borzois, or what-
ever they like to call them. By the way,
I think Russian grey or wolf-hounds
would be a better name, and certainly a
more understandable one. The Duchess
of New Castle has just imported another
three couples, .so she must have twelve or
fifteen couples in her kennels. I have
not seen this new lot, which have proba-
bly been sent over from Moscow by Mr.
Blees, for the Duchess' kennel manager,
Mr. Musgrave, has been in correspond-
ence with him for some years.

I ought to mention that William Ran-
som, who has been for some years with
Colonel the Hon. Fred Wellesley, and
who used to put Krilutt on the bench in
such magnificent form, has left that gen-
tleman's service, and by what he writes
me he is anxious to still be mixed up
with Russian wolf-hounds. He has an
inclination to cross the Atlantic, and I

take this opportunity of recommending
him to anyone requiring a steady, hon-
est working kennel manager, intimately
acquainted with the breed, and the shape
they are required at shows, 147 Lambeth
Walk, lyondon, will find him.

Writing about Colonel Wellesley's
hounds reminds me that I think that
Pagooba is about the biggest bitch ex-
tant, I have not seen a larger or more
symmetrical (for her size) bitch, and I

fancy she is an exception. But it is not
always the.se big bitches throw good
show puppies. On the other hand, I am
afraid they are apt to throw them coarse.
I don't think there is anything like the
quality bitch to breed good looking
youngsters, and if these are kept well
and given plenty of exercise when grow-
ing they will be found far superior in
outline, head and shoulders. By the way,
do not depend too much on photographs.
Often they are extremely misleading.

News is to hand here of Mr. Sackets'
bad luck in losing seven Duchess of Nor-
folk bull dog puppies. It seems that few
bitches can properly stand an ocean voy-
age while in whelp, for there always
seems to be some mess or another made
over the importation of an in-pup bitch.

Surely there are plenty stud dogs in the
States from which to breed ! I know,
perhaps, puppies by noted English dogs
are worth more in the market than a

home got one, and perhaps it is this that
makes the breeder turn his bitches to
British dogs before they are put on board
ship. "Distance lends enchantment" is
true in more cases than one.

We do not hear so much about the
Bull Dog Club of late, and there seems a
lack of that wonderful fire and determi-
nation that distinguished the executive
some time ago. "A new broom sweeps
clean" is an old saw, and it is often ap-
plicable to specialist clubs. They come
out like a lot of lions, and go in like so
many lambs. However, I hope to hear
of a brighter look out, for the bull dog has
gained such a hold fast on the English
races that he cannot be allowed to sink
into the mire of unpopularity in conse-
quence of neglect.

I was talking to Fred Hinks the other
day, and he told me he meant to pay you
a visit while the World's Fair is on and
the big dog show at Chicago, He will
no doubt arrive on your shore accompa-
nied by a team of dogs.

The Bedford. annual show has been on
this week, and a very good entry turned
up, and as the show was not under K. C.
rules, a good many well known exhibi-
tors turned up and carried away the prizes
without getting a peg nearer the chal
lenge class. However, the catalogue was
simply abominable, and in several cases
no particulars of the dogs were given,
which is a practice some exhibitors-
northern especially—are too fond of.
Much as I am at variance with several
items on the standing programme at
Cleveland Row, I must say I greatly ad-
mire that rule which states that name and
all particulars if known must be given at
the time of entry.

^XX^
The news of the death of the smooth

St, Bernard Watch reached here seven
days ago, and on all hands regret was ex-
pressed for the continued ill luck of
American St, Bernard owners. Many
Englishmen swore by Watch, and when
he went out of the country they felt his
loss, I shall never forget the excite-
ment when he and Sir Bedivere met for
the St. Bernard Club Challenge Cup at
Windsor, Both were looking very fit,

and each dog had his admirers. Many
of the rough men were for the smooth
Watch and as many of the smooth men
were for the rough Sir Bedivere. But as
a matter of history the prize went to Mr.
Green's dog, and I think he won fairly,

for say what we like, that loose skin and
ropey wrinkle is a long way from being
correct in a St. Bernard,

^XX^
I wonder where all this wrinkle comes

from in some of our dogs, and whether
they have been obtained by a mastiff
cross somewhere or the other, I simply
want to know. I never bred but five lit-

ters of St. Bernards, and it has struck me
I could get better heads on smooth ones
if I used a ma.stiff cross on the quiet.
Who knows but that some one has fore-
stalled my idea and done ii.

-H- ++ -*-

I see in the Fanciers' Gazette that the
monks at the Hospice of St. Bernard are
in a bad way and could do with some
outside help in the way of money. St.
Bernard men are asked not to forget
them in their adversity, and it is sug-
gested to place a collection box at the
Crystal Palace while the show is on. Such
is a very good idea, although it will be
hardly out of place to write that the dog-

gy public is not the most generous in

the world. Quite the reverse, for I am
afraid we border on the selfish side. I

shall never forget the agony of that poor
Hallows who broke his ankle in a bed-
room spree at the last Brighton show. He
is a cripple for life, and all that has been
done for him is a subscription of a most
measley and paltry order.

^XX^
Weeks ago I acquainted you that the

president of the Scottish Kennel Club,
Mr. Panmure Gordon, would shortly visit

your shores. By this time he will, of
course, have landed safe and sound, and
more than probable seen a collie or
two. However he will be missed this
side just now for the Scottish Keunel
Club show will be on at Edinburgh
on Wednesday next, and Sir Walter
Hamilton Dalrymple will have to

take the president's place at the usual
grand dinner at the W<Uerloo Hotel. As
I have over and over remarked, Mr, Pan-
mure Gordon is the very backbone of the
S, K, Club, and thinks no more of writ-
ing a very big check for its benefit than
addressing an envelope.

AX-
The Great Dane bitch Hecla was

shipped by Spratts Patent 011 the Spain
on the 27th instant. She is consigned to
Mr. Kennard Milling, Chicago. Ilccla
was lately owned by Mr. Creep Lee,
Kent.

^XX^
The Dovetail Sheep Dog Trials, held in

Derbyshire last week, did not prove a
great success, for the entry was poor and
the work done indifferent. The outside
trialing people did not patronize it greatly,
and there can be but little doubt but that
the home of sheep dog trials is in Central
Wales, There every lad and lass takes
an interest in what the farm dog will do,
indeed I should say most of tiieir tune is
taken up in talking about each other's
sheep dogs and studying singing for a
coming eisteddfad,

^XX^
And this leads me up to the Llamdlves

shows, where the chief attractions after
the judging is over are the sheep dog
trials and the singing competitions, A
programme is strictly followed, and every
now and then there is an interval in the
trials so that the people can go and listen
to some solo, trio, quartet, glee or choir
competiton. Really in the midst of the
nice .surroundings there in the quiet val-
ley not far from the source of the Severn.
It is indeed most enjoyable to stand and
listen to the exquisitely trained .songsters
and watch the sheep dogs with more
sense than many human beings.

AX-
But to return to the sheep dog trials at

Dovedale, which were brought about by
Mr. Bowdeu, who runs a good many dogs
at sheep dog trials but never mauages to
get at the top. Really there is a bit too
much theory in Mr, Bowden and not
enough of practice, and in working a dog
he is quite noisy. However, all honor to
Mr, Bowden, who brought these trials to
a head in Derbyshire, and let us hope he
will have greater success next year, Mr.
Charles Wheeler, the popular Birming-
ham collie judge, made the awards, and
it seems he did not ba.se them on the
clock alone, which I think is a very
good plan.

I don't think Mr, Wade's prize of twen-
ty-six dollars or five guineas was compet-
ed for. It was for the bobtail who would
demonstrate the mo.st sense or cunning
when there was something wrong with a
sheep. It was suggested by the original
ofHultonthat a sheep's legs should l>e

tied and the animal then placed in a
dyke or out of sight, and the dog who
showed the most sagacity in letting the
owner know there was something wrong
of course was to be the prize taker. An
excellent plan, I should say, for it is often
difficult to find cast sheep. However, I

don't think there was any bobtails to
compete for this prize at Dovedale, and
the whole thing fell through,

^XX^
One of the prettiest shows held close to

London is High Wycombe, The dog
show has been established two years,
and this week's venture was a way better
than the first. So the Wycombe people
are on the up line. But then the charm-
ing surroundings aud the park where-
in this great mixed agricultural and
"fancy" show is held is so charming that
people will travel miles simply to pass
away a day 'midst the great chestnut and
beech trees in Lord Carrington's great
park. Just in the distance at the other
end of the town is Hughenden Manor,
Lord Beaconsfield's seat, and some of the
Rothchilds and other big people live in
the immediate neighborhood. The horse
show is always well attended, and as
High Wycombe is within an easy distance
of town, a great many "cockneys" put in
attendance there this week.

^XX^
As I said before, the show was a good

one. Probably Mr, Sand ford Parson's
(Rae & Parsons) picked up the plum of
the show in the form of a collie bitch—

a

very good one indeed. She was only in
at I75, and, of course, was immediately
snapped up by Mr. Parsons, who is just
as keen as they make 'em, and a great

man in the "feather fancy" as well. This
bitch, Hughenden Beck bv name, won
first prize in her class, and' it is thought
that she will account for more premiums
of the same class.

Another bull dog has met his death
through suffocation. Grumbler was found
dead in his box on his arrival at Bedford
show this week, I do not think the dog
was of much account, for he was cata-
logued at a very .small sum. How-
ever, that doesn't alter the fact that
gro.ss carelessness happened somewhere.
Whether a <li)g is worth a thousand
pounds or a few jiencc doesn't matter,
and I think that all persons guilty of
wilfully putting animals in cases and
boxes loo small should be punished, and
in no paltry way.

Bath show will be held I'cbruary 23
and 24. It was originally arranged that
this popular show should be held on
March 2 aud 3. but the committee have
since found out that the last inentioned
dates fall in Holy Week, and that one of
the days is Ash Wednesday. So that noth-
ing should arise to hamper the show in
any way, the dates therefore have been
altered. I fancy the A. K. C. show was
once held during this very same week.

~^XX^
British bull dogs are getting hold of

our Continental friends, and I .see by the
vStock-Keeper that Mr. Jack Ellis has sold
Holy Friar to Mr. Cyrill Matheyy.s, of
Alost. Mr. Matheyys has gone in for
bull dogs considerai)ly of late, as has Mr.
J. B, Ghende, of Brus.sels. who I think
owns about the best on the Contiuoug in
Leonidas.

There is a bit of a hitch between the
Midland Fox Terrier Club, Mr. Sydney
Castle, an exhibitor at the late Wolver-
hampton show, and the Kennel Club. It
is oyer a bitch called Sulton Scraps, ex-
hibited at the club show, who was said
not to be registed. On this the commit-
tee of the Midland F. T. Club disquali-
fied the bitch and refused to pay over the
prize money, but the Kennel Club, under
whose rules the show was held quashed
the objection. Of course, the K. C. has
the whip hand in such matters, and the
Midland Committee will have to eat hum-
ble pie.

In the run after Russian greyhounds
the lovely, elegant and picturesque Per-
sians have been forgotten. in "High-
lat.d's" account of Mr. Hacke's recent
importations I read he has something to
say about the Russians springing from
the Persians. How are we to know it

was not the other way rouml ? The grey-
hounds of Persia I read somewhere are
considered part of that country's wealth,
and undoubtedly they are better fitted
for coursing hares than the Russiau.s,
who are more or less too tall at the shoul-
der aud short in the neck to get at game
such a.s the hare.

You are bound to judge a dog by his
build, and it stands to reason, and every
practical man will agree when I state
that the Russian hounds we are used to
seeing of late can l>e but of little use
with a hare. Now, the bitches importe<l
by Mr, Fred Lowe, one of which won at
the last Kenuel Club show, were of a
more practical pattern to kill a hare.
This bitch was after the type of Mr,
Wade's Elsie, who was as quick as light-
ning and as active as any greyhound
that ever dashed out of slips.

-^xx^
The Barzoi boom has reached India,

and I have had two inquiries this week
as to where some could be had. They
are wanted for jackal coursing, and I

should say they would not have much
trouble to pull their game down, pro-
vided the country is an open one. Grey-
hounds and lurchers have been used for
this sport up to now. One would have
thought the Britishers who go in for
jackal hunting in India could have got
what foreign greyhounds they want near-
er there than England.

^XX^
There can be no doubt but that there

are a lot of splendid long-coated grey-
hounds in Asia. I once had a Russian
greyhound styled an "Ameer's dog" by
ao old soldier who had done a lot of ser-

vice in our eastern possessions. He told
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me he had seen numbers of them "up
country" every bit as large, quite as ele-

gant and with longer coats. This man
spoke as if he knew something, and I

shall not be surprised if someone doesn't

find a rich mine of them further east

from here than vSt. Petersburg and Mos-
cow.

The sheej) dog trial fever has <iuite

caught on, and the Northern and Mid-

land Collie Club have resolved to hold

trials on April 23 and 24 at or near Man-
chester while the club's show is on. As
a number of members of this association

are bobtail "fanciers," Mr. Wade I think

had better offer his fiver for competition

there.

Lord Hawke cV Co., who at the time of

writing are not making a great shovving

in the way of cricket in the States, is a

fox terrier man. Perhaps, however, he

knows more about "a wide" than "wide

in front."

There is a lot of money in a gomi col-

lie nowadays. I have .seen letters and
all that in connection with .some of these

big deals and know pretty well the way
the wind blows. If a man is only lucky

enough now to breed a litter of nailing

good puppies he can sit down and con-

tent himself that customers will run after

him. He has no need to puff his own
wares.

One must congratulate the Irish Red
Setter Club on their common sense. I

refer to the killing of game over the dogs

entered for open trials. I always think

while at the spring trials in England and
North Wales, what a fiasco it is not to

kill birds over the dogs. These trials

should be held in the fall, and then we
should see what a dog will do when game
drops fluttering to the ground. Then is

the time to try a dog. If he is not prop-

erlv broken he will dash into it and like

an old dog named Star\'o a friend of mine
used to own swallop the lumj) of flesh

without it being feathered.

Ah, old Starvo has lieen responsible for

many a duck, especially while flight shoot-

ing. He was a great big brown dog, with

a jaw like a shark. His throat was also

built in comparison with his mouth, and

he could bolt a duck as one would a grape.

"Lawksl" said an old fellow to me once,

"why a duck in that dawg's mouth is no
more than a strawberry in thine !" and

I verily believe it was so, too. Night af-

ter night he would manage to get away,

and make straight 'cross country and
marsh to the guns, and then—well, he

would fill himself with a vengeance and
come to the pit wagging his old tail as if

nothing had happened. However, his

bad ways at last cost him his life. In

the act of bolting a teal an ounce and a

quarter of No. 4 stopped him short.
. .

MOH.WVK VALLFA SHOW.

BEAGLE CLUB FIELD TRIALS.

A ChiuiKe of Date In the C'onilni? Poul-
try and Bench Sho'w.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The dates of the coming show of the

Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel

Club to be held at Oloversville, N. Y.,

has been changed. The exhibition will

begin December 29 instead of the 30th

and close January i, 1.S92 instead of the

2d. This change was made since this

club became a member of the A. K. C,
in order that the dogs may all be judged
l>efore the close of 1891 and the awards
forwarded to the A. K. C.'s secretary,

and be credited as a win of 1891. Our
poultry prizes are offered for single birds

$3 to first and $2 to second
;
pens f5 to

first and I3 to second, the four highest

scoring females and highest scoring

male to be considered an exhibitor's

Vireeding pen, thus giving the amateur an
equal show with the professional breeder

as far as his exhibit is concerned. "Uncle
nick" (J. Otis Fellows) is to superintend

the bench show, and from this fact, and
the fact that Mr. Mason is to judge, has

already given exhibitors confidence that

we "mean business" in this department.

We offer I5 and $2.50 in challenge and

open classes, and will have a good string

of specials. Premium list will be ready

in November. F. B. Zimmer.
Oi-ovERSViLi.r., N. Y., October 13, 1S91.

An Interesting Address from the Sec-

retary of the Club.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

As the time is now near at hand for the

second annual field trials of the National

Beagle Club I will, with your kind per-

mission, endeavor to make clear to your

many readers just what this live club has

already accomplished and what it pro-

poses to do in the future. I will then

leave it to the intelligent breeders and

owners of beagles in America whether or

not it deserves their influence and sup-

port at the trials this November.

To begin with, on April i, iSgtJ, there

was no national beagle club and I might,

with equal accuracy, say no beagle club

at all, for although there was an organi-

zation called the American Beagle Club

on the roll of the A. K. C, it was to all

intents and purposes an inactive member

and had been for some time. The causes

that had led to its decadence it is not

necessary for me to enumerate here ; suf-

fice it to say that one of the principal

causes was the apparent letjiargy of the

beagle men themselves, and perhaps also

the fact that owing to the nature of its

constitution and by-laws it was impossi-

ble to hold meetings (which, by the way,

are the life of any club) and discuss the

best method of procedure.

But to resume. Several prominent

owners and breeders of beagles, after

vainly trying to infuse some "go" into

the American Club, met, respondant to a

call from one of their number, at the

time of the New England Kennel Club

show, in April, 1890, at Mchanics' Hall,

Boston, Mass., and then and there formed
the nucleus of what is now the National

Beagle Club. The new club grew very

rapidly and prospered, notwithstanding

the doleful prophesies of the wise-acres

who would have it that the National

Beagle Club was merely a bubble that

would soon burst and bring its members
nto disrepute.

In April, 1891. just a year from its for-

mation, its membership was far greater

than that of many clubs who had pre-

dicted its fall, an«lhad distributed among
its members in the shape of special prizes

numerous silver urns, pitchers, cups and
trophies to the value of several hundred
dollars, to say nothing of contributing

liberal cash specials at many of the lead-

ing shows. It did this solely to encour-

age the breeding of fine show dogs, but

not content to have already done more in

one year for the breed than had been

done before in a period covering many
years, it capped the climax by holding a

public field trial for beagles—the first

successful event of the kind ever recorded;

and this, too, in the face of such a storm

of opposition and discouragement as

would have daunted men of less deter-

mination of purpose. But the trials

were held, nevertheless, and conclusively

proved to the world that beagle trials

were as feasible as those of setters or

pointers.

This fact proven, the general public

began to assume a different attitude to-

ward the club and to think that perhaps

the club would amount to something

after all ; the one thing that seemed in

the eyes of many to be against them was

the fact of their'having been refused ad-

mittance to the American Kennel Club

on the grounds that there already was

one beagle club as a member.
Many advised a change in the consti-

tution, viz. : striking out the clause
" The improvement on the bench," and

tee of the two clubs confer at the New
York show with a view to amalgamation.
The suggestion was favorably received by
the National Beagle Club, and, as a re-

sult of the conference, an amalgamation
was effected under the name of the Na-
tional Beagle Club, the American Beagle

Club accepting the constitution, by-laws,

officers, etc., of the National Beagle Club
and agreeing to petition the American
Kennel Club to change the name of the

American Beagle Club to that of the Na-

tional Beagle Club, and to accept all of-

ficers of the National Beagle Club as then

elected and holding office.

This was in F'ebruary last, and the

events which have occurred subsequently

are too fresh in the minds of all interest-

ed in beagles to need mention now. The
National Beagle Club stands before you
as an example of a successful specialty

and field trial club on the eve of its sec-

ond annual field trial.

Regar ling these trials, 1 will answer

as briefly as possible some of the questions

which are daily being £isked of me, viz.,

where are the trials to be held, how shall

we get there, etc. The second annual

field trials and bench show of the National

Beagle Club will be held at Nanuet,

Rockland County, N. Y., the week be-

ginning November 23, 1891, and entries

close November i, 1891. The dogs will

be run on rabbits, and will be judged

both on the bench and in the field by
Messrs. W. S. Clark, of Linden, Mass.,

and Pottinger Dorsey, of New Market,

Md.
Nanuet is twenty-eight miles distant

from New York City, two miles from the

New Jersey line and five miles from Ny-
ack-on-the-Hudson, due west. It can be

reached conveniently by four lines of

railroad. Station on main line Erie Rail-

road is Sufferns, where a branch runs di-

rect to the place, distance nine miles
;

station on West Shore Railroad West
Nyack, which is two miles from Nanuet ;

carriages are in waiting to meet all

trains. From the Erie Railroad Depot

in Jersey City two lines run direct to

Nanuet. Trains on Northern Rail-

road of New Jersev and New York
Railroad run almost every hour ; fare

for the round trip |i.io. Ample ho-

tel accommodations will be found at

Nanuet, rates being $1 to I1.50 per day.

All dogs entered in the trials will be

taken care of gratis by the Rockland
Kennels, which is a guarantee of proper

treatment, and particular attention will

be paid to entries coming by express

shipped care " Rockland Kennels " and

unaccompanied by owner or attendant.

Good, practical handlers will be on the

ground, for whose services no charge

will be made, so that parties desirous of

sending their dogs and being unable to

accompany them may rest assured that

their dogs will have every opportunity

given them to win. Entry blanks, run-

ning rules and any additional informa-

tion may l)e had by addressing the sec-

retary.

Remember, gentlemen, this will be a

gathering of sportsmen from all over the

country, and that the trials are open to

the world. If you have no dog and can

spare the time, come yourself and enjoy

the fun. All are welcome. In writing

address all communications to

F. W. Chapman, Secretary,

Melrose, Mas.s.

FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.

Nominations for the Derby of the In-

ternational Club.

The entries for the International Field

Trials Derby closed with twenty-two

nominations, of which fourteen are Eng-

glish setters, two Gordons and six point-

ers. Entries for the All-Aged Stake

closed October 15. The trials will be held

on the grounds at Louisville. Birds are

said to be very plentiful, and the trials

show every promise of being a success.

The Derby commences November 3. The
special Mr. Heywood-Lonsdale sent

over of $25 will in all probability be add-

ed to the All-Aged Stake.

EuKllsh Setters.

T. G. Davey's Rhuilas (Down—Schenaidth),
blue belton dog, 15 months old.

James Kimes Lou Dido (Mingo—Lou Moll).

black, white and tan bitch, 17 months old.

S. HOLMES' Dick (Tramp-Lulu), black, white

and tan dog, 16 months old.

S. Holmes' Vick (Tramp-Lulu), black, white

and tan bitch, 16 months old.

W. B. Wells' Duke (Toledo Blade—Canibriaua),
black, white and tan dog, 17 months old.

W. B. Wells' Romney (Toledo Blade—Cambri-
ana), black, white and tan dog, 17 months
old.

W. B. Well's Ticky Tack (Toledo Blade—Cam-
briana), black, white and tan dog, 17 months

W B.Well's Daphne (Toledo Blade—Cambriana),
black, white and tan bitch, 17 months old.

ids. McGrecjor's Toledo Belle (Toledo Blade-

Baffett B.). black, white and tan bitch, 15

months old.

G P.ITavlor's Sancho (Toledo Blade—Cambri-

ana), liver and white dog, 17 months old.

Thomas Johnson's Manitoba Pet (Dick Bondhu
—Manitoba Belle), blue belton bitch.

Thomas Johnson's Manitoba Patto (Duke of

Gloster—Flora), blue belton bitch.

E. H. GiLLMAN's May, bitch.

F. W. Kddv's Amy, bitch.

Gordon Setters.

T L. Campbell's Pendennis (Ch. Beaumont-
Cherry Ripe), black and tan dog, 12 months
old.

CINCINNATI'S COMING SHOW.

The Entries Number One Hundi'^d and
Sixty-Elarht.

e;ditor Fanciers' Journal.

The entries for our coming bench show

closed on the 7th instant, and we had

the catalogue out by the loth. Nothing

very slow about this. The entries are as

follows

:

I. L. Campbells Cherry Ripe inch Beaumont-
Cherry Ripe), black and tan bUch, la months

old.
Pointers.

W. H. TiGHE's R. K. (Sport—Dido), black and

white dog.

T. G. Davey's Lucky Deal (Luck of Goat—Mid-
gee), black bitch.

W. J. BENNETT'S Sam II (Sport—Dido), black

aud white dog, 15 mouths old.

Herbert M. Kipp s Roger (Bang F.—Nellie),

liver and white dog, 21 months old.

F W. Shaw'8 Central Bang (Trinket's Cash-
Bang), liver and white dog, 9 months old.

D. Williamson's Carrie (Darky—SparksK bitch.

-.-«—

BARRY rs ANCESTORS.

Mr. Dalzlel Corrects an Krr«r In St.

Bernards, Past and Present.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In my letter on this subject published

in The Fanciers' Journal I was led

into a wrong statement by the fault of

the gentleman—an Englisman—intro-

duced to me as a German scholar at the

British Mu.seum. The error is in the

passage stating that the ancestors of Bar-

ry I were taken from the Hospice to

Lowenberg during the period of the Thir-

ty Years' War. I am assured on the high-

est authority that this is a gross mistrans-

lation, and that the ancestors of Barry I

were obtained from the Hospice by

Count Rougmont "in the thirties;" and

as a matter of fact it is now known that

the date was about 1830. Much regret-

ting the error, I remain yours truly,

Hugh Dalziel.

leaving it the "improvement in the

field ;" only those practically making the

National Beagle Club a field trial club
;

but to this the club would not hear, and

I think the president voiced the senti-

ments of all when he said: "The Na-

tional Beagle Club has nothing to take

back." This club was formed for the

improvement in the field and on the

bench of the beagle hound in America,

and will enter the American Kennel Club

with its constitution unchanged if it en-

ters at all."

In February, 1891, it was suggested by
the American Beagle Club that a coramit-

Mastiffs II

St. Bernards 23

Great Danes 8
Deerhounds 4
Greyhounds . . .9
Pointers 4
English settersl ... 9
Irish setters .S

Irish water spaniels . .s

Beagles .S

Cocker and field

spaniels 17

Collies 9
Bull dogs 3
Bull terriers 5
Fox terriers 7

Yorkshires 2

Black and tans .... 3
rugs 20

Italian greyhounds. . 12

This is the largest entry of Italian grey-

hounds at any show held in America.

For a show not under the auspices of the

A. K. C. and no money prizes this is not

a bad showing. Al. G. EberharT,
Superintendent.

Ci.mcinkat^. C, October 13. 1891.

KENNEL. REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the proper form. Blank forms

will l>e furnished free by sending to this

office for them.
WHELPS

HILLSIDE KENNELS' (Lancaster, Ma^.) deer-

hound bitch Phyllis (9289) whelped five dogs

and five bitches by their Ch Robber Chieftain

(6218), August 29.
. , . . K-. I.

Hillside Spinster (20,071). fox terrier bitch,

whelped three dogs and two bitches to their

Pitcher (21, 325^ September 13.

Brazen (6220), deerhound bitch, whelped one

dog and one bitch by their Ch. Clansman

(12,683), September 6.
. , -r

Princess (7001) fox terrier bitch, whelped four

dogs and two bitches to their Pitcher (21 ,325).

September 7. .... ,. , j
Hillside Heather, deerhound bitch, whelped

two dogs and one bitch by their Ch. Chieftiau

(621 1), September 12.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.S Fordhook Flossie

(II 654) whelped one dog and three bitches to

Fordhook Quality, Septenr.t>er 28, iSoi.

Heather Belle (6000) whelped five dogs and
eight bi'rhes, nine of which were killed by
the mother laying on them. Septemt>er 23.

1891.

POULTRY an" PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

Some of our esteemed exchanges are
still fighting over the probable or im-
probable loss of a simple little comma
from an advertisement. The subject may
be serious, notwithstanding the fact that
it is very conima-cal.

»
* »

The Christmas number of The Fan-
ciers' Journal will be the largest edi-

tion ever issued by either a dog or poultry
paper. Stick a pin in that aud remem-
ber it.

«
« «

We never boasted of having the largest

circulation, but the past year has been
so successful that our circulation now is

second only to one monthly poultry

paper, published in Boston. This is a

great achievement for a weekly paper.

We are not content, however, and during
1892 will lead the procession if the world
continues to move.

Our circulation books are open to the
public. They tell the .story eloquently
aud emphatically.

*
«

We want agents everywhere. Read
the liberal terms we offer in our advertis-

ing columns, and begin ^^ork at once. If

you do not care to compete for these lib-

eral premiums, secure subscriptions and
receive liberal commissions. There is no
lietter time than now.

«
« «

We had a very pleasant call from Sec-

retary Rackham, who came to attend a

committee meeting of the Philadelphia

Poultry and Pigeon Club last week. We
were surprised to find him actually grow-
ing stout, but the Philadelphia and New
York shows will no doubt deprive him
of the hard-earned flesh he now possesses.•
Mr, Rackham is by nature adapted to

the onerous and often thankless work
that makes the lot of the secretary and
superintendent a difficult one. He is

full of hope and enthusia.sm regarding

the outcome of the two great shows in

the two great cities which he is to manage.
»

• »
Ex-Mayor Diehl, of Beverly, N. J.,

shipped a trio of buff" Pekin bantams to

England this week. The male bird has

won numerous prizes as cockerel and
cock, and should give a good account of

himself in the fast company across the

herring pond.
«

• •

The cool, bracing October air of last

week was conducive to health, and quite

a large numljer of poultrymen visited

The Fancier.s' Journal sanatorium.

Our new quarters seem to suit the boys,

and we may be allowed to state in print

what is already well known to many,
that The Fanciers' Journal cordially

invites all fanciers to make their head-

quarters while in the (Quaker City at our

office.
*

• »

Our western correspondent, Mr. F. H.

Graves, gives a clear account of the vir-

tues of the Malay fowl in this issue. It

will bear careful perusal and certainly

help those struggling amateurs who can-

not see any distinction between the In-

dian and Malay games. Not a few of

our old veterans believe the two breeds

to be one and the same.

%
That veteran pigeon expert Henry Erd-

mann is also a phrenologist, and held a

"seance" with Editor Cloud in our office

recently. After successfully feeling the
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latter's bumps he remarked that Editor
Cloud's eyes betokened mildness. "That
may be," answered the Editor, "but,

Henry, I've a bad tongue, all the same."
*

* *
Editor Cloud is preparing to "vamoose

the ranch." He will leave the quiet ru-

ral pursuits of the farm and betake him-
self to the city of Kennett Square, where
his new printing office will keep him
busy. He has sold out all of his Plym-
outh Rocks, his favorites, and hereafter

must get his inspiration from fowl chro-
mos which will ornament the office of
the Poultry News

«

Get up a club of five or more sub-

scribers and the terms that we offer will

.startle you.
«

« •

Do you want the best little work on
pigeons ever published in this country ?

If so send 50 cents and we will send you
F. M. Gilbert's "Hints to Beginners,"
or send us a new yearly subscriber and
$2 and the book will be sent to you free.

» »
We keep all the leading books on jwul-

try and pigeons. If you want any book
on our list free write for the terms.

»
* *

In Farm-Poultry for October we read

"Feeding corn aud cornmeal is throwing
money away,. !»»

»

What is the matter with Editor Hun-
ter ; has he gone "short" on corn ?

*
* *

Between "Deacon" White aud Editor

Hunter corn is getting a queer deal.

Even Uncle Boyer when in our sanctum
got off" and on his corn—delusion. We
shall have something to say on this corn

question shortly that may shed a few

rays of light on certain experiments.
*

* «

Preparing birds for the show room is

an art. Advice is cheap, but apt to be

very dear unless intelligently given and
religiously followed. . The late Alexan-

der Coniyns was a keen judge of poultrv,

and in the excellent publication he

founded, the Feathered World, we find

the following hints, which are well worth

reading. Scaly legs are an eyesore and
an inexcusable defect. Of these Mr.

Comyns remarks

:

"Scaly leg is caused by parasites which
get under the scales of the legs and feet,

and if neglected they get deeply imbed-
ded and it is impos.sible to dislodge them.
C»ne gomi plan to get rid of them is to

dip the legs into parrafin oil two or three
times a week, letting the legs remain in

the oil until they are well saturated. At
the end of a week wash well with soap
and water. Sulphur and lard is a good
old-fashioned remedy, and is very useful

in the early stages of the trouble. Vase-
line will easily remove all traces of the
operation, and will also give a tone and
bright appearance to the legs."

*
« «

Tinged ear lobes and pale combs are

referred to as follows :

"In Spaui.sh, Minorcas, Hamburgs and
such like varieties tinged ear lobes are

the trouble, and are difficult to deal with.

The cause is often overfeeding, cold

winds, etc. If the bird is shut up pale
faces are the result, so that one is rather
in a dilemma to know how to act. A
large lean-to coop is the best place for

these varieties. Place it upon a grass

run with the open side from the sun.

Should the winds be keen the front may
be covered over with a sack. The grass

run prevents too great a loss of condi-
tion which often follows being shut up
for any length of time. Paleness of comb
and face must be clearly distinguished
from white face. Should this defect be
present save your money and keep the
bird at home, as all good judges would
make this a fatal fault. Good grass run,

plenty of exercise, nourishing food in a
moderate quantity, with plenty of grit,

will all assist in restoring tone to the sys-
tem and color to the blood. Over-feeding
sometimes cau.ses small sores to come
out on the white lobes. To cure these
reduce the supply of food and put on a
small quantity of zinc powder after
damping the sore. Repeat every night
till the scab drops off."

*
*

Condition of plumage is important.
This is touched on clearly when he states

that "want of gloss is another defect
which should be guarded against. A beau-
tiful sheen on the plumage adds much
to the beauty of the birds, and all exhib-
itors have their own ways of producing it.

Flowers of sulphur in the soft food given
on warm days is good, also linseed boiled
to a jelly and mixed with the food

;
give

seeds as well two or three times a week.
Sulphate of iron given in the water aud
hemp seed are all aids to intensify the
red color of the face, comb and wattles.

Over-showing causes want of condition.

Every care should be taken of your birds,

and they should not be shown too much
but should have a rest sometimes, and
should not be in a constant state of trav-

eling from one show to another. Profes-

sional exhibitors travel with their birds,

as the manner in which the hampers are
handled at railway stations by the porters
is very injurious to the exhil>its. When
a bird returns from a show give it some
soft food and a limited supply of water.

If it refuses to eat try it with variety, and
if necessary hand feeding must be re-

sorted to."
*

» »

Washing birds comes next. "White
birds retjuire to be thoroughly washed all

over, aud for a novice to do this well

much care will be neces.sary. Try on a
common bird first. As it is an important
operation I will give full instruction.s.

Have ready two baths or washing tubs,

oval for choice, sponge, flannel, nice

white soap not too greasy in character,

such as Sunlight or Hudson's. Fill both
tubs with warm water, about ninety-five

degrees will be hot enough. Put in your
soap and make a good lather, now take
your bird and plunge it into the water
bodily. Do not be afraid to hurt the

pluuiage, raise up the feathers and rub

gently until you can plainly .see that all

parts are clean. Sometimes it may be

necessary to use a brush for the wing
feathers. Some birds at a first washing
are not at all pleased with the bath, and
kick and struggle much. In such a case

hold it securely with one hand across the

back and wings whilst you u.se the other

hand to rub the feathers. Having .satis-

fied yourself that all dirt is remove*!,

take the bird in both hands and lift it

gently into the second bath, thorougly

rinse out all traces of soap, because if

you leave the least bit of this the feathers

will not dry out properly. Then let it

stand a moment to drain, afterwards

drawing your hand along the plumage to

squeeze out as much water as possible.

•»•
"Now take your sponge and rub gently

over the feathers and you w ill find much
of the remaining water absorbed. You
should then put the bird in a basket with

a thick layer of good clean straw and
place this near a nice warm fire, but not

near enough for the fire to reach them
directly, for they will soon blister after

washing, but keep turning them around
that they may gradually dry on all

sides. If you neglect this precaution you
may find the feathers drawn to one side

and become twisted through drying too

quickly on that side. A very goo<l plan

is to fix a cloth round the three sides of

the kitchen table, place the open side to

the fire and put the bird on straw or on
the perch underneath. Still see that it

1

is moved round occasionally. Leave the
bird there, and in the morning you will

find that if you have followed these di-

rections the feathers have webbed splen-

didly and it is now ready to go and win."
*

« »
And finally : "Birds with foot feathers

should be kept on runs where the grass

is kept short or the floor has been finely

sanded. These feathers should be as

clean and as clear as those on the body.
Before sending to a show the feet, legs,

comb and wattles of black birds will re-

quire to be washed thoroughly with .soap

and water After wiping the comb and
wattles rub over with a little vinegar and
water. This often encourages the circu-

lation and stiffens the comb. The legs

should be rubbed over with a little va.se-

line."
*

« »

In this country the soaps mentioned
by Mr Comyns are not ol)tainable, but
castile and ivory soaps have been suc-

cessfully used by breeders. Sapolio is

claimed by many to be excellent. It is,

however, somewhat harsh and should be
carefully handled.

»
* «

Vaseline is certainly excellent, and for

reddening the comb aud wattles is more
lasting than the "Jersey applejack" .some

of our fanciers use.
*

* *

Nice yellow legs on fowls refjuire very
thorough preparation. A l)ed of clean

rye straw for the birds to run on
and three or four good washings with

soap aud water, and a thorough briushing

with a tooth brush will do wonders. One
exhibitor who always brings his birds to

a show in the pink of condilion also

picks out the matter that collects under
the .scales Ijy means of a toothpick.*
One of the tihlest judges in this coun-

try has declined to judge at any show
where score cards are used. Suffice it to

say it is not I'ncle I.saac.

« *

The above mentioned judge, whose
name we withhold, has passed the youth-

ful period of life, and in the riper days of

solid old age believes comparison judging

to be the only projter method of awarding
the prizes to fowls in competition. His

conversion was not sudden, but long ex-

perience and observation in the show-
room was the cause of it. Next.

Canadian Wyandotte Club.

The first meeting of the Canadian
Wyandotte Club was held at Toronto on
Thursday, September 17, Mr. S. M.
Clemo in the chair. The following gen-

tlemen were elected officers for the ensu-

ing year: Honorary President, W. C.

G. Peter
;
president. T. H. Scott ; first

vice-president, S. M. Clemo ; .second

vice-president, C.J. Daniels; third vice-

president, C. E. Bahlwin ; .secretary-treas-

urer, John Grav. Executive Committee,

J. E. Meyer. Robert Bloye, A. W. Gra-
ham, A. G. H. Luxton, T. R. Wood, E.

J. Otter
The following is a list of the members :

T. H. Scott. St. Thomas ; G. G. McCor-
mick, Ix)ndon ; Robert Bloye, Todmor-
den ; E.J. Otter, Chester ; M. I'armenter,

C.J. Daniels. T. R. Wood, Toronto; C.

E. Baldwin. Barnston, Que.; J. E. Meyer,
Kossuth ; Mr. Haycock. R. E. Kent,
King.stoii ; A. W. Graham, St. Thomas ;

C. R. Bach, Toronto ; S. M. Clemo, Dunn-
ville; W. C. G. Peter, Bay City, Mich.;
A. G. H. Luxton, Hamilton

; John Gray,
Todmonlen.
The rules were adopted for the ensuing

year and will be forwarded to each mem-
ber. Special prizes are offered for com-
petition of members of the club at the
Ontario poultry show. A more complete
report will appear later.

John Gray, Secretary.
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CHIPS FROM THE PODLTRY BLOCK,

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the

Wing for Our Readers.

r ^

BY TRIXIE.

It is with no small degree of satisfac-

tion that I note the fact that a number

of our show associntious have come out

flat-footed against eggs for hatching as

special premiums. I believe that I was

the first one to advocate such action, and

it makes me feel as though the gallons

of ink I've used have not been wasted.

Let the good work go on. New York

and Philadelphia should follow the ex-

ample set them by Albany's new show

association.

If we could get only eggs from such

breeders as Felch, Williams. Babcock,

Knapp Bros., Requa, Forsyth, Mortimer,

Farmer, Brown (of Georgia), Conger,

Munger and other breeders of a national

reputation the eggs for hatching feature

would be all right and proper, but such

breeders rarely donate them ; it is only

Tom, Dick and Harry who are not known
ten miles from home that make the valu-

able donations, and they do so for the

free advertising they receive.

Don't believe in the eggs for hatching

business in any form, I believe that it

would be to the interest of both fancier

and amateur if all would discontinue the

selling of eggs entirely. I've had suflH-

cient experience in the business to war-

rant me m saying that nine-tenths of our

dissatisfied customers are the ones that

have purchased eggs. When we sell eggs

if we have good stock below $5 a setting

we are robbing ourselves, and were we to

put that price upon them we would be

held up to the world as highwaymen.
Judge Babcock's article in your last

issue was greedily read by your scribe.

He has the knack of bringing out the

good qualities of all breeds and conceal-

ing their defects, but in this article he
appears to be blindly following the old

masters, or why should he say : "It has

great beauty, wonderful prolificacy and
moderate table qualities." Oh, "rats,"

Mr, Babcock, where can you find the

Leghorn's superior? I advise you to

read an article upon the "Leghorn as

a Table Fowl," that recently appeared

in the American Dairyman ; read it, pon-

der over it, then go out and kick your-

self for writing the last clause of the

sentence quoted above.

Have vou seen the new poultry paper

that hails from Arkansas? It is called

the Southern Poultry Keeper. Nothing
strange in the name or location, but it

presents an entirely new feature in poul-

trv journalism from the fact that the

editorial chair is "held down" by a lady.

Why not? They, the ladies, are specially

fitted by nature to become a power in the

land (fancv) as editors, correspondents,

judges and' breeders of standard exhibi-

tion fowls. We have, in the "West coun-

try," many successful lady fanciers and
not a few' lady writers who contribute

regularlv to the western ]joultry press,

and I tn'ist this new venture may be the

means of greatly enlarging the number
of lady fanciers in all parts of the country.

There is shortly to be a grand cocking

main less than 1000 miles from New
York. Mr. Anthony Greene, of Califor-

nia, furnishes the fowls for one side and

New York and Pennsylvania the other.

Mr. Greene will pit his half Japs exclu-

sively, while his opponents will draw
from the entire pit stock of the country.

Some claim the Japs are not " stayers."

and this will be a splendid opportunity

for deciding this point. Mr. Greene has

faith in them or he would not be so ready

to back them against all comers as he is.

What a glorious opportunity this would
be to initiate Uncle Mike into the myste-

ries of the pit.

They do things upon the sfjuare down
in Texas, Piverything is done openly

and above board down there. We don't

have to sneak down dark alleys to get to

a chicken fight down there. It is adver-

tised the same as we G. O. P. people ad-

vertise our church festivals (conducted

for purposes of gambling), and any one

can attend who pays the price for admis-

sion. On January nth, at Dallas, the

Texas Game Breeding Association meets.

Fun is a.ssured and 300 fights guaranteed.

If vou have a "good one" take him

down there, you'll have no trouble to

make a match, but remember that Texas
is now the home of the Everitt Clar-

bornes, and govern yourself accordingly.
" What fools these mortals be." How

often do we "kill the goose that lays the

golden egg," and I see, Mr. Editor, you
are in that boat, too, Y'ou don't believe

in hucksters, don't ye? Well, I'll be

blank, nationaly blanked, but I would like

to know where or who you are going to

sell your exhibition birds to if you kill

the hucksters off? Felch says if we kill

them we kill the shows. Right you are.

Uncle Isaac, but the shows will not be

all that will suffer, but every breeder in

the land (the dollar man excepted) will

feel the effects of such a move, and ten

years will find exhibition poultry rele-

gated to the sweet "by gone ;" the huck-
sters must stay.

They, the hucksters, maintain the

price of fancy fowls, and when we com-
pel every exhibitor to swear and counter-

swear that he is the genuine breeder of

his exhibit we kill the fancy fowl trade

too dead to skin, and open wide the doors

for the cheap breeder and his cheap John
stock to flourish and thrive. 'Tennes-

see," and he does not succeed well in hid-

ing his identity, never exhibited but

once, yet he denounces the huckster in

no weak fashion. If the huckster were

dead, to whom would he sell his high-

scoring partridge Cochins and black Javas.

Here in tlie West we see men, breeders,

who wish to make a show of cattle, sheep

and swine at the fall fairs and not being

certain of winning with what they have

raised themselves they make a tour of in-

spection in quest of better animals. They
make no bones about admitting that they

want to buy them for exhibition. You
never heard one of these men d d as

hucksters. No, my sirs, you can't point

me out a single breeder but what gladly

welcomes some of these gentlemen to his

place. They keep the price of stork up,

and are looked upon as a benefactor of

the breeder. No one cares when they

exhibit, who bred the exhibit ; all the as-

sociation requires is that the exhibitor be

the bona fide owner of his exhibit. It

is time our poultrymen would learn some
sense and get aboard the same boat. The
huckster is a factor that we can't afford

to dispense with.

Meriden Poultry Association.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The above association will hold its

INDIAN GAME PIOTURBS.

twelfth exhibition of poultry, pigeons

and pet stock at town hall, Meriden,

Conn., December 30 and 31, 1891, and

January i and 2, 1892. We shall issue

our premium list about November 5, and

would be pleased to receive your adver-

tisement for the same. The secretary has

a list of names of 2000 fanciers, but it is

hoped that any intending exhibitor re-

quiring one will communicate with the

secretary as early as possible to avoid

any delay. We also solicit special pre-

miums of cash, merchandise, publications

or anything you choose to offer, as we
are going to hold an exhibition that will

eclipse anything of the kind ever at-

tempted in this section.

The method of awarding prizes will be

by comparison. The best known obtain-

able autbority on each breed has been

secured. The judges will thoroughly ex-

amine and handle each bird, and check

every entry as an acknowledgment that

it has received his careful attention.

After the best specimens have been se-

lected the judge has the privilege of

scoring them by comparison, if in his

opinion it will assist him in determining

the position each bird should occupy.

To illustrate scoring by comparison :

With these selected birds side by side,

the judge first takes up the section "sym-

metry," and decides by comparison which

is the most meritorious specimen in this :

section, which, if not found to be per- !

feet, shall receive the necessary cut, and
j

the other specimens to be cut more severe,
j

as the fault increases in this section in
|

these individual birds. This rule ap-

plies to every section of the bird. The
law to govern to be the American Stand-

ard of Perfection. It will pay you to ad-

vertise with us, also to exhibit at our

twelfth exhibition.

In conclusion let us thank all our

friends who so cordially lent us their

support for the past eleven years, and

hoping to meet them all with many new
friends at our coming exhibition.

Joshua Shute, Secretary.

As They Are and as They Should
Be—The Malay,

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Speaking about Indian game pictures,

we must admit that there are at least

several fine ones in print, but as a matter

of individual preference I am decidedly

of the same opinion as the editor of The
Fanciers' Journal. The first illustra-

tion that appeared in this country, drawn

by Ludlaw, is of a pair of these fowls,

and the style here shown is my ideal of

the Indian game. Especially do 1 refer

to the cock. This cock has a broad

front, clean-cut limbs, gracefully de-

tached wings and a certain .style of car-

riage shown in but four of the latest pic-

tures. The head, too, is nicely poised

and not at all clumsy or coarse.

One great trouble with the average In-

dian game illustration and with many of

the fowls, too, is coarse, ill-shaped heads.

I understand that the Indian head has a

certain Malay look, that the brows should

be somewhat beetled and all that sort of

thing, but I object to the stiflF way the

head is joined on in some of the pictures,

and also to the length of head and hori-

zontal poise of the same and bill. This un-

natural head is not altogether the fault of

the artists, it seems, for I have seen birds

and have owned a few with this same sort

of head. They always remind me of a

horse suffering with "pall evil," I have
ceased to breed from such birds, and re-

gret that I ever did. I prefer a shorter

head, shorter and more hooked beak,

with comb placed pretty well forward.

So far as width of head is concerned I

am not so particular .so long as it is short,

but I am very much opposed to the nar-

row head, as it reminds me too strongly

of the standard game, which fowl we are

not attempting to imitate in the Indian

game.
Mr. Sewell has made some very fine

pictures of Indians, two or three of which

are especially goo<l, and I am not trying

to advertise that gentleman when I say

he has few equals as a chicken artist. I

Not only has he made good Indian pic-

tures, but nearly all his pictures of other

game fowls are excellent.

I do not presume to be authority on
Intlian game pictures or any other pic-

tures for that matter, but give my views

as those of one individual breeder and
admirer of the new and popular table

fowl. As pictures have much to do with

fixing the tvpe of a breed—a new breed

as the Cornish Indian is yet in America
—discussion on this subject should be en-

couraged, and I should like to hear from

others. F. A. Graves.

and Malay classes, yet this bird, just as

he was picked up from his run, would
"bring down the hay scale" at nine and
one-half or nine and three-quarter
pounds. This season I have reared Malay
and Indian game chicks in the same
broods, and have compared them at dif-

ferent stages of development, always to

find that the Malays are equal to the In-

dians.

As I said above, for a strictly table

fowl I consider the Malay equal to any
living fowl, or at least any I have been
able to secure. Not only is the Malay
very plump but as a breed are generally

with deeper breast than the Cornish In-

dian, quite as heavy in thigh and quite

as meaty on wing, grows quite as rapidly

and are, if of good stock, quite as large

when mature. Where, then, is the In-

dian's advantage over the Malay ? In

my experience it lies in the fact (I think
there is no question about it) that the

Indian is a better layer, which is about
the only advantage except the fancy

lacings of the Indian hens, which two
features alone account for the latter's

unparalleled popularity, while the meri-

torious old Malay remains in comparative
obscurity.
The Malay was never since it has been

known as a distinct breed (and a long
time it has been) a remarkable layer. I

will say, however, that the modern Ma-
lay I believe is a better egg producer

than the Malays of twenty years ago. In

my opinion the standard for this breed is

in error in calling for a pea comb. The
nub comb seems to be the natural one,

and the liest specimens in other respects

so far as I have found have a tendency
that way.

It is very hard to secure pure Malays
now, a great share of the more recent im-

portations from England showing Cor-

nish Indian blood. It is extremely difii-

cult to breed good colored females if

there is very much of this blood in the

stock. Judges should cut heavily for any
symptoms of lacing on Malay females,

and the lightest wheatons should be

given preference. I think, guarding

against light necks, Malays are very

hardy with me and no more subject to

leg weakness than the Indians, and not

so much as some of the leggiest strains

of standard games I have discovered.

Until I can hear of a better table fowl

I can be found with a few good Malays

in my yard, even if it is necessary to

keep them twenty years longer.

F. A. Graves.

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAU.

the malay.

Editor Fanciers' Journal,

For a strictly table fowl we have found

nothing better than the Malay. Not

only when bred in its purity but as a

cross upon other breeds, or at least cer-

tain other breeds, is the Malay one of

the best, in the writer's experience.

Over and over again have I attempted to

find a superior breed for the table, but

have as yet been unsuccessful, I have

stuck to the Malay for years, having

never been without them but during two

or three short periods for twenty years,

part of which time having thought I was

about the only breeder in the country, so

difficult was it to procure reliable fresh

blood to invigorate my stock. Since the

advent of the Indian ^ames I have tried

in vain to detect superior table qualities

in these splendid new fowls, and though

they are very much the same, I find no

advantage in them. Last year, and this,

I have repeatedly compared both young

and old fowls, and the result fails to con-

vince me that the Malays are not fully

equal to any of them.

The plumpest breasted and heaviest

fowl for his size I have ever seen was a

Malay cock that died on my hands last

season at three years old. He was only

a medium-sized cock and did not ap-

pear to weigh over six or seven pounds,

even to a game breeder who is familiar

with the deception in weight of the game

National Game Show.

Editor F'ancikrs' Journal.

A few weeks ago you made the remark

that the specialist clubs ought not go

West this time because they would all go

West to Chicago next year, and it would

not do to give this part of the country

two meetings in succession. Now let me

say in this connection that the Cornish

Indian Game Club and the American

Exhibition Game and Game Bantam

Club ought to meet in Indianapolis this

time.
ist. Because they have always met in

the extreme East heretofore, and it is

now time to give the West a show,

2d. Because this exhibition will be a

game show and western breeders of

these varieties will meet here.

3d. Because this exhibition offers cash

prizes on single specimens, employs the

best judges, has one of the finest halls in

America for holding a big show. Be-

cause Indianapolis is general headquar-

ters for the game races anyhow, ami in

fact has all the requirements for making
a national game show.

4th. For the reason that the poultry

show of the World's Fair does not come
till the .sea.son of 1893-94. two years

ahead. So nothing could be more ap-

propriate than having these two special-

ist clubs in Indianapolis this winter, in

the East next winter and in Chicago the

following show season.

On the other clubs give Los Angele.s,

Topeka, Worcester, Albany, Philadel-

phia, etc., a chance, but remember that

the game clubs belong in Indianapolis

for the season of 1891-2.

H, P. Clarke.

—To be successful in business you must

advertise. This is an imperative rule

that allows of no variation whatever.

A NOVEL SUaQESTION.

Mr. Felch Opposes the Proposed
New Class for Buff Cochins.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Of the twelve men on the committee to

revise the Cochin standard, there was
just one that is prominently identified
with Brahmas, and I say he did not write
a word in the standard but ratified the
work of those who were particularly and
almost absolutely Cochin breeders. The
standard was offered to the A. P. A. in
Indianapolis, the very heart of the Co-
chin interest in America, and the work
was accepted and adopted without a
single word uttered in opposition by an
acknowledged breeder of Brahmas, and
the work of that committee is the present
A, P, A. standard for Cochins. In face
of all this, which is fact, how and for
what purpose must we consider the fol-

lowing utterance by the secretary of the
Cochin Club of America : "I make the
charge that the type of Cochin bred in
this country is the result of the light
Brahma influence in the A. P. A.; that
the standard as it now is is read through
light Brahma spectacles ; that in addi-
tion IS the selfish motive of freezing the
English type out for fear of it and be-
cause if let in it will occupy the ground."

I simply say there is not a .scintilla of
truth in the charge, and a reckless a.sser-
tion to mislead, to throw dust in the
eyes, and to capture the thoughtless or
those who are .slow to follow blindly the
lead of the radical element in Cochin
culture.

If these boasting breeders of vulture
hocks, which they call "full-feathered,
full-hocked' birds, are so willing that
they should be compared with the binls
of the standard, why do they ask a sper ial
class for them where they can in defiance
to the American standard Iwlster them
up by giving them prizes ? Were these
birds so beautiful as to capture public
opinion, would they languish ? Would
critics in all countries condemn them ?

The question is, will any society or lot
of breeders favor the best interest of
American poultry culture by in.stituting
classes or upholding specimens con-
demned by Its own standard which
should control members, breeders and
judges? Has the C. C, A, found its
cause so weak, its constitution so in op-
position to the A, P. A., so arbitrary as to
make the sober thinking elenient'of Co-
chin. fanciers to be slow in sub.scribiug to
such a constitution. The secretary has
explained its meaning to be that any
profusion or style of feathering of thighs
and hocks until it reaches the littleness
and harshness and firmness of a wing
flight, shall not be cut, and then only
one-half to two points for the size of
their wing flights growing from the
hocks.
Now, from the condition of an A, P.

A. standard, thighs and hocks up to this
position are vulture hocks. The C. C.
A. declare that there is no comparative
or defective ground. It proposes to
place these birds in our exhibition to
ignore the standard and place the prizes,
thus build up a class in oppo.sition to our
standard, and then declare it the worst
of the breed by the merits found in it.

Suppose you make the situation still

more novel by admitting some breeder
to place on exhibition buzzards in the
Cochin class, and allow him to give
such prizes, how long before each show
would have a class of buzzards ? But
would it be a step toward presenting the
Cochin in their best light ? Can a society
or the conservative breeders be parties to
any such novel ideas ?

"Rapidly increasing," Mr. Sternberg
says, are the " breeders of Cochins" with
these vulture hock characteristics.

" Thank God," he says, he has twenty
letters from one eminent A. P. A. mem-
ber who will not listen to compromise.
He certainly takes the position every
first-class breeder of Cochins should.
A full-breasted, full-feathered Cochin

is the Cochin described in the standard,
not a vulture hocked or one occupying
the ground between a standard and a
positive vulture bock. To accept such a
class and to be judged by Article 14 of
the C. C. A. is simply to stamp these first

class by the society so offering the prizes

in opposition to American rules, and do-
ing It all in advance, using the society's
influence to forward a questionable con-
dition. It is questionable, or the C, C.
A. would have no occasion to ask for a
special class.

If the club is so sure of its influence,
why does it not .show for exhibition only
for a time, and let the merit there is in
their birds convert the fraternity, not
ask a society to help them through the
cupidity and positive gain. Now they
are trying to create sympathy by charg-
ing " Brahma control in the standard."
It IS special pleading, sharp political
work. I commend them for their zeal
and energy, but condemn the mode as
one bound to injure the Cochin industry
of America. Cochin breeders, think twice
before you act, and not by and by be
forced to give up the breed of your choice
in disgust because of their grolescjue ap-
pearance and I0.SS of practical merit.

I. K. Felch.

The Gray Livonian.

Upon the shores of the Gulf of Riga,
in the Province of Livonia, in the great
Russian Empire, where nihilists, with
their secret meetings, deadly mines and
destructive bombs.have manifested an ac-
tivity which has intensified the meaning
of the verse

—

"Uueasy rests the head which wears a crown,"

we find the counterpart of the American
Dominique. It is not the Dominique
transplanted to a different shore, but a
native of that land, and known as the
Gray Livonian. This variety is a large,
hardy, and excellent fowl for general use!
It has the steel-gray dolor and darker
barrings of the Dominique plumage, flat,
broad comb, without the projecting
spike, legs of a leaden color, short, stout,
remarkably hooked beak, and cavernous
nostrils, like those of crested fowls. In
comb, color of legs, shape of beak and
character of nostrils the Gray Livonian
clearly differs from the Dominique. The
hens, like our famous Plymouth Rocks,
run darker than the cocks in color. The
flesh of this fowl is white, tender and
juicy. Throughout Denmark, which is
well known as a great egg-exporting
country, in Lithuania, and as far north
as Finland, the Gray Livonian fowl is
preferred to most other breeds, uniting,
as It does, so many excellent practical
qualities, hardiness, ability to endure se-
vere weather, excellent size, fine flesh,
and great prolificacy ; and it is bred in
great numbers by the people inhabiting
these cold and bleak regions, poultry
keeping l)eing an important branch of
industry, adding both to the support of
private families and the wealth of the
country.—American Poultry Yard,

Salt Cat.

This is a compound mixture of which
pigeons are very fond. Various are the

ways in which it is made. We advise

the following : Mix together a few pounds
of very old decayed mortar rubbish with
half a pound of salt, add to it a pound of
decayed dried uncooked flesh which has
been minced into small particles ; in-
clude a quarter of a pint of cummin and
carraway seed slightly crushed ; moisten
these with half a pint of stagnant or
urine water, thus constituting a cakey
substance ; bake the same till hard, and
give it in crumbled form to the birds.

Pleasant Employment at Good Pay
The publishersofSEED-TiME AND Har-

vest, an old established monthly, deter-
mined to greatly increase their subscrip-
tion lists, will employ a number of active
agents for the ensuing six months at I50
PER MONTH or more if their services
warrant it. To insure active work an
additional cash prize of |ioo will be
awarded the agent who obtains the larg-
est number of subscribers, "The early
bird gets the worm." Send four silver
dimes, or twenty 2-cent stamps with your
application, stating your age and terri-

tory desired, naming some prominent
business man as reference as to your
capabilties, and we will give you a trial.

The 40 cents pays your owu subscription
and you will receive full particu.ars
Address

SEED-TIME AND HARVEST
La Plume, Pa.
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HATCHING BY TURKEYS.

Their Ability to Take Charge of
Large Broods.

A very interesting description of the
system of hatching by turkeys was given
a few years ago by Mr. C. L. Sutherland
in his report on West-central France to
the Royal Commission on Agriculture.
In this he says: "At Houdan, in the
Seine-et-Oise, which I visited on the 26th
of March, 1880, the poultry breeding in-

dustry may be seen in full force. Houdan
fowls alone are kept, and it is calculated
that the pullets, when well fed, will com-
mence to lay at five months old. Arti-
ficial incubation is not generally prac-
ticed, but it is considered that it will
come into use as soon as the means for
hatching a larger proportion of the eggs
has been discovered. At present it has
been found, in the case of incubators,
that the embryo is very apt to perish on
the eighteenth or nineteenth day. The
majority of breeders adopt the plan of
placing twenty-five fowls' eggs under a
young turkey hen. When it is desired
that the turkey hen shall commence to
sit, be it January or June, she is placed in

a suitable box almost entirely covered by
a board, and some dummy eggs are put
under her. She is generally kept in the
dark. She soon takes to the dummv
eggs, which are then removed, and
twenty-five fowls' eggs are placed be-
neath her. She is taken off the eggs
once a day to feed, and carefully replaced,
not on the eggs but in front of them, and
she then, after the manner of turkeys,
carefully hooks them underneath her
with her beak.
"When the chicks are hatched they are

removed from under her, to !)e sold or
sent off at once, or to be brought up bv
another turkey hen, which is perhaps aii
indifferent sitter, and which, in lieu of
sitting, has from eighty to one hundred
chicks given her to bring up. Orders
are kept on hand for these chicks (pous-
sins), which, within twelve hours of be-
ing hatched, are despatched all over
France in well ventil.^ted boxes holding
from twelve to twenty each, and at the
following prices: One dozen, twelve
.shillings

; twenty-five, twentv-two shil-
lings, five pence ; fifty, fourth-four shil-
lings ; one hundred, eighty shillings. The
hen turkey which hatches' out the chicks
is then provided with twenty-five more
eggs, upon which she at once sits, and
this process I was assured was carried on
six. .seven, and eight times in succession.
Young turkey hens arc preferreil to old
ones for the purpo.se. vSuch a thing as a
coop is rarely to Ix- seen. In the morn-
ing as soon as it is light the doors of the I

sheds in which the young chicks with
their foster-mothers— the indifferently
sitting turkey hens—have pa.ssed the
night are thrown open. The inmates
are driven out mostly by old women with
long poles, who conduct the whole lot
gently into some covert, or along the
country lanes, where the chicks can find
plenty of insect life, the old ladies sitting
with their work and keeping careful
watch over their charges."
There are a few poultry breeders who

have adopted the same system in this
country, and they speak i'n unqualified
approval thereof. They claim that not
only can a turkey cover twice the number
of eggs as an ordinary hen. and caie for
three times the number of chickens, but
that they are more reliable both as
hatchers and brooders, that they are less
affected by the weather, and that they
will be ready at three or four days' notice
whenever called upon. These, it mu.st
be conceded, arc strong claims, and so
far as we can learn thev are quite
warranted by the facts of the case. And
it is not only the turkey hen that will
take up the duties of nia'lernity. but the
cock is just as eager for the work. He
may not be quite so deft at it, though in
this respect there is very little to choo.se
betweeu the sexes, but he can be trusted,
and may be thoroughly relied upon.
With both cocks or hens there is little or
no attempt to rebel against the chicks
being removed. This is altogether
different to what we have experienced
with heus. Many a stiff fight we have
had. with an ordinary hen when taking

her brood away to be placed in the arti-
ficial mother, and she has resisted
strongly, also refusing to be comforted
with another batch of eggs. But it is
not SI with the turkev. who is obedient
in all things. Perhaps this does not
show such a strong maternal affection,
but It IS a very convenient state of affairs
for the poultry kec})er who is utili/ine
the turkey. *

Work of Messenger Pigeons.
Several times the Cosmos has sjwken

about the employment of messenger pig-
eons amongst the ancients for carrying
dispatches. We shall recall some facts
which prove this, and we shall mention
a few others perhaps unknown. Sacred
history tells us that it was a dove which
returned to the Ark carrying an olive
branch in its beak, and gave notice to
Noah of the end of the deluge. The
Egyptian sailors and all those of the
Grecian coasts employed these interes-
ting messengers to announce their early
arrival from distant countries to their
families after their long voyages. The
Romans, we think, were the first to em-
ploy them for military purposes. By
means of them the generals of the Roman
Empire made known at the capital ot
Latium the vicissitudes of their expedi-
tions, their victories and defeats. In i'575
at the siege of Leiden pigeons carried
messages from the Prince of Orange to
the Iw.sieged. which advised them to con-
tinue the defense. In 1594 at the siege
of Paris by Henry IV the Spaniards and
Parisians employed them successfully to
communicate with their allies, this
siege presents this i)eculiarity. that the
besiegers on their side employed hawks
toclia.se the innocent messengers of the
defenders of the place, so that from both
camps one could follow with great inter-
est the combat carried on in the air by
these allies of both sides.

F'rom this epoch until the siege of
Venice by the Austrians. in 1S49. we have
no accounts of iiie.ssenger pigeons being
employed for mil tary i)iirjK)ses. But if
they have not been utdized in war we
can say that these intelligent birds have
rendered inestimable services in com-
merce. Flmployed from tiuie immemo-
rial in China in this line the custom
spread throughout Europe at the begin-
ning of this century, and Ihcv were em-
ployed until the day when the electric
telegraph replaced them with advantage.
Amongst the numetous examples we
might mention one will suffice. In 1815
it was the pigeons sent off by Rothschihl
which announced to his firni of London
that the I'rench troops had been defeated
at Waterloo. The intrepid birds reached
their destination three days before the
Briti.sh Government learne*! the victory
which interested it in the highest degree.
The bank was thus able to make pur-
chases, obtain securities, and bring to a
successful conclusion a gigantic agio
operation, source of its fabulous wealth

;

but these winged messengers have been
employed for more noble purposes.
The great services they' rendered dur-

ing the siege of Paris in 1S70 attracted
the attention of the chief powers of
Europe on this mode of commuuiation,
the only one efficacious for a besieged
place. Every nation at the present day
has added a service of pigeons to the
modes of action of the army. In France
the central establishment' is at Mont
Valerien ; the chief pigeon depot is at
the Jardin d'Acclimatation. which pos-
sesses about 20,000 pairs of the l^st
known breeds; it can snpplv all the
places of the interior. In addition, the
Comite du Genie has made stations for
pigeon houses at Lille. Douai. Mezieres
on our northern frontier ; Verdun, Toul,
Belfont. Besancun, Lingrcson our eastern
frontier, but we are weak on the side of
the Alps, where wc only have three sta-
tions, Lyons. Marseilles. Perpignan to
oppo.se to Italy, which on this side jw.s-

sessessix military columbaries, at Exilles,
Fenestrellc. Alexandria, Piai.sance. Mont
Cenis, Genoa, all in communication with
the central depot of Ancona.

In Germany the central establishment
is at Berlin, the secondary establishments
at Strasburg. Coblentz^ Metz. Posen,
Cassel, Mazena, Cologne. Torgan, Kiel,
and Wilhemhave. Russia radiates in
four directions, Petersburg, Moscow,
Warsaw, Kiev.—From the Cosmos.
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TORONTO POULTRY SHOW.

Awards at the Industrial Exhibi-

tion Held Last Month.

The poultry show hehl in connection

with the Industrial p:xhibition of Canada,

poved a success, although not as many

birds were shown as last year. Mr. J. C.

Daniels I.succesfully .superintended, the

show. The awards were as follows :

H«AHMAS(.lark).-Cock ist to Hall, 2d to Bogue,

2d to Penny, vhc to Patton; hen ist to Hern, 2d

to Penny, vhc to Cole.

CocuiN^ (buffi.-Cock ist to McConuick, 2d to

hX vhc\o Ha're; hen .st \o McSor.m^k^ ad to

Hare vhc to McCornnck. Partridge—Cock isi

rnd id to Bogue. vhc to Jackson; hen ist to

Wrijrht 2dtoBog'«t-, vhc to Jackson. White-

CD?k ist to McNeil, 2d to Hope & Son; hen ist to

SSeU S?oHair& ^"
•

^f
cjoK c^^o ''vhc

nlnrlc—Cock ist to Bogue. 2d to HaU 6t «_o., vnc

roMcNSTThen.sttoMcNeil.adtoBogne.

I AN(iSHANS.-Cock islto McNeil 2d to kisele.

vhclo McNeil; hen .st to McNeil. 2d and vhc to

Hope & .Son.

DoKK.N.-.s (colored, -cock ist to Bogne^ hen

2d to HaU & C... White-Cock ist and 2^ to

Bogue: hen 1st and 2d to Bogue.

Hori.ANS.-Cock ist and 2d to Bogiie. vhc to

hSs! hen 1st to Hern, 2d and vhc to Bogue^

I A Vi FCHK.-Cock .St to Oke, 2d to W. M. & J.

C Smitif; hen ist to Oke. 2d to Smith.

CREVK OiiKS.-Cock 1st to Oke. 2d to W. M
& J. C. Smith; hen ist to Oke.

WYANDOTTHS (black or white)^-Cock I St and

2d to Mccormick, vhc to Cray: hen 1st and 2d to

Mccormick, vhc to Gray. Silver lace. -Cock ist

io I uxton id to Perfection Fanciers' Club, vhc

o Meyer hen stand 2d to Meyer, vhc to Per-

lecUon Fanciers- Club. Oolden laced-^ock ist o

naniels 2d to Woods; hen ist to Daniels, 2d and

vhc to Taunt.

PLYMOi'TH R.x:KS.-Cock ist to Perlectiou Fan-

ciers' Club; "d to Alliu Bros., vhc McLeod; hen is

to Bennett 2d to Hobbs. vhc Perfection Hanciers'

Club White-Cock ist to Wallace, 2d to Allin

Bros.', vhc Pequegnat; hen ist to Wallace. 2d to

Allin Bros., vhc Perfection Fanciers Club.

Do.MiNim;K.-Cock ist to McNeil: hen ist to

McNeil.

Oamk (black-red^.-Cock 1st and 2d to Main

vhc to Barber it Co.; hen ist to Main. 2d and

vhr to Barber it Co. Brown-red-Cock ist and

Id to Dotyrhen ist and 2d to I>oty,vhc to Mason

Duckwinp-Cock .stand 2d ^o Barber & Co hen

ist and 2d to Barber it Co., vhc to Troth. I ile-

Cock St to Barber it Co., 2d to Chamberlain

D^.vhc to Harrington; hen ist to Barber &
Co. 2d to Chamberlain Bros vhc to Doty. In-

dmii-Cock 1st to Daniels. 2d to Dunbar. Hen

isfto D^icls, 2d to Davies. and vhc to Davies

Anv other variety-Cock ist to Mason. 2d and

vhctoO^Brien ife C^olwell; hen 1st to Mason. 2d

to O'Brien it Colwell, vhc to I.uxton.

HAMiuK<;s (black ».-C<xk ist to McNeil 2d to

Holmes &(ianiniage, vhc to Oke; hen ist to Mc-

Neil 2d to ( )ke.vhc to Wright. Golden Pencilled

_Coi:k 1st to McNeil, --d to Bogue: hen tst to Mc-

^n^2d to Bogue. Silver Pencilled-Cock ist to

Bogue 2d to McNeil, vhc to Hope it Son; hen

fsMo McNeil, 2d to Bogue, vhc to Hope i.: Son.

Golden spangled- Cock ist to McN^eil. 2d to

Bogue. vhc to OBrieii it Colwell; h^" J^. ^« f.^'^

Neil 2d to Bogue. Silver Spangled-Cock i.st to

Oke 2d to McNeil, vhc to Butwell; hen 1st to

SlcNeU. 2d to Bogue, vhc to Holmes it Gam-

mage.
RED CavS.—Cock ist to Daniels, 2d to Jame-

son, vhc to Daniels; hen 1st and 2<l to Daniels,

vhc to Jameson.

lAVAS (black).-Cock ist to Daniels, 2d to

Knieht vhc to Robertson; hen ist to Robertson,

2cl 'o Daniels, vhc to Knight. Any other variety

—Cock vhc to Luxton; hen 2d to I.uxton.

I EOHORNS (white!. -Cock ist to Rice 2d to

Holmes it Ganimage. vhc to Hall it Co.; hen ist

to Rice 7d to Graham, vhc Holmes & Gaminage
Brown-Cock ist to Pletsch, 2d to Rice, v-hc to

PeaTn; hen ist to Rice, 2d to Pletsch. vhc o

Pearn Rose comb brown-Hen ist and 2d to

Patterson, vhc to Bache. Black-Cock 1st to

Pletsch 2d to DinKwall. vhc to Johnson; hen 1st

to Pletsch, 2d to Johnson, vhc to Otter.

Spanish.-Cock ist and 2d to Hare, vhc to

Cuthbertson; hen 1st toLuxton. 2d to Ford, vhc

to Hare.

ANDALfSlANS.—Cock ISt tO LuxtOH. 2d tO

Knight: hen ist to Luxton, 2d to Dustan. Jr..

vhc to Stockwell. ,, ^ .
,

MiNORCAS (black).—Cock ist to McCorraick.

2d to Duff" vhc to Webber: hen ist to Laing. 2d to

Webber, vhc to Duff. White-Hen ist to Duff,

2d to Robins, vhc to Laing.

PoLANOS (white-crested black).—Cock i>,t to

McNeil 2d to Bogue; hen ist to McNeil, 2d to

Boeue White—Cock ist to McNeil. 2d to Bogue.

vhctoUixtf.n; hen ist to McNeil, 2d to Bogue

vhc to Luxton. Silver-Cock ist to McNeil. 2d

to Bogue; hen 1st to Bogue, 2d to McNeil. Gold-

en—Cock 1st to McNeil, 2d to Bogue; hen ist to

Bogue 2d to McNeil. Buft" (laced)-Cock 1st to

McNeil, 2d to Bogue; hen ist to McNeil. 2d to

Boeue Any color, uiibeaided, except white—Cock

ist to Bogue. 2d to .McNeil; hen isl to McNeil, 2d

to Bogue. Any other variety fowl—Cock ist to

lackson. 2d toOke, vhc to McCornnck; hen ist

to Oke, 2d to McNeil, vhc to McCormick.

BANTAMS (game, black red).—Cock ist to D >ty,

2d to Murchison vhc to Henderson; hen ist and

2d to Barber it Co, vhc to Doty. Duckwing—
Cock ISt to Barber & Co., 2d to Carwadine, vhc

to Doty hen st and 2d to Barber & Co., vhc to

Doty Pile—Cock ist and 2d to Barber & Co.,

vhc to Doty; hen ist and 2d to Barber it Co., vhc

to Murchison. Rose comb (blnck)-Cock 1st to

McNeil, 2d to Oke: hen ist to Oke; 2d to McNeil.

Golden Sebright-Cock ist to McNeil, 2d to Oke,

vhc to O'Brien & Colwell; hen ist to Oke. 2d to

McNeil vhc to O'Brien & Colwell. Silver Se-

brieht-Cock ist to Oke: 2d to McNeil: hen ist to

Oke jdtoMcNeilvhctoBache. Japanese—Cock

ist to Oke, 24 to McNeil: ben ist to Oke, 2d to

McNeil Pekin—Cock i.st to Perfection Fanciers

Club, 2d to McNeil, vhc to W. M. &C. J. Smith;

hen ISt to McNeil. 2d to Oke, vhc to Butwell

Polish—Cock ist and 2d to Oke; hen 1st and 2d

to Oke. Any other variety, game or ornamental

—Cock ISt to Oke, 2d to Daniels; hen 1st to Dan-
iels, 2d to Oke.

ChiekH of 1891.

BRAHMAS (dark).—Cockerel ist to Otter, M to

Miles, vhc to Bogue; pullet 1st to Otter 2d to

Miles, vhc to Bogue. Ligh- -Cockerel ist to Paton.

2d to Cole, vhc to Paton; pullet ist to Cole 2d to

Jackson, vhc to Paton.

Cochins (buff).—Cockerel ist and 2d to McCor-
mick, vhc to Hall & Co.; pullet ist to McCormick,
2d to Hall & Co., vhc to McCorraick. Partridge

—Cockerel ist to Daniels, 2d to Gough, vhc to

Brown; pullet ist to Bogue. 2d to Readwin Bros.

White—Cockerel 1st to McNeil, 2d to Bogue, vhc

to Robertson; pullet ist to McNeil, 2d to Bogue,

vhc to Robertson. Black—Cockerel ist to McNeil

2d to Bogue. vhc to Hett; pullet ist to McNeil, 2d

to Bogue.

Langshans.—Cockerel ist to Eisele. 2d to Mc-
Cormick, vhc to Hall it Co.; pullet ist to Eisele.

2d to McCorraick, vhc to Hope it Son.

Dorkings (colored).—Cockerel ist to Bogue,

2d to Hall & Co. Silver grey-Cockerel ist to

Bogue, 2d to Hall & Co ;
pullet, 1st to Hall &

Co., 2d to Bogue. White—Cockerel ist and 2d to

Bogue; pullet i.st and 2d to Bogue.

HoUDANS—Cockerel 1st to Stockwell. 2d to

Hern, vhc to Stockwell; pullet ist to S ockwell.

2d to Hern, vhc to Stockwell.

La Fleche.—Cockerel ist and 2d to W. M. &
J. C. Smith; pullet ist and 2d to Smith.

Creve CrF-URS.—Cockerel ist and 2d to Oke,

vhc to Smith; pullet ist and 2d to Oke.

Wyandottes (black or white).—Cockerel ist

and 2d to McCormick. vhc to Blye; pullet ist and
2d to McCormick, vhc to Cole. Silver laced—
Cockerel 1st and 2d to Perfection Fanciers' Club,

vhc to Meyer; pullet ist to Perfection Fanciers'

Club 2d to Gray, vhc to Meyer. Golden laced—

Cockerel ist to Graham. 2d to Daniels; pullet ist

to Woods, 2d to (iraham, vhc to Daniels.

PLYMOUTH Rocks—Cockerel ist to Jackson,

2d to Bennett, vhc to Perfection Fanciers' Club;

pullet ISt and 2d to Perfection Fanciers' Club,

vhc to Pequegnat. White—Cockerel ist to Wal-

lace. 2d to Allin Bros., vhc to Bloye; pullet 1st

and 2d to Wallace, vhc to Allin Bros.

DoMiNiQUES.-Cockerel ist to Knight. 2d to

McNeil

Ga.mk (black-red).-Cockerel ist and 2d to

Main, vhc to Holmes & Gammage; pullet ist and

2d to Main, vhc to Troth. Brown-red—Cockerel
ist to Doty, 2d to Manson, vhc to Doty; pullet 2d

to Doty. I>uckwing—Cockerel ist to Barber &
Co 2d and vhc to Troth: pullet ist and 2d to

Barber it Co.. vhc to O'Brien & Colwell. Pile-

Cockerel ISt to Doty, 2d to Chamberlain; pullet

ISt to Doty. 2d to Barber & Co., vhc to Doty.

Indian-Cockerel ist to Perfection Fanciers'

Club 2d to Daniels; pullet ist to Perfection Fan-

ciers' Club. 2d to Davies. vhc to Daniels. Any
other variety—Pullet 2d and vhc to Manson.

Hambirgs (black).—Cockerel ist to McNeil, 2d

to Oke vhc to Patterson; pullet ist to Oke. 2d

and vhc to Patterson. Golden Pencilled—Cock-

erel ISt to Oke. 2d McNeil; pullet ist to Oke. 2d

to McNeil. Silver Pencilled—Cockerel ist to Mc-

Neil 2d to Bogue; pullet ist to McNeil. 2d to

Bogue. Golden Spangled—Cockerel ist to Mc-

Neil 2d to Bogue; pullet ist to Bogue. 2d Mc-

Neil' Silver Spangled—Cockerel ist to Oke, 2d

to McNeil, vhc to Bogue; pullet ist to Oke, 2d to

McNeil, vhc to Holmes & Gammage.

RED Caps.—Cockerel ist to Cook; pullet ist to

Cook.

Tav\s (black).—Cockerel ist to Readwin Bros..

2d to Rol)ertson. vhc to Readwin Bros.: pullet

ISt and 2d to Robertson, vhc to Readwin Bros.

Any other variety—Cockerel 1st to Bloye; pullet

2d to Bloye.

Leghorns (white).—Cockerel ist and 2d to

Rice pullet 1st to Rice. 2d to Cole, vhc to Holines

it Gammage. Brown—Cockerel ist and 2d to

Love vhc to Rice; pullet 1st to McNeil, 2d to

Rice vhc to Love. Rose comb brcwn—Pullet,

2tl to Waddel. White—Cockerel ist and 2d to

Patterson; pullet 1st and 2d to Patterson. Black

—Cockerel ist to Johnson. 2d to Pequegnat, vhc

to Johnson: pullet ist to Pletsch, and 2d to Pe-

quegnat, vhc to Johnson.

Spanish —Cockerel ist to Hare, 2d to Wright,

vhc to Hare; pullet ist and 2d to Luxton. vhc to

Hare.

ANDAHSiANS.—Cockerel ist and 2d to Dustan,

vhc to Stockwell; pullet ist to Duston, 2d to

Knight, vhc to DusUn.
MiNORCAS(black)—Cockerel 1st to Wood s^ 2d

and vhc to Duff: pullet ist and 2d to McCormick^

vhc to Duff. White—Cockerel 1st and 2d to Duff;

pullet ISt and 2d to Duff.

PoLANDS (white-crested black) —Cockerel ist

to Bogue, 2d to McNeil; pullet ist to Bogue, 2d to

McNeil. White-Cockerel 1st to Bogue, 2d to

McNeil pullet 1st to McNeil, 2d to Bogue. vhc to

Luxton. Silver—Cockerel ist to Bogue, 2d to

McNeil; pullet 1st to McNeil 2d to Bogue Go d-

en—Cockerel 1st to Bogue. 2d to McNeil; pullet

ist to McNeil. 2d to Bogue. vhc to Wright. Buff

(laced) —Cockerel 1st and 2d to McNeil; pullet

ISt and 2d to McNeil. Any color, unbearded, ex-

cept white—Cockerel ist to McNeil, 2d to Bogue.

Any other varietv fowl—Cockerel 1st to Bogue,

2d to McNeil; pullet 1st to Jackson.

BANTAMS (garae, black-red).-Cockerel ist to

Doty 2d to McNeil, vhc to Barber & Co; pullet

ISt to Barber & Co.. 2d to McNeil, vhc to Barber

& Co Duckwing-Cockerel ist to O'Brien &
Colwell 2d to Barber it Co.; pullet 1st to Barber

it Co 2d to Doty. Pile—Cockerel ist to McNeil,

2d and vhc to Murchison; pullet ist to Barber &
Co 2d to McNeil, vhc to Murchison. Rose comb
(black)—Cockerel ist to McNeil, 2d to Oke; pul-

let ist to McNeil, id to Oke. Golden Sebright—

Cockerel ist to McNeil, 2d to Oke; pullet ist to

McNeil, 2 i to Oke. Silver Sebright—Cockerel ist

to McNeil. 2d to Oke; pullet ist to McNeil, 2d to

Oke Japanese—Cockerel ist to McNeil. 2d to

Oke pullet. 1st to Oke, 2d to McNeil. Pekin—
Cockerel ist to McNeil, 2d to Robson, vhc to Pa-

ton pullet ist to McNeil, 2d to Robson. vhc to

Butwell. Any other variety, game or ornamental

—Cockerel, ist to Daniels, 2d and vhc to Oke;

pullet ist and vhc to Daniels, 2d Oke.

BREEDING PENS —Brahmas, ist to Pinny. 2d to

Hall & Co.; Cochins, ist to McCormick. 2d to

Hall; Langshans. ist to McCormick, 2d to tisle;

Dorkings, ist to Hall & Co.; Plymouth Rocks,

isttoDownes, 2d to Hall & Co.; games, i»t to

Barber &C., 2d to. Holmes & Gammage; Ham-

burgs, I8t to McNeil, 2d to Luxton; Leghorns
ISt to Cole, 2d to Fendly; French, ist to Hern, 2d

to Luxton; Spanish, ist to Hare, 2d to Hett;

Polands, ist to McNeil, 2d to Luxton; Andalusi-

ans, ist to Knight. 2d to Dustan; Minorcas. tst to

Laing. 2d to Webber; Wyandottes, ist to Meyer,
2d to Luxton; Javas, ist to Robertson, 2d to Lux-
ton; bantams, garae ist to Barber & Co., 2d to

O'Brien & Colwell; ornamental, ist to McNeil.

Turkeys (bronze).—Male ist to Bell, 2d to

Main; female ist to Haycroft, 2d to Main, 3d to

Bell. Diploma—Pair ist to Main, 2d Beattie.

Any other variety—Male ist and 2d to Beattie, 3d

to W. M. & J. C.Smith.

Geese (Bremen or Embden).-s-Male ist to

Main, 2d to Smith. 3d to Davey; female ist to

Main, 2d to Davey, 3d to Smith. Diploma—Pair
1st to Main, 2d to Hodgson. Toulouse—Male ist

to Bogue, 2d to Hodgson, 3d to Haycroft; female

ISt to Hodgson. 2d and 3d to Holmes & Gam-
mage. Any other varietv—Male, ist to Smith.

2d to Luxton; female ist to Smith, 2d and 3d to

Luxton.

Ducks (Rouen).—Male ist to Main. 2d to Wal-

lace. 3d to Knight; female 1st to Main, 2d to

Knight. 3d to Wallace. Diploma—Pair ist to

Wallace, 2d to Main. Aylesbury—Male ist to

Wallace, 2d to Bogue; female 1st to Bogue. 2d

and 3d to Wallace. Pekin—Male 1st to Wallece.

2d to Bogue. 3d to Wallace; female ist to Bogue.

2d to Colson, 3d to Wallace. Cayuga—Male ist to

Luxton, 2d to Smith, 3d to Luxton; temale 1st

and 2d to Luxton, 3d to Smith. Anv other va-

riety—Male ISt to Luxton, 2d to Smith, 3d to Lux-
ton; female ist and 2d to Luxton.

Turkeys of 1891.—Male ist to Bell. 2d to Main.
Bronze—Male ist and 2d to Main, 3d to Bell;

female ist and 2d to Main, 3d to Bell. Any other

variety—Male ist and 2d to Beattie, 3d to Rudd;
female 1st to Beattie. 2d to Rudd. 3d to Beattie.

Geese (Bremen or Enibden).— ist to Luxton.
2dand3d to Main; female ISt to Luxton, 2d and
3d to Main. Toulouse—Male ist to Bogue, 2d to

Smith; female ISt to Bogue, 2d to Smith. Any
other variety—Male 1st to Hoover. 2d to Luxton,

3d to Smith; female ist to Hoover, 2d to Smith,

3d to Luxton.

Ducks OF 1891 (Rouen).—Male ist and ad to

Main; female ist to O'Brien & Colwell. 2d to

Main. Aylesbury—Male ist to Wallace, 2d to

Main, 3d to Penny; female ist to Wallace, 2d to

Main. " Pekin—Male i.st to Wallace, 2d to Colson,

3d to Otter; female, ist to Wallace, 2d to Colson

3d to Bogue. Cayuga—Male ist to Smith, 2d and
3d to Luxton; female ist to Luxton, 2d to Smith.

3d to Luxton. Any other variety—Male ist and
2d to Luxton; female 1st and 2d to Luxton.

Miscellaneous.—Pair guinea fowl ist to

Laing. 2d to Luxton; pair pheasants, golden, ist

to Donovan, 2d to Ames; Common pea fowl ist

Laing.

How to Fatten Fowls.

The common method of fattening stock

for market is to "stall feed" it in a small

but comfortable place, allowing but little

range, say a shady yard. In such (juar-

ters, if well fed, the birds take on fat

quite rapidly, but if you wish to turn out

a really first-class, fat bird, an imitation

of the French process will do the busi-

ness to perfection. Select only well-

grown, perfectly healthy stock. In a

darkened, quiet shed or barn, place small

coops each ju.stlar^e enough for one bird

to stand up or lie down in it with an

opening in front throuj^h which the cap-

tive can .stretch out its neck for food.

Keep this coop well ventilated, perfectly

clean and the bird supplied with plenty

of fresh water. For food give a soft

paste made of bolted barley and corn-

raeal mixed with sweet .skim milk. Stuff

the fowl to repletion with it twice or

three times a day, giving it. also a good

supply of grit and a little meat and green

food. If It is in good condition at the

beginning it will fatten wonderfully fast

for about ten days, not longer. At the

expiration of a fortnight's confinement,

sometimes sooner, it begins to go back-

ward losing instead of gaining, and if

not relea.sed will often sicken under the

treatment. Just before that turning

point is reached, however, is the time to

take the prisoner out of the stuflBng pen,

and market it as a "French cured," rare,

fat fowl, at a fancy price.—The Fanciers'

Monthlv.

DubbinR.

This operation is usually performed as

follows: An assistant holds the bird

firmly, while the operator first takes off"

the wattles one at a time. The earlobes

are next taken off as close to the face as

possible. Lastly, the comb is taken off

bv commencing at the back and cutting

close to the head from the back to the

front, with the concave side of a curved

pair of scissors. The blood is washed

away with clean cold water, and Friar's

balsam or .some other styptic application

applied to the wounded parts to arrest

the bleeding. If dubbed when too young

the comb will grow after the operation.

They are usually dubbed when about

seven months old.—Feathered World.

You can't keep fowls in good condi

tion that are literally covered with lice.

STRUCTURE OF THE EGO-.

Ohanffos That Occur During the

Formation of the Embryo.

Beyond the fact that an egg consists of

yolk, white and shell, little is popularly

known respecting its structure, and even

a less amount of knowledge prevails re-

garding the changes that occur in it dur-

ing the development of the embryo. In

these, as in all otl.er cases, ignorance

leads to serious errors in management,

and consequently to severe lo-s-ses in

practice. We have therefore deemed it

desirable to enter somewhat more fully

than is usually done in popular works

into the consideration of this interesting

subject.

The first part that claims our notice is

the shell. This, which usually weighs

about one-tenth of the entire egg, is

formed of carbonate of lime, the same

substance that in a different state of ag-

gregation constitutes marble, chalk and

old mortar. The materials of the egg

shell do not, however, form a uniform

layer, but are arranged in such a manner
as to leave pores or minute apertures

through which the moisture of the egg

can evaporate and the external air ^ain

entrance to support the unhatched chick.

The particles of carbonate of lime are ar-

ranged in somewhat the same manner
bricks are placed in a dome or arch. By
this means enormous strength is given to

the shell. It may, perhaps, surprise many
persons to be told that the .strongest man
cannot crush an egg if his strength be

fairly and uniformly applied. This ex-

periment is easily tried by placing an egg

endways between the palms of the hands ;

it will then be found that the greatest

exertion fails to crush it when it is fairly

placed and evenly pressed from eud to

end. As this strength, however, would

render the exit of the young chick a

matter of great difficulty, an exquisitely

beautiful provision of nature is arranged

in order to permit it to find its way out

of "that antenatal tomb where the

young bird dreams of a life to come."

The structure of the .shell that gives its

great strength to the fabric is entirely

disarranged during the process of incu-

bation. At the period of hatching the

particles of carbonate of lime are con-

fused together and have lost all their

regularity of arrangement ; hence the

egg .shells at this time become ver>' brit-

tle, and the exit of the young bird is

easily accomplished. So different is the

arrangement of particles in the shells of

hatched and unhatched eggs that they

can readily be distinguished by micro-

scopic examination. It is this peculiar

change of structure that causes the

cracked sound that is given out on mov-

ing together the eggs in a nest when they

are newlv hatched.
In.side' the shell is the membrane or

skin. This, which is formed of delicate

interlaced fibres, appears single, but is in

reality double. The two skins separate

at the larger end of the egg, forming an

air chamber, the size of which is a very

good criterion of the freshne.'^s of the

egg. When first laid this air chamber is

not larger in extent than a threepenny

piece, but as the egg is kept the moisture

evaporates through the pores of the shell,

and as the fluids diminish air nece.ssarily

enters to supply their place ; hence the

air chaml>er gets larger and larger, .so

that on breaking the large end of a stale

egg we sometimes see a cavity that seems

to occupy a quarter of the shell.

Inside the skin or membrane is the

substance known as the white of the e§g ;

this is a thick, glairy liquid, forming

usually more than half of the entire

weight. Most persons imagine that the

white is uniform throughout, but in

reality it possesses a peculiar structure,

being arranged in layers like those con-

stituting the coats of an onion. These

layers, which are firmer and more dense

toward the center, can be readily seen

and separated from one another in the

white of a hard boiled egg. The diffi-

culty of mixing white of egg with water

or other liquids depends on the existence

of these lavers, which must be broken

down or "beaten up" before it can be

dissolved.

The white is formed of a peculiar ani-

mal substance, termed by chemists albu-

men, pnd water. This albumen possesses
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remarkable properties, rendering it of
great value, not only in cooking, but in
many of the chemical arts. It forms a
very large proportion of many parts of
the bodies of all living animals, antl is
eminently nutritious. Beaten up with
water it dissolves, and hence it is termed
soluble albumen

; but when heated to a
temperature of about 108° Fahrenheit—
that is to say 32° below the boiling point—it alters its character, becomes opaque,
white, .solid, and is no longer soluble.
Even a weak solution cannot be heated
to the boiling point without the albumen
it contains coagulating and forming
flecks which separate from the liquid in
a solid form and rise to the surface as a
scum. On the other hand, if the white
of egg be dried at a moderate tempera-
ture it forms a pale yellowish sub.stance,
remains unaltered in its properties, and
can be dis.solved in water again without
change.
The remaining portion of the egg is

known as the yolk or yelk. This con-
sists of albumen and water mingled with
a very large proportion of yellow oil, the
whole being .so intimately mixed as to
be eminently digestible. The yolk, in
fact, is designed by nature to form the
first foods of the chicks at the period of
hatching, and is one of the most nutri-
tive of all known articles of food. The
yolk is enclosed in an exceedingly deli-
cate membrane which prevents its ad-
mixture with the white.

In breaking a number of eggs into a
basin there may be observed a small cir-
cular speck on each yolk. This speck is

the rudinie:;t of the younjj chick, and
the construction of the egg is such that
on w hichever .side it is turned the rudi-
mentry germ is always uppermost, so as
to receive the heat from the breast of the
sitting hen. The mechanism by which
this IS managed is very simple. The
lower side of the yolk is weighted or
ballasted by two twisted heavy masses of
very firm albumen termed the chalazae,
which, hanging down, keep the germ
constantly uppermost on whichever side
the egg may be laid. Contrary to
general belief the ballasting weights are
found in all eggs, whether laid by pullets
or old hens.

If an egg has been sat on, even for a
few hours, the size of the germ is in-
crea.sed, and if left in the nest of a sit-

ting hen for twenty-four hours small
blood vessels may be seen forming a
beautiful zone around it. It should not
be imagined that the yolk is a mere un-
organized liquid. It is composed, like
the white, of concentric layers, which
may be seen when it is boiled hard, and
from the germ a tube runs to a central
hollow cavity that is also often to be no-
ticed when an egg boiled hard for salad
is cut acrt»ss.

When a fecundated egg is placed under
a hen or deposited in an incubator and
subjected to a temperature .somewhat
above 100° Fahrenheit, the germ under-
goes a remarkable series of alterations,
Ijeing gradually developed into the per-
fect chick.
During the period required for the per-

fect development, various chemical and
physical changes occur, the most import-
ant of which may be briefly alluded to.

The air vesicle at the end gradually be-
comes larger in proportion as the water
of the albumen evaporates through the
pores of the shell. During the develop-
ment of the chickens its nourishment is.

derived chiefly from the yolk, and shortly
before birth the remaiuner of the yolk is

drawn into the abilomen. and, passing
into the digestive canal, constitutes the
first food of the newly-hatched animal.
During incubation the blood of the chick
is aerated by passing through a series of
vessels in a temporary respiratory mem-
brane which lines the porous shell. This
makes its appearance on the third day,
and, gradually extending, gives rise to
that opacity of the fertile egg which has
been already alluded to. It is not until

the nineteenth day of incubation that
the beak of the chick ruptures the en-
larged air vesicle, and it then first com-
mences to breathe by means of its lungs.

—Tegetmeier.

You can't get any satisfaction out of a
lazy hen.

You can't have a good growth by in-

breeding.
You can't put brains into an incubator

and brooder.

You can't make a living out of one
branch of poultry alone.
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PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

Horace again has the lead, this time
for the Clipper leg band. Tuesday the
birds of Harry G. Thurston, Fall River,
were liberated in Bridgeport, Conn., the
start being at 9 o'clock. The first return
was Horace, in the lofl at 11.56 A. M.,
and certified at 12.09 P- M. Time out
176 minutes, air-line distance 11 1 miles
1630 yards, average speed 1 1 19 yards per
minute. The be.st previous record was
the 1044 yards of Keil to the Williams
loft, Providence, made on September 9
in the fly from the Pulitzer dome, New-
York City. Horace now holds the hon-
ors for Fall River for best .speed from 100

miles. His previous record was best for

150 miles for the iourney from New York
City, July 16, in 1208 yards per minute.

The first return from the same .start for

the Queen anklet was in the loft at 12.13

P. M., but lo.st in not being certified un-
til 12.52 P. M. The speed for time
claimed would have been about 1021

yards, but for time certified it is only 902
yards, and has second place. The birds

of James O'Neil, Providence, liberated a
half hour later than the Thurstons were
not timed.

* #

The next trials for the.se prizes and the

la.st for the World's watch and the Royal
Blue Line's purse was probably flown

for on Tuesday, as the weather was fair.

The liirds for the start are the thirty-two

of the Bellevue Club, of this city, waiting

since Saturday at Barboursville, Va., and
the six of W. Haden. Providence, and
three of Fred Bowers, Fall River, that

were to have flown on Sunday.
»

» *
In the trials from Springfield, Ohio, to

Pittsburg last Saturday the start was at

8.35 central standard, or 9 A. M. local

time, and the returns were at 3.30 P. M.
eastern standard, or 3.10 P. M. local time.

This gave the time out at 370 minute.s,

the si>eed for the 205 miles being 976
yards per minute. This, as best yet made
for the Queen anklet, keeps the lead

still at Pittsburg.

Attaching Despatches to Homers.
Last week we answered a query on this

subject. Just as we are going to press

we receive a letter from a friend in Co-

jienhagen, who sends us the following,

which will be useful to our readers

:

"Your reply in this week's Feathered

World to an in«iuiry as to the best method
of attaching despatches to the messenger

pigeon has led me to take up my pen in

order to explain to you how the thing is

done with us, where the homer is used
by the military for sending despatches,
and where we are all of us the obedient
slaves of the Minister of War. First a
quill, cut to a convenient length, is slip-

ped over one of the tail feathers as far

up as possible, then the despatch, writ-

ten on some thin, tough, paper, such as
the parchment paper used for tying down
preserves, is rolled up in as small a com-
pass as possible and pushed into the quill.

If it does not tightly fill the quill, a piece
of a match cut off short and pushed in

at the end will make all secure, so that
the pigeon cannot lose the message, un-
less the feather falls out. This is a prac-
tical way, as it does away with the trou-
blesome stitching, which also tends to
make the deciphering of the message
difficult, and it keeps the paper perfectly
(iry. We are very eager homer fanciers
over here, and we have some very good
pigeons ; unfortunately the country is so
small that we cannot fly very great dis-

tances, not over 190 miles. It is, however,
rather a difficult land for the homer, as
there is much water to cross ; added to
this, fogs and high winds, a large quan-
tity of birds of prev and the unfe.ithered

biped murderer with his gun. against
whom we have but scantv protection."
Perhaps our readers would let us know
their experiences.—Feathered World.

Washington Gossip.
P'roni Our Special Correspond^it.

Washington, October 12.—Some of
the members of the Federation will have
a short fly on Sunday, October 25, from
Fairfax, Va., twenty-two miles, for a pair

of shoes donated by I. Odenwall, only
two birds from each member to compete
in this race.

We are looking forward to much en-
joyment from a visit from vSam Hunt and
Mr. Thurston, who will be in town soon.
The boys will give them a royal welcome,
as nearly all of the fanciers' in this city
have got the Kettledrums on the brain,
and wish to see the man that has done
much towards bringing pigeon flying
where it is to-day.

We paid a vi.sit to the loft of Mr. Stew-
ard, of Ninth Street, the other day to see
his birds. He has got some fine birds.
Some that he received from John Adams,
of your city, are looking well, and I

think they will do some good flying next
.season.

The Fedeiation has moved to its new
room on F Street, between Thirteenth
and Fourteenth, N. W., where they will
be pleased to see anv and all of the fan-
ciers of this city. Nk.ht Owl.

—-•

Summer Hatched Chicks.
W. H. Rudd, in the Poultry Worid,

says: "We value our summer hatched
chickens as equally important with those
in vSeptember, October and November or

at any other season of the year. In the
poultry business a constant income is

obtained only bv having always .some-
thing to sell, and by having always some-
thing to sell means taking advantage of
the entire market, and hitting every high
spot that occurs in it throughout the
y ar. If you have nothing to sell except
in the fall, when the market is glutted
and prices are low, and not much to offer
even then, where is your profit f Where
is your income? Where are your spring
broilers? Where are your summer
roasters, for which the shore and moun-
tain hotels pay a liberal price? Where
are your A No'i, well-grown, well-fatted,
well-dressed, yellow-meated roaster,
weighing ten to twelve pounds per pair,
for which we and other comuiis.siou
houses in Boston have, during this, the
second week of June, returned from
thirty-three to thirty-six cents per
pound?"

>--«

Kansas Cackles.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Our state fair is over, and a grand turn-

out of fowls we li.id. too. Kvery one
was surprised to see so large a collection,

and the fine qualities of the 1067 birds

on exhibition. The poultry head(|uar-

ters was the main attraction on the

grounds. I talked with .several that had
been in the business and had given it up,

but they had a return of the fever when
they went away, and I hope it may last

them till they get at the business again
and help push it. The state poultry
shov/ promises to be a big success. A
meeting was held on the fair grounds
and with a good attendance lots of busi-
ness was done. John Haman, of Topeka,
was secured as pigeon judge, and Theo.
Hewes, of Missouri, will be secured to
judge the poultry. The We.stern Plym-
outh Rock Club, the Wyandotte Club
and the Hamburg Club were also organ-
ized. Those who want to join either
of these clubs can correspond with the
secretaries. The latter are : Wyandotte
Club, Carl Weick, Ellsworth, Kansas

;

Plymouth Rock Club, G. C. Watkins,
Hiawatha, Kan.; Hamburg Club, J. P.

Lucas, Topeka, Kan. J. P. Lucas.

You can't keep chickens in health
without grit.

You can't speculate on the markets.
Prices change with the whirlwind.

You can't become practical by books
alone

;
you must combine experience

with them.—Germantown Telegraph.

THE TUMBLER.

Description of the Different Kinds
Of the Short-faced Variety.

Rev. W. K. Lumley in Feathered World.
Under the title of "tumbler" a shoal of

fancy pigeons are presented to us. Some
are tumblers only by name, the instinct
of acrobatic performances having been
quite bred out of them by artificial cross-
ings and the restraints of confinement,
even as the homing propensity has
ceased, or is cea.sing, to exist in the
standard English carrier and show
homer, more properly called the "horse-
man." Yet there is a conservative spirit
so strongly engrained in the constitution
of the pigeon fancier that he is prepared
to give up any trait characteristic of the
breed he fancies rather than sacrifice a
time-honored name. Thus it is that the
high-class carrier continues still so to be
called, though it is completely incapable
of carrying any message, forsooth, be-
cause it has all its time cut out in looking
round the edges of its enormous beak-
wattle, in efforts to find the necessary
means of nourishment. In like manner
it has come to pass that the highest and
most esteemed of the tumbler varieties,

possessing numberless points of excel-
lence, are absolutely destitute of the re-

motest power to turn a somersault, from
which peculiarity of action their progeni-
tors acquired their very appellation.
As there are Greeks and Greeks,

homers and homers, so are there tum-
blers and tumblers — some, indeed,
wonderful performers when on the wingi
and others hardly able to flv. The first
and most conspicuous point of <listinction
amongst pigeons termed tumblers is that
which divides them into two separate
breeds—/, e., the short-faced an«l the
long faced; though both undoubtedly
proceed from one origin, .is a rule the
former have ceased to "tumble," while
the varieties constituting the latter are
not only splendid performers, but differ
so much in their action when on the
wing as to have obtained on that account
additional names descrijitive of their
feats—to wit, rollers tijiplers, hijrh flvers
and even ground tumblers.

I propose in this chapter to give a brief
description of the different kinds of
short-faced tumblers, referrnig would-l)e
disciples of Dickens' hero "A.r more"
to standard works such as Eaton's or
Fulton's, or to two very useful books,
confined more or less to the tumbler
breeds, called "The Pleasures of a Pigeon
Fancier," beautifullv written bv the Rev.
James Lucas, and' "The High-lMyer's
Guide." a very practical work from the
pen of Mr. (George Smith.

First and foremost among the numer-
ous varieties of short faced tumbler
stands the universally recognized "queen
of the columbarian race," the almf>nil
tumbler. The origin of this pieeon is

believed to be from f reruian sources ; in-
deed, some have gone so far as to state
that the name by which it is called is de-
rived from the French word ".Mleniand,"
meaning "German," and that it in no
way refers to the ground color of its

plumage, as is generally suppo.sed
; be

that as it may, I would fain retain the
fallacy, if fallacy it be, that oiir subject
is so-called for the richness of his almond
yellow feather foundation rather than
from any other cause. Bred as it has
been to its high standard acquirement in
England, it is now recognise«l as are
carriers, pouters, fan tails, owls, and tur-
bits, by the prefix of "English" even by
foreign fanciers, for in I'rance the short-
faced tumbler is designated "Le Pigeon
Culbutaut Anglais." This rich yellow-
almond ground color is the principal dis-

tinctive point then of our subject, and it

is one that shows itself iu a goo<l speci-
men at a very early age, either in the
third or fourth month of its existence,
the color spreading evenly all over the
body from the crown of the head to the
tip of the tail ; after the first moult here
and there jet black ticks and splashes
become observable on the hackle,
shoulders, chest and rump. These con-
tinue to improve up to two-and-a-half
years of age, when a first rate specimen
is expected to be well spangled, but if

the ground plumage becomes of a brick-
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dust color, and the splashing of a dun

shade, the bird is of little worth.

Equally important with this spangling

ill the soft bodv plumage is the variegated

coloring attainable in the flight and tail

feathers ; those showing a clear shade in

the tail and very white shades in the

flights are no' expected to moult out

satisfactorily as time advances. Sound

vellow tail and flight feathers in a young

bird will generally at the first moult show

distinct or clear breaks or divisions of

irregular patches of black and white lu-

teniiingled in each of these major feath-

ers with the ahnoud ground color, and in

process of time this admixture of the

three colors in the composition of each

of these thirty-four stout feathers will be

so well distributed as to be said to pro-

duce a specimen "well-broken" in flights

and tail. Let it be borne in mind that

much is meant by the term a good

break." It is the very opposite of colors

blending one into the other, and implies

that the line of demarcation between op-

posite colors when adjoining each other

should be sharp, clear, and decided,

while the amount of each should be ir-

regular and varied in quantity and for-

mation. It is in these two points alone

—the "spangling" and "break"—that

the short-faced almond differs from other

short-faced tumblers, and for this reason

I have first alluded to these distinctive

features appertaining to it.

Skull and body formation and con-

struction are alike in all colors of short-

faces ; to these two points I now proceed

to direct attention.

The Skull.—The head of short-faced

tumblers alone has a particular designa-

tion given to it, viz., "knob." When
speaking of the head of other varieties-

of pigeons the term generally in use is

"skull ;" not so with the short-faced

tumbler, in which variety a good knob

baldheads, and beards. I now proceed

to give a short description of the feather

variations and markings of each of these,

in the order in which the^ are the most

esteemed at the present time.

Of all tumblers, if correctly marked,

the short- faced mottles are the most val-

ued, for unlike almonds that go off when

three years or so old they are as good in

old age as in early youth. The evenly

rose-spread pinion white feathers and the

graduating V-shaped form on the saddle

of the back, constructed by alternate

white and black feathers intermingling

with each other, present such a vivid and

chaste distribution of contrasting color

accompanying the resplendent rays of

metallic lustre proceeding from the depth

and richness of^ the ground color as to

dazzle the fancier's eye, transfixed by

the wonderful feathered gem presented

to his admiring gaze. To appreciate a

good mottle it should be seen and not

simply described.

Agates are generally of red or yellow

ground color, heavily splashed with

white feathers, though I am of opinion

that the term was originally intended to

apply to a pale ground-colored almond,

splashed with white and black feathers ;

they are the frequent produce of almonds,

and are remarkable for the excellent pro-

portions of their skull, or rather knob

features ; the richer and sounder the

ground coloring is the better ;
personally

I prefer agates to l)e not too freely

marked with white splashings.

Baldheads.—I lay much stress on the

term "head," and not "pate," as applied

to these short-faces, for it is my opinion

that while long-faces are much improved

by being "high cut." and thus rightly

called "bald-pates," short-faced balds

show off to the greatest advantage their

large round knobs of "low- cut," t. e.,

the line of demarcation between the
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of the United States on receipt of Sl.'i.t.

3L,, IJ. IL.011I>» Barllngton, Vt«

lart

is an essential feature. This peculiar ^hite knob and the dark body pluuiage

nomenclature denotes then a peculiar

formation of the head, and such is in-

deed that of the pigeon in question. It

is so unique that, unlike the skulls of

other varieties that have been produced

and improved bv foreign crosses, it can

have been produced solely by a process of

selection. Tumbler men will pardon my
finding an easy and ready-made exempli-

fication of the almost indescribable

structure of their idol's head piece, when

I say that it resembles nothing in creation

so much as that of an unfortunate child,

of man suffering from water on the

brain ; the full projecting: frontal, the

large circular crown and the round back

to the head of the latter, present in a

few words a description of the short-

faced tumbler's "knob," that can scarce-

ly be better explained when I say that it

should be round, high, and broad, show-

ing a full frontal ri.siug at a somewhat

projecting angle from the beak wattle in

an overhanging attitude. The wattle

itsrlf should be very small and. fine 111

texture ; the beak verv fine, straight and

rather thin and pointed in substance, and

short in length, the straighter set the

better.
. j . i.-

The eve shoubl be large, and bolting

rather towanls the frontal, the iris being

of the most brilliant silver-white, and the

cere so thin as to be almost impercep-

tible The verv loftv projecting shape

of the short-faced tumbler's knob causes

the locality of the eve in the head to ap-

pear to be 'rather below than above the

centre of the head, as is that of most

other pigeons, the owl trilx- excepted. A

verv beautiful finish is given to the head

of this pigeon by the manner in which

the feathers between the eye and the

under mandible of the beak bulge out

towards the eve, completing the full and

round appearance of the tout ensemble

of that splendid feature, so much esteem-

ed often called a "first-rate knob." In

body build the short-faced tumbler can-

not be too small and plump ; the neck is

thin (thus showing to advantage the

large "knob"), curved and short ;
the

chest cannot be too wide and projecting
;

the back and keel are both rather short.

The legs are short and the claws very

springy, so much so that the bird when

in good show form seems almost to be on

the tip-toe of self-admiration and dis-

play • no feathers should grow below the

knee joints. The flight and tail feathers

are wide and rather long, carried looselv,

even to appearing to sweep the ground.

Such is the knob and body of every vari-

ety of the short-faced tumbler but one,

to' which I shall allude later on. The

list of e.hort-faces comprises the follow-

ing : Mottles, agates, kites, self-colors,

should extend from alx)ut one-eighth of

an inch below the under mandible, in a

straight line below the eye at an equal

distance onto the back of the base of the

skull, producing in effect a bald-head.

This line should be very regular, and

naturally so. without the assistance of

scissors or finger and thumb—the latter

is a dis<iualification. Baldheads should

have ten white flight feathers in each

wing, and be wholly white below a

straight clean-cut line, crossing the chest

at the front of the breast-bone ;
the

whole of the back, the rump, thighs and

tail are also white. These pigeons are

of all ground colors, lustrous and rich

l)lacks, reds and yellows, blues and sil-

vers having black, wide bars; also all

checkered varieties.

Beanls closely resemble the foregoing,

w ith the exception that the head is of the

same color as the body plumage, and

that the ground color extends over the

body below the chest right on to the

vent, and along the back and rump
to a straight line about half an inch from

the tail, which is white ; the only other

white marking is that which gives to this

variety its name, viz., a triangular patch

of white feathers extending for about

half an inch below the under mandible,

and extending from the juncture of the

mandibles on either si<le of the mouth in

a straight line to the outer edge of the

under lid of the eye cere ; this white tri-

angular patch of feathers is called the

"chuck," and from it is derived the bird's

name of "beard." I would here remark

that whereas both mandibles of the bald-

head's beak should be white, the upper

mandible of the beard should be dark,

and the under one light in proportion to

the depth of body plumage.
Kites are a kind of rusty-colored black

or dun tumblers ; they are frequently the

produce of almond cocks paired to hens

of the same color, and are themselves

useful in again being crossed with very

pale almonds, but for this artistic process

I must refer my readers to those writers

to whose works I have already alluded.

Kites show a decided reddish tinge in

the web of their flight and tail feathers.

Self or whole colors are, as their name
implies, short faces with body plumage

all of one uniform color, and the more
uniform and sound the color, even to the

shafts of the tail and flight feathers, the

more they are esteemed. These birds if

of red or yellow ground are apt to be

dunnish in the flight and tail feathers or

oale on the rump, all of which are serious

drawbacks to their qualification as being

of one whole color.

The only short-faced tumbling pigeon

which does not answer to this skull for-

mation is a variety called the Ancient. It

is a tumbler, but occupies a distinct posi-

tion separating it from all other tumbling
pigeons. I shall therefore give a descrip-

tion of it in a future chapter dealing with

any other varieties of pigeons.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-
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American Book of the Dog 500
American Kennel. Burges J 300

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw . . . . . . . 8.00
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Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .
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col-
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dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
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Pocket Kennel Record; lull leather. . . .
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The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated
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All About Broilers. Boyer . .

An Ekk Farm. H. H. Stoddard .....
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of orize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow

.

Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Ham-
son Weir . • • • • • • ,•

ProhUDle Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wnght. .

Poultry Doctor. J. K. Diehl

Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch . .

Sixteen Years Experiooce in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin ....
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,

Felch & Lee
The Game Fowl. Cooper
Wyaudottes. Joseph Wallace

CAGE BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-

land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition .•„••• L* *

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. .

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby

PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuU. . . ., ^- •••.•••. •

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . .

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, P.M.

Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth . . . ••.•••
Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wnght

.

Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer
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American Anglers' Book. Norris ....
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws . . . .

Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) ; • • • ^ • j
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus

Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.

Grinnell .••••••
Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-

wood
The Art of Training Animals ;

paper ; il-

lustrated • • • •

Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals .

With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . .

Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell ....
Woodcraft. Nessrauk
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PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLB, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OP-
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.
Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-
tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

^53

POUI.TRY. POUIiTRY.

0<1*~^ANDACR MI>*
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS.

Si.L';?'^he^?v?r"rhowr"ci?'cu^ ^^'"^ «-^-- «"d ^^^^- D"cks. Prize

F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

INCUBATORS.

MONITOR IMCUBATOR.
How to obtain oneftee. Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
year. Large book for stamp. A.
F. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Conn

I^BG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each 2j4c. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on whirh the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. B. S. STARR. Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

ARCHANGELS ONLY,
Geo. G. Fetterolf,

LanKhome, Penn'a,
Has three of the liirgest and Hn-
•st lofts of ARCHANGELS in
America, If not in the world,
and now oflTors for sale a fi'vv

Srrand birds in Dark and Light
Bronze, ptiitit and shell crested;
al.so, smooth lieads. Prices a<>
cording to quality of stock.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

<1IND1AN GAMES. < D>o WYANDOTTES>

E CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OP ALL

LEADING BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM^ ^
S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandoties and R. C.
White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, Mew York,
12 firsts, 7 grandgold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,''Like
has begotten like," Like will beget like.

'°'""
J- FORSYTH, OWEGO. tioga county, n. y.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
and were AWARDED

First Premium on Incubator and Brood>
er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in AmericaOur mammoth catalogue

ETerytliiiu for the Pooltry Yam.
Will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of s
cents. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

130-181 Jatnesburg, New Jersey.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHM COMPANY,
Box 916. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

SHOWS.

TpRham Poultry Yards
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

FOR SAI.E-100 Fine S C. White Leghorns and IJlaek MinorcaPullets. Karly Hatched.
Address all orders and correspondence to

3485
G^O- W- WEED, MANAGER,

Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. V.

POULTRY.

The Sec9nd Annual Exhibition of the
South C^^olina Poultry & P. S. Association
At Coturabia. S. C, Jan. 12 to 15. 1892, will be
THE GREAT SHOW OF THE SOUTH.

Send for Premium List which will be readv
October 15 We have the grandest list of special's
ever offered by any Southern Association.

W. A. SCHROCK. Secretary.

T^ c- ». , Camden, S. C.Dr. s. T. Lea, President,
Cokesbury, S. C. 33.36

TBER IS NOTHING BEfTER THAN THE BEST

At Charleston, S. C, January, 1891,
the National Show of the vear and meetinir of the a p a *i.... _.«. j ^ —THE MOST IMPORTANT PREMIUMb" My chicks tfis year ar^^^^

OP
great FORM and COLOR and are hard to equal I have al^ a fuH lin?^ v,^?J i^x^^.'^

''«^*
BIRI^Sand young hens and will quote reasoVbieirices for ^^^^^^^

^^^^' BREEDING
Send for finely illustrated circular. Address

^'

EDWARD B. THOMPSON. Amer^la, Dutchess County, N. Y.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butter Exctiange. Providence, R. t.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.
A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eges forsale in season. Orders for puppies booked to bedelivered in rotation.

1-5

1

POIJXTRY.

WYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the GreatNew York show, Madison Sq. Garden Feb 1801

Prices low for the class Male Birds a specialtv'
"The Best Is None Too Good !

••

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
^'^ 54 Brainard Station, N. Y.

POUIiTRY.

-THE-

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices
WILLIAM ELDRED,

Dendron, Surry County, Va.
ryirect shipping facilities for the South. South-

ern buyers can .save expres.sage and a long rail-road journey. f^^^

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

EVER PRODUCED.

Personally selected durng our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of England Ifyou want choice breeders or winners at thewinter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps Anda-
lusians. White Wyandotte*. «?ree catalogue

y^oodside poultry y^^^s

HACKENSACK, N. J.

—W. J. ANORUS--
BREEDER OF

S.C WHITE LEGHORNS i LA FLECHE.
At the great N. Y. Show, 1890, won everything

on La Fleche : 1891 won 2d on cock, ist on cock-
erel, 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th on hen, 1st and 2d on pul-
let, specials for best display and best pullet.
My stock has always won high honors at Wa-

verly, Trenton, Bridgeton and Dundee Lake, N.
J., and Newburgh, N. Y.
La Fleche eggs, I5 per 15, $9 per 30 ; Leghorn

eggs. $3 P«r 15, $5 per 30.

POUIITRY.

INDIAN GAMES
LANGSHANS

MINORCAS
MOTTLED ANCONAS

bif^s^^ortll^a'f t^lSi.^^."""^'
'^^- ^° -°-

ST. BERNARDS Fo'^Sr^^l;'^ ^"p?
stamp for circular giving'particuiars':'"*' '

"^"^

93-145 FRANCtS h. MORTlliHER. Pottsvitte. Pa.

A NEW BOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating Breed-ng. Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.A hand.somely printed book of 60 pages.

PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUBLLSIIINO CO.,
32 South Third Street,

"*'
Philadelphia.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER.

ONLY 25 CENTS. POSTPAID.-READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more esoeciallvfor the novice. It teaches the rudiments Itgives away many things that have been hereto-fore kept secret. Address
ncrcio-

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

88tf

C. A. SHARP A, CO.,
Lockport, New York.

FOR POULTRYMEH,/^^^'^-^*'III I ^ •*'"'*'*'*•• """^"l*£/fC«;»«rS,
II I % Fancier; Murterynnn, fhrltta, Btel<Mptrs,

BB ^^ I %F Dairnmen, Gardener; Fmltmen, Printtn,

^^AC CTflPI^ *'" ^'«c^'»P">9 tloif. LItt f/>£C.
Ur 1 UuK CLARctice C. oePur, SritAcuse. H. r.

PIfiS Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Vox

HICKMAN, W. Chester, Pa. Send ttunp for dr.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or
Kennel Paper you should send for my list of
papers. I can furnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe fot two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate than if vou subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write
Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five
papers and request thera to mail you samole
copies.

*^

ADDRESS

84tt

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.
RED INDIANS, best table game yet

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
THE BEST PIT GAMES.

^''''^^'' '^^^^

OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS
DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

BUFF COCHINS
Without slightest reser\e, at Normandy Villa

LVl^nnV'^^'v:
England, Mr. E. C. Stretch wUi

sell on November 4 the whole of Mrs. Scrivens'

HatcUess Strain of Bnff CocUns
Over 300 birds, including the Palace Cup cockerel

^k/^''^^ Cup pullet. Catalogues cbntaining
cable code on appHcation. 3,. 3^

^

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OF THI
BOOK AT THE POPULAR PRICE OF a

CENTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

DePuy s Poular Poultry Book No. 2. is entitledCapons and Caponizing. This book has had avery extensive sale at fifty cents per copy, but
i^^t!i^^°l'

^*'-: «<^9rge Q. Dow, has kindly con-sented to have it published in a twenty-five centediiion, so as to put it within the reach of all andno person can afford to be without this book'now
fh«t fhSTo '* ^°. 'T; '^"^'5 ^^^ contains allthat the fifty cent edition does besides addingsome new features not contained in that editioS

l^«i/ ^1,''*'^"^. very valuable to poultrymen.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, cleartvpe that can be easily read without striininethe weakest eyes. All persons should read thisbook who love poultry, as it gives thorough andcomplete information on all the different details

fy.^^^.^^,^''^^^''\'• ^^ \ ^^^"«« capon izer who
ll^'^°."*y^.

"ndenstands what he is writingabout. This book covers the entire field from

orderlto""^
""^ """^^ P^'' *'°P^ • ^•****'"<^'« all

Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

OPIUM
Morphin.> Habit Cured in lO
DR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon,Ohio.



THE FANCIEKS' JOLTRNAU

THE KENNEL.

IN

CASH PREMIUMS

To the poi-son Sc'ii<l!ii« In tlu»

lai-«t'st .yearly list of sul)S(iil>-

ei-s, $2<M».

Se<M>iMl larjirest list, $1<M).

TliiiMl lary:est list, ^IH.

Fourth larjxt^st list, Jj<50.

Fifth larjfest list, ^iio.

Sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth

and t«'nth largest lists, JjslO.CK)

<'a<"h.

ALL-ROUND FIELD DOGS.

The Bryn Mawr Keniuls have for disposal a

draft of twelve (12) finely-bred and broken

POINTERS AND SETTERS,

Our breaker has just returned from Minnesota,

where all of our dogs have been worked on

prairie chickens for the past three months.

We offer this draft before shipping the kennel

to our preserves in C.eorgia for winter quail

shooting.

Most of these dogs are thoroughly broken on

quail or chickens.

Address

BRYN MAWR KENNELS,
No. 24 S. Sixth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 35-3''

DOGS.
'
AdvertiumenU without display

*>*'l'^<^ Jt^fj^
this headingJor 2 cents per wordfor eachjnsertion.

'

Irisb Setters. _
itaiTt^t^ebkau^rummellpuppiks
out of Nancy Elcho. whelped August 5,

combining best field and bench show

blood. Also one dog whelped July i. 1890,

partly broke, fa. t and stylish. Address

Buckeye Kennels, 42 Main Street, Cincin

nati, O. 31-35

IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES BY A SON
of Glencho and Mavourneen, out ol a

• daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address

P.. Box 916, Philadelphia. 5"

BUYS RED IRISH SETTER PUPPIES
Oof the finest quality and breeding. Sent

O D Wifl also sell Elcho, Jr.'s Don,

three and one-half years old. Price $25.

Henry Sturtevant. Medina, N. Y. 35-3«_

OCTOBER 17, 1^9* •

POULTRY.
Advertisements unlhout display inserted under

this headingfor 3 cents per wordfor each insertion

White leghorns.

$1

SINGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORN COCK-
EREL and pullets for sale cheap for qual-

ity of stock. C.E.Howell, Elraira, N. Y. i-34j

Various

DOGS.
Artists.

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE-SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslyn Murphy. Address

Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pointers.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs

of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.

Beagles.

AFEW CHOICE PUPPIES BY TONY WEL-
LER. Oakview Kennels, Glenside. Pa.

35-37

BEAGLES FOR SALE. BRED FROM PRIZE
winners. Like begets like. Address Mid-

dleton Kennels, Frankfort, Mich. 35-37

VERY CHOICE YOUNG STOCK. ,SIRES
Champion Robert the Devil and Duke of

Hesson. Dams, winners, registered and

field broken. Particulars. E. W. Vine,

North Pearl St., Albany, N. Y. 33-3"

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
light Brahnias. brown Leghorns. Brazilian

ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.

E. P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

FOR SALE.-WHITE WYANDOTTE AND
rose comb brown Leghorn chickens, of the

choice.st strains at reasonable prices. Sat-

isfaction guaranteed. W. F. Everitt, West-

field, Pa. •
32-37

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by

Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes

and single comb white Leghorns. Stock

and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address

Keeseville, New York. i-i»

ANTED.—INDIAN GAMES AND DERBY
red caps, good breeding. Pen of each. J.

Gardner & Co., Philadelphia. Pa. 35-itW
Scotch Terriers.

vURE BRED WIRE-HAIRED SCOTCH TER-
' RIERS from imported and prize winning

stock. Robert McCosh, Burlington, Iowa.
32-tf

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Baldhead Tumblers.

St. Bernards.

Canlcer Cure.

This ofRr is open from OCTOBER
15 tx) JUNE 1, 1892. Subscriptions

can be sent in at any time, but cash must

accontpany them. This unquestionably

is the best opportunity ever offered to

our friends, and all desiring to compete

for these premiums should send in their

names at once.

The coming Dog and Poultry vShows

offer a glorious opportunity to secure

subscriptions, and agents desiring sample

copies should advise us promptly.

Remember that THE FANCIERS*

JOURNAL is the leading paper of its

class, and the subscription price is only

f2.f» per annum. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

TALLMANS CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiftv cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fonrth Street, New York City. tf_

Coclter Spanlels^^

THE BEST LOT I EVER BRED; BLACK,
seal brown, chestnut and tan ;

workers
from working sires and dams ;

no croco-

diles or cripples in the lot. J. Otis Fel-

lows, Hornellsville, N. Y. «_

Collies.

FOR SALE -THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,

brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in

whelp. Bargains to close out. R. J. Sawyer,

Menominee, Mich. _'^

Wanted.

A'

C
O

O

OLLIE PUPPIES, BY CHAMPION THE
sgriRE, out of Active (E. 21,065). J. E.

Dougherty, Lotus, Ind. 35-44

KDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud

dogs. See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee &Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

RDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbournc, Charlie,

The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our

best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Field Dofcs Broken.

N EXPERIENCED ENGLISHMAN WILL
train and run one or two gentleman's dogs

on seven farms in North Carolina. Plenty

of quail. Well up in care of valuable guns.

Address "Pointer," care W. Tallman, 109 W.
Thirty-fourth Street, New York. 34-tf

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. BIDDLK
St Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-facr

baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

BngllBli Rollei-s.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS, THOS.
Grist, Livery Stable, Atlantic City, N. J.

Fancy PiKeons.

Various.

K ALL OUR DOGS ARE NOW BROKEN,
we are prepared to take a few dogs to thor-

oughly break on quail on our preserve in

Georgia. Terms j.so and board. Address

Bryn Mawr Kennels, 24 South Sixth Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 35*36

For Sale or Ezchance.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32

South Third Street Philadelphia. Pa.

PURCELLS FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,

guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")

Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Card.s.

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads. Price Lists, Sched

ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The I^an«"«.' P"*?

lishing Co., 32 South Third St.. Philadel

phia. ^^

ALL KINDS, CHEAP; ALSO, HOMERS.
Edw. S. Schmid, 712 Twelfth Street, N. W.,

Washington, J). C. 33-36_

Fantails.

HOWARD BUTCHER. 146 N. FRONT ST.,

Philadelphia; all colors, prize winning

stock, I3.00 per pair and upwards. Also

Owls and Turbits. 28-53

OUR WHITE FAyS FOR SALE. MAIEN-
THAL BROS., New Albany, Ind. 33-37.

For Sale.

or" SALeT—W-BANDED HOMERS. ALL
related to 500 milers and spee<ly. Price %j,

per pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,

PhiUdelphia. * .i&-"

TWELVE PAIRS OF HOMERS, WITH '91

Sporting Life bands. Good stock, cheap.

Address W.T. Innes, 1831 Camac St., Phila-

delphia, Pa. 34't

POULTRY.
AdvertisemenU without display inserLfd under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Artists and Engrravers.

JUST PUBLISHED.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

CkOCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches: pointer dogs, bitches and

' puppies; greyhound and beagle puppies.

Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,

the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-

loading shot guns and rifles, folding boat,

field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top

desk. J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

FOR SALE OR WILL TRADE FOR PLYM-
OUTH Rock or dark Brahma chicks, rough
and smooth coated St. Bernard brood
bitches and puppies. Re^ istered stock.

Ridgewood Kennels, 143-U5 Java Street,

Brooklyn, N Y. 3'-35

wE HAVE arranged with Schieiber ^

Sons, who are acknowledged to be th-

best animal photographers in America

whereby we are able to make special term*

for our subscribers who want photograph*

of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishini

Co.. na South Third St.. Phi1iideloh«»». Pa^

Appliances.

Homers.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. -TWENTY
homers, some with proven records and
others without. Send for prices. Alvin N.

35-it Pugsley, 1008 Main Street, Peekskill, N. Y.

TWELVE FIRST-CLASS BIRDS FOR SALE,
mostly bred from the OfTerman and Charles

Duerin ol Belgium, stock. Adam s^chraeis-

ser 351 E*ast Cambridge Street, Philadel-

phia, Pa. _
35-'l

.

Jacobins.

-HY-

F. M. GILBERT.
Haiidsomelv illustrated Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the

amateur pigeon fanciers.

PrlcM', paper, 5<>c. ; cloth 1^1.OO.

ESTAHI.ISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weeklv Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry. Pig-

eons Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):

One year, post free, United States and Canada,

S2.IO.
Address post-Office Orders and communications

to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-

rial Buildings, I^udgate Circus, London, E. C.

Kngland.

i

[
PBIMTING OUTFIT 15^

li^oMl^lJl'.K. 4 tiphtbtu rubWt tjp*. tyjwboldw.hrttUlB-

^H^B^^BlMihlc ink. Ink 1'adudTwm.en Put up in lu*t box vltb

^R^NI^^HiirMtioni for u*r HkOJhrtioa KUWUlMd. Worth Me. BMt
Q|^B|^0VTis.n Muktr I'ard l*rint«r. etc Sata mbm la 1 mlauM,

T^JgTC^Mr.ripui >•' i.rJi ui buur SmI pMtpkid Mc-.tUt ilKX^IItm.

Hl.NUKRSOLL* BKO«£.turlU»«»«.».*.t'U>

For Sale.

F"
R SALE.-CHOICE OF TWO REGISTER-
KD pointer bitches. Broken. W. B. Mc-
Cloud, Hyattville, O. 33'36

TWO FIRST CLASS FOX TERRIER DOGS
and three brood bitches. Also some young
stock. Good chance to procure some fine

blood at reasonable prices. W Tallman.

109 W. Thirty fourth St., New York. 34-tf

rr^HOROUGHLY BROKEN CHESAPEAKE
Bay dog two years old : color sedge ;

re-

trieves from land and water ;
registered.

Address William Tallman, 109 W. Thirty-

fourth St., New York City. 33-tf

THE CELEBRATED YORKSHIRE TER-
RIERS of the Anglo-American Terrier

Kennels, formerly North Fields Yorkshire
Kennels, including Champion Toon's Roy-

al the best dog in America, and winner of

more firsts than anv other Yorkshire ;

Toon's Royal George, Toon s Bright, Prince

Ai and a young bitch pup three months
old, by Toon's Roval. Also fox terriers

Fndcliffe Spice and Venus, and bull ter-

rier King of Hearts. Toon & Symonds, 4

Dearborn Street, Salem, Mass. 35-it

"
Fox Terriers.

FOX SALE.-WILL SACRIFICE TO MAKE
room for new stock, five promising fox

terrier puppies, five months old, by I

Reckon (18,284). To make quick sale, price

f 15 each For full description address G.

W. Price, Girard College, Philadelphia,

Pa. 3536

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards

letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., 32 South Third St ,
Philadel

phia. Pa

INCUBATORSSOLD, BOUGHT,EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams-

Monitor, Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-

mosUtic alwayson view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-

i-5i ham. 26 Harrison St.. East Orange, N. J^
For Sale.

^OR SALE-A 600-EGG MONARCH INCU-
• BATOR in good condition. Price $50. John

C. Haynes, Annandale, N. J. 35-tf

E ARE SELLING OUT -YOU CAN NOW
buy birds you never could buy before.

Silver and white Wyandottes and white

Plymouth Rocks that have won in every

part of New York State. Write for what
you want. George E Howell, Howell's

Depot, N.Y. 33-36

For Sale or Exchange.

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus,
and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
7-58

Satinettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. n-tf

Various.

W

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-

' lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-

phia. Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertlsins.

PLYMOUTH ROCKS, WYANDOTTES. MIN-
' ORCAS, Partridge Cochins, $3 per pair. Ex-

change for Indian games or bantams. J.

L. Brownlee, Stony Fork, Pa. 35-it

Games.

I

GAME FANCIERS.-I AM OFFERING FOR
sale nearly all of my prize-winning game
fowls, old and young, including winners

at New York, and have added about 20

prizes to my already large number by win-

ning at the late Industrial Exhibition. See

the list. These fowls are for sale cheap.

Black red, brown red and pile games and
black red, duckwing and pile game ban-

tams. Describe what vou want. V,. F.

Doty, 47 Wellington Placie,Toronto, Can, tf.

White I^ieghomH.

CHOICE SINGLE-COMB WHITE LEG-
HORN cockerels bred from a 97-point

male and other prize winners, $1.25 to $5

each. Also a few equally choice pullets at

same price. C. Wistar Thompson, Salem,
N J .34-36

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-8z

VERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well

'

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"

368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers

and class journals
;
gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a goo<l deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau. 10

Spruce Street. N. V. 31-82

Drinking Fonntaln.

50

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator ami

8vli Brooder Company, Jamesburg. New Jersev.

Various.

WILLIAM A.BARTLETT.TACKSONVILLE,
111., leading varieties of poultry, pigeon*
and ferrets Send stamp for catalogue

3-' 39
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INTHE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS^
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

CHampioo The Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

CH. Roslyn Wilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

Chal. Roslyn I3andy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn Convv^eiy,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Champion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.]

Irish Setters
Seminole,

20088. FEE $20

W THE STUD.
/pUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER

IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. 2x885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer sire ol

\l\ ^w^*™P'?," Bf'K'^vian-Brockenhurst Dain-ty) Won in England six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-onds, two (2) thirHs, three (3) fourths and several

THOS, C, CHALMERS, Proprietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
89-141

^5.S

IN THE STUD.

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD.

(Ch. Elcho. Jr.—Red Rose.)

11450.

Eleo,
FEE $15

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-
plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp
Young stock always on hand. J3-'4

ARISTOCRAT,
Winner of more first prizes and spec-

liils during 18«0 than any
otlier St. Bernard.

GREENFIELD

HILL KENNELS
IN STUD

The Field Trial Winners

Rowdy Rod .... fee ^75
King's Dan ... Fee ^25
Harry C. Fee ^25

Descriptive Catalogue j\failed Inee.

Geo. W, Ewlag & S, C. Bradley, Prop.

Box 24, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

P. S.—Choice Puppies and Broken Dogs for

27-40

s
THE KENNEL.

FKK, $50.

qFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher ^.

Ch. Raby Mixer
,5

Reckoner ,.

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

DUTCHESS KENNELS.

Pou«:hkeepsIe, X. Y

/^T STUD. KKK .-(j;r,0.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTKR,

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, RinRap, /ig-Zag, Tapster and .Maid of Kent
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F

T. C at Lexington, N. C. December, 1H90, andon the bench has won ist, Birmingham. Hnir-land
: ist. New York, Troy, Albany and LynS

8?.: ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo andChicago, 90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

'^''^S Babylon, L. I.

COTCH....|oi.LIBS

FORiDHOOK KENNELS^'
Are among the largest in America devoted exclus vely to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Srln K ^^ 51^ ",°^ booking orders for puppiessired by Fordhook Squire, a son of C>^. theSquire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac

?^"n= Jf'ch 'h 'n"T Z^^^ Smuggler, a,id-|cot.a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out o? our best im-
Kr^ \r^''^^\

,
Write at once for prices and fSldescriptions. Also one litter sired by the world'schampion, Scotilla, and out of Da^sy Dein

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
32-S3 475 North 5th St., Philadiflphia, Pa.

CLOSING OUT 8ALE--Y0UR CHANCE

w^crs^^^^^^^^^^ r >' J-^,puppy

^^H.^°i^^''V*'?.°*
^^"^ '"•"^''^ *" the land, sirei byGath s Mark. Roger, Chance and Paxtang Thedams are finely bred, plenty of Count kobleC.ladstone, Leicester and Darkie b!ood Threelitters now ready to ship We can suoolvVom^youngsters ready for field this fall a n^(fVetera!

ffianT n'^s'^'T'l'
'"'^'' ^' P^°^"^^ black?whS

dressfng '^ ^ ^''"'' '^''"** ^^ ^»"^" ^y ad-

Moorefield Kennels,

CHULA, AAIKLIA CO.. V.-V.
49

yiLLsit)E Kennels,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX TERRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the sire in this country of prize
*'""<''•>' Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee I15 00
CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $,5.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,

Full particulars address
^-^^I'^'ETOU.

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
556 Bay Ridgb, L. I.

KINGSTON REGENT.
^ X*m?r^"*^ ^^^ 's **>« *>«st son of the treat

l^d^,?l'^^'^^],''J' ^l '^^^y St. Gothard &e is
33>4 m. high and has the heaviest bone and rich-est dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in

de'Sfh'nf^«^'^*'*'^'l,''
remarkable for its size,depth of muzzle and expression. Win:.inirs- istKingston, Hamilton. Toronto, Montreal, iSoi

.
Th^ ^ore one sees of this.dog the more cer-

ht*il '
*^ lu"*^

""^ *"' P''°^«^ a vtry hard one to

sfream
''"^ company. "-Forest and

PEE, $60.

MARQUI8~0F RIPON.
ij J''

o*- ^'o^'er to KingstonCRegent, and morelike Prince Regent than any of the other Regent

En^gland*"
'" "'''* °* so^^llsplendid stock in

PEE, $60.

PUPPIE.S FOR SAI^E.

NEW YORK 81 BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

Fairhill Kennels,
2S4S North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. BERNARDS.
IN THE STUD

BEN ORMONDE, 17044.
12-63 CARD AND PHOTO FREE-

DIIPO ipyouwa:
1 UuO —GENUINI
1 \J\J\J BUY AT HK,

WANT TO OWN A
"NE PUG PUP—

Young stock fr{ni 'prT^e winitJrlf„1,^to |?o''-

PUGS K» «"». iniporJidSi). Ill: $'
,' - J Douglass II (11,8041. Fee iu

«i%'"^'^ guaranteed. A 'squaredeal" to allEBKRHART PUG KKN^ELS Siniati O
Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street.

J
RISK SETTERS AT STUD.

MINSTREL
(21.377) CH. ELCHO, JR.-BESSIE GLENCHO

SHANMORE
(21.378) CH. ELCHO, JR.-BESSIE GLENCHO.

oth-pPf" **? ^'"^ ®^'** '^°«^' Ch. Elcho Jr. andothers for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,°*" West Farms. N. V.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire inAmerica ' P«?digree and winnings free

; photos
50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.'

P. H. COOMBS,
100-151 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP. 771 1 . .

REGENT BRISK, i6,6i8
".

REGENT TIPPLER. .

- • Fee $25
. . " 10

10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches

^".^wVVS.T*^?.''*^;''
^°*^ particulars address REGENTKENNELS, Catonsvnlle, Baltimore Co Md 65

JN STUD-IRISH SETTER

LIMERICK
Gl.ENKI.CHO—NORA. FEE $20.

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
GLENSIDE, PA.

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

OOLLIES
8T- BERNARDS

IRISH TERRIERS

COCKER SPflNIFI 8
Best in the world in stud and for sale.

ENGLISH PUGS-DIAMOND KENNELS

eluding New York, New Orleans, CharlestoSGreenville, Wilmington, etc.
'-"aneston,

wi?nVfg''slS?
'°' ^'"- ^" registered prize

SI.\ PIG DOGS \r STID.
KING CKARLES SPANIELS

DUKE OF WELLINGTON
AND MANCHESTER TEDDY

AT STII)

Extended pedigree of any of my dogs on ao-
Fi^K^.^ Good specimen..' of the above bre^
saie. hend stamp for circular to

JACOB BROMBACH, 304 Diamond St.,
^^^5 Phi adelphia, Pa.

JN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SPRAKB,

Winner of ist and Special at New York istat Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago 1891

FEE S20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRV L GOODMAK,
"'*' AUBURN PARK, ILL-

poiNTERS.-BENCH SHOW AND FIEI

D

Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 0258. Fee $50
CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5550. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale Ad-dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30 81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

AT STUD
Christopher - - -

Wellesbourne Charlie

^50.00

50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, $35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
CHESTNUT HILL,

Philadelphia, Penna.
29-80

-HOUSK

PILES
INSTANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15
days. Never returns. No purge. No

_ 1 J r
''^*-

.
No suppository. Remedymailed free Address J. if. REEVES, Box 3290.New York City. N. Y. 35^5

-AND-

Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST PUBLISHED^--^ PRICK, POSTPAID, 50C.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

H. HULMAN, Jr., Terre Haute, Ind.
G. G. PABST, P. H. O'BANNON,

Milwaukee, Wis. Sperryville, Va.

XHB
Bloe Riflie Kmels' Fntory Slaie,

»l,500.0O.
Open only to the produce of

CHAMPION GATH'S MARK,

GATH'S HOPE, OR

DAN GLADSTONE,
Whelped in 1892.

of?'*'ti.^^*iJ^*'I°''^ ^ ^"^^y- ^o ^e run directly
after the Eastern or Central Trials, December
1893. or after the Southern Trials, ' January orFebruary of 1894, the location and date of Vun^ning of the Stake to be later on decided byTheGentlemen who have con.sented to judge, viz.:

CAPT. PATRICK HENRY. Clarksville, Tenn.
MAJ. J. M. TAYLOR, New York. N. Y.

P. H. BRYSON. Memphis. Tenn.

.J^\ ^'"^ ^}^^^ Kennel will make no entry inthis stake--the purse being entirely to the ad-vantage of Its patrons. The Spotting systemhas been adopted and the time limit of heatsabolished. Retrieving not to be required Thejudges selected are of the best in America,' beingentirely qualified to use their best judgmem inselecting the winners.
8'"cm in

$500 TO WINNER OF F/RST
$400 TO WINNER OF SECOND

$200 TO WINNER OF THIRD
$100 TO WINNER OF FOURTH

Silver Cup, value $100. or Ca.sh to the Breederof Winner of First. Silver Cup, value $100 orcash to the Breeder of Winner of Second SUVer
^J^^iJ^i"^ i'**' ^^ "^^^ '° ^^^ Breeder of Winnerof Third. Entries close January- i, iSo^t For-
feit $10 00. $15.00 to start.
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CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on sleep or

flat roofs. Kxtra
Heavy Felt for

Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-

ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. P. SWAN, .3« I'ey Street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS. RED BIRDS.

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES
ANO AI.K OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

SENATOR H. W. Blair, of New Hampshire, who

has one of my Catalogues, writes me that,

"It is a marvel / /^y^^^^'^J ^ \

Such words as these have weight. The book in question

has a thousand illustrations and costs 50 cents. Booklet of

specimen pages free.

/7J3roddh>dij

J. H.Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE 4 GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

BOOKS. HOOKS.

MODEM TRAINIE, HANDLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.

SVcoi^fKNTS^ND TK^^^^^^^^ PH-J-^4 by n.ail. Address

B. WATER?, Box 925, Chicago, 111.

PEl ANIMALS Of ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KGGS FOR HATCHING.

SEJVn FOR CATA LOGUF.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train

vour doRS for the field trials and a book that no dog-

man can afford to l>e without.

PRICE 50 CBNTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show ot America

New York, February, 1891. my birds were award-

ed the following: Second and fifth on Barrea

Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on

Barred Plymouth Rock Hens : first, second and

fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,

February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and

four best Pullets; first and .special on Barred

Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on

Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for niy

large circular free. Eggs from prize matmgs J4

per 13, 17 per 26. $9 per 39. Stock for sale. 86-138

THE

CHRISTMAS NUMBER
OF THE

H. V7. VAHLE.
313 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and P"c« "».

No^3i7 Twelih Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

In Conjunction with How to Rear Chickens

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blue Line Homers.

mv
Do

SUCCESSFULLY.

bref;ding

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

THREE OF THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Having purchast^il from H. Wagner nineteen

oairs of his champion record birds, and ha\nng

JTeven oairs of record birds of my own breeding

1 hive a show ng of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREE LOFTS WITH PROVEN REC
ORDS FROM 5«o TO 700 MILES. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 9^150

registry kept at

my establish-
ment, where up-

on the payment
of a fee the name
and address of

parties wishmg to purchase
9[, ?fi> f^J^^^^^'^

entered. The fee for one dog will ^«
f

'
«\-,f

?? ^^
each additional dog fifty cents^ Tim will be de

voted to advertising and f"'^*'*""^. i^^r^otd
and a commission o? 10 per cent ^>» ^^.^'^^^K^^

on all sales. I may confidently state that ray

pTTierience with dogs as a breeder.exhibitor, etc

with mrexrellent location for the business and

ray wWe acquaintance will make this one of the

"ry best radiums to be found for the purchase

ana sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

business of

Dog Furnishing
1 thousands of chickens die annually

and Kennel Sup- I

^ g j^ ^^^^ might be saved if fed
phes I have add- i

^" •'
*^

ed a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of

e V e r|y descrip-

tion .

There will be a

Thousands of chickens die annually and at

ast fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.

It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard com, or

They must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
corn meal only.

Fn the crop : one that will furnish animal or

insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-

ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy

appetite. . . . ^.

This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digeslib e and nutritious form.

All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent

breeders of this country are now using it with

wonderful success, as witness such noted breed-

ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley.

P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E. Bast and

others.
. , . ^ ...

This meal is not a spice. It is not a raedicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try

a sample bag. Write for circular.

SPRATTS PATENT,

25-50 239-245 East 56th Street, New York.

FOR POULTRY.
Bag. ya.oo

«.75

.•J.00
ti.OO
2.00

2.00

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary 8urja:eon,

1«93 BROADWAY, N^W YORK.

FERRETS ¥S. RATS!
First-class FERRETS, young and old, for sale

by Adolph Isaacsen. "SURE POP," 92 Fulton

Street. New York City. My celebrated hand-

book, "ALL ABOUT FERRETS AND RATS'

-

second edition—revised and illustrated—mailed

to any address on receipt of 25 cents. 33-49

Bone Meal. - - Per lOO lb

CJranulattMl Bone, lOO
tiround Beet
ScrapH, - - - .

"'"
caicite. ---.. r.yc;
CruHh. .1 Flint, - ' *40<)

Crusheil Oyster

Send for o'ur New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

P"" C. H. DEMPWOLF A CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

B. K. LKWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition lor and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SF:TTERS, BEAGLES and

SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties ot

Fancv Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the

past four vears. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price list' free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

Game Bantams. Trifth Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

Send for our new terms to agents

You will not be disappointed. Address

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa,

Fanciers' Journal

will be the journalistic event in

tlie annals of the kennel and

poultry press of America.

It will consist of 36 pages,

including a handsome cover,

specially designed by our art-

ist. The illustrations will be

original and unique, as well as

profuse. The articles on dogs,

poultry, pigeons, etc., will be

from the pens of the most fa-

mous American and European

writers, and the entire num-
ber will be a complete Cyclo-

pedia of the best original liter-

ature obtainable.

No expense will be spared

to make the Christmas Num-
ber worthy of the patronage of

every dog, chicken, and pigeon

fancier.

The edition printed will be

very large, and will circulate

over the entire globe.

This assures the most valu-

able and permanent advertis-

ing, and all persons having

stock for sale should not fail

to avail themselves of this ripe

opportunity.

The advertising rates are so

adjusted that the largest and

the smallest advertiser can de-

pend on securing profitable

returns.

Our special advertising rates

will be sent on application. All

orders for advertising must be

sent in by November i ^, to in-

sure proper classification and

display.

The Christmas Number will

be ready ior mailing on De-

cember i,and all orders should

be sent in early.

Single copies, 10 cents. Lib-

eral discount to the trade.

Address

Fanciers* Publishing Co.

Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

^yoL. 7, NO. 17. 1WHOL.KNO., lae.l PHIIADEI^HIA, SATURDAY,~OCTOBER 24, 1^ r PER ANNUM, S2.00.
1 SINGLE COpV; 5^

A CHAMPION ENGLISH PLYMOUTH ROCK HEN.
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PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AV

33 S. 3il Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

V. M. HALDEMAN -
^~

- KENNEL EOITOH

J. H. DREVENSFEOT -_^- POULTRY EDITOR

PflNCIERS' "pUBLISHINCS (fO.

WM.TCHILD,
Business Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 'IN ADVANCE):

$2.00 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $1.f^0 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreigrn Subscriptions, 10a.

ADVERTJSIIVO RATES:

DISPLAYED ADVERTISEMENTS
(14 agate lines to one inch)

/ time, ij times. 26 times. 52 times

, inch I1.50 $16.00 $28.00 $37-50

2 inches .... 2.25 25.60 44-8o 60.00

1 inches . . . . 3-«> 32•<» 5600 7500

4 inches . . . . 360 3840 67.20 9000

Four columns to a page, 12H inches to column.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
TWO cents per word each insertion. Copy

should be in hand on Wednesday at the latest.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia. Pa.

P. O. Box, 916.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

Field Trials.

Nov 2.—United States Field Trials Club
10.—International Field Trial Club.

16.—Eastern Field Trials Club.

23.—Irish Setter Club.
23.—Gordon Setter Club.
30.—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.— Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1892.
Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Our Illustration.

We reprint the illustration of Mr. R.

Butterfield's Champion Plymouth Rock

hen, which appeared in the Feathered

World. It will give our readers a good

idea of what an English Plymouth Rock

hen looks like. The shape of the hen

will hardly create enthusiasm on this

side of the Atlantic, being too squatty

and Coching. The plumage is fairly

well drawn, although the absence of bar-

ring on wing secondaries will be objected

to, and justly so.

THE KENNEL

Thf Fancikrs* Journal will be supplied by

newsdealers throughout the United States and

Canada. ^.,NKW YORK CITY.
Union Square

109 W. 34th St.

21 Park Row
56 Dey St.

URKTANO'S . .

WM. TAI.I.MAN

J. C. I.ONO. JR. .

W.J.STANTON ,

P. O. NKWS CO
K. S. SCUMID .

. . . 103 Adams St., Chicago, 111

. 317 i2th St., Washington. D.C.
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CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

The e<litor of the Stock-Keeper sends

us "An Appeal to All St. Bernard Lovers,

Breeders and Exhibitors," which we

give place to elsewhere in this issue. He

writes: "On Ijehalfof the noblest associa-

tion of the handsomest breed of dogs, I

beg you to do the .service of printing the

enclosed appeal for subscriptions. I feel

confident that a nation so distinguished

for generosity and sentiment as America

would be hurt at not being asked to

help." We hope our readers will ap-

prove this worthy appeal. Any contribu-

tions sent to this office will be promptly

forwarded to the Stock-Keeper.

• «

Mr. Edward Booth, who had the honor

of bringing the great Sir Bedivere to

this country, has severed his connection

with the Moorefield Kennels, and has ac-

ccpled the position of manager of Colo-

nel Ruppeit's kennels, known as the

Dutchess Kernels. Mr. Booth writes us

he has bred Flmpress of Contoocock.

Silva and Altonette to Aristocrat, and

Helen Terry to Menthon Kennels' Lord

Bute. In a short time Mr. Booth will be

able to supply some of the puppies for

which there is such a demand at present.

In spite of the numerous kennels now

engaged in breeding St. Bernards, a suf-

ficent number of youngsters are not yet

raised to supply this demand.

breed in this country, who has sporting friends

in Russia, to be so kind as to obtain an authori-

tative opinion for the purpose of clearing up this

dubious point. We should be glad of 'High-

land's' authority tor the assertion that the Barzoi

'unquestionably sprang from the Persian grey-

hound.' It is not impossible, but we collect

every bit of information on the subject, and we

have nowhere come across this."

«
« •

We would like to hear what Dr. Grimes,

Mr. Wade and others have to say about

the black markings and also the origin

of the Barzoi. In our issue of August i

we republished from the Stock-Keeper

the standard of the Barzoi as adopted by

the Russian Imperial Society for the En-

couragement of Sports. This standard

says nothing about color of coat, but in

the notes of Colonel Tchebishoff, an ex-

cellent judge of the breed, we are in-

formed it "should be white, white with

grey spots, white with yellowish grey

spots. Many people object to tiger-col-

ored spots, as in a bulldog." The Stock-

Keeper adds : Colonel Tchebishoff always

disqualifies black, black and tan and

white with black spots, as he considered

that these colors indicate a descent from

English or Oriental greyhounds. If pos-

sible, this most important and conflicting

question of color should be settled once

and for all, else it will interfere with the

increasing popularity of this handsome

and aristocratic breed of dogs.

%
Not long since we commended Dr.

Mills' little work entitled, "How to Keep

a Dog in the City." The United States

edition is now out, and we can supply

the book at the publisher's price, twenty-

five cents.

•%
American Fish and Game Warden does

us the honor to republish a communica-

tion sent our journal entitled "On the

Broadwater," but has neglected to give us

credit for same.

BEAGLE CLUB MEETING.

Specials Received for the Field Trials

and Bench Shows.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

An adjourned meeting of the National

Beagle Club was held in Boston, October

17, at 8 P. M., with President Brooking

in the chair. Minutes of last meeting

were read and accepted. Report of treas-

urer read and accepted. He reports bal-

ance on hand I30.61, amounts due $42.50.

total assets I73.li. Letter from H. L.

Kreuder read and accepted with thanks.

Letters from W. S. Diffenderffer, W. H

.

Hyland, George Laick, F. F. Ogier, W.

H. Ashburner and others were read and

placed on file. W. H. Ashburner and F.

F. Ogier were admitted to membership.

It was decidee to place advertisements in

three sporting papers. The following

nominations were made for January

election : For president, O. W. Brooking,

W. A. Power, H. L. Krueder, W. S.

Clark, H. V. Janiieson, B. S. Turpin and

F. W. Chapman. For vice-president, B.

S Turpin, H. V. Jamieson, W. S. Clark,

W. A. Power. H. G. Nichols, A. Parry,

O. W. Brooking and H. L. Kreuder. For

secretary-treasurer, O. W. Brooking, F.

W. Chapman, H. V. Jamieson and W. S.

Clark. For Executive Committee, three

to be elected, H. V. Jamieson, H. G.

Nichols, O. W. Brooking, B. S. Turpin,

W. A. Power, C. S. Wixom, H. F. Schell-

hass, W. H. Child, N. Rowe. George

Laick, G. P. Berry, H. L. Kreuder, F.W.

Chapman, W. S. Clark and H. W. Lacy.

Tl>e following specials have been re-

ceived up to date : Mr. H. L. Kreuder

offers $5 for kennel of four or more

making best average in trials, $5 for ken-

nel of four or more making best average

on bench, $5 for best pair, dog and bitch,

making best record in trials, $5 for dog

with best voice, $5 for bitch with best

voice. Mr. F. W. Chapman offers a suit-

able piece of silver, value $5, for the best

beagle in the trials sired by Champion
Bannernian since 1888, open to the

world and donor not to compete. On
motion adjourned.

F. W. Chapman, Secretary.

*\
Mrs. Clara Louise Kellogg Strakosch

was patting a strange dog on the head,

and also on last Saturday, when one of

her diamond rings, valued at I350, slip-

ped into the mouth of the dog, which

promptly swallowed it. The dog didn't

match the ring, for she was able to buy

the animal for fifty cents. This is a re-

freshing department, by the way, from

the old stock lost diamond story.

A VALUABLE DOG.

» *

• «

FIXTURES.

l>ojr Shows.
Dec. 4-8.—Rock ford, 111.

10-14—Freeport, 111.

30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.

19 22.—Binghampton, N. Y.

Feb. 9-12—Chicago, III.

23-26.—New York, N. Y.

March 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.

«-! I.—Baltimore, Md.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9 —Boston Mass.
May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Poultry and Pigeon Shows.
Deo. 2-8.—Rocklbrd, 111.

8-11.—Owatonna, Minn.
^. 1 1.—Brockton. Mass.
10-14—Freeport, III.

15 16.—Needham, Mass.
16-19.—Kalamazoo, Mich.
16-23.—Providence, R. I.

22-25.—Stoneham, Mass.

30-Jan. 2.—Menden, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

One of the most attractive catalogues

we have ever seen has just been received

from Mr. Charles E. Bunn, Peoria, 111.

Mr. Bunn is a well-known breeder of

English mastiffs, and there is no better

blood in this country than is to be found

in his kennels.
»

« »

It may seem paradoxical, but many

men that go in for dogs go to the dogs.

*
»

Our enterprising contemporary. The
Fanciers' Journal, gives a three col-

umn account of Mr. Paul Hacke's new

Barzois, says the Stock-Keeper. After

reproducing in full our reporter "High-

land's" remarks on black markings the

Stock-Keeper says

:

" 'Highland' errs in saying that no single au-

thority is opposed to black. One of the best-

known Russian breeders, whose name we quoted

at the time we published the Russian standard,

gives it as a disqualifying point. We are not

aware, either, that any Englishman has yet con-

demned black in the ring ; on the other hand,

we know that Mr. Krehl has given a prize to a

black and tan Barzoi, though whether he was

justified in doing so or not we are unable to

state. We have asked a great admirer of the

Two brothers by the name of Froggatt,

farmers in Bryhampton County, Eng-

land, suspected a collie dog of killing

some sheep, whereupon they visited their

neighbor's farm and seized the dog,

forcing a quantity of mustard and water

down his throat to act as an emetic, and

suspended the poor animal by his hind

legs to a tree for an hour and a half in

order to cause him to vomit, and thus

prove his guilt. Some country people,

hearing the dog's cries, came to his res-

cue, but the unfortunate brute was so

injured that they were compelled to put

it out of its misery. At the post-mortem

examination the innocence of the dog was

established, and the Royal Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals prose-

cuted the Froggatts, and, fortunately, the

wretches are behind bars in Loeminster

jail.
*

» »

Mr. W. C. Reick has made another

sensational purchase in buying Princess

Florence, who has long been considered

the best bitch in England. She is by his

late Prince Regent out of Lady Ida by

Plinlimmon. Mr. Reick has also secured

Young Keeper, a son of the English

Champion Keeper, who recently won the

loo-Guinea Challenge Cup.

He Saved His Mistress from BelnR
Burned to Death.

From the Breeder and Sportsman.

Yesterday morning at one o'clock the

home of Ed. Cornwell, assistant chief of

police, burned, says the Dallas Times-

Herald. It was a handsome, six-room

frame building, located at 547 San Jacinto

Street. The fire is supposed to have

originated from a lamp explosion in the

dining-room. Mr. Cornwell was on duty

at that hour, and Mrs. Cornwell and the

servants were the sole occupants of the

house. Mrs. Cornwell was awakened by

a large white watch dog barking and

pulling her arm. The faithful cur left

the imprint of his teeth on her arm in

endeavoring to arouse her from danger

of which she was unconscious. She sat

up in bed, half dazed and unable to real-

ize the cause of the trouble, which she

did not understand until her lungs re-

ceived a draught of hot smoke. Not un-

til then was she made fully aware of im-

pending peril. The building was then

being fast consumed by the roaring,

crackling flames.

A fire alarm was sent in, but not until

the fire was under such headway that it

was impossible to save the building or

any of its contents. Mrs. Cornwell

saved the cur, but everything else

went, including wearing apparel. The
Fire Department sent out detachments

promptly after receiving the alarm. The
dog which saved Mrs Cornwell is very

much attached to her, and it will be

prized more than any pet on the place.

Although not of a noted family, it ex-

hibits more than ordinary intelligence

found in dogs. When she drives to the

City Hall in the evening the dog will go

through all the apartments looking for

his master. If he does not find him he

will return to the buggy, and Mrs. Corn-

well knows her husband is not about the

building, but if he is in the dog will not

return to the buggy.
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CINCINNATI'SJENCH SHOW.

The Humane Society's Very Successful

Exhibition of Dogs.
From a Special Correspondent.

Cincinnati, Oqt. 20.—The Ohio Hu-
mane Society's bench show at Carthage
Fair Grounds was an unqualified success
and admitted by all to have been the
drawing feature of the fair. Nearly 200
entries, with only a few absentees. '

For
quality it has not been excelled. Mr. Al.
G. Eberhart, the pug breeder, was the
superintendent and did about ten men's
work,being there early and late. It was his
first experience in running a dog show, but
this would not have been known by the
way he handled the show, for it was run
like clockwork. The building was clean
and sweet, every dog was exercised twice
daily in a large grassy plot and watered
and fed regularly. There was not a sick
dog during the show. On Friday from
5 to 7 P. M. over 150 dogs were sent
home. The benching was of new lum-
ber, open style, except the toy cages, be-
ing made of wire cloth. Showwas'dis-
infected with Little's Phenyle and fedwith Aiustin's dog bread by the EberhartPug Kennels The judging began prompl^

•^^'^Vk^'^- iJ-
^'*^J"esday. and was fit

-

.shed by 6 P.M. that day. Mr. F. CWheeler judged all classes, and did itwell except m one or two instances MrGeorge H. Hill kindly acted as' ring
steward and this facilitated matters. D?
J';« 1 L T** ^^^ veterinary and agood one he niade, examining each dog as
carefully as Dr. Glover does at a NewYork show. The weather was fine andthe attendance very liberal. Mr. George
Bell, of Toronto, was here with about
twenty, and carried home a lot of cudsand specials. Mr. John Hawkes arrivedon Thursday from Europe, bringing withhim Grange Nellie (for exhibition only)
a beautiful young collie bitch, and onethat will take a pile of beating. She isun<ler charge of Mr. Eberharf, and wi 1

T^i'^^Tif^
^he next New York show.

The following extract from a Cincin-
nati paper must have pleased Mr Eber-hart and in part repaid him for the hardwork he did :

"The dogs have been a prime attrac-
tion and much regret is expressed thatsuch a fine exhibit must come to a close.
1 hose whose dogs were exhibited deserve
praise, for the trouble and expense wasnot small, and their efforts to add to the
fair were voluntary, for they desired in
this way to aid a worthy cause
"The commissioners and public tren-erally have Mr. A. G. Eberhart to think

for the success of this department, as itwas made possible to secure such anarray of thoroughbred dogs only through
the popularity of the superintendent, aCdMr. El>erhart, being associated with thegreat dog fanciers of this country hadonly to ask for a dog to get it

"
As might be expected, the showing ofpugs here was large. Eberhart's Cashierwon in challenge class and also won four

silver cups and goblets as .specials Thisdog IS so well known that commentseems unnecessary. He was never shown
in finer condition, and is as much stuckon bmiself; as ever, while his never-
equalled tail seemed to curi tighter than
ever, if that was possible. A son of his
l^rif, almost a perfect reproduction ofhis sire, even to the tail, made his firstappearance and scored a win in hot com-pany in puppy class. Peggy Pryde asister of Grif, and well known as a win
ner, earned off three silver cups. Mable
E. also a noted winner, done fully as
J^ell, and is a bitch hard to beat. Ea.stLake Virgie, a noted breeder of their
kennel, and a grand-headed and tailedone, won second;

I'tucu

Mr. Wm. J. Bryson, vice-president ofMascoutah Kennel Club of Chicago offered a valuable silver urn for the lS°pug
in show, which Cashier also captured MrBryspn's bull terrier Dufferin^ wis herelooking fine and won in the challenge
class. Eberhart's other pug dog Bradford Ruby II captured a silver rup asdid their Fannie K., a beautiful bitch^' Agood pug was shown in open class calledDixie, owned by Mr. Connors, and it

hT.V'^u^^^ '''f
^^ ^^' "« breeding, asIt makes him useless as a stud dog. Theentry of Italian greyhounds was wonder

THB KANCIBRQ' JOURNAL.

I.

2.

f« Vi
'?^*'" ^°°^ °"^^ ^'"« here, which

IS the argest entry on record of anybench show. Mr. Rockwell's well known
fnr K ^,^y^"f

e^> winning first and specialfor best m show. In St. Bernards Othello

sick and could not come, which was a

aw^rT'"^'"^"*
^"^ "''"^- ^^'^^ ^'^ ^h*^

MaStlflfe-OPEN, DOOS.
Chappie, F. C. H. Manns
Master Herman Moehl.

I ILToJ
."PKN, BITCHES.

1. Madamoiselle, C. W. Bell.

, r» „. PUPPIES.
I Dan, Charles H. Strau.ss.
2. Queen. I. A. Bevis.

llon«rh-eoated St. Hei-nards-OPE.N, i,or,s
I Othello, J. c. Guillot.

I' MlrZ^r" *'"*«^'' ^' '^ Anderson.

nefs
^""'"•"«" Zoological Garden Ken-

v. Hector II, W. Stribley.

, M„,u ,. „ OPEN, BITCHES.
I Narka, f; B. <fe o. w. pfau.
. „. . HITPPIES.
1. Cincinnatus, A. Uetrecht.
2. Chequasset I.ucretia. Gustave Fox
3. Queen City Belle, John H. I.ucke

.Smooth-coated St. Bernards-OPKN doc.s
' ^

KemSs.''
^'"'^"•"«'' Zoological Garden

' ^SuSr"'' ^"'•^'""af^'oological Garden
3- Vmco, S. Wheatfield.
v. Chamounix, R. w. Mc<;regor.
. o ^, I'UPPlES.
I. Guess Not^Ancientand Modern Kennels

«59

3-

v.

2.

I.

2.

I.

2.

I.

2.

3.

E. M. Mayer.
Newfound lands-PiPPiEs

Withheld.
Rover, W. H.Seymour.

<ireat Danes—Open, ihm:s.
Fritz, J. c. I.inern.an.
Hans, J. N. Vandyke.
King, Henry Barehinger.

tiers'.

^'"'''*""'*'' Zoological Garden Ken

., . _. OPE.V, BITCHES.
Herta. Charles Fleischman
Columbian Nell. Rockwood Kennels

I- Jeff, s. L. Anderson.

n^i w ''^'''''iKS-BITCHES.

Danhn^'^u ^*"'i'
««^kwood Kennels,uaphne, F. h. Anderson.

DeephoundM-OpR.v, ixxis.
I. Jack, Charles Fleischman.

. T 1 . • J
OPEN, BITCHES.

I Udybird, Charles Flei.schman.

Cireyhounds-CHALLENc; ixxis
I. .Master Rich, Rockwood Kennels
. „. „ ^"AL1,EN«:e, BITCHES.
I. Miss Rare, Rockwood Kennels
, _ , ^

OPEN. I>OGS.
1. Salvator, Rockwood Kennels
2. Romeo, K. p. Rogers
3. Kentucky Blue, Rockwood Kennels
v. Vampa, G. R. Vanderwee.

, M71 I , J.
OPKN, BITCHES.

I. Wild Idle, Rockwood Kennels.
.^. ,

ffl'PIKS—IHXJS.
I. Salvator, Rockwoo<l Kennels.

PC PPIKS—BITCHES
Wild Idle, Rockwood Kenn'eis.
Columbia Daphne. F. S. Anderson.

I'olnters—Open, docs.
Dixie. Miss F. K. Turner
Pride of the Kennel, John H I iwJohnny, F. Weinheimer. ' '

.- , , ^ OPEN, BITCHES.
Mel, John H. Law.

KugrllHh Setters-OPEN ix)<;s
Ben Hur, Wallingford & Biddl'e.
Count B., Joe B. Fenley
Dash B.. Joe B. Fenley
Kentuck Dash, Wallingford & BiddleD,ck Cambridge, F. wfinheimer
XT 11 ,^ , °''''-^' B'TCHES.
NellQ., I.. A. Querner.
I.ucile Hill, Wallingford & Bi.ldle.Maggie P., John H. Law
„ PUPPIES.
Beauty B., Joe B. Fenley.

IrlMh Setters—ope.v, ikk;r
I Major C, Henry Pohlman. '

2. Peter H., Tom Haniia.
<^PKN. BITCHES.

J. Queen, W.J. Wal.sh
2. Beauty Belfe, J. p. Heister.

Gordon SetterH-OPEN r>o<;s

2. Gro.irK"Si^g''"' Kockwood Kennels.

Irish Water Spanlels-OPEN ikigs
I. Irish Pat, Hall & Rockwell.

„. , ,
OPEN, BITCHES

I Biddy, Hall & Rockwell.
PUPPIES.

I. Hunter, Hall & Rockwell.
Field Spanlels-OPEN, dogs

1. .Sir Walter Scott, H. H. McRaeDOGS AND BITCHES (other that! blackl
'

''ern'^K^e^!;^?.'
"''"''"' ^"--t'tVMon-

OPEN, BITCHES
I. What Not, Ancient and .Modern Kennels

,«!. ...
PUPPIES.

I. What Not, Ancient and Modern Kennels
Cocker Spanlels-CHALLENGE, do<;s

• King of Obos, Ancient and Modern Kennels
. T c . CHALLENGE. DOGS

'^""^IS

I I Say, Ancient and Modern Kennels
. «r J, •

OPEN, DO<;s.

^n ^^'^' "^"^'^"^ "'"^ M<^"n Ken-

2. Woodland Duck, Ancient and Modern Ken-

, D . .
*^PEN, BITCHES.

I'
?"^>'' Ancient and Modern Kennels

2. Lady Ooo, Ancient and Modern Kennels
, _, ,, ^ PUPPIES—DOtJS.
I. Woodland Dick, Ancient and Modern Ken-

'
^n^s'""^

^"^''' Ancient and Modern Ken-

. n^n. -r..
.POPPIES-BITCHES.

1 Bell g Girl, Ancient and Modern Kennels.

Ueafirles—Open, dogs.
1. Dan, K. L. Fox.
2. Levi, C. L. Hummler.
3. King William, A J. Fox.

. . • „ OPEN, BITCHES.
I Jennie, B. L. lox.

PUPPIES.
I. Kmg William. A. J. Fox.

C.olIleH—Open, dogs.
'

mL^"/'*'';^''.?" "'•-'»»»" Hawkes.
~

1 ii ;^' A Christnian.

L f^M'** '^'"ce, James HeekinMack, C. A. Christnian.

SifkenS'^H ^A*^ ll"***'^*''
Garden Kennels

H.Shepl^AVbm'Solz.^""""'^-

, T ^ n OPEN, BITCHES,
I. Lady Bruce, C. A. Christnian

.... PUPPIES.
1. Juliet, C. A. Christman.

1*1111 Do«:s—Open, do<;s
2. Buck, A. S. While.

Bull Terrlers-CHALLENGE, Docis
I. Dufferin, W. J. Bryson.

. „ . „ OPEN, DOGS.
:. Frisco, R. p. Buchanan.
, J ^ ^ OPEN, BITCHES.
I. La'ly, George Barkan.
„ r^ .

PUPPIES.
Fay of Bagdad, H. M. Caldwell.
Queen, (,eorge Le Boutillier.

Fox Terrlers-OPEN, dogs.
I. tieneral Grant, Henry Lackman.
. Dl .

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Blemtoii Lulu, K. c. Reidinger.
2. Lucy Belle. H. Lackman.
3. Vic, W. Lee.

Hlack and Tan Terriers.

, HoK
^^P*^^ I»<^'S AND BITCHES.

I. Babe, George B. Marshall
YorkshliH, Terrlers-OPEN, .xx;s& bitches

I. redely. James Farley.
PVWlKH,

I. Teddy II, James Farley.
Toy Torrlers-OPEN, dogs and bitches
I. Midget, J. A. Roe.sch.

Pugrs—Challen<;e, ikk.s.
I. «»>trharts Cashier, Kberhart Pug Kennels
. ,,. . „ OPEN, DO<;s.
1. Dixie, C. L. Connors.

3.- S,'"a1?;['^lVz.*'^'"'-''"^' ^"« '^--'-

. ». K . ..
OPEN. BITCHES.

K-f.MHA- ''•'^^^"^'^'I'n* Kennels.

WHAT IS TYPE?

I.

2.

{

. ^,' -•"-••"» I ruj^ ivciineis.

fIT,^
K., Kberharl Pug Kennels.

- S^Mt'*^M'.**'^*'"'"'^^»*"K Kennels.

1.

2.

I.

2.

3

V.

I.

2.

3-

3- Lilly hog, .Mrs. .Mary S. hunK
v. Mossy, K. S. Warke.

r^ T ..
PI PPIES—DO<;s.

Grit, (.ano Hazeu
Kbcrharts Hustler, Kberhart Pug Kennels

PLP1-IES-B1TCHE.S.
Peggy Pryde, Kberhart Pug KennelsLady Bijou, Miss Marie B. Marti"Cora Hope, C. L. Connors.

French Poodles-o.EN, do«;s and bitches
1. Withheld.

^

2. Pans, C. F. Widman.
puppies.

1. Pans, C. F. Widman
2. Withheld.
3. Miss Lucy, Mrs. Steiner.

Miss Tiff>'. Mrs. .Meiiier.

Italian «reyhounds-OpEN, d<xjs
Prince, f:. J. Knglehardt.

2. U.n Pedro, L S. Anderson.
open, bitches.

1. Lavender, J. S. Rockwell.
2. Chalhs. J FInglehart.
3- Victoria, J. Knglehart.
v. Jewel, J. F:iigleliart.

Klora II, J s. Rockwell.

,. ,
PUPPIES.

I. Rick, J. F:nglehart.
- Shot, J. Knglehart.
- }y*^^°' } ^- Rockwell,
v. Tot, J. S. Rockwell.

Bob, J s. Rockwell.

.Mlst-ellaneous-Dor.s ani> bitches
I. Koko (Japanese pug). A. .Meininirer
, /Hans (Dachshund) G. p. Tippe Ser(Jake rnachshund.. G. p. T.,Kauer

Specials.

Italian greyhounds, J. F:nKlehardtRe^f."un-owned in Cincinnati. Sir W.nUtTSco.fn I
^'1

Kennels he«f!^^^^^'^
^''^ P"8**- ^heihart Pug

spa. e bUch I Sal'-'l^^ri
""" ''^'^^ "'^ke?

Master R^h and Mi^s trlX^:!
greyh^^^^,

hound, Lavenaer: best bull terrier n.?ff^"*'^-

Scott best Jj; J^^l- 'I'''''
spaniel. Sir Walter

Snt B.
P*" '''"^''^'^ '^""''- »a«h B. and

•-«—
A Drunkai-d's Faithful I>oir.

Shknandoah, October 12.—Late last
night Engineer William Amor, of the night er-press train, bound for Shamokin. saw an objecton the track ahead. He immediately reversed
his engine and succeeded in stopping his traina distance away. The fireman got off to remove
the obstacle. When he approached he found
that It was a ferocious bull dog Ivin? hv hi.

fc^^" ™^''"' ^'^^ lay across th^e S as^eJp
?h/fi. *^ was very vicious, and made a sprinef^r

that L^f- " was proposed to shoot the doe but

An Answer to a Question That Has OftBeen the Subject of Argument.
From the Fox Terrier Chronicle.

What is type ? Is it a combination of
Character, expression, style and smart-
ness, or has it nothing to do with these
qualities, but means simply conforma-
tion ? We most certainly opine it to be
the latter. If we apply the word type as
a descriptive term to anything outside
the terrier world, we mean by the "right
type" or the 'wrong type," a horse, a
machine or anything else fashioned ac-
cording to accepted ideas and a standard
of excellence universally acknowledged
as correct by competent and interested
authorities. We know that some fox
terrier nie.i hold different opinions tothese, and apply the tenn type to anydog possessing in a marked degree ter-
rier character. This we most respect-
fully beg to differ from, and to maintain
that a dog may be of the right type andyet not possess character in its fulled andoest sense.
Let our readers closely studv the Fox

tTon'n? H^"'r°'^" ^.^ points and descrip
t on of the fox terner. If that descrip-
tion IS correct, dogs like Lucifer, HuntonPrince and Result are the right ty^
that IS fashioned more after the "cov'than the "racer" pattern, the latter be-ing quite an innovation of late years,and

not have been seen on our benches. Ut
t not for one moment be thouglt thathese lines are written in depreciation ofthe <racy" terner. What we wish tonlake quite clear is that the Fox Terrier

whirh'^fS
""""^ ""^^ ^•',''°'^^ upon lineswhich differ very considerably from doesthat are winning-and most deservedlv

vvinning--to (lay, but which if we takethat standard as a description of a "per-fect terner have no right whatever toto be called "typical."
*" 10

wl3!'i7^^T"°'^°"^'^^°'"^ amongst uswho have ieanings-and perhaps long-ings-towards the Richmond Jacks andBurbidge's Nettles of a bygoi/e decadeand maybe a few of us regret that thetaste for fronts, liberty and facing shotdders has resulted in an entire chfi.ge nhe pattern (L e. type) of our canine love"But none of us will argue that the terrierof to-day IS not a better dog taken a//
rouficf than his predecessor ami progeni-

.Accepting the change-we may say thegeneral change-as a modified blessingwhi st retaining a penchant for the "ohisort" or type, exemplified by the brace

to is'Thlt .r Y''^ ?""'' "^°^^^' it seemsto IS that the breeders and exhibitors ofo-day have a duty before them, and thats to carefiillv watch that the iiinova ion
IS no carnecl still further, and that hesize, leggmess and length of body of the

furUf.7/
'^^

^T'^ ''°^« "«' ^iveJge s U
^"nl it ?"' u ''^^ "?^y "°^ ^ called theold type" which, till our only acknowl-

cS'the^r' ^ ''''''''' --t stmUcalled the correct one. We have seenmany recent winners who have trans-gressed in this direction, hence the ex-pression of our fears upon this point Upto to-day httle harm lias been done bu?we must not go any further in the "racng direction or the good work of theast ten years will be quite upset. Our

anTof'^r ^"*'" '^') ""°"S^ »«^ for

work
P"'-P««es of their legitimate

To add to their size then, to make themhigher on the leg and longer in bodywith an Idea of still further impro^hfgthem, would be entirely wrong, and couldonly end i„ disaster and an entire loss ofthe type which modified already, wouldthen be entirely lost. That there is asuspicion of danger in this direction all

A^.u''^
aware; and we cannot betterend these lines than by imploring breed-ers a„d judges alike to "g^o in"^for theold and correct type," made more

beautiful, more sniartf more attraXeand more thoroughbre.l looking by the

K ? "^:?^ «"^^ shoulders, Quarters
liberty and style that the cr;>s4s of rel

f^^iH^r"?
bave given us the material and

tacihties for producing.
• »

-"Bear," the old dog that went so

Tasf fate'f^.T' ^""'l
^'^^^ Greely.^on Ihatlast fatefu trip, when many star^'ed todeath, IS sti alive and owned by LWmander Gridley, of Erie. Pa
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BISCUITS AND BROTH.

From Our Own Correspondent.

IX)NDON, EiiKlaiul, Oct. 10.—The Land
o'Cakes h.is been the cry this week, for

the twelfth annual show of the Scotti.sh

Kennel Club has been on at Edinburgh.

The entry was an excellent one, there

being over one thousand different dogs

on the benches. In all there were 1400

entries. A win at this show now counts

as greatly as one at Hirniingham or the

K. C.'sown shows, and a dog can win

his championship at this northern exhi-

bition. The attendance was better than

ever, but the dinner did not go off so

well, for Mr. President ranmure Gor-

don's presence was missed.

Wlieneverthe president of the Scottish

K. C. goes north he always receives a

great welcome from the doggy Scotchmen
whom he has done so much good for.

As you are aware at the present time,

Mr. Oonlon is in the vStates, so Edin-

burgh had to do without him this week.

The chair at the dinner was, however,

taken by Sir Walter Hamilton Dalrym-

ple, bart, and he did his best to keep the

company well together.

The unfortunate affair of the week has

been a serious accident to Mr. Everett

Millais, who, while working in his ken-

nel so badly injured his knee that speci-

alists are of an opinion that he will not

be able to put it to much use for twelve

months. Such is a serious thing, and I

am sure all who know him will greatly

sympathize with the patient. Mr. Mil-

lais is a most energetic gentleman, and

has been for some time shooting in Scot-

land. By the way, I hear of a new work
in the press by Mr. Millais. It has to do

with the game birds of England.

Spratts send me the news that they

have just shipped a St. Heruard bitch

this week to the States. This one. Lady
Rosse by name, was owned by Mr. H. O.

Millies, of Bradford, while her new pro-

prietor's name is Mr. H. Bows, Salt Lake
City. Inuther particulars I am unable to

give at this moment.

^XX^
There seems to be a bit of a move in

i')alm.ilians, and that great enthusia.st in

the breed, Mr. Hugo Droesse, has just

parted with two of his best in Champion
Berolina and Doucaster Beauty. The
latter has been purchased by Mr. Megson,

"the collie king," who always had a

great fancy for the breed. I think it was

Treasure he used to own, and a grand

specimen it was, too. .Some time ago I

heard of some Dalmatians going to be

broken. Whether anything has come of

it I have not yet heard. I should say

that it will be some time before they can

gel the nose on them, they having been

bred anyhow in Ivngland for many years.

boy can lead four greyhounds along a

pavement, but on his peril must not lead

four terriers or collies without the poor

brutes are muzzled up to their ears. The
law as it at present stands is laughable,

and goes far to demonstrate there is one

law for the rich and another for the poor.

-^xx-

Cub hunting is now in full swing, and

one pack of hounds had a very narrow

escape from total destruction this week.

It was the old, old story of the iron road

and the iron horse, for the hounds were

on the line when an express train dashed

by. and had it not been for the presence

of mind of the huntsman, who tally-hoed

his hounds and so got them clear, there

would be a different tale to tell to-day.

One bitch—a very valuable one—was
killed.

^XX^
The Barzois at Edinburgh were headed

by the new dog Hvat, but it is generally

conceded he is not quite good enough to

beat Korotai, who was second to him. It

is strange that we do not see Krilutt on

the bench now. Surely his owner has

not made up her mind to let him lose his

sweetness on the desert air ! As a matter

of fact, I think there need be no reason

for keeping him back, for he is about as

good, and perhaps a little better, than

any we have yet seen on the bench in

England.
^XX^

The new lot of Barzois imported by her

Grace the Duchess of New Castle are

white with lemon marking, and Mus-

grave, whom I met this week, tells me
thev are a very good lot. I have long

since heard that the Duchess has ex-

pressed herself in no half-meaning man-

ner, that she meant to have the^best, and

it seems that she means to keep up to

her word.
-^XX^

I was told by a noted gentleman from

Russia the other day who knows a bit

about the prices asked for the best Bar-

zois and am told that I2500 is no uncom-
mon figure.

-*-xx-*-

About the most salable article in the

dog line in England just now is a Clum-

l)er spaniel. I am sorry to say that there

are very few good bitches, and people do

not have the best of luck in breeding.

Somehow or the other the Clumber is not

so popular with the great owners of prop-

erty in England. In these days of battue

shooting and driving dogs are not re-

quired, and perhaps this is the real cause

of their not being such a lot of good dogs

in non-exhibition kennels.

^xx-

A couple of weeks ago I remarked that

I did not think that Glasgow could carry

a brace of d«)g clubs. It appears I was

not far from being right, for the rival

clubs on the Clyde have buried the

hatchet, shaken haiwls and made friends.

Now we shall hear great things about the

Cilasgow dogmen, and very likely a show
every six months will be the conse-

quence.
k++.

An Irish corresi)ondent to the Fanciers'

Gazette says that ihree brace of Irish ter-

riers have just been shipped to Canada.

Tluse terriers should prove themselves

useful for rough and tumble work. Some
time ago I wrote that the Dublin people

were going in for coursing with Irish ter-

riers with a will, and I am sorry to say

that we are hearing more and more about

it every day.

The muzzling order is in full force in

some places in England now, and a pe-

culiar case has just been heard by the

magistrates at Manchester. It seems

that a boy was out exercising four grey-

hounds, which were muzzleless. The
owner was summoned, but the bench

could not do anything save dismiss the

case, because these were sporting dogs,

hounds or greyhounds out at exercise,

and these are exempt.

What a miserable fiasco after all ! A

Sussex spaniels again are but in few

han<ls, and there are only a couple of

prominent exhibition kennels. I should

say Mr. Moses Woolland owns about the

best, and his kennels contain a large

number of them, too. Mr. Woolland is

not a pot-hunter, and it is seldom we see

a dog of his but at an important show.

Mr. Tom Stretch had a big entry of

collies to judge at Edinburgh, there be-

ing no less than 181 entries in this sec-

tion. In the open class Sefton Hero won
from Stracathro Ralph, but many were

of an opinion that the award should have

l)een reversed. In open bitches there

were fifteen nominations. Mr. Diggle's

Lady Christopher, a very grand one, win-

ning from Mr. Galway's Erin-go-bragh.

Then Mr. Megson's Gavotte, third, is

not thought much about because she is

small and weedy. Stracathro Ralph was

the best dog in Scotland, and Mr. Pol-

lock's Ormskirk Milkmaid the best bitch.

The beautiful Sefton Grace won the

President's Cup, and Sefton Hero, from

the same kennel, secured the Stracathro

Challenge Cup.

To-day is the last day for entering for

the Crystal Palace, and from what I can

hear the entry is an immense one. There

can be no doubt about the popularity of

the C. P. shows, although often it takes

one a long time to get there. The attend-

ance is always very great, and as the

coming show is being well advertised,

this time it will be no exception.

Next Monday the Dairy show opens at

the Royal Agricultural Hall, London. In

the cattle department, however, there

I will be a great falling off, for in conse-

quence of pleuro-pneumonia all cattle

once they arrive in this country cannot

be removed out of it alive. So the Dairy

show this year will have to do without

outside stock, but arrangements for work-

ing dairies and such like attractions have

been made, and these will draw the pub-

lic. The poultry and pigeon shows are

of course of a very important nature. By
the way, that well-known dog judge, Mr.

Fred Gresham, will make the awards in

the pointer classes. Poor Sir Fred !

There are sheep dog trials all over the

country, or perhaps I ought to write

principality—for in Wales they are going

at it hot and strong. Now the members
of the Northern and Midland Collie Club

are going in for these tests I hope to find

sheepdog trials getting more and more
popular every day. It seems that that

veteran admirer and judge of the collie,

Mr. W. W. Thomson, claims to be the

first member of the Collie Club who en-

tered for and won a stake with a collie

of his own breeding, and I hope he will

still use all his influence to shove trials to

the front, for they will make the collie

unusually popular.

Mr. Charles Wheeler was judging at

trials this week again. Rhyader was the

spot, and this place is close to Llanidloes,

where they also go in for them greatly
;

in fact, as I have over and over written.

Central Wales is the home of trialing. It

however must be said that the dogs from

a show point of view are not over good

looking, for the mountain sheep dog is

generally a small smooth, and it is won-
derful how they manage to collect a

flock scattered over such a great area in

the time they do.

The Earl of Shannon is still on the

buy in the Irish terrier section, and ac-

cording to the Stock-Keeper has written

his biggest I. T. check for Baronet and

Bodice, lately owned by Mr. Pratt. This

is a good brace of bitches, and should

prove of much service to their noble

owner, who is gomg in for the breed with

all the ardor and sincerity of an Irish

gentleman and sportsman. I do hope

he will use his influence and prevent

coursers making a laughing stook of the

national terrier of Erin.

Her Royal Highness Princess Louise

(Marchioness of Lome) has gone it seems,

in for some fox terriers and of the best

blood, too, for she has purchased Ebor
Enrichment and Panel, both well-known

winners on the bench. She must have

paid a fair price for them, too, for they

cost Mr. Cecil Paget a considerable

amount. Elwr Enrichment was exhibited

by Mr. Monson, of York, with success,

and Mr. Vincent H. Thomas, of Carmar-

then, scored considerably with her. Mr.

Cecil Paget claimed her at Gloster at the

catalogue price.

^XX^
Some of our Continental friends pro-

pose having a cut at Airedale terriers,

and two or three have just been sent over

the channel. In the Ardenes there is

excellent otter hunting, if the natives

only went in for it ; in fact, while in Bel-

gium the other day an Englishman re-

marked that he meant to import a pack

of hounds. It is a pity that such sport

should go a begging in such a lovely

spot. With two or three couples of

hounds, a brace or two of Airedales and

a brace of smaller terriers a lot of sport

can be had, providing the water is not

too high.

^xx-^

The Fox Terrier Club show will be

held again at Oxford and February 17

and 18 are the dates fixed. Let us hope

the attendance will be better than at the

last show. It was really heart-breaking,

and I am further told that the club is

considerably out of pocket over that ven-

ture.

^XX^
The first London greyhound sale of

the season took place last Saturday, but

it was not of a very important order,

only twenty-two lots Ijeing in the cata-

logue. No' great prices were made.

The commencement of pheasant shoot-

ing has been fairly general in England,

although many owners of big shoots are

biding their time before they get among
the long tails. Cub hunting, as I have

before remarked, is in full swing, but it

cannot be said the same is very pleasant

as yet, for in consequence of the back-

wardness of the season the fences are

full of growth, and many a bad fall for

man and horse has been the consequence.

But collar bones are made to be broken,

and we cannot expect to have all pleas-

ure and no pain.

^XX^
The next municipal year in the city of

London I think will be a very sporting

one, for the Lord Mayor-elect (Alderman

Evans) is a good sport and a late master

of foxhounds, therefore this man, with

the love of the case in his soul, will be

sure to give his fox-hunting friends a

treat in some way or the other. Indeed,

he has given us to understand that he

will entertain them at the Mansion House

to a hunt ball. I am not over well up in

the traditions of the chief magistrates of

the city of London in years gone by, but

I think that a ball in pink and while will

be a novelty.

And long may fox hunting reign on

these islands ; for, depend upon it, 'tis a

poor game when the amusements of the

well-to-do people are put an end to. They
then will have fun some way or another,

and money is required to keep the mare
agoing. If they cannot have fox hunting

here, they will go somewhere else with

the money to get enjoyment. However,

I hope, now that we are to have a fox-

hunting Lord Mayor, that the season will

be an open one, that Jack Frost will keep

within his doors and that there will be

good sport on every hand.

-^XX^
The new and doggy, or let me write

"houndy," Lord Mayor was born at

Llantrissant, in Glamorganshire, and

many a time, I should say, must have

heard the lovely notes of those rough-

coated fox hounds to be found in that

country. And useful hounds they are,

too, for that country, for it is not a fast

one, and their ringing and melodious

note is enough to make any man fall iu

love with them.
^XX^

The English secretary of the Irish Ter-

rier Club, Mr. Barnett, whose elongated

"figger" is known to most show people

who visit shows here, exhibited pigs at

the High Wycoml)e show last week, and

his sow won, too, although we are not

told bv the judges whether the porcine

scored in coat, front or color, length of

head or make of body. Still, an animal

must be* of a good sort to win at a show
nowadays, and Mr. Barnett, whose name
will be forever associated with the un-

cropped Bachelor, has been congratu-

late<fon his success all around.

^XX^
A large show is to lie held at Barnet

the week after the Crystal Palace show.

I am afraid it runs ralher close on the

Sydenham fixture, which is a three-days'

event, and only the other side of London.
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A DOG SAVES 'GRANNY'S" LIFE.

The A«ed Feminine Hermit Paralyzed,

but Not Friendless.

WiLKESBARRE. Pa., Oct. 15.—Dick, a

big Newfoundland dog, has just saved

the life of his ninety-two-year old mis-

tress, "Granny" Farrell, a hermit near

Sturmerville, in a most peculiar manner.

A widow for thirty-one years, the old

lady has long made a practice of locking

herself in her cottage the last of Septem-

ber, barring the doors and shutters and

remaining a recluse with no light but

that from candles until spring. She did

so this fall, having laid in full winter

supplies.

With "granny" was the big dog Dick.

On Saturday last he went to the house of

the nearest neighbors, the Lackeys, and

barked and whined so that they went

home with him. They broke in the door

and found "Granny" paralyzed upon her

bed. Even now the doctor hardly hopes

to prolong her life. But Dick, with such

a hope evidently in view, had dug out

through the underpinning of the house

above the cellar and summoned the

neighbors to her rescue.

• '

—A local dog fancier has given a point-

er of his the euphonious title "Index."

THE AIREDALE TERRIER.

Their Home and Birthplace and Maa*
ner of Breaking Them.

Alexander Walker in Fanciers' Gazette.

Airedale terrier as a name for this ex-

tremely useful and popular breed of dog
is most appropriate, for undoubtedly it

is in Yorkshire, especially the West
Riding, where most of them are kept and
bred, though Lancashire, as usual, is a

worthy rival. The Airedale Valley claims

them as its special protege, and, as the

name implies, it is acknowledged as their

home and birthplace. This valley is sit-

uated in the very heart of the county
where they are most popular. They are

also in favor in the neighborhood known
as the Home District,namely, the Whar'fe-

dale Valley, Calder Vale, Spen Valley

and Colne Vale. It is about the Airedale

Valley that the most important towns are

built, and the greatest population reside,

hence the name of Airedale. As to their

right to use the honored appendage of

"terrier" few people will dispute it, for

they are so full of what experts acknowl-

edge to be the essential points constitut-

ing a terrier, namely, shape, make, coat,

character and expression, that several of

them, such as Champion Rover III, Venus
and Vixen, have had the honor of win-

ning the special prize at important shows
for the best_ dog present of any breed,

and at other times for the "liest terrier."

Nine of them, as a team, had the honor,
with several judges, of beating fifteen
other teams of .sporting and non-sporting
dogs for the best team, at a large show,
under Kennel Club rules. These and
other performances prove their right to
be called terriers.

It is about these cultured valleys, with
their broad running streams, beautiful,
rugged and woo<led hills, topped with
miles of moorland, that almost every
celebrated Airedale terrier has been bred,
including l)oth show dogs and workers

;

showing that the best strains of blood are
in this locality. And it is here where
the strongest rivalry exists as to who can
have or breed the best worker in all its

branches, on land or water ; for their
owners are as proud of their working
qualities as they are of their good points
fx)r the show bench. Only those who
have seen the enthusiasm and competi-
tion at the numerous annual dog shows
held in these valleys can form an approx-
imate idea of the esteem in which these
enthusiastic fanciers hold their "tykes,"
especially at shows such as Bingley,
Keighley, Halifax,Heckmondwike,Cleck-
heaton and Otley. For years at Otley
there have been about 120 Airedales en-
tered in five classes.

Their general popularity in almost all

parts may be inferred from the fact that
most shows provide several classes for
them, including Scotland and Ireland.
In the neighl)orhood of London they
have of late been so much in request that,

at the great terrier show, Mr. Cruft pro-
vided about a dozen classes for them, in-

cluding local classes. The working
qualities and utility, more than the
beauty, of this dog, are largely the cause
of the favor in which the Airedale is held,
for although their color is very similar to
those beautiful pet dogs (Yorkshire ter-

riers) so much admired by ladies, Aire-
dale coats are so much harder and shorter,
added to their well-proportioned, lithe
•uid active, but powerfully knit frame,
that it gives them such a rough and
ready, wear and tear, varminty appear-
ance, that perhaps only a lover of rough
hard-haired terriers can fully appreciate
them, though any admirer of a quaint
rugged animal would love them. Their
sagacity and utility would win favor from
all who spent much tmie with them, for
they have been aptly nick-named "Jack
of all trades," and certainly there is

scarcely anything a dog their size can do
that they cannot. They are easily broken
to work with both ferrets and nets, and
their grand nose and steady perseverance
enables them to hunt either game or ver-
min, large or small, on land and water.
Their patience when waiting for the fer-

rets, making their prey bolt and their good
speed and lasting power, combined with
retrieving abilities, making them, when

broken to the gun, as many of them are,
probably the most useful dog all round
anyone can have.
They are such a splendid companion,

full of frolic and energy, yet easy to keep
under control and to heel. Always ready
for a bit of life and sport, yet good tem-
pered to man or beast in crowded thor-
oughfare or quiet country lane if not
roused in self-defense or for the protection
of life and property. When roused they
are game or courageous, and are as good
house, yard or chain dogs as can* be
found. No more faithful friend or saga-
cious guard can be found. Their robust
constitution enables them to stand any
reasonable amount of hard work in all

circumstances, for the proper coat of an
Airedale is such as will not fatigue him
iusumnur, yet sufficient to keep him
warm in winter. These good qualities
make them suitable for any country and
any climate, as many people in India,
America, Australia and the Continent
have found out to their great joy and de-
light.

Regarding size, like bull terriers, they
vary very much, so that most people can
procure one suitable in size for their re-
quirements. Some very small ones are
about thirty pounds in weight, and very
large ones nearly sixty pounds, but for
show purposes most people think the
best weight for a dog is a little over forty
pounds and bitches proportionately less.

More or less weight is not so important
as shape, make, expression, activity and
stamina. Extremely large or small ones
are very properly seldom appreciated at
shows, as most judges and fanciers pre-
fer them uniform in size. The small
ones are frequently either weedy or ap-
proach the old FvUglish terrier in an ob-
jectionable way. Very large ones, on the
other hand, are generally either heavy
and sluggish or leggy and light, lacking
terrier character and expression. Per-
sonally I like a dog forty-five pounds and
bitch less in proportion.

Airedale should have a long straight
face, with a varmint expression, flat skull,
only moderate width between the ears,
tapering towards the eyes. Small drop
ears, set well up and V-shaped

; cheeks
deep, strong and rather flat ; eyes small
dark and slightly almond-shaped

; jaw a
goo<l length, strong, well filled up under
the eyes, free from lippiness and flews;
teeth strong and even, clean in chap and
carried well back. Neck rather long,
racy and muscular, well set back into a
pair of flat sloping shoulders, rather nar-
row at points; chest narrow but deep,
well let down in brisket ; straight front
legs, good bone, strong in pasterns, small
feet, with good pads. Well-sprung ribs,

short back, strong loin, with liberty
; a

very .slight roach not objectionable, stern
set well up and carried rather gay. Hind-
quarters strong, with good second thighs
and well bent stifles, hocks let well down.
Coat straight, close, hard and dense,
moderate iu length, with very little feather
on legs, and not over rough on head.
Best color is dark blue or steel grizzle.

Good bright tan on le^s and head, run-
ning a little up both hind and fore quar-
ters and breast points. Exact markings
are not of so much importance as the
other points, for they do not assist the
dogs to do their work, and they are es-

sentially a rough and ready working
dog. Shape, make, character, activity
and stamina are most important.

Hoodwinktug DogH.

When compelled to travel all night
the Siberian natives always make a practice of
stopping just before sunrise and allowing their

dogs to go to sleep. They argue that if the dog
goes to sleep while it is yet dark and wakes up
in an hour and finds the sun shining he will sup-
pose he had a full night's rest, and will travel

all day without thinking of being tired. One or
even two hours' stop at any other time is perfect-

ly useless, as the dogs will be uncontrollable

from that time forward until they are permicted
to take what they think a full allowance of
sleep.

I

A Sure Sign of Death.
"A dog howled under our window at night.

We heard him and held our breath.

And faces and lips at once grew white,

And they said, 'There will be a death.' "

".And was there a death?" asked the listener

pale

;

"Say whether there was or not."

"There was." said the man who told the tale,

"The dog died on the spot. "

—Shooting Times.

The pcoTTisH Terrier.

F. Gresham in Shooting Times.

A terrier that has lately come very

much into fashion is the Scottish terrier,

and with good reason, for not only is he
a nice companion but his adaptability for

work on all sorts of vermin is unsurpassed

by any other breed of terriers. Vero
Shaw in the "Illustrated Book of the

Dog" says in his chapter on the Scot-

tish terrier : "It is more than likely-

that the subject of this chapter was the

original terrier of Scotland, from the fact

that the hard, short coat could not have
been produced from the Skye or any
other longer haired variety without the

presence of a smooth-coated dog."
A few years ago the status of the ter-

rier in question trembled in the balance

when it was argued by some doggy peo-

ple on the other side of the border that

the Scottish terrier was only a Skye in

disguise, and that the shorter coat was
due to selection of work rather than to a
difference in the breed. In the end, how-
ever, the admirers of the little die hard
triumphed and at once set to work to
make such a distinction between the
Scottish terrier and the Skye that there
should never again be the slightest sus-
picion that they were one and the same
breed. From this time, whilst breeders
of Skye terriers were endeavoring to
produce them longer iu body and coat,
the object of those of the Scottish was to
get them shorter in both these properties,
so that in the year of grace 1891 there is

as much difference between the Skve
terrier and the Scottish as there is be-
tween the Daiidie Dinmont and the Bed-
lington terrier.

The shape of the Scottish terrier ren-
ders it most suitable for the work it has
to do in its native country ; its immense
power for its size and strength of jaw
enables it to deal with foxes, badgers and
wild cats which it comes across amongst
the rocks and boulders in the High-
lands. It is on this account that it is the
favorite terrier of the Crofters, from
whom the descendants of almost all the
best of the Scottish terriers we now have
were obtained.
Much credit is due to the late Captain

Mackey for the way he brought the Scot-
tish terrier to the front .some ten years
ago, searching as he did all over the
most likely parts of Scotland to se-
cure the most perfect specimens from his
point of view, which resulted in his be-
ing able to produce so good a dog as
Dundee, who in his palmy dajs was
probably as perfect a specimen as any
that we have had since, and even now,
at his advanced age, still retains all the
properties that are looked for in the
breed. Mr. Paynton Piggott was one of
the first to introduce the Scottish terrier
into Englaufl, whilst following closely
on his heels came Mr. H. J. Ludlow,
who, at the present time, has the finest
collection that has ever been seen in one
kennel ; Mr. Spellman has al.so a very
good lot. including the Champion Dun-
dee, whilst in Scotland the most prom-
inent owners are Mr. J. A. Adamson,
Mr. J. F. Alexander, Mr. Willie McLeod
and Mr. J. D. McColl. Amongst the
more recent supporters of the breed may
be mentioned Captain Wetheral, who has
quite the eye for the right type, and has
already brought out some good speci-
mens, and also Mr. J. N. Reynard, who
has some exceedingly good dogs.

In general appearance the Scottish ter-
rier is a cobby little dog, well knit to-
gether, and not showing any of the ex-
tra length of body that is apparent in the
Skye or Dandie Dinmont, height about
ten inches and weight about eighteen
pounds. The bitches are smaller than
the dogs, but when breeding is under
consideration they should be kept up to
the standard given, muscular in build,
sharp, keen and intelligent and always
on the lookout for sport.
The head is long in proportion to the

size of the dog and wedge -.shaped,

plenty of room for brains in the skull,
clean in the cheeks, well filled in below
the eyes, with only a very slight stop,
and quite free from topknot, the muzzle
long from the eye to the nose and very
powerful, with strong jaws, the nose
black, the teeth level and larger than
any other dog of its size, the eyes small.

dark in color, somewhat sunk in the
head, and set rather close together, but
full of expression, which is a most im-
portant point ; the ears small without
any fringe and pointed at the top ; if
round at the top it is a great defect and
entirely spoils the character of the dog.
They are carried erect, and should be
tolerably close together ; scini-erect ears
are admissible, but when incompetition
a Scottish terrier with seini-erect ears is

heavily handicapped.
The neck, shoulders, back, loins and

quarters muscular and powerful, with
thighs well developed, legs short and
straight in front witli large bone. A pre-
vailing fault is crooked forelegs, many of
the best specimens being anylliing but
straight, but the last lew years have
shown a decided inipri)vement in this re-
spect. The feet are small, well set up
and somewhat large in pads. The tail is

of medium length and carried gaily but
not too high or over the back ; correct
carriage of stern is as important in the
Scottish teirier as it is in the hound.
Many an otherwise good dog has been
spoilt by a badly carried tail, which alto-
gether spoils the appearance.
The coat dense and very hard and wiry,

not fluffy or soft in any part ; it should
be of medium length and regularly dis-
tributed over the neck, body and tail,

with no frill, topknot, ear lippings or
feather. The most desirable color is the
different shades of brindle, the darker
the better ; some are, however, black,
also sandy, and a litter of pure white has
lately been bred, at the same time no
color is so much sought after as a sound
dark brindle.

Many of the best Scottish terriers of
the day are descended from Rambler,
who carried everything before him on the
show bench about seven years ago. He
was by Bon Accord, out of Splinter II,

the latter a very good bitch bred by Mr.
Paynton Piggott from Rambler. Mr.
Ludlow bred Champion Alister, who in
turn produced Kildee, who now poses as
the champion of champions. Ailsa II,

another very grand bitch, probably the
best we have had. was also by Ranibler,
who has outlived many of his offspring
and now occupies a favored corner as a
valued oensioner in the home circle of
Mr. Ludlow. Mr. Adamson' Roger Rough
and the late C.iptain Mackey's Donolly
Dunotter and Duiiara have all done good
service for the breed.
The best Scottish terriers now before

the public are Mr Ludlow's Champions
Alister and Kildee Kilroy, Brenda, Mirza
and Tronda ; Mr. McLeod's Tiree and
Ashley Plug, Mr. Spellman's Champion
Dundee and Bradeston Toiler. Mr. G.
Stephen's Aberdeen Lassie, Mr. Adam-
son's Ashley Nettle. Ashley Fred II and
Ashley Duchess ; Mr. L. Cr'abtree's High-
land Prince, Captain Wetherall's Staffa
and Rannock, Mr. Alexander's Argyle,
Mr. J. D. McColl's Dunbreek and Dun-
keld, Mr. Bloom field's Armadale, Mr.
Baker's Bannockburn Lady, Mr. Morton
Campbell's Mackintosh and Clariuda and
Mr. Kinnear's Rascal.

GOKDO.N SETTER TKI.\LS.

Report That There Will Not Be Any
ut High Point this Year.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Have heard on very good authority

that there will be no Gordon setter trials

at High Point, N. C, this year. Before
running there must be ten entries and
seven starters. At the closing of the
entries this had not been complied with.
Where are the Gordon setter enthusiasts ?

I can remember the time in England
when Gordons were the most thought of
of all the varieties of .setters.

"CollingWOOD."
New York, October 20, 1891.

A Remarkable Occurrence.

While partridge shooting along the
banks of the Mississippi River young Kllicott

Mowbrey fell into the muddy current along with
a big piece of his father's plantation on which he
had been standing. His pointer, some twenty
feet away, saw the catastrophe and plunged iu
after his master, but was instantly snapped up
by an enormous catfish, which in turn received
a load ofbird shot from Mowbrey's gun, set off
at exactly the righi moment by its owner's
struggles to hold it above the water. The gun
was a remarkably handsome "Greener," and
was eventually saved, as were the catfish and
young Mr. Mowbrey.
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EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.

K

N

Entries for the All-Aged and the Cham-

pion Stakes.

The foUowiug are the entries for the

All Aged and Champion Stakes of the

Eastern l'*ield Trials :

All-Aged Stake-Kutflish SotterM.

AlH>Li'H Dill's Count Olaudstone (Count Noble
— Ruby's Girl), black, white and tan dog,
wlidped Octobf r 29, 1S89.

O. Damon's Corsair (Dan Gladstone—Haidee),
black, white and tau dog, whelped 1S87.

Wallace's Count W. (Count Noble—Jennie
III), black and white dog, whelped July 7,

i.S«9.

N. Wallack'S Maud (Rowdv Rod -Pearl Noble),

Vilack. white and tan bitch, whelped April 21,

1S91.

Gki:knkikl« Hill Kknnki.'s Harry C. (Rwler-
igo—Countess House), black, white and tan
dog, wnelped 18KS.

Hf.rukrt Merkiam's Eve (Gus Bondhu—Royal
Spot), black and white bitch, whelped June 2 ,

iNHy.

John H. & John A. Hunter's Daisy Hunter
(Gath's Hope—Daisy F), orange and while
bitch, whelped April 9, 18S7.

William McKenman, Jr.'s Flight (Paul Glad-
stone—Belle Ward), black, whitt and tan
bitch, whelped April 26, 1891.

Francis S. Brown's F.dge Mark (Skidmore—Flo
Macliu), black, white and tan dog, whelped
1888.

Francis S. Brown's Peg Woffington (Ben Hill-
Nora), black, white and tan, whelped 1888.

Howard Gray's Count Petronella (Roderigo—
Belle of Bridgeport), black, white and tan
bitch, whelped March 13, 18S9.

F. R. Hitchcock's Tory May (Roderigo— Bo-
Peep), black, white and tau bitch, whelped
April, 1889.

BLt^E RiiK>E Kennels' Guenn (Paul Gladstone
—Belle Ward), black, white and tan bitch,

whelped 1888.

Bn'E Ridge Kennels' Countess Rush (Count
Noble—Belle Ward), black, white and tan
bitch, whelped 1888.

Blue Ridge Kknnels' Gossip (Roderigo—Belle
of Piedmont), black, white and tan bitch,

B
whelped April, 1H87

RiiiGWAY'S Ix)u Noble (Count Noble—Alphon-
sine), black, white and tan bitch, whelped
18,89.

F. R. Hitchcock's Tory Lieutenant (Jean Val
Jean—Princess Helen), black and white dog,
w elped January 1S80.

F. R. Hitchcock's Tory Kric (Count Noble—
Fannie W.), black, white and tan dog,
whelped August 30, 18.S7.

George J. Harley's Toy (Paul Gladstone—
Gypsv), black and white dog, whelped June,
18R .

"

George P Jones' Sam R. (Dash Brysou—Daisy's
Hope), black and white dog, whelped Febru-
ary, 1889.

F. J. O'CoNNELL's Donovan (Bob Gates— Fannie
Gladstone), black,white and tan dog, whelped
1888.

W. W. TiTfs' Dick Bondhu (Dashing Bondhu—
Duchess Primrose), black and white dog,
whelped April, 1886.

J. 1. Case's Cigarette (Royal Rod—Clara), black,
white and tan bitch, whelped iJs88.

John Hartman's Alberts Duchess Warwick (Al-

bert—Prince.ss Belton), black, white and tan
bitch.

K W. DtRKKK's Nahmke Philip (Roy Monarch
—Saddlebag.s), orange and white dog,
whelped January 6, 1889.

J. Shelley Hpdson's Dad Wilson, Ir. (Dad Wil-
son—Lit), black, white and tau nog, whelped
April 14, 1888.

J. Shellky Hidson's Dollv Hill (Ben Hill -Dol-
ly S.) black and white hitch, whelped April

27, 1889.

Pierre Lorillari*. Jr.'s Blade (Toledo Blade—
I.ulu C), black, white and tan dog, whelped
May 24, 1889.

PiKRRE Lorillard. Jr.'s Autevolo (Couut Noble
—Prinkett II), liver and white bitch,whelped
September 11, 1889.

Bekt Crane's Natalie (King Noble—Natalie),
black, white and tan bitch, whelped August
13, I8S7-

0. W. DoNNER's Wagtail (Roi d'Or—Belle of
Piedmont), black, white and tan dog, whelp-
rd 1890.

1. W. Smiths Atlanta (Jean Val Jean—Sheena
Van), black, white and tan bitch, whelped
1 888.

J. H. & F. H. Denny's Joe Lewis(Count Noble—
Fannie), black, white and tan dog, whelped
1889.

K. H. Osthaus' Fingal (Toledo Blade—I.ady G),
black, white and tan dog, whelped March
21, 1889.

B. M. Stephenson's Top Mark (Gath's Mark—
Burd Helen), black, white and tan dog,
whelped 18S8.

W. H. Wallace's Pansy Blossom (Rockingham
— P.insy), blue belton bitch, whelped 18H8.

J. M. Avent & Bayard Thayer's Rupert
(Roderigo—Bo Peep), black, white and tan
dog, whelped April 30, 1889.

J. M. Avent & Bayrad Thayer's Orlando (Rod-
erigo—Bo-Peep), black, white and tan dog,
whelped April 30, 1889.

J. M. .\VENT & Bayakd Thayer's Folly (Roder-
igo—Countess House), black, white and tan
bitch, whelped March 13, 1889.

J. .M. Avent & Bayard Thayer'sJU. S. Dan
(Roderigo—Juno A.), black, white and tan
dog, whelped January, 1888.

J. M. .Went & Bayard Thayer's Andy (Jean
Val Jean—Sheena Van), black, white and tan
dog. whelped March 15, 1889.

J. M. Avent & Batard Thayer's Robespierre
I Roderigo—OUie S.), black, whit<> .ind tan
dog. whelped 1890.

Highland Kennels' Betty S. (Roderigo—Bo-
Peep), black, white aud tan bitch, whelped
1886.

J. H. Dager's Lemones (Toledo Blade—l^dyG.),
lemon and white dog, whelped March 21, 1889.

I'olutei'M.

G. W. Amory's Bounce (Bob—Sal), dog, whelp d
February, 1887.

C. C. M. Hunt's Grouse (Mainspring—Swain's
Fly), liver and white dog, whelpea 1S8H.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' Wild
Damon (Damon—Flora), liver and white dog,

whelped 1889.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' Mon-
tray (Tory White— Lafford Pearl), liver and
white bitch, whelped 1889.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'
Croxie Wise (Croxteth-Voung Heulah), lemon
and while bitch, whelped 18S9.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' Maid
of Kent (King of Kent—Hops), liver and
white bitch, whelped 1889.

H. H. Osthaus' Marquis, liver aud white dog,
whelped August 26, 1889.

W. R. Fishel's Don-Fish-Hel (Devonshire Sam-
Nellie Bang), black dog, whelped July 26,

1888.

Hempstead Far.m Kennels' Duke of Hessen
(Luck of Hes.sen—Blarney), liver aud white
dog, whelped i>*R5.

W. Mahone, Jr.'s, Graphic VI (Graphic Dai.sy

II), liver and white dog, whelped 1887.

Watkins Moorman's Dash (Marks—Sappho),
orange and white dog, whelped 1888.

A. L. Sanfords Frank (Duke of Vernon-Royal
Cute), liver and white dog, whtlped Septem-
ber 13, 1888.

James L. Anthony's Beppo IIK Priam—Meally),
liver and white dog, whelped May 26, 1884.

J. R. PURCELL'S Flake of Flockfiuder, Jr (Flock-

finder— Ion), lemon and white bitch, whelped
1888.

J. R. PuRCELL's Nicodemusof Ion (Dick Swive'.-

Itr—Ion), liver and white dog. whelped 1889.

J. R. PuRCELL's Jupiter (Tom Bowline- BelleC),
liver and white dog, whelped 1889

G. Lee Knapps Razzle (Dexter—Seldom), dog.

Champion Stake-Kngllsh Setters.

J. M. Avent & Bayard Thayer's Chance
(Roderigo—Bo-Peep), black, white and tan
dog. whelped 1885.

J. M. Avent & Norvin T. Harris' Antonio
(Roderigo— Bo-Peep), black, white and tau
dog.

W. W. Titus' Daisy Hope (Galhs H pe—Daisy
F.), orange and white bitch, whelped 1887.

J. H. Dager's Toledo Blade (Roderigo—Lillian),
black, white and tan dog, whelped May 20,

1886.

Calikornia Kennel's Sunlit (Sportsraan—
Sweetheart), orange belton bitch, whelped
1886.

Pointers.

Charlottsville Field Trail Kennels' Rip
Rap (King of Kent- Hops), black aud white
ticked dog, whelped 18S8.

B. M. Stephenson's Tribulation (Beppo HI—
I^ss of Bow), liver aud white dog, whelped
188 •.

•'^« —

TWO DOGS.

A Remarkable but True Story of Two
Vlruinla Mastiffs.

From the Philadelphia Times.

My mother was told the following

story by a Mrs. Epps, who lived near our

home in Virginia. It is not a fancy

sketch to plea.se the reader, but is true in

every detail. Mrs. Epps owned a planta-

tion in North Carolina as well as in Vir-

ginia, and was in the habit of going from
one to the other, using her family car-

riage as her conveyance, for that was
before the day of railroads.

On one of these trips from North Caro-

lina back to Virginia, she had with her a

large mastiff, a fierce dog whose very
looks inspired terror in strangers who
came near him. During the journey she
.stopped for the night at a tavern where
there happened to be another large mas-
tiff very much like her own.
When the landlord saw her dog he

asked her to permit him to tie the ani-

mal up so as to keep him away from his
;

he feared that they would tear each other

to pieces. But even while he was speak-
ing his dog came towards the other one,

and their manner of approaching each
other seemed so strange to the landlord

that he concluded to wait and see what
they would do. He said he had never
seen his dog approach another so quietly

before. In fact their actions were of the

friendliest character, for they soon began
to caress and play with each other in the

most remarkably way.
Naturally Mrs. Epps and the tavern-

keeper began to ask questions, each
about the other's dog, and it was devel-

oped that a gentleman in North Carolina

had given them the puppies nearly two
years ago and that the dogs were broth-

ers. Now, did these dogs rememV)er
each other, or was it insiinct that told

them they were brothers ? I cannot de-

cide the que.stion. But I have no-

ticed among my brother's hounds that

those nearly related to each other gener-

ally .«;leep together, and while they often

fight other dogs on the place they do not

fight among themselves.
There is an old saying thac blood will

tell, and perhaps it is true among dogs as

among people.
I

FOR THE ST. BERNARD HOSPICE.

Au Appeal to the St. Bernard I..overs,

Breeders and Exhibitors.

Our attention has been drawn by a

leader in the Daily Telegraph to the sad

intelligence that the St. Bernard Hospice

is languishing for lack of funds. This

institution, from which the dogs take

their name, was founded in Switzerland

over nine hundred years ago, by St. Ber-

nard of Menthou, a native of Savoy,

"whose kind heart being deeply touched

by the dangers to which travelers jour-

neying in winter time over the Mons
Jovis were exposed, led him to establish

cells for a dozen monks on the moun-
tain to which was added a guest house
for belated and invalided wayfarers, and
it is distressing to hear that the unob-
trusive and inoffensive fraternity who
can claim so splendid an historic record

of doing good are impoverished and need
help.
The monks of St. Bernards are bound

by their vows to give gratuitous shelter

and food to all wanderers who seek their

hospitality, but in modern times the con-

vent, durmg the summer, has been a fa-

vorite place of resort for tourists, among
whom English and Americans predomi-
nate. Notwithstanding all the revolu-

tions brought about by railways, it is

estimated that at least twenty thousand
persouf , chiefly belonging to the peasant
class, find their way every year over the
St. Bernard ; and the normal expendi-
ture of the hospice is never less than fifty

thousand francs, or two thousand pounds
.sterling per annum. A variety of causes
seems to have led to the dwindling away
of the annual revenue, and the conse-

quent drifting of the entire institution

into financial embarrassment.
In England and America descendants of

the brave dumb animals which assist the
holy brethren in their human task have
become the favorite companions of a vast

number of dog lovers. To the hearts of

these owners and admirers who take a

pride in the well-being of their canine
friends we appeal on behalf of their

less fortunate relations in their cold home
at the monastery. For the sake of the
faithful dogs and the monks we Ijeg for

contributions which shall help to keep
the roof over their heads, and preserve

an institution which has rendered such
great service to humanity in the past,

and is now in danger of being lost to

future lost travelers for want of financial

assistance. We shall be glad to take
charge of contributions from St. Bernard
men, and all dog lovers, rich and poor,

in America and Great Britain who will

wish to assist in helping so good a cause.

Subscriptions may be addressed to the
editor of the Stock-Keeper, 169 Fleet

Street, E. C.

KKNlS^EIi REGISTER.

IRISH SETTER TRIALS.

The Kntrlen for the All-Agred Stakes
Total l''p Nineteen.

Below are the entries for the All-Aged
Stake of the coming Irish Setter Trials,

nineteen in all.

William Jarvis' Duke Elcho (Elcho, Jr.—
Maid).

William Jarvis' Edna H. (Elcho, Jr.—Ro-
maine).

E. B. Bishop's Coleraine (Fiugal III—Aveline).

E- B. Bishop's Finglas (Fingal III—Aveline).

F. L. Cheney's Onota Don (Chief—Bizreena).

C. P. Hubbard's Jessie Jones (l,ee Grouse

—

Magg.)

Michael Flynn, Jr.'s, Sedan (Chester D. Her-
ald—Nancy).

R. E. LvTZ's Jim Beatty (Lee Grouse—Lew).
F. H. Perry's Claretnont Patsy (Frisco—Nellie

IX).

G. G. Davis' Spiuaway (Chief—Tyrrell's Nellie).

G. G. Davis' Silk (Chief—Gipsy Maid).

W. H. Child's and C. T. Thompson's Limerick
(Glenelcho—Nora).

F. F. Capers' Pickens (Tim— Florid).

C. T. Thompson's Rockwood (Desmond II—Lu-
ray III).

J. J. SCANLAN's Inchiquiii (Chandou II—lona).
George E. Gray's Blue Rock (Muskerry—Nan-

cy Lee).

George E. Gray's Hope (Brian Boru, Jr.—
Biddy).

Max Wenzel's Ready II (Red Dash—Ready).
W. T. Irwin's Irish Ranger, Jr.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made in the proper form. Blank forms

will be furnished free by sending to this

office for them.
WHELPS.

SHENANGO KENNELS' M'liss (15.646) whelped
two dogs by Champion Raby Mixer, Septem-
ber 15.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' (Cincinnati, O.)

Lady Verne (i7,oi.s) whelped five dogs aud
one bitch by Douglass II (11,804), September
28, 1891.

JAMES E. UNKS' (Muncie. lud.) fox terrier

Rhoda (Blemton Rubicon — Moonshine)
whelped two dogs and one bitch by Max,
September 17, 18 i.

SALES.

WACHOVIA KENNELS, Salem, N.C.. hold their

English mastiff dog Count Zinzindorf (21930)

to J. M. Connelly, Charleston, S. C.

Lady Wellington (21,412). P«g bitch.to Mr. J. M.
Connelly, Charleston. S. C.

WILLIAM PHILLIPS, New York, sold his

Prince Charles dog King of th Fancy II to

Mrs. Fred Eshner, New York.

EBERHART PUG KFiNNFXS. Cincinnati, O.,

sold their pug bitch Little Goldie (Imp Johu
Bull—Phillis II) to Mr. F:. L. Bietnor, Graf
ton.

JAMES E. UNKS, Muncie, lud., sold his fox ter-

rier dog Muncie Warren (Beverwyck Trap-
Tickle) to Mr. Thomas Kirby, Muncie, lud.

SHENANGO KENNFXS, Sharon, Pa., sold

their Italian greyhound Capitola (Winks-
Tina) to M. H. Ranlett, Rockland. Me.

Black and tan toy terrier dog pup by Bob Hope
—Daisy to J. B. Binford, Estherville, Iowa.

Tiptop, Italian greyhound (Winks—Tina), to

L. B. Reakirt, Cincinnati, Ohio.

DR. J. P. GRAY, Utica, N. Y., sold his collie

bitch Bonnie's Baby (Charleroi II—Bonnie
Knowe) to W. Atlee Burpee & Co., Philadel-

phia, Pa.
VISITS.

HILLSIDE KENNELS' deerhound bitch Berga
(6219) to their Champion Clausiuau (i.,683),

August I.

Fox terrier bitch Hillsille Spinster (20,071) to

Pitcher (21,325), July 18, it-gi

.

Fox terrier bitch Richmoud Olive (7004) to their

Pitcher (21, .^25). July 19.

Deerhounil bitch Heatherbelle (6222) to their

Champion Bran (6209). July 22.

Fox terrier bitch Donna, by Dominie, to their

Russley Joker (20.070). August 27.

Fox terrier bitch Hillside I,eda (20,074) to their

Pitcher (21.325), September 7.

Fox terrier bitch Hillside Sapphire (15,052) to

their Russley Joker (20,070), September 18.

Fox terrier bitch Hillside Bounty (20,076) to

their Rabv Mixer (6i/>}), September 20.

Fox terrier bitch Hillside Ruth (12,627) to their

Pitcher (21.32s). September 20.

Fox terrier bitch Frcya (5488) to their Russley
Joker (20.070), September 21.

Fox terrier bitch Pluck (5499) to their Pitcher

(2».325). September 23.

Fox terrier bitch Hillside Syren (20,072), to

their Russley Joker (20,070), September 2:.

Fox terrier bitch Rosa Cauina (18,146) to their

Pitcher (21,325). September 28.

MR. W. RUTHERFORD'S fox terrier bitch

Warren Comely to Hillside Kennels' Raby
Mixer (6963), September 23.

Warren Lilly, fox terrier bitch, to Hillside Ken-
nels' Pitcher (21,325), July 22.

Suffolk Slipshod, fox terrier bitch, to Hillside

Kennels' Pitcher (21,325), August 14.

Warren Seque:, fox terrier bitch, to Hillside

Kennels' Pitcher (21.325) August 20.

Warren Selfist. fox terrier bitch, to Hillside
Kennels' Pitcher (21,325) September 5.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS' (Cincinnati. O.)
Fannie K. (11,820) to their Eberhart's Cashier,
September 20.

Eastlake Virgie, pug, to O. P. Kinnie's, Spo-
kane, September 10.

WACHOVIA KENNF:LS' (Salem. N. C.) pug
Daisy W. (21,408) to Wacho\'ia Kennels'
Young Trea.sure (21,1.60), September 27. 1891.

Ruby Queen, pug. to Young Treasure (21,960),

Septembers, 1891.

W. ATLFIE BURPEF: & CO.'S rough-coated
Scotch collie the Bardof Fordhook (11.631) to
Fordhook Victoria (14,040) September 27 and
28.

JAMF;S A. TUCKER'S Little Brownie to Eberhart
Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby (9720), Septem-
ber 18.

MR. I. I. PATTERSON'S fox terrier bitch Brock-
enhurst Belle to Hillside Kennels' Raby
Mixer, October i.

A. D. STEWART'S (Hamilton. Can.) fox terrier
bitch Suffolk Riot to Hillside Kennels' Raby
Mixer (6963). September 28.

MR. RATHBONE'S (Albany, N. Y.) fox terrier
bitch to Hillside Kennels' Russley Joker
(20,070), July 21.

MR. JOHN A.LOGAN'S fox terrier bitch Ver-
dict to Hillside Kennels' Pitcher (21,325), Sep-
tember 16.

MR. W. CUSHMAN'S (St. Louis) fox terrier

bitch Rebecca to Hillside Kennels" Pitcher
(21,325), August 8.

MR. B. S. DERING'S (Utica, N. Y.) deerhound
bitch Nora (12.631) to Hillside Kennels Rob-
ber Chieftain (6211), August 7.

MR. E. CONANT'S (Lowell, Mass ) fox terrier
bitch Hillside Jaunty to Hillside Kennels'
Russley Joker (20,070), August 14.

CLOVERDALE STOCK FARM'S fox terrier
bitch to Hillside Kennels' Raby Mixer (696^).

July 24.

W. ATLEE BURPF;E & CO.'S rough-coated
Scotch collie the Bard of Fordhook( 11,631) to
Sable Beauty (6521), October 9 and 10, 1891.

F. W. BRF:WSTER'S toy black and tan bitch
Nellie Bly (16,760) to M. Ryan's Axtel, Octo-
ber 10, 1891.

NAMES CLAIMED.

POULTRYan" PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

JAMES E. UNKS. Munice, Ind., claims the
name Munice Warren for fox terrier dog
whelped August 12, 1890.

The New York Sun of recent date con-

tained the following : "We learn from a

little drab pamphlet entitled 'The Egg,

from the Hen to the Table' (Styles &
Cash) that the trade in eggs in the United

States in 1890 amounted to upward of

|2oo,ooo,ooo, and that this city consumed

1 1 2,000,000 worth of eggs in that time,

the average price being eighteen cents a

dozen. The pamphlet contains informa-

tion, instruction and warning. In a con-

sideration of the material things of the

universe it is well that the egg should re-

ceive the notice which is its due. It is

the aim of this pamphlet to see that such

notice is accorded. It performs an act of

justice toward the egg,"
*

« *
Perhaps the Hon . Jerry Rusk will now

realize that poultry raising is more im-

portant than rain-raising. Bombarding
the skies with dynamite to produce rain

is a modern experiment, which if suc-

cessful will well repay its great cost. A
little more ginger or dynamite in stirring

up the poultry interests of the United

States would be productive of grand re-

sults.

* «

We would suggest to Uncle Jerry that

some means be devised by him to rid the

country of eggs that talk. Stale eggs

are a nuisance, even in the silent state,

but when they begin to "breath audibly"

it is time to protect the consumer.
«

*

Kggs have been high in price and often

very poor in quality of late. If pleuro-

pnuenomia and other contagious cattle

diseases places a ban on the beef, why
not enact laws against stale eggs and dis-

eased poultry ?

*
« *

"Strike while the iron is hot" and send

in an advertisement for the Christmas

number of The Fanciers' Journal.
It will pay.

* *

E. W. A.Ormond, Florida, writes : "I

read fregueutly of fanciers farming out

poultry, to l)e raised on shares I pre-

sume. Will the editor of The Fan-
ciers' Journal or some one who is

posted, tell whether the fancier furnishes

eggs to hatch, or chicks after they are

hatched and at what age, the share each

receives, etc. M3' place is small and I

sell more first-class stock than I can

raise, and would like information on the

subject."
»

* *

The usual plan pursued by fanciers in

the North is send a pen of breeding birds

to a farmer and require the latter to set

all the eggs and raise as many chickens

as possible. From September to Decem-
ber the fancier pays the farmer %\ per

head for the pick of the flock. Others

buy all the chickens at the market price

per pound about September 15. Another
plan is to send out the eggs to farms to

be hatched, and in the fall of the year

the fancier selects twenty per cent of the

best birds, leaving the farmer the remain-

ing eighty per cent. The latter plan was
found in our experience to be satisfac-

tory to both parties.

The editor of the Guide and Friend,

Dr. M. K. Bover, also wields the editorial

control over the poultry department of

the ancient Germantown Telegraph. He
has worked hard of late to discover a

club to hit the editor of The Fanciers'
Journal with. The doctor in fiendish

glee reproduces an editorial which we

wrote, and which appeared in the Poul-

try Bulletin a few years ago. The follow-

ing is what Uncle Mike makes us say :

"The cheapest and best stock and
poultry food to lay on fat is corn in its

different forms, yet this is not what is

desired in laying hens, for they soon be-
come too fat to produce eggs." We
merely want to chalk Mr. Drevenstedt's
memory. "For laying hens during the
winter, we prefer to feed frequently the
whole grain, but always parting it and
giving it while warm, as well as doing
the same with whole wheat, which latter
is pre-eminently the best food for laying
poultry. Buckwheat occasionally fed is

desirable, but it is almost as objectionable
as corn when given too liberally." Does
he now "acknowledge the corn?"

*
» «

Why certainly we do. We meant
every word we wrote in the above clip-

ping—at the time it appeared, ilowever,

there is an old saying that "wise men
change their opinions ; fools never."

With<mt claiming to be particularly wise,

we are still young enough to learn, and
not of that hidebound old age that makes
any opposition to our theories impossible.

We failed to see the true value of corn in

those days, but "acknowledge the corn"

now as one of the best and most indis-

pensable foods used in the poultry yard.

That's plain talk.
«

The Christmas number of The Fan-
ciers' Journal will be on sale at all

the leading news stands of the United

States and Canada. Europe will receive

a large consignment also.

*
« «

"Poultry Keeping as an Industry for

Farmers and Cottagers" is the title of a

new book just published in England by
the Fanciers' Gazette, limited. The
author, Mr. Edward Brown, is the able

editor of the Fanciers' Gazette, and in

his comprehensive book has well sus-

tained his reputation as a writer on poul-

try topics. The chapters on poultry

houses, formation of the egg and chick-

en, the breeds of poultry and selection

of stock are alone worth the price of the

book. The latter should be read by
every amateur and professional poultry

raiser.

» »

But few advertising pages remain un-

sold in our Christmas number. Read
"Get Aboard" in another column and
follow the leaders. The most exi)erienced

advertisers always select a Christmas

number of any periodical as the ne plus

ultra of advertising.

« «

Our Leghorn crank, "Trixie," has

opened up a beautiful defense of the ge-

nus "huckster." He thinks the fancy

poultry business would go to the "dem-

nition bow-wows," or somewhere else, if

the huckster is removed from earth. He
thinks the poultry editor of The Fan-
ciers' Journal is wrong in demanding
the banishment of the huckster.

«
« «

"Trixie" is right. We never look upon
the men he calls hucksters as such.

Every exhibitor has a right to buy show
birds without being dubbed a huckster.

Trixie, if you had read the definition of

the word you would have found that

huckster is "a mean fellow, a trickster, a

peddler, a hawker."
»

« »

That is exactly the kind of person we
referred to, and you wjll find such at the

fall shows, and not infrequently at the

winter shows. Let us whisper to you
also, Trixie, that such hucksters as we
refer to seldom pay enough for fancy

fowls to pay for the cost of raising them,

and occasionally they steal a pair now

and then that are usually too high-priced

for their lean purse.

« «
The catalogue of the American Lang-

shan Club reached our table last week.

We congratulate the secretary, Mr. Wil-

lard P. Smith on his magnificent success

in compiling what we think is the most
instructive book ever published on any
one breed. We also congratulate the

printer, W. N. Hamilton. The letter

press is excellent,
«

* *

The illustrations are in Mr. Sewell's

best form, and no artist on this side, and
for that matter on the side of the ocean,

can surpass him in delineating the Lang-
shan fowl.

*

The ideal shape of a Lanshan male and
female is a successful feature of the cata-

logue. It does more to educate breeders

than mere words in a standard, and the

A. P. A. can take a lesson in progress

from the Langshan Club.

« «
Barring the prominence of the lower

tail feathers in the illustration of a typi-

cal Langshan female, we cannot find

more pleasing and characteristics types

than the two referred to.

*
« »

Every fancier should send for a cata-

logue of the American Langshan Club
to the secretary, Mr. Willard P. vSmith,

Passaic, N. J. It costs nothing except

the postage, which every fancier will

gladly furnish.
«

« *

For the benefit of those enthusiastic

and careless individuals who persist in

dishing up to the readers of poultry

papers highly colored statements of the

enormous wealth that lies stored in the

poultry business, only awaiting some
child or clever woman to gather it. We
reproduce the comments of the English

Stock-Keeper on our own views as ex-

pre.ssed in a previous issue of The Fan-
ciers' Journal

«
« »

Our esteemed contemporary remarks :

"Our leader on poultry farming last week
appears to have attracted a considerable

amount of attention amongst readers of

the Stock-Keeper, and therefore we feel

justified in publishing the following

opinions of the American Fanciers'
Journal, the editor of which evidently

shares our views upon the subject. In a

recent issue of the periodical in question,

the following sentence appears : 'When-
ever we read of some of the huge poultry

farms to be started we shiver. The arith-

metic of the projector is very pretty on
paper'—the italics are our own— 'and the

profits always figure out to be enormous.'

How suggestive are these utterances

when compared with the figures quoted

by us last week ! Our contemporary then

proceeds to add the observation: 'ITie

fact remains, however, that all attempts

to keep thousands of fowls on one farm

have failed in the past.'

• «
"Two hundred and fifty fowls are

enough for most men to handle on one
farm in the opinion of the editor of The
Fanciers' Journal, who expresses the

conviction that 'the chickens that can be

raised from the eggs of such a flock are

apt to tax even the average American
farm and the poultry farm severely.'

'This is real life,' the editor adds ; 'on

paper, of course, it is child's play, or

some other dainty thing.' In endorsing

every word that we have quoted above,

we may point out to our readers that it

is their bounden duty, as poultry lovers,

to combat the unreliable statements of

the supporters of poultry farms by every

legitimate means in their power. There
is no fear of a practical fancier embark-
ing upon so wild a craze, it is the igno-

rant who invest their savings and get

bitten in such enterprises as poultry

farming. Ventures of this description

never have succeeded, and we honestly

believe that it is impo.ssible for them to

do so under the most favorable combina-
tion of circumstances. There are, how-
ever, writers who will persist in writing

on any subject, and the publications of

the ignorant falling into the hands of the

still more ignorant are responsible for

much money that has been lost. In any
case, the accuracy of the figures pro-

duced should be most carefully tested."
*

* «

We hope every honest poultryman and
fancier will carefully read the above and
act on the suggestions proposed by our
contemporary.

*

We have received a very neat catalogue

from Mr. Edward S. Schmid, Washing-
ton, D. C, containing a complete list of

pigeons, cage birds, fish, cages, pets, etc.,

which he has for sale. Interesting chap-

ters on birds and other pets, with treat-

ment of diseases, are valuable features

of the book. The latter will be mailed

to all our readers on receipt of the neces-

sary stamps.

•%
Mr. H. L. Holmes, secretary of the

Philadelphia Poultry and Pigeon Club,

we are sorry to say, has been confined to

his hou.se during the past ten days by
sickness. A speedy recovery will please

his many friends.

*

A meeting of the New York Poultry

and Pigeon Club took place on Friday,

October 23, at Mr. Albert Reynaud's of-

fice. New York City. Further particu-

lars will appear in our next issue.

* «

New York is preparing for another

great show to be held next February.

During a week's visit on Long Island we
found unmistakable evidences of the

great influence the New York show of

1891 exerted in increasing the fanciers of

thoroughbred fowls, and it is safe to say

that in 1892 the New York poultry show
will be as fashionable as the dog, horse

and chrysanthemum shows.

« «

The Madison Square Garden, where
the poultry show was held last year, is

now completed externally and is in itself

a grand attraction . The tall tower, the

highest in the city, is surmounted by a

beautiful figure of the goddess Diana.

The latter in the evening is ablaze with

electric lights and the eff'ect is dazzling.

However, it is a good guide post for the

fanciers, for the goddess and the tower

can be seen many miles. Even "Old
Hayseed" will not mistake the Putnam
House for the Madison Square Garden as

he did last year.
>--«

POSTPONED.

The "WashinR'ton Poultry Show to
Be Held Next Winter.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
At a meeting of the Washington Poul-

try, Pigeon and Pet Stock Association,

held Monday evening, October 19, it was
decided to postpone holding a show until
the winter of 1892-3, when it is hoped a
good date will be secured and a great
show held. W. J. Elstun, Cor. Sec.

Washington D. C, October 22.

—Cull out your flock now and kill or
sell ofl" all inferior birds for market. Re-
serve the best for breeding and sell the
balance for a reasonable price.
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Shall We Make Them For or

Against the Birds?

BY C. S. VALENTINE.

Throughout all our experience, to say

that the odds are against a scheme is to

cast a doubt upon its ultimate success.

In keeping with this thought, if the odds

are against our fowls in any way, who
shall dare to say that in such cases poul-

try will pay ? The practical question that

at once arises is, "Can the owner of the

birds interpose against all odds if he sets

himself studiously to that end?"

Cause and effect—who can even im-

agine the one without a companion lurk-

ing somewhere, possibly close at hand,

or it may be so far distant as to remain

unsuspected were it not for this posi-

tively sure and known connection be-

tween the two? Having this thought

once clearly fixed in our minds, what

prevents us from carrying it logically for-

ward to the assertion that if we can trace

any recognized effect back to its cause,

and prevent that cause from working, we
shall thereby be able to prevent the con-

sequent effect.

The innumerable things which hinder

and discourage the poultryraan, are they

not effects of some definite cause ? Most
certainly they are. No sane person can
deny the fact. Now, if that cause is not
by any means preventable (and some few
are not, perhaps) it must be taken into

account and figured on, as far as this is

possible, when expenses are figured ; but
if, on the contrary, it is preventable, it

bvcomes at once a matter for which the
owner of the birds is responsible, and his

immediate Imsiness is with that cause of
diffiulty. No fountain, no stream is a
fixid law. Applying this, let us suppose
that instead of our spending so much
time in trying to cure disease among our
fowls and bewailing our heavy losses

from unforseen accidents, we were en-
abled to prevent them in whole or in part.

Enumerating the real difficulties in the
way of the rearing of fowls and the car-

rying on of an every-day poultry busi-

ness, we find that their arrant carriers are

poor eggs (cause, as a rule, in-breeding or
overmating), and poor hatches (cause, as

a rule, poor eggs atid balky machines,
wooden or otherwise). After these come
loss through disease (cause, improper
food and improper care) ; loss through
accidents (too often traceable to some
carelessness in the keeper of the flock)

;

loss through a poorer market than was
figured on and loss through not receiving

a reasonable uumber of eggs from the
birds.

It is surely a serious thing to say to

men who, in the actual work have been
more or less successful, that their success
niij^ht have been positive, that their fail-

ures might have been avoided ; it is per-

haps even more dangerous to hint the
latter to those whose failure has been
complete and who are sore over it. Yet
if the gradual evolution of an expert out
of the man who made plenty of failures

at first does not show this, what does it

show ? If losses are preventable after he
has found out how to do it, they were
certainly preventable at first, had he
known the proper means.
Two men, both make mistakes, say,

and those mistakes tell in the loss of a
definite number of dollars and cents.

One calls himself a fool, and the men
who encourage him to go ahead are either

false guides or blank liars, and flings out
of the business ; the other studies his

past failures and the successes of others
and is up and at it again. After a while,
perhaps but gradually, he finds that he
can prevent the working of the causes
which led to his failures, and lo ! he is

an expert—a success—the admired and
praised among poultrymen.
The man of experience knows, and

those of little experience who have
learned what they may from others know
that to avoid in-breeding and too many
mates for the cock help a long way to-

wards gaining eggs that will hatch out
chicks that are vigorous enough to be
ready for the battle of life against odds,
if some odds there must be. They know

that good machines or good hens, abso-

lutely well tended, will give a paying
proportion of such chicks from good
eggs. They know that feed that is well

digested and care that prevents over-

heating or chilling, and that circumvents
the attacks of vermin, makes those chicks
almost absolutely winners in the battle,

that is, takes away the odds until such
time as man steps in and takes the vic-

tory wholly to himself because he holds

the odds in his own control. They know,
too, that the man who thoroughly in-

vestigates his possible markets before-

hand, is not apt to be the one who gets

left out in the cold upon pay day. They
know that early hatching, warm, dry,

clean housing and food rich in egg mate-
rials, in connection with some minor
details, are reasonably sure to give them
the expected product of eggs, when eggs
are the ultimate object.

Theoretically, then, merely to prevent
the working of unfavorable causes, will

lead to success ;
practically, it doesn't

always do it. That is, it may seem to

fail in some degree of the object aimed
at ; but this is largely because it is only
partial in its workings. If a man could,

and would, attack all these unfavorable
causes at once, and put them out of the

way, he might be thoroughly successful
;

as men go, he will handle only a part of

them and ignore the rest, or perhaps feel

that the circumstances are such that he
cannot manage them at all, or that it

will not pay him to attempt to prevent
all of them. In this lies his great point

of failure ; it is just the man who sees

to every point that is usually successful.

Only the exact, the accurate, the pains-

taking are likely to be what men call a

"howling success," but it may sometimes
be true that the hard knocks which he
receives as a poultryman for business'

sake may make a man—that is, train

him—to be exact, accurate, painstaking,
who was not wholly so by nature. To be
sure, no man holds the secret of life, that

last secret of success, but he can make
the odds on the side of the chick instead

of against it ; and if man and the chicken
are not together masters of circumstances,

man is a failure to some extent when he
poses as the superior creature he has
always plumed himself upon being.

POULTRY BREEDINQ.

Flavor of Egrffs.

We call for light on this subject, hav-

ing recently seen it stated that white

eggs are preferred by purchasers to

colored ones. We also smiled an incred-

ulous smile when told by a party that he

had disposed of a fine flock of light

Brahmas because their eggs were coarse

and tasteless. We have also grown

weary of the oft-repeated assertion that

garne eggs have a peculiarly delicious

avor. It may be so, but the saying
lacks confirmation . We have often seen,

on our own table, game and Brahma
eggs, which had been boiled together,

gently rolling about on the same platter.

We never felt inclined to "go for" the
game in preference, but felt quite con-
tented to defer the smoking buckwheats
until both or either had found a welcome
shelter. Nor have we known our good
housewife, who, by the way, is a cook of
cooks, to turn away from a dozen Brahma
or Cochin eggs and sigh for the eggs of
games she might have had in their place.

However, we deem this an important
subject. We "dole on" eggs. If there

really is an appreciable difference in the
flavor of the eggs laid by different breeds,

let our readers s|>eak. It is a fact that in

some markets the eggs of Asiatic fowls

bring an extra price, yet our friend, as

mentioned above, thought it was just the

other way. Let us all try to live and
learn.—American Poultry Yard.

—After the young males begin to ma-
ture they should be given a separate

yard, to prevent them from tormenting
the pullets. In small flocks they may
be, as they probably were in a state of

nature, kept in subordination by the

older males, but in large flocks they are

troublesome. Select a few of the best to

retain as breeders, and give the others a
feed of corn meal and wheat bran in the
morning, with a handful of meat scraps

in it. At noon give corn and at night
give whole corn. Force them to good
size and have them fat also, and market
them when prices are satisfactory.

—

American Poultry Journal.

Some Practical Experiments That
Are of Great Value.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

Scientific poultry breeding is one of

the most secret and valuable understand-

ings, and the results of such experience

is of great value to the discoverers, in

fact to such an extent that this knowl-

edge is generally kept secret. In the

following lines it is the writer's intention

to describe his experience in this line,

hoping to attract the attention of poul-

trymen and farmers to ideas that to them

hardly seem possible. To govern the sex

in mating, to develop special form or

color, to increase the size of males and

not females, in fact, to do anything with

poultry, cAnge shape of comb, color of

legs, marking of feathers, and still retain

shape, these are the many things that

poultrymen try to do.

We will first talk about mating for sex.

We all know how disappointing it is to

hatch a fine lot of chicks and have them
turn out 70 per cent males. The rule

that a large flock of hens will yield more
pullets has not been the writer's experi-

ence, having bred fancy poultry for sev-

eral years. I have noted the following :

A pen of ten hens and one cock hatched
nearly all males; in a pen of three hens and
one cock the majority were females. Now
in regard to size and shape, the offspring

will always take after the male. If^both

birds are of one size ; more than this, if a
cross, then the offspring will be larger

than the parents.
Breeding for large or small comb de-

pends on size of cock's comb ; if the
cross is rose on single comb the offspring
will be mixed.
Color of legs is hard to change. Black

and blue legs change after two matings,
but feathers disappear if the cock has
clean legs. In color of feather solid col-

ors breed truer and the chicks take more
after hens. For instance, a black cock
throws white chicks to white hens, that
is in most cases, and a white cock throws
buff chicks from buff hens.
Now, as to parti-colored breeds. Suc-

cessive breeding will make as complete
change, but in single breeding the chicks
come mixed lK>th from male and female
markings, and in case of solid colors on
varied colors, or varied colored cock on
solid colored hen, the chicks will in a
majority take after hens.
Now, as to size. A small cock will

lessen the size of the stock, but on large
hens it will be between the two ; but to

increase the size the largest specimens
should be used. One other point and I

will close. To breed hens select light

cocks, to breed males use dark ones.
These are simple rules, the result of ob-
servation, and the writer hopes they will

be contrarj' to some other poultry breed-
er's views, thereby bringing out a discus-

sion on this important subject, since the
desire to have a standard fowl might be
developed from such ideas as will arise

from such discussion, and let the writer

here suggest, that we cannot make this

great breed with a rush, but if our poul-
try association will decide what shall be
its body color, leg color, shape of comb,
shape of body, color of flesh, sitting pro-
pensities, weight, and then maybe the
breeders would offer at its meetings fowls
bred as our article states, and in that way
we would soon revel among the flocks of
general-purpose fowls.

Dr. Wyandotte.

The Indian Qame.
I thought it might interest the many

readers of your valuable paper if I, a

resident in the very heart of the country

where Indian games are hatched, reared,

and exhibited, should give some of the

leading qualities of this handsome and

very useful variety, and also the standard

recognized by the leading fanciers of the

day. Poultry books do not seem to deal
at any length with this breed, for which
cause many would-be fanciers are com-
pelled to be content to keep birds which
do not pay as well, and are not so hand-
some in appearance, for the want of a
concise account of this variety. They
are a good, hardy fowl, possessing a very

handsome apf>earance, and a reputation
for table purposes only equalled by the
English pheasant. As layers ofsplendidly
flavored brown eggs they cannot be
beaten, but the number does not come
up to the average per annum as produced
by many other breeds ; still, many hens
prove good layers when the snow lies on
the ground, and the wintry winds are

raging.
As chickens they hatch remarkably

strong, but are rather diflBcult to rear for

the first month or so ; suffering, appar-

ently, greatly from the cold and wet
weather. On account of this they should
not be hatched until the middle of
March, except where they can have
sheltered runs. They are not so pugna-
cious as the Malay or English game when
young, but will when fully developed
give a good account of themselves with
either of the above-named birds. They
do not seem to suffer if confined, pro-

vided a bountiful supply of green food is

given them, but will keep themselves in

good condition if the ordinary rules of

cleanliness are carried out. I believe

they were originally bred by crossing the
Malay with the Aseel, but by careful se-

lection have been brought up to their

present state of excellence, thereby show-
ing the ingenuity of the modern breeder.

The following is, I believe, the standard
recognized by all the leading judges and
aimed at by all the first-class fanciers :

Head should be of medium size, rather

short than otherwise. Eyes ought to be
rich chestnut, and very full, and should
not be overhung by beetle brows, as this

shows a tendency to breed back to the

Malay. Beak, a good orange yellow,

fixed' firmly at the base, and curved at

the extremity. Ear lobes should be
small and of a bright vermillion color.

Neck reachy, and in the cock with a fine

but thick hackle, which does not fall on
to the shoulders. Wings, in both sexes,

should be small and well brought up
under the saddle hackles, thus making
the shoulder butts very prominent, which
is one of the primary points. Back
should be broad and tapering back to a

wedge shape, and should also be convex,
thus being the reverse to the Maaly.

Tail, in the cock well spread but not
carried very high, in the hen it should be
carried a trifle higher. Legs should be
a bright yellow, the same color as the

beak ; they should be spread apart well,

as this gives extra strength to the bird.

Gteat care should be taken not to breed
from birds showing dark scales ; this evil

is very hard to eradicate, and is, I be-

lieve, hereditary. Toes should be long
and not twisted at all. This is con-

sidered a great fault. The color in the

cock is a rich metallic green, wing-bow
dark chestnut. In the hen two colors are

tolerated, the light and dark, the former
is much more showy ; the single and
double-laced are both allowed. When
crossed with a Hamburg or a Leghorn
the result is a hardy fowl, a splendid
table bird, and a good layer. As chicken,

they appear very hardy, and grow away
quickly with ordinary care, and as a good
all-round fowl cannot be surpassed, being
just the class for the farmer.—Cornish
Fancier in Feathered World.

CHIPS FROM THE POULTRY BLOCK.

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the
Wing for Our Readers.

Why Should He Not?
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Two weeks ago, as I read the "Novel

Suggestion," I remarked to a party at my
elbow : "Next week we may look for the

motion being seconded by Reynaud," and

sure enough we have endorsed to the

handle, entered, scored, judged and

prizes awarded before the birds have been

handled. Societies' money pays pre-

miums, endorse birds objected to for

twenty years by the Cochin breeders of
the continent and their American stand-

ard. Mr. Reynaud concludes : "I would
also suggest that Mr. Sternberg prepare
standard for his favorite Cochins and
submit the same to the managers of the
two shows in question, the birds to be
judged by said standard. Let progress

be our watchword."
This, I presume, is some more Cochin

science in breeding. When a man secures

a class and the birds, writes a standard

to fit the birds and wins the prizes, and
thereby claims merit of breeders to a

standard, is rather a funny world and a

funny people. But some men are breed-

ers, but they do not ask to be exempt
from the rule of the A. P. A. standard.

I. K. Fewh.

BY trixie.

Uncle Mike says that we ought to get

a typewriter. Does he take us for an
"old fool?" He must, but then we are

not in our dotage yet, and consequently

have no use for a typewriter (just sweet

sixteen), besides we belong to church, are

a church pillar, and it would scandal the

church were we to "slope" with our
typewriter.

One hears strange stories these bright

autumn days which "quite the senses

bother." Uncle Mike's lively little paper
failed to show up while mankind was
sweltering with the heat. He gives a
very plausible excuse, but we have it

from good authority that if our respected

Uncle had not have been "constitution-

ally lazy" the G. and F. would have
been out on time, or at least so says his

friend E. P. C.

Mr. Babcock's recent article upon the

Cornish Indian game makes it appear
that the intention of Indian game breed-

ers, some of them at least, is to breed
them for beauty and Ijeauty alone, or

why should he insist upon putting "stilts"

under them ? The exhibition game is a

"stilt" walker and that is all. He is a

beauty in the exhibition room, but out of

there of what value is he ? Nothing ; he
can't hold his own in the pit owing to a

superabundance of leg—in length.

The Indians are not bred for pit pur-

poses, but for market fowls, and I take it

that the nearer the ground you get them
the more valuable will they become to

the market poultryman. Mr. Clarke's

Indians, I believe, will become very

popular, not for their pit qualities but be-
ing an old cocker he has an eye to the
eternal fitness of things, and will not
run wild after long shanks or legs, if

you please. We must breed the Indian
for utility or their race will soon be run.
Indianapolis expects, and she gener-

ally does as she expects to do, to have a
lar^e show next January. A regular
national game show, in fact. All the
game clubs, the Indian alone excepted,
are booked to meet at Indianapolis, and
for many reasons I believe that the Cor-
nish Indian Club should hold their next
meeting in the first American home of
the Indians.
Indiana and the mid-West have quite a

number of breeders. Let western and
eastern birds meet, a comparison of the
two types cannot be made without greatly
benefiting the breed. If you are not
treated squarely by the Hoosiers you will
be the first, and I have no idea that
they will permit a single unpleasant
memory of the meeting to rankle in
your bosom. Let's have a great Indian
show at Indianpolis.

I like to witness courage, true courage
in man, dog or fowl, but I believe that
all pugilistic encounters should be lim-
ited to the masculine gender entirely,
therefore I can't accept Mr. Clarke's
naked heel hen fight ; better not encour-
age that, females are cantankerous
enough at the best without encouraging
them in that line. They'll always have
the last word now, and what would we
poor old decrepit mortals do if they were
to set up a claim to the last knock down
as well ?

Wonders will never cease. So Cloud is

going to move "to town" and start a
'hog" paper, is he ? I wish that was all,

but unfortunately it is not, and it will be
but a short time until he'll be drinking
"ozone" with the millionaire Christians
of Wall Street. I'm afraid he is lost en-
tirely, but we shall hope for the best.

He will owe me a "sip of brandy" on the
morning of November 4.

Several now show associations have
been formed, and will make their maiden
bow, this year, and I wish them abun-
dance of "dust" after every obligation is

conceded. This is more than we can ex-
pect of all of them, and my experience
as a member of these associations is that

we, the members, had to pay for our
music. There should be some way de-
vised by which a show can lie held with-
out leaving its members and stockholders
a financial wreck ever afterwards.
What in plaguenation do the mana-

gers of the World's Fair mean anyway ?

One person is allowed to enter but one
cock, cockerel, hen and pullet. Such
being the case, I rise to ask where or how
we are to get breeding pens upon exhibi-
tion. I see no way to do it unless two
breeders will go "snucks" and make up
a pen between them. Why can't you or
I if we feel disposed to do so enter a car-
load of fowls. It is the first time I ever
heard of a show association of any kind
trying to discourage entries.
We all, the management perhaps ex-

cej)ted, want to see a rousing show at
Chicago in 1883, and I take it that but
few of those who intend to help make it

a success will thank the management for
a set of rules calculated to keep entries
away. Some features of their rules are
unobjectionable, but this one curtailing
entries should be buried—no, cremated
and the ashes scattered to the four winds
of heaven. We want a big—monster

—

show, but we can't unless we're permitted
to exhibit in numbers—four birds to each
exhibitor, rats, go drown yourself—let's

have a big show or give the whole thing
up.

'

INDIANA PIGEON SHOW.

The State Pigeon and Pet Stock
Association's Exhibition.

A very large and fine exhibit of pigeons,

pet stock and cage birds was held last

month at the State Fair by the Indiana

State Pigeon and Pet Stock Association.

Sales were large. Below we give the

pigeon awards

:

Pouters.—Black ist and 2d, white ist, 2d and
3d, red 2d, blue solid ist, blue pied ist and 3d,
yellow pied ist, 2d and 3d, silver pied 2d to V.
Erdelraever. Silver ist and 2d to Budel & Rother,
3d to Kichtol & Co. Black pied 3d, blue pied 2d
to H. D. Tutewiler.

Jacobins.—Yellow 2d to H. D. Tutewiler.

Tumblers.—Red splashed 1st, black splashed
1st, blue 2d to Allen & Co.; black splashed 2d to
A. G. Nottiug; red splashed 2d. white 2d and 3d
to O. G. Quisson; yellow booted ist, b. h. red ist.

strawberry 1st to ^. Erdelmeyer; red splashed 2d,
white tail red 2d, black 2d, yellow booted 3d, yel-
low 1st, black mottle 1 id to H. C. Shrader; b. h.
black 2d, red isl to Budel & Rothert; red booted
ist, red 2d, black ist and 3d, blue ist and ,;d, yel-
low 2d, yellow lx>oted 2d, almond 2d, bliie bald
faced ist, silver b. f. 2d, white barred blue 1st, red
mottled 1st, white mottled ist, black mottled ist
to H. D. Tutewiler.

Antwerps—Black checkered 1st, blue c. i.st,

silver ist, blue barred 1st, silver black barred 1st
and 2d to H. C. Schrader; black ist, blue 2d, sil-

ver brown liarred ist to Budel & Kothert; blue
2d to O. W. Amthor.
Swallows.—Red ist and 2d, yellow ist and 2d,

black 2d to A. G. Nolting.

Fantails.—White crested 2d and 3d, black c.

ist and 3d, blue c. 2d, yellow c. 2d, red ist, white
ad, black 2d. yellow 2d, booted red ist, booted
white ist to H. D. Tutewiler; blue booted 2d to
Budel & Rothert; white crested ist, black crested
2d to Quisson.

Trumpeters.—Red 1st, blue ist to Tutewiler;
black 3d, silver 2d to Richtoe & Co.; red ist,

white 1st, black ist and 2d, blue 2d, yellow 2d,
black mottled ist, Rubican black ist to F. Erdel-
meyer; black splashed ist to Budel & Rothert.

OWI.S.—White ist and 2d, blue 1st and 2d, sil-

ver 2d, white, black tail, 1st to H. C. Schrader;
blue 3d, silver ist to Amthor, white 3d, blue 2d to
Richtoe & Co.

TuRBiTS.—Tail red )St, yellow 2d to Richtoe &
Co; spear-crest red checker ist and 2d, white, vel-
low-winged ist to Budel & Rothert; dun 2cf to
Budel & Rothert.

Oriental Rollers.—Black ist to Budel &
Rothert, black crested i.st, black, white till, ist
to Schrader.

Birmingham Rollers.—Black ist to Schrader.

Magpies.—Red ist and 2d, black istand2rl,
blue ist and 2d, yellow ist and 2d to F. Erdel-
meyer.

Barbs.—Red ist, 2d and 3d; white ist, black 2d
and 3d, yellow 2d, dun 1st to Erdelmeyer.
Carriers.-Red ist to Amthor, dun 2d to Bu-

del & Rothert.

Archangels.—Bronze ist, jPftlow 1st to Erdel-
meyer.

MooRCAPS.—Red ist and 2d, dun ist to A. G.
Nolting.

Blondinettes.— ist and 2d to Schrader, 3d to
Amthor.
Ice Pigeon.— ist and 2d to Budel & Rothert.

Helmets.—Red 1st to Erdelmeyer.

Collection.— ist to Erdelmeyer. 2d to Schra-
der, 3d to Tutewiler, 4th to Budel & Rothert.

FANCY EQQS.

—There is no doubt about it, the big
comb and wattle hens are, as a r.ule, good
layers. Ludlow says a big comb is the
outward and visible sign of great fertility.

In form, those that are long bodied,
heavy astern, big bellied, wide stride,

waddling gait, and yet active, are rightly
proportioned for egg-production.

How to Ship Them—White Eprars

versus Brown E^gs.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

There are plenty of advocates of fancy

fowls, but very seldom is anything said

about fancy eggs. I do not mean those

we pack for hatching but those we sell to

the grocer either directly or indirectly. I

think several articles could be written on
the "care of eggs for market, feeding for

market eggs, etc."

My experience in .shipping eggs at an
advance above market quotations includes

groceries, hotels, commission houses and
dairy stores, and before I get entirely out
of the poultry business I may as well

unload some of what I have learned about
the trade for the benefit of the fraternity

in general. Perhaps the feeding of the

stock, gathering and packing the eggs
are as important factors in a fancy egg
trade as the breed of fowls kept.
Farm -Poultry quotes Leghorn eggs at

three cents a dozen above all others in
the New York market. Farm-Poultry is
published in Boston, but we do not see
anything of Boston's "white eggs trade"
or of a similar trade in Chicago or Phila-
delphia. But it is true that New York
City does have what it calls a white Leg-
horn egg trade. At almost every gro-
cery you will see placards reading "white
Leghorn eggs." But there is a trade that
beats the white Leghorn five cents a
dozen, and that is the strictly fresh egg
trade. Eggs do not have to be white to
command a good price, but they must be
fresh, of good .size and clean. My stock
is made up mostly of Wyandottes and
other brown egg breeds with a few Leg-
horns. Not having a desirable regular
customer, I sent a shipment to a com-
mission merchant, who advised me to
put all the white eggs bv themselves, as
they would bring more'. I did so, and
was then informed that they "would not,"
but that a crate stamped with my ad-
dress would bring one cent above any-
thing he received.
When highest ouotations were about

eighteen cents, and white Leghorns were
quoted at twenty-two cent.s, he wrote nie
as follows: "Your eggs would bring
twenty-seven cents now." If any of The
Fanciers' Journal readers wish to ship
or any information on the subject write
to F. A. Bolles, 360 Butler Street, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. Enclose stamp and you may
also use my name for reference. An egg
does not have to be laid by a white Leg-
horn hen, but it must be fresh and clean
to command a good price, and if you can
get the good will of the consumer by
stamping them, so much the better.
A few "don'ts" and I will close. Don't

hold your eggs, make smaller shipments
and oflener; don't put in small eggs;
don't put in spoiled eggs ; don't put in
cracked eggs or dirty eggs, and above all

don't pack in broken fillings or ship by
an express company that will not handle
them decently. George E. Howell.
Howell's Depot, N. Y., October 21.

KANSAS RIPPLES.

Pleasant Employment at Good Pay
The publishersofSeed-Time AND Har-

vest, an old established monthly, deter-
mined to greatly increase their subscrip-
tion lists, will employ a number of active
agents for the ensuing six months at I50
PER MONTH or more if their services
warrant it. To insure active work an
additional cash prize of $100 will be
awarded the agent who obtains the larg-

est number of subscribers. "The early
bird gets the worm." Send four silver

dimes, or twenty 2-cent stamps with your
application, stating your age and terri-

tory desired, naming some prominent
business man as reference as to your
capabilties, and we will give you a trial.

The 40 cents pays your own subscription
and you will receive full particulars
Address

SEED-TIME AND HARVEST
La Plume, Pa.

This, That and the Other from the
Pen of a Westerner.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In the article regarding the making of
two classes of Cochins at the New York
and Philadelphia ^hows this winter I did
not mean to be understood that my own
birds were so fine. I meant that the
English buff Cochin, as a class, were in

my opinion finer than the American
style of birds. A class opened for Eng-
lish Cochins, and notice given to Eng-
lish breeders of the fact, would be apt to
draw birds from England to the exhibi-
tion. America is full of imported buffs

and their chicks. Such a contest, with
good natural rivalry, would be very apt
to prove a drawing card to the exhibi-
tion, and would aid in making a finan-
cial success of it. Besides it would go
far towards settling the vexed Cochin
question. Seeing a number of each va-
riety at the show would convert one or
the other or both factions, and we could
by occular demonstration make plain
our respective views. Such a contest
carried on good-natiiredlv would be of
great benefit to the Cochin class, no
matter which side wins. Having had a
fair show up the loser would quietly sub-
mit.

Tell Mr, Irving Crocker that at the
Topeka State Fair, in September last, a
silver Wyandotte club was organized,
with Carl J. Weick. of Ellsworth, presi-
dent, and Theodore H. Ewes, of Tren-
ton, Mo., as secretary and treasurer. A
Plymouth Rock Club was also organized,
with F. W. Hitchcock, of Greenleaf,
Kansas, as president, and C. W. Watkins,
of Hiawatha, Kansas, secretary. Like-
wise a Hamburg club was organized,
with J. P. Lucas, of Topeka, secretary. I
do not recall the name of the president.
Allow me to present my regards to

Trixie, and thanks for his kind views on
the Cochin feather question. I should
be pleased to make his acquaintance. If
Trixie would write, his nom de plume
would be respected.

I also wish to thank the famous artist
F. L. Sewell for his kind article in our
Lincoln paper indorsing the club's idea
of a Cochin feathered from the ground
up.

I would like The Journal to reprint
Article IX of the Cochin Club Constitu-
tion, as it points out one way for the sev-
eral states to become united not only in
its Cochin but all clubs, and is worth
studying. Theodore Sternberg.
Cochin Hill, Octot>er 21, 1891.

—Archangels are grand feeders and
bring up their young very well. They
are peak crested and are remarkable for
the marvelous lustre of their plumage.
The general color may be termed a dark
bronze hue, with endless variations.

How Much Room for Hens.

The question we are often called upon
to answer is, "How many fowls should
be kept together?" and "how many
should be allowed in a poultry house of a
certain size?" We believe 100 fowls

sufiBcient for one acre of ground, much
depending on the arrangement of the

houses. Regarding the number of fowls

in a poultrylhouse a safe rule is to allow
ten square feet to each hen. This gives
ten hens to ten by ten feet, or 100 square
feet. In the winter season as many as
twenty hens may occupy such a house,
but where the flock is not too large the
hens will thrive better, hiach hen should
have one foot of space on the roost. The
main .space should be on the floor, as
there the hens will need room for
scratching and working. False economy
offers too much temptation to crowd the
hens, and a majority of persons put
twice as many hens in a building as they
should, the result being filth, inactivity,
and disease. Plenty of room induces
exercise, and prevents the hens from be-
coming too fat, and as exercise in winter
is essential, the more room on the floor
the better.—Our Country Home.

—As a rule hens fall off in egg pro-
duction after they are three to four years
old ; but instances have been known of
hens eight, ten and even twelve years old
laying from thirty to fifty eggs a year.
No exact rule can be laid down other
than that hens over four years of age
may be replaced wilh younger stock to
advantage.—American Poultry Journal.

ill
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THAT DREADEDJISEASE, ROUP.

An Exhaustive Article on the

Causes and Treatment.

The following exhaustive article on

roup and kindre<l diseases by W. Vale,

we reprint from Poultry :

CATARRH OR COLD.

Symptoms.—The attack conies on very

suddenly, often during the night. Its

degrees of intensity vary from a .slight

sneezing or cough to such a derangement

as makes it resemble acute roup, of

which it is very often the primary stage

of development. A clear, transsparent,

glairy, mucous discharge, somewhat re-

sembling the white of eggs, exudes from

the nose ; the greater the degree of in-

flammation in the mucous membrane the

greater is the viscidity and tenacity of its

secretion. The eyes are red and watery,

the plumage ruffled, and the fowl appears

in a drooping condition. The head will

be fouud to be hot and feverish, and later

on becomes swollen and puffed up round
the eyes.

Causes.—Sudden changes of tempera-
ture, exposure to cold and wet.

Treatment.—In the first place, as far as

pos.sible remove the cause by placing the

fowl in a dry, well-sheltered, moderately
warm place. Feed upon soft nourishing
food, to which may be added a teaspoon-

ful of Thorley's spice. Give three to

five drops of cami)liorated oil in a tea-

spoonful of glycerine night and morning.
Let the fowl have linseed tea or barley

water to drink.

BRONCHORRIIiliA.

This is merely an extension of the

preceding disease downwards into the

bronchial tubes, attended by a more ex-

cessive mucous discharge.

Treatment.—Make a box-shaped con-
struction to stand upon its ends, four feet

six inches high, the l)oards to be nailed

to a light framework, the joins in the
boards to be weather-boarded, or other-

v/ise made air-tight. Let it be three feet

wide and two feet from the back to the
front, the front to be boarded up except
a foot deep across the bottom. Over this

aperture a canvas curt-dn should fall (an

old potato sack will answer the purpose
very well) to filter the air through. A
grating should be made with pieces of

wood about two inches wide nailed cross-

ways about two inches apart. This grat-

ing should be made to fit in about eigh-

teen inches from the top for the fowl to

stand upon. A piece of stout canvas (as

before mentioned) nailed to a framework
should form the cover. A very small

window should be let in opposite to the

fowl to give it light, and to enable you to

observe it. Upon the ground place a

paraffin lamp such as is used to warm in-

fants' food, etc., and upon the lamp an
old preserved meat tin, or any vessel 3'ou

can heat from a pint to a quart of water
in ; to the water add from ten to twenty
drops of carbolic acid. Light the lamp
an(l keej) the water constantly slightly

steaming.
This apparatus will l>e found very use-

ful for placing broody hens to cure them
of their bmodiness, or in treating chick-

ens for gape worm. It can also be used
as a temporary measure for brooding
chickens at night, in default of a hen or
when hatching out. When curing hens
of broodiness of course no lamp is re-

quired. When brooding chickens place

an old sack doubled upon the grating
and a broad pie<-e of tin or thin sheet
iron over the lamp to diffuse the heat in-

stead of the water vessel, regulating the

lamp as required.

This apparatus can also be used for

drying feathers by placing them upon
the grating spread upon muslin or some
thin material, increasing the supply of
heat as required. It can also be used
for drying birds after washing for exhibi-

tion, in which case put plenty of straw
upon the grating. I liave a rough-and-
ready apparauis of the fore going de-

scription permanently fixed in a corner
of my fowl house, and have found it of

the greatest benefit when treating dis-

eases of the respiratory system in poultry

and pigeons, and for other purposes de-

scribed. Feed, etc., as directed for ca-

tarrh.

BRONCHITIS.

This disease differs somewhat from the
preceding in that there is a dryness and

heat in the bronchial tubes when first at-

tacked, causing the fowl to be incessantly

drinking in consequence of the intense

amount of febrile disturbance pre.sent.

There is also a dry cough, sometimes ac-

companied by a whistling sound when
breathing. The tissues soon become
loaded with a viscid tenacious mucous
secretion. This secretion gradually
changes its character, and if not speedily

checked becomes decomposed, is partially

reabsorbed, and a further degeneration
taking place the fowl will become roupy.

Treatment.—In this disease it is es-

pecially necessary to subject the fowl to

a moist warm atmosphere, and the ap-

paratus previously described will be
found most suitable. In addition to the
carbolic acid add a teaspoonful of oil of
turpentine to the water for inhalation.

Feed upon soft nourishing food, such as

boiled barley or wheat, with a teaspoon-
ful of lin.seed boiled with it, using the
liquor along with the grain thickened
with fine sharps. Give tepid water to

drink, to which has been added ten

grains of nitrate of potash (saltpetre) to

each half pint.

ROUP.

I have sketched out in the foregoing

the incipient stages of this formidable

malady, the scourge of the poultry yard.

It is unfortunately gaining ground, and
until a more extended knowledge of its

varied character, causes, and treatment
is more widely known it will continue to

baffle and dishearten amateur poultry
keepers, and cause them to give up what
would otherwise prove a profitable source

of enjoyment in their leisure hours.
Symptoms.—An offensive smell arising

from the decomposition of the secreted

muco-purulent matter in the nose and
mouth, frothy bubbles, and sometimes
pus in the corners of the eyes, around
which the head becomes swollen some-
times to such an extent at to temporarily
blind the fowl. Sooner or later (accord-

ing to the constitution of the fowl at-

tacked), if not checked, the secreted

matter thickens, forming the diphtheroid
coating which covers the mucous mem-
brane, hence the term diphtheritic roup,

or "diphtheria." If at this stage of the

disease the fowl is not suffocated, it pre-

vents the flow of the ordinary salivary

discharges. That the healthy secretions

discharged into the mouth perform an
important part in the digestive processes

there can be no doubt, and it is equally

certain that the destruction of or stop-

page of this secretion must necessarily

increase the diseased condition of the

fowl. Further, the diphtheroid coating

becoming permanent, death of the sub-

lacent tissues takes place

—

i. e., slough-

ing occurs, followed by ulceration, the
so-called "canker." Besides, the impair-

ed secretions form in small cheesy masses
in the glands, especially in the liver, and
the fowl becomes tuberculous, or con-

sumptive, known among poultry keepers
as "going light." This will arise from
any stage of nutrition being rendered ir-

regular, or otherwise abnormal. That
consumption or tuberculous disease in

man is contagious is now generally ad-

mitted and it is more especially the case

in the lower animals. Thus we have ac-

quired roup, or roup produced by con-

tagion, which at once assumes the acute

form. Hence a fowl suffering from latent

roup (the most insidiously dangerous of

all) will in a short space of time upset a

whole yard. To be more explicit upon
this point, "latent roup," I may state it

thus : A fowl having arrived at that stage

of roup when ulceration has taken place,

by treating the fowl the disease is arrest-

ed, the ulcerations are healed, and the

fowl may commence to lay, and be to all

appearance well, manifesting no outward
sign of the disease ; but place that fowl

among healthy stock, and you may have
an outbreak of roup in consequence of

the fowl having become constitutionally

diseased. I have assured myself of this

fact by repeated experiments. When
fowls so affected are bred from, the

chances are that the chickens will de-

velop roup when from one to three

months old. It requires some experience

to detect a fowl in this condition. The
mucous membranes of the mouth and
throat will be found of an ashen grey in-

stead of being pinky, and if a feather be

passed a little way down the oesophagus
(food gullet), twisting it round and with-

drawing it, a thickened mucus will gen-

erally be found adhering to the feather.

I would, therefore, impress upon all

poultry keepers the advisability of de-

stroying all fowls showing signs of ulcer-

ation, the so-called "canker," either in

the mouth or throat or on the comb, as

they require at least three weeks or a

month's treatment after being allowed to

get into that condition. When taken in

time the disease is much more easily

cured.
Treatment.—In the acute .stage I advi.se

that the fowl be placed in the apparatus
previously described if possible, and sub-

jected to the carbolic acid and turpentine
vapor until the acute symptoms have
abated. Otherwise adopt the following
method of treatment

:

Lotion. — Sulphate of copper (blue-

stone), quarter of an ounce dissolved in

a pint of rain water to wash out the

mouth and nostrils. Dilute with an
equal quantity of warm water to bathe
the eyes, if required, but do not attempt
to pass feathers or anything else down
the windpipe. A piece of sulphate of
copper fixed in the end of a quill, or in a

piece of stick, I have found superior to

anything else for applying to ulcerations

in poultry and pigeons.
Pills.—Sulphate of copper half a grain,

cayenne pepper in powder one grain,

hydrastin one third grain, oil of copaiba
three drops. Venetian turpentine and
calcined magnesia, q. s. To be given
night and morning.
Tonic and Antiseptic Solution.—Take

a pound of loaf sugar and burn it until

of a dark brown color, then stir in half

an ounce .sulplate of iron (green cop-

peras), two ounces sulphate of magnesia
(P^psom salts), four ounces sulphate of
socla (Glauber salts), and one ounce of
chloride of .sodium (common .salt), and
sufficient water to make one quart. Two
tablespoon fuls of this mixture to be add-
ed to each pint of the sick fowl's drink-

ing water. This is an excellent and safe

tonic for fowls at any time, and may be
given to them in confinement in less

quantity at all times with advantage. It

also has the advantage of being very
cheap.

Feeding.—This must depend upon the

condition of the fowl. If very bad, soft

nourishing food must be given, such as I

have recommended for fowls suffering

from bronchitis. If able to eat whole
corn, give it as the last feed at night, giv-

ing wheat the preference, alternating

with barley or buckwheat for a change.
Give no animal food, but as much green
food at midday as the fowl will eat

—

onion tops, mustard and cress being each
mrst excellent.

Isolate affected birds as far as possible,

not only to prevent the spread of the dis-

ease, hut in order to give them as much
fresh air as you can. Do not take them
indoors.

I have made this disease, roup, in all

its phases, my especial study, watching
its development. I can therefore submit
the foregoing remarks with confidence to

the poultry-keeping public.

A Correction.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In the report you published of the

Trenton Poultry Show I notice you gave

W. A. Smith first on fowls and chicks

second to James Gunagan. Rose comb
white Leghorns you do not mention,
second fowls, first chicks, which were
awarded to my entries. Would be pleased

if you would credit me with the same.

W. S. Miller.
Reading, Pa., Octo er 20, 1891.

[The list of awards we received from
Trenton was somewhat mixed uj), which
may account for the oversight referred to

by our correspondent.

—

Ed.]

In Mr. Felch's article, "A Novel Sug-
gestion," several wrong word's appeared,

as follows: The word littleness, forty-sec-

one line from bottom, should have been
likeness, and the word worst .should read

work. The sixth line in last paragraph
should read "Through their cupidity and
greed of gain."

Transfer of Stock.

Mr. H. S. Thompson, of Washington,

D. C, bought a fine pen of brown breast-

ed red game bantams of Mr. F. J. Car-

penter, Worcester, Mass. He reports

nimself as being well pleased with the

birds.

HOMINQ PIGEONS.

A Correspondent's Experience in

Search of Knowledge.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Some time since I received as a present

three pairs of homing pigeons, the giver

calling them "Antwerps." Of course, I

was interested in what I heard of the per-

formances of homing pigeons, and was

anxious to know more. I subscribed for

The Fanciers' Journal, and wrote to

many of its advertisers, but could not

find the information I wanted. The
points I wished to know might occur to

any novice, so I will mention them. I

wished to know the points of a good

homing pigeon or Antwerp as I still

called them, also what the real and proper

name was for pigeons which I had seen

sold to boys in New York bird stores un-

der the names of "flights" and "tigers,"

the i pronounced like e. Well, I lx>ught

a little book advertised in your columns,
called "The Practical Pigeon Keeper,"
and all my questions were answered
therein. I learned that carriers do not fly

races, but are now bred .solely for exhi-

bition or private fancy ; that the pre.sent

homing pigeon is a composite bird, con-

taining the blood of the carrier or dra-

goon, the owl and a high-flying pigeon of

the tumbler family, but it has been bred
as now seen for many generations. The
homing pigeon is .seldom seen in exhibi-

tions, as the only test of its breeding is

its performance in flying from a distance.

As a result one man will have the best

performers in his loft of quite a different

appearance from the favorite strain of
some other noted breeder.

The birds which are exhibited under
the name of Antwerps are a fancy breed,

which has been bred to a standard from
the homing pigeon. Utility has led to

their being called Antwerps, and the

stock from which they spring simply
homers. Another thing I learned is that

tumblers do not necessarily tumble, and
that my flights and tigers belong to the

family of tumblers. All this is very sim-

ply to your readers who are fanciers, but

I think many like myself resort to The
Fanciers' Journal to get their first

ideas straightened out, aud as so many are

now interested in homing pigeons I hope
this little article may help some of them
to understand the subject better,

Charles L. Lang, M. D.

Auburn. N. Y., October 21, 1891,

Wisconsin Poultry Exhibition.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The Southern Wisconsin Poultry As-

sociation will hold its first annual exhibi-

tion at Richmond Center, Wis., Decem-

ber 29, 30 and 31, 1891, and January i,

1892. The show will be held in the
Skating Rink, and the veteran judge,

Mr. E. S. Comings, of Rockford, 111., has
been engaged to judge the show. Liberal

premiums are offered, and this will no
doubt be the largest show in the state.

For premium list .send to the secretary,

F. C. Cleveland, Richland Center, Wis.

Fanciers' Club Shew.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The first annual exhibition of the Long
Island Fanciers' Club is to be held in

Brooklyn, N. Y., on January 31, and Feb-
ruary I and 2, 1892. Premium lists will

be ready about December i, 1891.

Frank Johnson, Secretary.

Brooklyn, N. Y., October 22.

—A thorough cleaning of the loft is

now in order. A coat of whitewash will

make the loft look clean and light and
kill the vermin that infe.st it. Sprinkle a
little air-slaked lime on the floor.

—If you find a pigeon at this season
gasping as though it had the asthma, be
sure it has taken cold. Administer at

once a pill, size of pea, of butter and
black pepper, and swab its throat with

chlorate of potash solution. This not

being at hand, use a weak solution of

spirits of champhor ; or the stronger

spirits can be rubbed on the outside.

—

Poultry Bulletin.

OUR FALL FAIRS.

Ohanares That Have Taken Place
in the Past Fifteen Years.

Editor F'anciers' Journal.

F'^anciers often or fifteen years' experi-

ence cannot but note the great changes
that have taken place in that length of
time at our county and larger fall fairs

in the poultry departm ut. Fifteen years

ago but very few fowls were .shown, and
those few, as a rule, of inferior quality.

The judge or judges, or awarding com-
mittee as it was usually called, consisted

of from one to three men of the immedi-
ate locality in which the fair was held,

and they usually knew but very little

or comparatively nothing of what con-
stituted a good specimen of any breed,

and consequently their judgment in re-

gard to the different specimens amounted
to nothing.

The largest specimen in each class or
variety generally won first, regardle.ss of
color, fonn, comb, etc. It was also rulable

only a few years ago at these fairs to

award the l)est pair or trio on exhibition

first, regardless of the fact that nine
times out of ten they were the rankest
kind of scrubs, birds that were di.squali-
fied or that would not score when in
their very finest condition over seventy-
five or eighty point.s. In the most of
localities these times are past, and things
have changed, thanks to the A. P. A., to
our many other poultry societies and
clubs that hold shows, to the American
.Standard, which teaches ns what consti-
tutes a good specimen of all our recog-
nized varieties, and how to judge them
.scientificaUy, and also to the poultry pub-
lications of our country.
To the one or more thorough fanciers

we now have in almost every country
who have the intelligence and persistency
to explain to the officers of their respect-
ive agricultural societies that the poultry
department is worthy of more notice

;

that there is as much or more need of
improvement in this department as in
any other of their live stock departments,
and that it will benefit the society as
much to give it the attention required,
and also benefit those who keep fowls,
and improve the quality of the fowls
owned in their territory. ' As has been
said, in the majority of the counties of
this state (New York) at least this change
has l)een brought about. Now, we notice
at almost all the fairs we are called upon
to attend a good display, and at some
really large displays, of good birds, and
often some very choice specimens of the
different breeds, and all the agricultural
societies of any importance or preten-
sions engage professional judges. Their
rules to govern the judging of the ex-
hibits are such in most cases that no bird
disqualified according to the American
Standard shall be awarded a prize, aud
that birds lacking quality can be placed
in the awards where they belong, accord-
ing to the best judgment of the judge.
Consequently if a specimen l)e considered
unworthy of first premium it can be
awarded second, third or nothing.
This is the correct way to do to im-

prove stock, as the exhibitor will then
ascertain why he "got left," and upon
hearing the explanation of the judge he
will learn something and will endeavor
to get something better, and consequently
it is of benefit to him. We also notice
many of our fairs are adding a bench or
dog show department, and some of them
offer good prizes. This we consider a
good thing. Good for the society, as
this department attracts great attention
from all classes, and consequently in-
creases attendance. Good for the differ-
ent breeds of dogs, as it will certainly
tend to improve the quality of dogs kept
by people living in localities where such
shows are held, particularly if good rules
govern the show and men are engaged
as judges who are experts and willing to
explain to exhibitors why they award the
prizes as they do. We are satisfied that
the live stock interests of this country
are moving in the right direction, and
consequently as one interested I am well
pleased. F. B. ZiMMER.
Gloversville, N. Y., October 21.

i

—The Detroit Free Press remarks : A
hen should be fed at least a peck a day.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.
The Feathered World offers the follow-

ing solution to a more or le.ss puzzling
problem :

"A capital suggestion is made in a
contemporary regarding the much dis-
puted right of pigeons exhibited in the
classes designated 'show homers' to be
called 'homers.' It is advLsed that the
term homer be left to these birds, and
that the genuine flying pigeon be called
'the traveler.' This is the best suggestion
made since the matter has been in dis-
pute, and we would .strongly recommend
to all interested in the grand perform-
ances of the flying pigeon to adopt this
distinguished title, for it is the exact
translation of the name into English by
which the pigeon is known in France ani
Belgium, viz., 'pigeon voyageur,' that is

the traveling pigeon. Thus the homer
may retain that name, dispensing with the
prefix show."

«
* *

It would certainly be more apropos to

distinguish the working homer from the
show homer, ju.st as the pit game is dis-

tinguished from the exhibition game.
The name "traveler," while decidedly ap-

propriate, lacks the charm of the names
"homer" or "homing pigeon." However,
it opens up a new field for discussion and
we trust our flying fanciers will respond
to an invitation to discuss the que.stion

in these columns.

* »

The Detroit News employed homing
pigeons to get early reports of a yacht
race which took place on October 7. In

its issue of the 8th instant the News re-

marks:

"Mr. C. H. Gale, 694 Howard vStreet,
and Christopher Wagner, of 116 West
Willis Avenue, kindly volunteered their
services, Mr. Gale going aboard the
judge's boat and Mr. Wagner on the
Garland. Yesterday was a bad day for
homing pigeons. The day was so mistv
that the birds were bewildered and could
not get their l)earings. Of the seven
pigeons sent out by Mr. Wagner, none
returned in time to be of any use, but all
but two have arrived. Mr. Gale had
belter luck, his birds announcing the
victory, being released at 3.15 and arriv-
ing at 3.45 o'clock. He relea.sed .seven
birds all told, and all but one were in the
loft last evening."

«
* *

C. H. Jones' motion to have each Phila-

delphia Club represented on the National

Committee provtd a popular move at

Monday evening's meeting, and w^s
passed without a single dissenting vote.

The motion was made at a time when it

seemed just possible that the meeting
might disband generally dissitisfied with

the appointment of a committee of five,

four of whom were selected from one club.

«
* «

After Mr. Jones' motion went through,

however, those present looked more
favorably upon the new movement, and
the meeting adjourned with matters look-

ing extremely rosy for such a reorganiza-

tion of the Federation rules and bj-laws

that they will suit all those outside fan-

ciers whom it is desired should join the

main body.

* *

All persons interested in pigeon flying

should read the report of the meeting of

Philadelphia Fanciers' held last Tuesday
evening. It will certainly convince all

but the most hide-bound opponents of

the Federation that the men who were
present at that meeting acted in a broad
and liberal spirit.

*
« »

The rather stale cry of the Federation

being a Philadelphia clique may still

amuse the tyro, aud even a few of the

older kickers, but the fact becomes more
clearly established every day that those

!

without are chasing shadows that exist

not within the association.
*

« «
Just why a national body of pigeon

fanciers comprising ninety-nine hun-
dredths, we might say, of all interested

in the sport should be ignored, attacked

and abused by the other small and ex-

clusive set is a mystery.
»

« *
There must be a motive for this persis-

tent opposition that is well groomed in

the dark. However, the light is being
turned on, and perhaps the whole fra-

ternity of pigeon flyers may combine for

the good of the sport.

*
» *

The Philadelphia fanciers have opened
the door far and wide, and it will not be
their fault if a solid union of all pigeon
flying clubs fails to materialize.

PIGEON FLYERS MEET.

Gathering of the American Hom-
ing Pigeon Fanciers.

The meeting of Philadelphia fanciers,

remarks the Item, called to discuss the

advisability of making such changes in

the rules aud by-laws of the Federation
of American Homing Pigeon F'anciers as

would tend to give a more national char-

acter to the organization and at the .same

time harmonize the different factions that

have of late years .sprung up on account
of the insufficiency of the present regu-

lations, took place at 1028 Poplar Street,

last evening, and notwithstanding the

rainy weather, a big crowd of fanciers

attended. Among those who took a

prominent part in the proceedings were :

James Work, chairman ; A. M. Wood,
secretary ; C. Hub, P. W. Krouse, C. W.
Bartlett, C. H. Jones, John Callaghan, H.
L. Hull, W. T. Innes, W. Clemenson,
Gottlieb Foy, W. H. Hott, F. Rodgers,
John Shepherd, S. G. Maule, John Blood,
Joseph Hayes, Jacob Eberle, G. R. Callag-
han, J. H. vS. Milligan, John Diggie,
Frank Veltrup, J. C. Bockius, H. Fuerst,
D. S. Rogers, L. Schrieber, F. G. Schrie-
ber, James Boyd, John Love, A. H. Kru-
ger, William Devinney, J. Bryan, A. K.
Cater.son, W. S. Torkington, Jr., C. Tor-
kington, S. Devlin, G. Hook, F. Prunz,
William Hunter, Jr., James A. Stovell.
John Gill, Geo. Goebel, H. W. Beck and
a number of others who did not take any
active part in the proceedings beyond
casting their votes for or against the dif-
ferent resolutions that were from time to
time offered.

After Chairman Work had explained
the reason for calling the fanciers to at-

tend the meeting, J. C. Bockiu> set the
ball rolling by making a motion that it

was advisable that the rules and by-laws
of the Federation should be amended.
Upon the motion being seconded, Messrs.
Shepherd and Maule spoke at some length
in favor of it, outlining several changes
that they deemed expedient. The mo-
tion was then carried unanimously.
Mr. Shepherd thereupon offered the

following resolution :

"Resolved, That a committee be appointed to
confer with the secretaries of club and promi-
niiil homing piyeon fanciers, with the object of
atlaininR a more united and flexible organiza-
tion, giving scope and independent action to or-
ganized clubs ; ihe remodelling of the rules of
the Federation, so that they shall conform to the
requirements of a reorganized national body,
also to change the mode of electing officers at the
annual meeting, and to take such action as will
lead to a closer bond and more fraternal spirit
between homing pigeon fanciers."

In the speeches that were made by
Messrs. Shepherd, Bockius, Wood and
others in favor of the resolution it was
pointed out that the Empire City Flying
Club, the Washington Federation and a
number of other fanciers of Boston, Bal-
timore, Buffalo, Newark, Jersey City and
other flying centres were at present man-
aging their races under club supervision,
independent of the national organization,
for the reason that the latter was not of
sufficient use to them to pay for the cost
of membership.
As some of the reasons offered were

considered by many Federation mem-
bers to have sound common sense on
their side, it was urged that the appoint-
ment of a committee to meet delegates

from these different cities and to thor-
oughly discuss and so change the rules
as to again bring A\ under the same ban-
ner would be the best way to attain that
end. The resolution was then put and
carried unanimously.
The next proceeding was to select a

committee that would satisfy the various
Philadelphia interests, and for some time
it appeared as if this might cause a little
trouble. The first suggestion made was
that the chairman .should appoint a com-
mittee of five, but this did not appear at
all to the liking of the majority of those
present, but eventually C. H. Jones suc-
ceeded in having a niotion passed that
met with general approval, this being
that a committee should be appointed
containing one representative from each
club.

The committee was at once appointed,
and is as follows : Chairman, John .Shep-
herd, Kevstone Homing Club; John
Boyd, Star Club; John Gill, I. X. L.
Club; Paul W. Krouse, Quaker City
Club

; Jacob Fiberle, Randolph Club
;

g'.

L. Goldbeck, South End Club; A. M.
Wood, Belmont Club ; F. Ci. Schrieber,
.\erial Club; J. C. Bockius, Fanciers'
Club ; H. Dieniet, Cresson Club ; L. A.
Mehler, Belleview Club; W. H. Holt,
Violet Club; John Conley, Diamond
Club; Ferdinand Prinz. (iermantowu
Club, and F. N. Booz, Minerva Club.
The meeting then adjourned with the

understanding that the interests of the
Philadelphia members of the Federation
were left entirely in charge of this com-
mittee, which will, in the course of the
next few days, be called together by its

chairman to take up the new movement
at the point those present at the general
meeting deemed it advisable to leave off.

The committee will start on their work
without being hampered by any restric-
tions, as the resolution of Mr. Shepherd
is broad enough to allow them full play
in the effort which is about to be made
toward general harmony.

Hypocrisy of the Hen.
When there is anything to eat the hen

feeds with the eager appetite of a boy
who hasn't had anything for ten min-
utes. When there is absolutely nothing,

as on a wind-swept, weather-beaten cellar
door, or the newly painted floor of a
piazza, she will .scratch away lustily, and
pause at intervals in her scratching to go
through the motions of eating. She will
affect to pick up the most luscious tid-
bits from the bare, inhospitable face of a
polished marble door-step that has just
been scrubbed till it has a .surface of pol-
ished glass. She will scratch on it, al-
though it is all she can do to stand on
its treacherous surface with all claws set,
and then with exultant clucks affect to
pick up in rapid succession a soft-shell
grub, an angle worm, stall fed ancl four
inches long, a couple of lilue point l>eetles
and a shedder ladybug. Then she will
walk away, casting upon you a glance of
the most hypocritical contentment and
satisfaction, as one who had dined luxu-
riously and escaped without tipping the
waiters.—Brooklyn Eagle.

I

—Little Giri (reading) :
" 'Nature un-

adorned is adorned the most.' What does
that mean?" Little brother (after deep
thought) : "I think it means a roast
chicken is nicer than a chicken with its
feathers on."

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

W. S. Dkkkis. K<Khester. N. V.—The Southern
Farm is published in Atlanta, Ga.
A. J, New York City.—The party referred to

is unreliable. Iletter look at the stock before
purchasing.

J. Wood. Chicago. 111.—Hack n'lmbers of The
Fanciers' Joirnai. are five cents each. We
have but few complete files left.

W. S. W'., Upland, Delaware County, Pa.—
Can you tell me who is the best breeder of .swal-

low pigeons? Write to II \V. Vahle or T. Karrer
Rackham.
E. B. R., Buff, ('.a.— I would like some informa-

tion regarding game chickens. I have what are
called Shawlnecks and l^uRlish reds, but would
like a better chick if I could get it, as they .some-

times run when steel touches them, and they are
slow to cut but very often kill. Please give me a
full description of your fowls and send price list

We do not deal in fowls, but would advise our
correspondent to write to Loring Brown, Boling.
broke, Ga., or to F. H. Graves, Viroqu.T, Wiscon-
sin, for information and price lists.

«

<•

I
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THE ASEEL FOWL.

Resembling the Indian Game, but

Somewhat Smaller.
From the Englisli Stock-Keeper.

This comparatively unknown breed is

rapidly coming to the front as an exhi-

bition fowl, whereas two years ago only

one show, Rinnitighain, gave classes for

them. This year most of ttie important

fixtures are finding a place for them in

their schedules. IJirniingham this year

gives four classes and two silver cups,

and a grand display of birds will no

doubt reward their liberality.

It is possible some of our readers may

not know this variety by sight. In gen-

eral shape they resemble the Indian

game, only stnaller, more stoutly put to-

gether, in proportion have greater width

of shoulders and muscular development,

are shorter in neck and legs, thicker in

head, and have a shorter and stronger

down-curved neck. In color they are

very varied, ranging from glossy black

to pure white, these color and spangles,

greys and reds, being the most common,

but a good horse is s;ud to be never of a

bad color, so it is with a good Aseel. In

their native home, India, they arc bred

for fighting solely, and have l)een from

time immemorial. Several well-known
men have imported them, notably Lord
Clive, and certainly on one occasion

they have been consi<lercd a worthy pres-

ent to an Knglish monarch, for a cock

was sent to George III, who had him de-

picted on canvas by Reid.

So highly are they valued in India that

an instance is on record of ^25 having
been paid for a single egg from a cele-

I (rated hen, the females when really first

rate being more valuable than the males.

The writer had an application a short

time ago for Ascels to export to India ;

this indeed shows the high value set on
them in their native country and the dif-

ficulty there is in procuring them there.

Like many exhibition fowls, the breed

can hardly be said to be a desirable one
for a farmer, l)eingtoo small (cocks weigh
six pounds ; hens one pound less) and
pugnacious when bred inter si' ; but as

a cross with any coarse or large breed

there is absolutely no variety that can
equal them, their pro«luce having less

hone and more breast meat than that of

the Indian game, and they will breed
chickens of nearly equal size, closer in

feather and with shorter legs and necks.

Their table qualities were thus spoken
of by no less an authority than Mr.
Tegetmeier in the Field recently : "The
Aseel, or true Indian fighting cock, is

perhaps, the most plump and meaty bird

that exists. The writer has the follow-

ing characteristic description of the trial

of a cock he exported to America early

this year. Without upholding cock
fighting, one cannot help feeling that a

bird that never flinches mider such an
ordeal must be indeed game and of noble
blocxl.

"Now I have tested my black cock as

follows : I put him in good condition for

battle. I tlien fought him bare heels for

half an hour, the next day I fought him
bare heels for two hours, and the third

day fought him against half inch steel

points, till he was so that he could not

stand, but was .still willing to fight ; so I

c )nclurled to save him, although it looked
like he must surely die of his wounds

;

on the fourth day he still showed and
took steel, and has never yet showed any
signs of quitting. I have him on his feet

a-^ain ana he seems fair to fully recover.

I am satisfied he is a dead game fellow,

and will bank on his chicks as being the

true quill."

The same correspondent states : 'I

could have sold every egg from my Aseels

at 8s. 6d. each egg. This price, £^ los.

6d. i^er thirteen eggs, I think has never
been ecjualled for eygs of any breed in

Kiigland, and looks as if the Americans
meant introducing the breed at any
price." It is only right to say that the
word Aseel merely means noble or pure
bred, and thus by free translation game.
Until about fifteen years ago the bird was
known in Kngland as Indian game, but

about that time Cornish birds, bred fn»m
Aseels, pheasants and Malays, began to

be exhibited as Indian game fowl, when
in self-defense and to distinguish be-

tween the old and the new breed, the

former were exhibited as Aseels, and
this name, with an unfortunately obscure
meaning, has stuck to them ever since.

Sheridan's Condition Powders

henC
If Ton can*t eet It send to us.

W 9 mail oue pack Kc. Five $1. A 3 1-t lb. can |1.20. Six,

f.
Ex. paid. FWMry Raining Guid«, fre«, with 91 orders,

a. JOHMSOM A CO., 23Custom House St., Boston. Mass.

Get Aboard
Is the slogan of all Shrewd
Advertisers when they get

such a great opportunity of-

fered to them as the Christ-

mas Number of THE FAN-

CIERS' JOURNAL affords.

Such prominent advertis-

ers as Spratts Patent, Blue

Ridge Kennels, C. A. Sharp
& Co., Pineland Incubator

Co., James Forsyth, E. B.

Thompson, T. Wilton Hill

and many others have se-

cured large space already.

Time is money, and the

quicker the remaining space

(rather limited) is taken the

better. The forms close No-
vember 15. Below are the

rates.
COVKR

Inside cover pages, whole 1*as^ 100

Hair page 60
Qiiartf-r page 35

The outside back page is sold.

OTHKR RATKS
Inside pages, whole page 50

Half page 30
Quarter page 20

Per inch 3

Breeders' Cards (3 lines) $i.oo

Classified Advertisements, 3 cents per word.

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Onl^ |i-25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany. N.Y.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

MISCELLANEOUS.

CLIMtX DRINKIKG FOUNTAIN

POULTRY
MADE OF GALVANIZED IRON.
HILL hXWT A LIFETIME.

20all. nlze will Ix- wnt, Exprrsn I'alfl. toanj part
of thf Unlt<»<l Statesou rcfolptol |§| .2,%.

1^. li. T^O]l1>, BnrlinKton, Vt.

Woodsidc Poultry Y^^^^

HACKENSACK, N.J.

.-\Sr. J. ANDRTJS--
BREEHEK Ol"

8. C WHITE LEGHORNS I LA FLECHE.

At the great N. Y. Show, 1890, won everything
on l^ Fleche ; 1891 won 2d on cock, ist on cock-
erel, 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th on hen. 1st and 2d on pul-
let, specials for best display and best pullet.

My stock has always won high honors at Wa-
verly, Trenton, Bridgeton and Dundee Lake, N.

J., and Newburgh. N. Y.
I^ Fleche eggs, $5 per 15, $9 per 30 ; Leghorn

CRgs. $3 per 15, J5 per 30.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry 01

Kennel Pai>er vou should send for my list of

papers. I can famish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscril>e foi two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.
Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five
papers and r<-quest them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

F. D. BECK,
84ti Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

JUST PUBLISHED.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

-BY-

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America
New York. February, 1891. my birds were award-
ed the following : Siecond and fifth on Barred
Plvmouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plvmouth Rock Hens ; first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard. $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE. $100 IN GOLD.

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for mv

large circular free. Egg» from prize matings, U
per 13, |7 per 26, $9 per 39. Stock for sale. 8iS-i38

F. M. GILBERT.

Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-
prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the
amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, paper, oOe. ; cloth 91.UO.

BUFF COCHINB
Without slightest reserve, at Normandy Villa,

Shipley. Yorks, England. Mr. E. C. Stretch will

sell on November 4 the whole of Mrs. Scrivens'

MatcUess Strain of Bnff CocUns

Over 300 birds, including the Palace Cup cockerel
and the Bath Cup pullet. Catalogues containing
cable code on application. ,'^i-.^4

THE DOLkAR TYPEWRITER
SI'SSU ABCDEFGHI

A p«rrp«t and pritriir.il T>)<e Wiltiiit; tiiachlDe l<<r only O.^

IMlLLiil. Exactly like cut; regiilnr Remington type; di>e«

the SHme quality of work; takos a fools rap slit t<t. Complete
with |>.ip(>r hnldiT, auloniHtle fpp<l, nvrfiftiijfr *hf*\ k \uk\n%

mill u<»>seopTiiiK Ink. Size Sx^xslnrhea; weleht. 13 oz; Sat.

JifactI on guaranty, d ; Cirr iilars free . AGKNT8 WA^TED. Sent
by expresa for fl.tlOs by mall, 1S». extra for poarneo.

B. U. i«eUiSOLIi A BBO., M CUBTLA5DT ST., A. t. IIXX.

BOOKS FOR FANCIKIIS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
.American Book of the Dog 500
American Kennel. Burges | 3.00

Book of the Uog. Vero Shaw 8.00

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdoii l,ee 150

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait 100

Dogs, Di.seases of. Dalziel .80

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill 2.00

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00

Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond . i.oo

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . . .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo . .75

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 2.00

Knglishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 500
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50

English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to XllI.each 4.50

Field Trial Training. White . 50
Fox Terrier. Lee, 14 portraits and illu.stra-

sions i-S<>

Fox Terrier, Breeding aiid Rearing ; col-

ored portrait. Dalziel 1.00

Glover's Album, Treati.se on Canine Dis-

eases .so

How to Keep a dog in the City Mills ... 25

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training 50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00

Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.."jo

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record: full leather 60

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to

date 50
Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . . . i.oo

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer) 1.00

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-
tice. Millan 1.00

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait of Plinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50

Teufel the Terru r ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog 75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.

Mercer i-oo

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50

The Setter. I.^verack 2.75

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25

Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Ma.son. Portraits
from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather . . 4.00

Youatt on the Doe 2.50

Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir 50
Cloth 75

POULTRY.

.\11 About Broilers. Boyer 25
:\i\ Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard 50
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of orize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George Q.Dow. .25

Duck Culture. Rankin 50
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir 9 00

Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 1.50

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch. 1.50

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee i .00

The Game Fowl. Cooper . 5.00

Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace 50

CAGE BIRDS.

anarv Birds. Paper cover 50
Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Black.ston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
F:dition 1.50

Native Song Birds, George J. Bamesby. . 1.00

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
The Canary. G. J. Bamesby , . .50

PIGEONS.

Book of Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts 8.00

Lofl Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
Gilbert, paper 50C ; cloth i.oo

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50

Pigeon Standard (new) 50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer 50

MISCELLANEOUS.

American Anglers' Book. Norris .... 5.50

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .25

Book of the Game Laws 50
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 2.00

Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus 2.00

Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells 2.50

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.
Grinnell 2.00

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . . 1.50

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood I.oo

The Art of Training Animals ;
paper ; il-

lustrated 50
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence ol Animals 1.50

With Flv-rod and Camera, Samuels. . . 5'00

Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell .... 2.50

Woodcraft. Nessmuk »•«>

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen . . . . i.5<*
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PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF—
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,
which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

IvEG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGEONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every band regis-
tered, each 2^c. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on whit-h the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. E. S. STARR, Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

ARCHANGELS ONLY.
Geo. G. Fetterolf,

Langhome, Penn'a,
Has thre« of tin- l;ir;?e.sl and lln-

«'st lofLs of AUCIIANGELS in

America, If not in the world,
and n<jw ortVrs for sale a few
Knitid bi^(l^s in Diirk and Li(;lit^

Bronz". j)oinl ai'd shell rivsit'd;

also, KHKHith licjuls. Prices ao-
cordin^j to quality of st/K'k.

K CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OF ALL

LEADING BREEDS OP
PIGEONS

Sir.e of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Box 916. PHILADELPHLA. PA.

8HOAV8.

The Second Annual Exhibition of the
South Carolina Poultry & P. S. Association,
At Columbia, S. C, Jan. 12 to 15, 1892, will be
THE GREAT SHOW OF THE SOUTH.

Send for Premium List which will be ready
October 15. We have the grandest list of special's
ever offered by any Southern Association.

W. A. SCHROCK. Secretary,
Camden, S. C.

Dr. S. T. Lea, President,
Coke.sbury, S. C. 33-36

POULTRY.

WYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.
Prices low for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address BLYTHFXOTE FARM.
28 54 Brainard Station, N. Y.

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and F'ggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

EVER PRODUCED.

Personally selected durng our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of England. II

you want choice breeders or winners at the
winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, Anda-
lusians. White Wyandottes. "^ree catalogue.

SSI I

A. SHARPS CO.,
Lockport, New York.

FOR POULTRYMEN,
'''""""'^j||TO I uii iuui.niimun|#,£«cH4«rs.

I III ^% Fanclert, Nuntrymen, Florists, Btketpsn,
I \0 I \0 Dair^mtn, Gardeners, Fruitmen, Prlnttrt,

\0 l\r CTnPV ''°' tiectrotiiping dona. List fAC£.

Ur V I vvK Clahenc£ C OEPur, 8rHACUi£, H. f.

PIPQ Chesters, Berkshires, Polands. Pox
riuOi Hounds, Beagles,ColIies,Setter8.GEO.B
HICKMAN. W. Chester. Pa. Send ttamp for dr.

POUIiTRY. POUIiTRY.

o<l3^'^p^^^ EmMO
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buff Pekin Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize
winners wherever shown. Circular free.

10-61 F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island. N. V.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

-<\mM GAMES. < t> WYAND0TTE8.I>
The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NEW YORK SHOW I

won 1st on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State
Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, s seconds. 4 thirds and 2 gold speeials. Send
for circular. Address T.WILTON H I LL, JAMESBURG, N. J. 96-148

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM-
S. C. and R. C. Rrown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record ot America's leading strains 01 above
varieties. Can furnish eggs from ('. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

lOI-tl J. FORSYTH, owEGo. tioga county, n. y.

AiT)crica'? Mosb Useful ar)d Beautiful Fowl<

BOX 293.

o

STANDAF^D-BI^ED GHIGI^S POF^ SALE ^^^

H. C. DKEVKNSTHDT, BEVERLY, N. J.

ToRHAM Poultry Yards
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

FOR SAL.E—100 Fine 8. C. White Leprliorns and IJlack Minorca
Pnllets. Early Hatehetl.

Address all orders and correspondence to
GEO. W. WEED. MANAGER,

34.85 Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

IHER IS NOTHING BETTER THAN THE BEST
So why seek fuither. My BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SILVER LACED WYANDOTTES

have stood the test of time and been handled at NATIONAL SHOWS by all the leading judges—
they always win a BIG SHARE OF THE PRIZES. TOO.

At Charleston, S. C, January, 1891,

the National Show of the vear and meeting of the A. P. A., they were awarded TWENTY OF
THE MOST IMPORTANT PREMIUMS. My chicks this year are a PRIME LOT; they have
great FORM and COLOR and are hard to equal. I have also a full line of FINE BREEDING
BIRDS and young hens and will quote reasonable prices for quality.

Seird for finely illustrated circular. »'»'»—

i-5«

Address

EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Amenfa, Dutchess County, N. Y

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.

OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.
DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall 32-44

INDIAN GAMES
LANGSHANS

MINORCAS
MOTTLED ANCONAS
Eggs for sale after January, 1S92. No more

birds for sale at this time.

QT DPDV I DfiC Choicest strains. Pups
01. DCIVilliilV UO for sale. Send 2 cent
stamp for circular giving particulars.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Pottsville. Pa.

Send for our new terms to agents.

You will not be disappointed. Address

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

INCUBATORS.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain one free. Twen-

ty-three first preniiunis in one
year. Large book for stamp. A.
F. WILLIAMS, Bri.stol, Conn.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

•••••• AND BROODERS
ARK THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
AND WERE AWARDED

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in America.
Our mammoth catalogue

EyerytUuE for tie Poallry Yard.

Will be mailed to all applicants on receijjt of 5
cents. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

130-181 Janiesburg, New Jersey.

I'Ol'LTUY.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange. Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OK
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN (iAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.
A circular for a stamp. Kowls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders for puppies booked to be
delivered in rotation.

A NKW JJOOK

WYANDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng. Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.
A handsomely printeii book of 60 pages.

PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIEItS' PUBLISHING CO.,
32 South Third Strttt.

-t« Philadelphia.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K BOYER

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID.-RF;aD WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It

?
fives away many things that have been hereto-
ore kept secret. Address

FANCIKR.S' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
BOX 9ir,. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OK THI

BOOK AT THE POPULAR PRICE OF 2

CENTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

DePuy's Poular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled
Capons and Caponizing. This book has had a
very extensive sale at fifty cents per copy, but
the author, Mr. George Q. Dow, has kincUy con-
sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent
edition, so as to put it within the reach of all, and
no person can afford to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The book contains all
that the fifty cent edition does besides adding
some new features not contained in that edition
that are really very valuable to poultrymen.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear
tvpe that can be easily read without straining
the weakest eyes. All persons should read this
book who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
complete information on all the different details
of these subjects by a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This book covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . .^.ddress all
orders to

Faociers' Publishing Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

OPIUM
Morphino Habit Cured in lO
to30d»ys. Noj»(
DA. J.STEPHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.

No pay till rured.
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IN-

CASH PREMIUMS

To tlie i)ei*s«>ii SoimIIii>< in the
lar^ft'St yearly list ol' subscrib-

ers, $2(K).

Second larjirest list, ^ lOO.

Third larjrcst list, $75.

Fourth larj^est list, >^50.

Fifth largest list, $'25.

Hixth, seventh, eighth, ninth
and tenths lar«:*'«t lists, $10.00
each.

This offer is open from OCTOBER
15 to JUNE 1, 1892. Subscriptions

can be sent in at any time, but cash must

accompany them. This unquestionably

is the best opportunity ever offered to

our friends, and all desiring to compete

for these premiums should send in their

names at once.

The coming Dog and Toultry Shows

offer a glorious opportunity to "secure

subscriptions, and agents desiring sample

copies should advise us promptly.

Remember that THE FANCIERS'

JOURNAL is the leading paper of its

class, and the subscription price is only

|52.oo per annum. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Kabbits, Cats. Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leading Authorities. Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):

One year, post free, United SUtes and Canada,
|3.I0.

Address Post-Office Orders and communicationa
to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C.

England.

AMERICAN KENNEIi CLUB

Stud B^^k.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-

tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows, Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars j>er annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,
N08. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

POULTRY.

for profit
should have IMire Oround
BEEF SCRAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter
houses. Dried Perfectly Sweet and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them KRKK. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINK & FOOD CO., 33
Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

DOGS.

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
and matings. Winners at largest shows
for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros. , Let , Mass. 9-60 eow

Beaarles.

AFEW CHOICE PUPPIES BY TONY WEL-
LER. Oakview Kennels, Glenside, Pa.

35-37

BEAGLES FOR SALE, BRED FROM PRIZE
winners. Like begets like. Address Mid-
dleton Kennels, Frankfort, Mich. 35-37

Canker Cure.

TALLMAN'S CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiflv cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City. tf

Cocker Spaniels.

THE BEST LOT I EVER BRED ; BLACK,
seal brown, chestnut and tan ; workers
from working sires and dams ; no croco-

diles or cripples in the lot. J. Otis Fel-

lows, Horpellsville, N. Y. s

Collies.

COLLIE PUPPIF.S, RY CHAMPION THE
SQUIRE, out of Active (E. 21,065). J. E-
Dougherty, Lotus, Ind. 35-44

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PEDIGREED COL-
lie pups sired by our best imported stud
dogs. See displayed advertisement. W.
Atlee Burpee &Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 85-36

/^RDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,
The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia. Pa.

Ensllsh Setters,

U

FOR SALE—BROKEN ENGLISH SETTER:
will be shown on game. Address A. J. Ma-
this, Trainer, Millville, N. J. 36-38

Field I>OKS Broken.

A'
S ALL OUR DOGS ARE NOW BROKEN,
we are prepared to take a few dogs to thor-
oughly break on quail on our preserve in

Georgia. Terms $50 and board. Address
Bryn Mawr Kennels, 24 South Sixth Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. 35-36

For Sale or Ezchanse.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies ; greyhound and beagle puppies.
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loadmg shot guns and rifles, folding boat,

field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Hornells^nlle, N. Y.

For Sale.

FR SALE.—CHOICE OF TWO REGISTER-
ED pointer bitches. Broken. W. B. Mc-
Cloud, Hyattville, O. 33-36

I
OFFER FOUR LITTERS OF AS WELL-
BRED mastiffs as are in the world, one
young bitch and a grand brood bitch. Also
two St. Bernard bitches by Alton's brother.
Cheap. Charles E. Bunn, Peoria, 111. 36-42

TWO FIRST CLASS FOX TERRIER DOGS
and three brood bitches. Also some young
stock. Good chance to procure some fine

blood at reasonable prices. W Tallman,
109 W. Thirty- fourth St., New York. 34-tf

THOROUGHLY BROKEN CHEISAPEAKE
Bay dog two years old ; color sedge ; re-

trieves from land and water ; registered.

Address William Tallman, 109 W. Thirty-
fourth St., New York City. 33

T

W

irty-

HE CELEBRATED YORKSHIRE TER-
RIERS of the Anglo-American Terrier
Kennels, formerly North Fields Yorkshire
Kennels, including Champion Toon's Roy-
al, the best dog in America, and winner of
more firsts than any other Yorkshire

;

Toon's Royal George, Toon's Bright, Prince
A I and a young bitch pup three months
old, by Toon's Royal. Also fox terriers

Endcliffe Spice and Venus, and bull ter-

rier King of Hearts. Toon & Symonds, 4
Dearborn Street, Salem, Mass. 35-it

HO WANTS A FINE SABLE AND WHITE
collie bitch, six months old, registered
number 21,594; by Champion Roslyn

Wilkes, dam by Champion Maney Trefoil ?

Write for particulars. I can please you. A.

E. Manley, Brandon, Vt. 36-37

Foxhounds.

FOXHOUNDS FOR SALE ; DOGS IN STUD.
F. H. Hayes, Dexter, Maine. it

Fox Terriers.

Fox SALE.—WILL SACRIFICE TO MAKE
room for new stock, five promising fox

terrier puppies, five months old, by I

Reckon 118,284). To make quick sale, piice

$15 each. For full description address G.
W. Price, Girard College, Philadelphia,

Pa. 35-36

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Irish Setters.

IRISH SETTER PUPPIES FOR SALE
cheap, from registered stock; Elcho strain.

Charles K. Farmer, Hartnian, Mich. 36-38

IRISH RED SETTER PUPPIES BY A SON
of Glencho and Mavourneen, out of a
daughter of Sarsfield and Florie. Address
P., Box 916, Philadelphia. 5-tf

$BUYS RED IRISH SETTER PUPPIES
TO of the finest quality and breeding. Sent
^^^

C. O. D. Will also sell Elcho, Jr.'s Don,
three and one-half years old. Price $25.

Henry Sturtevant, Medina, N. Y. 35-38

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE—SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslyn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pointers.

POINTER BITCHES, METEOR'S FLIRT,
Rose Graphic, Onawa, six months, by
Trinket's Bang. Ten puppies. Charles D.
Roberts, Dexter, Maine. 36 37

VERY CHOICE YOUNG STOCK. SIRES
Champion Robert the Devil and Duke of
Hesson. Dams, winners, registered and
field broken. Particulars. E. W. Vine,
North Pearl St., Albany, N. Y. 33-36

PUKS.

FINE PUPS ON SALE.—Chequasset Kennels,
Lancaster,Mass. 75-eow

Scotch Terriers.

|URE BRED WIRE-HAIRED SCOTCH TER-
RIERS from imported and prize winning
stock. Robert McCosh, Burlington, Iowa.

32-tf

St. Bernards.

FOR SALE—THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in

whelp. Bargains to close out. R. J. Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. Sj-tf

Wanted.

AN EXPERIENCED ENGLISHMAN WILL
train and run one or two gentleman's dogs
on seven farms in North Carolina. Plenty
of quail. Well up in care of valuable guns.
Address "Pointer," care W. Tallman, 109 W.
Thirty-fourth Street, New York. 34-tf

Various.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street Philadelphia. Pa.

PURCELLS FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules, Labels, Tags, etc
li.shing Co.
phia.

The Fanciers' Pub-
32 South Third St., Philadel

POULTRY.
Advertisements vnthtmt display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Artists and Enarravers.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel
phia, Pa.

WE HAVE arranged with Schieiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be th«

oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
X)f their dogs. The Fanciers' Pubfishin:
Co.. 3a South Third St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Appliances.

INCUBATORS SOLD, BOUGHT.EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor. Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.
Correspondence invited. T. Fairer Rack-

1-52 ham, 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

For Sale.

,-*OR SALE—A 600-EGG MONARCH INCU-
H BATOR in good condition. Price $50. John

C. Haynes, Annandale, N. J. 35-tf

FOR SALE — A LIMITED NUMBER OF
high-class brown red and red pile standard
games, bred from the winners at the New
York shows 1890-1891. S. W. Doubleday,
Mamaronesk, New York. it

E ARE SELLING OUT—YOU CAN NOW
buy birds you never could buy before.
Silver and white Wyandottes and white
Plymouth Rocks that have won in every
part of New York State. Write for what
you want. George E- Howell, Howell's
Depot, N. Y. 33-36

w
Games.

GAME FANCIERS—I AM OFFERING FOR
sale nearly all of my prize-winning game
fowls, old and young, including winners
at New York, and nave added about 20

prizes to my already large number by win-
ning at the late Industrial Exhibition. See
thelist. These fowls are for sale cheap.
Black red, brown red and pile games and
black red, duckwing and pile game ban-
tams. Describe what you want. E. F.

Doty, 47 Wellington Place.Toronto, Can. tf.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Lieffhorns.

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY SINGLE
comb brown and white I<egliorn cockerels
for sale, $i.so to J5 each. John C. Haynes,
Annandale, New Jersey. 36-45

White LieKhoms.

CHOICE SINGLE-COMB WHITE LEG-
HORN cockerels bred from a 97-point
male and other prize winners, $1.25 to I5
each. Also a few equally choice pullets at
same price. C. Wistar Thompson, Salem,
N. J. 34-36

CRINGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORN COCK-
EREL and pullets for sale cheap for qual-
ity of stock. C. E.HowcU, Elmira, N. Y. 5-341

Various

50

5

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.

E- P- Cloud, Keuiiett Square, Pa.

FOR SALE—WHITE WYANDOTTE AND
rose comb brown Leghorn chickens, of the
choicest strains at reasonable prices. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. W. F. Everitt, West-
field, Pa. 32-37

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted undet
this headingfor 3 cents per word for each insertion

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-fac
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

Enarllsh Rollers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS, THOS.
Grist, Livery Stable, Atlantic City, N. J.

.
34-37

Fantalis.

H
O

OWARD BUTCHER, 146 N. FRONT ST..
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

UR WHITE FAyS FOR SALE. MAIEN-
THAL BROS., New Albany, Ind. 33-37.

For Sale.

rR SALE.—W-BANDED HOMERS, ALL
related to 500 milers and speedy. Price $3
per pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,
Philadelphia. i6-tf

Helmets.

ENTIRE COLLECTION OF PRIZE-WIN
NING helmets for sale cheap. Twenty-six
birds in reds yellows, blues and blacks for

$20. William S. Lentz, Allentown, Pa. it

Jacobins.

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
and breeder of Jacobins. 7 58

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, 1010 CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
li.shing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertising.

I
F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING

anywhere at any time write to George P.
Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37 82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"
368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-
age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals

;
gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates ancT other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10
Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

DrlnkluK Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, |8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vtt Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

Various.

WILLIAM A.BARTLETT,IACKSONVILLE,
111., leading varieties of poultry, pigeons
and ferrets. Send stamp for catalogue.

32-39
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INJTH^STUD^

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion XHe Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyn Wilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

CHal. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn Con.Avay,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Charnpion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
KasH, jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.]

Irish Setters
Seminole,

20088. FEE $20
(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

11450.
Eleo,

FEE $15
Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
go<jd stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young stock always on hand. i3-'^4

cFox Terriers.
tX'«.'V«W«tV\.-C«S^!UC«iX1^VOac«iX\WK.Xk3rttX^3£ma

IN STUD.

Pitcher 535

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

}3iiiii5it)E Kennels,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX XBRRIKRS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee I15.00
CH. VOLUNTEER Fee I15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PROPRIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridge, L. I.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP. 7711 Fee I25REGENT BRISK, 16,618 " 10
REGENT TIPPLER " 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SRRAKK,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist
at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODmAH,
I2itl AUBURN PARK, ILI«.

^NJTHEJSTUD.

/pUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER* IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire ol
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champion Bclgravian-arockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won in England six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-
onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand young dog is just
in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-
dress

THOS. C. CHALMERS. Proprietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

89-141

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD.

ARISTOCRAT,
AVInnep of more first prizes and spec

lals durlns 1890 than any
other St. Bernard.

FKE, - $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poiij^likeepsle, N. Y

ED-WARD BOOTH, Manager.
36-4S

KINGSTON REGENT.
This grand dog is the best son of the great

J RINCE REGENT, by Lady St. Oothard. He is

33J4 in. high and has the heaviest bone and rich-
est dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in
America. His bead is remarkable for its size,
depth of muzzle and expression. Win ings:ist
Kingston, Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal, 1891.
" The more one sees of this dog the more cer-

tain it is that he will prove a very hard one to
beat in the very best company."— Forest and
Stream.

PEE, $50.

MARQUIS OF RIPON.
Litter brother to Kingston" Regent, and more

like Prince Regent than any of the other Regent
dogs. He is the sire o( some||splendid stock in
England.

FEE, $50.

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in
America." Pedigree and winnings free

; photos,
50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

100-151

P. H. COOMBS,
Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

P STUD—IRISH SETTER

LIMERICK
GLENELCHO—NORA. FEE $20.

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIBW KENNEI^S,
GLEXSIDE, PA.

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF H£SSEN,()25S. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5550. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

PILES
INSTANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15
days. Never returns. No purge. No
salve. No suppository. Remedy

mailed free. Address J. H. REEVES, Box 3290,
New York City. N. Y. 35-85

JN^THE^UD.

GREENFIELD

HILL KENNELS
IN STUD

The Field Trial Winners

Rowdy Rod

King's Dan

Harry C. -

Fee ^75

Fee ^25

Fee ^25

Descriptive Catalogue Mailed Fiee.

Seo, f . Ewlii2 & S, C. Bradley, Prop,

Box 24, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

P. S—Choice Puppies and Broken Dogs for
sale. 2740

^T STUD. FEE »r,0.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER,

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C. Deceml)er, 1890, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land ; ist. New York, Troy. Albany and Lynn.
'So; ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-J85 Babylon. L. I.

FairhiH Kennels,
2S4S North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. BBRNAROS.
IN THE STUD

BBN ORMONOE, 17044.
12 63 CARD AND PHOTO FRF:E.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

MINSTREL
(21.377) CH. ELCHO, Jr.—BESSIE CLENCIIO.

SHANMORE
(21.378) CH. EI,CHO. JK.-BESSIK GI.RNCHO.
Puppies bv the above dogs. ch. HIcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNHLS.
63tl West Farms. N. y.

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

(JOLLIES

8T- BERNARDS

IRISH TERRIERS

COCKER SPANIELS
Best in the world in stud and for sale.

AT STUD
Christopher - - -

Wellesbourne Charlie

^50.00

50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, $35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
CHESTNUT HILL,

29-80 Philadelphia, Penna.

-HOUSB
-AND

iPBX DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JOST published"" -^^ PRICE, POSTPAID, 50C.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

THE KENNEL.

s COTCH....I OI^I^IKS

FORDHOOK KENNELS
Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, Utter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full
descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
32-83 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOSING OUT SALE-YOUR CHANCE

If you want to purchase a finely bred puppy
we can supply it. We have been breeding to
get a collection of the finest in the land, sired by
Gath's Mark, Roger, Chance and Paxtang. The
dams arc finely bred, plenty of Count Noble,
Gladstone, Leicester and Darkie b'ood. Three
litters now ready to ship We can supply some
youngsters ready for field this fall and several
good brood bitches, such as produce black, white
and tan pups. Let your wants be known by ad-
dressing

Moorefield Kennels,

49 CHULA, AMELIA CO., VA.

DIIPO I^' '^<^>l^ WANT TO OWN A
r ItiS —GENUINE PUG PUP
1 UUU BUY AT HEADQUARTERS.
Young stock from priae winners, |2o to $50.
If you've a bitch to breed, try one of our
STTTI) Hberhart's Cashier (13901. Fee, I15^^ ^''^ Bradford Ruby II (97io). Fee! f 15

PI T(JS l?^"^ ?""' imported (17093). Fee. $15* W vjtk..>
j Douglass II (11,8041. Fee, $10

Litter guaranteed. A "square deal" to all.EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.
leading and Largest Pug Kennel in America.

Removed to No. 3 Ea.st Fourth Street.

ENGLISH PUGS-DIAMOND KENNELS
Winner of more first prizes in open class this

year than any other pug breeder in America, in-
cluding New York, New Orleans, Charleston,
Greenville, Wilmington, etc.

PUPPIES for sale. All registered prize
winning stock.

SIX PUG DOGS AT STUD.
KING CHARLES SPANIELS

DUKE OF WELLINGTON
AND MANCHESTER TEDDY

AT STUD
Extended pedigree of any of ray dogs on ap-

plication. Good specimens of the above brecas
and brood bitches in whelp to above dogs for
sale. Send .stamp for circular to

JACOB BROMBACH, 304 Diamond St.,

33-45 Phiadelphia, Pa.

ALL-ROUND FIELD DOGS.

The Bryn Mawr Kennels have for disposal a
drafl of twelve (12) finely-bred and broken

POINTERS AND SETTERS.

Our breaker has just returned from Minnesota,
where all of our dogs have been worked on
prairie chickens for the past three months.
We offer this draft before shipping the kennel

to our preserves in Georgia for winter quail
shooting.

Most of these dogs are thoroughly broken on
quail or chickens.

Address

BRYN MAWR KENNELS,
No. 24 S. Sixth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 35-36

Oil PDiEtings or Groijons of

Ijorses, Dogs, Birds, etc.

Enlarged from photographs with fine and nat-
ural effect from $5 up with frame. Crayon Por-
traits from $3.50 up with fnime. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Wl LLIAMS & CO.,

It 8 South Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PBINTIHG OUTFIT 155
(X>MI'l.t.'. K. 4 t pbkhcu nibb.-r tjpt. ijpe holder, hettlab-
lelibk iDk. Ink I'ld ui'J I wnr.cr« Put up in nru bei wttb
[llraMioat for um. Ssatfiction riusnwrd Worth &0e. BtM

•a Marker, CtM^ I'rinU-r ru ^x'tI ninii 9 la 1 BiBaM,
DU&i>' cardfan bogr 8tnt postpaid lic.ifor 20c.CaLft«».'

'B.H.UItiRK80LL * BRU.esCortUadttM.ll.T.CIIfk

'1
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ROOF\UG

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Kxtra
Heavy Pelt for

Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
uiR. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 38 L»ey street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND AIX OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF AU KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KtiCJS FOK IIATCIIINO.

SEND FOR CAIALOGUK.

H. W. VAHLE,
313 Market Street and 46 N. gth Stieet,

PHILADELPHIA.

/ITTORNEY-GENERAL W. H. H. HILLER has one
r\ of my Catalogues of Sportsmen's Supplies, and
has written me that

"It is a very beautiful work of art in itself. It would

seem that a sportsman would be able to find every-

thing his heart could wish for, except the game, in

your establishment."

An opinion from so celebrated a lawyer sliould awaken in

you a desire to see the book. The Catalogue contains a thousand

illustrations and costs 50 cents, postage prepaid.

/7J3rod.du)A\Y///>/QC f/oDrodiay&y

BOOKS. IJOOKS.

MODEM TRAIKIN&, HANBLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-

veloped by Field Work, Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
of the dog's nature and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLF:
OF CONTENTS AND TESTIMONIALS FROM EXPERTS. Price $2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATER?, Box 925, Chicago, III.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train

your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog-
man can afford to be without.

PRICE 50 CENTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelih Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blue Line Homers.

OoLLiE Pups

BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

THREE OF THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen

pairs of nis champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of my own breeding,

I have a showing of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREE LOFTS WITH PROVEN REC
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILES. Send for cir-

cular and price list. S^^iP

In Conjunction with
my business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have add-
ed a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of

; e V e r y descrip-
tion.
There will be a

registry kept at

my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
ot a fee the name
and address of

parties wishing to purchase or sell dogs will be

entered. The fee for one dog will be ^i.oo, and: for

each additional dog fifty cents. This will be de-

voted to advertising and furthering the sales,

and a commission of 10 per cent will be charged

on all sales. I may confidently state that my
experience with dogs as a breeder,exhibitor, etc.,

with my excellent location for the business and
my wide acquaintance will make this one of the

very best mediums to be found for the purchase

ana sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

FOR POULTRY.
Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, $3.00

*
'• *'

a. 75Granulate*! Bone, ' lOO
Ground Beef
Scraps, - - - " 100

Calclte, - - - - • 300
C-rnshed Flint. - SOO
CniHhetl Oyster
-sbeim, - - - • 300 -

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

^""'
C. n. DEMPWOLF A CO.,

York Cliemlcal Worlw, York, P».

3.00
3.00
3.00

3.0O

#»
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author.

H. CLAY GLOVKR,
Veterinary Surgeon,

1893 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at

least fifty per cent might be saved if feci on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. They must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
in the crop : one that will furnish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-

ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore ill the most digeslib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witness such noted breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E. Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

25-50

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 East 56th Street, New York.

THH

CHRISTMAS NUMiiER
OH THi;

B. F. LE\sris,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,

Ifontgomenr Co., Pft.

THE

SPORTSMEN S

WAREHOUSE
EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS, FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND
HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

FERRETS YS. RATS!
First-class FERRETS, young and old, for sale

by Adolph Isaacsen, "SURE POP," 92 Fulton
Street, New York City. My celebrated hand-
book, "ALL ABOUT FERRETS AND RATS"—
second edition—revised and illustrated—mailed
to any address on receipt of 25 cents. 33-49

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS. BEAGLES and
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties of

Fancy Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the

past four vears. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price list"free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

Fanciers' Journal

will be the journalistic event in

the annals of the kennel and
poultry press of America.

It will consist of 36 pages,

including a handsome cover,

specially designed by our art-

ist. The illustrations will be
original and unique, as well as

profuse. The articles on dogs,

poultry, pigeons, etc., will be
from tlie pens of the most fa-

me )us American and European
writers, and tlie entire num-
ber will be a complete Cyclo-

pedia of the best original liter-

ature obtainable.

No expense will be spared

to make the Christmas Num-
ber worthy of the patronage of

every dog, chicken, and pigeon

fancier.

The edition printed will be
very large, and will circulate

over the entire globe.

This assures the most valu-

able and permanent advertis-

ing, and all persons having

stock for sale should not fail

to avail themselves of this ripe

opportunity.

The advertising rates are so

adjusted that the largest and
the smallest advertiser can de-

pend on securing profitable

returns.

Our special advertising rates

will be sent on application. All

orders for advertising must be
sent in by November i ij, to in-

sure proper classitkation and
display.

The Christmas Number will

be ready for mailing on De-
cember 1 , and all orders should

be sent in early.

Single copies, 10 cents. Lib-

eral discount to the trade.

Address

FANCibRS' Publishing Co.

Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

Game Bantams. Irlab Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Jotanaon, Ptederick, Md.

VOL.. 7, NO. 18. )

17.;WHOLE NO.. 13: PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1891. TEU ANNUM, f«.00.SINGLE COPY, 6e.

^VALTER J. COMSTOCK'S IRISH TERRIER CRATE.
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M FANCIERS' JOUIAL.
PUBUSHb'D EVERY SATURDAY AT
33 S. 3J Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

V.M.HALDEMAN -

'~
- KENNEL EDITOR

J. H. DREVENSrtOT -__- POULTRY EDITOR

PflNCIERS FUBLISHINa (?0.

*yAf. ITCHILD,

Business Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 'IN ADVANCE):

$2.00 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $1.50 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreign Subscriptions, lOs.

ADVERTIS/IVQ RATES:

DISPLAYED ADVERTISEMENTS
(14 agate Hues to one inch)

/ time, tj times. 26 times. 32 times

1 inch I1.50 I16.00 $28.00 $37 50

2 inches .... 2.25 25.60 44.80 60.00

3 inches .... 300 3200 56.00 75.00

4 inches .... 3.60 38.40 67.20 90.00

Honr columns to a page, 12}^ inches to columu.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
TWO cents per word each insertion. Copy

should be in hand on Wednesday at the latest.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
p. O. Box, 916.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

Our Illustration.

The Irish terrier bitch Crate, the sub-

ject of our frontispiece, was recently im-

ported by Waller J. Comstock, of Provi-

dence, R. I. Crate was whelped July i,

1890, and is by Bencher out of Demoi-

selle. Her first appearance on the bench

was at Manchester, this year, where

under Mr. A. Maxwell she won first in

the puppy and novice classes and also

five specials, including one for the best

in the show. At the Kennel Club's show

and DarliuKton she was pegged back to

vhc, but at vSpa in Belgium she again

captured another first prize. After she

has paid a visit to one of the best stud

dogs in England she will be shipped to

her new home.

Thk Fanciers' Journal will be supplied by
news<lealers throughout the United States and
Canada.

NKW YORK CITY.
Union Square

109 W. 34th St.

.21 Park Row
56 Dey St.

BRKTANOS . .

WM. TAl.I-M.\N

J. C. I.ONd. Jr. .

W. J.STANTON .

P. O. NEWS CO
K. S. SCHMID .

. . 103 Adams St., Chicago, 111

317 i2th St., Washington, D. C.
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FIXTURES.

Dojjr Hliows.
Dec. 4-8.—Rockfofd, 111.

10-14—Freeport, 111.

30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

Field Trials.
Nov. 2.—United States Field Trials Club

K).—International Field Trial Club.

16.—Kastern Field Trials Club.
23.—Irish Setter Club.
23.—Gordon Setter Club.

^c—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

Poultry and Pigeon Sliows.
Deo. 2 8.—Rockford, 111.

8-11.—Owatonna, Minn,
g-n.—Brockton. Mass.
10-14—Freev>ort, 111.

15 16.—Needham, Mass.
16-19.—Kalamazoo, Mich.
16 23.—Providence, R. I.

22-25.—Stoneham, Mass.
30-Jan. 2— Meriden, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

winner in the open and second in the

novice class at Chelmsford, second puppy

and three specials Manchester, second

Gloucester, third Darlington."
*

« «

Norah has been bred to Ben IV, and

will be brought out to her new home

next February.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What .strange reports are current here in town.

— T/ie Spanish Student.

ITp to the hour of going to press we

have not received our report of the

American Coursing Club meet at Great

Bend, Kan. Mr. J. J. Edwards' Chico-

pee Lass won the All-aged Stakes, and

Dr. Van HunimeH's Van Peter won the

Derby.
« *

Mr. Reick has just arrived from Eng-

land. He has purchased another stud

dog, Refuge II by Plinlimmon out of Re-

cluse. He is considered one of the best

stud dogs in England, having won the

stud dog nie<lal at Agricultural Hall last

year.

The New Jersey Kennel Club hebl a

meeting last Tuesday evening and de-

cided to hold a dog show, claiming the

dales February 16 to 19, 1892.

The New England Field Trial Club

has issued an appeal to every sports-

man in New England to assist in making

its inaugural field trials a success, and we

hope the club will meet with the liberal

support which is due it. The Board of

Governors of the club held a meeting

last week and decided that the trials be

held at Assonet, Mass. Assonet is on

the Old Colony Railroad, forty two miles

from Boston, eight miles from Fall

River and eight miles from Taunton.

The trials begin November 3.

» «

It was with great regret that we read

last week in our London letter that Mr.

Everett Millais had met with a serious ac-

cident and injured his knee so badly that

he may be laid up for twelve months.

We have, however, some consolation in

the fact of it not havnig happened until

after Mr. Millais had favored us with a

communication of great interest and itii-

portance for our Christmas number.

«
* *

Andrew Murdoch, a prominent mem-

ber of the Hamilton Kennel Club, has

recently purchased the Irish terrier bitch

Rugby Norah from Mrs, H. Carthew, of

Gemmel Hall, near Hartford, F<ng., a

well-known lady exhibitor in the Old

Country and a member of the Irish Ter-

rier Club. The London Stock-Keeper

says of Norah : "Through her parents,

Rugby Mike and Rugby Sligo, she com-

bines the blood of Champions Pagan II

and Bachelor. Norah is a stylish terrier

of a nice size, with a good coat of the or-

thodox color, quite free from white. Her

toe nails are black, small ears perfectly

carried, a good front, straight legs and a

well-formed body, Norah is game and

an admirable companion. She was a

The dog of Charles Craus, who resides

near Wymansville.Ind., and who had been

hunting, came running home on Tues-

day, says a despatch, howling piteously.

He made such a fuss that he was followed

two miles and Craus was found bleeding

to death from a wound accidentally in-

flicted. Ten minutes later Craus would

have been dead.
«

« »

The English Stock-Keeper says :
" Mr.

Thos. Shillcock can enjoy the sweet and

comforting satisfaction of knowing that

he has sold Lord Bute to a fancier who

is thoroughly satisfied with his bargain.

Mr. Knowles Croskey, of the Menthon

Kennels, U. S.'a., where his lordship is

now located, tells Mr. Shillcock :
' Lord

Bute is well, he is in fine condition, and

very happy in his new home, and I have

learned to love him very dearly, for he is

so affectionate. Now that I have the dog

here I do not feel I paid too much for

him, and I am perfectly satisfie«l that I

got a bargain.' So even our American

cousins 'dearly love a lord.'
"

«
* «

Chas. H. Mason's address is now 310

West One Hundred and Sixteenth Street,

New York.
••

Dr. Sherwood, lately associated with

Dr. Sewell of Loudon, for five years has

hung out his shingle in New York and is

well satisfied with his practice. Dr.

Sewell has cabled him to return to Lon-

don and become a partner with him.

Harry Tryford writes us one of his fox

terrier bitches gave birth to eight pups.

He says he had heard of six but never

eight in one litter of this breed.

•*•

Robert Morton, of Columbia S. C, a

former patient of the New York Pasteur

Institute, has died of hydrophobia, after

being discharged cured. When informed

of Morton's death Dr. Paul Gibier, who

has charge of the institute, said : "We
do not profess to cure all. It has been

demonstrated at Paris that about one per

cent is lost, and I cannot expect to do bet-

ter. My report for the six months ending

August 18 shows only one case. That is

a very high average when you consider

that out of 100 men bitten about the

head by a mad dog, eighty are almost

sure to have hydrophobia ; of those bit-

ten on the hands sixty per cent, and of

those bitten through their clothing fifteen

per cent. Morton's case was a particu-

larly bad one. He was severely bitten

about the arms and hands. I have no

explanation to make as to why he especi-

ally should suffer, beyond the fact that

there is an average of loss and he seems

to have been the exception to prove the

rule."
«

» «

While our Gordon setter men cannot

get up a successful field trial, the Gor-

dons seem to be great favorites in Europe,

judging by this clipping from the Stock-

Keeper : "The Gordon Setter Club are

to be congratulated. They are operating

with vigor to maintain the reputation of

the breed and to regain some of the pop-

ularity it has lost in recent years owing

to apathy on the part of its admirers, and

also to the energy displayed by the en-

thusiastic supporters of the English and

Irish setters. In France, and in fact all

over the Continent, the Scottish terrier

is still the favorite of the three British

varieties, but in late years the English

and Irish have made great efforts to catch

up to the Gordon, and until the advent of

the club which has been founded to look

after its interests there was every proba-

bility that before much longer the hand-

some black and tans would have been

left behind. Foreign sportsmen enter-

tain a high opinion of the Scottish set-

ter's stamina and intelligence."

•**

F. H. F. Mercer is laid up again. He
was thrown from a buggy. Speaking of

Mr. Mercer reminds us that we have

been informed that it was he that paid

the entry fee of the Clumber spaniel New-

castle at Ottawa in order to have two

classes for his dogs to compete in. Sharp

trick, but "it's dead wrong," my inform-

ant writes.
*
*

The Mascoutab Kennel Club, Chicago,

will not hold a show the year of the

World's Fair, nor will they have anything

to do with the management of the Fair's

bench show, excepting that they will

give it all the help and assistance they

can to make it a success.

•
* «

While traveling in Chicago about three

weeks ago a gentleman had his fox ter-

rier poisoned. He was informed Peter

poisoned the bitch. He went to

Peter, who is a politician, and said to

him : "I hear you poisoned my bitch
;

if I find out that you did so I will give

you a d—d good thrashing." The next

day Peter got a warrant for his arrest,

swearing he "threatened to kill him."

The gentleman was arrested, had to give

bail and missed going over on the Servia,

upon which he had engaged passage.

Peter afterwards withdrew his charge.

*
* *

Another Chicago item tells us it is

rumored that B. Waters has resigned

from the Ameiican Field. We give it

for what it is worth.
*

« •

In a letter from New York appears the

following interesting paragraph: "Did

you hear about Mr. Washington, of iHtts-

burg, getting lost in Virginia while hunt-

ing? He and his friend had built a fiie

for the night, and it had almost expired

when they were attacked by panthers.

Mr. Washiugtou, becoming desperate,

rushed forth with a lighted torch up the

mountain side to get more fuel. This

scared the panthers away. It afterwards

rained in torrents the whole night long.

Next morning they followed the river

and soon came to the village and found

they had bivouaced within a few miles

of their starting point. What's that re-

mark about coming in out of tlie rain ?"

»
* «

The New Jersey Club are invited to ap-

pear before the Advisory Committee of

the A. K. C. to show cause why they

should not be proceeded against, under

Article IX, Sec. i of the constitution.

They are also ordered to produce their

books at said meeting. Suppose the N.

J . K. C. refuses to be represented at this

meeting ?

»

At a special meeting of the Central

Field Trials Club, held October 17, the

following gentlemen were elected mem-

bers : H. B. HoUins, C. O. Iselin and W.

L. Davis, of New York
;
John K. Garnett,

of Savannah, Ga.; S. W. Battle and J. S.

Churchill, of Asheville, N. C, and N.

Wallace, of Farmiugton, Conn.

A Visit to the

Woodalc Kennels.

BY BROCKENHUR.ST.

"Hoo are ye and hoc are ye niakin' oot ?"

It will not be difficult to understand

the above, but it was the honest, good-

natured greeting accompanied by a grip

that tells you there is something still be-

hind, which came from that brawnee
Scotchman Donald Munro. The boys

who go the circuit all know Donald, and
have nothing but good words in his fa-

vor, and without exception there is no
one that has his dogs looking fitter and
spends more time on them than he, and

both Jack and Dobbin know it. After

having the "inner man" attended to we
indulged in a few hours' "dorgy chat,"
which is allowed on these occasions, re-

tiring in "the wae small hours" on the
understanding that we would be at the
kennels at H A. M.
The Woodale Kennels are situated

three miles from Troy, and have been in

existence a little over a year, and the
stock they have got together in that
short time will speak for itself. They
scooped everything on the last Canadian
circuit, and at the large spring shows
Starden's Jack "was the devil among the
tailors," and that good stamp of a bitch,

Ebor Nettle, was hustling the ladies' di-

vision.

Mr. J. E. Burden, Jr., who is quite a
young man and studying at Harvard,
joined Mr. M. Taylor, Jr., who is study-
ing at Yale, are the proprietors, and the
interest they take in their dogs is purely
love for the breed and not in a pecuniary
sense. They commenced in a small
quiet way with a couple of good ones,
gradually but slowly increasing without
being rash, andt o that shrewd judge of a
dog Mr. Frank Dole belongs the credit of
buying Starden's Jack, who is now in the
front rank, being eligible to compete in
the challenge class. With our friend who
occasionally "winks the other eye" it is

not difficult to suppose that with his

advice and years of doggy experience
that they will go very far wrong. Both
of these young gentlemen deserve great
praise for the manner already staled in

which they started. They were not like the
average young man who because he has
heaps ofmoney must go headlong.bluster-
ing and pay a big price for a flyer who
turns out a failure; he is then discouraged,
retires, and has no more use for the breed.
On the contrary, they have rich fathers
to back them if necessary, but are con lent
to start unobserved, grow with their

fancy, gaining practical experience and
all the while coming gradually to the
front. Without any hesitation they be-
gan better than any kennel in America
to-day, they paid the least money with-
out exception, and have at the present
time one of the strongest combinations.
We never hear of them till the race is

over, the dogs are judged and the
"dark horse" has again won. There has
been no bragging on their part, no
hurrah and no free advertising, which in

every case marks the gentleman.
In the selection of Donald Munro the

Woodale Kennels have a man who thinks
of the dogs first and himself last. He
was formerly with one of the oldest
breeders in this country—Messrs. L.

& W. Rutherfords, and under the able
tuition of Donald McVicar, "the man
that shot for a koo," it is only to be ex-
pected that he had a good schooling, and
you can moreover wager that when a
pup leaves his hands, "he's a purp and
not a weed," having plenty of bone and
stamina ; if not, he is soon submerged
into a pail of water. These are the kind
of dogs the Woodale Kennels are raising.

When I had the pleasure of this visit

there were in all some seventy fox terriers

including puppies, all enjoying with one
exception the best of health and living
in the greatest doggy luxury. I have as
yet to see kennels to equal the Woodale,
their kitchen with stove and boiler com-
plete, where dogs run in and out to get
warm has every convenience at hand.
Above that is a room and sitting room for

the manager, and adjoining is the pretti-

est breeding house one ever set eyes on,
divided into six spacious apartments with
heavy wire netting paintea green and the

rest whitewashed.
low windows. The floor is riltered with
exceptionally fine .sawdust. On a lit'le

footstool, about four inches from the
ground, are two of Spiatts feeding
pans, so that the mother or pups will not
upset any milk or food on the floor, in
fact it impressed me so much tliat I

thought I would like to have my pictuie
taken in it.

The main kennels which are rou'jhh

Half way round are on the l>est of lei^s and feet, good cai-
riage. soft in coat and off in head. lie
will be valuable at the stud, an. I I saw
some of his^et v^hicli, lock \erv promis-

Woolale Rival, born S»p'cinber .},

iHyo. !-ire Splaiiger, dam Bieinioii (lli'tcr.

.\1! while, is a l)etter si/.e lliau Runii)as
and Rustic, and akhcju.^h a wium ron the
l)ench, cannot lieat either ol th.in. He

- . ,

str>'n,nlv resembles his illusli ions father
built, but useful, should out of re.speel to in luad, which is his ^leal laiilt, ami his
this little breeding house be torn down, ears are not a good shape,! ml withal a tak-
In the far corner is the new kennel,
which is exceedingly handsome. It is

about forty feet long and twelve feel wiile
aiid arranged like a row of horse stalls,

with wooden partitions and above wire.
In front are the same heavy wire painted
green doors, with no wood on theui at all
to obstruct your view of the dogs. The

iiif.; dog, showiiii; lots of staiiiin.i .tint liav
in,!L;pUnl\ of well-jilac. d Ixiiie, Ii.tcki"! tip

with a migiiificeiit coat. To use a viilujar

term he ]>rove(i hini.self "no slouch" in
(lefealiii.ti IJ.irloii Sting, Lately imported
from .Sir HuiiiphK-y (ie Tradord's Ken-
nel, and on the last circuit tlien- were
onlv his keiniel compannions vStanlen's

whole place is well made and handsomely Jack and Dohbin that could take llie lilue
finished off. with a six-foot passage w.iy. ri!)l;on Irom him.
These buildings lead into one large run
about half an acre in size with a wooden
fence some seven feet high, built all

round. The dogs all exercise togellier
excepting those that won't agree.
The pride and founder of the kennel is

Starden's Jack who was born in the lat-

ter part of iHSS. He has a black hea.l

Woodale Riiflian. born Januirv 10,
1S91, sire Stasdcn's Jack, dam Ivl or Net-
tle. .Ml white; is ceriaiily a fnak of
nature

; his size is enormous for his age,
and he no longer can have the luniur ol
1 eing a fos. terrier.

We inu4 iDu turn < ur i.tteiuioii to the
la I les, conimeiicing with El)or Xef.le,

and ears and white body. He is by Cham-
j

iiorn December, iS.SS, sire Dane BalUer,
pion Result out of Fore'st Queen. J.ick dam TRr-tamot. She is undoubtedly a
at first sight to a novice is not a taking ' good stamp and one gre;;tly sought after
dog, but to a judge the more he looks at

,

hy a ju Ige ; ii is impossih'le, no niatter
him the more he sees to a<lniire in him. how strong the comi>auv, to pass her
His head and ears, especially the latter, over. Ii has b. en her misroriune to tuni-
are his chief faults, and had lie more tan :

l)le against llie .strongest, even on the
to relieve his black head it would greatly ; other siile ; jirevious [o coming here she
alter his appearance. His ears are large niel d* iVat by lw() such cHnkeis as
and badly set on, being too low, which

!
Preston I'iny and Scam -tress. La tsj.ring

tend to make liitn appear broad in lua<l; circiiii it was her lil luck to meet the
this could also be cleaner, but in reality two sensational bitches which Mr. John
he has a long, strong, puni.shing head'. A. I.o^^an, Jr., imported—D«,na and Do-
His neck in comparison to his head ami ' minic.i. Had tiiey been al)sent Net-
build is all right and well set into his ;

tie would prohably have taken all before
shoulders. His le^s and feet, formaiion her. Ik-r inincipal f iidt is her front .md
of bone, depth of chest, ribs, loin, himl- !

her head i>, not .so good "as it u>e«i to
quarters and general contour are all that was" to my thinking. She is credited
can be desired, and I know of none to with having a good neck, her body is

beat him in that respect. His coat is j-erfect, wed ril)l.ed up, capital legs 'and
long and hard, but could he clo-er.

\

feet, grand hind<juarters and coal and a
When Jack is in the ring he is like a nice ^ize. Her Canadian wins make her

piece a statuary, showing himself all the eligible for the challenge where she will
time and with the firm intention of wn- no doiiljt ^nrpuse Con-cfpience, Rich-
niiig. He has worked his way to the
challenge class and will have to compete
against Raffle, the only one I fear. He
defeated Blemton Victor Hon m.re than
one occasion, who likewise beat Lucifir
for the special at Pittsburg. With Raby
Mixer, I am sorry to .say, he sh"ii'il have
no difficulty, and if not mistaken he was

niond l>az/le ami r.rilliant. but how ahout
Diiia ami the peerless Rachel ?

Wojd.ile Ri'.dianl, born Januarv 10,

1.S91 ; rirc, Starden's Jack, d;.m 'l*)bor

Nettle. I'.lack heail an«l while hody. It

is plain to see that she -In ugly re.semhles
her father in liead and e,ir, ami if any-
tliiiig lur mother in body, i.ut not nearly

already placed over him for a special at !
.so go >d. vShe is a nice qu iliiy bitch,

Lynn. So much for Jack in hisnew ven-
J
goo<l 111 coat and greatly improved since

lure, and although he appears somewhat comin.; home in lio iy. Her main f mil
on the coarse side he will yet make some .

is .siiorl in head. At Dllaw:; she won bv
of the high priced ones stainl straight on La stieet from Ration Safety, who should
their pasterns.

!
h.a\e bten dis(iualiiltil lor having a

Dobhin, by the j'real Venio out of 'prick ear." ..See hi luelieiige.)

Brockenhurst Worry, w.as horn June 6. I Wood ile Reinsal, born AugiHi .S, 189*)

;

1S90. He IS an all white dog with black
marking.^ on head and ear, ami is I un-
der.staiul I'raiik Dole's latest purchase.
Dobbin is a different stamp of a terrier to ranks uexl to ]{bv)r N'lllle and couipielelv
Starden's Jack, 'eing built more on rac- smcthers Radiant, whv> wa~> al.say-. on
ing lines, so consequently is liiiilu r on the circuit placed ah- a«l of her. She has
the leg. He scores greatly over his km- liie i>e^i i.o ly of any, the shoitest, well
nel mate in head and ears, having a long riiit>ed up nice neck, capudl bone, legs
punishing one, finer and well placed ; and feet, nice behind, iud ot ch.ir.ieter,

small ears of the correct shape, :» pair of coat go d, her head is not a bad (>ne l<ul

grand, well-fronted le.i;s. gotxl himbjUir- : dog|L:y in appcaniiice, wiiieh is iicr t)nlv

Miv. Woo<l,ile Rustic ; dam, .Annaii-iale

Sunshine. Tan marked head aii<i white
bodv. This bitcii, in mv i>pinioii. easily

ters and hocks well let flown ; lu is deep-
chested but slack in loin, hut I expe :l

this winter will put some beef on his ril s

and at the beginning of the year he will

be another dog. At Toronto he was
placed ahead of .Starden's Jack. This
was hardlv warrantable, for allhongh

fault. vShe would certain 'y have done
Ijctier !iad she kno.sii lier h iiuller. She,
you will IK.lice, is !)y Woodale Rii.-.tic.

Wojd de Rcgini, born Septeiiib^r 5,

1S90; sire. Rubicon ; <lam. I'rauieiii Mix-
ture. Tan in.irked head and while body.
This is a vcr.v attractive bitch, .and caught

Jack loses in head to him, he doubly re- my eye immediately. Her c.tri iage all

gains in his body and general make up, thr;>ugh is excellent and a capit d mover
and is to my liking a b<rlter topped nn. i behiiul, her tail is .so well jdaoed and
Woodale Rumpus, breeder ^Messrs. I carried. Her front spleiidifl and her h gs

Rutherfords; born March. iS9(j; sire are belter jdaced under her shoulders
Raffle, dam Warren Secret. This i.s a than U.'uliant's. and she is shorter in

lingy, athletic looking all white dog on bo<ly ami would bt; better in head if not
the large size. He will do with letting so weak in front of eye. Jv.rs g»)od, well
down, but at the stud is just wiiat is

wanted. He has immense bone aH
round, stands well, good, long, punish-
ing head, well shaped ears and at limes
carried too gaily, and but for 1 is butter- All while
fly nose, which is becoming l)lacker every iaiL 1i,-;ht

day, we should see him coni})elmgo;i ihe Should male well willi IK b-iu
bench. 1 ]5aby ALKec, bo; 11 May. iSSS; sire, i

Woodale Rustic, breeder Messrs. Ruth- .Splar.g.r; «l,im. \'i.»let. biack and tan !

erfords ; born August. 1SS9 ; sire, War-head and wiiilc bo<ly. Is oelttr sized!

ren Jim ; dam, Warren Torinent. .\11 than Ravel
;
gocd ho iy, nice e r, radier

j

white. He is if anything larger lluiii light aval inli in eye, g(^o i bone and a '

Ihc above, but a most taking little bitch.
She stands on the best, of legs and
feet and is in jiroport'on to her size well
made all through barring her head.

j

Hlemton Glitter, born in 1SS8, which is

very evasive. .Sire, Diisv T'ap; dam,
Champifjii lirilliaiil. black and tan h ad
and black markings on !) dv This is
more our stamp of a bro > 1 bitch, aid she
sl'Diigly nsembL's her. la I in expession,
in fad, all ih'ouidx. She is a bit snipev
in mu/zl •, correct in b dv, legs and feet;
stands well but weak in tar.

Rtcail, a sister to Cham| i-ni Rachel.
black and tan hcul and heavy black
jKitclus on body. I tlon'i wi-^h to com-
mit mvxelf and say her head is like
R ichel's, but it is very plain lliat she
slroui^ly resembl-i her; smiestt on of
e ir, same markvil all thrtng'.i and same
ex})ression. Sbe i- light in t>one, grand
Ii<)iy. still. Is strajLiht, brimful ofquality,
and I lio] e to see the Ii tir which she
gave birth to on the water produce a
llyer. Tliev are by N'enio, and I should
say a gix^d union. Mr. burden wisely
I'ought her this summer in England,
Willi three others who are waiting .service
to Some of the cracks.

j

There are about a dozen more brood
bitches which struck me as being "much
of a muchness ;" they were too low to the
gnmiid, heavy boned, game, thorough
w(.rkers, jii.st the stamp for companions
and suitable for racy-looking .stud dogs.
The ].ii])j)ies numbered al)out forty, vary-
ing from live months, two months and a
week. M.iny of them were by .Starden's

i Jack, very strong, capital hone', but heavy
in e.ir, and it is diflicult to say at that age
how they will turn otit. One among
them, heavy marked and five months
old, I shall inedict a future for if he will
grow as he should and fine down as
hi- mat'ires. Another that particularly
would dodge under my feet and always
before my eyes was a Dobbin puppy. He
is all while, and at j)resent he is simply
l)erfect, small ears, legs and feet on him
place<l like an old dog, and he walks like
a major. He is to be named Woodale
Sure Winner. I must here say that the
imppies are nearly all game and will
tackle rats, woodehucks and foxes. For
my own edification a bitch was slipped
at a fox and held till choked off. The
kennel being situated at the corner of a
woo 1 thus affords them a grand oppor-
tunity where vermin abounds. The same
]iup f.vo months old tackled a wood-
chnck twice its size, so you may he sure
tliat Donald has his pups game and well
tried.

It was getting time for me to depart
when fe( ding time was announced, and
if yon have never seen terriers feed to-
gellier go to Troy. Two large pans, each
I \o feet ii <iiimeter. were put on the
lloor full of food, daintily prepared by the
"eiiiy Owifie," who stands by to see fair

])lay. They clive into it like young
ducks, no time for lighting, but "piz-
iK.ss. mein freund," and if there was one
terrier, young and old, there was fifty.

Tilt ir diet now consists of rolled oat's,

milk and crackers for the puppies three
times a day, and in the evening they all

join lo^-ellier lor supper, which is the
same, wilh the addition of meat, soup
and \egela les. The brood l)itches get
all ihe milk they can drink, the ordinary
foofl nil all extr.i supply of meat. Al-
Ihongh it na-. a co!d day at the kennels
and tiie "wiml blew' through my whis-
kers," still my life was saved on more
than one ocCi>ion. So adieu to the
Wo'xlale Kennels, and success in breed-
ing to the yoiiug gentlemen who own
tbe:n, ami if Donal.l, who is almost as
fond of nie as lie is of Starden's Jack, will

only let go my hand I'll catch the boat,
as he tna le me miss the train.

carried, nice size aiul thickness. Now
we Cfiine to the broud bitches.

Woodale i avel, boin C>cl.>i>cr, 1SS9

;

sire, Warren Jim; d.mi, \\ a; reii Crafty.

Nice well formed Utile bitch,

in sub t nice and mike up.

—We have so ni.iny imjuiries for some-
thing that will promote the growth of
hair on dogs, als.i rid Iheni of fleas, that
the toUowing mixture strikes us as a
liressi'ig that will do the business: Take
oie t.i 'le-])courul of powdered sulphur
and one pint of kerosene oil, diluted with
a gid af warm water. Apply freely, and
keep the dog aw*iy from draugn s. This
will also be found a good mange cure,
and is verv cleansing in its action.

—

I'ore.st and Slrciin.

Rumpus, but doesn't appear so. This is a
most taking dog. with a i)etter expnssion
than Rumpus, who is of the bull terrier

type
;
grandly made all around, slaiidiiig

] leading manner.
Wo (Tale R'.va, b ni ^Tay 21, 1S90

;

sire. Eric II ; dun, l''annie. Is .sm.iller

and lower to the gtound than either of

—The time is growing iowm d the pub-
lication of our Christmas number and if

you vvant space in its Mve. using co'umns
you will have to write at tmce to get in
on the grnupfl floor. Don't delay it.
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BISCUITS AND BROTH.

Krom Our Own Corresi^ndent.

London, Kngland, ()ctoV)er 14.—The
funny thinj^ of the week is that we have

had no dog show, which goes to prove

that executives were funky about run-

ning shows so soon before the Palace

fixture which takes j)Iace next Tuesday
week. The entry is a very good one,

there being no less than 1724. and it is

said that over 200 late entries were sent

back. Such, I think, is an exceptional

thing nowadays, especially when a show
takes the shape of a private venture, but

Mr. Taunton, the secretary, has little ways
of his own, as all will say who know him.

XX-

The surprise in the entry list is that

there are only thirty one spaniels entered,

and taking for granted the list is correct,

this is nothing more or less a sign that

Mr. Farrow is not a popular judge. vSuch

appears strange to me. I have followed

at tunes Mr. Farrow very clo.sely in the

ring, and have seen good, sound, honest

awards. But seemingly some of the

spaniel men do not care about showing
under him. Thirty-one spaniels at such

a show ! Why bless my heart, there

ought to have been one hundred and
thirty one.

^XX^
The ups and downs of show life are

really remarkable, but the spaniel entry

is certainly in the downs column so far

as regards the Palace. When you come
to take Irish water, clumber, black, va-

riety and cocker spaniels, well, then the

entry only shows an average of six for

each section of the variety, and the show
people will be losers over the classes

given.

^XX^
The reason for our spaniel men not

supporting Mr. Farrow I have not heard.

No one can shut his eyes to the fact that

there is a reason, and I am afraid a lot of
jealousy exists in spaniel suckles.

^XX^
Now another entry at the Palace is a

most faulty one, and that the greyhounds,
where there are only five entries? Such
will in figures demonstrate to you forcibly

what I have all along said, that our grey-

hound men do not care two straws about
bench dogs. In this great coursing coun-
try, where there are to-day thousands
upon thousands of greyhounds, in whose
ruiining as many thousands are interested,

only five entries at such a show as the
Cr\ stal Palace is a farce, and no mistake.
And such will be the case until the end
of the chapter.

^XX^
The St. Bernard classes have 144 en-

tries, while the other large <livisions will

be collies 113, bull dogs 105, fox terrieis

92, mastiffs 61 and deerhoimds 54. Now
.such look very well, and we shall see a
good show. Danes. Newfoundlands,
Skycs. pugs, toy spaniels are also well
to the fore on the list, while ba.«isets, old
English and white English terriers are
almost a failure so far as entries go. But
it was always the same, and a promoter
of a show has to lake the rough with the
smooth.

Of course the Dairy show has been the
event of the week in show circles, and
there was a great crowd up at Islington
this week to look at the cows and cocks
and hens. But the dairy part of the ex-
hibition did not take such an agricultural

turn as usual in consequence ol the show
not being patronized by the farmers and
cow keepers of the shires. There was
an absence ofthe buxom country wenches,
and the Yokels with wonderful breeches,
smocks and boots. The clodhopper ele-

ment was indeed missing, and so were
the dairymaids.

I fancy I can see her now,
Down at Farmer Fenns,

Picking up the new-laid eggs from the cow
And milking the cocks and hens.

Yes, the Dairy show has a lot of this

element about it, and the cocks and hens
were the most conspicuous exhibits at

the show. Unfortunately, I am an awful
ignoramus in the feather line, else I

would endeavor to tell your poultry and
pigeon readers all about their points and
all that. Still there was plenty of enjoy-

ment there, and I met many "fanciers"

there whom I respect greatly. Not the
least among these, that genial old gentle-

man, Mr. P. H. Jones, the pigeon judge,

who always has a merry twinkle in his

eye and generally a good story to tell

over a Scotch and soda.

-^xx^
The pouters were judged by Mr. Fred

Gresham. better known to my readers as

a dog judge than a pigeon picker. He
seemed to have a very good lot of pouters

to pass opinion on, which is of some
v.ilue, for he has had considerable expe-
rience in this breed. Then again, Mr.
Stretch, the collie man, was there in the
thick of the feathers, as was Mr. Walter
Birch, the owner of the celebrated collies

Sefton Hero, Champion Grace and others.

In fact, "the fancy" from all over Eng-
land had foregathered, for the Dairy show
is looked upon as an important one.

^xx-^
Some of the geese and ducks were im-

mense, and little Mr. Digby, who goes in

for Aylesburys was there as cute as

as ever. I once saw this man take a fel-

low down nicely over the length of a
duck. I think it was at one of the Liver-

pool shows that he wagered that one of
his ducks was longer than a tall man's
walking stick. The bet was made, the
duck fetched and the quacker had a lot

the best of it. The ordinary observer
has no idea what some of these ducks
measure from bill to toe nail.

Well, I will leave this dangerous
ground of the poultry fancy. I had bet-

ter get back to the dawgs and general

sport and feel more at home. But really

I often envy some of these fellows who
know—or pretend to know—everything
from bloodhounds to bees. Biscuits and
Broth would then indeed be a fanciers'

fairyland, and a 1 of us profited in some
way or another. So for twelve months,
good-bye to the Dairy.

^xx^
A man did not require spectacles to see

through Mr. Reick's mission to England,
notwithstanding Forest and Stream as-

serted he brought about a shooting
out at Mr. Gordon Bennett's place

here. Perhaps the proprietor of the

Herald has some shooting here, but
some of us have never heard about it.

But enough of that, for everyone must
have known Mr. Reick was on a St. Ber-

nard deal, and by this time you will, of

course, have known he has bought the

celebrate*! Princess Florence, thought by
many to be the best bitch that ever leaped

on to a bench.

I have heard very sound judges remark
in no mean terms as to the excellence of
this bitch, and she was a great favorite

with the general dog man. Not so with

some members of the club with whom
Mr. Chapman has had some differences.

But Princess Florence—and you can take
it from a perfectly independent source

—

is certainly about the grandest bitch of

the day. However, it now remains to be
seen what your outspoken critics have to

say about the daughter of Prince Regent
and Lady Ida. vShe was bred by Mr. I

Smith, of Binningham, and has just

turned three years in age.

"*"

Mr. Chapman, the late owner of Prin-

cess Florence, is unfortunately very ill, else

I could perhaps give you all the particu-

lars about this great deal of the week.
The Stock-Keeper says the price given was
somewhere about I3500, and I am of an
opinion that the amount was not less, for

I know Mr. Chapman placed great value

on the bitch, and he is not the one to

part for the sake of a sale. However,
now the New York St. Bernard Kennels
will have a great bitch to represent them.

-•-•4-

Mr. Reick sailed, I believe, on Wednes-
day, so he will have had a doing in the
western ocean by this time, the weather
having been terrible, and shipping greatly

interfered with. Whether the bitch has
sailed or not I don't know, but I think

the sooner she is shipped the better, es-

pecially if she is wanted for the West-
minster Kennel Club show.

The St. Bernard men are coming out
with their check books this week in aid

of the destress of the Monks at the Hos-
pice of St. Bernard, and Mr. Gosling has
headed the Stock Keeper list in a very

generous manner, he having given |i 25 to

the fund. No doubt this will give a fillip

to the laggard, and the subscription li.st

will assume respectable proportions. The
pleasure and profit gotten out of St. Ber-

nards is so great that .surely the monied
people in "the fancy" will not be back-
ward in a case like this.

^XX^
I have now a personal matter to men-

tion which will perhaps be excused when
I state it is to record my sincere thanks
for the many kind expressions of brother
journalists in the States who have
thought that I did quite right in my little

matter with the English Kennel Club
solicitor the other day. It may be of

interest to them to know that I have
heard no more of the matter, and I hope
that if I have injured anybody by word
or deed that it will be forgiven and for-

gotten. As I bear no malice to any man,
I hope that feeling will be reciprocated.

Again, I would thank the kennel and
sporting press of America for the little

kind expressions, and hand-shakes.

Newmarket has been the rendezvous of
the racing men this week, and on Wed-
nesday the great Cesarewitch was run and
won by Ragimunde, ridden by Dick Chal-
ones, a youth extremely fond of show pig-

eons by the way. The lad has ridden very
well of late, and this time landed his

horse home a winner at the nice price of
twenty-five to one against. There was a

great field and the favorites did not get
into the first three. Marion and Victori-

cus were the most fancied. There are

over two thousand horses in training at

Newmarket at this moment, and the
home stables did not supply even a placed
horse.

Mr. PMwin Morris write.s me that he is

about to import a brace of Gordon setters.

They are beautifully bred ones—a dog
and bitch—being by Mr. Robert Chap-
man's Champion Heather Grouse from
Sir Humphrey de Trafford's Barton (late

Heather) Ann. The dam, by the way, is

also a great prize winner and Sir Hum-
phrey gave a lot of money for her to Mr.
Chapman. But Barton Ann's career on
the show bench is over, for in an accident
she lost one of her legs and now she
walks comfortably about with a cork one.

Forceps, the bull dog, has changed
hands, Mr. Western Bell having pur-

chased him from Dr. Bedel Benison,
Kings Heath, Birmingham. This little

dog has been in the challenge class some
time, and no doubt is one of our best bull

dogs. By the way, I see he and his at-

tendant were in the railway accident at

Creve this week, when several people
were severely injured. They were on
their way back from Etlinburgh in the
Scotch Express, which dashed into some
standing locomotives and coaches, play-

ing Old Harry generally.

^xx^
Mr. James Thomas and Captain Pel-

lier Johnson, the Shooting Times show
correspondent, are not exactly at logger-

heads but very ne ir it. A new dog came
out at Bedford of the bobtail persuasion

by the name of Shepherd's Delight, and
the captain in his report said that Wall-
Eyed Bob—Mr. Thomas' dog—would
have to look to his laurels if they met,
Mr. T. therefore wrote to the Shooting
Times saying he didn't want his dog's
name paraded before the public when
not at a show. I really don't think any
great harm will be the result. It will

probably finish up with a sort of mutual
admiration society game.

In consequence of the death of Mr.
John Edwardes—please put the "e," Mr.
Conip, for your kindred on this side per-

sist in fixing the name up "Edwards."
which is wrong in the case of this old

family—an auction sale will shortly take
place at Sealyham, Pembrokesline, and
several terriers which take their name
from this old country seat will be sold.

But Captain O. T. Edwardes, who I think
comes into the estate, is also a great

breeder of these terriers, and I do not
think the strain will be allowed to be
sold right out. These little terriers, as I

have before written, as otter and vermin
terriers have few equals. The sale takes

place on the 26th,

The Irish Terrier Coursing Club of
Dublin hold their meetings on Sundays.

No SMch pastime is ever thought of on
the first day of the week in England or

Scotland.

The sales at the late Scottish Club
show were few, and one hundred dollars

was the top price given through the sec-

retary's office, and that for a St. Bernard.

But great prices are not generally given
at the Euinburgh show, the Scots not
being over anxious to part with the sax-

pences. However, the attendance was
excellent, and about seven hundred and
fifty dollars were taken over "the gate"
of last year. So the Scottish people are

evidently growing more interested every
day in shows, and well they might, con-

sidering the lovely breeds they call their

own.

The members of the Skye Terrier Clnb
of Scotland have come to a novel con-

clusion in respect to the coming Crystal

Palace show. I will give the notice sent

out by the secretary, which explains

itself:

"The iiecretary regrets to have to intimate that

he has been obliged, with approval of all the

members of committee within reach (a majority

of the whole), to cancel Crystal Palace show

specials, owing to prejudging, and the refusal to

appoint an unprejudiced judge.

"Makerstown, 13th October."

I cannot help remarking that the above
reads most serious, and requires the full-

est explanation. The Rev. David Dobbie
is the honorary secretary of the Skye
Club of Scotland.

^xx^
A very nice little general show will be

held at Kings Lynn, Norfolk, next month,
and as H. R. H the Prince of Wales
takes considerable interest in the affair,

the show is generally well patronized. I

have not heard whether any of the royals

will send their dogs to the Crystal Palace

show. If the company can manage to

get some there their turnstiles will tell a

still happier tale, for the outside public

will go to see royal and foreign dogs.

These always prove a great draw. The
chief mover in the Kings Lynn fixture is

Mr. Sanford Parsons (Rae & Parsons), of

collie fame.

^XX^
(ireat sympathy is expressed here with

Mr. W. G. Weager. who has lost his only
child, a smart boy of nine years. Mr.
Weager goes in for old English sheep
dogs and collies, and is popular among
exhibitors.

Collie breeders are coming to the front

in the way of giving special prizes to

sheep dog trials. These premiums are

taking the form of collie puppies, and
Mr. Tom Stretch, the late owner of
Christopher, is the latest donor. By the
way, some of our writers are terming S.

D. trialling "sport." Surely such is an
error.

^XX^
The celebrated pug bitch Set Set is

dead, she having died this week. She
was fourteen years old, a winner of nu-
merous prizes and the dam of Champion
Siingo Sniffles. She was generally a
little gold mine to Mr. W. L. Sheffield,

of Birmingham, her owner.

There is a great deal of concern being
shown over the judging question, artd a

lot of letters are appearing evidently

aimed at such judges as Messrs. Astley,

Rapier & Co., who get .several engage-
ments. It is alleged that some judges do
little favors for one another. One writer,

Mr. W. Stanhope-Lovell, suggests a rem-
edy as follows :

"To begm with, all bona fide exhibitors should

put shoulder to shoulder and smash up this

ring, coterie, mutual admiration society, or

whatever else it may be called. If this is not

done, and very shortly too, I believe the death-

warrant of provincial dog shows will be signed,

and in order to avert such a deplorable catas-

trophe I would suggest as a preliminary step

that the K. C. Committee be sounded as to

whether it would not be possible for them to a/-

/<?««/all judges at all shows, such judges to be

members of the Kennel Club."

Such cannot be done.

-^xx^
Mr. Hubert Wilson,who has been judg-

ing Irish setters considerably of late, has

fairly got the needle. A letter appeared
here the other day on dual judging, and
it was hinted that someone had done
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more than his half of judging at a certain
show. It would seem since that a part
of that letter was pasted on a post card
and sent to Mr. Wilson. I have read
the old letter over, and pick this part
as the one sent to Mr. Wilson. Perhaps
I am wrong, however, but we shall .see.

"Let me take a recent case or two, ol course I

won't mention names or places. Two judges
were engaged at a recent show where I hap-
pened to be a spectator. I had known the breed
.since before the other was born. The elder gentle-

man took a chair, and the younger judge "made
the pace." When all was over I could not help
feeling sorry for the old man, who seemed never
to have got much chance of deciding anything.
By-and-bye the younger judge came out with a
severe signed criticism of the class, with which,

I fancy, very few spectators would agree. The
veteran .so far has held his peace."

The outcome of this is that Mr. Wilson

.says he won't show or judge dogs again.

Such will be a loss, for Mr. Wilson is a
great supporter of shows. But he should
not go into a pet like a child when he
cannot get it all his own way. In his
report he cut up the Irish setters at the
Dublin show, and I am sure they didn't
deseive it. No doubt the cut at Mr. Wil-
son comes because of this. Amateur re-

porters should always be most careful.
'1 he showman will take a rubbing down
from the professional but not the ama-
teur.

The K. C. Committee have refused to
upset the opinion of the Bristol official

vet,, who was of an opinion that the two
black and tan terriers. Pride of the Ring
and Dandy Turk, were dyed at Bristol
hhow. However, I am afraid that Mr.
Frank J. Smith has been the victim of
assumed knowl.-dge all the way through.
I am of an opinion that they were sound
enough, and that because a dog is very
good in a point it does not follow he
has been faked.

^xx^
This long-winded par. I cut from the

Scottish Famier. It has to do with some
new coUies : "We hear that Mr, John
Hawkes, of Cincinnati, Ohio, well known
in America as the breeder and exhibitor
of the famous unbeaten Beau Brummell
and others (red Irish setters), has paid a
visit to Blairgowrie, and has been suc-
cessful in procuring at a large figure from
Mr. Micbie the black, tan and while
bi ch Grange Nellie, This bitch is of
true blueblootl, being out of Mr. Michie's
much thought-of Loved One, We can
.safely predict for her a successful career,
both on the show bench and as the dam
of future winners. After showing her
Mr, Hawkes intends to put her to his
young dog Sir Walter Scott III, which he
purchased last year from Mr. Robert
M'Nair, V. S., Blairgowrie, who is also
the breeder of^ young Ericht. This young
dog has been shown four times up to
date, and been in the money every time,
beating such dogs as Rowdy, of the Sem-
inole Kennels, Philadelphia, "Harri.son's
Chestnut Hill Kennels." While in
Blairgowrie he received a cablegram from
Toronto which read : 'F'irst novice, sec-
ond open. Great win.' This show was
very large, there being no less than 600
entries. Since leaving for London Mr.
Hawkes has had further news of his
dog's success. Another cablegram has
been received to the effect that Sir Wal-
ter Scott has again come to the front
with two firsts, two cups and the medal
from the American Collie Club for the
best dog in the show under two years.

To Uiiii Down JackalH.
From the Kennel, Dublin.

Borzons are now being exported to

India for the purpose of running down jackals

and such game ; in fact, I hear of some that are

likely to cross over to the East at once. Grey-

hounds are also used for this work, but by what
I have been told they will not hold their game
like the wolf-hound. It is the same with larger
game. For speed the greyhound is excellent,
and he will bother and hamper his game a great
deal, but this will not do in a country where there
is a lot of cover. You want something then to
lay hold and keep there.

THE GREAT DANE.

A Resolution of Tliauk<«.

Mr. Al. G. Eherhart.
Dear Sir : At a meeting of the Fair Commis-

sioners on the 2ist instant a resolution of thanks
to you for valuable services before and during
the fair was unanimously adopted, and the un-
deriigrned directed to forward same to you with
the txst wishes of your fellow commissioners.
Rrtptctfully, (Signed) L. Bar.nev,

Secretary Ohio Humane Society.

New Rules and Regulations forjudging

This Dog.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

At the last meeting in Frankfort-on-

the-Main, May 30, 1891, the "Zwingerver-
band der Zuechter von Luxushunden und
Fox Terriers," commissioned by the

Court of Delegates of the German Ken-
nel Club, revised and laid down as new
principles the rules and regulations how
to judge by points the dogs in the Ger-

man bench show.s. As an importer and
breeder of the "German dog." and being

a member of the above-named club and
also of the "Deutsche Dogge Club," I ac-

cepted the order to distribute in this

country the book of new rules, and sub-

mit hereby to all who are interested in

the German dog (Great Dane) the follow-

ing description of the same :

1, General Appearance.—The German
dog or Great Dane combines in his whole
appearance, height, strength and ele-

gance, more than any other species of

dogs. He has nothing of the plumpness
and heavy forms of the English mastiflF

nor of the slender and frail figure of the

greyhound, but stands between these two
extremes. The main feature about him
is his great size and weight, and yet so

genteel and elegant, his reaching (wide)
step, proud carriage, head and neck high,
the tail in its natural position hanging
downwards, when excited level with his
back with a slight upward curve at the
end.

2, Head.—His head is of medium
length and rather high and compressed
on the sides, but not broad and flat ap-
pearing. The forehead, seen from the
side, shows a prominent curve leading to
the muzzle and running almost parallel

with the nose backwards, or showing a
very slight elevation ; looking at the
head from the front the forehead should
not be much broader than the well-de-
veloped muzzle itself. The muscles of the
jaws should not be too much developed.
The general appearance of the head
should be striking and sharp cut at all

points. Nose large. The back of the
muzzle straight or very slightly curved.
Lips (or flews) vertical and blunt in front,

overlapping only a trifle, but with a de-
cided fold at the end. The lower jaw
neither projecting nor reclining, P^yes

of medium .size, round with sharp ex-
pression, the eyebrows well developed,
P^ars well set and not too wi<le apart.

When clipped, pointy and standing up-
right.

3, Neck and Shoulders, — The neck
long, powerful and slightly curved and
well developed and tapering from breast

to head, showing no loose flesh or wrink-
les. Shoulders long and slanting,

4, Breast,—Well developed but not too
broad. Ribs well bent and deep in front,

almost touching the elbows,

5, Body.—The back of medium length,

the flanks slightly curved, the back part
(stern) short and slightly tapering and
forming a beautiful line with the tail.

Looking down on the dog the broad
back must form one line with the well
bent ribs. The loins should be well de-
veloped and the muscles on the upper
part of the leg very prominent. The
muscles of the ab<lonien well drawn up
towards the hind legs and forming a
beautiful curved line with the bottom of
the breast.

6, Tail,—Of medium length and only
reaching a trifle below the hocks, broad
at the start and tapering 1 1 a ratlike tail,

but never, even when e xcited, carried

high above the back nor should it curl,

7, The Foreleg.s.—The elbows well set,

that is. forming a right angle if possible

with the shoulder blades and neither in-

ward nor onward bent. The upper arms
muscular, limbs strong ; seen from the
front they appear slightly bent on account
of the strong developed muscles. Seen
from the sides, they are perfectly straight

down to the foot,

8, The Hind Legs,—The buttocks mus-
cular, the lower shanks long and strong,

standing oblique to the short feet.

9, Feet.—Almost round, neither inward
nor outward turned. Toes well curved
and closed, nails very strong and lArell

curved. Dew claws are not a blemish,
but not desired.

10. Coat.—The texture very short and
thick, smooth and on the bottom part of
the tail not very much longer.

11. Color.— (<z.) Brindle colored dogs.
Prime color from a very light to a deep
red yellow, always showing black or dark
stripes.

(0.) Dogs of plain color, as fawn, grey
in different tints, either of one color or
with a darker shade on the muzzle, eyes
and back

; also either black or white.
The nose of the brindle colored or plain
colored dogs (with the exception of the
white colored ones) is always black, eyes
and nails dark. White spots not desir-
able. The grey colored dogs show some-
times light but never glassy looking eyes.

(t. ) Spotted dogs The ground color
white with irregular spots, but these well
divided all over the body. Black or grey
spots preferred. Other colors than above
mentioned are not so desirable. On
white dogs, glassy or light colored eyes
as well as flesh colored and spotted muz-
zles, also light colored nails are not to be
considered a blemish,

12. Height,—At the shoulder the dog
should not be below 30 inches (76 cm,)
possibly 32 inches (80 cm, ) That of a bitch
not below 28 inches (70 cm.) possibly 30
inches (75 cm.)

PGINTS.
Head 20 Hindciuaiter .... m
Neck 10 Legs and Feet ... 10
Tail 10 Height s
Breast Che.sl ... 15 I Coat and Color ... s
Back and Loins. . . 10

|
Carriage & Movem't ^

Dr. Nicoali.
Detroit, Mich., October 28.

TO COLLIE MEN.

The C'ollio Club's Anuouucement of
Si>ecle8 at the "\V. K. <;. siiow.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Now is the time to begin to get your

dogs in condition for the early spring

shows. The Collie Club announces the

following specials for the Westminster
Kennel Club's bench show : The Collie
Club Trophy, a silver cup, value JI500, for

the best American-bred collie exhibited
by a member of the Collie Club ; silver

club medal for the best collie bitch under
two years of age bred by a member ; a
bronze medal same die as the silver medal
for the best collie in the novice class ex-
hibited by a member ; the silver club
medal for the best collie stud dog ; also a
grand collie sweepstake, open to all,

entry fee I5, I50 added to the stake.

Blank forms of entry with conditions,
etc., may be had from the secretary of
the club. Entries close November 15,

J. D, Shotwell, Secretary.

Oranoe, N. J., October 26, ii'^i.

LORD CLOVERS PEDIGREE.

AVliat the Author of "Our Prize l»iig!»"

Has to 8uy About It.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
I am sorry the owner of a pug by the

name of Lord Clover should be thrown
into such a state of excitement by read-

ing anything in the Prize Pugs of Ameri-
ca and England. My first impulse was
to send him a prescription for a .sedative,

but as time often works more wonders
than drugs I hope he has returned to
his normal state of mind.

I have four different pedigrees of this

dog, one published by Messrs. Hudson
& Gillivan, his former owners; one in the
A. K. C. Stud-Book, one written by his
present owner, and one compiled by me
from the best information I could obtain
at the time. I find no two of these four
pedigrees agreeing, but am still inclined
to think the one compiled by me is cor-
rect, and if I should publish another edi-
tion of the book I would not change nor
extend it without I had more proof than
has been furnished me.
The present owner claims that the

dog's granddain on the maternal side is

Champion Little Dorret. Will he kindly
furni.sli me, through your journal, w itli

her English Kennel Stud-Book number?
Also the English K, C, Stud-Book num-
ber of Nellie, if she have one ? I have ex-
amined the English Stud-Book on sever-
al occasions to find these two bitches,
but have so far failed, except that Nellie
is given as the dam of Lord Clover with-
out number or pedigree.

M. H. Crvkk.
Philadelphia, Octotjcr jy, 18.^1.

FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.

The United States Field Trial Club's

All-Aged Stake.

The Secretary of the United States

Field Trial Club, Mr. P. T. Madison

sends us the following list of entries for

the club's All-Aged Stake, which will be
run at Bicknell, Indiana, beginning No-
vember 2 :

Kni^IlHh SetterH.

Richaki) Merrill's black, white and tan dog
Paul Boo (Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl).

J. H. & J. A. Hr.NTER's orange and white bitch
Daisy Hunter (Gath's Hope—Daisy F.)

K. O. Daman's black, white and tan dog The
Corsair (Dan Gladstone—Haidee).

Paul H. Gotzians black, white and tan bitch
Minnesota (Monk of Furness—Lady Fay-
dette).

W. L. Taylor's liver and white dog Mark's
Mack (Gaths Hope—Georgia Belle).

P. H. Gregory & Bro.'s black, white and tan
bitch Nannie G. (Bryce—Dora Glad.stoiie).

Mr.s. S. a. Elliott's orange and white dog
Noble Count (Mac D.—Lady Mac).

H. J. Smith's black, white and tan bitch l''iren7.i

(Gath's Mark—Flame Gladstone).

J. I. Case, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch Cig
arette (Royal Rod— Clara).

George W. Karhart's 'black, white and tan
dog Blue Duke (Blue Duke V.—Blue Queen V.)

J. R. Hayes' orange and white dog Don (Dum
Pedro—Fannie).

W. A. Hinesley's black, white and tan bitch
Lulu Hill (Ben Hill -Nora).

St. Mark M. Mundy'S black, white and tan dog
Doncasler II (Doncaster—Louise Gladstone).

B. RirxiWAY's black, white and tan bitch Lou
Noble (Count Noble—Alphon.<»ine).

W. C. Kennerly's black, white and tan d' g
Count Noble (Roderigo—Lady Gladstone).

T. J. WiDRiG's black, white and tan dog Ben \V
(Don Gladstone—Charlotte C.)

K. H. OSTH AITS' black, white and tan dog Pingal
(Toledo Blade—Lady G.)

N. T. Harris' black, white and tan dog Simon

-

ides (Gath's Hope—Gladys).
J. E. Da<;ers lemon and white dog Lemunes

(Toledo Blade—Lady G.)

H. T. Smith'.s black and white dog Joe R. (Count
Roderigo—Fly Noble).

A. J. Gi.EASON's black and white bitch Dons
Nellie.

A. J. Gleason's bitch Don of Alma (Dan Fore-
man-Don's Nellie).

K. M. Riley's orange and white bitch Cricket
Gladstone (Rush Gladstone—Quail).

Blue Riim.e Kennels' black, white and tan
bitch Countess Rush (Count Noble—Belle
of Piedmont).

George \. McLcns (agtut) black, white and
tan bitch Bonny Bondhu (Count Wakefield
—Pearl Bondhu).

PoiuterH.
G. \V. .Vmory's liver and white dog Bounce

(Bob—Sal).

J. ^^ Giinotte's liver and white dog Bertraldo
(Corner Stone—Bessie Beaufort).

J. E. GriNOTTE's black and white bitch Rosa-
line Wilkes (Ossian—Fannie K.)

J. H. & J. .\. HVNTERS' black dog Black Won
der (Ike—Bang Bang's Pride).

t*. R. FiSHEL's black and white dog Dou Fi.s-

Hel (Devonshire Sam—Nellie Bang).

Paul H. Gotzia.n's liver and white dog Na.so
Bow of the Elms (Naso of Kippen— I.,ass of
Bow).

Mrs. George H. Castleman's liver and white
dog Rex (Mainspring— Dell).

James Boarh's liver and white dog Nutw<K>d
(Ossiau—Nellie E).

J. H. Kerr's black dog Joe H. K. (Joe PajK —
Nan).

J. M. Vacghan's liver and white dog Donovan
(Crup—Peach).

LorisSTRicii.MER's liver and white bitch Pearl's
Fan (Luck of the Goat—Pearlstone).

Thomas Ward McMann's black dog McMann')*
Alone (Black Joe, Jr.—Deanorah)

Thomas Ward McMann's black dog McMann's
Hero (Black Joe. Jr.—Deanorah).

Thomas Ward McMann's black dog McMann's
Wish Bone—Black Joe, Jr.—Deanorah).

Thomas Ward McMan.v's black bitch Mc-
Mann's Countess Wanda Black Joe, Jr.—
Deanorah),

Thomas Ward McMann'.s black dog Joe's
Ace

Thomas Ward McMann's black dog Black Joe,
Jr. (Black Joe ).

John R. Daniels' liver and white dog Promo-
tion (Lord Graphic— Belle).

J. L. Adams liver and white dog Franklin
(Robin Adair—Blossom).

F. ^^ WiLLARH & E. P. HiLLiARHS liver aiid
white bitch Thelma (Lord Graphic—Minnie
Ha Ha.

R. B. Morgan's dog Joe (Gascon—Cannio).
MuNSON & Scut>i)ER's black and white dog Man-

ton (Luck of Goat—Clary*.
A. J. Gleason's (agent) liver and white dog

Paxico (Ossian— Nellie E )

Eu. Rowland's liver and white dog King Robin.

McGrFFiN & Maimso.n's liver and white bitch
Pickwick (Graphic—Marguenta 1.

C. B. Weaver's black and white dog La Gripin."
(Ralph—Brown's MadgcV

D. W. Yandel's biHck and white dog Ben \.
(Stoddard—Jet II).

Ossian Pointer Kennels' liver and white dog
Hops 11 (King of Kent—Hops).

R. P. Dagget's liver and white dog Index (Os-
sian—Nellie

John F. Shepley's bitch Maggie

:1
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HOW TO HIT A DOG.

But More Especially How Not to Hiiy

One.

From the New York Tribune.

"Don't." Do not l)iiy a (l<\v; until you

are sure thai you want one-, and arc will-

ing to devote considerable time or ex-

pense for its j)roper rare. The animals

need constant oversiuhl, if they are to be

a pleasure ;'nd credit to their owners.

Aj^ain, do not buy a do}^ unless you have

a proper place to keep him. The youni^

elephant that walked tjp.stairs in t small

flat some weeks a^o, and be^^an prepar-

ing the morning's kindhng wood out of

the furniture was not much more out of

place than a Great Dane, Mastiff and St.

Kcnutrd would be in such confined quar-

ters. The best ])lace for <l<»gs. especially

large ones, is the country ; but by proj)er

care and quarters, rcgu ar exercise and

careful feeding, they can be kept healthy

in town.

Again, do not buy a dog until you are

sure as to which brce<l you prefer. This

is a point on which you can study the

dog shows to advantage. Unless you
wish an animal for a special ]>ur]>ose, as

(or hunting a particular game, perhaps
the best plan is to follow your own fancy

when you have all the breeds before you,

anil have an intelligent idea as to their

traits. It is just as natural for one man
to linger around the aiisificratic, benevo-
lent St. liernards as it is for another to

^pend his time with the dainty and cyn-
ical grevhonnds ; while for the man with

a drop of Scotch blood in him and a ta.ste

for fields, flocks and herds, there are no
dogs in the show f ir him but the collies,

the wise, the jdayful, sensitive but brave-

hearted shepherd dogs

!

While the dog shows are a -pkndid
idace for acquiring "doggy" information,

learning the points of ty])ical s])eiimens,

etc., they are gnurally a i<Mir jihueto
buy in, unless one has a long purse. At

t le annual show the dog fever is at its

hf'ght. only the faxorilesof brte<lersare

exiiitiite<l, ai d tlh prices ask( d are gen
erally too Irgh. It is true that a goo<l

judge of (logs may j ick up bangains,

tsp c ally on the do-ing da^s. when
s*»me breeder may have be oine disgnsti-d

with tlie busiiRs<i. owing to a lack of

ribbon*" on hi>. eiitri s and so i> reaily to

clo-e out clieap o throw off the expres.-.

expenses of gttting his cha g< *; home.
As til re are >-ju<itl dubs ilevoted to

the promi' enl br e s it is easy to ;jet

fn-m their secr^ turie-, who may be ad-

dre-si«l ih ou-h the Anurican Kennel
Club, a list of tr>;stwo.tliy bn e Ucs. with
whii'h one m »y correspond or wh.se
ken»»els one may visit. 'i"he latter i>lan

has decified adx.mtages. 1 uy a dog with
your eye on him if possible. If you an-

not an expert .11 he brctd try to enlist

the good oifice^ of sonuone who is, and
reniem <x-r liat a sjxcialist in laiU do^-s

will u<»t help you in buN mg a setter any
more 'han tiie average liivsmith could
hel|» 3011 t buy a diamond.

It t> al-o desirable to have the benefit

of expe ence or ven rinary knowledge
in judging of a dog's health and age. in

general, never buy a dog that is Istlis-,

has a tlnll eye, a tiea<l, li;'r.-h, sli,d)by

coat, an unclean skin, f»rthat is very thin

or very fat. l'"iiia!ly, a «log that you in

tend ever to sell again or to u^- foi-

breeding should have a well substantiated

pedigree, registered, or eligible to regis-

trv in the American Kennel Club vSt.id-

Hook. Imleed, while a good judge niav
safel\ buy an unpedigree.l <!og on his

points, ilure is alway.->aii inceaed satis-

faction 11 knowing a. dog's ancestors, and
knowing that they were tru.stwr.rthy, s ife

animal-.
Dog bu\ers shouhl bcvvari- of dealing

with anonymous "fanciers" at a distance
who send out beguiling catalogues .aiid

I'sts of testimonials, lait conceal their

real names. Their "testimonials" may
relate to only a small ]).irt of their sales.

They do not exhibit their f:iult-findiug

letters, and the favorable coniuunts ni.iy

have been gained 111 their days of lioinsi

dealing wh ch are, alas, no mure. It is

advisable to consult a metcaiitih agencv

,

some local house of stamling. or one of

the kennel clubs as to such dealers.

One nee<ls sharp eyes and g<iod judg
meut in buying from sidewalk dealers,

who perambulate the streets with pup-
pies under tluir arms. Some of these

men are not without reputation ami hon-
esty as dog <lealeis, Imt others simply
prey on uncx])erienced .Hud credulous
1)uyers. Theii do;.'.s are often only half

or lhree-(piaiters pure l)loo<led, and larely

have a genuine ])e'U;.;ree. Some of them
will tike any liule vellow and white jmp
and by gitling him fat and in nice coat

l)ass him off lora St. IJeniard. A fat lit-

tle pup always has more or le-s of the

sturdy, bonevoUnt look of the St. Ber-

nard. Hut beware ! As they urow they

elongate and attenuate and lose their

beauty, and you find you have an indif-

feieiit, cross-bred aniiu'd.

Often one can m.ike the best bargains

!>v getting dogs from biec«lers or sports-

men in the country, who do not asj'iie to

fiiicv prices or kennels with fincy names.
This is e>pecially the ca.se with dogs

—

setters, pointers, hound'^, etc. Not oidv
are these farm-l'ivd animals likely to be
more lieailliy and fidl of endurance, but

they generally excel in int'lligeiice and
ay)titude for field s-rvice. vShrewd sporls-

ineii or fanciers dw.iys jnefer a puj) bnd
iVoni jiareiits who are hoih trained ami
adept at field work. Such a setter pup will

be more stanch on bir Is. or such a collie

])U)> will excel 111 ilriving stock, it is

niKleiii able that the go d performance of

the parent animals tlius a(l<ls to the v.-ilne

of the pu] pies, ami should add to tlie

price pr.)j;t>rtioiiately.

COLOR IN RUSSIAN DOGS. POULTRYan^PIGEONS,

KKNN I : L 1 1 1 :( ; i si k i i.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made on our blank forms which will

be furnished free by sending to this office

for them.
WUKM'S.

J. SIll'U.I.l-V mnsoN" ICiiKli'jh setter I'.t ssu-

Miusliall (lieii.Iliil—Teiiipe>»l| wlielpctl t-ij>lil

])iipi>it-s to Clianipioii I>atl Wilson, Sentein-
iier 1.;. 1S91.

MDkKY KKN.MvI/S (Kairfielit. Conn.) fox ter-

ricr Il:illain «Jn<-eii \vlu-li)c(l four <l<i<4;s and
one liileli lo \cil'letta ,211.420), Dctobeni, is<jl.

VINCKNT I.IDDICO.^TT'.S coHie Waniyas
(15.4^^) whe'i)e<l three dous and five t)itciies

(oni- d'ljj since <lfatl).

IJiirt" CiMiintlit. collie. wluli)e(l three cIors .tiuI

five Intclies. 1)v Clifton Hero (two tloi;s and
fo ir bitches since dead;.

S.M.KS.

J- SIIKI.LKV HlDSdN (Covinetnn, Ky ) sold
liis l>l:.ck, while .-iiid tan l\n>,'li--h settt-r do>;

l»ii1)]iy l(v n«.n Hill Dolly S. to Mr l-'ratlk

J. ( »e"oniull. Coal «;r(n-i. Ohio.
Snsie C.laiMont- C^^S;), bl.-ick. white and tan.

l'n};lish sttl« r bitch, to Mr. William (i. Neale,
I.txinjitoii. Kv.

ni.iek and whiu- laii;li-h stttii l)np|)y bitch
bv Chanijii'ii I)ail WiNon— Kohetniaii C.irl,

t.) .Mr 1-: M. Miijhl. I.ylin. .Mass

ISlaek. while and Ian bileli juippv bv Ch. Dad
Wilson- Daisy Cambridge II, to .Sir. N. II.

Jones, Athens. Ohio.
I.eni'>n iuiil white laiKli-^h s<tl(r bitch pu])i)y

b-,- Ch. Dad Wdson—Ch. li'.lieniian Gi 1, lo

Mr. W. W Titns. West I'oint. Miss.
Duplicate, blck and while l^n^lish setter 1)itch,

to Mr. J S. llnlchinsoii. Shrevepotl, I.a.

VISITS.

IR.XNK Mir,II.\M, JK s KnRlish setter Creed
(iladstone to Champion Dad Wilson, October
g. I So I.

H. NOK'rilWO<)D'S laiKiish setter Ida Oath-
mark lo Ch laipion D.id Wdson, October .s.

.MOkKV Kl-XNKI.S" fox teriiir bitch llall.iin

Quei-n to .Morcy Kennels' Vendeta, .\njjnst

i.). iSyl.

C. A. STONH'S Hnulish seller bitch Fur >t

('.l.id>s ( l.ocksli \ — I-orol Oueeu^ lo Ml.
Washin;;ton's Vi-ooniit.

JOHN MOOKKHK.VD, jK.s bnll terrier bitch
•Jufi n lUai'liuo lo his Slr.alliain .Muii.ticli,

« >cl'«ber <>, l%\.

J
SIIi;i.!.i;v Hl'DSfiV S Knsjlish seller Lillian

1'. to :ti n Hill, octobtr ,^. issii.

IVarl ol Tempt St. Kni;li«.h setter, to Chnuipioii
D.id Wilson, Sepli inhiT 13. iSyi.

W. kIKS bl.nck and Isn cocker hitch .MajrKie K.
to ii.nckwell & Donjrlas' ISlaek DtUteriti,

Jnly 1% l.^^l.

I". KIKKS blL'.ck cocker bitch Jit lo I,nek
well N: D(jn.-Ia?>' Champion IJlacli Dnke, Jnly
14. I*-!.)!.

A. JOk<',KNSI-;N"S bl.ick cocker bitch Mar-
mieiitta to I.nckw ell ^: Douglas' Ulaek L.Mi(

(erin, July 17. iSyi.

n.\kC LAY'S black and white spaniel bitch
lo Lnekwell iSo Donulas" Ch. lUack

iMikc, Jnly 19. ;Stii.

A. LoNC.'S Scotch Collie Prairie Bell (i9..^3i)

lo Clilloli IKro (IS ,:,^i I. St-pleniber .V), I'"ji.

V. KIKK'S black cocker spaniel bitcll Rose
dale IKs-, to Lnckweil .V Dou-ias lilai k Dill-

felin.

I>. HOTNI-.K'S liver ciK'ker spaniel bitch Connl-
ess to Lnekwell iV DoiiKlas' Cli. lilaek Dnke,
September 16. is>jl.

JOHN I'ASCOKS black cocker spaniel bitch

biossif to Lnekwell &. Douglas Ch. bl.^ck

Dnke. September li. iSyl.

W. 1 f»Kl!l".s' blick cocker spatiiel bitch Vic to

Luckwell N: Don^las' Hl.ick DaltViin, .\ni;u.st

.;i. is_,i.

J. W. WlliT.^CKKK'S liver cocker spaniel bitch
C.racn- to Lnekwell N: Donnl.is' lUack i)nf-

(e:in, Jnly 30, jSin.

The CJnestlon of HIack lielnu a DIh-

qiialliyintr Point la Judyring.

Editor 1'ancikrs' Journal.

Your re(iuest for deliverances on the

subject of color in Barzois, and opinions

as to the origin of the breed, is somewhat

appalling. It would seem to demand
"authoritative" replies, and from any at-

tempt to enunciate such, good Lord de-

liver me ! I am in the position of a

Russian officer and gentleman who writes

I
that he will not be set up as "an author-

ity" or have his name used to further

"sliar]) business purposes." However, it

would stem that the question of the

demerit of black in these dogs may be

considered from a general standpoint,

a])plving such rules as hold good in con-

sidering all questions pertaining to dogs.

Now the oflicer and gentleman above

referred to has sent a standard of the

essential characteristics of the breed, the

points requisite in all types and strains,

and not a word does he say as to black

or any other color being a merit or

demerit. This standard is as compre-

hen.sive and comprehensible as any ever

set foith by English or Ameri-an fan-

ciers for any breed, setting be''ore our

eyes in the simplest and strong' st terms
a" pen picture of the essentials of the

breed. Therer)re I infer—an<l I tlrnk

with reason—that this gentleman knows
what he is writing about. Therefore I

hold his omission to say aught as to color

to mean that color is not a prime requi-

site, whatever it may be as a basis for a

])re ferenee.

Consider this matter in the light color

is looked on in other breeds such as

inaxtifTs, etc. The standard of the Old
b'.iiolih Mastiff Club requires that toe

nails shall be black, but imagine if you
can Dr. Turner, Mr. Allen, Mr. Mason,
Mr. Robinson or !VIr. Trickett taking a

niastilT's toe na Is into consideration in

deciding an award. The requirement of

the standard is merely meant as direc-

tirv. expressing a preference, not estab-

lishing a recpiisite. Again, let three
m.istifTs C'Mupete, one a fawn, one a

briudle and the third a red. If the ani-

mals were exactly e<|ual in all other

resjiects, one of the above named judges
would probably put them in the position

set down, but let the red excel in import-
ant characteristics, thebrimlle follow and
the fawn fail the most, and their positions

w«)uld be rever.se<l. In other words, thtf

real judge would give color its proper
weight, /. c, as a non-essential. So it

se< ms to me that the course to be pur-

sued is perfectly evident. If black mark-
ings on any particular specimen mar its

ap])earatice. let it be pegge«l back just as

fir as its a])pearance is marred, and no/

our /hiir's hrcadth further.

Now I sitpjiose the o])inion of Colonel
Tchebishoff will be quoted as determin-
ing this matter. Ofcour.se I am very far

from expn ssing a disrespectful opinion
of atiyone of whom I know nothing, but
Colonel Telle' )ishofT merely states that

Iw considers black a disqualification, not
giving his grounds for it. and .so import-
ant a point cannot be left to mere opinion

NOTES IN PASSING.

The American Poultry Association will

meet at Los Angeles, Cal,, on Friday,

February 12, 1892. This will end the

suspense and the wire-pulling. We con-

gratulate our California friends on their

success, but reserve all further comment
for the present.

* *

J

J.

w.
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Those mammoth poultry farms, like

Banquo's ghost, "will not down." The

Engli.sh Stock-Keeper and Mr. Teget-

meier are both at work exposing the lat-

est fake establishment in England. Not-

withstanding the severe spanking they

gave the alleged proprietor of the huge

poultry famL the latter seemingly does

not know when he has had enough.

or liking of anv one individual. Yours
truly, "

'

W. Wade.
Hci.ToN, Pa., October 24, 1891.

TRIi.VTMEXT OF DOGS.

Mr. .las. 'Wiil-on on the Heeent Deaths
ill Canine Circles.

In reference to the number of valuable

doRs that have died daring this year, Jas. Wat-

son, kennel editor of Outing, says: "The sooner

.•Vnierican owners recojinize the fact that dogs

are just as inncli in need of pleasure and comfort

as they are theni.selves the better it will be for

the health and longevity of their dogs. Men
w ilhont love for dogs and who simply go into the

bu.sint ss for what pecuniary gain they think is

in it cannot, perhajis, understand that dogs are

intellii.;enl, thinking animals, and it is little

wonder that, not being treated in a rational

manner, they succuinli to >iisease. Confinement

willioul coinpHiiionship is as irksome to dogs as

to human beings, and they are bound to suffer

from it bodily as well as mentally. Treat your

dogs as you would yourself be treated, and they

will live long aud d.e happy."

This wonderful establishment was sup-

posed to be located in the north of Eng-

land and stocked with white Leghorns.

In this country we have one farm that is

stocked with 800 white Leghorns, kept

for laying eggs only. It is a complete

success, and like many other successful

enterprises is located in New York State.

The owner is Mr. C. H. WyckoflF, a prac-

tical aud experienced poultryman.

•»
The Australian Fanciers' Chronicle is

a new-comer on our table. It hails from

Sidney, Australia, and bears the stamp of

being able to successfully represent the

growing poultry interests of that part of

the world.

The outside cover as well as one of the

inside cover pages of our Christm 'S num-

ber have been sold, and most all of the

regular pages as well. "Get aboard."*
Finger and thumb moulting is not a

new disease, and appears regularly at our

poultry shows. It is a most successful

disease, as birds suffering from it often

become wonderfully improved in appear-

ance.

• «

That reminds us of another little show

room accomplishment. An old Leghorn

breeder stopped in our oflBce recently

and told us of the marvellous transforma-

tion that occurred in the tail of a brown

Leghorn cockerel some two years ago.

The above bird on the first day of the

show was handicapped by having consid-

erable white in the tail and sickle feath-

ers. On the following day the feathers

were entirely black. Our veteran was

nonplussed, but his determination to dis-

cover the cause of this transformation

was successful. He found a bottle of

ladies' shoe dressing in the shipping

coop belonging to the worthy owner of

the bird. We refrain from giving the

name of the brand, as the advertisement

would be too palpable and the demand
great.

*
* «

It is well for amateurs to interview the

veterans occasionally. It will put them

on their guard against the "fakirs."

%
At all events it will pay all amateurs

to read The Fanciers' Journal care-

full)', as many little wrinkles incidental

lo the show room are smoothed out in its

columns.
»

* »

"In the old rut" is a commonly ap-

plied expression to the man who is be-

hind the times. How many advertisers

bring to thought the same old expres-

sion ? This is an age of progress, and

the progressive advertiser seeks new
fields. Can a better, newer and more
profitable field be cultivated than the
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one owned by the Christmas number of

The Fancikr.s' Journal? Thousands

of new readers will see the latter, and if

you are wise will see your name also. If

you have anything to sell send a .small

card or a large one, to be inserted in our

Christmas number.
*

« *

The English Dairy show is a thing of

the past. It was one of the best ever

held. The poultry entries numbered

2252, aud the pigeon entries 2300, an in-

crease of upwards of 300 over la.st year's

show. The following were some of the

principal poultry sales

:

Mr. J.
Annand's silver grey Dorking

cock /".s 50
Mr. J. Clunas' ditto 700
Mr. J. F. Dixon's first prize pair of pul-

lets, which made 400
Messrs. Wood & Webster's second pair of
Brahma pullets .^ 17 6

Mr. R. Thompson's .second pair Lang-
shan pullets 4 5°

Mr. W. Snell's third prize Minorca cock-
erel made ^ 15 o

Mr. Evenngton's medal Plymouth Rock
pullet 12 15 o

Mr. W. A. Walker's first prize Orpington
cockerel 10 10 o

Mr. [. G. Eden's first prize Minorca cock-
erel 550

Mr. R. Anthony's cup brown Leghorn. . 5 .S o

Mr. J.
Hurst's second prize Leghorn,

selling claf s. made 3 3°
Mr. Hurst's third prize pair of pullets
made 4 '.s o

Messrs. Abt)ot's first prize silver Wyan-
dotte pullet 15 15 o

Mr. Bygott's first prize, selling class,

Rouen drake made 330
The same gentleman's duck 350
Mr. Bycott's cup Touslouse gander. ... .s 5 o

*
« *

The silver Wyandotte is evidently a

rising star in England. Well ! the fan-

ciers over there know a beautiful and

useful breed, even if it does come from

America.

•%
The fact is slowly dawning on the think,

ing fanciers that the Wyandotte fowl is a

credit to America, and its excellent qual-

ities, while forgotten temporarily during

the boom of the "new wonders," are in-

delibly impressed on the true men who
have stood by the breed. These men are

now beginning to reap the reward of

their patient work in improving the

breed.

« «

As many of our readers as are inter-

ested in F^nglish shows, and especially

in certain breeds bred in the old country,

we give a few extracts from the very

complete and excellent show report of

the Dairy Show which appeared in

Poultry.
*
•

Of Langshans the latter remarks :

Cockerels (36).—As a whole probably the best

ever seen at the Dairy Show. First (Kelleway)

very good in shape and color, capital in head. Sec-

ond (Piercy) a very large, shapely and good

headed bird. Third (Wallis) very neat shape,

good in color, and, in our opinion, an easy first.

Fourth (Gittos) smart in head points, and good

in color. Filth (Wallis) a very promising good

all-round bird ; vhc (Cropper) neat head, and

good in color, (Kelway, 2) shapely, and nice

color, he (Bell, Walker, Kirby, Piercy, Thorap-

.son, Tandy, I'yper). Unnoticed 260 (Kelleway) a

large, shapely, and good colored bird, evidently

overlooked. Pullets (fifty-nine).—First (Gittos)

good in shape and grand in colour, but comb
looks like going over. Second (Fielder) stylish,

and good headed bird. Third (Walker) capital

color, and very good shape. Fourth (Procter)

very large, loses a bit in shape and color to

winner. Fifth (Lee French) a stylish, good

headed bird ; vhc (Walker) nice in color, and

good in shape ; (Wallace) very stylish, and neat

in head ; (Millard) good size, and nice color

;

(Tandy) large and shapely ; he (Bell, Kirby,

Vallis)
;
(Thompson) a very smart bird ; (Terry)

nice shape and good in color ; (Tandy, Fielder 2,

Watson, Seabrooke). Captain Terry's pens all

empty. Selling class cock or cockerel (nine).—

First (Fiddler) large, shapely, and good in color.

Second (Wallis) a very neat, .stylish and prom-
ising bird. Third (Stirzaker) neat in head points

and good in color ; he (Thompson). Pair hens

or pullets (twelve).—First (Walker) very smart

and good colored birds. Second (Thompson)
large and good all round, very promising. Third

(Procter) neat in head points and fair color

;

vhc (Tandy) ; he (Wallis).

COCHINS.
Ciitn«mon or buff cockerel (twenty-one).—First

(Procter) a rather small bird, rather long in back,

and we thought lucky. Pecond (Harris) very

massive and good, perhaps a little too light in

color. Third (Kite-Powell) loses a trifle in wing;
vhc, r, large, good colored, shapely bird, rather

black in foot-feather ; vhc (Procter) rich color,

dark tail ; he (Scriven) capital color, worth
more

;
(Procter) carries wings badly. Pullet

(thirty-three), out of which thirty-one put in ap-

pearance, and a grand lot. First (Harris) a large,

grand, even pullet, closely run by second and
third (Scriven) both grand pullets, the latter of

the two we preferred ; she is a grand bird and of

the correct color ; second is very similar, and they

might have stood first aud second; vhc, r^ Ford-

ham) hardly worth her place, she is very ticked

in hackle ; (Harris) large and good, a trifle light

;

(Mitchell) trifle pale and out of condition
;
(Rid-

dell) capital pullet
;
(Procter) large and good ; he

(Swindell) pale, not ready ; c (Scriven, Riddell,

F^dwards); he (Bagshaw) too light; (Hind) loses

in shank and width cushion ; c (Bagshaw) fair,

Partridge cockerel (nine).—First (Wood and
Webster) large, grand, neat headed, well feath-

ered bird. Second (Goodall) promising young-

.ster, nice quality, only wants time. Third (Hol-

land) loses in shank feathering ; vhc r (Goodall)

not ready, and also fails in shank ; he (Dorring-

ton) too young at present. Pullets (fifteen)

—

First (Dear) coarse in marking and not our

choice. Second (Holland) a beautifully pencilled,

large pullet, but we preferred same exhibitor's

he 420, a grandly mirked even pullet, that cer-

tainly if not first should have been in the money.
Third (Edwards) a fairly marked pullet with a

pea comb, and for this reason should ha<rebeeii

left out ; vhc r (Unsworth) very large, fails in

marking on cushion vhc (Unsworth)
; 416 simi-

lar
;
(Gwydyr) loses at throat pencilling, a large

pullet ; he (Allen)
;
(Smith) fails in throat ; c

(Wood) fair.

White (eight).— First (Partington) a grand pul-

let, the Birkenhead cup winner ; she is good in

size, color and shape and well feathered. Second

(Partington) a large and good cockerel, a trifle

weak in middle toe feathering. Third (Lucas) a

fair pullet, wants middle toe feathering ; r and

vhc (Walton) good pullet.

Black (sixteen).—A capital class. First (Brooks)

one of the grandest cockerels ever seen ; he is

massive and good all over. Second (Walton) a

a very well-grown, good colored pullet. Third

(Jones) another capital pullet ; r and vhc (Gwy-

dyr) grand color, but not yet ready ; he (Brooks)

good ; i(Williamson) small ; c (Graham) wants
depth

;
(Gwydyr) wants time.

*
« »

games are commented on asIndian

follows

:

Cockerels (twenty-one).—A good class. First

Qames Frayn) a large bird with splendid limbs

and shoulders aud in rare form, stands well

ahead. Second (T. Trebilcock another fine cock-

erel in full bloom, good in character all over, but

beaten in size and slightly in head. Third (John

Frayn) close up to second in merit—in fact either

of them might have taken the place. We think

third will make the larger bird when finished,

he has rare limbs and breast ; vhc (A. H. Haw-
key, J. C. HuxUble) ; hc;(Stevens 2) ; c (C. Tiid-

way, J. A. Gott). Pull ts (twenty-six).—First and

medal (John Frayn) the best and largest of the

true type we remember seeing—in fact she is so

very perfect that when the judges went round to

award the Mayor's Cup for best pen of poultry in

the show she stood second on the list, only being

t)eaten by the dark Dorking cock, the judges

none of them being able to find a fault with

either bird. Second (J K. Goodall) is of the

right shape and color and is really a splendid

pullet. Third (R. Walter) another of the right

stamp ; none of these have too much leg, a fault

we observed in several birds in the class, which

excelled in markings, the best of these being Mr.

James Frayn's reserve, a beauty, which only re-

<iuires to fill out and widen in lK>dy to make her

near perfection ; vhc (Hawkey) ; he Cornish,

Brook, Davey and Burn, Mitchell. Mortivals.

*
« «

The allusion to long-legged Imlians

should convince a few of our American

breeders that an Indian game in England

is not all legs.

«

A true Indian game ideal should be a

well-proportioned bird. All parts should

make a harmonious whole. In the

language of the Rev. Plink Plunk "de

cemetary should be puffedk."
«

« «

Buff Leghorns were evidently not very

numerous. The report speaks of them as

follows :

Buff cockerels (seven).— First, second aud third

(Lister-Kay) a very fine team, nice and even in

color and good shape ; he (Pulford) comb a bit

slack ; c (Verry) a nice-shaped bird, but not

even in color. Pullets (nine).—Medal, first, second

and third (again Lister- Kay) another grand lot of

wonderful evenness of color and good shape,

third might have been better in comb; r (Pul-

ford) very pretty bird ; vhc and he (Verrey) cap-

ital shape and runs the other closely ; c (Cook).

»
» «

Speaking of buff Leghorns, we are in-

terested in the remarks made by C. M.
Chase in different poultry jouru.ils. Mr.

Chase among other things says

:

"The recognized value of genuine biifl Leg-

horns has led to dishonorable deceptions by un-

scrupulous dealers. These parties sell eggs rep-

resented to be buff Leghorns, and the chicks

coming from the eggs are t>rown and white Leg-

horns. We admit that the buffs do not breed

true, but the chicks from them never come white

or brown. Some show striped backs, others

bluish tinged legs, and nearly all show white or

cream color in tail and wings. It may t)e that

these parties have buffs, but we do not believe

they are sending out eggs from them. It is

prot)able they are using a cross between a brown
Leghorn cock and white Leghorn hens, and
pushing these comparatively valueless eggs upon
uninformed patrons."

Will the good Mr. Chase inform us

why the cross of brown Leghorns and

white Leghorns should be more repre- !

hensible than .some of the so-called

simon-pure buff Leghorns ?

«
« *

We saw a pen of imported birds at

New York last winter that were supposed

to be true bufiFs, yet the consensus of

opinion of nearly all experienced judges

and breeders was that the birds were the

result of cro.ssing the white Leghorn with

a red pile game. This is no secret, and

if an American breeder succeeds in pro-

ducing buff Leghorns from crossing the

white and browns we are inclined to give

him the credit for having the true buff

Leghorns.
*

The fact that bluish legs appear in the

progeny of true (?) buff Leghorns is an

evi<lence of foreign blood.

• »

Mr. Chase further says : "When com-

plaints are made the parties insist the

eggs were straight and refuse to make
honorable amends, claiming that the

buffs do not breed true. The character

of this breed stamps their excuse as a

transparant and premeditated lie. If

the eggs were straight the only deviation

from the true type of buffs would be

such as we have indicated. To protect

the public against the robbers, the Amer-

ican Buff Leghorn Club was organized,

and all bree<lers of true buffs have been

invited to join. Simply forwarding name
and fee is not sufficient ; we require posi-

tive proof from each member that his

stock is genuine, yuite a number of ap-

plications have been rejected because of

failure to meet satisfactorily the exact-

ness in this respect."
«

» •

Now, we must admire the gentleman's

good intentions, while we wonder at his

indiscreet utterances. He acknowledges

the buffs do not breed true, and yet con-

demns breeders who cannot furnish a

clear statement regarding their birds.

Would it not be wiser for the Buff Leg-

horn Club to make a rule which prohib-

its the sale of eggs until the breed is suf-

ficiently established to throw a large per-

centage of standard colored chicks.
«

* «

At all events, we hope a strain of buff

Leghorn chicks will be produced in this

country containing Leghorn blood only.

Only then will the name Leghorn be vin-

dicated and the Buff Leghorn Club enti-

tled to protect the hone.st breeders. At

present the protection is a trifle prema-

ture, notwithstanding its good intent.

» *

The two B.s will judge the Reading,

Pa., show, G. O. Brown and J. Y. Bick-

nell, a good team which should draw a

large entry. Don't forget the show. It

is to be held December 22 to 26. W, S.

Miller is the secretary.

Dr. Roth opens up a very important

subject in his article on "Feeding and

Breeding for Flavor," which appears in

this is.sue. To produce a fine-flavored

chicken or duck for the table is one of

the fine arts, and if any of our readers

have had experience in the above we
hope they will favor us with a practical

article on the same.
«

« »

Pierce's Poultry Gazette is dead. It

had a short life, but its older twin, the

Fanciers' Gazette, was too much for the

younger, an<l the Fanciers' Gazette ap-

pears again after a long absence. We
congratulate Mr. Pierce on seeing the

error of his way and once more recogniz-

ing the value of the fancy by catering to

it as he to used before that "practical

idea "got in his head. The Fanciers' Ga-

zette always was one of the best papers

published in this country, and we hope

to .see it at the top of the big heap of

poultrv papers in the future.

Our esteemed contemporaries, the Ohio

Poultry Journal and the Fanciers' Ga-

zette, both give credit to the English

Fanciers' Gazette for notes that appeared

in The Fanciers' Journal. In the

Ohio Poultry Journal Mr. Graves speaks

of the pen of Indian games drawn by

Sewell and which first appeared in The
Fanciers' Journal as having appeared

in our English contemporary. Mr.

Pierce credits the same paper with one of

our "Notes in Pa.ssing." They are no

doubt unintentional oversights, but they

make us feel like emigrating to F^ngland

to get credit.
—--

American Fat Stock Show.

The .\merican Fat Stock, Horse, Poul-

try and Dairy shows will open to the

public November II to 21 next, at the

Exposition Building, Chicago. There is

every reason to believe that this greatest

of all shows of this character will be

successful this season, judging from the
number of inquiries concerning it, com-
ing from nearly every portion of the

Union and Canada. Already applica-

tions for stalls and pens for cattle, horses,

sheep and hogs are being made to the
secretary.
Nearly Jti2.(KX) is offered in regular and

special premiums, which certainly ought
to attract a large exhibit in every depart-

ment. The Board of Agriculture is very

much encouraged since it has lieeii

definitely settled that there will be no
other horse show in Chicago this fall,

and are determined to make the coming
show a pre-eminent success as compared
with any other similar .shows held here-

tofore under its auspices. A program of
special attractions of unusual merit will

be given, both afternoon and evening,
for the entertainment of persons not es-

pecially interested in the classification.

You Can't Do It.

You can't make eggs from feed that

produces fat.

You can't make a hen sit until she

wants to.

You can't build up a trade without
capital.

You can't afford a big expense in this

business ; the less help vou have the bet-

ter. ^
National G-ame Show.

.\ national game show will be held in

I

Indianapolis, Ind., . January 19 to 24,

1892, in connection with the Indiana
State Poultry As.sociation.

[i

—Come in out of the wet ; that is. get

in our Christmas number with a big ad-

vertisement. It will bring big returns.
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THE LA PLBOHB FOWL.

A French Breed That Is Known
for Its Fine Table Qualities.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The Flesh—that is the significant but

not really beautiful name the French peo-

ple have bestowed upou this breed of

fowls. The name, however, indicates

the important fact that the fowl is bred

primarily for the table. It looks like a

bold name to give a breed, and to live

under such a name a fowl would need to

have excellent table qualities. And this

name the fowl has borne and has not bad

it turned into ridicule.

La Fleclie is called the black Spanish

of France, and it is possible and probable

that this name is deserved not only on

account of its resemblance but also on

account of blood relationship. The pe-

culiar upright horns of its comb and the

cavernous nostrils indicate in its make-
up Polish, Houdan, or Creve CcEur blood.

The fact that the early specimens of this

breed had a small crest is further proof

that one of the above breeds probably

was used in its manufacture. Of these

three breeds the Creve Coeur would seem
the most probable one, as it has the
requisite size and is an admirable fowl for

the table.

La Fleche fowls have the reputation of
being good summer layers of large white
eggs, but upon this subject the editor of
this publication can speak with the
authority that comes from recent personal
experience.
The earliest importer of La Fleche

fowls into this country was, I believe, Mr.
Philander Williams. I remember driving
one dark stormy night to see a remnant
of this importation, but the fowls were so
inferior in size, owing to long continued
in-breeding or to improper mating, that
they gave no evidence of belonging to a
great table breed. They were not much
larger than the black Hamburgs owned
by the same gentleman. It was not
until the Buffalo show in 1888 that I saw
any really good specimens of the breed.
These fowls were owned by Mr. Oren
Scotten, of Detroit. Mich., and had been
recently introduced into this country.
They were large, strong, attractive fowls,
and cxplaMitd immediately why they
had received the name they bear in
France. Since then some good speci-
mens, either descendants of these Scotten
birds or recent importations, have ap-
peared in a few of our exhibitions, show-
ing that we have now some good La
I'leche in this country.

'I'here ought to l^e no special reason why
a breeder who a«lopts La Fleche and
sticks to the breed should not succeed in

popularizing it to a fair extent in this
country. It is true that the color of plu-
mage, shanks and skin are not in its

favor, but these objections ought not to
prove unsurmouutable. There is a "saving
remnant" of the people who know that
we do not eat feathers and shanks, and
that the color of the skin does not make
a very great difference in the flavor of
the flesh. Then, too, the weird look of
the fowl, with its tall carriage and strange
comb would have a tendency to make it

take with many people, and sales for

fancy purposes at fancy prices could be
obtained. I rememl)er of reading quite a
long time airo something written by Mr.
IMiilauder Williams in reply to a question
about La Fleche. His words were to the
effect that there were no good La Fleche
ill this country, but that he believed it

would pay a young breeder to import
some fir.st-clas^ l)irdsand make a specialty
of the breed. In this oj inion I share.

But to make a sncct.ss of La Fleche
energy must be employed in making the
({ualitHS of the fowl known. Judicious
a<lvertisiiig. well considered, truthful
articles, well executed illustrations, and
general exhibition of the stock are the
means to be used, and these means intel-

ligently used would serve to rescue from
obscurity a fowl that in its native home
has a brilliant reputation. The breeder
who did this might succeed in accom-
l)lishing another admirable purpose—in

educating the people into the lx?lief that
there are good (}ualities in fowls that
have neither a yellow skin nor yellow
legs. An educational campaign upon
this subject is much needed, and though

it might bring temporary defeat, it might
eventually win an enduring triumph. La
Fleche is a very good fowl with which to

begin such a campaign.

H. S. Babcock.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
This valuable French breed is compara-

tively little known throughout the poul-
try world. There is an erroneous idea
that they are delicate and hard to raise.

The writer has bred them two years and
can say with proper care the chicks are
no harder to raise than those of most
other breeds. The hens lay well in win-
ter and do not seem to mind the cold.

Their erect carriage, combined with their

beautiful black and bottle green plumage,
their peculiar V-shaped combs, and pure
white ear lobes, make them one of the
oddest and handsome varieties we have.
They are very docile and can be kept in
a small yard enclosed by a four foot fence.
The hens are excellent layers of large
white eggs, equal to the Le^^horn and will

lay about 130 eggs during the year. They
are also a splendid table fowl. The
chicks grow rapidly and mature early,

pullets laying when about five and a half
months old. They are a good general
purpose fowl and I hope soon to see more
of these grand birds at our coming shows.

W. J. Andrus.

INDIAN GAME CROSSES.

Experience in Breeding Cockerels
of this Breed on Barnyard Stock.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In my last paper on practical breeding

I stated what could be done in crossing

fowls of different shapes and color. In

the following few lines I give my past

year's experience in breeding Indian

game cockerels on barnyard stock. The
Indian games were out of eggs directly

from imported stock. Large heavy-

weights. Having raised three cockerels,

we used one in a pen of Indian games
and killed all other males, giving the

flock over entirely to the games. Our
stock consisted of about twenty nearly

full light Brahmas, a few black Lang-

shans, two or three each of white and
brown Leghorns, a pair of Plymouth
Rocks and one buff Cochin hen. We be-

gan setting eggs early in the spring, and

as the little chicks made their apj)earance

we noted the varieties of color. These
chicks have nearly developed and I send
you the results. All the chicks have the
characteristic game shape, and the combs
of the males are distinctly so, also the
preponderance of size of all the males is

noticeable.

Now as to the color markings. Indian
game on light Brahma hens give pullets

shape of games, but colored like Brah-
mas. The males were game shape, hav-
ing canal-boat breasts and yacht-shaped
tails. They were colored similar to dark
Brahma males' legs, were orange yellow,
some feathered and some clean. Indian
game on black Langshans gave black
males and females, dark legs, majority
having clean legs, fine size. Indian game
on Plymouth Rocks gave barred puHtts,
Indian shape, yellow legs. Males hatred
black and brassy on wing-^, very large.

Indian game on buff Cochin gave dark
buff pullets with black tails and black
wing flights, clean legs mostly, and very
broad breasts, hatched no males. Indian
game on white Leghorns, chicks not so
large, color white, yellow legs. Males
have Indian game comb, very pugna-
cious, hatched no white pullets. Indian
game on brown Leghorns threw males
color of brown Leghorns with Indian
game shape, good leg-, but the birds are
not large. Ilatched no females this

cross.

In summing up the above crosses I fa-

vor the buff Cochin cross as one of good
color and size, and believe if some of our
fanciers would try this mating during
the spring of '92, then we will soon have
buff Indian games, a bird that will strike

the eye of all fanciers.

Dr. Wyandotte.

THE RUNT.

You can't be a successful fancier until
you have become well versed in poultry
culture.

Many Distinct and Singrular Fea-
tures Besides Its Largre Size.

Rev. W. F. Lutnley in Feathered World.

The term runt is frequently used by
non-fanciers in speaking of common pig-

eons—occasionally in a contemptous

sense as denoting a mongrel. Never was
a term so misapplied, for not only is the

runt proper a fancy pigeon, but it can

claim, without fear of gainsaying, the

proud position of being the largest of the

cultured varieties of the Columbarian

race. This is the attribute of the type

spoken of as Spanish ; for to this variety

belongs now distinctly the name runt, as

understood by British fanciers. Roman
runts are little more than a large Floren-

tine, that termed Leghorn being of the

same character as to erectness in the car-

riage of the tail, bend of neck, shortness

of back and length of legs, while the

Norwegian is a large, white, feather-leg-

ged pigeon of no very remarkable fea-

tures. The Spanish pigeon is par excel-

lence the runt, as seen in the show pen,

as bred by fanciers and as depicted in the

standard issued by the National Perister-

onic Society.

To superficial observers the runt ap-

pears to be only a large pigeon of the or-

dinary dove-shaped stamp, but it has
many features quite as distinct and sin-

gular as that of size, though it must be
borne distinctly in mind size, not weight,
is undoubtedly its chief characteristic.
In order to sp>eak as reliably as possible I

have not only taken careful note of the
best specimens I have had the pleasure
of seeing at shows, but I have secured
from one well-known runt votary (Mr. J.
P. Leach, of Shoreham) the exact dimen-
sions of some of the leading winning
runts of the present day.

In size the show runt should not meas-
ure less than twenty inches from the tip

of the beak to the end of the tail ; in-

deed, the winner of the cup at the Crys-
tal Palace Pigeon Show in 1890 measured
twenty-one and three-quarters inches,
but length does not denote size ; a long,
narrow bird is most objectionable ; width
and compass of girth must be accompa-
nying points. A runt twenty inches in

length should measure in girth, /. e.,

around the upper part of the body, at
least fourteen inches ; the former bird
measured no less than fifteen inches.
To one other point of measurement I

must allude. I refer to the length and
substance of the flight and tail feathers.

This is a ver^' important qualification of
the runt, which claims to be the longest
feathered pigeon existing. The wings,
when stretched out to the full limit,

.should measure fiom tip to tip not less

than thirty-six inches, those of the Palace
1891 winner I have already alluded to,

measured no less than thirty seven inches.
Some have been known to reach nearly
forty inches.
The next point is body structure and

that from head to foot. The headshould
be of a very nias.sive, dove-shaped char-
acter, with a thick beak of propor-
tionate length rather downward in ten-
dency ; the wattle should be almond-
shaped, and though full, not rough in

texture ; the eye cere should be fine and
plum colored, showing a healthy whitish
bloom. The eye is rather sunken in the
head, presenting an observant and watch-
ful appearance. The iris of the eye
should be either silvery or golden red.

The neck is of medium length, of cobby
formation, well cut away at the throat,
the display of anything tending to a
gullet is most objectionable. A wide but
not too prominent chest is a great feature
of excellence ; the back is broad, rather
"hog" shaped at the upper part, but very
flat as it approaches the rump, the longer
the back the more it is valued. The
"hog"-shaped formation I have referred
to adds greatly to the gigantic appearance
of the runt, for the deeper it is from the
surface of the back to the edge of the
breast bone—thus possessing a good
depth of keel and body fulness—the
more esteemed is the specimen.
As with the back, so should the breast

bone be as long and straight as possible.

The legs should be rather short than lone
in proportion to the size of the bird, and
be widely set apart, the thighs being,

however, closely set in ; this prevents
runts having an awkward bulgy appear-
ance, and enables them to carry their
flights well up to a level with the body,
instead of sticking out in an unsightlv
manner. The tail should also be well
lifted from the ground, but not cocked
upwards. Frequently even the best of
runts are rather feather-legged ; thi»
should be bred out, if possible, for a clean
straight shin supported on well-spread,
large, regularly formed claws adds greatly
to the stolid appearance of our subject.

In carriage the runt should be upright,
not horizontal or "boaty," as are some
large specimens often seen. In color,
runts are of all kinds—blacks, reds,
mealies, checkers, blues and silvers

—

these latter are the favorites ; but it must
be borne in mind that as size is preferred
to weight, so does body structure take
Erecedence of feather color. Of course, a
ard, close-feathered, broad, black-barred

blue, is much valued, if excelling also in
other primary points.
As may be conjectured from their

gigantic size and long flights, runts are
not good flyers. It is well, therefore,
if kept in the open, to place their dwell-
ing-places at not more than from six
feet to eight feet from the ground. They
will become very tame, and walk alx>ut
the compound in as homely a fashion as
the common fowl. If well tended they
are fair breeders, but it is advisable to
take every precaution to prevent their
breaking their eggs, by in the first place
supplying them abundantly with mortar
and other grit, and also giving them
suitable material wherewith to build their
nests.

Let their staple food consist of old
sound tick beans and a little maize. They
are wonderfully fond of dry crusts of
bread, but in this liking they should not
be too freely indulged. I think it is a
good plan to allow their young to be fed
for the first week by large mongrel pig-
eons to prevent their becoming deformed
in breast bone through the great weight
of their own parents, for a crooked or
flattened breast bone is a considerable
detraction to the worth of this pigeon.

In conclusion, I would enumerate the
properties of the runt in order of merit,
size, shape (including straightness of
back, depth of keel and niassiveness of
skull), length of feather, attitude of legs,
texture of wattle and cere, shape and
cleanness of claws, and last, but not
least, condition. Surely we have in the
runt points sufficient to constrain even
the most ready to cavil to admit that
among fancy pigeons not only the larg-
est in quantity, but far from the least in
quality is the Goliath like runt.

New Enf^land Fanciers.

FCditor Fanciers' Journal.

Pigeon men want to keep their eyes on
the New Englav.d fanciers. A society

has been formed under the name of the

New England Pigeon Association. The
officers are: President, A. P. Pearson;

vice-presidents, W. B. Atherton, Joseph
Gavin, R. W. Stowell, Fred Heintz.
Philander Williams ; corresponding sec-

retary, George Feather ; financial secre-
tary, F. L. Weston ; treasurer, A. A.
Heroux ; Executive Committee in addi-
tion to the above, I. N. Ingram, J. W.
Allen, A. E. Blanchard. Membership fee

is one dollar and yearly dues three dol-
lars.

Already there are some fifty members,
and we want every pigeon fancier in

New England to join. Write to any of
the officers for a copy of the constitution
and bylaws and put your name on the
list. Monthly shows, open to members
only, are to be given, and a yearly show,
open to all, which will be the finest in

the country. At the next meeting, No-
vember 4, pouters and Jacobins are to be
awarded prizes, and a grand lot of birds
are looked for. Blondinette.

—The Magnet says : Take a teacupful
of salt and lime the size of an egg, and
pour boiling water on them. When cold
drain off the liquor and put it on the
eggs. If too strong there will be a crust

on top ; if so, add more water. This is

for two gallons of liquor. There is no
receipt that beats this and it can be re-

lied upon. Eggs put down in August
and used in April are just as fresh and
make just as nice frostings as newly laid

ones.
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LANQSHANS FROM CHINA.

Seven of Them Make a Voyage of
Eisrhteen Thousand Miles.

From the New York Tribune, Sept. 35.

Seven big black Langshan fowls, one
rooster and six hens, reached Passaic,

N. J., last week. At the depot they found
awaiting them Williard P. Smith, the

secretary of the American Langshan
Club, who had the seven travelers con-

veyed to his home in the suburbs of Pas-

saic, where a Tribune reporter saw them
contentedly walking about the yard en-

joying the sunlight and sampling the

quality of New Jersey grass. These seven
Langshans are worthy of more than pass-

ing notice, for they have done the long-

est sea journey ever made by fowls of
which there is any record. They have trav-
eled 18,000 miles, coming from Northern
China, around Cape Horn, to the United
States. The annals of the poultry world
do not show any other instance of so
long a sea voyage as this ever undergone
by fowls. The seven birds were imported
by Kirby & Smith, of East Chatham, N.
v., where they are now, and came direct
from the Langshan Hills on the Yang-
tse-Kiang River, 140 miles northwest of
Shanghai, China. They were brought
over on the bark Belle of Oregon, com-
manded by Captain Benjamin Chad-
burne, and were landed at Baltimore,
whence they were forwarded to their des-
tination by rail.

A comparison of these native Lang-
shans with the Langshans of this
country after a dozen years' of care-
ful breeding by American fanciers
shows that wonderful results can be done
in the way of "moulding" a bird. The
assertion of poultry raisers that a fowl
can be "built up" just as a mass of clay
can be fashioned by the hand of a sculp-
tor into the likeness of humanity is

strictly true. The "yop," or sacred bird,
as the Langshan is known in China, is a
rough, ungainly fowl compared to the
lordly American Lang.shan of to-day—all
style, life and beauty. Some of these
last imported Chinese birds were tall and
others short on their legs, and their
combs were uneven ; lap combs and side-
sprigs were not un frequent. They had
red-and-black eyes and the feathers did
not grow down concealing the main toe.
There are occasional white feathers to be
seen in the black fowls, and their tail

feathers were low, rough and unsightly.
The ideal Langshan of the American

fancier is markedly changed from the
Chine.se bird, and a mention of a few of
the points of difference will serve to show
what astonishing attention the American
breeder pays to the niceties of the busi-
ness. The American descendant of the
"Yop" has a perfect, five-pointed comb
that stands up straight and is barren of
side-sprigs. More than five points to the
comb tells the quick-eyed fancier that
the fowl has a Leghorn strain, while less
than five betrays the cross-blood of the
massive Cochin. The red ring around
the eye has been eliminated in the Ameri-
can type, and Langshan breeders point
with pride to the "dark, honest eye" of
the bird they hatch out at present. The
American Langshan has a perfect leg
and the feathering of the outer toe is

complete. The green gloss on the feath-
ers of the American bird is a striking
point in its favor since it has become
largely the fashion for women nowadays
to have their boas made of the glossy
feathers of fowls instead of sealskin or
fur as formerly. In fact, breeding the
Langshan for the sake of securing the
dark green lustrous plumage peculiar to
these fowls has become quite an import-
ant feature of the business. Then the
dip of the back and the height of the
tail of the American Langshan is so per-
fect that it suggests Hogarth's "curve
line of l)eauty." A straight line drawn
from the top of the tail feathers of the
English Langshan will strike the comb
of the fowl at its base, but to the eye of
the critical American breeder this is not
quite high enough ; so he has produced
a fowl the top of whose tail feathers
must be on a line that will strike midway
of the comb. Immense importance is

attached by breeders to the characteris-
tic back and tail which mark the true
Langshan. A breeder writing on the
subject of the Langsban's tail says :

It is a di-Acult tail to produce on such a- large
bird

; so is the close feathering which the Lang-

shan possesses an unusual feathering for birds of
such size. But all who have given the matter
close study have noticed how much quicker birds
of long feathering are to mature ; also how much
more active aud vigorous the breeds having long,
close and hard feathering are than the short,
fluffy feathered breeds. All are familiar with the
side view appearance of the Langshan, and have
noticed the concave back with the graceful sweep
up on to the tail, which is so noticeably well
spread, but the attention has not been heretofore
so forcibly directed to that characteristic ofthe tail

which gives an apparent width to the saddle and
coverts, and that peculiarity is the width of the
tail at its lower sides. This is emphatically
called for in the wording of the "standard" when
it reads "well spread at the base."

It has been about eighteen years since
Langshans were first introduced into this
country. The strain was first brought
to England by Maj )r Croad in Feb-
ruary, 1872, and exhibited by him at
the Crystal Palace. Birds of the English
types were brought to America in 1878 by
E. P. Kirby, one of the oldest breeders
of poultry in the United States. They
have since then made great strides in the
public favor. The American Langshan
Club, which has about 200 names on its

roll, has members in every state and ter-
ritory in the Union. The method em-
ployed by the club in building up its

ideal Langshan is a striking one. The
secretary draws a pen-and-ink sketch of
a fowl. Copies of this are sent to all the
members of the club to criticise. The
critici.snis and suggestions of each mem-
ber are sent back by mail to the secre-
tary. One member will suggest a taller
tail, another a shorter leg, and so on.
The secretary will carefully weigh these
opinions and the suegestions of a ma-
jority of the members of the club will be
followed by the secretary in breeding for
the ideal Langshan. The beautiful fowl
of this breed seen in the poultry shows
throughout the country is the product of
this concentrated attention of the Lang-
shan breeders.

"This country," said Secretary Smith,
"like England, was at one time flooded
with mongrel birds called Langshans.
We had then Cochin-Langshans, Java-
Langshans, and even in the show pens
yellow-skinned, lazy-looking black 'culls'

were shown as Langshans. But thanks
to the untiring efforts of the club all that
is past. Confidence is again restored,
and he would indeed be a poor breeder
who could mistake the graceful Lang-
shan of to-day for the cross-bred birds of
the past."

There are white Langshans and blue
Langshans as well as black ones bred by
fanciers in this country. The white va-
riety is the product of "sports" or freaks
of the black fowls. The blue, however,
is the result of a cross between the blacks
and whites. They have a beauty and od-
dity of plumage entirely their own. In
style, shape, comb, pink skin and toe
feathering they resemble the blacks. It

is only their plumage that needs descrip-
tion. The Chinese origin of the breed
shows clearly in the males, with their
lavender colored breasts, wings, sickles,

tail and fluff, while their neck hackle,
back and fine saddle feathers are a dark
seal bronze. The females are all solid

colors, one wouhi call it dove, lavender
or maltese blue, without the least sign of
black or white in plumage. The blue
Langshans are among the rarest fowls
living, their eggs selling easily at |i
each and the birds at I50 a pair.

A brood of Langshan chickens is a
beautiful sight when hatched, resembling
a bed of pansies in their varied colors,
blue-black and canary. Langshan breed-
ers make great claims for their pet vari-

ety, asserting their superiority in the
matter of laying, in hardiness, gentleness
and as table fowls and mothers.
Concerning the origin of the Lang-

shans, much has been written and print-
ed. Travelers in the Celestial kingdom
furnished for a long time almost the only
information obtainable regarding this

breed of fowls. A naval officer who vis-

ited the remote regions of Northern
China brought back a story of seeing the
rude outlines of the Langshans graven on
stones of the Chinese Wall. Mission-
aries also were able to shed some light on
their origin. Miss A. C. Croad, of Eng-
land, writing on the subject for the
American Langshan Club catalogue,
says :

The fact that a party of naval officers

had met with Langshans in more than
one place and that another naval officer

had purchased Langshans on the island

of Chusan led me to the belief that the
breed was widespread. My friends in
China contradicted this erroneous idea.
One gentleman in the Imperial Customs
told me he had traveled many thousands
of miles in China and he was sure the
Langshan was not to be found in any
part of China beside the Langshan dis-
trict, except by importation. He added
that Chinese words usually have a signi
cance—that "lang" signifies two and
"shan" hills. My friends at that time
told me that the date of the introduction
of the Langshans to the "outer barbari-
ans," as the Chinese call foreigners, was
well known. The placing of a lightship
out the Langshan crossing fixed tlie date
to 1862. The crew of this lightship on
landing to forage came across these black
beauties.

"World's Fair Poultry Show.
I. K. Kelch in American Poultry Yard.

How shall it be made ? If it is to be

literally a World's Fair, can it be held up
strictly to American rules and awards ?

Will such a course tend to make the ex-

hibit a really international one? We
saw a few weeks ago that it was presum-
able that no one breeder would be allow-

ed to exhibit but a single pair of old and
young. If this is to be the case, it will

dwindle to a mere local exhibit. But
should the exhibit take the form of a

purely exhibition display, confining each
exhibitor to from ten to fifteen .specimens,

then exhibitors could come with what-
ever one or two breeds they cared to ex-

hibit, with merit and beauty in the dis

play, both as to coops and fowls, selling

breeders space only, allowing them to
exhibit in as tasty coops as they choose.
The only World's Fair exhibit in the

country that was a credit to the manage-
ment was at Philadelphia, in 1876. There
were no awards in the .sense of first,

second and third prizes, but the awards
consisted in certificates of merit. Will
the present World's Fair Committee
evolve a better plan ? is the question.
Were I to exhibit, I would want space

only and make my display in my own
taste and colors. It will be a mistake for
any breeder to show less than ten birds
of a breed. It will be a mistake for the
management to choke off the breeder
with only two pairs, one old and one
young. The best exhibit will be secured
to offer the prizes for best display with
ten birds of a breed, something to call
out the personal taste of the breeders in
the cooping, as well as merit in the ex-
hibit. Such will create demand for de-
signs, and the infinite variety thus secured
would bring a new novelty, a better ad-
vertisement and a more lasting remem-
brance than to have the exhiljits cooped
by any of the stereotyped forms of the
past. Miniature castles, villas, bunga-
lows, model fowl-houses, exhibition pens,
would, as memory goes in pairs, give a
far more lasting impression ; Brown's ex-
hibit in the Buckingham Palace, Sweet's
exhibit in the Capitol model, Loomis'
exhibit in that model fowl-house, and so
on, will make the whole thing a pleasing
exhibition, such as can in no other way
be made. Then two or three exhibitors
can combine with their space aud arrange
an exhibit that will do them all a lasting
good and on a grand scale, for by the
division of expense they could aflbrd it,

and their effort would be one to be proud
of
We hav over a year to study these de-

signs, and probably six months to con-
sider the plan of exhibit and space to be
allotted each breeder, or each company
of breeders, to wit : "The Natick Syndi-
cate" might consist of five or ten mem-
bers ; with their space allotted to them
they could go on and cover the same
with a design which, by the different
colors in paint and different colors in
their breeds, would create a most fascina-
ting exhibit. If all are controlled and
confined to a uniform style, the exhibit
will be a common poultry show that
comparatively few will take any pains to
attend.

The exhibit should extend to ten days,
to say the least, and group the prevailing
modes of exhibit, to embrace exercise
and the best impressions and the most
natural conditions possible. If breeders
cannot have these advantages, it will be
folly for some, at least, to spend the time
and expense to make an exhibit.

BREEDING FOR FLAVOR.

A Point That Should Be Well
Considered by Poultry Raisers.

Editor Fanciurs' Journal.

The ingenious and successful poultry-

man in his efforts for legitimate profit

considers more points than one when he
realizes that we have a peculiar people as

to taste to deal with. The majority of
market goers carry their taster and
smeller along, and we have arrived at a
time when it is to our interests to cater

to the whimsical notions of a fastidious

public. And it is no more than right.

It is but in accord with the advanced
ideas promulgated by hygienists that we
should be able to obtain the finest of
food, and especially in the chicken line,

playing, as it does, so important a factor

in the sick room and on the convales-

cent's table.

Much has already been said as to the
meat and egg qualities of the different

breeds— this or that breed being the be.st

table fowl, and that or the other produc-
ing the finest eggs ; but so far compara-
tively little has been said as to what could
be done in the way of improving the
flavor of both meat and eggs by directing
the feeding in that line with a special
view. The canvasback duck owes its

popularity to the wild celery upon which
It feeds along the shores of the Chesa-
peake. If such is the fact in the wild
fowl. It can also be made one in the do-
mestic. I am quite sure that a proper
study of the required flavoring constitu-
ents that could be fed our fowls would
go far to increa.se the profits of the poul-
try yard. All this effort wants is a proper
impression upon the market going pub-
lic, especially the epicurean, that fowls
and eggs produced with this object are
actually finer in taste aud better in qual-
ity and more healthful for the body than
siich produced by the ordinary feed cram-
ming process.

It is a mistaken idea that fat fowls are
proper for the table. They are proper to
sell for weight, but I always condemn
them for use on the table of the conva-
lescent, for the sick, or for any one un-
der treatment. Now, if our birds were
fed with a view to producing fine, tender
meat, as devoid of fat as possible, and
with a flavor that would be both pleasant
and healthful, I am quite sure the possi-
ble lack in weight would be made up in
the excess of price per pound. They
would be worth more, and I am certain
the effort in this direction would not
long remain an experiment. Such reared
fowls wouhl not go begging anywhere
where gocwl chicken meat is the desider-
atum. I have seen enough of market
business to know that the market-goers
don't always get choice chickens. They
buy farmers' fowls, but in how nianv in-
stances are these the most desirable?
Rarely thoroughbred, but if they are, how
are they fed ? Fattened with corn, with
a full range of the manure pile, certainly
don't produce the finest flavored fowls.

Hospitals, infiriiiaries and aristocratic
hotels are only too ready to buy chicken
of the quality I am speaking of—the
chicken produced for flavor. Lamenta-
ble to a degree are the poor specimens
these institutions are often compelled to
purchase which go by the name of fowl,
and often more lamentable—spring chick-
en. They ought to have the very best,
but while the market often is overcrowd-
ed with fowls, there are no best to be
found.

I hope by these few pointers to open a
new subject for thought as well as profit,
and feel sure that this line of experiment
in the poultry business would not go
amiss. I shall have a few words more
later on. Dr. W. F. Roth.
Florin, Lane. Co., Pa., October 26.

American Poultry Association.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The seventeenth annual meeting of the

American Poultry Association will be held

in the city of Los Angeles, California, on
Friday, February 12, 1S92, at 8 o'clock,
P. M. GiiORCE E. Peer, Secretary.
RocBtSTEK, October j6 i<oi.

You can't succeed without hard work.
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LONG ISLAND POULTRY FARMS--L

A Trip to the "Windholme Poultry

Yards at That Place.

Long Island is destined to become the

home of the thoroughbred fowl, if the

interest in the latter increases as rapidly

in the next few as it has in the past few

vears. There was always a healthy han-

kering after chickins on that wonderful

strip of land, but in the past the market

poultry seemed to be more important,

and it is questionable if anywhere in the

r ited States to-day more broilers, ducks

and roosters are produced than are annu-

ally shipped from many points on Long

Island. What is more, the best chicken

produce comes from there.

We have often visited the Island, but

never with the intention of looking over

the poultry farms. A number of the lat-

ter have been described in previous issues

of The Fanciers' Journal, but some of

the great fancy poultry farms have not

been "interviewed." This led to our visit

a few weeks ago to Long Island for

the purpose of giving our readers an

idea of some of the famous poultry

ranches.

Years ago the Ivong Island Railroad

was a sort of a dreaded necessity, a

huckleberry road that led through a

scrub oak wilderness and sandy country

to distant little hamlets. Dingy cars and

primitive stations made the remembrance
anything but pleasant. This has all been

changed most wonderfully. The magni-
ficent new depot in Long Island City is a

veritable palace stuck in a framework of

the filthy surroundings the aforesaid city

is responsible for. However, once on
the cars, a few minutes soon takes one
away from the stenches and reeking filth,

and as we speed along, the rich trucking

lan<ls with bounteous crops make a

pleasant impression. We feel satisfied

whenever nature, aided by man, has pro-

duced grand specimens of agricultural

and horticultural products, for the love

of the thoroughbred extends even to ple-

bian cabbage and graceful celery.

The beautiful stations everywhere on

this road indicate the steady march of

civilization, the rapid settlement of the

suburban towns by those who spend their

busy davs in the crowded cities of New
York and Brooklyn, and who .seek the

purer air of the salt laden breezes that

blow through these towns. The latter

are dotted with charming little cottages,

homes you will say, antl mean it. Just

the place for a man or woman to revel in

the luxury of keeping a nice flock of

chickens, a «lainty Jersey cow and per-

haps a horse. Vet the thoroughbred
fowl is rarely seen on such places. This

may seem strange at first, but if we con-

si<ler the ([uestion carefully we will find

that nine-tenths of the good people who
inhabit these homes know nothing a\xnit

thoroughbred stock, for their lives have
been spent in the mercantile avenues of

trade, and no time has been found to

study the beauties of animal nature. But

the time is sure to come. Contact with

nature sooner or later gives birth to a

desire to know more of nature's creatures,

and then comes the possession of the

latter with the full enjoyment of the

same.
But we are drifting from our subject.

The object, however, of this article is to

call attention to the possible growth of

the fancy, and what we have referred to

al>ove will sooner or later become a factor

in the poultry business. The real fancy

poultry culture on Long Island is in the

hands "of the wealthy, and the summer
homes of the latter afford a glorious op-

portunity for cultivating a fancy for

thoroughbred stock.

We slopped off at Islip, and after a

short stage ride found our way to the

Windholme Poultry Yards. The latter

are situated on the Great South Bay. A
narrow strip of land separates this bay
from the ocean, vvhile in plain sight is

the Fire Island Lighthouse. Windholme
is Mr. S. T. Peters' summer home. A
beautiful mansion, surrounded by mag-
nificent lawns dotted with choice trees,

attracts the visitor's attention at once.

Passing through the gates and walking
on the drivewav that leads from the street

to the cairiage hou.se the eyes of the fan-

cier rests on a ha.dsome poultry build-

ing and yards. The latter are inhabited

by the choice light Brahmas and Lang-
shans that compose the breeding pens of

the Windholme yards.

In one of these pens we found Ideal,

the famous Langshan pullet that won
finst at New York last winter. As a ma-
tronly hen she preserved her wonderful

Langshan shape, and the name Ideal is

verv apropos. Her ladyship was very

busy moulting, yet we were informed
that she persisted in laying eggs right

along. Most of the Langshans as well

as light Brahmas were not in full dress,

in fact were looking their worst, yet not-

withstanding their moult they showed
their thoroughbred character. The
houses and yards are kept in "apple-pie"

order, while the great stretch of velvety

lawn affords grand forage for the "bid-

dies." Situated about 200 rods from
these yards are the main poultry build-

ings, consisting of the broiler house and
houses for growing stock. The superin-

tendent, Mr. Elmer Day, greeted us as

only one chicken man can greet another,

and we were soon engrossed in studying

over the "points" of the younger tribe of

chickens. This was no easy task, as

some 500 chickens of all sizes flitted be-

fore us. Langshans predominated, and
to judge by the appearance of .some of the

larger birds the latter will show up well

in strong competition next winter.

To us, accustomed as we were to the

rich lands of the valleys of New York
state, it seemed almost marvellous to find

chickens doing well on this sandy and
almost barren soil. Devoid of .shade

and exposed to the moist wind of the

sea, chicken culture seems to be a task

out there at Islip. We believe it is, for

only the utmost cleanliness and care in

feeding will bring about satisfactory re-

sults. This Mr. Day religiously practices.

The houses and yards are swept up every

day, and no odor is perceptible any-

where.
The brooder house looke«l as neat as a

young lady's boudoir. The broo<lers

were all painted and ready for business,

the walls and ceilings whitewashed, fresh

sand placed on the floors, and we are

satisfied that Mr. Day has no reason to

complain that work is .scarce, for there

is plenty of it. Mr. Day informed us

that he hatched about 1000 chickens

last season, and succeeded in raising

most of them. The incubators u.sed are

the Perfect Hatcher and the New Model
Pineland. The brooders are of Mr. Day's

own invention. These brooders are

heated by lamps and resemble the Pressy

and Rankin brooders. They do the work
exceedingly well. The brooder house is

a plain building, facing south, having

one greenhouse sa,sh to each pen for

light. The sashes are placed in the slop-

ing roof. An aisle back of the brooding

pen enables the attendant to properly

oversee the entire building.

The yards are the same width as the

pens and about ten feet in length.

Another long building is used for a

roosting room for the growing stock, but

new additions will be built as soon as the

increase of stock demands.
Being the first year of poultry culture

at Windholme, we certainly consider Mr
Day's work highly commendable, for all

know that the first years in the poultry

business are a continual series of ex-

penses with very little return. At WMnd-
holme the returns have been very good
and the outlay carefully guarded. The
many beautiful summer residences at

Islip offer abundant excuse for cultivat-

ing thoroughbred fowls, and it is but a

question of time when more noted poul-

try farms will be established there. Next
week we shall relate our exjierience at

Sandacre Farm.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS.

Changres in the Oonstitution and
By-Laws of the A. P. A.

The following amendments are offered

by Mr. P. H. Scudder for consideration

of members at the next annual meeting

of the A. P. A.:

ARTICLE III.

Section 2. Local organizations shall

be entitled to a membership of ten years

upon the payment of a fee of |io, and
filing with the secretary and treasurer a

copy of their constitution and by-laws,

which shall in all essential particulars

con form to the con.stitution and by-laws

of the association.

Sec. 3. Such organizations as have be-

come members of this association by the

payment of $10 may be represented at all

meetings of this as.sociation by a regu-

larly appointed or elected delegate who
shall have the casting of one ballot as

the vote of the society he represents on
all questions submitted to ballot at the

meetings of this association, said delegate

shall be governed by and entitled to all

the privileges given by the constitution

and by-laws of this association.

Sec. 4. No delegate representing a

local organization shall be entitled to

more than one vote. In the case of the

delegate being a member of this associa-

tion the delegate's personal vote shall be

considered as included in the vote cast

by him for the local organization he
represents.

ARTICLE IV.

Housing Poultry.

The cool nights arc suggestive of the

necessity of soon housing the poultry.

The turkeys will be the most troublesome

to get accustomed to the change. Gentle-

ness in driving them in will accomplish

more than harshness. An excited or

abused turkey will go nearer to going in

the hen-house door and tio/ go in than

any other fowl. If the turkeys have been

raised so they are tame there will be but

little trouble. If possible give the tur-

keys a separate house to roost in. Tur-

keys and chickens do not agree well

when roosting together.

Sec. I. The officers of this association

shall consi.st of a president, six vice-pres-

idents, to be selected from a state ; a sec-

retary and treasurer, an executive com-
mittee, an advisory board and finance

and auditing committee. The Finance

and Auditing Committee shall consist of

three, selected from members of the

Executive Committee. The Executive

Committee shall consist of the president,

secretary and treasurer, and such mem-
bers as may be chosen upon the follow-

ing basis of representation : Every state

having five life members shall be entitled

to one member upon the Executive Com-
mittee, and every state having ten life

members shall be entitled to two mem-
bers on the committee, and an additional

member for every ten life members, pro-

vided that no state be entitled to more than

four members, the officers ex-officio not to

be counted in this apportionment. There
may also be elected ten members at large.

An advisory' board of five shall be chosen,

consisting of ex-presidents of the associ-

ation and such members as may be chosen

to complete the number. The president

who has last retired from the office shall

be the chairman of this board. Mem-
bers of the Advisory Board are ineligible

for any other office.

Sec. 2. All officers of this association

except the six vice-presidents .shall be

elected by ballot as follows : On the first

davofSeptemberofeach yearthe secretary

shall mail to every member in good stand-

ing a printed circular recjuesting nomina-
tions for the office of president, secretap',

treasurer and members of the Executive
Committee from the state in which the

member receiving the circular lives.

With the circular shall be enclo.sed a

postal card addressed to the secretary of

this association properly arranged on the

side reserved for communications, so that

each member may expre.ss his choice of

candidates for the office of president,

secretary and treasurer and members of

the Executive Committee from his state.

All postals putting in nomination candi-

dates for the several offices aforesaid .shall

be in the hands of the secretary and
treasurer on or before October 15.

On the first day of November of each

year the secretary shall mail to every

member in good standing a circular giv-

ing the names of all the gentlemen placed

in nomination for the aforesaid offices

and the number of ballots each received

on the nominating vote. With said cir-

cular the secretary and treasurer shall

enclose a blanket ballot, giving under the

heading "For president of the American
Poultry Association" the names of the

four gentlemen who received the greatest

number of ballots on the nominating
vote. Under the heading "For secretary

and trea.surer of the American Poultry

Association" the names of the four gen-

tlemen who received the greatest num-
ber of ballots on the nominating vote,

and under the heading "For members of

the Executive Committee of the A. P.

A." the names of the gentlemen from

each state who received a majority of the

ballots cast on the nominating vote. The
nominees for membership in the Execu-
tive Committee shall be grouped under
the name of the state they represent.

Each member shall indicate his choice of

the gentlemen nominated by crossing

off the names of those for whom he does

not wish to vote.

The secretary and treasurer shall en-

close with the aforementioned circular

and ballot a stamped envelope addressed

to the secretary and treasurer with the

words "Election Business" printed across

its upper left hand corner, in which
envelope the ballot duly prepared shall

be mailed under seal to the secretary and
treasurer. All ballots to be valid shall

bear a po.st mark not later than Novem-
ber 15, and shall be in the hands of the

secretary and treasurer not later than

December i. The secretary and treas-

urer shall preserve unopened all letters

marked "Election Business" until the

annual meeting of the society, when after

the appointment of tellers the envelopes

shall be opened and the ballots counted.

In case of a tie vote, the election shall be

determined by the votes of the members
present. The vice-presidents shall be

elected by ballot at the regular annual
meeting.
Sec. 3. All officers of this association

shall hold office for one year, or until

their successors are elected. A majority

of votes shall constitute an election.

Vacancies during the interim shall be
filled by the Executive Committee. The
president and secretary and treasurer

shall not be eligible for re-election after

having served two terms.
^

ARTICLE I.—BY-LAWS.

Section 2. When the president is un-

avoidably absent from the meetings of the
Executive Committee the members pres-

ent .shall choose a president pro-tern to

preside during the absence of the presi-

dent.

Special A O. A. Meeting.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In the Poultry Monthly for October I

see a report of a so-called special meeting

of the A. C. A., in which a laudatory

claptrap resolution was intro<luced, and

George E. Peer was named as the unan-

imous choice of the association for super-

intendent of the pigeon department of

the World's Fair. About twenty-five

members are supposed, so it is reported,

to have l)een present.

I would like Mr. Heroux to answer a

few questions concerning the above.

ist. By what authority was the special

meeting called ?

2d. Why were not all members noti-

fied ?

3d. When were those who attended ?

4th. Why did not the president occupy
the chair ?

5th. By what authority is the choice of

about twenty-five members given out as

the unanimous choice of the A. C. A ?

6th. Is the A. C. A. to be run in the

interest of one man, and to be made the

disseminator of misrepresentations ?

As a life member, I am entitled to an
explanation. I was never notified of the

meeting, and know of at least one other

life member who was likewise neglected.

In behalf of the fair name of the A. C. A.,

I protest again.st such questionable pro-

ceedings. G. P. Reynaud.

Egsr-Bound Fowls.

How can they be relieved? Take a

feather and strip it until near the tip, and

then dip it in sweet oil, and let it remain

until it becomes thoroughly saturated,

then pass the feather up the egg passage

till it meets the egg, which you will find

will relieve the hen at once, and enables

her to proceed with her duties ; if she

experiences any further difficulty repeat

the operation, getting the feather well

filled with oil whenever making an appli-

cation . Do not attempt to help nature

in the way of pressure, for in that case

the egg may be broken and prove fatal to

the hen. After you have made the appli-

cation as directed, let nature take her

course and all will be right.—Fanciers'

Review.
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CHIPS FROM THE PODLTRY BLOCK.

FleeinfiT Fancies Nipped on the
"Wingr for Our Readers.

BY trixie.

PIGEON KEEPING.

From present appearances we'll have

plenty ofpoultry literature next year—part

of the year. There is or will shortly be a

new poultry paper in each of the follow-

ing states: Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Ne-

braska, Washington and several yet to

hear from. Don't you think Iowa will

have to hustle to support four poultry

journals ? That's getting them something

like sardiues in a box.

Tread lightly, love, America is strewn

with the wrecks of many poultry papers,

as well as of large poultry farms. Many
spots are sacred to the memory of one or

the other and each year adds to those

who died valiently fighting, and we that

linger behind silently drop a tear as we
feelingly put the question, "Who will be

the next?"

A certain editor has a crow to pick

with some of us scribblers, for he be-

lieves that we who write for more than

one poultry paper must indulge in idle

controversy or else "copy like thunder."
Now you must know who the above men-
tioned editor is, as Uncle Mike is the
only member of the craft that can't keep
his Irish down ; he has no escape valve,

and must swing in a few mild cuss words
or burst. It is rough on us, but the worst
of it is that he's more than half right

—

entirely too much copying, but when
editors do so, why may not we ?

To-night, just now, I picked up a copy
of the Poultry News to read while resting

my hand. As I turned the leaves I caught
the name of W. H. Rudd at the end of a
communication, and turning to the head-
ing, "Orrocco Papers," commenced its

Eerusal. At first I was enchanted with
is style, then interested in the theme,

then I was tickled to death. After my
merriment passed off I got mad as a hor-
net, and like Uncle Mike I was not satis-

fied until the air was actually daugerous
to breathe. I don't use those fine swear
words indulged in by Braden and my re-

spected Uncle Mike ; when I .swear every
person within five miles of me know I'm
not holding a church revival.

When 1 came to "Oh, all brown, ha
;

good size and clean, too," I smiled a
sweet smole, but when I came to "Sup-
pose your eggs had been white and
small." I have not read the rest of the
orroco papers yet, and don't believe I

ever shall. I just let down the bars, and
if you are a lover of sulphuric atmos-
j)heres you could have hail all you
wanted. Mad, I guess I was and am yet

;

could not sleep to-night without easing
my mind, and I propose to do .so at

once.
If brown eggs are so much more

valuable than white ones, why in the

name of truthful James don't you have
them quoted separately. I have the first

time yet to see brown eggs quoted
separately, and at an advance over the
little white ones. Little white eggs
indeed. Where will you go to get a
larger egg than the black Spanish or
Minorca hen lays, and they invari-

ably lay a white one, and according to

Farm-Poultry white eggs bring more in

the New York market than does the
large brown one, and we get more white
eggs per hen than we do brown ones, be-

cause you know, being a valuable product,
the hen must take more trouble and
fashion the brown one just so so.

Then I see something in last week's
Journal written on a similar strain, but
claiming that Boston prefers a brown
tgg. Don't know any citizens of the
Hub but Professor John Lawrence Sulli-

van ; didn't think him very particular
about the color of the shell so he had
good tea to mi.v wit.: the egg. To those
who are everlastingly holding up to us
the Boston brown-egg market I have
only this to say, sell your eggs there if

they will sell for more. New York is a
larger place, consumes more eggs ; white-
egg men don't kick, they know they have
a soft snap and they let the brown-egg
man blow his horn. It does no one any
harm and appears to plea.se him im-
mensely.

What Our Contemporaries Think
of Mr. Gilbert's Book.

From the American Stock-Keeper.

" Pigeon Keeping ; Hints to Begin-

ners," is the title of a neat little book
which lies on our table. It is from the

pen of F. M. Gilbert, of Evansville, Ind.,

and is published by the Fanciers' Pub-

lishing Co., of Philadelphia, Pa. The
book is dedicated to John H. Kuhn, A.
A. Heroux and George Ewald. Unlike
many other books, its lessons taught are
those drawn from thirty-five years of
practical experience.

Thoroughly Practical.
From the Poultry Bulletin.

We have before us from The Fan-
ciers' Journal Co. a neat little work,

entitled " Pigeon Keeping ; Hints to Be-

ginners." It is compiled from articles

written for The Journal on this subject,

by Mr. F. M. Gilbert, Evrfnsville. Ind.,

and is thoroughly practical as well as in-

teresting. Hitherto all the works on
pigeons have emanated from English
pens, but this is thoroughly American
and particularly adapted to the wants of
American fanciers. We recommend the
book to all fanciers and predict for it a
large circulation, because it is cheap and
just what we want.

"Well Written and Instructive.
From the Fancier.

" Pigeon Keeping ; Hints to Beginners"

is the title of a book published by The
Fanciers' Journal Publishing Com-
pany, of Philadelphia, Pa , and com-
prises a series of well-written and in-

structive articles upon pigeons, contrib-
uted to The Fanciers' Journal by the
well-known and popular writer and fan-

cier, Mr. F. M. Gilbert, of Evansville,
Ind. The book is gotten up in very neat
shape, and we take pleasure in recom-
mending It to our readers.

Replete With Information.
From the Fanciers' Review.

" Pigeon Keeping ; Hints to Begin-

ners," is the title of a booklet just re-

ceived from the publishers. The Fan-

ciers' Journal Co., of Philadelphia.

It is written by F. M. Gilbert, an author-
ity on pigeon matters, and is replete
with pigeon information.

X Valuable (iiilde.

From the Ohio Poultry Journal.

It will prove a valuable guide for the
amateur pigeon fancier.

Hagerstown Poultry Show.

One of the finest displays of poultry

at the agricultural fairs each year is made
in Hager.stown, Md., taking both num-
bers and quality into consideration. P^x-

hibitors from abroad who send their stock

to Hagerstown declare no fair in any

other state equals it. One of the main

reasons for this is the fact that the

Hagerstown society is liberal with pre-

miums, and its rules are like those of a

regular poultry show, allowing each
specimen to stand or fall on its own
merits. Premiums are awarded on males
and females, old and young, best pair in

each class, best three pair in each class,

and first and second breeding pens.

At most other agricultural fairs first

and second pairs are allowed and the old
and young compete together, and in

some places not even second premium is

offered. As a consequence of the Hagers-
town method many of the fanners who
attend this fair have become earnestly in-

terested in poultry and are raising pure-
bred poultry in quite large numbers, and
their exhibits are often crowned with
success, though they are brought at this

show in direct competition with the
stock of regular poultry fanciers of note.

This is as it should be. The farmer who
keeps pure-bred poultry not only has an
equal chance to raise as good stock as

any poultry fancier, but a much better

one. His stock are not necessarily re-

stricted in range, and have a chance of
securing a more liberal and varied diet of

such food as their inclinations lead them
to select. Under these circumstances, if

the farmer will be as liberal in adding
good, sound food of varied kind as is the
poultryman, the farmer's stock of the
same age will always excel that raised by
poultry fanciers, the same attention to

the stock being given.
Most farmers appear to consider that

when poultry have a large foraging
ground they can pick up enough food for

themselves. So they can if they are ex-
pected to do no better that wild fowls,
but if domestic poultry are expected to

become profitable to their owners their
foraging expeditions must be supple-
mented with a liberal supply of clean,
wholesome food. It is interesting at the
Hagerstown fairs to hear the farmers
discu.ss the points and merits of the pure-
bred poultry. As usual, this department
of the poultry-house overflowed, and the
geese, ducks and turkeys were shown in

the coops under a tent. The light
Brahmas were the only breed that was not
up to the usual grade of excellence and
numbers.
Aside from the winners, the stock was

])ehind former exhibits in all respects.

Langshans formed a grand class, with
strong competition everywhere, and had
'f been a season when birds were in con-
lition to be scored the result would have
shown many of the specimens that re-

ceived no awards to be not more than
one point behind the winners. The white
Cochins were fine ; the buff not as
numerous as at some former show.s, while
the black Cochins, with two exceptions,
showed a mixture of Langshan blood,
and were in consequence ruled out.

Partridge Cochins and dark Brahmas
were about as usual in numbers, though
the females were not as finely pencilled
as two years ago.
The Plymouth R.>cks were fine, as

usual, and with a single exception of
second on cocks, all awards went to one
exhibitor. There was an extra lot of
both silver and golden Wyandottes. The
Spanish class was also excellent, espec-
ially the white Leghorns, both single and
rose combs. Games are always a strong
class at Hagerstown, and as usual, the
black-breasted reds led in numbers and
excellence. Indian games were not very
numerous, but for unusually fine speci-

mens were remarkable, and among the ex-
hibits was the first premium hen, which
doubtless is one of the best Indian game
hens in this country.
At the great display of the breed at

Madison Square Garden, New York, last

winter, no hen was exhibited that was as

fine. Houdans were the best and largest
display of this excellent French breed
ever seen at Hagerstown. The Polish
was a large class, and all the winners
could have scored up in the nineties had
they been scored. The Hamburg class

had handsome representatives for every
one of the varieties of this beautiful

breed. Silver spangled led, followed by
golden pencilled, silver pencilled, black
and golden spangled. About every known
variety of bantams was on hand, and
with their shrill crowing appeared to be
endeavoring to make up in noise what
they lacked in size.

A fine collection of pigeons, rabbits

and other pet stock added much interest

to the general exhibit. .Ml in all con-
sidered, the poultry display at this fair

was truly a remarkable one, and had the
display been made in coops, with a single

bird in each, as was the case at the Madi-
son Square Garden, New York, poultry
show la.st winter, it would have been
equal in all respects to that large show.
—G. O. Brown in Baltimore Sun.

manner which proved eminently satis-

factory to all concerned.

ON THE WING.

The third loo-mile race for the Item

trophy is now over, and although the en-

tries were limited to a few of the best

lofts on account of the enormous increase

in the shipping rates, the race was one of

the most successful that has yet been

flown. Nearly all tlfe birds made re-

markaf)le good time, the winners sur-

passing any authenticated record made
from Odenton in recent years, while the

race itself, which this time was conducted

solely under the management of the Item

representative, was carried through in a

*
* «

Of course, after the races there were
the usual challenges from those who
thought they might do better on a .second

trial, but even these were made in the

most friendly spirit, and could not possi-

bly give offense to the thinnest-skinned

fancier present. Mr. Muuro, as the win-

ner, was the recipient of most of the

challenges, and while perfectly willing to

accept any challenge which would insure

another race within the next three or

four days, wisely declined to entertain

offers for a later date in the sea.son.

*
* «

Munro is a thorough pigeon fancier,

and has a full knowledge of the ability of

his bird, and when it can be flown to the

best advantage, and the man who suc-

ceeds in getting the best of the wily

Scotchman in a match-making contest

will have to get up very early in the

morning. Mr. Muuro now states that he
is perfectly satisfied with the laurels he
has gained in winning both the first and
second prizes, and unless any of those

fanciers who think they can do better

than he did on Saturday, and think fur-

ther that po.ssibly he cannot do as well,

wish to fly his bird on or before Wednes-
day of this week, he will rest on his

laurels until the next big Item race from
the same distance in the spring of 1892.

There is a likehood of Mark Smith,

the old K'-Misington fancier, starting a

loft at his new residence in West Phila-

delpl'ia shortly. He .says he would like

to compete in the ten-mile race.

"Washington Gossip.
From Our Special Correspondent.

Washinc.ton, October 27.—A good
many of the fanciers in this city com-
plain that their young birds are troubled

with warts, and I have had a great many
ask me what to do for them, as my
bird had them last year. For the benefit

of those fanciers whose birds have them,

I will publish how I cured my birds.

Procure five cents' worth of blue stone

and put it in a small bottle. Let it stand

twenty-four hours, when it will be ready

for u.se. Get a small camel's hair brush

and paint the warts with the licjuid two
or three times, I also gave them Kpsoni

salts in the drinking water, a tablespoon-

ful to one gallon of water, about once a

week for three or four w^eks.

The members of the Federation are
getting up a race for Thanksgiving Dav,
to fly twenty-two miles, the ])ri/.es to be
three turkeys, first, second and third.

No member will be allowed to win more
than one turkey, the number of birds to
be limited to three.

I dropped in to see Mr. Bos well, the
other day. He has some very fine looking
homers, which he will train next year,
but his hobby is fancy birds, of which
he has as fine as any one in the country.
He has the finest lot of turbits of all

colors I ever saw. He has also fantails,

barbs, carriers and owls in all colors. He
has from two to three humlred birds,

and it is a treat to get in his lofts. Mr.
Boswell keeps these birds for his pleas-

ure, and it is hard to get him to part with
one of them.

I understaiKl that Brother Turner and
L. A. S. will pay a visit to that ancient
town Alexandria, where they will spend
the day visiting the fanciers and have a
good time in general.

What has become of Cieni Pumphery
and his birds? Every day he can be
.seen with a gun over his shoulder and
three or four dogs running after him go-

ing out to have a good time, which he
does by coming home hungry and tired

out, but without anything to show for

his day's sport. Nic.ht Owl.

—Our Christmas number will be a big

1 one, and no mistake about it either.
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STANDARD RULE.

Reasons Why It Should Govern
All Poultry Shows.

Editor Fanciers' Journai^.

In looking over an article in The Fan-

ciers' Journal, it caused me to enter

the realms of "thoughthood" (I think that

word is original) and consider the advis-

ability of allowing disqualified birds to

compete at the two great shows of the

year. By what should all shows be gov-

erned ? By the American Standard of

Perfection, of course. Now, if you es-

tablish a precedent with vulture-hocked

Cochins, where will it end ?

The Wyandotte breeder who sees his

finest marked birds with single combs

will ask you to let them in ; the light

Brahma with grand proportions, beautiful

in typical outline, but with a mottled
back, will want a separate class ; anon
the four-toed Dorking and Houdan come
stalking along and also ask admission,

but why go further. Imagine someone
who intends buying birds at a show. He
is not supposed to be "up" in standard
rules and stops before a coop of those

—

well, say single combed Wyandottes. He
looks them over and seems pleased with
them, but someone comes up and tells

him they are not "right." He, of course,

in coming to New York or Philadelphia,

as the ca.se may be, expects to see noth-

ing but the finest, and yet he is told on
the start that the very ones that have
taken his eye are not what they should be.

Nor does the evil end here, for if

awarded a premium, even though in a

cla.ss by themselves, how will the owner's
advertisement read the following year ?

Why, that they received .such and such
an award at the great New York show,
but never a word abcut a separate class.

Now, Mr. Kditor, we have a standard, let

us take it and not go beyond it. If the
standard is wrong, w^hy right it.

George W. Weed.

Pleasant Employment at Gk>od Pay

The publishersofSeed-Time and Har-
vest, an old established monthly, deter-

mined to greatly increase their subscrip-

tion lists, will employ a number of active

agents for the ensuing six months at ^50
per month or more if their services
warrant it. To insure active work an
additional cash prize of |ioo will be
awarded the agent who obtains the larg-

est number of subscribers. "The early
bird gets the worm." Send four silver

dimes, or twenty 2-cent stamps with your
application, stating your age and terri-

tory desired, naming some prominent
business man as reference as to your
capabilties, and we will give you a trial.

The 40 cents pays your own suljscription

and you will receive full particu.&rs
Address

SEED-TIME AND HARVEST
La Plume, Pa.

You can't make profit with a crowded
yard.
You can't keep fowls thrifty without

green food of some kin«l.

Get Aboard
Is the slogan of all Shrewd
Advertisers when they get

such a great opportunity of-

fered to them as the Christ-

mas Number of THE FAN-
CIERS' JOURNAL affords.

Such prominent advertis-

ers as Spratts Patent, Blue
Ridge Kennels, C. A. Sharp
& Co., Pineland Incubator

Co., James Forsyth, E. B.

Thompson, T. Wilton Hill

and many others have se-

cured large space already.

Time is money, and the

quicker the remaining space

(rather limited) is taken the

better. The forms close No-
vember 15. Below are the

rates.
COVER

Inside cover pages, whole page |ioo
Half page 60
Quarter page 35

The outside hack page is s»old.

OTHER RATKS
Inside pages, whole page so

Half page 30
Quarter page 20
Per inch 3

Breeders' Cards (,? lines) <i.oo

Classified .Xdvertisenients, 2 cents \tet word.

THK

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine o( its

kind. Onl^ $1 25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO..

481 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OK

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

.\t the Great Crystal Palace Show ot America
New York. February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same •how,
February, 1890, was awarded

I W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
I four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred

i
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on

I

Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
I For awards on other varieties send for my
! large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4
per 13, $7 per 26, Jg per 39. Stock for sale. 86-138

-\vi'rH-

A FEW HENS
Is the motto and t<»achinj:s nf the Bent Poultry Paper piiblishtHl. It Costa (hily .VI cts. a year: six

months i'> cts. Cash or stamps. 8amplefreo. Address FARM-POULTRY, Box 2118. Boston. Mass.

NOTHING ON EARf
^

WILL

fi LIKE .

CONDITION POWDER
IF YOU CA^VT GET IT ISEAR HOME, SE\D TO US.

Tt is Absolut'lr Pur»>. HIjrhly roncpntr«t»»<l. Mrtirt Economioftl. hroause such small doses Strirllv a Medicine.

Kot a Food. You can huv or ratwe food *» ohe*p as we ran. Prevents and Otires all disea.>ies of I'oultrj'- Worth
more thanirold when hens are Moultinsr. "Ono larsre ran naved me $40, send six more to prevent roup thi.'?

winter," aavn » customer. For sal* by drategiett, grocen*. prpneral 8tor>> and feed dealei-s. No other mnde like it.

We will tend post-paid br mail *» follows—4 n#w eleprantlv illustrated ropy of the "FARMERS" 1 OI LTR^
RAISING ortDE " (price iS cents. Contains * d»Hy poultry account wor h the price), and two small nacka«e8 of

Powder for dOc-nts; or, one latere 2 Impound can for $1 »> (rejcular prioei and liuirle free. Sample park, 2Sc.,

five for 81.00. Si X larsre cans, express prepaid, t-V00. Rend stamps or cash. In quantity costs less than one-tenth
cent a day j.er ht n. fegtlmoLiaiaaent free. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House Stret-t, Boston, Maaa.

MISCELLANEOUS.

PROLIFIC

POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

HENS LAYI
IN WINTER.

Hold Bvsrywlim. I. B. LORD, frop., Bnrliijcton. Tt;

Woodside poultry yards

HACKENSACK, N. J.

—W. J. ANDRUS—
BRKEUKR OF

8. C WHITE LEGHORNS I LA FLECHE.

At the great N. Y. Show, 1890, won everything
on La Fleche : 1891 won 2d on cock, ist on cock-
erel. 1st, 2d, 3d and 4th on hen, ist and 2d on pul-
let, specials for best display and best pullet.

My stock has always won high honors at Wa-
verly, Trenton, Bridgeton and Dundee Lake, N.

J., and Newburgh, N. Y.
La Fleche eggs, $5 per 15, $9 per 30 ; Leghorn

eggs. $3 per 15, $5 per 30.

Before You Subscribe
For any AKricultural, Live Stock, Poultry 01

Kennel' Pai>er you should send for luy list of
papers. I can furnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.
Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five
papers and request them to mail you sample
copies.

.\I)DRHSS

F. D. BECK,
8411 Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

JUST PUBLISHED.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

—tt\—
F. M. GILBERT.

Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-
prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the
amateur pigeon fanciers.

l»rlcf, iMiper, .">0o. ; cloth 91.OO.

BUFF COCHINS
Without slightest reserve, at Normandy Villa.

Shipley. Yorks, England, Mr. E. C. Stretch will
sell on November 4 the whole of Mrs Scrivens*

Matchless Strain of Bnff CocWns

Over 3C0 birds, including the Palace Cup cockerel
atid the Bath Cup pullet. Catalogues containing
cable code on application. 31-34

THE DOLLAR TYPEJXRITER
m^K ABCDEFGHI n$i

n
HL>NYORK«n

1WS ^NVWkTCTW l»ti^ -^HL ^M
^\>\^Mit>l OT 1tWVkt& K»l\^\HG^ClH.

A Mrfect and prarlir,.! i .> |>e Wiliiii;; nmclilne t<>r only
IHHiLAR. Exactly like ctit; regular Renilnzton type; does
the game quality of wiirit; taltes a fools cap Biiiet. Complete
«itb paprr holder, mitomitiir fpcd, prrfi.rt l«p« «hr»l k \uk\r%
r»ll|use8rnptir2[ lull. Si :t» "\4s9in' he«: W»t7ht, 12 oi; Sat-
lt.factlonguH'i«iitK<1: Cji' nl r ;. free; A6E>Th W.tNTFO. S«>nt

by ©xvirp-is for 91.UO: bf m*il, IS*, extra fof ponnae.
B. U. iMiOaOLL A BOO., 6a tUBTLASDt' ST., .V 1. llTk.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

oooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog 5.00
American Kennel. Surges | 3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1.50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.oo

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel 80
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill 3.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond . i.oo

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . . .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo . .75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 3.00

EngliShe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to Xlll.each 4.50
Field Trial Training. White . 50
Fox Terrier. Lee, 14 twrtraits and illustra-

sions 1.50

Fox Terrier, Breeding aad Rearing ; col-

ored portrait. Dalziel 1.00

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

How to Keep a dog in the City Mills ... 35
House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training .so

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiflf or
Great Dane Dog 3.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fiflh gen-
eration 3.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to
date 50

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . . . i.oo

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer) i.oo

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-
tice. Millan i.oo

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog 3.50

Teufel the Terrier ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog 75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.
Mercer i.oo

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50

The Setter. Laverack 3.75
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 35
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather . . 4.00

Vouatt on the Dosr 3.50

Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir 50
Cloth 75

POULTRY.

.\11 About Broilers. Boyer 25
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard 50
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George Q.Dow. .25

Duck Culture. Rankin 50
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; woodcuts. By Harri-
son Weir 900

Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 1.50

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 35
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial
Poultry Raising. James Rankin 35

The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee i.oo

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace ..... .50

CAGE BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover 50
Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.co

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition 1.50

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. . i.ro

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby 50

PIGEONS.

Book ot Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts 8.CO

Lofl Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. ByDr. I.,. S. Clark . . . 2.00

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F'.M.
Gilbert, paper 50c : cloth 1.00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50

Pigeon Standard (new) 50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00
Pigeons and Rabbits. I^lamer 50

MISCELLANEOUS.

American .\nglers' Book. Norris .... 5.50
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .35

Book of the Game Laws 50
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 2.00

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus 2.00

Ply Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells 2.50

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.
Grinnell 2.00

Practical Rabbit Keej>er. Cunicuhis ... 1.50

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood i.<o

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; il-

lustrated 50
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence of Animals i..so

With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . . 5.00

Wild Fowl Shooting. Leflingwell .... 2. so

Woodf'rafl. Nessmuk i.oo

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen . . . . 1.50

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLB, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OP-
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is'sold.
Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-
tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

LBG BANDS
FOR ALL VARIETIES OF PIGF.ONS

Seamless, for youngsters, every l)nnd regis-
tered, each 2^c. Open bands for old birds,
each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on whith the band is to be used.

SEND FOR SAMPLE.
MRS. B. S. STARR. Box 295,

Philadelphia, Pa.

ARCHANGELS ONLY.
Geo. G. Fettcr<)lf,

Langliome, Penn*a«
Has tliri'i' of llic lar^fst and lin-

Ht lolts of ARCHANUEI-a in
Anip:loa, If not in the world,
mid now offtrs for Mile a few
Kiiiiid liirds ill Dark nnd Lii;hi
Urotizt'. point and slifll crost*"*!;

iilso, siii(M>th heads. Prit-es «<•
t-ordliiK to iiiiallty of Kt<M'k.

K CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OP ALL

LEADING BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.
t

Box 916. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

SHCWH.
The Second Annual Exhibition of the

South Carolina Poultry & P. S. Association,
At Columbia. S. C, Jan. 12 to 15. 1892, will be
THE GREAT SHOW OF THE SOUTH.

Send for Premium List which will be readv
October 15. We have the grandest list of special's
ever offered by any Southern Association.

W. A. SCHROCK. Secretary,
Camden, S. C.

Dr. S. T. Lea. President,
Cokesbury, S. C. 33-36

r()UL.TRlL'.

WYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.
Prices lo~v for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
28 54 Brainard Station, N. V.

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM FXDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-
road journey. 19-70

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
SOO ofihe GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

KVER PRODUCED.

Personally selected durng our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of England. II

you want choice breeders or wi.nners at the
winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, Anda-
lusians, White Wyandottes. »?ree catalogue.

S8t<

A. SHARP 6l CO.,
Lockport, New York.

CUTS
OF STOCK

FOR POULTRYMEH,,''-";.^
fancltrt, Nurttrymtn, Florhts, BfliMpvt,
Dalrymrn, Oartirntri, Frultmen, Prlnttru,

etc. ilectrot^ping don*. List fR££.

CLAR£MCe C, 0£PUY, SfRACUiE, M. Y.

PIGS.
Chesters. Berkshires, Polands. Fox

/• Hounds, Beagles,Collies.Setters.GEG.B.
HICKMAN, W. Chester, Pa. Send cUmp for dr.

POUIiTRY. POULTRY.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM ^
S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record ot America's leading strains 01 above
varieties. Can furnish eggs from C. H. Adams' New York Priae Winners.

'°'" J. FORSYTH, OWEGO, tioga county, n. y.

THERE IS NOTHING BETTER THAN THE BEST
So why .seek fuither. My BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SILVER LACED WYANDOTTES

have stood the test of time and been handled at NATIONAL SHOWS by all the leading judges—
they always win a BUi SHARE OF THE PRIZF:s, TOO.

oj b

At Charleston, S. C, January, 1891,

the National Show of the vear and meeting of the A. P. A., they were awarded TWENTY OFTHE MOST IMPORTANT PREMIUMS. My chicks this year are a PRIME LOT- thev have
great FORM and COLOR and are hard to equal. 1 have also a full line of FINE BREEDINGBIRDS and youn^ hens and will quote reasonable prices for qualily.
Send for finely illustrated circular. Address

EDWARD B. THOMPSON, i\m«'>«a, DutclioHH County, N. Y.1-51

UOOKS. HOOKS.

MODERN TRAINING, HANDLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-

veloped by Field Work, Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
of the dog's nature and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLEOF CONTENTS AND TESTIMONIALS FROM EXPERTS. Price $2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train
your dojgs for the field trials and a book that no dog-
iiian can aflford to be without.

PRICE 50 CENTS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA. WIS.

Professional Breetler of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BFCST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

FOR POULTRY.
Per 100 lb. Bag, 9^3.00

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

_^FROM

THREE OF THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

3.00
8.00
8.UO

Itoue Meal. -

(jranulated Hone, ' lUO
Ground Meet
Scraps, - - - •' 100

Calcite, - - - - " 800
Crushed Flint, - " SOO
Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - - " 300 " 2.00

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

price.
C. 11. DEMPWOLF <fe CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

INDIAN GAMES
LANGSHANS

MINORCAS
MOTTLED ANCONAS
Eggs for sale sfter January, 1892. No more

birds for sale at this time.

QT DPPV t pT^C Choicest strains. Pups
01. OLI\i\/\lVUO for sale. Send 2 cent
stamp for circular giving particulars.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER, Pottsville. Pa.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of my own breeding,
I have a showing of THIRTY PAiRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREE LOFTS WITH PROVEN REC-
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILES. Send for cir-
cular and price list. 9^150

Oil PDinliegs or Groijons of

Ijorses, Dogs, Birds, etc.

Enlarged from photographs with fine and nat-
ural effect from $5 up with frame. Cravon Por-
traits from $3.50 up with frame. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Wl LLIAMS A, CO.,

It 8 South Fourth St , Philadelphia, Pa.

Send for our new terms to agents.
You will not be disappointed. Address

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bdward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.
No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C,

OPIUM
.Morphine Habit Cured In 10
to 'io dtiTH. No pay till cured.
DR. J. STEPHENS; Ltbanon.Ohio.

INCUBATORS.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain one free. Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
vear. Large book for stamp. A.
F. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Conn.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
—AND wf:re awarded

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in America.
Our mammoth catalogue

EyerytliluE for the Poultry YarJ.

will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of s
cents. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

1.^0-181 Janiesburg, New Jersey.

POUIiTRY.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence. R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.
A circular for a stamp. F'owls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders for puppies bookeci to l)e
delivered in rotation.

A NEW BOOK

WYflNDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl
A handsomely printed book of 60'pages.

PUKE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUBLIMIIINO CO.,
32 South Third Strut,

II Philadelphia.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER.

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID.—RF:aD WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It

?
fives away many things that have been hereto-
ore kept secret. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLI.SIIING COMPANY,,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OF THI
BOOK AT THE POPULAR PRICE OF 2

CENTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

DePuy's Poular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled
Capons and Caponizing. This book has had a
very extensive sale at fifty cents per copv, but
the author, Mr. George Q. Dow, has kindly con-
sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent
edition, so as to put it within the reach of all, and
no person can anord to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The book contains all
that the fifty cent edition does besides adding
some new features not contained in that edition
that are really very valuable to poultrymen.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear
type that can be easily read without straining
the weakest eyes. All persons should read this
book who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
complete information on all the different details
of these subjects by a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This book covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . ./".ddre.ss all
orders to

Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

Tbihtinb outfit 15g
COMHUCK. 4»'ph»b«t> rublvr Ijpc t jpr holiltr. hMlU U-
|l*>ibl« Uk, lak fxl uJ T wc^rr, Hut up id nrtl bat vMk

><*»<•> !4*4lfKti(>D (UUUtMd Wortti &Uc. BMt
Markar. Cvd PrinKv. .u Hm< UB<t ia 1 Jauia>Mu Mr4i• bovSMl |MM|»id 15«: t fbr ttc.CM.Aa*

.UflRBMLL * »> WCw1laa4IM.II.T,cit^

i
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DOGS. DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfur 2 cents per uord/or each insertion

IN-

CASH PREMIUMS

To the person JSendinj? In the

hii'Kest yearly list of sul)serib-

t'l-s, }j5i200.

Second larj^est list, >^1(K).

Thlr<l larjjrest list, $75.

Fourth larjirest list, $50.

Fifth larj-rest list, $U5.

Sixth, seventli, eifirhth, ninth

an<l tenth largest lists, jj^lO.OO

eaeh

.

This

16 to

offer is

JUNE
open from OOTOBKR
1, 1892. Subscriptions

can be sent in at any time, but cash must

accompany then>. This unquestionably

is the best opportunity ever offered to

our friends, and all desirinj,' to compete

for these preitriunis should send in lluir

names at once.

The coming Do^ and Poultry Shows

offer a glorious oj.portunity to secure

subscriptions, and agents desiring sample

copies should advise us promptly.

Remember thai THE FANCIERS'

JOURNAL is the leading paper of its

class, and the subscription price is only

|t2.oo per annum. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHIXG CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

DOGS.
Advertisements -uithout display inserted under

thir heading for 2 cents per 7vord for each insertion

Artists.

kPECIAI. enRraviuKS made from photographs

) of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.

A'
PUPPIKS

Colllet!).

w

FEW CHOICK PUPPIKS BY
I.KR. Oakvicw Kennels, Glenside,

HO WANTS A FINK SABI.K AND WHITE
collie bitch, six months old, registered
number 21,594; by Champion Roslyn
Wilkes, dam by Champion Maney Trefoil ?

Write for particulars. I can please you. A.

E. Manley, Brandon, Vt. 3637

English Setters.

FOR SALE—BROKEN KNGUSH SETTER;
will be shown on game. Address A.J. Ma-
this, Trainer, Millville, N. J. 36-38

Field D0K8 Broken.

K ALL OUR DOGS ARK NOW BROKEN,
we are prepared to take a few dogs to thor-

oughly break on quail on our pre.serve in

Georgia. Terms $50 and board. Address
Bryn Mawr Kennel.s, 24 South Sixth Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 3536

For Sale or Exchanse.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches: pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies; greyhound and beagle puppies.
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and rifles, folding boat,

field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—HANDSOME
Irish setter stud dog, two years old, grand-
son of Ch. Kory O'Moore-Ch. Gussie.

Isaac T. Broadie, Peekskill, N. Y. 37-it

TONY WEL-
Pa.

35-37

BEAGLES FOR SALE, BRED FROM PRIZE
winners. Like begets like, .\ddres8 Mid-

dlcton Kennels, Frankfort, Mich. 35-37

rVjK SALE.—BKAGLF; DOG ROWDY (17.622),

H whelped February i(>, ibyo; height sixteen

inches, spread of ears eighteen inches.

Brokf. J. Prentis, H05 Franklin Street, Wil-

mington. Del. 37-it

Canker Cure.

^T^LLMANS CANKER CIKE BY MAIL FOR
fifty cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirtv-fourlh Street. New York City, tfi

Cocker SiMinlels.

i
rrAHK BEST LOT I EVER BRED ; BLACK,

seal brown, chestnut and tan ; workers
from working sires and <lams ; no croco-

diles or cripples in the lot. J. Otis Fel-

lows, Hornellsville, N. Y. s

Collies.

Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor a cents per wordfor each insertion.

St. Bernards.

For Sale.

BROKEN DOGS, FIT TO GO TO WORK
immediately. Prices from $75 to $200.

Wm. Tallman, 109 W. 34th St., New York
City. It

FOR SALE.—CHOICE OF TWO REGISTER-
ED pointer bitches. Broken. W. B. Mc-
Cloud, Hyattville, O. 3336

I
OFFER FOUR LITTERS OF AS WELL-
BRED mastiffs as are in the world, one
young bitch and a grand brood bitch. Also
iwo St. Bernard bitches by Alton's brother.

Cheap. Charles E. Bunu, Peoria. 111. 36-42

TRAINED FOX AND RABBIT HOUNDS AT
In each. Foxhound dog pup at $5. Some
4 months' old Byron and Virginia stock. C.

F. Kent, Monticello, N. Y. 3740

TWO FINE YORKSHIRE TERRIERS,
weight 3>i and 4 pounds. Also a first-class

Japanese spaniel. Wm. Tallman, 109 W.
34th St., New York City. U

THE CELF:BRATED YORKSHIRE TER-
RIERS of the Anglo-American Terrier
Kennels, formerly North Fields Yorkshire
Kennels, including Champion Toon's Roy-
al, the best dog in America, and winner of

more firsts than any other Yorkshire
;

Toon's Royal George, Toon's Bright, Prince

Ai and a young bitch pup three months
old, by Toon's Royal. Also fox terriers

Endcliffe Spice and Venus, and bull ter-

rier King of Hearts. Toon & Synionds, 4
Dearborn Street, Salem, Mass. 35-«t

Foxhounds.

FOXHOUNDS FOR SALE ; DOGS
F. H. Hayes, Dexter, Maine.

IN STUD.
It

Fox Terriers.

FOR SALE-THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,

brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in

whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J.Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

FOR SALE-ST. BERNARD BITCH, ROUGH
coated, A. K. C. S.-B. 18,694, granddaughter
of Ch. Plinlimmon, 15,050. Joseph Kay, New
Brunswick, N. J.

37-it

FOR SALE—ST. BERNARD BITCH, STRONG
and healthy, well marked, good disposi-

tion. 13 months old, registered. Wm. fall-

man, 109 W. 34th St.. New York City, 37-it

Wanted.

AN EXPERIENCED ENGLISHMAN WILL
train and run one or two gentleman's dogs

" on seven farms in North Carolina. Plenty
of quail. Well up in care of valuable guns.
Address "Pointer," care W. Tallman, 109 W.
Thirty-fourth Street, New York. 34-tf

Various.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Various

FOR SALE—WHITE WYANDOTTE AND
rose comb brown Leghorn chickens, of the
choicest strains at reasonable prices. Sat-
isfaction guaranteed. W. F. Everitt, West-
field, Pa. 32-37

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display inserted undet
this headingfor 2 centsper word for each insertion

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32

South Third Street Philadelphia. Pa.

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will*buy on commission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-

Third St., Philadellishing Co., 32 South
phia.

THREE POINTER BLANKETS. APPLY
to Frank Smith, 2622 N. 5th St., Phila. it

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Artists and Fngrravers.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel
phia. Pa.

WF: HAVE arranged with Schieiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be th«

oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special termt
for our subscribers who want pholograph^
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishin
Co.. %2 South Third St.. Philndeltjhia. Pii

Appliances.

INCUBATORS SOLD, BOUGHT.EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor, Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Kack-
1-52 ham, 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

Bantams.

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. BIDDLK
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-faw
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

English Rollers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS, THOS.
Grist, Livery Stable, Atlantic City, N. J.

34-37

Fantails.

HOWARD BUTCHER, 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

OUR WHITE PANS FOR SALE. MAIEN-
THAL BROS., New Albany, Ind. 33-37.

For Sale.

FOR SALE.—W-BANDED HOMERS, ALL
related to 500 milers and speedv. Price $3
per pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,

Philadelphia. i6-tf

Helmets.

-rA NTWISLE'S

FOX SALK.-WILL SACRIFICE TO MAKE
room for new stock, five promising fox

terrier puppies, five months old, by I

Reckon (i8,2&4). To make quick sale, price

$15 each. For full description address G.

W. Price, Girard College, Philadelphia,

Pa. 35-36

TWO FIRST CLASS FOX TERRIER DOGS
and three brood bitches. Also some young
stock. Good chance to procure some fine

blood at reasonable prices. W Tallman,
109 W. Thirty-fourth St., New York. 34-tf

Greyhounds.

S^ItaKE and BENCH WINNERS, INCHD-
ING Champion Master Rich and Cham-
pion Miss Rare ; imported brood bitches,

young stock and entire kennel, without
reserve. Write for illustrated catalogue.

Rookwood Greyhound Kennels, Lexing-
ton, Ky. •

37-it

Irish Setters.

IRISH SKTTF:R puppies FOR SALE
cheap, from registered stock; F^lcho strain.

Charles K. Farmer, Hartman, Mich. 36-38

$BUYS RED IRISH SETfER PUPPIES
TO of the finest quality and breeding. Sent
-*-^^

C. O. D. Will also sell Elcho, Jr.'s Don,
three and one-half years old. Price $25.

Henry Sturtevant, Medhia, N^Y. 35-38

Irish Terriers.

F~^

OR SALE-SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslyn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa. _

Pointers.

BANTAMS—I am Mr. W. F.
F^ntwisle's only authorized agent for the
United States and Canada, and will import
birds at as low a figure as possible, quality
of stock considered. F. W. Gaylor, Quogiie,

Long Island, N. Y. 37-62

For Sale.

,-*OR SALE—A 600-EGG MONARCH INCU-
H BATOR in good condition. Price $50. John

C. Haynes, Annandale, N. J. 35-tf

FOR SALE — A LIMITED NUMBER OF
high-clasT? brown red and red pile standard
games, bred from the winners at the New
York shows 1890-1891. S. W. Doubleday,
Mamaronesk, New York. it

WE ARE SELLING OUT.-YOU CAN NOW
buy birds you never could buy before.

Silver and white Wyandottes and white
Plymouth Rocks that have won in every
part of New York State. Write for what
you want. George E Howell, Howell's
Depot, N. Y. 33-36

ENTIRE COLLECTION OF PRIZE-WIN-
NING helmets for sale cheap. Twenty-six
birds in reds, yellows, blues and blacks for

J20. William S. Leuti, Allentown, Pa. it

Homers.

FOR SALE. — TWENTY-FIVE PAIRS OF
fine homing pigeons. Adlress Charles
Torkington, 4036 Locust street, Philadel-

phia, Pa. 37-'t

Jacobins.

/-i-^ W. TUGGLE. Columbua,
I and breeder of Jacobins.

Ga. Importer
7-58

Satinettes.

GEORGE W. PF;TTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Turbits.

Games.

COLLIE PUPPIKS, KY CHAMPION THE
SgriRK, out of Active (V.. 21,065). J. f:.

Dougherty, Lotus, Ind. 35-44

ORDKRS BOOKED FOR PUPPIKS BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,

The Squire and Roslvn Conway out of our
best bitches. Addr -ss Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

F,OINTER BITCHES, METEOR S FLIRT,
Rose Graphic, Onawa, six months, by
Trinket's Bang. Ten puppies. Charles D.
Roberts, Dexter, Maine. 36 37

VERY CHOICE Y'OUNG STOCK. SIRES
Champion Robert the Devil and Duke of
Hesson. Dams, winners, registered and
field broken. Particulars. V, W. Vine,

North Pearl St., Albany, N. Y. 33-36

,/4 C. O. D. FOR CHOICE PAIR POINT-
Vs 2Q ERS, by Champion Potnniery Sec. (Will

exchange). Box 179, Waterbury, Vt.

37-39

Scotch Terriers.

JURE BRKD WIRE HAIRED SCOTCH TER-
RIERS from imported and prize winning
stcx"k Robert McCosh, Burlington, Iowa.

32-tf

GAME FANCIERS —I AM OFFERING FOR
sale nearly all of my prize-winning game
fowls, old and young, including winners
at New York, and have added about 20

prizes to my already large number by win-
ning at the late Industrial Elxhibition. See
the list. These fowls are for sale cheap.
Black red, brown red and pile games and
black red, duckwing and pile game ban-
tams. Describe what you want. E. F.

Doty, 47 Wellington Place,Toronto, Can, tf.

Liegrhorns.

NE HUNDRED AND FIFTY SINGLE
comb brown and white Leghorn cockerels
for sale, |i.so to I5 each. John C. Haynes,
Annandale, New Jersey. 36-45

VOR SALE, CHEAP TO CLEAR, ENTIRE
stock of solid turbits, including blues,

blacks, duns, reds, yellows and whites

;

pairs or odd birds. William S. I^entr, Al-
lentown, I'a. 37-1*

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia. Pa.

TWELVE FIRST-CLASS BIRDS FOR SALE,
mostly bred from the Offerman and Charles
Duerin,of Belgium, stock. Adam Schmeis-
ser, 351 East Cambria Street, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 37-it

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertlsinir.

o
White Lieshoms.

50
CHOICE SINGLE-COMB WHITE LEG-
HORN cockerels bred from a 97-point

male and other prize winners, $1.25 to I5
each. Also a few equally choice pullets at

same price. C. Wistar Thompson, Salem,
N. J 34-36

I

±i

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 3782

T->VERY ONE IN NKF;D OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"

368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals

;
gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 3,1-^2

Drinking: Fountain.

rrAHE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
i

8vtt

chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and
Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

Various.

SINGLE COMB WHITE LEGHORN COCK-
EREL and pullets for sale cheap for qual-

ity of stock. C. EHowell, Elmira, N. Y. ;-34i

Various.

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
light Brahmas, brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.

E- P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

WILLIAM A.BARTLETT.IACKSONVILLK,
111., leading varieties of poultry, pigeons
and ferrets. Send stamp for catalogue.

32-39

WILL EXCHANGE A TEN-INCH CIRCU-
LAR buzz saw, with scroll saw attachment
and boring attachment, cost $70, for gun
of some standard make. B. L. Dunn, 115

E Hardin St ,
Findlay, Ohio. 37-'*
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SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Pbila., Pa..

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion The Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyn AVilUes,
20883 FEE $35.

Chal. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Champion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[will be placed at stud July i.]

Irish Setters

Seminole,
20088. FEE $20

Eleo,
(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

11450. FEE $15
Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeas
for .sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young stock always on hand. 13-^4

(^-Fox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiLLSIDE Hb^'INEIjS,

5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX TERRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE;.

VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PROPRIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridge, L. L

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 7711
REGENT BRISK, 16,618

REGENT TIPPLER

Fee $25
" 10
" 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catons\-ille, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SF»RAKE,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODKAM,
izitt AUBURN PARK, ILL-

INJTHE STUD.

mUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER
* IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire ol
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won in England six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-
onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand young dog is just
in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-
dress

THOS. C, CHALMERS. PrOBrielor,

1419 F. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

89-141

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD.

ARISTOCRAT,
Winner of more first prizes and Hpec-

lals (luring: 1800 than any
other St. Bernard.

KEE, - - $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poii|?hkeepsIe, N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.
36-48

KINGSTON REGENT.
This grand dog is the best son of the great

PRINCE REGENT, by Lady St Gothard. He is

33^ in. high and has the heaviest bone and rich-
est dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in
America. His bead is remarkable for its size,
depth of muzzle and expression. Win ings : 1st
Kingston, Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal, 1891.
" The more one sees of this dog the more cer-

tain it is that he will prove a very hard one to
beat in. the very best company."— Forest and
Stream.

FEE, $50.

MARQUIS OF RIPON.
Litter brother to Kingston^ Regent, and more

like Prince Regent than any of the other Regent
dogs. He is the sire of some,.splendid stock in
England.

FEE, $50.

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH STREET AND THK HUDSON RIVER.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in
America." Pedigree and winnings free

;
photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

100-151

P. H. COOMBS,
Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

IN STUD-IRISH SETTER

LIMERICK
glf;nelcho-nora. fee $20.

puppies for sale.

OAKVIBW KENNBI^B,
GLEXSIDE, PA.

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
* Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEH,()2sH. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 555O. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81

PILES I
STANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15

ays. Never returns. No purge. No
salve. No suppository. Remedy

mailed free. Address J. H. REEVES, Box 3 90,

New York City. N. Y. 35-85

IN THE STUD. THE KENNEL.

GREENFIELD IS
HILL KENNELSr

COXCH....! OLLIES

FORDHOOK KENNELS

IN STUD
The Fitld Trial Winners

Hempstead, yueens Co., N. Y. I

Rowdy Rod

King's Dan

Harry C. -

Fee ^75

Fee ^25

Fee $2S

Descriptive Catalogue Miiiled Free.

Geo, W. Ewiiii & s, C, Bradley, Prop.

Box 24, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

P. S.—Choice Puppies and Broken Dogs for
sale. 2740

^T STUD. FEE .*.'SO.

THE WFXL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C. December, 1890. and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land ; ist. New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn,
'89; ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

i34-'^5 . Babylon, L. I.

Fairhin Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

SX. BERNARDS.
IN THE STUD

BKN ORMONOE, 17044.
1263 CARD AND PHOTO FREE.

IRISH sf:ttkrs at stud.

MINSTREL
(ai.377) CH. ELCHO, Jr.-BESSIF: GLENCHO.

SHANMORE
(21,378) CH. ELCHO, Jr.—BESSIE GLENCHO.
Puppies bv the above dogs. Ch. F^lcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
62tl West Farms. N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

(JOLLIES

ST- BERNARDS

IRISH TERRIERS

COCKER SPANIELS
Best in tlu- world in stud and f<)r sale.

AT STUD
Christopher - - -

Wellesbourne Charlie

550.00

50.00

To Collie Club Member, nlhtr dog, $35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
CHESTNUT HILL.

29-So Philadelphia, Penna.

1M)1 LTllV.

for profit
should have I'll re (>roiiu<l
UKKF !»C HAl*, which is

Meat and Itotie, collected from slaughter
houses, Driicd Pkri-kctly SwEKT and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FRF'E. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINK & FOOD CO., 133
Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full
descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
32-83 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOSING OUT 8ALE-Y0UR CHANCE
If you want to purchase a finely bred pupovwe can supply it. We have been breeding to

get a collection of the finest in the land, sired bv
Gath's Mark. Roger, Chance and Paxtang. Thedams are .finely bred, plentv of Count Noble
Gladstone, Leicester and Darkie b'ood. Three
litters now ready to ship We can supplv some
youngsters ready for field this fall and several
good brood bitches, such as produce black, white
and tan pups. Let your wants be known by ad-
dressing '

Moorefield Kennels,

49 CHULA, AMELIA CO., VA.

DI IPO ^P YOU WANT TO OWN A
r lllrn —iGENUINE PUG PUP

—

1 UUU BUY AT HEADyUAKTFiKS
Young stock from prize winners. {20 to fso.
If you've a bitch to breed, trv one of our
STTTD KberharfsCa.shier (i:,9ot. Fee, $15^^ ^*^ Bradford Ruby II (9720). Fee, $15
PTTfrS J«*'" Bull, "'"ported (17093). Fee, $is
4 V^-»>J Douglass II (11,804). Fee. fib
Litter guaranteed. A "square deal" to allEBKRHART PUG KENNELS. Cincinnati, O.
leading and Largest Pug Kennel in America

Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street.

ENGLISH PUGS-DIAMOND KENNELS
Winner of more first prizes in open class this

year than any other pug breeder in America, in-
cluding New York, New Orleans, Charleston,
Greenville, Wilmington, etc.

PUPPIES for sale. All registered prize
winning stock.

Sl.\ PUG DOGS AT STUD.
KING CHARLES SPANIELS

DUKE OF WELLINGTON
AND MANCHESTER TEDDY

AT STUD
Ftxtended pedigree of any of my dogs on ap-

plication. Good specimens of the" above breeas
and brood bitches in whelp to above d<igs for
sale. Send stamp for circular to

JACOB BROMBACH, 304 Diamond St ,

33-45 Phi adelphia. Pa.

$2000.00

IN SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
!»VjOO to the fiist of the (Champion Gath's

Mark or Dan Gladstone ./f<7, whelped in i8<)2 (or
after), who will win the United Slates Derby.

!8S*<H> on the same conditions as above at
Eastern Derby.

!¥'.J(M) on the same contlitions a«* above at Cen-
tral Derby.

9'-><Hi on the <%ame conditions as alxjve at
Southern Derby.

^.'50 to the /f; j/ of the (Champion Gath's Mark
01 Dan Gladtoiie)./^<'/, whelped 111 i!^2 (or after),
who will win first place in open class at the
Westminster Bench Show, New York.

iJl.'iO on the same conditions as above at the
Mascoutah Bench show, Chicago, 111.

8>»5 on the same conditions as alM)ve, at the
New England Bench show, Boston, Mass.

Iff'ia on the same conditions as above, at the
Duquesne Bench show, Pittsburg. Pa.

Jjl*^5 on same conditions as above, at the Wash-
ington City Bench show, Washington, D. C.

KH'iS on same conditions as above, at the Mary-
land Bench show, Baltimore, Md.
SlOOto the breeder of the winner of I-;aCH of

the above ten special offers.

XOTK 1.—The owners of Champion Gath's
Mark and Dan Gladstone, reserve the right to
withdraw these premiums vnly in the event of
the death of either of the above dogs or their
disqualification for stud purposes.

NOTE 'i.—The Blue Ridge Kennel has now
opened its books for the fall season of iSqi and
spring of 1892, for Gath's Mark and Dan Clail-
stone, limited to 50 services each.

GATH'S MARK - - - FEE $75
DAN GLADSTONE - - " 50

The Blue Ridge Kennel
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STANDAV\D

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for

Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 38 L»ey Street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

ANO AIJ. OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

POUIiTRY. POUIiTRY.

Sandaere parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buff Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize

winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for s^le.

10-61 F. W. GAYLOR. Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

^INDIAN GAMES. <1 > WYflNDOTTES.I>

The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NEW YORK SHOW I

won I St on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State

Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts. 3 seconds, 4 thirds and 2 gold speeials. Send
for circular. Address T. WILTON H I LL, JAMESBURG, N. J. 96-148

An)crlca'<^ Mo^^b lI«oful ai)d BeauHful Kowl^

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KGGS FOR IIATCIIIXCJ.

SF.Wn FOR CATA I.onVF..

H. ^W^. VAHLE,
313 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

O

-^^ STAKDAI^D-BI^ED GHIGI^G POI^ SALE ^^
H. C. DRHVENSTHDT, BEVERLY, N. J.

BOX 293.

ALL-ROUND FIELD DOGS.

The Bryn Mawr Kennels have for disposal a

•Iriift of twelve (12) finely-bred and broken

POINTERS AND .SETTERS.

Our breaker has just returned from Minnesota,

where all of our dogs have been worked on

prairie chickens for the past three months.

We offer this draft before shipping the kennel

to our preserves in Georgia for winter quail

shooting.

Most of these dogs are thoroughly broken on

quail or chickens.

Address

BRYN MAWR KENNELS,
No 2» S Sixth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 35-36

"PoRHAM Poultry YARbs
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

FOR SALiE—100 Fine S. C. White Ix^gfhorns and I$lack Minorca
Pullets. Early Hatched.

Address all orders and correspondence to .........».-«
GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER.

j.jg^ Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

^ PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVKR,
Veterinary Siirjyfeon,

12ft;i imOADWAY, NEW YORK.

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

KLM STATION,

Montgomery Co., P«.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS, BEAGLES and
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties of

Eancy Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the

past four veafs. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price list" free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

In Conjunction with
my business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have add-
ed a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of

. e V e r|y descrip-
tion.
There will be a

registry kept at

my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee the name
and address of

parties wishing to purchase or sell dogs will be
entered. The fee for one dog will be $1.00, andifor

each additional dog fifly cents. This will be de-

voted to advertising and furthering the sales^

and a commission of 10 per cent will be charged
on all sales. I may confidently state that my
experience with dogs as a breeder.exhibitor, etc.,

with my excellent location for the business and
my wide acquaintance will make this one of the

very best mediums to be found for the purchase
ana sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at
least fifty per cent might lie saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultrg Meal.
It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. They must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
m the crop ; one that will furnish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-

ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witness such noted breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. K. Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

SPRATTS PATENT,
25-50 239-245 East 56th Street, New York.

Tin:

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all neuvs and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY. PIGEONS
RABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, AC.

It is the recognised English organ on these sub
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofanv pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
best English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 93.15,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

FERRETS YS. RATS!
First-class FERRETS, young and old, for sale

by Adolph Isaacsen. "SURE POP," 92 Fulton

Street, New York City. My celebrated hand-
book, "ALL ABOUT FERRETS AND RATS"—
second edition—revised and illustrated—mailed
to any address on receipt of 25 cents. 33-49

AMERICAN KENNEL. CLUB

Stud B^^*^-
Blanks (or registering in the ofiBcial Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

7HE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-

tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the diflerent shows. Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

CHRISTMAS NUMBER
OH THK

Fanciers' Journal

will be the journalistic event in

the annals of the kennel and
poultry press of America.

It will consist of 36 pages,

including a handsome cover,

specially designed by our art-

ist. The illustrations will be
original and unique, as well as

profuse. The articles on dogs,

poultry, pigeons, etc., will be
from the pens of the most fa-

mous American and European
writers, and the entire num-
ber will be a complete Cyclo-

paedia of the best original liter-

ature obtainable.

No expense will be spared

to make the Christmas Num-
ber worthy of the patronage of

every dog, chicken, and pigeon

fancier.

The edition printed will be
very large, and will circulate

over the entire globe.

This assures the most valu-

able and permanent advertis-

ing, and all persons having

stock for sale should not fail

to avail themselves of this ripe

opportunity.

The advertising rates are so

adjusted that the largest and
the smallest advertiser can de-

pend on securing profitable

returns.

Our special advertising rates

will be sent on application. All

orders for advertising must be

sent in by November i ^, to in-

sure proper classification and
display.

The Christmas Number will

be ready for mailing on De-
cember I, and all orders should

be sent in early.

Single copies, 10 cents. Lib-

eral discount to the trade.

Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.

Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa,

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES (IN ADVANCE):
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Jan. 4-7.—Worcester, Mass.

5-8.—Albany. N. Y.
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6-12.—Philadelphia, Pa.
12-15.—Leominster, Mass.
12-16.—Yarmouth, Me.
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Our Illustration.

Our frontispiece this week represents

a Rouen duck. The illustration first ap-

peared in the Featherd World of Eng-

land. American breeders will hardly

accept such a fat specimen of the duck

tribe as worthy of a blue ribbon, but

otherwise the illustration gives a very

good idea of what a Roueu duck should

look like.

admired passenger on the Aurania during
her trip from Liverpool, was the phenom-
enal St. Bernard, Princess Florence. The
news of the arrival of the Aurania yester-

day brought a large crowd of canine en-

thusiasts to her dock, who wanted to take

the first opportunity of scanning the co-

lossal proportions of the greatest St. Ber-

nard bitch that has ever lived. Nor were
they disappointed, for in point of size she

towers over any of her sex, and would
make a very large percentage of the

sterner sex appear insignificant.

all summer on Mr. Slater's farm. He has

been christened Don Carlo, and should

prove a worthy son of his great sire.

•••
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THE KENNEL.

» *

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here m town.

— The Spanish Student.

A special dispatch to The Journal

from the United States Club's field trials

at Bicknell, Ind., announces the winners

in the Setter Derby as follows: First,

Blue Ridge Kennels' Hope's Mack ; sec-

ond. Bob Cooper, and third, Wun Lung.
*

* *

Major J. M. Taylor deserves the thanks

of all those interested in dogs for the

laborious task he has taken upon him-

self in compiling, arranging and writing

a book entitled "Bench Show and Field

Trial Records and Standards of Dogs in

America and Valuable Statistics, 1874-

1891." Beginning with the first field

trial and bench show the record is brought

down to and will include the fixtures of

the present year. It goes without saying

that this unique and exhaustive work

will be invaluable to all interested in

dogs, containing as it <loes the only ac-

curate and complete history of the dog

in America.
«

« »

To give our readers an idea of the ex-

tensive field covered by this forthcoming

publication we will quote the author's

prospectus, which states the book will

contain "the ownership, name, sire, dam,

color, breed, sex and name of handler of

every winning dog in our field trials,

•with the breed, number of entries and

starters in each stake ; records of field

trial handlers, giving number and names

of dogs handled by them, number of

heats run, number won and lost, per-

centage won, prizes, with percentage of

winners to starters, winnings of all breeds,

prize winners at bench shows ; measure-

ments of field trial and bench show win-

ners, date of death of prominent sports-

men and noted dogs, names and date of

importation of valuable dogs, the stand-

ards of the different breeds as adopted by

specialty clubs, with cuts of noted dogs,

and other matter, instructive, statistical,

authentic and valuable." It is expected

the book will be isued some time in Jan-

uary, and we anticipate for it a large sale

and liberal advertising patronage.

*
« •

Professor Schuyler writes from Lincoln-

ton, N. C, saying he never saw birds so

plentiful as they are there. He has the

shooting privilege of over six thou.sand

acres.
«

* «

Princess Florence has arrived. The

New York Herald of November 2 has the

following interesting description of her

ladyship

:

"Perhaps the most distinguished, at all

events the most courted and luiiversally

"To give some idea of the immensity
of this animal it is sufficient to say that

she weighs 200 pounds when in good con-

dition. But her excellence does not rest

here, for her body is in proportion to her

height, which is thirty-two inches at the

shoulder. She is a most beautiful color,

being a deep rich orange, with the ortho-

dox white markings, and for bone and
substance and sweetness of expression

she has not a peer. When only a year

old she measured t>\enty-seven and one-

half inches round the skull, thirty-nine

inches in girth of chest, thirteen inches

round the forearm, thirty-one and one-

half inches from the ground to the top of

her shoulders, and weighed 189 pounds.
Since then she has developed considera-

bly, but even now, though she is a few

months over three years, she has not at-

tained her highest stage of perfection.

•
"Her career on the bench show in

England has been of the most brilliant

nature ; in fact, it has never before been
equalled. When barely ten months she

made her first appearance at the St. Ber-

nard Club show, held at Windsor in 1889.

Her advent on that occasion was spoken
of by the English papers as one of the

greatest sensations ever known in doggy
circles. She, at this unmatured age, de-

feated all specimens of her own sex, both

young and old, champions and novices,

and among many other prizes showered
upon her was the loo-Guinea Challenge

Cup, which had never previously been

won by one so young. After this great

feat she was unanimously acknowledged
to be the most marvellous specimen ever

bred, and critics, one and all, bowed to

her superiority over all her sex. Next
February she will in all probability meet
the great Sir Bedivere for a special for

the best St. Bernard at the New York
bench show, and the judge who has to

decide between the two will not have an

enviable task. Princess Florence was
shown and owned in England by Mr.

Hedley Chapman, who sold her to her

present owner, the proprietor of the New
York St. Bernard * Kennels. She is a

daughter of Plinlimmon's great son,

Prince Regent, who, it will be remem-
l>ered, was also imported by the same
kennels, who had the misfortune to lose

him soon after his arrival. Her dam is

Lady Eva, by Plinlimmon, which breed-

ing accounts for her immense size."

* »

Two more Barzois, a dog and a bitch,

are on their way from Russia to America.

They go to Paul H. Hacke.
*

* «

W. Atlee Burpee & Co. purchased of

John P. Gray the collie bitch Bonnie's

Baby by Charleroi—Bonnie Knowe. She

will be bred to Christopher. The same

firm purchased of the Seminole Kennels

the collie bitch Dinah, in whelp to The

Squire. These new acquisitions will

greatly strengthen the already large ken-

nel at Fordhook Farm.
*

« *

We regret that our special correspond-

ent at the Great Bend Coursing Meet,

through some misunderstanding, failed

to send his report in time for our last

week's issue. However, the careful and

correct report of our correspondent will

be found in this week's issue. It con-

tains some very good pointers that will

be useful in the interest of coursing and

its followers.
»

* »

Spratts supplied the greyhound bis-

cuits at the meeting, which was much
appreciated, as it made a most excellent

food for the dogs who came in late in the

evening after a hard run. It furnished

the quickest and most nutritious food.

«
* •

Smith Bros., of Deep River, Conn.,

have purchased a choice pair of Gordon

setter puppies from E. H. Morris. The

pups combine more of the Ronold-Rhine

blood than any others, having a sixteen-

generation pedigree back to the Duke of

Gordon's stock, and the older South of

England strains represented by Zango,

Zara, Tramp, Garry, Pan, Brill, Major,

Nep, Mopsa, Flash, Myth and Juno.
*

* *

We notice all the kennel papers adver-

tise the Boston show April 7 to 10, which

would make the last day of the show fall

on Sunday. The dates should be April

6 to 9.

• *

Nearly all the regular advertising space

in the Christmas number of The Fan-

ciers' Journal is taken. The remain-

ing space is limited, and we advise all

those who intend advertising in that issue

to be prompt in sending copy. No ad-

vertisements will be accepted after No-

vember 15.

We are also im formed that the St. Ber-

nard dog Keeper, Junior, is on his way

from England to America. Mr. W. C.

Reick, of the New York Herald, is the

purchaser. Verily, the American breed-

ers are determined to have the best St.

Bernards in the world, and Mr. Reick's

pluck and determination in this line are

admirable.

«
« *

An adverti.sement in the Christmas

number will prove a cheap investment.

It will be read and seen for years to

come.
*

« »

«

The St. Bernard exhibit next winter at

the New York show promises to be a

notable event, and, like at last year's

show, will be the feature.

«
» «

One of the most promising St. Ber-

nard puppies we have seen in a long time

was a son of .\lton. The infant is the

property of Mr. Slater, of New York

City. He is 11 months old, stands thirty-

two inches high and weighs 150 pounds.

He has clean-cut head, with good mark-

ing, is an orange in color from head to

tip of tail, except the body, chest and

limbs, which are white. The legs and

feet are free from blemishes, while the

immense bone leads us to think that he

will be a very large dog when matured.

He was in fine condition, having romped

The first doggy man to greet Princess

Florence on her arrival was a representa-

tive of The Fanciers' Journal. He
was, as usual, the first on the field, and

while the hustling New York reporters

were rubbing their eyes, he wrote up the

report which appears in our columns this

week. If you want the news read The
Fanciers' Journal.

« «

A remarkable story is related of a Bel-

videre (N. J.) dog. Four weeks ago the

animal fell into an old mine in that lo-

cality. The shaft is 200 feet deep, but

the dog seems to have escaped with no

serious injury. "His cheerful bark can

be heard by anyone at the mouth of the

shaft." He has been kept alive thus far

by throwing him fresh meat. It is 'sup-

posed the animal has found water in

the mine. It is said to be worth a man's

life to attempt the rescue of the dog,

which may, however, if regularly fed, live

for several years in his prison.

FIELD TRIALS AT BICKNELL.

Result of the Derby of the United States

Field Trials Club.

From a Staff Correspondent.

Bicknell, Ind., Nov. 2.—This little

village is at present crowded with dog
men from all parts of the country. The
hotel is crowded, and the overflow of

visitors are comfortably domiciled in va-

rious hospitable households in the vicin-

ity. Among the many sojourners we
note the following gentlemen : A. Merri-

man, Colonel Sloo, Dr. Rowe, R. B. Mor-
gan, R. and E. T. Kerr, Charles Barker,

G. R. House, A. Gleason, George E. Gray,

A. T. Hetfield, I. R. Mayes, J. A. lanii,

Jr., J. Polk, J. P. Callender, T. H. Poin-

dexter, G. L. Tabot, P. T. Madison, B. F.

Kramer, Dr. J. B, Alexander, Frank
Richards,W. B. Stafford, H. J. Smith, H.
Hulman, Jr., P. Henry O'Bannon, Fred
Erb and John Hunter. The press is well
represented by Major Taylor of Shooting
and Fishing, B. Waters of American
F'ield, Harry Lacy of Forest and Stream,
and yours truly of The Fanciers' Jour-
nal.
The trials began to-day with the Pointer

Derby, but ten of the twenty-six entries
filling. The judges were Colonel A. G.
Sloo, Colonel Arthur Merriman and Dr.
N. Rowe. After the drawing of the dogs
we started for the grounds, where the
first brace were cast off at 8.35 A. M.

DONOVAN AND FOREST LASSIE.
J. M. Vaughan's liver and white dog Donovan,

by Crupp—Peach ; handled by D. E. Rose, and
Horace F. Wood's liver and white bitch Forest
Lassie, by Shot—Forest Queen ; handled by B.
W. Butterfield.

The brace were cast off on the Phillipi
farm. Donovan had the most speed and
proved the best ranger. Considerable
ground was traversed before game was
found, and it was then flushed by the
handlers. Later both dogs pointed, then
moved on. After making a circuit we
returned to the corn field where the
covey had been flushed. Passing on into
the woods Donovan pointed, when Lassie
refused to back. No birds were found
on Donovan's point, and he shortly
moved on. Las.sie flushed a single.
Dogs ordered up at 9.20 A. M., to be put
down again.

MY LADY AND DUDE N.
Horace F. Wood's lemon and white bitch My

Lady, by Shot—Forest Queen ; handled by B.
W. Butterfield, and One and Shuttleworth's
liver and white dog Dude, by Ossian—Fancy;
handled by J. H. Johnson.

They were put down in stubble field at
9.33 A. M. Dude got the first point on
edge of cornfield, and as he roaded up a
covey flushed in front of him. Going
into the thicket, Dude found a single,
which my lady also pointed. When the
bird was flushed Dude was unsteady to
wing. My Lady then made game, but
did not locate. Birds were afterward
flushed by followers which she should
have found, as the wind was in her favor.
The weather is so dry that it is difficult
for the dogs to scent the birds. Dude
showed signs of game many times, but
did not point. Finally he ran in and
flushed a covey and was unsteady to
wing. In orchnrd My Lady made two
bad flushes which were probably not seen
by the judges, as they were watching the
other dog. In the woods the bitch
pointed and the dog refused to back, in-
stead of which he passed in front of her
and flushed. He ranged the ground
previously to the bitch finding and
showed no signs of game. As we moved
forward two singles were flushed. Dude
pau.sed to point but moved on. Brace
taken up at 10.43.

PROMOTION AND BLACK CHLOE.
John R. Daniel's liver and white dog Promo-

tion, by Lord Graphic—Belle ; handled by
Charles Barker, and St. I.^uis Kennel Club's
black bitch Black Chloe, by Black Joe—Scudder's
Queen; handled by W. B. Stafford.

These two were next turned loose in a
cornfield, where .some birds flushed in
front of Promotion. Chloe then pointed,
but failed to locate. Then more birds
got up in front of Promotion. In lane
Chloe got a point, and vStafFord fired his
gun

; she was steady to fire. Promotion
pointed in fence corner ; no birds there

;

he then made several poiuts along fence
and birds flushed wild. Chloe was brought
up to back, but bird flushed and both
dogs attempted to chase. Chloe then
found a single and was steady to fire. In

very weedy field Promotion while rang-
ing flushed a few birds, then came to a
stand and the remainder of the covey
flushed wild, the dog remaining steady
to wing. A quail then flushed in front
of Chloe. Promotion was then taken up
and the bitch run alone. She pointed by
thicket, and Stafford shot in air, .she re-
maining steady. She was then taken up
at 11.45 A. M. We then had luncheon.

PHANTO.VI AND MANITOU.
St. Mark M. Mundy's liver and white dog

Phauton, by Knupp—Zeka ; handled by John
Gude, and St. Louis Kennel Club's black and
white dog Manitou, by Luck of the Goat—Clara •

handled by W. B. Stafford.

Put down at 12.55 ?• M. in rag weed
field

; both showed considerable speed.
Manitou being the faster, scored the first

point in the woods and Phantom was
brought up to back. Both dogs steady
to shot. Manitou then made a false
point. He pointed again on side of hill
apparently falsely, but a bird was after-
ward flushed some little distance from
him. Manitou then pointed by fence.
Stafford flushed the bird and the dog
dropped to order. Manitou presently
made another flush of a single bird in
thicket. He then pointed again, and was
backed by Phantom. Manitou in field
pointed, and again birds flushed wild.
We followed them up a lane, where they
again flushed. Dogs taken up at 2 P. M.
BLACK WONDER AND ABBESS OF KENT.
Joseph H. and John A. Hunter's black dog

Black Wonder, by Ike—Bang Bang's Pride ; han-
dled by John A. Hunter, and Frederick Joy's
liver and white bitch Abbess of Kent, by King
of Kent—Louise Bijou

; handled by P'rank Rich-
ard.

This brace was out eight minutes after
the previous pair had been taken up. Won-
der got a point in the orchard, when Ab-
bess came up and flushed, both steady to
wing. The dog got the next point in
field^ when Abbess, who was working
unseen in thicket, seemed to flush the
covey. Following them up. Wonder again
pointed and was backed by Abbess. The
bird was killed by Hunter ; Wonder was
not steady to shot. He then moved on,
and soon got another single, which he
flushed. Meantime Abbess managed to
score a flush on top of hill. She then
pointed in gully, but no birds were found.
Wonder then pointed and roading up
flushed and was unsteady to wing. Won-
der made a couple more points, but each
time was unsteady to wing. Dogs or-
dered up at 3.36 P. M.

DONOVAN AND FOREST LASSIE.
This brace was again put down at 2.45

P. M. In wheatfield Lassie flushed a
bird and pointed on top of hill, when a
rabbit was run from her point. Donovan
then made a false point and afterward
found a single. Lassie pointed next, was
steady to shot and followed up her good
work with two more points. Butterfield
kicked up a bird in front of his dog and
gave it to a boy. Lassie still found the
birds, and in a cornfield she found a
bevy, which flushed wild. The brace was
taken up at 4 P. M., the bitch having the
best of the heat in finding, style, range
and speed. This ended the first series,

and the judges called for Promotion and
Black Wonder.
Both these dogs a-e fast and stylish.

The black dog is, however, the faster and
wider range, while Promotion is the bet-
ter broken, being obe«lient. Promotion
pointed, but found no game. Wonder
then got a point, handler flushed the
bird and dog started to chase, but stopped
to order. Wonder then made a fare
point. Promotion found a bird, which
was shot, the dog being steady to wing.
Wonder was on a point at the same time,
but his birds left when gun was fired.

The dogs both pointed and were steady
to shot, and were ordered up at 4.40,
which closed the day's work. The weather
is entirely too dry for good work.

Tuesday, November .1.

The morning is cloudy and a few flakes
of snow are failing. In a stubble field at
the edge of town the first brace were cast
off at 8.03 A. M.

MY LADY AND MANITOU.
After drawing several fields blank a

covey was flushed by the spectators. Fol-
lowing the birds My Lady flushed a sin
gle in the next field. Manitou then
chased a rabbit. At edge of woods the dog
made a false point and was backed by
the bitch. In woods Stafford says his
dog found a covey which flushed before
we came up. In stubblefield near rail-

road My Lady flushed a bevy and Man-
itou immediately did the same thing.
In thicket Stafford claimed a point and a

bird flushed near there, but the dog
could not be seen. Going into cornfield,
the bitch flushed a bevy and in the hollow
both poiuted falsely. In stuhble bottom
the bitch made four or five false points,
and the dog scored a point. Manitou
had much the belter of the heat in range
and nose. The dogs were ordered up at
10. 10, and the judges decided the stake
as follows

:

1. J. H. and J. A. Hunter's Black Wonder.
2. John R. Daniels' Promotion.

f Horace F. Wood's Forest Lassie.
"* (St. Louis Kennel Club's Manitou.

WHIFFS FRO.M THE METROPOLIS.

luterestlngr Pickings and Pointers
Gathered Here and There.

From Our Special Correspondent.

New York, Nov. 5.—We understand
that several well-known fox terriers have
lately landed on our shores and some be-

longing to private individuals. Walking
up Twenty-fourth Street, New York City,

one da} last week in the distance we saw
a colored gentleman leading a fox ter-

rier. As he approached the more we were
taken with the dog, and when he went
passed we were more than convinced he
was something out of the ordinary. Ad-
dressing our colored friend, we asked
him what kind of a dog that was, think-

ing we might strike a bargain cheap. He
quickly told us it was a fox terrier and
was not for sale, and that his boss had
given |iooo for him in London this sum-
mer. This made us more inquisitive,
and we learned the object of our surprise
was nothing more than Director, the son
of Hunton Prince, out of Daydream by
Splinter.

If we remember rightly, Hunton Prince
IS a very heavy marked dog and almost
black, and but for this too much color
would be one of the best terriers on the
other side. Director does not resemble
his parent in that respect. He has a
deep lemon-marked head and ears (more
of an orange color) and an all-white
bmly. He stands up well

;
plenty of

good, strong bone ; capital coat and a
terrier. We hope to see him in good
condition at the New York show, where
perhaps he may lower some of their col-
ors. At the stud he should be most ser-
viceable and quite an addition that is

wanted for new blood. His present
owner is Mr. Thompson, a broker down
town, who has evidently been playing
the dark horse trick.

The New York St. Bernard Kennels
will make quite a display at the coming
We.stminster .show, as they will enter and
show no less than twelve St. Bernards.
I don't know if one owner ever showed
so many at one time.
We should be pleased to learn how the

death of Rnssley Joker and Suffolk Risk
was caused. They are dead it is sure,
because we have seen Mr. Thayer's sale
list mentioning the fact.

Eberhart'H Cashier's Wins.
EuiTOR Fanciers' Joitrnal.

In the catalogue of the Cincinnati
bench show I find in the entry of F^berhart's

Cashier that the dig won "first at New York,
1890 ; first, kennel and special for best pug in

show at Cleveland, iSyi ; first at Detroit, 1891 ;

first (challenge class), kennel and special for

best pug in show at Lexington. 1S91." Tim won
first at New York, iS o. Eberhart's Cashier may
have won in puppy class that year. F^berharl's

Cashier did not win the special for best pug in

show at Cleveland, neither did his kennel win
the kennel prize. He did not win first at Detroit
in 1891. He may have done so in 1890. This dog was
awarded first in ciialleiige class at Lexington, but
he was not eligible to compete for it. There was
no .special given at Lexington for "best pug in

show," therefore he could not have won such a

prize. Mr. Pitts' new pi'g, imported Bon.sor,

was at Lexington, and those who read the
statements in the Cincinnati catalogue would
conclude that Bonsor had been beaten by Cashier.

There are other similar .statements in Mr.
"Square Deal's" entries at Cincinnati.

Matthkw Henry.
•

*'Surknsin."

Ah, me ! what sport it is to jog

All day behind a spike-tailed dog

;

To bid farewell to sluggish ease

And wade in mud up to your knees
;

And when you've spent a fruitless day
To buy your game from some old jay.

—,\eu' i'oik He* aid.

PRINCESS FLORENCE ARRIVES.

"The Journal" .\head in Getting a First

Glimpse of Her Ladyship.

The Fanciers' Journal was ahead
again. We were the first sporting paper
to obtain a glimpse of the finest vSt. Ber-

nard bitch that ever trod on American
soil. Our representative was up in good
time on Monday morning, journeyed to

New York, arriving at the Cunard dock
somewhere around 11 A.M. As he ap-

proached the gang plank a gentleman
with a heavy grey moustache was stand -

ing with a huge animal lying down on
the floor. It was impossible to go further

without recognizing that this must be the

granddaughter of Plinlimmon, and the

world renowned typical beauty that he
had left his home for that morning to see.

Upon inquiring from the gentleman,
Mr. Rieck's representative, it proved to

be true, althou;4h he expected to find her
on board. That she is a beauty, and
more than words can expre.ss, is true ; a

most marvelous, intelligent, typical head,

with enormous bone and length of body.

To criticise the daughter of Prince Re-
gent and Lady Eva would not be fair

after having been eight days on the water.

In bodily health she was all that could

be expected, and will soon make up the
lost flesh. Her coat was very much out

of condition and she was suffering from
a dry eczema, and I am afraid she will

lose all her coat unless immediately put
into the hands of an experienced canine

doctor. How to account for her coat is

due perhaps to the sudden change of diet

and the sea voyage, as her Highness
feasted all the way over on meat, turkeys

and chickens.

That there is nothing here to approach
her is beyound question in the female di-

vision, but that she can defeat Sir Bedi-

vere is not to be iniagine<l. The follow-

ing are her correct measureineuts as she

stood on the dock : From occipital bone
to stump of tail, 44 inches ; occipital

bone to end of mu/zle, 1 1 % inches

;

round the skull, 25 inches . the muzzle,

iSz-z inches; forearm, 12 '4 inches;

che.st, 42 inches ; loin, 33 inches, and
tail 22^ inches. Her entire length from

her nose to the tip of her tail is 78^4

inches, or a little more than six feet six

inches.

It is not likely that she will journey to

the Chicago show, which comes the week
previous to New York, and lor the latter

she will be specially got fit, where we
hope to see her in full coat.

Young Keeper is at present on the

water, but is expected on the steamship

Egyptian Monarch next Friday. Refuge
II will not leave the other side for a fort-

night, and not until he has been passed

upon by the great canine authority, Mr.

A. Sewell.

That Mr. Rieck richly deserves the

best possible wish from all doggy men
for his enthusiasm and pluck for a breed

that has been so unfortunute, and that

he will be doubly repaid both for his ad-

miration and in a pecuniary way are

fully endorsed by The Fanciers' Jour-
nal.

"-«
—"Jack," the little terrier belonging

to Tim Lane, watchman at Lincoln's iron

works, on Arch street, has a peculiar

knowledge of time. Just before noon,

no matter if up to then he has been sound
asleep, he rushes into the shop among
the workmen and begins to bark. With-
in a minute the whistle blows for 12
o'clock.—Hartford Courant.

ii

—Progressive and wide-awake business
men know the worth of advertising and
know how to use priiiteri, ink rightly.
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BISCUITS AND BROTH.

From Our Own Correspondent.

London, England, Oct. 24.—We are

now on the eve of the great show to be

held at the Crystal Palace, for on Tues-

day we shall l)e in the midst of howls

and harks owned by do>j;s from all parts

of the kingdom. But it must be said

that never was such a poor entry of

sporting dogs, and the two Eastern

County judges. Messrs. Salter and Ear-

row, have received but poor patronage.

Whv things are this way it is hard to

explain. Perhaps it is that Dr. vSalter

has done a lot of judging lately, and that

exhibitors know his mind pretty well. On
the other hand it is said that Dr. Salter

is not the most consistent judge in the

world, and sometimes he's most erratic.

Be that as it might, there is but a scant

entrv for the Sydenham show.
-++ H

As I remarked before last week the

entry of spaniels is miserable, and so few

I don't think have yet been seen at a

high class show. Mr. Earrow, who has

bred as njauy as mo.st of them, faile<l to

catch the public eye in the way of en-

tries. I was talking to a spanielman yes-

terday, and he thought the rea.son was

that Mr. Earrow was one of those gentle-

men holding a not very great decided

opinion as to type, and that he is liable

to change it as he goes on with his judg-

ing.

vSo that is how the thing .stands, and I

think that very many other judges are

often apt to change the "toipe," as the

Irishmen have it. They go from Dan to

Beersheba in the awards, and men very

often cannot help it. There are two very

good dogs in the ring, but of different

types. Perhaps one type is as good as

the other, so what is a man to do ?

Now that I am on the spaniel lay. it

will be as well to remark how the critic

often feels when describing the liver and
white field spaniel that is nearly always

passed over with an he or something like

It at our shows. "A useful one of the

working stamp," is generally what is

sai<1, while the show specimen, a perfect

nouenity so far as working points go. is

cracked up and described as a beau ideal

of a spaniel in the usual high falutin

non.sense we are only too used to in re-

ports. Now isn't it a shame that some-

thing cannot be done for the liver and

white, or white and liver sportsman's

spaniel ?

I think the attendance will be very

great at the Palace, for the show has been

well advertised. But the ordinary Lon-

doner would rather go to his Royal Agri-

cultural Hall. To be truthful, the trains

to the Palace are as often as not as .slow

as snails, and one gets tire<l and upset

before he reaches the splendid glass

Palace—well, as big and complete as a

good-sized township. However, if the

attendance is anything like what it was

last year the runners of the show ought

to be satisfied.

^XX^
Last week I told you about the action

of the secretary of the Skye Terrier Club

of Scotland in cancelling the specials

offere<l bv that club at the C. P. show. He
alleged that the dogs had been "prejudg-

ed," and conse(juently the specials were

withdrawn. However, Mr. Taunton means

to keep the Rev. David Dobbie (the secre-

tary) and his friends up to the mark,

which is quite right. It seems that Mr.

Debbie's dogs had the knock at Edin-

burgh, and Mr. Young's (the C. P. judge)

terriers successful. So the Reverend

David, it is said, got the spike, and that's

all about it. I ought to add that Mr.

Young said he agreed with the judging,

and this of course opened the eyes of

some of the members of the S. C. S., who
took Mr. Young's word for a coming
«leed and at once said the dogs had l)een

prejudged,
-^xx-^

And how paltry to be sure ! It would

seem that the time has arrived when men
who are judges and have to "do" a show
in the near future must visit this, that

;md the other exhibition with their

mouths coped. The suspicious nature of

the Scot I think is well portrayed in the

Rev. David Dobbie, who spared not his

pen in a recent communication to the

press to seriously dam Mr. Young's char-

acter. As I have not the pleasure of the

acquaintance of either these gentlemen,

I can look at it from the calm standpoint

of an outsider.

^XX^
I don't know what has become of the

Wellingboro show, which last year was

held on the same days as the Palace.

And all the pot-hunters were there too,

and 'twas quite a lark when Brown met

Jones and said: "What ! you here?" and

then when Jones met Robinson and

Smith there was a lot more exclamations

of surprise. But the spaniel men met
with a vengeance at Wellingboro last

year. Captain Thomas' lot of blacks ran

up against Charlie Lawrence's. Then
there was somebody else and somebody
else, and at the fi'nish Moses WooUand
swooped down with his team of Sussexs

and hawklike collared the best pot with

Bridford Naomi, and with a scream of

delight and laughter was up with his

prey and awav with it. 'Twas funny and

no mistake, and when something ap-

peared in one of the papers here 'bout

the pot-hunters' meeting at Wellingboro

the spaniel men who went there felt in-

sulted ! Bless 'em, aye bless 'em !

, +>

,

If Mr. Joe Evans has been to America

he did not make a long stay, for this week
he was seen in London, looking very well

indeed,

^XX^
The Barzois sent over by Messrs. Wade

and Huntington, Zerry and Lucca, have

arrived here safely, and came to hand in

very good condition, demonstrating that

they take care of dogs on the Europe, be-

longing to the National Line, who trade

between New York and London. I al-

ways think it is well to give the widest

publicity to cases of this sort, for now so

many dogs are crossing it behooves own-
ers to take care in whose hands the dogs

are entrusted. Although these bitches

must have experienced a terrible voyage,

the weather being so bad, as I said before,

they came to hand in very good order,

save having too many companions of voy-

age in the shape of live stock. But those

are soon shifted

^XX-

where breeders get the color from, which

is not pale enough for the specialist in

the beautiful Clumber breed. I ought to

mention that the Duke of New Castle's

Clumbers are. according to what I can

hear, not up to great form at the present

day. However, more anon,

-^XX^
A publican—and I suppose a sinner-

was sent to prison this week for two

months' hard labor f.>r allowing a dog
fight to take place in his house at Wed-
nesbury in the Black County, If all the

men who permit such things in London
were run in, well then some of the pris-

ons would be very full ! But in the me-
tropolis a lot of these fights take place in

so-called workingmen's clubs, and once

inside you are not allowed out until all is

over and the bet decided.

^xx-^
Some time ago I was at one of these

fights in the East End of London, and

it took place in a workingman's club,

but there were very few in that company
who ever worked except at the Queen's

command (in prison). It was the rough-

est set I ever got mixed up with, and

those who hadn't done penal servitude

were booked for it. The doors were

keyed from the outside, so that no one

could go and "peach" to the police, for

it is of course the loser's game to have

the fight declared a draw. Better that

than lose their money. Well I got out of

that crowd, and to tell the truth I am
not on in another fight in thai neighbor-

hood.
—f.^_^t—

Some ten years ago one of the most
prominent doggy women in England was

Mrs, Humphrey, who used to show
bloodhouncfs, and whose Don in Vero

Shaw's Book of the Dog will always

connect her name with that breed. Mrs.

Humphreys is now known to the theatre-

going public as Miss Gladys Homfrey,

and this week she is playing in ''Joseph's

Sweetheart at the Grand Theatre, Lon-

don. Miss Homfrev is a very tall, fine

woman, and the dresses she wears in the

role of Lady Booby are most gorgeous

and blinding to the eyes of Islingtonites.

She does not exhibit now, although she

still takes considerable interest in dogs,

and we generally see her at the Agricul-

tural Hall's large shows.

I am sure you will be glad to hear that

all who have seen Zerry think her to be a

very good one. And people have seen

her—not judges of fancy Barzois, but men
who know a good greyhound and a

horse. She is a rare made one, and

should prove a most valuable brood bitch.

She seems so robust and owning good
shoulders too ; in fact, I think she is the

best bitch I have seen, bar Pagooba. Her
worst fault I think is that she is not to

remain in the kennel where she is at this

moment located.

^XX^
Lucca, on the other hand, is small, but

her quality is very great, and she is as

likely as herdam to throw somethinggood.

Both are going to Argos, and when these

bitches go to the Duchess of Newcastle's

place I hope to have more to write about

the already celebrated Cluml)er-Barzoi

Kennels. Perhaps, also, I shall have a

a word or two to say about the Clumber
spaniels there, and that again leads up to

the subject, Where are our Clumbers ?

^XX^
I was talking to an old breeder of

Clumbers the other day, and he bewailed

the absence of that true lemon color so

characteristic of the breed, "Breed as I

like," said he, "that infernal dark lemon

is always there." and by what he said he

felt convinced that somebody at one time

or the other had been using a cross with

a vengeance. But of what kind is the

?|uery that at once presents itself, and

or tiie moment I cannot suggest any-

thing but the liver field or the Sussex

spaniel. Anyhow, breeders of Clumbers

will, I think, admit that dark lemon

markings are as common as bad heads,

and that is saying a good deal.

Ah ! perhaps now I have it—perhaps

not, but anyhow I might touch on an

idea that will strike the keynote, and

someone else will take up the time. Can

it be that the blunt Sussex head has

struck someone as likely to improve the

bad snipey head of the Clumber ? Per-

haps so, and if he has been used then it

is just as likely as not that it is there

Some time ago I remarked that I did

not think that Mr. Sam Woodiwiss'

greyhounds were as good as his bull

dogs. Events have proved that I was

not mistaken, for this week at the Roch-

ford meeting his dogs were soon out of

the running. And it must be said that

the class of greyhounds there were not

of the highest order—indeed, they were

generally conceded but moderate.

A gentleman who takes considerable

interest in Airedale terriers is about to

take up his residence in the States, and

I fancy he will locate himself in Califor-

nia, where he has been before. I refer

to Mr. Arthur Sketchley, who is well

kn )wn as a business man in the West
End of London. Sometime ago he sent

out a brace to a friend. Mr. Sketchley

has his own ideas as to Airedales, and

very often goes on about the change that

often comes over a dog in good hands.

He doesn't say right out that some of

them have been dyed, but he gets

deucedly near it. Well, perhaps he is

not far wrong after all.

Have you ever noticed what a great

change comes over a dog when he gets

into good hands ? When he is of the

rough variety then the dogman's art steps

in and the wow is soon put through his

facings, and goes through what is vul-

garly called "the mill." And they can

show them, too, and the dogs have to

stand like park hacks. I confess I like

to see a bit of this, and cannot agree with

those who show dogs in a rough, un-

kempt state. If a thing is worth doing

'tis worth doing well, and only those

people grumble who are unable to do

the dogs themselves.

-H +^-f-

What man would think of showing

a horse without being properly groomed !

The same applies to dog showing,

and I think it is the duty of every

exhibitor to see that his dog ap-

pears his best. Mind you, I am not

writing one word iu favor of dye and

such fakes, but when the removal of a

few hairs adds to the dog's appearance

and outline, well, then I say have 'em off

by all means. When you see a terrier in

the ring with a coat like a sheep and as

open as a coker nut mat you know he's

not well kept. It is nearly needless here •

to add that if a dog was regularly at work
his coat would be kept down and close.

^xx-^
There is a very good entry of Grea^.

Danes for the C. P. show next week, and
Mr. James Thomas, who will make the

awards, will have something to look

over. There are forty-six nominations,

and if Hannibal the Great is put on the

bench—well, it will be for the first time

in England. I have heard great thing

about this dog, who has done so much
winning in Germany, in fact, I don't

think he has been beaten in the land

of lager and sausage. Mr. Wilbey,

who owned Leon, purchased him some
time ago, but as ^et he has not been seen

in public, so it is to be hoped that his

owner will satisfy our curiosity next

Tuesday morning at Sydenham.

Great Danes always seem at about the

same level of public favor. They don't

go up or down, but the owners of them
in England .stick to their guns Uke men.

Such gentlemen as Messrs, Groom, Regi-

nald Herbert, A, E, Adcock. Raymond
Bryan, Wilbey, Thomas, Edmund and
others go in for the breed with a will.

Then again, I ought to mention Mr.

Stolte, who imports and breeds a lot.

^XX^
Three men were brought before the

City of London Police Court this week
for cutting, or rather biting, off the tails

of seven puppies aged one month. The
Bench dismissed the case, but hoped it

being brought before them would be a

warning to "dog fanciers," M'yes ! It

has come to something now, that the

business of an important court should be

taken up with such paltry cases ! We
shall hear next of oyster openers being

prosecuted, and as for people who put

live lobsters into boiling water—well,
they'll be flogged and pickled. How
about the cutting of lamb's tails ?

^XX^
It is rumored here that nothing less

than a calamity has fallen on the kennel

world of America, I refer to the ru-

mored death of Mr, August Belmont, and
every British dog owner I am sure will

never want to read it confirmed.

>•++

There have been three shows on this

week, but not of great size. Still there was

an excellent entry in Wigan,in Lancashire

and Pontardulais, in South Wales. The
less said about the Oxford show the let-

ter, for it was a miserable affair, and the

abominable weather made the place ten

times worse. The Wigan show, of course,

was the one, for the colliery districts of

South Wales cannot compete with the Lan-

cashire coal fields in the way of "fancy"

stock. Although sporting dogs are gen-

erally strong in the principality, the same
cannot be said of the non-sporting va-

vieties,

MX^
The chief matter of interest at Wigan

was a new St, Bernard, a splendidly bred

one, too, and said to be "a topper," This

is Duke of Maplecroft, aged eleven

months, and bred by Hedley Chapman,
Duke is by Mr, Tom Shillcock's Marvel,

from Princess Florence, just purchased

by Mr, Reick, This young dog is said

to be a top sawyer, owning immense
bone, a grand typical head, great depth

of side face and rich orange in color, and

only requires a few months to be in the

very first rank. Hooray ! So there is

something to go on with, and it seems to

me r.ow that Princess Florence is worth

half as much money again to-day as she

was this day last week, for I don't think

it was generally known that she was

such an excellent brood bitch. Duke of

Maplecroft is owned by Mr. Tom Smith,

Birmingham, who bred Princess Florence,

so if he parted with the hen that laid the

golden egg there's something left to

comfort him.

^XX^
The Brighton show has been discon-

tinued, and all in the way of canine ex-

hibitions that the fashionable folk of Lou-

don by the sea will see this season will

be the show of the Southdown Fox Ter-

rier Club, and this will be held in the
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far-famed Aquarium, There will no
doubt be a good entry, but the affair will

go down as very small alongside the
nice shows previously held at the queen
of watering places.

Cribbage, the wire-hair fox terrier, has
been re-purchased by Mr. A, E, Clear, at
five hundred dollars. Mr. Clear now
holds a very strong hand in wires, he
owning Jack St, Leger, the challenge cup
holder

; Jigger and a lot of other good
ones, Indee(^, I should say his kennel is

perhaps invincible in this particular line.
Friend Clear personally is one of the
most popular young fellows in British
dogdom,

^XX^
Mr, F. B, Craven has had another of

those losses that.he must by this time be
quite used to. Only the other day he
lost the best Great Dane bitch in Eng-
land, Champion Vendetta, and now Ma-
bel, the best bloodhound, has gone the
way of all flesh. Mabel was a good little

hound and will be missed. But Mr.
Craven's losses in bloodhounds have been
simply alarming, and as he has bought
from time to time the very best that
money could buy he has had a wretched-
ly rough time over them,

-^XX^
According to the Stock-Keeper, Colo-

nel Stuart Taylor, who has just left Lon-
don for Paris, when he returns to the
States hopes to be accompanied by a new
bull terrier, fox terrier and a Great Dane,
Well, there are plenty here to choose
from,

^XX^
Mr. William Graham's case with the

Kennol Club comes out in full this week,
and the Irishman all the way from Bel-
fast has had the best of the argument
with the people at Cleveland Row, At
least so I think all right-minded men
will say. The case is this in short

:

Mr, Harding Cox gave a second prize
to a dog shown by Mr, Graham at a K,
C. show. In that class he also gave two
equal firsts. The prize card was put over
the dog in the show. The official cata-
logue stated the dog was second, and he
was entered in the Stud-Book subsequent-
ly as second prize winner at that show.
The secretary of the K. C. sent on the
check for prize money, which he after-
wards wanted refunded because Mr. As-
pinall said it was a clerical error and no
second prize .should have been given in
the class, as two firsts had been given,
and he—the dog Breda Tramp—was not
entitled to a money prize. Mr. Graham
refused to refund the money, which he
maintained was due to him, and the
next time he sent some entries for a K.
C. show they were refused under K. C.
rules and his fees returned. Now it re-
mains to be seen if they will always send
his entries and fees back.

The Shooting Times says that Mr. Reick
purchased another St. Bernard while he
was in England. This was a dog called
Keeper, Jr., and I am informed he sailed
on Wednesday last on the Egyptian.
Whether Princess Florence went over on
the same boat or not I have no informa-
tion on the subject.
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THE GREAT COURSING EVENT.

Sixth

CANINE ENDURANCE,

A DoK ].,lves Twenty-seven Da^-s With-
out Food or Water.

From the Scientific American.

On the night of September 27, 1891,
the janitor of Parker Hall, Manasqnan, N. J.,
went into the ticket office tb put away some old
tKdtets, and was much startled at feeling some
thing crawling about his feet. l"pon investiga-

tion it proved to be a dog, which was in an ex-
tremely emaciated condition, and barely able to

crawl. The janitor alone has the keys of the
place, and he is positive that the office had not
been unlocked since September i. As he could
get in by no other way, the dog must have been
shut up for twenty-seven days without food or
water.

There w^ere only some old tickets and a cigar
box or two in the office, and these were chewed
into bits by the famishing animal. The janitor
had been in the hall several times between the
above dates, but heard no outcry, and was greatly
astonished when he found the office occupied.
The dog was given a good drink of water and a
loaf of bread, which latter was eagerly devoured,
and at a subsequent date the dog was doing well,
being apparently little the worse for his fa.st.

Annual Meet of the American

Coursing Club,
From Our Special Correspondent.

Great Bend, Kan., October 24.—The
sixth annual meeting of the American
Coursing Club was held on the famous
Cheyenne Bottoms, near Great Bend, Oc-
tober 20 to 24. This is a tract of 15,000
acres of land, practically without a fence,

as level as a billiard table, covered mostly
with short grass and the home of the
fleetest jack rabbits in the world. They
are mostly coursed from one to two miles
from the foot hills, the natural hiding
place of the jack. This gives a good
long run to covert, and while no jack
escaped this year without a turn, we have
seen many head for the bluffs, which we
do not think there is a brace of grey-

hounds on earth could kill.

Mr. John Grace, a member of the Occi
dental Club of San Francisco, acted as

judge, and to show how well his decis-

ions were received, we have only to men-
tion the fact that of all the long, hard
courses ridden not a word of complaint
was expressed during the whole meeting.
A mistaken idea has prevailed among
some members of the club that a judge
must ride at break-neck speed at the tail
of the hounds to see the points in a
course, A painful example of this was
seen last year. Mr. Grace placed himself
well, always in a position to see and with
as little punishment to the horses as we
have ever seen.

The weather during the entire week
was all that one could wish. The at-
tendance was larger than ever before, and
altogether the club is in a verv prosper-
ous condition. An effort is being made
to lease the entire ranche, place on it a
game-keeper and preserve this excellent
coursing ground from the fate that must
soon befall all such tracts of land, that
of being cut up into smaller pastures,
with the fatal barbed wire fences, the
greatest enemy of coursing in this coun-
try.

Many new greyhounds were seen this
year of a class showing plainly the in-
terest and care now being taken in their
breeding. Mr. T. J. Cranin, of San Fran-
cisco, sent Chicopee Lass, little sister to
Sam Nash, the runner-up at Merced last
year, and Kathleen, said to be one of the
fatest dogs iu California. Mr. J. J. Ed-
monds brought Walnut, Mr. Charles Wie-
laud sent Examiner and two smart pup-
pies. Chronicle and Morning Call, for the
Derby, all of San Francisco ; Mr. J. H.
Gower, of Denver, brought Que Belle,
Fleetfoot and P, D. Q. ; Mr. T. W. Bar-
tell, also of Denver, brought Monk
Bishop, Irish Lass and a corker in Pearl
of Pekin ; Mr. Alfred Haigh, of Cable,
111., brought Master Glendyne and Black
Bess ; Mr. John Russell, of the same
place, brought Bar Maid and also two for
the Derby, Britton Yet and Black Prince

;

Mr, J. Herbert Wat.son, of Brooklyn, N.
Y., came on with a recently imported
greentick pup, Royal Crest, which we
expect to hear from another year, and
Mr. N. Q. Pope, of Brooklyn, sent High-
land Warrior and Old Stone. The former
never having seen a jack before, so it is

said, did remarkably well. Forty-six
dogs were entered in the .\11-Aged Stake
and twenty-two in the Derby.
We think a serious mistake was made

by the club in an effort to make more
than a thirty-two-dog stake, as it must
necessarily admit dogs that are wholly
unfit for such a meeting, and puts a
heavy handicap on really good grey-
hounds who may be unfortunate enough
to be drawn with them. This couldn't
happen in England, where many meet-
ings were held last year, and of course
the poor ones dropped out,

A most unfortunate occurrence of this
kind happened to the dogs of Mr, H, C.
Lowe, who came there with the best
string of greyhounds we have ever seen
in this or any other country. Many of
them were unfortunately drawn with
dogs who gave them no assistance, and
some of his best ones actually destroyed
all chances of staying to the finish by
running their life out in the first round.
No dog can stand these long, gruelling
courses single handed with any hope
when put down with a much inferior one

had an easywho by chance may have
course the previous round.

Spratts Patent were on hand with
their justly celebrated food and medicines
for the benefit of the dogs, many of the
best ones having Ijeen raised entirely on
their biscuits.

A meeting of the club was held on the
evening of the 19th. The president, Mr.
Heizer, not l>eing present, Vice-Presi-
dent Watson occupied the chair. After
the usual business the drawing took
place. At the annual club meeting the
following officers were elected : Presi-
dent, Dr. N. Rowe ; vice-president. Dr.
S. J, Shaw ; secretary. Ira D. Braugher

;

treasurer, Hon. J. V. Brinkman
; Execu-

tive Committee, C, G. Page, H. C. Lowe
and D. C. Luse. A committee was ap-
pointed to arrange for the international
coursing meeting of 1893.

It was most cheerful getting up the
next morning and finding the weather
bright and clear. When we left the
Morrison House, which hotel most of
those taking part in the meeting make
their headquarters, everything promised
well for a good day's sport. After a
brisk drive of six miles we arrived at the
club house, and at just 10 o'clock a start
was made to run off the first series in the
Cup Stake. Hares did not come to hand
as plentiful as was desired at first, but
later in the day the trials were run off at
a fair pace. A long stop was made for
lunch, the .sun being so hot it was thought
best to wait awhile, and at night we had
run off but thirteen trials. Following is

the result

:

Cup Stake—First Series.

In the first trial Queenie went to slips with
Bell, who was not in it from the start. Queenie
doing all the work, won.

'

Lady Alice—Black Be.ss.—Alice made the
run up and turned to Bess, who scored two
points, when she turned to Alice, who killed and
won.

Master Peter—Trupe.—Slipped to a good
hare in tall grass, both dogs became unsighted.
A long tramp was then made without finding a
hare and the dogs were put up for rest. When
they were again put in slips a good one was
started, Peter doing all the work, never allowing
Trupe a look m until he made a kill of no merit.
Prlvce Charlie—Fleetfoot.—Charlie made

a loiiR lead, turned and scored eight points be-
fore Fleetfoot got in, who did some work, when
Charlie again took possession and turned to
Fleetfoot, who killed.

Lady of Fashio.n Baronet.—This was a
most unfortunate drawing for Lady, as she was
far too fast for her opponent, never giving him
a smell of the hare, making score after score in
a most killing course to the foothills, where puss
made her escape.

Will-o*-the-Wisp—Lady Iliff Glkndynk.
—This was a beautiful course, Will-o' the-Wisp
making the run up and doing most of the work
at the start, when Lady came in and helped her-
self to five points and killed, but the dog h<id
placed too much to his credit in the early part of
the course.

Que Belle—Bar Maid.—Maid, showing the
most speed, made the first turn, after which she
was not in it. Both showed some cunning.
Van's Richard—LANARADzo.—Lanaradzo led

up and turned, placing Richard, who proved too
smart for the fawn and white. A long proces-
.sion followed to the foothills, where puss had
her own way. Van won.
Comedy—Brilliant —This was a hard pump-

ing course. Comedy stretched away four length.",
showing wonderful speed. Brilliant, coming in
for some good sharp work but going rather wide
at the turn, let Comedy in, who had it all her
own way over very hard ground to the hills.
This was the fastest course of the day. and lost
Comedy's chances for the cup. as she' lost a toe
nail.

Chicopee Lass—Monk Bishop —Lass Ie<l up
and going around smartly with her hare kept
possession for some nice work. Monk, once
placed, did some very nice work, but his kill
came too soon to reverse the early points.

Lord McPhf.rson-Lady R.—Lord led up and
turned to Alice, who scored, but the pace set was
100 fast and Lord again took possession and <lid
some good work, the hare getting away to the
hills.

Pkarl of Pekin—BABAaoiTN.-Pearl hung in
slips, giving the red dog a long lead to hare.
Pearl showing a wonderful burst of speed, gave
Bab a go-by and did all the work until puss
reachedthe hills in safety.

Verdure Clad—Lancashire Lass.—Verdure
Clad went up a couple of lengths and turned,
•fler which no work was done.

Weflnesclay.

Another rather late start was made, the crowd
being much larger, the line of beaters much
longer and more jacks started.

Lady in Black—Dolly.—This was a long
punishing course of two miles. Ladv went to
the front and turned, coming round well with
her hare as she broke to lifl, but went on in
resolute possession for the next three or four
points. As soon as Dolly did get an opening she
as quickly lost it again, and Ladv, always going
the faster, won a good trial in most decisive
fashion, killing the hare just under the hills.

Kathleen—Master Glendyne.—Slipped to
a short hare in tall grass. Kathleen ran up,
turned, killed and won.
Lady Barton—Irish Lass.—Lady, coming

round smartly, made some good turns and
wrenches, when she placed the Lass but drew
right past a^ain for the next point, placing the
Lass, who killed too s<K)n to win.

Major Glendyne— Highland Warrior.—
Only one dog in this race, Warrior not being close

enough to see which way puss went after she
made the first turn.

Liberty—Puzzle.—This was too short a slip
to a weak hare. Puzzle getting a bad start. Lib-
erty went up and killed off her turn.

Little Climber—Little Thought Ok.—This
was a rattling course of give and take. Little
Climber winning a good trial with some to spare.

Prince Rupert—Walnut.— Prince made a
good run up, turned and became un.sighted in
some tall grass, losing several lengths. Going
on he gave Walnut a go-by, who was not in it

afterwards. Walnut running cunninglv was dis-
qualified by the judge at this point in the trial,
Rupert running a terrific course of two miles
with no help.

Girl's Favorite—Lady Grace.—Girl's Fa-
vorite led up three lengths and gave Lady Grace
a severe beating in a finr trial.

Master Neversettle— Old Stone.—This
was the longest and most punishing course we
have ever seen. Master Neversettle went to the
front, did all the work, making turn after turn,
wrench after wrench as though he was glued to
the tail of the hare, who led him two miles to the
foot hills, where some beautiful work was done,
keeping puss from cover and bringing her all
the way back and through the crowd of beaters,
when another dog got loose and killed. This
was another example of a really good dog being
beaten by one that did not belong in the same
company.
Examiner—P. D. g.—Kxaminer, moving in

good style, led up and soon put together a good
beginning, when the red collar came in for a
show, but F^xaminer was too fast and again
went to the front and turned to the Colorado
dog, who killed. This ended the first series in
the All-aged Stake, and a start was made in the
Great Bend Derby.

The Derbv-Flrst Series.

Starlight—Morning Call. — Morning Call
got the run up, of no merit, starlight, going
bad in slips but coming up, did some nice work
and ended the course an easy winner.
Royal Crest—Laplander.—This was Roy-

al's first sight of the tail of a jack, and the way
he went up was wonderful. Having no help, he
got a long pumping course to the foothills.where
ne killed.

Van's Richard—Chronicle.—Van made the
run up. There was some give and take work,
when Chronicle killed too early to win.
Van's Peter—Lavinie.—Peter had it nearly

all his own way in a capital trial.

Emporia Lass—Britton Jet.—Britton had
the best of the run up, when the hare turned of
her own accord, placing Lass, who did some
clever work.when puss went to earth. Lass won.
Bob Hood—Black Pri.nce.—Bob went up,

made two turns, placing Prince, who did some
nice work, when iBob again got pos.session and
killed, winning the heat.

Twister—Belle Barton.—Twister went from
slips like a rocket, made several turns, and
placed Belle, who made a kill of no merit.

Blue Maid—Salvator.—These two ran a
short undecided heat, which ended the day's
racing.

Thunwiny.

Thursday began with the undecided heat. The
hare rather favoring the Maul, gave her the run
up and turn, Salvator coming in and helping
himself to four p>oints, when he received a severe
fall, which put him out of the race. After this the
Maid got a long gruelling course, making thirty
points, when pus? went to earth just in front of
the crowd.

Gallant Boy—Viola.—Gallant Boy le<l up
several lengths for the turn. Going around
beautifully he made another turn, placing Viola,
but the pace was too fa.st for her and the Boy
again took possession and got a most severe
gruelling in a long run of two miles to the bluflTs.
where puss sjived herself.

Van Ness—Orpha.n Boy.—There was not
much in the run up, the hare favoring the Boy.
Van Nesscomine in, gave puss such a rattling
that the Boy could not reverse by a neat kill.

LiviNc; Jet—Van's General—Living Jet got
away badly, giving the General the run up and
first turn. Living Jet then came up and going
on the outside as puss came made a go-by. He
did some clever work, when he became unsight-
ed, the General following pii.ss to the hills with-
out any more work. Tins ended the first series
of the Derby.

C:«p stake—Second Series.

In the second series in the All-aged Stake
Lady Alice and yueene went to slips first. Alice
lead to a weak hare and turned twice, placing
Queene, who helped her.sclf to a couple of
wrenches and a kill.

Master Peter—Que Belle.—A verv strong
jack was .started Peter led up and tlid all the
work until he had scored fourteen points, when
Queene, who had been showing some cunning,
came m and scored seven points, when Peter
made a go-by and a clever kill.

Prince Charlie— Van's Richard.—Van's
Richard being drawn, Charlie ran a bye with no
help.

Chicopee Lass—Lady of Fashio.n.— Lady
showing the effects of the gruelling she got the
day before, was not in it at any time.

WiLL-o'-THE-Wisp—Lord McPherson.—Will-
o'-the-Wisp made the run up and scored five

lints, when Lord got possession and made
Will o'-the-Wisp again scored, the hare

reaching cover.

Pearl of Pekin—CoMKOY.-There was noth-
ing allowed for the run up. Comedy killed too
soon to win, the score being 8 to 6 in Pearls
favor.

Verdure Clad—Dolly—Verdure Clad led a
couple of lengths to the hare and did some very
clever work. Dolly made a go-by and kill. Ver-
dure Clad won.

Kathleen—Lady Barton.—Kathleen made
the run up and turned to Lady, who did some
clever work, when Kathleen again took smart
posses.sion, and having nearly all the remainder
of a good trial was an easy winner when she
killed.

Liberty—BABAzouN.-Liberlv ran a bve with
Babazoun. Liberty made the run-up anJdid all
the work in a long course, bringing the hare
back, when puss made an escape under the club
house. This was a very long course of nearly

point
tour.

' (1
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three miles, the bitch sticking to her hare like a

demon. This was a very unfortunate bye for

her, as it showed when she was put down again.

Prince Rii'KRT—Litti.k Cmm her.—Rupert
showing a wonderful Imrst of speed, led fullv

three lengths to the h ire, doing all the work
until he had scored six points, when Climber
came in for her share, but the dog again took

the hare, and was an easy winner when he

killed.

OiRi.'s Favorite—Master Nkversettle.—
Neversettle led up and turned, placing the Girl,

who placed seven points to her credit by a neat

kill.

Kxaminer ran a bye of average length. This

enrte<l the third day's races and second round of

the American Field Cup Stake.

Friday—Tho l>erby (Second Serl«w).

Friday morning a start was made in the second

round of theC.reat Bend Derby, with Royal Crest

and Starlight in the slips. Starlight went badly

from slips. Hoval Crest made a long run up,

doing some splendid work in a long, one-sided

course to the foot of the hill, where he made a

good kill.

Van's Richard—Hmporia Lass.—Van's Rich-

ard led a coup'.c of lengths, doing some clever

work. The Lass, showing some cunning, was
not in the race until she made a kill of no merit.

Van's Pkter—Bob Hood.—A short slip on a

weak hare, which favored the red collar. All the

course amounted to was a dash, a cloud of dust

and a dead hare, Peter winning.

Twister—Bli'e Maid.—Twister went from

the slip like an arrow, setting the pace so fast

that the Maid never got a look in, not being

close enough to see which way puss went after

the first turn, resulting in a most arruelling

cousre of about two miles over very hard ground,

which seemed to punish the pup severely.

Van Ness—Gallant Boy.—This was a beauti-

ful course of give and take, the Boy making the

run-up and turned to Van Nesss, who, being

placea. did some nice work. Pus-, coming short

around, the Boy took sharp possession, and it

looked like his race, but Van again got in and
set merrily to work, having a good alance in

his favor when he killed. Score 27 to 19 in favor

of Van Ness.

Living Vet then ran a bye, ending the second

round of the Derby.

I'np Stake—Third Series.

Master Pkter—Lady Alice.—Peter led to

the hare, turned, placed Alice, then made a go-

by and came in for some smart work that left

Alice a poor chance to wipe out. Pf ter going on

at a rattling pace, made score after score in a

long course to the hills.

Chicopee Lass—Prince Charlie.—This was
a most unsatisfactory course, and in our judg-

ment should have been pronounced undecided

on the ground that if a dog has no chance to win
he should not lapse. In the first place the dogs
were slipped on the back at the hare, which
broke to the left, giving Charlie the outside o.

the circle, when she ran around the crowd of

beaters, not going to exceed one hundred yards.

when Lass picked her up wiihout a turn. The
rules state distinctly that it rests entirely with

the judge to decide whether cr not sufficient

work has been done to entitlt a dog to the

course. No doubt the judge thought there had
been, and the flag went up for the red collar,

putting out one of Mr. Lowe's best dogs. No
doubt he felt the disappointment keenly, al-

though he took his defeat without a murmur.

Pearl of Pekin—Will-o'the-Wisp.-Will-o'
the-Wisp put together a strong beginning, but

losing his place as puss came short around.

Pearl went to work in resolute style, and soon

had a balance in her favor when the hare reached

cover.

Kathleen—Verdlre Clap —Kathleen made
the r. n up and scored several times, when Vcr-

due Clad being placed made some show of re-

versing things, but Kathleen, always eoing the

faster, regained possession and had it all her

own way in a long run to the hills.

Lihertv—Girl's Favorite —This was a long
punishing course of two miles, with not much
work done, the course ending eleven to five in

favor of Girl s Favorite.

Kxaminkr — Prince Rupert —This was a

good long working trial, both dogs showing un-

usual merit. Kxaininer led up with the turn

when Rupert came \n for several points, when
the white, coming in possession, had a balance

in his favor when the hare reached the hills in

safety.
Fourth Series.

Chicopee Lass—Master Peter—I^ass and
Peter met with a rare hare. Lass after a close

struggle was a length ahead of Peter for the first

turn, letting Peter in for several turns, when it

looked like his race, but the bitch being favored

came in for some clever work, having two points

the best of it after a brilliant kill.

I"-:arl ok Pekin-Kathleen.—Neither seemed
to h.ive much the best of the run up. when puss
went under a wire fence. The judge was not

able to ridp the course, the dogs getting a long

way o(T, when Pearl killed and won.

Examiner—Girl's Favorite.—Examiner led

up three lengths for the turn, then some give

and take work resulted, when puss went to

earth. Examiner winning.

Fifth Series.

Chiocpee Lass—Examiner -Examiner hav-

ing had one natural bye, went down with Lass,

and surrendered his last for the cup in a good
trial of average length.

Final Series.

Chicopee Lass—Pearl ok Pekin.—Lass and
Pearl now went to slips for the final trial. Lass,

showing the most dash, clearlyout worked the

white bitch, winning the championship of Amer-
ica and first prize.

l>erby—Third Series.

Van's Richard—Royal Crest.—Royal turned
two lengths ahead of Van, but rushing some-
what, placed Richard, who helped himself too

freely for Royal to wipe out in a well-contested

trial.

VAN'S Peter—T\vister—Twister ran up and
turned, becoming unsighted, which let Peter in

for several ooints. Coming up again. Twister

made a go-by and turntd, leaving an opening,

which Peter took advantage of by making a

clever kill and won.

Living Yet—Van Ness.—Living Vet showing
the most speed, went up and scored seven points

before Van Ness came in. This was a one-sided

course, the hare getting to cover.

Fourth Series.

Living Vet—Van's Richard.—Living Vet led

a couple of lengths for the turn, when Richard
came in for a couple of points, but going rather

widely at his tut ns, let I^iving Yet in for a suc-

cession of points, which made him an easy win-

ner, when puss reached the hills. Van's Peter

ran a bye.
Final Series.

Van s Peter—LiviN<i Yet. -Living Yet ran

like a good puppy in a long working trial, but

Van's Peter proved too much for him, and won
the Derby with .something to spare.

.Summary.
American Field Cup Stake —Open to the

world. For thirty-two all-age greyhounds. En-
trance fee $10 ; the winner to receive fifty per

cent of entrance money, and cup (|ioo cash) do-

nated by the American Field ;
also medal do-

nated by the National Greyhound Club, New
York and silver cup donated by D. C. Luse, of

Great Bend, Kan. The runner up fifty per cent

of the remaining entrance money. Third and
fourth, tweuty-five per cent each of the money
remaining aft r second division. The editor of

the American Field makes a donation of a cup

($100 cash) with the understanding that the

stake is run to a fini h. J\idge, John Grace

;

slipper, Arthur Massey ; field Stewards, A. C.

Schermerhorn, George N. Moses and C. G. Page.

Forty-six entries.

SERIES I.

Dr S J. Shaw's {Great Bend, Kan.) white and
brindled bitch Belle, by Trales—Humming
Bird,

beat

Ira D Brougher's (Great Bend, Kan.) fawn bitch

Queen, by Arkansaw Traveler-Mary An-
derson.

D. G. Page's white and brindle bitch Little

Climber, by Lord Neversettle—Partera,
BEAT

D. C. Lowe's brindle dog Little-ThoughtOf, by
Trales—Dick's Darling.

H. C. Lowe's white and brindle do^ Prince Ru-
pert, by Lord Neversettle—While Lips,

BEAT
J. J. Edmond's black dog Walnut.

T. F. Foncannon's black bitch Girl's Favorite,

by Trales—Bessie Lee,
BEAT

Robert Smart's black bitch Lady Grace, by
Trales—Miss Smart.

H. C. Lowe's brindle and white dog Master Nev-
ersettle, by I.,ord Neversettle—Partera,

BEAT
N. Q. Pope's brindle and white dog Oldstone, by

Oresto—Bouncing Bessie.

Charles S. Wieland's white dog Examiner, by
Snowdrift -Lady Emma,

HEAT
J. H. Gower's white and fawn dog P. D. Q., by

St Patrick— Daisy Dublin.

Van's Peter beat Bob Hood
Twister beat Blue Maid
Van Ness beat Gallant Boy

SERIES III.

Van's Richard beat Royal Crest

Van's Peter beat Twister
Living Yet beat Van Ness

SERIES IV.

Living Yet beat . . .. Van's Richard
Van's Peter, a bye.

SERIES V.

Van's Peter. .... beat Living Yet

1. Dr. Van Hummell's Van's Peter.

2. D. C. Luse's Living Yet.

3. Dr. Van Hummeirs Van Richard.

Fourth prize divided among J. Herbert Wat-
son's Royal Crest. H. C. Lowe's Twister and Dr.

Van Hummell's Van Ness.

THE A. K. C. AND THEN. ]. K. C.

SERIES II

Lady Alice beat .

Master Peter beat .

Prince Charles .... beat .

Chicopee Lass .... beat
Will-o'-the-'Wisp . . . beat

Queen
.... Que Belle

. . Van's Richard
Lady of Fashion
Lord Mcpherson

Price and Rovce's(Topeka, Kan.) black and white

bitch Lady Alice, by Joe Burnside—Hum-
ming Bird,

BEAT

Alfred Haigh's (Cabel, 111.) black and white bitch

Black Bess, by Spidell—Alice.

D.H. Halladay's (Great Bend, Kan.) black dog
Trupe. by Trump—Miss Blue,

HEAT
H C. Lowes (Lawrence. Kan.) brindled dog

Master Peter, by Lord Neversettle—Partera.

H. C. Lowe's white and black dog Prince Charlie,

by Lord Neversettle— White Lips,
BEAT

J H Gower's (Denver, Col.) black and white

dog Fleetfoot, by Gladstone—Ticket.

J. H. Gower's white and blue dog Baronet, by
St. Patrick Daisy—Doublin,

BEAT
H C. Lowe's white and fawn bitch Lady of

Fashion, by Lord Neversettle—Partera.

Price and Royce's white and black bitch Lady
Iliflr Glendyue, by Trales—Lady Graham
Glendyne.

BEAT

H C. Lowe's brindle and white dog Willo'the

Wisp, by Lord Neversettle-Partera.

H. Gower's fawn bitch Que Belle, by Blondie—
Brownie,

BEAT

John Russell s tCabel, 111.) black and white bitch

Bar Maid, by Chas. Boyle—Alice.

D. C. Lu.se's fawn and white dog Lanaradzo, by
Trail— Dick's Darling,

BEAT
Dr.Van Hummell's (Kansas City, Mo.) brindle dog

Van's Richard by Babazoun—Verdue Clad.

H. C. Love's white and lawn bitch Comedy, by
Lord Neversettle— Partera,

BEAT
T F. Foncannon's (N. S. Emjioria, Kan.), white

and black bitch Brilliant, by Britain Still-

Elfrida.

T. W. Bartell's (Denver, Col.) white and brindle

dog Monk Bishop,
BEAT

J. J. Edmond's (San Prancisco, Cal.) white and
black bitch Chickopee Lass, by Chickopee—
Lilly of Killarney.

D C. Luse's white and brindle dog Lord Mc-
pherson by Trales—Dick's Darling,

BEAT
Dr. S. J. Shaw's white and brindle hitch Lady R.,

by Lord McPhcrson—Jessamine.

T. W. Bartell's white bitch Pearl of Pekin
BEAT

Dr.Van Hummells red dog Babazoun, by Britton

Still— Fascinator.

Pearl of Pekin ... beat Comedy
Verdure Clad beat Dolly

Kathleen beat .... Lady Barton

Liberty beat . . Major Glendyne
Prince Rupert .... beat .... Little Climber
Girl's Favorite .... beat . Master Neversettle

Examiner a bye.

SERIES III.

Master Peter beat ... Lady Alice

Chichopee Lass .... beat . . Prince Charlie

Pearl of Pekin .... beat . . Will-o' the-Wisp
Kathleen beat .... Verdure Clad

Girl's Favorite .... be t Liberty

Examiner beat . . Prince Rupert

SERIES IV.

Chicopee Lass .... beat .... Master Peter

Pearl of Pekin .... beat Kathleen
Examiner beat . . . Girl's Favorite

SERIES V.

Chicopee Lass .... beat Examiner
Pearl of Pekin, a bye.

SERIES VI.

Chicopee Lass .... beat . . . Pearl of Pekin
I. J. J. Edmond's Chicopee Lass.

Dr.Van HumineH's brindle bitch Verdure Clad,

bv Greensiick—Cotillion,
BEAT

H. C. Lowe's l-rindle bitch Lanchashire Lass, by
Lord Neversettle— Partera.

Dr. S. J. Shaw's white and brindle bitch Dolly,

by Trales—Humming Bird,
BEAT

D. C. Luce's black bitch Lady in Black, by Trales
Dick's Darling.

J. J. Edmonds' white and brindle bitch Kath-
leen, by Killarney—Calvereen,

BEAT
Alfred Haigh's white ani blndle dog Master

Glendyne, by Trales—Little Lady Glendyne.

D. C Luse's fawn bitch Lady Barton, by Trale.-^

—Dick's Darling.
BEAT

T. W. Bartell's white and bl -ck bitch Irish Lass,

by St. Patrick—Daisj Dublin.

Price and R(Jyce's white and brindle dog Major
Glendyne by Trales—Little Lady Glendyne.

BEAT
N. Q. Pope's white and brindle dog Highland

Warrior, by Balkis—Cassand a.

H. C. Lowe's brindle bitch Liberty, by Lord Nev-
ersettle—Partera

,

BEAT
D G. Page's white and brindle dog Puzzler, by

Lord Neversettle— Partera.

. . W. Bartell's Pearl of Pekin.

3. Charles S. Wieland's Examiner.
Fourth prize divided among H. C. Lowe's Mas-

ter Peter, J. J. Edmond's Kathleen and T. F.

Foncannon's Girl's Favorite.

Great Bend Derby.
For sixteen greyhounds, eighteen months old

and younger. Entrance fee I5, the winner to

receive 50 per cent of entrance money and $50

cash, donated by the Morrison House, Great

Bend, and cup or medal by the National Grey-

hound Club, New York. The runner up 50 per

cent of the remaining money, and $25 by the cit-

izens of Great Bend. Third and Fourth, 25 per

cent of the remaining money after second divi

sion. Affidavit of iige must be made by owner.
Twenty-two entries.

SERIES I.

D. C Luse's fawn bitch Starlight, by Norwegian
—Buenritero,

BEAT
Charles S. Wieland's white and black bitch

Morning Call, by Dan B.—Lady F:nima.

J. Herbert Watson's black dog Royal Crest, by
Greentick—Royal Rate.

BEAT
D. C. Luse's black dog Laplander, by Trales—

Dick Darling.

Dr. Van Hummell's brindle dog Van's Richard,

by Babazoun—Verdure Clad,
BEAT

Charles S. Wieland's black and white dog Chron-
icle, by Dan B.—Lady Emma.

Dr. Van Hammell'sred dog Van's Peter, by Ba-

bazoun—Carmine,
BEAT

D. C. Luse's fawn bitch Lavinie, by Trales—
Dick's Darling.

T. F. Foncannon's red bitch Emporia La.ss, by
Lord McPherson—Teenie,

BEAT
John Russell's brindle and white dog Britton

Yet, by Prince Trales' Glendyne—Busy Bee.

J. V. Brinkman's while and brindle dog Bob
Hood, by Lord McPherson—Jessamine,

BEAT
John Russell's white and black dog Black Prince,

by Prince Trales Glendyne—Busy Bee.

H.C.Lowe's white and black dog Twister, by
Lord Neversettle—White Lips.

BEAT
Richard Tavlor's black and white bitch Belle

Barton, by Trales—Thorna.

Robert Smart's blue bitch Blue Maid, by Tom
Sayers—Daisy,

BEAT
T. F. Foncannon's brindle Salvator, by Lord Mc-

Pherson—Tennie.

H. C Lowe's white and black do^ Gallant Boy,

by I.^rd Neversettle—White Lips,
HEAT

Dr. Van Hummell's brindle bitch Viola, by
Babazoun-Verdure Clad.

Dr. Van Hummell's red dog Van Ness, by Baba-
zoun—Verdure Clad,

BEAT
Dr. S. J. Shaw's black dog Orphan Boy.

D. C. Luse's white and fawn dog Living Yet, by
Trales—Dick's Darling.

BEAT
Dr. Van Hummell's red and white dog Van's

General, by Babazoun—Verdue Clad.

SERIES II.

Royal Crest beat Starlight

Van's Richard beat .... Emporia I«ass

Diving Yet, a bye.

Two Twitters Kxplnlnlntf the Helatlons

of the Antagonistic Bodies.

The following letters received for pub-

lication in relation to the matter of dis-

pute between the American Kennel Club

and the New Jersey Kennel Club will ex-

plain themselves. The letters are as fol-

lows :

New York, October, 22, 1891.

Aft . Georgf L. IVtlnis, secretary JV.J. K. C.

Dear Sir : You are hereby invited to attend the

meeting of the Advisory Committee, to be held

Wednesday Oct. 28, at 3 P. M., at the office of the

A. K. C, when an opportunity will be afforded

you to show cause why the New Jersey Kennel
Club should not be proceeded against under Arti-

cle IX, Section 1 of the constitution of the A. K.
C, as per notice sent you by registered letter

September 28, 1891. You are al.so requested to

produce the books of the N. J. K. Club at said

meeting. Yours truly,

A. P. Vredenburgh, Secretary.

Jersey City, N. J., October 28, 183 .

To A. P. I 'redenbiirgh, Esq., Sec'y A. K. C.

Dear Sir : The N. J. K. C. begs to acknowl-
edge the receipt of your favor ot September 28,

enclosing the resolution concerning il passed by
the Executive Committee of the A. K C, on
September 24 last, and also the receipt of your
favor of the 22d instant, inviting our secreUry.

Mr. Williams, to appear before the Advisory
Coinmitiee on October 28, i8<)i. The N. J. K. C.

begs to say that up to the present time a copy of

the charges to be preferred against it, as per the

resolution, has not been received, and that il is

of the opinion that they have not as yet been
promulgated, and if such is the fact, requests as

early a compliance with the resolution of the

Executive Committee, which the N. J. K. C. is

bound to presume was regularly adopted, as is

consistent with the rules of that body. In reply

to the personal invitation extended to Mr. Wil-

liams, our secretary, which of course is meant
to extend to the club, the N.J. K. C. begs to say

that it appreciates the more than kind invita-

tion to aid with its advice the "so called" Advi-

sory Committee, and while it is peculiarly s-us-

ceplible of the implied soundness of its advice,

must, in this instance, decline to consult with

the "so-called" Advisory Committee for reasons

which must be manifest, but if the ".so called "

Advisory Committee still desires advice in this

matter, the N. J. K. C. respectfully suggests thi.t

it apply to some other club, that, under a fair

interpretation of the word would be considered
neutral. The N. J. K. C. also declines to pro-

duce the books before the "so-called" Advisory
Committee, but it is ready at all times to give to

the A. K. C. all proper information applied for

in the proper manner. The N. J. K. C. requests

in future that il be ffiven the statutory notice of

any action concerning ft, taken or to betaken.
bytheA.K. C. Respectfully,

C. J. Peshall, President N. J. K. C.

KENNEL. REGISTEU.

We make no charge for entries in this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made on our blank forms which will

be furnished free by sending to this office

for them,
WHELPS.

POSTEN & BURDELL'S (Columbus, O.) English
setter bitch Florence Gladstone (Gladstone-
Florence) whelped three dogs and eight

bitches by Roderigo, November i.

W. B. FORBE'S (Grimsby. Canada) English mas-
tiff bitch Ilford Bess (Trust—Bess) whelped
seven dogs and seven bitches by same own-
er's Grimsby Caution (Melrose Caution-
Minna), October 2, 1891.

SALES.

E. H. MORRIS, Red Bank, N. J., sold his pair of

Gortlon setter pups by Zango, out of Sal-

mont, to Smith Bros., Deep River, Conn.

EBERHART PUG KF:nNELS. Cincinnati, O.,

sold their Italian greyhound Earl to Mr. Eu-
gene Hall, Burlington, Wis.

Tma, Italian greyhound, to Mr. M. C. Mc-
Donold, St. Louis, Mo.

W. B. McCLOUD, Hyattsville.Ohio, sold his liver

and white ticked pointers
Mack's Juno, whelped July i, 1890, to C. W.
Hughes, Foslorio, Ohio.

Max Leslie, by Leslie, out of Mack's Juno,
whelped August 8, 1S91, to C. F. Talley, Hy-
atlsviUe, Ohio.

Dick Leslie, same pedigree, to Thomas Wells,

Bellefonte, Ohio.
Prince Leslie, same pedigree, to I. L. Duck-
worth, Berlin, Ohio.

Captain Lisle, same pedigree, to John Thomas,
Hyattsville, Ohio.

Bob Mack, Gordon setter, whelped April 2,

1891, to E. Blaney, Hyattsville, Ohio.

Ray Mack, Gordon setter, whelped April 2.

1891, to D. Bander, Hyattsville, Ohio.

\\

FOR FIELD TRIAL HONORS.

The P. K. C. Entries for the All-aged

and Members' Stakes.

EDITOR Fanciers' Journal.
Enclosed please find complete list of

the entries for the All-aged and Mem-
bers' Stakes of the Philadelphia Kennel
Club's Field Trials to be held at Deatons-

ville, Va., on December 14, 1891. The
All-aged Stake contains twenty-six en-

tries, of which there are thirteen English

setters, six pointers six Irish setters and
one Gordon setter. The Members' Stake
contains nineteen entries, of which there
are twelve English setters, six pointers
and one Gordon setter.

This a large increase in numbers over
previous years, and it is certainly very
encouragmg to the kennel club to note
the names of many famous dogs on the
list. The quality and character of the
dogs entered in the Philadelphia trials

and the large attendance place the club
among the foremost in the country.
The dogs entered in the trials are owned

exclusively by members of the club, but
as the membership is not confined to
residents of Philadelphia it will be seen
that a number of noted dogs, already
field trial winners, are entered by promi-
nent sportsmen from different sections of
the country. C. E. Connell,

Secretary Philadelphia Kennel Club.

All-aure Stake—KngrllHh Setters.
F. R. Hitchcock's black and white dog Tory

Tieutenant, 2 years, by Jean Val Jean-
Princess Helen.

V. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan bitch
Tory Pelronella, 2 years, by Roderigo—Belle
of Bridgeport.

F. S. Brow.\'s black, white and tan dog Edge
Mark, 3 years, by Ski Imore—Flo Maclin.

F. S. Brown's black, white and tan bitch Peg
Woffington, 2 years, by Ben Hill—Nora.

B. RriKJWAY's black, white and tan bitch Lou
Noble, 3 years, by Count Noble—Alphonsine.

L. Shuster, Jr.'s blue belton dog Ezra Noble, 3
years, by Count Noble—Alphonsine.

L. Shuster, Jr.'s blue belton dog Old Smed, 2
years, by Ezra Noble—Cornelia G.

J. O'H. Denny's black, white and tan dog Joe
Lewis, 2 years, by Count Noble—Fannie.

Dr. Alexander Glass' black and white dog
Bob H., 6 years, by Count Noble—Belle BoycT

E. W. Clark's black, white and tan dog Rod
Gem, 6 years, by Roderigo—Gem.

I}r. J. A. Hartman's black, white and tan bitch
Albert's Duchess, 2 years, by Warwick Albert
—Princess Belton.

Arthur Burt's black and white dog Roanoke, 2
years, by Bosh—Lottie B.

W. B. Smith's orange and white dog Ben Hur, 4
years, by Ide—Leda.

Pointers.

J. W. M. Cardeza's liver and white bitch Ge-
nesta, by King of Kent—Hops.

J. W. M. Cardeza's liver and white dog David
of Delphos, by Dick of Delphos—Westmore-
land Bessie

C. E. Connell's liver white dog Rock 11,4 years,
by Graphic—I.Ady Belle.

Charles Heath's liver and white dog Pontiac,
5 years, by Milton Bang II—Climax.

Charles Heath's liver and white dog Arthur,
5 years, by Graphic—Meally.

S. Murray Mitchell's liver and white bitch
D.iisy, 7 years, imported from F'ngland.

Irish Setters.
Dr. G. G. Davis' red bitch Silk, 3 years, by

Chief—Gypsy Maid.

Dr. G.G.Davis' red bitch Spinaway, 3 years,
by Chief—Tyrrell's Nellie.

C. T. Tho.mpson's red dog Rockwood, 3 years,
by Desmond II—Luray III.

Harlan Price's red dog Merlin, 2 vears, by
Grab—Flora S.

Harlan Price's red dog Beau II, i year, by Fly
—Nora S.

C. T. Thompson and W. h. Child's red dog
Limerick, 6 years, by Glenelcho—Nora.

Gortlon Setters.
B. Frank Hall's black and tan dog Flash, 6

years.

Members' Stake—English Setters.
F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan dog

Roi d'Or, 4 years, by Roderigo—Bo-Peep.
F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan bitch

Tory May, 2 years, by Roderigo—Bo-Peep.
F. S. Brown's black, white and tan dog Edge

Mark, 3 years, by Skidmore—Flo Maclin.
B. RiDGWAY's black and white dog King's Mark,

5 years, by King Noble—Belle Belton.

J. O'H. Denny s black, white and tan dog Joe
Lewis, 2 years, Count Noble—Fannie.

Dr. Alex. Glass' black and white dog Bob H.,
6 years. Count Noble— Belle Boyd.

E. W. Clark's black and tan dog Rod Gem. 6
years, Roderigo—Gem.

Charles Heath's lemon' and white bitch Lena,
1 year, by Prince Lucifer—Junean.

Arthur Bcrt's black and white dog Roanoke,
2 years, by Bosh—Lottie B.

Isaac Vearsley, Jr.'s lemon and white dog
Keno, 4 years, by Roybel III—Fraud.

W.B.Smith's lemon and white dog Ben Hur
Franklin, 4 years, by Ike—Leda.

Kdward V. Dougherty's lemon and white dog
Grover, Lighning—Rosy Morn,

Pointers.
J. W. M. Cardeza's liver and white dog David of

Delphos. by Dick of Delphos—Westmoreland.
C. E. Connell's liver and white dog Rock II, 4

years, by Graphic—Lady Belle.

J. H. WiNSLOWs liver and white bitch Bloonio
III, 3 years, by Lad of Bow—Bloonio.

Charles Heath's liver and white dog Pontiac
5 years, by Milton Bang II—Climax.

Charles Heath's liver and whit*: dog .\rlhur,
5 years, by Graphic—Meally.

S. Murray Mitchell's lemon and white dog
Sport II, 6 years, by Sport—Daisy.

Gordon Setters.
B. Prank Hall's black and tan dog Flash, 6

years.
—-•

THE PASTEUR TREATMENT.

Some Cfrave Mistakes in the Doctors's

Reasoning as Proved by Statistics.

Caroline E. White in Philadelphia Ledger.

On my return from a long journey my
attention has just been called to an arti-

cle headed "Hydrophobia" in your issue

of October 2, praising in the high-

est manner the treatment of Pasteur for

hydrophobia, and claiming that in the

past five years he has saved 1330 lives.

I was greatly surprised to see this letter

in your columns, signed W. W. K., as I

thought that the Pasteur bubble was al-

most as nearly exploded as that of the

Koch lymph, and that few or no medical
men could be found now to advocate the

Pasteurian treatment of hydrophobia.
Several of the most eminent scientists of

Europe have come out openly against it,

and two French physicians. Dr. Lutaud
and Professor Peter, the great clinician, in

the Academy of Medicine at Paris, have
written pamphlets demonstrating the fal-

.sity of Pasteur's claim to having saved a
number of lives by his inoculalion.s.
W. H. K. admits that ninety persons

have died of hydrophobia after haviag
been inoculated by Pasteur, but the num-
ber is, in reality, much greater. Dr.
Lutaud keeps an exact account of all

tho.se who submit to treatment, and fol-

lows up the cases in order to observe the
result, and those who have died in spite
of the inoculations amount more nearly
to 200 thai! to ninety. We can furnish a
complete list to any one who desires it of
all those who have died, their nationality
and the circumstances attending their
death. Such a mortality as that is only
what we should expect if there were no
Pasteur and no prophylatic for hydro-
phobia. Any reflecting person can see
that if Pasteur has saved, as he claims to
have done, 1330 lives during the last five

years, in cases the majority of which oc-
curred in France, the mortality from
hydrophobia must have been very much
diminished, but this is by no means the
case. The statistics taken of the deaths
in France show exactly the contrary. Of
course, if Pasteur has .saved 1330 persons
that would have otherwise died of hydro-
phobia during the last five years, that
represents about 260 a year, and, allow-
ing that sixty of these come from other
countries (which is a large allowance),
that leaves 200 for France—200 lives that
he has saved each year in France. Of
course these 200 a year would have died
before he discovered his so-called cure
and began his treatment. Do the statis-

tics prove this to be the case ? Here
they are, copied from the tables of the
mortality in France, which state that the
number of deaths from hydrophobia
were as follows

:

1850
1851

1852

1853

1854
1855
1856

1857
1858

1859
i860
1861

27 1862
12

46
^7

1863
1864
1 86s

21 1866
21

20
1867
1868

15

'3
12

18

1869
1870
1871

1872
30l

. 26

49
.66
,48

H
57
56
36
36

M
15

So we see that if they had been doubled
and trebled they never could have reached
the amount that Pasteur claims must
have existed since, or he could not have
saved them. In the department of the
Seine, particularly, where Dr. Dujardin
Beaumetz, oflScer of health, gives us the
most exact statistics, the number of deaths
from hydrophobia was only one less in the
four years after Pasteur began his treat-

ment than in the four years preceding it.

There must be, then, some grave mis-
take in Pasteur's reasoning. There cer-

tainly is, and it is this. We wonder that

W. W. K. did not perceive it. He says
that Pasteur divides all his patients into
three classes. First, those bitten by dogs
absolutely proved to be rabid. Second,
those bitten by dogs where a competent
veterinary surgeon had made a diagnosis
of rabies. Third, those persons bitten
by dogs alleged to be mad, but which es-
caped or were killed without having been
submitted to experimental proof or to
competent ob-servers.

This is all very well so far, but where is

the great class of those who have been
bitten by dogs neither mad nor supposed
to be mad ? We all know what an im-
mense number of people, children as well
as adults, are bitten by dogs either
through ferocity or from a momentary
irritation in consequence of being teased
or of having a bone taken from them

—

dogs that everybody knows are not mad,
and that no one thinks for a moment of
claiming to be so. Yet all such cases in
France, or most of them, at least, flocked
to Pa.steur (some even went to him from
a slight scratch administered by a dog),
and they swelled the amount of those
who, as they did not die of hydrophophia,
never having been bitten by a rapid dog,
were claimed to have been saved through
his instrumentality.
A most judicious and sensible com-

mentary upon all this extravagant talk
about Pasteur was made by a physician
of this city at the meeting of the State
Medical Society last year, when he asked
if it was not singular that where there
were so many thousund cases of hydro-
phobia in France in late years, according
to Pasteur's figures, that right acro-ss the
border in Germany there were not any at
all ? Another most serious result of Pas-
teur's inoculations is that they have had
the eflect of producing a disease, called
by the physicians "paralytic rabies,"
from which several have died who have
been proved never to have been bitten by
any rabid animal. If it were not that it

would make this article too long I would
mention them in detail, as we have all

the particulars. I w ill, however, allude
to the case of Dr. Stevens, which occurre<l
in Brooklyn at the end of last winter.
Together with another physician he
made an autopsy on the body of a man
named Kendall, supposed to have died of
hydrophobia, at the Chambers Street
Hospital. Dr. Stevens had at the time
a slight sore upon his finger, which he
had acquired while dissecting about three
weeks before. He noticed that the sore
was not perfectly healed, and fearing
there might be some danger of contract-
ing hydrophobia, he went to Dr. Gibier,
at the head of the Pasteur Institute, in

New York. an<l asked to be inoculated.
Dr. Gibier told him he did not believe he
was in any danger of hydrophobia, but
in order to quiet his fears he began the
inoculation, under what is called the in-

tensive treatment.
He continued the inoculations for four-

teen days, and just as the last was com-
pleted Dr. Stevens became ill. The most
marked symptom in his case was paraly-
sis, as it is in all the cases of "paralytic
rabie.s." He continued to suffer for twelve
days, the paralysis becoming worse all

the time, and at the end of the twelve
days he died. It has since l)ecn stated
that the usual tests have l)eeii applied,
and from them it has Ijeen <liscovere<l

that Kendall did not die of hydrophobia,
but whether he did or not it is very evi-

dent that the disease could scarcely have
been transmitted through him to lir. Ste-
vens. From what then did the latter die ?

Does it not look as if it must have been
the Pasteurian inoculations, and as if

this were another to add to the long list

we have already in F^urope, where the
persons now dead would have been alive

and well had they not gone to Pasteur
for treatment ?

—What a Boston policeman could not
do on Sunday with the aid of a revolver,
a bull dc^ easily accomplished by the
aid of his ferocious countenance. A thief
was fleeing from the policeman, regard-
less of the revolver bullets, when the
bull dog joined in the chase. The thief
at once took refuge in a wagon, where
he was kept by the dog until the police-
man came up. The thief said afterwards
that he didn't care anything alwut the
bullets, but he did respect the dog's jaws.

-.-<

Ala», too True.

Any woman would think as much of
her husband as she does of her dog if the former
always showed that he was as glad to «ee her as
the latter does.

POULTRYan" PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING.

The New York Poultry and Pigeon
Club held an important meeting in New
York la.st week. Many details of the

next show were arranged, but, pending
the decision of the Executive Commit-
tee, which meets shortly, it would be

premature to state them as officially ac-

cepted at present.
*

One very important resolution, how-
ever, was offered and accepted. This was
in providing a class for Cochins to be
judged by Cochin Club rules.

*
* *

This means that the full-feathered and
full-hocked Cochin will make a bid for

public approval. It will also conduce to

a better understanding of the true type
of Cochin.

*
« *

We personally believe that the Ameri-
can Standard of Perfection really demands
such a bird, but that some of our judges
and breeders persist in making it appear
that vulture hock is what the Cochin
Club rules want.

*
* »

To be candid, the vulture hock bug-
l)ear is incongruous. Full-feathered Co-
chins cannot be bred without resorting

to vulture-hocked birds. The .standard

disqualifies for vulture-hocks, so if a

scientific breeder sends a vulture-hocked

bird to a .struggling amateur to improve
the progeny of a scantily feathered lot of

Cochins, the receiver of the bird might
feel highly indignant at the sender Ije-

cause the latter sent him a disqualified

bird.

« *

Abolish the disqualification. It is more
reasonable and just to the breed, and will

do more to create honesty among ex-

hibitors than the arbitrary restriction

now imposed.
»

« *

.Another advantage will be that Co-

chins can be bred in this country without

sending every year to England for full-

feathered binls to l)olster up the loss of
feathers on the American product. This
is a pointer for those who l)elieve in pro-

tecting the "infant industries."

*
» *

The oft-repeated argument that full-

feathered and full-hocked birds are poor
layers is a transparent dodge to get Away
from the main facts. We take no stock

in such argument, for the simple reason

that a bird of feather is not a bird of the

pot or market.
«

Even the lordly Brahma, which lia«

been judiciously bred away from the Co-

chin type, cannot claim to be superior as

a layer over its early progenitors. There
is a sneaking impression abroad that the

Brahmas have ilecreased in this respect.

This is true of all other breeds bred for

feather, unless especial attention has

l>een paid to increa.sing both market and
fancy qualities. The latter is an almost

impossible task, an<l it again shows that

there is a strong dividing line between
"bred for fancy" and "bred for market."

*
« «

We publish in this issue a practical ar-

ticle from the pen of A. F. Hunter which

appeared in the New England Farmer.

Mr. Hunter, in advising how to keep 1000

fowls, is particular to call attention to

the fact that this number is intended for

egg laying only. This will not mislead

begiuners to tackle 1000 fowls and raise

both chick.^ and eggs, and if a little more

j.l
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sucli caution was enibodied in the articles

of practical poultry writers it would add

to the reputation of the poultry press.

«

T. Farrer Rackham has gone to Mont-

gomery, Ala., where he will superintend

the poultry show and judge babies and

crazy quilts for the ladies.

*

W, J. Andrus of Hackensack, N. J.,

purchased a fine breeding pen of buff Pe-

kin bantams of John Diehl. The latter

was the first to import these popular lit-

tle birds into America, and his stock was

always up to the highest standard.

and did not care to use his personal in-

fluence in the columns of The Fanciers'

Journal. The latter gave the facts re-

garding the different locations, and trust-

ed to the good sense and intelligence of

the readers who are also members of the

A. P. A. That's all.

*

We regret that Judge Diehl is dispos-

ing of all his stock, as the fancy has

clung to him for many years, in fact he

is one of the oldest breeders in the States.

However, he still has a small dog show

and pet stock collection left to console

him.

We would, however, consider it policy

for the secretary of the A. P. A. to make

public the vote. Heretofore the vote has

been accepted as reported by the secre-

tary, which was simply to announce that

one place received sufficient votes to en-

title it to the meeting. What the other

places received was a matter of conjec-

ture.

« *

» «

Editor Abell, of the Baltimore Fancier,

called at our office last week. He re-

ports that business in the pigeon world is

looming up nicely, and thinks Philadel-

phia will have a large exhibit of pigeons

next January.
*

« «

One of the officers of the A. P. A. re-

quested us to publicly demand the offi-

cial vote in detail, and we trust the secre-

tary of the above association will re-

spond promptly.
*

* «

The A. P. A. has become a large and

influential body, and the many members

who do not attend its meetings can at

least find a crumb of comfort in knowing

how the officers administer their trust.

So let us have the vote.

• «

Thomas Powell, the well-known black

Spanish breeder, stopped in at The Fan-

ciers' Journal office last week. He
gave us some interesting reminiscences

of his career, and incidentally furnished

us with the life and methods of a well-ad-

vertised Leghorn breeder. As Mr. Pow-

ell furnished the latter with birds and

advice, it would not be out of place here

to credit Tom Powell with being one of

the best judges of brown Leghorns in the

country. His patron saint would cer-

tainly feel reluctant to admit it.

The candidates for the World's Fair

superintendency of the poultry depart-

ment are still singing Digby Bell's fa-

mous song "I Want a Situation," and like

the inimitable Bell they want it badly.

»
* *

*

This goes to show that many quiet and

obscure breeders furnish birds that in

other hands win fame and fortuqe. It is

a pleasure to give such men credit when-

ever we can discover one.

The solid fact remains, however, that

the dreaded Englishman, T. Farrer Rack-

ham has captured a greater portion of the

Amercian fanciers, who are supporting

him nobly for the coveted position. Un-

fortunately he has no Peer.
*

» »

»
« «

A good story is told by Judge Diehl of

an exhibitor who forgot to wash his fowls.

The latter were white Leghorns and the

exhibitor was a tenderfoot. He had

never shown birds before, and his birds

were rather dirty. A kind friend advised

him to wash them thoroughly before the

judge came around the next day. Late

at night, after most of the chicken fan-

ciers had retired to the hotels, our friend

quietly went to work and washed, cleaned,

scraped and fixed up a number of white

Leghorns. To his utter surprise he found

that the judge had failed to give him a

premium. The cause was readily ex-

plained when a fellow exhibitor said to

him :
" I am much obliged to you, Brother

B., for washing my birds. You did it

thoroughly. '

' Brother B. now washes his

birds at home.
* »

We publish in another column a re-

markable piece of information for mem-
bers of the A. P. A. to read. It appeared

in the California Cultivator and Poultry

Keeper, a new and excellent journal pub-

lished in California.

* «

We do not attempt to speak for others

except in a few instances, but as far as

we know Rainier is very much at sea in

his estimates. Philadelphia did not in-

vite the A. P A., and the only man that

favored that city was J. G. Darlington.

The only paper to favor the Quaker City

was the Poultry Bulletin, of New York

City, and it was a graceful act to do so.

The Fanciers' Journal was neutral, as

the poultry editor was a member of the

Executive Committee of the A. P. A.,

Mr. W. Cook, in Poultry, comments

on the Indian games at the Dairy show

as follows:

"I was very pleased to see the Indian

game blood take the lead in this depart-

ment ; it must if the birds are judged
right, because the Indian game blood is

second to none for table purposes. The
prizes did not go to the long-legged spec-

imens of this variety. It was the short

and compact birds which won the day.

I took rather an interest in this variety

after what has been written on the sub-

ject. There were birds from three to

three and onr-half inches taller from the

toe to the beak than the winners. I am
pleased to say it was quality the judge

went in for and not length of leg. We
shall hear a lot more about this variety

during the coming year. No doubt out-

siders will have something to say. It

would be a thousand pities to spoil such

a valuable breed by encouraging longer

legs than they have already got. I be-

lieve the breeders themselves will rather

keep down the length of leg than en-

courage it. The judges have evidently

gone in for the shorter, compact birds the

last two vears."
»

» «

Perhaps after reading the above a few

of our American Indian game experts will

acknowledge that the English breeders

know a thing or two about Indian games.

—Keep no old birds. Young and
vigorous stock always give the best re-

turns. Two year-old hens make the best

return of eggs, and then can be sold for

roasting fowls with a profit. Beyond
that do not go. Make room for younger
birds.

— A large squab may be had by a cross

of the common pigeons with Antwerps.

Select the largest lemales of the common
varieties and mate them with Antwerp
cocks. Squabs are fit for market as soon

as the flight feathers are ready for use or

as soon as the parent birds stop feeding

them, as they are thei very fat ; but as

soon as they have to se ?k their feed for

themselves they become lean and the

flesh becomes dry. They are not dressed,

but killed by simply wriuging the neck.

—

Ohio Poultry Journal.

A KANSAS CYCLONE.

Secretary Sternberg Declares "War

AgainBt the Sage of Natick.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

It seems quite impossible for any fan-

cier to express an opinion or make a

suggestion on any subject connected with

Cochins unless Mr. Felch be first con-

sulted, without Mr. Felch at once ex-

pressing, in the kindly and gentlemanly

style of which he is such a master, his

disapprobation. The writer of this did

but suggest that the New York and Phil-

adelphia associations make classes for

the type of Cochin admired by many

fanciers to the end that the public could

have a fair chance to compare the two

types. The ink is scercely dry on the

suggestion when Mr. Felch is in arms to

fight the movement. Is it any of Mr.

Felch's business, is the question which

arises. Are New York and Philadelphia

also competent to attend to their own

exhibitions, or is it necessary for them to

get permission to do anything from

Natick ? Mr. Felch seems to think that

it is to be just as he says, that a poultry

show or a movement in poultry circles

with Felch left out is illegal, outrageous

and void.

I also in the same article mildly sug-

gested that the light Brahma influence

had been unfortunate for the Cochins in

the past. And Mr. Felch rushes into

print to prove the fact that the word

Cochin cannot be spoken or written with-

out an article jumping red hot from his

pen, thus justifying my allusion. Why
IS it thusly ? The only solution is that

Mr. Felch has assiduously cultivated his

own personality until it has grown be-

yond the modest proportions of an ordi-

nary individual, until in his own estima-

tion he has become a sort of little chicken

Joss, and in his self imposed position of

Deputy Providence he is in charge of the

poultry world and has full license to turn

a very reckless pen loose with or with-

out provocation. In Mr. Felch's position

of Deputy Providence he is fortunate in

being encased in a hide thicker than that

of the rhinoceros, absolutely impene-

trable to ordinary weapons. This puts

him in the local condition of a chicken

Joss. He does not know when he is

dead, and writes as freely and as reck-

lessly and as voraciously with his head

off as he does with it on.

To the ordinary everyday man a writer

would occupy an embarrassing position

who wrote that the reason why he made
an ungentlemanly attack on one who
had never altarked him was because Mr.

Felch had written smarting under the

chagrin of an importation of twenty, four

or five of which were under weight, and it

was that which was the cause of his potent

breach of the ordinar>' customs of decent

society. It was of Cochins he used his

excuse for his act. He left, and intended

to leave, the impression that he had im-

ported quite recently twenty Cochins,

when it was pressed on him that if he

imported Cochins Mr. Felch should not

scold at others for doing the same. Mr.

Felch flatly denies having ever imported

any Cochins at all, thus giving himself

the proud position of having invented

the story of his importation of twenty,

or of having imported some other variety

of fowl and using the result of that im-

portation in a controversy regarding Co-

chins, and suppressing the fact that he

was imposing as an argument against im-

ported Cochins, an importation of an-

other kind, such things would be trou-

blesome to an ordinary mortal, and would

in many minds suggest the old maxim,
"falsus in unum, falsus in omnius,'*

but in his character of a chicken Joss

such things don't count.

We poor every-day mortals made of

common clay must not attempt to set

rules for guiding the actions of the ^eat
Chicken Joss ; we cannot do it. Neither

must we feel hurt or insulted when the

aforesaid Joss sees fit to recognize our

existence with the customary kick.

Every time one of the fanciers who are

not of the angels who hover with pro-

tecting wings around the Joss House
makes a move, the guardian angel

shrieks, the Joss House is attacked and
out rushes the Joss spitting, spluttering

and scolding right and left. Of course,

I for one recognize the absolute neces-

sity for a Joss. New York and Philadel-

phia, of course, know that their exhibi-

tions will be failures if the Joss does not

crook a toe. Therefore I humbly bow
my head to the Joss and beg permission

to live, and also permission to buy and
breed such fowls as my individual taste

may desire, and the further privilege for

those who have common tastes and the

same style of fowls as mine to meet on
some far-off" desert isle, and see each
others' birds and take each other by the

hand. Of course, in a country which is

not free and is ruled by a Joss from Nat-

ick. my request may be regarded as re-

bellious and I be treated to the bastinada,

but, all the same, I press my request.

Joking and .satire apart, fellow fan-

ciers, shall we assert our rights ? Are we
always to be treated as serfs ? Where is

the wrong to the fancy, where is the

wrong to anyone, if some, it matter not

how many or how few, wish to breed full

feathered Cochins and press the claims

of their pets on the Cochin world ? The
answer is. There is no wrong. Then, fel-

low sinners, it is wrong for us to tamely
submit to the dictatorship of I. K. Felch.

I for one will see him in Jericho before I

will submit to his self imposed Joss-ship.

I do not like to be always in a contro-

versy with his majesty the J^ss of Natick,

and yet I do wish to have the poor priv-

ilege of sometimes writing and printing

my humble views. I have thought away
out of the difficulty. Mr. Felch has ar-

rogated to himself the position of deputy
Providence of all poultrydom. Let us

confirm him in his position. He then is

out of the reach of us common mortals,

and what he says and does is out of our
jurisdiction. Let us add to his titles and
authority that of being a common scold,

and pay no more attention to his vapor-

ings, and we will go ahead and attend

serenely to our own business, and if we
shall ever need a ruler over us let us se-

lect some good square every-day chicken
fancier who will never get the big head
and will be willing to let us little fellows

crow just a little.

Theodore Sternberg.
Cochin Hill, Kan., November 2, 1891.

Newspaper Catalogue.

Dauchy & Co.'s Newspaper Catalogue

for 1 891 has made its appearance. It is

of good size, though not too large for

practical use, and contains 694 pages, in

handsome binding. It gives a complete

list of all newspapers, magazines and other

periodicals in the United States and Can-

ada which insert advertisements, cor-

rected up to August of this year. It is

arranged so that the advertiser has a wide

space following the name of each paper

for memoranda of contracts or proposi-

tions made. All information in it is

easily found, and the work seems to have

been done with painstaking care, reflect-

ing great credit on the } ublishers. The
populations for towns are compiled from
the latest official bulletins, and there is

much in the volume not easily accessible

elsewhere. As a business book for prac-

tical advertisers it merits much praise,

and to such it cannot fail to be of great

value. It is issued br Messrs. Dauchy &
Co., Newspaper Advertisement Agency,

27 Park Place, New York.

Pleasant Employment at Good Pay
ThepublishersofSEED-TiMEANDHAR.

vest, an old established monthly, deter-

mined to greatly increase their subscrip-

tion lists, will employ a number of active

agents for the ensuing six months at I50
PER MONTH or more if their services

warrant it. To insure active work an

additional cash prize of |ioo will be

awarded the agent who obtains the larg-

est number of subscribers. "The early

bird gets the worm." Send four silver

dimes, or twenty 2-cent stamps with your

application, stating your age and terri-

tory desired, naming some prominent
business man as reference as to your

capabilties, and we will give you a trial.

The 40 cents pays your own subscription

and you will receive full particulars

Address

SEED-TIME AND HARVEST
La Plume, Pa.

—Our Christmas number will be a big

one, and no mistake about it either.

CARING FOR lOOO FCWLS.

One Man Can Do It -with the As-
sistance of a Boy or GHrl.

A. F. Hunter in New England Farmer.

There has been some questioning as to

whether or not one man could take care

of a thousand fowls. It is generally be-

lieved that he can not—that the day

would not be long enough for doing all

the tasks incident to taking good care of

that number. Some have claimed that

five hundred was all that one man could

well care for, and Mr. Rankin said much
would depend upon how the houses were

arranged, etc. ; that he would rather

undertake the care of five hundred in

some buildings than two hundred in

other buildings he had seen.

We have been making some careful

calculations as to time required to do the

work in our poultry houses, which in-

cludes feeding three times a day, water-

ing twice daily, and rinsing the basins

once, cleaning the* droppings from the

roost-platforms, making up the mash for

the next day's breakfast, collecting the

eggs, etc., and we conclude that one

energetic man could take the entire

charge of a thousand fowls housed as we
house ours, and fed and cared for as we
now feed and care for them. We may
not come up to the most exacting stand-
ard in the matter of care and feeding.
Our aim has been to get the maximum of
egg yield and profit with the minimum
of labor which would produce that profit

;

we have tried to avoia all purely "lancy"
methods and do only the things neces-
sary to the good health of the flocks,

proper cleanliness, etc., and the fact that
our average egg-yield per fowl kept per
year for six years and average net profit
per fowl is, respectively 151 eggs and
|2.73>^ will convince any candid reader
that we do not seriously neglect the
poultry on our farm.
Our buildings were illustrated and de-

scribed November 29, 1890. We have
twenty-three pens and intend to put 300
birds in them. To feed those 300 requires
the opening and shutting of the gates
between the yards, or going into each
pen if they are fed inside, and the grain
is scattered as if sown ; or if it is the
morning mash it is distributed upon the
feed trough in such a manner that all

the birds in the pen can have access to it

at one time. We find it takes from six-
teen to twenty minutes each time to feed
our 300, and we estimate an hour and a
half for each feed for the 1000 fowls
housed and fed similarly. It takes about
half an hour to clean* up the droppings
from our houses, and we think two hours
per day would do that for the 1000. Half
an hour for the morning watering, and
an hour for the afternoon rinsing and
watering would cover that work ; an
hour and a half for making up the morn-
ing mash and an hour for collecting and
caring for the eggs, and the bulky work
is accomplished. Our day would be di-

vided somewhat as follows

:

A. M. : 5.30 to 7, morning feed
; 7 to 7.30, man's

breakfast; 7.30108, morning watering ; 8 to 10,
clean roost platforms ; 10.30 to 12 noon, mid-day
feed; P. M. : 12 to i, man's dinner ; i to 2.30
mash for breakfast ; 2.3010 3.3', rinse water pans
and fill ; 3.30 to 5, last feed

; 5 to 6, collect eggs
;

6, man's supper.

As a matter of fact the time is not so
sharply divided, in railway schedule
fashion and incidental things come in, or
can be brought in to the above divisions.

Then, also, there is the half hour between
10 and 10.30 unappropriated, and on our
farm two days in the week we do not
make mash, so that there is time for "in-
cidentals." With us Sunday is one of
the no-mash days, and we do not clean
roost platforms on that day ; the only
labor being the three feeds and two
waterings and collecting the eggs.
We do not wish to be understood as

arguing that it would be an economical
expenditure of time for a man to "hustle"
the work as above scheduled. Much of
the work can be done by a trusty boy (or

girl either) and the man's time go to
other interests. Then, too, that division
of time leaves out of consideration the
hatching and rearing of chicks and many
other incidentals of poultry work, the
schedule being calculated solely for an
egg-farm ; that is, for 1000 fowls kept for

egg-production. If a man should set

himself the task of caring for 1000 fowls
we believe he could do it if buildings,
etc., favored him as ours favor us and his
fowls were divided up into small families
as we divide ours. He would find it

policy, however, to have a trusty boy or
girl to assist at the feeding, do the water-
ing and rinse the water pans, assist at
collecting eggs (or do all of it) leaving
the man free for other work. In-chicken
time another helper shoAld be added, as
hatching and rearing the chickens neces-
sary to reproduce the laying stock prac-
tically doubles the daily labor.

A Plea to Pigeon Fanciers.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

We wish to call the attention of all

pigeon fanciers and breeders of America
and Canada that the American Colum-
barian Association earnestly begs of

them to lend the American Columbarian
Association a helping hand by joining

the same and making it one of the strong-

est organizations in th s country. It is

to the benefit of every true fancier and
breeder. Since the organization of the

the A. C. A. the pigeon fancy has in-

creased forty per cent, and the quality

of birds to-day is surely eighty |)er cent

better than ever before. Come, brother

fanciers, join us and help us make this

one of the grandest clubs of breeders in

this or any other country. We are on a
good solid footing now, and all we desire

is an increase of membership.
There are many, many good breeders

who are not members that should be. It

surely is not the insignificant sum asked
as an initiation fee and dues, nor can a
true fancier say that the association is

run for the interest of any clique. Many
may ask what benefit there is in being a
member. We will say that in the future
wherever the A. C. A. meets will be
found nothing but the best birds. Prizes
can now be offered, fit for any fancier to
enter and compete for, also the best tal-

ent can be secured for the position of
judges, etc. Furthermore, there will be
no dark and obscure corners partitioned
off" to the pigeon fanciers at |K)ultry

shows. We will be recognized and given
our just demand. Our birds will increase
in value tenfold. We will awaken the
love of the fancy in old-time fanciers
who have withdrawn for the lack of in-

terest displayed.

Come, brother fanciers, give us a help-
ing hand and become a member of the
A. C. A., and have the same right we all

enjoy. We are not pleading for ourselves
but for the whole fancy at large. At the
last meeting of the A. C. A. life member-
ship was abolished, and now all are to

pay $1 yearly dues and $2 initiation

fee. provided you join at once, and be-

fore the next meeting of the A. C. A. at

Louisville, January, 1892, after which the
initiation fee will be increased to $5.

Take advantage of this opportunity and
send in your application for meml)ership
at once, and join a club that wishes to

promote the interest of your pets, and
desires to make you a better fancier.

Your birds will also bring a higher price

and be given full justice at the shows,
and not passed upon as a lot of common
stock. You will become better acquainted
with your brother fanciers.

Any person desiring to join us, who
may wish further information, may write

me, and I will cheerfully respond. There
are no more of our rules and constitutions

at present on hand, besides the old rules

have been revised, and the competent
committee that has been appointed I

assure all will report with new rules and
by-laws that will be a credit to any club
in the country. I hope to see many of
those fanciers who are shining lights be-

fore the fraternity send in their applica-

tions for memljership, for which I shall be
very grateful. Very respectfully,

George Ewald, Sec'y A.*C. A.

Cincinnati, O., November 2, 1891.

—A correspondent reports the follow-

ing conversation :

"Mrs. McManus, will ye lind me your
poll parrot?"

"Indade Oi won't. Oi lint ye me
poodle dog wanst, an' whin Oi got him
back he barked jist loike an Oirish tarrier.

What would becum of me poll parrot

!

SUure, she'd have a brogue."

The FARMER'S IJen

as AN ^GG-MflCHINE.

C. S. Valentine in Country Cientlenian.

What is to be thought of the poultry-

men's claim that the hen is so susceptible

to the influences which are brought to

bear upon her that, by certain well-de-

fined methods of treatment, she can be

made to shell out eggs with almost the

precision of a first-class machine ? Will

this apply to the farmer's hen ?

In this era of the world's progress we
may almost say that the farmer is a ' 'ma-

chine-made man," in the sense that so

much of his work is done by machines

which he controls and works to suit his

purposes. Why, then, should not this

man of machines be successful with the

egg-machine ? For one simple reason

—

no machine will do its work well except

under conditions which make that work
possible. A machine must have the

oversight of a master mind to see that it

runs as it was intended to do, without
hindrance from outside influences, with-
out clogging of the working parts. So
with the egg-machine ; conditions must
be made favorable for its working, hin-
drances must be removed, things which
clo^ its working gear must be thrown out
of Its way.
Some of the hindrances to the success-

ful working of this machine have been
alluded to in ^considering "her rights."

They are mainly lack of proper housing,
proper food, exercise in winter, and fresh

water ; also the attacks of vermin and
disease. The one lack which will include
and explain all the others is lack of at-

tention. If the farmer must concentrate
his attention on larger machines which
he believes to pay better ; if his wife is so
pressed with jndoor duties that she can
not give the fowls the needed attention

;

and if the children are so young or .so

unreliable that they cannot be depended
on for this work ; then I fear there is no
hope of making the farmer's hen into a
highly profitable machine, though at her
worst she may pay for her keejnng, un-
less so placed that she is destructive to

other interests. It pays, in one sense, to

keep hens to supply eggs for the table,

even if the cost equals the market value
of the eggs. This is supposing that one's
table is really supplied with fresh pro-

ducts ; but the lack of close attention to

the egg-machines, especially in summer,
results in so much stale product, so much
"chicken on the half shell," that in such
case one might almost as well buy. Hens
at large will steal their nests unless close-

ly watched, and addled eggs will find

their way to our tables.

With regard to feeding, we may do
well to take a lesson from other nia-

chines. Is not the man who "feeds the
machine" a most important worker, a
chief factor in its profitable working, so
that he often gets better pay than any
other helper ? If he fails in his duty,
will the machine ever work up to its full

capacity ? In selecting food for the egg-
machine, three points are always to be
considered : First, is the proposed food
health promoting ? Second, does it also

promote egg-production ? Third, is it

cheap ? The mistake generally made is

to place the last first, or perhaps to ignore
the other two altogether, and to consider
the point of cheapness only. For this

reason com is used almost exclusively
whenever food is considered necessary.
There are still a few men of experience
who insist that corn is even yet the great
stand-by ; but the majority of them now
use it very carefully, and only in quanti-
ties sufficient to furnish heat in winter.
Again, one prominent authority asserts

that little beside clover and some lean
meat are necessary to make hens shell

out like veritable machines. Clover is

certainly an excellent food, and it com-
bines al/ the requirements of a desirable

egg ration ; it is healthful, it is excellent
to promote egg-production, it is cheap.
Owing to circumstances, I use neither
clover nor corn in quantity. Bran and
ground feed serve my hens for a break-
fast ration, oats for a light feed at noon
(they are close yarded), and wheat or

buckwheat for supper, with a little corn,

meat and bone meal as accessories, and
chopped raw vegetables for green stuff'.

The very evident preference of the hens

for corn should prevent its being con-
demned entirely, as their preferences are
an excellent guide to their needs in most
respects; but I think the preference in

this case is for the large kernels. It is

quite generally admitted that an exclusive
corn diet induces a state of the system
favorable to the spread of cholera, and
corn should therefore be used with judg-
ment. Lean breeds will bear more of it

than others.
Two important points, in which failure

is almost universal on tlie farm, are the
furnishing of green food and fresh water
daily in winter. The water freezes and
is a nuisance, but it is essential to laying
hens. The farmer really has things m
his own hands ; for be has—or should
have—both the clover and the vegetables
which form so large a part of a cheap
egg ration, while the professional poultry-
man has these to buy, even if he can pro-
cure them at all. The only points where
the latter has an advantage are in experi-
ence and careful attention, both of which
are attainable bv the owner of the "farm
hen."

SHIPPING FOWLS.

Here Is a Hint for Shippers of Fine
Poultry to Ponder Over.

Editor Fancikr.s' Journal.

I have just received a coop of fowls

—

ordered from a prominent breeder—in

the interior of New York State, and want
to state for the benefit of fanciers in gen-
eral just how they were sent and in what
condition they arrived. My order was
for two Indian game pullets, two Indian
game cockerels—early hatched—and a
white Leghorn cockerel, especially large,

to improve the size of my white Leghorn
stock. I state these facts that you can
judge better when I tell you they came
in a single coop one by three feet and
twenty inches high, narrowing to six

inches wide on top. There was three
square feet floor s]>ace for five fowls,
nearly gr-wn, to make a journey of 1500
miles and to be six days on the way. All
this was known to tlie shipper. There
was no arrangements for a supply of
feed, and the watering cuj) was placed
only two inches from the floor and made
a very convenient place to catch the drop-
pings, and when it reached here it was
two-thirds full of manure, well saturated
with water. That was all the fowls had
to drink and. of course, they drank of it.

When the fowls were liberated they
could not stand, and the two game cock-
erels are still unable to go about. I do
not say this in a spirit of complaint, but I

cannot see why a person shipping in large
quantities should not use l>etter judg-
ment .and protect the interests of his cus-
tomers. If this was the first time I had
cause for complaint I would not mention
it. Last season I bought two coops of
fowls from the interior of New York
State, .sent the man his price and money
to pay express to the Clyde Steamship
Company's wharf. To my surprise when
they arrived there were advance charges
to New York City of $4.^0 on six birds,
and as soon as the fowls were taken out of
the coop and the coop cleane«l I weighed
it and found that the dry goods box (not
a coop) weighed just thirty two pounds.
The latter was to carry six birds only.
This was the other extreme. When I re-

monstrated, the shipper said he had been
in the business twenty years and ought
to know how to ship fowls by this time,
and I agreed with him that he ought to
know, but the money sent him to prepay
express charges is a{ interest yet. Yours
truly, K. W. Am.SDEN.
ORMOND-ON-THE-HAI.irAX, Fla.. Nov. 2.

—Boil fresh mushrooms in a little

milk, season with p(,'pper. salt and lemon
juice, thicken with cornstarch. Make a
plain omelet. When ready to turn, drop
some of the mushrooms in the centre,
fold over, turn and dish

;
pour mush-

rooms round the omelette and serve.

—Be sure to close the egress holes oc

your pigeon loft at night, or you are lia-

ble to find your entire flock wiped out of
existence by a cat or other "varmint."
It is also advisable to lock the pigeon
house. Many breeders and fanciers have
suffered big losses through theft, as
thieves are sure to take the birds when
visiting a loft.

N
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A Visit to Sandacre Farm.—Home
of Bantams and Fine Fo^wls.

We arrived at Sandacre Farm at dusk,
after a brisk drive of some two and a

half miles from the depot of Quogue.
The country traversed reminded ns some-
what of llammonton, N. J., the white
sandy soil and pine and oak wooks bein^
characteristic of both places. As we ap-

proached Sandacre Farm a change oc-

curred, however, and the briney breezes

that came from the Atlantic dispelled

the thouj^ht that Quogue is like the
south Jersey town. It was such a cool,

exhilarating air that a regular sea shore
appetite was the result. Frank Gaylor
evidently expected to find us hungry,
for no sooner had we crossed the thresh-

old of his door we were asked to take
supper. The latter was commensurate
with a much stronger appetite than ours,
and we m voluntarily bethought ourselves
of Kd. Thompson, who as a gra.stronomic
wonder has no equal.
Once in the clutches of Gaylor, a man

can do nothing except eat, drink and
talk chicken. With a lantern we pro-
ceeded on a tour of inspection, but a
nightly view of fowldom is not satisfac-
tory, so we deferred critical inspection
until the next morning.
As we looked over Sandacre Farm the

next morning we were convinced that the
name was well chosen. The soil is sandy,
and vegetation is neither luxuriant nor
are there many trees or shrubs to relieve
the level stretch of land that extends to
the small bay or inlet. The latter is

separated from the Atlantic Ocean by a
ri.lge of sand hills. On stonnv days,
when the .surf runs high, the 'mighty
waves can be distinctly seen from the
house of Mr. Gaylor.
The first buildings we inspected were

four new ones built on Frank Gaylor's
plan. They are each 8 by 12 feet, with a
6 by 6 feet annex for a shed. The latter
is enclosed by glass, as the moist and
sharp winds make such provision neces-
sary, especially in winter. Only a small
window is placed in the hou.se. The lat-
ter is made of matched Ijoards and the
outside covered with Nepon.set roofing.
In tlie.se houses and yards we found
choice buff Cochins, Indian games and
Brahmas.
We then proceeded to the "bantam

houses." as Mr. Gaylor calls them. The.se
are three in number, one 16 by 20 feet,
containing four pens, and two 6 by 12
containing two pens.
The sight in.side of these buildings was

bewildering. Such a collection of ban-
tams in one building we have never seen.
Re<l pile games of superior station and
good color were i)lentiful, while the ele-
gant little black reds and silver duck-
wings were things of beautv. We saw a
number of birds in this lot' that bid fair
to win first honors in the best of com-
pany. The Pekins and rose comb blacks
were likewise up to the highest notch of
quality.

Probably the most valuable lot of ban-
tams was that of the Indian games. The
latter, while only few in numbers, are
sure to create a small sized boom. They
are the exact counterparts of the big In-
pian game and. while slill lacking the
perfection in plumage seen in the best
specimens of the latter, will, under Mr.
Gaylor's skillful handling, soon attain
high quality. There were .several suspi-
cious looking bantams around that may
prove popular when once exhibited.
We violate no confidence when we

state that Professor Gaylor is Hamburg-
izing l)antams. or to be more explicit,
bantamiziiig Hamburgs. We noticed a
few very promising silver-pencilled Ham-
burg bantams in the lot. We honestly
believe Gaylor to be a bantam crank.
George Weed, of Hyde Park, N. Y.,
thinks he is something worse. This we
will explain later.

A long building 100 feet by 8 feet, di-
vided into twenty rooms, is used for pre-
paring birds for exhibition and the show
room. Every fancier who has seen Sand-
acre birds on exhibition knows that a
master hand has been at work. The ex-
cellent condition of the birds is due to
Frank Gaylor's sy.stematic and careful
labor. Two birds are placed in each of
these pens, and the latter are kept as
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clean as a Philadelphia marble doorstep.
The floor is covered with gravel and oc-
casionally clean bright straw is used.
The birds are groomed as well. This
con.sists of rubbing their feathers with
a flannel cloth every night.
These are little details, but they mean

much to an exhibitor, for condition often
wins in a hot class. The brooding house,
twenty by fifty-four feet, contains eight
rooms or pens. It has a glass annex six
by fifty- four feet on the south side. The
brooding system is by means of hot water
pipes, and is the invention of Mr. Gaylor.
Top heat is given. The incubator room
is the pride of Frank Gaylor. It con-
tains one immense incubator called the
Sandacre Hatcher. The latter was in-
vented by the genial superintendent, and
he assured us that it works perfectly.
The old Pel feet Hatcher was taken as

a model and greatly improved. It is reg-
ulated by electricity, and while speaking
of the latter we are reminded of a visit
George Weed made to Sandacre. "Pus-
ley," as Mr. Weed is aff"ectionately called
by his friends, was non-plussed at all the
electrical apparatus in the incubator
room. Mr. Gaylor explained all the
different uses of electricity on Sandacre
Farm, and .showed how every building
was connected by wire. "One wire,"
Mr. Gaylor remarked, "leads to my bed
room and is direct from the incubator. If
the temperature gets to 105 the bell rings
and I know what's up." "Pusley" took
it all in and remembered it. It happened,
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the residences in Quogue, is shingled on
the outside and unpainted. This ex-
plains the gray appearance of the cot-
tages, and makes such a distinct impres-
sion that Quogue is easily remembered.
As to flowls and chicks, it would be su-
perfluous to state that they were in splen-
did condition, for such is always the case
where Mr. Gaylor has charge. He has
certainly demonstrated his skill as a
poultry raiser in successfully raising hun-
dreds of chickens under what many
would call adverse circumstances. A
cold, moist climate in winter, a sunny
and sandy range in summer are trying
conditions for chickenhood.

It was with regret that we took our de-
parture, for Frank Gaylor is a most
cheerful and entertaining host, and time
flies rapidly in his company. Perhaps
George Weed will accompany us the next
time we visit Quogue, and get the sleep
the latter owes him.

THE A. P. A. MBBTINQ.

A Few Questions Ans-wered.

Which is the best incubator? How
much money can I make in the business ?

Which is the best breed ? Would I make
a success of it ? Would you advise me to
go into the business ? How much money
must I have ? Which is the best market ?

Questions similar to the above come to
us nearly every day. To answer them to
the satisfaction of the correspondent is
utterly impossible. The best incubator
is the one you can run best. The amount

A NURSERY BROODER.
The alK)ve illustration gives a good idea of a most valuable invention. The

brooder originated with Mr. Hill, of Jamesburg, N. J., who induced the Pineland
Incubator Company to make a few, and since then the latter have added the brood-
ers to their list of specialties. This brooder is what the French would call a "dryer."
It is intended for chickens just hatched, and will dry them out nicely in a few
hours. The heat is supplied by a diamond burner lamp. A hot air chamber over
the chickens gives a natural and uniform warmth. A wire screen below the tank
protects the chickens from coming in contact with hot metal.

however, that he had to sleep in Gaylor's
room, and his experience that night must
have been awful, for the next morning,
pale and trembling, he wanted to go
home. "Say, Frank, you can monkey
with electricity all you want to ; none for
me. Every time I'heard that bell ring I

thought I'd drop 105 degrees ; 105 degrees
kept ringing in my ears, and when you
rang the general alarm alx)ut daybreak
for all hands to get up you broke the last
straw. When does the next train leave ?"

As the incubator was not in operation,
our experience with the electrical bells
was postponed until another day.
The duck houses, fifteen by thirty feet,

are built on the water's edge. The yard
is the water, and to see the creamy white
Pekins sport in the latter convinced us
that water was as necessary to a domes-
tic duck as to all wild waterfowl. Breed-
ers of ducks admit this, for the natural
surroundings conduce better health and
breeding qualities. We were told that
Pekin duck eggs did not hatch as well as
five years ago, and most breeders ex-
plained this by the artificial methods of
keeping ducks. While a little gain has
been made in the weight, serious loss in
the fertilitv of the eggs has been the re-
sult.

Besides the buildings described above,
there is the main building and feed room
twenty by fifty -six feet, and a long build-
ing, twenty by seventy -six feet, for the
general flock.

The handsome residence of Mr. Col-
gate, the proprietor of the Sandacre
Farm, faces the bay, and commands a
view of the ocean. This, like most of

' of profits depends upon your work. The
I

best breed is the one that does best by
,

you and by which you do best. You can
;

make a success of it if you manage it

j

right. If you are adapted to the work,
I all right ; if not, no. Enough to secure
every facility and run the business.
Now, such answers never will satisfy
those that ask, yet, to be honest, what
else can be said ? Experience is the only
way to find out.—Homestead.

Boilingr an Hgg.

"Isn't it strange," said a short, foreign
looking man the other day to some com-
panions, while lunching together at one
of the restaurants, 'that not one cook in
fifty, nor housekeeper either, knows how
to boil an egg? And yet most people
think they know this simple matter.
They will tell yon to drop it into boiling
water and let it remain three minutes,
and to be sure the water is boiling.
"Here is where the mistake is made.

An egg so prepared is indigestible, and
hardly fit for a well person, let alone one
who is sick, to eat. The moment it is

plunged into Toiling water the white
hardens and toughens. To boil an egg
properly put it in a vessel, cover with
cold water, place over the fire and the
second the water begins to boil your egg
is done. The white is as delicate as a
jelly and as easily digested and nutri-
tious, as it should be. Try it."
The information is worthy of consider-

ation, since the speaker has occupied the
place of cAe/ at several of the largest
hotels in the country.—Chicago Tribune.

Ho-w a Correspondent Viewed the
Result Before the Election.

Rainier in California Poultry Keeper.

Never before in the history of the poul-
try world has the competition for secur-

ing the meeting of the A. P. A. been so
great as it is this year. Invitations have
been received from the following cities :

Bowensville, Canada; Cincinnati, Denver,
Detroit, Los Angeles, New York City,

Philadelphia, Topeka, Worcester, and
many other places want the meeting.

If the friends of each of the above
mentioned places vote for their choice,
and stand by their vote to the last, Los
Angeles will surely get the meeting, and
so sure are the friends of Worcester,
New York, Philadelphia, Bowensville
and Cincinnati that Los Angeles will get
the meeting if they remain steadfast by
their choice, that they have decided to
cast their united strength for Detroit and
thus keep the votes, and influence of
Oren Scotten and Geo. O. Brown from
Los Angeles.
The Constitution of the A. P. A. reads :

"The Executive Committee shall consist
of the President, Vice-Presidents, Secre-
tary and Treasurer, and such members as
may be chosen," etc. The Executive
Committee has power to select the place
for the annual meeting. The Committee
consists of fifty-seven members, but the
death of Mr. Chas. H. Crosby, one of the
Vice-Presidents, makes 28 votes a ma-
jority, as Mr. Turner will not vote. The
question ni.w is, what place will get these
twenty eight votes, and as the fanciers of
Southern California are greatly interested
in this matter, and desire to get an idea
of how the votes stand, I will present
my opinion concerning the case.

For Bowensville—James H. Cayford and S. But-
terfield—

2

For Cincinnati—T. F. McOrew, Jr., T. W. Tue-
(fle, P. H. Scudder, D. M. Owens—4.
For Denver—W. T. Fenton and Charles H

John.son—

2

For Detroit—J. Y. Bicknell, G. W. Mitchell. Os-
car Doohttle, Chas. McClave—4.
For Los Angeles—Oren Scotten, H, S. Babcock

Sid Conger, V. A. Mortimer, J. K- Deihl, Loring
Brown, Ross A. Smith, John D. Mercer, (.eo. K.
Peer, Chas. R. Marker. A. A. Fillebrown, Newton
Adara.s. H. A. Bridge, S. W. Guthrie, T. E. Orr
Francis Kendall, A. P. Hazard, R. Twells, H. A.
Brown, Geo. O. Brown—20.

For New York— D. A. Nichols, Henry Hales
G. W. Chidsey, James Forsyth, R. G Davis—5.
For Philadelphia—J. G. Darlington, M. S.

Sprout. J. H. Drevenstedt—3.
For Topeka-Geo. T. Pitkin, F. W. Hitchcock,

Theo. Hewes—3.

For Worcester—E. R. Spaulding, Col. Hamil-
ton, A. K. Felch, F. R. Fish, R. O. Conant, W. T
Daniels, P. L. Mattison. A. C. Hawkins—«.
Doubtful—Daniel Christian, I. N. Barker, J. B.

Foot James Swan—4.

Will not vote—Cha.s. H. Turner.

Charles H. Crosby, the veteran poultry
judge, and the oldest breeder of Cochins
in the United States, was in favor of Los
Angeles, and had he lived would prob-
ably have voted and worked for that
place. By the above .showing, Los Angeles
has twenty votes and Detroit only four,
and it is owing to the fact of Los Angeles
being so strong that Detroit has such a
good chance of securing the "plum." To
defeat Los Angeles, the four Detroit votes
will be increased by two from Bowens-
ville, three from Cincinnati, two from
Denver, three from Los Angeles, three
from New York, one from Philadelphia,
two from Topeka, six from Worcester,
two doubtful. Total for Detroit, twenty-
eight. Ivos Angeles will lose three and
gain one from Philadelphia, one from
Topeka, and probably three more. Total
for Los Angeled, twenty-one.
The above is only the opinion of one

person, and does not give the meeting to
Detroit or lo.se it for Los Angeles. I. K.
Felch, Philander Williams and B. N.
Pierce are against Los Angeles, and will
probably unite and work for Detroit.
The poultry press is in favor of Los
Angeles on the whole, and some of the
papers stand about as follows :

For Los Angeles, California Cultivator
and Poultry- Keeper, Fanciers' Monthly,
Poultry Standard, American Poultry
Journal, Poultry Keeper. Poultrv Month-
ly

; for Denver, Fanciers' Herald, Pierce's
Poultry Gazette ; for New York, Poultrv
Bulletin

; for Worcester, New England
Fancier ; for Cincinnati, Ohio Poultry
Journal ; on the fence. Fanciers' Jour-
nal, Poultry and Pets. Poultry News.
Poultry World and Yard.
'To be or not to be" is now the ques-

tion which will soon be decided.

it

TURKEYS FOR MARKET.
Ho-w to Fatten and Get Them in

Prime Condition.

Turkeys on the farm are rarely fattened

in confinement. They are generally al-

lowed free range, but at the same time

are fed so liberally that they care to take

but little exercise. The most approved

fattening foods, says a "Farmer's

Daughter" in the Country Gentleman,

are rice, potatoes, both sweet and Irish,

maize in all its various preparations, the

grain being given whole, chopped, fine

ground, .scalded, boiled or fed raw, wheat
either cracked or left whole, cooked or

given dry, with scalded barley or oats for

a change. Of these grains wheat, barley

and oats are more properly called egg

foods than heat-producing or fattening

foods, especially when the whole grain is

given, but to some extent they should be

used lest the fowl become unhealthy
from eating too much corn. As an ad-
ditional corrective for indigestion and
bowel disorders powdered charcoal
should be mixed with their soft or ground
food twice a week. An abundance of
milk, either .sweet or sour, is also very
useful in this direction—milk being fat-

tening in its nature and having a ten-
dency to keep the bird in good health as
well as to render its flesh white, tender,
juicy and delicate. When little exercise
is allowed some sort of gritty material,
as sand or gravel, should be supplied to
aid in digestion. Dust baths must also

be provided for their use, and if powdered
sulphur is generously sprinkled in the
dust, the fowls will the more readily be
enabled to rid themselves from vermin

;

otherwise the fattening process will be
slow.

In our locality the earlier broods of
turkeys are generally made ready for

Thanksgiving and the later ones for

Christmas, much time being saved by
marketing them in large lots, but of late

years some poultry-keepers declare that
the rush of dressed poultry at these
special sales is so great as to cause de-
pression in prices, and that the better
plan is to .sell either before or after the
holidays. In fact, I have noticed during
several seasons that the price of dressed
turkeys per pound was higher at the be-
ginning or the very end of the season
than it was at almost any time interme-
diate. So if one wishes to realize the
highest market price, it is a good plan to
get the older broods ready by the first

cool spell in the fall, and then to keep
the later ones until after Christmas,when,
the majority of the stock having been
disposed of. the supply is .scarcely equal
to the demand, and the price for that
reason keeps good until the close of the
.season

.

Wintering a flock of turkeys is not so
expensive as one would at first imagine.
During the very cold weather, when we
expect them to be perfectly ravenous,
they scarcely have any appetite at all.

but stand about listlessly and .stupid, as
though in a half-torpid state. When the
weather moderates then they get hungry
again, but are never quite so insatiable

as in the fall, when they are making their
most rapid growth. Still they are steadily

gaining in weight all the time, and a bird
that was called half-grown at Christmas
will, by the end of February, be found to

have almost doubled its number of
pounds. It is a good plan, however, es-

pecially if one can make special arrange-
ments, to dispose of the older, heavier
birds at Christmas or during mid-winter,
as the demand for them is then usually
greater. At other times a dressed turkey
that weighs from ten to fifteen pounds
net finds more ready sale. But whether
the fowl be large or small the buyer wants
its weight to consi.st mainly of flesh and
fat, not of bones, skin and the tough
muscle that it has been obliged to make
in its hard scramble for a living.

The majority of farmers demand more
of their turkeys than of any other live

stock on the place ; they expect them to
forage for their livelihood, and still be
always fat and plump whenever they are
dressed. Others, somewhat more gener-
ous, think they have done their duty
when they allow corn to be fed for one or
two weeks before killing, but this is not
a sufficient length of time unless the bird
has already some flesh to Ijegin with.
Poultry intended for market should be

kept in good condition straight along
from the time it is hatched. Then if it

be somewhat confined and allowed double
rations for two or three weeks before it

is killed, the additional weight and price
per pound will more than pay for the
extra trouble and expense. The nearer
a bird approaches maturity the more
readily it will fatten, the smoother will

be its skin, the more symmetrical its

shape and the more attractive will be its

appearance in every respect.

Washington Qossip.
From a Special Correspondent.

Washington, Nov. 2.—Last Sunday
there was a race from Fairfax, Va. (air-

line distance, twenty-two miles), under

the management of the Washington
F'ederation of Homing Pigeon Fanciers.

The birds were liberated by Mr. Mitchell,

express agent, at 9.45 A. M. Birds be-

longing to the following meniV)ers were

entered :

steward 3 Stockman 3
Wallace ', Dr. Buckey 3
Miller 3 Moore 3
Hi.xson ...?' Youngs 3
Lanwiale 3 Phillip.s 3
Devlin 3 Mcl.ear 3
Glorius 3 ' Dr. Munson 2

The arrivals were as follows :

A. M.
steward .... 10.40
Wallace .... 10.42
Miller io-44
Hixson 10.48
I.aiis lale .... 10. 50}^

A. M.
Devlin 10.53
Glorius 10.59
Stockman .... 11.00

Dr. Buckey . . . .11.04
Moore 12.50

vSteward, getting the first bird in, won
the pair of shoes kindly donated by Mr.
Odenwall, of Seventh Street. This is

doing well for Steward, as he is a young
fancier, and has been a member of the
P'ederation only about four months. We
congratulate him, and hope he may win
many more prizes. Dr. Munson's birds
were not countermarked, as he only put
them ill for the fly, so that his time was
not taken.
Through some oversight of some of

the members, Clem Pumphery was not
notified of the race. We were sorry to
hear this, as we think if he had his birds
in this fly he would have made good time,
as he is up to all of the little things used
in making birds fly.

Mr. Daly, of 625 Rhode Island Avenue,
N. W., reports a stray bird at his house
(X 16,71s, blue checker). If the owner
will call he can have it at any time.

Night Owl.

Which Pays Best?
Many persons of limited experience,

judging only from the great difference

in price, suppose that pure and fancy-

bred fowls are only desired for the grati-

fication of a whim of the poultry fancier

to possess handsome fowls, and not from

any consideration of profit. There can-

not be a greater mistake ; for it has been

thoroughly settled in the minds of those

who have had even a limited experience

that even a cross of the pure breeds with
the common fowl will bring about won-
derful results in the way of improve-
ment in egg production and size of the
birds at maturity. Those who give their
attention to the improved breeds alone
of poultry are too often misunderstood

;

as in many cases, where people devote
themselves to some .special pursuit, the
poultry fanciers are regarded as mere en-
thusiasts, who simply amu.se themselves
without conferring any benefit on the
public.

This is a grave error, which does great
injustice to them, for farmers especially
owe much to poultry fanciers. They
worked, and are still working hard to
demonstrate that it costs no more to keep
good fowls than poor ones. After getting
a fair start a few pure-bred fowls will

more than pay the seemingly extravagant
price given grudgingly for them, simply
by the extra number of eggs they give.

Besides this, a Brahma fowl will dress for

market or table and be more than twice
as heavy as one of the common kind.
Then the eggs are larger and of a richer,

finer flavor. These results are from the
labor of poultry fanciers, and if farmers
would only look with a little more favor
upon them and appreciate their efforts to-

wards improvement their eyes would
soon be opeued to the fact that their
poultry was about the best paying stock
on the farm.—Poultry and Pets.

CANARIES AND HOW TO

PROPERLY CARE FOR IHEM.

BY ORIOLK.

Cage birds are like children in many
respects. The more common sense ex-

ercised in the matter of food, clothing

and general family regulation the better

health, temper and mental vigor will the

children enjoy. So, too, with the pet

canary. He will respond just as quickly

and appreciably to good or to indifferent

care as any child. His wants are .simple,

but all the more necessary because of

their simplicity. He needs bright, heavy,

nutritious seed, free from dust and judi-

ciously mixed, pure water and regular

temperature, with his cage hung in the

sunlight, kept clean and sweet and swung
clear of all draughts. The.se are the

neces,saries of his happy musical life, and
too much stress cannot be laid upon them.

Kvery lover of canary melody should

first of all secure a well recommended
bird from some established reliable dealer

and then proceed upon the pious princi-

ple that " an ounce of prevention is worth
all the nostrums on earth " in relation to

the health of his cheery little songster.

The staple food of the domestic canary
is the best quality of Sicily, canary and
Cierman summer rape seeds in about

equal parts, with a third part made up of

fine millet and maw seeds in the propor-

tion of two to one. To this may be a«lded

a moderate allowance of fresh lettuce or

groundsel in sea.son, and an occasional

tid-bit in the form of egg food. An ex-

cellent recipe for egg food is to mix a
hard boiled egg grated fine with half the
amount of fresh pulverized cracker and a
sprinkling of ca) eune pepper. The Eng-
lish breeders sift in a little powdered sugar
also.

It is an excellent principle to trust to
the sagacity of the reputable bird dealer
and .shun the drug store and grocery
when purchasing seed. Ground clay is

freely mixed willi bird .seed to make it

profitable in the scales and the bird
dealer is the only man engaged in han-
dling seed who cannot make this deadly
adulteration pay. He is forced in self-

protection to keep pure, clean .seed or
suff"er a ruinously high death rate in his
cages. Then every singer should be sup-
plied with a cuttle bone on which to whet
his bill, and the bottom of his cage
should l)e liljerally strewn with silver
sand or fine gravel, changed every day
or at least once in two days. Pure drink-
ing water is es.sential to health and song,
and the reciuirements of cleanliness also
demand the introduction of a shallow
bathing dish into the cage several times
a week, according to the partiality of the
individual singer to a morning dip.

There is no such thing as lump sugar
cake, and the hundred and one harmful
luxuries with which ladies insi.st on mur-
dering their pets to be found in the well-

regulated bird household. The canary
is a frugal, old-fashioned little soul. He
asks for but few treats, and these should
always take the form of bird manna or
some other standard preparation put up
by experienced hands. In the moulting
season bird manna or some good equiva
lent for it is very helplul. The changing
of plumage is a weakening process, antl

unless some extra stimulant is provided
no sensible canary will exert himself to

remain in song and has all he can attend
to in keeping his health. A few drops
of wholesome tonic containing iron and
an extra allowance of egg or nestling
food will pull the little patient through
the annual crisis bravely and bring him
out in his winter overcoat in bright,

smooth, glossy plumage and full song.
Sunlight is a powerful agent in the

production of fine feathers, and a little

sweet wine splashed into the bathing
water occasionally will be attended with
good results. The ailments with which
canaries are afflicted are generally trace-

able to neglect or inattention of some
sort. Old, dusty, rancid and withered
seed, neglected water cups, draughts or
irregular temperature will produce asth

Sheridan'!^ Condition Powders

HEN^
If you can't set It ii«nd to ns.

We mail out! iMuk aic. Kivt- $1. a 2 l-» li>.iantl.ao. Six,

r.
Ex. paid. Poultry haiHinijatiiile, free, v/Hh$lur<ieT».

8. JOHNSON & CO., «iCustom House 8U, Boston, MaM.

ma. sneezing, consuniption and a dozen
other maladies. Preventative in any case
is easy, cure is next to impossible. The
true friend of the feathered pet will see
to it then that his little charges suffer
through no carelessness or faulty treat-
ment.
Timely care makes disease a .stranger

in the aviary. In the event, however, of
an ailment it is well to be provided with
the few simple remedies prescribed and
put up by those long skilled in attend-
ance upon the bird room. Such remedies
are always to be ha<l in convenient form
with plain directions for their use, and
any pet stock dealer of established repu-
tation can be relied on to supply them.
It is a goo<l general rule to remove a sick
bird to a warmer place sheltered from all

currents of air as soon as he is ob.served
to be under the weather. Warmth aided
by a dose or two of the excellet tonics to
be had in the bird stores, will work won-
ders ill the first stages of nearly every
ordinary malady to which canaries are
subject. Neglecteil cases of course call
for heroic remedies, but this is no part
of the ordinary care of the hou.sehold
pet. It is sufficient for those who content
themselves with one or two singers to
keep a bottle of some standard tonic
always at hand for use in case of emer-
gency, relying chiefly on good whole-
some seed, pure water and cleanliness to
insure health and melody in the cages.

Canaries are wonderfuily hardy. If

they were not half of them wouhl .speed-
ily drop out of existence, for the average
singer has more indigestible victuals to
dispose of than even the victim of cheap
boarding-house rations. He is satisfied
with a moderate-sized cage, which .should
be scpiare or oblong in shape, as dizzi-
ness is often fomented by round cages.
The perches should be as thick as
the body of a schoolboy's pen-holder,
to spare the pet the torture of crainj)ing
his leet to clutch a small roost. It is a
good plan to .scrape the perches with a
dull knife and scour them in dry sand in

place of washing them. Wet perches are
apt to encourage colds and rheumatism.

If a bird is tormented w ith insects he
will betray the fact by his uneasiness. .\

piece of white cotton flannel thrown over
the cage at night if examiiie<l in the
morning will be found stuck full of little

red mites. To destroy these miserable
pests it IS best to procure a package of
the German powder prepared for the pur-
po.se and follow the directions which ac-
company it to the letter.

Canaries will thrive in any temperature
between forty and eighty degrets, pro-
vi(le«l it is kept regular and uniform and
free from draughts. No singer should
be hung in the noxious ga.ses that rise to
the ceiling of a sitting room when the
lamps are lit, nor should he breathe
eighty degrees of heat in the day time
and fro.st laden air at night. The thin
and almost imperceptible draught that
sneaks in at a window ca.sement is a
fruitful cause of cold and death. It is

downright cruelty to hang a bird so that
he has no escape from it.

In selecting a songster it is very poor
economy to pull the pursue strings too
tight. Choose a thoroughly recommended
bird of whatever breed is preferred, pay
a fair living price to the dealer and you
will stand a far better chance of getting
satisfaction than you would had you
wasted your money on one of the cheaper
grade birds so industriously hawked about
the country by wandering fakirs. A gootl

St. Andreasberg canary, well cared for,

will add fully as much i omfort to a home
as any article of ecjual cost that can be
chosen to a<U»in it.
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MISCELLAMEOUS.

PROLIFIC

POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

HENS LAY
IN WINTER.

Htld lT«rjwhm. L B. LORD. Prop.. BTliipton. Tt;

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREKDKR OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PKACOMH PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders for puppies booked to be
delivered in rotation.-

A NF.W IJOOK

WYAND0TTE8
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng. Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl
A nandsonielv printed book of 60 pages.

PHICK, 50 CENl'S.
Address

FANXIKItS' PUBLISHING (.O..

32 South Third Strttt,

4i Philadelphia.

FOR POULTRY •

lloue MeaK - - Per 104» lb. Bag, «;(.<N»
CiirauiilHtcHl Hono, " HN) ' «.75
(j roll nil Beet
SfraoH, - - - " |<H> a.<M)

Calelte, - - - - '.»oo a.CM»
C;riiHhe<l Flint, - iiHi 1* 3.00
CrtiHhe«i Oyntor
ShellM, - - - " 'JOO 41 3.CM)

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped proinply by freight on receipt oi

price.
C". If. DE.MPWOLF ACO.,

York C'lieinlcHi Workn. York. I»a.

INDIAN GAMES
LANGSHANS

MINORCAS
MOTTLED ANCONAS
Eggs for .sale sfter January, J892. No more

bircfs for sale at this time.

<JT RPPYAPn*^ Choicest strains. Pups
Of. DLI\A/\I\l/o f,,r sale. Send 2 cent
stamp for circular j^ivinn particulars.

9vt45 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Pottsville, Pa.

PIGKOX8.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

lar<;est
f:.xclisivf: loft

whitf: fantail
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,
which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

LKO BANDS—for all varif;ties of pi(;eons—
Seamless, for voungsters every band regis-

tered, each i%Q'. Open bands for old birds,

each ic. In ordering name the variety of pigeon
on whirh the band is to be used.

SF.j\D FOR SAMPLE.
MRS E S STARR, Box 295,

Phii-adflphia, Pa.

Get Aboard
Is the slogan of all Shrewd
Advertisers when they get

such a great opportunity of-

fered to them as the Christ-

mas Number of THE FAN-
CIERS' Journal affords.

Such prominent advertis-

ers as Spratts Patent, Blue
Ridge Kennels, C. A. Sharp
& Co., Pineland Incubator

Co., James Forsyth, E. B.

Thompson, T. Wilton Hill

and many others have se-

cured large space already.

Time is money, and the

quicker the remaining space
(rather limited) is taken the

better. The forms close No-
vember 15. Below are the

rates.
COVER

Inside cover pages, whole page $100
Half page 60
Quarter page 35

The outside back page is sold.

OTHER RATES
Inside pages, whole page 50

Half page 30
Quarter page ao
Per inch 3

Breeders' Cards (3 lines) Ji.oo
Classified Advertisements, 2 cents per word.

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.
Single copfes, 12c. Address

FF;RRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OP

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE 4 GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

.\t the Great Crystal Palace Show of America
New York. February, 1891, ray birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fiflh on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock : first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD.

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets: first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and sp>ecial on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, (4
p^r 13, |7 per 26, $9 per 39. Stock for sale. 86-138

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM FXDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilitits for the South. South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

EVER PRODUCED.

Per«onalIv selected durng our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of England. H
you want choice breeders or winners at the
winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, Anda-
lusians, White Wyandottes. *ree catalogue.

88lf

A. SHARP & CO.,
Lockport, New York.

POUIiTRY.

W^YANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.
Prices low for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
28 54 Brainard Station, N. Y.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry 01
Kennel Paper you should send for ray list of
papers. I can furnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.
Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five
papers and nquest them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

84tt

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wcllsburg, W. Va.

JUST PUBLISHED.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
-UY-

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the
amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, paper, SOc. ; cloth 91.OO.

-HOUSE
-ANI>—

F»ET DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST PUBLISHED^ ~^^ PRICE, POSTPAID, 50C.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

ARCHANGELS ONLY.
Geo. G. Fettrrolf,

Langhorae, Penii'a,
IIius lhre<' of the larKi'xl and lin-

«sl lofl-s of AUCHAN(1KLS in

Aineiica, If not In the world,
and now offers for sale a feu
fcrand birds in Dark and Llicht

Hronz.!', |M)int and shell crested;
al-i<>, smooth heads. Prlres ai'*

cording to ijuality uf sUx'k.

FOR POULTRYMEH,
'^°^'*'"'^|||TO I w" I wwuiiiii»L.n|i,£/jcw4*r5,

I III ^\ Fanchrt, Nuntrymii, Fhrlttt, B—kttptn,
I \0 I \0 Dairymen, Oardemrt, fniltmtn, Printtn,

^^AC CTni^V *'°' il»ctrotypingdon*. Litt fRtl.

Urol UuR Clahimce C Otfur, SrHACUiS, H. Y,

THE BSthAS TYPEWRITER
ABCDEFGHI

Tw'SvtvcuwaiRl;\is "^VS.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

a Mrfwt and prmetlrnl Ty|i« Writing niarblne fur only 0!<—
DOLLAR. Bxnctlr like cut; regular R^mlnrtoii type; diw«
the Riime quality ufworic: talies a fools cap Bneet. Cniiiplna
Witb papri* hnliirr, nlomntle 1)^4, prrtrtt tjp* whrri A iukli f
rnllt U!<egnip«tnK Ink. Size 8x4x9 Inrhes; weight, IS or. ; Bat.
lafsctlon KuaraMteid; Circulars free; AtiKKTS nANTKI». Sent
by express f'>r $1.00; by mall, Itc extra for pustace.

B, U. IMjEIUUU. A BBO., 66 tUBTLAHOT ST., «. 1. tlTX.

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons," Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading^ Authorities Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (pasrable in advance):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
$2.10.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' Gaxette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E- C.
England.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

oooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog 5.00
American Kennel. Burges ) 3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1.50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.oo

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel .80

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill 3.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond. i.oo

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . . .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6rao . .75
Dogs, Their Manageruent and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 3.00

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to XllI.each 4.50
Field Trial Training. White 50
Fox Terrier. Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions 1.50
Fox Terrier, Breeding a.id Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. Dalziel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

How to Keep a dog in the City Mills ... 25
House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training 50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 3.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog 3.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 3.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date so

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c. ; cloth . . . i.oo

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer) .1.00

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-
tice. Millan i.oo

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait of Plinlimmon, 1.35

Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50
Teufel the Terntr ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog 75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.
Mercer 1.00

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
The Setter. Laverack 3.75
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 35
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Ma.son. Portraits
from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. . 4.00

Youatt on the Doe 3.50
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir 50
Cloth 75

POULTRY.

All About Broilers. Boyer 35
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard .50
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

CapKjns and Caponizing. George Q.Dow. .25

Duck Culture. Rankin .50

Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir 900

Prolitaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50
Practical Poultry Keeper . Lewis Wright. . 1.50
Poultrv Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee i.oo

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace 50

CAGE BIRDS.

V anary Birds. Paper cover 50
Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition 1.50

Native Song Birds George J. Bamesby. . i.co

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby 50

PIGEONS.

Book ot Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts 8.ro

I.oft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S. Clark . . , 3.00

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth i.oo

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50
Pigeon Standard (new) 50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.C0
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delaraer .50

MISCELLANEOi;S.

American Anglers' Book. Norris .... 5.50
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .25

Book of the Game Laws 50
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 2.00

Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus 2.00

Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells 2.50
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.
Grinnell 2.00

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus ... 1.50

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood I.oo

The Art of Training Animals ; paper ; il-

lustrated 50
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals . 1.50

With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . . 5.00
Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell .... 2.50
Woodrrafl. Nessmuk i.bo

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen . ... 1.50
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O. a. PABST, Milwaukee, Wis.

^
H. HULMAN, Jr., Terre Haute, Ind. P. H. OBANNON, Sperryville, Va.

^
BL-UeRIDGE KENNei-S'

^ FUTURIlf8Tirj,500.00. t>^

OPEN ONLY TO THE PRODUCE OF CHAMPION OATH'S MARK, OATH'S HOPE, OR DAN GLADSTONE, WHELPED IN 1892.

Tine Stake to be a Derby, to t>e rtiii directly after tbe Eastern or Central Trials, I^ecenaber, 1893, or
after tbe Sovitbern Trials, January or Kebriiary of 1894, tbe location and date of running of

tbe Stake to be later on decided by tbe Gentlemen who have consented to judge, viic.:

MAJ.J. M.TAYLOR, P. H. BRYSON, CAPT. PATRICK HENRY,
NKW YORK, N. Y. MEMPHIS, TENN. CLARKSVIIJ.E, TENN.

The Blue Ridge Kenuel will make no entry in this stake—the purse being entirely to the advantage of its patrons. The Spotting system has been adopted and
the time limit of heats abolished. Retrieving not to be required. The judges selected are of the be.st in America,

being entirely qualified to use their best judgment in selecting the winners.

$500 to Winner of First. $400 to Winner of Second.

$200 to Winner of Third. $100 to Winner of Fourth.

Silver Cnp, yalne $100, or Cash to llie Breeier of Wiuner of First.

Silyer Cnp, yalne $100, or Cash to tie Breeder of Winner of Second. Silyer Cnp, yalne $100, or Cash to the Breeder of Winner of Third.

ENTRIES CLOSE JAN. 1ST.. 1893. FORFEIT $10.00. $15.00 TO START.

~$200^IN SPECIAL PREMIOMS"
!|900 to the _first of the (Champion Gath's

Mark or Dan Gladstone jj^W, whelped in 1892 (or

after), who will win the I'nited States Derby.
9'<iOO on the same conditions as above at

Eastern Derby.
9S(N> on the same conditions as above at Cen-

tral Derby.

9'^0O on the same conditions as above at
Southern Derby.

||150 to Ihe/irst of the (Champion Gath's Mark
or Dan Gladtone)^W, whelped in 1892 (or after),
who will win first place in open class at the
Westminster Bench Show, New York.

950 on the same conditions as above at the
Mascoutah Bench show, Chicago, 111.

925 on the same conditions as above, at the
New England Bench show, Boston, Mass.

92a on the same conditions as above, at the

Duquesne Bench show, Pittsburjr. Pa.

9'i5 on same conditions as above, at the Wash-
ington City Bench show, Washington, D. C.

935 on same conditions as above, at the Mary-
land Bench show, Baltimore, Md.

9IOU to the breeder of the winner of EACH of

the above ten special offers.

THE 1JL.UE RIDGE

NOTE 1.—The owners of Champion Gath's
Mark and Dan Gladstone, reserve the right to
withdraw these premiums uptly in the event oJ
the death of either of the above dogs or their
disqualification for stud purposes.

NOTE '.J.—The Blue Ridge Kennel has now
opened its books for the fall season of 1891 and
spring of 1892 for Gath's Mark and Dan Glad-
stone, limited to so services each.
KENNEL, SPERRYVILLE, VA.

POUIiTRY.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.

OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.
DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

Edward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

E CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OF ALL

LEADING BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

FANCIERS' POBLISHING COMPANY
Box 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FERRETS YS. RATS!
First-class FERRETS, young and old, for sale

by Adolph Isaacsen, "SURE POP," 92 Fulton
Street, New York City. My celebrated hand-
book, "ALL ABOUT FERRETS AND RATS"—
second edition— revised and illustrated—mailed
to any address on receipt oP^s cents. 33-49

POUIiTRY FARMS.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM-

POULTRY FARMS.

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, Whiie Wyandottes and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record ot America's leading strains 01 above
varieties. Can furnish eggs from ('. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

lOI-tt J. FORSYTH, owEGO. tioga county, n. y.

THERE IS NOTHING BETTER THAN THE BEST
So why seek fuither. My BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SILVER LACED WYANDOTTES

have stood the test of time and been handled at NATIONAL SHOWS by all the leading judges—
they always win a BIG SHARE OF THE PRIZES, TOO.

At Charleston, S. C, January, 1891,

the National Show of the vear and meeting of the A. P. A., they were awarded TWENTY OF
THE MOST IMPORTANT PREMIUMS. My chicks this vear are a PRIME LOT; they have
great FORM and COLOR and are hard to equal. I have also a full line of FINE BREEDING
BIRDS and young hens and will quote reasonable prices for qualily.

Send for finely illustrated circular. Address

1-51 EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Am«nla, Dutchess County, N. Y

WOODSIDE POULiTt^Y YAl^DS
LA FLECHE, the grandest of French breeds; INDlAiN GAMES, the

Great Table Fowl ; WHITE LEGHORNS, the Queen of Layers ; BUFF
PEKIN and ROSECOMB BLACK BANTAMS.

EGGS AND CHICKS FOR SALE.
Address all correspondence to

\Sr. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,
HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.

INCUBATORS.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain otie/»r* Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
vear. Lar^e book for stamp. A.
F WILLIAMS. Bristol, Conn.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

AND WERE AWARDED

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of iSgi.

The finest and largest ever held in America.
Our mammoth catalogue

EyerytlilUE for llie Ponllry Yari.

will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of 5
cents. Circulars free. .Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO..

1301&1 Janicsburg, New Jersey.

IMPROVED ";?,?i
»

'
O"

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR
Sloiple, Perfect and SelfTegaltttlnc.

BOOKS. BOOKS.

MODEM T8A1ND(&, HANDLIN& & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-

veloped by Field Work, Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
of the dog's nature and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
OF CONTENTS AND TESTIMONIALS FROM EXPERTS. Price $2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, ML

HfROvtb w«iSi««tHeMi»Toi».

,—.~^^r.

Hundreds In buc-|
icessful operation. I

I
Guaranteed to hatchl

I
as lari:e perrentajfel
of fertile eKK^^HH any
other hatcher. Send 6c. fori
new Illustrated CataluKue.

CIrculura Free.
CEO. H. STAHL,

IMd8ol«Ba.ufi(tur«r. QUINCY. ILLINOIS.

DIPQ Chesters. Berkshires, Polands. Fox
I luO, Hounds, Beagles,Collies,Setters.GEO.B
HICKMAN, W. Chester, Pa. Send tamp for dr.
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IN-

CASH PREMIUMS

To the person Seii<linjjr in the
larjfest yearly list of siibserib-

ei-s, $'JOO.

Second larji^est list, >j?100.

Third larjrost list, >j<75.

Fonrth largest list, 11550.

Fifth hi rjirest list, iJJ^o.

Hixtti, seventh, eiK-hth, ninth
and tenth larj?est lists, j^lO.OO

eaeh.

This offer is open from OCTOBiiJR
15 to JUNE 1, 1802. Subscriptions

can be sent in at any time, but cash must

accompany them. This unquestionably

is the best opportunity ever offered to

our friends, and all desiring to compete

for these premiums should send in their

names at once.

The coming Dog and Poultry Shows

offer a glorious opportunity to secure

subscriptions, and agents desiring sample

copies should advise us promptly.

Remember that THE FANCIERS'
JOURNAL is the leading paper of its

cla.ss, an<l the subscription price is only

I2.CXJ per annum. Address

FANCIERS' FIBLISHIXG CO.,

Box gi6, Philadelphia, Pa.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NKW AND POPULAR EDITION OF THI

BOOK AT THK POPULAR PRICK OF 2

CKNTS PKR COPY POSTPAID.

DePuy's Poular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled

Capons 'and Caponizing. This book has had a
very extensive sale at fifty cents per copy, but
the author, Mr. (ieor^e (J. Dow, has kindly con-
sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent
edi'ion, so as to put it within the reach of all, and
no person can afford to be without this Vjook now
as the price is so low. The book contains all

that the fifty cent edition does besides adding;

some new features not contained in that edition

that are really very valuable to poultrynien.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear
type that can be easily read without straining
tne weakest eyes. All pcr.sons should read this

book who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
conplete information on all the different details

of these subjects by a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This b(X)k covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . /.ddress all

orders to

Fanciers' Publishini; Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

Sknd for our new terms to agents.

You will not be disappointed. Address

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

In Conjunction with
njy business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have also
added a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of ev-

-x ery description.
There will be a

registry kept at

my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee tne name
and address of
parties wishing

to purchase or sell dogs will be entered. The
fee for one dog will be $1.00, and for each addi-
tional dog fiftv cents. This will be devoted to
advertising and furthering the sales, and a com-
mission of 10 per cent will be charged on all

sales. I may confidently state that my experi-
ence with dogs as a breeder, exhibitor, etc., with
n\y excellent location for the business and my
wide acauaintance will make this one of the very
best meaiums to be found for the purchase and
sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.

AMEIIICAN KENXEL CLUB

2tud Book.
Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official nioiithly publicatiou of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows, Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

DOGS.
Advfrtisemfnts vithout display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisning Co., 32
South Third St.. Philadelphia^

Canker Cure.

TALLMAN'S CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiflv cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Cocker Spaniels.

THF: BEST LOT I EVER BRED; BLACK,
seal brown, chestnut and tan ; workers
from working sires and dams ; no croco-
diles or cripples in the lot. J. Otis Fel-
lows, Horuellsville, N. Y. s

Collies.

COLLIE PUPPIES, HY CHAMPION THE
SyUIRE, out of Active (E. 21,065). J- F:.

Dougherty, Lotus, Ind. 35*44

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,
The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Keu-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

English Setters.

t
T-*OR SALE—ENGLISH SF:TTER PUPPIES,

4 months old, by Noble Dan, 4782 (Count No-
ble—Lucy Dean) out of Minnie Wakefield.
19,690 (Count Wakefield—Minnie Maclin).
The bluest of the blue, combining the pure
blood of (iladstone,Count Noble and Druid.
Prices reasonable. Call or addre.ss J.G.
Fisher, Neil House. Columbus, O. it

H)R SALE—BR0KF;N F:NGLISH SETTER,
I will be shown on game. Address A.J. Ma-

this, Trainer, Millville, N. J. 36-38

For Sale or Exchanare.

Cockf:r SPANIEL puppif:s and
trained bitches: pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies ;

greyhound and beagle puppies.
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and rifles, folding boat,
field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Horuellsville, N. Y.

For Sale.

IRISH TERRIER PUPS BY KILLALOE, A.
K.C. S.-B 18,49,?, outof Bally ru.sh, imported.
Also Schipperice pups by Midnight : first at

New York and Boston 1S90: out of Dark-
ness. The above will be sold very cheap to
make room for new importations. Walter

J. Comstock, B0.Y408, Providence, R. I. 38-tf

I
OFFER FOUR LITTERS OF AS WF:lL-
IJRED inastifTs as are in the world, one
young bitch and a grand brootl bitch. Also
iwo St. Bernard bitches by Alton's brother.
Cheap. Charles f;. Bunn, Peoria, 111. 36-42

TRAINED FOX AND RABBIT HOUNDS AT
f 13 each. Foxhound dog pup at J5. Some
4 months' old Byron anaVirginia stock. C.

F. Kent, Monticello, N. Y. 37-40

Fox Terriers.

TWO FIRST CLASS FOX TERRIER DOGS
and three brood bitches. Also some young
stock. Good chance to procure some fine

blood at reasonable prices. W Tallman,
109 W. Thirty- fourth St., New York. 34-tf

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Irish Setters.

FOR SALE—A FINE RED IRISH SFHTER
dog 10 months old: has been hunted some
on partridge and woodcock,makes a staunch
point. F'xtra good nose and not gun shy.
%\<^ takes him. C. F. Kent, Monticello, N.
Y. 3«-39

IRISH SETTER PUPPIES FOR SALE
cheap, from registered stock; F'lcho strain.
Charles K. Farmer, Hartman, Mich. 36-38

BUYS RED IRISH SETTER PUPPIES
\C) of the finest quality and breeding. Sent
^^ C. O. D. Will also .sell Elcho, Jr.'s Don,
three and one-half years old. Price $25.
Henry Sturtevant, Medina, N. Y. 35-38

Irish Terriers.

$

FOR SALE—SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslvn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kenne'ls, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pointers.

$20
C. O. D. FOR CHOICE PAIR POINT-
F;rS, by Champion Pomraery Sec. (Will
exchange). Box 179, Waterbury, Vt.

37-39

Pusrs.

-r^INE PUPS ON SALE—Chequasset Kennels,
~^ Lancaster, Mass. 75-eow

Scotch Terriers.

)Ure bred wire-haired scotch ter-
riers from imported and prize winning
stock. Robert McCosh, Burlington, Iowa.

32-tf

St. Bernards.

FOR SALE —thf: entire stock of the
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in
whelp. Bargains to close out. R.J.Sawyer,

. Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

ST. BERNARD PUPPIES, THREE VERY
fine bitch puppies for sale, out of Delia bv
Prince, registered stock, large and hand-
somely marke<l. Will dispose of them at a
low figure, as I have no room to keep them.
Address James R. Saye, Carter House,
Champaign, 111. it

\Vant«Hl.

A'
r EXPERIENCED ENGLISHMAN WILL
train and run one or two gentleman's dogs
on seven farms in North Carolina. Plenty
of quail. Well up in care of valuable guns.
Address "Pointer," care W. Tallman, 109 W.
Thirty-fourth Street, New York. 34-tf

Various.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrille.st whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, 32
South Third Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Purcf:ll's flockfindf;r kennf:ls
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules. Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel
phia.

Thrf:k pointf;r blankets, apply
to Frank Smith, 2622 N. 5th St., Phila. it

HAT HAVE YOU GOT IN EXCHANGF:
for pedigreed St. Bernards, mastiffand blue-
blood F^uglish setters of all ages; Star safe-

ty bicj'cle, hunting boat? The best English
mastiffand be.st bred Llewellin setter in

Iowa at stud. Correspond with Box 15,

Hawarden Iowa. 3^-39

w

POULTRY.

Adverttsements without display insettM under
this headingfor 2 cents per wordjor each tHserlion.

Artists and Kn^ravers.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel
phia. Pa.

F^ HAVF; arranged with Schieiber &
Sous, who are acknowledged 10 be th«

best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photography
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Pubfishini
Co.. ^2 South Third St.. Phil«>'lelt)>'in. P«

w.

Appliances.

i
yncubatorssold, bought.exchanged

or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor, Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic alwayson view. Call and inspect.
Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-
ham, 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.1-52

Bantams.

T^ NTWISLE'S BANTAMS—I am Mr. W. F.^ F'ntwisle's only authorized agent for the
ITnited Slates and Canada, and will import
birds at as low a figure as possible, quality
of stock considered. F. W. Gaylor, Quogue,
Long Island, N. Y. 37-62

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

^KND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
^ and matings. Winners at largest shows

for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee, Mass. y-60 eow

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 3 cents per wordfor each insertion

For Sale.

L^OR SALE—A 600-EGG MONARCH INCU-
j^ BATOR in good condition. Price $50. John

C. Haynes, Aiinandale, N. J. 35-tf"

Games.

GAME FANCIERS—I AM OFFERING FOR
sale nearly all of my prize-winning game
fowls, old and young, including winners
at New York, and have added about 20
prizes to my .ilready large number by win-
ning at the late Industrial Exhibition. See
the list. These fowls are for sale cheap.
Black red, brown red and pile games and
black red, duckwiug and pile game ban-
tams. Describe what you want. E- F.
Doty, 47 Wellington Place,Toronto, Can. tf.

Lieghorns.

o NF: HUNDRED AND FIFTY SINGLE
comb brown and white Leghorn cockerels
for sale, $1 so to $5 each. John C. Haynes,
Annandale. New Jersey. 3''-45

AVhlte ^Vyandottes.

BREEDING PEN FIVE HIGH-CLASS WHITE
Wyandottes, $10. Cockerels, Knapp Bros.'

strain, |2 each. A. C. Ketcham, 15 White-A. C.
hall St., New York City.

Various

It

CHOICE BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS,
light Brahmas. brown Leghorns. Brazilian
ducks and bronze turkeys. Prices right.

F^ P. Cloud, Kennett Square, Pa.

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLF: LACF:D WY-
andottes. F'inely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y.

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorn's. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PIGEONS.

Advertisements without display insetted undri
tkts headingfor 2 cents per word for each inset tion

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, §11 W. BIDDLE
St.. Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-fac-
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

H
Fantalis.

OWARD BUTCHF;r, 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; alt colors, prize winning
stock, I3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

For Sale.

FOR SALF:.—W-BANDED HOMERS. ALL
related to 500 milers and speedy. Price $3
per pair. J. A. Stovell, 10 S. Broad Street,
Philadelphia. 16-tf

Homers.

HOMERS, RECORDS 100 TO 500 MILES,
full pedigree: one half our stock for sale
cheap. W. F^. & Thomas Flockton, Peeks-
kill, N. Y. 38-40

Jacobins.

TW. TUGGLF:, Columbus, G«. Importer
^ and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

Satlnettes.

F;0RGE W. PETTIT. artist, ioio clin-
' tou street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishiue Co., 32 South Third St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.

I

Advertising.

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.
Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 3782

Evf:ry one in nef;d of information
on the subject of adverti.sing will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"
368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-
age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals

;
gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

DrlnkluK Fountain.

THE bf:st drinking fountain for
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, |8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vti Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

Various.

wILLIAM A.BARTLETT,JACKSONVILLE.
111., leading varieties of poultry, pigeons
and ferrets. Send stamp for catalogue.

32-39

^*^^

JN^THE STUD^

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa..

OflTer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

CHampion The Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyn Wilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

Cha.1. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyn Convsray,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
CHampion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.]

Irish Setters

Seminole,
20088. FEE $20

(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

Bleo,
11450. FEE $15

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-
plication. Pine specimens of the above breeds
lor sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young stock always on hand. 13-64

qFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

}3iijiiSiDE Hennels,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

KOX TERRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
l»ROPRIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridge, L. I.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 7711 Fee $25
REGENT BRISK, 16,618 " 10
REGENT TIPPLER " 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SF»RAKE,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, 1st
at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAM,
I2iti AUBURN PARK, ILL.

JNJTHE^TJJD.

T^UNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER
* IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, f:.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Rovsterer, sire ol
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won in England six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-
onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand young dog is just
in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-
dress

THOS. C. CHALMERS. Piiipiietor,

1419 F- Street, N. W.. Washington, D. C.

89-141

ST. BERNARDS
AX STUD.

ARISTOCRAT,
Winner of more first prizes and spec-

ials during: 1890 than any
other St. Bernard.

FEE, $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poujjfhkeepsie, X. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Managrer.
36-48

KINGSTON REGENT.
This grand dog is the best son of the great

FRINCE REGENT, by Lady St. Gothard. He is

33 J4 in. high and has the heaviest bone and rich-
est dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in
America. His bead is remarkable for its size,
depth of muzzle and expression. Win ings : ist
Kingston, Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal, 1891.

" The more one sees of this dog the more cer-
tain it is that he will prove a very bard one to
beat in. the very best company."—Forest and
Stream.

FEE, $60.

MARQUIS OF RIPON.
Litter brother to Kingstou*'Regent, and more

like Prince Regent than any of the other Regent
dogs. He is the sire o\ some||splendid stock in
England.

FEE, $50.

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in
America." Pedigree and winnings free

;
photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

100-151

P. H. COOMBS,
Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

IN STUD—IRISH SETTER

LIMERICK
GLENELCHO—NORA. FEE $20.

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,
GL.EXSIDE, PA.

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
* Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

"DTT PO INSTANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15
r 1 1|||.\ days. Never returns. No purge. No
X XAJJjU aafve. No suppository. Remedy
mailed free. Address J. H. REEVES, Box 3290,
New York City. N. Y. 35-85

IN THE STUD.

GREENFIELD

'

HILL KENNELS
IN STUD

The Field Trial Winners

Rowdy Rod

King's Dan

Harry C. -

Fee ^75

Fee ^25

Fee ^25

Descriptive Catalogue .^failed Free.

Geo. W. Ewing & S. C. Bradley, Prop.

Box 24, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

P. S.—Choice Puppies and Broken Dogs for
sale. 27-40

J^T STUD. FEE *50.

thf: WELL-KNOWN POINTER,

KING OF KENT
(,A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, Zig-/,ag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December, 1890, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land ; ist, New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn,
'89; ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-1S5 Babylon, L. I.

FairhiH Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. BERNARDS.
IN THE STUD

BEN ORMONDE, 17044.
12 63 CARD AND PHOTO FREE.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

MINSTREL
(21.377) CH. ELCHO, JR.-BESSIE OLENCHO.

SHANMORE
(21.378) CH. ELCHO, Jr.—BESSIE GLENCHO.
Puppies bv the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
62ti West Farms. N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

([JOLLIES

IRISH TERRIERS
Best in the world in stud and for sale.

^50.00

AT STUD
Christopher ...
Wellesbourne Charlie - 50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, $35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
CHESTNUT HILL,

29-80 Philadelphia. Peniia.

THE BF;ST ENGLISH PAPF:r IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all nev/s and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS
RABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, AC.

It is the recognized F^nglish organ on these sub
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will fina the
best English .stock advertised 111 its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, ^.15,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

THE KENNEL.

s €COTCH....I OLI^IES

FORDHOOK KENNELS

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a sou of Ch. The
Squire; Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a .son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full
descriptions. Also one litter sired bv the world'.'?
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE A. CO.,
32-83 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOSING OUT SALE--YOUR CHANCE

If you want to purchase' a flnelv bred puppy
we can supply it. We have been breeding to
get a collection of the finest in the land, sired bv
Gath's Mark, Roger, Chance and Paxtang. The
dams are .finely bred, plenty of Count Noble,
Ciladstone, Leicester and Darkie b'ood. Three
litters now ready to ship We can supplv .some
youngsters ready for field this fall and several
good brood bitches, such as produce black, white
and tan pups. Let your wants be known bv ad-
dressing

Moorefield Kennels,

49 CHULA, AMELIA CO., VA.

ni inO IP YOU WANT TO OWN A
r Ifn —XiENUINE PUG PUP

—

1 UUU BUY AT HKAIKjUARTFRS.
Young stock from prize winners, |2o to $50.
If you've a bitch to breed, trv one of our
STTTH F:berhart's Cashier (13901. Fee, $15^ * yj '^^ Bradford Rubv II (0720). Fee, J15
"PJTfJC John Bull, imported (17093). Fee, |i"s
A-S-Lii.^ Douglass II (11,804). Fee. $10

Litter guaranteed. A "square deal" to all.
EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.
Leading and largest Pug Kentiel in America.

Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street.

ENGLISH PUGS-DIAMOND KENNELS
Winner of more first prizes in open class this

year than any other pug breeiler in America, in-
cluding New York, New Orleans, Charleston,
Greenville, Wilmington, etc.

PUPPIES for sale,
winning stock.

All registered prize

SL\ PUG UOGS AT STUD.

KING CHARLF:s SPANIELS

DUKE OF WELLINGTON
AND MANCHESTER TEDDY

AT STUD
Extended pedigree of any of my dogs on ap-

plication. Good specimens of the above breeos
and brood bitches in whelp tf) above d<jgs for
sale. Send stamp for circular to

JACOB BROMBACH, 304 Diamond St.,

33-4.S Phi adclphia. Pa.

#'
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG DISEASES
.Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary 8iirji:eon,

1«03 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to coiKlitioii for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,

Monteomery Co.. Pn

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SF:TTKRS. BE.AGLES and
SCOTCH TP:RRIERS. Also thirty varieties of
Fancv Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the
past four years. ,\ grand lot of stock for sale.
Price list free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied
Games are Champions of the South. 2-5,^

poujyruY.

for profit
should have Pure (iroiiiicl
HEEF >< rap. which is

>feat and Hone, collected from slaughter
houses, Drikd Pkkkkcti.y Swkkt and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
.samples and prices—we send them FREE. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINF: & FOOD CO., 133
Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87
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STANDARD

TIIAOC M ».«>•

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for
Pt)uliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. P. SWAN. 38 L»ey Street, N. Y.

The Best Place to Buy

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES

AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and

Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

H. W. VAHLE,
3XJ Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

ALL-ROUND FIELD DOGS.

The Bryn Mawr Kennels have for disposal a

draft of twelve (12) finely-bred and broken

POINTERS AND SETTERS,

Our breaker has just returned from Minnesota,

where all of our dogs have been worked on

prairie chickens fur the past three months.

We ofler this draft before shipping the kennel

to our preserves in Georgia for winter quail

shooting.

Most of these dogs are thoroughly broken on

quail or chickens.

Address

BRYN MAWR KENNELS,
No. 24 S. Sixth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 35-36

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blue Line Homers.

BRKKDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

THRKK OF THK

B1':ST LOFTS

ON thf:

CONTINENT.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record bir<ls. and having
eleven pairs of record birds oftnv own breeding,
I have a showing of THIRTY pAiRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THRKK I.OVTS WITH PROVEN RFX-
ORI>S FROM 510 To 700 MILKS. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 98-150

PBIHTIMG OUTFIT 15^
iCOMl'LK.K 4 % ptia)>«u nibt'^r t^pe. tjpr holder, twttW Id-

l«lil>u Ink. Ink Pad aD'l Xwrt-^trt. Put up in nfai boi vlth
lirf^tion« for uff. S«.ijraiCtion rtiMvitead- Worth SOc. Beft
|Uii*n Mu-k«r I'tfd IMotfr et« Seu Bftm*i la 1 niDUtc,
^int«:^'"cu->liaD bour.HeotpMtpftid ]&«.3for S6«.Cfttfr««.

B.U.I.N(i;:R!^OtL A RRO 60rorllajidtS4..N.Y.ai^

^i^^^/y SUCCESSFUL FARMERS
_ :ALL PUT ON^==

LOW COST.^''"^^^

/" Neponset" \\?X^\ Proof p;

On the ROOFS and SIDES of BARNS.
SHEDS, POULTRY HOUSES, etc., etc.

It is WATER PROOF, AIR
TIGHT. Clean to handle. Easy
to put on. As durable as shingles.

Write us and we will send
you FREE, samples and full

particulars.

F. ITir. BIRD 6t SON
SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

EAST WALPOLE, MASS. For Sale by Dealers.

POULTRY. POUIiTRY.

Sandacre parm^^f
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS.

Buff Pekin Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prire

winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

10-61 F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

«3INDIAN GAMES. <A \/> WYAND0TTE8.t>

The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NEW YORK SHOW I

won I St on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State

Poultry Societv Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, 3 seconds. 4 thirds and 2 gold specials. Send
for circular. Address T. WILtON Hi LL. JAMESBURG, N. J. 96-148

TpRHAM pbULtRY YARbS
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W. Leg-

horns, B. Minorcas, S. S. Hamburgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

Stogi^ pof^ Sale at fiLL ©imes.
Address all orders and correspondeuce to

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
J4.S5 Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

, -::-QoLLiE Pups ---=^

THE

SPORTSMEIVS
llAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMAI^. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND
HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

OPIUM
Morphine Habit Cured in 10

y». Noj»i .

OR. J. STEPHENS, Ltbanon,Ohio.

rp!
aoito SO dnys. No usy till cured.

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at
least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think thev will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. They must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
in the crop : one that will furnish animal or
insect fooa in a proportion not to scour and suf-

ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digeslib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witness such noted breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E- Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

25-50

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 East 56th Street, New York.

BERKSHIRE PIGS.
For pedigreed stock (all ages, both sexes), St.

Bernard Dogs, Light Brahmas.Caponizing Tools,
Strawberry Plants, address GEO. Q. DOW,
47-3wm North Bpping, N. H.

THE

CHRISTMAS NUMBER
OF THE

Fanciers' Journal

will be the journalistic event in

the annals of the kennel and
poultry press of America.

It will consist of 36 pages,

including a handsome cover,

specially designed by our art-

ist. The illustrations will be
original and unique, as well as

profuse. The articles on dogs,

poultry, pigeons, etc., will be
from the pens of the most fa-

mous American and European
writers, and the entire num-
ber will be a complete Cyclo-
paedia of the best original liter-

ature obtainable.

No expense will be spared

to make the Christmas Num-
ber worthy of the patronage of

every dog, chicken, and pigeon

fancier.

The edition printed will be
very large, and will circulate

over the entire globe.

This assures the most valu-

able and permanent advertis-

ing, and all persons having

stock for sale should not fail

to avail themselves of this ripe

opportunity.

The advertising rates are so

adjusted that the largest and
the smallest advertiser can de-
pend on securing profitable

returns.

Our special advertising rates

will be sent on application. All

orders for advertising must be
sent in by November i ^, to in-

sure proper classification and
display.

The Christmas Number will

be ready for mailing on De-
cember I , and all orders should

be sent in early.

Single copies, 10 cents. Lib-

eral discount to the trade.

Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co.

Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

VOL. 7, NO. 80. >WHOLE NO.. 139./ PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1891. f PER ANNl'M. ijtti.oo.

1 SINGLE COPY, r>e.

A LANGSHAN COCK. (Reproduced from the Feathered World.)
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33 S. 31I Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

V. M. HALDEMAN -
"^"^

- KENNEL EDITOK

J. H. DREVENSrtOT-_^- POULThY EDITOR

PflNCIBRS- t'UBLISHIN:^ (JO.

WH/I.ITCHILD,

Siisinets Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 'IN ADVANCE):

$2.00 PER ANNII^.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $l.fO EACH PER YEAR.

Foreign Subscriptions, lOs.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia. Pa.
P. O. Box, 916.

Entered at the Philadelphia Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

The Fanciers' Journal will be supplied by
newsdealers throughout the United States and
Canada.

NEW YORK CITY.

BRENTANO'S Union Square
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Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Club.

23.—Irish Setter Club.
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bird is a champion at home, and we be-

lieve several of his sons have won hi^h

honors in this country. Our readers

will do well to compare this illustration

with those on another page of this issue

in order to compare the English with the

American ideal.

THE KENNEL.

Our Illustration.

The Langshan cock illustrated on our

title page is the ] roperty of the Rev.

George T. Laycock, of England. The

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.
— The Spanish Student.

We call atteuti<-n to persons wishing to

advertise in our Christmas number, that

their advertisements must be sent in im-

mediately. Do not neglect the excellent

opportunity of bringing your name and

kennel into permanent prominence.

* «

We regret to announce the death of

the celebrated Irish setter dog Elcho,

Jr. His winnings and history are too

well known to need repetitim here. He
is the last of that wonderful litter, which

contained Elcho, Jr., Glencho and Bruce.

Elcho, Jr., leaves numerous progeny that

are a credit to his ability as a sire, the

most prominent of which are probably

Kildare, Beau Brummell and Seminole.

Dr. Jarvis, his breeder and until recently

his owner, has entered two of his get in

the All-aged Stake of the Irish Setter

Field Trials,
*

* *

We hear very glowing accounts of the

work of the Llewellius recently imported

by Mr. Boggs. Joe Lewis expects to take

the string to North Carolina at an early

date and complete their introduction to

American game birds. Next season we

hope to see them at the field trials.

*
« •

We hear that Mr. Hacke's Barzoi

Abreck (1st Lexington) was severely in-

jured in a "scrap" with a kennel mate

recently. We trust it will not prove se-

rious.

« «

In our correspondent's notes last week

concerning Princess Florence he erred

in giving measurement around skull as

twenty-five inches. It should have been

twenty-seven and one-half inches full.

»

Mr. H. W. Williams, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

has sold the fox terrier Holcomb Jill (re-

cently imported) to Mr. C. D. Purroy,

Wilton Kennels, N. Y. Jill is a winner

of numerous prizes on the other side and

quite successful as a dam.
*

• «

We have just received from Chatham

the drawing for the Derby. Eight brace

will compete. Owing to the heavy rain

the trials were not l)egun on Monday, as

was intended.
«

» •

The entries for the Beagle Field Trials

at Nanuet, N. Y., closed with thirty-four

nominations, divided into five classes. We
think the beagle men make a great mis-

take in making so many classes. In the

first place they divide according to sex.

Field trials are to prove which is the best

worker, and we think there should be no

discrimination, either as to sex or size.

With several years' experience in using

l)eagles nearly up to fifteen inches, and

also as small as twelve inches, we can

see no reason why they should not com-

pete on even terms, and in very heavy

cover the smaller dogs are more satisfac-

tory. Of course, if you want a dog to

catch and kill the rabbit the small dog is

not in it. The disadvantage of making

so many classes is that it misleads the

public by making so many prize winners.

For the above thirty-four entries there

will be some fifteen prizes, not including

specials, and in one class there is a prize

for every entry. It would also be well to

extend the age in the puppy cla.ss.

»
From the Fanciers' Gazette, England,

we gleam the following re the Palace

Kennel show :

" While the entries were as numerous as was

desired, the quality of some of the breeds was

certainly not up to Palace form. Particularly

was this the case with rough St. Bernards, grey-

hounds, English setters, fox terriers, Bedling-

tons and Scottish terriers, and this could not be

attributed to the judges of these varieties. The

most formidable classes in numbers or quality

were the smooth St. Bernards, mastiffs, deer-

hounds, pointers, collies, bull dogs, Skyes, black

and tans and toy spaniels. The show has been

productive in bringing out a few good young,

sters, which, if fortune serves them as far as

health is concerned, are likely to make a name
in the future. Mr. F. B. Craven's couple of

bloodhound puppies, Cerberus and Clara, are

both animals of good special merit, in many
respects taking after their celebrated sire Cham-

pion Cromwell ; and Mr. F. J. Smith's smooth-

coated St. Bernard Triton is probably the best

smooth<oated St. Bernard dog that has ever

bred and whelped in this country, for it may not

be generally known that Watch, who has hither-

to laid claim to that distinction, was in reality

bred in America, and was born a few weeks after

Sans Peur arrived in England."

*
» «

onOur contemporary also comments

the grasping policy of the management,

and deplores the fact "that there is a

parsimony about the prize money." This

seems unjust when it is considered that

the attendance is always large, and there

can be no reasonable excuse in offering

such small premiums.

« »

It is far better to raise the entry fee

and increase the premiums than to lower

both. Quality is wanted, and poor spec-

imens will become scarcer as the entry

fees become larger. Only the best will

be sent, and the best deserves a premium

worthy of the name.
«

* «

While the premiums offered by the

managers of the Columbian Exhibition,

to be held in Chicago in 1893, are liberal,

as far as the larger breeds are concerned,

we cannot help thinking it a serious mis-

take to discriminate in favor of certain

breeds and thereby reduce the premiums

on such popular breeds as collies, spaniels

and others. Make the premiums the

same in all classes
*

« •

Our daily newspaper scribes often

flounder in the depths of ignorance when

they attempt to write on doggy matters.

This is not the case with the reporters of

the great dailies of the cities, but the out-

of-town and provincial dailies are the

chief offenders.
*

* «

In a Canadian paper, for instance, we

read under the caption "The World's

Largest Dog:"

"The magnificient Newfoundland dog Lord

Bute, recently imported by dog fanciers at

Phcenixville, Pa., is said to be the largest canine

in the world. He is 39 inches in height, and one

inch taller than the famous Sir Belvidere. His

coat is glossy and dak, too dark, in fact, accord-

ing to some breeders, to allow of his being a

first-class animal. He outweighs Sir Belvidere

by twenty pounds "

»*»

This will surprise and amuse St. Ber-

nard breeders. Lord Bute a Newfound-

land ! This is a trifle too rich too keep.

Not content with the word painting, the

local artist supplied a "picter" of Lord

Bute. It looks about as much like the

latter as an elephant resembles a camel.

As a dime museum freak the living object

of that illustration might prove an at-

traction. It would be well to form a

syndicate for the purpose of sending re-

liable dog literature to the country

papers. The fancy will never survive

the shock if the latter are allowe<l full

swing on doggy matters.
«

« *

Our English correspondent a few

weeks ago published a clipping taken

from the Scottish Fancier. The latter

has mixed up matters somewhat. Mr.

Hawkes is a collie breeder, and does not

own Beau Brummell, the Irish setter.

The latter belongs to Mr. Bishop, who
hails from the same city as Mr. Hawkes.

*
» •

The New York Herald makes the fol -

lowing announcement by cable: "The

British kennels are about to suffer an-

other loss, for Colonel North has pre-

sented to Buffalo Bill two of the second

best coursing greyhounds in the world.

The dog is Dingwall, by Macphersou out

of CEnone, and the bitch is Kate Cuth-

bert, by Green Dick out of Bit of Fashion.

Colonel Cody will send them to his ranch

at North Platte, where he will establish

kennels with a view of introducing cours-

ing into American sport. He will also

breed hares in order to furnish materials

for coursing. Dingwall is second only

to Colonel North's |io,ooo dog Fuller-

ton, He has a tremendous record and

has won many important cups."
«

» «

Nothing more picturesque can be de-

sired than our own Buffalo Bill at a cours-

ing meet. Coursing has already been

introduced into American sport, but a

new impetus will be given the latter by

Colonel Codv,
»•

There is always more or less monotony

attending field trials, and when birds are

scarce any amusing incident is greeted

with laughter. For instance, when Mr,

Waters attempted to dismount from his

horse head first, we laughed so heartily

that we do not remember now whether

his cheek was so hard that it scratched

the fence, or that the rail was soft and it

lacerated his face. At any rate "there

was blood on the moon," Mr, Lacy be-

came quite an adept in making "brier

pads." Modesty forbids our mentioning

the "wild west" feats of horsemanship

displayed by us, with the assistance of

Messrs. Waters and Lacy. It is sufficient

to say our combination met with great

approval.
•*•

Mr. T. H. Garleck. Philadelphia, has

just had the misfortune of having his

best Scottish terrier pup run over by a

cart. The dog was only hurt in the fore

foot, but this may prevent his being ex-

hibited and meeting the success which

we have no doubt he would have won,

for he was a most promising youngster.
«

• «

The inaugural field trials of the U. S.

F. T. C. were a success in every particu-

lar. It is due Secretary Madison to state

that upon him fell all the work of ar-

ranging the details, and he proved to be

the right man in the right place.

•

The citizens of Bicknell took quite an

interest in the trials, and they hospitably

opened their doors and received the visi-

tors, which the overcrowded hotel could

not accommodate.

EBERHART'S CASHIER.

*
« «

The attendance of spectators was very

large, much too large in fact, as the crowd

was unmanageable. It intruded upon

the judges, and frequently interfered

with their work. It was only after Dr.

Roue had made his war-like speech an«l

appointed W, B, Stafford marshal, that

some sort of order was preserved, Staf-

ford's threat to pull any man off his

horse that advanced beyond the line bad

the desired effect.

An Explanation fk\>m His Owner Ke-
grardluK Several Errors.

Editor Fanciers' Journal,
I want to thank Mr, Mathew Henry

(an odd name) for calling my attention to

a few slight typographical errors as to

Ebe. hart's Cashier's wins in Cincinnati

show catologue, not because of the sin-

cere(?) or well-meant intentions on his

part, but because it gives me an oppor-

tunity, which I gladly take, to correct

the same. The preliminary work of a

dog show, done in one week when it re-

quired three, is the cause of same. This

can easily be understood by all who have
managed a show. Some people can't

understand anything, and never will.

Perhaps it was my mistake, but I con-

clude that it was the printer's (whom I

"rushed"), and, being too busy, was com-
pelled to trust the reading of the proof
to an experienced friend, I have got to
see a dog show catalogue that did not
have some errors, for instance, that of
last New York show, which had plenty of
them,

I will bet this Mathew Henry (what an
odd name it is) seven dollars, and |ioo
on top of it, that Ebehart's Cashier 2t>as

eligible for the challenge class at Lexing-
ton. He was either very ignorant or
vicious in stating that he was not, and
both are inexcusable. The Eberhart
Pug Kennels are "on top," deservedly
so, and there are several who are in pugs,
that can't stand this.

We have the blood in our dogs, have
won in hot company at big shows and
are selling all we can breed to satis-
fied customers. This is what hurts, and
is why so many friends take .such a deep
interest in our business. I have in my
mind's eye a few who lay awake nights
every time they see a sale published from
our kennels. What a beautiful thing it

would be if all breeders had a kindly feel-
ing for each other.
Mr. Mathew Henry could easily have

figured out how "Cashier did not win first

at Detroit in 189 1" (as he knows Detroit
gave no .show this* year), but did win
there in i8go, beating Sprake. A prin-
ter's mistake of a single figure—what a
terrible thing !

Cashier won first in puppy class, New
York, 1890, in an undivided class of about
twenty. He did win first and special for
best pug in open class at Cleveland in
1891, defeating Penrice, but not kennel

;

the latter a mistake, as was also the
printing that he won special for best in
show at Lexington (where he won in
challenge), no such prize being offered.
/Vny sensible man would know that I

would not l)e such a fool as to intention-
ally claim it. Bonsor (whom I showed
for Mr. Pitts) won first in open class. It

appears to me that this great big moun-
tain has dwindled down to a very small
mole hill.

Cashier has done some big winning for
a youngster, and his tail will continue to
curl so tight that the pug is not yet born
that can come near him in tail, while the
Kberhart Pug Kennels will continue to
sail on to glory (notwithstanding the
silent cursing they get from envious
rivals), doing business in the same old
"square deal" way (interpretation of
".square deal" means honesty in plain
United States), and please don't fail to
retain this in your memory. Yours for
what is right, Al. G. Eberhart.
Cincinnati, O., November 8, 1891.

THE A. K. C. MEETING.

Proposed Amendments to the Bench
Show Rules to Bo Acted Upon.

To THE Delegates :

You are hereby notified that a special

meeting of the American Kennel Club is

ordered to be held at the rooms of the
club. No. 44 Broadway, New York City,

on Thursday, December 10, 1891, al 2.30

o'clock, for the purpose of considering
and acting upon proposed amendments
to the Bench Show Rules. The regular
quarterly meeting of the Executive Com-
niittee of the club will be held imme-
<liately following the meeting of the club.
The meeting to consider the proposed

amendments is a very important one, and
It is earnestly desired that all of the dele-

.^07

gates be present, in order to ootaiu a full
expression of their views on the subject.
By order of the president, August Bel-
mont. A. P. Vredenburgh,

Secretary.

Proposed Amendments.
The following amendments to the

Bench Show Rules have been recom-
mended by Dr. H. T. Foote, under the
provision of Article XIV of the Constitu-
tion, and to be acted upon at a special
meeting of the American Kennel Club
to be held Thursday, December 10, 1891 :

XII. A dog suffering from (eczema) mange or
any coniaf^iou^ {or objectionable) disease shall be
disqualified, and forfeit any prize which may
have been awarded to it, nnd shall be removed
at once from the show building. The regularly
appointed veterinary surgeon shall alone decide
as to the mange or contagious disease, and his
decision mu.st be given in writing.
XVII. Bench show committees may provide

{such classes for tlo^s ofpure breeds as they choose).
1st. The Miscellaneous Class shall comprise all

cio^s lor which no regular class has been provid-
ed in the premium list. Entries in this class must
specify the breed of the exhibit, and it must be so
published in the Catalogue.

2d. The Selling Class shall be for dogs to be
sold for a maximum price, to be statea in the
premium list. An exhibitor may catalogue his
dog in this class for any sum less than the maxi-
mum.

id. The Novice Class shall be for a breed for
which a regular class has been provided, and for
competition in which a dog shall not have won
{in an open class) a prize at any American Kennel
Club Show, or which has not won (such) a prize
in a recognized show held in England or Can-
ada.
4th. The Puppy Class shall be for dogs ofer six

months and under eighteen months ofage.
5th. The Open Class shall be for dogs of any

age, which have not already qualified for the
Challenge Class, and for w^ich no Challenge
Class has been provided.

6th. The Challenge Class shall be for all dogs
having won four first prizes in the open classes.
A dog having won three first prizes in this class
{one oj zvhich shall have been won at New York,
Boston, Chicago or Toronto) shall have the privi-
lege of the title of champion, without further
competition.
XXI. (Special prizes shall only be offered for

dogs ofpure breeds, and no dog eligible lor special
prizes can be withdrawn from competition un-
less it has been stated on entry blanks, •Will not
compete for special prizes."
XXVII. Entries made in the name of a kennel

must be accompanied by the name of the actual
proprietor or proprietors, but not necessarily for
publication. The partners in a kennel will be
deemed equally culpable in the case of fraud per-
petrated in the kennel name. Eriors made in
entering; dogs may be excused unless another exhib-
itor is injured thereby, when the exhibit shall be
disqualified.
XXXIII. (Additional rule.) Nn sho7v shall ex-

tend over four davs, including the last da\ of re-
ceiving, and the first day of liberating the ex-
hibits.

Note.—All clauses in italics are the proposed
amendments.

KENNEL. KEG18TEK.

We make no charge for entries in this
column; all we ask is that registration be
made on our blank forms which will
be furnished free by sending to this office
for them.

WHELPS.
W. ATLEE BURPEE & Co.S Daisy Dean (5987)

whelped seven dogs and three bitches by
Fordfiook Squire (10,454), November 2, 1891.

MOREY KENNELS' fox terrier Warren Tease
(A. K. C. S. B. 20,421) whelped one dog and
three bitches to Raby Tigger (A. K. C. S. B.
20,' 46), November 4, 1891.

SALES.
MENTHON KENNELS have sold their St. Ber-

nard bitch Altoness (Alton—Alaric II), to
Mr. A. A. Cobb, Wilmington. Del.

NAMES CLAIMED.
W. ATLEE BURPEE & Co. claim the name

Forkhook Shauna for sable collie bitch pup-
py (Fordhook Fleet—Clifton Chief), whelped
September 1, 1891.

Fordhook Leila for dark sable collie bitch pup-
py (CI fton Chief—Fordhook Fleet), whelped
September i, 1891.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS (Cincinnati, O.)
claim the name Satan for pug dog (Spokane
83,602—Sarah Bernhardt 20,279), whelped Au-
gust 30, 1891.

Ben Hur for dog, same litter.

Hindoo for dog, same litter.

Niola for bitch, same litter.

VISITS.
EBERHART PUG KENNELS' (Cincinnati, O.)

pug Lalla Rookh (17,005) to their Bradford
Kuby II (9721), October 25, 1891.

A. H. MOORE'S St. Bernard Lady Hopeful to
Menthon Kennels' Lord Bute, October 13,
1891.

JOSEPH STINER'S (New York) St. Bernard
Lady Rosemond to Menthon Kennels' Lord
Bute, Septenioer 22, 1891.

DAVID E HIRSH'S (Lancaster. Pa.) St. Bernard
Juno to Menthon Kennels' Lord Bute, Sep-
tember 24, 1891.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.S collie Fordhook
guality (14,046) to I.^dy Haig (74.6), October
14 and 15.

The Bard of Fordhook (11,631), collie, to Ford-
hook Fashion (11,65.?), November 4 and 5, 1891.

GEORGF: a. FLETCHER'S collie Rutledge (8675)
to Lady Scot (6011), October 7 and 8, 1891.

—The most successful business men
are users of printer's ink and know what
a valuable aid it is to success in life.

Have you ever tried it ? It not, why not ?

THE BEAGLE FIELD TRIALS.

Nominations for the Club^s Trials at
Nanuet, N. Y., November 'i:i.

The entries in the Beagle Field Trials to

be held at Nanuet, N. Y., November 23,

1891, under the auspices of the National
Beagle Club closed November i, 1891,

with the following nominations :

Class A.
(Dogs over 13 and under 15 inches in height.)

William H. Child's Tony Weller, by Kino—Fly,
whelped March 24, 1885.

William H. Hvland's Bill Nye. by Rip Van
Winkle—Queen Nellie, whelped June 30, i«9o.

Pocantico Kknnkl's Storniv, by Royal Kreu-
ger—Pussie, whelped May 30, 1888.

F. F. Ogikr's Fleetwood, by Prince—Dotty,
whelped May, 1888.

Glenrosb Beagle Kennel's Ring, by Victor G.
—Try R., whelped February 22. iSik).

Hornell-Harmonv Kennel's Tricotrin, by
Royal Kreuger—Midge,whelped May 23. 1889.

Hornell-Harmonv Kennel's Sedgewick, by
Royal Kreuger—Lillie, whelped June 27, 1889.

Forest Beagle Kennel's Hunter, Forest Boy
—Lady Lee, whelped June, 1890.

Rockland Kennel's Racer. Jr., by Racer—
Vickey, whelped April 4, 1885.

Rockland Kennel's Roy K.. by Rattler III—
Dora, whelped December 23, 1889.

Class B.
(Bitches over 13 and under 15 inches.)

Hornell-Harmonv Kennel's Midge,by Bounce
—Jessie, whelped April 12, 1886.

Hornell-Harmonv Kennel's Nellie, by Rat-
tler-Rosebud, whelped July 15, ih86.

Forest Beagle Kennel's Lady Lee, by Fitz-
Hugh Lee—Nell, whelped May, 1889.

Forest Beagle Kennel's Gypsey Forest, by
Frank Forest—Sue Forest,whelped April. 1889.

Forest Beagle Kennel's June Rose, by Frank
Forest—Juno II, whelped June, 1889.

Rockland Kennel's Belle of Rockland, by
Chimer—Countess, whelped April 16, 1890

Rockland Kennel's Fancy Racer, bv Racer,
Jr.—Nellie, whelped July 10. 1890.

Rockland Kennel's Flora K., by Lee—Topsey
whelped April 18, 1887.

Pocantico Kennel's Dora, bv Kingwood—Bir-
die, whelped March 26, 1885,

F. F. Ogier's Countess Juno, by Boston—Coun-
tess, whelped September, 1889.

Glenrose Beagle Kennel's Tone, by Flute M.
—Skip, whelped December, 18S5.

Class C.
(Dogs under 13 inches.)

Hoknell-Harmo.nv Kennel's Royal Krueger,
by Baniierman—Cora,whelped March 23, 1887.

Bradford S. Turpin's Clyde, by Frank Forest
—Sue Forest, whelped April, 1889.

Edwin Field, M. D.'s Fairy Lee, by Lee II—
Fair>', whelped July 6, 18S9.

Class D.
(Bitches under 13 inches.)

Hornell-Harmonv Kennels' Ava W., by Royal
Krueger—Midge, whelped May 23, 1889.

HOKNELL Harmonv Ken.nels' Nibs, by Royal
Krueger—Midge, whelped May 23, 1S89.

W. H. AsiiBURNER's Judy, by Spelo—Nell,
whelped February, 1S90.

Bradford S. Turpin's Belle Ross, by Ross W.—
Cricket, whelped June, 1889.

Glenrose Beac^le Kennel's Toxy, by Flute M.
—Skip, whelped February i, 1891.

Glenrose Bea<;lk Kennel's Romp C, by Tony
—Skeppy, whelped December 18, 1890.

Class K.
(Puppies under 12 months,)

Rockland Kennel's The Czar, by Mac—Tanny
R., whelped April 6, 1891.

Rockland Kennel's The Pasha, by Mac—
Tanny R., whelped April 6, 1891.

Paul C. F. Hoffman's Jumbo, by Bannerman—
Virginia, whelped April 19, 1891.

Glenmork Beaglf: Kennel's Romp C, by
Tony—Skippy, whelped December 18, 1890.

POl.XTS OF THE BARZOI.

Claims That the Breed \VII1 Be Ruined
by a New Standard.

Kathleen Newcastle in the Stock-Keeper.

Permit me to say a few words in an-

swer to "Highland's" remarks respect-

ing Barzoi points. English judges will

soon ruin this breed if they form a fresh

standard ; they will breed animals (not

dogs) as top heavy and useless as the

present St. Bernard, simply through try-

ing to make elephants of them.

In Russia they do not consider height

a point, simply symmetry of form and
speed for huniing. The average height

of the dog is sixteen to eighteen verslioks

(twenty eight inches to tliirty-oue and a
hall inches), over lliis height they be-
come Coarse and lose symmetry and
speed, which are so much valued.
With reference to toK r, a black Barzoi,

if placed beside a wnile one of equal
merit, would have to be content with
second honors. White with colored mark
ings IS the favorite color, then yellow or
fawn, and last the dark colors, such as
grey, blue or black. There are a few

breeders who go in for the dark ones, but
they are in the minority.

I have not seen Mr. Hacke's Osniaday,
so cannot say what his head is like, but
certainly the collie type is not sought for
in Russia ; they like long, thin heads,
like Krilutt's and Oosslad's. With regard
to shape of body, I have just received a
young dog from Colonel Tchebishoff,
and both he and General Balderoff con-
sider his body perfection (these gentle-
men are two of the principal judges at
the Imperial shows for these (logs), he is
wider in front than anv I have yet .seen,
very deep in chest, splendid shoulders
with tremendous bone, verv good legs
Riid feet, good arch, long, straight tail well
let down to the hocks, andean go a great
pace. This dog is j^randson of Nagraj-
dai, the only one who has taken the gold
medal single handed.
With regard to the respective merits of

Oo.sslad and Argoss, I have both dogs
in my kennels here, and certainly, .seeing
the two dogs running together, the most
unprejudiced observer cannot fail to .say
that Oosslad beats his brother in more
than one point, having much the best
hindquarters, arch, and movement ; and
with reference to color, I have a liUer by
Oosslad, out of a red bitch, and they are
all lighter than he is.

I hope a club will soon be formed for
these dogs that will stick to the old Rus-
sian standard, for, in my humble opinion,
they cannot be improved, there being no
other breed to equal them in grace and
perfection of shape ; besides this, they
have many other qualities. They are most
faithful and affectionate companions and,
as far as my experience goes, they are
most intelligent. I ought to know, con-
sidering I have had nearly fifty.

DE,\TH OF ELCHO, JR.

Harry Goodinau*s Account of I Its I.4i..*t

l>ays Here on Earth.
Editor Fancikrs' Journal.
As per telegram I sent you this even-

ing, I can only more fully confirm the
sad news that Elcho, Jr., is no more. The
unconquered king of Irish setters had at

last to succumb to a terrible di.sease

from which death, however, speedily re-

lieved him. On Thursday evening last I

noticed for the first time that the old dog
had some trouble to urinate. It, how-
ever, soon passed from my mind until the

following morning, when I saw at once
the trouble was more serious than I had
supposed. I at once took him into the
house and made a bed alongside the
stove, besides keeping his loins warmed
with hot hop bags. I permitted him to
go out with a good warm blanket on him
whenever he felt inclined to do so, but
the interval between the journeys got
shorter aiul shorter as the day wore on.

In the evening I tried to reach Dr.
Withers by telephone, but being unsuc-
cessful I called in one of our best physi-
cians. The doctor prescribed .some med-
icine for him and told nic to continue my
loin treatment w itli the hot bags, but the
sufferer continued to grow worse during
the night. On the following morning
Dr. Withers called, when a catheter was
inserted and about a quart of blood
drawn from his bladder, the tube being
allowed to remain for some hours. In
the afternoon I put him in my buggy and
took him to the veterinary college, where
the doctor said he could give him better
and more constant treatment. At the
college he was given a clean, warm box
.stall and nia<le as comforlable as possi-
ble, but I shall nevi r forget that plead-
ing look he gave me when I started to
go away, and it was the last time I .saw
that grand, noble, old dog alive, for he
died early the following morning.

Harry L. Goodman.

AVHshlnjfton City's Bench Show.
The Washington City Kennel Club

will hold a bench show March >> to 11, 1892.

These dates were formerly claimed by the Mary-
land Club, but have been surrendered, they hav-
ing abandtmed their intention of holding a show.

American IVt l>ojr Club.

The American Pet Do^ Club held its

annual meeting in New York on Wednesday
and re-elected all the old officers. The club's
annual meetings will in the future be held dur-
ing the W. K. C. bench show.
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GREAT DANES IN AMERICA.

ANCIENT HUNTING DOGS.

Three Principal Kinds of Dogs Found

in Excavations.

Translated from L'Eleveur.

In studying history and the results of

archaeological excavations we find that in

the most remote antiquity there existed

three principal kinds of dogs, doubtless-

ly the result of domesticating wild races:

1. A shepherd's dog, direct descendant

of Rutmeyer's "Canis palustris," or Euro-

pean wild dog.

2. A large dogge or molosse brought

from Asia by the Aryas.

3. A large greyhound, known already

to the ancient Egyptians of the time of

the first Pharaohs, and still very abun-

dant in Kordofan.

In our opinion all actual races result

from the combination of these three

types, and from modifications that a

certain number of their descendants have
undergone through the influence of do-

mestication.
To prove that the dogge is of Asiatic

origin we rely chiefly on historical

sources like the following : "When Alex-

ander was marching towards the Indus
enormous dogs were brought to him,
trained to fight with lions and elephants.

On their emigration to the West the Asi-

atic people had large, strong dogs to

guard their camps, and even to help them
in battle. This has been particularly

found to be the case with the Cimbres,
Teutons, Huns, etc., and it is very prob-

able that the Thibet dog is the actual

representative of the antique molosse.

These latter were described as follows by
Columellus, a contemporary of Virgil

:

'They are heavy of body and have a sonor-

ous bark that frightens the thieves, their

color is dark, they are thick-set, neither

long nor short, and have a very big head,

which looks the most important part of

the animal, eyes black or greenish, wide
chest and well covered with hair, broad

shouldered, legs thick and nails large.'

There exists a valuable document that

completes and confirms what we said

about the origin of the molossus and
their use in antiquity.

At the British Museum there are Assy-

rian has reliefs from the temple of Kou-
yunjik, built under the reign of Assurban-

ipal. These bas reliefs represent a mili-

tary expedition against Decemen, King
of Susa, and scenes of hunting wild

horses. Some show armed riders shoot-

ing with bow and arrows, others bare

horses being led, also hunting scenes

where the wild horses are killed by
spears and attacked by enormous dogs

;

one represents a pack of these dogs, each

of which a servant holds by a lead. The
fidelity of Assyrian artists when repre-

senting human beings or animals is

known ; therefore, these bas-reliefs give

us a very good idea of what the Asiatic

dog was like which was used for hunting

large animals about 3000 years ago, and
the two illustrations of part of these bas

reliefs may interest our readers. One
can easily recognize the boar hound, the

famous Allan of the Middle Ages, whose
modern representative is the mastiff", de-

generated by inaction. The latter has

not the powerful and well-developed

limbs of the fomier, nor his enormous
neck, which on the bas relief we see sur-

rounded by a wooden ring for a collar.

This dog of Asia passed into Mace-
donia after Alexander's conquests, and
there received the name ot Molossus,

after a town in Epirus, whence he was im-

ported to supply the circuses at Rome,
From Italy the Romans transported him
to Great Britain, where he multiplied

quickly, and whence he was taken to

Gallia and Germany. The name Alan

that he was given by the Gauls and in

the Middle Ages is certainly of Celtic

origin, for it does not exist in Latin,

although the word has remained in Italy*

where the dogge is called Alano.

Their Standing in This Country—Mis-

takes Made by the Judges.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
In your issue of October 31 you favor

us with the new standard and scale of

points for judging Great Danes in Ger-

many, and as I have been for some time

convinced that this and other large breeds

are suffering in America from certain

tendencies on the part of breeders, and

especially judges, I ask for space in your

journal to express a few thoughts on this

subject. Every standard of Great Danes

that has ever been published has recog-

nized that this breed should be pre-emi-

nently active, strong and graceful, as

well as large. The standard just pub-

lished is on the whole satisfactory, but

to the scale of points there are some very

strong objections, and especially at the
present time ; e.g., tail is to count 10, i.

e., as much as back and loins together,

as much as quarters, as much as legs and
feet. Moreover, movement counts only
5. I should like to ask how many Great
Danes that are exhibited at our shows
have a really good set of legs and feet,

and how many move in a strong and
graceful manner? One of the most fa-

mous Danes in America to-day has a

wretched loin and does not move well.

is this ? Largely, I think, because coarse

specimens with an uninviting expression,

if not a downright savage behavior, have
repelled and sometimes terrified the visi-

tors at shows.
When the refined, typical, sweet-tem-

pered Great Dane is shown note how the

people crowd about the stall. Was it not

thus of two of the specimens shown on
the last Canadian circuit ? And yet one
of these was twice put back in favor of

larger but inferior animals.

The judging of Danes has been too of-

ten bad—ndetrimental to sound breeding
and the popularity of this class of dogs.

They are considered by many as fit only

for the wild West and cattle ranches.

This must not be, but if it is to be avoided
we must place quality over size, and bold

expression, disposition, good muscling
and graceful carriage and movement

—

in fact type and quality generally as ab-

solutely indispensable. But there must
be a beginning of better things made by
some judge, and this I hope to see as re-

gards both St, Bernards and Great Danes
at the next New York show.

Wesley Mills, M. D,

THE LORD CLOVER PEDIGREE.

still a Matter of Dispute Among:
Breeders of Pugf Doi^s.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

As Dr, Cryer calls on me through your

columns to pull him out of the mire in

the matter of Lord Clovers's pedigree, I

In making a standard and applying it,

if parts of prime importance are rated

low, as in this scale of points, it looks if

the caprice of fancy was substituted for

sound organization and good balance of

parts in the dog. If a standard departs

from so framing the dog that he should

be other than strong and well-balanced it

must be condemned ; and the present

scale of points seems to me to do this in

a conspicuous degree. Height and coat

and color are rated properly low, yet our

judges do not always, as a matter of fact,

act accordingly.
There probably never was a time when

it was so important for judges to look

first of all for well-made typical speci-

mens rather than ill-balanced giants as

now, for the tendency is to get size in St.

Bernards and Great Danes at any cost.

The cost is fearful, as the recent deaths

among the former breed shows. After

making all allov/ance for the effect of

climate, bad management, etc., we must
seek in other directions for the principal

cause of this high rate of mortality, and
it is to be found in bad breeding, i. e.,

the breeding of dogs of an ill-balanced

organization. The remedy for this is in

the hands of our judges largely. Judges

of both St. Bernards and Danes select the

big dogs in preference to smaller ones of

sound make up. It is scarcely too much
to say that a dog that is not of great size

cannot win, no matter what his merits.

This cannot but militate against the best

interests of any breed of dogs.

Another matter of great importance is

that the public has never in America
taken very keenly to Great Danes. Why

will simply refer him to the letters al-

ready written on this subject. It is little

use to prolong the agony. In his state

of helpless ignorance the doctor utters

the Macedonian cry for aid, and he can

get all he can p>ossibly require or hanker

after by addressing a plain request for

information to the secretary of English

Pug Club. The bitches Nellie and Little

Dorrit, of whom Dr. Cryer knows as lit-

tle as a red Indian knows of conic sec-

tions, were both of them the property of
T. Proctor, of Leeds, England. The same
gentleman owns the well-known Cham-
pion Confidence and Little Countess, and
Dr. Cryer has his street address.

It is not often that a historian ties him-
self up in so tight a snarl in two contri-

butions to public enlightenment, and the

doctor is really entitled to sympathy.
Of course it is no fault of mine, and I am
in no sense obligated to take him upon
my knee and instil the alphabet of the

fancy into his strangly benighted brain.

On the whole, I prefer to confess inability

to rescue the doctor from the noose woven
out of his own publications. All I will

do is respectfully refer him to the officers

of the Pug Club of England, There is

precious little comfort in store for him
there, but they will deal with his blun-

dering bewilderment gently.

Thos. I. Ballantine.
Peoria. 111., Novembers, 1891.

Have you sent in your orders for extra

copies of our great Christmas edition.

BISCUITS AND BROTH.

From Our Own Correspondent.

London, England, Oct, 31,—We have
had a very busy week, and all eyes have
been turned 'wards the Crystal Palace at

Sydenham, where the great show was on,

I have never seen so many people at a

show, and as the Palace takes a lot of

filling— I should say the executive—the

directors of the company ought to shake
hands with themselves.

But the shows run by caterers have
their drawbacks, and I noticed one in

particular this week. In the event of an

objection there was no committee to

listen to it. Surely this is not as it

should be, and I think that all shows
under K, C, rules should be provided with

competent stewards to inquire into objec-

tions made. The K. C. ought to furnish

such men. Delay is dangerous, and in

no case more than objections at dog
shows. Surely the Bristol incident has

taught us that

!

-«-
The show of sporting dogs was not

good, and many of the important kennels

were unrepresented. Why, I don't

know, except it was that the judges were

unpopular. Then again lots of entries

were sent back because they had been

sent without late entry fees, and owners,

rather than submit to the extortion, kept

heir dogs home. And quite right, too.

But I never saw a better managed show

in my life. Everything was in apple pie

order, and the arrangement worked

splendidly. The judging rings could

not be beaten, for they were lar^e enough

for sixty or eighty dogs at a time. The
Palace surroundings are charming now,

and the only objection to the place is

that the trains that run to it are so con-

foundedly slow,

I had a good look at the black spaniel

Bridford Perfection this week, and I

think she is about the grandest I ever

saw. True, she was a little too fat, but

her owner, Mr, WooUand, told me that

she is such a great doer that they experi-

ence the greatest diflBculty in keeping her

down , This is the bitch that cost Zil'^,

perhaps the biggest money ever given

for a spaniel.

She has a great lot of quality, and her

coat is so excellent, indeed I don't know
where to find her faults, and if she is

ever beaten her conqueror will have to

be a marvel. It seems strange that

Captain Thomas should have missed this

one when he bought all Mr, Jacobs'

spaniels, I wonder if this one was kept

behind the door when all the other dogs

were turned out of the kennel ? Really

it seems as if someone had been spoofed.

The owner of the Great Dane Ivanhoe

received a threatening letter some time

ago that the dog would be poisoned, and

as the peculiar death of Cedric the Saxon

w as mentioned.both Mr, and Mrs. Adcock

were greatlv alarmed. At the Palace

this week the dog was watched by two

detectives, and it is satisfactory to note

that no harm has happened to so good

a dog.
^XX^

Perhaps Ivanhoe is the best Great

Dane in England to-day. Hannibal the

Great is certainly a magnificent animal,

and he was put on the bench in fine form

last Tuesday. I must say, however, that

he appears to be too thick through his

shoulders, and his gait behind could be

V>etter. However, he is a grand dog, and

it will be a toss up when he and Ivanhoe

meet. There is not very much between

ihem.
^XX^

The show of toy dogs was very good,

and the ladies went in for the usual pen

adornments. And some of them seemed

to live in the lap of luxury, and they

were made a lot of, too, by the crowd of

well-dressed peopl*? who visited the

Palace. But really ladies sometimes are

too endearing to their little dogs, and

perhaps a lot of the nonsense is affected

after all.

But there, I mustn't be ungallant, else

I shall get my ears pulled and suffer like
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Alfred George did at the Spa show this

summer ! Were it not for the ladies our
dogs would perhaps now and then be
sorely out of condition.

^XX^
There was great excitement in Irish

terrier circles at the Palace when Mr,
Barnett objected to Tinder Box, Tassel
and Telltale for alleged faking. It was
alleged by the objector that the dogs'
coats had been singed.

^xx^
I have seen a better lot of collies by a

long way, but confess that I have never
passed a lot of benches on which were
dogs with ears so inclined to be pricked.
Some time ago the down ear was too com-
mon, and now breeders will have to
guard against prick ears. Breeders have
been running after the prick-eared bitches
to breed from, hence the glaring fault
noticeable this week at Sydenham.

^xx^
Sawdust should never be distributed

over the floor of a ring whereon poodles
are to be judged. The sawdust got into
the long coats of the. poodles at the Pal-
ace, and it will take days to get it out.
The poodle market is not over brisk, and
I heard some of the best are on offer at
miserable prices. Considering poodles
(corded) are the most difficult dogs to
keep on earth, they ought to be worth
a lot more than is now asked for them.
But it should be remembered there are as
good-looking poodles on . the bench to-
day as ever have been seen, Champion
Lyris not excepted.

^XX^
Dr. Edwardes Ker bought the blood-

hound Coombe Bramble from Mr.
Mark Beaufoy, M. P., at the C, P. She
was a very cheap hound. Maybe now
the doctor will try to breed otter hounds,
as he has plenty old English sheep dogs
in his kennel.

-^XX^
There was a great fuss about a winning

Dachshund missed from the Palace on
Wednestlay morning. Another was put
in his place, but the whole thing righted
itself. Perhaps after all it was the fault
of some keeper—not a thief.

Lady de Clifford was at the show on
Wednesday, but did not spend so much
time as usual 'mong the bull dogs,

•^XX^
The smell round the judging ring at

the Palace was alx>minable, and should
have been looked to with more despatch
by those who disinfected. These things
should be done well. People cannot be
expected to visit fever dens.

-^XX^
The award in the official C, P, cata-

logue is wrong so far as regards the
challenge Blenheim spaniels. Excelsior
won, and no other.

Mr. Panmure Gordon has bought a lot
of horses and dogs in the States, He is

expected home on the 12th of next
month.

^XX^
An international show will be held at

Amsterdam in May. Mr. Charles Cruft has
been appointed English secretary. Three
well-known English judges and probably
George Helliwell will take the sporting
classes, therefore the King of Denmark
must get the right "stoof." Mr. Stin-
stra, of the Hague, has this show in hand.

-^XX^
A well-known author and dog critic

says there is no money left in dogs be-
cause the K. C. people get it all !

^xx^
Mr, George Forrest Herbert has offered

the Gordon Setter Club a silver cup to
be competed for at that club's tnals

;

that such has been accepted and will be
given for the best in the Puppy Stakes,
I hear there are some excellent black
spaniels to come out, and that they will
be good enough to meet the best.

^xx^
Sailor Prince, the Great Dane, has

changed hands, Mr, Hoppett having sold
him to Mr, Smout. S, P, did not com-
pete, although benched at the Palace.

-^XX^
In class 69 at the Palace there were two

equal firsts, seconds and thirds, thus
bearing out Billy Qrfiham's argument

that such are often given. Said B. G.
says the K. C. would never have asked
for the £2 back if they had thought of
the distress in Oireland !

-^xx^
Mr. Harding Cox's kennel manager

received a telegram on Wednesday, say-
ing that his wife was dying. He hastened
home.

The Bedlington puppy Blue Peter is

no more. He was owned by Mr. Alcock
and was most successful, but his career
was a short one. Distemper was the
cause of his demise.

-^xx^
Mr. H. E. Oliver, the under secretary

at the C. P. show, was one of the most
obliging fellows I have met in an official
form at shows. Sometimes these people
fancy themselves more than others do,
Mr, S. Woodiwiss was over from Bou-
longe, the deserted. But, no ! for I notice
in the Visitors' List such public men as
Mr. De Cobain and Isidore Wertheimer.
Esq.

^xx^
A man I know says he likes splay-

footed beagles for the Lincolnshire when
they cannot jump the dykes. These
duck-footed little hounds can swim them
better than the usual strong-footed ones,

^xx-^
:vlr. Arthur Sketchley shortly leaves

for California, where he intends to reside.
His weakness in dawgs is in the way of
Airedale terriers,

MX^
Fred Barret, the jockey, is going in for

coursing, I see. The "boys" at New-
market used to go for the leash with a
will, and it is to be hoped they will
patronize the champion meeting well
this year.

-^Xl^

William Riley, the popular host at
the Greyhound Hotel at Newmarket, is

a good coursing man, and could do a
sprint of his own years gone by, for he
won a Sheffield handicap.

A DOG AND DONKEY DUEL.

Two Brutes as Furious as Bloodhounds
Liald Very Low^.

Meadville, Pa., Oct, 25,—A fierce

duel was fought a day or two ago at the

Vallonia Distillery between an innocent-

looking, sleeepy little donkey and two
big and furious dogs that had been for

days seeking an opportunity to tackle

his donkeyship. The donkey was run-

ning loose in the large, high-fenced bull-

yard at the brewery. His owner seeing

the dogs growling and eagerly showing
their teeth at the bullyard gate trying to

get in concluded that he would give the

dogs a chance.
If they had been Siberian bloodhounds

the barking brutes could not have rushed
with more voracity upon the seemingly
stupid little beast with long, shaggy hair
and ears. Prancing around him on both
sides and watching their chance to grab
him by the throat both together, the dogs
like a brace of ravenous wolves encircled
the donkey.

S<iuinting lazily out of his off" eye, the
donkey appeared most oblivious to his
danger. The dogs grew fiercer. As both
were about to catch his throat in their
teeth the donkey, with the speed of a
lightning flash, lowered his head and
dashed toward the nearest dog as if with
the long-eared head to bunt him, A
buzz-saw could not revolve more quickly
than did the little jackass at this point.
He fairly flew around as if on a pivot.
Both heels flew out. They landed

squarely amidships on the body of the
nearest .snapping and snarling cur. At
the same irstant 150 pounds of dog went
spinning through the air and struck the
earth ten yards away, a whining, yelp-
ing, whipped canine.
The fate of dog No. i was only an ag-

gravation to No. 2. He snapped and
growled more ravenously at the donkey
than before. In two minutes more, how-
ever, the second savage assailant was ca-

vorting over the turf in somersaults, and
the donkey had closed his eyes again and
retired on his laurels. Neither big dog
can be coaxed near the distillery bull-

yard now.

THE BICKNELL TRIALS.

The Results in the Setter Derby and

the All-Aged Stake.
From a Staff Correspondent.

BiCKNELL, Ind., Nov. 3.—The Setter

Derby, for which there were fifty-one

entries, had twenty-four starters. Im-
mediately upon the completion of the

Pointer Derby the first brace for the
Setter Derby was put down as follows :

doc quinn and hoosier girl.
Charles A. Travis' black and white dog Doc

Quinn. by Monk of Furness—Merry Girl ; han-
dled by G. W. Richards, and Joseph H. and John
A. Hunter's orange and white bitch Hoosier
Girl, by Dad Wilson—Daisy Hunter; handled by
John A. Hunter.

This was the first brace drawn. At
10.25 A. M. they were cast off" in a stub-
ble field. Crossing same to woods Doc
ran over and flushed a single, then turn-
ing around he came back and flushed the
remainder of the covey. Girl then fol-
lowed his example, for after scoring a
point she flushed two singles. Along
fence at edge of woods Doc pointed and
a robin was found. He then made a
false point at edge of woods while Girl
stood a rabbit. The brace was ordered
up at II A, M, The continued dry
weather made it difficult for the dogs to
locate the game.

HOPE'S MARK AND RUBY GLADSTONE II.

J. M. Lasseter's black, white and tan dog
Hope's Mark, by Gath's Hope—Lady May; han-
dled by D. E. Rose, and H. J. Smith's lilack,
white and tan bitch Ruby Gladstone II, by Glad-
stone's Boy—Diamond ; handled by T. H. Poin-
dexter.

The two were put down at 11.14 A. M.
Both started off" at a rattling pace, Mark
being the faster of the two. In high
weeds Ruby pointed and Mark backed

;

it proved to be a rabbit the bitch had lo-
cated. Mark made a false point in corn-
field. Passing over railroad into stubble
field. Ruby flushed a single and chased

;

then as Mark was making game she came
up, and between them the covey flushed.
Crossing railroad into orchard Mark
pointed and was backed by Ruby ; no
birds. The birds then covered the ground
where afterwards a bird was flushed by
handlers, and further on another bircl

flushed wild. In stubble field Mark
flushed a covey aud dropped to shot. He
is a wide and fast ranger and a dog of su-
perior quality, notwithstanding the poor
showing in the heat. Dogs up at 12 M.

BOY AND BELLE OF ALMA.
T. J. Wiring's black, white and tan 'dog Boy,

by Ben W.—Nellie W. ; handled by J. 'h. John-
son, and A.J. Gleason's black, white and tan
bitch Belle of Alma ; handled by himself.

This brace was put out at 12.07 P- M.
Belle set the pace and proved the best
ranger. In stubble field Boy flushed a
single. Near fence Boy pointed and
Johnson flushed the bird ; Boy was un-
steady to wing. Going into orchard
Belle flushed a bunch of birds and at the
fence Belle flushed a single. Returning
to stubble field Belle located a covey and
was steady to shot. On top of hill both
pointed falsely. Moving on, Belle point-
ed and Boy backed ; Gleason then flushed
the bird, then made a false point. Both
bogs were deficient in nose and bird
sense. They were taken up at 12.41 P.

M., and we adjourned to lunch. For
about half an hour the air was filled with
snow-flakes, but the snowstorm soon
ceased and the weather became dull and
muggy.

BRUCE M. AND WUN LUNG'S SISTER.
R. B. Morgan'sblack dog Bruce M., by Richard

IV—Rural Neva ; handled by himself, and S. J.
McCartney's liver, white and tan bitch Wun
Lung's sister, by Captain Bethel—Enid; handled
by D. E. Rose.

The brace were taken out at '^,30 P,
M, Both dogs had crossed the field and
were into the next when we arrived at
the fence. In dismounting to cross, a
covey flushed, which we followed into a
thicket, where the bitch made an excus-
able flush with wind against her and birds
wild. Along ditch Bruce made game but
flushed before coming to a point. Going
into the woods Bruced flushed again,
while the bitch made three successive
points on singles, and was doing capital
work. Passing over top of hill Bruce
flushed several birds. He then located
the remainder of the bevy. Going into
the bushes Bruce made a false poinl, the
bitch pointed, then Bruce flushed a single.

The bitch then got two points. She
then crossed a ditch and made a false

point on hill side. Bruce lacked nose
and the bitch bad the best of the heat all

through in nose, style, speed and other
necessary points. They were ordered up
at 2.18.

'

DON AND BOB COOPER.

J. R. Hayes' orange and white dog Don. by Dom
Pedro—Fanny ; handled by Robert M. Riley, and
Blue Ridge Kennels' liver and white dog Bob
Cooper, handled by D. E. Rose.

These two dogs were put down in
stubble field at 2.19 P. M. Don quickly
found a bevy but moved up with handler
and was unsteady to wing. Bob then
pointed another bunch and was steady to
wing. Don pointed at bottom of hill.
Bob took his turn on a single and was
steady to shot. He then pointed a bird
which flushed wild. Moving on a few
feet he pinned another single, which
Rose flushed. After passing through
woods into clearing both dogs pointed
and the birds flushed wild. Then the
dogs pointed where the birds no doubt
had been but were not then. Bob was
the better ranger and showed much bird
sense. The brace was ordered up at 2.52.

FLYAWAY AND GLORIANNA.
N. T. Harris' black, white and tan bitch Fly-

away, by Gath's Hope—Dimple
; handled by G.

R. Howse.aud A. J. Gleason's black and while
bitch Glorianna, handled by himself

This brace was put down at 2.58 P. M.
Glorianna got a point on edge of woods
but which Flyaway refused to acknowl-
edge. In stubble Flyaway raised two
birds and moving on flushed the balance
of the covey without paying the slightest
attention to the birds. Glorianna then
made a flush. In woods Flyaway made
a nice point and was steady to shot.
They were then taken up for ten min-
utes and transferred to new grounds. In
rag weed field both flushed birds and
again down in corner of field they
flushed again. After another flush by
each Glorianna made a point. They were
then taken up at 4.48 P. M.

BOOTH AND REIL.

B. Ridgway's black, white and tan dog Booth
by King Noble—Queen Vashti ; handled by
Charles Barker, and Blue Ridge Kennels' black
white and tan bitch Reil, by Ko<lerigo—Lufra

'

handled by Frank Richards.

The brace was cast off at 4.50 P. M.
In rag weed at edge of cornfield both
flushed a single, and pushing on flu.shed
the bevy. Along edge of woods Reil
flushed two singles and went over a
covey, which was flushed by the judge
following her. In the meantime Booth
was working in cornfield, where he
pointed a single, but jumped in and
flushed it, then in casting around he
made another flush. Both dogs showed
a lack of nose, and were ordered up at
4.20 P. M.

KING IREX AND LATONIA II.

A. Corrodi and C S. Greer's liver and white
dog King Irex, by Coin Gladstane—Blanch Rod-
erigo; handled by George Mcl.in. and Foston
and Burdell's black, white and tan bitch Lato-
nia II, by Paul Glad.stone—I.atonia ; handled by
Frank Richards.

Put down at 4.25. Richards claimed the
first point for his bitch. King also
pointed same covey. King then pointed
and McLin not finding the birds ordered
his dog on and he flushed a covey. Along
fence Latonia roaded through a covey,
which was flushed by her handler, King
chasing when they flew up. As it was
about dark dogs were ordered up at 4.SS
P. M.

1 4 5:)

BiCKNELL, November 4. -At 7.54 A. M. the same
brace was put down again. Near woods King
flushed a small bunch. Then the bitch ran up a
bevy. Going through corn field King pointed
and was backed by the bitch. Both were steady
to shot. Latonia then ot a point which King
acknowledged. Latonia was unsteady to shot.
The handlers walked up a bird, which the dogs
had, we might say, run over. They seemed to
lack nose. Ordered up at 8.39 A. M.

MONNIE AND ERIC ELCHO
J. I. Case, Jr.'s, black, white and tan bitch

Monnie, by Queen Noble— Va>hti ; handled by
Charles Carker, and B. F. Kramer's Irish setter
(the only entry of this breed that filled) Eric
Elcho, by Lee Grouse—Delia; handled by George
McLtn.
They were put down at 8.34 A. M. Monnie

found a covey by a fence and was steady to shot.
On hill she" made a false point and in weeds
made two more. In stubble fields both dogs
passed over firound where afterwards a covey
was flushed by us. This was a very tedious
heat. The red dog did not hunt at all. and Mon-
nie was lacking in nose. The brace was taken
up at 10 A. M.

TOUGH AND MAID OF ALMA.
T. J. Widrig's black and white ticked dog

Tough, by Ben W—Nellie W.; handled by J. H.
iohnson, and A. J. Gleastm's black and white
itch Maid of Alma, by Dan Foreman—Don's

Nellie; handled by owner.
This brace was next down in order of drawing.

On hill side Tou^h flushed a small bunch, and
was steady to wing. He then pointed on hill
top and was backed by Maid. Johnson flushed
the birds. Tough then made a flush, after which
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Maid made the same blunder, but was steady to
wiiiK. A covey flushed aluiif^side of (ileasoii and
Maid, who seemed totally indifferent to them.
Dogs up at I I.I I A. M.

WUN LUNO AND FRANK DONCASTKR.
8. J. McC«rtney's black, white and tan dog

Wun LuuK, by Captain Bethel—Kuid ; handled
by D. E Rose, and M. C. Wiles' lemon and white
doK Frank Doncaster. by (iladstoue-Ruby Don-
caster ; handled by owner.

The two were put down at u.29 A. M. In
speed and range Wun I.ung was far the better

dog. The brace was taken up before findiing

game at 11.4s A. M. After luncheon they were
again cast off, and shortly Frank flushed bevy in

siuV)ble field. Following the birds into a hollow,
both dogs pointed and a oird was flushed in front

of Wun Lung, who was steady to shot. Frank
had no game. Proceeding up the gully both
dogs .scored a point. Then Wun Lung began
roading up to locate, when Frank crossed in and
pointed a single, taking the point from Wun
Lung The bird was flushed by handler, and
Frank started to chase. Returning, Wun Lung

ed and Frank backed. A bird flushed to

side of them. In cornfield bottom Ro.se walked
up a covey. Crossing ditch, Wun Lung located

a bunch, which ran and then flushed wild.

Frank now flushed a covey. In woods Wun
Lung pointed and birds flushed wild. Frank
pointed in thicket, which was fairly alive with
quail They arose in all directions. Frank got

another point and they were then taken up at

I 41 P. M.
FIRENZI AND LADY EVELINE.

H.J. Smith's black, white and tan bitch Fi-

renzi, by Gath's Mark—Flame Gladstone ; han-
dled by George McLin. and Blue Ridge Kennels'
black, white and tau bitch Lady Eveline, by
t;ath's Mrtrk—Flame Gladestone ; handled by
l>. K. Rose.

This was the last brace of the pr liminary sc-

ries put down. They were let go on edge of

woods at 1.37 P. M., where Ladv scored the first

point, which was acknowledg a by Firenzi. The
point proved false. Down in the high weeds in

which the dogs were working birds flushed. Fi-

ren/.i then got a point and Lady backed, a single

was flushed, dogs steady to wing. Lady then

made a flush, a false point, followed by a point,

from which Rose flushed a single. She found
another bird, Rose shot, she was steady to shot.

The brace was taken up at 2.22 P. M.

HOPE'S MARK AND WUN LUNGS SISTER.

After a consultation the judges ordered this

brace down at .'.58 in stubble field. Mark imme-
diately cut out the work in grand style. He
ranged outside of the bitch durinK the entire

heat, consequently secured most of the points.

After ranging a short distance Mark came to a

point and was back by the bitch, both were
staunch to shot. Mark ranging near woods got

another point and was again backed, a quail

was flushed by Rose. Both dogs now whirled

onto a single which flushed. In crossing

fence a covey was flushed. Dogs ranging in

field got points, the dog on a covey and the

bitch on scattered birds. Both were steady to

wing. Mark pointed in briers, Ro.se flushed a

single therefrom, he then flushed some scattered

birds while trying to get the brace back into the

open field. Passing into the woods Mark placed

a couple more "finds" to his credit. Dogs or-

dered up at 3.16, Mark the likely winner of the

stake, as he has shown himself a very speedy
and reliable bird finder.

WUN LUNG AND BOB COOPER
Ten minutes later this brace was put down in

a wheat stubble field near by. Bob shortly

flushed a covev going down the wind, and at-

tempted to chase. Rose gave him a thrasi.iug,

after which he worked faultlessly. Traversing

field to Ravine Bob came to a point, where birds

had been feeding, and was backed by the bitch.

Bob then pointed on edge of ravine and was
backed. Both steady to shot. Bob then found a

single, then the bitch, thinking it was her turn,

iwinted and was backed by Bob. Presently Bob
got another, then both pointed where running
birds had probably been. Bob got another point

an<l the brace were then put up at 3.50 P. M.

BOB COOPER AND HOPE'S MARK.
This capital brace of dogs were cast off at.4.40.

Bob made a false point. Mark got a point on a

single, {ioing down the wind Mark flushed u

iiird. Mark made a point near fence but we could

see no birds. It was now about dark, so the

dogs were ordered up to be put down again the

next day.

BiCKNELL, November 5.—At 7.55 A. M. the

same brace were put out near town. Mark
soon got a point upon which he dropped when
cautioned by Rose. Bob refused to back the

scpiatting dog. Mark moved from his point and
roading up pinned the game, as did al.so Bob.

Both dogs were steady to wing. Mark then
dropped upon a point where the birds no doubt
had lately been, and was handsomely backed by
Bob. Following the birds that had been pre-

viously flushed into the woods Mark paused,

then roading on pointed a single just as it was
taking a hasty leave. Bob backed. Ordered on
Mark showed signs of game, but Bob located

first Rose flushed. On returning to the open
i'lvUl the dogs were ordered up and the judges
announced their decision as given below. Mark
had the better of the heat all through. Recov-
ered his ground better and faster and was more
accurate in finding birds.

It will not be out of place here to call atten

tion to the fact that Mr. Rose handled the three

winners in this stake, and they were all worthy
specimens of his skill in training field trial dogs.

After this season Mr. Rose will handle ex-

clusively for the Blue Ridge Kennels. Another
item of interest here is that the Blue Ridge Ken-
nels now own Hope's Mark. They took a fancy

to the dog before the running of the preliminary
.series, and liefore the ending of the series Colonel
O'Banuon received a telegram from Mr. Hulman
saying "He is ours."

The winners of the stake were:
1. J. M. Lasseter's Hope's Mark.
2. Blue Ridge Kennels' Bob Cooper.

3. S. J. McCartney's Wun Lung.

Stake. Thirty pointers had been entered
and fifteen entries filled. The order of run-
ning had been drawn the previous even-
ing and the first brace was now put down.

PROMOTION AND ROSALINE WILKES.
John R. Daniels' liver and white dog Promo-

tion, by Lord Graphic—Belle ; handled by
Charles Barker, and J. E. Guinotte's black and
white bitch Rosaline Wilkes, by Ossian—Fannie
K. ; handled by A. J. Gleason. were cast off in

stubble field at 7.54 A. M. After drawing this

field a blank, in the next Promotion found a sin-

gle, then going into thicket he pointed. No
game was found on this point, but the bitch
came up afterwards and flushed a bird near the
same spot and two other birds flushed in the vi-

cinity. We now moved out into the field, where
several quail flew up around Promotion, to

which he paid no attention. At the same time
the bitch made a rank flush of another bunch of
birds. Both dogs showed great lack of merit,
and were taken up at 9.30 A. M.

BOUNCE AND JOK H. K.

G.W. Armory's liver and white dog Bounce,
by Bob—Sal ; handled by T. W. Poindexter, and
J. H. Kerr's black dog Joe H. K., by Joe Pape—
Nan ; handled by George McLin, were put down
at 9 35 A. M. in woods, where birds flushed, but
in the high weeds it was impossible to see if by
dogs or not. The only incident in this tiresome
heat was a point and flush by Bounce. Like the
previous pair, this brace will recitve no further
notice. They were retired at 10.28 A. M.

LA GRIPPE AND REX.
C. C. Weaver's liver and white dog La Grippe,

by Ralph—Brown's Madge ; handled by George
McLin, and Mrs. George A. Castleman's liver

and white dog Rex, by Mainspring—Dell ; han-
dled bv W. B. Stafford,were taken out at 10.48, in

a stubble field. Rex made a flush by ditch. La
Grippe pointed a single in orchard. Rex false

pointed, then both pointed, and La Grippe, road-
ing up, flushed. Both now made a fal.'-c point.
Going up lane both dogs made ({ame, and finally

Rex roading up to a flush. La Grippe found a sin-

gle Rex made a couple more false points, one
of which when called to back the bitch refused
to honor, her owner saying she never backed a
false point. Query, how could she know the
false from the true when some distance from the
pointing dog? Rex finally got a point, and both
were unsteady to shot. Rex made a flush and
La Grippe a point, after which they were taken
up at 11.54 A. M. Like the dog's down before,

this last pair lack .sufficient merit to be called to

go down again.

BEN A. AND NUTWOOD.
D. W. Yandel's black and white dog Ben A., by

Stoddard—Jet II; handled by Ed.Gair. and James
Board's liver and white dog Nutwood, by Ossian
—Nellie E.; handled by Frank Richards, put
afield at 11.54 A. M. Ben got a point on hilltop
and was backed by Nutwood, both dogs were
steady to shot. Nutwood soon located and was
properly backed by the other dog. Nutwood
was unsteady to shot. Ben got one more point
which Nutwood honored, when the dogs were
taken up at 12.37. Although he had little chance
to display his ability to fnid game, Ben A. was
the best dog in this stake so far.

DON FISHEL AND BLACK WONDER.
U. R. Fishel's black and white dog Don Fishel,

by Devonshire Sam— Nellie Bang ; handled by
George McLin. and J. H. and J. A. Hunter's
black dog Black Wonder, by Ike—Bang Bang's
Pride; handled by John Hunter, were put out in

stubble field after luncheon at 1.47. Black Won-
der, a wide and fast ranj;er. stopped himself in

time to avoid a flush. In thicket he got lost and
it was some time before he could be gotten out.

He is only a half broken dog and not under con-
trol. During the heat Wonder found three
covies, each time while he had been lost, and we
only discovered his whereabouts by the flight of

the quail. Don Fishel did nothing that we are
aware of. Dogs up at 2.37 P. M.

PAXICO AND PEARLS FAN,
A. J. Gleason's liver and white dog Paxico, by

Ossian—Nellie E.,handled by Gleason, and Louis
Strichmor's liver and white bitch Pearl's Fan, by
Luck of Goat—Pearl stone; handled by George
McLin, were turned loose in rag weid held. Fan
pointed in corn field and was backed by Paxico.
She then moved on and pointed a covey while
Paxico also pointed a bunch. Moving on a short
distance the dog pointed and was backed by the
bitch, both steady to shot. Paxico scored again
in thicket. Gleason flushed. Again Paxico
found and was backed by Fan. Both steady to

shot. Fan in turn found, while the dog backed.
After another point by Paxico the brace were
ordered up at 2.25 P. M.

BERTRALDO AND NASO BOW OF THE ELMS.

mainderofthe covey. Both dogs lacked uose.

Up at 9.32 A. M.
LA GRIPPE AND BEN A.

The judges now selected the above brace to

try conclusions, and they were put down at 9.49,

and it did not take long for Ben A. to prove him-
self the better dog. He has more style, is a much
better ranger and shows considerable bird sense.

He began the heat badly by a false point, after

which he found game and was backed by La
Grippe, who broke her back, went in and flushed.

The bitch found a covey m orchard, and both
dogs got another at the well. Up at 10.47 A. M.

PAXICO AND REX.
Nine minutes later the above brace were start-

ed in their race for the money. Rex made a

false point, which Paxico acknowledged. He
then found a single, Paxico again backing him.
Near fence Paxico made a point, then a false

point. A covey was now flushed from the very
ground over ^Vhich Rex had gone. Paxico 111

turn made a point, then a fal.se point. Rex false

pointed in woods, and coming out of woods he
pointed a rabbit, which Stafford shot, not greatly

to his credit as a trainer of field trial dogs. In
stubble Rex again pointed a rabbit, in fact, he
seems a regular meat dog, and one of the very
poorest in the state. He made another false

point, and the dogs were then taken up at 11.58.

BLACK WONDER AND PEARL'S FAN.
After lucheon this brace was called for, and

were put out at i.ii P. M. On hillside Fan made
a false point. Wonder found a single in woods,
he then roaded up and located a bunch, which
Hunter flushed. On hill he pointed again, then
moved and stopped, when Hunter called to him ;

a bevy then flushed wild. Fan pointed a rabbit.

She followed this up by a false point, and as she
was roading in weeds a bird flushed wild. Mov
ing on she failed to locate several singles which
we flushed as we rode forward. Wonder ran up
a single, which flushed wild. In weeds both got
a point, and were steady to shot. Black Wonder
showed more natural 'talents than any dog in

the stake, and it's a pity he is not properly
broken and under better control. Dogs up at 2.07.

BLACK WONDER AND BEN A.

After a short rest Black Wonder was put down
again with Ben A. at 2.24 P. M. Both dogs
pointed near fence, and roading up Wonder
located the birds. Both dogs were then taken
up at 2.31 P. M., and the judges, after a short
consultation, awarded the prizes as follows :

1. J. H. and J. A. Hunter's Black Wonder.
2. D. W. Gandel's Ben A.
C. B. Weaver's La Grippe, Mrs. George A. Cas-

tleman's Rex, Louis Stricnmer's Pearl's Fan and
A. J. Gleason's Paxico divided third.

The All-agrod Pointer Stake.

From a Staff Correspondent.

BiCKNELL Ind., Nov. 5.—The Setter

Derby having been decided, the judges

called up the pointers in the All-aged

J. E. Guinotte's liver and white dog Bertraldo,

by Corner Stone— Be>sie Beaufort ; bandied by
A. I. Gleason. and Paul H. Gotzian's liver and
white dog Naso Bow of the Elms, by Nase of
Kippen—Lassof Bow; handled by George Rich-
ards, were the next in order down at 3.50 P. M.
The long-named dog shortly afterwards pointed
a rabbit and was backed by Bertraldo. In corn
field both dogs flushed. Bert then found ^ume
and was steady to shot. The dogs were hidden
in the corn and we could not see if they flushed
the scattered birds which now flew up. We did,

however, see Bert run up a bird on edge of field.

Both got a point and were steady to shot. Bert
got another point in ravine, as did al.so Naso on
a single. Bert then false pointed and was backed
by the other dog. In sedge grass Bert located a
covey while Naso totally ignored their presence.
Up at 4.40.

Friday, November O.

PICKWICK AND DON FISHEL.
McGuflin and Madison's liver and white bitch

Pickwick, by Graphic—Marguerite ; handled by
R. M. Riley, had a bye in the preliminary series.

She was now put down with Don Fishel at 8.07

A. M. in stubble field at edge of town. Both
dogs covered ground upon which the spectators
following flushed a covey. In next field Don
flushed another bunch. Going into the woods,
the handlers walked up a couple of birds that

the dogs should have found. While they paid
little attention to feathers, fur was an attraction

to them, for the handlers had difficulty in get-

ting them from a brush pile in which a rabbit
had taken refuge. Handler flushed again in

stubble field, after which Pickwick came up,
hunted around a oit, then went off, after which
her handler, walking forward, flushed the re-

The AU-aired Stake.

BicKNKi.L, November 6.—The entries for the
All-aged Setter Stake closed with twenty-five,

fifteen of which filled. Immediately upon the
completion of the previous stake the first brace
of setters were called.

NOBLE COUNT AND THE CORSAIR.
Mrs. S. A. Elliott's orange and white dog No-

ble Count, by Mac D.—Lady Mac ; handled by
George McLin, and E- O. Damon's black, white
and tan dog The Corsair, by Dan Gladstone

—

Haidce ; handled by D. E- Rose, were liberated

in a stubble field at 2.46 P. M. Noble Count was
entirely too fat, and consequently lacked speed
and energy. The Corsair is a wide and beautiful

ranger, and it was not long before he brought us
to the vicinity of game. On side of hill a covty
flushed wild, both dogs steady to wing. Moving
on both dogs pointed, but the birds were run-
ning. Corsair roading, soon located, when Count
could not be made to back. Rose shot and killed.

Corsair retrieved nicely. Moving on Cor.sair

pointed again, then coming downwind rapidly

he stopped just in time to save a flush. He soon
found game again, and this time was backed by
Noble Count. Dogs taken no at 3.24 P. M.

COUNTESS RUSH AND PAUL BO.

Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan bitch

Countess Rush, by Count Noble— Belle of Pied-

mont ; handled by D. E. Rose, and Richard Mer-
rill's black, white and tan dog Paul Bo, by Paul
Gladstone—Bohemian Girl ; handled by Frank
Richards, were turned out in an open field. At
edge of thicket Counte.ss found a single, which
Rose flushed. Paul then roaded up and located

a single, which flushed wild. In open Countess
made game but could not locate. Two singles

flushed near her as she quartered her ground.
Going into woods several birds flushed around
judges and handlers. Paul then pointed by edge
of weeds, and as he was roading them up they
flushed. Paul then made a steady point. While
Countess %vas working in high weeds a couple of
birds flew out from under her nose. After Paul
had made another point the brace was taken up
at 4.09 P. M,

JOE R. AND DAISY HUNTER.

backed by the dog, both steady to shot. The
bitch found twice again, after which the dogs
were ordered up at 9.05 A. M.

SIMONIDES AND LOU NOBLE.
N. T. Harris' black, white and tan dog Simon-

ides, by Gath's Hope—Gladys ; handled by D. E.
Rose, and B. Ridgway's black, white and tan
bitch Lou Noble, by Count Noble—Alphonsine ;

handled by Charles Barker, were cast off in stub-
ble field at 9. 14 A. M, In cornfield the dog found
and was backed by the bitch, both steady to

shot. Finding no more birds, the dogs were
taken up and carried about a mile down the
road to better grounds. After the dogs were
again under judgment, Lou in going across the
wind down a hollow flushed a bevy. Going into
woods she flushed a single. Simonides found a
covey, after which they were taken up at 10.28

A. M.. the dog being the better in nose, pace and
range.

MAMIE G. AND DON'S NELLIE.
P. E. Gregory and Brother's black, white and

tan bitch Nannie G., by Bryce—Dora Gladstone
;

handled by G. R. Howse, and A. J. Gleason's
black and white bitch Don's Nellie ; handled by
owner, were the next brace down at 10.35 A.M.
After going over considerable ground some birds
were flushed in thicket, whether by doi s or
hiuidlers could not see. Nellie made a false

point in thicket. Mamie got a point, as did also
Nellie. In thicket Nellie a point and was steady
to shot. Mamie had the next point, then Nellie

a couple more, both < ogs steady to shot. Dogs
taken up at 11 .55. Neither are very fast or stylish

but are good steady bird finders.

MINNESOTA AND BLUE DUKE.
Paul H. Gotzian's black, white and tan dog

Minnesota, by Monk of Furness—Lady Fa\dette
;

handled by Frank Richards, and George W.
Flarhart's black, white and tan dog Blue Duke,
by Blue King V—Blue Queen V; handled by
Fred Erb. the well-known pigeon shot who now
makes his debut as a handler. Dogs down at

1.01. Minnesota soon pointed in thicket, when
Duke refused to back. Mr. Erb told the judges
he always refused to back a false point, which
this one proved to be. Going into a ravine Duke
found and was steady to shot. The other dog had
in the meantime made two points on hares, after

which he was brought up with Duke, when he
pointed a wood cock, which Erb killed. Duke
made about all the points in the heat, while
Minnesota confined himself to rabbits and an
occasional false point. Erb handled his dog
with all the ability of a veteran, but although he
is a good bird finder, Duke is not a field trial

dog, although much better than his running
mate. Dogs up at 212 P. M.

CIGARETTE, A BYE.

J. I. Case, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch

Cigarette, by Royal Rod—Clara, handled by
Charles Barker, was put down at 2.16 P. M. to

run a bye. While he did no brilliant work, he
found his birds in good style and is fair in speed
and range, but will hardly be called upon to run
in the next series. Up at 2.50 P. M.

Hope's Mark the Absolute "Winner.

The judges announced they would now run off

the winners of first in Setter and Pointer Derby
to decide the absolute winner of that stake.

HOPE'S MARK AND BLACK WONDER.
This brace was put down at 3.20. In style,

speed ranging and accuracy

H. T. Smith's black
Count Roderigo—Fly
Stafford, and Joseph

and white dog Joe R., by
Noble ; handled by W. B.
H. and John A. Hunter's

orange and white bitch Daisy Hunter, by Gath's
Hope—Daisy P.; handled by John Hunter, were
unchained at 4.17. Joe found the first birds,

which flushed wild. Joe made game by fence,

but could not locate. Daisy found a bunch of
birds on hillside and made another point in

woods. In bushes both got a point. Daisy
pointed in thicket, Joe backing. Toe made a
false point in hollow. After each dog nad secured
another point they were ordered up at 4.55,

Daisy having the best of the heat.

Saturday, November 7.

We were a little late in getting a start this

morning. The first brace were not afield until

8.08 A. M.
FINGAL AND BONNIE BONDHU.

E. H. Osthaus' black, white and tan dog Fin-
gal, by T-.ledo Blade—l^dy G. ; handled by D. E.
Rose, and L. Rausch's black, white and tan set-

ter bitch Bonnie Bondhu, by Count Wakefield—
Pearl Bondhu ; handled by George McLin, were
given an opportunity to show themselves in a

stubble field! Both were stylish and fast dogs,
but Bonnie showed the better nose of the two.
Fingal began badly by flushing a single, then
several more got up. In the woods where the
birds had been both dogs pointed the foot scent.

In stubble field both pointed a covey, which was
flushed from in front of the bitch, the brace
staunch to shot. Fingal then made a false point.

Going into woods, Bonnie pointed and was

_. 3.J0.
.

111 locating game
Mark was the better. Their work in game was
as follows : Both dogs found a covey at bottom of

field. Going up on top of hill Mark made a false

point, as did also Wonder in thicket. Crossing
fence Mark pointed and was backed by Wonder.
We could not find game, but moving on, both
pointed by ditch. Mark had pinned the birds,

which Rose then flushed. In lane Mark found a

single and was unsteady to shot. Rose was then
ordered to hold up his dog until Black Wonder,
who was lost in the thicket, could be brought up.

Dogs were then cast into a stubble field, where
Mark pointed and was backed by Wonder. Rose
flushed, and both dogs were unsteady to shot.

Mark pointed again, so did Wonder. Mark then
roaded up a bunch of birds. Quail were quite

plentiful, and after each dog had made a couple
more points they were taken up at 4 27, and
Hope's Mark declared the absolute winner of

the Derby, an award which met with the entire

approval of all.

AU-affed Stake—Second Series.

MONDAY, Nov. 9.—It began raining Saturday
evening, but stopped by morning. Sunday night
it rained ha-^d, and it was still at it when we
turned the first brace down to-day at 8.29.

THE CORSAIR AND BONNIE BONDHU.
This was the first brace down in the second se-

ries. Owing to the heavy downpour the birds

were in shelter, and it was some time before we
found any. Daisy found a few in woods, but

they flushed before we came up. Corsair then
got lost for a short time. Upon being found, the

dogs were again cast off and the dog got a point,

but the bird flushed wild. It was now raining so

hard that we sought shelter in an old shed for a

short time. In about ten minutes we were afield

again. Daisy now made a false point and was
backed by Corsair. No more birds were found,

and dogs were ordered up at 10.38, just as Rose
was claiming another point for his dog. Hunter
also claims Daisy found a couple times while we
were waiting for Rose to find nis dog.

PAUL BO AND BONNIE BONDHU.
This brace was immediately put down, and the

bitch soon made a point in thicket, a single bird

being flushed. Bonnie moved in and soon got

another point and was steady to shot. She then
made a false point in cornfield. It was now
raining torrents, and the dogs were ordered up
about 1 1. 15 A. M., and we adjourned to town for

lunch. Your unfortunate reporter was wet to

the skin and his note book was so saturated with
water that it had swollen almost the size of an
unabridged dictionary.
After luncheon Paul Bo and Bonnie Bondhu

were again taken out. Bonnie had the best of

the thirty-five minute heat. She roaded up and
located two covies to Paul's one. After the dogs
were ordered up the winners were named as fol-

fow :

1. Jos. A. and John H. Hunter's Daisy Hunter.
2. E O. Damon's The Corsair.

3. L. Rausch's Bonnie Bondhu.

The heat to decide the absolute winner of the

All-aged Stake will be run off at High Point next

week.

NOTES IN PASSING.

Our esteemed old friend, the Poultry

Monthly, like good wine, improves with

age. At present a series of very practical

articles on the incubator and its use by

James Rankin are well worth reading,

and every practical poultry raiser should

send for copies containing these instruc-

tive articles.

•**

No one questions Mr. Rankin's ability

as an expert on artificial hatching. It

has been a life study with him, and the

very breath of practical knowledge per-

meates the pages of his latest and best

contribution to practical poultry litera-

ture. He effectively disposes of some
theoretical notions that always are ad-

vanced by men who never made a dollar

at the poultry business, and whose incu-

bators are run on paper as a rule.

» «

For the benefit of our readers we (juote

the following from Mr. Rankin's Novem-
ber article in the Monthly :

"Two things I learned from those ex-
periments : First, that excessive moist-
ure in an egn-chamber will not injure
the health or impair the development of
the young chick, providing it can get
out. Second, that a moderately vaporized
egg-chamJ)er will always give me a little

better hatch than a dry one. The latter

experiment has been tried so many times
during the last ten years, with always
the same result, that, in my latitude and
with my machines, I can certainly speak
with confidence."

•%
Both these deductions have been cor-

roborated over and over again by prac-

tical operators with incubators. The
best hatches we ever saw were made
under conditions referred to by Mr.

Rankin. The latter qualifies his state-

ment, however, by stating that *'in my
latitude and with my machines .1 can

certainly speak with confidence."
«

« *
This is important, as incubators and

climates differ, but the rule laid down
holds good, only the study of the differ-

ent conditions may lead to a different

treatment in producing the same con-

ditions.

« «

In France, where incubators are ex-

ceedingly simple, this moist condition

of the egg-chamber is taken for granted.

Moisture ni the Voitellier incubators is

supplied by keeping damp sand in the

bottom of the egg-chamber. The latter,

however, is usually deep and large, and
the air in it is seldom over-charged with

moisture. To obtain the best hatches in

such a French machine we were obliged

to use sponges soaked in hot water as

soon as eggs began to pip.

»
« «

Another point well taken by Mr. Ran-
kin is the following

:

The next question of importance to di.s-

cuss in artificial incubation is the cooling
of the eggs daily down to a temperature
of seventy to eighty degrees. I im glad
to say that the advocates of this theory
are becoming numerically less as the
years go on, but it still has some tena
cious adherents. The only reason the
most of them give is that the old hen
cools her eggs off every day and there-
fore it must be a necessity. They seem
to forget that, though it may be a neces-
sity for the old hen, it may not be at all

so for the welfare of the embryo chick.
»

« •
It has been our misfortune to once do

exactly what Mr. Rankin says we must
not do. We followed the advice of some
incubator manufacturers, and a few pro-

fessors in the bargain. We never thought
that cooling eggs might have been the

cause of some of our poor hatches, but
we soon gave up the job as unnecessary,

having fortunately made the acquaint-

ance of a man who hatched chickens for

busines.s. He simply laughed at the idea

of cooling eggs. He never did it, and
always had good succe.ss in hatching.

This man, while he could not write a

book or expound a theory, could hatch
chickens and teach others how to do it.

*
« «

We have dealt a little more on this s ib-

ject than we intended at first, but so

many confusing and misleading state-

ments appear regarding the handling of

incubators that we feel justified in quot-

ing from Mr. Rankin's expeiience.
*

* «

During 1892 Thf. Fanciers' Journal
will publish a series of articles on French
incubators and the French system of

raising chickens, which will contain

many novel and instructive features.

*
» «

The breaking up of Lady Gwydyr's
famous poultry yards is a notable event.

Mr. Wragg has managed the yards for

the past twenty-five years, and to him the

parting must be sad. Lady Gwydyr is

now past 80 years of age, and is com-
pelled to live in the south of England.

She does not expect to see the yards again.
«

There has been a good sale of Lady
Gwydyr's birds. Philander Williams l>e-

ing one of the American purchasers, re-

ceiving a grand buff cockerel and pullet.

Many of the birds sold go to Australia

and other distant countries.
«

* «
Is your advertisement ready for the

Christmas number? If not, send it at

once. Forms close next week.
«

« »
The Pennsylvania State Poultry Asso-

ciation met in Philadelphia last week to

decide on what premiums it will offer at

the coming Philadelphia show. Fifty

dollars in cash prixes for poultry and

twenty-five dollars for pigeons were de-

cided upon. A committee was appointed

to act as delegates to the regular meeting

of the Philadelphia Poultry and Pigeon

Club, held Tuesday evening, November

10, a report of which appears elsewhere.
«

« «
Orders for the Christmas number of

The Fanciers' Journal are coming in

lively. One hundred and fif y were re-

ceived last week, some fanciers ordering

ten to fifteen copies each.
*

* »

We publi:»h a conmiunication from

August D. Arnold in anotl-er column of

this issue, re buff Leghorns. Mr. Arnold

takes exceptions to our criticisms regard-

ing this new breed, but corroboratts them
as far as they apply to the j>en of birds

he exhibited at New York in 1891.

« »

To be brief, Mr. Arnold was imposed

upon by the dealer in England who sold

him the first birds ever imported into

America. Since then Mr. Arnold has

secured stock from reliable breeders, and

we gladly give him an opportunity to de-

fend his stock.
«

The buff Leghorn has a bright future,

but great care is necessary to Ijuild up a

high standard for the breed.

* *

This will be fully appreciated by all

breeders of buff Leghorns after reading

an article on breed, which will appear in

our Christmas number. It has been

written by one of England's most con-

servative and conscientious breeders at

our special request.

*

Buff Leghorn breeders wiJJ find The

Fanciers' Journal just the paper to

advertise in. Its readers are among the

most intelligent fanciers in the world. A
good novelty always finds appreciation

among the latter. The buff Leghorn and
buff Wyandotte "flurry" started in The
Fanciers' Journal.

« »

We take pleasure in publishing in this

issue Editor Hunter's annual egg account.

The latter appeared in the November
Farm-Poultry, and while The Journal is

pre-eminently a fancier's paper ; it never

forgets to give its readers the practical

side of poultry farming. We cannot

make a more eloquent plea for practical

poultry culture than by referring our

readers to Mr. Hunter's statement. The
latter has the merit of being the honest

result of an intelligent and practical potil-

trynian's labors to "Make Hens Lay."
Before vie became a dyed-in-the wool fan-

cier and professional .scribe we were com-
pelled to depend largely on the hen for

some of our daily bread. It is the latter

recollection that induces us to award
Brother Hunter the bun.

« «

We must, however, object to Editor

Hunter's long editorial concerning the

startling growth of Farm-Poultry. Why,
bless you, Brother H., all the henmen
and henwomen are anxious to follow

your example and learn how to make
a profit of nearly three dollars per hen.

They know you have done it, and that's

why they take Farm-Poultry.
«

* «
No paper ever published, and we say it

advisedly, has done more to create an

honest interest in that mo.st important of

all American industries, poultry culture,

than Farm-Poultry. It opened up a new
field and cultivated it thoroughly. While

it caters to the practical, the fancy is sure

to be benefited as well. That's the way
we feel about it.

*
* »

Now that the A. P. A. goes to Los An-

geles, the Detroit killers are happy. The
glory they attiined in making a polit-

ical wne-puUing machine out of the A.

P. A. is uufoitunately covered by the

darkness of their methods.
«

It is certainly an elevating spectacle

this mad race for the A. P. A. meeting.

The old society, like the old-fashioned

country fairs, goes on the itinerant plan

from place to place year after year.
«

« «
Is it not time to consider the dangers

that follow such a course ? Jealousy be-

tween rival sections is the inevitable re-

sult. The country is growing too large

for the old plan. Pvvery city in the Union

will want to corral the A. P. A. sooner or

later. Even a little city in Arkansas

hopes to have it as soon as the ciiy

grows large enough,

• »

The plan of changing the meeting

place every year for the .sake of getting

new members is not a brilliant fina.^cial

scheme. Life membership at ten dollars

may pay the salary of the secretary in

favorable years, but once a man becomes

a life member all income ceases Iroin the

latter. This leaves the sale of the stand-

ards to keep up a respectable fund in the

treasury. The amount of money voted

away last winter at Charleston for the

proposed illustrations in the new stand-

ar'l, togtther with the expenses attached

to the California trip, will leave a deficit

in the treasury.
*

« *

ing to three to five dollars would be

gladly paid by all members who take an

interest in the society. It would abolish

the be^'ging and junkelin}; trips, and to

a certain extent weed out the dead timl.er.

*
* »

Another dinger the .•\. P. A. is threat-

ened with is t!ie fact that its good name
is used for advertising purposes by Sv-lfish

members. The A. P. A. holds no shows,

yet between the A. P. A. meets a loud

hurrah goes up that the great shows of

the season inu->t be there. This is so

manifestly inisleHding as to injure other

shows of larger dimensions.
*

« *
Last year a candidhte for offii-e in the

A. P. A. did all in his power to injure

the New York sliow and boom the

Charleston sliow. What has been the

result ? A deciile<l loss of pre.stige to the

A. P. A. Members in this section and in

the vicinity of New York City will not

hesitate to say so.

« «

The whole thing in a nutshell is,

there are too many scrambling for office,

and too much use is made of an official

position as an advertising medium. If

the officers were reduced to a president,

five vice-presidents, representing the

North, South, East, West and Canada,

and a secretary and treasurer, these

wouhl l)e ample. The P'xecutive Com-
mittee could be greatly reduced with ad-

vantage.
«

With a smaller working force, a better

equipped treasury, a thorough .system of

controlling all shows under its rules, the

A. P. A. could do more for the poultry

industry than by its present antiquated

methods.
*

If the A. P. A. fails in this, a national

association will certainly be formed, and

the day is not far distant.

***

If anybody doubts the woiulerful in-

crease in the fancy in the Sunny South,

send for a copy of the Southern Fancier,

published at .Atlanta, Ga. The adverli.s-

ing columns of that progressive monthly

tells the tale eloquently.
»

• •

We received complimentary tickets

from the secretary of the South Carolina

Poultry and Pet Stock Association for

the next its big show, to occur at

Columbia, S. C, in January, 1892. The
secretary has our thanks for the courtesy

and our moral and practical support for

the show. Northern exhibitors shotild

write to Secretary W. A. Schrock for

premium lists at once.

« »

The California Cultivator and Poultry

Keeper remarks: "It looks as though

the poultry business was liable to be

overdone when the Unite ,1 Slates has to

import fifty million do'.lars worth of eggs

annually. Let's raise more hens and

keep the money at home."

* «

England annually imports something

over tweuly-five million dollars' worth of

eggs, so it seems that our English cou^ins

are comparatively worse off than we.
*

» *
We agree with our California contem-

porary that there is no danger in over-

doing the egg production. Uufoitunately,

however, the quality of many eggs sold

is so low that some people will dispense

with hen fruit altogether. There is a

splendid market for fresh eggs, and one

that will never be overstocked.

If the A. P. A. is to be powerful and

beneficial to the poultry interests of

America wouhl it not be better to abolish

life membership ? Annual dues amount-

Keep an eye on the Philadelphia show,
to be held January 7 to 12, 1892. The
fanciers of the (,2"3ker City are pulling

together. That means success.
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A YEARS EGG ACCOUNT.

A Good Profit Turned in from
Three Hundred Fowls.

A. F. Hunter in Farm-Poultry.

We closed our financial year on the

eve of September 30, and began a new

account October i, believing, as we have

before stated, that that is the best date

for balancing the books, as it brings into

the new year practically all of the eggs

laid by the new stock.

We began the year (October i, 1890)

with 303 pullets and fowls, and we ate

one when wanted ; sold some in the

spring ; sold two or three for sitting ; in

July and August sold off a good many
birds for breeding stock next year, and
in September sent off many more to the

butcher, so that October ist the old stock

is reduced to about sixty, and we are

bringing into the pens the pullets of this

year's raising. A careful computation of

time of sales, eating, etc., gives us an
average of 276 fowls per month for the
twelve months, and they have laid us

39,055 eggs, an average of a fraction un-

der 142 eggs each, and in this connection
it should be mentioned that forty-two

hens were set, and ten more rented to a
friend for sitting, the $5 received for

rental being among the miscellaneous
receipts.

This egg >neld is smaller than it should
be, and we know we can beat that figure.

We explained ni the article "Good Care
and Feeding," March number, how our
egg yield fell off in January and the
steps taken to bring it up again. The
January yield should have been about
3500 and February 4300, and would have
been but for circumstances beyond our
control compelling the giving up of the
mornuig feed of mash for some weeks.
The egg yield by mouths is :

No. of Av.
Month. Eggs. Price.

October, 1890 1,037 33c.

November 2.517 38c.

December 2.937 40c.

January, 1891 2,191 37c.
February 4,077 28c.

March 4.794 23c.

April 4.205 22c.

May 3,749 23c.

June 3,831 24c.

July 4,221 25c.

August . 3,420 26c.

September 2,019 28c.

Total 39.055

CASH ACCOUNT.
Received for cpRS $878 01

Received for fowls, etc 545 81

Total $1423.81

Paid for food and supplies for fowls $464.40
Paid fur food and supplies for chicks 158.90

$62.:.30

Profit $800.52

Average number of hens kept 276
Average nuinl>er of eggs per hen 142

Total profit per hen kept $2.90
Cost ol feeding e;ich hen this year 1.68

Average price of eggs for year 27

Egg yield, price, etc., for six years :

Av. Hggs Profit Av.
No. per per Price

Year. Hens. Hen. Hen. perdoz.
1886 78J< 176 J2.92 26

1887 57 164 2.93 24

1888 110 159 3.12 261^

18 8-1889 .... 125 146 2.94 26

1889-1890 .... 280 122 1.60 26%
1890-1891 .... 276 142 2.90 27

For six years the average profit per hen
has been $2.7312 per year. For the past

three years the accounts have run from
Octoljer I to September 30 of the year
following, so that the months of October,

November and I)ecemt>er, 1888, are

brought into both the 1888 and the 1888-

89 accounts ; but that, of course, does not
affect the averages.

The small egg yeild and small profit

of a year ago, as we stated at the time,

was due to our not getting out chicks

nearly and not being able to get them to

laying until midwinter. We lost a dol-

lar's worth of eggs per fowl in that lost

four or five months, and as we had to

feed the pullets, of course, that loss was
wholly deducted from the profit.

A study of the figures given above
helps to determine the value of a well-

matured pullet. A recent visitor was
(juite surprised when we told him
we should not sell those pullets now
at laying maturity under $2 to I3
apiecei an«l wanted I25 for a pen of ten

of them. "Why," said he, "a neighbor of

mine sold some for seventy-five cents

apiece !" "Were ihey laying?" we asked.

"No, they weren't ready to lay yet, but

they were good chickens."
Look at the figures. Fyach one of the

pullets raised last year laid us 142 eggs,

and gave us a profit of I2.90. Isn't such
a bird really worth %2 for eggs alone ?

We thnik she is worth that to us, hence
we decline to part with her for less than
her value.

If a farmer has a particularly good
milch cow that gives her eighteen to

twenty quarts a day for weeks together,

and when she does shrink still gives a

liberal mess, he isn't going to sell that

cow as low as he will that old "native"
cow that never gives a pailful, and shrinks
to ten, eight or six quarts a day as soon
as June feed is past. He knows the value
of the great milker, I50, |6o, possibly

I75, is the price put on her when another
farmer wants to buy, while $25 or I30
takes the "native." It is just so with
good early hatched and early laying pul-

lets. With well nourished bodies to sus-

tain the drain of egg-making and resist

the cold they will lay all winter when
eggs bring "way-up" prices, and it is

those winter eggs that /ay.
As we have so frequently preached, the

whole secret of profit is contained in the
rule : Hatch the chickens early ; keep
them growing so they will come to lay-

ing before cold weather, and then keep
them laying. The whole of that I2.90 a
year profit is condensed into those lines.

The New England Pigeon Asso-
ciation's Monthly Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The regular meeting night of the above

association saw nearly all the members
present, and this, together with the fact

that nine new members were added,

shows that the boys are all taking hold

to make the association a success. Pout-

ers and Jacobins were to be shown for

prizes, and the Show Committee, Messrs.

Weston, F^ord and Gavin, reported thirty-

six birds entered and caged. Prizes were

awarded by Mr. Joseph Gavin, the well-

known judge, who gave perfect satis-

faction.

In Jacobins, yellows were shown by
Messrs. Bowman, Heroux and F'ord

;

blacks, by Messrs. Ford, Thompson,
Rayne and Smith ; reds, by Messrs. Ford,
Heroux and Thompson ; whites, by
Messrs. Murray and Ford. Pouters were
shown by Messrs. Heroux and Holmes.

Mr. Heroux was fortunate in winning
all the prizes for jacks, first for cocks
going to a red

;
grand in hood, mane

and chain, gcod color but a bit off in

head and eye. Second to a yellow, also

very fine in hood, chain and color ; third

to another red, nice color and chain but
scant in hood. First in hens went to a
grand hen ; second to a yellow not quite

right in feather, and third to a red a
bit snipey in head.

In pouters Mr. Heroux again won first

with a pair of reds, well marked, good
limbs but might be a little slimmer in

girth ; second to a pair of whites by same
owner, a grand pair, the hen particularly

good ; third to a pair of pigmy pouters
shown by Mr. Holmes ; the cock a nice
white-barred yellow, hen not so good.

The varieties to be shown at the next
meeting, December 2, have not yet been
named. Any fanciers in the city on that
evening are cordially invited to drop in

on us at 266 Washington Street, where
we will try to make them at home.

Blondinette.
Boston, Mass., November 10.

Reynaud Wants an Explanation.
Editor F'anciers' Journal.

I wish to quote from an article from
the pen of Mr. Ross A. Smith, published
in The Fanciers' Journal of Novem-
ber 22, 1890, as follows :

At our association show at Charleston last

year we had an entry of 700 ; this year (last Jan-

uar>') 1200, and next January, at the 'Great In-

ternational,' if we don't have over 3000 entries,

or nearly double what New York had at their last

show, I will make Mr. Reynaud a present of Jioo.

Last Februar>' I wrote Mr. Smith re-

minding him of his offer, and, having
received no reply, I pen these lines and
beg to ask him three questions :

1. Did he receive my letter?

2. Why did he not answer it ?

3. Does he not think it about time this

little matter should be settled ?

G. P. Reynaud.
New York, November 10, 1891.

CHIPS FROM THE FOnLTRY BLOCK,

Fleeing Fancies Nipped on the
"Wing for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIE.

Don't bet on an election—that is old

advice, but one can't repeat it too often.

You may ask what this has to do with

poultry ; well, I'll tell you. On the

morning of November 3 I had a little

Belfast red, the hero of three well-fought

battles. I was vainly proud of him.

Shortly after the election he disappeared,

and each morning at break of day he

sounds the note of defiance from the back

yard of one of our town gamblers. So

take a fool's advice and don't bet upon

elections.

Los Angeles gets the A. P. A. this

year. If everyone who had intended

going were as fortunate as your scribe in

naming the winners last week I guess

they will find it as much as they can do

to stay at home. That's me. You fortu-

nates who make the trip will long have
a warm place in your heart for the A. P.

A. for giving you the opportunity of

visiting this modern Eden. I have never
been there, but I've heard from there

and I believe all I hear, too.

Joking to one side, I believe that the

A. P. A. acted wisely when it voted to

meet in Los Angeles next January.
Quite a number of fanciers from the East
will attend the meeting, and if they are

wise they will take along some of their

best birds and thus compare them with
the best upon the coast. The California

fancier has been a liberal buyer in the

past of our best birds, and they have be-

yond a doubt just as good slock there as

have we. "The best or none" has always
been their motto.

Friends Harker and Goodwin will see

to it that your stay is a pleasant one
;

now be gentlemen, don't guzzle beer or

poor whisky when you get out there. Re-
member Mark Twain's "American in

Paris" and "I never dine without wine,

sir." Go thou and do likewise.

Winter will soon be here again, and if

we expect an abundance of hen fruit we
must house our fowls warmly. I believe

I have seen that remark before, but to

save me I can't tell the name of the
writer, so I'll credit it to Uncle Mike at a
venture), but warm houses alone are not
sufficient ; we must feed for eggs, that

means liberal feeding and the feeding of

a variety ; corn and corn alone is not
proper feeding for eggs.

I feed com ; of course I do, and in

winter I feed lots of it, more than most
fanciers, but I get eggs all the time. My
hens do not become loo fat to lay. Why ?

Leghorns are not lazy
;
give them the

opportunity to scratch and they can't eat

enough com to become so fat they won't
lay. I give them that opporl unity and
they shell out the eggs almost daily. I

give all my fowls a full feed of corn a

short time before they go upon their

roosts, and no matter how cool it may be
outside, with their crops full of corn they
pass the night in comfort.

I feed soft messes, I don't mean sloppy

ones, in the morning. I make their

morning feed to consist of bran, corn-

meal, ground oats, boiled potatoes,

steamed clover and cabbage chopped fine

and mixed with the soft food ; one day
cabbage, clover the next and potatoes

the next, never giving them exactly the

same food two days in succession. Va-
riety is the spice of life, and I believe

that hens will lay much better when fed

a variety than when confined to one
food

.

Fowls in confinement must be given
other things in addition to those I have
mentioned, such as meat, green food,

grit and, last but not least, oyster shells.

I know Jacobs and Mortimer say that

oyster shells are no good, but with due
reverence to their chemical education I'll

tie my faith to the instincts of the laying

hen. Nature tells her what is good for

her to eat. She eats oyster shells greedily.

If she eats them solely for grit then why
don't the roosters and sitting hens de-

vour them as greedily as laying hens ?

They will scarcely touch them.
As soon as Brother Geer intimated

that I might, for all he knew, be a female

woman, Friend Sternberg has been feed-

ing me small bits of taffy, doubtless with
the laudible desire to coop me in his

Ealace upon Cochin Hill. Well, my
rother, I am no female, and if I were,

you could not get me near Kansas. I

witnessed, a few years ago, one of your
small blows. Don't wish to see anything
more in that line.

Several of the winter shows are giving
the eggs for hatching specials a black
eye. Where they do not decline entirely
to receive them they demand that they
must be offered as a premium upon the
same breed as the eggs are. If I offer a
.setting of Brahma eggs they must be
given to Brahmas and not to games,
Leghorn or Pekin bantams. It would
be better to receive no egg specials at all,

but if we must have them this is a good
rule to observe, and it should be rigidly
enforced at all shows.

POULTRY IN BUCKS COUNTY.

Formation of Doylestown Poultry
and Pigeon Association.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

The poultry* and pigeon fanciers of

Doylestown and vicinity have organized

a society in the interest of the fancy.

They propose holding shows annually, at

which valuable prizes will be given.

There are about 150 members at present,

and the prospects are that the member-
ship will reach over 300. They have re-

stricted the membership to persons re-

siding in Bucks County, and only fan-

ciers residing in that county will be al-

lowed to compete for prizes at their shows.
Any parties living outside the county de-
siring to exhibit their birds can get any
information desired from the secretary,
James R. Gunagan, Doylestown, who will
cheerfully answer all commtinications.
The following officers have been elected

for the ensuing year : President, Rev. D.
L. Coleman ; vice-presidents, W. Atlee
Burpee, C. F\ Beaumont, Joseph Hart,
W. T. Rogers ; treasurer, William L.
Randall ; recording secretary, Robert C.
James ; corresponding secretary, James
R. Gunagan ; Executive Committee, the
officers named above and Messrs. William
Fraiikenfield, John Donnelly, William
Cathers, J. B. Livezey, Christian Sehman,
Charles P. Meyers and Joseph Lapp.
They are working hard on their premium
lists, and anticipate having them ready
by December i, and anyone wishing one
may have it sent to them on application
to the secretary. Their first show will

be held some time in January, when com-
I>etent judges will be employed to score
all classes. The costs to become a mem-
ber are %\ initiation fee and |i yearly
dues. Blank application cards will be
forwarded to any one in the county de-
siring them. Rox.
Doylestown, Pa., November 10.

Pleasant Employment at Good Pay
The publishers ofSeed-TiME and Har*

VEST, an old established monthly, deter-

mined to greatly increase their subscrip-

tion lists, will employ a number of active

agents for the ensuing six months at $50
PER MONTH or more if their services

warrant it. To insure active work an
additional cash prize of $100 will be
awarded the agent who obtains the larg-

est number of subscribers. "The early

bird gets the worm." Send four silver

dimes, or twenty 2-cent stamps with your
application, stating your age and terri-

tory desired, naming some prominent
business man as reference as to your
capabilties, and we will give you a trial.

The 40 cents pays your own subscriptioa

and you will receive full particu.ars

Address

SEED-TIME AND HARVEST
La Plume, Pa.

—An excellent remedy for colds, canker
and even roup is to put in a half-pint

bottle an ounce of chlorate of potash and
an ounce of crushed sugar, then fill the

bottle with soft water and shake occa-

sionally until no more will dissolve. Dose
for adult fowls : a teaspoon ful of the so-

lution two or three times a day, or

oflener in severe cases. This is a good
solution for chicks who are suffering from
cold, administering it in the drinking
water until cure is effected.—American
Poultry Journal.

THE ONTARE POULTRY YARDS.

Some Fine Illustrations of the
Langshan Fowl.

The illustration on this page gives an

exceedingly good idea of the Langshan
fowl. Mr. Francis T. Underbill, the pro-

prietor ofOntare Poultry Yards, has made
fancy poultry culture a study, and apply-

ing the same strict rules in breeding

fowls that he does in breeding horses,

cattle and dogs, his success is easily un-
derstood. Only the best are retained as

breeders, and the flock of 150 Langshans
from the old birds down to the smallest
chick carried the thoroughbred trade
mark. The beauty in any flock is con-
formity, and we have never seen this

better illustrated than in the Ontare
Langshans. Full feathered to the outer
toes, with straight small combs, a rich

lustrous plumage and fine shape, the flock

is worth seeing always.
The cocks and cockerels portrayed on

this page have been referred to in the

past issues of The Fanciers' Journal.
The pullet Fra Diavola is a complete
type of what a perfect Langshan female
should be. Artist Sewell has caught her
in a most happy manner, and no words
can convey a better idea of what a Lang-
shan should be in shape than that little

picture. In addition to Langshans Mr.
Underbill breeds light Brahmas, and the
same care is exercised in perfecting these
noble fowls.

The one bird that in our estimation is

a jewel is the cock Bay Prince. In plu-

mage, symmetry and comb the bird is

exceedingly fine. We admired him as a
j

cockerel at Charleston and New York, !

but believe he is better than last season.
{

He has filled out, and we hardly see
(

where he is defective in symmetry. The
\

parts harmonize nicely, and all fanciers

would stop to look at this striking bird.

It is a pity that such a Vjird cannot be
transferred by brush or camera to canvas
or paper. The ideal is seldom found in

nature, and when we find the best and
most typical it would be wise to repro-

duce it in the picture. The hens and
young stock looked very promising, some

of the pencilling of the pullets being far

superior to the average. It certainly
does one good to visit yards where intel-

ligent methods prevail, and where "the
best is none too good."
The standard set at Ontare is very

high, and the yearning market at New
York City eagerly takes all the discarded
thoroughbreds. We may add that Mr. !

Underbill exercises the same care in i

market fowls that he does in the fancy i

branch of the business. High prices are I

the result, and while the proprietor of
1

the Ontare keeps fowls for pleasure prin-
cipally, he nevertheless makes the busi-

ness pay. The whole plant is a model
establishment, beautifully located in a
most charming spot on Long Island, and
conducted in a model manner.

—Don't lorget to send in your orders
for our great Christinas number.
—k dozen hens well cared for will lay

more eggs than a large flock that is com-
pelled to crowd and struggle for shelter

and food. Hens need extra attention

during the winter to make them lay.

A Great Christmas Number.
We clip the following extract from our

contemporary, Farm-Poultry, one of the

most inflticntial poultry papers in .Amer-

ica. "The Fanciers' Journal will

publi.sh about December i a sujjerb

Christmas number of thirty-six pages, in-

cluding an attractive cover especially de-

signed for it. The articles on poultry

and pigeons written for it are original

and very valuable, and will be finely il-

lustrated by Sewell and Lee, while the

dog plates are all "half tone" process,

original and uni(iue. We have repeated-

ly spoken words of praise of The Jour-

nal, which is edited and published by

men of high character and marked abil-

ity, who put iharaitcr and ability into

their paper, making it by long otlds the
best of its class in America ; and we shall

be j)lcasc<l to mail Ibis Christmas num-
ber to our readers at the regular price of
ten cents per copy,"
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DUCK KEEPINQ FOR PROFIT.

The Breeds That Are Most Suit-

able and Also Profitable.
From the Fanciers' Gazette.

Whilst there are many varieties of

ducks, the greater number are purely or-

namental, and not more than four can

be named which are to be recommended
for practical purposes. Of these, one is

not suitable, except for crossing, namely,

the Cayuga, and the other three, that is,

Aylesburys, Rouens and Pekins, are all

that a breeder for profit has offered for

his choice. Each of these have individ-

ual qualities which make them very

profitable. Tliese (jualities may be de-

scribed as follows : For early maturity,

Aylesburys ; for great size and later de-

velopment, Rouens, and for egg produc-

tion, Pekins.

AyloKbupy DiickM.

The name is derived from the fact that

this duck is chiefly bred in the Vale of

Aylesbury, where it is supposed some
quality in the soil is specially suitable to
them. This is undoubtedly so, but it has
also been abundantly proved that other
places can produce as fine birds as this

district of Buckinghamshire. No finer

<luck cau be found than the Aylesbury,
more especially as it matures with won-
derful rapidity, for we have kdled duck-
lings weighing four jwunds at eight
weeks old and under. It is pure white in

plumage, an excellent layer and very
liardy, with great richness of flesh. It is

heavy in body and short in leg, the ap-
pearance being that of a boat, supported
midway, or perhaps a little behind the
centre ; the bill is long, and in the best
specimens of a delicate flesh color ; the
legs are of a deep orange, and the only
(lifference between the drake and duck is

that the former has two curled feathers
in its tail, and is rather larger ; drakes
will reach ten ])ounds and ducks eight
and one-half poutids when fully matured.

Itoiien Ducks.
The name here given is a misnomer,

and it is now accepted as a corruption of
" Roan " or of " Rowan," the latter term
being used for fields kept up until after

Michaelmas, in order that the corn may
sprout for the stock. In plumage Rouens
are ahnost identical with the Mallard or
wild duck, and the drake shows all that
richness of coloring foun<l in its wild
progenitor during winter, for in summer
both adopt a more homely garb. The
Rouen grows to the largest size of any
duck found in <lomestication, but for that
reason it cannot be matured with equal
ripidity to the Aylesbury. It is, there-
fore, more suitable for fattening m time
for winter consumption. Speciniens have
been seen at Birmingham show weighing
twenty-two pounds aiid four ounces the
couple. It IS an excellent layer, has very
fine flesh and is extremely hardy.

IVkIn Duc-kH.

This variety is of Chinese origin, and
has rendered service in giving .". needed
stamina to the varieties we had when it

was first introductd. While of itself it

has no quality equal to those of the Ayle.s-

bury and Rouen, save that it is a some-
what better layer,it is very valuable indeed
for crossing jjurposes, and the progeny
mature more rapidly than will pure-bred
Aylesburys, and grow to a larger size ; it

is herein its value consists. It is white,
with a canary tinge in color, has a deep
orange bill and legs and is readily dis-

tinguished from the Pjiglish duck in that
its legs are placed well back, giving it a
somewhat penguin ap])earance. It ma-
tures fairly well, but never attains the
size of those varieties already named,
though in apj)earance it nuiy do .so, as it

is very profusely feathered.

Cayiiica DuekH.
This is a black duck, smaller than two

of those referred to before, though it at-

tains greater weight than does the I'ekin.

Its chief value is for crossing, as it jiives

a ganiey flavor to the flesh, which is

greatly relished. .\ cross between Pe-
kins and Cayug IS i>r(>duces a bird nearer
allied to the wild duck in flesh than any
other we know of reared in captivity.

The crosses we reconimend are either

I'ekin or Cayuga with the Aylesbury or
Rouen.

Kurly Hrc(><IIniC>

One of the most important matters in

connection with duck keeping is the se-

curing of the best prices by having duck-
lings placed on the market early in the
.season. In order to do this they must be
bred early ; but with many duck keepers
the difficulty is to obtain eggs in late
autumn and early winter. If ducks, as
other fowls, are allowed to breed when
they like, if the stock ducks are them-
selves late hatched, if they are fed care-
lessly the probabilities are that eggs will
not begin to appear before March, when
it is altogether too late to hatch duck-
lings if we are to get good prices for the
birds. Therefore those who desire to be
successful in the production of ducklings
for spring marketing should proceed to
work in the autumn. That the business
is a profitable one cannot be doubted. It

is estimated that about ;^4o,ooo is an-
nually paid to the duckers of the Ayles-
bury district for ducklings, and as ducks
can be reared at a small cost, are very
hardy and will thrive almost anvwher'e
if they have a rea.sonable share of atten-
tion, and that six shiiliiiKsto ten shillings

per couple are not uncommon prices in

the great towns of Britain, there is a large
margin of profit to the producer.
The finst point to be regarded is selec-

tion of the stock birds, which is of great
importance, not only with regard to
breed, though that is a most necessary
consideration, but al.so as to age and time
of hatching. For early ducklings there
is nothing better than Aylesbury as a

f)ure breed, for it is a rapid grower and
attener ; but it is surpassed by a cross
between the Aylesbury and Pekin, using
a Pekin drake to Aylesbury ducks. One
feeder in the South of Ireland informed
us some time ago that he could obtain
birds of this cross two pounds heavier at

the same age than were pure-bred Ayles-
burys. It IS better to obtain the ducks
good and from an undoubted source, so
that they may be pure. They should be
large, well grown, and early hatched, be-
cause for securing spring ducklings it is

necessary to use ducks of the year, or
the eggs will not be laid early enough

;

theref^ore ducks hatched about March
.should be chosen. To them should be
mated drakes of the previous year, and
the doing so will in some degree counter-
act breeding from immature stock on the
one side.

Too early breeding is a great mistake
when the production of .stock or even
laying fowls is concerned ; but when the
produce are to be killed for table no harm
IS done, and it is the only way to obtain
what is required. Whether ducks are se-

lected from amongst the present .stock or
purchase, it is most important that they
be well-grown, large-framed and healthy.
Any not coming up to the.se requirements
should be rejected. The birds so chosen
need not be mated until the end of Oc-
tober or beginning of Noveml>er, and in

this way, if the supply of eggs comes as
expected, one or two brootls may be
hatched before Christmas, by which time
a large number of eggs should l>e under-
going the process of incubation. Hatch-
ing may be either under hens or by means
of an incubator ; but as to this we will

speak anon.
The treatment of ducks when mated is

of great importance, for all preparations
will be useless unless there is a supply of
eggs. Food given must be good and
plentiful, ijut certainly not of a fattening I

nature, or the ovaries will become so 1

clogged with fat that the birds will be
j

unable to produce eggs ; hence Indian
corn should not on any account be used
except in very small quantities, because
of its fattening quality. The staple food
should be barley meal mixed with about
half its bulk of thirds or pollard, if the
barley meal be good and floury, but if it

be of commoner quality then so much of
the thirds need not lie used. To this

may be added a little oatmeal, but very
little is necessary, as it is too expensive
for this purpose, and in order to obtain a
supply of early eggs it is absolutely nec-
essary to give meat in some form or
other. Butchers' offal, liver and scraps
are all good if well boiled, chopjied fine

and mixed with the meal. But where
these are not available or in too limited
quantities there is nothing better than tal-

low greaves, or scrap cake, as it is called
in some places, being rich in the elements
required. This should be broken up and
boiled or simmered for a couple of hours
until it is (juite soft, when it and the
liquor in which it has been boiled should
be mixed with the meal. Another excel-

lent plan is to make a contract with ho-
tels for taking all their waste scraps, and
this can generally be done ou satisfac-

term.s. Whatever is used in this way is

better boiled and then mixed with the
meal ; but it is important to warn against
use of diseased meat, which ought never
to be employed.
Some duck raisers give boiled horse-

flesh to their birds, and if sound nothing
can be better ; but .so many horses ob-
tained in this way are diseased that it is

necessary to utter a warning against their
use. Of course, meat given must not be
V o abundant, or the desired end will be
missed, as the birds will become too fat

;

but if fed judiciously meat will give that
necessary stimulus to the egg organs that
is needed in winter, and yields elements
required for a constant supply of eggs.
Before mixing the meal there should be
added a small quantity of seasoning, and
for this purpose the best article we know
is called Aromatic Compound for Poultry,
sold in small tins. The meal should be
v\ell and thoroughly mixed, adding as
much boiling water as is required to make
it into a crumbly mass, for on no consid-
eration must it be given sloppy. It is

better to feed from troughs, as this pre-
vents waste of food, and what is left can
be removed when tlie birds are satisfied.

vStock ducks ought to be fed twice a day,
first as early as possible in the morning,
and .second, about an hour before they
retire for the evening ; the former should
always be as soon after daylight as can
be. It is an excellent plan to throw a
handful or two of oats into the water in
which the birds swim or bathe during the
day.
With regard to th's question of water,

we are firmly of opinion that in order to
succeed in breeding ducks it is necessary
to have water in which the stock can swim.
Without this the young birds will never
be stronger healthy, but it is not difficult

to make a duck pond if there be an in-

sufficient supply of water naturally.
There can also be no question but that
ducks which have a good pond do not
cost nearly so much to keep as do those
which have not this privilege. This can
be seen by the time which ducks spend
in scouring the bottom of their tank or
pond, where they find worms galore and
other important elements in their natural
food. When they are seen with their
heads in the water and tails uppermost
they are engaged in this work. Of
course it is well known that many duck-
lings are bred whose parents have no
water except perhaps a shallow tub ; but
the best birds are not to be produced in

this way, and we strongly recommend a
pond for the breeding stock.

Flour City Grist.

From a Si>ecial Corre.spondent.

RoCHESTKR, N. Y., Nov. 9.—Flour
City Kennels' Lady Parmelia whelped
five pups November 8 by Horace. The
kennels have received on approval Cau-

tion's Own Daughter's a/ler ego, which I

am informed is a litter sister to the

above-named bitch, and likewise, there-

fore, to Miss Caution. A stranger who
had only seen CO. D. once or twice

would be very apt to offer to bet that

they were one and the same bitch, but a

closer inspection by one familiar with C.

O. D. reveals several points of distinc-

tion ; for instance, C. O. D. is shorter in
muzzle, and the new bitch is more rangy
ill build, also C. O. D. is better l>ehind.

Why this bitch has not been brought out
and the fact of relationship given to the
public while C. O. D. has been winning
such distinction is a mystery. I noticed
by the crate that she was valued by the
express company at I250.

1 saw Mr. George Peer to-day, and he
as secretary of the Rochester Kennel
Club informed me that it is the intention
of the club to hold a show on the spring
circuit. The personnel of the club is

rather limited, and I would beg leave to

suggest the acquisition of the large num-
ber of young men in this city who are
fanciers but not capitalists, as associate

members. Many of tlieni would undoubt-
edly do valuable work, but could not af-

ford to even pose as backers ; in other
words, they would put their time and
work against the present members' capi-

tal, and thus enlarge the canine interest

in this city. Think it over, gentlemen.
By the way, here is a bit of chicken

news, also heard from Mr. Peer, which
is that alx)ut twenty of the fancy from
this vicinity will go to California to at-

tend A. P. A. annual. Octagon.

BUFF LEGHORNS. PHILADELPHIA'S BIG SHOW.
A Bird That Will Create a Boom

in Poultry Ere Longr-

Editor F'ancikrs' Journal.

Since the New York show I have at

different times noticed reference made in

your valuable paper to the pen of buff

Leghorns shown at Madi.son Square (»ar-

den last winter. The.se notes are very

misleading as regards the general make
up of this new breed of fowls. I refer to

the breed as bred by a few English

breeders and also as bred in America, but

in your notes you represented the birds

above referred to as they were. I claim

these birds were not a true representntive

of the breed in general. These birds

were the fir-st lot, that ever came to

America, and were sent here by a "deal-

er," and as I have since learned, not by

a breeder. The cockerel of this pen

seemed to be the principal point of at-

tack, as he showed strong points in favor

of a cross between a pyle game and a

white Leghorn, and from this bird went

out the idea of such a cross. I claim to

have more experience in this breed than

anyone in this country. I importe<l a

lot of birds afterwards through Mr.
George Payne. These birds came from
the yards of Mrs. Lister Kay. This fall

I received twenty-five birds direct fioni

the yards of the latter, have seen bin Is

imported by others, and have raised a

large number of birds this season. Out
of all these birds I have not seen more
than a very few birds that show any pyle
blood, and these few isolated cases are

the progeny of the birds referred to

above, as I bred him to a few hens as an
experiment, and I claim, taking the buff

Leghorn as a breed they do not contain

a drop of pyle game blood, and all who
visit my vards will be convinced of this

fact.

After I showed our birds at New York
a breeder who had seen them at the

show came from one of the New Englan<l

States to see the buffs in our yards. On
seeing my other male birds he made
this remark : "Why in the world did
you not show any of those other male
birds at New York, any of them is worth
ten times as much as the one you did
show."
This fall I showed a number of the

birds lately imported from the yards of
Mr. Kay, and also a nunil)er of our own
raising. These birds were shown at

Carlisle, Pa. One of the leading judges
of this country who saw them, in speak-

ing of the great improvement in these

b fils over those shown last year, made
this remark : "It is simply wonderful."
I state these facts to have fanciers get

on the right track as regards the make-
up of this breed. Many were disgusted

with the breed last winter on seeing the

exhibit at New York, and if I had known
their make-up was a cross of game and
Leghorns 1 would let go the breed at

once, but I do not think they contain a

drop of game blood, barring the one bird

referred to above, and believe them to b*
Leghorns in every respect. I may say
here, that with all the opposition they
met with last season the demand for eggs
was remarkably great, and has not ceased
yet, as I am sending out eggs right along.

Judging from the large number of in-

quiries I am receiving by every mail for

stock and eggs, I am compelled to be-

lieve this breed will have the greatest
boom in the next few years the world
ever saw. I never took hold of any
new breed that pleases me as well as the
buff Leghorn, and judging from the
great improvement over the old birds
in our young stock I will promi.se in a
few more years' breeding there will be
plenty of high scoring buff Leghorns
shown.

I look for a grand lot of this breed to
l)e shown at New York and Philadelphia,
as a number of the boys report having
grand birds. I also expect to show some,
and will ask fanciers to note how much
"red pyle" blood they can detect.

August D. Arnold.

—Have you plenty of road dust bar-

relled up for your fowls to take their
bath in in winter } If not, delay no
longer, but -barrel up a lot at once.

A MeetinsT Held Last Tuesday to
Further Its Interests.

The regular monthly meeting of the

Philadelphia Poultry and Pigeon Club

was held at the Colonnade Hotel last

Tuesday evening. There was a large at-

tendance of members of the club, also a

good sized delegation from the Pennsyl-

vania State Poultry Society, as well as a

number of prominent pigeon fanciers.

A charter was granted by the State to the
club, and with one exception the charter
officers hold over until the next annual
election. Gieat interest and considera-
ble enthusiasm was manifested at the
meeting. Complete harmony prevailed,
and for once the Quaker City starts out
with the united support of all fanciers to
make the Philadelphia show of 1892 a
rousing success.

Over three hundred dollars in special
premiums were subscribed at the meet-
ing, and the promises are such that an
unusually large list of specials will be
.secured before the ist ofJanuary. These
wrill be printed in a supplementary list,

and not in the premium list, as the latter

is to be issued December i, too early for

listing all the specials. The entry fee is

one dollar for each fowl and twenty-five
cents for each pigeon. The premiums are
four dollars first, two dollars second,
vhc, he and c for fowls ; one dollar first,

seventy-five cents second for pigeons, all

birds to be shown singly. Liberal prizes
are offered for cage birds and pet stock of
all kinds.

Incubators and brooders will not com-
Eete for premiums, but will be for exhi-
ition only. This is a decidedly progres-

sive step. Mr. J. G. Darlington was add-
ed to the list of judges, which is now
complete. Entries close December 28.

All birds must arrive not later than 6 P.
M. January 7, as judging is to begin at 8
A. M. on Friday, January 8.

The club earnestly requests all pigeon
fanciers to contribute specials, especially
for collections, as the promise for a mag-
nificent pigeon exhibit is very bright.

The poultry fanciers are doing much in

donating specials, and pigeon fanciers
cannot do better than to follow the same
example.

It is also earnestly desired that pigeon
fanciers become stockholders of the club
to further advance their interests. Con-
siderable routine work was done, and it

was midnight before the meeting ad-
journed.

Mohawk Valley Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The Mohawk Valley Poultry and Ken-

nel Club's show, to be held in Glovers-

ville, N. Y., December 29 to January i,

1892, will be a large and successful one

beyond a doubt, as far as number of ex-

hibits is concerned, as we have the un-

solicited assurance of a great many of

our largest and best breeders of both
dogs and poultry that they are coming.
Our list will soon be ready, and will say
we are offering good liberal premiums,
besides some valuable specials. In
poultry our prizes are for single birds

three dollars and two dollars ; breeding
pens, five dollars and three dollars. In
dogs, five dollars and two dollars and a
half in both champion and open classes.

We have a good place to hold our show,
all under one roof, yet the dogs and
poultry separate, well lighted and heated
by steam, and shall try and use the boys
well. F. B. ZiMMER.
Gloversville, N. Y., November 12.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The Philadelphia Item of November 6

remarks : The Christmas number of The
•Fanciers' Journal, to be issued No-
vember 28, is to be something out of the

usual order. It will contain thirty-six

pages, profusely illustrated. The most
famous American and European writers

will be responsible for the articles it con-

tains. It is a paper that has become an

acknowledged authority in the fancy, and
the Item wishes it every success in the

new departure.

The Great Advertisinf? Medium.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have soUl all the birds I had adver-
tised in your paper, which speaks well
for it, and when I have more for sale

will not forget you. Yours truly,

William S. Lfntz.
Allentown, P.I., November 10, 1891.

—There is no fixed rule for mating.
Among the Asiatics, eight to fifteen fe-

males to a male ; Plymouth Rocks, ten
to twenty ; Leghorns and Hamburgs, fif-

teen to twenty. It is better to have a
larger number than too few.—American
Poultry Journal.

« «
The compliment is appreciated, coming

as it does from a daily paper having the

largest circulation and devoting more
space to sport and fancy than any other

daily in this country.

-WITH-

» »
A New York correspondent writes : "I

am convinced from observation that it is

only a question of a short time when the

majority of fanciers in this vicinity will

be enrolled as members of the Empire
City Club. Here they can get proper

management, keen com|)etition, prizes of

value to compete for, in fact cau enjoy

their sport, competing for a very little

cost or labor. Mr Schwenck, president

of the Brooklyn Club, has withdrawn,

and together with several of its members
will apply for admission into the Empire
Club, being fairly disgusted with the

management that existed during the last

year. '

'

*
« *

Which all goes to show that the Em-
pire City Club enjoys the confidence of

all fair-minded fanciers. Yet for some
reason this club is ignored by the "select

few."

• «

The Christmas number of The Fan-
ciers' Journal will contain a most com-
plete article on pigeon flying written by

the editor of the Homing F^xchange. It

will prove invaluable to all interested in

the fa.scinating sport. The Christmas

number will be for sale on all news
stands.

«
« *

The following is the result of the nomi-

nations for Federation officers for the

coming year as expressed through the

ballots cast October i to October 15, as

provided in Article 2 of the constitution :

PRESIDENT.

Name. Residence. Vote.
T. Fred Goldman, Brooklyn, N. Y 43
William Verrinder, Jersev City, N. J 30
L. W. Spangehl, Brooklyn, N. Y 9
S. G. Morton Maule, Philadelphia, Pa i

FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT.

A. M. Wood, Philadelphia, Pa 44
George Goebcl, Philadelphia, Pa 29
John Love, Philadelphia, Pa. I 8

J. H. S. Millgan, Philadelphia, Pa i

Dr. H. F. Aten, Brooklyn, N. Y i

SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT.

G. L. Goldbeck, Philadelphia, Pa .s2

W. B. Garrabranls, Newark, N.J 30
George T. Morgan, Philadelphia, Pa i

RACE AND RECORDING SECRETARY.

J. C. Conley, Philadelphia. Pa 52
D. S. Rodgers, Philadelphia, Pa 31
T. Fred Goldman, Brooklyn, N. Y 2

TREASURER.
W. B. Garrabrants, Newark, N. J 52

J C. Bockius, Germantown, Pa 28

J. R. Husson, New Y'ork 3
EXECUTIVE CO.MMITTEE.

L. W. Spangehl, Brooklyn. N. Y 73
J. D. Munro, Philadelphia, Pa 44
William V^erriuder, Jr., Jersey City, N. J. . . .43
James Work, Philadelphia, Pa 30
F. P. Pepin, Elizabeth, N.J 28
William Bennett, Newark, N. J 10
A. M. Wood, Philadelphia, Pa 8
R. B. Caverly, Washington, D. C 8
P. W. Krouse, Philadelphia, Pa 2
H. R. Stites, Lansdowne, Pa 1

As Mr. Goldman is not a member of

the Federation, and is not likely to be-

come one, the votes he received for the

presidency have, in all probability, been

wasted.

»%
The eleventh annual meeting of the

Federation of American Homing Pigeon

A FEW HENS
Is the motto and teachinCT of the Bext Poultry Paper published. It Co.tts Only .VJ cts. n rear; six
months 2.5 cts. Cash or stamps. Siiinple free. Address FAR.M-POULTHY, Box'-**l IS, Hosllm, .Mass.

NOTHING ON EART^
WILL

CONDITION POWDER
IF TOV CANT GET IT NEAR HOMF:, SI:m> TO VS.

KlB Absolutely Pure. Highly Concentrated. Most Economical, heoausc such smull cIdscs. Stiictlv a Medicine.
Not a Food. You can buy or raise food as cheap a,s we can. Prevent.s and Cures all cliM>aneH of I'oultry. Worth
more than gold when hens are Moultinir. '-One lartru can nftred me $40, send six more to prevent roup this
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RAJSINQ GUIDF; " (price 25 cents. Contains a daily poultry ai-couiit worth the price), and two small packoKes of
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Fanciers will be held in Newark, N. J.,

on Wednesday, December 9 ; the ratifi-

cation meeting is to be held in the after-

noon, and the meeting for the election of

officers and other important business in

the evening of the above mentioned date.

On the evening of December 8 the com-

mittee will meet which was appointed to

formulate a set of rules and by-laws for

a new organization, and after summariz-

ing the results of their deliberations, will

present the same to a national gathering

of fanciers to be convenetl immediately

after the adjournment of the Federation

meeting on December 9.

*
* »

We are indebted to the Item for the

following : The best Federation reconls

made by old and young birds in the

general races of 1891 were printed in the

Item a few weeks ago, but of course the

honors in these events do not equal

in importance those gained by victor-

ies in the Philadelphia Sectional Con-

course races, in which there is a big com-

petition wherein all birds meet upon

equal terms. The following list is a com-

plete summary of the winners in those

Concourse races in which a one-day

record was made

:

Old UirtI < oneuiiri!»«H.

200-,MII,E KACE.

Dip. R. No. Col. & Sex. Owner. Speed.
1 H 4746, b c h, (1. Goel>el 1265
2 W 833, ash c, P. W. Krouse 1095
3 B 81, be h, S. (i. M. Maule 10. i

4 H 385. bee, G. R. Callajfhan 1080

5 \ 16,422, b c, Williatn Hunter, Jr 1088
300-MII-E RACK.

1 H 222, Charles Hub 1015%*
2 H 2292, John Blood io45f*
3 20, John Diggle 1044
4 H 2129, John Diggle 1016

5 H 11,494, James Work 982^^9

6 G 254, F. K. Rogers 950 1-20

Although there is not the slightest doubt about
this record, the bird having been properly timed
and everything properly conducted as far as this
particulai loft was concertied, the first diploma
was not awarded to Mr. Hub on account of the
failure of the watcher he named to go to some
one else's lol\, failing to show up at the ap-
pointed place.

400-MILE RACE.
H. M. S.

I .X 1937, blk c c, W. S. Torkingtou, Jr . 13 32 45

X 1937, or Young Harrison, as he is generally
known, was the only bird to return the same
day, aiid as he had to pass through a severe
storm when but half way home, the performance
stands out as one of the best of the year.

,S0O-MILE RACE.

No returns same day.

YoiiU{{ KIril Coueourscs.
lOO-MILE RACE.

1 W 2467. r c h

)

252S, b c h VGeorge Goebel 803
2534, be c)

2 W 1403, b c c, F. Prinz 608
3 W 7719, bch. J. H. Avil 595
4 7641, re, J. A. Stovell 560*
5 14,411, be c, J. A. Stovell 475*
Reported by telegram.

150 .MII-K R.\CE.

1 W 774, b c h, J. D. Muiiro 917
2 810, b e c, J. I). Wunro 911

3 14.411, b c c, J. A. Stovell 910'/^

4 7641, r c, J. A. Stovell 9'oK
5 791, b e e, J. D. Munro 910

200-.Mn.K RACE.

1 W 1403, bee, F. Prinz 824.22
2 1409, b c c, F. Prinz 823.88
3 2528, b c It, G. f.ocbel 822.08

i 2519, b cc, G. Goebel 822.01

5 2525, b ll, <" Gocbi I Sli.(«i

The weather encountered by the birds

which took part in the young bird races
was anything lint good, and this fact ac-
counts for the indifferent speed made.

Flying Tumblers.

J. M. Ludlow, the veteran arti.st an I

fanciers, says of flying tumblers in sum-
mer number of Fanciers' Gazette : The
daily pilgrimage of a trusty kit of tum-
blers into the realms of sjjace is a nio-t

interesting sight, especially at early

morning or evening when the sun is upon
the horizon, and by which the bodies of

the flickering flock are lighted from be-

neath as upward and upward they soar
in a compact mass, now and then "going
off," as if it were a niagnificieiit display
of fireworks, then again pulling together
the flicker-flicker, again iiiouiitiiig to the
very canopy of earth, and again and
again, in perfect unison, performing
acrobatic revolutions, viz., tipple (single
somersault), tumble (one or more), roll

(series of tlouble, treble or more somer-
saults), long rollers (twenty or thirty
yards continuous roll, descending as a
ring, or as some say, "solid as a ball").
Then there are the twizzlers and the pi-

rouette performers.
All the afore-named and ttllier eccentric

gyrations are gone through tlaily right up
in the very finnainent until a flock of
thirty or forty become as mere sjK'cks or
lost to view save only for the peritxlical jiy-

rotechnic display, which by reason of the
di.stance becomes less and less, until re-

duced to a flickering s(|uib in the blue or
lost to view either by distance or shut
out by passing clomls. This flying busi
ness should be daily and systematic, and
extend from half an hour to an eight
hours' fly. All these varitd and extraor-
dinary cerial feats are performed simulta-
neously eft uiassc, and that, too, without
a collision ! It is marvellous, it is won-
derful what metlio<l and precision there is

in this so-called madness or "epilepsy."
However, I must now cut short this to

me ever-interesting theme, amt yet to
close the subject at this stage is a denial
to me and seems an injustice to the birtls,

for although in my time I have learned
to love all the bird creation, have kept
and admired every kind of pigeon, ami
as a father so as a judge, I must show
"no favoritism," still 1 must say of the
tumbler they were my first love, and lo

their merits and beauty I am an admirtr
and still constant, for no matter how oft

we bow to and do justice to old "high-
class" friends or rejoice in welcome of
new varieties as they are evolved ; still I

shall ever turn to and welcome with joy,
and I trust shall always be ready to say a
good word for the flying tumblers.

Transfer of Stock.

From the loft of William S. Lentz.
Allentown. Pa., to F. H. Jamison, Belle
Mead, N. J., entire collection of helmets,
twenty-six birds. To Joseph Slraub,
Williamsport, Pa., entire collection of
solid turbits, seventeen birds. To James
Hill, Jr., Cleveland, O., one pair black
bald head short facetl tumblers.

—Only a lew 1110. e days left in which
to secure advertising space for t)Ur great
Christmas number. So don't delay.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

PROLIFIC

^si^iiu>

POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

HENS LAY
IN WINTER.

iHoldBTfrywhfre. I.. B. LARD, rrop., Rnrliifrton. Tt;

H. S. BABCOCK,
IVo. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

bri«;ki)KR ok
argonauts. indian (lames,

bantams ani>
PKACOMB ri.YMOUTH ROCKS

POINTKRS^ AND SCHIPFKRKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls aiul eges for
sale in season. Orders for puppies booked to be
delivered in rotation. if

A NEW IJOOK

WYflNDOTTES
The latest and best work on the Matinf^, Breed-

nji, Feeding and JudKinK the Wyandotte Fowl
A liandsonielv printed book of 6o pages.

PIMCK, 5<) CKNTS.
Address

FANCIEItS' Pl'HLISIIINGi CO.,
32 South Third Strtt t,

•U Philadelphia.

FOR POULTRY.
Koue M€>al.
GranuIattMl Kone,
Ground ltt*et

Scmpn, - - -

Calcltf, - - - -

C.'ruMhtMl Flint, -

CruwlnMl Oyster
Shells,

Per 14N» lb. Bag, 1^3.OO
1(K>

1<H>

',200

i.lTt

2.00

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt ol
price.

C. II. DEMPWOLF&CO.,
York Cbemlcal Works, York, Pa.

INDIAN GAMES
LANGSHANS

MINORCAS
MOTTLED ANCONAS
Eggs for sale sfler January, 1892. No more

birds for sale at this time.

<iT DCpV \ pnc Choicest strains. Pups
01. DCI\i\.-\I\|/0 f„r sale. Send 2 cent
stamp for circular giving particulars.

93-U5 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Pottsville, Pa.

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and F;ggs'for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM f:i,dred,
Dendron, Stirry County, Va.

Direct shipping faciliti* s for lli^ Smith. South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. '9-70

THE PO'-'-Aw TYPEJSCRITER
,'S'!K ABCDEFGHI « $

VtlkH%\^. UtyOfORKOCTI

, »<y Vm.

Get Aboard
Is the slogan of all Shrewd

. Advertisers when they get

such a great opportunity of-

fered to them as the Christ-

mas Number of THE FAN-
CIERS' JOURNAL affords.

Such prominent advertis-

ers as Spratts Patent, Blue
Ridge Kennels, C. A. Sharp
& Co., Pineland Incubator
Co., James Forsyth, E. B.

Thompson, T. Wilton Hill

and many others have se-

cured large space already.

Time is money, and the

quicker the remaining space
(rather limited) is taken the

better. The forms close No-
vember 15. Below are the
rates.

COVER

Inside cover pages, whole page |ioo
Half page 60
Quarter page 35

The outside back page is sold.

OTHER RATES
Inside pages, whole page 50

Half page 30
Quarter page 20
Per inch 3

Breeders' Cards (3 Hues) }i.oo
Classified Advertisements, 2 cents per word.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

EVER PRODITCED.

Personally selected durng our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of England. II

you want choice breeders or winners at the
winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps, Anda-
lusians, White Wyandottes. '^ree catalogue.

88-140

C. A. SHARP & CO..
lyockport, New York.

P1GEOX8.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—ANr>—
LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE LOFT

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,
which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

ARCHANGELS ONLY.
Geo. G. Fetterolf,

Langhorme, Pann'af
Hiw tlirfH- of tlu" lant«'sl and Hn-
est IoJVh of AKCHAN*iEI.-S in

America, If not In the world,
and now offers for Sitle a few
tfran<l birds in Dark and Liuht
Bron7.e, point and shell oreste*!;

iilso, smooth heads. Prices a«>
«-ording to quality of st<K'k.

JUST PUBLISHED.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
BY

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the
amateur pigeon fanciers.

A pcrfrct and iirnriir^ii i>|'e Witiiii;; iiiHriMn» lor only O.M
PoM.tR. Exmtly like cut; rr);iilHr KfniinKton tyiic; dix-a
tlio Siitne qiiiiliiy of wurk ; tHkw- a IohIk cap olit cf, t'ornpleis
V Ih |>i|>rr hiilttrr, nulaniallr frol, nrrfrrt iTpr «brrl Ji iakli (
ri>ll; ii>.sfopiIni: Ink. Kl/<' .'?X4X9 liiclir!!; «<'leht. 12 07; 8»t.
J>:.i.Iii.n (riiiiVBiitc.l; Cir^ iiliir^ lice; A<iR^TS WANTKIt. 8eDt
by t'x|'r>'.>< f r (II.IHI: l>j iil;iiI, I.V. extra fcr pustKKe.
K. U. iAUSKaUU* A tfKV., «• CVSTLAAVX NT., K \. tlTK.

l*rlfe, paper, 50c*. ; cloth lil.UO.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.
Dr. Wtn. Crawford Jobnsou, Frederick, Md.^

POUIiTRY.

^VYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.
Prices low for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
28 54 Brainard Station, N. Y.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry or
Kennel Paper you should send for my list of
papers. I can furnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe foi two or luore papers you will get a
still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.
Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five
pa|>ers and request them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

84tt

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wcllsburg, W. Va.

THE

CHRISTMAS NUMBER
OF THE

Fanciers' Journal
will be the journalistic event in

tiie annals of the kennel and
poultry press of America.

it will consist of 36 pages,

including a handsome cover,

specially designed by our art-

ist. The illustrations will be
original and unique, as well as

profuse. The articles on dogs,

poultry, pigeons, etc., will be
from the pens of the most fa-

mous American and European
writers, and the entire num-
ber will be a complete Cyclo-
paedia of the best original liter-

ature obtainable.

No expense will be spared
to make the Christmas Num-
ber worthy of the patronage of

every dog, chicken, and pigeon
fancier.

The edition printed will be
very large, and will circulate

over the entire globe.

This assures the most valu-

able and permanent advertis-

ing, and all persons having
stock for sale should not fail

to avail themselves of this ripe

opportunity.

The advertising rates are so

adjusted that the largest and
the smallest advertiser can de-
pend on securing profitable

returns.

Our special advertising rates

will be sent on application. All

orders for advertising must be
sent in by November i ^, to in-

sure proper classification and
display.

The Christmas Number will

be ready for mailing on De-
cember I , and all orders should

be sent in early.

Single copies, 10 cents. Lib-

eral discount to the trade.

Address

Fanciers* Publishing Co.

Bo.x 916. Philadelphia, Pu.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.
The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog 5.00
'American Kennel. Barges | 3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1.50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.oo

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel 80
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill a.oo
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond . i.oo
Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond ... .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo . .75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 2.00

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 157(5 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book,Vols. XI to XIII,each 4.50
Field Trial Training. White 50
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions 1.50

Fox Terrier, Breeding aad Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. Dalziel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

How to Keep a dog in the City. Mills . . 25
House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training .50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modem Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration . a.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date 50

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . . , i.oo
Prize Pugs of America and England.

(Cryer) i.oo
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan i.oo
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50
Teufel the Terrier ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog 75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By P. H. F.
Mercer 1.00

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
The Setter. Laverack 2.75
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather . . 4.00

Youatt on the Dog 2.50
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir 50
^iOLu* •••••••• •••••••• *75

POULTRY.

.\11 About Broilers. Boyer 25
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard .50
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George Q.Dow. .25

Duck Culture. Rankin .50
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir 9-00

ProtiUDle Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 1.50
Poultry Doctor. J. h\. Diehl 25
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee i.oo

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace .50

CAGE BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover 50
Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition 1.50

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. . i.oo
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby 50

PIGEONS.

Book ol Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts 8.C0

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S. Clark . . . 2.00

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth i.oo

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50
Pigeon Standard (new) 50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer 50

MISCELLANEOUS.
American Anglers' Book. Norris .... .5.50

All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .25
Book of the Game Laws 50
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 2.00
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus 2.00

Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells 2.50
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.
Grinnell 2.00

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cutiiculus . . . 1.50
The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood I.oo

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; il-

lustrated 50
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence ot Animals 1.50
With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . . 5.00
Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell .... 2.50
Woodcraft. Nessniuk i.oo

611 Hiots and Points for Sportsmen . ... 1.50
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ROOFING.

SV4f\U'S

STANDARD

TBADi. MARf-

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on .steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for
Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.
feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. P. SWAN. 38 Dey Street, N. Y.

POUIiTRY.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX.

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILF.S.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.THE BEST PIT GAMES.

OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.
DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES.
TALKING PARROTS.

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOU HATCHING.
Send for Catalogue.

H. ^N^. VAHLE,
319 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Bdward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRO FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

E CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OP ALL

LEADING BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHIHG COMPANY
Box 916.

5

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FERRETS YS. RATS!
First-class FERRETS, young and old, for sale

by Adolph Isaacsen, "SURE POP," 92 Fulton
Street, New York City. My celebrated hand-
book, "ALL ABOUT FERRETS AND RATS"—
second edition—revised and illustrated—mailed
to any address on receipt of 25 cents. 33-49

OPIUM
Morphine Habit Cured In 10

*y«. Noj»i .

DR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.
to 2 No pay till cured.

POUIiTRY FARMS. rOUL.TRY FARMS.

r^Sandaere parm;
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Bttfi Pekin Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks,
winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

Prize

10-61 F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

-^INDIAN GAMES. < t> WYANDOTTES.>-
The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NEW YORK SHOW I

won ist on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State
Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, 3 seconds, 4 thirds and 2 gold specials. Send
for circular. Address T.WILTON HI LL, JAMESBURG, N. J. 96-148

T^ORHAM Poultry Yards
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W. Leg-

horns, B. Minorcas, S. S. Hamburgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

Stogi^ pof? Sale at ^uu ©imes.
Address all orders and correspondence to

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
34^5 Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. V.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM-

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties/'Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record ot American's leading strains 01 above
varieties. Can furnish eggs from ('. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

101-151 J. FORSYTH, owEGo, tioga county, n. y.

THERE IS NOTHING BETTER THAN THE BEST
So why seek fuither. My BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SILVER LACED WYANDOTTES

have stood the test of time and been handled at NATIONAL SHOWS by all the leading judges—
they always win a BIG SHARE OF THE PRIZES, TOO.

At Charleston, S. C, January, 1891,

the National Show of the vear and meeting of the A. P. A., they were awarded TWENTY OF
THE MOST IMPORTANT' PREMIUMS. My chicks this year are a PRIME LOT; thev have
great FORM and COLOR and are hard to equal. 1 have also a full line of FINE BREEDING
BIRDS and young hens and will quote reasonable prices for qualily.

Send for finely illustrated circular. Address

1-51 EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Amenia, Dutchess County, X. Y.

WOODSIDE POUliTf^Y YAl^DS
LA FLECHE, the grandest of French breeds; INDIAN GAMES, the

Great Table Fowl ; WHITE LEGHORNS, the Queen of Layers ; BUFF
PEKIN and ROSECOMB BLACK BANTAMS.

EGGS AND CHICKS FOR SALE.
Address all correspondence to

\Sr. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,
138-tr HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N. J.

BOOKS. BOOKS.

MODERN TRAINING, HANDLIN& & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
This is the only work on Dog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-

veloped by Field Work, Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
of the dog's.nature and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
OF CONTENTS AND TESTIMONIALS FROM EXPERTS. Price $2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.

if

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Onl^ Ji 25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

-HOUSE
-AND

zPEX DOGS.
Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST PUBLISHED PRICB, POSTPAID, 50C.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

INCUBATORS.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain ont free. Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
vear. Lar^e book for stamp. A.
F. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Conn.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
AND WERE AWARDED

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of i8gi.

The finest and largest ever held in America.
Our mammoth catalogue

Iwftm for tie Poflltry Yarl

Will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of 5
cents. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

130-181 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

IMPROVED"CEL8 I OR
ExcELsioRJNCUBATOR

simple. Perfect (ind Seir-reKUlatliiK.

tPATlNTSPt

IMPflOVtO tXCCIStClilMulftTOR.

^^r^-^

Hundreds In sue-

1

icessful oppration. I

[Oimrantced to hatch!

of fertile ('uKi* as any

'

I other hateher. 8end fie. fori
new Illustrated Catalogue.

€lrculttrs Free.
CEO. H. STAHL,

l»ur>etyn-r. QUINCY. ILLINOIS.

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

ThousatKls of chickens die annually and at
least fifty per cent iiii^ht be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think thev will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
cortinieal only. They must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
in the crop : one that will furnish animal or
insect footi in a proportion not to scour and suf-

ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witnesj such noted breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown &Wadley,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E. Bast and
others.
This me.Tl is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooke«i foo<l. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

^5-50

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 East 56th Street, New York.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blue Line Homers.

BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

I

THREE OF THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of inv own breeding,
I have a showing of THIRTY PAiRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREE LOFTS WITH PROVEN REC-
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MII.ES. Send for cir-
cular and price list. 9^150

PRIHTIHa OUTFIT 15s
JCOMI-UAE, 4 klph*b*u rubtwr l/pe. typ»hold»r, boctlr Ib-
lelililr Ink. Ink fid »n<i Twmrn. >^il up Iti MM box with
iirrrtiona for uw S*i.i>finiaa (iiknnt«cd. Worth iOg. Bot
[iatn Mukn. Tud Prinm. <tc iicu nkmrt ia 1 mlnutt,

B«a6')»o«Mluhoilr 8«nlpoMf»id 16c:iror M«.CM.ftM.
H.INURRSOLl. * HRU efrCoriludttM.N. V.lltjk
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IN

GASH PREMIUMS

To the pei-soii Seiulinjff In the
hirj^fest yearly list of subscrib-
ers, $200.

Heeonrt hirjfost list, f lOO.

Third largest list, $75.

Fourth larj»:est list, $50.

Fifth largest list, $25.

Sixtli, seventh, eijijhth, ninth
and tenth largest lists, $10.00
eaeli.

This offer is open from OCTOBER
16 to JUNE 1, 1892. Subscriptions

can be sent in at any time, but cash must

accompany them. This unquestionably

is the best opportunity ever offered to

our friends, and all desiring to compete

for these premiums should send in their

names at once.

The coming Dog and Poultry Shows
offer a glorious opportunity to secure

subscriptions, and agents desiring sample

copies should advise us promptly.

Remember that THE FANCIERS*
JOURNAL is the leading paper of its

class, and the subscription price is only

^2.00 per annum. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box gi6, Philadelphia, Pa.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NKW AND POPULAR KDITION OF THI

HOOK AT THK POPULAR PRICK OF 2

CENTS PKR COPY POSTPAID.

DePny's Poular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled

Capons and Caponizing. ' This book has had a
very extensive sale at fifty cents per copy, but
theauthor, Mr. George y^ Dow, has kindly con-
.stnted to have it published in a twenty-five cent
edi ion, so as to put it within the reach of all. and
no person can anonl to be without this book now
as the price is .so low. The book contains all

that the fiflv cent edition does besides adding
some new features not contained in that edition

that are really very valuable to poultrynien.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear

tvpe that can be easily read without straining
the weakest eyes. All persons should read this

iKMjk who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
coi plete information on all the different details

<jf these subjects by a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This book covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . ^.ddress all

orders to

Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

PEKIN MCK^-Sv.„.
Address J. P. MARTIN,

39.41 Bookwalter, Ohio.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BRKEDKR OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYAND0TTE8.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America
New York, February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;
first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At .same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prire raatings, $4
P«r 13, %^ per 26, (q per 39. Stock for sale. §5-138

AMERICAN KENNEt. CL.UB

Stud B^^k.
Blanks for registering in the oflficial Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the different shows. Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

8IIOW8.

THE CENTRAL MICHIGAN
POULTRY & PET STOCK ASSOCIATION

Third Annual Exhibition

AT BAITLE CREEK, MK'II.,
JUNK 12 to 15. 1892.

1000 Birds showed last year.

Send for Premium List.

F. P. GRIMES, Cor. Sec., Paso Paso, Mich.

DOGS.
Advertisemfnts without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per word/or each insertion

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisnmg Co., 32
South Third St.. Philadelphia.

Beanrles.

tf,^ FOR BROKL
f4U Box 91, Philadelphia

FOR BROKEN BEAGLE BITCH. P. O.
It

Canket* Cure.

TALLMAN'S CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiftv cents. William Tallman, IC39 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Collies.

COLLIE PUPPIES, HY CHAMPION THE
sgi'IRK, out of Active (E. 21,065). J. E-
Dougherty, Lotus, Ind. 35-44

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,
The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia. Pa.

FOR SALE—SOME VERY FINE COLLIE
puppies, by Champion The Squire out of a
granddaughter of Metchley Wonder. Ad-
dress Maplehurst Kennels, Ambler, Pa.

39-42

F)R SALE—COLLIE DOG AND BITCH,
whelped August 16, 1890, sire Prince Charlie
(6016); dam Clare's Lassie (12,977). Address
Maplehurst Kennels, Ambler, Pa. it

For Sale or Exchanire.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches: pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies: greyhound and beagle puppies.
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and'rifles, folding l)oat,

field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

IRISH SETTER PUP ; BEST STOCK IN THE
world. Price, I50, or equivalent. O. Stew-
art Bamber, M. D., 75 Rowe Street, Roch-
ester, N. V. 39-40

For Sale.

IRISH TERRIF:R PUPS BY KILLALOE, A.
K.C. S.-B iH,493, out of Ballyrush, imported.
Also Schipperke pups by Midnight ; first at

New York and Boston 1890; out of Dark-
ness. The above will be sold very cheap to

make room for new importations. Walter

J. Comstock, Box 408, Providence, R. I. 38-tf

EGISTERKD BLACK SPANIEL. VERY
handsome. Swiss Mountain Kennels,
Gerraantown, Philadelphia. 39-40R

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

For Sale.

I
OFFER FOUR LITTERS OF AS WELL-
BRED mastiffs as are in the world, one
young bitch and a grand brood bitch. Also
two St. Bernard bitches by Alton's brother.
Cheap. Charles E. Bunn, Peoria, 111. 36-42

TRAINED FOX AND RABBIT HOUNDS AT
$13 each. Foxhound dog pup at I5. Some
4 months' old Byron and Virginia stock. C.
F. Kent, Monticello, N. Y. 37-40

Foxbonnds.

FOR SALE—FAST RUNNING FOXHOUNDS
and pups. Address Rex Kennels, Millers-
burg, O. 3<^-47

Fox Terrlt^rs.

Two FIRST-CLASS FOX TERRIER DOGS
and three brood bitches. Also some young
stock. Good chance to procure .some fine
blood at reasonable prices. W Tallman,
109 W. Thirty-fourth St., New York. 34-tf

Irish Setters.

FOR SALE-A FINE RED IRISH SETTER
dog 10 months old; has been hunted some
on partridge and woodcock,makes a staunch
point. Extra good nose and not gun shy.

I15 takes him. C. F. Kent, Monticello, N.
V. 3S-39

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE—SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslyn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pointers.

$20
C. O. D. FOR CHOICE PAIR POINT-
ERS, by Champion Pommery Sec. (Will
exchange). Box 179, Waterbury, Vt.

37-39

Pac«.

FOR SALE—THREE MALE PUGS, WHELP-
ED June 16, 1891, by Champion Bob Ivv out
ofa very fine bitch. Address Maplehurst
Kennels, Ambler, Pa. it

Scotch Terriers.

)URE BRED WIRE-HAIRED SCOTCH TER-
RIERS from imported and prize winning
stock. Robert McCosh, Burlington, Iowa.

32-tf

St. Bernards.

FR SALE—THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in
whelp. Bargains toclose out. R. J. Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

lYanted.

KN EXPERIENCED ENGLISHMAN WILL
train and run one or two gentleman's dogs
on seven farms in North Carolina. Plenty
of auail. Well up in care of valuable guns.
Address "Pointer," care .W. Tallman, 109 W.
Thirty-fourth Street, New York. 34-tf

Various.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia, Pa.

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

-f-jRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

HAT HAVE YOU GOT IN EXCHANGE
for pedigreed St. Bernards,mastiffand blue-
blood English setters of all ages; Star safe-

ty bicycle, hunting boat? The best English
mastiffand best bred Llewellin setter in

Iowa at stud. Correspond with Box 15,

Hawarden Iowa. 38-39

i'

W

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 2 cents per wordJor each insertion.

Artists and Enarravers.

PRINTING estimates given fot circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

WE HAVE arranged with Schieiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be tht
oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishin-
Company, Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

Appliances.

INCUBATORS SOLD, BOUGHT.EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor, Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.
Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-
ham, 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.1-52

Bantams.

ENTWISLE'S BANTAMS —I am Mr. W. F.
Entwisle's only authorized agent for the
United States and Canada, and will import
birds at as low a figure as possible, quality
of stock considered. F. W. Gaylor, Quogue,
Long Island, N. Y, 37-62

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Ekiks fbr Sale.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK EGGS FOR
sale, |i.50 sitting:. J. N. Dalsen, 1341 Som-
erset Street, Philadelphia. 39-42

For Sale.

L>OR SALE—A 600-EGG MONARCH INCU-
H BATOR in good condition. Price $50. John

C. Haynes. Annandale, N . J. 35-tf

Games.

GAME FANCIERS —I AM OFFERING FOR
sale nearly all of my prize-winning game
fowls, old and young, including winners
at New York, and have added about 20
prizes to my already large number by win-
ning at the late Industrial Exhibition. See
the list. These fowls are for sale cheap.
Black red, brown red and pile games and
black red, duckwing and pile game ban-
tams. Describe what you want. E. F.

Doty, 47 Wellington Place,Toronto, Can.tf.

IjCKhorns.

oNE HUNDRED AND FIFTY SINGLE
comb brown and white Leghorn cockerels
for sale, $1 so to $5 each. John C. Haynes,
Annandale. New Jersey. 3'>-45

Various

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. tf

PRIZE PAIRS CHEAP. YELLOW-LEG
black Leghorns, Wyandottes, Spanish
Langshans, booted, rose-comb, Pile ban-
tams, Turkeys, imported German naked
necks, Dorkings. Won last month. Jesse
Reifsnider, Frederick, Md. it

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York. light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalog^ue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted unite*

thts headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Baldhead Ttimblers.

GEO. N. HOFFMAN, 171 1 WEST LAUVALE
Street, Baltimore. Md., has for sale first-

class Black Fantails ; show birds ; also a
lot of White Fantail Hens. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded. it

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. BIDDLK
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-fac-
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

Fantails.

HOWARD BUTCHER. 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

Homers.

HOMFIRS. RECORDS 100 TO 500 MILES,
full pedigree; one half our stock for sale
cheap. W. E- & Thomas Flockton, Peeks-
kill, N. Y. 38-40

Jacobins.

T,
W. TUGGLE. Columbus, Ga.
and breeder of Jacobins.

Importer
7-58

Pouters.

FOR SALE CHEAP—A LOFT OF POUTERS.
Address Herman Bauer, S. W. cor. F'ourth
and Rich Streets. Columbus, O. _39^:4o_

Satlnettes.

F:0RGE W. PETTIT, artist, ioio clin-
- ton street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Varlons.

ELECTROTYPF'S of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lisniug Co., Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertising.

I

K

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowel 1 & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 3782

y-^vERY onf;innef;d of information
on the subject of advertising will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Adverti.sers,"

368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals ;

gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of In-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Drinking Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, |8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vtl Brooder Company, Jamesbtirg, New Jersey.

Various.

WILLIAM A.BARTLETT,IACKSONVILLE,
111., leading varieties of poultry, pigeons
and ferrets. Send stamp for catalogue.

32-39
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JNJTHESTUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion The Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyn WilUea,
20883 FEE $35.

Chal. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $25.

Roslyrj Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Ctiampion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
KasH, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[will be placed at stud July i.]

Irish Setters
Seminole,

20088. FEE $20

Eleo,
(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

11450. FEE $15
F'xtended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young stock always on hand. lyf'A

r-Fox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiLLsiDE Kennels,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ORIOLK KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX XBRRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHF:r and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee I15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PKOPllIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridge, L. I.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 771 1 . . .

REGENT BRISK, 16,618

REGENT TIPPLER . .

Fee $25
" 10

,
" ID

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address RF:GENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SRRAKE,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE S20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HJI/tRr L GOODMAM,
laitJ AUBURN PARK, ILL.

JN^THIE^TUD.

muNLAw kennf:ls' stud fox tf;rrier* IMPORTED

Brockcnhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, F:.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer, sire ol
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won in FiuKland six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-
onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand young dog is just
in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-
dress

THOS, C, CHALMERS, Proprietor,

1419 E- Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

89-141

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD.

ARISTOCRAT,
Winner of more first prizes and spec-

ials during: 1800 than any
other St. Bernard.

FEE, - - ft.50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS.
Pouiurhkeepsie, N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.
36-48

KINGSTON REGENT.
This grand dog is the best son of the great

PRINCE REGENT, by Lady St. Golhard. He is

33^ in. high and has the heaviest bone and rich-
est dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in
America. His bead is remarkable for its size,
depth of muzzle and expression. Win ings : ist
Kingston, Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal, 1S91.
" The more one sees of this dog the more cer-

tain it is that he will prove a very hard one to
beat in the very best company."— Forest and
Stream.

PEE, $50.

MARQUIS OF RIPON.
Litter brother to Kingston'^Regent. and more

like Prince Regent than any of the other Regent
dogs. He is the sire oi somellsplendid stock in
England.

FEE, $50.

PUPPIES FOR SAT.K.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS.
138TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in
America." Pedigree and winnings free

;
photos,

50 cts A limited number of his puppies for sale.

100-151

P. H. COOMBS,
Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

IN STUD—IRISH SETTF;R

LIMERICK
GLENELCHO—NORA. FEE $20.

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAK:VIE\Sr KKNNKLS,
GLEXSIDE, PA. tf

r>OINTERS—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
' Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5550. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

"DTTPO INSTANT RELIEF.
rl ljH.\ days. Never returns.

CURE IN 15
No purge. No

salve. No suppository. Remedy
mailed free. Address J. H. REEVES, Box 3290,
New York City. N. Y. 35-85

IN THE STUD.

^T STUD. FEE »50.

THE WF:lL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners. Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December, 1890, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land ; 1st, New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn.
'89; 1st, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER.
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

i34->85 Babylon, L. I.

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

IMPORTERS & BREEDERS OF

ST. BERNARDS.
IN THE STUD

BEN ORMONDE, 17044.
12 63 CARD AND PHOTO FREE.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

MINSTREL
(21.377) CH. ELCHO, Jr.—BESSIE GLENCHO.

SHANMORE
(21.378) CH. ELCHO, ja.—BESSIE GLENCHO.
Puppies by the above dogs. Ch. F:icho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KF:nNELS,
62tl West Farms. N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

(JOLLIES
IRISH TERRIERS

Best in the world in stud and for sale.

AT STUD
Christopher . . . . ^50.00

Wellesbourne Charlie - 50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, $35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
CHF;STNUT HILL,

29-80 Philadelphia, Penna.

In Conjunction with
my business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have also
added a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of ev-

, ery <lescription.
There will be a

registry kept iit

my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
ofa fee trie name
and address of
Siarties wishing
e entered. The

fee for one dog will be°$i.oo, and for each addi-
tional dog fifty cents. This will he devoted to
advertising and furthering the .sales, and a com-
mission of 10 per cent will be charged on all

sales. I may confidently state that my experi-
ence with dogs as a breeder, exhibitor, etc., with
ni^ excellent location for the business and my
wide acquaintance will make this one of the very
best mediums to be found for the purchase and
sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN.
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York. tf

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPF:R IS

C<THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS
RABBITS, CAGE-BIRDS, AC.

It is the recognized Elnglish organ on these sub
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofany pa-
per of its class. American breeders will fina the
best English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 93.15,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

THE KENNEL.

s lOLLCOXCH....1QLLIK8

FORDHOOK KENNELS

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Ch. The
Squire. Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus: The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full
descriptions. Also one litter sired bv the world's
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
32-83 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOSING OUT SALE-YOUR CHANCE

If you want to purchase; a finely bred puppy
we can supply it. We have been breeding to
get a collection of the finest in the land, sired by
Oath's Mark, Roger, Chance and Paxtang. The
dams are finely bred, plentv of Count Noble,
Gladstone, Leicester and DaVkie b'ood. Three
litters now ready to ship We can supply some
youngsters ready for field this fall ana several
gootl brood bitches, such as produce black, white
and tan pups. Let your wants be known bv ad-
dressing

xMoorefield Kennels,

49 CHULA, AMELIA CO., VA.

ni \nO ^^ YOU WANT TO OWN A
r Urn —genuine pug pup—
1 UUU BIY AT HKAlJgiARTKRS.
Young stock from prize winners, J20 to I50.
l£you've a bitch to breed, try one of our

Kberhart's Cashier (13901. Fee, $15
Bradford Ruby II (9'72o). Fee, J15
John Bull, imported (17093). Fee, $15
Douglass 11 (11,804). Fee, |io

Litter guaranteed. A "square deal" to all.
f:bKRHART PUG KKNNKLS, Cincinnati, O.
leading and iMrgeat /'itg Kennel in America.
Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street. 15-66

STUD
PUGS

ENGLISH PUGS-DIAMOND KENNELS
Winner of more first prizes in open class this

year than any other pug breeder in America, in-
cluding New' York, New Orleans, Charleston,
Greenville, Wilmington, etc.

PUPPIES for sale. All registered prize
winning stock.

SIX PUG DOGS AT STUD.

KING CHARLFIS SPANIELS

DUKE OF WELLINGTON
AND MANCHESTER TEDDY

AT ST II)

Ftxtended pedigree of any of my dogs on ap-
plication. Good speciinen-i of the above breeds
and brood bitches in whelp to above dogs for
sale. Send stamp for circular to

JACOB BROMBACH, 304 Diamond St.,

33-4.S Philadelphia, Pa.

#»
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG • DISEASES
Mailc<l (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Siirjifeoii,

tt ia»:i BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

B. F. LKWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

tf

ELM STATION,

MontjTomerv Co.. Pa.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS, BEAGLES and
SCOTCH TFiRRlKRS. Alst) thirty varieties of
Fancy Poultry ami Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the
past four years. A grand lot of stock for sale.
Price list free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied
Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

POUL.TIl\%

for profit
should have Pure (>round
BEEF S(RA1», which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter
houses. Dried Perfectly Sweet and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FRF'F^ Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINF: & FOOD CO., 133
Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87
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SPRATTS PATENT
MEAT FlBRINE, VEGETABLE

^ DOG f C-TXKES K^
(With t).

CAUTIOfl! CAUTIOfl! CAUTIOfl!

SEE ALL YOUR

DOG CAKES
ARE

THUS STAMPED.

SEE ALL YOUR

DOG CAKES
ARE

THUS STAMPED.

A dog the size of a Fox Terrier will require from one to one and a half biscuits a day ; the size of a Pointer or Retriever from three to

four biscuits a day, and a dog the size of a Mastiff from five to six biscuits per day.

Dog, Podllpy, and Garn? Foods and Medicines

,(i@-

^ SPRflTTS PATENT GOD LIVER OIL

DOG CAKES =^'
'̂J>.

^^

(WITH BEETROOT),

For Dogs Recovering fpom Distemper.

Ramphlet on Canine Diseases Rost Free.

CORE FOR DISTEMPER IN DOGS, fl Neu) Antiseptic Rern^dy, $1.00 per boJj, mailed free.
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Our Illustration.

From the Stock-Keeper we take the

picture of the Welsh terrier Brynhir Par-

don on the front page. That journal

describes the dog as follows : " The ex-

cellent likeness of the good specimen of

his breed that adorns our front page

speaks for itself. Its subject is really a

good Welsh terrier ; his great points are

his smartness, terrier character, coat and

outline ; his muzzle is just a shade de-

ficient in strength, and this is really the

only fault that can be found with him.

He has had quite a successful career.

In 1889 he won first and cup open class,

first puppy and medal, first novice and

medal Birkenhead, first Crystal Palace

and first Birmingham, both in the open

classes. In 1890 he got first in the open

class and cup for the best Welsh terrier

in several classes, and at the show was

claimed at his catalogue price by his

present owner, Mr. William Roberts, of

Leeds, who, however, has not exhibited

him much since he became his property."

mont is well before the American public.

Mr. August Belmont, Jr., is the president

of the American Kennel Club, and if he

could but temper his zeal with a stream

of stoicism he would be the American

dog's most valuable friend. Instead of

directing the storms in the kennel world

he is ever over-anxious to hurl bolts in

the midst of the conflicting elements,

and in lieu of riding in the whirlwind he

jumps out of his seat and blows harder

than Boreas. A few days ago Mr. Bel-

mont's house in New York was burnt

down and the papers were full of par-

ticulars. The last item of interest had

barely flickered out when the name is

again in every Broadway mouth in con-

nection with the sale of the Belmont

stud."

We publish elsewhere in this issue the

judge's ruling in the suit of Messrs. Mal-

lory, Malcolm et al. against the Maryland

Kennel Club, and also a clipping from

the Baltimore Sun, which treats of the

same subject. Further comment is un-

necessary, as we have given both sides of

this famous case.
«

« *
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FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
Dec. 4-8.—Rockford, 111.

10-14—Freeport, 111.

30-Jan. 3.—Glover.sville, N.

1892.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.

19 22.—Binghanipton, N. Y.

Feb. 9-12 —Chicago. 111.

23-26.—New York. N. Y.
Msrrh 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.

8.ii._WasMington,D. C.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Bo.Hloii Mass.

May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Field Trials.

Nov. 16 —Eastern Field Trials Club.

23.—Irish Setter Club.

30.—Central Field Trials Club.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1892.
Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Poultr>' and Pigeon Shows.
Dec. 2-8.—Rockford. III.

8-1 1.—Owatonna, Minn.
^ii._Brockton. Mass.
10-14—Freeport, III.

15 16.—Needham, Mass.
16-19.—Kalamazoo, Mich.
i6.23._Providence, R. I.

22-2.S—Stoneham. Mass.
22-2<5.—Reading. Pa.

30-Jan. 2.—Menden, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany. N. Y.

5-9.—Charleston. S. C.
5-8.—Lew'ston, Me.
7-W.—PblUdelpbia, Pa,

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

We have received the catalogue of the

Elm Kennels, St. Paul, Miun. It con-

tains the tabulated pedegrees and de-

scriptions of all the inmates of the ken-

nel, at the head of which stands the well-

known stud dog, Champion Monk of

Fumess.
••*

Seminole Kennels have sold the Irish

setter dog EUo, n son of Champion Elcho,

Jr., and winner in the Canada circuit, to

D. J. G. Ely, Hamburg, Conn.
«

E. G. Elliott, Providence, R. L, has re-

cently added to his string of English set-

ters a bitch by Paul Gladstone, out of

Latonia, and two pups by Gladstone

Boy, out of a Count Noble bitch, pur-

chased from Messrs. Poston and Burdell,

Columbus, O.

• «

The premium list for the first annual

exhibition of the Freeport Poultry and

Pet Stock Association has been received.

Ninety-four classes have been provided

for, cups for the challenge classes, ribbons

for puppies and $5 and I3 in open classes.

Harry L. Goodman and Tim Donoghue

will judge. Entries will close December

3. with T. Ellis Taylor, secretary. Opera

House block, Freeport, III.

•••

Fairhill Kennels, of this city, have

sold their St. Bernard stud dog Ben Or-

monde to the Swiss Mountain Kennels,

of Gcrmantown, Pa.

» «

Re the withdrawal of the P. K. C. the

English Stock-Keeper says :
" The Phil-

adelphia Kennel Club has withdrawn

from the American Kennel Club. We
fear that this important secession will

seriously affect the prestige of the A. K.

C, whose directors do not appear to have

toct or skill enough to guide their big

team of delegates with a light rein. They

either pull them up too sharply or use the

whip too freely, and the result is this

kicking over the traces, which will one

clay upset the coacb. The name of Bel-

One ofthe English electric light com-

panies whose wires are carried in under-

ground conduits, have a novel method

of drawing wires through the conduits.

A small terrier has been so trained that

when a light cord is attached to him he

runs through the conduit from one man-

hole to the next, dragging the cord with

him. After each performance he is

treated to some favorite morsel, and he

has thus come to regard the work as a

most enjoyable pastime.

•
* «

J. Shelley Hudson is sadly disappointed

because his bitch Arliue cannot run in

the Eastern trials on account of her hav-

ing come in season. Mr. Titus, her han-

dler, was "hopeful of getting in the front

row with her."

« »

The premium list of the Northern Illi-

nois Poultry and Pet Stock Association

is now out. The dog department has 104

classes, prizes $5 and I3, except challenge

classes, in which the prizes are silver

cups. Harry L. Goodman will superin-

tend the show and will also judge in con-

nection with Tim Donaghue. Entries

close November 27, with SecreUry W. P.

Woodward, Rockford, III.

A. Clinton Wilmerding has just pur-

chased from J. P. Willey, the well-known

stud spaniel Champion Black Pete, to fill

the vacancy in his kennel left by the

death of Doc. Black Pete is by Obo, Jr.,

out of Phonsie, and is a winner of many

prizes. His progeny has done remarka-

bly well on the bench.
*

• •

The Menthon Kennels' catalogue, just

received, is a typographic work of art.

It contains a short history of Bernard de

Menthon's Hospice, near the summit of

the Alps ; full description and pedigrees

of their dogs
;

press comments upon

them ; fine illustrations of " the largest

dog on earth," Lord Bute, Lord Thorn-

dale, Madam Bedivere, etc. ; the stand-

ard for judging the breed and other in-

formation in connection with their ken-

nels. By the bye, a good picture of

Lord Bute will appear in our Christmas

number, which will be issued next week.
«

« •

The Farmers and Sportsmen's Game

Protective Clnb is the name of an organi-

zation formed for the purpose of secur-

ing the co-operation of the farmers of

Thomasville, Ga., in particular, and Da-

vidson County in general, in the work of

stocking the farms with quail and pro-

tecting the same against unlawful de-

struction. The capital stock of the com-

pany is not to exceed $5000, divided into

shares of twenty-five dollars. The fol-

lowing gentlemen have already sub-

scribed for stock : O. W. Bright, S. C.

Bradley. J. B. Stoddard, L. W. White, F.

R. Hitchcock, John White, H. Merriam,

P. H. O'Banuon and P. Lorillard, Jr.

The advantage of reserving Davidson

County land is that it is the only county

in North Carolma where netting and

trapping game is prohibited by law. It

is also the only county in the state

where the shooting season opens October

15, the season beginning in other coun-

ties November i. It was largely through

the labors of Messrs. Luke and John

White that the laws were passed. We
have no doubt this club will be quite

popular, and the limit of membership

will soon be reached.

••
Chestnut Hill Kennels' St. Bernard

bitch Donna Silva, which missed to

Plinlimmon, has been sent to King

Regent. By-the-bye, what has become

of old Plin.

•••

C. T. Thompson has again taken up his

old fancy, the Irish terrier. He has

bought in a very promising pup by

Breda Bill, out of Roslyn Eileen, which

will be in the money at the New York

show next spring.

*•

It will be remembered that some time

since the kennel papers announced that

the crack collie bitch Blue Ruin had been

sold to an American gentleman. We
have just learned that the gentleman was

J. Pierpont Morgan. Blue Ruin has now

a litter of seven puppies by Christopher.

Four of them are blue in color like their

dam.

John Hawkes, Cincinnati, O., owner of

the collies Sir Walter Scott III and

Grange Nellie, has just purchased from

the Chestnut Hill Kennels the well-

known prize winner Roslyn Clara, and is

negotiating for Christopher and Roslyn

Dolly. If this sale takes place Mr.

Hawkes will have a team that can win

in the hottest competition. We welcome

Mr. Hawkes entrance into the fancy. He

is one of the right sort. He wants the

best and is bound to have it. " Compe-

tition is the life of trade." More ex-

hibitors of collies and keener compe-

tition will boom the breed and result in

a profit to all interested in this handsome

and intelligent dog.

• •

Mr. Irwin, whom we had engaged to

report the Eastern Field Trials for us,

notified us after the running of the Mem-

bers' Stake, that he could not be present

at High Point, consequently we were

obliged to engage another representative,

whose arrival upon the ground was too

late for a full report this week. However,

we will have a full report at the com-

pletion of the trials.

Oar representative to the New England

trials also disappointed us, which accounts

for these trials not appearing last week.

We will be on hand ourselves at the Cen-

tral trials, and The Journal, as usual,

will contain the latest news.

»
• «

It appears that H. W. Lacy will not be

allowed to give up judging. We see he

is booked for judge at the sixth annual

exhibition of the Rhode Island Poultry

Asspci^tiga, DcQQt^be^ i6.

NEW ENGLAND FIELD TRIALS

The Winners in the Derby and Ail-aged

Stakes at Assonet, Mass.

The inaugural field trials of the New
England Kennel Club were held at Asso-

net, Mass., November 3 to 5. The en-

tries were few in number and the work,
owing to the scarcity of birds, was not
particularly brilliant, still a beginning
has been made, and as large oaks from
little acorns grow, it is hoped the club
will soon take its position with the fore-
most field trial clubs of the country, as
its enthusiastic members anticipate. The
judges were C. Fred Crawford, Pawtuck-
et, R. I., and N. Wallace. Farmington,
Conn. There were four starters in the
Derby and ten in the All-aged Stake.
Following is the summary of the heats :

The Derby Stake.

The first brace put down was
COUNTESS AND BECKY N(>BLE.

J. L. Well's black and white English setter
bitch Countess, by Kent II—Jessie Noble ; han-
dled by W. C. Chaffee, and E. O. Damon's back
and white English setter bitch Becky Noble, by
Count Noble—Gladstone's Girl ; handled by C.
F. Waterhouse.

The brace were cast off in sedge field

at 7.50 A. M. Tuesday. After several
fields were drawn blank, Becky flushed a
covey, which was followed. The dogs
failed to locate the scattered birds, and
were ordered up at the end of fifty min-
utes, Becky having the better of the heat
in range and speed.

KIT CARSON AND SNIPE.
E. H. Sperry's blue belton English setter dog

Kit Carson, by Hair's Belton—Lillian Bondhu
;

handled byowner. and D. A.Goodwin, Jr.'s black
and white English setter dog Snipe, by Edge
Mark—Nellie G. ; handled by S. A. Ellis.

This brace was put down in stubble
field at 8.23 A. M, A couple of singles
were flushed by handlers and judge, then
a covey flushed wild, was marked down
and followed. Snipe roaded up and
pointed, but failed to locate, some" birds
were flushed by handlers, both dogs
lacked nose and were about equal in
range and speed. Dogs taken up at 9.35
A. M.

All-asred Stake.

The judges now decided to put down
the first brace of the All-aged Stake.

BESSIE AND BERKSHIRE.
H. A. Baker's black, white and tan English

setter bitch Bes.sie, pedigree unknown ; handled
by owntr. and F. W. Whitlock's black, white
and tan English Setter dog Berkshire, by Fore-
most—Lady Norma ; handleil by owner.

This brace was put out in a sedge field
at 9.40 and worked towards the spot
where the birds had been marked down.
Both dogs proved to be notterers. lacking
the vim and dash of a field trial dog. No
game was found, and brace was taken up
at 10. 10 A. M.

Derby Stake.

The judges now decided to put down a
brace of Derby dogs.

KIT CARSON AND COUNTESS.
This brace were cast off in a thicket at

10.17 A.M. Countess pointed a rabbit,
then a single, which flushed wild. Kit
then scored and was backed by Countess

;

both dogs steady to wing. Countess
then pointed and was backed by Kit. No
game found. Later Mr. Crawford flushed
a bird. Dogs ordered up at 11.05.

The All-asred Stake.

ROD'S WHIM AND NAHMKE PHILIP.
E. O. Damon's black, white and tan English

setter dog Rod's Whim, by Roderigo—Florence
Gladstone ; handled by Charles F. Waterhouse.
and E. W. Durkee's orange and white English
setter dog Nahmke Philip, by Rov Monarch-
Saddlebags

; handled by T. M. Aldrich.

Put down at 11. 19, and after drawing
several fields blank Nahkme pointed a
ruffed grouse, which was flushed by han-
dler, both dogs steady to wing. Both dogs
then made several false points. Ordered
up at 12.32, Nahmke having the best of
the heat, being a better and faster ranger.

Derby Stake.

SNIPE AND BECKY NOBLE.
After luncheon this brace were cast off

at 1.25 P. M. Becky pointed a wood-
cock

; bird flushed ; both dogs steady to
wing. Snipe then came to a point aud
was backed by Becky ; nothing found.
Then each dog pointed a single. Dogs
up at 3 P. M.

All-agred Stake.

SPOT R. AND MISS MONARCH.
George W. Lovell's liver and white pointer

dog Spot R.. t»y Coronet—Clover ; handled by

3^3

owner, and C. C. Gray's Miss Monarch, by Roy
Monarch—Flossy

; handled by T. M. Aldrich.

Put down in brier patch at 3.08 P. M.
Spot was making game when a covey
flushed wild. Moving on Spot pointed
and Miss Monarch backed, but as birds
were running, the dog could not locate.
Further on Miss flushed a bevy and
started to chase, but stopped at com-
mand. In deep cover several birds
flushed wild. Miss made game, and
reading up pointed. Aldrich flushed
and killecl. Miss retrieved in good
order. Spot made several false points.
As it was now getting dark, dogs were
ordered up at 4.45. Miss Monarch was
the better ranger and bird finder of the
two.

Wednesday—Derby Stake.
KIT CARSON AND BECKY NOBLE.

Down at 7.45 A. M. A bevy was
flushed by handlers and marked, but
dogs failed to find them. A single was
flushed by spectators. Becky then flushed
a single. Dogs ordered up at 8.55, and
the judges announced the winners as
follows

:

1. E. K. Sperry's Kit Carson.
2. E. O. Damon's Becky Noble,

f J. L. Well's Countess.
^" \D. A. Goodwin, Jr.'s, Snipe.

All-Agred Stake.
SNIPE AND FOREMAN'S LASS.

D. A. Goodwin, Jr.'s, orange and white English
setter dog Snipe, by Edge Mark—Nellie O.; han-
dled by S. A. Ellis, and H. A. Waldron's black
and white English setter bitch Foreman's Lass
by Foreman—Grace B.; handled by owner.

Put down at 9 A. M. In strawberry
patch Lass flushed a single. She then
pointed a covey, when Snipe coming up
she roaded in, flushed and chased, while
Snipe remained steady to wing. Snipe
then roaded to a point and a partridge
flushed wild. Dogs taken up at 10.22,
Snipe having the best of the heat in
speed, range, style and nose.

KIT CARSON AND WARD'S SPOT.
E. K. Sperry's blue belton dog Kit Carson, bv

Hair's Belton—Lillian Bondhu ; handled by L. A'
Pearl, and M. Ward's Ward's Spot, by Gloster 11
—Ward's Mada ; handled by T. M. Aldrich.

Cast off in sedge field at 10.42 A. M.
After some thirty minutes Kit in roading
up flushed a bevy. Spot then found a
single. Kit refusing to back. Aldrich
flushed and missed. Both dogs steady to
shot. Spot then scored another point,
but the bird flushed while Kit was being
brought up to back. Dogs up at 11.40.

ROD'S WHIM AND MISS MONARCH.
After luncheon the above brace were

turned loose in a marsh at 1.55, Monarch,
while making game, flushed a covey.
Whim then pointed and was backed by
Monarch. Waterhouse shot and killed';
both dogs steady to shot. Whim re-
trieved indifferently. Another point for
Whim and back for' Monarch. This time
Monarch retrieved indifferently. Moving
on Whim again pointed and was backed.
Bird was flushed by handler, dogs steady
to wing. Dogs ordered up at 2.23, Whim
having the better of the neat, which was
the best so far.

NAHMKE PHILIP AND SNIPE.
This brace was put out at 2.42. Philip

made a false point in meadow, which
Snipe refused to back. A woodcock was
then flushed by Aldrich. Dogs were or-
dered up at 4.40, after being down almost
two hours. Although Philip was a wide
and fast ranger, he was still fresh when
taken up, while Shipe showed signs of
fatigue.

Thursday.
SPOT R. AND WARD'S SPOT.

Put down in the open at 7.50 A.M.,
Spot R. pointed and was backed by
Ward's Spot ; no game. Ward's Spot
then pointed in thicket and was backed
by the other dog ; nothing found. Mov-
ing on. Spot R. roaded up to a covey and
pointed. Lovell flushed, shot and missed

;

both dogs steady. Ward's Spot made a
false point ; then Spot R. flushed a sin-
gle. Ward's Spot then roaded to a point
and was backed by Spot R. Aldrich
flushed and killed. His dog was unsteady
to shot, but retrieved the dead bird.
After working over considerable ground
without finding any game the dogs were
taken up at 9. 10, Spot R. having the best
of the heat.

ROD'S WHIM AND NAHMKE PHILIP.
This brace was put down ten minutes

later in open country. A bevy flushed
wild and were followed up. Then Whim
found a single and Philip refused to back.
Waterhouse flushed, shot, but missed

;

both dogs steady to shot Philip then

pointed and was backed by Whim ; no
birds. Philip then roaded to a point.
Aldrich flushed and killed ; his dog re-
trieved well. Dogs taken up at 10.20,
Whim having the best of it. The awards
were then made as follows :

1. E. O. Damon's Rod's Whim.
2. E. W. Durkee's Nahmke Philip,

f George W. Lovell's Spot R.
''•

I C. C. Gray's Miss Monarch.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.

N. F. theHarris' Wau L,uuk Wins
Derby Stake.

High Point, Nov. 17.—The Eastern Field
Trials commenced here November 12 with the
Members' Stake, for which there were only four
entries, as follows : F. R. Hitchcock's Roy d'Or
against H. B. Duryea's Betty S.; F. R. Hitch-
cock's Tory Lieutenant against Col. George T.
Leach's Guy ; each owner handled his own dog.
The fir^t brace down were Betty S. and Roy
d'Or. The former in a heat of one hour's du-
ration showed herself a speedier and wider
ranger. She also had better judgment and did
smarter work on birds.

Tory Lieutenant and Guy ran together for

nearly two hours, when Guy was found to be
superior in nose, finding the most birds and
handling them well. Tory was a little the faster
and wider ranger.
Betty S. and Guy were chosen to run off the

final, and after about an hour's work Guy proved
the better in finding birds. He was not quite so
fast or wide a ranger as the other. The three
judges— Messrs. Washington A. Coster, Bernard
Waters and S. C. Bradley—decided that Guy won
first, Betty S. second and Tory Lieutenant third.
The last named won the Derby here last year.

Derby Stake.
We had a good rain Monday night and grounds

are in good condition, with birds plentiful. The
Derby was finished to-day. It had a small num-
ber of starters—thirteen—and the class of work
was ordinary, outside of Wun Lung, winner of
first. Hope's Mark was out of condition and did
not do himself credit. Bob Cooper kept pace and
range well, but needs to be more steady. The
result of this stake was :

1. N. T. Harris' Wun Lunjgr.
2. Blue Ridge Kennels' Bub Cooper.
3. Avent and Thayer's Camille.
Wun Lung, the winner, was whelped February

19, 1890, and made his debut in the Members'
Derby of the Southern Sportsmen's Association,
at Lafayette, La., last January, when he was
just ten months and ten days old, and won first
prize. Two days later he won second money in
the Open Derby in a large field of starters. His
next attempt was at Bicknell last week, where
he won third in the United Field Trial Club's
Derby. Wun Lung, with one exception, is the
only dog which has been eligible to run in det-
bys of two succeeding years, and is the youngest
puppy that ever started in a field trial. He is
the only winner of derbys of succeeding years.

All-Ased Stake.
The All-aged Stake will have twenty-nine

starters, with many noted dogs to run in it. Sev-
eral heats were run off to-day, Rupert and Top
Mark doini: very good work. Frank W. and Joy
were only mediocre and Albert's Duchess did bet-
ter than Graphic. Neither of the last four will
be left in.

High Point, Nov. 18.—During the night there
was a hard frost and the day, though clear and
sunny, was very cold. The first brace down was
Natalie and Maid of Kent. Natalie had the best
range and pace, but the Maid did best on birds.
In the next heat Daisy Hunter showed a better
nose than Autevolo. their speed and range being
about equal.
Between Sam R. and Orlando there was little

to choose. Both ranged well, but Orlando had
the best of it on birds. In the next heat Dol y
Hill and Dick Bondhu met. The former had the
bestof it in ranging, speed, style and work on
birds, (irouse and The Corsair ran a good heat,
and Grouse, a pointer, surprised everyone by his
good showing, finding nearly all the birds and
doing genuine work. Cor.sair had slightly the
best of It in speed and range.
The Count W. and Duke of Hessen heat was

rather unsatisfactory. The Count was lost for
half an hour, but was eventually found still
pointing a bevy. Afterward he did better work
on birds than the Duke. In speed and range
they were about equal. Dad Wilson, Jr.. had the
best of it in his heat with Flight, finding most of
birds and showing better stvle. This finished
the day's work, four miles from town. The first
series will be concluded before noon to-morrow.
At the meeting of the club last night F. R.

Hitchcock was elected president, H. B. Duryea
and Pierre Lorillard, Jr., vice-presidents, and W.
A. Coster secretary.

Fox Terrier I^ltters.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In your last issue I notice a letter from
Harry Twyford, stating that he had a fox terrier

bitch which gave birth to eight pups. He wished
to know if anyone ever heard of a bitch of that
breed having so many. If he refers to the back
numbers of The Journal he will see that my
bitch New Forrest Rustic, who weighs twelve
and one-half pounds, gave birth to nine puppies,
all healthy and strong. T. J. Tyrrell.
Philadelphia, Pa., November 18.

Our Christmas number will be ready
next week and will consist of 40 pages,
the price of which will be ten cents.
You cannot afford to be without this
handsome number, so send us an order.

THE INTERNATIONAL TRIALS.

Rhullas Wins the Derby and Ightfield

Blithe the All-Aged Stake.
From Our Speci.il Correspondent.

The second annual field trials of the
International Field Trial Club were to

have commenced on Tuesday, November
10, but a heavy rain which lasted all day
prevented a start being made until Wed-
nesday morning. The weather was
cloudy and threatening, and the birds

kept mostly to the bush aud slashings.

The dry weather during the summer pre-

vented the growth of rag weed, which
usually comes up after the fall wheat is

cut, and affords good cover for the birds

in the open. The grounds, which last

year was in good order for open work,
were this season quite bare, and resort
had to be made to the rougher grounds
about two miles further down the river.
The farms are cut up into 100 and 200-
acre lots, and each has a patch of bush at
the rear end, which was not thick, but
generally filled with brush piles and log
heaps. This put an open working dog
at a disadvantage with one accustomed to
the brush. The Derby particularly was
run in very bushy ground. The All-aged,
however, was run on much more open
ground. Birds were found in quite su6&-
cient numbers, and the last day they
were quite abundant. With one excep-
tion, when we went to try last year's
grounds, we were not more than two
miles from the boat at any time, and
most of the work was done on four farms.
The start was made at 7.30 by steamer

Vick. The grounds are on the north banks
of the Thames, about five miles above
Chattam. The start was made opposite
Joe McGarvin's. Joe is a great fox hunter,
and is also a great friend to the quail,
but they are too small game for him,
since deer and turkey have vanished from
the valley of the Thames, where they
were once so plentiful. Joe, who has
been in at the death of many a fat doe
and tweuty-five-pound gobbler, has had
to take to the wily fox. The flats between
Joe's house and the river are in corn,
strange to say, as it was some eighty years
ago when the army of the grandfather of
your present President camped for the
uight before the Battle of the Thames.
The general and his staff look up their

quarters in. the old house which Joe now
occupies, and rumor has it that when the
General politely asked Joe's spinster
grand aunt, who had charge of the do-
mestic arrangements, to get them some
supper, the lady, not at all intimidated
by the enemy, told them with some
asperity that if they did not stand back
from the fire and give her room they
might get their supper themselves, and
it IS said the General obeyed the com-
mand with as much promptness as did
his Kentucky riflemen when they routed
General Proctor's army and Tecumseh's
Indians on the day following. Old
Mr. McGarvin remembers Tecumseh
quite well, and savs he was medium-
sized, very dark and very reserved. He
stayed at the old place quite frequently.

The Derby—First Series.
DAPHNE AND PENDENNIS.

W. B. Wells' black and tan bitch Daphne,
by Toledo Blade—Canibriana : handled byowner,
and J. Lorn Campbell's black and tan dog
Pendennis, by Champion Beaumont and Cham-
pion Becky Sharp ; handled by James Mc-
Gregor, were put down at 8.40 P. M. in wheat
stubble on the Fisher farm. Both started fairly
well, the dog with most speed. Nothing was
found in stubble and move was made to the
thicket across the road, then across the railroad,
where Daphne made an uncertain point in tree
top. Pen going up from opposite side flushed
bevy ; birds followed ; Daphne got a point on
three biids in brier and was steady ; worked
along the fence, when another bevy was seen to
go ; both dogs flushed down wind on leaves ; up
at 9.29.

LOU DIDO AND SAM H.

James Krien's black and tan setter bitch Lou
Dido, by Mingo—Lou Moll ; handled bv owner,
and N. J. Bennett's pointer Sam H , by Sport-
Dodo ; handled by James McGregor, were put
down at 6.40 ; worked through cornfield blank
into wheat stubble. Alon^ the fence Sam
flushed a bevy with the wind in his favor

;

dropped to order ; birds followed ; Sam pointed
single at foot of stump. Dido backing; both
steady. Sam again pointed and Dido hacked

;

nothing found. Dido flushed a bird near fence ;'

wotked on in buckwheat. McGregor claimed
point for Sam, hut birds were up about the same
time, and it looked like a flush Up at 10.25.
Dido had much the best of speed and stj-le.

LUKE AND MAY I.

W. B. Wells' black, white and tan dog Luke,
by Toledo Blade—Cambriana ; handled byowner.

Continued on Page 880.
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THE BULL TERRIER.

A Very Companionable Dog if Well Bred

and Properly Trained.

Australian Dog and Poultry Gazette.

No variety of the canine race is pos-

sessed of more companionable qualities

than a well-bred and well-trained bull

terrier. On the other hand, no more

dangerous nuisance exists than an un-

manageable brute of the same breed. 1

once, many years ago, purchased a bull

terrier, which I was never able to get

thoroughly under control. This dog had

a disagreeable habit of "pinning" cattle,

horses or pigs—for the latter animal he had

a great antipathy, and the hub-bub which

ensued when he fixed upon a large hog

may be well imagined. This buU terrier

was almost phenomenal with regard to

shape. His color, however, would have

been against him in the present day ; he

was a fallow smut, with a white line down

the forehead. He naturally got me into

many scrapes—too many to be consid-

ered enjoyable even to a youth of 18.

One good trait in the animal's character

was tlie wonderfully good temper he dis-

played when romping with children.

His courage was of the highest order ; in

fact, I believe the statement of the man
from whom I bought him, that "he. was

a dog who would take his death at any
thing," to have been absolutely true.

I have owned a good many bull terriers,

and when I have obtained them as whelps,

I have never had any trouble in training

them up in the wav they should go. I

am old enough to remember when "bull

and terriers" were only half bred, or

even three parts bred, bull dogs, and
showed it, too. even to the most experi-

enced eye. Now, an old military friend

of mine! a great admirer of the breed, al-

ways gives as his ideal, "a drawing room
dog with as much bull blood as can be

without detracting from his terrier like

appearance." White, of course, is //le

color at the present time, and it is, I

thmk. most pleasing to the eye. Per-

sonally, I hold rather strongly to the

opinion that a good dog, like a good
horse, cannot be a bad color. However,
the fiat as to the color of a show bull

terrier has long since gone forth." I have
met with more cases of deafness among
white dogs than among those of any
other color—this, by the way.
From experience. I should say that for

intelligence the bull terrier surpasses

every other breed. For the cleanliness

of his habits he is also remarkable. A
good bull terrier possesses the heart of a

lion ; -without this attribute. I would not

own a specimen— I would as soon own a

gun-shy retriever. At the same time, I

disdain all sympathy with the brutal

amusement of dog fighting. To obtain

that courage which should be the distin-

guishing characteristic of a bull terrier

the ganiest strains of bull-dog blood

must be resorted to. All handsome bull

terriers and bull dogs in the present day

are not of indomitable courage. The
most ardent admirers of the breeds,

among whom I reckon myself not the

It-ast, will be prepared to admit this.

Where the breeding has become judicious

a bull terrier whose lineage, where it

sifted out. would be found to be a combi-

nation of bull dog, terrier and Italian

g'evhound blood way be the gamest of

the game ; this will be owing to the fact

of the uifusion of bull blood being of the

best.

A really good bull terrier is an active

dog, of jocund temperament, a keen ob-

server of all vermin, and often an ad-

mirable water dog. will tackle formidable

quarry underground (if his size admits)

or above ground, will retrieve (in a some-

what roughish way) and would throw his

life away for his owner. Such a dog is.

it must l)e admitted, not to be found

evervwhere or every day—but he exists,

here and there, and is the typical bull

terrier. The term " terrier," when ap-

plied to the heavy order of bull terriers,

Is doubtless somewhat of a misnomer,

but as the name is well understood, and

it is difficult to suggest another for these

often splendid animals, the result of

various crossings, it would serve no good
purpose to cavil at it. Ear cropping is

so much the fashion that probably it

would be useless to urge anything against

the practice ; and if the operation is

skillfully performed, and the ears subse-

quently well managed, it doubtless gives

H smarter appearance to the head in many
cases.

That cropping inflicts a considerable

amount of pain during, and for some
time after, the operation no man who
knows anything at all about the matter

will be prepared to deny. The "tulip"

ear, once admired, and to which I per-

sonally have no objection, is now quite

"out of it" with bull terrier fanciers gen-

erally. A bull terrier should not be

kept constantly on the chain, although it

is well that he should be accustomed to

the restraint ; the more liberty he has

the better for his condition and temper,

ahnmlant exercise toeing essential to his

well-being. Raw meat should not be

allowed except under unusual circum-

stances. A varied diet of rough beef and

mutton, with occasionally some boiled

tripe, the liquor in which the meats have

been boiled being poured over some good
dog biscuit in sufficient quantity to soften

it, and the whole mashed together, is the

most suitable. The addition of a little

vegetable, well cooked, to the mess about

twice a week is beneficial to health.

Once a week a feed of well boiled liver is

much relished, and seems to freshen the

dog up marvellously.
The fat of meats should be eschewed

as kennel food. It is as well to be pro

vided with a supply of well made meat
biscuits, especially in the hot season.

The more the animal food is varied the

better, throughout the year. The mixed
scraps from the dinner table may always

be utilized where a dog is kept, and make
a wholesome meal if too much fat be not

mingled with them. Dogs are occasion-

ally seen to thrive upon unsuitable food

and under unfavorable circumstances

;

but it will always pay an owner to see

carefully to the feeding and kenneling of

his favorites. The more highly ored this

animal the more this rule will apply.

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

Interestlna: Pickings and Pointers
Gathered Here and There.

New York. November 18.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Recently I mentioned as having dis-

covered the fox terrier Director to be in

this city, and also that there were several

other good fox terriers owned privately.

On Tuesday in the Hotel Brunswick two

gentlemen had a fox terrier bitch, whose

name, dad and dam I shall not rest till I

find out. She's a good un, and if the

owner doesn't show her it will be through

no fault of mine. It is my intention to

get together these bashful owners, who

go over to the other side, pay big prices

for dog>», and rest perfectly contented

with their purchases, never thinking what

a treat they would be giving us poor un-

fortunate doggy men who save up from

one big show to another to get a glimpse

of costlv dog flesh.

The question is often asked "where'

and "what" I can get a St. Bernard

puppy for. As a rule the price is to be

ten to fifteen dollars. Well, no kennel of

any note will have any kind of a pup for

less than twenty-five dollars, and very

foolish they are if they go under that

price. Frequently I am called to see a

man who perhaps has a store, a small

yard at the back, who has a bitch with

pups. They will be the most leggy,

boneless, shark-faced specimens man ever

put eyes on, and because a well-known

kennel in the neighborhood sells a pup
for fifty with a pedigree, they without

one will demand the same price. So I

say, keep to your prices or give them

away, because you injure yourself in the

long run.

It seemed very amusing to me to see in

all the papers that a well-known judge

of our canines and a "good and popular

judge, too," was now living at a certain

number in a certain street in this ere

city. Well, it is a very good idea, and

will save a lot of time. Frequently both

on the spring circuit and the Canadian I

was asked "where's Mayhew's. alias Brit-

tle's. address." It is the Herald office,

New York City, and very easy to re-

member.
Beagle fanciers will perhaps be inter-

ested in Mr. R. F. Mayhew'% Blue Bell,

who was mated in the spring to Frank

Forest, with the happy union of four as

the result. This little bitch, although on

the small side has not met her eoual yet,

winning two successive years, tne only

times shown, at the Westminster show.

She is well known on the other side, of-

ten getting the special over her larger'

companions. One, I'm told in the litter,

if nature will deal judiciously and allow

to grow as her owner has modelled out

in her eye, will be larger than its mother,

with the possibility of defeating her in

other points.

It was with great pleasure last Satur-

day that I took the boat to Staten Island

to pay a visit to Fairview Kennels. It is

indeed a lovely place and rightly named,
overlooking the Narrows, Sandy Hook
and the Atlantic as far as your eye can

carry. The owner, Mr. H. B. Cromwell,

is one of the hard working members of

the W. K. C, and his hobby is chiefly

collies, with a dash of fox terriers. The
former are of the Hempstead strain, and

the iHter Vesuvian and Spangler.

This little bit is too good to be missed,

and an actual fact. A veterinary of

twenty years' standing was attending a

dog with distemper and rickets. His

patient he got somewhat over the former

trouble, but he couldn't for the life of

him cure the latter, and as far as I can

learn he left the case to his fair mistress.

I must tell you that the dog was nothing

more than a Dachshund whom nature,

as most of us know, deems fit to manu-
facture with very crooked legs, but they

are not "rickets," I can assure our friend,

and to a connoisseur the height of perfec-

tion the more crooked.

I can quite understand this happening

to a veterinary. Where will you find one

that even knows how to treat a dog prop-

erly for the most trivial thing, and their

advice I've found is too severe, and then

again they don't learn anything about

dogs at college, so why should they

know? It is more advisable to go to

some practical man who has dogs, unless

there is a canine doctor at hand, and I

would advise even him to be able to tell

one breed from the other.

Time is drawing on to the World's

Fair dog show. No time should be lost

as to who will have the position of super-

intendent. He will want plenty of time

to select and organize his staff. Then
again, the committee must have every-

thing down to fine points. They will

not only have us to take care of but for-

eign exhibitors, and they should know
now on the other side what they are to

expect, which can easily be done by ad-

vertising in the various sporting papers

of the different countries. Many of the

fancy from the "old dart" are looking

forward to the trip, and with the hopes

of taking back something they can look

upon when they are too old to walk

along the benches, but possibly with the

remembrance of a Blemton or Manhattan

cocktail.

Young Keeper arrived on Egyptian

Monarch Friday night a week, and got

out of the clutches of those formal red

tape gentlemen who are always so busy

and so important on Saturday morning.

He was looking exceptionally well, ap-

parently none the worse for his voyage.

He strongly resembles his sire, Champion
Keeper in markings, and weighs in the

neighborhood of one himdred and forty

pounds. We understand Mr. Rieck, his

owner, is not going to show him, and

there's a whisper that he has a big price

already waiting when ready to accept.

Princess Florence is rapidly improving

from the skin trouble, and there's no
doubt Mr. Hopfs late manager will move
heaven and earth to have the pride of

the New York St. Bernard Kennels in

the pink of condition for our next show.

Refuge II, the other purchase, has been

satisfactorily passed by Mr. Sewell and

the money paid over. I shall look out

for his arrival, and as this is the dog to

do all the stud service, replacing Prince

Regent, Scottish Prince and a few more,

he must be a way up and able to stand

examination.
Mrs. Cutler, of Thirtv-fourth Street,

and Yorkshire terrier fame, was greatly

alarmed over her second prize winner at

the last show. He had been ailing for

some time and suffering intense pain and

no relief. Dr. Sherwood, was called in

and pronounced it "an obstruction of the

bowels." caused by the swallowing of

some small bones. After being removed

the dog picked up wonderfully. It only

is a repetition of the old warning, chick-

en bones, etc., and small bones should

not be given to dogs at alL

MALCOLM WINS HIS SUIT.

The Court Decides That He Was the

Legal President of the M. K. C.

The suit brought by Harry Malcolm

against the Maryland Kennel club to es-

tablish his right to the presidency of

the club, which has been pending in

the Baltimore courts for some time,

has at last been decided in the former's

favor. The suit of several members of

the club against the same has been de-

cided adversely to the club. The Judge's

decisions in both cases as handed down

are as follows

:

Mallory et al.,

vs.

Massamore el al.}

In the Circuit Court No
Baltimore City.

a of

This case being submitted, it is, by con-

sent of all parties, this 13th day of No-

vember, 1891, adjudged, ordered and de-

creed as follows

:

1st. That the notice issued for the

meeting of the Board of Governors of the

Maryland Kennel Club, called for No-

vember 15, 1890, and the notices issued

for the meeting of the Maryland Kennel
Club for the same date were insufficient,

but not fraudulent, and therefore the pro-

ceedings at each of said meetings which
purported to repeal the resolution of cen-

sure theretofore passed upon the American
Kennel Club and to apologize to the Amer-

ican Kennel Club for the passage thereof,

were and are hereby declared to be illegal

and void ; all other proceedings of said

meetings and each of them being hereby

declared valid by consent.

2d. That the plamtitfs, Jeremiah D.

Mallory, R. B. Glanville. Crichton Mal-

colm. Harry R. Vonderhorst and Harry

Malcolm be and they are hereby rein-

stated as members of the Maryland Ken-
nel Club, with all dues and assessments

cancelled to this date, and without any

liability for assessment for anv expense

heretofore incurred by said club for any
cause, or hereafter to be incurred in con-

nection with this proceeding, or that of

Harry Malcolm versus the same defend-

ants in this court.

3d. No suit or suits shall be brought or

prosecuted by any of the parties to this

cause against any other party or parties

heretofor or on account of any cause of

action whatever up to this date.

4th. That the costs of these proceed-

ings, to be taxed by the clerk, shall be

paid by the Maryland Kennel Club.

(Signed)

Charles E. Phelps, Judge.

This case is submitted for decree, and

it is agreed that the aforegoing decree

shall be passed.

(signed) William A. Hammond,
Sebastian Bjiown,

Solicitors for Plaintiffa.

ISIDOR RaYNER,

E. J. Farber,
Solicitors for Defendants.

Harry Malcolm
vs.

George W. Massamore etal.)

In the Circuit Court
No. 3 oraaltimore
City.

This case being submitted, it is, by

consent of all parties, this 13th day of

Noveml>er, 1891* adjudged, ordered and

decreed as follows

:

ist. The resolution of the Board of

Governors of the Maryland Kennel Club,

purporting to have been passed on the

ist day of January, A. D. 1891, removing

the plaintiff, Harry Malcolm, from the

position of president of said club and

suspending him from membership there-

in, be and the same is hereby declared

illegal and void ; and said Malcolm is

hereby declared to have been the legal

president of said club up until its antiual

meeting in March, 1891, and to be still a

member thereof; but all the acts of said

vice-president, or the de facto president,

or any one acting in lieu of the president

during said period, are hereby declared

to be valid.

2d. That the following allegation con-

tained in the third paragraph of the an-

swer of the defendants, viz., "That Harry

Malcolm, the plaintiflF, has been guilty of

dishonorable action in connection with

dogs, and his resignation for that particu-

lar reason has been actually requested by

the Gordon Setter Club of America,'

shall be eliminated by interiineation.

3d. That the costs of these .proceed-
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ings, to be taxed by the clerk, shall be
paid by the Maryland Kennel Club.

(Signed)

Charles E. Phelps, Judge.
This case is submitted for decree, and it

is agreed that the aforegoing decree shall
be passed.

(Signed) William A. Hammond,
Sebastian Brown,

Attorneys for PlaintifiT.

Isidor Rayner,
E. J. Farber,
Attorneys for Defendants.

The Baltimore Sun of November 13
contains the following upon the above,
showing that the whole matter was ad-
justed in a spirit of compromise : "The
Maryland Kennel Club troul>les were am-
icably settled out of court yesterday. Ne-
gotiations with this object in view have
been in progress for several weeks past.
The first legal action in the matter was
taken by Mr. Harry Malcolm, president
of the club, and others, who filed a bill

in Circuit Court No. 2, asking that cer-
tain proceedings of the Board of Govern-
ors and the club held on November 15,
1890 be declared null and void. At these
meetings a resolution was adopted re-
scinding a vote of censure previously
passed on the American Kennel Club. A
second action was afterwards instituted
by Mr. Malcolm, on the ground that he
had been unlawfully deposed from his
office of president at another meeting of
the club. By consent of all persons con-
cerned both cases have been settled and
the differences in the club adjusted.
"By the terms of the agreement .some

of the proceedings of the first meetings
referrea to are declared invalid, but with-
out any fraudulent intention in calling
the meetings, and the good faith of Sec-
retary W. Stewart Diffenderffer is up-
held. The election of new members at
these meetings is also declared valid, but
all other proceedings are invalidated.
Mr. Malcolm is to be considered as hav
ing been the president of the club until
last March, when Mr. W. Gilmore Hoff-
man was elected to preside, and all the
defendants were re-elected members of
the Board of Governors and their posi
tion endorsed. All the acts of the then
vice president, Mr. W. Gilmore Hoffman,
or anyone acting in his stead, Ijetween
the filing of the second bill and the an-
nual meeting in March are validated.
William A. Hammond and Sebastian
Brown were counsel for the plaintiffs, and
Isidor Revncr and Edwin J. Tasker for
the defendants."

THE CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS

The Entries for the All-Aged and Free-

for-All Stakes.

The entries for the Central Field Trial
Club's stakes closed with sixty-one nom-
inations in the All-Aged Stake, thirty-

eight setters and twenty-three pointers

;

and eleven in the Free-for-All Stake,
seven setters and four pointers. The en-
tries for 1890 numbered seventy-seven in

the All-Aged Stake, twenty-nine pointers,

forty-six English setters, one black and
tan and one Irish setter ; and twelve in

the Free-for-All Stake, all setters.

All-Afired Stake—Setters.
J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's Orlando,

by Roderigo—Bo Peep.

J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's Rupert, by
Roderigo—Bo Peep.

J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's Andy, by
Jean Val Jean—Shem Van.

J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's Folly, by
Roderigo—Countess House.

J. M. Avent and Royal Carrel's Robespierre,
by Rodtrrigo—Ollie S.

A. Burt's Roanoke, by Bush—Lottie B.

Francis S Brown's Kdge Mark, by Skidmore-
Flo Mecliu.

Francis S. Brown's
Hill—Nora.

Peg Woffington, by Ben

Blue Ridge Kennels' Guenn.by Paul Gladstone
—Belle Ward.

Blue Ridge Kennbi^' Countess Rush, by Count
Noble—Belle of Piedmont.

Blue Ridge Kennels'
Belle of Piedmont.

Gossip, by Roderigo—

Bert Crane's Natalie II, by King Noble-
talie.

-Na-

HUNTON PRINCE.

Mr. Mortimer Says Our Correspondent
Erred In Ills Statement.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
In "Whiffs from the Metropolis" your

special correspondent in describing Hun-
ton Prince, the sire of the fox terrier Di-

rector, has fallen into an error which I

had hoped would have been corrected in

your last issue. Special correspondent
says: "If we remember rightly, Hunton
Prince is a very heavy (sic) marked dog
and almost black, and but for this too
much color would be one of the best ter-
riers on the other side, etc., etc." The
heavily marked dog is Hunton Baron,
while Hunton Prince is a white dog, with
tan-marked head and ears, and in this
respect Director evidently resembles his
paternal ancestor. Hunton Prince (for-
merly Syrup) was by Hyssop, a son of
Luke Turner's Champion Spice. I re-
member him well at the Jubilee show,
Bam Elms, England, in 1887, where he
was placed second in open dogs, the or-
der being Lucifer (as m prsesenti) first,

Hunton Prince second. Professor third.
Valet Fourth and Bacchanal fiflh. The
judge was Mr. F. Redmond, the well-
known owner of Dominie, d'Orsay, Dom-
inissa, etc., etc.

Writing of errors, to which we are all

too liable, I see that Mr. Al. G. Eberhart,
in the present pug controversy, says : "I
have got to see a dog show catalogue
that did not have some errors, for in-
stance, that of last New York show,
which had plenty of them." May I be
permitted, in the most friendly spirit, to
ask Mr. Eberhart to kindly point out
these errors, so that they may be avoided
in the future. Yours very truly,

James Mortimer.
Nrw Yokx. November 18.

Bert Crane's Como sie Madre, by Roderigo—
Maud.

E. O. Damon's The Corsair, by Dan Gladstone—
Haidee.

Adolph Hill's Count Gladstone, bv Count
Noble—Ruby's Girl.

J. O'H. and F. H. Denny's Joe Lewis, by Count
Noble—Fannie.

O. W. Donnkr's Wagtail, by Roi d'Or—Belle of
Piedmont.

P. W. DuRKKE's Nahmke Phillip, by Roy Mon-
arch—Saddlebags.

Edward Gray's Count Eric, by Count Noble—
Fannie W.

Harry C. by Rod-Greknfield Hill Kennels'
erigo—Countess House.

W. B. Hill's Reveler, by Gath's Mark—Esther.

J. Shelley Hudson's Dad Wilson. Jr.. by Ch.
Dad Wilson—Lit.

J. Shelley Hudson's Dolly Hill, by Ben Hill-
Dolly S.

Jos. H. and J. A. Hunter's
Gath s Hope—Daisy F.

F. R. Hitchcock's Tory Lieutenant, by Jean Val
Jean—Princess Helen.

F. R. Hitchcock's Tory Petronella, by Roderigo
-Belle of Bridgeport.

P. LoRiLLARD, JR.'S, Antevclo, by Count Noble-
Trinket II.

Daisy Hunter, by

W. Mahone, Jr.'s Graphic VI, by Champion
Graphic—Daisy II.

A. L. Sanfords Frank W., by Duke of Vernon
—Royal Cute.

W. W. Titus' Marquis.
Dr. H. J. Thomas' Devonshire Don, by Molton

Baron—Village Star.

C. Whealen and Gustav Sander's Bob White,
by Luck of the Goat—Meteor's Trinket.

C. Whealen and Gustav Sander's Trinket's
Dill, by Ch. Brackett—Robert's Trinket.

Free-foi—AlI Stake.

J. M. Avent and N. T. Harris' setter Antonio,
by Roderigo—Bo Peep.

J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's Kennels'
setter Chance, by Roderigo—Bo Peep.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'
pointer Rip Rap, by King of Kent—Hops.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'
pointer Maid of Kent, by King of Kent-
Hops.

B. Crane's setter Natalie II, by King Noble-
Natalie.

E. Gray's setter Count Eric, by Count Noble—
Fannie W.

Highland Kennels' setter Betty S., by Roder
igo—Bo Peep.

R. Merrill's setter Paul Bo, by Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl.

B. Ridgway and F. S. Brown's setter
Mark, by King Noble Belle Beltoii.

A. L. Sanford's pointer Frank W., by Duke of
Vernon—Royal Cute.

M. Stephenson's pointer Tribulation, by
Beppo III—Lass of Bow.

CARING FOR ST.

King

B.

EVERY DOG HIS OWN DOCTOR.

They do that

could ; but they

to save the pain

P. LORILLARD
Sula C.

Wm. McKinnan, Jr.'s Flight,
stone—Belle Ward.

Jr.'s Blade, by Toledo Blade—

by Paul Glad-

Richard Merrill's Paul Bo, by Paul Glad.stone
—Bohemian Girl.

George a. McLin's Bonnie Bondhu
Wakefield—Pearl Bondhu.

Herbert Merriam's
Bohemian Girl.

Randolph Ke.vnels' Randolph
Belt's Belle.

B

by Count

Eve, by Paul Gladstone-

Boy, by Ned—

B.

W.

W.
W.

H.

Ridgway's Lou Noble, by Count Noble—Al-
phonsine.

M. Stephenson's Top Mark, by Gath's Mark
—Burd Helen.

W. Titus' Sara R., by Dash Brvson—Daisy
Hope.
W. Titus' Joy, by Paul Gladstone—Gipsy H.
W. Titus' Donovan, by Bob Gates—Nannie
Gladstone.

Pointers.
Nick of Naso, by Naso II—

Lady

Maid of

by

R. Baldwin's
Peitigo.

R. A. CoNNELL's Rod, by Phil T.—Rose.
C. E. CONNELL'S Rock II, by Graph

Belle.

Charlottesville F. T. Kennels
Kent, by King ofKent—Hops.

Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' Exile,
King o< Kent—Hops.

Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' Wild Damon,
by Damon—Flora.

Charlottesville F. T. Kennels Croxie Wise,
by Croxleth—Young Beulah.

Charlottesville E. T Kennels' Monterey, by
Tory. White—Lafford Pearl.

John R. Daniels' Promotion, by Lord Graphic
—Belle.

U. R FisHKL's Don Fis-Hel, by Devonshire Sam
—Nellie Bang.

Joseph H. and
J. A. Hunter's Black Wonder,

by Cowell's Jike—Bang Bang's Pride.

C. C. M. Hunt's Backer's Grouse, by Mainspring
—Swain's Fly.

Hempsibad Farm Kennels' Duke of Hessen,
by Luck of Hessen—Blarney.

W. 1 . Irwin's Rockford Bang, by Trinket's
Bang—Nellie Bow.

F. Joy's Abbess of Kent, by King of Kent—
Lannie Bijou.

R. R. MooRB's Grousdale.by Underwriter—Trix.
W. L. MoORBiAN's Dash, by Marko—Sappho.

An Ingrenlons Method of EflTectlne a
Cure In Hunting: Dogs.

Helen Gardner in Harper's Monthly.

There are cerlian forms of expression

which once heard fit themselves into the

mind so firmly and reappear in one con-

nection or another so frequently that one
scarcely recognizes the fact even when
one changes a word or two in order to

make the original idea fit the case in

point. So when I stood watching the in-

genious method by which the trainers of

the English foxhounds induce each dog
to perform his own surgical operations

after a hunt, I remarked, with no recog-

nition of the plagiarism from Dr. Holmes,

"Every dog his own doctor."

"No," replied the trainer, with a fine

sense of distinction which I had not l>e-

fore observed, "no, I am the doctor ; the

dogs are the surgeons. I prescribe, they

f)erform the operation

part far better than I

wouldn't do it in time

and trouble of a much more serious oper-
ation that they could not perform, if I

did not set them at it in time and keep
them at work until all danger of inflam-
mation is past."

It was after a hunt. The dogs—splen-
did blooded fellows, a great pack of over
sixty of them—had gottt-n many thorns
and briers in their feet. They came back
limping, foot-sore and with troubled eyes
that looked up piteously for relief from
their pain. They were very hungry, too,

after the long chase, but " no doctor will

allow a patient to eat just before a surgi-
cal operation." remarked the trainer
dryly. "Now watch."
He threw of>en a door leading into an

outer room of the splendid Hunt Club
Kennel and gave the word of command.
There was a rush, and the entire pack
burst through the wide entrance. '1 hen
every dog lay suddenly down and began
to lick his feet with great vigor.

Why? Simply because in rushing
through that door they had waded
through a wide shallow trough or sink of
pretty warm soup. This basin was sunk
m the stone floor and reached entirely
across the door, and was too wide to
jump over, even had it been visible from
the outside, which it was not.

The dogs had plunged into it before
they knew it was there, and were out of
its rather uncomfortable heat instantly.

Each dog worked at his feet with vigor.
He was hungry. The soup was good

;

but dogs object to soup on their feet.

This process was continued and repeated
until It was thought that all thorns and
briers and pebbles had been licked and
picked from the crippled feet. Then the
dogs were fed and put to bed—or allowed
to lie down and sleep—in their fresh
straw-filled bunks.

BERNARDS.

Deaths

—You will want a copy of our great
Christmas number, out next week. The
price is but ten cents a copy.

The Causes for Many Recent
In This Country.

Mrs. Mackenzie-Hughes in American Field.

With reference to the death of so many
St. Bernards following closely one upon
the other, it is not to be wondered that

it should call forth comment, and as Mr.
S. W. Smith was the exporter of the

majority of Ihem, the press all round
seem to have m.ide him the target. No
wonder that he should feel keenly on the

subject notwithstanding his entire inno-

cence in the matter. I can say from my
personal knowledge and acquaintance

with Mr. Smith, extending over some
years, that he would not ship a dog
representing it to be sound unless it was
so to the best of his knowledge and be-

lief Of course Mr. Smith always wants
a long figure for his deal, and that I do
not wish to deny, but all that reflects so

much more credit on him if he can ob-

tain his price.

Now. the whole thing is in a nutshell

regarding the mortality of imported St.

Bernards. It is not the fault of the seller

in England but with the buyer in

America. He does not understand how
to handle the dog on arrival. The fact
must not be lost sight of that both the
human and animal creation on arriving
in a foreign land must have time to be-
come somewhat acclimatized, and espe-
cially high-bred dogs ; for no class of the
animal creation is so nervously consti-
tuted as the dog. This you can see in all

his movements ; then why, as has bten
the practice with so many of the dogs
immediately on arrival in America, to
excite their nervous system to the high-
est pitch bv holding receptions and such
like childish nonsense. Immediately
that is over, he is rushed into the stud
and then off to the bench shows, every-
thing new to him, mode of living, food,
water and numerous other things, all to
excite and demoralize the whole system

;

and then follows what has been so fully

exemplified in the case of Scottish Prince,
et al.

To fully support my statement that the
St. Bernards are not properly handled,
why should they all be dying now f and
only a few years ago a death was a rare
occurrence. Surely there must be some
sij^nificance in the query. The breed
then was more uncommon than to-day

;

and, with past experience, the kennel
man of to-day should \ye more advanced
than in years past. But it is palpably
apparent that such is not the case Take,
for instance, the late Champion Apollo,
probably the hardest all-round St. Ber-
nard that ever lived. Under the manage-
ment that has been brought to our notice,
he would not have survived one week

;

and again, Victor Joseph. I shall never
forget the evening Mr. Hughes brought
that dog to the kennels. Five dollars
would have seemed a poor speculation,
and yet what has he done in the past,
and able to hold his own to-day. The
foregoing was not dumb luck', but a
sound knowledge of how to treat the
dog ; but all this requires self-denial,
coupled with honest labor, both of which
are sadly wanting, judging from my
personal observation of the kennel men
at the bench shows. A little more lubri-

cant for the dog and less for the man
would cast greater credit all around. I

have had over twenty years' experience
as an owner and exhibitor of dogs, yet I

confess that I have much to learn, but
when men accept positions to take the
care and management of valuable dogs
and display such woeful ignorance of the
ordinary rudiments of the kennel as have
been shown up in print of late, giving
the cause of death of the recent importa-
tions, well and wisely did Shakespeare
write, "What fools we mortals are."

Munchhausen, "Where Art Thou f

From the Boston Ulobe.

A Lynn man is responsible for the fol-

lowing : "As I went to the train one morning I

saw a brown dog coming full speed with a letter

in his mouth. He went straight to a letter-box.

The postman had just cleared the boy, and wa»
about thirty yards off when the dog arrived.

Sreing him, the sagacious animal went after

him and had the letter transferred to the bag.
He then walked home quietly."
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and E. H. Gillman's black and white bitch May
I, by Tip Gladstone, handled by Huddlestone,
were put down at 10. -o in large stubble field,

which was worked blank. Two single birds

were flushed by spectators after dogs had passed.

"Worked into large stubble field with strip of

standing corn to right. Both dogs worked to-

ward corn. Spectators walked up a very large

bevy to the left. A strong wind was blowing
and dogs were working straight down it. Birds

followed, Luke pointed in brush and was steady
to flush. May pointed in brush pile and Luke
backed, but nothing found. Up at ii. Luke
best in speed and range.

RHUILAS AND B. K.

T. G. Davey's black and white setter dog Rhu-
ilas, by Down out of Sconardah ; handled by
Hallam, who came out lately to break for Mr.
Davev, and W. H. Tighe's black and white
pointer R, K.. by Sport— Dodo ; handled by Mc-
Gregor, were put down at 11.45 "» stubble, which
was worked through blank, as was cornheld.
In slashing both dogs roaded bevy. Rhuilas
pointed and R. K. went in and flushed. R. K.
pointed in logheap. Several birds flushed. She
was steadv. Ordered up for consultation. Put
down again, Rhuilas pointed and nothing found.

Up at 11.45. Rhuilas had much the best of the
heat.

LUCKY DEAL AND CARRIE.

T. G. Davey's black pointer Lucky Deal, by
Luck of the Goat, out of Midget; handled by
owner, and Mathers & Huddleston's black and
white bitch Carrie, by Darky—Spark ; handled
by Huddleston, were put down at 1.45 in stub-

ble, which was worked blank. In slashing three
birds flushed in front of Lucky. Carrie pointed
on log and Ibirdsl^flushed shortly after. Carrie
got too near birds in brush pile and they flushed.

Lucky flushed bird beside a log and was steady.

Carrie pointed at a stump and was steady. Up
at 12.15. Carrie had the best of the little work
done. Both moderate in style and speed.

ROMNEY AND ROGER.
W. B. Will's blue belton and tan dog Romney,

by Toledo Blade—Cambriana. and Herbert M.
Kipp's liver and white pointer doe Roger, by
Bang F. out of Nellie, both handled by owners,
were put down at 12.45, in stubble field, which
was worked blank. In slashing Romney point-
ed, Roger refused to back, nothing found.
Further on Roger pointed and Romney backed,
but nothing found; birds running. Roger point-

ed, and Romney going around birds flushed, both
steady, birds followed to hedge row, where both
dogs did some good work, Roger slightly the
best of it. Up at 1.25. Roger had the best speed,
Romney the best style.

MANITOBA PATTI AND CENTRAL BANG.
Thomas Johnson's black and white bitch Mani-

toba Patti, by Duke of Gloster—Flora ; handled
by owner, and P. W. Shaw's liver and white
pointer dog, Central Bang, handled by Mc-
Gregor, were put down in bush. Going into

slashing Patti pointed at brush pile. Bang com-
ing up on other side not seeing her also pointed,

both steady to shot by Johnson. In creek bottom
Bang pointed and Patti backed to order. Nothing
found. A bird flushed further up the creek
which was evidently the bird Bang was pointing.

Up at 2 P.M. Patti the fastest yet seen. She
had the best of it.

MANITOBA PET AND TICKY TACK.
Thomas Johnson's black and white bitch Mani-

toba Pet, bv Dick Bondhu— .Manitoba Bell, and
W. U. Wells" black, white and tan dog Ticky
Tack, by Toledo Blade—Cambriana, both handled
by owners, were put down at 3 P. M. in stubble,

which was worked blank. In a small wood a

bevy was seen to flush by spectators and were
followed. Tick pointed through a fence and was
steady. Birds followed and Tick again secured a

point and was steady. Pet not up to back. Through
a cornfield blank. On a bare pasture field on the

side of a hill Pet pointed beside a log. and Tick
. from on high came down with a rush, knocked
her against the bird and both broke after it. Pet

best in style. Tick the best bird finder. Upat 3.45.

Second Series.

SAM II. AND ROGER.
Put down at 3 P. M. Roger flushed bevy along

hedge and further on flushed two birds ; birds

followed. In creek bottom Roger pointed and
was unsteady to wing. Further on Sam pointed

and Roger also pointed. Judges told McGregor
to hold his dog there. He attempted to move
on, when McGregor stopped him and he came
back. Nothing was found before Roger and he
came on and pointed the bird Sam had been
pointing, and was a little unsteady to flush.

Up at 3.15.

LOU DIDO AND MAY I.

Down at 3.20 in slashing. Both dogs flushed

and then made several good points, both back-
ing. Birds were running. May I did some nice

work, making three and lour points in quick
succession, and had the best of the heat. Both
good in style and speed and very much alike.

Up at 3.45-

CARRIE AND RHUILAS.
Put down at 3. 50 in slashing. Birds flushed

in front of both 'dogs in creek bottom. Carrie

flushed single and broke in through stubble

into corn. Rhuilas roaded bevy and pointed;
both steady. Up at 4. 15.

ROMNEY AND MANITOBA PATTI.

Down in bush at 4.15. where start was made in

the morning. Worked after bevy put up in last

heat. Romney was drawing when bird flushed

He was steady. Further on 111 open woods Patti

pointed ; went in and chased several birds.

Came back and repeated the dose on the balance

of the bevy. Romney flushed and dropped.
Ordered up for the night.

Thursday.
"Weather looked fine at the start, but began to

rain lightly shortly after start ; faired up about

1 1 and continued fine throughout the day. This

being Thanksgiving Day in Canada, a large

number of people turned out to see the dogs.

ROMNEY AND MANITOBA PATTI.

The brace was put down on the Fisher Farm
at 9.15 and were taken up at 10.35, having found

nothing. Patti best in speed, Romaey the
steadiest on birds ; about equal in style.

Luke and Central Bang were put down nt 10.15

and taken up at 10.35 o'clock, having found
nothing. Luke worked out well, but Bang
would not work out.

Third Series.

RHUILAS AND MAY I.

Down in corn, which was worked blank. In
slashing both dogs struck scent and began road-

ing bevy. There was much difference ol opinion
as to which got it first. Rhuilas got point and
May backed ; both steady.

LUKE AND LOU DIDO.
Put down in a field full of thistles. Luke

ranged out the best. Bevy flushed by spectators.
Dogs worked after them. Luke pointed on a

log, jumped down and again pointed and was
steady. I<uke pointed in brush pile, birds run-
ning, followed oy Luke and flushed by his han-
dler. Luke was lost, and was found on point in

tree top siaady to wing.

CARRIE AND MANITOBA PATTI.
Carrie pointed single and was steady. Patti

flushed a single. Carrie pointed another single

and was steady. Patti the best in style and
speed. Carrie best on birds.

MAY I AND LUKE.
Brace was put r\ov/n on the scattered birds in

brush piles. May, went into a brush pile and
pjinted a single. Luke coming up, not seeing
her, went in and also pointed ; b.rd flushed

;

both steady.

MANITOBA PATTI AND LUKE.
This was the la-^t brace put down on birds

worked into thistles. Birds flushed by handler.
Patti a little unsteady to them. The judges then
announced their awards as follows :

1. T. G. Davey's Rhuilas.
2. E. H. Gillman's May I.

3. W. B. "Wells' Luke.

Blithe the best in range. Nothing found in

corn. Worked back to bush. Bevy flushed by
spectators in adjoining field. Dogs worked after

them. Blithe pointed and Cam backed well, but
nothing found. Then Blithe again pointed, and
Cam backed ; both steady to shot. Amongst
logs both came to independent points. Bird

found in front of Cam, but none in front of

Blithe. Up at 4.30.

4. Thomas Johnson's Manitoba Patti.

The All-aged Stake.
The All-aged Stake was then started at 11.40

A. M.
MATANE AND WESTMINSTER DRAKE.
W. B. Well's black, white and tan dog Matane,

by Mark J.—Cambria ; handled by owner, and
T. G. Davey's liver and white pointer dog Wes -

minster Drake, by Lad of Bow out of Kate VIII;

bandied by Hallam, were put down in stubble

field at 1 1.40 A. M. Both showed fine speed and
style. Mat the better in style. Drake the fastest,

in fact he had the greatest burst of speed of any
dog in the stake. Stubble worked blank, into

another, through which ran a ravine, Drake dis-

appeared and a bevy was seen to flush from ra-

vine, worked on near fence in grass a bird

flushed and Drake dropped and then turned his

head and pointed whilst down. Mat coming up
worked on foot scent, the bird flushed through
the fence. It was said Mat refused to back, but
as Drake was flat down it was evident he did not
know he was pointing. Lunch was then taken,

rind a move made up the road to last year's
grounds. Turned down in large stubble field,

.Mat pointed in fine style at farther side. Drake
coining up refused to back and made several cir-

cles around the pointing dog and was finally

dropped by Hallam. Birds had run into another
ravine, in the centre of which Drake pointed
but nothing found. At top of hill Mat pointed
stylishly, Drake brought up refused to back and
again went ahead, two bevies got up, both
steadv. Farther up the ravine Mat again got a
point and was steady. Up at 12.50.

LADY PATCH AND ATEL KING DON.
James Kines' black and white setter bitch

Lady Patch, by Mingo—Lady Thun^^er ; handled
by owner, and T. G. Davey's liver and white
pointer dog Atel King Don, by KingDon—Metor's
uell : handled by Hallam, were put down at 12.50

in a large stubble fic.d. at the far end of which
Patch got a fine point on a bevy. Don backed
well, both steady to shot. Worked after scattered

birds Don got a point on fall wheat. Patch
backed. Both dogs then seemed to get points on
birds lying very close on wheat, and both steady
to shot. Up at 1.30. Both showed good style and
speed.

MANITOBA PAT AND LAY GAY SPANKER.
Thomas Johnson's setter bitch Manitoba Pat,

by Dick Bondhu—Manitoba Bell ; bandied by
owner, and T. G. Davey's Lady Gay Spanker, by
Rumor—Lady Norrish. handled by owner, were
put down in grass field at 1.30 P. M. A bird

flushing near Pat she followed it over the fence

and was drawn by her owner. It is only fair to

say Pat was sent to run in the United States

Derby, but came in season and had not been
worked for three weeks. She only arrived in

Chatham the day before the trials. Lady Gay
showed good style and speed.

COUNT GRAPHIC AND CANADIAN JESTER.
A. Milkin's liver and white pointer dog Count

Graphic, by Lord Graphic—Lassie Faust ; han-
dled by owner, and T. G. Davey's black, white
and tan setter dog Canadian Jester, by Knight of
Snowdon—Liddersdale ; both handled by owners,
were next put down at 1.45, and a gcxxl bit of

ground, where last year lots of birds were found,

was worked blank. We then made back for the
ground worked in the morning. Dogs were put
down on marked birds. Jester got two points in

quick succession, and Count backed to order.

Count then flushed a single and was unsteady.
Both then pointed and nothing found. Count
pointed and was unsteady, when hisowner asked
permission to withdraw him. Up at 3. 15.

DART AND LUKE.
A. Mathers' black and white setter bitch Dart,

by Darkey—Spark ; handled by owner, and W.
B. Wells' setter dog Luke, by Toledo Blade—
Cambriana ; also handled by owner, were put
down at 3. 15 in creek bottom on scattered birds.

Both pointed ; Luke further off, but evidently on
same bird, as Dart was hidden by weeds. Bird

flushed in front of Dart. In brush piles Luke
followed a running bird over the fence, but
could not get a point. Bird flushed by handler.

Dart got a point in brush at creek side. Luke
the best in style and range ; about equal in speed.

Up at 3.50.

CAMBRIANA AND IGHTFIELD BLITHE.
W. B. Wells' setter bitch Cambriana, by

Cambridge—Romp, and Thomas Johnson's
liver and white pointer bitch Ightfield Blithe, by
Dancer, out of Bloom ; both handled by owners,
were put in corn at 3.50 P. M. Both started at a

merry clip ; about equal in style and speed

;

IGHTFIELD UPTON AND ROSE RAPID II.

Thomas Johnson's liver and white pointer dog
Ightfield Upton, by Ightfield Dick — Polly

Peachum, and George Krine's setter bitch Rose
Rapid II, by Mingo—Rose Rapid ; both handled
by owners, were put down in stubble at 4.45 P.

M., which was worked blank. On the edge of
bush Upton pointed and Rose came up ;

pointed
alongside of him ; both steady. After scattered

birds Rose pointed and Krine killed. Upton
pointed dead bird over the fence. Rose pointed
a single and was steady ; birds followed. Rose
pointed on hares and was steady. Ordered up
for the day at 5.25 P. M. Upton had most speed,

but Rose worked well and much faster at the
end of the heat than at first.

We then made for the boat and reached town
about 6.30.

Friday.

The start was made at the usual time and the
first brace was put down at 9.05.

LADY SPOT AND DAN O'CONNELL.
James nines' setter bitch Lady Spot, by

Mingo—Lady Thunder ; handled by owner, and
L. N. Hilsendegen's Irish setter Dan O'Connell,
by Sarsfield, out of Coe F., handled by Mathers,
were put down in open thicket. Shortly after

starting both dogs were seen pointing at tree

top as birds rose, followed up. Spot pinned a
single and Dan backed well. Both roaded a
bird^and it flushed in front of them. Dan, work-
ing in logs, flushed a single ; then through big
woods blank. Spot had most speed in style.

They won about equal. Up at 9.35.

Second Series.
DRAKE AND UPTON.

Put down at 9.45 in brush ; nothing found.
Into stubble field, both showed fine speed,
Drake slightly the faster. Into slashing both
flushed a bevy, which put up another ; birds fol-

lowed. Drake pointed single and Upton refused
to back ; went up and pointed. Further on
Drake again pointed, but nothing was found.
Up at 10.30.

MATANE AND AXTEL'S KING DON.
Put down at 10.30 A. M. on pasture field;to test

speed and range. Matane the better in range,
aoout equal in speed, worked back to scattered

birds. Don flushed a single and was steady, he
then pointed a single and Matane backed. Ma-
tane then pointed a single and was steady, he
then flushed a single. Up at 11 A.M.
CANADIAN JESTER AND LADY PATCH.
Down in stubble at 11, nothing found. In

buckwheat Jester pointed and Patch made the
longest back of the meeting, nothitiK found. In
adjoining cornfield both pointed anaworked on.

Jester finding the birds, two bevies flushed, both
steady. Upat 11.20.

LADY GAY SPANKER AND IGHTFIELD
BLITHE.

The brace were put down at 11.20 A. M. on
marked birds along a fence. Both started at a
fast clip, and Blithe jumped into a point, and
was well backed by Gay. Blithe then got three
points along the fence in fast order and had the
best of her heat. Up at 11.25.

ROSE RAPID II AND DART.
Down at 11.40, on the scattered birds of last

bevy. Rose pointed, but nothing found. Further
on she flushed three birds, she then pointed a
bird in logs, and Dart also got a point in logs.

Upat 11.50.

We then went to lunch in a barn.

LADY SPOT AND CAMBRIANA.
This was the first brace after lunch, and were

put down at 12.30 in a stubble field, which was
blank. In slashing .Spot roaded a bevy a long dis-

tance and pointed, Cam backed well. On scat-

tered birds Cam got two points and was backed
each time by Spot. She then made a fine point,

but her handler failed to flush, but three birds

were put up by spectators shortly after, where
she was pointing. They were about equal in

speed ana style.

Third Series.

LADY PATCH AND WESTMINSTER DRAKE.
Down in woods at 1.15. Both roaded be\'y to

point and were steady. Both made points in

logs. Patch pointed. Drake called up to back,
went ahead on running bird, then Patch went
ahead very fast, jumped fence into woods, pinned
the birds in fine style but was unsteady. Up at

1.30.

ROSE RAPID II AND AXTEL KING DON.
W^ere put down at 2.35 in slashing. Don pointed

in brush ; nothing found. Rose pointed and
Don backed, both steady to shot. Don then
pointed a single and was backed. Up at 2.48.

CAMBRIANA AND LADY GAY SPANKER.
Down at 2. so ; about equal in speed. Lady did

not work independently. Cam pointed under a
log. Lady coming up bird flushed. Nothing more
foun in this heat. Up at 2.20.

CANADIAN JESTER & IGHTFIFLD BLITHE.
This brace was put down for first and second

place. Jester pointed in bush. Blithe also got a
point ; both steady. Blithe pointed single and
Jester backed. Nothing found. Blithe pointed
through fence. Jester backed ; both went down
the fence and Jester got the birds in some rails.

Blithe coming around him close up failed to

back. Birds flushed. Ordered up for consulta-

tion for five minutes, at the end of which time
Blithe was found stifl" on a log, having been on
point all the time.
The last heat was between Cambriana and

Westminster Drake. They were put down in

the bush. Drake flushed a single and then got

too close to a bevy. Cambriana flushed a single.

They then went over the fence together and
pointed a single in grass. Down for fifteen

minutes.
This ended the running, and the judges an-

nounced the awards as follows

:

1. Ightfield Blithe.

2. Canadian Jester.

3. Westminster Drake.
(Cambriana.

*•
\ Lady Spot.

The special prize presented by A. P. Heywood-

Lonsdale, Esq., was run by the All-aged and
Derby winners, and Ightfield Blithe won it with
ease.

The All-Aged Winners.

Ightfield Blithe is a small-sized pointer, with
good speed and range. "Very snappy and posi-

tive in her work and a very highclassed animal
all around.
Canadian Jester is a thick-set dog, with good

style and fair speed. He was lucky in having
birds front of him every time he was put down,
but he did his work almost without an error.

Westminster Drake is a large, strong
pointer with a great burst of speed, but not uni-

form. His bad work in the first heat should
have put him out of the stake.
Cambriana is a medium-sized setter bitch with

good speed and fair range (plenty for the country
she is worked in). She is very snappy and
quick in her pointing and backing.
Lady Spot is a fair-sized setter bitch, with

good range and speed and a fine way of going to

her birds.
The Derby Winners.

Rhuilas is a thick-set setter dog with medium
speed ;

quarters his ground well ; very careful in

his work ; almo.st inclined to potter.

May I is a small setter bitch ; very pretty and
quick in her actions; a great dog amongst
brush, where she has been principally broken.

Luke is a medium-sized, very compactly
built setter dog ; good range and speed ; carries

a very high head ; was at a disadvantage amongst
the brush piles, where he always happened to

come down.
.

Manitoba Patti is a good-sized, nicely marked
black and white setter bitch ; very fast and good
style. The judges were not harsh with her or

she would have (ared badlyfor want of breaking.

KENNEL. REGISTER.

We make no charge for entries iu this

column; all we ask is that registration be

made on our blank forms which will

be furnished free by sending to this office

for them.
NAMES CLAIMED.

G. HOOLEY, Plainfield, N.
name Victoria Kennels for

pointers and English setters.

WHELPS.

his
claims the
kennel of

SHENANGO KENNELS' (Sharon, Pa.) Italian

greyhound Idiom whelped three dogs October

26, by Winks.
Annie Rooney (22,290) whelped three dogs and
three bitches November 6, by John Haw-
thorn's Mickie Muldoon.

SALES.

SHENANGO KENNELS have sold their Italian

greyhound dog Garibaldi (22,299), to Mr. I.

Gilfelson. Augusta. Ga.

JAMES F. HALL, Philadelphia, Pa., sold his

rough-coated St. Bernard dog Ben Ormonde
(Marquis of Stafford, n.866—Hecla), to Mrs.

E. Smith, Swiss Mountain Kennels. German-
town, Pa., November 12. 189:.

VISITS.

JAMES F. HALL'S St. Bernard Ben Ormonde
(17,044) to their Alma, September 24, 1891.

Ben Ormonde (17,044). St Bernard dog to their

Lady Ormonde (21,197). November 6 and 8,

1891.
' • •

Mad Dogs in Havre de Grace.

Havre de Grace, November 13.—Last

Wednesday a dog. supposed to be afflicted with

hydrophobia, came to Havre de Grace, and be-

fore it was shot by Postmaster Woodrow bit a

large number of other dogs. Our citizens were

considerably excited over the matter, and the

authorities deemed it best to ascertain the actual

condition of the dog, and therefore expressed the

dead animal to Dr. Paul Gebier, of the Pasteur

Bacteriological Institute at New York, for

scientific examination. A report was received

from Dr. Gebier to-day, in which he says the

dog's stomach contained hair ?,rass. hay, rags

and other foreign substances, which are only

fou!id in animals suflFering from rabies, and

therefore concluded it to be a genuine case of

" mad dog," an opinion in which Dr. Smith, of

this city, coincides, and advises the killing of all

dogs known to have been bitten or suspected of

it. Two children of Mr. Jerry Tabin, of the

Second district, were taken to the institute

named Wednesday, having been bitten by a sup-

posed rabid dog, and as there are other cases of

supposed hydrophobia in the county there is

considerable excitement and uneasiness concern-

ing the matter. Reports current to-day of one

or more persons in this city having been bitten

by a rabid animal can. after investigation, be

pronounced untrue. The situation is deemed so

grave that a special meeting of the city council

will be held to-night to consider it.

A Dog That Knows Good Money.
From the Ogden (Utah) Standard.

L. F. Wells, of Cheyenne, arrived in

this city yesterday. He had with him a dog—

a

cross between a Scotch terrier and a bull—that

was simply a wonder. The dog will single out a

good standard American dollar among any num-

ber of counterfeits or Mexican or trade dollars.

A number of experiments were made in the bag-

gage car, and the dog proved himself perfectly

able to decide the good from the bad.

We are not in the swim in dog, poultry

and pigeon matters. We are in the lead.

POULTRYan" PIGEONS.

NOTES IN PASSING.

A cheap and excellent present—the

Christmas number of The Fanciers'
Journal.

«

November has been thus far fairly

magnificent in behavior. Glorious

sunny days, such as the autumn blue

sky of America can only bring forth ; a

cool, invigorating air has done the late

chickens a world of good.

«
« *

The time approaches, iu fact, it may
already be here, when the sheds and
poultry houses should be patched up.

Air hurts no living being, but draughts of
air are dangerous. We would rather

have fowls roost iu the trees than in a

building or shed where the wind blows
through the cracks and crevices.

*
• •

The question of ventilation will bother

the amateur pretty soon. It's a subject

that has been worn threadbare by discus-

sion. So much depends on the size of

the building and its construction that we
can say little regarding the best methods
of ventilation for buildings in general.

We have no ventilators in our buildings.

The latter are constructed as follows :

The roosting room is 4x8 feet ; adjoining

this is a shed of the same size. The
shed is closed at night by muslin screens.

The only opening from the roosting

room is a small door leading to the shed.

This is always open and the fowls are out

early in the morning scratching in the

shed. The air passing through the muslin
screens is sufficient to keep the neces-

sary oxygen on top and the carbolic acid

in "innocuous desuetude."

We keep twelve fowls in such a build-

ing, although fifteen Leghorns would do
nicely in the same space. The only

window is about two feet square, set in

the south or southeast side. In the day-

time the shed is always open, no matter

how cold it is or how hard it rains, unless

the rain comes from the south and beats

in—a rare occurrence,
«

• «

Fowls that will not scratch and move
about even in inclement weather should

be excused from living. They are use-

less converters of grain into manure.
•

• «
If you cannot go to Los Angeles and

see the A. P. A. stars, go to Philadelphia

next January and see what a stock com-
pany can do.

« •

The advertising rates of The Fan-
ciers' Journal will be increased afler

January i, 1892. The greatly increasing

circulation and demands on our ad-

vertising columns make this step im-

perative. All contracts made prior to the

I St of January will be goverued by the

existing rates.
*

« •

Last week we had nearly 2000 new
applications for copies of The Fanciers'

Journal. This is almost a weekly oc-

currence, and a huge pile of Fanciers'
Journals melts away in a few days like

snow in April. %
About five thousand dollars are offered

in premiums at the Crystal Palace Poul-

try and Pigeon Show of England. Where
is the "Melican man" that said compari-

son judging was killing the English

shows.

.•
Some of our English contemporaries

are having considerable discussion in

their columns regarding the feeding of
gravel, oyster shells, etc., to hens. Poul-
try especially is full of grit in more ways
than one.

.%
Poultry, England, contains the follow-

ing : "Just as we go to press we have the

following telegram from Mr. Stretch,

the auctioneer : 'Scriven's sale ; select

company, old cocks moulting not wanted;
.spirited competition for those fit, up to

;^I5. Proctor secured great bargain, lot

six, for jC4. Hens sold well. Early
cockerels up to ;^io, Mrs. Powell secur-

ing gem in lot 118 for jC4 ios. Pullets

made up to ;^io ; no demand for late

chicks. Total, ^^405 3s. 4d."'

»
• «

It is more than likely that some of
these birds will be found iu the United
States next winter.

» »

The Philadelphia show will be an im-
portant event of the year. Nearly every-

body interested in poultry and pigeons
in the Quaker City and vicinity will be
there with stock of some kind. The old

enthusiasm is aroused, and that means a

rousing show. It is in the air.

•
« *

The premium list will be ready for

mailing about December r, and the sooner

exhibitors make their entries after receiv-

ing it, the better. Entries close on De-

cember 28.

••
Arrangements have been made to al-

low exhibitors who intend going to the

Columbia, S. C, show, the privilege of

shipping birds exhibited at Philadelphia

in time to reach Columbia on the even-

ing ofJanuary 12.

» •

If Albany could grant the same privi-

lege to its exhibitors who wish to exhibit

at Philadelphia it would help the cause

greatly. *
Arrangements will also be made to

take care of birds exhibited at Philadel-

phia between the dates of the latter and
the dates of the New York show. This

would give exhibitors from Canada and
remote portions of the United States the

opportunity of patronizing the two great

shows.
«
• «

The Christmas number of The Fan-
ciers' Journal is now in the printers'

hands, and every subscriber should have
a copy by next Saturday night. It was
first contemplated to print a thirty-six

page number, but the demand for adver-

tising space was greater than anticipated,

so we give our readers forty pages in-

stead. As our pages are nearly double

the size of the average poultry papers,

we really give what is equivalent to

eighty pages in the latter. In a nut shell,

you get a book for only ten cents.

«
• •

We publish Mr. Chase's criticisms on
our remarks concerning his manifesto,

issued in behalf of the buff Leghorn. We
are always pleased to have all matters

relating to new breeds thoroughly dis-

cussed, and gladly accord the space to

Mr. Chase.
*

« «

We hardly deem it necessary to add

anything more than what appeared in

The Fanciers' Journal of November
7 on this subject, except in answer to

Mr. Chase's questions regarding the han-

dling of frauds by the poultry press.

••»

We can assure our critic that The Fan-
ciers' Journal detests a fraud and

hypocrite most thorougly, and has taken

particular pains to protect its readers in

the most substantial way by refusing

advertisements from questionable sources.

This is as far as we can go. To denounce
frauds is simple enough, but to do it by
insinuation and without mentioning
names is dangerous. In implicates the

innocent with the guilty.

» «

We get extremely tired of the bold at-

tacks made against breeders in poultry

journals now and then simply because
the courage oozes out of the bold editor

when it comes to mentioning the names
of the alleged frauds. The Fanciers'
Journal has no reason to denounce
frauds because the latter do not advertise

in its columns, and it is none of our con-

cern what other papers do. Besides, it is

seldom that an editor or publisher gets

written or printed evidence against a

man to warrant attacking him.

*
*

Mr. Chase claims the names of the
frauds can be had by applying to him.
Would it not be better to publish them
outright ? It would remove the sus-

picion that now rests on all buff Leghorn
breeders at one clip.

«
« «

Another point to consider is, many
breeders may sell eggs of a new breed

that hatch miserable mongrels, and yet

they may be honest. Mr. Arnold's ex-

perience with his first pen of buff Leg-
horns should serve as a lesson.

«
« «

We agree with Mr. Chase that if we
buy a setting of buff Leghorn eggs and
the chicks turn out to be brown and
white Leghorns, we would be disgusted.

We would be more, for it would make us

mad clean through.
«

« «

But if a breeder succeeds in produciug

buff Leghorns by selecting from a pro-

geny of SI brown and white Leghorn
cross, and these birds prove to breed

reasonably true buffs, we see no reason

why he cannot claim to have buff Leg-

horns, and with perfect right.

« *

Mr. Chase is indiscreet in that only

breeders of the true buff Leghorn are to

be depended on for eggs that will hatch

true buffs, for the simple reason that the

buff Leghorns these breeders have are

still too new to wear well. Mrs. Lister

Kay, who breeds buff Leghorns in Eng-
land, and from whose yards the best

buffs were imported into this country,

states the following facts in the Poultry

Monthly : "I would remind your read-

ers that the foregoing notes have been

made from observation of my own yards

alone, and that the experiences of other

breeders may have been, iu some details,

of a different nature from mine. Some
may object that if the buff Leghorn be so

full of faults as here stated the fuss that

has been made about it, both in England
and America, is utterly unjustified.

This, however, is not my view. I have

proved to my own satisfaction that the

variety is, economically considered, a

valuable addition to the list of our laying

breeds, while from another point of view

it strikes me as being just at present at

that charming stage when a breed most

appeals to the sympathies of the genuine

fancier—when there is yet room for all to

contribute their assistance toward its im
provement and when the promise of the

present has yet to ripen into the perfec-

tion of the future. I subjoin a list of

suggested crosses with the buff Leghorn,

which is much at the service of those de-

siring to experiment in ' improving ' the

breed : Chamois Polish, cinnamon Ma-

lay, buff Cochin, pile Leghorn, white
Leghorn, brown Leghorn."

«
» *

It will thus be seen that Mrs. Kay
recommends crossing with other varieties

to improve the " true buff Leghorn." To
sell eggs from any new breed will cause

trv^uble, and while we denounce the

scamps who sell eggs from either white

or brown Leghorns as buff Leghorns, we
must respectfully caution those breeders

who are honest and have genuine buffs

to be careful before denouncing others.

It may prove a boomerang otherwise.

*
* »

The Fanciers' Journal wislies to

to help the buff Leghorn breeders, and no
better way can be found than to tell the

truth regarding the present status of the

breed. An article on buff Leghorns from
one of England's most conservative and
reliable breeders appears in the Christ-

mas number of The Fanciers' Jour-
nal.

«
* •

"N. W.," Washington, D. C, writes :

" Why is the Sumatra game so very

scarce ? Has it no redeeming qualities ?"

Will some of our readers kindly answer
the above question. Our own expeiience

is limited to the extent of a show room
knowledge of the breed. Sumatra games
are unquestionably handsome fowls.

Atnalgramation Proposed.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

We offer the following preambles and
resolution :

Wheras. We believe that the time has

come when breeders of the several varie-

ties of the Cochin fowl and of the Cochin
bantam should unite in one club for the

advancement of the Cochin, and further

believing that the true Cochin should be
heavily feathered from the ground up,
and
Whereas, The Cochin Club of Amer-

ica has been organized at Topeka, Kan.,
to advance the aforesaid purposes, and
we can see no reasou for more than one
club, l)e it

Resolved. That the American Buff
Cochin Club hereby amalgamate with the
Cochin Club of America, upon that club
adopting a similar resolution of amal-
gamation.
Approved by Newton Adams, presi-

dent ; G. P. Reynaud, secretary and
treasurer

; J. H. L. Todd, chairman Ex-
ecutive Committee, and by the following
members of the Executive Committee :

George Udall, Jr., Frank W. Gaylor, and
the full board unanimously.

Sale of Bantams.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have purchased the entire stock of
imported and prize-winning bantams of

B. S. Koons, Allentown, Pa., including
the following varieties : Buff, black,
white and partridge Pekin or Cochin,
black and white rose combs, white Japan-
ese, white Burmese, etc.

C. E. Rockenstvre.
Albany, N. Y., November 10.

The A. P. A. Vote.
The official vote of the members of the

Executive Committee of the A. P. A. for

the different location of the next annual

meeting was as follows :

Los Angeles 36
Worcester 9
Detroit 7

Three members failed to vote.

Ne-w Jersey Poultry Society.
Trenton, N.J., Nov. 17.—The annual

meeting of the New Jersey State Poultry

Society will be held at the State Street
House, Trenton, N. J., on Wednesday,
Deceml)er 2, 1891, at il o'clock A. M.
A full attendance of members and those
interested in the objects of the society is

requested.
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FANCY PIGEONS.

A History and Description of the

Jacobin.
Rev. W. F. Luraley in Feathered World.

To this pigeon belongs the credit of

being the first of German toy varieties

that emerged from that category into

the higher region of high-class toys, and

now from that into the list of high-class

breeds. There is little doubt that the

peculiarity of reversed feathers at pres-

ent, adorning to a greater or less de-

gree, so many varieties of fancy pigeons

find their origin in the Jacobin. Al-

drovanus, one of the earliest, if not the

earliest, writers on pigeon lore, gives

in his work (published now nearly three

hundred years ago) illustrations of many
kinds of pigeons, amongst these we find

one of a pigeon described by him as the

"hooded pigeon of Cyprus," and under

the heading relating to this bird are sun-

dry other curiously head-feathered speci-

mens, all attributed more or less to the

same origin and locality. We may,

therefore, without any great hesitation,

accord to our subject the graceful com-

pliment of being at least the forerunner

of all crested and hooded varieties of its

genus, and not only their forerunner but

even their superior, as far as an approach

to perfection in regard to their many
feather properties has been attained, for

while other turn-crowned varieties may
have reached to two points, such as the

crest and rose in the trumpeter, no varie-

ty has reached to three points of reversed

feathering so intimately connected with

and depending upon each other as do
the hood, mane and chain of the Jacobin.

These are the three distinguishing prop-

erties of this pigeon, but before enlarg-

ing on them I will describe its body con-

struction, skull formation and feather

markings.
The Jacobin is a medium-sized pigeon,

somewhat larger than the turbit aud
smaller than the nun, but owing to its

rather lengthy tail and flight feathers it

presents a larger bodily appearance than

It actually possesses. The chest is full,

the shoulders fairly wide and the back
and keel rather elongate '

; the legs are

short and free from feathers below the

hocks in all standard specimens ; the

neck, if bared of all feathering, is de-

cidedly long—m keeping with the elon-

gated body formation. Many writers,

both in past centuries and also within

recent times, have advocated a small

body as typical of the Jacobin ; but this

was in its toy days, aud before our sub-

ject had ever bten dreamt of as becom-
ing the possessor of the marvellous

length of feather to which, thanks to

British perseverance, it now has attained.

The natural accompaniment of small,

plump body would be a short neck and
therewith a paucity of space for the dis-

play aud development of its other feather

points, such as mane and chain. The re-

markable and additional beauty which
these points impart to the Jacobin

have constrained me to become a convert

and even advocate of a somewhat large

specimen as being of standard require-

ments. Small, short-necked birds, close

in hood and scarcely showing any signs

of a chain, have well been termed by an
ardent votary of the Jack "fly-catchers."

We do not want a new variety of

pigeons to be known as "fly-catchers ;"

we shall therefore be content with these

larger birds, which with their increased

quantity bring the not always accom-
panying virtue of quality in attendant

features. But I sorely regret to find

that, as is so often exemplified in short-

faced varieties of pigeons such as turbits,

owls and sundry Orientals, the longer

one gets the feather adornments, to wit,

frills and peaks, the longer also becomes
the face and beak of their possessor, so is

it with the Jacobin. Many of the long-

est and best-hooded, maned and chained

specimens are very poor in skull proper-

ties, being both low in frontal, narrow in

face and long and snipey in beak, one

and all great drawbacks, and even di.s-

figurements, detracting from the elegance

of an otherwise long and close-fitting

hood, and especially the evenness of the

upper ends of the chain. I would feign

portray a perfect Jacobin skull, let it be
as round and full as that of the best of
turbits, short and thick in beak, and
wide in gape, but having eyes cen-
trally situated and showing a fair

amount of rather pale eye-cere surround-
ing the most brilliant of silvery iris,

itself circumventing the most jet black
of eye pupils. Though this silvery eye is

the usual accompaniment of a tumbler
"stoppy" frontal over the wattle, in the
Jacobin, the beak should be rather down-
wardly inclining than shooting out-

wardly, as do those of tumbler varieties.

The markings of the Jacobin are of
three kinds, for whole whites have l)een

produced not only absolutely free from
any other colored feather, but so perfect

in the essential feather display, apper-
taining to the variety, as to have had
justly accorded to them on many occa-

sions the highest honors, even over their

parti-colored fellows. But leaving these

out of our estimate, I will proceed to

describe first the markings I prefer, and
then the others as given by Brent, Piper
and other writers. The skull should be
wholly white, from a line running from
the root of the under mandible under the
eye round to the back of the head at the
base of the rise of the hood feathers,

none of which should be white—the back,
shoulders, chest, belly, right on to the
vent, but not beyond, and thighs should

erect or stiff in structure, or crooked or

uneven in balance either on one side or

the other, or heavy at its sides, or in-

dented at its centre. All these are seri-

ous faults. The chain should form an
unbroken dual continuation of reversed

feathers down along the front of the

neck toward the centre of the chest ; it

should be fitting close and even from
beak to breast, standing well out. giving

a curved line from hood to breast. Any
break or irregularity or deficiency in

length are serious faults. The mane is

full and lengthy feathers supporting the

base of the hood and extending in well-

developed and unbroken substances down
to the upper part of the back. It should

be full, being well filled out at bacfk, even

at edge and fitting in evenly with h x>d.

Any break at its juncture with the hood
or any overlapping more on one side

than another I regard as a decided fault.

Till recent years the mane was not ac-

counted a feature of the Jacobin, and, of

course, without it the addenda of feath-

ers constituting the rose did not exist.

The building up of the mane has added
a finish to the Jacobin, without which it

would soon fall back into the toy shop,

and deservedly so, but of this there is no
fear. The rose, or as I like also to term

it, the cushion, is that radiating fluff'y

centre, just midway between shoulder

coverings and hood supports—mane

be dark ; but unfortunately, in propor-

tion as a dark belly and thigh are re-

quired, foul feathers encroach on the

major ten flight feathers which, as also

the base coverts, should be white. The
rump, tail, and tail supports should also

be white. Such are the markings of the

truest of Jacobins. Some advocate all

these with the exception of a white belly,

clean cut just below the crop, and white

thighs. These I consider disfigurements.

I now come to the three features es-

sential to the Jacobin, and to one of

which at least it is indebted for its no-

menclature. The hood, the chain, and
the main, while the blending of each, the

one with the other, and supported at the

base by the feathers immediately cover-

ing the shoulders creates yet another
beautiful central point from which all

seem to radiate, designated the rose by
some and the cushion by others. I can-

not do better in explaining e.ich of these

points than use the curt and concise lan-

guage of the Jacobin standard, issued by
the National Peristeronic Society.

The hood is the reverse feathering pro-

ceeding upward from the back of the

head and bending upward from the sides

of the head about half an inch from the

back of the ears. The feathers compos-
ing the hood should be long, fitting well

down on head, even at edge, crossing the

head in a line with the front of the eyes.

To the contrary, a hood should not be

spring and chain elegance the property

alone of our charming English Jacobin

pigeon. It should be in shape oval, in

in a line slanting across bottom of the

neck, says the Peristeronic Standard.

Here I totally disagree with that most
estimable and painstaking society. I con-

tend that the rose should not cross

distinctly towards any one or two di-

rections, but that every feather should

radiate outwardly from one common cen-

tre, presenting a middle propelling point

midway from every direction. A strange

sign post or starting point, some may
say, but such should be the foundation

of a good rose, and if this start be very

central all other features derive equal

benefit and support from it. Irregular

feathers in the rose are a great fault. To
explain my idea of a perfect rose, with

its attendant advantages, I would refer

my readers to the illustration of a black

Jacobin in volume V, No. 117, of the

Feathered World. [We reproduce the

illustration on this page.—Ed. F. J.]

The colors of Jacobins are innumerable.

I will name them in order of standard

and popularity. Each should be as deep,

sound, rich and lustrous as possible, es-

pecially those constituting the reversed

plumage points. Blacks, reds, yellows,

blues and silvers (these are of poor qual-

ity), strawberries, checkers, kites and
various splashed aud pied markings.

These latter frequently are remarkable for

excellence of leading feather points, and
are therefore endured rather than sought
after.

I have dwelt far longer on the Jack
than I had intended, but I think the
subject is worthy of the song, so I will

end my lay by resorting to the nursery,

whence this full-grown offspring of the

toy department has -so successfully

emerged, and myself undergo the process

of shutting up, to which in early and
happy days I used to consign an un-

worthy relative of our subject, known
doubtless to one and all as "Jack-in-the-

Box."
. .

Poultry Pickingrs.

The following notes are from the

American Cultivator : If an old hen

begins to moult early and gets well feath-

ered out in October or early in November,

she can by proper care, be made to lay

nearly all winter, aud if not more than

three or four years old may give more

eggs than a pullet. She will probably

want to set early, and old hens make bet-

ter mothers than young ones do. But

she must be well fed and not made too

fat. Give oats, wheat, wheat bran, meat
scraps and vegetables, and avoid corn,

cornmeal and buckw eat as a diet until

after she has begun to lay- The best

breeding stock for turkeys is two-year-old

birds, but old hens may be mated with

the earliest-hatched cocks, or early-hatch-

ed hens with old cocks when older ones

cannot be got.

A good yield for the large fowl is 150

eggs in a year, and for Leghorns and

other small breeds 180 eggs a year. Flocks

seldom exceed these figures, but indivi-

dual fowls often do, and when such can

be selected they are the ones to breed

from if egg production is the object. If

they can be induced to give one-quarter

of that during the winter mouths it will

pay for the whole year's feeding.

Leghorn pullets often lay before they

are five months old. No other breed lays

quite as early, but others sometimes ex-

cel them as winter layers, as such early

lavers usually lay about a dozen or so,

and then stop for awhile, and often in

cold weather it is not easy to start them
again.
To fatten fowls for Thanksgiving give

whole corn as soon as they can see in the

morning, after which a warm mash of

corn meal, with milk in it, if milk is

plentv, and all the corn they will eat be-

fore they go to roost. Give green vegeta-

bles very sparingly, as they keep the

bowels too loose when fed freely, and give

plenty of pure water, clean gravel and
bits of charcoal, all of which help diges-

tion of the food.

As an all round bird a good stain of

Plymouth Rocks excels, as they seldom
go a month without layiny, excepting

when sitting and raising chickens. They
are quiet, good mothers, hardy, feather

early, begin to lay earlier than Brahmas
or Cochins usually. The chickens make
good broilers and better roasters, aud the

old fowl are a prime table bird, and the

eggs are of fair size, and in quality not

inferior to any.
Boston marketmen like their fowl dry

picked. The best, quickest and easiest

to do this is to stun the fowl by a smart
blow of a stick upon the back of the head,

and with a sharp-pointed knife cut across

the roof of the mouth well back toward
the throat. While still bleeding and stun-

ned take the feathers off as rapidly as

possibly. The fowl suffers no pain if the

blow is properly given.

It may be desirable for the poultry

keeper to know the points in the standard

for pure-bred fowl, and to be able to de-

tect a bad feather or a fault at the first

glance, but for practical purposes he had
better know the symptoms of disease

and be able to detect a sick bird when
he enters the yard.

—The essentials of a good poultry

house, truly says the Farm Journal, are

sufficient light, ventilation without drafts,

thorough dryness and a fair degree of

warmth. Keeping these things in mind,
the roosts, nests and other attachments

may be placed where most convenient. If

the floor be of earth it should be perfectly

drained, or during the wet seasons mois-

ture will be soaked up, keeping the bird's

feet cold. A coat of dry earth is advis-

able on any kind of a floor, as it keeps

the air pure aud the fowls healthy.
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Reynaud Scores the Parent Body
"Without Fear or Favor.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
There was a time when the A. P. A.

was an honorable body, managed on
business principles in the interest of the

poultry fraternity. In an evil hour some
parties suffering from the disease known
as "big head," and misled by an ab-

normal idea of their self-importance, de-

cided among themselves that it would be
unwise to allow the management of the
a :sociation to pass out of their virtuous (?)

hands. That decision gave birth to a
system of trickery and wire pulling
worthy of political district meetings.
Fitness in candidates for offices was cast

aside as of uo importance, the all-absorb-

ing aim of the ring being to retain power
and control meetings.

It naturally follows from the above
that proxy voting could not be allowed,
for the moment the 1200 members were
allowed a voice, even though unable to
attend, the ring would be crushed and its
supporters relegated to the rear and for-
gotten. Thus a handful of ill-advised
parties have been able to retain power by
forcing the meetings, where, by pre-
arranged plans, they felt secure in being
able to have a majority of their hench-
men present.

Plainly was this shown by the Charles-
ton meeting, a selection manifestly ad-
verse to the interest and the wishes of
the majority. The ring candidates, sharp
wire pullers, bargained the place of meet-
ing against votes for themselves, all the
members from the favored section giving
them their support.

Messrs. Babcock aud Scudder were in
the field as candidates for the secretary-
ship. They did not seek the office, but
were pushed forward by the better ele-
ment of the association, who recognized
in them gentlemen of integrity, in all

respects qualified for the office, and who
in their official capacity would have been
above tenptation of personal interest.
Their election wonld have been a set-
back to the ring, and besides the leader
in the machinations which had brought
the meeting to Charleston wanted the
oflBce for himself, having in view the
prominence it might give him, the salary
attached and the inexpensive (to himself)
excursions to be derived therefrom. Re-
sult, to-day the prospect of an excursion
to Los Angeles for the secretary ; of a
depleted treasury for the meml)ers.

But this is not all. Had the meeting
been held at some available point there
would have been a general cleaning out
of the dead, useless and injurious material
in the board of officers. Now, on the
contrary, the ring will strengthen itself.

Outside of private arrangements that may
have been made, the favored section can
be expected to support those to whom it

owes its success. The ring can now,
assured of a majority, change rules,
amend sections, elect officers and pass
eulogistic resolutions to its own benefit.
What can be done to wrest the associ-

ation from its evil management and
save it from impending ruin ? Noth-
ing. The methods of the ring make
its overthrow if not impossible at least
more difficult and fraught with more
trouble and work than it is worthy of.

The proper thing to do is for the great
majority to cut loose from the fast de-
caying association and start a new one
on broad business principles.

Specialty clubs have now attained suf-
ficient power to govern themselves, and
it is for them to form a union of specialty
clubs and ignore the A. P. A. Let each
club study the matter and instruct its

secretary to take necessary steps to
bring about the union.

Specialty clubs have been imposed on
too long, and there is no reason why
they should submit longer. They really
hold the power in their own hands, and
if they wish their freedom and the privi-
lege of governing themselves and their
favorite breeds and varieties all they
need do is to act.

In closing, I would call upon every
secretary of a specialty club to lay the
matter before his own club, and I would
also request all secretaries to send me
their names and addresses. Now let all

members of the poultry fraternity express
their views. G. P. Reynaud.

GOLDEN "WYANDOTTBS.

One of the Most Beautiful of Our
Native Breeds.

This is one of the most beautiful of
our native breeds, with a promising
future. It has already gained a good
share of popularity, but the future will

bring out many improvements in type,
comb, lacing and richness in ground
color. All these could not be expected
to come at once, seeing that the variety
is not old enough to establish one color
in its purity and richness, to say nothing
of its pencilling and lacing. However, it

has done remarkably well ; has produced
a fair percentage of well marked birds

;

is improving steadily, and will soon pass
the stage of uncertainty usually desig-

nated "transition state," when it may be
taken up by old and amateur fanciers as

one of the trustworthy varieties for

breeding.

Doubtless most of the readers of the

Country Gentleman know already the
history of the golden Wyandottes, and
that the honor of originating the best

strain of this handsome variety is due to a

Wisconsin farmer. It is certain that

much time, patience and perseverance

were necessarily given to crossing, se-

lection and painstaking to bring it up to

standard points with the silver breed.

Its plumage is rich and iridescent, and
being of colors which convey to the eye
aud taste artistic beauty and rarity, it is

certain to gain a wide popularity when
its usefulness becomes better known.
Some fanciers assert that the golden

Wyandotte is superior to the silver, white
and black Wyandottes in constitutional
points, being hardier and more robust on
account of new crosses which have added
much to the stamina and vigor of the
product of the top cross, and conse-
Jjuently are surer stock getters, grow
aster and are less liable to the common

ills of poultry. I will not discuss these
assertions, as I have no reason to doubt
or confirm them. However, their breed
ing thus far has developed superior lay-
ing and table qualities to their cousins.
It IS enough to say that they are equally
as good in every useful point, with the
advantage of a richer plumage.
The golden Wyandotte is admirably

suited for the farmer, fancier or villager.
There would be no need of a second
breed in the same yard, as they hatch
and rear their young with commendable
industry. Knowing that they are one of
the most beautiful varieties of standard
fowls and valuable for laying and table
use, there would be no risk in breeding
them, but on the contrary much is to be
gained by being the possessor of such
superb fowls to ornament the home of
the breeder.

All varieties of the Wyandotte family
must conform in type, weight and facial

points. The male golden Wyandotte has
the same short and broad crown as the
male of other members of the family.
The plumage is a rich yellow or golden
bay ; the neck golden bay with a clear
black stripe through the centre, and
tapering to a point at the extremity of
the feather ; back, reddish bay ; saddle
the same, and striped with black ; breast,
golden bay centres which taper to a
point, the web of which is black

;
prima-

ries, black with a deep buff or golden
bay edging ; secondaries, black with
lower part of web golden bay ; coverts,
black and golden bay with a narrow
stripe along the edge, which widens to-
wards the tips and forms a double
spangled bar across the wing ; wing-
bows, de<;p reddish bay ; tail sickles,
glossy black ; lesser coverts, black or
black edged with reddish bay.
The female has the same general shape

of head as the male, with a golden bay
plumage ; neck, rich yellow with a black
stripe through the centre ; the back
shows small, rich yellow centres and the
web black ; breast, rich yellow evenly
laced with black

;
primaries, black edged

with rich yellow ; secondaries the same
;

coverts, rich yellow laced with black.
Though the plumage may be said to be a
combination of two distinct colors with
their shades, the ground color and lacing
show to good advantage, and produce a
rich and pleasing contrast ; tail black

;

lesser coverts have yellow centres, though
entire black is admissible ; legs yellow
and free of feathers.

Of course this is not a perfect descrip-
tion of this superb variety, but the novice
will judge from what has been said that
they are worthy of a full measure of
popularity.—Joseph Wallace in Country
Gentleman.

Japanese Games.
The following is the standard of Japan-

ese bantams which we take from an ex-
change, which describes not only color,

but shape as well

:

The Cock.
Head.—Small and elou^ated.

Beak.—Long, strong at the base and hooked.
In color bright yellow.

Comb.—Small, bright red, thick and forward,
a single lobe, bearing a great resemblance to that
of the Malay cock, hiding part of the beak and
stopping short above the eye.

Wattles.—Very small and rudimentary, of a
bright red, like the comb.
Cheeks.—Red, ornamented with small fine

feathers.

Ears.—Pendant, slightly developed and bright
red.

Eve.—Light yellow, deep set, with a sinister
expression.

Neck.—Long, inclined forward, covered with
a thick hackle, consisting of extremely long and
fine feathers, which tall over the back and al-
most hide the breast.

Body.-Slender, conical, very broad at the
shoulders, almost pointed at the tail, scanty
loins, abdomen very slightly developed ; hidden
by the abundant neck feathers.

Shanks.—Bright yellow, extremely long, long-
er than in any other breed, bare and sinewy.
Toes.—Long and strong, with long claws and

as yellow as the shanks.

Tail.—The feathers of the tail long and droop-
ing, sickles very abundant and very long, trail-
ing on the ground, forming a magnificent white
plume which gives a distinguished stamp to the
bird.

Stature.—Height from the upper part of the
head when in repose 55 centimetres ; when erect
65 centimetres ; height from under the toes to
the upper part of the back, 45 centimetres.

Carriage.—The Yokohama cock does not
carryitself so upright as other cocks, and it

elongates its neck like a high-bred horse.

Disposition.—Detestable, and as quarrelsome
as a game cock. The cock of this breed is dis-
tinguished by a cruel expression, which belongs
to no other cock.

Plumoflre.
Feathers of the Head.—Brown.
Neck Feathers.—Pure white.

Feathers of the Back and of the Shoul-
ders.—Small and covering the wings moder-
ately ; of a very reddish brown color.

WiNO.—Primary an 1 secondary flights white.
Breast.—Reddish brown, mixed with white.

The latter becomes more abundant towards the
legs.

Thighs.-Brown-red mahogany color, mixed
with white in the lower part.

Tail FEATHERS.-^Lightly hooked and quite
white.

Tail Coverts —White, marked with reddish
brown.

The Hen.

The hen has very nearly the same
characteristics as the cock. She has,
like him, a slender and conical bodv,
large at the shoulders, narrow behind

;

the neck is long and carried forward ; the
head is thin and long ; the beak strong
at the base, hooded, and of a bright yel
low color; the comb is plain, small, nar-
row and finely indented, and of a Vermil-
lion red, covered with small white feath-
ers ; the eye, light yellow ; the ears red

;

the wing long and carried aloflt; the
chest narrow ; the beak broad, inclined
backwards

; the loin is scanty ; the abdo-
men slightly developed ; tail long, slightly
hooked and carried horizontally ; the
legs long

; the toes long and of a bright
yellow, like those of the cock.

A BIG HIT.

Pigeon Keepingr; Hints to Begin-
ners, by P. M. Gilbert.

Everybody should secure a copy of this
practical and invaluable book. Price 50
cents paper, |r cloth. Read below what
the press say of this useful work :

What Younsr Fanciers Need.
From the Poultry Monthly.
The .series of letters, "Hints to Beginners," by

Mr. F. M. Gilbert, the celebrated fautail breeder,
to The Fanciers' Journal, Philadelphia, have
been combined and published in book form by
the Fanciers' Publishing Company. It is a very
neat and attractive little book, well illustrated
and printed, and just what the voung pigeon
fancier needs. Ifsucliabook could have been
possessed by many bovs whom we have known
to start with a few pigeons and became discour-
aged and gave them up in a short time the
ranks of the pigeon fancy would to-day be much
larger, it is very interesting as well as instruc-
tive.

Pleasant Emplosrment at Good Pay
The publishersofSeed-Time and Har-

vest, an old established monthly, deter-

mined to greatly increase their subscrip-

tion lists, will employ a number of active

agents for the ensuing six months at I50
PER month or more if their services
warrant it. To insure active work an
additional cash prize of |ioo will be
awarded the agent who obtains the larg-
est number of subscribers. "The early
bird gets the worm." Send four silver
dimes, or twenty 2-cent stamps with your
application, stating your age and terri-
tory desired, naming some prominent
business man as reference as to your
capabilties, and we will give you a trial.

The 40 cents pays your own subscription
and you will receive full particulars
Address

SEED-TIME AND HARVEST
La Plume, Pa.

Sure of a Bljc Circulation.
From the Homing Exchange.
We are in receipt of a copy of an excellent lit-

tle book entitled "Pigeon Keeping
; Hints to Be-

ginners," by F. M. Gilbert, published by the
Fanciers' Publishing Company, Philadelphia.
The publication is sure to have an extensive cir-
culation, the many valuable suggestions with
which it at>ounds being profitable reading for
either the beginner or the older and more expe-
rienced fancier. We can supply the book with
paper cover lor 50 cents, or cloth |i, post-paid.

Will Be Hailed With DoIIt^ht.
From the Californian Poultry Kteper.
This neat little book, containing seventy pages,

written by the well-known pigeon fancier, F. M.
Gilbert, will be hailed with delight by all fan-
ciers, and will meet with a large sale. It con-
tains complete directions to amateurs for the
successlul rearing, feeding and training of pig-
eons, and is a book that can be read with pront
by old breeders as well as those just commenc-
ing. It is nicely illustrated, All intere.stcd in
pigeons should send for it.

Will Prove a Valuable Aid.
From the Western Poultry Breeder.
We are in receipt of a neat little work on

pigeon Keeping, ' published by the Fanciers'
Publishing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. It will
prove a valuable aid to beginners in pigeon
keeping as well as of benefit to old pigeon fan-
ciers, it is handsomely illustrated and is written

1 by one of the most noted pigeon fanciers in the
.country. Mr. F. M. Gilbert, Evansville, ind. It
can be sent from this ofiice on receipt of 50 cents
in paper cover, or %\ cloth-bound.

Written In Plain LAniruaKe.
From the Feathered World (England).
We have been asked to review a small work on

•Pigeon Keeping," by F. M. Gilbert, and pub-
lished by the Fanciers' I'ublishing Company,
Philadelphia. Pa. We are pleased to do so, and
at the same tune to commend this work to the
lancy generally. The book is written in plain
language and contains much practical matter
especially in its •Hints to Beginners," in which
arc directions as to "Building a l.oU," "Obtain-
ing Stock," Shipping." Htallh." 'Nesting and
Breeding," and an essential to making pigeons
pay. I. <•., •Selling" The concluding chapters
arc devoted to descriptions of about half a .score
of the leading breeds of pigeons. There are also
jve good illustrations ot pigeons ; four of these,
a carrier, a tumbler.a dragon and a trumpeter, are
however, copied, without any acknowledgment
as far as we can find, from illustratioiisappearine
in the Feathered World during ihe year 1891.
The tilth is a portrait of the Kev W. F. I.umley's
well-known lourteen-year-old tutbit cock Blue
Beard, drawn .Mr. Ludlow, and illustrated in a
contemporary in 1S89. This true portrait of a
former winning tui bit, still in its owner's loft
hale and hearty, forms the frontispiece of this
work, which may be obtained in paper covering
for 50 cents, and cloth binding for $1 from the
aforesaid company.

Contains Practical Hints.
From Poultry (England).

The hints are very practical, and cannot fail to
greatly assist voung beginners, and we doubt
not that it will have a good circulation amongst
those for whom it was written.

Neatly and TaMtefull^- Printed.
From Farra-Poultry.

Handsomely illustrated, practical and
comprehensive. • • The book is neatly and
tastefully printed.

Fills a I.ionK-felt Want.
From Fanciers' Monthly (California).

We have received from the Fanciers'
Publishing Company a very handsome little
pamphlet, which fills a long felt want in the
pigeon fancy.

—Remember, the care and feed now
given to the growing pullets is the foun-
dation laynig for winter eggs. Neglect
now, under the impression that hens can
pick up enough for themselves, is a seri-
ous mistake. Fowls are now molting,
and it is a great strain on the system, and
they need good, nourishing food above
all other times. Corn alone will not fur-
nish it ; the best grain to feed now ia

good, sound wheat.—Baltimore Sun.
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FOWL GRIT.

•

No Poultry Yard Is a Success
"Without Its Constant Use.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

"Grit" is the English form of a good

Anglo-Saxon word, meaning originally

sand, gravel or stones, which, with a very

easy transition, a mere following out of

the thought, has come to designate any-

thing adapted to grind or sharpen well.

Thence it is but a short flight of fancy to

the thought (figurative though colloqual-

ly expressed) of the firmness of spirit,

the hard, unyielding will (and won't)

that grinds to impalpable powder every

obstacle that comes in its way ; the

"clear grit" of Yankee character.

Anglo-Saxon grit, the literal, sharp-

cornered article, is one of the necessities

of the poultry yard. The fowls need it

for their hourly work of digestion, and

they need, too, in many circumstances, a

touch of the Yankee grit which must

also be a prime characteristic of their

owner if he is to make a thorough suc-

cess of what he undertakes.

To feed or not to feed oyster shells as

grit has been pretty well discussed in

poultry circles during the past two years

especially. Why not? It is good fun;

it affords a great amount of enjoyment
all around, for someone to use without
warning and question some old estab-

lished doctrine or practice of the poultry

world. But I suspect that the number of

f)oultrymen who feed shells is hardly
ess than it was before the little flurry

which gave everybody a chance to say

something. But during the course of it

more than one has advanced the idea

that a mixture of sand with the soft feed

is a great cure-all for all poultry ills.

crockery. Being yarded, they are of
course dependent upon whatever is given
them, and would surely attack the crock-
ery when occasion served if their systems
had any need of it.

A word as to the other sense in which
many fowls need grit ; that is, in order
to withstand the neglect and ill treat-

ment of their owners. Imagine a hen
saying to herself: "Oh, dear, that care-

less man has forgotten that broken pane,
and the wind is blowing right on my
poor head and the roost is so filthy 1

really don't see how I can endure to sleep

on it. Besides, he hasn't given me any-
thing worth having to make my eggs out

of, or eveu the shells, and it is so stupid

having nothing to do in a dull, dirty old

house like this. What's the use of try-

ing to lay any eggs ? It is really too dis-

couraging. Isn't it discouraging? And
do not a too large proportion of the small

flocks, at least, need grit of this kind to

bolster them up under very adverse cir-

cumstances ?

On the other hand, nowhere is grit

more essential than in the character of

the owner of poultry. He needs it to

keep him up to his duties—not always

Eleasaut, even though he may love fowls
;

e needs it to give him hopeful enthusi-

asm and steady belief in his birds ; he
needs it to help him keep a straight look
ahead past discouragements, past con-

tinued expenses at times without ade-

quate income, past failures of others and
prophecies of failure for himself A lit-

tle capital and a great deal of grit make
an excellent foundation for successful

work. Capital without grit is almost
valueless in these times. Grit without

capital is worth more, perhaps, but it

means an exhaustive struggle for grit.

Combine the two and you have a good
working force, which will tell anywhere,
and especially so among fowls well sup-

plied with both Saxon and Yankee gnt.

C. S. Valentine.

THE AMERICAN BUFF COCHIN CLUB

which supposed fact I very much doubt.

In the first place, I doubt the wisdom of
compelling the fowls habitually to swal-

low more inorganic material than they

show a natural desire for, and the ex-

perience of those who have settled in

some portions of the country where the

soil is fine sand without other available

materials for grinding has been that the

fowls soon grew unthrifty and profitless

if the lack of coarser gnt were not sup-

plied.

There is one poultry raiser to know
whom I am consumed with a great de-

sire ; the man who, by giving all feed

dry and strewn upon broken crockery,

can keep poultry for years in succession

without losing a fowl, or even a chick.

If one man can do it, others can. "What
man hath done, man can do" sounds
sensible to my mind. But for myself I

have lately written an article with the

heading "Ninety per cent by t-he natural

method," and the most radical statement
which I dared to make (for fear of being
cried down as a crank) was that no man
ought to be satisfied with raising less than
ninety per cent of the chicks hatched.

One's reputation must be looked out for,

even to the smothering of radical convic-

tions at times. Still, as to counting my
chickens as good as raised as soon as

they are hatched. I haven't reached that

blissful point yet, perhaps have hardly

even aimed at it.

The small raiser is the man for whom I

always try to look out. He helps from
by and far the most numerous class, and
he most needs encouragement and help.

One difficulty about broken crockery
which I never saw mentioned, confronts

him, he must pound this material. "Oh,
let the boys do it ; it will be just amuse-
ment for them," says some one. But
pounding crockery is a dangerous amuse-
ment. Crushed fingers are a too common
accompaniment of the treat. Boys are

too used to that, perhaps ; but the danger
to the eyes from the flying pieces is by
no means small ; indeed, it is altogether

too great to expose one's self or one's

family to needlessly. One great advan-

tage accruing from broken crockery is its

cheapness ; a crushing machine charged
to it deprives it of this merit, and one
might as well have bone and shells rea-

sonably cheap and ready for use. Last

year, with these left out of the h\\ of

fare for experiment's sake, my fowls

were greedy for crockery bits ; but this

year, with the bone and shell constantly

before them, they will seldom touch the

A Snow-White Swallow.

Ornithologists in Paris are much inter-

ested in the discovery of a rare bird in

the shape of a snow-white swallow This

novel specimen of the feathed tribe came

to life lately in a nest which was built by

the parent bird under the eaves of a glass

roof covering a court in the extensive

manufactory of a tradesman residing in

the district of Grenelle. The white bird

was hatched with two black specimens,

one of which flew away as soon as it was
fledged, whereupon the tradesman in

order to keep the other two, transformed

the glass-roofed court into a temporary
apiary. Photographs have been taken
of the snow-white swallow and will be

sent to the leading naturalists of the city,

one of whom went to Grenelle in order

to study the feathered curiosity. This
gentleman was, however too late to see

the bird alive. It perished probably
because too much care was taken of it, or

through fright at the number of people

who came to stare at it as a natural curi-

osity. The dead bird will now be stuffed

and sent to the Botanical Gardens, where
there is already a white magpie, which
still lives and hops nbout among its com-
panions, from which it only differs in

color.

An OfAppeal to the Breeders
Buff Cochins.

Fanciers and Breeders : It is very

encouraging to the secretary of a specialty

club to receive congratulatory letters,

words of praise, promises of assistance

and the like, but these do not help in

making the success of a club and do not
assist in defraying necessary expenses.
The clubs have for object the good of the
poultry fraternity at large and in par-

ticular the protection and advancement
of their favorites. It is therefore the duty
and to the interests of all to assist their

clubs ; first, by joining and paying
initiation fees ; second, by paying dues
promptly ; third, by active interest in the
doings of the club, and prompt, cheerful

assistance in all schemes calculated to

promote its welfare ; fourth, by free ex-
pression of views in all matters of in-

terest (it is not fair to remain " mum "

and then claim that the club is run by
one man) ; fifth, by continually striving

to increase the membership. In so doing
each member is virtually working in his

own interest.

Come, buff Cochin breeders and fan-

ciers, this appeal is intended especially

for you. You have it in your power to

make the strongest specialty club of
America and to cause the boom started

for your favorites to sweep over the land

like a tidal wave. Requests for informa-

tion cheerfully and promptly answered
by the secretary.

The officers of the American Buff"

Cochin Club are as follows :

President, Newton Adams, Utica, N. Y.

VICE-PRESIDENTS.
W. H. Child Glenside, Pa.
Robert Colgate Quoque, L- I-

M. M. Conner Ada, O.
Charles Feldraan Hagerstown. Md.
C. M. Griffing Shelter Island, N. Y.
H. D. Kendall Lowell, Mass.

J. D. Nevius Philadelphia, Pa.

George Purdue East Orange. N J.
Fred E Scheel Belleville, III.

W. J. Stanton Jer.sey City, N. J.

I. H. Tallman Tallraans, N. Y.
Thomas Young, Jr New York City.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
J. H. L. Todd, chairman Roseville, N. J.
W. C. Bayard Cincinnati, O.

F. W. Gaylor Quoque, L. I.

Frank C. Hare Whitby. Canada.
E. A. Harris Amherst. Mass.
George Udall, Jr Morristown, N. J.

A. B. Warner Harlan, la.

G. P. Reynaud,
Secretary and Treasurer.

"Now, we must admire the gentleman's
good intentions, while we wonder at his

indiscreet utterances. He acknowledges
the buff do not breed true, and yet con-

demns breeders who cannot furnish a
clear statement regarding their birds."

As to indiscretion, his words, in the

absence of explanation, are too vague for

our comprehension. We can only infer

that he considers the requirements of a

clear statement from breeders regarding
their birds as an indiscretion. In this

view we only need remind Mr. Dreven-
stedt that all poultry breeders in good
standing know in what yard their chick-

ens were hatched, and distinguish them
by certain marks. If they buy from
others a record is kept for each fowl, and
it is not likely that in one short season

they should forget from whom the fowls

or eggs were procured. Hence we fail

to see the indiscretion of exacting these

proofs as safeguards against frauds. Is it

not rather an indiscretion on the part of

our esteemed friend, Mr. Drevenstedt, to

fail in seizing this opportunity to condemn
fraud and bad faith among unscrupulous
dealers ? Would it not be in better taste for

him, when rascality is exposed, to "cry
aloud and spare not?" When our repre-

sentative journals fail to respond to the

needs of the hour, and by this levity

seem to apologize for such dishonest

practice, would it be anv wonder if we
should lose that feeling of confidence and
security which wide-awake, progressive

champions of our interests would inspire ?

Charles M. Chase,
vice-president Buff Leghorn Club.

BUFF LEGHORNS.

—An egg is largely nitrogenous. The
white is albumen, the yolk contains phos-

phoric acid and mineral substance and
the shell is composed mostly of lime.

The hen is a small animal. Eggs are not
a miraculous dispensation, as they come
from the food a hen gets and converts

into eggs, the same as any animal con-

verts its food into products. Com alone

is not a suitable food for the production

of eggs, as it does not possess enough of

the constituents to make eggs. Hens
fed on such food will get fat. Hens, like

every other animal, must have coarse

food to distend the stomach and bowels,

and for this purpose cut clover, hay and
cabbage are largely fed by many. These
also contain material to make eggs. Skim
milk is just the thing for an egg. To
get eggs feed hens to produce eggs.

—

Colonel F. D. Curtis.

Send for our new terms to agents.

You will not be disappointed. Address

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. Chase Criticises "The Fanciers'

Journal."

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The able editor of The Fanciers'
Journal, in a serio-comic vein, criticises

my recent remarks on the frauds perpe-

trated in the sale of alleged buff Leg-

horn eggs. With ineffable sang-froid he
inquires: "Will the good Mr. Chase in-

form us why the cross of brown and
white Leghorns should be more repre-

hensible than some of the so-called simon
pure buff Leghorns ?"

Waiving the complimentary allusion to

our well-known piety, we beg leave to

suggest that the editor does not seem to

appreciate the interest of our letter. As
a gentleman of high and honorable

standing among poultrymen, he certainly

does not intend to encourage or con-

done dishonorable conduct among deal-

ers. While we appreciate the subtleties

of wit and humor emanating from such

a distinguished source, we submit that

matter in question is one of such im-

portance that it deserves more serious

consideration. Fraud should be de-

nounced and suppressed, no matter where
found or whence they come. To treat

them with levity in one instance is to bid

for their recurrence in others.

We would very respectfully ask Brother

Drevenstedt if,' after having paid us |8

for a setting of buff eggs, he would ac-

cept eggs which hatched brown and
white Leghorns ? Knowing his intelli-

gence, I think not. He would be one of

the surest to enter a swift and emphatic

protest. Yet it is of just such transac-

tions that members of our club are com-
plaining, and about which my letter

voiced their sentiments. If Mr. Dreven-

stedt wants the proofs that these decep-

tions have been perpetrated he can have

them in abundance for the asking.

In continuation, Mr. Drevenstedt says:

Yellow Duckwing Game Bantams.

The yellow duckwing cock has a yel-

low or straw-colored head ; willow, olive

or blue beak ; bright red face ; large red

eyes; a straw-colored hackle.which should

be free from black stripes, but is often

not; a bright golden or copper-colored

back; straw-colored saddle; a rich, glossy

black breast; black wing-butts; golden or

copper-colored wings-bows; steel-blue or

metallic black wing coverts, forming an
exquisite bar across the wings; black tail,

furnished with shining covets and sick-

les; black thighs, and shanks that are

willow, olive or blue.

The hen should match the cock in the

color of beak, face, eyes and shanks

;

should have a dark-gray head ; ashy-gray

hackle stiped with black ; slaty-gray

back ; dark salmon breast ; slaty-wings

and a dark gray tail.

Yellow duckwing cockerel may be
bred either from a mating of standard

duckwings ; from a mating of a fine black-

breasted red cock and duckwing hens;

from a mating of a fine duckwing cock
and wheaten hens. The first mating,

however, seldom produces so good results

as tha others.

The pullets may be bred from a mating
of standard duckwings. or from a mating
of a fine duckwing cock and good par-

tridge colored black-red hens.

For bright colors the Black-breasted

Red cross must be frequently restorted

to, as well as to preserve the hardness of

feather in Duckwings,

Vultvire Hock.

Among Asiatic fowls almost every im-

portation from England shows the vul-

ture hock, either in the parent stock or

in their progeny produced in this coun-

try. But it is of no use among American
fanciers. Those who are posted under-

stand that its appearance in the show
room disqualifies the birds thus "orna-

mented," and where it crops out in any
decided degree in the progeny of fowls

bred in the United States, the stock is

now at once condemned by all who know
a good from an imperfect specimen of

these varieties.

Yet, when we "have said and are

through," we must admit that some
noted American strains have a great ten-

dency to produce an abundance of "long,

soft, curling feathers" on the hocks, and
some that are not very soft or curling,

though the owners of the birds would
probably hate to admit that said feathers

were stiff and straight. A tendency to

vulture hock does accompany heavy leg

feathering, and there is no getting around

it. Judges of Asiatics know this, hence

the great leniet cv with which slight vul-

ture hocks are treated in the show room.

Many judges refuse to admit that a vul-

ture hock is a vulture hock at all, unless

the feathers are very dioidedly stiff and

long.—American Poultry Yard.

A DOUBLE-BARRELLED GUN.

Mr. Pelch Fires One Barrel at Sec-

retary Sternberff and the Other

at "The Fanciers' Journal."

BARREL I.

A Kansas cyclone ! I have been through

many such in my defense of the A. P. A.

law. My head is not yet bald, nor is the

hair grey except around the edges. The
boy is mad at the "old man." Well, the

latter is sorry for the boy. Does the

western breeder conceive the idea that

the Eastern and Middle States are not

up to the times, and have not seen these

"two types" of Cochins he speaks of .^

Our young friend has suffered his heated

political campaign to throw him off his

base. This whole scheme of providing a

special class is to allow Cochins with

vulture hocks to take prizes and not

suffer a cut for the same. Can any far-

seeing breeder deny that such action is

antagonistic to the American Poultry

Association ? Mr. Sternberg has con-

ceived me to be the A. P. A. itself. Friend

Sternberg, there are a thousand breeders

in the land that could have enlightened

you on that point, and showed you the

blunder. But let us see if we cannot find

the "Joss" somewhere else.

Did it occur to you. Friend Sternberg,

that he was setting up a "Joss shop" when
he as the main spoke in the wheel of the

C. C. A. formulated a constitution and
embodied in the same a nullifying act of
the Cochin standard of the A. P. A.? He
put that case in the docket, and the court
of American breeders are still trying it.

He, as attorney or "Joss" of the C. C. A.,
while I, the humble advocate, am con-
ducting with all the force I am master of
the defendant's cause, for none will deny
that the C. C. A. is the plaintiff in this
case. He has accused me of losing my
temper, but as yet I am not aware of the
fact, but who can read his last effusion
and deny that "Joss" Sternberg is mad
and has declared war ? Well, I must say
I do not object to a little of the Patrick
Henry in mine, but will try not to lose
my head on the point of issue in this

conflict.

It is always safe to keep truth on one's
side in any conflict. That little mistake
of asserting that Felch invented the story
of his importation of twenty Cochins will

not go down. It looks far more like an
invention of the Sternberg order.

The young dictator is mad because he
is met at these points of his strategic
means. But he cannot help the "old
man" from laughing at his rage, or for
believing the A. P. A. to be still alive and
kicking even if it is going to Los Angeles
to hold its next meeting, and that it will

live long after personal schemes and am-
bitions have perished.
Mr. Sternberg has seen fit to espouse

the cause of a faction in opp>osition to the
whole body politic of poultry culture

—

the A. P. A. I have simply declared my
loyalty to the latter. We meet in an
open field and a fair fight. He has de-
clared war, I ask no quarter.

If I am in the way of the general good
kill me, metaphorically or literally, for

it were better that I die rather than in-

jure the cause. If Sternberg is equally
guilty, kill us both. [Too tough a job.

—

Ed. F. J.]
If he is so anxious to convert the pub-

lic to vulture-hocked birds as works of
beauty, let him and all owners of such
show them in the any other variety class,

a legitimate place for them.
I am sorry Sternberg is mad, for pas-

sion uses up vitality. Stored vitality is

what takes old men through, and he may
get the reserve force when he gets to be
an old man.

BARREL II.

"To be candid, the vulture hock bug-
bear is incongruous. Full-feathered Co-
chins cannot be bred without resorting to

vulture-hocked birds. The standard dis-

qualifies for vulture hocks, so if a scien-

tific breeder sends a vulture-hocked bird
to a struggling amateur to improve the
progeny of a scantily feathered lot of
Cochins, the receiver of the bird might

|

feel highly indignant at the sender be-
cause the latter sent him a disqualified
bird."

I cut the above from "Notes in Pass-
ing.'l It is just the grounds I object to
in raising of vulture hocks as a disquali-
fication. The assertion full-feathered
Cochins cannot be bred without resort-
ing to vulture-hocked birds has no foun-
dation fact. [If it had not we never
would have made the statement.

—

Ed.]
The breeding of full -feathered Cochins

Produces a larger per cent of vulture
ocks than most breeders desire, and it

is that they may palm off these very same
vulture-hocked birds upon the novice is

the working of such advice as given in
the above "Notes." [Oh, no ! Uncle, all
men are not knaves. There are "still a
few of us left" who think otherwise.—
Ed.]
To say the breeding of standard speci-

mens together will not produce standard
stock, or that like will not produce like,
is queer teaching for a journal of poultry
culture. A full standard hock no man
condemns, but a wise breeder will neither
introduce vulture hocks or bare shanks
into a yard and call it first class, and any
society, club or breeder that recommends
it is an enemy to the breed and to Amer-
ican poultry culture. Go to England for
full-feathered specimens to keep buff Co-
chins up to the standard is a libel on
American breeders.

" The ofl-repeated argument that full-

feathered and full-hocked birds are poor
layers is a transparent dodge to get away
from the main facts. We take no stock
in such argument for the simple reason
that a bird of feather is not a bird of the
pot or market. Even the lordly Brahma,
which has been judiciously bred away
from the Cochin type, cannot claim to be
superior as a layer over its early progeni-
tors. There is a sneaking impression
abroad that the Brahmas have decreased
in this respect."

I fail to see the force of the the second
item as a witness to prove the former.
Why did not friend Drevenstedt say that
there was a sneaking impression that
Cochin shape, high cushions and vulture
hocks were a great deal more prevalent
in Brahmas than formerly, which is as
true as sunlight. [Never noticed, for our
experience is limited to American Brah-
mas of the Felch and Autocrat strains,

which, of course, have no Cochin charac-
teristics.

—

Ed.]
We respect the assertion that the

Cochin families having the largest per
cent of vulture hocks, and the Brahmas
having Cochin-shaped cushions and ex-
cessive hock and leg feathering, in com-
parison with those of standard described
shape and plumage, lay the smallest
number of eggs. This every real ob-
serving and experienced breeder knows
to be A fact.

I. K. Felch.

The Thanksgiving Turkey.

One of the parish sent one mom—
A farmer kind and able

—

A nice fat turkey, raised on corn,

To grace the pastor's table.

The farmer's lad went with the fowl,

And thus addressed the pastor

:

"Dear me, if I ain't tired ! Here is

A gobbler from my master."

The pastor said: "Thou skouldst not thus

.Present the fowl to me ;

Come take my chair and for me act,

And I will act for thee."

The preacher's chair received the boy,

The fowl the pastor took—
Went out with it and then came in

With pleasant smile and look.

And to this young pro tem he said :

"Dear sir, my honored master

Presents this turkey and his best

Respects to you, his pastor."

"Good !" said the boy ; "your master is

A gentleman and scholar !

My thanks to him, and for yourself

Here is a half a dollar !"

The pastor felt around his mouth
A most peculiar twitching ;

And to the gobbler holding fast,

He "bolted" for the kicthen.

He gave the turkey to the cook.

And came back in a minute.

Then took the youngster's hand and left

A half a dollar in it.

—Pacific Rural Press.

POULTRY IN THE SOUTH.

A Fine Display at Montgromery,
Alabama.

A correspondent writes from the South
as follows : We had a grand show ; be-

yond a doubt the largest and best of the

South this season, and the best ever held

in the state. There were 1800 entries in

poultry and pigeons. The latter came
from all parts of the United States.

George E. Stevenson, of Clark's Green,

Pa., won the $50 and medal for display
;

Dr. T. W. Tuggle won the prize for best

pigeon display. Spratts penned and fed
the birds. Uncle Rackham " suped "

the show, and did so well that the officers
gave him a diploma and medal for his
efforts in making the poultry department
such a great success. He also received a
strong indorsement for the superin-
tendency of the World's Fair by the
World's Fair Committee of Alabama.
The Fanciers' Journal and Loring
Brown were present as usual, and both
were appreciated. Mac.

Rhode Island Poultry Show.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

F'or the sixth annual exhibition of the

Rhode Island Poultry Association we
have engaged judges which all poultry

breeders ought to feel pleased to have
judge their birds. Mr. J. H. Dreven-
stedt is one of the judges whose judg-
ment is sought north, south, east and
west, and ought to bring the winner a
large number of sales. Mr. H. S. Ball is

as honest a judge as ever scored a bird.

He is a man in whom everyone has the

greatest of confidence. Mr. W. B. Ath-
erton haS judged a great deal for the past
few years, and has given the best of .sat-

isfaction wherever he has judged—such
good satisfaction that he has often been
engaged the second time. Mr. N. A.
Knapp, the fourth judge, is a judge who
is in great demand to score birds, be-
cause his score of a bird is one which a
breeder is anxious to have for a reference.
The judge of dogs is Mr. H. W. Lacy,

a judge whose judgment is seldom ques-
tioned, and one that all dog fanciers are
anxious to have judge their dogs in hot
competition. We pay straight premiums
in all classes, and invite you all to come
with your best and win all your stock is

entitled to of the regular and special
premiums. The Rhode Island Poultry
Association offers over $3100 in cash
premiums, besides something over five

hundred specials. The premium lists are
now ready. If you have not received
one and wish one send your name and
address to R. G. Davis, Secretnry.
Providence, R. I., Noveml)er 19.

Correction in Pijfeon Flying.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I noticed in your last issue some mis-

takes, and I write that they may be cor-

rected. In the Concourse races from the

West I won second place from loo-mile

fly, and from the same direction I won
first and second, beating John D. Munro
nearly two minutes from 150-^mile fly,

and should have had third only for the
carelessness of timer in allowing the
third bird to escape. Mr. D. S. Rogers,
race secretary, informed me that the
speed of my birds from 150-mile station
was about 1000 yards.

The 200-mile station I did not ship to
owing to the day being published as Fri-

day, and the birds were shipped on
Thnrsday. I was at 1028 Poplar Street
on Friday, as advertised.

J. A. Stovell.
Philadelphia, Novemt>er 17.

—Fowls upon an extensive range ob-
tain plenty of exercise by which their

health is promoted. Fowls in narrow
quarters must be induced to take a cor-
responding amount of exercise if they
are to be kept equally healthy. To do
this various expedients like buying grain,
hanging up articles of food, just within
their reach and a constant turning up of
the soil must be resorted to.—American
Poultry Journal.
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PIGEON FLYING.
ON THE WING.

A letter was received last Friday by the
Item from George H. Bowernian, who is

fast recovering from a severe attack of
scarlet fever. He speaks very enthusi-

astic illy of a movement in favor of a
broader and more flexible national union
ofhoming pigeon fanciers, but still argues
in favor of the organization of an entirely

new body, rather than the reorganization

of the present Federation of American
Homing Pigeon Fanciers.

*
»

While Philadelphians are prepared to

give way on a great many points for the
general good, they will certainly not
agree to such a radical change as this,

however, and as the Federation has a ma-
jority representation on the recently ap-

pointed Committee on Rules and By-
Laws, it may be depended upon that

when that committee reports in Newark,
N. J., on December 9, it will be to the

satisfaction of the national body on this

particular point, although in the en-

deavor to secure the amalgamation of all

fanciers into the one body, it is quite

likely they will have changed the present

rules and by-laws to a considerable extent.

In fact, the question of abolishing the

present set of rules and regulations and
formulating an entirely new code has al-

ready been seriously discussed, and it is

more than likely that such action will be
taken.

» »

The latest transfer of registered flying

stock to be recorded is of the bird Mont-
gomery, from the loft of Joseph R. Hus-
son. New York city, to that of Henry G.
Thurston, Fall River, Mass. Mont-
gomery was entered upon the register of

public record in 1885, as " hatched

March, 1884 ; Samuel Hunt, beeeder and
owner ; home, No. 8 Twelfth Street, Fall

River." Its register number is 1258.
«

« *
A journey lately made by California

youngsters engaged seven lofts, and the

birds of each let go separately, but from
the same point. The result was as usual,

the birds let go last making the speed of

the day. The start was from San Jose,

about thirty miles to the south, while

the homes were part in San Francisco, to

the northwest, and part in Oakland, to

the northeast. The first birds, let go at

10.05, arrived at 3.30 P. M., whereas the

seventh lot, started at 11.55 A. M., were
in their loft at 1.09 P. M. The distance

was about the same for both.

Our Christmas Number.
The Christmas number of The Fan-

ciers' Journal will consist of forty

instead of thirty-six pages, as first con-

templated. Orders for extra copies

should be sent in early as the demand is

great.
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Get Ready for Winter.

On account of the higher price obtained

for eggs in winter, it is very desirable

that hens should "shell" them out lib-

erally. Now how is this to be done?

Certainly not by neglect. Set it down

and do not forget it .that no sloven suc-

ceeds with poultry. Tanners and others

who keep one or two " treefuls" of fowls

in the winter must not expect their hens
to lay many eggs, but in the balmy month
of June, when the voice of the cuckoo is

heard through the land, that treeful of

fowls may be laying finely. Kggs, how-
ever, willthen be plentiful in market and
low in price.

Now is the time to make provision for

the fowl stock in anticipation of the

colder weather that will shortly be upon
us. Their houses should be examined,
and all cracks and broken places in walls

and roof should be made tight. Win-
dow sashes, too. should be repaired if

broken. The floors, nests and roosts

should be thoroughly cleansed and the

perches washed with kerosene. All these

things should be attended to nozv. After

the house is put in order the occupants
should have a variety of food. By va-

riety we mean both raw and cooked food,

meal, vegetables, corn, oats, buckwheat,
gravel, pounded bones, etc. The water
given fowls to drink should be clean and
warm during winter. In a word, unless

good care is taken of the hens during
the winter months and all their wants
supplied, when you go out to gather eggs
you may be reminded of the story of the

boy who said "that he could not find any
eggs, but saw a lot of hens standing
around doing nothing."—Rural New
Yorker.
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Get Aboard
Is the slogan of all Shrewd
Advertisers when they get

such a great opportunity of-

fered to them as the Christ-

mas Number of THE FAN-
CIERS' JOURNAL affords.

Such prominent advertis-

ers as Spratts Patent, Blue
Ridge Kennels, C. A. Sharp
& Co., Pineland Incubator

Co., James Forsyth, E. B.

Thompson, T. Wilton Hill

and many others have se-

cured large space already.

Time is money, and the

quicker the remaining space

(rather limited) is taken the

better. The forms close No-
vember 15. Below are the

rates.
COVER

Inside cover pages, whole page |ioo
Hair page 60
Quarter page 35

The outside back page is sold.

OTHER RATES
Inside pages, whole page 50

Half page 30
Quarter page 20
Per inch 3

Breeders' Cards (3 lines) f i .00

Classified Advertisements, 2 cents per word.

CREAM OF ENGLAND.
600 of the GRANDEST INDIAN GAMES

EVER PRODUCED.

Personally selected durng our eight weeks'
search among the best breeders of England. If

you want choice breeders or winners at the
winter shows, we can sunoly. Red Caps. Anda-
lusians, White Wyandottes. *^ree catalogue.

88-140

C. A. SHARP & CO..
Lockport, New York.

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF—
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

ARCHANGELS ONLY,
Geo. G. Fettprolf,

liangHome, Peim^at
IIa8lhre«'of ihe largest and lln-

rst lofts of ARCHANXJEI^S in

Amerit-a, If not In the world,
and now offers for Ntle a few
ftrand birds in Dark and Liuht
ISronxp. point and shell crested;

hIst), smooth heads. Prices at>

cordiu); to quality of stock.

A p«rr«>et and pnieiir.l Ijl'S Willing liiiM-liino li.r only Oil

DOLLAR. Exartly like ciit: TPffnlnr Remington type; doe*
the same quality of work; ink?' aloolBcap Hi. «>t. Cdiiiplet*

trlthiiiprr h<il<l..r, natomnile fpi-d, rrff^ll»p» r hrri A luring

mill lit.'* rani Inic Irk. 8if.« «x«x» Inches: welirht, U ci; 8»U
Igfartlon ffuiiVanto. d; CIp nUi* free; 4GI^TS WAMr D. Sent

bj exuresB fT $1.00; by BiAll, IW. extra for puifwre.

B. H. iAUUsOU* A BUO^ M UiKLASUt ST..X 1. UTX.

JUST PUBLISHED.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

BY

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the
amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, paper, 50c. ; cloth 91.OO.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnaon, Frederick, Md.

POUliTRY.

AA^YANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb.. 1891.

Prices low for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Goo<l !

"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
28 54 Brainard Station, N. Y,

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry 01

Kennel Paper you should send for ray list of

papers. I can furnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe foj two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. A Iways enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cenis (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five
papers and request them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

F. D. BECK,
84tr Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

THE

CHRISTMAS NUMBER
OF THE

Fanciers' Journal

will be the journalistic event in

the annals of the kennel and
poultry press of America.

It will consist of 36 pages,

including a handsome cover,

specially designed by our art-

ist. The illustrations will be
original and unique, as well as

profuse. The articles on dogs,

poultry, pigeons, etc., will be
from the pens of the most fa-

mous American and European
writers, and the entire num-
ber will be a complete Cyclo-

paedia of the best original liter-

ature obtainable.

No expense will be spared

to make the Christmas Num-
ber worthy of the patronage of

every dog, chicken, and pigeon

fancier.

The edition printed will be
very large, and will circulate

over the entire globe.

This assures the most valu-

able and permanent advertis-

ing, and all persons having

stock for sale should not fail

to avail themselves of this ripe

opportunity.

The advertising rates are so

adjusted that the largest and
the smallest advertiser can de-

pend on securing profitable

returns.

Our special advertising rates

will be sent on application. All

orders for advertising must be
sent in by November i ^, to in-

sure proper classification and
display.

The Christmas Number will

be ready for mailing on De-
cember I , and all orders should

be sent in early.

Single copies, 10 cents. Lib-

eral discount to the trade.

Address

Fanciers' Publishing Co

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog 5.00
American Kennel. Surges | 3.00

Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1.50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.oo

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel 80
Dogs, Diseases of Hill 3.00

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00

Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond . i.oo

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond ... .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo . .75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 3.0Q

F.nglishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XIII,each 4.50

Field Trial Training. White 50
Fox Terrier. Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ; col-

ored portrait. Dal/.iel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
^flscs ....>•• ..•• 'SO

How to Keep a dog in the City. Mills . . 25
House and Pel Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training 50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
T>ages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00

Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2..S0

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration . 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to

date 50
Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . . . i.oo

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer) i.oo

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-
tice. Millan i.oo

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50

Teufel the Tern- r ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog 75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.

Mercer 1.00

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50

The Setter. Laverack 2.75

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portrait*
from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. . 4.00

Youatt on the Dojr 2.50

Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir '. . . .50

Cloth 75

POULTRY.

All About Broilers. Boyer 25
.\ii Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard 50
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George Q.Dow. .25

Duck Culture. Rankin 50
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir 9'oo

Prohtaole Poultrj- Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 1.50

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25
Poultiy Culture. 1. K. Felch 1.50

Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultrv Rai.sing. James Rankin 25
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee 1.00

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00

Wyandotles. Joseph Wallace 50

CAGE BIRDS.

> anary Birds. Paper cover 50
Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition 1.50

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. . i.oo

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby 50

PIGEONS.

Book ot Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts 8.00

Lofl Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
Gilbert, paper 50C ; cloth i.oo

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50

Pigeon Standard (new) 50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer 50

MISCELLANEOt7S.

American Anglers' Book. Norris .... 5.50
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .25

Book of the Game Laws 50
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 200
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus 2.00

Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells 2.50

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.
Grinnell 2-oo

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cunicu/us . . . 1.50

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood 1.00

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; il-

lustrated 50
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals 1.50

With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . . 5.00

Wild Fowl Shooting. LefiSngwell .... 2.50

Wood* raft. Nessmuk i-oo

611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen . . . . 1.50
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-IN-

GASH PREMIUMS

To the person Sending In the
largest yearly list of subscrib-
ers, $200.

Second largest list, $100.

Third largest list, $75.

Fourth largest list, $50.

Fifth largest list, $25.

Sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth
and tenth largest lists, $10.0O
each.

This offer is open from OCTOBER
15 to JUNE 1, 1892. Subscriptions

can be sent in at any time, but cash must

accompany them. This unquestionably

is the best opportunity ever offered to

our friends, and all desiring to compete

for these premiums should send in their

names at once.

The coming Dog and Poultry Shows
offer a glorious opportunity to secure

subscriptions, and agents desiring sample

copies should advise us promptly.

Remember that THE FANCIERS'
JOURNAL is the leading paper of its

class, and the subscription price is only

)|2.oo per annum. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box gi6, Philadelphia, Pa.

POULTRY.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 1 6, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OP

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE A GOLDEN WYAND0TTE8.

At the Great Crj'stal Palace Show of America
New York. February, 1891. tny birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plvraouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD.

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and 9p«?cial on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, )4
per 13, |7 per 26, $q per 39. Stock for sale. 86-138

for profit
should have I»ure Ground
BEEF .*CRAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected trom slaughter
houses, Dried Perfectly Sweet aud ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—^^we send them FREE. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO.. 133
Water St., N. Y. City. Meutioa this paper. 36-87

POULTRY FARMS. rOUIiTRY FARMS.

SandacPe parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buff Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks
winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

Prize

10-61 F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE

-<IND1AN GAMES. <l

IN AMERICA.

I> WYftND0TTE8.l>
The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NF;w YORK SHOW Iwon ist on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State

Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, ^ seconds 4 thirds and 2 gold specials. Send
for circular. Address T.WILTON HI LL, JAMESBURG, N. J. 96-148

T^ORHAM ppyLTRY YaRDS
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W. Leg-
horns, B. Minorcas, S. S. Hamburgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

Stogi^ pof? Sale at fluu Simes.
Address all orders and correspondence to

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
34 85 Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM-

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New fork,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties/'Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record ot America's leading strains 01 above
varieties. Can furnish eggs from V.. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

IM-151 J. FORSYTH, owEGo. tioga county, n. y.

IIERE IS NOTHING BETTER THAN THE BEST
So why seek fuither. My BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS and SILVER LACED WYANDOTTES

have stood the test of time and l>een handled at NATIONAL SHOWS by all the leading iudees—
they always win a BIG SHARE OF THE PRIZES, TOO.

At Charleston, S. C, January, 1891,

the National Show of the vear and meeting of the A. P. A., they were awarded TWENTY OF
THE MOST IMPORTANT" PREMIUMS. My chicks this year are a PRIME LOT; they have
great FORM and COLOR and are hard to equal. 1 have also a full line of FINE BREEDING
BIRDS and young hens and will quote reasonable prices for qualily.
Send for finely illustrated circular. Address

1-51 EDWARD B. THOMPSON, Amenla, Dutchess Coanty, N. Y.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OF THI

BOOK AT THE POPULAR PRICE OF a

CENTS PBR COPY POSTPAID.

DePuj-'s Poular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled
Capons aud Caponizing. This book has had a
very extens ve sale at fifty cents per copy, but
the author, Mr. George Q. Dow, has kindly con-
sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent
edi ion, so as toput it within the reach of all, and
no person can afford to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The book contains all

t^'at the fifty cent edition does besides adding
some new features not contained in that edition
that are really very valuable to poultrymen.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear
type tha' can be easily read without straining
the weakest eyes. All j>ersons should read this
book who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
CO plete information on all the different details
of these subjects by a veteran cai>onizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This book covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . .^.ddress all

orders to

Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

-HOUSE
-AND

IPET DOGS.

Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST PUBLISHED PRICE, POSTPAID, 50C.

ADDRESS THISOFFICB.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.
A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders for puppies booked to be
delivered in rotation. if

AMERICAN KENNKIi CLUB

5tud Qook.
Blanks (or registering in the official Stud Book

will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.
the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists
of the different shows, Stud Book registrations
and numbers of each month's entries and all
kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

FOR POULTRY.
Boue Meal, - - Per 1<K> lb. Bag, 9a.<>0
Grauulated Bone, " lOO " a. 75
Gronud Beet
Scraps, - - - •• 100 3.00

Calotte, - - - - " «oo 3.(K)
Crashed Flint. - " 800 " 2.00
Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - - " 200 " 3.00

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. H. DEMPWOU A CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

INCUBATORS.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain one free Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
vear. Large b()ok for stamp. A.
F. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Conn.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS

AND BROODERS
ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
AND WERE AWARDED

First Premium on Incubator and Brood-
er at the Great New York Show of 1891.

The finest and largest ever held in America.
Our mammoth catalogue

EyerytliDE for tie Ponllry Yarl

Will be mailed to all applicants on receipt of 5
ceuts. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

130-181 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

IMPROVED""LSI OR
EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR

Simple, Perfect and Seir-renulutlnc.

PATlNUp

Hundreds In suo-
icessful operation. I

I
Guaranteed to hatchl

[
as lark'e percciiluKel
Of fertile *-uv.* a« any

' other hatcher. Send 6c. for(
^

new Illustrated Catalogue.
Cirvulura Free.

.^. _ ^EO- "• STAML,
l8oUB«.ur.ciurrr. QUINCY. ILLINOIS.

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annnallv and at
least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think thev will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. Thev must have a healthy, di-
gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
in the crop : one that will furnish animal or
insect foo<l in a proportion not to scour and suf-
ficient vegetable matter to stimuLite a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witnes;; such noted breed-
ers as Mes.srs. Newton Adanis, Brown &Wadlev,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E. Bast aiid
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

25-50

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 Kast 56th Street, New York.

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs Poultrv. Pig-

eons. Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
$2.10.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fanciers^ Ga:etle, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C.
England.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY,

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID.—READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It
gives away many things that have been hereto-
fore kept .secret. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISIIIXG COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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In Conjunction with
my business of
Doe Furnishing
and Kennel S«ip-

plies I have also
added a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
saleof dogs of ev-

7 .X ery description.
' * I'here will be a
* registry kept at

my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee tne name
and address of
parties wishing

to purchase or sell dogs will be entered. The
fee for one doe will be |i.oo, and for each addi-
tional dog fiuy cents. This will be devoted to

advertising and furthering the sales, and a com-
mission of 10 per cent will be charged on all

sales. I may confidently state that my experi-
ence with dogs as a breeder, exhibitor, etc', with
my excellent location for the business and my
wide acciuaintance will make this one of the very
best meaiunis to be found for the purchase and
sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York. tf

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE. GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS, BEAGLES and
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties o<

Fancy Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the
past four vears. A grand lot of stock for .sale.

Price list'free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied
Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

ENGLISH SETTERS.
Puppies by Count Leo-Claritta of the Elms, by

Champion Monk of Furness—Eudora, Count Leo
by Mack D. by Count Noble. These puppies com-
bine the best bench show and field trial blood in

his country. Prices reasonable. Address
E G. ELLIOTT.

40-43 483 Patters Ave.. Providence, R. I.

A NEW BOOK

WYAND0TTE8
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng. Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl
A handsomely printed book of 60 pages.

PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

EANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,
32 South Third Strttt,

.tf Philadelphia.

INDIAN GAMES
LANGSHANS

MINORCAS
MOTTLED ANCONAS
Eggs for sale sfler January, 1892. No more

birds for sale at this time.

CX PTTDXI \ DnC Choicest strains. Pups
Ol. DLKIXAIVUO for sale. Send 2 cent
stamp for circular giving particulars.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Pottsville. Pa.

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,
Finely Marked Birds.

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. S>outh-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

THE BEST ENGLISH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS
RABBITS, CAGE-BIKDS, «feC.

It is the recognized English organ on these sub
jects, and enjoys the largest circulation ofanv pa-
per of its class. American breeders will find the
Dest English stock advertised in its columns.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 93.15,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Onl^ I1.25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

ENGLISH PUGS-DIAMOND KENNELS
Winner of more first prizes in open class this

year than any other pug breeder in America, in-

cluding New York, New Orleans, Charleston,
Greenville, Wilmington, etc.

PtlPPIES^or sale- All registered prize
winning stock.

SIX PUG DOGS AT STUD.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS

DUKE OF WELLINGTON
AND MANCHESTER TEDDY

AT STUD
Extended pedigree of any of my dogs on ap-

plication. Good specimens of the above breeas
and brood bitches in whelp to above dogs for

sale. Send stamp for circular to

JACOB BROMBACH, 304 Diamond St.,

33-45 Philadelphia, Pa.

CLOSING OUT 8ALE--Y0UR CHANGE

If you want'to purchase|a finely bred puppy
we can supply it. We have been breeding to
get a collection of the finest in the land, sired by
Gath's Mark. Roger, Chance and Paxtang. The
dams are finely bred, plenty of Count Noble,
Gladstone, Leicester and Da'rkie b'.ood. Three
litters now ready to ship. We can supply some
youngsters ready for field this fall and several
good brood bitches; such as produce black, white
and tan pups. Let your wants be known by ad-
dressing

Moorefield Kennels,

49 CHULA, AMELIA CO., VA.

SHOWS.

albanyTn.y.
The First Annual Exhibition of the

NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND
POULTRY AND KENNEL CLDB

Will be held here

JANUARY 5 TO 8. 1892.
BIG PRIZES. NOTED JUDGES.
Send for their mammoth Premium List to

WILL C. HOUSE, Secretary,

Freys Bush, N. Y.

J. TELLER DeGRAFF, President.
OSCAR J. LEWIS. Supt of Poultry.

' ROCKENSTYRE, Supt of Dogs.k

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 3 cents per wordfor each insertion

Artlsta.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publisning Co., 32
South Third St.. Philadelphia.

Canker Cure.

TALLMAN'SCANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fifty cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Collies.

COLLIE PUPPIES. MY CHAMPION THE
SQUIRE, out of Active (E. 21,065). J- E.
Dougherty, Lotus, Ind. 35-44

ORDERS BOOKED FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,
The Squire and Roslyn Conway out of our
best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

T^OR SALE—SOME VERY FINE COLLIE
puppies, by Champion The Squire out of a
granddaughter of Metchley Wonder. Ad-
dress Maplehurst Keunels, Ambler, Pa.

39-42

For Sale or Exctaannre.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; pointer dogs, bitches and
puppies; greyhound and beagle puppies.
Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,
the ^eat vermin destroyers. Want breach-
loading shot guns and rifles, folding t>oat,

field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top
desk. J. Otis Fellows, Homellsville, N. Y.

IRISH SETTER PUP ; BEST STOCK IN THE
world. Price, $50, or equivalent. O. Stew-
art Bamber, M. D., 75 Rowe Street, Roch-
ester, N. Y. 39-40

±<

For Sale.

IRISH TERRIER PUPS BY KILLALOE, A.
K.C. S.-B 18,493, out of Ballyrush, imported.
Also Schippierke pups by Midnight ; first at

New York and Boston 1890; out of Dark-
ness. The above will be sold very cheap to

make room for new importations. Walter

J. Comstock, Box 408. Providence, R. I. 38-tf

I
OFFER FOUR LITTERS OF AS WELL-
BRED mastiffs as are in the world, one
young bitch and a grand brood bitch. Also
two St. Bernard bitches by Alton's brother.
Cheap. Charles E- Bunn, Peoria. 111. 36-42

REGISTERED BLACK SPANIEL, VERY
handsome. Swiss Mountain Kennels,
Germantown, Philadelphia. 39-40

TRAINED FOX AND RABBIT HOUNDS AT
$13 each. Foxhound dog pup at $5. Some
4 months' old Byron ancTvirgiuia stock. C.

F. Kent, Monticcllo, N. Y. 37-40

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

For Sale.

Two THOROUGHLY BROKEN SETTERS ;

broken on ruffed grouse, quail and wood-
cock ; will be shown on game. William
Tallman, 109 West Thirty-fourth Street,
New York City. 140-tf

Irish Setters.

FOR SALE—A FINE RED IRISH SETTER
dog 10 months old; has been hunted some
on partridge and woodcock,makes a staunch
point. Extra good nose and not ^un shy.

I15 takes him. C. F. Kent, Monticello, N.
Y. 38-39

Irish Terriers.

FOR SALE—SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslyn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

PUKS.

-r-^INE PUPS ON SALE.—Chequasset Kennels,

J^ Lancaster, Mass. 75-eow

Scotch Terriers.

kURE BRED WIRE-HAIRED SCOTCH TER-
RIERS from imported and prize winning
stock. Robert McCosh, Burlington, Iowa.

32-tf

St. Bernards.

FOR SALE—THE ENTIRE STOCK OF THE
Mascot Kennels. Twenty-five stud dogs,
brood bitches and puppies. Four bitches in

whelp. Bargains to dose out. R. J. Sawyer,
Menominee, Mich. 83-tf

Wanted.

A'
N EXPERIENCED ENGLISHMAN WILL

train and run one or two gentleman's dogs
on seven farms in North Carolina. Plenty
of quail. Well up in care of valuable guns.
Adaress "Pointer," care W. Tallman, 109 W.
Thirty-fourth Street, New York. 34-tf

Various.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. PurccU ("Hickory")
GainesvUle, Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philade phia. Pa.

POULTRY.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this headingfor 2 cents per wordJor each insertion.

Artists and Ensri*avers.

PRINTING estimates given fot circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill Reads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

WE HAVE arranged with Schieiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged 10 be th<

oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who wantphotos^ph«
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishin
Company, Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

Appliances.

INCUBATORS SOLD, BOUGHT.EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor, Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.
Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-

1-53 ham, 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

Bantams.

ENTWISLE'S BANTAMS —I am Mr. W. F.
Entwisle's only authorized agent for the
United States and Canada, and will import
birds at as low a figure as possible, quality
of stock considered. F. W. Gaylor, Quogue,
Long Island. N. Y. 37-62

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
and matings. Winners at largest shows
for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros. , Lee, Mass. 9-60 eow

Ekks for Sale.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK EGGS FOR
sale, |i.50 sitting. J. N. Dalsen, 1341 Som-
erset Street, Philadelphia. 39-42

For Sale.

,-*OR SALE-A 600-EGG MONARCH INCU-
H BATOR in good condition. Price I50. John

C. Haynes, Annandale, N. J. 35-tf

T IVE QUAIL—CONSIGNMENTS OF POUL-
TRY, game, furs and skins solicited. Es-
tablished 1838. E. B. Woodward, 174 Cham-
bers St., New York, N. Y. 40-43

Jv

Light Brahmas.

Legrhorns.

O

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

SOME GOOD BIRDS FOR SALE ; CIRCULARS
free. J. A. Roberts, Malvern, Pa. 40-46

NE HUNDRED AND FIFTY SINGLE
comb brown and white Leghorn cockerels
for sale, $i.so to $5 each. Joho Q. Haynes,
Annandale, New Jersey, - • 3«>-45

Games.

GAME FANCIERS.—I AM OFFERING FOR
sale nearly all of my prize-winning game
fowls, old and young, including winners
at New York, and have added about 20
prizes to my already large number by win-
ning at the late Industrial Exhibition. See
the list. These fowls are for sale cheap.
Black red, brown red and pile games and
black red, duckwing and pile game ban-
tams. Describe what you want. E. P.
Doty, 47 Wellington Place.Toronto, Can. tf.

Various

INDIAN GAMES AND SINGLE LACED WY-
andottes. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. tf

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 centsper word for each insertion

Baldhead Tumblers.

GEO. N. HOFFMAN, 171 1 WEST LAUVALE
Street, Baltimore. Md., has for sale first-

class Black Fantails ; show birds ; also a
lot of White Fantail Hens. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded. it

/'-CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-fac
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to
select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

U
Fantails.

A DOZEN SURPLUS HENS OF MY OWN
best stock, $3 each ;

plain whites : very
stylish ; write quick ; the birds will suit

any breeder. F. M. Gilbert, Evansville,
Ind. It

HOWARD BUTCHER, 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

For Sale.

yOHN ORNELLAS, SPRINGFIELD, ILL.,
has for sale 300 fancy pigeons. it

JW

C

L. RANDALL. DOYLESTOWN, PA.,
offers for sale 250 birds of the following

'varieties : Turbits (eighteen colors), owls,
blondinettes, satinettes and fantails, many
of which are prize winners at Trenton, Mt.
Holly, Bethlehem, Doylestown and Wil-
mington this season ; satisfaction guaran-
teed ; will sell low to make room. 40-41

Homers.

H. GALE, 695 HOWARD STREET. DE-
TROIT, Mich., breeder and flyer of long-

* distance homing pigeons. Will have a few
youngsters of 1^2 for disposal. 40-41

HOMERS. RECORDS 100 TO 500 MILES,
full pedigree; one-half our stock for sale

cheap. W. E- & Thomas Flockton, Peeks-
kill, N. Y. 38-40

Jacobins.

FOR SALE —ONE PAIR OF JACOBIN PIG-
eons in first-class condition, and also a few
other birds, all at very low prices. Fred J.

It McLean, 2 Mystic St., Charlestown, Mass.

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer

^ and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

Pouters.

FOR SALE CHEAP—A LOFT OP POUTERS.
Address Herman Bauer, S. W. cor. Fourth
and Rich Streets, Columbus, O. 39-40

Satinettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Various.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons
supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

FRED J. MCLEAN, 2 MYSTIC ST., CHARLES-
TOWN, Mass., dealer in common and
fancy pigeons. it

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertlslnir.

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"

368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best pai>ers

and class journals
;
gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-83

Drlnklns Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, |8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vU brooder Qompany, Jat^e6bu^|;, New Jersey.
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IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion The Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyn ^VilUes,
20883 FEE $35.

Cham. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $35.

Roslyn Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Champion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15
[Will be placed at stud July i.]

Irish Setters

20088. FEE $20
(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Red Rose.)

Chal. Seminole,

IN THE STUD.

mUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER* IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. 2:885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Rovsterer, sire o»
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won in England six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-
onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand voung dog is just
in his prime. Fee $15. For stud card, etc., ad-
dress

THOS. C. CHALMERS. Proprietor,

1419 P- street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

89-141

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-
plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
lor sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young stock always on hand. ^3-^4

pFox Terriers.

IN STUD,

Pitcher $25

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

^^g^^^^^

yiLLsmE Kennels,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX TERRIBRS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee I15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee J15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PROPRIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridge, L. I.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 7711 Fee I25
REGENT BRISK. 16,618 " 10

REGENT TIPPLER " 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SPRAKE,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and ist ana Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE S20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAM,
UlU AUBURN PARK, ILL.

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD.

ARISTOCRAT,
Winner of more first prizes and spec-

ials during 1890 than any
other St. Bernard.

FEE, - - f50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poughkeepsle, N. Y.

ED"WARD BOOTH, Manager.
36-48

KINGSTON REGENT.
This grand dog is the best son of the great

J RINCE REGENT, by Lady St. Gothard. He is

33J4 in. high and has the heaviest bone and rich-
est dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in
America. His bead is remarkable for its size,
depth of muzzle and expre.ssion. Win ings : ist
Kingston, Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal, 1891.
" The more one sees of this dog the more cer-

tain it is that he will prove a very hard one to
beat in the very best company."—Forest and
Stream.

FEE, $50.

MARQUIS OF RIPON.
Litter brother to KingstonCRegent, and more

like Prince Regent than any of the other Regent
dogs. He is the sire oi some||splendid stock in
England.

FEE, $60.

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,
138TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in
America." Pedigree and winnings free ; photos,
50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
100-151 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

IN STUD—IRISH SETTER

LIMERICK
GLENELCHO—NORA. FEE $20.

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIE\V KENNBLS,
GLEXSIDE, PA. tf

j^T STUD. FEE *60.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap.Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December, 1890. and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land : ist, New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn,
'89: ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-185 Babylon, L. I.

IN THE STUD.

H T STUD,

STRATHAM MONARCH

The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JOAN MOOREflEflD, Jr.,

140-tf

PITTSBURG, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

BREEDERS OF STRICTLY PURE

ST. BERNARDS.
Puppies for sale by KING REGENT and BEN

ORMONDE, out of prize winning bitches. 12-63

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

MINSTREL
(«.377) CH. ELCHO, JR.—BESSIE GLENCHO.

SHANMORE
(21,378) CH. ELCHO. JR.—BESSIE GLENCHO.
Puppies by the above dogs. Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS.
62tJ West Farms. N. Y.

IN THE STUD,

CH. BEAUMOND,
(E. i6,i66'and A.K.C.S.B. 8094), the champion

Gordori.setter of Great Britain and America, the
most typical Gordon; well broken and good in
the field. ^Fee I55, to approved bitches only.

WM. TALLMAN,
140 tf 109 W. 34th Street, New York City.

*

H T STUD,

COUNT NOBLE. GLADSTONE.
ENGLISH SETTERS

ALBERMARLE - - FEE $25
Count Noble—Alphonsine.

COUNT LEO - - - FEE $20
Mack D.—Lady AlU.

E. G. ELLIOTT,
40-91 483 Pottres Ave., Providence, R. I.

POINTERS—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEM, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERTle DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

THE KENNEL.

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 LANCASTER, MASS.

Bog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. TailERan,

uo-tr OAK LAWN, R. I.

^ PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

tf 1«83 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

THE KENNEL

<^ COXCH....! OLLIES

FORDHOOK KBNiNiELS

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. We are now booking orders for puppies
sired by Fordhook Squire, a son of Cli. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full
descriptions. Also one litter sired bv the world'K
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO..
32-83 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. F. LEWIS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

tf

ELM STATION,

Montgomery Co., Pa.

ni \nO IP YOU WANT TO OWN A
r fiS —GENUINE PUG PUP
1 UUU BUY AT HK.'MJyi AkTKkS.
Young stock from prize winners, {20 to $50.
If you've a bitch to breed, try one of our
STTTTI Ebcrhart's Cashier (13901. Fee, $15^r* \J^ Bradford Ruby II (0720). Fee. f 15pTiriC John Bull, imported (17093). Fee, $15
*t \J\*^^ Douglass II (11,804). Fee, Jio
Litter guaranteed. A ".square deal" to all.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.
Leading and luirgest Pug Kennel in America.
Removed to No. 3 Ea.st Fourth Street. 15-66

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

(JOLLIES
IRISH TERRIERS

Best in the world in stud and for sale.

AT STUD
Christopher - - . -

Wellesbourne Charlie

To Collie Club Member, either dog, $35

^50.00

50.00

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
CHESTNUT HILL.

29-80 Philadelphia, Penna.

DTT PC INSTANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15

J I JjHjA days. Never returns. No purge. No
•* *JJ*JW salve. No suppositorv. Remedy
mailed free. Address J. H. REEVES, Box 3290,
New York City. N. Y. 35-85

$2000.00

IN SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
$900 to the first of the (Champion Gath's

Mark or Dan Gladstone;?^/, whelpea in 1892 (or
after), who will win the United States Derby.
9SOO on the same conditions as above at

Eastern Derby.

9300 on the same conditions as above at Cen-
tral Derby.

ft'^OO on the same conditions as above at
Southern Derby.

SSO to iht first of the (Champion Gath's Mark
or Dan Gladtone) ;f^/, whelped in 1892 (or after),
who will win first place in open class at the
Westminster Bench Show, New York.

Hl5() on the same conditions as above at the
Mascoutah Bench show, Chicago, 111.

985 on the same conditions as above, at the
New England Bench show, Boston, Mass.

9«5 on the same conditions as above, at the
Duquesne Bench show, Pittsburg, Pa.

925 on same conditions as above, at the Wash-
ington City Bench show, Washington, D. C.

98i» on same conditions as above, at the Mary-
land Bench show, Baltimore, Md.
91OU to the breeder of the winner of EACH of

the above ten special offers.

NOTE 1.—The owners of Champion Gath's
Mark and Dan Gladstone, reserve the right to
withdraw these premiums only in the event of
the death of either of the above dogs or their
disqualification for stud purposes.

NOTE '.4.—The Blue Ridge Kennel has now
opened its books for the fall sea.son of 1891 and
spring of 1892, for Gath's Mark and Dan Glad-
stone, limited to 50 ser^•iccs each.

GATH'S MARK -

DAN GLADSTONE
FEE $75
" 50

The Blue Ridge Kennel
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ROOFING.

STANOAV\0

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for
Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 38 L»ey Street. N. Y.

POUI.TRY.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, -WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS. SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILF.S.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.

OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.
DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

THE BEST PLAGE TO BUY

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES.

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHER
FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

SHOWS. SHOWS.

THE GREAT PfllLflDELPfllfl SflOW
JMNUKRV T TO 12. 1592,

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

PHILADELPHIA POULTRY AND PIGEON CLUB.
WM. H. CHILD, President. H. L HOLMES, Secretary.

The first Poultry Show ever held in America was held in Philadelphia. The first show with new
and progressive features will be held in Philadelphia ; it will be the first of the great Twin-Shows,

1892--PHILaDELPHIA NEW Y0RK--1892

G. O. BROWN,
JOHN E DIEHL,
H. S. BABCOCK.
J. C. LONG. JR,
HENRY HALES,

W. F.

JUDGES:
S. BUTTERFIELD.
F. T. UNDKRHILL,
F. B. ZIMMER,
HENRY ERUMANN,
E. H CLOUD,

STANTON,

J. H. DREVENSTEDT, GEORGE PERDUE,
F. L. SEWELL, E. B. THOMPSON.
J. D. NEVIUS. MARK SCHOFIELD,
JOHN FILKIN. O. K SHARP.
JOHN D. ABEL. JAMES FORSYTH,

J. G. DARLINGTON,

COMPETITION OF»EN TO THB WORLD.
I'remliiin tilst ready November 25, 1891. Entries close De-

cember 26, 1891. For Premium Joists and other Information
apply to

H. L. HOLMES, Secretary, Lansdowne, Pa.,

Or to T. FARRER RACKHAM, Superintendent, East Orange, N. J.

SHOWS.

First Annual Eiclusiye Pijeon Slow

—OF THE—

LonisTille CoUarian Association,

To be held in connection wUh the

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

—AT—
LIEDERKRANZ HALL., Ix>«l8vllle, Ky

.

JANUARY 21 TO 25, 1892.

Classes for every known variety. Liberal pre-

miums and large specials. The most competent

of specialist judges. Selling and young bird

classes and many other new features never be-

fore encouraged in this country.

ENTRIES CLOSE JANUARY 10, 189a.

SAMUEL CASSEDAY, President.

JOHN H. KUHN, Treasurer.

JOHN D. ABEL, Baltimore, Md., Sup't.

For further information apply to

W. H. ADAMS,
140-144 2307 Magazine St., Louisville, Ky.

BOOKS. BOOKS.

MODEM TRAINING, HANDLING & KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
This is the only work on Hog Training which treats the subject after the Modern Methods de-

veloped by Field Work, Field Trial Competition, Skilful Handlers and a more accurate knowledge
of the dog's nature and capabilities. SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR CONTAINING TABLE
OF CONTENTS AND TESTIMONIALS FROM FJCPERTS. Price I2.64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treatise on how to train
your dogs for the field trials and a book that no dog-
man can afford to be without.

PRICE 50 CBNXS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

THE CENTRAL MICHIGAN
POULTRY & PET STOCK ASSOCIATION

Third Annual Exhibition

AT BATl'LE CREEK, MICH.,
JUNE 12 to 15, 189a.

1000 Birds showed last year.

Send for Premium List.

F. P. GRIMES, Cor. Sec., Paw Paw, Mich.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE

SPORTSMEN^S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquanums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
Send for Catalogue.

H. AV. VAHLE,
31) Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Edward S. ScHmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND GAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Anjerica'? Mosb Useful apd Beautiful Fowl?

O

-x^ STANDAI^D-BF^ED GHIGI^S POI^ SALE ^^^

H. C. DREVENSTEDT, BEVERLY, N. J.

BOX 293.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,
Sporting Bool<s.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS, ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND
HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 20e SOUTH THIRD STREET,

PhUadelphia, Pa.

E CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OP ALL

LEADING BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blue Line Homers.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY
Box 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FERRETS YS. RATS!
First-class FERRETS, young and old, for sale

by Adolph Isaacsen, "SURE POP." 92 Fulton
Street, New York Citv. Mv celebrated hand-
book, "ALL ABOUT FERRI^TS AND RATS"—
second edition—revised and illustrated-mailed

to any address on receipt of 25 cents. 33-49

OPIUM
Morphino Habit Cared In 10
to 20 dars. Noj>»7 till cured.
DR. J. STEPHENS, t>«banon,Ohio.

WOODSIDE POUliTt^V VAl^DS
LA FLECHE, the grandest of French breeds; INDIAN GAMES, the

Great Table Fowl ; WHITE LEGHORNS, the Queen of Layers ; BUFF
PEKIN and ROSECOMB BLACK BANTAMS.

EGGS AND CHICKS FOR SALE.
Address all correspondence to

W. J. ANDRTJS, Proprietor,
138-tf HACKCNSACK. BERGEN CO.. N.J.

BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

THREE OF THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of rav own breeding,
I have a showing of THIRTY PAiRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREE LOHTS WITH PROVEN REC-
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILES. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 9*-i5o

PEm MCKS
Address

39«

FFNT STOCK.
Draken, 9I.50.

I>uck8, 91.6O.
J. P. MARTIN,

Bookwalter, Ohio.
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This is a guaratee that all would-be pur-

chasers will receive honerable treatment

at their hands.

Preserve this issue for future reference,

so when you need dogs, fowls, pigeons

or supplies of any kind you will know
where to send for the best.

are the Flour City Kennels. They im-

ported Cardinal Beaufort and Exeter

Dirce, paying for the former I1250.

"Every dog has his day," and it is to be

hoped the mastiff may yet have his.

Gi^cesiac.

A Merry Christmas ! What cheer these

magic words contain. Would that the

whole of God's children could feel the

blessing.

Thk Fancikrs' Journ.^l wishes all

of its readers everything thalthisoue day

of the year, when all humanity is akin,

should bestow. It has prepared a Christ-

mas feast. The labor involved was con-

siderable, but from the editors down to

the printer's devil the task was one of

love and an earnest desire to please our

readers. That we have succeeded is not

for us to say. We have done what was in

our ])Ower to make the spread a mem-

orable one.

To our friends who have contributed

the many valuable articles in this issue

we owe many hearty thanks. To our

a.lvertisers" cards we point with jiardon-

able pride, for they represent the best

« »

OUI^ IIjLcIJS^I^^©IORS.

The bull terrier Streatham Monarch,

whose picture adorns our cover, is said

to be the best dog of the breed liviug.

He won in England forty eight prizes

uuder fifteen different judges. His sire

is a big, fine dog named Streatham

Flyer. He is by Gully the Great out of

Daisy. His dam is the well-known Trent-

ham Baroness, a daughter of the sensa-

tional bitch Attraction, that was sold to

W. Mariner, Milwaukee, Wis., for $500.

Therefore Streatham Monarch combines

the blood of the very best of his breed.

His color is pure white. He has a

grand head, well cropped ears, face of

good length, small, well-placed eyes,

wonderful depth in ribs, best quality of

bone, the finest legs and feet and well-

carried stern. He is two years and two

months old, weighs forty-eight pounds

and is as active in his movements as a

cat. As a stock-getter he is foremost,

two bitches having whelped ten pups

each to him.

As our stud advertisements show, this

grand terrier is now the property ofJohn

Moorhead, Jr., Pittsburg, Pa.

We give the portrait of the St. Bernard

Lord Bute on our title page. This dog

enjoys the distinction of feeing "the

largest dog in the world." He stands

thirty-six inches high at shoulder and

weighs in condition about two hundred

and fifty pounds. He is by Champion

Save out of Sabrina, who is by Champion
Plinlitnmon. Lord Bute is the winner of

twenty eight first prizes and cups in Eng-

land, and was without doubt the best

known dog in that country. He has

travelc«l from one end of it to the other,

collecting money for charitable purposes

and institutions. A small barrel was at-

tached to his collar, which had a drop-a-

nickle in the slot arrangement, and in this

miniature barrel thousands of dollars

were deposited by charitably disposed

persons.

Our sjjace being limited, for further in-

formation regarding Lord Bute write for

the catalogue to his owners, Menthon

Kennels, PhcEtiixville, Pa.

The Christmas feast which we spread

l>efore our readers this week comes rather

early to regular subscribers, but so rich

and varied is this intellectual food that

it will require no little time to satisfac-

torily assimilate it. Besides special edi-

tions are customarily issued some weeks

in advance of their date in order that

they maybe properly distributed through

the channels of the news companies in

good time before the festive season has

passed, and people have become satiated

with the various pleasures nicident to

Christmas holidays.

*

Overshadowed by the St. Heruatd in

popularity, that noble breed of dogs, the

the P^nglish mastiff, has been sadly ueg-

lecte<l this year. No breed has suffered

so much from incompetent judges as has

the English mastiff, con.sequently we

were not surprised when Mr. Winchell

sent back 10 England the best of living

sires i^eaufort. At present the only prom-

inent kennels advertised and exhibited

The year which is now passing away

will be particularly remembered by lovers

of the majestic vSt. Bernard. He has mo-

nopolized to a considerable extent the

reading columns of the kennel press.

Never were so many valuable dogs im-

ported to this country before, and never

were such enormous amounts given for

dog flesh. Pv. B. Sears stimulated the

rapid advance of prices by importing

Plevna and vSir Bedivere ; for the latter

he paid I6500. W. Stewart Differderffer,

a well known beagle exhibitor, then took

a fancy for the favorite breed and pur-

chased Hepsey, one of the best bitches

imported, for I2500, the largest price

paid for a bitch at that time. We regret

that Mr. Diffenderffer has since disposed

of his dogs and given up breeding.
*

* *
About this time Colonel J. Ruppert,

Jr., and W. C. Rieck became enthusias-

tically interested in the breed, and

stopped at nothing to obtain the best spec-

imens. Colonel Ruppert bought Scottish

Prince, a large and typical young dog

;

Aristocrat, noted for the richness of his

coat and beautiful markings, and the

fine young bitch Altonette, paying for

the trio $8750. Mr. Rieck paid I2500 for

the great prize getter Prince Regent, sire

of Scottish Priuce and many other good

ones. Unfortunately both these dogs

soon died, but Mr. Rieck, not a bit dis

heartened, bought Kingston Regent and

the Marquis of Ripon. The latter dog

had hardly arrived on these shores be-

fore Mr. Rieck travelled to England and

added two more to his string by purchas-

ing Young Keeper, who recently won

the loo-Guinea Challenge Cup for the

best dog of either variety (rough or

smooth), and the best bitch in Pjigland,

Princess Florence. The latter cost him,

it is said, I5000

year as they did last, when the Great

Dane Club was formed and a judge came
over from Germany to handle the dogs

at the Chicago show. Imperator, known
abroad as Sandor, was the only good dog

imported this season.

* *

We believe it was W. Wade who im-

ported the first Barzoi or Russian wolf-

hound. Since then Paul H. Hacke has

taken up the bree<l. In February he

brought over a brace, and in September

nine more arrived, consigned to him.

This graceful aristocratic dog will no
doubt become popular in time.

* *
In deerhouuds John E. Thayer is still

unapproachable, while in greyhounds

several kennels are struggling for first

place. N. Q. Pope has, during the year,

purchased some of the best dogs in the

country, while A. W. Purbeck has im-

ported several first class specimens in

Gem of the Season, Pious Pembroke,

Ornatus, Bestwood Daisy and Lady of

Gaiusboro. Mr. H. C. Lowe has both

bred and imported stock which was suc-

cessful this year on tlie bench as well as

in coursing matches. Since coursing

meetings have been arranged this breed

is in much greater demand.
«

* *
Until the two large importations of

harriers made by the Chestnut Hill Ken-

nels some months since, this breed of

dogs was almost unknown in this coun-

try. Harriers resemble fox hounds, ex-

cepting that they are smaller and their

heads are more delicately chiselled and

muzzles longer. Our American fox-

hounds are unmanageable as now bred,

and cannot be turned from the scent

which they have once taken up. It was

for this reason that harriers have been

substituted by the Pembroke Hunt, as

they are entirely under the control of the

Hunt servants. As regards the relative

power of the two breeds of hounds they

are said to be about equal in nose, speed

and endurance.
«

The purchase and transfer from the

Chestnut Hill Kennels to the Seminole

Kennels of the greater pait of their best

collies was an important event during the

year. Since this sale the Chestnut Hill

Kennels have been importing from their

English Kennel, their star importation

I being Christopher, and with him came
' twenty other collies, mostly youngsters.

I Johnson & Stokes have brought over a

j

nice brother to Christopher and several

;
other dogs. John Haw^kes, a new man in

the fancy, got over Sir Walter Scott II

and a good show bitch, and he proposes

to get together a fir.st-class kennel. The

best home-bred dogs we have seen this

year were tho.se of the Chestnut Hill

Kennels, the Hempstead Farm Kennels,

McEwen and Gibson and F. R. Carswell.

Chestnut Hill Kennels lost a most valua-

Knowles Croskey, proprietor of the

Menthon Kennels, concluded a few

months since that he wanted a stud dog,

and of course had to have the best, bO

Lord Bute, the "largest dog alive," and

the sire of many prize winners, became

an inmate of his kennels at a total cost

of over I4000. The Swiss Mountain

Kennels were not idle, although they

did not bid for any of the "cracks."

Observing the scarcity of good bitches,

they imported several during the year,

among others Florcttc, Sunray, Veda II,

Lady Castlereagh and Harmony. They

also got out a promising young stud dog

called King Regent. F. E. Lamb im-

ported some good bitches in Marguerita,

Clydesdale Nell and Altonetta. Various

other persons have imported oue or two I ]^]q s^uJ dog ju Scotilla, who was pois-

bitches each, so that we may now ?ay for I oned.

the first time we have abundant material

for breeding first-class specimens.
«

» *

The present craze among St. Bernard

»
» «

The hunting dogs, setters and pointers,

.stand in their same relative positions as

they did a year ago. The P^nglish set-

fanciers for big, heavy dogs has resulted
j

ter is still the favorite field dog, but we

in pampering and over-feeding. This

has lead to an unhealthy state of exist-

ence, and made them delicate and sus-

ceptible to disease, consequently the

death rate this year has been quite high,

and, as usual, it is the best dogs that have

succumbed. The list includes Prince

Regent, vScottish Prince, Ben Lomoud,

no longer go to E)ugland for our type.

G. O. .Smith imported Sir Frederick and

S. L. Boggs brought over a stud dog and

several bitches. Our sportsmen prefer

the speedy and light dog which we now
breed to the heavy, lumbering dog pre-

ferred in England. We have seen it

shown upon more than one occasion that

Alton, Hesper, Plevna and Watch, the the heavy dog has neither the speed nor

best smooth-coated dog of his time and a

rare good sire.

animal

«
* *

Great Danes, never great favorites,

have not made the same progress this

the endurance of the type of

which now wins at our field trials.

« *
George H. Covert imported several

Irish setters this year, the best of which

were Tearaway, winner of the Puppy and
All-aged Stakes of the Irish Setter Club
trials in Ireland, September, 1890, and
Blue Rock, winner of second in puppy
and fourth in the All-aged Stakes. We
regret that Mr. Covert was obliged to

dispose of his kennel. E. B. Bishop,

who bought the cream of Mr. Washing-
ton's kennels, imported an exceptionally

fine bitch in Colerain, who won for the

Rev. Robert O'Callaghan at the National

and Kennel Club trials in England this

spring. Elcho, Jr., the best Irish setter

of his day, died recently. The English
setter Count Noble, famous as the sire of

many good dogs, passed away some
months ago. Both dogs will be sadly

missed.
*

» «
Dr. Dixon still stands at the head of

Gordon setter breeders. J. B. Blossom
has gone into the breed more extensively,

having purchased from Beaumont Ken-
nels Beemont, imported this year, Beau-

mont and Bellmont.
«

Pointers are fostered by strong kennels

such as the Westminster, Hempstead,
Charlottesville, Fleet View and Bryn
Mawr, and well-known .sportsmen like

Anthony, Purcell, Winslow, Davey and
.Stephenson. They are doing good work
afield and generally get their proportion

of prizes at field trials.

*
•»

Our Bull Dog Club was quite success-

ful in its efforts to bring out entries for

the New York show. The bull dog is

not popular in this country because peo-

ple do not know of his companionable

and affectionate disposition. One might

suppose he would be the favorite with

thorough fanciers on account of the diffi-

culty met with in breeding and rear-

ing a real good one. A few specimens

were imported this year, and interest in

the breed is slowly growing.
«

Fox terriers are still the favorites of the

terrier family. We are obliged to go

abroad to obtain the best specimens of

the breed. C. L. Wilton imported Rifle-

man; Thomas C. Chalmers, anew man in

the fancy, Brockenhurst Quick and a

brace of good bitches, Villanelle and
Inez

; John A. Logan, Jr., Pitcher, the

famous sire of prize winners, which he

afterwards sold to John E. Thayer, who
imported Russley Joker, litter brother to

the great D'Orsej'. S. L. Boggs has gone
in for the breed to the extent of a dog
and a bitch, Driver III and Rawton
Safety. Toon and Symonds also have a

good brace in Endicliff .Spice and Venus.

C. J. Hanks takes up the breed and has

secured three good bitches in Damson,

sister to Dominica, Brockenhurst Queenie

and Grouse III. Woodale Kennels, owned
by three enterprising young men, have

gotten together an excellent string of

dogs, and have already done quite some
winning.

» *
Frank F. Dole is responsible for the

popularity of the bull terrier, and it is

through him most of the new-comers

have been purchased. C. A. Stevens im-

ported Dick Whittington in time for the

New York show, where he took third

prize. In June Mr. Dole got over three

bitches,White Matchless, Lively Lou and
The Shrew, and the stud dog Gully the

Great, the sire of more winners than any
bull terrier in England. J. Moorhead,

Jr., the owner of Monarch, Mr. Dick and

Princess Bendigo, has lately received from

the other side Streatham Monarch, said

to be the best dog now in this country.
*

* *
Irish terriers follow the bull terriers in

|

public esteem. They are growing daily
[

in popularity, and would crowd the fa-

vorite fox terrier were there a few more
breeders of good puppies. Good bitches
are scarce, and it is very unfortunate that
Frank Comstock lost Breda Florence,
the best bitch ever imported, and Mars,
winner of second at New York. Walter
Comstock got over the bitches Dunmur-
ry, first at New York, and Crate. Toon
and Symonds brought in Jack Briggs and
Exile. We may expect considerable im-
provement in Irish terriers next year, as

three prominent kennels are now inter-

ested in the breed, namely Chestnut Hill
Kennels, Park Kennels and Anglo-Amer-
ican Terrier Kennels.

« «

Rochelle Kennels have heretofore been
the most prominent exhibitors of black
and tan terriers, but they are now being
pushed by Toon and Symonds. The for-

mer kennels have strengthened their

string with Broomfield Sultan and Bea-
consfield, while the latter have imported
Prince Regent, Prince Ranglan and
Matchless. The Senator, owned by Ro-
chelle Kennels, caught a cold at the Bal-

timore show and died.

BISCUITS AND BROTH,

From Our Own Correspondent.

London, England, Nov. 4.—The vear
is drawing to a close, and we are within
measurable distance from good old
Christmas, when everbody thinks, or

,

ought to think, of home, sweet home,
j

Aye, and there is no place like home af- I

ter all, especially when you are a "fan-
|

cier" and have a sort of farmyard about
\

you. Whether he be an owner of dogs or
birds it is all the same, and I am sure
there are many of the same way of think-
ing as myself, that few hobbies pay so
well as the dog one.

Only once I think I have seen it nieu-
tioned' in the American press that the
pigeons in London, especially in St.

Paul's church yard, are among the sights
of this the great metropolis of the world.
I was passing there yesterday and saw
oue of the finest sf>ectacles that a lover
of animals and birds could gaze upon.
There must have been a thousand pigeons
on the ground walking about tamer than
doves. Several boys were eating their
bits of lunch and sharing their bread and
butter with the birds. The pigeons perch
on the boys' knees, shoulders, hands and
wherever they can get a footing, and I

j

think if you want to find the true boy
fancier he is generally to be seen in St.

|

Paul's churchyard every week day 'lK)Ut !

noon.

I wish again to impress upon those
people who have not yet visited this great
city that oue of the sights of Lomlon is

the tameness of its pigeons. Here right
in the midst of close on six millions of
souls, where crime is as rampant as any-
where in the world, these pigeons walk
about and are not molested. He would
be a cold-blooded villain who would dare
to lift his hand at one of these lovely
creatures, whose grandeur and gentleness
appear so fitted to the great Cathedral
about which they live and have their
being.

But I am getting into a peculiar strain,
and must get out of it as best I can. I

want to amuse some of you as you read
this great Christmas number, and talk to
you as is the way round the fire 'bout dogs
and the sport they afford.

Many a good yarn has been told round
the fire after the day's sport has been
over, for in the part of this country where
I spent the earlier part of my life every-
body goes shooting on Christmas Day.
Every man rigs himself up as best he
can, and many an accident is the conse-
quence, for old guns are called into use,
aiid being as rotten as carrots they burst
with only half a charge in them. Christ-
mas Day is given over to sport by all the
farm hands, and I have seen these fel-

lows very often wipe the eye of the
every-day-of-the-season sportsman.

But what of the dogs of the year? vou
will ask. Well, it has been a good one
for owners of good dogs. I think if we
took the deals of this year they will bear
favorable comparison with those of any
other. The St. Bernard men have had a
particularly good time of it, if I except
the owners who have lost such valuable
dogs as Watch, Scottish Prince and Prince
Regent. It will take some time and
money to fill their places, and for the
moment I cannot call to mind any three
that could beat that trio in England to-
day.

Collies have not been going too strong,
and ever since Mr. Mitchell Harrison's
plucky purchase of Christopher things
have been a bit slack in that line. The
money now seems to be in St. Bernards
and fox terriers. Of course, such dogs
as Metchley Wonder are worth tons of
money. Anyone can see that, if he only
glances over the lists of visits.

Collies are getting their ears up with a
vengeance, or rather breeders are making
them do it ! Upon my word, during the
last week I have been at three large and
important shows, and I am sorry to say,
that in more than one case I found ears
weighted down, right up to the eve of
the shows. Now, of course, these were
naiumlly prick eared dogs, and these
things .should be looked into.

-f -f-

People have been thinking that there
was nothing in the world so good to breed
from as prick-eared bitches, and it is an
open secret now that some of the best
known "fanciers" have kept these sluts
to breed. And now they find themselves
in a nmddle, in fact, the mistake of the
year is, I think, the getting of these bat-
eared sheep dogs.

The wonder of the year is a Thibet
sheep dog that has just made his appear-
ance in London. I should say he is the
biggest dog that has ever been seen in
p:ngland, and I know that they made
him thirty-five inches at the shoulder at
the Field office. None of your tape busi-
ness, but fair and square measurement
under the standard. This fellow, too, is

built all right, and some so called big
St. Bernards would be lost alongside of
him.

to take their own part. There are not
so many of those whippcty, narrow
brutes that we have been too mixed
up with. But there are a couple dogs
wrongly cracked up, and although peo-
ple say so openly, they don't write .so

publicly.

I am getting dangerously near the in-
dependency of the press, so I will stop
short. The festive season must not be
upset over criticisms and nasty quarrels.
Let us hope we will all improve in the
coming year, and that IMr. Peshall will
lay down with the A. K. C. and Billy
Graham kennel up with the people at
Cleveland Row !

^JtH
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"foreignI saw some very handsome
dogs" at King's Lynn" this week. The
Prince of Wales—the best sportsman in
the world, and I bar none—sent a lot of
his dogs from Sandringham, his Norfolk
mansion, which is close by. The Samoy-
ede sledge dogs in their best coat were
mdeed a sight, and I wonder the public
do not take to them more. But the finest
dog that ever came to England for the
Prince was a Hungarian sheep dog, or at
least that is what he was called. This
dog stood as high as a big St. Bernard,
was white in color, and covered with
short curls "as thick and close as one of
Skepworth's retrievers." I use the simile
that dropped from the lips of Hrunsdon,
the Prince's head kennelman. who is

getting to know a dog.

•Uh

The hunting season is now in full

swing, and the papers are full of "Kirby
Gate," which is the opening meeting
place of the Quorn. I am aware I have
told you about this great place over and
over again, but I know the man who
loves his hound and horse never tires of
the subject. We have had a rare good
hunting week, the ground being good
for going, and the weather fine without
being cold. Excellent sport has been
had, and bar the fences being a bit blind,
everything is as well as could be wished
for.

We have not had a chat about fox ter-
riers for a long while, and as news
reaches me that an important kennel is

to be founded not a million miles from
where this paragraph will first be seen in
print, I think a few words on the breed
vvill be read with interest. Have fox ter-
riers improved during the last year ?

many will ask. Well, they have not dis-
improved, and I think there are more
rturdy terriers about to-day than usual.
By that I mean "terriers," or dogs able

Who has made the greatest progress in
dogdom in 1891 ? is another question that
presents itself at this time of the year.
Without a doubt, the honor of breeding
lays with the old country, but the enter-
prise connected with dogs is American.
And I am sure Englishmen have no rea-
son to grieve over the prices their dogs
have made. As a breeder of dogs, I re-
joice to see the upward tendency of the
market. When I am lucky enough to
breed something all my friends come to
see me, for they love to look upon some-
thing good.

I am beginning to write about mvself,
and such I hate ; but here it nuist come
in, for I have something to say on the
breeding of puppies. I was lucky enough
to breed some good ones last vear, and I
have some puppies now, and I am told
they are good ones. I want to tell you
now I think they are, as they are. Mat-
ing, I think, is a great thing, but rear-
ing greater. I atn one of those who do
not believe in milk for puppies, and the
best dogs I have have been reared on
good gravy, meat, houndmeal. bread and
vegetables. There is no stuff in the
world for dogs like hotel scraps, but they
inust be sweet, and earlv morning feed-
ing, I believe, has a lot' to do with the
making of dogs. Throwing a hard bis-
cuit to a puppy is no use. It takes hmi
half a day to get it into his buUv, which
he will fill with savory mixed-up food in
five minutes.

^XX^
Growing puppies is the chief thing the

breeder has to look to, and nothing is
more annoying to a man who breeds to
make his animals worth gold than to
find they have not l)een fed in the morn-
ing. If there is a record kept in the place
where they say all good people go to,
then I'm afraid the bad word column
will \)t pretty well filled with breeders'
oaths, for no man can help empha«;izing
his feelings when he finds the hopes of his
kennel with nothing in their stomachs. I
confess to a good-sized ledgerful on my
own account.

-*XX^
So, gentlemen, when you are enjoying

all the good things at Christmas don't
forget the puppies in the kennel—that is,

if you want to show your friends .some-
thing, say at the Chicago show, roast beef
and plum pudding are as acceptable in
the kennel as the dining room, and that
leads me up to "a fake" that I have
often found bad dogs doing, relish and
fill out upon. Try a suet pudding, with
currants in it, and if your dog doesn't eat
it and do well on it, well, then chuck
up reading your weekly dish of "Biscuits
and Broth."

Some other such hints occur to me as
to the feeding of dogs. At the same time
I am reminded that others require space
in this important number. But there is

another thing I must crowd in at any
price, especially as we are drawing near
the time of peace and good will. There
have been some sharp passages in this
column during the past twelve months,
and if I have offended anyone by what I

have written I will a.sk him to accept
this as an earnest of my sorrow. I have
been trying to pick out things that have
appeared to me unsightly. Very likely

my eyes have often seen wrongly, and my
brain directed me badly. I am willing to

do anything this time of the year, even
to write that my policy as regards dog-
dom is all wrong, everybody else's, of
course, right The world swarms with
jolly good fellows, and to those on
Christmas day I will driuk and drink
and drink.

I'rkkman Lloyd.
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BY HIGHLAND.

(Tt'T is exceedingly pleasant to be able

hI to chronicle at last the realization

f,j | of the hopes of years in the estab-

lishment of coursing with grey-

hounds as one of our great pastimes.

The road to the success of the sport has

been long and tedious, but now we can

look back on the years of patient labor

and feel highly gratified at the result.

There have been a variety of causes that

have made the progress slow, but the

march has been steady and will, I am

sure, ere many years have passed, bring

coursing into such intimate knowledge

of all our sportsmen that England will

be robbed of her greatest greyhounds

just as she has been of her St. Bernards

and many other breeds. We cannot

force coursing here east of the Alle-

ghenies till either some very large pre-

serves are established and maintained

for a number of years or until the festive

jack rabbit has wended his way eastward,

in direct opposition to Horace Greeley's

injunction to " go West."

Whether or not the jack rabbit is a

cross with some imported stock or is in-

digenous of the country, is somewhat of

a mooted question. Its proper name is

the jackass rabbit, given it on account

of it having abnormally large ears, which

it cocks in such a manner as to make it

look like its portotype. The calling of

it a rabbit is however entirely wrong, as

it has the distinctive qualities of the hare

in more ways than one, the chiefest

being that its young are born with fur on

the body and the eyes open, while the

rabbits proper are born blind with but

little or no fur on them. Again, the

hare is anything but prolific, while the

rabbit multiplies at an alarming rate.

Having been for very many years in cor-

respondence with both Englishmen and

western men I have been unable to as-

certain which is the faster, the English

hare or our jack rabbit, and those who
have seen both run seem to lean to the

jack as being stouter and perhaps faster.

This point, however, is of but little value,

considering the fact that at the meet of

1890 of the American Coursing Club, at

Great Bend, Kansas, the first jack killed

was in the fourteenth course, thus

proving they are fast and stout enough
to cut out the work for the best grey-

hounds we have here.

In my extended correspondence I've

often heard it "claimed that the jack

is a native of the Pacific slope, and

that a few decades ago there were very

few east of the Rocky Mountains com-
paratively speaking, while now there are

millions stretched over the plains. The
more probable solution, however, is that

he is a native of Texas, and that he has

gradually worked his way north. One
fact is uncontrovertible, and that is that

the Texas jack is larger than the Kansas

specimen, and as you travel south and
toward Texas the larger they grow. Ma-
jor Viele, of the United States Army,
who was recently stationed in Texas,

told me he had never seen anything to

equal the Texas jack for speed and en-

durance. Whether or not the jack came
originallv from Texas is a matter of Uttle

moment,' provided we can get enough of

them and near at hand with which to

course our dogs. That they are coming
East was verified a week ago in a conver-

sation I had with a Kansas gentleman,

who told mc he had seen jacks in Illinois,

though not in great numbers. A colony

of Englishmen settled in Iowa some
years ago. Finding the country a good
one for coursing, they sent home and im-

ported some hundred brace of English

hares and planted them in that neighbor-

hood. How well they have done I am
unable to say. They should, however,

do well, as the climate is good and food

plenty. With the emigration of the

jack eastward and extensive propagation

on this side of the Alleghenies we cer-

tainly ought to have in the next decade
enough to keep our dogs busy and en-

able those somewhere near New York
to endulge in this greatly-desired sport.

The jacks imported by the Eastern
Coursing Club have done remarkably
well on Long Island, but the English
hares brought over by Mr. Lorillard, of

Jobtown, N. J., have not shown good re-

sults.

Mr. James Mortimer, the superintend-

ent of the Westminster Kennel Club,

jumped one of the Eastern Coursing
Club's jacks on the Hempstead Plains

last year, and be remarked he never saw
a living creature go so fast in his life. It

was a flash, a dash, and he was out of

sight. This uiformation will be wel-

comed by all our eastern men as proving
how well the jacks have wintered and
how vigorous and speedy they are. That
they may "increase and multiply" is

the earnest wish of the entire dog-loving

public as being the consummation of a

long-deferred desire to see and take part

in the royal sport of coursing. Our cli-

mate here on Long Island being not only

very changeable, but at times (especially

in the winter time) very wet and liable to

damp ocean breezes that chill one almost

to the marrow, it was greatly feared by
the exporters that the jacks could not

stand the rapid changes of climate ; but

they seem to have done so, and remark-

I

ably well, too. The same fear was ex-

pressed of the Belgian hares that were
put down on Fisher's Island, in New
London harbor, some ten years ago, by
the Fisher's Island Club, composed
mostly of New York and New Jersey

sportsmen ; but they outlived the predic-

tion, and in a few years had so thrived

that annual hunts had to be made in

order to so thin their ranks that the

farmers could grow their grain and
vegetables. They fulfilled the command-
ment so literally that the island was alive

with them. Efforts are now being made
by the Eastern Coursing Club to obtain

the privilege of coursing there this year,

and it is hoped it will be obtained. The
topography of the island, however, is not

as good as could be desired, as it is in

parts very hilly. Another serious objec-

tion is that it is studded over with little

pieces of woods, to which the rabbits run

for cover, thus cutting off the prospect

of a good course. The later improve-

ments, however, may have done away
with these objections, and left a field

open for splendid coursing.

The pioneer in coursing, or at least one
of the ringleaders east of the Rockies,

who went into the sport with all the fire

and vim of an enthusiast,was Mr. L. C. F.

Lotz, fifteen years ago, and then a resi-

dent of Chicago. He had quite a string

of good ones, some being of exceptional

breeding, one in particular being the

grandson of the world-renowned Master
McGrath. Coursing at that time was an
unknown quantity, practically speaking,

excepting on the Pacific slope, where for

many years private meets were held. Mr.

Lotz endeavored to introduce the sport

and create a love for it, and in order to

perfectly illustrate its beauties he inaugu-

rated a series of enclosed coursing meets

in many of the large cities, where it was
enthusiastically received and thousands

witnessed the trials of speed and en-

durance. A change of base from Chicago

to Helena, Montana, caused the enclosed

meetings to close, and for some years the

interest lagged most woefully. Then
there came a revival of the interest, and
one by one new dogs were imported,

fresh blood introduced, and a rivalry

slowly but surely began to do its good
work.
The West is a mighty place, the country

not so densely settled as in the East,

which all combined made it very hard

for coursing men to assemble and try

conclusions. The end was finally attained

and the first meet of real value that was

held was at Great Bend, Kansas, in Oc-

tober, 1886. During the early part of

that year some enthusiast determmed to

form a club, even if it should consist of

only a small half dozen. A few good
men joined, and they at once communi-
cated with all the owners they knew of

who had greyhounds, cordially inviting

them to attend the meet in the coming
October, and if they did not care to or

could not enter any dogs they would at

least be welcomed heartily and things

made as pleasant as possible. The call

received a hearty response, and though
the entries were few and the quality not

quite first-class, the inaugural meet was
an assured success. There had for years

been much rivalry existing between
Messrs. H. C. Lowe. D. C. Luse, N.
Heiser, Dr. Von Hummel and some
others, and here at last was the oppor-

tunity to decide as to the relative merits

of their dogs. Of course each felt sure

of a perfect walk-over and looked for-

ward to the end of the meet, when they

felt sure their predictions would be re-

alized. So it came to pass that on the

19th of October, 1886, the American
Courbing Club held its first meet on the

ranch of that most general sportsman,

Mr. Carney.
Though the entries were few, there

were, however, some good dogs entered

and most admirable work was done. Mr.

Halloway judged, and the decisions were

satisfactory. One of the most beautiful

courses of the entire meet was that be-

tween Trust and Belle R. Both dogs did

good work, and it will readily be seen

how well Belle R. ran when I state she

covered a good mile and a half at the

very top speed. Another course that

brought forth cheers for the dogs was

that between Needle and Midnight. It

was neck and neck for the first half mile,

then Midnight drew and forged ahead,

straighteued out and for a goo(\ two-mile

run at her very best yet was never able

to crowd up to the stout hare she

was pursuing nearer than thirty yards.

Sport Allen and Sandy Jim had one of

the finest courses of the day, doing the

very hardest sort of work, running the

jack for a full mile and a half without a

turn. Some idea may be formed of the

pace set when it is stated that although

Judge Halloway was very well mounted
he was utterly unable to keep up with

the terrific pace they were going, and so

he was "distanced." Mike G. and Jim
Blaine in their course showed both speed

and endurance, both of which qualities a

dog must possess to enable it to catch

the Kansas jack. At this meet Sandy

Jim won the All-aged and Field Stakes,

and Midnight carried off the honors in

the Sapling Stakes.

Flushed with the success of the inaugu-

ral meet, the club at once set to work to

increase its membership, which it did in

rare good order. Many who were fear-

ful that it would not be a success had

held back, but now came forward and

gave their support most heartily. Ar-

rangements were at once made for an-

other meet to take place in October, 1887,

and Mr. Carney again offered his ranch

as the base of operations. Seven miles

of Cheyenne flats are surely enough to

course jacks on, so Mr. Carney's offer

was accepted with many thanks to the

generous giver. October finally came,

and once again there were assembled a

goodly number of spectators to witness

the American Coursing Club's second an-

nual meet. Messrs. H. C. Lowe and T.

W. Bartels judged alternately, and their

decisions were most fair. Belle P. had

the honor of winning the All-aged Stake,

beating Flick. For the Derby Rowdy
carried off the honors, beating Full of

Fun, who had just beaten Plus. This

made Full of Fun winner of the second

prize.

The officers and members of the club,

as well as the spectators, were highly

pleased and intensely gratified at the

improvement in the quality of the dogs

and their running as well as their looks.

They were better conditioned and ran

w^ith greater fire and speed. Flink showed

phenomenal speed in his courses, as well

as unusual dash, brilliancy and sense,

and Ladv in Black showed both speed

and cleverness. The crowning glory of

the meet was the San Pedro-Pedro

course. An old jack was jumped that

proved to be a perfect demon, and on

this one the two greyhounds were slip-

ped. Away they went, now a turn, now
a wrench, repeated so many times that

their girations were not unlike the twist-

ings of an English snipe, until at last, af-

ter full five minutes, it was found that

the entire course had been made oyer a

space not more than one acre. Widow
in Weeds ran a course that will long be

remembered, she having both speed and

heart not often seen. When taken up

she was found to have run both herself

and the jack to a standstill and stood look-

ing at her dead foe. The course was such
a punishing one that she was unable to

run the next day, and was accordingly
withdrawn. Colonel and Tippecanoe
made names for themselves at tnis meet,
both coursing their jack for nearly four

miles. Tippecanoe proved herself equal
to all the emergencies of the course, as

after passing Colonel another and fresh

dog joined in the contest, and Tip beat

him most beautifully too. Rowdy like-

wise ran to a standstill after a severe

course of over two miles. This closed

the second annual meet.
A company of gentlemen in Hutchin-

son who had attended the Great Bend
meet went home enthusiastic and at

once conceived the idea of forming a

club on a grand scale, and using a park
for the meets. The good work of^ the

American Coursing Club had borne its

fruit and the National Coursing Club (of

Hutchinson) was formed. The members
at once subscribed to the stock, and a
large reserve was bought. It was enclosed

with a proper fence in which the cours-

ing park was situated. This was a large

tract of laud something like half a mile

in length and a quarter in width, provided

with outlets or escapes which were ap-

proached with little mounds or piles of

brush wood, behind which the hares

could run and so escape from the dogs
under the fence. After some 500 jacks

had been let loose in the park they were .

fed and well cared for. As the coursing

season approached a large number were
corralled, driven through a chute several

times into the park so as to enable them to

understand the mode of escape and the

location of the outlets. After a few driv-

ings they became perfectly familiar with

them and when driven into the park
would at once make for them.

All things being in readiness, arrange-

ments were made for a grand meet in

October, 1888. Dogs from all over the

country were there, and good sport was
anticipated. The venture, however, was
not the success looked for. and after one
more meet the plan was abandoned. The
club, however, were convinced enclosed

coursing would become popular, so made
arrangements for a meeting at St. Louis,

October 15, 1889, at the fair grounds.

This exhibition was well patronized,

some of the dignities of the city being

present. Barmaid, a bitch running at

forty-seven pounds, and Dick's Darling,

fifty-eight pounds, divided the prize,

Trales. strange to say, getting no higher

than fourth prize. In September, 1889,

this club being encouraged by the St.

Louis meet, held another at Louisville,

which was likewise very well attended by
the best of people in and about that city.

The courses were run on the Jockey Club's

tracks, where Snow won first prize in

gallant style, Brandt coming in a good
second. Another meet was held in 1890,

in May, when Barmaid won. Since that

we have had no more meets of this club.

I fear the enclosed system will never be

popular over here, as the idea of coursing

a trapped jack does not appeal to the bet-

ter tastes of our sportsmen. This system,

too, which was quite the rage in England
some years ago, has gradually died out

till now there are but some two or three

clubs who still adhere to it. I shall look

forward to the reorganizing of the Na-
tional Coursing Club, or reviving of it, if

such a term may be used.

October, 1888, saw the congregation of

a large company of coursing men again

on the Great Bend grounds, and here

once more was noted a very great im-

provement in the greyhounds. Messrs.

Williams and Nash officiated alternately,

and their decisions were very favorably

criticised. The speed of the dogs had
greatly advanced since the meet of 1887,

as it was clearly noticeable the jacks were
more closely pressed, thus preventing the

long courses of previous years, where the

winners were those who could stay the

longest and tire out the hare more by en-

durance than by terrific speed. Dinah
Black's performances were probably the

most brilliant of the entire meet, as in

them she showed both wonderful pace

as well as surpassing quality of work.

She led off at a rapid gate, increasing

it at every leap, and her gameness was

shown when the judge riding up found

her unable to stand on her legs, yet was
doggedly approaching her jack by
crawling on her body. Golddust like-

wise ran such a long and speedy course

that the jack was found dead a few feet

away. Little Queen didn't show the

wonderful pace of either of the foregoing,

yet she ran one of the gamiest courses of
the eutire meet, which covered four good
miles.
The sensation of the meet, however,

was in the Master Rich-Rowdy course.
They went into the slips full of fire and
life. In some unaccountable manner the
slipping cord broke, and the slips giving
way, away over the plains they went, se-

curely fastened one to the other. Never
perhaps were two greyhounds more
evenly matched in point of speed and en-
durance. Now they turned the jack,
working as if they were one dog. Mile
after mile they ran, clearing together
some obstruction, now making some wild
jumps. The entire assembly held their
breaths, expecting each moment to see
one or the other take a cropper or slip or
fall, but, wonderful to say, there never
was the slightest hitch in the entire run-
ning, and both were picked up uninjured
after the most exciting course of over five
miles ever seen on the plains. White
Lips was slipped on a demon jack, which
she coursed in royal style for over four
miles, when the jack got away from her
in the hills. Bessie Lee won the cup in
fine style, and Master Rich, despite the
terrible course with Rowdy, won the
Derby in great shape.
The next meet of the American Cours-

ing Club was held October 24, 1889.
White Lips was in better form than the
year previous and did good work, while
Frales showed himself a great goer as
well as stayer. The performances of the
meet were most commendable and the
entries being of such a nature and quality,
the club felt highly elated with its suc-
cess. They gained many new members
and soon set to work to arrange for the
next year's meet. The popularity of the
sport now became widespread, and many
who owned only second or other class
dogs determined to get better ones.
The meet of October, 1890, brought

out many new dogs. Mr. J. H. Watson,
of Brooklyn, had imported Drytime, and
Mr. August Belniont had also secured
from Mr, Miller,' of England, Minnie
Staton. Both dogs had a record on the
other side and their appearance at Great
Bend created quite a deal of comment.
Both dogs ran with great fire and speed,
but not being acclimated were unable to
keep up the pace. The great difference
in the atmosphere about New York and
that of Great Bend, which is at an eleva-
tion of 1800 feet, told on the dogs, as
they were unaccustomed to such rarified
air. Drytime was an immense favorite
among the westerners, and they pre-
dictef -a brilliant future for her i( she
would only be sent out to Great Bend
some three months in advance so as to
get her used to the rarified air and equa-
ble climate. Mr. Watson, however, had
other views, and accordingly sent her to
England to be bred to Bumaby. When
her pups shall have been bom, they will
be tne first greyhounds in America whose
sire is a Waterloo winner. One of the
features of the meet of 1890 was the
course of Lady in Black and Lord Never-
still. The work done was most beautiful,
both running in grand style for a good
two miles. The former showed great
pluck and was brimful of fire. Another
course was that between Lady in Black
and Little Climber, and will be long re-

membered by those who witnessed it.

For many years greyhound owners in
the extreme East made many efforts to
establish a coursing meet, but without
success. So many obstacles had to be
overcome that the realization of their
hopes seemed many years off. At the
Westminster dog show of 1889 a few de-
termined gentlemen assembled, and there
and then formed the Eastern Coursing
Club. After enrolling as many members
as possible, grounds were secured at
Hicksville. Long Island. Some five acres
were enclosed, and into this they set

loose about thirty or forty Kansas jack
rabbits. Here they were allowed to rest
and become perfectly familiar with the
land. The club then made a driveway
from the feeding grounds through which
the jacks passed out onto the great
Hempstead Plains, which are some twelve
miles long. It was expected as soon as
the jacks were liberated or forced onto
the plains that they would give evidence
of their speed and endurance, but such
hopes were not realized. They left the
outlets at tremendous speed, but instead
of going direct over the plains they
doubled in a space of not over twenty-
five acres, seeming disposed to go back
to their feeding grounds. The trials,

though they pumped the dogs out en-

tirely, were found not to be as satisfac-
tory as had been anticipated.
The sport having been realized by the

members and their friends a larger num-
ber of Kansas jacks were imported dur-
ing 1890 and placed on one of our islands,
where they did remarkably well, and were
found to be too much for the dogs. In
November a most satisfactory meet so
far as the jacks were concerned was held,
and the dogs succeeded, I believe, in
killing only one or two jacks, they being
too fast and too clever for their pursuers.
The fears of them being unable to stand
our hard and changeable winters were all

dissipated, as there are now on the island
about three times as many as in 1890.

Great sport is anticipated at the meet of
1891 if the club concludes to course these
jacks. If they do not, the meet will be
held on Fisher's Island, in New London
Harbor, if the permission can be obtained
from the lessees.

The Inter-state Coursing Association
held one of its meets at Merced, Califor-
nia, November, 1890. Here Al Farrow,
after some terrible gruelling, succeeded
in winning the cup, and Sam Nash was
the runner-up. King John made a grand
show of both speed and endurance, but
was unable to land himself a winner. He
was bred by that most genial Catholic
priest. Father McNamara, who for many
years has been an enthusiast on the sub-
ject of coursing, and owned many good
dogs. Here Mr. Grace judged, and his
decisions were so favorably received that
his services were engaged by the Ameri-
can Coursing Club for their meet of 1891.
This meet took place October 22, 1891,

at Great Bend, and was the crowning ef-

fort of the club. Well may they feel

proud at the results of their efforts, and
the entire coursing community owe a
debt of gratitude to Dr. Rowe, Messrs.
Lowe, Heister, Von Hummel, Luce,
Brougher and many others for their
work, which have met with such deserved
success. The term "American Coursing
Club" was fully realized, as there were
present dogs from California to Maine.
This is the first time in the history of this

country's coursing that dogs from such
far-apart points have been assembled to
try conclusions. The greatest good fel-

lowship everywhere prevailed ; the at-

mosphere and the success was glorious.

Mr. Cronin, of San Francisco, sent two
greyhounds, one of which was Chicopee
Lass, who won the All-aged Cup, and
who ran up to Sam Nash at the Merced
meet. Mr. Willard, also of San Fran-
cisco, sent three, Examiner being one of
them, and which won third prize in the
All-aged Stake. Mr. N. Q. Pope, presi-

dent of the Eastern Coursing Club, sent
from his kennels in Maine Highland
Warrior and Aldstone. the latter doing
beautiful work for three-quarters of a
mile, then gave out, owing to having ar-

rived at the grounds the day before the
meet after a three days' ride in the cars.

Both his dogs had not recovered from the
effects of the journey, and were not ac-

climated, either.

Mr. J. H. Watson, of Brooklyn, the
first vice-president of the Eastern
Coursing Club, put in an appearance
with his new acquisition, Royal Crest,

a youngster just received from England.
His lone sea voyage and overland trip

had told greatly on him, so he was in no
shape to course. In his running he
showed his Greentick blocKl, and his

work in the course with Laplander was of
such high order that he was repeatedly
cheered by the crowd. He coursed with
remarkable fire and speed, " turning in

a thimble," and finally ran his jack dead.
Mr. Grace, returning to the assembly
after this course, said he was the grand-
est puppy in America, and when the
meet of 1892 is over we shall hope to see

him the winner of the All-aged Stake.
Chicopee Lass, the winner of the All-

aged Stake, did some wonderfully clever
work in all her courses, and showed her-
self to be a greyhound of the very highest
order, winning with somewhat to spare.
Pearl of Pekin did great credit to her
owner, running both fast and gamey,
and Mr. Bartels may well be proud of
her. The quality of both the running
and the stamina showed by all the dogs
was such as to make every member of
the club delighted with the renewed ef-

forts to improve our stock, and realizing
how coursing matters are progressing
here, every hope is expressed for a meet-
ing in 1892, to have a sixty-four dog
stake for the All-aged and thirty-two for

the Derby. From a mere handful of
dogs of doubtful quality in 1886, the

American Coursing Club can look with
intense pride at the meeting just con-
cluded, wherein they had an All-aged
entry of forty-six dogs and one in the
Derby of twenty two. Doctor Vou Hum-
mel must e'en now be chuckling to him-
self over his glorious achievement of
having won the Derby and capturing the
National Greyhound Club's Derby Cup
with his Van's Peter, and also winning
third prize with his Van's Richard and
dividing fourth with his Van Ness. As
all of these three greyhounds were sired
by his Babazoun, he has additional cause
for being proud of his achievement. He
claimed in the early part of the year he
would win the Derby, and he kept his
word most nobly. His achievement in
this stake was the nearest approach we
ever saw in this country to Mr. Luce's
phenomenal success of 1890 at the Great
Bend meet, where he won the first four
prizes in grand style.

This ends the most noted meets of the
year. The Pacific clubs will no doubt
hold theirs later on, where again will be
assembled some of the fanciest dogs on
the Continent. Our brothers of the Pa-
cific slope have for many years been in-

dulging in the sport which has now taken
such a hold on our people in the West,
many gentlemen there having partici-
pated in trials for many years. We are
all looking forward now to the push of
the Eastern Coursing Club, and will ex-
pect their preserve to furnish all the sport
the most enthusiastic could desire.

---

THE DOG ON THE FARM.

BY J. H. D.

The American farmer's dog is a cur

and a nuisance. He is a hybrid of un-

known ancestors, a mongrel, seldom in-

heriting any good quality but often com-
bining vicious traits to a remarkable de-

gree. Emerson once said "a weed is a

plant whose usefulness has not been dis-

covered." The farm dog is just such a

weed. Like the latter, he grows and
prospers and is tolerated as a necessary

evil.

There are exceptions to the rule, but

very few. Man finds a dog a companion,
and ordinary men put up with ordinary

dogs. The poorer the neighborhood the

larger the crop of dogs. The latter are

convenient objects to swear at and
kick at, and the comfort an ill-natured

person obtains in doing this may be a

suflicient excuse for their existence, curs

that the brutes are.

Having spent a good part of my life

among farmers, and being a lover of

the dog, I naturally took an interest in

studying the canine race on the average

American farms. In the Empire State,

not fifty miles from New York City, are

beautiful valleys, studded on either side
by hills clad in luxuriant native grasses.
No finer pasturage for sheep could be
selected, and nothing would pay the
husbandman better than a flock of South-
downs or Shropshires. Fine mutton is

an expensive luxury in the metropolis,
because of its scarcity. It amazes one
then to realize that farmers allow such
an opportunity to slip by.

I investigated the matter by making it

a point to ask every farmer I met on my
travels why he did not keep sheep. The
answer invariably was: "Because of sheep-
killing dogs." Nine times out of ten the
very men who complain ofthis were guilty
in tolerating the existence of just such
sheep-killing curs. This has done much
to injure the canine race and prevent the
dissemination of the thoroughbred dog
among farmers.

I am certain that reprehensible and
dangerous as the cur is, the true, well-
bred dog is the farmer's best friend. To
live in the country without a trusty dog
to me is a poor existence. I never felt so
grateful to a dumb brute when after a
hard day's toil in harvest field I sent the
faithful collie to bring the cows home to
be milked. Many a weary step was saved
and life was less of a burden. Did you
ever see a well-trained collie bring a herd
of cows to the stables ? If not you missed
a very pleasant surprise and a lesson in
patience, intelligence and systematic care
that this noble race of dogs and very few

men possess. To look at a collie is a
tieat. There is something so human
about the expression in the face and eyes
that it breeds a sympathetic chord be-
tween master and brute. I love to watch
such a dog awaiting the word of his mas-
ter. It seems as it he reads the thoughts
of the latter, for no sooner is the signal
given by mouth or hand, our collie is off
on his errand.

Likewise the dog becomes attached to
his charges, be they cattle or sheep. He
watches over them as a mother does an
infant. He is the fanner's Ao^ parexcel-
lence. But he is not the only dog that
should find a home on every farm in the
in the land. The fox, Irish and vScotch
terriers are as useful, but in another di-
rection. They are death to all vermin,
and farmers are too well aware of the dep-
redations of the skuuk, woodchuck and
rat to tolerate them.
A lively terrier will soon rid the farm

of such undesirable visitors, while the
average mongrel cur will sleep away his
baneful existence under the kitchen stove
or on the soft couch of new mown hay in
the barn. To watch a terrier tackle a
skunk is worth a trip to the seashore. I

have had the pleasure of being an umpire
at such a contest, but while the dog killed
his opponent, the victory was scented
afar.

The St. Bernard and mastiff are both
house dogs that every fnrmer's wife
should encourage. Either of tliese nol)le
fellows will prove a grand safeguard on
the threshold when the tramp makes his
appearance. I never realizeti the value
of such a protector until a few years ago.
A gang of tramps and suspicious charac-
ters was gathered on a corner holding a
council of war. They had evidently made
the rounds of the village, but one of
their number suggested that they trv a
large farm house just on the outskirts
of the place. "Naw yer dont," spoke
one, "get me to go there again. I was
dere dis morning and one of deni
big black-faced dogs kim out and I
skipped. See?"
They saw.
Cannot a farmer realize then the value

of a thoroughbred dog. What would the
average cur have done . Barked and ran
away at a safe distance. I am not a pro-
fessional dog breeder, but having been a
farmer and breeder of thoroughbred
stock I make a plea for the thoroughbred
dog. Abolish the curs as you would a
plague.

»

DR. JOHNNES CAIUS.

BY HUGH DALZIEL.

'Tis a dozen years ago or more since I

found Dr. Johnnes Cains' English Dog-
ges resting peacefully on the shelf at the
British Museum, in quiet companionship
with many another ancient worthy. I

dragged him to my reading desk and
puzzled over blotches of black letters

sprawling over ereasy, white-brown pages
till at last I got him dressed in more nio<l-

ern garments, and now when visitors to

that glorious institution wish to converse
with the Doctor in his ancient costume
it must be by permit and under lock and
key in one of the leathery-smelling dens,

of which there are such numbers in the
British Museum Library.

But just think what this popularizing

in England and America has done
for the grave and pious founder of
Kayes' College, Cambridge. Not a
writer on dogs, neither of those regu-
larly entered as of the scribbling fra-
tenity, nor of the countless numbers
seized with the itching disease called
cacoethes scribendi, but whips you out a
yard or two of Cains as familiarizingly as
if he had played marbles with the learned
divine at school, and daily discussed dog
with him ever since.

Truly, if I injured Cains in breaking in
on his long rest, I have placed my fellow
scribes under an obligation in providing
them with such store of excellent pad-
ding, of which they have availed them-
selves much, and my modesty stands in
constant dread lest they should one of
these days present me with a "putty"
medal in recognition of what Dr. Caius
himself would have called my painful
pleasure in introducing them to that
worthy dogology.
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A M.osb Peri)icious

Popiilar Fallacy

BY W. WADE, HULTON, PA.

HE disposition to believe in falla-

cies seems inherent in the human
mind and is almost as apparent

among the cultivated and intelligent as

among the vulgar, the root of this ten-

dency being probably in the love of the

marvellous that gives rise to the manifold

superstitions that encumber the path of

human progress, and the Antean vitality

of these fallacies is most surprising. If

there is one delusion applying to dogs

that has been thoroughly exploded it is

that slaveholders in the ante-bellum days

used savage bloodhounds for the recovery

of escaped slaves. Every consideration

of common sense and the plainest busi-

ness principles were against the idea, yet

Lew Clarke, an educated and intelligent

quadroon of Lexington, Ky., inspired

Mrs. Stowe with this idea, and "Uncle

Touj's Cabin" will keep the story green

in the minds of our grandchildren.

But there is a class of myths very

common as to all fields that requires a

special treatment, their roots being in

truth and their error in their applica-

tions or the inferences drawn from them.

One instance of this, familiar to all boys,

is the practice of turning over a stone,

spitting under it and replacing it to re-

lieve a stitcli in the side. Undoubtedly
the operation etfects a cure, but it is the
straining to lift the stone in the bent po-
sition of the body that is the effective

factor, the spitting being entirely moon-
shine.
Of this class is the idea, held in a sort

of shadowy way, that if a bitch has a

litter by a dog of another breed or by a

mongrel, subsequent offspring by pure-

bred dogs of her own breed will manifest
some indications of the previous mesal-
liance, sometimes the notion holding
that this influence of a previous partner
only applies to a bitch a virgin at the
time of the mesalliance, and sometimes
that the influence is exerted regardless

of the virginity or matronhood of the
female. Now it is beyond question that

instances of this peculiar and mysterious
effect have been shown and most thor-

oughly established, and the error is in

forming a fixed rule cf general applica-

tion on instances that are very far in the
minority, and in consequence of this

Groundless assumption many owners have
eeu worried with the idea that p>erma-

uent harm, if not ruin, has been done a

bitch by ''an accident." To be as sure of

my ground as I could be, I have made
very many enquiries during the last year
as to the real point to be considered,

how great is the danger of this ^Hn-

Jiiiencef
From an old breeder, f)erhaps the old-

est now living in this country, I have re-

ceived a very clear, well substantiated

account of an instance of the permanent
infection of a bitch as the result of a

mongrel alliance, and parenthetically I

would say that if any readers are inter-

ested in the scientific question of how
this influence may operate, they will

find a most thorough and exhaustive con-
sideration of the matter in The Fan-
ciKRS' Journal of June 6, 1891, written

by the eminent authority. Dr. J. Sidney
Turner.ofLoudon ('"Este.") This instance

is : One of our oldest pointer breeders,

so thoroughly the Southerner of olden
times that even among his dogs he would
not tolerate a bar sinister, had a pointer
bitch of excellent quality, so much so

that she was selected in preference to

several others of high pedigree by the
owner of a noted stud dog to honor with

a free service of his dog. To this service

she whelped four puppies, all marked
alike, liver and white, and all whelped
within twenty minutes. Three were
thorough pointers, and the fourth in coat,

feather and flag a thorough setter.

Her next litter was by another pointer

dog. and she had four pointer puppies
and again a thorough setter. Her third

dogs, presented the same peculiarity,

four pointers and one setter. Thus in

four litters, each by a different pointer

dog, this pointer bitch presented the pe-

culiarity of throwing one thorough setter.

Now my friend, being a man of sense

and thought, set to work to unravel this

mystery, and after long and tiresome re-

search found that at eight months old (he

got her when she was sixteen months
old) she had been served by a setter, to

whom she had two dropper puppies.

This case is most thorougly authenti-

cated, all the setter-looking puppies hav-

ing been whelped in my friend's kennel,

and the sires were all dogs of high pedi-

gree, two of them champions, and my
friend gives me this account in his own
hand, and his character for truth is beyond
reproach. I think that this is a most re-

markable case of bastardizing a bitch by
a foreign alliance, and it is striking in

the majority of the subsequent puppies
being thoroughly true in every respect to

the type of their sire and dam, and in

each litter one, and only one, departed
wholly and radically from this type.

The only other case of this malign "in-

fluence" that I have been able to learn

of is of a pug bitch of the very highest

breeding and the purest blood, who was
imported from England and locked up
on board the vessel with a Skye terrier

dog. The bitch coming in season, was
served by the terrier and had a mongrel
litter by him, and in hersubseciuent litter

by a noted pug of undoubtea pedigree

there was a very terrier-like puppy.
Now as instances where no harm what-

resulted from a mongrel alliance Iever
cite these : A mastiff bitch, bred by me,
by Baldur out of Elgiva—both animals of

thorough blood—was served at her first

heat by a mongrel, generally of the boar-

hound style. She whelped a full litter,

and one puppy, bj' no means the most
mongrel looking of the lot, was saved
and reared by the owner of the bitch at

my urgent request to demonstrate be-

yond question whether it was the result

of the mongrel cross, and it turned out at

maturity a most unmistakable mongrel.
At her next litter the bitch was bred to a

dog of undoubtedly pure breeding, and
the pups resulting, now eight months
old, are thoroughbred mastiffs beyond
any question not, showing the faintest

trace of any foreign blood.

A setter bitch, got by no less a dog than
the famous Macdona's Ranger, was re-

peatedly bred to setter dogs and would
not breed. Finally, as a desperate re-

sort, she was bred to a mongrel, and had
an unquestionably mongrel litter, short-

coated, black, white and tans. At her

next heat she was bred to the imported
dog. Royal Ranger, a winner at New
York, and had a litter of exceedingly fine

setter puppies, not a trace of the mon-
grel black and tan terrier that was her
previous mate being discernible.

The old English sheepdog, Dame Ju-

dith, always threw long tailed pups, hav-

ing had several litters of them by the

natural bobtail Bob, and by Sir Lucifer,

who was probably naturally long tailed.

She had one mongrel litter by a wolfish

mongrel collie-looking sort of beast, and
the puppies had mongrel written all over

them, and all had full tails, but her suc-

ceeding litter, by the natural bobtail, Or-

son, were by far the best bobtails she had
ever had, full of bobtail character, and
five out of eight were born tailless.

Nearly forty years ago I bred vermin
killers especially as hunters and killers.

One of my first was Vim, a bitch of black

and tan type, but twice the weight of the

show black and tan terrier, and a most
redoubted vermin exterminator she was.

Her first litter was an "accident" by a

"shepherd" (which, as you know, practi-

cally means a collie of any or no type).

Here was a case wherein the difference in

the two animals was so great as to afford

the greatest likelihood of being distin-

guishable in subsequent litters should any
influence of the sire follow the first ser-

vice, but no sign of collie blood ever ap-

peared in any subsequent litters, and her

case was just the one where this influence

might most easily assert it. as she was
peculiar in producing offspring, follow-

ing the sire more than herself. I was
totally indifferent as to purity of bloorl,

and bred her to the best rattei s I could

resembling the sire much more than her-

self, but no sign of long or soft coats ever

appeared in her progeny. A deerhound
bitch suffered an accident from an Eng-
lish setter, but her succeeding litter by a

noted dog of her own breed was destitute

of any trace of setter character.

Another case is that of a mastiff bitch,

whose first litter was by a hound. Her
succeeding one was by a mastiff bred by
me, and in an exceptionally large litter

resulting every pup was thoroughly the
mastiff all over. The very wide differ-

ence between the characteristics of mas-
tiff and hound should have given the full-

est chance for this "influence" were it a

tithe as potent as imagined.
In addition to these specific instances

I have gathered the general observations

and experiences of many breeders. Mr.

J. Otis Fellows, probably the oldest breed-

er we now have, says that as a matter

of course he has known of "accidents,"

but that he has never seen a single in-

stance where the least mischief followed

in subsequent litters. Mr. C S. Wixcm
concurs. Dr. J. Sidney Turner, one of

the most careful and intelligent of ob-

servers, says that he does not believe in

the idea of "influence of a previous sire"

except as the exception to the rule. Ev-
erett Millais, Esq., whose researches into

the bacteria of canine distemper won him
high praise from so eminent an authority

as Dr. J. Frank Perry, says that his ob-

servations have satisfied him that this

"influence" occurs in only the most in-

significant minority of cases, and my own
experience, other than the specific in-

stance of Vim that I have quoted, is over-

whelmingly against any such theory.

In a somewhat desultory way I have
bred dogs for nearly forty years, and
have been familiar with the breeding op-

erations of many others, and I have
never seen or known of a case of this

"influence."
Credulity is a potent element in the

human mind, and it is so wonderful that

a Skye terrier should leave tracesof him-
self on the progeny of a pug bitch in sub-

sequent litters of purely bred pugs suc-

ceeding the "accident" in which he
pulled the laboring oar, that the fascina-

tion of the marvellous fixes these in-

stances in the mind, while a thousand
cases that conform to what we would nat-

urally expect, and where the sire and
dam of a particular litter have alone de-

termined its character, regardless of pre-

vious sires, are dismissed from memory
as nothing to remember.

It will be observed that I have care-

fully refrained from giving any names of

owners or animals (save in the case of

animals my own property), although I am
permitted by all owners but one to use

their names, but I know so well how
easily honest prejudice is entertained and
how infinitely vile the lyings of jealous

rival kennel owners sometimes are and
how they magnify and distort to the dis-

advantage of a rival every thread of dis-

credit they can lay hold of, that I will

not run the risk of damaging their in-

terests even with their consent, but con-

tent myself with saying that every case

comes to me thoroughly authenticated

by men of the highest reputations.

Now this summary of cases that I have
collected seems to me to most thoroughly
establish that in an overwhelming ma-
jority of cases a bitch shows no signs of

a mongrel alliance in her subsequent

produce, and the owner may safely dis-

miss all worries about this from his mind
until the fact forces itself on him. To
be honest with himself and with those

who may buy from him, the owner of a

bitch who has suffered "an accident," on

her next coming in heat, should take the

utmost pains to be sure beyond question

that her succeeding litter is thoroughbred,

then keep the puppies until they have
arrived at an age when their character

can be established beyond a doubt If

they then demonstrate the purity of

their type, let him drop considerations

of "mongrelizing" from his mind and use

the bitch as a breeder, and sell the pro-

duce as though no mesalliance had hap-

pened. Should the succeeding litter

show traces of the previous sire, his

right course is a little dubious. Of course

he should not sell the puppies except

with the fullest explanation, but whether

"influenced" litter. It

interesting enquiry to
itself in the first

would be a very
determine by experiment whether an
"influenced" puppy is influenced only in
appearance or whether its blood is really

tainted, which would be determined by
breeding a bitch, such a specimen, to a
dog of unquestioned purity of blood and
noting the character of the produce, and
should any owner ever have the misfor-

tune to have such a specimen he would
confer a favor on me by giving it to me
for the purpose of such an experiment.

Tt)e Que^bior) of Mor)6reli^ii)^.

find, regaidless of what they looked like,
j

he ought to keep the bitch as a breeder

Thus to a black and tan she threw
smooth-coated puppies, while to a rough-

coated terrier, what we then called a

"Scotch terrier," she threw puppies al-

most as rough coated as their sire, in fact,

and fourth litters, by different pointer .sometimes fully as much so, aud always

to give her a second chance or abandon
her as a brood bitch is a question de-

terminable chiefly by considerations of

the blood of the bitch, and by whether
it will pay to keep her over in the hope
that the malign influence may exhaust

BY EVERETT MILLAIS.*

Now to attack this question of mon-
grelizing. Let us for a moment consider

what takes place directly copulation has

terminated, allowing that the male ele-

ment consists of a fluid in which exists

numerous bodies termed spermatozoons,

living cells which have the power of mo-
tion in the fluid. Also that the female

element is a living cell, which has not the

power of motion, but which is shed from

the surface of an organ termed the ovary.

Let us see what results from connection

between the sexes.

1st. The spermatozoon, which has been
deposited in the vagina, rapidly finds its

way up the fallopian tubes into the ovary,

where it comes in contact with the ovum
and enters it. The fact of the male cell

entering that of the female causes life to

commence, which life shows its first

signs by the ovum commencing to seg-

ment. The ovum by this time has en-

tered the fallopian tube leading from the
ovary and commences its descent to the
uterus, where it develops itself into a

living being similar in species and vari-

ety to its parents.

2d. As the fertilized ovum approaches
the uterus it throws out from its periphery
a large number of villi or apparently
spikes, which in due course of time pass

into sinuses in the walls of the uterus and
stick there. Then from the centre of

the ovum a tube is formed by the coales-

cence of a number of cells into which
the ovum has now segmented it>elf, and
this tube leads to those villi which have
attached themselves to the uterine wall.

And in this tube two sets of blood vessels

form, one set leading from the centre of
the ovum to the peripheral ends of the
spikes, the other vice versa.

3d. The end of the tube inside the
ovum terminates at a small body which
afterwards becomes the foetus, the tube it-

self containing the vessels is the umbili-

cal cord, and the villi which are inserted

into the uterine wall make up the fcetal

placenta. I lay particular stress on fce-

tal placenta because there are two ; one,

that belonging to the fcEtus, the other
the maternal, which is that portion of
the maternal body or uterine wall which
contains the sinuses into which the villi

of the foetus run.

Such a description as this is, of course,

very incomplete and unprofessional in

details, but it enables me to bring before

you two matters of absorbing interest in

this question, ist. After the ovum has
been fertilized and escapes into the uterus
its life is that of a parasite. 2d. The dam
must be tainted by the developing foetus

in the uterus or in the ovary if at all.

Now, with regard to question number
one, I pointed out to you that the pla-

centa was of two parts, a maternal and
a fcetal. In pregnancy the vessels of the
dam which line the uterine wall become
much enlarged, but do not pass further

than the maternal sinuses or placenta.

In the foetal placenta we find the same
arragement, i. ^., the vessels terminate in

the villi of the foetal placenta. In other

words, the vessels of the foetus and the

mother do not join, and the circulation

of the dam enters into no part of the

foetal circulation, which is independent
and different. This is a point to which I

would draw your earnest attention, for it

is commonly supposed that the blood of

the mother runs into the foetus, which is

nourished by it.

As I said before, the maternal and the

foetal circulation is distinct, for a layer

[The article by Mr. Millais was not written
speciall}' for publication, but for the information
of a friend, with permission to publish part Of
all of the article if desired.—Ed. J
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of cells exst between the vessels of the
mother and the foetus, aud tlie foetus ab-
stracts w\^ passes back to the dam what
it requires and what it does not, in the
same way as we take in oxygen and give
up CO* by means of our lungs where the
vessels come to the surface and are only
protected by a single layer of cells. This
fact alone allows me to state that the
foetus is a parasite duringits development.
Pregnancy therefore consists of being the
unconscious supporter of another being
for a certain period, and true mother-
hood is the formation of the ovum in the
ovary and its impregnation. Pregnancy,
as we know it in the higher animals, is
simply a step in advance aud complica-
tion on that of the lower animals, and
corresponds in birds with incubation, for
we know th^it the rise in life is thus:
Oviparous creatures, birds, monotremes,
marsupials aud mammals, for while the
lizards and snakes lay their eggs and
allow nature to hatch them, the birds sit
upon them—a distinct rise. A step above
this leads us to the almost extinct mono-
tremes, who have a form midway be-
tween the bird and the beast, who lay an
egg and incubate.
A step further brings us to the marsu-

pials, who do not lay an egg as we know
It by sight, but next door to it, a foetus in
a very inadvanced stage of development,
and place it in a poucli, where it remains
until fit for mortal eye to rest upon. A
step further and we 'finally come to the
mammalia,who lay their eggs inside them-
selves, as it were, and hatch them inside,
and who retain them until they are fit to
see the light of day. You will therefore
allow me to say that as pregnancy—the
period after impregnation—equals that
of incubation, and the additional fact that
the foetus during its intra-uterine life is

nothing more or less than a parasite, ex-
cludes the possibility of the dam being
tainted so as afterwards to produce mon-
grels, and that consequently mongreliz-
ing takes place in the ovary, and no where
or at any time has this been more clearly
demonstrated than by the recent re-
searches of iny friend, Mr. Walter Heape,
of Manchester, who has been able to take
the segmented ova from the fallopian
tubes of one rabbit, pass them into that
of another, and cause one dam to bring
up the young of another through the
whole of foetal life, the ova being tliose of
an Angora, and the dam which did the
pregnancy as we call it, a Himalayan, the
litter becoming the mother, as we term
it, of pure Angoras.
Pregnancy I say, as we call it, equals

incubation, and as the above is an experi-
ment proving this to be so, you might as
well say that because a Spanish hen sits

on Cochin eggs that her luture eggs by a
Spanish cock w ill possibly show a Cochin
cross. The thing is absurd, and we con-
sequently have to look to earlier uterine
functions for an explanation of inongrel-
izing. We are perfectly aware that mon-
grel izing, as you term it, does exist, and
by this you mean where a bitch having
had a litter by a dog not of her own breed,
becomes afterwards in a second or even
third litter the mother of pups which bear
a distinct resemblance to the first sire.

It not only exists in the dog, but in other
animals, as that celelirated instance of
Lord Morton's mare, which is responsible
for half the nonsense talked about the
matter.
You must bear in mind that mongrel

-

izing does not only result from a bitch
being lined by a dog not of her own
breed, but it exists when a bitch is cov-
ered by one of her own breed. In this
latter case the inongreliziug does not
cause the bitch to produce young in a
second litter of so advanced a type as to
catch the eye so rapidly as when the
bitch throws to a previous sire who was
not of her own breed. In this case I

mean where the bitch throws to a pre-
vious sire of her own breed she throws
puppies to another dog which have the
personality and distinct markings fre-

quently of the first sire Used. The question
therefore resolves itself into this, since
the word mongrelizing is an incorrect
term to use : How do you account for a
female of any sort, a multipara, produc-
ing young with the whole or any part of
the distinctive characteristics of a previ-
ous male to whom she became pregnant ?

The theories given birth toby this seem-
ing anachronism on the part of nature,
are so many that I will not attempt to
make use of them, at the same time I
will put before your readers mv view of
tne case, as I do not know that ithas been
previously brought forward. I have al-

ready described how the spermatozoa of
the male find their way up to the ovaries

;

accordingly I might here say a word on
the spermatozoa themselves. I have de-
scribed them as cells endowed with the
power of movement in a particular fluid
which seems necessary for their well-
being. It is generally supposed by the
"oi polloi" that when copulation takes
places they come directly from the tes-
ticles, where they are developed. This
is wrong, for the truth is they are ejected
from a reservoir which is to be found
lying belpw the base of the bladder.
These reservoirs or storing places for the
seminal fluid are termed vesicular semi-
nales, and we have here proof that the
spermatozoa live for a lengthy perio<l
(juite away from the portion of the body
in which they were manufactured. How
long they are able to exist is of course
impossible to say, but I do not think I

am wrong in saying that the period must
be very lengthy, since in health the
vesiculieare always full and never drawn
on for a supply of their contents except
at copulation or in that so-called disease
out of which quacks make a comfortable
livelihood, "spermatorrhoea."

It may be taken for granted then that
the spermatozoa live well for a period,
and if proof is wanted of this I refer
you to a communication of mine in the
April or May number of the Veterinary
Journal, 1883, where I give an account of
the collecting of canine spermatozoa,
and their injection into a bitch, with
pregnancy and puppies at full time. In
this case the collection of the semen took
over half an hour, and the ejaculation
was received in a test tube immersed in
water kept up to 100° F. It will be noted,
therefore, that not only does the semen
live in reservoirs in the body, but out of
the body when kept at a proper tem-
perature.

I may say that I have now a blood-
hound bitch in pup to a Basset dog. preg-
nancy being induced by these means.
Further I may say that the Basset aud
bloodhound never saw one another till

the latter was off heat. I will ask you
here to make a note of this power of
vitality in the semen in the body.
With the ovum before impregnation it

is different. As long as they remain in

the ovary they live, for they are in a con-
stant state of growth and coming to per-
fection, being thrown out at each cata-

menial period, but when they reach the
uterus without being fertilized they die,

just as an untrodden hen's egg if put
under a hen becomes rotten. The point
then that I have here to draw your at-

tention to is that the ova in the ovaries
are always coming to perfection, and that
whether fertilized or not they are thrown
off, the fertilized ova attaching them-
selves to the uterine wall as described,
the unfertilized passing away with the
menstrual flow.

There are two questions here which I

believe are yet unanswered: ist. Does
the spermatozoon enter the ovum before
it is thrown off from the surface of the
ovary or after ? 2d. Does it require one
or two spermatozoa to fertilize an ovum ?

With regard to No. i I say the sperma-
tozoon wanders over the surface of the
ovary in search of an ovum imbedded in

it, and just on the point of being thrown
off. With regard to No. 2 1 may s ly that I

believe that while under normal circum-
stances one only is required; there may
be occasions where two are necessary, and
such an occasion would be as follows

:

It is possible, and I say it is the proba-
ble, solution of this curious question that
while entering the fully matured ova
spermatozoa may enter immature, mature
enough to receive the spermatozoa, but
immature enough to be thrown off or to

commence segmentation. Under such
circumstances the ova would lie dormant
until fully matured, and the spermato-
zooiial element in them would remain
quiescent, but unable to perform the
whole of the work of fertilization.

It would not under such circumstances
have the power to create life and com-
mence development in the ovum when
mature enough for this purpose, but it

would have sufficient vitality left to

greatly modify the life-form of the future

foetus when the ovum was fertilized by a

vigorous spermatozoon at a second or
even third copulation. ThusifadogA
lined a bitch B, and she was afterwards

put to a dog C, we have an answer to the

question. Why do C and B produce pups
like A and B? In other words, while C is

the putative father, A has had a share in

the work.

To terminate this portion of my letter,

I firmly believe that these coincidences
result through the possibility of dual
fathership, one of whom gives the out-
ward form, modified by the presence of
a second ; and when it occurs, it is at the
moment of fertilization by the first sire,

not during pregnancy. I am, however,
of the opinion that such instances are the
very rare exceptions and not the rule. It

is one of these old-fashioned ideas that,
as you say, die hard, and exist amongst
people who nowadays ought to be
ashamed of supporting such views. Over
here, for instance, it is a common custom
for farmers of small holdings to put their
badly-bred mares to a well-known horse
on the first occasion they are bred from,
and to a badly-bred horse the second, in
the belief that the mares will always
throw good stock because of the impress
caused by the first sire. Probably not
one case out of a hundred turns out as
expected. Naturally there is a likeness
in the second colt to the first, but the
likeness here is that of one brother, or
rather hall-brother, to the other, and not
a likeness in the second colt to the sire
of the first.

I have bred dogs now for many years
and watched this case of impress very
carefully, but I never had one in my own
kennels. In fact, 1 may say that the best
Dachshund that was ever seen in this
country, the great Waldina, I bought in
a shipyard at Jarrow suckling a litter of
mongrels by a vSkye terrier. I got four
champions from her the next litter. Mr.
Temperley did the same, and finally when
she became Mr, Arkright's property she
bred a large number ofthe very best of our
Dachshunds. I may also say that I have
heard of numerous cases of mesalliance,
yet I never saw but a few cases. These I

will give, but before doing so allow me
to point out where they occur, for there
are degrees in them, so much so that
there is the possibility of a case not being
apparent to the usual eye, and only re-

marked when the case is one of the
strongest degree.

If you turn to my book on "Rational
Breeding" you will see that I there state
that the world is divided into units which
belong to the same families, differing
families, strains, varieties and species.
Thus while units will breed with units
of the same family as they themselves
belong to, and naturally the same strain,
variety and species, they will also breed
with other families of the same strain,
variety and species. Again they will

breed with units of differing families, of
differing strains, varieties but not spe-
cies. As a result we find such cases
happening in

1. Units of similar family.

2. Units of differing families of the
same strain.

3. Units of differing strains.

4. Units of differing varieties.

It is in the latter that the cases are
generally seen, or rather remarked.

No. I would be such a case as this. Sup-
posing I bred a fox terrier A over his
sister B, and at a second heat put the
same bitch to another brother C, there is

the possibility of B throwing pups more
like A in the second litter than C. Such
a case, however, would be difficult to
prove, owing to the very near relation-
ship an<l consequent hereditary influence
existing between them.

No. 2 would be where a Basset hound
bitch was covered by a Basset hound dog,
the bitch belonging to the Fino de Paris
family and the dog to the Termino, both
of which are branches of the Couteulx
strain. In the second heat the same bitch
would be lined by a Fino de Paris dog.
Should the bitch in the second litter
throw puppies with Termino characteris-
tics, this would be a case in point. Re-
garding these two possible cases I am un-
able to give examples which could not be
argued also on heredity. Two of the
others I can give, viz.

:

No 3.—Strains. In the case in point,
Mrs. Stokes' Basset hound Champion
Chopette had for three successive heats
been bred to my Chassepot. The bitch
was a Couteulx hound, the dog a Lane,
the main differences in the two strains
being that the Couteul x is heavily marked,
has finer bone and dark brown eyes, the
Lane, on the contrary, being nearly al-

wavs white, with .slight lemon marks,
lijjht eyes and very heavy in build. In
this case also the dog had very distinct-
ive characteristics of a peculiarly per-
sonal nature. At the fourth heat "the
bitch was put to Fino VI, a true Couteulx

hound of the Fino de Paris family. Now,
under normal circumstances, not oiilv
should the pups have been pure Cou-
teulxs of a hybrid family type—Fino de
Paris-Termino character—biit they should
have resenil)led Fino de Paris Vl'or Cho-
pette. They did neither. They reseniblc«l
the fir.st .sire Chassepot, and were Lane
hounds of weak type, with his j)eculiar

characteristic.

No. 4.—Varieties. Here we have cases
where the first sire was a different variety
to the dam and subsequent sire of the
second litter, cases which yon term mon-
grelizing.

The most pronounced and authentic
case I know of in dogs is the following :

The son of the teasurer at St. Thomas'
Hospital has a small fox terrier spotted
like a Dalmatian dog. The first mate of
the dam was a Dalmatian, and the pups
born of this union were drowned. Either
the second or the third heat afterwards the
bitch was sent to a prize fox terrier, with
the result that four puppies were born,
two like the putative sire, two fox terriers
in shape, but with the distinct markings
of the Dalmatian.
On reviewing the matter, there is one

point that must strike the reader, or any-
one who has looked into the matter at
all, and this is the extraordinary and un-
varying character of the produce. I

mean the produce takes after the first

sire, not the second or even the dam, and
always in markings or that portion of
the body which is developed from the
epiblast layer of the blastoderm. You
never find the produce taking after the
first sire in those portions of the body
developed fi om the mesoblast and hypo-
blast. This leads one to suppose that
the spermatozoa of the first sire which
have entered immature ova go no fur-
ther in their work of fertilization than
the formation of the epiblast, the meso-
blast and hypoblast which are necessary
to life, the latter giving rise to the great
vessels, being laid down and developed
out of the spermatozoon of the second
sire. For instance, let us contrast the
pups got by the first sire and those got
by the second, in whom evidence exists
of likeness to the first sire.

Let us also take the fourth degree, as
it is easier to follow and all the distinct-
ive results of the two litters will be seen.
I will also make use of the instance I

give, but primarily let me state that the
outward covering of the lx)dy comes from
the epiblast of the blastoderm, which is

the embryo. The skeleton and muscles
come from the mesoblast of the blasto-
derm. The great vessels, intestines, etc.,
etc., from the hypoblast of the blasto-
derm, and it is to this latter that the um-
bilical tube and yelk sac are attacked.

Briefly then, in the mongrel pups bom
of the service by the first sire you find a
likeness to him in the outward covering
of the body, i. e., the epiblastic portion
of the blastoderm, in that portion which
arises from the mesoblast, and from that
portion arising from the hypoblast, viz.,
the whole blastoderm. Had the Dalma-
tian-fox terriers pups been allowed to
live they would have been a mixture of
the two breeds, with a preponderance in
favor of the sire.

In the litter got by the pure fox terrier
you do not find this admixture, which
amounts to the mixing of the typical
characteristics of the V)reed, i. e., the
shape. You only find it in the portion
which comes from the epiblast, a fact
which you will admit is strongly in favor
of my argument that a spermatozoon
which has entered an immature ovum
has not the power of fully fertilizing such
an ovum, which requires a second sper-
matozoon to cause full fertility. I sai<l,

however, that it has sufficient power to
modify the form (and here I may say I

infer outward characteristics"), and that I

cannot be very far wrong about this is

evidenced by the peculiarity of the sec-
ond sire's progeny from an embryolog-
ical point of view.

Such is my view of the whole question,
which is of the deepest possible interest
not only to dog breeders but to scientific
men, and to see editrrs and men con-
nected with press work quietly helping
on such a ridiculous theory as they do
when they state week after week the fol-

lowing in answer to the question, "My
bitch had a mesalliance last spring ; will
it unfit her from breeding good stock?"
Back conies the stereotyped answer, not
because the writer knows more than he
who seeks to be informed, but because
the editor has heard that it is so, "Yes,
we should say so."
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BY VERO SHAW.

Author of Cassell's Book of the Dor ; late Ken-

nel Editor of the Field.

I
CANNOT suppose that your doggy

readers cau be ignoraut of the origin

of the bull dog, as of late years no

writer upon dogs has omitted to go

into the subject ; at the same time there

are one or two little circumstances con-

nected with the ancestry of the breed that

are worthy of consideration in this paper.

"We all know, or ought to know, that the

bull dog of the present day is descended

from an animal that used to go for the

head of his opponent, and which was

moreover used for the purpose of baiting

bears and bulls and such like creatures.

As a consequence in judging a bull dog,

it is surely necessary that he should

afford evidences of being able to do some

work of the kind if called upon, and

therefore I venture to submit that the

useful properties should not be lost sight

of or be regarded as secondary considera-

tions.

Possibly I may be propounding a

heresy, but I still venture to assert that

the breadth and depth of the muzzle, the

turn up of the lower jaw and shortness of

face are points that should be paid the

greatest possible attention to. I know

that modern fanciers—many of them, at

all events—disagree from me, else the

wedgy-headed, narrow-jawed dogs that

are winning nowadays would not be

laudified as they are. I asked one of the

big guns of the bull dog world last

autumn what had become of the lower

jaws. His answer was : "I fear we must

do without them." Why? Surely the

resources of the fancy are not so hope-

lessly embarrassed as to give up this

great bull dog property without a strug-

gle. Breeding for points that are easily

obtained and politely relegating those

difficult to procure to obscurity will natu-

rally affect the welfare of any breed, and

upon this account the bull dog has suf-

fered with other varieties of dog.

The duty, or one of the principal duties,

in the life of a bull dog is to pin a bull

by the nose and hang on until he brings

the animal onto his knees—if required.

Now, is it at all likely that a narrow-

jawed, level-mouthed dog could obtain

so firm a grip as a l)ig-mouthed under-

hung one ? His retrousse nose enables

him to breathe whilst his teeth are fixed

in his victim, and upon these accounts

I maintain that little pinched noses and
narrow jaws should be considered very

serious faults in a bull dog. They are

certainly to be met with in many of the

modern English winners, and therefore I

trust my words of warning may not \^
thrown away upon American readers,

especially as I believe breeders upon your

side of the water possess the patience to

try and remedy defects in their pets.

A big skull, a good stop, heavy chops
and nice sized eyes are all pretty easy

points to secure in your dogs, but the

ears present features of difficulty that it

is apparently beyond the ability of mod-
em bull dog men to cope with success-

fully. Most of the trouble here began
when a couple of bad-eared dogs—Game-
ster and Royal George—became the rage

as sires. Then Ben d'or appeared upon
the scene, and it will take a long time

to rectify the mischief done by the

trio. Of course, the fact that a lot of

in-breeding has gone on is responsible

for the evil having taken such deep root.

But after all a bull dog does not do
his work with his ears, and so they are

merely fancy points, to which great im-
portance need not be attached ; still a

small rose ear is the right thing. One
does not see so many roach-backed dogs
about as one did twenty years ago. This
formation always attracted me very much,

it is so peculiarly characteristic of the

breed, and I never saw it so well defined

as in my white bitch Sugar, the shortest-

faced specimen I ever owned, which I

lx)ught from my old friend Mr. J. L. Ash-

burue, who bred her. Her likeness ap-

pears in Stonehenge's Dogs of the British

Islands, that great authority being quite

captivated by her roach back and wide
muzzle when he came to my kennels to

select subjects for illu.stration in his work.

A massive body and big limbs are, of
course, essential properties, the value of
which can scarcely be overestimated, but
great stress must be laid on the acquisi-

tion of a nicely tucked-up loin. The
bitch Rosa in the celebrated engraving
"Crib and Rosa" displays this formation
admirably, but she is not short-faced

enough, whilst as for Crib, why 1 don't
think she could win even in these degen-
erate days at a little Yorkshire show.
Personally I very much like a screw tail,

and view with feelings akin to dismay
the gradually lengthening pump-handled
stems one encounters so frequently at

exhibitions of dogs, but provided there is

a crook or break near its root, and it is

not carried up, the latter sort are permis-

sible. One scarcely ever sees pied bull

dogs, good ones at least, high up in the

prize list nowadays, and yet what a good
old sporting distribution of markings it

is. Seventeen or eighteen years ago, and

Yet they were each of them choke full of

bull dog character. Personally, I always
preferred Dan to his more fortunate rival,

who was unquestionably the better fin-

ished dog. The white, on the other hand,

looked much more like business, and it

was on this account that I purchased his

son Druid nearly twenty years ago,whom
I re-christene' I Saul, from whom I hoped
to get puppies with big under jaws. The
beast, however, was a failure as a stud

dog, and, although he worked his way
into the championship and got a winner
or two, I was very glad indeed to sell

him. A dog like that is best in one's own
pocket and some one else's kennel.

I always like to see a bull dog with a

nice pear-shaped body, wide and deep in

chest, with well-sprung fore ribs, nicely

tucked up loins and tapering toward the

stem. All dogs blessed with this confor-

mation are active, and the vast majority

of them have the straight, well-let down
hocks and outturned back feet which are

so characteristic of the breed. The true

bull dog should switch his hind legs along

the ground, as it were, and not lift them
up as a greyhound does. The late Cham-
pion Monarch was the grandest bodied

dog I ever saw, and his relative, the bitch

Venom, the worst eared. They both

were from daughters of my old dog Se-

poy, a leggy, fretful tempered beast that

I purchased for a fiver from Mr. Turton
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less, there were lots about, my fallow-

pied Sting—the best bull do^ or bitch I

ever had and one that got me into trouble

more than once owing to her predilection

for flying at the heads of cattle—her sis-

ter Nettle, the latter's daughter Nell

Gwynne and my brindle and white Nell

were all first prize winners at big shows

in the days when only hot ones could

win and duffers were at a discount. Still,

color is entirely a matter of taste, unless

it be black—which should disqualify any

bull dog anywhere—though a black and

tan was to be seen at the last Kennel

Club's show in Ix>ndon. The appearance

of such a dog a few years ago would have

been impossible, and I can't tell how it

cropped up.

Of course it must be admitted, in fact

I have not the remotest wish to deny it,

that different bull dog breeding locali-

ties had their own little divergencies, I

can't say of type, but in structural for-

mation. The Sheffield school differed in

their ideas from the Nottingham and

these again from the men of Birming-

ham. Old Jacob Lamphier's little won-

der King Dick was a very different ani-

mal from the same owner's—afterwards

Mr. Thomas Turton's—famous brindled

Crib, yet they were both bull dogs, and
corresponded in all the essential charac-

teristics of the breed. Then, again, how
distinct was the difference between Mr,

Shirley's brindled Punch and poor Bill

Page's white Dan, also owned by old

Jesse Oswell and Mr. Paisley, of Bristol.

one day when I ran down to Sheffield to

have a look at Crib. Sepoy was one of

those disappointing brutes' who is just

good enough to get second when you
want him to win, and he got stock as

leggy as himself. But almost all his

daughters could throw good puppies, and
a dash of his blood is an acquisition in

any pedigree. He was a son of old Crib.

Since writing the above lines I have
had along chat with Captain Holdsworth,

the owner of Sir Antnony, Dom Brae,

Faust and other good dogs, and I tried to

convey to him an impression of what I

had said. He quite agrees with me that

the modern dogs are mostly deficient in

lower jaw and "front," and it is satisfac-

tory to feel that I am winning in good
company when I repeat the assertion

that I have already made. At the same
time, no one who knows what a bull dog
should be—according to the old ideas of

right and wrong, I mean of course—will
deny that good specimens exist, as it is

to be hoped they always may, despite

the eccentricities of modern judges. I

never want to see a better specimen than

Mr. S. Woodiwiss' British Monarch or Mr.

J. H. Ellis' Grabber, who are respectively

quite first-rate in the medium or light-

weight class, although neither are free

from fault.

Mr. George Raper's Rustic King was,

too, a real clinker in his day, whilst we
don't ever expect to get a better bitch

than Mr. Pylus Sellows' now defunct

Queen Mab. I saw a fawn dog—a hateful

color to my mind—at the last show of
the Bull Dog Club, which if properly
looked after should develop into some-
thing very grand. This is Guido, whose
head is splendid, and I was glad to see

him purchased by Mr. Ellis, who should
certainly never regret having become his

owner. And yet the animal was only
placed fourth in a moderate class. Still

the old-fashioned bull dog men hung
round him on the bench like flies round
a honey jar. It is an erratic decision like

the above that ruins the future of many
a good dog forever, and probably Guido
will owe whatever reputation he may
gain to the fact that he was claimed at a

long price in spite of his place in the

prize list.

Judges over here—I dare say they do
the same on your side, too—follow each
other like sheep, and a dog once placed

ahead is pretty certain to repeat his vic-

tory when the friends of his first judge
are awarding the prizes. It is a hard
thing to have to write— I know it's true

all the same—but the mere fact of a man
'laving owned or bred a big winner does

not necessarily constitute him a judge. I

have in my mind's eye a man who has

had good dogs, but who I honestly be-

lieve is mentally incompetent to dis-

tinguish one animal from another pro-

vided they were to lie of the same color

and unattended by their owners. Yet
the destiny of many an aspirant for hon-

ors is entrusted to his "judgment," but to

do him credit he does not often venture

upon originality, preferring to follow the

lead of others.

From what has gone before it will be
seen that in my opinion the modem bull

dog has suffered from the misguided pa-

tronage of some of its friends. The poor

fancier of olden days has been practically

bought out by the gilded youth of the

present, and not to the advantage of the

Dull dog. There are more dogs of the

breed about, but the character has altered

and the quality is deficient. How an in-

crease in numbers and a change of type

can be regarded as an improvement I

cannot see, as I consider that the old

philoknon scale was good enough to have
followed, but if modem owners think

otherwise, or else cannot breed up to it,

why, of course, there the matter ends.

At the same time, it is no good trying to

palm off dogs without lower jaws upon
old fanciers as bull dogs.

The two specimens which I have se-

lected for illustration in this paper are

Sir Walter, the property of Mr. George

Ure, of Dundee, Scotland, who has been

a bull dog man for over 50 years. Sir

Walter is an own brother to Mr. George
Raper's Rustic King from his Regalia by

Ben d'or, of the heavy ears. Torush, the

bitch, belongs to Mr. J. W. Ross, of

Blackwall, Loudon, and is by Grabber

out of Wheel of Fortune. These two ani-

mals are particularly good in "front"

and tum-up of lower jaw, Torush having

a head that for squareness and finish sur-

passes that of any of her sex that I know
of. Her botly, however, is too long.

Sir Walter belongs to a gentleman who
does not care to show inuch, but he took

a prize at Warwick some time ago when
quite a youngster. Unfortunately he has

moved his stern and hindquarters in the

photograph, which will possibly place

some difficulties in the way of its repro-

duction.
And now that I am approaching the

end ofmy allotted space in your columns,

may I venture to assure your renders that

in writing as I have done about, the faults,

as they appear to me, that exist in mod-
era bull dogs I have set down naught in

malice. Years ago I assisted to found the

Bull Dog Club, and I resigned my mem-
bership whilst occupying the position of
vice-president because I foresaw that we
were falling into a groove that would
eventually injure the breed to whose im-

provement we were pledged.

A little knot of friends fall too easily

into each other's views concerning breed-

ing and dip too deeply into each other's

strains. Jones very naturally shrinks

from passing over Smith's pup whom he
has perhaps bred himself, especially as

very likely Smith maybe acting as judge

of his own dogs before a month is over

their heads. Brown for similar reasons

is sympathetic, and Robinson likewise

acquiesces. Thus men's judgment be-

comes contracted, and a type of dog sim-

ilar to that that can win under Jones,

Smith, Brown and Robinson comes to be

accepted as correct, when it is nothing of

the sort. In fact, a bull dog without a

lower jaw is an impossibility.

BENCfl SflOW

WSTEMPER
BY ALEXANDER GLASS, V. S.

INCE bench shows have become
so numerous in the last few years

the writer has frequently seen

what might be called a new
disease, at least it has not been described

in the works on canine pathology. This
affection, which for a better name we will

call "bench show distemper" or influ-

enza, has the etiology of distemper, but

differs from it in some of its general

characters. It is generally quicker in its

development, the period of incubation

being limited from three to seven days.

The symptoms are never so severe as in

true distemper, although they can be
made dangerous enough from bad treat-

ment or being shipped to another show
and exposed to all kinds of draughts.

The course of the disease is much shorter

than distemper. It has also another pe-

culiarity in which it differs from its name-
sake in that one attack does not insure

the victim immunity from another. It,

however, never attacks one animal twice

in a season. The writer several years ago
having seen this affection, finally became
convinced that it was not true distemper,
but generally regarded it as a form of
cold or coryza. After several years of ob-
servation and from seeing and treating .1

large number of cases, I came to the
conclusion that it is a specific contageous
disease of a catarrhal character. It af-

fects animals of all ages from the puppy
to the full grown animal, attacking all

breeds. It, however, more violently at-

tacks animals that are over one year and
a half old than others. The fact'that the
animal has previously had distemper and
gone through its various stages does not
prevent it from having an attack of this
disease. It generally attacks the animal
three or four days after the show. Some
cases develop before the animal has left

the exhibition and sometimes a week
latter. This last, however, is very rare

;

if it develops a longer period than that
it will generally be found in young ani-
mals and to be true distemper
The first symptom is a violent diar-

rhoea, watery in character and with light
colored stools. (It occasionally is dark

.

)

There is always in the discharge a large
quantity of thin mucous or slime ; the
animal becomes thin and haggird :lnio!-t

in a day, the coat stares and is dry aiitl

harsh, the abdomen i-s tucked up ami has
the appearance as if there was nothing in

it. This rapid change is very marked in
such a short time, and is very much more
noticeable considering that the animal
has been sent away a week before in the
very pink of condition, ready for show
on the bench. The temperature if taken
will be found to be from 104° to 106°

;

the appetite is completely lost, and the
animal presents a general condition of
weakness ; the eyes are full of tears, the
membranes are red and congested ; the
mouth is hard and dry, with a discharge
of thick, ropy saliva from the corners of

j

the lips, and the pulse is quick and
weak, running from 60 to 120, according
to the size of the dog. An irregular
pulse, however, in the dog should never
be regarded as being of any special value
from the diagnostic point, as this will

occur in perfect health ; however, you
will find that the frequency of the pulse
and its being full and tense, the urine
will be high-colored and scanty. Within
the first forty-eight hours after these
symptoms are seen the disease will de-
velop into three terminations—pneumo-
nia (and pleurisy, which is generally with
it) and inflammation of the bowls or ner-
vous collapse. This last termination is

the last to be dreaded and most, as it

generally causes death, or which is al-

most as bad—chorea (St. Vitus' danceV
Pneumonia is indicated by quick, hur-

ried respiration ; the mouth is partially
opened with a discharge of thick, ropy
saliva from the comers ; there is a pecu-
liar flapping of the lips and cheeks at
each expiration

; the animal sits in the

ordinary position taken by the dog, on
his haunches ; the front legs slightly
spread ; the animal seldom or ever lies
on the side or chest ; he may do so for a
few moments, but it will be seen that the
respiration increases from it, and the ani-
mal will struggle to his feet and assume
the old position, and may keep this posi-
tion for two or three davs. If the ear is
put to the side of the chest there is heard
first, a dry, rough sound extending
through the lungs. Within the twelve
hours this is succeeded by a dullness, a
sound breathing, being only heard at the
front of the chest or underneath the
shoulder blade. In certain parts there is
also detected a whistling sound. This is
followed in a short time, generally two
days after, by a gurgling sound as if the
air was blowing through phlegm and
mucous.

In pleurisy, which invariably accom-
panies this condition, there will be found
to be very quick, catchy breathing, the
muscles on the sides will be tense and
firm, showing the ribs very plainlv.
There is also a line at the end of the rib's,

giving the animal the appearance as if
the belly was tucked up. On listening
to the sides there is a quick rasping sound
as if two pieces of roughened paper were
being rubbed together. If the side is

pressed there will found to be great pain.
In two or three days if the side is lis-
tened to, the rasping or rubbing sound
will be gone and a dull sound will be
heard.

Inflammation of the bowels.—This ter-
mination is generally more of a dysen-
tery in character ; at first the stool is thin
and watery and lightish in color. They
afterwards become firmer and black or
dark brown and mixed with clots or

allowed to do so in a warm place. Give
a two-grain pill of quinine three or four
times a day, according to the size of the
animal, and give the animal beef tea,
soup or stock of some kind if there is

any appetite
; if, however, there is none,

whisky and milk in the proportion of
one tablespoonful of whisky to six of
milk should be given two or three times
a day. If it takes the form of pnuenio-
II ia, do no not blister the sides, but put
on a jacket of canton flannel, making
two holes to put the front legs through,
and unite it over the back by means of
safety pins, being careful to carry it well
oyer the back so as to cover all of the
ribs and forward to cover the neck and
chest. Care should be taken to fit the
holes of the jacket well for the legs to
pass through, as the cloth or flannel is

very apt to cut into the flesh if it does not
fit properly. If the bowels are not af-
fected, small quantities of beef juice,
cooked, of course (as raw beef to the
dog in domestication generally acts like
poison), or small portions of meat cut
fine should be given.

In the intestinal form, if there is pro-
fuse diarrhoea, a powder composed of a
quarter of a grain of opium anil eight to
fifteen grains of bismuth must be given
twice a day to check it. Care must be
taken not to push this too far and bind
the bowels, causing constipation. If
there are hemorrhages or blood passed,
extract of ergot eight to ten drops should
be administered. No raw meat or solids
of any kind must be given in the in-

testinal form, but plenty of beef tea, milk
and whisky or soup. If persistent vom-
iting is present, one or two powders
composed of fifteen grains of bismuth
and two drops of carbolic acid will gen-

lumps. There is constant vomiting, it

being impossible to retain anything on
the stomach.
The nervous form, which may be

termed nervous prostration, is extremely
rapid. The animal sometimes assumes
this form without any appearance of the
other terminations. It very often pre-
sents symptoms of all the terminations,
the intestinal, the respiratory and then
suddenly develops the nervous form. In
this case it is almost invariably fatal.

The pulse becomes small and tready,
running from about 100 to 150 and
scarcely perceptible. Slight spasms, not
as severe as a fit, are seen ; the animal
lapses into a state of coma, which gener-
ally lasts until death, with slight spas-
modic convulsions, which occur two or
three hours apart ; the natural functions
are completely lost, urine faeces voided
involuntarily; the milder nervous forai
begins with twitching of the muscles,
generally of the chest and forearm, ter-
minating in chorea. In the milder form,
however, the animal almost invariably
recovers, but is left with chorea, which
resists almost all forms of treatment.

TREATMENT OF THE DISEASE.
The treatment of this disease consists

more in nursing than in medicine. Keep
the animal warm but not hot, not near a
stove or actual heat, and give plenty of
air and sunshine if it is warm weather,
keeping the eyes sponged and cleaned
with tepid tea containing a small portion
of borax. If there should be a disposi-
tion to move about, the animal must be

erally check it ; if not, twenty drops of a
four per cent solution of cocaine.

In the acute nervous form it is very
seldom that treatment is of much avail,
as you require two kinds of treatment

;

you reciuire stimulants to brace up the ex-
liausted system, and you require nervous
sediments to lessen the nervous irritabil-

ity ; one counteracts the other. The best
combination is frequent doses of whisky
and milk and valerian in ten drop doses
every two to four hours. When the
spasms come on it is not advisable to put
water on the animal's head, as it seems
to aggravate it. In the milder nervous
form, which is seldom fatal, bromide of
potassium in eight grain doses three limes
daily should be given. If it is followed
by chorea, gradually increased doses of
Donovan's solution continued two or
three months are occasionally supposed
to effect a cure. It is a question, how-
ever, whether in these cases medicine is

of any use whatever ; the animal gener-
ally recovers with the assistance of nature,
or as it is popularly called "growing out
of it." If a bad case of chorea follows as
the result, the auimal had better Ije de-
stroyed.

In this disease after convalescence if

the animal is weak and has little or no
appetite, teaspoonful doses of beef, wine
and iron should be given three times a
day. When the stomach seems to get
strong and loses its irritability a table-

spoonful of cod liver oil must be given at

least twice a day, the animal allowed
plenty of exercise and a light meat and
vegetable food combined.

Something 4-

Aboub Terrier^

BY HUGH DALZIEL.

tOU have asked me to write "some-
thing about terriers" for the
Christmas number of The Fan-

ciKRS' Journal, and I thank you for the
text, the selection of which is always
much more trouble than the construction
of the seraion, for as the Scotch chimney
sweep said to the parson who remarked
on his having, at his calling, earned five

dollars before breakfast: "Aye, aye,
minister

; we black wats mak' o'or siller

gey easy. '

'

There being professedly nothing aca-

demic about this article, its aim being
clearly nothing more than to become an
olla podrida, an omnium gatherum of
earth dogs, a sort of ''resurrection pie,''

such as economical housewives construct
from the debris of a great feast— let us
pray it may prove half as good—in fact,

merely a "something about terriers." It

need not be "according to rule," but
thrown together "higgledy-piggledy" so
that by the aid of the cook's art it may
turn out a "goodly stew," even as Domi-
nie Sampson found the hell broth of Meg
Merrilies in defiance of "conjuro te" and
"malefica" to be "savory and refreshing
viands."
We toss into our cauldron the newest

of the new to fanciers
; yet a good old

dog after the sportsman's own heart—

a

dog that knows his business and does it

as it should be done.

THE SEALYHAM TERRIER.
Well, sir, if the readers of Thk Fan-

ciers' Journal know what a Sealyham
terrier is they know more than I did a
week ago. I have always found that a
frank acknowledgment of ignorance was
the most certain way to gain knowledge,
so seeing that there were classes for
Sealyham terriers at some of our shows,
I wrote to Captain O. T. Edwardes, of
Wolfcastle, Haverfordwest, saying that
I had vainly supposed I knew every va-
riety of terrier within the four seas of
Britain, but I had to admit that the
Sealyham bowled me over.

Captain Edwardes very courteously re-

plied at once to my enquiries, and as his
communication will prove interesting to
sportsmen, I will give his letter in ex-
trcnso : "In answer to yours respecting
the Sealyham terrier, they are called
so liecause that was the name of the
estate owned by my late brother. My
brother, formerly captain of the Welsh
Fusileers, was one of the greatest sports-
men that this country has perhaps
ever had. He kept both fox hounds and
otter hounds, and for many years showed
great sport with them, killing more foxes
and otters than anyone had ever done in
this country before. He had a celebrated
breed of terriers, mostly white and wire-
haired, long and low. terrible dogs for
earth, and that would lay at a fox for
twelve hours at a time. They were not
what is called hard in the month, but
would stand any amount of punishment.
"My brother would not keep a dog that

would not go to earth ; he had himself
kept and bred this strain, which became
known as Sealyhams, for over sixty
years. They had no bull cross in them,
but he at times crossed with the best
outside terriers he could find, but never
l)efore giving these a good trial, proving
that they would go keenly to earth and
bay their fox until they had bolted him.
"Some years ago the Sealyham ter-

rier had become rather large, and my
brother set about breeding them smaller,
finding that the big dogs could with dif-

ficulty get to earth, and then very often
could not reach the fox, and, of course,
when he could not do tlmt he could not
bolt him."
Sealyham, I may observe, is the name

of a large and ancient country mansion,
with correspotuling extensive estates,

owned and occupied by the family of
Captain Kdwaides uninterruptedly from
800 to 900 years.

The late Captain E<bNardes. of the
Welsh Fusileers, w as high sheriff of the
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county of Pembroke, a justice of the

peace and above all a sportsman among
sportsmen. In the season he hunted the

fox, and in the summer the mountain

glens, where "pure gurgling rills the

lonely desert trace" returned in a hun-

dred echoes the deep music of his otter

hounds, aud failing these higher forms

of sport the Squire of Sealyham did not

disdain the badger, or to hunt the fou-

mart and the rat with his untiring terriers.

Captain Edwardes was the breeder ofh is

own hounds,was his own huntsman, never

advertised his meets, which were, how-

ever, most popular with the right sort, for

he never gave up a fox, but showed a per-

severance after the quarry unknown to

those with whom a hunt is only another
name for a gallop. Yes, the Captain did

once give up the chase and saved the fox.

This was after running Reynard so close

that he jumped through the window into

the dining-room of Sealyham. thence
up a long flight of stairs and into the

Squire's own bedroom. That fox, to be
sure, was not killed ; the hunter became
the host, treated Reynard as hi"* jiuest.

extending to him the shelter and hospi-

tality of Sealvham Hall.

Captain Edwardes kept only small

packs—aV)out fourteen couple of fox-

hounds and about seven couple of otter

hounds—every one of which must be up
to business or suffer banishment from the

kennels of Sealyham. The foxhounds
had a strong dash of the old southern

hound, but tho^e selected to form the

pack were "sortie" and possessing pure
foxhound character.

Reverting to the terriers, Captain O. T.

Edwardes, D. Jv. and J. P., who has quite

recently inherited the old family estates

of Sealvham, brother to Ihe late Cap-

tain Edwardes, to whom T have hitherto

been leferring, once sent as a present

one of lii* terriers to a friend in Kent,

who at Ihe time of ihe terrier's arrival

was entertaining guests. A servant stat-

inir that he had just caught a mouse in a

trap, the master liad it turned out on the

lawn before the dog, just to show his

guests "the terrier at \\ork." The Sealy-

ham resented the insult and refused to

look at the "small deer." Then came
the chaffing letter, "a prettv terrier you
have sent nie ! He won'tface a mouseP'

"Get a bouuf-ing buck rat," wrote back

Captain Edwardes, "dig a hole, put the

rat in, cover it up and take the terrier

that wav, as if by accident."

This was done and soon the hole in the

lawn was bigger than ever, and the

squeaking rodent had not time to warn

his Kentish cousins against the danger-

ous enemy to their peace that had come

to visit them from Wales.

There is one sin, I had almost said

crime, that Captain Edwardes has been

gudty of. He catalogued a terrier at Hav-

erfordwest show—one wi»h a pedigree of

loo years—/or twenty dollars. Now, that

may be all very well for a gentleman

sportsman, but it is clearly against the

canons as by modern usage established.

The movement must be resisted as ret-

rograde—a going back to the times of

"gif-gaff," when the sportsman presented

his less fortunate brother with a brace of

pointers one day, with the certainty of

having a stallion hound or brood bitch

from some other sporting neighbor,

proud of his kennels, should he stand in

need of them. But if patrician terriers

are to be exchanged for an old song, what

is to become of the advertising stud-dog

owner, the breeder, exhibiting judge, re-

porter, editor and dealer, the fancier, the

faker, et hocgenus omne f It is too ter-

rible to think of

!

Of course, what Captain Edwardes

ought to have done was to form a ring,

endoAT classes for Sealyham terriers at

show after show till his kennel walls were

papered with first-prize cards and stud-

ded with gold medals, and then what?

Ship the lot to the great United States

of America at the Lord knows how many
thousand dollars apiece.

I think Captain Edwardes' letter very

interesting and infinitely more instruc-

tive than the reams of this kind of rub-

bish which I pick out at random from the

sixth of a column of such miles of criti-

cisms of terriefs, each one as like the

other as two peas, except in

the dog praised :

"A nailing good stamp,

good body, legs and coat."

"Good stamp and type, with a

coat, plenty of bone and substance,

rWhich is the substance ? for of this same

kog the critic had just said, "much gone

off and certainly not growing a bit
! J

Of another: "A big one dw/ on won-
derful breeding lines." Holy Moses!
What are wonderful breeding lines ?

Of another it is said : "Wants type and
character, but is smart and terrier-like."

Why, then, boys, you now know and I

know that a terrier may be terrier-like

and smart, yet want terrier type and char-

acter, and that to common minds like

yours and mine is a very astonishing fact.

All I can say is I opened the first paper

I reached from one of six piles. I took

the first criticism of fox terriers that

caught my eye. I have quoted correctly,

and it is a very fair sample of the intel-

lectual pabulum served out to fanciers

with whom it agrees wonderfully—when
the belauded dogs are their own—for

what saith the proverb, oh most learned

Doctor Ray, prince of collectors of those

wise sayings, "a hungry dog will eat

dirty pudding."
Captain Edwardes says, and not with-

out some justification, "all judges and

critics want in a show dog is a sleek, well-

fed animal ; they go for appearance and

nothing else, and judge a terrier as they

would a prize pig."

All terriers should be tried at work be-

fore getting a prize, and this could be

done by having a drain near or in the

show ground, with a fox in it, and a wire

grating between him and the terrrier

that will go up to him.

Captain Edwardes is ofcourse a sports-

man, and unfortunately—except with a

few of the right metal among our fox
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likely than that they were Dachshunds

;

the terriers of Germany, closely akin to

the Dachshund of to-day.

In connection with this part of the sub-

ject, although we get no attempt at de-

scription for about five centuries, yet

when we come down so far we find such
writers as Stevens in his "Morison Rus-

tigue," Surfleet, who rendered Stevens'

book into English ; Turberville, in his

treatise on hunting; Gervase Markham
and others, describing our terriers as of

two kinds—the long crooked-legged and
smooth-coated and the taller straight-

legged, rough-coated. A century later

than the writers referred to we find

sportsmen like Giles Jacob, Nicholas Cox
and Blome holding to the same descrip-

tions of our two kinds of terriers.

When we come a century nearer to our

own day we, however, meet with a won-
derful difference, for in Daniel's sporting

works we find the two varieties of terriers

have changed characteristics, and the

short-legged terrier is the rough-coated

one, and the tall and sprightly terrier is

the smooth-coated one.

It is impossible to trace minutely the

changes and modifications in our dogs
through these long periods, during which
capacity for work was the thing valued
and little care bestowed on the appear-

ance of the worker. The Rev. Whit-
taker says—and I should have mentioned
it earlier—that the little dog prized by
the Romans was the terrier of the ancient

Britons, and after giving a translation of

FOX TERRIER, STARDEN'S JACK.

the name of

with extra

hard

terrier men—this game and handsome
terrier is being further and further re-

moved from all connection with sport.

Turning to the origin of our terriers, I

have a strong notion that whether the

ancient Briton had a terrier "all to him-

self" and one that at least could be as

correctly descended as "indigenous to the

soil" as the ancient Briton himself, the

terriers at and after the time of the

Norman Conquest must have had a strong

infusion of the German Dachshund in

them. What more probable than that

Saxons brought their "earth dogs" with

them. Certainly if the representation

of the dogs held in leash in the pic-

ture "Swine Hunting" in the ninth cen-

tury, to be seen in the Cotton Library, is

to be depended upon, the Saxons brought

the German boarhound to England and
hunted with him, and in an early version

of the very estringent Forest Laws of the

Normans there occurs a reference to a

dog, by name and special law, exempted
from the "hambling" or "expeditating,"

which was a cutting off of three claws

from the fore feetof dogs kept within the

forest as decreed by statute, and the rea-

son for the exemption given was that the

dog was manifestly too small to injure

the deer. That was the dog which, to

use the words of the Norman law, "the

English call Langeren," that is, long-

eared.
Here we have the fact established that

the Saxons of that period kept small

dogs with long ears, and what more

Oppian's description of the dog, he adds :

"This very minute description of a Brit-

ish dog, and those two particular strokes

in the description, the crookedness of its

limbs and the leanness of its body,

clearly appropriate the account to our
present terrier."

Whittaker and Daniel were contem-
porary writers about 1770 to 1780 and
agree in describing the crooked-legged

terrier as rough coated, but Dr. Henry,
also a contemporary of Whittaker and
Daniel, interprets Oppian's lines as de-

scriptive of the beagle. This is only con-
tramctory on the surface, for hound,
which we get from the Saxon, was applied

to terriers, and by even the learned Dr.

Caius, and as the name beagle means a
small hound, it is very probable that it

was applied to our terriers or some of
them, and in all likelihood to the one al-

ready mentioned—the Langeren of the
Anglo-Saxons.
We are all of us apt to be misled by

names if for a moment we forget that
writers of different eras apply the names
still in use with us to dogs very far from
corresponding to the varieties we now
apply the titles to. Even so shrewd a
writer as Mr. J. A. Doyle says with a note
of exclamation to finish : "One writer, in-

deed, tells us that a cross between the
mastiff and beagle makes an excellent
terrier !" This was Blome, and what
Blome really said was a "mongrel mas-
tiff"," which he also terms a cur. The
mastiff being the house dog, the name

came to have a very wide application,

and if we were to accept Mr. M. B.

Wynn's unsupported and unsupportable
assertion that masiiff and massive are so
nearly equivalent, that the mastiff was so
named because he was massive ; and if

we took Blome to mean by a beagle the
sort of animal I see described by Ameri-
can writers to the press, resting their

opinions on a writer on this side the
pond, whom they call "an authority,"

but who never hunted a cry of beagles
—or even a single one—in his life, and
would not know how to act about it if

asked to try ; why then I would be com-
pelled to agree with my friend, Mr. Raw-
don B. Lee, that such a cross would pro-

duce a dog nearer forty pounds than
fourteen pounds. But Mr. Lee was in

too big a hurry with his conclusions, and
instead of contemning Blome as our un-
trustworthy authority on the evidence
of an envious contemporary, who say*
Blome "was esteemed a most impudent
person * * * getting his living by
bold practices * * * originally a ruler

of books and papers, who had since prac-
ticed for divers years progging tricks,

in employing necesssitous persons to
write in several arts ;" had Mr. Lee, I

say, read and weighed what Blome wrote,
he would have saved himself from the
charge of being a careless writer and an
unjust critic.

If Blome employed necessitous per-
sons to write articles for him, that is

exactly what Mr. Lee himself does, and,
Mr. Editor, that is just what you are do-
ing in employing me, and I ao not think
your doing so would justify any one in

charging you with practicing "progging
tricks."

At all events, Blome, or his "necessitous
writer," knew what many scribblers
about terriers of the day do not know
when he described the work of a terrier

in these words : "This (the terrier) is a
very small dog and used for hunting the
fox and the badger, his business l>eing to
go into their earths and to bay them, that
is, to keep them in an angle whilst they
are dug out, for by their baying aud bai k-
ing 'tis known whereabout the badger
is, that he may be the better dug out, and
for this use the terrier is very serviceal >le,

being of an admirable scent to find out."
Why that is just what Captain Edwardes'
Sealyhams, and every other good terrier

does, and I don't care a brass farthing
whether Blome was "esteemed to be an
impudent person" or not, or whether lie

"ruled books and papers" or set up tvpc
or wrote that the type-setter might work

;

he or his "necessitous persons" wrote
common sense about terriers, and that is

a mighty sc;irce commodity witli many
who style themselves terrier men at the
present day.
Now, in regard to beagles, let us keep

in mind that the very name implies a
small hound, and then consider that
Blome describes three varieties, the
southern beagle, something less than the
deep-mouthed hound ; the fleet beagle or
cat beagle, smaller and of a finer shape
than the southern beagle ; and a very
small sort of beagle, not exceeding the
bigness of a lady's lap dog, which makes
pretty diversion on the coney.

THE FOX TERRIER.

To my mind the man who doubts that
our fox terriers are the result of a beagle
cross has either not studied the question
at all, or in such superficial and partial
fashion as to exclude the possibility of a
fair conclusion. The very markings are
those of the hound, as he is and has been
for centuries, for what says Squire Os-
baldistone's mentor, Gervase Markham :

"If you demand wliich is the best and
most beautiful of all colors for the gen-
eral kennel, then I answer, the white,
with the black ears and black spot at the
setting on of the tail, and such are ever
found of good scent and good condition."
There we have in color and markings a
fox terrier champion of the day, ready to
be exalted by the mystic terms and j>er-

fervid maunderings of his devotees be-
yond the power of language to describe,
for has not Mr. L. P. C. Astley, hedge-
hierophant by self-election to the fox ter-

rier world, declared this terrier to be im-
possible of description in the words : "It

(sic) would be a bold man who would
venture to lay down to the world a full

explanation of the term 'character.' It

never has been done, and the fox terrier
education of the day will have to be car-
ried to a higher standard before it is sat-

isfactorily explained on paper." Whilst
sympathizing with Mr. L. P. C. Astley in

his yearnings for a higher education, I

say God piiy the fool who owns a dog
and cannot describe its character.

Dirt has been described as matter out
of place, aud when the absurdity I have
quoted, with much more of kindred sort
which I might quote, is from the pen of
the editor of the paper devoted to fox ter-
riers, I can only say we have to deal with
a lump of very stupid matter, colored
with self-conceit, that is very much- out
of place indeed, as either editor, judge or
critic. The present ceutury has seen
the formitiou aud consolidation of the
breed of fox terriers as we now recog-
nize it. Beckford, the great authority of
his time on hunting, writes against the
use of red terriers, not because they were
not as good as those of other colors, but
for fear stupid fellows—what we now
term cockney sportsmen—should mistake
the terrier for the fox. Colonel Thorn-
ton—author of the Darlington letters

—

a hunting man, a coursing man aud in
every way a true sportsman, following
his pleasures with zest and success well
into thii century, had a partiality for ter-
riers mostly white, and about that date
the hound-marked ones began to be fash-
ionable, and were made companions of,
so that more attention was paid to ex-
ternal beauty than had previously been
the case.

Still, within the memory of many of us,
and to this day by some old-fashioned
hunting folks, the dog was known as the
kennel terrier, because associated for the
mo4t part with hound kennels, and the
title fox terrier, restricted to the hound-
marked terriers of to-day, is of quite mod-
ern usage.
The Fox Terrier Club, founded in 1876,

has been fortunate in always having a
majority of its members men of sporting
proclivities, who demand something more
in a terrier than to look handsome and
yap at a cat. Supported by the very
considerable number of provincial fox
terrier clubs throughout the three king-
doms, which are in a sense affiliated to
it, and working with it, these have so
used their influenced that this terrier has
been bred to a recognized standard, and
year after year we see greater numbers
at our shows of far more evenness and
equality of merit than was the case a
generation ago ; even allowing for the
fact that from its very great popularity
the breed has multiplied in an ever-in-
creasing ratio.

THE BULL TERRIER.
There was also at the beginning of the

century a modifying of the bull terrier
going on. At that date dog fightiug was
one of our national sports, and breeders
for the pit resorted to crosses of the bull
dog witli terriers of all descriptions, the
object being to produce ferocity, pluck,
quickness of action with punishing power,
unflinching endurance and lastiug qual-
ities.

Color went for nothing, aud all of us
who have lived through the forties, fifties

and sixties have been familiar with the
bull terriers of the rounder skull and
shorter jaws, brindled, pied and red of
those periods.
We certainly have in our show bull

terrier a very much handsomer dog than
his predecessor, and I do not think he
has lost in pluck although he may be
less blindly ferocious.

THE IRISH TERRIER.
But bless us ! Talk about ancient dogs

;

in that respect what can compare to the
Irish terrier. It seems but yesterday since
the friends of this dog were struggling
for his recognition, and it required all

the characteristic enthusiasm and dash
of Irishmen to bring this capital dog to
the front. There was a mighty tough
fight for it, and the Irish were then, as
now, none the worse for having staunch
friends on this side the water ; aud it has
always been a pleasant reflection to me
that then, as now, I in an humble way
helped to right "wrongs of ould Ireland. '

'

It was in the Fanciers' Gazette that the
main battles of the Irish terrier were
fought ; the kennel department of that
journal being then presided over by a
sporting mau, Ted Sandall, known as
Caractacus, and the pabulum supplied
such as sportsmen could read aud digest
without becoming sick. How different
to-day, when contributions to the F. G.
on sporting dogs, and written for sport-
ing men, are unjustifiably emasculated
by the milksops in charge, so that the
articles may be fit to present to their
school girl leaders. Alas ! poor Sandall

!

I knew thee well. Thou wert a hard-
bitten terrier in thy time, and I bear the
marks of thy teeth on me now. Requi-
escat in pace.
In the very free fight about Irish ter-

riers referred to, shillelahs rattled, there
were many soreheads, and, sure, some of
the bhoys wur kilt intoirely.

In the van of the battle was Mr. Ridg-
way, of Limerick, who wrote to me of
this terrier : "It is a pure breed, indige-
nous to Ireland, and has been known
there as long as that country has been an
island, and I ground my faith in their an-
tiquity and purity on the fact that there
exist old manuscripts iu Irish mention-
ing the existence of the breed at a very
remote period." What these old manu-
scripts were and where to be seen I never
could learn from Mr. Ridgway or I should
have studied the Irish language for the
pleasure of reading them. If McCarthy
IS right, Ireland was invaded from Spain
about 900 B. C, and peopled by Scythian
tribes that had slowly migrated westward
through southern Europe and North Af-
rica along the shores of the Mediterra-
nean, leaving their marks in cromlechs,
stone circles, rocking stones, cairns and
tumuli and in the names of many moun-
tains, rivers, towns, districts and peoples.
Great among these early Irish clans

were the Siol-Eibhor (race of Heber,
Eibhor or Ivor), and as it seems evident
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Richardson, to whom the Irish owe much
for his researches into the history of dogs,
describes a terrier popular in his time in
Ireland—that is about 1840. Richardson
describes an Irish terrier, saying : "It is
a recognized variety of extreme beautv
both iu form and color ; in shape, that o'f

a perfect English terrier; in color, a
slatey blue marked with darker blotches
and patches, and often with tan on the
legs and muzzle

; smooth coated and very
game." This would almost be a minia-
ture Great Dane of the blue-marbled
variety, aud a most attractive little ter-
rier he must have been.
FVom diligent inquiries made I fear the

breed is lost, and it is a thousand pities
it should be so. The recognized Irish
terrier of our shores is a very different
dog, and whilst the Irish Terrier Club has
done much good and attempted more,
there have evidently been siuister influ-

ences at work which have caused varia-
tions in the standard at different times,
apparently for no good reason but to fit

dogs owned by interested parties. I am
quite sure that any competentjudge who
has followed the evolution of the Irish
terrier as I have done, will, to a very
great extent at least, endorse my opinion.

THE WELSH TERRIER.
Of course "gallant little Wales" must

have a terrier of its own, and "what for

that those people brought with them our
wolf dogs, greyhounds and spaniels, it is

but reasonable to suppose the probability
of their having brought the terrier also,
although I have been unable to find any
direct mention of their having done so.

It was probably anterior to the Chris-
tian Era that the Irish occupied and held
Wales in subjection. The date has been
put down as about A. D. 9, and the Gaelic
dominion existed in Wales when Corin-
thian-Mor-McFidaigh ascended the throne
of Ireland, A. D. 366.
The Welsh records date the overthrow

of the Gaelic dominion in Wales by the
sons of Cunneda, a Strathclyde British
prince, variously in the sixth and seventh
centuries. From that date to the time
when the Welsh king, Howel Dda, col-
lected his laws, A. D. 940 948, is a com-
paratively short period.

In Howel Dda's laws we have the span-
iel mentioned, and that dog the Welsh
certainly owe to their Irish couquerdrs,
the owners of the famous "long boats"
with which they kept up commercial
connections with Spain ; but I find no
mention of a terrier by that name, but
he may be the dog designated as the
"house cur."

Practically our Irish terrier of to-day
has been made during the last twenty
to twenty-five years. I remember in the
warm controversy a writer, "Blue-Skin,"
I think, stuck up for smooth, and I

think those of a bluish color. Now

no ?" as Meg Dodo would say, but I fear
the Welsh terrier has a good deal of Eng-
lish, aud as we have seen, probably also
of Irish blood, in him, notwithstanding
the ancient "Euglyn" about Y Daeargi
Cymreig, which may be a quatrain in
Welsh, but comes out rather limpiugly
in English. The lines, it is said, were
sent in thanks for a present of sticks and
a specimen of the real old original Welsh
terrier.

Send'st to him five bonnie sticks and a bitch,
A black, red bellied terrier bitcli
To throttle the black-red polecat
And lacerate the red, keen fox.

Unfortunately no date is assigned, and
as terrier does not occur in the list of
dogs given by Howel Dda, this "tradi-
tional Euglyn" may be comparatively
modern.
Since the Welsh Terrier Club has been

formed, an old English wire-haired ter-
rier club has also made its appearance,
and claims that the so-called Welsh are
but English terriers with a new name.
Undoubtedly the stamp of terrier

passing under both names is one to be
met with all over this country—a stout,
squarely built, rough-haired, hardy look-
ing dog, much like the fox terrier in
general form, but perhaps a little heavier
in body, and ranging in color from red
to gray, bluish grizzle and tan or a light
sandy color.

ENGLISH TERRIERS.
The English terrier, whether the black

and tan, formerly called the Manchester
terrier, or the pure white, is always a
slimmer dog than any terrier yet rt ferred
to, of decidedly elegant shape and who
has much attention paid to the cronping
of his ears, and too often destroys a deli-
cateness of constitution and a barrenness
of hair about the chest, neck and head.
These terriers vary very much in size
from the little nursling toy of three
pounds weight up to one of thirty pounds
or more, which many notable prize win-
ners have been, although those from ten
pounds to twenty pounds are probably
on the whole the most iu favor.

THE AIREDALE TERRIER,
The Airedale terrier is a rough and

tumble customer, which until of late
years was yever seen out of the York-
shire dales or at shows in the neighboring
counties. When I made my acquaintance
with him twenty years ago he rejoiced iu
the cognomen of waterside terrier, but as
I had the acquaintance of many good and
useful waterside terriers very unlike this
one, I thought the name was not suffi-
ciently distinctive, and in writing British
Dogs I—with the concurrence of a num-
ber of the chief breeders and exhibitors—named him the Airedale terrier, by
which he is now universally known.
The Airedale is a strong upstanding

dog of from thirty to forty pounds. At
one time many very much exceeded that
weight. He is clad in rough, hard and
wet-resisting coat, grizzle and tan in
color—a dark grizzle saddle back, with
the rest of various shades of tan or red
and wheaten, is very common. He has
hound ears as to shape, but only of me-
dium size ; indeed, compared with the
Bedlington or Dandie, of small size.
The Airedale is used in waterside hunt-
ing for ducks, water hens, rats, otters or
anything that may turn up likely to show
sport. He is possessed of rare courage,
and is bred big aud strong to contend
with the force of the rapid streams of his
native dales.

THE BEDLINGTON TERRIER.

The Bedlington terrier is first cousin
to that other border counties and histori-
cal terrier, the Dandie Dinniont. The
Bedlington can be traced back genera-
tion to generation without a break in the
chain to 1782, at which date was whelped
a bitch that became very celebrated, and
is still known and her memory honored
as Squire Trevelyan's Old Flint
The Northumbrians are sportsmen to

the core, so that no soft cinder-worrier
of a terrier would do for them, aud their
favorite Bedlington breed has undoubt-
edly produced some of the hardiest dogs
that were ever whelped. They have
been given the character of being quar-
relsome

; no doubt some are, as is the
case with some of almost every breed

;

but that is not their general character. I
have always found them to be most
cheerful companions, quick, active, cour-
ageous and ready for any devilment, but
most amenable to firm and kindly dis-
cipline, and remarkably intelligent and
affectionate. Perhaps some of them are
just a leetle bit too too for a lady to man-
age, as was the case with my Geordic,
for whom a lady friend took a fancy,
and, of course, became possessed of him.
I cannot say became his mistress. He
persisted in going to Sunday-school with
her, and as church was not for him, he
was locked iu a new vestry, just built
and not yet in use. He .soon ate his way
through the door and rushing into church
loudly claimed his right to be heard as
well as the parson. Geordic finished
his morning's exploits on his way home
from church by chasiug a cottager's cat
up a chimney, thereby spoiling the Sun-
day dinner. After that he was very soon
again in my possession.
The Bedlington terrier possesses a dis-

tinctly family character all his own. The
greatest dunce who has ever .seen one
can never afterwards mistake a Bedling-
ton for anythiug else—tallish, say an
average of fourteen and one-half to fif-

teen inches high at shoulders ; chest
rather deep ; the ribs flatter than in the
roundish barrelled Dandie ; longish al-

mond shape, silky fringed ears, falling
close to the cheek, aud varying in color
from almost black, blue, liver, sandy or
one or other of these colors together with
tan.

The terriers of Scotland form an im-
portant section of the earth dogs, and
there is one little circumstance connected
with them which Scotch folks are justly
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proud. Not one of the varieties is sub-

jected to mutilation of either ears or tail.

Now, whatever "fancy" may say for

cropping and docking, neither can be jus-

tifiea by reason and common sense.

THE DANDIE DINMONT.

Scott—the wizard of the North—un-
doubtedly made the fame of and exalted

the Dandie to the pride of place he holds.

The Dandie Dinmont terrier is a shrewd,

pawkie auld carle, with a vast deal more

sense in that solemn head of his than is

to be found in many a "pow that wags in

a poopit." Then if you come to deeds of

"daring do," when once roused he is a

demon—strong, hardy, enduring. He can

neither get nor give "gruel" enough, and
set him at tod or brock he will lie there

till the enemy bolts, or will kill him in

his own home. Captain Taylor, of Mary-

land, assured me that a Dandie I gave

him on his last visit to England was the

only terrier he ever had that would tackle
a skunk. Since a few of us enthusiastic

on the breed formed the Dandie Dinmont
Terrier Club in 1875 this terrier has grown
in numbers and popularity. Dandie clubs,

too, have multiplied and we have con-
stantly recurring controversies about the
breed, marked by such impassioned elo-

quence and obscure ratiocination as only
the Scottish mind—which was specially

created to "argue the point"—could give

effect to or be expected to understand.

THE SCOTTISH TERRIER.

Well, if Sir Walter Scott made the Dan-

die, my late friend. Captain Mackie made
the Scottish terrier, in the sense of

brinjjing him from the obscurity of his

Highland glens to put to rout the soft-

haired messet that certain "fanciers"

were endeavoring to push into his place.

Once seen and judged on his own
merits a discriminating public took
kindly to the short-legged, hard-haired,

keen-eyed, varmint-looking little High-
lander, and soon found that he belies

neither name nor looks, but is in fact as

daring and impetuous as the bravest

clansman that ever flashed a claymore in

the face of a southern foe.

To my mind, the Scottish terrier is the

perfection of terriers, nor do I see why I

should not for the second time apply the

words of Struan Robertson to him :

"A fiery etter-cap, a fractious chiel,

As het as ginger, and as stieve as steel."

A word of explanation in passing may
not be out of place, as the word etter-

cap may be obscure to many. Etter-cap

is the equivalent of the Saxon attercop

or attercoppa, the name of a spider with

a poisonous sting. Stieve, a good Scotch

word, may be rendered true, reliable.

THE SKYE TERRIER.

apostle of this creed, which like so many
creeds is found when examined to be not

worth a doit.

Dr. Johannes Caius wrote his "Eng-
lishe Dogges" before that memorable
game of bowls was calmly finished on
"The Hoe" at Plymouth in defiance of

the stirring news that the Spanish Arma-

da was sailing toward Plymouth Sound,

and in his book Caius has left for our

instruction that those Skye terriers were

what he calls "Ireland dogges, curled and

rough all over, which by reason of the

length of their heare make show neither

of face nor of body." The worthy doctor,

like most of his countrymen of the period,

had strong prejudices against the Scotch,

and was very wroth that the Skye terrier

should have found admirers in his day

among the dog-loving English, and he
vents his spleen on the unoffending Skye
terrier thus : "A beggerly beast brought

out of barbarous borders, fro' the utter-

most countries northward, etc. ; we stare

at, we gase at, we marvaile at. like an ass

of Cumanum, like Thales with the brasen

shanckes, like the man in the Moone."
But alas and alack ! this "Something

About Terriers" has grown to the un-

conscionable length of one of the Sun-

day sermons of my youth with their

"sixteenthly" and never ending "con-

clusion," and yet not a word about the

Blue Paul, the Clydesdale, the Yorkshire,

the Maltese and the dozens of other odds

and ends of terriers, and after writing so

much I feel I have said so little ; but in

concluding with kindest Christmas greet-

ings to every one of you Americans who
love a dog, I hope I may have whetted

your appetites so that with our mutual
friend "Oliver" vou will "ask for more."

The Scottish Terrier.

BY T. H. GARLECK.

Now come we to the Skye terrier, who,

although often kept as a toy, is some-

thing much better in the hands of those

who know how to use him. There has

been a tendency to breed these dogs of

an exaggerated length of body, and to

cultivate coats of such extravagance in

density and longitude as to be a burden

to the little beast to carry about.

In-breeding, too, has been carried to

such unwarrantable lengths as in not a

few cases to produce idiots. The best

thing a man can do who is possessed of

very closely-bred Skye terriers is to in-

troduce a cross of the die-hards, as the

Scottish terrier has been called. Coat

enough and to spare can be more easily

recovered than sense and courage.

The Skye terrier has become rather a

painful subject with me. My friend, Mr.
Duncan Cunningham, of Skye errier

fame, many years ago made me a present

of a specimen of the prick-eared variety,

as good as she was handsome. Alas, in

the most perfect character there is a weak
point, and poor Princess of Thule's weak-
ness was a conceit that she had been

specially whelped to lick all the big

dogs she came across. She tried it once
too often. A butcher's mongrel mastiff

that she assaulted bit her on the head,

and factr, proved that the brute was mad,
so in ten weeks' time poor Princess of

Thule succumbed to that most dreadful

and painful of all canine diseases—rabies.

There is an old story about Skye ter-

riers which would account for their long

hair by a cross with a poodle from a ship

of the Spanish Armada, wrecked on the

coast of Skye. Mr. Cumming Macdona,

of St. Bernard fame, used to be the

THE national terrier

of Scotland, or as he

is well-named the

"Die-hard," is a breed

that is now well to the

front on the other side

the Atlantic, and one

that would be equally

popular on this side if better known. Who
has seen these little tykes without being

struck with their bright, active appear-

ance. Although possessed of great cour-

age, the die hard is not at quarrelsome

dog. He is the best of companions. His

temper is admirable, and this combined

with his great sagacity and intelligence

makes him a universal favorite. Their

size and build are greatly in their

faver when compared with other terriers.

They can go to earth to a fox or badger,

for no earth was ever too deep for them,

or at bolting an otter they are quite at

home (providing the otter is there), and

can go "where a leggy Irishman or a big

fox terrier would find it impossible to

get a vard. No day is ever too long for

of Dundee on his dam's side. She was,

the captain averred, the gamest terrier he
ever had, and she would swim rivers

swollen with floods, cross mountainous
districts to fox earths (or rather cairns)

miles off in the hills to have a bit of quiet

sport on her own account. Her then
owner, who was a keeper or watcher of

the grouse and deer upon a large estate

on the island, was engaged with this

bitch one day endeavoring to dislodge

the wily tenants of the cairn, to which
one of the family had been tracked. The
efforts of the tyke recorded by her master
were all unavailing, and night coming
on the task was perforce abandoned ; but

the keeper determined to have Mr. Rey-
nard "by hook or by crook," left a large

vermin trap at the mouth of the hole, so

that the tenant when leaving home for

his nightly excursion against the eggs
and young grouse would "literally put

his foot in it."

Five long weary miles across the wild-

est country iniaginable had to be crossed

before the humble "cot" was reached,

and all the time her owner had the great-

est diflBculty in persuading the bitch to

accompany him. However, he even-

tually got her home, and she, as

usual, occupied her comer on the stone

hearth of the cottage during the rest of

the night. When the keeper and his

dame retired to rest she was still sleep-

ing, and had seemingly forgotten her dis-

appointment at the distant cairn five

miles away on the hills. Next morning
when her master arose he found the "wee
bitch" missing. Diligent search failed

to find her. Eventually the mystery was
unravelled and her absence explained by
the presence of a small hole partly

gnawed through the edge of one of the

bottom boards that constituted a portion

of one of the sides of the hut, and partly

excavated out of the hard earth upon
which it rested. The hole, the Captain

assured us, was no bigger than his fist,

and the hair attached to the ragged edges

of the gnawed wood testified that it was
only by a tight squeeze that the "wee

them at rabbiting or ratting, and for a

waterside terrier they are the equal of the

Airedale. No water is too cold for them,

and I have often been amused to see two

of these fellows retrieving a wild duck

from a strong running river; but you

must look out for your duck when they

get him ashore, as these terriers are not

so soft-mouthed as a Chesapeake Bay

dog.
There is a name that must always be

associated with this breed. It is that of

the late Captain Mackie. This gentleman

did more to improve the Scottish terrier

than any other man. The Stock-Keeper

of May 13, 1887, in an obituary notice of

this genuine fancier, tells of the great

enthusiasm with which the captain took

up this breed. It was during his many
cruisings to. from and amongst the west-

ern Hebrides (where he frequently saw

specimens of the breed) that he first im-

bibed the love for the hard-haired Scotch

terrier. It also tells many good anec-

dotes of the captain's long journeys in

the wildest parts of the western high-

lands "after Scotch terriers." One story

is about a bitch that originally hailed

from the Island of Arran, where she was

brought up amongst people that did not

understand one word of the Queen's

English. This bitch was an ancestress

bitch" had got through. Her master

well knew where his little favorite had
gone, and fearing she had got into trou-

ble with the trap he had left at its en-

trance the previous night started off with-

out a moment's delay to the cairn. This

reached, his fears were dispelled by dis-

covering the dead body of a dog fox with

his throat torn out, fast by one of its

hind legs, in the trap. Here was evi-

dence of the work of his favorite, and

proof that as far as the trap was con-

cerned she had escaped scot-free. He
called and whistled several times to no
purpose, till at last he heard a slight

moan in a grassy hollow close to, and

there he found, almost buried in the long

grass, his gallant little bitch and the

vixen fox in a deadly embrace. Both

were thoroughly exhausted, but the bitch

had her grip upon her foe's throat, and
evidently meant holding on whilst life

remained.
To dispatch the fox was the work of a

second, and the gallant little tyke's

wounds were examined, and as far as

the application of a little of the "moun-
tain dew," which every Highlander car-

ries with him, and a washing in the clean

water of a neighboring burn could be

called dressing, were dressed. She had

been terribly mauled in her two encoun-

ters. Her neck was one huge wound,

one of her forelegs had been bitten

through and her lower jaw was bare to

the bone, but the care and tender nurs-

ing of her owner and the "guid" wife

brought her through, and she lived to

breed the granddam of Champion Dun-

dee.
The keeper surmised that she had

found the dog fox in the trap on her re-

turn, had killed him there and then

tackled the vixen either as she was en-

tering or leaving the cairn. In the

struggle that ensued the pair locked to-

gether, had rolled down the slope into

the grassy hollow, which nearly formed

their grave.
.

This sort was the stock from which

Captain Mackie worked up so judi-

ciously a breed of terriers as unique and

distinct in their appearance and character

as they are popular. There are now very

few shows on the other side where you

will not find several classes for Scotch

terriers, and they nearly always fill.

I would like to see, and I am sure

Scottish terrier breeders in this country

are with me, more shows providing a class

for these terriers. It is hard lines to have

to show in so many cases in the miscella-

neous class, as generally whichever breed

the judge fancies gets top place, and I

should say there are enough dogs of this

breed to call for a class at most bench
shows.

Let me give you an idea of what the

Scottish terrier should be like, according

to the present standard. In size they
should be about fourteen to eighteen

pounds for a dog and thirteen to seven-

teen for a bitch. It is quite a mistake to

encourage dogs heavier than this, as they

most certainly get coarse if more than
eighteen pounds. The colors are numer-
ous, steel or iron grey, brindle, black,

red, wheaten, and even yellow or mus-
tard. It may be observed that mustard,

black and red are not usually so popular,

and I find the yellow coats are always on
the soft side, never so hard as the

brindle.

The skull should be proportionately long,

slightly domed and covered with short,

hard hair about three quarters of an inch

long or less. I should not be quite flat, as

there should be a sort of stop or drop be-

tween the eyes. The muzzle should be

very powerful, gradually tapering to-

wards the nose, which should always be

black and of a good size. The jaws should

be perfectly level and the teeth square,

though the nose projects somewhat oyer

the mouth, which gives the impression

of the upper jaw being longer than the

under one. The eyes should be set wide

apart, of a dark brown or hazel color,

small piercing, very bright and rather

sunken. The ears must be very small,

prick or half prick (the former is pre-

ferable), but never drop. They should

also be sharp pointed, and the hair on
them should not be long, but velvety,

and they should not be cut.

The ears should be free from any

fringe at the top, neck short, thick and
muscular, strongly set on sloping shoul-

ders. The chest should be broad in com-
parison to the size of the dog, and pro-

portionately deep. The body of a Scotch

terrier should be of moderate length, not

so long as a Skve and rather flat sided,

but well ribbed up and exceedingly

strong in hindquarters. The legs and
feet, both fore and hind, should be short

and very heavy in bone, the former be-

ing straight or slightly bent and well set

on under the body, as the Scottish terrier

should not be out at elbows. The hocks

should be bent and the thighs very mus-

cular and the feet strong, small and

thickly covered with short hair, the fore

feet being larger than the hind ones and

well let down on the ground. The tail,

which is never cut, should be about seven

inches long, carried with a slight bend
and often gaily. The coat should be

rather short (about two inches), intensely

hard and wiry in texture and very dense

all over the body.
In general appearance the face should

bear a very sharp, bright and active ex-

pression, and the head shculd be carried

up. The dog (owing to the shortness of

his coat) shoiild appear to be higher on

the leg than he really is, but at the same
time he should look compact and pos-

sessed of great muscle. In fact, a Scot-

tish terrier, though essentially a terrier,

cannot be two powerfully put together.

He should be from nine to twelve inches

in height, should have the appearance of

being higher on the hind legs than on

the fore.

I know of no better sport than a good

hunt alongside a river or in a wood with

plenty of undergrowth with a team of

these terriers. If sport is to be had you

will get it. They have the best of noses,

and will give you some cheery music

when they get on foot of a rabbit or rat.

I once had a wonder in the shape of an

old bitch of this breed. Her only fault

for show purposes was her size. She

weighed about twelve pounds, but she

was the gamest I ever owned. I have

many a time used her when rabbiting the

same as a ferret, and have often had to

dig her out. She could go through al-

most any rabbit burrow, and ever she

stopped you could "sell the rabbit skin."

She was always reliable on this point.

As a great admirer of these real game

little tykes, I sincerely hope that they

will become as popular over here as they

are in great Britain.

fl W^ Be^t pneDd

THE HOUSE AND YARD DOG

BY BROCKENHURST.

Books for Sale.

All the leading books on dogs, kennel

management, training, poultry, pigeons

and pet stock can be had from the Fan-

ciers' Publishing Company. Read the

large list advertised in another column.

UCH has been written upon
dogs by former well-known
writers, so much in fact that

there is really,comparatively

speaking, nothing left for the young
would-be writers of the present day to di-

vulge to the doggy community or lovers

of dogs which is absolutely something
new that they haven't heard of or of

which they could have made themselves

familiar with had they read such works
by Mayhew, Youatt or Stonehenge. How-
ever, for those who have not had this

privilege and which books are not so

easily obtained and for the benefit of our
Christmas readers, we will dilate upon
the house dog and compare him to the

unfortunate yard dog, who is nine times

out of ten left to the tender mercies of

himself, exposed to all kinds of weather,

and more often, as the saying goes,

"grubs for himself."

The poor man, purely for his love,

keeps a dog ; the rich gentleman for his

love and because, and for no other rea-

son, he must have a dog ; likes to see

one round the house and grounds. The
dude, the snob, has an eccentric dog so
that he can attract some one's attention,

and moreover " it's the proper caper,
doutcherkneow." Even royalty of every
country will have their fancy bestowed
upon a dog. Is t heir's pure affection for

the dumb anim.il, or are they following
the fashion of the poor man, the gentle-
man, the dude ? No, and we have suffi-

cient proof daily that their's is genuine
affection for man's best friend or the
public are greatly deceived.

So it goes—men of all grades in life

have their dog, mongrel or thorough-
bred, but of all the above which would I

prefer were I the dog? Methinks the
poor man. The laborer, the collier, would
use me more as a companion than any

;

would let me do what my instincts tell

me, and above all, he will most as-

suredly see that I am judiciously fed.

It is a well-known fact in England in the
manufacturing districts, especially in the
Black Country, so called on account of
its smoke, where there is nothing but
coal pits and iron works, that mostly
every collier will have some kind of a

dog. Now, it has to be a good one in his

opinion, or he would not pay a license

for it, and |»2.50 means a great deal to a
poor man in England. It means that he
has probably gone without "'bacca and
beer " for two months—a great priva-

tion, as the tax has to be paid on a cer-

tain day and no excuses. This he does
for the idol of his life, as it is for this dog
he is living ; his family are to him a
secondary consideration. When at work
they are both thinking of one another

;

their evening walk, looking forward to

Saturday afternoon and their Sunday
morning stroll, which to an observer is

immense. The pride and conceit of the
owner, who has been shaved to look as

smart as his dog and with a red handker-
chief tied round his neck, is the envy of
his fellovemates. It even goes so far with
some of them that the courts have inter-

fered, families have been starving, the
the husband is not working, and what
food is scraped among them he gives to

his dog. This is an every-day occurrence.
The dog usually kept is a small one,

perhaps a cross-bred bull terrier, one that
has a fighting record or going to have,
and often a black and tan, but more fre-

quent a whippet that can do a bit of run-
ning, and last but not least the bull dog.
These I can safely say predominate as

the workingman's friend. He rules the
house, is one of the family, understand,
sleeps in the same bed as his master and
accompanies him everywhere.
A tale is told of a miner and his son

in the neighborhood of Birmingham tak-

ing their Sunday morning walk with a

bull pup. The father to try gameness
thereof would get on the other side of
the hedge on his hands and knees, rep-

resenting as much as possible another
dog. It happened on this occasion that
the pup got hold, a good hold, and was
shaking the old man for dear life. The
son stood by and was enjoying it more
than the dog, little thinking that his
parent was getting the worst of it, when
suddenly his praise was over bounded, he
yelled out: "Go it, feyther; it 'nil be
the mackin' o' th' bull pup."
Now we will look at the other extreme,

the dog that lives in luxury or supposed
to, but it's a question whether he enjoys
his life like the one of the Black Coun-
try's collier. The Queen of England,
as we all know, is a great lover of the
"hydrophobia species," and her kennel
in all numbers about sixty of various
breeds, and I believe she dotes principally
upon the game little fox terrier and the
sagacious collie.

The terriers are well bred but not prize
winners ; in fact, I'm told they have long
tails.* Her Highness doesn't approve of
the docking when young, so they are not
what you might say "Faust up to date,"
and a fox terrier to me with his narrative
all on is a sight to behold. In collies
she has a "freak of nature," and if you
remember, Mr. Charles presented her
with an all white one, a very handsome
animal, which naturally is a great pet.
Her kennels are to be supposed the finest.

Each has a large run with a small pond
and a fountain playing, and a lawn in
front of that mowed down very short.
The Prince and Princess of Wales have

a Pomeranian. Their affection towards
them is most marked. They are to be
seen constantly with them, and I'm told
they sleep with them. When the Prince
goes to France, Germany or on his yacht
the "Pom" is along and washed every
day. Prince Bismarck, and mostly all

Germans seem to prefer a large dog, and
his constant companion in all his walks
is the Great Dane or German mastiff.

Returning to the house dog, the dog
of all dogs, that more than enjoys all the
comforts of home, it is he. You will find
him in your arm chair, in front of the
fire, or on your bed. I don't know of
any single home that is a home until you
have a baby and a dog. It is not com-
plete without the latter

;
you must have

some animal life about to remind you
that you are living, and the dog fulfils

that mission and is a part of the furni-

ture. Now, a large dog in a small house
is a nuisance, whether he has long or
short hair, and even in the smaller breeds
I would suggest a short-coated one, as
they are easier to keep clean, and where
you would have to wash a long-haired
one, a brushing will suffice in a short one.
I know of no breed more suitable for a
house than the fox terrier and black and
tan. They are smart, cunning, intelli-

gent, lively and clean, and whilst a big
dog is sleeping, they would be alarming,
in case of need, the whole familj'.

The long-haired tribe are very pretty
to look at when in the hands of a profes-

sional, but one little knows the amount
of time and labor he has spent in wash-
ing, drying, combing, parting, oiling and
brushing. If they are not attended to,

what looks worse than a frowsy Skye ter-

rier badly kept. They aie so susceptible

to dirt, and in the summer time the heat
is a plague, and when you look at them
it makes your eyes water. If we must
have a large dog in our home, let it be a
collie. He, in my opinion, is the most
intelligent of the canine race ; in fact, it

is pretty well demonstrated when in Eng-
land or Australia a man owning one
never pays a license, and you who have
been fortunate in seeing the sheep dog
trials will bear me out that no dog can
equal them in sagacity and intelligence,

as a companion ever faithful, the easiest

of all to learn, and by moving your hand
right or left they will correspond.
We have selected our dog, either large

or small, but he is not going to behave
himself, as many expect, like a human
being. He wants watching, sharp repri-

manding, then put outside. If he does
misbehave himself, which you will expe-
rience, put some red pepper on the spot
and rub his nose well in and then put
him outside. But to prevent this again
happening make a practice both morn-
ing and evening of taking him out. He
will get so accustomed that he will run
to the door or attract your attention by a
bark.

I know of a broker living in New York
who possesses a little Skye terrier. When
any of the family enter the house he pulls

them in his wav into the room by their

trousers or skirts of their dresses, like-

wise if they have forgotten to take "Pee-
tee" out, he repeats the act by dragging
them to the door. This little fellow has
to have the greatest attention. Each
member of the family made it a practice
of wishing "Pee-tee" good morning and
good night, recognizing his presence in
some way, and whilst sitting at the table
perchance one has forgotten, he knows
It, and will either rub against their leg
or bark until they acknowledge him.
This is undoubtedly a house dog, and in
his way a little prince. He eats every-
thing that comes along, for his stomach
has been educated up to a Delmonico
pitch, and his liver is capable of digest-
ing the richest viands.
Of course I don't agree with this kind

of feeding, but what to give him is such a
chestnut that advice is useless and never
carried out for long, so why subject the
animal to cruel treatment, which it is.

House dogs as a rule are too fat and
more often constipated. In that case a
teaspoon ful of Epsom salts will cool the
blood for the former and a tablespoon ful

of castor oil, beaten up with the white of
an egg, will specially move the latter
without any binding effects. Castor oil

with some dogs, after doing its work,
when given alone, has a tendency to do
that. Washing with these house dogs is

carried to an extreme, making them sus-
ceptible to colds, pneumonia, etc., and
my plan is not to wash until actually
needed, but a good brushing daily is

capital, as it opens the p>ores, invigorates
the skin and greatly improves the coat,
and moreover a coat well brushed is able
to throw the dirt off easier than a coat
continually washed, as it doesn't appear
to me so tenacious. I always find when
there is a kennel of dogs where they are
out all day rolling in the dirt and straw
to sleep on at night, they are much cleaner
than one confined, simply because the
straw is frequently changed, and the
house dog sleeping on a dusty rug or
carpet gets it well rubbed in and no
chance unless groomed daily of getting
it out. Well, we can safely say that house
pets are well looked after, plenty to eat
and drink and a soft place alongside their
master for a bed, and though in many
cases it is mistaken kindness, the little

chaps have but one life to live, and the
\

extra attention they get makes up for
|

the inattention and neglect of those who
roam the streets.

It is strange how these street dogs
live and enjoy the health they do. True,
many appear thin, but they are as strong
and as hardy as nails. They provide for

themselves, are their own doctors, and
many have I seen with the worst kind of
distemper roaming about. You come
along a month or so later and that self-

same dog is well, perfectly cured. Now,
had he been a finely-bred dog, and re-

ceived every attention, the fates would
have been the reverse. Now, even the
street dog, the tramp, he who has no
master and no home, has a much better
time than the ordinary yard dog, for he is

free to do what he likes, eat what he
likes and steal when he wants. He is

born lazy and lives under the principle

"that God helps them as helps them-
selves."

Not so with the yard dog, who is there
for a purpose to guard the house, quite
at the mercy of its occupants, fastened
with a short heavy chain, kennel exposed
to all weather, cold in winter and sun in

summer, food thrown at him, and water,
the most essential, never at hand. What
a dismal existence many do experience.
The dog whose wants should be thought
of first of all, sacrificed for a fluffy namby-
pamby Skye terrier, whose skin is so
blown out that he cannot sleep. Much
better would it be if the owner had his
kennel made weather proof, roomy and
plenty of straw, and the hole that he
crawls through so made for the winter
with a swinging door, hanging from the
top, with space at the bottom allowed
for the chain. This expense would be
nothing compared to his comfort, and
would keep the rain, snow and cold from
getting in. I wish the United States or
any other country would pass a law that
any dog chained outside must have a
light strong chain not less than iwenty
feet long ; this to be the standard. Pic-

ture the misery of some who cannot keep
warm by exercising, with chains usually
not more than three or four feet long.

For that reason they should never allow
them to be sold. I'sually outside the
kennel is slippy, muddy and littered with
his own dirt, and no matter if the animal
had refined tastes it would be impossible

to assert them. How much better would
a chain some twenty feet long with a
swivel to it and attached to a stake
driven into the ground, say eighteen
feet from the kennel. Look what an area
he could cover ; in fact, he would have a
regular circus ring, and if his owner for-

gets to let him off the chain, he can exer-
cise himself. I will also suggest a wooden
platform about six inches from the ground
placed in front of the hole. It will afford
him a dry place to lie upon outside when
basking in the sun. All this can and should
be done by those who keep a yard dog,
especially this wintry weather, and in
summer the kennel should be the reverse,
allowing plenty of air and ventilation.
The next most important feature for

our watchful wagtail is, vulgarly speak-
ing, something soothing for "his in-
wards," and this he can do with twice a
day, and if you keep him fat you'll keep
him warm. Corn meal, plenty of meat
and stale bread are usually the diet. The
meal must be well boiled or he derives
no benefit from it, and in the wintertime,
like Arctic explorers, they can do with
plenty of grease. It need not be given
in excess, but a lump of suet boiled with
meal, I imagine, must be soothing, oily
and fattening, permeates the skin and
acts like a rubber coat. Also, let him
have it warm, not hot, but a little more
than the chill off. The wiseacres say hot
food is bad for the digestion. True, but
the yard dog will appreciate it and live

just as long.
I don't approve of this heavy feeding

with suet in summer time, as the dog
would break out, turn against his food,
would make him bilious ; but in cold
weather his app'^tite is always keen, and
most probably he will feel the better for

it. In the spring of the year give him
sulphur or salts to prepare and cool his
blood for the hot spell ; not so much
meat ; avoid the corn meal, as it is too
heating. Give him more stale bread
soaked in soup ; it will not be much
trouble, and, if you can afford it, Spratts
biscuits contain in them everything that
is necessary, and especially adapted for

summer weather.
Well, so much for the poor yard dog,

whose owner never misses him until he
is dead and gone ; then perhaps it

dawns upon him that he was neglected,
starved or got a cold on his lungs.
Maybe he was frozen to death ; snow and
sleet blew into his kennel, and the next
morning you awake to find him, through
your shameful neglect, dead, and you
can also add he was like one mass of
snow and ice. But not so with our little
" Pee-tee." He is sleeping before a roar-

ing fire. The same master thinks more
of him ; he's full of tricks, and he can
sympathize with the broker who was
worth millions in the morning and not a
nickel in the evening.

In selecting my yard dog I would get
a mastiff. They are the most majestic and
formidable looking and very even-tem-
pered, but then a Newfoundland—a gen-
uine one of which I never saw in America
—is a most intelligent, handsome ani-

mal and can stand the cold better. A
retriever or some short, curly-coated dog
will also do. Whether it is a house, pet
or a yard dog, let our affection be equally
divided, and I will answer for the latter

that it will be doubly appreciated.
What is a greater welcome for a busi-

ness man who has been in the city all

<lay, worried to death, when he comes
home at night, thinking all the way what
to-morrow will bring forth, how he can
meet a bill coming due, the minute he
opens his own gate, no matter how down-
hearted he has been, he feels a different

man. The old dog fastened up at the
kennel recognizes his footstep, jumps
wildly at the chain, barks with delight
for his evening pat on the head and his

usual remark, "Well, old fellow, how are
you to-night." All this relieves his

mind, tells him that he has a home and
makes him forget his business troubles,

and he is much more able the morrow to
battle with his downfalls.

So when eating our X-mas dinner with
"Pee-tee" at our si<le, who is to have some
rare roast beef and plum pudding, don't
forget one who is outside, perhaps shiv-

ering in two feet of snow, with his neck
strained towards the kitchen door, who
has perhaps got a whiff of the brandy in

the pudding, and although his internal

arrangements are not so refined as our
Delmonico friend, still he will slap his

jaws in true Bowery style, thus showing
his honest appreciation, and m<lely shout
for more brandy.
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POULTRY & PIGEONS

NOTES IN PASSING.

T^HRISTMASTIDE brings the flot-

I V^sam aud jetsam of memories of the

^^ ^ past floating vividly before us.

The lurid glare of the crackling wood in

the open fireplace is a peculiarly sympa-

thetic light at such a time.
«

« «

We draw up closer to the grateful fire,

probaI)ly the fiend punster would con-

strue it "a grateful of fire," and while we

watch the dissolution of the solid log

into flame and smoke we cannot but re-

call the past years in the fancy.

« «

It was a very small fire that burned

twenty years ago in the poultry frater-

nity. But few breeds were known, and

still fewer were bred. Poultry shows

were rarer occurrences than now. But

every year added more fuel to the fire

and more poultry papers. The combined

editions of all poultry papers twenty

years ago would make but a small fire
;

the combined editions of all the poultry

papers of the present day would make a

gigantic conflagration.

« *

The poultry industry has grown to be

the most important of all important live

stock industries in the United States.

* »

The advent of the Indian game into

America, aud the subsequent triumphant

march into public favor marks another

reminiscence of the fading year. That

noble race of fowls has come to stay, and

while its future career may be as check-

ered as the career of many other meri-

torious breeds, the great prepotency of

the Indian game blood will play an im-

portant part in the improvement of the

blood of all fowls it is commingled with,

for the thoroughbred fowl, like the thor-

oughbred horse, creates a newer and

better generation. The common is trans-,

formed at a bound iuto the superior, and

while the thoroughbred fills a niche pe-

culiarly its own, the grade is the step-

ping-stone. The human race is no ex-

ception, and the thoroughbred man feels

a sympathetic pulse beating strongly for

the thoroughbred brute.
«

'it »

This may not be a fancy always, but

the exception to the rule can only be at-

tributed to the mighty dollar. A fan-

cier who weighs his birds by the gold

they may bring to his coffers is not

necessarily a thoroughbred, no matter

how brilliant his judgment may be. The

heart is absent.
•*»

We like a little sentiment even in

practical business. It takes the edge

off, and we feel the better for it.

due the inventive genius that has made

the wooden mother a simple and effect-

ive necessity in modern poultry culture.

Thousands of chickens are hatched with-

out the aid of the hen, and the little fel-

lows are hovered and reared successfully

by a modern use of hot water and kero-

sene oil.

« «

To teach our children the love for Na-

ture aud her creatures is a pleasure.

How often do we see this pleasure marred

by introducing the commercial value of

an animal before the latter is really ap-

preciated. Whenever we see a boy cal-

culating how much a pair of fowls cost

and how much he can sell them for we

feel as if the love for the fowls was but a

sham and the greed of gain the sole ob-

ject.
»

« «

When we look back some twenty years

and think of the few cumbersome incu-

bators, one can hardly realize the won-

derful change that has taken place in ar-

tificial incuhation. It may be true that

thousands of years ago incubators did

the work as well as our modern ma-

chines, but there is none the less credit

This has not been accomplished with-

out opposition. The old fogy will never

disappear as long as the world revolves,

and his objection to everything new only

stimulates the progressive man to further

exertions. The artifically hatched chicken

has done as well under proper manipula-

tion both on the griddle and in the show-

room as the more favored chicken that

was reared under the protecting wings

of a fond "biddy."

As this is an electric age we may not

smile too audibly at the statement made

by a New York World reporter, that

"chickens were being hatched by elec-

tricity at the Madison Square Garden."

«*«

A notable event of the year was the

artistic success of the poultry show held

in New York City last winter. It in-

augurated a new era by its radical de-

parture from old rules, and the unques-

tioned favor this progressive move re-

ceived from the public and exhibitors

augurs well for the future.

***

The entries were large, notwithstanding

the fact that comparison j udging was to

supplant the time-honored score card.

Those who were skeptical before the show

became convinced after it that compari-

son was the proper caper at large shows.
*

« «
It was perfectly natural to expect de-

cided opposition from the score card ad-

vocates, but in the festive atmosphere of

Kris Kringle's reign, we will charitably

refrain from recalling the questionable

motives that possessed our friends—the

enemy. We trust the latter will ponder

over their errors, and that the cheerful

glare and warmth imparted by the burn-

ing log in the fire-place will destroy the

cockles in their hearts, and make them

look more kindly on the methods of their

opponents.

« *

The advance in poultry illustrations

during the past few years is most pro-

nounced. Look over the pictures of

fowls in this issue and compare them

with the frightful caricatures of ten years

ago. The mechanical and mathematical

lines of the wood engraver of the past

have given way to the graceful lines of

the modem artist and the unerring work

of the camera. A delineator of fowls

must be a lover of them, a student who

transfers the bird in nature faithfully by

brush or crayon on the canvas^ or paper.

He may idealize the object, yet not de-

stroy its characteristic features. For all

of which we are profoundly thankful.
«

» «

The Christmas goose, which our artist

has embodied in a picturesque manner

on the attractive design that graces the

cover of this issue, reminds us more of

the old country than of America. Here

the turkey is the bird of honor, and after

all "the turk" deserves it.

*
« *

Miss'Parloa, the famous mistress of

American cooking, once wrote : In this

country only is the turkey found in a

wild state. When served it should fulfill

Brillat-Savarin'S description of one he

killed and cooked in Connecticut about

Itone hundred years ago.

was charming to look

He says

;

upon, delightful

to smell and delicious to the taste. '>

That probably accounts for the turkey's

popularity on the American tables. What
the brilliant French epicure wrote in

praise of the wild turkey is and always

will be true. The domestic turkey, while

perhaps lacking the gamey flavor of its

wild ancestor, is easily the peer of the

famous old goose.

The magnificent perfection of goose-

flesh in Englaud and Germany, due to

careful feeding, accounts for its selection

as a royal Christmas morsel. It reminds

us forcibly of an old English tramp,

whose life of misery was always tempo-

rarily forgotten when he would sing:

"There's nothing 'alf so nice as goose

stuffed with sage and inyen." So whether

it be the Christmas goose or the turkey,

may it be toothsome.

While many new varieties of fowls will

cackle and crow in the future, the duck

and goose will be compelled to march by

themselves. In the mad race for some-

thing new, no one seems inclined to

take up water fowls as subjects for im-

provement or producing new and beauti-

ful varieties. The possibilities are great

in this direction. The many wild water

fowls of America offer magnificent oppor-

tunities for domestication and crossing.

Before doing this, however, it would be

wise to look after the old favorites. Ex-

cepting the Pekin and black Muscovy

ducks, all other varieties have been more

or less neglected.
•»

The Rouen, unquestionably one of the

handsomest, largest and best ducks in the

world, is rarely met with in perfection.

It is pre-eminently a fancier's duck, re-

quiring a keen eye for the beautiful, and

splendid judgment in mating and breed-

ing. We remember the time when the

Rouen duck was the favorite in this

country, aud all the barnyard ducks to

this very day, mongrels that they are,

can show some trace of the famous old

Rouen duck. The meat of a mature

Rouen is excellent in quantity and qual-

ity, so the plea for cultivating this duck

for beauty is strongly supported by its

almost unsurpassed market qualities.

•
» *

The market for choice fresh eggs is

practically unlimited, yet it is but sparse-

ly supplied. The enormous quantity of

poor eggs sold would be increased ten-

fold if better eggs could be had. Neces-

city drives people to buy eggs, no matter

how antiquated the latter maybe. Prac-

tical poultrynien know this, and the as-

surance they give that their goods are

first class secures for them an exclusive

market. There is no excuse for selling

poor eggs. It is an imposition on the

consumer and a libel on the intelligence

and honesty of the producer. The latter

needs no tariff and need fear no foreign

competition, for the swiftest ocean grey-

hound cannot bring eggs fast enough to

compete with the honest, fresh-laid

American hen fruit.

»%
To our esteemed contemporaries in the

field of poultry culture, and the woods,

or rather fields, are full of them, we will

devote a few words. The Fanciers'

Journal has been indebted to them all,

whether young or old, large or small,

cranky or otherwise, for many sugges-

tions. What little friction has marred

the pleasant relations between us we

trust will be forgotten, and the least we

can do is to wish all the editors and pro-

prietors of the poultry papers a most

delightful and merry Christmas.

BUFF LEGflORNS.

BY GEORGE WHITFIELD.

Hon. Sec. Indian Game Qlub, England.

/^W-LTHOUGH we have several va-

\\ rieties of Leghorns, notably the

^^\ whites, browns, piles, duck-
-^ ^^^^ wings, and we may say the
Dominiques and blacks, another one has
been brought out to swell the ranks,
namely the buff, which bids fair to hold
its own among its confreres, if not to

eclipse them, especially in America. The
buff Leghorn is a breed of late years ; it

has only recently been exhibited at our
shows, and only Irst year that it had
special classes allotted to it. Its general
appearance in the pen is a most striking

one, especially among the ladies, as its

favorite and fashionable color and neat
figure, with the contrast of red comb and
yellow legs, catch the eye at once, and it

IS a beautiful object running about on the
green sward.
At present there are very few, if any,

perfect specimens, taking color and sym-
metry together. Without wandering
much from the subject, I would here re-

mark that although we have in England
increased the size of the Leghorn, we are
inclined to sacrifice symmetry to size,

and in some cases coarseness, and that
very many Leghorns over here resemble
too much the Minorca. At the Crystal

Palace in 1890 I exhibited four pens of
white Leghorns, old and young birds,

which I purchased from America, of
Messrs. Knapp Bros. They were unno-
ticed, failing to catch the judge's eye,

being so much smaller than our birds

here, but as regards type, fineness of
bone and carriage they were unequalled
and more resembled the plate of white
Leghorns given in Lewis Wright's book.
To go back to the buff Leghorns. In

breeding from buffs entirely one must
not expyect a very great percentage of
true colors ; the greater proportion of
them will be too light in shade and with
whitish tails and primary feathers, the
reason being that being a made breed, it

is not suflBciently fixed to breed true.

Some people advocate crossing with the
buff Cochin, breeding out the feathered
legs and shape. The former may, of
course, be done, possibly in two genera-
tions, by using a buff Leghorn with a
buff Cochin having scarcity of foot feath-

er, and cutting off quite close to the
legs and toes even what little there may
be, then mating the progeny with an-

other buff Leghorn, but I question

whether in this way you could breed out
the Cochin shape, which is exactly oppo-
site to what you want and would crop
up. I myself advocate either working
on the pile Leghorns, which are inclined

to run to a buff shade, or mating a good-
colored buff Leghorn cockerel «ith some
brown Leghorns or old English games.
One is more certain then of getting a

greater percentage of true-colored buffs

with darker tails and flight feathers,

which I much prefer to white, as the dif-

ficulty will be to get the shade solid

enough, the tendency being to washy or

mealy color, which is most objectionable.

In shape, size, comb and other points

it should be identical with the brown
and while Leghorns, but as regards color

the buff Leghorn should follow the buff

Cochin. In cocks the shade of the

hackle, back and saddle should be of a
darker hue than the body, which should

be of a good lemon buff. In hens the

color should be of an even shade, free

from mottled appearance, the hackle of

a darker shade to harmonize. Tlie scale

of points as adopted by the American
Standard of Perfection for the other

varieties of Leghorns would do equally

well for this one.

As I said before, there are even here

few perfect specimens, taking symmetry
and color together, so that really good
birds are worth money, and, as a word of

warning, I would say to breeders and
fanciers, a good specimen cannot be had
for little money, and I can only endorse

what one of our leading poultry papers

said last year on reporting that a breeder

in Englan«l had exported to America 150

buff Leghorns : "A great deal of rubbish

must have been sent over, ns not more
than six good specimens were exhibited

last year." And this can be repeated up

to the present this year.

I
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THEIR PROPER SHAPE, MATING
AND BREEDING.
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BY L K. FELCH.

Author of "Poultry Culture,"

Judging," etc.

"PhUosophy of

C5
I
HE American Standard of Excel-

,j| leace for fowls and the score

card have been the protection of

the light Brahma and established the

latter in a fixed type and color. Ever
since 1869 there has been one acknowl-
edged shape and color. All deviation

from this has been individual specula-

tion or neglect of the breed. Other
countries have started out with us, and
for want of a fixed law in judging we
see a far different result. Look at the

outline cuts of both dark and light

Brahmas in England from 1865 to 187

1

and the birds of that period and those of

to-day imported from England, and Lud-
low's recent cut of the same. Surely we
may well thank the American Poultry

Association for its influence and its

standard. There has been no objection

to this fixed and prolific shape in Brah-

mas until the effect of the use of English

importations has let some few to clamor
for a change. Is this good policy ? Are
the many to be sacrificed to the few ? Is

it sound policy to change our American
type or American rule judging them ?

The question to be settled is, has any
shape different from that described nine-
teen years ago proved more prolific in
laying larger eggs and a larger number
of them ? We think not.

In these days when every specialty
club is doing its best to fix upon a shape
and color for its particular variety, it be-
comes fitting that a special effort be made
by conservative breeders of Brahmas to
secure the maintenance without change
of that shape aud color that has ever
since 1868 made the light Brahmas what
they are aud always have been—the best
fowls on earth. Each breed should have
an individual type of its own. To set
forth what I believe to be pure outlines,
so far as they can be given in illustrated
profiles and pen pictures, I refer to illus-

trations I and 2 embodied in this article.

Do these illustrations make you think of
any other breed ? Do they not rivet the
attention on the breed in question ? If
this be so. at least concede that I am
writing this without prejudice or from
personal or selfish motives. I believe the
average well-bred Brahmas to be in height
twenty-six inches ; back from ground,
sixteen inches ; keel from ground, eight
inches ; height of tail, a trifle over twenty-
one inches ; length of body from front of
breast to rear of fluff, fourteen inches

;

saddle hangers to rear of fluff, two aud a
quarter inches ; eye from tip of beak, two
and one-sixth inches ; length of head and
beak, three and one-half inches; breast
to rear of a drop line from point of beak,
three-fourths to one and one-fourth
inches. As specimens depart from this

proportion they will become awkward
and valueless as exhibition stock and
often also as egg producers.

The light Brahma male (figure i) cut
was made from actual measurement of a
bird five-eighths Felch and three-eighths

Autocrat blood and winner of first prize

at Columbus, O. He was the best com-
promise between the Felch and Autocrat
strains I have ever seen, and very close

to the ideal of the American Standard.

He is entirely free from characteristics

other than Brahmas, is smooth in plu-

mage of thighsr, with close turned hocks
and properly feathered shanks and toes.

Each lesser sickle, or side hangers, as

many term them, reach just even with
and completely hide the tail proper in a
strictly side or profile view. He has the
true slight concave line from point of
keel bone to in front of thighs. His
neck with cape gives us that curved and
downward slope to the oyster just in

front of hip joints, where the saddle

commences and carries the concave line
of the same to the tail. The wings are
carried high enough to give a flat cape
or back at base of hackle ; in fact, a
Brahma all over that does not divide your
attention with any other breed. The
broad skull, overhanging brows, short,
well-arched beak and proper arch of
hackle and slope of back that has been
handed down to us as landmarks of the
shape of the breed since 1868, you who
are inclined to follow English teachings
can see these same characteristics por-
trayed by Ludlow in the cock Wnght
and mates sent to England in 1872 by J.M. Wade, of Philadelphia.

In Wright's Illustrated Poultry Book,
on page 255, I quote the following : "For
as a rule, so far as our exoerience goes,
we have yet to find that breed in a more

broad and round and carried well for-
ward," all this comes by an oval sweep
from throat to point of keel, and the
quarters so-called being globular, this
fullness and prominence just in frunt of
wingbows gives the Brahma length of
body far more than any length of back.
If the saddle be of right shape, concave,
being neither straight nor convexed.with
the brea'>t we described, we get the shape
Mr. Loring termed oblong. The word
suits me to a t. This form gives us an
apparent equal breast and posterior
weight. In the females, however, there
IS a slighly heavier rear weight.
These oblong, full -breasted, prolific

birds gave G. P. Fay 192 eggs each, and
the eight hatched and reare I sixty-four
chicks in twelve months. Their broad
heads, full throats, heavy eyebrows, prime

FI(}URE No. 2.

FIGURE NO.

productive and practical type than when
it captured its recognition from the breed-
ers * * *"
The true Brahma can be termed oblong

in appearance, and an old saying was
that "they were an oblong bandbox on
legs." This remark was made by the
Hon. George B. Loring on inspecting
them at Framingham in 1S63. The re-

mark disposes ofthe Cochin characteristic
at a bound. We mean by this expression
that all descriptions, such as medium
length as in neck, back, tail. legs, etc.,
in contradistinction with Cochin shape,
that Brahmas are lengthy while Cochins
are short. The description, "breast full.

weight, yet elastic carriage, made sig-
nificant the expression which involun-
tarily escaped the beholder as he ex-
claimed: "They are grand l)irds." They
are surely the aristocracy of the poultry
yard, and their record has never been
beaten.

Have we not as breeders the right to
claim the shape in which the largest pro-
duct of eggs conies as being the true
one? To verify the merits of the shape
as seen in these birds my brother divided
a flock of twenty sisters, putting nine
that had this prominent breast and ob-
long structure in one pen, and in the
next pen of like dimensions and yards

the eleven others that had more puffy
plumage and convexed backs. The nine
laid larger and a greater number of eggs
than did the eleven during the season.
We have noted the difference ever since,
and the closer we keep to the proper
shape and blood the larger the ejigs and
the deeper the color and the greater the
number of them.

I came in possession of my first pair
of pullets in 1854, but it was m 1856 that
I secured the cock Imperial (300) with
his pea comb, and a straight descendant
from the birds found by Knox in 1847.
Each and every year since have I bred
Brahmas till I have come to believe that
I know what true Brahma form and
color was, has been and should be.
Do yon wonder, reader, that I became

irritable and impatient with novices of
one to three years' experience when they
strive to change the Brahma type, or
still worse, when they try to secure the
change in the standard that may fit the
results of their work as breeders. It is a
skillful breeder that can produce speci-
mens to fit a given or fixed standard.
To change the latter is to rob the breeder
of his toil and patient study.
Figure 2 is given as my ideal of a light

Brahma pullet, seven months old, being
in full muscle development, void of fat.
With thii illustration and the pen pic-
ture of the points in shape and color I can
see no reason why the novice with well-
bred stock cannot mate the breed to se-
cure the best of results in shape and color
in the progeny. With Fig. i as a profile
view and seen from the front we get this
same oval sweep of the quarters of the
whole breast the resemblance of the large
end of the breed's eggs.
Have you ever before noted how in-

dicative of the breed's shape are the eggs
the fowls lay? Are not all the breeds
that taper from breast to tail, like the
Haniburgs and games, layers of eggs
pointed in the extreme as compared to
those laid by other breeds? The Brahma
with its almost equal breast and posterior
weight gives ns an egg with a sli).'ht dif-
ference in the two ends, and their curved
lines of neck, back, breast, etc., are fine
fac-similes of the outlines of their egjjs.
If an egg were large enough it would fit

the back of a perfect Brahma male, and
would present a picture like our male
cut. Such males get pullets like the cut,
Fig. 2, and they themselves are never
mistaken for Cochins in shape.
The Brahma hen has a broad oval

skull, heavy eyebrows, a full throat, a
heavy, well-arched beak, the comb being
much smaller, in comparison, than the
cock's. While there is that latitude in
the color of the eyes from pearl to red,
I prize in both males and females the
bright bay or red. These masculine
features are indications of control of the
sex, such females breeding a large per-
centage of pullets. Prime shape in both
males and females goes a long way to-
wards winning. Whether judged by score
card or comparison, shape should be
equal in value to color; therefore, in
breeding shape must not be forgotten. If
a sacrifice of shape for color is made, let
it l-e in the female, for it is folly to expect
perfect shape from a poorly shaped sire.

A sacrifice of color to shape should
only be resorted to in order to restore
shape to females, and in a male line, con-
sidering how apt chickens are to resemble
and inherit traits of their grandsire. it

would be folly to break the male line by
a very poor colored sire. A male should
have more than one phenomenally per-
fect section to sacrifice much of color to
secure its transmission.
There are also certain characteristics

that should be restored. I am conscious
of the loss of the broad, oval skull and
arched overhanging eyebrows, these
having been sacrificed to secure fine
small combs in the males. In too many
cases, however, the wattles have been
lost without reducing the size of the
comb. When facts have proved that in
breeding, vigorous, procreative males in-
variably have well-developed combs and
wattles, why should we not tolerate them
so long as they conform to standard
shape ?

In this breed, to secure winners, we
have only to mate winners ; like pro-
duces like. I have seen the first prize
bestowed upon great grandsire, grand-
sire, sire and cockerel. They were all
winners rt 93 to 94 >^ points and at the
same society's exhibition.

In the mating colors that vary from
standard requirements is where the sci-

ence of breeding comes in. When we
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leave the perfect to bring together the
extremes, there is a loss of color in breed-

ing. So true is this that so sure as a man
sacrifices his darkest males for a few
years he can never recover the lost color

for his flock without introducing foreign

dark blood. If we make no provision for

this loss in color and look upon the flock

as a stranger views it, we may be accused
of extreme mating, where it is really the
breeder's safest and best one, w^hile the
apparently best mating is only the second
year of the former objectionable pullets

mated to a standard male. To illustrate

this : Take a medium dark male—by
this I mean the medium of the darkest
twenty per cent of the season's get

—

shaped like my model. I mate to him
my darkest pullets, those with the web in

the under color even with black, the
under fluff being bluish gray and the
upper part of the tail so dark as to give
the first set of coverlets black or slightly

laced with white. In fact, they are very
dark, in many cases disqualified.

The general appearance of the progeny
as seen at large in the yards is of the
best, but many of the pullets will be like

their dams, faulty in under color. The
winners from this pen will be the me-
dium-colored ones, or those specimens
prepared for the show by pulling all dis-

qualified color and causing perfect color

to grow in its place. Six to eight weeks
will accomplish in this way what it takes
nature a year lo do. It is a fact that

fully four-fifths of these dark pullets lose

so umch color when moulting into adult

fowls that they become as hens the ban-

ner pen of the breeder's establishment.

In their second year, mated to a stand-

ard cockerel, they beconje the pen uni-

versally admired, and it is such pens that

have caused the general belief that hens
with cockerels are the best breeders. It

is these hens that become the high-scor-

ing, high-priced specimens. They are

the money-making pen of the breeder,

the reservoir of color for the breed. This
discrimination of mating all of a color

and all of the same blood with just the

right male is where the science of mating
comes in. If we mate so light that it

takes the very darkest of pullets to reach

standard color and to win, we are losing

ground, for as hens these dark pullets

will moult so light as to have a hopeless

chance to win in their second year, and of

their progeny twenty per cent will be so

light in color as to sell at a very low

price as pullets, and will become market
birds as hens. With these facts one sees

how foolish it is to cry against these dark

matings, and how comparatively worth-

less is a pure white under-colored male.

The only real extreme mating in light

Brahmas is in utilizing the light colored

females. To such we must mate a cock-

erel that is excessively dark in all re-

spects. Such a male will restore to the

third generation perfection of color in

his in-bred granddaughters and sons.

To consider color as regards its strength

in breeding, I think it safe to say that a

hackle in which the black extends quite

up to the end of the feather, but does

not have a lustrous black surface two-

thirds the length of the web, will not

breed as many dark hackles as one in-

tensely black and lustrous in surface

color two-thirds the length of the web,

with balance of under color white, if the

birds have a bluish grey under color in

back. I do not care how fine a neck a

male may have, if he be pure white in

undercolor of back, shoulders, thigh and

fluff, I would only use him to mate up

with the very darkest of pen number two

to secure pullets only.

You ask what I consider perfect color

in the male. The neck plumage should

be white, striped with intense black, with

a metallic lustre to the same for two-

thirds the length of and covering three-

fifths of the surface of the web. The

balance of the feather, being the under

color, niay be black or black and white,

resulting in white at the quill end in the

upper part of the neck. A male with a

pure white cape will fail as a propagator

of fine colored hackles. Of the back,

the surface color should be white, the

covered part of the web and the fluff"

bluish grey. White is, however, not a

defect, neither is slate color. This bluish

grey may reach from the back down

under the wings and permeate the edge

of the breast plumage. In the wings the

primaries should be black, or black and

white, but a fine specimen should have

fully four-fifths of the surface black. The

secondaries should be two-thirds white in

the lower web, which is as little as will

make the surface of the wings appear
white when folded ; the shafts and a
large proportion of the upper web should
be black. The upper edge of the sec-

ondaries are to be laced with white, the
latter increasing in width, as the feathers

comb upward.
The tail proper, viewed from the rear

is black, with the curly feathers under-

neath black and white shading into white

as they near the fluff". The upper side of

the tail should be black till you reach the

quill end, which is white, the white ex-

lending up the lower web from one to

one and a half inches. This you will

find the normal condition in both sexes

in otherwise standard specimens. The
sickles, lesser sickles, side hangers and
first set of coverts should be black, the

large coverlets (either one or two sets of

them) black laced with white, except the

white at the extreme quill end, which is

normal to every feather on a Brahma.
I have seen specimens with strikingly

beautiful tails, that could be technically

construed into disqualifications for the

reasons that the saddle feathers near the

tail were black laced with white.

The fluff should have the bluish gray

tinge in the under color, with outer ex-

tremities white ; shank feathers white

with black mottling near the feet. Such
are faultless colored males as breeders.

Such when mated to our perfect colored

females, produced the largest percentage

of winners in both sexes. When mated
to our extra dark pullets they produce
the winning males and the pullets which
we carry over a year to ripen into win-

ning hens. When such a male is mated
to pullets, such as we describe below, the

the whole get will score nearer ninety to

ninety-six and a half points than those

of any other mating. I never scored but

one Brahma pullet ninety-seven in my
life, and know of but one Brahma hen
that received a public score of ninety-

seven. I doubt if ninety-six was ever

reached by ten Brahma hens in America.

But now to describe the pullets called

perfect in color : Head white, neck plum-
age a black feather laced with white, the

lacing narrower at the point, which gives

the black centre a more pointed form
than that of the outline of the feather.

The fluffy or quill end of the feather may
fade to a white if the black retains a

solid metallic lustre for two-thirds the

length of the web. The black will ap-

pear to cover also two-thirds of the sur-

face of the web. The cape should be
black and white, but completely covered
by the hackle when the bird stands with
uplifted head. A wholly white web
should not be judged defective, but fe-

males with white capes seldom give us a

large percentage of prime males ; on the

other hand, they seldom produce females
with defective black specks in the under-
color of back. Back pure white in sur-

face color, bluish gray in the under fluff.

The entire feathering of the back may
be white and the bird be perfect as a

breeder or in the show room.
If one seeks value in the pullet as a

hen in her second season the one with
the bluish-gray undercolor is far more
desirable. Breast, pure white through-
out ; wings, primaries, three-quarters

black, with black quills, the white of a

clear shade. (Black throughout is no
defect, and such a bird is a superior dam
for males, but will generally tint the

backs of her daughters with black). So
long as the black predominates and the

two colors are clear in shade they are not
defective as breeders or exhibition speci-

mens. Secondaries, lower two-thirds of

lower web white, shaft with lower two-
thirds of upper web black, the upper
edge and about the point white, this lac-

ing growing wider, the top feathers being
entirely white. Tail, viewed from under
side, black ; the upper side black, except
the two deck feathers, which are laced

with white.
The extreme quill end and up the lower

web in a normal condition is white, the

white extending up one-half to one and
one-half inches. Tail coverts black, laced

with white lesser coverts. Yet there are

conditions that we cannot bring ourselves

to cut as a judge because of their extreme
value, to wit, a tail with black coverts
will invariably have two sets of lesser co-
verts black laced with white. While this

is extremely beautiful, we cannot make
it a positive demand of the standard, for

to do so would secure such a large per-
centage of birds disqualified for black in
back as to damage the breed commer-
cially. Such, however, are valuable dams
from which to secure winning males,

Fluff, white. Shanks and foot feather-

ing, white, but black, mottled plumage
should not be cut. This black is de-

manded in the male ; then, because of the
associate excellence in the females, we
have no license to cut, because the stand-

ard says white.
Each year we see the poorer specimens

go lower and lower in price, and the

winners go higher and higher. The
larger the competition the more valuable

is the one best specimen. Besides, the

scientific breeder is looking for the strain

that produces specimens that "breed on,"

as horse and cattlemen use the term.

The poultryman wants the strain that

breeds good specimens in the purchaser's

hands. The novice must succeed, or we
fail to make a breeder of the novice.

If this article helps on to success but

one beginner, I will not deem my labor

lost in writing my understanding and
mating of the Brahmas.
The breeders of Brahmas have been

less active than the breeders of other va-

rieties. We have one of the best breeds,

and it is our duty to protect it in its best

and most fruitful condition.

fliavisM.

BY H. S. BABCOCK.

VERY observant breeder has no-

ticed that from time to time there

appear young that do not re-

semble their immediate parents so close-

ly as they do some more or less dis-

tant ancestor. This "throwing back"

or "reversion" is also known as "ata-

\'ism," a term which is derived from the

Latin atavuSy an ancestor, which is from

avus, a grandfather. But while the fact

is well known, the cause is obscure, like

many of the problems which biology sets

for solution. Life itself is indeed a mys-

tery, and an accurate definition of life

is very difficult, if not impossible. We
know many of its manifestations, but life

itself we can hardly be said to know.

The more carefully we study the laws

of life the more we are impressed with the

thought that each individual is but one

of many possible expressions of himself;

that lying dormant are powers which,

under slightly changed circumstances,

would have made him quite a different

person from what he is. The authors of

"Evolution of Sex" have shown that

even sexual differences are a matter of

nutrition, and that the male now, if he

had been somewhat better fed in his em-

bryonic state, would have issued as a fe-

male. I say they have shown this to

be a fact, but perhaps it would be better

to state the matter in more cautious terms

and say that they have given reasons and

educed facts which strongly tend to prove

that such a fundamental fact of being, as

sex is usually regarded to be, is after all

but a matter of nutrition, aud that for a

time the embryo is sexless, its sex later

on to be determined by the feeding which

it receives. And if sex, which runs

through all the arrangements of the

world, be thus dependent upon food and

be only an expression of what with

slightly changed circumstances might

have been very different, we find it con-

firms the thought already expressed that

every being, human, beast or bird, may

be but the expression of one of many
possibilities. And if a being be but the

expression of one of many possibilities,

what a marvellous creature he is ! Withiu

his own body there is an epitome of all his

ancestors, and he is not simply the indi-

vidual that the world knows, but is in ad-

dition thereto all that his ancestors in

both the male and female lines have been.

And if he be such, then it is possible that

as he passes along the qualities that he

dormant in him they may awaken in his

descendant in the likeness and with the

characteristics of his atavus or avus, his

ancestor or his grandfather.

Many have been the attempts made to

explain the wonderful doctrine of hered-

ity, of which atavism is a very striking

part, but all of them are but tentative

theories ; not one of them as yet cau

command the unhesitating assent that

absolute proof compels. Charles Darwin
advanced the theory of pangenesis, in

which he assumed the existence of mi-
nute germs, gemmules, which were col-

lected from every organ into the repro-

ductive glands, and these, therefore, con-
tained a minute portion of every organ
of the body. But these gemmules are in-

visible ; . no one has seen or can see them.
Their existence cannot be proved. Pro-

fessor Weissmann. whose ideas are now
in the ascendant, has promulgated the

doctrine of the continuity of the germ
plasm, by which he means that an in-

visible portion of the germinal cells is

bodily handed down from sire to son,

and has been from the beginning of

life, so that the present being is literally

a part of his most distant ancestor, and,

of course, of all of his intermediate an-

cestors.

Mr. Morgan, whose remarkable work
on "Animal Life and Intelligence" has

lately appeared, believes not in the con-

tinuity of the germ plasm but in a con-

tinuity of the germ cells, so that he de-

cides the question, "Does the hen pro-

duce the egg or the egg the hen ?" in

favor of the egp. and brings to the sup-

port of his theory a mass of cogent ar-

gument. But whatever may be the cor-

rect theory, if any of them be correct,

the result is that life proceeding from
life carries on with it the powers and
characteristics of the line of ancestral

life, aud these powers and characteristics

under favorable conditions find expres-

sion in individuals. This is a refined

form of transmigration, which has the

advantage over the Buddhist doctrine of

being capable of proof.

If we could but know the causes of

atavism, and then could ascertain under
what circumstances latent would become
patent characteristics, we would be able

to make use of this power in practical

breeding. But in our present ignorance

we can make only this use of it, by select-

ing for breeders the fowls or animals

which in themselves possess the charac-

teristics that we desire to reproduce, and
which have the longest possible line of

ancestors possessed of similar character-

istics. Then, when atavism asserts its

power, the progeny will be what we de-

sire to see produced, and if it fails to

work and the progeny resembles the im-

mediate parents we have no cause for

disappointment.
If my pointer bitch produces puppies

like her ancestors. Bang Bang and Sensa-

tion, I need not regret atavism, and if

they are a nick between her and the ex-

cellent male to which she has been bred

I certainly have reason to be thankful.

Or if my Indian game chickens revert to

their grandsire, the great Crystal Palace

winner for several years, I cannot com-

plain, and if they are like their sire I

need have no regrets, unless I hare been

foolish enough to use a cock that I do

not wish to see reproduced in his pro-

geny. It is in this way, and this way
alone, that we are able to make a practi-

cal use of atavism, until scientists shall

be able to determine not only the cause

of the reversion, but the method of its

working, so that we can control it. In

other words, pedigree breeding, in all

forms of life where we can control the

unions, is the method of controlling ata-

vism. But by pedigree breeding in this

connection something more is meant
than using sires and dams whose an-

cestors are known—they must be sires

and dams whose ancestors are known to

possess the qualities we are seeking to

perpetuate, so that when atavism takes

place the specimen will revert to an ances-

tor of known excellence. A mere list of

names of ancestors is useless, but a list

of names representing desired qualities

ought to add greatly to the value of a

stock animal or bird. And when we

praise or condemn pedigree breeding, if

we do so wisely, we shall praise the use

of breeders descended from long lines of

excellent ancestors, and condemn the

practice which makes mere names take

the place of individual and ancestral

excellence.

To Correspondents.

Questions relating to the management

and diseases of dogs, poultry and pigeous

will be promptly answered in the col-

umns of The Fanciers' Journal. Our

readers are earnestly requested to assist

in making the Correspondence Depart-

ment a valuable feature eyery week.
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The Pleasures of a Judge

People Meb wibi) V^ile Pa??ip^

oi) bl^e Meribs of Fowls-

BY G. O. BROWN.

UMANITY is a great study, and
our regular poultry shows are the

best schoolrooms to find it in

its most varied forms. A poul-

try judge's existence is not the rose-strewn

path through life many innocent people

imagine. He meets with people who will

question his judgment when they know
he is right, and with those who will de-

clare he is right when they know he is

wrong. Many exhibitors appear to con-

sider that as in love or war anything is

fair to influence a premium.
Poultry judges are but human
beings, and not as some lead
themselves to think, infallible.

They are quite apt to make mis-
takes, and it is no disgrace to

correct them. This standing by
an error or mistake because it

has been made is rank nonsense
;

it may be policy for a base ball

umpire, but the poultry judge
who stands on what he calls his

dignity and refuses to correct an
error is not an honest man.
There are people who become

terribly "riled" because the
judge disqualifies a bird they
own. They seem to ignore the
fact that thejudge simply applies

the standard and is merely fol-

lowing out the law. A judge
goes to some large show ; he is

perhaps a little early ; the sec-

retary and the superintendent
haven't had experience enough
to justify their becoming candi-
dates for the coveted position

of superintendent of the World's
Fair poultry department, and the
confusion is complete. The judge
gets as far away as possible, so
there can be no suspicion of his
trying to discover whose birds
are being cooped, etc. The exhi-
bitors crowd around him, and a
regular experience meeting is

held, and the judge—well, every
man present is his sworn friend
—is given to understand they all

have perfect faith in his judg-
ment, and that they know his
decisions will give perfect satis-

faction. The judge feels that at
last he has got wliere there are
a lot of poultrymen that have
the true brotherly feeling. He
starts at his work and labors
with great care, applies his skill

with a conscience that considers
reputation above all things else.

His awards are made, revised
and handed in. Two hours after-

wards the judge can tell every
man that didn't win. Some of
them have been suddenly taken
with a case of stiff neck, others
become near-sighted, and |>er-

haps the very man the judge
had thought the noblest Roman
of them all will make remarks
in his hearing that reflect sadly
on his honor or capacity. The
winners renew their allegiance
and declare they knew they had
a walk-over, etc. It is those
that are comparatively new in

the fancy that the judges hate to wrestle
with, and the first poultry show in a
place is an eye-opener to the local

fancy, and great is the "slaughter of the
innocents." Strange as it may seem
though, with half of the birds in these
shows disqualified, there is less actual
trouble than where a few over-zealous
new begin tiers exhibit at an established
poultry show.
On one occasion at a show in Pennsyl-

vania I was informed by a young man
that a brown Leghorn hen he owned,
which had received no award, would
score at least eight points more than the
hen awarded first premium. He informed
me he could score brown Leghorns as

well as any judge. I suggested that he
score his hen and the first prize one, tell-

ing him, as he had informed me he had
been a poultry fancier eleven months,

that I might have made a mistake. He
agreed to it, and I said we would bring
them in the office, where both could have
just the same light. The secretary took
the red string from the young man's hen's
leg and put it on the first prize hen and
brought her in and told him to score his
own bird first. Result, first prize hen
scored eleven points more than I had
scored her and his own thirteen less.

At the Buffalo show an exhibitor came
to me and in an earnest and solemn man-
ner said: "Mr. Brown, I have a fine
Plymouth Rock cockerel here that I paid
twenty-five dollars for, and you gave it

no premium. I don't suppose you knew
what I paid for the cockerel, of course."
Not imagining the man could possibly
be in earnest, I replied: "Certainly, you
should not blame me because your bird
did not win, if you neglected to put up
on the coop what the bird cost you."
"Oh, no," he said, "but you just bet I'll

know what to do another time."
At Syracuse a short time after I found

on one of the coops a notice to the judge

Lakehorn more as dree year, and I shust
know vot a goot Lakehorn shicken vas so
kwick as any tam shudge, and I like to
know me because vy I don't got der
premium."
Frightened Judge.—"Show me your

bird and we will see what is the matter."
R. M.— "It dond vos no tam birt, I

dole you id vos a Lakehorn shicken. Dot's
him, dot's der pest shicken by der Lake-
horn rooster in der show. You vos so
veil know it as niyselef."

F.J.— "But. Mr., just look at his comb."
R. M.—"Shust what I call mit your

addendion to, dots it. Der vos a shicken
rooster mit leven bints mit his gomb. six
bedder as der pook galls for, and by cot
you pass id and give der bremium to a
rooster mit only five bints on his gomb."

It was no easy task to change this man's
opinion.
The nian who goes a little ahead of the

judge in the rows and chucks onions,
cabbage or apples in his coops, thinking
the judge will thereby be better able to
identify his exhibits would stop if he

call

else.

A TYPICAL WHITE WYANDOTTE MALE.

THE excellent illustration above is one of Mr. Sewell's best efforts in delineat-
iig the Wyandotte fowl. .The subject of the illustration is a cockerel be-

longing to Mr. T. Wilton Hill, of Jamesburg, N. J. The latter gentleman has one
of the largest and finest flocks of white Wyandottes in the country, and is a Arm
believer in the practical value of this American breed.

to "please observe this bird was paid a knew what an inward contempt the judge
big price for/' As I discovered it I also has for such proceedings. In these days

intelligentsaw Jimmy Forsyth peeping around the
coop at the other end of the aisle. He
had heard the story and put the card up
on a coop containing a Plymouth Rock
cockerel with beautiful feathered legs.

On one occasion I was taken lo task
for omitting to make an award on a
white Leghorn cock that surpassed even
the standard ideal. The awards on this
class were all up, and as I came in I heard
the secretary say in a sort of glad-to-get-
rid-of-you voice, "That's the judge

;
you

had better see him about it." I was ap-
proached by a rotund man with a face
radiant with a scowl and beer, and the
following dialogue occurred

:

Rotund Man.—"You vas der shudge,
aind id. Veil gom here alretty, I show
you somedings. I vos breet by der vite

proceeding!
when the woods are full of
fanciers poultry judges must needs be'ex
ceedingly careful, and the only influence
that governs their awards are the merits
of the specimens they handle. The own-
ers of the birds may be jolly good fellows,
but they will "not be in it'"' if their birds
are not the best.

At all the shows there is the fellow who
is sorry he did not bring his birds, de
daring "I have much better ones than
these home and could just as well have
won if I had brought 'eni." This is a large
family, and they come in force to the ag-
ricultural fairs. Their comments would
make the standard turn wrong side out.
Perhaps the meanest of all men we

meet are those who will come to us in all

seriousness and endeavor to make us

believe they really consider we have
made a serious mistake, and have given a
bird belonging to them a second when
the award should be first, etc. They de-
clare it is more for our reputation they

our attention to it than anything
You examine and discover you

have not made a mistake, and tell the
man so, and he says : "Well, it's alright,
but I wouldn't give my bird for two like
the one you've given first to," and then
he goes and purchases the first prize bird,
and the next day conies to you and
acknowledges he knew all the time that
the first prize bird was better, but didn't
want to own it. "hated so to be beat."
The lady exhibitors ! God bless their

dear hearts. How they do sell some of
the judges. They will hang around the
coops where their birds are. their faces
plainly picturing their earnest anxiety,
and the nearer the judge gets to their birds
the closer will they get to the judge until
their curiosity will get the better of their
usual shyness and they will get right be-
hind the judge and like as not make some

compromising remark that will
give away the ownership of the
birds. The unexpected remark,
sweet-voiced, low-toned, the
judge knows without turning
around comes from the lips of
that handsome woman he has
seen flitting to aud fro, and if
the specimen scores a little
higher than appearances would
indicate it should it merelv
shows the judge has good judg-
ment aud that his susceptible-
ness is of the proper kind ; that
his human nature is yet youth-
ful enough to know the differ-
ence between happiness and wis-
dom.
The poultry judge is often

placed in very disagreeable po-
sitions, as he too well knows it

is the nature of many exhibitors
to look with suspicion on any
action he may take. If he should
quietly sit in the corner of a
room and be conversing with a
fancier alxjut the increase of
rabbits in Australia, and that
fancier happened to be a rival
competitor with another man.
the other man at once thinks
the judge is in danger. This very
foolish idea and many others
like it cause the judges to avoid
the company of as many as they
can without being rude until
through with the judging, arid

then nine times out of ten other
engagements necessitate a hasty
departure. Then while the judge
is at work he realizes the societies
pay a good price for his services,

and that it is not fair that he
should allow people to detain
him from attending to his duties.

He therefore at times shows to
inquisitive inquirers and those
who are prompted by the real

genuine spirit of courtesy and
hospitality, that he hasn't got
time, etc. His actions are too
often nii.sjutlged, and he is put
down as "stuck up." cross, etc.

Some of the boys have had me
in such boats many a time. Last
winter at Charleston, however,
they found, as one of them ex-
pressed it, "Brown on duty, and
Brown off duty was a lively dif-

ference."
No, brother fancier, the poul-

try judges are not as mean as
they are painted, and some of
those who try to paint them use
a double reaction brush and be-
come daubbed all over them-
selves. Re charitable with us,

and if we have the courage of our con-
victions stand by us. If a poultry judge
fails to score your birds as high as you
yourself do, remember he has two sec-

tions less to contend with than you

—

prejudice and ownership.

—Scaly legs on fowls are due to para-
sites that harbor under the scales. Fowls
thus afflicted are an eyesore, and should
be treated at once, as the trouble is con-
tagious. Thoroughly wash and brush the
legs of the fowls with warm soapsuds and
dry with a towel. Then anoint with vas-

eline to which a few drops of carbolic

acid has been added. Three or four ap-
plications usually suffice to rid the fowls

of the parasites, but it will often take un-
til after the next moult before the legs are
restored to their normal condition.
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Barred Plijmouth Rock$

BY E. B. THOMPSON.

Secretary American Plymouth Rock Club.

fills great bird, so well known
everywhere, did not come into

prominence on a tidal wave of

popular favor, but by slow degrees won

the admiration of American poultrymen,

and it is safe to assert that to-day no

fowl has so sure a place in the hearts of

the people of this country as the Plym-

outh Rock. We have no variety—the

product of American skill in breeding—

that we can throw on the markets of the

show no angle at middle of the saddle,

is most desirable. A head carried well

up aud not large gives a graceful appear-

ance.
There are several methods of mating

Plymouth Rocks for breeding, and prob-

ably the single mating is used most
largely. However, we are of the opinion,

which is based upon many years of ex-

perience and observation, that the finest

show birds are the product of special or

separate matings for squabs and females.

An evenly-colored male a few shades
higher than for exhibition, with clear-

cut bars, bred to medium-light pullets,

will produce a good share of first-class

progeny of both sexes. A few of the

males will be of show quality, but the

majority will be as light, or lighter, in

color than the sire. Pullets will run
even and score well as a lot with some
fine show birds. A choice exhibition

male mated with medium-colored hens

world with so much pride, and

other is received from our shores

by foreign fanciers with such favor.

The basis of the Plymouth
Rock's popularity is deeper than

mere newspaper booming ; it is

sterling worth, which quality,

wherever it appears, whether in

man, beast or bird, will always in

proper time appeal to public opm-
lon, which is the only infallible

standard of humanjudgment. This

opinion has fairly marked the

Plymouth Rock as the foremost

fowl for general purposes in this

country. New birds, some of them
possessing splendid qualities, and

perhaps in some one of these

qualities superior to the Plymouth
Rock, have come suddenly, for-

ward like, upon us, and through

the power of printers' ink been

welcomed bv the people, admitted

to the standard and pronounced

the breed of the year in which

they were born. The Plymouth
Rock during all these advents has

steadily held its place, always in

strong demand, and now their des-

tiny is assured. We find in them
almost an ideal fowl. There are

faults to be sure, but in many of

the newer breeds are imperfections

which in comparison make the

Rock a perfect bird.

More of them are bred by market
poultrymen than all other pure
breeds combined, and the farmer,

whose call is for a business fowl,

has found just the breed to suit

his wants. They are fit to kill at

any age after eight weeks, and
make plump, yellow carcasses,

fine grained and flavored to suit

an epicure. We do not claim for

them an egg production equal to

the non setting breeds, nor the

size of the Asiatics, yet we have
])red males to weigh eleven to

thirteen pounds at two years old,

and fowls nine to ten and one-half

pounds, but meat, size, laying qual-

ities, vigor, quick growing and
altrictiveness combined, there is

no breed in existance that will not

suffer by comparison. The Plym-
outh Rock has an everyday plum-
age, yet few colors appeal stronger

to the eye of an artist. The ex-

quisite barring of a perfect feather

with the mild even contrast of sil-

ver, grey and blue, presents a har-

mony and beauty of coloring well

worth the study of a color critic,

A fine exhibition male should be of a

rich blue color, free from any shading of

brass or grey. The darker bars of each

feather should be the darkest shade of

blue, and not black. A bird thus cor-

rect, with feathers crossed with even

blue-black bars, will have the standard

bluish-tinged plumage. It is important

that the shade of color be the .same in

all sections of the bird

none having deep, even barring, will get many

ers and broilermen, who care nothing for

fancy points, are always glad to get them
at a figure about the cost of raising.

Considerable has been written in oppo-
sition to breeding Plymouth Rocks with
small combs. These writers contend that
by reducing the size of comb the
strength, vigor and prepotency of the
breed is thereby decreased. They refer

to the Leghorn, red cap and Minorca as

prominent types of layers, and urge that
the laying qualities of these breeds are in-

fluenced largely by their enormous
combs. This, in my opinion, is mislead-
ing, and I will venture that the size of
the combs on these varieties has been
bred large to suit fancy alone, and orna-
ment the bird, and think thatif the comb
of the Minorca or Leghorn were reduced
in size by one-half, the breeds as a whole
would be equally as prolific egg produc-
ers as now.
The Plymouth Rock of to-day carriers

much less comb than the Rock of ten

rule it is comb, head, legs, shape and
surface color that carries the day and
makes the bird a winner. A Plymouth
Rock with but slight under-barring will

often breed well, yet as the standard
makes no mention of breeding (qualities,

I consider that the judge should, in dicid-

ing awards, regard a bird only in the
light of a show bird. He may or may
not be a valuable breeder, and should be
judged by the written standard, regard-
less of the grade of prog;eny he is likely

to get. When classes are opened for

single breeders or pens mated to produce
best results, then and not sooner, in my
opinion, should the power of a bird to
produce bis like be considered by a judge.
The barred Plymouth Rock has been

termed America's idol, and is supported
by thousands of people who keep poultry
under every condition. It is safe to assert

that for practical purposes no breed, either
foreign or American, combines so many
sterling qualities as the Plymouth Rock.
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AN IDEAL WHITE LEGHORN,

Illustration of Mr. W. J. Andrus' White Leghorn Cock "Bergen Boy,

Ideal Bird in Every Way.

) t

an

color is a strong point, and a Rock with

clear, even plumage throughout is a more
valuable and attractive specimen than

one "" "'
'

having
back, breast and wings should match in

degree of coloring, and the closer to

standard shading the better.

The shape of a Plymouth Rock is pe-

culiar to itself and characteristic of the

breed. The body is long enough to

carry plenty of meat without giving the

appearance of a rangy bird ;
breast is

full and back broad and medium long.

A mioderately short tail, carried so as to

cockerels like the sire and pullets in

color like their dams to darker. The
best cockerels exhibited each year are as

a rule the result of this mating, and the

finest violet-colored pullets from a me-
dium light sire and light exhibition fe-

males.
Of course there are exceptions, but the

above is the rule generally. The breed-

Uniformity of
I

ing qualities of the Plymouth Rock de-

pend' a great deal upon his ancestry

A cockerel whose sire and grandsire were
prize-winners will get a larger percentage

"nearer per?ect in general color but
;

of prime males than one having ancestry

iiijr various shades. The hackle, with no special qualities of form and
color, and a male bred from a superior

dam will produce better pullets than a

cockerel by an ordinary hen, even though

the latter size excels in individual mark-
ings. When purchasing or mating a

breeding yard the breeder should keep
the matter of ancestry well in mind.

One grand feature of the Plymouth
Rock is there are no culls among the pul-

lets that are unmarketable alive. Farm'

years ago, and the breed has increased

rather than diminished in egg produc-

tion. The idea that a large-headed hen
topped with a cockerel's comb will lay

more eggs in a year and live longer than

one having a shapely head and neck and
medium to small, firmly-set comb is a

theory at variance with my experience as

a breeder and utterly false. The diflFer-

ence in appearance of a small or large

comb on a Plymouth Rock is striking to

the eye of a fancier, and while we admit

that a medium large comb if smooth and
evenly serrated looks well on a Leghorn,

a comb of equal size would surely de-

tract from the beauty of a Plymouth
Rock and be a detriment to the general

appearance of the bird.

Undercolor is an important section of

the plumage, especially in a breeding

bird. A Plymouth Rock male barred dis-

tinctly well down to the skin and good
in all other points is a valuable fowl for

breeding purposes. Deep under-barring

is not so essential in a show bird, for as a

FEEDING FOWLS.

There is no best grain for feeding

poultry. A surfeit of one grain, no

matter how good it may be, will

prove valueless. Age, health and
surroundings influence the feeding,

and to determine what to feed and

what not to feed is one of the arts

of poultry culture. No theory can

make an infallible rule. Practical

experience only determines what is

the best food for hens and chickens.

The best feeding ration we can com-
pound is composed of bran, oats,

com, wheat, ground beef bones and
vegetables, with the common sense
of the experienced poultry keeper.
This may be a little indefinite, but
it is as near as we can come when
advising for all the poultry world,

A doctor cannot prescribe unless he
diagnose his case. Neither can we
advise what to feed unless we know
the conditions and management of
the flock, A few simple rules we
will advance. To get large egg
yields requires very generous feed-

ing. Starving hens will not make
them lay. Hens that are not laying

require from a third to one-half less

grain than those that are laying.

Pullets must be feed all they will

eat before and when laying. Hens
that are lazy should not be fed early

in the morning. Turn them out in

the sheds and yards to work before

their morning meal is fed. This is

more important than many will be-

lieve. It has cured a flock of very
lazy hens for us, and made them
active in disposition and laying.

Feed sound grain. Wheat screen-

ings, when not too expensive, are

good food. We fed this during the

past year because wheat was too
high in price. The result was sat-

isfactory. Corn is a necessity where
fine eggs are desired. Buy eggs
from a corn-fed flock of hens and
you will be convinced of the truth

of the above.
Do not feed cut clover hay unless

the latter is really bright. Musty
clover hay is useless, and nine-

tenths of it is musty, or worse.

Boiled potatoes, marigolds and
carrots furnish the best bulky and
vegetable food. If you can get
skimmed milk or pot cheese the

hens will enjoy both. Feed less meat
or none at all when the above are fed.

Feed only what the hens will eat, and
never allow grain to lie as much as one
night on the floor. It attracts mice and
encourages idleness in the fowls. F'eed

the male bird an extra allowance. He
is often so gallant that he fails to get his

share of the food. As he is one-half the

flock he is entitled to full one-half the

attention.

—^Judge : You are accused of stealing

chickens and binding them in the house

of an accomplice.
Uncle Rastus : Ye don't suppose I'se

gwine to fowl my own nest, sah

!

—Teacher : Hens lay eggs ; now whet
other animals do the same r

Bright Boy : MacdufiF.

Teacher : What do you mean ?

Bright Boy : Cos I heard pa read

t'other night in Shakespeare " Lay on
Macduff."

BROWN I^KGHORNS.

BY JAMES FORSYTH.
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I
DO not know of any variety of thor-

oughbred poultry so highly deserv-

ing and at the same time so well

adapted by the artistic breeders as

the brown Leghorn. Where is the breed

that shows more brilliant coloring, more
diversified shading and markings aud
more exquisite pencillings on plumage
than the brown Leghorn ? And where is

the breed that as layers excel them?
Experience with this variety has demon-
strated the fact that beauty and utility

are strongly united in their organism.

My first attachment for the brown Leg-

horn originated in their inherent capacity

for laying eggs, and in this they have

unquestionably demonstrated their worth.

All lovers of the fancy are susceptible to

the beauty of the brown Leghorn. Their

well-developed combs, set firmly on the

head, having five or six evenly cut serra-

tions, pendulous wattles, pure white ear

lobes, bright bay eye, beautifully arched

neck, dark maroon in color striped with

black, full breast, trim body, full wings,

tail large and well sickled, yellow legs,

together with the dark red of back aud
dark maroon of saddle, glossy black of

breast aud greenish black of tail, com-
bine to make this fowl one of the hand-

somest and most striking of the thor-

oughbred variety.

The female, with her smooth, evenly

serrated five-point comb, falling grace-

fully to one side, her golden neck, each
feather striped with black, the different

shades of rich brown on back, body and
wings minutely pencilled with a darker

brown, dark salmon of breast shading
lighter under the body, with the bright

yellow legs, give a most coquettish ap-

pearance to her make up, and makes her
most pleasing to the eye of the fancier.

The first importation into this country
of brown Leghorns was made in 1853.
They have been widely known since that
date, every year growing in public favor,

until they now stand in the foremost
rank of thoroughbred poultry.

The improvement in brown Leghorns
during the past ten years has been most
marked. Leading breeders have greatly
improved their stock iu type aud color.

However, there are yet some obstacles to
be overcome in breeding brown Leghorns
to injure further possible perfection. The
great problem has been how to obtain
males with perfect stripe in hackle and
saddle without mottling in the hackle,
and females a rich brown in color, pen-
cilled with a darker brown, without large
percentage of brick in wings and decided
fading of breast and legs. Many of these
ol)stacles have been iu a measure over-
come.
Another and great obstacle iu the

breeding of this variety to a uniform
tyj)e and color is our very weak-kneed
standard. It is generally understood
that the chief advantage of a standard
and of scoring is the instruction that it

gfives exhibitors respecting the merits
aud defects of their stock, and the facil-

ity with which it enables sellers and pur-
chasers to deal honestly and intelligently

with each other in business transactions.

I am in thorough sympathy with a scor-

ing system that will tend to bring about
such ends, but how to do it under our
present system and with our present
standard when brown Iveghorns will vary
from two to three points iu the bauds of
different judges I should very much like

to know.
We have too few definite requirements

in our standard for brown Leghorns.
The rest is open to the opinion of the
various poultry judges, which vary ma-
terially. For instance, the standard calls

for the hackle in male a brilliant or
orange red, no preference being given.
Which is to receive the cut? Ths is left

to the opinion of the judge. Same in

saddle ; wing primaries, black ; lower
web may be edged with brown. Is there
any objection to stating whether it shall

or shall not? Yes, the judge will fix that

all right. The back of females reads dark
brown,finely pencilled with golden brown.
It should read rich brown, minutely pen-
cilled with darker brown. Comb, evenly
serrated; nothing said about number of
serrations. Neck, golden, with broad
black stripe extending down centre of
each feather. The stripe may be slightly
pencilled with golden brown. Of course.
It may be there is no disqualification in
pencilling in strips of hackle, but if you
breed birds that are free from the pencil-
ling, why should you not have credit for
It, as everyone knows they are more de-
sirable? And so it goes on, le.iving as
much leaway as possible to the opinion
and notion of the judge.
Another great trouble is that most all

varieties are scored too high, and when a
really extra specimen is exhibited there
are no points left to give him his due in
comparison with the usual run of his
competitors. He may win by half a

judges, and it seems impossible to remedy
this with our present standard. The
onlv way to make said standard popular
and satisfactory is to make the wording
so clear and definite that it will be im-
possible to misunderstand it. Then when
a customer writes for a bird scoring a
certain number of points the breeder can
safely say, "I send you a bird that under
any competent judge I guarantee to score
number of points desired."
But brown Leghorns will continue to

be bred, notwitstaudiug the deficiencies
in the standard, and the "booming" of
new breeds. No "boom" has brought
them to their present standing and popu-
larity, but with steady strides they gain
hosts of admirers among both veteran
and amateur breeders for their remarka-
ble precocity aud productiveness. They
are a proud, sprightly and liadsome va-
rietp of fowl, and commend themselves
to all lovers of fancy poultry.

BROWN LEGHORN COCK, AJAX II.

Winner of first and grand gold special at New York, February, 1890.
Owned and bred by James Forsyth, proprietor of Riverside Poultry
Yards, Owego, N. Y. The above illustration is probably the best ever
made of a Brown Leghorn male, and represents the American ideal of

the breed.

point, when he should be in the lead by
three or four,

I remember some time ago of going to
the yards of a prominent breeder of
brown Leghorns when he had his stock
sorted for shipment to a large show, I

noticed he had birds of several differ-

ent colors and markings. I said to
him, "Which of these birds have you de-
cided to take?" "They all go." was his
answer. "Why is that?" I said. "Oh,"
said he, some likes 'em light, and some
likes 'em dark."

I have always borne that in mind, aud
I think it has helped me out in some
tight places. There is no chance for ar-

gument. We all have our ideals, and
birds will vary in the hands of different

Specialty Clubs.

The great advance iu poultry culture
is to a large extent attributable to the
specialty clubs. The latter gather in

one fold the best breeders of the variety
each club represents. They serve to edu-
cate the members, and a better knowl-
edge of the breed is the result. They
will exert a powerful influence in making
and adopting an intelligent standard for

the breed. The cattle, sheep, swine and
horse breeders realize the value of such
clubs, so why should poultry fanciers

not do the same. Join the club that rep-

resents your breed and you will do more
for the fancy than by any other means.

PROPOSED STANDARD
FOR TAIL TURBITS

Disqualifications.—Birds not match-
ing when shown in pairs ; trimming,
plucking, coloring or any artificial alter-

ation
; dark beak, eyes other than bull,

colored flights, mixed tail feathers, ap-

pearnce of feathers on legs or feet, out of
condition from disease, .any decided de-

formity.

Formation.—Size of body.—Rather
small, between that of an Knglish and
African owl.

Shape of Body.—Chest broad and full,

shoulders well tucked in, flights short
and carried above the tail, well up and
not drooping.

Carriage.—Erect, graceful, sprightly.

Skull.—Large (^not long), broad and
rather round, forehead high, full above
the wattle aud prominent over the eyes.
The profile should present an even curve
from the point of the beak to the crown
of the head. The line from the crown of
the head to the base of the peak should
drop slightly aud be as nearly straight as
possible.

Beak.—Short and thick as possible, the
upper mandible having a downward ten-
dency. The lower mandible proportion-
ately thick aud straight ; fittiug lightly
into the upper.

Beak and \Vattle.—A fair amount, but
in no way rising out of the curve of the
profile ; fine in texture.

Eyes.—Large and full and situated as
near the top of the head as possible.

Mouth.—Wide with full cheeks extend-
ing below the eyes, the space between
the juncture of the mandibles and the
eyes being short and well filled up.

Gullet.—As much as possible, quite
Tilling up the hollow in the throat.

Frill.—As much as possible, turning
both ways and extending from the gullet
well down into the breast.

Crest.—Large, full, even extending
around the back of the head from eve to
eye as nearly as po.ssible, and bending
forward over the skull. Beak crest also
admissible.

Neck.—Rather short and broad and
somewhat arched in structure, glossy iu
feather.

Legs.—Short, showing but little of the
thigh and free from fowl feathers below
the hocks.

Feet.—Small and neat.

Varietiks. — Tail marked: Black,
blue, red, yellow, dun and silver

Color and mark ing.—Tail marked : The
entire tail is colored according to the va-
riety. The twelve tail feathers, with
their upper and lower coverts, should be
colored according to the variety anil cut
sharply across. There should be no
colored feathers over the rest of the body
nor white ones among the colored mark-
ings. The color in blacks, reds, yellows
and duns should be deep, rich aud glossy.
Blues.

—

\ sound, bright and clear blue,
aud a black band near the end of the
tail feathers. Silvers.—A delicate silver-

gray, with brownish band near the end
of tail feathers.

Color of Beak.—Pale flesh color.

Color of Eyes.—Dark or bull.

Color of Legs and Feet.—Bright red,

with pale and colored nails.

SCALE OF points.
Couditiou 6

Size of body 4
Shape of body 5
Carriage 4
Skull, size and shape 14

Beak shape and thickness u
Beak wattle, fullness and shape 2

Eyes, fullness and color 4
Mouth, width and position 7

Gullet, fullness and depth 7

Frill, length and regularity 8

Crest, fullness and shape 6

Neck, breadth and feather 3

Legs and feet, size and color 3
Thigh, freeness from foul feathers a

Color 4
Accuracy of marking 6

Tail, freeness from foul feathers 4

Total too

William S. Lentz,
Committee on Tail Turbit*.
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BY J. H. DREVENSTEDT.

(Tf HAVE beeu requested to write an

J I article on Wyandottes for the Christ-

j| mas number of The Fanciers'

Journal. I am rather reluctant to

do so, for the simple reason that so many

valuable articles must find space in this

number that an article on Wyandottes

would occupy more space than can be

given.

However, I will attempt to discard the

approved style of writing up a breed and

making a few brief comments. Instead

of giving a genealogy of the breed I will

content myself in stating a few facts.

The Wyandotte is of American origin.

It had a boom which nearly killed the

breed. That'* the way booms often act.

The Wyandotte was a made bird. What
it was made of nobody knows. What
some men made up and sold as Wyan-
dottes is a matter of history. Everything

that looked like a Wyandotte was put on

the circuit of trade and even in the show
rooms. The evil caused by such a

course is plainly discernible to the present

day. Visit the country fairs and note the

rubbish that often is labeled "Wyan-
dotte." What caused all this? Well,

greed for the almighty dollar comes as

near answering the question as anything

I can think of.

Notwithstanding all this abuse the Wy-
andotte fowl by Its own wonderful in-

trinsic merit is slowly being recognized

as one of the most valuable fowls ever

produced by the hand of man. Its prac-

tical market qualities have never been

questioned, for it is a close approach to

what is called "a general purpose fowl."

The best of layers, the ne plus ultra of

all broilers and a very good roaster, the

Wyandotte scores high in the economical

section. As a fancier's fowl it is superb.

Hard to breed to perfection, it has a fas-

cination for the true fancier that is irre-

sistible. The huckster has no use for it,

and that is a blessing nowadays. In the

past, when the boom was ripe, the huck-

ster grew fat. Education, however, de-

prived him of his game.
The strange but significant fact re-

mains that the men who first appreciated

the Wyandotte for the wonderful beauty

of its lacing, are to-day the staunchest

champions of the breed. I am out of the

list of breeders who raise birds for revenue,

but notwithstanding the fact that I have

bred and tried most breeds, the one breed

I have never forsaken since I first owned

a pair is the silver Wyandotte.
To produce an ideal of the latter fowl

is an object in mv life that is only intensi-

fied as the year's roll on, and the many
failures to accomplish it are fresh in my
mind. The work of such men as Irving

Crocker, John D. Tompkins, Dr. A. T.

Beckett, the Thompsons and others is

but my own experience. They are de-

termined to raise the standard of the

Wyandotte, and their birds show it

plainly each succeeding year.

To-day the Wyandotte will breed as

true as most parti -colored breeds. The
chief drawback has always been the moss-

ing or pencilling of the white centres in

the feathers of the females. This is es-

pecially noticeable in the hens. A pullet

IS often a perfect picture of lovely lacing,

but when she assumes the garb of hen-

hood, frequently disgusts her owner by
appearing in a' dingy cloak of so-called

laced feathers. Nine-tenths of this

trouble is due to the fact that we breed

from pullets, especially from birds that

are too dark. A dark pullet shows but

little white in the feathers of the back.

The black (so-called) is in reality a dis-

guised symphony of pencilling. The
ideal Wyandotte, to me, is a bird that is

laced like the vSebright bantam excepting

the tail, which is to lie black. To get such

a bird we must use Wyandotte hens hav-

ing clean white centres to their feathers.

Such birds are very scarce, but they do

the work.
Irving Crocker used hens only that had

moulted out from pullethood into clean-

laced birds, and he struck the right

track. I have one of his hens now, six

years old, and barring her lack of sym-

metry, she would give many a pullet a

hard rub for honors in the show room.

To illustrate what constitutes a good
Wyandotte male I have reproduced the

two pictures accompanying this article.

The photo-engraving represents " Em-
pire Chief" the winner in New York in

1891. The photograph was not a good

one, but the fine hackle and saddle of the

bird with his dark breast gives a fair idea

of our American type of Wyandotte. To
me such a bird is a fine breeder.

The other illustration is reproduced

from the Feathered World. The subject

is a famous winner in England, and such

a bird to me is the ideal Wyandotte show
bird. I do not admire his comb or his

Begin at the neck. A hackle each

feather of which is black, edged with

white, and if the centre of the black

—

the shaft—is white all the better. The
back, each feather having a large white

centre laced with an intense narrow band

of black ; the wing bow the same, the

secondaries showing the lower and ex-

posed web white ; the upper and folded

web a solid black, except that a slight

edging of black encircles the white of
exposed webb as butts ; the primaries a
solid black, except a very narrow band
of white on the lower web ; no pencil-

ling or mossing in the white ; the breast

AN ENGLISH WYANDOTTE.

shape exactly, but the lacing of the

breast, the hackle and saddle are superb.

The wing bar might have been a little

more distinct and heavier. The English

follow the Sebright tjrpe in the show
room, while we persist in sending breed-

ing birds to our shows. Wyandottes
with solid bars and poor wing bows often

laced the same as the back ; the tail coal

black. If you have such a hen cry

"Eureka!" I will not describe the

male, as the pictures referred to do that

;

but it is important to never breed from a

male that is pencilled in the saddle

hangers. I know this will send to the

pot hundreds of nice Wyandottes, but it

AN AMERICAN WYANDOTTE.

go uncut because someone made such a

bird a type. It is not standard and never

will be. The same holds good with fe-

males. The open-centered pullets fail to

win over the dark and heavy-laced birds,

yet as hens the open-centered birds will

be superior. There should be uniform

rules established to guide judges in this

matter and protect the breed

.

A good Wyandotte female is a mag-

nificent sight. Take the silver variety.

is the proper place for them. In seven

years' breeding I have found only three

^irds exempt from this fault, and while

many of the others were fine-looking and

would win at shows, they were useless as

breeders.
What holds good for the silvers applies

to the goldens as well. These two
varieties are in the same boat and the

same care in breeding is necessary.

The white Wyandotte is one of the

best white fowls ever bred, and the fine

illustration of a famous cockerel of this

breed, appearing in this issue, gives an
excellent idea of the true shape of the
Wyandotte male.
The blacks are extremely handsome

and should become popular when better

known. The buff Wyandotte is still in its

swaddling clothes, but when once per-

fected will create a furore.

I have seen buflF Wyandottes in a num-
ber of yards, and the fanciers who own
them are men that will not hasten their

debut. They prefer to get the breed up
to a high standard, and judging by the

past year's work, progress has been made
in fixing the Wyandotte type, but the

color, while a rich buff, is handicapped
by the black appearing in the tails, wing
feathers and base of hackles. This,

however, will soon be bred out.

With these brief remarks I commend
the Wyandotte fowl to fanciers and prac-

tical poultrymen as well worthy of their

attention.
*

BY FRANCIS T. UNDERHILL.

President American I^angshan Club.

P much has already been said, and

so well said, about the many vir-

tues of the Langshan, its origin

among the "Langshan Hills" of China,

and the marked improvements which the

skill of English and American breeders

has brought to pass, that I feel an article

upon Langshans to be rather ill timed. I

shall confine myself therefore to the giv-

ing of a few notes gleaned from personal

experience.
It is only fair to the prejudiced, as also

to the uninitiated, to acknowledge at the

outset that the Langshan is my "little

tin god on wheels" among the poultry,

but It has reached that pinnacle after be-

ing compared on even terms with the fol-

lowing varieties, all of which I have
owned, bred, exhibited and won with at

prominent shows : Light and dark Brah-

mas, white, partridge and buff Cochins,

Plymouth Rocks, laced and white Wyan-
dottes, Leghorns, games and Minorcas.

I sum up its qualities as follows : Chicks,

the hardiest of all, maturing more quickly

than any other Asiatic.

Egg-laying qualities, unsurpassed. For
broiler purposes, excellent, but not equal

to Plymouth Rocks or Wyandottes. Table
purposes, finer than anything but game,
and unequalled as capons.

General characteristics, more active

and thifty than the other Asiatics, though
very nearly as docile and easily confined,

hardy, healthy and very true breeders

;

percentage of culls very small. Hand-
some and attractive in appearance and
easily cared for.

The statement that as egg producers

they are unsurpassed will of course be

challenged, but remember I am only

giving you my personal experience for

what it is worth. In the six months
from February i to August i, 1891, sev-

enty hens in my Langshan yards laid

6337 eggs, or a trifle more than an av-

erage of thirty-five eggs per diem. This,

considering the number of hens, is a

good performance. In addition to the

quantity the quality was exceedingly

good, the eggs being large and highly

colored, and to all appearances much the

same as those from my light Brahma
vards, both in size and color, but I found

the average weight of the eggs was in

favor of the light Brahmas, though I had
more pullets in the Langshan yards and
vice versa.

For incubator hatching and rapid ar-

tificial forcing I prefer Plymouth Rocks
or Wyandottes to any other pure breeds.

The best broiler of all I have found to be

a cross of white Wyandottes on light

Brahmas. The Sumatra crossed on the

Langshan is very nearly if not quite the

equal of this. It is true in some localities

the markets object to black legs, but I

have found no difficulty in getting the

top New York prices.

My honest opinion is that the Lang-

shan is the best general purpose fowl

that is bred to-day, but this article is not

intended as a eulogy upon the breed, but

a plain statement of results after com-
paring their various qualities carefully

and without prejudice with those of other

breeds, and the footing up shows that no

other breed combines as many good qual-

ities as does the Langshan

.
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TflE INDIAN GAME
BY O. K. SHARP.

can scarcely pick up a poultry

paper nowadays but we find an

article from the pen of some
noted fancier extolling the virtues of the

variety to which his fancy clings. The
Plymouth Rock, the Wyandotte, Brahma,
Cochin, Leghorn, Dorking and Minorca
all have their champions and their de-

fenders ; all have come in on a boom,
some of them gradually because the

supply was limited, others in immense
quantities because the supply was well

nigh inexhaustible. Each breed has had
points of superiority and has merited in

some respect the warm welcome it has

received. Each one has, I believe, been

steadily improved in the way of general

appearance and utility. The friends of

each are legion, and the old stand-bys

bid fair to hold a warm place in the heart

of every American fancier for many
years to come.
The latest acquisition of importance

has been the Indian game. Every breeder,
and I dare say every reader, of The
Journal, is familiar with the facts con-
cerning their first appearance in America.
Their advent created no excitement

;

there was no stampede for stock, no
claims made for them for their useful-

ness or for their exquisite markings of
plumage. No one called the attention
of the fancier to them, did not hint to
him that there were in our country speci-

mens of a breed upon which he could
successfully display his skill at breeding
and be rewarded if his theories were cor-

rect with the finest lacings and most
Solished plumage of any useful fowl yet
iscovered. Thus the first year of their

advent was passed in comparative ob-
scurity. One or two were shown at some
of our shows but created no excitement,
and were looked upon more as a freak
than as a fowl of any real merit. Alas,

how many chances we let slip by, how
many opportunities for reputation are

lost simply because we fail to discern in

the new by a sweeping glance some one
point of superiority not contained in the
old.

With the Indian game, three little

feathers brought them prominently be-

fore the poultry fraternity of America—

a

queer way to start a stampede, the like

of which has never been known in the
poultry history of the United States. It

may be of interest to the various friends

of the Indian game to know just how
this happened, so I will give it to the

public for the first time.

In the spring of 1889, while continuing

a correspondence with Mr. J. H. Dreven-
stedt (then the editor of the Poultry Bul-

letin, but now associated with The Fan-
ciers' Journal as editor), I enclosed in

one of my letters three Indian game
feathers plucked from a splendid speci-

men of the breed—a hen that had become
noted in England, and since then become
famous in this country. Luckily the re-

cipient was a fancier, else the fame of
the Indian game might not have reached

its zenith so soon, nor been so lasting in

its effects.

The moment the eye of the fancier saw
those feathers the future of the Indian

game was assured. He saw the possibil-

ities which the new-comer oflFered and
instantly his mind decided that it was
worthy of a special and extended notice

in the columns of his paper. You may
say, why was this so ? Simply because

the editor had for years been a fancier

and breeder of the silver Wyandottes,
had been trying all those years to breed

a female with every feather a perfect sin-

gle lacing. Here he saw three feathers

plucked from different sections of the fe-

male, and each one perfectly double-

laced and the colors strongly contrasting,

the brown a rich chestnut red, the green

showing the brilliancy of the bronze

turkey.
No wonder the next day a letter came

saying, "These feathers are superb," and
the same day a telegram, saying they
should have a fine half-tone plate made
of them for the next issue of^ the Bulle-

tin, and asking me for a cut and a de-

scriptive article on the fowl, calling at-

tention to their strong points. Both were
promptly furnished, the cuts of the birds
and feathers printed, together with the
comments of tne editor, the issue of the
magazine mailed to the subscribers all
over the country, and then the stampede
began. Its likes were never known be-
fore, and will probably not soon be re-
peated upon any other new breed. Suf-
fice it to say that whether it may be
called a boom or a great demand, we are
now entering upon the third year of the
reign of the Indian game, and with an
ever-increasing demand at full prices, we
can hardly see it as a boom. Their
friends are legion in every section of the
country. From Florida, Manitoba, Cali-
fornia, Alaska and Mexico comes the
same remark from the breeders who have
tried them, "I never found a fowl that
was so well suited to this climate as the
Indian game."
What their future will be no one can

predict. Certain it is they are here to
stay, and their great prepotency leaves
their characteristics stamjied upon every
breed with which they are crossed. Not
until they have become more plentiful
than the Plvmouth Rocks will this de-
maud diminish. How many years have
the Rocks been on the boards? We
must measure the days of the Indian
game by those of the Plymouth Rock

—

many years.

I have endeavored to give to the pub-
lic a little of the history of the starting

Greebii)^s fron; bl)e W^sb

BY THEODORE STERNBERG.

ERMIT a lover of fine fowls,

whose home is in the great

^ mid-West, beyond the Missis-

sippi, to extend fraternal greet-

ings and wish a Merry Christmas and a

Happy New Year to all the brothers and
sisters who love fowls and whose homes
are widely scattered all over our country,

but whose hearts throb in harmony with

the beautiful in nature as manifested in

the radiant colors of our feathered pets.

With Christmas comes, or should come,
thoughts of home. The family circle is

the centre of all the thoughts, and prop-

erly so. Santa Clans rides merrily over
the singing snow, the fire sparkles on the
hearthstone, gifts are exchanged, and
children and happiness reign supreme.
It is on this occasion that one member of
the poultry family is discussed without
envy or anger. The Christmas turkey
rules the roost For this day professional
judges are not in it, and the great mil-
lions enjoy their turkey, unmindful of
whether it had hocks or not, utterly care-
less of the opinion of the great master

of the Indian game in this country,
thinking it may be of interest, as it has
never before been made public. From
time to time I will give other articles

touching upon other points of interest

concerning the breed and the men who
have been most prominent in bringing

[

the Indian game to its present popularity.
Mr. Babcock, in his little book on the
Indian game, in a very fair manner has
given the bare facts concerning their his-

tory in both England and America. It

would take another book to tell of the

friends they have had and of the little

incidents that have occurred in connec-
tion with their coming, which have all

eventually worked to the good of the
breed.

It would also fill another book to tell

of the cunning connivery and question-

able methods which some American fan-

ciers have descended to by which they
hoped to check the tide of public favor

which had set in for the Indian game.
Not only have they been assailed by
breeders who had no reputation to lose,

but by men prominent in the poultry

fraternity—men who dared not attach

their own signatures, but who hid under
a nom de plume. Nothing, however,
could stop the current of public favor.

The thrusts they received only gave their

admirers fresh courage, and they have
succeeded in placing them upon a solid

footing as lasting as the hills.

of judging "that the public don't know
anything about poultrj-," the families of
these llnited States apply the supreme
test to this royal bird and declare it good,
but not good enough to be alone, for in

order to realize the highest acme of
Christmas turkey delight there must be
imprinius, the turkey secundum, the
hungry celebrant of Christmas rites. So
mote it be. For is it not written by one
who knew that the turkey is an inconve-
nient bird, too large for one, and not
large enough for two ?

On this blessed anniversary our heart
goes out towards all the fancy, our dis-

putatious pen is dipped in the violet ink
of "peace on earth and good will to all

men." Our favorite Cochins, easygoing,
good natured Cochins, nestle amongst
their downy feathers and gently cluck
notes of contented happiness to the stal-

wart light Brahma cock in the adjoining
pen. So with us, this Christmas Day
should be the mellowing influence over
all poultrydom. Let not the sun of
Christmas go down except on a peace-
ful fancy. Even the savage pit cham-
pion pauses in his fiery charge and puts
away his cruel spur on Christmas. The
gladiator of the sawdust wishes a Merry
Christmas to and eats out of the same
dish with his former antagonist. Oh, the
healthy, holy mission of Christmas, for

on this day the Cornish Indian acknowl-
edges the white Aseel to be a cousin ; the

Langshan in his coat of burnished mid-
night welcomes the white and the blue of
his family ; the cheery chorus singers of
the vast Leghorn family in their dresses
of white, of black, of brown, of buff, all

sit at one table on Christmas, and merri-
ly cackle without regard to the various
head-dresses worn, bonnets and caps, sin-

gle and rose, a diversity which only
brings out more clearly the family traits.

And at the head of the table sits the fa-

ther of them all
— "Trixie," in his mood,

egg-static.

For once the rigid standard is relaxed,
and at this long table, with its large arm
chairs, the Brahmas, light and dark ; the
Cochins, buff, black, white and partridge,
are congregated. Sober, sensible conver-
sation on crops ensues, but blue inider-
color, stripes in hackle, baggy trousers
and bifurcated skirts are talx)oed ques-
tions, and for once the Asiatic family is

happy in this land of its adoption, for be
it known that these dignified burghers
and matrons came from the flowery
kingdom long before Denis Kearney and
the sand lots of San Francisco became
noted ; long before the Chiiiese were ex-
cluded from our shores ; before the days
of the Blair bill, and before the day when
a foreigner landing on our eastern shores
dictated who should land on the western.
On Christmas, nationality is forgotten.

The buff crower, in tight pants with
spring bottoms, tips glasses with the
English lass with voluminous undergar-
ments. All join in the merry cotillon,
for Cochins don't waltz ; they are not
built that way. The biggest, oldest and
most dignified light Brahma cock leads
the measure with a pert miss from Cochin
Hill, and the gallant old fellow never
once steps on her flowing skirts. All are
happy ; all have an equal chance in the
festivities. Each and every variety wel-
comes each and every other variety which
springs from the same stock

;
peace and

happiness reigns in the hen coop and in
the parlor. Amongst the Asiatics but one
incident occurred, which might but for
exquisite tact have proved uupleasant. A
little dark Brahma pullet who had never
been in company before ran to her
mamma and called: "Oh, mamma, see
that funny looking light Brahma ; its

big toe is sticking out."
"This is Christmas, my child ; never

make sport of our poor relations. Re-
member that on Chnstmas to wear shoes
or not is optional. The Christmas tur-

key is for all."

The glorious works of art of the old
masters, as well as of the latter day, are
ennobling to the world. A love for the
beautiful in art and nature is of actual
value to the race, but on Christmas there
are no disputes as to which was the
greatest colorist, Rembrant or Michael
An^elo. Art is worshipped, not the hand
which expresses it ; heaven-born music is

wafted on every zephyr, but on Christ-
mas no one would think of marring the
happiness of the occasion with a dispute
as to whose particular creation was the
grandest ; all the masters are known, all

lovers of music sit at the same table

;

happy and contented that music is.

So lovers of the beautiful in our feath-

ered pets on this Christinas morning let

but one feeling animate you—a love for

all who love fowls for themselves and
not what can be made out of them, for

this one day we sink everj'thing in the
common love for our pets. Cochin Hill
wishes a Merry Christmas to the light

Brahma and to all the rest affectionately.

Incubators and Brooders.

No poultry raiser of any pretentions

can afford to be without an incubator or

brooder. Early chickens can only be

procured by the use of the wooden hen,

and once having hatched the chicks, a

brooder or artificial mother is a necessity.

Incubators are so simple and reliable

nowadays that there can be no excuse

on tliat score. Besides they are much
cheaper, and those adverti.sed in The
Fanciers' Journ.\l are among the best

in the world. They are standard ma-
chines, thoroughly tested. Our readers

can do no better than to send for the
catalogues of the different incubator man-
ufactures. They are decidedly interest-

ing and instructive. Nothing will suit

an intelligent boy or girl better than to

raceive an incubator as a Christmas pres-

ent. It will keep him or her out of mis-
chief and prove a valuable teacher beside.
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SilverSetri^^bBapban)^

BY F. B. ZIMMER.

S regards the origin and original

home of this beautiful variety, so

much has been written that

almost any boy who is at all

interested in poultry can tell and under-

stands all about it, and it is needless

for us to say anything on the subject.

But much has been learned in the last

twenty-five years concerning breeding

them to a high state of perfection, and

there is still plenty of room for improve-

ment and study. They are one of the

most beautiful of the bantam family, and

one of the varieties that requires the

most skill in selecting and mating to

produce a large per cent of really good

specimens. By really good specimens I

mean birds that will score ninety or over

honest points. As a breeder who is

deeply interested in the breed, one who

is often called upon to pass judgment on

this variety at shows and one who scores

his own birds, I am unable to find many
ninety-five -point birds judged strictly by

the American Standard.

Perhaps I am too severe on the breed,

and on my own birds, but my way of in-

terpreting the standard, birds that will

score ninety-five points are very scarce. A
-white feather, laced entirely around with

black, means something in my estima-

tion. To be a white feather, it must be

more white than black. To be laced

with black does not mean grey or dirt

•color. To be laced entirely around the

feather does not mean simply the outer

•end which is in sight when the birds

stand in the yard or coop, and down both

sides, but it also means the black lacing

must meet at the fluffy part of the feather.

The standard says nothing of undercolor.

For the good of the breed and for the

"benefit of breeders who are just starting

in this variety I think it should say
"'under-color throughout a dark slate or

black," the latter preferred, as birds with
under-color of this shade are more liable

to have the black lacing extend "all

a«>und" the feathers, and will breed at

least one-half more good specimens.
Beside color, the breeder has some-

thing to look after which goes far to-

ward making his birds valuable and
beautiful. He must have in his males as

Avell as females the well-spread fan shape
tail, devoid of any suspicion of sickle

feathers, and a hackle and saddle similar

to the females. Then size must be looked
after also. Taken all in all, I don't

know but they are quite a difficult breed

to handle, but then their beauty and the

satisfaction of breeding a good per cent

of fine birds more than doubly pays for

all the time, money and study that is

devoted to them, and is just what the

scientific breeder is after. And there

isn't a doubt but the beautiful, aristo-

cratic, saucy little Sebright will be culti-

vated and bred years after the breeders

of to-day "are laid up for repairs,"

Ori^ii) of bbe Sebri^bb-

To give the lovers of the beautiful sil-

ver Sebright bantam a history of their

origin, we cannot do better than quote

from Wright's "Book of Poultry" on the

subject, as follows : The beautiful gold

and silver-laced bantams, also very com-

monly called Sebright bantams, are per-

haps the most extraordinary proof of

what can be done by careful breeding

which could be found within the pages

of this work. vSo entirely is every feat-

ure the result of art, and so well did Sir

John Sebright keep his secret as to the

process of manufacture that for a long

period the most erroneous and contradic-

tory accounts were current as to the ori-

gin of these beautiful birds, some affirm-

ing that they had been imported from
the East. After the death of the right

honorable baronet, however, truer ac-

counts, obtained from various members
of the family, began to appear, and in

the Journal of Horticulture for 1865 was

published the fullest and most detailed

account of the matter we have yet seen,

as follows

:

"It was about the year 1800 that the
late Sir John Sebright first began to

fashion the Sebright bantam. The cross

wai between some common bantams and
the Polish fowl. These were bred in-

and-in until the required marking and
size was secured. Sir John then acci-

dentally found a short-tailed bantam
cock in the country where he was travel-

ing. This short-tailed bird he in-bred

with his newly-manufactured bantams,
thereby giving their progeny the present
form of the short tail,

"In the Poultry Chronicle it is stated

that Sir John obtained a buff-colored

survives) began their labors by selecting

the best kinds for their purpose of the
Polish, and by judiciously crossing them
with bantams gradually obtained their

end. They had to work out the top-

knots, get rid of the hackles and long-

tail feathers, and reduce the size, retain-

ing as much as possible the truly imper-

tinent character of the bantam. This

has been most successfully accomplished,

but not without the occasional re-cross-

ing with the black bantam, for the con-

stant breeding in-and-in has often brought

the birds to a standstill.

•'•The club thus formed met annually

on the first Tuesday in February iu Brick

Lane, but has been of late years trans-

ferred to the Gray's Inn CoflFee House,

,fo^Ti^N^«i

SILVER SEBRIGHT BANTAMS.

bantam hen at Norwich. She was very

small indeed, with clear slate-colored

legs. On the same journey he purchased

a cock rather inclined to red in color,

destitute of sickle feathers, with a hen-

like hackle, and also at Watford a small

hen resembling a golden Hamburg. He
afterwards had a white cockerel from the

Zoological Gardens, by which he made

Holborn, where it has always been the

custom to admit strangers on applica-

tion after the award of the judges. The
club is essentially private, and all mem-
bers must be proposed and seconded by
a member and afterwards balloted for.

The annual subscription for the golden
is two guineas and the same for the sil-

vers, which forms the amount of prizes.

^'\?'>^Ovwt.l»c-

WHITE POLISH BANTAMS.

Wt)ifce Polist) BapbaiT)^.

BY F. B. ZIMMER.

(5
I
HE white Polish bantam, plain, is

*

I
known too well to need any de-

scription from us. However, we
will say for the benefit of those who per-

haps have never seen any that they are

very pretty and attractive, and easy to

breed and keep down to what is termed

bantam weight. When they were ad-

mitted to the standard we think their

committee made a mistake in demand-

ing them to be bred and exhibited with

single combs and white legs. They

should have been miniature white Polish

with V-combs and blue legs, as the single

comb does not belong on any crested

bird, and it cannot be bred small enough,

but that it always appears at war with

the crest, either causing a split in the

crest or the crest gains the day on some

specimens and causes the comb to appear

wrinkled, shirred and crowded, and I as

one of their oldest breeders would be

willing even at this late date to change

the style of comb, even if the color of the

legs was left as it is, or willing to change

both.

A few years ago there came a cry across

the sea that the English had originated

a bearded white Polish bantam, and a

would-be famous hen man on this side

of the water who was "quite Hinglish,

doncher gnaw," and who perhaps had

never seen one of them as yet. In fact,

it is quite certain he had not, or he would
never have made the remarks he did,

proposed that the American Polish ban-

tam be dropped from our standard, stat-

ing that they were scrubs, and not worthy
of notice, but went further and said when
Americans could breed Polish bantams
like the English did, then they should

be admitted. He called them miniature

white Polish bearded. Well, some of our
enterprising American breeders imported

some of these miniature Polish, and sev-

eral of our fanciers who were interested

in Polish bantams had the privilege of

seeing them at our shows. They found
them low, short-legged, squatty birds,

the most of them over American bantam
weight, with white legs like our Polish

bantams, from which we have reason to

believe they were started, with combs re-

sembling the Sultan, hardly what we
would term a miniature white Polish.

The result was, an American standard

for bearded white Polish bantams was
drawn up, something describing what an
American terms miniature white Polish,

and at Indianapolis the bearded white

Polish bantam was admitted to the stand-

ard. Since we have had such a standard

we have heard of none of the English

beauties being shown on this side, and if

they were shown, bred as they were at

that time, an American judge could do
nothing short of disqualifying them, as

bearded Polish bantams must have V-
combs and blue legs.

American breeders have been at work
at them, and although comparatively

scarce, still there are some really fine

specimens of the breed to be found, and
in a few years we think they will be more
plentiful than the plain variety, as they

are more hardy, better layers and excel

them by far in crest and general beauty.

his silvers. This description of the ori-

gin refers back before the laced marking
was achieved. They were then known
as pheasant bantams."

Sir John also established a club for the

fostering and improvement of his pets.

It is thus mentioned in the Poultry

Chronicle of 1855: "The Sebright Ban-

tam Club was formed some forty years

ago by the late Sir John S. Sebright and
several other fanciers, who endeavored,

if possible, to obtain the beautiful plu-

mage of the Polish fowl on as small speci-

mens as could be. They (the late Sir

John, the late Mr. Stevens, the late Mr.
' HoUingsworth and Mr. Garle, who still

Each bird must be the bona fide proper-

ty of the exhibitor, bred by him and un-

der a year old. The cocks are allowed

twenty-two ounces, and the hen eigh-

teen ounces. The cocks must have
no long hackles, no saddle feathers, no
streamers in the tail; they must have
rose combs, short backs, heads and tails

approximating. Their ground color,

whether gold or silver, must be clear,

and every feather delicately laced (never

spotted) with pure black. The tail feathers

should form no exception in their lacing,

and the bars on the wings should be

black and distinct. The same rule ap-

plies to the hens." See illustration at top.

—There is no better Christmas present

for a boy or girl than a pair of bantams.

Many children are brought up without

having an opportunity of cultivating an
acquaintanceship with domestic animals.

The cat is perhaps a common exception,

and while we do not wish to discourage

the possession of that useful feline, we
are constrained to admit that the rat and
mouse are the principal excuse for the

cat's existence. Not so with other pets.

A child that loves a bird for its beauty is

apt to appreciate the possession of a nice

pair of bantams, and no boy or girl will

be the worse for it. On the contrary, it

will encourage a higher appreciation of

nature's creatures, so by all means give

the boys and girls a chance to develop a

taste for the beautiful. It will pay.
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IS THE GAPE WORM MYIHM?

BY C. S. VALENTINE.

(5 I HREE different poultry raisers, two
^i of whom at least are prominent,

have lately brought up the gapes
question in a way to create a big sensa-

tion among thos2 who have suffered from
the pest. The least guilty of the three,

Fanny Field, says in her "Poultry Doc-
tor," that she doesn't know what causes
the worms, and she doesn't know anyone
who doe^ know.
A writer in the Poultry Monthly makes

the matter worse by asserting that there
is nothing that can be given the chicks
that will either prevent or cure the
dis?ase. Then A. F. Himter caps the
climax by trying to make out there
is no such thing as gipe worm, because
he once had a case of supposed "gapes"
that turned out to hz indigestion, and has
never seen the real article.

As well miijht eastern farmers say that
tilt re ii no sach thing as an invasion of
prnsshoppr^rs, b<'cau=!e theydi not s-iffer
from th'.'m as d> our western brethren.
And with far more justice might I, never
having seen a case of bumble-foot, insist
that there is no such thing. For bumble-
fjot, though recognized among poultry
diseases, o?curs i-i what might be called
isolated cas.^s, while gipes is a real
scourge, an I is atteste 1 to by hundreds
of sufferers from its effects. Surely ex-
perimental knowledge is worth more
than qu•?stionin^J dou )ts.

Although I cm lot siy just w'lere is
th? ce Jtre of activity of this disease, I
can asuirj E litor Hmi^.er that if he will
travel along th; line of the New York
Central Riilroad in Western New York
in tlie chicken season he will find fiw
farmers t'nt cannot gladlen hi* eyes
with the sight he so mu-h denr*=; ; thit
cannot supply him with the ugly red
fjrked worms in ariy qtiantity; and hu
will fin I by universal testim my that this
is the gr3itest obstacle to the raising of
chicks, in that part of the country at
least. And it seems to me that it is

stretching one's c eilibility to a consider-
able extent to believe that men would
gravely discuss for years a disease that
never existed, and that a» mechanicnl
gap; worm extractor should be invented,
patented and advertised if there were no
gipe worms to extract. No; I think I

can hardly be wrong in saving that there
are thousands of people in the-e United
Slates wiio have had practical experience
with this disease, most of them to their
sorrow, and I am one of them, although
my sorrow has abated somewhat in lute
years.

Authorities a?ree that the disease
flourishes most fatally where the chicks
are confined in damp, filthy coops, or
where they have access to stagnant water

;

indeed, this is true of nearly every dis-
ease that fowl flesh is heir to. But the
more filth the more eggs doubtless, and
in this case the testimony is in strict ac-
cord with the habits of the pest, for the
eggs cannot hatch except with a certain
amount of moisture, supplemented by a
certain degree of warmth.
Both in this country and in England

this disease has been known since the be-
ginning of the present century, but not
until it attacked the pride of France was
thorough progress made in the treatment.
It is now nearly a decade aud a half since
the French Government found itself in a
serious case because of the ravages of the
gapes among the peasantries. It bestirred
Itself to find a cure, and the disease was
soon wholly checked by a free resort to
that other treasure beloved of the French
matron, the odcrous garlic. Thus one
national treasure saved the other from
threatened annihilation. No need to tell

anyone how the odor of this relative of
the "modern mummy" affects the breath,
and passing off by the mouth, as it does,
it reaches the worms lodged in the bron-
chial passages and makes short work
with them.

I fail utterly to understand why, when
our government spends so much time
and money in experiments and in printing
and distributing the systematized results

of those experiments (money, too, which
the people pay through taxation), so few
avail themselves of the opportunity to
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read these results even. Several different
times our government has printed infor-
mation about the gape worm, its habits
and experiments made in connection with
it, yet still we have the paradoxical spec-
tacle of intelligent people doubting and
even denying the existence of such a liv-
ing organism.
In connection with the numerous ex-

periments with regard to handling this
pest, I believe no remedies have yet been
found so easy of wholesale application
and so sure as the two vermifuges, garlic
and assafoetida. The first is chopped
fine, or pounded ; the other is dissolved
in the drinking water, and may be bought
already pulverized in order to facilitate
this process.

Garlic is not so easily procured in this
coiintry as in France ; that is, it is not
universally raised

; but its congenor, the

the whole gamut—tried horie hairs, feath-
ers, kerosene, turpentine, carbolic acid,
lime, etc. And, by the way, I tried
onions, too, and pronounced them a fail-
ure. Larger experience taught me that
merely an occasional dose of anything
for any disease would likewise prove a
failure. Fitful use is certain failure;
mark that down and apply it when you
will,

I find this record of the work of the
summer of 1887 : "The chicks have run
on infested ground throughout the sea-
son, and with the help of onion aud asa-
foetida we did not lose one. Two only
of the first brood that were neglected a
little too long before we began the use of
the remedies were much disturbed by
the pests." If my memory serves me,
we raised 200 chicks that season, and the
whole ranch was infested with gapeworm
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onion, is broadly distributed, cheap and
nearly as good, medicinally, as the garlic.

I am aware that many are skeptical as to
the virtue of onions in this connection,
but it is on the foundation of several
years' experience that I base my asser-
tion that they are a specific for this dis-

ease. The es.sential words are "timely"
and "persistent." Timely and persistent
use of this remedy will save every chick,
and I verily believe that it is its sim-
plicity and readiness to hand, aided, per-
haps, by the fact that few are aware of
its good qualities as a vermifuge that
render people so averse to its use. It

should be fed twice a day, in the soft
feed, carefully at first, but finally making
the mess about one-third onion. The
tops are to be preferred as stronger in the
requisite qualities.

Many barbarous and useless expedients
are resorted to for the extraction of the
gape worm. Years ago I went through

I

eggs. Not only that, but the chicks were
I

confined.

Tl)p JMarkeb Poultry Busioes;^.

BY MICHAEL K. BOYER

^
I
HE market poultry business, while

^1 it is not the "big bonanza" that

it has been pictured to be, is,

nevertheless, profitable, and needs to be
encouraged. Eggs and fowls are staple
articles. They command ready sales, of
course rising and falling with the market,
the same as all other supplies. The
writer does not look favorably upon poul-
try culture as an exclusive affair, unless
under very favorable circumstances—such
as excellent markets, and so on. But as

!
an adjunct with the raising of crops, or
coupled with some other business, it is

profitable. Market poultry could, how-
ever, be made an exclusive business if
all the branches were employed—egg
farming, broiler raising and fowls for
market—but when eiiher brauch is used
separately it generally fails.

faking up egg farming we can see
many causes why it so often has proved a
failure. In the first place the right kind
of stock is not employed

; then the hous-
ing is not suitable; and, thirdly, the
hens do not receive the proper feed and
care. An egg farm, especially where the
article is to be exclusively used on the
table, should be stocked with the "heavy
layers," as, for instance, the Leghorns,
the Minorcas, the Spanish or the An-
conas. Every Februarp, March and
April sufficient pullets should be hatched
for fall and winter laying, and in no case
should hens be kept longer than two
years. The latter can then be fattened
and sold as roasting fowls. In this way
every year several hundred fowls could
be disposed of at good prices, and which
would in itself amount to near enough
to pay for the feed of the pullets until
they would become profitable.
About the best way to conduct the

business would 1 e to have incubators and
brooders. The former should be started
as early in January as possible. From
each hatch, when marketable as broilers,
the choicest pullets could I e reserved and
the balance shippped to the cities. Dur-
ing, January, February, March and
April, and May, if necess.iry, a hundred
or two good pullets could be secured.
These would start in laying about vSep-
tember, and the egg crop would 1 e in-
creased each month until the hens had
finished their moult and joined the ranks.
A man with a 300-egg incubator and a

good broodtr could, with ordinary suc-
cess, get out 200 good pullets, and get to
market size 300 broilers between January
and May, The broilers should bring
about |i8o. The pullets would be the
fall and winter layers. During May and
June three hatches could beiun for broil-
ers, and the product should ad<l another
|i8o. This would give a total of 5360 for
broilers. The pullets and, sav, 200 hens
(400 layers in all) should averaj^e 100
eggs each, or 40,000 eggs in twdve
months. At two cents each (a good aver-
age. for the entire years product), they
would bring |8oo. And now. as the hens
are past the second year of their life, they
could either be sold as breeders, if they
are choice, or fattened and marketed.
Fifty cents each would not be a high
price for them, and the 200 would bring
an even |i(X). Now for the summarv :

nroilers . . ,

Kggs
Roasting fowls

. 800

. 100

Total receipts
{j^^o

COST.
Four hundred fowls (Sj $i per year .

Incidentals
$400
100

Total expense 500

Clearprofit j^^
There you have it. Not a bonanza, as

we said before, but a paying adjunct to
the farm Belter still would it be to a
fruit farm. Right in among all these
fowls could be planted trees of all kinds,
and outside the runs the space could be
taken up with small fruits. On a five-
acre farm, with poultry rightlv managed,
and fruit properly cared for, we honestly
Ijelieve an income of $1000 could be real-
ized.

By keeping thoroughbreds for egg pro-
duction, and good grades for broiler rais-
ing, a number of the very best of the
thoroughbreds could be disposed of for
breeders, realizing a dollar for birds that
in the market would bring but fifty cents.
And besides, a flock of ducks and a flock
of geese, and if possible a flock of tur-
keys, could also be kept on the same
farm, and a neat little addition could be
made to the income.
So much for our opinion. We base it

upon what we have done and what we
have seen done. In our calculation we
have rated the January, Februarv, March
and April broilers at thirty cents per
pound, and the May and June ones at
twenty cents. The roasting fowl we aver-
age at fifty cents each, yet it takes a poor
roaster to weigh les^s than four pounds,
and a low market rate less than 1 2 cents.
It is nothing uncommon to market a 7-
pound roaster at 15 cents per pound, real-
izing Jpi. 10. Laying aside the subject of
receipts and expenses, the reader mu^t re-
member that the poultry business in any
branch requires hard word, strict busi-
ness principles and working capital.
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<Jhe ]^d Jndian (Jame

BY F. H. GRAVES.

Black-Breasbed Red Ganje?-

BY A. W. HALL.

vROBABLY there is no breed of

fowl that has made such rapid

and progressive strides in the

past few years as the exhibition black-

breasted red game fowl. The present

type is far removed from the type of

twenty years ago, as is the high-bred

racer from the cart horse. They are the

same species, but there the comparison

ends. Our older fanciers can easily re-

member when the exhibition black-

breasted red game was heavily feathered,

short-legged and stocky. In color there

is also a marked change. In the past

there was no uniform color ; some judges

preferred the bright lemon or orange up-

per color, others again wanted a dark red

or mahogany upper color, and as there

was no fixed standard, birds won or lost

according to the particular fancy of the

judge. Now we must have a bright

orange upper color, which brings out in

contrast the bluest black gloss of the un-

der color. These changes have not beeu

acquired without much patience and

care in breeding and mating, and it must

be a source of pleasure and satisfaction

to those engaged in the development of

this gran<l breed to find that their efforts

have not been in vain, and at the present

time they have a fowl second to none in

beauty and usefulness.

The appearance of a well conditioned

specimen is a positive pleasure to the

eye of the fancier and non-fancier. The

graceful and well developed line, the

wealth of color, the independent and de-

fiant expression all go to make a fowl

that is at once so attractive and beautiful

that it commands attention. That it is

appreciated by visitors to our shows is

very tritely expressed by an old and

well-known fancier (not a game breeder,

either) : "Take the game away and half

the show is gone." We are indebted to

old England for the best specimens seen

here in years gone by, and our Canadian

neighbors have also shown some very

good specimens at our exhibitions. How-

ever, the American-bred birds are hus-

tling the breeders across the pond, and

we hope before long to show our English

cousins that we still live and can pro-

duce just as good as they can. A de-

tailed description of the breed has ap-

peared in the columns of The Fanciers'

Journal so often that it would be re-

peating an old story to attempt it again.

Words fail to describe the bird, but every

chicken fancier knows the black red

cock. Once seen he is never forgotten.

The illustration at the head of this col-

umn will give a far better idea of the true

shape of the exhibition game than mere

words can convey.

ELIEVING that the Cornish In-

dian game topic has been suflS-

_ ciently discussed for the present,

I furnish The Fanciers' Journai, with

a drawing and brief description of an-

other breed, or at least variety, of Indian

game, the red Indian, to my mind the

best of the Indian game races, or more

properiy the best general purpose table

game fowl in my experience. But before

describing these fowls I wish to say that

I am not hoisting a new breed upon the

already burdened fancy, nor am I at-

tempting to take any credit in the matter

of the breed's construction, because I had

nothing whatever to do with it, the

object of my remarks bein^ to give those

who are not already familiar with the

red Indian a description of that fowl, or

at least a description of my fowls, and

from all I can learn others have the same

or very similar fowls, though some are

from a different source—from India direct.

the average specimen, much "shorter and

squattier," if that expresses the idea,

than the present Cornish fowl, especially

in the cock. I will describe the red In-

dian game, first stating that to facilitate

and give a clearer understanding, it will

be necessary to make comparisons with

the Cornish Indian, with which the aver-

age reader is more or less familiar.

Head broad, moderately short, beak

stout and more hook than in Cornish,

comb pea, eyes light (generally daw or

pearly) ; neck not so long as Cornish,

thick and covered with close, glossy

hackles reaching only to base ;
shoulders

very wide and prominent, tapering in

wedge shape to tail, being broader at

shoulders and narrower at saddle than

Cornish; back flat or slightly convex,

tail a little above horizontal, sickles and

coverts narrow and glossy; breast very

broad, with deeper keel bone than Cor-

nish ; meat very plump and deep, thighs

large and meaty ; shanks thick and me-

RED INDIAN GAMb.

—Professor : Nature produces wonder-

ful freaks, even in the chicken kingdom.

The rumpless fowl is au example. I am
sorry to say that poultry exhibitors are

accused of imitating nature in the repre-

hensible practice of "faking" her freaks.

For example, bv cutting over the poste-

rior of the back, called the Pope's nose,

they succeeded in producing the rump-

less fowl.
, .

.

Good Boy : Sir ! I object to any secta-

rian allusion in the public schools. Me
mother won't have it.

My fowls came from England several

vears ago, where they were purchased as

"Indian games"—not red Indian or Cor-

nish Indian—but simply "Indian games."

I then supposed them to be the same as

the present popular Cornish fowl until I

had seen and bred the latter, since which

time, and until last month, in fact, I had

concluded that my stock was only a cross

of Malay and Aseel Indians, but upon

studying the fowls closely, and after con-

siderable investigation and research that

theory was exploded, and I am now thor-

oughly convinced such is not the case,

but that my stock is a pure breed, with a

much less mixed origin than that of the

modern Cornish game. The red Indian

represents the Indian game as first sent

to England from India, and as sent from

India to America now, with very slight

difference. They represent the birds

known in England before they were

much used as show bird, and fit closely

the style described by the oft-quoted Mr.

Frayne as in vogue before the "rich

plumed black Indian cock" was used to

produce the modem Cbrnish show bird,

and as compared with the latter are, m

dium length, very wide apart. Color--

Cocks a rich, deep, glossy blue-red, with

wide, lustrous wing-bar and Uil. The

hens are of a rich light-brown, not at all

laced like the Cornish hen, though not a

whit behind her in beauty. The feathers

are close, short and firm. Both cocks

and hens have beautifully scaled bright

yellow shanks. ^ , ^ ,

In hand I think no game fowl feels so

plump and lead-like as the red Indian.

To say that these fowls have advantages

over the Cornish Indian would be saying

a great deal ; but I do not hesitate to say

that in my opinion, such are the facts so

far as my experience goes. They are

plumper fowls, more compactly built, lay

larger eegs and are not so subject to leg

weakness. Perhaps the greatest dis-

tinguishing feature between these fowls

and the Cornish Indian is in disposition

and fighting qualities, which in itself is

evidence that thev contain tnuch less

Malay blood than the latter. While the

Cornish is very Malay-like--that is as a

rule quarrelsome, though with very little

or no real courage-the red Indian has

more genuine grit than many alleged pit

RED PILE GAME BANTAM.

games, though I find them more easily

managed than the Cornish.

I have seen nothing that compares

with the red Indian game for a heavy-

weight general purpose game fowl. Very
symmetrical, stocky, compactly built,

rich in plumage; no large game fowl

suits me so well. In size they average

1 with the Cornish game and Malay.

At first my stock showed a tendency

to throw an occasional ginger-colored

specimen, but preferring the rich black-

red color I have cut these out until at

present an oflf-color bird is a rare thing,

last season getting but two or three out

of a large flock raised, and this year not

one. They breed as uniform in color as

any Cornish games I have had. and I

have had three the past season. That

there is no Aseel Indian in these excel-

lent fowls I am not prepared to say,

though their great size would seem to

prove that there was not, but that they

contain very little or no Malay blood I

am satisfied. They have every appear-

ance of being a pure breed, and the more

I breed and experiment with them the

more thoroughly am I convinced that

their origin is a long way back. In

crossing with the Cornish Indian nearly

every chick comes of the red color,

showing that they contain strong blood.

In conclusion, I will say that the

drawing was made from life and is a very

accurate likeness of a yeariing cock, with

the exception that the picture shows the

bird a trifle longer legged than he really

is ;
otherwise it is very like him.

Red Pile Ganje Bai)ban)s-

HE little red pile bantam cock il-

lustrated on this page is a famous

bird. He is the property of

George W. Weed, of Hyde Park, N. Y.

His winnings are as follows : In England,

first and cup at Newport, first at Hask-

ington, first at the Crystal Palace and

first and challenge cup at Birmingham.

In America he won first, gold special and

Game Club Cup at the great New York

show of 1891 ; first at Albauy and Syra-

cuse He is the best red pile seen in a

long time. The photograph does not

show his station to advantage. The

trouble with most photographs seems to

be in getting a good position for the bird.

The camera is placed too high, and the

result is the squatty appearance seen in

most of the pictures. The best descrip-

tion of the color of red pile bantams we

find in Wright's Poultry Book. Mr. En-

twistle, England's veteran bantam breed-

er, writes in the latter :

, , ,

"The red pile cock's face and head are

bright red, eyes vermillion, beak green-

ish yellow if the legs are willow, clear

yellow if the legs are yellow, fleshy white

if the legs are white ; head and neck

hackle deep orange red, slightly stnped

with white towards the shoulders ;
back

and wingbow deep crimson, shading into

orange red on the rump hackles, which

should match the neck ;
shoulder butts,

breast, belly and thighs creamy white
;

wingbars and tail white, secondaries

clear, deep bay on lower webs ;
legs and

feet willow, yellow or white, but the yel-

low is to be preferred.

The American Standard is nearly the

same as the above, but in the description of

the breast it says : "Ground color white,

shafts and margins of the feathers chest-

nut red."

i

;^ FORMING THE CHICK.

The Development of the Chicken

in the Egg.

The comparatively quick development

of a living organism in the egg is shown

in the accompanying illustrations, which,

drawn after careful observations, repre-

sent eighteen jihases of the growth of the
chicken.
A hen's egg is composed of the white

and the yelk, the latter forming the food
for the germ developing out of the
former. In passing through the oviduct

the egg, which is then only composed of
the yelk, is covered by the white, and
finally by the calcareous substance also

secreted by the oviduct, which forms the
shell. The development of the chicken in

the egg requires a period of twenty-one
days, and begins within the first few hours
of incubation, /. e., j'ust as soon as it

reaches the proper degree of heat.

As early as the second day there are

indications of the head. On the third day
these are quite visible. On the fourth

day the neck and breast are formed. On
the fifth day the eves become visible,

and there are signs of the heart. On the

sixth day the backbone appears, as well

as the wings and the first indications of

the feet. On the seventh day the lower

part of the body is developed, and the
navel is visible, the body increases in

size and flesh begins to appear.
On the eighth day the principal organs

are formed and the heart and liver are
perfect. On the ninth dav the whole
lx)dy is covered with a thin skin. On
the tenth day there is motion in the
heart, the intestines and veins become
visible. On the eleventh day the heart
beats in both cavities and the lungs are
developing. On the twelfth day the
muscles ))ccome more consistent and
movable, especially in the wings, and the
beak opens. On the thirteenth day the
whole body of the chicken is enclosed
and covered with a skin. On the fifteenth
day the bones harden and the feathers

appear. On the seventeenth day the
liquid portions of the body can circulate

in their respective vessels. On the
eighteenth day the chicken is fully de-
veloped, but too weak to live without its

covering. On the nineteenth day the
chicken can live. The neck and head
are bent towards the breast, the beak
being hidden under the v\ing, the upper
part of the body being in the large end
of the egg; the empty space in the
latter containing the air the chickeu re-

quires. On the twentieth day the chicken
tries to escape, and its attempts to pierce

the shell with its beak are audible. On
the twenty-first day it succeeds in break-
ing the membrane and shell and makes
its entrauce into this world.
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Special

PREMIUMS
Kennel

In order to secure new subscrib-

ers we will offer the following pre-

miums: To any of our subscribers

who will send us one new subscrib-

er at $2 per annum we will send a

copy of "Hammond's Training vs.

Breaking," price $i, or will send

same by mail for $i.oS cash or

stamps.
To any of our subscribers who

will send us two new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of "Dogs, Their Management and

Treatment in Disease," by Ash-

mont, price $2, or will mail the same

for $2.io cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us three new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

copy of "Modern Training, Han-

dling and Management," by B.

Waters, price $2.50, or will mail

same for $2.60 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us five new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

copy of "Our Prize Dogs," by C.

H. Mason, price $6, or we will mail

the same for ;^.I2 cash or stumps.

Poultry& Pigeons

PIGEON KEEPING

HlHTS TO BEGirlflElRS
-BY-

F. M. GIL-BBRT
The most practical and valuably book of the year.

Press Connnnents:

To any of our subscribers who
will send us one new subscriber at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of the "American Standard of Per-

fection," price $1, or will mail the

same for $1 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us one new subscriber at

$2 per annum we will send one

copy in cloth of "Pigeon Keeping,"

by F. M. Gilbert, price $1, or will

mail the same for 31.06 cash or

stamps.
To any of our subscribers who

will send us two new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of Felch's "Poultry Culture," price

1.50, or will mail the same for 1.56

cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us three new subscribers

at $2 per annum we will send a

"Loft Register for Homing or Fancy

Pigeons," price $2, or will mail the

same for $2.08 cash or stamps.

To any of our subscribers who
will send us five new subscribers at

$2 per annum we will send a copy

of "Lewis Wright's Poultry Book,"

price 5.00, or will mail same for

15.25 cash or stamps.

Motice

These premiums do not apply to

renewals nor to other members of

the family of subscribers, and are

only given for new subscriptions.

What Younsr Fanciers Need.
From the Poultry Monthly.

The series of letters, "Hints to Beginners," by

Mr. F. M. Gilbert, the celebrated fantail breeder,

to The Fanciers' Journal, Philadelphia, have

been combined and published in book form by

the Fanciers' Publishing Company. It is a very

neat and attractive little book, well illustrated

and printed, and just what the young pigeon

fancier needs. Ifsuchabook could have been

possessed by many boys whom we have known
to sUrt with a few pigeons and became discour-

aged and gave them up in a short time, the

ranks of the pigeon fancy would to-day be much
larger. It is very interesting as well as instruc-

tive.

Sure of a BIk Circulation.

From the Homing Exchange.

We are in receipt of a copy of an excellent lit-

tle book entitled "Pigeon Keeping; Hints to Be-

ginners, " by F. M. Gilbert, published by the

Fanciers' Publishing Company, Philadelphia.

The publication is sure to have an extensive cir-

culation, the many valuable suggestions with

which it abounds being profitable reading for

either the beginner or the older and more expe-

rienced fancier.

Will Be Hailed With Delight.

From the Californian Poultry Keeper.

This neat littlebook, containing seventy pages,

written by the well-known pigeon fancier, F. M.

Gilbert, will be hailed with delight by all fan-

ciers, and will meet with a large sale. It con-

tains complete directions to amateurs for the

successful rearing, feeding and training of pig-

eons, and is a book that can be read with profit

by old breeders as well as those just commenc-
ing. It is nicely illustrated. All interested in

pigeons should send for it.

Written In the Illgrht Spirit.

This little work comes to us from over

the water. The best part of it is the illustra-

tions, mosUy taken from Ludlow's and Lydon's

drawings. As an appetizer

Mr. Gilbert's work.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog S-oo

American Kennel. Surges $ 300
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00

Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00

Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee • • i-50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait. .

100
Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel «>

Dogs, Diseases of. Hill 2-oo

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50

Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3-oo

Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont , . 5°

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond . i.oo

Dog Training and Points of Judging; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond. . . .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo . .75

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont

Knglishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 . . .

English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5

2.00

•50
00

Will Prove a Valuable Aid.

From the Western Poultry Breeder.

We are in receipt of a neat little work on

"Pigeon Keeping," published by the Fanciers'

Publishing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. It will

prove a valuable aid to beginners in pigeon

keeping as well as of benefit to old pigeon fan-

ciers It is handsomely illustrated and is written

by one of the most noted pigeon fanciers in the

country, Mr. F. M. Gilbert, Evansville, Ind.

Written In Plain ].Aus;uaKe.

From the Feathered World (England).

We have been asked to review a small work on

"Pigeon Keeping," by K. M. Gilbert, and pub-

lished by the Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Philadelphia, Pa. We are pleased to do so, and

at the same time to commend this work to the

fancy Rcnerally. The book is written in plain

laneuatieand contains much practical matter,

esoecially in its "Hints to Beginners," in which
aredirections as to "Building a Loft," "ObUin-

ing Stock," "Shipping," 'Health," "Nesting and

Breeding," and an essential to making pigeons

pay. ». e., "Selling." The concluding chapters

are devoted to descriptions of about half a score

of the leading breeds of pigeons. There are also

five good illustrations of pigeons ;
four of these,

a carrier, a tumbler, a dragon and a trumpeter, are

however, copied, without any acknowledgment
as far as we can find, from illustrations appearing

in the Feathered World during the year 1891.

The fifth is a portrait of the Rev. W. F. Lumlev's
well-known fourteen-year-old turbit cock Blue

Beard, drawn Mr. Ludlow, and illustrated in a

contemporary in 1889. This true portrait of a

former winning turbit, still in its owner's lolt

hale and hearty, forms the frontispiece of this

work.

450
450
•50

1.50

1.00

•50

as

.50

we can commend
It is written in the right

this work 'should be widely read, and we may
say there is something worth reading in it.—

Scottish Fancier.

Contains Practical Hints.
From Poultry (England).

The hints are very practical, and cannot fail to
greatly assist young beginners, and we doubt
not that it will have a good circulation amongst
those for whom it was written.

Neatly and Tasteftilly Printed.
From Farm-Poultry.

Handsomely illustrated, practical and
comprehensive. • • » The book is neatly and
tastefully printed.

Fills a Ix>ng-felt Want.
From Fanciers' Monthly (California).

We have received from tbe Faticiers'
Publishing Company a very handsome little

paniphlet, which fills a long felt want in the
pigeon fancy.

English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XIII,each

Field Trial Training. White
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions •

Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ;
col-

ored portrait. Dalziel
Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-

^j^g^g •

How to Keep a dog in the City. Mills . .

House and Pel Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588

pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. SUbles 3-oo

Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters. ....... 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or

Great Dane Dog 200
Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration ^-So

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60

Pointsof Judging; new edition, correct to

date 50

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75

Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . . . i.oo

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer) i.oo

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millan • •
^°°

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,

points, etc.; col'd portrait orplinliminon, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog •••••••••, '-5°

Teufel the Terrier ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog 75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.

Mercer »•<»

The Dog. by Idstone i-»5

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50

The Setter. Laverack 2.75

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25

Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits

from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. . 4.00

Vouatt on the Doe 2.50

Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir 50

Cloth 75

POULTRY.

All About Broilers. Boyer
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard
Book o? Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates

of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow

.

Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-

son Weir • • J. • .•

ProhUDle Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. .

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin ....
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace

CAGE BIRDS.

PRICE

PAPER, 50 CENTS. CLOTH, $1.00

•25

•50

500
•25

•50

9'oo

150
1.50

•25

1.50

• 25

I.oo

5.00
.50

paneiers' Publishing
Company

Box 916, Rhiladelphia, Ra.

W^9Q)\\m [^

A PRACTICAL BOOK.

FIELD TRIAL TRAINING.
BY LUKE W. WHITE.

A concise and common-sense treati.se on how to train

your dogs for the held trials and a book that no dog-
inan can afford to be without.

PRICE 50 CBNXS.
Send in Your Orders to This Office.

Canary Birds. Paper cover 5°
Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition i-5f>

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. . i.oo

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
The Canary. G.J. Barnesby 50

PIGEONS.

Book ot Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts 8.00

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-

eons. 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth i.oo

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50

Pigeon Standard (new) 50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.00

, " '"" " '

.50

550
•25

50

2.00
2.00

2.50

2.00

1.50

I.oo

Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer.

MISCELLANEOUS.

American Anglers' Book. Norris ....
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated)
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus
Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.
Grinnell

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus . . .

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood

The Art of Training Animals ; • paper ; il-

lustrated
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence ot Animals

With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . .

Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell ....
Woodcraft. Nessmuk
611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen ....
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TflE HOMING PIGEON

FANCY IN flMERICfl

lbs Early Hisbory, Rapid Growbl)

ai)d Ren)arkat>le Records.

BY J. C. BOCKIUS.

•50

1.50
500
a.50
I.oo

1.50

ESSENGER pigeons are men-

tioued in ancient history long

before Rome was built, their

utility at that early date be-

ing of especial value in times of war.

Previous to the laying of the submarine

cable between England and France these

birds were largely employed to carry im-

portant messages betweefl the two coun-

tries, and it was by the use of this means

of communication that Sir Moses Monte-

fiore and the Messrs. Rothschilds, the

great London bankers, were enabled to

learn of Napoleon's escape from Elba,

and of the result of the memorable battle

of Waterloo, by which they made mil-

lions of dollars.

During the siege of Paris, in the Franco-

Prussian war, 1870-71, these birds played

a most important part, being conveyed

in balloons from that city to Tours. Mes-

sages were reduced to microscopic form,

and attached by means of quills to the

tail feathers of the bird, which were then

released, to soon find their way back to

Paris with their eagerly looked-for news,

the first three birds which arrived bring-

ing, we are told, 1000 despatches.

The foregoing are but a few of the

many uses to which these reliable mes-

sengers have been put in years gone by.

While there has been considerable of

speculation as to the origin of the mes-

senger pigeon, as designated in early

history, there can be but little doubt that

the present breed of birds, called in Bel-

gium the "Belgian Voyageur," in Eng-
land the "Homing Antwerp," and in

America the "Homing Pigeon," originally

sprung from Belgian soil, and was the

result of crossing the common blue rock
pigeon (the Columba Livia) with the

smerle, cumulet and English dragoon,
with the result that we have the type of

bird now generally recognized as the

typical homer, and while to the Belgian

fancier must be accorded the honor of

having first developed and applied to

practical purposes that marvellous in-

stinct by which a pigeon finds its home
from long distances, it has been left to

the American fancier and enthusiastic

admirer of these wonderful and interest-

ing feathered messengers to develop the
extreme possibilities and almost incredi-

ble capabilities of the homing pigeon of

to-day, and while the Belgians, with
their 2000 or more clubs (Brussels having
about 100) and where about every fourth

house contains a pigeon loft, seem to be

more intensely interested in the number
of entries, and particularly in the amount
of money prizes at stake (for example, in

the memorable race from Beaugency to

Antwerp, 435 kilometres, where the en-

try was 1350 birds and the value of the

prizes 94,000 francs, or |i8,8oo), the

American fancier, with that deeper at-

tachment and more intelligent apprecia-

tion (if we may be pardoned for the ex-

pression) of the remarkable and as yet to

an extent hidden qualities, has been
aiming by the careful and patient study

and the judicious and well-considered

coupling or mating of the several types

to secure still greater triumphs for these

wonderful aerial voyageurs.

And yet the sport in this country is

but in its infancy, for it was only in the

year 1872 that the sport of pigeon flying

first took root in the United States, and
among its earliest votaries may be recalled

the names of such fanciers as John Van
Opstal, of New York, owner of the noted

birds Hero and Jupiter; Louis Waefel-

aer, Holjoken, N. J., owner of Franciso,

Bismarck and Queen ; Joseph R. Husson,

Nejw York, owner of Boss and Sure Pop
;

the Grist Brothers, Philadelphia, owners
of the first soomile birds Gladiator, Na-

poleon and Hurricane
; Judge Joel Wil-

lard, Utica, N. Y., owner of the mother
of the famous little hen Lady Florence

;

Frank J, Peeters, Troy, N. Y.; H. F.
Whitman, Baltimore, Md.; J. H. D.
Smoot, Alexandria, Va., and others whose
names we do not at this moment call to
memory.
Of the foremost club organizations we

may mention the Philadelphia, organized
in 1872, and later the Continental Homing
Club of New York City, the Gladiator
Homing Pigeon Club, Philadelphia, Pa.

;

the Homing Pigeon vSocietv, of Troy. N.
Y., and the Orange, N. J., Homing Club.
It was in the year 1880 that the first ex-
hibition of homing pigeons was held in
Philadelphia, under the auspices of the
Red Star Club of that city, and at which
members of the following clubs were
represented : New York, Hudson County,
Philadelphia No. i. Red Star, Kensing-
ton No. I, Germantown, and Fairmount
No. 2. It was during this show that the
association, of which the P'ederation of
American Homing Pigeon Fanciers is the
outgrowth and direct descendant, was
organized temporarily, with Edward T.
Steel, of Philadelphia, as president

;

Louis Waefelaer, Hoboken, N. J., vice-
president

; E. O. Damon, Northampton,
Mass., treasurer

; Joseph R. Husson, New
York, secretary, and an Executive Com-
mittee composed of Thomas Grist, Phila-
delphia ; R. B. Mills, Germantown, Pa.;
Daniel S. Newhall, Philadelphia

; John
Van Opstal, New York, and E.J. Bram-
hall, Brooklyn, N. Y.
At the next annual exhibition of the

Red Star Club, held in Philadelphia,
January 27, 1881, a meeting was called of
all fanciers present to organize perma-
nently the temporary' organization. At
this meeting, at which were present
Messrs. Smoot, Verrinder, Crane, Van Op-
stal. Husson, Richardson,Whitman, Grist.

Whitely. Offerman, Newhall, Clark and
Mills. Mr. Daniel S. Newhall was elected
president, Joseph R. Husson, vice presi-

dent ; Mr. W. A. Crane, secretary, and J.
H. D. Smoot, treasurer, with an Executive
Committee composed of the above-named
officers, together with Thomas Richard-
son, Greenpoiut, L. I.; H. F. Whitman,
Baltimore ; A. P. Baldwin, Newark, N.
J.; J. C. Decumbe, Cleveland, O,, and
Thomas Grist, Philadelphia.
The services rendered by this organi-

zation during the ten years of its continu-
ous existence have been of incalculable
benefit to the fancy in the United States.
It has not only advanced the interests
and popularized the sport, aiding in and
encouraging the formation of clubs of
fanciers in many states of the Union, un-
til to-day hardly a large city from Boston
to San Francisco is without its homing
pigeon club, but has enlisted uuder its

banner and in the cause gentlemen who
have given liberally, both of their time
and means, without hope of reward, for

the disseminatiqn of knowledj^e and in-

formation respecting the breeding, train-

ing and flying of the homing pigeon. It

has also encouraged the banding together
of clubs into sections of pigeon flyers for

the better protection of the record and
the more thorough systematizing of the
work of countermarking, shipping and
timing of arrivals in a race. It has so
thoroughly established its claims for rec-

ords made under its management as to
absolutely preclude the possibility of a
question in the minds of honorable fan-

ciers as to their genuineness, while its

certificates of record and diplomas are

acknowledged to be the highest testi-

monials of merit and of recognized worth.
Let us next take a somewhat hasty

glance (on account of the limited space
allotted for this article) to some ot the
more notable records, and we will begin
with the first 500 mile flight, made June,
1879, by the Grist birds Gladiator, Napo-
leon and Hurricane, from Dayton, O.,

to Philadelphia, Pa. Start, June 21, at

7.05, the first two arriving at 4.15 P. M.
next day. The best American record,

however, for this year was awarded to

Mr, J, R. Husson 's Boss for its flight from
Columbus, O,, to New York, 500 miles,

in about tliree hours less than the Grist
birds, while to Mr. Waefelaer's Francisco
was given credit for the best one-day
performance during the year, from Steu-
ben ville, O., to Hoboken, N. J.. 343 miles
in eight hours and eighteen minutes.
The most notable record for 1880 was

the (at that time) remarkable flight of
Garfield, bred by Mr. D. S. Newhall,
Philadelphia, and trained by Mr. William
Verrinder, Jr., Jersey City, N. J,, from
Indianapolis, Ind., 630 miles airline,

liberated 6 A, M. September 5, and arrived
7.20 A. M., September 26. The next dis-

tance record of note was that made in 1884
by Gladiateur and Blair Athol, owned
by Samuel Hunt, Fall River, in a jour-

ney from Jonesboro, Tenn., 715 miles, in

nine and twenty days respectively. Later
we have the record of A. P. Baldwin's
Ever Ready and Grace Ida, and of Wil-
liam Bennert's Little Bunnell, all from
Matoon, 111., to Newark, N. J.. 750 miles,

the first named making the journey in

seven days and the last two named in ten
days.

In 1885 the record was still further ad-
vanced by the flight of Red Whizzer,
owned by R. L. Hayes, Philadelphia, Pa.,

from Pensacola, Florida, 935 miles, in

eleven days. The same year we have to
record 1019 miles made by the Arnoux
hen, flown by A. P. Baldwin, from Pensa-
cola, Fla., to Newark, N. J.; time out,

twenty-six days. In the following month,
September, 1885, the pigeon world was
startled by the remarkable record of the

two birds Alabama and Montgomery,
owned by Samuel Hunt, of Fall River,

Mass., these two birds making the jour-

ney from Montgomery, Ala., 1040 miles
air line, the former in twenty days and
the latter in thirty-eight days.

It, however, was during the year 1890
that top figures were reached in long-

distance flying, when Petroleum, owned
by George H. Bowerman, of Newark, N.

J., and Waxem, the property of W. B.

Garrabrants, of the same city, made their

phenomenal record of 1093 miles in a
flight from Mississippi City, Miss., Petro-

leum's time out being twenty-seven days,

while that of Waxem was twenty-nine
days. This is the best authenticated long-

distance journey on record.

Let us now look at the speed records,

beginning with that made from 100 miles,

by the bird Van Opstal, June 20, 1883, in

a journey from Cumberland, Md., to the

loft of John Abel, Baltimore, Md., dis-

tance 117 miles, speed 1384 yards per
minute. From 200 miles we record the
very commendable performance of T. F.

Goldman's Little May, from Washington,
D. C, to Brooklyn, N. Y., 205 miles, in

the average speed of 1511 yards. May,
1884. In the same year we also have
to record the splendid performance of
Thomas Bowerman's Albright, whose
1464 yards average speed was made in a
flight from Steubenville, O., to Newark,
N. J., 333 miles.

We next come to the 400 mile record,

and we find that the top figures from this

distance are held by W. B. Garrabrants'

Dandy Jim in a flight from Rocky Mount,
Va., to Newark, N. J., 402 miles, June 10,

1889, in the average speed of 1431 9-10

yards. Lastly, let us look at the much-
coveted 500-mile one day record, the fond
aspiration of many an enthusiastic fan-

cier. The first attempt to cover this dis-

tance from sunrise to sunset was made in

1878, without success; again in 1879,

and in each successive year. It was not,

however, until June 13, 1885, that this

apparently almost impossible feat was
accomplished, and to Ned Damon, owned
by T. Fred Goldman, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

belongs the honor of being the first one-
day 500-mile bird in America. The
record reads: Start at 5.24, from Abing-
don, Va., 508 miles air line ; arrived 7.49
P. M.; average speed, 1033 >^ yards. The
following year, June 26, 1886, this flight

was eclipsed by the birds Queen and
McGrew, owned by George Waitt, Key-
port, N. J., in a journey from Springfield,

O., 502^ miles. The birds started at 4.22

A. M.,*and arrived at 5.30 P. M.; speed,
1121 yards.

The year 1887 saw the record again
broken, and by two birds ; while two
others succeeded in beating the record
of Ned Damon. We refer to the grand
flight of Jocko, owned by Thos. Brooks

;

Black Jim, of P. V. Bolay ; Alexander the
Great, ofA.Kinzel, and Little Wonder,
of Charles H. Myers, from Spartanburg,
S. C, to Germantown, Pa., 510 miles.

The start was at 5.31 A. M., July 2, aud
returns were : Jocko at 6.^1 J4, making a
speed of 1151^ yards; Black Jim at
6.3234', speed 1150 yards; Alexander at

6-59?4, speed 1112 yards; Little Wonder
at 7.02X. speed 1108 yards.

It was not until 1888 that the distance
in the day was again covered, this time
by the two birds Calumet and Crescent,

owned by Samuel W. Taylor, Baltimore,
Md., whose flight from Gainesville, Ga.,

526_J^ miles. June 29. in the average
speed of 1162 and 1 154 yards respectively,

failed to secure a Federation endorse-
ment on account of an irregularity in the

entry. The following year, 1889, again
recorded the feat accomplished by the
bird Hanover, owned by Joseph S. Iver-
sen, Brooklyn, N. Y., in a flight from
Newton, N. C, 517 miles, June 23, in the
average speed of 12 17 6-7 yards. Later
the same year, August 4, birds belonging
to Henry Wagner, Boston, Mass., were
reported to have made the distance from
St. Thomas, Canada, 516 miles, in eleven
hours and twenty-five minutes, or in the
average speed of 1327X yards, but as this
flight was not made under Federation
management, we have no means of se-
curing the official data of what would
have been the best authentic one-day
500-mile flight on record, previous to the
year 1891.

Though the year 1890 failed to score a
one-day flight from the 500-mile station,
the present year fully compensated for
the loss in the magnificent and unprece-
dented performance of the birds of the
Empire City Flying Club, of New York
and vicinity, in their flight from States-
ville, N. C, 500 miles airline, in which
no less than fourteen birds covered the
distance before sunset of the day of start,

the winner of first honors, Saxon G.,
owned by T. Fred Goldman, Brooklyn,
N. Y., making 506 miles airline, in ten
hours thirty-four minutes, or in the aver-
age speed of 1405.9 yards per minute ; W.
B. Garrabrants Newark, N. J., winning
second honors ; lime out, ten hours and
fifty-two minutes. Other returns were
Whitely four, Garrabrant two, Elwell
two, Mahr two, Moreton two and Hal-
liday one.
Our object in thus giving a summary

of the work of the past is not merely
that the readers of The Fanciers'
Journal may become familiar with the
most important records of the sport from
the several distances, but that as from
year to year we follow the work accom-
plished, this fact may be clearly estab-
lished, namely, that the flying fancy in
America has not only made rapid strides
both as regards its numerical strength
and in the fuller and more complete pro-
tection of the record, but by persistent
and determined effort has almost reached
the topmost round of the ladder of hom-
'"g pigeon fame, as applied to its flying
records, holding as it does to day first

place among the flying centres of the
world for distance record (1093 miles air
line) and second place for the 500-mile
one-day record (1405.9 yards average
speed), the Belgian being entitled to first

place from this distance for their memor-
able race from Dax to Brussels, July 20,

1889, when the 558 miles was covered in
eleven hours, forty-two minutes, or in the
average speed of i^i^Yz yards per min-
ute. The winner of this race was M.
Thirionet, who has no less than three
times within the pa.st twelve years car-
ried off the prize offered by his Majesty
the King of Belgium.
Let the motto of the American fancier

be "Advance and Excel," and we pre-
dict that within the next five years they
will be able to claim not only 1200 miles
for distance, but 600 miles in the day.

Water Is a Necessity.

Animals can be fed to starve to death

by simply withholding water. The latter

is an absolute necessity whether in the

pure state or as a part of the solid food.

Hens, especially those that are laying,

require an abundance of water, winter or

summer. Fail to supply water and the

eggs will fail to "shell out." This is one
of the chief causes why hens will not lay

in winter. We have noticed this fre-

quently on farms where the hens had
all the food they wanted, but the cold
weather deprived them of the water they
could always find before Jack Frost start-

ed in. Where dry grain is the chief
winter ration, water must be supplied ad
libitum. Where moist food is fed in the
morning and cabbages and other vege-
tables are a part of the daily menu, water
supplied once during the day is sufficient.

The patent poultry fountains are the best
to supply water to the fowls unless there
is danger of freezing. In such a case use
open galvanized iron troughs hung about
twelve inches from the ground. Water
at 120 degrees when poured in these

troughs will keep sufficiently before

freezing to allow the fowls all they need,
mentioned before, when only dry grain
is fed. In the latter case fill the troughs
morning aud afternoon.
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The gar[itieit P^^^^
BY HENRY ERDMANN.

"OR some time past I have devoted

a good deal of uiy time in study-

ing the different opinions of both

breeders, exhibitors and writers on what

a carrier pigeon should be, and in a few

points on >\ hat a carrier pigeon should

not be. Having been brought up with

the breed from early childhood, and to a

certain extent become a public character,

I feel I must have a "go" in the discus-

sion of this particular breed, for my in-

terest in it is, and always has been, very

great. The illustration accompanying

this article will at once be recognized by

fanciers as representing a bird having at-

tained maturity of growth, a pigeon of

this character being fully matured be-

tween the ages of four and five years.

Referring to an old book relating to

this species it appears to have derived

its origin in Bassoria, on the other side

of Persia, where in consequence of spirited

locomotion it was employed as an agent

for carr\'ing messages, letters, etc., to and

from distant places. In reading various

old histories of the oldest authors we

find it mentioned. In the history of

Greece it is chronically remarked that

these birds have flown from Rome to the

city of Athens under Julius Caesar as

announcing the various results of combats

present day ; had al.so less eye but larger

m body ; very strong in nmscle, short

legs, less neck, and different in almost

every point. The pigeon came to the

English fanciers in the manner described.

They came together and formed a stand-

ard, and by a very careful study and se-

lections of those properties, the pomts of

perfection, which we have at the present

day attained, are attributed to the efforts

of the English.

By all writers on the subject the carrier

is reckoned as the king of pigeons ac-

cording to the estimation in which it has

been held by fanciers. The name by

which it goes and is distinguished is at-

tributable to the origin from which it

sprung, which would be very difficult to

trace back. My idea of the carrier pigeon

is as follows: If you have a carrier

pigeon that measures from seventeen to

seventeen and one-half inches with a

good neck, legs and the standing proper-

ties he commands inspection ; any more

than this is disproportionate, being more

on the pouter order.

The accompanying illustration gives

the reader a good idea of how the carrier

should be made and shaped. To begin

with, the first and most difficult property

p:nglish fanciers have placed in their

standard upon the beak the following

jwints: Two for straightness, two for

length, two for stoutness and color one.

top," being more common and not look-

ing so well, should tilt off gracefully

from the head to the point of the beak,

so that the highest part be toward the

middle, short from front to back of wat-

tle, evenly and well filled in all around,

the lower to be the same as the upper, but

less extensive. The wattle should be

broad across the beak, and as near as pos-

sible to the shape and size of a good wal-

nut, from whence its name is derived.

This class of wattle is well represented in

the illustration, which is given as an ideal

of what a perfect carrier should be. The

wattle at the back should not rise. This

heightens the beauty of the bird. All

that is required in a carrier is the shape

ofthe bird, and all the other properties

are to be duly considered. When the

bird is in good health, the eye and beak

wattle should be covered with a white

bloom on the surface.

I will now consider what I claim the

second most valuable property, the beak,

which should be long, perfectly straight

and massive, and should be on a direct

line with the centre of the eyeballs.

The upper and lower should be of equal

length and thickness and blunt at the

point, but not hooked. They should fit

closely together, although as age ap-

proaches they will be more or less open.

The length of the beak, or face, as it is

often termed, in a carrier should be one
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in the arena by each party who used

these pigeons in carrying despatches to

their friends. In those days there were

no better methods contrived or con-

trolled. Messages were written down

and often fastened around the legs above

the feet, parchment being used. Some-

times they fastened them to the tail, and

were also fastened to a string and then

put around the neck of the bird, which

was then liberated and flew off for its

destination.

They have also flown from Jerusalem

to Jericho, the distance being very con-

siderable and not exactly computable. In

the history of the Holy War, during the

reign of King Richard I, Saladin habitu-

ally corresponded with the besieged by

the means of a carrier pigeon. A shaft

from the cross-bow of an unerring marks-

man among the besiegers brought several

ofthe feathered messengers to the ground,

thereby revealing the design and the

strategems of the mighty Pagan monarch.

This caused the war to assume a different

aspect, and before the wild Saladin

dreamed of such a transportation the be-

siegers were most ingloriously thwarted.

The history of the carrier pigeon can

be traced back to an extremely old pe-

riod, and so far back that we don't come

upon and find a true reliable period of its

origin. In China, too, as well as a great

many civilized nations, the carrier was

u.sed for carrying messages at a ver>'

early stage. But there is one thing that

must be remembered, the peculiarities of

birds in those days were far different

from the ones bred nowadays, for it had

a much shorter head and beak, its wattles

were far more diminutive than at the

greatly improves the length of the face.

The neck should be long and thin, and

not only when viewed at the side, but

giving it still more so when viewed at

the front, and it should be well cut from

under the throat straight up, and to con-

tinue in slenderncss clean down to the

shoulder, then to curve abruptly. The
shoulders should be broad, flat and

slightly hollow, and the breast should

not protrude, which is an all-important

point. A high back is a bad fault. The

wing butts should project or stand out

enough just to come in contact on a line

with the front of the breast, and should

be strong and muscular. The legs aud

thighs should also be strong and muscu-

lar and well rounded. A great many
birds fail in this point, and when this is

the case it spoils them completely in car-

riage. The wings should be well backed

up and slightly crossed at the tips over

the tail and nearly the same length, yet

not quite as long as the tail. In feather-

ing a carrier should be tight and short,

except in flights and tail

.

The carriage of a carrier should be very

upright, resembling a race horse, show-

ing agility, smartness and vigor, vhich

helps to show off his other good qualities

without which makes him very unsightly.

A deep, rich, glossy black, with plenty of

iridescent hues varying from green to

pink is the color most prized, which dis-

plays the wattles to the best advantage,

but the duns are equally prized. There

are also blues, whites, yellows, reds and

silvers, all of which of late years have

been very much neglected for no appar-

ent reason whatever. As everything is

at their command it only requires time,

study and patience. Now if some of our

fanciers would start in on the improve-

ment of some of these rare colors and
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which gives the beak seven points. Now,

I differ there. I should say two points

for color of beak. For instance, should

your carrier at a show have a solid black

beak and another a white or flesh-colored

beak, and a third a beak with the upper

mandible stained with black, and the

judge, after scaling the points of the

three birds, had to decide which should

have first, second and third, certaiftly the

flesh-colored beak would gain the one

point, which would entitle it to first

prize ; but how could he decide the other

two? Surely the stained beaked bird

can't be compared as perfect as the solid

flesh-colored beaked bird, nor can he be

classed as imperfect as the one with the

solid black l)eak. Now. I claim that if

the standard had two points for color ot

beak instead of one, you could scale them

thusly : Two points for solid flesh-color,

one for stain and none for solid black.

English fanciers have placed the beak

first which I claim to be a serious mis

take. The beak wattle should receive

primary consideration from the fact that

you can more frequently find a bird with

a perfect bill than with a perfect beak

wattle. The beak, according to the

p:nglish Standard, has seven properties,

where I claim eight, whereas the beak

wattle has twelve. A "walnut" wattle,

as it is termed in England, is the most

prized, as it not only looks better, but is

more difficult to maintain. The "peg-

and seven-eighths inches. All over that

which I have seen present an inequality

in the mandibles. Flesh color is the

preferable color for the beak, although

some of our best beaked birds are black

or stained in the upper mandible. It is

very objectionable for a bird to have a

down face ; all birds should be measured

from the centre of the eye to the point

of the under mandible. A carrier with

a good box beak, as it is generally termed,

is very highly esteemed.

The next property are the eye ceres,

which should be large, round and evenly

laced. The texture should be fine and

thin and the lacing should be even all

around. In this respect many birds are

deficient, having too much in the front

and too little at the back, termed pinch-

eyed. The eyes should roll over the

skull in a parallel form, which greatly

improves the narrowness of skull, and

should be even at the back as well as at

the front, which are highly esteemed.

They have been known to roll over so

far as to touch. Next comes the skull,

which should be flat and as narrow as

possible, and should be even at the back

compared to the front. A bird showing a

skull too wide at the back in comparison

to the front is a very conspicuous object

in a carrier, yet just the reverse in a dra-

goon. The gullet should be thin and beau-

tifully curved in all around. This is a

very important property in a carrier, as it

stick to them until they accomplish their

object, I am sure that the time will well

repay them. Should a fancier for in-

stance, come across a red, or yellow dra-

goon cock, heavily wattled, let him pair

this to a first-class rich green metallic

black carrier hen with a flesh-colored

beak and breed several nests and then

take their offspring and pair them to

either black or heavily wattled duns of

the fleshy nature, studying all the points

at the same time, and I can assure you

that he will soon get what he w ants, for

there can't help coming every once in a

while a red or a yellow, but care should

be taken that whatever color you are

breeding fort o improve be sure it is rich,

deep and solid, and that the color lies on

the side of the cock, as he always takes

the lead in the color of the progeny,

more so in the hen. Great care and at-

tention should be paid to this.

Blues can also be improved, as there

are plenty of bad bluish blacks, which if

you cross with your blues would soon

give you what you wanted. The same as

to whites, for I know where there are

several very heavily wattled blacks that

have plenty of white around the vent

and shanks, which would greatly im-

prove the whites if bred with such. By
such continual crossing you would soon

get what you wanted and show what

could be bred, and though many at-

tempts might result in deep disappoint-

ments at first, I am almost sure success

would follow on good sound judgment

and perseverance. And when a good sound

strain is once established by anyone, he

may well feel proud at being able to say

he has produced at least something as

yet almost unknown in the fancy.

ifiental fc[itills

History, Descripfcioi), Breedir)^

apd Mapa^eir)er)b-

BY GEO. W. PETTIT, ARTIST.

EVERAlv years ago Mr. Joseph

Smith, an English fancier of

the Oriental frills, published an

article on "The Literature of the Pigeon

Fancy," in which he states that there are

upwards of one hundred and fifty known

works published on this subject ; sixty-

two by English writers, fifty-one Ger-

man and translations, twenty-five French,

four Dutch, five Italian, two Spanish,

three Latin and one Arabic. With a

knowledge of this rather formidable ar-

ray of books one would very naturally

question the necessity of adding another

to the list.

My object in writing this article is to

give in a concise and convenient form a

history and description, together with

some notes on the breeding and manage-

ment ofthe Oriental frills, believing that

such a work will aid materially in cre-

ating and disseminating a love for them

among fanciers who are capable of ap-

preciating and perpetuating intact their

many beautiful properties. Notwith-

standing there are so many publications

extant on the literature of the pigeon

f{»ncy, there is no book which treats of

these birds exclusively, and I know of

but one work wherein any reliable in-

formation whatever can be obtained con-

cerning them. This is a very large vol-

ume, and necessarily expensive, which

?laces it beyond the reach of many,
hen they have had an important his-

tory since the articles therein contained

were penned, to which reference will be

made as we proceed.

The necessity for an exclusive treatise

on the Orientals becomes still more ap-

parent when we consider that at least

ninety-five per cent of our fanciers are in

total Ignorance regarding them. This is

not to be wondered at when those who
presume to teach others ignore them en-

tirely, as did the very eminent gentle-

men who recently revised the American

Standard. Our English cousins years

ago gave evidence of the very high

opinion they entertained for them by fol-

lowing the illustrious example of their

turbaned fanciers in conferring upon
them the title of nobility. They accom-

plished this by placing them in a distinct

and exclusive class. Since then they

have become exceedingly popular, and
very high prices are demanded and easily

obtained for really fine specimens.

It is mv earnest desire to make this

f)roduction in every respect a safe and re-

iable guide to the amateur who intends

making a study of the satinettes, blon-

dinettes and their sub varieties, and while

perhaps I may not lie able to advance

many new ideas, it shall be my aim that

no misleading ones shall find a place

within these columns. While it is my
intention to be brief, I hope at the same
time to be complete as far as the knowl-

edge and experience at command will

permit.
Literature has been defined "as the

pouring of water from one vessel into

another of a different shape." No one

will pretend to doubt that among so

many writings pertaining to the pigeon

fancy there must necessarily be great

similiarity, both as regards the description

of the different varieties and their man-
agement. In this respect one cannot hope

to be verv original.

I am indebted for much of the material

herein contained to the treatise in " Ful-

ton's Book of Pigeons," by Mr. H. P.

Caridia; to papers written and read be-

fore different Columbarian societies by

some of Briton's most noted fanciers, as

well as to the many articles that have ap-

peared from time to time in various

English journals.

From the voluminous and incomparable

writings of Charles Darwin I have ob-

tained many facts bearing upon the

breeding and propagating of essential

properties belonging to our different do-
mestic animals and birds, which will be
found of great practical value to the
pigeon fancier.

The opinions and theories of various
eminent fanciers as Sir John Saunders
Sebright, Mr. J. M. Eaton, Mr. Teget-
meier and many others have been studi-
ously considered and quoted when deemed
apropos to our subject.

If to some of my readers my descrip-
tions should appear overdrawn or too
highly colored, I hope they will remem-
ber that I am a votary of the brush
rather than the quill ; and therefore
ought to be pardoned if I sometimes in-

advertently dip my pen into my pigments
instead of my inkstand.
Almost everything which delights the

eye, or pleases the taste of man, is of
eastern origin. Within that vast expanse
of country, Asia, the human race had
birth, and it was also the scene of the
earliest civilization. It is the land where
grew the first fruits and other vegetable
productions ; the home of the banana
and plantan, the yam and cocoa ; the
tropical country where the orange and
lemon first gave their fragrance to the
breeze ; a land of perennial summer,
where the palm trees wave their banners
and flowers ofthe most gorgeous and ex-
quisite dyes lavish their wealth of per-
fume. Here the horse first neighed amid
the solitude of the plains, and that inland
ship, the camel, sailed the desert seas.
Is not this a veritable "Garden of Eden"
for the propagating and perfecting of all

that which is so wonderful and beautiful
in these feathered gems ?

It is not alone to the advantages of
climate, possessed by a favored portion
of the Vorshippers of Mohamet, nor to
the superstitious veneration in which
they regard the pigeon as a sacred bird
we are to look for the success which has
crowned their efforts. It is rather to

their innate, ardent love, extraordinary
zeal and enthusiasm for their domestic
animals and birds generally, combined
with a rare appreciation for everything
beautiful and appropriate, both in their
form and marking that we are indebted
for all that is so admirable in these the
highest tyi>e of pigeon beauty. "The
Arab cannot conceive of a higher felicity

that the birth of a camel or a foal, or that

his verses should be honored with the
applause of his tribe."

There is no doubt but that the satinette

was derived originally from the turbit

stem of pigeon, whereon was ingrafted

the germ or bud of promise, which in

the han<ls of these masters was destined
eventually to flower into other and even
more beautiful sub-varieties. This was
accomplished by adding to the almost
perfect form of the original stem, plu-

mage decorations, which are not only
harmonious in color but exquisite in the

variety and perfection of tracery.

We have before us these birds, attesting

unconsciously to the wonderful skill, the

untiring energy and superior knowledge
possessed by these Mussulmen, seemingly
creating at will such birds as delight our
senses and call forth our admiration.

How was this accomplished? Whence
came the knowledge which enabled them
systematically to unite in one bird so

many colors, keeping each in its proper
place, and yet giving such variety of pen-
cilling ? I do not know, I can only enjoy
and admire.
The first and only reliable information

the English speaking fanciers had ofthe
Orientals was from a series of articles

written by Mr. H. P. Caridia especially

for and published in Mr. R. Fulton's

"Book of I'igeons." These articles, so

ably penned, are the source from which
lovers of these beautiful gems of the Ori-

ent have since obtained the necessary in-

formation for their breeding and manage-
ment. We, the fanciers of this variety

of birds, have reason to congratulate our-

selves that one vso experienced in their

management should be willing to under-

take the task of publishing all he knew
concerning them.
The origin of the satinette, probably

the oldest of the pencilled variety, has

been traced by Mr. Caridia to about one
hundred and twenty years prior to his

introducing them into England, more
than thirty years ago. Beyond this date

he could not go, all trace of their origin

being veiled in the obscurity of the past.

He states, however, "that it was the gen-

eral belief in the Orient, among the ven-

erable fanciers of this variety, and espe-

cially the Mohammedans, that this bird

descends aud was perfected from a semi-

wild native pigeon of Asia, which pos-

sessed a pencilled plumage, grouse-muffed
legs and short beak."

THE IDEAL SATINETTE.

In body the ideal satinette is rather
larger than the eastern turbit, possess-
ing a form symmetrical, plump and com-
pact ; broad across the shoulders and
acutely tapered ; breasts full and promi-
nent or well thrown out; the head of
good size and round ; the profile grand
in outline, forming one continuous, un-
broken curve from occiput to the end of
upper mandible and acioss from eye to

eye ; the cheeks full and chubby. The
roundness and perfect curvature, so de-

sirable, is very much increased by a de-
cided down-f<ced aspect ; the beak is

flesh-colored, short and thick ; the mouth
wide at gap. thus aiding materially in

giving a circular appearance to the head
when viewed in front ; beak wattle small
and fine in texture. The gullet or dew-
lap is well developed, which greatly as-

sists in giving the proper rotundity to

the profile.

The neck is well rounded and grace-
fully arched ; the eye is full, clear, promi-
nent and of a black or dark hazel color,

encircled by a cere of a creamy buff tint.

The thighs are full and legs long, being
completely covered with short feathers,

which should extend to the nails, pre-

senting a perfectly grouse-muffed appear-
ance.
The carriage is erect, elegant, dignified

and graceful. The ten primary flights

on either side should be white. Caridia
states : "The Oriental standard for pig-

eons generally, whether white or colored,
to be seven, as between that number and
ten no imperfection is perceptible." Ac-
cording to the same authority, "these
birds were originally plain-headed, but
becoming plentiful, fashion demanded
them crested." The ideal crest must be
f)erfectly central, needle-pointed, com-
pact and placed well up on the head.
One ofthe most attractive ornaments

of these birds is the frill, which should
be as ample as can be had. Unfortunate-
ly most of our birds are deficient in this

important point. It gives variety to the
contour of the bird. Variety is the most
concise definition ofthe word beautiful

;

it might very properly be considered its

synonym.
I desire the amateur fancier, in whose

hands this article may chance to be, to

pause here and carefully study the above
structural points, aud try to comprehend
fully all they imply. It is impossible for

any misshapen or deformed man or ani-

mal to be graceful, attractive or elegant,

either in movement or posture, and it is

likewise just as impossible for anyone to
become a good judge of birds (whatever
the variety may be) unless he has intui-

tively a quick and accurate eye and an
inborn appreciation for symmetry of
form and elegance of carriage. Of course,
experience will do much, but the fancier

thus naturally endowed will always have
the advantage of his less fortunate broth-
er. Two birds, both capable of scoring a

given number of points (as far as marking
and color is concerned), the one possess-

ing the requisite form and carriage would
be doubly valuable either in the breeding
loft or aviary. These are properties very
easy to loose and diflicnlt to regain.

I know full well we cannot always get
the form most desirable, and that we are
often obliged to tolerate many things in

our birds which our judgment disap-
proves for the sake of some very rare

Suality they may possess in an eminent
egree that we are desirous of availing

ourselves for the purpose of counteract-
ing some glaring deficiency in our stud.
I regard such birds very much as I do the
variously-colored pigments on my palette.
I value them solely for the use I intend
to make of them. In suffering them to
remain we must never lose sight of the
aim we have in view—to approach as
near as possible to the ideal standard. If

this could be realized, our task would be
accomplished, there would be no more
incentive for further labor. Fortunately
there is no danger of this, so let us keep
on trying to improve our pets, feeling
satisfied if we can advance from season
to season, knowing that the pleasure de-
rived from the pursuit of an object is

greater than the realization of our hopes
regarding it.

PLUMAGE.

The principal characteristic which dis-

tinguishes these birds may be comprised
under one general bead, viz., "plumage."

Beautifully and harmoniously contrasted
from a body of immaculate whiteness are

the wings of the satinette. They are of
a delicate pink-brown color, softly, almost
imperceptibly, paling into a clearer and
lighter shade, until lost in a tint of grey-

ish white. On this ground tint each
feather is distinctly outlined or laced
with purple-black, thus giving the tri-

color so highly valued. The markings
are of four different styles or patterns

—

laced, arrow-pointed,spangled and tipped.

Lacing is the complete edging of each
feather with a color sufficiently dark to

form a contrast to the ground tint.

When the markings are of a V-shaped
character they are termed arrow-pointed

;

when of a three-quarter moon, or cres-

cent shape, spangled. If the end of each
shaft only is emphasized by a darker
shade, we have the tipped, which is some-
thing of a compromise between the last

two named. Whatever may be the style

of marking or shade of color, the more
evenly and distinct each feather is edged
the more the bird is valued.

We now come to the characteristic es-

sential "par excellence" of these birds,

to the property that separates them from
all and every other variety of pigeon ; a
property unique in its beauty, which
enables them to occupy a niche all alone
in the heart of their fanciers ; a prop-

erty when once seen will be forever re-

membered. 1 allude to the tail of the
satinette.

Other birds, as the owl and turbit, are

almost identical in many of their points.

They have the same wide skull and
down-face style of head. Their bodies

are compact, broad across the shoulders
and accutely tapered, and they both be-

long to the frilled varieties. That dainty

little bird, the almond tumbler, struts

with lordly tread, vain of his tri-colored

plumage. Other species, as the ice

pigeon and Suabian, aie spangled (though
differently) on the wing. The Suabian
has sometimes a white, oval-shaped spot

on the low er web of each of the primary
flights, and occasionally the band near

the extremity ofthe tail, but this is very

rarely seen. Swallows, fantails. some of

the eastern owls and quite a list of toys

have their legs clothed in feathers, but

none of them have the ornamental ap-

pendage ofthe satinette.

I hold one of these tail feathers in my
hand. I examine it attentively to enable

me the better to describe it. It is the

property of all others that won my heart

and made me a fancier of the satinettes

and their sub-varieties to the exclusion

of all other pigeons. The color at the

extreme end of each feather is of a deep
black, bleuiling into a bluish purple or

slate tint, then into a light grey as it

a} proaches the butt of the shaft. Near
the end of each feather is the remarkable
white spot, forming, when the tail is

spread, a beautiful hand, extending acioss

the whole fan-like circle. The shaft,

which is of the usual light tint at the

larger end, gradually becomes deeper

until lost in the rich black color sur-

rounding the spot, which it intersects,

forming a finely pencilled and exceed-

ingly beautiful contrast.

This is a brief though accurate descrip-

tion of this valuable property, yet how
inadequate it seems of conveying an idea

of its beauty. To be fully appreciated

it should be seen when the bird is in

flight, or about to alight, and above all,

in the variety of attitudes the male as-

sumes when he pleads a supplicant for

the favors of his mate ; how he expands

and drags this garment of purple in the

dust regardless of its ornamental border

of spotless white ; regardless in fact of

everything, if she will but comply with

the one desire of his heart—be his most
obedient companion and lay him a couple

of eggs.

SUB-VARIETIES.

Branching off from the satinette as the

j

parent stem are the several sub-varieties,

which derive their different names prin-

!
cipallv from the variety of their colors,

I

as brunette, sulphurette, bluette ai;d sil-

verette, but all retaining the characteris-

tic tail markings of their ancestors. All

of the above, excepting the blues and
silvers, are of variegated markings and
plumage. These have the tri-color on
the bars only.

Brunette, as applied to this variety of

bird, is a misnomer. It is a term, as

every school boy knows, we use in de-

scribing a girl or woman, with a brown
or dark complexion ; here it is applied

to the very lightest of the satinette fam-
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ily ; to a bird with "a delicate silver-grey

ground tiut and darker graduating grey

markings mixed with buff, and some-

times with a delicate sulphur tint."

Sulphurette is derived from the color of

the bird. A genuine sulphur tint is ex-

ceedingly beautiful, highly valued and
seldom found.

Bluetles are ofa very delicate blue color,

both on the covert feathers of the wing
and tail. The bars which belong to this va-

riety present a very pleasing appearance.

In very young Vnrds they are mostly of a

brown tint, which changes to white after

the first moult, retaining only an edging

of their former color, laced with black.

As age advances, this brown tint some-

times fades entirely away, leaving the

white bar edged with black only. This,

I understand, is the aim of the eastern

fanciers.

The silverettes are so named from the

light silver-gray color of their wings, the

tail being of a somewhat deeper shade.

In this variety the bars are white, with a

brown-gray lining. The whiter the bars

are the more the birds are esteemed in

their native country.

In addition to the above sub-varieties

we have also the black satinette, of black

and white color only. In all other re-

spects they retain the markings of the

family. Caridia states: "These birds

were obtained from a cross of a certain

local breed of black turbits with V)lack

tails and marked on the head like a

nun."
Imagine all the foregoing markings in

every variety of tint and shade of color,

from the heaviest lines to the finest pen-

cillings ; from the depth of hazel brown

to the most delicate of pearly tints ; from

the glow of burnished gold to the velvety

bloom of a maiden's cheek. Then where,

permit me to ask, among the many va-

rieties of birds which have occupied and

made happy the leisure hours of man,

can we find so much to strive for, so

many exquisite points to delight the eye,

as belong to these priceless gems of the

Orient?
The title "Royal or Imperial" given

them by their eastern fanciers, as possess-

ing the highest distinction their owners

could confer, is justly deserved. I never

knew one enter my aviary for the first

time who did not give expression to the

equivalent of such titles. In fact, we are

in the presence of a royal family. No
courtier of the olden time could be more
polite, gracious or graceful in his bear-

ing. No Beau Brummel more becom-

ingly attired or more vain of his display

of feathery linen, with its ample and

elaborate decoration of frill. No "poten-

tate in petticoats" of a Paris salon could

receive more graciously the compliments

of her admirers than does our lady bird

those of her lord.

BLOND! NETTES.

These birds are comparatively of re-

cent date. They cannot, like the satin-

ette, trace their origin through an un-

broken line of noble ancestors. There

has l)een, so to speak, a misalliance in

the family, and we must necessarily re-

gard them as parvenues. They have not

the refined taste of those boni to the

purple, and insist on wearing a court cos-

tume over a blue undergarment without

even the addition of a white frill as an

apology for this unwarrantable and un-

pardonable breach of etiquette. Their

costume has in consequence the appear-

ance of some cast-off apparel ; in fact, it

is entirely out of place. The bird has a

a heavy, unwieldy look when compared

to the lightness, airiness and refined del-

icacy which lends such a charm to the

satinettes, and which will ever keep the

latter in the ascendant whenever these

qualities are given the precedent.

The origin of the blondiiiette, accord-

ing to our dove-cote gossip, was some-

what in this wise : More than two-score

years ago a silver owl sought and won the

affections of a certain satinette lady, who
dwelt somewhere in the far Hast. We are

told that his clandestine vigils were ar-

ranged—as is usual in such cases—through

the connivance of some official who had

for the time being complete control of

our lady's movements. We are un-

fortunately ignorant of the details of this

affair, an<l therefore are unable to give

them. Were it otherwise it would no

doubt be but a repetition of the "old, old

story;" suffice it to say, in consequence

of this misalliance we have a host of

descendants whom we cannot entirefl)^ ig-

nore on account of the family reputation,

and shall therefore eudeavor to recom-

mend them to the best of our ability
;

giving full credit for all they have at-

tained in the way of social distinction in

this our pigeon aristocracy, notwith-

standing their plebian paternal ancestor.

Probably the best and certainly the

most expeditious way to describe the

blondinettes is to request the amateur to

mentally transfer all the different mark-

ings, shapes and tricolors of the satin-

ettes, whether dark or light, to a purple-

black bodied bird, with white elongated

markings on the flights, edged with a

darker tint, and with eyes which possess

the golden hue of the colored owls. He
will then have a very correct idea of this

variety of pigeon, as they are in all other

respects the same as the satinettes. These

remarks apply also to the sub-varieties,

including the barred, which differ only

in the body color, being dark.

The brown blondinettes and the sul-

phur-colored birds are, as the names im-

ply, of a rich golden brown or sulphur

tint throughout the entire body, being

darkest on the head and upper part there-

of and graduating to a much lighter

shade of the same color.

The black laced blondinettes differ

from the above in being bi-colored, with

white tails edged or fringed with the dark

body tint, but retaining the dark shaft of

the quills. This reverses entirely the or-

dinary appearance of this appendage,

and is apt to mislead those who are unfa-

miliar with this variety into the belief

that they are but imperfectly marked
specimens of the ordinaVy type.

Occasionally these birds are produced

with black tails and the ordinary white-

spot markings, but such are considered

as sports from the blue and red-laced va-

rieties, wliereas the genuine black laced

blondinettes are the result in the first in-

stance from crossing self-color black with

the laced varieties.

i

The produce of these birds are fre-

quentlv dun, yellow, sulphur and red-

laced, but retaining the white tails marked
as above described. By this we are en-

abled to detel-mine the stock from which

they are bred.

We have also the black-barred blondi-

nettes. but they are extremely rare, and

judging from all we are able to learn

about them, very inferior to the present

blues. They are probably bred from

black or black-laced birds.

Before describing the barred blondi-

nettes (blues and silvers) we very willing-

ly recall the disparaging remarks in-

dulged in at the commencement of this

article, as they do not in the least apply

to these birds. In fact, it is impossible

for us to regard them as blondinettes
;

they invariably suggest to our mind a

royal company of satinettes who have for

the time lieing laid aside their court cos-

tume for a military, one which makes
them appear every inch the soldier. This

uniform is of a clear pale blue color, or-

namented with tri colored bars of white,

pinkish-brown and black, still retaining

the band on the tail, and the white elon-

gated making of the flight feathers, form-

ing a very appropriate and harmonious
contrast, which is exceedingly attractive.

They are highly regarded, and finely

marked specimens are very rare.

The silvers are of a very delicate silver-

grey color, the white bars graduating to

a pinkish-brown edge. Sometimes this

tint is absent, leaving a perfectly white

bar. In all other respects they have the

characteristics of the former.
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my business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have also
added a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of ev-

ery description.
'inhere will be a

registry kept at

my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee the name
and address of

parties wishing
b<

'

PRINTING
' eri. etc., » »peci»Uy. ^

D*ymp» Klectrlo rrUUas Worke, Byracuee. >. 1.

FOR POULTRY.
Bag, 9.3.00

to purchase or sell dogs will Ce ^ntered The

fee for one dog will be f<?". an/l for each atUb-

ionaTdorfiftVcentr 'ThTswHl be devoted to

advertising an5 furthering the sales, and a com-

mission o? 10 per cent will be charged on all

sales. I may confidently state that my experi-

ence with dogs as a breeder, exhibitor, etc., with

mv excellent location for the business and my
wide acquaintance will make this one of the very

best mediums to be found for the purchase and

sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth street, New York, tf

Bone Meal, - - Per lOO lb

Granulated Bone, " lOO
Ground Beet
Scraps, - - - .. 1J>»»

Calclte, - - - - " 30<>
Crushed Flint, - " 300
crushed Oyster
Shells, - - - , .^y" , - , . „

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

P"*^*'
C. H. DEMPWOLF & CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

3.00
S8.00
Si.OO

3.00

B. F. ivB\sris,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,

tf Montgomery Co., Pa.

CLOSING OUT 8ALE--Y0UR CHANCE

If you want to purchase a finely bred puppy
we can supplv it. We have been breeding to

get a collection of the finest in the land, sired by
Oath's Mark. Roger, Chance and Paxtang. The
dams are finely bred, plenty of Count Noble,

Gladstone, Leicester and Darkie b'ood. Three
litters now ready to ship We can supply some
youngsters ready for field this fall and several

good brood bitches, such as produce black, white

and tan pups. Let your wants be known by ad-

dressing

Moorefield Kennels,

CHULA, AMELIA CO..VA.

PRIMTING OUTFIT15g
CX)MPLB'iE, 4 » phkbm niMv* type, typ«hol<l«».ho»«U to-

Idibk Ink. Ink l'»d »i>.l Tw«»tr«. Put up In »«»»*«»™
m» for nje. Sft.isfKtion ruuvatMd. Worth We. Be^
Muker. Cerd I-rirtrt. fK. 8«t»•< e to 1 l»»K

i(»iu-500eMd«enho«i.S«olportp«W lUitfar Ji«.C•«.^••.

'g.H.I.tCnKSOLL * BR0.66Cortl>B4t8«.H.T.CII»
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Riverside Poultry partn
Blood tells in all stock raising, and in none more strongly than in

thoroughbred Poultry. The line of blood I am breeding and exhibiting

has produced and is producing Prize Winning Specimens in all sections

of the United States and Canada.
THE RECORDS of the leading Poultry Exhibitions of the country

will substantiate me in my claim of owning and producing the leading

and most popular strains of my specialties

—

SINGLE-COMB BROWN LEGHORNS. HOUDANS.

WHITE WYANDOTTES, AND ROSE-COMB

WHITE AND BROWN LEGHORNS

to be had in this or any other country.

NEW YORK, February, 1890, won EIGHT FIRSTS and FOUR GOLD

SPECIALSj^NEW YORK, February, 1891, won TVVELVE^FIRSTS,

NINE GOLD smiALS, THREE ASSOCIATION SILVER MEDALS

and SILVER CUP. Satisfaction guarajiteed.

JflmES FOJ?SYTH,
Owrego, Tioga Coi^nty, N. Y.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR.

Hllili POUliTl^Y YAI^DS
The Mo$t Complete in America.

THE HOME OF

<M/^

Wyandottes and Indian Games.

One of the larffest and finest collections of thorough-

bred fowls on the Continent. The Highest Honors

awarded at the GREAT NEW YORK SHOW, 1891,

and other leading shows. Catalogue free. Address

T. WILTOM HILL,

Jamesburg, Nona/ Jersey, U. S

THE

THERMOSTATIC INCUBATOR
Is acknowledged by those who know the ixiachine to be the leader of its class, and is to-day

the BBSX INCUBAXOR for practical v^ork.

It is somew^hat HIGHBR PRICED than other machines, bi^t the purchaser gets what he

wants, viz., a KIRST-CIvASS, RBI^IABIvB INCUBATOR, XRUIvY SEI.F-REGULAXING and

sold under a COMF»IvKTK GUARANXKE.
The TheriTiostatic Incubator was avsrarded the FIRST PREMIUM at the great New York

V»oultry Show of 1891 for BEST INCUBAXOR, all the leading makers competing.

For circulars descriptive of this RBAIvIvY FIRSX-CI^ASS incubator address

JAMES E. NA/ARNER,
19 PARK PLACE, NEW YORK CITY.
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a. O. PABST, Milwaukee, "Wis.

THK KANCIBRS' JOURNAI^. Christmas number.

H. HULMAN, Jr., Terre Haute, Ind. P. H. O'BANNON, Sperryville, Va.

•THE \^

FUTURITY STAKE, $1,600.00

OPEN ONLY TO THE PRODUCE OF CHAMPION GATH'S MARK, GATH'8 HOPE, OR DAN GLADSTONE, WHELPED IN 1892.

The stake to be a Derby, to be rv.« directly after the Ea«ter„ or Central Trial.. Decerxaber. .893. or

after the Southern Trials. January or February of ,894. the location and date of running of

the Stake to be later on decided by the Gentlemen who have consented to judge, viz.:

MAJ. J. M. TAYLOR, P. H. BRYSON, CAPT. PATRICK HENRY,

NEW YORK, N. Y. MEMPHIS, TENN. CLARKSVILLE, TENN.

The Blue Ridge Kennel will n.a>ce no entry in this sta.e-the purse being entirely to the advantage of its patrons. The Spotting system has been adopted and

the time limit of heats abolished. Retrieving not to be reqnired. The judges selected are of the best in Amenca.

being entirely qualified to use their best judgment in selecting the winners.

$500 to Winner of First. 5400 to Winner of Second.

$200 to Winner of Third. J'oo to Winner of Fourth.

sayer Cnp, Talne $100, or Casl to Die Mer of Wimier of First.

m m, Talne $100, or Cash to tie Breeto of Winner of Second, Silyer Cnn, Talne $100, or Casl to tie Breeier of Wimer ofM.

ENTRIES CLOSE JAN. 1ST.. 1893. FORFEIT $10.00. $15.00 TO START.

$2,000.00 IN

SPECIAL PREMIUMS
»900 to the Jirsl of the (Champion Gath s

Mark or Dan Gladstone;?'^/, whelped in 1892 (or

after), who will win the United States Derby.

9>200 on the same conditions as above at

Eastern Derby.

I!('2(H) on the same conditions as above at Cen-

tral Derby.

^1200 on the same conditions as above at

Southern Derby.

•SO to {he first of the (Champion Gath s Mark
or Dan Gladlone)j?-<'^ whelped tn 1892 (or after),

who will win first place in open class at the

Westminster Bench Show, New York.

Jl50 on the same conditions as above at the

Mascoutah Bench show, Chicago, 111.

•125 on the same conditions as above, at the

New England Bench show. Boston, Mass.

f,25 on the same conditions as above, at the

Duquesne Bench show, Pittsburg, Pa.

*35 on same conditions as above, at the Wash-

:
ingtou City Btnch show, Washington, D. C.

;
^95 on same conditions as above, at the Mary-

;
land Bench show, Baltimore, Md.

9100 to the breeder of the winner of EACH of

1 the above ten special offers.

NOTE 1.—The owners of Champion Gath's

Mark and Dan Gladstone, reserve the right to

withdraw these premiums only in the event of

the death of either of the above dogs or their

disqualification for stud purposes.

NOTE a.—The Blue Ridge Kennel has now
opened its books for the fall season of 1891 and

spring of 1892. for Gath's Mark and Dan Glad-

stone, limited to 50 services each.

The Blue H^dae Kennel,
sperryville, Virginia.
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m THE i<^

FKNCIERS" f JOURNAL-

DURMG THE RUST YEAH

©HE PANGIEI^S'

has made wonderful progress.

Its circulation has increased

enormously, and its advertis-

ing columns are liberally pa-

tronized by America's best

breeders and manufacturers.
The public and press have
stamped the seal of approba-
tion on The Fanciers* Jour-
nal, and the latter has hon-
estly earned the name of being

THE BEST or ITS CLASS.

That greastest and most influ-

ential of all American practical

poultry papers, Farm-Poultry,
remarks

:

"The Fanciers' Journal will

publish about December i a superb

Christmas number of 36 pages, in-

cluding an attractive cover especi-

ally designed for it. The articles on

poultry and pigeons written for it

are original and very valuable, and

will be finely illustrated by Sewell

and Lee, while the dog plates are

all ' 'half tone" process, original and

unique. We have repeatedly spoken

words of praise for The Journal,
which is edited and published by

men of high character and marked

ability, wlio put character and abil-

ity into their paper, making it by

long odds the best of its class in

America ; and we shall be pleased to

mail this Christmas number to our

readers at the regular price of ten

cents per copy."

These encomiums of the past

Fanciers' Journal will be

more than deserved in the

coming year. The same high

character and ability will make
The Fanciers' Journal a

clean, honest and reliable pa-

per for doggy men, poultrymen
and pigeon fanciers.

THE KENNEL DEPARTMENT

under the scholarly and pro-

gressive editorial pilotage of V.

M. Haldeman, will contain the

freshest news, the most com-
plete and reliable show reports,

interesting and original articles

on the care and management
of man's great friend, the dog,

all garnered from the large list

of special correpondents.

FOf^ 1892

THOSE WHO BOY OR SELL

PATRONIZE THE

FAflCIERS' JOURNAIi

WHY?
Because the best stock is advertised and

the largest and best class of readers take

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL.
CHARACTER is as essential in the

advertising as in the reading columns.

THE FANCIERS' JOURNAL has re-

fused enough questionable advertisements

to fill a large newspaper. Here is what a

few of our advertisers say:

Quick Work.
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

On July II my short ad. appeared in JOURNAL

;

on the 13th I had inquiry from R. J.Sawyer,
Menome, Mich., for description and price ; an-
swered it on the 14th ; this morning received his

check, and this afternoon delivered fox terrier

pup. Yours truly, G.H.Goodrich.
Chicago, July 16, 1891.

Sold All Ills Stock.

Fanciers^ Publishing Co.

Dear Sirs : Please kill my last ad. Have
sold every bird that I could spare, and more too.

F. M. Gilbert.
EVANSVILLE, Ind., February 27.

A Good Investment.
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

Urar Sirs : My ad. in your esteemed paper
has sold all my Wyandottes. The money spent

in advertising with you has proved a very good
investment. The Fa.nciers' Joi-rnal must
have an Ai circulation. My correspondents hail

from every state in the South, even "all the way
from Texas." Yours truly, Wm. Eldred.

Dendron, Va., November 19, 1891.

Tlie Great Advertising Medium.
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

I have sold all the birds I had advertised in

vour paper, which speaks well for it, and when
i have more for sale will not forget you Yours
trulv, William S. Lentz.

Allentown, Pa., November 10, 1891,

fl(78 in Eggs Sold In One "Week.

Mr. T. Wilton Hill reports selling $72 worth of

eggs in one week, and says 'J he Fanciers'
Journal did it.

Many Inquiries.

F. Rowland, of Woodbridge, N. J., the famous
duck breeder, remarked at the New York show
that The Fanciers' Journal brought him more
inquiries for stock than he could supply of the

la"er. „. „
It Keeps Illm Busy.

The following letter from Mr. T. Wilton Hill,

proprietor of the famous Hill Poultry Yards, con-

tains the following :

Gentlemen : Have not missed a day since the

New York show but I have been reminded they

saw so-and-so in The Journal. The past two
weeks I could have sold double mv production.

Yours truly, 1 Wilton Hill.
JAME9BURG, N. J., March 0, 1891.

The Best Paper.
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

I regard your paper as one of the best advertis-
ing mediums for high-class fancy stock, as it

certainly reaches a particularly nice class of
people. At least this seems to have been my ex-
perience. Yours very truly. J. H L. TouD.
ROSELLE, N. J., March 31, 1S91.

Brought Many Returns.
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

Gentlemen: Please continue our advertise-
ment, full space, for the balance of the year. The
Journal has brought us excellent returns, a
carefully kept record placing it on a level with a
well-known eastern monthly of large circulation.
Our business has been extremely large since the
beginning of the year, especially our brooder
trade. Yours truly,

PiNKLAND Incubator and Brooder Co.

J.vmesuurg, N. J., March 8, 1S91.

Sold Ills Deer.
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

I have pleasure in telling you that the little
advertisement in'your paper sold my tame deer.
The enquiries I received came from first-class
people, which proves your journal circulates in
good society. Yours truly,

William Eldred.
Dendron, Va., July 15, 1891.

Sold All His Dogs.
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

Gentlemen : My last advertisement m your
journal resulted in the sale of all the bull pup-
pies I had. Will insert another advertisement
soon. Yours truly, J. McD. Crom.\r.
Edmitnston, N. B., January 25.

Quick Sale.

Fanciers' Publishing Co.

The pointer I advertised in The Fanciers'
Journal last week I have sold. This is quick
work for your paper. Yours truly.

S. C. Bradley.
Greenfield Hill, Conn., August 31, 1S91.

Sixty-three I'Igeons In One Month.
Fanciers' Publishing Co.

From the little ad. I had in your paper I sold
sixty-three pigeons in one month, and if it were
not 'for the express rates being so high, I could
have doubled the amount. Wishing you suc-
cess, I remain, C. F. Barstow.
Peekskill, N. Y., May 21, 1891.

POULTRY MD PIGEON DEPARTMENT

conducted by J. H. Dreven-
stedt, has become famous.
That bright monthly, the New
England Fancier, places THE
Fanciers' Journal "at the

head of poultry journalism,"
and the famous artist Frank-
lane L. Sewell says, "It is the

best paper for the best fan-

ciers."

The crisp and pithy editorial

comments, the magnificent cor-

respondence on practical and
fancy poultry topics by the
ablest and most honorable
breeders, will be continued,
and many new features added.

PIGEON FLYING

the great sport of the age, will

be a feature each week. The
department will be conducted
strictly in the interest of the

sport, and not in the interest of

a few individuals.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS

will be up to the highest stand-

ard.

OUR ADVERTISING RATES

Are reasonable considering the

LARGE CIRCULATION among the
buying readers. A yearly ad-

vertisement costs only SEV-
KNXY-TWOCENTS
PER INCH each week,
and a shrewd advertiser never
fails to take advantage of such
a rate.

Keep your name before the

readers of The FANCIERS'
Journal, it begets confidence

and sells your goods.

If you are wise.

Fail not to ADVERTISE.

A weekly p-aper has become a

NECeSSITV
especially when conducted on
true journalistic lines. No
progressive veteran or strug-

gling amateur can be without it.

Siibscribfions, $2 p^r anntira

Single Copies . = = 5 c^nfs

In Clubs of Fiue

or more unusually favorable

terms are "given.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE!

Write for circulars.
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-IN

GftSH PREMIUMS

To the person Seiullnpr In the

larj?est yearly list of subscrib-

ers, $200.

Second largest list, $100.

Third larprest list, $75.

Fourth larjxest list, $50.

Finh larj^est list, $25.

Sixth, seventh, eiprhth, ninth

and tenth larj^est lists, $10.00

each.

This offer is open from OCTOBER
16 to JUNE 1, 1892. Subscriptions

can be sent in at any time, but cash must

accompany them. This unquestionably

is the best opportunity ever offered to

our friends, and all desiring to compete

for these premiums should send in their

names at once.

The coming Dog and Poultry Shows

offer a glorious opportunity to secure

subscriptions, and agents desiring sample

copies should advise us promptly.

Remember that THE FANCIERS-

JOURNAL is the leading paper of its

class, and the subscription price is only

|2.oo per annum. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

BOOKS.

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR KDITION OK THI

BOOK AT THK POPULAR PRICE OK 2

ENTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

XHE FANCIKRS* JOURNAI^. Christmas number.

DePuy's I»oular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled

Capons and Caponizing. This book has had a

very extensive sale at fifty cents per copy, but

the author, Mr. George Q. Dow. has kindly con-

sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent

edition, so as to put it within the reach of all, and

no person can afford to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The Iwok contains all

that the fifty cent edition does besides adding

some new features not contained in that edition

that are really very valuable to poultrymen.

Kinelv illustrated and printed in large, clear

type that can be easily read without straining

the weakest eyes. All persons .should read this

book who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
complete information on all the different details

of these subjects bv a veteran caponizer vvho

thoroughly understands what he is writing

about. This book covers the tntire field from

A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy .
^i.ddress all

orders to

Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

A Club May kill a dog or a hen,

but the right kind of club

will make a friend of the

Fanciers' Journal.

We mean of course a club of

four or more lovers of the dog,

chicken and pigeon who will

take advantage, before January

ist, of the following great offer;

Four Yearly Subscriptions for $5.00

Anierica'? Xosb Useful apcl Beaubiful Fowl?

^O

-s^ STANDAI^D-BI^ED GHIGI^S POI^ SALE ^^^

H. C. DREVENSTEDT, BEVERLY, N. J.

BOX 293.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER.

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID.—READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially

for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It

jjives away many things that have been hereto-

fore kept secret. Address

FANCIEIIS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I

Dr. M. -H. Cryer.

fln entertaining and ualUable history 0!

the great little p?t dogs.

A NEW BOOK

WYAND0TTE8
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng, Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.

A handsomely printed book of 60 pages.

PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUBmSHING CO.,

32 South Third Strict,

-tf
' Philadelphia.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
140-tf OAK LAWN, R. I.

p-RlCES:
. PIF=TV CENTS.

ADDRESS

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

PHPER
CL-OTH

HLESl
INSTANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15

s. Never returns. No purge. No
salve. No suppositorv. Remedy

mailed free. Address J. H. REEVES. Box 3290,

New York City. N. Y. 35-^5

iox 916, Philadelphia, Ra.

-HOUSED :^c^^^=^i^=s=- • •

AND

^^^^^S^SSI'BX DOGS.

Their Selection, Care and Training.

, .cncn PRICE, POSTPAID, 5OC.

JUSJ PUBLISHED

ADDRESS THISOFFICE.

E CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OF ALL

LEADING BREEDS OF
PICEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c

each.

ESTABLISHED 1874,

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons. Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles by the Leading Authorities Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):

One year, post free, United SUtes and Canada,
$2.10. , . .

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited. 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C.

England.

FANCIERS' PDBLISHINl} COMPAIIY,

Box 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA. tf

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only I1.25 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Addresi

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,

481 Broadway, Albany, N .Y.
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SEIVllHOIiE KENNHIiS
(|HBSTiaT Hlfefe # m fHIMBBBifHra, fl-

SCOTCH COL-LIES
English Pugs and Irish Setters

OLD AND YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE
j'^'l.iA^^y^tiillliSbt ',iiJi3Maid»'

IllAltfiliMiiia
|fc- •• '••.'•III

•

fll
!•(" |i:|||

"*S||^^_^;jfH^*-^^
' riti»' >

' ; ( J

NOTE STOD CARD IN flDUERTISEHENT ON ANOTHER PAGE

We have also the following Irish Setters in stud:

KING ELGHO (^^.3^^) AND LORD ELGHO (^1,

Fee for each $20

e>v^ OUR STOCK IS UNSURPASSED 'i\^\/V<B>
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At CHARLESTONrNEWYORK and BUFFALO, the Greatest of all Am^rica^^^

My BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS wo« the le«d^«g P»:.e« a«d ar^

STRAIN in thi« country. Their even J^LUE COLOR and gra^a » p^ ^_^^ reason-
ran Ic a« SHOW Bll*l>«-

^i^^^'^ifi'^^^^TrEE^ERS ^^^^ted to p^lJce Sigh-scorlng progeny. My
^^LV-X^UT^ROCKTe^c^ an Tthe^fn'^that CLEAR BLUE COLOR «o much adn^ired by judges

Tn^fanc^eT" Tc^„cUerel.ofthi« strain will
»-P---„tra"re° 8,^?t'^e°natTo°n^^^

See the record of niy birds at Charles^o^SCJanua^^^ cockerel, ist for BEST
meeting

"V'^ST.^^'P-lAivlALES s'pfecilL highe^t°scSring pair, ad.^d and 4th on pullets, and the

S^.'^i'l^D SHfe^lA^L^R^IZ^f^^L-fRGilVAN?> ^"{^^^l^^t^J^^^

Have stood the test of ti.e. They excel in BR>L,.>ANT BLACK LAC-.c iKfe.a.es and CLEAN HAC^^^^

in males. At the great CHARLESTON SHOW 1891, "/ WVhT?rIn?/sPECIALS in goId for LARGEST and FINEST DISPLAY.
COCKEREL and PULLET PRIZES OFFERED BUT 5, AND ™^. ^^^^'^D SPEClALb n goia

^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^j.^_^^,

The above record was won in competition with the best birds in the NUK 1 ". S')-'^; "
three settings to Send for my profusely illustrated

show. EGGS from finest pens of EXHIBITION BIRDS, 0"%^^"'"i^,»f/tr/|"^^f„'47,
three ^s^^^^^^^^^

^^^.^^^^ ^ P

circular containing greatest prize record ever won on these breeds. Satisfaction guaranteed to every
fvff;.- o^x 20

E. B THOMPSON, Amenia, Duchess County, New York, Post Office Box zu.

Gi=^0UND Beep Sgi^aps, Gi^anUlaited Bone,

BONE (Deal, Oystei^ Shells, Silybi^ Sea Shells.

They May Be Equalled but Cannot Be Excelled.

Write for Samples and Prices.

Poultry pood a Specialty.

BROOKLYN AZOTINE AND FOOD COMPANY,
133 Water St., /New Cjork. ^

THE JKENNEL^

MlNfiElSM

BOOKS. BOOKS. THE KENNEL.

MODEM nmm, umim & kemel management.

^VtV^EVTrrNDTEl^m^^^^^^^ Price ,..64 by mail. Address

B. WATERS, Box 925, Chicago, III.

A NEW BOOK
ENTITLED

500 Questions Answered"

It contains practical informa-

tion on Diseases, Feeding, Care,

etc bv Questions and Answers.

i*rice, as centH.
With "Review" i year, 50 cents.

THE
Fanciers' Review,

CHATHAM, N. Y.

Sixteen Pages Monthly.

.•J5 Cent* a Year.

Three Numbers Ten Cents.

Mention this paper.

w
PRINTING.

E simply ask you to send
for our large envelope of

samples of Circulars, Cards,

Envelopes, etc., before placing

your order elsewhere. We can
please in price and quality of

work.
Fanciers' Review. Chatham,

New York.

FOR SALE-
A beautiful litter of pups, sired by the noted

Challenge Kildarc (iS,i4i), out of Rose Sarsfield

iiH q8ii No iK-tttr blo<xi in the world. Color dark

red Vrices-dogs. $25 ; bitches, f20. Price li.st

No. I now ready. 40-9»

#'
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG - DiSEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

If lQJ>.'i HUOADWAY, NEW YORK.

AMERICAN KENITEIi CliUB

Blanks for registering in the official Stud Book

wjU be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly Publication of the club, con-

tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the diflercnt shows, Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-

tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Olub,

Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

THE BEST ENOIJSH PAPER IS

"THE STOCK-KEEPER"
AND

FANCIERS' CHRONICLE,
For all news and information concerning

DOGS. POULTRY, PIGEONS

Before You Subscribe

For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry ot

Kennel Pai>er vou should send for my list of

papers. I can furnish you any paper published

cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you

subscrilie fot two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if vou subscribe for only

one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five

papers and request them to mail you sample

copies.
ADDRESS

84tl

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

FALLS CITY KENNELS,

Louisville, Ky.,

BREEDERS OF PURE ENGLISH PUGS.

AT stud:
BANJO G.—A. K. C. S. B. No. 17.696.

IMP. JOHN BUSS—A. K. C. S. B. No. 17.093.

COUNT MAX—A. K. C. S. B. No. 19,914-

SERVICE FEE $15-

PHYLLIS II -A. K. C. S. B. No. 13433
rubif: f—a. k. c s. b. no. 4454

rustic anna-a k. c s. b no. 13 563-

PITTI-SING—A. K. C. S. B. No. 15.370-

LORETA—A. K. C. S. B. No 18.135.

GLADYS—A. K. C. S. B. No. 17.9'5

EAST LAKE BIJOU-A. K. C. S B. No. 17.219

SIX LITTERS of choice puppies to ofTer at

special prices. Particulars and extended pedi-

grees upon application.

U.XninTS, rAGE-HIRDS, AC.

It i^ the recognised English r-rRanon these sub

jecls and enjovs the lHrKi>.t circulation of anv pa-

» r I if its class,' .\<iienc;ui hrteders will find the

ue<t English stock advertised in its columns.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTU)N.*.'l. 15,
Office: 139 & 140 Fleet St., E. C, London,

England.

I

WESTWARD HO!
Have you ever seen The Pacific Coast

Fanciers' Monthly, Chas. R Harker, Ed-

itor? If you haven't seen it yet, you are not

keeping up with the procession, either as an ad-

vertiser or a reader who likes fanciers' maga-

zines that are alivf, that do not run in the old

nits, but are original bright, t regressive!

The price of the Fanciers' Monthly is $1

per year. h\iijust tO ShOlV yOU wliat it IS, 'f >'»"

will at once cut out and send us this "ad," with

'50 cents, we will forward the Fanciers'

Monthly to you regulayly 9 months on trial f°^

only 50 cents. Try it ! Address

FANCIERS' MONTHLY, San Jose, Cal.

ELEGANT
Christmas Souvenir Edition

Iowa Poultry Journal
Will be Issued December 15.

Forty pages and cover. Handsomely illus-

trated. Filled with original matter by America's

most popular writers. Treats of

POULTRY, PIGEONS AND DOGS.

Pronounced the best paper of its class in the

West.

Single Numbers, lO Cents.

IOWA POULTRY JOURNAL,
INDEPENDENCE f IOWA.

TN STUD-PUG

CH. BOB IVY,
Winner of forty-nine prizes and twelve times in

kennel priies ; total, sixty-one prizes.

FEE, $20.
Send for stud card and particulars to

M. H. CRYER,
1527 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

WRITE
For new list No. 38. Some special bargains in

St. Bernards ^ ^ g^wYER,
41-48

Menominee, Mich.

\

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
EXCLUSIVE LOFT

—OF—
WHITE FANTAIL

PIGEONS
In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,
which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

THREE OF THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of my own breeding,
I have a showing of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREE LOFTS WITH PROVEN REC-
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILES. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 98-150

ARCHANGELS ONLY,
Geo. G. Fettcrolf,

Langhome, Penn'a,
Has thrt^ of llie laixest and fin-

est lofts of AUCIIANOELS in

America, if Dot in the world,
and now offers for sale a fi'w

gnind birds In Dark and Llnlil

Bronze, ixjlnt an<l sliell cresKvl;
also, smooth heads. Prices ao»
vordlU){ to quality ofstoclc.

JBSSB NI. RUTXBR,
Lawrence, Mass., has bred

WHITE FANTAILS
—FOR—

TWENTY YEARS.
stock pairs at $6 each. Show pairs from |ia to

%2&-

POULTRY.

§ilt7eit^^and0ttes
My birds have been shown at NEW YORK,

CLEVELAND and ORANGE, N. J., and won
nic)re prizes than those ofmy competitors.

Eggs and fowls for sale. Address

DR. A. T. BECKETT,
Salem, New Jersey.

JAMES E. HAZARD,
Importer and Breeder of

SILVERSPAN&LEDHAMBDR&S
Exhibition Birds a Specialty.

Circular.

ELMIRA, N. Y.

BAST'S BROWN LEGHORNS
Are sure prize winners.

Fine Exhibition and Bleeding Birds For Sale.

E. E. BAST,
1328 Dunning Street,

Circular. Chicago, 111.

Mention Fanciers* Journal.

DARK BRAHMAS
Exclusively. Stock for sale from birds l>eauti-

fuUy pencilled, grand in size and heavily feath-

J. B. HUFF,
East Orange, N. J.

ered.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.

Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.

POULTRY. POULTRY.

Southern Headquarters for Pure-Bred Langshans

COKESBURY POULTRY YARDS.
BLACK WHITE

"PARAGON" STRAIN EGGS "CRYSTAL" STRAIN EGGS
$6.00 per 13. $5.00 per 13.

I can furnish Exhibition Birds that will win in atjy cotnpetition. Write for

Circular, giving prices, winnings, etc. Enclose stamp.

STEP4HE/S T. LEA.
COKESBURY. S. C.

NA/. J. STANTON,
Importer, Exporter and Dealer in

^h0it0U^hbited Jpetols, ft^anc^ p^e0ns,
DOGS, SHKKF*, SWINB, KKBD & FIXXURKS

No. 56 Dey Street (Between Greenwich and Church), New York.

LIGHT BRAHMAS .

PLYMOUTH ROCKS .

WYANDOTTES.

LANGSHANS
AND

IN

pENt) For (JmcuiiHR.

BUFF lEGflORNS

The Coming Fouil
We are the original importers of this grand

breed. Imported eighteen birds from the yards

of Mrs. Lister Kay last fall and twenty-five more

this fall. Shall have more come over after the

Crystal Palace show. Some of these birds will

be winners at the Palace, Dairy and other lead-

ing shows in England.

Seven grand yards ; every yard headed by a

first-class cockerel from Mrs. Kay's yards. Send

for illustrated catalogue. Note.—Mrs. Kay is

making a clean sweep on Buff Leghorns at all

England's best shows this season.

AUG. D- ARNOLD,
Dillsburg, Penna.

C. E. ROCKENSTYRE,
ALBANY, N. Y.

Importer of .standard and rare varieties of BAN-
TAMS. THREE HUNDRED PRIZES the past

two years at ALBANY, NEW YORK, Etc.

Send for Circular.

100 RED PILE GAME

P ^llVEIj SEBRIGHT BpTAM?.
Birds of above varieties fit to show in any com-

pany.

100 pii'sf-Qlass youdar\s,

—50 Grand Brown Leghorns.

—

Also a few Golden Sebright, White Polish and
B. B. R. C. Bantams. English Mastiffs, St. Ber-

nards, American Foxhounds and English Bea-

gles. Address

F. B. ZIMMER du CO.,
Lock Box 27, Glovcrsville, New York.

Edtuaifd §. gchmid
DEALER AND IMPORTER OF

Fancy Pigeons, Chickens, Swans, Mocking Birds,

Canaries, Parrots, Monkeys, Rabbits, Guinea

Pigs, Ferrets. Also Gold Fish, Imported Japanese

Fatitail Gold Fish and Paradise Fish, etc.

*^^end for Catalogue and Price List.

EXHIBITION

PLYMOUTH ROCKS.
Suitable for strongest competition. Also grand

breeding birds at prices to suit. For years birds

of our breeding have won first prizes at the
leading shows, including Internationals. Prize

recoru and circular free.

BRADLKY BROS.,
L«oe, Mass.

No. 712 Twelfbb St., X. v.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Ml/NCRCAS
PRIZE WINNING

WHITES and BUCKS
Eggs in Season.

Stock for Sale.

e. K. BeHart,
Box No. 244, Dover, N. J.

EXHIBITION

BLACK-BREASTED RED GAMES
Exclusively.

Prize winners for sale.

ANDREW W. HALL,

Garmrvlllo, X. Y.

WORCESTER POULTRrpAi
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Black Langshans. white and black Minorcas,
white, black, .silver and golden Wyandottes. My
yards contain birds with scores from ninety-two
to ninety-six points. Write for wants. Young
stock and eggs in season.

FRANKLIN G. BEAN,
Fairview Village, Montgomery Co., I'a.

ROOFINC.

STANDARD
RMFAH6

TRADt MAH^-

CAN be ap-
plied byany

(jiie on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for
Poiiliry Houses
J1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample

f'and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 38 l>ey Street, N. Y.

POULTRY FOOD.

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at
lea.st fifty per cent might be saved if feu on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. They must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
in the crop ; one that will furnish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-

ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witncs3 such noted breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E. Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

25-50

SPRATTS PATENT,
239-245 East 56th Street, New York.

POULTRY.

BufFcochTns
"^

FOR
"Exhibition and BroedliiK.

I have the stock you need ; look no further if

you wish the best. Prices reasonable.

AV. C. BYARD,
Walnut Hills, Cincinnati, Ohio.

-REQCJA'S
"PEERLESS" STRAIN OF

S. C. Brown I^cgliorns.

Eggs of the Peerless Strain for the season of

1892 will be Is for 12 eggs. Also breeder of

White and Barred Plymouth Rocks and B. B.

Game Bantams.

E. L. REQUA,
Iligliland Mills, New York.

Orange Co. Poultry Farm and Yards.

I HAVE THEM.
IMPORTED INDIAN GAMES.
Buffi,eghorns. AM varieties of Poultry, Pigeons,
Rabbits, Ferrets. Guinea Pigs, Shetland Ponies,
Maltese Cats, Fine Bred Dogs. Circulars free.

COL. .T08EPn LEFFEL,
Springfield, Ohio.

PEKIN DUCKS
Address

3941

FINE STOCK.
Draken, $1 .SO.

Diic'k.s, 9 1.50.
J. P. MARTIN.

Bookwalter, Ohio.

KEEP AN ACCOUNT ;"i''A'?..?r'rU'
largest, most complete, best recommended book
ofthe kind, 25c. II. A. KUIIN.S,

Box 201 , Atlanta, Ga.

CYNOI^INA,
Recommended by breeders of poultry and dogs
the United States over. Kills fleas, lice, etc.,

cures m.iiige. roup and other complaints. Gal-
lons, pints, half pints. Bottles by mail twenty-
five cents. Circulars say what we can do. Try it.

THE CYNOLINA CO.,

164 Duane Street, New York City.

FERRETS ¥S. RATS!
First-class FERRETS, young and old, for sale

by Adolph I.saacsen. "S'UkE POP," 92 Fulton
Street, New York Citv. Mv celebrated hand-
book, "ALL ABOUT FERRETS AND RATS"—
second edition—revised and illustrated—mailed
to any address 011 receipt of 25 cents. 3349

OPIUM
Morphine Habit Cured In 10
to 30 days. No pay till cured.
DR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.

m
'V«

1
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DOGS.
Advfrtisemfnli without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per word/or each insertion

Artists.

POULTRY.

SPECIAL engfravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.

C'ankt'i' Cure.

TAI.LMAN'SCANKKRCl'RKBYMAILFOR
fiflv ccnis. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Collies.

AH. STRKKTKR, AMHKRST, MASS., COL-
LI K uups. Sire, Gilderoy (Ch.Charlemange

• —Hasty); dam. Buttercup 11 (Ch. Clipper

-

Nellie McGregor). Price $15 to |2.s Butter-

cup II won first prize at Boston, 1889. Pups
by Gilderoy and Klectioneer (Maney Trefoil

—Holly), from registered matrons. Female,
spayeu, or male. J5 to $10.

COLLIK PUPPIKS, BY CHAMPION THK
SQUIRK, out of Active (K. 21,065). J. K.
Dougherty, Lotus, Ind. 35-44

ORDKRS BOOKHI) FOR PUPPIES BY
Champion Scotilla, Wellesbourne, Charlie,

The Squire and Roslvn Conway out of our

best bitches. Address Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE-SOME VERY FINE COLLIE
puppies, by Champion The Squire out of a

granddaughter of Metchley Wonder. Ad-
dress Maplehurst Kennels, Ambler, Pa.

39-42

For Sale or Exchanse.

Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordJor each insertion.

Artists and Enarravers.

kRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
' letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

E HAVE arranged with Schieiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged 10 be the

best animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special terms
for our subscribers who want photoi^raphs

of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing
Company, Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

w.

Appliances.

y NCUBATORSSOLD, BOUGHT,EXCHANGED

CkOCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES AND
trained bitches; pointer dogs, bitches and

' puppies; greyhound and beagle puppies.

Orders booked for Welsh terrier puppies,

the great vermin destroyers. Want breach-

loading shot guns and rifl-rs, folding boat,

field glass, telescope, lathe, rolling top

desk. J. Otis Fellows, Hornellsville, N. Y.

1-52

or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams
Monitor. Pineland, Prairie State and Ther
mostatic alwavson view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-
ham. 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this heading/or 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

liiffht Brahmas.

SOME GOOD BIRDS FOR SALE ; CIRCULARS
free. J. A. Roberts, Malvern, Pa. 40 46

Poultry Yards.

Bantams.

ENTWISLE'S BANTAMS.—I am Mr. W. F.

Eutwisle's only authorized agent for the

United States and Canada, and will import
birds at as low a figure as possible, quality

of stock considered. F. W. Gaylor, Quogue,
Long Island, N. Y. 37-62

FRANK D LEWIS & BRO, AMSTERDAM, N.
Y., silver and golden Sebright, Japanese,
Pekin, Polish, black, rose-comb, and game
bantams.

BufT Cochins.

For Sale.

IRISH TERRIER PUPS BY KILLALOE. A.

K.C. S.-B iS,493, out of Ballyrush, imported.

Also Schipperice pups by Midnight ; first at

New York and Boston 1890; out of Dark-
ness. The above will be sold very cheap to

make room for new importations. Walter

J. Coinstock, Box 408, Providence, R. I. 38-tf

I
OFFER FOUR LITTERS OF AS WELL-
BRED mastiffs as are in the world, one
young bitch and a grand brood bitch. Also
two St Bernard bitches by Alton's brother.

Cheap. Charles f;. Bunn, Peona. 111. 36-42

PUG BITCH IN WHELP TO BRADFORD
Ruby II (both registerd), pups due Decem-
ber 27, only I35. Last litter paid me $200.

Sure breeder. Great bargain. F^berhart

Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O.

TWO THOROUGHLY BROKEN SETTERS;
broken on ruffed grouse, quail and woo<l-

cixrk ; will be shown on game. William
Tallman, 109 West Thirty-fourth Street,

New York City. 140-tf

THOROUGHBRED BLACK AND TAN TER-
RIF:R puppies bv imported Broomfield
Sultan, No. 20.668,' out of Roseleaf II, No.

20.264, by imported Mahomet, No. 4479-

Broomfield Sultan is the best dog of the

kind in this country. For prices address

W. S. Patterson, Mayville, N. Y.

Gordon Setters.

THE GOLDEN FLEECE STRAIN OF BUFF
Cochins, superb plumage, great size and
typical form. A few grand cockerels, fit

to compete in any company, at reasonable
prices. H. D. Kendall, Lowell, Mass.

Brahmas.

CLOVER LEAF POULTRY YARDS, GOLDEN
Sebrights, buff Pekins and a few Phoenix
cockerels. Prices reasonable. L- Rottnian,
Benton, Ohio. it

ED EAGLE POULTRY YARDS, H. W.
Gregory, proprietor. Chapman Quarries,

Penna., breeder and shipper of F;nglish

red caps, light and dark Brahmas, black

Minorcas. Spanish, brown Leghorns, barred
Plymouth Rocks,white-crested black Polish,

silver-laced Wyandottes. guineas, pigeons,

ducks, rabbits. For sale at all times.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertisements without display inserted undtr

this headingJor 2 centsper wordfor each insertion.

Advertising.

R

Silver Wyandottes.

vILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
\ Games. Finely marked birds bred by

Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. 41-tf

Spanish.

THE HIDALGO STRAIN OF WHITE-FACED
black Spanish, celebrated for the highest

development with rare vigor and utility.

H. D. Kendall, Lowell, Mass.

Various

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"

368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals; gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau. 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Drlnkina; Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,

easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, |8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and
8vtl Brooder Company, Jaraesburg, New Jersey.

Various.

w.
H. HAHNEN, 716 SIXTH AVENUE,
Des Moines, la., breeder and dealer in

rabbits, ferrets and guinea pigs. Write
for prices.

M Y BEAUTIFUL WHITE BRAHMAS, TWO
trios of handsome chicks, |io per trio.

Blue-blooded light Brahmas at very rea-

sonable prices for quality of stock offered-

My stock of both varieties are prize win-
ners. Am personally known to the editor

of this paper. John Rumbold, 127 W. Barre
St., Baltimore, Md.

^T^HE LORD BERKELY STRAIN OF DARK
Brahmas, representing the true Brahma
type, with exceptional quality. Some ex-

tra bargains in gocd breeding stock. H. D.

Kendall, Lowell. Mass.

1

EDWARD MILLER. WHITE HOUSE. N. J.,

has for sale silver and golden Wyandottes,
Langshans, Houdans, Plymouth Rocks,

Leghorns, Minorcas, ducks, fancy pigeons.

Stock No. I 4«-42

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas.barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted undei

this headingfor 2 centsper word for each insertion

Baldhead Tumblers.

BREEDERS' CARDS.

A. W. SMITH, Whitesboro, N. York. All

vaneties'ol Standard Game Bantams. A lim-

ited number of grand birds for sale.

W. F. EVERITT,
Westfield, Pa., W. Wyandottes and R. C. Brown
Leghorns.

Cochins.

GORDON SETTER AT STUD, DICKMONT,
21,591; first prize winner. A grand young
dog. of the right tvpe. splendid color, head,

body, etc. Fee $20. Pups for sale. Circu-

lar and particulars on application to Fen-

wick Kennels, Deep River, Conn.

"irlsh Terriers.

FOR SALE-SOME FINE YOUNG PUPS BY
Breda Bill and Roslvn Murphy. Address
Chestnut Hill Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa.

STRONG, HEALTHY PUPS, TWO MONTHS
old, out of Peggy II (registered) by Larry
(Breda Florence—Benedict). Prices reason-

able. Huguenot Kennels, P. O. Box 187,

New Rochelle, N. Y.

COCHIN HILL, COCHINS. BUFFS, BLACKS,
whites and partridge. The Cochins at

Cochin Hill are bred directly from imported
birds. Matchless II, the winner of the cup
twice in succession at the great Palace
show, aud a great winner from Lady Gwy-
dyr, have been purchased for season of

1892. Fanciers wno like the full-feathered

Cochin will find some goo»l ones at Cochin
Hill. A few eggs will be spared after

Marchi.iS93. Theodore Sternberg. Ells-

worth, Kansas. I am a member of the Co-

chin Club of America.

tl/~\AKWOOD " COCHIN YARDS. WILLIAM
I I Wallace Tooker, proprietor, Sag Harbor,
^-'^ Long Island, N. Y. Thoroughbred buff

Cochins exclusively. Cockerels, breeding
pens, trios, pairs. Prices reasonable, ac
cording to quality. Write for what you
want and we'll do our best to please. Eggs
for Side in season. Satisfaction guaranteed
to all.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. BIDDLh
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-face

baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

Fantalls.

HOWARD BUTCHER. 146 N. FRONT ST.,

Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

for profit
should have Pure Ground
BEEF SCUAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter

houses, Dried Perkkctly Sweet and ground.

Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FRF:f;. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO.. 133

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

For Sale.

FOR SALE CHEAP—GOOD OWLS, TURBITS,
Quakers and Dragoons. Write for particu-

lars and prices. Address G. W. Lembeck,
46 Columbia Place. Greenville. N. J.

L. RANDALL, DOYLESTOWN, PA.,

offers for sale 250 birds of the following

'varieties : Turbits (eighteen colors), owls,

blondinettes, satinettes and fantails. many
of which are prize winners at Trenton, Mt.

Holly. Bethlehem. Doylestown and Wil-

mington this season ; satisfaction guaran-

teed ; will sell low to make room. 40-41

White HollandXtirkeys
Wh. Wyandottes. R. C. B. Langshans, White
Guineas, White China Geese, Pekin Ducks Good
stock. Prices reasonable. Address at once,

41-43 JASON ELLARS, Bookwalter, O.

w
OUR OLUBBINQ LIST.

We will send The Fanciers' Journal
for one year with any of the following named

publications, post free, upon receipt of price

named

:

With
Regular Fanciers'
Price. Journal.

Ekks for Sale.

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK EGGS FOR
sale, $1.50 sitting. J. N. Dalsen, 1341 Som-
erset Street, Philadelphia. 39-42

For Sale.

Mastiflk.

CHAS. E. BUNN, PEORIA, ILL., BREEDER
of pure-bred English mastiffs. Write for

catalogue.

Newfoundlands.

L'

•,-vOR SALE—A 600-EGG MONARCH INCU-
p BATOR in good condition. Price I50. John

C. Haynes, Annandale, N. J. 35-tf

IVE QUAIL FOR SALE.-CONSIGNMENTS
of poultry game, furs and skins solicited.

Established i8^8. E. B. Woodward. 174

Chambers St., New York, N. Y. 40-43

TO BREEDERS AND EXHIBITORS.—OUR
entire stock of Indian games for sale at a

bargain. Prices from $4 each. Quality
guaranteed Frayn & Bowman, Elmira,

N. Y. 41-42

Homers.

C H. GALE. 695 HOWARD STREET. DE-
TROIT. Mich., breeder and flver of long-

distance homing pigeons. Will have a few
youngsters of 1892 for disposal. 40-41

HOMERS. RECORDS 100 TO 500 MILES,
full pedigree; one-half our stock for sale

cheap. W. E. & Thomas Flockton, Peeks-
kill, N. Y.

Owls.

T-*OR SALE.—SIX BLUE TAILS. TWO RED
tails, one black tail, two red Chinese, ihree

red wing, two yellow wing owls. Prize

winners. The sixteen birds |20. William
S. Lentz, AUentown, Pa.

F
Jacobins.

IF YOU WANT A HANDSOME NEWFOUND-
LAND pup bred from registered parents,

or 4' I and so7-mile record homing pigeons,

write to O.' F. Connelly, Carlisle, Pa.

Scotch Terriers.

Games.

vURE BRED WIRE-HAIRED SCOTCH TER-
RIF;RS from imported and prize winning
slock. Robert McCosh, Burlington, Iowa.

32 tf

St. Bernards.

vT BERNARD BROOD BITCH, 8-MONTH
\ old hitch, 7-month old dog. Newfoundland
' puppies, beauties. Also 451 and 501-niile

homing pigeons. Connelly, Carlisle, Pa.

Various.

A NEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia, Pa.

lURCELLS FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,

guaranteed. J. K. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

vRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched-

ules, labels. Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

GAME FANCIERS —I AM OFFERING FOR
sale nearly all of my prize-winning game
fowls, old and young, including winners
at New York, and have added about 20

prizes to ray already large number by win-
ning at the late Industrial Exhibition. See
the list. These fowls are lor sale cheap.

Black red, brown red and pile games and
black red, duckwing and pile game ban-
tams. Describe what you want. E. F.

Doiy, 47 Wellington Place,Toronto, Can. tf

FOR SALE, AT A BARGAIN, NINETEEN
Jacobins, all colors ; no better stock. Gus-
Uv Pitzonka, Box 164, Bristol, Pa.

W. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58T,

Satinettes.

Golden "Wyandottes.

EXPRESS POULTRY FARM, BARTLETT,
N. Y., headquarters for golden Wyandottes.
All the most fashionable strains repre-

sented. All orders will receive prompt at-

tention. No finer stock in America. Eggs
in season at $2 per 13. 41-42

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Tipplers.

ROBERT GRIMSHAW, 1813 EAST WEL-
LINGTON St., Philadelphia, fancier and
breeder of handsome long and high-flying

Macclesfield tipplers and flying Cumulets.

Turbits.

Indian Games.

FRANK D. LEWIS 8t BRO., AMSTERDAM,
N. Y. Imported Indian games.

LiCghoms.

oNE HUNDRED AND FIFTY SINGLE
comb brown and white Leghorn cockerels

for sale, f i so to I5 each. John C. Haynes,
Annandale. New Jersey. 3*^45

FOR SALE-ONE PAIR BLACK TAIL. ONE
pair blue tail, one pair dun tail and one
pair red tail turbits. The four pairs $20.

Prize winners. William S. Lentz, Allen-

town, Pa.

SIX RF;D spot TURBITS AND FOUR RED
spot owls. Entire collection imported birds.

Prize winners; very rare. The ten birds

$25. William S. LenU, AUentown, Pa.

VarlooM.

ELECTROTYPES of any variety of Pigeons

supplied at low prices. The Fanciers' Pub-

lishmg Co., Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Angler feoo
Americm A^iculturist .... 1.50

American Field 5«>
American Fish and Game War-
den I 00

American Garden 2.00

American Poultry Yard .... 1.50

American Stock-Keeper .... 2.00

American Kennel Gazette ... i.oo

Canadian Poultry Journal ... .75

Canadian Poultry Review . . . i.oo

Canadian Pigeon and Pets. . . .50

Century 40o
Country Gentleman 2.50

Delaware Farm and Home . . i.oo

Fanciers' Gazette (English) . . 2.10

Fanciers' Gazette (American) . 1 .00

Farm Journal 5°

Farm Poultry 50
Frank Leslie's

Popular Monthly 300
Illustrated Weekly 4 <»

Budget of Wit 2.25

Pleasant Hours 1.75

Guide and Friend 25

Garden and Forest 4-oo

Georgia Farmer 5°
Harper's Monthly 400

Weekly 4-«>

Bazar 4a>
Young People 2.00

Lippincott's Maeazine 3.00

New Flngland Fancier 50
New Jersey Agriculturist . . . 1.00

New York Mail and Express
(Weekly) 2.00

New York Times (Weekly) . . i.oo

New York World (Weekly) . . i.oo

Ohio Poultrv Journal 100
Poultry Bulletin 100
Poultry Chum 25

Poultry in California 5°

Poultry Herald 5°

Poultry Keeper 50

Poultry Monthly 125
Poultry News ' ' . . .25

Poultry World 1.25

Rural New Yorker 2.00

Scientific American 300
Architects' Edition . 5.(0

Southern Fancier 50

Shooting Times (English) . . . 2.60

Spirit ofthe Times 5«>
Sports Afield 2.00

Stock-Keeper (English) 315
St. Nicholas 3-oo

The Fancier '•«>

The Fanciers' Monthly .... i.oo

The Fanciers Review 35
Truth 400
Turf, Field and Farm 5.00

Practical Poultryman 50

I400
350
6.00

300
350
325
300
300
300
300
2.70

5-50

350
2.75
4-25
2.60
2.60

2.60

4.00
500
375
325
2.60

5-50
2.60

500
500
500
3.00

5-50
2.75
300

350
300
300
300
2.60
2.60

2.75
2.75
2.70
300
2.60
3.00

350
J.OO
6.00
a.75
4.70
600
3-75
4-50
4-50
3.00
3.00
2.70
500
6.00

2.75

375

INCUBATORS.

»"

J

INCUBATORS.

THE NEW

Prairie Sbabe Ir)cubabor.
Please read the following from one of our

customers

:

Riverside Poultry Farm,
Centre Moriches, L. I., N. Y.

September 2, 1890.

Prairie State Incubator Company.
Gentlemen : We have hatched with the New Prai-

rie State 93 per cent of fertile duck eggs, liease build
for me so as to be delivered by the first of February,
20 more of your 300 egg machines, as they are the
best of any I ever used. I expect to market from
16,000 to 20,000 ducks the coming season. Verv truly
yours, s. B. WILCOX.

-O-

53 FIRST PREMIUMS 53

Send for eO-pagre Illustrated Oatalogue.

Prairie State Inciibator Co., Horner City, Pa.

IMPROVED EXCEL 8 I OR
EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR

Slaiple, PerTect and Seir-resnlaClnK.

Patintco

«T..JM.P|l9VtO WCf«l«IM«U»»TOR.

Hundreds In buO-
kCeMful operation. L
I Guaranteed tohatctal

I
as tartre i>ercGtitage|
of fertile ('i.'K!« ac any

I

other hatcher. Send 6c. forinew Illustrated Catalogue.
CIrcalars Free.

CEO. H. 8TAHL,
..ikct.r.r, OUINCY. ILLINOia.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to fibtain one free. Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
year. Large book for stamp. A.
F. WILLIAMS. Bristol, Conn.

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS.
Best and latest invention and other information

on raising chicks. G. S. SINGKR,
Cardington, O.

Guaranteed Self-HetruUting, A
Reliable Hatcher. 8ei d for Free
Circular. SHEER & CHASE,
Hole Manufacturtri, (^uiMoy, lu.

BUFF COCHINS and

BUFF PEKIN BAXTAMS.

O. P. REVNAUD,
Sec'y and Treas. ,\inerican BufTCochin Club,

907 BROADWAY, New York City.

—AND—

SILMSEBBIGHTBmMS
Thirty-three First and Second Pre-

miums and Specials.

Awarded ray stock at the great shows of Trenton,
Mt. Holly, Wilmington, Carlisle, Hagerstown
and Doyleslown.
Stock and eggs for sale.

A. C. TREICHLER, M. D.,

Elizabethtow^n, Pa.

FANCIKRS' AGENCY.
RICHARD KIRBY,

Dealer, Breeder and Exporter of

FOREIGN ond DfllVlE^TIG POETIjY

Pigeons, Pets, Poultry Fixtures and Supplies of
all kinds. Common Pigeons a Specialty.

62 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

POULTRY BOOKS AND CUTS.
All kinds, sizes and prices. Price list free.

Poultry Manual, with 125 illustmtions, loc.

H. A. KUIINS,
Box 201, Atlanta, Ga.

POUIiTRY.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great CrysUl Palace Show oJ America
New York, February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet-
first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-
play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show
February, 1890, was awarded

'

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; finst and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize raatings, $4
per 13, |7 per 26, $g per 39. Stock for sale. 86-138

POUIiTRY.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK RP;DS and SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

SOLD OUT
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,

to make room for my

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED.
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South . South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

INDIAN GAMES
LANGSHANS

MINORCAS
MOTTLED ANCONAS
Eggs for .sale sfter January, 1892. No more

birds for .sale at this time.

QT RPPTVI A Pn^ Choicest strains. Pups
01. DIvIViXiilVUO for sale. Send 2 cent
stamp for circular giving particulars.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Pottsville. Pa.

\VYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1891.

Prices low for the class. Male Birds a specialty.
"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address BLYTHECOTE FARM.
28-54 Brainard Station, M. Y.

POULTRY FARMS. POULTRY FARMS.

^Sandaere parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buff Pekin Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prire
winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

10-61 F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue, Long Island, N. Y.

TPprham Ppultry Yards
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W. Leg-
horns, B. Minorcas, S. S. Hamburgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

Stogi^ pof^ Sale at fiLL (Simes.

Address all orders and correspondeuce to

34-85

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

WOODSIDE POUliTl^V Vflt^DS
LA FLECHE, the grandest of French breeds; INDIAN GAMES, the

Great Table Fowl ; WHITE LEGHORNS, the Queen of Layers ; BUFF
PEKIN and ROSECOMB BLACK BANTAMS.

EGGS AND CHICKS FOR SALE.
Address all correspondence to

W. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,
'38tf HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.

Annandale Poultrij Farm, Annandale, N. J.

John C. Haynes, breeder of
S. C. White and Brown Leghorns, Black Langshans, White Plymouth Rocks, Red Caps and Golden
Spangled Hamburgs. Highest honors at Waverly and Trenton. N. J., 1891. Stock and eggs for

Sale.

Send for Circular.

POUL.rKV.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

imKKDKR OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES

BANTAMS AND
PKACOMB PLY.MOUTIl ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKp;S.

A circular for a stamp. Kowls and eggs for
sale in sea.son. Orders for puppies booked to l)e

delivered in rotation. if

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS.
GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHER
FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED. FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc..

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGG.S FOU HATCHING.
Send for Catalogue.

H. y^. VAHLE,
319 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

SHOWS.

First Annnal Eiclflsiye Pigeou Show

-OK thp:—

I

To be held in connection w>th the

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

—AT

—

LIEDERKUAXZirAI.L, T^JulsvMUsKy.

JANUARY 21 TO 25. 1892.

Classes for every known variety. LilH.'ral pre-

miums and large specials. The most conipt-tent

of specialist judges. Selling and young bird

classes aud many other new features never lie-

fore encouraged in this coimtry.

ENTRIES CLOSEJANUARY 10, 1892.

SAMUEL CASSEDAY, President.

JOHN H. KUHN, Treasurer.

JOHN D. ABEL, Baltimore. Md., Sup't.

For further information apply to

W. H, ADAMS,
140-144 2307 Magazine St., Louisville, Kj'.

THE CENTRAL MICHIGAN
POULTRY & PET vSTOCK ASSOCIATION

Third Annual P'xhibition

AT BATTLK CREEK, MICH.,
JUNIv 12 to 15, 1892.

1000 Birds showed last year.

Send for Premium List.

F. P. GRIMES, Cor. Sec, Paw Paw, Mich. 1

THE DOLLAR TYPEWRITER
THI8I8THB

ABCDEFGHI

IWV^VlVtl^WtU Visits IWt S.M

A perfect and prmctlrul Typo WiUiiii; iiiacliinu l^r 011I7 1

DOLme. Exactly like cut; regular Kemlneton typo; dnea
tho same quality of work; take.>< a fools cap ghit't. Complete
with itnprr hiildrr, aDtomatle fi-ril, prrfrrt tfpe whrri h laklii(

mil; u.-i(!8 toptlng Ink. Size 3x4x9 In. tics; w.-lulit, 12 cr. ; 8at-
lafaotlonguarantccl; Cin iilar-t free; AtiENT?* WaMKW. St-nt

by express Tt $1.U0; by m.iil, lar. extra for pustaeo.
i, U* ItltiJUUiOLL * liBO.( «& tuBTLAAUX tit.t S. \. ilTX.
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SHARP'S INDIAN GAM
^INVINCIBLE KT THE WORLD'S SIX GREATEST SHOWS-W-

BUFFALO INTERNATIONAL, 1889; CHARLESTON NATIONAL, 1891; NEW YORK INTERNATIONAL 1890;

NEW YORK NATIONAL 1891 ; "THE OAIRY" AND THE CRYSTAL PALACE, ENGLANO, 1890.

In the hands of our customers our birds have proved equally

as invincible and have won at hundreds of shows, among them

such shows as Peoria, Topeka, Denver, Los Angeles, Orange,

N. J., Toronto, Canada, and many other first-class exhibitions,

where competition was very strong. We breed our own show

birds, and offer to you the product of our skill at breeding at

fair prices.

/No Ghance Matings.

No ghance Birds.

Ancestry the gream
of England^s Hards. %

Upon a foundation as lasting as a rock. Upon an investment

of thousands of dollars. Upon years of hard work and careful

sudy. We have built the

AGITATOR STRAIN OF INDIAN GAMES.
the MOST UNIVERSALLY KNOWN STRAIN of any variety 5^:^

ever produced.

Show birds and breeders always for sale. Send for 20-page

catalogue of the "^"'^

NIT. PLEASANT POOLTRY FARM, FREE.

We are the largest breeders of Indian Games in the world.

C. A. SHARP 8t CO., lioekport, fi. V., U. S. A.

THE PINELAND INCUBATORS AND BROODERS
ARE THE

STA/NDAKD MACHI/NES OF THE WOnLD.
SuccessfiAlly i^sed by hundreds of practical potiltrymen and fanciers,

climates. Awarded tHe highest honors at all leading shows, including
Suitable for all

TWO FIRST PREMIOMS

AT THE

GMT M YOI

1891

TWO FIRST PREMIUMS

AT THE

^^^^
GMT NEW YORK

1891

Circulars free. Send 5 cents for our catalogue

EVERYTHING FOR THE POULTRY
Address

PlNELRND iNCOBflTOR AND BROODER COMPANY.

e>V^'

r

Jamesburg, NevA/ Jersey, U. S. A. (\^(Vc>

KinjJlt^ttUtBlj^J;.;

VOL. 7, NO. 88. )WHOLE NO., 14«. ;
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6, 189L PER ANNITM, 1*2.OO

SINGLE COPY, 5c.

iM

A HOUDAN COCKEREL (Reproduced from poultry, England.)
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OUR CHRISTMAS NUMBER-
The Christmas number of The Fan-

ciers' Journal was unfortunately de-

layed. It should have been mailed last

Saturday, but electrotypers and printers

disappointed us, and no papers were re-

ceived until Wednesday. Since that day

a large force has been employed to mail

the papers, and all subscribers should

have received a copy before the present

issue of The Fanciers' Journal is

mailed. Hundreds of letters have been

received asking why no papers were re-

ceived last week, and the al)Ove will an-

swer all such inquiries.

We regret the delay exceedingly, as

promptness in mailing the weekly edi-

tion of The Fanciers' Journal is a

strict rule. However, the grand feast

contained in the Christmas number will

partially make amends for the delay,

and we trust every reader of the above

will carefully look over the contents and

preserve the paper for future reference.

We promised you thirty-six pages, but

have given you forty-four instead. Quan-

tity and quality are combined most

royally.

Extra copies can be had at all lead-

ing newstands in the large cities, or by

sending direct to the Fanciers' Publish-

ing Company.

FIXTURES.

Dog Shows.
Dec. 4-8.—Rockford, 111.

10-14—Freeport, 111.

30-Jan. 3.—Glover.sville, N. Y.

18U2.
Jan. 5-8.—Albanv, N. Y.

19 22.—Binghainpton, N. Y.

Feb. 9-12 —Chicago, 111.

23-26.—New York, N. Y.

M9»'''h 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.
8.ii._Wasqington,D. C.

15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.

May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Field Trials.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1892.
Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Poultry and Pigeon Shows.
De.: 2-8.—Rockford, 111.

8-11.—Owatonna. Minn.
g.1,.—Brockton. Mass.
10-14—Freeport, 111.

15 16.—Needham, Mass.
16-19.—Kalamazoo, Mich.
16-23.—Providence, R. I.

22-2's.—Stoncham, Mass.
22-26.—Reading, Pa.

30-Jan. 2.— Meriden, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville. N. Y.

1892.
Jan. v8.—Albany. N. Y.

5-9.—Charleston, S. C.

5-8 —Lewiston, Me.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

—The Spanish Student.

The Irish setter field trials have been a

great success, and unlimited credit should

be given to the untiring efforts of the

indefatigable secretary. Dr. Davis, to

accomplish what was a diflRcult task.

•**

It is to be hoped that the grand success

attending the 1891 trials will be repeated

annually hereafter. The grand qualities

of such a noble race as the Irish setters

unquestionably are will then receive de-

served consideration.

«
« •

Mr. Eberhart's letter, printed in an-

other column, hardly does M. Mortimer

justice. It is well known that in printing

the prizes in show catalogues the work is

hastily done. Mr. Mortimer could not

have had the time to supervise this work

in the New York catalogue, consequently

it was left to the proof reader. The sec-

retary is responsible for the catalogue

sold the first day of the show, and this

catalogue, sold at the last New York

show, was the best we have ever seen,

and we think Mr. Mortimer should have

the credit for it.

Tho Setter Derby Winners.

Special Dispatch to The Journal.

LEXINGTON, N. C, Dec. 2.—Wun Lung

takes first prize in the Setter Derby, Blue

Ridge Kennel's Bob Cooper and Hope's

Mark getting second and third places.

V. M. H.

THE TRIALS AT LEXINGTON.

Delayed by a Snow Storm—The Draw

ing for the Setter Derby.

From a Staff Correspondent.

LEXINGTON, N. C, Nov. 30.—When we

left Philadelphia Saturday evening for this

place we had no idea that before reach-

ing Washington we would encounter a

snow storm. It snowed all night, and this

morning the ground is still covered, but

it will have all disappeared before night.

It has, however, prevented the trials

from beginning to-day. The drawing for

the Setter Derby has, however, taken

place with the following result

:

E. J. Myers' Prima Donna with Blue Ridge
Kennels' Hopes' Mark.

. ,

J. K. Ganiett's Ned Noble with H. T. Hams'
W^in Lung.

, _.^
Carroll and Avent's Iza with Blue Ridge Ken-

nels' Laundress.
W. B. Meares' McMurdo with Harry North-

woo<rs Amy Robsart.
Burden and Poston's Latonia II with Avent

and Thayer's Camille.
Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s, Lora with Blue Ridge

Kennels' Bob Cooper.
Randolph Kennel's Randolph's Boy a bye.

Quite a number of visitors are regis-

tered at the hotel here, which, by-the-

bye, is the best hotel on the field trial

circuit. The following gentlemen are

registered: C C. M. Hunt, Joseph H.

Hunter, Charles Barker, J. M. Tracy,

Joseph Lewis, S. L. Boggs, D. A. Upson,

D. E. Rose, John A. Hunter, C. S. Wai-

mau, F. L. Bevam, Captain McMurdo,

C. E. Buckle, Bayard Thayer, Dr. Jarvis,

Robert L. McCook, J. B. vStoddard, S. C.

Bradley, J. M. Avent, Colonel O'Bannon,

Harry Smoot, John White, S. J. McCart-

ney, H. M. Short, Charles Tucker,

George McLin, E.J. Martin, N. Wallace,

John Lewis, and H. Height. The press

is represented by Dr. Rowe and B.

Waters for the American Field, Major

Taylor for Shooting and Fishing Times,

Irrepressible Lacy for Forest and Stream,

while we look out for The Fanciers'

Journal, which always has the very

latest news.

THE FIELD TRIALS IN DETAIL.

Wun Lun« Wins First for the Third
Time This Fall.

Lexington, N. C, Dec. i.—The third

annual trials of the Central Field Trials

Club began here to-day with the Setter

Derby. At 8 o'clock the thermometer

registered twenty degrees, but a couple

of hours later the light mantle of snow

that still covered the fields began to melt

rapidly under the increasing warmth of

the sun's rays, and it was decided to

make a start.

The judges were Dr. Jarvis, J. M.

Tracy and N. Wallace. They ordered

the first brace down about four miles

from town, on Hargrave farm.

PRIMA DONNA AND HOPE'S MARK.

This brace was cast off at 10.40 A. M.

Mark at once proceeded to cut out the

work, showing more style and speed and

covered more ground than his opponent.

After we had traveled some distance

Mark made a stylish point in a sedge

field and the bitch was brought up to

back, which she did. Rose then flushed

and shot, both dogs were a bit unsteady

to fire. In following the birds up a

single was flushed by Rose. Down in a

brier thicket some scattered birds got up

while Mark was working therein, but we
could not see if they had been flushed by

him or not. He did come to a point,

however, at the spot where the birds had

been. Moving out into stubble field the

bitch made a false point, which the dog

refused to acknowledge. Crossing direct

Mark scored a false point in brush, where

birds had no doubt been. The bitch

flushed a rabbit, which both dogs chased.

This heat was run under difficult con-

ditions on account of the snow which

still laid on the frozen ground in shady

places. It was some time before more
birds were found, but finally Mark nailed

a bevy. He first pointed, then while

roadiug up to locate the birds flushed.

Following this bunch the bitch made two

flushes on singles. Dogs ordered up at

11.31 A. M.

NED NOBLE AND WUNG LUNG.

The brace were put out at 1 1.36. Wun
Lung made for a thicket and was fol-

lowed by Ned, and presently between

them, or one of them, flushed a

covey. Ned pointed in a weed field near

railroad, but no birds were found. Short-

ly after Wun Lung pointed and a bird

flushed. Going up on top of hill another

bird flushed wild. Proceeding down the

hill Wun Lung pointed and was backed

by Ned. The former dog was steady to

shot, while Ned was unsteady. Ned
then got a point, but was again unsteady

to fire. In ragweed field both dogs got

a point. Wun Lung had nailed a covey,

while Ned made a flush, and not satis-

fied Ned crossed a ditch and roaded up

another single. This was all the work

done in the long heat of an hour and

twenty minutes. The birds were scarce,

but sufficienelv plentiful to show that

Wun Lung had' the best of the heat. He
covered more ground at a faster gait. He
had the Ijetter nose and was much more

steady on game.

IZA AND LAUNDRESS.

After lunch this brace were put down

at 1.46 P. M. in a cotton field. On hill-

side both dogs pointed then roading up

Iza located the game and Laundress was

brought up to back, but she refused to

stop Avent flushed and shot, both dogs

broke and shot, and chased when Aveiit

very cleverly brought his bitch to a stand-

still by throwing his derbv hat at her. It
.

.scared her to a standstill. A short dis-

tance on Iza pointed again, Avent shot,

but managed to keep Iza in check this

time Stoddard was not so lucky and

Laundress chased again . In pine thicket

Laundress give us a specimen of rabbit

coursing and shortly after she further

distinguished herself by making a false

point. Dogs ordered up at 2.42. Both

are stvlish.and speedy goers, but are sadly

lacking in training.

McMURDO AND AMY ROBSART.

This brace was the next down, at 2.50.

The dog got the first flush on edge of

woods and the bitch the first find. She

was backed by the dog. Short shot, and

his bitch was steady to shot, while the

dog was not so. In field Amy found

auain, Short shot and McMurdo was still

unsteady. McMurdo got a point on edge

of woods, Stoddard went in and flushed,

when his dog broke his point by jumping

back, in other words, "blinking.

McMurdo flushed in a cotton field,

then as Amv was making game, a bevy

flushed. In' woods the dog got a point

and was steady to shot. Amy also found

a single, but it flushed wild. Amy an-

other point and was backed by the dog.

Short flushed. McMurdo unsteady to

wine The dogs were ordered up at 3.36,

Amy had the best of the heat all ihroiigh,

toth in nose, style and speed training.

Her work was very creditalile.

CAMILLE AND RANDOLPH'S ROY.

The next brace in turn according to

the drawing was Latonia II and Camille,

but when Latonia II was taken from the

wagon it was seen she was very lame in

one limb, so upon the unanimous con-

sent of all concerned she was given the

bye, and Randolph's Roy, the bye dog,

/as put down with Camille, and Latonia

Hallowed to run the bye to-morrow if

she is able, else she is out of the stake

entirely. This brace went down at 3.44

in a cornfield, where Camille chased a

rabbit, but she shortly recovered from

her disgrace by nailing a bjvy, which

Roy, when he was brought up to back,

flushed and chased. On the other side

of stream Camille in a cornfield flushed

a single and then dropped to a point in

command from Avent, when the re-

mainder of the bevy flushed wild Fol-

lowing the scattered birds Camille flushed

again. Roy made a nice point in cotton

field and was steady to wing. Camille

made a point in weed field and was

backed by the dog, but it proved false.

Dogs up at 4.28. Camille was fast but

not under control, Roy had the advan-

tage of the heat.

LORA AND BOB COOPER.

This brace, the last of the first series,

were cast off at 4.35. and it was about

sundown before the first bevy was found.

Bob pointed first, and roading up stood

a bevy on hill side. He then pointed the

soot where a bird had just flushed. Lora

then pointed ; nothing found. Bob soon

pointed again, and was backed by Lora.

Birds were running, so Bob roaded on to

a point. Again Lora got wind of them

and came to a stand. Birds were flushed

and followed through woods, on other

of which Loaa scored a point, and was

backed by Bob. It was now dark, and

the dogs were ordered up. Bob Cooper

did not seem to hunt with his usual dash

and vim to-day, but he oroved himself

the same level headed bird finder. Lora

showed more speed, covered more ground

and was the steadier of the two. Proba-

bly Bob was disgusted at the scarcity of

birds. When he did finally get them it

was too dark to see the game. This

ended the first day's work.

THE IRISH SETTER TRIALS.

Lovers of the Red Hold a Very Success-

ful Meet at High Point, N. C.

From a Special Correspondent.

High Point, N. C, Nov. 13.—Surely

the Irish setter men are to be congratu-

lated on the auspicious opening of their

first meeting. The day opened stormy,

and a start was not made until afternoon.

Thirteen starters out of fifteen nomina-

tions is a record unequalled in a Derby,

showing that they were determined to

lend support and make an effort to firmly

establish their trials. The running of

several of the starters was good, that of

Colerame, Nugget and Elcho's Maid ex-

cellent, and if they continue in their work
they will undoubtedly prove the winners,

The pride of place (first honors) will be

between Coleraine and Nugget undoubt-

edly. The judges are Major J. M. Tay-

lor, J. B. Stoddard and Luke White. Dr.

N. Rowe and Arthur Merriam will de-

cide the absolute winner of the Pointer

and Setter All-age Stake, which was post-

poned from the United States Trials, to

be decided here between the Hunter
Bros.' black pointer Black Wonder and
Daisy Hunter, Daisy is the favorite.

From the running of the puppies to-

day it is pretty well decided that Irish
setter trials are firmly established, and
the men who have taken an active part
in bringing this meeting about are to be
congratulated and should receive the
hearty thanks of all lovers of the breed.
The purses are liberal and should be and
wall be better with the increased interest
that is sure to follow.

In the All-age Stake there were four-
teen starters out of eighteen nominations.
This makes in the two stakes twenty-five
starters out of thirty-one nominations,
showing a wonderfully good percentage.

THE DERBY.

MAID OF BORSTAL AND SQUAW.
Nelson Mcintosh's Maid of Borstal, by Inchi-

auin—Onota Belle, handled by Thomas M. Al-
arich, and Hudson River Kennels' Squaw, by
Darrah Pat—Ruby (ilencho, handled by H. B.
Anderson, were the brace to open the Irish set-
ter trials. They were put down at Blair's farm,
nearly a mile from town. They started with fair
pace, but their range was at times limited, occa-
sionally getting; out fairly well. After a run of
ten to hfteen minutes Maid made an undecided
point in stubble at edge of woods. Squaw, com-
ing around, did not seem to see her, passed be-
fore her only a few feet and pointed. The birds
flushed to the woods. In the woods Squaw flushed
twice—once she should have pointed. Guiug to
the open again, and afler a short run, Squaw
made game and quickly locaied and was steady
to flush. Later on on singles she made points
twice. Maid making a flush. After a run of a few
minutes the brace was ordered up at 2.20, having
been down since 1.27.

LEIGH DOANE VI AND FINGLAS.
William H. Child's Leigh Doane VI, by Fly-

Betsy Leigh, handled by Mathis, and E. B.
Bishop's Finglas, by Pingal III—Aveline, han-
dled by W. T. Irwin, were cast off in rather thick
cover, but were soon in the open. Leigh Doane
did not seem to be out on a hunt. Finglas had
good pace but was content with limited range,
quartering his ground closely. Leigh, with con-
ditious favorable, went right into a bevy. Fol-
lowing it Finglas flushed on a single. Going to
hill beyond he flushed several birds, mostly down
wind, and he seemed careless about it, not stop-
ping a moment on account of it. After this the
dogs had a run of ten minutes or more, l>ut did
not point work. They passed near a bevy that
was flushed by horseman and did not And any
singles, though several birds were flushed about
them. They were worked across the wagons and
were ordered up at 3.20, alter being down one
hour and eight minutes.

COLERAINE AND ELCHO'S MAID.
E. B. Bishops' Coleraine,by Fin.:al III—Aveline,

handled by W. T. Irwin, and George E. Gray's
Elcho Maid, by Elcho, Jr.—Maid, handled by
owner, were started at 3.30 in cornfield. This
proved a good brace, going fast and merrily,
Coleraine having a little the best of it in range.
The brace was much alike, and could only be
distinguished by more tail action by Coleraine.
Into the next field Coleraine made a good cast to
the left, and coming around to the right backed,
she wheeled to a nice point on bevy. Maid backed
well, both staunch to flush. The birds settled in

a sedge grass field near, when both dogs made
good points and were steady to shot. Following
birds to the woods Maid made two points, Cole-
raine a flush, cross wind. They were ordertd to
the open anapassing to same stubble Coleraine
made a point on bevy, which flushed to the
woods. Here each made a good point. Coleraine
afterwards made a flush and cnase. Dogs or-
dered up at 4.02 ; down thirty-two minutes.

ROSE OF CLARF;moNT AND BESSIE MA-
VOURNEEN.

Geo. H. Kunkels' Rose of Claremont by Clare-
mont Patsy—Nino, handled by George A. Mc-
Lin, and B. M. Vaughn's Bessie Mavourneen by
E. I. Martin, went away at 4.07. Soon after
Rose pointed and moved in, flushing two birds,
which she chased. Across on hill side beyond
a bevy was flushed by ridersand settled in pines.

The dogs were worked around and on to the
birds. Rose found and again pointed, then
flushed the bird and chased if. In cornfield near
by Bessie pointed. Martin seemed to have no
confidence in the bitch, urged her on and she
flushed a bevy. After a short run the dogs were
ordered up, after being down thirty minutes.

PRIDE OF PATSY AND ADONIS.
F. H. Perry's Pride of Patsy by Claremont

Patsy—Nino, handled by George A. McLin, and
H. E. Richard's Adonis by Tim—Currer Belle,
were put down in stubble. Soon after Pride
pointed and then flushed, the bevy going to the
woods. After this very little was done. Adonis
made a good point, but Pride refused to back,
and went in ahead and pointed, Adonis steady
through It all. Don then made a second point.
Dogs were now ordered to the open again.
Patsy soon flushed another bevy, went to same
wooa, with wind favorable for pointing. In
woods Patsy put up birds twice, Don getting a
point on scent. A run towards the wagons, and
the dogs were ordered up at the end of thirty
minutes. Patsy seemed unbroken, was poor in

Eace and range, while Adonis seemed lifeless in
is work.

NUGGET, A BYE.

H. B. Anderson's Nugget by Redfern—Gipsey
Maid, handled by owner, was sent away alone at
5.15 and made a good run. The time was favor-
able, only a little late. In stubble near thicket,
with wind favorable, he flushed apart of bevy
and dropped to wing, the balance ofbevy follow-
ing .soon after. They were marked down in grass
at edge of woods near by. In woods he made a
flush and another afterwards in the open. He
was hunted where several birds were marked
down in grass, and though he passed through
twice, did not scent or point. Going on he
pointed a bevy in stubble. The bevy was not
found again. It was now late, and a hunt to-
wards town was the order. In rather heavy
cover he pointed. Moving ok he was ordered
up, but he settled to point again and a bevy put
up. Down thirty minutes. This ended the
work for the day, which was gratifying to the
Irish setter followers and others.

Second Series.
Two braces have been named to go down to-

morrow and three other dogs ordered out as re-
serve in case they are needed, viz., Finglas,
Adonis and Maid of Borstal^ but if the braces to
run sustain themselves it will finish the Derby.
The braces and order of running are : Maid of
Elcho with Squaw and Coleraine with Nugget.

Tuesday.
The second day of the trials was all that could

have been wished, just a little freeze and a good
frost the ni^ht before^ with a slight western
breeze, making it comfortable for horsemen and
handlers. A moderately good start was made.
Elcho's Maid and Squaw were the first brace put
down on the Craver's place, about two miles
from town.

ELCHO'S MAID AND SQUAW.
Just after starting Elcho's Maid was making

game when Gray urged her on and a small bevy
was the result. On the singles Squaw made a
point, roaded on and did not locate. The bird
was put up by handler. To the right on another
part of the bevy Maid got a t>oint and Squaw a
flush. Moving to another field Maid pointed a
bevy in good style. Squaw backing, both steady
to flush. Un the singles Maid got a point, Squaw
a point and flush. Maid was then taken up and
Squaw sent on alone. She soon pointed a bevy,
but in poor style, and was ordered up. Maid was
put down alone a few minutes and then up at
10.03, Maid having the best of it.

COLERAINE AND NUGGET.
At 10.07 this brace was started and had quite a

run before birds were found. Nugget made the
first find and Coleraine coming up did not see
her and pointed. The birds were moving, and
the dogs being sent on Nugget took the right
way, roaded nicely and quickly located. The
birds were seen running from her and were
flushed, on single birds both did some pointing;
but Nugget far the most and outworked Cole-
raine. Her handler found burrs under her arms,
which he said was the reason for her slowing up,
and it was no doubt so, as it was the only time
she has had inclination to do it. A consultation
of the judges decided the stake as follows

:

1. H. B. Anderson's Nugget.
2. E. B. Bishop's Coleraine.

3. George E. Gray's Elcho's Maid.

ALL-AGE STAKE.

At the conclusion of the Derby the first brace
of the All-age Stake was called.

HOPE AND BEATTY.
George E. Gray's Hope, by Brian Boru, Jr.—

Biddy, handled by owner, and R. K. Lutz'sjim
Beatty, by Lee Grouse—Lew, handled by G. R.
Howse. This btace opened the All-age Stake,
and they began their race at 10.58, Hope doing
all the work in way of pointing, Jim backing her
well in. Both were steady to flush. The scat-
tered birds were not found. Moving on, it was
not long before Hope had another bevy iii the
woods and was steady. In hedgerow she winded
another, and was just sitting to a point when the
noise around caused the birds to flush. This
ended the heat. Dogs down forty minutes.

FINGLAS AND JESSIE JONES.
E. B. Bishop's Finglas, by Fingal III—Ave-

line, handled by W. T. Irwin and C. P. Hub-
bard's Jessie Jones, by Lee Grouse—Magg, han-
dled by George E. Gray, were first put down at
12.10, and ran quite their limit but did not find,
and were taken up at lunch. After lunch, at
1.20, they were put down again, but found noth-
ing. Jessie showed fair pace, with limited range,
Finglas repeating his work of yesterday in the
Derby.

REDDY II AND SILK.

Max Wenzel's Reddy II, by Red Dash—Ready,
handled by H. B. Anderson, and Dr. G. G.
Davis' Silk, by Chief—Gipsey Maid, handled by
I. C. Schuyler, went away at 1.45. They ran
their allotted time, thirty minutes, both having
very limited pace and range. On scattered birds
Ready had two flushes and backed once. Silk
made a point and one flush. Their work does
not entitle them to further consideration.

BLUE ROCK AND SEDAN.
George E. Gray's Blue Rock, by Muskerry—

Nancy Lee, handled by owner, and Michael
Flynn, Jr.'s, Sedan, by Chester D. Herald-

Nancy, handled by S. C. Bradley, were sent on at
2.18. Both went fast with good range and show-
ing good natural qualities. Sedan did the point
work, finding two bevies and a single. Blue Rock
seeming always to be out of line of birds. After
flush ofone bevy he did a good deal of roading
without locating. They were ordered up at 3.03.

ONOTA DON AND DUKE ELCHO.
F. L. Cheney's Onota Don, by Chief—Bisreena,

handled by Horace Smith, and Dr. William
Jarvis' Duke Elcho, by Elcho, Jr.—Maid, han-
dled by S. C. Bradley. This brace had a long run
before finding. The horsemen flushed some
birds but they went to heavy cover and were not
followed in a creek bottom. Duke found bevy
and pointed it well, but his single bird work was
not good, pointing on scent and flushing, making
one point on single. Duke had fair range and
speed.

EDNA H. AND LIMERICK.
Dr. William Jarvis' Edna H.,by Elcho, Jr.—

Romaine, handled by Mr. Hawkins, and C. T.
Thompson and William H. Child's Linierick, by
Glen F;1cIio—Nora, handled by John White, were
put down at 4.01. Both went well, Edna proving
herself the fastest and widest ranger in the stake.
Her work was good, positive in point working
and steady. Limerick was unsteady in all work,
backing, pointing and to flush, caution being
constantly used. Edna was first to make game.
Limerick, coming up, pointed. Edna pointing
to the right gave her the credit for the find. On
single Edna made three points and Linierick
one. Besides pointing when birds had raised he
made two flushes. After this Edna made a good
point on a bevy. Up at 4.33.

CLAREMONT PATSEY AND COLERAINE-
F. W. Perry's Claremont Patsey, by Frisco-

Nellie IX, handled by George W. McLinn, and
E. B. Bishop's Coleraine, by Fingal III—Aveline,
handled by W. T. Irwin. At 4.45 they started.
Coleraine had not gone fifty yards before she
pointed a bevy. Patsey brought up to back went
right in to a flush. About seventy yards further
on Coleraine was just drawing to a point when
Patsey repeated his performance. Following scat-
tered birds, Coleraine pointed a third bevy. Pat-
sey put them up in usual style, refusing to back
and going right in. On singles he flushed every-
thing he came to before Coleraine could get to
them. After five minutes' run, Coleraine going
over hill, pointed a bevy and was found holding
it staunch. Patsey, coming up to the right,
pointed bevy, but McLin being near, by cau-
tion, kept him from flushing. In the woods a
few minutes were spent to kill time. Nothing
found. This ended the first series. The final
result was as follows :

1. Michael Flynn, Jr.'s Sedan.
2. E B. Bishop's Coleraine.
3. William Jarvis' Kdna'H.

SALE OF THE KILLARNEY KENNELS.

Some Xoted Irish Setters and What
They Brought at Auction.

In accordance with an order of the

County Court of Cook County, Illinois*

the public sale at auction of the Killar-

ney Kennels, formerly owned by Mr.

George H. Covert, took place at Mr.

Harry L. Goodman's Mohawk Kennels,

Auburn Park, Illinois, on November 21.

The regular auctioneer failing to show
up, Mr. Goodman himself was called up-

on to perform that duty, which he did in

a very creditable and satisfactory man-
ner. The dogs all knowing him, were

not in the least shy, but each jumped
cheerfully on the platform and showed
itself in the best possible manner. It

cannot be said that the sale was a finan-

cial success, for as a whole the dogs were
sold much below their actual value. The
entire amount realized on forty dogs, of
which twenty-four were puppies of va-

rious ages, was $924. The list of pur-
chasers and amount paid is as follows :

Name of Dog. Purchaser. Price.

Dick Swiveller , . . . W. L. Washington . . $105
Tearaway C. E. White 215
Killarney's Prairie
Rose W. L. Washington . . 55

Illune W. L. Washington . . 60
Imp. Killendaragh . . H. H. Robinson . . , 55
Imp. Kenmore Com . Dr. R. J. Withers . . 38
Imp. Rhoda W. H. Weber . . . , 35
Little Nell D. C. Coleman .... 17
Red Belle C. E. White 26
Red River Jessie ... Dr. R. J. Withers . . 28
Quail and 3 puppies . L. P. Whitman ... 22
Hazlenut III H. C. Strawn . , . . 45
Kildare Ruby . . . . Dr. R. J. Withers . . 51
Killarney's Ruby . . W. H. Weber .... 6
Imp. Jock C. A. Dawell 6
Mac John Roberts , , . . 23
Bitch of unknown
breeding A. C. Hutchinson . . 4

Puppies whelped July 25, 1891, by Tearaway
out of Red River Jessie :

Frank Austerman (tlog) 13
A. B. Hulchinson (dog) 5
H. L. Goodman (bitch) s
A. W. Veal (bitch) 4

Puppies whelped July 27, 1891, by Blue Rock
out of Kildare Ruby :

A. W. Veal (dog) 3
I. W. Hutchinson (bitch) 13
W. H. Brabrook (bitch) 8
Dr. R. J. Withers (bitch) 9

Puppies whelped March 14, 1891, by Wrestler
out of Rhoda :

Jotni Schnaitman (dog) 3
John Roberts (bitch) 5
James Strand (bitch) 3
C. E. White (bitch) 5
H. L. Goodman (bitch) 4

Puppy whelped June 11, 1891, by Ch. Ponta
out ol Illune :

A. W. Veal (dog) 2

Puppies whelped July 11, byCh. Elcho out of
Red Belle:

I. W. Hutchinson (bitch) Jr
James Strand (bitch) 8

Puppies whelped September 10, 1891, by Dick
Swiveller out of Rhoda :

W. H. Weber (dog) 9
Fred Haines (dog) 11
G. H.Goodrich (bitch) 5
John Schnaitman (bitch) 9

Puppy whelped September 11, 1891, by Ch.
Ponta out of Killendaragh :

James Stand (bitch) 12

After selling the above, three Bolus
crates were sold for 1 12.50, and one other
crate for I2.50, and several collars and
chains for small sums.

''THAT TIRED FEELING."

A FARCE IN THREE ACTS,

Scmtn—National Beagle Club Trials,

Nanuet, iSgr.

Persons—Judges, Attendants, Disin-

terested Spectators and Beagles.

ACT I.

Enter Tony Weller (a beagle) and at-

tendant.

Tony Weller—"Good morning!
What have we here?"

Attendant—"This is the Bench Show
of the A. B. C, '91."

T. W.—"Where is my friend, Ben
Lewis?"

Att.—"He is not here."

T. W.—"And where is Harry Lacy ?"

Att.—"He is not here, either."

T. W.—"Well, a bench show without
Ben Lewis or Harry Lacy ! that 'makes
me very tired.' "

\Curls himself up in disgust.

Enter judges and disinterested specta-

tors.

First Judge {examines the exhibits,

comes to Tony IFe/ler)—"Well, what ails

this dog ? He seems tired."

Disinterested Spectator—"He had
a rib broken some year or two ago."
Second Judge—" Well ! I guess we

had better bar him out tor evident weak-
ness,' result of accident !"

[Notes same in Judge's book.

ACT IL

Second day of trials. Enter two beagles,
Tony Weller and Bill Nye,

Tony Wellh:r—"Hello, Bill ! what do
you think of these field trials anyhow?"
Bill Nye—"Well, they seem rather

funny. Thirty or forty men and boys
and only one gun."

T. W.—"That is my idea. It reminds
me of the stories my master tells me
of his boyhood days when he was the
only boy in the village that owned a gun,
and spent all his spare time hunting
larks."

B. N.—"How is that like these trials?"

T. W.—"Well, it was a great deal of
hunt and not much meat."

ACT III.

Third day. End of the first series of
trials.

Present, Judges, Handlers, Beagles, etc.

First Judge—"Well, handler, what
dog is this?"
Handler—"This is Tony Weller."
JUDGiiS {together)— ''W^W, he is

awarded the first prize in Class A."
Handler—"Thank you."
First Judge {to second judge)—"By

the way, what did Tony get on the l)ench ?"

\_Both refer to Judges' book, reading
notes.] "Barred out for evident weak-
ness, etc." "What ! !

!"

[Exit judges, etc., in searchfor bottle

that cures "that tiredfeeling.'']

The Younirest Field Trial Winner.
Editor Fanciers' Joitrnal.

In your account of the Eastern Field
Trials you say "Wuii Lung is the youtige.st pup-

py that ever started in a field trial." This is a
mistake. Marie Bur iPaul Gladstone—Latonia),

the winner of the Puppy Stake in the Indiana

trials in 1890, was only nine months and twenty-

eight days old, and did work that Waters said

"was creditable to a Derby." Marie Bur was
nearly two months younger than the next young-

est puppy and won the event in easy style.

POSTON & Burdell,
Columbus, O., November 28.
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B18GU1TSJND BROTH.

From Our Own Corresi)ondent.

London, Kngland, November 14—In

the metropolis we commenced this week

in a somewhat lively manner, for on

Monday we had the Lord Mayor's show,

and a very good one it was, too, notwith-

standing the awful downpour of rain. It

was indeed a pity to see the relentless

torrent pour down on the splendidly ap-

parelled men astride and afoot ; in fact,

the damage done to the new liveries must

have been immense.

The greatness of a L. M. show goes a

long way to popularize him during his

year of office, and if a man gives but a

poor procession he is immediately put

down as a mean snib, and not suitable to

sit in the highest place in this great city

of the world. Lord Mavor Evans, how-

ever, gave a very good show on Monday,

and I think mv horsey friends will bear

me out that there has never been seen

such a good lot of cattle as paced the

streets ou L. M. Evans' day.

I don't know whether or not I have

mentioned it in Thk Fanciers' Jour-

nal l>efore, but it will bear repeating,

that the present Lord Mayor has been

closely associated with fox hounds, and

it is said that he means to give a hunt

ball at the Mansion House. Such, of

course, would be the event of the winter,

and 1 am sure that he would greatly in-

gratiate himself with the sportsmen of

England if he arranged for the following

morning a meet of hounds. Such could

easily be done, and such a sight in the

centre of London would indeed be a

novelty.

I see by "Nutcracker's" notes in the

Stock-Keeper that there was a great show

of hounds down in Kentucky, but so far

as good and likely looks went they were

poor. I also notice that he bewails the

absence of bone and the consequent

weakness of pasterns and bad feet. Some
of you will perhaps remember that I

wrote strotigly on this point in the Turf,

Field and Farm a few years ago, for these

were the most glaring faults that hunting

men found in the American fox hounds

exhibited bv the Blackmore Vale at one

of our great hound shows at Peter-

borough.

1 need hardly remind readers of what

use good bone, legs and feet are. In

fact. I believe that so long as you have

the bone, and popular exercise is given,

that the other desirable qualities follow

as a matter of fact. If the l)one is too

weak to support the capacious, robust

and well-made l)ody. well then the pas-

terns are bound to go, and the feet follow

suit. And the same follows to a certain

extent in our own race. You gav Lo-

tharios who love the human form divine

and robust limbs, do not chose the lady

who shows her weak pasterns as she

crosses the street on a muddy day. But

there, I'm now gettmg onto a subject I

know nothing aV)out.

tainly wonderful judgment has been used,

and the Short Flatt Kennels deserve all

they get.

There is new some hope that some-

thing will be done for the Old English

Sheep Dog Club, which has for some time

been in a very sleepy condition. Dr. Ed-

wardes-Ker, who has bred a great num-
ber of good ones, has offered to become

secretary, and I think after the meeting

to be heUl at the end of this month after

the judging at Birmingham, that some-

thing will be done afresh. I believe the

Duke of Hamilton, one of our finest

sportmen, intends joiuing the club and

several other gentlemen of position.

Writing on old English sheep dogs or

shepherds' dogs as they are most com-

monly called by people out of the fancy

world, puts me in mind of their great sa-

gacity, and how people say that their

only fault is that they are too affectionate,

in fact, they make too much of you. I

was looking in an old sporting work the

other day, published close ou a hundred

years ago, and I found these lines, which

1 think will appeal to the feelings of all

owners of shepherd dogs to-day. Here

are the verses :

The Old Shepherd's Doff.

BY PETER PINDAR.

The old shepherd's dog, like his master was
grey,

His teeth all departed and feeble his tongue,

Yet where'er Coriu went he was followed by

Thus happy through life did they hobble along.

When fatigued on the grass the shepherd would

lie

For a nap in the sun, 'midst his slumbers so

swtct
His faithful companion crawled constantly nigh.

Placed his head on his lap or lay down at his

feet.

When winter was heard on the hill of the plain,

And torrents descended and cold was the wmd;
If Corin went forth mid the tempests and rain

Tray scorned to be lelt m the chimney behind.

At length in the straw. Tray made his last bed ;

For vain against Death is the stoutest en-

deavor ; , . . . J
To lick Corin's hand he reared up his head.

Then fell back, closed his eyes, and ah ! closed

them forever.

Not long after Tray did the shepherd remain,

Who oft o'er his grave with true sorrow would
bend.

And when dying, thus feebly was heard the poor

SWAlll

"O, biiry me, neighbors, besidemyold friend."

^u-

Did we not have such confoundedly

boisterous and rainy weather, hunting

would be more patronized. The fences

are now all right, for a suspicion just of

a frost has finished what the autumn

commenced. Sport, however, has been

extra good, and accidents luckily few.

There is an old Welsh proverb "wrth

ei walch, ei farche, a'i filgi, yr adwaenir

bonheddig." which I believe means that

a gentleman was known by his hawk,

his horse and his greyhound. In fact, I

have read somewhere that by a law made

in the time of King Canute a greyhound

was not to be kept by any person inferior

to a gentleman. Well, Colonel North

mu.st be a good two parts of gentlemen,

for he is assuredlv well up in horse and

greyhounds ; in fact, his kennel had a

rare time of it last week at that popular

old-fashioned meeting at Newmarket.

The Greentick-Bit o' Fashion blood again

showed their wonderful powers, and

although there are people who say that

the nitrate king has too much of his own

way at coursing meetings, no one can

denv that Ted Dent is using all the judg-

ment he knows for the Colonel's flag to

be lifted at the head of each stake. Cer-

Mr. Panmure Gordon, who ought to be

at his own home safe and sound by this

time, must have had a terrible experience

of it on the western ocean, for all arriv-

ing steamers have had a very bad time

of it. I hear that Mr. Gordon is going

into old English sheep dogs, and he will

no doubt have as good as the l)est in

time, for money is no object to him.

There is a great deal of talk going on

here al)out the different types in New-
foundlands. The difference is chiefly to

be seen in their heads, some of the

skulls being domed and the others fiat.

The former no doubt is the right one,

and although the celebrated Champion

Lord Nelson won very numerous prizes,

his greatest admirers will admit that at

his best he was more like a huge black

Newfoundland than the sort of New-

foundland dog we have been taught to cul-

tivate, and there are other big winners of

his sort in England to-day, but I don't

think a dog like Champion Courtier is to

be beaten for awhile. Then another grand

dog, rather small, is the Black Prince,

and I often wonder he has not been

snapped up, considering his owner has

left off exhibiting.

We have had a couple of deaths in the

doggy world this week, Mr G. T. Ingram,

secretary of the Glasgow Kennel Club,

succumbed to pneumouia, contracted at

the late Paisley show. He was a very

popular man, V^ut the club is not in a

successful state, for the Iron City is not

strong enough in canines to carry a brace

of associations. Colonel A. B. O. Stokes,

of St. Botolphs, Milford Haven, has been

ill for a long time, and eventually dia-

betes carried him off. He was a very

keen sportsman, and most jealous of his

shootings. He had some good pointers,

but seldom exhibited, was a good soldier,

had been in the thick of it and severely

wounded, and died generally respected.

-*xx-^

Mr. Megson has been on the buy and gave

I2000 and five free services, value $250,

for the collie Southport Pilot, who lately

came out at a northern show and beat

some good ones, if I remember rightly,

Sefton Hero among the number. Pilot

was the property of Mr. W. E. Mason,

of Southport, and is said to be a very

good one. 1 have not seen the dog yet,

but shortly hope to do so, and then you

shall have a fuller account and descrip-

tion of this autumnal wonder in the shape

of a collie.

-^xx-^

According to the Shooting Times, Mr.

Megson also bought last week two seven-

month puppies from Mr. John Powers.

These were by Egbaston Marvel from

Barnwell Pearl, and made the very good

price of close on |iooo, so it will be seen

collies are as popular as ever, and if

there's a good one for sale there are Meg-

sons and Harrisons to pay the money
for 'em.

-^xx-^

While writing on collies, it occurs to

me that Messrs. Farrer have put it about

that they are selling out their lot. Why
all this thusuess and bogie ! Surely if

people want to clear out their kennels

they needn't tell the tale of wintering in

the south of France and all that.

^XX^
The judge of Skye terriers at the late

Crystal Palace show didn't please the

people very well, and he undoubtedly

gave the prize to large dogs; but it

should be recollected that Mr. Young's

own dog Ion Duke is on the large side.

There is a growing and mistaken tendency

to breed large Skyes, and if they keep ou

like they are they will get thein as big

as Clumber spaniels. Now this of course

is all wrong, for you want a Skye terrier

te be a terrier and not a wolf-hound.

-I-
••"'"

-I—

And now I'm on the wolf-hound line—

and I cannot help remarking that I have

almost forgotten what to call the Russians

—Lieutenant G. Tarnovski suggests the

term "Psovoi" or "thick coated." We
generallv find F:nglish names for im-

ported dogs. We know the "Barzoi" or

••Borzoi," or "Psovoi" is the principal

hound used in Russia to ruu down wolves,

then why not call him the Russian wolf-

hound and finish with it. His best home

in the future will be among the doggy

people of England and the States, then

why not name him something we can

understand ?

^XX^

the terrible injuries he received a couple

of weeks ago. It is perhaps not gener-

allv known that he was struck down from

behind and cowardly kicked in a most

vulnerable part, just after leaving the Na-

tional Sporting Club one morning about

3 o'clock. His assailants escaped, but it

is thought thev belong to a gang—admir-
ers of a fighting man—he had recently

"slated."

There are, of course, a number of nom-
inal caterers, but the real man is Benoist,

of Picadilly, one of the greatest restaura-

teurs in the world. I am told the sup-

plies for the banquet last Monday night

were sent down to the Guild Hall in for-

ty three vagons, and the champagne for-

warded by G. H. Mumm filled eighty-

nine hand-carts, each containing eight

cases. By the way, Benoist and Mumm
are closely related.

John Osborne, who has retired from

the saddle after close on half a century's

riding to win, must have had an excep-

tional career. We who go about the

world see and hear a bit, but what must
these men experience with thousands of

blackguards and blacklegs trying to get

at 'em? But ne'er a finger has been

pointed at Osborne the 'Onest, and I

think he merits a testimonial if ever a

jockey did in this world.

^XX^
Practical joking is all very well, so

long as aged parents do not come in for

any of the coarse chaff. But knowing
the men concenied in the following mat-

ter, I don't think that any real harm was

meant. It seems that two well-known

local personages in a southwesterly coun-

try town were present at the late Crystal

Palace show, and received a telegram

purporting to come from the other's

mother, which conveyed words that she

was in great concern as to how her son

G— was getting on and behaving himself

in London. The reply was, "Don't
trouble, he is all right ; had him caged

with his brothers and sisters at the Zoo-

logical Garden." Now, as a rule, moth-
ers don't like their children classed and
mixed up with the Darwinian theory.

Do they, now ?

One thing I have noticed about im-

ported hounds, and that is that once they

lose their coat iu this country they sel-

dom regain it. I am now referring to

the rough variety. I notice Korotai,

who had about the best coat of the lot

when imported, appeared very bare at

the Crystal Palace show. TheyfaZ-coated

elegant hound will be found the one to

suit the popular taste after all, and as I

have been mixed up with the breeding

of perhaps the best lot of Russian wolf-

hounds bred in England, I may be

allowed to advance an opinion. The

English and Americans are the people

to breed shoulders and general racing

qualities into this breed, and this we
shall see before many years are over our

heads.
-^XX^

The great sporting event of the week

has been the Liverpool Autumn Cup,

which was run for yesterday, and won by

Mr. A. Taylor's four-year-old mare Mad-

ame d'Al'bany. She carried ninety

pounds, and won well from a field of six-

teen. The racing at Liverpool put all

the coursing in the shade, and these

meetings in Essex, Worcester and North

of England (Scarton) were not above the

average.
^XX^

The mastiff Ilford Cameo, lately owned

by Mr. Cook, sailed last Saturday on the

steamship America. She is cousigned to

Mr. C. E. Bunn, of Peoria, III.

Mr. S. W. Smith, the owner of some of

our best St. Bernards, has again been

elected town councillor of Leeds, but no

doubt, notwithstanding his great public

duties, he will have time for a look round

the dawgs.
^XX^

The popular Mr. Dunning, who stands

second to none in reporting fistic en-

counters, is but slowly recovering from

Errors In Show Cataloifues.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In response to Friend Mortimer's invi-

tation in your last issue. I will point out a couple

of errors in last New York show's catalogue. In

the marked edition a mistake was made in the

pugs. The catalogue reads that Champion Bob

Ivy won first in challenge, and Champion Kash

second, while the correct wins were just the con-

trary.

In class 170 (pugs, puppies, dogs) it reads that

our Hippothera won reserve, while it should

read absent, as he was not there, Mrs. Wheat-

liegh's Kielo winning reserve. Dr. Cryer's Lady

Victoria won first in open bitches, and no first is

printed in catalogue. My letter in late issue of

American Field referring to this matter of er-

rors in show catalogues was not intended to cast

any reflection on Mr. Mortimer or their show,

but in stating what I did I only cited this as an

instance to excuse errors in our own here, and of

course picked out the New York show in prefer-

ence as a sample, wanting to use as strong an ar-

gument as I could. I only quote errors in pug

classes, as these I am certain of, but know of sev-

eral others while there at the show that I might

not just now be able to put my finger on. It

seems almost impossible to keep them out, no

matter how careful the managers may be. We
are all liable to make mistakes, but they should

be so considered and not as intentional. Very

^ruly, A.L. G. KBERHART.

Cincinnati, C, November 22.

Meetlns: of Fox Hunters.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The second annual meeting of the Cen-

tral Ohio Fox Hunters Club was held in Agri«

cultral Hall, at this place, Friday, November 13.

The district is composed of the counties of Cosoc-

tion Holmes, Wayne, and Tuscara, all being

well' represented. The following >)fficers were

elected : President, E. L- Lyberger ;
vice-presi-

dent, Elias Mast; treasurer, Charles M. Wil-

liam's, and secretary, L. G. Barton. At the con-

clusion of the meeting a large crowd of hunters

and about seventy dogs went south, near the

fair ground, and a fox that the proprietor of Rex

Kennels had for the occasion was let loose. Af-

ter trivine the fox fifteen minutes' start the dogs

were turned loose, and after a fine run of an

hour and a half Reynaud was finally capturea.

Yours truly. Rex Kennels.

MiLLERSBURG, C, November i8.
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EASTERN FIELD TRIALS.

Wua Lung Again Proves an Easy Win-

ner and Captures the Derby.

From Our Special Correspondent.

The Eastern Field Trials were not so

well attended as heretofore, but they

were conducted by F. R. Hitchcock and
W. A. Coster in the usual satisfactory

manner. The judges for the Derby were

A. Merriam, H. B. Duryea and Robert

L. McCook. In the All-age Stake Dr. N.

Rowe, of the American Field, took the

place of Mr. McCook, and in the Cham-
pion Stake F. R. Hitchcock took the

place of Dr. Rowe. Satisfaction was
given in all, except iu the Champion
Stake, which seemed to those who fol-

lowed that the proper award was not

made. We refer to our descriptive col-

umns for particulars of the running in

this stake of the two dogs Antonio and

Daisy Hunter. It seems that Daisy should

have won on her merits. In the Derby
there were thirteen starters, and but pne
puppy showed high merit. In the All-

age the starters numbered twenty-nine,

many of them showing well. In the

Champion five well-known dogs started :

Chance, Daisy Hunter, Tribulation, Rip-

Rap and Antonio. Birds were plentiful

and the grounds in good condition. We
noticed present Richard V. Fox, Bayard
Thayer, Pierre Lorillard, Jr., F. J.
O'Connell, J. O'H. Denny. Joseph H.
Hunter, John A. Hunter, Dr. G. G. Da-
vis, looking after the Irish setter inter-

ests ; W. B. Meares, A. D. Lewis, John
and Luke White, S. C. Bradley, G. R.
Howse, W. B. Anderson, George A. Mc-
Lin, George E. Gray, E. I. Martin, W.
T. Irwin, Angus Cameron, J. B. Stoddard,
H. M. Short, N. B. Nesbitt, Capti.tn Mc-
Murdo, C. E. Buckle, W. W. Titus, D.
E. Rose, Professor J. C. Schuyler, Thomas
M. Aldrich, Major Taylor, B. Waters and
H. W. Lacy.

THE DERBY.

The Derby for 1891 did not prove a
strong or good one either in numbers or
in class of work done, there being but
thirteen starteis, and only one of the
number approaching first class work.
Wuu Lung, a winner in the Lafayette
trials last spring and at Bicknell two
weeks ago, proved an easy winner of first

here. The stake must have been a little

troublesome for the judges to decide after

the winner of first. Hope's Mark was
sick and taking medicine and was decid-
edly off his form displayed at Bicknell.

Bob Cooper was second again. He lacks
steadiness in his work. Camille, winner
of third, lacks most in range.

Monday.

The opening day was cloudy and
threatened rain, but only a drizzle fell in

the afternoon, but at night a hard rain

fell, ruuning well into Tuesday morning.

MAUD NOBLE AND LORA.
N. Wallace's black, white and tan setter Maud

Noble, by Rowdy Rod—Pearl Noble, handled by
S. C. Bradley, and Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s, black,
white and tan setter Lora, by Gladstone's Boy

—

Ruby, handled by Charles Tucker, were put
down at 8.40 and ran about thirty minutes. They
had fair pace and poor range, hunting their
ground with little judgment. Maud pointed first.

She flushed the bevy and made chase, but stopped
at command. She made two false points after-

wards, and then pointed a bevy in a stubblefield,
which, when flushed, went to a woods near by.
Near the edge she chased a bird; she flushed.
Lora pointed a bird and was steady, which she
followed with two good ptoints. Maud then de-
cided to make one and was backed by Lora.

EXILE AND CAMILLE.
The Charlottesville Kennels' liver and white

ticked pointer Exile, by King of Kent—Hops,
handlea by Captain C. E. McMurdo, and J. M.
Avent and Bayard Thayer's black, white and tan
setter Camille, by Jean Val Jean—Haidee, han-
dled by J. M. Avent, started their heat at 9.14.

They were first sent into an orchard, Camille
finding a bevy. Exile was called up to back, but
the bird flushed first. Camille got two points on
single. A bevy was flushed near the creek, but
it could not be seen which dog did it. Camille
was taken up and Exile sent on to work, when
he made three flushes and missed several oppor-
tunities for points, showing poor work. . Camille
was lacking in range.

MAINSTAY AND ROBESPIERRE.
The Charlottesville Kennels' black and white

ticked pKjinter dog Mainstay, by Mainspring

—

Barmaid, handled by Captain C. E- McMurdo,
and Royal P. Carroll's black, white and tan setter,

by Roderigo—Ollie S., were put down at 10

o'clock. Robespierre was first to find. In a
stubble he pointed a bevy and was steady. On
the scattered birds in woods Mainstay pointed

one, then each got a point. Robespierre was
steady to flush, but he refused to back Mainstay,
afterwards going in ahead of him. Nothing was
found. Robespierre's next work was to flush
a single and then make a point. The heat lasted
thirty-one minutes. Robespierre's work on birds
was best. Much whistling and calling was neces-
sary to handle the dogs, and they were not obedi-
ent

WAGTAIL AND TALL SON OF YORK.
0. W. Donner's black, white and tan setter dog

Wagtail, by Roi D'Or—Belle of Piedmont, han-
dled by Captain C. E. McMurdo, and Major J. R.
Purcell's lemon and white pointer Tall Son of
York, by Stonewall—Lady Spotswood, handled
by owner. It was not long before Wagtail flushed
two bevies in succession. Just as York was in-
dulging in uncertain work on them Wagtail
made a false point, and was backed. Movitie on
he roaded to a good point and was steady to
flush and shot. He then made a second good
point. York then got a point and afterwards
made a flush. York was poor in pace and range
and Wagtail was not positive in his point work.

AMY ROBSART AND BOB COOPER.
Harry Northwood's lemon and white English

setter bitch Amy Robsart, by Dad Wilson— Bo-
hemian (iirl, handled by H. M. Short, and the
Blue Ridge Kennels' liver and white dog Bob
Cooper, by Roi D'Or—Miss Nellie Y., handled by
D. E- Rose, were started in sedge grass at 11. 12

Bob was first to get a point near a creek. When
the birds were flushea he was steady. His next
point was a false one. Amy found a beyy in the
stubble and Bob got a flush. Amy l)eing sent on
roaded and a bird flushed wild before her. She
was .steady to shot. Following this she got an-
other point and Bob a flush. The dogs ordered
up at 12.10. Bob was not good in point work but
was the best in speed and range. Amy not
keeping up her pace through the heat.

IZA AND WUN LUNG.
Royal P. Carroll's black, white and tan bitch

Iza, by Roderigo—Ollie S., handled by J. M.
Avent, and Norvin T. Harris' black, white
and tan setter dog Wun Lung, by Captain Bethel
—Enid, handled by D. K. Rose, were down at
1.30. Wun Lung proved himself the fastest pup-
py in the race, with great dash, good style and
working merrily, but occasionally he would re-

turn to handler. Iza found the first bevy, Wun
making point also. In woods Iza made first

point and was well backed, but nothing could be
raised. Wun Lung going to thicket found a bird
and was steady to shot. He then did .some good
work, scenting game birds.whirled and was soon
on them. Iza being brought up did not back, but
went in to a flush—a bad piece of work. Wun
kept his point staunchly throughout it all. Wun
pointed on single birds and then false pointed.
Going on he roaded, but getting too near he
flushed. At 2.08 they were taken up. Wun Lung
proved himself a good puppy, much the best of
the two, and the best yet down. Iza was a poor
ranger.

HOPES MARK AND JOE LEWIS.
The Blue Ridge Ktnnels' black, white and tan

setter Hope's Mark, by Gath's Hope—Lady May,
handled by D. E. Rose, was put down to run a
bye with J. O'H. Dennv's black, white and tan
dog Joe Lewis, handled by Professor Schuyler.
Joe by some mistake was not entered in the Dtr-
by asintende I. Mark's speed and range was
only fair through the heat. He pointed a bevy
first, was not very steady to flush, but was to or-

der. Mark got two points in pines, Joe flushing
one. Nothing was found to Mark's next point.

Joe backed hira. Dogs up at 2.52.

Second .Series.

ROBESPIERRE AND BOB COOPER.
It was near 3.30 when they started. Bob

flushed first, then made a point, but went into
another flush and was unsteady. Robespierre
inclined to join him, and afterwards made two
flushes and then a single point. At place where
bevy was flushed he pointed again and both dogs
were steady by order to flush of a single bird
Bob next flushed, then made a good point and
put up the bird. At 3.55 they were ordered up.

Bob was headstrong, not good in point work, but
was a good bird finder.

WUN LUNG AND LORA.
This brace went down just after 4 in grass field.

Both pointed, but nothing found. Wun Lung
eoing on soon pointed a bevy and was steady to

flush. He was taken up to work Lora on single

birds alone. She got but one point, and her work
was not good, pottering too much.

CAMILLE AND HOPE'S MARK.
This brace was started at 4.35. Mark was first

to start work, making a flush and point. Rose
flushed a bird and a bevy followed, claiming
point for Mark. No one could see the situation.

Both ordered up, being down twenty-five min-
utes.

Tuesday.

WUN LUNG AND BOB COOPER.
It rained in the early morning, so a late start

was made, the brace going down at 11.40. In a

short time both were on a point but soon moved
on, Wun pointing farther on in the thicket. Bob
backed but was rather unsteady.
Hope's .Mark was then put down alone at 12. 2S

and worked sixteen minutes. In finding and
pointing he made an ordinary run, pointing in

good style and was steady.
Bob Cooper was put down alone and sent along

to find the scattered birds. He went fast, soon
found and pointed but left point and flushed the
bird. He next pointed in the open and was
steady to flush and shot. A bird flushed wild
and passed his way. He was inclined to chase
but stopped to order. Down eight minutes.

CAMILLE AND BOB COOPER.
This proved to be the last brace down, and

they were evidently running for second place.

After a short run in oak thicket both pointed,
Bob getting their first. On singles Bob had a
little the best of it, but both niis.sed opportunities
for other points. After another short run Bob
secured a good point on a bevy at edge of woods,
Camille backing well. This ended the heat and
race with the following result:

1. N. T. Harris' Wun Lung.
2. Blue Ridge Kennels' Bob CiSoper.

3. Avent and Thayer's Camille.

AL.L,-AGE STAKE.

As the drawing had taken place previously,
this stake was taken up at the close of the Derby.
The stake had twenty-nine starters.

RUPERT AND TOP MARK.
J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's black, white

and tan setter dog Rupert, by Roderigo—Bo-Peep,
handled by J. M. Avent, and B. M. Stephenson's
black, white and tan .setter dog Top Mark, by
Gatli's Mark—Bird Helen, handled by Charles
Tucker. At 2.20 the brace was down and had not
run long before Top Mark had them. He was
well backed by Rupert. Tucker could not raise
birds, but horsemen following flushed them
about thirty yards away. In same field Mark
pointed a second bevy, Rupert backing. On
scattered birds Rupert made a point on single.
In the pines and grass points were called a num-
ber of times, but the birds were running. Soon
a bevy flushed ahead wild. Going on after them
each had a point. Moving to other grounds
Avent called point, but birds were up and going.
Rupert put up some birds afterwards, then each
got a point. Both were fair in pace and range,
Ruper the more stylish in going and in point
work, but he was not under good control. The
brace ran about thirty-five minutes.

FRANK AND JOYCE H.

A. L. Sanford's liver and white pointer dog
Frank H., by Duke of Vernon—Royal Cute, han-
dled by lolin Lewis, and George J..Harley's
black and white setter dog Joyce H., by Glad-
stone—Gypsie, handled by W. W. Titus, were
sent away at 2.5,';. After a good run the first

point was made by Frank H., but proved false.

Points were made bv each after this and nothing
found. Horsemen flushed a lievy and dogs sent
after them. Joyce made two points and Frank
one and the race was over, down nearly forty-five
minutes. Neither need any special commenda-
tion on character of work done.

ALBERT'S DUCHESS AND GRAPHIC VI.

Dr. John Hartman's black, white and tan bitch
Albert's Duchess, by Warwick's Albert— Princess
Belton, handled by Profes.sor Schuyler, and Wil-
liam Mahone, Jr.'s, liver and white pointer dog
Graphic VI, by Graphic—Daisy, handled by Mr.
Taylor. This brace took the place of the third
brace in order, as one was absent, and Nicode-
mus, present, was set down to run with the bye
in their regular order. At 4 o'clock the brace was
started. Both made game and roaded. Duchess
locating first. Graphic unsteady to shot. The
birds went to woods, when botn made a point.
On changed ground the dogs made point and
roaded along a little distance when a flock of
wild turkeys were seen ahead. Messrs. Avent
and Duryea went for them. Avent knocked one
down but did not find, and Duryea had better
luck and secured one. Duchess in meantime
stood a bevy well. This ended the work for the
day. Neither dog could be classed more than for
work done.

"Wednesday.

This was a cold morning, thermometer stand-

ing at 20°. The ground was hard, making it

uncomfortable.

NATALIE II AND MAID OF KENT.
Bert Crane's black, white and tan bitch Na-

talie II, by King Noljle—Natalie, handled by N.
B. Nesbitt, and Charlottesville Field Trial Ken-
nels' pointer bitch Maid of Kent, by King of
Kent—Hops, handled by C. V.. Buckle. In the
early morning birds were hard to find. In the
first field nothing was found. In briar patch
Natalie found a bevy. Maid backing well. Maid
showed most range. Both lair pace and were
fairly obedicnv

ANTEVOLO AND DAISY HUNTER.
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, liver and white bitch Ante-

volo, by Count Noble—Trinket II, handled by
Charles Tucker, and Joseph H. and John A.
Hunter's orange and white bitch Daisy Hunter,
by Gath s Hope—Daisy F., handled by John A.
Hunter, went off at a clipping gaii and main-
tained it through the race. They had quite a
run before finding. Daisy made the first find
and pointed .staunchly. On the scattered bevy
Daisy pointed on scent and made a flush. Ante-
volo made but one good point. This brace is the
best down so far and will be heard from later on.

S.AM R. AND ORLANDO.
George R. Jones' black, white and tan dog Sam

R., by Dash Bryson— Dai.sy's Hope, handled by
W. W. Titus, and J. M. Avent and Bayard Thay-
er's black, white and tan dog Orlando, by Roder-
igo—Bo-Peep, handled by J. M. .Avent, had a long
heat. They were put down at ti o'clock. Or-
lando first found a small bevy, which went to
adjoining woods, but none of them were found.
Sara R. backed well. Another short run and a
bevy was flushed in Sam R.s neighborhood. The
dogs were sent in pine woods and did pjor work
on singles. Not a point made by either. Passing
through woo<ls and swinging around Orlando
pointed small bevy. Again the dogs were sent
m with little result, only a point or two made.
The brace was then ordered up. They seemed
unruly in handling.

DICK BONDHU AND DOLLY HILL.
W. W. Titus' black and white dog Dick Bondhu.

by Dash.ng Bondhu— Princess Primrose, handled
by owner, and J. Shelley Hudson's black, white
and tan bitch Dolly Hill, by Ben Hill— Dolly S..

handled H. M. Short. They started at i 10. Dick
went very fast. After a few moments' run he
came back and then was soon out of sight an«l

was gone fully twenty-five minutes. In mean-
time Dolly was hunted on but found nothing.
Her pace was fiir but range limited. After
Dick's return he seemed to have enough of it.

Going out again he kept his range within bounds.
Finally a bevy was flushed by him. On singles
he pointed a bird, flushed and' chased it. Dolly,
after flushing a single, made a go<xl point, the
only one during the heat by either dog after be-
ing down an hour.

THE CORSAIR AND BARKER'S GROUSE.
E. O. Damon's blue belton setter Corsair by

Dan Gladstone— Haidee, handled by D. K. Rose,
and C. C. M. Hunt's orange and white pointer
Barker's Grouse by Mainspring—Swain's Fly.
handled by S. C. Bradley, began their race at
2.30. The first flush was'a single bird by Rose.
The ground was hunted close by Corsair, but no
more found. Soon alter a bevy was flushed by
horseman and marked down. Grouse was first

to point ; Cor.sair was called up and backed
staunchly. Following, Grouse got a point and
flush and Corsair a single point. After a run
again Grouse found a bevy, wh.ch ended a heat
of thirty-five minutes.

COUNT W. AND DUKE OF HESSEN.
N. Wallace's black and white dog Count W. by

Count Noble—Jennie III, handled by S. C. Brad-
ley, and the Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver

and white pointer rtog Duke of Hessen by Luck
of Hessen—Blarney, handled by John White,

were started in stubble at 3.10, both showing
good pace and range. Count was .soon away and
out of sight, and was not found for nearly forty-
five minutes. Duke in meantime found bevy
and pointed staunchly. When Count was found
he was not so far away, and was found ''ii bevy
point, and was staunch to flush. Sent on he was
soon pointing another bevy in woods, Duke
finding one in sedge grass. Both were steady to
flush. On singles little was done. Count getting
one point. Both running together along side of
fence flushed, and being sent on again, Count
was first to make game. Roading fast, both
finally located, Duke coming to point first. A
nice bevy was flushed, but the scattered birds
were not found. Over the hill Frank pointed
again. Going to hiin the birds were flushed
about thirty yards from him. On the scattered
birds Duke made a flush of single and dropped
to point. John White, knowing that there were
other birds near him, kept hiiiKlowii. He flushed
birds, and suppo.sed he was credited with a point.
Ordered up at 4.26.

DAD WILSON, JR., AND FLIGHT.

J. Shelley Hudson's black, white and tan dog
Dad Wilson, Jr.. by Dad Wilson— Lit, handled
by H. M. Short, and William McKenna, Jr.'s
black, white and tan bitch Flight by Paul Glad-
stone—Belle Ward, were put down at 4.30. After
a short run each made a point and was backed
by the other and nothing was found. Dad after-
wards pointed a bevy, but the birtls were not
followed. Sent on Dad pointed another bevy.
The birds were followed, when a little flushing
and pointing was done. The dogs were ordered
up at .S03. Dad had the best of it in pace and
range, but he has only fair style and is too unde-
cided in point work, which will always defeat
him in first-class company.

Thursilay.

The cold weather had frozen the ground hard,

but it was clear, with a slight but cold breeze
from the north. There seemed to be no hurry
for a start, as the first brace did not go down un-
til half-past nine, about two and one-half miles
from town.

COUNT GLADSTONE AND FIS-HEL.
Adolph Dill's black, white and tan setter

Count Gladstone, by Count Noble—Rubv's Girl,
handled by John White, and U. R. FisheVs black
pointer dog His-Hel, by Devonshire Sam—Nellie
Bang, handled by George A. McIJn, were put
down in a stubble at roadside. Don had hardly
gotten fairly starteil before he flushed a bevy,
which he should have pointed, as conditions
were favorable. .Moving on. Count was next to
find and pointed a bevy in good style and was
steady to flush. The dogs were sent on to pines
and grass to work on the scattered birds. Count
was the only one to do any work, getting a point
and afterwards a flush. Moving on. Count
pointed in ravine. Don refused to back, passed
by Count and was then dropped by McLin. The
brace had the advantage of tne full limit of time,
thirty minutes, and a little more and were or-
dered up. Count is stylish in movement and
work, has fine pace and gocnl range, but Don
showed nothing worthy of mention.

HARRY C. AND BLADE.
The Greenfield Hill Kennel's black, white and

tan setter Harry C, by Roderigo— Countess
House, handled by S. C. Bradley, and Pierre Lor-
illard, Jr.'s black, white and tan setter Blade, by
Toledo Blade—Sulac, handled by Charles Tucker,
started at 10 o'clock. They ha(l quite a run, and
were taken up for a change of ground Soon after
they were put down both were on point, their
positions indicating an independent one. The
bevy when flushed went to pines, where each
made a point. They backed and were steady to
flush and shot. Harry was best in pace, range
and style. They ran forty minutes.

WILD DAMON AND COUNT ERIC.
The Charlotteville Kennel's liver and white

pointer Wild Damon, by Damon—Flora, handled
by C. v.. Buckle, and Kdward Gray's black,white
and tan setter Count Erie, by Couiil Xobla—Fan-
nie W., handled by N. B. Nesbitt, were started
at 10 45. Count fiiiding first, was steady to flush,

Danioii backing him. Count found two other
bevies. On the last he was taken up and Damon
was worked on the single birds, making one
point and one flush. The final ordering up was
at 11.45. Both wete fair in pace and range, Da-
mon the easiest mover. Count has a labored
way of going, due to his chest and shoulder for-

mation .

NICODEMUS OF ION & NAHMKE PHILLIPS.
Major J. R. Purcell's liver and white pointer

Nicooeinus of Ion. by Dick Swiveller— Ion, han-
dled bv ov*rner, and V,. W. Durkee's orange and
white setter Nahnike Phi lips, by Roy Monarch
—Saddlebags, handled by Thomas Sl. Aldrich,
was the last brace of the series to go down.
Nahmke was drawn as a bye dog, but the mate
of Nick not appearing they were run together.
Nahmke was the only one to find a bevy, which
she worked fairly well. On singles poor work
was done by botfi dogs, both false pointing and
flushing. Their work was bad, neither doing
anything to commeiKl th m.

Second Series.

There was much uniformity in the work of a
large number of dogs, but the judgment was
liberal, taking in so many dogs, but such soon
went out of the race.

TOP MARK AND NATALIE II.

Top Mark soon found a bevy, dropping as
usual, to point, Natalie backing. Mark had one
point on single, Natalie one point, a false point
and two flushes.

RUPERT AND ANTEVOLO.
Antevolo proved the faster in this race and out-

worked Rupert. She was the superior in pace.
Both worked in good style. Antevolo found the
first t)evy, and Rupert, called up, backed finely.

Antevolo pointed another bevy. Iu single point
work each got three points, Rupert getting in
addition a flush and false point. They were
taken up at 2.35.

ORLANDO AND DAISY HUNTER.
This brace had a ryn of over thirty minules,

Daisy then pointing a bevy, the birds flushing
wild before the judges got lip. On the scattered
birds Orlando got two points on singles and then
flushed one, Daisy working to the right outside
their line. Sent on no birds were found before
a bevy was flushed at roodside. They went into
thicket of oak and pines. Daisy went in and got
two points on singles. Orlando outside in stubble
flushed a bevy. On the singles afterwards he
made three points. Although the heat was a
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long one, both dogs kept good pace and range.

Orlando ran iu improved form and Daisy kept

out at her work better.

MAID OF KENT AND BARKER'S GROUSE.
Maid showed to better advantage in this

heat, ranging wider and with belter pace than

shown in first heat. She was first to find a bevy.

Grouse being brought up refused to back and
was dropped. Maid steady to flush. On single

birds Maid got two points, adding a false point,

and Grouse a point and a flush.

CORSAIR AND COUNT W.

Late in the afternoon, with favorable condi-

tions, this brace was put down in the open.

Count, as in first heat, was up and away and
soon on the missing list, Cor.sair in meantime
hunting with fair pace and range, but inclined

to hunt behind. Count, after an absence of five

to ten minutes, came from pine woods ahead
into cornfield and pointed by some grass in a

knoll. Although he changed position, giving

the impression that he is a blinker, the birds

did not flush until put up by Bradley. They
went to woods near by. It was evident that

Count had been there before from scattered

birds and other indications. The dogs were or-

dered out and on. In sedge grass near farm
house boih dropped to point, but it proved to be

on scent. The dogs were then sent on. Count
roading to good point. On the scattered birds

Corsair seemed to want nose. A flush and false

point was his score. The brace was ordered up
and are likely to be put out of the race.

Friday.

Another cloudy day, clearing by noon. It had
moderated to pleasant weather again. It was
near half-past 9 again at the Snow farm when the

first brace was started.

DAD WILSON, JR., & COUNT GLADSTONE.
Dad showed improvement in his work. He

has pace and range enough, but his undecided
manner of work will always peg him back.

Count found first bevy, but on scattered birds

Dad outworked Count, getting at least eight

points to two for Count, yet his indiflferent points

are against him. The dogs had a run of about

fifty minutes.

BLADE AND BRICE.

At 10.30 this brace was given another trial, and
in a short time both were on a point to flush of

bevy. The point work on singles afterwards

was not what it should have been. The dogs

have fair pace and range, but the company is too

fast for them, and they must drop out.

Third Series.

Two braces ordered to be ready after lunch was
the result of a consultation of the judges. They
were Daisy Hunter with Hairy C. and Orlando
with Antevolo. ...
The first brace down was Orlando and Ante-

volo at 1.36, Antevolo a little the best in pace.

After quite a run both made points in pines and
grass. Nothing was found to Antevolo's point

and Orlando pointed a second time. The brace

ran about thirty minutes.

DAISY HUNTER AND HARRY C.

The brace started at 2.11. Harry soon finding a

bevy Daisy brought up to back. On scattered

birds Daisy had a flush and Harry a point. Sent

on, Daisy pointed a t>evy in good style. She was
now ordered up and Harry sent on to work
al'.ne. He made a point and then a flush of an-

other bird. Daisy being put down soon found a

bevy that flushed wild and had been marked
down. She pointed on singles twice afterwards.

ORLANDO.
He was sent off alone, hunted ground well and

fast, with goo<i judgment. Soon made game and
roaded fast into a good point on a bevy, being

steady to flush.
ANTEVOLO.

For eight minutes she went well, but found

nothing. She was ordered up and the judges

held a consultation, when they made the follow-

ing announcement

:

1. Avcnt and Thayer's Orlando.

2. Hunter Bro.'s Daisy Hunter.

3. Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s, Antevolo.

THE CHAMPION STAKE.

ANTONIO (a bye).

Avent and Harris' black, white and tan setter

dog Antonio. About 11.30 Antonio was started

alone. In the open he showed fine pace but not

good judgment in hunting his ground. He had

over twenty minutes run without finding. In

pines he pointed a bevy and was steady. On sin-

gle birds he did not do as good work as he should,

being alone. He made two points, a false one

and point on rabbit. Several birds were flushed

on ground hunted by him. He was taken up in

twenty-seven minutes.

Second Series.

ANTONIO AND DAISY HUNTER.
These were the only dogs named to start again

after lunch. They were put down at 1.26 in the

open and both .started well. Daisy was first to

find a bevy. She was held to find Antonio; final-

ly birds were ordered flushed. Antonio after-

wards found over near wagon, and he should

have been brought to Daisy. Instead Daisy was
taken to him and a move ahead made, Daisy go-

ing ahead and Antonio to the left in woods. As

he did not come out. search for him was made,

when he was found on point. Daisy ordered up

and to be taken to him. In meantime Avent was
ordered to flush and birds could not be found.

Antonio did not locate. Some horsemen coming
up flushed the birds fifty yards away. The birds

were not followed. The dogs were ordered up
and put down again on the Model Farm. Daisy

was again first on point and Antonio called. He
was on point, but it proved a false one. Taking
him towards Daisy two birds flushed before he-

.

She had been held there quite awhile. Again

dogs were sent on. When down near a creek

Daisy made game, roaded .some distance and

made a point. Daisy had been ordered on by

judges, but Hunter claimed she was roading

birds. When Avent heard this Antonio was
brought around ahead and pointed. Hunter
failed to raise birds, but Short, following after,

put up a bevy at place of point. Farther down
the creek a bevy rose, whether flushing wild or

by Antonio could not be determined, but he was
at the spot they rose from. A little farther on

Daisy made point but moved on. The dogs wt re

ordered up. After consultation the judges

awarded the champion prize to Antonio.

To say the crowd was surprised does not ex-

press it, as every one supposed, and very cor-

rectly, that Daisy had won and won easily. She

was the better at all points, best in pace and
beating out ground in far better judgment, al-

ways Tiunting to the gun, staying out to her

work and finding nearly all the birds. It was a

subject of comment that they were never worked
on singles during the heat, besides she was by

far under the best control and easily handled.

The decision is viewed as a wretched one, and it

will not redound to the credit of the winner.

NATIONAL BEAGLE TRIALS.

Tony Weller Declared the Absolute Win

ner—The Bench Show.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Nanuet, N. Y., November 23.—As the

train came into the station I read "Nan-

uet, twenty-eight and one-quarter miles

from J. C." To a stranger from Illinois

reading The Journal he would wonder

what is J. C. Well, to the uninformed

it's Jersey City, which is on the other

side of the river from New York. On

alighting I asked a porter where there

was some kind of a hotel, but he quickly

told me that if I was a beagle man that

he guessed Mr. Kreuder would take care

of me. This was true. Arriving at his

house where all the dogs are, I found the

following well-known musical beagle

enthusia.sts assembled in true sporting

costume : A. W. Powers, F. W. Chap-

man, B. S. Turpin and W. S. Clarke, of

Boston ; C. S. Wixom and D. C. Wixom,

of Covert, N. Y. ; Dr. E. Field and G. S.

Field, of Red Bank, N. J.; W. H. Hyland,

G. Laick and E. Beck, of North Tarry-

town ; H. F. Schellhass. of Brooklyn, L.

I.; Pottinger Dorsy, of Newmarket, Md.;

IN F.WOR OF THE KENNEL CLUB.

The day was cloudy and it looked like rain. A
light east wind was stirring when the first brace

was put down aliout half-past 9.

CHANCE AND DAISY HUNTER.
Avent and Thayer's black, white and tan setter

dog Chance, by Roderigo—Bo-Peep, and Hunter
Bros.' orange and white setter bitch Daisy
Hunter, by Oath's Hope—Daisy F. It did not

take long to see that Daisy Hunter would prove

the superior of the two, and she did it con-

clusively in a heat lasting almost an hour. She
beat Chance at all points iu pace, range, obedi-

ence and style, and hunted ground with much
the best judgment. Daisy found the first bevy

in an orchard, and she was held to point to bring

Chance up. After waiting some time Mr. Hunter
was ordered to flush birds. Chance was now up
and following the direction. He made a false

point iu sedge grass. Daisy in woods just over

the fence made two good points. After quite a

run Chance was found on point of bevy. Daisy

to the right had found some scattered birds. She
made one point on .single bird and another

where bird had been put up. On the scattered

bevy put up to Chance's point each made a point

ort single.

RIP RAP AND TRIBULATION.
Charlottesville Field Trial Kennel's black and

white pointer dog Rip Rap, by King of Kent-
Hops, and B. M. Stephen's liver and white
pointer dog Tribulation, by Beppo—Lass of Bow.

At half-past 10 the two pointers were put down.
They were a little slow to get under way, but

soon were going all right. Rip Rap in the heat

proved the faster and much the widest ranger.

Tribulation proving a disappointment to many.
He found first, but Rap coming lound pointed on
foot scent of same bevy nearby. Short did not

put up birds and both dogs sent on to locate.

The birds were near where Tribulation pointed.

Rap, roading fast, flushed one, dropped to flush

and the balance of the bevy went up. On sin-

gles Rap made three points. Tribulation two and
a flush. The dogs were taken up and a move
was made to change course. When down again

Rap went much the fastest, working all around
Tribulation. Quite a run was made, when Trib-

ulation pointed a bevy. In woods each had two
pejnts, Tbcy were down about an hour.

Mr. Cialliip Has no ^au^w for Action

AKainHt AuguHt IJelmont and OthcrH.

The General Term of the Third De-

partment, sitting at Albany, has decided

in the case of Georgi B. Gallup against

August Belmont and others that the

plaintiff has no cause of action and has

ordered that the defendants' demurer to

the pl.aintifTs complaint be sustained and

that judgment be entered against the

plaintiff.

The significance of the above is more
than at first meets the eye, for by this

decision it is now established that any
non-incorporated body which issues an

official journal has the right to publish

the disqualification of members.
Mr. Gallup, together with other gen-

tlemen, had formed an association called

the Albany Kennel Club, which embraced

the riiles and regulations of the Ameri-

can Kennel Club. They failed to con-

form to the rules of the latter body by

not paving some of the prize money
which was won at a bench show held by

them, and after repeated notifications to

that effect by the secretary of the Ameri-

can Kennel Club their name were forth-

with published in the Kennel Gazette as

having been disqualified.

The publication of this fact was Mr.

Gallup's grievance, but according to the

decision the American Kennel Club, as

identified with Mr. August Belmont and
others, were perfectly within the legal

bounds.
With the failure of Mr. Gallup to es-

tablish a case must now also be reckoned

a number of others brought by one

Peshall against the defendants for similar

libels, so that now the many bickerings

which have brought the American Ken-
nel Club so conspicuously before the

public are likely to have an absolute

check.

W. H. Ashburner, of Philadelphia; A.

Parry, of Franklin, Mass.; Harry Twy-
ford. Bay Ridge, L. I.

;
John Bateman, of

Gravesend Beach, L. I., and last but not

least our worthy host, H. L. Kreuder, of

Nanuet, N. Y., whose guests we all are.

It was raining cats and dogs, and hunt-

ing would have been next to impossible,

so the day was put in in making the

bench awards, which were as follows

:

CHALLENGE, DOGS (25 inches and under).

Racer, Jr., Rockland Kennels.

OPEN DOGS, (15 inches and under).

Hunter, Forest Beagle Kennels.
Fleetwood, F. F. Ogier.

Royk, Rockland Kennels.
Fairy's Lee. Dr. R. Field.

OPEN. BITCHES (15 inches and under).

I.

I.

3.

3-

V.

I.

3.

3-

V.

I.

2.

3-

/June Rose. Forest Beagle Kennels.
'•

i Fannv Racer, Rockland Kennels.

3. Belle of Rockland, Rockland Kennels.

3 Gypsy Forest, Forest Beagle Kennels.

V Frank Forest, Forest Beagle Kennels.

H. Tone, Glenrose Beagle Kennels.

CHALLENGE, DOGS (13 inches and under).

1. Royal Krueger, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES (13 inches and under)

I. Ava W., Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS (13 inches and under).

I. Clyde, B. S. Turpin.

OPEN. BITCHES (13 inches and under).

Belle Ross. B. S. Turpin.

Judy, Glenrose Beagle Kennels.
Nibs, Hornell-Harmony Kennels.

Tony. Glenrose Beagle Kennels.

PUPPIES—Dogs and bitches.

The Pascha. Rockland Kennels.
The Czar, Rockland Kennels.
Romp C, Glenrose Beagle Kennels.

The dogs were judged out in the rain and evi-

dently did not appreciate it. Commencing with

the challenge. Racer, Jr. was rightly placed over

Tricotrin, as he beats the latter decidedly in head

but loses m ear and body. In legs and feet both

are equal, and in tail Racer is far ahead.

In open dogs Tony Weller was not mentioned,

and the dampness of the weather didn't agree

with him, as he showed a little lameness in hind

legs and had it not been for this he would have

won, otherwise the awards were rightly placed.

In open bitches Flora K. not mentioned, we
liked better than Belle of Rockland, but she

wouldn't show herself. Lady Lee, vhc, is blind

in one eye and even with this is an awfully nice

bitch and could easily have won, but the more
she was shown the more she tucked her tail

under, and this accounts for her position. In

their respective classes thirteen inches and under
Royal Krueger, Ava W. and Clyde were alone.

In open bitches Belle Ross was a l)etter size and
more to her. Judy is very racy looking, but not

BO well sprung in ribs and not the body and not so

symmetrically built as Nibs, who is very diminu-

tive, but a little beauty. We should have liked

her second, withal her toyish appearance. The
winning puppies, The Pascha and The Czar, are

only seven months old. but a caution for size. At
present they areexceedingly handsome working-

like dogs, and Romp C, who could only squeeze

in in the thirteen-iuch class, was a dwarf along-

side them.

A Watch Dog that AVatches.

From London Tid-Bits.

Gentleman (indignantly, to dog dealer)

—I gave you a high price for this dog be-

cause you guaranteed it to be a spleiidid

watch dog. My house was broken into

last night and the animal never barked.

Dog Dealer—No, sir ; he was too busy

lookin' at the burglars, so as to be able to

identify 'em, to think of barkin*. If you
was out with the dorg and was to meet
them burglars, he'd know 'em in a min-

ute. He ain't no conmion barkin' dog ;

he's a reg'lar detective, au' worth 'is

weight in gold.

Nanuet, November 24.—The trials began this

morning with the fifteen-inch and under class

of dogs. The judges were Messrs. Pottinger,

Dorsey and W. S. Clarke.

RING AND HUNTER.
The morning was cloudy and ground wet from

previous heavy rains. At 8.25 A. M. the dogs

were put down iu scrub oaks, Ring handled by
his owner, Mr. Chapman, and Hunter ditto, by
Mr Parry. Ring was the first to give tongue,

which he did too freely, but at the same time

ranging good. After doing some back trailing

which resulted in nothing Hunter lor the first

time and keeping well to his handler, gave

tongue but lost the scent, and Ring evidently

finding was off in full voice. Hunter was put on
trail and harked to Ring, both working very

lively, backing up and giving tongue. It was
impossible to see the dogs properly, and we had

not accustomed our hands and eyes to the bners.

Ring appeared to do most of the work, ranging

good, although too free tongued. whilst Hunter
perhaps kept too close to his handler. The dogs

were ordered up at 9.05, and heat given to Ring.

TRICOTRIN AND ROY K.

Dogs were put down at 9.15- Tricotrin was
handled by D. S. Wixom, and Roy K. by Eska.

The former showed most hunting and ranging,

whilst Roy K. as yet is not warmed up and
somewhat discouraged at not finding game.

Dogs moved on to more open. Eska sees a rab-

bit and throws Roy K. on top of it, who gave

tongue at sight but soon loses bunny. Tncotrin

called up gives tongue to Roy K.'s trail where
rabbit had gone, but at first went right across it,

probably caused by the excitement of the spec-

tators. Dogs lost the trail and were ordered up,

heat given to Tr cotrin, time 9.40.

TONY WELLER AND STORMY.
The dogs were cast off at 10.10, Tony being

handled bv Eska and Stormy by his owner, both

dogs showing good form. Tony working very

steady and sensibly. Stormy is working too

loose and got a thorn in his foot. Tony the first

to give tongue and truly on right track, for a

cotton tail soon followed. The spectators holloed

and clapped and Stormy seeing rabbit ran on

sight, so both dogs were taken up. Tony as

keen as ever is trailing and tongumg whilst

Stormy is ranging. Tony all this time is working

steadily and Stormy pattering round. Tony
jumps a rabbit and both are trailing good, but

Tony cutting out the work. Stormy then takes

a fake trail and is ranging, whilst Tony is on

the rabbit again, and Stormy following up. Both

now off scent and taken to a fresh rabbit. Stormy
this time is the first to open out, but Tony is

soon with him. and giving tongue freely is otT

and doing all the work. Dogs are called up at

ID 55 but Tony is still hunting in full voice and

not yet to handler, and the heat was most de-

servedly given him.

BILL NYE AND RACER. JR.

The dogs were taken out of brush into open

fields and put down at 11.03. Both showed busi-

ness, but it was weary for the followers as no

game was put up. Mr. Beck saved my life, and

we went back to the woods and bners. Mr. Dor-

sey at last starts a rabbit and dogs put on track.

Bill Nye thrashes out the trail, gives tongue but

a poor voice, does all the driving, with Racer,

Ir keeping close. The dogs having been down
half an hour, which is the limit if a decision can

be agreed upon, are ordered up at 11.33, ^he heat

being given to Bill Nye. Mr. Hyland handled

his dog and Eska Racer, Jr.

FAIRY'S LEE AND FLEETWOOD.
Dogs were put on a lost trail at 11.40. Fairy's

Lee handled by T. S. Field, and Fleetwood by

Mr. Chapman. Fairy's Lee cuts out the work,

backed up by Fleetwood, who loses the scent.

The trail is lost by both, but picked up by Eairy s

Lee and both giving tongue. A gun is fired and
neither shy. The trail is lost and dogs put on to

a new one entering a swamp, dogs pottering

round making it tedious for all, with Fleetwood

relying on Fairy's Lee to do the work, are

dered up at 12.18, Fairy's Lee winning

SEDGEWICK AND STORMY.
The dogs cast off at 12.25, Sedgewick handled

by D C. Wixom and Stormy by owner. The lat-

ter is the first to give tongue, with an excellent

voice, and is soon out of range, giving all hands

a lively hot chase through the wood and into

swamp and making a big circle, evidently bring-

ing the rabbit round from whence he hrst

tongued. Sedgewick as yet quiet ana no music.

Stormy has come round tongueing loudly but

loses scent. Sedgewick is still on his own hook,

but appears mute, when suddenly he is heard m
full voice and doing the most tongueing. Stormy
loses the trail, but soon finds, when all becomes

quiet and the dogs are taken up, Storiny win-

ning the heat. This was an unsatisfactory

course both dogs being apart and neither seen

to advantage on account of the heavy brush and
briers, but that Stormy kept us busy is apparent

and was on to something. Mistakes will occur

in the best regulated families, and that the

judges erred unintentionally but meant to do the

best for both parties is satisfactory to all ;
they

intended running the "razor back " again, and it

was an oversight they didn't. They were ordered

up at I o'clock. Mr. Kreuder hailing us for

lunch on the woodside, assisted by Mr. Beck and

his old-fashioned tin horn, which is to be put up
next year for a Tarrytown special, we all made
a dart for sandwiches, blue grass aud rattle-

snakes. , ^Second Series.

TONY WELLER AND BILL NYE.
Handled as before they were put down in nice

respectable open country where man could travel

pleasantly without "a thorn in his side." Time,

3 OS, both dogs working alike and keen to get on

a trail. "Old Sport" sUrts a rabbit and Tony
is the first to give voice, both dogs working very

evenly and driving him to a stone fence where

Bill Nye marks the hole. The rabbit was caught

and dropped where Tony again was the first to

Dick up and in full voice, cut out the work and

leads us all a hot chase with Bill Nye at his heels

across another field to a stone fence. Here both

dogs were baffled, but Tony in quick time crossed

the fence and on to another stone fence marked
the hole, where we had seen the rabbit enter.

This was the best work done to-day. and by two

good dogs, and the way Tony picked up the trail

and held it was fully warrantable without a doubt

to entitle the heat to him, which the judges

awarded, and they were ordered up at 2.39
.

'^^^

owner of Bill Nye was somewhat disappointed,

but it was Tony's day out and Tony's luck in

happening to pick the scent up first, and it was
no clog out Tony that could keep it when he get

it and take it over that 'ere fence as he did. and

lastly, no disgrace to Bill Nye in being beaten by

such a dog.

RING AND FIARY'S LEE.

The same handlers and dogs put down on Tony
Weller's rabbit, which has come out of stone

fence at 2.45. First blood to Fairy, who took the

trail, followed lively by Ring tongueing.

or-

the heat.

nateiy picking up the scent on the^ railroad side,

but up the hill Ring certainly cut out the work
and very prettily, too, till bunny came to the old

stone fence and doubled sharply back, both dogs

going wide, were called back, and Fairy got in

some prettv work down the field and back to the

railroad track from whence they came. Rabbit

lost and dogs ordered up at 3.13. Heat unde-

cided.
STORMY AND TRICOTRIN.

Put down at 3.34, moved on to new ground,

same handlers as before. Stormy doing what
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work there is, gives tongue and is on a trail, Tri-
cotrin dodging about, no rabbit as yet, which
makes it tedious for dogs and all. Stormy at last

fives tongue and puts a rabbit up but loses scent,
hey are now in a swamp, and for the first time

Tricotrin picks a turn and in full voice in sight
and alone, driving the rabbit across two fields

and up another one, and runs him under a barn.
It's getting dark, so dogs are ordered up at 4.15
and heat undecided.

"Wednesday.
Up in good time and got the dogs to work at

7.50. The morning was bright, clear, crispy and
a little frost, no wind. We commenced on the
other side of the railroad track, iu an open field

leading to wood. Stormy finst to tongue took us
about a mile, Tricotrin not yet heard from and
following in Stormy's wake, both off scent in a
maple wood and Stormy giving tongue too freely
for nothing. Us getting weary, no game being
found. Tricotrin strikes it right, gives tongue
lively and is away off in the woods across the
railroad track. Stormy to handler, follows Tri-
cotrin, picks up the sc nt and cuts out the re-

mainder of the work in full voice. Ordered up
at 9 A. M. and Stormy is given the heat.

FAIRY'S LEE AND RING.
They were put down at 9.20 iu an open wood

and handled as previous. It was becoming tedi-
ous, when old "Long Island" again put up a
rabbit and dogs put on trail. Ring doing the
tongueing and Fairy's Lee the working,and when
the latter was extra keen his handler, Mr. F. S.

Field, was tickled to death, and would exclaim
jubilantly "Fairy's talking to 'um," or "Speak
to 'um, Fairy." This one might take as a pointer
for the judges, but no, it was simply overbound-
ing joy mixed with beagle delight, and hereafter
the boys used it as a bye word when any of the
do 'S were doing good work. At last Fairy's Leje
gets on scent and both are working together,
which they lose for a time and is picked up by
Ring. Afterwards the spectators start the same
rabbit out of the stone fence, dogs are put on the
trail and both drive and run him hard. It's a
very even heat not yet decided, dogs being taken
up at 10 10.

TONY WELLER AND RING.
The judging is on the spotting system, which

is a very satisfactory waj', giving a dog a chance
that has been beaten by a good one to get in the
money, whereas in the other way he would be
knocked out. and two inferior dogs could get in.

So it was decid- d to run Ring with Tony Weller
and thus make the award. They were put down
at 'o 30, the former handled by owner and the
latter by Eska. Mr. Kreuder jumped a rabbit,
and Tony, ever keen and busy, was the first to
get on trail, then both losing it. Tony doing the
most work and the best. 1 hey both fincT the
scent and take us in the swamp and over the
railroad track, where tlie rabbit crossed and was
seen by a gunner, and Ring, the white dog. is

leading. They are in the wood now, both tongue-
ing in full voice, and as we wait on the track
Tony is the first to appear. Ring ranging just in
hearing, and Tony working very keen gives
tongue and is off in full voice under the railroad
bridge, which is about fifty yards from where the
rabbit first crossed, having made a quick double
and gone back to swamp, the judges being per-
fectly satisfied that Tony has him right. Ring
later on comes up, having worked the same
ground Tony did, t>ut not so fast, and didn't
catch the scent at the railroad bridge, which was
as clever a piece of hunting as the judges had
ever seen. The dogs were ordered up at 11.15

and Tony Weller was declared the winner of the
stake. Ring and Fairy's Lee etjual seconds and
Bill Nye and Stormy equal thirds. This was
most favorably received by all, and they went
into raptures over Tony Weller, who did his
work so well, never leaving any possible doubt
as to the supremacy of his style combined with
bis hunting sense, ever busy, whether on scent
or not.

For Bitches (15 inches and under).

FANNY RACER AND LADY LEE.
This was the commencement of Class B for

bitches. They were put down at 11.30 on a
jumped rabbit, KsVa liaudling Fanny Racer aud
Parry Lady Lee in a wood full of leaves and
scent bad.' Lady Lee took the trail, lost and
found it again, then Fanny Racer cut out the
work, being too speedy for Lady Lee, both hunt-
ing good and keen. The rabbit is lost and dogs
put on a fresh on, F*anny Racer finding and lead-
ing. It is lost and picked up again by Fanny,
who jumps the rabbit. Both strike the trail, and
running in full voice, they take us further to-

wards the swamp, when all is quiet and dogs or-
dered up, Fanny Racer winning the heat at 12.02.

FLORA K. AND DORA.
They were put down at 12.15, Eska handling

Flora and Mr. G. Laick Dora. This was not an
interesting brace, and neither dogs would set a
house on bre. Flora K. gets on a trail and a rab-
bit in sight and gives tongue. Dora as yet is

mute ; both pottering, and ordered up at 12.45.

NELLIE AND GYPSY FOREST.
They are cast off at 1.25 and put into edge of

wood. Winom .starts a rabbit and Nellie finds
and takes the trail like a streak of lightning

;

both dogs now out of sight and almost hearing.
Gyp now takes the trail, loses it and a rabbit is

jumped. Nellie picks it up and takes us out of
wood, loses it and Gyp finds, bringing us to a
stone fence, both hunting, rabbit lost and Gyp
ranging go€>d, carries us back to wood again and
a lively chase, with no result. After a desperate
long walk we reach open and a suitable country,
ana Eska finds a rabbit, both dogs hunting good
and Nellie strikes it first, but soon loses. Mr.
Dorsy jumps one, the result being that Nellie
picks one turn and Gypsy two. aud loses the
rabbit in a stone fence. Heat undecided. Dogs
ordered up at 3.15.

BELLE OF ROCKLAND & COUNTESS JUNO.
This was another unsatisfactory heat, dogs be-

ing taken to sedgefield and put down at 3.15,
the former handled by Eska and the latter by
Mr. Chapman. Neither thrashed out as they
ought to and showed no inclination to hunt ; the
scent is bad and too dry. Mr. Wixom for the
third time jumped a rabbit, and is in keen com-
petition against "old Long Island." Juno takes
the trail. Belle following, but not barking ; rab-
bit lost, and dogs ordered up at 4, Juno winning
the heat.

Thursday.
NELUE AND GYPSY FOREST.

The morning was bright,white frost and crispy
and the dogs were put down at 8.03 A. M. in

Polly Demarest's field. This is the undecided
heat of Wednesday, and the same handlers.
Nellie is busy, and gives tongue, Gypsy not yet
harked, after a long tramp. Nellie trails a rabbit
up the hill, put up by Mr. Winom, Gyp comes up
and takes the lead, both trailing and Nellie
tongueing, the scent is lost, and back trailing
Cicked up again by Nellie, Gyp ranging gooif,
oth are off the scent. An interval when Nelli-

on the hill gives tongue. Gyp comes up and they
both cross the trail, a rabbit having been jumped,
they pick it up alternately when Gyp picks it

and they work it together to a ground hog hole.
Gyp marking the hole. At last Gyp gives tongue
most freely and is cutting out the work, scent
picked up alternately by both. Dogs ordered up,
thank heavens, at 11.05. It was very evenly con-
tested and Gyp wins, having been down three
hours.

TONE AND JUNE ROSE.
They were both respectively handled by their

owners and put down at 11. 10, June Rose first to
tongue and is on trail, both running together
very strong and taking us through heavy scrub
oak and briers, they could not be seen but both
barking, apparently off .scent. June Rose picks
up, is driving and tongueing. Tone barking and
following up. June again doing the work and
barking in full voice, they are now off trail, and
picked up by Tone, who has a grand voice, both
ranging and June Rose very keen. Tone picked
a turn, then June Rose, then Tone again, who
made a quick, straight drive, off the trail and
pottering round. Tone gives tongue and June
Rose barks, lively hunting, they are on scent
once more, both toiigueingfreely, the rabbit has
crossed the path and dogs are put on. After a
fair start Tone gives tongue and both are trail-

ing. Dogs ordered up and Juue rose gets the
heat. Time 12 o'clock.

Second Series.
COUNTESS JUNO AND FLORA K.

They were put down at 12.10 and handled as
before. Juno acts as if sick, showing no inclina-
tion to hunt. Flora is working somewhat, but
short of vim, whilst Juno is listless. Flora
tongued several times, and later on they are or-
dered up at 1.05. Heat given to Flora K.

FANNY RACER AND GYPSY FOREST.
Taken through the wood into open and put

down by their previous handlers at 1.55. Fanny
Racer is the first to open out, Gypsy apparently
not yet over her long run with Nellie. It's be-
coming monotonous, no game and raiuiiig. Mr.
Parry jumps a rabbit, they are on. picked up by
Fanny Racer, who is tongueing freely and doing
the work. The rabbit makes a back turn and
the dogs are working round and Fanny Racer
picks It up aud trails from starting point and
jumps the rabbit. Time 4 P. M. Dogs ordered
up, heat not yet decided. Fanny in this heat was
clearly entitled to it, although it would have been
hard on Gypsy. It was raining, unpleasant trav-
elling and no game, so we made for home. We
were ordered to make ourselves look nice on this
occasion, as the boys had a surprise in store for
our host, Mr. Power having been to the city and
brought a handsome roll-top desk, and in an ap-
propriate speeech presented it to Mr. Kreuder as
a mark of appreciation for his kindness from the
National Beagle Club. He replied in his youth-
ful, bashful modesty that he had done no more
than anyone of us would have done, and that he
felt honored at having the trials at Nanuet, and
amid great applause he thanked us a thousand
times.

Friday.
FANNY RACER AND GYPSY FOREST.
The rain cleared off early and the dogs were

again set down in Polly Demarest's field at S. 25
A. M. This time we were making for Tuesday's
work where rabbits were plentiful. Fanny was
not so keen as yesterday. Gyp gets on a foot,

both are working and tongueing with Gypsy
leading, they circled to where they had jumped a
rabbit and were ordered up at 8.55, heat given to
Gypsy Forest.

TONE AND NELLIE.
At 8.30 they were put down in the B'rar Patch,

which, by this time, we all know, and the map
of Nanuet will have been imprinted upon many
a hand and wrist. Bitches pottering round, no
game and dogs apart. Tone gives tongue aud
Nellie harks. Tone leading and picks up trail

over fence, a lively chase running together and
circling, a rare good rabbit and impossible to see
and to follow. Nellie brings us back fram open
field to work and is heard the most. Driving
ahead of Tone, the scent is lost, but she picks it

up and outruns Tone off her feet at the finish,

who had done the best to commence with. They
were ordered up at 10 05, the heat being given to
Nellie.

GYPSY forf:st and JUNE rosf:.

They were put down at 10.15 on topside of
Judge Dorsey 's b'rar wood. June Rose thrashes
out a trail and gives tongue, taking the lead
from the start, both tonguing freely aud circling.

Gypsey twice picks a turn but is not fast enough
for June Rose, and is most palpably in her wake
most of the time. Very lively hunting by both
and June Rose a true tonguer. They get off

scent and put on another trail, Gyp first to
catch on and June Rose to tongue. They lo.se the
scent and are ordered up, June Rose being de-
clared the winner of the heat and both handled
aud owned by Mr. Parry.

FANNY R.\CF;R AND TONE.
Handled as before. Fanny is working better

and gives tongue for a short time. Tone not yet
harked and slow to begin, both together and
Fanny Racer tongueing at intervals, w heu all is

quiet and dogs hunting scent. Mr. Parry finds a
rabbit aud dogs put on scent, and Fauuy doing
what bit of tongueing there is. Finally they are
put on a jumped rabbit, both give tongue and
are on the trail, later Fanny the louder and Tone
harking to her, the rabbit has circle ' and was
seen by "Doc Power," Tone driving and Fanny
Racer apparently is on another rabbit. Tone
is still tongueing and out of sight. They were
ordered up at 12.40, heat given lone. The judges
were able to make their final awards after this,

which were : June Rose first and winner of the
stake, Gypsy Forest second and Nellie third.

The two winners, I believe, are by Frank Forest,
last year's absolute winner. June Rose is very
true to scent with lots of speed. Gypsy picks up
well and is a beautiful ranger. Nellie, in my
opinion, has more speed than any, and it would
have been a good race with her and June Rose.

For Dog^s (13 inches and under).

ROYAL KREUGER AND CLYDE.
The former was handled by D. S. Wixom and

Clyde by Mr. Parry and put down at 12.50. Royal

Krueger shows at present most hunting and just
given to tongue, both working good and rang-
ing. A bark from Clyde, followed by another
later on from Royal Kreuger, who is a perfect

f)icture to look upon, a stylish worker and excel-
ent tail action. Dogs are ordered up until
after lunch, at 1.27, and put down again at 2.10.

Roval Kreuger is on a rabbit.which is afterwards
picked up at a turn by Clyde, both tongueing and
working together. Clyde then does most of the
work, and takes us from wood into open field ;

off scent, dogs are called and put on, Royal
Krueger ranging good and occasionally tongue-
ing. For some time Clyde has been doing most
of the hunting, Royal Krueger having slackened
but made a bold arid stylish bid at the start and
was greatly admired. Clyde is given the heat
and wins the stake, being ordered up at 2.45, and
the only entries.

For Bitches (13 inches and under).

BELLF: ROSS AND JUDY.
Put down at 2.50. Belle handled by Mr. Parry

and Judy by Eska or anybody. Judy wouldn't
hunt, aud made straight for her box. She was
brought back and carried till a track was found
in Tony Weller and Bill Nye's field. Meanwhile
Belle Ross has been trying to thrash out a trail.

There is no game and dogs are pottering, evi-
dently disgusting to Belle Rose, who is a worker.
Judy is far from obedient, and difficult to catch.
Dogs ordered up at 4.'<o, scent too dry. Heat un-
decided to give Judy a chance, who appears
timid.

Saturday.

BELLE ROSS AND JUDY (undecided heat).

Up at 5 A. M., breakfast at 5.30, appetites good
all round, everybody just about knocked out, ex-
cepting your humble self, fully determined that
this shall be the last day of thorns, briers and
brush. The dogs are put down at 6.50 in Polly
Demarest's field, (the bovs looking for Polly) the
morning is mild and damp. Belle is muzzling
out a night track and Judy in handler's arms
waiting for her to get rightly 0.1 a trail. A
rabbit gets up wild, dogs put on, and Belle gives
tongue, Judy makes no attempt at hunting, dogs
are ordered up, wliilst Belle is trailing, at 7^5
and given the heat.

TOXY AND AVA W.
Dogs are put down at R.03, Mr. Chapman han-

dles Toxy and D. S. Wixom Ava W. The latter,

who is not more than eleven inches, is a little

beauty and too pretty to hunt. She, however, is

very busy and picks up a trail in great shape to
the astonishment of many, giving tongue all the
while and taking us slowly over a road and
stonefence. Toxy as yet is mute and has to be
coaxed by her handler. Ava working round
picks up .scent, is off on trail, giving splendid
music. They are ordered up at 8.20 and heat
given her.

ROMP C. AND NIBS.

The former, handled by Mr. Chapman, and
Nibs by D. S. Wixom. She is a sister to Ava W.
and one inch less, strongly representing her.
They are put down on a trail at 8.23. Nibs show-
ing pretty work, all the time busy and doing
quite some trailing. At last Judge Dorsy. with
trie valuable aid of two cows jumps a rabbit.

Nibs picks up the scent and cuts out the work in
full voice, and Romp C, who is only a pup,
follows her up. Ordered up at 9.13 aud heat
given Nibs.

Second Series.

BELLE ROSS AND NIBS.

Mr. Wixom decides to run Nibs in preference
to Ava W., as she is the best trailer, but either
compared to Belle Ross is like a torn lit on a
round of beef. However they are put down and
handled as before, at 9.21. A rabbit supposed to
be about and dogs pottering round, working
somewhat. At last little Nibs trails up and jumps
the rabbit, which is soon lost, scent bad or hard
to find. They were ordered up at 9.51 and the
judges deciding as follows for the stake:

, / Belle Ross.
'•

\ Nibs.
2. Ava W.
3. Romp C.

For Pupplof* (fifteen inches and under).

THE CZAR, thf: pascha and romp C.

They were put down at 7.11 and judged by Mr.
Wixom to save time. No game was put up, and
Romp C. got the award for sh<.>wing the most
hunting sense.
Now came the tug of war, the absolute winner

of the National Beagle Trials, which consists of
the winner in each stake, viz., Tony Weller, June
Rose. Clyde. Bell Ross, Nibs and Romp C. The
owners of the last three, to save useful time,
withdrew their entry, thus leaving Tony Weller,
June Rose aud Clyde to fight it out.

TONY WELLER AND CLYDE.
They were put down at 10 04 Tony being han-

dled by Mr. Twyford and Clyde by Mr. Parry.
Tony at intervals is tongueing and leads us into
the swamp, both dogs working till disgusted af-

ter having all round a likely field. Tony takes
us over a fence into another field and picks up a
trail and Clyde barks to him, both ranging with
no result. We go back to the b'rar patcli.where
one rabbit has found I think all the sport for the
meeting. Tony picks up a trail, follows it out
and is tongueing and driving almost out of hear-
ing. Clyde is with his handler and all is quiet
with him. Judge Dorsy again jumps a rabbit,
and after a long wait the dogs are got together
and put on a cold trail. Tony is the first to pick
it up. They are now. both together, with lony
tongueing and leading a lively hunt. Clyde
picked several turns, but Tony forged ahead
every time, bringing the cotton tail to where he
was originally jumped, and making a big circle.

He then makes a sharp back turn with Tony
driving. Dogs ordered up and heat given Tony,
who had the oest of it all the time. Time 11.47.

TONY WELLER AND JUNE ROSF).

They were handled as before, and put down
at 11.57. Tony feeling pretty keen was exceed-
ingly quick to' pick up a trail, and did here some
of the best work of the trials, a straight away
drive, and tongueing lively kept to the scent.

This seemed to paralize June Rose, who didn't
bark and got of! the trail. Tony then went like

a streak of lightning down the hill side towards
the swamp, and fortunately bunny had been
seen to enter. Tony is giving full voice, and as
we get up the rabbit conies out and makes for

the railroad track. June Rose during all this
has been with her haudler hunting to no advan-
tage, and enters the swamp where Tony had
bolted in. Tony, as we stand by, has circled in

the swamp, and comes out to the inch where wc

had seen the rabbit, and is off in full cry to the
direction he has gone. June Rose, who is very
fast, is making the same circle in the swamp
and comes out at the right spDt, but did not pick
the scent up as Tony nor did she carry it on.
One look from Judge Sarsaparilla Clarke to hon-
est Potinger Dorsy settled it, and a blind man
could see that Tony had won, and w n hands
down, and so the decision was given Tony Wel-
ler, the absolute winner of the National Beagle
Trials of 1891. June Rose in her other heats
completely demolished her competitors in a
speedy style, and I thought seriously that she
would be too fast for Tony, but it was evident
that she had not got warmed up, whilst Tony,
making hay while the sun shines, took every
advantage of it, and won with lots up his sleeve.
They were ordered up at 12.06, and after having
given three cheers for Tony Weller. we took our
way to the railroad track, leaving the hospitable
roof of Mr. Kreuder's on the 2.26 traiu.

SUMMABY.
Class A. (dogs over 13 in. and under 15 in.)

FIRST SKRIKS.
Ring (Glenmore Kennels) beat Hunter (Forest

Beagle Kennels.)

Tricotrin (Hornell-Harmony Kennels) beat Roy
K. (Rockland kennels.)

Tony Weller (Oakview Kennels) beat Stormy
(Pocantico Kennels.)

Stormy (Pocantico Kennels) beat Sedgwick (Hor-
nell-Harmony Kennels.)

Bill Nye (W. H. Hyland) beat Racer, Jr. (Rock-
land Kennels.)

Fairy's Lee (D. E. Field) beat Fleetwood (F. F.
Ogier.)

SECOND SERIES.
Tony Weller beat Bill Nye
Stormy beat Tricotrin

THIRD SERIES.

Tony Weller beat Ring
Awards—Class A.

Oakview Kennels' Tony Weller.
Glenrose Beagle Keunels' Ring.
D. K. Field's Fairy's Lee.

I.

2.

3-
W. H. Hyland's Bill Nye.
Pocantico Kennels' Stormy.

Class B. (bitches 15 inches and under.)

Fanny Racer (Rocklaijd Kennels) beat Lady Lee
(Forest Beagle Kennels.)

Countess Juno (V. F. Ogiers) beat Belle of Rock-
land (Rockland Kennels.)

Gypsey Forest (Forest Beagle Kennels) beat Net-
tie (Hornell-Harmony Kennels.)

June Rose (Forest Beagle Kennels) beat Tone
(Glenmore Beagle Kennels.)

SECOND SERIES.

Flora K beat Countess Juno
Gypsey Forest .... beat Fanny Racer
Nellie beat Tone
June Rose beat Gypsey Forest
I'one beat Fanny Racer

A>vnrds.
1. Forest Beagle Kennels' June Rose.
2. Forest Beagle Kennels' Gyp.sey Forest.

3. Hornell-Harir.ony Keunels' Nellie.

Class C. (dogs 13 inches and under.)

Clyde (B. S. Turpin) beat Royal Krueger (Hor-
nell-Harmony Kennels.)

1. B. S. Turpin's Clyde.

Clns.H I) (bitches 13 inches and under).

Bell Ross (B, S. Turpin) beat Judy (W. H. Ash-
burner.)

Ava W. (Hornell-Harmony Kennels) beat Toxy
(Glenrose Beagle Kennels.)

Nibs (Hornell-Harmony Kennels) beat Romp C.
Glenmore Beagle Kennels.)

Awants.
f B. S. Turpin's Bell Ross.

( HoriiellHarmony Kennel's Nibs.
2. Hornell-Harmony Kennel's Ava W.
3. Glenrose Beagle Kennel's Romp C.

Class E (puppies.)

I. Glenrose Beagle Kennel's Romp C.

For Absolute "Winner.
Tony Weller beat Clyde.
Tony Weller beat June Rose

Award.
Absolute winner. Beagle Trials, 1891.

Oakview Kennel's Tony Weller.

JteaKle Trials' Specials.
Best Kennel on Bench—Forest Beagle Ken-

nels.
Be.st Kennel in Field—Forest Beagle Kennels.
Best Brace on Bench—Hunter aiicT Juue Rose.
Best Brace in Field— Ring and Tone.
Dug with Best Voice—Stormy.
Bitch with Best Voice—Ava W.
Best Trailer—Tony Weller.

Death of Corporal Dick.
From the Washington Star.

Dick, the canine pet of the marine bar-
racks, on Fjghth street, met his death at 10.15

last night under the wheels of a car of the Wash-
ington and Georgetown Railroad. Thou.sands
of Washingtoiiiaiis who were in the habit of
visiting the barracks to listen to the summer
concerts of the Marine Band were familiar with
a tawny Irish terrier who was the pet of the en-
tire garrison. Dick and his brother Jack were
born at the barracks on the 23d of June. 1883.

and at the early age of six months were, by
general acclamation, accepted as members of the
corps. Jack soon developed signs of a vicious
disposition and was transferred. All the spare
affection of the men of the command fell to his
l>rot er. who conducted himself in a manner
worthy a soldier and a gentlemanly canine. In
1888, at the completion of his first enlistment.
Dick was brevetted "corporal," which rank he
held until his sudden decease. Although Dich
was thoroughly an enlisted man's dog. he was
beloved by both officers and men, and his death
will be mourned throughout the marine corps.
His remains received burial with full military
honors at midnight, and in the eyes of many a
stalwart marine could be seen what looked sus-
piciously like a tear. It must be admitted that
Dick had no love for a citizen, his whole affec-

tion liei'ig absorbed by the "Boys in Blue." but
among his many virtues a fault so trivial, if fault

it wa!», could be readily overlooked.
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POULTRY an° pigeons,
NOTES IN PASSING.

Mr. Felch, in the November Ohio

Poultry Journal, has an interesting article

on disqualifications. He admits that two

years ago he was almost ready to take a

stand to abolish all disqualifications. He

has changed his mind and now thinks to

expunge them would result in serious

injurv to the poultry industry.

»
« *

We quote the following : "Remove

the disqualifications and what is to pre-

vent the shipment of specimens inherit-

ing these evils—a crooked back, which is

a defonnity ; a wry tail, caused by a de-

formed back in ninety-nine cases out of

one hundred, and many times leads to

the discovery of the fact ; bare shanks

and vulture hocks are disqualifications

in all Asiatics ; remove them and what

is to restrain the greedy and selfish from

selling them? Then if these disqualifi-

cations restrain, and because of their con-

demnations make the reputation of him

low down who does, they protect the

breed and the honest breeder. Can the

best breeders let these bars down ? is the

question."

tail above the saddle plumage. We can

not have mahogany colored, nicely pen-

cilled partridge Cochins without the use

of mottle breasted biy smoked thighs

and fluff males. Then why disqualify?

Is not this a mistake ? A breast that is

not splashed with red is a far different

thing. Protection would be secure, per-

haps, to say mottled below the lower

line of hackles, or a line level with the

shoulders ; but with the opeii phrase as

now used a valuable male is cast out

into the mongrel world."

* *

The evidence of a mental struggle is

painfully apparent in Mr. Felch's re-

marks. He confesses the injustice of

disqualifications for color, but tries to

talk himself into believing that to abol-

ish them is to open the gate to all sorts

of poor specimens.

field, Ohio, and well knovm to buflF Co-

chin breeders, has settled down in New
York City.

•*#

G. P. Reynaud has taken possession of

a handsome office at 907 Broadway, New
York, where, in connection with his

European Transportation and Passenger

Agency, he conducts his poultry and club

affairs.

•*•

*
» *

»
« *

We agree with Mr. Felch as far as

crooked backs and wry tails and other

deformities are concerned. All such

should disqualify a bird. As to vulture

hocks, we oppose his views for reasons

expressed time and time again in these

columns. They are a defect, not a de-

formity.

We know Mr. Felch as a judge to be

tolerant and fair toward a good specimen

of any breed. We have seen him give

many a bird the benefit of the doubt

rather than disqualify it for a trivial

cause, and we applauded him for doing

so. This very fairness and independence

proves Mr. Felch to be unconsciously in

favor of color disqualifications. His re-

marks quoted above strengthen our con-

victions. Prohibitory laws often encour-

age hypocrisy and sinfulness. Disquali-

fications act the same way in encourag-

ing dishonesty and trickery.

The American Plymouth Rock Club

meets at Philadelphia during the great

show. See announcement elesewhere.

* *

Poultry farming will receive another

boom. The Philadelphia Times states

"Miss Fannie Davenport is about to be-

come a California neighbor of Mme. Mod-

jeska, having purchased 380 acres of

land near fruity Pomona, close by the

Modjeska homestead. Miss Davenport

will put |8o,ooo into the improvement of

her purchase, and then go into poultry

farming and game preserving."

is "The Poultry Breeder's Egg Record and

Account Book," a simple, easy method

for keeping a correct account by the day,

month and year of all expenses and in-

come from ten yards of fowls ;
also the

record of all eggs laid, set or sold ;
chicks

hatched, reared, sold, etc, also a miscel-

laneous record or account. Buy one. It

costs twenty-five cents prepaid. We can

supply it. *
Theodore Sternberg has sold all his

white and partridge Cochins, also Indian

games to C. A. Emery, of Kansas City.

He will keep only buffs and blacks in the

future. Two weeks ago he received a

yearling buflF cock from England, of

Lady Gwydyr's famous stock.

»
* *

All of the prominent new breeds not in

the standard have been assigned classes

at the Philadelphia show, to be held next

month. So ye experimenters, bring forth

the fruits of vour labor.

« *

It would be well to remark here that

many members of the theatrical profes-

sion have decided fancies for fine chick-

ens and dogs. A number of successful

poultry farms are the property of actors

and actresses.

*
» *

We now come to an important para-

graph in Mr. Felch's article. This states:

"But color disqualifications are some-

times unjust— I might say unjust in many
cases. To secure a rich brown pencilled

with a darker brown, the males m brown

Leghorns and partridge Cochins, with

mottle<l breast, are a necessity, yet a

mottled breast in the Cochin disqualifies

and in the Leghorn it does not. Again,

in all dark plumaged birds if a pinfeather

\ye damaged it is liable to grow out with

the tip or damaged place while. In all

Leghorns vse are forced to acktiowledge

that all but the white are descendants of

ihe whites bnnight about by crossing

other bleeds with them; the brown the

result of black red game crosses ; the

pyle Leghorns l)y the use of red pyle

game, and through them to the buff Leg-

horns. Now in all these Leghorns named
the (luill point and flufTy fibre at the

j>oint are grey or absolutely white. Will

anvone tell me wherein comes the justice

of interpreting the standard to disqualify

when a bit of grey is discovered by dig-

ging down to this grey? I speak of

under the fringe feather of the wing to

get this colc.r in the flights and under

the technical phrase white or grey in

anv part of plumage disqualifying. One
fea'ther mav, from the eflfect of annoying,

show the size of a shot in grey, and that

on a single feather, its whole length be-

ing less than an inch. I have seen speci-

mens disqualified in this way. Was that

justice ?"

The American Standard of Perfection,

the idol of Uncle Isaac, and the sublime

product of the A. P. A., has by adopting

disqu.alifications improved some breeds

considerably. Certain members of the A.

P. A. are very sensitive on this standard

question, and when the latter is adversely

criticised they believe an organized at-

tempt is made to kill the A. P. A.

*
» »

«
» »

A number of premium lists have accu-

mulated on our table which will receive

notice next week. The same may be

said of numerous contributions received.

The Christmas number ofThk Fanciers'

Journal was the cause of and is also a

pardonable excuse for the delay.

* *

* «

The Fancikrs' Journal is not an

organ of any association or club, and

many of its readers seldom hear of the

A. P. A. except through these columns,

but w hen a standard is made and sold for

one dollar every buyer has a right to ex-

pect something worthy of the name.

The tinkering the standard undergoes

every five years does more harm than

good, and our criticisms, while unpalata

ble to some, represent the feelings of the

great majority of poultry breeders of

America. As we have stated in previous

issues of The Fanciers' Journal, the

time approaches for radical changes in

the methods of the A. P. A.

«
• »

«
• *

No, uncle^ it was rank injustice, such

as has killed the ambition of hundreds of

amateurs.
•••

In continuing his plea for abolishing

color disqualifications he weakens his

ca.se by admitting the following

:

"Justice demands, if white in one black

red in any breed disqualifies, it should in

all. To disqualify for white at the very

ba.se of the sickles in any black red, un-

less it shows to the surface in a natural

poiseof a bird, is the rankest injustice,

in my mind. So long as a black red

game, the progenitor of all the breeds, is

allowed to compete with white in his tail,

no other black red, no matter what the

breed, should be condemned. But I be-

lieve a black red should not be licensed

to show absolute white iu flights or in

This will be apparent to all who read

Mr. Reynaud's article in a recent and

Mr. Brown's reply in this issue. Mr.

Brown is a very popular and intelligent

member of the A. P. A., and while both

his as well as Mr. Reynaud's articles be-

tray evidence of personal feelings in the

matter, a fair discussion will lead to good

results.
»

* *

We believe Mr. Brown to be in favor

of a standard that will not need revision,

but will answer for ten or twenty years

to come. If the A. P. A. will set to work

and produce such a fixed and unalterable

standard it will have a satisfactory excuse

for its existence. It might do more, and

issue separate standards for single varie-

ties or classes or allow the specialty clubs

to do so.

The pulpit leads the stage, however,

when it conies to poultry farming. A

great many ministers of the Gospel find

in the chicken both recreation and profit.

Some of our dominies are very success-

ful fanciers. Preaching seems to "nick

in" well with crowing.
*

« *

The premium list of the Philadelphia

Poultry and Pigeon Club should be ready

for mailing by Monday, December 7.

The advance demand for it is unusually

great, and advices from prominent ex-

hibitors that they will bring large strings

of birds to the Quaker City next January.

It is well to remember that entries close

on December 28.
*

* «

Judge Brown, in the Baltimore Sun,

remarks : "The Wyandottes are slowly

winning their way into popularity. The

golden variety in time will become more

popular than silver, as they average much

larger and there is not as much trouble

to breed them with good yellow legs."

* *

No trouble to breed yellow legs on the

silvers, judge, we assure you. The gol-

dens are heavier 'tis true, but what they

gain in weight they lose iu symmetry.

Better not try too hard for weight m
Wyandottes.

« *

We have an old silver Wyandotte hen

now six years of age. She weighs nine

pounds, but her proportions are such as

to lead us to regret her great weight.

Six pounds for a pullet and seven to

seven and a half pounds for a hen suits

the breed best in our estimation.

Messrs. Hunt Bros., of Greenwood, 111.,

have sold their entire stock of white Wy-

andottes to Mrs. M. M. Griswold, of

demons, Marshall County. Iowa.

American Plymouth Rock Club.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The next annual meeting of the Ameri-

can Plymouth Rock Club will be held in

the city of Philadelphia on the evening

of January 8, 1891, during the show of

the Philadelphia Poultry and Pigeon

Club. It is requested that as many of

the members as possible will attend the

meeting. We appeal to your generosity

for specials to lie competed for at Phila-

delphia, and trust that all will attend the

meeting, exhibit largely and give liber-

ally. Breeders join the club, be present

at the meeting and be liberal in donating

specials, which please send to the secie-

tarv, E. B. Thompson, Anienia, N. Y.. or

to ihe president, George O. Brown. Bal-

timore, Md. E. B. Thompson,

Secretary and Treasurer.
— —-—

A Houdan Cock.

The striking portrait of the Houdan

cock on front page is by Harrison Weir,

who is not only a fine delineator of fowls,

but an artist as well. The magnificent

pose of the bird gives the breast the full

prominence characteristic of the Houdan

fowl. The latter is unquestionably one

of the best French fowls imported into

this countrv. The hens are good layers

of exceedingly large white eggs, very

docile and pretty. The males are hand-

some and imposing, the large crest and

beard adding what may be termed char-

acter. Houdan chickens are probably

the prettiest and most precocious of any

known breed. The Houdan fowl cer-

tainly deserves a greater popularity than

it has at present.

»
« *

This is an important subject, and has a

direct bearing on the future welfare of

the A. P. A. The columns of The Fan-

ciers' Journal are welcome alike to

those that agree and disagree with us, so

no one need hesitate to "speak his piece."

We received a number of feathers

plucked from what the sender calls buflF

Plymouth Rocks. The feathers certainly

show good color, and if the birds are

really Plymouth Rock in shape and have

true breeding qualities the list of buflf

breeds will be benefited.
*

• «

%
T. F. McGrew, Jr., formerly of Spring-

Do you keep an egg record? If not

you commit a most serious mistake. We
know it is troublesome to fix up a slate

or a piece of paper for the purpose of re-

cording the daily work of the hens. This

is no excuse, however, as one of the best

devices is on the market for keeping

poultrymen straight in their accounts. It

—The reason domestic fowls are more
subject to disease than wild ones is be-

cause they are forced into unnatuial con-

ditions. In the wild or untamed state

fowls select their own food and are not

overcrowded at night nor forced to re-

main in a filthy building. If in keeping

fowls we give them a varied diet and fur-

nish them good forage grounds they soo;i

become much more prolific than in the

wild state. The foods we give are so

concentrated that the egg yield is greatly

increased, and in consequence the fowls

are more subject to disease. To insure

health in a flock see that they have

sweet, clean food, much of it of a bulky

nature, clean, dry houses, free from

draughts, and do not crowd too many in

one house.—Baltimore Sun.
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PIGEON TOPICS.

BY HENRY ERDMANN.

in-

we

Frequently during the long winter even-

ings I pass away the time thinking over

and reading the different fanciers' papers,

especially The Fanciers' Journal. I

derive much pleasure as well as

struction from this. Often have

heard the abilities of some remarkable

men discussed, but probably never

stopped to think that able as any one

man can possibly be, yet among our

60,000,000 of people his equal is to be

found. So it is with pigeons. Fre-

quently when at fairs and shows I've

heard this expression, "I have the best

bird in America." There was no doubt

in the mind of the owner, but when I

did not give his bird first prize, of course,

said owner was very indignant.

An instance of this sort came under

my observation at one of our Pennsyl-

vania State fairs. I passed an official

opinion on pouters as judge of the

variety. I formed my opinion and

judged the specimens in the following

manner : The society having provided

me with a large cage and a stool I se-

lected the "two best blue pouters in the
show, put them into the cage, and seat-

ing myself before them, began to talk
and make motions to them by snapping
my finger and thumb together, which
soon caused the birds to play up to one
another. This enabled me to judge the
full length of their legs and the slimness
of their girths, and the bird that looked
the longest I considered the best as to
length.

Mr. Beckwith, one of the largest breed-
ers of pouters in England, wrote me
some time ago that a pouter judge would
be mobbed it he were to decide its length
by measurement in awarding a prize. I

Ixlieve it only necessary where all the
points in two birds are so nearly alike
that measurement is necessary to deter-

mine which bird is the best as to length,
which decides the prize. An English
gentleman who saw me judging the
birds informed me that he had been in

this country eighteen years, and had at-

tended a yreat many shows here, yet I

was the first man he had ever seen judge
a pouter correctly, and I always judge as

a')ove.

The lot of a judge is not always a hap-

py one. Once at a show, while acting as

judge, I had a friend whose birds were
entered for competition, and unfortu-
nately for myself there was another gen-
tleman with whom I did not have the
honor to be on as friendly terms then as

now, who also had entries for the same
prizes, and I was in rather an embarrass-
ing position for the time being. Some
may have thought I would honor my
friend, and to say that they were sur-

prised and my friend nettled a trifle at

my decisions is putting it mildly. I was
compelled to disqualify many of the lat-

ter's birds, and also some belonging to a
mutual friend, at the same time award-
ing first, second and third premiums to

the birds of the gentleman who may have
thought he was going to be left. The
latter I now consider one of my warmest
friends.

On the following December I again had
the honor to judge the pigeons at Horti-

cultural Hall, but this time I was up to

the "boys." They did not succeed in

fooling me this time, in regard to pluck-

ing and pulling out tail feathers, flight

feathers, secondaries and feathers above

the bars and the hoods of the Jacobins. I

carefully examined and counted the

feathers, and I am sorry to say that while

so doing I discovered little tricks among
some fanciers which were not altogether

square and right. Here I may say that

among many judges the feeling is to get

their money and skip after having done
their work as quickly as possible. Time
is money of coune, but justice is justice,

all the time, gentlemen.
After I had finished my task at the

show I was asked by an exhibitor (a ge-

nial gentleman, by the way) why I tlid

not give him a prize for his white barred

and so-called red-spot turbits. I answered

him by asking him if he would call birds

turbits that have a head and beak nearly
as long as a swallow, and no substance in

beak, having only a little frill on the
breast like a turbit, showing no gullet,

lon§ in the flights and tail, nothing at all

to indicate a turbit except having a
solid wing, showing white bars and
a little frill. The other birds, which
he entered as red-spot turbits, were
marked just like the spot pigeon, with
shape, beak and head just like the so-

called German spot, or a trifle smaller.
Here comes another cry, just like

American Sebrights, Sebright Cochins
infringing on an established name until at

last the proper name of Wyandotte comes
forth, perfectly suitable as the name for

those fowls. I am sure the German would
not infringe on the name of turbit unless

they could show a short, thick, down-
faced beak, accompanying a good, short,

round, full head ;
good full gullet and

frill broad across the shoulders, short in

flights and tail, etc., but to call birds

turbits because they have a frill on the
breast with perhaps colored wings is

something I cannot understand, although
I know that our German fanciers on the
other side have by selecting good stock

and careful breeding produced some very
pretty toys, but I never heard of a bird

being produced in Germany that had a

short, thick, down-faced beak, at least I

never saw it mentioned in any journal or
book that I have read, and I assure you
that I have read nearly all of them.
When I am called upon to give an

official opinion as to the quality of tur-

bits I consider all the points which com-
bine to make the standard turbit. I

have made pigeon breeding the study of
my life, and have perpetuated several

varieties of birds whose existence was
nearly extinct through crossing the issue.

I have been at short-faced bald tumblers
for the past fifteen years, and have not

got them perfect yet. When I had been
at the tumblers about four years I had the
honor of a visit from Mr. T. S. Gaddess.

of Baltimore, Md. (whom, by the way, I

consider the most enthusiastic short-

faced tumbler breeder in America) He
asked me what I was doing, and I re-

plied, "I guess you know," and he did.

He remarked that he liked the appear-

ance of the birds' eyes, they being all

|)earl, but if Mr. Gaddess will repeat his

visit now he will see plenty of black eyes

among them, as I have them nearer to

perfection now than ever before.

Frequently I am asked why I do not

show my birds ; but that is almost im-
possible, because I often have a fine bird

and must leave it at home just because I

have no mate suitable for it, and I am
not the only one in this city that with-

holds his entries for the same reason.

I know many fanciers owning fine stock

who are in the same boat with me ; but
brother fanciers, I want to say to you
that if each individual who is really in

earnest in the cause of reaching perfec-

tion in breeding would only exhibit sin-

gle stock I tell you it would be hard to

match, much less beat us.

I have often seen judges award prizes

to birds that were not even entitled to

the names they bore, and what for?

Simply because they were the only ones
called by that name at the show. That
was not square. For instance, should a

poultry exhibitor suffer on account of a

]ust judge because of a falling comb, short

weight, squirrel tail, crooked backs and
many other faults in his birds ? At a pigeon

show an exhibitor gets a prize on about

the same parallel simply because he gives

the bird a name. I say no ; emphatically

no ! I hold that if twenty varieties of

the pigeon tribe were on exhibition not

one should receive mention, much less a

prize, unless entitled to it. If that were
made the rule it would soon stop " hippo-

droming."
Now a word to my young friends, the

new beginners. First, possess your soul

with patience and perseverance. Re-
member, "Rome was not made in a

day." Study the difference between
good and bad stock ; make up your mind
to improve one kind and stick to it. If

you are in doubt, write to The Fanciers'

I

Journal, an authority on such matters,

and you will be furnished with books

I

treating on such matters as you have in

' hand. Should you not succeed in get-

ting anything better after a trial than
you have, then try some other variety

that have the points you de.sire to make
what you want to produce. I once made
some fine English owls in the following

manner : I first crossed p yellow barb
cock with a yellow turbit hen, which

brought me a yellow cock. Then I

paired them to a small silver African owl
hen, making four crosses in one year in

this way. I first paired the yellow cock
to a silver owl hen and produced a pair

of duns ; then I split him and paired him
to another, crossed another pair, again
split him, then paired him to a luuflf owl
(for I did not forget the red in the bars

of the muflfed owl which nearly all

have ; in fact, it is very seldom found
without that blemish). I did this for

color and to gain the frill back. I am
anxiously awaiting the result now. As I

paired up the duns there came every
now and then a fine yellow Engli.sh owl,
which crowned my efforts, but remember
when you select your barb you must
look for color, small eye, a good thick
down, faced beak, a fair width of skull

(if rounded on the top so much the bet-

ter, as barbs are apt to bend that way).
Feathers are considered a great beauty

in a barb, yet directly the opposite in the
owl. The latter fails more on this than
any other point, except beak. I made
the above-mentioned cross for a friend of
mine, and some of these very yellow owls
have been shown at various shows and
have always won first prize. I am sorry

to say, my friend gradually grew tired

and neglected his stock and sold some of
his best birds, and I venture to say that
for some time past has not had a bird of
this color of the owl family. He is now
trying it again.

All the German toys were produced by
cross-breeding, one variety into another,

the same as with fowls, and I remember
years ago when I was an apprentice the
cry was "mongrels," and yet the very-

men who imported the "almond" tum-
bler and bred it perfectly, never knew,
thought of it, or would have believed it,

that the barb, owl and pigeon that came
from the East India termed the "gooley"
were used in its make-up. Yet the very
men who imported their stock from Eu-
rope perfected for them let it run out or
neglected it to such an extent that it lost

its identity, and it just shows that it is

no more than attributable to their lack of
knowledge in pairing up their birds. Two
birds bad in one point bred together will

in the issue magnify that fault, and if a

breeder sells you such a pair and says

they will produce good stock, then he is

saying what is not so.

Another thing
;
pedigree will tell. In

looking at birds you can perhaps trace a
bad point back to the grandparent, and
it may only now come to the <-urface,

therefore I would advise every fancier to

keep a pedigree of every bird. I do, and
in this way I am able to keep a correct

record (not much trouble to anyone in-

terested). By doing this I can give the
pedigree whenever called upon to do so,

and at the same time refresh my memory
on any of the birds in my box, both as to

their good and bad points. It may seem
nonsensical to some, yet I consider it a

science, more so than breeding poultry,

which has nearly reached perfection, 98
points being scaled. I have never seen a

perfect carrier pigeon, neither a fowl.

I notice that all shows are gotten up in

the interest of poultry breeders, especially

societies. They are composed of poultry

breeders only, or in general, and not be-

ing breeders of pigeons, look upon the
latter as secondary to poultry. Now, this is

all wrong, and I am not the only one that

that thinks so. Now, brother fanciers,

I think I will draw this rather long arti-

cle to a close, but not before appealing to

one and all, and especially beginners, to

help uphold our profession, for such it

is. Do not let us stand behind any coun-
try in the world, if you can help it, in

breeding. Interest yourselves, pull to-

gether, don't be too proud to learn, get

up a show, and I think we can lay them
all out.

bers opposed out of the number heard
from it can now be taken as settled that

the club will hold its next annual meet-
ing at Indianapolis, January 19 to 24,

1892.

It seems probable that the Standard
Committee will meet at Philadelphia,

January 6 to 12, and so have that matter
all arranged in good shape before the
regular meeting of the club.

Mr. O. K. Sharp, the secretary, has
been iu poor health for some time past,

and .so has not been able to attend to the
correspondence of the club, but he is im-
proving now, and it is hoped will soon be
himself again. II. P. Clarke.

The Indian Game Club.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

As mentioned in these columns before,

Indianapolis will hold a national game
show next Januar}'. The Cornish Indian

Game Club was invited to hold its regi:-

lar meeting here at that time. No offi-

cial vote 01 the club has yet been taken,

but up to date I have heard from more
than two-thirds of the members, and of
this number all were in favor of Indian-

apolis, except Messrs. Babcock, Gaylor
and Colgate. The Messrs. Sharp say they
have no choice. At last writing Mr.
Babcock announced that he would favor

Indianapolis. So with only two mem-

"Sour Grapes," Cries the Fox.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have read the spontaneous combustion

annihilation article by the crafty Reynaud
in your last issue, and while the frag-

ments of the A. P. A. are being gathered

up, would like to say a few words before

this American Solonian conducts the

funeral of the crushed A. P. A. What a

shame it is that the "1200 members" are

all such a set of noodles that they can be

led by a set of "ringsters." "What can

be done to wrest the association from its

evil management and save it from im-

pending ruin ?" asks the gentleman of

buff Cochin notoriety. There can be but

one salvation supreme, probably thinks
the wise (?) critic, and that would be to

elect Mr. Reynaud to. the office of secre-

tary, and allow him to run it as he has
the Cochin Club. The aim of this gen-
tleman's "scoring of the parent body"
shows its cloven foot in the following
paragraph

:

Messrs. Babcock aud ftcudder were in the field

as candidates for the secretaryship. They did
not seek the office, but were pushed forward by
the belter element of the a.ssociatiou. who recog-
nized in thenj gentlemen of inteRrity, in all re-

spects qualified for the offce, and who iu their
official capacity would have been above temp-
tation of pers<jnal interest. Their election would
have been a set back to the ring, and besides the
leader in the machinations which had brought
the meeting to Charleston wanted the office for
himself, having in view the prominence it might
give him, the salary attached and the inexpen-
sive (to himself ) excursions to be derived there-
from. Result, to-day the prospect of an excursion
to Los Angeles for the secretary ; of a depleted
treasury for the members.

What annoys the philanthropic Mr.
Reynaud is the fact that Mr. Peer is sec-

retary. I wish right here to declare that
doubtless the cn'tfic o( getting the A. P.

A. to meet in Charleston I am (juite re-

sponsible for. I am the guilty one who
first suggested the idea, which I deemed
for the best interests of the A. P. A. I

think even the "better element" ol the
association will bear me out in the asser-

tion that no place was ever voted for with
less intriguing for votes than Charleston.
Honest criticism of the "parent body"

is one thing, and a ciiticism that is

loaded and aimed to do injury to a pri-

vate citizen of repute quite another, and
will do more damage to the writer than
anyone else. There is entirely too much
of this thing in the poultry press, and
these airings of personal grievances are a

disgrace among gentlemen. Personalities

are not arguments, nor is it any evidence
that a thing or "parent bod}" may not
possess merit and virtue because some
men of noted proclivities do not "run it."

The A. P. A. will live, gentlemen, not-

withstanding the concentrated attacks

that come from the no score-card advo-
cates. When it goes up or under, good
bye to the pure-bred poultry ideas in this

country. For there will come a chaos of

Solomans dressed in superior wisdom,
each with a different idea regarding the

same breed, until the "ideal" will be
known no more forever. Brother fan-

ciers, when you attempt to wreck the A.

P. A. remember you are right in front of

the engine, and will surely be among the
wounded. If you see a danger ahead,

flag the train, hold up the danger signal

and be loyal enough to help avert the
disaster, but do not skulk and becc me a

wrecker. Time will prove that it was
wisdom in sending the A. P. A. to L( s

Angeles. After that nieetitig it will

truly have become national, having vis-

ited the various sections of the country.

The advocates of the meeting for both
Worcester and Detroit have already be-

come satisfied that the selection made is

for the best interest of the A. P. A.

G. O. Brown.
Baltimore, Md., December 2.
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THE GREAT CRYSTAL

PALACE SHOW

OVER 6000 BIRDS ON EXHIBITION,

Some of the Principal Awards Pub-

lished Simultaneously With

Those in England.

From Our Special Correspondent.

London, November 20.—The twenty-

thin! annual national show was held as

usual at the Palace on Monday, the i6th,

lasting four days, the entries being 6359
as taken from the catalogue, consistnig

of poultry and water fowls 3130, pigeons

2H69, and rabbits 360. The penning and

feeding were undertaken by Messrs.

Spratt & Co., who as usual carried every-

thing out to the greatest satisfaction.

Judging on the whole was fairly satisfac-

tory, although gross errors in some cases

were made, notably in the Brahma, Lang-

shan, Wyandotte and Aseel classes. 1

am strongly of opinion that it would be

far more satisfactory to exhibitors if

judges would adopt judging by merits,

after the American system, especially at

the three largest shows. Palace, Birming-
ham and Dairy. It would only be neces-
sary to score four, or at the outside six,

birds in each class. And I should like to

see the score cards placed on the pens for

the several exhibitors to see how their

])irds have won or lost, as under our
present s\stem where mistakes are made
we are perfectly in the dark, and it causes
a great deal of complaining.
The show commenced with the Spanish

classes. In cocks (seven), three empty
pens, rather a poor lot. First, Waller,
nice comb, fair face ; second. Bull, comb
over; third, Powell, none in show foim.
Hens (eight), first and cup, Woods, a
good hen, beautiful clear face ; second,
Harvey, also a good one ; third, Welbun-
son, fair. Cockerels (twenty), a nice lot,

particularly first and challenge cup, Har-
vey ; second, Buernel, good i)ird but not
ccjual to first. Pullets itwenty), first and
cup. Bull, a grand stylish and excellent
face ; second, Woods, loses in size.

Dorkings made a great show, and were
judged by Mr. Crichton. Most of his

awards met with approval, but we hardly
followed him in the silver gray cockerels,
several of the winners having splashed
breasts. Colored cocks (twelve), first

and cup, Pin.sent, capital breast and
grand feet, rightly placed ; second, Cur-
ters, catalogued only six months old,

nice bird, but wants time to develop into
a goo«l one ; third, Cranston, a very good
bodied bird, with excellent feet, other
good birds in the class. Hens (nine-

teen), first and cup, Butler Smiih, a
grand old hen, nolhitig to touch her

;

second and third, Suiythe, two other
good ones. Colored cockerels (thirty-

three), some empty pens, first and cup,
Smythe, far away the best, the Lord
Mayor's Cup winner at the Dairy show

;

second, Smythe, rather uneven in the
serrations ol the comb, grand brea.st and
good bodied V)ird ; third, Cranston, an-
other good bird. Pullets (twenty-.seven),

first and cup, Reeves, also nice birds.

Silver gray cocks (eight), first and cup.
Reeves, comb slightly over, hardly
ready, grand feet ; second, Bissel and
Laing. not rea«ly, a big bird ; third, Ma-
jor. Hens (twenty-one), first. Major, good
old hen ; second. Major, a lovely .shaped
binl, but rather dark on hind toes ; third,

Aniand. Cockerels (twenty-five), first,

Cranston, good bird, except for speckled
breast ; the same may be said of second.
Major ; third, Hornby, a lovelv colored
bird ; fouith. Cress well, should have been
placed higher. Pullets (iwenly). first

and cup, Cranston, good bird, but not
our choice for first ; second. Cranston,
weak in color of breast ; third, Cre.sswell,

ought to have been first. We think tliis

gentleman's exhibits both in cockerels
and pullets were hardly dealt with.

White cocks (thirteen), fiist, Aldworth
;

second, Hayne ; third, Crefswell ; three
gt)od birds in color and sha])e, rightly

placed. Hens (thirteen), first. Darby, a

beautiful color and shape ; second (Gos-
uell ; third, Cresswell, good. Cockerels,
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first and second, Cresswell ; two birds of
which any breeder may be proud ; third,

Harrison, smaller. Pullets (thirteen),
first. Darby, good in all points ; second,
Wooilgate ; third, Cresswell, good birds,

beautiful white.

Cochins were one of the best judged
classes in the show. Some lovely birds,

especially buffs, were shown. Cinnamon
or buflF cocks, first, Gwydyr, a grand,
massive bird, sound in color, nice head
points ; second, Tomlinson ; third. Proc-
tor, two more nice ones. Hens (sixteen),

first and cup. Proctor, perfect, wins eas-

ily, capital in width, color and feather

;

second. Kite Powel, not sound in color
;

third. Proctor, a good bird. Buff cock-
erels (eighteen) first and cup, Ward,

;

second. Kite Powel, two grand, upstand-
ing cockerels, perfect specimens, but we
preferred second ; third. Proctor, good
and sound in color. Pullets (twenty-one),
first, Bagstraw, a beauty, great depth and
width ; second, Harris, clo.se up ; third,

Swindell, good. Partridge cocks (nine),

first and cup. Wood and Webster, a beau-
tiful bird, well feathered, full of quality

;

second, Nettlefold ; third. Stretch, two
good ones. Hens (nineteen), first, Per-
cival ; second. Good ; third, Gwydyr,
three capital birds. Cockerels (seven-

teen), first and cup, Wood and Webster,
grand stand-up bird, good coloring and
especially well feathered ; second. Good-
all ; third, Percival, two other good ones.

Pullets (twenty-four), first, Holland,
beautiful in color, each marking clearly

defined, good in feather ; second, Gwy-
dyr, very rich ; third. Dear, a good one.

All the winning birds had good leg feath-

ering. It would be well for the Ameri-
can Standard to admit this, as it is impos-
sible to attain the prominent foot feath-

ering withoflt it.

Brahmas were judged by Mr. Lucas.
Dark cocks (seventeen), first and cup.

Norris Elye ; second, Broolie ; third,
I

Clark, three good birds rightly placed, i

Hens (fourteen), first, Norris Elye, a de- I

cided mistake, a regular bantam, not
worth a card ; Holland's two birds unno-
ticed, ought to have been first and sec-

ond. Dark cockerel, first and cup, Clark,

excellent color, good shape. Pullets

(tweuty-nine), first and cup, Norris Elye,

a nice bird, excellent foot feathering

;

second, Holland. Light cocks (fourteen),

first and cup, Holland, grand shaped
bird, excellent color ; second Corbett,

another good one ; third, Nettlefold, one
of the best, could have been higher.

Hens (twelve), first, Holland, wins eas-

ily ; second. Wood and Webster ; third,

Innes, two good birds. Cockerels (twen-

ty), first and cup. Burton, perfect speci-

men. Dairy winner, far ahead ; second,
Gwydyr. Pullets (twenty-one), first and
cup, Holland ; second, Innes ; third,

Wood and Webster, three nice quality

birds.

The French classes were well judged
by Dixon. Houdan cocks (fourteen), first

and cup, S. W. Thomas, capital crest

;

second, Mrs. Aldworth, another good-
crested bird ; third, S. W. Thomas, bad
comb. Hens (thirteen), first and cup,

J. Heil, very good old bird ; second, Mrs.
Aldworth, feathers light in crest ; third,

S. W. Thomas, too light in color. Cock-
erels (twenty-four), first, J. Hall, grand
crest, good butterfly comb and good legs

;

second. Hill, another good one. Pullets

(twenty-two), first and second, S. W.
Thomas, very good birds. Other French
breeds, cocks (ten), first and cup, Brod-
erick, clear win ; second, Preston, another
good one, both Creves ; third, Valpy,
capital La Fleche. Hens, first, D. Hast-
ings, good Creve ; second, Valpy, La
Fleche ; third, Broderick.good La Fleche.

Indian game cocks (twelve), first and
second, Frayn, two good birds, the first

an old bird rightly placed ; third, Whit-
field, not ready or would have been sec-

ond. Cockerels (fourteen), first and sec-

ond, Frayn, two good birds of high
quality, second preferred ; third, Stevens.

Hens (eleven), first, Frayn, very nice bird

for shape, size and color ; second. Good-
all, in wrong class, most decidedly a

pullet ; third, Hambrey, good one. Pul-

lets (thirteen), cup, Stevens, the Dairy
winner, gone light in leg ; second, P'rayn,

too long in leg, nicely marked and of
good shape ; third, Hambrey, should have
given way to Brent.

Aseel cocks or cockerels (eleven), cup,

Daning, decided mistake, should have
gone to second prize hen ; second, Whit-
field, a beautiful white ; third, Hutch-
iiigs, good bird. Hens or pullets (nine),

first, Hutchings, wrong shape entirely
;

second, Duniug, the best bird in the
class ; third. Dunning, not at all well

judged.

Wyandottes, silver cocks (nineteen),

first. Abbot Bros., good wing bars,

straight combs, good breast and legs,

rather rusty on the hackle ; second.
Baker, too dark, but breast better than
first, also better comb, which follows

shape of head, dark hackle ; third, An-
thony, only fair; Whitfield unnoiiced,

best wing bars of the lot, but toes slightly

crooked. Hens (twenty-seven), first and
cup. Heath, looks like the Dairy winner,
but if so sadly overshown ; second, Bax-
ter, badly judged, hollow in comb, only
laced to crop, lower part of breast only
tipped, good back ; third Abbot Bros.,

another weak in breast markings ; vhc,

Cooke, a very nice pullet, rather wild,

but ought to have been second. Gold
cocks (twenty-one), first, Seabrooke,
large and good shaped, but comb sadly

too like a red cap, full of spikes, coarse,

good breast, but oars rather undefined
;

second, Blake, another large bird, poor

breast, fair wing bars; third. Brown,
poor wing bars, nice comb, good color

;

vhc, Seabrooke, very good wing bars,

younger bird than first, prefer him, neat

comb. Hens (twenty-six), first, Blake, a

good clear marked bird, capital back
;

second, Bantoft, good sized bird, capital

wings, a little washy on the saddle

hackle ; third, Bantoft, too many shades

of color for taste. White cocks (eight),

first, Howarth, big, coarse bird, with red

cap comb ; second, Lungate, better color,

also coarse comb ; third, Furness, a

lovely color and good comb, our choice

for first or he, Laycock, best comb bird

in class and good color. Hens (twelve),

first, Howarth, very pure in color, nice

shaped bird ; second, Hellervell, a good
shaped bird, but wide spread comb

;

third, Laycogk, very good bird.

Several birds realized good prices at

the auction. Mr. McCulloch, of Mel-
bourne, Australia, purchased a train of

Dorkings, taking Mr. Smythe's first prize

colored Dorking cockerel for ^75 and
first prize pullet for jC35> Mr. Smythe's
first prize colored Dorking hen for j^2i,

Mr. Cranston's fourth colored Dorking
pullet for ^12 I2S. and Mr. Cranston's

first silver grey Dorking pullet for ^^25,

Mr. Cranston's fourth silver grey Dork-
ing pullet for ^10 and Mr. Creswell's

fourth silver grey cockerel for ^^15 15s.

The first prize partridge Cochin hen
fetched /15. the third prize dark Brahma
cock ;^2o, the third prize light Brahma
cock ^20, the cup prize Minorca pullet

/"20, the cup prize Minorca cock ;^i7

17s., besides several others, which brought
good prices.

We congratulate the above exhibitors

on attaining such prices for their birds,

and in short the show was a wonderful
success. Gkorge T. Whitfield,

TflOMPSON 'S PODLTRY fARM

A Great Institutions Devoted to

Thoroughbred Fowls.

One of the familiar faces at all the

New York shows in the past three years

is that of J. H. Thompson, Jr. "Jay

Haitch" is the name he is known by

among his acquaintances and friends.

You will fiud him near his Plymouth

Rocks during show week, and no soldier

sticks to his post better than the above

poultryman does to his exhibit. You

will easily recognize him by the insepa-

rable linen duster, which falls like a

blanket around his anatomy, and the

gorgeous Dundreary whiskers that orna-

ment his serious face. "Jay Haitch"

seldom smiles, and even then it is a S. C.

sour smile. He is intent on catering to

his birds and customers. This is hard

work, but only such will bring in shekels,

for which the above has in common with

An American "Wyandotte Olub
Proposed.

Editor Fanciers' Journai,.

I have been approached by breeders

of silver and golden Wyandottes to pre-

sent at the next meeting of the American

White Wyandotte Club a proposition to

drop the word "white" and call the lat-

ter the American Wyandotte Club. This

would admit breeders of all varieties of

Wyandottes as members. As there are

in existence silver Wyandotte clubs in

Kansas and Canada, I believe the pro

position should be extended to these as

well. To unite in one grand specialty

club, embracing the silver, golden, white,

black and buff Wyandotte, would prove

a master stroke. It would tend to in-

crease the interest in the breed and in

the club, and there is no reason why one

of the handsomest breeds the world has

ever produced should not be represented

by the greatest specialty club in the

country. It is also proposed to make
the club international by carefully rotat-

ing tlie annual meetings in the East,

West, South, North and Canada.
This would make an annual Wyandotte

show possible wherever the club meets,

and the whole country become acquainted

with the beauty and merits of the breed.

All breeders of Wyandottes favoring

such a club are invited to correspond

with the undersigned. Suggestions and
criticisms regarding the above are solic-

ited. J. H. DREVENSTEDT,

Secretary American Wyandotte Club.

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

Carrier Pigeon Awaits an Owner.

On the 2ist of this month a carrier

pigeon was noticed flying toward the

end of the pier of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road freight dock at the "cove." The

bird was so exhausted that it fell into the

river. It was picked up and turned over

to Clayton Tilden, the agent of the P. R.

R., in charge of the dock. Mr. Tilden

cared for the pigeon and it has fully re-

covered. The bird is doubtless highly

valued by its owner. Around its neck is

a tag, marked F. L. Connolly, 245 Wash-
ington Street, Dov. On the right leg is a

ring, marked P. A. G. On the other leg

is the mark M. J. 33. The bird can be

claimed at Mr. Tilden's oflfice .—Jersey

City Journal, November 30.

many others a porcine hankering. He
is one of the most successful exhibitors of

Plymouth Rocks in the States, and we
can remember when he first made his ap-

pearance at the famous poultry shows
held in connection with the Orange
County fair at Newburgh and Goshen,

N. Y. The plums usually came to him
on a silver salver, and his success there

induced him to enter the arena against

the big showmen who annually battled

for the honors in New York City.

In 1890 he was fortunate in winning

the Vanderbilt prize, worth |ioo, and
since then he has fairly launched on the

sea of notoriety and prosperity, l^p to

last March he was connected with his

father in mercantile business, but his

poultry trade became so great that he

bought a farm and is now engaged in

raising poultry exclusively, devoting his

entire time to it.

We took a day off last week and
braved the dangerous car stove still in

vogue on the Harlem Railroad, and after

a few hours' run through New York City,

Westchester and Putnam County we
alighted at Patterson.

"Jay Haitch" was evidently expecting

us, for the carriage was ready to take us

to the fami. The latter is only one mile

from the station, and even a novice could

at a glance see that it was the home of a

chicken fancier.

The farm is situated on the southern

slope of a fair-sized mountain, just the

place for chickens. The soil seems to be

rich and well carpeted by a dense sod.

Not a poultry building was on the

fdace last March, now there are quite a

arge number of them. The main build-

ing is one hundred and fifty feet long by

fifteen feet wide, divided into ten pens.

Each pen has a yard fifteen feet by one
hundred and fifty feet. These yards are

well seeded to grass and shaded by apple

trees. They slope to the south with a

vengeance. The house is built on top of

a steep hill, and the sudden alpine de-

scent of the ground to a level field be-

low reminds one of a toboggan slide, and

we believe in winter when the ice and
snow combine into a slippery trust that

chickens and owner will find rapid transit

a fact on those steep hills. However, this

is not a serious fault, for it has its good
points. It insures perfect drainage and a

dry soil, the most indispensable perqui-

sites of a chicken ranch.

The above building and yards are de-

voted to breeding stock. Another build-

ing eighty feet long by eight feet wide is

devoted to preparing birds for exhibition

and sale.

There are two tiers of pens, each of

the latter capable of holding one or two
birds. The windows face the south.

Both buildings described are made of

matched boards, covered with Neponset
roofing, the latter being coated with a

red iron paint. It is needless to say that

the buildings are kept as ti<ly as a daily

cleaning can make them. Besides these

buildings there are ten others, each 6 by
10 feet, having a yard 32 by 66 feet. The
incubator room is a sort of a "wine cel-

lar," being built into a bank, and walled

up and covered by solid rock.

As to stock, we can only speak well of

it. All the chickens looked thrifty and
healthy. They enjoy the free range of

an eighty-acre farm, and this is half the

battle. The other half is good grain.

The latter, Mr. Thompson assures us, is

the plain American Indian corn, and the

700 chickens by their appearance proved
that grain of great practical value. They
acknowledged the corn and so did we.

Penned up in the main building we
found early hatched pullets and cocker-

els being prepared for the shows. To a

lover of Plymouth Rocks we can think

of no greater treat than inspecting such a

fine lot of birds as were found in these

pens.
The pullets especially command ad-

miration. Clean blue barred plumage,
yellow legs and bills were plentiful, and
there is no question in our mind, but

that "Jay Haiich" has the female branch
of the Plymouth Rock breed down fine.

The cockerels we saw were very promis-

ing, and, no doubt, will be heard from
next winter at the shows.

Silver Wyandottes were not numerous,
and we were disappointed, but Mr.
Thompson assures us that next year he
will be "in the swim" with his Wyan-
dottes. He certainly has the nucleus for

a fine strain, and as this sterling breed is

becoming more and more appreciated, he
will not be slow to heed the demands.

In addition to the poultry, Mr. Thomp-
son keeps a dairy of twelve registered

Jersey cows. The butter made from the

latter is an additional revenue of the

farm, and the skim-milk a great help in

raising chickens. Take it all in all, Mr.
Thompson's poultry farm is a practical,

profitable .".nd interesting study.

Before concluding, we must say a few
words in praise of the compact village

poultry ranch, conducted by Mr. Thomp-
son's father. The latter, on a very small

territory, annually raises a choice lot of

buff" and white Cochins and light Brah-

mas. Notwithstanding the confined

limits the fowls looked excellent, which
is due to the care of their owner who feeds

not with hand only, but with head as

well. A visit to Patterson, New York,

will well repay any fancier or practical

poultryman.

Sheridan's Condition Powders

henC
If you can't cet it nena to lis.

Wemail oiKMMirk 2."H-. F'ivcS!. A a I-» 11). <;in$l.-U Six,

f.
Ex.l>ai(l. it>«/fri//f(ii.Hi»i!/'.'i//'<f<!, free, with tlorili'ra.

8. JOUJNSON <Jc CO.. £i Ciutuin Uoua« St., Botiton, Mass.

Philadelphia's Great Show.

The interest in the Philadelphia show

to be held January 7 to 12 is not confined

to the Quaker City alone, but from all

parts of the United States comes the as-

surance of prominent poultrymen that

they hope to be at the show. Philadel-

phia is the cradle of fancy poultry, and

while no shows have been held in recent

years, the fact is due to local causes, dis-

sensions among the old guards could not

be dissipated. The new Philadelphia

Poultry and Pigeon Club, however, solved

the problem, and to-day a harmonious
and unbroken rank of fanciers and busi-

ness men are engaged in making prepara-

tionsfor an immense show.
The building selected is the very suit-

able Horticultural Hall, located on the

finest avenue in Philadelphia, right in

the centre of the hotel, theatre and busi-

ness cjuarter. The Pennsylvania Railroad

Depot is but a few squares away, while

the Philadelphia and Reading, Lehigh
and other depots are easily and quickly

reached.
The attractions of the Quaker City are

famous, and its historical features, espe-

cially of the Revolutionary period, are in

themselves an inducement to visit Phila-

delphia. As is well known, living is

both rational and economical in this city.

Every effort will be made by the club to

entertain visiting fanciers and the various

specialty clubs who may find it conve-

nient to meet in Philadelphia.

The show will be conducted on similar

lines to the New York show, while new
and progressive features will be intro-

duced. There is a new era dawning in

poultry shows, and while New York was
first to enter it, Philadelphia is not slow

to follow. The show is condi.cted for

the benefit of the fraternity, and not the

benefit of a few individuals. Quality of

stock is expected to be the first consid-

eration, for to win at Philadelphia means
the highest honors attainable. The best

experts have been engaged to judge the

different breeds, and it is expected that

all birds will be judged on the second
day of the show. Comparison judging

will be adopted, this being the unanimous
choice of the club and the Pennsylvania

State Poultry Society. Valuable and nu-

merous special premiums will be offered

in addition to the very liberal premiums
offered by the club.

Philadelphia does everything in a quiet

and solid way, and while she does not

^VYANDOTTES.
Blythccote Strain.

SIIA'KRS EXCLUSIVELY.

Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great
New York. Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb., 1K91.

Prices low for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address BLYTIIECOTK K.\R.M.

28 54 Braiuard Station, N. Y.

hold out any glittering promises, she

will nevertheless satisfy all exhibitors

next January that one of the greatest

shows ever held was the Philadelphia

show of i8j2. In our advertisement we
omitted the names of Mr. Daniel Pinck-

ney, James Forsyth and J. G. Darlington,

who will also act as judges in conjunction

with the others. The entries promise to

be very large, aud all intemling to ex-

hibit should send for premium list at once

to T. Farrer Rackham, superintendent.

East Orange, N. J., or H. L. Holmes,

secretary. Box 61, Lansdowne, Pa.

"Washington Gossip,
From Our Special Correspondent.

Washington, Nov. 24.—Some of the

members of the Washington Federation

of Homing Pigeon F^anciers had a short

fly on Sunday, Nov. 22, from Fairfax,

Va., air line distance, 22 miles. The

following were the entries: McLean, 3;

Lanedale, 3; Stewart, 4; Wallace, 2;

Stockman, 3; Dr. Buckey, 2; Phillips, 3;

Glorins, 3; Devlin, 3. The birds were
liberated by Mr. Mitchell, the express

agent, at 9.43 A. M. in very cloudy weather

which accounts for the bad time made.
The returns to the lofts were as follows:

Glorius, 10.33^''^; Devlin, 10.35; Stock-

man, 10.37;^; Wallace, 10.37; Lansdale,

10.36V; Stewart, 10.38^2 ;Phillipe, 10.38^4';

Buckey, 10.39; McLean, ii>i; Glorius

making the best average speed won the

ten-pound turkey; Devlin second best

speed won the eight-pound turkey, and
Stockman making the third best speed

won the six-pound turkey. The best

speed made by the first five birds is as

follows: Glorins first, 841 yards per

minute; Devlin, 825; Stockman, 779; Wal-
lace, 776; Lansdale, 762. We are think-

ing of keeping up the short flys all

through the winter for the amusement
of the members and to keep some of the

fat off of the birds in order to have them
in good condition to make a good start

in the spring to start on the road for long

distance which we will try aud make.

Night Uwi..
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CASH PREMIUMS

To the i>ei*son Heiidliijr in the

larjiTost yearly list of subscrib-

ers, $200.

Seeoiul hir^est list, $100.

Third hirji:est list, $75.

Fourth larjifest list, J?50.

Fifth largest list, $i2o.

Sixth, seventli, eighth, ninth

and tenth largest lists, $10.00

each.

This offer is open from OCTOBER
15 to JUNE 1, 1892. Subscriptions

can be sent in at any time, but cash must

accompany tliem. This unquestionably

is the best opportunity ever offered to

our friends, and all desiring to compete

for these premiums should send in their

names at once.

The coming Dog and Poultry Shows

offer a glorious opportunity to secure

subscriptions, and agents desiring sample

copies should advise us promptly.

Remember that THE FANCIERS'
JOURNAL is the leading paper of its

class, and the subscription price is only

$2.oo per annum. Address

FAXCIERS" PUBLISHING CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

E CAN FURNISH

PXECTRGTYPES

OF ALL

LEADING BREEDS OP
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY.

THE DOLLAR TYPEWRITER
"S'S ABCDEFGHI »$'

flt^Rs\R. Mti* >f ORK OCT

.^MMia
y
ilf .

[

I' I '
I
****-*

Sandacre parm '̂A.

INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,
Buff Pekin Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize
winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for snle.

10-61 F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

^pRHAM P>OULTRY YaRDS
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W. Leg-
horns, B. Minorcas, S. S. Hamburgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

Stogi^ pof? Sale at ^uu ©imes.

Address all orders and correspondence to

3485
GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,

Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

IlfCUBATORS.

THE

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

.\RE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA

.\XI) WERE AWARDED

2-FIR5T PREMIOMS-2
AT THE

Great New Yort Show of 1891
Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen

use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

142-181 Jamesburg, New Jersey.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

ExcilsiorINCUMTOR
I.owPMt-priced FirsUclasM llntrher inadr.
Simple, Perfect* KSl^KB Seif-Uet^ulAting.

fPAUNUD

PalriUM) sad
|

Solr
aaBfArtarcrJ

KMBV^ ixec.^"??"'"**""-

Ttannsands in iiiir»
Lr«*H<4lul o|icrHli(iii.

,

l(>uaraiit«e(l to h&tch
{

I a larger percentage

I
of fertile eggs nt htf

I

<•'<»< than any other incubator. _
I
Send 6c. for Illus. Catalo^rue. M^
XEO. H. STAHL, Quincy. III.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain oncftee Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
Vear. Larce book for stamp. A.
F. Williams, Bristol, Conn.

INCUBATORS AND BROODERS.
Best and latest invention and other information

on raising chicks. G. S. SINGER,
Cardington, O.

Incubator
Guaranteed Self-BeKulatinj;, A

Reliable Hatcher, hei rt for Free
Circular. BH£EB & CHASE,
Uole Manufacturers, QuI^CY, ILI.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER

ONLY 25 CENTS. POSTPAID.-READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

A pfrfpet nnil prnrm..! i .,e Wiiini:; iiuniuiiti I ! (iniy O.N

UOLI.AK. Kxrtctly Uko fut; rpKnInr Hiiiiliiptun tj I'c; d<>e»
tho s line quality of W'>rk ; take> a l<iols cjip slu ff. (iiiiiplet*

y<\X\\ |> iprr hi.liliT, aiitiininlir fi'.'fl, nrrfi.rl l<p<> « hrri X lulling
r»ll; ii:»-s mpilnv; Ink. hizi- 3x4x9 liirlicR: wlcht, 12 (r; 8hU
lufttrflrinRuaraiitr.-d; Cli iilar-t free; A«K>Tn HAMU». Ppnt
by exprpss fur (l.tN): by mail. I.W. extra for postaee.& U. iMiEIbH)LIi A uno., 6a lUBTUNUY ST., K. Y. Clllt.

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the tudiments. It

gives away many things that have been hereto-
fore kept secret. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND—
LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE LOFT
—OF

—

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,
which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

THREE OF THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champi'>n record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of mv own breeding,
I have a showing of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREE LO»TS WITH PROVEN REC
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILES. Send for cir-

cular and price list. 9^iSo

ARCHANGELS ONLY.
Geo. Ci. Fetlrrolf,

Langhome, Penn'a,
na.s throf of lh<' largest and fin-

est lofts of ARCHAN«KI>i In

America, If not in the world,
and now otters for anle a few
Kmnd liirds in Dark and I.leht

Hroii/.", pf>int and shell rreste<l;

11 Ho, smofith heads. Prioe^i at>-

i-ordiui to quality of stxK-k.

^ipons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OF THI

BOOK AT THE POPULAR PRICE OF 2

ENTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

Dci'uj d Poular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled
Capons and Caponizing. This book has had a
very extensive sale at fifty cents per copy, but
the author, Mr. George Q. Dow, has kindly con-
sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent
edi ion, so as to put it within the reach of all, and
no person can afford to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The book contains all

that the fifty cent edition does besides adding
some new features not contained in that edition
that are really very valuable to poultrymen.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear
type that can be easily read without straining
the weakest eyes. All persons should read this
book who love poultry, as it gives thorough and
CO ' plete information on all the different details

of the.se subjects by a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This book covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . .^.ddress all

orders to

Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Docks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog
American Kennel. Surges %
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book.
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill
Dog Breaking. Floyd
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . .

Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond .

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . .

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo .

Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 ....
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I

Engli.sh K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each
English K. C. S. Book,Vol8. XI to XllI.each
Field Trial Training. White
Fox Terrier. Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions
Fox Terrier, Breeding and Rearing ; col-

ored portrait. Dalziel
Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases

How to Keep a dog in the City. Mills . .

House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $3.50; leather

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables. ....
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters

Monograph of the German MastifiT or
Great Dane Dog

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather. . . .

Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . . .

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer)

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-
tice. Millan

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon,

Stonehenge on the Dog
Teufel the Terntr ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F,
Mercer

The Dog, by Idstone
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits

The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated

Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. .

Youatt on the Dosr
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

POULTRY.

.\11 About Broilers. Boyer
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of orize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow.
Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir

Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. .

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch
Sixteen Years FIxperience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin ....
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee

The Game Fowl. Cooper
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace

CAGE BIRDS.

Canary Birds. Paper cover
Cloth

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechsteiu. New
Edition

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. ,

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams ....
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby

PIGEONS.

Book ot Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . .

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright

.

Pigeon Standard (new)
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer

MISCELLANECUS.
American Anglers' Book. Norris ....
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. .

Book of the Game Laws
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated)
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus
Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.
Grinnell

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cunicuius . . .

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; il-

lustrated
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence of Animals
With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . .

Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell ....
Woodcraft. Nessmuk
611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen ....

500
3.00
8.00

3.00
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H. HULMAN, Jr., Terre Haute, Ind.
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P. H. G'BANNON, Sperryville, Va.
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BL-UeRIDGE KENNGLS'
FUTURITY stAKE, $1,500.00.

OPEN ONLY TO THE PRODUCE OF CHAMPION G»TH'Sii»RK. OATH'S HOPE, OR D»H GLADSTONE, WHELPED IN 1892,

The Stake to be a Derby, to be run directly after tbe Kastern or Ceotral Xriala, December, 1893, or
after tbe Sovitbern Trials, January or February of 1894, tbe location and date of running of

the Stake to be later on decided by the Gentlemen who have consented to judge, vise.:

MAJ.J. M.TAYLOR,
NEW YORK, N. Y.

P. H. BRYSON,
MEMPHIS, TENN.

CAPT. PATRICK HENRY,
CLARK.SVIIJvE, TENN.

The Blue Ridge Kennel will make no entry in this stake—the purse being entirely to the advantage of its patrons. The Spotting system has been adopted and
the time limit of heats abolished. Retrieving not to be required. The judges selected are of the best in America,

being entirely qualified to use their best judgment in selecting the winners.

$500 to Winner of First $400 to Winner of Second.

$200 to Winner of Third. $roo to Winner of Fourth.

Silyer Cnii, yalne $100, or Casl to lie Breeder of Winner of First.

Silyer Cnp, yalne $100, or Casi to tie Breeder of Winner of Second. Silyer Cnp, yalne $100, or Cast to tie Breeder of Winner of TMrd.

ENTRIES CLOSE JAN. 1ST., 1893. FORFEIT $10.00. $15.00 TO START.

$2000 in Special Premiums
9^00 to the first of the (Champion Gath's

Mark or Dan Glad.stone^?'*'/. whelpea in 1892 (or

after), who will win the United Slates Derby.

9200 on the same conditions as above at

Eastern Derby.
92(H) on the same conditions as above at Cen-

tral Derby.
9300 on the same conditions as above at

Southern Derby.

950 to Xht first of the (Champion Gath's Mark
or Dan GIadtone)jfW, whelped in 1892 (or after),
who will win first place in open class at the
Westminster Bench Show, New York.

950 on the same conditions as above at the
Mascoutah Bench show, Chicago, 111.

9S5 on the same conditions as above, at the
New Kngland Bench show, Boston, Mass.

NOTE 1.—The owners of Champion Gath's
Mark and Dan Gladstone, reserve the right to

withdraw these premiums only in the event of

the death of either of the above dogs or their
disqualification for stud purposes.

935 on the same conditions as above, at the

Duquesne Bench show, Pittsburg, Pa.

985 on same conditions as above, at the Wash-
ington City Bench show, Washington, D. C.

9»5 on same conditions as above, at the Mary-
land Bench show, Baltimore, Md.

9100 to the breeder of the winner of KACH of

the above ten special offers.

THE BLUE RIDGE KENXEL, SPERRYVILLE, VA.

NOTE 3.—The Blue Ridge Kennel has now
opened its books for the fall season of 1891 and
spring of iS92, for Gath's Mark and Dan Glad-
stone, limited to 50 services each.

POUIiTKY.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.

Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF

BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.

At the Great Crystal Palace Show ot America
New York, February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plvmouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plvmouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILTS GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4

per 13, $7 per 26, |q per 39. Stock for sale. 86-138

POULTRY FARMS. rOUIiTRY FARMS.

BA-R-REB PLgMOUTH "ROCKS
That will win anywhere. Fine size and shape and that CLEAR BLUE COLOR which all ju 'ges

like. My birds have won the leading prizes at America's grandest shows, CHARLESTON, NEW
YORK and BUFFALO.

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES
TRUF: shape AND BRILLIANT BLACK LACING.

At the Great-National Show, CHARLESTON, S. C. January. 1891 : PLYMOUTH ROCKS, ist

and Gold Special on cock ; ist and 3d, cockerel; ist best male and four best females; special best

pair; 2d. 3d and 4th pullets; the Grand Special in Gold for Largest and Finest Display. WY.AN-
DOTTES ; 1st best male end four best females, all cockerel and pullet prizes but 3, and Grand Gold

Ad-
Special Largest an 1 Finest Display.

Prime.show an 1 breeding birds
dress

E. B.

at fair prices. Send for new profusely illustrated circular.

THOMPSON, Amenin, Duchess County, N. Y

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

«31NDIAN GAMES. < I> WYAND0TTE8.[>

INDIAN GAMES
LANGSHANS

MINORCAS
MOTTLED ANCONAS
Eggs for sale sfter January, 1892. No more

birds for sale at this time.

ST. BERNARDS fo'rta^?. ^'s^e'^d" 2S
stamp for circular giving particulars.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER, PottsviUe, Pa.

Theleadingstrainsof prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NEW YORK SHOW I

won ist on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State

Poultry Societv Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts. :, seconds, 4 thirds and 2 gold specials, bend

forcircular. Address T.WILTON H I LL, JAMESBLRG, N. J. 96148

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, Whiie Wyandottes and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record ot America's leading strains ot above

varieties. Can furnish eggs from C.. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

POUI/rRY.

H. S. BABCOCK.
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders lor puppies booked to be
delivered in rotation. if

JUST PUBLISHED.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an mvaluble guide for the
amateur pigeon fanciers.

101-151 J. FORSYTH, owEGo, tioga county, n. y.

SOLD OUT
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,

to make room for my

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

Stock and Eggs for Sale. Write for prices

WILLIAM ELDRED,
Dendron, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilities for the South. South-

ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

WOODSIDE POUliTl^V Vfll^DS
LA FLECHE, the grandest of French breeds; INDIAN GAMES, the

Great Table Fowl ; WHITE LEGHORNS, the Queen of Layers
;
BUFF

PEKIN and ROSECOMB BLACK BANTAMS.

EGGS AND CHICKS FOR SALE.
Address all correspondence to

\?Sr. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,
138-tf HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.

Price, paiMT, 50c. ; cloth $1.00.

for profit
should have i'liro Ciroiiud
KKEF S( KAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter
houses. Dried 1'kkkkctly Swekt and ground.
Poultry like it ami devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FRF;E. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO., 133
Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

PILES i

NSTANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15
days. Never returns. No purge. No
salve. No suppositorv. Remedy

mailed free. Address J. H. R£;EVES, Box 3290,

New York City. N. Y. 35-85

'BIMTIHG OUTFIT 15^
^OMTLK'. K. 4 » iih»b«« rubhrt tjpe. tjpehuldet, boltltln-

llelibli Ink. Ink I'ad uiil Twrv^en. ("utup in oeil box with

|lir«ction* for uar. Sftjjfactioo ruar»iit««<l. Hurth &*>£. Bast

lUBen Marker. Carl l*Tinur. etc- Seta namfi in I minut«,
Ipriota ;.o

' cull kc hiur S»t poMpud l&c;2 for 25<:,Ckt.frM.

'B.U.I.NUKttiiULL * BUU.66€«rtUadtiM.Ili.y.Ugk

''
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THE KENNEL.

DiKKENHELSlff

FOR SALE-
A beautiful litter of pups, sired by the noted

Challenge Kildare (18,14.)), out of Rose ftarsfield

(18.984). No better blood in the world. Color dark
red. Prices—dogs, $25 ; bitches, $20. Price list

No. 1 now ready. 4091

#'
PAMPHLET

ON

DOG • DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

tf 130:i BllOADAVAY, NEW YORK.

Over 100 Awards

Received in 1891.

Mr. Whitfield, Colebridge, Gloucester, England
(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply
Indian Game, Dorkings, Wyandottes, Creves,

ha. Fleche, Buff Leghorns, A.seels and Malays.

Good Breeders, I25 per trio.

Kxtra Good, I35.
Kxhlbltion, |2o to I50 each at Liver-

pool.

Frelfflit paid to New Tork for
$ 10 extra on 3 to 9 biinls. Kiirgfs

In season, $5 i)er Dozen. Over
800 birds exported last year.

AMTCIIICAN KENNEL. CliUB

tf

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.
Single copies, 12c. Address

EERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,
481 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

White HollandTi^irkeys
Wh. Wyandottes. R. C. B. Langshan.s, White
Guineas, White China Geese, Pckin Uucks Good
8tcKk. Prices reasonable. Address at once,

41-43 .JASON KLI.AltS, Bookwalter, O.

PRINTING
' ert. elc, a apecUUy. ^

I

For Poultry fcad Stocll F«ncter»,

I Beekoiper*, Nurserymen, Kloriits,

J Usirymen, Krolt Growin, K»rm-

ert, etc.. a .perUUy. We have a lar«ellne of electroty^

cut. for illu.ir.tin* y-.r work Sample. JYee. C"'" '»' "•'^•

Envelopei. leltrrhoad.. .hMs. ni.>i U«h from «t<-t.. per 100 aod up.

]>el>«7'* *;lectrlc frlnUus W orka, (^yrucuae, >. \.

LORING BROWN,
BOLiNGBROKE. GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS. BEAGLES and
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties of

Fancv Ponltrv and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the

past four years. A grand lot of stock for .sale,

price list'free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

ENGLISH SETTERS.
Puppies bv Count Leo-Claritla of the Elms, by

Champion Monk of Furne.ss—Eudora, Count Leo
bv Mack 1) bv Count Noble. These puppies com-
bine the l>est bench show and field trial blood in

his country. Prices reasonable. Address
E. G. ELLIOTT.

40-4:, 4^.^, Potters Ave.. Providence, R. I.

B. F. LKWriS,
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

tf

ELM STATION,
Montgomery Co.. Pa.

sTUD BOOK.

Blanks for registering in the oflficial Stud Book
will be mailed on application.

THE AMERICAN KENNEL GAZETTE.

the official monthly publication of the club, con-
tains the judges' reports and certified prize lists

of the difllerent shows, Stud Book registrations

and numbers of each month's entries and all

kennel news of an official character. Subscrip-
tion, two dollars per annum.

Secretary American Kennel Club,
Nos. 44 and 46 Broadway, New York.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

ihi.' heading/or 3 cents per word for each insertion

For Sale.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES BY BRANT-
FORD Red Jacket, out of registered bitch.

Also St. Bernard Puppies. Swiss Moun-
tain Kennels, Germantown, Pa. 42-43

PuflTS.

Before You Subscribe
For anv Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry ot

Kennel" Paper vou should send for my list of

p-spers. I can fliirnish you any paper published
cheapet than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a

still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five
papers and request them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

841

1

F. D. BECK.
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Artists.

SPECIAL engravings made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanaers' Publisning Co., 32
South Third St., Philadelphia.

Bull Terrier.

Jb
-I^OR SALE—THE PURE WHITE BULL

Terrier Bitch Loumont Kit (19.762) by Gully,
the Great out of Kit. Whelped June, 1888.

Imported August, 1890. Won first novice
aiicf first open, Baltimore, and first and sec-
ond specials, Chicago, 1891. She is litter
sister to White Wonder, and in is the pink
of condition. Will soon be in season. For
price, etc., address Frank W. Boulton, 619
Fourteenth Street, N. W., Washington,
D. C. It

Canker Cure.

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs. Poultry, Pig-

eons. R.^bblts, Cats. Cavies and Cage Birds.

Articles bv the Leading Authorities Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-

liable Reports. (Queries Answered by Specialists.

Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (payable in advance):

One year, post free, United States and Canada,

I2.10.
Address Post-OflRce Orders and communications

to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus. London, E. C.

England.

TALLMAN'S CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiftv cents. William Tallnian, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Collies.

COLLIE PUPPIES, HY CHAMPION THE
SgUIRF:, out of Active (E. 21,065). J- E.
Dougherty, Lotus, Ind. 35*44

FOR SALE—SOME VERY FINE COLLIE
puppies, by Champion The Squire out of a
granddaughter of Metchley Wonder. Ad-
dress Maplehurst Kennels, Ambler, Pa.

39-42

Foxhounds.

-p*INE PUPS ON SALF'.—Chequasset Kennels,
^ Lancaster, Mass. 75-eow

Scotch Terriers.

>URE BRED WIRE-HAIRED SCOTCH TER-
RIERS from imported and prize winning
stock. Robert McCosh, Burlington, Iowa.

32-tf

Various.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,

guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads,^rice Lists, Sched

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordJor each insertion.

Silver Wyandottes.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls, N. Y. 41-tf

Various

EDWARD MILLER, WHITE HOUSE. N. J.,
has for sale silver and golden Wyandottes,
Langshans, Houdans, Plymouth Rocks,
Leghorns, Minorcas, ducks, fancy pigeons.
Stock No. I 41-42

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PIGEONS.

The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co.,Box'9i6, Philadelphia, Pa.
uleSj I.^bels, Tags, etc

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this headingfor 2 cents per word/or each insertion

Artists and Ensrravers.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

WE HAVE arranged with Schieiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged to be th<

oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special termf
for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishin
Company, Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

Appliances.

INCUBATORSSOLD, BOUGHT,EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor, Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.
Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-

1-52 ham, 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

Bantams.

Advertisements without display inserted undet
this headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Baldhead Tumhlers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER, 511 W. BIDDLB
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-facr

baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

i:ng:Il8h Rollers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS. THOS.
Grist, Livery Stable, Atlantic City, N. J.

. 142-46

Fantalls.

ENTWISLE'S BANTAMS.—I am Mr. W. F.
F'ntwisle's only authorized agent for the
United States and Canada, and will import
birds at as low a figure as possible, quality
of stock considered. F. W. Gaylor, Quogue,
Long Island. N. Y. 37-62

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
and matings. Winners at largest shows
for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee, Mass. 9-60 eow

Black Spanish.

LACK SPANISH—I WILL SELL OUT MY
entire stock, acknowledged to be the best
in America. Thomas Powell, 4716 Market
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 42-43

KfflES for Sale.

HOWARD BUTCHER, 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, I3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

Jacobins.

FOR SALE—THE FINEST LOT OF JACO-
BINS in America, all colors, the entire

stock of the late William Livezer, at 1210

N. 4th St., Phila. 4245

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer

^ and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT. ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Various.

I
HAVE NOW ON HAND A FEW FANCY

pigeons from ray large lof\ of over 100

Dirds, comprising Jacobins, homers, owls,
fantails, turbits, etc. For sale cheap, to

make room. Fred J. McLean, 2 Mystic St.,

Charleston, Mass. it

B

BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCK EGGS FOR
sale, |i.50 sitting. J. N. DaLsen, 1341 Som-
erset Street, Philadelphia. 39-42

For Sale.

H

-HOUSE
^AND

32PET DOGS.

AVING PURCHASFID A KENNEL OF
Pointers, which require all my spare time,
I offer my pack of Crosstree English and
Irish Foxhounds at very low figures. No
better dogs rat-bred. O. L. Menengan,
Tower Creek, Ala. it

For Sale.

Their Selection, Care and Training.

JUST PUBLISHED PRICE, POSTPAID, 5OC.

ADDRESS THISOFFICE.

IRISH TERRIER PUPS BY KILLALOE, A.
K.C. S.-B 18,493, out of Ballyrush, imported.
Also Schipperke pups by Midnight ; first at
New York and Boston 1890; out of Dark-
ness. The above will be sold very cheap to
make room for new importations. Walter
J. Comstock, Box 408, Providence, R. I. 38-tf

I
OFFER FOUR LITTERS OF AS WELL-
BRED mastiffs as are in the world, one
young bitch and a grand brood bitch. Also
two St. Bernard bitches by Alton's brother.
Cheap. Charles V,. Bunn, Peoria, 111. 36-42

TWO THOROUGHLY BROKEN SETTERS

;

broken on ruffed grouse, quail and wood-
ctjck ; will be shown on game. William
Tallman, 109 West Thirty-fourth Street,
New York City. 140-tf

THOROUGHBRED BLACK AND TAN TER-
RIF^R puppies by imported Broom field

Sultan, No. 20,668,' out of Roseleaf II, No.
20,264, by imported Mahomet. No. 4479.
Broomfield Sultan is the best dog of the
kind in this country. For prices address
W. S. Patterson, Mayville, N. Y.

,-*OR SALE—A 600-EGG MONARCH INCU-
H BATOR in good condition. Price I50. John

C. Haynes, Annandale, N. J. 35-tf

LIVE QUAIL FOR SALE.—CONSIGNMENTS
of poultry game, furs and skins solicited.

' Established 1838. F:. B. Woodward. 174
Chambers St., New York, N. Y. 40-43

O BREEDERS AND EXHIBITORS.—OUR
entire stock of Indian games for sale at a
bargain. Prices from $4 each. Quality
guaranteed Frayn & Bowman, Elraira,

N. Y. 41-42

Games.

T

I

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingJor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion.

Advertising.

F YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 3782

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"
368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals ;

gives the circulation
rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates ana other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

Drinking; Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easily cleaned. Price. 75 cents each, J8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vti Brooder Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

Fxchange.

ANTED—A WATCH DOG IN KX-
CHANGE for fine Poultry. Address Sid
Conger, Flat Rock, Ind. it

GAME FANCIERS —I AM OFFERING FOR
sale nearly all of my prize-winning game
fowls, old and young, including winners
at New York, and have added about 20

prizes tojmy already large number by win-
ning at the late Industrial Exhibition. See
the list. These fowls are for sale cheap.
Black red, brown red and pile games and
black red, duckwing and pile game ban-
tams. Describe what you want. E. F.
Doty, 47 Wellington Place,Toronto, Can.tf.

Golden Wyandottes.

EXPRESS POULTRY FARM, BARTLETT,
N. Y., headquarters for golden Wyandottes.
All the most fashionable strains repre-
sented. All orders will receive prompt at-

tention. No finer stock in America. Eggs
in season at $2 per 13. 41-42

LtCg^horns.

Ferrets.

^INE TRAINED FERRETS, $3 TO $4 EACH.
I for rabbits and rats. B. L- Osborne, Port

Dickinson, N. Y. 42-44

Game Panels.

GAME PANELS FOR DINING ROOMS,
clubs and hotels. Game birds mounted in
bunches of two to five on hardwood panels
for wall pieces. Send for holiday pieces.

A. H. Hawlej', Taxidermist, Vinelaiid,

N.J. It

Licaf Tobacco.

B

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY SINGLE
comb brown and white Leghorn cockerels
for sale, $1 so to $5 each. John C. Haynes,
Annandale, New Jersey. 36-45

Lilffht Brahmas.

SOME GOOD BIRDS FOR SALE ; CIRCULARS
free. J. A. Roberts, Malvern, Pa. 40-46

R0THF:R SPORTSMEN SEND ME 20

cents in stamps and I will mail you some
of mv natural leaf tobacco to smoke.
••Gold'Dust," Port Royal, Tenn. 42-43

Various.

FOR SALF: — BREEDING PEN SCOTCH
creeper chicks. Hydro Incubator and fine

Angora cat. J. E. Diehl, Beverly, N.J.
42-43

SMALL BEAGLE BITCH, ALSO PUPS.
Dark Brahmas and Tumblers, booted and
plain, cheap. J. W. Kreider, Lititz, Pa.

42-44
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IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

GflTer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion The Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyn Wilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

Cham. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $35.

Ro»lyn Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Champion Treasure,
10596. FEE $15

Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15

Irish Setters

King Elcho (21,377).

Ivord Klcho (21,378).
(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Be.ssie Glencho.)

FEE OF EACH $20

TUNLAW KENNELS' STUD FOX TERRIER
IMPORTED

Brockenhurst Quick
(A.K.C.S.B. 18474, E.K.C.S.B. 21885)

By The Moonstone (Champion Roysterer. sire o(
Result—Champion Diadem)—Brockenhurst Daiu-
ty II (Champion Belgravian—Brockenhurst Dain-
ty). Won in England six (6) firsts, five (5) sec-

onds, two (2) thirds, three (3) fourths and several
cups and specials. This grand young dog is just
in his prime. Fee I15. For stud card, etc., ad-
dress

THOS, C, CHALMERS, ProDrietor,

1419 F. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

89-141

IN THE STUD.

8T. BERNARDS
AT STXJO.

71 T STUD,

STREATHAM
MONARCH

The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JOHN MOORHEflD, Jr.,

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-
plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
K)r sale at reasonable prices, including several

good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young stock always on hand. i3-^4

ARISTOCRAT,
"Winner of more first prizes and spec-

ials during: 1800 than any
other St. Bernard.

FEE, $50.

pFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

}3iLL5it)E Kennels,
5-56 LANCASTER. MASS.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poiigfhkeepsle, !N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.
36-48

KINGSTON REGENT.
This grand dog is the best son of the great

F RINCE REGF:nT, by Lady St. Gothard. He is

33^ in. high and has the heaviest bone and rich-

est dark orange coat of any St. Bernard in

America. His bead is remarkable for its size,

depth of muzzle and expression. Win ings : ist

Kingston, Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal, 1891.
" The more one sees of this dog the more cer-

tain it is that he will prove a very hard one to

[ beat in the very best company.''— Forest and
Stream.

FEE, $50.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX TKRRIBRS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDF).

VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and

already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PROPUIETOU.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5.5$ Bay Ridge, L- L

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

dusky trap. 771 1 . . .

regent brisk, 16,618

rf;gent tippler . .

Fee $25
10

10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address RFIGF^NT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

TN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SPRAKB,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and 1st and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAN,
laitl AUBURN PARK, 11,1,.

MARQUIS OF RIPON.
Litter brother to King.ston Regent, and more

like Prince Regent than any of the other Regent
dogs. He is the sire ol some splendid stock in

F'ngiand.

FEE, $60.

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

NEW YORK ST. BERNARD KENNELS,

138TH STREET AND THE HUDSON RIVER.

71 T STUD. FEE f50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December, 1S90. and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Flng-

land ; ist, New York, Troy. Albany and Lynn,
'89; ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-185 Babylon, L. I.

[N THE STUD,

THE KENNEL.

sCOTCH....I OLLIES

FORlDHOOK KENNELS

140-tf

PITTSBURG, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

5411
THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

The Beagle Trials
OF 1891.

FEE $16

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIEW KENNELS,

Glenside, Pa.

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies." We are now hooking orders for puppies
sired by Fordliof)k Sfiiiire. a son of Ch. The
Squire: Clifton Chief, litter brother of Ch. Carac-
tacus; The Bard, a son of Ch. Smuggler, and Scot,
a son of Ch. Hopscotch, and out of our best im-
ported bitches. Write at once for prices and full

descriptions. Also one litter sired by the world's
champion, Scotilla, and out of Daisy Dean.

W. ATLEE BURPEE A. CO.,

32-S3 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

CH. BEAUMONT.
(E. 16,166 and A.K.C.S.B. 8094), the champion

Gordon setter of Great Britain and America, the

most typical Gordon; well broken and good in

the field. Fee $35, to approved bitches only.

I40tf

WM. TALLMAN,

109 W. 34th Street, New York City.

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN,62sS. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

JOLLIES
IRISH TERRIERS

Best in the world in stud and for sale.

AT STUD
Christopher - - - - ^50.00

Wellcsbourne Charlie - 50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, I35.

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

HT STUD,

COUNT NOBLE. GLADSTONE.
ENGLISH SETTERS

ALBERMARLE - - FEE $25
Count Noble—Alphonsme.

COUNT LEO - - - FEE $20
Mack D—Lady Alta.

E. G. ELLIOTT,
40-91 483 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

MINSTREL
(21.377) CH. ELCHO, Jr.—BESSIE GLENCHO.

SHANMORE
(21.378) CH. ELCHO, JR.-BESSIE GLENCHO.

Puppies bv the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and
others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS.

62ti West Farms. N. Y.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
CHESTNUT HILL,

29-80 Philadelphia, Penna.

ENGLISH PUGS-DIAMOND KENNELS
winner of more first prizes in open class this

year than any other pug breeder in America, in-
cluding New York, New Orleans, Charleston,
Greenville, Wilmington, etc.

PUPPIES for sale. All registered prize
winning stock.

SL\ PUG DOGS .\T STUD.

KING CHARLK;S SPANIELS

DUKE OF WELLINGTON
AND MANCHESTER TEDDY

AT STUD
F!xtended pedigree of any of my dogs on ap-

plication. Good specimens of the above breeos
and brood bitches in whelp to above dogs for
sale. Send .stamp for circular to

JACOB BROMBACH, 304 Diamond St.,

33-45 Phi'adelphia, Pa.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free ; photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

P. H. COOMBS,
100-151 Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

NIenthon Kennels'

St. Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE. PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.S.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, «i5100.

The Hand.some Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.8.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

fkj:, is^io.

stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

ST STUD

Ch. PAUL GLADSTONE
(3482)

VISCOUNT
(21571)

Imported from the kennels of R. W. Purcell-

Llewellin, England, and pronounced by him the

best dog he ever sold to America.

FEE FOR EITHER, $50.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue, etc.

MT. WASHINGTON KENNEL,
42 54 P. O. Box 304, Canonsburg, Pa.

FO= SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 lanca.sti:k, mass.

TW^nCl IF YOU WANT TO OWN A

r tN GENUINE PUG PUP
1 UUU BUY AT HKAU()U.\kTEKS.
Young stock from prize winners. J20 to I50.
If vou ve a bitch to breed, try one of our

^TT^T^ Eberhart's Casiiier (1 -,901. Fee, $15^ ^^> t^' Bradford Ruby II (97^0)- Fee, $15
John Hull, imported (17093). Fee, J15
Douglass II (ii,.Vi4). Fee, |io

.\ "square <leal" to all.

EBERHART PUG KENNELS. Cincinnati, O.
leading and lMrf>f.\t l^tii; A'fuurl in .\nierica.

Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street. 15-66

m
PUGS
Litter guaranteed.

Fairhill Kennels,
2S4S North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

BREEDERS OF STRICTLY PURE

Puppies for sale by KING REGENT and BEN
ORMONDE, out of prize winning hitches. 12-63

Bunrobin Kennels
STANLEY, NEW JERSEY.

DEERflOONDS AND

GREYflOONDS

• I
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HOOFING.

STANDA?.D

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for
Pouhry Houses
f 1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 38 Uey street. N. Y.

POUIiTRY.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RKD INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.

OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.
DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 3244

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY

MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,
FINE SINGING CANARIES,

TALKING PARROTS,
GOLDFINCHES.

AND ALL OTHER
FANCY CAGE BIRDS,

FINE BRED FOWLS,
FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

KGGS FOR HATCIIIXG.
Send for Catalogue.

H. y^. VAHLE,
319 Market Street and 46 N. gth Stieet,

PHILADELPHIA.

Kdward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schraid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

H. B. TallrRan,

Motf OAK LAWN, R. I.

ii

Farmers, Poultrymen.
THE ROAD TO SUCCESS

LIES IN USING

Neponset" Water- Proof Fabrics.
WRITE NOW. FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.

They Cover Eoofs and Sides of Bams, Poultry Houses, Out Buildings, etc., at One-third the Price of Shingles. Sheath your

Poultry Eouses and Prevent Vermin. Cover your Green Houses and Hot Beds and save your lost time and worry. Sheath your

Eouses and cut down your coal biU. Alsolntely WATEB PROOF. FBOST PBOOF, AIB TIQHT.

SAMPLES AND FULL INFORMATION WILL BE SENT YOU FREE OF ANY COST, BY

F. W. BIRD & CO., ioie^anufaGturere^ East Walpole, Mass.

SHOWS. SHOWS.

TflE GRERT PfllLflDELPfllfl 5R0W
JKNUKRV T TO 12. 1592.

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

PHILADELPHIA POULTRY AND PIGEON GLUB.

WM. H. CHILD, President. H. L HOLMES, Secretary.

The first Poultry Show ever held in America was held in Philadelphia. The first show with new

and progressive features will be held in Philadelphia ; it will be the first of the great Twin-Shows,
|

1892--PHILaDELPHIA NEW YORK-1892

SHOWS.

G. O. BROWN.
JOHN E. DIEHL,
H. S. BABCOCK.
J. C. LONG. JR ,

HENRY HALES,

JUDGES:
S. BUTTERFIELD.
F. T. UNDERHILL,
F. B. ZIMMER,
HENRY ERUMANN,
E. P. CLOUD.

W. F. STANTON,

J. H. DREVENSTEBT, GEORGE PERDUE.
F. L. SEWELL. E. B. THOMPSON,
J. D. NEVIUS. MARK SCHOFIELD,
JOHN FILKIN. O. K. SHARP.
JOHN D. ABEL, JAMES FORSYTH,

J. G. DARLINGTON,

COMPETITION OF»e:n TO THE WORIvD.
Premium TJst ready :Xovember 2.5, 1891. Entries close De-

cember 20, 1891. For Premium Usts and other Information
apply to

H. L. HOLMES, Secretary, Lansdowne, Pa.,

Or to T. FARRER RACKHAM, Superintendent, East Orange, N. J.

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE

SPORTSMEN^S
WAREHOUSE

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,

Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.

Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest

Assortment.
BIRDS. ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES

MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF

SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND
HUNTING CUTLERY.

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRATTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,

Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR POULTRY.
Boue Meal, - - Per lOO lb. Bag, 93.GO

lOO 'i.to

lOO

80O

Granulated Bone,
Ground Beet
Scraps, - - '

Calclte, - - -
C;ruHhed Flint,
Crushed Oy^4ter
Shells, - - - " 900

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt ol

price.
C. H. DEMPWOLF & CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

3.00
3.00
S.OO

«.oo

THE CENTRAL MICHIGAN
POULTRY & PET STOCK ASSOCIATION

Third Annual Exhibition

AT BATTLE CREEK, MICH.,
JUNE 12 to 15, 1892.

1000 Birds showed last year.

Send for Premium List.

F. P. GRIMES. Cor. Sec, Paw Paw, Mich.

POULTRY POOD.

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at
least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stuck if fed on hard corn, or
cornmeal only. They must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
m the crop : one that will furnish animal or
insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-

ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witnesj such noted breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley,
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E- Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

SPRATTS PATENT,
25-50 239-245 East 56th Street, New York.

First Annual Exclusiye Pigeon Slow

—OF THE—

Louisville Colnliariaii Association,

To be held in connection wUh the

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,

—AT—
LIEDERKRANZ HALL., Louisville, Ky.

JANUARY 21 TO 25, 1892.

Classes for every known variety. Liberal pre-

miums and large specials. The most competent

of specialist judges. Selhng and young bird

classes and many other new features never be-

fore encouraged in this country.

ENTRIES CLOSEJANUARY 10, 189a.

SAMUEL CASSEDAY, President.

JOHN H. KUHN, Treasurer.

JOHN D. ABEL. Baltimore, Md., Sup't.

For further information apply to

W. H, ADAMS,
140-144 2307 Magazine St., Louisville, Ky.

ALBANY, N.Y.
The First Annual Exhibition of the

NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND
POULTRY AND KENNEL CLUB

Will be held here

JANUARY 5 TO 8, 1892.
BIG PRIZES. NOTED JUDGES.
Send for thei»- mammoth Premium List to

WILL C. HOUSE, Secretary,

Freys Bush, N. Y.

J. TELLER DeGRAFF. President.
OSCAR J. LEWIS. Sup't of Poultry.

C. E. ROCKENSTYRE, Sup't of Dogs.

Box 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FERRETS YS. RATS I

First-class FERRETS, young and old, for sale

by Adolph Isaacsen, "SURE POP," 92 Fulton
Street. New York Citv. My celebrated hand-
book, "ALL ABOUT FERRETS AND RATS"—
second edition—revised and illustrated—mailed
to any address on receipt of 25 cents. 33-49

SHOWS.

THE SOUTH CAROLINA

Poultry ani PetM Association

(Incorporated)

This, the banner poultry association of the
South, with a capital stock of $3000, will hold its

SECOND ANNUAL EXmBITION

COLUMBIA, S. C,
JANUARY 12, 13, 14, 15 and 17, 1892.

The prompt payment of all premiums is guar-
anteed by our list of solvent stockholders. We
desire to direct particular attention to

Our Great List of Special Premiums.

For Premium List and full information as to
rates on railroads, board at hotels, etc., apply to

Dr. S. T. lea, W. a. SCHROCK,
Pres't, Cokesbury, S. C. Sec., Camden, S. C.

"\N IT" This gear.
THE OLD

Gentrol ffloss. Poultry Gluli

Will hold a show this season, and a rouser it will

be. The date is

JANUARY 25-28, '92.

ENTRIES CLOSE JANUARY 23
Premiums of <ji5 and $3 will be offered for

breeding pens, and ^3 and 9I *or single birds
on all leaaiug varieties.

TMsfillBetlieEaMerSliflwofN.E.

ON'T FAIL to advertise in our Premium
List.

ON'T FAILi to send us a special.

ON'T FAIL, to exhibit your stock at
our exhibition.

ON'T FAIL, to come yourself.

Nearly, if not all, the Specialty Clubs will meet
here. Come and join in with them. Make no
mistake, be sure your stock, entries and commu-
nications are properly addressed to the Central
Mas.sachusetts Poultry Club.

JAMES B. BOWKER, Sec. & Treas.
26 Washington Square, Worcester, Mass.

OPIUM
Morphine Habit Cured In 10

T«. No pa
OR. J. STEPHENS; Lebanon.Ohio.

80to 20 days. No pay till cared.

VOL. 7, NO. «4. )

WHOLE NO., 143. j" PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12, 189L fPKR ANNUM, »3.00
1 SIN[NOLE C 01»Y, 5c.

DALMATIAN CHARLES DICKKNS, PROPERTY OF H. M. MERCER.
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33 S. 3d ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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- KENNEL EDITOR

J. H. DREVENSFEDT- - - POULTRY EDITOR

FANCIERS' POBLlSflING CO.,

WM. H. CHILD, Business Manager.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES IN ADVANCE):

$2.00 PER ANNUM.
CLUBS OF FIVE OR MORE, $1.50 EACH PER YEAR.

Foreign Subscriptions, 10s.

Subscript Ions and advertisements re-
et^lved at the New York office, Itoom
53 Times Building.

5-8.—Prospect, O.
5-1 1.—Minneapolis, Minn.
7-12.—Philadelphia, Pa.
1,-16.-Washington C. H., O.
12-15.—Leominster, Mass.
12-16.—Columbia, S. C.
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25.30. —(Light Brahma Club) Boston, Mass.
2S-Feb. 3.—Detroit, Mich.

Feb. 10-15.—Los Angeles, Cal.

Pigeon Shows.
Jan. 21-25.—Louisville, Ky.

Our Illustration.

Make all remittances payable and ad-

dress all communications to

The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

Philadelphia. Pa.

P. O. Box, 916.

Entered at the PhiladeH>hm Post Office as Second

Class Matter.

The Fanciers' Journal will be supplied by
newsdealers throughout the United States and
Canada.

NEW YORK CITY.
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Dec. 30-Jan
Dojr Shows.
3.—Gloversville, N. Y.
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Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.

5-9.—Charleston, S. C.

19 22.—Hiiighampton, N. Y.

21 25.—Elmira, N. Y.

Feb. 9-12 —Chicago, 111.

16-19.—Jackson, Mich.
23-26.—New York, N. Y.

March 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.
8.,i._Washington,D. C.

15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
20-23.—Los Angeles, Cal.

May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Field Trials.

Dec 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club.

1892.
Tan. 10.—San Antonio, Tex.

18.—Bakersfield, Cal.

Peb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Poultry and Pigeon Shows.
Dec. 10-14—Freeport, 111.

15 16.—Needham. Mass.
16-19.—Kalamazoo, Mich.
,6.23.—Providence, R. I.

22-25.—Stoneham, Mass.
22-26.—Reading, Pa.
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1892.
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5-8.—Albany. N. Y.
j-g—Charle'ston. S. C.

5-8.—Lewiston, Me.

The frontispiece of tliis issue repre-

sents the Dalmatian Charles Dickens (K.

C. S. B. 27,332), reproduced from the

Stock-Keeper, which journal describes

him as follows : The excellence of this

specimen of the old-fashioned Dalmatian

is ample proof of the great progress

which has been made since the revival

of the interest in this breed. One of the

gentlemen who have done so much to-

wards making the shapely and showy

Dalmatian again as popular as they used

to be in former days is Mr. H. M. Mercer,

of Newcastle, the owner of Charles Dick-

ens. This dog was born in July, 1887,

and is by Rover—Rose ; Rover by Spot

—Nell ; Rose by Pero—Manchester Rose.

The credit of having bred him belongs to

Mr. G. H. Hirst. Charles Dickens is of

the correct serviceable size, weighing in

show condition fifty-three pounds. He

has grand legs and feet, and is a splendid

galloper. Marking being of very great

importance in this breed, we must men-

tion that his spots are black and regular.

Charles Dickens gained his first honors

at the Crystal Palace in 1889, and the list

of his wins shows that he has since then

successfully competed at the leading

shows.

His winnings are as follows : 1889, first

and special Crystal Palace; 1890, third

Liverpool, third Manchester, second

Agricultural Hall (Islington), second

Coventry, third Gloucester, second

Chelmsford, first Hanley and special

Hauley; 1891, second Crufts, second

Manchester, first K. C. (Agricultural

Hall, Islington), first and special Glou-

cester, second and .special Stockport, first

and silver medal Gloucester, first Dar-

lington.

The favorable opinion expressed in

these awards is fully endorsed on many

occasions in the public press, and by way

of example we reprint two of the most

characteristic ones : "Charles Dickens is

a good-coated, well-marked, typical spec-

imen."—Kennel Gazette. "CharlesDick-

ens possesses lots of character, is a nice

size, well fonned, without being cumber-

some."—Stock-Keeper.

other field trial associations, and in this

way increase the interest of the best han-

dlers.
*

* *

The club owes a great measure of its

success to Secretary Davis, who has been

untiring in his efforts in its behalf. He
advises us that after payment of all prizes

and expenses the club has a snug balance

to commence the new year with.

*
*

The success of the Irish setter and

Beagle trials is a hint to the Gordon set-

ter and Spaniel men to go and do like-

wise. •
Secretary R. P. Keasby, of the Ameri-

can Spaniel Club, advises us that at the

Executive Committee meeting, held De-

cember I, the following cups were of-

fered for competition at the Westminster

Club show: The Field Spaniel Cup,

value, |ioo ; the Cocker Spaniel Cup,

value, |ioo ; the Stud Dog Trophy, value,

I25 ; the American Field Cup, value,

1 100.

show and field trial winner Bohemian

Girl, for $1500. Beside Bohemian Girl,

the kennel will have Daisy Hope, Bettie

B. (Roderigo—Flora M.), Lady Dudley,

by Gladstone's Boy—Diamond, Chicago

Lady and another bitch whose name we

do not know. Also Dick Bondhu and

four puppies out of Bettie B., one out of

Sheena Van, two out of Cosette, all by

Dick Bondhu, and one by Ben Hill out

of Dolly S.
*

« *

The New York St. Bernard Kennels

have received their recent purchase from

England, the rough-coated dog Refuge

II, a son of Plinlimmon out of Recluse.

Refuge II has won over forty prizes in

England in addition to the second prize at

the Agricultural Hall show this year for

the best stud dog. He is the sire of such

dogs as Refugee, Young Refuge, Recluse

II. Baron Clevedon and Highland Chief.

Mr. Rieck has decided to breed Princess

Florence to Menthon Kennels' Lord

Bute, as he considers that dog the best

out-cross from Plinlimmon in America.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.
— TTif Spanish Student.

The reports of the Irish Setter Field

Trials published by our contemporaries

agree with our report in praise of the

meritorious work of the dogs, and pre-

dict an increased interest in this beauti-

ful breed. We think one of the most

important points gained by the trial is

the interest now taken by the foremost

field trial handlers in them. It is to

these men that Irish setter breeders must

look for assistance. The experience of

this year should enable the Irish Setter

Club to increase the prizes to a par with

• *

The second annual dinner of the Span-

iel Club will be held during the New
York show, arrangements for which are

in the hands of Messrs. Wilmerding and

Keasby. That it will be a success under

such management goes without saying.

« *

We beg to acknowledge the receipt

from Mr. John Moorhead, Jr., of a large

photo of the bull terrier Slreatham Mon-

arch, whose picture adorns our Christmas

number ; from the Woodland Kennels,

pictures of their cockers Champion Black

Duke and Black Dufferin.

*
* *

A kennel club has just been started at

Seattle, Was. We have no doubt but

that the day w ill come when the Pacific

coast will have its circuit of bench shows

the same as we now have in the East,

*
« *

The Central City Kennel Club, of Jack-

son, Mich., has elected the following offi-

cers for the ensuing year : President, Dr.

Edwin L. Kimball ; vice-president, S. H.

Slifer ; secretary, Charles H. Ruhl ; treas-

urer, Charles W. Sarvis. A vote of thanks

was tendered Mr. Sarvis for the success-

ful and entirely satisfactory manner in

which he superintended the bench show-

last year, and he was unanimously chosen

to serve as superintendent of the bench

show to be held February 16 to 19.

*
* «

At the annual meeting of the Interna-

tional Field Trial Club, held at Chatham,

Ont., the following officers were elected :

President, Sheriff Mercer, Chatham, Out.;

first vice-president. Thomas John.son,

Winnipeg, Man.; second vice-president.

Dr. Totten, Forest, Ont.; secretary and

treasurer, W. B. Wells, Chatham, Ont.;

Field Trial Committee, Montague Smith,

Forest ; T. G. Davey and L. H. Smith,

London ;
Joseph Kime, C. R. Atkinson,

Jr., S. Holmes, I. L. Nicholls, Chatham ;

John Davidson, Monroe, Mich.; Louis

N. Hilsendegen and F. W. Eddy, De-

troit, Mich.

*

C. E. Bunn, Peoria, 111., is importing,

through Spratts Patent, the mastiff bitch

II ford Cameo. She was shipped by the

steamship America.

»%
At the annual meeting of the Eastern

Field Trials Club, held at High Point,

November 17, the following business was

transacted : It was decided that the

stakes for next year should be the same

in amount and condition as those of this

year, except that the entry fee in the

Derby should be paid in the same man-

ner as adopted by the United States Field

Trial Club, |io at the time of making the

entry, |io on September i and |xo to

start. Under instructions to judges the

lines "the second chase, however, loses

any further opportunity of competition

in the stake" were stricken out. Messrs.

Duryea, Lorillard and Hitchcock were

appointed a committee to make changes

in the running rules as they thought

necessary, and to present the same for

the action of the governors of the club

at their next meeting. The following

gentlemen were then elected the gov-

ernors of the club for the ensuing year :

James L. Breese, W. A. Coster, J. Otto

Donner, O. W. Donner, J. O'H. Denny,

H. B. Dnrjea, Charles C. Gray, F. R.

Hitchcock, Pierre Lorillard, Jr., H. Hul-

man, Jr., R. McCook, Herbert Merriam,

George T. Leach, H. Bockes and J. H.

Hunter.
*
* *

*
* »

Thomas Johnson, Winnipeg. Man., has

sold his liver and white pointer bitch

Ightfield Blithe, winner of the All-age

Stake at the late International Field

Trials, to C. G. Stoddard, Dayton, O., for

I500.

The annual meeting then adjourned,

and the governors met, elected the fol-

lowing officers and adjourned : Presi-

dent. F. R. Hitchcock ;
vice-presidents,

H. B. Duryea and Pierre Lorillard, Jr.,

secretary and treasurer, Washington A.

Coster. At a meeting of the governors,

held the Monday evening previous, on

motion of Mr. Pierre Lorillard, Jr., the

following resolution was passed : That

the judges be authorized after placing

the first, second and third dogs, to favor-

ably commend any dog or dogs they may

consider deserving in any stake except

the Champion Stake.
*

* *

*
* *

Messrs. F. J. O'Connell, Coal Grove,

O., and W. W. Titus, West Point, Miss.,

are getting together a kennel of English

setters, to be known as the Coal Grove

Kennels, and have just purchased from

J. Shelley Hudson the celebrated bench

At a recent meeting of the governors

of the club it was decided that mem-

bers would not be allowed to shoot on

the club's grounds after December 15.

The secretary was instructed to have the

grounds posted thoroughly. The date

for the beginning of next year's trials

was fixed for the third Monday in No-

vember, as usual. A vote of thanks was

passed to the American Field for its do-

nation of |ioo in the Champion Stake.
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Messrs. T. F. O'Connell, of Coal Grove,

Ohio, and W. B. Meares, of Hillsboro,

N. C, were proposed as members.

* «
That brightest of all daily newspapers,

the New York Morning Advertiser, in its

issue of December 6 devotes a column

and a half to kennel matters. The latter

relate chiefly to the libel suits instituted

against the American Kennel Club.
*

The action of the Philadelphia Kennel

Club in withdrawing from the A. K. C.

is favorably commented upon, and the

words of President Brown are freely

quoted in support of the Quaker City

club's position in the matter.

«*»

The reporter's interview with Mr. Pesh-

all is lively reading, as can be expected

whenever the aggressive champion of the

New Jersey Kennel Club opens his bat-

teries on the A. K. C.
*

« «-

The Advertiser in conclusion remarks :

"Neither Mr. Belmont nor Mr. Vreden-

burgh seemed inclined to talk much
about the A. K. C. affairs. Mr. Belmont

took the ground that newspapers had no

right to publish anything about such

matters except what might be officially

given out. Mr. Vredenburgh was in-

credulous regarding Mr. Peshall's threats

about libel suits, and glad that his club

was making money."
*

* «

Mr. Belmont's ideas of what newspapers

ought not to do, and Mr. Vredenburgh 's

incredulity, are as Artemus Ward would

say, "amoosin."
*•

The A. K. C. is not a secret organiza-

tion, and the thousands of doggy men in

this country naturally look to it for wise

and useful administration of kennel

affairs. It seems hardly possible that

President Belmont should so far forget

himself as to employ the star chamber

subterfuge of allowing newspapers to

print only what the club sees fit to pub-

lish. Neither newspapers nor dog fanciers

will support such an un-American pro-

ceeding.
*

* *

We have heard no rumors of the en-

deavor to have the P. K. C. withdraw its

resignation from the A. K. C, and until

there is a decided change in the manage-

ment of the latter we do not think the

Philadelphia Kennel Club would enter-

tain any such proposition. The whole

trouble with the present management
is that they have exceeded the powers

given them by the club.

*
* *

We think there should be a reduction

to fifty cents of the registration fee, and

an effort to bring together all the inter-

ests which under the present manage-

ment are at odds. It will require some

sacrifices on all sides to do this, but with

the proper executive the matter can be

straightened out in six mouths and all

hands pull together to make the World's

Fair show the success which all Ameri-

can dogmen wish to see it.

* »

In our current notes of November 28

we credited the importation of the black

and tan terrier Beaconsfield to the Ro-

chelle Kennels instead of to Messrs. Toon

& Symonds. He has since been returned

to England, and is now in the stud at

Sheffield.

* *

Monday forenoon was too wet for the

Central Field Trials, but it was a good

day for stories. Talking about well-

trained dogs, a certain gentleman told of

a pointer he owned who was so well

trained that when he came to a point his

owner would order him on and the dog
would advance and flush a single quail,

which would be shot. Then the dog
would flush another, and so on. We do
not remember if the gentleman said he
killed all the quail in the co^ey, but we
suppose he left a few for breeding pur-

poses.

« »

Mr. C. C. M. Hunt sent home to his

wife a bunch of quail, and she wrote him
that he killed his birds clean, the cook
was unable to find a single shot in the

body of any of the bunch, but all had
met their death by broken necks, a strange

coincidence.

*••

During the Harry C.-Count Glad-

stone heat on Saturday the latter dog
ran into an old sow with a litter of pigs.

The pig charged on the dog, which in-

stead of turning tail da,shed into the lit-

ter and killed four of the youngsters be-

fore he could be taken off.

»

the Forest and Stream will be perma-
nently enlarged from twenty-eight to

thirty-two pages. By-the-bye, this ad-

mirable journal made quite a hit last

week with its instantaneous pictures of

the men and dogs at the Eastern Field

Trials.

»

S. L. Boggs has purchased from Charles

Barker the English setter bitch Flirt

Gladstone. She is black, white and tan

in color, and was whelped May 6, 18S6.

She was thoroughly broken by Mr. Bar-

ker, and is a high-class field bitch. Mr.

Boggs will breed her to his imported Vis-

count.

« *

Sunday morning we went to the station

at Lexington to get a paper, and as the

train came in the Irish setter Limerick
was seen standing on the platform. He
was quartered at High Point, but had
followed the man having him in charge

onto the passenger train and stood on
the platform until the man came out of

the car at Lexington and for the first

time knew that the dog was aboard.
*

» »

Owing to the trouble of getting good
hotel and other accommodations at field

trials there is now some talk about the

various field trial clubs erecting a large

club house in the centre of a large game
reserve. The clubs could run their vari-

ous trials in turn at much less expense

than shifting around from place to place

as is now done. Besides, the grounds could

then be better taken care of, for there is

no doubt but that both the Eastern and
Central grounds are now shot over. It

is to the interest of hotel proprietors to

encourage others to come and shoot in

their vicinity and board at their hotels.

This thing of being huddled together

like sheep at country hotels for two or

three weeks is far from agreeable, and
many have ceased coming to field trials

simply because they will not put up
with the discomforts that attend the trials

as now held. If some practical plan is

suggested, there will be no trouble in get-

ting the necessary funds to erect the

buildings. We hope our field trial patrons

will agitate this matter and brmg it to a

head before the next season approaches.

»
» *

Angus Cameron, who came over with

Mr. Brailsford, and assisted in handling

Mr. Haywood-Lonsdale's dogs last year,

has just accepted a position with the

Hempstead Farm Kennels, and will in

future care for and steer their dogs to

victory. Mr. Cameron is a thbroughly

competent man, and his employers are

to be congratulated upon their wise

selection.
*

* »

Wun Lung's Sister died at Lexington,

N. C, last week in spite of the efforts of

her handler, S. J. McCartney, who did

all in his power to nurse her through her

illness. Mr. McCartney had recently

sold this capital little bitch to Dr. C. M.
Rounds, of San Antonio, Tex. Wun
Lung's Sister did very good work at the

United States Trials at Bicknell recently,

and although she did not get placed, she

came very near it.

*
* «

With the issue of the first number of

its thirty-eighth volume in January next

The pointer dog Promotion, that won
first in the All-age Pointer Stake, has

been sold by Mr. Daniels to Dennis A.

Upson, Cleveland, O. Mr. Upson is the

celebrated trap shot of that name.

» «

Our readers will regret to hear of the

sudden death from apoplexy of the

Flour City Kennels' mastiff Champion
Ilfold Chancellor.

* «

II ford Chancellor was whelped in Eng-
land, May 15, 1885, and imported in 188S

by E. H. Moore, of Melrose, Mass., from
whom he was purchased by Mr. J. W.
Whitney, proprietor of the Flour City

Kennels. He was the winner of twenty-

five first and special prizes in England,

and the same number in this country. He
was sired by Champion Ilford Caution,

and was the sire of such famous dogs as

Ingleside, Maxmillian and Ingleside

Crown Prince.
*

« »

W. Rabbitts, Jr., the genial and hus-

tling representative of Spratts Patent,

arrived with his wife in Philadelphia this

week, after an extended tour across the

continent. He will spend the Christmas

holidays with his father.

« *

We have the report of the Rockford

show, which is crowded out this week.

Wun L.iinK's Owner.
Kditor Fanciers' Joornal.

I notice your reports of the United
States trials in your interesting journal, but find

some mistakes which in justice to parties con-

cerned should be rectified. Wun Lung, winner
of third, is not my property. He belongs to Mr.

N. F. Harris, of N. O., although I trained him
and ran him in the Southern trials of last year,

winning second in the open Derby and first in

the Members' Stakes, when only ten months old,

at the time I delivered him to Mr. Rose, Mr.

Harris' trainer. He was thoroughly trained. I

also wish to state that Wun Lung's sister was
also trained by me, Mr. Ro.se getting her in

charge about a week before the trials, and as 1

see you give Mr. Rose the credit of training these

dogs. Mr. Ro.se is a personal friend of mine and
a first-class trainer, but credit should be placed

in justice where it is due.

Please state that I have sold Sister to Dr. C. M.
Rounds, of San Antonia, Texas, and since she is

not mine I am at liberty to express myself, and
will say I consider her one of the most charming
shooting dogs I have ever seen or handled. Wish-

ing you success, I am yours truly,

S. J. McCartney.
Hammond, La., Decembers

THE BEAGLE TRIALS.

Honor to "Whom Honor Is Due.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Permit me to disavow the credit of hav-
ing imported the first Russian wolf-hounds to

this country. Mr. Paul H. Hacke, of Pittsburg,

imported the first that I know of, but ft 0111 Paris.

The first importation direct from Russia was that

of Dr. Linn, of Buffalo, New York, although the

dog unfortunately died soon after his arrival.

Then Mr. Hacke followed with his importation

of Zloeem and Prokrasa, followed by his two
subsequent importations. The only credit I

claim in the furtherance of the breed is such as

may be due to some tolerably persistent and
active booming of it. Yours truly.

HULTON, Pa., December 5, 1891.

W. Wade.

Some SuueeHtlous for the lioay^le Men
to l*oiider Over.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Naxukt, N. Y., November 28.—The

second annual trials have died their

natural death, but only to be remembered
as one of pleasant recollections combined
with good feeling and social intercourse.

Mr. Kreuder took us all in. You had
only to say "beagles" at the station and
they would say go to Mr. Kreuder's.

There we were housed, looked after and
made comfortable by his sister and
mother, doing full justice I can assure

you every time the bell rang.

It is impossible to dilate upon Mr.
Kreuder and his family to do them
proper justice. They not only fed us and
clothed us but even treated us to a shave.

In Mr. Dorsy and Mr. Clarke we had
two unbiassed and careful judges, who
were far from hasty in giving their de-

cisions, and by the majority most favor-
ably received. Around Nan net the coun-
try is most suitable for rabbits, and had
the trials been held sooner, when the sea-
son opened, game would have been most
plentiful. This before next year the
Beagle Club must decide upon, as the
entries will assuredly be much larger,
making it impossible to get them through
in a week, unless there are two sets of
judges and heaps of game.

I am strongly in favor of more open
country so that the dogs can be planily
seen by all, providing there's game. There
is no iun, Mr. Editor, fighting your way
through eight feet of brier brush, scrub,
bramble, etc., and those would-be .sports

who say so are only kidding (imagining)
to themselves that they enjoy it, when
they know full well they don't.

It can also be said that bench show
winners at these trials are also field dogs,
not losing their pestige, with the excep-
tion of June Rose, of whom I am igno-
rant, but that she combines the blood of
both, being the daughter of Frank Forest,
is evident. I forgot to mention in my
notes last week that the dogs were tested
as to gunshyness when on a trail or
guaranteed not to be by their owners, and
the winners in each stake were all fired

over.

A Few of the ''Thats" at the Trials.

That Turpin is full of notes.

That beagles of Bannermau blood will
tree bears.

That Shellhass' Trailer was tongueing
all the trials.

That the razor-back took Wixom's hair
ofi" ni a drive.

That Fairy's Lee is talking in a "field"

at Red Bank.

That Miss Kreuder can talk beagle.s

with a vengeance.

That Tony Weller says some of the
dogs "ain't not no good."

That Judge Dorsy prefers mother's
milk to essence of ginger.

That the great dog "my dog" was at
home on many occasions.

That Mr. Kreuder has a patent way of
getting the boys out of bed.

That Doc Power intends entering a
Boston terrier at the next trials.

That Chapman is his mother's piece of
sea-weed and will he catch a cold ?

That Clarke knows the difference be-
tween sarsaparilla and brown sherrj'.

That the boys don't like to leave a
good spot ; oh, that home-made bread
and cream

!

That John Bateman is nearly seventy
years old and never was a member of any
club before, and that he means sticking
to us. H. T.

. .

A Demand for More Dogrs.

From the Troy Press.

Further particulars in the ShelbyviUe,
Ind., cousumption-cure-by-dog-meat case show
that the restoration of Miss Maggie Dennager
was accomplished with only one dog, a New-
foundland puppy. There are not, unfortunately,

as many canines of this particular breed in this

country as there are consumptives. The deficit

clearly calls for more dogs, unless other species

can be substituted. The pug, the poodle and the

snappy cur, however, could easily be spared

;
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THE CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.

Continuation of the Setter Derby—Wun

Lung Meets His Waterloo.

From a Staff Correspondent.

LEXINGTON, December 2.—The morn-

ing was clear and temperature higher

than yesterday, so an earlier start was

made. „ . „„
IZA AND AMY ROBSART.

The above brace, the first of the second

series, were put down at 9.47 A. M. Iza

got a point in a bunch of weeds. Avent

flushed and shot, the bitch being steady

to shot. Following the birds up, Iza got

three points on singles and was steady

to wing, each time doing much better

work than yesterday. Amy then pointed

and was backed by Iza, both dogs steady

to shot. No more birds were found and

dogs were taken up at 10.11.

WUN LUNG AND BOB COOPER.

Four minutes later this brace was put

down. In cedars Bob got a point, then

both dogs scored a point each. Wun
Lung on edge of cedars ponited a rabbit

and was backed by Bob. who started to

chase when rabbit was flushed.but stopped

on command. Dogs taken up at 10.55.

Wun Lung showing the most speed and

coving his ground better.

LORA AND HOPE'S MARK.

Eight minutes later this brace was

cast off. Lora entered a thicket from

which a bevy flushed, but could not say

the bitch did or did not do it. Mark

then pointed, when Lora came up and

flushed, pointed again but roaded in and

flushed. He then located another, as

did Lora also. Dogs taken up at 11. 15.

Mark was not in his usual good shape

but had easily the best of the heat.

CAMILLE AND NED NOBLE.

This brace, the last of the second series,

was put down at 11.22. Ned soon after

made a false point, followed by CamiUe

flushing a bevy. Then another bevy

flushed by Ned which he may have

caused. Camille in thicket made a false

point Ned pointed further on and was

backed by Camille, no game was found.

Dogs taken up at 12.05.

Third Series.

WUN LUNG AND HOPE'S MARK.

The third series began with the above

brace a few minutes later. They were

run until luncheon without any birds be-

ing found. After luncheon they were put

down again, and shortly after Wun Lung

flushed a bevy. Mark then made a false

point and was backed by Wun Lung.

Further on Wun Lung pomted atidwas

backed by Mark. Rose flushed and shot,

both dogs steady to shot. Mark made a

false point in woods, and then moved on

and nailed a single. Wun Lung also got

a point. Rose flushed and shot, after

which several singles got up, dogs steady

to wing. Dogs taken up at 1.30. and the

judges decided the stake as follows :

I H. T. Harris' Wun Lung.

2. Blue Ridge Kennels' Bob Cooper.

3. Blue Ridge Kennels' Hope's Mark.

It will be remembered that the above

dogs won at the United States Trials at

Bicknell, Ind.. a few weeks ago, only the

order of winning was reversed, Hope's

Mark taking first and Wun Lung third

At High Point Wun Lung was first and

Bob Cooper second. D. E. Rose handled

these three dogs, and his success with

Derby entries this year has been phe-

nomenal.

THE POINTER DERBY.

The Setter Derbv having been decided,

the first brace of the Pointer Derby was

now called, with eight starters.

PRINCE. JR.. AND MAINSTAY.

James A. Mehaff"ey's Jrince, Jr., by

Prince Black—Flirtation, handled by E.

J. Martin, and Charlottesville Field Trial

kennels' Mainstay, by Mainspring—Bar

Maid, handled by Captain McMurdo,

were put down at 1.47- 1° cornfield

Mainstay pointed, then roaded up and

finally located a bevy. Prince wa.s

brought up to back, but would not hcjld

on. The birds were followed and Main-

stay while making game, flushed an out-

lying single. He then stood staunch on

the remainder of the covey. After this

be got three points on singles. Jn sedge-

field Prince got a point, as did also Main-

stay In pine woods Mainstay ponited

and chased a rabbit. Martin flushed a

covey in sedgegrass while walking ahead

of his dog. Prince pointed a single on

edge of thicket and was backed by his

opponent. The dogs were taken up at

2.31, Mainstay having the best of the

heat all through. He was a faster dog,

wider ranger and had a much better nose

than Prince, who lost much time and

ground by frequently coming in to his

handler.

BLACK WONDER AND PROMOTION.

Joseph H. and John A. Hunter's Black

Wonder, by Ike—Bang Bang's Pride,

handled by John Hunter, and John R.

Daniel's Promotion, by Lord Graphic-

Belle, handled by Charles Barker, were

turned loose four minutes after the for-

mer brace was taken up. In range and

speed the dogs were about equal, but

Promotion covered his ground better and

is a belter trained dog. In sedgegrass

bottom Black Wonder flushed a bevy.

Going up hill Promotion pointed a sin-

gle and was steadjj to shot. He got an-

other point on a single in cedar thicket

and was steady to shot. Shortly after he

flushed a single, then several more birds

were flushed by followers, when Promo-

tion again got a point on a single. Black

Wonder was now lost and after some lit-

tle time he was found on a point, and

Hunter flushed a bird from in front of

him. In swamp Black Wonder pointed

a woodcock, but did not hold it, as he

moved on. Hunter, following him,

flushed the bird. At 3.20 dogs were or-

dered up, the heat being in favor of Pro-

motion.
OUTCAST AND BOB.

Charlottesville Field Trials Kennels'

Outcast, by King of Kent-Hops, han-

dled by C. E. Buckle, and W. G. Bro-

kaw's Bob, by Arkos—Loole, handled by

H. Height, were put out at 3.21. In

thicket Bob pointed and Outcast held to

a bew by Buckle holding his tail. When
released Outcast went forward, but no

birds were found then. Bob now broke

his point, and, roading up, located a

single which flushed wild. As we passed

through the woods the handlers flushed

a covey, which was followed, and on edge

of woods Outcast got a point and was

unsteady to shot. Several quail flushed

wild, then Bob pointed and Outcast re-

fused to back. Nothing found. Outcast

pointed a rabbit and Bob backed to or-

der. Both dogs then made game, and

roading up pointed about the same time.

They were fairly steady to shot. Cross-

ing ditch Bob pointed. Outcast refusing

to back but roading up flushed the birds.

Dogs taken up at 4. 10 and the day's work

was ended.
Thursday.

The day opened warm and pleasant

and an earlier start was made. Dr. Jarvis

being obliged to leave, Messrs Tracy and

Wallace were left to handle the remainder

of the stake without the third judge.

EXILE AND DAUNTLESS.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'

Exile, by King of Kent—Hops, handled

by Captain McMurdo, and Beresford

Kennels' Dauntless, by Arkos—Loole,
handled by S. C. Bradley, were put down

at 9 08 A. M. Dauntless came to a point

in weeds, then roaded on and failed to

locate a bew, although the wind was in

his favor. Bradley walked up the birds

and shot, his dog being unsteady to shot.

Exile made a false point on hill side, but

at edge of woods pointed and then moved

on. A bird was flushed by the handler

following the dog. Exile then gave

chase to a rabbit. Dogs were taken up

and we moved to other grounds two miles

further down the road. Here Captain

McMurdo flushed a bevy, which we fol-

lowed. A single was flushed at edge of

woods, which his dog should have found.

In sedge grass both dogs pottered arouud

until Dauntless finally flushed a bevy.

Their time having expired, the dogs

were taken up at 10.29. Both are lacking

in nose and are but fair in other field

qualities.
Second Series.

BLACK WONDER AND BOB.

This brace started the second series.

They were turned loose at 10.37, and soon

distinguished themselves by galloping

into and flushing a bevy and then at-

tempted to chase. We crossed the ditch,

and as Black Wonder was roading, a bird

flushed wild in front of him. Bob made

a false point in thicket. This was all the

work on game during the heat. Dogs

taken up at 11.07, with Bob having the

best of the heat. Black Wonder not be-

ing in his usual form.

MAINSTAY AND PROMOTION.

This brace was put out at 11.13. Pro-

motion pointed in sedge grass, then road-

ed on but failed to locate the birds which

Barker flushed as he followed. Main-

stay pointed by fence and was backed by

Promotion, who had his forefeet on top

of fence about to spring over, both dogs

steady to shot. Promotion then entered

the field and pointed, his opponent refus-

ing to back, but no game was there. Soon

after Promotion came to a point on a

rabbit, Mainstay again refusing to back.

Dogs taken up at 11. 57-

EXILE AND OUTCAST.

This brace was put down at 12.02. On
edge of ditch Exile pointed, Outcast

came up aud passed him, but no game

was found. Some time after Exile

pointed, then broke his point, and road-

ing up flushed a bevy. Dogs ordered up

at 12.22, and the judges announced that

they had arrived at a decision, which they

gave out as follows :

I John R. Daniels' Promotion.

2. Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'

Mainstay.

3. W. G. Bro'kaw's Bob.

ALL-AGE SETTER STAKE.

The All-aged Setter Stake, for which

there were thirty-eight entries, had thir-

teen entries. E. W. Clark, Jr., joined

Messrs. Wallace and Tracy as third judge.

After luncheon the first brace was called.

COUNT ERIC AND DAD WILSON, JR.

Edward Gray's Count Eric, by Count

Noble—Fannie W., handled by N. B.

Nesbitt, and J. Shelley Hudson's Dad
Wilson, Jr., by Ch. Dad Wilson--Lit,

handled by H. M. Short, were put down

at 1.34. It was some time before birds

were found and then they were walked

up by Nesbitt. Count made a false point

iii woods. On hillside Dad pointed and

was steadv to shot. Moving up hill Count

pointed and was backed by Dad, who
suddenly wheeled around and pointed a

single which Short shot. Dad was steady

to shot and retrieved the dead bird nicely.

Dogs were ordered up at 2.35. The heat

was in favor of Dad Wilson, Jr., he being

better in style, speed, range and nose.

DAISY HUNTER AND BONNIE BONDHU.

Joseph H. and John A. Hunter's Daisy

Hunter, by Oath's Hope—Daisy E., han-

dled by John Hunter, and George A. Mc-

Lin's Bonnie Bondhu, by Count Wake-

field—Pearl Bondhu, handled by owner,

were put down at 2.40, and soon after

Bonnie made a false point. Daisy then

got lost, and it was some time before we

found her. She had taken a wide cast,

and being surrounded by woods we could

not see her. We finally got the dogs

started again, and Bonnie, on edge of

woods, stopped just in time to save

flushing a single. On other side of woods

both dogs got a point. Daisy then got

another point and was backed by Bonnie.

Both dogs were steady to shot and Daisy

retrieved the dead bird nicely. Dogs

taken up at 3.20, Daisy having the best

of the heat on game, range, speed and

style, but did not show up to her usual

good form.

RUPERT AND NATALIE II.

J M Avent and Bayard Thayer's Ru-

pert, by Roderigo—Bo Peep, handled by

Avent, and Bert Crane's Natalie II, by

King Noble—Natalie, handled by N. B.

Nesbitt, were put down at 3.26. On edge

of cornfield Rupert dropjped in a small

bunch of birds, which flushed behind

him. By edge of woods Natalie pointed

at tlie spot from which a covey had been

flushed a short time before, then moving

on she located a single and was steady to

wing. Further on both dogs made a

false point, after which the bitch on edge

of woods pointed a single and then made

a false point. In sedge grass Rupert

made a false point, then pointed a single

and was backed by the bitch, and was

steady to shot but the bitch was not. In

cornfield Rupert made game, roaded up

to a point, then left it and went on and

finally located a bevy. Natalie winded

the birds and pointed them also. Dogs

taken up at 4.14, with Rupert hav-ing the

best of the heat, being better on birds, a

faster and wider ranger and showed more

^^y
^' HARRY C. AND THE CORSAIR.

Greenfield Hill Kennels' Harry C, by

Roderigo—Countess House, handled by

S C. Bradlev, and E. O. Damon's The

Corsair, by Dan Gladstone—Haidee, han-

dled by D. E. Rose, were put down at

4 16, and Harry scored the first point in

ragweed field, Corsair being brought up

to back, both dogs steady to shot, but

Harry had some difficulty in finding the

dead bird, but finally discovered it and

retrieved it nicely. Corsair made a false

point in cedars. Harry then found a

bevy, which was flushed by Bradley, who
killed a bird and was retrieved by The
Corsair in good style. The dogs were

taken up soon after 5 o'clock, with the

heat in fovor of Harry C.

Friday.

It was raining quite hard this morning,

so we did not get out until after dinner,

by which time it had cleared off".

DOLLY HILL AND BLADE.

J. Shellev Hudson's Dolly Hill, by

Ben Hill—boll v S., hnidled by H. M.

Short, and P. Lorillard, Jr.'s. Blade, by

Toledo Blade, Lula C, handled by Charles

Tucker, were put down in field at edge

of town. Blade made game in sedgefield,

pointed, then drew on but failing to lo-

cate, went on. Dolly then came up and

nailed the covey he had abandoned, both

dogs steady to shot. On edge of thicket

a bird flushed in front of Blade. A couple

singles were flushed by us as we followed

Dolly, who had failed to find them. Both

dogs' then trailed on scattered birds but

could not get a point, as the quail were

no doubt running. Dolly came to a point

in sedge grass and was backed by Blade,

but proved a blank. Dolly then pointed

again, and this time she had birds. Short

flushed aud killed, Dolly steady to shot.

Blade pointed but moved on and finally

flushed a single. Dogs up at 2.15, Dolly

having put up a good heat.

EDGE MARK AND TOP MARK.

Francis S. Brown's Edge Mark, by

Skidniore—Flo Maclin, handled by S. C.

Bradley, and B. M. Stephenson's Top

Mark by Gath's Mark—Burd Helen,

handled by H. M. Short, were put down

at 2.50. In pine thicket Edge Mark

made a false point, and in oak thicket he

pointed where a bevy had just been

flushed. Moving out of thicket FMge

Mark found a single and was steady to

shot. Then Top Mark made a false

point. Dogs taken up at 3.35. The work

of lK)th was unsatisfactory. Edge Mark

did not seem the same dog that did such

excellent work at the Philadelphia trials

last year.

COUNT GLADSTONE AND LOU NOBLE.

Adolph Hill's Count Gladstone, by

Count Noble—Ruby's Girl, handled by

John White, and B. Ridgway's Lou

Noble, by Count Noble— Alphonsine,

handled by Charles Barker, were cast off"

at 3.38. In sedge I^ou pointed where a

bird bad flushed from. Count was then

lost, aud when found was pointing a

bevy. Lou backed and both were steady

to shot. Count made a false point iu

weeds. Instubblefield Count, while going

fast down wind, whirled handsomely to

a point, then moved on and a bunch of

larks got up. Both dogs got another

point and were then taken up at 4.25.

ANTEVOLO AND PAUL BO.

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s Antevolo, by Count

Noble—Trinkett II, handled by Charies

Tucker, and Richard Merrill's Paul Bo,

by Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl, han-

dled by Frank Richards, were put down

at 4.30. Paul got a bevy on edge of

woods. Richards shot and killed, Paul

retrieving indifferently. He soon got an-

other point and Antevolo, refusing to

back, was dropped to order, Paul steady

to shot. Antevolo pointed, then roaded

about, but could not find anything. Go-

ing into woods a bevy flushed near dogs,

but we could not see if either was respon-

sible for a flush. Both dogs then got a

point on singles. Paul pointed on edge

of woods and was backed by Antevolo,

but nothing was found. In open field

Paul nailed a covey and was backed by

the other dog. .This brace ran an excel-

lent heat, Paul having the advantage on

game. ^* ORLANDO, A BYE.

J M. Avent and Bavard Thayer's Or-

lando, by Roderigo—Bo Peep, handled

by Avent, ran a bye while the foregoing

brace were down. Shortly after he was

put down he disappeared and was

found on a covev. Avent shot and the

dog retrieved well. He was then sent

on and soon found another single and

then pointed a rabbit. Near the end of

the heat Avent walked up a bevy of birds

and his dog pointed where they had got-

ten up. He then got a point on single.

Orlando hunts his ground in a superior

manner and is a fast and stylish worker.

This ended the work for the day and the

first series of the stake.

Saturday.

Last night was cold enough for frost,
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and the sunrise in the morning was all

that was necessary to predict an ideal

day for field trials.

Second Series.

DAISY HUNTER AND COUNT ERIC.

At 9.27 A. M. this brace was put down
and they run an unsatisfactory heat, prin-

cipally on account of the scarcity of birds.

Daisy made game in thicket, pointed and
then moved on. Eric kept us busy look-

ing for him as he was continually losing

himself. Finally both dogs disappeared,

then a bevy of birds were seen to get up
and Daisy was discovered pointing where
they had left. F>ic was then seen, but
again disappeared and was not found un-
til after the heat had concluded, notwith-
standing all those who were mounted
scatter* d and looked for him. Daisy in

pines pointed, and while she was roading
up a single flushed. Moving on another
birtl flushed before she came up to it. The
dogs were ordered up at 10.35, Daisy, of
course, haviug the best of the heat.

PAUL BO AND HARRY C.

This brace was put down at 10.41. In
thicket while dogs were roading and
making game a bunch of birds got up be-

fore the dogs could establish their points.

Paul then got a point in brush and was
backed by Harry. Paul broke his point

and roading on again came to a point.

Hiirry drew up and backed. Richards
flushed and shot, both dogs steady to

shot. Several scattered birds got up af-

ter Richards had shot. Following them
into woods Harry got a single and was
steady to shot. Harry then ran by a

brush pile and a bird was flushed there-

from. Dogs taken up at 11.20. both dogs
having run a good heat, but Paul was
best on yame and he also covered more
ground than did his opponent.

ORLANDO AND ANTEVOLO.
Five minutes later this brace was put

down and they immediately cast down to

foot of hill out of sight and a bevy
flushed. Orlando was found pointing
where they had flown out. He was or-

dered on, and a short distance ahead
pointed a single and was steady to shot.

At bottom of cornfield Antevolo got a

Eoint, Tucker flushed and .shot, his dog
eing steady to shot. By thicket Orlan-

do ran over and flushed a single and then
got a point and was steady to shot. Dogs
taken up at 12.10, the heat iu favor of

Orlando.
DAD WILSON, JR., & COUNT GLADSTONE.
After luncheon this brace was ordered

out at 1.04. In woods a small bunch of

birds got up in front of Count,who pointed
where they had been. Following the

birds into cottonfield Dad nailed a single

and was steady to shot. Count got a

point in the woods but the game flushed

before the judge came up. In crossing

stubble bottom Shot flushed a bevy,

which we followed into open field where
Count pointed and White shot and missed,

his dog being steady to shot. Then Dad
made a false point. Coming back to

horses Mr. Tracy walked up one of the

scattered binls. On edge of woods Count
pointed and White flushed, shot and
missed as usual. F'urther on Count got
another point and was backed by Dad.
This ended the heat, which belonged to

Count. Dogs taken up at 1.49.

Third ?*erleB.

ORLANDO AND PAUL BO.

This brace began the third series and
was put down at 3.18. In pines Avent
claimed a |>omt for his dog, but no bird

was there. Paul then got a point on
edge of pines, Richards flushed and shot

twice, his dog steady to shot. We fol-

lowed the birds and each dog pointed on
edge of cornfield. Avent shot and killed

and Orlando retrieved nicely. Dogs
were ordered on and a few birds flushed

in thicket ahead of us. In woods Paul

found a single, then Orlando followed

and pointed another. Orlando then made
a false point, after which the dogs were
taken up at 3.55, both having run a good
heat, but Paul had the advantage on
game and in range and speed.

HARRY C. AND COUNT GLADSTONE.
This brace was put down five minutes

later, and were run six minutes over an
hour. On edge of wheatfield both dogs
pointed a bevy, which flushed wild. In

woods each dog made a false point. Count
then got lost. He was not under the

slightest control and hunted after his

own sweet will. In meantime Harry got

a point in woods and was steady to shot.

Count was then found on a point, where
probably the birds had flushed when
Bradley bad sjiot when his do^ had

pointed near by. Harry again pointed and
several birds rose some distance ahead.
Count pointed and was backed by Harry,
then broke his point and roaded on, but
failed to locate birds. Harry soon got
another point, Bradley killed and his

dog retrieved. Count then nailed a single

and in open field got another single,

which White crippled. Count was sent

to retrieve but seemed loath to do so,

but when it was discovered that the bird

was only wounded Count was relieved of
what seemed to him an unpleasant duty.

The brace was then taken up and after a
short consultation the judges announced
their decision as follows :

1. Richard Merrill's Paul Bo.

2. Avent and Thayer's Orlando.

/ Greenfield Hill Kennel's Harry C.
^- \ Adolph Hill's Count Gladstone.

Absolute Derby Winner.
After the heat between Dad Wilson,

Jr., and Count Gladstone, the judges or-

dered down the winners of the .-etter and
Pointer Derbys to decide the absolute

Derby winner.

WUN LUNG AND PROMOTION.
The brace was put down at 1.56. Wun

Lung shortly made a false point and was
nicely backed by the pointer, who shortly

after also made a false point and then

pointed a rabbit. After this both dogs
settled down and did good work. Down
by run Promotion nailed a covey aud
was steady to shot. Wun Lung had
been roading on these birds when Pro-

motion located them first. Following
the scattered birds into woods the pointer

got a single. In wheatfield the setter

made a false point. Going into woods
after the brace both were found pointing

a covey. Three of these birds were fol-

lowed to bottom of field, but dogs could

not find them, and they were flushed by
spectators. Several likely spots were un-

successfully worked out, then finally Pro-

motion got a single which Barker killed

and his dog retrieved nicely. Dogs were

ordered up at 3.05. and the heat proved a

Waterloo for the famous Wun Lung, who
was now fairly l)eaten, and the judges de-

clared Promotion the aljsolute winner of

the Derby.
. .

Dogrs and Ghosts.

"Perhaps you are not aware," said a

young man to the Charleston Democrat scribe,

"that dogs and horses are as much afraid of

ghosts and other uncanny or mysterious things

as are the most timid of the human race. I

proved it one time on two dogs at any rate. Not

long after the war the negroes were so bad
about our place in Kentucky that it was with
difficulty we could keep our belongings on our

place. Every other method having failed, I fin

ally hit upon the plan of frightening them by
appearing before them dressed as a ghost is said

to habilitate itself.

"Ofcourse, the negroes were successfully fright-

ened away from us, but upon one occasion I also

frightened our two watch dogs as badly as any
negro ever was frightened by hostly apparition.

The dogs were fierce fellows, and would allow

no stranger or str nge thing on the place, but

one moonlight night they came upon me in

spectral attire. The dog that first caught a

glimpse of me just humped up his back until

all four of his feet covered not more than six

inches of Kentucky soil His eyes stood out and
his hair stood up, and he began moving back-

ward, never for an instant taking his eyes off"

ray figure. His companion came up, went
through the same movement, and both t>egan

backing cautiously from me, and as long as I

could see them Ihev put distance between us in

that way. A few moments later I heard them
barking at home, half a miledisUnt. They had
taken refuge under the house, and it was four

days before wc could coax them out again."

REMINISCENCES OF FOX TERRIERS

AND FOX TERRIER MEN.

FOURTH PAPER.

Canine Sagacity.

P'rom Shooting Times.

An inquest was held at Cork on Tues-

day on Private Bryan, of the Welsh Regiment,

whose body was found on Friday morning, and

who died on Saturday. The evidence showed

that he arrived in Cork on furlough from Plym-

outh, and stayed at the Soldier's Home, Cork,

until Thursday evening, when he paid his bill,

intending to travel to his father's home at Dun-
manway. On Friday morning, at 6 o'clock, a
corporation .scavenger working in Kin^ Street

was attracted by a dog running up to him and
then back to a broken hoarding. The animal
continued this conduct so long that the scaven-

ger at last concluded that the dog wished to get

him inside. He followed the dog, which led him
to where the wounded soldier lay on the straw
under the boards. Another dog sat at the young
fellow's head, as if watching him. When the

scavenger brought some assistance and the po-

lice the dog which first attracted attention was
Iving shivering at the soldier's feet. In the con-

fusion of attending the man and having him
conveyed to the hospital no further notice was
taken of the animals, but the police are now
making ever>- effort to trace them. The medi-
cal testimony went to show that the deceased
died from a compressed com]>ound fracture of

the skull, and an open verdict was returned.
The police are said to have obtained important
information which leads them to believe that

09 civiliaa was concerned in the crime.

Old Turk in Fanciers' Gasette.

In the year 1869 a dog show on a large

scale was held in Laycock's Dairy Yard,

Islington, London. The number of en-

tries was about one thousand. Most of

the best dogs of that period put in an ap-

pearance, with their owners, including

among the latter the Rev. W. J. Mellor,

Colonel Crowen, Messrs. J. H. White-

house, K. F. Lord-Price, R. Garth, Phin-

eas Bullock, W. Copper, etc., all success-

ful exhibitors. Mr. John Douglas un-

deilook the management. The judges

were the Rev. Thomas Pearce ("Idstone"),

Rev. Tennison, Moss. Colonel Goodlake,
Messrs. J. A. Handy (Captain Handy),

John Walker (of Halifax). William Lort,

Mat. Hedlev, and John Mousey (of Nor-

wich). The show itself although held in

a large and spacious building, where the

cows u.sed to be tied up during the winter,

was fairly well fitted up, and the yard

had a much gayer appearance than when
the cattle were tied up in it. Spratts

benching had not come into vogue at the

time, but the firm had their usual stall

there, and they also fed and attended to

the dogs.
This show was held prior to any dog

show being held at either the Crystal or

Alexandra Palaces, and was the first I

recollect where judging by points was

tried, and I don't remember another

since. The judging by points certainly

did not answer. It was most amusing to

stand by aud see some of the judges jot-

ting down the number of points they

considered due to any particular dog, and

then, when the total came to be added,

to see them rubbing out numbers, and
filling in the allotting spaces again, until

they got them to fit in so as to make the

order agree with the sum of points re-

corded .

The Prince of Wales had several entries

at this show, taking first and second in

the foreign dog class with Molodyels and
Oudaschkay. which had been presented

to him by the Cz%r of Russia. Mr. W.
Cropper here showed the fox terrier Old
Venture, and won with him, being very

closely pressed by Mac, Mr. Challoner

winning in the bitch class with a then

noted bitch called Fernie. This bitch

was at that period winning at everv show
at which she was exhibited. At this

show she had a litter of puppies, about

seven weeks old, and she and the puppies

were allotted a larger pen than the others,

and it was fenced all around with wire

netting, each puppy having a red or

blue ribbon tied around its neck, the

prices being eight or ten guineas each

respectively. Fox terriers were not so

plentiful then as they are now. All the

litter was soon sold and taken away. Fer-

nie had nothing at all to recommend her,

and how she won so many prizes as she

did I am at a loss to know. She would
certainly not have sold for more than

twenty or thirty shillings at the present

day. She was a thick-set bitch, with

plenty of bone ; out at the elbows, and
wide in front, short neck and thick

through shoulder, feet not good, eye like

an owl's, coarse in head, with large loose-

hanging ears ; had a most dreamy ex-

pressionless look, no fire or go in her
;

color, white body, with a kind of ma-
hogany-colored head.

A bitch called Trinket was in the win-

nings in the same class. This bitch had
what I call a plum-colored nose, simular

to that of a liver and white pointer ; but

for her nose she was one of the very best

fox terriers it has ever been my lot to see.

I will here quote what Mr. R. B. Lee
says about this bitch, in his book, " The
Fox Terrier." After speaking highly of

a fox terrier dog called Viper, he goes

on to say, " So does that sterling bitch

Trinket, whose only fault was her plum-
colored nose. Her history proved sad,

for she was stolen, and no one except-

ing the thieves, who were never discov-

ered, knew what became of her. Any-
how, a lovely bitch was lost to the honest

people of tha world." The Prince and
Princess of Wales and other members of

the royal family visited the show but a

few hours before closing time on the last

day, and directly they had left there was

a great rush of visitors, so much so that

they could not be admitted or the money
taken fast enough. Sixty thousand per-

sons visited the show. What would have
been the number h-'.d royalty patronized

it the first day? Trinket, the fox terrier

bitch before referred to. was purchased
by Mr. Pilkington, of coursing renown.
This gentleman exhibited her at the next
Birmingham show, but she never returned
from there to Mr. Pilkington ; she was
certainly either stolen from the show or

on her return home from there. I

believe this was the reason of Mr. Pil-

kington giving up the fox terrier fancy.

A short time after this, owing to the de-

clining health of Mr. Binney, he with-

drew from the fancy.

It was at this period that the late Mr.

J. H. Murchisou made me an offer of an
engagement to establish and manage a
kennel of terriers for him, and which I

often accepted. It took some time to find

a suitable place within twenty or thirty

miles from London, and this we could
not do to please Mr. Murchison, but at

last H trump card turned up ; this was the

Manor House, Tichmarsh, near Thrap-
stoti. Northamptonshire, about sixty

miles from Lontlon, and about midway
on the L. and N. W. Railway be-

tween Blisworth and Peterborough.
Tichmarsh was a large village, about two
and a half miles from the market town of
Thrapston and railway stations. The
Manor House was a large house with
plenty of outoffices and outbuildings

opening into a large yard, walled all

around, a pair of double doors being the

outlet into the street ; while on the other

side of the yanl were another pair of

doors which let into a grass field of about

two or three acres ; this was also walled

all around, and had a large dovecote
standing near the centre, similar to those

we see occasionally on village greens and
other public places, with a kind of tower
on the top. This dovecote had a boarded
floor half way up, with a trap door to get

on to the loft.

The other buildings were stables, cow-
houses, coachhouses, and carlhouses.

Mr. Murchison would not erect any ken-

nels, but directed me to engage some one
to fit up the aforesaid places, under my
instructions, as well as they could under
the circumstances. This was a puzzler,

as they were such very awkward places.

However, after a time we got them a

little ship-shape, aud had the lower part

—a very roomy place—of the dovecote
fitted up for puppies, with a slide in the

lower half of the door, to be drawn
up to let the puppies out for a run

in the field, which was walled round.

I kept a well-bred shorthorn cow in this

field to give milk for the use of the doys.

At first ttie dogs and cow had terrible

turns, but they soon became acquainted

and accustomed to each other, so much
so that I have seen the cow lying down,
and two or three terriers on her. Direct-

ly after the places were finished for the

reception of the tykes, I got several sent

me from Mr. Murchison, some fair, some
rubbish. I soon found out he was "being
had," and the next time he came down
to see me I gave him my opinion. At
one time I had rather more than two hun-
dred dogs belonging to Mr. Murchison,
including puppies. He was of a nervous,

excitable temperament, easily led and
fond of change ; and so anxious was he
to keep the dogs in the best of health and
condition that he would listen to any
suggestion as to feeding, and further

would give anything a trial.

On one occasion he instructed me to

feed on bran ; this naturally was a failure.

On another occasion he told me to feed

on rabbit skins boiled ; this also proved

a miserable failure. The latter caused

some amusement to my kennelmen, as

they could not keep the skins down dur-

ing the period of boiling. vSonie people

may hardly credit the alx)ve, but I have
the letters beside me now with the in-

structions therein. Shortly after this I

went to a Crystal Palace show, and I had
many inquiries from some of Mr. Mur-
chison's friends, who smilingly inquired

about the rabbit-skin feeding.

Having intro<luced Mr. Murchison, I

must in my next letter refer to the dogs,

but before I conclude the present, let me
say that, however eccentric Mr. Murchi-
son may have been, he was large-hearted

and generous to a fault, and I never re-

collec his going from home any distance

—and the often went abroad—but what
he invariably brought me a present of

some kind or other ; and whenever we
met at any hotel I always dined with

Uira, and he treated me as his equal.
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AIL-AGE POINTER STAKE.

theMaid of Kent Captures First in

Stake at the Central Trials.

From a Staff Correspondent.

Lexington, December 7.—The All-age

Pointer Stake had twetily-three entries,

ten of which filled. This morning it was

raining quite hard, so a start was not

made until after dinner, and it was 2.26

P. M. when the first brace was jjut

down.

NICK OF NASO AND DUKE OF HKSSKN.

H. R. Baldwin's Nick of Naso, by Naso

II—Pettigo, handled by John Lewis, and

Hempstead Farm Kennels' Duke of Hes-

sen, by Luck of Hessen—Blarney, han-

dled by John White, were cast off at the

edge of town. In sedgegrass Duke point-

ed, roaded on and finally located a bevy

and was steady to shot. By run in woods

Nick pointed and moving on located his

bevy in good style. At same time Duke
was roading on to the same bevy, whose
scent he had caught, but seeing Nick
pointing he immediately backed. Lewis
fired and mis.sed again. We started after

the scattered birds. On the way Nick
pointed and was backed by Duke, noth
ing found. Proceednig on the handlers,

flushed a bevy while the dogs were going
upwind. Dogs up 3.14. Both showed
good speed and fair range. Duke havnig
a slight advantage over his adversary in

these respects.

WILD DAMON AND DON FISHEL.

Charlottesville Field Trials Kennel's
Wild Damon, by Damon—Flora, han-
dled by C. E. Buckle, and U. R. Fishel's

Don Fishel by Devonshire vSam—Nellie,

handled by George McLin. This brace

was cavSt off at 3.18 Don flushed a l)evy

going down wind, which was followed

into the woods, where Wild Damon
got a point and was backed by Don.
Moving on both dogs pointed across

wind and a bird was flushed in front of

each. Don then pointed and was backed
by Damon, nothing found. Damon made
game in weeds, but got nothing. Don
then made another false point. He tlten

followed some birds marked down by
spectators, and they were flushed by the

handlers. Dogs up 4.20. Don was the

wider range and faster of the two.

DEVONSHIRF, DON AND R6CK II.

Dr. H. J. Thomas' Devonshire Don, by
Molton Baron—Village Star, handled by
owner, and C. Iv. Connell's Rock II by
Graphic—Lady Belle, handled by S. C.

Bradley, were put down a minute after

former brace was taking up. Rock
pointed in stubble field and was backed
by Don. A bevy flushed wild. Follow-
ing the scattered birds Don found an-

other bevy, and was backed by Rock.
Dr. Thomas shot and killed.' He sent

his dog to retrieve, but Don, after bring-

ing it part of the way. dropped it, and
refused to bring the bird in. Rock then
pointed and was backed by Don. Rock
then roaded on, but failed to locate game.
Then both scored a point on a single

bird each. Dr. Thomas shot and missed,

both dogs steady to shot. Rock then
got a single, which Bradley killed, and
Rock retrieved quickly and in excellent
style. Moving on Don flushed a single

and Rock got a point on one. In open
stubble Rock pointed and was backetl by
Don. A rabbit was flushed. Dogs up at

5.10. Rock was the better and faster

hunter.

Tiu'SMlay, Rfeeiiiher 8.

A delightful day for field trial work,
cool but pleasant.

BARKERS GROUSE AND GROUSED.\LE.

C. C. M. Hunt's Barker's Grouse, by
Mainspring—Swain's Fly, handled by
S. B. Bradley, and R. R.Moore's Grouse-
dale, by Underwriter—Trix, handled by
John Lewis. This brace was cast off

near town at 8.42. In sedgefield Grouse-
dale made game, and roading on located

a bevy. Grouse then came up and
pointed also. Lewis flushed, dogs steady
to shot. Following birds into woods
Grouse pointed a single, which flushed

wild. He then got another bird, which
also flushed wild. Grousedale and his

handled walked up a single. In another
woods Lewis walked up a bevy, and fol-

lowing it three singles were walked up by
handlers which dogs should have found.
Grousedale then made a false point.

Dogs up 9.37. Barker's Grouse was the

better hunter. Grousedale made no
wide casts, hunting close to gun all the
time.

MAID OF KENT AND FRANK W.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'
Maid of Kent, by King of Kent—Hops,
handled by C. E. Buckle, and A. L. San-
ford's Frank W.. by Duke of Vernon

—

Royal Cute, handled by John Lewis, were
the next brace called for at 9.38. In weed
field Frank pointed and Maid made a

handsome back some hundred yards

away. Lewis flushed and killed, Frank
retrieved indifferently. We followed the

birds into cedar thicket where it was very
diflicult to see the dogs work. Frank
pointed and a bevy got up in front of

him. Maid then nailed a single and was
steady to shot. Maid soon pointed again,

but nothing was there. On edge of woods
Maid got a bevy and was steady to shot.

In sedgegrass Frank pointed and was
backed by Maid. Frank then roaded on
and finally established his point, at same
time a bunch of birds got up. Dogs up
at 10.28. Maid had the best of the heat,

is a better mover and covered more
ground.

Second Series.

DIKE OF HESSEN AND WILD DAMON.
This brace began the second series at

10 35. In sedge Damon made an excus-

able flush by running upon an outlying

bird of a covey while going very fast.

Both dogs then pointed the bevy, which
flushed wild. In open field Damon found

a bunch, was steady to shot and re-

trieved nicely. Followed birds into dense
Aoods where dogs made game, but birds

were running. Both dogs got a point on
singles. Duke then got another point

and was backed by Damon. In sedge

Damon found a covey and Duke, road-

ing up, backed him. In woods Damon
paused on a point, then went on. The
moment he pointed Duke, who was go-

ing fast, dropped and backed. Dogs
taken up after being down about half an

hour. IMinon had much the best of the

heat, being better on game and a wider

and faster ranger. Duke was far from
being in his usual form.

BARKER'S GROUSE AND ROCK II.

This brace was put down at 11. 14 in a

sedgefield. It was sometime before we
found game, then Rose pointed and
Grouse refused to back. Bradley shot

and killed and Rock retrieved nicely.

Dogs up at 11.27, Rock having the heat

all to himself.

MAID OF KENT AND FRANK W.

Put down at 11.36, and shortly after

the dogs were found on a point, and a

bevy was flushed by the handlers. In

woods both dogs got a point. Frank
pointed in sedgefield then moved on and
was trying to locate his game when Lewis
ordered liim on. We followed and
flushed the bird from the spot the dog
was roading towards. Dogs up at 11. 15,

Maid having the advantage of the heat.

DUKE OF HESSF:n AND MAID OF KENT.
After luncheon this brace was put

down at 1.25. Duke pointed, was backed
by Maid. He was steady to shot and re-

trieved dead bird. In woods both han-
dlers claimed points, but we could not
see if the dogs had found birds. Maid
then pointed, was backed by Duke.
Buckle flu.shed and killed two birds with
one shot ; Maid retrieved. Dogs up 2. 19,

the bitch having the advantage in the

heat.
WILD DAMON AND FRANK W.

Dogs down at 2.39. Damon pointed
in woods and a covey was flushed. Fur-

ther on Frank pointed, his handler could
get nothing up, but we flushed a single

as we followed the handler. Frank made
game in woods, but could not locate.

It was some time before more birds were
found, and it was Frank then that got a

covey point and was backed by Damon.
Frank had the best of this heat both on
birds and in speed and endurance. Dogs
were then taken up at 4.05, and judges
announced the winners as follows :

Stake, we thought Frank W. showed up
better than the winner of first and second,

as did also Rock II. Had Wild Damon
not tired out in his final heat we believe

he would have had first place.

The judges, Messrs. Wallace and Terry,

were conscientious and painstaking in

their efforts to arrive at just conclusions,

and their decisions as a rule were most
favorably received.

FREE-FOR-ALL STAKE.

this

The

King's Mark ,

Rip Rap . . .

Maid of Kent

. . Paul Bo
Count Eric

. . Chance

There will be .seven starters in

stake, which will begin to-morrow,
dogs are drawn to run as follows

:

. . . with. . . .

. . . with. . . .

. . . with. . . .

Antonio a bye.

If the weather continues pleasant this

stake may be finished by Saturday noon.

I'aul Ho the .VbMolute "Winner.

Lexington, N. C, Dec. 9.—The run-

ning of the Central Field Trials was con-

tinued to-day in beautiful weather with

the heat to decide the absolute winner of

the All-age Slake. The Charlottesville

Kennell's Maid of Kent, winner of the

Pointer Stake, and R. Merrill's Paul Bo,

winner of the Setter Stake, were sent oflF

at about 10 o'clock. After running thirty

minutes Paul Bo pointed three bevies and
three singles to Main's "single." In range
and pace he was much superior, his chief

fault being that he did not retrieve. Paul

Bo was returned the absolute winner.
After this the four hour free-for-all

race commenced. The brace that ran

from noon till 4 P. M. was E. Gray's set-

ter Count jEric and Charlottesville Ken-
nel's pointer Rip Rap.
Rip Rap showed superior endurance,

though his opponent was handicapped
by having a strange handler. During
the first hour Count Eric was lost, and
was entirely pumped out after running
about three hours and a half. Rip Rap
ranged with plenty of sense, and was
nearly as fast at the finish as when he

started.

A large number of birds were found.

Rip Rap having pointed seven bevies and
ten singles, while Count Eric secured

eight bevies and three singles. The re-

trieving of both was exceptional. The
judges eventually decided in Rip Rap's

favor.
.

THE PUG DOG LORD CLOVER.

1. Charlottesville Field Trials Kennel's
Maid of Kent.

2. Hempstead Fann Kennel's Duke of

Hessen.

3. A. L. Sanford's Frank W.

Duke of Hessen was given the Pointer
Club's special for the best pointer run in

the trials, his only competitor being Pro-
motion. It was probably lucky for

Duke that a heat was not run for this

special, for his work to-day was not as

good as was that of Promotion when he
ran for the absolute winner of the Derby.
Taking all the work done in the Pointer

Mope Llicht Thrown on Ills Pedigree
by Hugh Dalzlel.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

As I have just been engaged in the

compilation of a "Pug Dog Stud Book,"

I willingly place before your readers, and

as at present specially interesting, to Dr.

Cryer and Mr. Ballantiue, such informa-

tion as I have gained on the question,

premising that my researches in pug ped-

igrees are not concluded.

I know Dr. Cryer 's book, and I ven-

ture to say that I have a much more ac-

curate appreciation of the immense labor

that little work represents than Mr.

Thomas I. Ballantine can have, because I

have had great experience in compiling

pedigrees and know the difficulties in the

way of getting true and full information.

I dare say Mr. Ballantine will be aston-

ished when I say that in compiling the

first volume of my fox terrier stud book
considerably over 300 letters of inquiry

sent out by me were unanswered, al-

though I had enlosed with each a

stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Now, where was the public record of

Lord Clover's pedigree to be found, and
to which Dr. Cryer in compiling his

most useful little book would naturally

turn for information ? The English Ken-
nel Club Stud Book, of course, and there

in Volume XV, Lord Clover, 23,514, is

given as by Loris, 17.567, out of Nellie,

and of Nellie no pedigree, nor any means
of tracing one is given, nor, although the

Kennel Club has since issued three vol-

umes of the Stud Book, has there been

any amendment of the faulty registra-

tion. If Mr. Ballantine is under the im-

pression that the English Pug Dog Club
keeps and issues a stud book he is mis-

taken.
Dr. Cryer has, however, fallen into two

errors of commi.ssion which he

easily have avoided. Lord Clover was
formerly named "Sing Pooh," not "Sig

Pooh," and in Stud Book and all cata-

logues where exhibited his breeder is

clearly given as Mr. Goulding, and not

Mrs. F. M. Chatterton, who owned and
exhibited the dog. As it is the pedigree

of Nellie, dam of Lord Clover, that is in

question, I will confine my remarks to

that. In my Pug Dog Stud Book the

registration of Lord Clover is as follows :

Whelped August 30, 1886 ; owner, Mrs.

F. M. Chatterton ; breeder, Mr. Gould-

ing ; sire, Loris (Loris' pedigree not be

ing in dispute I go on to maternal pedi-

gree) ; dam, Nellie, (dam of Rosalind,

Lindon of Holcombe, etc., etc.) ; sire,

Stingo Sniffles, by Jingo (also sire of Say
So, See So, etc.)

;
Jingo's sire, Cupid;

dam. Psycho. Up to the present I have

been unable to identify Cupid and Psy-

cho ; both names are of frequent occur-

rence. Dam of Stingo Sniffles, Set Set,

pedigree unknown.
Now we come to Dr. Cryer's sin of

omission, and surely it was not a great

sin not to state that which he did not

know and which the public records,

which should have been clear on the

point, gave him no means of knowing.

Instead of debiting Dr. Cryer with the

omission as a sin, I should credit it to

him as a virtue, and when Mr. Ballantine,

from this, charges Dr. Cryer with muti-

lating a pedigree, Mr. Ballantine writes

arrant nonsense. If dog owners would
confine themselves to statements they

know and can prove to be true, they

would save compilors of pedigrees a tre-

mendous amount of trouble, and they

would less frequently deck their dogs

with honors that have no existence. By
what right and on what authority does

Mr. Ballantine call Little Dorrit a cham-
pion ? Where and when did she win her

championship ? There is not and there

never has been in England a champion
pug of the name.

Little Dorrit was the dam of Goulding's

Nellie, and therefore granddam of Lord
Clover, but far from being a champion,

she has not even a place in the Kennel
Club Stud-Book, because my plan of

registering pedigrees is to trace back

pedigrees of all noted dogs step by step

to their most remote known ancestors.

It is in the pedigree of Mrs. Proctor's

Rosalind (K. C. S. B. 25,830) that Dr.

Cryer will find pedigree of Goulding's

Nellie. It is there stated that she is out

of Little Dorrit, and that Little Dorrit

was bv Max out of Medge, but what Max
or what Medge the K. C. S. B., with its

usual iudefiniieness, leaves us to guess. I

am now emleavoring to trace these and

other pug pedigrees, and if I can identify

the parents of Little Dorrit I shall send

the information to The Fanciers' Jour-

nal, but if Mr. Ballantine can and will

clear up the matter by giving Little Dor-

rit's full pedigree in your columns, I for

one will be greatly obliged to him. Yours

truly, Hugh Dalziel.

THE DOG AS PROPERTY.

The Vexed Question Ably RevleMred by
a Texas .Judgro.

San Antonio. Tex., November 4.—One

year ago a sportsman of San Antonio lost

a dog. It had been stolen. The thief

was traced and arrested. The dog was a

trained pointer, and the owner had re-

fused $200 for him. The criminal was

convicted and took an appeal, his attor-

neys contending that a dog was not prop-

erty over the value of twenty dollars, and

the man who stole one was not liable to

the penitentiary. The prosecutors said

a |200 dog was worth ten Texas ponies,

and that the man who stole it ought to

be judged accordingly. The name of the

thief was Charles Paerner. In confirm-

ing the sentence of two years in the peni-

tentiary Judge White of the Court of

appeals says :

"Conviction for the theft of a dog,

with the punishment fixed at two years

in the penitentiary. Whether a dog is

the subject of larceny under our statute

IS a point not raised by counsel either in

the court l>elow or in this court. So far

as the court is advised, this is the first

conviction in this state of a felony for

stealing a dog. Mr. Justice Wheeler said

in State against Marshall, that by the

might
I

common law the stealing of a dog does
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not amount to larceny (13 Tex., 58), but

by statute in England severe penalties

are inflicted for stealing them. In Cooper
against State (3 Conn. App., 489) this

court held that dogs are not recognized

as other property, and not subject to an
ad valorem tax. Mr. Bishop says : *Of

those animals of which there can be no
larceny, though reclaimed, are dogs, cats,

polecats, 'coons, etc. These animals
may, when reclaimed, have a recognized
value and the right of property in them
be protected in civil jurisprudence. It

is otherwise incriminal.' In Texas civil

actions for negligently and willfully

killing them have been sustained (78

Tex., 300). Our statute provides that

'within the meaning of personal prop-

erty, which may be the subject of theft,

are included all domesticated animals
and birds when they are proved to be of

any specific value.' By another statute

it is made an offense to wound, poison or

disfigure any horse, mule, swine, dog or

other domesticated animal.
" In Maine it was held that dogs are

not domestic animals, but there was dis-

senting opinion, which this Court quotes

with approval :
' A dog is the subject of

ownership. Trespass will lie for an in-

jury to him. Trover is maintainable

;

from his conversion replevin will lie.

An action may be had for his price. He
is a domestic animal.' From the time of

the pyramids to the present day, from
the frozen pole to the torrid zone,

wherever man has been, there has been
his dog. Cuvier has asserted that the

dog was perhaps necessary for the es-

tablishment of civil society. He is the

friend and companion of his master, ac-

companying him in his walks ;
his ser-

vant, with him in hunting ; the playmate
of his children ; an inmate of his house-

hold, protecting it from ill assailants.

"In New York it was held that the

term ' personal property ' included dogs,

and that the stealing of a dog was there-

fore larceny. The Court in that case said

the reason generally assigned by com-
mon law writers for the rule is the base-

ness of their nature and the fact that they

were kept for whims 6r pleasure. When
we call to mind the small spaniel that

saved the life of William of Orange, and
thus, probably, changed the current of

modern history, and the faithful St.

Bernard which, after a storm has swept

the crests and sides of the Alps, starts out

in search of lost travellers, the claim that

the nature of the dog is essentially base,

and that he should be left a prey to every

vagabond who chooses to steal him, will

not receive ready assent. Under our

statute there can be no question but that

the dog comes in with the term of do-

mesticated animals, and as such is the

subject of the theft. The dog stolen was
a fine pointer and was worth at least I50.
Bills of exception present no error."

On these grounds the conviction was

affirmed. Its effect is to affirm the right

of every man in the land to a finely bred

dog, an animal that heretofore has not

been recognized as property. The Sport-

men's Association of San Antonio and

the Southwest Texas Gun Club will hold

a meeting to-morrow night to take fur-

ther action regarding the preservation of

their property. Judge White will be

presented with a silver service worth

1200, each piece bearing the device of a

pointer and broken chain. Since the re-

ception of the decision, the Sportsmen's

Club has received telegrams of congratu-

lations from the sportsmen's associations

of the vSouth and West. The State Asso-

ciation will take the matter in hand and
prosecute to the penitentiary every man
who steals a valuable pointer or setter.

POULTRY AN"PIGEONS,
NOTES IN PASSING.

For the first time in the history of

poultry journalism in America, a com-

plete report of the Crystal Palace show

appeared in The Fanciers' Journal of

last week siniultaneou.sly with those in

the English papers.

* »

This is but one of the enterprising and

valuable features characteristic of The
Fanciers' Journal.

Entries close December 12, and every

live fancier should make it a point to

attend this show. It merits cordial sup-

port, for its past record is excellent. Pre-

miums are always paid in full. Remem-

ber the dates.
*

* *

»
* *

The Christmas number of The Fan-

ciers' JoURN.\L has been an unqualified

success. The general verdict is that it is

the best paper of its kind ever published.
»

No better Christmas present can be

given to a young fancier than the Christ-

mas number ofThe Fanciers' Journal.

That it is being utilized for such and

other equally worthy purposes is appar-

ent by the orders received for five or

more copies from regular subscribers of

The Fanciers' Journal.

The well-known artist, Franklane L.

Sewell, is designing the premium cards

and diplomas for the Philadelphia Poultry

and Pigeon Club,
*

« *

The Indian game standard will be

ready about January, 1892, so Secretary

Sharp assures us. We regret that Mr.

Sharp has been quite ill, which accounted

for the delay in preparing the standard.

«

*

A good publication is bound to succeed

by its own intrinsic merits. The Fan-

ciers' Journal invites critical examina-

tion always. Typographically and other-

wise it courts comparison with all jour-

nals of its class.

«
* *

The Poultr>' Monthly remarks: "In a

circular from P. A. Webster, Cazenovia,

N. Y., we find among, other breeds named,

black Astrachans, with an egg record for

ten females of 275 eggs each for a year,

and for two of the ten, of 325 eggs each.

Leghorns and Minorcas will have to take

a back seat."

•»
This will make even the Campines

blush and doubt their acknowledged su-

periority as record beaters. Will Mr.

Webster kindly inform us what black As-

tiachans really are, and whether an affi-

davit goes with their egg records ? We
are very skeptical people down this way.

*
* «

Uncle Felch is booming the black

Langshan in the December Poultry

Monthly. There is nothing like being in

the swim.
*

Read the list of specials offered at the

Philadelphia show in another column.

Although not complete, the list contains

many templing plums. The George

Washington Childs trophy is in itself the

grandest prize ever oflFered at a poultry

show.
«

»

l>o(^ Change Owners.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Mr. G. C. Cross, of Rochester, N. Y.,

has become the owner of the Irish setter pup

Balfour, Jr., advertised in this journal by Dr. O.

Stewart Bamber, and the doctor takes in ex-

change the fox terrier dog Clincher (A. K. C. S.

B. 18,251). who is by Ebor Splash out of Brocken-

hurst Belle. The Irishman, whose kennel name

is Mike, is by imported Balfour out of Kate II,

who.is by Count (Ch. Chief—Carrie), out of Kate

(Elcho, Jr.—MoUie). Both dogs are representa-

tives of their respective breeds. Octagon.

Sold All His Dogs.

Fanciers' Publishing Co.

Gentlemen : My last advertisement in your

journal resulted in the sale of all the bull pup-

pies I had. Will insert another advertisement

soon. Yours truly, J. McD. Cromar.

Edmunston, N. B., January 25.

Do not forget the Columbia, S. C,

show. The premium list is just at hand,

and one of the neatest and best ever is-

sued. The list of specials is very large

and attractive. Northern fanciers should

not fail to exhibit at Columbia. The

officers and members of the South Caro-

lina Poultry and Pet Slock Association

(incorporated) are determined to eclipse

all previous efforts, and the square and

generous treatment accorded to exhibi-

tors at Greenville, S. C, last winter,

should command the honest support of

all decent and unprejudiced fanciers of

the United States. The Fanciers' Jour-

N.\L was glad to support the show of

1891, and again urges exhibitors to sup-

port the show of 1S92. 'Send for a pre-

mium list to W. A. Schrock, Camden,

S. C.
«
*

The Rhode Island State Poultry Asso-

ciation will hold its sixth annual show

at Providence, December 16 to 22, 1891.

When chickens or fowls are penned up

to be fattened the first thing to do is

to examine them thoroughly for lice.

Many a bushel of grain has been wasted

on lousy fowls. To expect fowls to gain

weight under such conditions is almost

as bad as throwing a bar of pig iron to a

drowning man.
*

» *

We have often recommended Persian

insect powder as a destroyer of hen lice,

but unfortunately much of the powder

sold is worthless from continual exposure

to the air. It must be absolutely fresh if

good results are to be obtained. The

Californin article, bubach, is far superior

and a little of it goes a great way.

The best method of applying it is by

means of small rubber bellows made ex-

pressly for the purpose. The fresh pow-

der can be diluted with two or three

times its bulk of flour. These insecti-

sides are not disinfectants, some wise

poultry Solomons to the contrary not-

withstanding.

» «

The sweepings from the floor of a snuff

factory make powerful, excellent and

cheap lice destroyers. Sulphur we have

never found of any use as an insectiside.

The roost and perch parasites—the red

mites—rather enjoy a sulphur bath. To

destroy the latter, spraying and painting

the perches and buildings with crude pe-

troleum will do the work quickly and

thoroughly.

« «

It IS about time to spring some start-

ling theory on chicken culture. We have

not heard anthing new for so long a time

that we fear the supply is exhausted.

* *

The oyster shell controversy will be

recollected by readers of The Fanciers'

Journal. Theories were advanced on

both sides, but advices received from a

noted experimenter and chemist has dis-

closed the fact that the bivalve's horny

overcoat is soluble in the hen's stomach.

This will when fully demonstrated in a

forthcoming report end the controversy.

ous fellows down there just what kind of

stock I breed." This is pretty rich, com-

ing from a man who raises birds by the

thousands, and who must buy four or

five birds from somebody else to win

with. The label on the bottle .sells its

contents, however.

«
« «

Among the host of new poultry papers

that seems to have a mushroom origin,

the most promising is the Iowa Poultry

Journal. It looks as if there was push

and life in the publishers, and the first

few numbers are decidedly interesting.

Brother Braden smiles serenely, how-

ever. New poultry papers seem to have

no terrors for him. His darling, the

Ohio Poultry Jourual, is still in the front

row. It is unquestionably one of the

best poultry papers published in the

West. This will answer numerous in-

quiries received regarding western poul-

try papers.
»*

Uncle Boyer's paper, the Guide and

Friend, made one of its unexpected ap-

pearances recently. It came clad in a

new dress of type and greatly changed

in size and appearance. It is a decided

improvement over the older and various

shaped dresses of the past. The only

thing that worries us is, how to bind a

couple of years' issue of the Guide and

Friend.
*

» *

We publish in this issue the list of

judges and the varieties they are to judge

at the Philadelphia show. This is a new

departure and a good one. Every ex-

hibitor knows before he enters a bird

who is to judge it. If he don't like the

judge he is not obliged to exhibit.

*
* •

The demand for premium lists is very

large, and the Philadelphia show prom-

ises to be a memorable one.

*

Farmer Boyer is still harping on his

corn. He loves to remind us that he is

right and we are wrong. Well. Uncle,

there are two sides to all questions, and

we will not deny you and Brother Hunter

the satisfaction of believing corn is poor

chicken food. The farmers will keep on

planting corn and thousands will Con-

tinue to feed it, some judiciously and

others recklessly.

• »

An old fancier dropped in on us one

dav last week. He showed a letter from

a breeder who wrote, among other things,

"I want to show at Philadelphia next

month, and if you can let me have four

or five birds I'll show those jeal-

«
* *

E<litor Cloud has been at work on the

corn problem. Like a well trained

chicken, he sticks his "bill" in the corn.

In the October Poultry News he remarks :

"Editors Drevenstedt, Hunter and Boyer

are having a high old time over corn

—

plain, every day Indian corn. We have

been quietly looking on and saying noth-

ing ; but now, as the Irishman would say,

we want to stick our 'bill' in. We have

always fed liberally of good, sound,

clean, shelled corn in winter, commenc-

ing in October and leaving off about May

I, and from May i to October i we used

cracked corn, screenings, wheat, etc.

As we said, we fed liberally of corn, but

not wholly of corn, bulky food taking its

part in the rations. Corn, shelled or

ground, has been the main food. We
have got enough eggs on this diet and

the hens kept healthy. A neighbor who

feeds corn, com, corn, winter and sum-

mer can beat our egg record all to pieces.

Of course the hens have free rauge in

both instances."
«

As the editor of the News is also a

farmer and poultryman, his corn contri-

bution is valuable from a practical stand-

point.

« «

Look over your show birds in the day

time. Picking birds out at night by

lantern light reminds us so much of the

famous song which graphically pictured

the delights of things "at night," and

ended up with the refrain, "Oh ! what a

difference in the morning !" Color can-

not be judged except in clear daylight,

and what may seem perfection at night

will often prove defective in the morn-

ing. Remember the old song.
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CHIPS FROM THE PODLTRT BLOCK.

Fleeingr Fancies Nipped on the

"Wing for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIE.

Has Edward P. Cloud concluded to

abandon his lively News ? In his last is-

sue, just to hand, he bids us an "adieu."

Sorry to accept his "adieu," but if he

means it I suppose we must take him at

his word.

Some one has been stealing from Pat-

rick Henry and, as a consequence, he is

not in a very amiable frame of mind.

Editors, some of them, make good use

of the shears and forget to give proper

credit. This is a case in point : I quoted

in several late articles from an article

upon Leghorns, and credited it to a New
York City paper, but Patrick Henry
writes me he "wrote every word" of the

article in question. That is a fight we
won't mix in, but I have never read a

better article, and I read every issue of

some twenty-five poultry papers.

The ladies of the West are taking quite

a lively interest in poultry literature. Be-
sides the many articles written for the
press by them, several have assumed edi-

torial duties. Miss Deener is editress-in-

chief of Southern Poultry Keeper, Mrs. J.

B. Howe has charge of the poultry de-
partment of the Agricultural Epitomist,
and Mrs. May Taylor runs the ladies' de-
partment in several papers. It is not
saying too much to say that each one is

making a success it.

Mr. Editor, you object to our so-called

hucksters. Better read the editorial upon
that subject in October News. Edward
at one time was with you on that matter,
but hapi)ily he has cut loose ? I am as
much opposed to borrowing fowls for ex-
hibition as any man can be, and will re-

joice when we get an official head that
will have power to put a stop to it, but
the A. P. A. appears to be unable to cope
with the evil. [Better read up what the
word huckster really means.

—

Ed.]
The various incubator manufacturers

of Quincy, 111., do not appear to have
much brotherly love for each other. I

know nothing of the merits of either of
the machines, and don't personally care
much, as I know where to get a reliable

one at any time, but it is to the interest

of the fraternity at large to know some-
thing of the machine and manufacturer
before investing their hard-earned dol-
lars.

There is an immense fortune in sight
for an industrious compiler if he will

compile the various remedies given in

the poultry press for the cure of roup.
Their name is legion, and nine out of
every ten will signally fail when admin-
istered to genuine roup. Every cold or
other disease that cannot be dubbed chol-
era goes under the general head of roup,
and doubtless these remedies may be ef-

fective for some of these maladies, but
the genuine article will leave them in the
soup. I do not say that roup can't be
cured, but I do say that there are not
such a host of never-fail remedies as one
would naturally suppose by reading the
poultry papers.

The A. P. A. goes to California this

winter, but it will hardly be expected
that the specialty clubs will tramp upon
its heels to that far away state. Many of
them will doubtless meet in New York
and Philadelphia, but as all game clubs,

the Cornish Indian excepted, have al-

ready decided to meet at Indianapolis
during the National Game Show I believe

they should meet in the Hoosier capi-

tal along with the others. Indiana is

one of our greatest commercial poultry
states. You'll find the light Brahma as

plentiful there as at the home of Uncle
Isaac, and as the Cornish Indian is a bird
of utility, a big show of them at Indian-
apolis will create a good healthy demand
for Cornish Indians.

Americans never take up with anything
without going to extremes. The clover

hay question is one instance. No one
who has given it a fair trial can doubt
but what when fed in moderation and
with judgment that clover hay when
steamed makes a first-class poultry food,

but when we try to make it take the

place of other food we simply put our
foot iu it. 1 know of uotbiug that fowls

are fonder of than clover hay cut fine

(very fine), steamed and mixed fwith
bran, corn meal and ground oats, and
fed to them two or three times a week,
but fed oftener they tire of it, because it

is far from a perfect food, and their sys-

tem calls for elements that it cannot fur-

nish.

Between an all corn and an all clover

diet for hens I'll snaffle onto the corn
every time, and make my hens get a

move on themselves to keep them from
getting too fat for business. We get a

craze for a thing and over-shoot the

mark. A few years ago our florists had
no demand for cacti and to-day they
can't supply the demand. Why ? We
are now enjoying a cacti craze.

THANKSGIVING REVERIES.
Thanksgiving with its attending hor-

rors, nightmare, impaired digestion and
"big head" is luckily over once more.
We Americans must have the digestion

of an ostrich to be able to dispose with-

out dying of all we swallow during
Thanksgiving Day, but let us take an in-

ventory and see.

Commencing at early dawn with raw
whisky, if we do not pull up in the "sweat
box" we also resort to the same beverage
prior to saying our prayers before retiring

for the night. During the interval be-

tween the "eye opener" and "night cap"
we partake ofTom and Jerry, hot Scotch,

cherry bounce, and during intervals

while the above are being compounded
we guzzle beer, ale and porter.

In the line of food, we eat turkey,

cranberry sauce, pudding, cake, pie

(mince), more cake, sausage, beef, but-

ters, jellies, preserves, etc., ad infinitum,

yet still we live. As usual prime dressed

turkeys and other fowl was a scarce arti-

cle iu our town. There were tons of

dressed poultry offered for sale, but a

very small per cent of it could be classed

above the common inferior grade. Why
farmers will persist in marketing such
poor and blue stuff I know not, but I do
know that fully one-half of what I saw
should have been confiscated and cre-

mated, while the owner should have
been piesented with a winter suit of tar

and feathers.

Poultry is prime eating when properly
fattened and prepared for the table, but I

think it would require a vivid imagina-
tion while eating some of the stuff I saw
to realize that one was feasting upon tur-

key and not eating locust chips. Oh, fie

on such, and may the day soon arrive

when it will be a crime to attempt to

sell the stuff" that the markets of many of

our towns are flooded with.

"Be sure you are right, then go ahead,"
said Crockett, and our western farmers
should ask themselves if they are doing
just right when they force us to eat their

poor, flavorless poultry. They should
know by this time that a well-fattened

carcass, whether a biped or Quadruped,
always finds a ready sale and at an ad-

vanced price over the poor one, yet they
persist in furnishing that for which there

IS no demand, then they growl because
they can't sell their produce for the same
price their progressive neighbor gets for

his. Merit always wins, and when we
market a prime article we'll get the top
price every time.
Uncle Mike, bless his innocence, can't

see how a pit game man can be a church
pillar. It may seem strange, but I've

heard of stranger things, for instance,

down at Hammonton, that Mecca of all

goody good poultrymen, it is a dry town,
editors, breeders, poultry writers and
broiler raisers are all supposed to quench
their thirst with pump water, but I've

heard that the brooders made an excep-
tionally fine hiding place for bottles, the

same as we unregenerate westerners call

picnic flasks. When I visit the Mecca
I'll know where to go to look for my
"morning's morning." We are not the

least bit afraid of dogs. Can't scare us

that way.
"Hucksters" must be a power in the

land, as I have it upon good authority

that Los Angeles only secured the A. P.

A. because the said "hucksters" favored

it, and to down them the goody good A.

P. A. brethren consolidated upon Los
Angeles. Who would have "thunk it"

that our A. P. A. brethren could success-

fully take the bull by the horns at this

late day when someone. Uncle Mike, I

expect, had declared that the A. P. A.

was an "old fossil."

Someone must take me for a bloated

millionaire from the number of requests

that I receive to make donations of valu-

able specials to the shows. I don't own

a bank, and if I did I don't relish the idea
of a term in the "pen" for wrecking it

by donating all the cash to the poultry
shows. No, you'll have to excuse me
with thanks.
Eggs with us now are twenty-eight

cents a dozen, and nearly as scarce as

hen teeth, yet we grumble about hard
times, no money, and kick out our heels

around the stove of some gin shop.
Whether we live in the town or country
we should make it a rule to produce what
eggs we can use at home and enough for

sale to buy "backie" for yourself and
snuff for the ole woman. You can do so
if you keep a flock of—of—well, as I have
commenced, I might as well finish—of
Leghorns ; house them warm, feed lib-

erally and you'll get the eggs, never fear,

but as long as you keep those old and de-

crepit dunghill hens you will get no more
eggs than they have teeth.

m •

TURKEY NOTES.

Buy your gobblers early.

Ship your turkeys iu muslin coops.

Yearling hens produce the strongest

poults.

Scalded corn meal is the proper morn-
ing feed now.

Bring your turkeys home at nights and
feed them up well.

Never in-breed turkeys. Change hens
or gobblers every year.

The turkeys should be picking up corn
lively now. Give it to them.

Where turkeys are raised forbearance
must be the rule among the neighbors,
otherwise war.

The careful housewife saves the turkey
wings. They make a handy brush to use
about the kitchen.

To make a good and cheap turkey roost

get four forked posts from the woods,
about ten feet long. Put them in the
ground two feet. Then drop two worm
fence rail in the forks and throw two
or three cross poles on these and you
have a good roost for them.

A woman turkey raiser uear here lost a

big, fat gobbler one night last winter and
at once suspected a certain colored man
of the neighborhood of "lifting it." Go-
ing to his house early next morning she

inquired of him if he had seeu her gob-

bler. "Mo ma'am," was the reply. Es-

pying a coop, close at hand, she made a

search of it and found her gobbler care-

fully stowed away in it. " How's this."

says she to the man. He laughed and
exclaimed :

'

' Golly, some 'ornery nigger

has played a trick on me." 'Jhe woman
was so pleased at recovering her bird she

did not prosecute him.—Poultry News.
• '

Plymouth Rocks with Dark Ltege.

If a beginner should happen to be the

possessor of a copy of the American Stand-

ard of Perfection (and all should have a

copy) and select Plymouth Rocks, es-

pecially the barred variety, as one of the

breeds he will keep, and sends to some
good breeder for a trio or pen of chicks,

and upon their arrival discovers that the

pullets have dark legs, he straightway

condemns them, as the standard calls for

yellow legs, but it does not call lor them
to be yellow until late in the fall and then

more especially exhibition birds. Our
object in writing this is to inform begin-

ners with barred Plymouth Rocks that

they should not get scared at dark le^s

on chicks, as those same dark legs will

be nice and yellow when those chicks

reach oneyear of age. It happens always

in pullets and it also happens that a pul-

let that has yellow legs has bad plumage
or is cotton-backed. It is the same with

beaks. They clear off as they get age. A
big stripe in the beak of a cockerel will

diminish with age, but rarely entirely dis-

appears. The black on a pullet's beak is

generally at the base, with a clear space

at the point. Good plumage, clear beaks

and bright yellow legs on barred Ply-

mouth Rock pullet is something any
breeder may feel greatly proud of and
such stock is big money in the owner's

pocket. Our first idea is clear, bright,

sharp plumage, with good undercolor.

Legs and beaks are minor considerations.

Next to plumage we want good barring

on tails and flights. Don't worry over

beaks and legs. If the birds are well bred

they will come all right. Old breeders

know this—beginners don't, and that is

why we wrote this article.—Poultry News.

NOTES FROM TORONTO.

Association Meetingr—A Visit to
Some of the Principal Fanciers.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Toronto, November 22.—On the even-

ing of November 19 the Toronto Poultry,

Pigeon and Pet Stock Association held its

regular meeting at Richmond Hall, Pres-

ident Burke in the chair. The regular

routine of business was gone over, and

the list of special cash prizes offered by

members for competition at the Ontario

Poultry Show was read over and showed

very creditably. There will be no extra en-

trance fee for any specials at this show,

which is considerable of an improve-

ment on its predecessors in many re-

spects. A special meeting will be called

for the purpose of auditing books and re-

constructing some of the by-laws. Ten

new members were added, and many
more are expected at the annual meeting

in December. The roll numbers now
over sixty members. A debate will be

held at the January meeting on the ques-

tion of borrowing birds for show pur-

poses. Each side of the case will be
taken by men of known ability, but I

have no doubt as to which way the ma-
jority of members will lean.

Thursday, November 12, was the date

set by Canadians on which to celebrate

Thank.sgiving Day. Amongst the fan-

ciers of all kinds this is looked upon as

their last outing to visit yards, kennels,

etc.. of their friends, as shortly after-

wards all expect to see the white blank-

ets of snow cover the ground and the

mercury draws himself closely together.

Visiting stock at such times is rather

chilly work and most prefer the fireside

and a drop of hot "medicine."
Several cocking mains were held in

and about Toronto, one of which in par-

ticular was rather a swell affair. Per-

haps most of the readers of The JouRNAi.
would hold up their hands in horror at a

description. Our city is acknowledged
to be one of the most righteous, and the

so called sport of cock fighting strictly

against all laws of justice and humanity,
but for all this the extent to which it is

practiced is surprising.

The following item appeared in the
Kingston, Ontario, correspondence of the

Toronto Globe: "A gang of Italians,

camped near Ballentyne Station, yester-

day killed a large spaniel dog they had
been fattening during the last few weeks
for a grand feast. The carcass now hangs
in quarters about the walls and will be
preserved for their Christmas dinner."

One can certainly have great choice of

roasts for this notable feast.

I paid a visit to Milton, Ont., the other

day, and inspected all the yards of con-

sequence in that vicinity. Mr. James
Main, the veteran game breeder, was as

hale and hearty as ever, and had a lot of

black reds on his farm at Milton West
that look as if they could do the trick.

He showed me all about both his farms,

on which he has thoroughbred horses,

sheep, turkeys, water fowl and poultry. I

saw some nice silver pheasants which he
had imported. On one farm he had
about two hundred silver, grey and col-

ored Dorkings, and they were a grand
sight.

Mr. E. F. Earl's was the next yard
visited. He had some games in all the

standard colors that look trim and neat,

and some good light Brahmas and game
bantams. Mr. Earl is the secretary of

the Milton Poultry Association, an asso-

ciation that holds a successful show every
winter. He informed me that this winter
their show will be far ahead in induce-

ments, and he hopes in every respect to

any yet held. Their dates are December
30 to 31, 1891, and January I, 1892.

I visited Mr. H. Freeman's, but he was
not at home. I had the pleasure, how-
ever, of seeing his large flock of golden
Sebright bantams. He keeps no other

variety. Mr. Matt Mitchell had a swarm
of Leghorns of all colors, and black Min-
orcas. Matt is proprietor of the Com-
mercial Inn, and a first-class fellow in

every respect. He is also interested in

fox terriers and has several well-bred

ones.

I next was escorted to Mr. J. G. Ford's.

He keeps light Brahmas, black Spanish,

pyle games, Dorkings and others. His

stock is large and has lots of room. I
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noticed some good birds amongst them.
Several breeders whose names I cannot re-

member had flocks of games, Leghorns
and Brahmas ; in fact, those three breeds
seem to hold the sway in Milton, and
anyone who beats her on these breeds on
her own ground is deserving of praise. I

saw no elaborate poultry houses. Most
were kept in simple sheds and outhouses,
and as a whole I never saw birds in such
Erime condition. Mr. Earl was very
ind in giving up the day from his busi-

ness to show me the sights. Nemo.

Japanese G-ames.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In the issue of The Journal dated

November 21 appeared an article taken
from an exchange (probably the Game
Fowl Monthly), entitled "Japanese
Games," which instead of describing the

Japanese games in general describes only

one variety of these Oriental fowls, from

which the reader is supposed to infer

that the kind mentioned constituted the

only variety, while the facts are that it

describes the Yokohama variety alone,

which is perhaps the least known of the

Japanese games. There are several kinds

of game fowls in Japan, but the two most
common breeds, or at least those of which
the most is known in this country, are

the Minoshkies, or long-tailed breeds, and
the Shamos or Japanese pet fowl. The
Minoshkies are divided into several va-
rieties, though there are but two of which
we have much knowledge in America

—

the Phoenix and Yokohamas.
The commonest and evidently the

hardiest and most popular are the Phoe-
nix. These fowls are generally yellow
duckwing in color, though sometimes
black-breasted reds. They have small
pea comb, very small head, very long
hackle and saddle feathers, long wings,
extremely long tail, consisting of nu-
merous narrow sickle and coverts. The
carriage is low, and the jungle shape is

the correct form. They are very pretty,
and the writer finds them good layers.

These Phoenix fowls are small, ranging I

think about from three to four and one-
half pounds for cocks and from two and
one-half to three for hens. They are
very ornamental and interesting pets,

quick, active and quite hardy.
The other variety of the Minoshkies

are about as described in the article re-

ferred to, differing only slightly from the
Phoenix in general characteristics though
considerable in color. These, I under-
stand, are not so hardy as the Phoenix,
I cannot say as to the facts, having only
the latter in my yards. Mr. Skees, who,
by the way, was the first to import the
Minoshkies to America I believe, has
told me that there was considerable dif-

ference in hardiness between these two
varieties in favor of the Phcenix. The
tails of Minoshkies do not grow so long
in this country as in Japan, where it is

warmer and more moist. I would advise
those in quest of a really ornamental
fowl to try either the Phoenix or Yoko-
hama. The Shamos or Japanese pet games
are identical with what is known here as
the California Jap. They are brought di-

rect from Japan to the western coast.

These fowls are just the opposite from the
Minoshkies, having exactly the reverse
attributes. Instead of low carriage the

Jap, as he is commonly called by cock-
ers, is very erect in front and with
drooping tail. The following general
description will practically answer for

the Shamos : Ugly head, short and wide,
with "beetled" brows ; neck long and
closely hackled, very thick in the gullet

;

shoulders "sharp," broad and prominent,
carried high, slanting back ; wings tucked
closely at points but detached at butts

;

tail low and rather scant ; thighs muscu-
lar and shanks thick and bony. The
Jap bears quite a resemblance to the Ma-
lay, being similar in build and large,

the great distinction being "gameness,"
which the Malay don't possess.

The Jap, or more properly the grade
Jap, is used in the pit with more or less

success in the West, and in fact they
are spreading over a considerable area.

The pure stock is very peculiar in ap-
pearance and very interesting, though as

a rule pretty slow for the cocker. They
are used often in naked heel sport.

There are several long-tailed jungle
fowls in India, the commonest perhaps

being the Ayam Jallack, the true game
fowl of Malay proper. These, it must be
understood, are nothing like the Malay
fowl (the English Malay), but a low,
long feathered "dead game" bird, very
handsome. F. H. Graves.
ViROQUA, Wis., December 7.

FANCIERS.

The True Article, Like a Poet, Is

Born, Not Made.
The expression fancier, comprehensive

as it may be to the minds of such indi-

viduals as are comprised in the category,

is nevertheless one that is, to say the

least of it, perplexing to many persons

who live beyond the influences of dog
and poultry exhibitions. There is a gen-
eral if not altogether unintelligible, con-

fusion of ideas in existence in certain

quarters which presses rather hardly on
fanciers, who, as members of the fancy,

are apt to be confounded by the uninitiat-

ed with supporters of the, at present, igno-

ble art of self defense. How two such
widely different pursuits as pugilism

and the breeding of pet stock ever

came to be associated under one de-

nomination we cauuot profess to say,

albeit the circumstance is to be regretted

in the interests of the latter. Nor can

we attempt to account more satisfactorily

for the existence of a fancier, as he. like

a poet, is born, and not made subse-

quently to that indispensable event iu his

career.

The mere fact that a certain individual
succeeds in winning prizes in dogs, or
poultry, or pigeons, or pet stock does
not necessarily entail his possession of
an indefensible title to the designation
"fancier." Many persons leave the en-
tire control of their pets to servants,
and do not, perhaps, ever see the crea-
tures for months at a time, and surely
these supporters of .shows, valuable
though their patronage may be, would be
the last to claim the privilege of being
included in the mistic brotherhood of
which we write.

A love for the dumb creation, we take
it, must be born in a man in order to
qualify him for admission to the ranks of
the fancy, as our readers accept the latter
expression. This feeling may, perhaps,
through force of circumstances, have to
be suppressed for many years, but only
to break out more fervently than ever
when some opportunity for indulging his
taste presents itself to its possessor. Some,
in fact many of us, have possessed a father
who has been a fancier, and have there-
fore every claim to be regarded as life-

long supporters of the fancy, whilst others
have only had their feelings aroused by a
casual visit to a show, at which their long
dormant, and |>ossibly unsuspected, en-
thusiasm has been awakened by an intro-
duction to some well-known breeder, or
a sight of some rare bird or beast. We
have known cases of parents who have
purchased pets for their children, which
the latter have neglected, but which they
have themselves taken to, with the result
that their inborn love of animals or birds
has led them to the highest honors that
the fancy can bestow upon its votaries.
Plenty of instances are likewise forth-
coming of persons who, having quite by
accident came into possession of a pet
that has been good enough to show and
get a prize-card, having been so encour-
aged by its success that they "have gone
into the fancy" to such a tune that they
have found themselves at the head of it.

The condition in which a man keeps
his pets, and the familiarity that exists be-
tween him and them, are to our mind the
greatest and strongest proof of his claim
to be considered a fancier. Just as every
exhibitor need not necessarily be a fan-
cier, so every fancier need not be an ex-
hibitor. In fact, the stay-at-home, plod-
ding breeder, who, in faceof impecunios-
ity or other difficulties, keeps steadily on
his way, and gradually acquires the pos-
session, by breeding it himself, of a bird
or beast of the type upon which he has
set his heart, is entitled to the highest
praise.

Success in the fancy may, from a fan-
cier's point of view, be described as the
re.sult of a capacity for taking trouble,
for no experienced breeder will dispute

the fact that the foundation of a strain
cannot be satisfactorily effected without
an immense expenditure of time and
thought. An element of luck is likewise
an accompaniment to all breeding oper-
ations, and consequently the possession of
the virtue of patience shoulcl be instilled
in every fancier's breast. The persons
who feed and tend their pets themselves,
who nurse them in sickness and watch
over them in health, are the true fanciers,
who delight in the success of their loft or
kennels, not necessarily on account of the
value of the prizes won, but owing to the
fact that their breeding operations have
been crowned with success. There can
be no question that .shows prove genuine
treats to the majority of such persons, as
they are thereby afforded unrivalled op-
portunities for comparing the merits of
their own birds with those of other peo-
ple. The genuine fancier cannot possi-
bly be a churl, neither can he afford to
carry his heart under his sleeve and form
an intimacy with every man he meets.
He must be cautious lest his experiments
are pirated to the advantage of others and
not to himself; but the indulgence of his
taste cannot be fully accomplished with-
out the society of a friend or two to chat
fancy with, or the existence of an oppo-
nent who must be beaten. Whether the
position of a fancier be grand or humble,
he has only himself to thank if he does
not make good friends amongst his fel-

lows. In no other path of life are the
barriers that separate class from class
more easily removed, and no more power-
ful an introduction can be given by one
fancier to another than is conveyed in
the four simple words, "he is a fancier."
—Stock-Keeper, England.

HITS BACK AT THEM.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Subscriber, Denver, S. C. writes:

Please answer in Fanciers' Journai.,

the following (juestions : i. How many
distinct or recognized strains are there of

barred Plymouth Rocks? 2. What is

the distinctive difference (combs ex-

cepted) ? 3. When mating a new cock

with a breeding pen how long till influ-

ence of former cock has passed and eggs

are considered from present cock ?

Answers : Every breeder when he
thinks he has fixed a certain type or

characteristic in the breeding qualities of

his birds calls them a strain. It is diffi-

cult to tell just how many strains there

are, and candidly speaking, there is too

much humbug about this strain business.

Successful breeders of Plymouth Rocks
care more for winning at shows than thev

do for strains. They will buy a winner
wherever they can, and such birds if

bred from are not calculated to keep up
a strain. The Essex strain is supposed to
be a distinct one. The New York Boy
strain might be applied to E. B. Thomp-
son's Plymouth Rocks, and J. H. Thomp-
son, Jr.'s Maplewood strain, like the for-

mer, would owe its name to the male
bird that founded it. 2. There is little

diffierence, except in color of males or fe-

males. The New York Boy males are
noted for even silvery hackles and sad-
dles, well-barred feathers and the ability

of the sires to reproduce themselves in

the male progeny. The same holds true
with females. For instance, J. H. Thomp-
son, Jr., has made a study of mating
birds to produce fine-barred pullets. His
"strain" then is noted for producing fe-

males pretty unifcrm in having feathers
that are almost white, distinctly barred
by a rich blue black, no brown or smoky
color showing itself at the edges of the
dark bars We have taken the above two
"strains" as an illustration, but Bradley
Bros., of Lee, Mass., can be credited with
having produced a strain of birds having
similar characteristics to the above. The
main thing, however, is to select the
.standard type ami mate for and breed to
it. That's a severe strain in itself. 3. From
four days to two weeks as a rule.

—About ten years ago an Edinburgh
gentleman found a wounded seagull on
the shore of the Firth of Forth. He took
the bird home and placed it on the green
attached to his house. "Watty," as the
bird was called, soon grew very tame and
is still alive and the terror of all the cats

in the neighborhood.—Feathered World.

P. M. Gilbert Goes for the English
Critics.

From the *^ancier.

The following blast at my humble
efforts to increase the interest iu pigeons
in this country appeared in the English
journal. Poultry

:

"Pkjko.n Kkei'ing.—We are in receipt of a
little work, 'Pigeon Keeping; Hints tu Begin-
ners.' by Mr. F. M. Gilbert, which previously
appeared as letters in the columns of our Ameri-
can contemporary, The Fancikrs' Journal.
The hints are very practical, and cannot fail to

greatly assist young beginners, and we doubt
not that it will have a good circulation among
those for whom it is written. In his introduc-
tion Mr. Gilbert says: 'I want to say in closing
that it is strictly an American work, as I am one
of those who hoot at the idea that to get any
goo<l birds we must import them. I want to go
on record as believing that we have better birds
in .America than they have in England, and a/ar
better climate in which to breed them. If this be
treason make the most of it.' Why this absurd
boa.st ? The book is 'handsomely illustrated,'

not with the 'better birds of America,' but with
those birds taken ivitliout the slif;htest avknouledg-
mint from our own pages and those of our Eng-
lish contemporaries. We have always met with
the greatest courtesy from our American con-
temporaries, as well as from breeders and exhib-
itors in various and far-di.stant states of the great
American continent, and we are therefore all the
more surprised that an American writer should
so far forget the rules of common courtesy as Mr.
Gilbert has. Where would the American pigeon
world be to-day if it were not for the grand birds
that have been imported from England and
other countries?"

Now I want to say to our English
friend (whom I have not the honor of
knowing) that I never even saw nor
heard of the cuts till the book was pub-
lished, and did not know they were to be
inserted.

In the whole book there is not the re-
motest reference to any cut of a bird,
either English or American, and all of
my descriptions are of American bitds
and not English. As to the "rules of com-
mon courtesy," I have always supposed
that America could give England plenty
of points on such matttrs. On the basis
that our friend takes, I suppose that if

I use the cut of a stallion in a "standing"
notice in my paper I must find out
whether the cut of the horse was of an
luiglisli, I'rench, German or Arabian
breed, and then give due credit to the
country wl'ence the horse sprung. The
same theory would be true of jackasses.
Does every man who uses a poultry cut in

his "ad" take pains to say under it, "this
cut was made from such-and-such a
chicken ?"

The fact is this man wanted to "blast"
the little work, and, failing to find any-
thing else on which to vent his spleen,
he jumps on the cuts, which were simply
put in to fill up. Fie on such journalism.
Now as to whether Englantl has the

best of everything, I simply refer to our
horses, cattle, dogs, poultry, yachts, and,
in fact, to our men and women. America
has completely out-stripped England in

every way.* Now if we beat England in
everything el.se, how is it that we fail on
pigeons ?

And how about the climate ? The
pigeon is a tropical bird. Will it thrive
best in damp and foggy England or in

balmy America ? Why, even the English
themselves claim their climate as much
as they claim anything else that is Eng-
lish. There are Anglo-maniacs who go
crazy over everything Fjiglish. I don't.
I am ail American and am glad of it, and
I propose to stand up for America as long
as I can hold a pen.
My work was an American work for

American boys and young fanciers. It

was for them alone and not for the Eng-
lish. (They know it all now.) If it suits
our home boys, my object will have been
accomplished. As to whether or not it

suits our English friends I don't care,
and that settles it.

[The illustrations in Mr. Gilbert's book
were inserted at the last moment. All of
them had appeared in The Fanciers'
Journal, and credit was given to the
English papers at the time. Thf: Fan-
ciers' Journal is always ready to give
credit to its contemporaries, but an over-
sight is likely to occur must any time.
The fact that original matter is taken
without credit from our columns seldom

,
disturbs the serenity of the knight of the
shears who does such clipping.

—

Ed.]
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PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT SHOW.

Some of the Special Premiums to

Be Competed for.

The <Joorifo AV. Chllds Trophy.

A magnificent solid silver cup, donated

by Geor>{e W. Childs, of the riiiladelphia

Public Ledger, for the best display in the

American class.

Tlie llecord Cup.
Another grand special, donated by

William M. Singerly, of tlie Philadelphia

Record, for the best display in the Amer-

ican class.

The Itena Prize.

A handsome silver trophy, donated by

the Philadelphia Item, for the best dis-

play in the Mediterranean class.

Club Specials.

The Philadelphia Poultry and Pigeon

Club offers |5 in gold for the most typical

barred Plymouth Rock male and ^5 in gold

for the most typical barred Plymouth Rock

female ; open to members of the Ameri-

can Plymouth Rock Club only. $5 in

gold for most typical white Wyandotte

male and $2 in gold for most typical

white Wyandotte female ; open to mem-
bers of White Wyandotte Club only.

Special Preiniiinis.

The Pennsylvania vState Poultry Asso-

ciation offers jp.So as premiums on birds

exhibited by Pennsylvatiia breeders, at

the great I'hilatlelphia Poultry vShow,

January 7 to 12, 1892, to be divided as

follows : $2 each for the best cock or

cockerel, and best hen or pullet, in each
of the following classes: (No special

entry reijuired. ) American, games, Span-
ish, Polish, game bantams. Asiatics, Ham-
burgs, Prench, Dorkings and bantams
other than game. Mis-cellaneous.—Tur-

keys, geese and ducks.
For the largest and best colh.-ction of

pigeons, first premium, 5' 2; second pre-

uuum, f^ ; third preujium, $5.

\
JOSKFH L. RiDHV,

I
JK.S.SK (i. I)AKI,INC.TON,

Committee B. C. Thornton,
Wiuj.AM Khringer, Jr.,

E. C. Vahi.k.

Hpeclnl Pi'i>iiiluins.

The New Jersey State Poultry Society

offers a handsome silver cup, value ;f25,

to the New Jersey exhibitor making the

l)est disj)lay of poultry in any class or

classes.

Thk Fancikr.s' Journal, Philadel-

phia, offers a handsome silver trophy to

the exhibitor having the largest and best

display of poultry, and also a handsome
silver trophy to the exhibitor having best

display of pigeons in the show.

K. P. Cloud. Kennett Square, Pa., offers

a handsome silver cup, to be ki.own as the

I'oultry News Cup, for the best and larg-

est display of barred Plymouth Rocks.
The Pineland Incubator and Brooder

Company, Janiesburg, N. J^, offers a

Pinelan(i out door brooder, value J15, to

the exhibitor for the best display of Asi-

atics.

W. Atlee Burpee, Philadelphia, offers

$S in gold for best breeding pen of golden
Wyandottes. $5 in gold for best breeding

pen of single-comb white Leghorns, J5
in gold for best breeding pen of Polish,

|5 in gold for best breeding pen of dark
Brahmas.

C. C. Royce, Hatboro, Pa., offers I5 in

gold for the best breeding pen of white
Wyandottes and $s in gold for best breed-

ing pen of light Brahmas.
James Forsyth, Oswego, N. Y., offers

^5 in gold for the best pen of S. C. brown
Leghorns, $5 in gold for best pen of

Houdans, ^5 i" gold for the best pen of

white Wyandottes, not less than three

pens of each to compete.
C. A. Sharp & Co., Lockport, N. Y.,

offer a Japanese vase, value jf20. for best

Indian game cockerel, to be known as

the Agitator Challenge Trophy, to be

won two years in succession, or three

times in five years, to give final owner-

ship ; Jio in gold additional if the win-

ning bird is from stock hatched from
these eggs or traceable to the Agitator

.strain.

John C. Haynes, Amandale, N. J., offers

J5 in gold for best pen of Pekin ban-

tams.
W. H. Child, Glenside, Pa., offers I5

in g«>ld for the best pen of barred Plym-

outh Rocks owned by a member of the
American Plymouth Rock Club, $5 in

gold for the best pen of Indian games
owned by a member of the Indian Game
Club, and $5 in gold for the best pen of

buff Cochins.
W. G. Andrews, Hackensack, N. J.,

offers $s in gold for be.st pen of rose-

comb black bantams.

J. H. Drevenstedt, Beverly, N. J., of-

fers souvenir spoon for the best pen of

birds in the novice class.

J. H. Thompson. Jr., Patterson, N. Y.,

offers Is in gold for best breeding pen
.silver Wyandottes.

Dr. A.'T. Beckett, Salem, N. J., offers

silver cup for best silver Wyandotte
cock.

WiP.iard P. Smith, Passaic. N.J. , offers

silver cup, value not less than |io, for

the best collection of Langshans.
A. Blanc, 314 North Eleventh Street,

Philadelphia, offers $5 in gold for the

best pen of partidge Cochins.
T. Wilton Hill. Janiesburg, N. J., offers

$S in gold for the best display of Ham-
burgs.
George T. Weed, Hyde Park, N. Y.,

offers $5 in gold for the best display of

games.
E. J. Spangler&Co., 507 Minor Street,

Philadelphia, offer $5 in gold for largest

and best exhibit of game bantams, and

$5 in gold for best and largest exhibit in

the French class.

Charles M. Stoever, 520 and 522 Minor
Street, Philadelphia, offers $s in gold for

the best exhibition game male in the
.show.

>--«

A "Wail from Canada.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

No doubt you have already read an ac-

count of the Ottawa exhibition and the

shameful manner in which both the poul-

try and pigeons were judged on Septem-

ber 24, 1H91. To enumerate all the

blunders that were made would be some-

thing of a task. However, I will just

cite one or two cases as proof of how
much -ability and knowledge of fowls and

pigeons the judge, Dr. Mills, of Mon-

treal, Canada, possessed. In the Wyan-
dotte class he awarded a first prize to a

pair of birds that were well feathered on

toes and shanks (which is a disqualifica-

tion, and distinctly marked in the Stand-

ard of Perfection)^ and although he (the

judge) had his standard in his pocket to

refer to, the above award was given. I

could mention several other grievous mis-

takes that occurred, but it would not be

fair to take up so much space in your val-

uable journal.

In the pigeon class the whole thing,

with but one or two exceptions, was a

complete farce, as for example, several

birds that won first, second and third

prizes at the Montreal Provincial Exhibi-

tion last September, and of which it is

said surpassed any pigeon show in Can-
ada, including the great Industrial Ex-
hibition at Toronto. These birds were
not recognized or considered good enough
(in the judge's estimation) to deserve a

first or second prize, and in most cases

none at all. Bearing in mind that the
competition at Ottawa was not one six-

teenth as stroiTg as the Montreal show-

was, there is something radically wrong,
as you can easily see, and the majority

of exhibitors put it down to sheer igno-

rance and partly favoritism. It certainly

di.scourages an exhibitor to have his

stock judged in such a ridiculous and
shameful manner. Justice.

FROM THE HUB.

Pigeon Flyers Meet.

The annual election of officers of the

Federation of American Homing Pigeon

Fanciers was held in the Newark Chess

Club's rooms Wednesday evening, De-

cember 9, 1S91. The following officers

were elected : President, W. Garrabrants,

Newark. N. J. : vice-pre.sidents. John
Love, Philadelphia ; Frank Plait, New
York City ; race secretary. C. H. Jones,

Philadelphia ; treasurer, J. C. Bockius
;

Executive Committee, W. Spanghl,
Brooklyn

; J. Work, Philadelphia ; Mr.
Peppin. F^lizabeth, N. J. The ticket was
a complete triumph for the Shepard
wing of the Federation, and the pros-

pects for a national and representative

association have received a severe blow.

Full particulars will appear next week.

Ne'\v England Pigeon Association's
Monthly Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

On Wednesday night, December 2, the

rooms of the association in Boston were

packed like a wardroom caucus with en-

thusiastic fanciers, and well repaid too

were they, for a grander lot of tumblers

are not often brought together. When a

members' show, with no better induce-

ment than a prize card, can bring out

ninety-two birds, and I was going to say

as many fanciers, it looks as though there

was some interest. High-flying tumblers

in saddles and badges, inside tumblers

and solid turbits were the varities called

for.

Mr. A. T. Davis' entries were : One pair red iu-

.side tumblers, one pair yellow inside tumblers,

one pair yellow baldheads, one blue baldhead

cock, one silver baldhead hen and one pair white

turbits.

Mr. T. Connors' entries were : One pair black

saddles, one blue saddle cock, one red saddle

cock, one pair yellow inside tumblers and two

pairs black mottled tumblers.

Mr. J. Ferguson made a finedisplay of thirteen

pairs of high flyers, many of them from the pick

of Birmingham's best lofts, consisting of two

pairs black saddles, two pairs blue saddles, two

pairs blue badges, one pair red badges, one pair

red saddles, one pair red rosewings, one pair

yellow rosewings, one pair black rosewings, one

pair red beards and one pair solid reds.

Mr. F. W. Whiteley showed one pair red sad-

dles, one pair black saddles and one pair blue

saddles.

Mr. J. J. Carter exhibited one pair black sad-

dles, one solid red cock, one solid blue hen and

one solid yellow hen.

Mr. F. K. North entered one pair black sad-

dles, one pair blue saddles and one pair red

beards.

Mr. G. H. Rayne showed one pair red mottled

inside tumblers.

Mr. E. R. B. Chapman had on exhibition one

pair red inside tumblers, two white tu bit cocks

and one white turbit hen. Mr. J. L- Murray dis-

played two pairs of nice saddles and Mr. Elmer

H. Smith three pais inside tumblers.

Mr. A. E. Blanchard's entries were one pair

blue turbits, one pair blue turbit cocks, one black

turbit cock and one silver turbit cock.

Mr. C. F. Haven entered one white turbit cock,

a recent importation, and Mr. George Feather

showed three pairs white turbits.

The birds were judged by Mr. Joseph
Gavin, whp awarded the prizes as follows :

Saddles—Cocks, first to J. Ferguson's blue, a

grandly marked bird, solid in head and clean cut

all round, his worst faults being the shape of

head and too much 1 ngth of body ; second to T.

Connor's red, a good-shaped bird, but badged

and long in head ; third to F. W. Whiteley's red,

a good one. Hens, first to Connor's black, a

grand-shaped little bird, too long in beak and a

little foul on thighs ; second to Ferguson's blue,

the mate to winning cock ; third to a black of

Whiteley's.

Turbits— First and third on cocks and first,

second and third on hens to G. Feathers whites,

a splendid lot of solid birds ; second in cocks to

C. F. Haven's white.

Inside Tumblers—Cocks, first to Mr. Smith's

yellow and third to same owner's dun ; second to

Mr. Connor's yellow. Hens, first to Smith, a

yellow ; third to same. Dun, second to a black

mottle of Mr. Connor's.

The next meeting of the association

will be Wednesday evening, January 6,

the varieties to be shown being almonds,
mottles, baldheads, beards and whole col-

ored tumblers, "Blondinette."
Boston, December 3, 1891.

the markets. Their plump and medium-
sized carcass makes them more desirable

to the majority of housekeepers than the

larger birds.

The hens are most prolific layers, sur-

passing in this respect those of all other

varieties. The flesh is sweet and tender,

and the white Holland turkey has justly

been styled the "king of taVde fowls" and
the "champion of the poultry yard."
They are very domestic in their habits,

of a quiet disposition, and are not in-

clined to wander so far from home, there-

by falling a i)rey to hawks and skunks or

losing a large number of their poults.

Owing to their color their feathers are

more valuable both for artistic and com-
mercial purposes. They mature early,

obtaining their full growth the first sea-

son.

To those having near neighbors with

whom they wish to remain on friendly

terms, or a nice suburban home, I would
certainly recommend the white Holland
turkey in preference to all other varie-

ties. Jason Ellars.

THE PHILADELPHIA SHOW.

The Judges and the Varieties

They Are to Judge.

Following is the list of judges that will

officiate at the coming Philadelphia

Poultry and Pigeon show :

Poultry.—G. O. Brown, Baltimore, Md., barred

and white Plymouth Rocks ; Sharp Butterfield,

Windsor, Canada, Minorcas, Andalusians, white,

black, Dominique, Pile and buff Leghorns, An-

conas and Polish ; George Purdue. East Orange,

N. J., buff, white and black Cochins; J. G. Dar-

lington, Philadelphia. Pa., partridge Cochins ;

J. D. Nevius, Philadelphia, Pa., light and dark

Brahmas; K. B. Thompson, Atnenia, N. Y.,

silver and golden Wyandottes, American Domi-

nique ; Francis T. Underbill, Oyster Bay, N. Y.,

white Wyandottes ; F. L Sewell, Evanston, 111.,

black, white and blue Langhans ; John Filkin,

East Orange, N. J., games and Malays; O. K.

Sharp, Lockport. N. Y., Indian games
;
James

Forsyth, Owego, N. Y., brown Leghorns ; Dan-

iel Pinckney, South Onondaga, N. Y., Houdans,

Creve Cccurs, LaFleche; Henry Hales, Ridge-

wood, N. J., Dorkings; Mark Schofield, Phila-

delphia, Pa., silver spangled and gold spangled

Hamburgs; H. S. Babcock. Providence, R. I.,

golden pencilled, silver pencilled, black and

white Hamburgs, Javas, red caps and novice

classes ; J. H. Drevenstedt, Beverly N. J., breed-

ing pens and novice classes ; John E- Diehl,

ileverly, N. J , l>"ff. white and black Pekin,

Japanese R. C. while, R. C. black bantams. Pet

stock, cage birds, wild and ornamental fowl

;

F. B.Zimmer, Gloversville, N. Y., game, silver

and golden Sebright and Polish bantams ; E. P.

Cloud, Turkeys, ducks and geese.

Pigeons—Henry Firdmann, Philadelphia, Pa.,

Pouters (kites, almonds, agates, mottles, solid),

short-faced and short-face bald-head tumblers ;

W. J. Stanton, New York City, fantails, car-

riers, barbs, dragoons and jacobins ; J. C. Long,

Jr., New York City, Oriental frills, owls, tur-

bits, German toys and show homers ; J. D. Abel,

Baltimore, Md., trumpeters, long-faced tumblers,

inside tumblers, magpies, swallows, priests,

nuns and miscellaneous classes.

White Holland Turkeys.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I have been so frequently asked for a

description of the white Holland turkey

by the readers of the poultry journals

that I take this means of replying to them

all.

The name, white Holland, indicates

both their color and the country in which

they originated. They are of medium
size, and as far as hardiness is concerned

they are equalled by no other variety,

unless it be the genuine wild turkey.

While the white Holland turkey does not
grow as large as some of the dark colored

varieties, it is always in good demand in

ELECTION OP OFFICERS.

The New Jersey State Poultry As-
sociation's Annual Meeting.

At a well-attended meeting of the

above association at Trenton, on Decem-

ber 2, the following officers were elected :

President, T. Wilton Hill, Jamesburg, N. J.»
vice-presi.lents, M. K. Boyer, Hammonton ; W-
J. Aiidrus, Hackensack ; Henry I. Budd, Mt-
Holly ; W. W. Hewitt. Bridgeton ; Dr. A. T-
Beckett, Salem

; J. B. Huff, F;ast Orange ; C. R-

DeHart, Dover ; Franklin Dye, Trenton ; E. S.

Hammell, Jamesburg; Elmer Day, Union; M.Dav-
enport, Englishtown ; J. C. Haynes, Annandale.
Treasurer, Dr. J. C. Maple, Trenton ; secretary,

B. R. Ivins, Burlington ; Executive Committee,
John K. Diehl (chairman), Beverly ; W. J. An-
drus, Hackensack ; T. Farrer Rackham, East
Orange; C K. Paxton, Jamesburg; John C.

Haynes, Annandale : J . H. Drevenstedt (secre-

tary), Beverly. Delegate to State Board of Agri-

culture, f;. S. Hammell, Jamesburg.

Black Leghorn Breeders' Attention

The American Black Leghorn Club

will meet at Hartford, Conn., January 21,

at 2 P. M., in connection with the Con-
necticut State Poultry Society. Five cups
and numerous cash specials will be of-

fered. All breeders not members of the

club are invited to join at once, as only

members of club can compete for club

prizes. A. W. Gardiner, Secretary.

Springfield, Mass., December 10.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.
-WIXH-

Mr. D. R. MacDonnell, of Toronto,

Canada, is negotiating for the purchase

of the bird Alexander the Great, owned
by H. A. Kruger. This bird, it will be

remembered, was one of the quartette

which in 1887 made the journey from

Spartanburg, S. C, to Germantowii, Pa.,

510^^ miles, in 13 hours 28^4 minutes,

when but ten months old, the other three

being Jocko, now owned by A. Florent,

Pittsburg, Pa. ; Black Jim, since dead,

and Little Wonder, now the pr()p?rty of

F. P. Melchior, Baltimore, Md., which

birds hold the record for this distance for

a number of years, an honor which is now-

held by an inmate of the loft of T. F.

Goldman, the popular Brooklyn fancier.

Pigeon flying is a sport that bids fair to

become a serious rival in popularity to

the race horse. The advantage of the

former lies in the beauty of a thousand

men owning birds and participating u\

the races, while in the latter a thousand

look on to see one or two men race a

pair of "plugs" and lose their shekels on

one the latter besides.

Pigeon flying is an honest sport, and

bids fair to remain so. Betting on the

result is of rare occurrence. This is a

protection to all sport, for when gam-

blers once control the latter the jig is up.
*

* *

The fact that one manufacturer has re-

ceived orders for over 2000 seamless

bauds is but a faint indication of the in-

terest in the sport.
*

« *

The Fanciers' Journal has through

its columns sold hundreds of homing
pigeons, and predicts that during 1892

thousands of birds will be in demand.
«

« *

The Independent Club of Camden has

been organized with the following officers:

John Shepherd, president ; Lets Wood,

vice-president ; George Glenn, secretary

and treasurer ; Charles F)rnis, Frank Hoy
and John Rating are the other members.

«
« •

The Item of December 4 remarks ; "At

a largely attended meeting of Philadel-

phia Federation fanciers, held at 1028

Poplar Street, last evening, James Work
in the chair and A. M. Wood secretary,

the plans looking to the amendment of

the present rules and by-laws of the Fed-

eration were discussed. The first motion

of the evening was offered by Mr. Arm-

bruster, and seconded by Mr. Love, as

follows : 'That it is the sense of this

meeting that the F'ederation be not dis-

solved.' Before the question was finally

put, the matter was thoroughly aired, and

it was quickly ascertained that there was

a decided feeling that whatever changes

were made in the present rules, and, how-

ever much they were to be stretched to

meet the increased interest taken in the

sport outside of Philadelphia, these

changes should be made by so altering

the Federation rules as to make them

generally acceptable and not by the or-

ganization of an entirely new national

body. Mr. Armbruster's motion was car-

ried without a dissenting vote, although

many expressed the hope that the Em-
pire City, Washington, Baltimore, Buffalo

and other outside clubs would come into

the present national body after the

changes were made in accordance with

their expressed views.

•
« «

"The meeting then discussed the

changes in the rules proposed by the
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Philadelphia members of the committee,

but by a vote of 19 to 12 decided that it

would be unwise to reduce the salary of

the race secretary. Upon the commit-

teemen stating that this matter could be

fixed by devoting the profits from the

sale of seamless bands to the increase of

the race secretary's salary, and with the

miderstanding that this would positively

be done, the vote was reconsidered aud

the proposed changes indorsed as a

whole. The meeting then adjourned.

The action taken at the meeting is not

intended to hamper the Philadelphia

members of the National Committee, but

was intended simply to show how Phila-

delphia fanciers felt in regard to the es-

tablishment of an entirely new organi-

zation, and there was no disguising the

fact that the sentiment was decidedly op-

po.sed tc such a scheme.

tion at the last meeting, and will concede

a great many points to secure this end,

but that such a reunion must be brought

about within the present organization

will be their ultimatum. Irrespective of

factional feeling, this seems to be best

method of reaching the desired end, as,

according to the by-laws of the present

organization, a dissolution could not

take place without fifteen days' notice

being given to each member. So, if a

new national league was started, there

would inevitably be two in the field, and

the general union be as remote as ever,"

if

The best magazine o( its

kind. Only $1.25 per year.

Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS l-UBI.ISHING CO..
481 Broadway, Albany, N .Y.

«
« »

A full report of the Federation meet-

ing will be given next week.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS.
43-68 p. O. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

• •

"The Philadelphia committeemen will

go to the meeting in Newark, N. J., on

December 8 with the same desire for

general harmony as influenced their ac-

AUCTION OF FOX TERRIERS.
The Property of The Woodaie Kennels,

TROY, N. Y.

We will dispjseof some winners at the late

shows and also some grand puppies and fine

brood bitches of the very best winning strains

at the American Horse Exchange, 1644 Broad-
way, New York City,

TueHclay, Deeeml>er 22,
at 2 P. M. Terriers can be seen at Horse Ex-
change on Monday afternoon and Tuesday tiefore

sale. 43 44

\VYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show, Madison Sq. Garden, Feb.. 1891.

Prices lorv for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Be-st Is None Too Good !

"

Address BLYTHFXOTE FARM.
28 54 Brainard Station, N. Y.

TOPKNOTS, CRESTS, BE.\RI)S.

Every breeder of Polish. Houdans. Russi.ins,

Creve Cfcurs, etc., is requested to send his name
and address to

The New Kn^Iainl Fancier,
DanlelHonvlllts Conn.

SPFXIAL EDITION OF CRESTFU) BREEDS.
Illustrated by Franklane L. Sewell.

43-44 January N«'W Knurliind Fancier.

-THK

GEKMA/N

Belgian flap?

HF;sf; HARF:S are natives of Germany, Belgium and some parts of France and Swit-

zerland They are nearly three times as large as our common rabbits, quiet and
thrive best in close quarters. When full grown they weigh from 9 to 12 pounds and
command a ready sale when game is in season. They are hardy, easily raised, can

be fed on grass, hay or grain same as sheep. They are very prolific, commence to breed
when 6 or 7 months old, bring forth their young every 6 weeks and 5 to 10 at a time. Their
ni'at has a rich, gamy flavor. They are much more profitable to raise than any kind of

poultry, as they can be fed on whot generally goes to waste on a farm. We offer the true

German or Belgian Hare bred from imported stock as follows : Bucks, $2.50 each ; Buck
and Doe, not akin, $5.00 ; every additional doe, $3 00. A small treatise on Breeding, Man-
agement, etc., free on application. Address

SAMUEL WILSON, MetlmnUsvlIle, Pa.

1 i
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IN

GASH PREMIUMS

To the peifson Sciidlnj? in the

hirj^ost yearly list of siibserlb-

ei-s, ^tiOO.

Seeoiul hirjrest list, $100.

Tliird liirj?est list, $75.

Fourtli lariJcest list, $50.

Flftli largest list, $125.

Sixth, seventh, eiffhtli, ninth

and tenth largest lists, $10.00

eaeh.

This offer is open from OCTOBER
16 to JUNE 1, 1892. Subscriptions

can be sent in at any time, but cash must

accompany them. This unquestionably

is the best opportunity ever offered to

our friends, and all desiring to compete

for these premiums should send in their

names at once.

The coming Dog and Poultry Shows

offer a glorious opportunity to secure

subscriptions, and agents desiring sample

copies should ad\4se us promptly.

Remember that THE FANCIERS'
JOURNAL is the leading paper of its

class, and the subscription price is only

|2.oo per annum. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box gi6, Philadelphia, Pa.

SOLD OUT
SILVER-LACED \A^YANDOTTES,

to make room for my

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

Stock and KRgs for Sale. Write for prices

WII.LI.WI KI.URED.
Dendroii, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facilitits for the South. South-
ern buyers can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70

THE DOLLAR TYPEWRITER
ABCDEFGHI IA$THI8I8TUE

otikn&m. Hti<>fORKOCT

INCUBATORS.

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

—ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
AND WKRE AWARDED

2-FIRST PREMI0M5-2
AT THE

Great New York Slow of 1891
Hundreds of the most successful poultrynien

use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

142-181 Jame.sburg, New Jersey.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

ExciSlc. IMCJMTOR
I.owPHt-prired FiraUclaM Hatcher made.
Simple, Perfect} SJSBB^^Sflf-Keifulatiiig.

itPaTtNICD

r*triiU« and
|

SoJc
fActuivrJ

KpiJHPROyto lxet>SiC^"'e-»»;"«.

Thoaaands in aur-
kreHHtuI operatiou.
ICiuarsnteed to hatch I

I
a larKBr percentage 1

of fertile eggn <i( l>-t$
'

n>st than any other incnbator.
Send 60. for Ulua. Uatalogoa.

GEO.H.STAHL.Quincy.lll.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain one frfe Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
vear. Large book for .stamp. A.
K. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Conn.

T"*^ ,V I C T O R
Incubator

Ouaranteed 8el(-He|rulatlng. A
Bellable Hatcher. Serd (or Free
Circular. SHKEB & CHASE,
ijole Manufacturer!, Quimoy, Ilu

POULTRY.

Over 100 Award;;;

Received in 1891.

Mr. Whitfield. ColebridRe, Gloucester, England
(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply
Indian Game. Dorkings, Wyandottes. Creves,

La p'leche. Huff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

(iood Ui'eortei's, I25 per trio.

Kxtra Good, #35.

Kxhlbitioii, |2o to |5oeach at Liver-

pool,

Freiprht paid to Xew York for
$10 extra on 3 to 9 bir<l». Kgrjyfs

in soa.»«on, $.5 per Dozen. Over
8()0 bir<ls exported last year.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry ot

Kennel' Pai)er vou should send for my list of

papers. I cm fiirnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe foi two or more pap)ers you will get a
still lower rate than if you sul>scribe for only
one. Always enclose a stamp when you write.

Send ten cents (silver) and I will send your name
and address to the publishers of twenty-five
papers and request them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRKSS

S4tt

F. D. BECK.
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

JUST PUBLISHED.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS
-BY-

k perfect and prariirHl Type WiUiiig uiacliine tor only (

DOI/I.AK. Exactly like cut; re;cular RenilnKton type: due*!
tlio Hume qnaUty of work; tHko.s a fools cup Btuef. Complete
irlth |inppr hotilcr, antomntlc trrA, prrtrri, trpr «hr»l it luilng
r<>ll; iiM'H rnpTine Ink. 8i7.<> 3x4x0 liii')i<>8: Wfleht, 12 <>7.; 8at> I

iKfai-tlonKiiBraiitoprt; Cli'iiUir» free; AUE>TS HA>T»:D. Sent
|

by expr<"<8 f"r $I.<K): by mail, IV. extra fur postaee.
Ju u. iAuutboUi M aaa., 6« toaiiaMii 6T., a. y. ciik.

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the
aniateur pij^eon fanciers.

Trice, paper, 50c ; cloth $1.00.

BOOFING.

STANOAP.D

TRADE KIABts

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for
Pouhry Hou.ses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 38 Uey Street, N. Y.

PIGEOI^S.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND—
LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE LOFT

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for circular,
which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal Blu3 Line Homers.

BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

THREE OF THE

BEST LOFTS

ON THE
I

CONTINENT.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of mv own breeding,
I have a showing of THIRTY PAiRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREE LOKTS WITH PROVEN REC-
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILES. Send for cir-

cular and piice list. 0-iSo

FERRETS ¥S. RATS!
First-cla.ss FERRETS, young and old, for sale

by Adolph Isaacsen, "SURE POP." 92 Fulton
Street, New York Citv. Mv celebrated hand-
book. "ALL ABOUT FERRETS AND RATS"—
second edition—revised and illustrated-mailed
to any address on receipt of 25 cents. 3349

FOR POULTRY.
Boue Meal, - - Per KM) lb. Bag, #3.00
(iranulated Hone, " lOO *' 9.75
Grt>iintl Beet
Scraps, - - - " 100 3.00

Calclte, - - - - " 200 3.00
Crushed Flint, - " 300 " 8.00
Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - - " SCO " 3.00

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of

price.
C. H. DEMPWOL.F & CO.,

York Chemical Works, York, Pa.

WRITE
For new list No. 28. Some special bargains in

St. Bernards.
R. .J. SAWYER,

41-48 Menominee, Mich.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER

ONLY 25 CENTS, POSTPAID—READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It

gives away many things that have been hereto-
fore kept secret. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

OPIUM
IVforphtnp Habit Cared in lO
to '<;<> ciHvf*. No pay till cured.
DR. J. STEPHENS, L«banon,OhiOi

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.

The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for-

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

cooks on receipt of published price:

KBNNBL.
American Book of the Dog 5.00
American Kennel. Burges | 3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1.50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.oo

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel 80
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill a.oo

Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of. Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond . i.oo

Dog Training and Points of Judging ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond ... .50

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, i6mo . .75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Disease. By Ashmont 2.00

Englishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book.Vols. XI to XllI.each 4.50
Field Trial Training. White 50
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-

sions 1.50
Fox Terrier, Breeding aad Rearing ; col-

ored portrait. Dalziel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

How to Keep a dog in the City. Mills . . 25
House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training 50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000

dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth (3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables . 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dane Dog 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration 2.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date 50

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickham. Paper cover, 50c. ; cloth . . . i.oo

Prize Pugs of America and England.
(Cryer) i.oo

Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-
tice. Millan i.oo

St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog 2.50

Teufel the Terru r ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog 75

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.
Mercer 1.00

The Dog, by Idstone 1.25

The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait 1.25

The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits 5.00
The Mastiff, the History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50

The Setter. Laverack a.75

Training Trick Dogs; illustrated 25
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
from life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. . 4.00

Youatt on the Doe 2.50
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-

tions, by Harrison Weir . .50

Cloth 75

POULTRY.

.\11 About Broilers. Boyer 25
An Egg Farm. H. H. Stoddard 50
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . . 5.00

Capons and Caponizing. George Q.Dow. .25

Duck Culture. Rankin 50
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-

ored illustrations; woodcuts. By Harri-
son Weir 900

Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale 1.50

Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright. . 1.50
Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl 25
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch 1.50
Sixteen Years F^xperience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,
Felch & Lee i.oo

The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00
Wyandottes. Joseph Wallace 5a

CAGE BIRDS.

V anary Birds. Paper cover 50
Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.CO

Chamber and Cage Birds. Bechstein. New
Edition 1.50

Native Song Birds. George J. Bamesby. . i.co

Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
The Canary. G. J. Barnesby 50

PIGEONS.

Book ot Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-

ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
woodcuts 8.C0

Loft Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S. Clark . . . 2.00

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, F.M.
Gilbert, paper 50C ; cloth 1.00

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50

Pigeon Standard (new) 50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.C0
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer 50

MISCELLANEOUS.
American Anglers' Book. Norris .... 5.50
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .^5

Book of the Game Laws 50
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 2.00

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus 2.00

Ply Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells 2.50
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.
Grinnell 2.C0

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cuniculus ... 1.50

The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood I.co

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; il-

lustrated 50
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and
Intelligence ot Animals i.'o

With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . . 5.C0

Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell .... 2.50

Woodcraft. Nessmuk 1.00

6it Hints and Points for Sportsmen . . . . 1.50

POUL.TRY.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF
BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
At the Great Crystal Palace Show ot America

New York, February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fifth on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens ; first, .second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel; first, sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;

first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE. $100 IN GOLD,

lor best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4
per 13, |7 per 26, $q per 39. Stock for sale. 39-91

INDIAN OAMES
LANGSHANS

MINORCAS
MOTTLED ANCONAS
Eggs for sale sfter January, 1892. No more

birds for sale at this time.

QT RFCWAPriQ Choicest strains. Pups
01. DlvI\iXAI\UO for sale. Send 2 cent
stamp for circular giving particulars.

93-145 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER, Poftsvllle, Pa.

Kdward S. Schmid,
Successor to Louis Schmid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH, AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OP ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES,
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
Send for Catalogue.

H. y^. VAHLE,
313 Market Street and 46 N. gth Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

POULTRY FARMS. POULTRY FARMS.

BA-R-RED PLgMOUTH -ROCKS
That will win anywhere. Fine size and shape and that CLEAR BLUE COLOR which all judges
like. My birds have won the leading prizes at America's grandest shows, CHARLESTON, NF;w
YORK and BUFFALO.

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES
TRUE SHAPE AND BRILLIANT BLACK LACING.

At the Great National Show, CHARLESTON, S. C. January. 1891 : PLYMOUTH ROCKS, xst

and Gold Special on cock; ist and 3d, cockerel; ist best male and four best females; special best
pair; 2d, 3d and 4th pullets; the Grand Special in Gold for Largest and Finest Display. WYAN-
DOTTES ; 1st best male end four best females, all cockerel and pullet prizes but 3, and Grand Gold
Special Largest an Finest Disjjlay.

Prime show and breeding birds at fair prices. Send for new profusely illustrated circular. Ad-
dress

E. B. THOMPSON, Amenia, Duchess County, N. Y.

POULTRY FOOD.

How to Rear Chickens
SUCCESSFULLY.

Thousands of chickens die annually and at

least fifty per cent might be saved if fed on

Spratts Patent Poultry Meal.
It is really folly to think they will mature into

robust exhibition stock if fed on hard corn, or

cornmeal only. They must have a healthy, di-

gestible, uniform food that will not sour or clog
in the crop

|
one that will furnish animal or

insect food in a proportion not to scour and suf-

ficient vegetable matter to stimulate a healthy
appetite.
This meal is thoroughly cooked and is there-

fore in the most digestib e and nutritious form.
All the large breeders of exhibition .stock in

England use this meal, and many prominent
breeders of this country are now using it with
wonderful success, as witnesj such noted breed-
ers as Messrs. Newton Adams, Brown & Wadley
P. A. Webster, George Purdue, E. E- Bast and
others.
This meal is not a spice. It is not a medicine.

It is a nutritious, digestible, cooked food. Try
a sample bag. Write for circular.

SPRATTS PATENT,
25-50 239-245 East 56th Street, New York.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

^INDIAN GAMES. < t> WYANDOTTES.t>
The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NEW YORK SHOW I

won ist on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State
Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, >, seconds, 4 thirds and 2 gold specials. Send
for circular. Address T. WILTON H I LL, JAMESBURG, N. J. 96-148

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM-

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C.

White Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden, New York,

12 firsts, 7 grand gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties,"Like

has begotten like," Like will beget like.

Send for illustrated circular giving full prize record ot America's leading strains 01 above
varieties. Can furnish eggs from C. H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

101-151 J. FORSYTH, owego, tioga county, n. y.

WOODSIDE POULiTt^V Vflf^DS
LA FLECHE, the grandest of French breeds; INDIAN GAMES, the

Great Table Fowl ; WHITE LEGHORNS, the Queen of Layers ; BUFF
PEKIN and ROSECOMB BLACK BANTAMS.

EGGS AND CHICKS FOR SALE.
Address all correspondence to

ysr, J. ANORUS, Proprietor,
i3»-tr HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N.J.

^PRHAM POU LTRY YARDS
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W. Leg-

horns, B. Minorcas, S. S. Hamburgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

SfPOGi^ POF? Sale at <^uu ©imes.

Address all orders and correspondence to

34-85

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER.
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y

mpSandacre parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buft Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams. Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize
winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

lo^t F. W. GAY LOR. Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

POUIiTRY.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS, SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX,

STANDARD GAMES.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWING
BROWN REDS.

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ENGLISH SHAWLNECKS.

DARK REDS AND SEVERAL OTHERS.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

PRINTING OUTFIT 15g
[OOMl'LK'.E. 4 »'p)i»h«u rubVr Ijpe. tjpf h"lJ<T. bottU In-

leliblt Ink. Ink H»d mil TwMmers. Hul up in nrit bol irlth

irvctions for uae. SmUjfkctioD ruarantecd. Worth 50o. Bett

B«ii Markn, Cud Printer, etc. 8«u n«mt. id 1 mlnutt,
ist< bi*i cvdi Ml kour.Hent poatpkid l&e;2 for 2&e,C»t.fVw.

'R.H.INURKMOLI. * RRO eKrortluidtSt.N.V.ClUk

POULTRY.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

pointf:rs and SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders tor puppies booked to be
delivered in rotation. if

SHOWS.

First Anunal Exclnsiye Pigeon Show

—OF THE—

for profit
should have l*ure Ground
liEKF SCIIAP, which is

Meat and Bone, collected from slaughter
houses. Drikd Perfectly Swket and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FRF>^ Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO.. 133

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

»

To be held in connection w»th the

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION,
—.\T—

T.IE1>EHKHAXZ IIAI.I^, T^ulsvllle, Ky.

JANUARY 21 TO 25. 1892.

Classes for every known variety. Liberal pre-

miums and large specials. The most competent
of speciali.st judges. Selling and young bird

classes and many other new features never be-

fore encouraged in this country.

ENTRIES CLOSE JANUARY 10, 1892.

SAMUEL CASSKDAY, President.

JOHN H. KUHN, Treasurer.

JOHN D. ABEL, Baltimore, Md., Sup't.

For further information apply to

W. H. ADAMS,
140-144 2307 Magazine St., Louisville, Ky.

PILES
INSTANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15

days. Never returns. No purge. No
salve. No suppository. Remedy

mailed free. Address J. H. REEVES, Box 3290,

New York City. N. Y. 35-85

ALBANY. N.Y.
The First Annual lixhibition of the

NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND
POULTRY AND KENNEL CLUB

Will be held here

JANUARY 5 TO 8, 1892.
BIG PRIZES. NOTKI) .JUlMiKS.

Send for their mammoth Premium List to

WILL C. HOUSE, Secretary,

Freys Bush, N. Y.

J. TELLF:R DkGRAFF, president.
OSCAR J. LEWIS, Sup't of Poultry.

C. E. ROCKENSTYRE, Sup't of Dogs.

THE SOUTH CAROLINA

Ponltrj and PetM Association

(Iiicorporate<l)

This, the banner poultry association of the
South, with a capital stock of $3000, will hold its

SECOND ANNUAL EXfflBITION
—AT—

COLUMBIA, S. C,
J.XNUARY 12, 13, 14, 15 and 17, 1892.

The prompt payment of all premiums is guar-
anteed by our list of solvent st<x:kholders. We
(lesire to direct particular attention to

Our Great List of Special PremiiMns.

For Premium List and full information as to
rates on railroads, board at hotels, etc., apply to

Dr. S. T. lea. W. a. SCHROCK,
Pres't, Cokesburj', S. C. Sec, Camden, S. C.

THE CENTRAL MICHIGAN
POILTRY & PET STOCK ASSOCIATION

Third Annual P^xhibition

AT BATTI.KCKP:EK, MK'II.,
JANUARY 12 to 15, 1892.

1000 Birds showed last year.

Send for Premium List.

F. P. GRIMi:S, Cor. Sec., Paw Paw, Mich.

AMERICAN BUFF COCHIN CLUB.
Oi-jJCaiilztHl at lto<'li«'st«*r, X. Y.,

FEBRUARY 7. 1888.
Prksidk.nt.

Newton Adams Utica, N. Y.
VICK-PRKSI DENTS.

W. H. Child Glenside. Pa.
Robert Colgate Quogue, L. I.

M. M. Connor Ada, O.
Charles Feldman Hagerstown, Md.
C. M. Griffing Shelter Island, N. Y.
H.D. Kendall Lowell, Mass
J. D. Nevius Philadelphia, Pa.
George Purdue East Orange, N.J.
Fred E. Scheel Belleville, 111.

W.J. Stanton Jersev Citv. N. J.

J. H. Tallman Tallmans, N. Y.
Thomas Young, Jr New York City

KXKCUTIVE COMMITTKE.

J. II. L. TwUl Roselle, N. J.
W. C. Bvard Cincinnati, O.
F. W. Gaylor yuogue, L. I.

F. C. Hare Whitby, Can.
E. A. Harris Amhurst, Mass.
George Udall, Jr Morristown, N. J.
A. B. Warner Harlan, Iowa.

ii. P. ItKVXAlI),
43-50 Secretary and Treasurer.

007 IJroadwa.v, Now York City.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md.
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A BRILLIANT SUCCESS

THE @JRISTffiaS ]^MBBR
-OF THK-

FAflCIEHS' JOUHNAIi
Thousands of copies have been sold and the general verdict is that

it is the FINEST PAPER EVER PUBLISHED of its class. 44 pages

Beautifully Illustrated

Handsomely Printed
CONTRIBUTORS-KENNEL

Voro Slia>v,
lluicli l>alzi«'I,
JtrockcnhurHt,

f. K. Felch,
.lamos Forsyth,
K. 1*. ThompHon,
Theodore Sternberg^,
.1. <'. lioekiuH,
V. II. CJrave8,

W. Wade,
T. II. Garlei-k,
Freeman IJoyd,

v. M. Haldeman.

Highland,
Kverett MillalH,
Alexander UlaHs, M. D.,

POULTRY AND PIGEONS
Oeonjre T. AVhltfleld,
M. K. Boyer,
William L. Lientz,
«. O. Brown,
II. S. Babeock,
Henry Krdmann,

J. H, Drevenstedt.

ARTISTS

G. W. Pettlt,C H. Valentine,
F. T. ITnderhlU,
F. B. Zlmmer,
O. K. Sharp,
A. W. Hall,

IT. B. Tallman,
J. Henry Lee,

E. W. Hall, F. N. Graves,
F. Li. Sevrell, Henry Erdmann,

Xew York Photo-Knin*avin$c Company.

WHAT SOME OF OUR READERS SAY
A .Splendid Issue

.

Kindly allow me to offer my heartiest congrat-

ulations to all interested in the getting up of

your X-mas number of The Fanciers' Journal
received this morning. It merits the unqualified

approbation and thanks of everyone whose good

fortune it will be to read its contents, for such an

array of dog, poultry and pigeon lore one seldom

gets a chance to obtain, at any rate not in the

form of a journal.

I know nothing about dogs, but I know enough
to pass judgment that the dog literature of this

number is of the prize-winning sort, and will un-
doubtedly tickle every dog lover in his tenderest
spot.
The poultry matter, well, I would do injustice

to pass an opinion on any, for all is of first pre-
mium order. Naturally, loving as I do most the
Brahma and Wyandotte, the articles on these
breeds call for my first attentionj and they are
worth a dozen over alone the price of this issue.

1 obtained ideas on these breeds I never before
possessed, and I am become all the more at-

tached to the two grandest and most beautiful
breeds of our standard collection.

And, of course, the pigeon fancier will haye
every reason to welcome this great X-mas num-
ber. All in all. this splendid issue is bound to

attach The Fanciers' Joi'rnal to every reader,
and stamp it firmly as the foremost journal in

this country for the dog, poultry and pigeon fan-

cier. Unqualified success be to its future efforts.

W. F. Roth, M. D.

Fix>rin, Pa., December 5.

Worth a Year's Subscription.
Your Christmas number arrived to-day, and I

wish to compliment you on your admirable ef-

fort. The Christmas number alone is worth the

subscription for the year. Long may you con-
tinue to issue many Christmas numbers in years
to come. C. K. Bunn.

Peoria, 111., December 7.

A Beauty.
The Christmas number of The Fanciers'

Journal is a beauty. Dr. S. T. Lea.

CoKESBURV, S. C, December 8.

A Dandy.
The Christmas number of The Fanciers'

Journal is a dandy. A. W. Hall.
Uarnerville, S. C, December 7.

The Crowning Feature.
Allow me to congratulate you on the Christ-

mas number of The Fanciers' Jour.val. It is

the crowning feature of poultry and doggy litera-

ture of the season. Arthur E. Helch.

Natick, Mass., Decembers.

Knocks Them All.
Christmas numt>er of Fanciers' Journal is

at hand. Klegant, superb. It "aox 'em" all.

W. H. Hamilton,
F.ditor New England Fancier.

Danielsonville, Conn., December 9.

For sale on all leading news stands of the large cities of the United

States. Price lo cents each, or sent prepaid on receipt of the above
sum by addressing

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Box 916, Rhiladelphia, Ra.

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS, BEAGLES and
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties of

Fancy Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the
past four years. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price list free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied
Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

DOGS.

ENGLISH SETTERS.
Puppies by Count Leo-Claritta of the Elms, by

Champion Monk of Furness—Eudora, Count Leo
by Mack D. by Count Noble. These puppies com-
bine the best bench show and field trial blood in

his country. Prices reasonable. Address
E G. ELLIOTT.

40-43 483 Potters Ave.. Providence, R. I.

Advertisements without display inserted under
this heading/or 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Bull Terrier.

FR SALE.—THE PURE WHITE BULL
Terrier Bitch Louraont Kit (19.762) by Gully
the Great out of Kit. Whelped June, 1888.

Imported August, 1890. Won first novice
ana first open, Baltimore, and first and
two specials, Chicago, 1891. She is litter

sister to White Wonder, and is in the pink
of condition. Will soon be in season. For
price, etc., address Frank W. Moulton, 619
Fourteenth Street, N. W., Washington,
D^C^ It

Canker Cure.

PRINTING
eri. etc., • »peciaUT. 'W

For Poultry kud Stock Fanelerf,

J Dairymen, Fruit Oroweri, F»rm-

en. etc., • »pecialty. We have a larne line of electrotype

eata for lllu.tratlnr your work. Sample. lYee. C""'"' •••«•

KnTelopea. letterheads, cards, and Uc« from 40ct.. per 100 and np.

DePaj'e Electric rriatlus Work., t^yriiciiec >. \.

White HollandTtirkeys
Wh. Wyandottes, R. C. B. Langshan-*, White
Guineas, White China Geese, Pekin Ducks Good
stock. Prices reasonable. Address at once,

41-43 JASON ETil.ARS, Bookwalter, O.

TALLMAN'S CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiftv cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Collies.

COLLIE PUPPIES, »Y CHAMPION THE
SQUIRE, out of Active (E. 21,065). J- E.
Dougherty, Lotus, Ind^ 35-44

Foxliounds.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

For Sale.

FOR SALE.—FAST-RUNNING FOXHOUNDS
and pups. Addrsss Rex Kennels, Millers-

burg, O. 39-50

Fo» Terriers.

FOR SALE.—A LITTER OF FOX TERRIER
puppies. They are beauties and from good
stock. -Ten weeks old. A. |M. Kendall,
Millville, N. J. it

TWO THOROUGHLY BROKEN SETTERS ;

broken on ruffed grouse, quail and wood-
cock ; will be shown on game. William
Tallman, 109 West Thirty-fourth Street,

New York City. 140-tf

THOROUGHBRED BLACK AND TAN TER-
RIER puppies by imported Broomfield
Sultan, No. 20,668, out of Roseleaf II, No.

20,264, by imported Mahomet, No. 4479-

Broomfield Sultan is the best dog of the
kind in this country. For prices address
W, S. Patterson, Mayville. N. Y.

For Sale.

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES BY BRANT-
FORD Red Jacket, out of registered bitch.

Also St. Bernard Puppies. Swiss Moun-
tain Kennels, Germantowu, Pa. 42-43

Great DaneH.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE, BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jagjfard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 43-94

Irlsli Setters.

FOR SALE—YOUNG IRISH SETTERS.
Two fine field dogs, both bench show win-
ners; also one brood bitch of fine pedigree.
F. H. Perry, Des Moines, Iowa. 43tf

Sale or Exchangre.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE— ENGLISH
.setter bitch (broken) for pair of thoroughly
broken beagles (pedigreed)or offers. George
CoUingwood, Hanley, Pa. it

Scotch Terriers.

JURE BRED WIRE-HAIRED SCOTCH TER-
RIERS from imported and prize winning
stock. Robert McCosh, Burlington, Iowa.

32-tf

Various.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25
cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buv on commission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,
Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules, Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., Box 916, Philadf- phia. Pa.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted undey

this headingfor 3 cents per wordfor each insertion

Artists and EuKravers.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-
ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishiug Co., Box 916, Philade phia. Pa.

WE HAVE arranged with Schieiber ^
Sons, who are acknowledged 10 be th«

oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special ternif

for our subscribers who want photographs
of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishin
Company, Box 916 Philadelphia, Pa.

Appliances.

INCUBATORS SOLD, BOUGHT.EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor, Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.
Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-

1-52 ham, 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

Bantams.

ENTWISLE'S BANTAMS—I am Mr. W. F.
Entwisle's only authorized agent for the
United States and Canada, and will import
birds at as low a figure as p>ossible, quality
of stock considered. F. W. Gaylor, Quogue,
Long Island. N. Y. 37-62

Black Spanish.

BLACK SPANISH.—I WILL SELL OUT MV
entire stock, acknowledged to be the best
in America. Thomas Powell, 4716 Market
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 42-43

For Sale.

,-»OR SALE-A 600-EGG MONARCH INCU-
H BATOR in good condition. Price $50. John

C. Haynes, Annandale, N. J. 35-tf

LIVE QUAIL FOR SALE —CONSIGNMENTS
of poultry game, furs and skins solicited.

' Established 1838. E. B. Woodward, 174
Chambers St., New York, N. Y. 40-43

Games.

GAME FANCIERS.-l AM OFFERING FOR
sale nearly all of my prize-winning game
fowls, old and young, including winners
at New York, and have added about 20

prizes to my already large number by win-
ning at the late Industrial Exhibition. See
the list. These fowls are for sale cheap.
Black red, brown red and pile games and
black red, duckwing and pile game ban-
tams. Describe what you want. E. F.

Doty, 47 Wellington Place,Toronto, Can, tf.

Indian Games.

FOR SALE. THREE TRIOS OF INDIAN
game chicks. May hatcli, $5 per trio. These
are fine birds. Write. J. F. Johnson, East
Haddam, Conn. it

POULTRY.
Advertisements unthout display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordJor each insertion.

Liesrhorns.

oNE HUNDRED AND FIFTY SINGLE
comb brown and white Leghorn cockerels
for sale, |i so to I5 each. John C. Haynes,
Annandale, New Jersey. 36-45

Llgrht Brahmas.

SOME GOOD BIRDS FOR SALE ; CIRCULARS
free. J. A. Roberts, Malvern, Pa. 40-46

Silver Wyandottes.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Fal ls, N. Y. 41-tf

Various

INDIAN GAME COCKERELS, SUPERB
stock, I4 each. Buff Cochins, black Lang-
shans, silver spangled Hamburgs, rose
comb white Leghorn cockerels and barred
Plymouth Rock pullets. Reasonable prices.

Correspondents receive prompt attention.
Send for circular. Charles R. Cooper, Mer-
chantville, N. J. it

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS .^T
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

Ant^verps.

WARDELL TAYLOR, LANGHORNE, PA.,
breeder of silver and ash Antwerps. Young-
sters only for sale. $1.50 per pair. 43-46

Baldhead Tumblers.

CHARLES SCHMENNER. 511 W. BIDDLE
St., Baltimore, Md., fancier of short-fac
baldhead tumblers exclusively, have 100 to

select from ; Gaddess stock. 88-tf

English Rollers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS. THOS.
Grist, Livery SUble, Atlantic City, N. J.

I 42-46

For Sale.

BARGAIN.—FIVE PAIRS FINE POUTERS
for $35. Also jacobins in all colors from I5
up per pair. C. A. Koehler, 17 DeKalb,
Avenue, Brooklyn. N. Y^ 43-46

_

Fantalls.

HOWARD BUTCHER. 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

Jacobins.

FOR SALE—THE FINEST LOT OP JACO-
BINS in America, all colors, the entire
stock of the late William Livezey, at 1210

N. 4th St., Phila. 42 45

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer

^ and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

Satlnettes.

/-aEORGE W. PETTIT, ARTIST, loio CLIN-
(j- ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

MISCELLANEOUS.
Advertlslns.

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well
to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"
36S pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals

;
gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.
Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce Street, N. Y. 31-82

DrlnklnsT Fountain.

THE BF:ST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, f8 per
dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vtl Brooder Company, Jaraesburg, New Jersey.

Ferrets.

FINE TRAINED FERRETS, $3 TO $4 EACH,
for rabbits and rats. B. L- Osborne, Port
Dickinson, N. Y. 42-44

I^af Tobacco.

BROTHER SPORTSMEN SEND ME 20

cents in stamps and I will mail you some
of my natural leaf tobacco to smoke.
•Gold Dust," Port Royal, Tenn. 42-43

Various.

FOR SALE — BREEDING PEN SCOTCH
creeper chicks. Hydro Incubator and fine

Angora cat. J. E. Diehl, Beverly, N.J.
42-43

SMALL BEAGLE BITCH, ALSO PUPS.
Dark Brahmas and Tumblers, booted and
plain, cheap. J. W. Kreider, Lititz, Pa.

42-44

IN THE STUD. IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Chiampion The Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyn ^Tilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

Cham. Roslyn Oandy,
17577. FEE $35.

Roslyn Conway,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs

Champion Treasvire,
10596. FEE $15

Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15

Irish Setters

King Elcho (21,377).

Lord Klcho (21,378).

(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Bessie Glencho.)

FEE OF EACH $20

ST. BERNARDS
AX STUD.

IN THE STUD.

ARISTOCRAT,
Wliinor of more first prizes and spec-

ials (luring 1890 than any
other St. Bernard.

TIT STUD,

STREATHAM

MONARCH
The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRKSS

JOHN MOORHEflD, Jr.,

FEK, $.50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poujjrlikeepsle, N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.
36-4S

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-
plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several

good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young stock always on hand. i3-^4

qFox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

IJiLLsiDE Kennels,

5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX TERRIKRS
Best Strains. Prize Winners,

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.

VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and

already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee $15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PllOPRIETOU.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridge, L. I.

Nlerithon Kennels'

St. Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE, PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.S.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, !!H10<>.

The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.S.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, f«5.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

IN STUD

'Jons "^/eilert

THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

The Beagle Trials
OF 1891.

FEE $15

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVlbW KENNELS,

Glenside, Pa.

IN THE STUD,

CH. BEAUMONT,
(E. 16,166 and A.K.C.S.B. 8094), the champion

Gordon setter of Great Britain and America, the
most tvpical Gordon; well broken and good in

the field. Fee $35, to approved bitches only.

WM. TALI.MAN,

140-tf 109 W. 34th Street, New York City.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER,

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP. 7711 . . ,

REGENT BRISK, 16,618

REGENT TIPPLER . .

Fee $25
" 10
'• 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.

For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SF»RAKE,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist

at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE S20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARBY L GOODMAN,
laitf AUBURN PARK, ILL-

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
Described in show reports as "best Yorkshire in

America." Pedigree and winnings free ; photos,

50 cts. A limited number of his puppies for sale.

100-151

P. H. COOMBS,
Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

THE KENNEL.

sCOXCH....I OLLIKS

FORDHOOK KENNELS
N

140-tf

IMTTSBUUtji, J»A.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

A r STUD

Champion
Bannettfnan

Who is the sire or grandsire of more beagles
with field trial and bench .show records than
any other beagle, living or dtad. Also

CH. FITZ flOGfl LEE,

26 firsts and specials, and the rioUl trial winner

RING,
"Runner-up" with Tony Weler. N. B. C. Field
Trials 1891. Send stamp for stud cards and cir-

cular of stock for sale.

GLENROSE BEAGLE KENNELS,
43-46 MELROSE, MASS.

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. Orders hooked now for piij)pies as fol-

lows : LADY SCOT ex RUTLKOGi:, SABLE
HEAUTY ex BARD, VICTORIA ex BARD,
LADY HAKi ex QUALITY, FORDHOOK
I'ASHION ex BARD, PANSV ex FORDHOOK
SgUIRE, DINAH ex Champion "THE SQUIRE,"
SMILAX ex Champion CHRISTOlMlhR. Ad-
dress

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

32-83 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

Pointf:rs.—bf:nch show and field
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEN, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERT le DIABLE, 5550. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

J!^T STUD. FEE $50.

thf: wf;ll-known pointer.

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap. Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, Deceml>er, 1S90, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land ; ist. New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn.
'89; 1st, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Snpt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-1S5 Babylon, L. I.

THE KENNEL.

oZkennelss

R T STUD,

COUNT NOBLE. GLADSTONE.
KNr.LlSH SF:TTERS

ALBERMARLE - - FEE $25
Count Noble—Alphon.siiie.

COUNT LEO - - - FEE $20
Mack D.—Lady Alta.

E. G. ELLIOTT,
40-91 4S3 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

IRISH SETTERS AT STUD.

MINSTREL
(21.377) CH. ELCHO, Jr.-BESSIE GLENCHO.

SHANMORE
(21.378) CH. ELCHO, Jr.—BESSIE GLENCHO.

Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and
others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,

62tl West Farms. N, V.

(JOLLIES
IRISH TERRIERS

Best ill the world in stud and for sale.

^50.00

AT STUD
Christopher - - -

Wellesbourne Charlie - 50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, $35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
CHESTNUT HILL,

29-So Philadelphia, Penna.

ENGLISH PUGS-DIAMOND KENNELS
Winner of more first prizes ill open class this

year than any other pug V)reeder in America, in-
cluding New York, New Orleans, Charleston,
Greenville, Wilmingtun, etc.

PUPPIES for sale. All registered prize
winning stuck.

SL\ PUG DOGS .\T STUU.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS

DUKE OF WELLINGTON
AND MANCHESTER TEDDY

AT STUD
Extended pedigree of any of my dogs on at>-

plicition. Ciood specimens of the above breeas
and brood bitches in whelp to above dogs for
sale. Send stamp for circular to

JACOB BROMBACH, 304 Diamond St.,

33-45 Phi'adelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE-
A beautiful litter of pups, sired by the noted

Challenge Kildare (iS,i4oi, out of Rose Sarsfield

(18.984). No better blood in the world. Color dark
red. Prices—dogs, $25 ; bitches. f2o. Price list

No. ) now ready. 4'>9i

PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surgeon,

tf 1893 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this countrv.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
40-91 lancasti;r, mass.

ni TOO IP YOU want to own a
r fS —GENUINE PUG PUP

—

Young stock from prize winners, ^20 to I50.
If you've a bitch to breed, try one of our

Kberliarl's Cashier (1,^901. Fee, $15
Hraiiford Ruby II (9720). Fee, J15
John Bull, imported (17093). Fee, $15
Douglass II (11,804). Fee. $10

Litter guaranteed. .\ ".>iquare deal" to all.

F;bKKH.A.RT PU(; kennels. Cincinnati, O.
Iwiidiuf; and iMtgest Pt4i; Krntiel \\\ .-America.
Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street. 15-66

STUD
PUGS

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,

BREEDERS OF STRICTLY PURE

ST. BERNARDS.
Puppies for sale by KING REGENT and BEN

ORMONDE, out of prize winning bitches. 12-63

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallman,
>4otf OAK LAWN. R. I
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A dog the size of a Fox Terrier will require from one to one and a half biscuits a day ; the size of a Pointer or Retriever from three to

four biscuits a day, and a dog the size of a Mastiff from five to six biscuits per day.

Dog, Poditpy, and Gan?? Foods and Medicines

,(^

^ SPRHnS PATENT GOD LIVER OIL

DOG CAKES= _^

"g)

(WITH BEETROOT),

For Dogs Recovering from Distemper.

R3mphl3t on Canine Oise3333 Ro3t Free.

CORE FOR DISTEMPER IN DOGS, fl Neu) Antiseptic Rera^dy. $1.00 per boJj, mailed free.

^\ CTr\T\'t^ '^ entirely FREE FROM POISON and most effective in the destruction of Lice, Fleas and Ticks, and in keeping the

000 SOflP. skin free from Scurf, 25c. per Tablet, mailed free. Per box of 3 tablets, 75c.

Of all Grocers, Druggists and Sporting Goods Houses.

•••

23S, 241, 243 3nd 24S B33t 56th Street, Ne\A/ York City.
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Dop: Shows.
Dec. 30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1893.
Jan. 5-8.—Albany, N. Y.

5-9.—Charleston, S. C.

19 22.—Binghamptou, N. Y.
21 25.—Elmira, N. Y.

Feb. 9-12.—Chicago, 111.

16-19.—Jackson, Mich.
23.26.—New York, N. Y.

March 1-4.—Philadelphia, Pa.
S-ii.—Washington, D. C.
15-18.—Pittsburg, Pa.

April 6-9.—Boston Mass.
20-23.—Los Angeles, CaL

May 4-7.—San Fancisco, Cal.

Field 1 rials.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Chib.

1892.
Jan. 10.—San Antonio, Tex.

18.—Bakersfield. Cal.

Feb. I.—Southern Field Trials Club.

Poultry and Pigeon SIioavs.

Dec. 10-14—Freeport, 111.

15-16.—Needham, Mass.
16-19.—Kalamazoo, Mich.
16-23.—Providence, R. I.

22-25.—Stoneham, Mass.
22-26.—Reading, Pa.

29-Jan. I.—Richland. Wis.
30-Jan. 2—Dayton, O.
30-Jan. 2.—Meriden, Conn.
30-Jan. 3.—Gloversville, N. Y.

1892.
Jan. 4-9.—Worcester, Mass.

4-9.—Kindallville, Ind.
5-8.—Albany. N. Y.
5-9.—Charleston, S. C.
5-8.—Lewiston, Me.
5-8.—Prospect, O.
5-1 1.—Minneapolis, Minn.

Feb

7-12.—Philadelphia, Pa.
11-16.—Washington C. H., O.
12-15.—Leominster, Mass.
12-16.—Columbia, S. C.
12-19.—Yarmouth, Me.
12-19.—Battle Creek, Mich.
12-18.—Cleveland, O.
13-20.—Decatur, 111.

18-23.— Hartford, Conn.
19-21.— Binghamton, N. Y.
19-25-—Indianapolis, Ind.
1924.—ShelbyviUe, Ind.
19-22.—Fall River, Mass.
19-24.—Indianapolis, Ind.
20-25.—Elmira, N. Y.
25-28.—Worcester, Mass.
25-30.—(Light Brahma Club) Boston, Mass.
2S-Feb. 3.—Detroit, Mich.
10-15.—Los Angeles, Cal.

Pigeon Shows.
Jan. 21-25.—Louisville, Ky.

The Christmas Number.
The demand for the Christmas number

ofThe Fanciers' Journal is far greater

than our most sanguine expectations.

From every state in the Union come let-

ters containing orders. In one day over

TWO hundred orders were received by
mail.

The news companies have drawn heav-

ily on our supply, as this grand special

edition has been advertised in the lead-

ing daily and weekly newspapers in

nearly all the great cities of the United

States. Although the first edition is

nearly exhausted we can assure our read-

ers that a second edition will be ready

.shortly, as all plates have been electro-

typed.

vSubscribers aud readers of The Fan-

ciers' Journal who cannot procure the

Christmas number (price ten cents) from

the news stands, and who desire extra

copies, can procure them by addressing

Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box 916,

Philadelphia, Pa.

THE KENNEL.

CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell yon
What strange reports are current here in town.

—The Spanish Student.

We think it a great mistake for the A.

K. C. to be continually tinkering with

the bench show rules, and certainly none

of the changes made were of importance.

The tendency to adjust the rules to suit

every case or cases in which the delegates

are interested should be discountenanced,

and it would be a good plan to pass a

resolution not to change the rules ex-

cept at certain f>eriods of, say, three years.

There was nothing done towards secur-

ing the co-operation of the field trials

clubs that are now members, nor to facili-

tate the importation of dogs. It is quite

time the club should take up the trans-

portation subject.

« *

The New York Journalist of last week
was the finest special issue that sterling

and excellent weekly ever issued. It is

replete with bright and instructive arti-

cles by well-known newspaper writers,

and to add to the charm each article is

graced with a photo-engraved likeness of

the author. FMitors and writers of class

journals should not fail to secure a copy

of the Christmas Journalist, for many a

valuable "tip" can be found in its col-

umns.

Mr. A. E. Pitts informs us that in re-

ply to many inquiries he will exhibit his

kennel of pugs at Chicago, New York

and Pittsburg.
*

* *

We have a communication from John
Hawkes, who is dissatisfied with Mr.

Goodman's placing Sir Walter Scott III

second to Rowdy at the Rockford show.

Hawkes now challenges Mr. Goodman to

put up $500 with him and have these two

dogs judged by the following gentlemen:

Mr. H. W. Ivacy, Mr. Charles Mason and

Mr. Frank Wheeler, the money to be

donated to some society for the benefit

of "Man's best friend."

« «
We have for the last three weeks, owing

to the crowded condition ofour columns,

been obliged to hold back much inter-

esting news matter, and consequently

cannot give space to Mr. Hawkes' letter,

the pith of which we give above.
*

* «

Mr. Hawkes forgets that dogs are

judged as they appear in the ring. If his

dog beat Rowdy at Hamilton and To-

ronto when Rowdy was out of coat, that

does not prove that he could beat the

dog at Rockford when Rowdy was in

mflch better condition. There is a great

deal of uncertainty in dog shows, each

judge having his individual opinion of the

dogs. Mr. Goodman's placing Rowdy
over Sir Walter Scott III does not make
Rowdy the better dog, excepting in Mr.

Goodman's opinion. Mr. Lacy placing

Sir Walter Scott III over Rowdy at Ham-
ilton did not decide that the former was

the better dog ; it only showed Mr. La-

cy's preference at that time. We have

seen the same judge reverse his decision

within a week, and this being the case,

why cannot two judges honest!}' differ re-

garding the merits of two dogs? We
hope Mr. Hawkes will continue to show
his dog, and we assure him in the end

Sir Walter Scott III will get his proper

position before the public.
«

» *

John A. Logan, Jr.'s, many friends will

regret to learn of his serious illness at

his home in Youngstown, O.
«

* «
We have to thank Mr. S. L. Boggs,

the well-known and genial proprietor of

the Mount Washington Kennels, for a

catalogue of the dogs in said kennel. It

will be remembered that Mr. Boggs,

when recently in England with his man-
ager, J. C. Lewis, secured, after much
trouble, perseverance and expense, the

choice of Mr. Llewellin's kennels in Vis-

count, Victress Llewellin, Moll Llewellin

and Nora III. For those who prefer

American field trial blood in stud dogs,

Mr. Boggs has two of unexcelled blood,

champion Paul Gladstone and Tony
Gladstone. Mr. Boggs has his string of

dogs in North Carolina now, and will

run several in the trials next fall to

prove that they can not only look hand-

some on the show bench, but can also

hold their own in the best of company
in the field.

• «

We regret that owing to lack of space

several interesting communications have

been crowded out this week, as is also

the full report of the Freeport dog show.

« •

The premium list for the fourth an-

nual show of the Mohawk Valley Poultry

and Kennel Club is at hand. The prizes

in the kennel department are five dollars

and two dollars and a half in challenge

and open classes, and two dollars and a

half and one dollar and a half in puppy

classes ; entrance fee, two dollars. Entries

close December 19. The show will be

held in Gloversville, N. Y., December 29

to January i. C. H. Mason will judge

and J. Otis Fellows superintend the

show. For premium list address F. B.

Zimmer, Gloversville, N. Y.

«
« «

Premium lists are now out for the

show of the New York and New England

Poultry and Kennel Club, to be held at

Albany, N. Y., January 5 to 8. Sixty-

eight classes are provided in the kennel

department, the prizes being ten dollars,

five dollars and diplomas, besides a large

number of special prizes. James Morti-

mer will judge and C. E. Rockenstyre

superintend the show. For premium lists

address Will C. House, Fort Plam, N. Y.

» *
We have received the premium list of

the South Carolina Poultry and Pet

Stock Association. In the kennel depart-

ment 156 classes are provided for, aud

the prizes will be five dollars in challenge

classes, three dollars and two dollars in

open classes. The show will be held in

Charleston, S. C, January 5 to 9. H. W.
Lacy will judge all classes. For pre-

mium lists address Benjamin Mclnnes, Jr.

»
» *

The Menthon Kennels have kindly fur-

nished our offices with calendars for 1892.

The cards contained a cut of the Hospice

and the heads of Lord Bute, Lord Thorn

-

dale and Madame Bedivere.
«

The Chesapeake Bay Dog Club of Bal-

timore, Md., is arranging for an exhibit

at the Columbian Fair, in Chicago, to be

illustrative of a typical Maryland insti-

tution—wild duck shooting. The club

proposes to place on the lake at the fair

a double sink box and a complete stool

of 500 decoys. Another stool of decoys

not so large is to be properly laid out for

a bushwhack boat, which is also to float

on the lake. A third will be placed way

out in front of a ducking blind, and a

fourth around a tub. The sink box and

the tub are strictly Maryland institutions.

It is intended also to have a big gun

skiff, in which will be mounted the big

gun formerly used by the father of the

Havre de Grace gunner, Wash Barnes.

The bushwhack boat aud the big gun skiff

will use the bushwhack stool of decoys

alternately. One or more expert duck

shooters will be in attendance daily. At

intervals the bushwhack boat will be

sculled out to the decoys and a blank

shell fired. Then the big gun skiff will

be paddled out, and when at the proper

distance a load of powder will be fired

from the gun. The attendants will also

show how expertly they can handle

themselves. They will show how easy it

is, after one once learns how it is done,

to throw one's feet out and to turn and

shoot at ducks coming at the head of the

box or from any quarter.
«

• *

Mr. J. D. Mallory, of the Chesapeake

Bay Dog Club, will supply from his ken-

nels several of the true type of Chesa-

peake Bay dog. The intelligent work

which the dogs can do while in the water

will also be shown. When gunning from

the blind the dogs will be made to re-

trieve some objects, which will be thrown

overboard for them. The true type of

Chesapeake dog is rare, and the animal.s

will doubtless attract attention. A toll-

ing blind will also be erected, and one or

more tolling dogs worked from the blind.

»
* «

The third volume of the Fox Terrier

Stud Book, edited by Hugh Dalziel and

published by L. U. Gill, 170 Strand, Lon-

don, England, has been received and is a

work which should be in the hands of all

American breeders of fox terriers. The
system of compilation is so simple and

clear that anyone can trace a pedigree

without the slightest difficulty. Mr. Dal-

ziel must have spent an immense amount
of labor upon his stud books. They con-

tain much information which cannot be

obtained elsewhere aud are consequently

invaluable to all intere.sted in the breed.

•
» «

The Christmas number of the F'ancier's

Gazette has just been received. The
kennel department contains a colored

plate of the fox terrier Venro and cuts of

the Sussex spaniel Bridford Giddie, the

Skye terrier Lord Lennox and a group of

deerhouuds. We shall shortly have
this number on sale at our office, and
hope it will meet the same success and
appreciation that it did last year.

*
» »

The English Kennel Club and the

Great Dane Club are at odds. It will be

remembered, says the Fanciers' Gazette,

that the former some time ago passed a

resolution that no Great Dane with a bit

off the end of its tail was eligible for

competition. Last year a dog with a de-

fective stern won at Birmingham, and
this year again the first prize bitch has
the same fault, the award having been
made by a prominent Kennel Club judge.

»
« »

Mr. Mortimer, superintendent of the
Westminster Kennel Club, informs us
that the club has secured the services of

Mr. George Raper, of Sheffield, England,
as one of the judges for their coming
show. The breeds which he will judge
has not yet been announced. In Eng-
land he is one of the highest authorities

on greyhounds, bull dogs, fox terriers

and all other varieties of terrier. His
presence is certain to attract a large

number of entries which will greatly add
to the success of the coming show.

*#
The Executive Committee of the Na-

tional Beagle Club held a meeting in

Boston, December 12. Several commu-
nication were read and filed. The an-
nual meeting was postponed until Jan-
uary 9, 1892. The club offers the follow-

ing prizes for the New York show : I5
each for the best dog and bitch owned
by breeder, open to the world

; $5 for

best dog; I5 for best bitch, aud club
medal for best kennel of four, open to

members onlv.

••
E. H. Moore now acknowledges that

the great St. Bernard Plinlimmon is

dead, but does not furnish the press with
further particulars.

NEWS FROM ROCHESTER.

Death of the Famous MnstlflT Ilford
Chancelloi*—A Strangle Experience.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Rochester, N. Y., December lo.—The
Flour City Kennels suffered a great loss

in particular and the dog world in gen-

eral by the death of the stud mastiff Il-

ford Chancellor early yesterday morning.

A post mortem was held and revealed

the cause of death to be apoplexy. Mr.

Pritchard was seen to-day and stated that

the dog had been to all appearances en-

joying the best of health up to the morn-
ing of his death. He w^as not over fat,

weighing in the neighborhood of 160

pounds, and all the organs except the

brain and one kidney were in perfect

condition. Two days before his death he

served Exeter Dirce aud showed his usual

vigor. His loss will be felt in the mastiff

ranks and particularly by his owner, Mr.
Whitney, who took a personal interest in

him outside his value as a show and stud
dog. Mr. Whitney has expressed the in-

tention of now buying a world beater.
I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. H.

L. Kreuder at the Flour City Kennels to-

day, and he informed me that he has pur-
cha.sed of W. Ledyard, Bath, Me., seven
beagles. The names of five of them are
Rabbi, Rambler (first and special for best
beagle at two years). Lady Vic, Lady
Vera and Lady Hera. Mr. Kreuder had
a little experience to day in which I was
an unwilling accomplice and lam sure he
will pardon me for narrating it, as it is

really too good to keep.
We left the Flour City Kennels to-

gether, and as Mr. Kreuder had a rig

down there he asked me to ride up town

if going that way. I accepted his invita-
tion, little thinking how near I would be
to taking another ride in a few moments,
and that in a rig not generally patronized
by well meaning people—the patrol
wagon. Everything went lovely until
we were under the New York Central
elevated tracks, when the horse started,
aud Mr. Kreuder, after pulling him up,
remarked: "That's funny." I was not
able to comprehend just what, so said
nothing. When we arrived at the State
Street entrance to the Power's Block Mr.
Kreuder pulled up, and requesting me to
hold the lines a few moments, got down
and went into the building. Just as he
disappeared along came a good sized,

rather muscular looking gentleman (I

call him gentleman advisedly), and in-

quired where I got the horse. I replied
that I was merely holding him for a
friend.

A friend of his happening along at the
moment attracted his attention from me,
although he kept an eye on the horse,
and in the interval Mr. Kreuder returned
with a friend, who looked very much as-

tonished when Mr. Kreuder said here is

the horse, and exclaimed, "Good gra-
cious, man, that isn't my horse !"

"What ! says Mr. Kreuder, whose is it,

then?" "Mine," says the muscular
looking man." Here's a pretty row,
thinks I, but luckily Mr. Kreuder's friend
is acquainted with the muscular gentle-
man, and explained to him that Mr.
Kreuder had mistaken this horse for his,

they being both the same color, and Mr.
Kreuder not having understood that his
friend's horse was in a near-by barn, but
that it was tied by the block.

I had got down by this time, and after

bidding Mr. Kreuder and his friend good
day, left them and turned into Main
Street just in time to meet the patrol
wagon, which might have been coming
for me had Mr. Kreuder's friend not been
acquainted with the owner of the bor-
rowed rig. Octagon.

'

THE BOBTAIL SHEEP DOG IN POETRY

The Manner in W^hlch lie Is Referred
to by Poets Centuries Ago.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Mr. Freeman Lloyd apparently does

not remember how the bobtail has been

enshrined in nobler verse than the Pin-
darian lay he quotes. I cannot recall

anything appliecl to dogs more exquisite
than these lines from Drayton's X Ec-
logue :

"He called his dog (that sometime bad the

praise)

Whitefoot, well known to all who keep the

plain.

That many a wolf had worried in his day,

A belter cur there never followed swain
;

Which, though as he his master's sorrows knew,
Wagged his cut tail, his wretched plight to rue."

Drayton again mentions bobtails in

"Then Ball, my cut-tailed cur and I t)egin to

play,

He o'er my sheephook leaps, now t'one, now
t'other way,

Then on his hinder feet he doth himself advance,

I tune, and to my note my lively dog doth

dance."

Drayton wrote early in the seventeenth
century, in fact died somewhere about
1640. Apparently he refers to the lx)b-

tail under his common name of "cur" in
one of his descriptions of coursing :

"The greyhounds forth are brought, for coursing

then in case,

And choicely in the slips, one leading forth a

brace;

The finder puts her up, and gives her courser's

law.

And whilst the eager dogs upon the start do
draw,

She riseth on her seat, as though on earth she
flew,

Forced by some yelping cute to give the grey-

hounds view."

Cute here is probably synonymous with
cur, the old English name of the bobtail
sheepdog, and in fact still the true name
of the breed ; as for instance, Mr. M, B.

Wynn in writing me mentioned a "well-
bitteu cur" as naturally as he would have
named any other breed of dog. In spite

of the authority of etymologists, who de-
rive cur from a Scandinavian root "kur-
re," it seems to me most convincing that
the real root is "curtal," as a noun, a
horse with a docked tail, as it is still to

be found tu the dictionaries. As an ad-
jective it is applied to "curtal axe," an

axe with a short handle; "curtal friar,"

a priest with shaven head, and as "cur-
tal" (or "curtail") dog, it is of frequent
occurrence. It is but proper for me to
say that I am indebted to Mr, G. R.
Jesse's researches for most of the above.
Yours truly, W. Wade.
HuLTON, Pa., December 7.

WHAT DISEASE IS IT?

Peculiar Symptoms Manifested by Dogs

After Coming from Bench Shows.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The reading of the article on bench
show distemper in your Christmas num-
ber by Alexander Glass, V. S., has

prompted me to relate my experience of

a peculiar affection of dogs in the hope

that by calling forth an expression of the

experience of others through your jour-

nal more light may be thrown on the

subject. After the last show of the Can-

adian circuit of 1890, which closed toward

the end of September, every dog in my
own kennel had in succession a group of

symptoms which reminded me from the

first of what has been termed "hay

fever," or grippe, or influenza in the

human subject. Sneezing was a very

pronounced symptom, the eyes were

slightly watery, there was little or no
cough, no loss of appetite, no emaciation,

in fact the health and spirits of the dogs
were very little affected and no bad re-

sults followed.
After the close of the Canadian circuit

this year a similar outbreak occurred,
but in this instance not one of the dogs
previously attacked showed any of the
symptoms, and the only dogs (not pup-
pies under eight months) that were
affected were two, one a setter about six-

teen months old and the other a Bedling-
tou terrier about three ^ears old that had
not been long in my kennel. Among
the puppies, setters and pointers, the
youngest, three months old, were least

affected, while those that suffered most
were of a highly nervous organization.

The symptoms in the puppies were more
pronounced by far than in the old dogs.
Sneezing, a thin acrid discharge from
the eyes and a harsh low pitched cough,
quite different from that of distemper,
were the principal symptoms. In none
of the cases was there any appreciable
failing off in the general health, and
treatment was not deemed necessary ex-

cept in the case of the nervous dogs that

had the severe cough, for in these there
was an undoubted bronchitis and laryn-

gitis, which latter threatened to be-

come chronic and affected the voice.

This was greatly relieved by a combina-
tion of eucalyptol, iodoform and creosote

given in capsules, though probably co-

paiba in capsules would have answered
the same purpose.

I am aware that in this city several

dogs that attended the shows were simi-

larly affected, some attracting attention

by a spasmodic sniffiing, a symptom not
very pronounced though present in the

dogs of my own kennel. As a result of

the acrid discharge from the eyes, which
is not of so pronounced a character as

that found in distemper, the hair has
tended to fall out around the eyes. I

believe that the symptoms have been
present in a large numl)er of cases of

pure-bred dogs, though possibly their

owners did not observe it closely.

Now, what is this affection ? It cer-

tainly is not a common cold, or if it is, it

is modified by the circumstances of the

show. I do not, however, think it a

cold. Is it analogous to the grippe of

human beings? Last year.it preceded
the disease that only too many of us are

acquainted with, but it was in no case so

pronounced as that disease in man, and
the nervous system did not suffer in the

same way. Nevertheless I am not sure

but that it leaves the dog with a nervous
irritability (itchiness) of the skin and a

tendency to diarrhoea. But it is not
ordinary distemper, for there is no loss

of flesh, no depression and no tendency
to chorea and kindred troubles. The
temperature may be considerably ele-

vated in puppies, or but little. In one
case I found a temperature of over 104

degrees, aud in a litter sister the tempera-
ture was less than lo^ degrees. On the

young setter dog it was scarcely elevated
at all.

Is the fact that it passes through an
entire kennel due to some condition of
the atmosphere that affects all alike, or
is it due to infection ? Until we know
more about human grippe we can scarcely
answer this question. Is it a mild form
of what Dr. Glass calls bench show dis-

temper ? I cannot but think this name
unfortunate and Dr. Glass' treatment of
the subject, though highly interesting,
as rather unscientific and confused. He
says it has the etiology of distemper.
Now, two distinct diseases caunot be
caused by the one cause, though the symp-
toms of any disease may vary much with
the individual and his environments. If
immunity is not the result of one attack,
then this alone should suffice to deter-
mine that the disease is not distemper,
for a second attack of a truly infectious dis-

ease is the exception and not the rule.

Certainly a second attack of true distem-
per is of the rarest occurrence, if it is

possible at all.

Ordinary distemper is no doubt an in-
fectious catarrhal fever. Influenza is a
catarrhal fever. Is distemper after all

only influenza? Few of us will be in-

clined to admit this, especially in the
light of the affection I have just described.
Dr. Glass tells us that it is milder (bench
show distemper) than the ordinary dis-

temper, but later he says that "within
the first forty-eight hours after these
symptoms are seen the di.sease will de-
velop into three terminations, pneumo-
nia (and pleurisy) and inflammation of
the bowels or nervous collapse." Cer-
tainly all cases of distemper do not end
thus, but when they do the dog is gener-
ally doomed. Possibly Dr. Gla-s does
not mean that all thus end, but from his
article it would appear so. I think it

does not advance us in any way in regard
to the disease he describes as a form of
distemper, but it does appear to be a bad
form of influenza or grip.

This letter is not written so much in a
critical spirit as it is to draw additional
attention to what seems to be if not a
new disease at least a new manifestation
or group of symptoms, and when we con-
sider the highly strung nervous organiza-
tions of our show dogs and the exciting
unnatural surroundings of show life we
are prepared to understand how a disease
new in the above sense can arise. It

should be remembered that in the mild
form of influenza that I have described
the puppies referred to were not at any
show, as I am strongly opposed to show-
ing dogs under twelve months at all.

Either the influenza is caused by some
atmospheric conditions independent of
shows or it can l)e carried from shows
even when not infecting the dog that com-
municates the disease, and this in spite of
washing, for it is my custom always to
wash with a weak carl)olic solution, and
very thoroughly all my dogs in returning
from a show before they mingle with
those left in the kennel.

I am greatly pleased with the conser-
vative character as regards the use of
drugs shown in the interesting paper Dr.
Glass has contributed. His statement,
however, that "raw beef to the dog in
domestication acts like a poison" will

astonish some of our mastiff and St Ber-
nard breeders, for some of them feed on
raw beef almost entirely. Doubtless
cooked meat is best for most breeds as a
staole food, but a little raw beef or mut-
ton for all now and then and for large

dogs often is in my opinion a most de-
sirable thing. We must not forget that
after all dogs are and ever will be essen-
tially carnivorous. But one thing is cer-

tain^ overdosing in distemper, influenza
or any such disease favors a fatal issue.

No doubt many of your readers could
contribute some facts and observations
on the subject discussed in Dr. Glass'
paper, and in this letter the writer is as
anxious to learn as to suggest. Express-
ing admiration for your Christmas num-
ber, I remain yours truly,

Wesley Mills. M.D.,D.V.S.
Montreal, Canada, Deceml>er 15.

Princess Florence's Parents.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I notice in your issue of November 7,
in your remarks about Princess Florence, that
you are in error in stating she is the daughter of
Prince Regent and Lady Eva. It should be Lady
Ida. As I was the breeder of Princess Florence,
perhaps you will excuse my pointing out the
mistake. The measurements of the Duke of
Maplecroft, son of Prince Florence, surpasses
those of his dam at the same age. Yours truly,

Thomas Smith.
Birmingham, Noveml>er 24.
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THE ROCKFORD BENCH SHOW.

Some Well-known Dogs 60 Exhibition.

List of Awards in Full.

From Our Special Correspondent.

RocKFORD, 111., Dec. 10.—The North-

ern Illinois Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

tion opened its doors to the public for its

sixth annual exhibit Thursday evening,

December 3, and closed Tuesday evening,

December S. The catalogue called for

128 entries and but few were absent. The

quality of the animals was far above the

average shows of this kind. The weather

up to Saturday was good and attendance

large, belter than that of previous years,

which is a sure indication that the associ-

ation is here to stay.

The officers from Mr. W. B. Reynolds,

the presiilent, to Mr.W. F. Woodard, the

secretary, were a courteous lot of gentle-

men, and represented the best people of

Rockford. The benching was the prop-

erty of the association and was of the old

style. The dogs were fed on Spratts Pat-

ent, and Seiiilas Sawdust did the disin-

fecting, keeping the show clean and free

from odor.

Harry L. Go-^dnian was the superin-

tendent, and al^o jiulged the non-sport-

ing classes, Mr. Tim Donahue officiating

in I he sporting classes, in which he gave

entire satir^faclion. The only jerious

kicking done was as usual by a man who
had tile least ground for complaint. His

do^', a collie, and a rare good one, was

beaten on ihisoccas on, faiilybt-aten too,

in sp t-.* fallaignment. The gentleman
waited till the requind time. 10 o'clock,

in the tv^ iiing, when he deposited the

nects-arv $ o and removed his dogs. As
he did ni)t return them the next morning
the A. K. C. will no <loubt be calle«l upon
to l'H)k m'.o tliis case. Among the many
aliracii ns btsides the (logs were a fine

display of poultry, several cages of wild

animals, monkeys and a splendid display

of caged binls. Ihe Can cura Company
also had an elaborate display of dogs oc
exhibiiion
The catilogue was not gotten up until

the morning of the second day of the

show. The judging was somewhat re-

tarded on this account, as the entry book
had bt-en sent t<> the printers. However,
Mr. Donahue went to work promptly on
the first tlay at 1 o'clock, and Mr. Good-
man be^ati his work immediatelv after

Mr. Donahue was through, and the judg-

ing, witu few exceptions, was finished

the first day. and gave geneial satisfac-

tion. The awanls were as follows

:

Mastlflfe—Open, dogs.

1. Ormoufle Charles K. Bunn.
2. Cvrus. Colin C. Mcl.ain.

v. Srosha, Colin C. McLain.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Sinola. Charles E. Bunn.
2. Mattela, Charles K. Hunn.
R. Armati, Carlin C. McLain.

PIPPIKS—DfKiS AND BITCHES.

1. Srosha. Colin C. McLain.
2. Arniatt. Carlin C. McLain.

Great, Unnes—Open, dogs.

1. Iniperator, Imperial Kennels.
2. Grovcr Cleveland, Joseph Zitligan.

OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Minca. George W. Clayton.

2. Cuhnnbian Daphne, F. S Anderson,
v. Treve 11, James A. Lawrence.

PVPPIES—IK)GS AND BITCHES.

I. Columbian Florence, F. S. Anderson.

RouKh-coated St. Bernards—Open, dogs.

1. Fernwood Bruce, W. C. Hickox.
3. Othello, John W. Dunlop.
R. Royalty, Whitewater Kennels.
v.Oen. Hedivere, Whitewater Kennels,

knight, F. S. Ander>on.

OPEN, BITCHES.

. 1. O , Fernwood Kennels.
2. Blodwin, Fernwood Kennels.
V.Clara, Whitewater Kennels.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Tot, John E. Wright.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards.
CHALLENGE. DOOS AND BITCHES.

1. Lord Hector. Fernwood Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Sir Eldred, South Bend Kennels.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Nell II, Capital City Kennels.

liloodliounds—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Jack Shepherd, R. G. H. Huntington.

Greyhounds—Open, doos.

1. Kentucky Blue, F. S. Anderson.

Foxhounds—Open, dogs.

2. Radical, Derwent Brothers,

OPEN, BITCHES.

2. Passion, Derwent Brothers.

Pointers—Open, doob.

1. Inspiration, J. H. Winslow.
2, Chief Arno, J. G. Karle.

open, BITCHES.

I. Bird, G. F. Rohr.

EuKllsh Setters—Challenge, doos.

I. Monk of Furness, Paul H. Gotzian.

open, dogs.

I. Benzine, Harry Northwood.

open, bitches.

1. Albert's Nellie, John A. Harlraan.
2. Paxie Maid, A. J. Klofanda.

puppies—dogs.

I. Buster Billings, T. Ellis Taylor.

Irish Setters—Challenge, dogs.

1. Kildare, Oak Grove Kennels.
2. Seminole, Oak Grove Kennels.

OPEN, dogs.

1. Kildale Glenmore, Oak Grove Kennels.
2. Lord Elcho, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Elfreda, Wesley Mills.

2. Bessie Glencho II, Seminole Kennels.

Gordon Setters.
Challenge, dogs and bitches.

I. Duchess of Waverly, Samuel G. Dixon.

OPEN, dogs.

I. Asp, B. F. Lewis.

OPEN, bitches.

I. Countess Richmond, Samuel G. Dixon.

Field Spaniels.
CHALLE.NUK, DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Newton Abbot Torso, T. Ellis Taylor.
2. Arko, Mrs. A. P. Smith.

OPEN, bitches.

I. What Not, Ancient and Modern Spaniel
Kennels.

Cocker Spaniels—Challenge, bitches.

I. I Say, Ancient and Modern Spaniel Keu-
uels.

OPEN, doos.

I.

2.

v.

I.

Black and Tan Terriers.
OPEN, DOGS AND BITCHES.

Prince Raglan, Anglo-American Terrier
Kennels.

Poodles—Open, bitches.

Pera, Mrs. W. P. Woodard.

Puars-Challenge, doos.

I. Ch. Bob Ivy, M. II. Cryer.

open, DOOS.

1. Penrice, Howard Kennels.
2. Curtis, Mrs. M. M. Ballentine.

R. Kash, Jr., Seminole Kennels.
V. Bobbie Mack, George H. McLain.

Seven Dollars, Eberhart Pug Kennels.

OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Mable E., Eberhart Vug Kennels.
2. Lady Clover, Howard Kennels.
R. Peggie Gillivan, George H. McLain.
V. Cnbbage, M. H. Cryer.

H. Little Duchess, Seminole KenneVs.

PUPPIES—DOGS.

I. Penrice Boy, Howard Kennels.

PUPPIES—BITCHES.

1. Peggie Pryde, Eberhart Pug Kennels.
2. Little Duchess, Seminole Kennels.

Specials.

Best four Irish setters. Oak Grove Kennels

;

best four collies, Seminole Kennels ; best four
Gordon setters. Dr. S. G. Dixon ; best four mas-
tiffs. C. K Bunn ; best four spaniels, Ancient and
Modern Spaniel Kennels ; bfsl four St. Bernards.
Fernwood Kennels ; best four pugs, Howard
Kennels ; best four of any other breed, C. C. Mc-
Lain's mastiffs; best dog in show. Inspiration

;

best litter of puppies, H. R. Smith's collies ; best

Coodle. Pera ; l>e.st pug bitch in open class. Msi-

le E ; largest exhibit of dogs. Seminole Ken-
nels ; best English st-tier. Monk of Furness : best

pointer. Inspiration ; best Irish setter bitch, El-

freda ; liest Irish setter dog, Kildare ; best St.

Bernard. Fernwood Bruce ; best pug in open
cla.sses. Penrice ; best fux ttrrier. Gleudou Spark;
best collie, Koslyn Dandy.

1. Jersey Ol>o, J. P. Willey.
2. Gothamite, Ancient and Modern Spaniel

Kennels.
OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Lady Obo, Ancient and Modern Spaniel
Kennels.

2. Black Duchess, J. P. WilJey.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Woodland Pete, Ancient and Modern Span-
iel Kennels.

Collies—Challenge, dogs.

I. Ch. Roslyu Dandy, Seminole Kennels.

CHALLENGE, BITCHES.

I. Metchley Surprise, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Rowdy, Seminole Kennels.
2. Walter Scott HI, John Hawkes.
R. Wooley, J. J. Blactt.

V. Griclensleiu, Hairy R. Smith.
H. Banker, E. A. Rogers.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Grange Nellie, John Hawkes.
2. Dot, : eminule Kennels.
V. Pine Grove Queenie, Harry R. Smith.

Pine Grove .Maid, Harry K. Smith.
H. Nellie, E. A. Rogers.

Perty, a. J. Blact.
Lill, S J. Black.

C. Willis. Harry K. Smith.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Scotilla IV. Seminole Kennels.

Bull Dogrs—Challenge, dogs and bitches.

1. Bo swain, K. A. Woodward.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Duchess of Parma, E. A. Woodward.

Bull Terriers—Challenge, dogs & bitches.

1. Dufferiu, W. J. Bryson.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Chautauqua Sam, George W. Clayton.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. White Gipsey, George W. Clayton.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

1. Chautauqua Sara, George W. Clayton.
2. Chautauqua Bird, George W. Clayton.

DachHhuudes—Challenge, dogs & bitches.

I. Gill, B. F. Lewis.

OPEN, DOOS.

1. Lina K.. W. LoefiBer.

2. Hundesports Bergman, W. LoefQer.

Beag^Ies-Open, dogs.

1. Tony Weller. W. H. Child.

OPEN, BITCHES.

June M., Middleton Kennels.
Oak View Juliet, W. H. Child.
Sadie, Rudolph Engleman.
Doltie R., R. C. Rinearson.
Bettie R., R. C. Rinearson.

Fox Terriers-Open, dogs.

1. Glendon Spark, R. E. Fishburn.
2. Painter, Harry Northwood.

OPEN, BITCHES.

Venus, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels.
Auburn Beauty, G. R. Halden.

Wire-haired Fox Terriers.
OPEN., DOGS AND BITCHES.

Barton Sting, Anglo-American Terrier Ken-
nels.

Irish Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Galtees, Haldeman O'Connor.
2. Ballymony, Anglo American Terrier Ken-

nels.

Scotch Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Grey, W. P. Frazer.

Dandle Dlnmont Terriers.
OPEN, dogs and bitches.

I. Border Clinker II. H. J. Linzen.

Skye Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Sir Stafford, Clifford A. Sbinn.

I.

2.

t.

Mastiffs.—The challenge class was
without an entry. In open class for dogs
Ormonde had not much to spare in beat-

ing Cyrus. The former is better in head,

muzzle and expression, while Cyrus is a

wonderful well-bod ed and boned dog.

but is a trifle light in skull and eyes

Sarosha, v. h. c, was the best-headed

dog and with more development will

make a very good one. Sinola, first in

i)itches. had a grand head, good body
and bone but is a trifle under size, and
not quite straight in front legs. Mattela.

second, has a good head, face and body,

splendid coat, but is small in size. Ar-

mati, reserve, was fair size and light.

Great Danes.—Melac, the only entry

in the challenge class, was absent. In

open dog class Imperaior took first over

Grover Cleveland. The former is well-

known; the latter dog is of great size and
weight, but lacks quality. Mina, first in

bitches, is a beautiful golden brindle. is

of good body and bone and a nice mover;
however, no mistake would have been

made had this award gone to Columbian
Flora, as she has greater head quality

and far excels the other in muzzle, but is

a little awkward in her movements be-

hind. Irene, II, vhc, got all she de-

served, as she is light throughout. Co-

lumbian Daphne was the only entry in

the puppy class and received the award.

Rough Coated St. Bernards.—Fern-
wood Bruce, winner of three firsts at the

late Chicago show, won first here. He
is perfect in face and carrits his tail

rather gaily. Second went to Othello, a

winner of many prizes and a rare good

one. He is showing age somewhat.
Royalty received the reserve card. He
is of good size and is a splendid aniinal

but was lean in flesh and his head is a

bit plain. Knight, vhc, was not shown
in the best condition but he is a very

good little dog. General Bevidere, al^'o

vhc. is a very long-faced dog, of good

size with a l)eauti ul coat. In bitches.

I. O., first, was shown light in flesh, but

in size and form was a beautiful animal,

with a lovelv eye, kind benevolent ex-

pres^sion, of great height and quality and

good muzzle. Blodwin, second, is also a

good one and looks like a true St. Ber-

nard in character of head and face.

Clara, vhc, is a grand animal but wants

filling out in head. She is a nice mover.

Tot had a walk-over in puppy class. She

is only of fair quality.

Smooth Coated St. Bernards —
Victor Joseph was on exhibition only and

this left a walk over for Lord Hector,

who has been seen many times on the

benches and it is unneces-^ary to describe

him. In open dogs Sir Klindge was the

only entrv. He is of very good shape

and markings but his color is not good.

The open bitch class had two entiies.

Nun Nicer was absent and Nell II was

given first. She is of fair size and quality.

Bloodhounds.—Jack Shepherd, the

onlv entry, was a rare good one Head,

peak, wrinkle and expression nearly per-

fect. He is of good size.

Beagles,—In open class dogs Tony
Weller was first. Is a very nice symmet-
rical dog, good feet and very nice indeed.

He was well worth his first place. True,

another one iu this class, was very good.

June M. is a very nice, rare good one,

good head, feet and ears, and an all-

round good little bitch. Oak View Juliet

is not quiet good in head, not very good
in muzzle and on the small order. Sadie,

vhc, has very nice head, good feet and
was shown very fat. If this one had
been given second no doubt it would
have been better. We look for a change
when they get together again. Bettie R.

was show n a trifle fat and is on the large

order ; was not good enough for vhc.

Foxhounds.—Only one showed up in

open dogs, Radigas II, who was very

poor in head, the same in movement and
was only good enough for second. Open
bitches.—Only one showed up in this

class. About the same as the winner in

dogs, only a little better in head, feet

and movement, but not good enough for

first.

Pointers.—In open class dogs first

was given to that good little ddg Inspi-

ration, it is pretty hard to say anything
of this dog. He has beautiful eyes, and
throughout is a very ni. e one and well

dererved his place. Amo, second, is a

very nice dog with very few exceptions.

His head is good, carries hini»elf well,

h nd legs hardly straight enough, but
good enough for second. Only one
showed up in the open bitch class, and
this one not of the very best type. Nose
Siiipy, s-econil, is ligiit in eye, tail too

thin at root, and will never get any
hi>;her.

English Setters.—Only one came
before the judge in the challenge c.ass,

the well-known Monk of Furness. I have
seen him in much better condition, and
it is not nece-sary to say any more al)OUt

him In the optrii class for dogs only one
showed up and was given first. He is a

very good black and white dog. a little

short in ears, good neck and stands a lit-

tle flat on front feet. I expect to hear from
him again.

Open bitches.—Albert's Nellie, first, is

a very pretty blue belton bitch, black,

white and tan head and is of the small

order; was shown in nice condition, lit-

tle light in bone, good body for her size,

stands well, good ears, neck good and is

well coated. Paxie Maid, s-econd. is a

very nice black, white and tan, of good
body, shoit in the ear and a little out of

condition ;
good neck and tail, but stands

a little flat on front feet. Was deserving

of her place. Minnesota, vhc, a very nice

blue belton bo ly, and white, black and
tan head, a little short in ear, good head,

not quite straight enough behind. Shown
in splendid condition but not in good
shape.

In the puppy class for dogs only one
showed up. Buster Billings, a very nice

blue belton body, good ears, not quite

straight enough on front legs, feet a little

flat but with a little development will

turn out all right.

Irish Setters —Only two showed up
in the challenge class. Kildare, first, is

a good symmetrical dog and was shown
in good condition ; elegant head, might
be a little better in front

;
good color

;

great improvement since a year ago.

Second went to Seminole, a little short

in ear, head a little too round, stands

nicely on front feet ;
good body and

color.

Open class, dogs, Kildare Glenmore,
first, has a good head, ears a little short,

gocd neck and size, just a little too thin ;

when filled out will'be a good one, and
well deserved his place. Lord Elcho was
given second prize. He is of the large

order, short in neck, good head, color

and feet good and deser"ed his second

place.

In open class bitches Elfreda was first.

She is short in ears, good feet, color

good, but is not quite heavy enough.

Bes>^ie Glencho II, given second prize, is

not quite good enough in muzzle, might

be better in front and ears might be a lit-

tle longer. She was also a trifle small,

but good enough for her place.

Gordon Setters.—Only one came be-

fore the judge in the challenge class,

Duchess of Waverly, who got first. This

is an elegant animal, good ears, good

head, little out of condition, stands well

on her feet and when in condition will

make it very hot in any compauy. In the

open dog class Asp. first, the only one

shown, is of good body, carries herself

well, heavy iu skull and rough in coat.

The bitch class had also but one repre-

sentative. Countess Richmond, who got

first. Her color is good, not quite

straight enough in front, but a rare good
one.

Field Spaniels.—There were three

classes. In the challenge class for dogs
Black Diamond was the only entry. He
is well known, but on this occasion was
not shown in good form. Quality very
good. The open class for dogs had two
entries, of which Newton Abbott Torso
proved himself the winner. He is not
quite goofl enough in muzzle, and a bit

sour in expression. Arko, second, is

poor in head and body and wavy in coat.

There was but one entry iu the open
bitch class. What Not, and she was a

very good one; good head and nice coat.

Cocker Spaniels.—Challenge class

bitches. There was but one entiy in this

class, and that a rare good one, I Say ; in

fact little fault can l)e found with her.

In opeti dogs. I. O., first went to Jersey
obo, a dog of great length of bo ly. in

fact too much so. He has good fair head
but is very low on legs. Gothmanile is

more on the working spaniel order. The
bitch class had three entries. Lady Obo,
a rare good one of the proper type, was
first. Black Duchess II has a nice head
an<l expression, but is short in body and
was shown too high in flesh, received

second. Woodland Pete was the only

entry in the next class, and unless he
grows too large has the makings of a

good spaniel.

Collies.—Roslyn Dandy was alone in

the challenge class for dogs. He has a

splendid coat, which is a bit wavy. He
has nice small eais, muzzle a bit short,

expression good. He is a nice dog.

.Metchley Surprise had a walk-over in

the challenge bitch class.

The open class for dogs was well filled.

After some delay Rowdy proved the

winner. He is a very hau(lsome little

dog. with a beautiful sable coat, splendid

frill and brush. He is much improved
since his return from the Canada circuit.

He stands, however, high on legs and is

tucked up a little in loins. Second went
to Walter Scott III., a dog of unusual
quality. Wooley, reserve, is a very good
dog with coat hard enough to suit any-

l)ody. His head is a bit thick and he
has not a very good muzzle. Greifen-

stein, vhc, is a dog on the same order, of

better color, and looks like a very useful

animal. Banker received he, and that is

all he deserved.
In open bitches first went to Grange

Nelly, a beatiful black and white animal
that was somewhat ahead of her class.

She had been removed from her stall

when we called to see her. Second went

to Dot, who is just now shedding her

coat. She has small eais, but they are

not well carried. She is, however, of

very good type. Pine Grove Maid and
Queen, vhc, are dogs of the same type.

They are both of good s-ze and quality.

Perty Nellie and Lil received ihehc card,

and Willis had to be content with c.

These are dogs of very fair quality. The
puppy class had a good one in Scotilla

IV. He is of nice size, has a splendid coat

and good head.

Bull Dogs.—The challenge class had
but one entry, Bo'swain. He is so well

known that a description of him is not

necessary. He was shown in good con-

dition. The same may be said of Duch-

ess of Parma, the only entry in the open
bitch class. There was no entry in the

open dog class.

Bull Terriers.-The well-known Duf-

ferin, looking his best, was the only en-

try in the challenge class for dogs and

bitches. He is well known. The open
class for dogs had but one entry, Chau-

tauqua Sam. No harm would have been

done had this prize been withheld. White

Gypsy, a rare good one, had a walk-over

in the corresponding class for bitches.

Aside from being too heavy in flesh she

is a good one. Chautauqua Sam won an-

other first in the puppy class.

Dashshunds.—The challenge class

had the well-known Gill as the only en-

try. She was looking better than we
have ever seen her. The open cla.ss for

dogs and bitches had two good ones, in

Lina K. and Hundesport Bergman. The
former proved herself the winner, being

the best ill shape of head.

Poodles.—Berrie, the only entry in

the dog class, was absent. Pera was the

only entry in the bitch class. She is of

a small w'liiie toyish type and got first.

Fox Terriers—Two very good ones

showed up in the dog class. Glendon

Spark proved himself the winner. He
has a wonderful head, expression and a
hard coat, stands well on his legs but is

a little wide in front. Painter, second, is

also a good one. but lacks head quality.

The bitch class also had two entries,

Venus and Auburn Beauty, two very
good ones.
Fox Terriers (wire haired.)—There

was but one entry in this class, Barton
Sting, who is of nice size, has a splendid
coat, is of the proper type and well de-
served his place.

Irish Terriers had two entries, Gal-
tese, better in coat and character than
Ballymony II, Both good, useful look-
ing animals.
Scotch and other Terriers.—There

was but one entry shown in the Scotch
class, Grey, who received the honors. In
the Dandie Dinmont class Board of
Clinker II. who was a little short in coat,

received the award. The sky terrier

class was represented by Sir Staff'oid,

who is a good all round terrier except for

his size. Black and tan terriers had also

one entry, Prince Raglan, of only fair

quality, who received tlie prize.

Pugs.—Never in the history of western
shows was there shown so many rare

good ones as there was on this occasion.

There were six classes provided for with
nineteen entries in all. The challenge
class for dogs had four entries, something
very unusual. Of these Sprake was for

exhibition only. Champion Treasure
was absent. This left it to the well-

known Bob Ivy and Eberhart's Cashier.

The former proved himself the winner, as

he excels in size, skull, wrinkle and
muzzle. Cashier, however, was looking
well. The challenge class for bitches had
the handsome little Sateen as the only
entry. She is looking well. The open
dog class had five entries and not a poor
one among them. Penrice, better in

skull, niuizle. eye and caniage of body,
beat Curtis, who won second. The latter

will be a rare good one. if he thickens up,

as he will with age. Kask, Jr., received

the reserve card. He has improved in

general make up, and on this occasion

was rather open in coat. The same may
l>e said of Seven Dollars, who received

vhc. He is a dog of nice size with
splendid skull, which is however a bit

plain. He is a trifle long in body.

Bobby Mac is a jaunty stylish little

fellow, with magnificent coat, color and
a good tail

;
good head of the plain order,

which, however, will improve with age.

The fair sex were well represented, tlie

Inndsome little Mabel E. winning first,

with ease. She is of the proper size and
make up. Lady Clover is also a good
one. Peggy Gillevan received the re-

serve card. In body, coat, color and
character was equal to any in the class.

Cribbage, vhc. There was but one entry

in the dog cla^s, Penrice Boy, who was
very good, and will make a beautiful

animal unless he grows too big, and we
shall expect to hear from him again.

The puppy class had two entries of

which Peggy Pryde was the winner over

little Duchess, who received second. The
latter was shown in bad condition and is

open in coat. She also received he iu

the open class.

FOR THE WORLDS FAIR.

Tl)e Ir)Puei)ce of

a Previous Sir^

Maklnis Preparation for the Coming
Show In the Windy City.

The following resolutions were unani-

mously adopted by the Mascoutah Ken-
nel Club o( Chicago at a meeting of said

club November 18, 1891, and are for-

warded to you for your iu formation, as

requested by said club :

Whereas, It seems proper that this club,

which will in a measure act as a host for the
kennel clubs of the world represented at the
Columbian Exposition in 1893. should take such
action as will call the attention of the different

kennel clubs of this and other countries to the
great interest taken by this club m the kennel
show of the Columbian Exposition, and believ-

ing that every means should be takt-n to create

an interest in this feature of the exposition and
inaugurate iu a brilliant manner the live stock

exhibit of the exposition, therefore be it

Resolved, Bv the Mascouiah Kennel Club
that we earnestlv ask the co-operation of the

different kennel clubs and lovers of the dog in

this and other countries to assist in making a

magnificent success of the kennel show at the

Columbian Exposition ui 1893, and that this club

offers suitable testimonials to he competed for at

said exposition coinmeniorative of the event,

and be it further
Resoi VED, That a copv of these resolutions be

forwarded to the secretary of each kennel club

in the United States and abroad and to all news-
papers devoted to the kennel, with the request

that suitable action be taken to make the most
complete success of this feature of the exposi-

tion Yours very truly,

J. L. Lincoln, JR., Secretary.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Will you permit a layman to point out

to his brother laymen doggily inclined

the very, very great practical value of the

teachings of Mr. Millais iu your Christ-

mas number. We all know that the owner

of a bitch who shows this influence in

her offspring deems her ruined for life,

and if an honest man he will not breed

her and sell her produce. Now, the facts

of the parasitic character of the young

while in embryo completely dispels this

apprehension by showing that the bitch

herself canuot become contaminated.

Whatever contamination may show itself

is in the young themselves and not in the

dam, and such of the offspring as show

no signs whatever of any foreign alliance

are as pure as though no such cross had
ever occurred. Therefore the thing for

|

the owner of an "influenced" bitch to do
is to kill such subsequent offspring as ex-
hibit traces of the contamination, and be
satisfied that those not showing in are

not in any way affected. Yours truly,

W. Wade.
Hdlton, Pa., December 11, i8yi.

From the Fanciers' Gazette.

My assistance has been asked by one, eminent

in the paths of science, to help him to elucida'e

a problem ofexceeding interest to many of your

readers. I rtfer to what is popularly known as

the 'influence of a previous sire," and the gen-

tleman who asks on behalf of science some in-

formation on this point is Professor Romanes, of

Oxford, whose name must be known to every

man interested in the question of animal life.

Professor Romanes is at this moment engaged,

I will not say for his own benefit but for the

benefit of science, on a series of elaborate experi-

ments to prove the cause of this singular phe-

nomenon, and I may say that while the benefit

accruing to science will be large, the benefit

which all breeders of stock will t>ecome the

possessors of will be infinitely greater.

To come to the point at once and the excuse I

have to make for thus intruding on your space.

It is popularly supposed to be the fact that if a

female has borne a litter in the case of dogs or

poultry to one of a differing variety, or a mon-

grel, even should she afterwards conceive to one

of her own variety, the progeny are tainted with

the impress of the previous sire, and that such a

female for breeding purposes becomes useless.

The question I have to put to you and your read-

ers is this: Is this a fact or is it not ? If it is a

fact, then undoubtedly many of your readers

have had instances in their kennels or poultry

yards. If it is not a fact then these instances

must be of rare occurrence. I say it is a popular

belief. Professor Romanes has asked me to

help him to make it a popular superstition,

should he be able to proved it one, and I know
no better plan of aiding a most celebrated man
in a work of this character than to ask your

readers for instances of this kind which have

come before their notice.

If this is a common phenomenon then there

must be instances in plenty; if it be not. then

many breeders annually throw away most valu-

able property, for as I have said it is supposed to

be common. May I therefore ask any of your

readers to furnish me with any examples of the

phenomenon which I have alluded to and help

Professor Romanes. Such cases I shall be

obliged if they will send to me to my town ad-

dress, 31 Grosveuor Road, Westminster, and I

shall not only thank any breeder who can furnish

me with instances, but I am certain it will re-

dound to the credit of the Gazette, a journal

which has always taken a front position in aid-

ing the elucidation of matters of a kindred kind.

I append an instance in order that your readers

may be under no mistake as to the kind of infor-

mation wanted. Everitt Millais.

company with white ducks, for the drake was a

white one, and being somewhat interested, I

asked whether the drake was the male parent.

The answer I received was that the drake and

the ducks were the parents, but that the owner

had never been able to breed while ducks from

them since the introduction of a brown drake

two years previously as companion to the wliite

ducks. In previous years, with a white drake,

these ducklings were always white."

[The articles of Mr. Wade and Mr.
Millais upon the influence of a previous
sire in our Christmas number h^s caused
considerable comment among breeders,

who seem backward, however, in giving
their experiences, fearing no dou'it it

might injure their stock. We are anxious
to assist Professor Romanes in collecting

data upon this interesting subject, and we
would be pleased to hear from breeders

who have had cases of mesalliances. We
assure them we will withhold their names
as confidential and give only the result

of their observations.

—

Hd.]

THE A. K. C. MEETING.

The

Dogrs.

"A well-bred fox terrier bitch had a mesalli-

ance with a Dalmatian ; in due time she had a

litter of puppie.s, which were destroyed. At her

second heat she was sent to a pure fox terrier;

the offspring thus born were fox terries in shape

and form, but in coat had all the markings of a

Dalmatian.
Poultry.

The following instance is one given by Profes-

sor Horsley : "Last year I was walking pasta

pond on which there were some white ducks

with numerous dark ducklings. Seeing the

owner of them approaching to feed them, I said

it was strange to see these dark ducklings in

Ueslffnatlon of the Philadelphia
Kennel Club Accepted.

A meeting of the American Kennel

Club was held in New York, December

10, to act upon the amendments in the

bench show rules proposed by Dr. H. T.

Foote. Rule 7 now reads : "Bench show

committees shall provide such clases for

dogs of established breeds as they

choose." Section i, 2 and 3 were not

changed. Section 4 shall be: "The
puppy class .shall be for dogs over six

months and under twelve months of age."

Section 6 shall be : "The challange class

shall be for all dogs having won four first

prizes in the open classes. A do;^ having
won three first prizes in this class, one of
of which shall have been won at a show
having 500 entries, shall have the title of

champion without further competition."

A meeting of the Executive Committee
was held immediately following the meet-

ing of the club. The question as to who
was the breeder of Ruby Glenmore was
decided against the claim of Mr. Wash-
ington. After a discussion as to the re-

port of the Field Trial Committee it was
decided to refer the matter again to said

committee. The resignations of the Phil-

adelphia, St. Paul and Toledo Kennel
Clubs were accepted. The question of

the expulsion of the New Jersey Kennel
Club came up, and on motion of Mr.
Richards, the New Jersey Kennel Club
was expelled, two of the members declin-

ing to vote.

The New York and New Entrland Ken-
nel Club's Uonch .Show.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The New York and New England Poul-

try and Kennel Club has perfected arrange-

ments for holding its first show at Albany, N.Y.,

January 5 to 8, 1892, under A. K. C. rules, and

the way entries are pouring in it promises to be

a"rouser." A number of well known kennels

have made entries for nearly all their dogs. The
prizes are large, $10 to first, I5 to second, and |io

for kennels of four best specimens, besides a

long list of specials on nearly every breed, no

"Yankee notions," etc.. but cold cash, and as

they have a large guarantee fund, exhibitors will

be sure of their money. The dogs will be benched

with new clean benches, and everything that

can be done will be for the comfort of the dogs.

That noted judge, James Mortimer, will pass

judgment on the quality of the stock shown, and

C. E- Rockenstyre, known far and wide as

•'Rocky," will be the superintendent, and T.

Gordon Lillico, a noted veterinarian from Eng-

land, will care for the health of the dogs.

The show will be held in the mammoth Lark

Street Rink (Academy of Music), which is well

ventilated, heated and is lighted by night by

electricity, and is in the heart of the city, where

all noted events take place, and as the club is

compose of wide-awake chaps, nothing will be

left undone for the comfort of exhibitors. Send

for prize lists, etc. C. E. Rockenstvrk.

Albany, N Y., December 12.

A Splendid Issue.

Editor Fanciers' Jouknal.

1 received the Christmas number of The Fan-
ciers' JofKNAL, and althouRh I had known of

its existence for some, time U was a pleasant ••ur-

prise to me. Th« articles are written by author-

ities on each subject, and most ol the portraits

and cuts are true to life, which is something vrry
few can boast of. Wishing you every success for

the future as in the past, 1 remain yours truly,

•Anon."
Toronto, Can., December 5.
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WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

Interesting Pickings and Pointers Gath-

ered Here and Tliere.

From Our Special Correspondent.

New York, December i6.—Next to the

Westminster dog show, the great society

event is the Horse show, which was in

full blast a few weeks ago. Our horsey

friends will claim precedence over our

small canines and ridicule we doggy men
for our nerve. There is one thing, if we
cannot step so high we can make more
noise and attract more attention. Mr.
John A. Logan, of fox terrier fame,
represented us in his usual foremost
manner. He had no less than fifteen

high step|>ers (hackneys), most of them
recently imported this summer, compet-
ing in their various classes. Everything,
I can tell you, was in the tip-toppest

style. His was the best equipped and
the best "turnout" of any in the show.
His carriages, harness and blankets, es-

pecially the latter.combined with his men,
totally eclipsed and were the admiration
of all. Lord Rufus, the best yearling in

England, had an easy win, and the great
Matchless, of Londesboro, was sold to

Dr. Webb for |2o,ooo, the greatest price

ever paid for a hackney stallion, but Mr.
Logan's Lord Rufus will keep him mov-
ing in a year or so.

Dr. Foote, alias Meersbrook Maiden,
was deeply interested in the trotters. We
caught him figuring at the ring side how
many Sultans it would take to buy Mam-
brino King, and when he talked about
this stallion not having enough "tan" we
thought it time to quit.

Our next surprise was "unser Brittle,"

whom we had not seen since Boston. He
was busy for the Herald and generally
criticising the horses. We can agree
with him in hackneys, but he's not going
to teach us anything about "trotters."

Harry Tywford was taking in the step-

pers and wore his usual impressive air,

evidently trying to convince one that he
had just bought the Garden, but he
hadn't. The great firm of Sanitas, with
their pleasant sawdust, disinfected in

their usual efficient manuer the whole
building.

Mr. E. Bardoe Elliott, the collie en-
thusiast, is this week leaving his farm at

Bay Ridge and will remove his goods
and chattels to a much larger one at Bath
Beach. I am told this change is for the
best, commanding a view of the ocean,
where his dogs will get plenty of ozone.
The fox terrier Ranter, own brother to

Dominie and a son of Pitcher, has been
for some time in Trenton. N. J., and is

the property of Mr. Hamlet Owen. A
year or so ago Pitcher blooii was scarce,

but now in addition to the old man him-
self, whose name will be handed down
to posterity as being the sire of the first

dog and puppy that downed the cham-
pion of champions. Result, ' we have
Valens and Ranter. The former has
already proved himself a stud dog, but
Ranter's owner is perhaps lying low, in-

tending to give us the knock in 1892.

Blemton Ransack, by Champion Luci-

fer out of Champion Rachel, is now the
property of Mr. Churchill, South Brook-
13m, L. I.

In a late issue I stated that Director,

recently discovered in New York, was by
Hunter Prince, and that he was very
heavily marked. This was a mistake,

and very kindly rectified by Mr. Morti-

mer, the heavy marked dog being Hunter
Baron. I knew it was one or the other,

but like the old man who always went to

sleep during the sermon and said "amen
at a venter," happened to strike it wrong.
Young Keeper, as already mooted, has

been sent on approval to Mr. A. H.
Moore, of Philadelphia, but a sale has
not yet been completed. He has a grand
head, full of expression, tons of bone,
and were it not that he stood so weak at

the pasterns would probably measure
thirty-three inches at the shoulder.

Refuge H, whom I had the pleasure of

seeing on the steamship City of New
York, was in excellent condition and is

of the orange and white color. He has a
grand typical head, good long body,

heavy bone and very lingy in appear-

ance, carrying no superfluous flesh, and
weighs, roughly guessing, 175 pounds,

standing thirty-two inches at the shoul-

der. He has a big reputation at the stud

on the other side, and is to be the stud

dog at the New York St. Bernard Ken-
nels, and breeders desirous of young

Plinlimmon blood will find it tin him,
and, moreover, he has proved himself a

getter.

Two of Mrs. Mayhew's promising pups
by Frank F'orest, out of her Blue Bell,

have departed this world, where many a

good young 'un has gone. Mr. Parry, of
the Frank Forest Beagle Kennels, tells

me when Blue Bell was in his kennels
that she was the admiration of all Boston,
and it was nothing but a stream of
visitors all Sunday coming especially to

look at her, having heard so much about
her.

This is what you can call hard luck.

Our genial Billy Tallman had a clean
hundred dollars waiting for a setter, and
it was just the kind of dog the purchaser
wanted, and the day before the dog was
to be delivered it died. It strikes me
that William has done something wrong
in his younger days that he was not pun-
ished for.

I hear Mr. Chalmers, of Washington,
was doing the New England field trials

in great shape and purposes taking a
trip to San FVancisco. It is to be hoped
he will not abandon the fancy, for I hear
Brockenhurst Quick and others of his

kennel are on the market.
Streatham Monarch, pronounced o;i

the other side as "Stretham," please,

whose photograph I saw at Forty-fourth
and Broadway, is the finest piece of work
in photography I ever saw, representing
him as nearly natural as it can possibly

be possible. Judging from reports, there
is nothing here on the bench to touch
him, so Messrs. Harris, Dole, Hobbie and
a few others send over to the other side.

I'm told there's still one up the Brit-

ishers' sleeve that can beat him or they
wouldn't have sold him.

It was generally considered when Col-

onel Ruppert lost Scottish Prince, for

whom he paid I5000, that he had got,

vulgarly speaking, "a sickener ;" but no,

like true sportsmanslike pluck he bobs
up again serenely. This time he and Mr.
Reick are making a big plunge, and The
Fanciers' Journal is the cause. Mr.
Freeman Lloyd, in his English notes,

mentioned that the eleven-months-old
pup Duke of Maplecroft was a stunner,

etc., and the son of Princess Florence.

So they cabled their agent to go to Bir-

mingham and if sound and all right to

get lowest price. This he did and cabled
back: "All right; lowest ^^1500." Mr.
Reick cabled again : "Ridiculous ; we
mean business." Answer came: "^^1500
lowest."
Great Scott, what must this young dog

be ? A perfect wonder for such a sum. I

hear he has every sign of beating his

mother and a probability of knocking Sir

Bedivere out. But how about Princess

Florence as a dam, and what exorbitant

prices her pups should bring. Her lady-

ship, I'm told, was sent December 2 to

Lord Bute, and if we reckon accurately

this will prevent her being shown at our
next show, as she will be nursing her
pups.
Refuge II is busy already at the stud,

lots of bitches coming to him. The other
day Messrs. Glover and French performed
an operation upon his eyelids, as they
were inverted. A western man wants to

buy him, but he's not to be bought, and
will take old Plin's place at the stud.

Rumors are afloat that this great dog
is dead, and some say on a farm, but one
thing sure, he is withdrawn from the

stud, and if Mr. Moore won't give the
public any satisfaction he must expect
them to think a great deal and imagine
lots more.
From very good authority it's almost

conclusive that the great all -round Eng-
lish judge, Mr. George Raper, will judge
at the next New York show. The kick-

ers who have been wanting new blood in

the judging line will be pleased because
if ever there was a man in this world
that is a judge and does know a dog it is

he.

Refugee, so says the English Stock-
Keeper, is the biggest St. Bernard in the
world. He is a son of Refuge II.

At the Beagle Trials Mr. Parry had
|ioo in his pocket to match Frank For-
est against the absolute winner. What's
the matter with Tony Weller having a go
at him, and my money, if it "busts" me,
is going with him.
There is no reason why Albany should

not become one of our fox terrier cen-

tres. What with the Beverwyck Kennels
and the Woodale Kennels, who are just

across the bridge, and the several gentle-

men interested who propose starting a
club. Apiong them and the prime mover

is Mr. T. S. Belling, who left Liverpool
some six months ago. This gentleman
on the other side was well known as an
exhibitor, breeder and judge of fox ter-

riers, having had in his possession Mer-
sey Queen, Rustic Flash, Rustic Royston,
Rustic Trick, Rustic Eva, Rustic Master,
Rustic Result, Tim Fioler and others. At
Birkenhead he judged three years in suc-

cession, besides Southport,Birkdale, Man-
chester and Liverpool, and at the latter

show he had the enormous entry of 212

fox terriers.

On Thursday, December 10, at a meet-
ing of the American Kennel Club it was
decided that the puppy classes in future

should be "over six months and under
twelve," and to prevent dogs taking the
title of champion gained by wins at small
shows it was decided that one of their

wins before being eligible for the chal-

lege class should be made at a show not
having less than 500 entries. The most
important feature of the meeting was the
expelling of the Jersey City Kennel Club,

and they are now no longer a member of
the A. K. C. Their president, Mr. C. J.

Peshall, had been disqualified the by A.

K. C. and again elected by them, clearly

showing that they were working against

the interests of the A. K. C.

Mr. Wilmerding, of spaniel fame, has
on more than one occasion picked up
something cheap. This time, when in

Toronto, a fox terrier caught his eye. and
from all accounts she is to be exhibited

at New York show with the firm inten-

tion of startling some of the old breeders.

We shall see. Terriers are very pretty

as puppies, but take rapid changes.
With Champion Beaumont, Champion

Belmont, Heather York and Heather Bee
as a combination, Mr. Blossom should
safely hold his own at New York. The
last named is being broken by John An-
derson, of North Carolina.

The proprietor of the Rockland Ken-
nels, Mr. H. L. Kreuder, is again conva-
lescent and attending to business, and
Nanuet, since the Beagle Club has de-

parted, has resumed its normal quietude.

I understand also that a large shipment
of beagles from Maine are the latest ar-

rivals at his Kennels.
Mrs. Smyth, of the Swiss Mountain

Kennels, accompanied by Mr. Jas. Wat-
son, paid a visit to the home of Princess
Florence last Thursday week. This same
lady I saw in the centre of a group of
twelve of her St. Bernards. They were
all lying down, and convincing one that

she must have them under splendid con-
trol, making, I can assure you, a most
beautiful picture. Mr. E. Bardoe Elliott

has written a report upon her kennel,

which numbers in all some twelve brood
bitches, with their late importation, King
Regent, as the stud dog.

Mr. Reick has had a big offer made for

the Marquis of Ripon, but he is not to be
sold at present, and not anyhow till after

the New York show.
The Woodale Kennels will dispose of

their surplus slock of fox terriers on
Tuesday, December 22, at the American
Horse Exchange, New York City. At
these yearly sales a shrewd purchaser
can often get a bargain cheap, but I doubt
if that wily "Scotchman" will give any
chances.

It appears that the X-mas number of

The F'a NCI KRS' Journal created quite

a panic by not arriving on time, so much
so that the days in the week all got
mixed up, and many of us for the first

time missed going to church.

It is a strange thing how resemblances
run in the human race to their fancies in

the animal race. I don't know if we dog
men in any way resemble our fancy in

looks, but I was at a meeting in Newark
of the pigeon federatiou last week, and
on looking round the room I came to the
conclusion how much like pigeons their

faces all resembled. Without being dis-

paraging, the late president was certainly

a "homer" type.

Our friend "what winks the other

eye," Mr. Frank Dole, was in town last

Friday hob-nobbing at Forty-fourth and
Broadway and relating his late English
travels. He also let slip that he had im-
ported for Mr. Thayer the fox terrier

bitch Miss Dollar, and since then Mr.
Thayer writes that he has also Brocken-
hurst Tyke in his kennel. This young
stud dog is one of the best in England,
and the well-known terrier judge, Mr.
Tinne, predicts a great future for him.
At the last Brighton show he had two of
his stock winners. Mr. Thayer's in-

domitable pluck is to be praised, for his

luck has been unwarrantable. If we re-

member, he imported Russley Joker,
brother to the crack D'orsay, just in tmie
to be judged at New York, and nothing
less than I500 could have been his price.

It was stated some time since that he and
Suffolk Risk had died, but what of no
one knew and generally supposed they
had been fighting. I'm told on pretty
reliable sources that their kennels had
been newly painted and the dogs indulg-

ing too freely in the "free lunch" thereof
was the cause of their death. So we will

have to console ourselves with some of
his progeny, of which there will be
plenty and likely ones, too.

The fortnight before the last New York
show was a busy and anxious time for

the terrier craze ; cables were pretty
lively. Dr. Foote was en his mettle and
Sultan was brought over. Mr. Logan
had a shot at D'orsay and Dominie, but
couldn't come to terms. The result was
Dona and Dominica were imported. And
now Mr. Thayer has made his little pur-
chase in Miss Dollar and perfectly willing

to rest on his laurels. So we know pretty
well what we have to beat, and we
mustn't delay till the last moment, unless

the only German is satisfied he can breed
something from the blood he has. He
ought to.

That tonsorial sporting beagle artist,

the owner of Stormy, has been having
quite a time at Tarrytown, and it's lucky
Stormy didn't get first at the trials or his

owner would never celebrate another
twenty-five years.

I mentioned last week that George
Raper would most likely be our judge at

the next show. Arrangements have been
satisfactorily concluded and he is coming.
It is safe to predict he will judge most of
the show, and I hear all the classes ex-

cepting nia.stiffs, collies and St. Beruardsft

There will have to be some rapid deci-

sions, which may not suit the cranks,

but there will be no time lost in looking
at t'other end of chain as heretofore.

Practice makes perfect and Mr. Rap>er

has had plenty of it. Dr. Turner was
also cabled for to judge the mastiffs, but
couldn't accept.

Dr. Power, who is working like a Tro-
jan to get the Boston terrier recognized
in the A. K. C. Stud Book, has every
confidence that it will go through. 'At

present it is in abeyance. He is also de-
sirous they will give them a class at New
York as at Boston.

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS.

Running of the Free-for-AII Stake,

Which Was Won by .\ntonio.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Lexington, N. C, Dec. 12.—Having
completed the running for the absolute
winner of the Derby, the next and last

stake, the Free-for-All, was begun. There
were eleven entries for the stake, seven of
which filled. Paul Bo and King's Mark
were drawn to run first, but Paul, having
to run the absolute winner in the All-

Age Stake, this brace by consent was put
down at the bottom of the list, and the
first brace was started.

RIP rap and count eric.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'
pointer dog Rip Rap, by King of Kent,
handled by C. E. Buckle, and E. Gray's
setter dog.Count Eric, by Count Noble

—

Fannie W., handled by N. B. Nesbitt,

were the first brace put down. Judging
from Eric's previous work wc supposed
that Rip Rap would have things pretty
much his own way, but the result proved
he had about all he could do to beat
Eric, and it was not until the last forty

minutes of the four hours that Rip Rap
got the better of his opponent. Count
Eric proved himself a great finder of
birds, and in tliis respect he excelled,

but it was his only strong point. In pace
during the most of the heat he was best,

but at the last was down to a trot, but
going all the time. He is devoid of style

in movement or in point work, while Rip
Rap is good in both, especially in point
work. Rip Rap was pretty even in pace
and range thoughout the heat, except in

the third hour, when he did quite a deal

of loitering, not going fast or getting out
and at times pottering some, which
seemed to rest him. As for the last

twenty or thirty minutes his. pace was
quite up to the average of the first and sec-

ond hours. The backing and retrieving

of both dogs was good. Count had ten

bevy points, and while lost at begmning
of race, was said to have been on another,

which was extremely probable. He had

five points on singles, one flush and one
false point. Most of his bevy points
were not followed up. Rip Rap had
.seven bevy points, twelve singles, three
flushes and two false points. Two bevy
points counted for each dog. They were
joint points on same bevy, but independ-
ent of^ each other.

maid of KENT AND CHANCE.
Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'

pointer bitch Maid of Kent, by King of
Kent—Hops, handled by C. E. Buckle,
and J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's
English setter Chance, by Roderigo—Bo
Peep, handled by J, M. Avent, were
started early Thursday morning at 8. 11,

too early to find birds ou the move. The
first bevy was found about half an hour
from start and was flushed just at edge of
pines. Chance was founa around the
spot. No work was made on singles, but
Chance was missed quite awhile. An-
other long run followed over ground un-
suited for trials of dogs of good pace and
range, and not for an hour and a half
was anything accomplished of any conse-
quence. Much of the time was spent in

looking up dogs, most of it on Chance.
He was not running easy while Maid was
and going at a pace suited for long heats.

Her pace, range and point was better

than shown in the All-age Pointer Stake.
She was not so fast as Chance, nor did
she have so wide range, but she did the
most bird finding, being hunted on the
best spots by her handler. Chance spent
a good share of his time in the pines,

but the birds were in the open. Maid
kept a very uniform pace throughout the
heat, not so good, of course, at the close,

but she was going easy and hunting.
Chance was quite a tired dog and no
doubt kept himselfgoing better by spend-
ing his time in the woods, where it was
cooler. Six bevies were found by the
dogs in the race. Maid found four. Chance
one, the others were flushed. On singles

Chance had four points and Maid eight.

She made no false points, while Chance
made eight or ten. Maid easily won on
merit.

PAUL BO AND KING'S MARK.
R. Merrill's setter dog Paul Bo, by

Paul Gladstone—Bohemian Girl, handled
by Frank Richards, and B. Ridgway and
¥. S. Brown's setter dog King's Mark,
by King Noble—Belle Belton, haudled
by S. C. Bradley, were started afler a
hurried lunch at 12.45. Paul, as usual,

went very fast, too fast for a four-hour
race. He kept it up nearly an hour,
reaching a bottom and in attempting to

cross a creek he got in cold water
quite a little while and no doubt was
chilled. Whether it affected his going
or not is hard to say. At any rate he
was not so fast afterward. With loss of
speed and getting tired he lost his nose,

twice going right into bevies without any
sign of making game and not seeming to

care when they raised. During the heat
he did not point a bevy and but few
singles. He kept in a gallop to the end,
slow but not specially on a hunt, I mean
not looking up the likely places but
keeping ahead of handler. Mark was
very conservative in pace from the start,

went well for an hour and ran until 2

pretty well, then got slow. He found
four bevies, several singles and made
several false points. The last bevy he
found he was walking just ahead of Brad-
ley, and all supposed he had laid down
and quit, but a bevy was flushed. At 3.27
he came in but started with a little per-

suasion, and three minutes later, at 3.30,

he quit entirely, having much the best

of the heat and would have won by going
to the end, as Paul made a single or two
only after this, and it was simply a trial

to see if he would go the four hours,

which he did. At 4.45 he was taken up.

Friday.
RIP RAP AND ANTONIO.

The day was bright and clear and
suitable for good work. Ou account of
the long heats an early start had to be
made, and the brace was put down at the
Robbin's place, two and one-half miles

from town at 8. 17. Antonio having had
a rest of two days since running his bye,

was first and went fast. His range was
wider than Rip Rap. Twice during the

heat he was lost and found on points,

both times well within the course. He
ran the race in good form and was going
strong at the end of four hours, and but
for his false pointing and indecisive point

work ran a strong heat. I mean by in-

decisive point work that he .seemed to

point on least scent and consequently in-

dulged in false points. He seemed not
to be able to locate and do positive work,

so much admired in a high-class dog.
This is his weakest point. Rip Rap ran
well through the heat and at times was in-

clined to loaf a little but finished well.
His work was clean, not having a false

Eoiut or a flush during the race of four
ours. The point woi k of the dogs was,

Antonio seven bevies. Rap four. Antonio
had two bevy flushes, one excusable.
Rap had none. In single points Antonio
han eight and Rap nine ; Antonio three
flushes and six false points, Rap none.
The bevy find with pace and range won
Antonio the race, which he deserved. The
owners of Rap can well boast of the good
run he made, a race that would often win.

MAID OF KENT AND PAUL BO.

This was the next brace, but Paul Bo
v/as out of condition. His bowels were
all wrong and he was very feverish, so
Mr. Richards, his handler, asked leave
to withdraw him. The judges made an
examination of him and permitted his
withdrawal, making the statement that
the bye running of Maid was simply a
race against time. She was put in charge
of Mr. Penry, one of the stewards, to run
four hours, and those that could spent
the afternoon in shooting.

•Satuinlay.

ANTONIO AND MAID OF KENT.
This was to be the last day of the meet-

ing and was a day in every way suitable.

The running of Antonio and Maid of
Kent was to be^in at noon, so as to leave
Maid as much time for rest as possible.

The day was clear and the evening fairly

pleasant. Birds were not found as plen-
tiful as the day before. Much of the
course was over the same ground. A run
of only a few minutes was made before
Maid pointed a bevy in the edge of oak
woods. Antonio was not near and the
bevy was flushed. On the singles Maid
got a point on a single. A point was
claimed for Antonio but no bird was .seen

to flush. After a short run through the
open Maid flushed a bird and dropped to

wing. Just afterward the balance of the

bevy went also. The birds were not fol-

lowed. Crossing a cornfield to pines An-
tonio was missed and found on point. A
single bird flus'ned as if from the trees.

After this Antonio pointed twice, and one
of the times was an unmistakable false

point. It was possible for the other to

have been on foot scent, as it was not far

away from the point on bird.

The next point work was a bevy p>oint

for Maid in grass at edge of woods. An-
tonio was called up after flush of birds.

On the singles Maia did the better work,
getting two points, one of them seeming
to be a new bevy from the number of
birds that rose. Antonio pointed once on
scent and afterwards made a false point

in woods near by. The dogs were now
ordered on the regular course. Maid well

in hand, Antonio seen across a ravine

and afterwards going down through
woods to the right. He was soon out of

sight and as it proved afterwards for

quite awhile, twenty-seven minutes. In

the meantime Maid continued hunting
on the course. Soon after Antonio was
missed. A bevy was flushed by Buckle
and the Maid. She had just joined him,

coming in from the right, and when
about ten feet ahead of him, on nearly

bare ground, the bevy flushed. The
horsemen were close behind. If a flush

it was excusable because of this fact and
for another reason that it was almost di-

rectly down wind. On the singles Maid
got the points. Buckle killed a bird and
it was retrieved nicely. Quite a run was
now had and nothing more was found by
Maid until joined by Antonio, he having
been found ou point of a single bird.

Avent came up on horseback, bringing
him along. Antonio did not remain
long in sight, passing through woods and
an opening he was soon into woods be-

yond and was gone about fifteen minutes
again and was found ou bevy point.

Maid in the meantime had found nothing.

The dogs were now in the open for a

while, and just before reaching a thicket

both dogs passed near enough to a bevy
to have pointed it. It was flushed by
horsemen following. On the scattered

birds in thicket Antonio made a quick,

sharp point, one of the right kind. In a
field near by Maid had a point on rabbit.

Near by and beyond Antonio pointed, it

was claimed, on foot scent of rabbit, but
the one Maid pointed did not go that

way. Good ground was now hunted for

some time, but no birds were found for

quite a half hour, when Maid pointed.

It proved on foot scent, as .she had passed

close by the bevy on her right, but the

wind was not favorable. Antonio to the

left about fifteen yards pointed also. Maid
should have been allowed to work out
her find, but both dogs were permitted to
go on, Antonio soon after pointing a lit-

tle to the right of where Maid had point-
ed. Two birds were flushed and the
balance of the bevy just a little farther

up ravine followed.
On the singles Antonio made three

single points, but Avent did not kill, in

fact, had not made a kill over Antonio at

all. Maid to the right pointed a single,

which Buckle flushed and killed. It fell

in a thick place and Maid lost time try-

ing to get it, which she did and retrieved
it well. The dogs were ordered on again.
A short run, less than 200 yards, and
Antonio was on point. Maid backing.
Avent did not raise birds, and Antonio
was ordered on. Maid was properly or-

dered to be dropped and let Antonio work
out the find. Similar directions should
h.ive been given for Maid's benefit on bevy
just liefore, but were not. Antonio was
urged along by Avent, and two or three
times he walked ahead to flush, but did
not. Finally, with wind in favor, Anto-
nio went into the birds, with Avent near.
Following the birds both dogs were on
point. Maid a little to the rear. Soon
after she moved forward about forty feet

and pointed staunchly. The birds were
flushed near her, and I think it showed
the better work, as she had decided they
were a little ways off.

The dogs were now ordered back to

take up course, and Maid of Kent was
found on point, but coming up near it

was evident 'she was backing Antonio
near by on point. After flush of bird he
started on and pointed again, but he left

the bird, which flushed afterward. This
proved to be the last point work, as

nothing was found in the remaining
thirty minutes. Antonio was now tired

and going slower than the Maid and con-
tinued to do so until the end of the heat,

Maid going well and she was in much the

best condition. To sum up the point
work. Maid had the best of it, doing
most bevy work with only one point,

most in singles, against her, but in her
favor regarding the character of it, as it

was more positive and cleaner in charac-

ter, and considering the time spent by
Antonio while missed on point she must
have covered fully as much ground.
In false points Antonio had five un-

mistakable ones and Maid none. In

bevies she had two, both down wind, or
nearly so. Antonio had one with this,

and her advantage in way of going she
clearly won the heat. In the third hour
she was going moderately, but her way
of going was not near as much in way of

rest, as the amount of time Antonio spent
on quiet point, and considering that she
had run three consecutive days to An-
tonio's two, she was entitled to the more
credit for the performance. Another point

in her favor was her retrieving. The
judges seemed to overlook this point in

.-Vntonio's work, or understood that he
did not retrieve.

At the close of the heat quite a lengthy
consultation was held, and before the

decision was given it was stated both dogs
had done some poor work, and that it

was necessary to take into consideration

the previous work of the dogs to arrive

at a decision, and that the winner was
Antonio. This showed they considered

Maid the equal any way of Antonio in

the heat, and was a remarkable decision,

when in answer to inquiries made before

the race began that the race would be

run on the heat system. Now the judges

could take into consideration all the work
done by either of the dogs because in the

bye heats run by each of the dogs their

power was delegated to one of the stew-

ards, aud when Paul Bo was withdrawn
from the heat with Maid on account of

sickness, the judges stated that Maid's

running was but a question of running
against time, and they went off shooting.

The winning of this heat .by Antonio
was quite as much of a surprise as his

winning against Daisy Hunter. In pace

aud range he is her superior ordinarily.

In staying powers she proved the supe-

rior, as she had run three consecutive

days in four-hour heats, while he ran but

two, the first heat a bye, having been run

before the All-age Pointer Stake was
closed. At the finish she was in better

form aud going the best. Her point

work ill character was the best. And so

ends the Central trials of 1891 with the

statement that the judging as a whole
was better than ever before, and it was a

matter of regret that the la.st decision

was not in line with the others.

POULTRYan"' PIGEONS,
NOTES IN PASSING.

J. H. Davis, who under the nom de

plume "Tennessee" contributed many
interesting articles to various poultry

papers, is now associate editor of the

Southern Fancier, and the two "D's,"

Dows and Davis, will make a strong

team. They have our best wishes.

»
* *

Edward Bard Thompson, of Ainenia,

N. Y., has issued a very elaborate circu-

lar containing description and prices of

his Plymouth Rock and Wyandotte fowls.

Mr. Thompson is one of the "old relia-

bles" in the fancv.

* *

Franklane L. Sewell, the artist, showed
a pair of fowls at the Chicago Fat Stock

Sho^' which are called "violets." The
ground color is bay, laced with blue.

The originator of this new breed sent us

feathers some time ago, and even de-

scribed his birds in the columns of the

New England Fancier. The combina-

tion of color is odd, and Mr. Sewell was

sufficiently attracted by it to secure an

interest iu the breed.
«

« »

From the Orange Judd Farmer, Chi-

cago, 111., we gleam the following: "Mr.

Bast has been feeding Sprutts Patent pre-

pared food to his Leghorns, and the per-

fect feeding has been apparent in their

bright condition. We hope the day is

not far off when the management will

learn to appreciate the value of such a

food for all the birds entrusted to their

care. Whole grains are unfit for birds in

confinement. Handlers who have tried

all methods have become convinced of

the necessity of a prepared, cooked food

for birds while caged at such a protracted

show."
*

« *

Our own experience with Spratts meal

corroborates the above statement.

» *

Speaking of feeding, we sampled a

young rooster on Sunday that had been

fattened on boiled sweet potatoes and

cornmeal, and a jucier, finer grained meat

we never ate. The sweet potatoes were

mashed and the cornmeal, to which a

little bran had been added, was mixed
with the potatoes.

Editor Hunter

corn as unsuitable

subscriber of The
who also sensibly

writes us as follows

* »

is still pitching into

food for poultry. A
; Fancip:rs' Journal,
reads Farm-Poultry,

"If the chemical information presented
by the writer (Mr. Hunter) in Farm-
Poultry is correct, they must have pretty
good corn "down liast." We in this

part of the country (northern New York)
are pretty well content with five per
cent of fat, while he reports eighty-six

per cent ! Mighty few samples of butter

will show up as well as that, many good
Guernsey and Jersey butters go less than
eighty per cent. What's the necessit)-

any longer for a cow or a churn ? If his

corn contains as much water as it gener-
ally does here, viz., fourteen per cent,

there wouldn't be much room left for

other constituents. I should think this

corn if a little mercuric chloride or car-

bolic acid were mixed with it would
make a pretty good ointment for scaly

legs."
«

* *

Suppose now we take mangels, beets,

turnips and carrots. They contain over

eighty-five per cent of water, and yet

they are fattening under certain condi-

tions. Chemistry is a "dumb queer

thing" after all, and many a practical

poultry aud cattle feeder has found this

to be the case. Brother Hunter, you

I?
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cannot condemn corn without condemn-

ing other foods, if you depend on chemi-

calanalysis.

« «

Grapes are a very watery food, and yet

hundreds ofpeople have eaten themselves

back into health and strength by the

"grape cure," and yet who claims grapes

to be a perfect food ?

*

A. H. H., Vineland, N. J., writes : "Can

you give the address of any veterinary

surgeon who will examine pigeons which

have <lied from disease and is competent

to discover the cause, etc." We do not

know of any veterinary surgeon who
makes a specialty of pigeon diseases.

We should advise consulting Henry Erd-

mann or H. W. Vahle, of Philadelphia,

both of whom have had long experience

in such matters.
«

» «

Poultry, England, states: "It may in-

terest our readers to know that before

the Crystal Palace Show closed Abbot

Brothers claimed by telegram the first

and cup silver Wyandotte pullet at cata-

logue price, ;^20 19s. This pullet was

bred and exhibited by them at the Dairy

Show, where she won first prize, and was

claimed at catalogue price, ^15 15s. She

was afterwards exhibited at Worcester,

and again claimed at catalogue price by

a second fancier, and finally she ap-

peared at the Palace, again winning first

prize, and has safely returned to the

Norfolk Yards. This, we think, is the

highest recorded price paid for a Wyan-
dotte. The firm also sold the second

prize pullet a few days previous to the

Palace Show, so that our readers will see

that the first and cup cockerel, and first

and cup, second and third pullets were

all bred by Abbot Brothers."

*

An American breed leading even the

time-honored favorite breed of England

in popularity across the "herring pond"

is a lesson for our native fanciers. It

simply goes to show that English fanciers

know what a good breed is, even if it

originated in America.

« «

Do not forget the Albany, N. Y., show

of tlie New York and New England

Poultry atid Kennel Club, January 5 to 8,

1892. The premium offered are liberal,

and the handsome preiniuni list will

be sent to all who apply to Sfcretary W.

C. House, Freys Bush, N. Y.

« *

New York will have the round up of

the season in Pebruary, 1892, so Secre-

tary Rackham thinks, and it behooves

all fanciers to keep an eye on Go ham.

Philadelphia will give New York royal

support, for the latter is "rooting" for

the Quaker City.
*

« «

Two such great shows as the above

mentioned ones a;e bound to be, do more

solid good to the fancy and practical

poultry business than is commonly sup-

posed. Among the thousands that pa-

tronize these shows many become per-

manently interested in poultry culture.

We are glad to slate that but little oppo-

sition is observable this year against

New York. Philadelphia has escaped ad-

verse criticism thus far, although its in-

novation 7'c show methods are more radi-

cal than those at New York it 1891.

«

The premium list of the South Caro-

lina Poultry and Pet Stock Association

(chartered) is at hand. The annual show

will be held at Charleston, S. C, January

5 to 9, 1892. Ross A. Smith is the presi-

dent and Benjamin Mclnnes the secre-.

tary. G. O. Brown judges the poultry

and H. W, Lacy the dogs. The entry fee

is fifty cents for each bird. Premiums
are $2 to first and $1 to second. For best

male and four females I5 is offered, with

$2 to the second best. An additional en-

try of I1.50 is required to compete for

pen prizes.
*

The G. W. Childs trophy, the Record

cup, and the Item trophy are the most
valuable prizes ever offered at a poultry

show. Philadelphia startled the world

by its centennial, and now the poultry

fanciers of the Quaker City will prove to

the fancy at large what Philadelphia can

do in the way of poultry shows.
*

The premium list is now in the hands

of thousands of fanciers, and our only

advice is to make entries early, for they

will close positively December 28.

« «

It will give but credit where it rightly

belongs to stale that Secretary Holmes,

of the Philadelphia Poultry and Pigeon

Club, has done more towards inspiring

enthusiasm for the show than any other

man. His quick and methodical methods

have inspiied confidence everywhere.
•

« •

It has been a source of sincere regret

to all members of the club that their

president, W. H. Child, has been con-

fined to his bed for many weeks. His

calm and wise counsel, however, was not

lost, for unable physically to attend the

meetings, he directed those who con-

sulted with him. The members of the

club, as well as his many other friends,

hope that Mr. Child may soon be able to

shake hands with them as in "ye olden

time."
«

« •

We learn from several sources that

Secretary Peer is sending out invitations

to his friends to participate in the pleas-

ures of a trip on the cars to California.

He yearns for good, lively and congenial

companions it seems. Uncle Rackham
has not been invited. There are a few

others besides.
*

« »

We would suggest to Mr. Peer that it

would be extremely proper for him to

notify all members of the A. P. A. by

mail or through the poultry press of the

proposed arrangements of the California

trip.

Speaking of California reminds us of

the communication appearing in this

issue from Mr. Mercer. The latter de-

fends California as the choice of the A.

P. A., and incidentally whispers a few

other things of interest to members of

the A. P. A. and outsiders.

« *

He wants us to hurrah for California

and whoop things up in general. The
Fanciers' Journal, has plainly and de-

cide<lly stated its position in the matter,

and again hopes that the California

meeting will be a success.

« *

This will not prevent us from believ-

ing that the itinerant plan of holding the

A. P. A. meetings is not calculated to

help the association in making it national.

To be national requires full representa-

tion from all parts of the United States.

•
* •

The new members elected in remote

localities are apt t'^ outnumber the visit-

ing members, and human nature is such

as to favor the election of those men who
worked to bring the meeting to the polling

place. The evil of this plan is obvious,

but unavoidable.
*

« *

The A. P. A. should be the hub from

which radiate sectional leagues under its

control, and not be a tail to a show room
kite.

« *

The Barred Plymouth Rock Club an-

nounces that all birds competing for club

specials at Philadelphia will be scored.

In answer to numerous inquiries we will

stale that G. O. Brown will judge the

Plymouth Rocks at Philadelphia, as he

was especially engaged for that purpose.

«

The premium list of the Mohawk Val-

ley Poultry and Kennel Club is at hand.

The fourth annual show will be held in

Gloversville, N. Y., December 29, 1891, to

January I, 1892. The premiums offered on

fowls are liberal and single bird prizes are

three dollars to the first and two dollars to

the second. Breeding pen prizes are five

dollars to first and three dollars to second

best, the four highest scoring females

and the highest scoring male to consti-

tute the best breeding pen. The entry

fee is one dollor for each bird, two dollars

additional being charged if birds compete

also in breeding pens. J. A. Miller, Can-

ajoharie, N. Y., is secretary.

The American Buff Cochin Club meets

at Philadelphia, Pa., on Saturday, Janu-

ary 9, 1892. Cochin, Langshan an<l

Brahma breeders have a chance to win

the Record Cup. The best display of

Asiatics secures this great prize.

Finest Paper of the Season.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Your Christmas number was the finest

poultry paper of the season and the many
special articles from noted breeders are

very valuable, especially I. K. Felch's

paper on the light Brahma. I have read

it already several times over and shall

preserve it for future reference. Speak-

ing of light Brahmas, reminds me that

reference should be made to the show of

the New England Light Brahma Club,

which is to be held in Faneuil Hall, Bos-
Ion, January 26 to 30, 1892. Specialty
exhibitions do more for any breed than
a mixed show. This was demonstrated
by the light Brahma exhibit of last Feb-
ruary in Boston. The demand for birds

since then has exceeded the supply, and
the show in June next promises to still

further boom this leading breed. We
hope to number among our members all

reputable breeders of the light Brahma in

New Fviigland. Premium lists may be
had by writing to G. W. Cromack, secre-

tary, Stoneham, Mass. Yours truly,

G. W. Cromack.
Stoneham, Mass., December 9.

Change of Officers.

To Pekin Bantam Breeders.

Gentlemen : The Pekin Bantam Club

was organized August 25, 1890, by a few

admirer of the little beauties, and Messrs.

T. Farrer Rackham and G. P. Reyuaud
were elected respectively president and

secretary and treasurer. These gentle-

men, owing to affiliation with many clubs

and fearing that they might not do jus-

tice to their offices, have sought to relieve

themselves, and for the good of the club
to place its management in good hands.
They are pleased to inform the public
that Mr. T. H. Adams, of Pawtucket, R.
I., and Mr. N. S. Ball, of Shrewsburj',
Mass , have kindly accepted respectively

the offices of president and secretarj* and
treasurer. The change will redound to

the advantage of the club, and all are

earnestly urged to co-operate with its

able officers to perfect the organization

and boom their favorites. Fraternally,

T. Farrer Rackham,
G. P. Reynaud.

THE A. P. A. MBBTINO.

—" How is this ? I ordered a steak and
a poached egg. I see the egg, but
where is the steak?" Waitress: "It's
all right, sir ; the steak is under th« egg."
—Feathered World.

California Advocates Are Jubi-
lant Over the Outcome.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Mr. G. P. Reynaud, in the issue of The
Fanciers' Journal for November 21,

finishes his article by saying : "Now let

all members of the poultry fraternity ex-

press their views." As most of the

members of the A. P. A. have mailed

their views for the small sum of two

cents, let us hope for the welfare of their

pockets that they will not go to the

enormous expense of expressing their

views, for the express companies are

hogs, or at least that is what the breeders

call them, and I suppose I had better be

"in the swim" and swell the chorus, and

Brothers Reynaud and Drevenstedt, why
do you not jump in the swim and throw

up your hats and cheer for California,

the finest acreage in all of Uncle Sam's

great farm ? Hurrah with all your might

and you will feel better, sleep and eat

better and be one of the four hundred.

But Mr. Reynaud's article is a serious

one, and deserves serious consideration.

In the first place he states that the A. P.

A. was an honorable body, which implies

that it is not now. We believe if the

question, "Is the A. P. A. an honorable

body or not ?" was voted upon by the
respectable fanciers of the United States

and Canada, Mr. Reynaud would after

election be in about the same position as

was the high and mighty presidential

candidate, Belva Lockwood. Yes, the A.
P. A. is still an honorable body, but like

all honorable bodies it can be made more
honorable, and from its past history (not

fmblished, but unpublished history), we
earn that it has made great improve-
ments in all directions.

If Mr. Reynaud will study one of the
unpublished histories of the manner in

which some of the earl v meeting of the

A. P. A. were procured, he will find that

the administrations of Mitchell, Twells,

Scotten and Peer are improvements on
earlier ones. Go back only as far as the
Indianapolis meeting, when Mr. Ward
stated to that meeting that Manitoba
breeders paid ninety-five-point prices for

fifteen-point birds, and what did such a
statement call forth—only laughter. One
member did manage to tell the meeting
that "that's business." I am simply
giving you published history now, such
as can be found in the Poultry Keeper,
page 371, March, 1888. But I have other's

liistories of that meeting, one of which
says: 'One member remarked that

an\ thing was good enough for California

or Manitoba," and what followed ? Noth-
ing but laughter. Does Mr. Reynaud
imagine for one moment that had the
same remark been made at Charleston,

or is made at Los Angeles, such a person
or persons will not be disgracefully ex-
pelled from the association for villainous

conduct? Yes. the A. P. A. is stronger,

better and more useful to day than it ever
was. I remember years ago when I lived

in Connecticut how the New England
fanciers considered they had a mortgage
on the A. P. A. One year they held a
meeting in Massachusetts, and the next
in Maine, and would have held the next
four in New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode
Island and Connecticut if Yankee fair

play and western strength had not
steeped in and said let the West have a
little encouragement. What, cried some
of the New England fanciers, go west

!

Why those Hoosiers cannot tell a duck
from a turkey.
But the A. P. A. did go West, and it

went South, and now it is coming to the
Pacific coast, and time will prove that
every exertion that the A. P. A. has made
to cover more territory has proved advan-
tageous to her. As for wire-pulling, I

suppose there always will be a little of
it, but talking alwut decadence, is not a
little wire-pulling better than t'.e go »d

old methods of ye olden time, when a

pair or a trio decided where the next
meeting would l)e and nominated and

j
electefl officers months before the meet-

' ing was called to order? There are a

\
few things that members of the A. P. A.

stem to have entirely forgotten, and
chief among these things is the fact that

the A. P. A. exists for the purpose of pro-

moting the poultry interests of all Amer-
ican fanciers, and not the interest of one
or two sections. If the South needed
encouragement, as it did, the A. P. A.
did what was right by going there.
As for the expense of president and

secretary, that is all bosh, and the cry of
the few who want the meeting held in

one place or section continually. The
membership fees and money obtained
from sale of standards in the South more
than paid the expenses of secretary and
presiclent, and the |ioo received from
California members and the 500 stand-
ards that have been bought on the Pacific
coast will pay the expenses of the presi-

dent and secretary to Los Angeles and
return ; and then think of the new mem-
bers to be obtained if the A. P. A. goes
there. Editor Goodwin, ofthe California
Poultry Keeper, is dying to pay his lit-

tle |io if the A. P. A. goes to Los Ange-
les, and so is Brothers Clapp an<l Thorn,
FuUerton. Bixby, Condee and Mr. Paul
Conil, and Mr. Ruschhaupt offered to let

me send their membership fees in last

year, but as it was too late to be admit-
ted that year they decided to join next
year. Then in the North there is Croley,
Albee, Kusting, McFarling, Armstrong.
Ladd. Garrison, Grofion, Cassal, Brents
and many others who can easily be in-

duced to join. Little Pasof>ena has many
progressive fanciers, and fn»m among
them Clapp, Edmondson, Rowan and
Stout couia easily be persuaded to join.

Goodwin, Croley, Fullerton and Htintz
all have poultry departments in their pa-
pers, and they will not stay away from an
A. P. A. meeting to save a little ten dol-
lars.

A poultry breeder or incubator manu-
facturer who desire to sell slock exhibits
in all parts of the country, and if the A.
P. A. wishes more members and a larger
sale for its standards it must develop new
sections, and by so doing create a greater
sale for its standards. I hope the mem-
bers of the A. P. A. will look upon this

meeting from a business standpoint, and
the talk of the A. P. A. not being able to
afford a trip to Los Angeles is the purest
kind of rot. Why it is a money-making
scheme if only managed right.

Mr. Reynaud is somewhat inconsistent
Mhen he intimates that certain parlies can
get most of the votes for a meeting, but
not for themselves if they ran for office.

Mr. R. seems to think that Los Angeles
secured the meeting simply because sev-

eral parlies desired that place to secure
their election, and I think it hardly fair

to sav that the A. P. A. members who
voted for Los Angeles did so through in-

fluence and against their will. The facts

arc that had the Pacific coast breeders
shown less apathy Los Angeles would
have secured fifty of Ihe fifty-six votes in-

stead of thirty-six. Some of the best
friends Los Angeles had voted against
her, not because they did not believe she
deserved the meeting, but for other rea-

sons. Mr. Babcock was in favor of Los
Angeles long l)efore the Charleston meet-
ing, and he suggested that the best way
to secure the A. P. A. was to get a lot

of new members, an idea which I imme-
diately acted upon. Mr. I. K. Felch fa-

vored Los Angeles and was willing to

vole and work for it if the meeting couid
be held at a time when he could attend,
say the last of January, but the dates had
been decided upon, and it was only nat-

ural that he or anyone who greatly de-
sired to attend the meeting should vote
for the place that they could attend.

Mr. Sid Conger came direct from
Charleston to Los Angeles with the en-
couraging report that not a single mem-
ber opposed Los Angeles, and brought
messages from Mr. B. N. Pierce which
creatly encouraged the Californians to

nope for success. Mr. Crosby wrote that

he could not come to Los Angeles, but
believed California deserved the meeting,
and added, "so does everyone in the A.

P. A. that I have heard from. Mr. New-
ton Adams and Mr. A. E. Shaw said they
would only vote for Los Angeles, and Mr.
Shaw thought every man in the South
would. Mr. Twells was for Los Angeles
from the first, and I could mention twen-
ty more who favored California, and
there is not a man among them or among
those whose names I have mentioned
that Mr. Reynaud will care to accuse
of wire-pulling for Los Angeles. Brother
Harker, Goodwin, Paul and others did

good work for California, but neither did
they or any other Californian do a single

ungentlemanly act to secure the A. P. A.

The meeting was won in a fair and hon-
orable manner, and what activity was

shown was simply to balance the wire-
pulling that was started for Detroit and
Worcester.
Mr. Scotten has made a good presi-

dent and Mr. Peer a good secretary and
treasurer, and we hope to see them re-
elected to office, and believe that 90 per
cent of the A. P. A. will vote for them.
At the great Chicago meeting in 1893 the
A. P. A. should do honor to its two most
distinguished members, I. K. Felch and
H. S. Babcock. and the election of Mr.
Felch as president and Mr. Babcock as
secretary and treasurer would not only
do honor to the association but give the
first vice-president an opportunity to
"study up" Roberts' Rules of Order.
The A. P. A. is still an honorably body,

and its decadence is simply the imagina-
tion of someone who has read "Poe" in
the small hours of A. M. But I agree
with Mr. Reynaud that the A. P. A. can
be greatly improved, and it will be after
it has met in Los Angeles. Yours truly,

John D. Mercer.
Seattle, Wash., December ro.

•--•

That Kansas Cyclone.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
The last issue of The Journal is at

hand, full of most readable matter as

usual, but " A Kansas Cyclone " had
better have been left unprinted. The
Cochin controversy was read by me with

intense interest and highly enjoyed, both

Messrs. Sternberg and Felch carrying on
the discussion most ably, each making
strong points for his side of the question
and thereby creating much thought
among Cochin fanciers in general
throughout the entire country. All this
is indeed perfectly proper anil beneficial,
for by these exchanges of opinion
through the press many a fancier is set
to thinking and thus many a new
thought an<l bright idea is originateil.

These bright ideas and opinions are ex-
cellent, when the topic under consider-
ation is continually kept in view, but
when writers become so enthusiastic that
they are obliged to call each other hard
names in order to express and maintain
beliefs, it is high time for them to cease.
The Cochin controversy ended just in

the nick of time, for altliough the same
was, as I have said, at first most ably
carried on, the last few papers were by
no means a credit to the writers or to the
poultry fraternity at large.

Whose opinion I favored, or who I be-
lieve to have gotten the best of this dis-

cussion, is not for me to say, but assure
you was extremely glad when the last

gun was fired and the Cochin contro-
versy was at an end, for at each succes-
sive writing more and more bitter feeling
was expressed. The smoke had cleared
away and evidently all was peace, but
alas, here I find in my paper last received,

Mr. Sternberg again opening up his gun,
loaded with words which are far from
becoming a gentleman.
What is the cause ? Mr. Sternberg had

suggested a certain class for "full
feathered, full hocked " Cochins at the
coming winter exhibitions in New York
City. Mr. Felch suggested probably a
still better plan, whereupon Mr. Stern-
berg immediately rises up in arms, and
acts most ungentlemanly and childish. I

for one could see nothing whatever in

Mr. Felch's suggestion to call for this
"Kansas Cyclone," and it is to be re-

gretted that such articles must appear in

so good a paper as The Journal.
Joking and satire apart, fellow fanciers,

shall we assert our rights, and express
our opinions? Most certainly, but with-
out becoming so bitterly personal. My
opinions are herein expressed, and I

have had my say. You may think that
I, too, am Ijecoming personal. I surely
hope not, and have simply written the
foregoing as an ardent fancier, hoping
that all may see that when a controversy
which concerns race types, or any other
matter, cannot be carried on without
entering into personalities, it is high
time to stop.

Letters such as the " Kansas Cyclone "

are far from just, and must give out-
siders, who may perchance read such,
anything but flattering opinions of the
fraternity. I close hoping I have made
my meaning clear, and that all parties
when discussing fowls in the future, will

stick to their topic and make some dis-

tinction between the merits of birds and
men. Charles S. Proctor.
MtTNiCH, Bavaria, November 25,

FOWL ENTHUSIASTS.

Practice and Theory in Successful
Poultry Farminjjr.

Editor F'anciers' Journal.

A week or so ago I chanced upon an
article beginning, "The poultry writers

are to blame," an assertion which, no
matter what might follow, was assumedly

interesting at the outset, especially to

one of the guild. The article aimed to

show how sonie poor deluded individuals

have suffered through being allured into

having an assured living for the uncer-

tainties of poultry raising, and asserted

that poultry writers alone were respon-

sible for their failures because of the

over-enthusiastic statements which they

were continually laying before the public,

and thus runneth the too common opin-

ion oflate.

It strikes me that there is room right

here for a demand from poultry writers

(the majority of whom at least know a

hen when they see one) to know why
these same deluded individuals have per-

sisted in putting credence in one phase

of their statements only and completely

ignoring all others. No writer upon poul-

try topics makes the whole business rose-

colored ; not one of them dares to advise

the average man to leave a competence

and embark in poultry raising. It isn't

at all necessary for some one to pop up
just here like a jack-in-the box and ask

with a victorious air why poultrymen dare
not do this if they have so much confi-
dence in poultry. There are two reasons
right on the surface. One is that they
have more confidence in the average hen,
well treated, than they have in the aver-
age man as a poultry raiser. The other
is that there are too many risks in some
branches to make it safe to advise any
one to take them up without knowing
what he is about.

"I wish you wouldn't put such notions
into M.'s head; you are making him
crazy on the poultry question," fumed a
wife who has no faith in poultry to one
of these culpable writers a few days ago.
As a matter of fact, all that the culprit
had done was to tell M. in a usual way,
and in answer to questioning, how his
own hens were laying, and what prices
he was getting for eggs. M., not knowing
anything practically of poultry care, at

once scented a fortune, and became a
poultry enthusiast, of one class, much to
the anxiety of Mrs. M.
"When twenty cents a pound is the

regular price to raisers all summer, how
can poultry help paying? Here we've
been paying from eighteen to thirty-five

cents a dozen for eggs during the sum-
mer, and no telling where the price will

go to in winter. Hens can't help paying
at these prices."

So reasons M., and at once decides to
build a house and stock it with hens.
Well for him if he has sufficient balance
to keep him from investing heavily in

the tempting scheme. He doesn't con-
sider in the least that everyone who knows
a thing about it insists that the work is

an everyday matter, and that success re-

quires that it be done. He doesn't con-
sider that man is prone to neglect details,

and "chores," especially if he has other
regular occupation and the poultry rais-

ing is only an avocation instead of a vo-

cation. He fails to consider that during
some seasons expenses are greater than
income, and that he will be likely to lose

confidence in the hens at just about that
time. He doesn't consider that it is un-
certain business to buy stock poultry in

any number, so uncertain that the expe-
rienced are afraid to undertake it, as he
would no doubt be if he knew more
about what he was attempting. He
doesn't consider the possibility (yes prob-
ab.l:ty for the beginner) of lice and roup
and gapes and cholera, and chickens
drooping and dying "frotii no cause what-
ever." Oh, no; he looks at the rose-

colored side only, forgetting that there
may be one of cold and discouraging
blue

;
yet these enthusiastic writers have

shown him both sides over and over
again.

Two actual conversations lately over-
heard seem to me to have an illustrative

force on just the point in question. The

first was between two women, the rela-

tives of two men who had lately left the
city for a small country town, and had
been immediately infected with the dead-
ly variety of poultry enthusiasm.
"Such a senseless piece of business,"

said Mrs. A. "Mr. A. keeps 100 hens
and we haven't got an egg in weeks, and
the hens eat enough to keep us poor all

the time."
'"We do better than that," laughed

Mrs. B. "We have about fifty fowls, and
we get an egg nearly every day. The
hens don't seem to want to lay now. I

don't see what ails them, they surelv eat
enough. We got (juantities of eggs last

spring, elegant eggs, so very large and
so fresh, and one month we got as many
as 300! They laid splendidly then."
(Think of it. half a do/en cgj.;s a month
from each hen during the l)est laying
season. Trulv, "they laid t^plendidly
then !"

"How did the boy come out with the
sittings he bought?" asked Mrs. A. "Did
he enjoy the chickens as much as he ex-
pected to ?"

"Oh. dear. I guess he wishes he had
never seen a chicken ! Not one of his
white Wyaiidottes was white, and the cat
caught all but three. He i)aid %2 for

the eggs, too
;

just one hatching of
them."

"Oh, that's nothing, nothing at all.

Mr. A. has paid as high as ;f 10, find I tell

him he nnglit just as well throw the
money in the river. These men that
come out of the city and think they are
going 1.0 have such lovely gardens and
such quantities of fresh eggs are just
about as green as the fre>li country grass,

but lliey generally make up their minds
after they have spent enougli that tliey

would much rather buy their gaideii
stuff and eggs. If only we could get
fresh eggs without paying their weight
in gold !" she finished, with a regfetful
sigh.

The other "conversation" was more
like a monologue, alihough addressed to
a companion.
"Men make so much worse fools of

themselves about raising fowls than na-
ture made of them. We get letters at the
office every week from men who don't
know an\ thing about keeping hens, who
want us 10 tell them how to go right to
work with a 500 or 1000 power j>onltry

farm, and make it pay like a gohl mine.
If they U'^ed one atom of common sense
they might know better than to believe
that any man can take up any business at

the top instead of at the bottom ; if he
does, he is just taking 999 chances of fail-

ure against a poss-ilde one of success,

whether it's chickens or something eas-

ier." Is comment necessary ?

As a matter of course, the man who
likes hens, and who has made them pay
well, is going to make more of that than
he is of the difficulties which he has had
to overcome. If left to himself doubtless
he would discourse altogether on the
merits and beauties of the birds, the
quantities of eggs which they lay, and
the accruing profits. It is in order to
have a good conscience, and to avoid
this very fling in question he makes it a
point to seek out every place of failure,

and to say over and over again to every
newcomer along the way : "Here's a
bad place in the road ; there's a plank
gone from the briflge ; over there is a
slough of despond before you reach the
beautiful country where 'silver spangled
rose colors' lay 3000 eggs a year at a
dime apiece."

But who can tell all he knows in every
article he writes? It is all of little use,

apparently, this time that the expert
who hopes to be helpful spends in point-
ing out probable difficulties and the way
to avoid them in more or less degree.
The expectant fortune-hunters hear about
the "silver spangled rose colors" and
their wonderful product with one ear,

while they close the other to the recital

of the missing plank an<l the other hin-
drances, and lo ! the poultry enthusiast
is to blame. Verily there are at least two
classes of poultry enthusiasts, and nanre
has distributed her favors very unfairly
among them. To one class she has given
as good sen=e for this as they need for

theother affairs of life ; and to the others ?

Alas, how we must pity them !

C. S. Valentine.

—Guest (in restaurant) :
" Waiter, are

you sure these eggs are fresh laid ?"

Waiter : "Yes, sir ; 'aint 2 minutes since
they was laid on the plate."
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THE INDIAN GAME OLUB.

The Most Desirable Place for Hold-
infiT Its Annual Meeting^-

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

I see by all of my poultry papers that

H. P. Clarke says that Mr. Robert Col-

gate and myself are the only members of

the Indian Game Club that approve the

holding of the annual meeting at In-

dianapolis during their coming show, and

that without doubt the meeting will be

held there. If it is the wish of a major-

ity of the club that the meeting be held

at Indianapolis, I sincerely hope that the

vote will be cast for that place, and that

there may be a rousing meeting, but this

can only be told after the official vote is

cast.

While Mr. Clarke puts me on record as

approving the meeting at Indianapolis,

he does not give one word in explanation

of why I do so, and I have written him
my reason most fully. In justice to my-
self I would beg just enough of your val-

uable space to let the readers of The
Journal know what my reasons are for

casting my vote for the club to meet in

the East again this winter. This will be
the most important meeting that the
club ever held or ever will hold, as at

this meeting the Indian game standard is

to be perfected and adopted by the club,

and the meeting should be held at such a
time and place where the greatest good
to the largest number will result. Where
is that place ? Certainly not at Indian-
apolis. How many meml)ers of the
Standard Committee could attend the
meeting at Indianapolis ? I do not call

to mind over one.or two that will be at

all likely to attend the Indianapolis
show. Now, two members of the Stand-
ardCommiitee can not—or at least should
not—do the work that was intended for

five to do. I do not propose to let them
do my share, at all events, if I can help
it.

Mr. Clarke seems to think that present
indications point to the meeting of the
Standard Committee at Philadelphia and
the club at Indianapolis. Should such an
arrangement meet with the approval of a
majority of the Executive Committee, I

shall not offer any serious opposition to

it. While I should not strongly oppose
such a move, I think that it would be a
very unwise course for the club to adopt.
The labors of the Standard Committee do
not cease with the formulation of the
standard. After they have formulated a
standard that all or a majority of the
committee approve, it is then to be pre-

sented to the club at its meeting for adop-
tion. It is not reasonable to suppose
that the committee will present a stand-

ard that will please all membei-s of tTie

club present at its meeting. It will be
discussed and changes suggested, and
will be sent back to the committee with
suggestions for its amendment.
Should the committee meet at Phila-

delphia and the club at Indianapolis, it

will undoubtedly necessitate another
meeting of the Standard Committee at

considerable expense to each member,
beside an unnecessary delay in issuing

the standard. Now, why not avoid all

this unnecesvsary expense and delay ?

Call the annual meeting of the club at

Philadelphia, let the Standard Commit-
tee meet and complete the standard be-
fore the club meeting is called. Should
the standard as presented to the club not
meet with a unanimous adoption, an-

other meeting of the Standard Committee
can be called at once and the suggestion

of the club acted upon.
It seems to me extremely unwise to

call the committee meeting and club
meeting at different places. It must
certainly result in delay and unneces-
sary expense to each member of the
Standard Committee. The time for the

club to complete its work on a stand-

ard has arrived, and no member of

the Executive Committee should cast

his vote so as to delay the comple-
tion of this work a single hour. I do not

take this stand from any personal motive
nor any ill will toward western fanciers.

On the contrary, I have only the kind-
liest sentiments toward the West, and
wish them all the success attainable. My
position is taken because I deem it my
duty for the welfare of the Indian game.

The West will undoubtedly get the A. P.
A. and all the specialty clubs during the
World's Fair, and I think that Mr. Clarke
should place some restraint upon his am-
bition to .secure them this winter, especi-
ally when the best interests of so valuable
a variety as the Indian game are at stake.
Trusting that this explanation will

make plain to your readers why I oppose
the meeting of the club at Indianapolis
and that other members of the executive
will view the matter in the same light, I

am yours truly, F. W. Gaylor.
QuoGCE, L. I., December i6.

Reynaud Replies to Brown.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.
Mr. Brown, enraged at what he con-

siders an attack on a private citizen,

launches into a torrent of abuse, and at

the start displays his ignorance. Let him
consult an English-French dictionary and
find the proper meaning and translation

into French of the word "fox."

Mr. Brown is pleased to insinuate that I

might want the secretaryship of the A. P.

A., but he deceives himself. I am not

connected with the old society, and un-

der the present state of things could not
be induced to join. As secretary I could
no doubt check much of the wire-pulling
and possibly protect the society from
harm at the hands of greedy office seek-
ers and would-be rulers, but I have no
wish to undertake a thankless and most
probably useless job.

Listen to yourself, Mr. Brown : "I
think even the better element of the as-

sociation will bear me out in the asser-
tion that no place was ever voted for
with less intriguing for votes than
Charleston." Well, that is the hardest
blow that has as yet been struck at the
A. P. A., and by one of its staunch sup-
porters at that. Mr. Brown does not
claim it was an honest vole. If the
Charleston vote is as near honesty as that
body can get, no wonder disgust is mani-
fested and a national association de-
manded.
You do Mr. Peer too much honor when

you claim that my article was aimed at
him. Though he delights in writing of
me, and to nie, and keeps me supplied
with circulars and articles annotated by
himself, I have ignored his existence.
When you have sufficiently mastered

the French language to understand your
error in the application of my name, you
might very properly take up the study
of the Bible and trace up the Solomons
you refer to. Elucidate your meaning a
little ; though I might guess at your in-

tent, I do not care to take upon myself
the task of interpreting your words.
Once more let me quote : "If you see

a danger ahead, flag the train, hold up
the danger signal and be honest enough
to help avert disaster, but do not skulk
and become a wrecker." This is very
sound advice, Mr. Brown ; it should strike

home. Advice is good, but practice still

better. Instead of losing your head and
resorting to personalities, why not bend
your energies to avoiding the disaster.

Strive to purify the A. P. A. and you will

not lack support. On the other end,
pursue your course of invectives and un-
founded accusations and take the conse-
quences.

It is barely possible that the A. P. A.
can be saved, far more probable that the
wreck is unavoidable and that members,
moved bv the natural instinct of self-

preservation, will abandon the doomed
train and jump for their lives.

The wreckers of the A. P. A. are the
members whose sole ambition is office

holding and personal gain ; its best
friends are those who strive to purify it.

A rational change is necessary in its

management and the only means of pre-
venting the birth of a rival. The accept-
ance and adoption of the amendments
prof>osed by Mr. Scudder would be a step
in the right direction, the election of the
next board of officers by popular vote a
token of reform.

Place every member on an equal foot-

ing and the existence of rings will be-

come an impossibility. Let the majority
rule. Let the A. P. A. abandon its arbi-

trary way of dealing with specialty clubs
and recognize in them intelligent and
powerful factors. Offer them the olive

branch and they will bless and defend
you. Present them a sword and they
will wrest it from your hand and cut you
down with it. G. P. Reynaud.
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TORHAM POULTRY YARDS.

A Galaxy of Beautiful Fowls for

the Eye to Feast On.

To reach Hyde Park, N. Y
.

, where the

Torham Poultry Yards are located, one

cannot do better than take the boat from

New York City to Poughkeepsie and from

there proceed by stage or cars to destina-

tion. The delightful trip up the Hudson
will interest even the most dyed-in-the-

wool poultry crank. The beauties of

lacing and pencilling of chicken feathers

are temporarily forgotten, and the mag-
nificent scenery that has made the Hud-
son Valley famous in print and on can-

vas absorbs the attention of all but the

most callous and pessimistic human crea-

tures. Hyde Park, like many other Hud-
son River towns and cities, is located on

a side hill, and to a person accustomed

to level couutry the beauties of hills and

valleys are appreciated at the cost of con-

siderable loss of lung power. At least

our experience proved this, but perhaps

the gigantic steps of George Weed are re-

sponsible. We met Mr. Weed at the

station, and after enjoying a hearty

greeting feelingly expressed by his vice-

like grip when he "shakes," we proceeded

to ascend the highway and soon reached
the top. About twenty minutes more
and we rested comfortably in the cosy
home of the manager of the Torham
Yards.
The "gude wife" being away, our

friend Weed, or "Pusley," as Frank
Gaylor christened him, proceeded to ex-
plain practically what he knew about
cooking. Making due allowance for the
scenery and a ravenous appetite, "Pus-
ley" scored high as a chef The usual
subjects of interest to fanciers were dis-

cussed after supper. Frank Gaylor was
discussed as well, all on account of that

electric bell arrangement at Sandacre. It

is needless to say that Weed has no elec-

tric bells or wires around loose. "The
telegraph wires are near enough to suit

me," he remarked.
George Weed is a decided character,

and fanciers who h 4ve failed to meet and
know him have missed a generation of
fun, for "Pusley" was the bright particu-

lar wit at the Amsterdam and Albany
shows of 1891. It wa5 at Amsterdam, we
believe, that ''dreibund" Zimmer, Gay-
lor and Weed, made themselves solid

with a hotel keeper by one of the latter's

happy thoughts. Gaylor introduced the
hotel keeper as Mr. Mullen. "Gracious !

Mullen, we are related," exclaimed Weed.
"Not that I know of," replied Mr. M.
"Whv certainlv. You are a Mullen and
I am a Weed. 'See?"
That was one on the hotel keeper. Per-

haps "Zim" or Gaylor will tell the rest.

We have promised not to.

On the following morning we inspected
the poultry yards and premises. Torham
is a tieautiful park, commanding a mag-
nificent view of miles of grand country.
To the northwest the Catskill Mountains
could be seen, even the famous Moun-
tain House was discernable. The snow-
capped mountains, however, made us
shiver and brought to mind the coming
of the winter months, which in New
York State sorely try the poultryman
and farmer. We had a pleasant chat with
Mr. S. B. Sexton, the proprietor, and soon
discovered that the royal buffcochins were
his particular favorites. The first building
we entered was the feed room, about ten
feet square. We have never seen a
cleaner and better arranged place. No
grain was in sight, everything was in

bins and closets. Floors, walls and ceil-

ings were as bright and clean as the
energetic and industrious manager could
make them. Even the framed Stoddard
chromos looked better than is their

custom.
The incubator room is George Weed's

particular pride. Two Prairie State in-

cubators do the work of hatching, while
a neat desk serves "Pusley" when he is

in meditative thought and answering
letters. The floor is covered with mat-
ting and the walls are ornamented with a
great collection of premium cards and
ribbons won by the Torham feathered
tribe. The room is twelve by twenty
feet, and is supplied with heat from the
hot water pipes that are connected with

the brooding house. The latter is sev-
enty-two by fifteen feet in size. The
brooders are excellent, being Mr. Weed's
own inventions, a modification and im-
provement on the Smyrna system. The
capacity of each brooder is larger than is

common, but as there are seldom more
chickens brooded than half the capacity
of the brooder the results are very satis-

factory. The brooders were, of course,
not in operation but carefully boarded
over and the brooding rooms used for the
young stock. The latter was in keeping
with the elegant surroundings.
The main building is one hundred and

eighteen feet long and fifteen feet wide.
An alleyway of three feet is on the north
side of the building. The roosts in each
pen are placed on a platform. The lat-

ter is carefully swept every morning and
by means of tackle is hoisted to the ceil-

ing. The fowls in the daytime are
obliged to hustle around instead of con-
versing in idleness on the roosts. To
write a description of the fowls would
consume pages of paper, for the quality
and quantity are great. Buff Cochins,
silver Wyandottes, white Leghorns, black
Minorcas, golden pencilled Hamburgs,
silver spangled Hamburgs, patridge Co-
chins, barred Plymouth Rocks, Pekin and
Japanese bantams are the breeds kept.
Torham Yards are a first-class poultry
show.
We were particularly fascinated by a

pen of golden pencilled Hamburgs. The
breed is one of the most beautiful in ex-
istence, and the Torham quintette is the
best we have seen anywhere. The silver

spangled Hamburgs were another fine

collection, and a few of the more ad-
vanced young stock looked as if more
blue ribbons were in store for Torham.
As Professor Thompson, of Ameuia,
would say to a purchaser, "She can't be
beat for she scents the blue already."
Among the buff Cochins we found sev-

eral pullets and hens that have the hap-

py full-feathered garb and true shape
without the "wings on the hocks."
"Now, what do you think of the silver

Wyandottes?" asked the manager. The
expression of his face told eloquently
that they were his favorites. We ven-
tured to ask what he thought of them.
"Well, they are the best fowls I know
of. They outlay all others on the place.

What do you think of them for points?"
Candidly speaking, we thought they

were a remarkably fane flock, especially

the male binls. There was evidence of
great care in mating perceptible, as the
uniformity of the cockerels was aston-
ishing. Fine in comb, good in hackles,
saddles and wing, with well-laced breasts,

we are certain that the silver Wyandotte
is seen to better advantage at Torham
than elsewhere. The hens and pullets

were good, some particularly so.

After thorougly discussing all the fowls
at Torham, Weed suddenly said: "Now
we'll take a little stroll and look at a few
'bantys.'" The little stroll was about
two miles, and led us into the town. Lo-
cated on one of the side streets we found
a complete poultry establishment. The
latter was the home of the famous red
pile bantams of George Weed.
The great cock illustrated in our

Christmas number was as saucy as ever,

and looked in glorious defiance at some
of his less fortunately endowed relatives.

The old bird is almost invincible. Shape
and color are beautifully combined in
him, but there were two of his sons
strutting about that bid fair to make their

sire look to his laurels. We noticed one
in particular,whose station was the nearest
to a fine black-red game we ever saw.
The tail, so often the weak point in piles,

was very slim and typical. After seeing
such a fine flock of pile bantams we are
satisfied that America need not import
from England in the future.

Before concluding, we must say a few
words for a fine lot of games belonging
to Mr. Hedgecock, of Hyde Park. In-
dian and pit games are the latter's hobby,
and as is well known, the pit game is

found in great perfection in that part of
the world. One cock, a shawlneck, was
particularly fine, and a pen of wheaten
hens were worthy of a place of honor at

any show. We admired the hens, and so
did "Presley," but he remarked : "They
may be nice to look at, but don't lay
enough to keep up a generation."
Mr. Hedgecock is, like most Eng-

lishmen, a fancier and a breeder for

feather and pleasure only. We never re-

gretted a departure for home more than
the one from Hyde Park, for it is an ideal

pluce for fanciers and lovers of sport.

With such a host and guide as George
Weed, no right-minded fancier can fail

to be entertained most royally. He has
our thanks for living up to his reputa-
tion.

The IjOs Anireles Show.
Everybody knows where and what

California is. Most people know that it

is the most progressive state in the union.

Everybody doesn't know that it is one of

the leading states in the breeding of

thoroughbred poultry. Such, however,

is the fact.

The coming show, to be held during
the meeting of the American Poultry

Association, will be the grandest, largest

and best attended ever held west of the

Rocky Mountains.

The selection of Los Angeles as the

place of holding the A. P. A. meeting for
1892 will draw on it the eyes of the
world, and this coupled with the fact
that California has the most perfect win-
ter climate of America, the number of
visitors will be something immense.

Will you not meet with us, exhibit
your birds and share in the tremendous
benefits to be derived by exhibiting them
at this, the grandest show of the year.

California is the Mecca of tourists, who
come to see our orange groves, orchards
and snow-capped mountains. This year
there will be more visitors than ever be-
fore, and February is the favorite month
for them to come. They all centre at
Los Angeles, and from there visit other
portions of the state. Thus you get more
national advertising than from any like
exhibition in the world. It only remains
for you to come and join the great pro-
cession.

Low passenger and express rates will
be obtained, the best judges of poultry
and pet stock have been secured, and to
sum all up, this is the opportunity of a
life-time. Don't neglect it. For more
detailed information send for a premium
list, which will be ready December 30,
1891, and can be had by addressing E. R.
Terwilliger, secretary, 1322 S. Hill St,
Los Angeles. Cal., or G. H. A. Goodwin,
corresponding secretary, 137 S. Broad-
way, Los Angeles, Cal.

PIGEON FLYING.

Cage Bird Society.
The Toronto Cage Bird Society held

its annual meeting December i. Presi-

dent Atkinson in the chair. There was a

large attendance, and several new mem-
bers were admitted. It was decided to

hold an open show of canaries and cage

birds in February, and a prize list that

was drawn up by the committee was ac-
cepted, with a few alterations. The judges
appointed were Messrs. Donovan, Man-
ger and Hope. This is the first cage bird
show open to the public that has been
held in Toronto for some years, and the
society shows energy in its best form.
The election of officers for 1892 took
place, and resulted as follows : President,
R. Atkinson (re-elected) ; first vice-presi-

dent, John Naylor ; recording secretary,
R. Naylor ; treasurer, A. Griffiths ; Com-
mittee of Management, Messrs. Naylor,
Jackes, Cochrane, Douglas, Henderson,
Robinson and Powell.

Association Meeting.

The Toronto Poultry, Pigeon and Pet

Stock Association held its annual meet-

ing on the 2d instant in Richmond Hall,

ex-president Barber in the chair. The
principal business was the election of offi-

cers, which resulted as follo>ys : Honor-
ary president, Mr. Davies, commissioner

of agriculture
;

president, John Miles
;

first vice-president, C. J. Daniels ; second
vice-president, J. E. Bennett ; secretary,

John Gray ; treasurer, R. Downs ; Exec-
utive Committee, J. H. Thompson, W.
Fox, W. Barber, E. F. Doty, J. Dilworth
and D. G. Davies ; delegates to the In-

dustrial Exhibition, the president and T.
A. Duff ; delegates to the Western Fair,

C. J. Daniels and John Gray ; auditors,

H. B. Donovan and Charles Bonnick.
The reports of the secretary, treasurer
and auditors were satisfactory in every de-
tail, and the association starts into 1892
with a large membership roll, increasing
interest and a modest cash balance.

ON THE WING.

The annual meeting of the Federation

of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers

was looked forward to with intense curi-

osity. Speculation was rife as to the re-

sult. We regret to say that the latter

was not in the interest of the sport.

«
« •

The ticket elected is a victory for John
Shepard. The latter marshalled his

forces and proxies sufficiently to knock
out the opposition ticket. Consequently

Boss Shepard and his clique are elated.

«

The new president, Mr. Garrabrants,

of Newark, N. J., is personally a popular

fancier, but being identified with the

Shepard-Philadelphia-or-nothing policy,

we cannot look upon his election at pres-

ent as a step towards the amalgamation
of all pigeon flying interests.•
The disposal of Race Secretary D. S.

Rogers will cause no tears of regret. His
Sphinx-like actions toward the press

made him unpopular. To increase the

sport and the number of fanciers requires

a hustling and courteous secretary, who
cheerfully gives the news to those who
can and will disseminate it where it will

do the most good

» »

The new secretary, C. H. Jones, cannot
be accused of being a sphinx. On the

contrary, he was so vociferous before his

election in declaring his candidacy, and
also loud in his promises to support Mr.
Goldman for president, that conservative

fanciers felt slightly uncomfortable. This

may be further explained by stating that

Mr. Jones is also a detective.
*

« •
Promises, however, are apt to be vis-

ionary, and James Conley found it so.

He was simply given the "dinky dink"
by somebody, but manfully refused to

return such a questionable compliment.

He cast his famous sixty-one proxies for

Mr. Jones. Had he cast them for Mr.

Goldman, who was induced to enter the

race for secretary, Mr. Jones could have
been defeated.

*
* *

Not satisfied with having the president

and secretary, the Shepard party pro-

ceeded to fill up the rest of the ticket

with more Philadelphians, throwing one

morsel to a New Yorker and another to a

Jerseyman.
*

» *

This, as it stands, is a Philadelphia

ticket, and without the support of the

great majority of Philadelphia fancies

who favor a national organization.
*

« •

To ignore such men as Conley, Wood,
Munroe and others who have liberal and
broad views, and who have worked hard
to remove the stigma that now rests on
the Federation is a suicidal policy.

It is, however, in keeping with the

views and tactics of Boss Shepard. The
latter may pose as an autocrat, and even
resort to invectives at variance with par-

liamentary rules, it matters not to his

followers.
»

« «

We are satisfied, however, that the

election of the Shepard ticket will prove

a boomerang. It has killed the national

project completely, as far as the latter

originating from the Federation is con-

cerned.

« »

Mr. Goldman's defeat will stimulate

the formation of a national league of

pigeon flying fanciers under liberal rules,

and The Fanciers' Journal hopes now
that the pigeon flying fanciers of Phila-

delphia, New York, Trenton, Newark,
Brooklyn, Baltimore, Washington, Roch-
ester and elsewhere will combine to form
such a league.

«
» «

The sport demands it, and judging
from many letters received by the editor

of The Fanciers' Journal from readers

of this paper, there are hundreds of ama-
teurs ready to join the ranks of a na-

tional league having state sections. The
columns of The Journal are open for a

thorough discussion on this subject, and
we are certain that A. M. Wood, the

pigeon flying editor of the Item, will

grant the same privilege in his paper, so

let the movement begin.

PIGEON FLYERS MEET.

Annual Gatherins: of the Federa-
tion at Newark, N. J.

The Newark Chess Club's room was
filled with pigeon flying fanciers on De-

cember 9, at 8 P. M., when President

Maule called the meeting to order. Sec-

retary Rogers read the roll call, after

which Mr. Bockius moved that the new
rules for 1892 be discussed before proceed-

ing to the election of officers. Objected

to by Mr. A. M. Wood on the ground
that members of 1891 could not discuss

rules of 1892.

W. Garrabrants wanted an explanation,

and Mr. Wood said his objection was a

sufficient explanation, adding that the

regular order of business should not be

changed, and asked for the reason why
the rules should be changed. Mr. Bockius

replied that members ought to know
what the rules were before they voted

for candidates. Mr. Wood answered that

1 89 1 members should not vote on 1892

rules, and moved that the regular order

of business be proceeded with, which was
carried.

The secretary read his report, from

which we learn that 2468 birds were

shipped during the year to compete in

the different races. Mr. Spanghel, of the

Kings County Club, objected to the por-

tion of the report which stated that Mr.
Hub won the special prize of the club,
as the latter did not win according to the
rules. Mr. Wood moved that it be
stricken from the report. John Shepard
offered an amendment to the above to
have it referred to the Executive Com-
mittee. Mr. Wood thought the Kings
County Club ought to settle the matter,
as the latter gave the prize, and it had
no business to be in the report. Mr.
Shepard defended his motion. Mr. Prinz
argued that the race did not come off on
the appointed day, and added a few spicy
remarks. Mr. Spanghel said the race
secretary never notified the secretary of
the Kings County Club, and thought it

best to have the matter referred to the
Executive Committee. Mr. Shepard's
amendment was carried.

The Finance Committee's report show-
ed receipts for the year to be I388. 13

;

expenses, I293.25, leaving a balance of

I94.88 in the treasury. Dues were then
collected and new members enrolled.
The election of officers was then begun.
The candidates according to the rules

were for president, T. Fred Goldman,
Wni. Verrinder and L. W. Spanghel.
John Shepard objected to Mr. Goldman

as not being a member. Mr. Wood nom-
inated Mr. Goldman, which was sec-

onded. Messrs. Bowemian and Shepard
exchanged compliments. In the mean-
time Mr. Verrinder's name was withdrawn
and Mr. Shepard nominated W. Garra-
brandt for president. The vote received
by each candidate was as follows :

W. Garrabrandt 97
T. F. Goldman ,S2

President Maule thanked the members
and resigned the chair to the newly
elected president, Mr. Wood in the mean-
time moving that the election be made
unanimous. Carried by a rising vote.
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The vote for first vice-president resulted
as follows

:

John Love 96
A. M. Wood 82

The candidates for second vice-presi-

dent received the following votes :

Frank Piatt 87
G. L. Goldbeck 65
A. M. Wood 21

This was another victory for the Shej)-
ard ticket. The election of race secretary
caused considerable excitement, chiefly
by the actions of C. H. Jones, who wanted
the office so badly that he forgot the old
and proper custom of the office .seeking
the man. Mr. Conley was nominated
but declined to stand. Mr. Goldman,
after considerable persuasion, allowed his
name to stand. The result of the vote
was

:

C. H. Jones 148
T. F. Goldman 27

This caused surprise, but was readily
explained by Mr. Conley voting his six-

ty-one proxies for Mr. Jones, as he had
pledged the latter his support, with the
expectation that the aforesaid Jones
would suport Mr. Goldtnan for presi-

dent. The votes will show how Mr.
Jones supported the latter. The elec-
tion of treasurer resulted as follows :

J. C. Bockius i^i

Geoge H. Bowcrniaii 72

The Executive Committee candidates
were four in numljer. The result was as
follows :

L. W. Spanehel 95
J. D. Munroe 70
J. Work 96
r. Pepper 96

The meeting then adjourned. Consid-
erable feeling was manifested aft*r the
election at the result, and the general
impression was that the ticket was too
much for pigeon flyers oulside the pale
of the Shepard Philadelphia combination
to stand, and a really national and repre-
sentative organization was defeated by
the short-sighted policy of the latter.

Sale of White "Wyandottes.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Please state in the columns of your
valuable paper that we have sold and de-
livered to F. W. Huestis, Newtonville,
Mass., our entire flock of white Wyan-
dottes, good will, etc. We respectfully
refer customers desiring stock from this
fine strain to Mr. Huestis. who can .sup-

ply all wants. We shall give their room
to golden Wyandottes and Indian games.
Truly yours. C. A. Sharp ^c Co.
LocKPORT, N. Y., Ucccmbcr h, 1S91.

!
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IN-

CASH PREMIUMS

To the person Sendini^ in the
hir^est yearly list of subscrlb-

ei^s, $200.
Second largest list, f lOO.

Thiitl largest list, $75.

Fourth largest list, J5?50.

Fifth largest list, $25.

Sixth, seventli, elglitli, ninth

and tenth largest lists, $10.(K)

each.

This offer is open from OOTOBiliR
16 to JUNE 1, 1892. Subscriptions

can be sent in at any time, but casli must
accompany them. This unquestionably

is the best opportunity ever offered to

our friends, and all desiring to compete
for these premiums should send in their

names at once.

The coming Dog and Poultry Shows
offer a glorious opportunity to secure

subscriptions, and agents desiring sample

copies should advise us promptly.

Remember that THE FANCIERS'
JOURNAL is the leading paper of its

class, and the subscription price is only

^2.oo per annum. Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

Box gi6, Philadelphia, Pa.

SOLD OUT
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,

to make room for my

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Thoroughbred Stock).

Stock and Kkrs for Sale. Write for prices

WIIJ.IAM KI.DRKD,
Dendroii, Surry County, Va.

Direct shipping facililit s for the South. South-
ern l)uyer.s can save expressage and a long rail-

road journey. 19-70
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INCUBATORS.

THE
PINELAND

INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS
ARE THK

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
AND WERE AWARDED

2-FIRST PREMI0MS..2
AT THE

Great New M Slow of 1891
Hundreds of the most successful poultrymen

use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circulars free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

142 iS' Jamesburg, New Jersey.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

ExcElliojINCUB*™
LoweMt-priced Firauclau Uiitcher inade.
simple, Perfect, BJiBi^SeirUeKuUting.

'". IMPROVED fx«i*iW»«ey»»">''

:L / •''V^^ol^r^.V^^a'au.Hcruu..

ThooBandB in sue*
LceMntuI operutioii.
lUuarsntaed to batch
1 a lartter perceiita««

I
of fertile <a%g» nt Ie4i

ro»t than any other incubator.
Send 6c. for Illus. Catalogue.rai«nU« aad

I

Kale
•fa'tarrrj GEO. H. STAHL, Quincy. III.

Improved "Champion" Incubator
Perfectly Automatic.

Always Reliable. Guar-
anteid the Simplest and
Best .ii:d to li:itch the
Largest percentage pos.
sihlo. Send M ct. stamp
f(ir handsome catalog.

FAMOUS MFG. CO.,
Chicago.

MONITOR INCUBATOR.
How to obtain one free Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
v'ear. Large book for stamp. A.
F. WILLIAMS. Bristol, Conn.

thi^.vict or
Incubator

Ouaranteed Self-BeRulatlng. A
Bellable Batcher, bei d fnr Fm
Circular. 8HEEB, St CHASE,
bolsManufactunrf, Quimoy, IU»

POULTRY.

Over 100 Awards

Rcecivcd in 1891.

Mr. Whitfield, Colebri<lge, Gloucester. England
(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply
Indian Game. Dorkings, Wyaiidottes. Creves,
La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

Good Breedei*s, $25 per trio.

Kxtini Good, I35.
KxhibltloH, |2o to I50 each at Liver-

pool.

Freiprht paid to Xew York for
$10 extra on 3 to 9 birds. Ejjrgs
in season, $5 per Dozen. Over
SOOl)irds exported last year.

Before You Subscribe
For any Agricultural, Live Stock, Poultry oi

Kennel Paper vou should send for my list o!
papers. I cm fijrnish you any paper published
cheapei than the publisher's price, and if you
subscribe foi two or more papers you will get a
still lower rate than if you subscribe for only
one. .Always enclose a stamp when you write.
Send ten ceiils (silver) and I will send your name
and .address to the publishers of twenty-five
papers and r< quest them to mail you sample
copies.

ADDRESS

H4tl

F. D. BECK,
Box II, Wellsburg, W. Va.

PIGEONS.

F. M. GILBERT,
. EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND—
LARGEST

EXCLUSIVE LOFT
—OF—

WHITE FANTAIL
PIGEONS

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.
Send for circular,

which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-
tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Royal BIu3 Line Homers.

BREEDING

YOUNGSTERS

FROM

THREE OF THE

BEST LOFrS

ON THE

CONTINENT.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of mv own breeding,
I have a showing of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREE LO«'TS WITH PROVEN REC-
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILES. Send for cir-
cular and price list. 98-150

FERRETS YS. RATS!
First-class FERRETS, young and old, for sale

by Adolph Isaacsen. "SURE POP," 92 Fulton
Street, New York Citv. Mv celebrated hand-
book, "ALL ABOUT FERRF^TS AND RATS"—
second edition—revised and illustrated—mailed
to any address on receipt of 25 cents. 3349

FOR POULTRY.
Boue Moal. - - Per lOO lb. Bag, 9.3.GO
Granulated Kone, " lOO " 8.75
Grotind Ueet
Scraps, - - - " 100 3.00

Calclte, ----'• 300 S.<K)
OruMhed Flint, - " SOO " S.OO
Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - - " SOO " 8.00

Send for our New Price List and Samples. All
orders shipped promply by freight on receipt of
price.

C. n. DEMPWOLF <& CO.,

York Chemical ^Vo^k8, York, Pa.

WRITE
For new list No. 28. Some special bargains in
St. Bernards.

R. J. SAWYER,
41-49 Menominee, Mich.

ALL ABOUT BROILERS

AND MARKET POULTRY.

A NEW BOOK BY MICHAEL K. BOYER

ONLY 25 CENTS. POSTPAID.—READ WHAT
IT CONTAINS.

This book has been written more especially
for the novice. It teaches the rudiments. It

gives away many things that have l>een hereto-
fore kept secret. Address

FANCIERS' PUBI^ISniXG COMPANY,
BOX 916. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

E CAN FURNISH

ELECTROTYPES

OF ALL

LEADING BREEDS OF
PIGEONS

Size of Pouter herewith for 50c
each.

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,

OPIUM
Morphine TTnbit Cared In 10
to20<l!iv»i. No pay till cured.
DR. J. STEPHENS, Lebanon.Ohio.

BOOKS FOR FANCIERS.
The Fanciers' Publishing Company will for*

ward by mail, postpaid, any of the following

Dooks on receipt of published price:

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog 5.00
American Kennel. Burges % 3.00
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw 8.00
Breeders' Kennel Record and Acc't Book. 3.00
Collie or Sheep Dog, with illustrations, by
Rawdon Lee 1.50

Collie Dog, History, Points, etc.; colored
portrait i.co

Dogs, Diseases of. Dalziel 80
Dogs, Diseases of. Hill . . , . , 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training, Principles of Ashmont . . 50
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond . 1.00
Dog Training and Points of Juclgfing ; new
and enlarged edition. Hammond . . . .50

Dogs, Management of Mayhew, i6mo . .75
Dogs, Their Management and Treatment
in Di.sease. By Ashmont 2.00

Knglishe Dogges. Reprint of 1576 50
English K. C. S. Book, Vol. I 5.00
English K. C. S. Book, Vols. Ill to IX, each 4.50
English K. C. S. Book. Vols. XI to XIII,each 4.50
Field Trial Training. White 50
Fox Terrier, Lee, 14 portraits and illustra-
sions 1.50

Fox Terrier, Breeding aad Rearing ; col-
ored portrait. Dalziel i.oo

Glover's Album, Treatise on Canine Dis-
eases 50

How to Keep a dog in the City. Mills . . 25
House and Pet Dogs; Their Selection, Care
and Training ... .50

Our Prize Dogs. By Charles H. Mason.
Descriptions and criticisms of nearly 1000
dogs, with 31 illustrations from life; 588
pages. Cloth $3.50; leather 6.00

Our Friend, the Dog. Stables 3.00
Modern Training, Handling and Kennel
Management by B. Waters 2.50

Monograph of the German Mastiff or
Great Dune Dog 2.00

Pedigree Record Book, 200 pages, fifth gen-
eration . a.50

Pocket Kennel Record; full leather 60
Points of Judging; new edition, correct to
date 50

Practical Kennel Guide. Stables 75
Practical Training of the Shepherd Dog.
Wickhain. Paper cover, 50c.; cloth . . . i.oo
Prize Pugs of America and England.

(Cryer) i.oo
Rational Breeding, Its Theory and Prac-

tice. Millaii 1.00
St. Bernard, history, rearing, breeeding,
points, etc.; col'd portrait ofPlinlimmon, 1.25

Stonehenge on the Dog a.50
Teufel the Tern- r ; or, the Life and Ad-
ventures of an Artist's Dog

The Spaniel and Its Training. By F. H. F.
Mercer

The Dog, by Idstone
The Greyhound. Dalziel; colored portrait
The Greyhound. Stonehenge; 25 portraits
The Ma.slifr, the History of. M. B. Wynn
The Setter. Laverack
Training Trick Dogs; illustrated ....
Typical Dogs. Chas. H. Mason. Portraits
trom life of 31 prize dogs; in leather. .

Youatt on the Dog
Bob, the Spotted Terrier. With 50 Illustra-
tions, by Harrison Weir
Cloth

POULTRY.

.\\\ About Broilers. Bover
\\\ Kgg Farm. H. H. Stoddard
Book of Poultry. Lewis Wright. 50 plates
of prize birds and other engravings. . . .

Capons and Caponizing. George Q. Dow.
Duck Culture. Rankin
Poultry Book. W. B. Tegetmeier. 32 col-
ored illustrations; wood cuts. By Harri-
son Weir

Prohtaole Poultry Keeping. Stephen Beale
Practical Poultry Keeper. Lewis Wright.

.

Poultry Doctor. J. E. Diehl
Poultiy Culture. I. K. Felch
Sixteen Years Experience in Artificial

Poultry Raising. James Rankin 25
The Philosophy of Judging. By Babcock,

Felch & Lee i.oo
The Game Fowl. Cooper 5.00
Wyandotles. Joseph Wallace .50

CAGE BIRDS.

anary Birds. Paper cover 50
Cloth 75

Canaries and Cage Birds. Blackston, Sways-
land and Wiener. 56 colored plates and
other illustrations 15.00

Charat>er and Cage Birds. Bechsteiu. New
Edition 1.50

Native Song Birds George J. Bamesby. , i.co
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
The Canary. G. J. Bamesby .50

PIGEONS.

Book ot Pigeons. Ludlow, Caridea and
others. 50 colored plates, showing differ-
ent varieties of pigeons and numerous
wood cuts 8.00

Lof\ Register, for fancy and homing pig-
eons, 100 pages. By Dr. L.S.Clark . . . 2.00

Pigeon Keeping, Hints to Beginners, P.M.
Gilbert, paper 50c ; cloth i.oo

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Lewis Wright . 1.50
Pigeon Standard (new) 50
Pigeon Book. W. B. Tegetmeier 5.C0
Pigeons and Rabbits. Delamer 5©

MISCELLANEOUS.
American Anglers' Book. Norris .... 5.50
All About Ferrets and Rats. Sure Pop. . .25
Book of the Game Laws 50
Cats ; Their Points and Classification (illus-

trated) 2.00
Field. Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus 2.00
Fly Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells 2.50
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk Tales.
Grinnell 2.C0

Practical Rabbit Keeper. Cunicufus . . . 1.50
The Sportsman's Directory. Will Wild-
wood I.co

The Art of Training Animals
;
paper ; il-

lustrated 50
Glimpses of Animal Life ; the Habits and

Intelligence ol Animals 1.50
With Fly-rod and Camera. Samuels . . • 5.00
Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell ... . . 2.50
Woodirafl. Nessmuk 100
611 Hitits and Points for Sportsmen .... .50

•75

1.00

1.25

1-25

500
2.50

2-75

•25

4.00
2.50

.50

75

•25

.50

5.00

•25

•50

9'oo

1.50

1-50

.25

1.50
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POULTRY.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREEDER OF
BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America

New York. February, 1891. my birds were award-
ed the following : Second and fiflh on Barred
Plymouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plymouth Rock Hens: first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymouth cockerel: first, sec-
ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet;
first on breeding yard, $25 in gold for best dis-
play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K.VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE. $100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four best Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. Eggs from prize matings, $4
per 13, |7 per 26, |q per 39. Stock for sale. 39-91

INDIAN GAMES
LANGSHANS

MINORCAS
MOTTLKD ANCONAS
Eggs for sale sfter January, 1892. No more

birds for sale at this time.

01. DCI\l\/\l\I^O for .sale. Send 2 ceu
stamp for circular giving particulars.

93-H5 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER. Pottsville. Pa

WYANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

SILVERS EXCLUSIVELY.
Breeding Pen was awarded First at the Great

New York Show. Madison Sq. (iarden. Feb., 1K91.

Prices tow for the class. Male Birds a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Good !

"

Address

2854

BLYTHECOTE FARM.
Brainard Station, N. Y.

H. S. BABCOCK,
No. 17 Butler Exchange. Providence, R. I.

BREEDER OF
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMES,

BANTAMS AND
PEACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.

A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for
sale in season. Orders for puppies booked to be
delivered in rotation. if

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RED INDIANS, best table game yet.

CORNISH INDIANS.
FIGHTING INDIANS.

MALAYS. SUMATRAS.
PHOENIX.

standard games.
b. b reds, red piles.

silvf:r duckwing
brown reds,

the best pit games.
old english shawlnf.cks.

dark reds and several others.

Young stock cheap in fall. 32-44

Capons and Caponizing.

A NEW AND POPULAR EDITION OF THI

BOOK AT THE POPULAR PRICE OF 2

BNTS PER COPY POSTPAID.

Defuj a Poular Poultry Book No. 2, is entitled

Capons and Caponizing. This book has had a
very exteus ve sale at fifty cents per copy, but
the author, Mr. George Q. Dow, has kindly con-
sented to have it published in a twenty-five cent
edi ion, so as to put it within the reach of all. and
no person can afford to be without this book now
as the price is so low. The book contains all

t^at the fifty cent edition does l>esides adding
some new fc-atures not contained in that edition

that are really very valuable to poultrymen.
Finely illustrated and printed in large, clear

type thai can be easily read without straining

the weakest eyes. All persons should read this

book who love poultrv, as it gives thorough and
coi plete information on all the different details

of these subjects by a veteran caponizer who
thoroughly understands what he is writing
about. This book covers the entire field from
A to Z. Price 25 cents per copy . .^.ddress all

orders to

Fanciers' Publishing Company,

Box 916, Philadelphia.

A BRILLIANT SUCCESS

THE @HmSTBRa§ ]^BRBBR
-OF THE-

FAflCIEl^S' JOUHNAIi
Thousands of copies have been sold and the general verdict is that

it is the FINEST PAPER EVER PUBLISHED of its class. 44 pages

Beautifully Illustrated

•Handsomely Printed

CONTRIBUTORS-KENNEL
Vero Sha-w,
lliie;h Dalziel,
Urockenhui'st,

I. K. Felch,
.Tanie» Forwyth,
E. B. Thompson,
'riieo<l<>re Sternberg,
•J. C Bock Ills,

F. H. Graves,

W. Watle,
T. II. Garleck,
Freeman Lloyd,

V. M. Ilnldeman.

Highland,
Everett Millals,
Alexander Olaus, M. D.,

POULTRY AND PIGEONS
George T. AVhltfleld,
M. K. lioyei*,
AVI 1 1lam L. Lentz,
G. O. Brovyii,
II. S. Bnbcock,
Henry Enlmaiin,

J. II, Dreveustedt.

G. \V. Pettit,
C. S. Valentine,
F. T. ITiidorhlll,
F. B. ZIninier,
O. K. iSharp,
A. W. Hall,

ARTISTS
II. B. Tallman,
J. Henry Lee,

"\V. Ilnll, F. X. Graves,
Li. ><ewell, Henry Erdmann,

New York Photo-Engravingr Company.

E.
F.

WHAT SOME OF OUR READERS SAY
A Splendid Issue.

Kindly allow me to offer my heartiest congrat-

ulations to all interested in the getting up of

your X-mas number of The Fanciers' Journal
received this morning. It merits the unqualified

approbation and thanks of everyone whose good

fortune it will be to read its contents, for such an

array of dog, poultry and pigeon lore one seldom

gets a chance to obtain, at any rate not in the

form of a journal.

I know nothing about dogs, but I know enough
to pass judgment that the dog literature of this

number is of the prize-winning sort, and will un-

doubtedly t.ckle every dog lover in his tendeiest

spot.
The poultry matter, well, I would do injustice

to pass an opinion on any. for all is of first pre-

mium order. Naturally, loving as I do most the

Brahma and Wyandotte, the articles on these

breeds call for my first attention, and they are

worth a dozen over alone the price of this issue.

I obtained ideas on these breeds I never before

possessed, and I am become all the more at-

tached to the two grandest and most Ijeautiful

breeds of our standard collection.

And, of course, the pigeon fancier will have
every reason to welcome this great X-mas num-
l)er. All in all, this splendid issue is bound to

attach The Fanciers" Journal to every reader,

and stamp it firmly as the foremost journal in

this country for the dog, poultry and pigeon fan-

cier. Unqualified success be to its future efforts.

W. F. ROTU, M. D.

December 5.Florin, Pa.

"Worth a Year's Subscription.
Your Christmas number arrived to-day, and I

wish to compliment you on your admirable ef-

fort. The Christmas number alone is worth the
subscription for the year. Long may you con-
tinue to issue many Christmas numbers in years
to come. C. E- Bunn.
Peoria, 111., December 7.

A Beaufy.
The Christmas number of The Fanciers'

Journal is a beauty. Dr. S. T. Lea.
CoKESBURV, S. C, Decembers.

A Dandy.
The Christmas number of The Fanciers'

Journal is a dandy. A. W. Hall.
Garnerville, S. C, December 7.

The Crowning Feature.
Allow me to congratulate you on the Christ-

mas number of The Fanciers' Journal. It is

the crowning feature of poultry and doggy litera-

ture of the season. Arthur E. Fki.ch.

Natick, Mass., December 5.

Knocks Them All.

Christmas nuint)er of Fanciers' Journal is

at hand. Elegant, superb. It "nox 'em" all.

W. H. Hamilton,
Editor New England Fancier.

Danielsonville, Conn., December 9.

For sale on ail leading news stands of the large cities of the United

States. Price lo cents each, or sent prepaid on receipt of the above

sum by addressing

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

M

SPRAH'S
PATENT

EAT FIBEINE DOQ CAiOiS (with Beetroot).

MISCELLANEOUS

.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES.
TALKING PARROTS,

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALL OTHER

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

PET ANIMALS OF All KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR HATCHING.
Send for Catalogue.

H. AAT. VAHLE,
319 Market Street and 46 N. 9th Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Edw^ard S. ScHmid,
Successor to Louis Schiiiid & Sons,

Dealer in

SINGING BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGEONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.

No. 317 Twelth Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

A NEW BOOK

WYflNDOTIES
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng. Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.

A liandsomelv printed book of 60 pages.

PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Address

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING CO.,

32 South Third Strttt.

-tt Philadelphia.

for profit
should have Pure (« round
HEEF >CRAP, which is

Meat and Rone, collected from slaughter
houses. Dried Pekkectly Sweet and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them'FRF^E. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO., 133
Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

AMERICAN BUFF COCHIN CLUB.
Oi*p:nnIzed at Rochester, X. Y.,

FEBRUARY 7, 1888.
President.

Newton Adams Utica, N. Y.

Vice-Presidents.
W. H. Child Glenside. Pa.
Robert Colgate Quogue. L- I.

M. M. Connor Ada, O.
Charles Feldman Hagerstown, Md.
C. M. Griffing Shelter Island, N. V.
H.D. Kendall Lowell, Mass
J. D. Nevius Philadelphia, Pa.
George Purdue East Orange, N. J.
Fred E. Scheel Belleville. III.

W.J. Stanton Jersey City, N. J.

J. H. Tallman Tallmans, N. V.
Thomas Young, Jr New York City

Executive Committee.

J. H. L. Todd Roselle, N. J.
W. C. Byard Cincinnati, O.
F. W. Gaylor Quogue, L. I.

F. C. Hare Whitby. Can.
E. A. Harris Amhurst, Mass.
George Udall, Jr Morristowii. N. J.
A. B. Warner Harlan, Iowa.

G. P. REVXAUD,
43-50 Secretary and Treasurer.

007 Broadway, Xew York City.

PRINTINe
Fcr PouU»T kud Stoc* Fanelen,
Beekei'icrii, Nurserymen, FlorirM,

Dairvmen, KniU Growers. Farm-

«ni, etc., k fpwjInUj. We h«ve 1 lariw line of electrotype

6ata for lUu»tr«tlnK your work. Hmmple* free. Cnt« for »«le.

EoTclope*, letterheads, c«rd«. »nil t»»« f*-om 40ci«. per 100 •nd op.

OeP«/'a Mectrie Frlatlnc Work*, ^yruciaac N. \.

Game Bantams. Irish Terriers.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Johnson, Frederick, Md
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THE KENNEL.

DJKKENHELSlff

iDusr-^*^^® cOl

FOR SALE-
A beautiful litter of pups, sired by the noted

Challenge Kildare (18,140), out of Rose Sarsfield

(18.984). No better blood in the world. Color dark
red. Prices—dogs, $25 ; bitches, f20. Price list

No. I now ready. 40-91

BEAGLES. BEAGLES. BEAGLES.
IN STUD

CHAMPION RACER JR..
FEE *10. A.K.n. 5107

ROY K
'' FEE * 10. A.K.«. 18014

THE RAMBLER,
FEE ISIO. A.K.ll. I0OO7

RABBI.
FEE *10. A. K. K. l«ia«

ALSO THE DACHSHIJJD

FELDMAN K. - FEE $10
In writing kindly give details as to just what

kind of a beagle isdesired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed in everv case. ROCKLAND KKNNELS.

THIE^ KENNIEL.

In Conjunction with
my business of
Dog Furnishing
and Kennel Sup-
plies I have also
added a dog ex-
change for the
purchase and
sale of dogs of ev-
erv description.
^here will be a

registry kept at
my establish-
ment, where up-
on the payment
of a fee the name
and address of
parties wishing

to purchase or sell dogs will be entered. The
fee for one dog will be |i.oo, and for each addi-
tional dog fifty cents. This will be devoted to

advertising and furthering the sales, and a com-
mission of 10 per cent will be charged on all

sales. 1 may confidently state that my experi-

ence with dogs as a breeder, exhibitor, etc., with
my excellent location for the business and my
wide acauaintance will make this one of the very
best meaiums to be found for the purchase and
sale of dogs.

WM. TALLMAN,
109 W. Thirty-fourth Street, New York.fj

POULTRY AND PIGEON

H. L. KREUDER, Naniiet, N. Y. 44-ft

DTIPO IH YOU WA
r fiS —GENUINI
1 UUU BUY AT HE

'ANT TO OWN A
.JE PUG PUP

—

. „^ lEADQUARTERS.
Young stock from prize winners, |2o to I50.
If vou've a bitch to breed, try one of our

Eberhart's Cashier (13901. Fee, $15
Bradford Ruby II (9720). Fee, $15
John Bull, imported (17093). Fee, $15
Douglass II (11,804). Fee. fio

Litter guaranteed. A "square deal" to all.

EBEkHART PUG KENNELS, Cincinnati, O.

leading and iMrgest Pug Kennel in America.
Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street. 15-66

11 \vJii >f^a

STUD
HUGS

TOPKNOTS, CRESTS, BEARDS.
Every breeder of Polish. Houdans. Russians,

Creve Coeurs, etc., is requested to send his name
and address to

The New KiikIuimI Fancier,
DunlelKoiivllIe, Conn.

SPECIAL EDITION OF CRESTED BREEDS.
Illustrated by Franklane L. Sewell.

43-44 January New Eutcland Fancier.

Fairhill Kennels,
2848 North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia. Pa.,

BREEDERS OF STRICTLY PURE

ST. BERNARDS.
Puppies for sale by KING REGENT and BEN

ORMONDE, out of prize winning bitches. 12-63

1892. 1892.
For Premium List and other information

write to

T. FARRER RACKHAM,
44-tf Sec. and Sup't, East Orange, N. J.

25 Cents
There are over 300 papers published in the

United States and Canada devoted to the inter-

ests of the farmer, breeder and fancier. If you
send me 25 cents in silver before January 15.

1S92, I will print your name and address and
send it to all of them and more than 100 home,
literary, political and sporting papers in addi-
tion arid requests them to mail you sample cop-
ies. Better not neglect this opportunity. Send
stamp for my new price list.

F. D. BECK,
44-46 WELLSBURG, W. VA.

JUST PUBLISHED.

PIGEON KEEPING

• HINTS TO BEGINNERS
-BY-

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS, BEAGLES and
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties of

Fancv Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the

past four veafs. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price list'free. My .strain of Shawlneck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the
amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, paper, 50c. ; cloth 91.OO.

DOGS.

DOGS.
Advertisements vnthout display inserted under

this headingfor 2 centsp^ word for each insertion

THOROUGHBRED BLACK AND TAN TER-
RIER puppies bv imported Broomfield
Sultan, No. 20,668,' out of Roseleaf II, No.
20,264, by imported Mahomet, No. 4479.
Broomfield Sultan is the best dog of the
kind in this country. For prices address
W. S. Patterson. Mayville, N. Y.

Advertisements vuithout display inserted under
this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Canker Cure.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain.

Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
43-68 p. O. Box r.7r., ALBANY, N. Y.

Greybonnds.

YOUNG DOGS WANTED. H. W. VAHLK,
319 Market Street, Philadelphia. it

Sale or Exchange.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE— ENGLISH
setter bitch (broken) for pair of thoroughly
broken beagles {pedigreed)or offers. George
Collingwood, Hawley, Pa. it

Great Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE, BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jagjfard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia, Pa. 43-94

Irish Setters.

FOR SALE.—YOUNG IRISH SETTERS.
Two fine field dogs, both bench show win-
ners; also one brood bitch of fine pedigree.

F. H. Perry, Des Moines, Iowa. 43-tf

Japanese Spaniels.

FOR SALE.—JAPANESE SPANIELS FROM
prize stock. Address S. Tuck, Allen House,
Allentown. Pa. 44-tf

Pedlfirree Blanks.

PEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents
per 100. Extended four-page blanks, s

cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co.,

33 S. 3d St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Puars.

T-»INE PUPS ON SALE.—Chequasset Kennels,

2^ Lancaster, Mass. 75-«>w

FOR SALE —ONE PINE, FULL-BLOODED,
three months' old pug dog pup, all right in

every way, a beauty. First $10 gets him.
Haw what he is worth. Address L- L.

- Lucas, Oil City, Pa. it_

Scotch Terriers.

>URK BRED WIRE-HAIRED SCOTCH TER-
' RIERS from imported and prize winning

stock. Robert McCosh, Burlington, Iowa.
32-tf

Various.

ANEW DOG WHISTLE. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916, Philadelphia. Pa.

HA. BARHAM, TUNKHANNOCK, PA.,
has for sale English mastiff and bull ter-

• rier dogs and bitches, all ages. Also lead-

ing vaieties of pit game fowls. it

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville, Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Pnce LisU, Sched
ules Labels, Tags, etc. The Fanciers' V\xh-

lishingCo.,Box9i6, Philade phia. Pa.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Artists and En^rravers.

AUCTION OF FOX TERRIERS.

The Property of The Woodale Kennels,
TROY, N. Y.

We will dispose of some winners at the late

shows and also some grand puppies and fine

brood bitches of the very best winning strains

at the American Hor.se ExcV.ange, 1644 Broad-

way, New York City,

Tuesday, December 22,
at 2 P. M. Terriers can be seen at Horse Ex-
change on Monday afternoon and Tuesday before

al» 43-44

TALLMANS CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiftv cents. William Tallman, 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

Collies.

OLLIE PUPPIES, BY CHAMPION THE
SQUIRE, out of Active (E. 21,065). J. E.
Dougherty, Lotus, Ind. 35-44

Foxhounds.

PRINTING estimates given fot circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price li.sts, sched-

ules, labels, Ugs, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., Box 916. Philade phia. Pa.

WE HAVE arranged with Schieiber &
Sons, who are acknowledged 10 be th«

oest animal photographers in America
whereby we are able to make special term*
for our subscribers who want photographs^

of their dogs. The Fanciers' Publishin
Company, Box 916. Philadelphia, Pa.

Appliances.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor 1 ceittsper wordJor each insertion.

i^ot 8^104

,-^Oli SALE—A 600-EOG MONARCH INCU-
H BATOk in good condition. Price $50. John

C. Haynes, Annandale, N. J. 35-tf

ONE NP:w BRAMHALL dean STOVE NO.
4, for brooder. Will sell for $20. P. H.
Pownall, Jamesburg, N. J. it

INCUBATORS SOLD, BOUGHT.EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor. Pineland, Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic alwayson view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-
1-52 ham, 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

Bantams.

L«8lioms.

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY SINGLE
comb brown and white Leghorn cockerels
for sale, |i so to $5 each. John C. Haynes,
Annandale . New Jersey. 3*>-4S

JAfglkt Brahnias.

SOME GOOD BIRDS FOR SALE ; CIRCULARS
free. J. A. Roberts, Malvern, Pa. 40-46

Sliver Wyandottes.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND INDIAN
Games. Finely marked birds bred by
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls , N. Y. 4'-tt

Various

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas,barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
Keeseville, New York. i-tf

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted ttndet

thts headingfor 2 centsper word for each insertion

Antwerps.

^ WARDELL TAYLOR. LANGHORNE, PA.,
' breederof silver and ash Antwerps. Young-
• aters only for sale. |i 50 per pair. 4346

English Boilers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS. THOS.
Grist, Livery SUble, AUantic City. N. J.

1 4»46

For Sale.

ARGAIN.-PIVE PAIRS FINE POUTERS
for I35. Also jacobins in all colors from 15
up per pair. C. A. Koehler, 17 DeKalb,
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y .

43-46

Fantalls.

HOWARD BUTCHER. 146 N. FRONT ST.,
Philadelphia: all colors, prize winning
stock, J3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owla and Turbits. a8-53

Jacobins.

rR SALE—THE FINEST LOT OP JACO-
BINS in America, all colors, the entire

stock of the late William Livezey, at 1210

N. 4th St., Phila. 42-45

DAILY. ARDMORE, PA., FINEST IM-
PORTED stock. 44-58

TW. TUGGLE, Columbus, Ga. Importer
and breeder of Jacobins. 7-58

F.

Satlnettes.

GEORGB W. PKTTIT. ARTIST, 1010 CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Various.

WHITE PIGEONS FOR SALE BY GEORGE
W. Kendig, East Baptist Avenue, York,
Pa. It

MISCELLANEOUS.
Artlss.

SPECIAL engraTinga made from photographs
of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 3a

South Third St.. Philadelphia.

Advertising.

t,

FOR SALE —FAST-RUNNING FOXHOUNDS
and pups. Addrsss Rex Kennels, Millers-

burg, o. 39-50

Fox Terriers.

FOR SALE—SEVERAL WELL-BRED BROOD
bitches from well-known stock. William
Tallman, !09 West Thirty-fourth Street,

New York City. 44-tf

For Sale.

FINE ENGLISH MASTIFF BITCH, EIGH-
TEEN months old, perfectly kind. A No.
I pedigree. G. T. Lord, Turnerville,

Conn. . 't

TWO THOROUGHLY BROKEN SETTERS ;

broken on ruffed grouse, quail and wood-
cock ; will be shown on game. William
Tallman, 109 West Thirty-fourth Street,

New York City. 140-tf

T-TNTWISLE'S BANTAMS.—I am Mr. W. F.

Entwisle's only authorized agent for the

United States and Canada, and will import
birds at as low a figure as possible, quality

of stock considered. F. W. Gaylor, Quogue,
Long Island, N. Y. 37-62

Barred Plymouth Rocks.

VEND FOR CIRCULAR OF OUR RECORD
k and matings. Winners at largest shows
' for four years. Fowls and eggs for sale.

Bradley Bros., Lee, Mass. 9-60 eow

Games.

GAME FANCIERS.-I AM OFFERING FOR
r sale nearly all of my prize-winning game

- fowls, old and young, including winners
at New York, and nave added about 20

prizes to my already large numl>er by win-

ning at the late Industrial Exhibition. See

the list. These fowls are for sale cheap.

Black red, brown red and pile games and
black red, duckwing and pile game ban-

tams. Descril)e what you want. E. F.

Doty, 47 Wellington Place.Toronto, Can. tf.

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at any time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of advertising will do well

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers,"

368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a
careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals

;
gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau, 10

Spruce^Street. N. Y. 3'-8a

Drlnklns Fountain.

THE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
chicks or fowls is the Pineland FounUin.
easily cleaned. Price, 75 cents each, $8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and

8vtt Brooder Company. Jamesburg. New Jeraev.

Ferrets.

FINE TRAINED FERRETS, $3 TO $4 EACH,
for rabbits and rats. B. L- Osborne, Port
Dickinson, N.Y. 42-44

Various.

FT GAMES, BULL TERRIERS AND PAR-
LOR tumblers, prize winning stock. My
pit games and bull terriers are warranted
true games. Mv parlor tumblers are unex-
celled for performance. Thomas G. Gate,

57 Clifton Place, Brooklyn, N. Y. it

SMALL BEAGLE BITCH. ALSO PUPS.
Dark Brahmas and Tumblers, booted and
plain, cheap. J. W. Kreider, Lititz, Pa.

42-44
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IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion The Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roslyn \srilk:e»,

20883 FEE $35.
CHatn, Roslyn Dandy,

17577. FEE $35.
Roalyn^ Conway,

20882 FEE $20.
Sir Kelpie,

14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Channpion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15

Irish Setters

King Elcho (21,377).

I^ord Elcho (21,378).

(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Bessie Glencho.)

FEE OF EACH $20

IN THE STUD.

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD.

ARISTOCRAT,
Winner of more first prizes and spec-

ials during: 1800 than any
other St. Bernard.

FEE, - - $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poughkeepsle, N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.
36-48

Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-
plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young stock always on hand. 13-64

IN STUD.

Pitcher $25

Ch. Raby Mixer 15

Reckoner 15

Puppies from these well-known dogs
out of prize-winning matrons for sale.

yiLLsiDE Kennels,
5-56 LANCASTER, MASS.

Xlenthon Kennels*

St. Bernards,
PHGENIXVILLE. PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

FEE, flOO.
The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.8.B.18,337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

FEE, 935.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN. OHIO.

FOX TERRIKRS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners Fee $15.00

CH. BACCHANAL Fee I15.00

CH. VOLUNTEER Fee $15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PROPRIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD.
5-56 Bay Ridgk, L. I.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP, 7711
REGENT BRISK, 16,618

REGENT TIPPLER

Fee $25
" 10
" 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

IN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SRRAKK,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, 1st

at Baltimore and ist ana Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Address

HARRY L GOODMAM,
tnXi AUBURN PARK, ILL.

TN STUD

'Ipng "^(eileit

THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

The Beagle Trials
OF 1891.

PEE $16

PUPPIES FOR SALE.

OAKVIEW KENNELS.

Glenside, Pa.

I
N THE STUD,

CH. BEAUMONT.
(E. 16,166 and A.K.C.S.B. 8093), the champion

Gordon setter of Great Britain and America, the
most typical Gordon; well broken and good in
the field. Fee $35, to approved bitches only.

WM. TALLMAN,
140-tf 109 W. 34th Street, New York City.

ST STUD,

COUNT NOBLE. GLADSTONE.
ENGLISH SETTERS

ALBERMARLE - - FEE $25
Count Noble—Alphon.sine.

COUNT LEO - - - FEE $20
Mack D.—Lady Alta.

E. G. ELLIOTT.
40-91 483 Potters Ave., Providence, R. I.

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF H£SS£H,62s». Fee 950

CH. ROBERTle DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dre.ss

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

30-81 Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

RISH SETTERS AT STUD.

MINSTREL
(21.377) CH. ELCHO, Jr.—BESSIE GLENCHO.

SHANMORE
(ai,378) CH. ELCHO, Jr.—BESSIE GLENCHO.
Puppies by the above dogs, Ch. Elcho Jr. and

others for sale. ST. CLOUD KENNELS,
62tt West Farms. N. Y.

IN THE STUD.

H T STUD,

STREATHAM

MONARCH
The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JOHN MOORflEflD. Jr..

PITTSBURG, PA.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.
140-tf

H T STUD

Champion
Bannet^mati

Who is the sire or grandsire of more beagles
with field trial and bench show records than
any other beagle, living or dead. Also

Cfl. FITZ flOGfl LEE.

26 firsts and specials, and the field trial winner

RING,
"Runner-up" with Tony Weller, N. B.C. Field
Trials 1891. Send stamp for stud cards and cir-

cular of stock for sale.

GLENROSE BEAGLE KENNELS,
43-46 MELROSE, MASS.

^T STUD. FEE f«0.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER,

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B., 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (Pointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December, 1890, and
on the bench has won ist, Birmingham, Eng-
land : ist, New York, Troy, Albany and Lynn,
'89; ist, challenge, Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

134-185 Babylon, L. I.

a T STUD

Ch. PAUL GLADSTONE
(3482)

VISCOUNT
(21571)

Imported from the kennels of R. W. Purcell-
Llewellin, England, and pronounced by him the
best dog he ever sold to America.

FEE FOR EITHER, $50.

Broken dogs and puppies for sale. Send for

catalogue, etc.

MT. WASHINGTON KENNEL,
42 67eow P. O. Box 304, Canonsburg, Pa.

Deei^i70URD eu^eies
~n

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this

breed in this countrj-.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.40-91

YORKSHIRE
Teitfiep Puppies.
A few now offered for the holiday sale. All by

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
and individually good specimens.

P. H. COOMBS,
100-151 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

B. F. LEWIS.
HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

THE KENNEL.

sCOXCH....! OLLI^S

FORDHOOK KENNELS

tf

ELM STATION,
Montgomery Co., Pa.

Are among the largest in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Collies. Orders booked now for puppies as fol-
lows : LADY SCOT ex RUTLEDGK, SABLE
BEAUTY ex BARD. LADY HAIG ex QUALITY,
FORDHOOK lASHION ex BARD, PANSY ex
FORDHOOK QUIRE, DINAH ex Champion
THE SQUIRE, SMILAX ex Champion CHRIS-
TOPHER. Address

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

32-83 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

JOLLIES
IRISH TERRIERS

Best in the world in stud and for sale

AT STUD
Christopher - - -

Wellesbourne Charlie

^50.00

50.00

To Collie Club Member, either dog, $35.

For Catalogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
CHESTNUT HILL,

29-80 Philadelphia, Penna.

ENGLISH PUGS-DIAMOND KENNELS
Winner of more first prizes in open class this

year than any other pug breeder in America, in-
cluding New York, New Orleans, Charleston,
Greenville, Wilmington, etc.

PUPPIES for sale,
winning stock.

All registered prize

SIX PUG DOGS AT STUD.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS

DUKE OF WELLINGTON
AND MANCHESTER TEDDY

AT STUD
Extended pedigree of any of my dogs on ap-

plication. Good .spetrimens of the above breeds
and brood bitches in whelp to above dogs for
sale. Send stamp for circular to

JACOB BROMBACH, 304 Diamond St.,

33-45 Philadelphia, Pa.

H. HULMAN, Jr., Terre Haute, Ind.

G. G. PABST, P. H. OBANNON,
Milwaukee, Wis. Sperry\-ille, Va.

THE
Bine Rite Kennels' Fnlnry Me,

$1,500.00.
Open only to the produce of

CHAMPION GATH'S MARK,

GATH'S HOPE, OR

DAN GLADSTONE,
Whelped in 1892.

The Stake to be a Derby, to be run directly
after the Eastern or Central Trials, December.
1893, or after the Southern Trials, January or
February of 1894, the location and date of run-
ning of the Stake to be later on decided by the
Gentlemen who have consented to judge, viz.:

CAPT. PATRICK HENRY, Clarksville, Tenn.

MAJ. J. M. TAYLOR, New York, N. Y.

P. H. BRYSON, Memphis. Tenn.

The Blue Ridge Kennel will make no entry in
this stake—the purse being entirely to tne ad-
vantage of its patrons. The Spotting system
has been adopted and the time limit of heats
abolished. Retrieving not to be required. The
judges selected are of the best in America, being
entirely qualified to use their best judgment in
selecting the winners.

$500 TO WIMHER OF FIRST

$400 TO WINNER OF SECOND

$200 TO WINNER OF THIRD

$100 TO WINNER OF FOURTH
Silver Cup, value |ioo. or Cash to the Breeder

of Winner of First. Silver Cup, value $100, or
cash to the Breeder of Winner of Second. Silver
Cup. value |ioo, or cash to the Breeder of Winner
of Third. Entries close January i, 1893. For-
feit |io 00. $15.00 to start.
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SHOWS.

CAN be ap-
plied byaiiy

one oil steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for
Pouliry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing;. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. F. SWAN. 38 Vey street, N. Y.

STANDARD

TSAOC MABr<.

SHOWS.

THE

SPORTSMENVS

WAREHOUSE

THE GREAT PMILflDELPfllfl SHOW
JKNUKRV 7 TO 12. 1S92,

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

PHILADELPHIA POULTRY AND PIGEON CLUB.

SHOWS.

First Annnal Eiclnsiye Pigeon Siow
—OF THB—

WM. H. CHILD, President. H. L. HOLMES, Secretary.
The first Poultry Show ever held in America was held in Philadelphia. The first show with newand progressive features will be held in Philadelphia

; it will be the first of the great Twin-Shows,

1892-PHILADELPHIA

EDWARD ANSCHUTZ.

Fire Arms, Ammunition,
Sporting Goods,

Sporting Books.
Playing Cards.

Fishing Tackle of the Largest
Assortment.

BIRDS. ANIMALS. FISH AND REPTILES
MOUNTED AND ALL KINDS OF
SKINS TANNED. POCKET AND

HUNTING CUTLERY,

PHILADELPHIA AGENT SPRA TTS DOG
CAKES. SOAP AND MEDICINES.

No. 206 SOUTH THIRD STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

G. O. BROWN,
JOHN E DIEHL,
H. S. BABCOCK,
J. C. LONG, JR ,HENRY HALES,

S. BUTTERFIELD,
F. T. UNDERHILL,
F. B. ZIMMER,
HENRY ERUMANN,
E. P. CLOUD.

JUDGES:
NEW Y0RK--1892

W. F. STANTON,

J. H. DREVENSTEDT, GEORGE PERDUE,
f-}:th^,^\^^" K. B. THOMPSON,
luH-.^^J^^'U''- MARK SCHOFIELD,JOHN FILKIN, O. K SHARP
JOHN D. ABEL. JAMES FORSYTH,

J. G. DARLINGTON,
COMPK-riTION OPEN TO XHK W^ORI^D.

P^^nTir^^iS^'ifto^t^
ready November 25, 1891. Entries close I>e-

SpX to
I^iemlnm I.lsts and other information

H, L. HOLMES, Secretary, Lansdowne, Pa.,
Or to T. FARRER RACKHAM. Superintendent, East Orange. N. J.

POUL,TRY FARMS. rOUI^TRY FARMS.

To be held in connection w<th the

AMERICAN COLUMBARIAN ASSOCIATION.
—AT—

UEDERKRANZHALL, Louisville, Ky.

JANUARY 21 TO 25, 1892.
Classes for every known variety. Liberal pre-

miums and large specials. The most competent
of specialist judges. Selling and young bird
classes and many other new features never be-
fore encouraged in this country.

ENTRIES CLOSEJANUARY 10, 189a.

SAMUEL CASSEDAY, President.

JOHN H. KUHN, Treasurer.

JOHN D. ABEL, Baltimore, Md., Sup't.

For further information apply to

W. H. ADAMS,
140-144 2307 Magazine St., Louisville, Ky.

«i

Sandacre parm

THE FANCIERS' GAZETTE,
A Weekly Journal Devoted to Dogs, Poultry, Pig-

eons, Rabbits, Cats, Cavies and Cage Birds.
Articles by the Leading Authorities Letters

and Notes on Current Subjects. Prompt and Re-
liable Reports. Queries Answered by Specialists.
Illustrations by Best Artists.

Only Penny Journal Dealing with All

the Fancies.

Terms of Subscriptions (pavable in advance):
One year, post free. United States and Canada,
$3.10.

Address Post-Office Orders and communications
to the Fanciers' Gazette, Limited, 54 to 57 Impe-
rial Buildings, Ludgate Circus. London, K.C
England.

INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,
Buff Pekin Bantams. Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin DnrV, Pri,..winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

"""^^^^s ana pekm Ducks. Prize

'° * F"' W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. Long Island, N. Y.

^^j^ PAMPHLET

W^DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary Surj^eon,

tf 1393 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

Indian Games and Uiyandottes
The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NFW York «;Hnw i

BA-R-RED PLgMOUTH -ROeKS
That will win anywhere
like. My birds have wc
YORK and BUFFALO.
"^'-

:«.U'S^,?Kfr- •''"---.rp''ruJ.T. •A"4S..^KSJJ';\;L™c'-„°A\T,5iSo-!i,J"N5^"

Bog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

fl. B. Tallrnan,
140 tf OAK LAWN, R. I

BERKSHIRE PIGS.
For pedigreed stock (all ages, both sexes), St.

Bernard Dogs. Light Brahmas.Caponizing Tools,
Strawberry Plants, address GEO. Q. DOW

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES
TRIE SHAPE AND BRILLIANT BLACK LACING.

j'^*',!!*.^"?^^**'""*^ ^'^°''-CHARLE-TON, S C. January i8qi PLYMOUTH Horv^ ...»and Gold Special on cock: 1st and 3d. cockerel; lit be.st male and four best females social bes
fJOTT'F^'^''J;H^'^

pullets: the Grand Special i« Gold for Largest and PMnes Displa? WYAN
Sp^'eliJ^Lariesfrn "test Dispfav"'

'^""""'' '"' ^'"''^^^' «»^ """^^ P"'" »>"' ^' alfd^^ra,^Go?d
Prime show an 1 breeding birdi at fair prices. Send for new profusely illustrated circular. Ad-dress

m IT" This gear.
THE OLD

Centrol ]Vlo88. Poultnj Gloli

Will hold a show this season, and a rouser it will
be. The date is

JANUARY 25-28, '92.
ENTRIES CLOSE JANUARY 23

Premiums of <J5 and $,3 will be offered for
breeding pens, and f3 and 91 for single birdi
on all leading varieties.

TMsWiUBetleBaierShflfofN.E.
ON'T FAIL to advertise in our Premium

List.

ON'T FAIL, to send us a special.

ON'T FAIL to exhibit your stock at
our exhibition.

ON'T FAIL to come yourself.

Nearly, if not all. the Specialty Clubs will meet
here. Come and join in with them. Make no
mistake, be sure your stock, entries and commu-
nications are properly addressed to the Central
Massachu.setts Poultry Chih.

JAMES B. EOWKER, Sec. & Treas.
26 Washington S<iuare, Worcester, Mass.

E. B. THOMPSON, Amenla, Duchess Coanty, N. Y.

WOODSIDE POUliTt^Y YAt^DS
LA FLECHK, the grandest of French breeds; INDIAN GAMES, the

Great Table Fowl
; WHITE LEGHORNS, the Queen of Layers • BUFF

PEKIN and ROSECOMB BLACK BANTAMS
'

EGGS AND CHICKS FOR SALE.
Address all correspondence to

AV. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,
'^^*^ HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N. J.

THE SOUTH CAROLINA

PoDltry M Pel Stock Association
(Incorporated)

This, the banner poultry association of the
South, with a capital stock of $3000, will hold its

SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION

47-2wra North Epping, N. H.

PILES ^?^* *•**•»-"*' salve.

PANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15
Never returns. No purge. No
No suppositorv. Remedy

mailed free. Address J. H. REEVES, Box 3 ?oo,New York City N. Y. 35-85

tf

THE

POULTRY MONTHLY.
The best magazine of its

kind. Only J1.25 per vear.
Single copies, 12c. Address

FERRIS PUBLISHING CO.,
481 Broadway, Albany, N.Y.

.-:^\

[
PBINTIHG OUTFIT 15g

ICOMrl K. K 4 « phahau nihb.T 'ijie. ejpf hold.r. >>ottl« In-
llehblc liik.Lik Inland fwft.ert. Puiupin ortiboivltb
Umrtioni for uM. Saiifaotloo ruinotMd Wotfli »0e. BhI
Ujmd Mukrr C»r<l I-rlnt^r. .te. g«u nam t in I minut*

lirinu ..0(1 cardi an hour. Suit pmtpaki 1 5c: 2 for 26c,Cat.ftM.'
rR.H.I><ir.:R80LL A KRO AarortlaBdtSI.N.Y.UUb

"PORHAM pDoULTRY YaRDS
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C.W Les-
iwns, B. Minorcas, S. S. Hambiirgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

Stogi^ poi^ Sale at ^uu ©imbs.
Address all orders and correspondence to

34-85

COLUMBIA, S. C,
JANUARY 12, 13, 14. 15 and 17, 1892.
The prompt payment of all premiums is guar-

anteed by our list of solvent stockholders We
desire to direct particular attention to

Our Great List of Special Preraii^ms.

For Premium List and full information as to
rates on railroads, board at hotels, etc., apply to
Dr. S. T. lea, W. a. SCHROCK,

Pres't, Cokesbury, S. C. Sic, Camden, S. C.

GEO. W. WEED, MANAGER,
Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM
S. C and R. C. Brown Leglioms, Houdans, White VVvandottes and R. C WhiteLeghorns Great record at Madison Square Garden. New York, 12 firsts 7

P;^°,? Pf•? ^P-n'u'
and Sliver Cup on my Specialties. 'Xikelas begottenlike." -'Like will beget hke. Sen<l for illnstrated circular giving fttU prife record of America's leading strai.is of above varieties. Can furnish eges^from CH. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

'urni^n eggs irom c.

"**'^* J. FORSYTH, owEGo. tioga county, n. y.

ALBANY, N. Y.
The First Annual Exhibition of the

NEW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND
POULTRY AND KENNEL CLUB

Will be held here

JANUARY 6 TO 8,1892.
BIG PRIZES. NOTED .JUDGES.
Send for thei"- mammoth Premium List to

WILL C. HOUSE, Secretary,

Freys Bush, N. Y.
J. TELLER DeGRAFF. President.

OSCAR J. LEWIS. Sup't of Poultry
C. E. ROCKENSTYRE, Sup't of Dogs.

THE CENTRAL MICHIGAN
POULTRY & PET STOCK ASSOCIATION

Third Annual Exhibition

AT BATTLE CREEK, MICH.,
JANUARY 12 to 15, 189a.

io«o Birds showed last year.

Send for Premium List.
F. P. GRIMES, Cor. Sec. Paw Paw, Mich.

VOL. 7, NO. ««. )WHOLE NO., 145. j
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26, 189L (PER ANNUM, «53.00

t SINGLE COPY, 5c.

SEMINOLE KENNELS' ENGLISH SETTER SIR FREDERICK.
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Our Illustration.

Seminole Kennel.s' recent purchase, the

English setter dog Sir Frederick, is the

subject of our frontispiece. He was im-

ported by Mr. G. O. Smith, of Wheeling,

W. Va., in August, and within the last

two weeks was sold by him to his present

owners.

Sir Frederick is a handsome blue bel-

ton in color, has a good head and excel-

lent shoulders, legs and feet. He is not

yet in show condition, but when in fine

fettle he will take a lot of beating. He
is not the objectionable heavy English

type, hut built more on racing lines of

our American dogs.

Sir Frederick is by Champion Royalty

out of Olinda, who is by Champion Sir

AUister. It goes without saying that his

breeding is unexcelled. We have not

space to give his long list of prizes on the

bench. He is the winner of forty-four

firsts and eight specials in England.

THE KENNEL.
CURRENT REPORTS.

I thought it but a friendly part to tell you

What strange reports are current here in town.

— The Spanish Student.

We call the attention of our readers

to a communication from President Bel-

mont, published in another column. The

letter indicates a change in the attitude

of the A. K. C. officials toward the pub-

lic, and a change for the better which we
believe will be welcomed by all those in-

terested in the welfare of the club. We
cannot help being surprised at Mr. Bel-

mont's tone, when we remember how re-

cently he was instrumental in forcing

the withdrawal of an associate member
from a meeting of the Executive Com-

mittee.

» *

Mr. Belmont refers to the ease with

which the clubs could change their in-

structions to delegates. Theoretically,

this may be true, but practically it does

not work, as many of the clubs do not

have regular meetings, except at long

intervals, consequently the majority leave

the business in the hands of their dele-

gates.

» «

There is no question in our mind of

the stability and necessity of the A. K.

C, but we want to see it run on broader

principles. The spectacle of the accusers

of the New Jersey Kennel Club, acting

also as judge and jury, is not in sympathy

with our ideas of fair dealing.

«
« »

Publicity in all matters pertaining to

the A. K. C. cannot injure the club. We
deprecate captious criticism, but believe

in dispassionately discussing club affairs

and calling attention to mistakes. This

course will eventually strengthen the

club, and it will be better able to manage

the vast but rapidly growing interests of

American dogdom.

* *

We have a letter from Jersey City stat-

ing that the New Jersey Kennel Club

proposes to hold one of the biggest bench

shows ever held in this country, just one

week before the Westminster Kennel

Club's fixture. The exhibition will take

place in the long building next to the

ferry house of the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company, The dock is five hundred

feet long by seventy-five feet wide, is

well ventilated and heated by steam.
«

« •

Mr. Harry L. Goodman will judge all

classes at the Nashville, Tenn., and In-

dianapolis, Ind., shows.
*

* *

We are pleased to announce the recov-

ery of that thorough sportsman, Mr. E.

M. Bishop. Mr. Bishop has been bed-

ridden for some time with a broken limb,

but is now in Kansas and expects soon to

be able to get some shooting over his

roval reds.

* •

Another Irish setter man, Dr. Jarvis, is

sojourning at the Cherokee Inn, Blacks-

burg, S. C. and writes that birds are

plentiful and his hotel first class. We
opine, as far as the genial doctor is con-

cerned, there is nothing more in his life

to be desired, at least for the present.

«

John Furgeson, Chestnut Hill, Pa., has

imported a very fine pair of Dandie Din-

monts.
« »

English exchanges announce the de-

parture for Boston, Mass., of Mr. Oscar

Tanner. He brings with him some bull

dogs of His Ivordship and Harrison's

Nancj' blood.
«

* •

A few weeks since Mr. Paul Hacke se-

cured a couple of coyotes and under the

direction of Dr. J. B. Grimes, Mr. Hacke's

pack of Barzois were given a wolf chase.

*
* *

The smaller wolf was the first liberated

in the kennel yard of the farm, and at

once found a covert in a sharp angle

formed by the meeting of two buildings.

From here he looked in nervous terror

while Dr. Grimes slipped six youngs dogs,

which had never participated in the run-

ning down of such ^me before. The
dogs, singly and collectively, approached

the wolf in his corner only to be beaten

back by his frenzied defense of life.

Finally, after each of the six young dogs

displayed a wound inflicted by the wolf.

Dr. Grimes whistled them off and called

a veteran hound to the spot. This fellow

did not waste the entire day in prelimi-

nary skirmishes, but walked up, took the

terror of Little Red Riding Hood by the

throat and dragged him to the centre of

the yard. Here the six youngsters

joined him. Four of these took a paw

of the wolf apiece, another snatched his

snout and still a sixth appropriated his

tail. At the termination of five minutes

the wolf was dead and scattered in all

directions.
*

* «
The disposition of the second wolf was

in less circumscribed limits, and on a

more royal scale. He and the fourteen

hounds were taken into a square field of

twenty acres. Distributed around this,

like pickets on dtity, were stationed the

dogs. Then the wolf was taken to the

centre of the field and let loose. The

animal made a complete circle of the

centre of the field, with the dogs ap-

proaching from all sides, and then made

a straight dash down the fields, the

hounds baying and in hot pursuit. When
he reached the fence he cleared it as

though with the aid of wings, paused a

second panting on a road which sepa-

rated the field he had left from another

field of equal size, and left its fence be-

hind. When he got midway down this

field nothing could be seen but hounds

in one wild combination locked, and

nothing heard but the sharp wail and the

crisp cracking of bones. When the fifty

spectators reached the spot the spirit of

a second wolf was lost in the glories of

an eternal jungle. The second wolf was

killed one and a half minutes after being

liberated.

The agent of the Humane Society in-

tends to lay the facts concerning this

wolf hunt before the members of the

board at their next meeting, and it is

probable Dr. Grimes will be prosecuted

for cruelty to animals. Dr. Grimes says

wolves are predatory animals, have no

protection under the law, and that in

consequence he did not think a case could

be made against any of the gentlemen

who took part in or witnessed the affair.

The agent says that when wild animals

are captured and held in confinement

they are regarded as domesticated. Mr.

Hacke was not present at the recent

chase. He regrets that any complaints

have been made, and was given to under-

stand that a wolf chase did not come un-

der the penalties of the law.

«
*

The Collie Club of America will offer

the following prizes at the coming show

of the MascouUh Kennel Club, Chicago,

February 9 to 12, 1892: The President's

Cup, value I300. A silver cup presented

to the club by Mr. J. Van Schaick, for the

best collie exhibited by a member of the

club, to be competed for at a show se-

lected by the Executive Committee, and

to remain the property of the club, but

may be placed in the hands of the win-

ner at the discretion of the Executive

Committee. Special- Stud Dog Prize,

competition open to all. The Collie Club

offers as a prize of honor the Club Medal,

valued at |20, for the best stud dog, to

be judged by two of his get out of differ-

ent bitches, and which may be the prop-

perty of different persons. This prize is

strictly confined to collies at public stud

in the United States and Canada. No re-

striction as to age of competing progeny,

but the winner will be barred from fu-

ture competition for this stake. The own-

er of a stud dog competing for this

prize may select any of his progeny pres-

ent at the bench show which will answer

the requirements. The presence of the

stud dog is not absolutely necessary, but

highly desirable. In addition to the

specials] the Collie Club offers the follow-

ing prizes : Silver club medal, for the

best collie dog under two years of age in

the open class, exhibited by a member of

the club ; ditto for the best bitch ; bronze

medal, same die as silver medal, for the

best collie dog in novice class, exhibited

by a member of the Collie Club ; ditto

for the best collie bitch.
«

* »
asThe Menthon Kennels will offer

specials at the New York show the services

of Lord Bute, to the American-bred St.

Bernard bitch winning first prize, and the

services of Lord Thorndale to the Ameri-

can-bred bitch winning second prize.

vSecond prize wiuner can have the service

of Lord Bute if her owner feels disposed

to pay the difference in service fee, $65

cash.

* »

Mr. Walter J. Comstock has just im-

ported two capital Irish terriers from the

kennel of Mr. George R. Krehl. Their

names are Boxer IV and Hanover Boy.

The former, Mr. Comstock writes, has a

perfect head, the best of legs and feet

and a coat like cocoanut matting. He is

by Jack out of Polto, and has the follow-

ing winnings to his credit : First at Dar-

lington and Gloucester, second at Crystal

Palace, Manchester and Leeds, third at

Liverpool and Crufl's show, fourth at

Belfast and the Cireat Terrier show. Han-

over Boy is by Apprentice Boy out of

Belmont. He was brought out at the

last Kennel Club show, where he won

first in the puppy and novice classes atid

special for best uncropped pup. His

owner claims he has perfect drop ears,

beautiful coat and color, grand legs and

feet. Mr. Comstock expects Crate over

in time for the New York show, where he

will exhibit a fine team of Irish terriers.

THE PHILADELPHIA TRIALS.

The Club's Eighth Annual Field Trials

.\t Deatonsville, Va.

From Our Special Correspondent.

Dkatonsville, Va., December 18.

—

The eighth annual field trials of tlfe Phil-

adelphia Kennel Club took place here on

Tuesday morning. Compared with last

year the attendance was small, the pre-

vailing epidemic, la grippe, being the

cause of so few members being at the

trials. The following gentlemen were

present: Colonel B. Ridgway, Dr. A.

Glass, Major Taylor and Messrs. J. H.

Winslow, S. Murray Mitchell, Charles

Heath, J. O'H. Denny and W. B. Smith.

Handlers present were J. Shewbrook, E.

I. Martin, Charles Barker, S. C. Bradley,

N. B. Thomas, J. C. Schuyler and George

W. Green. The judges were the same as

la9t year, Messrs. Washington A. Coster

and Herbert Merriam.
Owing to the scarcity of birds the trials

were not as satisfactory as they would
otherwise have been. During the entire

trials but fifteen bevies of quail were
found, and they were small in number.
It is claimed that the birds have not been
shot, so we are at a loss to surmise as to

the cause of this scarcity of game here

this year, where last season we found
birds in abundance.
The duties of the judges were in con-

sequence of this lack of game more dif-

ficult, but it gives us great satisfaction in
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stating that all their decisions are most
cordially endorsed by us, and was entirely
satisfactory to all concerned.

In the absense of the president and
secretary of the club the management of
affairs fell upon Messrs. Ridgway, W*ins-
low and Glass, who, it goes without say-

ing, acquitted themselves with credit.

Members' Stake.

Out of the nineteen entries in the stake
but five filled, and they were drawn to

run as follows : Lena with King's Mark,
Spot with Beu Hur Franklin and Joe
Lewis a bye.

LENA AND KINGS MARK.
Charles Heath's orange and white Eng-

lish setter bitch Lena, by Prince Lucifer
—Inneau ; handled by owner, and B.

Ridgway's blue belton English setter

King's Mark, by King Noble—Belle Bel-

ton, handled by owner, were cast off at

8.28 in sedgefield. They ran in the open
for fifteen minutes, when Lena made a
good point. Mark coming from the left

made an entirely indepkendent point on
the same bevy a few minutes later. Mr.
Heath getting near Lena she moved on
and the bevy flushed ahead of her. When
Lena began reading on the birds Mark
broke his point, but both then stopped.
We found no more birds during the heat,

could not even pick up one of the singles
of the scattered bevy. Dogs up at 8.59,

Mark having the better of the heat in

range and style in covering his ground.
The brace was about equal in speed.

SPORT II AND BEN HUR FRANKLIN.
S. Murray Mitchell's lemon and white

pointer dog Sport II, by Sport—Daisy II,

handled by owner, and W. B. Smith's
lemon and white English setter bitch
Ben Hur Franklin, handled by owner,
were started at 9.02 and ran for thirty-

two minutes without finding birds. They
were ordered up at 9.34. Ben Hur was
much the best in pace and range, but
not so obedient. After the brace was or-

dered up Ben was fouud on point of bevy
a little later.

JOE LEWIS, A BYE.

J. O'H. Denny's black, white and tan
English setter Joe Lewis, by Count No-
ble—Fannie, handled by owner, was
started at 10.04 to run a bye. At first the
dog refused to hunt. He had arrived on
the ground an hour before just from the
train and did not know Mr. Denny. In

the open he was tried again and he
moved off in fair style, pace and range
and finished the heat without further
trouble. After ten minutes' run he
pointed in undecided way. It proved to

be on foot scent, but the bevy flushed
near, on almost bare ground, and flew

only a few yards. Joe was sent on to

find, and had wind in his favor, but he
flushed the bevy, which now scattered.

On singles he flushed twice and missed
several good chances for points ; he was
off his nose or did not care for his han-
dler. In pine woods he pointed a single

and moved on to a flush at 10.37.

Second Series.

KINGS MARK AND BEN HUR FRANKLIN.
This brace started at 10.42 and ran

thirty-five minutes but found nothing.
Mark proved himself the better dog in

pace, range and working his ground.
SPORT II AND LENA.

This brace was put down about 11.20

and run fifteen minutes. The judges
were liberal in calling Sport up for a

second trial, as there were no qualities

exhibited in the first heat to warrant it.

He found a bevy, however, only to point

it awhile and then move into a flush. A
few minutes afterwards the brace was or-

dered up. A short consultation and the

judges made the following proper awards :

King's Mark, first.

Lena, second.
Ben Hur Franklin, third.

THE DERBY.

Out of the twenty Derby entries there

were but eight starters, drawn to run as

follows: Katie Noble II with Adonis,

Rod with Joe Lewis, Philadelphia Press

with Booth and Bessie Mavourueen with
Hazel.

KATIE NOBLE II AND ADONIS.

Francis G. Taylor's blue belton English
setter bitch Katie Noble II, by Breeze
Gladstone—Katie Noble, handled by N.
B. Thomas, and H. E. Richard's Irish

setter dog Adouis, by Tim—Currier Belle

II, handled by J. C. Schuyler, were put
down in an open cornfield at i.io. Both
were slow in getting out, but finally Katie

cut loose and was far superior in all

qualities, especially pace and range. She
resembles her mo{her in appearance and
action, and is a busy bitch in the field.

She should make an active and desirable
fielder.

KOI) AND JOE LEWIS.
Ezra Comfort's black and white Eng-

lish setter dog Rod, by Roderigo—Per-
severance, handled by W. I. Shewbrooke,
and J. O'H. Denny's black, white and
tan English setter dog Joe Lewis, by
Count Noble—Fannie, were cast off at

1.50, and ran until 2.21 without finding.
A few points on larks were made, show-
ing style in f)ointing and backing. Joe
Lewis showed up in better form with his
handler showing better in pace, range
and obedience. The dogs were about
equal in pace, but Joe was best in range.

PHILADELPHIA PRESS AND BOOTH.

L. Shuster, Jr.'s black, white and tan
English setter dog Philadelphia Press, by
Cincinnatus—Cornelia G., handled by
George W.Green, and B. Ridway's black,
white and tan English setter dog Booth,
by King Noble—Queen Vashti, handled
by Charles Barker, were put down at

2.23, and ran until 2.55 without a find.

Booth showed a pace equal to any, per
haps better, with much better range than
anything in the slake. He was easily

and well handled by Barker.

BESSIE MAVOURNEEN AND HAZEL.
B. M. Vaughn's Irish setter bitch Bessie

Mavourneen, by Tim—Currier Bell II,,

handled by E. I. Martin, and L. Shuster,

Jr.'s black and white bitch Hazel, by Cin-
cinnatus—Cornelia G., handled by I. C.
Schuyler, were cast oflf at 2.56, and had
almost finished their thirty minutes' run
when Hazel made a stylish point. Her
handler seemed to lack confidence in the
point, and was slow to get to her. She
moved forward and a small bevy flushed.

A few minutes' run without finding the
singles and the brace was ordered up.
Down thirty minutes. This ended the
first series. After a short consultation of
the judges three baces were called for the
next series.

Second Series.

Katie Noble and Rod were the first

brace called, but Mr. Thomas, the han-
dler of Katie, was sick and had to go in,

so the next brace was called.

PHILADELPHIA PRESS AND JOE LEWIS.

Press soon found and pointed twice on
singles. He was a trifle unsteady to

flush. After running fifteen minutes
they were ordered up, Press having de-

cidedly the best of it.

BOOTH AND HAZEL.

At 4.05 this brace was put down in

open sedge grassfield, both going well,

but Booth the faster. After a short run
and a point or two on larks. Booth
found and pointed a bevy, but soon
moved forward and the bevy flushed. In
pine woods and grass each dog got a good
point. Booth getting a second point af-

terward, but were steady to flush. Booth
was under best control and showed best

pace and range. This finished the first

day's work.
Wednesday.

There was a light rain Tuesday night

and the morning was cloudy and cool,

with the wind in the northwest. The
morning seemed favorable for good work.
The first brace was called to conclude the

second series in the Derby.

KATIE NOBLE II AND ROD.

Mr. N. B. Thomas was too sick to be
out and E. I. Martin volunteered to han-
dle Katie for him, and he did it well,

considering he was a stranger to her.

The brace was put down in sedge grass

near Judge Farra's house at 8.58. After

twenty minutes' run Katie pointed a bevy
in fine style. Rod backed, both were
steady to flush. The bevy, a small one,

was not followed. After a short run the

brace was ordered up at 9.32, down thir-

ty-four minutes. Katie was the superior

at all points and sustained the previous

good reports of her. This ended the

Derby, and the judges after a short con-
sultation awarded the prizes as follows :

1. Booth.
2. Hazel.

( Katie Noble II.
^* \ Philadelphia Press.

ALT.,-AGE STAKE.

There had been twenty-five entries in

this stake, but like the foregoing stake

but few dogs were run. The stake closed

with nine entries, drawn to run as fol-

lows : Edge Mark with Ezra Noble,

Rock II with Silk, Flash with Peg Wof-

fington. Limerick with Duchess and Lou
Noble a bye.

EDGE MARK AND EZRA NOBLE.
Francis S. Brown's black, white and

tan English setter dog Edge Mark, by
Skidmore—Flo Maclin, handled by S.

C. Bradley, and L. Shuster, Jr.'s blue
belton English setter dog Ezra Noble, by
Count Noble—Alphonsine, handled by
G. W. Greene, were cast off in the open
at 9.46. After about five minutes' run
a small bevy was flushed at edge of pine
woods by Ezra Noble. The dogs were
ordered on, but Edge Mark went into the
woods add was found on point. A single
bird was flushed. The dogs were ordered
to the open and nothing more was tbund
to the end of the heat. Edge Mark is

.stylish in movement and point work,
hunts his ground with good judgment
and was under good control. Ezra was
fairly obedient but seemed uff in nose.
His pace was fair but his hunting, in a
measure, seemed aimless. The brace
was ordered up at 10.17.

FLASH AND PEG WOFFINGTON.
B. Frank Hall's black and tan setter

dog Flash, pedigree not known, handled
by F. I. Martin, and F. S. Brown's black,
white and tan English setter bitch Peg
Woffington, by Ben Hill—Nora, handled
by S. C. Bradley, were next started,

though not the regular brace in order
drawn. By mistake. Silk in the second
brace and Duchess in the fourth were
sent back with the Derby runners, so
Flash and Peg Woffington were started

and were followed by Lou Noble, the bye
dog. This running filled the time until

lunch, when the other dogs were on
hand. At 10.43 Plash and Peg went off

at good rate of speed and in a few min-
utes both struck scent. Flash was slow
in coming to point. Peg Woffington in-

stantly. The birds proved to l)e behind
them and were flushed as the horsemen
rode up. The birds were soon out of
sight and but one was fouud. Peg getting
a point on it. This was all the point
work in the heat, which ended in thirty

minutes Peg was the quicker and de-

cidedly most stylish in her work. They
were about equal in pace. Flash had the
most range but it was aimless, running
in straight lines.

LOU NOBLE. A BYE.

B. Ridgway's black, white and tan
English setter bitch Lou Noble, by Count
Noble—Alphosine, handled by Charles
Barker, was started at 11.33 to run her
bye. She was down thirtv minutes with-
out finding. She was only fair in pace
and range, was under good command and
covered her ground well. This concluded
the work before lunch.

ROCK II AND SILK.

Charles E. Connell's liver and white
pointer dog Rock II, by Graphic—Lady
Belle, handled by S C. Bradley, and G.
G. Davis' Irish setter bitch Silk, by Chief
—Gypsy Maid, handled by I. C. Schuyler,
were sent off at 1.44, Rock going much
the faster. Silk showed fair pace for a

few minutes and then her pace and range
was limited. After ten to fifteen minutes'
run Rock ran right into a bevy cross

wind and was disf>osed to follow the

birds, but was checked by Bradley. On
the singles he made a point, getting very
close to the bird. Near by he pointed

again but nothing was found. At 2.14 the

brace was ordered up. Rock was best at

all points.

LIMERICK AND ALBERTS DUCHESS.

C. T. Thompson and W H. Child's

Irish setter dog Limerick, by Glen Elcho
—Nora, handled by John White, and Dr.

John A. Hartman's black, white and tan

bitch Albert's Duchess, by Warwick Al-

bert—Princess Belton, handled by I. C.

Schuyler, were the last brace of the first

series and started at 1.20. The pace of

the brace was alx)ut equal, with perhaps
a slight advantage in range for Limerick.
Duchess covered her ground better and
more intelligently. Their run of thirty

minutes was nearly expired when Duchess
made a good point on a bevy in the edge
of a pine woods. The singles were not
followed. White claimed a point for

Limerick near by, and in direction two
birds went. Limerick showed he had
been directed to stop and nothing
about him indicated a point, as he was
not stiffened to one. was wagging his

stem and looking around. No bird could

be raised. I think John had miscalcu-

lated the point when the birds settled.

Second Series.

Afler half an hour's consultation the
judges called for three braces to run in

the following order : Edge Mark with
Albert's Duchess, Ezra Noble with Peg
Woffington, Limerick with Flash. The
judges were exceedingly liberal to bring
the dogs in the last brace into the second
series.

EDGE MARK AND ALBERT'S DUCHESS.
This brace was put down at 2.24 and

sent to find the birds of the bevy flushed
from Duchess' point. They did find them.
Duchess getting two points to Edge
Mark's one. Duchess retrieved a bird
nicely killed by her handler. This was
all the point work done in the race.

Edge Mark was best in pace and range.
Duchess showing the effects of two heats
in succession. Duchess would work bet-

ter if she did not show the effects of over-
training, coming in a little too much
also. The}' were ordered up at 3.00.

EZRA NOBLE AND PEG WOFFINGTON.
At 3.02 they started. After a run of

fifteen minutes Peg pointed a small bevy
in pine.s, which flushed wild just after-

wards. They were not followed. A few
minutes after a bevy flushed at the road-

side, Ezra seemingly having passed right

through them. Sent on to the singles

Ezra quickly flushed twice, and the brace
was ordered up. Time, 321.

LIMERICK AND FLASH
were now given a run from 3.23 to 3.31,

finding nothing. Their way of going
and hunting did not seem to impress the
judges favorably. This ended the second
series.

Third Series.

EDGE MARK AND ALBERTS DUCHF.SS.

Edge Mark and Albert's Duchess were
ordered down again, running from 3.39
to 3.55, and foutid nothing. This ended
the stake, with the following result

:

1. Edge Mark.
2. Albert's Duchess.

3. Peg Woffington.

THE WOOUALE KENNELS' SALE.

The Prices lleallziHl Were Fur Helow
Actual Value of the Dosrs.

From Our Special Correspondejit.

New York, Dec. 24.—The first annual

sale of the surplus stock of the Woodaie

Kennels was auctioned off Tuestlay at

the American Horse Exchange. There

was a very fair gathering of the elite of

doggy men present. The prices realized

were not worthy of the v.ilue of the dogs
there and bargains can safely be asserted

were the general prevailing. Mr. Parry

bought the oitch Lavish for a mere song,

and the owners greatly regretted that she
was brought on. The purchase of Mr.
Bernheinier's Rustic was dirt cheap and
should prove quite an addition in the

stud, his appearance being most slylish.

Mr. Bailies, although not a doggy man,
is becoming quite efficient at the art of

describing a dog and a most decided im-

provement on the last Rutherfoid sale.

Donald Munro was at first hardly recog-

nizable in the ring, and everybody mur-
mured among themselves, "where is

Starden's Jack," and he himself appeared
lost without his companion. F. Dole was
here—very much—and intended buying
something for a friend, but I undersiancl

a deal was made with Dr. Glover in the

shape of a two-minute and fifty-second

"boss" that will surpa.ss most anything
on Seventh Avenue.
The names of the dogs sold, amount and

names of purchasers are given below :

DOGS.
NAME OF IKXi.

Rival
Rustic ....
Ruffian
Renard

IITRCHASER. PRICE.
, Irvin $35-<»
. Bernheimer 22.50
Ruth 15. CXI

Cash sale 3 00

Kakee Burke 14.00

Dean Cash sale 5.00

Delegate Stillman 26.0
Demon Cash sale 15.00

Dictator Stillman 4.00

Defaulter Chamberlain 11.00

HITCHES.
Lavish Parry 11 00

Baby McKee . . . Vanderbilt 20.00

Warren Eno . . . R. L 2500
Resume Bernheimer 1500
Hillside Jewel . . Ellice 7.00

Blemton Empress Stillman 7.00

Reva R. L 32.00

Dina Ockerhausen 7 00

Five other bitches were sold for I23,
wnth names of purchasers not given.

The St. Bernard sale of Mr. John Kee-
van resulted in some bargains and should
have brought higher prices :

NAME OF DOO. PURCHASER. PRICE.

Lady Hanley . . . Cash sale $7.00
Rosebud Reick 1400
Storm Queen . . . Cash sale 22.00

Prelate Cash sale 25.00

.\ppolona .... Cash sale 15.00
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THE FREEPORT SHOW.

Their First Annual Exhibition— Ihe

Judging and the Awards.
From Our Special Correspondent.

Freeport, 111., December i6.—The

first annual show of the Freeport, Ill-

inois, Poultry and Pet Stock Association

opened at Freeport on Thursday, Decem-

ber 10, and closed on the 14th. It was

held in the Opera House, and it cannot be

said that this is a very desirable place for

the holding of an exhibition of this kind.

The hall is up two flights of stairs, and

as there is no room for the exercising of

the dogs other than the street, it makes

it very tiresome for those who have a

large string under their care. The bench-

ing was the same as that used at Rock-

ford last week and answered the purpose

very well. The association fed the show

on Spratts biscuits soaked in beef .soup.

The judging was done on the stage, the

sporting dogs by Tim Donohue and the

non-sporting by Harry L. Goodman. Mr.
H. C. Tyler was the superintendent, but

he made himself conspicuous by his ab-

sence. Great credit is due Mr. T. P«llis

Taylor, the secretary, who worked night

and day to make the show a success for

the association and pleasant for the ex-

hibitors. J. W. Miller, the president, is

deserving of much praise for giving so

much of his time and labor to the enter-

pri.se. A marked catalogue was issued on
the morning of the third day, the judging
being done the day previous. The dogs
as a whole were those seen at Rockfoid,
and but few changes occurred in the

placing of the awards. Ben Lewis and
John H. Naylor each had a string of

twenty-eight in their charge, and divided

the special offered to the handler with
the largest number of entries. The cata-

logue calls for 114 entries and but few
were absent. The quality of the dogs,

like at Rockford, was good. The display

of poultry was even greater than at Rock-
ford, and was of a very high order. The
show, it is feared, will not be a financial

success.

The beautiful Christmas number of

The Fanciers' Journal was placed on
sale on Saturday, a large number of

copies being disposed of. All exhibitors

and a great many visitors were struck by
the beauty and general make-up of the

paper.
The Canicura Company was again on

hand with a fine lay out of their dog
medicines, of which a good deal was sold.

The awards were as follows :

MastiflW—Open, do<;s.

I. Ormonde, Charles E. Bunn.
a. Cyrus, Colin C. McLain.
V. Sraosha, Colin C. McLain.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Sinaloa. Charles E. Bunn.
2. Mattela, Charles E. Bunn.
v. Lady Cohrey, Charles E. Bunn.

Armati, Colin C. McLain.

PrPPlES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Sraosha, Colin C. McLain.
a. Armati, Colin C. "McLain.

Great Danes—Ope.n, nocis.

1. Grover Cleveland, Joseph Zilligan.

OPEN, BITCHES.
1. Columbian Flora, F. S. Anderson.
2. Minca, George W. Clayton.

puppies—IHXJS AND BITCHE8.

1. Columbian Daphne, F. S. Anderson.

Rousrh-foatt**! ^t. Bernards—Open, dogs

I. Fernwood Bruce, W. C. Hicltox.
2. Othello, John W. Uunlop.
R. Argus. L. J. West
v. intght, F. S. Anderson.

OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Clara, Whitewater Kennels.

Smooth-coated St. Bernards.
CHALLENGE, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I Lord Hector, Fernwood Kennc-ls.

OPEN, D«XIS.

1. Sir Eldred, South Bend Kennels.

Bloodhounds—Open, dogh and bitches.

I. Jack Shepherd. R. G. H. Huntington.

Greyhounds—Open, docjs.

I. Kentucky Blue, F. S. Anderson.

Foxhounds—Open, doos.

1. Withheld.
2. Queen, John Spore.

Pointers—Challenge, dogs.

1. Trinket's Chief, G. G. Pabst.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Inspiration, J. H. Winslow.
i. Chief Amo, J.G. Earle.
V. Sport. W. M. Brown.
H. Trump, H. C. Tyler.

open, BITCHES.

V. Nellie, W. A. Kintzle.

Enellsh Setters—Challenge, doos.

1 . Monk of Furness, Paul H. Gotzian,

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Benzine, Harry Northwood.
2. Sir Frederick, Seminole Kennels.
H. Set, John Spore.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Albert'.* Nellie, John A. Hartniau.
2. Paxie Maid, A.J. Klofanda.
V. Minnesota, Paul H. Gut/.iau.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Buster Billings, T. Ellis Taylor.

Irish Setters

—

Challe.ngk, douh.

I. Kildare, Oak Grove Kennels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Kildale Gleninore, Oak Grove Kennels.
2. Lord F^lcho, Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, hitches.

1. F^lfreda, Wesley Mills.
2. Onota Belle, Oak Grove Kennels.
K. Bessie Glencho II, Seminole Kennels.
V. Aurora, Oak Grove Kennels.

Gordon Setters.
challenge, dogs and bitches.

1. Duchess of Waverly. Samuel (i. Dixon.

open, dogs.

1. Asp, B. F. Lewis.
2. Roger, F. W. Ellis.

open, bitches.

1. Countess Richmond, Samuel li. Dixon.
2. yueen of Scotland, W. N. Gilbert.

Water Spaniels-Open, du«>s.

1. , K. G. Fink.

Field Spunlelu.
challkngb, dogs and bitches.

I. Black Diamond, B. F. Lewis.

OPEN, dogs.

1. Newton Abbot Torso, T. Ellis Taylor.
2. Arko, Mrs. A. P. Smith.

0PI;N, BITCHES.

I. What Not, Ancient and Moileru Spaniel
Kennels.

Cocker Spaniels—Challenge, hitches.

I. 1 Say, Ancient and Modern Spaniel Ken-
nels.

OPEN, DOGS.

1. Jersey Obo, J. P. Willey.
2. Gothumite, Ancient and Mo<lern Spaniel

Kennels.
OPEN, bitches.

1. Lady Obo, Ancient and Modern Spaniel
Kennels.

2. Black Duchess, J. P. Willey.

PUPPIES—DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Woodland Pete, Ancient aiut Modern Span-
iel Kennels.

Collies—Challenge, dogs.

I. Ch. Roslyn Dandy, Seminole Kennels.

challenge, bitches.

I. Metchlcy Surprise, Seminole Kennels.

open, ixx;s.

1. Rowdy, Seminole Kennels.
2. Grielenstein, Harry R. Smith.

open, bitches.

1. Dot, Seminole Kennels.
2. Willis, Harry R. Smith.

Bull Doses-Challenge, dogs and bitches.

I. Bo swain, E. A. Woodward.
open, bitches.

I. Duchess of Parma, E. A. Woodward.
Bull Terrleii*—Open, dogs.

I. Chautauqua Sam, George W. Clayton.

open, bitches.

1. White Gipsey, George W. Clayton.

puppies—dogs and bitches.

1. Chautauqua Sam, George W. Clayton.
2. Chautauqua Bird, George W. Clayton.

Dachsliundcs—Challenge, Docis * bitches.
1.- Gill, B. F. Lewis.

OPEN, DOGS.

I. Hundesports Bergman, W. LoefHer.

OPEN, bitches.

I. Lina K., W. Loeffler.

Beagles—Open, dogs.

I. Tony Weller, W. H. Child.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. June M., Middleton Kennels.
2. Dottie R., R. C. Rinearson.
R. Oak View Juliet. W. H. Child,

v. Sadie, Rudolph Engleman.
Bettie R., R. C. Rinear.son.

Smootli-1 laired Fox Terriers.
OPEN, DOGS.

I. Glendon Spark, R. E. Fishburu.
a. Painter, Harry Northwood.

OPEN, BITCHES.

1. Venus, Anglo-American Terrier Kennels.
2. Auburn Beauty, G. R. Halden.

AVlre-halred Fox Terriers.
OPE.N, DOGS AND BITCHES.

I. Barton Sting, Anglo-American Terrier Ken-
nels.

Irish Terriers

—

Open, dogs and bitches.

1. Galtees, Halderaan O'Connor.
2. Ballymony, Anglo American Terrier Ken-

nels.

Scotch Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Grey, W. P. F'razer.

Dandle Dlnmont Terrlei-s.

open. dck;s and bitches.

I. Border Clinker II, H. J. Linzen.

Skye Terriers—Open, dogs and bitches.

I. Sir Stafford, CliflTord A. Shinn.

Black and Tan Terriers.
open, dogs and bitches.

T. Prince Raglan, Anglo-American Terrier
Kennels.

Poodles-Open, bitches.

1. Pera, Mrs. W. P. Woodard.

Piiips-Challenge, dogs.

I. Ch. Bob Ivy, M. H. Cryer.

challenge, bitches.

I. Sateen, Howard Kennels.

open, dogs.

1. Penrice, Howard Kennels.
2. Rob Roy, Mrs. M. M. Balleiitine
R. Kash, j'r , Seminole Kennels.

OPEN, bitches.

1. Lady Clover, Howard Kennels.
2. Cribbage, M. H. Cryer.
V. Little Duchess, Seminole Kennels.

puppies—DCKIS.
I. Penrice Boy, Howard Kennels.

puppies—bitches.
I. Little Duchess, Seminole Kennels.

Specials.

Best St. Bernard bitch, Whitewater Kennel's
Clara; best four collies. Seminole Kennels; best
fox terrier, Glendon Spark; best four any other
breed, Howard Kennels: best litter of puppies,
any breed, Harry R. Smith, litter of collies; best
mastiff, Ormonde; best rough-coated St. Bernard,
Fernwood Bruce; best smooth-coated St. Bernard,
Lord Hector; best Great Dane, Grover Cleveland;
best pointer. Inspiration; best English setter,
Monk of Furness; best Irish setter, Kildare; best
cocker spaniel, I Say; best collie, Roslyn Dandy;
best Irish water spaniel. Trouble; best pug dog.
Bob Ivy; best greyhound puppy, Little Maid;
handler with largest entry, divided between
Lewis and Naylor, twenty-eight entries each;
best non-sporting dog. Jack Shepherd; best
sporting dog. Inspiration; best beagle, June M.;
best brace of English setters, Monk of Furness
and Minnesota; best four Irish setters. Oak Grove
Kennels; best four spaniels, Ancientand Modern
Kennels; best four mastiffs, Charles E. Bunn.

Criticism on Awards.

Mastiff.s.—The classes were precisely

as at Rockford and no change was made
in the awards.

Great Danes.—In the open class for

dogs Imperator was absent, which left it

a walk-over for Grover Cleveland, a lit-

tle lighter in flesh than last week, which
helps his appearance. The open class

for bitches had three entries, out Irene
II was absent. As I intimated in my
last report, Columbian Flora, second at

Rockford, should have won over Minca,
who is very throaty and light in muzzle.
Flora is also the better in neck, shoulders
and front feet and was rightly placed first

here. Columbian Daphne was in the
puppy class without competition.

ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARDS.—The
class for rough-coated St. Bernard dogs
had six entries, of which Royalty was
not for competition and General Bedi-

vere was absent, Fernwood Bruce win-

ning another easy first, Othello, second,
the same as last week. Argus got the
reserve card, and with a little more size

he would have beaten Othello, as he is

better in head, marking and hindquar-
ters and is also a freer mover. In muzzle
and expression he also excels. Knight,
vhc, was not in show condition. Clara
had a walk-over in the bitch class. She
is most perfect in body, stern and front

legs and behind she is a trifle light in

second thigh ; head and ears good, muz-
zle should be deeper. Just past a year
old, she has the making of a good one.

Smooth - coated St. Bernards.—
Three classes were provided for the
smooth coats with but one entry in each
class, of which Nell II, first at Rockford,
was absent. Nell slipped her collar af-

ter putting her on the train at Rockford
and escaped and up to date has not been
found. She is a bitch of good size, nearly

all white body with orange patches. She
is owned by the Capital City Kennels, of
Columbus, Ohio, who will be under many
obligations and amply reward anyone
who will inform them of her whereabouts.
Lord Hector won in the challenge class,

and Sir Eldred got another first in the
open class.

Bloodhounds. —Jack Shepherd was
again first, and this time the .special for

best non-sporting dog ui show.

Grevhound.s.—Kentucky Blue, alone,

won in open dog class. One puppy was
entered, but all prizes were properly
tvithheld.

Foxhounds. — Queen was just good
enough for second in this class.

Pointers.— In the challenge class

Trinket's Chief, well-known, was the
only entry. He was in very good shape
except his coat, which wants looking
after. The open class for dogs had four

entries. Inspiration, first, is good in

body, legs and feet, has a nice clean neck
and a good coat. In head he is faulty,

face dished and eyes too prominent.
Chief Amo, second, is a good all-round,

up-standing dog, having good bone, legs

and feet. Sport, vhc, is on the coarse

order, and Trump was too big, coarse

and very throaty. But one bitch was
shown, Nellie, and she a rank bad one ;

vhc is what she got, but nothing is what
she deserved.

English Setters.—Monk of Furness
had a walk-over in the challenge class.

He is improving every day. In the open
class for dogs a new one was sprung on
the judge, and a most beautiful dog he
is, nearly perfect in head, body, legs and
feet, a little awkward behind in move-
ment, a good deep muzzle, beautiful eyes
and expression and a grand all-round
dog. Such a dog is Sir Frederick, but
Benzine, who is high on legs and his in-

ferior in many other respects, was placed
over him. Set, breeder and pedigree un-
known, got all he deserved in receiving
an he card. Bitches had four entries with
no rank bad ones. Albert's Nellie was
first, Paxie Maid, second, and Minnesota
getting the three letters, were placed right

and all were described in Rockford re-

port. There were two entries in the
puppy class, of which Lut Billings was
absent, leaving Bu.ster Billings, a useful

little bitch, a walk-over.

Irish Setter.s.—^^Kildare and Semi-
nole again met for challenge honors, the
former winning somewhat easily. In
open dogs Kildare Glenmore was first

and Lord Elcho second and both are

well known. Elfreda got another first in

the bitch class, with Onota Belle a close

second. The latter has a beautiful long
head, good shoulders, legs and feet, but
too light in flesh. Bessie Glencho II got
the reserve card. Aurora, vhc, was de-

serving of a better place, for she beats
Bessie at nearly every point.

Gordon Sf;tters.—Duchess of Wav-
erly, alone in the challenge class, was
however passed upon none too soon, as

the following morning she gave birth to

six beautiful puppies, all doing well.

But two entries showed up in the open
dog class, the well-known Asp winning,
with Roger second, who is ou the heavy
order and coat too curly. The bitch class,

like the open dog class, had but two en-

tries, first very properly going to Count-
ess Richmond, an animal of the proper
type, with ^iieen of Scotland second.

Spaniei.3.—Irish water spaniels had
but one entry, name not given, but he is

one of the real good old sort, except that

his tail has too much feather and is a lit-

tle short of topknot and was given first.

The field and cocker spaniel classes were
filled with the same dogs that held the

boards at Rockford, and as no changes
were made in the placing of the awards a
description here is unnecessary.

Colli f:s.—In the challenge class for

dogs Roslyn Dandy was alone, and
Metchley Surprise had a like walk-over
in the corresponding class for bitches.

Rowdy was again placed first in the open
dog class, with Grieffenstein, a dog of
good working type but not in the best of
condition, second. Walter Scott HI was
absent. The bitch class had but three
entries, an<l of these Granger Nellie was
absent. This left it between Dot and
Willis, the former having not much to

spare, as she is out of coat and rather

undersized. Willis was handicapped by
an injurj' to one of her eyes. She is also

rather soft in coat and heavy in head.
Scotilla IV had a walk-over in the puppy
class. Except that he is full under the

eyes with a large heavy ear he would
make a rare good one.

Bull Dog.s.—Bo'swain and Duchess of
Parma were shown in the two classes

provided for this breed, each getting first.

I)uchess is too high on legs and lacking
massiveness of .skull

.

Bull Terriers.—Their positions were
the same as at Rockford. Chautauqua
Leo was absent.

Dachshunds.—There were but three

classes with the same number of entries

and were placed the same as last week.

Beagles.—The open dog class had
two entries, but only Tony Weller com-
peted. True was again disqualified for

being too tall. In the bitch class the
judge .somewhat changed their places

Irom last week, but again got them
wrong. June M. was again placed first,

second going to Dottie R., but there is

no question that the place properly be-

longed to Bettie R. This is a really

good little hound, with plenty of chest,

good bone and full of character, but she
was a bit heavy and her skull is wider
than is necessary. Dottie is lighter in

bone and has wretchedly bad feet. Oak
View Juliet got the reserve card, a peg
too high in this company, as she is, to

say the lea,st, toyish. Sadie, al.so vhc,

deserved her place.

Fox Terriers.—No new faces showed
up and their placing was the same as last

week, and the same remarks cover the

Irish, Scotch, Dandie Diumont, Skye and
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black and tan terriers as well as the class
for poodles.

Pugs.—The challenge class for dogs
had two entries, of which Sprake. the
property of the judge, was for exhibition
only. This left a walk over for Bob Ivy,
who afterwards won the special for best
pug in show, the handsome little Sateen
again winning in the corresponding class
for the fair sex. The open dog class

brought out a new face in Rob Roy, not
a bad dog by any means, still the judge
did not consider him good enough to

beat Penrice, and I can only .say I agree
with him. In height they are about even
and in skull they measure alike, but in

wrinkle Rob Roy excels, and in muzzle
Penrice has only a shade the best of it.

In carriage of stern and twist I prefer
Rob. In ear Penrice beats him ea.sily.

Pie is also shorter in back, has larger
eyes and is better in front legs ; Rob is a
bit out at elbows and his body drops a
little too low in front a la bull dog. Pen-
rice was given first, with Rob Roy sec-

ond. Seven Dollars was absent and Ka.sh,
Tr, got vhc. The class for the fair sex
had three entries, l,ady Clo'-er winning
first, from Cribbage, second, and Little

Duchess getting another vhc. Penrice
Boy again won first in the class for dog
puppies, and Little Duchess doing like-

wise in the same class for bitches. They
were the only entries in these classes.

MR. BELMONT EXPLAINS.

He Was Xot Interviewed by a Reporter

in Regard to the A. K. C.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

In your issue of December 12 you

take occasion to comment editorially

upon an alleged article written in the

New York Morning Advertiser, in which

matters of the American Kennel Club

are said to have been criticised, and al-

leging interviews with Mr. Vredenburgh

and myself, at well as referring to

strictures .upon the management of the

club by Mr. Peshall. I have no knowl-

edge as to whether the interview re-

ferred to with Mr. Vredenburgh is true

or false, but all that refers to me and

what I am represented as saying is most

unqualifiedly so. You will admit, there-

fore, that you have done me a serious

injustice when I tell you that I do not

entertain the feelings you attribute to

me at all, and no one from the .Adver-

tiser visited me to my recollection.

While I am very busy at my office

daily and not always at leisure to re-

ceive reporters, who I may say are not

at all unfrequent visitors on many sub-

jects other than the aff"airs of tlte A. K.
C, I always receive them when possible,

and most courteously, and, recognizing
to its fullest extent the importance of

the press, I do not hesitate to give them
any information at my command.
Were I guilty of the narrow and un-

American conduct you attribute to me
I should most certainly consider myself
meriting the harsh things you say. I

have said before, and say now, that I am
at all times most ready to listen to and
confer with anyone interested in dogs,

whether he be officer, delegate, member
of the A. K. C. directly or through a club,

or au individual without club atfiliation.

I am not unapproachable at all, except-
ing inasfar as my very much occupied
time restricts me. Even were I so and
were the A. K. C. controlled by a clique

so unpopular and detrimental to dog in-

terests as you imply, the clubs through-
out the country can between one quar-
terly meeting and another, through a

change of instructions to their delegates,

right any wrongs they deem advisable,

and could, without any difficulty what-
soever, secure the resignation of the offi-

cers and change of man.igement. But it

must of necessity ari.se from a general

wish, and cannot be effected at the in-

stance of a few who have felt the heel of
the A. K. C. for their wrong doings. The
officers do and can only act through the

power and dictation of the club as ex-

pressed through its delegates.

So thoroughly a representative institu-

tion as the A. K. C. has very quick and
effective means of redress against arro-

gant or Ihot-headed officers who exceed

their powers. I think I voice the senti-
ments of any and all officers and em-
ployees of the club, whether serving
gratuitously or for pay, in courting most
openly and publicly a' review of all their
acts, and their condemnation, if neces-
sary, and request that you circulate this
statement as widely as lies in your power.

I believe dog men are most heartily
tired of Mr. Peshall's efforts at persecu-
tion of the A. K. C. and notoriety in the
press, and do not desire to see me or
any of the officers rushing into print to
debate all the wild accusations and propo-
sitions he and his friends indulge in.

The proposition to reduce registration
fees and cut off .sources of revenue for
the sake of lightening the tax they im-
pose in various ways on dog men is'good
debatable ground, and should be dis-
cussed on its merits, and not be distorted
and made to serve as a vehicle for per-
.sonal warfare. It must be borne in mind,
however, that whether mistaken or not,
the officers and managers are trying to
.secure for the A. K. C. a revenue with
the sole object, and no other, of furnish-
ing dog men with an effective and thor-
oughly solvent and properly equipped
organization to conduct their affairs. I

firmly believe, moreover, that the ma-
jority of dog men throughout the United
States—and it is not un-American to hold
that the majority shall dictate—do not
desire to have their central organization
threatened with the menace of insol-
vency, for I do not care what useful prin-
ciple the A. K. C. does or may represent,
or who the men are who may be elected
delegates and officers, it cannot run its

appointed journey without money any
more than the best manned and equipped
ocean greyhound can cross the Atlantic
without coal.

I believe the present charges for regis-

tration and dues of associate members are
only properly adequate for the mainte-
nance of the A. K. C. as a useful creation
of the dog men of the country. It is cei-
tainly in their power to change anything
they like, and if it is desirable, then let

those who believe in changes agitate the
question and give good and sufficient rea-

sons for a change. To harp on the very
much-worn cry of "clique" to the intelli-

gent men who own and breed dogs
throughout the United States, and who
are well aware that they have but to turn
their hand over and out goes the clique,

and indulge in nothing but personal ref-

erences, is only calculated to create dis-

cord and bring no remedy. If the method
is not good, fight that ; men are easily

found, while a good method requires
thought and work. The delegates and
officers have given both. The dog men
want arguments and suggestions which
will instruct and improve, and no one is

better equipped than you, Mr. Editor, to
present them. I remain very respect-

fully yours, AUGU.ST Belmont,
President America Kennel Clnb.

man J'

come,

which

BREEDERS OF M.\STIFFS.

Quite a N'liniber of Them SprluteliiK

I'p In the >Vet»t.

EniTOR Fanciers' Journal.

Your Chri.sttnas number arrived to-day,

and I wish to compliment you ou your

admirable effort. The Christmas number
alone is worth the subscription for the

year. Long may you continue and issue

Christmas numbers in )-ears to

There is one point, however, to

I must take exception—your re-

sume of mastiffs. It seems to be a feel-

ing shared by most eastern editors that

mastiffs are fast losing ground, and that
the Flour City Kennels are the only
kennels of the breed in America. Mas-
tiffs are losing ground in the East. Men
with whom you eastern editors rub
elbows every day have, to a certain ex-
tent, given them up. Not so in the West.
The mastiff" is steadily marching on in

this part of the country.
Do you remember last year's Chicago

show? The mastiff classes were the best

of the season, and, mark my words, will

be .so this year. New York, Boston, etc.,

are too far away for most of us, conse-

quently Chicago is our Mecca, and if

your reporter will examiuj the classes

carefully at Chicago he will. I think, see

more good .\merican-bred mastiffs than
ever shown before. No, sir ; every time
we get a fair dog we have not filled the

papers with it. We have been "sawing
wood" all the time and in about two

more years we will surprise some of you.
As to kennels, a new one has been or-

gatiized at Onoga, Kansas, by Dr. G. H.
Grimmell, containing now some dozen
or fifteen dogs, than which there are no
better breed on the face of the earth.
You will hear from him in time.
Then there is C. Cook, of Canton, Ohio,

owner of Moses and other good dogs.
What about him and the number of good
j'oungsters he brought out last year?
vSurely his is a kennel worthy of any
country.
CHntou Powell, of Omaha, has been

breeding in a quiet way on correct lines,

and can show some good ones, and Mrs.
Dr. Ayeni, of Omaha, has an American-
bred dog, Wellington, a son of Lord
Raglan out of Waionta Donna, that can
beat any dog in .A-iuerica. This is a start-

ling remark, but it is true. I have yet
to see a mastiff judge who has seen him
who does not agree with me. Five hun-
dred dollars has repeatedly been refused
for him. The fact is. Dr. Avers bred
him, and Mrs. Avers, since the doctor's
sudden death, cherished the dog as the
apple of her eye and so far could not be
induced to show him. I .sincerely trust
he may be seen at the coming Chicago
show.

Lastly, I myself have no mean kennel.
I have now over eighteen mastiffs. Not
one of them is anything but first-class in

breeding, as good as can be had, and
while none of them are equal to Flour
City Kennels' show dogs, they are a verv
even lot and are all good breeders and
producers. I just won at Rockford first

and second in bitch class with two of my
own breeding, and think I have some
belter ones coming on. I can show now
as many superior dogs of my own breed-
ing as any kennel. During the past year
I imported Lady Cobrey, a daughter of
Beaufort out of Champion Toozie. This
bitch is the dam of Dr. Turner's Ilford

County Member, who has lately been
winning first wherever shown, having
beaten Cardinal Beaufort every time
shown against him, and Mr. Cook says
can beat Ilford Chancellor. I have a
litter from her exceptionally fine.

I also received last week from England
the young bitch Ilford Cameo, a daugh-
ter ofJack Thyer, and Ilford Christine by
Ilford Chancellor. This is a good young
bitch and was never shown but once, at

Barnet, two d^ys before sailing, where
she won reserve to Isolde and Seabreeze.
She cannot compete with Flour City
cracks, but is a grandly bred, useful

bitch.

Now in conclusion, permit me to say I

am not trying to run down the Flour
City Kennels. I do not wi.sh to be mis-
understood. I consider Chancellor the
best in America, barring Wellington. I

also concede him to be the best stud dog.
The prominent bitches of that kennel
cannot be equalled in this country and
that kennel is in the lead, but because it

is the best is no reason there are no
others in the land, and as before men-
tioned, w^e in the West are "sawing
wood" and saying nothing until this let-

ter, which I could not refrain from writ-

ing. C. E. Bunn.
Peoria, 111.. December 12.

Shooting Accident.
Editor Fanciers' JorR.sAL.

A shocking accident happened toCha.s.

Hanselnian. a market shooter of Burrton,

Kan. Hanselman bad been shooting quails

and was riding home in his buggy. A ten-gauge

Winchester shot gun was placed in the buggy,

and Mr. Hanselman had it leaning against his

left side. In pulling up the lap robe the gun

was discharged, literally tearing out his left side

so the bowels protnided, and a companion who
was with him held them in place with his hands

until help came. Strange to say Mr. Hanselman

lived four hours after the accident, and died a

seemingly painless death. He left a wife and

three children. M. C. Wiles.

"A Run with the Duke's," by R.

Monckton-Dene in Outing for January is

a spirited description of fox hunting over

the famous Melton country made immor-
tal by the wizard pen of Whyte-Melville.

"It would be a wise and timely move
to prohibit the sale of grouse of all kinds

and ((uail for, say a period of at least

three years. This would give a fair idea

of just how much the market shooters

are responsible for the decrease of our
game, and should so lessen the annual
slaughter as to give the birds every

chance to increase,"—Outing for January,

PROVIDE.NCE BENCH SHOW.

The Classes Very Small and the (juhI-
Ity as a Rule Only Ordinary.

Si'Eci.vLTO The Fanciers' Joirnai..

Providence, R. L, Dec. 18.—The
Rhode Island Poultry Association's dog
show began here yesterday. The dogs
are few and ordinary in quality, except-

ing a few specimens. Owing to there

being no catalogues it is impossible to

make up an accurate list of awards, and
send you what we can herewith.

Mastlftk—Open, uoos.
I. Leo, R. Lawrence Guild.

OJ'EN, HITCHES.
I. Belle of Newport, David Hopwood.

St. IJcrnards—Open, Do<is.

1. Mettlehorn, L. E. Miller.
2. Nero, John 4'. Wilson.

Ol'EN, lUTCHES.
1. Dorothy, Miller & Folsom.
1. Bess, Mr. Chilhew.

PUPPIES—I>OGS AND BITCHES.
I. Monk, Patrick C. Ke.letl.

tircat I>anes—Puppies.
I. -Major, J. H. De Long.

<»rcylioiiii«ls—OPEN, hitches.
I. Nellie, M. G. Cornbill.

l*oIiiters—Ope.v, u»k;s.

1. Dash, Sunset Hill Kennels.

Kiiull^li Setters—Open, l>uos.

1. Jim the Dude, E. H Openshaw.
2. Myron McKay. J. M. Brown.

open, bitches.
1. Fannie B.. Frank -Moore.
2. Kittie G.. J. M. Brown.
v.Trixie, E. H.Opeushaw.

Irish Setters—Open, dogs.

1. Glen Jarvis, Glendvne Kennels.
2. Elcho v., Thomas Cullen
3. Rhody. Thomas Joyce.

OPEN, HITCHES.
1. Lucelle, Glcndyne Kennels.
2. Mallie Glendyne, Glendyne Kennels.

PIPPIKS.
1. MoUie Glendyne. Glendyne Kennels.
2. Larry Dolau 11, Glendyne Kennels.

(iordon Setters—Open, dogs.
I. Pete, William Kenyon.

OPEN, BITCHES.
I. Judy, William Kenyon.

Cocker Spaniels—open, bitches.
I. La La. Park Kennels,
v. Little Gypsey, W. Browning

puppies.
I Major, Park Kennels.

Foxhounds—Open, ixiuk.

1. Parson, H. T. Thurber.
2. Deacon, H. T. Thurber.

OPEN.BirCHES.
1. Fcnner. H. T. Thurber.
2. Tobia, H. T. Thurber.

Heagles—Open, dogs.

I. Little Roscoe, Sunset Hill Kennels.
PUPPIES.

I. Don F., Sunset Hill Kennels.

Collies—Open. Dotis.

I. Highland Flossie, L- Stansfield.
V. Finny, E. E. Mcintosh.

OPEN, HITCHES.
1. Floss, L. Stansfield.
2. Royal, Mr. Sweeney.

Fo.v Terriers-Open, do<l;s.

I. Scamp, Mr. Richmond.

Irish Terriers-Ope.n. dogs.

I. Killaloe, Park Kennels.
OPEN, BITCHES.

I. Dunmurry, Park Kennels.

.)ai)anese Spaniels-Open, doc*.

I. Nanki Poo, Park Kennels.
OPEN. BITCHES.

1. Yum Yum, Park Kennels.

Miscellaneous Class.
( Dandy (French poodle), Mr. Kenyon
(Fidelity (round-head terrier), Sunset Hill

Kennels.
/Tiny (F'rench poodle), Mr. Kenyon.
( Shadowy (French poodle), Mr. Leahy.

He Was a Book Asent.
From the Brooklyn Life.

S.iy.so—Those who love books almost
invariablj- love dogs. That is a rule with, I

think, few exceptions.

Nowit— I am one of the exceptions.

Sayso—You love books and hate dogs ?

Nowit—Exactly.
Sayso—That is strange.

Nowit—Not in the least— I am a book agent.

An Irish Setter.
—Ftom the Club,
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THE COON, BEVERWYCK TIPPLER

AND WHERE THEY LIVE.

BY BROCKENHURST,

Is it possible that there is anybody in

Albany who doesn't know Mr. Clarence

Rathbone and his Tippler, who accom-

panies him daily, following his carriage.

Surely no dog man in America could be

guilty of such an offense, and more es-

pecially a fox terrier crank. The inhab-

itants of our capital city little know the

value and pride bestowed upon Tippler

by his owner and the high appreciation

he is held at in this doggy world, both

for his pluck and as a rabbit courser.

That he is pre-eminent in the latter has

been practically contested, for did he not

go down to Hempstead, at the Rabbit

Coursing Meeting some two years ago,

and scoop everything, not only defeating

the fleetest in this country belonging to

such well-known fox terrier breeders as

August Belmont, L. and W. Rutherford

and Fred Hoey but also the best imported

fox terrier rabbit courser on the other side?

It appears that Mr. Hoey was going to

spring a surprise on some of his country-

men and so got Frank Redmond to send

him over the best dog in England for

that purpose. He arrived, but only to be

V)eaten by our own Tippler. That this

was a feather in his owner's cap is easily

to be imagined, and never did a prouder
man return to Albany with cups galore
and money to line his pocket, fully satis-

fied that he had downed the New York-
ers once.
With regard to the pluck of Tippler his

record on cats, as actually seen, is about
fifty, and what he has done on the quiet

as an appetizer remains a mystery, com-
bined with any other vermin that chanced
to cross his path. We most of us have
seen the unique stud card of the Bever-
wyck Kennels ; it is a novelty, a work of
art and fully explanatory not only of
Tippler but of most of the grown dogs of
the Beverwyck blood— it is the coon, the
introduction and the acquaintance. So
good was it considered that the English
Stock-Keeper reproduced pictures of it,

highly complimenting the originality of
the idea.

Before going any further, I took myself
to Albany with a treat in store to see
"tarriers Ahat is tarners," and none of
your namby-pamby meek and mild stuff

that haven't the grit of a piebald flea,

but something of the olden stamp. Albeit

my expectations were realized I can war-
rant you. After visiting the capitol and
trying to sell the governor a terrier pup,
I took the stage to Londonville, going
through a hilly country belonging to the
Van Rennsellaers. On the way my
friend the driver, smelling my doggy
whiskers, painfully brought to memory
poor old Fritz Emniett. whose immense
and gorgeous mansion we passed to the
right of us. which is going to ruin. It

was here that Plinlinmion made his de-

but on American soil by jumping through
a window that Fritz had paid one thou-
sand dollars for. A man with a carriage
then hove in sight and announced that

he had come lor me, and quickly de-

posited me among some of the inmates
of the kennel.

It doesn't take long to find out that
you are in a doggy atmosphere (I don't
mean in regard to odor) which is de-

cidedly terrier from the woid go. Grouped
everywhere yon see small photos of Mr.
Rathbone's work and developed as well
as any professional by Mrs. Rathbone.
These, dotted around in most suitable

little glass frames, lend greatly to the
picturesqiieness of the room. After be-

ing introduced to some of "Tony Weller's
tired feeling," I njade for the kennel,
which is most compact and admirably
arranged with innnense runs to each,
bringing the dogs, you might say, to one
focus, saving time and labor in running
about, and constructed as follows: There
is one frame building, roughly about
eight feet high, with a passage way going
through the centre of it. and five feet in

width. On each side are eight kennels
the same height, four feet wide and six

feet long. A wide door opens into each.

which has*wire letlin to see the'do^s and
a slide to pull up tight. There is also

another door from each kennel into the
run. Each has what you can safely term
an exercising ground. It is more than
an ordinary run, because the kennel,
which is in all thirty-two feet long and
seventeen feet wide, stands truly in the
middle of an acre and a half of ground,
and the runs are so extended that they
finally all together form a square, with
the kennel in the middle. The flooring

is rough wood covered with tar paper,

then Georgia pine wood over that, then
lastly a thick linoleum lined with cork
presents us to a floor that a Fifth Avenue
hundred-dollar cook would feel proud
to stretch her dainty feet upon. Dogs
with an oilcloth floor ! What is this age
coming to ? Also in each kennel is a

large box, strongly and well made, with
a hole in the end and a lid on hinges on
the top, being suitable for summer and
winter.

Now, Mr. Rathbone doesn't appreci-

ate what a splendid kennel he has, un-

less he wants some fresco work on the

ceiling, and I fail to see only one addi-

tion, that is, more light in each kennel,

and a window in each would remedy that.

This done, he has my beau ideal of a

kennel, as light and solid as a rock and
lots of ground. Before I describe the in-

mates of this "bijou," who enjoy such
happiness and freedom, you will notice

there are only three that he hasn't bred
himself, and they are brood bitches.

Commencing with our old sport, pet

and boss of the kennel, brings us to Bev-
erwyck Tippler. Breeder, C. Rathbone

;

sire, Champion Bacchanal ; dam, Blem-
ton Thyme; born in 1886; even black
and tan head and spot on root of tail.

Winnings—First Troy, first Albany, 1888,

and winner of the Hempstead Coursing
Meeting and never shown without being
mentioned. This is a dog of the racy

stamp, as hard as nails and game till

death. He has a long punishing head,

strongjaw and though light and somewhat
full ^^ ^y^' '*» possessed of that varmint
character which constitutes a terrier. His
ears are nicely put on, but not quite the

right shape but a nice thickness. Mouth,
as already shown, must be a good one.

He has a lot of bone, good coat, strong

loin and back and muscles of iron. His
body somewhat long, is only in conform-
ity with his legs, giving him the speed he
has, combined with his terrier character,

and in short he is one of the working
stamp gfeatly sought after. His weight,

and always in hard condition, is seven-

teen pounds.
Beverwyck Rebel ; breeder, C. Rath-

bone ; sire, Blemton Rubicon ; dam.
Moonshine; born June, 1889; black and
tan head and ticked body. Winnings

—

Second Binghamton, 1891, Ideating Raf-

fle's great sensational son, Suffolk Risk.

He is not so high on the leg as Tippler
and more bone of better shape. He scores

over him in head and his brown eyes are

smaller and not so prominent, although
if I remember rightly Rebel is more de-

cided in stop, with ears the correct V
shape. In body he is long, coat medium
and could do with more spring to his

ribs. Withal very plucky and better

sized, and always competed in the strong-

est of company.
Beverwyck Tod ; breeder, C Rathbone;

sire, Beverwyck Rebel ; dam, Toddy

;

born July, 1890; one black ear, black
spot on bead, white body. This is about
the right size and is a well put together
little dog w ith a nice, short, stylish body,
level-topped, well ribbed-up and well-

sprung ribs, good chest, good carriage of

stern, tail well up, capital bone, legs and
feet, with nice quality, and his general
build and get up is very taking, but is all

counterbalanced by his head, and coat

only fair.

Beverwyck Fiddler ; breeder, C. Rath-
bone ; sire, Beverwyck Rebel ; dam,
Bowstring ; born Ju'.y, 1890 ; half black
and tan head, ticked ears. This is a large

do^ and better bodied than Tippler and
Rebel, but not so neat as Tod. He has
immense bone and very fair feet in pro-

portion to his strong bone, and is set up
as a workman aud good useful compan-
ion, capable of holding his own.
Beverwyck Riddle ; breeder, C. Rath-

bone ; sire. Raffle ; dam, Blemton Bed-
lam ;. born September, 1890; all white.
This is a smaller one and not possessing
the terrier character of the others and
short of quality. In head he is of the
bull terrier type ; it is short but flat, and
nice well-earned little ears. In body he
is good, and his style is taking, with legs

and feet to fairly correspond and with all

due deference, barring his nose, I've seen
many worse.
Bitches.—Daze; breeder, F. Redmond;

sire. Deacon Pincher ; dam, Diamond
Dust; born June, 1882 ; even tan head,
splash on side with spot on root of tail.

Now here is some breeding with a dash
to it, and what a head this bitch has, a
perfect study, one that never alters and
improves with age, just as if it was chis-

elled out, with the smallest of ears. She
is fully too large, has well sprung ribs,

but long in her couplings with a lathy,

lingy, racy appearance. It is the greatest

marvel with her breeding that she has
not produced a flyer of note.

Moonshine ; breeder, August Belmont

;

sire, The Moonstone ; dam. Media ; born
April, 1889 ; uneven black and tan head.
She, like her sister, Champion Brilliant,

enjoys a voracious appetite and had just

dined but too well. She is just about the
right size and stocky built. Short-bodied,
excellent sprung ribs, good set on and
carriage of stern, with good loin and
couplings, and possesses the best of legs

and feet. In coat she is profuse, head
very plain and general character full of
the devil. Her winnings are second at

Albany, 1888,

Blemton Bedlam ; breeder, August Bel-

mont ; sire. Champion Lucifer ; dam,
Village Belle; born July, 1889; even
marked black and tan head, spot on tail.

She appeared out of sorts and so entirely

different to Moonshine, who was all fire

and life. In coat she is very profuse and
her bone is not so nicely formed, but has
good feet and a capital body, and is a
nice size and strongly built. Her great

fault is lacking quality in head and out
at elbows.
Beverwyck Blondaze ; breeder, C. Rath-

bone ; sire. Warren Discord ; dam. Daze
;

lx)rn March, 1889 ; even marked tan

head and tan spot on tail. She is better

boned than her mother, stands straighter

on her pasterns and shorter bodied. She
possesses a long head, more decided in

stop and fuller in the eye, but cannot be-

gin to compare with the excellencies of
her dam in that quarter. Though better

sized, is still a trifle big and soft in coat.

Beverwyck Rita, a sister, later litter,

to Rebel ; born May, 1890; is black and
tan on one side of head and ticked body.
This is just the sort for a brood bitch,

plenty of length in body and capable of
holding a belly of pups. She is very
active and a nice expression with a fair

coat, plenty of bone, straight legs and
nice feet, but off in head. I would like

her with more lung room, but that if

properly mated will not be transferred to

the progeny.
Beverwyck Crescent ; breeder, C, Rath-

bone ; sire. Dusky Trap ; dam Moon-
shine ; bom August, 1U88 ; black and
tan head, ticked body. This is a slick

and pleasing little bitch, with nice clean

shoulders, good neck, clean stern and
racy in build. At present is light in

body, but can be let down and would do
with more on. In head she ranks next
to Daze, but is greatly marred by her
well-carried ears being too large. Her
bone conforms with her general make-
up and is nicely turned. Feet are some-
what long and flat and coat soft. Withal
she shows lots of quality and more our
style.

Beverwyck Luna ; breeder. C. Rath-
bone ; sire, Blemton Rubicon ; dam Bev-
erwyck Crescent ; liorn July, 1890 ; even
black and tan head. A bitch entirely of
different build to her mother, is lower to

the ground and not so stylish. She is

better in body, with heaps of bone for

her size, nice and very compact little feet

and a level topped 'un. In ears, head
and expression she is off, besides being
on the small side.

Beverwyck Bowreb ; breeder, C. Rath-
bone ; sire, Beverwyck Rebel ; dam.
Bowstring ; born July. 1890 ; uneven black
and tan head, ticked body. This is an-

other good brood bitch, with lots of room,
heaps of bone and at present a very hard
coat. She has a long head, but too de-

cided in stop, with a full light eye and
well carried ears.

The above, as wrill be seen, are what
you can term working terriers of the old

stiimp, hard as nails, and lots of grit to

them. If they are not so constituted the

owner of the Beverwyck Kennels has no
use for them, and their existence on this

earth is soon put to an end. They must
first of all have a good mouth, plenty of

bone, terrier character, willing to tackle

anything and make a good showing or

thev are non est. Now, how many breed-

ers possess such terriers ? As a rule they
are pretty to look at, but not worthy of
the name that terrier implies.

But going back to my work, I must not
forget the number of puppies I saw that

will be heard of later on at the bench
shows if nature will treat them kindly
and allow them to be brought into the
show ring, Mr, Rathbone has shown us

what a foundation he has in his bitches,

possessing all the gameness required, and
some of these have been judicially mated
with the great stud dogs of the present
day, viz.. Pitcher, Dusky Trap, Russley
Joker, Starden's Jack and others as fol-

lows :

No. I.—Beverwick Rebel—Beverwyck
Blondaze litter ; born March, 1891 ; three

dogs. These are extremely strong and
well develop>ed puppies, decidedly show-
ing the characteristics of their parents,

possessing working qualities and just the
sort for a gentleman's companion, with
lots of backbone to them.
No. 2,—Dusky Trap—Beverwyck Re-

becca litter ; born March, 1891 ; three

dogs and one bitch. The all white bitch

Beverwyck Becky I preferred. She is

fully big and mustn't grow any more, pos-

sessing a goo«^l long he-d and well-placed

ears, straight bone and stylish carriage.

Her main fault was not rubbed up
enough.

No. 3.—Beverwyck Rebel—Blemton
Bedlam litter ; born May, i8gi ; three

dogs. They were all too large for my
fancy but dead game, judging from their

appearance and breeding.

No. 4,—Beverwyck Rebel—Beverwyck
Toddy litter; born May. 1891; three

bitches and one dog. Thepr were all a
nice size and useful looking puppies.

Raven is the pick, having the best ears,

head, legs and feet and in all more com-
pact.

No. 5.—Pitcher—Beverwyck Rita lit-

ter ; born June, 1891 ; two dogs. Now
we are getting to something that will in

all probability make the fancy open their

eyes. They are the two most promising
pups at their age that I ever remember
seeing. Such heads and such small-

shaped and well-placed eyes, with im-

mense well-made Iwne and \vith every
inclination that they are going to be
something I never wish to see. Most
appropriately are they named, Striker

and Catcher, and little did old Pitcher

think when he left the land of cricket

that he would have sons who would make
a base ball crank out of him ; however,
the pups are alike as two peas, with the

identical ears of their dad, excepting that

Striker is a wee better of the two, and
their coats now are gorgeous and tend as

they grow older to be hard and wiry.

All now that is wanted of them is to fur-

nish up slowly and let down gradually,

and there's no reason why they shouldn't

do it.

No. 6,—Russley Joker—Moonshine lit-

ter ; born June, 1891 ; two dogs and three

bitches. This litter is very even, but I'm
afraid if they don't stop growing they
will be too large. Punster. Moonray and
Moonlight are the pick ; in fact, there's

not much between these three. Moon-
light at present is domed in head but
should it shoot out, which it probably
will, will beat her sister Moonray, who at

present bids fair to making some of the
high-priced ones sneeze. Punster ac-

companied us to lunch. He is now a

clinker of a pup and a picture to look at,

but he must stop growing at once.

No. 7.—Starden's Jack—Beverwyck Lu-
na litter; born June, 1891 ; one dog and
two bitches. There was no mistaking that

Donald Munro and Mr. Starden's Jack
had been playing a most important part

with these pups. They strongly repre-

sented, which is usual, their sire, his

head, but longer and apparently intend
being better ; his ears, and I'm afraid

thick and large but better placed, and
his grand hindquarters in each was dis-

tinctly noticeable and in all two most
promising bitch puppies.

These dogs generally have one hearty

meal a day, about 8 P, M,, and usually

something different each day. It consists

principally and varied accordingly of
Spratts biscuits. Challenge food, beef,

mutton, liver and lights, etc., with corn
meal, oat meal, boiled .potatoes or table

scraps, and onions and cabbage added as

the vegetable. For instance, boiled beef,

oat meal, potatoes and onions is one
day's feeding. The grown dogs and
bitches in the morning get one (quarter of
Spratts biscuit dry. hitches in whelp
and nursing get the sloppy food of the

regular diet two and three times a day,
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and puppies are weaned gradually to
milk, adding bread, oat meal, hominy
and soups as they grow older. Up to
six months old the pups are fed three
times a day according to their strength,
and after twice until ten months old.

But the "proof of the pudding is in the
eating," and that the dogs and pups
were in the hardiest condition I warrant
you, and the hospital, which is tired of
bearing that name, was void of any
patients.

Now comes the most important part of
my visit, and to the unbelieving persons
in this world I must ask them to believe
me that the coon represented in the Bev-
erwyck stud card is alive, and not
stuffed, but very much alive, and any
grown dog you like to name in the ken-
nel will tackle him. The coon himself
is a beauty, and will take a lot of riling.

He is now as artful as they make them.
You can see him stand up on his hind
legs like a bear enticing the dogs to have
a go at him, but when they enter his

yard he flops down waiting his opportu-
nity to get them under his feet. Tippler,
for my delight, was slipped at him, the
coon at first nailing him by the nbse, but
Tippler, who is "pizness, mein friend
every time," got a hold in grand style.

He was taken off, and the coon with one
ear pretty limp stood on his hind legs,

and in his own inimitable "Oliver Twist"
style expected more.
To Mr. Rathbone great credit must be

given for his persistent pluck, which is,

after all, terrier grit, in trying to breed a
flyer, and that he will accomplish sooner
or later I feel sure. It was m 1886 that
he commenced with one object in view,
to have them game, and this he has un-
questionably done, and now he is breed-
ing to the best dogs where he will have
both gameness and show points instilled.

It is more pleasure to him to take his

time when he knows he has the right
stuff to breed a good 'un instead of pay-
ing a fancy price for an already made
'Ull.

The delight and amusement the dogs
afford him is carried to an extreme. He
superintends all ; it is his hobby. The
pups instead of being sent out to walk to

gain some sense are daily in turn taken
to the house, and the kennel itself on the
coldest day in winter is never heated.
They have tight boxes with plenty of
straw, and the slides are never down
night or day, so they have free access to

do what they like. Being hardened this

way will give you an idea of the consti-

tutions they must have, and it comes
down to a survival of the fittest.

Disinfectants are used, but very little,

and they are Sanitas, Soluble Phenyle and
Walker's creosote oil with cod liver oil as

the great tonic. As time, trains and boats
wait for no man, I was driven back to

town with great reluctance at having to

leave a good spot, and put down at the
Delaware House, where my companion,
the only "Mr. Jones" in Albany, soon
rounded up the fox terries men, Messrs.
Craig and Clarke, including the latest

importation of bull beef, Mr. T. S. Bel-

lin. The wires and smooths then drifted

glibly in amber form down our parch-
ment throats, and if there is not a bench
show held soon in the capital exclusively

for Beverwyck stock, Albany will ne'er

see my sylph-like form again.
'

WHIFFS FROM THE METROPOLIS.

Interestlna: Plcklngrs and Pointers
Gathered Here and There.

From a Staff Correspondent.

New York, Dec. 23.—We all sympa-
thized with Colonel Ruppert when he so

suddenly lost Scottish Prince. It was
enough to discourage a regiment of sol-

diers, and we shall all welcome him back
to the folds ofdogdom, for I hear from the
most reliable source that he has bought
on the other side a grand young dog by
Scottish Prince. Let us hope he will not
follow in the footsteps of his most prom-
ising ancestor, but remain with us, and
in the end achieve what was expected of
his father.

It doesn't seem very long ago that a

wail of regret was going round when we
heard that one of the pillars of the St.

Bernard world was leaving us for the
"West or the South, young man," and
we have all deplored and felt his loss.

But it will touch our hearts with delight

to hear that Mr. Hopf is soon to be among
us again, and it is safe to wager that the
smooths are rankling in his blood and
will reign once more galore.

That staunch and shrewd fancier of the

Wilton Kennels gets more satisfaction out
of his terriers in a quiet way than all the
larger ones combined. Rifleman, one of
Result's best sons, is a little mint in him-
self, and a standing offer is awaiting his

disposal. Mr. Herbert Smith, an old
tinier from the land of terriers, has
bought his best son, and as Worcester is

not far from Boston, he will probably
make his debut.

Mr. W. Tallman has sold to Mr. G. J.

Harley, Great Neck, L. L, the fox terrier

bitch Quomdon Dazzle, the property of
Mr, Chalmers, of Washington, An ex-
change was afterwards made in Suffolk
Roullette. sire, Rafiie, out of Suffolk

Syren, she being own sister to the sensa-

tional puppy Suffolk Risk, On Decem-
ber 15 she was bred to Valens, a son of

the phenomenal stud dog Pitcher, and
the union should be most desirable and
profitable to Mr. Harley.

If whispers can be relied upon there

will be some dark horses shown in the
shape of St. Bernards at the coming
show. Mr. D. Mann has an eight months
bitch puppy to be sprung upon the pub-
lic and Mr, Schierloh's Charmion, by
Hesper out of Cleopatra, will make
"Sammy" smile. Also Mr, Tiemans is

expecting miracles from one he picked,

and never yet exhibited,

Washington this year must have a

superintendent who knows what the

dogs require, and their experience last

year will have been a lesson in the

right direction, A superintendent of a

dog show is not made in a day, it requires

years of practical experience, and by one
who has been the rounds,

I was at Trenton last week and saw the

fox terrier dog Ranter, already spoken
of. At the stud he should be most suit-

able for light fine bitches, possessing im-

mense straight bone, a long punishing
head but coarse, with correct ears aud
body and as ^ame as it is possible to

make them. He is own brother to Cham-
pion Dominie by Pitcher.

"Japs," as they are called (Japanese
spaniels), are a rarity and difficult to

breed. The great feature is to get them
small enough. In England they are con-

fined to a few. principally Mr, Charteris

and Mr, R. Park and Mrs. Vicary, of

Streatham Common, are the breeders.

Lady Brooke has a number, but doesn't

exhibit, and it's very difficult to make
her sell.

The Woodale Kennels are importing
wisely some good brood bitches. Their

latest is that famous brood bitch Veron-
ica, by Velasquez— Verbina, the dam of

Vernet by Veronese, and also the dam of

Vano by Venio, She is now in whelp to

Venio, also Darkling by Dominie out of
Scorcher, by Dusky'Trap ; she is in pup
to D'Orsay, This is a pretty good com-
bination, and we shall anxiously look for-

ward to D'Orsay 's progeny. Dobbin,
their previous spring importation, is

proving himself quite a stock getter,

throwing great bone and typical ears. He
is by Venio and if well furnished up will

make a good impression at our big

shows.
The Spaniel Club, with Mr, Wilmer-

ding and Mr. Rowland Keasby at the

head, can not do otherwise than flourish.

The cups and specials, value something
like I500, will be on exhibit at the W. K,

C, show, so that they can be seen without

only existing on paper, and the finale '

will be a grand dinner. I

The St. Bernard Cup given by Mr.
Reick, of the New York Herald, and Col-

j

onel Ruppert is valued at I500, but has
\

to be won three times by the same dog,
]

and, as I understand it, "not three times
[

in succession" before becoming the own-
|

er's property, and moreover he has to be
j

bona fide American bred, an American '

sire and dam and no "utero" faking.
|

Mr. William Phillips, so widely knoAn
among the "toys," opened a canine re

pository on Forty-ninth Street and Broad-

way some three months back. With his

connection and locality he cannot help
but do well. Last Saturday a French
poodle was under the painful ordeal of
having a tonsorial decoration of a "next
for shavmg,"
That prince of bull terrier fame, Mr,

Fred Hinks, of "Brummagem," wishes

to become an associate member of the A.

K, C. and is only waiting to send his lit-

tle V. He should be duly elected.

Mrs, Mayhew, of that small village of
London, England, is coming nndoulitedly

to the World's Fair. This lady has been
and is a most successful breeder. No mat-
ter what breed she takes a fancy to,she will

i
bring to the front and produce a winner.

POULTRY an" PIGEONS.
NOTES IN PASSING,

Uncle Mike Boyer is doing the broiler

business for the Ohio Poultry Journal and

Farm-Poultry, As he lives in, among
and on broilers, he can write with author-

ity on this hot subject, for as one of the

boys remarked, "Where will Mike go
when he dies, he is on broilers already."

*
» *

The "yellow fever" must have struck

some of the New England fanciers. At

the Providence show the buff breeders

were alarmingly numerous. The stand-

ard buff Cochins were out in goodly

numbers, containing the gem of the show
in a pullet that for shape and color was

excellent ; the buff Leghorns reported

progress, and a group of fowls called

buff Wyandottes attracted attention, as

did a pair of buff Plymouth Rocks, The
buff Pekin bantams were a superb lot,

especially in color. Then came those

new wonders, the "Argonauts," a buff

breed with a pea comb. The originator,

H. S. Babcock, is greatly infatuated with

pea combs, and consequently thinks his

new breed can comb all others. The Ar-

gonauts have considerable to learn yet,

as well as all the other new buff breeds,

••*

A large display of Plymouth Rocks
made by the Tanglewood Yards at the

Providence show attracted much atten-

tion by the placards announcing the re-

sults of the matings by exhibiting the

cockerels and pullets as well as sire and

dams. We are firmly convinced after

viewing the exhibit that extreme matings

in Plymouth Rocks are decidedly to be

condemned. The Plymouth Rock males

used in these matings are nearly white

and totally removed in color from what a

Plymouth Rock should be. The results

obtained by J, H. Thompson, Jr., in get-

ting fine females, and Dr, Edward B.

Thompson's great success in getting fine

cockerels, prove that standard matings

are correct, or nearly so, for both these

breeders use standard colored males.
*

* *

Daniel Lambert had a fine display of

Plymouth Rocks at the above show, the

birds showing clean blue markings, bring-

ing out what is now accepted as a stand-

ard color. Both Mr. Crooks and Mr.

Keith had excellent birds, but the for-

mer's were rather dark in color, a type

that was accepted a few years ago as ex-

cellent. Such birds, however, are apt to

have smoky edgings to the bars.

* »

The exhibit of Plymouth Rocks at

Providence was remarkable in numbers,

129 specimens competing, and consider-

ing the number the quality was very high.

«
*

Indian games were most numerous

next to Plymouth Rocks. President

Babcock, Brown and Hughes and others

had fine exhibits. The pen of old fowls

exhibited by Mr. Babcock was very good,

one hen in particular being beautifully

laced. The old cock in the adjoining

pen had the "grip," and was left, although

by far the best bird in the class. Brown

and Hughes had a remarkably fine cock-

erel, while the second prize cock was

superior in plumage to anything in the

male line in the show,
*

« «

The white Wyandotte exhibit was

large and good, but the silver and golden

Wyandottes were a very small lot, and

not at all up to a high standard. This sur-

prised us, as New England has many

good Wyan<lottes,

* tt

One of the finest exhibits was that of

the Rhode Island Experiment Station.

It consisted of a large number of capons,

giving the age, weight, food consumed
and growth. The superintendent, Mr.

Cushman, deserves much credit for the

excellent condition of the birds, as well

as the valuable information contained

on the cards attached to the coops. It

was an exhibit of great value to practical

poultry farmers, and we should like to

see similar exhibits at the Philadelphia

and New York shows.

«
« «

The attendance was small, notwith-

standing the clear, bright days. The
show certainly merited a larger attend-

ance, as the poultry and dogs were aug-

mented by a troupe of performing dogs.

Professor Batchelor. however, had a

noisy audience. The chained canines

and caged fowls supplied all the noise

and applause that was lacking in the

small crowd of visitors,

Mr. Davis made a very efficient secre-

tary, and was ably seconded by Messrs,

Jencks and Hughes,
*

* *
Among the visiting fanciers was A, A.

Fillebrown, who seldom misses a poultry

show. He still sticks to his old flame,

the white Plymouth Rocks. He is hus-

tling hard for the Leominster, Mass.,

show, to be held next month. It will be

a good one,

« «

Judge H, B, May was around as usual,

and the Plymouth Rocks seemed to rivet

his attention.

••»

A, E. Felch was on hand looking after

the interests ofThe F.\ncikrs' Journal.

He was quartered between the dogs and

the chickens, and is slightly hoarse and

deaf ever since,

»

H. S. Ball, the veteran judge, was hard

at work scoring the Asiatic and game

classes. He assures us that Worcester will

have a grand show in January, and with

such men as Ball and liowker for presi-

dent and secretary there is no reason why

Worcester should not have the banner

show of New England.
*

We should like to see old New Eng-

land fanciers combine and hold one rous-

ing big show every year in Boston. The

latter city can easily divide the honors

with New York or Philadelphia.

W. B. .Atherton. of the American Stock-

Keeper, and N, A. Knapp helped in the

judging, and in the usual frolics incidental

to a gathering of fanciers. Searle's dining

parlors were very lively about noon time,

especially on the day when A. E. Felch

was served with a perforated egg on a

soaked dog biscuit. It was the sweet

revenge of a sweet girl,

«
* «

Our usually bright correspondent,

"Trixie," must have had an off day when

he wrote some of the paragraphs appear-

ing in his communication on another

page. He growls because he thinks the

Philadelphia Poultry and Pigeon Club

are giving too many special premiums

to the Plymouth Rock class. If he will

read the full list of specials carefully he

will find that thus far only fifteen dollars

cash and one silver cup have beenm
offered. He must also remember that

the donors have a right to place specials

where they want to.

* *

The while Wyandottes have fared bet-

ter, having twenty dollars in specials

donated, while two silver cups aud five

dollars in cash have gone to the silver
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Wyandottes. Since the publication^of

the above list a ten-dollar cup has been

given to the buff Cochin class and more
are to come.

*
* *

The Item trophy offered for the best

display in the Mediterranean class should

put Leghorn breeders on their mettle,

for it will be a "great win,"
*

* *
Asiatics are well taken care of as well,

and we assure our hasty critic, for the

benefit of other equally hasty ones, that

Philadelphia will treat all breeds with due

respect.

« *

His reference to the judges is perhaps

a pardonable sin, for no man unac-

(juainted with the facts can justly criti-

cise au undertaking of such magnitude as

either the Philadelphia or New York
show. Some of the older judges he

names could not judge at Philadelphia

because of other engagements.
*

* *

That comparison judging is an "Eng-
lish baby" is a stale and profitless cry.

The men in control of the New York and
Philadelphia shows are men of undoubted

iutelligence and probably know what is

best for their own interests, and accept-

ing as they do the services of experienced

and intelligent breeders as judges is a

step toward a more liberal and progres-

sive policy. Both New York and Phila-

delphia are indebted to such men for

their willingness to act as judges more
for the honor than the mere remunera-

tion.

* •

Let carpnig critics patronize the Phila-

delphia and New York shows, and enter

into the enthusiasm that permeates every

fair-minded fancier at those great shows,

and not sulk in the background with a

lot of disgruntled mossbacks.

* «

The success of a large show does not

dependon the use of a score card, nor

on the superior intellect of two or three

men who are able to do so much where

others of probably as fine intellect fail.

*
* *

We will also add that if any judge at

the Philadelphia show deems it neces-

sary to score Vjinls to arrive at a correct

decision he can do so. The club controls

no man in this respect and simply de-

mands that he place the awards where

in his opinion they ought to go. The
club issues no score cards, that's all.

*
*

We have no desire to open up such an

old chestnut as the score card vs. com-

parison controversy. Our views have

been frankly expressed in jiast issues on

this subject, and we see no reason to

change them.
«

» «

We cordially invite criticism on any or

all points advanced by The Fanciers'

Journal. The latter has an opinion of

its own, and respects the opniious of

those at variance with it. The columns

are always open for such criticisms, with '

fair play extended to all. We, however,

disclaim all responsibility regarding the

personal controversies that now and then

lend spice between two or more writers.

While we occasionally must check their

"mad invective" by the usual course, we
believe healthy controversies to be bene-

ficial.
«

* «

The yearly advertising rates of The
I'ANCiiiRS' Journal will be increased

j

after January i, 1S92. This step has been

necessarj', as our advertising space is

crowding the reading matter too much,

and the greatly increased circulation of

The P'anciers' Journal justifies the

step. All advertisements received prior

to January 1 will be accepted at existing

rates.
*

We will also state that a large adver-

tisement in The FancieRvS' Journal is

not absolutely necessary. An itich card

kept before the public for fifty-two weeks

will do more good than an elaborate dis-

play advertisement in one or two issues.

Remember our advertising rates are al-

ways the same. We allow no discounts.

Several advertisers last summer withdrew

their cards because we would not allow

them the same rates as a few other papers

charged. They were glad enough to re-

turn at our regular rates. A first-class

paper controls first-cla.ss trade. The
P'anciers' Journal for 1892 will be far

in advance of past efforts, and a number
of surprises are in store for our readers.

«
• *

Get up a club. Four subscril)ers for

$5 is an unusually fine opportunity to in-

duce subscriptions. The Fanciers'

Journal is worth $2 per annum to every

amateur and professional, and our Christ-

mas number alone is worth the price of a

year's subscription. So say many of our

readers. So start that club.

« »

We want new readers and new writers.

The more of the latter the better. Send

in your experiences and ideas, for every

poultryman and fancier has at least a few

that will interest our readers. The Fan-

ciers' Journal is your paper, so make
the most of it,

• «

A partial list of the judi^es selected by

the management of the New York show

appears in this issue. Now let New Y'ork

follow the example and announce the

classes these judges are to pass upon.

«
* *

Twenty thousand dollars' worth of

stock was sold during the great New
York show last year, and that tells elo-

quently what we have always said, "New
York is a great show city." You cannot

kill that fact or the show.

*
* *

The .\nierican Exhibition Game and

Game Bantam Club again meets in New-

York during the show held in that city

in February, 1S92. The announcement

appears on another page of this issue.

Judges for the New York Show.

Editor Fanciers* Journal,

The following gentlemen have been

engaged to officiate as judges at the New-

York poultry and pigeon show, to be

held in the Madison Square Garden next

February: Newton Adams, J, H. Bald-

win, Sharp Butterfield, Irving Crocker,

Dr, W. A. Conklin, J. H. Drevenstedt,

John Filkin, Charles M. Griffing, James

E. Hanley, J. C. Long, George Purdue,

Elmer E. Quick. W. J. Stanton, O. K.

Sharp, F". L. Sewell, Charles Terry and

Francis T. Underbill. Other engage-
ments are daily being made, and due
notice of their appointments will be made.
The success of the 1S92 show will be

unprecedented. The society is offering

more premiums, providing more classes

and doing all in its power for the welfare
of the fraternity. It is hoped that all

breeders and fanciers will donate a cash
or useful special. Remember nearly

J2o,ooo worth of birds were sold during
the days of the last show. Make your
entries early. Last year some had to be
returned, au objectionable feature to all

concerned, but with such a gigantic ex-
hibition the rules must be adhered to.

I remain yours fraternally,

T. F'arrer Rackham, Secretary,

East Ora.nge, N. J., Deceral>er J5.

LAOBD WYANDOTTES.

A Revival of Their Past Popu-
larity.

Editor F'anciers' Journal.
There seems to be a prevailing opinion

among poultrymen, and particularly

among Wyandotte breeders, that the

laced Wyandottes are again coming to

the front as the breed that combines more
of beauty and utility than any other.

There are several reasons for this belief,

but the first and most important is their

genuine worth as shown in their great

laying qualities, and their plump, tender,

juicy meat, whether they are killed at

five weeks or five years of age. This lat-

ter consideration is somewhat overlooked,

but it is none the less true. I have never

seen a Wyandotte served that was tough

and unpalatable, no matter how old, if it

had been properly fed, fattened and

cooked. Another reason is that some
who dropped this breed out a few years

ago because they were hard to breed are

taking them up again now that their

characteristics are more firmly estab-

lished, and they have out-lived the evil

consequences of a boom that would have
swamped a less meritorious breed.

It is neither expected nor desired that

this revival of interest in laced Wyan-
dottes will reach to the extent of a boom
like the one alluded to. On the con-
trary, as it is the result of a steady,

strong, healthy growth, so will it be sub-

stantial and enduring. As a contribution

to that end I would urge upon all breed-

ers the necessity of breeding to a more
uuifonn type. To do this successfully,

we must take into consideration the
origin, history and tendencies of the
breed. Of course it would be impossible
for me to do justice to these points with-

in the limits of this article. Besides, that

work has already been done in a better

manner than I could hope to do it by
Mr. Joseph Wallace in his admirable
little book on the Wyandotte, which I

would recommend to all interested in

Wyandotte culture.

While the origin of the silver Wyan-
dotte IS something of a mystery, it is

pretty well established that the peculiar

plumage was suggested by crossing a

Sebright bantam and a Cochin with the

addition of some darker blood from a

black fowl called Breda. But this com-
bination was not wholly satisfactory, and
another was made with the silver span-

gled Hamburg and Cochin, and still

another with the Hamburg and dark
Brahma. Of these latter crosses there

seems to be a difference of opinion as to

which produced the better results.

Mr. L. L. Whittaker, of North Adams,
Mich., assured the writer on the occasion

of a visit to his place that at the time
the breed was admitted to the standard his

fowls did not have a trace of Brahma
blood in their make-up, and at that time
he had better binls than he ever had af-

ter catering to the demands of his cus-

tomers for darker birds by introducing
fresh blood from the Hamburg-Brahma
strain. In proof of this assertion he
pointed out some very old hens as be-

longing to the old stock. One in partic-

ular I recall which was then nine or ten

years old, and was even at that great age
almost an ideal Wyandotte. Her plu-

mage on back, wings and cushion was re-

markable for its large white centres, in

which no trace of pencilling could be
seen. In short she was of the Sebright
type ; a type, by the way, which I think
should have been developed from the
first to the exclusion of all others. As
Mr. Whittaker said, the progeny of these

hens as I saw it was not up to their stand-

ard, owing chiefly to the presence of
heavy pencilling, which all admit is one
of the evils attending the Brahma cross.

But it is not necessary for the improve-
ment of the breed that we speculate on
the effect of these crosses further than to

understand the influences they may exert

on the breeding of the more perfect Wy-
andotte of to-day.

No doubt each of the various crosses

which were resorted to in making up
this breed entailed its share of good and
evil, and it is for the breeders of the pres-

ent time to improve the former and to

eradicate all that is left of the latter.

Some fanciers have been working on this

line for several years, and the exhibits at

New York last winter, also in Michigan,
indicated great improvement. But the
demand of the present is for a better un-
derstanding of what a perfect Wyandotte
is, a more universal ideal, to the end that
all can work together on the same line.

Unfortunately the published standards
have been of little help in this direction.
The first standard instead of giving us
an ideal, something to breed up to, sim-
ply described the prevailing type as it

was found, and at a time when the breed
was in a very crude stage of develop-
ment. The last standard, although an
improvement on its predecessor, is still

in some respects too indefinite to answer
the purpose for which it was intended.
To illustrate : Yesterday I visited a
breeder who prides himself on his close
study of the standard and his thorough
and systematic methods in breeding.
Commenting on one of his prospective
prize winners I criticised her back as be-
ing, in my opinion, too dark. "But," he
replied, "the standard calls for small
white centres." The trouble was he could
not see the difference between a small
white centre and a narrow white stripe

scarce an eighth of an inch in width un-
til it was pointed out to him. Such mis-
takes are not to be wondered at when we
consider the phenomenal scores that have
sometimes been given such specimens,
or remember the caricatures scattered
broadcast through the country a few
years ago by Mr. A.|C. Hawkins as repre-

senting his prize winners.

I am told that Mr. Felch says there has
been but little improvement in the breed
since it was admitted to the standard, and
in support of his opinion calls attention

to a hen which he scored a number of
years ago, and claims that this score has
never been surpassed. I never saw this

hen, but am willing to admit that she
was as good as represented, not on the
authority of the score card, however, but
from the fact that such departures do
sometimes occur contrary to our under-
standing of natural law.

The finest Wyandotte hen I ever saw
was older than the standard. In 1884 G.
D. Millingtou exhibited at New York
and won first on as fine a cockerel as has
been seen in a show room since that

lime. But he was good for nothing. Like
the hen spoken of, he was a freak, a
sport, and as such wholly incapable of
transmitting his good qualities to his

progeny. It is nonsense to claim that

such specimens indicate the standing of
a breed.

But we are told that Wyandottes are

not scoring any higher than they did
seven or eight years ago. True, but what
breed does score any higher? We all

know there has been a great improve-
ment in all the leading varieties, but all

the same the score cards do not show it.

The best specimens in every show can
generally be counted upon to reach a cer-

tain figure without regard to merit. At
another time and among better birds

these figures are cut down several points,

so that in safety to himself and not to

mislead the tenderfoot, every score card

maker ought to stamp across the face of

every card the legend, "good for this

show only."
As a matter of fact, all scores are too

high. They are started too high in the
first place, and it is practically impossi-

ble for them to show any improvement
from year to year.

I am informed by Mr. Sternberg through
The Journal, that they have formed
a silver Wyandotte club in Kansas. I

trust it will be a successful one, and that

they will discuss this question of type and
reach some conclusion coucerning it and
bring all breeders to one way of thinking.

Personally I am willing to go with the

majority, but I do not believe in adopting

a particular type as the correct one simr
ply Ijecause it is easy to breed. As al-

ready intimated, my own preference is

for the Sebright markings with some
modifications. In my opinion there is

no combination of black and white in the
plumage of any fowl that is one-half so

strikingly beautiful as that of the Se-

bright bantam, Irving Crocker,

The A. C, A. Annual Meetingr-

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The sixth annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Columbarian Association will be

held at Louisville, Ky., Saturday, Janu-
ary 23. 1892, at 2.30 P. M. All members
and those interested in same are kindly

requested to attend.

George Ewald, Secretary.
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OOOHIN TIPS.

Secretary Sternberg Illustrates

His Idea of Cochin Form.
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

Mr. Felch, in the Christmas Journal,
has given his views on the correct form
of the light Brahma, as well as using

illustrations to more clearly indicate his

idea. I beg The Fancier.s' Journal
to publish the portrait of Son of Match-
less as an aid to me in trying to make
clear the idea I have regarding Cochin
form. Son of Matchless is by Matchless

II, and shows the salient points of that

strain. The portrait is a half-tone photo
engraving, it is not so clear in the lower

part as I could wish, and the bird does

not stand quite as high in the picture as

in liffe. He was a bit frightened.

By placing this portrait by the side of

Mr. Felch's light Brahma, the striking

difference between the Cochin and Brah-

ma is at once apparent. The type is en-

tirely different. I think these words are

correct in this communication. The light

Brahma is a stalwart bird, the Cochin a

massive one.

I am not using the photo engraving,
claiming that it represents perfection,
but it is the only one I have to use, and
it is a fair portrait of an English Cochin.
Now to my eye a bird of the body type

of the Cochin represented would be as
badly out of true form, with the round
hock and slight leg and toe feathering, of
the light Brahma cock, illustrated in the
article of Mr. Felch. As the Brahma
would be out of harmony if his body be-
ing as it is, the hock, leg and toe feather-
ing of the Cochin was placed on it.

What I wish to see is this, the Cochin
bred to the Cochin lines, with a full com-
plement of cushion, fluff, hock, leg and
toe feathering. I do not wish to see the
Cochin breeds as a compromise between
the full feathered and the Brahma type,
and this is no wrong to either breed. The
truth is that the round hock is ac(ompa-
nied with other chanj^es in the bird and
a great tendency toward Brahma shape.
The standard Brahma hock is descril>ed

in the same language as is the hock in
the American class, but the language used
in describing a Cochin hock is quite dif-

ferent in the last revision. Now I have
stood by and seen time after time emi-
nent judges passing the round on Brahma
hocks on Cochins as correct and cutting
or disqualifying every hock which filled

literally the standard description, giving
as a reason that such and such a judge
did so. The cuts of Cochins published
as correct are all of the lound hock type.
The result has been a considerable change
in Cochin form, until many winning Co-
chins, if of the color of a Brahma, could
compete in that class.

The point I wish to press on Cochin
breeders is this, the further away from
the Brahma type you breed your Cochins
the more distinct your Cochin class l)e-

comes. The more individual in its char-
acteristics a breed is the better for it.

Let every breed stand on its own merits,

absolutely distinct from any other breed,
and what I have said regarding the Co-
chin is true inversely of the Brahma.
If I were a breeder of the light Brahma
I certainly should wish the breed bred
away from the Cochin type. In all this

there is no puffing one breed at the ex-

pense of the other. There is no occasion
to do so.

The result of these views being adopted
would then cause all who fancy the
Brahma shape to breed Brahmas, and
those who, like myself, fancv the Cochin
form will breed Cochins, and all will be
satisfied. I cannot for the life of me see

how the making the tendency of the Co-
chin class back towards the full-feathered

fowl can or should have any effect on the
form of the Brahma.
One word as to egg production. Dear

readers, did you ever know of a new
breed of fowls coming forward which
were not claimed to be great layers. And
as a rule were they not good layers ? I

think nearly all of our breeds when first

launched on the public were superior
layers. Let me suggest the reason, it

may not be the correct reason, but it

suggests the one thing which all of our
new breeds in their inception jKJssessed

in common. They were not closely bred

for generations to fix a hackle or to get
rid of a hook. Fresh, vigorous blood is

the key to a well-filled egg basket.
Cochin breeders, open your breeding

pens to the large, massive, beautiful Faig-
Iish Cochin. You will be glad of the re-
sult not only in looks but in the egg rec-
ord. I have tried it and know it.

Theodore Sternberg.
Cochin Hill, Kaii., December 22, 1891.

ARTIFICIAL EGGS.

They Look Like the Natural Pro-
duct, but Will Not Hatch.

There has been quite a sensation in

Washington during the last few days on
the subject of artificial eggs, writes a

correspondent to the St. Louis Globe-
Democrat. A person who claims to have
invented a process for making them

—

patent newly applied for—has been ex-
hibiting samples and giving them away
about town. Some dozens have been
served in the clubs, boiled, fried, poached
and scrambled, and the general verdict is

that it would be impossible for any one
to distinguish them from real ones. Ex-

Most surprising of all, they will be sold
for only 10 cents a dozen, and they never
get rotten. To confectioners and others
who use large quantities of eggs, the
yelk and white will be sold separately,
put up in jars and hermetically sealed.
In this shape they will also be conveni-
ent for household employment.

F'or the purpose of gaining advertise-
ment for these preparations it has been
suggested that the inventor may have
conceived the plan of distributing real
eggs ill the guise of artificial ones. This
is certianly not the case, however, be-
cause there are certain points which ren-
der these artificial eggs distinguishable
as such. For instance, the lining is evi-
dently made of some sort of silk-like
tissue, and one can see that it is woven.
The shell is said to be cast in halves out
of a lime composition, the lining being
put in and filled and the two halves
thereupon joined together.

Game Bantam Club Meeting.

!
Editor Fanciers' Journal.

}

The American Exhibition Game and
Game Bantam Club will hold its annual

1 meeting and show at the New York Poul-

ternaily they look exactly like the sort
laid by hens. Break the shell of a raw
specimen and the contents flop into a
glass iu as natural a manner as possil)le,

the yelk and white unmingled. It has
been claimed that no imitation egg could
ever be made to "beat up" for cake, but
these do perfectly.

The inventor says that his eggs are,

chemically speaking, a precise reproduc-
tion of nature. Corn meal is the basis of
their material. The white is pure albu-
men, of cour.se, while the yelk is a more
complicated mixture of albumen and sev-
eral other elements. Inside the shell is

a lining of what looks like the delicate,
filmy membrane formed by the hen,
while the shell itself is stated to be made
in two halves, stuck together so artfully
that no one can discover the joining.
The very gem of the chicken, with un-
necessary faithfulness of itnitation, as one
might think, is counterfeited.
The eggs are made of various shapes

and tints. One will he able to buy, as
soon as they are plact d on the market,
counterfeit pullet's eggs or eggs laid by
elderly hens ; likewise select white eggs
or dark-colored eggs, according to choice.

try and Pigeon Association show at the
i

Madison Square Garden in the early

j

part of F'ebruary next. It is expected
i

that the list of specials will exceed the
very handsome on^ of last vear. A sil-

ver cup and fSs in gold liave already
been subscribed as specials for game and
game bantams, a detailed list of which
will be published next week. Applicants
for membership by sending before Janu-

!

ary 5, 1892, their names with initiation
fee, $., and 1S91 dues, $2, niav if elected

^

compete for the Game Club specials at
' the next .show.

S. W. DouBLEDAY, Secretary.

4.\ Wall Street, New York Citv.

Pekin Bantam Club Meeting.

The first annual meeting of the Pekin
Bantam Club will be held at Worcester,

January 27, 1S92. at 10 A. M., during the

show of the Central Massachusetts Poul-
try Club. .All interested are earnestly
urged to be present. Subscriptions for a
club special should l>e sent to Henry S.
Ball, secretary and treasurer, Shrews-
burv, Mass.

CHIPS FROM THE^OULTRY BLOCK.

Pleeingr Fancies Nipped on the
Wingr for Our Readers.

BY TRIXIE.

Assuredly with no less than nineteen
experts birds should be favorably com-
pared, but why leave out the veterans
Felch, Bicknell and Pierce? I believe

they could give a few points to the young
blood you have secured.

\''es, with a judge for each breed we
can have the awards made much sooner
by comparison than by the score card,

where but one or two experts are em-
ployed. I believe Felch, Hicknell and
Pierce could score all the birds on exhi-

bition in as short a time as the nineteen
foster fathers of the "English baby" will

j
do it, that is, compare them.

I

Of one thing I feel confident, don't you.
that the three above-iianud would render
more universal satisfaction to exhibitors

and the public in general than the others

will. The smoke has scarely cleared

from the horizon since that "baby" was
first coddled in the arms of the New York
show, and another experiment will onlv
prove more conclusively that the score
card will live long after this "English
baby" has been laid in the grave of ob-
livion.

Why not give the Philadelphia show its

proper name and call it the Plymouth
Club show? A glance at the specials
makes it apparent that every effort has
been made to pander to the interests of
the Plymouth Rock breeder, while all

other breeds have been given the cold
shoulder. This is right and proper at a
specialty show, but one that pro^sses to
be a non-partisan affair cannot afford to
make a favorite breed the leading attrac-
tion with the evident idea of boom-
ing it.

I'm favorable to specialty shows and
believe we should have a number of them
each winter. The Light Brahma Club
tried the experiment and it was a pro-
nounced success. What one breed can
do so can another one. Our Leghorn
clubs should con.solidate and hold a Leg-
horn club show each winter ; the same is

true of the Cochins, Wyandottes. Plym-
mouth Rocks, Hamburgs and all other
breeds having strong enough following to
support one of their own.

If when revision year comes round
again the A. P. A. does not give our Co-
chin friends a perfect standard it is a pitv,
as tons of good paper has been consumed
in depicting just what a Cochin should
and should not be.

Are all members of the Buff Leghorn
Club officers of the club ? It would seem
so. as we can't pick up a paper that
has not an article by some official and
Mil the buff Leghorn advs. I have noticed
lately contain the information that the
adverti.ser is a buff Leghorn Club official.

"F^nough is as good as a feast" should
be pasted in the hats of;these gentlemen.
What cares the general public who are
the officers of any specialty club? Noth-
ing.

•-—

American BuflF Cochin Club.

Editor Fanciers' Journal.

The fifth annual meeting of the club

will be held at Philadelphia in connec-
tion with the exhibition of the Philadel-

phia Poultry and Pigeon Club, January 7

to 12, 1S92, on the evening of January 9,
1S92, at 8 o'clock. Come one, come all.

Those who cannot possibly attend should
at least attend by proxy. I appeal to your
generosity for specials to be competed for
at Philadelphia, and trust all lovers of tlie

royal buff will do their share towards
keeping the noble birds in their promi-
nent positions. Be liberal and act with-
out delay that the list of specials may be
published. G. P. Revnaud,'

Secretary.

—Teacher (to boy whose father keeps
a small grocer's shop): Johnny, if your
father has a hundred eggs, and twenty of
them are bad, how many of them dot she
lose ?" Johnny : "He doesn't lose any of
them. He sells the bad ones to the res-

taurant keej>er to make egg omelets of."
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THE PROVIDENCE SHOW.

Sixth Annual Exhibition of the

Rhode Island Association.
Hroin a Special Correspondent.

The sixth annual exhibition of the

Rhode Island Poultry Association opened

in the Music Hall, Providence, on De-

cember 16, with about 1200 entries of

fowls, pigeons, pet slock and dogs. The

light Hrahma class numbered fifty-four

specimens. Competition was strong and

the class was noticeable for the absence

of poor specimens. The Rhode Island

Poultry Farm (Adams and Jenks), and

G. A. Marshall had fine exhibits and won
the majority of the prizes. The display

of black and white Langshans was good,

R. G. Davis showing thirty birds, one
white cockerel being especially worthy

of mention. Pifty-six specimens com-
posed the dark Brahma clas.;, the leading

exhibitors being Hoxie, Whipple, Ballon

and Darling and Conydon. They were

a good lot, though considerable fault

was found with the awards. C. A. Ballon.

C. King, Jr., and Prank Watson exhibited

partridge Cochins. Mr. King carrying

away the bulk of the prizes, V. J. Kingsly
showed black Cochins. Buff Cochins
were shown by C. M. Kenyon, Oakland
Farm, Theodore Hutchings, J. R.Whipple
and W. J. I'aulkner, Mr Hutchings tak-

ing the largest share of the honors.

White Cochins were exhibited by H. W.
Mowry.

Tlie barred Plymouth Rock class

brought out 129 biids, Tanglewood Poul-

try Ranch exhibling sixty specimens.

The cock Nonpareil caused considerable

comment. As a rule we thought his stock

too dark, except what the owner termed
his "pullet breeders," which were alto-

gether too light in color. Daniel Lam-
bert, as usual, showed a few nice birds

that bore ofl' a share of the honors. S.

W. Crook had twenty birds that any
breeder nnght be proud of. He had
many chances to sell, but firndy held on

to them, as he intends to show at Leo-

minster. I\ S. Keith had a pen of ex-

cellent birds that elicited many favorable

comments. Mr. Babcock showed a siring

of pea comb barred and white Plymontb
Rocks. White Wyandottes were welL

represented by foriy-lwo specmiens, si'-

ver and gold Wyandot'es, however, not

being as numerous. The Hamburg class

contained one pen each of golden span-

gled, silver s])Mngkd, golden pencilled,

.silver pencilled and black, all shown by

W. H. Bttck.

Indian games were out in force, H. S.

Babcock, Brown & Hughes, Lynians-

ville Poultrv Var.ls. P. S. Keith, J. R.

Whipple. Prnnk Walson and Climax In-

cubator Company showing good strings

of birds. The judgment of Mr. Dreveu-

stedt on this class was most satisfactory.

There was a large exhibit of Leghorns,

the white variety prcdominaling. Black

breasted red gduies were well represented.

As usual this show is the stronghold of

bantams, 130 specnnens being shown. A
larye and fine display of buff Pekin and
golden Sebrights was shown by the Rhode
Island Poultry Farm and Livingston

Brothers. H. S. Babcock had a large

number of different varieties, a pair of

partri<lge Cochin bantams being especial-

Iv noticeable.
' This seems to be a year of freaks and
curios in the poultry line, and Providence

has brought out many so called new-

breeds. N. B. Aldrich showed a pair of

buff birds with single combs and smooth
legs under the name of golden buffs, al.so

a pair with ro.se combs as buff Wyan-
dottes. They claim considerable for

them, but they will have to be bre<l for

some time yet before they get a buff tail.

R. G. Butfington showeil a ])cn each of

buff Leghorns, bufl' Wyandoltcs and buff

Plymouth Rocks. We were m formed

that a pair of buff Brahmas were shown
at Needham. Mass.. this fall. Polish were

fairly repnsented in numbers, and indi-

vidual specimens were g<K d.

A very meritorior.s and instructive ex-

hibit was displayed by the Rhode Islatid

Slate F;xpcrimental Station. Twelve
Plymouth Rock cockerels were pur-

chased by them July 10, six of which
have been caponi/.ed. liach lot weighed
the same, eleven ]>oun'is twelve ounces.

One capon didi a few weeks later. The
weight of the capons soon averajfed con-

siderable less, though their frames be-

gan to grow large at once. These capons
gained on the cockerels quicker than in

the Brahma and Cochin cross on Lang-
shaus, and have averaged heavier than
the cockerels for two months. Plymouth
Rocks show desirable results in shorter
time, though they should not be marketed
until they had more time to grow.
Two dark Brahma and Cochin cross,

made capons April 16, when they weighed
about two and one-half pounds each, one
weighed ten pounds fourteen ounces, an-

other eight pounds thirteen ounces. Pair
black Langshans bought June 25, each
weighed three pounds two ounces, one
was made capon.

Weight of Weight of
cockerel. capon,
lbs. oz. lbs. oz.

July 2j 5 o 4 8
August 15 6 o 5 5
October 16 8 4 7 a

December 16 9 2 8 9

In this exhibit are shown the cockerels

and capons side by side, and the capons
are much the best of any we have ever
seen. The capons seem to lack that

drooping appearance so commonly seen.

A. E. F.

ber of. His poultry farm, one of the
finest in this country, was rapidly ap-
proaching the high ideal its proprietor
fondly cherished. Death, however, de-

nied him the pleasure of reaping the
reward of his labor.

THE STANDARD AUTHORITY.

Buff Cochin Club Meeting.
Editor F'anciers' Journal.
The fifth annual meeting of the Ameri-

can Buff Cochin Club will be held in the

What a Great Daily Newspaper
Says of "The Journal."

From the N. Y. Sunday Advertiser, Dec. 13.

The Fanciers' Journal, conducted

by the Fanciers' Publishing Company,

and published in Philadelphia, is at all

times an interesting and attractive pub-

lication. This journal is devoted especi-

ally to the interests and information of

fanciers, breeders, keepers and dealers

who are interested in dogs, poultry and

pigeons, and is standard authority in

matters of which it treats. The editors

are V. M. Haldeman and J. H. Dreven-
stedt, and The Journal could uot be in

more capable hands.

[The above editorial comment, by
Colonel John A. Cockerill, pays a high
comphment to The Fanciers' Journal,

IMPROVED CHAMPION INCUBATOR.

The Improved Champion Incubator was invented and patented by one of the

officers of the company, who has had years of experience in operating and manu-

facturing them, so that they are no experiment, but have been tested and tried.

Many improvements have been added to the machine, and as now manufactured by

the Famous Manufacturing Company of Chicago, 111., it will no doubt meet with

success and give the highest satisfaction wherever introduced. Those who intend

to buy incubators and breeders should not fail to address the company for a descrip-

tive catalogue of the Improved Champion. The illustration which we are pleased

to be able to give our readers in this issue is their No. 5, or 500-egg machine.

city of Worcester, Mass., on Wednesday coming as it does from one of the most
evening. January 27, 1892, at 7 o'clock,

during the great poultry exhibition. The
club offers forty dollars in specials, five

dollars, three dollars and two dollars

each on cock. hen. cockerel and pullet.

Only memliers of the club can compete
for these specials, ami no extra fee will

be charged. It is the duty of each and
every member of the club not only to be

present in person at this meeting but also

exhiljit. Be sure and ^ee that your birds

are represented at this great show.

Gkorgk E. Pf.kr, Secretary.

T. Wilton Hill Dead.

i[iental 6[itills

History, De^cripbioi), Breedii)^

ai)d Mai)a6eiT)er)b'

BY GEORGE W. PETTIT, ARTIST.

continued from CHRISTMAS NUMBER.

popular and able editors in America.

—

Ed.]
m ^ »

Profits of Poultry Keepin^r.

Women value the hens at something

like their true worth and if they were

given entire charge of the poultry and had

fair facilities for keeping them,they would

make something out of them surely.

Whether you count in comparison, the

labor or the feed, or the house, the hens
will draw ahead of any other kind of

farm stock when it comes to result in dol-

lars. Say a good cow costs I50 and you

The entire poultry fraternity of America , make a profit on her of ^^25 a year ;
that's

will be shocked to learn of the sudden J^y
per cent on your investment. Now

.. ^ „r-, Tfii f T I 1 $50 Will buy 100 large pullets m the fall
death of T. Wilton Hill, of Jamesburg,

, JJ^ .^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^J^ p^^^^^ ^^^ ^
N. J., on Monday, December 21, 1891. easily made to pay a profit over cost of

No man has done more to encourage the

poultry industry by practice as well as

preaching.
Mr. Hill was universally esteemed by

all who knew him intimately. His con-

servative, progressive and liberal views

placed him high in the councils of the

manv societies he was a prominent mcm-

feed of $125.—the Stockman.

The New York Show.

The New York Poultry and Pigeon
show will be held in Madison Square
Garden commencing F'ebruary 3 and con-

tinuing until the 9th, 1892.

Before entering into a more detailed

study of the Orientals, a few introduc-

tory remarks are necessary in order that

certain fundamental laws should be un-

derstood, which lie at the very founda-

tion of the art of improving our different

birds. Theories are valueless unless they

have been tested in the crucible of expe-

rience ; it is then they become facts, by

which we are to be guided. Everything

in the organic world is subject to the

same universal laws which govern its ori-

gin, development and ultimate decay.

Any one possessing a practical knowl-
edge of these is equally capable of suc-

cess in the breeding and improving of
everything which lies below the standard

of man, from the production of the most
minute cell or protoplasm to the highest

ideal being.

Every organ in the human body, as

well as similar ones in animals and
plants, have their use, or were intended
for a purpose, and the first essential of

every individual organ is that it perform
perfectly the labor for which it was
created. F'ailing in this, there must be
.some imperfection either in its construc-

tion or condiiion, which is soon made ap-

parent uot only to the creature who suf-

fers in consequence, but likewise to the

most ordinary observer.

No one would ever dream of selecting

a delicate, nervous specimen of humauity
as one worthy of propagating his race,

although his features should approach
the facial angle of the AppoUo and his

proportions be those of a god. Hence it

follows that there can be no perfection

where disease or deformity exist and con-
sequently no beauty, since beauty is one
of the most important elements of per-

fection.

With the light of the above precepts to

illumine our pathway, we may now pro-

ceed over this rather treacherous field of
science, without danger of being led

astray by those ignorant of these princi-

ples, and with whom we are sure to come
in contact at almost every turn of our ca-

reer.

standard ok PERFECTION OR EXCEL-

LENCE.

For every variety of our pigeons there

is an ideal standard of p<;rfection, in

which the relative values of certain dis-

tinctive properties or essential charac-

teristics are given, by which each class or

individual bird is to be judged. These
standards are revised from time to time

(by different committees appointed for

that purpose), as ideas advance or opin-

ions change regarding important p)oints.

and while these revisions may be very

proper in a general way, it is a source of

regret that many absurd impressions still

prevail, and consequently too much en-

couragement given to the breeding of
abnormal properties, which are disas-

trous in their results, and which should
meet with the strongest opposition from
every fancier of intelligence.

A standard of perfection is simply a
piece of word painting, describing that

which never has had and probably never
will have any other existence, unless it

be in the brain of the person or persons

who conceived it. save on paper alone.

In order to be completely realized, pro-

viding the standard is a just one, absolute

perfection is required, and there never
was a bird of any kind or description

without some defect, either in construc-

tion, carriage, marking or color ; or at

least a tendency toward some imperfec-

tion which it is the breeder's business to

foresee and endeavor to prevent. If it

were even possible to obtain perfection

in the properties alx)ve named, there

would still remain that exceedingly im-

portant essential, a robust constitution,

without which all the foregoing qualities

amount to but little from the breeder's

standpoint.
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It is a lamentable fact that when we
have apparently succeeded in approach-
ing so near our goal, we are too often de-
barred further progress on account of the
impaired condition of our birds. This
ought not to be the case ; and since this

deterioration is so often the result of our
foolish endeavor to reach an imperfect
ideal, the remedy is at hand and can be
easily applied. Unfortunately we have
here a very difficult problem to deal with,
since there is, and I suppose always has
been, a disposition among fanciers to
exaggerate essential characteristics, even
to the extent of seriously impairing the
usefulness of some bodily organ. With
the almond tumbler, this is eminently
the case, and is the result of an old craze
which has long since become chronic for

extremely short-faced birds.

In rearing short-faced tumblers Mr.
Eaton says: "lam convinced that bet-
ter head and beak birds have perished
in the shell than were ever hatched, the
reason being that the amazingly short-
faced bird cannot reach and break the
shell with its beak and so perishes."
And yet the fanciers of this variety are
not satisfied, but must resort to the cruel
and barbarous practice of manipulating
the heads and beaks of their birds when
only a few days old, either with an instru-
ment made for the purpose or with the
thumb nail in order to make them ap-
proach more nearly a false standard, or
in an attempt to give them what a phy-
sician would term a hydrocephalus head,
and this has been found necessary to en-
able them to scale the highest number of
points for these properties.
With the African owl we find a similar

condition of affairs, as birds of this vari-

ety are bred with such extremely short
beaks that there is not room within the
diminutive quarters of the mandibles for
the accommodation of the tongue, and
this is the cause, according to quite an
eminent authority, of many of the best
birds dying; and to prevent further
havoc he does uot recommend that birds
should be bred with a beak capable of
performing the functions which nature
mtended, "but when the tongue gets
crookeil at the end, causing at first a

kind of low but constant irritation, which
at last becomes canker, then you are ad-
vised to cut it off." You must perform a
minor surgical operation and thus rectify

matters. Does not this sound preposter-
ous ? and very much in keeping with
the Chinese practice of dwarfing the feet

of the''' women, thus rendering walking
a painful if not impossible undertaking ?

Mr. Darwin very justly remarks

:

"When man attempts to breed an animal
with some serious defect in structure, or
in the mutual relation of parts, he will

either partially or completely fail, or en-
counter much difficulty." This he de-
serves to do, and while I have no desire
whatever to undermine
ions, or differ from those
thority, or detract in the
merits of anyone, I at

claim the right to think and act for myself
in this my hobby as I do in other mat-
ters. I could receive no pltasure whatever
from being the possessor of any bird
with a beak so diminutive as to render it

incapable of rearing its offspring, or de-
fending them, too. if necessary. I want
the feet of my birds large enough to sup-
port their bodies. Every organ they pos-
sess must in the first place perform
perfectly the duty which nature intended.
This much accomplished, I may safely

endeavor to make each feature as beauti-

ful as possible, probably not in accord-
ance with any particular standard, but
from certain aesthetic views which I hold
and can prove to be correct.

I do not object to extremes, providing
only the usefulness of each member is

in no way interfered with, and that the
beauty, symmetry and proporiion of the
different parts to the whole is kept in-

tact. Within these bounds, in one sense,

an extreme would be an impossibility,

and the term could only be applicable
when birds of two very different breeds
are compared. The beak of an African
owl would of course appear excessively
short when brought in comparison with
that of the carrier. ' Qualifying my as

sertion by the above remarks, I yield to no
one in my admiration for heatl and beak
properties as described under the head of
"The Ideal Satinette."
Other instances oould be mentioned

where the physical condition of onr dif-

ferent birds have been seriously impaired
on account of the excessive in-breeding
to which they have been subjected in or-

received opin-
eminent in au-
least from the
the same time

der to produce abnormal properties in no
way essential as distinctive qualities, and
which appear absurd wheu viewed aesthe-

tically.

PIGEON FLYING.

ON THE WING.

The Item of December 21 contains the
following

:

"A number of the homing journals which, for
a variety of reasons are opposed to the Kedern
tion of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers, are
in the habit of publishing the most scurrilous at-

tacks on some of its leading members and of-

ticers, nothing being too personal to rake up in
the desire to belittle men who have for years
labored for the good of the sport. No aoubt
mistakes have lieen made, some of them ex-
tremely serious in their consequences, as, for in-
stance, the action taken by the majority at the
recent annual meeting, which was the result of
an error m judgment on the part of two or three
of the leaders. The action taken, however, was
not from a willful desire to widen the breach al-

ready existing between the various pigeon flying
centres although that was the immediate result

;

from a mistaken notion of the importance of the
Federation in comparison with those fanciers
who were not subject to its manigeraent, which
resulted in the decision that the Federation
members should revise the national rules, etc.,

at the annual meeting, and refuse to appoints
committee to consult with a similar committee
representing the little army of outsiders and
adopt rules that would tend "to unite the entire
flying fancy. The mistake occurred in totally
ignoring the claims of the outsiders, after invit-
ing them to a conference for the purpose of at-
taining national harmony. Mistakes of this
character are liable to happen in the excitement
attending such a meeting as that held in New-
ark, N. J., a week or so ago, and it is only right
that the policy adopted should be fairly and
openly criticised, but no personalities should be
allowed to enter into the matter."

*
• *

We fully endorse the above, and in
past issues have defended the Federation
against personal attacks on a few mem-
bers, believing such to do more harm
than good. We have nothing to do with
the personal affairs of the men attacked,
and a newspaper's chief business is to
criticise the action of the officers and
members at public meetings. This we
have done in our last week's issue, and
believe we have placed the blame for the
suicidal policy pursued by John Shepard
and his followers exactly where it be-
longs. If the writers of out of town
papers not cognizant with the facts per-
sist in lambasting the entire Federation
for the shortcomings of a few, they do
more injury than good. No one man
can control this sport, and it's dollars to
doughnuts that some men have found
this out since the Newark meeting.

-WlXIi-

A FEW HENS
Is th© motto and teachincrs of the Best Poultry Poftcr published. It Coats OnlyW ots. A yonr: bIv
months 25 cts. Cash or kUnips. Sample free. Address FAR.M-POULTRY, Box 21 IS, Boston. Mas.s.

NOTHING ON EA,,^^

WILL

CONDITION POWDER
IF YOr CAX»T GET IT MIAR IIO:VIE, SV:\D TO %S.

It Im .Xbsolutoly Pure. Hit;bly Oonoentrated. Mont Eoononiloa). because »u<h xmHll d<>N<•^^. Rtrk-tlv a Mtdi.-lnf.
>ota hood, toucan buy or raise tn<>6 as cheap us wt- can. I'l-evciils mid CtiifMiill disctincii of f'ouilry. Woilli
more thanirold whctibcusai-cMoiiltintr. -Onu larcre can navcd iiie Ji4(», heiid Mx more to prevent" roup Ihi*
winter, " 8a.Y» a customer. For sale bv dnifrfristx. KTOoors, irenenil store iiiid fiMMldealei-x. No other made like it.we wlllwiid post-jwld byiiiail as follows —.v new eletrantlv jllustnited copy of the "FARMKUS" I'Ml'LTRV
RAJSIXO GUIDE" (price !K> cents. Cimtainwadaily poultry account wor'h the price), and twusumll iieckaifes o(
Powderfor Wconts; or, one lar^reS 14 pound can for $1 in (nvuhir price; and (iuidefrce. Siiuiple pack, a-V-.,
Ave for •1.00. Six lanre cans, pxprexs prepaid, S-'>-UO. Semi stamps or ca.sli. In ipiantlty cost* less than onu-toutU
contadaytierhen. Testliuoi.lulsuent free. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., 2a Custom lloubo Street, Boston, Mas*

Our daily contemporary further re-

marks :

"The Item has already stated that tlie mistake
made was of the most serious nature, and will
undoubtedly end all chances of the Empire City
and other clubs ever entering into the Federation
of American Homing Pigeon Fanciers. In fact,
steps have already been taken to organize a new
national league, and within the next thirty days
there is a likelihood of a national league orclubs
being in the field, which will be built on broader
and more sportsmanlike principles than the
Federation, towards which it will act as a most
formidable rival. The principal members of this
league will be the new Philadelphia Flyiiijj Club,
the Empire City Flying Club, the Washington
Federation, the Western New York Federation,
the Detroit Federation, the Milwaukee, Balti-
more, Boston. Brooklyn, Pittsburg and Roches-
ter Flying clubs."

»
« «

This is essentially what The Fanciers'
Journal suggested last week, and noth-
ing could occur to the nigeon flying fan-

cy of more value. America is a sporting
country, and sport of pigeon flying will

find many devotees as soon as the press

of this country can assure its readers that
it is conducted on a national and liberal

basis.
»

» *
One of the old reliable fanciers, Wil-

liam Bennert, of Newark, N. J., will dis-

pose of his entire stock of homers, con-
sisting of seventy choice birds. He has
shipped them to J. C. Conley, of this

city, and it is safe to state that they will

PROLIFIC

POULTRY FOOD
WILL MAKE

HENS LAY
IN WINTER.

H«U BvrrTwhfre. L. B. LORD, Prop., Bnrliiitlon. Tt:

be eagerly sought by purchasers. Mr.

I

Bennert sails for Europe shortly, and
i
the American fanciers will miss his fa-

' miliar figure and sociable character. We
' trust that on his return from the "Fa-
I
therland" he will re-enter the fancy. Per-

haps by that time the milleniuni will have
arrived and all warring factions have
been harmonized under one banner.

-THK

G E-RMA/N

Belgian flar?

HFISK HARKss are natives of Germany, Belgium and some parts of France and Swit-
zerland. They are nearly three times as large as our common rabbits, (iniet and
thrive best in close quarters. When full grown they weigh from 9 to i j pounds and
command a ready sale when game is in season. They are hardy, easily raised, can

be fed on grass, hay or grain same as sheep. They are very prolific, commence to breed
when 6 or 7 months old. bring forth their young every 6 weeks and .> to 10 at a time Their
mat has a rich, gamy flavor. They are much more profitable to raise than any kind of
poultry, as they can be fed on whot generally goes to waste on a farm. We oflfcr the true
German or Belgian Hare bred from imported stock as follows : Bucks, $2. .so each ; Buck
and Doe, not akin. $5.00 ; every additional doe, $3 00. A small treatise on Breeding. Man
agemeni, etc., free on application. Address

SAMUEL WILSON, .MechanksvIUc. Pa.
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IN

GASH PREMIUMS

To the iK'i'soii S*Mi(lIii«: 111 the

hu*«:est yearly list of siibserll>-

8eeoii<I Iarj«:est list, $10C).

Thli-<l largest list, Jf^TS.

Fourth larj>:est list, <5«r>().

Fifth larjfest list, *U5.

>?ilxth, seventh, el$rhth, ninth

and tenth larjrest lists, >jclO.O<>

eaeli.

This offer i? open from OCTOBER
16 to JUNE 1, 18G2. vSubscriptions

ran be sent in at any time, but cash must

accompany them. This unquestionably

is the best opportunity ever offered to

our friends, and all desiring to compete

for these premiums should send in their

names at once.

The coming Dog and Poultry Shows

offer a glorious opportunity to secure

subscriptions, and agents desiring sample

copies should advise us promptly.

Remctnber that THE FANCIERS'
JOURNAL is the leading paper of its

class, and the subscription price is only

$2.00 per annum. Address

FAXCIERS" Pl'BLISHlXG CO.,

Box 916, Philadelphia, Pa.

SOLD OUT
SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES,

to make ro<jiii for my

INDIAN GAMES
(Imported Tlionniglibred St<x:k).

Stock and P^ggs for Sale. Write for prices

\VII,LI.\M KLDRKD.
Deudron, Surr\- County, Va.

Direct shippitij? facilities for llie Stmlh. South-
ern buyers can siive expressage and a lonp rail-

road journey. 19-70

THE DOLLAR TYPEWRITER
TVISISTHE
t V <-£ C6£i>. ABCDEFGHI

Ut»M X ORK DC!

jic mi .^^

POUIiTRY FARMS. rOUIiTRY FARMS.

Sandaere parm
INDIAN GAMES, BUFF COCHINS,

Buft I'ekin Bantams, Rose-comb Black Bantams, Game Bantams and Pekin Ducks. Prize
winners wherever shown. 200 Bantam Chicks for sale.

10 61 F. W. GAYLOR, Manager, Quogue. I.oug Island, N. Y.

THE HILL POULTRY YARDS.
THE MOST COMPLETE IN AMERICA.

Indian Games and GUyandottes
The leading strains of prize winning birds in America. At the GREAT NKW YORK SHOW I

won ist on Breeding Pen in Indian Games, the highest honor obtainable. At the New Jersey State
Poultry Society Show, held at Orange, I won 3 firsts, 7, seconds, 4 thirds and 2 gold .specials. Send
for circular. Address T.WILTON H I LL, JAMKISBURG, N. J. 96-148

BAnKEB PLgMOCITH -ROCKS
That will win anywhere. PMnesize and shape and that CLEAR BLUE COLOR which all ju 'ges
like. My birds have won the leading prizes at America's grandest shows, CHARLESTON, NP^W
YORK and BUFFALO.

SILVER-LACED WYANDOTTES
TRUE SHAPE AND BRILLIANT BLACK LACING.

At the Great National Show. CHARLESTON, S. C, January. 1891 : PLYMOUTH ROCKS, ist

and Gold Special on cock; ist and 3d, cockerel: ist best male and four best females: special best
pair; 2d, 3d and 4th pullets; the Grand Special in Gold for Largest and Finest Display. WYAN-
DOTTP^S ; 1st best male end four best females, all cockerel and pullet prizes but 3, and Grand Gold
Special Largest an Finest Display.

Prime show an J breeding birds at fair prices. Send for new profusely illustrated circular. Ad-
dress

E. B. THOMPSON, Anienla, Duchess County, N. Y.

WOODSIDE POUliTt^Y VAl^DS
LA FLECHE, the grandest of French breeds; INDIAN GAMES, the

Great Table Fowl ; WHITE LEGHORNS, the Queen of Layers ; BUFF
PEKIN and ROSECOMB BLACK BANTAMS.

EGGS AND CHICKS FOR SALE.
Address all correspondence to

i-,8-tf

W. J. ANDRUS, Proprietor,
HACKENSACK, BERGEN CO., N. J,

^ORHAM ppyLTRY YARDS
S. B. SEXTON, PROPRIETOR.

Buff and Partridge Cochins, B. P. Rocks, S. L. Wyandottes, S. C. W. Leg-

horns, B. Minorcas, S. S. Hamburgs and Buff Pekin Bantams.

Stogi^ pof^ Sale at fiLL ©imbs.

Address all orders and correspondence to
GEO. W. WEED. MANAGER,

Hyde Park, Dutchess County, N. Y.

RIVERSIDE POULTRY FARM

S. C. and R. C. Brown Leghorns, Houdans, White Wyandottes and R. C. White
Leghorns. Great record at Madison Square Garden. New York, 12 firsts 7

Grand Gold Specials and Silver Cup on my Specialties. "Like has begotten
like," "Like will beget like. Send for illustrated circular giving full prize rec-

ord of America's leading strains of above varieties. Can furnish eggs from C.

H. Adams' New York Prize Winners.

101-151 J. FORSYTH, owEGO. tioga county, n. y.

POULiTRY.

J. H. Thompson, Jr.
Box 16, Patterson, New York.

BREKDKR OF
BARRED & WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS,

SILVER, WHITE & GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
At the Great Crystal Palace Show of America

New York. February, 1891, my birds were award-
ed the following: Second and fifth on Barred
Plvmouth Rock Cock ; first and special, on
Barred Plvmouth Rock Hens : first, second and
fourth on Barred Plymoiith cockerel; first, .sec-

ond and fourth on Barred Plymouth Rock pullet:

first on breeding yard. $35 in gold for best dis-

play of Barred Plymouth Rocks. At same show,
February, 1890, was awarded

W. K. VANDERBILT'S GRAND
SPECIAL PRIZE, $100 IN GOLD,

for best Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerel and
four be.»it Pullets ; first and special on Barred
Plymouth Rock cock and first and special on
Barred Plymouth Rock hen.
For awards on other varieties send for my

large circular free. F^ggs from prize matings, i^
per 13, $7 per 26, $q per 39. Stock for sale. 39-91

PIGEOXS.

F. M. GILBERT,
EVANSVILLE, IND.

THE FINEST
—AND

—

LARGEST
exclusivf: loft

—OK

—

white fantail
pigf;ons

In the world. Bred
for pleasure only and
surplus only is sold.

Send for 'circular,
which gives descrip-
tion of stock. No at-

tention paid to pos-
tals. 94-146

INDIAN GAMES
LANGSHANS

MINORCAS
MOTTLED ANCONAS

INCUBATORS.

k pfrfi-M mill iirnriiriii Tvi.o Wilniiir niui'hiDo lor only
|N)LI.AK. Kxaitly like cit: ie>;iilHr Ittinlnirt'in typf;d"t«
th(* !«>iiii«! rinHlii V of w nrk: takes m fnols cap »h«'et. ('uriiplel#

«itli |i:i|i<T lii>l<I.T. iintiiiii:il!<- fceri, urrrerl Irpe wberl i. ihkliig

r>itls ii-.-.ciip>lir4 ink. M/1 ax4.\!tl!ii-tif)i; welelit. Vi 07.; 8hU
Jfla.tloiiKUHVanl.-. il; Cii ularx Ire.-: A^;E^TS WAMKO. Rent
iiy e\|ii>'-H f'l «l|.IMt: l.y ..all, ISr. extra f"r pi'StHto. I

K. II. i.M.UI^ULL i» ItUO., 60 luKTL.OI)T t>T., X 1. %.lt\, I

PRINTING
Fcr Poultry ^.id Stock r»nc1»r».

Beekeeper*, Nurserymen, KtorlHts.

Dairymen, Krult Grower*. Kariu-

era eU;. > "pwlaliy. We h»v« a larire line of electroij p.-

euU for in».tr»tln« your work. Si.nn.loi. tne. Cut. for -.le.

Envelope*, letterhewls. ..ril*. »n<l U«» fr-mi 4«».i.. per lOO.nd up.

Vel'sy** Wectrlc I'rUillns WwUis CyntfUBe, >. \.

Eggs for sale sfter January, 1S92.

birds for sale at this time.
No more

CT nUDV \ On^i choicest strains.
01. DtKr\AKUO for sale. Send 2 cent

Pups
end 2

stamp for circular giving particulars.

93 U5 FRANCIS A. MORTIMER, Pottsville, Pa.

THE

PINELAND
INCOBflTORS AND BROODERS

ARE THE

STANDARD MACHINES of AMERICA
AND WERE AWARDED

2..FIRST PREMI0M5-2
AT THP;

GM New M Slow of 1891
Hundreds of the most successful poultrynten

use them exclusively. Send five cents for mam-
moth catalogue. Circul«rs free. Address

PINELAND INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.,

142-181 Jaiuchhurg, New Jersey.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM.

ElicEiaoR INCUBATOR
Lovrent-priced FlraUcIami Hntrher inHdt*.
Nlmplc, Perfect, H^^Self-BegulatlnK.

ticEiiiciJiNeuBAton-.

ThooMuidfl in huc«
kceMtfui o|»erHtlwii. I

Guaranteed to hatch

I
a lancer percentage 1

I of fertile eggs 'i( /mh '-

I
ro*t than any other incubator.

I Send Oo. for Illua. Catalogue.

...rureJgEO. H. STAHL, Oulncy. III.

Improved "Champion" Incubator
Perfectly Automatic.

Always Reliable. Guar-
:iiitei(i tlic Simplest and
Best aiul to hatch the

Largest percentage pos.
siblc. Send Set. stamp
for handsome catalog.

FAMOUS MFG. CO..
Ctilcago.

MONITOR INCURA TOR.
How to obtain one free Twen-

ty-three first premiums in one
v'ear. I^rge lK)ok for stamp. A.
F. WILLIAMS, Bristol, Conn.

INCUB AT OR
Guaranteed Self-Kegulatlng. A

Beliable Hatcher, bet d for Free
Circular. 8HE£R Si CHA8X,
Hole MaDufactur«ri, QllMOY, ILU

POULTRY.

Over 100 Awards

Received in 1891.

Mr. Whitfield, Colebridge, Gloucester, t'ngland
(Hon. Secretary Indian Game Club), can supply
Indian Game. Dorkings, Wyandottes. Creves,

La Fleche, Buff Leghorns, Aseels and Malays.

Cioo<l Bree<lei*s, $25 per trio.

Kxtra GocmI, $35.
Kxliibition, |2oto ;f5oeach at Liver-

pool.

Freljfht paid to New York for
$10 exti*a on 3 to 9 birds. Erjuts
111 sea-son, $5 per Dozen. Over
800blrtls exportetl last year.

FOR POULTRY.
Bono Meal, - - Per lOO lb.

Granalated Bone, " lOO
GroumI Beet
Scraps, - - - " 100

Calelte, - - - - " 800
Crushed Fliui. - " 800
Crushed Oyster
Shells, - - - •• tJOO

Bag, lUt.OO

.3.CM>
J.OO
3.00

3.00
Send for our New Price Li.st and Samples. All

orders shipped promply by freight on receipt ot

price.
C. H. DEMPWOI.F A CO.,

York Chemical ">Vork8, York, l»a.

OPIUM ^-'"•^n--

Morphine Habit Cared In 10
No i»ay till cured.

HENS, Lebanon,Ohio.
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THE SOUTH CAROLINA

Ponltry anfl PetM Associatioi
(Incorporated)

This, the banner poultrv association of the
South, with a capital stock of I3000, will hold its

SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION
—AT

—

COLUMBIA, S. C.
lAM'AKV 12, 13, 14, 15 and 17, 1892.
The prompt payment of all premiums is guar-

anteed by our list of solvent stockholders. We
desire to direct particular attention to

Our Great List of Special PremiMms.
For Premium List and full information as to

ratts on railroads, board at hotels, etc., apply to
Dr. S. T. lea, W. a. SCHROCK,

Pi-es't, Cokesbury, S. C. Sec, Camden, S. C.

ALBANY, N.Y.
The First Annual FC.xliibition of the

\EW YORK AND NEW ENGLAND
POULTRY AND KENNEL CLUB

Will be held here

JANUARY 5 TO 8. 1892.
BIG PHIZES. NOTED .lUlMJKS.
Send for thei«- mammoth Premium List to

WILL C. HOUSE, Secretary,

Freys Bush, N. Y.

J. TKLLKR UeGRAFF. President.
OSCAR J. LF:WIS, Sup't of Poultry.

C. K. ROCKKNSTYRK, Sup't of Dogs.

BeW l^RK
POULTRY AND PIGEON

SHOW,
1892. 1892.
For Premium List and other information

write to

T. FARRER RACKHAM,
44-tf Sec. and Sup't, Kasi Orange, N. J.

THE CENTRAL MICHIGAN
POULTRY & PET STOCK ASSOCIATION

Third Annual F^xhibition

AT KATTLK CREEK, MICH.,
JANUARY 12 to 15, 1892.

1000 Birds showed last year.

Send for Premium List.

F P. GRIMKS, Cor. Sec, Paw Paw, Mich.

THEO. P. GREEN,
Woodbury, N. J.

Roijal Blu3 Line Homers.

brf:f:ding

youngstf:rs

FROM

thrkf: of thk

bkst lofts

ox thk

continent.

Having purchased from H. Wagner nineteen
pairs of his champion record birds, and having
eleven pairs of record birds of niv own breeding,
I have a showing of THIRTY PAIRS OF BIRDS
IN MY THREF: lofts with proven REC-
ORDS FROM 510 TO 700 MILF:s. Send for cir-
cular and price list. 98-150

H. S. BABCOCK,
IVo. 17 Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

brf:edf;r of
ARGONAUTS, INDIAN GAMF:s,

BANTAMS AND
PF.ACOMB PLYMOUTH ROCKS

POINTERS AND SCHIPPERKES.
A circular for a stamp. Fowls and eggs for

sale in season. Orders for puppies booked to be
delivered in rotation. if

A BRILLIANT SUCCESS

-OF thf:-

FAflCIEHS' JOOf^flAIi
Thousands of copies have been sold and the general verdict is that

It is the FINEST PAPER EVER PUBLISHED of its class. 44 pages

Beautifully Illustrated

Handsomely Printed

Vero Shaw,
Husrh Dalzlel,
Urockeuhurst,

I. K. Felch,
.James Forsyth,
E. B. Thompson,
Theodoro Sternbeiif,
J. C. Bockius,
F. H. Graves,

CONTRIBUTORS-KENNEL
W. Wade,
T. II. Garleek.
Freeman Lloyd,

V. M. Haldemun.

llllfhiand,
Everett Mllluls,
Alexander Glass, M. I>.,

POULTRY AND PIGEONS

II. B. Tallmau,
.J. Ilonry L«e,

Xew

George T. Whitfield,
M. K. Boyer,
William L. Lentz,
G. O. Brown,
H. S. Babcoek,
Henry Erdmauu,

J. H, Drevenstedt.

ARTISTS
E. \V. Hall. F. N. Graves.

,*^' .^' '?®w*'l*« Henry Erdmann,\ork Photo-Ensravlng: Company.

G. W. Pettlt,
C. S. Valentine,
F. T. L'nderhlll,
F. B. Zlmmer,
O. K. Shai*p,
A. W. Hall,

WHAT SOME OF OUR READERS SAY
A Splendid Issue.

Kindly allow me to offer my heartiest congrat-
ulations to all interested in the getting up of
your X-mas number ofThe Fanciers' Journal
received this morning. It merits the unqualified
approbation and thanks of everj-one whose good
fortune it will be to read its contents, for such an
array of dog, poultry and pigeon lore one seldom
gets a chance to obtain, at any rate not in the
form of a journal.

I know nothing about dogs, but I know enough
to pass judgment that the dog literature of this

number is of the prize-winning sort, and will un-
doubtedly tickle every dog lover in his tenderest
spot.
The poultry matter, well, I would do injustice

to pass an opinion on any, for all is of first pre-
mium order. Naturallv, loving as I do most the
Brahma and Wyandotte, the articles on these
breeds call for my first attention, and they are i

worth a dozen over alone the price of this issue. I

I obtained ideas on these breeds I never before
possessed, and I am become all the more at- !

tached to the two grandest and most beautiful
breeds of our standard collection.
And, of course, the pigeon fancier will have

every reason to welcome this great X-mas num-
ber. All in all, this splendid issue is t>ound to
attach The Fanciers' Journal to every reader,
and stamp it firmly as the foremost journal in
this country for the dog, poultry and pigeon fan-
cier. Unqualified success be to its future efforts.

W. F. Roth, M. D.

Fujrin, Pa., December 5.

Worth a Year's Subscription.
Your Christmas number arrived to-<lay, ami I

wish to compliment you on your admirable ef-

fort. The Christmas number alone is worth the
subscription for the year. Long may vou con-
tinue to issue many Christmas number.s'in vears
to come. c. K. Bu.VN.
Pkoria, III., December 7.

A Beauty.
The Christmas number of 'J'hk Fanciers'

Journal is a beauty. Dr. S. T. I.ka.

Cokesbury, S. C, December 8.

A Dandy.
The Christmas nuni1>er of Thk Fanciers'

Journal is a dandy. a. W. Ham..
^Varnervillk, s. C, December 7.

The Crow^nliiK Feature.
Allow me to congratulate you on the Christ-

mas number of The Fanciers' Journal. It is
the crowning feature of poultrv and doggy litera-
ture of the season. Arthur K. Iklch.
Natick, Mass., Decembers.

Knocks Them All.
Christmas number of Fanciers' Journal is

at hand. Klegant, superb. It "no.x em" all.

W. H. Hamilton.
FMitor New F^ngland Fancier.

Danielsonvillk, Conn., December 9.

For sale on all leading news stands of the large cities of the United
States. Price lo cents each, or sent prepaid on receipt of the above
sum by addressing

FANCIERS' PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Box 916. Rhiladelphia, Ra.

OoLLiE Pups

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY
MOCKING BIRDS, RED BIRDS,

FINE SINGING CANARIES.
TALKING PARROTS.

GOLDFINCHES.
AND ALL OTHKR

FANCY CAGE BIRDS,
FINE BRED FOWLS,

FANCY PIGEONS.

PET A/VIMALS OF ALL KINDS.

Gold Fish Globes, Aquariums, etc.,

Plain and Ornamental Cages, Dog and
Poultry Supplies, Seeds, Food, etc.

EGGS FOR II.\T<IIIXG.
Send (or Catalogue.

H. W^. VAHLE.
319 Market Street and 46 N. gth Stieet,

PHILADELPHIA.

Edward S. Schinnid,
Successor to Louis Schmid Sc Sons,

Dealer in

SIN6IN6 BIRDS, BIRD FOOD AND CAGES.

FISH. AQUARIUMS AND FISH FOOD.

PIGKONS OF ALL KINDS FOR SALK.

Send for illustrated catalogue and price list.
.No. 317 Twellh Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

W^YANDOTTES.
Blythecote Strain.

silvf;rs f;.xclusivf:ly.
Breeding Pen was awarded Fir.st at the Great

Xew York Show, Madison Sq. Garden. Feb., 1891.
Prices loiv for the class. Male Hir<ls a specialty.

"The Best Is None Too Goo<l !
"

Address

28 M
BLYTHFXOTK FARM.

Brainard Station, N. Y.

AMERICAN BUFF COCHIN CLUB.
Oi'uaiil/.od III IJ<M'In>st<>r, X. v.,

FEBRUARY 7, 1888.
I'RKSIDK.Nr.

Newton Adams I'tica, N. Y.

VickPrksidknts.
W. H. Child f.lensidc. Pa.
Robert Colgate Quogue. L. 1.

M. M. Connor Ada, O.
Charles Feldman Hagerstown, Md.
C. M. GrifTing Shelter Island, N. Y.
H.D. Kendall Lowell, Mass
J. D. Nevius Philadelphia. Pa.
George Purdue Fast Orange. N. J.
Fred E. Scheel Belleville, III.

W. J. Stanton Jersey City. N. J.
J. H. Tallinan fallinans, N. Y.
Thomas Young, Jr Xew York City

K.XKcmvK Committee.

J. H. L. Todd Roselle, X. J.W. C. Byard Cincinnati, O.
F. W. Gaylor yuogue, L. I.

F. C. Hare VVhitbv. Can.
V,. A. Harris Amhurst' Mass.
George Udall, Jr Morristown, N. J.
A. B. Warner Harlan, Iowa.

<i. V. UKVN.Vl I),

43-5" Secretary an«l Treasurer.

»<>7 JJroHdwii.v, >;«»w Vork (it.v.

D

SPRATTS
PATENT

00 SOAP.

F. H. GRAVES,
VIROQUA, WIS.

Professional Breeder of Pure Game Fowls.

RF:D IXDIAXS, best tabic game yet.

CoRNlSH IXDIAXS.
FIGHTIXG IXDIAXS.

.MAL.\YS, SIMATRAS.
PHOEXIX.

STANDARD GAMFIS.
B. B. REDS, RED PILES.

SILVER DUCKWIXG
BROWN rf;ds

THE BEST PIT GAMES.
OLD ex(;lish shawlxf:cks.

DARK REDS AXD SEVERAL OTHERS.
Young .stock cheap in fall. 32-44

Game Ban taints. Irish Terriers.
Dr. Wm. Crawford Jubnsou, Frederick, Md
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TH E KENN EL.

QlKElELSii

IDus^'^^'^^'^ cOl

FOR SALE-
A beautiful litter of pups, sired by the noted

Challenge Kildare (18,140), out of Rose Sarsfield

(18.98^1. No better blood in the world. Color dark
red. Prices—dogs, $25 ; bitches, f 20. Price list

No. 1 now readj'. A'^9^

FOR SALE
From the largest and best kennels of this :

breed in this country.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.40-91

ROOFING.

STANDARD

;-V^'"^

THAOt MAB>^

CAN be ap-
plied byany

one on steep or
flat roofs. Extra
Heavy Felt for

Pouhry Houses
$1.50 per 100 sq.

feet with Coat-
ing. Caps and
Nails. Sample
and circular
free. 7-58

A. P. SWAN. 38 Uey Street, N. Y.

25 Cents
There are ov r 300 papers published in the

United States and Canada devoted to the inter-

ests of the farmer, breeder and fancier. If you
send me 25 cents in silver before January 15,

1892, I will print your name and address and
send it to all of them and more than 100 home,
literary, political and sportinjj papers in addi-
tion and requests them to mail you sample cop-
ies. Better not neglect this opportunity. Send
stamp for my new price list.

44-46

F. D. BECK,
WEI.LSBURG, W. VA

JUST PUBLISHED.

PIGEON KEEPING

HINTS TO BEGINNERS

STUD
HUGS

nimo IP VOIT WANT TO OWN A

r fiS GENUINE PUG PUP

—

1 UUU BUY AT HKADQUARTKkS.
Young stock from prize winners, |20 to I50.

If vou've a bitch to breed, trv one of our
Eberhart's Cashier (13901. Fee, $15
Bradford Ruby II (9720). Fee, $15
John Bull, imported (17093)- Fe«. ?i.S

Douglass II (11,804). Fee. jic

Litter guaranteed. A "'square deal" to all.

EBKRHART PUG KF:NNKLS, Cincinnati. O.
leading and Largest Pitg Kennel in America.
Removed to No. 3 East Fourth Street. 15-66

PAMPHLET
ON

DOG - DISEASES
Mailed (gratis) by the author,

H. CLAY GLOVER,
Veterinary 8iirj>:et)n,

tf 1S93 BROADWAY.' NEW YORK.

-BY-

F. M. GILBERT.
Handsomely illustrated. Practical and com-

prehensive. It is an invaluble guide for the
amateur pigeon fanciers.

Price, paper, o«)c. ; cloth :8(1.<)0.

Mr. \V. H. W^illiams
Has a few high-class Fox Terrier Puppies for

sale cheap, by the crack sires New Forest and
Rifleman. These puppies, besides concentrating
the valuable Splinter. Belgrave, Joe and Result
strains, throw back to the most valued terriers

of the past. Will close to immediate purchasers
at $12 each. For extended pedigrees, etc. , ad-
dress It

.(J«4 Carroll St., Brooklyn, X. Y.

Dog Portraits
Drawn, engraved or painted from photographs

or from life.

H. B. Tallman,
140-tf OAK LAWN. R. I

Fairhill Kennels,
a«i4R North Eleventh Street, Philadelphia. Pa.,

BREEDERS OF STRICTLY PURE

ST. BBRXARDS.
Puppies for sale bv KINO RKGENT and BEN

ORMONDF:, out of prize winning bitches. \2-f>2,

I4stciu Sportsiucn

!

I am ready to receive Derby entries for train-

ing for 1S92. First come, first served. Corre-
spondence solicited. Can work them on game
until April 1 . Address

PROF. SCHUYLER.
Lincolnton, N. C.

FERRETS ¥S. RATS!
First-class FF^RRETS, young and old. for sale

by Adolph Isaacsen, "SURF: POP." 9J Fulton
Street, New York Citv. Mv celebrated hand-
book. "ALL ABOUT FFIRRF'TS AND RATS"—
second edition—revised and illustrated—mailed
to any address on receipt of 25 cents. 33-49

LORING BROWN,
BOLINGBROKE, GA.

Breeder of IRISH SETTERS. BEAGLES and
SCOTCH TERRIERS. Also thirty varieties of

Fancv Poultry and Pigeons. Over 4000 prizes the

past four vears. A grand lot of stock for sale.

Price list"free. My strain of Shawlneck Pied

Games are Champions of the South. 2-53

for profit
should have Pure Ground
JiEEF SCRAP, which is

Meat and lione, collected from slaughter

houses. Drikd Perfectly Sweet and ground.
Poultry like it and devour it greedily. You want
samples and prices—we send them FRF^t;. Ad-
dress BROOKLYN AZOTINE & FOOD CO.. 133

Water St., N. Y. City. Mention this paper. 36-87

B. F. i.Ewris,

HANDLER OF DOGS.
Is ready to take dogs to condition for and ex-

hibit at the fall shows.

ELM STATION,

tf Montgomery Co.. Pa.

— - - - ^ - - - -

PRINTING OUTFIT ^&^
<X>Ml'Lf.K, 4»ph«h«u ruhl .-r tjpe, IJpthoWrr. hottl* I».

lelibl* Ink. Ink H»d »n.l rwrt.i-Ti. Put up In «'•< boi wltb

lir»rtioiM for uir. Snliftction t>i»r»atmi WorUi 60e. B«M
U**n Muk*r. C«r<l PrtnUr. nc >>t» n»m. • la 1 alant*.

(«int>&'i'^ie*riliuh<mr.S«ntpn<itp&ld ir-r.2 for 26e,CM.ftM.

'k.H.INUKRHOLL * MRU e6« •rtlaadlM.N. V.UOb
tKK MO -

A XEW BOOK

WYAND0TTE8
The latest and best work on the Mating, Breed-

ng. Feeding and Judging the Wyandotte Fowl.

A handsomely printed book of 60 pages.

PRICK, 50 CEXTS.
Address

FAXCIERS' PUBL,IS111N« CO.,

32 South Third Street,

-tf Philadelphia.

DOGS.
Advertisements without display inserted under

thir headingfor 2 cents per word for each insertion

CollleH.

FOR SALE.—SOME VERY FINK COLLIE
puppies, by Champion The Squire out of a
granddaughter of Metchley Wonder. Ad-
dress Maplehurst Kennels.Anibler, Pa.

44-47

Foxhounds.

FOR SALE —FAST-RUNNING FOXHOUNDS
and pups. Addrsss Rex Kennels, Millers-

burg, o. 39-50

Fox Terriers.

FOR SALE—SEVERAL WELL-BRED BROOD
bitches from well-known stock. William
Tallman, !09 West Thirty-fourth Street,

New York City. 44-tf

For Sale.

TWO THOROUGHLY BROKEN SETTERS ;

broken on ruflfed grouse, quail and wood-
cixrk ; will be shown on gMuie. William
Tallman, 109 West Thirty-fourth Street,

New York City. 140-tf

THOROUGHBRED BLACK AND TAN TER-
R1F:r puppies bv importetl Broomfield
Sultan, No. 20,668," out of Roseleaf II, No.

20.264, by imported Mahomet, No. 4479-

Broomfield Sultan is the best dog of the

kind in this country. For prices address
W. S. Patterson, Maj'ville. N. Y.

Great Danes.

YOUNG STOCK FOR SALE. BY PASHA OUT
of show bitches. Address for particulars

A. M. Jaggard, 629 North Front Street,

Philadelphia^a_^ 43^94 _

Irish Setters.

FOR SALE.—YOUNG IRISH SETTERS.
Two fine field dogs, both bench show win-
ners; also one brood bitch of fine pedigree.

F. H. Perry, Des Moines, Iowa. 43tf

Jaimnese Spaniels.

FOR SALE.-JAPANESE SPANIELS FROM
prize stock. Address S. Tuck, .\llen House,
Allentown. Pa. 44-tf

Pedigree Blanks.

PEDIGREE BLANKS FOR FOUR GENER-
ATIONS at 10 cents per dozen, or 85 cents
per 100. Extended four-page blanks, 5
cents each, or 50 cents per dozen, mailed
postpaid. The Fanciers' Publishing Co..

33 S. 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Bernards.

V»R SALE—DOG REP (21.335). Also fine
I litter of pups. J. Kaufmann, 2S36 Stiles

Street. Philadelphia. Pa. it

Scotch Terriers.

vURK BRED WIRE-HAIRED SCOTCH TER-
RIERS from imported and prize winning
stock. Robert McCosh, Burlington, Iowa.

32tf

Various.

ANF:W dog whistle. The loudest and
shrillest whistle ever invented. Something
entirely new. Mailed on receipt of 25

cents. Fanciers' Publishing Company, Box
916. Philadelphia. Pa.

PURCELL'S FLOCKFINDER KENNELS
will buy on commission or sell field dogs,
guaranteed. J. R. Purcell ("Hickory")
Gainesville. Va. 6-tf

PRINTING estimates given for Circulars, Cards,

Letter Sheets, Bill Heads, Price Lists, Sched
ules labels. Tags. etc. The Fanciers' Pub-
lishing Co., 80x916, Philade phia, Pa.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this headingfor 3 cents per wordfor each insertion

Artists and Enarravers.

PRINTING estimates given foi circulars, cards
letter sheets, bill heads, price lists, sched-

ules, labels, tags, etc. The Fanciers' Pub
lishing Co., Box 916. Philade phia . Pa.

Appliances.

POULTRY.
Advertisements without display inserted under

this headingfor a cents per wordfor each insertion.

Indian Gaines.

INCUBATORSSOLD, BOUGHT,EXCHANGED
or repaired. Rankin's Monarch, Williams'
Monitor, Pineland. Prairie State and Ther-
mostatic always on view. Call and inspect.

Correspondence invited. T. Farrer Rack-
1-52 ham. 26 Harrison St., East Orange, N. J.

Bantams.

FOR SALE —ELEVEN SIX MONTHS' OLD
birds, fine strain, |2o. James Grist, Ham-
monton, N. J. 45-47

Legrhorns.

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY SINGLE
comb brown and white Leghorn cockerels
for sale, |i 50 to $5 each. John C. Haynes,
Annandale. New Jersey. 3*^-45

Lilght Brahmas.

JOME GOOD BIRDS FOR SALE ; CIRCULARS
' free. J. A. Roberts, Malvern. Pa. 40-46

Silver "Wyandottes.

SILVER WYANDOTTES AND
Games. Finely marked birds
Irving Crocker, Seneca Falls,

"Wyandottes.

INDIAN
bred by

N. Y. 41-tt

FOR SALE— SILVER LACED WYAN-
DOTTES exclusively. Cockerels, pairs,

trios or breeding pens. Circulars free.

Scott Maxwell, Vancluse. S. C. 4550

"Various

PHELPS & HARPER'S PRIZE WINNERS AT
New York, light Brahmas.barred Plymouth
Rocks, golden, silver and white Wyandottes
and single comb white Leghorns. Stock
and eggs for sale. Catalogue free. Address
KeeseviUe. New York. i-tf

PIGEONS.
Advertisements without display inserted undet

this headingfor a centsper word for each insertion

Antvrerps.

WARDELL TAYLOR. LANGHORNE. PA..
breeder of silver and ash Antwerps. Young-
sters only for sale. $1 50 per pair. 43-46

Engrlish Rollers.

ENGLISH BIRMINGHAM ROLLERS. THOS.
Grist, Livery Stable. Atlantic City, N. J.

I A1-A
I 42-46

For Sale.

BARGAIN.—FIVE PAIRS PINK POUTERS
for $35. Also jacobins in all colors from fs
up per pair. C. A. Koehler. 17 DeKalb.
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Fantails.

43-46

HOWARD BUTCHER. 146 N. FRONT ST..

Philadelphia ; all colors, prize winning
stock, $3.00 per pair and upwards. Also
Owls and Turbits. 28-53

^

Ilomlna: Plffeons.

$
EACH, FEDERATION BANDED BRED

T from good stock. Some have flown from
Harrisburg and Odenton. D. W. Kolbe.

Jr., 1207 Arch Street. it

Jacobins.

FOR SALE—THE FINEST LOT OF JACO-
BINS in America, all colors, the entire

stock of the late William Live«ey. at 1210

N.4th St., Phila. 4245

i: BAILY. ARDMORE. PA., FINEST IM-
"• PORTED stock. 44-58

TW. TUGGLE. Columbus, Ga. Importer

^ and breeder of Jacobina. 7-58

Satlnettes.

GEORGE W. PETTIT, ARTIST, loio CLIN-
ton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ii-tf

Various.

^OR SALE.-FANCY PIGEONS. J.C.Meade.
Virginia. III. »t

MISCELLANEOUS.
Artlss.

C>FECIAL engravings made from photograph*
^" of dogs. The Fanciers' Publishing Co., 32

South Third St., Philadelphia.b
Advertising*

DOGS.
Advertisements -without display inserted under

this headingfor 2 cents per wordfor each insertion

Canker Cure.

TALLMANS CANKER CURE BY MAIL FOR
fiflv cents. William Tallman. 109 West
Thirty-fourth Street, New York City, tf

ENTWISLE'S BANTAMS —I am Mr. W. F.

Entwisle's only authorized agent for the
United States and Canada, and will import
birds at as low a figure as possible, quality

of stock considered. F. W. Gaylor, Quogue,
Long Island. N. Y. 37-62

Games.

GAME FANCIERS.-I AM OFFERING FOR
sale nearly all of my prize-winning game
fowls, old and young, including winners
at New York, and have added about 20

prizes to my already large number by win-

ning at the late Industrial Exhibition. See
the list. These fowls are lor sale cheap.
Black red, brown red and pile games and
black red, duckwing and pile game ban-
tams. Describe what you want. E. F.

Doty, 47 Wellington Place,Toronto, Can. tf.

IF YOU WISH TO ADVERTISE ANYTHING
anywhere at anv time write to George P.

Rowell & Co., No. 10 Spruce Street, New
York. 37-82

EVERY ONE IN NEED OF INFORMATION
on the subject of adverti-sing will do well

to obtain a copy of "Book for Advertisers."

368 pages, price one dollar. Mailed, post-

age paid, on receipt of price. Contains a

careful compilation from the American
Newspaper Directory of all the best papers
and class journals; gives the circulation

rating of every one, and a good deal of in-

formation about rates and other matters
pertaining to the business of advertising.

Address Rowell's Advertising Bureau. 10

Spruce Street. N. Y. 31-82

Drinking Fountain.

For Sale.

,-^OR SALE—A 600-EGG MONARCH INCU-
H BATOR in good condition. Price $50. John

C. Haynes, Annandale, N. J. 35-tf

rrAHE BEST DRINKING FOUNTAIN FOR
1 chicks or fowls is the Pineland Fountain,

easilv cleaned. Price. 75 cents each. $8 per

dozen. Address Pineland Incubator and
8vli Brofxier Company, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

Various.

A'
NY CLUB WISHING TO LEASE A LARGE

tract of land, suitable for game reserve,

will find it to their interest to address me.
Alexander R. Matheson. Fort Gibson. In-

dian Territory. >t
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IN THE STUD.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila.. Pa..

Offer the services of the following stud dogs :

Rough-coated Collies

Champion Tine Squire,
20881. FEE $50.

Ch. Roalyn WTilkes,
20883 FEE $35.

Cham. Roslyn Dandy,
17577. FEE $35.

Roslyn Con\?vay,
20882 FEE $20.

Sir Kelpie,
14735. FEE $15.

English Pugs
Champion Treasure,

10596. FEE $15
Kash, Jr.,

17804. FEE $15

Irish Setters

King Elcho (21,377).

Ivord Klcho (21,378).

(Ch. Elcho, Jr.—Bessie Glencho.)

FEE OF EACH $20
Extended pedigree of any of the above on ap-

plication. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at rea.sonable prices, including several
good stud dogs and brood bitches in whelp.
Young i^tock always on hand. 13-64

IN THE STUD.

4J9

Fox Terriers.

IN STUD.

Pitcher I25

Ch. Raby .Mixer ,5 |

Reckoner ic '

• • . 3
I

Broclcenhurst Tyke 15 I

Puppies from these well-known dogs I

out of prize-winning matrons for sale. '

BiLLSItDE HbNNBLS,
5-56 LANCASTER. MASS.

8T. BERNARDS
AT STUD.

ARISTOCRAT,
Winner of more first prizes and spec-

ials during: 180O than any
other St. Bernard.

FEE, $50.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
PoujjTlikeepsle, N. Y.

EDWARD BOOTH, Manager.
36-48

1
T STUD

Champion
Bannettman

Who is the sire or g^randsire of more beagles
with field trial and bench show records than
any other beagle, living or dead. Also

Cfl. FITZ flOGfl LEE.
26 firsts and specials, and the field trial winner

RING,
"Runner-up" with Tony Weller. N. B. C. Field
Trials 1891. Send stamp for stud cards and cir-
cular of stock for sale.

GLENROSE BEAGLE KENNELS.
43-46 -MELROSE, MASS.

P STUD

ORIOLE KENNELS,
YOUNGSTOWN. OHIO.

FOX XKRRIERS
Best Strains. Prize Winners.

STARS OF THE FIRST MAGNITUDE.
VALENS, THE SON OF PITCHER and
already the sire in this country of prize

winners pee I15.00
CH. BACCHANAL Fee $15.00
CH. VOLUNTEER Fee I15.00

JOHN A. LOGAN, JR.,
PROPRIETOR.

Full particulars address

HARRY E. TWYFORD,
5-56 Bay Ridgb, L. I.

Ipng '^/eileir

THE ABSOLUTE WINNER OF

The Beagle Trials
OF 1891.

PEE -- $16

PUPPIES FOR SALE.
OAKVIEW KENNELS,

Glenside, Pa.

FOX TERRIERS
AT STUD

DUSKY TRAP. 771 1 . . ,

REGENT BRISK, i6,6i8
REGENT TIPPLER . .

Fee I25
" 10
" 10

Puppies for sale from prize winning bitches.
For stud cards and particulars address REGENT
KENNELS, Catonsville, Baltimore Co., Md. 65

BEAGLES. BEAGLES. BEAGLES.
IN STUD

CHAMPION RACER JR.,
FEE »10. A.K.R. 5407

ROY K.,
FEE <|t10. A.K.R. 18914

THE RAMBLER,
FEE #10. A. K. K. 1 .5907

RABBI,
FEE «HO. A.K.R. 10180

ALSO THE DACHSHUND
FELDMAN K. - FEE $10
In writing kindly give details as to just what

kind of a beagle is desired. Satisfaction guaran-
teed in every case. ROCKLAND KENNELS.
H. L. KREUDER. Nanuet, N. Y. 44-ft

TN STUD

THE KING OF PUGS
SRRAKK,

Winner of ist and Special at New York, ist
at Baltimore and ist and Special at Chicago, 1891.

FEE $20.
Special Rates to Large Kennels. Addreti

HARRY L GOODHAM,
"iti AUBURN PARK, ILL.

IN THE STUD,

CH. BEAUMONT.
(E. 16,166 and A.K.C.S.B. 8093), the champion

Gordon setter of Great Britain and America, the
most typical Gordon; well broken and good in
the field. Fee I35, to approved bitches only.

WM. TALLMAN,
140-tf 109 W. 34th Street, New York City.

POINTERS.—BENCH SHOW AND FIELD
* Trial Winners at Stud.

CH. DUKE OF HESSEH, 6258. Fee $50

CH. ROBERTle DIABLE, 5556. Fee $35
Puppies out of broken bitches for sale. Ad-

dress

Hempstead Farm Kennels,

3»^» Hempstead, Queens Co., N. Y.

IN THE STUD.

HT STUD,

STREATHAM

MONARCH
The Best Bull Terrier Living.

ADDRESS

JOHN MOORflEflD. Jr.,

140-tf

1*ITT8BURG, I»A.

A lot of fine puppies for sale.

M^enthon Keiinels*

St. Bernards,
PHCENIXVILLE, PA.

AT STUD—The Giant Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD BUTE (A.K.C.8.B. 22,029)

As a stud dog LORD BUTE has no equal.

fi:e, $100.
The Handsome Rough-coated St. Bernard

LORD THORNDALE (A.K.C.8.B.18.337)

A son of Ch. Hesper. A sure stock-getter.

PEE, )$3S.

Stud Cards and Catalogues on application.
42-93

^T STUD. FEE »50.

THE WELL-KNOWN POINTER,

KING OF KENT
(A. K. C. S. B.. 6264),

Sire of the phenomenal fMd trial winners, Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
King of Kent divided 3d (I'ointer Stakes), C. F.

T. C, at Lexington, N. C, December, 1890. and
on the bench has won ist. Birmingham, Eng-
land: 1st, New York, Troy. Albany and Lynn.
'80; 1st, challenge. Worcester, Buffalo and
Chicago, '90. Puppies for sale. Apply to

JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

>34-i85 Babylon. L. I.

H T STUD.

ENGLISH
SETTER

Sir FreflericL

^;» 21741

if Winner of forty-

^|) four first prizes 111

> ' Kngland.

FEE $50

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
CHESTNUT HILL, PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

^T STUD,

COUNT NOBLE. GLADSTONE.
ENGLISH SETTERS

ALBERMARLE - - FEE $25
Count Noble—Alphonsiiie.

COUNT LEO - - - FEE $20
Mack D.—Lady Alta.

E. G. ELLIOTT.
40-91 483 Potters Ave.. Providence, R. I.

ENGLISH PUGS-DIAMOND KENNELS
Winner of more first prizes in open class this

year than any other pug breeder in America, in-
cluding New York, New Orleans, Charleston,
Greenville, Wilmington, etc.

PUPPIES for sale. All regi.stered prize
winning stock.

SIX PUG DOGS .\T STUD.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS

DUKE OF WELLINGTON
AND MANCHESTER TEDDY

.\T STUD
Extended pedigree of any of my dogs on ap-

plication. Good specimens of the' above breeas
and brood bitches in whelp to above dogs loi

sale. Send stamp for circular to

JACOB BROMBACH, 304 Diamond St.,

33-4.S Phi adelphia. Pa.

"DTT PO INSTANT RELIEF. CURE IN 15
||||H,\days. Never returns. No purge. No
* •*•"•*-••>' salve. No suppositorv. Remedy
mailed free. Address J. H. REEVES. Box 3290,
New York City. N. Y. 35-^55

THE KENNEL.

s ioLivCO'rCH....|OLLlES

FORDHOOK KENNELS^
.\re among the large.st in America devoted ex
clusively to the breeding of Rough-coated Scotch
Lollies. Orders booked now for puppies as fol-

uT^iTj^^"^'^-^^*^'^' ''' RUTLKDGE. SABLEBEAUTY ex BARD. I.ADV HAKi ex OUALITVlORDHOOK I ASHIOX ex BAKU AnSY ex
K-^^^P^Y^,?^ QL'IKK, DINAH ex ChampionTHE SQUIRE. SMIl.AX ex Champion CHRIS-lOPHER. Address

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,

SzA^ 475 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.

OOLLIES
IRISH TERRIERS

Rest in the world in stud and for sale

^, .
AT STUD

Ihristopher - . . . ^50.00

Wellesbourne Charlie - 50.00

To Collie Club .Member, either dog, $35.

For C.italogue address

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS.
CHEST.NUT nil.I,,

29-80 Philadelphia, Peniia.

YORKSHIRE
Teppiet» Puppies.
A few now offered (or the holiday sale. All bv

CH. BRADFORD HARRY
and individually gocKl spcciiiu'iis.

P. H. COOMBS.
100-151 I Exchange Block, Bangor, Me.

FOX TERRIERS FOR SALE
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite strain
Send for circular to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
4.V'>S p. o. Box 676, ALBANY, N. Y.

WRITE
For new list No. 2S. Some special bargains in
St. Bernards.

R. .1. SA^VYI:I^
4'-49 Menominee. Mich.

82000.00

IN SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
!«*i(K) to the fitsl of the (Champion Gath's

Marker Dan Gladstone c'/. whelptd in 1892 (or
after), who will win the Inited Slates Derby.
#*i<K) on the same conditions as above at

Eastern Derby.

$'.20<) on the same conditions as above at Cen-
tral Derby.

$*^<N> on the same conditions as above at
Southern Derby.

f^aO to \he first of the (Champion Gath's Mark
r);I)an GladlonetC'*'. whelped in iK)2 (or after),
who will will first place in open class at the
Westminster Bench Show, New York.
.1*50 on the same conditions as above at the

Mascoutah Bench show. Chicago, 111.

%'iii on the same cotiditiotis as above, at the
New England Bench show. Boston. Mass.

.^'-J.j on the same conditions as above, at the
Diujuesne Bench show, Piimburg. Pa.

JS'.i.'j on same conditions as above, at the Wash-
ington City Bench show, Washington, D. C.

^25 on same conditions as above, at the Mary-
land Bench show, Baltimore, Md.
!>100 to the breeder of the winner of EACH of

the above ten special offers.

NOTE 1.—The owners of Champion Gath's
Mark and Dan Gladstone, reserve the right to
withdraw these preininnis or.ly in the event of
the death of either of the above dogs or their
disqualification for stiul purposes.

NOTE \J.—The Blue Ridge Kennel has now
opened its books for the fall season of 1S91 and
spring of 1S92, for Gaihs Mark and Dan Glad-
stone, limited to 50 services each.

GATH'S MARK - - - FEE $76
DAN GLADSTONE - - " 60

The Blue Ridge Kennel
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DOG
CENUINB SPRATTS

DOG
G£NUINe

PATENT
BTAMPtO.

CAKES
STAMPtO.

CAKESPOULTRY MEAL-
Peaps Chieks from the Shell

COLD NIGHTS are a common cause of mortality in Young Chicks. To
GUARD AGAINST THIS add a little of our '^CARDIAC TONIC POWDER"
to the food before shutting up at night.

IN PACKAGES OF ALL SIZES.
SAMRLE POST FR

CI.
—— == = __

DOG
CENUINe

The Common Sense of Poultry

Keeping," 12c. Post Free.
5 CONTAINS FULL AND PRACTICAL INFORXIATION ON POLL-

TRY RBARING, HOUSING, FEEDING.

DOG
CSNUINS

BTAMPtD.

CAKES Of All Dealers, or of
8TAMPLD.

CAKES

SPRATTS PATENT (AMERICA), LIMITED,
239, 241, 2A3 and 245 East seth Street, Ne\A/ York City




